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Field Open to All Quality Sound Devices
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-G-M PUTS THE JOY IN LIFE!
THE BUNK

IN

6 REELS

—And the folks ask you when
you're going to have another
big one like "Ben-Hur" and
"The Big Paradt

A'

When you watch
the crowds stay

away in droves
and you wonder
what the future
can possibly hold

—

A

—And then comes M-G-M's "THE TRAIL OF '98"

with more spectacle in it than "Big Parade" and
"Ben-Hur" combined —And you get behind it with
smashing showmanship — And the folks come

packing your Show Shop—And the
money pours in—Hotsy! Totsy! Isn't

it the truth that M-G-M aluays puts

the Joy in Life!

And you feel that a really
Giant Picture would sure pep
things up for vou

—
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A NEW YEAR'S MESSAGE TO
PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS:

(JFor economical distribution, pictures must be at least two-thirds

sold before the salesman calls at the theatre.

In advance of the salesman's call—for sound, wasteless and effec-

tive selling—there must be supplied a detailed and comprehensive

campaign of information, facts and reasons for claims which will

be asserted.

Every exhibitor has the right to demand that he shall be supplied

in advance of the salesman's call with sufficient information about

product, personalities and showmanship angles to enable him to

deal knowingly and intelligently with the salesman.

Every exhibitor does demand this right and distributors who fail

to recognize it pay the penalty in lower grosses and higher sell-

ing costs.

4|The HERALD-WORLD is the proven best medium for informing

all of the exhibitors everywhere about product; its editorial pages

acquaint the exhibitors with the latest news of the industry gen-

erally and its product, together with sound guidance on the latest

and best in showmanship methods.

Its advertising pages afford specific information on specific product

—to the end of more successful buying for the exhibitor and more

successful selling—at lower costs—for the distributor.

—MARTIN J. QUIGLEY.
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PARAMOUNT
offers the greatest array of

important box office product

SOUND and SILENT ever

released in one single month

in the history of pictures!
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INTERFERENCE and
ALL-TALKING UNIT. First great quality 100% talking feature. Straight from $2 S.R.O. run at Criterion, N. Y.

Evelyn Brent, Clive Brook, William Powell, Doris Kenyon. Directed by Roy J. Pomeroy. Based on Mendes Production.

Plus EDDIE CANTOR in screaming short. Plus RUTH ETTING, Ziegfeld beauty and blues singer. Thefeature picture,
iiInterference'>

'
>

, also available as fine silent picture.

Anne Nichols9

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE
The most successful stage hit of all times! Now a quality Paramount sound picture. With Jean Hersholt talking. Nancy
Carroll singing and dancing. Charles "Buddy" Rogers playing the piano. Victor Fleming Production. Marvelous music

score. Triumphant pre-release engagements in Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and San Francisco. Also available silent.

THE
CASE of LENA SMITH"

One of 1929's dramatic sensations! With Esther Ralston and James Hall. Directed by Josef von Sternberg, the man who
made "Underworld", "The Dragnet" and "Docks of New York". Adolph Zukor wires personally from Hollywood : "Another

von Sternberg triumph. Miss Ralston's greatest performance by far". Silent picture only.

i

"THE
SHOPWOBN ANGEL"

With Nancy Carroll and Gary Cooper. Richard Wallace Production. Synchronized with music score and sound effects.

One reel all-talking. Flashy, tender, grippingly dramatic— every element for a great box office attraction. Miss Carroll

singing "A Precious Little Thing Called Love", sure to be one of the song hits of ail times. Also available silent.
]
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the DOCTOR'S SECRET
AXD ALL-TALKIXG UNIT. A 100 c talking feature picture from J. M. Barrie's celebrated stage hit, "Half

: an Hour". With Ruth Chatterton, H. B. Warner, John Loder, Robert Edeson. Directed by William de Mille. Plus

BORR.AH MLNNEYITCH and his Musical Rascals in de luxe jazz short. Plus "JUST ONE WORD", novelty playlet

produced by Joseph Santley. Sound picture only.

REHIND
THE GERMAN LINES

Jirect from successful long run at Rialto Theatre, N. Y. German war secrets from behind the lines revealed for first time
I.'-

n official film photographed in actual battles. Ufa Production. Synchronized with great music score and effects. Also

nailable silent.

SHORT FEATURES
lie class of the market ! BOBBY VERNON in "Why Gorillas Leave Home". BILLY DOOLEY in "Happy Heels".

"aramount-Christie Comedies. Two releases each of the popular KRAZY KAT and INKWELL IMPS Carbons. Two

ssues weekly of PARAMOUNT NEWS, the industry's leading news reel.

NATIONAL NEWS-
campaign starting January 1st in 700PAPER ADVERTISING

tewspapers in 400 key cities, reaching iCO
:000,000 readers! Containing name and date of theatre playing "Interference"'.

Idling Paramount's amazing talking picture pro^-'m to audiences in advance.

(paramount(pictures
HEADQUARTERS1929 MOTION



a GRAND opening
"Christmas day was the

anniversary day of the

founding of Fox Films, and

that hardy organization

earned double felicitations

by giving to the amusement
world a remarkable proof of

its high standing in the realm

of picture drama, in Old

Arizona' gives by far the

best demonstration of the

speaking screen ever put

forth. Clear, vibrant, un-

forced, the speech of the

characters came startlingly

close to that which had be-

hind it the breath of life, in
Old Arizona'is nothing short

of triumphant. It advances

the art of the talkies dis-

tinctly ahead of any rival

attempt."
Monroe Lathrop,

Los Angeles Express

" in Old Arizona' is a

breezy romance. It is a col-

orful narrative, with excel-

lent playing by Baxter.Lowe

and Dorothy Burgess, and

the charm that a Spanish

accent lends to the dialog."

Llewellyn Miller,

Los Angeles Record

IN
OLD
RIZON
wrecks

house record
at

WORLD
PREMIERE

CRITERION
Theatre

•os Angeles

WILLIAM FOX
presents

" in Old Arizona' is not

only infinitely better than

the usual crop of films, but

it is significant because it

is the first outdoor talkie

and really the first one to

combine the technique o

the screen and the stage

and the first one to mak
me forget the mechanics

sound device. It has all th<

gentle satire and irony o

that great short stor

writer, O. Henry, and th

stretch of desert country i

so gorgeous and the moun
tainous country so effectiv

that you would be conten

just to look at some of the

magnificent scenic effects.

Warner Baxter as the bandit

has never been seen in aj

portrayal that is presented

with so much feeling.

Edmund Lowe is again a

hardboiled sergeant—the

same kind that won him

plaudits in 'What Price

Glory.' Dorothy Burgess

performance of Tonia Maris

is a classic. There is credit

enough for both Raou
Walsh and Irving Cum
mings for the direction o:

THE FIRST ALL-TALKING

with EDMUND LOWE < DOROTHY BURGESS
WARNER BAXTER

T

i roving beyond all doubt thalk



that Wrecked Records,
and made the Critics Rave •

he picture. Take my advice

md see 'In Old Arizona.' It

s well worth your time and

noney."
Louella Parsons,

Los Angeles Examiner

'In Old Arizona' is the

irst big outdoor talkie and

surprising disclosure of

vhat can be done with a

nicrophone in the open air.

t presents a sort of 'What
5rice Glory' story with

vestern trimmings. One
hing that it absolutely as-

ures is a different sort of

how than has ever been

en at any time before. For

his reason 'In Old Arizona'

^jvill perhaps in days to come

>e reckoned as epochal. The

?oice of Warner Baxter reg
Jl

Asters notably well. Dorothy
Ifft

,3urgess finds herself quite

icclimated to this sirenic
l
%le. Edmund Lowe amuses

vjlt-

L

vith his portrayal of a hard-

boiled soldier."

Edwin Schallert,

Los Angeles Times

IN
OLD
RIZON

is just the start!

5 more100%
ALL-TALKING
FULL-LENGTH
FEATURES

now ready or in production:

The Ghost Talks
Hearts In Dixie
The Valiant
Speakeasy

hru Different Eyes

" 'In Old Arizona' moves.

It is exciting. Its dialog is

well written. Its voices are

well recorded and its play-

ers walk about in an unself-

consciousway. It is destined

to please many audiences

and to win over converts for

the talkies. Nor should its

gorgeous backgrounds be

forgotten."

-Harrison Carroll,

Los Angeles Herald

"This production is of un-

usual merit. Expertly cast

with the speaking princi-

pals all boasting of past

stage experience has in-

sured the talking perfection

of the drama. The dialog

has been well handled by

the players. They have

worked up a perfect climax

which is guaranteed to hold

the spectators' interest."

Harry Mines,

LosAngelesDailyNews

FEATURE FILMED OUTDOORS

ZONA
Directed RAOUL WAbSH ond Story and aiAu daddy
in Dialog by IRVING CUMMINGS Dialog by 1UM "At"* 1

^|

tfROVIETONE talkers talk profits 9
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DRAMAPHONE
of!

==i:r.=r-
„„.»o cos"-"0 -

A SOUND INVESTMENT
DRAMAPHONE talking and sound projection equipment comes to you not as an ex-

periment . . . but as a tried and proved product.

DRAMAPHONE synchronized talking and sound equipment is the product and brains
of. the most capable electrical and mechanical engineers in the country.

DRAMAPHONE projection equipment has already proved itself in actual test by ex-
hibitors.

INSTALLATIONS are being made daily.

SOUND projection equipment cannot be judged without seeing and hearing . . . you
must see and hear the DRAMAPHONE ... it will surprise you by its performance
as well as its low cost.

Come to Chicago or see our nearest distributor . . . see and hear this remarkable
instrument. If distance forbids wire or write us for complete information.

Dramaphone Corporation
422 South Wabash Ave., ChiYago, Illinois

Distributors. Telephone—Wabash 8473

L & M Distributing Co., 2621 Vine St., Cincinnati, Ohio
Schlank-Henigson, 6912 Hollywood Bh Hollywood, Calif.

Dramaphone Distributing Corp., 1506 Davenport St., Omaha, Neb.
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-andHow
MELODY OF LOVE
Carl Laemmle's 100% Talking Picture.

THE LAST WARNING
Laura La Plante. Paul Leni Production.

GIVE AND TAKE
George Sidney, Jean Hersholt. Wm. Beaudine

Production.

THE CHARLATAN
George Melford Production.

COHENS AND KELLYS
in ATLANTIC CITY

George Sidney, Vera Gordon, Kate Price, Mack Swain.
Wm. J. Craft Production.

THE SHAKEDOWN
James Murray, Barbara Kent. Wm. Wyler Production.

COME ACROSS
Mary Nolan. Wm. Wyler Production.

RED HOT SPEED
Reginald Denny. Joseph Henabery Production.

HIS LUCKY DAY
Reginald Denny. Directed by Edward CUne.

IT CAN BE DONE
Glenn Tryon. Fred Newmeyer Production.

GIRL on the BARGE
By Rupert Hughes. Jean Hersholt, Sally

O'Neil, Malcolm McGregor. Edward Sloman
Production.

BARGAIN IN
THE KREMLIN

By Sir Philip Gibbs. Joseph Schildkraut.

Directed by Edward Sloman.

THE CLIMAX
From famous play by Edward Locke.

CLEAR THE DECKS THE GREAT
CINEMA MURDER

By Leonard Fields.

Reginald Denny. A. Joseph Henabery
Production.

THAT BLONDE
Laura La Plante.

ONE RAINY NIGHT
Laura La Plante.

DANGEROUS
DIMPLES

Laura La Plante.

FLAMING
DAUGHTERS

By Beatrice Van.

BARNUM
WAS RIGHT

From play by Philip Bartholomae, John
Meehan.

YOU CANT
fHTJ:0VE THE HAUNTEDAn Ernst Laemmle Production.

LONESOME
Paul Fejos' Masterpiece. Glenn Tryon,

Barbara Kent.

BROADWAY
Paul Fejos Production. Original play

dialogue.

THE MINSTREL
SHOW

Eddie Leonard.

THE KING OF JAZZ
Paul Whiteman

SHANNONS OF
BROADWAY

with James Gleason. Directed by WesLy
Ruggles.

LADY
By AJela Rogers St. John.

THE BRAGGART
Jean Hersholt. Edward Sloman Production.

ERIC THE GREAT
Conrad Veidt, Mary Philbin. Paul Fejos

Production.

SHORT SUBJECTS
BAILEY and BARNUM, THE
THREE BROX SISTERS, ZIM-
MERMAN and GRANDVILLE.
"THE COLLEGIANS" — Fourth
Series. Supervisedby Carl Laemmle, Jr.

(Note : Two negatives, sound and
silent, on all Universal talking pic-

tures excepting "Melody of Love.")

StUnt orSound- Cart Laemmle leads the Way///_
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NOW OVEK 200 FEK MONTH!
That's the way theaters all
over the eountry are installing
Phototone Sight-Sound Pol lev

T:
|HE seven hundred theaters now
using Phototone are getting the
crowds with "sight-sound"

programs. And they didn't pay $11,000 for the
equipment. It'll pay you to get on the "sight-
sound" bandwagon with them—especially since
you can do it for only $500.

That's all Phototone costs with baffle board
and dynamic cone speaker. It is $575 with two
baffle board speakers and with cue cabinet con-
taining fifty records and fifty filing devices. All

the sound effects and themes you can use for all

the situations in your bookings. Music by the
world's greatest orchestras.

Now's your chance to start packing the crowds
in for real honest-to-goodness "sight-sound"
programs. Beat your competitor to it.

I^OR small annual cost you can equip your theater with Photo-
tone's new cue and record service. This gives you a circulat-

ing lihrary of sound records made exclusively for Phototone—also

standard records for incidental use, and special noise records

such as mob sounds, growls, shrieks, sirens, etc.

By means of this new sound service your Phototone disc li-

brary will be replenished with cue servicemade up by thcThemalic
Music Cue Service of New York, which is also writing original

scores for Phototone.

Mail the eoupon. Get the details.

Check the information you want and mail this coupon to the

Phototone Company, North Vernon, Ind.

Record Cue Service

Phototone Equipment

NAME

ADDRESS -

COMPANY

CITY STATE.

Be sure and hear the

new Phototone cone
sound board speaker

"31 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

i Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

'"orbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

The new Phototone cone

sound board is clear and
distinct—built for long

hard service

Phototone Branch Offices
Neil Thompson, Argos, Ind. 220 W. Fourth St., Charlotte, N. C.

(for Indianapolis and Cleveland) 845 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago, 111.

.'{27 E. Sixth St., Cincinnati, Ohio 3706 Broadway, K-- isas City, Mo.

705 W. Crand Ave., Oklahoma, City, Okla.

5332 Chicago Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Phil Pierce Company, Dallas, Texas

E YOUR PII T1REK WITH THE WORLD'S GREATEST MUSIC
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The Great American Picture

—

Breaking All American Records!
Showmen Everywhere Report Huge Grosses and Satisfied Patrons

Who Enthusiastically Spread Praise for "Uncle Tom"

The Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Tex., wires: "'Uncle Tom' good for ten days more. Ex-

pect to make up all Summer losses with it." From Charles F. Smith, of the Uptown

Theatre, Kansas City, comes: "Just completed week of tremendous business on 'Uncle

Tom.' All records smashed." Then R. D. Hutchinson wires from the Liberty Theatre,

Oklahoma City, Okla. : "Very happy advise necessary hold over 'Uncle Tom' for second

week. Did tremendous business." Vogel Gettier, of the Capitol Theatre, Grand Island,

Neb., has this to say: "'Uncle Tom' has broken all records in its first three-day showing,

topping year's best supers." From Kane, Pa.—the Chase Street Theatre— comes: " 'Uncle

Tom' is Universale screen masterpiece. Opened to record-breaking business despite heavy

opposition." "Had plenty of competition, but they couldn't lick 'Uncle Tom's Cabin,'" says

L. S. Braun, of the New Square Theatre, Ottumwa, la., "Now we know Universal has

the big ones." Frank C. Reinecke, of the Paramount Theatre, Akron, Ohio, declares: "I

have seen a lot of big pictures and I have played a lot of big pictures, but beyond any ques-

tion of doubt 'Uncle Tom' is the biggest and best box-office sensation that has ever been

released by any distributor." From White, S. D., comes the message, signed by K. Cum-
mings, of the Opera House: "Wonderful picture in every respect. Better than I thought it

could be or would be. I wish all the so-called specials were as good." R. W. Mussleman,
of the Princess Theatre Lincoln, Kansas, writes: "'Uncle Tom's Cabin' is a wonderful

g picture. Drew in -people that I had never seen in town before."

e Palm Theatre, Pueblo, Colo., says: "Just completed sensa-

om.' Business phenomenal. Biggest seven days ever done."

Keith Theatre, North Platte, Neb. , writes :

" I wish to say

t more comment from patrons than any picture ever played

exhibitor anywhere that I believe 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' to

11 the so-called specials, and that their patrons all will be

ney's Theatre, Point Marruon, Penn., says: "This my
fell you 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' just established a record

eyond all conception." A wire from Charles F. Smith,

'heatre, Wichita, Kansas, states: "Just closing week

Cabin.' All records smashed. Despite change of

d special performance at nine thirty, this morning

emmle leads theWay///

drawing card an

while

ti
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The NEW company
with a NEW idea

Exhibitor's Choice Selling

Begins this month

Photoplays made where/tKe story's laid

PICTURES ACTUALLY PRODUCED IN EUROPE ASM
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INCORPORATED

THE NEW YQ§K
pT
"5L!: LIBRARY

4231294
ASrOR, I.ZXOX AND

TILOEN r J JNDATIOMS
R 19C9 L

IMPORTERS and DISTRIBUTORS
Throughout the United States and Canada

A Statement of Purpose and Policy

IT IS THE purpose and ambition of the foun-

ders of this Company to make it the North

American Clearing House for the representa-

tive films of other countries. We invite all

overseas producers to investigate our distribu-

tion facilities.

The company is managed by American show-

men whose knowledge of production progress

abroad has convinced them that overseas pro-

ducers are now making enough pictures which

will pay in the United States and Canada to

justify a nation-wide distributing organization

devoted exclusively to their exploitation. It is

the first and only national distributing com-

pany to specialize in imported pictures exclu-

sively.

There is real box-office and entertainment

value in "photoplays made where the story's

laid." Good pictures from other countries, the

romances of the peoples of distant lands, will

afford an occasional welcome change from the

usual domestic pictures.

We will import only those pictures which

have quality, novelty, unusual stories and char-

acters, authentic and beautiful locations and

backgrounds—pictures which could not as well

be made in America.

We will handle only those pictures which

after screen examination are approved for this

market by a selection committee composed of

men and women both in and out of the picture

business.

We will deal only in completed pictures. We
will sell one or more pictures at a time. Ex-

hibitors may see any picture before booking it.

Bcause we believe it will be more profitable

to exhibitors and ourselves and in the long

run to overseas producers of high-grade prod-

uct, we prefer handling a limited number of

good pictures annually to dealing in a larger

number of cheaper but less attractive ones.

Aside from the commercial, we believe the

entertainment, cultural and educational values

of fine imported pictures will prove a worthy

contribution to the screens of the new world.

Those motion pictures, wherever made, which

entertainingly mirror humanity's progress will

win their way everywhere.

JOS. S. SKIRBOLL
Sales Manager

J. D. WILLIAMS
Executive Vice President

AL S. ARONSON
European Representative
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SOUND
it'sNews !

Some Outstanding News Events Recorded

PRESIDENT ELECT HOOVER arrives in San Pedro,
Calif., to board warship Maryland for South American trip.

AIMEE SEMPLE McPHERSON greeted by happy thou-
sands on her return to Los Angeles from Europe.

FRANZ SHUBERT Centenary at Vienna. World tribute

on 100th anniversary of great composer's death.

YOKOHAMA—Prayers to Ossaniyama, Guardian God of

Yokohama, chanted in old religious rite.

ItsEntertainment
CHORUS CUTIES make big whoopee for old sea-salts at

old sailors home, St. George, Staten Island.

DE WOLF HOPPER—who put "Mudville" on the map with
"Casey at the Bat," makes a back-stage confession exposing
his career.

TOM NOONAN of the "Church in Overalls" in New York's
famous Chinatown, demonstrates how he rescues the city's

souls in pawn.

KIDS JAZZ BAND in Boston take up kindergarden course
in syncopation.

PATHEJMWNEW



te ofaGreat
News Reel

NEWS is real news when it's of universal

interest and NEW. ENTERTAINMENT
has value when it is hall-marked with Show-
manship. SOUND enhances news when it

achieves perfection in recording and
reproduction.

First page news when it is news—plus big time
entertainment— plus absolute verity in sound
recording and reproduction . . . THIS IS YOUI
GUARANTEE when you book THE WORLD'?
GREATEST NEWS REEL IN SOUND! H

Its soundatitsbest!
PATHE SOUND NEWS is the last word in production flexibility — both in
sound and scene.

The "variable area" sound track of RCA Photophone System gives results not
available to any other system.

Absolute elimination of ground noises and other sound track disturbances is

accomplished by recording on fine-grained Dupont positive film stock in a sepa-
rate simultaneous operation while making the picture negative. Long shots and
close-ups can be irade by Pathe Sound News without sacrificing SOUND or
PICTORIAL quality.



Picture* j/
NOW

COMBINED
for the

Greater Glory

of your

Box-Office

!

1



THE GREATEST
MIRACLE IN
1928 YEARS

Now add the living voice of VITA-
PHONE—first, finest, and most fa-

mous of all Sound accomplishments

—to the supreme Star, Story, and

Production values of FIRST NA-
TIONAL PICTURES . . .

Never has such a staggering sum of

Box-Office Assets been placed before

the exhibitors of motion pictures!

First National Players so popular you

can fill your theatre on their names

alone . . . First National Stories so

stupendous you'd grab them, Vita-

phone or SILENT . . .

ADD TO THESE THE TREMEN-
DOUS FORCE OF VITAPHONE,
AND YOU HAVE A BUY

THAT'S IRRESISTIBLE!

Beginning immediately, every new

First National Picture that is put in

work will be produced via Vitaphone.

Every time you book a First National

Picture you can advertise a Vita-

phone Picture!

* * *

In the minds of America's millions,

"Sound" IS "Vitaphone".

In the hearts of America's millions,

First National Pictures and First Na-

tional Stars have been rooted deep

by 1 1 years of glorious achievement.

By their union First National attains

the Pinnacle of Box-Office Power!

Blow every FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE
will be a 100% YlfAPtDNE PICTURE!

t

1

When Stars
like these
Speak Via
Vitaphone,
the Whole
World will
Listen !

Colleen

Moore

Corinne

Griffith

'Richard
Barthelmess

Billie

Dove

*5

Jack
Mulhali

Every
First National
Star now a
Vitaphone

Star!
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AMONG

N. V Tim"

AUTD STIIX
ThePROOF
PIL.ES UP!

New critics swell the

flood of testimony
that "THE BARKER'
is a once-in- a 'blue

moon hit!

"Carthay Circle audience ac-

claimed 'The Barker.' Sets
new precedent for players
among cast. Fitzmaurice has
stepped into group of few
who have something really

good to offer."

—

Louella Par-
sons in L. A. Examiner

" 'The Barker' is the most in-

teresting picture— silent or
noisy—on Broadway."

—

Karl
Kitchen in N. Y. Eve. World

"Excellent picture and a good
talker. Will waltz home to a

merry jingle. Picture is well

supplied with 'it'."

—

Sid in

Variety

"'Barker' real entertainment.

Marvelous carnival atmos-

phere. Accorded place in

front rank. Picture must be
reckoned unquestionably
among outstanding film
achievements of year."

Marquis Busby in L. A. Times.

"A natural. One of note-

worthy photoplays of year.

'The Barker' should be put
on your list of pictures not

to be missed."

—

Monrot
Lathrop, L. A. Express.

'The Barker' offers colorfu

entertainment. Unusual in

terest. Has not been surpassec

by any recent picture."—Har
rison Caroll in L. A. Herald

"First National 'Barker' pre
miere display stuns Wesl
Coast boulevardiers. A spec
tacle that out-rivaled any
thing the' motion pictur<

capital had ever seen."

—

En
Daily Review.
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Quality Test

THE exact status of the question of interchangeability

among sound picture devices, from both a practicable

and a permissible standpoint, is revealed in the following

statement just issued by Mr. J. E. Otterson. president of

Electrical Research Products, Inc.:

"We have just reached an understanding with the pro-

ducers licensed by us that they will play their productions

on any equipment which in their judgment gives results of

satisfactory quality. If they find, or we demonstrate, that

the equipment is not up to standard, then they will cease

to serve such equipment."

Here, then, is the latest word, and it is a word of such

definiteness that it admits of no misunderstanding. The
Western Electric Company interests- are not standing in

the way of the freest, fullest and earliest development in

the use of sound pictures. The insistence upon quality

reproduction is only the insistence that the industry

unitedly must make. The present standards, and con-

stantly bettering standards, obviously must be the common
objective of both exhibitors and producers if the public's

present interest in sound pictures is to be developed into a

substantial and lasting patronage.

* * *

The Name Hunt

THE merry discussion looking to the christening of the

talking picture goes on. During the past week all

branches of the industry, together with a large public rep-

resentation, have busied themselves with thought and dis-

cussion about an appropriate name for the talking picture.

There is no scarcity of suggestions. Words and combina-

tions of words of many kinds and descriptions have been

proposed. Unfortunately, too many of them are severely

and forbiddingly Greek and Latin. These may be sound

enough in their derivation but they simply will never fit

into the popular tongue of the day.

Mr. Jack Warner offers a short-cut to a solution of the

problem with the suggestion that the brand name, "Vita-

phone," be the elected term. Similarly, Mr. Louis B.

Mayer advocates, "Movietone." One thing that may be

noted in connection with both of these suggestions is that

Vitaphone and Movietone are words that already are deep

in the language of the theatregoing public. The public is

not using the terms exactly; in other words, they are not
using them in a brand-name sense but are employing them
to refer generally to talking pictures.

We do not know the precise origination of "Vitaphone."'
It was offered by Warner Brothers at the birth of the syn-

chronized picture to describe Warner Brothers' sound and
picture entertainments. It may have been suggested by
"Vitagraph," the name of the pioneer company absorbed
sev eral years ago by the Warner Brothers.

"Vitaphone" is a fine, upstanding term and it could very
consistently—if brand name considerations would not pre-

vent—become a creditable word for the public and the
trade to use in referring to talking pictures.

We understand that "Movietone"' is the personal inven-

tion of Mr. William Fox. It has been used from the start

by the Fox company in connection with its synchronized
and talking pictures. This word has already gone far with
the public. The combination of "tone"' with "movie" re-

moves much of the objectionableness of the latter term
when used alone. The coined term, 'Movietone,"' has much
to recommend it. It rolls easily into the language of the
day and. as is the case with "Vitaphone." it is already in

wide use by the public.

However, until the ballots are counted we continue to

urge consideration of the term— AT DIEN.

"Allied States' Head

THE election of Mr. Abram F. Myers, now chairman of

the Federal Trade Commission, as president and gen-

eral counsel of the Allied States Association of Motion
Picture Exhibitors is a development that may be regarded

with widespread satisfaction. While it has not yet been
made plain as to just how soon Mr. Myers may be released

by the President from his official duties at Washington, it

is to be hoped that his efforts in behalf of the exhibitors

may be taken up at an early date so that the many imme-
diate and pressing problems may have the benefit of his

attention.

The election of Mr. Myers is really the outcome of sev-

eral vears* agitation among exhibitors for the selection of a

strong and experienced personality from outside the in-

dustry to head an association. There is regret that such

an arrangement had not been made earlier but there is

gratification in the fact that at least now it has been done.

It is not yet timely to comment generally on the plans of

the Allied States Association under the leadership of Mr.

Myers because thus far an official statement referring in

any detail to the plans and purposes of the new arrange-

ment has not been issued. But it is timely to congratulate

Mr. Myers and the association jointly on the new arrange-

ment.

Exhibitors certainly are entitled to, and certainly need,

the benefits of a strong and active association. And such

an association requires the full time and attention of a

chief executive who is expert and experienced with respect

to the problems and necessities involved.

Mr. Myers made an excellent impression upon the motion

picture industry generally during the time of conducting a

trade practice conference. This will be an advantage to

him in setting out on his new duties. Also, he has behind

him a creditable and convincing record generally and is

plainly qualified to play an important part in entrenching

and rendering more secui-e the business of exhibiting mo-

tion pictures.

The best wishes of the Herald-World are extended to

Mr. Myers and to the Allied States Association.

—MARTIN J. QUIGLEY.
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Audien Drive Is Creating
Wide Public Interest in

Talking Motion Pictures

An
Entire

Industry

Must

Decide

—The EXHIBITOR

—The PRODUCER
—The DISTRIBUTOR

—The STAR

—The DIRECTOR

—The SCENARIST

—The ADVERTISING MAN
—The PUBLICIST

—The PROJECTIONIST

—The CAMERAMAN
—The TECHNICIAN

ALL must join in selecting a name
which reflects properly and ap-

propriately the dignity and im-

portance of the Talking Picture.

The campaign seeking a decent name for motion pictures that have found their

voice, to supplant such unhappy designations as "talkies," "speakies." "soundies,"
and some even more undignified, has progressed far beyond expectations.

Not that the rose has found its name! True, there are some who like audien,
suggested by the Herald-World, but there are others who believe it too obviously
manufactured, not to say highbrow. There are others who like cinelog. the sug-

gestion of a Greek purist at Columbia university. There are others who like

dramaphone. pictovox. audifilm, just as there are some who root for 'talkies"' and
"speakies!"

And there are more names pouring in all tbe time, from many sections of the
countrv.

* * *

Even though no name has icon universal approval as yet, the campaign has
had extraordinary success in interesting the public in the new pictures com-
bining screen and sound. The leading critics of the country have taken up
the cry and the HERALD-lTORLD's campaign has been commented upon by
Quinn Martin in the New 1 ork World. F. Mordaunt Hall in the New York
limes. Robert Sherwood in the New York Evening Post. Ashton Stevens in

the Chicago Herald and Examiner, and others too numerous to mention.

This enlisting of the public interest, through the important press, has pro-

vided exhibitors through the country with an entirely new and refreshing exploi-

tation angle. Thus it may be said with truth that the campaign has been
eminently successful, whether it ever succeeds in erasing "talkies" from the
slanguage of the day or not.

Several new and highly promising suggestions have come forward.

Milton Silver, advertising manager of I niversal. icho knows the public
mind, comes forth with the suggestion . . . Photovoice. As a standardized
term to describe talking pictures, photovoice has the virtues of simplicity,

ease, familiarity. Try it . . . Photovoice.

A whole series of promising suggestions comes from Richard L. Moss, assistant

manager with the Loew organization. He makes one highlv promising sugges-

tion . . . Phonoplay. This is close to a term already in good repute, photoplay.
Obviously, if a photoplay is a play presented on the screen in motion pictures,

then phonoplay is a play presented in sound, with every suggestion of the
motion picture.

Quinn Martin, particularly good-natured on the eve of a six weeks' vaca-

tion in Europe, beginning in Rerlin and the I fa studios, is u illing to try

audien. This, from a critic, is quite a concession, though Martin will prob-
ably come back uith something faintly resembling Sprachkino. or Schicetz-

bilder. (Where's that German type anyway?)

^^llclt JVflniC Do YOU ^OD Sherwood, whose position anywhere would naturally be one of eminence.
suggests in the New 1 ork Evening Post and 35 other newspapers through the

SUGGEST? country that the Herald-World's campaign would add considerable class to the
language. "I have lately seen several delightful audiens." Sherwood imagines
himself saying, "audiens including 'Sal of Singapore." 'Noisy Neighbors,' and
'State Street Sadie.'

"

Joseph I. Schnitzer. president of F B 0 Productions, finds a similar difficulty

NAME with audien. He considers this classy little designation a bit too highbrow.

"The motion picture fan does not icant a icord u ith which he is not famil-
ADDRESS iar, and above all. he does not want a name for anything thrust down his

throat," said Mr. Schnitzer. "any more than he wants a star forced on him.
CITY and STATE The fans want to coin their own names for their entertainment and make

their own stars. Although 'talkie' is cheap and slangy. I am afraid it is here

[Fill in coupon and mail to EXHIBITORS 10 s'av> much like 'movie.' Personally. I don't like it. but I dont think there

HERALD-WORLD, 407 South Dearborn St., is anything we can do about it."

Chicago, III.'] The returns are not yet all in. And just as Herbert Hoover managed to break
the Solid South so may audien or cinelog or photovoice or phonoplay succeed in

. breaking the Solid Talkie. Ballots always welcome.
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What Is Your Suggestion?
Should the talking picture be called a "talkie," a "speakie," a

"squawkie," or some more dignified name? Your opinion, please!

PHOTOVOICE
—Milton Silver

Advertising manager

Universal Pictures

—L. P. Gorman
Portland

Me.

AUDIEN
—Second by
Quinn Martin

New York World

—Clell Jay
Eureka Springs

Ark.

AUDIO-PLAY
PHONO-PLAY
AUDIO PICTURES
AUDOMOTO
AUDIVISION
PHONO-ART
AUDIFILM
SONOFILM
PICTOPHONE
—Richard L. Moss

Assistant Manager
Loew Organization

VIEWTONE
VUTONE
VUCON
KODOR
KOVOX
VOCAM
MOVIX
—Edward L. Klein

Edward L. Klein

Corp.

TALKIE—Eugene Arnstein

Mihvaukee Theatre

Circuit

Milwaukee

—Stanley Gross

Downer theatre

Milwaukee

—Rheinhold Wallach

Lake theatre

Milwaukee

* * *

PICTALK
PICTORAL
VITAVOX—John T. Jackson

Coldwater

Mich.
* * *

PHONO-PHOTOS
FONOFOTOS—M. B. Hornbeck

Logansport

Ind.

* * *

AUDIES
—P. A. Wills

Champaign
111

KENTONE
VISTATONE—Easton West

Ocean Park
Cal.

* * *

DRAMATONE
—Frank C. Ely

Morristown

N. J.

HUMANITONE
—F. K. Haskell

Portland

Ore.

* * *

VOCAPHOTOS
—W. S. G. Heath

Edgefield

s. c.

* * *

SYMPHONY PICTURES
—Joe Anderson

Hatton

N. D.

* * *

AUDIOGRAPH
—William W. Lewis

J. E. McAuley Mfg.

Co.

Chicago

—J. A. Davis

New Haven
Conn.

* * *

CINOPHONE
KINOPHONE—Jean Kounstance

Milton

Chicago

* * *

AUDIFILM
VOCAFILM
—E. F. Nutter

Rowlesburg

W. Va.

* * *

TELASHOW
—Harold Kelner

New York City

FOTOX
—Stan Kennedy

Selkirk

Man., Canada

REELTROLO
REESOUNDO
—Mrs. J. D. Swabb

Oxford
Kan.

PHOTOPHONIC
—F. P. Hollywood

Portland

Me.
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The Public and Industry Speak
Comments on and suggestions offered in the Herald-World's campaign to find

a suitable name for talking pictures are coming from many sources—the public,

dramatic critics, producers, exhibitors, publicists, directors and all others asso-

ciated uith the industry.

While I am naturally flattered by your letter

of December 7, requesting me to assist you in

finding a name for the moving picture accom-

panied by dialogue, I must respectfully decline

to put my head on the matter. I do not feel

cordial toward the talking and moving picture.

The results up to the present time seem to

me peculiarly distressing, and while mechanical

perfection will naturally improve the situation

somewhat. I feel that in transferring interest

from the development of new technique for

the silent drama, the artistic development of

that true moving picture has been greatly re-

tarded—at present it seems to be checked alto-

gether.

Nor do I see what will be gained when or

if plays could be perfectly produced as talk-

ing and moving pictures. The personal con-

nection between artists and audience will be

lost, and the black and whites are less interest-

ing than the colored, living persons. The me-
chanical reproduction of play? in great number
will lessen the effort, which is at present so

wholesole, to have theatres in every town.

I do not feel like having anything to do with

what I regard as a retrograde movement in

movinz pictures.

—AMY L. REED.
Vassar College. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

* * *

What do you think of the coined word
"Photovoice" as a standardized term to

describe talking pictures?

—MILTON SILVER.
Advertisng Manager, Universal Pictures

Corporation.
* * *

Having an affiliation with the industry in the

capacity of assistant manager with the Loew
organization. I am naturally interested in your
drive to find a new name for the sound pic-

ture.

It seems to me that most of the selectors are

on the wrong track in trying to select a name
that infers "the voice." It is not a readily

established fact that talking pictures will be
entirely successful; however, it is practically

certain that the synchronized score capably
fills the place of the orchestra and that added
sound effects are very helpful in heightening
the screen situations. In selecting a name I

believe we should hold in mind the fact that

this new phase of the motion picture is for ear

as well as for eye, and that not all sound pic-

tures are talking pictures.

With this in mind. I have made the follow-

ing selections:

Audio-Play—this very plainly infers that it

is a plot that can be heard as well as seen.

—

Phono-Play, Audio Pictures, Audomoto, Oudi-
vison, Phono-Art. Audifilm, Sonofilm and Picto-

phone.
It seems to me that the best of this selec-

tion is Audio Pictures, "Motion pictures that

can be heard as well as seen." The selection

"Audien," that I saw in your magaizne, is very
good, but it appears too much like a trade

name. Audio is easily understood by all; it

rolls off the tongue easily; and you can readily

imagine one friend say to another, "If it's an
Audio picture. 1*11 go."

—RICHARD L. MOSS,
Loew Organization.

* * *

EUGENE ARNSTEIN, Milwaukee
Theatre Circuit: "Talkie is the right

title for dialogue movies. The public is

used to it. and it gets the idea across."
* * *

STANLEY GROSS. Downer theatre.

Milwaukee : "The average person doesn't

The HER,4LD-ff ORLDS campaign
elicited the interested aid and assistance

of Robert Shericood. commentor on mo-

lion pictures in the New 1 ork Evening
Post and many other papers through the

Bell Syndicate.

By ROBERT SHERWOOD
Developments in the perforated cellu-

loid industry in 1929 will be extremely

interesting to watch, for the next twelve

months will tell us whither the talkies

are heading and whether they have any

chance of getting there.

It may be my duty, next December,

to record the fact that the Noise Era on

the screen is passing and that the re-

action against the squawking heroines

and limping heroes has set in.

I doubt, however, that such will be

the case. I believe that the squawks
and the lisp? will be cured and that

the characters" voices will be made to

come from their mouths instead of from
their hip pockets. I even go so far as to

believe that not only will movies con-

tinue to talk; they will actually have

something excitina to sav.

The editors of the EXHIBITORS
HERALD and MOVING PICTURE
WORLD are still campaigning for a word
that can be applied impartially to all the

talking picture devices. It is felt that

"talkie" is insufficiently dignified as a

label for an important scientific inven-

tion. Of all those that have been sug-

gested, they considered that "audien" is

the best, and it is probable that this

classv word will be officiallv accepted bv

the HERALD-WORLD on behalf of the

film industry.

Whether it will be accepted and used

by the public is another matter. I re-

member that once a prominent movie fan

magazine gave forth instructions to all

its contributors that the words "movie"
and "fan" were never again to appear in

its pages. According to the editor of

this publication, "movie" was a vulgar

and rather insolent nickname for a great

art; and "fan" was but an abbreviation

of "fanatic."

In spite of this edict, the terms have
persisted, possibly because neither the

movies nor the fans have ever deserved
more respectful sobriquets. Nor is it

likely that the talkies will fare much
better.

For instance, it is difficult to imagine
anyone saying, "I have lately seen sev-

eral delightful audiens, including "Sal of

Singapore,' 'Noisy Neighbors' and "State

Street Sadie.'

"

know what Audien means. Talkie is

o. k. When you say 'with sound.' people
know that its only sound effects; when
you say 'talkie' they know it is with

dialogue."
* * *

You certainly are to be congratulated on your
movement to find an appropriate name for

sound and talking pictures and I, for one, wish
you every success in this endeavor.

At the inception of motion pictures, the pub-
lic, accustomed to expressii % itself in mono-
-yllables, and at the most in Juo-syllables, gave
thi- then new form of ente.tainment the un-

dignified name of "movies" and unfortunately

the motion picture industry, or a portion there-

of, took up that work and publicized it so much
that it has become practically impossible to

change it to something more worthy of the art.

Even today with the advent of sound we
have producers themselves using such words;

as "movietalks," "movietone," etc., and adver-

tising and publicizing the word "talkies" while
some of our principal first run houses have
adopted the slogan "The Home of the Talkies."

When this is done within the industry, and
when motion picture publications refer to

the new audible productions as "soundies,"

"squeakies." "speakies," "speakeasies," etc., etc.,

it is apparently going to be very difficult to

educate the public in the use of a dignified

noun, be it a coined word or a combination
of technical or non-technical terms.

The tendency of the public to short-cut in

everything has been evidenced by firsdy the
telephone, which is simplified to ""phone." the

automobile which was first "auto," but being
of two syllables eventually became "car," and
the telegram which is now "wire."

Therefore, in my humble opinion, any word
adopted for the new art of talking motion pic-

tures should not contain more than two syl-

lables.

Mr. George Eastman undoubtedly had this

tendency on the part of the public to abbreviate
everything in mind when h« adopted a two
syllable coined word which today is almost
synonymous with the word camera: namely
"kodak"

Likewise "Lux," a one syllable word, is today
almost synonymous for powdered soap, and
being a one syllable word is easily pronounced
and easy to remember.

To choose a one or two syllable word which
in itself will describe talking-sound pictures is

going to be a difficult proposition. In your list

of suggested names in the December 22 edition

of the EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD only-

two are words of less than three syllables,

namely "talkies" and "phonies," and God de-

liver us from the adoption of either of these.

The talking motion picture in Germany is

known in the trade as "tonfilm." Translated
into English it is naturally "tone-film." hence
a two syllable work "tonefilm" would give an
expressive as well as descriptive name easy to

remember and easy to pronounce, yet here, too,

I would have to criticize my own suggestion
because the word "film" is used. After all, the

film is only the basis on which the art of mo-
tion pictures is perpetuated and the motion
picture industry is not any longer a film busi-

ness, but a business involving the arts and
sciences in a universal form of entertainment.

In groping about for a name or two to offer

to you I have taken the words "view" and
"tone" and suggest combining the same to either

"viewtone" or "vutone."

I also wish to offer the following "vucon"
i combination of the words "view" and "con-
versation"); "kodor" I combination of the words
"kodak" and "oral"*; "kovox" l combination of

the words "kodak" and "vox" meaning voice);
"vocam" l combination of "vocal" and "cam-
era" l ; "movox" (combination of the words
"moving" and "vox").

Personally I would prefer "vutone" as being
descriptive, euphonious, easy to remember and
easy to pronounce, and if "vutone" is acceptable

to you and to the industry, you can forward
the gold medal, blue ribbon or "what have you"
to suit your convenience.

—EDWARD L. KLEIN',
Eduard L. Klein Corporation, New York City.
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Woodhull Challenges Allied to

Give Stand on Admitting Chains
Declares Progress of M P T 0 A Has Been "Satisfactory and Safe"

in 1928—Calls Enemy from Without Greatest Danger

to Exhibitors—Urges United Front
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—In an extended interview, issued on the threshold of

the New Year, R. F. Woodhull issued a greeting to the members of the

M P T O A, of which he is president.

Woodhull commended the record of his organization and commented rather

caustically on tl/e efforts of certain theatre owners to start a rival body, now
accomplished under the leadership of Abram F. Myers with the Allied States

Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors.

$20,000 for Families

Hit by Laurier Disaster
(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTREAL, Jan. 2.—The aggre-
gate sum of $20,000 has been offered
by the city of Montreal, without preju-
dice, to the families who lost children
in the Laurier Palace theatre disaster
here two years ago. The number of
children who died in the fire and
panic was 78, while the number of
families affected was 66. The fund
was divided pro rata. The fund
means compensation of about $300 to

each family, and $255 for each life.

"Progress for the last year has been sat-

isfactory and safe," he declared.
"Notwithstanding differences of opinions,

sparring for political position, enemies from
^.without and within, insincere, selfish and
thoughless activities, all common to every
growing institution, its record of accom-
plishments is comparable to that of any
similar endeavor."
He reviewed the decision at Columbus

in 1927 to admit distributor-owned theatres

and added:
"The new structure started at Columbus

is completed and is a splendid institution.

It has accomplished much in protection for

the theatre owners. In legislation, in solv-

ing hundreds of contractual difficulties, in

the development of nationwide public good-
will, in the cooperation with governmental
officials and many other constructive ways,

the wisdom of adopting the new order of

things has been definitely established. This
organization now numbers within its mem-
bership over 7,000 theatres. Its direct point

of contact with state associations and in-

dividual members, together with a contact

man in each film zone, provides efficiency

and quickness of action where speed is an
essential."

Puts Question to Allied

Then he turned to the matter of the

revival of Allied States:

"Peering into the future, we find a few

theatre owners endeavoring to start another

organization. Differences of opinion will

always be with us. This started with Adam
and Eve and will be present on Judgment
Day. It is, however, to be hoped that our

gretest foe, the enemy without, will be

met with an undivided front. If not, the

industry will suffer and the individual will

find that block-booking, contract clauses

and some of the other timeworn ballyhoos
are mere details to his success. Legislators,

badly-advised or selfishly inclined, reform-
ers, sincere and otherwise, have given us
several close calls at Washington and State

Capitols through the folly of divided ranks
in the past. I hope this danger will not

be increased by this new movement. This
is one of the many and dangerous reasons
why the constructive minds of our industry

deplore the idea of two organizations.

"I want to ask those interested in

this new movement one direct ques-
tion. Will it be the policy of their

Allied States Exhibitors Association
to bar all affiliated and chain theatre
owners from membership and to

counsel all state organizations as may
join with them, to also bar from
membership the chain and affiliated

theatres?
"If the latter is so we can simply sit back

with sympathy for those who have been
led to contribute and watch the new organi-

zation die of its own futility. There are

more independent theatre owners in the

MPTOA than there are ever likely to be
drawn under the new banner. This is not

a test for supremacy as a 'czar' of inde-

pendent theatre owners between Mr. Myers
and myself. I have never been able to

visualize myself as a czar; neither can I

see Mr. Myers on any such throne. I won-
der also if Mr. Myers still believes in rubles

and how many it would take to pay the

rumored $100,000 annual salary.

"I am afraid the travelling troupe
will be dependent for continued sup-
port on keeping in the limelight,

ignoring the proven fact that the

problems of this industry can be set-

tled within the industry through
peaceful negotiations.
"Let us go into the New Year firm in

the conviction that we as individuals pro-

gress only as the industry thrives. Let us

spread the gospel to the unbelievers. Let

us rededicate ourselves to every activity

that will reflect credit to our business and
watch with unceasing vigilance and strongly

entrenched forces, the slightest movement
that will bring reproach upon it.

"With these few thoughts and the reali-

zation of the responsibility that is mine as

the representative of our large membership,
I extend greetings and the sincere hope that

the year of 1929 will be abundantly filled

with health, prosperity and their attendant

contentment for all in the motion picture

industry."

Salesman Scares Bandits
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Jan. 2.—When two ban-
dits attempted to take R. R. Thompson, city

salesman for Pat le exchange, for a ride, he

confused them s > that they could not start

their car. They fled.

Problems of Sound Are
Spur to Greater Efforts

In 1929, Declares Mayer
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 2 —"The year 1928,

which has brought to the screen industry
some of the greatest and most sensational
developments in its entire history, has also

left a heritage for 1929, in the shape of

many important problems that the united
brains of this great industry must grapple
with," declared Louis M. Mayer, vice-presi-

dent, in charge of production of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, in a New Years statement
issued at the studio.

"The past year has seen what is almost
a revolution in the art of the screen," he
continued. "Stars once silent now must
talk; pictures that once appealed to the in-

telligence through a single sense now reach

human consciousness through two instead.

"A new and separate art is being formed.
"Will it change the entire structure of

screen drama? Some believe it will, others

believe not. Some say it is a passing
novelty, and others that it will supplant
even the speaking stage. Who knows?
"But I am sure that the spirit in which

the whole industry is approaching these

problems means that they will only spur
us on to greater achievement, and a higher
development of the great art to which all

our efforts are dedicated."

Warner Brothers to Change
Subtitle in "Singing Fool"

(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, Jan. 2.—In answer to a pro-

test made by several St. Louis chapters of

the United Daughters of the Confederacy
and auxiliary organizations that a subtitle

in "The Singing Fool" reflected on the

honor and glory of Robert E. Lee, and
held the valiant Southern leader up to

ridicule, Warner Brothers in a statement
agreed to discontinue this title and substi-

tute a similar one. The title that caused
the kick read, "Al Jolson has done more
for Dixie than Robert E. Lee." The new
title is to the effect that Jolson has done
more for Dixie than any other minstrel.

Don Eddy Named Publicity

Director for F B O Studios
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—Don Eddy, former
reporter on the Los Angeles Times was ap-

pointed Director of the FBO Studios in

Hollywood. Eddy is a veteran in the mo-
tion picture business.

Fire Destroys Derrick
(Special to the Herald-World)

VIRGIL, KAN., Jan. 2.—The Derrick
theatre was destroyed in a $30,000 fire,

several business houses also being burned.

Fire departments from surrounding villages

were called.

He's Santa Claus 50
Times in One Year

(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, Jan. 2.—State Sena-

tor Joseph Mogler, owner of the

Mogler, Bremen and Excello theatres

in North St. Louis and president of

the St. Louis Motion Picture Exhibi-

tors' League, acted as Santa Claus

for 1,700 children living in the vicin-

ity of his theatres, by passing out

about $600 in new quarters in front

of the Bremen bank. It was the 50th

time since last January 7 that Mogler
had given new coins to children who
assembled at the bank. It all started

as more or less of a joke last Janu-

ary 7, when a youngster asked him
for a nickel. The following Saturday

a dozen kids were on hand, and once
more Mogler passed out coins. And
every Saturday since that the crowds
grew steadily, until the peak was
reached on December 22. During the

50 weeks Mogler gave away $2,823.
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Film Field Is Now Open for All
Sound Devices Having Quality

Understanding for Interchange
Reached by Licensees of W. E.

Franklin Raps Foes

In Legal Fight Over
Northwest Theatre^

(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 2.—Harold B.

Franklin, president of Pacific Northwest
Theatres and West Coast Theatres, answer-
ing the recent statements of J. C. Allen, at-

torney for Jensen & von Herberg interests

in Seattle, regarding pending and threatened
litigation claimed to affect Pacific North-
west Theatres, West Coast Theatres and
other corporations, said:

"This is a picayunish attempt upon the

part of Jensen & von Herberg interests

to force a settlement of an action now
pending against the Liberty Theatre Com-
pany for rent, based upon a lease of the

Liberty Theatre in Seattle.

"It is interesting to note that the Liberty
Theatre Company was organized by the

Jensen & von Herberg interests. They
find themselves in the position of being
limited to redress under a lease of the

theatre to a corporation which they them-
selves organized and controlled. It is this

company that they are suing and because
the company never was furnished with suf-

ficient assets, they are endeavoring to bring
into litigation Pacific Northwest Theatres
and other companies under the claim that

that company or some other company un-
der some alleged arrangement assumes the
obligation of the lease.

"The fact is that no company ever as-

sumed any obligation of the Liberty Thea-
tre Company. They themselves organized
the Liberty Theatre Company. The Pacific

Northwest Theatres does not own any of

the stock of the Liberty Theatre Company."

Is the "Flu" Affecting
Attendance?

Suggests
Joe Weil
a Solution

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2—Joe Weil, director
of advertising and exploitation of the Uni-
versal Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., gives
the following methods to keep away the
"flu." \

"Pay more attention to airing the theaure
thoroughly daily. Instead of using dr\r

mops or rags, dampen them a little so thalv\

only a minimum of dust is raised in the^
cleaning operation. Do not run 'Flu' slides

on your screen. Get wise to the fact that
certain fruit dealers and drug syndicates
are taking advantage of a slight spread to
scare the people into buying their wares.
Get rid of all musty smells in the theatre
by using a disinfectant."

Theatre Operates Sunday
Under "Contribution" Plan

(Special to the Herald-World)

HORTON, KAN., Jan. 2.—The Liberty
theatre is so far operating successfully un-
der the "contribution" plan. Although the
contributions do not equal the week-day
receipts the house has been filled each Sun-
day. The patron as he leaves the theatre
leaves his contribution in a box. No viola-
tion of the law was found to be connected
with this method.

Future of Audiens Depends Upon Maintenance
Improvement of Standard, Says Otterson

(Special to the Herald-World)

^NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—An understanding has been reached between Electrical

Research Products, Inc., and its licensed producers whereby they will play their

pictures on any equipment "which in their judgment gives results of satisfactory

quality," John E. Otterson, president of Electrical Research, declares in a state-

ment just issued which clears the atmosphere on the question of interchangeability.

At the same time Otterson declared that quality in production is the answer to

the audien, or sound film. Continued success of talking pictures, he said, depends

upon high quality.

The Otterson statement, of interest to
all in the industry, follows:

"The continued success of talking pic-

tures depends upon the maintenance of

quality. Indeed, I might say it depends
upon an improvement in quality. As the

public taste develops it will become more
exacting and critical and it is essential that

there be continued improvement in the
quality of productions and of apparatus to

meet these more exacting requirements.

"If the producers, the exhibitors or
ourselves compromise on this question
of quality and accept quality lower
than our present standard, the cause
of talking pictures is lost.

"If the exhibitor installs equipment
that gives inferior quality of reproduc-
tion he has not only wasted the cost

of that equipment but he has injured
the good name of his house and ruined
his market for talking pictures. He
cannot afford to pay less than the cost

of the best. The purchase of inferior

equipment, because it is cheap, is not
an economy but a destructive, wasteful
thing.

"We will not in the interest of sales put
on the market apparatus of lower quality

than the best we can build. Our first ef-

forts will always be directed toward higher
quality and this quality will never be sac-

rificed to lower prices. The road to higher
profits in the motion picture industry lies,

we believe, in this direction.

Must Protect Investment

"We owe this to ourselves, to the pro-
ducers who are licensed by us, and to the

exhibitors who have already installed our
equipment. We all have a substantial in-

vestment in talking pictures and a mutual
interest in seeing that that investment is

protected against the injury that will result
from the installation in theatres of unsatis-
factory equipment that will offend the pub-
lic taste.

"If other manufacturers can build and
sell equipment as good as ours for less
money and it is equipment that does not in-
fringe our patents, they deserve the business
and will get it. When better equipments
are built, Western Electric will build them,
and if the standard of the industry is to be
the best, then when cheaper equipments are
built Western Electric will build them.

Understanding Reached

"We have just reached an understanding
with the producers licensed by us that they
will play their productions on any equip-
ment which in their judgment gives results
of satisfactory quality. If they find or we
demonstrate that the quality is not up to
standard then they will cease to serve such
equipment.

"To the exhibitor we say: If you can get
an equipment as good as ours for less

money, buy it, but if it is of lower quality,

don't buy it at any price. Wait until you
can offer your public the best. Our interest
is to see you prosper through talking pic-

tures. The success of talking pictures means
more to us than sales or loss of sales.'

Cigaret Starts Fire
(Special to the Herald-World)

MADISON, IND., Jan. 2—A fire, be-
lieved to have started from a discarded
cigaret, damaged the Little Grand theatre,

the loss estimated at $15,000.

MP TO Stops Fight on Non-Theatrical

Shows Following Federal Antitrust Suit
(Washington Bureau of the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, D. C, Jan. 2.—Settlement by agreement of the proceedings
instituted by the government against the Oklahoma M P T O, as a result of the
latter's fight against non-theatricals, was announced last week by the Department
of Justice following the Sling by the United States attorney at Oklahoma City of
a petition in equity under the Sherman antitrust act, and a consent decree grant-
ing the relief asked in the petition.

The government's petition charged that the defendant association was engaged
in a conspiracy to prevent non-theatrical exhibitors in Oklahoma and Northern
Texas from securing film service from the Oklahoma City exchanges, while the
decree enjoins the association, its members, directors, officers, agents, and employes
from coercing distributors to refuse to deal with or to cease to deal with no'-.-

theatrical exhibitois and from distributing or threatening to distribute to '..em-
bers of the association lists naming distributors serving non-theatrical accounts.

/
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First National

FIRST NATIONAL'S recent reorganiza-
tion, far from upsetting this fine old-line

company, seems to have fired it with amaz-
ing vitality and energy.
A visit to the First National offices shows

a plant clearly going full-speed ahead.
There is neither idleness nor indecision.
Obviously, First National will continue to
be a factor of first-rate importance in the
film industry, an ambition entirely within
reason when one considers the high quality
of the product First National makes. (Note
"The Barker," at the Central, one of the
best pictures on Broadway in a long time.)

* * *

First National, under the leaders of its

reorganization, is a young outfit and has
the refreshing qualities of youth.
Herman Starr, the new president, is un-

der thirty. But he has been in the film in-

dustry, with the Warners, for ten years and
he knows just exactly what he wants.
What he wants, I might add, is to make
First National eminently successful, so
much so that he is interested only in con-
tributions toward that end.
For instance, and I trust I'm not reveal-

ing a secret, Starr declines and avoids per-
sonal publicity. He sees no reason why
Herman Starr should be built up, sold and
resold to the public or to the industry.
First National is not engaged in putting
over Starr, therefore it seems to him a
waste of effort to publicize him. Now, if

you want to give Richard Barthelmess pub-
licity . . .

* * *

Ned Depinet, sales manager of First Na-
tional, is well-known in the industry and
well-liked. He has done a fine job of sales-
manship for more than four years and his

inclusion in the new scheme at First Na-
tional is as much a tribute to the company's
good sense as a tribute to his good work.

Depinet, too, is a young man.
* * *

Charlie Einfeld, newly appointed director
of advertising and publicity for First Na-
tional, has had an experience that fits him
uniquely for his job. Not only has he held
every subordinate position in his depart-
ment before reaching the top, but he has
been on the exhibitor's side of the fence.
Which is one reason why First National

is going out of its way to help the exhib-
itor. For instance, with every First Na-
tional picture will go a campaign of ex-
ploitation designed especially for the thea-
tre into which it is scheduled to go.

If you have a theatre in Duluth and are
going to play "Synthetic Sin" or "Scarlet
Seas" you will get from First National a
number of suggestions designed to help put
the picture over in your city. If you are
at Forth Worth you will get similar aid,

but not necessarily the same suggestions.
"We have no desire to tell an exhibitor

how to play a picture," Einfeld told me,
"but we want to do everything in our power
to help him with suggestions if he wants
them. Frequently an exhibitor shows a pic-

ture he hasn't seen and he's rather up
against it to know what to emphasize, what
to exploit. We want to give him all the
information he can use to enable him to

exploit his pictures intelligently and bring
crowds into his theatres."

* * *

First National's progress in the industry
wil! be closely watched during the coming
months.

PETER VISCHER.

Extreel! AllAbout Cleopatra!

AFTER Caesar had got to be the big shot in Rome, everything was hotsy-totsy untiln he sent his buddy, Mark Anthony, over to Egypt. There Mark met Cleopatra, a
queen—and how! Well, it seems Caesar had met this dame himself, so—but it's a long
story. And though old, it gets a thoroughly modern telling in "When Caesar Ran a
Newspaper," Paramount-Christie audien.

Above:

Raymond Hatton
as Caesar
(Himself!)

Right:

Scene on
the Nile

Hatton and
Miss Lorraine

Above:

Betty Lorraine
as Cleopatra

(Hot diggety!)

Below:

Anthony breaks
the big story

Hatton and
Sam Hardy
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Prosperity Sure to Continue
Into New Year, Declares Klein

High Record Set in Domestic
Trade, Foreign Is Exceptional

Daylight Time Gets

A Bad Trimming at

This Public Hearing
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Jan. 2.—Only one out

of twenty-one men and women representa-

tives of various organizations who attended
the Chamber of Commerce hearing on day-
light saving, approved the practice. He was
a railroad representative. As a result there

will be no daylight saving in force in

Kansas City next summer, or in a good
many years, in all probability.

A. H. Cole, representing the exchanges of

Kansas City, and C. H. Burkey, represent-

ing suburban theatre owners, insisted that

one hour, for both open-air and housed
motion picture shows, would cause a finan-

cial loss that would prove ruinous to the

exhibitors.

"I haven't heard a man or woman in the

postal service say a single word in favor
of daylight saving," Mrs. M. S. Garland,
of the post office clerks' auxiliary said.

The Kansas City Teachers' Club and all

union labor organizations voted an em-
phatic "No," on the proposed plan.

Fox Buys Into 3 More
Wisconsin Towns; Plans
Two Others Elsewhere

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, Jan. 2.—Further expan-
sion of Fox-Midwesco is seen in the recent
consummation of deals for three Wisconsin
situations, Antigo, Stevens Point and Mar-
inette.

The Palace, at Antigo, formerly operated
by Harvey Hanson, was leased, followed
quickly by the acquisition of the New
Antigo, an Associated Theatre Company
house. Movietone and Vitaphone installa-

tions have been started at the Palace. In
Stevens Point, Midwesco has acquired J. P.

Adler's Majestic and Lyric theatres. At Mar-
inette, the Marinette has been taken over.

Through a radio tie-up with the Wis-
consin News station here, programs will

be broadcast from the Strand and Wiscon-
sin theatres, as well as the Wisconsin Roof
Gardens. State officials have approved plans
for two new Fox-Midwesco houses, a 2,000-

seat theatre at Appleton, and a 2,500-seat

house at Green Bay.

1,200 Green Lights Used
In 3 Theatres' Christmas

(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 2. — Twelve
hunred red and green lights, a mile of cedar
boughs, a half mile of tinsel, six tail Christ-

mas trees and barrels of tree ornaments,
were among the holiday decorations used
by the Consolidated Portland Theatres,
Inc., in their three theatres: The United
Artists, Rivoli and Peoples, including the

decorations for a Monster Midnight Mat-
inee at the Rivoli.

The fifth annual Christmas matinee was
given by the Oregon council, National
Motion Picture League, at the Rivoli
Theatre, where children in all institutions

were guests. The two photoplays given for

their benefit were, "Alice in Wonderland,"
and "Robinson Crusoe."

Wages Continue at High Level and Unemployment at

Minimum, Says Bureau of Commerce Director

The year 1929 opens with every prospect of a maintenance of the general

prosperity of recent months which brought a new high record in domestic

business and an exceptional volume of foreign trade, says Dr. Julius Klein,

director of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce of the Depart-

ment of Commerce, in a statement at Washington, January 2.

Farm products increased 5 per cent in output during 1928 while an even

greater increase was registered in industrial production. Mer«handise exports

were the highest since 1920, passing the five billion dollar mark. Automotive

and construction advanced, the former to its highest figure, the latter above

its 1927 total.

Rates for call money and for stock-ex-

change time loans rose sharply, but bank
credit for commercial purposes continued

in ample supply at only slightly higher

rates, and open market rates for commercial
paper have shown a somewhat higher ad-

vance, Klein reported.

Wage at High Level

There was little change in volume of

wholesale distribution or in the general

level of wholesale prices. Business effi-

ciency increased.
"Wages continue at a high level,"

Klein announced, "and the unemploy-
ment which was noted in the early

part of 1928 has been reduced to a

minimum. Factory employment was
increased for the first time in a num-
ber of years."
"Construction operations which declined

slightly in 1927 showed another large ex-

pansion during the year just finished," Klein

declared. "Contracts for new construction

increased in value by almost 7 per cent, as

larger awards for residences, industrial

buildings, public works and utilities, and
educational buildings more than offset the

decrease in other types of construction.

These expanding operations resulted in a

larger output of structural steel, brick, ce-

ment, and many other building materials.

Lumber cut, on the other hand, decreased

for the third successive year."

"Agricultural output has shown al-

most as great an increase as manu-
facturing during the past year," he
stated. "The total land used for all

crops harvested was larger by about

8.000.000 acres than in 1927 and the

aggregate production increased ap-

proximately 5 per cent. The average

of farm prices showed little change:
prices of meat animals, dairy prod-

ucts, and poultry products advanced,

while quotations for grains, and fruits

and vegetables receded.

Steady expansion in exports of other

nations were cited by Klein as pointing to

worldwide improvement in business con-

ditions in recent years. A five per cent

increase in value of exports of 10 European
nations in the first nine months of 1928

was recorded over the same period in 1927.

Outside of Europe the aggregate was about .

the same as in 1927.

Merchandise Exports Increase

The total value of our merchandise ex-

ports increased about 3 per cent in 1928

while average price was unchanged.^ Ex-
ports of finished manufactures were 70 per

cent higher than in 1922. Total imports of

the United States were $4,100,000,000, or 2

per cent less than in 1927.

"In summarizing conditions at the end

of 1928," Klein concluded, "we may state

that domestic production and trade are in

record volume and that our foreign com-
merce continues to show «teady growth

as a result of an increasing foreign demand
for American manufactures. The mainte-

nance of our imports at about the same
level as in the two preceding years indi-

cates the large purchasing power and gen-

eral prosperity of the United States."

Paramount Purchases 60,000 More B & K
Shares; Holdings Now Over 87 Per Cent

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—Paramount has purchased privately approximately 60,000

additional voting trust certiBcates of Balaban & Katz Corporation, issuing 1.6

shares of Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation new stock for each share of

Balaban & Katz. This additional purchase gives Paramount approximately 87 and

one half per cent of the issued and outstanding voting trust certiBcates of Bala-

ban & Katz, as compared with 65 per cent heretofore held.

It was also announced that s. inngements had been made by Paramount to pur-

chase approximately $2,0rO.00C worth of outstanding certiBcates of indebtedness

of Guaranty Trust Company, which come due in October. 1929. These certiBcates

were issued under -*e original purchase of Balaban & Katz stock by Paramount
two years ago and were purchased on a basis of one share of Paramount stock for

each $53.25 par ' <*Jue of certiBcates of indebtedness.

The purchasing of these certiBcates on this basis relieves Paramount of making

this cash payment in October, 1929, and changes this quick liability, with a 7 per

cent interest r?te. into common stock at $53.25 per share.
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F N Announces Impressive Number
Of Films All with Dialogue

Corinne Griffith Sigurd for Six Productions in Three Years—Barthelmess

Contract Reneived for Two Seasons
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—An impressive number of First National-Vita-

phone Productions, all with dialogue, was announced today for coming
release by Ned. E. Depinet, First National's general sales manager.

This announcement was made concurrently with the fact that Corinne Griffith

had been signed to a three-year contract to make six audiens, the first to be

"Prisoners."

ALICE WHITE is signed to make four

with dialogue next year, and Richard
Barthelmess' contract has been renewed for

two years and will make three a year with
Vitaphone synchronization.

First National also has purchased the

rights of "Rose of Killarney," "When Irish

Eyes Are Smiling," "Riviera" and "The
Queen of Jazz." It is stated as probable
that "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling" will

star Colleen Moore on completion of "Why
Be Good."

Dialogue for Other Stars

The list announced by Depinet for dia-

logue includes the Corinne Griffith pictures

under her new contract with two super-
specials a year; also the remaining pictures

to be made by the star under her former
contract. Coming productions starring
Richard Barthelmess, Billie Dove and Mil-

ton Sills also will be with dialogue.

Pictures to be completed for this year's

program now definitely set for dialogue are

"Weary River," starring Richard Barthel-

mess; "His Captive Woman," with Milton

Sills and Dorothy Mackaill; "Saturday's

Children" and "Prisoners," starring Corinne
Griffith; "Hot Stuff," starring Alice White;
"Two Weeks Off" and "The Girl in the

Glass Cage," with Dorothy Mackaill; "Chil-

dren of the Ritz," with Dorothy Mackaill

and Jack Mulhall; "The Man and the Mo-
ment," with Billie Dove and Rod LaRocque;
"Heart of a Princess," "The Other To-
morrow," starring Billie Dove; "The
Squall," a special; "Love and the Devil,"

"Eagle's Trail" and "The Spotter," starring

Milton Sills; "House of Horrors," a mys-
tery melodrama. A number of productions

in this list are completed and others will

Returns to Native

China to Make Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

PASCO, WASH., Jan. 2.—One of

the most interesting projects in

cinema history is about to be insti-

tuted in the opening of a studio in

Shanghai, China, by James Wong
Howe, cameraman for Paramount and
Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer, successively.

Nineteen years ago he was a pupil

in the Pasco schools. He is a son
of Wong How, Chinese merchant. In
January he leaves for Shanghai,
where he goes to open a studio as the

head of his own company. The Great
Wall Motion Picture Corporation,

which will produce some of his cov
try's legends, with Chinese actors.

The first will be known as "The Soul

of the Bell." Howe will also exhibit

to the schools of China industrial

films depicting the great industries

of the United States. Howe is

backed by wealthy Chinese of San
Francisco and New York.

be ready in time to meet the winter and
spring release schedule.

First New Stage in Use
The first of the eight soundproof stages

being constructed at the First National
Studios in Burbank is now in use and others

are being rushed to completion. In addi-

tion to the stages on the First National lot,

there are eleven Vitaphone soundproof
stages in California and one in Brooklyn,
all of which may be used if necessary.

First National Pictures enters upon the

new year with stars and featured players

who have proved themselves especially well

adapted to talking pictures. Richard
Barthelmess sings as well as talks in

"Weary River." The picture is finished.

Doris Dawson Signed Anew
Corinne Griffith has a voice of such fine

quality for Vitaphone reproduction that she

was signed exclusively for super-specials

with dialogue. Her contract covers the next

three years, during which she will make six

productions.

Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall will

be seen and heard in Vitaphone produc-

tions and all the contract players have
shown themselves adapted to sound film.

Doris Dawson has been given a new con-

tract following the excellent showing she

made in dialogue sequences.

Allen Named Assistant

To Warners' Sales Head
(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT, Jan. 2.—James V. Allan, man-
ager of the Warner Brothers exchange
here for the last four years, has been ap-

pointed assistant general sales manager of

the company.
Mr. Allan, who also is president of the

Detroit Film Board of Trade, will go to

New York to take up his new duties there

on January 7. No announcement has been
made as to who will be appointed to fill

the vacancv.

Kiwanis Christmas Party
Makes 500 Children Happy

(Special to the Herald-World)

CAMBRIDGE, O., Jan. 2.—The Christ-

mas party of the Kiwanis club held at the
Qolonial theatre attracted over 500 children.

-The party was a big success and the re-

mains of the food and toys left over were
given to the poor. The Colonial theatre

received front page story on the Christmas
-how in the Cambridge paper.

11 c* Rayarts 7928-29
Program Are Completed

(Spe j < hv- raid-World)

NEW YOKK, , -. > --Three more pic-

tures, making 1

in al
, have been completed

by producer Trcm Coir for Rayart's 1928-20
program. The three pictures that have just

been completed are "'fhe Black Pearl,"
"When Dreams Conic Trie" and "Brothers."

Not Matrimony
But Alimony

!

Scenes from a new Columbia pro-
duction starring Lois Wilson, were
presented on the "Broadway" page in

last week's issue, the production being
erroneously called "Object—Matri-
mony." The correct title is "Object—Alimony." The picture is further
described in the "New Pictures" de-
partment of this issue.

"Faker" Role Results in

New Columbia Contract
For Jacqueline Logan

(Special to the Herald World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 2.—Because, it is

said, of her performance in "The Faker,"
in which she portrays three roles, Colum-
bia Pictures has re-

newed its contract
with Jacqueline
Logan for two addi-
t i o n a 1 productions
on the current sea-

son's i) r o g r a in.

Aside from her ap-
pearance in "T h e

Faker," Miss Logan
was also featured by
Columbia in "Noth-
ing to Wear."
Miss Logan, who

includes in her many
portrayals, that of

Mary Magdalene, in

"King of Kings," al-

so has had several years of experience on
the stage, and it is not unlikely that she
may appear in one of Columbia's audien
productions, it is stated. She has starred

in several recent Columbia productions.

Jacqueline Logan

Washington Blue Law
Would Rob Workmen of

Recreation, Says Austin
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, Jan.2.—A citizens com-
mittee of the association opposed to Blue

Laws has been organized here to fight the

Lankford bill.

President Austin of the district A O B L
assailed the claim that the bill would "pro-

tect labor," and declared that, instead, it

would rob labor of Sunday shows, baseball

and other beneficial forms of recreation on
its only day of leisure.

Attorney John J. McGinnis is chairman
of the citizen's committee.

Comerford and Stanley
Book Columbia Products

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2—A deal has been
closed between the Comerford Circuit and
Columbia Pictures in which the circuit has

hooked to play Columbia product for the cur-

rent j^ason. The contract involves both silent

and sound pictures.

"Submarine," Columbia's underwater pic-

ture, has been booked by the Stanley-Cran-
dall circuit for their first run houses in

West Virginia, Maryland and Washington.

Browne Joins Brin Chain
(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, Jan. 2. — Stan Browne,
formerly with the Saxe and Midwesco
theatres in Milwaukee as district manager,
has become district manager of the L. K.

Brin Theatres, new chain.
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33 Features Listed

On Universal^ 1929
Production Program

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—Thirty-three long
features are on Universal's huge production
program for 1929 "Broadway" is the first

all-audien for the coming schedule. The
pictures listed on the 1929 program are:

"The Climax," "The King of Ja2z." "The Min-
strel Man." "A Bargain in the Kremlin," "The
Shannons of Broadway," "Barnum Was Right,"
"The Great Microphone Murder." "The Drake Mur-
der Case." "The Luxury Husband," "Campus Kisses,"
"The Girl Dodger," "No Place to Love," "The Brag-
gart," "The Boy Wonder," "Flaming Daughters,"
"The Last Act." "Grease Paint," "The Greezer,"
"Why Girls Walk Home," "You've Got to Fight."
"One Rainy Xight." "The Husband Hunt," "That
Blonde," "Dangerous Dimples," "The Compromise,"
"The Devil." "Spring Showers," "Sutters Gold."
"The Sin Ye Do," "The Cohens and Kellys in

Turkey." "Come Across," "The Wardrobe Woman,"
"The Pretty Sister of Jose," "The Five Frankfur-
ters." "Folle Farine." "White Tiger." "Fallen
Angels," 'The House of Glass," and "Polish Blood."
The seven last will be made in Europe.

William Le Baron Will
Supervise "Rio Rita"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Tan. 2—William Le Baron
will be in charge of preparations for the
filming of the first of 1929's FBO fea-

tures "Rio Rita." The
picture will be made
with the original Flo-
renz Ziegfeld cast
and music.

Before entering the

cinema world Le
Baron wrote many
stage plays and was
associated with the
late Yictor Herbert in

authorship of "Her
Regiment," and with
Yictor Jacobi and
Fritz Kreisler on
"Apple Blossoms."

Rehearsals will be
held for two weeks

before the camera will be turned on the
production, according to Le Baron, who is

in charge of FBO studio activities.

UFA Stockholders Have
Meeting, 97% Present
(Special to the Herald-World)

BERLIN, Jan. 2.—At a meeting of the
U F A, which took place on December 14,

97 per cent of the 0 F A capital was repre-
sented. In answer to the question regard-
ing the Afifa conflagration, it was stated
that the negotiations with the insurance
companies have been terminated and that
the U F A has suffered no financial dam-
ages.

New Keswick Theatre
Opened on Christmas
(Special to the Herald-World)

GLENSIDE, PA.. Jan. 2.—Edwin N
Johnson's new Keswick theatre costing
"$500,000 was opened on Christmas day.
The Keswick is of old English construction
with a seating capacity of 1,700 and repre-
sents the very latest in theatre construction.

Theatre Changes Name
(Special to the Herald-World)

GREENFIELD. IXD.. Jan. 2.—The
Whynot theatre changed its name to the
•Riley theatre. The new name was inaugu-

^ January 1.

Marcus Is FBO Vice President;

Rosenzweig General Sales Head
Kahane Is Elected Treasurer and Secretary and Herman Zohbel

His Assistant—Scollard and Delehantv

Voluntarily Resign
(Special to the Herald-World)

XEW YORK. Jan. 2.—Lee Marcus is now a vice president of F B O Produc-
tions, Inc., and Charles Rosenzweig is general sales manager. These elections,

and others, were made at a meeting of the board of directors Friday.

B. B. Kahane was elected treasurer and secretary, following the voluntary
resignations of Clinton J. Scollard and Thomas Delehantv. former treasurer

and secretary, respectively. Herman Zohbel was elected assistant treasurer

and secretary.

York by Universal, and remained with that
organization for four years, joining FBO
in 1922 as sales manager for the New York
6ffice. He was promoted last year to East-
ern division manager.

B. B. Kahane, newly elected treasurer
and secretary of F B 0, is also treasurer
and secretary of Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Corporation as well as Keith-Albee-Orpheum
Corporation.
Herman Zohbel, newly elected assistant

treasurer and assistant secretary of FBO,
has been connected with the United States
Leather Company for the last 24 years as
auditor and assistant controller.

Rumors That Warners
Seek New Boyd Theatre

(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, Jan. 2.—Unconfirmed
rumors are current to the effect that War-
ner Brothers are angling for the new Bo\J
theatre. It is reported that Warners have
offered Boyd a quarter of a million profit

for the house, which has been open less

than a week.

Saengers Issues 50 Cents
Dividend on Common Stock

(Special to the Herald- World)

NEW ORLEANS. Jan. 2—A quarterly

dividend of fifty cents a share on both the

Class A and Class B common stocks pay-
able out of the profits, was given yesterday
to all stockholders on record Dec. 31, 1928,

by Saenger Theatres, Inc.

Three Fires in 8 Days
(Special to the Herald-World)

QUEBEC, Jan. 2—The third fire in eight

days broke out in the Princess theatre

Christmas night. An investigation is under way.

Christies Form $1,500,000 Corporation

To Take Over Metropolitan Studios
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD , Jan. 2.—The Christie brothers have Bled incorporation papers
for an organization representing a million and a half dollars, to be known as
Metropolitan Sound Studios. Inc. It has taken over the properties of the Metro-
politan Studios in Hollywood as well as the newly built and operating sound studios
at the same location.

It is understood that several large outside interests besides the Christies are
being pooled in the ownership of at least six different producing companies, which
will have a combined film program for the coming year representing more than
$20,000,000.

Officers of the nJw corporation are Charles H. Christie, president; Al E. Christie,
vice-president; ar.d /illiam S. Holman, secretary and treasurer. Phil L. Ryan is

general manager in charge of production.
Among the important film producing organizations now making pictures at

Metropolitan are Harold Lloyd. Caddo, Columbia. British and Dominion Films.
Ltd., Sou -Art, Chesterfield. Liberty, Cliff Broughton and the Christie audien
companies.

Lee Marcus has been associated with
FBO since its inception seven years ago.
He entered the organization as assistant

to the late Harry
Berman, general
sales manager. Upon
B e r m a n's death,
Marcus became gen-
eral sales manager
and has been serv-
ing FBO in that
capacity for the last

% o-enz*. ei:

Lee Marru-

four years.
Marcus started his

film career in 1919
as salesman and
booker for Realart
Pictures Company,
in Buffalo. When a
better opportunity
presented itself, he
joined Selznick Pictures Company in Xew
York, and remained with that organization
for one year. The Selznick bankruptcy sent
him to the R-C Pictures Corporation.
When R-C was merged into FBO Pro-
ductions, Marcus was one of the few execu-
tives who remained with the organization
as assistant to Mr. Berman.

Charles Rosenzweig is another veteran of
the picture business. He has been in pic-
tures for thirteen years, and like Marcus,
has been associated with FBO Productions
since its inception seven years ago. He
started his career as a salesman for Uni-
versal Pictures Company. In two years,
he was made division manager for Xew
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"Shooting" the Tiffuny-Stahl convention turned out to be.

"tough" when about 31 gathered in the hall. How to get 'em
all in at short range? Here's the answer—in two sections. In
that above are (front row) Curtis Nagel, Carl Goe, Rudolph
Flothow, Grant L. Cook, (second row) Eph Rosen, Phil E.
Myers, Abe Meyer. L. J. Miller, Charles Weiner, Carl Shalit.

(back row) J. E. O'Toole. H. I. Goldman, Phil Hazza, Mannie
Broivn and Allan Moritz.

And in this section are shown (front row) L. A. Young, Oscar Hanson
(the new general sales manager, to introduce whom the gathering was
held), William Shapiro, A. L. Selig, A. H. McLaughlin, (second row)
H. F. Lefhollz, S. A. Galanty, Tom Colby. ]. L. Franconi, R. A. Kelly.

Sterling Wilson, Pete Dana, (back row) Harry Brown, Al Blofson, Roy
Avey, Ed Heller, El Weakley and J. Huey. The convention was con-

ducted two days at the Stevens hotel in Chicago. Sales talks on coming
sound productions were also features of the meeting.

Sono-Art Productions Headed
ByWeeks; Eddie Dowling Signs

New Company to Produce Sound Pictures Starts First Picture Early

This Month—Backed by National Diversified

Corporation—Uses W. E. Equipment
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—George W. Weeks is vice president of a new sound
picture producing company named Sono-Art Productions, which in 1929 will

make a number of full length audiens with silent versions, the first going into

production early this month at the Metropolitan Studios in Hollywood, con-
trolled by the Christie Film Company.
Weeks, film pioneer, Paramount executive and formerly general manager of

distribution, has represented the Christies in the East for the last year. Inter-

ested in Sono-Art and officers and directors are O. E. Goebel, Thomas A. Lynn,
Charles H. Christie and Weeks. The company will have the financial backing
of National Diversified Corporation, which comprises representatives of some
of the biggest money interests in the country.

Dr. Conde Pallen and Messrs. Goebel and with the recording of the Western Electric
Lynn are respectively, president, vice president Company devices,
and secretary-treasurer of National Diversi-
fied. Goebel, president of Sono-Art, has con-
fined the major portion of his time to motion
pictures since 1915 when he left the practice

of law and has written and produced a num-
ber of successful pictures since that time.

Lynn was long identified with one of the
leading financial institutions of this country
and served his company in many capacities,
assisting in handling a field force of 20,000.

Selection of Weeks to head the active
management of Sono-Art gives that com-
pany an executive leadership possessed by
few motion picture organizations as his 15

years' experience in the business attests.

Weeks also announced that Eddie Dowl-
ing, actor-playwright-producer, had signed

with Sono-Art to star in a production based
on his own story, "Broadway Bound."
"The new medium of artistic expression Oscar Hanson, new general sales manager,

has proved so absorbing that I have contributes Iiis "adieus" to George Jessel

dropped my stage work to devote all my us the latter leaves the Tiffany-Staid con-

time to it," said Dowling. vention for his matinee. Shown are

Sono-Art talking pictures will be produced Hanson, Jessel and President - A. Younq.

Hanson Introduced

To His Sales Staff

At T-S Convention
Branch managers of Tiffany-Stahl met

their new general sales manager, Oscar
Hanson, at a convention held mainly for

this purpose at the Stevens hotel in Chicago,
December 28 and 29. President L. A.

Young, Grant L. Cook, secretary and
treasurer; A. L. Selig, advertising and
publicity director; Hanson and his assistant,

Carl Goe, were those from the home office

to compose, with over 20 exchange heads
and other executives, a total of 31 attending.

The company is now negotiating for sites

in New York, Chicago and Philadelphia on
which to build first-run theatres, according
to Cook, who, however, declared that he
could give out no further information on
the project at this time.

The meetings, which were presided over
by Cook and Hanson, included a showing
of "Lucky Boy," regarded as "the big shot"
in the line-up. "Lucky Boy," an audien
with emphasis on the singing sequences,
stars George Jessel, star of the original

"Jazz Singer" on the stage.

Physically stocky and easy of manner,
Hanson is typically the man of great energy
calmly directed, and he impressed the mem-
bers of his slaff as such.

Also attending the convention were Abe
Meyer, assistant to Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld.

noted musical director; Rudolph Flotow.

manager of synchronization; Curtis Nagel
of Nagel and Brown, producers of the Color
lassies; Phil Hazza, Canadian general

anager ; A. H. McLaughlin and William

D. Shapiro, division managers ; and Mannie
Brown, special representative. Exchange
managers attending were:

Eph Rosen, Chicago; Phil E. Myers, New York
L. J. Miller, Minneapolis: Charles Weiner, Cincin

nati; Carl H. Shalit, Detroit; H. F. Lefholtz, Omaha
S. A. Galanty, Indianapolis; Tom Colby, Atlanta

J. L. Franconi, Kansas City; R. A. Kelly, New Or
ins; Sterlin? Wilson, Albany; Pete Dana, Buffalo

J t. O'Tooli Milwaukee; H. I. Goldman, Boston
Allan Monte, Pittsburgh; Harry Brown. Washington
Al Blofson, Philadelphia; Roy Avey, Oklahoma City

Ed Hell' r. Chariette; and J. Huey, Dallas.
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Film News
in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera

Among filmdom's newlyweds

—

Creed A. Neeper, general sales

manager of the Harold Lloyd Cor-
poration, producer of Harold Lloyd
feature comedies for Paramount re-

lease. Neeper was married to Miss
Elizabeth Vesey in New York Gty.

Between scenes, which is to say, between hair-raising

rides and hairbreadth escapes, since the big fellow at

center is Ken Maynard, First National Western star.

Harry J. Brown (left) is his supervising director; and
Charles R. Rogers, his producer.

Virginia Bruce, late of Fargo, No.
Dak. But now of Hollywood. For
William Beaudine, the director,

chancing to meet her, signed her to

a five-year contract. Virginia is 18,

blonde, and as you see, very pretty.

And lucky, as well.

A glad time in store for them, as they await admittance to see and
hear Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool." The big party was a holi-

day gift of Judge Samuel D. Levey, Edwin M. Hydeman and War-
ner Brothers, to the children of non-sectarian institutions in New-

York City and environs.

A new MGM picture of the South Seas has taken W. S. Van Dyke
(right), director of "White Shadows," to Tahiti. This time he will

make "The Pagan," starring Ramon Navarro (left). Renee Adoree
and Dorothy Janis have supporting roles. The party is shown tak-

ing ship from San Francisco.
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Warner Brothers' new general sales

manager, Claude C. Ezell, former
division sales manager who has been
appointed successor to Sam E. Mor-
ris upon the latter's elevation to vice

president and general manager.

David Lee, the lad millions seeing Warner Brothers' "The Sing-

ing Fool" are weeping over. But was there more fortunate

youngster than he shown among his Christmas toys? A few
years old, and fame and fortune already his, thanks to Al Jolson

—and to Master David himself.

Posed for the love of "mike." 'Tis fitting, for Anthony J.

Xydias, president of Perfect Talking Pictures, and Ward King,

director of Telefilm Pictures, expect much from the micro-

phone, having begun a program of audien shorts and features

at the Telefilm studio in Los Angeles.

Why not in the main show? For the present, however, all

we can say is that Sally Eilers appears thus costumed in

"The Side Show," Columbia production in which she is

starred, with Jason Robarts opposite.

A scene from real life, despite its resemblance to the more
familiar source, with the roles of Mr. and Mrs. James Murray-

being taken by the M G M featured player and his bride of a

few weeks.
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Larry Darmour. producer of short

subjects for F B O. who this season

has added the "Racing Blood"
series of thrillers to the "Mickey
McGuire." "Toots and Casper" and

"Barney Google" comedies.

Named governors of the Warner Club, organization of amer
Brothers employes in New York. Seated. Ruth Weisberg. Jack

Gilbert and Anne Goebel. Standing. Edgar Wallach. George
O'Keefe. Alex McBeath. Tom Martin. Joe Hummel and Harry
I.utjen. Governors not shown are Ezra Leavitt and Stanleigh

Freidman.

James Hall, Paramount featured player, and his dad. Clinton

Brown, who recently visited his son in Hollywood. When
James was 13, he ran away from home because his father op-

posed his theatrical ambitions. Now—well, this picture might
be a final lade-out. mightn't it?

Another conference broken up by the Herald-World photog-
rapher, whose audacity while scouting around the M G M
studio resulted in this snap-shot of Director George Hill

(right) and his art director, Merrill Pye.

Varied are her new roles, Kathryn McGuire is featured

bv First National in Colleen Moore's "Svnthetic Sin" and
Mulhall-Mackaill's "Children of the Ritz," and by F B O

in Tom Mix's, "The Dude Ranch."
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First Seven World Wide Pictures

Qo to Exhibitor This Month
Come from Seven Foreign Nations and Were Made in Exact Locales

Called for in Stories, Says Williams

By PETER VISCHER

NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—The first product imported by World Wide Pic-

tures, Inc., a series of seven photoplays made overseas, will be distrib-

uted to the American market this month. Thus the new company
organized by J. D. Williams, who enjoys an international reputation in the
film industry, makes its bow to the American public.

"""PHE first seven pictures to be released
* bear witness to the extraordinary ver-
satility of the World Wide product. They
come from England, France, Russia, Poland,
Egypt and Italy. The pictures were made
on the exact locations called for by the
stories, directors and principals and en-
gaged natives shooting all scenes in their
true atmosphere. Herein, Williams believes,

lies the reason for the new company.
Only Organization of Kind

World Wide Pictures is the only organi-
zation of its kind in America specializing in

imported photoplays. Leading officers be-
sides Williams, organizer and for six years
general manager of First National Pictures,
who is executive vice president of World
Wide, are Alexander S. Aronson, for five

years general foreign representative of

M G M, associate to Williams and general
foreign representative with headquarters in

Europe; Joseph S. Skirboll, formerly dis-

tribution executive in the United States and
foreign representative for First National
Pictures, sales manager.

The company will distribute physically
through Educational Exchanges, but will

maintain its own sales and advertising staff.

Instead of selling in block, exhibitors can
have each picture screened and buy one or
all, as they like, it is announced.

Passed Upon by Board

All pictures selected by Aronson abroad
are passed upon by a board of review in

the New York office. This board consists

of men and women both in and out of the

industry. The company has made contracts

with British International Pictures, Ltd.,

largest English producing company with
studios at Elstree; UFA, the largest Ger-
man company with studios in Berlin, and
British Dominions, Ltd., whose studios are

at Cricklewood. French, Austrian and Ital-

ian contracts are pending.
Active distribution will start January 15.

It is understood that Gilda Gray has just
made a picture in London and that Pauline
Frederick has recently completed one in

France which are to be brought here by
World Wide Pictures at a later date.

In the first series of pictures to be re-

leased this month are:

"Moulin Rouge," starring Olga Chekova, directed
by E. A. Dupont, produced by British International
Pictures, in Paris with the principals and entire

beauty ballet of the "New York-Paris Revue" and
photographed in the Moulin Rouge.

"A Woman in the Night," starring Maria Corda,
from the daring novel by the Baroness Oreczy, di-

rected by Victor Saville, produced by British Inter-
national Pictures in Scotland.
"The Bondman," starring Norman Kerry, from the

famous novel by Sir Hall Caine, directed by Her-
bert Wilcox, produced by British & Dominions Film
Corporation, Ltd., in Sicily and on the Isle of Man.
"Tommy Atkins" with Walter Byron, from the

stage play by Ben Landeck and Arthur Shirley,
directed by Captain Norman Walker with the co-
operation of the English War Office, produced by
British International Pictures in London and the
Egyptian Soudan.

"The Woman In White," starring Blanche Sweet,
directed by Herbert Wilcox, from the great mystery
novel by Wilkie Collins and made in Scotland.
"A Honeymoon Abroad," with Monty Banks and

Gillian Deane, directed by Tim Whelan, formerly
with Harold Lloyd, produced by British International
Pictures in London and Paris.

"Pawns of Passion," starring Olga Chekova, di-

rected by Carmine Gallone and produced in the
Montmartre section of Paris and in Poland and
Russia.

"We will only import those pictures which
are found to have quality, novelty, unusual
stories and characters; authentic and beau-
tiful locations and scenic backgrounds,"
Williams said.

Manager Resigns Position
(Special to the Herald- World)

ST. LOUIS, Jan. 2.—James P. Brennan,
manager of the Grand Opera House for the

past five years, has resigned and has been
succeeded by R. F. Quinby, former Chicago
theatre manager.

Wizards of World Wide

At the New York

Theatres

NEW FILMS
PARAMOUNT—"The Shopworn Angel," a Para-
mount picture with Nancy Caroll.

CAPITOL—"West of Zanzibar," a Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer picture with Lon Chaney and Mary Nolan.

STRAND—"Scarlet Seas," a First National picture
with Richard Barthelmess and Loretta Young.

FIFTY-FIFTH ST. CINEMA—"When Duty Calls,"
a UFA film with Rudolf Pittner and Olga
Tschechova.

HIPPODROME—"Restless Youth," a Columbia pic-

ture with Ralph Forbes and Marceline Day.

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
WINTER GARDEN—"The Singing Fool," Warner

Bros., opened September 19.
ASTOR—"Alias Jimmie Valentine," Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, opened November 15.

CRITERION—"Interference," Paramount, opened
November 16.

EMBASSY—"The Viking," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
opened November 28.

CENTRAL—"The Barker," First National, opened
December 5.

WARNER—"My Man," Warner Bros., opened De-
cember 21.

GAIETY—"The River," Fox, opened December 22.

LITTLE CARNEGIE PLAYHOUSE — "Lucretia
Borgia," UFA, opened December 22.

COLONY—"Give and Take," Universal, opened De-
cember 22.

RIVOLI—"The Awakening," United Artists, opened
December 28.

RIALTO—"Abie's Irish Rose," Paramount, revived
December 22.

CAMEO—"Ten Days that Shook the World," revived
for another week.

ROXY—"Prep and Pep," Fox, held over for another
week.

FIFTH AVENUE PLAYHOUSE—"Gow the Head
Hunter," held over for another week.

Pinanski, Lourie Honored
By Employes at Dinner

(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON, Jan. 2—Samuel Pinanski and
Jacob Lourie, respectively president and treas-

urer of the New England Theatres Operat-
ing Corporation, were honored by employes
of the company at a dinner.

Melophone Office Opens
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, Jan. 2.—George Endert,
former Paramount manager and William
Drummond, film representative, are heading
the newly organized Melophone Talking
Pictures Company of America, with head-
quarters in the Security Bldg. They have
already supplied a number of the smaller
houses with this new equipment.

Named Managing Director
(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Jan. 2.—The
Fourth Avenue Amusement Company ap-

pointed Don L. Hammer managing director

of the company's four theatres in Lafayette,

the Mars, Luna, Family and Lyric.

Lou Goldberg Given Dinner
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2. — Lou Goldberg,
general manager of the M&S circuit of

New York theatres, was given a banquet by
the managers of the M&S circuit last

week.

J. D. WILLIAMS A " *ONSON J. S. SKIRBOLL

Ritz Installs Biophone
(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANA, PA., Jan. 2.—The Ritz theatre

inaugurated a new policy in their theatre

when it opened New Years day with Bio-

phone.

Named U A Manager
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK Jan. 2.—Charles O'Connell

succeeds L. Hobson as manager of the United

Artists exchange in Denver.
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J Do You Remember J
Photophone, Electrical Research
Elected Members of Hays Body

Addition of Leading Factors in Sound Picture Field Means Audiens
Will Be Guided by Same Cooperative Policies as Silent

Films, Says M P P D A Statement
(Special to the Heraid-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—A special meeting of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc., held here last Thursday, brought new and
substantial figures into the organization. The event was signalized by gratify-

ing remarks on the part of Will H. Hays, president of the organization, and
those honored with election.

RCA Photophone. Inc., and Electrical Research Products, Inc., sound
apparatus manufacturer of Western Electric, became member units of the

MPPD A.

The old "101 Bison" westerns of fifteen

or more years ago, that most always had
a big Indian fight for the climax?

The old cartoons which usually con-

sisted of a half reel, and the other half

reel was a socalled comedy? The old
cartoons were shown as drawn by the

cartoonist, his hand and pen seen in one
corner of the picture.

When the director desired the villain

to produce a thrill all that was necessary
was for the villain to carelessly cast a

cigaret near some lace curtains of a shack
and there was thus produced an excellent
opportunity for the hero to get there just

in time for the heroine's rescue. Youll
remember this used to be the director**
favorite stunt.

And don't forget the past's favorite
blood curdling vampire—Theda Bara, nor
Bebe Daniels in the one-reel comedies
with the goof with the walrus mustache

—

Snub Pollard.

[You are invited to send in your own "Do
You Remember.'" Those above were con-
tributed by H. C. Mauler. Liberty Thea-
tre, Pleasonton, 7s(eb.]

Moran and Mack Signed
For Paramount Audiens

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Jan. 2—Moran and Mack,

known as "The Two Black Crows," have
been signed by Paramount to make two fea-
ture length talking pictures at Hollywood
studios.

. Thomas Jefferson, son of the famous Jo-
seph Jefferson, creator of the stage concep-
tion of Rip Van Winkle, was signed
yesterday by Paramount for an important
supporting role in the Paramount Special
Production with Charles Rogers and Nancy
Carroll titled, "Close Harmony."

Flames Cost $200,000;
Projectionist Injured
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOT SPRINGS, ARK., Jan. 2.—A fire

which started in the projection room of the
Lyric theatre did $200,000 damage. The
three-story brick building contained the
theatre, a rooming house on the third floor
and several stores on the ground floor. Rus-
sell Phillips, projectionist, suffered severe
burns. All in the audience were led out in

safety.

Bill Cody Signs for Two
British World's Audiens

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Jan. 2—Bill Cody, West-

ern star, has signed with Edward Churchill
of British World's Films, Ltd., for two talk-
ing pictures to be completed on Canadian
soil.

Fire Destroys Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

WEST MONROE, LA., Jan. 2.—Fire of
an unknown origin destroyed, among other
structures, the Crystal theatre building,
with an almost total loss to machines and
other property. The theatre will be rebuilt
and enlarged at the earliest possible date.

DeMille Moves Into New Bungalow
CULVER CITY—Cecil DeMille moved into his

new bungalow in Culver City. The new house is
built on a Spanish style and will contain many of
the DeMille collections.

The following statement regarding the
election was made:
"R C A Photophone, Inc., the subsidiary

of the Radio Corporation of America en-
gaged in the commercial development of de-
vices for the recording and reproduction
of sound pictures, and in the production of
talking motion pictures with the view of
further developing and improving the tech-
nical side of such pictures, joined the Mo-
tion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, Inc., of which Will H. Hays is

president.

Otterson Elected Member

"John E. Otterson, president of Electrical
Research Products, Inc., which is the
manufacturer of the synchronizing process
of the Western Electric Company, was also

elected a member.
"The two members were admitted at a

special meeting of the board of directors.

David Sarnoff, president of RCA Photo-
phone, Inc., was elected to the board.
Changes in the board were made by the
election of Harry M. Warner, representing
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., and Vitagraph,
Inc., and Albert Warner, representing First

National Pictures, Inc.; also Hiram
_
S.

Brown was elected a director, representing
F B O Pictures Corp.

"The addition of these leading fac-

tors in the sound picture field, RCA
Photophone and the Western Electric

subsidiary, means that talking pictures
will be guided by the same coopera-
tive policies that have accompanied
the growth of silent pictures since the

Hands Out Tickets to

Passersby for Drawing
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, Dec. 26.—A new
way to conduct prize drawings for
the benefit of the patrons has been
discovered by R. J. Brunet, manager
of the Imperial theatre. Brunet's
method was declared lawful by Dis-
trict Attorney Stanley in a letter to

the superintendent of police.

An employe stationed in front of
the theatre hands out numbered tick-

ets to passersby, regardless of
whether they attend the show or not.
Later a drawing is held. To consti-
tute a lottery, the district attorney
says, there must be present simulta-
neously a consideration, a prize and
a chance. In Brunet's case the giv-
ing of a ticket to anyone, whether he
or she pays for admission or not,
eliminates the element of considera-
tion, it m held.

formation of the Motion Picture Pro-
ducers and Distributors of America,
Inc.

"David Sarnoff, president of RCA Pho-
tophone, Inc., said:

" 'After analyzing the great possibilities,

present and future, of the motion picture
industry, I believe that the work of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America, Inc., under the leadership of
Mr. Will H. Hays, and their efforts to
maintain and improve the standards of the
business, have resulted in important con-
tributions to the public, as well as to the
industry itself. RCA Photophone joins this

association with the hope of being able to
assist in the program of the latter for bet-
ter pictures and a greater industry.'

Effective Work, Says Otterson

"John E. Otterson, president of Electrica
Research Products, Inc., said:

" T have been pleased to affiliate with the
organized industry. The association has
been doing most effective and constructive
work, and in this effort it is my pleasure
to participate.'

"In referring to the matter, Will Hays
said:

" 'The organized industry is pleased, of
course, with the affiliation of these two new
and strong units with our association's ef-

forts. They represent very large interests
in the new phases of the motion picture
industry, and their ability and constructive
advice and cooperation will be most helpful
in solving the problems of the industry and
in the further development of its largest
usefulness.'

Constant Cooperation

"The purposes of the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America,
Inc., quoted from its articles of incorpora-
tion, are: 'Establishing and maintaining the
highest possible moral and artistic stand-
ards of motion picture production, and
developing the educational as well as the en-
tertainment value and the general useful-
ness of the motion picture.'

"The program of the association has in-

cluded constant cooperation with respon-
sible religious, civic and educational groups
to the end that the highest possible stand-
ards of motion pictures may be assured at

the source of production."

Henry Hobart Appointed
To Supervise F B O Studios

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—Henry Hobart,
who has been connected with Richard
Barthelmess's First National pictures for a

number of years has been signed as a
production supervisor for F B O Studios.
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SOUND PICTURES
Bucher Sees Great Progress in 1929 with

New Photophone Studios

NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—A particularly

optimistic statement on the future

of sound pictures was issued by E. E.
Bucher, executive vice-president of R C
A Photophone to herald the New Year.
Not only did he expect further progress

in the making of sound pictures, but he
announced January 15 as the date for

the completion of the new RCA studios

in New York, the Gramercy Studio and
Gramercy Annex.

Bucher's statement follows:

"R A C Photophone, Inc., stands at the

threshhold of the new year with every con-
fidence that the next twelve months will

witness steady growth and development in

the new art of sound-motion pictures. Al-
though RCA Photophone, Inc. began com-
mercial operations only in 1928, when the
company was established, its present sys-
tem of recording and reproducing sound

TUESDAY rol'RIER-EXPRES

191,943 have seen Al . . .

nee VTlie Sinpins Fool"

opeutHl at the GrvHt Lakes thea

t-r. 191.943 pepiftns have paid

dmi*vU}n io see A I JoIkoii—
nt) not one but prattled In*

grvotteal pictnre Surely » rec-

I There'* still ."> ttays left to

him and Ins wife, on llic

me Kerecii program!

HEAR

JOLSON
in

"The Singing Fool"

Opening Saturday

MOTHER MACHREE'

GREAT LAKES
THEATER

Note, the effective use of white space

in this ad of H. M. Addison of the Great

Lakes theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

(Special to the Herald-World)

pictures represents nine years of experi-
mental and research work in the laboratories
of the pincipal factors in the radio and elec-
trical industries of the United States. The
new technique of sound recording and
sound reproduction thus developed made
possible a revolutionary system of record-
ing sound on films as well as discs and
reproducing therefrom. This system is now
available through RCA Photophone, Inc.,

to producers and exhibitors throughout the
nation.

At the present time RCA Photo-
phone sound reproducing equipment
is installed in many leading theatres
in the United States. It is aimed dur-
ing 1929 to make 2,000 additional in-

stallations of the same character.

The same installations already made have
been hailed by musical and dramatic authori-
ties, as well as by engineers and acoustical
experts, as marking a new standard of re-

production in sound-motion pictures.

"Beyond the quality of reproduction
striking advantage, perhaps, from the stand-
point of the exhibitor, is the simplicity of
operation. So thoroughly standardized is

RCA Photophone equipment that it is

possible to train in a period of six weeks
new personnel to operate the system. Simil-
arly in the recording of sound motion pic-
tures. Under entirely normal conditions it

is rarely necessary to retake a sound re-
cording by the RCA Photophone system.
Generally a single shot is satisfactory. To
motion picture producers this means a sav-
ing of thousands of dollars in production
expenses.

New 8 Radios Ready Soon
"In the sphere of sound-motion picture

production, it is significant to note that
some of the most successful pictures of the
present season have been recorded by the
RCA Photophone system. Contracts for
the production of sound pictures already
have been signed with various motion pic-

ture producers, and other contracts await
the completion of new sound motion pic-

ture studios, which RCA Photophone ex-
pects to have ready for production early
in 1929.

"The Gramercy Studio and the Gramercy
Annex will be completed in New York by
Photophone and they will have facilities

second to none for the recording of ordinary
films as well as of elaborate feature pictures.
The new studio of R C A Photophone, Inc.
is being built up on a scale great enough
to record feature stage productions. It

will be equipped with the latest technical

devices for the making of sound pictures.

In addition, there will be facilities for re-

search and experiment in the many new
problems which the art of talking motion
pictures constantly presents.

"With ample studio equiprrcnt reflecting

the latest developments of the art, RCA
Photophone, Inc. in 1929 will embark upon
a forward-looking program in this field.

This program will cover among other ac-

tivities:

"(1) The equipment of theatres through-
out the country with the RCA Photo-
phone system of sound reproduction;

"(2) The maintenance of studio facilities

for the recording of sound motion pictures,

from newsreels and shorts to the most
elaborate feature productions, to be made
available to motion picture producers;

"(3) The development of a series of im-
portant educational films of a new charac-
ter through the RCA Photophone sys-

tem of synchronizing sound and action on
the film;

"(4) The production of high-class sound
pictures by RCA Photophone, Inc., with

the view of introducing various new ele-

ments being developed in sound technique.

Briefly, RCA Photophone plans for 1929

call for steady progress in every phase of

the sound-motion picture industry, in the

development of which we believe the radio

and electrical industries of the United
States can contribute greatly."

A flock of small airplanes flying beneath
the marquee was stationed by Bernard
Thomas, manager of Loew's Vendome
theatre at Nashville, to herald the ap-

pearance of Colleen Moore's "Lilac

Time." First National production. Note
also how the midnight election show^was

bulletined.
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EMBARRASSING MOMENTS

\Then you meet vour prospective

In-Laws . . . for the first time . . .

be nonchalant . . . Light a Murad.

Q p. LorUUrd Co.. Est. 17(0 Th*-\ taste just like they did 20 years ago

New Xydias Sound
Company Launches
Production in West

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 2. — Anthony J.

Xydias, head of the newly organized Perfect
Talking Pictures Corporation, has leased
the Charles Ray studio on Sunset Drive and
has started production of an announced
series of 24 one-reel sound comedies and
novelties, to be followed by two-reel and
long features. The product, to be called

Filmotone, will use a device which is said

to be on a cost scale for the smallest thea-
tres, and the productions can be played on
other disc systems.
The first production unit was directed

by Ward Wing under the title, "We're in

Vaudeville Now." In the cast are Fred
Warren, Harry Todd, Lori Bara, Hazel
Howell and Jack Raymond.
"Within sixty days any and all exhibitors

can get all the talking pictures—one-reelers,

two-reelers and full-length features—they
want from our company," Xydias said, "and
we will be able to supply them with a de-

vice any exhibitor can afford."

Paramount Starts

NewspaperCampaign
In 400 Key Cities

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—Paramount in-

augurated a national newspaper advertising
campaign this week to aid the exhibitors
who will play Paramount audien pictures.

The announcement will be printed in 700
newspapers in 400 key cities and is

estimated that 100,000,000 will read it.

Sol Lesser on West Coast

To Build $500,000 Studio

For Netv Producing Firm
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 2.—Sol Lesser is

here to superintend construction of a $300,-
000 soundproof studio in the San Fernando
Valley for the newly formed Lesser-Warner
Producing Corporation, of which he is

president. Franklyn Warner is vice presi-

dent, Richard F. Bailey, secretary, and Mike
Rosenberg, treasurer. The Sonora-Bristol-
phone recording and sound device will be
used.

There will also be a studio in New York,
supervised by Rosenberg, who will be chief
of eastern operations. Offices are at 1776
Broadway in New York and in the Pacific
Finance Building at 621 South Hope street,

Los Angeles. A number of Broadway stage
stars are to be signed, Lesser said, and the
New York studio will save them the long
trip to the West Coast while they are ap-
pearing in stage plays.

Lesser also plans to manufacture and
market an audien outfit for home use and to
launch "picturized" religious entertainment
for churches.

Sonora-Bristolphone Hour
Given Wednesdays on WGBS

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—A weekly Sonora-
Bristolphone Hour over WGBS was launched
for Wednesdays by arrangement of Mike Sim-
mons. A triologue, with Ernest Maas. pro-
duction supervisor, and Fredericka Sagor,
scenarist, is the initial offering.

Device Makes Visual

Record of Wavelength
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 2—A demon-
stration was made this week of a new audien
device said to make use of a different

medium for recording than any of the devices
now in commercial use. The mechanism is

the invention of Carl Rhodenhamel. The de-

vice not only plays back the sound but likewise

creates a visual record of the sound wave-
lengths.

It is planned to make use of the new device
for analyzing voices of stars and for training

voices.

Paramount Barnes Cozaine

Eastern Stage Manager
NEW YORK, Jan. 2—Arthur Cozaine,

location manager for Paramount for a num-
ber of years was appointed stage manager
of the Long Island studio. Cozaine will

work under David J. Sarecky, who has been
in charge of the stages and in addition to
looking out for t.ie general maintenance of

the studio.

DeForest Phonofilm

Install Two Machines
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—Two DeForest
Phonofilm machines were installed in thea-

tres last week. The Plaza theatre in Cleve-
land was equipped with a machine and the
Tivoli in Brooklyn was being equipped.

Two more DeForest distributing offices

were opened. J. K Adams has established
headquarters in Boston and will distribute

the machines in Massachusetts, Maine,
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont
and Connecticut. Joseph Klein opened
office in Philadelphia and will distribute

DeForest machines in Philadelphia, south-
ern New Jersey, Delaware, District of Co-
lumbia and Virginia.

New Sound Film Reel
A new Sound Film Reel for exhibitors,

using sound-film equipment, has been placed
on th£ market by National Theatre Supply
Company. An improved 5 inch hub is de-

signed to prevent the film from passing the
aperture plate at too great, or at an uneven,
speed.
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SOUND PROOF
PARTITIONS and DOORS

For Movie-Talkies,

Studios and Thea-
tres.

HAMLIN'S sound

tight doors and
folding partitions

have proved their

efficiency in hun-

dreds of installa-

tions in Broadcast-

ing Stations, Hos-
pitals, Schools of

Music, Libraries
and Office Build-

ings. Also such

companies as

Metro - Goldwyn,
Radiophone,
Famous Players,

have been
equipped.

Sand your tpeelfi-

cations or writ* for

catalog

IRVING HAMLIN
Matinfaetmrmr*

2406 Jackson Ave., Evanston, III.

SOUND
EFFECT
RECORDS

$100 EACH
F. O. B. Omaha

Set contains more than 30 different
effects, such as Airplanes, Gunshots,
Passenger and Freight Trains, Fire
Engines, Gongs, Auto Horns, Sirens,
etc., making

Sound pictures a reality for the
small theatre who owns a double
turntable outfit. Here's
opportunity.

your

Don't Wait $ 1 00
Order Today/ 1= Per

Record

Writ,

EXHIBITORS RECORD
SERVICE COMPANY

Room No. 1, Film Bldg., Omaha, Neb.

Everything Shipped C. O, D. Insured

F N's Aids to B. O. on Sound

x mm

A 3mt riaho»ol lolkow Pictmm

Here are 17 different sound slugs prepared by First National to be used by the exhibi-

tor to snipe in his newspaper ad copy. They are designed for both the talking and
sound pictures and are small enough to allow the exhibitor to place them in his copy

without taking up too much space.

This view of a 24-sheet stand shows how the special "talking" one-sheet (lower right

hand corner) may be sniped on the 24-sheet without in any way spoiling the poster,

yet having the poster just as effective for the silent version. Below: These lobby

streamers can be adjusted to read either "Our Screen Speaks" or "Our Screen Sings"

by detarhing either "Speaks" or "Sings" from the string.
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GUARANTEED PERFECT EQUIPMENT FOR

TALKING PICTURES
AT LOW COST
HERE ARE SOME FACTS

Dear Mr. Exhibitor :

—

HERE IS WHAT YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR—
Reasonably priced high grade devices for your booth that will

enable you to play genuine talking pictures—WE HAVE THEM
and hundreds of wise exhibitors are already reaping profits—Our
recent installations have included circuits who have previouly in-

stalled high priced and elaborate equipment in other of their theatres

and have now switched to ours—WHY? Because we guarantee

and produce the same results at a fraction of the cost.

We guarantee that our machines do not infringe on the patents

of any other machine, our equipments are licensed and covered by

separate patents, and furthermore, do not develop the hundred and

one troubles usually found in machines of more complicated design.

One operator can easily handle our units, can make his own ad-

justments and you don't need to tear out booth walls to get our

equipment into it.

And as to producers furnishing pictures, we are pleased to say

that every exhibitor who has installed our machines is getting all

the talking and synchronized pictures he desires—our machines

are approved because they are RIGHT and deliver perfect syn-

chronization and tone and we will back that statement up with

results on your own screen.

You'll be sorry if you don't install MOVIE-PHONE, it's posi-

tively the only LOW PRICED HIGH GRADE APPARATUS
ON THE MARKET TODAY—THAT GIVES THE RE-
SULTS DEMANDED BY THE PUBLIC AND PRO-
DUCERS, and at the same time possesses every advantage that you

require in the way of price, operation and ease of installation.

Complete installation for two machines in your booth for as

low as $1,000.00. Results guaranteed to be the equal of any talk-

ing equipment on the market. And our equipment is sold at a

fraction of the cost of any others. INVESTIGATE!

MOVIE-PHONE CORP.
724 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
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Aladdin at United Artists Studio

Recording room. The sound theatre occupies the second floor.

Stages 4 and 5. Complete inner stage is built within each.

Screen in sound theatre.

Monitor room: "Mixer" platform
above.

Interiors of projection room.

Two of Best Sound
Stages Built byU.A.
For 1929 Releases

Five All-Audiens, Six Part Dialogue,

Seven with Sound Scheduled
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—Five all-audiens,
six part-audiens and seven with sound but
without dialogue are United Artists' answer
to the call for the new type of picture to
be released in 1929. For production of
these pictures United Artists has built two
of the best equipped sound stages in exist-
ence.

The five all-audiens are Mary Pickford's
"Coquette," Roland West's "Nightstick,"
Herbert Brenon's "Lummox," Ronald Col-
man's "Bulldog Drummond" and Vilma
Banky's "Childs, Fifth Avenue."

Four in Production

The six part-audiens, four of which are
in production, are Douglas Fairbanks' "The
Iron Mask," Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights,"
Gloria Swanson's "Queen Kelly," Henry
King's "She Goes to War," and Harry
Richman's "Say It with Music."

Voices that will be heard on the screen
for the first time are those of Mary Pick-
ford, Gloria Swanson, Vilma Banky, Doug-
las Fairbanks, Ronald Colman, Lupe Velez,
Alma Rubens, Walter Byron, Pat O'Malley,
Eleanor Griffith and Mae Busch. Directors
of audiens: Erich von Stroheim, D. W.
Griffith, Herbert Brenon, Henry King,
Charles Chaplin, Allan Dwan, Sam Taylor,
Roland West, Alfred Santell, Alan Crosland
and F. Richard Jones.

Others with Sound
Pictures that will be released with sound

and without dialogue include the Max Rein-
hardt-Lillian Gish film written by Hugo
von Hofmannsthal; Ronald Colman in "The
Rescue," direction of Herbert Brenon;
Dolores del Dio in "Evangeline," direction
of Edwin Carewe; John Barrymore in

"King of the Mountains," direction of Ernst
Lubitsch; Norma Talmadge in a film based
on an original by William J. Locke; Con-
stance Talmadge in "Venus"; and Rex
Ingram's "Three Passions."

"I would be foolish to fly in the face
of public acceptance of sound pictures and
we are setting about to supply this demand
as rapidly and legitimately as possible,"
said President Joseph M. Schenck in the
Los Angeles Examiner. "We have two of
the finest equipped sound stages in the
world now ready for talking picture pro-
duction.

Huge Market for Silent

"I believe no mistake could be more seri-

ous than to ignore silent pictures with the
huge market at home and particularly
abroad for this type of picture. Funda-
mentally, the talking picture is mechanical
in the same sense. The camera photographs
with power, reality and penetration that are
unsurpassed.

"A Sarah Bernhardt might fool the public
with her makeup on the stage, but she
could not fool the camera. The talkies

do not achieve this reality, this truthfulness
which the camera possesses. So far, the
results have been quite opposite. Voices
on the screen do not sound like voices in

real life and it remains to be proven whether
this mechanical artificiality can be over-
come. A phonograph record is still a
phonograph record. A good phonograph
record may be better than a bad concert
actually heard, but it cannot be the equal
of a good concert actually heard.

"The motion picture, on the other hand,
has given a reality to the public that is not
possessed ever by the stage."
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THE STUDIO
Theatre Owner Is Hero
In Big Theatre Fire

(Special to the Herald-World)

LAUREL, IND., Jan. 2.—Philip
Merril, owner of a theatre here, was
a hero in a theatre £re last week.
Patrons, many of them children were
enjoying a wild west picture when
Barnes swept through the house like

mad. Merril kept cool and assisted

by an army of grown-ups put out the
Barnes. The patrons escaped from the
theatre without injury.

$10,000 Damage When
Heater Ignites Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 2.—Damage esti-

mated at more than $10,000 was caused by
a fire breaking out in the cutting rooms of

the Charles Rogers Productions unit at

Universal City last week. It is believed the
blaze started when a piece of film fell

against an electric heater. The reels of Ken
Maynard's picture, "The California Mail,"

on which they were working at the time,

were destroyed, as well as the offices, cut-

ting rooms and a paint shop. The negative
of the Maynard picture was in the studio

laboratory, saving a heavy loss.

Carl Laemmle Returns
For Daughter's Wedding

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 2.—Carl Laemmle
returned here Saturday to attend the wed-
ding of his daughter, Rosabelle, who mar-
ries Stanley Bergerman today. Bergerman
is a well-to-do merchant here. Rev. Edgar
Magnin officiates at the wedding, while
only a few friends and relatives will be
present. Carl Laemmle, Jr., will be the
best man.

Hobart and Le Baron
Are Reunited at F BO

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 2.—Henry Hobart
and William Le Baron, both of whom were
associated with Cosmopolitan in the days
when Marion Davies first started her pic-

ture career, will be together again when
Hobart goes to F B O to become part of
Le Baron's staff.

Erie Hampton Joins Pathe
(Special to the Herald-World)

CULVER CITY, Jan. 2.—Erie Hampton,
formerly assistant publicity director of Fox
West Coast Studios, has been signed to the
Pathe publicity staff on the West Coast.

Marked Slump Said to Be Due
To Xmas Season in Production

Metro-Goldwn-Mayer Carrying One-Fourth of Present Studio

Load, Survey of Hollywood Shows; Pictures Planned

for Work at Once Is Prediction
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 2.—With only 26 pictures of feature length in pro-

duction this week the business of making pictures is nearer to a standstill than

at any previous time in several years. It is a temporary respite, however,

according to officials of Universal, Fox, First National and Warner Brothers

which are the biggest companies affected by the slump.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, on the other hand is producing 25 per cent of the

total number of pictures in production in the entire colony.

According to plans and announcements 10 dolf, _Myrtle_Stedman, Frederick Graham

James Kirkwood to Return to Screen
NEW YORK.—James Kirkwood will return to the

screen to appear in Warner Brothers picture "The
Time, the Place and the Girl." Kirkwood will hare
a speaking part in the picture.

pictures will be launched before the end
of this week. Studios have been waiting
for the passing of the holidays, it is said,

to resume work on an extensive scale.

Fox Only Lot to Start One
Only one picture went into production

during the last week of 1928. It was Fox's
"Girls Gone Wild," a Sue Carol-Nick Stuart
production which Lou Seiler is directing.

Miss Carol and Stuart will, of course, do
the romancing and Roy D'Arcy will pro-
vide the menace. John Darrow, another
rapidly rising young artist, has been as-

signed an important role in "Girls Gone
Wild."
At the same time the Fox company

finished five of the seven pictures they have
been working on. F. W. Murnau wrote
finis to his production, "Our Daily Bread.

- '

This is Murnau's third American-made pic-

ture and co-features Charles Farrell and
Mary Duncan. Shooting on this great
drama of the wheat ranches began on Labor
Day and production has been kept rigidly

to schedule since that time, many weeks
having been spent on location. The sup-
porting cast includes such capable players
as David Torrence, Edith Yorke, Dawn
O'Day, Jack Pennick and Dick Alexander.
Murnau will assist in the editing and cut-

ting of "Our Daily Bread," after which he
contemplates a trip to Germany.
John Ford completed his latest produc-

tion for Fox during the past week. It is

Victor McLaglen's starring vehicle, "Strong
Boy," in which he plays the role of a bag-
gage smasher who tries a white collar job.

Leatrice Joy is cast opposite McLaglen with
Clyde Cook, Farrell MacDonald, Tom
Wilson, Jack Pennick and Slim Summer-
ville playing important parts. Director
Ford took a company of 80 to the Mexican
border near Carrizo Gorge for the filming
of sequences of this picture.

"White Fury," which went into produc-
tion on the Fox lot November 12, was com-
pleted during the week. It is a story based
on experiences in the frozen north country,
and was directed by Charles Klein. The
cast is headed by Lawrence Gray and
petite Nancy Carroll of musical comedy
fame. Others of importance in the list of

players are Josephine Dunn, Anders Ran-

and George Davis. The original story was
by Frederick H. Brennan and Philip Klein.

Harry Behn wrote the adaptation.
Madge Bellamy finished work during the

week in her latest starring vehicle for Fox
Films which has been permanently titled

"Fugitives." The picture was started

under temporary title of "Exiles" and con-
tains a varied assortment of excitement,
suspense and thrills. This is William Beau-
dine's first directorial effort under his new
contract with Fox. Don Terry plays oppo-
site Miss Bellamy and Earle Foxe, Arthur
Stone, Jean Lafferty and Matthew Betz
compose the strong cast appearing in the

supporting roles.

Korda-SUls Film Done
First National completed two pictures

during the week, leaving only two in pro-

duction. Alexander Korda directed the Ned
Marin production, "The Comedy of Life"

in which Milton Sills was starred with
Maria Corda playing opposite. First

National has reproduced in detail, a large

section of Venice, Italy, for scenes in this

picture. This Venice in California was con-

structed in the center of a large lake, to

provide the famous canals. Several city

blocks were built, and the waters surround-
ing them were alive with gay gondolas and
singing gondoliers. There are also many
scenes of Africa and England in the picture.

Maria Corda will be seen in the role of an
operatic singer and the operas "Aida" and
"Carmen" are given with complete casts.

_

Richard Barthelmess completed work in

"Weary River" during the week. The pic-

ture was directed by Frank Lloyd with

Betty Compson playing the leading femi-

nine role. In this grim prison story Bar-

thelmess plays the part of a singing con-

vict who becomes a radio and vaudeville

star. He will play the piano and sing in

the Vitaphone sequences.

Nixon-Collier
Robert Vignola has completed the FBO

production, "The Red Sword," a graphic

story of Cossack rule in Russia during the

old days of Czarist regime. The story is

by S. E. V. Taylor and was adapted to the

screen by Wyndham Gittens. Marian Nixon
and Buster Collier, are co-featured with

(Continued on next page)

\
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"Qood Month Ahead" So Actors and
Studio People Whoop It Up

And Arthur Stebbins Arranges Big Natal Day Surprise for Joseph
Schenck; Mike Levee Does the Honors at Dinner

By DOUGLAS HODGES

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 2.—Although the studio and theatre situation these

past 10 days has been uninspiring" there are prognostications from every

quarter that this month will find business extraordinarily good in both ends

of the industry.

booked his latest picture of the "Ace of

Sport" series. Johnny Weismuller and
Merna Kennedy are in the film.

ON A LOT
OF THE LOTS

BUSINESS in all Coast theatres took
a change of direction the latter part of

December and, according to Harold B.
Franklin, president of West Coast The-
atres, the condition of the show business is

on the upgrade.
Franklin mentions talking pictures in

stating his reasons for believing January
will show a change in the barometer of
business, stating that a number of them
have been booked by West Coast.
The studios have accomplished practi-

cally nothing in the past 10 days. Em-
ployees have made "whoopee" three days
before and after each Sunday and holiday.
They have practically refused to do any
work at all and have apparently been cele-

brating the approach of a prosperous month
by making a running start on it.

* * *

Schenck and Stebbins
Feted at Big To-Do
Joseph M. Schenck had honors bestowed

upon him again this week at a heavy dinner
at the Roosevelt hotel, Hollywood's club
room if not its favorite holstery. Arthur
W. Stebbins, Schenck's friend and associate,

helped arrange the shindig which was re-

garded one of Xmas Week's big affairs.

About 60 were there, about a dozen of
whom rate 21 guns and about three dozen
who rate at least a couple of guns. They
all laid off work and went to the big birth-

day party. Mr. Schenck was born the day
after Christmas.
Mike Levee was toastmaster and gave

numerous guests an opportunity to make
remarks regarding the honored guest.
Many of the following invited guests

were there:
Adolph Zukor, Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Chap-

lin, Milton Sills, Winfield Sheehan, D. W. Griffith,

Dr. A. H. Giannini, 'R. C. Durant, Nathan Burkan,
Lou Anger, Fred W. Beetson. Sam Behrendt, Jack
Conway, John W. Considine, Jr., Buster Collier and
Edwin Carewe.
Harry Cohn, Leo Diegel, B. P. Fineman, Robert

Fairbanks, I. C. Freud, Harold B. Franklin, John
Gilbert, Samuel Goldwyn, Sid Grauman, Ben Goetz,
Barney Glazer, Arthur Hornblow, Albert Kaufman,
Buster Keaton, Robert Z. Leonard, Lou Lipton,
Ernst Lubitsch, M. C. Levee, Abraham Lehr, Louis
B. Mayer, Eddie Mannix, Ned Marin, William Mel-
horn, Harry Wilson, Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, Bobby
North, Fred Niblo, Frank Newman, Frank Orsatti,

Kent Parrot, Watterson Rothacker, Harry Rapf, Hal
Roach, Hunt Stromberg, B. P. Schulberg, Hal Steb-
bins, Irving Thalberg, Joe Toplitsky, Jack Warner,
Sol Wurtzel, Rolan West, Louis Wolheim and Daryl
Zanuck.

* * *

Corinne Griffith, who had a contract with First
National with a year to run, abrogated her contract
with the company this week by another which calls

for three years and two pictures per year. ALL six
will be talking pictures.

It would be a laugh if some of the producers were
found to be talking sanely about the approaching
fate of talking pictures. It would be odd if talking
pictures proved to be only a six months' fad and if

Corinne were found to be the only one talking in
Hollywood next year.

* * *

Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld is back here. He
brought the first sound film of Ronald Col-

man's new starring picture with him when
he returned this week from New York

* * *

Our Pal
Makes Good

Little Nate Slott, whom we may now
hail a young producer, got in his good licks

this week when Metropolitan theatre

Al Green Chooses
Joel McCrea
"The Five O'Clock Girl," starring Marion

Davies, boasts a notable's son. Alfred E.

Green, a box office director, cast him this

week in the role opposite Miss Davies.
He is a college athlete of West Coast

fame and is the son of Thomas F. McCrea,
recently retired as secretary of the Los
Angeles Gas and Electric Light Corpora-
tion. His name is Joel McCrea.

Marked Slump Said to

Be Due to Christmas
Season in Production
(Continued from preceding page)

Carmel Myers and Noah Beery in the sup-
porting cast.

George Melford, who has been mega-
phoning "The Charlatan" for Universal,
took the final shots on this production last

week. Paul Schofield wrote the script for

the story which was originally purchased
for Conrad Veidt. Holmes Herbert, how-
ever, has portrayed the leading male role

with Margaret Livingston in the feminine
lead. Rockcliffe Fellows, Philo McCul-
lough, Rose Tapley and Crauford Kent are
in the supporting cast.

The Tiffany-Stahl production, "The
Miracle," was completed a few days ago.

George Archainbaud directed with Eve
Southern, Walter Pidgeon and Montagu
Love in the principal roles.

The Gus Edwards Movietone Subject,

"From Broadway to Heaven" was com-
pleted in the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer sound
studios during the past week. This is an
all-color, all-singing production featuring

Charles King, musical comedy star and
popular baritone, and will be embellished
with many colorful ballets and specialty

dances.

Neilan Film Completed

Marshall Neilan completed the picture

which he has been directing for British and
Dominions Film Corporation, Ltd., during
the past week. The picture is entitled

"Fog" and is an all-talking production made
in the new Metropolitan Sound studios.

John Loder, under contract to Paramount,
was borrowed from that company to play
opposite Mary Brian, who has the feminine
lead. James Kirkwood has one of the most
important roles and is supported by Lloyd
Hamilton, Robert Ames, Frank Reicher and
Hallam Cooley.

New Parkside Opens
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 2.—The Park-
side theatre, a 1000-seat house, was opened
last week. The building is of Spanish de-

sign, with the interior representing a Roman
theatre with canopied ceiling.

Regarding:

Thelma Todd
Benjamin Christianson
Tom Mix
Clara Bow
Colleen Moore
Billie Dove
Sharon Lynn
Jean Hersholt
George Sidney

Guinn Williams
George O'Brien
Charlie Farrell
Janet Gaynor
Frank Borzage
William Bakewell
Alice White
Mervyn Le Roy
Douglas Fairbanks

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 2.—Thelma
Todd, who until a few days ago

was a First National star, is finding it

profitable in the free lance field. She
has had three calls during the past

three days to appear in leading roles

for various producers, but had already

signed to play the starring role in

"The House of Horror" which Ben-
jamin Christianson is scheduled to

start at an early date, for First Na-
tional.

Tom Mix the big "he man" from all out-
doors, can feel justly proud when he can boast

of filmdom's greatest stars as his former lead-

ing women. Clara Bow, the most popular,
(according to box office record) played op-
posite Mix three years ago when he was with
Fox. Colleen Moore, did her stuff in "The
Wilderness Trail" six years back, then came the

adorable Billie Dove in her first big role, op-
posite Tom in "Soft Boiled." To date, no one
can boast of having this trio, except Mix, so
with a combination how could anything but
the highest be attained.

Sharon Lynn, recently signed by Fox for a

long term contract, is looking forward to the

time when she will be engaged for a picture

where Jean Hersholt and George Sidney are

cast. She appeared in one several months ago
entitled, "Give and Take" and she is still

giggling over the many pleasant hours of the

making. "Both Mr. Hersholt and George are

so funny," says Sharon. "They kept the whole
cast laughing all the time they were on the

picture, kidding in Jewish and Danish dialect."

She says they are a sure cure for the blues.

This is often needed with so many of the

well known grouches who are given an early

call. More power to the ones with a sense of

humor. Miss Lynn is preparing to make a

Movietone short entitled, "Women Are Like
That," at Fox.

Take it from me folks, Guinn Williams,
better known as "Big Boy," will soon be as
well known as some of the greatest stars.

There is always a reason for predictions.

He put over one of his biggest roles in

"Noah's Ark" as a buddy of George
O'Brien. Of course, George would natural-

ly lend color, but nevertheless, "Big Boy's"
work stands out. He is now booked to ap-

pear with Charlie Farrell and Janet Gaynor
in "Blue Skies." When he finishes this he
will return to Warner Brothers to do a

Vitaphone production.

Stardom within the next 12 months, is be-

ing freely predicted for William Bakewell,

handsome young leading man for Alice White,

now appearing in "Hot Stuff," which Mervyn
LeRoy is directing. Bakewell has little time

to call his own, for no sooner had he finished a

dual role with ]%uglas Fairbanks in "The
Iron Mask," than he was called for the lead

opposite Miss White.
—BOB FRAZIER.
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Here's Principle

Of Telegraphone

At Sound School

The apparatus being used by Professors
Immel and MacDonald in voice develop-
ment at the school of the motion picture

at the University of Southern California,

is a refined form of the Poulson Telegra-
phone, based on a principle of use of elec-

tro-magnetic impulses. By magnetic
recording without distortion, these voices
are reproduced and analyzed, and defects

are picked out and corrected. Unlike the
phonograph, the Telegraphone record, on
a piece of magnetized wire, can be slowed
down, almost as "slow motion" films

analyze motion, and the component parts

of sound thus can be carefully dissected.

Considerable headway in speech analysis

and instruction has been made by Dean
Immel and Prof. MacDonald.

Microscope of Sound Waves

The Telegraphone in itself is composed
of a long steel wire, which, passing from
spool to spool, runs through a magnetic
talking head, in which, actuated by voice
vibrations, an impedance is set up which
changes the molecular assembly of the steel.

The record is permanent.
It can be run through a receiving head

similar to a phonographic electric pickup,
amplified by power tubes and sent over a

loud speaker. Records are taken both with
the microphone and the Church acousticon,
or delicate four-plate microphone—a veri-

table microscope of sound waves.
Besides using the audible record, the

telegraphone wire is also attached to the
phonodike, an adaptation of the oscillograph,
as perfected by Dayton C. Mills, famous
physicist of the Case School of Applied
Science.

Galvanometer Used
This device, in which a galvanometer, ac-

tuated by the delicate currents generated
in the magnetic pickup, records its move-
ments by means of a mirror, throwing a

beam of light onto a moving sensitized
paper, provides an extremely accurate "pic-

ture" of every voice vibration. The kymo-
graph, a mechanical device for the same
purpose, is also used. This consists of a
delicate diaphragm from which a slender
thread runs, to be looped three times over
a drum pivoted on watch jewels, and then
to a tension spring.

The movements of the diaphragm, thus
imparted to the drum, are recorded by a

mirror, beam, and sensitized tape in the
same manner as with the phonodike, save
that the method is mechanical rather than
electrical.

The laryngal stroboscope is also used in

the "voice analysis," and photographs the
actual movements of the vocal machinery
in generating sound, by means of whirling
perforated discs, somewhat on the principle

of the camera-shutter in a motion picture
camera.

$1,000 a Day to Run
Carnival in Ouachita
(Special to the Herald-World)

MONROE, LA., Jan. 2—Carnivals out-
side the corporate limits in Ouachita
parish, after January first, will pay a license

fee of one thousand dollars a day. Opinion
was manifest that carnivals are usually
accompanied by thefts and robberies.

An improved form of the Telegraphone is used here by Ray K. Immel (above), dean of the

school of speech of the I niversity of Southern California, in recording and analyzing the

voice of Xorma Shearer, M G M star. This was part of a survey by Dean Immel and Prof,
ff . R. MacDonald. director of dramatics, to establish a scientific terminology for screen

speaking voices. (Story on page 64 )

Notables of Industry Attend
Last Rites for Fred Thomson

Funeral Services for Beloved Western Actor Held Three Days

Prior to Burial—Film Capital Bows in Tribute to

the Man and His Influence
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 2.—Funeral services for Fred Thomson were held

last Wednesday, and burial was at Forest Lawn cemetery Monday. Burial

was private.

The industry paid beautiful tribute to its friend. Directors, writers, pro-

ducers and actors laid aside their work to attend the rites at Beverly Hill?

Community Presbyterian church. Xot since the death of Valentino had they

lost a more widely known fellow-craftsman. Nor had the industry ever lost a

member who had been of greater influence in building the prestige of motion
pictures.

Warners Sign JulianTJosephson
NEW YORK—Julian Josephson, scenarist, has

been signed by Warner Brothers for a long time
contract. Josephson will begin work on Al Jolson's
next picture "Mammy."

Studio people who loved Thomson be-
cause of this influence, were there in hun-
dreds to pay homage. Douglas Fairbanks,
Louis B. Mayer and Harold Lloyd, Buster
Keaton, Marion Davies, Norman Kern,-,

Lloyd Ingraham, George Hill and Al and
Ray Rockett were among the more promi-
nent persons present.

Admired for Many Talents

People attended who not only admitted
he was their screen hero but people who
had known him to be their real hero as well.

People here have regarded him as a soldier,

a fighter, a disciple of the Gospel, a scien-
tist, a writer, sportsman and an actor. He
represented to production people the kind
of man any industry is fortunate in possess-
ing. They had gasped when they heard of

his death.
Pallbearers were Harold Lloyd, Charles

Farrell, George Hill, Douglas Fairbanks,
Henry Thomson and David R. Fearles. The
honorary pallbearers were Frank Beery, Dr.
Frank R. Barham, William Randolph
Hearst, O. K. Cole, Harry Carr, Harry
Chandler, Lloyd Ingraham, Norni'i Kerry,
Buster Keaton, Al and Ra., Rockett, Dr.

Edward S. Merrill, Joseph M. Schenck, Mil-
ton Sills, Walter Van Pelt, Dr. John Wilson
and Tom Mix.

Lauds His Ideals

Dr. Arthur Lee Odell uttered a pro-
nouncement of Thomson's worth and ideals,

addressed to the widow, Francis Marion,
who was certainly comforted as much by
his address as by the efforts that doctors
made to help her bear up in her bereave-
ment.

Rev. W. E. Roberts and Rev. Paul Elliott,

friends and college chums of Thomson, were
beside Dr. Odell on the rostrum. A hymn
was sung by John Roach, one of Thomson's
closest friends.

While the organ whispered the funeral

march, the casket was borne slowly down
the aisle and the great assemblage rose as

one person in final farewell to Fred Thom-
son.

Arthur Knorr Marries Ruth Grey
NEW YORK.—Arthur Knorr, associated with the

Capitol theatre for five years, married Ruth Grey
recently. Mrs. Knorr appeared in George White's

"Scandals."
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THE SHORT FEATURE
January Brings Christie Talking

Plays and Cohen Negro Stories
The first month of the new year brings release of the Christie All-Talking

Plays which mark the most radically different step in short feature production

ever made by that organization. A series of pictures adapted from stage play-

lets, as well as the Octavus Roy Cohen stories in their original Negro dialogue,

will go to the exhibitors.

The first Paramount-Christie release will

be the travesty sketch, "When Caesar Ran
a Newspaper," by Waldemar Young and
William Jacobs. This features Raymond
Hatton as Julius Caesar, who edits the
"Morning After," and Sam Hardy, former
Broadway musical comedy star, as Marc
Anthony, the press agent for Cleopatra.
Also seen are Betty Lorraine as Cleopatra,
Maude Truax as Mrs. Calpurnia Caesar, and
Carl Stockdale as Busto Magneto, Caesar's
chauffeur.
Next will be E. P. Heath's comedy play-

let, "A Bird in the Hand," featuring Lois
Wifeon, with Jason Robards, Roy D'Arcy,
and Dot Farley, directed by A. Leslie

Pearce.
Cohen Negro Story Follows

Following "A Bird in the Hand" will be
Octavus Roy Cohen's "The Melancholy
Dame," introducing dusky fictional charac-
ters made famous in Cohen's published
stories, such as Florian Slappey, Mr. Perma-
nent Williams and his wife, Jonquil; Mr.
Webster Dill of Dill's Sinful Sincopators;
Sappho Dill, his dancing wife; and Lawyer
Evans Chew; these directed by Arvid E.
Gillstrom, and supervised by Alfred A.
Cohn.
"Post Mortems," a comedy of bridge and

burglars, by Charles Devine, playwright,
will introduce Raymond Griffith, the whis-
pering comedian, in a unique audien role.

All-Colored Casts Planned

The next of the Octavus Roy Cohen
stories to go into production will be "Music
Hath Harms," the story of the celebrated
colored cornetist, Roscoe Griggers, with his

rival, Professor Aleck Champagne, Sis Cal-

Newspictures

KINOGRAMS NO. 5461—Gene Tunney presents
trophy sent by Leathernecks to Marines—Horton
Smith, 20-year-old professional from Missouri beats
Walter Hagen by one stroke—11 proteges of the

late Isadora Duncan arrive on first visit to U. S.

PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 44—U. S. S. Saratoga,
$45,000,000 plane carrier sets new mark of 34.9
knots in final trials—Paramount News gives sum-
mary of highlights for 1928—Mayor Thompson
dedicates new La Salle street bridge in Chicago.

MGM NEWS NO. 40—Mr. and Mrs. Coolidge ar-

rive in Brunswick, Georgia, for vacation—Germany
has new rubber bumper for automobiles to soften
shocks—Fifty-foot yacht from Washington starts

trip around world.
PATHE NEWS NO. 1.—Peru hails President-elect
Hoover on goodwill tour—Japanese Emperor sees
warriors on parade in honor of his ascension to

throne—Flying Barrel plane prepares for flight

from California.
INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO. 103—Pope
Pius XI completes 50th year in priesthood—$1,000,-

000 fire sweeps new Rockefeller cherch in Riverside
Drive, New York—President Coolidge signs bill to

build Boulder Dam.

lie Flukers, Sam Gin, Willie Trout, and
other popular characters of the Over the

River Burying Society.

In the Cohen colored stories, types are

being picked for the all-colored casts to

carry out faithfully the story atmosphere,
holding to all of the original dialogue used
in the published stories.

In the Christie Talking Plays, which are

based on the stage plays and sketches such

as mentioned above, it will be the policy

to cast them with stars from both stage

and screen, so that in the coming season
with Paramount, probably at least two
dozen big-name stars will be presented in

the Christie audiens.

"Eligible Mr. Bang"
Sound Short Finished

The first picture of Educational's second
series of talking comedies has been com-
pleted. "The Eligible Mr. Bang," is a story

from Robert Housum, and was produced by
the Coronet Comedies Inc. Edward Everett

Horton is the star in the picture.

Releases

WEEK OF JANUARY 6
M G M—"Napoleon's Homeland," Oddity.
PARAMOUNT—"Nifty Numbers," Confessions of a
Chorus Girl series, Frances Lee, two.

PATHE—"Clunked on the Corner," Handy Andy
series, two.

UNIVERSAL—"Homeless Homer," Oswald, one;
Issue 2, Serial No. 7302; "Collegians," No. 3; "In-
ternational Newsreel," "Speeding Youth," "Hurled
Thru Space," Mystery Rider series No. 7; "Out at
Home," Buster Brown Series, two; "International
Newsreel," No. 3—"The Range of Fear," Bob
Curwood, two.

WEEK OF JANUARY 13
EDUCATIONAL—"Walking Fish," Our World To-

day, one; "Going Places," Davis, Mermaid, two;
"What a Trip," Dent, Cameo, one.

M G M—"Untitled," Events; "Election Day," Our
Gang, two.

PARAMOUNT—"Why Gorillas Leave Home," Bobby
Vernon, two.

PATHE—"Untitled," Smitty Series, No. 4.

UNIVERSAL—"Shadows," Snappy Comedy, one;
"International Newsreel," No. 4; "Unmasked,"
Mystery Rider series, No. 8, Desmond, two; "Three
Brox Sisters," Movietone act, one; "Hold Your
Horses," Mike and Ike, Stern Bros., two; "In-
ternational Newsreel," No. 5; "Claim Jumpers,"
Forest Ranger series, Cobb, two.

WEEK OF JANUARY 20
EDUCATIONAL—"Only Me," Lupino Lane, two;

"Untitled," Hodge Podge, one.MGM—"Uphill and Down," oddity; "Untitled,"
Chase, two.

PATHE—"Baby's Birthday," Smith family series.

UNIVERSAL—"Yankee Clippers," Oswald, one: "In-
ternational Newsreel," "Doomed," Mystery Riders
Series No. 9, Desmond, two; "Bailey and Barnum,"
movietone short, one; "The Winning Point," Col-
legians, No. 11

j
"Newlyweds Headache," Snookums,

two; "International Newsreel, No. 7—"Men in the
Raw," Hoxie, two.

WEEK OF JANUARY 27
EDUCATIONAL—"Dumb, and How," Thatcher-
Young, Cameo, one; "Beauties Beware," Jerry
Drew, Ideal, two.

M G M—"Liberty," Laurel-Hardy, two.
PATHE—"Uncle Tom," Sennett De Luxe series, two.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

To Release 26 New
Movietone Acts in 1929

Starting January 5, and ending March 30,MGM will release 26 Metro - Movietone
acts. The list includes two talking playlets,

"Confessions," and "Nearly Divorced."
In addition to this are acts by Gus Ed-
wards, George Dewey Washington, Van and
Schenck, Cliff Edwards, Bernardo de Pace,
Marion Harris, George Lyons, Jan Garbers
band, Vincent Lopez, Miller and Lyles,
Whiting and Burt, Duce de Kerekjarto,
Gordon and Squires, the Eight Victo
Artists, Bob Nelson, Phil Spitalny's band,
Ersi and Ayers, Odette Myrtil, Sunshine
Sammy, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Phillips and
Norman Philips Jr.

Grover Whalen, New York's new police

commissioner, was appearing in voice and
action on the screen via Pathe Sound
News within 48 hours of the beginning of

his new duties.

"Our Gang" Does all but

Run Off with Newspaper

In Contest at Waukegan
How "Our Gang" did click in Waukegan on

its tour with the exploitation campaign of
making motion pictures in various cities with
local boys and girls taking the roles! A two-
column story on the first page one day, and
then the pagewide headline of the second sec-

tion of the second day's issue of the Daily
Sun at Waukegan, 111., comprised one of the
successes achieved.
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PRESENTATION ACTS

Theme Songs Help Good Pictures

STAGE SHOWS
San Francisco Granada

Week Ending December 28
This week's stage attraction was in the form of a

double bill and patrons found their money'6 worth,

and more, in each offering. The music, too, was of

the double bill variety, with Gino Severi taking over

the duties of director in the pit and Henry Busse

continuing on the stage.

The first 6tage show was in the form of a special

Christmas offering, featuring a group of youngsters

from Rose Deihl's Dancing Academy in "Kiddies in

Toyland." The curtain went up on a dreary street

scene, wifh snow falling on a homeless waif, who
finally curled up in a doorway to rest. A good fairy

tripped in, touched the hungry child with her wand
and her rags were transformed into the richest of

raiment, while the tenements disappeared and a beau-

tiful interior took their place.

The door of a cabinet opened at a touch of the

wand and six girls trooped out and danced. A small

harlequin awoke at a touch of the wand and played

the accordion very effectively. A huge candy box
opened and out tumbled a tiny tot, who sang. The
outstanding feature of the act was the performance
of a couple of girl acrobats of exceptional skill.

The waif sang a little song of gladness, a boy in

the costume of old Italy offered a comedy number
and a doll came to life and danced on a huge drum.
The chorus came on to the music of "The Wooden
Soldiers" and later danced to "Jingle Bells." The
act came to an end with the entire company appear-

ing with illuminated building blocks spelling out the

greeting, "Merry Christmas."
Following the rendition of an illustrated song the

Publix revue "Wonderful Girl" took the stage, and
this also proved out of the ordinary, being in the

form of a tabloid musical comedy in three acts.

The first act was on the deck of a ship on the

Atlantic and opened with an introduction in 6ong
form, introducing the principal characters and the

Dave Gould Girls, who danced.
The second act depicted a dock scene in New York,

with a band of musicians appearing to welcome Henry
Busse, returning from a trip to Europe. A quartette

offered music that must have caused the stevedores

to stop work to listen.

The final act showed the orchestra pit and stage

of a New York theatre, with tired chorus girls doing
a sitting down dance. Henry Busse led the orchestra

through an arrangement of old-time music, ccntrib-

uting a trumpet solo, and Eddie Magill sang a song
written by a local writer and entitled "The Gang's
All Gone," offering as an encore, "I Can't Give You
Anything But Love."
Al and Ray Samuels did their celebrated tap dance,

Helene Heller and Frank Ruhf sang, and the presenta-
tion came to an end with the curtain at the rear
rising on the exterior of a beautiful church, with a
wedding party making its appearance. The company
sang "Wonderful Girl" as the curtain descended.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending December 29

The spirit of Christmas was greatly in evidence at

the Stanley this week and the program was one of

the most delightful and nicely balanced that has been
offered for some time. Two beautifully lighted Christ-
mas trees decorated the stage and the divertissement
was called "The Night Before Christmas."
The Stanley Symphony Orchestra presented a Christ-

mas fantasie beginning with a medley of Christmas
carols and coming to a dramatic climax with Kitty
McLaughlin in white ecclesiastical robe singing be-
nt {Continued on page 47)

Claude B. Ball

Claude B. Ball, a veteran teacher of motion pic-

ture theatre organ music. The Ball Theatre Organ
School in Chicago is a busy institution these days.

If you don't believe it, try to interview Daddy, as

Mr. Ball is familiarly known by his students, for

more than one minute (sixty seconds). It just can't

be done, for after all, business is business.

Writes Tucker Song
Sam Lerner, director of publicity and advertising

for DeSylva, Brown & Henderson, the music publish-

ers, has written a special comedy song with Ted
Shapiro, called "My Conversational Man." Sophie

Tucker, that well known exponent of hot songs, is

featuring the number in her tour of vaudeville thea-

tres.

ANNOUNCE TO THE

PICTURE HOUSE MUSICAL STAFF

The New Ballad by

Sidney Clare and Lew Pollack Entitled:

"DONT REMIND ME"
(I'm Trying to Forget)

and Our Popular Song Hit:

"ME AND THE MAN IN
THE MOON"

By Edgar Leslie and Jimmy Monaco

GoodMusicPuts
Film Across in

Any Theatre
"Sonny Boy" Has Added to the

Success of "The Singing

Fool"

By A. RAYMOND GALLO
After many years of close associ-

ation the music publishers and the

motion picture producers have finally

realized the importance of each others

exploitation angles and are now set

out to work together in more close

harmony than ever before. The tre-

mendous success that several theme
songs have made in the past year has

convinced the music publishers that

the motion picture tie-up is an essen-

tial one for a quick exploitation of the

song. The film producers alsc feel

that a good theme song can do a great

deal in popularizing their production
as the sheet music and records are a

direct means of advertising the pic-

ture into the homes.
About two years ago Sherman Clay &

Company led the field when it published
the theme songs to "What Price Glory,"
and "Seventh Heaven." Everyone knows
that "Charmaine" and "Diane" were hit

songs and in all probability would have
become popular regardless of the film tie-

up. However the songs helped make the
film popular and vice versa, which resulted

in a complete huge success of both.
Almost immediately after this incident

the Remick Music Corporation came out
with a song called "Laugh, Clown, Laugh"
that was used as a theme to Lon Chaney's
motion picture of the same name. The
song became an overnight hit and the

picture no doubt also reached the money
making class, as all Chaney's pictures do.

Ramona Song and Film Success

When Delores Del Rio came out with
"Ramona" it was learned that Leo Feist

Inc. had a song of the same name that had
been written long before the picture was
ever thought of. It also happened that the

song was of a hit calibre and for a long
time it remained on top of the best sellers

list throughout the country. The same pub-
lishers later issued the theme to "Lilac

Time" called "Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac

Time" that almost surpassed the pace set

by "Ramona."
The biggest theme song hit that was ever

written is "Sonny Boy" from the "Singing
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Fool" which is published by De Sylva,
Brown & Henderson, Inc. The sheet music
sales on this number has gone over the

1,250,000 mark to date, and the sale of

records has surpassed the half-million mark
to date. These same publishers have been
fortunate in making adequate tie-ups with
successful films and are also the publishers
of "Angela 'Mia," the theme of "Street
Angel."
Another incident that probably will never

be duplicated in the history of the music
and the motion picture business is the fact

that another featured song- called "There's
A Rainbow 'Round My Shoulders," which
is used in the "Singing Fool" by Al Jolson,
is the second best seller in the country to-

day. Irving Berlin, Inc. is the publisher of

this song. They are also the publishers
of "Marie" theme of the "Awakening" and
"Heart 'O Mine," theme of "Noah's Ark."

Producers Affiliate with Publishers
The above are only a few examples of

what theme songs have done for pictures

and what the motion pictures have done
for most of the music publishers. To sub-
stantiate this statement we want to inform
the trade that the matter has become so
important that almost every leading music
publisher has made a definite arrangement
with some motion picture producer for the

writing and destribution of theme songs.
Among those who are now operating un-

der this arrangement are De Sylva, Brown
& Henderson, Inc., who are supplying all

the theme songs to the William Fox pro-
ductions. They have published "Some Day,
Somewhere" as the theme to the "Red
Dance," "Sally of My Dreams," for "Mother
Knows Best," "Marion" for the "4 Devils,"

"Judy" for "Romance of the Underworld,"
and "My Tonia" as the theme for the latest

production called "In Old Arizona."
Leo Feist, Inc. are also the publishers of "When

the Right One Comes Along" theme of Marriage by
Contract," and "Lenora" for "The Two Lovers." This
firm is just free lancing and has sufficient prestige

established to select its own productions. The
Remick Music Corporation are also the publishers of

"Revenge" the latest theme song for Delores Del
Rio's production of the same name, and "If You
Want the Rainbow," one of the songs featured by
Fanny Brice in her picture "My Man." This organi-
zation is also picking its subjects for theme songs

Harms, Inc., is the Big Shot
One of the latest reports in the music fields is the

rumor that Irving Berlin in association with Al Jol-

son, Warner Brothers and United Artists will publish

all future theme songs for the productions made by
the last two named. Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble
have supplied the theme to "Warming Up," a Para-
mount picture called "Out of the Dawn." Paramount
Famous Lasky Corporation have formed the Famous
Music Corporation with Harms Inc. as the sole sell-

ing agent. Remick and the Donaldson firm are an
off-shoot of the Harms organization and in all prob-
ability will have a good opportunity to supply several

theme songs for the Paramount pictures. It is also

reported around town that Harms has also an in-

terest in De Sylva, Brown & Henderson but not
enough to endanger the activities or connections of

that company.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have acquired the Robbins

Music Corporation with a catalog of standard num-
bers, but have made no definite move yet as to their

future plans on theme songs. Sam Fox Publishing
Company have an arrangement with Paramount and
several other film companies for the scoring as well

as the theme songs. So far they have supplied
"Paradise" for the "Wedding March," "Wings" for

the picture called "Wings," and "Neapolitan Nights"
for the film "Fazil," as well as the entire musical
score for "Abie's Irish Rose," soon to be released
as a Paramount production.
Although the above do not comprise the entire

list of important music publishers they are never-
theless the ones that are more active in the field of

theme songs. Just as the talking pictures have come
to be a part of the motion picture business, so will

the theme songs become an important part of the
motion picture productions. No better way could be
had for a quick and simultaneous public exploitation
than a direct tie-up with a motion picture popular
enough to play hundreds of theatres at the same
time.

Villa Moret, Inc., the West Coast publishers, can
be credited with starting the theme song craze a
number of years ago when they published "Mickey,"
a national sensation to the film of the same name.

LOSAYS
Someihind

about
Everyone

Eddie Meikel, the popular featured organist at the
Harding theatre, Chicago, has sent an interesting

letter to all the members of his organ club in order
to remind them of the annual meeting. Meikel has
aroused considerable interest with his club ideas in

the past three years and his name at this theatre is

as good a box office attraction as any other feature.

GREETINGS! . . . Thank heaven that the holidays
are over for another year. . . . That is, the most im-
portant ones like Christmas and New Year's. . . . Al-
though I should not complain for Santa has been
very good to me this year, nevertheless too much holi-

day bores one don'tcha know? . . . While I am
in the act of thanking I also want to thank each
and everyone who sent me a card and sincerely hope
that 1929 will be as full of good wishes and pros-
perity for all of you as you have wished for me.
. . . Before dishing out the weekly scandal let me
first announce that Michigan has 6ent Mrs. Miller to
a living death when its law sentenced her to life for
selling rum. Thank heavens again, that we live in a
more up-to-date city and state. . . . Even though you
read about "Bootleggers" killing each other every day.
Let them go on and shoot it out as long as the peo-
ple are not hurt. . . . Speaking of bootleggers two
were shot to death the other night in the Granada
Cafe, where Guy Lombardo and his famous Royal
Canadian band play. ... At the time this thing hap-
pened Guy was broadcasting "King for a Day," whata
break for Remick. . . . Well, if some rival beer-run-
ner don't get hie man, maybe the "Flu" will. . . .

At least i
f would be a more decent way to die. . . .

King George is much better, 60 the papers say, now
we can go on in peace and read something of real

interest about our own people and our own coun-
try. • • The papers always kick up a fuss about
others that don't mean a darn thing to you and me.
. . . How about our boys who fought in the World
War who are dying a slow but sure death in hospi-

tals from the effects of that terrible battle! . . . No-
body seems to get alarmed about them. . . . Well,
let's go on with our own business and let's leave

politics and such to those who are more versed on
the subject than we are. . . . Rob Reel, movie critic

of the Chicago American and also known by her
right name. Hazel Flynii, is back at her desk after

a month of Hollywooding. . . . Rob visited many of

the leading screen stars and studios and has some
clever dope in her inkwell to dish out soon from
her pen. . . . Word comes from my New York aide,

E. T. Dawson that New Year's on Broadway was just

another night. . . . He also reports that Sammy
Kahn, a Chicago band leader is now directing the
Everglades Cafe orchestra. . . . Hal Sidare is now
dancing around the night clubs after a spell of pic-

ture houses. . . . Sunshine Sammy, formerly of "Our
Gang," is now completing a tour of Marcus Loew
theatres and will soon make a series of sound shorts

for M G M. . . . Chaz Chase is also playing the Loew
Circuit. . . . After a successful engagement at

Saenger's, in New Orleans ; Jack Stanley is now do-

ing his M. C. duties at the Century theatre in Bal-

timore. . . . Billy Randall is now doing time for

Loew also, it seems like everyone is marking time.

. . . We hear that Publix will change the name of

their West Coast house from the Metropolitan to

Paramount. . . . Milton Charles may become its

solo organist. ... A new theatre opened in Chicago
last week. ... It is called the Symphony and is lo-

cated on Chicago Avenue at Cicero. . . . Walter
Flandorf i6 the featured organist at the new Park
Ridge theatre. . . . Victor Schertzinger, the movie di-

rector, has written a theme song called, "You Are
My Melody of Love," for the Universal picture

called, "The Climax". . . . George Olsen has stepped

out of the Ziegfeld show, "Whoopee" and is now head-

lining for the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Circuit with his

orchestra. . . . Carme Romano, well known Chicago
real estate and theatrical man is retaining his office

at the Otis Building while his firm is now at 100

North La Salle Street. . . . DeSylva, Brown & Hen-
derson, have moved their New York stock room from
745 Seventh Avenue to 145 West 45th. . . . More
space was needed to comply with the business ex-

pansion. . . . Louis Frohman, formerly musical con-

ductor of the Albee theatre in Brooklyn, is now at

the Flushing theatre, a new R K O house in Flush-

ing, Long Island, where Bernard Cowham is featuring

organ solos. . . . Do you know that the Paul Ash
Club founded in Chicago three years ago is still go-

ing with over 3,000 boosters. . . . Mary Fuller is

president and Dorothy Gulman is secretary. . . .

Joseph Sampictro, at one time director of the Co-

lumbia theatre orchestra in Portland, Ore., is now
conductor of the radio program over station KFEC.
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From Church to Theatre
Organist, Grierson's

Record Rise
The new featured organist at the Palace theatre in

Rochester. New York, is Tom Grierson. former church
organist of this town. Tom just concluded a year's

engagement at Shea's Buffalo theatre.

He firet became popular through his organ recitals,

which have been broadcasted over the Radio Corpora-

tion of America stations. At present Grierson is also

a recording organist for the Wurlitzer corporation

company and has ju6t completed a series of records

that will be used on the outdoor organ in Roosevelt

Park, Los Angeles. Another series will be used by
Cecil De Mille in some of his motion picture produc-
tions for atmosphere emotions.

Grierson's training in the musical field began at an
early age in England under the tutorship of Sir

Sidney Nicholson, the famous Westminster Abbey
organist in London.

New Theatre Opens
in Chicago

Another deluxe picture house made its bow to the

Chicago theatregoers last week when the Symphony
theatre, at Chicago avenue and Cicero, opened its

doors. The new house is a recent addition to the

new firm operating under the name of the United
Theatres Corporation and has a seating capacity of

2,uuu.

The policy of the house will be first run pictures

with vaudeville. The Symphony Serenaders are on
the stage and furnish the necessary musical accom-
paniment.

Presentation

LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in presen-

tation may discuss important matters bearing

upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.

PRESENTATION ACTS—To the Editor: At the

Smoot theatre this week I used an original set of

slides entitled. "Miniatures of 1928." or "The Past

Year in Song."
Just a line of each number's chorus was used up

to the last two which were used in full. Words
were shown on the last two numbers only, the other

numbers being played with appropriate slides some-
thing like a "remembering" contest.

The numbers used were—"Back in Your Own Back-
yard." "Kiss and Make Up." "Girl of My Dreams."
"Angela Mia." "My Ohio Home." "Beloved." 'To-
gether." "Sweet Sue," "I Can't Do Without You."
"Ramona." "Constantinople," "You're a Real Sweet-
heart." "Was It a Dream?" "Laugh. Clown. Laugh."
"Get Out and Get Under the Moon." "Old Man
Sunshine," "That's My Weakness Now." "Jeannine.
I Dream of Lilac Time," "There's a Rainbow 'Round

My Shoulder."
Audience 6eemed to get quite a kick out of it. I

forgot to mention that the songs were picked as the

"hit" songs of the year from statistics of Berman's
column in HERALD-WORLD.

Best regards of the season to you. and a success-

ful year to you and the HERALD-WORLD. Sincerely.

Wm. J. Cowdrey. Parkersburg. W. Vs.

SUNSHINE
SAMMY

Star of

"OUR GANG"
Signed for

Talking
Short M-G-M

Films

After
Completion of

LOEW TOUR
Direction—Aba I. Felnberj

Exhibitor Puts Over
Film with Theme

Song
Manager L. Wagner of the Rialto theatre.

Fort Dodge, Iowa, displayed a good sense of

press agent ry when the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
special "White Shadows in the South Seas"
played his house.

He arranged to have the theme song called

"Flower of Love" played at the Firemen's
benefit dance, which was attended by a large

audience. The song was sung by one of the

firemen, v ho also made an announcement that

the picture was playing the Rialto theatre.

Similar announcements were also made at two
of their regular dances which followed this

one.

With the co-operation of the music stores,

window tie-ups were arranged with sheet mu-
sic and records displayed. Two thousand
bookmarks were also distributed through the

public library.

A mailing list of over 500, covering teachers

and principals in the public schools, were also

circularized. Special one-sheets were placed

on both sides of the busses during the engage-

ment oi the film.

This and many other good exploitation stunts

which were furnished by an M G Bfl publicity

man assisted Wagner in putting over the

South Sea islands photoplay in first order.

Publix Page Boy Is

a Fighting Fool
On the staff of the Brooklyn Paramount theatre is

a young colored man named Alfred F. Jones, who has
been with the Publix interests for the last seven
years. For the benefit of those who do not know-

much about Jones we will give a few inside facts.

For the first three years he was chief page boy
at the Rivoli theatre in New York, later going to the

Rialto in a similar capacity, and before coming to

the Brooklyn theatre he held the same post at the

Paramount in New York.

One of Jones' chief sports is boxing, and he is

responsible for training the Paramount service staff

in the art of boxing. He has twenty fights to his

credit, of which he has won all of them. At present
the young man is chief assistant to the secretary of

the managing director of the theatre.

Australia After F & M
Stage Talent

Word is received from the vaudeville booking de-

partment of Fanchon & Marco that starting in Janu-
ary several theatres in Australia on the Williamson
circuit will be supplied with F & M acts.

Doc Howe, in charge of this department, will have
as his assistant Phil Frease, formerly of the Ben
Levy circuit. J. B. Mueller, representing the Aus-
tralian interests, is now completing arrangements
with Mr. Frease.

Screen Comic on Stage
After creating quite a success in the William Fox

comedy "Plastered in Paris." Sammy Cohen, the star,

is now making personal appearances in picture houses
and will open an eight weeks* engagement for Publix
starting January 1.

Cohen will open in Chicago for Balaban & Katz
in a specially written act by Lou Breslau. a well

known Fox w-riter. After hie eight weeks in presen-
tation houses Cohen will be starred in a Broadway
Publix unit.

In Person
Buster West, the young man who almost copped

the stellar honors in the last George White's Scan-
dals, is the star attraction this week at the Granada

theatre, Chicago. Buster is assisted by John West
and took part in the Charles Kaley New Year stage

show. This is the beginning of a new series of

names that Marks Brothers will present to Chicago

theatregoers during 1929.

STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from page 45)

fore a cathedral window. The soft, misty light, the

brilliant stained glass window, the dim figure and
the solemn music all combined to make a most effec-

tive number. As the scene closed the window was

raised and angels and twinkling stars appeared out-

side as the choir took up the strains of music.

The curtain rising for the holiday divertissement

revealed a nursery, centering the interest of the

audience on a huge canopied bed on the stage, with

eight heads raised expectantly from under the covers.

They proved to be members of the Stanley Ballet,

who jumped out of bed and danced about the stage

with candles in search of gifts. Santa Claus in the

person of Alexel Robofsky appeared with a crash of

sleigh bells and a sack of toys, which were distrib-

uted.

After a formal dance with the toy the Ballet

seated themselves at the side of the stage as Santa

appeared with a huge sack, from which hopped a

small blond girl followed by a brunette—The Hudson
Wonders. And they were wonders, for these two

children brought more applause than any other fea-

ture on the program. They were full of pep and

vivacity and did stunts that seemed humanly impos-

sible, yet all were done with a grace and ease that

brought a storm of applause. They turned somer-

saults in the air. they bent backwards until their

heads touched the floor, standing on her hands one

bent backwards until her feet touched the floor, then

walked on hands and feet across the stage and showed

a flexibility and skill that outdid most of their seniors

in acrobatic feats.

The Lime Trio next took a turn at entertaining.

Two men dressed in blue and white suits appeared

carrying a chest which they opened and pulled out

what was apparently a life size colored doll. They

stood him up, knocked him down and shook him until

the audience was convinced that there was nothing

but rags beneath his brilliant red suit. They put

him on a table as each man took a leg and moved
in opposite directions, while his legs moved a6 if

they were on pivots. Finally he was suspended from

an iron upright and did a jumping jack act as his

assistants pulled the strings. As they left the stage

he pulled the mask from his face, revealing a. flesh

and blood man. though the audience was still half in

doubt whether or not he was.

In the finale Alexel Robofsky as Santa Claus sang
with a rich, mellow voice as sleigh bells jingled, the

Ballet hopped into bed and the curtains were drawn,

leaving the audience with a feeling of having enjoyed

a thoroughly satisfactotT presentation.

Pittsburgh Penn
Week Ending December 29

The stage attraction was the Publix unit Singer's

Midgets in "Miniatures of 192S." A score of midgets

giving a little revue, in which the tiny performers

offer specialties one after another much as seen on

the vaudeville stage. They are fully as capable as

artists of normal size and their program includes

comedy and song and other features of a well-bal-

anced bill. There are many special scenes, and the

costumes are dazzling and diversified.

One scene in particular scores a great hit. The cur-

tain rises to find the entire company scattered about

the stage, and each is imitating a mechanical doll or

toy. Each performer is slowly going through his or

her certain motions over and over again, and the

audience bursts into applause at every showing.

In the grand finals three well-trained elephants add

a big punch to the offering. It is truly a delightful

forty minutes for grown-ups as well as children.

The concert orchestra, under the direction of Elias

Breeskin, renders a medley of Christmas hymns.

JOHNNY PAYNE
"The Singing Fool Pianist"

Now Touring

PUBLIX THEATRES
Direction William Morris Agency
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New York Paramount
Week Ending January 4

Dave Rubinoff, famous violinist and one of the few
personality pit directors, offered an orchestral pro-
duction called "Happy New Year." In this a scrim
presentation with the Paramount Vocal Ensemble
singing was used.

The "Perfect Girl," featuring Helen Macfadden,
was the stage offering. Bennie Krueger made his

entrance and offered an explanation of the show.
Two of the "Four Cheerleaders" then did a tele-

phone 6kit that was pleasing. Next, a rehearsal
scene with the Foster Girls dancing and singing spe-
cial lyrics for "The Perfect Girl." A "Syncopated
Cocktail" with the girle shaking the cocktails as
Luella Lee danced to a good hand.
Dave Rubinoff, entering to a fine hand, next played

"I Can't Give You Anything But Love" in every
manner and time a violin can be played. Dave is

a favorite here (usually he takes one or two encores)

.

but as the show was a long one he begged off, amid
much applause.

Luella Lee followed in a huge fur coat, sane and
danced pleasingly to that new rage, "Doin' the Rac-
coon." She was received well. The Four Cheerleaders
followed with some popular tunes, which they sang
harmoniously and to a good hand.
Helen Macfadden and the Foster Girls next offer

some "Setting Up" exercises and bag punching that
was well done and received generous applause. Joe
Penner, a funny fellow, that had the house roaring
at his gags and comedy 6inging, received a good hand.
Helen Macfadden and the Foster Girls then have a
race on "Pedometers," to learn who is the "Perfect
Girl." The Four Cheerleaders sang "Perfect Girl"
as ensemble enters, and Helen Macfadden in frame
in background makes a pleasing picture that closes

this show.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending December 28

This week the Chicago theatre celebrated the holi-

day by staging an elaborate Christmas festival on the
stage. The stageshow was called "The Land of

Make Believe" and had over sixty people in the cast,

including little ones. Several scenes from fairyland

and childhood were reproduced with much success as
entertainment value.

Among the cast the most outstanding in individual

performing were Shannon's Playtime Frolics, a nov-
elty acrobatic child act, and Geraldine and Joe, two
little tots who performed like regular troupers. One
of the most impressive scenes was the old woman in

the shoe.

The entire show was practically given by young
folks and presented every conceivable form of enter-

tainment that grown artists are capable of perform-
ing. The hand accorded this presentation was in

evidence of its full appreciation and the staging was
an admirable piece of work on the part of the theatre

management.
The Chicago Theatre Symphony Orchestra pre-

sented one of its regular orchestral productions in

the form of "Faust" with an assembly of voices, fea-

turing Luela Friertag, a capable soprano. This was
a Spitalny production and directed by one of his

assistants.

Detroit Michigan
Week Ending December 28

And we hope you had a merry one, too!

Of course, part of the stageshow at the Michigan

this week had to be devoted to Christmas entertain-
ment, particularly for the kiddies.

So a whole gang of baby stage stars was imported
for an extravaganza entitled, "In King Cole's Court."
Charles Jolley, Detroit's favorite tenor, was jolly old
King Cole. He sang a song as introduction and then
introduced the various kiddies.

The children in the cast were Baby Dorothy, Creigh-
ton Kids, Bessie Golden, Hague Tots, Zivin Twins
and Herby Shea. All of them were garbed as
characters in some of the Mother Goose rhymes.

Just which was which, as far as names go, escaped
this reviewer, so we will list them by their char-
acters. Feature honors went to Little Boy Blue, who
we suspect was Herby Shea. A youngster of about
12 or 13, that little man could hoof and also sing.

We predict he will make his mark some day.
Jack and Jill were a couple of clever child acro-

bats, the girl particularly entering into her rough
and tumble work with a zest that brought forth
plenty of applause.
Then there were the Zivin Twins, about 16 or so,

who sang close harmony nicely and indulged in some
acrobatic dancing that was above the average of even
some adult dancing we have seen.

The stage show proper was Publix' spectacular
"Volcano." The Foster Girls had one particularly
odd and attractive dance, in which they were garbed
as Totem poles.

Frank Melino & Co. disported in acrobatic dances,
a little nonsense and a little singing and got a nice
hand. Ted and Jack Dale, appearing as sailors on
leave, also did some nice hoofing. Not to forget
Gil Wray, possessor of a pleasing voice.

New York Capitol
Week Ending January 4

A Mort Harris stage presentation called "Mantilla"
opened to a beautiful Spanish garden with the Capi-
tolians who play a medley of tunes as Gertrude Lang
and Forrest Farnall sing and twenty-one Chester Hale
Girls dance.
Dave Schooler, master of ceremonies and pianist,

came on next and offered a medley of Spanish and
Italian numbers which were very well received.
King and King, late of "Artists and Models," per-

form some original and clever tap steps that received

a good hand. Chester Hale's thirty-two girls next did

a cute routine.

Dave Schooler then sang a Spanish comedy song,
with all the boys also singing bits. As 6ix of the
boys sing and dance, Dave and one of the boys do a
comedy dance that was well liked.

Bob Nelson sang two or three comedy songs, with
gags intermingled that were really funny, and also

earned him an encore. Manning and White, world
famed comedy dancers, offered a comedy dance that

was slow and forced and did not click with this

audience.

A picturesque finale with senoritas strolling and
Livie Marracci, the Italian international beauty con-

test winner, being lowered from the fly gallery as

she sang delightfully, closed this show.

Brooklyn Paramount
Week Ending December 28

This marks the fifth week of Paul Ash as master

of ceremonies here, and this weeks 6how opened with

John Murray Anderson's "Magic Rug." A prologue

of "Crystal Gazing," in which Burns and Kissen got

many laughs, began the series, then an "Oriental

Silhouette Fantasy" followed, in which the Foster

Girls offered the "Silhouette." Harry Johnson sang
"Pale Hands."

COSTUMES
Rented for

Orchestras and Presentations
Send for Orchestra Catalog and PrUai

NEW YORK COSTUME CO.
75 W. Lake St. Chicago, 111.

Curtain rose to Oriental setting, with Paul Ash
as the Rajah of Jazz and his slave, George Dewey
Washington. Ash surely has made a hit at this house
since he opened it.

A band tune, "The Magic Rug," which the boys
played very well, was next. There are few bands
in the country that can surpass this one for hot
music. Gordon and King again received a good hand
for their tap dancing. Paul Small sang an introduc-
tory song as the Foster Girls in beautiful costumes
did a routine. Emilie and Romaine made a very
spectacular entrance from the fly gallery, seemingly
flying across the stage on a magie rug. They then
offered some fine adagio and acrobatic dancing that
received a very fine hand.
Burns and Kissen next 6ang comedy songs that

stopped the show and forced them to take two en-
cores and to beg off on the third. George Dewey
Washington, one of the few who could follow the
above act, followed with, "Laugh, Clown, Laugh"
and an encore of "Down Where the Sun Goes Down,"
in which he interpolated "Sundown." He earned
another encore.

The show closed with Paul Ash leading the boys
in a special arrangement of "Rhapsody in Blue."
This was a fine show and a great improvement since

it played at the Paramount in New York.

Kansas City Pantages
Week Ending December 28

Goldman's Midget Follies was given a prominent
position on the stage program at the Pantages. The
number consisted of just about everything that could
be included in a revue—vocal, dancing and acrobatic
numbers.
The company of fifteen tiny individuals presented

its act pretty much on the order of the "master of

ceremonies" type and went over good with large
audiences all week.
Brady and Mahoney have a Dutch comedy dialogue

number that fits into the program in a timely man-
ner. The Aalbu Sisters and Carter have a dancing
act comprised of various types of dances, intermin-
gled with song numbers.
The Stanley Brothers and Attree, billed as "Con-

tinental Aerial Sensations," have an acrobatic and
aerial number that is a bit out of the ordinary insofar

as ability of the cast is concerned.
Louie Charninsky and his Pantages orchestra ren-

der popular selections as the overture.

New Orleans Saenger
Week Ending December 28

With applause that shook the theatre Ben Black,

personality leader, was welcomed back to New Orleans
Saturday with one of the best Publix shows of the

season, which even the most chronic grouch could

find no fault with. For "Step This Way" is a wow
from any angle the spectator may happen to view it.

An innovation, new to us, of course, is a fifty-fifty

chorus, six strikingly handsome Foster Girls and six

of the opposite sex, the Foster Boys, to be explicit,

who danced, with perfect rhythm, knew how to wear
their clothes and seemed at home in front of the

audience—something that many of the choruses of

the early part of the season seemed entirely ignor-

ant of.

The Four Dictators, a quartette, which Ben Black
rehearsed himself in New York, sang beautifully with
and without music and scored.

Bee Sarche, featured as a blue singer, was all the

press department claimed.

Frances Wills is some dancer and her acrobatic

stunts were particularly pleasing, especially to those

of the masculine gender who are beginning to count

the hairs on the top of their heads.

The hit of the show, however, from the angle of

amusement, was Bob, Bob and Bobbie (the latter a

dog), who did some very clever comedy juggling

—

Bobbie is just as good as either Bob or Bob, though

he receives probably a much smaller salary, and as

he has no domestic expenses it is probably just as

well, even at that. Bob and Bob coaid improve their

act if they would dump the tramp rags, get a clean

shave and look like Christians—the ladies would take

more kindly to them.
Lottice Howell sang "Same Silver Moon," which

was really better than many of the features that ap-

peared on the Tulane stage in the past few years.

Miss Howell received several encores.

Ben Black introduced to New Orleans his latest

song success, "Buds That Bloom in the Night," with

full stage band accompaniment, assisted by John
Hammond at the organ.
Don Philippini arranged a program of Christmas

carols which were well received all the week. One
special scene was a choir boy at the entrance of a

church in full vestments rendering a special number.

Taken all in all. the Don's arrangements were very

appropriate.

UNIFORMS T™E COSTUMES f

P^S™ BROOKS iff.
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When Messrs. Balaban and Katz "invented" the

idea, of putting such things as masters of cere-

monies in their houses in Chicago some four years

ago, they sure did start something. Since this ad-

vent there is hardly a first run house in the coun-

try without one today. But what I really started

out to tell you is that on a recent visit to New
York, Jack Stanley, who mastered the ceremonies at

the Saenger theatre in New Orleans, got to talking

with me about his various experiences, and a little

story he told me made such a lingering impres-

sion, I made him sit down and put it in writing,

so here's the story exactly as Jack Stanley told it

to me:
9 • •

"My first impression started with 'imagination' as

I boarded a train out of Chicago for points south.

First, I wondered who would meet my train and
extend the welcome of the city to me. Arriving

in town I found no one at the station to greet me.
and had to walk the streets of that particular city

for three hours in a drizzling rain before I found
accommodations. After finally locating the man-
ager of the theatre, I asked him if he knew where
I could get an apartment and he kindly informed me.

or rather cautioned me. not to sign up for an apart-

ment until I found out how the people of the town
would take to me. So with that glorious welcome
I had to sing a song at thirty performances that

week—just to tell the good folks in that town how
happy I was to be there.

"After I was there about three days, the manager
used to come back stage after almost every per-

formance and use the bromidic phrase, 'If youH
pardon the suggestion, Mr. Stanley, your style of

work may be a riot up north, but we are Southern-

ers here and want things this way !' By the end of

two or three weeks of 'If you'll pardon the sugges-

tions,' most of my thoughts of 'impressions' were

"What am I not going to do or say now!" By the

time you memorize what not to do or say during a
show, your 6how is over and you're wondering what
it's all about, and after one of these shows, the

manager will come back stage to my dressing room
and tell me that that show was marvelous, if

youll only work like that always you'll be another

Paul Ash—poor Paul

!

• » •

"Then after you wear your welcome out in that

forlorn town, you are given to understand you are

to be transferred to another place—and the same
thing happens all over again. The new manager
tells you that they do things much better than in

the previous town and after another 'Hello Every-

body, I'm Glad to Be Here' song, the time soon
flies by and you're thinking of your 'Good Bye,

Folks, It Breaks My Heart to Leave You' song, so

I ask you, what's the answer?
• • •

"At every rehearsal, after having worked vo-do-de-o

songs with heaps of personality girls, one will come
up to you and say : 'So-and-So worked this number
with me last week in Oshkosh this way—Will you
do it for me? You know it really helps me go
over.' Well, you just can't refuse—if you do it

right for her the act might make you a big 6hot

socially. The song was new when the unit started

out, but if one is a master of ceremonies in a
town near the end of forty weeks he'll still find her

using the same song.
• * •

"Then there's the line girls. After every show
each one will tell you "That last dance tempo was
just a little shade too slow" or too fast—it will de-

pend how they feel. Maybe the party was too

rough the night before—or what have you ? Occa-

sionally you get a really nice—by that I mean

—

sweet and lovely—all tempos suit them always

—

bunch of girls. They carry little autograph books
and want you to write something nice and cute in

them. What can one write in a book such as that

when all faces look alike? Trying to get an idea of

what the previous fellows wrote in these books, you
6ee such remarks as 'May you never fall out of bed
laughing,' etc., etc., etc. So by the end of the

week, when all tempos suit them all. you are get-

ting ready for another unit—and so it goes on for

weeks and weeks endlessly

—

• • *

"You're probably cuckoo by now, reading all this

—and I know what you're thinking—'This guy Stan-

ley wants an extra edition of the EXHIBITORS
HERALD-WORLD printed for his impressions.' "

JACK STANLEY.

ORGAN SOLOS
Edward K. House (Chicago Uptown) presented a

special Christmas solo with lyrics written to the tune
of "King for a Day" and other popular tunes. After
flashing Santa and a Christmas tree slide. House ex-
plains to the audience that the best present he can
give them is—and then the following songs emerged
from the organ : "I Can't Give You Anything but
Love," "Jeannine," "Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder,"
"Here's That Party" and "Dream Train." House
sang the last number, and for some reason or other
his voice lacked the volume that it usually has. but
the solo nevertheless received a very good hand.

Kmnrth T. Wright (Menominee. Mich.. Lloyd's)
used an interesting selection of songs to the Tiffany-
Stahl color symphony. "In a Persian Market-" A
classic composed by Ketelby of the same name was
used as the theme throughout the film and the organ
music supplied many interesting movements to the
beauty of the film.

Harold Daniels (Buckingham Chicago) offered a
straight solo called "A Christmas Vision." It con-
tained all of the well known Chritsmas carols. A
high-light of Daniels' offering came at the finish of

the solo when two small Christmas trees, on either

side of the organ, suddenly lighted up, and this,

combined with the beauty of the console decorated

in silver and holly leaves, brought forth a storm
of applause. Daniels then played two popular songs,

"Sweethearts on Parade" and "I Can't Give You
Anything But Love" ; his audience sang with great

enthusiasm, as they always do for this organist.

The entire offering was put over in deluxe 6tyle,

and is one of the reasons for this young man's in-

creasing popularity in the field of solo organ play-

ing.

Dick Liebert (Pittsburgh. Pa.. Penn) featured a

novelty which suggested to the audience that all he
cared for in the way of a gift was applause. Also
introduced "Roses of Yesterday."

Preston Sellers i Chicago Oriental). This week
the merry chap Preston called his solo. "Merry Christ-

mas" because it was Christmas week. One thing

that is noticeable about Sellers is he always choses

a selection of fine songs. After the announcement
was flashed on the screen that the stage show was
to begin. Sellers was called back for an encore.

His popularity at this show was nearly 100 per cent.

Jesse Crawford (New York Paramount). In keep-

ing with the holiday spirit Crawford used an en-

larged Santa Claus as the background for his slides.

He offered only two numbers in his concert this

week, but they were very well played and received

their due response from the audience. These num-
bers were "A Precious Little Thing Called Love"
and Walter Donaldson's new hit, "In a Little Town
Called Home. Sweet Home." in the last one he
interpolated "Home. Sweet Home."

Bernard Cow ham i Flushing. Flushing. N. Y.).

Bemie's dynamic personality has caused a town that

has never had community singing to sing as if

they had been doing it for years. Cowham's first

stunt was called "Hello Flushing"—and with the use

of special lyrics he introduced himself and com-
munity singing here. first number, which was
well played, was "Sonny Boy." A few sang, but

they were a little shy. The second number, "Let

Me Call You Sweetheart." which he asked the girls

to sing, was better. "Old Man Sunshine" had every

one in the house singing (even this reporter).

Bernie is one of those few organists whose play-

ing and personality grows on one, and at this show

caught (his third day) the town is already talking

very favorable of him.

Ralph Copeland (Loew's Prospect. Flushing. N. Y.)

played a beautiful ballad called "Dream Girl" as

a straight solo, this week. Copeland has long been

a favorite here, and after listening to his fine play-

ing, it is easy to see why. Incidently, W. L. Nolan,

manager of this house, is the composer of this fine

number.

Henry B. Murtagh (Brooklyn Paramount). Called

his solo this week "New Year's Resolutions." He
first used special lyrics on "Auld Lang Syne." then

played "I Can't Give You Anything But Love" and

finished with "Rainbow Round My Shoulder." with

a special version on the last chorus. Everybody

sang and he received a fine hand.

sqncs
BEST SELLERS

"Sonny Boy"—(DeSyha, Brown &
Henderson).

"There's a Rainbow 'Round My
Shoulder"—(Irving Berlin).

"Sweethearts on Parade"—(Milton

Weil).
"Where the Shy Little Violets Grow"

—(Remick Corp.).

"You're the Cream in My Coffee"—
(DeSyha, Brown & Henderson).
"Jeanine, I Dream of Lilac Time"—

(Leo Feist).

"Me and the Man in the Moon"—
(Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble).
"I'm Sorry, Sally"—(Leo Feist).

"Doing the Raccoon"—(Remick Music
Corp.).

"I'll Get By"—(Irving Berlin).

"Avalon Town"—(Sherman Clay).

"Sally of My Dreams"—(DeSyha,
Brown & Henderson).

"I Can't Give You Anything But
Love"—(Mills Music).
"Thafs How I Feel About You"—

(DeSyha, Brown & Henderson).
"Happy Days and Lonely Nights"—

(Ager, Yellen & Bernstein).

I CAN'T GET ENOUGH OF YOU—(Spier & Cos-

low, Inc.)—A fox trot ballad though not new will

make a good orchestra number. By Sam Gold.

SWEETHEART OF ALL MY DREAMS— ( I Love
You, Etc)—(Shapiro-Bernstein)—An old fashioned

ballad idea of the type that was very popular in

its day. also with this publisher. This song has a

good chance of reviving that type of ballad. By Art
Fitch. Kay Fitch and Bert Lowe.

• • •

WONT YOU TELL ME. HON?— < When We're
Gonna Be Onei— Remick Music Corp.)—Tcree great

writers collaborated on this song and have written

an excellent number. Will be heard from real quick.

Lyric by Lewis and Young, music by Harry Warrem.

YOU'RE JUST A LITTLE BIT OF EVERYTHING
I LOVE— (Mills Music Inc.—A to: - iieer-

up and lone song, with a good fox trot melody.
Being featured by one of the composers. Jay C. Flip-

pen, the well known vaudeville and musical comedy
star. Co-writers Mack Gordon and Geo. D. WIest.

• t •

EVER SINCE THE MOVIES LEARNED TO TALK
— (Shapiro-Bernstein)—A comedy song that is being
used by Eddie Cantor as an interpolated number in

New York's biggest hit. Whoopee. Has some very

funny lines. By Walter O'Keefe. Bobby Nolan and
Jimmy Cavanaugh.

• • *

LET'S DO IT (Let's Fall in Love>—Harms, Inc.)

—This is the hit song of the Irene Bordoni musical

comedy entitled Paris, now current in the east.

Lyrics and music by Cole Porter.

• • •

MY BROADWAY RACKETEER— (Donaldson. Doug-
las & Gamble)—This song is written about a well

known book of the same name. Reminds one of

My Man and is really a clever piece of work. Also
looks commercial. By Jimmy Monaco and Edgar
Leslie.

• • a

MARIE—(Irving Berlin)—Anything Irving Berlin

writes commands attention. This, his first theme
song, is already jumping into the best sellers. Writ-

ten for the United Artists feature. "The Awakening."
By Irving Berlin.

« • •

SLEEPY VALLEY— (Harms, Inc.)—A lyric that

classes with the best. It's really beautiful and the

melody is on a par with this classy lyric. Will take

a little time to make bat has lasting quality. Lyric

by Andrew Sterling. Music by James F. Hanley.
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THE THEATRE

Your Suggestions Are Invited on Ads
A new service to exhibitors is launched in this issue by "The Theatre.''' You

already are helping one another through this department in many directions

—

by the House Organ Exchange and the interchange of ideas it affords, through

the publication of your letters telling how you have put over certain pictures,

through reproduction of newspaper ads which you have used, and in countless

other directions. Now comes the new service, in which you may share if you so

desire.

Frequently the department is asked by
its readers to comment on advertisements
and various ideas submitted for just that

purpose. That comment the department
gladly and sincerely gives, and if each page
contains only one helpful suggestion we
think it still has accomplished something,
though we are not satisfied with that, of

course. But we believe that even more can
be achieved if we all participate in offering

comments.
* * *

We take for granted that each ex-

hibitor will welcome any suggestions
presented by fellow-exhibitors. That's
the essence of the department, or
rather half of the essence, because we
all are operating on a principle that

by helping others we in turn will be
helped by them.

From time to time, and only as proposed
by the one who sends in the subject matter,
we will reproduce a newspaper ad or other
paper, offer our own comment as requested,

and follow up by printing the suggestions
which you yourselves offer. You all are
keeping a file of "The Theatre," of course.
At least, most of you are, judging from let-

ters received. When an exhibitor's com-
ment is printed, reference will be made to
the preceding issue in which the original
copy appeared. Thus you easily can refer
to your file and compare notes. It is im-
portant, as a time saver, that you refer to
the issue in question when you send in your
comment.

Tyas Asks Suggestions

All set? All right, then, let's go. This
is possibly a bit unorthodox to start with
the accompanying copy, in that it will be a
bit of a surprise to its author, P. E. Tyas,
manager of the Liberty theatre, Amherst-
burg, Ontario, in that he has not been
warned of this new departure. However,
we feel certain not only that we are violat-
ing no confidence but also that Tyas will
welcome this move.

"We are regular readers of all the
'Herald-World' columns," writes Tyas,
"especially 'The Theatre,' from which
we derive many pointers and helps in

various ways.

"With this letter we are enclosing
a clipping of our Christmas advertise-
ment and would be glad to have you
criticize it, from every angle. As is

JOY WEEK
FRIDAY—SATURDAY DECEMBER 21—22

JACK HOLT, the premier of western atara. reappear* in a power-
ful atory of the vanishing weat.
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the brim
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the case with most small town ex-

hibitors, we are somewhat hampered
with having a small town paper and
also a week's program to advertise,

which cramp individuality.

"Any suggestions you make will be
welcomed. Wishing you continued
success with your very interesting

column in a very interesting paper."

Now then, folks, cast your eye on the

ad on this page. In one respect this is a
rather unfortunate choice for a starter, be-
cause taking into acount the two handicaps
mentioned by Tyas, there is little in the

way of suggestion to offer. We like the

border and particularly the separation of

the two black matrices, in addition to the
generous use of white space.

Italic Type Would Help

We believe the type selection could have
been bettered. For example, we note there

is not one line of italic type in the entire

ad. There could have been changes to italic

type that would have set off the ad consid-

erably. We feel confident that the printer

who set up the ad has at least some italic

type, very likely in the families of type

used. One place in particular that italic

would have helped is in the line "Comedy
. . Eagles of the Night, Chap. 6." We take

it that the rule above that line was on the

mat, though of course that could have been
routed off.

But the chief point is that this line is in

the same size and type as the.
;

next line

which announces the change of " program.
In reading newspaper ads we all have been
struck so often with the fact that the vari-

ous programs are not separated. That be-

comes confusing to the reader and patron.

Now then, what do the rest of us think

about it? Tyas and "The Theatre" both
welcome your comment.

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES.

Telegram on Censors

Puts Over "Red Dance"
Manager R. S. Roddick of the Capitol

theatre at London, Ontario, in exploiting

"The Red Dance" used three column space

for the reproduction of the following tele-

gram from D. O. Byrne, booker in the

Toronto film exchange:
"If Dolores Del Rio's new picture 'The Red Dance'

is released without cutting by board you will have it

for London to open Monday, December 17, exactly

as shown in New York with complete sound and
music accompaniment. Doubtful, however, if it will

be passed without cutting. If they cut it, then it

cannot be shown as a sound picture. Picture rather

daring, so be careful in advertising. If it gets

through complete it will be the best possible bet to

bring in pre-Christmas crowds, as picture is splendid

romance of strong drama, big scenes, luxurious set-

tings and packed with action and great thrills from
start to finish. Original advertising held by Customs
as too hot for Ontario, but am rushing you special

material from our own studios which will have to

do. Will advise tomorrow if picture gets past board.

Regards."
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Police Chief Host

To 3,000 Children

At Theatre Party
More than 3,000 pupils of the Indianapolis

public and parochial schools were guests of

Claude M. Worley, chief of police, recently

at the Palace theatre. The party was given
particularly for members of the Indian-
apolis school patrol and other pupils who
wrote in response to an appeal for im-
proved safety conditions among children in

the city. The appeal was made in radio

talks.

The theatre party was arranged through
the courtesy of Wallace Allen, manager of

the theatre. Three Movietone vaudeville

acts, an "Our Gang" comedy reel and a
news reel were shown. Lester Huff, organ-
ist, gave a special program of interest to

children.

''Human Fly 9 9Exploits

(6Tarzan 99Chapterplay
When Manager George Stevens at the

Willoby theatre, Willoughby, Ohio, booked
Universal's "Tarzan the Mighty," he planned

to step and get all the money the serial was
entitled to. The master move in his campaign
was the hiring of a "human fly" who, dressed

in a huge ape suit, climbed the front of the

theatre, all the high trees in town and tele-

phone poles.

Needless to say the "ape man" had a gang
of kids following him all the time. And they

all came to see "Tarzan the Mighty" at the

theatre too. Then Stevens took the "ape man"
on the top of his sedan advertising the serial

with banners on the car, and ran miles out
into the country each way from town. As a

result, the Saturday matinee business, the time

of "Tarzan's" run, is far ahead of the Sunday
receipts.

Mothers Like Kiddie

Revue at Theatre
A novelty for mothers was staged recently

by the G ympic theatre in Watertown, N. Y.,

when one night was set aside for a kiddies'

fashion revue. With children acting as
models, fashion's latest creations were shown.
The theatre played a good card in staging a
fashion revue with living models throughout
the week in connection with a "Suburban
Week" sponsored by the merchants of the

city and which brought thousands from the

rural sections of northern New York.

Theatre Aviation Beacon

Another Road to Goodwill
An aviation beacon has been installed atop

the new Oakland (Cal.) theatre and is now
guiding pilots of night flying planes to air-

ports in the Greater San Francisco field.

Airport officials pronounced the beacon prac-

tical and the theatre management applied to the

Department of Commerce for permission to

operate a private aid to aeronautics. The bea-

con includes 125 feet of Claud Neon tubing,

mounted on a bevel glass ball.

Morning Matinee Popular
Saturday morning shows for children at

10 cents admission have become a popular
feature at the Imperial theatre, Ottawa,
under the direction of Ray Tubman, the
house being packed on each occasion.

Dressing House

In Holiday

Organ Cover

Greetings

Sheboygan Theatre Newsette

The Sheboygan Wishes You a Merry Christmas

"Lonesome." Talking and

Sound Picture - Monday.

Tuesday and Wednesday

Sheboygan (Wis.) Theatre Newsette.

File this page for reference next win-

ter when you make up your Christmas
house organ.

Family Theatre, Sheldon, III.

Palace Theatre
EAST MAJN STREET TORRINLTON, CONN.

EEKLY NEWS

Palace Theatre, Torrington, Conn.

''/Vou>," West Coast Theatres organ.
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How Stillman

in Cleveland

Played MGM's

White

Shadows
At the Victrola playing "Flower

of Love," theme song.

South Sea books in tieup dis-

play at Public Library.

A huge oil painting in front of the box office was attractive.

Picturesque lobby display was only a small part of the campaign.

Appearance of Leo the Lion added to the street flash.

r

Hendricks 9 Card
And Tieup on Auto

Both Ring the Bell
William L. Hendricks, managing director

of the Capitol and Olympic theatres at

Steubenville, Ohio, writes us about an idea
put over in exploiting "The Cameraman."
But before going into that, let's take just
a moment to call his Christmas Greeting
card one of the headliners of those received
by "The Theatre" from its many readers.

Cut into a black and white comedy sketch
is a strip of film in four frames, reading
"Not a Vitaphone Talkie but talking just
the same, and Wishing You a Merry Christ-
mas and a Happy and Prosperous 1929.

William L. Hendricks, Capitol-Olympic
Theatres, Steubenville, O."
But here's the exploitation done on "The

Cameraman" by Hendricks:
"Several days before the opening of the

picture, arranged with the Chrysler people
to furnish us with a new roadster with the

top removed; this car was bannered with
signs reading WATCH FOR THE CAM-
ERAMAN, carrying also, on the sides,

smaller signs reading THE CAMERAMAN
CHOOSES THE NEW CHRYSLER.
This car was driven about town several
days before the opening of the picture, with
a man, costumed as a cameraman, with a
motion picture camera set up in the rumble
seat, apparently taking shots of the town
and the Christmas crowds.

"Police permission was obtained to stop
the car wherever desired, attracting plenty
of attention and apparently taking pictures.

The day before the opening of the picture

the banners were changed to read SEE
BUSTER KEATON AS 'THE CAMERA-
MAN' AT THE CAPITOL and Dates.
Several hundred feet of film made on the

first day we used the gag were run during
the run of the picture."

Colleen Moore Pictures

In Contest at the Circle
Theatre goers who have followed the ca-

reer of Colleen Moore and who visit the
Circle theatre at Indianapolis were attracted

to the latest contest at that playhouse. In
conjunction with the theatre, an Indianapo-
lis newspaper printed a collection of pic-

tures of Colleen Moore as she appeared in

a number of her pictures. The theatre of-

fered awards for naming the screen play
from which each picture was taken.

"Wings" Contest Winner

Gets Aviation Scholarship
The management of Saenger's Liberty

theatre at New Orleans instituted a contest

for the best built model planes by citizens

of New Orleans, in connection with the

showing of "Wings." The first prize win-
ner will have an option on a scholarship

offered by the Southern Aeronautical Serv-

ice, School of Aviation.

Food Pays Admissions

In Salvation Army Tieup
A turnip or a cabbage or what have you

in the food line served as admission tickets

to the Riviera at Omaha for boys and girls

at a Saturday forenoon show, in a tieup

which Manager Ray Jones made with the

Salvation Army. The pile of foodstuffs

went to unfortunate families in Christmas
baskets.

"On Tria " to Sell as Book
NEW YORK—"On Trial," Warner Brothers mil-

talking pictui--, will ;>£ sold in book form by Grossel

& Dunlap, publishers.
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SERVICE TALKS

Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, ichich is a department containing news, in-

formation and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

the Box Office Windou:"

D,
"SIMBA'

'EAR FOLKS:
I've seen "Simba." Of course I've seen

"Chang"' and the other four-footed brethren,

too, but that's another story. "Simba" is the

big boy of the moment. A really big boy,
although not really very good company. If it

is all rigbt with you I'd just as soon meet the

fellow at no closer quarters. And thank you,
Mrs. Martin Johnson, for plugging the beast
when you did. Another leap and he'd have
been in my lap.

That's the sort of picture "Simba"' is. The
animals are right in your lap most of the time.

And th ere are plenty of animals. In fact, manv
of the supporting quadrapeds were more in-

teresting to me than the star, but of course
that's my inexperience.

More interesting, for instance, was the ele-

phant with the palm leaf ears. I could learn

to like this guy. And the giraffes were nice,

too. I suppose that's why the circuses have so

many of them. And I've always been strona

for the zebra, a horse with a sense of the artis-

tic and the carriage of a lady. But of course

the lion is given the lion's share of the em-
phasis for the good reason that he's the boss

of the jungle and I suppose I can do nothing

about it.

The picture is great animal study stuff and
you might as well count the natives under the

heading too while you're at it. In fact I think

these were, after all, the most interesting of

the lot. And all, of course, are good.

I

"THE AIR CIRCUS"

CONFESS that I don't know whether the

Merriwell Boys are still at it (Frank and Dick',

but if they are I'm sure they're doing thinzs

like Arthur Lake, Sue Carol and their boy and
girl friends do in 'The Air Circus." All the

picture lacks to be genuine Merriwell stuff is a

villain. Probably, too. that is all the picture

lack to be bang-up entertainment. Somehow
it isn't quite.

The story's about a couple of boys who go

to school to learn the flight business and do so.

Sue Carol is in view as the chief motivating

influence of one of them. The other had a

brother who died over there; also air fear.

And a mother who is performed by Louise

Dresser a§ well as this particularly unpopular
type of mother could be performed by any-

body in these States. (I wept for as well as

with her in the weeping scene, which the

By T. O. Service

youngsters in the theatre could not seem to

take seriously however hard they tried.)

Probably I shouldn't have seen the. thing with

a young audience • most of those present were

minors 1 because the young are so keenly per-

ceptive of phoney sentiment. They simply

snickered at the sad spots, rounding into true

juvenile form at the finish and applauding just

as though everything had been all right. I

guess that about describes "The Air Circus."

I

THE HALyTED HOUSE'

'\ E had a terrible time with these spook

pictures. For this reason: A good many years

ago I saw the stage production of "The House
of a Thousand Candles" and thought it splen-

did. I saw it several times. And in all the

years that have gone between I have looked at

the various successive spook plays and pictures

with that early classic i to my mind > as a model.

None were ever so good as the original, to

me, and I suppose none ever could be. And
so, when I had sat through "The Haunted

House" to the bitter end I was bitterly dis-

appointed. More bitterly than by any other

of its kind. Because—and can you imagine

this?—it is exactly the plot of "The House of

a Thousand Candles!" i No. it doesn't seem

sensible to me either.)

That much for my personal reaction. And
the reasons. But Tm of the opinion that the

fact of the matter is quite different. I have

the increasingly firm conviction that "The

Haunted House" is better than any of the other

spook pictures. Because, quite plainly, it is

just like "The House of a Thousand Candles"

—without the candles—and that has always rep-

resented to me the best of all spook plays.

In view- of these contradictory paragraphs, it

seems quite plain that I have nothing positive

to utter about The Haunted House." There-

fore I'll say no more about it.

"WEST OF ZANZIBAR?

O-V this last day of 1928 I respectfully re-

issue my semi-occasional bulletin to Mr. Lon
Chaney. As you must recall, if you read this

page at alL it is my custom on these occasions

to tell Mr. Chaney that je ought to forget the

horror permanently and become the exceed-

ingly brilliant actor that he is. In this wise

—

Mr. Chaney's biz moments have been "Tell

It to the Marine-" and "While the City Sleeps."

In the former be wore no makeup, save a

Marine"? uniform. In the latter, none at all.

Now why in the name of—of, say, Lon Chaney,

go back into the muck and mire of "Congo"

and do this "Dead Leg?" guy." Who would

rather see this bozo than the detective of

"While the City Sleeps" Is it the European

market demand? I doubt it. I think it's—but

no matter. The point is that Lon Chaney is

too good an actor to make a mere stunt man
of himself. It's like Lindbergh enacting Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Maybe he could do it

better than Barrymore, but whoinell wants him

to? I Come on, Lon, and come clean. )

'THE LOUES OF CASSASOl A"

.NOW about this guy Cassanova? I Use

plain envelope if you choose. > And about the

big time he had in and around Europe, if you

believe his account of it? I Don"t tell me yon

haven't heard.) Well, here he is, a Continental

impersonation in color and English, and he's

the same guy.

They ran this at the United Artists theatre

the week before Christmas. The L'nited Artists

theatre, patronized by the smartest and prob-

ably the most adult crowd in Chicago, was ex-

actly the place to run it. Possibly the week

before Christmas was exactly the right time,

for then if ever it takes word-of-mouth adver-

tising to get the nickels into the till. And yet

I'm not at all sure that Chicago, carefully

shielded by a censor board that still believes

in fairies, is exactly the right city for the pic-

ture.

The picture is very deftly made. I'd say that

nearly half the footage is given over to cap-

tions, which are in Mons. Cassanova's own

inimitable phrasing i as cannily caught by a

translator who knows his adverbs.) In between

these captions there is much pursuing of

women, none of whom seem to require a great

deal of pursuing, and everything is so nicely

tinted and so swiftly dashed off that it makes

first rate pastime. iThat is, if the gentleman"

on your left isn't the minister and the lady on

your right is modern, too.)

Personally, and of course I can be nothing

but personal in a matter of this kind. I think

the picture is excellent stuff and hope to see

more similarly courageous effort. Personally,

too, I think by good friend Tragsdorf of Neils-

ville, Wis., not to mention J. C. Jenkins, will

petition the editor for my release when—and

if—thev read of mv having said so.
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Key to abbreviations used in denoting type of sound
AT—All Talking T—Talking SequencesM—Musical Scon E—Sound Effects

If the picture contains both Talking Sequences and Musical
Score, or other combinations, it is so denoted by a combination
abbreviations such as TM, ME, etc.

Key to abbreviations used in denoting the type of picture

C—Comedy F—Farce
D—Drama M—Melodrama
R—Romance W—Western

My—Mystery

Comedy-drama, Romantic comedy, etc., are denoted by a com-
bination of abbreviations.

Dates printed in the column, "Comment," are those on which
"Service Talks" were published on pictures. Dates in the column,
"New Pictures," are those on which casts and synopses were
published in the "New Pictures" department.

Stunt Length Title and Players Released New
Pictures

1928
S400
5450
5500
6300
5300
6000
6500

1927

1928

5831

6843
5628
5906
5435
5054
6108
6367

6426
6791
5762

5459
5818
5649
5537
6014
5928
6267

5592
5471
6214
6925
6540
5544
5701
6465

6725
6401
6443
6G16
5440
5464
6792
5988
8193
6047
6048
6350
6472

1927

1927

2000
2000

1928

6980
6912
6646
7393
6760
6867

6860
6974
6904

Jan. 7
Dec. 3

Jan. 21
Jan. 7

Chesterfield
Adorable Cheat. The. Lila Lee-Mcintosh Aus. 15
Below the Deadline peD 28
Campus Knights _ _ --„„!! Aug. 15
Circumstantial Evidence _ Jan 1

House of Shame, The o, t ]

Roaring Forties. The Apr. 15
South of Panama. _ Nov." 15

Columbia
Alias the Lone Wolf (D). Lytell-Wilson Aug. 22
Blood Ship. The (M). Bosworth-Logan Aug. 10
College Hero, The (CD), Agnew-Garon. Oct. 9
Siren, The, T. Moore-Revier. „ Dec. 20
Stage Kissel (D), Harlan-Chadwick— Nov. 2
Stolen Pleasures (CD), Itevier _
Sweet Rosie O'Grady (CD). Mason _
Tigress, The (M). Holt-Revier _ Oct. 21
Wandering Girls (CD) Revier-Agnew
Warning, The (M), Holt-ltevier. - Nov. 26 Dec 3
Way of the Strong. The (MD). Alice Day-Lewis _ juiy' 21

After the Storm, GUbert-Boswortb, _ Apr. 17
Apache, The (D), Llvingston-Alvarado _ Nov. 19

~

Beware of Blondes (MD). Revler-Matt Moore July 1
Broadway Daddies, Jacqueline Logan Apr. 7
Court- Martini (D), Holt-Compson. Aug. 12
Desert Bride. The (MD). Betty Compson Mar. 26
Driftwood (D). Alvardo-Day Oct. 15
Golf Widows (CD), Iteynolds-Ford May 1
Lady Raffles, Taylor-Drew Jan. 25
Lone Wolf's Daughter, The (D), Lytell-Olmstead-Nov. 30
Matinee Idol. The (MD). Love-Walker Mar. 14
Modern Mothers (CD), Helene Chadwick June 9
Name the Woman (D), Stewart-Gordon.— -
Nothing to Wear (CD). Logan-Von Eltz Nov. 5
Power of the Press (D), Fairbanks. Jr. -Ralston.... Oct. 31
Restless Youth (D), Day-Forbes
Runaway Girls (D). Mason-Rankin Aug. 23
Say It With Sables (D), Bushman-Chadwlck July 13
Scarlet Lady, The (D), Lya De Puttl Aug. 1
Sinners Parade (MD), Varconi-Revier —Sept. 14
So Thi« Is Love. Mason-Collier Feb. 6
Sporting Age, The, Bennett-Herbert. Mar. 2
Stool Pigeon, Borden-Delaney Oct. 25
Street of Illusion (D), Valli-Keith Sept. 3
Submarine (D), Holt-Revier Nov. 12
That Certain Thing. Dana-Graves...- _ Jan. 1

Virgin Lips (D), Olive Borden „ _ _.Aug. 18
Wife's Relations, The, Mason-Glass - Jan. 13
Woman's Way, A, Baxter-Livingston - Feb. 18

Oct. 1

July 23

Jan. 21

July 21

Apr. 14

Nov. 17

May 26
Feb. 25

Apr. 7

-Dec. 22

Aug. 4

Sept. 8

Oct. 20

Feb. 25

Nov. 17

Feb. 11

Mar. 31

Cranfield & Clarke, Inc.
Angelus. The (D)..
Real Charleston, Lesson Novelty..
Wooden Shoes, International

Emblem Films
Husbands or Lovers, Jannlnes ...

....May 15

....Apr. 24

... May 8

Excellent
Back to Liberty (D). Walsh-Hall ...Nov. 15
Broadway Drifter (D). Walsh-Hall Nov. 1

Broadway Madness (D), De la Motte-Keith
Nett, The (D), Frederick-Herbert. Aug 1
Winning Oar. The (D). Walsh-Hall June 1
Your Wife and Mine (F). Haver-Holmes.... Sept. 1

A Bit of Heaven (D), Washburn- Lee May 15
Broken Barriers. Helene Costello Nov. 1

Daughters of Desire, Irene Rich -...Nov. 25

Apr. 14

Sound Length Title and Players New Comment
Pictures

5280
6600

5355

5100
6000
6400
4700

6536
6600

1927

1927
4765
5858

4837
4754

7014
6481
6515
4924

6680
6004

4886
6388
4892

1928
5872
5000
5583
4869
6000
6568

TJIE
6267
6079
6375
6320
5594
5511
5984
5063
4803
"4770

4804
4758
6148

TME 6365
6249
6144
6319

TME 6482

4769
6771
4647
4801
6424

4785
TME 6330

4781
4884
6419
4729
4714
6059
6279
5812

5967
6037
5488

ZZ 4956
4793

4760

6329
4898
4805

1927

1928

596
56(~

5?
1

5r00

fj~
(IT 00

55(K>

MOO

«:ot

Inspiration (D), George Walsh - _ -...May 10
Into No Man's Land, Tom Santschi-J. Norman.... July 15
Life's Crossroads, Hulette Hamilton Oct. 20
Montmartre Rose - .. Dec. 15
Passion Song, The, Noah Berry-Olmstead — Oct. 20
Manhattan Knights, Barbara Bedford Aug. 27
Satan and the Woman (D), Windsor-Keefe. Jan. 20
Speed Classic, The, Rex Lease-Mildred Harris.. . July 31
Stronger Will, The (W), Marmont-Carewe Feb. 20
Women Who Dare (D), Chadwlck-Delaney Mar. 30

Feb. 25

Film Arts
6260 Husband or Lovers, Jannings..

FBO
Bandit's Son, The (W). Bob Steele _ Nov. 20
Boy Rider. The (W). Buzz Barton. _ Oct. 23
Cherokee Kid, The (W), Tyler-Lynn Oct. 30
Desert Pirate (W), Tom Tyler - Dec. 25
Harvester, The (D), Orvllle Caldwell Nov. 23

Judgment of the Hills (D), Darro-Valli.— Nov. 6

Little Mickey Grogan (D), Frankie Darro Dec. 27
Mojave Kid, The (W). Bob Steele _ - .Sept. 25
Moon of Israel (D), Maria Corda _ - _
Shanghaied (M). Ralph Ince.— Oct. 19
Slingshot Kid, The (M), Buzz Barton Dec 4

South Sea Love (D), Patsy Ruth Miller Dec. 10

Swift Shadow, The (D), Ranger _ Dec. 11

Alex the Great (M), Skeets Gallagher. — May 13
Avenging Rider. The. Tom Tyler Oct. 7
Beyond London's Lights (M), Lee Shumway Mar. 18
Breed of the Sunsets (W), Bob Steele Apr. 1

Captain Careless, Bob Steele...- Aug. 26
Charge of the Gauchos (MD), Francis X.
Bushman Sept 16

Chicago After Midnight (M), Ince-Mendez Mar. 4

Circus Kid, The (MD), Frankie Darro-Brown.. Oct. 7

Coney Island (D), Lois Wilson Jan. 13

Crooks Can't Win (D). Ralph Lewis May 11

Danger Street Baxter-Sleeper -. Aug. 26

Dead Man's Curve (D), Fairbanks, Jr Jan. 15

Devil's Trademark, The (D), Belle Bennett. Apr. 7

Dog Justice (M), Ranger _ June 10

Dog Law. Ranger - _ Sept. 2

Driftln' Sands (W), Bob Steele - Jan. 1

Fangs of the Wild (D). Ranger...- _ - Feb. 5

Fightin' Redhead (W), Buzz Barton.— — .
July 1

Freckles (D), Stratton-Fox. Jr. _ -...Mar. 21

Gang War (MD), Pickford-Borden Sept. 2

Headin' for Danger (MD). Bob Steele. Dec. 16

Her Summer Hero (CD), Blane-Trevor - Feb. 12

Hey Rube (D), Trevor-Olmstead- Dec. 23

Hit of the Show. The (C), Joe Brown Sept. 23

King Cowboy (W). Tom Mix. Nov. 26

Law of Fear (D), Ranger _ - Apr. 8

Legionnaires in Paris (C), Cooke-Guard Jan. 31

Lightning Speed, Bob Steele..- _ Mar. 11

Little Buckaroo, The (W), Buzz Barton. Oct. 21

Little Yellow House, The (CD), Orville Caldwell....May 28

Man in the Rough (W), Bob Steele ......May 20

Perfect Crime, The, Clive Brook-Irene Rich Aug. 19

Phantom of the Range (W), Tom Tyler.-. Apr. 22

Pinto Kid, The (W), Buzz Barton — Apr. 29

Red Riders of Canada (M), P. R. Miller Apr. 15

Riding Renegade (W), Bob Steele _ Feb. 19

Rough Ridin' Red (W), Buzz Barton Nov. 4

Sally of the Scandals (M), Bessie Love...- - July 15

Sally's Shoulders (MD). Lois Wilson. Oct. 7

Singapore Mutiny. Ince-Taylor Apr. 24

Sinners In Love (MD), Olive Borden. Oct. 14

Skinner's Big Idea (M), Bryant Washburn Nov. 4

Son of the Golden West, Tom Mix Oct. 1

Deo. 10
Dec. 3

Nov. 2«

Dec. 24

Nov. 19

Nov. 12

Dec. 17

Oct. 8

Dec. 3

Dec. 10

Nov. 12

Dec. 10

Feb. 11
Feb. 11

Sept. 16
Jan. 21

Oct. 13

Dec. 17

Feb. 1

Dec. 17
Mar. 3

June 16

Dec. 17
Jan. 21

Feb. 11
Feb. 4

Sept. 29
June 19

Jan. 21

Dec. 8

July 21
Nov. 17

Feb. 11

Dec. 10

Jan. 14

June 2

Feb. 11
Sept. 1

Jan. 21

Feb. 4

Jan. 21

Stocks and Blondes (CD). Logan -Gallagher..

Stolen Love (D), Day-Lease -

Taxi 13 (C), Conklin- Sleeper-
Terror Mountain, Tom Tyler-

.... Sept.9

Dec. 1

Apr. 28
Oct. 20

Oct. 27

Nov. 3
Nov. 3

July lT
"

-Dec. 22
...Sept. 22

Aug. 19

Feb. 26

July 8

Texas Tornado, The (W), Tom Tyler

Tracked (MD), Ranger —
Trail of Courage, The (W), Bob Steele

Tyrant of Red Gulch (W). Tyler-Darro

Wallflowers (D). Trevor-Scott. — Feb. 16

When the Law Rides (W). Tom Tyler June 24

Wizard of the Saddle (W). Buzz Barton Jan. 22

First Division
Ddttl Valley (W). Carroll Nye. _
Eat'^r ..ips, Garon. —

m'l Ball (C), Mack Swain
Ladle-, at Ease (CD), Garon-Sbort
i\ iv, ty, Garon —

of the Movies, short -Robards —

-Dec. 8

Feb. 4

Fii^asa, Raymond Wells
Free Lips (MD), Jane-Marlowe-

ked Angel, Betty Compson
°." is Aflame, Raymond Wells

..Sept. 1

-Oct. 1

..Sept. 15

..Nov. 15

-Nov. 1

-Oct. 15

-Apr. 1

-Aug. 4

_ Mar. 1

Jan. 7

Jan. 7

July 14

Apr. 7

Apr. 21

Nov. 19
Aug. 20

-Aug. «

-July 9
Aug. 20

Feb. 18

Mar lT

Nov. 10

..Aug. It

. Oct 16

/
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Bound Length Title and Playen Released New Comment
Pictarei

1927
6309

6333
6231
8730
6386

6802
7133
6288
6118
6524

6720
5718
7388
5542
6520
6431
11414
6897
6400
6210
6477
5606
7179
6000
7400
5774
7833
6336
640*

1928
7137
7402
6500
6457
6800

5744

6365
5600

M C225
THE 10101

6027

617J
6344

ME 7989
5886
7100

ME 5755
7641
7426
8070
6400
5957

7695
j 6592

6608
ME 89C7

7700

6625
M
MB 6612

7129
6109
6100

ME 6G22

ZZ 5485
ME

8188
6133
7534
5834

6212
ME 6142

6895
ME 6058

5087
6300
7187

ME

1927

4665
4777
4556

6333
4810
4300

8154
6624

4545
5515
6940
6162
8538
6327
6898
6876
5893

10726
6467

6446
6009
5792
6412
4675
6293
11109
5629

6531

First National
All Aboard (C), Hinea-Murphy-
American Beauty (CD), Dove-Hugkes
Breakfast at Sunrise (CD), C. Talmadge..
Camille (D), N. Talmadge-Roland
Crystal Cup, The (D), Mackaill-MulhalL.

May 8

Drop Kick, The (D), Barthelmess-Revier-
Gorilla, The (My), Murray-Kelsey
Gun Gospel (W), Maynard-Faire
Her Wild Oat (C). Moore-Kent
Home Made (C). Hines-Daw
Life of Riley, The (C), Murray-Sidney-
Lonesome Ladies (CD), Nilsson- Stone-
Love Mart. The (D), Dove-Roland
Man Crazy (CD), MackaUl-Mulhall
Naughty But Nice (C), Moore-Reed'
No Place to Go (C), Hughes-Astor-

. Oct. 9

_ Oct. 23

_Sept. 4

„Oct. 16

Sept. 25

..Nov. 13

..Nov. 6

_Dec. 25

..Nov. 20

..Sept. 18

..July 3

_ Dec. 18

-Not. 27

-June 26

. Oct. 30
Patent Leather Kid, The (D), Bart'lmess-O'Day..
Poor Nut The (C), Murray-Mulhall Aug. 7
Prince ot Head Waiters (D), Stone-Tashman
Red Raiders, The (W), Maynard-Drew July 17
Rose of the Golden West (D), Astor-Roland. Sept. 4
Sea Tiger, The (D), Siils-Astor-
Stolen Bride, The (D), Hughes-Dove-
Sunset Derby (D), Astor-Colller
Tender Hour, The (D), Dove-Lyon
Three Hours (D), GrifBth-Bowers
Twinkletoes, Moore-Harlan
Valley of the Giants (D), Sllls-Kenyon..
White Pants Willie (C), HJnes-Hyams-

-Oct. 2

-Sept. 11

..Aug. 14

-June 5
-Dec. 4

-Aug. 28
-Dec 11
..July 24

Barker, The (D), Sllls-MackallL-
Big Noise, The (CD), Conklin-White
Burning Daylight (M), Sills-Kenyon
Butter and Egg Man, The, Jack MulhalL
Canyon of Adventure (W), Maynard
Chaser, The (C), Langdon
Cheyenne (W), Ken Maynard-

—.Dec. 30
-Mar. 25

_ Feb. 26

.-.Sept 2

.-.Apr. 29

— Feb. 12

Chinatown Charlie (C), Hines-Lorraine Apr. 15
Code of the Scarlet (W), Ken Maynard. July 1
Crash. The (D), Sills-Todd. Oct. 7
Divine Lady, The (D), Griffith-Varconi..
Do Your Duty (CD), Charlie Murray
Flying Romeos (C), Murray-Sidney-

Oct. 14
Feb. 26

French Dressing (CD). Warner-Wilson Jan. 15
Goodbye Kiss. The. Johnny Burke-Sally Ellers. July 8
Glorious Trail, The (W). Ken Maynard Oct. 28
Happiness Ahead (D). Colleen Moore-Lowe Jane 30
Haunted House, The (MD), Conklin-Kent Nor. 4
Harold Teen (CD), Lake-Brian Apr 29
Hawk's Nest, The (M). Milton Sills May 6
Heart to Heart, Lloyd Hughes-Todd July 23
Heart Trouble (CD), Harry Langdon Aug. 12
Heart of a Follies Girl (D), Dove-Kent-Sherman.. M_.. 18
Helen of Troy (CD). Stone-Corda- Cotter. Jan. 8
Ladles Night (CD), MackalU-MulhalL Apr 1
Lady Be Good (CD). Mulhall-Mackalll May 12
Lilac Time (D), Moore-Cooper Nov. 18
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Com* (D), Bar-
thelmesa-O'Day -Apr. 8
Mad Hour (D). O'Neil-Kent-Shennan Mar. 4
Naughty Baby (CD). Colleen Moore Dec 16
Night Watch, The (D), Blllie Dove. Sept 9
Noose, The (D), Barthelmess-Joyce— Jan.29
Oh, Kay (CD), Colleen Moore-Hale Aug. 26
Out of the Ruins, Richard Barthelmess Aug. 19
Outcast (D), Griffith-Lowe. Nov. 11
Phantom City. The (W). Ken Maynard _
Sailors' Wives (CD), Hughes-Astor
Scarlet Seas (D), Richard Barthelmess..
Shepherd of the Hills (D), Francis-O'Day
Show Girl (CD), White-Reed-Moran
Strange Case of Captain Ramper, The (D)
Three Ring Marriage (M), Hughes-Astor
Wagon Show. The (W). Maynard
Waterfront (CD), MackaUl-MulhalL.

— Jan. 22
—Dec. 9

— Jan. 1

—Sept. 23
. - July 29
.-.May 27

—Mar. 11

-Sept. 16
Wheel of Chance, The (D), Richard BarthelmeasJune 17
Whip, The (D), Forbes-Mackaill gcpt . 30
Whip Woman, The (D). Taylor-Moreno Feb 5
Wright Idea, The (CD). Johnny Hines. Aug 5
Yellow Lily, The (D). Dove-Brooks May 20

Fox
Arizona Wildcat, The (W), Tom Mix..
Blackjack (W). Buck Jones-
Blood Will Tell (W), Buck Jones-
Chain Lightning (W), Buck Jones
Circus Ace, The, mit
Come to My House (CD), Olive Borden-
East Side, West Side (D), O'Brien-Valli-
Gay Retreat, The (C). Cohen-McNamara
Good as Gold (W). Jones
High School Hero (C), Phipps-Stuart.
Is Zat So? (CD), O'Brien-Lowe-
Joy Girl, The (CD), Olive Borden
Loves of Carmen (D), McLaglen-Del Blo-
Outlaws of Red River (W), Mtx-

- Nov. 20

-Sept. 25
- Nov. 13
- Aug. 14

- June 26

_ Dec. 25
- Oct. 9

-Sept. 25
- June 12
- Oct. 16

- May 15

-Sept. 18
- Sept. 4

Paid to Love (D), O'Brien-Vail]
Pajamas (CD), Borden-Gray
Publicity Madness (CD), Moran-Lowe-
7th Heaven, The (R), Farrell-Gaynor
•Shame (M), John Gilbert-
Silk Legs (CD), Madge Bellamy-
Silver Valley (W). Tom
Singed (D), Baxter-Sweet...
Slaves of Beauty (D), Herbert-Tell
Tumbling River (W), Tom Mlx-Dawn_

6293 2 Girls Wanted (CD), Janet Gaynor-
What Price Glory (CD), McLaglen-Lowe_
Wizard. The (MyD), Lowe-Hyams
Wolf Fangs (D), Thunder (Dog)

Aug. 14

_ Oct. 23
- Oct- 2

- Oct 30

. Nov. 27

. Dec. 18

_ Oct. 2

-Aug. 21

- June 5
-Aug. 21

-Sept 11
-Aug. 28

_ Dec. 11

-Nov. 27

1928
TMB 7702
M 5598

4611

Air Circus, The. Dreaser-Bollins-Lake-
Blindfold, The. O'Brien-Moran-Foxe
Branded Sombrero, The (W)

"

...Sept. 30
Dec.

Buck Jones Jan.

Nov. 19

Nov. 12

-Apr. 2

Oct. 22

Nov. 26

-May 2
Oct. 29

.Jan. 7
Dec. 17

Dec. 3

Nov. 26 Oct. 29

-Oct. 1

-Sept. 24

-Feb. 12

May 14

-Apr. 9

-Jan. 22
-Sept. 10

-July 23

-Oct. 15

Oct. 8

-Sept. 17

-Sept. 3

-July 2
Apr. 16

-Dec 3

Jan. 7

-Apr. 16

July 14 Dec. 15

Feb. 11
-Dec. 29
Feb. 18
June 23
Sept. 29
Oct. 27

Oct. 13

Apr. 7

Dec 10

July 7

Sept. 29
May 26

Oct 27

Apr. 21
May 26

July 7
July 21

Mar. 1*
Dec 24

Sept. 1

Apr. 7

Mar. 17
Dec 8
Oct. 13

Dec 19
Sept. 8
Sept. 15
Oct. 27
-Nov. 17
Dec. 24
Dec 1

Dec. 8
Sept 16
July 21

Apr. 28

Mar. 17

Sept. 22

June 2

July 14
Feb. 11
July 7

Apr. 28

Jan. 7

Jan. 7

Dec. 31

Dec 17

Apr. 7

.July 28

Dec 17

June 16

Aug. 4

Aug. 18

May 12

Sept a
Sept. 1

Dec 1

Jan. 21

Dec. 15

Oct. 6

July 21

-Nov. 19

-Nov. 12

Oct. 22

-June 11

-Oct. 29

-May 21

-Sept. 24

-Oct. 8

-Apr. 23

-Aug. 6

-Dec. 10

. May 28

Oct. 29
. July 16

. -June 11

--Aug. 27

Jan. 1' Dec. 3

Oct 20
Dec. 8

Jan. 21

Sound Length Title and Players Released New Comneot
Pictures

6418

4293
4987
5708
6566
7176
5109
5148
7217
4939
8962
5038
5882
4404

5560
6430
4618
5153
6188
4399
5782

6042
6807
10116
6679
5071
5034
4952
5260
5640
6086
9250

6132
6937
4990

61G2
5380
5629
5355
9222
8393
4876
5937
5030
4921
5337
6480

1927

1928

6700
6200
6750

5900
6000

1927

1928

6344
6053
7108
6679
5663
8601
8686

Chicken a la Kino (CD), Carrol-Francis
Cowboy Kid, The, Rex Bell
Daredevil's Reward (W), Tom Mix.
Don't Marry, Moran-Hamilton...

6751

6306
8730

10652
11375
5836
6068
612.

6396
8235

6591
5683
6017

6291
6266
5966
7599
6561
6781
6705
6289
5252
7899
5517

6908
6749
5332

. June 17

-July 15
-Jan. 15

..June 3
Dressed to Kill, Lowe-Astor. Mar. 18
Dry Martini, Astor-Moore-Gran Oct. 7
Escape, The (D), RusseU-Valli Apr. 29
Farmer's Daughter, The (CD). Beebe-Stone. July 8
Fazil, Farrell-Nissen Sept. 9
Fleetwing, Norton-Janis-Bard -June 24
Four Sons, Mann-Collyer-Hall JJept. 2
Gateway of the Moon. The (D), Del Rio.— Jan. 1
Girl in Every Port, A (CD), Victor McLaglen. Feb. 26
Girl-Shy Cowboy, The, Rex Bell-O'Leary. _.. Aug. 12
Great White North Dec 30
Hangman's House, McLaglen -Collyer May 13
Hello Cheyenne. Tom Mix. May 13
Homesick, Cohen-Beebe Dec 16
Honor Bound, O'Brien-Taylor May 6
Horseman of the Plains (W). Tom Mir Mar. 11
Love Hungry (CD). Moran-Gray Apr. 8
Manhattan Cocktail (MD), Carroll-Arlen.
Me, Ganster (D), Collyer-Terry-

June 30 June 23

Feb. 11 ZZZZ
June 9

Apr. 14 Apr. 14

Apr. 14 Jan. 21
Sept. 15 Not. 1*

Dec 1

Jan. 28

Sept. 1

May 12
-May 26

May 19

Mother Machree. Bennett-McLaglen_
—Oct. 14
-Oct. 21

Mother Knows Best, Bellamy-Dresser-Norton. Oct. 28
News Parade, Stuart-Phillips
No Other Woman (D). Dolores Del Rio June 10
None But the Brave, Norton-Phipps. _ Aug. 5
Painted Post (W), Tom Mix. July 1
Play Girl, The. Madge Bellamy Apr 22
Plastered in Paris, Cohen-Pennlck-Linow ggBi 23
Prep and Pep, Rollins-Drexel-Darrow Nov 18
Red Dancer, The, Del Rio-Farrell Dec 2
Red Wine, Collyer-Nagel— _ Dec 23
Riley the Cop (CD), Farrell McDonald. Nov! 25
River Pirate, The, McLaglen-Moran 26
Road House (MD), Barrymore-Burke. July 15

• Nov. 11
- Jan. 15
-Feb. 5
Mar. 4

- Aug. 19
-Not. 4
Nov. 18

. May 20

Apr. 21
Apr. 7

Mar. 10 Feb. 4

.Dec. 1

Not. IT Nor. 3
-May 26
June 23 June 23

July 7

Nov. 3
Sept. 22

Romance of the Underworld (D)..
Sharp Shooters (CD), 0'Brien-Moran___
Soft Living (CD), Bellamy-Brown
Square Crooks. Brown-Dwan
Street Angel, Gaynor
Sunrise (D), George O'Brien
Taking a Chance .

Thief In the Dark, A, Meeker-Hill-Beebe—

Sept. 29 Oct 20
Aug. 4 _____

Feb. 4

Feb. 18

..July 7

-July 21

Why Sailors Go Wrong, Pnlpps-McNamara. Mar 25
Wild West Romance (W), Rex King June 10
Win That Girl, Rollins-Carol Sept. 15
Woman Wise (C), Russell-Collyer Jan. 8

May 19 June 2

Aug. 18
Oct. 20 Oct 6

Jan. 28

Gotham
Down Grade, The, William Fairban
Silent Avenger, The, "Thunder" Delaney..
Slnews of Steel, Alberta Vaughn
When Danger Calls, William Fairbanks-

Bare Knees. Virginia Lee Corbln
Blondes by Choice. Claire Windsor
Cheer Leader. The, GraTes-Olmstead-

..Oct
-Nov.. 1

-Oct 1

-Not.

..June

_ March
.April

Chorus Kid, The, Faire-Washburn—
Girl from Rio, The, Myers-Pigeon—
Head of the Family, The, Virginia Lee Corbln__Oct
Hellship Branson, Beery-Reid Hay

-Aug.
-Tan.

.May
Jan.

. Sept.

-July

Midnight Life. Francis _ Busnma
Rose of Kildare, The, Chadwick-O'Malley
San Francisco Nights, Percy Marmont
Satin Moman. The. Mrs. Wallace Reld
Through the Breakers. Livingston-Herbert
Turn Back the Hours. Myrna Loy
United States Smith, Gribbon-Lee. July

Father and Son, Noah Beery-Noah Beery, Jr...

Knee High, Virginia Lee Corbln-
Modern Sappho, A, Betty Bronson. Sept
River Woman, The, Logan-L. Barrymore. Aug.
Times Square, Alice Day-Lubin Sept.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Adam and Evil (CD), Cody-Pringle-
After Midnight (D), Shearer-Gray
Annie Laurie (D), Lillian Gish—

_

.Aug. 27

Ben Hur (M), Ramon Novarro..
Big Parade. The (M). Gilbert-Adoree-
Bugle Call, The (D), Jackie Coogan..
Buttons (CD), Jackie Coogan

-Aug. 20

-Sept. IT
-Oct 8

-Sept 10
-Aug. 6

-Dec 24

-Aug. 13

-Aug. IT
-May 21

Callahans and Murphys (CO), Dressler-Moran—June 18

Cameraman, The (CD), Buster Keaton Sept. 29
Dancing Daughter*, Joan Crawford Sept 8
Fair Co-ed, The (CD), Marion Darles Oct 15
Garden of Allah, The (D), Terry-Petrovltcli Nov. 5

In Old Kentucky (D). H. CosteUo Oct 29

London After Midnight (D), Lon Chaney Dec 3
Lovelorn, The, Sally O'NetL Dec IT
Lovers (D), Novarro-Terry - p- 9
Man, Woman and Sin (D), John Gilbert
Mockery (M), Lon Chaney.
Quality Street, Davies-NageL.

Sept 15

July 1«

Sot. 10
Nov. 19
Nov. 26

Dec 17

Dec. 31

- Sept 22

Oct 29
Sept 19
Dec 3

Deo. IT

Road to Romance, The (D), Novarro-Day.
Spoilen ot the West (W), McCoy-Daw
Spring Fever (C), William Haines.
Tea for Three (C), Cody-Pringle
Thirteenth Hour, The (D), Lionel Barrymore Nov. 26
Twelve Miles Out (M), Gilbert July 9
Unknown, The (M), Chaney June 4

Actress, The, Norma Shearer-Forbes..
Across to Singapore (MD), Novarro-Crawfon
Baby Mine. Arthur-Dane

-Hit *8

Beyond the Sierras (W), Tim McCoy
Big City, The, Chaney-Compson-Day
Bringing Up Father, Farrell-Moran-Olmstea
Brotherly Love (C), Dane-Arthur
Cardboard Lover, The, Marion Davles
Certain Young Man, A, Novarro-Day
Circus Rookies (CD), Dane-Arthur
Cossacks, The, Adoree-Gllbert-Torrence
Crowd, The, Boardman-Murray-Roach

-Jan. 21
-Sept 15

- Feb. 18
-Mar. 17

-Oct 12

-Aug. 18
-May 19
-Mar. 31

Apr. 28
Jan. 28 Feb. 11

Feb. 25
Mar. 31

Oct 13

Apr. I

June 2 June XI

-May 12
-Mar. 3

. July 7
Apr. 28
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< Length Title and Player* New Comment
Pictures

MB
TUB

6838

S070
7368

8436
7180
4987

7743
7045
5695
736S

5441
6576
7650
6893
7289
6028
7732

6487
6801
9660
5931

8090

7965

6011
6721

"«47

Detective*. Dane-Arthur
Diamond Handcuffs, Boardman-Nagel
Divine Woman, Garbo-Hanson-Sherman. -

Dream of Love, Joan Crawford—

u june 9

- May 5

..Ian. 14

.Dec 1

Enemy, The. Gish-Dane-Forbes. _ Feb. 18

Excess Baggage (D), WUliam Haines. Sept. 1

Forbidden Hours (D), Novarro-Adoree June 16

Four Walls (MD), Gilbert-Crawford Aug. 18

Honeymoon, Moran-Flash-Gribbon Dec. 29

Lady of Chance (D). Shearer-Sherman Dec. 22

Latest from Paris, The, Shearer- Forbes.

Laugh, Clown, Laugh, Chaney-Murphy-Hisl

Law of the Range, McCoy-Crawford

Love, Garbo-GUbert _
John Stuart
Mademoiselle from Armentieres, Estelle-Brody- June 2

Masks of the Devil, John Gilbert Nov. 16

Mysterious Lady, The, Greta Garbo-NageL Aug. 11

Napoleon (D), WUdlmir-Dieudonno Oct. 27

Patsy, The. Davles-Caldwell-Gray Mar. 10

Riders of the Dark. Apr. 28

Rose Marie. Crawford-Murray Feb. 11

Show People (CD), Davies-Halnea. Oct. 9

Smart Set. Halnes-Day-Holt-Bosworth. - Feb. 25

Skirts, Syd Chaplin.- - — May 12

Student Prince. The (R). Novarro-Shearer Ian. 30

Under the Black Eagle. Forbes-Dog Flash Mar. 24

West of Zanzibar (D), Ion Chaney

West Point (CD). Haines-Crawford. Ian. 7

While the City Sleeps (MD). Ion Chaney...

White Shadows in the South Seat (MD), Monte

Blue - -July 7 July 7

Wickedness Preferred (CD), Cody-Pringle.— Ian. 28 - Feb. 11

Wind, The (D). Lillian Gish. Nov. 23 Nov. 3

Woman of Affairs (D), Garbo-GUbert

Wyoming, McCoy- Sebastian

Sept. 1

Nov. 17

May 26

Oct. 27

Apr. 7

May 5

Feb. 18

iept. 29

Mar. 10

June 2

Feb. 25

Apr. 14

Nov. 14

Feb. 18

Oct. 27

apr. 21

.Dec. 8
Jan. 21

1929
M
TME 8000

TME
M

M~
ME

1927
6199
6951
9879
6536
6662
6408
7447
6296
6393
6376
6017
6880
6368
6634
5209
6170
6516
6015
6179
6838
4934
6200
6124
6006
6497
4926
7643
8486
6935

MB 12267
6960

1928
TME 10471

6897
6099
6536

ME 7805
5930
7202
5665
7866
5384
5889
6402
6134
6918
5852
7640
6871
6263
6038
6528

sVT
6039
7464— "7

8234
7415
5887
7434M

MB
6411
5941
6444
6741
7910
6600

10171
6582
6070
7828

..Mar. 24 Apr. 14

A Man's Man. Halnes-Dunne
Alias Jimmy Valentine (D), William Haines...- Jan. 26

All at Sea, Dane-Arthur..

Bellamy Trial (D). Joy-Bronson. -

Flying Fleet (D), Novarro-Page Jan. 6

Loves of Casanova, Foreign Cast Jan. 19

Morgans Last Raid (W), McCoy- Sebastian. Jan. 5

Single Man (CD), Cody-Pringle. Jan. 12

Tide of the Empire, Adoree-Duryea Feb. 2

Trail of "98 (D). Forbes-Del Rio

Paramount
Afraid to Love (C). Vldor April 9

Barbed Wire (D), Negri-Brook -Sept. 10

Beau Geste (M), Colman-N. Beery Am. 1

Chang (D). Special cast..- Sept. 3

Children of Divorce (D). Bow..

Sept. 29

...Dec. 29

-Apr. 23

..Aug. 3

Apr. 2

City Gone Wild. The (M), Melghan-Millner Nov. 12

•Covered Wagon, The (M), Kerrigan- Wilson. Aug. 6

Fashions for Women (CD). Ralston Mar. 26

Firemen Save My Child (C). Beery-Hatton. Aug. 1

Gay Defender, The (CD). Richard Dii. Dec. 10

Gentleman of Paris. A (CD), MenJou-CHara Oct. 15

Get Your Man (CD). Clara Bow Dec. 10

Running Wild (C), Fields-Brian Aug. 20

Senorita (F), Daniels Aug. 30

Serenade (D), Menjou-Wray— Dec. 24

Service for Ladies (C), Menlou-Carver— Aug. 6

Shanghai Bound (D). Dix-Brian - Oct. 15

She's a Sheik (C), Bebe Daniels Nov. 12

Shoe-tin' Irons (W), Luden-Blane Oct. 8

..May 2

. May 2

..Dec. 10

-...Apr. 9

_ _ Dec. 10

Nov. 12

Oct. 8

Jan. 7

June 18

_ _.. May 14

Jan. 14
Sept. 3

Dec. 31 Nov. 12

Jan. 21 Nov. 26

Aug. 27

.. Nov. 19
Soft Cushions (C), MacLean-Carol

Spotlight The (CD), Ralston-HamUton.

Stark Love (D). Special cast — Sept. 17

Swim. Girl Swim (CM), Daniels-Hall— -Sept. 17

Tell It to Sweeney (C). Conklin-Bancroft - Sept. 24

Ten Modern Commandments (CD). Ralston. July 2

Time to Love (FC). Raymond Griffith. - June 18

Underworld (M). Bancroft-BrenL _ - Oct. 29

Way of All Flesh, the (D), Jannlngs-Bennett- Oct. 1

We're All Gamblers (D), Melghan-Millner - Sept. 3

Wings (M). Charles Rogers Oct. 29

Woman on Trial (0), Pola Negri - Oct. 29

Abie's Irish Rose (CD). Buddy-Rogers-HersholL

Adventure Mad (M). Hall - - Mar. 31

Avalanche (W). Jack Holt. _ ;

Beau Sabreur (M). Cooper-Brent Jan. 7

Beggars of Life (MD). Wallace Beery-Brooks-Arlen:>ept. 15

Big Killing (CO). Beery-Hatton May 19

Docks of New York, The (D), Bancroft-Compson..

Doomsday, Vidor-Cooper ._ Feb. 18

Drag Net. The (MD), Bancroft-Brent-Powell May 26

Easy Come. Easy Go, Richard Dii Apr. 21

Feel My Pulse, Danlels-Arlen — Feb. 25

Fifty- Fifty Girl, The, Daniels-Hall May 12

First Kiss, The (D), Wray-Cooper —.Sept 25

Fleets In, The (CD). Bow-Hall. —
Fools for Luck (CD). Flelds-Conklln .... May 7

Forgotten Faces (MD), Brook-Brian - — Sept. 11

Jan. 7

Dec. 24

-Nov. 3

Jan. 14

..Dec. 1

Jan. 7

July 7

... Aug. 27

— Dec. 3

...Mar. 19

...Sept 17

Oct. 22

_.. July 23

— July 9

—Sept. 3

...July 2

...Aug. 20

Oct. 1

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (C). Taylor-White Jan. 28

Half a Bride (D), Ralston-Cooper - June 16

His Tiger Lady. Menlou-Brent. June 9

Hot News. Bebe Daniels — Aug. 14

Interference, Brook-Kenyon Jan. 5

Just Married (CD). HaU-Taylor-Ford Aug. 18

Kit Carson (MD). Fred Thomson Aug. 21

Ladies of the Mob. Clara Bow June 30

Last Command, The (D). Emil Jannings Jan. 21

Legion of the Condemned. Wray-Cooper Mar. 10

Love and Learn. Ralston-Cbandler Jan. 14

Loves of an Actress (D). Pola Negri— Sept. 18

Manhattan Cocktail. Carroll... - Nov. 24

Mating Call. The (D), Thomas Melghan...

Model From Montmarte (D). Nita Naldl....

Moran of the Marines (D), Dlx-Elder—

.

Jan. 21

May 26

May 19

Feb. 25

Mar. 31

Aug. 4

..Sept. 22

Apr. 7

Aug. 4

Dec. 10

Mar. 31

June 9

..Oct. 27

Oct. 17

June 16

Mar. 10

Mar. 19

Sept 1

Bept 15

Mar. 19

Aug. 4

Feb. 13

June 23

May 26

Jan. 23

Jan. 21

June 23

June 16

..Nov. 24

..Sept 1

July 7

Feb. 4

Apr. 21

Feb. 25

Sept. 8

..Sept. 15

Night of Mystery (D). Menjou Apr. 7

Old Ironsides (D), Beery-Bancroft - Mar. 3

Partners In Crime (C), Beery-Hatton Mar. 17

Patriot The (D). Emil Jannings

Peaks of Destiny Jan. 23

Pioneer Scout. The (W), Fred Thomson. Jan. 21

Racket, The (D), Thomas Melghan June 30

Feb. 18

Feb. 25

.Sept. 8

Jan. 7

Dec 10

Sound Length Title and Players New Cossmsnt
Pictures

ME 6509

ME 10400
5435

ME
1929
TM
AT
TME
ME

1927
6596
6555
4335
5326
4876
5412
5100
7500
4933
5478
8586
6599
8002
6403
6568
3303
5867

4968
7913
4760
5990

4620
6788
4890

TME 13500
4131
4828
6844

4542
4375
6302
5880
4562
4546
5397
5670
4485
6610

6447

1928
3996
6755
4805
5927
6589
4833
5408
4550
7996
4526
6670
4480
5398
7056
4155
6650
5888
7530
4600
5660
6954
5494

6626
6092
7935
6902
7040
5423
6370

1927
6089
5076
5916
5960
6970
5602
4200

1928

—... 6089
6673
5937
6076
4533
6683

5976
6853
6800
47DT

Red Hair (CD). Bow-Chandler..
Sawdust Paradise, The, Esther Ralston

Secret Hour, The (D), Negri -Hersholt

Sins of the Fathers (D), Emil Jannings..

Showdown. The, Bancroft

Someone to Love (CD). Brian-Rogers...

Something Always Happens. Ralston-Hamllton..
Speedy (C). Harold Lloyd
Sporting Goods. Dix-Olmstead ...

Street of Sin (D), Jannings-Wrsy
Sunset Legion (W), Fred Thomson
Three Sinners (D), Negri-Baxter
Three Week Ends, Clara Bow
Tillle's Punctured Romance, Flelds-Conklin—

.

Under the Tonto Rim, Arlen- Brian
Vanishing Pioneer, The (W), Jack Holt
Varsity (D), Rogers-Brian

_Mar. 10

-Aug. 25

, Feb. 4

_ Feb. 25

-Mar. 24

-Apr. 7

.-Feb. 11

_ May 26

_ Apr. 21

.. Apr. 14

Mar. 3

June 9

..Oct. 20

Feb. 18

. Dec 29
Mar. 3

Apr. 28

Feb. 18
apr. 28

Feb. 18

Dec. 22

Dee. 16

Apr. 21

Feb. 18

May 26

Water Hole. The (W). Jack Holt _

Warming Up, Richard Dix „ „

Wedding March, The (D), Erich Ton Strohelm.

Wife Savers (C). Beery-Hatton.
6938 Woman From Moscow, The (D), Negri-Keny-

.. Feb. 18

_ Feb. 4

.. June 23

. Sept. 29

..Aug. 25
. Aug. 11

. Oct. 6

Jan. 7

Apr. 7

Dec. 22
Feb. 25

May I

Aug. 4

July 21

May 26

Oct. 27

..June 19

Nov. 3
Sept 15

Canary Murder Case
Carnation Kid, The
Shopworn Angel. The ..

Wolf of Wall Street—

Jan. 19

Jan. 26
Jan. 12

Jan. 26

Pathe
Almost Human (CD). Reynolds
Angel of Broadway. The (D), Leatrice Joy
Avenging Fangs (M)
Border Blackbirds (WD), Maloney
Born to Battle (W), BUI Cody
Code of the Cow Country (W), Roosevelt
Combat (D). Walsh
Country Doctor, The (D), Schlldkraut .

Desert of the Lost. The (W). WaUy Wales—
Devil's Twin, The (W). Leo Maloney
Discord (D), Lagover-Ekman
Dress Parade (D), Boyd— _

Fighting Eagle. The (M). La Rocque-Haver
Flying Luck (C). Monty Banks
Forbidden Woman. The (M), Jetta Goudal
Girl from Everywhere (C), Pollard.

Girl in the Pullman, The (C). Prevost

Gold from Weepah (W), Bill Cody - _
Golden Clown, The (O), Gosta-Ekman
'Grandma's Boy (C), Harold Lloyd
Harp in Hock, A (O), Snhildkraut-Coghlan—
Hidden Aces (M). Hutchinson...-

His Dog (D). Schildltraut. - -

His Foreiqn Wife (D). MaeDonald-Murphy
King of Kings (D), All Star _

Land of the Lawless. The (W). Jack Padjan..

Pirates of the Sky (M), Hutchison—
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary (C), Robson
Ride 'Em High (W). Buddy Roosevelt

Roarin' Broncs. Buffalo Bill. Jr

Rubber Tires (C). Ford-Love _ _.

Rush Hour, The (C). Prevost— _ _.

Skedaddle Gold (W), Wales.

.... Dec. 2«

—Oct. 3

— June 5

.... aug. 28

— Sept. 11

—June 19

... Oct. 23

... Aug. 22
— Dec. 18
-Dec 11

—Nov. 20
—Nov. 11

—Aug. 29

— Dec 4
... Nov. 7

— Dec. 11

— Oct. 31

—Nov. 20

— Dec 18
— Dec. 11

-Oct 10

Aug. 7

July 21
— Nov. 27

Nov. 19 Nov. 5

June 4

Sept It

, June IT

Oct 15

Nov. 19 Nov. 6
Sept IT

Nov. 12 Nov. 8
—

Nov. 5
Nov. 19 Nor. 5

Nov. 12 Nov. 6
Sept 3

July 24

•Dec. 25
- May 22

Oct. *

Nov. 27

...May 21

-Ate 6

Dec. 12
July 31
Sept. 25

Nov. 11
July 17

Aug. 7

Oct 24
Wreck of the Hesperus, The (M), Bradford. Oct. 31

. Apr. (

Soda-Water Cowboy. The (W). WaUy Wales.

Turkish Delight Schildkraut-Faye. —
Two-Gun of Tumbleweed (W). Leo Maloney.-
White Pebbles (WD), WaUy Walea.
Wise Wife. The (C), Haver—

.. Aug. 6

-Oct. 1

July IT
Aug. 20

Nov. 19 Nov. 5

Alice Through a Looking Glass — Feb. 11
Apache Raider. The. Leo Maloney Feb. 11 May 12
Ballyhoo Buster (W). Buffalo BUI. Jr Jan. 8
Blonde tor a Night, Prevost Feb. 2T Mar. 3
Blue Danube, Leatrice Joy._ Mar. 11 Feb. 18
Boss of Rustlers Roost The. Don Coleman Jan. 22 May 12
Bronc' Stomper. The. Don Coleman. _ Feb. 26 Mar. IT
Bullet Mark, The. Jack Donovan— „ _ Mar. 25 May It
Chicago (M), PhyUis Haver Mar. 5 Dec. 24
Cowboy Cavalier (W). Buddy Roosevelt Jan. 2t Feb. 4
Craig's Wife (D), Irene Rich —Sept. 16 Sept. 11
Crashing Through, Jack Padjan— Feb. 5

Desperate Courage (W), Wales _ _ Jan. II
Hold 'Em Yale. Rod La Rocque May 13 May 19
taddle Be Good (W), BUI Cody .Jan. 1

teopard Lady, The (W), Logan —.Jan. 23 Jan. 28
Let 'Er Go. Gallagher! (M). Junior Coglan. Jan. It Jan. 28
Love Over Night (CD). Rod La Rocque. Nov. 25

Marlie. the Killer, Klondike Mar. 4
Midnight Madness, Logan— Mar. 26 Mar. IT
Night Flyer, The, Wm. Boyd _ Feb. 5
On to Reno (D). Prevost _ Jan. 2 Jan. 28
Perfect Gentleman, A (C), Monty Banks Jan. 15
Power (CD), Boyd-Hale. - __ Sept 23 Oct. 13
Red Mark. The (D), Special Cast Aug. 26 July 14
Ship Comes in. A, Rudolph SchUdkrauL June 4 rune 16

Skyscraper, Boyd Apr. t
Stand and Deliver, Rod La Rocque reb. 20 May 11

Tenth Avenue, Haver-Varconi Aug. 5 July 14

Rayart
Cruise of the Hellon (D), All star

Heroes in Blue (M), Bowers-Rand - —Nov.

taw and the Man. The (D). Santschi -Rockwell— Dec.

Light in the Window. A <D), WalthaU.
On the Stroke of Twelve (M). D. Torrence— -Nov.

Silent Hero (M), Bonaparte
Wanderer of the West, A (W). Tex Maynard. Dec

Black Pearl, The (D), Lila Lee-Hallor Dec.

Branded Man, The (D), Chas. Delaney-Marlowe-May
Casey Jones (CD), Price-Lewis - Jan.

City of Purple Dreams, The, Bedford-Frazer Sept.

Danger Patrol. The (D), Russell-Fair Jan.

Devil's Tower. The (W). Buddy Roosevelt June

Divine Sinner. The (D). Vera Reynoldi-Hllllard..July

Gypsy of the North (D). Gordon-Hale Apr.

Heart of Broadway. The (D), Garon-Agnew Mar.

Isle of Lost Men (D). Santschl-Connor Oct.

Lightning Shot The (W). Buddy Roosevelt. May
{Continued on page 65)

May 16

-Sept 24

—Aug. It
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept.

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Business Opportunities

TWO motion picture theatres, about 900 seats, in
Ohio between CleTeland and Youngstown, 9000 popu-
lation, big drawing power. One theatre equipped for
road shows. Seven day town, no competition. Price
$45,000, half cast A sacrifice. Must be sold quick.
Inquire Box 340, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Position Wanted

ATTORNEY—Formerly Film Executive of ten
years' experience in Distribution. Can aid Executive
generally and act in liaison capacity between business
and legal departments. Address Box 342, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, HI.

OKGANIST—Experts thoroughly trained in show-
manship available at all times for first-class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full in-

formation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc Ad-
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing. 210 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

ORGANIST AT LIBERTY NOW—Experienced,
capable, efficient, splendid sight reader, complete
library can cue all type of pictures, present slide
novelties, will go anywhere. References. Address
Box 336, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
St.. Chicago, 111.

FEMALE ORGANIST is looking for a position,
will be free January 1st. Am well recommended,
reason for leaving due to Vitaphone. Can play on
all makes. Single, will go anywhere, can cue pictures
correctly and accurately. Will start for reaaonable
salary in order to prove worth. Address Box 289,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago, III.

ORGANIST FIFTEEN YEARS EXPERIENCE

—

First-class Chicago Organist. (Male.) Reason for
leaving due to Vitaphone. Expert Synchronization
of music to the picture. Novelty and straight solo
work. Large library. Union, married, will go any-
where. Best of references. Salarv can be satisfac-
torily arranged. Address Box 338, Exhibitors Herald-
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Equipment for Sale

FOR SALE—320 18' veneer chairs $1.50—270
veneer chairs 18" $1.40—370 18" veneer chairs $1.30—250 21" veneer chairs $1.45—475 veneer 20" like
tew $1.90 all castings perfect and veneer in fine con-
dition. 2 Monograph Model 1002-E motor drive ma-
chines complete with lens, fine condition, $550.00 for
pair. 2 Simplex motor drive Type S lamphonses and
Peerless arc controls with lens. $650.00 for both. 1

Powers 6B motor drive with lens, wonderful condi-
tion. $250.00. The Theatre Seating Company, 845
S. State St., Chicago, 111.

1200—Upholstered Theatre Chairs.
1000—Veneer Theatre Chairs.
500—Upholstered Chairs with spring seats, panel

back
Also all makes REBUILT projectors, spotlights,

reflector lamps, screens. Everything for the theatre
at bargain prices. Address AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
CO., INC., 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-

flecting arc lamps, etc Write for bargain list and
catalogue. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.

POWERS AND SIMPLEX PARTS, 20% and 30%
discount. Two Powers 6 B with Peerless lamps. Will
sell separately. Bargains. Address Carol Fenyvessy,
62 St. Paul St.. Rochester. N. Y
FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,

also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best Prices. Write Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago. 111.

CHICAGO CLEARING HOUSE—Our bargain list

on rebuilt Projectors, Powers 6-A Motor driven ma-
chines, including 12 rebuilt Simplex motor driven
machines with latest Simplex type S lamp houses
Prices ranging from $175.00 and up. Peerless arc
controls $35.00 per pair. Compensarcs all makes,
$20.00 and up. Rebuilt Generators at reasonable
prices. AC and DC Electric fans rebuilt, just like
new. Write for complete list of your needs and
prices. No obligation. Address Illinois Theatre
Equipment Co.. 12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago. 111.

POWERS AND SIMPLEX PARTS at 2U per
cent and 30 per cent reduction. Reflector arc lamps
cheap. Address Carol Fenyvessy, 62 St. Paul St.,

Rochester. N. Y.

Chairs for Sale
1000—of the very finest brand new veneer chairs

manufactured by Heywood-Wakefield. Way below
cost. Shipment in forty-eight hours. Write today for
exact photo and full details. C. G. Demel, 845 South
State, Chicago, 111.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera chairs, 600 uphol-
stered, 800 Veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash Ave.. Chicago. 111.

Just received 4,000 highest grade spring constructed
upholstered Theatre Chairs, less than 2 years old. at

very reasonable prices. Also several other lots of up-
holstered and veneered Theatre Chairs, as well as 500
Portable Assembly Chairs. Write for complete list

and description of all equipment. You are under no
obligation. Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 E.
Ninth St., Chicago, III.

Stationery
•NEARGRAVURE" — "Neargravuremboso" (no.

plate embossing) processes. Special 500 8H*11" let-

ter heads, 250 envelopes Neargravure $4.44 cash, post
paid. Samples. Address Sollidays, XH124, Knox, Ind.

For Sale
FOR SALE—Used Reproduco player organ with

large library music rolls. Excellent condition. Arcade
Theatre. Brookhaven. Mississippi.

SEEBURG Electric Orchestration. Several different
attachments. One year old—good condition. Cost
$1600.00 Will sell for $350.00. Happyland theatre,
Port Gibson. Miss.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you half. New and used
Opera chairs. Address J. P. Redington & Co., Scran-
ton. Pa.

REFERENCE BOOKS—Motion Picture Trade Di-
rector, $10; Anatomy of Motion Picture Art, $2.50.
Films of the Year, $2.50; Close Up, annual subscrip-
tion $3.50. These books may be ordered through us.
Send check or money order with your request. Ad-
dress Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Theatre for Sale
NO COMPETITION. Population 1600. Other busi-

ness after January 15th. Reasonable if taken at once.
Address Box 677, Stockton. HI.

APOLLO THEATRE, Princeton, 111., county seat,
5000 population. Lease runs seven years, 875 seats,
low rent, newly decorated, new screens, new stage
and window drapes, best equipment, own everything
in theatre, showing best first run pictures. Priced to
sell. It will make you money. Selling on account of
health. Address Miles S. Fox, Owner.

Theatre Wanted
AT ONCE. ANY TOWN OVER 2000 POPULA-

TION. PREFER LEASE. WILL CONSIDER BUY-
INC. 10 YEARS—SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT.
ADDRESS BOX 339, EXHIBITORS HERALD-
WORLD, 407 S. DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO.

Theatre for Lease
NEWLY REMODELED second run theatre, fully

equipped, excellent contracts, reasonable rent. Grow-
ing western town with big future. Address Box 341,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St,
Chicago, 111.

Organs for Sale
FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer

Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ, used or new. Reproduco Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, III

Gift Night Souvenirs
GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine

novelties in our large free catalog at genuine whole-
sale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st. St., New York.

Projector Repairing
BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.

Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co.. 844 Wabash, Chicago.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-
nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 1214 E. Ninth St.. Chicago. III.

Miscellaneous
WANTED—-Worn out films, scrap and surplus

stocks in any quantity. We supply steel drums ap-
proved by fire departments everywhere. Address
Master-Craft Products Co., 4535 Fifth Avenue, Chi-
cago. 111.

WANTED: Talking Pictures, with records for
road show. Address Walter J. Tenny, Box 515, Sacra-
mento, Calif.

Equipment Wanted
WANTED—2 Peerless or Powers Projectors, also

Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-
third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago, 111.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Ce.,
S44 Wabash. Chicago

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald-World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising
department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in
solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per w ord payable with order, 10% discount
if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this
week. The cost is small, the results are great.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor is

invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.

Another Opinion on Posters
MILWAUKEE, WIS.—To the Editor: I

was particularly interested in a letter which
was published in your "Letters From Read-
ers" section under the name of Glendon All-

vine, director of Advertising and Publicity,

Fox Film Corporation, New York City, in

your issue of November 27, 1928.

The letter was of particular interest to me
for the reason that Mr. Allvine expressed the

belief that the illustrated art work and poster

ideas contained in an article by Al Nelson in

reference to the work of L. G. MacDaniel,
poster artist at the Alhambra theatre, Mil-

waukee, not only lacked originality but was a
plagiarization on the work of C. E. Millard,

artist at the Roxy theatre, New York. Mr.
Nelson's article, incidentally, was published in

the Better Theatres section of Exhibitors
Herald and Moving Picture World of No-
vember 24.

Mr. Allvine very generously stated in his

letter that he liked the two MacDaniel posters

illustrated for the Universal picture, "Jazz
Mad" used in conjunction with Mr. Nelson's

article. I congratulate Mr. Allvine on his

artistic appreciation, regardless of the fact that

he linked these posters with Fox art work on
"Dry Martini" and "Vampire a la Mode."

* * *

Granting that there was an infringement on
the above-mentioned art work, I must state, in

fairness to Mr. Allvine's enviable knowledge
of the theatre business, that originality, after

all, is but the culmination of ideas that have
been cultivated through the experience of con-

tact with fellow theatremen. However, I am
glad to state that there is nothing in Mr. Mac-
Daniel's make-up that would prompt him to

"harm the brain-child" of another and this

was not planned when he worked out his

"Jazz Mad" posters.

According to the routine of theatre work,
there are weeks when heavy schedules do not

allow an artist sufficient time to delve into

purely original work. On occasions of this

kind he goes to his "morgue" or reference

library, where he finds ideas that are most
applicable for that which he has in mind.

When time is less pressing, he works out his

own ideas. I know, from experience, that

this is a routine that every ambitious artist

follows.
* * *

In fact, I will venture the opinion that

should either Mr. Miller or Arthur P. Dick-
son of the Fox art department, be questioned

about the originality of many of their out-

standing ideas they would say in fairness to

themselves as most any outstanding artist

would say, that they had benefited themselves

not only by their own ideas but by those of

many of their competing contemporaries.

May I conclude by stating that Mr. Mac-
Daniel has gained his rating as one of the

leading poster artists of the Middle West both

through his natural ability and his desire to

consider and value the work of his fellow

artists.

—

John Meara, exploitation manager,

Milwaukee Theatre Circuit, Inc., Milwaukee,

Wis.

i Interchangeability
V ALEXANDRIA, MINN.—To the Editor:

I am very much amused at the antics J. C, is

performing—like a Dutchman's Flea—here to-

day and away across the country tomorrow.

And he must have the old Oliver hung on the

dash of Marie or how could he peck off those

pertinent remarks so regular.

Boy, how he hands it to the Gang. First

Trags, then Phil, Gailey, the Rabbi, or who-
ever he happens to think of. But then some
of them are a trifle lax in keeping the rest

of us posted about what they are doing so
maybe it will stir them up. Now take me for
instance, I always drop a line once a year so
he leaves me alone.

Well, sir, I am very much interested in the

different versions the boys have, as to sound,
and of course their various opinions concern-
ing the pictures, flivvers or what have you.
But I agree with them mostly that pictures

are not enough to pull them in of recent

months and here I can get a decent crowd only
when I have vaudeville or an added attraction,

so I guess pictures are passe.
* * *

People have been led, so many times, to

believe many pictures were supers. They were
over expectant and after sitting through a
super-splasher they just quit us cold, so I

guess most of us will have to give them some-
thing besides just pictures. But where are we
to get off at? No limit to cost of equipment
to give them sound, no margin for us when
we use a sound picture as the producers see

another way to bleed us foolish people who
buy. But the most perplexing problem for

those that are interested in sound is will this

or that equipment allow us to use the different

pictures from the many producers, or when
will they get together and concentrate on one
certain equipment that will allow all produc-
tions to be used on a chosen make.

It is unreasonable to expect us to buy a
Simplex, a Powers, and all of the other pro-

jectors to use certain productions that this or

that producer may tie to, and it is the same
with sound equipment. They cannot expect

us to equip with the many different sound de-

vices just because they cannot get together.

It is very similar to the period when some
of the railway systems used broad gauge and
some of them used narrow gauge tracks. We
were forced to unload and get aboard again

if we wanted to get anywhere. So it is now
with the many devices coming out to produce
sound pictures or talkies. If we want to use

the product of several producers we will have
to unload and load up again.

* * *

As it stands now, it would be very foolish

to buy anything until sound equipment is

stabilized, put within reach of all with the

product to be furnished so- that we can live,

and to be assured that there will be some serv-

ice guaranteed in case it slips a cog.

Possibly this problem is one for Will Hays
and Abram F. Myers to concentrate on and
bring the various factions together on some
form of contract that will not only protect

the producer but will also protect the buyer

of pictures having sound.

It certainly will be necessary to change the

present contract forms used by producers and

at the present accepted by the exhibitor offi-

cials, but it is apparently a one-sided affair,

now that they are including sound clauses and

whatever they feel belongs in the contract.

If Mr. Myers did the proper thing he should

rip out about two-thirds of the old contract

and form one that is just and equitable which

I am sure all exhibitors would sponsor.

I believe the producers are tied up tight by

the manufacturers of sound equipment at

present, and that it will take a combination of

producers and exhibitors working hand in hand

to get aligned properly; for after all it is the

big boys on Wall street that ply the whip in^

every channel of this industry just now.—
H. J. Longaker, State theatre, Alexandria^

Minn. /

Says He's Exhibitor's Son;

Bad Checks, 2 Years in Pen
(Special to the Herald-World)

SHARON SPRINGS, KAN., Jan. 2.—

A

two-year sentence in the penitentiary was im-

posed on R. H. Emert, convicted of passing

bad checks on several exchanges and stores

and representing himself tc be the son of

W. E. Ward, manager of the Strand theatre.

He is not a son of Ward.

Talking of Airplane Patrol

To Keep Planes from Studios
(Special to the Herald-World)

CULVER CITY, Jan. 2.—To in-

sure the safety of talking pictures, an
airplane patrol may be necessary to

keep stray airplanes from flying over
the M G M Studios. Auto traffic was
successfully halted while making the
picture "Hallelujah," and now air-

planes wil have to be halted if they
continue to disturb the singing
choruses in "Hallelujah."

Board of Trade Gives
Town New Theatre to

Draw Country Business
(Special to the Herald-World)

GALT, ONT, Jan. 2.—The new Board
of Trade, numbering 353 active members,
has launched a theatre project for the town
because of the belief that country trade was
being attracted to other centers because of

theatre facilities. Within two weeks the

new board found that the local issue of

stock for the theatre had been oversub-
scribed, many local merchants taking stock

as a matter of good business. R. O. Mc-
Cullough, Gait manufacturer, is directing

the theatre scheme.

M. E. Cory Elected Head
Of San Francisco Board

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 2.—The San
Francisco Board of Trade has elected the

following officers:

President, M. E. Cory, Pathe; vice-presi-

dent, J. J. Pattridge, Paramount; secretary-

treasurer, W. E. Matthews, F B O. These
officers, with G. C. Parsons of Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, and Charles Muehlman of First

National, comprise the board of governors.
Milton A. Nathan, who has been counsel for

the organization since it was formed, and
who has served as secretary for several

years, continues as counsel. The retiring

president, G. C. Parsons, was presented with
an appropriate gift in appreciation of his

efforts.

Children Are Barred
From "Wedding March

(Special to the Herald-World)

CALGARY, Jan. 2.—Practically the first

restriction on a sound feature in Canada
from an official source was experienced at

the Capitol theatre when "The Wedding
March" was shown. The production was passed

by the Alberta moving picture censor but

with the proviso that it should only be pre-

sented before adult audiences. Manager
Hazza therefore had to announce that no
children would be admitted to any per-

formance.

Sound Device Invented
By Portland, Ore., Mgr.

(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 2.—The Audio-
graph Company has been formed by P. A.

Carlin, 20, inventor and manager of the

Senate theatre. The apparatus is portable and
interchangeable, using discs.

Thomas Co-stars with Jeans
(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON, Jan. 2. — Jameson Thomas
has been signed to play the male lead in

"Power Over Man," a British Filmcraft

picture. Isabel Jeans will play the leading

1 vdv.
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Columbia
SALLY IN OUR ALLEY: Shirley Mason—Decem-

ber 18-19. Pleasing program picture. Six reels.—

William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE MATINEE IDOL: Bessie Love—21%. De-

cember 16. A dandy comedy drama. Cold weather

prevented anyone from coming. Six reels.—Mrs.

Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.

—

General patronage.

THE WARNING: Jack Holt—Fair program.—J.

L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.—General pat-

ronage.

THE WAY OF THE STRONG: Special cast—Good
drama, but the paper, with the exception of the

11 x 14's, was rotten. Columbia prints are uniformly

good, and pictures are usually O. K., but they don't

draw.—Dwight Grist, Theatorium theatre, Columbia

Falls, Mont.—General patronage.

THE SCARLET LADY: Special cast—No-
vember 27-28-29. A very good picture, pleased

everyone. Our hats off to Columbia. A lot

of their pictures are very good and you don't

have to put a mortgage on anything to buy

them either. Seven reels.—W. L. Hill, Or-

pheum theatre, Rock Valley, la.—Small town
patronage.

FBO
CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS: Francis X. Bush-

man—Very pleasing picture and one of the best

prints we have run for some time. Eight reels.

—

B. E. Fahrney, Electric theatre, Curtis, Neb.—Small

town patronage.

SINGAPORE MUTINY: Ralph Ince—65%. De-

cember 12. A little rough in spots, but fans seem

to like it. Six reels.—E. B. Conant, Charkarohen-

Hall, Lincoln, N. H.—Small town patronage.

SON OF THE GOLDEN WEST: Tom Mix—Con-
sidered one of Mix's best. Tom always takes well

here. Fairly good attendance, considering bad weather

and flu epidemic raging. Seven reels.—B. E. Fahr-

ney, Electric theatre, Curtis, Neb.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE PERFECT CRIME: Special cast—35%. De-

cember 14-15. Touted and bought as a special. Only

a mediocre program picture. Film dark. Glad I

didn't raise admission. As a whole it didn't satisfy.

Queer ending that didn't quite let my patrons know
what it was all about. Seven reels.—E. C. Arehart,

Auditorium theatre, Laurel, Neb.—General patronage.

DANGER STREET: Warner Baxter—December 18-

19. A good underworld picture. Will they ever

stop making underworld pictures? There are too

many of this type of picture. Do not draw here.

Six reels.—W. L. Hill, Orpheum theatre, Rock Valley,

la.—Small town patronage.

SINNERS IN LOVE: Olive Borden—51%. Decem-
ber 13. I was extremely bored all through this pic-

ture and so were our patrons, if I am any judge. I've

never read True Story Magazine but if it is no
better than this picture based on one of its stories,

I haven't missed anything. Six reels.—H. B. Grice,

Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE HIT OF THE SHOW: Joe Brown—65%.
December 15. A good 6how, although ending was
disappointing. Six reels.—E. B. Conant, Charkarohen-

Hall, Lincoln, N. H.—Small town patronage.

TERROR MOUNTAIN: Special cast^50%. De-

cember 15. This is a good entertaining picture.

Pleased my Saturday crowd.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

DOG LAW: Ranger—41%. December 6. Oh

—

My Gosh ! We just did break even on this one.

Pretty g<- -' oicture, too. Looks like "Racing Blood"
good pi

Copyright, 1929

THE CHANCES ARE—
'T,HAT 1929 will be Better.

Hopefulness, of course, is such a

human trait that it is often based on
inaccurate judgment.

But it seems to us that to expect in

1929 a settlement of many of the prob-
lems which have worried the average ex-

hibitor during 1928, is not responding to

mere hopefulness.

For one thing, 1928 brought a sudden
change in the film business—synchroniza-

tion. The more mighty exhibitors have
been able to meet this change at least

satisfactorily, for they have been able to

install the necessary equipment.
* • »

But even now there are signs that this

equipment will soon become available to

the average exhibitor. Naturally, pro-

ducers want it to be, so that their market
may be larger. It is therefore only logi-

cal to expect that they will find a way to

enlarge their market as soon as possible,

and since it took comparatively a few
months for sound to grow to its present

proportions, a similar time, it may be
reasoned, should allow it to grow within
the reach of everyone.

Then, too, in 1928 there were a number
of sections of the country where local

economic conditions were poor. Unem-
ployment was a problem rather generally,

while the coal fields, Eastern textile dis-

tricts, the central Middlewestern farming
sections and the Mississippi flood area,

furnished special examples of economic
depression. Add to these whatever you
may think of the economic influence of a

Presidential campaign and you will get

indisputable data in favor of hopefulness
for 1929, since most of these conditions
have been or are on the way to being
cleared up.

* * *

There is also the belief that the public
has been "getting away from picture
shows." Perhaps. The public does things
like that in almost every field. But the

screen has something vital to offer—the

eternal story, told in the best way man
has yet found to tell a story. Motion pic-

tures are no fad. So the public, if it ivent,

will be back—yes, it should be sometime
in 1929.

—GEORGE SCHUTZ.

shown in connection with these feature pictures from
FBO are not pulling. Alberta Vaughan and Al
Cooke used to pull them in, but not now, it seems.

Six reels.—H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath,

S. C.—Small town patronage.

First National
SCARLET SEAS: Richard Barthelmess—60%.

December 21-22. Here is a real rough one with
action and thrills. It is good, but not "The Noose."
Seven reels.—W. >.'. Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair, la.

—General patronace.

THE HAUNTED HOUSE: Special cast—O. K.
Lots of laughs and scary scenes. Liked it here

—

fair business.—Charles H. Richelieu, Richelieu the-
atre, Bellefonte and Clearfield, Pa.—General patron-
age.

THE WRIGHT IDEA: Johnny Hines—December
18-19. Nothing to this. Story not much. Seven
reels.—C. A. Swiercinsky, Majestic theatre, Washing-
ton, Kan.—General patronage.

OUT OF THE RUINS: Richard Barthelmess—
Drags—too 6low. Women may like it. Fan business.
Charles H. Richelieu, Richelieu theatre, Bellefonte
and Clearfield, Pa.—General patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—As good a picture
as anyone could ask for, with Colleen Moore at her
best. The air raid in this picture is the best that
I have ever seen. A real picture from the fir6t

scene to the final fade-out. The picture was over-
sold and practically only grossed film rental. But
not the fault of the picture. Eleven reels.—M. F.
Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General
patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—50%. November
17-18. Good picture but too much like "Wings" to
follow after. Don't be afraid to step on it, it is

worth while. Twelve reels.—B. S. McCaskill, Ace
theatre. Lake Providence, La.—Small town patronage.

WATER FRONT: Mackaill-Mulhall—December 16.

Quite satisfactory comedy-drama. Seven reels.-—C. A.
Swiercinsky, Majestic theatre, Washington, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE WARE CASE: Special cast—Foreign picture,

made in England. Be sure you advertise it as such.

Not a bad picture.—Charles H. Richelieu, Richelieu

theatre, Bellefonte and Clearfield, Pa.—General pat-
ronage.

DO YOUR DUTY: Charlie Murray—Now then,
when we get ready to show burlesque to the family
trade, then we will be ready for such pictures as

this. Until then, this sort of rot is out. Anyone
with any intelligence will kick themselves for sitting

through this gosh darn thing.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

THE PRIVATE LIFE OF HELEN OF TROY:
Special cast—December 5. This was a total loss.

Grossed $5.50 the second night. Pass it up, it's a
lemon.—Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.
—Small town patronage.

THE LOVE MART: Billie Dove—O. K. after first

two reels—slow start, then good. Fan business.

—

Charles H. Richelieu, Richelieu theatre, Bellefonte

and Clearfield, Pa.—General patronage.

HOMEMADE: Johnny Hines—December 4-5. Good
program picture, but I can't get anybody to come
and see this guy. Seven reels.—William E. Tragsdorf,

Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patron-

age.

THE WHIP: Special cast—Not as good as the old

release, just fair. May get by as a program.—A.
Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.—General pat-

ronage.

LOST AT THE FRONT: Charles Murray—A very

good comedy of the "Cohens and Kellys" type with

George Sidney and Charlie Murray at their best.

Ran this on my 10-cent bargain night to a fs;r

sized crowd. Pleased all who came.—M. F. Bodwell,

Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

THE STRANGE CASE OF CAPTAIN RAMPER:
Special cast—December 9. Foreign picture with an

unusual theme. Not a particularly interesting title

and did not draw so good but pleased those who
came. We hope First National buys the rest of its

stories in America.—Carl W. Veseth, Palace theatre,

Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

PRINCE OF HEAD WAITERS: Lewis Stone-
December 16-17. A very fine picture. Photography

clear as a bell, settings high class, cast and story

good. Stone is a finished actor. Seven reels.—Wil-

liam E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—
Small town patronage.

/
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum
MUNCIE, IND., December 24th, 1928.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
This being the day before Christmas, and being 900 miles from home, would make a sorry

outlook for a joyous holiday were it not for the fact that we are visiting a cousin who in-

sisted on us spending Christmas with them, and the indications are that we are going to have
an enjoyable time. We don't know how Marie will enjoy the day, for she has one blowout
and a flat tire, but she is in a warm garage and that ought to help some.
We are in receipt of Christmas greetings from the office in the shape of a card about

twelve by sixteen inches with our picture at the top and surrounding it is a row of gazabos
looking at us.

We are unable to make out whether these ginks are a bunch of exhibitors or the office

force, as they are not labeled, and the expressions on their faces would indicate that they
are undecided as to whether we are a horsethief or just a plain nut. One of these pelicans

looks like Tragsdorf and another one resembles Eagle Eye Joe. We will have to compliment
the artist, whoever he is, on his ability to draw freaks. The cartoon impresses us as being
the handiwork of Bill Weaver (who keeps his cellar locked), and if he is the guilty party,

we would say that he has missed his calling—he should be drawing comic strips.

This card contains Christinas greetings and is signed by every member of the office force

from Eagle Eye Joe to Martin J. Quigley, and it brings to us more real joy than anything
else they could have done, for it assures us that we are still remembered, and remembrance
by such friends as those is beyond purchase by all the money in the world, for the respect

and esteem of friends cannot be bought, and we bow our head in reverence and say "Thank
God for friends."

* * »

We have seen more tombstones around theatres the past week than we have ever seen
before. Business has been terrible. We have not found a single theatre in all our travels,

outside of those in the larger cities having sound devices that has anywhere near paid film

expenses. This is natural, of course, before Christmas, but this past week has been worse
than anything we have ever encountered before.

Our observations have been that theatres in the smaller towns located within reasonable
driving distance of cities having sound equipment are up against a hard proposition, and we
can't get away from the conclusion that unless this equipment is placed within reach of

these smaller theatres, many of them will be forced to close. We have found many already
closed, and more are seriously considering closing. This may be a pessimistic view, but we
are reporting conditions just as they exist.

When thousands of the smaller theatres are forced out of business and the outlet for

product is confined to the city theatres, we are wondering what effect this will have on the

industry. The government is continually trying to open up additional markets for most of

our manufactured products and farm produce, but the film producers seem to be trying to

curtail the market and confine the buying of their goods to a few of the larger centers. In

other lines of endeavor it is considered that the larger the market the better the business,

but in the film industry the reverse seems to be the rule.

We called on a couple of theatremen recently in a town of 6.000, both of whom claimed
that they had not been able to make film expenses for the past six months, and they both
were considering closing unless conditions changed very soon. This has been the condition
in a number of other towns. Just how to account for this is what is puzzling these men.
Our theory is that there is, and has been for some time, a general letting down of the

{Continued on next page)

Fox
FAZIL: Special cast—40%. December 23-24. Some

didn't like it. Most of them did. Only fair box
office attraction. We paid too much.—Paul E. Ander-
son, Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont.—General pat-

ronage.

BLINDFOLDED: George O'Brien—Good picture

of its kind, but it is another gangster picture of

which we have too many. They're no good for

American youth. Business bad. Seven reels.—E. E.

Gailey. Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

THE RED DANCE: Dolores Del Rio—35%.
December 16-17-18. Good picture, Dolores Del
Rio is very good, as is Charles Farrell. Why
did the Fox officials use a Ford Whirlwind
monoplane in picturing the Russian revolution?

Ten reels.—Paul E. Anderson, Liberty theatre,

Kalispell, Mont,—General patronage.

ME, GANGSTER: Special cast—Just a fair offer-

ing.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Kussellville, Ky.

—

General patronage.

ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD: Special

cast—November 24. Fair box office attraction. Good
picture, well received.—Paul E. Anderson, Liberty

theatre, Kalispell, Mont.—General patronage.

DRY MARTINI: Special cast—They will walk
out on this one, it's rotten. Have not had one good
Bhow from Fox this season.—A. Mitchell, Dixie the-

atre, Russellville, Ky.—General patronage.

HELLO, CHEYENNE: Tom Mix—Poorest Mix to

date. Tom is sure slipping fast. Same old hokum.

—

Paul E. Anderson, Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont.

—

General patronage.

STREET ANGEL: Farrell-Gaynor—A few liked

it, but the majority said "Rotten," and that is what
I said "rotten." May suit over there but not over

here.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.

—

General patronage.

DAREDEVIL'S REWARD: Tom Mix—A fairly

good Mix picture. Business way below normal. Los-

ing drawing power here.—M. F. Bodwell, Paramount
theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

AS GOOD AS GOLD: Buck Jones—December 8.

Packed 'em in on this one. Jones is a box office

magnet here and he always kicks through with a

good action picture for the action fans.—Carl W.
Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.—General pat-

ronage.

PAINTED POST: Tom Mix—Just a good average

Western. Have had lots better pictures with this

star than this one. Pleased the U6ual amount of

Mix fans. Five reels.—M. F. Bodwell, Paramount
theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

THE WIZARD: Special cast—20%. Decem-
ber 14. A spooky picture that satisfied those

that were not scared.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

A HIGH SCHOOL HERO: Special cast—December
8. Fine feature—lots of laughs and a swell basket-

ball game.—Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka.

Mont.—Small town patronage.

THE COWBOY KID: Rex Bell—People seemed

to like this. Five reels.—Elmer E. Vosburgh, Tivoli

theatre, Mishawaka, Ind.—General patronage.

Gotham
THE RIVER WOMAN: Jacqueline Logan—Good

program picture of the Mississippi waterfront but it

hasn't much of a theme. Seven reels.—Edward Zorn,

Zorn theatre, Binkelman, Neb.—General patronage.

UNITED STATES SMITH: Si-ecial cast—Good

picture, good print, and the paper was attractive.

—

Dwight Grist, Theatorium theatre, Columbia Falls,
Mont.—General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
WEST OF ZANZIBAR: Lon Chaney—60%. De-

cember 18-19. This is a show that is extra good.
Some of the ladies did not think so, as it was too
gruesome. Fine acting by Chaney. Seven reels.

—

W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair, la.—General pat-
ronage.

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS: Monte
Blue—81%. December IL Very interesting and held
audience in nice shape. Those not liking this class

of picture advised they had no complaint to make,
as acting pleased them so well. Made good enter-
tainment.—Newman & Gordy, Ne-Go theatre, Toronto,
Kan.—General patronage.

NAPOLEON: Special cast—42%. Decem-
ber 16. A Gaumont production to stay away
from. A life history of Napoleon with a lot

of battle scenes, riots, insurrections, and what-
not, done in the usual "old-country" style*

Doubtless a great subject and is probably con-

sidered a great production somewhere, but we
can't see it. Much of it rather confusing, and
little of it to sustain the interest of a general

audience. Good print and some fine photog-

raphy. Eight reels.—Wolfe & Williams, Screen-

land theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE BABY CYCLONE: Cody-Pringle—This is a

funny joke. Story in which the woman' likes the

dog better than her husband. Did not please. It's

silly.—C. A. Swiercinsky, Majestic theatre, Wash-
ington, Kan.—General patronage.

FOUR WALLS: Special cast—50%. December 12-

13. A mighty good picture. Gave good satisfaction.

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—Very
good picture that pulled and pleased. Lon Chaney

looked like himself and it seems good to see him

that way. Not extra for Sunday in the small towns.

Too much gun play. Nine short reels.—E. E. Gailey,

Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.—General patronage.

DETECTIVES: Dane-Arthur—November 30-Decem-

ber 1. A fair Saturday night picture. A few gags

that were not exactly spotless. Too much smut.

Six reels.—W. L. Hill, Orpheum theatre. Rock Valley,

la.—Small town patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Joan Crawford-
One of the best pictures of the year. Business very

poor. Weather bad, but it pleased 100 per cent for

those that did venture out. Nine reels.—M. F. Bod-

well, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

THE CARDBOARD LOVER: Marion Davies—

A

very good program picture, pleased everyone. Box

office returns good. Eight reels.—W. L. Hill, Or-

pheum theatre. Rock Valley, la.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE CARDBOARD LOVER: Marion Davies

—89%. November 27. Dandy good picture.

Good characters. If you want to please your

patrons, just buy this one—and will say that

we bought it right. Therefore we were pleased

as well as our patrons. Eight reels.—Newman
& Gordy, Ne-Go theatre, Toronto, Kan.—Gen-

eral patronage.

BEAU BROADWAY: Cody-Pringle—A fair pro-

gram picture. Pleased very well. Ran this on my
10-cent bargain night. Seven reels.—M. F. Bodwell,

Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

MLLE. FROM ARMENTIERS : Special cast—

A

good light war comedy. We expected a lemon and

it wasn't bad at all.—J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,

Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

THE SMART SET: William Haines—As good as

any of Haines'. Poor business, but not the picture's

fault. Six reels.—B. E. Fahrney, Electric theatre,

Curtis, Neb.—Small town patronage.

QUALITY STREET: Marion Davies—This picture

reminds me of some little child playing Miss, Mrs,

and Mr. So and So and making mud cakes for

amusement.—Walter Odom, Sr., Dixie theatre, Durant,

Miss.—General patronage.

THE THIRTEENTH HOUR: Lionel Barrymore

—

December 6; A fair program picture.—Carl W.
Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.—General pat-

ronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—30%. De-

cember 12-13. Keaton's best picture. If he pulls

them in for you, get behind it, as it will satisfy.

But he means nothing here at the gate. Seven reels.

—E. C. Arehart, Auditorium theatre, Laurel, Neb.

—

General patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—Good comedy,

but Keaton will not get them in for us.—Charles H.
Richelieu, Richelieu theatre, Bellefontr n?»J Clearfield,

Pa.—General patronage.
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Paramount
MANHATTAN COCKTAIL: Special cast—Decem-

ber 4. An old theme but it went over big in its

new dress. There are many scenes in this silent

version that are mere excess baggage but which no
doubt enchance the sound version a great deal. I

would class this as A-No. 1. up-to-date entertainment.

Eight reels.—A. J. Sass, Star theatre. Willow Springs,

Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE WOMAN* FROM MOSCOW : Pola Negri
—December 5. This picture drew a fair crowd.
Patrons made the comment that picture was
fair, and the music (Russian music on Photo-
tone) was wonderful. Even at that, had quite

a few walkouts.—Carl W. Veseth, Palace the-

atre, Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

VARSITY: Buddy Rogers—November 13. This
is good entertainment, and Conklin is the whole
show. Better than the average picture. Eight reels.

—A. J. Sass, Star theatre. Willow Springs, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

THE FLEET'S IN: Clara Bow—50%. December
11-12. A picture up to Clara Bow's standard. Hope
she will make some more as good. Seven reels.—B. S.

HcCaskill, Ace theatre. Lake Providence, La.—Small
town patronage.

THE FLEET'S IN: Clara Bow—December 8. This
is great. Drew a big house on a stormy night.

If this small town is any criterion, exhibitors will

make plenty of money on this picture. The Bow
fans will eat this up. Eight reels.—A. J. Sass, Star
theatre. Willow Springs, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE WEDDING MARCH: Erich Von Stroheim—
Possibly Erich von Stroheim is a genius. My defi-

nition of a genius: "A dreamer of dreams who is

able to execute those dreams lor the benefit of his

fellow men." Can you imagine a sweet dream like

this picture? To me it would be a horrible night-
mare. At the box office it proved a scarecrow.

—

O. F. Glass, McCook Amusement Company. McCook.
Neb.-—General patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE : Wallace Beery—Something
unusual from Beery. Patrons were expecting some-
thing comical, but is a fair picture. Print far too
dark. Eight reels.—Edward Zorn, Zorn theatre, Bin-
kelman. Neb.—General patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE: Wallace Beery—»0%. No-
vember 22. Best thing Beery has done yet. A real

picture.—B. S. McCaskill, Ace theatre. Lake Provi-
dence, La.—Small town patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE : Wallace Beery—October 9

This is just a fair program picture. Takes up too
much time getting anywhere, but at that had many
favorable comments. It's no special. Eight reel6.

—

A. J. Sass, Star theatre. Willow Springs, Mo.—Small
town patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE : Wallace Beery—It would be
unfair to give a percentage on this picture, especially
in this season. Every one liked the picture and ap-
preciated Wallace Beery in a serious part. Seven
reels.—Elmer E. Vosburgh. Tivoli theatre, Mishawaka,
Ind.—General patronage.

DOCKS OF NEW YORK: George Bancroft—Good
Bancroft picture but a little too deep for some to
understand. Not a Sunday picture, nor one for
children. But adults will get some kick out of it.

Eight reel6.—Edward Zorn. Zorn theatre, Binkelman,
Neb.—General patronage.

MOHAN OF THE MARINES: Richard Dix—

A

program picture, that's all.—J. L. Seiter, Selma thea-
tre, Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

HOT NEWS: Bebe Daniels—December 15. This is

extra good, has comedy, thrills and lots of action. If

you have a Daniels following, they will like it. Seven
reels.—A. J. Sass. Star theatre. Willow Springs, Mo.
—Small town patronage.

LOVES OF AN ACTRESS: Pola Negri—35%.
December 15. One of those ancient settings that they
just won't come out to see. As for the picture, the
acting is very good. Personally I like the acting of
Pola Negri, but her stories have been such that 6he
is no drawing card with the majority of picture-
goers. Eight reels.—Paul B. Hoffman. Legion thea-
tre, Holyrood, Kans.—Small town patronage.

WARMING UP: Richard Dix—November 27. Our
patrons received more enjoyment out of this picture
than any we have shown in a long time. The base-
ball scenes are great and the director certainly knew
his baseball, as the fans ate it up. People who
never saw a baseball game will like this too. Eight
reels.—A. J. Sass. Star theatre, Willow Springs, Mo.—Small town patronage.

FORGOTTEN FACES: Clive Brook—This picture
was sold to us for a special, and while it is a real
good show, I was disappointed somewhat in this fa-
vorite star of mine. He did not seem to demand
the power and respect in this picture that he usually
does in all other plays I have 6een him in. although
his expression and commanding love scenes cannot
help but please his audience. And I tell you we
surely need good pictures nowadays to draw them

J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum
{Continued from preceding page)

public's interest in motion pictures. People seem to be indifferent; they seem to have lost

that spirit of enthusiasm that was at one time manifest throughout the entire country.
How to remedy this is the problem that confronts the industry today.

* • •

We doubt if good pictures can be made and sold for any less money than they are today.

Good pictures do not seem to solve the problem, although it is a great help. We recently

visited a theatre that had just finished a three-day run of "THE KING OF KINGS," and the

operator told us that he lost money on the picture each day he ran it.

Exploitation does not bring the answer. We have seen many small theatres that expended
more in exploitation than they took in at the box office. About the only theatres we find

in the smaller towns that are holding their own are those that can play Sundays, and a

business that only pays one day of the week and loses the other six days is not a very
paying business, and those that cannot play Sundays are fast going out of the business.

Eastern Indiana seems to be about the worst off with respect to poor business of any
territory we have visited recently. The crop condition is fairly good, the factories seem
to be running full time in most place:-, and general business conditions do not seem to be
so bad, and yet attendance at the theatres is something terrible, so one must look for the
solution somewhere else. We can't account for conditions. The small theatres are playing
as good pictures as are played in the larger houses, and in many instances are playing
them ahead of the city theatres, and yet the attendance is gradually falling off. If someone
will point out a remedy he will make the greatest Christmas offering he could possibly
bestow.

« * *

Last week we called on Bill Brenner, who operates the Cozy theatre at Winchester,
Ind., and we did not know that he was the son of Jink Brenner, whom we used to coon
watermelons with back in 1879 in Newton county, Ind.. until we called on a friend at

Bluffton who advised us of this fact. We hope that the next time Bill sees his dad that

he will inform him of this fact and will give him our kindest regards, and we wish him
to say also that we still maintain that there was many a missing watermelon laid at our
door for which we were not responsible—we always took ours out to the woodshed—and
that the Christmas spirit impels us to forgive him for taking our girl home from the spelling

school that night.
* • •

When we haven't anything of importance to write about, as is the case today, and since

we are supposed to fill just so much space, we feel the urge to break into poetry. This,

we realize, will be tough on the reader, hut there are some of you that we have it in for

and we know of no better way to get even with you. and since this is Christmas and even
father has quit work, we are going to close this by saying

—

Since Christmas comes but once a year
Let everyone feel gay:

But to guzzle whiskey, wine and beer
Is not the proper way

—

What we should do is keep in mind
That Christ brought jov to all mankind.

J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD-WORLD man.

P. S.—The HERALD-WORLD covers the field like an April shower.

out to see our shows. They have got so much amuse-
ments at home, first in the radios, which most every

family has. And now they are almost perfect, so

simple in operation that they can get any kind of a
program they want, and I notice the daily newspapers
are saying that the radios are keeping more people

from shows nowadays than anything else. So we
must call on our picture producers to help us. We
exhibitors have got to get the proper amusements at

our theatres to interest our audiences and make our

places attractive. We cannot go down : we have

too much invested to even think of such a thing.

Eight reels.—Walter Odom & Sons, Dixie theatre.

Durant, Miss.—General patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—Well produced,

acting great, but a fiop at the box office.—J. L.

Seiter. Selma theatre. Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—20%. December
15- 16. Good picture if they knew whatell it was all

about, while a few liked it. Twelve reels.—B. S.

McCaskill, Ace theatre. Lake Providence, La.—Small

town patronage.

THE MATING CALL: Thomas Meighan—Decem-
ber 5-6. Very good feature, with interesting story

and good photography. Seven reels.—Edward Zorn,

Zorn theatre, Binkelman, Neb.—General patronage.

THE MATING CALL: Thomas Meighan—Decem-
ber 1. Good pictu.-e. Everyone liked it. You can

count on Rex Beach -lories.—Paul E. Anderson, Lib-

erty theatre, Kalispe . Mont.—General patronage.

TAKE ME HOME: Bebe Daniels—35%. December
16- 17. Just a fair p; gram picture. Bebe slipping

here as a drawing card. Six reels.—E. C. Arehart,

Auditorium theatre. Laurel, Neb.—General patron-

age.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—November 12-13.

Just a fair program jicture. No better than the

average Zane Grey picture. Really not a special, but
sold as one.—Edward Zorn, Zorn theatre, Binkelman,
Neb.—General patronage.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—A good program
picture. Zane Grey story ; good for Saturdays.—J. L.

Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—Indeed a very good pic-

ture and did real business on it in a snowstorm.
Enjoyed very much by all—and yet they all say
they are tired of war pictures! Fifteen reels.

—

Edward Zorn, Zorn theatre, Binkelman, Neb.

—

General patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—Great picture that pulled

fair, but too long. The chickens were crowing each
morning when we got home. Let's kill the next guy
that goes over ten reels. J-C. use your hatchet. Fif-

teen reels.—E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
—General patronage.

THE LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED: Cooper-
Wray—A very good airplane war story. Pleased.

—

J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.—General
patronage.

MODELS FROM MONTMARTE : Nita Naldi—Just
one of those things pushed on the exhibitors to make
life more miserable for both his patrons and himself.

Six reels.—Elmer E. Vosburgh, Tivoli theatre, Misha-
waka, Ind.—General patronage.

PARTNERS IN CRIME: Beery-Hatton—A better

story, so they were given a chance to get off their

old stuff, which was getting to be a bore. This one
is good. Book it : it will please. Seven reels.

—

Arno G. Weigang, Community theatre, Kenedy, Tex.

—Small town patronage.

PARTNERS IN CRIME: Beery-Hatton—52%. De-
cember 17. This was literally a "crying" success.

The tear bomb scenes at the close of this picture had
our patrons laughing until they cried too. This is
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"They Should Know by Now "

To the Editor:

Now that we exhibitors (most of us) have written up for the HERALD-WORLD what the

different pictures did for us—and I do believe every exhibitor told his story with honest
convictions, not through any prejudice whatever to any producer—/ believe every theatre
owner who has written his views about pictures had in his heart a hope) that this writeup
would have some weight with the picture producers or those who pass on all pictures, to

make them better and more American-like.

We all know there are lots of pictures we have to play that will not make us rental be-

cause the names of the pictures in the first place have no meaning, and in lots of them what
meaning they do have, there are foreign characters, Napoleon-style, and acting and lotsl of
other fill-in stuff which we Americans don't like. And we don't care to study their meanings.

Now all these years most of us have been writing our views, etc.. on all pictures we have
played. For almost twelve years I have been writing and reading these writeups and it does
not seem that we have helped matters much, for our line of pictures are still coming to us,

day by day, year in and year out, in the same old way.

Now, I think it is time for tJie producers to know our wants and to know what group of
pictures to line up for our localities and let them instruct their booking agencies along this

line. They should know by now what line of pictures would suit best us small town
exhibitors.

WALTER ODOM, SR.,
Dixie Theatre, Durant, Miss.

about the most entertaining picture this pair has

made. Seven reels.—H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre,

Bath, S. C—Small town patronage.

RED HAIR: Clara Bow—A real good picture, but

she has made better pictures since, 60 it didn't show
up so well.—Arno G. Weigang, Community theatre,

Kenedy, Tex.—Small town patronage.

SAWDUST PARADISE: Esther Ralston—We played

this Saturday night with a two-reel comedy, "Bargain
Hunt," to a very small crowd on account of bad
weather and lots of bad colds raging in our little city

and all around us. Both the picture and comedy are

exceptionally good. Six reels.—Walter Odom & Sons,

Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss.—General patronage.

OPEN RANGE: Special cast—40%. December 15.

Zane Grey Western, very good picture, print good.

Small house on account of flu. Six reels.—H. B.

Osborn, Community theatre, Mt. Hope, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

NEVADA: Gary-Cooper—December 15-16. A Zane
Grey picture. Much better than the ordinary run of

Westerns. These always bring the business. Seven
reels.—C. E. Holt, Legion theatre, Elmwood, Wi6.—

-

Small town patronage.

SOMETHING ALWAYS HAPPENS: Esther Ral-

ston—30%. December 16. A snowstorm cut our at-

tendance, but the picture more than pleased those

who came out. It is a real picture, with comedy and
plenty of mystery. If they don't like this they won't

like anything you can give them. Five reels.—Paul B.

Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

SERVICE FOR LADIES: Adolphe Menjou—38%.
December 15. Dandy program feature. Best we have
ever seen from this star. Clean and interesting.

Nice clear photography. Fair print. Not much busi-

ness, as Menjou has no following with us, but the

picture pleased all that saw it. Seven reels.—Wolfe
& Williams, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small

town patronage.

SHANGHAI BOUND: Richard Dix—62%. Decem-
ber 10. Suspense, comedy, fighting on a Chinese

river. What more would one want for an after-

noon's entertainment? An excellent picture. Six

reels.—H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.

—Small town patronage.

THE ROUGH RIDERS: Special cast—A good pic-

ture. Will do well with most any audience. It was
made near here and drew especially well here. Could

have been made in a few less reels. Ten reels.-

—

Arno G. Weigang, Community theatre, Kenedy, Tex.

—Small town patronage.

SPEEDY: Harold Lloyd—The best of all Lloyds.

Will please any kind of audience, and my patrons all

liked it. Seven reels.—Arno G. Weigang, Community
theatre, Kenedy, Tex.—Small town patronage.

Pathe-P D C
KING OF KINGS: Special cast—Very good. Mar-

velously produced. In my opinion a far better pro-

duction than "Wings," yet falling far below it at the

box office. A picture that absolutely no one should

miss. Played December 12-13-14. Twelve reels.

—

Edward Zorn, Zorn theatre, Binkelman, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

POWER: William Boyd—Good picture, with plenty

of comedy-relief. It pleased those who came on a

nasty day just before Christmas. Business not very

good. Seven reels.—E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre,
Wayne, Neb.—General patronage.

CHICAGO: Special cast—Personally thought it

pretty good, but they don't like this kind of stuff
here. Good print.—Dwight Grist, Theatorium theatre,
Columbia Falls, Mont.—General patronage.

KING OF KINGS: Special cast—December 3.

Below zero weather caused a decided loss on this

wonderful picture. It hasn't the appeal of "Ben
Hur," but it's splendid. I would like to rebook
it and get out of the red. Twelve reels.—Frank
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.

THE NIGHT FLYER: William Boyd—December
13-14. If you are living in a railroad town this

might please. Seven reels.—William E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patron-
age.

FORBIDDEN LOVE: Lili Damita—Did not draw.
Theme worn out and we were not crazy over it our-

selves, although acting was fair, but lots of drawn-
out necking. Mush I Seven reels.—E. E. Gailey,

Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.—General patronage.

DESERT OF THE LOST: Wally Wales—December
15. Good little Western for Saturday night. Five
reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

HOLD 'EM, YALE: Rod La Rbcque—This is a
humdinger. Some of the people that saw it are still

laughing. The hero's appearance at the football game
at the last moment is far-fetched, but the rest of the

story is so good they overlook this.—Dwight Grist,

Theatorium theatre, Columbia Falls, Mont.—General
patronage.

THE BLUE DANUBE: Leatrice Joy—17%. De-
cember 13. Basketball and snow kept people away.
However, this is a good drama. Seven reels.—Mrs.

Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.

—

General patronage.

MAN MADE WOMAN : Special cast—Pathe wasted

a lot of time when they made this. Doesn't compare
with some of the star's (Leatrice Joy) other pictures.

—Dwight Grist, Theatorium theatre, Columbia Falls,

Mont.—General patronage.

Rayart
ON THE STROKE OF TWELVE: David Torrence

—Picture was well liked and bought right. Six reels.

—-Elmer E. Vosburgh, Tivoli theatre, Mishawaka, Ind.

—General patronage.

United Artists

REVENGE: Dolores Del Rio—Fair picture. No
business. Lacks comedy and dressed-up scenes.

Pleases men who like outdoor pictures.—Charles H.
Richelieu, Richelieu theatre, Bellefonte and Clearfield,

Pa.—General patronage.

RAMONA: Dolores Del Rio—Really the only

United Artists picture I ever mad' money with. And
how 1 Music should not be ov< .ooked, as it helps

immensely.—C. A. Swiercin6kj , Majestic theatre,

Washington, Kan.—General pat -onage.

RESURRECTION: Special <,' st—A very good pic-

ture from the famous novel.—J. L. Seiter, Selma
theatre, Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

MY BEST GIRL: Mary Pickford—December 3-4.

Good entertainment. Not as jood as "Through the

Back Door," which I played more than seven years
ago. Nine reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags thea-
tre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

COLLEGE: Buster Keaton—Very good comedy
from Buster, but one like this will last three months
for comedy entertainment. Six reels.—Edward Zorn,
Zorn theatre, Binkelman, Neb.—General patronage.

TOPSY AND EVA: Duncan Sisters—December
9-10. Didn't see this one, but from the many good
reports I had on it I would say they liked it. Seven
reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

Universal
ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY: Special cast—

25%. December 18-19. Fair program offering. Bet-
ter than the average we have had from Universal so
far this season, but did no business on it. Did not
quite make expenses, due to cost of china premiums.
Not much action until the last reel or so, and not
as much humor as we expected. Good print and
average Universal photography. Seven reels.—Wolfe
& Williams, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small
town patronage.

HOT HEELS: Glenn Tryon—O. K. farce comedy.
Tryon is getting better with every picture he makes.
—Dwight Grist, Theatorium theatre, Columbia Falls,

Mont.—General patronage.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: Special cast—November
15-16-17. A 100 per cent special, with unlimited
drawing power. A picture that pleased everyone.
Pictures of this type will never be old. Eleven reels,

—W. L. Hill, Orpheum theatre, Rock Valley, la.

—

Small town patronage.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: This department ought
to be called "What the Picture Did to Me" when you
report on "Uncle Tom." Uncle Carl wants a half

interest in your left eye and a mortgage on your
hope of heaven before he'll sell you this. My folks

have been "Uncle Tommed" to death by traveling

troupes and they stayed away in large numbers. The
picture is good entertainment, but my folks said it

deviated from the story. The Tom Mix rescue of

Eliza brought a laugh. Eleven reels.—Dwight Grist,

Theatorium theatre, Columbia Falls, Mont.—General
patronage.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: Special cast—15%. De-
cember 5-6-7. Poorest business of any special in

many years. Universal got more than we took in.

Be careful.—Paul E. Anderson, Liberty theatre, Kali-

spell, Mont.—General patronage.

TENDERFOOT HERO: Bunk I Get the hook.—
Wolfe & Williams, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.

—

Small town patronage.

DESERT DUST: Ted Wells—44%. December 15.

A good Western. Drew better than on an average

Saturday. Five reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem
theatre, Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

THE FOREIGN LEGION: Special cast—50%. De-
cember 16-17. This is a splendid entertainment.

Fine story. Star and cast extra good. Gave good
satisfaction.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

CLEARING THE TRAIL: Hoot Gibson—Just an-

other good Hoot Gibson picture. Hoot plays the ten-

derfoot part for awhile. Six reels.—Edward Zorn,

Zorn theatre, Binkelman, Neb.—General patronage.

PRICE OF FEAR: Bill Cody—December 16.

Double-billed this with Metro's "Napoleon," and both

of them together didn't make a good program. Suf-

fered a number of walk-outs on both features and
took a lot of razzing. This is better than the last

five-reel thriller we had, but is certainly not a good
Sunday offering under any conditions. Small picture

of the underworld variety. Good print and mostly
fair photography. Five reels.—Wolfe & Williams,

Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patron-

age.

GUARDIANS OF THE WILD: Rex—Suitable for

Saturdays.—J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.

Warner Bros.

STATE STREET SADIE : Special cast—A great

gang or crime picture, and it is one of the best

offered this year. However, I would say Colum-
bia's "Stool Pigeon" is the better of the two.

But this is a fast moving crime picture, with
some splendid comedy thrown in that makes it

very, very good. I think most movie patrons
will like it.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Win-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

HUSBANDS FOR RENT: Special cast—Just an-

other lemon like five out of every six the Warner
programs are. No story. No directing. Just film.

Six reels.—Edward Zorn, Zorn theatre, Binkelman,
Neb.—General patronage.
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"My Favorite Players" Contest

BALLOT: for voting in the Herald-World's 1928-29 contest to determine who are the fa-

vorite male and feminine screen players of exhibitors and the members of their immediate fami-

lies. Choices are to be made on any basis the voter chooses.

Voter's Name Above
Chosen Players' Names

,

Feminine Player

Male Player
,

Theatre , Town

MAIL to Exhibitors Herald-World, "My Favorite Players" Contest, 407 So. Dearborn, Chicago, 111.

PAY AS YOU ENTER: Special cast—December 12.

This was simply awful. I ran it one night and vol-

untarily had a dark house the second night. Why
did they make it? Why did they sell it? I'm way
ahead in prestige through closing the second night.

Six reels.—Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka,

Mont.—Small town patronage.

THE SILVER SLAVE: Irene Rich—Just another

lemon. Irene does some good acting for other com-
panies, but she's a flop with Warners. Six reels.

—

Edward Zorn, Zorn theatre, Binkelman, Neb.—General

patronage.

State Rights
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS: Lewis Stone—50%.

December 8. Picture pleased. Six reels.—E. B. Co-

nant, Charkarohen Hall, Lincoln, N. H.—Small town
patronage.

Serials

TARZAN THE MIGHTY: (Universal) Special cast

—Getting better all the time, but don't see the people

flocking in. Guess they are all too poor here. Fif-

teen chapters.—Wolfe & Williams, Screenland theatre.

Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

Short Features
COLUMBIA

WINNIE'S VACATION: Pleased everyone.—W. L.

Hill, Orpheum theatre. Rock Valley, la.—Small town
patronage.

EDUCATIONAL

FANDANGO: Lupino Lane—Lupino seems to get

the laughs. This is what we classed as one of his

best.—Newman & Gordy, Ne-Go theatre, Toronto,

Kan.

GOODY BIRDS: Charlie Bowers—This is a ecream.

More new stunts in this than any comedy we have
used for some time.—C E. Holt, Legion theatre,

Elmwood, Wis.—Small town patronage.

HIS PRIVATE LIFE : Good. Two reels.—Elmer
E. Vosburgh. Tivoli theatre, Mishawaka, Ind.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE LITTLE RUBE: Dorothy Devore—A comedy
that's different and it's a good one.—C. A. Swiercin-

sky. Majestic theatre, Washington, Kan.—General
patronage.

RED HOT BULLETS: Beet comedy I have seen

for some time. Eddie Quillan gets lots of laughs.

He is well liked by my patrons and a good help to

the box office also.—K. Vaveris, Grand theatre.

Mount Pleasant. Pa.—General patronage.

FBO
FAMILY MEAL TICKET: Toots and Casper Se-

ries—Absolutely a waste of celluloid. Two reels.

—

E. C. Arehart, Auditorium theatre. Laurel, Neb.

—

General patronage.

JESSIE JAMES: This "Racing Blood" series of

comedies is good and pleases everyone.—W. L. Hill,

Orpheum theatre, Rock Valley, la.—Small town pat-

ronage.

MICKEY COMEDIES: These comedies sure please

the kids, and the grown-ups don't object to them.
—E. B. Conant, Charkarohen-Hall, Lincoln, N. H.

—

Small town patronage.

MICKEY'S MOVIES: Mickey McGuire—A good
comedy for children.—W. L. Hill, Orpheum theatre.

Rock Valley, la.—Small town patronage.

FOX
ELEPHANT'S ELBOWS: A very good comedy.—

C. A. Swiereinsky, Majestic theatre, Washington, Kan.
—General patronage.

FOX VARIETIES: These are good and educa-

tional.—S. B. Conant, Charkarohen-Hall, Lincoln, N.
H.—Small town patronage.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
ALL PARTS : Charley Chase—A good comedy ; the

best Chase I have had.—W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre,

Adair, la.—General patronage.

EVERY BUDDY HAPPY: A good furtny comedy.
—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—General patronage.

THE FAMILY GROUP: Nothing to this one. Two
reels of celluloid gone blah.—W. L. Hill, Orpheum
theatre, Rock Valley, la.—General patronage.

RAINY DAYS: A very good comedy, but more
for children.—W. L. Hill, Orpheum theatre. Rock
Valley, la.—Small town patronage.

SHOULD MARRIED MEN GO HOME: A mud-
throwing comedy. Funny.—Bert Silver, Silver Fam-
ily theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

SOUP TO NUTS: Laurel-Hardy—Just good enough

that it put the whole show over. Very funny—C. A.

Swiereinsky, Majestic theatre, Washington, Kan.

—

General patronage.

WE FAW DOWN: Laurel-Hardy—Very good,

pleased all, and then some. Played with "While the

City Sleeps."—E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne,
Neb.—General patronage.

Welcome
Another new contributor is enrolled

this week—D. D. Carter of the Kilmar-

nock Theatre Corporation, operating the

Fairfax theatre in Kilmarnock, Va.

"We have joined the army of reporters

on pictures," writes Brother Carter, "and

hope to do a bit of service from time to

time. I suppose we belong to the General

Patronage class, as our town is very small

and most of our patrons come from the

country round about."

To Carter a hearty welcome is extended,

and it goes without saying that all exhibi-

tors will benefit from his reported experi-

ences. His first report is as follows:

UNITED ARTISTS Ramona: Dolores Del

Rio. 100 per cent. Nov. 21-22. All the good
and beautiful things other exhibitors have said

of this picture ar« true. Packed our house both
nights and pleased everyone. Charming beyond
words.—The General: Buster Keaton. Dec. 14.

Fair, pleased the children most. Not nearly as

good as "Steamboat Bill Jr.," yet it drew well

and patrons were pleased.

FIRST NATIONAL The Wright Idea : Johnny
Hines. Good entertainment, well liked by those

who Baw it. Small attendance on account of

heavy snow.
WARNER BROTHERS Old San Francisco:

Dolores Costellc Dec. 12-13. This is a special,

a 6ne big plc^. that was well liked. This
star has many t ^nds here. The earthquake
scenes were praised by many.
FOX Arizona Wildcat: Tom Mix. Djc. 15.

A good picture thai went over well with our
Saturday night crowd- Nothing rough in this

one, some comedy. M-.ny said it was fine.

WE FAW DOWN: Laurel-Hardy—If this one does
not suit, it can't be done, for it has a million laughs.

The best comedy I have had in the past few seasons.

—W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair, la.—General
patronage.

PARAMOUNT
BELIEVE IT OR NOT: Good comedy, chorus girls

and everything.—E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne,
Neb.—General patronage.

FIGHTING FANNY: Jack Duffy—Very good. Two
reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Green-
river, Utah.—General patronage.

HORSE SHY: Everett Horton—Good; lots of

laughs for the patrons. Two reels.—Elmer E. Vos-
burgh, Tivoli theatre, Mishawaka, Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

KOKO THE KOP : Inkwell Imps—Neat little filler.

Good print.—Wolfe & Williams, Screenland theatre,

Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

STOP KIDDING: Bobby Vernon—This is a good
one.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage,

SWISS MOVEMENTS: Jimmy Adams—My first

one and I am well pleased. A good, clean two-reeler.

—Arno G. Weigang, Community theatre, Kenedy,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

PATHE

THE BICYCLE FLIRT: Good comedy; laughs

aplenty.—Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka,

Mont.—Small town patronage.

CAMPUS CARMEN: Here is a peach of a com-

edy ; out of the ordinary. Biggest part in technicolor

and it pleased all. Best for a long time.—E. E.

Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

MODESTY SHOP: Fair comedy.—Bert Silver, Sil-

ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

A ONE MAMMA MAN: Charley Chase—Another
good one from Charley Chase. Two reels.—Mrs.

Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.

—

General patronage.

RUN, GIRL, RUN: A fair comedy; print in poor

condition.—C. E. Holt, Legion theatre, Elmwood, Wis.

—Small town patronage.

SMITH'S COUSIN: Every Smith comedy is a
winner.—Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka,

Mont.—Small town patronage.

TAXI SCANDAL: Just a comedy, that's all.

—

E. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.—General

patronage.

UNIVERSAL

THE COLLEGIANS: The best comedies on the

market. Sure packs them in.—W. L. Hill, Orpheum
theatre, Rock Valley, la.—General patronage.

OSWALD THE RABBIT: All of these rabbit pic-

tures are good.—E. B. Conant, Charkarohen-Hall,

Lincoln, N. H.—Small town patronage.

SOUTH POLE FLIGHT: Oswald—Good cartoon.

Nice filler for variety.—Wolfe & Williams, Screen-

land theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

THAT'S THAT: Good. Two reels.—Elmer E. Vos-

burgh, Tivoli theatre, Mishawaka, Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

WATCH GEORGE: Fair. Two reels.—Elmer E.

Vosburgh, Tivoli theatre, Mishawaka, Ind.—General

patronage.
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700 Educators Cooperate with Industry in

Training Voices for Audiens
SEVEN hundred educators are returning to their colleges in all parts of

the nation this week with a direct plea from their leaders for active

cooperation with the motion picture industry, particularly in the field

of the talking picture.

Lectures on the new school of motion
picture technic, launched at the University
of Southern California at the request of

the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences at Hollywood, were given Satur-
day, December 29, at the Oakland Square
theatre, Chicago, and supported by several

dialogue pictures showing the development
of speech training for the new type produc-
tion.

Dean R. K. Immel of the school of speech
of the University of Southern California,

and Prof. W. R. MacDonald, head of the
department of dramatics, prophesied that
the socalled talking picture is here to stay
and that the four-year course in technic
will help develop for the audien an art of
its own, with its own personnel.

Prof. J. P. Ryan of Grinnell, president of
the National Association of Teachers of

Speech, presided at the sessions of the asso-
ciation at the Stevens hotel and at the
demonstration at the Oakland Square
theatre.

Freshman Already Busy
Freshmen already are taking the pre-

liminary courses of the motion picture
school, which was founded following a long
period of intensive survey at the studios by
Professor MacDonald. Seniors will be ap-
prenticed to the studios, after having spe-
cialized in their final two years at the
university. Specialists in cinematography
will concentrate their work in the physics
subjects, laboratory students in the chem-
istry courses, and the like.

With a refined form of the Telegraphone,
tests already are being made on the voices
of actors and already considerable progress
has been made. First was Anita Page, who
had had no stage speaking experience, and
the improvement made was both notable
and astounding, the educators said.

It was a new idea for the motion picture
to go to the schools for help, Professor
MacDonald informed the convention. He
told of the formation of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences and its

development, with the naming of the com-
mittee on practical cooperation with the
university in establishment of a motion pic-

ture course.

"On that committee were Milton Sifts,

Douglas Fairbanks, Conrad Nagel and
others," Professor MacDonald said. "A first

step was adoption of a plan to place some-
one in the industry from the university to

determine what courses should be taught.
I was placed in the studios. They insisted
that there be a complete four-year course,
not a diploma mill.

week. On aesthetics the lecturers will in-

clude Dr. Von Kleinschmidt, president of

the university, Dr. Kate Gordon and
William DeMille; history, D. W. Griffith,

Frank Woods and Mary Pickford; business
and administration, Mike Levy, production
head of United Artists, and Louis B. Mayer,
vice-president in charge of production at

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Lecturers repre-
senting the actors will include James Cruze
and King Vidor. Following the lectures
there will be discussions, with apparatus
already on hand for studying the voice in

motion pictures. Likewise a reference
library has been arranged.

"I had been on the M G M lot for six
months, with Harry Rapf, associate pro-
ducer, cooperating with me in my survey,
before the socalled sound picture problem
arose. Before that, the motion picture in-

dustry had been at a standstill.

"I have se.en the sound stages in con-
struction. They are in themselves abso-
lutely vibrationless. I saw the pits for
foundations dug eighteen feet deep. Then
was built a concrete foundation three feet

thick, then 18 inches of cork and rubber,
next three more feet of concrete, and so on.
The floor was built of concrete, for the first

time."
Dean Immel declared that the Academy

was not organized for teaching, as the name
might suggest.

"The possibilities of the Academy are
very, very great," he said. "It is the most
significant movement to us in the history
of the industry. There are those in the
studios who are interested in the artistic

side. There are those who are not. One
leader said that the aim of the motion pic-

ture was to furnish entertainment; if it had
art he wouldn't hold that against it. They
don't apologize for being in it to make
money. But the Academy is not in it for
profit.

"Are talking pictures permanent or just
a fad? I believe they are permanent. I

don't believe there is any question about it.

Those opposed probably are actuated by in-

adequate reproduction or by their own
desires. Sometimes the sound seems to
have come through a barrel. But you must
remember that they're in the same situation
as the silent film was years ago. At United
Artists and at M G M, for example, pictures
just made with the voice reproduced are so
far ahead of those you have heard that you
scarcely would believe the same apparatus
was used. The difficulty is that the ap-

Two Years in Specializing

"It was decided that the first two years
consist of cultural courses as for other pro-
fessions, the last two to be for specializing.

Those who were to study cinematography,
for example, would be placed in the physics
department, those studying laboratory tech-
nique in the chemistry department, those
taking scenario work in the English depart-
ment, and so on.

"The need of a practical tieup was antici-

pated. Senior students in their last semester
will be taken into the studios as appren-
tices. If they prove satisfactory they need
not worry about jobs. Freshmen now are
taking the course and a survey course will

start next semester.
"There will be two hours of lectures a

"The Four Feathers" to Be
Released Without Dialogue

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—Announce-
ment from Jesse Lasky is that "The
Four Feathers" will be released with
sound and music synchronization
only. " 'The Four Feathers' will be
released in its natural form," said Mr.
Lasky. "Dialogue can augment the
dramatic passages of, nany subjects
but it certainly canr.ot help, and it

might impair a production of such
sweeping action anr emotion as this

story."

paratus thus far has been made for radio
and phonograph.
"Speech is much harder to reproduce than

music. The high frequencies are the
reason. Consonants and sibilants particu-
larly give great difficulty. Yet tremendous
progress is being made.

Three Types of Recording

"There are three types of recording. One
is the wax recording phonograph device,

as Vitaphone. The second and third types
are both recorded on the film; the one is

the socalled hill and dale method, shown by
the jagged sound track on the film, as in

Movietone; the other is based on recording
variable density of light fluctuations, as in

Photophone.
"Many actors are slated to go if sound

replaces the silent pictures, as I believe it

eventually will do. The talking picture

ultimately will develop an art of its own,
with its own people and its own technique.

Big Effect on Speech

"There is the question whether the talk-

ing pictures will have an effect on American
speech. I believe they eventually are going
to have the strongest influence on speech.
What that influence will be is largely up to

us. The aloof attitude is not the right one.

If a character is supposed to be using good
speech he should use good speech. The
Academy is interested in this, and it sug-

gests that the members of this organization
send in criticisms on the speaking in pic-

tures which they see.

"The stage never has had a very great

effect on speech. You can't speak naturally

on the stage. It's an illusion of naturalness
that makes an actor a good actor. Ability

to create that illusion marks the successful

talking picture actor."

Speech Defects Corrected

The first "patient" sent to the university

for voice analysis was Anita Page, screen

actress who had no experience whatever
save in silent drama.

Her voice record was carefully taken over
the Telegraphone, and reproduced, and the

actress herself was able, at first hearing, to

correct a number of mistakes both in

enunciation and in emphasizing of certain

tones.

"The use of the Telegraphone," said Dean
Immel, "in connection with training the

voice of a screen player, is a far different

problem from that of training the stage

player. In the case of one acting on a

stage, volume must be developed by stand-

ardized methods, as the voice must carry

over the footlights.

"In adapting the voice of an actor or

actress to the talking picture this is not

necessary. As in the radio, a socalled whis-

pering voice works no harm, as it can be

amplified at will at the control board. Thus
the actor for screen talking pictures need
not worry greatly about developing volume,
and so can devote all his time to develop-

ing correct diction.

"By scientific tests and measurements we
locate the principal defects and mistakes in

his voice and go after these, with the result

that a very short time sees him sufficiently

trained to make a very good showing. Ex-
periments will enable operators to control

the matter of volume, and the actor, not

being required to strain for loudness, will

be better able to enact a role, perhaps, than

even on the speaking stage."

Professor MacDonald says the training in

the main will be much like the training

being developed for radio speakers.
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(.Continued from page 56)

Bo»nd Length Title and Players New
Picture)

Comment

CMS

SMI
4848

5808

4571
6908

6515
6675
5900
4827

(490

5260

1927

1928

MB

ME
ME

AT
T

ME
ME
MB

1928

6775

6209

1927

1928
ME
ME

r
AT

ME
T
MB
T
T
AT
T

5510
63(12

5477

6126
5334

8297

8653
6676

7785
6708

6101

6735
7256
6652
6381

5253

5000
7500
7311
8560
•120
9000
7458
8250
8000

7972
8260
6400

7000
9358
9100

8350
7300

6400
9300

8500
8350

•243
4179
6311
4322
4201

5367
5109

7828
•474

Man From Headquarter!, The (D), Cornelius.
Keefe-B. Roberts

. Aug.

5754
5869
7300
4887
6482

5233
4752
5800
6049
6235
6629
6182
6276

6448

6614

Midnight Adventure. A (D). Landis-E. Murphy_May
Mystery Valley (W). Buddy Roosevelt July
My Home Town (D). Brockwell-Glass Jan.
Painted Trail. The (W), Buddy Roosevelt Mar.
Phantom ot the Turf. The (D), Costello-Leaae— Feb.
Ships of the Night (D). Logan-Rankin. Dec.
Should a Girl Marry? (D), Foster-Keith Nov.
Sisters of Eve (D), Mae Busrh Sept.
Sweet Sixteen (D). Helen Foster-Olmstead An*.
Trail Riders (W), Buddy Roosevelt April
Wild Bern (W), Tex Maynard jjar.

Yoo Cao't Beat the Law. Lee Keefe Jan.

Tiffany-Stahl
Backstage (CD),' Bedford
Beauty Shoppe (CD), Busch
College Days (CD). M. Day_ .

Enchanted Island (D) _

Fools of Fashion (CD), Busch..—
Girl from Gay Paree, The (F), Sherman Sept. 15
Haunted Ship. The (M), Sebastian-M. Lore Dec 1
Joselyn's Wife (D), Frederick.
Lightning (W), J. Ralston..

1927
-July 9

-July 16

-Nov. 6

.June 26
Oct. 9

Night Life (CD). Day-Harron
Once and Forever (D). Patsy Ruth MUler_.
Snowbound (FC). Blytbe...- -

Streets of Shanghai (RD). Starke-Harlan...
Tired Business Man (C) _
Wild Geese (D). BeUe Bennett.
Women's Wares (D). Brent-Lytell

-Sept. 1

Nov. 1

Oct. 15

...Dec. 15 Mar. 10

. July 30

Nov. 15
- Oct. 1

Dec. 24 Dec. 10

Bachelor's Paradise (R), Sally O'NeiL Mar. 15
Big Top. The (CD). Sally 0"NeU Oct. 30
Broadway Fever (D), Sally O'Nel] 3eDt . 30
Cavalier, The (D). Talmadge-Bedford Nov. 1
Clothes Make the Woman (R). Southern-
Ptdgeon . _May 1

Devil's Apple Tree. The (D). Dorothy Sebaatian..Sept. 20
Devil's Skipper, The. Bennett _ Feb. 1

Domestic Meddlers (CD). Claire Windsor. Aug. 15
Floating College, The, O'NeU-Hale Nov. 10
George Washington Cohen (CD). Jes.w)-Palmer_ Dec. 20
Girl Who Came Back, The, Patsy Ruth Miller— . Mar. 10
Grain of Dust. The (D), Cortez-Windsor July 10
Green Grass Widows (CD), Walter Hagen June 10
Gun Runner, The (D). Cortex-Lane Nor. 20
House of Scandal (D). Sebastian-O'Malley Apr. 1
Ladies of the Night Club (CD). Cortez-Moran. Hay 15
Lingerie (CD). White- McGregor Jnlv 1

Man in the Hobbles, The. Harron-Llttlefleld Jan. 10
Marriage by Contract. Miller-Gray Dec. 1
Nameless Men. Moreno - Feb. 15
Naughty Duchess. The (D). H. B. Warner Oct 10
New Orleans, Cortez- Collier. Jr. Mar. 1
Power of Silence. The (O). Belle Bennett Oct 20
Prowlers of the Sea (D). Cortez-Myere June 20
Rainbow. The. Gray-Hardy jsn . 1
Reputation (D). Belle Bennett Nov. 10
Spirit of Youth. The. Kent-Sebastian. Feb. 20
Scarlet Dove, The (O). Margaret Livingston. Apr. 16
Squads Right (CD), Gribbon-Stone Feb, 1
Stormy Waters (D). Southern-McGregor June 1

Toilers. The, Fairbanks. Jr.-Ralston Oct. 1

Their Hour (D), Sebastian-Harron Mar. 1
Tragedy of Youth. Miller-Collier Jan. 15
Tropical Nights, Patsy Ruth Miller. Dec. 10
Woman Against the World. A Jan. 1

United Artists
College (C). Keaton-CornwaU. SepL 10
General. The (C). Keaton.
Loves of Soiya (D). Swanson.
Magio Flame. The (M), Colman-Banky Sept. 24
Resurrection (M), La Rocque _
Sorrell and Son (D). Warner-NUsson. Nor.
Topsy and Eva (C). Duncan Sisters.

Two Arabian Knights (CD), Boyd-Wolhelm.
Winning of Barbara Worth (D), Banky-Colmaa

..Not. 10

Mar. 31

-Not. 17

Awakening, The, Vilma Banky
Battle of the Sexes, The. Hersholt-Haver-
Circus, The (C). Charlie Chaplin.-
City Lights. Charlie Chaplin
Coquette. Mary Pickford. -

Devil Dancer, The, Gilda Gray

-Not. 17

-Oct. 12

Douglaa Fairbanks as the Gaucho (M) June 1

Dove. The (M), Norma Talmadge Jan. 7
Drums of Love (D). Mary Phllbin. Mar. 31
Garden of Eden. The (D). C. Griffith-Ray Feb. 4

Hell's Angels, Ben Lyon-Nissen
,

Iron Mask, The, Douglas Fairbanks —.—.

—

King of the Mountains. John Barrymore
Lady of the Pavements. Boyd-Goudal
Lummox —
Nightstick, CMalley-Busch
Queen Kelley, Gloria Swanson..-
Ramona (D). Del Rio..

-Apr. 28

-Nov. 26

-Jan. 7

-July 21

Rescue. The, Ronald Colman-
Revenge, Dolores Del Rio...

Sadie Thompson (D). Gloria Swanson—
Say It With Music, Harry Richman
She Goes to War, Broadman-Holland
Steamboat Bill, Jr., Buster Keaton
Tempest (M). John Barrymore
Three Passions. Terry-Petrovitch
Two Lovers, Banky-Colman
Woman Disputed, The, Norma Talmadge—

_ Aug.
-Jan. 12
.Not. S
...Feb. 1

... Jan. 7

_ Aug. 11

-May 26

-July 7

.... Sept. 7

... Oct. 20
Sept. 1

Universal
Anybody Here Seen Kelly, Bessie Love-Moore- Sept. 9
Beauty and Bullets, Ted Wells Dec. 16
Clearing the Trail. Hoot Gibson Oct. 7

Cloud Dodger. The, Al Wilson Sept. 30
Crimson Canyon, The, Ted Wells Oct. 14

Sept. 8

Danger Rider, The. Hoot Gibson...
Flyin' Cowboy. The, Hoot Gibson
Foreign Legion, The, Lewis Stone-Kerry -

Freedom ot the Press, Lewia Stone

—Not. 18

— July 1

Sept. 23

Mot. 17

Sept. 22

Sound Length Title and Players Released New Comment
Pictures

M

4194
8599
4868
6307
6691
6832

10185
6030
6702
5907

4230
4472
5424
4616

TUB 10600

1929

ME
r

Gate Crasher, The (CD) — Dec. 9
Give and Take. Sidney-Hersholt Dec. 23
Greased Lightning, Ted Wells July 29
Grip of the Yukon. The, Marlowe-Bushman Sept. 30
Guardians of the Wild, Rex-Perrin Sept. 16
Home James, Laura LaPlante Sept. 2
How to Handle Women, Tryon-Nixon Oct. 14
Jazz Mad, Heraholt-Nlxon. Nov. 11
Man Who Laughs, The, Philbin-Veidt- Nov. 4
Michigan Kid, The. Adoree-Nagel _ Oct. 21
Night Bird, The. Reginald Denny Sept. 16
Phyllla ol the Follies, Alice Day-M. Moore Nov. 25
Price of Fear, Bill Cody Oct. 29
Quick Triggers. Fred Humes July 15
Riding for Fame. Hoot Gibson Aug. 19
Two Outlaws, The. Jack Perrin-Bex Nov. 18
Uncle Tom's Cabin, All Star Sept. 2
Wolves of the City, Bill Cody Dec. 2

Apr. 28

Sept. 8

Blow for Blow, Hoot Gibson
Border Wildcat The, Ted Wells-

May 19
Aug. 18

Mar. 10

Apr. 14

T
MT

5501

MB
T 6785
ME 6674
T

Born to the Saddle, Ted Wells
Charlatan, The, All Star
Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City (CD)
George Sidney _ „. Mar. 17
Come Across, All Star May 5

Dangerous Dimples. Laura LaPlante June 16
Eyes of the Underworld, Bill Cody..— Apr. 28
Girl on the Barge, The. O'Neill-Hersholt —Feb. 24
Harvest of Hate. The, Rex-Jack Perrin. Apr. 14
Hero of the Circus. Maciste — Feb. 24
His Lucky Day, Reginald Denny June 2
Hoofbeats of Vengeance. Rex-Perrin..— June 16
It Can't Be Done, Tryon-Sue Carol May 5
Kid's Clever. The, Trron..- Feb. 17
King of the Rodeo, Hoot Gibson Jan. 6

Lariat Kid, The. Hoot Gibson June 23
Last Warning. The. LaPIante-Boles— Jan. 6

Lonesome (CD), Glenn Tyron — lan. 20

Man, Women and Wife (CD). Kerry-Starke Ian. 13
One Rainy Night (D), Laura LaPlante. Mar. 3
Play Goes On. The. All Star Mar. 10
Plunging Hoofs, Rex-Perrin Aug. 4
Red Hot Speed. Reginald Denny - Jan. 27
Ridin' Demon, The. Ted Wells May 19

... Jan. 20

— Mar. 24

June 30
— Apr. 7

— June 2

—May 25

Silks and Saddles (D). Marion Nixon-
Slim Fingers, BUI Cody
Smilin' Terror. The. Ted Wells
Smilin' Guns, Hoot Gibson.
Stool Pigeon. The. Bill Cody..

1927
6803
6330
6408
5003
6767

6978
6302
6230

5397
6569
5492
5685
6685

6412
8412
6813

You Can't Buy Love, All Star .

Warner Brothers
Black Diamond Express (M), Blue
Brass Knuckles (D), Blue-Bronsen Dec. 3
Desired Woman, The (M) Irene Rich Aug. 27
Dog of the Regiment, A (M), Rin-Tln-Tln Oct. 20

.First Auto. The. Oldfleld-Mlller Sept. 19
Girl from Chicago, The (M). Nagel-Loy Nov. 5
Good Time Charley (D). Oland-H. Costello Nor. 12
If I Were Single. McAvoy-Nagel Dec 17
Irish Hearts (CD). McAvoy
Jaws of Steel (D), Rln-Tin-Tln Sept. 17

"

Reno Divorce, A (D). May McAvoy Oct. 22
Sailor Izzy Murphy (F), George Jesael Oct. 8
Sailor's Sweetheart, A (C). Fazenda-C. Cook. Sept. 24
Simple Sis (M). Fazenda
Slightly Used. McAvoy-NageL—

July 23

Dec. 31

Dec. 31

-July *

Tracked by the Police (M). Rln-Tln-Tln-
.Sept. 3

Nov. 28

..Apr. 28

..June 11

..OcL 1

..Oct. 29

-Dec. 10

-Oct. 16

June 11

-Hay 11

Note: All Warner pictures are released in two versions, with
Vitaphone. A. T. means All-Talking. Other releases have
scores plus sound effects and dialogue sequences.

and without
synchronized

1928
M 6051
M 6380

TME
M
TME
AT
TUB
AT
TMH
M
AT
M
M
M
TMH
TME
AT
TME
1929
AT
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
AT
TME
1928

6270

5164
7441
8693
7077
5267

6352
5331
8290
6186
4777

4820
7169
7340
7664
5527

Across the Atlantic, Blue-Murphy
Beware of Married Men, Irene Rich
Beware of Bachelors, Ferris- Beranger
Caught in the Fog, Nagel-McAvoy
Domestio Trouble (CD), Cook-Fazenda
Glorious Betsy, D. Costello

Home Towners, Kenyon-Elleson
Jazz Singer, The. Al Jolson-.

Feb. 25

— Jan. 14

..Nov. 19

-Sept. 22 -Oct. (
-Apr. 14

Lights of New York. All 8tar

Lion and the Mouse, The, L. Barrymore
Little Snob, The, May McAvoy
On Trial, Bert Lyteh -

. Feb. 4

.July 21

Powder My Back (C). Rich-Ferris..
Race for Life, Rin-Tin-Tin..

Feb. 11

Dec 29
Max. 10

Jan. 28
Rinty of the Desert, Rin-Tin-Tin Apr. 21
State Street Sadie. Nagel-Loy Aug. 26
Tenderloin, Dolores Costello _

Terror, The, McAvoy-Horton. Oct. 20
Women They Talk About. Rich-Ferris .Sept. 8

-JJec 1

-May 19

Feb. 18

May 19

-Apr. It

Conquest, Monte Blue
Desert Song, The, John Boles-
Fancy Baggage, Audrey Ferris _

From Headquarters, Monte Blue
Frozen River. Rin-Tin-Tin _
Greyhound Limited. The, Monte Blue
Hardbolled Rose, Myrna Loy
Kid Gloves, Conrad Nagel-Lois Wilson
Land of the Silver Fox. Bln-Tln-Tin .

Little Wildcat, The, Audrey Ferris.

Madonna of Ave. A, Dolores Costello
Million Dollar Collar, The, Rin-Tin-Tin.
My Man, Fannie Brice
No Defense. Monte Blue. -

One Stolen Night. B. Bronson-Wm. Collier. Jr...

Redeeming Sin. The, Dolores Costello —
She Knew. Men, Betty Bronaon

Jan. 19

Singing Fool, The, Al Jolson
Stark Mad, H. B. Wamer-L. Fazenda-
Stolen Kisses, May McAvoy _

Last Moment. The,

Mother of Mine

Zakctora
Matiesen-Hale.

Olympic Hero, Charley Paddock.

Mar. 11
Dec.
June 25
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By J. F.

TIFFANY-STAHL sent some of the "big folks" out from New York last

week to conduct a coming-out party for the new general sales manager,
Oscar Hanson. The luncheons, dinners and things were held at th?

Stevens, Friday and Saturday, and Friday the whole gang of 31 (and that includes

"Mac" McLaughlin, we'll have you know) went over to the Chicago theatre

studio and saw and heard George Jessel in "Lucky Boy." For further details, see

the news section. And yet

—

No Faking in This See,

Hear and Feel Show!
Editor, Exhibitors Herald-World,
Dear Sir:

I believe that I am the first small
town exhibitor to introduce sound and
effects. A few years ago while show-
ing Fox's "Johnstown Flood," a heavy
rain came up and as the house I was
then in had several bad leaks, it be-
gan to come through. It increased as

the feature progressed and was com-
ing in heavy in time for the flood

scenes. The salesmen agree it was
the first they'd heard about Vita-

phone.
Yours truly,

C. C. CASSADY,
Cloverdale, Ind.

It must be said here that the convention
being in their particular bailiwick, Mc-
Laughlin and Eph Rosen had plenty things
to do on those two days. There was, for
example, the luncheon Saturday, when Al

—

er—we mean, George Jessel, who has a new
piece at the Harris, came over for a good
meal, reciprocating, however, with a few
comically chosen words about his experi-
ences in the talking picture business.
Then there was the theatre party at the

Harris Friday night, and a banquet at the
Stevens Saturday night. Between times, of
course, all Eph and "Mac" had to do was
listen to sales talks and such.

* 'Hf .
Incidentally, which is the way many

things happen at conventions, Roy Avey,
branch manager at Oklahoma City, saved a

woman's life at the Stevens. Just how, we
forget. But no matter. John Franconi,
who runs the exchange at Kansas City,

asked us to set it down here so as to have
an imperishable record of the feat, which
both he and Bob Kelly, New Orleans man-
ager, declare to be an absolute fact.

* * *

The Symphony theatre at 4923 West Chi-
cago Avenue, has been leased by the
United Theatres Corporation for 20 years.

The new policy is stage productions as well

as pictures, with sound. Albert Goldman
was the broker.

* * *

Max Reinhardt, the German theatrical

producer, and Lillian Gish, who has a sister

named Dorothy, were in town last week,
on their way to Hollywood, where they will

begin production of a new picture starring

Miss Gish February 1. It will be Rein-
hardt's first picture. United Artists will re-

lease it.

About 500 patrons got more than the

thrills they had paid for Sunday night, when
a negro robber entered the Metropolitan on
South Parkway and proceeded upon nefari-

ous business that ended up in his shooting
and killing Matthew Taylor, the manager.
The house caters to colored patronage. Tay-
lor, who was in his office counting receipts

of about $2,000, opened the door of the box
office at the frightened command of Mrs.

Lillian Lee, the organist, whom the robber

was threatening. Struck by Taylor, the

man shot him through the heart and fled,

and he died on the way to the hospital.

Splendid opportunity for two representatives

in Illinois and Indiana with one of largest

distributors of talking picture equipment. Ex-
perience in film or allied business necessary.

Communications confidential. Commission
basis with limited drawing account for ex-

penses. Write box 34^ Exhibitors Herald-
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Biophone is making a rapid progress here-
abouts, according to Jerry Abrams. A ma-
chine is being installed in the Castle thea-
tre, another in the Colonial, Sioux City,
Mo., and one in the Van Der Vaart thea-
tre, Sheboygan, Wis. According to Abrams,
all machines will be ready for use about
January 7. A new attachment makes them
capable of reproducing sound from films as
well as discs.

The mother of Sol Grauman, booker for
Educational, passed away last week.

* * *

Elizabeth Wetters, secretary to Henry
Herbel, of Universal, also lost her mother
in death last week.

* * *

Joe Estes, San Antonio exhibitor, visited

Jack Baker last week at the Universal ex-
change.

* * *

Richard Barthelmess, First National star,

passed through Chicago last week on his

way to New York.
* * *

Paul Bolka, operator of theatres in Des
Plaines and Park Ridge, has returned to his

home from the hospital. Bolka was injured
when a piece of steel flew into his eye.

Max Schwartz and Frank Ishmael are
on their vacation from the MGM office.

* * *

"Fleets of the Sea," MGM picture was
given a private screening last week. Ramon
Novarro heads the cast.

* * *

Notice to the hungry: Tess Heraty re-

ceived 22 boxes of candy for Christmas.

Saul Goldman, booker for Gotham, shaved
off his mustache the day before Christmas,
because, he said, "everybody thought I was
Santa Claus, and my pocketbook was

Our "Longest - in - the - Industry Club"
keeps growing. This week Fox has con-
tributed the records of 11 employes who
have been with the company for six or more
years. Louis Dreher, head of the booking
department, has been connected with Fox
for ten years. Before coming to Fox, Dre-
her was with Paramount. Louise Schroe-
der, started with Fox 22 years ago. Miss
Schroeder is chief film inspector. Bob
Tobin, shipping clerk, has served 12 years
in the Fox echange. Charles Walsh has
also given 12 years of service Ernie Grohe,
deluxe salesman, started with Fox in 1916,

and is still going strong. Sarah Zeman,
contract clerk, can celebrate her ninth year

as a member of the Fox < taff. Max Levine,

operator, also has put in nine years with
the company, while Harold Loeb, salesman,

has been with Fox eight years. Selma

Hochman, secretary to Clyde Eckhardt, has

been with Fox for seven years; and Mildred
Vogelin, cashier, for eight years. A. M.
Van Dyke has just completed his sixth year

with the Chicago Fox exchange, but al-

together, Van Dyke has been with Fox for

17 years. There, that's a record for some-
one to shoot at.

"Put Teeth in Blue Law
Or Repeal It," Urges

State Senator-Elect
(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS, Jan. 2—Put teeth in the

Sunday blue laws of Indiana or take them off

the statute books. This is a declared object

of John L. Niblack, state senator-elect from
here. And the prayers of the theatre own-
ers will follow him.

The system in Indiana is called vicious. The
state judicial system still remains too largely

on a tee basis. In every small town there is

a penurious justice of the peace, a prosecutor

in the county who does not make much money,

and attorneys who just dote on defending

somebody.

While the theatre owner is being fined and
his shows stopped, automobile races, mara-
thon dances, cock fighting and so on proceed

unmolested. Niblack says the law represents

class legislation, anyway.

Pathe Issues 12-Page Press

Book for "Tiger Shadow9'

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 2.—Pathe has issued

a 12-page De Luxe Press book on "The
Tiger Shadow," the new 10 chapter serial.

The press book contains 8 exploitation

stunts, ad cuts, star and scene cuts of which
the showman may start his campaign in

advance of the showing.

Robber Escapes with $391
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 2.—The Port-

land Theatre suffered a second robbery
Christmas Eve, when a robber held up the

cashier. Upward of $4,000 was in a loot,

but was overlooked by the robber who got

away with $391.

MILTON M. STERN
The How's Insurance Man.

Life, Accident, Auto, Fire &
Casualty Lines

1180 E. 63rd St. Phone Fairfax 7200



In the "Talkies" too

The fidelity of sound reproduction

with motion pictures is affected by

every variation in the film — be it

ever so slight.

That is why, in the "Talkies"

too, Eastman film excels. The great

quantities in which it is produced,

the strict supervision constantly ex-

ercised — the resulting uniformity

from roll to roll, day to day, year to

year— these factors of Eastman film

manufacture are of first importance

to the newest development of the art.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, X. V.



The Screen's Crack Wisecrackers
in a Talkfest for Wise Showmen

THE world's funniest team in the

world's funniest comedy—that'sTHE
DIPLOMATS, latest Fox-Movietone

CLARK and McCULLOUGH All-

Dialog Comedy.

Now convulsing audiences at the Gaiety

Theatre, New York, during the $2 top

extended run of "The River."

"This is a delight."

-Neu> York Morning World

"A riot."—Exhibitors*

Daily Review

WILLIAM FOX presents

CLARK and
McCULLOUGH

in

The

FOX MOVIETONE ALL-TALKING COMEDY

Directed by

Norman Taurog

Story and Dialog by

Arthur Caesar

MOVIETONE
X talkers

talk profits



Keen Competition Needed, States Zukor

E X H I BITORS

RALDW
/

FOLLOW THE LEADER!
More theatres are play*

ing xM-G'M's Hal Roach

Comedies and M-Q-M's Short

Subjects than those of any other

company. See for yourself! asp

!

"OUR
GANG'

Better than
ever. "Our
Gang" rascals

always steal the show!
"Noisy Noises" with or
without Sound

!

CHARLIE
CHASE

His latest "Off to

Buffalo" is the fun-

niest in his long fun
record

!

LAUREL- This §reat Pair is

U&RnY an established
draw! Consistent

hits have won them real popu-
larity! See them in "Liberty."

METRO - MOVIETONE
ACTS M-G-M within six months is

.topping the field with its de luxe Movie-

tone Acts. A great library of Star num-
bers to draw from. Second series now
booking. If you're planning for Sound,

insure the success of your investment

with Metro-Movietone Acts!

M-G-M NEWS A Newsreel that

gives the News ! Twice weekly it scoops

all rivals

!

M-G-M GREAT EVENTS
TheTechnicolor dramatic gems of feature

calibre! Watch ror "Manchu Love." C ) )J

ROACH ALL-STARS M-G-M ODDITIES once
known, always shown. L rA s world-wide

Something new in laughs!
thrills!



Have
Sxhihiiors /
WaitingFor/

Apermanent music feature for the
average exhibitor. TheA^KS/p/e
is a musical, artistic and structural
achievement,making it possible for
the average exhibitor to offer his pa-
trons the highest tupe ofperformance
at a minimum cost.

ThQtfetvSTy/e39 Q*to*rt Morten Unit
Organ is different from all other organs.
No technical description can. convey the
Wonderful ran$e of musical possibilities
and the ama^inj superiority in construc-
tion.

Before "vjou passJudgment- beforeyon
bmj diiu musical equipment of amj ti/pe
whatsoever,von owe it to uoutself and
your patroivs to <get complete informa-
tion on thiswonderful instrument.

Robert MwtoiOrgan G»,
New York.
1560 Broidway

ChicifO
624 SoMichifcaiv

Los Angeles
1914 SoVermont

SanFrancisco
168 Golden Gate

UI40B%
Organ %

Send me run

obligation full
on New Style

{

Name
Theatre

Seating Capacity.

Gty and State . ...
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"THE
SHOPWORN
ANGEL"
smashes records in same

week at Paramount, New

fork* and Paramount,

Brooklyn!
*

* Former record $81,000 **Former record $59,000

When the tough New
York critics rave like

this, it means plenty!

" 'The Shopworn Angel' is thoroughly
charming and engaging. So delightful
in storv, action, direction and titling that
it is assuredly THE MOST LIKABLE AND
GENUINELY HEART-WARMIN

G

PHOTOPLAY TO ARRIVE HERE IN
MANY WEEKS. Nancy Carroll has never
been as good as she is in the role of the
chorus girl. Gary Cooper is engaging, in-
genuous. Paul Lukas is, as ever, excep-
tionally good."—Aett? York Herald Tribune

"Delightful, convincing, human, beauti-
fully acted. Nancy Carroll plays her role

magnificently. Gary Cooper will amaze
fans. He gives a great performance."— .Veio

York Daily Mirror

"THEY DON'T COME MUCH MORE
ENTERTAINING THAN 'THE SHOP-
WORN ANGEL.' Has every ingredient
necessary to success."

—

Neiv York Daily
News

"Nancy Carroll looks pretty enough to
be in the front row of any show, in fact
right out in front. 'The Shopworn Angel'
is ably done and wonderfully free of
hokum."

—

New York W orld.

"Neat, ingratiating. Charming Nancy
Carroll is excellent. ONE OF THE BESt
THINGS I HAVE SEEN AT THE PARA-
MOUNT THIS SEASON."— New York
Telegram.

"An amusing film handled well. Paul
Lukas is excellent. Nancy Carroll again
proves she has make-up of a real comedi-
enne. Gary Cooper puts over a convincing
characterization."— New York Evening
Journal.

"Nancy Carroll and Gary Cooper give ex-
pert and charming performances in 'The
Shopworn Angel.' Richard Wallace has
turned out a thoroughly fresh and fasci-
nating film."

—

New York Sun.

"Entertaining, packed with audience ap-
peal. SO WELL HANDLED THAT IT
GOES DOWN AS ADDITION TO SEA-
SON'S GOOD PICTURES."—New York
Daily Graphic.

PARAMOUNT-

Great SILENT
or in SOUND
with score, Nancy
Carroll singing and
ONE REEL DIALOG

all the Big Ones!



Released very soon

"THE MELANCHOLY DAME*"
First of a series of screamingly funny talking comedies
based upon the famous Saturday Evening Post stories

of Octavus Roy Cohen. Screen arrangement by Alfred

A. Cohn.

"WHEN CAESAR RAN A
NEWSPAPER" With Raymond Hatton as

Caesar, Sam Hardy as Marc Antony and luscious Betty
Lorraine as Cleopatra. From the celebrated travesty by
Waldemar Young and William Jacobs.

The Class Short Talking
GOOD news for exhibitors! Al and Charles Christie, for

years the leading quality short comedy producers of the

industry, now offer theatres a series of de luxe 2-reel talking

plays. Produced on lavish scale in the Christies' own great

newly equipped sound studio.

THIRTEEN releases between now and July 1st. Featuring

such well known stars as Raymond Hatton, Raymond
Griffith, Sam Hardy, Lois Wilson, Jason Robards, Roy D'Arcy,

Dot Farley,James Gleason, Charley Grapewin and many others.

PARAMOUNT-
DeLuxe 2-Reelers
produced like

Feature Specials



JtoUowed by

"POST MORTEMS"
y with Raymond Griffith

"MUSIC HATH HARMS"
by Oetavus Roy Cohen

"MEET THE MISSI S"
with James Gleason, star of stage "Is Zat So!

"

By Kenyon Nicholson, author of "The Barker"

and many more!••A BIRD IN THE HAND"
Featuring Lois Wilson, a revelation in talking pictures!

With Jason Robards and Roy D'Arey. By E. Percy Heath.
Played with tremendous success on the speaking stage.

Product of the Market!
TALKING acts no longer succeed on novelty alone. The

public demands quality and class. Paramount- Christie

Talking Plays supply this as no other product available does!

Produced with the same lavish expenditure of care, money

and talent as feature pictures in sound.

DISTRIBUTED by Paramount. First release, "When Caesar

Ran a Newspaper", on February 9th. Followed by other

Paramount-Christie gems of entertainment, all with box office

headliners who can talk. See your Paramount salesman today.

CHRISTIE
Talking Plays

\



LUCKY BOY O LUCKY BOY O LUCKY BQ7TY

RELEASED n JANUARYo
to
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GEORGE
JESSEL

ORICIN/5L J"T«R
/Ike JflZZXIMCER'

irv

Drama of Mother Love and Sweetheart Love and of a Boy's

Ambition - with George Jessel Singing His Heart Out in

a Variety of Songs, Telling Funny Stories, Impersonating

Great Actors and Amusing Characters, Wisecracking ad lib.

as Only This Clever Star Can.

Dialogue and Titles by George Jessel

Directed by Norman Taurog and Charles C. Wilson

Sound Sequences Produced Under the Supervision

of Rudolph Flot how

Music Score by Hugo Riesenfeld

Theme Song, "My Mother's Eyes," by L Wolfe
Gilbert and Abel Baer

Published by Leo Feist, Inc.

Synchronized by RCA Photophone

TIFFflNy~</>TdUL



* LUCKY BOY O * LUCKY BOY O * LUCKY BOY *

TTWW4NY

The Greatest Audience Picture

Ever Made

A Leading Personality of the Theatre—That's

Jessel! Lucky Boy Brings Him to Screen Audi-

ences with His Voice -and What He Can

Do with Songs and Wit.

A Clamorous Colorful, Romantic

Background.

A Singing Chorus of 60 Beauti-

ful Girls.

The Picture Every Ex
hibitor Has Been

Waiting For. 4§S

k crj

irr^iNy-(/>Tfl nl prqd liction</> inc.
BRO^DVflY NEV YORK CITY



THE ONLY
OUND NEWS REEL
THAT HAS IT/

Variable Area Sound Track from PathWsound News

Variable Density Sound Track

Above are pictured sections of the variable area sound track from PATHE
SOUND NEWS and the variable density sound track. One glance at these illus-

trations will prove to the man who knows nothing of the technical problems of film

printing how infinitely superior the variable area system is. There is no necessity

to compromise in negative developing, printing or positive developing between
the light photograph and the sound photograph. The negative and positive are

developed and printed for top quality. The sound track automatically comes
out perfectly. There can be no loss of sound values through over-printing

or over-developing.



That means that even the sky isn't the limit for
PATHE SOUND NEWS!

It can go anywhere—see all and hear everything. The
"mike" can go where the sound is and the camera can go
where the picture is.

No single camera carrying a double burden of sound re-

cording and photography devices to hamper it and sacrifice

its pictorial quality.

pathe SOUND news can operate any number of picture
and sound cameras on the same circuit and all sound record-
ing is done on separate and special film.

Photographed as it is on a separate sound negative, when
pathe sound news reaches the cutting room, it can be edited
to meet the elasticity of the Editor's ideas and it is not confined
to the very rigid limitations of a single picture sound negative.

pathe sound news alone has the editorial flexibility and
sound superiority of the two negative system.
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Again theHerALD-WORLD

Leads The Field in 1928!

During the past year EXHIBITORS
Herald - World published the

largest volume of paid advertising

of any motion picture trade pub-

lication. The following figures i

indicate the totals in pages:

Herald-World . . . 2089
Second paper 1699

Third paper 1293

Fourth paper 381

Fifth paper 352

Note: Th~ Il-srald-World total is exclusive of considerable

advertising published elsewhere but rejected here on account

of financial instability.

Such Recognition from the Industry Must
Be—and Is—Deserved On the Secure Basis

of Enterprise, Service and Dollar for

Dollar Return



t

Ooh, look - a Geepsy

!

maybe a futchun she'll

tell, hah

!



WHAT THE FUTURE
HOLDS IN STORE FOR
LEO AND YOU

Start the New Year right!

Know whafs going to happen

The greatest barometer of the days to

come are days passed and passing*

That's why it's a cinch to figure out

what Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer means

to you in 1929!



Here's what happened in 1928

"Our Dancing Daughters" with Joan Crawford
started the fun! And what fun! Everybody said:

"Watch M-G-M!" And oh baby they watched Bill

Haines in "Excess Baggage"; Lon Chaney in "While
The City Sleeps"; "White Shadows in the South
Seas"; Marion Davies and William Haines in "Show
People"; "Dream of Love" with Joan Crawford;

Lon Chaney in "West of Zanzibar"; John Gilbert in

"Masks of the Devil" and a lot more Big Ones. And
that's just the appetizer! Wait!

I

one hit after another

It's been the greatest hit year in

M'Q'M history

THE FIRST RELEASE OF
1929 IS THE GIANT PICTURE

Clarence Brown's production

of the Astor Theatre Sensation

THE TRAIL OF
Metn>GoldwyivMayer's
Epic of the Klondike Gold Rush

with

DOLORES DEL RIO
and a mighty box-office cast



"THE TRAIL OF '98"

is one of the greatest box-

office pictures ever made*
It has a great story with

great players, including



THE WHITE HORSE RAPIDS
The tiny boats were tossed about like driftwood among the mountainous waves of the

rapids that tore along at espress train speed

FACTS
about "The Trail of '98"

More than two years in the making at

a cost oftwo million dollars! Clarence

Brown is the director. An All-Star

cast: Dolores Del Rio, Ralph Forbes,

Karl Dane, Tully Marshall, Harry
Carey and a host of others. Fifteen

thousand extras appear in the picture,

more even than "Ben-Hur." Based

on RobertW. Service's famous novel,

serialized in hundreds of newspapers.

Played to capacity for months at $2

at the Astor, N.Y., and at Grauman's
Chinese Theatre, Los Angeles. Hailed

by critics as the logical successor to

"The Big Parade" and "Ben-Hur."

THE SNOWSLIDE
A thunderous roar! Hundreds of men, horses and dogs

lost as the avalanche buries them beneath tons ol snow

THE BURNING
OF DAWSON

CITY

Jt was too wicked
to last—the gold-
born e it m is
purged of its sins

SOUND
OR

SILENT!

MORE BIG SCENES
THAN EVER BEFORE
IN ONE PICTURE!

THE GIGANTIC SNOW SLIDE
More breath-taking than the dividing of the Red Sea

in "Ten Commandments."

THE CHILKOOT PASS
A spectacle to be remembered with the winding march
of heroes in "Big Parade."

THE WHITE HORSE RAPIDS
Ranks for thrill and tenseness with the chariot race

in "Ben-Hur."

THE BURNING OF DAWSON CITY
Showing the origin of history's great disaster, when
the gambler with ignited clothing sets fire to the world's

most famous gold camp.

Follow "The Trail" to the Bank! to the Bank!



DUNK THIS OVER!

"Vnu're . • tlie
• .

9 cof • • fec! *

'

*

M-G-M HAS COME THROUGH WITH
ONE BIG HIT AFTER ANOTHER
SINCE AUGUST but it's just part of

M-Q-M's merriest box'ofjice party!

HOORAY! HOORAY! THEY'RE ON THE WAY!

5*
ALIAS JIMMY
VALENTINE

Starring

WILLIAM HAINES

S. R. O. $2 ASTOR THEATRE
TALKING SENSATION!

And More/ Morel More! Take a look—



And still the

-G-M hits come—

RAMON NOVARRO in

THE FLYING FLEET
Absolutely the last word in aviation thrills with
handsome Ramon in his most romantic and
jolliest role since "The Midshipman." Great
either with Sound or Silent.

JOHN GILBERT in

THIRST
The star they all wanted! He's just signed again
with M-G-M (of course!). And his vast public
will flock to see his new drama of love and
thrills! Equipped for,Sound—or Silent!

GRETA GARBO m
WILD ORCHIDS

John Colton, author of the stage success "Rain"
has given beautiful Greta the most gripping
story she's ever appeared in. With Nils Asther.
Sound or Silent!

THE BELLAMY
TRIAL

Something to cheer about! The Saturday
Evening Post serial! Directed by Monta Bell!

The perfect TALKING picture. A thriller

any way you play it—Sound or Silent.

WILLIAM HAINES
THE DUKE STEPS OUT
Jimmy Cruze who made "Excess Baggage" is

directing Bill Haines (with Joan Crawford) in

what is destined to be one of the talked of pic-

tures this year. Watch for a Big Shot!

ONEY—

"IS THERE A DOCTOR
IN THE AUDIENCE?"

This exhibitor is overcome!

He let his opposition get

M-G-M and he doesn't feel

happy at all, at alll

METRO
MOVIETONE

ACTS
It was to be expected that M-G-M
would bring the much needed

Quality note into the making of

these important Movietone subjects.

Within a brief six months M-G-M
has built up a library of great box-

office numbers and now brings you

its Second Series of Metro Movie-

tone Acts. Three de luxe numbers
weekly. Among the big names:

Van &. Schenck, Vincent Lopez,

Miller & Lyles, Ukelele Ike,

George Dewey Washington, Odette

Myrtle and many more.

WITH SOUND) Now available

with Sound—"Our Gang "comedies;

Charlie Chase comedies and Laurel-

Hardy comedies!

ETTIN 6

—

OVIES

Hitch your Theatre to these Stars





RECORDS SHATTERED

IN OLD ARIZONA
beating ALL PREVIOUS WEEKS 9 business

CRITERION nllAAnwAY FIFTH AVENUE
i Theatre DnUAIlnAI Theatre

Los Angeles „ ,
Theatre Seattle, Washington

Portland, Oregon y
TheTalk oftheWestCoast-



ROUND.
the

w—
LAST

THE FIRST ALL-TALKING

with EDMUND LOWE « DOROTHY BURGESS
WARNER BAXTER

Truly the outstanding achievement of

William Fox* Seattle Post Intelligencer

Fox Films have set a standard not only for the rest of the

industry but for themselves. —Seattle Times

This picture excels all of the promises made for

it by the makers. —Seattle Star

Nothing excels it in romantic interest, novelty and picturesque appeal
—Portland News

Deserves highest praise. Delight to sit through it all

—Portland Journa

Unique in cinema annals. A thoroughly entertaining production
— Portland Oregoniai

E
lOVIETONE talkers
X



ml i

, in TALKING
' FEATURES

FEATURE FILMEI

Directed RAOUL WALSH and
in Dialog by IRVING CUMMINGS

1

> Ol

Story a
Dialog

JTDOORS

NA
"d TOM BARRY
oy

Wothing short of triumphant. Best demonstration of the speaking

Sireen ever put forth. —Los Angeles Express

Really the first talkie to combine the technique

of the screen and stage. Take my advice and see it.

—Los Angeles Examiner

A surprising disclosure of what can be done with a micro-

phone in the open air. ~Los Angeles Times

Destined to please many audiences and to win over new

converts for the talkies. —Los Angeles Herald

This production is of unusual merit.
—Los Angeles Daily News

stalk RECORDS/



THE SEATTLE DAILY

IN OLD ARIZONA'

GREETED HERE BY

People Stand in Line to Gam

Admittance at 5th Avenue

to See First Talking Out-

door Picture Made.

> -TTRrHANDISEBS the world over

ME
S,vfSi sought that gJWeri

intanjjible BQmethJngwhioh ngm ca»

^d-Anzona" ope**
Ij-Jjg

a- cap*dtF >ouf«
b
v
ef^Xs. itm

made wholly 1» °^™d

dlOon to a vigorous ^tory d/^
Henry and an admiraoie w
much to recommend.

Baxttr Ha* Good Bole.

The Cisco Kid. »-«^^\J*22£
WarnedK

D f tha same time oy v" * ,-„,_lM(

RECORD
BREAKING
BUSINESS

of

IN
OLD

ARIZONA

c

I
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I

R
R
C

at the ^^™^eVitaoonsplcuou*

stare This, yjwng manias had

celv«d Us opportunity aad made

the

"What Price Glory, aPP*

sergeant of a cavalry. *
duty along the

type of « role t
1

with. He is tb

man tovthe n
gives a perf*

trifle broadly
erally . admir-
Dorothy

tfieicref;

a** r

N

c

atBROADWAY Theatre, Portland, Ore. C

and FIFTH AVENUE Theatre, Seattle, Wash. K
[both with weekly change policy}

compels transfer to other theatres ^

cNow packing 'em in at the
HOLLYWOOD Theatre, Portland
and COLISEUM Theatre, Seattle -

'

OpensJANUARY 18thWARFIELD .SESSL

OpensJANUARY 19th ROXY
OpensJANUARY 20

THEATRE
New York

ktll CAPITOL Theatre, Hartford, Conn.
PALACE Theatre, Worcester, Mass.
PALACE Theatre, Waterbury, Conn.
PALACE Tb' atre, New Haven, Conn.
PALACE Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.

fp for Greater Prosperity in 1929 play
j

MOVIETONE all-talking features
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Offwent,
theroofl

TT7HEN that hard-boiled bunch of

Universal officials saw and
HEARD the first Oswald with SOUND.
They came to smile and stayed to roar!

Silent Oswald is funny. You'll agree

to that. Soundie Oswald is a RIOT—

a

SHRIEK—A YELL!

And now that Universal has scooped

the field with synchronized cartoons, you
have your opportunity of setting them
in for the knockout laugh feature of any

program. When you play "Hen Fruit,"

"'Sick Cylinders" or any forthcoming

Oswald cartoons with sound, only one

answer is possible—

OFF GOES THE ROOF!

theluckyRabbit
[Winkler 1

Productions
J

in SOUND
(Two negatives—one silent, one with sound)

niversai Shorts are Super Snorts/
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Sets new record
Samuel Goldujyn
^Presents

V II LIMA
BAtNllrW

in

Reawakening
prances Marion

with

Louis Wolheim
and •

Walter Byron

VICTOR FLEMING
jDroduction

Says the A merican of Miss Banky's first

solo starring picture: "Worth-while film.

Miss Banky as gloriously beautiful as

ever with a new sparkle."

The NEWS: "Miss Banky is a thing

of exquisite beauty. Splendid per-

formances."

The TELEGRAPH: "Miss Banky's

beauty and charm never seen to

greater advantage. A radiant star."

EVE. WORLD: "A feature which is

bound to prove popular to the great

mass of movie fans."

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURES
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Vrstfour days?
at RIVOLTUNITED ARTISTS, New York

Crammed full of the abo. ^ntioned tried-and-true situations. —Eve. World.

The WORLD: "Good enter- Tke Gx PHIC : "Miss Banky The TRIBUNE : "Miss Banky
taxnment. The kind that seems more interesting and attractive

'

1S excellent,
to be popular." than ever.

The MIRROR: "Vilma en- The TIMES : !A picture that
The JOURNAL: "Actress is

chanting. It is a beautifully makes for goocr entertain- verY beautiful. A handsomely
made picture." mem." ^ mounted production.

for your success in 79^9 — —
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Incorporated

What Exhibitor's Choice Selling

means to exhibitors

By J. D. WILLIAMS

Exhibitor's Choice Selling concedes to exhibitors the

right to think for themselves.

Exhibitor's Choice Selling is based on the conviction

that theatre owners know what is good for their own
business.

Exhibitors Choice Selling means that exhibitors can

pick and choose those of our pictures which they believe

will make money in their theatres.

Exhibitor's Choice Selling means that exhibitors can

buy one or as many pictures at a time as they wish.

Exhibitor's Choice Selling means that exhibitors can

see our pictures before booking them if they wish.

Exhibitor's Choice Selling means that this company
intends to play so fairly with exhibitors that it will pay
them to help us to succeed.

Ask Any World Wide Manager or Salesmaffi at any
Educational Exchange to PROVE [T!
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These pictures now ready
for Exhibitor*s Choice Selling

Woman in the Night
Paris

The Woman in White
Pupal England

Moulin Police
Paris

lONEYMOON ABROAD
London -Paris

The Bondman
Isle of Man -Sicily Tommy Atkins

Egypt

pawns of Passion
Pusso Poland Frontier

A real night in Paris is this notable picture "Moulin Rouge".
Dupont (director of "Variety") rented the famous night resort
and entire beauty cast of its daring Revue for realism for the
strange love-triangle story. Stars brilliant Chekova.

'A WOMAN IN THE NIGHT" amazing maternity drama star-
ring luscious Maria Corda; romance of London marriage and
Southampton night actually produced where story's laid. Variety's
London Critic says "Delicate theme robustly handled—100%
entertainment." •

Warning "innocent unmarried men". "HONEYMOON ABROAD"
Feature comedy novelty. Whoopee honeymooners in London,
Paris—actually made there. Love breaks in wet French filling
station, dry London fog. American star, director.

"THE BONDMAN", starring Norman Kerry, exteriors actually
made in the romantic Isle of Man and Sicily, home of the ven-
detta, from Sir Hall Caine's great novel of bitter hatred con-
quered by love.

Biggest ice thrill since W. D. E. Climaxes "PAWNS OF PAS-
SION" melodrama actually made on wild Russian frontier and
artists' quarter, Paris. Brilliant Olga Chekova as beautiful
dancer, hunted by men, until true love triumphs.

"TOMMY ATKINS" made in Mankind's Cradle of Romance,
Egypt! A great, grim, battle-scarred fortress; hundreds of wild
tribesmen; Battalions of British troops; a "Beau Geste" story of
a beautiful girl and her lovers. That's "Tommy Atkins"—fight-

ing lover. World Wide Picture.

"The Woman in White", Blanche Street starred in Wilkie Collins* famous mystery romance of
the English moors. A Herbert Wilcox Production.



0w the UALF*

. . - . You always knew he was the ~W;

\

biggest male star-draw in pictures

.... But—YOU DONT KNOW
NOTHIN' YET!

All these years Richard Barthelmess" rich voice has

been buried treasure. Now VITAPHONE unearths

this tremendous hidden asset— brings you a Barthel-

mess so much greater it's like discovering a NEW
STAR! A voice so sensationally fine he could have

won stardom on that alone. He's drawn MILLIONS

just to see him ACT . . . Now he'll draw MILLIONS

MORE just to hear him TALK and play the piano.

You'll get TWO GREAT
STARS IN ONE when you get

RICHARD

BARTHELMESS
WEARY RIVER

With Betty Compson. A Frank Lloyd

production. Screen version by Bradley

K ing. Presented by Richard A. Rowland.

I Ar«* you prepared

V / u*. „r lis. D;^.,w» tVnH.irerc *»j Distributors nf Amei ica Inc. ^~ Will H.Havs President
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Fair Play

MR. R. F. WOODHULL, president of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America, last week issued

a statement in which he reviewed the progress of the

organization during the past year. He announced that,

"progress for the last year has been satisfactory and safe."

He further stated that, "its record of accomplishments is

comparable to that of any similar endeavor." Other de-

tails of the strengthening and development of the organ-

ization during the past year were referred to.

Right up to this point Mr. Woodhull's statement was
interesting, constructive and timely. The association has

been making steady and even progress and its future is

bright. A public pronouncement covering these points

was most appropriate, but, unfortunately, Mr. Woodhull
did not stop there. Instead, he undertook to deliver a

vigorous slap at the Allied States exhibitors association

and all of this portion of his statement might very much
better have been left unsaid.

If a group of exhibitors standing outside the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America want an association of

their own, we see no reason under the sun why they should

not have it. If Mr. Woodhull wants to defeat such an

organization and strengthen his own, the course for him
to take, it seems to us, is to make the service of his organ-

ization stronger and better so that it will attract exhibitors

who are not members. Simply to attack the other organ-

ization offers no reason for members of that organization

to abandon it and join his. Also, we do not think that

such a course will have much appeal to the many thou-

sands of exhibitors who are now standing outside both of

the organizations.

Mr. Woodhull, among other remarks that will be

strongly resented by the Allied States organization, charges

this latter association with ignoring the proven fact that

the problems of this industry can be settled within the

industry through peaceful negotiations. Mr. Woo'dhull

may be right in his charge but it must be said that as far

as this statement goes he is guilty of the same charge be-

cause such a statement can only be regarded in the light

of being anything but along the line of peaceful

negotiation.

We reaffirm our position: The Allied States group, or

any other group, have equal rights with the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America in the matter of organizing
along such lines and in such ways as they may deem fit

and proper. To contend against this is a course that will

reflect no credit upon the industry or any part of it.

Both the M. P. T. O. A. and the Allied States organiza-
tion will flourish only in so far as they render good and
valuable service to their members. Competition among
these organizations should be on the basis of service and
not mud-slinging.

* • *

Insuring the Future

BEHIND the name hunt for a suitable term with which
to describe talking motion pictures there is a pressing

necessity which does not seem to "be recognized in various

quarters in the industry. As is usually the case, the keen-

est—and most successful executives—are quite aware that

if such a term as "talkies" comes to be saddled upon the

talking motion picture this new form of expression will go

through its life under a severe and expensive handicap.

But many of the others are content now to do nothing and
to try nothing, having either no constructive ideas or else

believing, weakly, that no suitable term can be popular-
ized.

Brand names attached to a product that necessarily is

varying in quality has always been held by competent ex-

perts to be a dangerous course. But the right name for

talking motion pictures would not in any sense be a brand
name; it would be a name that would be attached to an
entire classification of pictures. Brand name9 come into

disfavor when they are associated with an inferior product.

This same principle could not work to the disadvantage of

talking motion pictures unless the entire classification of

talking motion pictures proved to be inferior product. If

this, unfortunately, should transpire it would make no dif-

ference what they would be called; their early demise

would be in the cards.

The motion picture industry, despite its intimacy with

the public, has not and does not give adequate attention to

matters relative to forming and directing public opinion.

In a great number of the most successful industries when
a new important line of product is brought out an effort

immediately is made to identify such product by name.

Such effort is then followed by the adoption of ways and

means of getting the new product, under its new name,

definitely and favorably into the consciousness of the

public.

These are the object lessons which the motion picture

industry at this time should study and act upon, and may
do so with assurance that in such ways they will be ad-

vancing and insuring the future of the talking motion

picture.
* * »

MUSICIANS who are thrown out of work by the intro-

duction of sound devices create a trying problem,

but one which is in no wise new. Since the earliest me-

chanical developments it has been the same story; the

mechanical inventiveness of man first results in a hardship

to certain affected labor, but the outcome in the long run

is a general betterment of conditions for all mankind.

The limiting of the employment of musicians in thea-

tres must lead, as similar instances previously always have

led, to the absorption elsewhere of the labor that is now
being displaced. Exhibitors who are wrestling with the

problem are entitled to realize that the problem is not a

new one and that with every mechanical advance certain

groups are thrown out of their accustomed employment.

But, inevitably, in the long run they are absorbed else-

where either in their former work or in some new work

that new conditions call for.

—MARTIN J. QUIGLEY.
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"The word 'talkie' will no longer be tolerated by official reference among members of this or-

ganization." (See audien campaign story starting on page 29.)

—Says WILLIAM LE BARON,
General manager of production and vice president of F B O.

Competition, Not Mergers,
Brings Good Films: Zukor

Predicts Continued Prosperity
For Industry as Whole in 1929

ADOLPH
ZUKOR
Says—

"Individual prosperity will depend

this year, as always, on the quality

of the pictures produced during the

year by the various companies, and

shown by the different theatres."

* * *

"The drama will come back. It

will not disappear. It will not be

crushed by the competition of mo-
tion pictures for I am satisfied that

motion pictures that are simply

copies of stage plays will not be good
enough to amount to anything. We
are in different fields and there is no
reason why both of us should not be

eminently successful."

* * *

"The figures for last year showed
that the industry had a good year.

Attendance at our theatres showed a

normal increase. In other words, we
have not lost touch with the public."

"Pictures should be better this

year than ever before. We have had
experience and we have learned."

* * *

"I like to see strong companies in

competition. I don't like to see them
joined together and made fewer. I

don't see where great amalgamations
help the industries, where they help

the companies, or where they help

the public. Competition makes good
pictures and good pictures provide

attendance."
I t t

"Thougjh I am firmly convinced
that dialogue is hcre to stay, a defi-

nite part and parcel of pictui^ .equip-

ment, I hesitate to state a definite

opinion ... I am not satisfied with
talking pictures that are merely
novelties. The day of the novelty
has not passed, because every new-

installation in every new city opens
a brand-new field, but even so I am
not satisfied just to give sound, or

talk. We must improve and solidify

our position."

Declares Dialogue Here to Stay—Believes Pictures Just
Copying Stage Plays Unsuccessful

By Peter Vischer

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—The motion picture industry will enjoy continued
prosperity through 1929, in the unqualified opinion of Adolph Zukor,
president of the vast Paramount organization, so long a barometer of

business.

In his panelled office high in the towering Paramount Building, with

the warmth of a brilliant winter sun streaming through the leaded win-

dows, Zukor discussed the future in terms of the past in an exclusive inter-

view for the Herald-World, his first personal message to the trade in

a year.

"The industry as a whole will be prosperous," he said. He slid for-

ward in his chair and perched himself on its edge as he grew interested and
enthusiastic. Which company will profit most, which theatre, which in-

dividual, is a matter for circumstances to decide.

"Each year we all of us get some share of the general pros-

perity. Sometimes we get more, sometimes we get less. Sometimes
this company leads, sometimes another. Individual prosperity

will depend this year, as always, on the quality of the pictures

produced during the year by the various companies, and shown
by the different theatres.

"In the motion picture industry, quality and revenue are

brothers. They go hand in hand."

Zukor based his prediction of prosperity, in a measure, on the success

achieved during 1928.

"We have a yardstick by which we can measure success in our indus-

try," he said, "and that yardstick is attendance. The figures for last year

showed that the industry had a good year. Attendance at our theatres

showed a normal increase. In other words, we have not lost touch with

the public. The public is still interested in motion pictures and is still

willing to go and see good pictures."

Zukor talked with engaging frankness. He met every question without

evasion, without quibbling. He made each answer fully, generally in

terms clear and refreshing. Obviously, he was full of his subject, testi-

mony of his active interest in the industry and its work, of course no sur-

prise in view of his long and continuous and highly successful service.

"Pictures should be better this year than ever before. We
have had experiences and we have learned. Each company is

reaching out for better stories, better players, better directors,

better pictures. They are in keen competition with each other,

and the*° things taken together testify to the health of the

industry.
'

"The industry will always need keen competition—not unfair com-

/
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petition, not unethical competition, but keen competition. I like to see
strong companies in competition. I don't like to see them joined together
and made fewer. I don't see where great amalgamations help the indus-
try, where they help the companies, or where they help the public. Com-
petition makes good pictures and good pictures provide attendance.

"I have just come back from Hollywood and have seen and heard a
great deal about pictures with dialogue, about 'talkies.' Though I am
firmly convinced that dialogue is here to stay, a definite part and parcel
of picture equipment, I hesitate to state a definite opinion. Opinions,
during this present state of flux, change from day to day. Our actions
have to be determined, to a large extent, by what we learn as we go along.

"This much I know. We shall use dialogue as we use any other device
for the production of good pictures, not more. When we get a situation

that seems suited to dialogue, then we shall use it. When we get a situa-

tion obviously made for silent pictures, then we shall not strain to insert

dialogue. We must not forget the importance of relaxation in motion
picture entertainment.

"We are determined to go slowly. Whereas we used to try and
lay out a year's program ahead of time, now we shall be content
with planning two or three months ahead. Much can happen
and we are eager enough to improve the quality of our product
to want things to happen.

"I am not satisfied with talking pictures that are merely novelties. The
day of the novelty has not passed, because every new installation of sound
equipment in every new city opens a brand-new field, but even so I am
not satisfied just to give sound, or talk. We must improve and solidify

our position."

Zukor said he was not surprised to hear that some audiences through

the country are already tiring of sound pictures. He reiterated the point

that pictures must be good no matter what devices they employ. He said

that he personally, along with other motion picture theatregoers, would far

rather see a good silent picture than a bad sound picture.

I asked Zukor if the motion picture industry felt any antagonism toward

the legitimate stage, if the film industry felt an elation over the dog-days

of the drama, any sense of having scored a victory.

"We bear no ill will toward the legitimate stage and do not in any way
feel a sense of victory," he said. "In fact, those of us who have been

through the mill see no reason why the drama should be so frightfully

concerned over its present unhappy state.

"The drama is now going through a period of depression that hit us

sooner and left us quicker. It is not extraordinary to come upon a whole

series of ordinary plays, whether on the stage or on the screen. Somehow
it happens that you reach a period when nothing turns out well, when
results are mediocre, unimportant, uninteresting. And then, curiously,

when things look blackest, one or two smashing good things will come
along and lift the whole level with it.

"The drama will come back. It will not disappear. It will not

be crushed by the competition of motion pictures, for I am satis-

fied that motion pictures that are simply copies of stage plays ivill

not be good enough to amount to anything. We are in different

fields and there is no reason why both of us should not be emi-

nently sucessful."

Zukor's manner was doubly enthusiastic. First, he seemed roused over

the promise of success through 1929. Second, he seemed -lore than

energetic over the prospect that success will not be too en^ily achieved,

that obstacles lie in the road and that the situation is interesting enough

and promising enough to threaten day to day changes.

ADOLPH ZUKOR

Radio Pictures Is

Tentative Name
ForFBO Product
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—FBO's new promi-
nence in the industry is to be celebrated by a

change in the name of the company's product.

Radio Pictures is the name tentatively se-

lected, with distribution to be provided by the

Radio-Keith-Orpheum organization, if certain

legal aspects of the situation now under con-

sideration are properly ironed out. Whatever
the new name of F B O Pictures is to be, an

announcement of unusual importance may be

expected soon.

Executives in Chicago
On Way East from Coast
A party of executives from leading pro-

ducing and distributing companies were in

Chicago, Monday January 7, en route East

from the West Coast.

In the party were Winfield Sheehan, vice

president and general manager of Fox Film

Corporation ; Joseph M. Schenck, president

of United Artists; John Considine, Jr., pro-

ducer for United Artists; D. W. Griffith,

producer and director, and Major John
Zanft, general manager of the Fox Theatres

Corporation.

Sheehan in New York to

Confer on '29-'30 Product
(Special t» the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—Winfield Sheehan,

vice president and general manager of Fox
Film Corporation, arrived in New York to-

day for a three weeks visit during which

time plans for the 1929-30 productions will

be considered.

French President Chooses M G M Films

NEW YORK.—Gaston Douraergue, president of

France, selected HGM pictures for showing at his

annual Christmas show. "A Trail of "98" and "The

Cameraman" were the pictures.
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Variety

Analyzes

The Trade Papers

FROM time to time "Variety,'' a show-

business publication, undertakes a criti-

cal analysis of the motion picture trade

papers. Like much of the general text of

"Variety," various of these analyses are

amusing but, consistently with the policy

of the publication, they do not trouble

themselves with the little matter of facts.

We do not suggest that particularly in the

case of contemporary publications "Variety"

maliciously, or even deliberately, misrepre-

sents or distorts truth; it is simply a case

in which general unfamiliarity with the

habits of truth-telling is the normal order

of the day.

In a recent issue "Variety" published the

latest analyses in the series. In this the

merger of Exhibitors Herald and "Mov-
ing Picture World" was discussed and sev-

eral erroneous conclusions arrived at. We
shall not trouble ourselves to attempt to

correct these conclusions, first, because
mention of a mis-statement in "Variety"
would have the originality and infrequency
of the greeting, "Merry Christmas"; sec-

ondly, "Variety" is suspected of having been
so long inured to the practices of the mailed
fist school of journalism that even the

terms of the business in which we are en-

gaged would sound to its managers as a
foreign tongue.

Mr. Sime Silverman, publisher of
"Variety," is commonly and widely held by
those who know him best as a great guy.

On this point it has not been our privilege

to share an intimacy which would enable
us either to agree or disagree; but the ob-
servation asserts itself that to be able to put
up with what his publication technically
would call the mob he has around him

—

he must be.

"Variety's" estimate of itself as pub-
lished in the above-mentioned analysis is as

follows

:

Variety
Variety probably remains about the same, a

mixed sheet trying to cover all of the show business,
with the chances it is making a bum of itself try-

ing. Its hook-up is very heavy, and though selling at
25c on the stands, this paper is far less prosperous
than it looks some weeks.

Variety's sloppy way of writing and printing is

likely a laugh to those who know, but no way has
been discovered to rectify its faults. The latter must
be plenty to newspaper men if they ever read
Variety, for those in Variety's offices can see 100
holes in the sheet every time it comes out. So this
paper continues as the same terrible exhibit of news-
paper work it always has been.

M. J. Q.

Theatre Fire's Final Toll
21 Buildings and $100,000

(Special to the Herald-World)

HALIFAX, Jan. 8.—Fire starting near
the furnace of the motion picture theatre
at Joggin Mines, Xova Scotia, owned by
F. J. Burke, was not subdued until 21 build-
ings had been destroyed. The loss is $100,-
000. Burned structures included the thea-
tre, a church, hotel, school, stores and 12
residences.

Pathe Wins Round in Fight to

Keep Censors off Talking Films
Injunction Granted by New York Supreme Court Restraining Board

from Invalidating Licenses for "Sal of Singapore"

—Test Case, Says Colvin Brown
(Special to the Herald-World)

XEW YORK, Jan. 8.—Pathe has gone to court to prevent the censors of

Xew York state from interfering with dialogue in motion pictures that talk.

The Supreme Court yesterday granted a temporary injunction restraining the

Xew York board of censors from invalidating or revoking licenses for the sound
and dialogue version of "Sal of Singapore."

"Sal of Singapore" was released January 4. The silent version of the picture

was passed without deletion or change. Pathe did not submit for censorship

the sound record accompanying the film.

Colvin W. Brown, executive vice president speech. The requested licenses were issued
of Pathe, said that the suit was brought
for the single purpose of clarifying the
situation. Students of the industry recalled,

however, that Pathe has long been in the
fortfront in combatting censorship, began
the fight that freed news reels from cen-
sorship interference, and won important
legal actions in Xew York and Ohio.
That an important issue is in the bal-

ance is recognized and Pathe has received
congratulations for its important and ag-
gressive step, which is expected to result

in a decision beneficial to the entire busi-

ness.
Writ Obtained

The injunction against James Wingate,
director of the Motion Picture Division of

the Xew York State Education Department,
the Board of Regents and the Commis-
sioner of Education, was obtained by Cou-
dert Brothers, attorneys for Pathe, return-

able yesterday.
Pathe states that on October 11 appli-

cation was made to the director of the

Motion Picture Division for Licenses to

exhibit one original and four duplicate

prints of "Sal of Singapore." This silent

version was reviewed and upon receiving a
rating of 100 per cent was licensed by the

censor board. Subsequently, dialogue se-

quences and musical synchronization were
recorded for this Phyllis Haver vehicle.

The making of the sound recordings did

not involve any change of the pictorial

matter.
Limited Licenses Given

On Xovember 2, Pathe made application

for additional licenses for six duplicates of

"Sal of Singapore." The sounds, music and
words recorded were not submitted, as

there is nothing in the law, by inference

or suggestion, as to the censorship of

F B O Director in Hospital
NEW YORK.—Basil Smith, assistant director to

Bert Glennon, is in the hospital suffering from a
nervous collapse. James Sevmour, casting director,
is replacing Smith temporarily.

Theatre Inserts Titles

In Two Languages
(Special the Hesald-Wor'J)

MONTREAL, Jan. 8.—Bilingual
titles made their appearance in sound
productions here last week, when they
were introduced at the Capitol the-

atre by Manager Harry Dahn with
the presentation of "A Woman of

Affairs." Titles were in both English
and French to meet Quebec legal re-

quirements and also to cater to the

immense French population of Mon-
treal. Manager Dahn announced that

arrangements had been made, at con-

siderable expense, to have bilingual

titles in all sound features at the Cap-
itol. Since September 1, the French-
speaking people had been struggling

with English titles, and it was said

that they were thus learning English.

with the following words stamped upon
their face:
"This license is invalid when the film or

any part thereof is used in conjunction
with any mechanical devices for the repro-
duction of sound or by the use of persons
for the utterance of language."

Pathe directed the attention of Wingate
on December 12 to the fact that there is

nothing in the law empowering him, or his

department to issue limited or restricted

licenses for the exhibition of any films, that

the obligation to issue unrestricted licenses

for all films, except those found to be ob-
scene, indecent, immoral, inhuman, sacri-

legious or of a character tending to cor-
rupt morals or incite to crime, was man-
datory. Pathe held this action was unsound
in law and an arbitrary assumption of
power.
Lewis Innerarity, secretary of Pathe, em-

phasized the absurdity of this ruling.

Bill Broadening Powers
of Censors Is Expected

(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBAXY, Jan. 8.—The question of how
far a censoring body can go under the law
which created the censoring commission of
Xew York State and outlined its duties, in

passing final word on sound pictures, has
been a subject of considerable discussion at

the state capitol in Albany during the past
few weeks, and fresh impetus has been
given by the Pathe case. It is understood
that a bill is to be drafted in the near fu-

ture, and which will be introduced in the
Legislature, broadening the powers of the
Xew York State motion picture commis-
sion insofar as talking and sound pictures
are concerned.

Kansas Board May Get
Device for Censoring Sound

(Special to the Herald-World)
KANSAS CITY, KAN., Jan. 8.—The

Kansas State censor board would become
censors of the spoken word, now that the
board has moved into its new headquarters.
Miss Emma Yiets, chairman of the board,
announced.

If the funds will permit, a small sound
device synchronized with the films will be
installed.

Xo sooner had the Kansas censor board
made its announcement concerning the
censoring of talkies than the Kansas City
Star came forth with an editorial in which
the writer stated:

"As if the talkies did not already have
enough to worry about, along comes the
Kansas state board of review and proposes
to censor the spoken word as well as the

scenes upon the screen. ... It might per-
haps be spared the complexities of being
subject to the whims of an appointive board
as to whether the words which pour forth

in synchronization with the film should be
listened to by the impressionable public."
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LEADERSHIP
HE Exhibitors Herald-World carried approximately 400 pages

of advertising more than its nearest competitor in 1928. Of
every dollar spent in the five national motion picture trade papers

during 1928, approximately 42 cents was spent in the HERALD-
WORLD. This overwhelming vote of confidence for the HERALD-
WORLD was in almost every instance the result of thorough tests

and investigation—surveys conducted by the advertiser or his

advertising agency, questionnaires sent to representative people in

all divisions of the trade and in all parts of the country, and a care-

ful checkup of direct results, particularly the use of coupons in

advertisements.

During the year, the HERALD-WORLD was the only motion

picture trade paper receiving the full and complete advertising

schedule of every motion picture distributing company of impor-

tance.

"Better Theatres", the section of the HERALD-WORLD issued

every fourth week and devoted to theatre construction, operation,

decoration, and equipment, carried from issue to issue throughout

the year from 25 to 40 per cent more advertising than its nearest

competitor.

In advertising placed by individuals—screen and presentation artists

—the HERALD-WORLD easily led all competitors. In Presenta-

tion advertising, a class of advertising to which direct results can be

readily traced, the HERALD-WORLD led by a wide margin.

Motion Pictures

Individual
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HOW AND WHY
Classified Advertising

In the three years since this department was started, the HERALD-
WORLD has become the recognized "classified advertising medium"

in the motion picture field. During the year of 1928, it carried in

excess of three times the number of these advertisements printed by

all of its competitors combined.

Constructive Policy

Advertisers like the HERALD-WORLD way of doing business.

Its only advertising rates are those printed on its rate cards—no

favoritism, no trick offers, no bargaining. Its only method of selling

is on the basis of merit. It does not resort either to attempting

to "pressure" advertising into its pages or enlisting outside assis-

tance to "pressure" advertisers.

Proven Circulation

The HERALD-WORLD gives a full accounting to its adver-

tisers for every dollar accepted. It is a member of the Audit

Bureau of Circulations (the only member in the motion pic-

ture field) and furnishes audited circulation statements twice

each year.

The Herald-World Leads!
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17ie Thousand Mark

ON the first of the year, Western Electric
passed the thousand mark in the num-

ber of its sound installations. This is a
record that defies criticism and compels ad-
miration.

Practically every part of the country now
has theatres equipped for the showing of
sound pictures. There are few patrons of
motion pictures who have not had the op-
portunity to inspect the newest product of
motion picture development, to form a first-

hand opinion.
The list of theatres equipped for sound

showings, as published first in the Herald-
World, was a most astonishing one and
laid to rest many rumors floating through
the industry. Small theatres had their
share of sound equipment, along with the
large. Charges that Western Electric, a
huge organization, was interested only in
other mammoth organizations were thus
proved thoroughly false.

Opinion through the industry in regard
to Western Electric has changed consider-
ably through recent weeks. Worries that
the "electrical monster" was going to de-
vour the motion picture industry seem to
have been given an indecent burial, just
what they deserved.
Western Electric's record in the motion

picture industry has so far been a highly
honorable one.

* * *

Fox Theatres

DUMORS, familiar rumors, that William
Fox is to build a forty or sixty or

eighty story theatre on Broadway are
again being heard. The building is to go
up on the southwest corner of 47th Street
and Broadway, just where it can best be
seen by all the members of the Motion Pic-
ture Club.
The fact of the matter is that Fox is

considering a huge theatre on that site.

Whether his plans will go through or not
depends on many circumstances. Just how
his plans are progressing no one knows, for
Fox long ago learned not to say anything
about his projects until the last name was
blotted on the dotted line.

In other words, if all goes well there
will probably be a great new Fox theatre
on Broadway. If it doesn't go well, if

someone wants a little more than Fox is

willing to give, then there are other things
that might be done with all that Fox money.

* * *

Georgie Jessel

'TT FFANY-STAHL gave a highly spec-
tacular private showing of Georgie Jes-

sel in "Lucky Boy" at the Embassy thea-
tre. At 11 o'clock on a Friday morning the

house was packed.
Jessel soon proved himself to be a real

acquisition to sound pictures. His voice
registered admirably and his manner of
presenting his familiar songs was made for
the new order of pictures. He was given a
highly enthusiastic reception.
"Lucky Boy" will be a box office hit.

It has all the elements that go together for
an old-fashioned success.

Jessel got into talking pictures late, but
he's apparently making up for lost time.

—PETER VISCHER.

Paramount Signs Harry Green
HOLLYWOOD.—Paramount has signed Harry

Green, vaudeville and stage star and owner of the
Lyric theatre in London, to appear in "Close Har-
mony," all-dialogue picture.

Two New Columbia Pictures

TWO scenes are

shown here from
Columbia's recently

completed drama,
"The Faker," in

which Jacqueline
Logan is starred,
with Warner Oland
and Charles E. De-
laney in supporting
roles.

TWO scenes are

also shown be-
low from "Behind
Closed Doors," an-
other new Colum-
bia drama just
completed in which
Virginia Valli and
Gaston Glass have
the leading roles.

Warner Oland in "The Faker"

Jacqueline Logan and Charles E. Delaney
in "The Faker."

Gaston Glass and Virginia Valli in "Be-
hind Closed Doors."

Virginia Valli an^~ Gaston Glass in another scene of "Behind Closed Doors.'
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he Baron Bars "Talkie" in

Referring to Sound Film;
Audien Campaign Growing
An
Entire

Industry

Must

Decide

—The EXHIBITOR

—The PRODUCER
—The DISTRIBUTOR

—The STAR

—The DIRECTOR

—The SCENARIST

—The ADVERTISING MAN
—The PUBLICIST

—The PROJECTIONIST

—The CAMERAMAN
—The TECHNICIAN

ALL must join in selecting a name

which reflects properly and ap-

propriately the dignity and im-

portance of the Talking Picture.

Bv DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8.

They are juggling words today in Hollywood.
—and all because of the Herald-World campaign to find a suitable name—one

to which the public will react favorably—for talking pictures.

A canvass of studios shoics producers are the most vigorous of any of the
personnel to find a word that will replace '"talkie" in a suitable and meaning-
ful way. Publicists dislike the word. They prefer another but are reluctant

to join in the launching of a new word because of their peculiar position with
relation to newspapers.

\^ hether the word will be "Tonofihn," "Graphotone," or "Movietone," Carl
Laemmle doesn't know: but it will be a word that is easy to spell, read, pronounce
and remember.

William LeBaron, general manager of production and vice president of
FBO. declares emphatically, "The word, talkie, will no longer be tolerated

by official reference among members of this organization." He clearly states

that the word, "Dialogue," is being incorporated into F B O's identification

of the talking picture. F B 0 people are instructed to term them Dialogue

films and Sound films.

He states further that, "according to a survey being made weekly among
exhibitors F B O finds that interest in Dialogue films is growing regularly."

* * *

There are those like Robert Welsh whose interests very keenly follow the de-

velopments of sound. Mr. Welsh who is general manager of Lniversal Studios

and was formerly editor of Moving Picture World, believes however that the best

word that can describe it and the best word that at the same time dignifies it is

"Movietone," one we already have.

"It's a word of only nine letters,"' says Mr. Welsh, "and one that is easily accept-

able by the public. It bears a heavy investment made by Fox to exploit it.

Eddie Carewe got into a string of audios, vocas, phonecs, and resons that

would frighten a philosopher when he began talking about the words that

the Herald-World might encounter in its search for stems, roots and prefixes

icith proper derivation. He began by saying, "It's difficult for me to give a

correct name for talking pictures because my sympathies are rather with the

silent pictures."

And then he added, "Johnny Grey told me they might be called the ^Chine-

ma.' " Al Boasberg say s "the Smoosies" typify them. A producer in town says

they are "squawkies." Some people call them names that y ou can t print.

"Something like Socafilm,' 'audipix,' 'audifilm,' 'phonecinema,' sonofilm,'

'resonfilm,' 'cinephone' or what have you might be useful," said one.

"Y' gotta get a better name than 'talkies'," says Harry Joe Brown, associate

producer with Charles R. Rogers, whose pictures have been under First National

release two years and under other release four others.What Name Do You

* Mr. Brown observes that, "Every guy in town ought to get his noodle work-

ing on the job of finding a word because a good one is harder than the

devil to find."

But Harry Joe Brown is a student of production, a scholar with degrees from

NAME University of Michigan, post work in University of Chicago and is not bad as a

linguist. He ran over his Latin derivations for a moment and then came back
ADDRESS with a hasty conclusion that the word won't come from a man of letters.

Tom Mix had several words to say about it this week. He said that he and
CITY and STATE Tony hadn't done so much in the line of talking pictures but that he had put

a lot of thought on them.

[Fill in coupon and mail to EXHIBITORS And you knotc how droll Tom talks and how sincere he was when he said,

HERALD-WORLD, 407 South Dearborn St., "/ want this industry of mine to find a better word than 'Talkies' because I
Chicago, IB.] love this old business of makin' pictures and I hate to see a worthwhile effort

it's making be placed in a bad light by a fickle public that misnames things

. whenever it can."
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Try These!
The Herald-World's campaign to find a suitable name for talking motion pic-

tures is becoming as popular as the cross word puzzle. Try these names and see

whether they roll easily off the tongue.

PICTOLOG
VOCAREEL
AUDICINE
CINOLOG
CINEMAPHONE
FOTOVOX
CINAVOICE—Philip Hitter,

Highway Theatre,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

* * *

MOVIETONE—Robert Welsh,

General Manager,

Universal Studio,

Universal City, Cal.

SCREENTONE—Joe Brown,
Producer,

Hollywood, Cal.

TONOGRAPH
GRAPHOPHONE—George Bancroft,

Paramount Star,

Hollywood, Cal.

* * *

DIALOGUE—William he Baron,

Vice President, F B 0,

Hollywood, Cal.

SYNCHROS—Otto S. Martin,

Minneapolis,

Minn.

* * *

AUDIEN
AUDIMA
LOGIMA
AUDIMAGO
MOTIOPHONE

VOCIMA
VOXIMA—John B. Weis,

Teutopolis,

III.

* * *

VITASCOPE—John E. Wood,
Comique Theatre,

Lynn, Mass.

* * *

SEE AND HEAR—Paul Richter,

Colonial Theatre,

Montpelier, 0.

OPTIVOX
—W. G. Mitchell,

Salem Theatre,

Salem, Mass.

* * *

PHOTOVOX
VOXFILM
VITAPHONICS
PARAVIEWS—Carl Veseth,

Palace Theatre,

Malta, Mont.

* * *

KINEOGRAPH
ELECTROGRAPH
ZONOFILM
AUDIOGRAPH
—Mrs. J. B. Du Rand,

Lyric Theatre,

Ellendale, N. D.

* * *

VOISET—Hoivard E. Glidden,

Barre,

Mass.

PARLPICTURE
PARL-PLAY
—Vincent Tate,

Roosevelt Theatre,

Swoyersville, Pa.

* * *

CINAUDIO
CINEMAUDIO—Wilfrid D. Jackson,

Bala, Ont.,

Canada.

* * *

HERANC
HERANCE
(Hear and See)—John C. Leveck,

Benoit,

Miss.

* * *

LIVING PICTURES
—W. L. Mack,

Strand Theatre,

Jonesboro, Ark.

CNHEAR
(See and Hear)
—A.G.Miller,

Lyric Theatre,

Atkinson, Neb.

* -

CNER-MOPIC
CNERFILM
(See and Hear Motion
Pictures)—Earl Arnold,

Liberty Theatre,

Watertown, N. Y.

* * *

ACTORPHONE
ACTORGRAPH—Charles Klein,

Blackhills Amusement,
Deadwood, S. D.
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They Say

—

Comments on and suggestions offered in the Herald-World's campaign to find
a suitable name for talking pictures are coming from many sources—the public,

dramatic critics, producers, exhibitors, publicists, directors and all others asso-

ciated with the industry.

"Vitascope" Is Offered
In answer to the theatre industry's

request for an appropriate name for the

combination of motion picture projection

and synchronized sound accompaniment,
I wish to submit for your approval the

word "Vitascope."
As you can easily see "Vitascope" is

composed of the prefix "znta" denoting

life, and the suffix "scope," implying the

total range of a subject. Therefore, the

word "Vitascope" may be interpreted as

the science which is based on the range

of fundamental principles necessary to

reproduce a scene or image as if such
were actually being enacted or alive and
appearing before the spectator. The
synchronized sound picture does this.

It incorporates a moving image pro-

jected to the screen and the synchro-
nised accompaniment of voices, music,

sound effects or a combination of the

three.

Our chief concern in coining a new
word will be the public's reaction and
popular approval of any nezv expression
to supersede the existing names of
"talkie" and "speakie" "which "we find are
being widely used because of their ease

of pronunciation. The public shoivld

experience but little difficulty in becom-
ing accustomed to the word "Vitascope,"
however, as its prefix has already been
adopted by a large percentage in the

well known trade name, "Vitaphone,"
whose meaning is generally understood
throughout the United States to such an
extent tliat in some cases any sound in-

stallation is frequently called (erro-

neously, of course) "Vitaphone."
In conclusion it might also be said that

the word "Vitascope" reflects the dignity

and purpose of an industry so closely

related to modern life.

—JOHN E. WOOD,
Comique theatre,

Lynn, Mass.
* * *

"The Synchros"
I suggest the name "the synchros" as a

fitting title for sound pictures.

I believe this title properly suggests the idea

of sound pictures, whether talking, sound
effects or synchronized music.
The public is pretty well familiar now with

the term "synchronized" and as all pictures

shown now carry some sort of a synchroniza-
tion, I think that my term as applied to sound
pictures conveys the idea while it is more dig-

nified and explanatory than "talkies." It rolls

easily off the tongue and carries the meaning
of what it is intended to describe.

—OTTO S. MARTIN,
Adart Advertising Company,

Minneapolis, Minn.
* * *

A Host of Suggestions
Your campaign in the HERALD-

WORLD for a dignified and interesting

I name for sound and talking pictures
has been attracting my attention for the
past few weeks. Your name of,

"Audien," is both pleasing to the ear
and proper to the language. However,
many people will associate sound pic-

tures during the rest of their lives with
Al Jolson's "The Jazz Singer" and
Vitaphone. I have met many people
that did not know of the many other
sound devices. If the general public

"were left to choose a name they would
probably select for the sound of it, or

from affection.

I am a student of photography trying

In enter the motion picture industry.

As I take a great interest in that in-

dustry I "would like to have standard
and dignified names for its products.

My submittancc follows:
For the general term and for silent

pictures—Photoplay, Photopax (picture

and peace), Cinepax.
For dramas and photoplays in sound—Audien , Audina (hear the image),

Logima (the talking image), Audimago,
Motiophone, Vocina or Voxima (the

image with voice), Dramalog, Oralog
For newsrecls in sound—Tcmpolog,

Chronolog, Tempovox, Chronaudien,
Chronaudima.
These are the best I can coin. In the

end the majority of the public will

probably prevail. The prcz'ailing terms
are already established through smash-
ing advertising campaigns and the

sound pictures are already a general
and important part of the industry. It

will be hard to catch the lusty infant

and re-christen it.

—JOHN B. WEISS,
Teutopolis, III.

* * *

A "See and Hear"
Those manufactured Latinizations

are like the fossil remains in

museums! Why not clothe the dry
bones with living tissue! They
never can become current popular
vernacular!
Permit us to suggest the Shakes-

pearean English — Anglo - Saxon!
"Can" the dead language!
A "See and Hear," describes the

thing—it says it! It is better than
highbrow—it is alive!

PAUL RICHTER,
Orchestra, Colonial theatre,

Montpelier, O.
jfc %

Professor Apologizes

Please do not think that I have been un-

mindful of the request you made. The fact of

the matter is that I simplv cannot think of a

term that would fit the rase. I have racked

my brain and the brain of other*, have waited

for an insnirins' moment, but all to no avail.

—GEORGE WE1DA SPOHN,
Department of English,

St Olaf colleac,

Northfield, Minn
* * *

"Audien?" Hardly
I am pleased to note that you are making a

drive to find a suitable name for the sound

Dtcture. This action is to be commended.
Your initiative is praiseworthy and the end

in view necessary.

The public is quick to grasp a svnonym.

Alreadv the words "talkie" and "sneakie" are

beard in reference to the sound picture. And
within a few months thev will have such a

firm nla^e in the public's vocabularv that

erasure will be impossible. The word "movie"

will forever stick to this industry because

we made no effort to eliminate it st the start.

Your proposal of the word "audien" should

be seriously considered. Tts connotation is

perfect. It smacks of modernism, vet is dig-

nified and appropriate. As I see it, there is

but one objection to its adoption-—the lack of

immediate application to the motion picture

when first heard.

To the layman "audien" will at once be

applied to "audience" due to its derivation,

but will it have sufficient significance to dis-

tinguish the motion picture audience from the

legitimate? Can it be brought into universal

use without concentration on the part of the

public ?

For this reason, I believe a word should be

coined from the terms now in general use and
which relate directly to the motion picture,

so that the public may immediately grasp the

meaning from its similarity to words already

familiar.

I would suggest that as quickly as tenta-

tive names come into your office .that jseu

make a list of those which appear the most
applicable and that this list be forwarded to

the Hays organization with the recommenda-
tion that the producers decide upon the most
suitable term at the earliest possible moment.
Once the name is designated every advertis-

ing accessory distributed by the producers

should bear this name. Or rather, every scrap

of publicity matter distributed on sound.

I profess no unusual ability in originating

names. However, I can do what hundreds of

others in the industry should do—offer my
suggestions to the only trade paper who has

recognized this important need—the Herald-
World.

I take pleasure, therefore, in suggesting the

following terms for what they may be worth :

"Vocafilm"—Voca will be immediately
placed in connection with "vocal." Film is

already familiar to the public and recognized

as a motion picture term. "The most out-

standing Vocafilm of the year."

"Audifilm"—Audi will be connected with

"audible" and "audience" as you have planned

in the use of "audien." Film is self-explana-

tory in this term also. "The greatest Audifilm

ever presented at this theatre."

There are many other semi-explanatory com-
binations such as, "Auditures," or just "audi-

bles," "Mototone," "Vocature," "Pictone,"

"Audigraph," or "Audiscreen," but in my
opinion the word "film" will have to be used

as one of the syllables in whatever combina-
tion may be decided upon, to give the public

a clear and concise connection in its relation

to motion pictures. The terms "Audi," "Voca"
and "Tone" are easily connected with
sound but do "Moto," "Photo," or "Graph,"
adequately describe the motion picture?

Of the two suggested names "Vocafilm"
and "Audifilm," I believe the latter most
suitable to all sound productions. "Voca-
film" may be interpreted as a dialogue pic-

ture which would not be consistent when
advertising sound effects, while "Audifilm"
can be used to describe either dialogue or
sound effects because both are a part of

sound reproduction. Or, for that matter,
"Vocafilm" could be used to denote the
dialogue picture, while "Audifilm" be util-

ized for sound effects. But two separate
and distinct terms will not have the ad-
vantage of one concrete example upon the
public.

Whatever the result may be, I want to

again express my appreciation of your ef-

forts to establish the sound picture in the
minds of the public as a dignified product
of a great industry, and to hope that the

publicity you are giving the subject will be
met with an instant response from every-
one connected therein.

—E. F. NUTTER,
Rozvlesburg, W. Va.
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Qirl Manager Who Began in Shed

At Five, Urges Sales Counsellors
Miss Monica T. Lamere at 18 Runs Two Theatres and Says She'd Rather

Drop Lease Than Herald-World

[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

LUDLOW, VT., Jan. 8.
—"Salesmen think more in sympathy with the prob-

lem of the exhibitor in 'the sticks,' and less in competition for his order.

Give him a boost with honest counsel." This is the plea of Miss Monica
T. Lamere, who though only 18, has successfully managed the two motion
picture houses here for more than a year.

"T\ESPITE her youth Miss Lamere is a
real veteran of the industry. She

learned her alphabet from the full sheet
lithographs of Biograph days and could
read the press agentry of the clip-sheets
before ever she went to school, for her
father, Harry N. Lamere, has been the
arbiter of Ludlow entertainment programs
since she was a babe in arms.

Pointing to a stack of EXHIBI-
TORS HERALD-WORLDS she de-
clared that but for such advices as
is contained in the "What the Picture
Did for Me" column the country
manager would be in a permanent
predicament for his selection of a
program.
"Up here in the country we would

be hopeless without such help as our
trade magazines afford us in the ex-
change of experiences with pictures,"
she continued. "It has been a con-
stant problem for my father and me
to sift the pictures offered him and
to determine what is best suited for
our town. Without the candid opin-
ions of fellow exhibitors our average
of successful selections would cer-
tainly be far lower than it has been.
We would sooner dispense with our
theatre lease than with our HER-
ALD-WORLD, for without the latter

the former would be but a liability.

When only five she demonstrated her
exhibitor's heritage in threatening her
dad's monopoly with a show of her own
in the family woodshed at a two penny
top. Other children might be content with
pins and buttons but only the hard coin
of the realm would open the doors to the
Lamere woodshed for little Monica's mim-
icking of her impresario father. She de-
manded cash and had sold all nine re-
served seats too, before discovering that her
paternal rival had confiscated the rotary
kaleidoscope with which she had intended
to project her show, besides tearing down
her hand-printed advertising from the trees
throughout the neighborhood.

The girl manager has never missed
a single picture in Ludlow since she
has been of school age, a record in

itself perhaps. Certainly the several
thousand programs she has attended
have given her an excellent back-
ground in the selection of her com-
munity's entertainment today by af-

fording her an unexcelled opportu-
nity to sense her fellow fan's

reactions to the various types of pic-

tures.

Through high school Monica was per-
mitted to help with the tickets and usher-
ing. On Sundays she collaborated in the
correspondence, serving as her busy
father's secretary. After graduation from
Black River Academy—President Coo-
lidge's high school too, incidentally—she
chose a business course instead of college
in order to relieve her dad as soon as pos-
sible of the office detail, for motion pic-
tures have been but a sideline with him.
Printing is his trade and hobby.
Father was stricken seriously ill shortly

after Monica completed her commercial
course and the business developed entirely

upon her before she had had time to hang
up her bookkeeper's diploma. She proved
equal to the emergency, however, and was
overjoyed to hear her father agree that she
had done even better than he himself ever
had done in a similar period. Her manage-
ment had been profitable enough to war-
rant her assuming complete charge perma-
nently, he said, in turning over the business
to her after his recovery. Since then, more
than a year ago, Miss Lamere has had the
responsibility of every detail in the selec-

tion and exhibition of every program in

both Hammond Hall and the Town Hall,

Ludlow's only picture houses.

Writes All Advertising

She writes all the advertising of a local

nature, helps in ticket selling and when her
boy aides happen to be absent, even posts
the lithographs and distributes the window-
cards. But no matter how busy she may
be, she still views every show.

"I haven't lost a least bit of my childish

enthusiasm for the screen," she explained.

"And besides seeking personal enjoyment
in the picture, I can find out how our
friends like it by sitting among them.
"The greatest obstacle in motion picture

exhibition seems to me to lie where one
ought least to expect to find an obstacle,

in the salesmen," Miss Lamere began in

discussing the the country exhibitors ap-
preciation of selling methods from her own
experience.

Miss Monica T. Lamere, 18-year-old man-

ager of the two theatres at Ludlow, Vt.,

is shown at her desk. Miss Lamere pays

particular tribute to the "What the Pic-

ture Did for Me" department of the

Herald-World.

"The average salesman is all wrong
about the country audience. He cannot
realize, or will not realize, that there is as
definite a demarcation between program
preferences city and rural as there is be-
tween political preferences in metropolis
and village. A hit in the big towns is most
likely to flop in the country districts. What
spells success for Broadway may mean ruin
on Main Street."

"It isn't the superspecials and superfea-
tures that get across for the small exhibi-
tor, according to our Ludlow experience.
Time and again we have seen it demon-
strated that even the best press agentry
cannot coax the customers literally across
Main Street to view the highly touted ro-

mance or historical pageant, while blood
and thunder Westerns, mounted police and
animal star stories have a positive and
profitable appeal. Curious, yet true.

Librarian Adds Proof

"Our village librarian bears me out in

this, for people choose their pictures as
they choose their books. In Ludlow we
are blessed with an unusually fine library,

but it is not the romanticists and poets
whom we read. The classics too accumu-
late dust in their undisturbed slumbers on
our library shelves while there is always a

waiting list for Zane Grey, Peter B. Kyne,
Rex Beach and their fellow chroniclers of

pioneering eras and apostles of the great
outdoors.
"Nor is the reason far to seek. It is

merely a question of environment, I think.

In our proximity to the wide open spaces
we suffer less from artificiality, the gloss

and glamour of sophistication being little

or no part of us. Curiously too, when we
venture to the city we seem mad in our
pursuit of the city's type of pleasure and
vie with one another in sharing the city's

entertainment upon which we would turn

thumbs down at home.
"But then it is so comforting, by con-

trast, to return to our accustomed corner
in our town hall and thrill with the kids

for five reels in the triumph of right over
might and the final rescue of the fair lady

in a wild and wooly Western. In a word,
I think country folks like city shows just

to brag about having seen them. They go
to extravaganza programs when away from
home just to be able to tell their neighbors
they had seen this or that," and not because
they enjoy them especially.

Black and White of Experience

"This is but a casual survey of our coun-
try problem in program selection. Yet
when we try to explain it to the average
salesman he will argue himself blue in the

face to contradict the black and white of

our experience. Out of 20 recent special

features, including "The Covered Wagon,"
"The Way of All Flesh" and the like, we
lost money on nineteen and barely broke
even on the twentieth. Yet strangers to

our theatres will try to prove us wrong
in our prejudices.

"Dad and I have compiled a record
of every picture exhibited in both our
houses during the last year, with the
weather and other circumstances af-

fecting attendance carefully checked.
We call our volume 'Figures Don't
Lie,' after the picture. Yet even in

the face of this record there are
salesmen who will waste thousands
of words in attempted refutation of

our observation.

"The salesman some day is going to ex-

ecute a right about face and approach the

country exhibitor on a different tack. He
is going to study our problem sympathe-
tically and intelligently, is going to put

himself in our place and view the situation

with our eyes. Like the politicians he is

going to differentiate between the country
and the city preference. He is going to

try sincerely to help us."
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Let Builders See What
They Can Do: Brisbane
"Everything gets bigger," writes

Arthur Brisbane in the Hearst papers.
"William Fox will build at Broadway
and Forty-seventh St., New York, a
forty-story building to contain the
biggest moving picture theatre. When
this is done, somebody else—Metro-
Coldwyn-Mayer, Paramount or some-
body—will come along and build a

£fty-story building and a bigger the-
atre. These are days of big things,

and the business of government is

NOT to interfere with them. Let the
builders and business men see what
they can do."

See Move to Settle

Marks Case as Quiz
OfZukor Is Waived

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8—New efforts to

settle out of court the antitrust suit

brought by Marks Brothers, Chicago cir-

cuit, against Paramount, its subsidiary,
Balaban & Katz, and others, were seen in

the agreement of both parties to drop in-

definitely the examination of Adolph Zukor,
president of Paramount, scheduled before
Federal Commissioner O'Xeill in Xew York
today.
Elek John Ludvigh, general counsel for

Paramount, said that no settlement had
been made when the Zukor examination
was dropped. Joseph Rosenberg of plain-

tiff's counsel was in New York to take the
deposition.

* * *

In Chicago it was said at attorney
Rosenberg's office January 7, that Para-
mount attorneys were indicating a willing-
ness to confer on a settlement. Confer-
ences to the same end failed several weeks
ago.

Edward A. Smith Named
F & R District Manager

In Personnel Changes
(Special to the Herald-World)

MINNEAPOLIS, Jan. 8.—Edward A.
Smith, manager of the Minnesota theatre,
has been appointed district manager of ap-
proximately 30 F & R houses in Minnesota,
Iowa and Nebraska. He is succeeded at the
Minnesota by Murray Pennock, formerly
manager of the Paramount in New York.
Ralph Branton, former F & R general

manager, now heads the 11 F & R-Publix
theatres in the Twin Cities. Charles
Murphy, manager of the Capitol in St. Paul,
has been promoted to production manager
for F & R stage shows. John Coring of
Los Angeles is filling his position at the
Capitol.

Ben Ferris has taken over the advertis-
ing and publicity work for the 11 F & R-
Publix houses in the Twin Cities. He for-

merly did the same work for all the F & R
houses.

Bristolphone Makes 15
Installations First Week

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—Budd Rogers,

sales manager of Sonora-Bristolphone, an-
nounces that IS installations, for the first

week of the 1929 season, have been made.
Over 25 engineers are kept at the com-
pany's plant in Waterbury, Connecticut, for
the purpose of grooming them to supervise
installations.

Fox Fetes Silver Anniversary
With Plans for 7 Huge Houses

Broadway Theatre-Office Building Would Be 40 Stories High

—

Agreements Signed for Boston Site—Predicts

$200,000,000 Fox Chain Business

Coincident with the observance of his Silver Anniversary in the motion pic-

ture industry, William Fox announced this week a new expansion program

calling- for construction of huge theatre and office buildings of 5,000 to 6,000

seats within a year in a number of key cities, including New York, Chicago,

Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Boston, and Baltimore, according to news-

paper dispatches from Xew York.

The Xew York theatre building, reported as a ten-million-dollar project,

would be a 40-story structure at Broadway and 47th street, where the Central

theatre now stands, and would dominate one of the most striking parts of

Xew York.

The company has recently opened large

buildings as in Detroit, Brooklyn and Wash-
ington and buildings at St. Louis, San Fran-
cisco and Atlanta are nearing completion.

The sites already have been selected, it

was stated. Fox is quoted as follows:

"About three and a half years ago T de-

cided that the mo-
tion picture going
public was ahead of
the producers and
that growth and ex-

p a n s i o n, coupled
with finer products,
alone would lift the

business to a higher
plane. The recent

activity in opening
new super-type thea-

tres, seating 5,000 to

6,000 people, is the
result of a couple of

years' work and
planning.
"After reorganiz-

ing the program department, we decided

upon the policy of building super-theatres

in all of the principal cities of the United

States, and for this purpose, in 1925, the

Fox Theatres Corporation was formed,

with an initial investment of $12,000,000."

Fox predicted of the Fox Theatres
Corporation: "In three or four years

it would not surprise me to see this

business equal $200,000,000 a year."

Twenty-five years ago Fox, who had been

brought from Hungary by his family as a

poor immigrant boy, made a modest start

in the film business. For $1,666.67 he

bought a one-third interest in a tiny cinema
theatre of 146 seats contrived out of a store

on Broadway in Brooklyn. From that in-

conspicuous start Fox has risen to be one

of the leading millionaires of the country,

holding hundreds of theatres throughout the

country, with a seating capacity exceeding

600,000. Included among them is the Roxy
theatre, largest in the world, and the new

IT illiam Fox

Fox theatre in St. Louis, called the second

largest, to be formally opened this month

as part of the Silver Anniversary celebra-

tion.

140 Acres of Studios

From a circumscribed studio at Fort Lee,

N. J., which the Fox company inaugurated

when it was found necessary to produce its

own pictures for filling an expanding theatre

chain, the organization now has two huge
studios in Hollywood and nearby. They
comprise 140 acres and include Movietone
City, a 40-acre plant with 27 buildings and
eight vast stages, completed with typical

Fox speed in three months. In addition

there are the studio facilities in the New
York headquarters at 10th avenue and 55th

street, with capacity for ten units. These
are now devoted to Movietone short sub-

jects.
130 Branches in World

The laboratory equipment of Fox has

grown from a ramshackle building at Fort

Lee, first used in 1914, to huge plants in

New York and Hollywood. A production

capacity of 56,000 feet a day has soared to

1,000,000 feet in the New York laboratory

alone.
Exchange offices have grown from half

a dozen to 130 branch offices throughout the

world. From 150 workers the number now
employed bv Fox Film Corporation totals

8,666.

Agreements Signed for

Boston Tract Purchase
(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON, Jan. 8.—With a strong foot-

hold already obtained in the New England
territory through purchase of the Poli Cir-

cuit, comes the announcement that agree-

ments have been signed for the purchase

of about an acre of land at Tremont and
Boylston streets, this city, by interests rep-

resenting William Fox. It was also an-

nounced that the largest theatre in New
England would be erected by Fox interests

in Boston as part of a theatre-office building

project.

Bandits Shoot Way Oat of Filled House
With $3,000 Loot; "Thriller" Chase Ensues

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—Every resource of the New York police department is be-

ing thrown into the search for eight bandits who Sunday night held up the Fox
Folly Theatre, in Brooklyn, and escaped with $3,000. It was show time and the

2,500-seat house was crowded.
The bandits fought their way out of the theatre in a gun battle in which one

policeman was wounded, and then followed a typical motion picture chase with bul-

lets Bying between the bandit car and pursuing police.

The bandit car was" later found abandoned with 27 bullet holes in it, and blood

on the car showed, police say, that at least one of the bandits had been wounded.

Patrons were terrified by the shooting. Many of them Bed the theatre.

No trace had been found of the bandits late Monday.
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Community Tieups Point Way
To Increased Receipts in '29

Biechele Sends Woman to Confer with Parents on Pictures for

Children—F & R Has Business Association Operate Theatre

at Premiere—Hallowe'en Party Draws Thanks

By ERNEST A. ROVELSTAD
Greater and more effective use of the community tieup as a direct link be-

tween the theatre manager and the box office for increased business in 1929 is

seen in the experiences of the past year. Exhibitors are awakening more and

more to the fact that the enlisting of goodwill, not necessarily in connection

with the screening of a particular picture, will show him larger returns than

in 1928 when he comes to balancing his books next winter.

Sound has been a factor in bringing new patrons into the theatre, but even

sound will not bring the added receipts possible unless astute management is

asserted in the form of exhibitor-evidence of his interest in his public's affairs,

leading theatre owners agree. To show what has been done in an outstanding

way in the direction of community tieups in the past year, the Herald-World

called upon its correspondents, and the first of their replies are printed here-

with. It is also to be emphasized that exhibitors are invited to send in de-

scriptions of their most effective community tieups in the past year.

Gets Parents Thinking
On Exhibitor Problems

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, KAN., Jan. 8.—Of all

Turns Show Over to

Business Association
(Special to the Herald-World)

MINNEAPOLIS, Jan. 8.—Probably the
most notable community tieup of F & R the-

atres in 1928, and certainly the one that

reached the greatest number of people, was
that in connection with the opening of the
Granada theatre, an uptown house. The
day before the regular public opening, F-R
turned the theatre over to the Hennepin-
Lake Business Men's Association, an or-
ganization in the Granada theatre district.

F-R provided the association with the en-
tire makings of the show, films, operator,
musicians, and so on, and then let the
Hennepin-Lake association put on the
show. The business men had charge of
the tickets, with admission only by invita-

tion.

That the business men were "all

for" the Granada goes without say-
ing. Since opening late in the sum-
mer, the theatre has had excellent
patronage from the neighborhood.
The business people patronize it

largely as a matter of fact and their
praise of the theatre and its pic-
tures brings in many residents of the
neighborhood who otherwise would
be tempted to go downtown, as well
as new patrons.

Two other tieups, both at the State the-
atre, a downtown house, proved success-
ful. The week preceding the showing of
"Four Sons," Clem Pope, then manager,
and E. V. Seibel, publicity director, went
out after the German patronage. Thou-
sands of postal cards, depicting the mother
with her four sons, were mailed to mem-
bers of the various German societies in the
Twin Cities and territory within a 25 mile
radius. Pastors of the various German
Catholic and German Lutheran churches in
the Twin Cities were also induced to praise
the picture from their pulpits on the Sun-
day preceding the opening.
A few months later, during the showing

of "The Singing Fool," manager Pope in-

vited 50 blind inmates from the different
institutions in Minneapolis to be guests at
the showing of the talking picture.

tieups which have brought good results, R.

R. Biechele, manager of the Osage theatre,

and president of the M. P. T. 0. Kansas-
Missouri, has one which overshadows all

others in his experience.

Not long ago Biechele employed a

woman with a typical "school ma'am" pro-
file to visit each residence in the commu-
nity and consult parents on what type of

pictures they desired most for their chil-

dren. All sorts of opinions were expressed
and, insofar as learning the types of pic-

tures most in demand, the stunt was not
a worldbeater, but the real object did not
concern pictures alone.

"I wanted some method to prove
to parents that I was more than
ready to meet them halfway in ob-
taining the types of pictures which
they desired their children to see,"

Biechele said. "I didn't gain much
knowledge from them as to the types
of pictures unanimously desired, but
I did start them to thinking—think-
ing that, after all, my intentions were
good and that the theatre was an
actual community institution in which
they had something to say.

"The salary to the woman was not large
and the returns were good. However,
don't misunderstand me. If there had been
an unanimous expression of opinion con-
cerning certain types of pictures you can
bet your bottom dollar I would have ob-
tained those pictures."

St. Clair to Direct Lloyd
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—Harold Lloyd's
next production which is not yet titled will

be directed by Malcolm St. Clair.

Halloween Party Saves
Property for Community

(Special to the Herald-World)

BERKELEY, CAL., Jan. 8.—No, Fred
Fink, manager of the State theatre, Oro-
ville, Cal., is not a boy scout, but he does
know boys and is a good old scout, doing
his good deed daily. Fred did a lot of good
deeds during 1928, but none earned him the

heartfelt thanks of the community to quite

the extent that did his stunt in connection
with Halloween.

The youngsters of Oroville are not dif-

ferent from those of any other community
and sometimes their mischievous prank?
prove more than exasperating to their

elders. As Holloween neared, merchants

The Movies as a Community Asset

We Vr.f>v g professional mar.,

wh# says be finds perfect rest and
mental relaxation at the movie.
W hen he is tired he goes to the

picture ibow

We know a family who plan to

go to the movie together once s
week "Movie night" an ex-
tremely enjoyable event to them.

We know many country people

vho find in the movie their only

fjree of year-round recreation.

We know hundreds who ha*e

mmeasurably broadened their

uion of life by glimpses of dis-

int lands and of important

vents in our own country

We do not be! ieve that boys are

led a±tray by bandit picture* or

that the movies in general are ex-

erting an unwholesome influence

on the youth of our commuuity
We consider the moving picture

house a real community asset, a

source of pkasart recreation and
amusement

THE OTTAWA HERALD

Does community work on the part of ex-

hibitors help? Note the above and then

read the following from J. H. Campbell
of the Crystal theatre at Ottawa, Kan.:

"The local exhibitors were agreeably sur-

prised last Saturday when the accompany-
ing article appeared in our local paper.

This space came unsolicited on the part

of the exhibitors and I consider it quite

an unusual event when the newspaper
ivill take such a step on their own voli-

tion.'' Right, Campbell, but it also shows
how worthwhile it is for the exhibitor to

cultivate community goodwill.

Jessel and "Lucky Boy"
Hailed as Winners at

Special T-S Showing
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—"Lucky Boy,"

starring George Jessel, was given a special

snowing last Friday at the Embassy the-

atre on Broadway. Its appetite whetted

by a particularly active and energetic ad-

vance publicity campaign by Tiffany-Stahl,

a big crowd turned out to see the picture.

George Jessel makes this picture stand

out. He is the star and the story and his

personality carries the load neatly. He
sings five songs during the picture and the

theme song, "My Mother's Eyes," promises

to keep things humming.
The feeling seemed general that Tiffany-

Stahl has a winner with this picture.

and others resigned themselves to the usual

orgy of marked windows, misplaced signs

and damaged property.
Fred Fink decided that a lot of the

trouble experienced on this occasion was

unnecessary and that all that was needed

was to divert the youthful mind toward

other forms of entertainment. He entered

into an arrangement with local merchants

and the daily newspapers and had pub-

lished in the latter an honor card for Hal-

loween. This card pledged the signer to

refrain from marking windows, or disfigur-

ing property or being a nuisance in any

way. The reward was a free admission to

a special performance of "Ali Baba and His

Forty Thieves."
The theatre was packed, the youngsters

of Oroville had a great time and reports

of damage to property were reduced to a

minimum.
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Lottery Sentence
Upheld; Says Free

Raffles are Legal
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 8.—Writs to pre-

vent Judge A. D. Henriques of the crim-

inal district court from carrying into ex-

ecution a sentence of $25 or 30 days im-

posed on Alfred Grosz, proprietor of the

Cortez theatre, for an alleged violation of

the lottery laws, were refused January 3

by the supreme court.

In denying the writs the court held that

it would not issue a writ to review the facts

in a criminal prosecution, or to ascertain

whether the facts justified a conviction
where no question of law was involved.

The defendant alleged that the facts in

the case did not constitute a violation of

the Louisiana lottery law. Prizes were
given to patrons of the theatre each night,

the patrons being given a number which
entitled them to a chance on the prizes.

'However, according to prosecuting of-

ficials, the procedure is entirely legal if

numbers entitling anyone to a chance on
the prizes are distributed on the streets, to

passers-by and to residences and if when
the drawing is held, the winning number is

posted outside the theatre in case the
holder is not in the theatre. According to

the district attorney's office, there is an
element of chance only when a sum of

money is paid for the privilege of compet-
ing on a prize.

Columbia Appoints
William J, Morgan

Sales Executive
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—William J. Mor-
gan, who for many years has been a well
known figure in the motion picture industry,
has been appointed a

sales executive for

Columbia, according
to an announcement
issued yesterday.
Morgan has had a

varied as well as
lengthy experience in

the distribution phase
of motion pictures.

For eight years he
was in charge of the

home office sales de-
partment and the con-
tract department of
First National. He
later became general William j. Morgan
sales manager of
Producers Distributing Corporation, now
Pathe, and for the last 15 months has been
European general manager for First National.

Exchanges Launch Fight
On Mutilation of Films
As Damage Total Soars

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Jan. 8.—In the last

several months more film has been returned
in a damaged condition by exhibitors in

the Kansas City territory than in the last

five years, according to Leo J. Doty, presi-

dent of the Kansas City Film Board of

Trade. As a result distributors in the

Kansas City territory have launched a

campaign against the mutilation of film

while in the possession of exhibitors.

Washington State Exhibitors

Wait on National Affiliation
Change Name to Allied Amusements of Northwest, Elect Al

Rosenberg—Pizor Renominated at Philadelphia—Urges

More Advertising in Trade Publications

Two state exhibitor conventions held since Christmas brought decisions of

national interest. The MPTO of Washington, meeting at Seattle, decided to

change its name to the Allied Amusements of the Northwest and voted that the

organization for the present shall not join any national exhibitor body but leave

the matter open until a future session. Al Rosenberg was named president.

Among the recommendations of Lewen Pizor, renominated for president of

the MPTO of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and Delaware,

at a session in Philadelphia, was one that the producing and distributing com-

panies be urged to increase their advertising in the trade publications.

Bigger Film Ad Budget
Proposed by Lewen Pizor

(Srectal to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, Jan. 8—At the meet-
ing of the M P T O of Eastern Pennsyl-
vania, Southern New Jersey and Delaware
held at the Elks Club December 27, the

following officers were renominated: Presi-

dent, Lewen Pizor; treasurer, Mike Lessy;

secretary, George P. Aarons. Election of

officers will be held January 17.

George Kline and Jay Emanuel, whose
terms on the board of directors had ex-

pired, were renominated and the names of

Charles Schisler, of the Stanley Company,
and Harry Green, of Equity Theatres, will

also appear on the ballots for the three

vacancies on the board. Four vice presi-

dents will also be elected in January and
the names of Walter Steumpfig, Floyd Hop-
kins, Morris Wax and Will P. Cohen will

appear on the ballot.

A motion was made by President Pizor

that the various film companies be asked

to devote more money to trade journal

advertising. It was also moved and
seconded that the by-laws be amended so

that nomination may be held in January
and elections in March in future. The ap-

plication of the Benn theatre, Chester, for

membership was accepted. Following the

regular business meeting, a buffet luncheon

was served.
More than 100 reservations already have

been received for the annual banquet of theMPTO January 27 at the Benjamin
Franklin hotel. The attendance will be

limited to 250. Jay Emanuel is chairman

of entertainment and Charles H. Goodwin
is in charge of obtaining favors and other

novelties.

Strand Manager Transferred

NEW ORLEANS.—John A. Grower, for the past

four years manager of the Strand theatre at Hat-

tiesburg, Mississippi has been transferred to Helena,

Arkansas. He will be succeeded by A. B. Jacobs,

manager of the Majestic theatre at Jackson, Miss.

Allied Amusements of

Northwest Is New Name
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, Jan. 8.—The sixth annual

convention of the M P T O of Washing-
ton was a most interesting one-day session.

It was unanimously voted to change the

name to the Allied Amusements of the

Northwest. It was decided that the unit

would not join any national body at pres-

ent, but that the question would be brought

up at some future session.

The election of trustees brought out the

nominations of Charles Thall, West Coast

head; M. Kenworthy, Moscow, Ida.; K. L.

Burk, Universal chain chief; Ben Fay, Ren-

ton, Wash.; John McGill, Port Orchard;

Ray Grombacher, Spokane; E. G. Abbott,

Sedro-Woolley ; Cecil Gwinn, Ccntralia and
Chehalis, and F. C. Weskil, Sandpoint,

Ida.
Sound Equipment Discussed

As there are four holdovers, Grombacher,
Kenworthy and Thall were elected for the

three-year term; Fay for two years and
McGill for one year.

At the invitation of the association,

sound equipment was discussed by Pete

Carroll, representing Phototone; Art Kel-

stad, inventor of Koktaphone, and M. L.

Quackenbush of DeLuxe-Master-Phone.

200 Attend Banquet
A banquet was held in the evening with

200 exhibitors and their wives present.

The diners were entertained by Phil

Lampkin and his band from the Seattle

Theatre and Georgie- Stoll and his band
from the Fifth Avenue; Varsity Four from

the Fanchon & Marco; and three acts from
Hamilton Douglas' School.

Immediately after the supper, announce-

ment was made by the board that the new
officers are Al Rosenberg, president; Leroy

Johnson, first vice president; F. C. Weskil,

second vice president, and James M. Hone,

re-elected secretary-treasurer.

Stockholders Strive to Retain Ascher

Chain as Receiver Seeks Right to Sell
Filing a bill of application by the receiver in federal court for the right to dis-

pose of the Ascher circuit in Chicago, held and operated by the Chicago Title and

Trust Company since last spring, has aroused the stockholders to take steps to re-

tain their interest in the properties.
_

Plans of the stockholders have not as yet taken definite form, it is stated, but in

whatever means is adopted, according to Chester R. Davis, officer in charge of re-

ceiverships of the trust company, the stockholders will have the aid of the receiver

in reclaiming their interests. The circuit, one of the first in the country and at

one time one of the most important, was declared solvent several months ago, but

upon failure of the Ascher Brothers to reassume management, was continued under

the direction of the receiver.

In the reorganization of the circuit it is expected that Nate Ascher, former

president, who holds the larger portion of the stock owned by the three brothers,

will continue to be identified with the chain, but that Harry and Max Ascher will

sever their connection.
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Help Health Authorities Fight "Flu"
Sydney Cohen Tells Exhibitors

Recounts Experiences of New York Theatre Owners in 1918, When
Copeland Insisted Houses Remain Open—Producers Provided Slides

SERVICE of the theatre owner to the public as well as to himself in fight-

ing further spread of influenza is suggested by Sydney S. Cohen, former
president of the M P T O A, in a letter to the Herald-World in which

he recounts the experience of New York exhibitors with health authorities in

the epidemic of 1918.

A^^HILE pressure was being brought to
* " bear by other authorities to force the
closing of the theatres, Dr. Royal S. Cope-
land, then commissioner of health of New
York City, urged rather that the theatres
be kept open. With cooperation of the
producers, special trailers were made and
the theatres not only remained open but
also proved a tremendous factor in elimi-
nating the illness. How that campaign was
worked out is detailed in Cohen's letter,
which follows:

"I read in the Pensacola, Florida, news-
papers of the closing of all theatres and
schools by the City Health Officer there,
and this action will undoubtedly be fol-

lowed in other places throughout the coun-
try, as happened in the 'flu' epidemic of
1918.

"At that time, when I was active in the-
atre owners organization affairs, I called to
see Dr. Royal S. Copeland, then our Com-
missioner of Health in New York City, and
who is now our United States Senator,
and discussed the situation with him. Pres-
sure was being brought to bear on him to
close the theatres and other places of pub-
lic assembly in the city, because of this
'flu' epidemic. We suggested to him that
instead of closing our theatres, he utilize
our screens, theatres, programs and ros-
trums if necessary to carry a message to
the public to allay the panic and fear en-
gulfing the people. With the cooperation
of the producers, special trailers were made
and cartoons warning the people against
sneezing, coughing and spitting in public
and to use their handkerchiefs and to cover
their mouths, and to take other preventa-
tive measures.

Stay Open, Says Copeland

"Theatres everywhere and places of pub-
lic assembly, churches, schools, etc., were
being closed, and even the Surgeon Gen-
eral of Health at Washington was urging
this action.

"Dr. Copeland made a public an-
nouncement urging that these places
remain open, telling the public
through our screens and otherwise,

that he believed it would be far bet-
ter to have the places of amusement
continue, as it afforded relief and
recreation to the people which they
needed so badly under such circum-
stances. Two days after this an-
nouncement by Dr. Copeland, Wood-
row Wilson, then President, while in
New York on a visit attended a pub-
lic performance at the Liberty the-
atre.

"Our theatres remained open all during
the 'flu' epidemic. We carried these mes-
sages of health and precaution in our pro-
grams, on the screen and in the weeklies,
and it was found after the epidemic had
subsided that New York City, despite its

congested living conditions, tenements,
crowded subways and stores, had the low-
est death and sickness rate of any city in

the country.

"This was the strongest kind of an en-
dorsement for the sanity and common
sense displayed at this critical time by
Health Commissioner Copeland.

Emphasizes Theatre Ventilation

"Our experience here in New York may
prove helpful to theatre owners and to the
theatre going public elsewhere if it is

brought to the attention of the theatre
owners. Conditions are bad enough as
they are for exhibitors and now many of

them face the closing of their theatres be-
cause of this epidemic. Perhaps the re-

printing of Dr. Copeland's message of ten

years ago (printed elsewhere on this page)
may prove helpful. Ne doubt the thought
will present itself of suggesting to thea-
tre owners the calling of the attention of

their public health authorities to the whole-
some conditions surrounding the operation
of their theatres insofar as cleanliness, ven-
tilation, etc., are concerned, and the invalu-

able aid they can give in carrying health
messages from these authorities, as well as

the need that the public has in all times
of. panic for recreation under wholesome
conditions.

"It is another real opportunity for the
industry to offer helpful public service."

Exhibitors Fear Gang Is Aiming at Film

Theatres as Bandits Attack 3 Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 8.—Three robberies and attempted robberies of motion
picture houses in Northern California the past few days, have inclined theatre

owners to the opinion that an organized gang is at work.

Four youths staged a spectacular holdup last week at the Wilson theatre in

Fresno, making away with $1,500, the day's receipts. Two of the bandits hid on
the mezzanine floor and stopped Kenneth Workman, the doorman, and Miss Ferne
Salee, ticket seller, as they carried the money to the manager's office. Workman
resisted the bandits and knocked one of them down, but the other grabbed the
money and both escaped. Next day three of the bandits were arrested at a ranch,

and the stolen money was recovered.

Safecrackers visited the Plaza theatre in Oakland, during the holidays, knocked
the combination knob off the safe, and made away with $80. The men entered the

building through a skylight.

Thieves gained an entrance to the Hayward theatre in Hayward and tried to

force the door of the office safe containing several hundred dollars, but they were
frightened away.

Copeland Announcement
In Fight on Influenza

"Commissioner Copeland an-
nounced," writes Sydney S. Cohen,
"that theatres would remain open as
usual and the public would be edu-
cated in fighting the disease through
slides, placards and announcements
reading

:

To prevent the spread of influenza,

please cough or expectorate, if you
must, into your handkerchief.
There is no danger if you heed this

warning.

By order of the Board of Health.
Royal S. Copeland,

President."

Radio Corporation

Takes Over Victor

TalkingMachineCo.
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—The acquisition of

the Victor Talking Machine Company by
the powerful RCA interests, announced in

these pages some time ago, was effected this

week. The method of acquisition consisted

of giving one share of new Radio common,
one share of new 5 per cent Radio pref-

erred, and $5 in cash for each share of

Victor. The plan was looked upon as high-

ly advantageous to Victor.
Under the plan, Radio stock was to be

split five-for-one.

Theatres Are Closed in

Four New York Towns
During "Flu" Spread

(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, Jan. 8.—The present epidemic

of flu is raising havoc with the motion pic-

ture theatres of New York state, according

to reports. In four northern New York
towns, Brushton, Redwood, Alexandria

Bay and Willsboro, the theatres were closed

last week and will remain so until the pres-

ent epidemic ceases. Some villages report

that at least fifty per cent of their resi-

dents are ill. Albany theatres played to

fair sized crowds last week, while Troy
showed a noticeable slump.

Canadian Famous Takes
Over Three and Chain

(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, Jan. 8—Recent additions to

the coast-to-coast chain of Famous Players

Canadian Corporation include the Capitol

at Prince Rupert, B. C, where J. Easson

is the manager; the Imperial and Crescent

at Sarnia, Ont., with J. F. Myers as man-

ager; and various houses of the Allen

Amusement Enterprises in Ontario towns,

the control of which has been acquired.

Joseph P. Kennedy Goes
To Florida for Vacation

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—Joseph P. Ken-

nedy, advisor to Pathe, left last Saturday

for a lengthy vacation in Florida. His

plans upon his return, when his agreement

with Pathe expires, are as yet undecided.

Alberta Vaughn's Parents in Accident
NEW YORK.—Alberta Vaughn, who is making

talking and singing sequences in a Tiffany-Stahl pic-

ture in New York, received word that her mother

and father were seriously injured in an automobile

accident.
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w
Film News
in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera

Charles Rosenzweig. newly

appointed general sales man-
ager of F B O. Rosenzweig
succeeds Lee Marcus, now
vice president in charge of

distribution, the office vacated

bv President Schnitzer.

O. E. Goebel, president of

Sono-Art Productions, a new
organization in the field of

audien production. The more
recent years of Goebel's

career have been devoted to

finance.

[Photo by Muray]

George W. Weeks, well

known in the motion picture

industry as a result of his ex-

ecutive attainments in film

affairs, who has been elected

vice president of Sono-Art
Productions.

Eddie Dowling. actor-play-

wright-producer whose ven-

tures have won him a high

place in current stage history

and who will make his first

audien. "Broadway Bound."
for Sono-Art.

[Photo by Hal Phyfe]

'Way down South in the land o' cotton where the leisure of old is

not forgotten. King Vidor in such a setting is an anachronism,

but, we're told, 'twas necessary, this scene being laid near Memphis
where the M G M director shot sequences for "Hallelujah," in which

all the players are colored.

Arriving for the premiere of his latest directorial achievement, which

enrolled Fannie Brice as another stage star to embrace the medium

of Vitaphone. .Archie Mayo is shown with Mrs. Mayo (both at

left) and friends at the opening of "My Man" at the Warner the-

atre in New York.
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The spirit of 1929—the spirit, it would seem, of eternal

youth, especially of youth as it eternally is these days

—

but a spirit with much in its favor when symbolized by
Lina Basquete, who is presented above in the spirit

of her new Columbia film, "The Younger Generation."

Pat Rooney, Mrs. Rooney (Marion
Bent) and Patsy, famous vaude-
villians, as recorded by the Herald-
World photographer at their hotel

in Chicago, where they paused on
their way to the Coast to make

Universal short audiens.

Left: Once a screen comedian, al-

ways a screen comedian. Or was
that said of some other vocation?
No matter, it is applicable to Cliff

Bowes, veteran comic who has re-

turned to Educational to play

featured roles in Cameo one-reel

comedies.

A wreath for Leo, M G M's renowned representative of the cat family, as he arrives

in Atlanta on his tour of the world. Leo is spending the winter in the Southland,
where his receptions have been notably like the climate. Tom James, manager of

Loew's Capitol in Atlanta, and Captain Phillips, trainer, are shown decorating Leo
upon his new triumph.

Fame, apparently, has pointed at Jane

Daly, who has stepped out of the ranks

to take an important role in M G M's
"The Mysterious Island," Jules Verne

romance.
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A new chief to confer with has
Cecil B. DcMille. who is shown
talking over his first M G M con-

tribution, "Dynamite." with Louis
B. Mayer, vice president in charge
of production of M G M, in the

latter's office at the studio.

Right: A new portrait of Greta
Garbo which emphasizes the cast

of feature distinguishing her Scan-
dinavian beauty. Miss Garbo's
latest production is M G M's "A
Woman of Affairs." in which, of
course, she is co-starred with John

Gilbert.

At home with her pets. Louise Fazenda is shown with

Black and White, two puppies which, owing to the fact

that our dog expert is out to lunch, we can only classify

as belonging to the cute family. Miss Fazenda is now-

working in Warner Brothers" "The Desert Song."

H. B. Warner, who seems to be climb-
ing to still greater heights in his long
career, has a character role in Warner
Brothers' timely story of the Antarctic.

"Conquest."

W'ill we "chance cars" in this fashion some dav? For the present, however, let such

transfers be restricted to hardv fellows like Reed Howes, who is shown in a midair

scene from Educational* "The Air Derby." new production in the "Russ Farrell.

Aviator" series of short thrillers, starring Howes. Lieut. Earl Robinson is the pilot

of the upper plane.
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Does Personality Count in Managing New Batch of Girls

Theatre? Read About Qarrityl
He Always Stayed in Background Until His Man Friday Failed to Appear—Now He's on Stage Daily

[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

BOSTON, Jan. 8.—Personality counts in every sphere of life. That's

what Ed C. Garrity, manager of the Columbia theatre, has recently found.

Garrity has always been an aggressive exhibitor. He has kept abreast

of the times in providing entertainment, but, until comparatively recently, he
did this unobtrusively. If it were necessary to have somebody on the stage as

a master of ceremonies, he engaged a professional to fulfill this role. If he

wished to broadcast news of important developments in the Columbia theatre

and program, he hired somebody familiar with public appearances.

A small man, in height and weight, the
exhibitor kept himself in the background.

The last thing in the world he had was IT
he thought. But one nigiht his Man Friday
failed to appear, to take charge of a special

contest. Garrity was in a quandary. As a

final resort, he went on the stage and took
charge of the action there, serving as an-

nouncer.
This experience convinced him that

he should come into the open more
and talk to the patrons. Although
he spoke on the stage in only a con-
versational tone, he planted himself

right on the footlights, in order to put

his talk over effectively. His was a

talk of one friend to a group. He ex-

plained the contest. Live animals and
birds were to be awarded the contest

winners.

The average announcer would allow

everybody to come up on the stage to col-

lect the awards, but Garrity used better

judgement. The men, boys and young girls,

he invited to go on the stage, via a flight

of stairs, and get what they won. However,
if a woman of mature years and refinement

proved a winner, she went only as far as

the orchestra pit, being told to go around

to the stage and get her trophy. It was
realized by this exhibitor that squawking of

the animals and birds would be humiliating

to some of those who won them if the crea-

tures had to be carried through the crowded
house.

Twice a Day Appearance Now
This adventure on the stage resulted in

Garrity making practically twice a day ap-

pearances in front of the customers. He
takes his patrons into his confidence in

outlining plans for the future at the Colum-
bia. He thanks the customers for coming;
he stresses his desire to have all the mod-
ern devices of motion picture theatres, and

Hoodlums' Fight Stops

New Year Midnight Show
(Special to the Herald-World)

Ottawa, Jan. 8.—Because of the ac-

tion of hoodlums in the audience, the

gala midnight performance on New
Year's Eve at B. F. Keith's theatre,

came to an untimely and unfortunate
close. Revelers broke up the show
and refused to calm down when ap-

peals were made by Manager J. M.
Franklin. The police appeared on
the scene and Manager Franklin
eventually rang down the asbestos
curtain. Further trouble was en-

countered when rowdies demanded
their money back in the lobby.
The morning papers carried a

statement from the theatre, coupled
with the offer of tickets for regular
performances in exchange for mid-
night show tickets.

pledges himself to install these just as soon
as business warrants. The personal angle is

now the outstanding element in the opera-
tion of the Columbia. There is no affec-

tation on Garrity's part and no frills. He
came out in an ordinary sack suit, and
simplicity is the keynote of his vocabulary.

Service with a Smile

Here is a sample of his talks, delivered
on the service with a smile theory:

"Friends, I would like to thank you for

your patronage, which is increasing every
day. For the last three weeks we did rec-

ord breaking business here, at the Colum-
bia. I would like to see this patronage
continued, for there are a number of things
I would like to have here for you. I'm now
eager to get even better pictures, and to

have all the modern devices for picture en-
tertainment.

"And, if you continue to show your
appreciation of what I've been doing,
I can promise you a lot more for your
money than you are now getting,

which you may think is pretty near
the limit. I have been very much
pleased at the increase in patronage,
and I can assure you I appreciate your
interest. I'm here to show the pic-

tures you want, and if you will tell me
what you prefer, I will do my best to

put these films in this house.

"As it is now I have the first run of the

pictures in the south end. Now, in this con-

nection, I would like to tell you about
several pictures I have booked for next
week. (He then discusses the good points

of feature films to be shown at the Colum-
bia the following week, with days and dates

stressed.)

There are complete changes of program
Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

Garrity is a firm believer in stage attrac-

tions as business builders, and on Sundays,
he presents four vaudeville acts, a jazz unit

and a song revue, with community singing.

When vaudeville acts need better scenic

environment than is possible at the Colum-
bia, Garrity points out to the audience that

the acts are handicapped because of the lack

of equipment, and asks the audience to re-

member this.

He frequently arranges for Saturday
morning matinees and special treats on
holidays for boys and girls. These treats

consist of pictures and distribution of candy
and novelties. This is one of the reasons

why the Columbia is favored with more
patronage of boys and girls than the aver-

age theatre.
Everybody has a mannerism that is a

characteristic. The outstanding mannerism
of this exhibitor while he is speaking on
the stage is to finger his watchchain. On
one occasion he forgot the chain and kept
fingering the vacancy. This brought a

laugh from the audience, in which Garrity

heartily joined.

If you were to analyze Garrity's philoso-

phy now you could put it all in two words
—Be yourself!

To Visit Studioland

As Pickford Guests
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—Twenty-four
newspapers in as many cities and in nine-
teen states, have tied up with the Mary
Pickford unit and United Artists in a

nation-wide "Coquette" popularity contest
that will send 24 winning girls and 24
newspaper writers to Hollywood as guests
of Miss Pickford. "Coquette" is Miss Pick-
ford's new production. These 24 news-
papers have a total circulation of 5,211,883,

it is stated, and they are located in cities

with an aggregate population of 19,131,472.

Ten more cities are covered this year than
were embraced in the similar "My Best
Girl" stunt last year. The contests are Vic-
tor Shapiro's idea.

First announcement of the "Coquette
Caravan" contests will be made simultane-
ously in the 24 cities on Thursday, and the
contests will be conducted from January
14 to January 27, with the party of girls

leaving Chicago February 9 on a special

Santa Fe train that will arrive in Holly-
wood February 12. Cities and newspapers
embraced are: The Georgian, Atlanta; Press,

Cleveland; Post, Cincinnati; American, Chi-

cago
;
Times, Detroit ; Post, Denver

;
Dispatch,

Dallas; News, Indianapolis; Courier-Journal,
Louisville; Press-Scimitar, Memphis; Mirror,

New York
;

World-Herald, Omaha
;

Press,

Pittsburgh
;

News, Philadelphia
;

Herald,
Syracuse; Star, St. Louis; Bulletin, San Fran-
cisco; News-Bee, Toledo; Post, Washington;
News, Buffalo

;
Herald-Traveler, Boston

; Post,

Baltimore
; States, New Orleans, and the

Post, Birmingham.
Girls between the ages of 18 and 25 are

to be chosen as guests of Mary Pickford
for one week.

F B O Signs Luther Reed
And Henry Hobart as

Associate Producers
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—Luther Reed and
Henry Hobart have been signed as asso-

ciate producers at the F B O's studios,

where preparations are in progress for the

filming of the company's 1929-30 program.
Reed and Hobart are both veterans in

the motion picture field. Reed's latest ex-

perience was the direction of "Hell's

Angels." Hobart comes from the First Na-
tional studios where he directed "Out Of
the Ruins," "Wheel of Chance," and "Little

Shepard of Kingdom Come." He also has

many more creditable pictures on his list.

Warners Launch National
Advertising for "My Man"

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—In order that ex-

hibitors may benefit directly from their na-

tional advertising, Warner Brothers are ar-

ranging their schedules in 200 newspapers
to coincide closely with local playdates.

Two full page ads will appear in various

newspapers in different cities with the pre-

miere on Fannie Brice's "My Man."

2 Dupont Productions to

Be Brought to America
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—"Piccadilly," a

picture completed by Gilda Grey in London
before returning to America, will be

brought to America by World Wide Pic-

tures. "Moulin Rouge," another European
picture, directed by E. A. Dupont, will also

be imported by World Wide.
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Ben Hecht (left) and Charles MacArthur
fright J, playnrights uho wrote "The Front
Page" are signed by Joseph I. Schnitzer, presi-

dent of FBO. to urite a story apiece. Hecht s

*tor\, "L pperuorld." is nou- in work, unite Mac-
Arthur's is as yet untitled.

Devereux Made Head of
Electrical Research Work
On Instructive Audiens

F. L. Devereux, vice president of the
Bell Telephone Securities Company, has
been made general manager of the de-
partment of educational talking pictures, in

the Electrical Research Products organiza-
tion, according to an announcement by
Western Electric. Devereux's work will

relate to the development of sound pictures
in fields other than those of amusement.
Except for the period of the World War.

during which he rose to the rank of
Lieutenant-Colonel, Devereux has been
continuously associated with the Bell Tele-
phone System since 1903. For a number
of years he has held executive positions in

the Bell System in Washington, D. C, of
which city he is a native; in Philadelphia,
Omaha, Neb., and finally in New York,
where for the past seven years he has been
associated with the Bell Telephone Securi-
ties Company.

"Flu" Closes 2 Saenger
Theatres in Mississippi

(Special to the Herald-World)

GULFPORT, MISS., Jan. 8.—The
Strand and Anderson theatres operated by
the Saenger Amusement Company closed
their doors last week on the initiative of
the local manager Joseph J. Levy and will

not reopen for several days on account of
the prevalence of the flue in this section.

Barrymores on Honeymoon
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 8.—John Barry-
more and his bride Dolores Costello sailed
from Los Angeles on a belated honey-
moon. They are to be back in Warner
Brothers studio in the early part of Febru-
ary.

F BO Signs Betty Compson
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—William LeBaron,
vice president of F B O productions an-
nounces that he has signed Betty Compson
to appear in 4 F B O super-productions.

David Lee on Radio
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8.—David Lee,
\\ arner Brother's 3-year old star, made his
first radio appearance last week over Radio
station KFWB.

Hecht and MacArthur Signed
To Write Originals for FBO

Each of Co-Authors of "The Front Page" Will Pen Storv for

1929-30 Production—Hecht Already Working on
"Upperworld"—New Stroke by Schnitzer

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur, playwrights,

novelists and co-authors of "The Front Page?" Broadway stage success, have

been signed by Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of FBO Productions, as a fur-

ther indication of the steps being taken by F B O in a great expansion program
for 1929-30.

Each of the playwrights will write an original story for FBO. Hecht al-

ready has in work "Upperworld," and MacArthur is to start soon on his story,

as vet untitled.

Hecht started his career in Chicago as city

editor and managing editor of the Chicago
Journal and Chicago Daily News, and during
the war was transferred to the Berlin offices

of the Chicago Daily Nezcs as war correspond-
ent. In 1923 he founded and published the

Chicago Literary Times.
He is an unusually prolific writer, having

written, published and produced twelve nov-
els and plays since 1921, among them the
famous "Erik Dorn." His other novels in-

clude "Gargoyles," "Fantazius Mallare,"
"The Florentine Dagger," "1001 Afternoons
in Chicago" and "Count Bruga." His plays
include "The Egotist," in which the late

Leo Ditrichstein starred; "The Kingdom of

Evil," "The Wonder Hat" and "The Front
Page," written in collaboration with Mac-
Arthur, which is playing at the Times
Square, New York. Hecht also authored
the film success "Underworld."
MacArthur is equally famous as a play-

wright. He is co-author of the David Be-
lasco-Lenore Ulric success, "Lulu Belle,"

and also authored "Salvation" in collabora-
tion with Sidney Howard. He is the hus-
band of Helen Hayes, star of "Coquette."
Work on the Hecht and MacArthur vehi-

cles will be commenced at the FBO studios
in Hollywood as soon as the authors have
completed their scripts.

Since his election to the presidency of
FBO Productions four weeks ago, Schnit-
zer has been in constant negotiation with
leading Broadway producers, playwrights
and novelists. Two days after his election
he purchased the screen rights of Florenz
Ziegfeld's musical success, "Rio Rita." Pro-
duction on this talking and singing feature
with the original "Rio Rita" company will

be started at the FBO studios.

William Fox's "In Old Arizona," sent the
following telegram to Harold B. Franklin,
president of West Coast Theatres, Inc.

"Please convey to William Fox my
heartiest congratulations on 'In Old Ari-
zona.' I saw it at the premiere here at

the 5th Avenue theatre and it has made a
picture fan of me. 'In Old Arizona' is all

and more than is claimed for it and it is the
finest screen production I ever saw. The
Movietone brings truthful and natural
sound and voice to the screen at last. This
is a great triumph for the speaking screen
and vour industrv."

Cleve Adams Is Appointed
N. Y . State Sales Manager

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—Cleve Adams,
veteran in the motion picture industry was
appointed New York state sales manager,
according to announcement by Charles
Rosenzweig, general sales manager of
FBO.
Adams started his film career as a sales-

man with Universal 14 years ago. He was
later appointed branch manager. He re-
mained with Universal eight years and then
was employed by FBO as district man-
ager. Last year he was appointed short
subject manager and held that position un-
til his last assignment.

Seattle Business Leader
Lauds "In Old Arizona"

(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, WASH., Tan. 8.—E. H.
Hatch, president of the Seattle Chamber
of Commerce, after seeing and hearing

Police Hold 3 Youths in

Robbery Plot Inquiry
(Special to the Herald-World)

SOUTH BEND, IND., Jan. 8.—Three
youths who are alleged to have planned to
hold up the Strand theatre on South Michi-
gan street here, are being held in Indian-
apolis in default of bonds on charges of
conspiracy to commit a felony. They are
Hubert Hamilton, brother of Betty Hamil-
ton, cashier at the theatre; Joseph Car-
michael and William Cosgrove, all of
Indianapolis.

Lo, the Poor Indian Is First Convicted

In One Year of Stench Bomb Outrages
(Special to the Herald-World)

KOKOMO. Ind., Jan. 8.—Busy Allen, a half-breed Indian of Tulsa, Okla., has
been convicted in city court here of placing stench bombs in a local theatre. He
was fined $25 and costs and sentenced to 120 days on the state penal farm.

The conviction is the first the state has been able to get following a series of
attacks on local motion picture theatres for almost a year. Ill-smelling liquids
have been poured inside practically every theatre in the city, alleged to be the
outgrowth of labor trouble between operators and theatre owners.
Fred C. Blacker, local motion picture machine operator, accused of complicity

in the crime, was acquitted when Allen refused to testify against him or to identify
him as the man who employed him to come here from Chicago to plant the fluid

in the Isis theatre.
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SOUND PICTURES

Western Electric Installations Pass Thousand

Mark in December

w

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—The number of Western Electric sound equipments in

American theatres passed the thousand mark with the turn of the year. An\

official announcement stated that 169 installations were made during December,

bringing the total up to 1,046.

Installations are now being made regularly and it is expected that the speed

with which sound equipment is being installed will be accelerated.

[Theatres in which Western Electric

sound projector equipment, all both film

and disc, was installed during the four
weeks in December ending with Satur-

day, December 29:]
Seats

Palace theatre, Muscatine, Iowa 751
Princess, Springfield, 111 _ 1,086
Keith Albee, Huntington, W. Va 2,860
Capitol, Wheeling, W. Va 2,800
Revere, Revere, Mass 1,714
Mesa, Los Angeles, Cal ~ ~ 1,459
Peoples, Chanute, Kansas _ 935
Arcadia, Temple, Texas _ 936
State, Winona, Minn 1,200
State, Eau Clair, Wis _ 1,252
Virginian, Charleston, W. Va 954
Lincoln, Massillon, Ohio „ 960
Alcyon, Highland Park, 111 1,186
Garrick, Virginia, Minn _: „ 750
Chateau Dodge, Rochester, Minn 1,492
State, Allentown, Pa 1,400
Sherman, St. Cloud, Minn 1,635
Allegheny, Philadelphia, Pa 2,873
Ideal, Baltimore, Md 499
Colonial, Harrisburg, Pa 1,176

Retlaw, Fond du Lac, Wis 1,126
Colney, Philadelphia, Pa 1,956
Florida, St. Petersburg, Fla 2,340
Park, Waukesha, Wis 875
Mattoon, Mattoon, 111 1,000
Regent, Jackson, Mich 796
Columbia, Seattle, Wash 1,101
Uptown, Kansas City, Mo 2,050
State, Altoona, Pa 1,992
Rialto, Minneapolis, Minn 760
Oxford, St. Paul, Minn 1,116
Pantages, Portland, Oregon 1,724
Pantages, Seattle, Wash 1,470
New Grand, Moberly, Mo 876
Jeffrey, Janesville, Wis 1,054
Embassy, Easton, Pa 1,150
Polk, Lakeland, Fla 1,800
Homewood, Minneapolis, Minn 888
Keith Fordham, New York, N. Y 2,415
Tampi, Tampa, Fla 1,554

Keith Regent, New York, N. Y 1,815
Merrill, Milwaukee, Wis 1,270
Arcadia, Harlingen, Texas 1,020
Palace, Jacksonville, Fla 1,867
North Park, Buffalo, N. Y 1,442
Harris Grand, Bloomington, Ind 1,285
Lyric, Gastonia. N. C 626
Lyceum, Los Angeles, Cal 926
Boulevard, Los Angeles. Cal 2,164
Egyptian, Hollywood, Cal 1,774
Century, Buffalo, N. Y 3,087

• # *

Capitol, Somerville, Mass 1,777
Grand, Columbus, Ga 754
Plaza, Paris, Texas 659
Majestic, Kankakee, 111 _ 914
Fairfax, Miami, Fla 1,509
Empire, Montgomery, Ala 1,000
Community, Miami Beach, Fla 702
Liberty, Cumberland, Md 1,150
Beau Arts, Palm Beach, Fla 428
Washington, Granite City, III 1,578
Strand, Lexington, Ky 1,177
Irving, Wilkes Barre, Pa 1,519
Lincoln, Trenton, N. J 2,306

Liberty, Puyallup, Wash 603
Garden, Cleveland, Ohio 1,376

El Portal, Lankershim, Cal 1,346

Carmel, Hollywood, Cal - 1,096
Kisco, Mt. Kisco, If. Y 702
Lucas, Savannah, Ga 1,836

Wilson, Wilson, N. C 975

Broadburst, High Point, N. C 771
Diamond, Philadelphia, Pa 927
Boyds, Philadelphia, Pa... - 2,338
Venetian, Milwaukee, Wis 1,159

Indiana, Bedford, Ind - 1,002

Alcazar, Bell, Cal 1,376

Granada, Inglewood, Cal 1,171

Highland, Los Angeles, Cal 1,450

Keith, North Platte, Neb 714
Majestic, Austin, Tex 1,311

Strand, Shreveport, La 2,017

Whiteside, Corvallis, Ore 1,109
* * *

Empress, Kearney, Neb — 844
Coliseum, Seattle, Wash _ .2,041

Rivoli, Los Angeles, Cal 870
Judith, Lewiston, Mont 737
Orpheum, Phoenix, Ariz ~ 1,684

El Monterey, San Luis Obispo, Cal 677
Haines, Waterville, Me 1.194

Hippodrome, Taft, Cal - 1,698

Edwards, Sarasota, Fla _ 1,581

Lyceum, Duluth, Minn _ 1,379

Northshore, Gloucester, Mass 1,138

Loew's Valentine, Toledo, Ohio 1,452

Strand, Cincinnati, Ohio.— 1,419

Paramount, Palm Beach, Fla 1,231

E. F. Albee, Cincinnati, Ohio 3,266

Smoot, Parkersburg, W. Va.
Boulevard, Baltimore, Md.
Regal, Chicago, 111.

New Frolic, Jacksonville, Fla.

Fisher, Detroit, Mich.
Colonial, Bethlehem, Pa.
Congress, Bronx, N. Y.
Rialto, Champaign, 111.

Riviera, Scranton, Pa.
Ames, Ames, Iowa.
Lyric, Duluth, Minn.
Vernon, Columbus, Ohio.
Electric, Kansas City, Kans.
State, Sandusky, Ohio.
Capitol, Rome, N. Y.
Capitol, Everett, Mass.
New Plaza, Detroit, Mich.
Kettler, Palm Bearh. Fla.

Adams, Detroit, Mich.
Regent. Muskegon, Mich.
Keith Royal, Bronx, N. Y.
Capitol, Lansing, Mich.
Pantages, Minneapolis, Minn.
Broadway Strand, Chicago, 111.

Strand, Oswego, N. Y.
Gladwin Pk., Detroit, Mich.
Broadway, Springfield, Mass.
Victory, Holyoke, Mass.
Strand, Quincy, Mass.
Capitol, Manitowoc, Wis.
Powhattan, Maplewood, Mo.
Hollywood. Detroit, Mich.
Forest, Forest Park, 111.

Gastonia, Gastonia, N. C.
Harris So. Hills, Dormont, Pa.
Capitol, Shenandoah, Pa.
Washington. Bay City, Mich.
Calvin, Northampton, Mass.
Ritz, Tulsa, Okla.

Riviera, Chicago, III.

Rialto, Newark, N. J.
Capitol, Newark, N. J.
Globe, Boston, Mass.
Palace, Pittsfield, Mass.
Victoria, Harrisburg, Pa.
State, Reading, Pa.
Alhambra, Cannonsburg, Pa.

# • *

Strand, Binghamton, N. Y.
New, Staunton, Va.
Capitol, Reading, Pa.
Empress, New York, N. Y.
Capitol, York, Pa.
Colonial, Akron, Ohio.
Oak Park, Oak Park, 111.

State, Chicago, 111.

Tower, Chicago, 111.

Maryland, Chicago, 111.

Tivoli, Downers Grove, 111.

Convent Gardens, Chicago, 111.

Strand, Westfield, Mass.

Sheridan Sq., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Loew's Valencia, Jamaica, L. I.

Carlton, Red Bank, N. J.
Strand, Perth Amboy, N. J.
Enright, E. Liberty, Pa.
State, So. Manchester, Conn.
Strand, Plainfield, N. J.
Metro, Philadelphia, Pa.
Colonial, Norwich, N. Y.
Embassy, Lewiston, Pa.
Garden, Davenport, Pa.
Broadway, Council Bluffs, la.

[Theatres in zvhich non-synchronous West-

ern Electric equipment was installed during

the four 'weeks in December ending with Sat-

urday, December 29:]
Seats

North Park. Buffalo, N. Y 1,442

Strand, Parkersburg, W. Va - 870
Murry, Ponca City, Okla 950
Roxy, Maple Shade, N. J 776

Arcadia, Baytown, Texas _ — 635

Majestic, Perth Amboy, N. J 1,966

Charlotte, Charlotte, N. C - 499

White Palace, Chicago, 111 -. — . 721

Birmingham, Birmingham, Mich 1,401

California, Chicago, 111 - 682

Royal Oak, Royal Oak, Mich - 1,734

Marlowe, Jackson, Tenn - 988
Strand, Pittsfield, Mass - 799

Gem, Willimantic, Conn — — 787

Fox, Burlington, N. J 892

Rialto, Lowell, Mass _ _ 1,050

Palace, Breckenridge, Tex 492

Ward, Bronx, N. Y 1,869

Arcade, Paducah, Ky 940
Rialto, Brockton, Mass 1,178

Bedford, Detroit, Mich...._ _...2,201

State, Raleigh, N. C...._ - 1.434

Star, Westbrook, Me - 800

[Theatres already having some type of

Western Electric sound projector equipment

to which film or non-synchronous attachments

were added during the four iveeks in Decem-
ber ending with Saturday, December 29:]

Seats

State, Hibbing, Minn _ 884

Olympia, Boston, Mass - 1,973

Franklin, Saginaw, Mich 1,300

Grand, Marshall, Texas ---.1.001

Savoy, Bethlehem, Penna 1,040

Garrick, Virginia, Minn 750

Rialto, Minneapolis, Minn — 760

Rexy, Philadelphia, Pa 2,000

Clinton, New York, N. Y _ 1,195

Regent, Battle Creek, Mich 943

Majestic, Houston, Tex _ _ _ 2,140

Sunrise, Ft. Pierce, Fla 1,100

Mayfair. Asbury Park, N. J._ 1,784

Lyric, Springfield, 111 591

Majestic, San Antonio, Tex 1,893
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Paramount Doubles Equipment
At Long Island Sound Studio

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, J an. 8.—Paramount and engineers of Electrical Research

Products have doubled the sound recording equipment at Long Island studio

of the producing company, and a third sound channel for recording musical

scores will be completed in a few weeks. John W. Butler, executive manager of

the studio, declared today.

Airplane Contest

Is Only Part of

"Lilac Time 99 Drive
A model airplane contest was staged by

Ray C. Brown, manager of the Strand,

Akron, Ohio, with the publisher of the Akron
Beacon-Journal, in connection with the show-
ing of First National's Colleen Moore's
"Lilac Time" at his theatre.

The Beacon-Journal has been promoting the

making of miniature airplanes, capable of
actual flight, and a number of model air-

plane meets have been held in Akron. Brown
offered a total of $50.00 in cash prizes for

the designers of the model airplanes which
remained longest in the air. The first prize

was $25 in cash, the second. $10, and the

third, $5, with ten prizes of $1 each, also a
a pair of tickets to every boy who entered
a model plane that actually flew, no matter
for how short a time.

Gets Good Press Space

The Beacon-Journal played the meet up
over double column headlines for a week in

advance of the meet and the showing of the
film. Brown also used a puzzle contest from
the "Lilac Time" press sheet. Three weeks
in advance of the showing, he placed novelty
airplanes in the lobby with a 40x50 painted
panel. Fifty of these novelty airplanes with
sticker tags attached were hung from the
light fixtures of 25 stores, one week in ad-
vance.

He borrowed a SI.000 talking machine,
which plays twelve records without stopping,
and used it in the lobby a week in advance,
playing the theme song, "Jeannine, I Dream
of Lilac Time," with a special poster, an-
nouncing the coming of the picture.

American Legion Helps
The American Legion Log Cabin, on one

of -the most important streets in the town,
used the "Lilac Time" banners for five days
in advance. The 10x6 foot beaver board panel
was mounted on top of the marquise in ad-
vance and during the run of the picture.
Entire windows were given up to displays

of "Lilac Time" stills, posters, book and sheet
music in the following stores: Kresge 5 and
10c Store, Windsor-Polling Music Store, Em-
erson Music Store, Brownell Music Store,
Robinson Book Store. The music stores also
gave displays of sheet music, records and spe-
cial 22x28 cards on their music counters.

Paramount Buys Story

For All-Audien Picture
(Special to the Herald-World)

XEW YORK, Jan. 8.—Paramount has
bought the motion picture rights to Mar-
garet H. Lawrence's story, "A Woman
Who Needed Killing." The story will be
filmed as an all-audien and Clive Brook
and Baclanova will have the starring roles.

Fox's Outdoor Audien
Sets Tico-House Record

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—New house rec-
ords for opening day receipts were set by
Fox's "In Old Arizona," outdoor audien,
at the Criterion in Los Angeles and the
Broadway at Portland, Ore. It had done
the same at the Fifth Avenue in Seattle.

Will Stage Go to Sound
Studios for Its Actors?

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8 — Among the
many traditions overturned by sound pic-
tures will be that of the screen going to the
sound studios for talent, sa-.s Cecil B. De-
Mille.

Since the actual making of all-dialogue
feature pictures was begun last fall with
"The Letter," featuring Jeanne Eagels, fol-

lowed by "The Hole in the Wall," it has
been possible to make only a single talking
scene at once. There was but one sound
channel. Consequently, only one picture
was made at a time, in contrast to the old
days when as many as six silent pictures
were in production simultaneously at the
studio, and the only speeding-up possible
was the night work on short subjects.

Effective soundproofing of the large
main floor stage is now in progress. Be-
cause of its size and the necessity for keep-
ing its space flexible, it was impractical to

treat this stage with hollow-tile walls like

the smaller stages.
After experimenting with heavy drapes,

it has been decided to equip the stage with
huge tent-like hangings, arranged to pull up
and down in the manner of Venetian win-
dow curtains. The device was worked out
by Butler in conference with sound experts
of the studio staff.

Vitaphone Camera
Chief Now Busy at

New Eastern Studio
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8—Edwin Du Par.

chief Vitaphone cameraman for the last

three years at the Warner studios on the

West Coast, is now at the new Vitaphone
Eastern studio in Brooklyn in charge of all

camera work and also instructor of a crew
of cameramen.
Bryan Foy, Vitaphone director and pro-

duction chief at the Eastern studio, an-
nounces five acts signed from the vaude-
ville stage, including Frank Whitman, Sol
Ginsberg, McKee and Ardine, Fred Ardath
and Company, and Lerdo's Mexican Or-
chestra.

Producer for W orld W ide

Will Erect Sound Studios
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—British and
Dominion Film Corporation is getting

ready to build sound studios at Brighton in

England, with present plans calling for oc-

cupation in May. Herbert Brenon, super-

visor of production for this company, is

now in Hollywood making "The Fog" and
"The Wolves" in collaboration with Mar-
shall Neilan. The product of the Wilcox
organization will be imported to America
by World Wide Pictures. Two of the com-
pany's pictures, "The Bondman" and "The
Woman in White" are about to be released

here.

Peoples at Portland, Ore.,

To Reopen with W. E. Wiring
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 8.—Announce-
ment is made by the Consolidated Theatre
Company, operating a three-house chain,

that their Peoples theatre will be entirely

remodeled and equipped with both \ ita-

phone and Movietone. It is expected that

the work will be rushed and the house re-

opened with some 600 seats and new mar-
quise shortly after February 1. A. Bernard,
for many years associated with various
Pacific Coast houses, has been named as

manager for the Peoples.

Coliseum at Seattle

Reopens with Audiens
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, Jan. 8.—Dressed in a new-

decorative scheme, the Coliseum theatre is

among the latest to join the ranks of houses
showing audiens. The house opened with
"Prep and Pep," featuring David Rollins

and Nancy Drexel. The bill was augmented
by a number of short subjects and an
elaborate musical program with complete
orchestra.

When You're Ready to

Shoot, Fire That Shell
(Special lo the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—A special shell,

fired in a regulation gun, has been perfected

by Maurice Manne, effect director for Pathe
at Sound Studios, for use in registering

shots before the microphone. It is being
used in filming "Ned McCobb's Daughter."

SPECIAL NOTICE
to

Motion Picture Producers

CARL FENTON
ORCHESTRAS, Inc.

is equipped to handle your synchroniza-

tion from start to finish. It combines a

thorough familiarity with synchroniza-

tion, with years of experience in the

fields of standard and popular music,

records and radio.

We have a complete staff of experts for

— SCORING —
— SYNCHRONIZING —
— RECORDING —

We command the services of the finest

musicians in the0 country

Immediate recording of musical score

may be arranged for

(facilities for 33 1/3 revolutions)

Our plan will interest you for it is thor-

ough, expedient and economical.

All work under the personal direction of

CARL FENTON
He knows the "mike" through years of

experience with Brunswick and Gennett
recording companies.

Carl Fenton Orchestras, Inc.

1674 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
Telephone—Columbus 2232
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Writer Proposes Coolidge Lead
Waron Censoring TalkingFilms

Suggestion that Calvin Coolidge be retained by the motion picture industry

to represent its interests when and if the question of censorship of dialogue pro-

ductions becomes an issue for the United States Supreme Court to settle, is made
in an article in a December issue of "The Nation," on "Padlocking the 'Talkies.'

"

eral Bill of Rights which disposed of the
matter for all time by declaring that 'Con-
gress shall make no law abridging freedom
of speech or of the press'? Can speech be
stifled in the face of the constitutional safe-

The hope that the "creed of the Star
Chamber will not prevail" is voiced by the
writer, James N. Rosenberg, who declares

that "previous restraint" as censorship has
been defined since the days of Blackstone,
was eliminated by the Fathers "because
history taught it to be the tyrant's surest

weapon."

"If the talking movie is to be sub-
ject to censorship what has become
of our constitutional safeguard that
'Congress shall make no law abridg-
ing freedom of speech,' " the writer
asks. "Is speech, when mechanically
reproduced in its every accent and
intonation, no longer speech? If not,

what is it?"

Calling attention to a decision of the

Supreme Court in 1915 that "the argument
is wrong or strained which extends the
guaranties of free! speech to the multitu-

dinous shows which are advertised on the
billboards of our cities . . . the common-
sense of the country is against the conten-
tion," the writer points out that in the

wake of that ruling the following took
place:
"Film censorship was attempted in thirty

states, was actually put through in seven,

operates in over thirty cities by process of

municipal ordinances, and the Battalions of

the Blue Menace have made six tremendous
assaults on Congress for national censor-
ship; assaults defeated only by the single-

handed opposition of Calvin Coolidge—who
while Governor of Massachusetts vetoed a

censorship bill on 'constitutional grounds.'
"

Can Speech Be Stifled?

"The censor's power to muzzle the talk-

less movie has been established in this

country by statute and court decision," says
the article. "The censor and the talking

movie is my present theme. Can the cen-

sors throttle speech via the talking movie
as they are permitted to muzzle the film

without vocal accompaniment? This is no
academic subject, for the Pennsylvania
censors have already asserted such power.
"Dare they do so in the face of our fed-

guards written into the constitution of

every state in the Union? By what author-
ity do the Pennsylvania censors presume
to apply the now popular padlock principle

of government to speech, whether between
man and man face to - face, over the tele-

phone or the radio, or via the talking
movie? By the best and most august, au-
thority, the Supreme Court of the United
States. Read the Mutual Film case in

Volume 236 of the United States Supreme
Court Reports decided in 1915. . .

Canon Chase to Rescue!

"In 1907, the Supreme Court (in Paterson
vs. Colorado) declared that 'the main pur-
pose of such consitutional provisions is to
prevent all such previous restraints on pub-
lication as had been practiced by other
governments. They do not prevent subse-
quent punishment of such statements as

may be contrary to the public welfare.'

The learned justices who wrote those words
were not only sound constitutional lawyers.
They were good historians. They knew
their 'Areopagitica.' They had heard of the

Inquisition; the Index Librorum Prohibito-
rum; the Star Chamber; the Napoleonic

1 5 Soundproof Cameras
Ordered by LeBaron

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. IS.—Fifteen
soundproof cameras have been or-

dered by William LeBaron, vice pres-

ident in charge of production at the

F B O studios, coincident with prep-

arations for installation of sound
stages. The cameras are designed to

eliminate the "click."

censorship; the slowly won liberty of
speech in England; the fatal result of the
muzzle.

"Then came the movies. If Gutenberg's
hand press struck terror into the wielders
of authority, it is not difficult to compre-
hend that in order to control movies, which
contain untold power of regimenting public
opinion, the forces of virtue girded their
modest loins. The mothers of America,
led by Canon Chase, gathered for battle.

It is true that for a while they made little

headway. In 1912, Mayor Gaynor of New
York denounced and vetoed a New York
City censorship ordinance. ... In 1913 an
Ohio moving-picture censorship bill was en-
acted. Other states followed suit. It was
in 1915 that the Supreme Court of the
United States was called on to decide
whether an Ohio statute providing for cen-
sorship (i. e., previous restraint) over the
movies was constitutional. . . . The Su-
preme Court held that the police power
which is exercised in granting licenses to
theatres (chiefly in relation to fire hazards)
justified censorship over the movie, and so
sustained the statute; and at the very same
term of court a similar Kansas statute, giv-

ing the censors power to suppress even
the news reel, was likewise held constitu-

tional.

Held Mere Spectacle

"These decisions the Supreme Court pred-
icated largely on the theory that the mov-
ing picture is a mere spectacle. Counsel
for the film companies urged expertly that

censorship contravenes the constitutional
safeguards. They pointed out that moving
pictures are displayed not only for enter-
tainment but as 'exponents of policies,

teachers of science and history.' The only-

answer of the Supreme Court was that

since, according to the statute, 'Films of a
"moral, educational, or amusing and harm-
less character shall be passed and ap-
proved." ' 'No exhibition, therefore . . .

will be prevented if its pictures have those
qualities.'

"That the determination of these qualities

was left in advance to the decision of a
censor, the Court refused to consider as an
infraction of the constitutional safeguard.
Its declaration, made only eight years
earlier, that the purpose of the constitu-
tional provision was to prevent all previous
restraint, the Court held inapplicable to the

mere spectacle. Thus in 1915 the principle

of previous restraint was for the first time
adopted as a part of American jurispru-

dence. . . .

"Thus through wartime decision, not only
were 'Dr Caligari' and 'The Covered
Wagon' subjected to censorship as mere
spectacles, but even the daily news reel

with its pictures and text was relegated to

the same category. Other courts soon fol-

lowed suit. The New York Court of
Appeals (Justice Cardozo not sitting) ac-

quiesced."

Electric Officials Feted

After Sound Film Show
(Special to the Herald-World)

WINNIPEG, Jan. 9.—Officials of the

Northern Electric Company, which is in-

stalling the sound equipment in various
Canadian theatres, were the. guests of honor
at a dinner of Winnipeg projectionists at

the Marlborough hotel, Winnipeg, follow-

ing the presentation of the first synchro-

nized film, "Street Angel," at the Metropol-

itan. The Northern Electric experts were

H. S. Walker, A. Cash and Mrs. Cash, and

A. Jackson.

Among those present were V. Armand,
supervisor Of projection for Famous Play-

ers Canadian,- R. Reney, president of the

Winnipeg operators local, and W. Hale,

chief operator of the Metropolitan.
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Example of the film used in producing Fox's "Follies.'' It requires an enlarged screen and
in addition to the synchronization it gives a third dimension effect, the principle being simi-
lar to that used by- George K. Spoor at the old Essanay plant in Chicago in his third dimen-

sion experiments.

Spoor's Third Dimension Device
Reported in Movietone "Follies"

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD. Jan. 8.—It has become known that Winfield Sheehan ha*
completed production on the Fox "Follies." which is said to be a musical
comedy transferred to Movietone.

Here's Clue on How
To Tell PublicAbout
Sound Equipment

(Special to the Herald-World)

BERKELEY, CAL., Jan. 9.—Since the in-

stallation of Vitaphone and Movietone equip-
ment in the Campus theatre several months
ago the management has been deluged with
questions about synchronization, many people
writing long letters requesting information.
Recently the Elks Club of Berkeley put

on a Big Charity Circus in a huge tent that
housed more than 100 exhibits by merchants
and the Campus theatre arranged for a dis-
play of equipment used in the projection of
sound pictures. The display presented the
most interesting and outstanding features
connected with the Vitaphone and Fox
Movietone and the late inventions of the
Western Electric Company in the field of
sound smchronization.

Eddie Dou ling Goes IT est

To Make Sono-Art Picture

Eddie Dowling and a party of ten have
gone to Hollywood where Eddie will star
in his first talking picture, "Broadway
Bound." In the Dowling party from New
York were O. E. Goebel, president, and
George \V. Weeks, vice president of Sono-
Art productions, which will produce the
picture; Frances Agnew, who is doine the
screen adaptation, and others who will aid
in putting the story on the screen.
Production will be started as soon as

the party reaches the Metropolitan studios
of the Christie Film Company.

Disney Sound Cartoons

On State Right Market
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8—The "Mickey
Mouse" series of animated sound cartoons
are to be released through state rights ex-
changes, according to Charlie Giegerich,
business manager for Walt Disney.

Distribution in the Philadelphia and
Washington territories will be through the
Penn Productions at 1331 Vine street.
Philadelphia. Upper New York State
rights have been awarded to Richard G.
Fox of the Fox Film Exchanges at 257
Franklin street, Buffalo. These two dis-
tributors will fill the bulk of the Stanley-
Warner bookings.

Sound Boosts B. 0. for

Universal Seattle House
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 8—Melvin G.
W instock, manager of the Columbia thea-
tre in Seattle, has made a tour of the Uni-
versal chain of houses in Oregon and W'ash-
ngton in company with K Burke, general
division manager of Universal Theatrical
Enterprises. The Seattle house recently
quipped with Vitaphone and Movietone is

giving the greatest satisfaction with an in-
:rease in patronage and it is expected other
louses in the chain will be similarly
equipped in the near future.

Sound "Trouble Shooters"
(Special to the Herald-World)

CULVER CITY, Jan. 8.—A regular staff
>i Movietone linemen and "trouble shoot-
rs" is maintained at the M G M studio.
The linemen run connections to locations
nd the "trouble shooters" eliminate dis-
urbances distorting voices or sounds.

TX order to obtain the near shot with eight
dancers in the range of the camera it was

found a special kind of film was necessary.
The standard width film will shoot a chorus
at a long shot or it will shoot two people
in a closeup but it fails in bringing eight
people up to a closeup at the same time.
Whether actually Spoor's, the film that Fox

used in making the picture was in principle

Following very outspoken criticism of talk-

ing pictures voiced by Warwick Deeping, a
number of writers of the old and new schools
are quoted by Film Weekly, recently launched
British publication.

Deeping's view is upheld by Ethel Mannin,
who calls the talking film "a contradiction in

terms." Film Weekly quotes her in part as

follows

:

"Even though the voice-reproduction part

of the talking film be improved from its

present crudity and reaches perfection, it will

never succeed in giving a realistic three-di-

mensional quality to the essential two-dimen-
sional quality of the film

!

Xot so is the effect upon William Gerhardi
of the younger school of British novelists,

who says

:

"I think that talking pictures have a real

future when producers realize the merits and
demerits of dialogue.

"The effect of witty or delightful dialogue
instead of interfering with the story will add
to it by supplying something in a medium
of its own and beyond competition."
Canon James O. Hannay ("George A Bir-

mingham"), after saying that he has no opin-

like the film used by George K. Spoor in

his third dimension camera. It requires an
enlarged screen and gives third dimension
effect together with synchronization.
People on the lot say that Spoor's equip-

ment was used in the picture making. It
is said that it was comparatively simple to
attach the sound device to the three dimen-
sion equipment.

ion because he never has seen or heard talk-

ing pictures adds

:

"If, however, Mr. Deeping is right in say-
ing that they are adding a new noise to the
enormous number already in existence, I sin-

cerely hope that they will absolutely and com-
pletely fail.

"What we want is something which creates
a little quiet in a world distracted by entirely
unnecessary sounds."

Sees Both Kinds Progressing
Another conception of the entire situation

is broached by Marjorie Bowen, with the fol-
lowing :

"I do not consider one form of entertain-
ment ever likely to supersede another. There
seem to me to be great possibilities in the talk-

ing films, but I do not think either the silent

film or the stage will be adversely affected.

Answers Mechanical Objections
A reader of Film Weekly takes issue with

Warwick Deeping with the following rather
unusual comment

:

"I would suggest that when talking films
have attained a high standard of excellence,
as they undoubtedly will, the vulgarity of a
cinema play will be decreased and not in-

creased by the addition of speech."

British Authors Divided Over
Future of Dialogue Pictures

% hat do Britain's authors think about talking pictures and their future?
Opinions vary, as is to be expected, but the arguments advanced bv the authors
in support of their viewpoints provide some interesting sidelights.
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LeBaron Announces Many Personnel

Shifts for Qreater FBO
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur Are the Latest Additions to the

Company's Staff of Writers at Studio
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8.—William LeBaron, vice president in charge of
production of F B O, added to his staff Ben Hecht and Charles Mac-
Arthur today. It was the seventh addition he made this week.

Earlier he had announced that Luther Reed and Henry Hobart will be in

parallel capacities as associate producers in the new and greater FBO.
'P'HE studio is being rapidly reorganized in duction^supervisor. Eddy is publicity director

preparation for the execution of the pre-

viously announced change of policy in pro-

duction. LeBaron is one of the few familiar

faces on the lot who was there one year
ago.
Hecht and MacArthur are authors of "The

Front Page" which made them theatrically

famous. Hecht who has written "Under-
world" for Paramount will now write "Upper-
world" for FBO. MacArthur, his team
mate, will write "Gold Coast," presumably a

story of Chicago.
The company has also announced the pur-

chase of "Rio Rita," musical comedy.
Among additions in personnel this week

are the signing of Betty Compson, Walter
Woods, Sally Blane, Harold Schwartz, Myles
Connelly, and Don Eddy.
Compson will be featured in four pictures.

Woods is a scenarist, formerly with James
Cruze. Connelly has been engaged as a pro-

At the New York

Theatres

NEW FILMS
PARAMOUNT—"Synthetic Sin," a First National

picture, with Colleen Moore and Antonio Moreno.
ROXY—"Romance of the Underworld," a Fox pic-

ture with Mary Astor and John Boles.
S5TH ST. PLAYHOUSE—"Russia—1908," a Ger-
man picture with Marcelia Albani and Waldimir
Gaidarow.

COLONY—"The Last Warning," a Universal picture
with Laura La Plante, Montague Love and John
Boles, directed by Paul Leni.

HIPPODROME—"The Jazz Age," an F B O picture
with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Marceline Day.

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
WINTER GARDEN—"The Singing Fool," Warner

Bros., opened September 19.
ASTOR—"Alias Jimmie Valentine," Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer, opened November IS.
CRITERION—"Interference," Paramount, opened
November 16.

EMBASSY—"The Viking," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
opened November 28.

CENTRAL—"The Barker," First National, opened
December S.

WARNER—"My Man," Warner Bros., opened De-
cember 21.

GAIETY—"The River," Fox, opened December 22.
LITTLE CARNEGIE PLAYHOUSE— "Lucrezia

Borgia," UFA, opened December 22.
RIVOLI—"The Awakening," United Artists, opened

December 28.

CAMEO—"The End of St. Petersburg," Sovkino.
revived for another week.

STRAND—"Home Towners," Warner Bros., revived
for another week.

CAPITOL—"West of Zanzibar," Metro Goldwyn-
Mayer, held over for another week.

RIALTO—"Abie's Irish Rose," Paramount, revived
December 22.

FBO people who have left or are soon
to leave include Tom Tyler, Buzz Barton,
Frankie Darro, Bob Steele, Martha Sleeper,
Hugh Trevor, and Tom Mix. Ranger has
also withdrawn.

Contract Suit Against
Betty Compson Settled

Out of Court for $400
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8.—When the law-
suit of F. Nigg against Betty Compson was
called for trial yesterday before Superior
Judge Guerin, the case went "off calendar"
when attorneys announced a settlement had
been reached out of court. The amount
paid bv the actress, it is asserted, was
$400.
The account of which the plaintiff asked

settlement was one assigned to him by the
Edward Small Company. The complaint
asserted that Miss Compson became in-

debted to the concern April 16, 1926, for
$3,000, the amount being a 10 per cent
charge for obtaining for Mrs. Cruze a $30,-

000 contract. It was asserted that $1,500
was due and unpaid.
Miss Compson contended that the suit

was outlawed by not having been collected
within two years.

Lina Basquette and
Peverell Marley Wed
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8.—Lina Bas-
quette, wridow of Sam Warner and during
the past year player in a number of pro-
ductions for various companies, was mar-
ried to Peverell Marlev, head cameraman
for Cecil B. DeMille, at All Saints Prot-
estant Episcopal church yesterday.

June Collyer was bridesmaid and Robert
Edeson was best man. The bride was given
in marriage by her father, Ernest Belcher,

dancing master, prominent on the coast.

Estelle Taylor to Play
In "Jungle" with Chaney

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8.—Estelle Taylor has
been assigned the feminine role opposite Lon
Chaney in "Jungle." It is the first time Miss
Taylor has ever worked on the Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer lot.

Marc McDermott,
Player Since Films

9

EarlyDays, Is Dead
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, CAL., Jan. 5—Marc
McDermott, identified with motion pictures
from the time when they first began to be
recognized as an art and continuously since
then one of the screen's most successful
players of supporting roles, died at a Glen-
dale hospital last Saturday of a liver com-
plaint.

McDermott is known wherever motion
pictures arc shown as one of the screen's
most effective personalities, and his roles

are numbered by the hundreds. He also

did some directing.
He had been in poor health for some

time, and during the four weeks just prior

to his death his life had been despaired of

by his physicians.

Anthony Coldeway Named
Assistant Executive for

First National Studios
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—Anthony Colde-
way, well known motion picture executive
has been appointed assistant associate execu-

tive at First National Studios.
Coldeway will work with Al Rockett on

production matters and will be in charge
of the writers and the story department.
He will begin his duties at once.

Baclanova Is Sued by
Al Rosen for $1460

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8.—Olga Baclanova
was hailed into court this week to face a

claim against her amounting to $1,460. The
claim was filed by Al Rosen who claims to

have been her business manager. She as-

serted in a previous petition that he had taken

advantage of her "ignorance of the English

language" in obtaining her signature to a

contract.

Mary Nolan Signed by
"U"; Wyler to Direct

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8.—Shortly after

efforts of M G M to buy the contract of

Mary Nolan from Universal Mr. Laemmle
decided her services are too much in de-

mand for him to permit her contract to

expire. Universal signed her for a new con-

tract this week. Her first picture on it will

be "Coat Come Across." Willie Wyler will

direct.

Re-Title Lubitsch Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8.—The picture di-

rected by Ernst Lubitsch under the title "King

of the Mountains," starring John Barrymore,

will be released under the title of "Eternal

Love," it was announced today.
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1929 Baby Stars

Of Wampas Named;
List Kept Secret
(Special to the Herald-Worli)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8.—The Wampas
elected 13 Baby stars for 1929 Monday night.

Chester Vanderlip of Bank of Italy and
Reverend Neal Dodd were in charge of count-
ing the votes. Their counts will be kept
secret for several days. Meantime an accu-
rate checkup of voters shows the following
people will be among the honored ones

:

Raquel Torres, Josephine Dunn and Anita
Page of Metro

; Caryl Lincoln, and Betty
Boyd ; Helen Twelvetrees of Fox, Jeanette
Loff of Pathe; Doris Hill and Jean Arthur
of Paramount; Sally Blane of F B O, Helen
Foster and Doris Dawson and Loretta Young
of First National.

—D. H.

MayMcAvoy Leaves
Warners; Achieved
B O Distinction

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8—May McAvoy
declares she will leave Warner Brothers at

the end of her three-year contract, which
expires this week. Miss McAvoy, who is

known as "the Vitaphone girl," has recently
received unusual honors as a box office

name.
She rated well on in e Herald-World list

of box office leaders and was also voted the
most popular film star in talking pictures
when a contest was conducted by a Los
Angeles daily paper.

Rosabelle Laemmle and
Stanley Bergerman Wed
At Beverly Hills Home

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8. — Rosabelle
Laemmle, daughter of Carl Laemmle, presi-

dent of Universal, was married last

Wednesday to Stanley Bergerman, a busi-

ness man, at the Laemmle home in Beverly
Hills. Rabbi Edgar F. Magnin read the
ritual.

Following the ceremony, a wedding re-

ception attended by many film notables was
held. Among those present were Rod La
Rocque, Reginald Denny, Rudolph Sclrild-

kraut, Glenn Tryon, Carmel Myers, B. F.

Schulberg, Wesley Ruggles and Yilma
Banky. Carl Laemmle, Jr., was best man.
The ceremony took place in a bower of

palms, orange blossoms and growing
blooms. Miss Laemmle wore a crown of
pearls, a cap with a long tulle veil, and a
moyenage gown of brocade with rose-
colored lace.

"Fleet's In" and Out
Of 'Frisco in Bow Suit

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8.—San Francisco
after all is not going to hear the fight for

$100,000 damage suit against Clara Bow
et al because Clara's film, "The Fleet's In,"

has scenes taken in Los Angeles which
were labelled "San Francisco."
Nate Schmulowitz, attorney for Miss

Bow, today filed suit in Judge George
Cavanish's court asking change in venue
because most of his clients lived in Los
Angeles. Attorney Harry Stafford, appear-
ing for Pavilion Ice Rink Company, pro-
prietors of the Roseland Dance Hall, who

:
ire claiming compensation, agreed to the
nearing of the case in the South.

PFL Starts 4 in Post-Holiday
Rush to Schedules; Lots Busy

Fox-Movietone Studios Actually in Operation with Installation of

Stoloff's "Speakeasy" Company; Fairbanks Feeds

Extras by Generous Budget
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8.—With producers eager to counteract the depression

felt since before Christmas practically all studios have launched new pictures.

Adolph Zukor's presence on the West Coast showed its influence when
Paramount stepped ahead of the other studios by beginning production on four

stories this week. B. P. Schulberg- states there will be three more next week.

One already begun is "Innocents of

Paris," which is being directed by Richard
Wallace. Ethel Doherty has completed the
scenario. Maurice Chevalier is the star.

Another is "The Wild Party," which Doro-
thy Arzner is directing, starring Clara Bow.
Clara will be heard for the first time in a
speaking role. An untitled picture being
directed by Lewis Milestone stars Emil Jan-
nings. Victor Schertzinger wrote the story.

The fourth is "Close Harmony," with Buddy
Rogers in the lead role and with John
Cromwell directing.

Fox-Movietone Lot Opens
Although the formal dedication of the

Fox-Movietone studios was a flourishing

event several weeks ago, the lot was not
actually opened for production until this

week. Its debut was quiet and unimposing.
To Benjamin Stoloff, Fox Films director,

went the honor of making the initial scene
for a feature length production in one of

the sound proof studios in this "miracle

city" that came into being in 90 days at a

cost of $10,000,000.

This did not mark initial production on
the Stoloff picture, but just a resumption
of camera work that began in New York
some time ago. The picture is "Speakeasy,"
a Fox-Movietone adaptation of the stage

play of the same name, and has a number
of notables in the cast—three of whom Sto-
loff recruited from the New York stage,

and they were put under contract to Fox
Films. Two of these—Paul Page and Lola
Lane—are cast in the leading roles, and
the third—Warren Hymer—has a support-

ing role.

Laemmle Working on "Broadway"
Carl Laemmle is spending most of his

efforts on "Broadway," which is all audien
picture. He is also spending considerable
money on the production. Following com-
pletion of the picture the new "Broadway"
sound stage will be used in filming eight

100 per cent talking pictures.

Of these "The Climax" is from the play

by Edward Locke. Jean Hersholt and
Kathryn Crawford are to be in it. It goes
into production this month. "The Minstrel
Man" will be directed by Harry Pollard.

"The King of Jazz" will be directed by
Wesley Ruggles.

Eddie Sloman resigned this week after

having been slated to direct "A Bargain in

Kremlin." Wesley Ruggles will also direct

"The Shannons of Broadway."
The youngster, Glenn Tryon, will be his

facetious self in "Barnum Was Right."

There will be murders talked about in "The
Great Microphone Murder", and the "Drake
Murder Case." Eddie Laemmle will direct

the latter.

Victor Schertzinger, noted as a composer
as well as a director has just completed a

song for "The Climax." It is "You Are My
Melody of Love."

Fairbanks Helps "Eleven Thousand"
Douglas Fairbanks is conceded to be a

philanthropist by the 11,000 film extras who
are proverbially starving in Hollywood. At
least by part of them. Before completing
"The Iron Mask" this week he had used

several hundreds of screen players each day
for several weeks. It is a season when there

is a premium on a day's work. Dozens of

technical experts also profited by the gen-
erosity of the Fairbanks company policy.

The picture was made under the general
supervision of Maurice Leloir. It was direc-

ted by Allan Dwan. Henry Sharp photo-
graphed it. Robert Fairbanks was general
manager for the production. He was aided
by Willard M. Reineck as technical director
and Charles Lewis as his assistant.

The staff of technicians consisted of Paul
Burns as master of wardrobe, S. L. Chalif

as his assistant, Paul Roberts as master of
properties, Burgess Beall as interior dec-
orater, Walter Pallman as director of tech-
nical effects, J. W. Montgomery as chief

electrician and William Xolan as film cutter.

Mr. Fairbanks surrounded himself with a
cast of brilliant and capable actors. Leon
Bary as Athos, Stanley J. Sanford as Porthos
and Gino Corrado as Aramis played the
three musketeer companions of Mr. Fair-
banks' D'Artagnan. The other players were
Rolfe Sedan as Louis XIII, William Bake-
well as Louis XIV, Nigel de Brulier as
Cardinal Richelieu, Belle Bennett as Anne of
Austria, Marguerite de la Motte as con-
stance, Dorothy Revier as Milady de Winter,
Vera Lewis as Madame Per'onne, Ulrich
Haupt as de Rochefort, Lon Poff as Father
Joseph, Charles Stevens as Planchet and
Henry Otto as master of the king's ward-
robe.
Other pictures on the United Artists' lot

star the famous Mary Pickford; Vilma
Banky, Mae Busch and Gloria Swanson.
Sam Taylor is directing in 'Coquette." Al
Santell is directing Banky in "Childs Fifth
Avenue." Roland West is directing Miss
Busch in "Nightstick." Von Stroheim is

directing Swanson in "Queen Kelly."
While the first sequences of "Queen

Kelly" are laid in an imaginary kingdom of
the German Empire, "Cobourg-Nassau,"
the royal domicile revealed in the picture
is in reality a composite reproduction of a
number of continental palaces. Months
were spent in preparation of the sets under
supervision of Von Stroheim whose Teu-
tonic thoroughness is a by-word. The mar-
ble hallways provided the background of
one of the most dramatic sequences of the
picture, in which Miss Swanson as Patricia
Kelly, a convent girl, who has become in-

volved in a romance with a prince is

horsewhipped and driven from the palace
by the mad queen.
The German sequences are almost com-

plete and preparations are made to transfer
production activities figuratively to German
East Africa, the locale of the final portion.

Santell to Direct Dove
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8—First National
called Al Santell back to the lot yesterday
when it was decided that he will direct
Billie Dove's next picture. The story is yet
to be named. Santell's contract recently ex-
pired and he left the lot to join Sam Gold-
wyn on a Vilma Banky picture.
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Herald-World's Production Directory

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

Columbia Studios

F B 0 Studios

•The Dude
Ranch"

Eugene Ford Tom Mix
Kathryn McGuire

First National Studios

'Hot Stuff" Mervyn LeRoy Alice White

William Bakewell

"The Man and George

the Moment" Fitzmaurice

Billie Dove
Rod LaRocque
Gwen Lee

Fox Studios

'Hearts in

Dixie"

'New Year's

Eve"

'Girls Gone
Wild-

Paul Sloane Charles Gilpin

All-colored east

Henry Lehrman Mary Astor

Charles Morton

Lou Seiler Sue Carol

Nick Stuart

Metropolitan Studios

"Queen of the Spencer Bennett Walter Miller Pathe

Northwoods"

Untitled Ted Wilde

Ethelyn Claire

Tom London
Ed Cecil

Fred Burns

Harold Lloyd

Serial

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

"The Pagan"

"Hallelujah"

•Spite

Marriage"

W. S. Van Dyke Ramon Novarro

Dorothy Janis

King Vidor

Edward
Sedgwick

Daniel Haynes
Honey Brown
All-colored cast

Buster Keaton

Dorothy Seoastian

Leila Hyams
Edward Earle

STARTING
DATE

'Behind Closed R. William Neill Virginia Valli

Doors" Gaston Glass

Otto Metiesen

Andre de Segurola December 18

December 10

December 19

December 3

December 9

December 13

December 21

December 17

September 17

DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

STARTING
DATE

"Five O'Clock

Girl"

"The Trial of

Mary Dugan"

Alfred E. Green Marion Davies

Charles King
Aileen Pringle

Bayard Veiller

November 9

October 15

November 14

"The Bridge of Charles Brabin

San Luis Rey"

Norma Shearer

Raymond Hackett

H. B. Warner

Racquel Torres

Lily Damita
Ernest Torrence

Michael Vavitch

December 3

December 3

December 8

Paramount Studios

L ntitled Lewis Milestone Emil Jannings

"The Four Merian Cooper Richard Alien

Feathers" Ernest All-Star cast

Schoedsack

"Wolf Song" Victor Fleming Gary Cooper

Lupe Velez

"Tong War" William Wellman Florence Vidor

Wallace Beery

December 15

September 18

October 12

October 17

Tiffany-Stahl Studios

James Flood Ricardo Cortez

Claire Windsor December 20

United Artists Studio

'Coquetle"

"Childs, Fifth

Avenue"

"Queen Kelly"

Sam Taylor

Alfred Santell

Eric von

Stroheim

Mary Pickford

John Mack
Brown

Mary Pickford

Company
December 17

Vilma Banky Samuel Goldwyn

James Hall Company
Fritzi Ridgeway
Lucien Littlefield November 15

Gloria Swanson Gloria

Walter Byron Productions

Seena Owen Inc.

•Nightstick" Roland West Pat O'Malley

Mae Busch

Chester Morris

Roland West
Productions

November 1

November 15

Universal Studios

'The Haunted
" Lady"

'Broadway"

Wesley Ruggles Laura LaPlante

John Boles

Paul Fejos Glenn Tryon

Myrna Kennedy
Paul Parcasi

Evelyn Brent

December 8

December 1
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Releases

WEEK OF JANUARY 13
EDUCATIONAL—"Walking Fish," Our World To-

day, one; "Going Places," Davis, Mermaid, two;
"What a Trip," Dent, Cameo, one.

MGM—"Untitled," Events; "Election Day," Our
Gang, two.

PARAMOUNT—"Why Gorillas Leave Home," Bobby
Vernon, two.

PATHE—"Untitled," Smitty Series, No. 4.

UNIVERSAL—"Shadows," Snappy Comedy, one;
"International Newsreel," No. 4; "Unmasked,"
Mystery Rider series. No. 8, Desmond, two; "Three
Brox Sisters," Movietone act, one; "Hold Your
Horses," Mike and Ike, Stern Bros., two; "In-
ternational Newsreel," No. 5; "Claim Jumpers,"
Forest Ranger series, Cobb, two.

WEEK OF JANUARY 20
EDUCATIONAL—"Only Me," Lupino Lane, two;

"Untitled," Hodge Podge, one.
M G M—"Uphill and Down," oddity; "Untitled,"

Chase, two.
PARAMOUNT—"Happy Heels," Dooley. two.
PATHE—"Baby's Birthday," Smith family series.
UNIVERSAL—"Yankee Clippers," Oswald, one; "In-

ternational Newsreel," "Doomed," Mystery Riders
Series No. 9, Desmond, two; "Bailey and Barnum,"
movietone short, one; "The Winning Point," Col-
legians, No. 1 1 ; "Newleyweds Headache," Snookums,
two; "International Newsreel," No. 7; "Men in the
Raw," Hoxie two,

WEEK OF JANUARY 27
EDUCATIONAL—"Dumb, and How," Thatcher-
Young, Cameo, one; "Beauties Beware," Jerry
Drew, Ideal, two.

M G M—"Liberty," Laurel-Hardy, two.
PATHE—"Uncle Tom," Sennett De Luxe series, two.

WEEK OF FEBRUARY 4
M G M—"Pair of Tights," all star, two; "Dying

Jungle," oddity, one.
PARAMOUNT—"Papa Spank," MacDuff. two.
PATHE—"Calling Hubby's Bluff," Sennett series,

two.

Newspictures

PARAMOUNT NEWS No. 46—Paramount newsman
takes ride in Ferry 8,000 feet above ground in
France—Airplane picks up mail while flying low
in Virginia—Secretary Mellon thanks the old-timers
on completion of SO years with Treasury Depart-
ment.

M G M NEWS No. 41—Thomas Edison celebrates
81st birthday, still working 18 hours a day—Gloria
Caruso, daughter of the famous singer gives birth-
day party in New York—President Coolidge goes
hunting in Sapelo Island.

KTNOGRAMS No. 5462—Governor Al Smith closes
25 years public service—Swedish Count Folke
Bcrnadotte sails to America with his bride Miss
Estelle Manville—Kinograms give review of all

headlight sports for 1928.
FOX NEWS No. 29—Williams and Amherst colleges

play fast hockey game, Williams winning—Governor
Al Smith celebrates his 55th birthday in Capital

—

Chile gives President-elect Hoover a rousing wel-
come.

PATHE SOUND NEWS No. 4—Thousands greet
Mrs. McPherson with hymns on arrival in Los
Angeles—World gathers to pay tribute to Franz
Schubert on 100th anniversary of his death—Wil-
liam J. Locke of London, sees new novels told on
film sound.

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL No. 1—President
Coolidge goes hunting with his ten-gallon hat in
Sapelo Island—Chinese feet get plenty to do as
vintners make wine from compressed koulain flow-
ers
—"Toboggaplane" is big thrill in Lake Placid

Club, New York.

Roth at Vitaphone Studio

As Short Subject Director
Murray Roth is now at the Eastern Vita-

phone studio in Brooklyn as director of
short subjects and assistant to Bryan Foy,
production director.

_
Edmund Joseph has been signed to write
~'ogue at Eastern Vitaphone Studio.

MGM Speeds Release of Sound;
26 Acts Out Next Three Months

Speeding up their releasing schedule because of the public's enthusiastic re-

ception of sound, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will place 26 new Metro Movietone Acts

at the disposition of exhibitors in the first three months of this year, or two a

week. The earlier group from Metro also consisted of 26 acts.

The list of short sound acts which will be
released semiweekly from January 5 to

March 30 includes two talking playlets,

"Confession," directed by Lionel Barry-
more, and "Nearly Divorced," directed by
Lowell Sherman and now playing at the
Embassy theatre, New York, as a supple-
mentary attraction to "The Viking." There
are two of Gus Edwards' song revues in

Technicolor, or "colortone revues," and two
recordings each by Van and Schenck and
George Dewey Washington, making four
releases apiece for the magnetic singing
comedians and the popular Negro baritone.
While the Gus Edwards revues and the

playlets were made on the coast, most of

the other new shorts were recorded at

MGM's New York sound studio, where
capacity production has been attained un-
der the supervision of Major Edward
Bowes and Louis K. Sidney, with Nick
Grinde as director.

The complete list of the new subjects
follows:
For release January 5—Ukulele Ike (Cliff Edwards),

with two numbers: (a) What a Night for Spoon-
ing, (b) Oh, Baby, Don't We Get Along. (2) A Gus
Edwards song revue, made entirely in Technicolor,
with a special company of singers and dancers.
January 12— (1) Bernardo de Pace, world's fore-

most mandolinist, in three numbers: (a) Thais, (b)

Ramona (c) Morning, Noon and Night. (2) "Con-
fession," Kenyon Nicholson's one-act play, directed
by Lionel Barrymore, with Robert Ames, Carroll Nye,
and Yvonne Stark in the cast.

January 19— (1) Van and Schenck in two num-
bers (a) Pasta Vazoola, (b) Hungry Women. (2)
"Nearly Divorced," Stanley Houghton's one-act com-
edy directed by Lowell Sherman, with .a cast made
up of Sherman, Cyril Chadwick and Betty Francisco.
January 26— (1) Metro Movietone Revue, featuring

Frances White, the Ponce Sisters, the Reynolds Sis-

ters and Joseph Regan, with Jack Pepper master
of ceremonies. (2) Marion Harris in two numbers
(a) He's Mine, All Mine, and (b) Ten Little Miles
from Town.
February 2— (1) Songs of the Roses, a series of

unusual song and dance acts, done entirely in Tech-
nicolor, directed by Gus Edwards. (2) George Dewey
Washington in three numbers (a) Lonely Little Blue-

Takes Lots o' Sand and
Wool to Make Audiens
HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 8.—Making

sound pictures is a weighty proposi-
tion, judging from the work recently
completed at the Educational studio.

More than 150 tons of sand were used
under the floor of Educational's first

stage to deaden vibration in the floor

boards. Approximately 23 tons of
mineral wool were put in as insula-

tion in the walls to keep outside
noises from intruding into the super-
sensitive microi hones.

bird, (b) Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder, and (c)

Sonny Boy.
• • •

February 9— (1) George Lyons, the Singing Harpist,
in a medley of vocal and instrumental numbers. (2)
Jan Garbers' Band in two numbers (a) Blue Shad-
ows, and (b) Tiger Rag.
February 16— (1) Vincent Lopez in one instru-

mental solo, On the Air. (2) Miller and Lyles in
"Jimtown Cabaret," a comedy act with dialogue, song
and a dancing contest.
February 23— (1) Whiting and Burt in a novelty

singing act in four scenes. George Whiting is com-
poser of the song hit, "My Blue Heaven." (2) Duci
de Kerekjarto in two violin numbers.
March 2— (1) Mr. and Mrs. Norman Phillips and

Norman Phillips, Jr., in a two-reel sketch entitled
"Parents," written by Edgar Allen Woolf. (2) Gor-
don and Squires in a .dialogue and singing act.

• * *

March 9— (1) Van and Schenck in two numbers:
(a) Chinese Firecracker, (b) Way Down South in
Heaven. (2) Eight Victor Artists in an act called
"Rube Minstrels," The artists are Henry Burr, Mon-
roe Silver, Billy Murray, Frank Banta, James Stan-
ley, Carl Mathieu, and Sam Herman and Stanley
Baughman.
March 16— (1) Bob Nelson in a comedy singing

act, with three numbers: (a) Everything I Do I Do
for You, (b) Berlin Medley, (c) She's Got a Great
Big Army of Friends Since She Lives Near the Navy
Yard. (2) Phil Spitalny's Band, a novelty orchestral
number featuring, in addition to Spitalny and his
Hotel Pennsylvania orchestra, the Penn Trio, the
Paul Sisters, 8 Chester Hale girls and Al Wohlman
as master of ceremonies.
Mar. 23— (1) George Dewey Washington in three

numbers: (a) Lonely Vagabond, (b) The Sun Is
Shining at My Window, and (c) The Curtain Comes
Down. (2) Elsa Ersi and Nat Ayers in two num-
bers, (a) She Was Wonderful, (b) When You Be-
longed to Me.
Mar. 30— (1) Odette Myrtil in a special instru-

mental subject, "The Dancing Master." (2) Sunshine
Sammy in a novelty act.

Educational Films Lead
In Number of Pictures

Approved by Catholics
Rev. Francis Talbot, S. J., literary edi-

tor of America, Catholic weekly, and chair-

man of the Catholic Book-a-Month Club,
broadcasting Thursday evening, January 3,

over station WLWL on the subject of
"Endorsed Motion Pictures," praised Edu-
cational on the fact that this company had
the greatest number of endorsed subjects
on the "white list" of the International
Federation of the Catholic Alumnae.

Especial emphasis was given "The Lion's
Roar," first of the Mack Sennett audien
comedies, and Father Talbot urged that his

listeners prevail upon their local managers
to book this subject. Father Talbot said:
"'The Lion's Roar' is one of the first

talking pictures to come from that com-
pany, and it has been very well done. The
color effects are fine, the photography and
technique are exceedingly interesting."

Jean Harloive Signed
Hal Roach has signed Jean Harlowe,

Gld^ 1 whom he "discovered," to a
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PRESENTATION ACTS

Stereotyped Units Are Not Clicking

STAGE SHOWS
Chicago Tivoli

Week Ending January 11
Frankie Masters at the Norshore wae a bis hit and

attraction. Masters at the "Tower was another hit

and Masters now at the Tivoli Ls proving to be a
drawing card of both female and male sex. Go into

the Tivoli any time and you will see all the front

seats filled with girls casting dreamy eyes on that

handsome band leader. Masters.
This week's show was called. "Green Grass" al-

though the weather thermometer outside registered 4

above. The 12 Foster Girls started out with a little

hoofing and another little girl did a few spins that

got a big hand
"A Southern Vanity" was played by the orchestra

and Masters sang the chorus. To make it complete
the Trombone player. Drummer and Masters sang a

melody that clicked. This trio no doubt should be

used again for they harmonize well together.

The Three Slate Brothers showed the audience some
classy dancing. The trio started out with a plain

dance, then did a better one and finished with a
corking applause.

Vivian and Rossette, love singeis. helped out by the
Foster Girls, were a nice part of the program. The
two did not receive enough applause for their act.

Eight here the orchestra played, "Doing the Rac-
coon." It must be said that this orchestra offers

one some hot numbers and novelties are their spe-
cialties. This number was good but "Must You Wear
a Mustache," by the same orchestra will never be
forgotten.

Handers and Mills, a pair of comedians that are
above the average offered a ten minute act of jokes
and funny stunts. They hit and the orchestra played
to start another act. The claps stopped.
The ending was an eye opener. Two horses run-

ning on a treadmill proved a real novelty and it was
well staged. It was a pleasing presentation and
Masters will stick there. The patrons like him.

San Francisco Warfield
Week Ending January 4

Some good gravy was spilled on the stage of the
Warfield theatre this week when "Chicken a la King"
was offered as the principal attraction on the menu.
As usual, this was a Fanchon and Marco presenta-

tion, and starred no other than Will King, a local

favorite, who held forth here for years with a girl

show, and who has a wonderful personal following.

With Will King was his old sidekick. Lew Dunbar,
and as fine a group of girls a6 has been assembled
in some time.

The act opened with Rube Wolf and his merry
gang holding down the orchestra pit and they offered

"Tambourine," arranged for orchestra from the
violin number of Fritz Kreisler. Oscar Taylor,

barytone, was introduced and sang a couple of songs,

while ten dancing girls went through some graceful
Oriental steps. If these girls wear the same gauze
garments in the sunlight as they do on the stage

they deserve the name of Sun-kist Beauties be-

stowed on them. A solo dancer in black offered an
artistic performance to the music of "In a Persian
Garden."
A charming miss sat on the footlights with Rube

Wolf and sang "Don't Be Like That," with Rube
helping out with a few of the verses.

Will King and company presented "The Three
Sons," a skit that brought down the house. This

was followed by another comedy offering in which
Will King imi>ersonated an old woman, while Lew
Dunbar was the husband.
The curtain then went up on a cau Hyams

{Continued on page Earle

Billy Randall

Above is a likeness of Billy Randall the singing-

violinist-dancer, who just completed his third tour of

Publix—at one time Billy was featured in the Gus
Edwards Revue and is a product of that star discov-

erer. Randall has a unique routine and one of the

few novelties that is now playing combination thea-

tres. At present he is being featured over the Mar-
cus Loew circuit.

Nadina Borgi Booked
Nadina Borgi, famous European soprano, is being

featured in an elaborate singing act called, "The
Mediterranean Singers." The ensemble consists of

fourteen splendid voices ranging all the way from
jazz to opera. Four of them also bear the title of

Count and Countess. This attraction will soon be

seen in deluxe picture theatres.

ROY DIETRICH
"The SUver

Voiced Director"

Featuring

STAGEBAND
PRESENTATIONS

At the

"Playhouses of the

World"

Rotating
Between

CAPITOL and AVALON
CHI'JAGO

Moven.ue.

Book BetterActs

WithBandshows
On Long Tour

Give Masters of Ceremonies More

Leeway—Revamp Shows

Along the Route

By A. RAYMOND GALLO
Does the public like syndicated

stageshows in picture theatres? You
have probably asked this question of

yourself many times especially if you

are a theatre owner or a theatre man-

ager. Of course if you are an exhibi-

tor of a chain theatre circuit it will

not do you much good to even think

about it for you will receive these syn-

dicated units until the "powers" deem

it advisable to make a change. We
have always contended that a syndi-

cated idea cannot and will not work

successful in the entertainment field

for the simple reason that a show put

together in New York loses all its

flavor and freshness by the time it gets

to Chicago.
We have tried to reason this matter out

with the important executives on the vari-

ous circuits and for a while things were go-

ing along smoothly with a local producer

stationed in each territory. However since

that time, which is close to a year ago,

some efficiency expert has gotten the noble

idea into his head that if Sears & Roebuck
can manufacture suits on a carload basis

and sell through the mail all over the coun-

try, why not work the same arrangement
in the presentation field. That has been

the main downfall of chain theatre opera-

tion and by that we mean that one in-

dividual or a group of individuals have

tried to force the same type of entertain-

ment, fashioned after one model, to every-

body in the amusement seeking world.

Whether these people were in New York

City or Des Moines, Iowa, made no dif-

ference, for in accordance with th° ;_ way

of planning, the show was good enough

for anybody.
Public Taste Varies All Over

There is no question that in every
there has been honest intentions behind

the moves and production of several stage

units, but it seems that since people have

been old enough to seek entertainment they

have also been different in what they

sought, and by that we mean that yo
not expect an eastern stage offerin it

has taken the public off its feet, to da the

same thing in another territory wit' W"
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ORGAN
PRESENTATIONS OF
GREAT SONGS
SMALL SLIDE SETS

THE SONG I LOVE
MY INSPIRATION

IS YOU
I'LL NEVER ASK

FOR MORE
YOU'LL NEVER KNOW
ARE WE DOWN-

HEARTED? NO!
MOONLIGHT MADNESS
SALLY OF MY DREAMS

(Theme of "Mother Knows Best")

MY TONIA
(Theme of "In Old Arizona")

MARION
(Theme of "4 Devils")

JUDY
(Theme of "Romance of the Under-
world")

We Also Have Small Sets of

Slides for All Songs Listed Under
Specials

SPECIALS
"OPEN SECRETS"

Introducing

THAT'S HOW I FEEL
ABOUT YOU

(Perfect for Community)

"LOVE—AND A PET NAME"
Introducing

ANGELA MIA
(A Beautiful Presentation)

"A MEDLEY OF GREAT
PICTURE THEME SONGS"

Containing

SONNY BOY
(Theme of "The Singing Fool")

SOME DAY
SOMEWHERE
(Theme of "The Red Dance")

ANGELA MIA
(Theme of "Street Angel")

NOTE: The Theme Song Medley Can
Be Presented with Marvelous Results in

Conjunction with the Al Jolson Bruns-

wick Record. Ask tor Particulars.

Write for All Slides and
Information to

SAM LERNER, Mgr. of Publicity

DE SYLVA. BROWN &

HENDERSON, INC.
-

745 7tl; Ave., New York City

ferent class of people whose taste and opin-

ions vary. The same thing applies to Chi-

cago, Los Angeles, or any other important
key city. Their own particular type of en-

tertainment might be a huge success in

their own community and a terrible flop in

another territory.

The only sensible way to make presenta-

tion pay in deluxe picture houses is not to

give the same type of stage show as it is

produced in one town. The idea of keep-
ing a unit intact is fine from the standpoint
of costumes and scenery, but when it

comes to arranging the talent, that should
rest entirely upon the local situation and
should be programmed in accordance with
the likes of that particular audience which
the theatre is trying to cater to. Besides
if the master of ceremonies means anything
to the theatre, which in the past few years
has, he should be given an opportunity to

display his individual wares and not be
hampered by a stereotyped speech.

Give the M. C. Something to Do
The future success of stage shows with

personality band leaders who also act in

the role of masters of ceremonies depend
on this ^ery same thing. By robbing the

band leaders of their individual capabilities

you will just have an ordinary man on the

stage directing the band. After all any
musician can pretend to direct and once he
assumes the part of a hundred and one
others your audience will immediately lose

interest in him and the result will be shown
at your box office.

It has been learned from past reports
and constant survey that independent pic-

ture houses produce a more entertaining
stage show than the big chain operators.
The reason for this is very easy to under-
stand for the reason that they do not try

to stage an idea that will endeavor to
please forty different towns. Each show is

produced with enough human interest of

a universal appeal and yet with enough of

the local color in it to make it entertaining
from every standpoint. The lines are
timely, the jokes are not so stale, and the
songs are new and up to date. The very
same thing could be accomplished by the
large circuits by placing a capable pro-
ducer in certain territories where the unit

is expected to fill more than one week's
engagement. This producr should be ac-
quainted with the desires of the local

audience and should try to cooperate with
the management in presenting the enter-
tainment in the manner in which it is

wanted.
In towns where the units play only one week and

the circuit has only one theatre it would be wise to

appoint either the theatre manager or the band leader
to make the proper and necessary changes in the
stage show each week. By allowing each and every
member of the theatre staff to observe the wants
of the audience and accepting their suggestions means

(

only one thing to the chain theatre operator and that
thing is a steady, satisfied patronage, with a steady
flow at the box office.

When less thought is given to the possibility of

I
hiring cheap talent because of the fact that they will

have from twenty-five to fifty weeks of consecutive
work, the more successful stagehand shows and pre-
sentation offerings will go over in deluxe picture
theatres. Instead of trying to save a few hundred
dollars on the talent and losing a few thousand at

the box office, executives and booking managers
should devote more time in giving the public enough

: for their money so that they may feel obligated to
patronize your theatres.

Don't Be Penny Wise and Pound Foolish
Trying to eliminate stage programs and cutting or-

! gan solos may cut down your overhead but in the
long run it may also cut your profits and there is

a good possibility of killing your own business by
overdoing it. When every theatre, regardless of
its size and location, will present talking pictures
what are the deluxe houses going to do to keep up
their business? What will you offer as an induce-
ment to keep the patrons coming to your theatre?
What will any sensible exhibitor do who has a de-
luxe house of 2,000 seats or up? Why, he will
go right back to presentation and featured organists,
otherwise there is no distinction between a deluxe
theatre and a small neighborhood picture house.

Rather than do this later, why not retain the
good will of your people by making your talking
picture offerings a part of your program and not
the most important feature of it? Then on the other
hand, if you have a stage band and an organist make
sure you give them something worth while to do
each week so that the audience will not tire of
them.

Your theatre should occupy the same important
position in your town as that of a civic organiza-
tion or any other enterprise for the promotion of
goodwill and entertainment. Your attractions, whether
in stagehand form or otherwise, should be the local

stock company and your permanent staff should be
responsible for the proper entertainment that will

fill your theatres at each show.

Presentation

LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in presen-

tation may discuss important matters bearing
upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.

PRESENTATION ACTS—To the Editor: Organ
solo for week ending Jan. 5th, Smoot theatre, Par-
kersburg, W. Va., Wm. J. Cowdrey, Organist.

In conjunction with the showing next week of

"The Singing Fool," the organ solo entitled, "What
Will the New Year Bring" using appropriate slides

connected up the two pictures starring Al Jolson,

"The Jazz Singer" and the "Singing Fool."

After an introductory five slides, the chorus of

"Mammy" was played along with Brunswick record

No. 3912, Jolson singing. Then "Sonny Boy." with

Brunswick record No. 4033, and "There's a Rainbow
'Round My Shoulder," same record.

Records were used on the non-synchronous section

of the Western Electric equipment. Slide set closed

with a New Year's greeting from the organist to the

audience. Sincerely yours, Wm. J. Cowdrey, Parkers-

burg, West Va.

Whitmer Made Publix M.C.
Wallace Allen, publicity director, and George Laby.

manager of the Olympia theatre in New Haven,

a Publix house, sold a new master of ceremonies

to the town by an exceptional publicity campaign.

For more than a week all the newspapers ran advance

news of the coming new master of ceremonies, Ken
Whitmer.
Every other conceivable form of outdoor billing

and window tie-up was also arranged so that when
Whitmer opened the public already were familiar

with his talents.

Specht Gets Honors
After an extensive survey the Hoover-Curtis club

has finally selected Paul Specht and his orchestra to

play for the Inaugural Charity Ball at the presiden-

tial affair on March 4th. This information comes

from Mathew Quay, president of the club. Those

knowing Specht feel that this is quite an honor and

cannot help but admire the selection, for he is one

of the best in the profession.

Reiser Returns
After completing a four weeks' engagement as

guest conductor at the Stanley theatre in Utica.

Alois Reiser has returned to the Mark Strand in

New York as musical conductor. During his stay in

Utica Mr. Reiser was presented with a beautiful sil-

ver cup in appreciation of his work and good fellow-

ship.

Hammond Transferred
W. Meryle (Jake) Hammond, formerly sole organ-

ist at the Strand theatre. Kendallville, Indiana, has

been transferred to the Strand theatre in Fremont.

Ohio, in a similar capacity. Jake, as he is better

known by his friends is the author of "Five Left

Hand Forms" an article that was recently pub-

lished in the Better Theatres section of the Herald-

World.

Playing Loew Time
Pedro Rubin, known as Mexico'6 foremost dancer

and late dancing star of Ziegfeld's "Rio Rita." is

now headlining on the Marcus Loew circuit. Rubin

has been booked through the Alf T. Wilton agency.

Rubin is well known throughout the country as a

director and producer of famous Spanish dancers and
he is also the creator of the dancing teams in "Rio

Rita."

Art Hayes in Memphis
Arthu "->ves, well known 6olo organist and for

years feafTui.^ in deluxe picture houses has left the

Orpheum theatre in Madison, Wis., and is now at

the Orpheum in Memphis. This theatre is now un-

der the direction of the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Cor-

poration.
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STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from page 50)

the band on the Ptape and the chorus in action.

Rube Wolf announced that next week would be his

last at the War field and suggested that as his musical
organization would be without a leader it might be

well for the members to get used to it and play
without him. A number was offered without a
director, while Rube strolled through the house.

Oscar Taylor sang "Roses of Yesterday" and
"Sonny Boy" and Will King and Lew Dunbar took
part in a vampire act in a cabaret setting. Both
fell for the wiles of the vampire, which Will King
recognized as "what they have at baseball games."
The act came to a close with the serving of

"Chicken a la King." Girls came on dressed to

represent the ingredients of the dish, pimento, green
pepper, salt, mushroom sauce, creamy sauce, and
finally chicken. The grand finale was reached when
a back curtain went up revealing to view a huge
dish surrounded by lovely girls and Will King, dressed

as a chef, wielding an enormous spoon.

Detroit Capitol
Week Ending January 4

"Make Believe" was the title of the Publix revue

at the Capitol this week, in which some clever en-

tertainers took part.

There was, for instance, Johnny Perkins, fatter

and funnier than ever. Johnny is the rotund come-
dian who assisted Fred Stritt so long and so ably

when that popular master of ceremonies held forth

at the State theatre here. And plenty of Johnny's
local admirers were on hand last week to welcome him
back to Detroit.

Then there was Billy Meyers, a. singer, and Cafrey
and Miller, two capable dancers.

It has been a long time since we have seen a

juggler. Wilford DuBois proved to be one and a
darned good one. Then there was Doris Roche, a

vocalist, and of course the petite Capitol Girls.

The stage settings were attractive and the show
moved at a fast pace.

"Poet and Peasant," always a favorite overture,

was played by the Capitol Symphony Orchestra

directed by Emil Hollander, Miller and Lyle were
seen in a Movietone sketch, "The Speakeasy." scream-

ingly funny to this town at least, where there art-

six such establishments on the four corners of one

busy downtown intersection. Believe it or not

!

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending January 4

"Resolutions'* with a Russian atmosphere and set-

ting finds Dave Apallon acting as master of cere-

monies this week. There are several other numbers
but when all is said and done, Dave and his Manila
band are the whole show. The presentation opens
with the "Volga Boat Song" by the gang followed by
a snappy dance by the ten Torney Dancers in Rus-
sian costumes to the tune of "Soma.'*
Dave Apallon then makes his appearance and leads

the orchestra through a fine symphonic arrangement
of "On the Road to Mandalay." The Torney Danc-
ers again make their appearance while Dave sup-

ports them with his accordion and steps a few mean
Russian steps himself.

Ilomay Bailey, who never fails to make a hit in

Milwaukee, obliges in her usual fine manner with
"She's Funny That Way" and "I Can't Give You
Anything but Love." The latter number Dave ac-

companies her on the mandolin, and then he pro-

ceeds to give a clever exhibition' by playing the
piano and mandolin at the same time. He is plenty

versatile and manages to slip in a bit of humor
which keeps the audience bubbling all the while.

The next number is by an announced miss who
sings "Mississippi Mud" but whose dancing is the
high spot of her act. She is plenty good.

Another dance by the Torney Dancers augmented
by Dave closes the show while confetti drops from
above the stage and a backdrop is lifted to disclose

a long legged stork with glasses dropping infant '29

into waiting chimney. The entire presentation is well

done thanks to Apallon who was one of the best ver-

satile band leaders on the Wisconsin stage for many
a moon.

Seattle Seattle
Week Ending January 1

Increased patronage during Christmas week was
secured by a wonderful aggregation of stage talent

brought here by Fanchon & Marco in their "Frivols

Idea" with the outstanding artist "Red" Corcoran
and his talking banjo.

The Octet from the Steppes put over some har-

monious effects in Russian musical offerings. The
12 Sunkist Beauties had no trouble in securing their

share of attention in some fast stepping.

"Happy" Phil Lampkin and his Revelers gave se-

ltctions from "Student Prince," while Norma
Shearer 6cored again in "A Lady of Chance," and
all acts repeated for the New Year's Midnight Frolics

which established a house record.

George Dewey Washington
99

"Just Songs
Third Year with PUBLIX and

Still a Sensation

Just Completed Four Weeks Engagement with

PAUL ASH at the Brooklyn Paramount

Being Starred by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in Movietone Short Subjects

Two Are Now Being Released All Over the Country

Direction—William Morris Agency

CECIL DAVIDSON
Master of Ceremonies

Putting Over the

NORTH CENTER THEATRE, CHICAGO
With His Gang

New Haven Olympia
Week Ending December 27

"Cheerio," the Publix stage show produced by
Paul Oscard is very weak in talent and it is under-
stood that changes will be made before it plays the
Paramount. New York, in two weeks. Jack North
scored the biggest hit with his songs.

Grace and Marie Eline were not strong enough to

hold up the comedy end. The Foster Girls did three
numbers and Ken Whitmer with the stage band did
as good as usual.

Raymond Pike did a dancing specialty while jug-
gling and Marie White, a toe dancer, failed to show
anything above average for a solo dancer.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending January 5

Patti Moore and Sammy Lewis were given work
a-plenty in the stage program at the Mainstreet
theatre, appearing in two other acts on the program
after they had finished their regular number. Their
regular act consisted of a bit of dancing, some vocal

numbers and clever repartee, while their bit in addi-

tional acts was comprised of timely entrances with
vocal and dance numbers, as well as dialogue.
Then there was Frank DeVoe, a singer extraor-

dinary, whom the audiences seemed to like im-

mensely. Johnny Sully and Muerill Thomas offered

a number featuring fast repartee. They have an
unlimited number of jokes.

Walter Davison and hifi Louisville Loons, the thea-

tre's stage orchestra, offer specialty musical num-
bers of their own, besides being drafted to assist in

the proceedings of other acts.

Harlan Christie, master of ceremonies, again is

seen in his usual lively role that goes a long way
in putting over the show in a big way.

Salt Lake City Pantages
Week Ending December 22

An appropriate holiday program was offered this

week. The act titled "Silks and Satins," was a

very pleasing headliner, consisting of an array of

snappy songs and dances. A Spanish orchestra,

under the leadership of Davolis, assisted by a num-
ber of Spanish girls in an assortment of dance

creations, with an elaborate 6tage background, car-

ried off the laurels of the evening's entertainment

each night during the week.
A local monologist and one who has been creating

considerable comment with his radio broadcasts,

billed as "The Senator from Sand Pit" was well

received in his dialogue and musical offerings.

John Orren & Company presented a novelty offer-

ing called "Mike at the Piano," which act portrays

Mike as the town "hick" who has an array of very

pleasing imitations.

The screen attraction this past week was "A Single

Man" and a very good week was enjoyed for the

pie-Christmas season.

Minneapolis Minnesota
Week Ending January 4

This week's offering at the Minnesota, "Blossoms,"

C. A. Niggemeyer's sparkling production, will be

counted as one of the best staged at this theatre for

a long time. It is a harmony of spectacular pagean-

try and colorful versatility. The curtain rises on a

scene of a shady glen amidst a myriad of blossoms.

An artist, Arthur Ball, singing "Blossoms" gives it a

touch of life.

The Foster Girls, nattily attired in the "juvenilish-

ly sober" Eton boys' clothes, do some well-tutored

fancy steps, that delight the eye of the spectator.

Dolores and Eddy then come upon the scene, as

the "Bowery yegg and his goil" and do some trick

dancing. Dolores is so tiny she seems to be a little

doll at the side of Eddie and he handles her as care-

lessly as one made of rag. It is easy to see that little

Dolores "top6 the show" by the peal of applause that

follows the act.

The Foster Girls then come up again, dressed in

cute little outfits of yellow and blue, along with

Arthur Ball who sings, "I Can't Give You Anything

but Love."
Al Mitchell and the Serenaders then play "Moon-

light and Roses," while Gertrude Lutzy and Edward

Lindstrom, vocalists, give a splendid duet in Jacob

Heidrick's clever arrangement of the song.

Paul Kirkland in a balancing cone and ladder

(Continued on next page)

BEN ROSS
THE SINGING MASTER OF CEREMONIES

Alternating at the

STA* ~£Y, Jersey City, N.J. - BRANFORD, Newark, N.J.

and WOWING THEM
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LOSAXS STAGE SHOWS
Something

about
Everyone

GREETINGS! ... As Larry Spier says, now that

Christmas and New Year's is over let us get down
to business. ... At least what is left of it in the

show world. ... I suppose you all read the papers
even if you are in a town where it comes out once a

week providing the corner bank does not force the

mortgage on it. . . . Well, at any rate the point I

was driving at is that you all know by this time that

the Question Mark, the great army U. S. plane is

down from the endurance contest and has broken the
world's record by staying up in the air 151 hours.

. . . Some of our friend organists stay up in the air

always, especially when sound pictures take their

place in a theatre. . . . But who cares, says Don
Isham, he can also fly a ship besides playing the or-

gan and it pays to be handy these days. . . . The
guy who said that a Jack of all trades is master of
none, is all wet for Benny Meroff has made himself a
master of ceremonies, that is a silent one and that's

pretty good considering all the talking the others do
for no reason at all. . . . Well, let's go on with the
news here, we are not paid to write gags for Johnny
Perking to steal, so here's the weekly scandal. . . .

Word reaches us that the U. A. theatre in Chicago
cuts out its orchestra next week. . . . Another house
has gone mad "talking" pictures. . . . Ken Whitmer,
is the new m.c. at the Olympia theatre in New
Haven. . . . George Laby is managing the house and
Wallace R. Allen is the P. A. . . . Speaking of mas-
ters of ceremonies do you know that our old Chicago
friend. Al Belasco, is now at the Wisconsin in Mil-
waukee. . . . Ben Ross took his place in Newark.
. . . Don't weaken organists ! If the "talkies" bother
you just become a m.c. . . . Bill Bennett is one and
Milton Slosser tried it and now Con Maffie has gone
and done it while Vic Insirillo is home sick. . . .

Maffie is still in Houston. . . . Bob Hope has taken
Ted Leary's place at the Stratford theatre in Chi-
cago. ... Ed Lowry is back at the Missouri after
being ill and Slosser is back at the organ after pinch-
hitting for him. . . . Horace Heidt is to replace
Robe Wolf at the Granada in Frisco when he leaves
for six months. . . . Lubin, Larry & Andre are fea-
tured at the Chicago Palace this week. . . . Ted
Lewis will start a tour of B. & K. theatres next
week. . . . Tom Brown and Buster West are now-
playing at the Marks Bros, houses. . . . Jake Ham-
mond, formerly featured organist in Kendallville.
Ind., is now at the Strand in Fremont, Ohio. . . .

Alvin Evans is playing his fifth guest engagement at
the Rialto in Joliet as solo organist. . . . Leo Terry
was there for over a year. . . . Eddie Hanson is now
guest organist at the B. & K. Congress theatre.
... He was also at the Belpark and the rest of the
Chicago houses. . . . Leonard Lee, organist at the
Madison theatre in Peoria, was a Chicago visitor
last week. . . . Willie Horowitz just returned from
New York and reports that "I Faw Down and Go
Boom," is a big hit for his firm. . . . "Our Gang,"
just completed a comedy called. "I Faw Down." . . .

"What a break for Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble.
I. . . Constantine Bakaleinikoff, director of the Cri-
terion theatre orchestra in Los Angeles, is to score
and synchronize "The Younger Generation," a Co-
lumbia photoplay. . . . Joseph Cherniavsky, the
musical director for Universal Picture Corporation,
is scoring the "Show Boat." . . . "Love Dreams." is
the theme song of "Alias Jimmy Valentine," an
M G M picture. . . . Robbins Music Corp. is pub-
lishing the song and other themes for the film pro-
ducer. . . . Lina Basquette, stage and screen star and
widow of the late Sam Warner, is to star in a
Fanchon & Marco unit over West Coast Theatres.

. . Bruce Fowler, formerly manager for several B.
& K. Chicago theatres, i6 now director of personnel
for West Coast in place of Jack Mansfield who has
been promoted. . . . Richard Spier, is now city man-
ager of West Coast Theatres in Tacoma. . . . Ruth
Simons, wife of Seymour Simons, Detroit bandleader,
died of the "flu" two weeks ago. . . . Mabel Duggan,
head of the International Vaudeville Exchange of De-
troit is a bankrupt. . . . Leo Feist, Inc., are coming
out with another edition of "My Man," which Fannie
Brice has gone and put into a Vitaphone of the
same name. ... If you want to buy a car of any
make or anything at all be sure to seek the advice
of W. S. Russell of this department before you pay
out your good money. . . . Adios until next week.

(Continued from preceding page)

climbing exhibition both thrills and amuses the audi-
ence. His efforts at balancing a cone in his ear and
then transferring it to the other ear without usint;

his hands is laugh provoking.

Dolores, Eddie and Salmonoff are the outstanding
feature of the stage 6how. This adagio team, pre-
senting a routine that combines effectively the spec-
tacular with the beautiful, have a sense of rhythm
and co-ordination that is developed to an unusual
degree. They toss little Dolores around with an
abandon that seems reckless, but she survives despite
the contortions, twists and near-falls she endures.

The finale is worthy of a Moulin Rouge, from
which it probably gets its inception. The invisible,

up to this time, mill has a wheel the spokes of which
are beautiful girls, tied with golden cords. Along
the sides are the Foster girls in different poses, and
on top of the mill is a large rosebud, which, at the
climax, opens and reveals the spirit of the blossom.
The entire ensemble is on the stage with strings
of blossoms in their hands, while the orchestra
plays, "Blossoms."

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending January 5

Wide variety characterized the surrounding bill at

the Fox this week. The orchestra, conducted by
William A. Krauth, played "Indian Fantasy," accom-
panied by a stage presentation with Stella Powers
singing in Indian garb as she stood beside a water-
fall falling into a canyon against a picturesque
sunset scene with crimson sky and violet shadows.

The Sii Lucky Boys were extraordinarily good and
their difficult and clever acrobatic stunts stirred the

audience to round after round of applause. They

csme on the stage with pep and enthusiasm and ap-

parently enjoyed themselves as much as the audience

for they played tricks on each other and kept things

moving at a rapid rate. Three of the boys lie on
their backs on tables and the others are somersaulted

from the hands and feet of the reclining ones into

the air. One stood on the upraised feet of another

lying while a third was somersaulted to his shoulders,

regained his balance and stood upright. A difficult

stunt was to balance on the upraised feet of another

lying down, turn a somersault and land again on the

two feet. In fact you'd never believe there was such

a variety of somersaults as those boys turned.

Nan Blackstone, accompanied herself on her little

green piano in the manner that is known as "blues

singing." She sang "I Ain't Takin' Orders from
No One" and "He's Funny That Way" but her stuff

didn't go over very big and there was scant applause.

Lieutenant Gitz-Rice and his Northwest Mounties

in their brilliant red uniforms, with the picturesque

barracks for stage setting, well blended voices and
Petite Marie to do the dancing all helped to make a

popular number. They sang a generous number of

their characteristic songs ranging from Indian songs

to the well-remembered "Dear Old Pal of Mine" com-

posed by Lieut. Gitz-Rice while in France during the

World War. They sang a French Canadian 60ng.

We didr't know what it was all about but we liked

the swing and rhythm of it. They also sang "Mag-
nolia Gal," with Petite Marie dancing gaily, and the

applause was generous.

Indianapolis Indiana
Week Ending January 12

The Frank Cambria-Publix stage show gives the

band an opportunity to read a "proclamation" about

its inception and its record since that time. They

review their "travels" that were made from week to

week in each new show and re-visit some of their

former haunts. They also provide a high point in

the entertainment by playing a "1929 version" of the

St. Louis Blues.

Jimmie McClure, an 11-year-old local youth con-

WANTED!
Moving Picture Theatre

Managers

One of the large national theatre circuits is

looking for manpower!
They want men of experience, character, abil-

ity, initiative, men who are looking for a field

in which to advance.

They want the new type of showman—the man
who is moving along with the procession—live

wires and yet business executives. They want
you!

Write in your application, stating your past

experience, your present position and salary,

your qualifications, your ideas. Sell yourself in

a letter!

Make it comprehensive—not rambling. Busi-

nesslike— not discursive. Showmanshiplike—
not perfunctory.

Ad dress
P. A. E. care Exhibitors Herald-World

Write today!
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tributes some able tar dancing to share honors with

Paul Mall, a black-face comedian. Bud and Jack

Pearson, dancers, Durnoff and Josephine, also dancers,

Helen Wright, a singer. The usual group dancing

is provided by the Felicia Sorel Girls.

Chicago Granada
Week Ending January 11

The Six Brown Brothers, including, emphatically,

Tom. gave Marks Brothers
- production department

the motif for the Granada show this week. The

sax-blowing clowns inspired a show of jesters and

jazz called "Saxomania."

The curtain rose on a garden wall, behind which

a caricaturistic moon and star-lit sky on a drop

kept rising while the ballet leader sang a special

introductory song, with the rest of the ballet, in

cap and bells, perched on the wall. Descending one

by one. these girls went through a routine, at the

close of which the drop and wall lifted on full stage,

revealing Benny Meroffs band, dressed as jesters,

seated between steps that led to a backstage eleva-

tion now curtained by a fantastic drop carrying out

the jester motif. At the flies and wings also were

fantastic representations of the jester idea.

The usual blare of brass brought in Meroff, who

took the band into "My Suppressed Desire." Not

so hot. Nellie Arnaut and her three bows are next

with fiddling a la dancing and acrobatics, difficult

stuff which thrills the customers. Two bows.

Adams and Rasch follow, opening with "So's You.

Old Mandarin" under a green spot. This is we 1

received, but other songs quickly exhaust their tal-

ents and they give way to more important matters

with a bow. But before the important matters take

place, the band does "That's How I Feel About

You." with Benny tinkering with a trumpet for a

chorus but redeeming himself later with a stingy

bit of his superb dancing.

In the next spot is where the ballet demonstrates

that, contrary to the notion of most production de-

partments, the ballet may be useful. The leader, in

a song, introduces a number of Mother Goose charac-

ters, each one being impersonated by a member of

the ballet. Meanwhile four chefs have brought in

a big pie in a casserole. The gals do a dance, then

the pie is cut. and as it is opened, a dancer steps

out and does her stuff, whereupon she steps back in

again, to be carried off the stage at the close of a

ballet routine.

The headline act follows. Tom Brown leads out

his band of saxophone-playing clowns doing an in-

strumental piece, at the close of which a number of

things happen, all of them dominated by Tom in his

usual black-face and white pants. His comic work

with the aid of a soprano sax. and a closing troupe

medley of popular songs, bring them out for more

and still more. (Playing in the house which last

week had the inimitable Buster West, Big Time head-

liner doing his first presentation act and how. the

Brown boys succeeded where many another must have

failed.)

Obviously a tough spot, the next one. but Cliff

Crane takes it easy with eccentric dancing and a few

gags that show he's high class. Encore and three

bows.

Then the back drop rises, disclosing on the eleva-

tion six hoop-drums, through which break the Browns

for a number, while still another drop rises reveal-

ing the ballet, which does a turn beneath jester cut-

outs dancing on strings operated from the flies during

the finale.

Audien and Color Film
Subjects Good for

Organ Novelties
Since the talking short subjects have become

an important part of many theatre programs

it has been noticed that a great many of them

furnish musical accompaniment, either with

an orchestra or with an organ.

However, very few realize the wonderful

possibilities that lie in the organ accompani-

ment- For example, Kenneth T. Wright, solo

organist at the Lloyd's theatre in Menominee,

Michigan, synchronized his own score in the

form of a solo to a Tiffany-Stahl color sym-

phony called "In a Persian Market." The

Ketelby composition of the same name wag

used throughout as a theme classic.

The organist was compelled to rehearse the

flashbacks a few times and in many instances

furnished appropriate and entertaining music

for the scenic views that ordinarily an or-

chestra would not be able to fill. Especially

so was the case in the scene with the dancing

girls, who display their charms as the musi-

cians in the film played musettes and tom-

toms. The organ in this instance sounded

more realistic, as there was no tremolo, and

built up the finish in real good fashion.

Organists should try stunts of this sort and

especially with any subject like Tiffany-Stahl

or Music Masters who furnish some real back-

grounds for novel solos.

Honor James J. Walker, the Mayor of New York

City. (We must say that they are very good ones

too.) The show was produced by Paul Oscard, and

opened to a girl singing "Cheerio" to a grotesque

mask as the ballet did a smart routine.

Gene Rodemich, then entered and led the orchestra

in "Don't Be Like That." Wally Jackson, then of-

fered some loose-jointed comedy dancing that earned

him an encore. Helen McFarland next sang a blues

number, tap danced and played some hot tunes on

the xylophone which were all well received. Gene

sang, 'You're the Cream in My Coffee" to Helen as

they walk off.

Eight black and eight white legs api>ear as the

curtain was raised to knee height, and they do a cute

routine. Helen York, prima donna, pleased with

an operatic number that was well received. Wally
Jackson then kidded Gene into letting him lead the

band, he didn't do so good 60 he finished with an-

other of his funny dances.
Dave Rubinoff, entered to a very fine hand, and

played his own composition, "Dance of the Russian

Peasants." Rubinoff's violin playing is always a
pleasure to hear. He encored with his own special

arrangement of "Hallelujah" which received a very

fine hand. He was forced to beg off for another
encore.

The finale w-as another of those beautiful pictures

in which the girls danced and the orchestra and
Helen McFarland played "Cheerio." This was a fine

show and received a fine reception.

Brooklyn Paramount
Week Ending January 11

Paul Ash's sixth week show was "The Perfect

Girl" and as was reported last week, featured Helen

MacFadden. Ash entered through the curtain drop

and explained the show and announced an added

feature, a contest to find the most perfect girl in

Brooklyn. This is under the auspices of the Brooklyn

Mirror, in which Helen MacFadden's father, the

famous physical culture expert, is interested. Ash

also explained that this was a dress rehearsal and

that he would sit in the audience to see it.

The entire show was the same as reported last

week, with the exception of Paul Ash and the band

numbers which were as follows: "All Alone in the

Moonlight." in which Paul Small sings pleasingly, and

in which four of the boys do a comedy song and

dance which was favorably received. And a special

comedy song called. "Why Aren't We Satisfied." in

which Paul Ash, Joe Penner and the Four Cheer-

leaders sang, danced and did comedy acrobatics.

This was very well received. All of the acts

seemed to click better at this house and to win more

applause. The entire show was bettor.

New York Paramount
Week Ending January 11

Gene Rodemich, formerly of Publix Boston Metro-

lK>litan is now the master of ceremonies here, and

though he kept in the background the first week and

didn't do much, the audience could see that he is a

good leader and weren't as cold to him as they have

been to some of his predecessors.

This week's show was called "Cheerio." All the

special lyrics used in this show were written by His

Albert F. Brown
Solo Organist

Featured over 135 week* in MARKS BROS.

Deluxe Chicago Theatres. Alternating Between MARBRO and GRANADA

PAUL G. DAVIS
Featured Organist

EMBASSY THEATRE
CHICAGO

Omaha Riviera
Week Ending January 3

Tears shed as Fanny Brice sang "My Man" over

the Vitaphone were dried up in admiration and in-

terest in the spectacular stageshow "Pow Wow,"
which was Manager Raymond Jones' offering over the

New Year's season. The Publix entertainment "Pow
Wow," designed by Paul Oscard, was acclaimed the

most magnificent of the recent months.
Girls In Indian attire, stagehand as Redcoats, for-

est fires and thunderstorms, all contributed to a

display that started the pulse.

Jay Mills, master of ceremonies, did a song and a

clever dance, and had as fellow entertainers Eddie

and Morton Beck, "window cleaners" in song and

dance ; Horton Spure, eccentric dancer ; Helen Pack-

ard, dancer, and Art Dickson, "wee bit o' Scotch."

A novelty during the week was 16 Riviera Girl«

trained to dance by Jay Mills. Naturally they got

a big hand.

Salt Lake City Capitol
Week Ending December 22

The stage attraction here this week was billed as

"Up in the Air Idea" and was marked by flashes of

color in many hues, swirling dancers, melodious

music and beautiful girls. Walter Nilsson is featured

in a number of hazardous and sensational stunts

while sitting on a one-wheeled cycle many feet above

the stage floor.

Robert Stickney, an eccentric stilt dancer of re-

markable ability pleases with his presentation as

does Doris Whitmore, prima donna. Miss Whitmore

sings while accompanying herself on the violin and

at the same time dancing on her toes.

Jean Dix and Helen Burke are two clever dancers

who have specialty numbers with which they were

well received, and the Brooks Trio furnish the

laughter and banjo selections.

The chorus of girls are all expert dancers on stilts.

Alberti and his band in a specially arranged mu-

sical program.

"The Man Who Put Community

Singing on the Map"

UNIFORMS ZZZSZ COSTUMES ELSE- BROOKS SffiS
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So. Christmas came and. so has New Year's. But
both have left us again. And all the bands on
Broadway made "whoopee" or aaid they did. But the

fact still remains that I'm swamped with those cheery
greeting cards, and believe it or not some of them
read : "Wish You Merry Xmas." "Happy Easter."

"Pleasant New Year," "Dijew Meet Santa?". "Wish-
ing You a Merry Whoozis and a Happy So and So."

etc.. etc.
• • *

And then, again, what New Year is complete with-

out a couple of million resolutions. Oh. of course it

isn't necessary to keep them ! So I got a few of the

"boys" around town to give me their resolutions,

which are as follows

:

•RESOLVED, that we will not write any more
shows—for fully two weeks."

DeSylva. Brown & Henderson i themselves (

.

"RESOLVED, that I will not play any more golf

—in a high hat." Bobby Crawford.
"RESOLVED, that I'll keep off one way streets.

And I'll cut down on my sweets.

Then I'll pay up last year's notes.

From the royalties on raccoon coats."

J. Fred Coots.

"RESOLVED, not to play any bum tunes sub-

i
mitted me by the publishers. I think I shall have to

decamp to Alaska where the real publishers are."

Rudy Vallee.

"RESOLVED, that Spier and Coslow tunes will oc-

cupy a large space on our broadcast programs in

the future."

Bert Lown. (With Rudy Valee.l
• RESOLVED, that Ager will stop Yellin at Born-

stein." By ourselves.

"RESOLVED, to write no more than three hits a

day." Sam Coslow.
And last, but not least, my own resolution:
" RESOLVED, to smile once in awhile, even if

it hurts."
• * •

I feel we've all started the New Year off right, and
now for some news of the "Alley" :

• • -

With the new wave lengths now in effect on the

radio, it makes it much easier to get distance from
[New York. Therefore. I have had the pleasure of

{listening to some mighty fine out of town orchestras

(recently. The other night I tuned in on Harry
Pomar and his orchestra of the Ansley Hotel. At-
lanta, which is equal to almost anything heard on
the New York stations. Several extraordinary ar-

rangements were played which were credited to Ray
Chestnut, banjoist of the orchestra. Here is a real

And for some one to discover.
• * »

And here is a find who has been discovered

!

"Sonny" Faircloth. a young chap with a fine voice

who was formerly at Loew's State Theatre. Cleve-

land was rromoted to the Capitol in New York.
(This is Sonny's third week here and from all evi-

dence he is very well liked, so he'll remain here for

awhile, I guess.
• * *

The new- music department in the Radio-Keith-
Orpheum Circuit is now working in full swing un-
Her the guidance of Milton Schwartzwald and Fred
Kinsley. Fred was formerly the feature organist of

:he New York Hippodrome and is now in full charge
A the activities of all the solo organists on the en-

pre circuit. Fred's experience in presenting his

tiasterful solos at the Hippodrome will undoubted-
' y prove valuable in the training of many a rising

>rganist throughout the country.

« * *

And speaking of organists—Milton Slosser cf the
vlissouri Theatre in St. Louis is just as popular as

ver with his entertaining solos which are so novel.

: is really a great treat to watch and listen to him.
• * a

And still another Chinese American Restaurant on
5 roadway—the "Canton Palace." who boasts of. as

^ 'heir main attraction, Ernie Golden and his music, as

p |t should be played. The name "Ernie Golden" is

-fficient to convey to you the quality of the music.
They also broadcast over Station WOR. If you've

»' tot a good set. listen in some night.
• • •

Just to inform you that Waring's Pennsylvanians
^- \nd "Hello Yourself" the show they are featured in

<re due in Chicago the 14th of this month, at the
** ohan Theatre. Better dig up a great big welcome

or them, I mean those of you in Chicago!
—LARRY SPIER.

Jean Anthony i Chicago Granada I played a mid-
night solo on New Year's Eve and offered a stunt
called "New Year's Resolutions." This was in the
form of community singing and the following songs
were used with clever gag slides. "Hallelujah." "The
Gang's All Here." "Where the Shy Little Violets
Grow," "Sweethearts on Parade." "I Can't Give You
Arything But Love" and "Rainbow Round My
Shoulder" concluded the list of popular selections,

but three old time tunes were also thrown in for
good measure and they were "Shade of the Old Apple
Tree." "Sweet Adeline" and "Let Me Call You Sweet-
heart." and we don't mind telling you that the
merry crowd made plenty of whoopee. Special verses
on resolutions were flashed on the screen between
each chorus. Jean is the fellow who also originated
the Vocaltone.

WUliam J. Cowdrey i Parkersburg. W. Va.. Smoot i

played a solo in conjunction with the "Singing Fool"
which is to play this theatre next week with a sunt
called "What Will the New Year Bring." which in-

cluded adequate slides on the two Al Jolson pictures.

After the introductory slides a chorus of "Mammy"
was played by the organist along with the Brunswick
record No. 3912 with Jolson singing. This was
also followed by "Sonny Boy" and "There's a Rain-
bow 'Round My Shoulder" on a Brunswick record
No. 4033. These records were used on the non-
synchronous section of the W. E. equipment.

Henry B. Murtagh i Brooklyn Paramount) offered

a community song fest during Christmas which
started with "Jingle Bells." He next played "Roses
of Yesterday" with a special version on the second
chorus. A comedy song with special lyrics on "Where
Has My Little Dog Gone" had them all singing.

Murtagh finished with "Don't Be Like That." He
was very well received.

Jesse Crawford (New York Paramount* offered the

usual organ concert playing only two numbers, but

these numbers were well played and one at least

was very unusual. They were "How About Me" and
"I Faw Down an' Go Boom." Crawford played this

last number in his own inimitable way and aroused

a lot of enthusiasm on the part of the audience,

in fact so much, that some of them sang, and that

is quite unusual for this house.

Eddie Dunstedter i Minneapolis. Minnesota), the

Minnesota's organist, gets somewhat off the beaten

path of theatre organ solos this week when he pre-

sents the overture "II Guarney" instead of the usual

collection of popular numbers. The presentation is

in the way of demonstrating the wide range of

tonal possibilities and effects that can be produced

by a modern organ. "H Guarney" is so arranged as

to permit an imitation of the various instruments in

an orchestra—brasses, string, woodwinds and per-

cussion.

Les Hoadley . Milwaukee. Wis.. Wisconsin) at the

organ offers for his solo "New Year's Resolutions"

with words flashed upon the screen. Introductory

verses are played to the melody of "Old Lang Syne."

and resolutions are drawn up for various groups of

persons. The married man's resolution is the song.

"Hail. Hail the Gang's All Here." the married wom-
an's. "I Can't Give You Anything But Love." and

the single man's song is "Sweethearts on Parade."

The number was well done and most of the audience

had joined in singing before it was finished.

Arlo Hults i Brooklyn Kenmore) featured Donald-

son. Douglas and Gumble's latest comedy tune called.

"I Faw Down an' Go Boom." He first played.

"Where the Shy Little Violets Grow." then "My
Treasures" and finished with "I Faw Down an" Go
Boom." Arlo used slides to present his solo and

though the audience did not respond to the first two

numbers, they did sing the last very well. Hults is

a fine orjanfet and knows how to play his solos well.

Panrien.IQV A OtiBos

SI? S4
SONGS

BEST SELLERS
arts on Parade' Mi

Weil).
"Sonny Boy"—(DeSylva, Brown &

Henderson).
Til Get By"—(Ir-dng Berlin).

"There's a Rainbotc 'Round My
Shoulder"—(Irving Berlin).

"You're the Cream in My Coffee"—
(DeSvha, Brown & Henderson).
"Where the Shy Little Violets Grove"

—(Remick Music Corf.).
"Happy Days and Lonely Xights"—

(Ager, Yellen & Bornstein).

"Sally of My Dreams"—(DeSykn.
Brown & Henderson).
"Avalon Town"—(Sherman Clay).

"Me and the Man in the Moon"—
(Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble).
"Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time"—

(Leo Feist).

That's How I Feel About You"—
(DeSylva. Brown & Henderson).
"Doing the Raccoon"—(Remick Music

Corp.).

"I'm Sorry. Sally"—(Leo Feist).

"Marie"—fining Berlin).

"She's Funny That Way"—(Villa

Morel).
"Love Tale of Alsace Lorraine''—

(Spier & Coslow).

BUTTON IP VOIR OVERCOAT— ( DeSylva.
Brown & Henderson!—When these boys write a
show tune it's a standout and thk looks like it will

be another big hit. By the way these hit writers are
banging them over one after another. More power to

them. It's good for the whole music industry. By
DeSylva, Brown & Henderson.

9 . a ;

GUESS WHO?— (Leo Feist. Inc.)—A cute little fox
trot with a very clever idea. Two new writers with
this as a start will be heard from. Words and
music by Morey Davidson and Sammy Watkins.

* * s

DON'T REMIND ME (I'm Trying to Forget)—
(Donaldson. Douglas & Gumble Two well known
writers have in this a very good fox trot ballad that
will no doubt develop into a big seller. Both the
lyrics and melody are excellent. By Lew Pollack and
Sidney Clare.

* * «

IF I HAD YOU— (Robbins Music Corp.)—The
writer who is pianist for Sophie Tucker wrote this
song while in England. It has been taken over by
an American publisher. It is a fox trot ballad that
looks O. K. By Ted Shapiro, Jimmy Campbell, and
Reg. Connelly.

* * »

GLAD RAG DOLL—(Ager. YeUen & Bornstein)—
A song on the order of "Nobody's Sweetheart."
Looks like a real good song. Both from a commercial
standpoint and also as an act song. Words by Jack
Yellen. music by Milton Ager and Dan Dougherty.

I'D RATHER BE BLUE OVER YOU (Thin Be
Happy With Somebody Else!—(Irving Berlin. Inc.)—
The theme song of the first Fanny Brice talking
picture entitled My Man. This picture at present in
New York is creating a lot of talk. Words by Billy
Rose, music by Fred Fisher.

* * *

MY MOTHER'S EYES— (Leo Feist. Inc.)—The
theme song of the Tiffany feature. Lucky Boy. The
star. George Jesse! is in town at the present time
in a dramatic show. Lyric by L. Wolfe Gilbert,
music by Abel Baer.

* •

BLUE NIGHT— (Harms. Inc.)—A high class ballad
of the type that this firm has been quite successful
with in the past. Will take quite some time to
make but this song has lasting qualities and should
make money. Lyrics by J. F. Mahoney. music by
Will Rollins.
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Exhibitor's Radio Blankets City

With Theme Songs Over Speakers
When you blanket an entire town simultaneously, and with radio—that is

exploitation. That plan was adopted by Don W. Doobler of the advertising and
exploitation department of the Bloomington Theatres organization at Bloom-
ington, 111., to put over three synchronized pictures playing consecutively at the

Irvin theatre. The theme song of each picture was played and reproduced at

the theatre, then sent out by private wire tr dynamic speakers at five music stores.

One New Idea Each Week
Is His 1929 Resolution

(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, Jan. 8.—From the stand-
point of the theatre owner there
could be no better New Year's resolu-
tion than the one conceived by Her-
man Vineberg, owner of the Arbor
Hill theatre in Albany. Vineberg has
firmly resolved to conceive one new
idea each week during 1929, said idea
to be of the sort that will bring added
patronage to his residential house.This system also affords the theatre an

opportunity to tell something about the pic-

ture. Furthermore, as Hoobler writes us,

"the feature of having the microphone on
the set enabling the theatre to make an-
nouncements also adds materially to the
general help, as, in the case of one of the
films, the title was perhaps a bit misleading
and this impression was corrected by the
announcement."

How the Plan Works
The three pictures, for each of which the

theme song was used, were "The Awaken-
ing," "Mother Knows Best" and "Four
Sons." How he system works is explained
by Hoobler as follows:

Briefly, this idea is an electrical amplifi-

cation of the Victor record, obtained by
means of Victor electrola electric "pickup"
or similar device run through a radio set

for its amplification. The record is played
and the sound amplified and run to power
dynamic speakers located in various parts

of the city.

The record and reproducing mechanism
is located at the theatre, and the sound
transmitted to the cooperating music stores
(in this case there were five stores, in scat-

tered locations about the business section
of the town). The sound is transmitted by
means of a private wire leased from the lo-

cal telephone company (the same as a
temporary installation of a private tele-

phone). The telephone company must take
all voltage off the wire, however.

Throw Sound Into Street

The reproducing apparatus, located at the
theatre, plays the theme songs and they
are carried to the stores, to the large power
dynamic speakers, located above the en-
trance doors and throwing the sound into

the street. These loudspeakers are 450 volt

amplified speakers, and are clearly and
easily audible for a distance of one block in

each direction from the speaker.
Then, after the theme song (on the rec-

ord) has been played, a switch cuts off this

electrical pickup and cuts in a standard
broadcasting studio microphone and the
theatre man may make the desired sales

talk or announcements pertaining to the

song, that it is the theme of such and such
picture, coming to the Irvin theatre (dates)
also including a mention that the music
may be had at (name of music store co-
operating).

Two Pictures Exploited at Once
Two pictures playing somewhat near the

same dates may be exploited simultaneous-
ly if desired. A brief explanation of the na-

ture of the synchronization of the picture

is also made, which gives patrons a clear

impression in advance of what they may ex-
pect to hear when they see the picture.

In this instance, the plan outlined above
was used one week in advance of the pic-

ture and during showing also.

Take Hicks 9 Name
OffExchange List?

Doggone If We Do!
Verner Hicks suggests that we take his

name off the House Organ Exchange list,

but we aren't so sure that we will. And at

that he says "I am always glad to get
them." But here's the story and I rather
think you'll prefer to keep him on your
mailing list after reading his letter.

Under the letterhead of the Phil H.
Heyde Theatres—the Arcadia and Elks at

Olney, 111., Hicks writes:

"I think I should advise you that I am
not connected with a theatre, and my name
should be taken off the house organ ex-

change list; in fact I should have notified

you some time ago, but have been on the

road until recently.

"I am now idle and looking for another
connection as manager and should I locate

I shall be glad to again be on the exchange
list. When I severed my connections with
the local theatres I notified those whom I

was exchanging with, but recently I have
been receiving some programs from others,

who no doubt are wondering why they have
not heard from me, and this will enlighten
them. However, I am always glad to get

their organs, and note some of them are
improving since they first started mailing
to me (some of those I first exchanged
with continue to send theirs, which I am
very glad to have).

So you see it look-: as if Hxks will be
back with us before i n sir, Hicks,
we won't take your name off the Exchange.

Publishes Endorsement

Of Y. W. C. A. for Picture

Manager W. P. McGeachie of the Al-

goma theatre, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario,

pulled off a fine stroke of business when
he published the signed endo- ,ement of lo-

cal Y. W. C. A. officials f< "The Port of

Missing Girls." The state .nent was signed

by Mrs. J. A. McKel' ,
president, and

Florence Campbell, gi s work secretary.

E. E. Bair Puts Over

Newspaper Section

On Theatre Opening
Our compliments go forth herewith to E.

E. Bair, resident manager of the State and
American theatres at East Liverpool, Ohio,
operated by the American Amusement
Company.
A special newspaper section launched the

new State theatre there with a real bang

—

not a blowup bang but a regular ring-the-

bell bang—that not only shows that Bair is

muchly on the job as usual, but also fore-

tells a good administration for the theatres

with plenty of community good will.

Bair writes to "The Theatre" that "your
publication will no doubt recall the writer

as former editor of the Falk Theatre News,
published in connection with the Falk thea-

tre, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, just a few
months back. Trusting you will like the
section being mailed to you."

We will and we do!

Weskil and Fagg
Will See Results of
This Goodwill Move

"Just completed one of the biggest char-

ity matinees that I have ever seen put on,"

writes Lester M. Fagg projectionist and
publicity man, to this department from the

Panida theatre at Sandpoint, Idaho. "We
packed them in and had them standing up.

"Put the matinee on Dec. 23d and the

admission to the show was anything that

the public cared to bring: A spud, or a full

sack, an apple, clothing, canned goods, veg-

etables, or they could bring cash—a penny

on up. The whole proceeds of the matinee

went to local charity, and there was some
proceeds! A good sized truckload of cloth-

ing and foodstuffs and also about $30.00 in

cash."

"Mr. F. C. Weskil (head of Amusement
Enterprises) furnished the entire program
without cost. The show was put on in the

Panida theatre".
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And hotc those youngsters did enjoy gathering about Mae Murray tchen she appeared at the
Rochester theatre, at Rochester, iV. Y. The success of Thomas D. Soriero in putting over
the shott in the face of Christmas shopping and the opening of a new theatre U told in the

accompanying story.

Christmas and Opening of Rival

Theatre—but He Wins Through!
" Twos the wee\ before Christmas, and All Through the House
j^lot a creature u,as stirring

"

No, attendance wasn't that bad. but another exhibitor than Thomas D. Soriero.

manager of the Rochester theatre at Rochester. N. Y., might have had visions of

something approaching that. It was not only a question of Christmas shopping,

but there was the fact that the new Keith-Albee Palace theatre was to open on
Christmas Day. What to do?

Gift Candy and
Tickets Help This

Chain at Christmas
Several ideas to store away—in writing

—in your file for next Christmas are these
hat were put into practice by Sidney Lust,
•resident of Super Film Attractions, with
chain of theatres in Washington, D. C.

nd Charlestown, W. Va. In fact, the ideas
an be of serv ice—particularly two of them—
t other times besides Christmas.
All four houses in Washington gave half
ound boxes of candy to the children, each

special Christmas box with a sticker
eading, "Compliments of Sidney Lust
lieatres." This brought good space in the
ewspapers.
Then there was a deal with the Golden-
erg Department Store.
"In return for the tickets that I gave

iem," Lust writes, "they advertised this

ery extensively in their ads as follows:
"Goldenberg's Department Store have
urchased from Sidney Lust and A. Licht-
lan (operator of a chain of Negro theatres)
ve thousand (5,000) tickets to be given
way in the boys department to any child
ccompanied by his parent or parents. No
urchase is necessary."
A third instance of effective management
the cooperative ad used in the Washing-

>n Times. Of this Lust writes:
"By grouping our ads together, especially
le smaller theatres, we get a special rate
"om the newspaper which of course in-
rests the small theatre owner."

theatre Assists

Paper and Civic

Body in Contests
A_ splendid tieup with the Tribune-
apital and the Junior Chamber of Com-
erce brought plenty of patronage to the
apitol theatre all last week.
The Junior C. of C. put on a ' Know Des
oines Products" campaign in which it

aged two contests. One was for the best
iginal song boosting home products and
e other was to find the beautiful young
oman who would be "Miss Des Moines
roducts."

The theatre gave time each night in the
eek for the appearance of a group of girls
presenting certain products. One was
losen each night as a winner. On the
st night the final winner was picked.

Jay Mills, master of ceremonies, and
cques Blumberg, pit orchestra leader,
dged the songs. The winner was sung
ch night by Mills.

*read Wrappers

Tell of this Film
Every loaf of bread delivered by the
Dttage Bakery of Springfield, Ohio, car-
ed_ a wrapper sticker copy on Marion
avies's production, "The Cardboard
over," in a tieup of Manager Willard
sborne of the State theatre there. This
ea had started with "The Cossacks."
In addition to the usual advance pub-
:ity, the theatre used a large cut-out fig-
e of a man in the foyer. This was ar-
nged to have the arm move from the
cture of Marion Davies to a card giving
le and date.

On this production there was mailed to
large mailing list a card with institutional
py-

Soriero knew what to do, because he
had been figuring on just such an eventual-
ity for several months. In the first place,

he booked the alluring Mae Murray to ap-
pear at the theatre. And the result? The
Keith-Albee threw open its doors on
Christmas Day, and did a good business,
too. Did the Rochester play to empty
seats? Why, there wasn"t room for all the
throng. All week Soriero played four en-
tire showings a day and there was a capac-
ity crowd at each.

Given Great Reception

Miss Murray was accorded one of the

greatest receptions any star ever received
in Rochester. At the train, the station was
packed. Her special car, with footman and
chauffeur, took her to the hotel, where
again the crowds received her. On leaving

the theatre or on arrival, the sidewalks
were lined with onlookers, and inside was
capacity business.
The newspapers in Rochester, too, recog-

nized the situation. Special double page
advertisements rapidly were subscribed to

by the meichants, an unheard of thing at

Christmas tin«°. These tieups continued all

during Miss Murray's stay in Rochester.

Newspaper Stories Every Day
Besides, every cay, photographs and

news stories appeared in all the papers.

Special feature stories about Miss Murray
were played up, as, for example, how on
Christmas day she made a special visit to

the Children's Home and provided Christ-

mas cheer for the youngsters.
Soriero's foresight netted the theatre a

ten thousand dollar increase in receipts
over last year. Soriero says it's the show
that counts, and it doesn't make any dif-

ference whether there is a new theatre
opening, whether it is Christmas Week or
whatnot—provided the show is good—and
the exploitation.

Fortune Teller and Bear

Help to Put Over "Revenge"
A fortune teller and a trained bear cub

added a realistic touch to Dolores del Rio's
latest picture, "Revenge," a recent attrac-

tion at the State theatre, Minneapolis.
The fortune teller was on duty from 1 p. m.

until 10 p. m. and did a rushing business.

The crowds were so great that each session
had to be limited to three minutes.
The black bear cub was led about the city

several times a day, much to be amusement of
most of the children of Minneapolis. In be-
tween strolls, the cub was caged in front of
the theatre. Needless to say, many mothers
brought their youngsters downtown to see
the bear and then went in to the show.

Huge Sign Added
The Circle theatre at Portland. Ore., will

augment its famous spinning globe of light

with another huge additional sign having
radial rays of seven feet beyond the cir-

cumference of the present ball.
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Carnival Engaged for "Barker"
A complete carnival was engaged by W . C. Watson, manager of the

Hippodrome at Cleveland, to put over First National's "The

Barker," and the result was a tremendous ballyhoo. The entire

inner foyer ivas canvas on both sides, and during intermissions a

real sideshow was put on, including fire-eater, sword-swallower and

girl-in-the-box attractions. Pete Mardo and four other clowns

made appearances. Fifty thousand colored heralds in the form of

carnival handbills were distributed.

The main entrance lobby. Lease barred decorations.

The inner foyer, looking toward the main entrance.

Wegener and Fagg
Plan House Organs;

Give Them a Hand!
Add to

House Organ Exchange:
L. J. Wegener
Rialto Theatre
Fort Dodge, Iowa

*

Lester M. Fagg
Panida Theatre
Sandpoint, Idalu>

Folks, here are two more chances to show
the real value of the House Organ Ex-
change.

L. J. Wegener, resident manager of the

Rialto at Fort Dodge, Iowa, comes to bat

with the following:

"We are planning to start publishing a

house organ, and I am wondering if you
could send some samples from other houses.
Any help or suggestions that you can make
will be appreciated."

There's only one answer to that letter:

Every member of the Exchange sits down
this minute and addresses the last two or
three issues of his theatre house organ to

Wegener. That's what Wegener wants,
and the least we all can do is to send him
house organ copies.

As soon as we saw the letter we pulled

out a pile of house organs and, dealing off

the top (and members of the House Organ
Exchange always deal off the top), have
rushed him copies of fifteen exchanges.

And Lester M. Fagg writes from the

Panida theatre at Sandpoint, Idaho:

"Would like to place myself and this

theatre on the House Organ Exchange list.

Have not as yet developed a house organ,
and would like to get a few from the dif-

ferent theatres in this exchange before do-
ing so."

As soon as they get started, Wegener
and Fagg will exchange with all of you.
So help them now when they need it most.

Faces of Nations

Put Over Picture
The Savoy theatre, Superior, Wis., pulled

a good exploitation idea on "We Ameri-
cans" when that picture played in the city.

A co-operative page of advertising was
obtained from a number of merchants. In

these advertisements was printed an illus-

tration of a face representing a certain

nation.

The readers of the paper were asked to

try to figure out what nation each face

represented. It was a unique contest and

created much attention. Everyone sending

in the right answers received theatre tickets.

The Evening Telegram, Superior, also co-

operated in putting the contest over.

Star Identifying

Goes Over Strong
Miss H. Marie Alexander was the winner

of the Buick sedan in the P. I.-West Coast

Theatres Film Star Identification Contest.

Her name was on top of the 140 award

winners in the 40-star competition. More

than 15,500 answers, competing for more

than $7,000 in prizes made it the most suc-

cessful contest ever held here. There were

1,918 correct answers turned in and Mis*

Alexander won on "neatness and legibility

according to the three judges.

r
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SERVICE TALKS

Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, in-

formation and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through
the Box Office Window"

"FOUR SO.\S"

[ AM sure that an interesting story lurks be-

lind the repeatedly demonstrated fact that the

•ox company can make better mother pictures

han any or all of the others. It might be dis-

overed by an investigator into this phenomenon
hat there are more mothers in the executive
jmily of this concern, or on the other hand, by
reverse process of logic, that there are more

lotherless executives. Without becoming at all

ersonal, I hazard the guess that John Ford, at
J ast. either has an extremely human and lov-

ble mother or that, by the other method of

eduction, he has been deprived of her under
ircumstances which would be extremely inter-

sting if they were any of our business. Cer-

linly his "Four Sons" is the best mother pic-

Jre since "Over the Hill," which was the best

lother picture of all time.

"Four Sons" is a German-American war story,

lost of it has to do with the German side of

le encounter. The American side is dealt with
dturally. necessarily, and without undue war-
ig of flags or marching of troops. The mother
a German mother, three of whose sons enter

le German army, the fourth coming to Amer-
a before the outbreak of the war and enlist-

lg, eventually, on this side of the argument.
<~hat happens to the boys it is the business of

ie picture, not of my typewriter, to tell you.

earnestly advise that you see the picture, from
ie first if possible, and learn the story first-

and. It will be good for you.

The players in '"Four Sons" are too numerous
id too evenly matched for me to name and

"edit them separately. If you care to know
ho does good work in the picture, look up the

ist and select any or all of the names. You
ill not be wrong. There are no also-rans, no
emendously outstanding triumphs, but there

e a great many equally able performances by
great many people. And there is a great deal

good direction, good setting, even the cap-

>ns are good—and this latter I think can be

id of very few pictures in this day of wise-

acking slapstick by the gentlemen who write

btitles.

I am among those who do not like to see

other pictures, for the excellent reason that

ey do things to me. I do not particularly like

weep, though I feel after doing so as any

her normal individual feels, and so I seek to

oid the experience. Perhaps this is only the

ore reason why I regard "Four Sons" so

ghly, this and the fact that it presents the

tie matter of war much as that little matter

By T. O. Service
presented itself to me on the occasion of its

last appearance in these parts. That is to say,

not very attractively, but very, very accurately.

"COXQUESr'

\. HEARD from a quite reliable source, a good
long while before Monte Blue began work in

the production of "Conquest," that Mr. Blue
was not particularly glad of the assignment. Not,

it was pointed out, that he lacked vocal equip-

ment for the job or that he wished to continue

in the expansive silences to which he had been
accustomed. Rather because he thought little

good could come of making the picture, the

story being what it was to be and all that. I

have not heard what Mr. Blue has to say of the

picture, now that it is completed and in exhibi-

tion, but I believe I could guess. I hasten to

assure him, however, that he need have little

fear of being blamed for what has happened.

He has shown that he can speak up when
occasion demands and he loses, in the articulate,

none of the charm that was and still is his in

pantomime. Messrs. Tully Marshall, H. B.

Warner and others in the cast likewise. Blame
for what has happened goes further back, back,

in fact, to the inevitable rush and stampede of

production which is an outgrowth of market

conditions with which we all are familiar.

The trouble with "Conquest" is, I think, that

nobody took the trouble to write lines for it.

Maybe I am wrong, maybe somebody really did

write the lines that are used, but if that is the

case the error merely becomes personal.

The picture, aside from the quite inadequate

wording of it, is quite interesting. It is timely,

too, for Commander Byrd is somewhere South

in search of the pole over which Messrs. Blue

and Warner fly with relative ease in "Conquest."

Told with the legerdemain of the silent cinema

working in its behalf, bolstering wobbly logic

and making the impossible seem probable, it

might conceivably be highly entertaining and

interesting fiction.

I should list the picture among the experi-

ments which had to be made. We will be for-

tunate indeed if there are not many worse ones

before the technique of the audien is perfected.

In view of the greatness of the aim, the magni-

tude of the benefits to be derived ultimately,

let us pass gently this, and such other transient

imperfections as may be encountered.

MACK SES\ETT, HIMSELF

cV_^OLNT among the triumphs of the audien
its success in bringing the one, only and en-

tirely too exclusive Mack Sennett back from the

shadows to the plain, white glare of the screen.

This funniest of all funny men, who doesn't

appear in the picture but is all around and
about it by reason of having WTitten and di-

rected it, has a comedy in distribution which
all good motion picture people should see if

they see nothing else this year. It is called

""The Lion's Roar."

I could write more words than you'd read
about the genius named Sennett. I would begin

by recalling the best of all his jokes, when he
employed Raymond Hitchcock to star in "My
\ alet" and then, finding the stage comedian to

be funny as a funeral in film, enacted the valet

himself and made the funniest of all Mack Sen-

nett comedies and put the first Triangle pro-

gram over with a clatter and bang. I would
finish by complaining that Mack ain't done right

by our little art-industry in turning over the

megaphone to a lot of good boys who simply

aren't Mack Sennett. But I'll save all those

words and ease up to the news that in this, his

first audien comedy, you have the Sennett

humor in story and direction, and in a gentle

kidding of the audien itself, which interferes in

no way with a handsome demonstration of just

what the apparatus of audibility can do.

Mr. Sennett puts the reproducing mechanism
through its paces by making it reproduce prac-

tically all the noises you can think of in a given

space of time, including the human voice. But

he has done this by rigging up a comic yarn,

in which the noises occur, that is just about

twice as funny as anything any of his directors

has turned out since he laid aside his personal

megaphone. The comedy would be a riot with-

out the audibility stuff. With it, it is a riot

plus a panic plus pandemonium. (Try that on

your reproducers, men.)

I am told that this comedy signalizes Mr.

Sennett's affiliation with Educational. This may
account for the putting forth of the personal

effort, or again it may not. I prefer to think

that the grand old man of the slapstick has been

re-interested in picture by advent of the audien

and has set out to show the younger generation

of Hollywoodsmen just how little they know
about making comedies and a few of the tricks

they'll have to learn if they want to keep in the

procession. I wag my old grey head happily

and chuckle. Attaboy, Mack, give 'em 'ell.

<
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NEW PICTURES
In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS

HERALD-WORLD presents in concise
form information on current and forth-
coming attractions.

The facts as presented will serve exhib-
itors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.

AIR LEGION, THE: FBO drama, from a story by
James Ashmore Creelman, with Ben Lyon, Antonio
Moreno, Martha Sleeper, John Gough and Colin
Chase. Directed by Bert Glennon. Released
Length

TYPE AND THEME: Airplane thrills. Steve
Rogers, air mail pilot, has a reputation of never
being late. On his landing one day, he finds a
letter from the widow Grayson asking Steve to get
her son, Dave, into the air maU service. Although
Steve is in love with Sally, she does not seem will-

ing to marry him. When Dave Grayson ar-
rives at the air field and makes advances to Sally,
she accepts them. Dave gets his chance to become a
pilot, and he and Steve are sent out in a storm
with the mail. Dave loses his nerve and jumps out
of the plane. Steve recovers all the lost mail and
tries to hide Dave's cowardice. Dave is looked upon
as a coward, but through Steve's efforts, he is given
another chance. In another trip Dave again turns
coward, but Steve urges him to go on. Steve is

hurt and Dave helps him to land with only a slight

injury. Sally is waiting and she falls into Dave's
arms. Steve gives them his best vjishes.

* * *

BURNING THE WIND: Universal Western, from a
story by William MacLeod, with Hoot Gibson, Vir-
sinia Brown Faire, Cesare Gravina. Robert Homans,
Georges Grandee, Boris Karloff and Peewee Holmes.
Directed by Henry MacRae and Herbert Blache.
Released Length 5.202.

TYPE AND THEME: Richard Gordon, Sr., and
Ramon Valdes, once neighboring land oivners, regret
that the romance and adventures of their own lives

have net visited their children. Dick Gordon, Jr.,

is reported to be leading a wild life in the East,
and Gordon, Sr. and Valdes plan a way to get Dick
to return to the farm. Gordon writes his son that

the Valdeses are unlawfully taking auay his land.

Dick returns home, and on the way to the house he
falls and hurts his foot. Maria, daughter of Valdes,
not knowing who Dick is, takes him to her home
and doctors the injured foot. The two fall in love

with each other, but when Maria finds out who Dick
is, and knows he has led a wild life, asks him to

leave. They are unhappy without each other, so

Manuel, brother of Maria, plans to unite them again.

He tells Pug Dorgan to kidnap Maria in the hope
of bringing Dick and her together. Dorgan does so,

but keeps her for himself. Diek is also captured by
one of Dorgan's gang but escapes and rescues Maria.
Gordon, Sr. and Ramon Valdes arrive in time to

see the children in each other's arms.

GATE CRASHER, THE: Universal comedy, from a

story by Jack Foley, with Glenn Tryon, Patsy Ruth
Miller, T. Roy Barnes, Beth Harol, Fred Malatesta,

Tiny Sandford. Claude Payton, Russell Powell and
Al Smith. Directed by William James Craft. Re-
leased December 9. Length 5,597.

Rosie and Terry meet at the beach—a
scene from First National's, "Naughty
Baby,'' showing Alice White, the star, and

Jack Mulhall. male lead.

TYPE AND THEME: Dick, a nervy detective,
meets Mara, a stage star, as she is returning to
New York. He falls madly in love with her and
saves her jewelry from being stolen from her maid
and press agent. When Mara's jewelry is actually
stolen, Dick follows her to New York in hope of
recovering it. The opening night of Mara's show
Dick crashes the gate and accidentally steps on the
stage, causing an uproar in the crowd. He hears
the maid and press agent plotting against Mara
and warns her of it. At a night club Dick steals

the money and jewelry so as to save it from the
crooks, and he is chased into the basement of the
night club and caught. Mara calls the police, and
Dick is saved, whereupon Mara promises Dick she
will marry him.

* * *

OBJECT ALIMONY: Columbia drama, from a story
by Elmer Harris, with Lois Wilson, Ethel Grey
Terry, Douglas Gilmore, Roscoe Karns, Carmelita
Geraghty. Dickey Moore, Jane Keckley and Thomas
Curran. Directed by Scott R. Dunlap. Released

Length

TYPE AND THEME: Carrie Rutledge, a widow
and the owner of a store, CJits the wages of the
employes in order to carry on with the young men
that go with her son. Among her employes is Ruth,
who is having a hard time trying to get along. At
a party Ruth meets Mrs. Rutledge's son, Jimmy, and
falling in love, they get married. Mrs. Rutledge,
not believing that Ruth has married Jimmy for love,

accuses her of having only a desire to get alimony.

Jimmy overhears this and takes Ruth away. After
six months of peace, Jimmy and Ruth are invited to
Mrs. Rutledge's home. There Ruth meets Graham,
who is trying to poison Jimmy against Ruth. Next
day Graham visits Jimmy's home and forces his
love on Ruth. Jimmy arrives home, and when he
sees Ruth in Graham's arms, he leaves, believing
what his mother has said. Ruth leaves and takes
a room, where a boy is born to her. A roomer in

the saine boarding house hears Ruth's story and
writes a book from it which becomes a big success.

A play from the story goes on the stage, and at
the opening night Jimmy and his mother attend
the shoiv. Ruth steps on the stage and Jimmii rec-

ognizes her. Later in the park, Jimmy meets hit

son, who brings Ruth and him together again.

* • «

WHAT A NIGHT: Paramount comedy-drama, with

Bebe Daniels, Neil Hamilton, William Austin,

Wheeler Oakman, Charles Sellon, Hill Mailes and
Ernie Adams. Directed by Edward Sutherland.

Released Length 5.378.

TYPE AND THEME: A story of the press—and
Bebe Daniels. For five years Editor Madison has

been waiting to get a chance to get a story about a

political boss, Paterson, and a gang leader, Corney.
Madison gets a canceled check that gives him enough
proof to allow publishing the story. Then Corney
steals the check. Joe, son of the editor, starts

after Corney. In the chase, Joe sees a beautifvl

girl and helps rescue her. He returns to the office

admitting defeat. The next day Dorothy, the girl

whom Joe saved, joins the newspaper staff as a

reporter. One of the Cornell gang is put in jail,

and Dorothy goes to the jail for a story. She finds

cut where the stolen check is hidden and tells Joe.

Corney hears this and plans a trap for Joe. Jos

finds the check and telephones his father to go

ahead and print the story. Corney covers Joe with

a gun and takes the check away from him. Madi-

son is sued for not having proof of the story.

Dorothy gets the check after many narrow escapes

and gives it to Madison. Yes, she and Joe embrace.

* • •

TROPIC MADNESS: FBO drama, with Lestriw

Joy, Lena Malena, George Barraud, Henry Sedley,

Albert Valentino and David Durand. Directed by

Robert Vignola. Released Length

TYPE AND THEME: South Sea Island story.

Driven into bankruptcy by his wife's neglect and

extravagance, Herbert Pomeroy secretly sends their

small son to his friend Henderson on a Scuth Sea

island and then commits suicide. After six years of

searching, Juanita begins to fail under the strain.

She is invited and consents to accompany Julet

Lennox on his ship on a cruise around the world.

The boat is wrecked, and the party lands on thi

island where Henderson and the boy is living.

Juanita recognizes the boy when his old nurse is

with him. The nurse dies and reveals the secrets oj

Juanita to Johnson, a derelict doctor. Johnsor

threatens to reveal Juanita's past to Hendersor.

unless she gives herself to him. Koki, native oj

the island, jealous of Juanita, plans to do away will

her. A volcanic eruption occurs. Henderson save;

Juanita from both the natives and the overflowini

lava. He begs her forgiveness, and they are married

This Week's

TRAIL OF '98 (M G M drama) : Go after your schools on
an educational basis, offering to give awards to children for

the best recitations of any of the Robert W. Services poems.

Arrange with the school teachers for this tie-up.

Announce that several songs will be played over the radio

and that the people identifying the songs will be invited to

your theatre as guests.

Thousands of inexpensive bookmarks may bring their share

of patronage when distributed in conjunction with tie-ups with

the popular-priced photoplay edition, and with special library

displays of books by Robert W. Service. Prepare these book-
marks from the press book material and see that you get ample
distribution.
Many of the products used in the days of '98 are now na-

Press Sheet

tional household words. They appear frequently in the pic-

ture and present unlimited opportunities for special window
displays and cooperative newspaper advertising. Stills for these

tie-ups can be obtained from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Order
stills by number: Maxwell House Coffee, Nos. 276-440; Car-

nation Milk, Nos. 276-29, 276-1 and 276-11; Sperry Flour, Nos.

276-1 and 276-27; Snyder's Catsup, Nos. 276-368; Royal Baking
Powder, Nos. 276-31; Baker's Cocoa, Nos. 276-237.

Varied selling points can be incorporated in these coopera-

tive propositions. For instance, "Since the days of '98, Max-
well House Coffee has been 'good to the last drop' "—"Just as

Baker's cocoa was a favorite in the gold seekers' days, so you

will find it a favorite."
—"We sold Royal Baking Powder in '98

just as we do today."
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept.

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Managers' Schools
LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT.

A training that is helping many theatre employees to

;
success. Catalog H., Moving Picture Theatre Man-
agers' Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

Position Wanted
ORGANIST—Experts thoroughly trained in show

manship available at all times for first-class positions

Men and women. No service charge Write full in-

formation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Ad
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ

,

PUying. 210 N 7th St.. Allentown. Pa.

FEMALE ORGANIST is looking for a position,
will be free January 1st. Am well recommended,
reason for leaving due to Vitaphone. Can play on
all makes. Single, will go anywhere, can cue pictures
correctly and accurately. Will start for reasonable

,
salary in order to prove worth. Address Box 289,
'Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

i
rago. 111.

' ORGAN 1ST FIFTEEN YEARS EXPERIENCE

—

First-class Chicago Organist. (Male.) Reason for
leaving due to Vitaphone. Expert Synchronization
•of music to the picture. Novelty and straight solo
work. Large library. Union, married, will go any-
Iwhere. Best of references. Salary can be satisfac-

torily arranged. Address Box 338, Exhibitors Herald
. World. 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

i AT LIBERTY—House Manager, fifteen years' ex-
perience. Gcod Sign Writer and Lobby Man. Go any-
jwhere. Nine years last job. Best of reference.
(Address W. D. Fletcher, 110 West Seventh Ave.,
Williamson, W. Va.

Equipment for Sale
FOR SALE—320 18" veneer chairs $1.50—270

veneer chairs 18" $1.40—370 18" veneer chairs $1.30
—250 21" veneer chairs $1.45—475 veneer 20" like

new $1.90 all castings perfect and veneer in fine con-
dition. 2 Motiograph Model 1002-E motor drive ma-
chines complete with lens, fine condition, $550.00 for

1 pair. 2 Simplex motor drive Type S lamphotises and
> [Peerless arc controls with lens, $650.00 for both. 1

0 IPowers 6B motor drive with lens, wonderful condi-

p Ition. $250.00. The Theatre Seating Company, 845

, [
S State St., Chicago, 111.

a I 12(10—Upholstered Theatre Chairs.
' 1000—Veneer Theatre Chairs.

500—Upholstered Chairs with spring seats, panel
back.

,
Also all makes REI1UILT projectors, spotlights,

, reflector lamps, screens. Everything for the theatre
•

at bargain prices. Address AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
' jCO.. INC.. 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

. I ll EATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
e jchairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re
i: fleeting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and

'catalogue. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
r 'Chicago

i* POWERS AND SIMPLEX PARTS. 20% and 30%
discount. Two Powers 6 B with Peerless lamps. Will
sell separately. Bargains. Address Carol Fenyvessy,
«2 St Paul St.. Rochester. N. Y.

FUR SALE— Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,
also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best Prices. Write Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago. Ill

f I CHICAGO CLEARING HOUSE—Our bargain list

ion rebuilt Projectors, Powers 6-A Motor driven ma-
chines, including 12 rebuilt Simplex motor driven

9 [machines with latest Simplex type S lamp houses

Prices ranging from $175.00 and up. Peerless arc
controls $35.00 per pair. Compensarcs all makes,
$20.00 and up. Rebuilt Generators at reasonable
prices. AC and DC Electric fans rebuilt, just like

new. Write for complete list of your needs and
prices. No obligation. Address Illinois Theatre
Equipment Co.. 12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago. Ill

POWERS AND SIMPLEX PARTs at 2U per
cent and 30 per cent reduction. Reflector arc lamps
cheap. Address Carol Fenyvessy. 62 St. Paul St.,
Rochester. N Y.

EQUIPMENT PRICED FOR IMMEDIATE SALE

:

1—ILG 48-INCH FAN, PRACTICALLY NEW.
200 VOLTS, 60 CYCLES.

150 PLAIN THEATRE SEATS. USED LESS
THAN SIX MONTHS.
1—75 AMP. HERTNER TRANSVERTER.
2—SIMPLEX MACHINES IN PERFECT CON-

DITION.
1—AUTO TRANSFORMER STARTER. THREE-

PHASE, 220-VOLT. 29 AM PS., t> CYCLES.
ADDRESS ASSOCIATED THEATRE OWNERS

OF INDIANA, INC., CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
BUILDING, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.

Chairs for Sale
1000—of the very finest brand new veneer chairs

manufactured by Heywood-Wakefield. Way below
cost. Shipment in forty-eight hours Write today for
exact photo and full details. C. G. Demel, 845 South
State, Chicago, III.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera chairs, 6UI) uphol-
stered, 800 Veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago. Ill

Jusi received 4.UUU highest grade bpnng constructed
upholstered Theatre Chairs, less than 2 years old, at

very reasonable prices. Also several other lots of up-

bolstered and veneered Theatre Chairs, as well as 500
Portable Assembly Chairs. Write for complete list

and description of all equipment. You are under no
obligation. Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 E.
Ninth St.. Chicago. Ill

Stationery
"NEARGRAVURE" — "Neargravuremboso" (no-

plate embossing) processes. Special 500 814x11" let-

ter heads. 250 envelopes Neargravure $4.44 cash, post
paid Samples. Address Sollidays, XH124, Knox, Ind.

For Sale
OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,

five ply, at prices that save you half. New and used
Opera chairs. Address J. P. Redington & Co., Scran-
ton. Pa.

REFERENCE BOOKS—Motion Picture Trade Di-
rector, $10; Anatomy of Motion Picture Ait, $2.50.
rMlms of the Year, $2.50; Close Up, annual subscrip-
tion $3.50. These books may be ordered through us.

Send check or money order with your request. Ad-
dress Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,

Clucaco. Ill

Theatre for Sale
APOLLO THEATRE, Princeton, III., county seat,

5000 population. Lease runs seven years, 875 6eats,

low rent, newly decorated, new screens, new stage
and window drapes, best equipment, own everything
in theatre, showing best first run pictures. Priced to

sell. It will make you money. Selling on account of
health. Address Miles S. Fox. Owner.

THREE SMALL HOUSES on circuit priced for
quick sale. Good reason for selling. Address Box
344, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago.

THEATRE, northern Indiana, population fifteen
hundred; six hundred seats, newly equipped, doing
business worth the investment. Address Box 345,
Exhibitors Herald- World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago.

Theatre Wanted
AT ONCE. ANY TOWN OVER 2000 POPULA-

TION. PREFER LEASE. WILL CONSIDER BUY-
ING. 10 YEARS—SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT.
ADDRESS BOX 339, EXHIBITORS HERALD-
WORLD, 407 S. DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO.

Theatre for Lease
NEWLY REMODELED second run theatre, fully

equipped, excellent contracts, reasonable rent. Grow-
ing western town with big future. Address Box 341,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Organs for Sale
FOR SALE: Rartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer

Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
ripe Organ, used or new. Reproduco Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, 111.

Gift Night Souvenirs
GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine

novelties in our large free catalog at genuine whole-

sale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st. St., New York.

Projector Repairing

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.

Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you

nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

h-ive. and I can offer you the best in the overhauling

of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving

some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-

nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago, 111.

Miscellaneous
WANTED—Worn out films, scrap and surplus

stocks in any quantity. We supply steel drums ap-

proved by fire departments everywhere. Address
Master-Craft Products Co., 4535 Fifth Avenue, Chi-

cago. 111.

WANTED; Talking Pictures, with records for

road show. Address Walter J. Tenny, Box 515, Sacra-

mento, Calif.

Equipment Wanted
WANTED—2 Peerless or Powers Projectors, also

Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition

and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-

third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337,

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago. 111.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,

projection machines, etc Address Movie Supply Co.,

844 Wahash. Chicago

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald-World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising

department has placed organists all c-. ~ the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in

solving many another problem that seetiK 1
difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount

if run for 3 insertions. See this week's class* nages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this

week. The cost is small, the results are great.

/
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120 Blind People Hear
Paramount's "Interference"

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 8.—The
seeming miracle of moving pictures
for the blind became a reality last

week when one hundred and twenty
blind persons attended a special per-

formance of the audien picture
"Interference" at the California the-

atre. The plot of the story was out-

lined to the guests from the Blind-
craft Institution before the perform-
ance started, and the listeners had no
difficulty in following the story, the

voices of the characters serving to

fix them in the minds of the audience.

LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor is

invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.

"Keep Working"
AMHERSTBURG, ONTARIO, CANADA

—To the Editor: We were very interested

in a letter from Walter S. Odom, Sr., of the

Dixie theatre, Durant Miss, appearing in the

latest issue of the Herald-World. Mr. Odom
complains of the small towns being so hard
hit by the "audiens" in nearby cities. He
asks a panacea and cites his competition, a
city 40 to SO miles away to which his people
go in droves.
Here is our competition: We are situated

in a Canadian town of 3,000 with a house of
500 seats only 18 miles from Detroit, Mich.
Detroit has some of the finest theatres in the
world (sound in all the downtown first run),
the newest films, the greatest stageshows, not
to mention legitimate houses. Detroit thea-

tres also advertise in papers on this side and
all the Detroit papers, daily and Sunday circu-

late here. It is possible to be in downtown
Detroit in 45 minutes. There is a paved high-
way and hourly street car service to Windsor
(a city of 75,000 directly across from Detroit,
which has five theatres playing pictures and
vaudeville). From Windsor to Detroit there
is a five minute ferry ride and practically no
trouble crossing the border. Worst of all,

shows run on Sunday in Detroit, a privilege
which we are not allowed.

Naturally we feel this competition for
"small town entertainment" can never com-
pete with "big city entertainment" but the
"audiens" have not affected us to any appre-
ciable extent. On the other hand some patrons
have said: "Yes, we saw it in talkies, but
we want to see the difference when it's

silent." There's a new angle.
In spite of all, our business shows no de-

crease, and while there is no real solution to
the problem, until sound gets cheaper we
guide ourselves by the following: Give the
best show you can afford; get the best and
newest films; cash in on all the big town
publicity you can by getting your pictures
quick; make the best of what you have to
offer and let people know you are alive

;
keep

working.

—

Tyas Brothers, Liberty theatre,
Amherstburg, Ontario, Canada.

The "Little Fellows"

BREFSTER, O.—To the Editor: Here-
with my check for one year's" subscription.
It's a dandy paper. I love to read it, but
what a sad and distressed feeling I get when
I read about these theatres located in the
large towns and cities doing capacity busi-
ness with this and that picture, especially in
"sound."

How about us little fellows? I don't mean
towns of 10,000 and larger. I mean us little

fellows in towns of 1,000 and on up to 5,000.

We are the real little fellows. We are the
ones who will have to be content with silent

pictures while our people are flocking to the
nearby towns to "see and hear" pictures in

deluxe houses.
Why not a department in your paper for us

little fellows. We have problems, more so
today than ever before. I'll contribute my
share towards such a department. How about
it?

Let's get the little fellows together. We
need help and if we all contribute to a "little

fellows" department in your paper, we can get
some help, but remember just us little fellows,

independents, us $7.50 and $10 accounts who
are forced to wait 30 and 60 days on our
producer-exhibitor opposition in nearby towns.

"Help us lest we perish" and that's no "bull."

—W. J. Van Ryzin, Brewster theatre, Brew-
ster, O.

Four Netoco Theatres
Near Completion; Chain
Almost 50 in One Year

(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON, Jan. 8.—Four houses, each
seating 2,500, are nearing completion as
additions to the expanding Netoco chain,
while locations for still more theatres are
under consideration, according to Samuel
Pinanski, president of the New England
Theatres Operating Company.

Just a year ago, this company was in-

corporated with an authorized capital of

$25,000,000, and Samuel Pinanski was
elected president. The circuit then em-
braced 12 theatres. Today there are nearly
50. Sixteen years ago Pinanski broke into

the picture business and worked his way
through every phase of theatre operation
until he rose to be manager of one small
house, the Modern in this city.

The four new houses are the State,
housed in a $1,000,000 office building in

Portland; the Seville in East Boston, the
Egyptian in Brighton, patterned after the
Temple of Karnak at Thebes; and the
Community in North Attleboro, of Colonial
design. All these theatres are to be
equipped with sound apparatus.

Reeltone Welds First

Links in Sales Chain
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—Reeltone is busy
with a world-wide sales campaign and has
already completed arrangements with the
Reeltone Corporation of the Southeast to
represent it in North Caroline, South Caro-
lina and Georgia; with F. T. Welter for
Wisconsin; Richard C. Houghton for New
England; and with Maurice Sebastian for
the West Coast. Other territorial distribu-
tion contracts are pending and will shortly
be announced, it is stated.
Four Square Distributing Corporation has

obtained the franchise for Connecticut,
Tennessee, Mississippi, Oklahoma and Ar-
kansas; and Harry Webb, for Virginia and
Maryland.

Even Circus Folk Go in

For "Sound" at Meeting
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Jan. 8.—The blare of

calliopes and carnival horns were potent
"sound effects" at the Coates House here
last week, when the annual convention of

the Heart of America Showmen's Associa-
tion was held. About 50 motion picture
exhibitors are members.

Several thousand persons visited the ex-
hibits during the convention, which closed
yesterday. Everything in the sideshow and
circus line was exhibited, including novel-
ties for magicians and actors. A dinner
and dance closed the convention. The as-

sociation has about 500 members.

E. R. Medd Leaves Publix
To Manage Independent

(Special to the Herald-World)

LUMBERTON, N. C, Jan. 8.—E. R.

Medd, who has been manager of the Publix-
Saenger theatres in Clarksdale, Miss., has
accepted the appointment of general man-
ager of the Carolina theatre here, operated,

by the Lumberton Theatre Corporation.

Medd has been connected with th r ea-

tre business for 18 years. He v
' with

Carolina Theatres, Inc., befo- , joining

Publix last spring. He has ought Oliver

Thornton, organist, with Km from Publix.

Italy Government Gives
Its Support to League
Educational Film Society

(Special to the Herald-World)

NAPLES, Dec. 30.—[By Mail]—In the

presence of the king and of the prime
minister and of several other authorities,

the International Institute of Educational
Cinematography, which is under the con-
trol of the League of Nations, was inaugu-
rated at Frascati in the villa Falconieri,

the former summer residence of the Popes.
Ex-Minister Bisi, who had been ap-

pointed by the Italian government presi-

dent of the Ente Nazionale per la Cinema-
tografia, went a few days ago to Berlin, where
he concluded the agreement planned with

UFA. It is to be remembered that this

"Ente Nazionale per la Cinematografia" has
been sought by Mussolini for a general re-

vival of cinematographic production in Italy.

UFA has a very large capital, being
supported by important banks, and accord-
ing to the agreement with UFA of Berlin,

the president is to make agreements with
other countries interested in cinemato-
graphic production.

Columbia Signs Ben Lyon;
Dorothy Revier Returns

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—Ben Lyon has
been signed by Columbia to appear in their

Silent and Sound pictures. This is Lyon's
first contract with an independent com-
pany.
Dorothy Revier has returned to the Col-

umbia studios after an absence of several

months. Julanne Johnston, Martha Frank-
lin and Julia Swayne Gordon were also

signed to play in Columbia's products.

Fox Takes Movietone of

Ohio Governor's Address
(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, Jan. 8.—A movietone reel

of Governor-Elect Myers Y. Cooper, who
will be inaugurated Governor of Ohio
January 14, was taken by Fox in Columbus.
This reel, which will be about six minutes
in length, will contain a portion of

Cooper's inaugural address.

"Marriagu by Contract"
Booked by Fox Circuit

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 8.—"Marriage By
Contract," Tiffany-Stahl picture, featuring

Patsy Ruth Miller, has been booked by the

William Fox Circuit to play in their New
York and Brooklyn theatres starting

February 14.
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME

Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Columbia
THE APACHE: Don Alvarado—90%. December

6-8. A thrilling story of the French underworld.

Pleased. Seven reels.—S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre.

Grand Island. Neb.

DAWN: Sybil Thorndike—November 29-December
1. Very good. Mies Thorndike is splendid. The
only thing against it is that it'6 just a bit too heavy

and lacks the comedy touch. Our business on
"Dawn" was next to that of "Ben Hur" and "Sev-

enth Heaven," in tpite of an eleven-inch snowfall

on the first night of the play dates. Picture had

just been released and print was first class. Eight

reek.—Frank Johnson, Opera House, Louisville, Neb.

—Small town patronage.

RAMSON: Lois Wilson—Very ordinary. Six reels

of film. However, it is a lot better than cheap West-

erns. The latter are simply passe. I can't get a cor-

poral's guard on them, so do not show them any
more.—L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville, la.

—General patronage.

RANSOM : Lois Wilson—21%. December 2S. A
good little picture, but did not draw well. due. we
believe, to general sickness and cold. Six reels.

—

Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.

—General patronage.

THE SCARLET LADY: Lya DePutti—58%.
December 18-19. Very good picture of its kind and a

fair drawing card at the box office. Print and photog-

raphy excellent. Seven reels.—P. G. Held. Strand

theatre, Griawold, la.—Neighborhood patronage.

COURT MARTIAL: Jack Holt—100%. September
30-October S. Very good. Will please. Seven reels.

—S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre, Grand Island, Neb.
—General patronage.

SALLY IN OUR ALLEY: Good.—Julius W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, HI.—General patron-

age.

HIS WIFE'S RELATIONS: Shirley Mason-
November 28. A very good picture, not on ac-

count of Miss Mason or Gaston Glass, but mostly

on account of the lesser luminaries in the pic-

ture, particularly Ben Turpin. Ben is a riot and
together with the hero's chums, keeps the audi-

ence in what we always like to hear, roars of

laughter. Personally, I thought the explosion

inconsistent, but perhaps they do use explosives

in making automobile paint. Six reels.—Frank
Johnson, Opera House, Louisville, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

ALIAS THE LONE WOLF: Special cast—Very
good.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese. 111.

—General patronage.

RUNAWAY GIRLS: Shirley Mason—If you don't

take time to analyze the weak spots in this one, it

will rate as a fair program offering. But the plot is

weak in spots, and I'd only call it just another pic-

ture. Six reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE WAY OF THE STRONG: Special cast—Fair
entertainment. Better than cheap Westerns at the

box office, but nothing to rave over, at that. Just a
fairly good picture.—L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre,

Postville. Ia.—General patronage.

AFTER THE STORM: Special cast—Fair pic-

ture, with the same old toy storm at sea and
shipwreck. This shipwreck and First National's

tram wreck in the "Crash" sure are the berries.

The public isn't quite so dumb that they don't see

these defects.—L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre,

Postville, Ia.—General patronage.

SUBMARINE: Jack Holt—100%. December 25-29.

A mighty drama of the sea. Pleased everyone T»ho

saw it. Some came to see it a 6econd time. Nidi
reels.—S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre. Grand Island.

Neb.—General patronage.

THE TIGRESS: Not so good.—Julius W. Schmidt.
Grand Iheatre. Breese. III.—General patronage.

Copyright, 1929

THE FIRST VOTES
'THE first votes in the "My Favorite

Players" contest are in, and they place

Lon Chancy in the lead of the male play-

ers, and Joan Crawford and Louise

Lovely, who are tied, at the head of the

list of feminine players. Miss Lovely, by
the way, received all her votes from one

exhibitor and his family, as did William
Farnum.

It has occurred to us that some may
think that theatre employes are eligible

to vote. That is not true in this contest.

A contest open to employes is a good
idea, but it will have to wait for another

time. In this voting, only the exhibitor,

his wife and his children (to name the

usual conditions) are eligible to cast a

ballot. If a theatre is operated by part-

ners, of course, each partner is considered

an exhibitor, and the rules apply to him
accordingly.

Elsewhere in this department is pub-

lished the name of each voter, by theatre,

and his or her choices. Following is the

standing to date of those nominated:

FEMININE
Joan Crawford _ 4
Louise Lovely 4

Laura La Plante 3

Clara Bow — 2

Dolores Costello 2
Lillian Gish 1

Marian Nixon 1

Patsy Ruth Miller 1

MALE
Lon Chaney 5

William Farnum 4

William Haines 2

Richard Dix 2

John Gilbert 1

Give Brook 1

Glenn Tryon 1

Reginald Denny 1

Conrad Nagel 1

FBO
THE GREAT MAIL ROBBERY: Ve.y good.—

Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE CIRCUS KID: Frankie Darro—Well, well,

here is a real circus picture. Frankie Darro and
Poodles Hanneford are good in this one. Drew a good
house and patrons were well pleased.—G. A. Dilla,

Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General patronage.

THE DESERT PIRATE: Tom Tyler—42%. Decem-
ber 14-15. Not much to this one. Just a fair West-

ern. Tyler doesn't seem to get enough action in his

pictures. Print and photography fair. Five reels.

—P. G. Held. Strand theatre. Griswold, Ia.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

THE PERFECT CRIME: Special cast—This was
sold as a special, but was nothing out of the ordi-

nary. All patrons kicked on the finish of this one —
G. A. Dilla. Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General

patronage.

TERROR MOUNTAIN: Tom Tyler—December 18-

19. It's hard to tell whether to call this a Western
or not. Shots inside the 6tudio don't make a good

story, but this seemed to go over about average.

Five reels.—Frank Johnson, Opera House, Louisville,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

TERROR MOUNTAIN: Tom Tyler—While this is

not a Western, it's very good entertainment, worked

out from an angle different from that of any picture

I remember having 6een. Plenty of action and com-

edy and some good snow scenes. Five reels.—P. G.

Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City. Mo.—General

patronage.

CONEY ISLAND: Good.^Julius W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

STOLEN LOVE: Special cast—Just a fair picture.

Nothing to get wild about.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre,

Farwell, Neb.—General patronage.

TERROR OF BAR X: Special cast- Not so good.

—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—

General patronage.

BREED OF THE SEA: Ralph Ince—December 22.

—A pretty good picture. Didn't have much of a
crowd. However, no fault of the picture. Seven

reels.—Andrew Rapp. Theatorium theatre, Emlenton,

Pa.—General patronage.

NAUGHTY NANETTE: Special cast—Good.—
Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—Gen-

eral patronage.

FRECKLES: Hobart Boswortli—75%. August

2. It's old but good; that is why I went back to

it and played it. Seven reels—E. J. Hosock,

Strand theatre, Pella, Ia.—General patronage.

HOME STRUCK : Good.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

LOVES OF RICARDO: George Beban—There is

nothing to this one. Had a very poor crowd. Seven

reels.—Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Emlenton,

Pa.—General patronage.

WIZARD OF THE SADDLE: Special casV—It's
good.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—General patronage.

THE CHEROKEE KID: Tom Tyler—32%. Decem-

ber 20. Very good Tyler picture. One of his best

ones. Print and photography good. Five reels.—P.

G. Held. Strand theatre, Griswold, Ia.—Neighbor-

hood patronage.

THE BANDIT'S SON: Just fair.^Juliue W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patron-

age.

First National
BURNING DAYLIGHT: Milton Sills—December

12. A good picture and well liked.—M. W. Matte-

check. Lark theatre, McMinnville, Ore.—General

patronage.

HAROLD TEEN: Special cast—December
27-28. Good take-off on the comic strip, and

enjoyed by all the younger element. Thought I

would stick this in for Holiday Week, when all

the Nit-Wits from the Collitches were home In

their coon skins in order to touch Pop for enough
jack to last 'em for the next semester. How-
ever, most of 'em must have seen it on the

campus, or else they were busy necking some-
where out in a snowdrift, for few of 'em planked
down cash at the B. O. to see themselves as oth-

ers see 'em. Eight reels.—William E. Tragsdorf.

Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

HAROLD TEEN: Special cast— lji%. December
20-22. A collegiate number that just gets over.

Arthur Lake in the lead is very good, as is Alice

White. The amateur movie sequence is too long

drawn out and becomes tiresome and misleading to

those coming in when it is on. Pleased the younger

generation. Eight reels.—S. B. Kennedy, Central

theatre, Selkirk, Man., Can.—General patronage.

HAROLD TEEN: Special cast—November 29. A
silly "ligh School story that even the kids thought

p™-
. light. Not much to it. Eight reels.—M. A.
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS, December 30, 1928.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
This city is still decked out in holiday attire. The streets are arched over with a canopy

of red, green, orange and blue lights that gives the impression of a gala day at the county
fair. The theatres are offering excellent entertainment with a lack of patronage that is diffi-

cult to understand, and this calls to mind the question that has been asked us so many,
many times in the past few weeks, WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH THE BUSINESS?

* * *

While it has been a lifelong habit of ours to be optimistic, yet this typewriter has become
pessimistic in spite of all we can do. This is occasioned, no doubt, by our constant desire to

tell the truth, and to tell the truth as we see it will call forth a storm of protest from the

four corners of the earth, and we will be charged with having a sour stomach superinduced
by a disgruntled disposition. Be that as it may, here is the truth as we see it and as we
have observed it during our wanderings over various parts of the realm during the last year.

Generally speaking, attendance at theatres is gradually falling off. That's the first state-

ment, mark it down. In the show business it is considered the proper thing to say that

business is good, even though the sheriff is standing out in front with the keys in his hand.
But somehow that "hatchet"' story impressed itself on our mind when we were a kid and
we have had a great deal of admiration for little George ever since, although historians have
disagreed on the question as to whether it was an apple or a cherry tree.

On January 1, 1931, there will be 5,000 less theatres in operation than there will be on
January 1, 1929. That's statement No. 2—mark that down also, and if you want to put a

note after this statement saying "that guy is crazy," it will be all right with as.

* * *

How do we arrive at that conclusion? It's the easiest thing in the world. If a man sees a

black hen laying a white egg he knows darned well that it isn't a Shanghai rooster—that is,

if he knows anything about chickens. Your fir.--t question naturally would be, "What is the

cause and what is the remedy," and here is where we all get into deep water. The man who
is able to find a cause and point a remedy is the man who is worth while, that's why some
candidates are elected President and others are defeated. We are not very strong on causes,

but when it comes to figuring effects we believe we will grade 100 per cent. In the last four
weeks we have sat in no less than 50 theatres that we know didn't take in enough money at

the box office to pay for the program, and anyone who can't figure the effect ought to be put

back in the first grade. And that's why we say that there will be 5,000 less theatres two years

from next Tuesday.
All theories are good provided they are good theories, and we have more theories than

there are bootlegger- outside of Chicago, most of which are not worth a nickel [Editor's

iNote: Who, the bootleggers?] and the balance are worth even less. We will give you some
of them but we wouldn't have the nerve to charge for them.
You go down the street and you hear Tom Johnson say to Bill Smith, "Why the I

dickens didn't you come over to our radio party last night? We tuned in on PX'i M and
got Billy Burlap and his jazz orchestra and it was simply immense!" Well, says Bill. "I I

wanted "to go down to the theatre and see "THE KISS AT MIDNIGHT" but when I got

home I found that my wife had invited the whole damn neighborhood over to hear Ted
Malony's 'Royal Syncopators' over XOPQ."

* * *

That's one of the causes. Then you hear the blonde at the ribbon counter a?k the clerk

in the codfish department if he went over to (the nearest city, whatever it i- I and heard the

Vitaphone. She simply raves about it, says it seemed like the whole town was over there

and wonders why they couldn't have such entertainment here at home. And she wind- up
by saying, "This theatre manager here must be a dub, he never has anything Worth seeing."

That's another cause.

Then there is the epidemic of flu, of basketball, of football, of election excitement, of

home talent plays, of commencement exercises, of Christmas festivities, of house parties, of

whist parties and the Lord only knows what else, all of which the small theatres feel the

effect of, and feel it so strongly that we again assert that unless something unforseen takes

place to change conditions, the small theatres are doomed and there will be none left except

those in the cities and possibly county seat towns. Yes, this is a pessimistic view, we will

grant. We would like to get up on top of this hotel and shout that business for 1929 had a

rosy outlook, and shout it loud enough to be heard from Pipestone, Minn., to Tombstone,
Ariz., but that old hatchet story comes up in our mind and, like George, we wouldn't lie to

please anybody (unless there was something in it, and there isn't), and you can take this

for what it is worth, which isn't much.

We have tried to point a few of the causes. The remedy is up to you. We don't offer

any remedy, and if you can—and one that will bring the answer—you would be worth more
i

to Herb in his cabinet than you would be to the theatre business, and that is saying a plenty,

for the government needs such as you. We have too few such already.

We have heard it frequently said by men who run off at the mouth, that the reason the

small town theatremen are not making a success is because they are lazy and unfit for the

business. We will grant that in some instances this is true, but when they blanket the entire

small town theatremen with this scandalous imputation, we are going to resent it with all

the power we have, for we are just egotistical enough to believe that if there is a man in the
|

business who knows these boys and what they really are, we are the guy, for if our associa-

tions with thousands of them in 18 states in the past three years hasn't taught us something,

(Continued on next page)

Manning, Opera House. Baldwin, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

THREE RING MARRIAGE: Man' Astor—75%.
December 1. A dandy picture. Everyone pleased.

Don't be afraid to step on this one. Seven reek.

—

B. Hollenbeck, Rose theatre, Sumas, Wash.—Small
town patronage.

HAPPINESS AHEAD: Colleen Moore—December
25. A good picture and well liked.—M. W. Matte-

check, Lark theatre, McMinnville, Ore.—General pat-

ronage.

OH, KAY: Colleen Moore—80%. December 22.

Plenty laughs and everybody pleased. Good comedy.

Seven reels.—B. Hollenbeck, Rose theatre, Sumas,
Wash.—Small town patronage.

OH, KAY: Colleen Moore—75%. Too poor to
maintain this star'6 reputation. She must deliver

something soon. Curtains are in sight. Farce com-
edy, please, 75 per cent.—M. D. Frazier, Empress
theatre, Arma, Kan.—General patronage.

OH, KAY: Colleen Moore—Now here's the

type of story people seem to like Colleen in, yet
it failed to draw any extra business for me.
However, the weather conditions were not bo

good. It's pretty silly, but it got a number of

laughs. (Colleen, I received your Christmas
photo all O. K. It looks just like you, or Al
.Tolson, I can't say which for certain. "Lilac

Time" better do some business or else— ?

—

I'm off of you.) Seven reels.—P. G. Vaughan,
Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patron-

age.

THE WHEEL OF CHANCE: Richard Barthelmess
—10%. December 15, Heavy drama. Good picture

of its type, but didn't go over very well here. Seven
reels.—B. Hollenbeck. Rose theatre, Sumas, Wash.

—

Small town patronage.

THE BIG NOISE: Chester Conklin—December 7.

Good comedy—the kind you enjoy.—M. W. Matte-

check, Lark theatre, McMinnville. Ore.—General pat-

ronage.

THE VALLEY OF THE GIANTS: Special east-
Good.—Julius W. Schmidt. Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—General patronage.

HEART TROUBLE: Harry Langdon—December
14-15. The first Langdon ever played here and the

last. Of all the eilly. senseless 6tuff put in a fea-

ture-length picture, this has it. Two reels would

be too long for this one. Five reels.—M. A. Man-
ning, Opera House, Baldwin, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

CANYON OF ADVENTURE: Special cast—Good.
—Julius W. Schmidt. Grand theatre. Breese. 111.—

General patronage.

THE WHIP : Dorothy Mac-kail—While this is a

well dressed, well acted picture, it doesn't click or

doesn't please. It must be the old English flavor.

I don't know what else it can be. Too many long

subtitles also. Seven reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun
theatre. Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

BROADWAY NIGHTS: Special cast—Good.—
Juliu6 W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE YELLOW LILY: Special cast -This is one
of the best Billie Dove pictures I have ever run.

The work of Clive Brook is remarkable. A story

of Russia during the days of the Czar. A good
picture that you can't go wrong on.—W. R. Bratton,

Stella theatre, Council Glove, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmess—Very good.

Eight reels.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmess -December 25.

This is a wonderful picture. Had a good crowd.

Acting of Alice Joyce is wonderful. Eight reels.

—

Andrew Rapp. Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa.-

—

General patronage.

HEART TO HEART: Special cast—85%. Decem-
ber 20-21. Very good picture. Miss Astor very good.

Story, plot and acting excellent. Pleased very well.

Not a special but an A-l program. Eight reels.

—

M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre, Arma, Kan.—Gen-

eral patronage.

CHINATOWN CHARLEY: Johnny Hines- Decem-
ber 18. Started out poor, but developed into an in-

teresting picture.—M. W. Mattecheck, Lark theatre,

McMinnville, Ore.—General palronage.

MAN CRAZY: Special cast—Very good.—Julius
W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General

patronage.

FLYING ROMEOS: Sidney Murray—60%. Decem-
ber 8. Most of the customers seemed satisfied. Per-

sonally didn't think very much of this one. Seven

reels.—B. Hollenbeck. Rose theatre, Sumas, Wash.

—

Small town patronage.

THE TEXAS STEER: Will Rogers—I -was about

the only one that enjoyed this. Sure fell flat. Oh,

for some of the good old pictures like Bill used to

make. "Just call me Jim"—those are the kind I

believe most all small town exhibitors need today.

They sure were CLEAN, and I don't remember Bill

kissing Irene Rich once.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE LITTLE SHEPHERD OF KINGDOM COME:
Richard Barthlemess—80%. November 29. Ran this

Thanksgiving afternoon and night with rain and

muddy roads as my opposition. Had a good crowd

and special music which helped the picture some.

John Fox. Jr.'s novel of the Civil War period again

comes to the screen, and for people who have never

s .en it before. Richard tries hard at a comeback

in a Tol'able David role.—W. R. Bratton. Stella the-

itre. Council Grove, Kan.—Small town patronage.

AMERICAN BEAUTY: Billie Dove—Very good.—
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum
{Continued from preceding page)

we are a hopeless case and a flat failure, and we are ready to stand up on our hind legs—and
fight Jack Dempsey if he would make that charge against us. We have found the great
majority of these boys honest, energetic, and doing all they can to make their theatres a
success, and we are going to go further and say, that if a lot of chain theatre managers were
to put a lot of these boys to managing their theatres, and dispense with a bunch of ninnies
that can only see their pay check on Saturday night and the gumchewing dame at the rib-

bon counter at showtime, they would note a marked difference in receipts. Think it over.
""We may be crazy but we ain't no fool."

Now isn't the foregoing an awful thing to write right here in the holiday season when we
are supposed to have an optimistic view of things for the coming year? If we could have

i spent five minutes in Bill Weaver"? cellar before we commenced this Colyum we might
have had a different outlook on conditions, but you know how Bill is, he's so doggone par-
ticular about these "dry Republican-."

Well, that's that, and now if you are still staying with us, let's proceed with another
chapter.

* * *

Over at Montezuma. Ind.. th<- other night we saw "The Strange Case of Captain Ramper,"
released by First National. We don't think First National made the thing—we have more
confidence in First National—but how they came to release it under their banner is what
puzzles US.

The players were a bunch of Dutch ^ho should have been making saurkraut and lim-
burger cheese rather than pictures. The thing contained about as much entertainment as

one would get when the bulldog was tearing the seat out of his '"trowsers" when he was steal-

ing watermelon-. Just about that much and no more. We stuck to the finish because Mr. and
Mrs. v oung had invited u? to their home after the show to have a little lunch, and to lunch
with those people would make a man stick through anything. And speaking of people and
lunches, well if you don't know Mr. and Mrs. Young and their lunches, you have our sym-
pathy. Maybe one reason why we are strong for these folks is that they came from our old
stamping ground up at Dowagiac. Mich., and anybody from Michigan is ace high with us.

We hope to go back there sometimes—we are invited, too.

Then we had another delightful vigil with R. L. Nellis of the Strand at Crawford-ville.
Wirh we had a good theatre that we wanted well managed. We would try and hook up with
this boy Nellis. for he impre-sed us as a boy with plenty of "IT", as well as pep and a

thorough knowledge of the bn-ine--. Can't -ee why some big theatre hasn't grabbed that boy
before this.

Believe it or not. but over at Cayuga, F. C. Richardson of the Princes-, offered us some
"Christmas Cheer" which we refused. Again we say "Believe it or not." We also had a very
pleasant visit with Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hughes of the Crystal. Cayuga's two theatres is one
too many. Tbey should be consolidated, but that's some more of their business.
We al-o had a delightful visit with Miss Dorothea Clark, who operates the Empire at

Chri-man. 111. Miss Clark was out billing the town when we called, and yet some people
say that theatre folks are lazy. We will hit anybody on the nose that dares to say that of
Mi— Clark. We won't -tand for it.

Mrs. Knox and her son of the Star at Villa Grove certainly gave us a very warm welcome.
We would like to visit thein again when we have more time, and we were cordially invited
to do so.

* * *

Last night we saw "Lights of New York," with the Yitaphone. This is a booze-ring-under-
world-crook story in which the boss crook got shot, for which we thanked the director.

We don't recall who played the "heavy" but he played it well. We recognized Cullin
Landis. Cullin has been a fa\orite of ours ever since we played him in '"The Girl from
Outside" some year ago. He played his part in this as well as we could have played it our-

self, therefore we have nothing to kick about, except that if he and that heavy are going to

play with Yitaphone attachment they should have their adenoids removed and should cool
their mu-h before they try to eat it, for their voices register about as well as does Gertie
McFadden'- when ?he .-ings the aria from Anheuser-Busch in five flats over station QXPG.
This isn't anything to the di-credit of Yitaphone, for we heard Conrad Nagel in a trailer

announcement of a coming attraction and his voice registered perfectly. We believe there
are such things as "\ itaphone voices." Take our own voice, for instance. We've got a won-
derful voice for calling hog-, but we doubt if it would register well in a love scene over
the Yitaphone.
But getting back to the subject of "What's the Matter with the Busine-s." Producing

companies make pictures like four mills make flour. They make "Patent," "Straight Grade"
and "Low- Grade," and mills having a dam -ite put a damsite more of the raw material in

the "Low Grade" than they do in the "Patent." During the war we all ate dog u i
t - made

out of "Low Grade" flour, and some of us are kicking about it yet. The public will take
"Low Grade" flour with about the same relish they do low grade pictures. The effect is

ju?t about the same. Maybe tli3t has something to do with business—who knows?
* * *

News Item: Clark Munson. assistant manager with A. N. Gonsior in the Virginia theatre
here in Champaign, is said to be recovering from a very serious operation. Mr. Munson will

be remembered as winning second place in Harold Lloyd - "Speedy" contest. Here's hoping
he will >oon be back at his desk.

J. C. JENKINS.
The HERALD-WORLD Man.

i P. S.—The HERALD-WORLD covers the field like an APRIL SHOWER.

Julius Wi Schmidt. Grand theatre. Breese, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

DANCE MAGIC: Pauline Stark—56%. December
16-17. Good program picture with some wonderful
acting by Pauline Stark. Print and photography
good. Seven reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre. Gris-

wold, la.—Neighborhood patronage.

Fox
MOTHER MACHREE: Special cast—30<=

0 . De-
cember 24-26. Just a nice, sweet, clean picture with
some comedy and many glycerine tears. There is a
note of sincerity lacking in this that just makes it

fail to get over. My patrons laughed at some scenes

when they were supposed to cry. Not a special by
any means, Mr. Fox. Only fair business on Christ-

mas day. Seven reels.—S. B. Kennedy. C«ntra'

theatre, Selkirk, Man.. Can.—General patronage.

ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD: Mary Astor
—Very good picture. Plenty of action. Had many
compliments on this one. Enjoyed by all who saw
it. Six reels.—R. H. Nail, Nusho theatre. Duke,
Okla.—General patronage.

BLOOD WILL TELL: Special cast—Good.—Julius
W. Schmidt. Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General

patronage.

NO OTHER WOMAN: Dolores Del Rio—De-
cember 21-22. A very good little picture that

failed to draw, probably en account of the holi-

day season. Miss Del Rio is extremely hard to

beat, but the picture is too short to cast her in,

because she should never be cast in a short pic-

ture. "No Other Woman" is only a little over

5,000 feet. Six reels.—Frank Johnson, Opera
House, Louisville. Neb.—Small town patronage.

DAREDEVIL'S REWARD : Tom Mix—60%. De-

cember 7-8. A good Mix Western. Will please those

that like Tom Mix. Print and photography fair.

Five reels.—P. G. Held. Strand theatre, Griswold, la.

-—Neighboring patronage.

GIRL SHY COWBOY: December 17. We played

this one Saturday night with a two-reel comedy.

"No Picnic," and let me tell you, this combination.

Western and comedy, goes ovei big and puts pep
in pictures that draws them back to see what's

next. This Western type in this picture is not the

old style shoot-'em-up kind. It's a pleasing, easy-

to-understand kind of a picture. Why, there are

bushels of the most beautiful girls all dressed up
in bathing costumes playing leap frog with this

"Girl Shy Cowboy," and I will bet there were fifty

or more boys in my theatre who would have given

their month's salary to have been this cowboy. Why,
this kind of picture is fun, for they all like the

bathing suit styles 'way down here in Dixie.—Walter
Odom and Sons, Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss.—Gen-
eral patronage.

ARIZONA WILDCAT: Special cast—Good.—Julius
W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General

patronage.

SILK LEGS: Madge Bellamy—Very clever, in-

deed. Brought out a let of old tightwad fogies,

that evidently expected to see a burlesque show
for 25 cents, but I believe they were all satisfied.

Would certainly like an autograph photo of Miss
Bellamy. Six reels.—Geo. H. Koch, Gem theatre,

Lyndon, Kan.—General patronage.

THE ESCAPE: Special cast—December 7-8. Very
good underworld drama. Miss Valli very good, also

William Russell and George Meeker. Good print.

Six reels.—Frank Johnson, Opera House. Louisville.

Neb.—Small town patronage.

BLACK JACK: Special cast—Good.—Julius W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patron-

age.

DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—Very good
Western, enjoyed by everyone. Could be run as

special. Seven reels.—R. H. Nail, Nusho theatre,

Duke. Okla.—General patronage.

VERY CONFIDENTIAL: Special cast—Good.—
Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

A HIGH SCHOOL HERO: Special cast—I thought
this one very good, but a flop at the box office.

Don't promise anything only just a light entertain-

ment.—A. G. Miller, Lyric theatre, Atkinson, Neb.

—

General patronage.

A GIRL IN EVERY PORT: Special cast^-Good.—
Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—

General patronage.

SQUARE CROOKS: Special cast—December 11-12.

A very good program picture. This is the first time
we have shown Mr. Armstrong, and he is good. The
child actor in this is fine also. Six reels.—Frank
Johnson, Opera House, Louisville, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
DREAM OF LOVE: Joan Crawford—December 23.

Just a fair picture, but will please the ladies im-

mensely.—M. W. Mattecheck, Lark theatre, McMinn-
ville. Ore.—General patronage.

THE ADVENTURER: Tim McCoy—December 22.

Good.—J. S. Walker. Texas theatre. Grand Prairie,

Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE ADVENTURER: Tim McCoy—December 4-5.

Rather light action picture of a South American revo-
lution. Print seemed chopped up and was rather
dark in places. A good attraction for family nights.

Five reek. Frank Johnson. Opera House, Louisville,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

FOUR WALLS : John Gilbert—90V September
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By the Way
"Any picture with Sue Carol is bound to be good," comments Mrs. Hulda J. Green of the

Gem in Greenriver, Utah. Now, if Mrs. Green will vote for her in the "My Favorite Play-
ers" contest, Miss Carol will be doubly benefited.

* * *

Due to our correspondence course in deteckatif work, we discovered that Bill Tragsdorf
of the Trags in Neillsville, Wis., has been walloped by the flu. And our only clue was,
"Due to the flu having a stranglehold on me, I didn't see this . . ." written in one of his re-
ports.

* * *

Walter Odom of the Dixie in Durant, Miss., whispers concerning a picture, "There are
bushels of the most beautiful girls all dressed up in bathing costumes playing leap frog with
this 'Girl Shy Cowboy,' and I will bet that there were 50 or more boys in my theatre who
would have given their month's salary to have been this cowboy. . . . They all like the
bathing suit styles down here in Dixie." All of which gives us the low-down on the Sunny
South, eh, what?

* * *

And J. S. Walker of the Texas in Grand Prairie, Tex., learns that there is always some-
thing new under the sun. "I have never seen a picture of the stage or of actors or studios
that was worth a darn, but I saw some of my patrons leave weeping, so this had something."

12. Gilbert takes well here, and the rental is right.
I think it one of his beet. Seven reels.—E. J.
Hosoek, Strand theatre, Pella, la.—General patron-
age.

BEAU BROADWAY: Cody-Pringle—December 19.

Lively farce. Liked by patrons. Business blah.

—

Joseph Conway, Egyptian theatre, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.
—General patronage.

BEAU BROADWAY: Cody-Pringle—December
19-20. A delightful comedy that pretty Sue Carol
helps wonderfully. The conclusion of the story is

rushed a little too much.—J. S. Walker, Texas the-

atre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

BEAU BROADWAY: Cody-Pringle—Played this

picture during the pre-Christmas 6lump and flu epi-
demic, so can't tell as to its pulling powers, but it's

a mighty nice comedy-drama. Everyone seemed sur-
prised that it was such a good picture. Judging by
the title they didn't expect much. You needn't be
afraid of it. Seven reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE BABY CYCLONE: Cody-Pringle—37%. De-
cember 23. Wise exhibitors will leave this in the
can, or wish they had. If you feel you must run
it, don't make the mistake we did and remain in

view as the audience leaves. Said to be a storm of

laughs, but it's just dead silly. We have one more
Cody-Pringle to run, and then this team is through
forever in Nevada, O. Photograph or lighting tech-

nique gives a rather dark result. Good print. Seven
reels.—Wolfe & Williams, Screenland theatre, Ne-
vada, O.—Small town patronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—De-
cember 17. Good crook picture with Chaney in a
straight role, which seemed to please the few that
saw it. Chaney doesn't mean a thing here.—Joseph
Conway, Egyptian theatre, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—While
this is another underworld story, it's not just like

the others. Lon Chaney is minus makeup and plays

the part of a hard-boiled detective. The entire cast

does good work, and I'd consider it his best picture

for some time. It seemed to please. Eight reels.—

•

P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

—

General patronage.

MASKS OF THE DEVIL: John Gilbert—15%. De-
cember 17-19. Heavy sophisticated drama that is

not suitable for small towns. There are some novelty

shots showing what the principal is really thinking
about while his actions are the reverse. Business
poor. Eight reels.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,

Selkirk, Man., Can.—General patronage.

NAPOLEON: Special cast—Brother exhibitors, for

heaven's sake stay from this one, it's terrible. The
worst bunch of junk I have run in four years. It's

a British film, released by M G M. No stars, no
actors, no directing. Amateur cameramen, and some
kid must have done »he cutting. Four and five

blocks of some scenes. I screened it in two towns
and the children couldn't even stand it. Take my
advice and don't even use this. Eight reels.—Ray
P. Murphy, Murphy's theatres, Newark, O.—Small

town patronage.

NAPOLEON: Special cast—December 27. No
good. My patrons do not care much for costume plays.

Eight reels.—Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Em-
lenton. Pa.—General patronage.

THE CARDBOARD LOVER: Marion Davies—70%.
Not 60 good as this 6tar should turn out. Very
ordinary program.—M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre,

Arma, Kan.—General patroitage.

THE MYSTERIOUS LADY: Greta Garbo—Very
fine foreign war secret service story. Acting fine

and very pleasing.—M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre.
Arma, Kan.—General patronage.

THE ENEMY: Lillian Gish—60%. September 11.

Good, and this star always clean. Eight reels.—
E. J. Hosock, Strand theatre, Pella, la.—General
patronage.

LOVELORN: Special cast.—December 9. Just
fair.—M. W. Mattecheck, Lark theatre, McMinnville,
Ore.—General patronage.

ACROSS TO SINGAPORE: Ramon Navarro
—December 27-29. A rough and ready sea story
that carries a punch. Torrence and Navarro d.»

splendid work. Cake for the small towns. Seven
reels.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk,

Man., Can.—General patronage.

EXCESS BAGGAGE: William Haines—Decem-
ber 21. Excellent story of back-stage life, with
Haines proving he doesn't always have to play
the smart alex. Usual business.—Joseph Con-
way, Egyptian theatre, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

TELLING THE WORLD: William Haines—De-
cember 14-15. Not so bad and not so good. Several
flaws in the picture which were hard for the cash
customers to follow. Haines has never beat "West
Point" yet. Business off a little. Good print.

—

Frank Johnson, Opera House, Louisville, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

A LADY OF CHANCE: Norma Shearer—One • of

the best in which Miss Shearer has appeared lately.

Drew favorable comment from patrons.—Joe Hewitt.
Strand theatre. Robinson, 111.—General patronage.

Contest Leader

JOAN CRAWFORD
M G M

WEST POINT: William Haines—65%. September
19. This star takes well here and always pleases.

Eight reels.—E. J. Hosock, Strand theatre, Pella, la.

—General patronage.

WICKEDNESS PREFERRED: Cody-Pringle—De-
cember 21. Not much to this one.—M. W. Matte-
check, Lark theatre, McMinnville, Ore.—General pat-

ronage.

LOVE: Very good.—Julius W. Schmidt. Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

SKIRTS: Sid Chaplin—80%. Another farce
comedy with mother-in-law hokum. Pleased well.

—

M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre, Arma, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Paramount
SOMEONE TO LOVE: Brian-Rogers—December

23-24. Good. Eight reels.—J. J. Hoffman. Plainview
theatre, Plainview, Neb.—General patronage.

THE WEDDING MARCH: Special cast^25%. De-
cember 23-24. A very big picture. Direction and
cast great, but did not give satisfaction here after

my first show. We did no business, for they all

knocked the picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-

atre, Greenville, Mich.-—General patronage.

THE MATING CALL: Thomas Meighan—Decem-
ber 12-13. ..Picture follows original story unusually

well and handles the Ku Klux angle wonderfully ; both

Kluck and Anti-Kluck can see this good picture.

—

J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie. Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

JUST MARRIED: Special cast—This is a fair

program picture. Played this one two nights. The
first night we filled the house. Second night not

much crowd, so you see it is only good for one. night.

Showing opinions differ, some 6ay it's real good
while others did not think it was much of a picture.

But you cannot always please all of them. So we
have to move on doing the best we can at all times.

I have lots of people come to the ticket window
and talk over show business with me in regards

to the talking pictures, etc., and what Informa-
tion I can find out in this way, people who have
heard the sound and talking pictures have lost

interest in the silent pictures and I do believe

this is the way they really feel about it, and ex-

pressing my feeling, I will have to admit I feel

that I would have so much more interest in my
show business if I was all equipped with this

device. I see my crowds diminishing day by day.

They don't seem to look on my theatre with the

interest they did before they heard the talking

device. It seems it is all right in going to see

the silent picture until they have heard sound
and talking pictures, and I tell you we small

town showmen are going to suffer. It's a killer

for us. The big changes in everything now-days

is right on us, and those big show owners are

advertising right in our little towns, telling all

of our customers to come to their theatres and
"See—Hear" the big time shows they are having,

and believe me they are going in droves.

And 60 if we want to dance and pay the fiddler

we have got to make a big noise right away and,

believe me, I am going to get busy. Six reels.

—

Walter Odom & Sons, Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss.

—

General patronage.

LOVES OF AN ACTRESS: Pola Negri—December
10-11. I have never seen a picture of the etage or

of actors or studios that was worth a daa*n, but I

saw some of my patrons leave weeping, so guess

this had something.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre.

Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

TAKE ME HOME: Bebe Daniels—85%. Decem-
ber 16. Nothing to write home about or to cause

any particular complaint, but hardly up to Bebe's

capacity. Held audience's interest. Six reels.—M. D.

Frazier, Empress theatre, Arma, Kan.—General pat-

ronage.

THE DRAG NET: George Bancroft—-50%. Decem-
ber 20. Due to some adverse reports, was a little

afraid of this one, but the majority of the customers

seemed to be satisfied. Eight reels.—B. Hollenbeck,

Rose theatre, Sumas, Wash.—Small town patronage.

THE BIG KILLING: Beery-Hatton—Don't see why
exhibitors knock this one. I consider it a real com-
edy. My house laughed till they cried. Beery and

Hatton popular here.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre,

Farwell, Neb.—General patronage.

KIT CARSON: Fred Thomson—40%. December
21-22. To- Me is putting it mildly. Every Thomson
gets worse. Thomson doesn't even try to act. Silver

King, who has always been 50 per cent of the team,

doesn't do one thing. Great opportunity was passed

up both in I -y and star to make a great picture.

Eight reels.—M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre, Arma,
Kan.—General patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—84%. December 21-22. A
very good picture and is as big as it is said to be,

but we didn't do so well with it. School doings first

night, 6econd night a lot better, but not quite

enough. Fifteen reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gero

theatre, Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.
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How They Voted
Following is the list of voters in the "My Favorite Players" contest, with their respective choices
for male and feminine players (in parentheses), and arranged by theatres. The first voter's name is

that of the exhibitor, the next that of his wife (except when conditions are otherwise), and the rest
those of the children. No attempt has been made to arrange the list in any special order, although
the position of each theatre is approximately according to the time the ballot representing it ivas
received.

Broadway. Brooklyn, la.—M. A. Fauver (Laura La Plante, Lo» Chaney) ; Mrs.M. A. Fauver (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney) ; Suranne Fauver (Joan Crawford
Lou Chaney); Jack Fauver (Laura La Plante, Loo Chaney).

Richards, Fayette, Ala. B. J. Loftis (Dolores Costello, William Halnea).
Grand, Angelica, >". Y. P. J. Lon-berrv (Marian Nixon, Lon Chaney); Mrs. P. J. Lonsberry (Lillian Gish, John Gilbert).
Cozy, Winchester, Ind. Will H. Brenner (Dolores Costello, Conrad Naeel).
Regent. Wayland, Mich. N. E. Frank (Joan Crawford, William Haines); Mrs. N. E. Frank (Joan Crawford, Richard DU).
Lansdale. Lansriale. Pa. John L. Comfort (Louise Lovelv. William Farnum) : James Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum) ; Mary Comfort (Lou se Lovely,

William Farnum); Cyril Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum).

THE FIRST KISS: Cooper-Wray—90%. December
23. Very fine picture with a good audience appeal.

Title is very misleading. Not a special but will stand
the pressure of a campaign. Six reels.—M. D.
Frazier, Empress theatre, Arma, Kan.—General pat-

ronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Cooper-Wray—December 17-18.

This title cost me half my business, but the picture

is another one in which the director followed the
original 6tory. "Four Brothers," unusually well

—

the result was as good a picture as you will have
this year.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE SHOWDOWN: George BrancrofV-December
14. A poor 6tory—poorer morals—and poorest at-

tendance. Rotten from start to finish.—M. W. Matte-
check. Lark theatre, McMinnville, Ore.—General pat-

ronage.

SAWDUST PARADISE: Esther Ralston—Decem-
ber 21. It'll do.—J. S. Walker. Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie. Tex.—Small town patronage.

OPEN RANGE: Special cast—A good Western,
but had a poor print on this one.—G. A. Dilla, Sun
theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General patronage.

HOT NEWS: Bebe Daniels—50%. December 5.

Her best one for some time, although we had a poor
house, due to the cold. Seven reels.—B. Hollen-
beck, Rose theatre, Sumas, Wash.—Small town pat-

ronage.

FEEL MY PULSE: Bebe Daniels—Bebe Daniels

was exceptionally good in this one. This is her third

picture that I have run and I say "Hats off!" to

Bebe. You can't go wrong on her pitcures.—G. A.
Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell. Neb.—General patron-

age.

GET YOUR MAN: Clara Bow—December 7-8.

The fiist picture of hers to play here, and the crowd
seemed to like it. A good little picture.—M. A.
Manning, Opera House, Baldwin, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

WHAT A NIGHT: Bebe Daniels—Very nice little

picture and drew well with favorable comment from
patrons. Bebe is one of the few of the older stars

who still holds her following.—Joe Hewitt, Strand
theatre, Robinson, III.—General patronage.

MAN OF THE FOREST: Jack Holt—80%. Decem-
ber 12. Good Western. Old, but went over fine

here. The names of Jack Holt and Zane Grey al-

ways assures a good house for me. Six reels.—B.

Hollenbeck, Rose theatre, Sumas, Wash.—Small town
patronage.

THE SPOTLIGHT: Esther Ralston—29%. Decem-
ber 22. Just a splinter from the block. Not much
of a picture for Saturday in a small town. Receipts

seven dollars short of expenses. Six reels.—Wolfe &
Williams. Screenland theatre. Nevada, O.—Small town
patronage.

HULA: Clara Bow—Fine picture to very poor

business, am sorry to report. Clara, how about an
autographed photo? Six reels.—Geo. H. Koch, Gem
theatre, Lyndon, Kan.—General patronage.

STARK LOVE: Special cast—50%. December
23. Out of the ordinary picture. It is made in

the Big Smoky mountains in the Carolinas, and
the actors are natives. Picture is clean and is

educational. Six reels.—H. B- Osborn, Commun-
ity theatre, Mt. Hope, Kan.—Small town patron-
age.

SPEEDY: Harold Lloyd—80%. Harold is always
good, but Speedy was not as good as some of the

others of earlier date. However this was a good
picture and did well at the box office.—W. R. Brat-

ton, Stella theatre, Council Grove, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

PRINCE OF HEADWAITERS: Adolphe Menjou—
Very good.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese,
111.—General patronage.

THAT'S MY BABY: Special cast—It's good.—
Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

HALF A BRIDE: Esther Ralston—73%. Decem-
ber 9-10. Very good program picture. Just the kind
of picture for Sunday. Esther Ralston is not much
of a drawing card, but when I play one of her pic-

tures I can rest assured that it is clean and has a
good moral. I think that is worth a whole lot. Print
and photography good. Seven reels.—P. G. Held.

Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—Neighborhood patron-
age.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE: Special cast—Good.
—Julian W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Bresse. 111.

—

General patronage.

Patke-DeMille
SKYSCRAPER: William Boyd—14%. December

20. A very good picture. Any picture with Sue
Carol is bound to be good. Nine reels.—Mrs. Hulda
J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.—General

patronage.

TENTH AVENUE: Phyllis Haver—Another sorry

attempt by William C. DeMille to make an under-

world picture. But like near beer, it has no kick

in it. Phyllis looks terrible, and I'd call it a
mediocre picture. Seven reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE VALLEY OF HUNTED MEN: Buffalo Bill,

Jr.—December 22. Due to the flu having a strangle

hold on me, I didn't see this, but the patrons re-

ported it as a dandy little Western. Five reels.

—

William E. Tragsdorf. Trags theatre. Neillsville. Wis.

—Small town patronage.

THE NIGHT BRIDE: Marie Prevost—The
very few that saw it said fine, but didn't gross

film rental, which was due to Christmas shop-

ping, flu epidemic, a revival meeting, lodge

meetings, radio, rehearsals for Christmas

cantata, and what have you. Yes, verily, the

first hundred years are the hardest. Six reels.

—Geo. H. Koch, Gem theatre, Lyndon, Kan.

—

General patronage.

NO MAN'S LAW: Rex—December 20-21. A fair

horse picture which would have been much better

if they had kept it in five reels. The work Rex
had to do was done in fine shape, but the picture

dragged and was, perhaps, the poorest Rex picture

I ever played, for that reason. Seven reels.—William

E. Tragsdorf. Trags theatre. Neillsville, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

THE FORBIDDEN WOMAN: Jetta Goudal—18%.
December 27. A dramatic picture—not so good for

small towns. A very small crowd out due to cold

weather and sickness. Seven reels.—Mrs. Hulda J.

Green. Gem theatre. Greenriver, Utah.—General pat-

ronage.

Tiffany-Stahl

LINGERIE: Special cast—December 10-11.

When I had this booked. I thought it was a

fashion show picture. Far from it, ifs a real

honest to goodness comedy-drama about a

doughboy and his sweetie, and they certainly

enjoyed it here, for they laughed loud enough.

Too bad the title will keep away many who
may think the same as I did before I saw the

paper and read the synopsis. Six reels.

—

Ulysses Ponsant, Bijou theatre, Waterville, Me.

—Neighborhood patronage.

WILD GEESE: Special cast—Good.—Julius W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese. 111.—General pat-

ronage.

THE HAUNTED SHIP: Special cast— 10'i. De-

cember 18. A good picture of the kind of rough
stuff. Fifty-fifty satisfaction.—Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich..—General patronage.

THE TOILERS: Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.— 100%.
November 29-December 1. The kind of a picture
everyone will like. Nine reels.—S. A. Hayman, The
Lyda theatre, Grand Island, Neb.—General patronage.

LIGHTNING: Special cast—Good Zane Grey pic-
ture to good business. If producers would exert
the same effort in making their out-of-door pictures
as they do the other type, they would still click with
us. Most everybody likes pictures like "The Covered
Wagon," "North of "36" and "Canyon," and others
I could name, but the producers think that any old
way to slap a Western together is good enough.

—

L. E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville, la.—Gen-
eral patronage.

LIGHTNING: Special cast.—Very good.—Julius W.
Schmidt. Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

THE CAVALIER: Richard Talmadge—December
26-27. Richard Talmadge looks better in "The Cava-
lier" than he ever did. You can always depend on
Tiffany for a real good picture. Interesting and
lively from the first to the last reel. Seven reels.

—

Ulysses Ponsant, Bijou theatre, Waterville, Me.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

HOUSE OF SCANDAL: Special cast—40%. De-
cember 19. An extra-good program picture. Six
reels.—Grafton Nutter, Royal theatre, Republic, Kan.
—General patronage.

United Artists

RAMONA: Dolores Del Rio—Every one
well pleased with the 10-cent raise in price
for this, and incidentally broke house record
of two years' standing with this picture.
Eight reels.—Geo. H. Koch, Gem theatre,
Lyndon, Kan.—General patronage.

RAMONA: Dolores Del Rio—90%. November
15-16. A very beautiful story of Helen Hunt Jack-
son'6 famous novel. Dolores Del Rio is an actress
in her own class, in my opinion, and as Ramona
she is wonderful. Be sure and use the song score
with the picture. United Artiste sella its pictures,
each on its own merit, and I will say that they are
the most consistent line on the market and every-
one a special.—W. R. Bratton, Stella theatre. Council
Grove, Kan.—Small town patronage.

RAMONA : Dolores Del Rio—December 25-16. Well,
so far as the picture is concerned, it will stack
up pretty well against some of my $7.50 Westerns.
However, due to the extreme lot of publicity which
was spread on this thing, there were a lot of people
in to see wotinell it was all about. It will draw,
but it is the "goose grease" for entertainment. Eight
reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-
ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

No Losses m the Box Office
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SORREL AND SON: Special cast—December 25.

Very good father love picture. Pleased a large crowd.

Ten reels.—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview theatre, Plain-

view, Neb.—General patronage.

COLLEGE: Buster Keaton—December 21-22. A
very good comedy of college life that I played to

an empty house the first night, and the attendance

fell off somewhat the second. Christmas shopping is

the answer. However, it's well worth playing. Six

reels.—M. A. Manning, Opera House, Baldwin, Wis.

—Small town patronage.

Universal
ANYBODY' HERE SEEN KELLY: Special cast—

Another pleasant surprise from Universal. A much
better picture than I expetced it to be. Tom Moore
and Bessie Love very good, and Kate Price contrib-

utes some excellent comedy. The plot is not so shop-

worn as most of them. Boost it. Seven reels.

—

P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—Gen-

eral patronage.

CLEARING THE TRAIL : Hoot Gibson—50%. De-

cember 22. One of the best Westerns we have played.

Story better than the average. Hoot always good.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—General patronage.

MADE-TO-ORDER HERO: Ted Wells—Not any
good. Worst Western we've had in a long time. Five

reek—R. H. Nail, Nusho theatre. Duke, Okla.—
General patronage.

THE NIGHT BIRD: Reginald Denny—50%. De-

cember 25. A picture that pleased them all. Fine

story. Star and cast extra good.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

WE AMERICANS: Special cast—70%. Personal

opinion : I believe this is one of the finest in direc-

tion, action and story I ever ran, Americanizing both

aliens and natural born citizens. Pleased 100 per

cent. Some patrons saw it three times.—M. D.

Frazier, Empress theatre, Arma, Kan.—General pat-

ronage.

THE FLYING COWBOY: Hoot Gibson—December
15. The old farm horse doesn't buck very hard, but

there is enough comedy to make up for other things.

—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Texas.

—Small town patronage.

THE FLYING COWBOY: Hoot Gibson—58%. De-

cember 11-12. About the average Hoot Gibson. Not
good and not poor. Just fair. Print and photography

fair. Six reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold,

la.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE MICHIGAN KID: Special cast—De-
cember 24-25. This is a corker. That forest

fire is certainly the best thrill I've seen in a
picture for quite a while. For small theatres

using non-synchronous machines, play "The
Storm," a special sound effect record during

the last reel, and you'll have them gasping for

breath. Well directed and well produced. Six

reels.—Ulysses Ponsant, Bijou theatre, Water-
ville, Me.—Neighborhood patronage.

LOVE ME AND THE WORLD IS MINE: Special

cast—This is also a good one. It was so different

from most of 'em. Six reels.—R. H. Nail, Nusho
theatre, Duke, Okla.—General patronage.

BUCK PRIVATES: Special cast—90%. Very good

war comedy program. Will please 95 per cent of

audience that like action comedy.—M. D. Frazier.

Empress theatre, Arma, Kan.—General patronage.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: Special cast—73%. De-

cember 25-26-27. Well, it's no doubt a wonderful

picture, but we lost money on it. Too much flu

sticking around here perhaps. Another case of pres-

tige without profits, so we're glad it's over with and
wouldn't run it again if we had similar conditions.

Film rental too high, like most Universale. Print

and photography fair. Paper good. Eleven reels.

—

Wolfe & Williams, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.

—

Small town patronage.

THAT'S MY DADDY: Reginald Denny—
100%. December 25. Broke our Christmas

Day record. It's a very good comedy. Some
of our patrons are still talking about it. Six

reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre,

Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

THAT'S MY DADDY: Reginald Denny—December
14. This good picture was taken over by the little

girl whose name I failed to get.—J. S. Walker, Texas

theatre. Grand Prairie, Texas.—Small town patronage.

SILK STOCKINGS: Laura LaPlante—This is a

good one. Keeps you laughing all the time. Six

reels.—R. H. Nail, Nusho theatre, Duke, Okla.—
General patronage.

THE CAT AND THE CANARY: Laura LaPlante
—100%. Biggest business of the season. Pleased

95 per cent. Suspense is well held to the end.

Eight reels.—M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre, Arma.
Kan.—General patronage.

Warner Bros.
BRASS KNUCKLES: Monte Blue— 10%. Decem-

ber 21. A good crook entertainment. Well acted.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.
CAUGHT IN THE FOG: Special cast—20%. De-

cember 12. Just an average, nothing to blow about.

Six reels.—Grafton Nutter, Royal theatre, Republic,
Kan.—General patronage.
LAND OF THE SILVER FOX: Rin Tin Tin-

Good picture. Plenty of action. Best we've had of

Rin Tin Tin. Very good house.—R. H. Nail, Nusho
theatre, Duke, Okla.—General patronage.
BEWARE OF BACHELORS: Special cast—Decem-

ber 26-27. "Snappy, Frisky, Risky" is right, but our
patrons seemed to like it.—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview
theatre, Plainview, Neb.—General patronage.
GLORIOUS BETSY: Dolores Costello—This cer-

tainly was a wonderful picture. Can't go wrong on
this one. Six reels.—R. H. Nail, Nusho theatre,

Duke, Okla.—General patronage.

RACE FOR LIFE : Good.^Julius W. Schmidt.
Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

POWDER MY BACK: Irene Rich—40%. Novem-
ber 29. Just plain rotten. Seven thousand feet of

film wasted. Seven reels.—B. Hollenbeck, Rose thea-

tre, Sumas, Wash.—Small town patronage.

SIMPLE SIS: Special cast—Fair business on a

one day showing. Not as bad as some reported it

was, but nothing to write home about, either. Seven
reels.—Geo. H. Koch, Gem theatre, Lyndon, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT TAXI: Special cast—December
15. Another program that was just fair. Six reels.

—Grafton Nutter, Royal theatre, Republic, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE BLACK DIAMOND EXPRESS: Monte Blue
—Fair business ; good picture, except the railroad

sequences, which are a joke to an experienced rail-

road man. Why don't they get a technical advisor

for railroad pictures, same as they do for other

class pictures ? Seven reels.—Geo. H. Koch, Gem
theatre, Lyndon, Kan.—General patronage.

HILLS OF KENTUCKY: Rin Tin Tin—December
8. A good dog picture. They draw a little better

than the average feature. Grafton Nutter, Royal
theatre. Republic, Kan.—General patronage.

HILLS OF KENTUCKY: Special cast—Not so

good. Six reels.—Julius W. Schmidt. Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

Serials

TRAZAN THE MIGHTY (Universal) : Frank Mer-

rill—Certainly up to expectations. Frank Merrill has

quite a following since his "Perils of the Jungle"

success.—Ulysses Ponsant, Bijou theatre, Waterville,

Me.—Neighborhood patronage.

Contest Leader

LON CHANEY
M CM

State Rights
THE ROAD TO RUIN: Special cast—50%.

December 19-20. A good entertaining, instruc-
tive picture. True story. Well produced and
gave satisfaction to the best people who saw
it.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

Short Features

EDUCATIONAL
BATTER UP: Good.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand

theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

COMPANIONATE SERVICE : Dorothy Devore—

A

very laughable comedy for old and young.—P. G.
Vaughan. Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General
patronage.

DUMMIES: ..It's good.—Julius W. Schmidt. Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

GIRLIES BEHAVE: Jerry Drew—Personally. I

detest this Drew guy, but in spite of him this is a
funny comedy.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.—General patronage.

GRANDPA'S BOY: Big Boy—Pretty good comedy
for the children.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Gris-
wold, la.—Neighborhood patronage.

HOT LUCK: Big Boy—If your patrons like this

kid, then they will enjoy this one. It'6 one of his

best.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
—General patronage.

KILTIES: Poor.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand the-

atre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

LISTEN SISTER: Very good.—Julius W. Schmidt,
Grand theatre, Bree6e, 111.—General patronage.

MAKING WHOOPEE: A very good comedy.—P. G.

Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General
patronage.

NAUGHTY BOY: Fair comedy. It seems hard
to get a good comedy nowadays, one that will make
the public laugh.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Gri6-

wold, la.—Neighborhood patronage.

PLUMB DUMB: Good.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

STAGE FRIGHT: A funny comedy. Two reels.—
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
—General patronage.

TROUBLES GALORE: Fair —P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griswold, la.—Neighborhood patronage.

F B O

CURIOSITIES: Snappy, interesting subjects that

are well liked.—Joseph Conway, Egyptian theatre,

Bala-Cynwyd. Pa.—General patronage.

MICKEY'S RIVALS: Nice little comedy. Two
reels.—Frank Johnson, Opera House, Louisville, Neb.
-—Small town patronage.

FOX

HOT HOUSE HAZEL: Fair.—P. G. Held. Strand
theatre, Griswold, la.—Neighborhood patronage.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

ALL PARTS: A good comedy. Two reels.—Bert

Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Gen-

eral patronage.

BLOW BY BLOW: Max Davidson—Good comedy.

Kept them laughing.—Andrew Rapp, Theatorium
theatre, Emlenton, Pa.—General patronage.

DO GENTLEMEN SNORE: Max Davidson—

A

spooky comedy that registers well with old and young.

—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.,

Can.—General patronage.

HATS OFF: Laurel-Hardy—Gentlemen here's a
knockout. Probably the funniest comedy we've shown
for a long, long time. Two reels.—Frank Johnson.

Opera House, Louisville, Neb.—Small town patron-

age.

LEAVE 'EM LAUGHING: Laurel-Hardy—Good
comedy. Two reels.—Frank Johnson. Opera House,

Louisville, Neb.—Small town patronage.

NEWS NO. 27: Very good and not 30 or 60 days

old, like a lot of others. Print and photography

good.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

NEWS NO. 31: Good news reel.—P. G. Held.

Strand theatre, Griswold. Ia.—Neighborhood patron-

age.

THE OLE GRAY HOSS: Our Gang—Shucks, these

Gang pictures seem to be slipping. Good old human
interest is what made the Gang popular, in our

estimation, and if the producer would stick to that

and cut out the trick photography they would 6tay

popular. Also give us lighter pictures. This one

was dark. Title so dark it could hardly be read

from the projection room. Oh, well, maybe we all
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"My Favorite Players" Contest

BALLOT: for voting in the Herald-World's 1928-29 contest to determine who are the fa-

vorite male and feminine screen players of exhibitors and the members of their immediate fami-

lies. Choices are to be made on any basis the voter chooses.

Voter's Name Above
Chosen Players' Names

Feminine Player

Male Player
,

Theatre , Town

MAIL to Exhibitors Herald-World, "My Favorite Players" Contest, 407 So. Dearborn, Chicago, LU.

have the flu eo bad here that we can't laugh at any-

thing!—Wolfe & Williams. Screenland theatre. Ne-
vada, O.—-Small town patronage.

SHOULD MARRIED MEN GO HOME: Laurel-

Hardy—The funniest team in pictures in another
riot. This time it's mud-slinging! Patrons are

asking for Laurel and Hardy.—Joseph Conway.
Egyptian theatre, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.—General
patronage.

THE SPANKING AGE: Our Gang—This is a
dandy comedy, though the Gang has very little to

do in it. Should not be called a Gang comedy.

—

S. B. Kennedy. Central theatre. Selkirk, Man., Can.
—General patronage.

SPOOKS SPOOFING: Our Gang—Good comedy,
but not up to the Gang's standard. Two reels.

—

Frank Johnson, Opera House, Louisville, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

TOKENS OF MANHOOD: Oddity—Fair.—Andrew
Rapp. Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa.—General
patronage.

THE WAY OF ALL PANTS: Charley Chase
—Personally thought just too much display of

where pants should be, but it got more laughs

than usual, so much class it as good. If your
patronage is of very high class, however, don't

play it. Two reels.—Frank Johnson, Opera
House, Louisville, Neb.—Small town patronage.

PARAMOUNT
HOT SCOTCH: An extra good funny comedy.

Two reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

JUST THE TYPE: Neal Burns—Good.—Mrs.
Hulda J. Green. Gem theatre. Greenriver. Utah.

—

General patronage.

SEA FOOD: Billy Dooley—All the Dooleys we
have played have been good.—B. Hollenbeck, Rose
theatre, Sumas. Wash.—Small town patronage.

SCRAMBLED WEDDINGS: Edward Horton—
Very good.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green. Gem theatr*.

Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

A SHE-GOING SAILOR: Billy Dooley—The best

Dooley we've ever had. Full of laughs from start

to finish.—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview theatre. Plain-

view, Neb.—General patronage.

WEDDING WOWS: Bobby Vernon—Ho-hum ! The
same old stuff. You've seen it a hundred times.

Lauds Mussolini for

Stand on Film Education
Mussolini's attitude in support of

educational motion pictures was
praised editorially recently by Ar-
thur Brisbane in his Today's column
published in Hearst papers.

"In the present stage of human de-
velopment, with the stone stage only
12,000 years behind us," the editorial
continued, "moving pictures are by
far the greatest force in education.
In one hour they can teach the young,
through the eyes, more than printed
books or oral lessons could teach in
a month."

Nice bright photography.—Wolfe & Williams, Screen-
land theatre, Nevada. O.—Small town patronage.

PATHE

CHICKEN FEED: Very good, if not the best

played so far.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

CRAZY TO ACT: Fairly good.—B. Hollenbeck.
Rose theatre. Sumas, Wash.—Small town patronage.

CURED IN THE EXCITEMENT: Billy Bevan—
Fair comedy.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.—General patronage.

FIDDLESTICKS: Harry Langdon—Funny. Two
reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

GLORIOUS FOURTH: Our Gang—Good. Haven't
seen a bad one yet.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem thea-
tre, Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

MOTOR BOAT MAMAS: A rough comedy. Two
reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre. Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

ON THE FRONT PAGE: Good.—Andrew Rapp.
Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa.—General patron-
age.

PLAYING HOOKEY: Our Gang—Very good.—
Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

UNIVERSAL

AND MORNING CAME: Mike and Ike—Not so
bad. Two reels.—Frank Johnson, Opera House, Louis-
ville, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE COLLEGIANS: Have played four chapters
of them and they are well liked. Old but good en-
tertainment.—M. A. Manning, Opera House, Baldwin,
Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE COLLEGIANS: Good. Well liked by my
patrons.—Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Emlen-
ton, Pa.—General patronage.

FOOTPRINTS : If you have a non-synchronous
machine, and sound effect records, play this one
reel novelty and it will go over great. All you need
is train, auto horn and crash records, besides your
music records. Ulysses Ponsant, Bijou theatre, Water-
ville. Me.—Neighborhood patronage.

FUN LN THE CLOUDS: More of a thriller than
a comedy. Certainly way above the average one-reel

comedy. Wish all one-reel subjects were nearly as
good as this one.—Ulysses Ponsant, Bijou theatre.

Waterville, Me.—Neighborhood patronage.

GEORGE'S MANY LOVES: Sid Saylor—Good.—
Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.
—General patronage.

HAREM SCREAM: Oswald—Pretty good cartoon,

with a drunken camel sequence which drew hearty
laughs. Badly worn print, and so smeared with oil

and dirt that the screen result was mostly a series

of flickering blurs. Universal must have forgotten

it was Christmas when they sent this out.—Wolfe &
Williams, Screenland theatre, Nevada, Ohio.—Small
town patronage.

LET GEORGE DO IT: "Look Pleasant." Just a

filler. Not many laughs. Two reels.—Frank John-
son, Opera House, Louisville, Neb.—Small town pat-

ronage.

NEWLYWEDS NEED HELP: Smookums^Tust a
filler. Two reels.—Frank Johnson, Opera House,
Louisville, Neb.—Small town patronage.

SAND WITCHES AND TEA: Arthur Lake—
Scarcely up to the standard of previous Arthur Lake
singles. Just filler. Good print.—-Wolfe & Williams,

Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patron-
age.

SKYSCRAPER : Oswald—This is the first of the
series and it's a corker. As good as any cartoon
on the market.—Ulysses Ponsant, Bijou theatre, Wa-
terville, Me.—Neighborhood patronage.

SNOOKUMS' MERRY CHRISTMAS: Snookums—
Dandy Christmas holiday comedy.—S. B. Kennedy.
Central theatre. Selkirk, Man., Can.—General pat-
ronage.

SPECLAL EDITION: Just silly.— S. B. Kennedy,
Central theatre. Selkirk, Man.. Can.—General patron-
age.

WAX FIGURES: Just a waste of 1.000 feet of
film. Should be shelved.—Ulysses Ponsant, Bijou
theatre, Waterville, Me.—Neighborhood patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS

SHE SAID NO: Good Comedy.—Bert Silver. Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

Censor Seeks Statutory
Jurisdiction Over Sound

(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, Jan. &—One of the meas-
ures which John L. Cliffton, State director,
of education and film censor, has drafted
and will urge before the legislature is a def-
inite provision that gives him the authority
to censor sound as well as silent films.

There has been considerable controversy
over this feature of the law, which was en-
acted before sound was established. Acting
on an opinion of Attorney General Edward
C. Turner, the department has censored
sound on several occasions.

Another amendment sponsored by Clifton
is one increasing the censor fee. At present
it is $1 per reel and it is proposed to triple

this fee, the extra money to go to purchase
sound equipment. Clifton also wants to put
a number of inspectors in the field to see
that eliminations ordered by himself and his
department are carried out.

Theatre Pays Tribute

To Newspaper Head
(Special to the Herald World)

KANSAS CITY, Jan. 8.—A £ne
tribute to August F. Seested, general
manager of the Kansas City Star,
who died the other day was paid by
the Globe theatre, Kansas City £rst
run playhouse. At exactly the time of
Mr. Seested's funeral—3:30 o'clock—
the performance was stopped at the
theatre for three minutes and "Rock
of Ages," which a massive choir
sings in "The King of Kings," a

sound picture being played at the the-
atre, was played and sung.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By J. F.

THE Row presented several new quick changes characteristic of itself, other

Rows and the film business in general, last week. Henri Ellman, until

just recently manager of the Columbia exchange and more recently asso-

ciated with Jerry Abrams in the distribution of Biophone in this territory, was

appointed supervisor! of the Central district for Tiffany-Stahl, in succession to

A. H. McLaughlin, who has been connected with that company for many years,

both as exchange manager and division chief.

Ellman's successor at Columbia was also named last week, William (or as you

and we know him, Bill) Brumberg being appointed to the post.

McLaughlin states that he has no plans to announce at this time, though he

expects to shortly.

Joe Lyon, than whom there is none more
well known along the Row and who recent-

ly became associated with DeForest Photo-
film in this territory, announces from his

headquarters at 806 So. Wabash, that the

Willard theatre, which recently was taken

over by the United Theatres Corporation,
has installed his product and will open with

the device December 13. Harry Willard is

manager of the house.

* * *

Joe has just returned to his new job fol-

lowing confinement to his home with a

severe cold, for which, he says, a broad-
minded doctor prescribed most effective

treatment.
* * *

Among other things confided to one of

the town's reporters by John Balaban the
other day, the B & K official declared that

ten years ago, in the first year of the cir-

cuit's operation, it served 750,000, and that

last year B & K houses plaved to over 30,-

000,000.
* * *

The Lincoln theatre in Danville, Illinois,

which had been closed since last August,
has been leased for 10 years to the Anita
Amusement Corporation of Chicago, Albert
Goldman, 5 South Wabash, was the broker.

* * *

One reason, at least, for Chicago's excite-
ment last Friday, was Pat Rooney. Pat ar-

rived with his wife and son, Patsy from
New York en route to the Coast to make
12 audien shorts for Universal. They have
already done a Movietone short.

Asked what he thought of talking pic-

tures, Pat said, "They are the big thing to-

day and in time they will be perfected.
When the phonograph first came in, it was
neither good nor very bad, but in time it

became entirely satisfactory. In time talk-

ing pictures will be regulated so that the
voice of the actor can be tuned in as a
radio is. In this way it will be clear like

the victrola and radio. All-talking long
features, however, will have a harder strug-
gle than shorts."

Pat the 3rd, who is a chip off the old
block, was 19 years old on his last birthday.

* * *

The North Center theatre at Irving Park
and Lincoln, is to open with sound in a
few weeks. Harry Radfield is the new man-
ager of this house.

* * *

The Fargo theatre in Geneva, 111., will

have sound starting January 11. The Fargo
theatre in Sycamore, 111., will also present

sound pictures. Along in May the Des-
plaines and Deerpath theatres are to open
with audiens.

* * *

William Brumberg, who was appointed
manager of the Columbia exchange to suc-

ceed Henri Ellman, began his career in

the film business when little more than

a lad, being first hired to play minor parts

in a traveling road show. Next he entered
the newspaper field and was appointed as-

sistant circulation manager of the Santa
Barbara Morning Press. At one time in his

career he was a theatre usher, and though
that was before the days of the present
highly trained ushers, one knows that they

haven't got anything on Bill.

* * *

L. V. Kuttnauer, who is responsible for

Photophone success in these precincts, says
that the new device, which will play all

kinds of standard talking records, will be

ready in another week or so. Kuttnauer
says that a test will be made shortly.

* * *

Frank Ishmael and Max Schwartz of

M G M, have returned from their vacations.

Schwartz spent his time around Chicago

—

his favorite place, he says—while Ishmael
visited his mother in Danville.

* * *

"Submarine," Columbia special, has been
booked by B & K to play in the majority of

Echoes from the Tiffany-Stahl convention
December 28 and 29. Shown are Grant
L. Cook, secretary and treasurer (left)

and L. A. Young, president (right), see-

ing George Jessel, star of Tiffany-StahFs
coming audien, "Lucky Boy," off to his

matinee at the Harris, where he is star-

ring in "The War Song," following Sat-

urday's luncheon at the Stevens hotel.

that circuit's houses. Coston theatres have
also signed for the picture.

* * *

The Lincoln theatre, in Springfield,
owned by Frisina & Grachetto, has been
rebuilt and now seats 800. The theatre has
installed a new Whitt organ, and Henry
Wagner is the organist. The front of the
house is equipped with a new 36-foot sign.

* * *

Nels Fischer was a visitor at the Colum-
bia exchange last week.

* * *

Max Gumbiner has taken over the Lin-
coln theatre in Danville. The theatre was
formerly operated by C. C. Pyle, the
"Bunion Derby" expert, and Harry Mc-
Kevin.

* * *

Clarence Phillips and Oscar Florine are
now selling Columbia pictures, both in

Chicago.
* * *

Fred Knispel, district manager of Colum-
bia, is back in Chicago after spending the
holidays with his family in Minneapolis.

* * *

A. B. McCallen of the McCallen circuit,

has bought a new airplane.

Adolph Siegfried of the Byou theatre
has sold out. He operated the Byou for

more than 21 years. Great States was the
buyer. Siegfried has not announced any
plans for the future.

* * *

Columbia is handling Buck Jones' first in-

dependent picture, "The Big Hop," for the
Northern Illinois territory.

* * *

Educational will release 20 Sennett all-

talking shorts for the season of 1929, ac-

cording to Dave Dubin, Educational man-
ager.

Holdups Rob Theatre of

$535, Caught in Boxcar
(Special to the Herald-World)

LaGRANDE, ORE., Jan. 8.—Less than

two hours after a holdup of the Arcade
theatre here January 2 in which Francis
Greulich, one of the owners, was robbed
of $535, the two robbers were captured in a

boxcar and the money recovered.

Alma Bennett and her mother, Mrs.

Doris Bennett, as they arrived at the

Dearborn Street station, enroute to New
York, where Miss Bennett is to make
audien sequences for a Tiffany-Stahl pro-

duction. (HeratdWorld photo.)

$150,000 Theatre to Open
(Special to the Herald-World)

BILOXI, MISS., Jan. 8.—The new
Saenger theatre, erected at a cost of ap-
proximately $150,000 is nearing completion
and will open about January 15. The new
house will be fitted for the showing of

movietone films.



In the "^Talkies" too

The fidelity of sound reproduction

with motion pictures is affected by

every variation in the film — be it

ever so slight.

That is why, in the "Talkies"

too, Eastman film excels. The great

quantities in which it is produced,

the strict supervision constantly ex-

ercised — the resulting uniformity

from roll to roll, day to day, year to

year— these factors of Eastman film

manufacture are of first importance

to the newest development of the art.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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TH \\ R E

IS

NLY ONE
BIG COMPANY
SPECIALIZING
EXCLUSIVELY

in

Short Features
That's worth
remembering

THE SPICE OFT^E PROGRAM'

FOR THE REST
IN SHORT FEATURES

SILENT OR WITH SOUND

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

Sunk
Prevdrnl

MEMBER. MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OT AMERICA INC



EX H I BITORS

H E RALDWORLD
Oh, see the man* What is

the man doing?

The man is making a "Standing Room Only" sign.

He is getting ready to play the Year's Giant Picture—

Ti©TRAIL OF '98
Yes indeed it's a Metro*Qoldivyn*Mayer Picture with

Dolores Del Rio and a mighty cast. Directed hy

Clarence Brown. It's great either Sound or Silent!
MemberofMocion Picture Producers and Distributors ofAmerica, Tnc.



IN CASH PRIZES
are being offered to the general public by
Universal for the best answers to the question:

Whydoalluring
women love
homely men?
It's a knockout exploitation idea for exhibitors. See
Universal Weekly, Jan. 12th issue and following is-

sues, for details.

With Olga Baclanova, Brandon Hurst, Sam De
Grasse, Cesare Gravina, Stuart Holmes, George
Seigmann. Two negatives—one silent, one with

sound.

JTaul LeniTrodudi

m

starring CONRAD VEIDT and MARY PHILBIlSi

—StUnt orSound- Carl Laeramle leads the Way///
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when a stage play succeeds like this

10 WEEKS 5Vt YEARS
MONTREAL NEWYORK
Previous Record Previous Record

2 WEEKS 2 'i 2 YEARS

28 WEEKS
CLEVELAND

28 WEEKS
DETROIT

34 WEEKS
BOSTON

4 WEEKS
AKRON, O.

13 WEEKS
ST. LOUIS

4 WEEKS
SCRANTON, PA

13 WEEKS
COLUMBUS, O.

8 WEEKS
INDIANAPOLIS

1 WEEK
SOUTH BEND

8 WEEKS
DENVER

7 WEEKS
ATLANTA

7 WEEKS
BIRMINGHAM

4 WEEKS
MINNEAPOLIS

5 WEEKS
ST. PAUL

8 WEEKS
SYRACUSE

8 WEEKS
ROCHESTER

4 WEEKS
DAYTON

2 WEEKS
SALT LAKE CITY

58 WEEKS
CHICAGO

tl WEEKS
MILWAUKEE

4 WEEKS
UTICA.N.Y.

11 WEEKS
CINCINNATI

and PARAMOUNT makes a great picture
out of it and gets behind it like this:

Full Page in color

Saturday Eve. Post

Co-operative Newspaper
Advertising

Special Exploitation Book,
packed ivith real selling ideas

no wonder it cleans np everywhere!

"'Abie's' $20,000 leads Toronto" (Variety report). "Smashes house record

Strand, Providence" (Wire). w 'Abie' $19,500 record at Capitol, Montreal"

(Variety report). And records in Pittsburg, Cincinnati, San Francisco!

ANNE NICHOLS'

ABIES IRISH ROSE
*ean Hersholt, Charles Rogers, Nancy Carroll. Victor Fleming Prod.
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QI3ALITYTALKING

(pictures

Pictures

NEWSPAPERS in 400 cities are telling

• 100,000,000 readers in page ads the

triumphant story of "INTERFERENCE" and

PARAMOUNT QUALITYTALKING PICTURES!
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THREE
WIRES
OUT OF
SCORES



At flic Box-oilieo ortd

WHEN CAESAR
RAN A NEWSPAPER
Unique and Clever Travesty

by

Waldemar Young and Wm. Jacobs

with

RAYMOND HATTON
and

SAM HARDY

BIRD
IN THE HAND

By Percy Heath

featuring

LOIS WILSON
with

Jason Robards, Roy D'Arcy

^ and Dot Farley
Directed by

A. Leslie Pearc<



ott i\to Screen tit Ca;^!*
r0

100% TALKING
AND LIVE, MOVING ACTION

Produced by Al Christie,

Master of Short Entertainment.

THE
lEUNCHOLY DAME

M BY

OCTAVISR0YC0HEN
I All-colored cast,

with the true dialect of
the famous stories

V Introducing

^ Florian Slappey, Mr. Permanent

^ Williams, Webster Dill,

Jonquil and Sapho
Directed by

Arvid E. Gillstro

And Coming/
POST MORTEMS

with

Raymond Griffith

MUSIC HATH HARMS

Recorded by Western Electric System

PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORPORATION
Adolph Zuko. . Pres., Paramount Bldg.. N. Y.

by

Octavus Roy Cohen

JED'S VACATION
with

Charles Grapewin and
Anna Chance

MEET THE MISSUS
with

The Gleasons, former stars of
"Is Zat So" and "The Shannons
of Broadway"
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Certified Circulation

. . . and no foolin'

Certified Circulation is to the

Advertiser What Certified Milk is

to the Baby. Count on both and

take no substitute!

The HERALD-WORLD is the only pub-
lication in the motion picture industry with
Certified Circulation.

The HERALD-WORLD is the only trade

paper whose books are audited by the Audit
Bureau of Circulations, a neutral and thor-

ough investigating agency whose reports

are gospel in the advertising world.

This means that when the HERALD-
WORLD announces, with no small pride,

that it has the largest circulation the field

has ever known, then that means something.

You can count on it.

This is Certified Circulation.

There Is No Substitute For Circulation
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—Silent orSound- Carl Laemmle leads the Way///
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PerfectSound
paihe sound

INSURED BY DUPONT-

PATHE FINE GRAINED

POSITIVE FILM STOCK
You can't make a silk purse

out of a sow's ear.

You can't make a raven sing.

By the same token, absolute

verity of sound recording can-

not be achieved on coarse-

grained film stock.

The recognized superiority of

Dupont-Pathe stock for sound

recording guarantees the clear-

est and most natural tonal

effects.

With the Pathe Sound News
two negative system—the sound

and picture recorded simulta-

neously on separate film—Pathe'

Sound News is able to utilize

the extremely fine-grained

Dupont-Pathe positive stock for

the sound track, with the pic-

ture photographed on regular

negative stock. Hence Sound is

not sacrificed to picture nor

picture to sound. The use of

of perfectEvery element
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Recordingin
NEWS
this special Dupont-Pathe fine-

grained positive film stock for the

sound track banishes the recording

and laboratory evils of other systems.

The highest or lowest degree of sound
variability is achieved. The chirp of a

cricket or the roar of a cannon are

recorded with life-like fidelity.

Reproduction of sound track. Sound recorded

separately on special fine-grained Dupont-

Pathe positive film.

ELIMINATES DUPING
Moreover, with the variable area system as used in

Pathe Sound News duping is eliminated because the

sound and picture are recorded independently and

simultaneously on two separate films. Whereas with the

variable density system the picture and sound track are

photographed on one film, and inasmuch as Picture

and Sound track are not spaced in correct relationship

for synchronization in projection, it is, therefore, neces-

sary to go through a duping process to get them in

that relationship.

Thus Pathe Sound News combines to a superlative de-

gree. Dupont-Pathe fine-grained positive stock for the

sound track plus every element of perfect sound and
picture recording.

Picture recorded separately on regulation

negative film stock.

Combined in the laboratory into one film

strip—the ultimate in sound and picture

quality.

sound and picture recording
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The NEW company

INCOR

NOW READY
Exhibitor's Choice Selling

You can buy one or all

You can see before you buy 1

Photoplays made where the story's laid

PICTURES ACTUALLY PRODUCED !W EUROPE ASI/
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with the NEW idea

CRATED

for BUSINESS
See the World Wide Manager

any Educational Exchange
Physical Distribution Through Educational
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make your resetvatio

Hollywood

all trade papets

HOTELASTOR MAR
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We're

Asking
15,000,000* .

If you HAD to be

BAD . could you

make GOOD ?

Have you a talent for

turpitude ?

How Bad could you

be— if you really tried ?

Suppose someone told

you you HAD to be

BAD to be Famous .

really first-class Sinner

in your spare time I

Betty Lee picks Broad'

way as her Correspon-

dence School .

/

But right on the edge

of evil — at the very

crossroads of crime —

a farcical fate detours

her off the Easiest

Way! . .

.

Could you become a Why? — And how?

In brilliant
full-page ads

appearing
now m^JrueSlorif.

Vanity tfait'and 7
other famous
magazines. john Mccormick

presents

COLLEEN
MOORE
SYNTHETIC SIN

Iron thepLuf by Frederic ami Fannu, Matron

?////? ANTONIO MORENO
aWILLIAM A. SEITGR
p a o n uction

Member if Motion Picture Producer* mt

Distributors of America Inc.—WU1 HrUtys flaUnt
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Advertising the Industry

THE industry's need for institutional advertising, fre-

quently referred to in these pages, has commenced to

assert itself in the thought of various of the leading pro-

ducers and distributors. As the result it is reported that

the Hays organization has under consideration plans for a

broad and comprehensive publicity effort. Nothing definite

as to the plan of procedure has yet been arrived at, al-

though various specific suggestions have been discussed.

We have frequently insisted that the motion picture1 in-

dustry is decidedly under-advertised. Altogether too much
reliance has been placed upon free publicity and upon the

attention that comes to the industry and its product be-

cause of the peculiar nature of the business. Too much
dependence has been placed upon word-of-mouth advertis-

ing unsupported by printed advertising and too little ef-

fort has been made to capitalize upon favorable word-of-

mouth advertising by making such the subject of printed

advertising.

The industry has long indulged itself in the illusion of

being a well-advertised and a well-publicized business; the

facts only are that it has been peculiarly fortunate in hav-

ing a subject matter which naturally attracts attention.

The few, random advertising and publicity efforts which it

has originated have uniformly been both inadequate and

inexpert.

Hence it is not surprising, now that the subject of ad-

vertising and publicity for the industry at large is finally

coming in for some consideration, that many of the ideas

being put forward are futilely academic or otherwise im-

practicable.

One suggestion is that a weekly picture supplement be

inserted in the large daily newspapers throughout the

country. We wonder if anyone has taken the trouble to

figure out the cost of this, leaving aside for the moment the

question of whether newspaper publishers could be pre-

vailed upon to accept such a proposition.

Another suggestion is that the Hays organization publish

a monthly fan magazine. This is the relic of an idea that

has persisted at various places in the industry for a long

time. In this connection it may be noted that the indus-

try, without investment, is now enjoying the services of

several good fan magazines, including Photoplay which is

not only a good fan magazine but is a publication that

ranks well up in the list of the best and most influential

magazines of the country.

The Hays organization has quite enough before it in the
way of immediate and proper duties to fulfill without even
considering a flyer into the publishing business.

What the industry needs is advertising; there are plenty
of publications both inside and outside the trade to carry

these advertisements and the independent management of

these publications, without risk or effort by the industry,

is a very much more desirable situation than one in which
the industry would attempt—and doubtlessly with little

success—the running of a magazine.

While, as we have noted above, such little effort as the
industry as a whole has made along publicity and adver-

tising lines has been both inadequate and inexpert, the
record shows that the industry has profited by the individ-

ual initiative of certain of the concerns in it- Had this

initiative not been put forth the state of affairs would be
much worse than it now is. Paramount has consistent-

ly gone to the public with well-devised efforts and while
this concern naturally has reaped the greatest benefit, still

the industry at large has profited indirectly. The same
holds true in the case of Warner Brothers, particularly in

the fine newspaper campaign which has been put out dur-

ing the past few months. The Warner Brothers' effort was
particularly helpful because it advertised the sound picture

at a time this new subject especially needed both introduc-

tion and promotion. Carl Laemmle's column in The Sat-

urday Evening Post has kept steadily on with good results.

The industry as a whole needs advertising. The logical

and proper course for it to take is to buy advertising space
in the good publications now available and not to waste
time in seeking some magical and mystical means to the

end of advertising in ways not available to other adver-

tisers.
• • •

The Michigan Question

THE Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan, long

regarded as a model exhibitors' association, is now
confronted with a difficult situation as the result of recent

developments. The Michigan organization has played a

lone hand and has played it most successfully. Now, how-
ever, a movement is being agitated for affiliation with the

Allied States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors.

From present indications there is a possibility of a split

in the organization over the question. It is to be hoped
that nothing of this kind will take place. The Michigan
organization has worked earnestly and has builded solidly.

It represents an important influence in the industry and on

the point of service it has yielded big returns to its mem-
bers.

The question of affiliation with the Allied States organi-

zation is one for the membership of the Michigan associa-

tion to decide, but whatever the decision may be, it is

obvious that many matters of pressing importance close at

home demand the continuance of a strong, united and
functioning local organization. This is a primary con-

sideration that should not be sacrificed.

• • •

The Fox Stride

THE unwavering stride of the William Fox interests to-

ward a position of increasingly greater prestige and
influence in the theatre market continues. The latest de-

velopment is the acquisition of control of approximately

200 theatres in Greater New York. This deal makes Mr.

Fox easily the dominant figure in the theatre situation in

New York and places him in a position which many have

striven for but he alone has gained.

—MARTIN J. QUIGLEY.
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Michigan M PTO Ripped Open
By Clash Over Joining Allied

Permanent Split Threatens As
State Legislation Crisis Arises

Directors Shift from 12-3 to 8-6 Vote for Alignment—
Decree Richey Remain Neutral

Theatre Costs

HOW much will the theatre you may
be projecting cost? Or if you are

figuring on the basis of a certain invest-

ment, what can you put into your thea-

tre? Some things you'll need, some
things you'll want.
How much will you have to pay for

them? For a very helpful answer to

these questions turn to the '"Better Thea-
tres" Section and read "What Goes Into

the Modern Theatre and What Each Item
Costs."

Trailers Offset

Official Notices

On "Flu" in Texas
(Special to the Herald-World)

DALLAS, Jan. 15.—Theatre business in

Dallas has been noticeably affected the past

two weeks by influenza. All types of theatres,

but especially small houses, have been hurt by
the bulletins issued by city and state health

authorities warning people to stay away from
any sort of entertainment, coupled with the

glaring advertisements of patent medicines
carrying the same note.

Dallas papers have kept these medicine ads
off the amusement pages, and the larger

houses have overcome the ill-effect by insert-

ing trailers on their screen relating the advan-
tages of a theatre equipped with weather ma-
chines. Health inspectors have done nothing
toward closing down entertainment, but have
stated that if the epidemic became any worse,
some action would be taken by them toward
this end.

In San Antonio, the "flu" has not been so
noticeable, but the condition in Houston and
Galveston is almost parallel with that at

Dallas.

And What Will Happen
When *Theatre War' Ends
With Its Bargain Shows?

(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBIA, MO., Jan. 15.—This town of

10,000, the seat of the State university, is in

the midst of a "theatre war" which is proving
costly to the exhibitors and providing some
bargain priced entertainment for the patrons.

This is the second time such a "war" has
broken out. University students and towns-
people are kept busy hurrying from one to

another of the four theatres to see pictures

and vaudeville far better and at cheaper prices

than ever before in the history of the town.

T. C. Hall of Moberly, Mo., millionaire
theatre owner of Columbia, who operates the
Varsity, Hall and Columbia theatres, is fea-
turing talking pictures at the Hall theatre, the
pick of silent films at the Varsity, while the
Columbia has been given over to a musical
comedy stock company.

At the Missouri theatre, a new $500,000
house managed by J. D. Stone, a capitalist of
Columbia, sound pictures were started last

week in addition to five acts of vaudeville.
So while Columbia's two capitalists fight it out
for control of the theatre situation patrons are
being educated to a standard of entertainment
which it may be difficult to maintain.

By JAY M. SHRECK
DETROIT, Jan. 15.—The Michigan exhibitor organization has been ripped

wide open.

Just how serious the breach will become is another matter. One guess is

as good as another at this time.

There is strong evidence of the situation becoming permanent if it is not

cleared shortly. There are those who hold that if the present situation is

permitted to continue the state organization will be disrupted.

What is the occasion for this breach among differences, is in the mail, or has been received

the membership of an exhibitor organization
which has been highly regarded as a model in

national and state exhibitor affairs?

The trouble had its inception with the re-

vival of Allied States Association of Motion
Picture Exhibitors, which is now headed by
Abram F. Myers, with headquarters in Wash-
ington, D. C.

Two factions developed, one be-
lieving that so long as there were
doubts as to the purposes and poli-

cies of Allied the vote to align should
be negative. The other faction, spon-
soring Allied, sought and received an
affirmative vote.

The first faction held the conviction that

Michigan should vote "no" at this time,

thereby offering the state organization six

months to study Allied and to learn whether
or not the new national body had and was
ready to inaugurate a constructive program.

Places State Organization First

This faction considered the efficiency of the

state organization to be of greater, importance
than national affiliation at this time when state

legislation of a serious nature—income tax,

admission tax and carnival—is threatening.

The present disturbed situation in Michigan
has developed along these lines : A meeting of

the board of directors was called and, accord-
ing to some, without knowledge of the busi-

ness to be considered. With little or no ex-
planation, it is claimed, a vote was taken on
the entry of Michigan into Allied, with the

result an affirmative vote of 12 to 3.

Following objections to the procedure, an-
other meeting of the board was called for

last Wednesday, and the vote for joining

Allied stood 8 to 6.

Referendum Now Required

At this juncture a legal opinion was ob-
tained, with the decision being that a referen-

dum of the membership of the state organiza-
tion must be taken. A ballot, void of factional

U. S. Radio Commission
Honors William Fox

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Jan. 15.—The
federal radio commission has paid a

compliment to West Coast Theatres
and the William Fox organization of

which West Coast is a unit, by con-

senting to a change in call letters of

Radio Station KFON to KFOX.

by the theatre owners.
Another situation which created a

stir was that involving H. M. Richey,
general manager of the Michigan
body. As a result of his activity on
behalf of Allied, it was voted, almost
unanimously, at the last meeting of

the board of directors that Richey
should remain neutral, entering into

no factional fight within the organi-
zation.

While all were reticent about discussing the

situation, especially for publication, there

seemed to be a feeling in some quarters that

it was decidedly unethical for Richey, with
two or three directors, to use the power and
prestige of an organization to boost one fac-

tion as against another.

If there is any ill-feeling in the situation,

this seems to have caused it, with some be-

lieving that it will be detrimental to the proper
functioning of the state organization.

Affiliated versus Unaffiliated

The alignment in the present factional fight

discloses the affiliated theatres in one group
and the unaffiliated in the opposing group.

In this connection it was heard frequently

that those behind the Allied movement did

not deny that the purpose of the new national

organization was to harass the affiliated the-

atre. On the other hand it was forcefully

stated that Myers would not be destructive

—

that he would be 1,000 per cent with the

activities of the Hays organization when the

exhibitors considered the Hays organization

right, and 1,000 per cent against Hays when
the members of Allied considered Hays
wrong.

Though the foregoing involves
Will H. Hays in the controversy, it

was intimated that he had no direct

interest in the fight and did not care
one way or another about it, although
he did feel personally that it was
wrong to have two exhibitor organi-
zations.

With this alignment it was inti-

mated strongly that the big theatre
would not continue its support of an
organization which was prejudiced
against its (big theatre) interests.

On the one hand, however, it was
stressed that the Hays organization
should welcome Allied, for, as it

was expressed, organized opposition
means more to Hays than he can
figure.

As stated, conversations were very guarded,
yet there was apparent in those quarters sup-
porting Allied a tendency to criticize the

(Continued on next page)
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Silent Picture Will Be an Antique in

30 Years, Says D, W, Qriffith
But Industry Must Find Right Way to Use Dialogue, Declares Director—

Must Preserve Speed and Action

By WILL WHITMORE

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.
—"Thirty years from now there will be an ex-

hibition room in which will be shown the silent motion picture. People

will go there and see silent pictures with written captions to explain

the ideas which the picture itself cannot get over. People will laugh on seeing

them. They will say, 'And that's what papa and mama thought was real

entertainment 30 years ago.' This will happen, I believe, provided the motion

picture lives that long." Such is the belief of D. W. Griffith, expressed in an

interview at the Astor hotel, last week.

««T ET me explain. The silent picture is

dead as a door nail. The talking pic-

ture has killed it, and if the motion picture

is to live it must de-

D. W. Criffiih

pend upon dialogue

If we cannot find the

right way to use dia-

logue in motion pic-

tures, then motion
pictures as entertain-

ment may die.

"Right now, many
of my friends, con-

servative people not

connected with the

industry, tell me they

do not like the few
talking pictures they

have seen. When
they tell me this, I

ask them have they

seen a good silent picture recently. They
invariably answer no.

"This condition means this to me. The talk-

ing picture has ruined the silent picture for

the patron. It offers so much more than the

silent picture, they no longer can be satisfied

with the silent ones. They perhaps do not

like the dialogue picture because we have not

found the true medium for dialogue yet.

"People say the dialogue is too
slow. They are right. The pictures

already made are too slow in dia-

logue. Imitation of stage technique
will kill the talking picture if it is

continued. A new medium for dia-

logue must be found, and I know it

will be found. I believe I know how
to do it, and in another year I believe

I will be able to demonstrate it.

"We must continue to use motion picture

technique, the technique which has made mo-
tion pictures what they are today, and add to

this dialogue. The dialogue picture can only
succeed, I believe, when the dialogue picture

is essentially a silent picture with the addi-

tion of dialogue. When this is done success-

fully you will see the greatest entertainment
the world has ever witnessed.

Add Dialogue to Speech
"We must preserve all the speed, action,

swirl, life and tempo of the motion picture

today. Add dialogue to that, and, boy, you
will have people standing in their seats cheer-

ing."

What sort of story can you do this with?
"It will take a story with action."

Could you do it with "The Birth of a Na-
tion?"

"I'm afraid I could never do that again.

There is no one today who could do 'The
Little Colonel' as Henry B. Walthall did it,

but what a picture it would have been with
dialogue. Boy, how they would cheer, if you
could hear the shouts, the cheers, the roars

of those great old warriors.

Battle Story Is Aim
"I know what I want to do. It will be a

story revolving around one of history's most
famous battles. I haven't the story yet, and

haven't found the man to do it, but I will.

When I get the story and put dialogue in it

and yet retain the life and tempo of the silent

picture, I am sure I can demonstrate what
stupendous entertainment the dialogue picture

will be."

The interview was over. A clamoring
telephone announced another. I walked out

of the Astor with a new faith and a new love

for the motion picture. A man with a great

faith and a wonderful love for the motion
picture had given it to me. Not a box office

faith and love, but the faith and love for the

motion picture itself from a man who has

cherished and helped carry the motion picture

almost from its inception to its greatness of

today.

New Film Center
Building Officially

Opens in New York
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Official opening of

the Film Center Building was made by Abe
N. Adelson, president, "last week, marking the

completion of work started nearly four years

ago bv the building committee of the

M PPD A.
One of the features of the structure is the

large number of storage vaults with fireproof

walls eight inches thick that have been placed

on every floor. Each vault has a separate flue

that extends to the roof and an individual

sprinkler line.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer already has moved
to its new premises on the twelfth floor and
the other film companies are installing their

equipment and will occupy their new quarters
between now and February 1.

Adelson states that leases have been closed

with the following firms:

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, First National, Universal,

Pathe, F B O, Educational, United Artists, Hollywood
Pictures, Exhibitor's Progressive Poster Co., Sam-
pliner Advertising Co., Standard Unbreakable Watch
Crystal Co., Inc., Harold Auten, representing The
New Era Film Co., Ltd., of London, DeVry Corpora-
tion, Phono-Kinema Syndicate. Inc., Morns Kleiner-

man, Inc., General Publicity Co. of Detroit, National
Film Renovating Co., Prudential Film Delivery Co.,

Postal Telegraph Co., Alexander Kaufman and The
Prudential Bank.
Spear & Co., as agents, have had charge of

the renting of the building.

Change of Venue Granted
In Suit Over "F/ee^s In"

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 15.— Superior

Judge Cabaniss has granted a change of- venue

to Los Angeles in the suit of the Pavilion

Ice Skating Rink Company against Adolph
Zukor, Clara Bow and others for damages
connected with the presentation of "The
Fleet's In." Much of the film was made in

San Francisco, and the plaintiffs charge that

Roseland Ballroom was represented as a

hangout of underworld characters.

Michigan MPTO Ripped
Wide Open by Dispute
Over Allied Affiliation
(Continued from preceding page)

activities of Hays. The opinion was expressed

that unless something was done regarding pic-

tures and affiliation the industry would face

federal intervention. The sentiment seemed
to be that Hays had done nothing to improve
these conditions.

See Solution in Opposition

Organized opposition, in the opinion of

some, would correct this situation and avoid

the possibility of government regulation.

It was apparent that those opposed to the

Allied organization consider that neither

product nor protection is within the scope of

an exhibitor association, insofar as taking

sides or official action is concerned. Conver-

sations would indicate that they believe that

the dominant purpose of an organization is

for the protection of all members against out-

side interference. On the other hand, and in

the opposing faction, are those who believe

that product and protection hold a vital place

in local and national exhibitor organization

affairs.

Has $60,000 Surplus

A split in the Michigan state organization

would, undoubtedly, become an involved mat-

ter. The organization now has a surplus of

$60,000. Whether or not a split in the organ-

ization would mean a division of funds is

problematical, with the result finally requiring

a compromise ©r legal action.

In sponsoring Allied the money raised came
from private funds. In fact, J. C. Ritter, a

director and a former president, presented his

check to Myers for a portion of the $10,000,

and underwrote the balance. Under present

conditions, if he is to be reimbursed the money
must come from the individual membership.

It is understood that already he has received

a considerable amount in this way.

Among the directors attending the meetings

at which the question of joining Allied was
voted upon were: Samuel Ackerman, Detroit;

W. S. Butterfield, Detroit; Glenn A. Cross,

Battle Creek; Fred DeLodder, Detroit; J. R.

Dennison, Monroe ; H. T. Hall, Detroit ; E. E.

Kirchner, Detroit; H. S. Koppin, Detroit;

H. T. Reynolds, Grand Rapids; J. C. Ritter,

Detroit; G. W. Trendle, Detroit; John Niebes,

Detroit; Allen Johnson, Grand Rapids; Eise-

man, Flint.

The ballots taken were secret, therefore the

vote of each is not available.

While no one would conjecture as to the

individual vote, because of the secret ballot,

there was belief that among those voting

against Allied were: Dennison, Butterfield,

Cross and Trendle. The leader among those

voting for Allied was J. C. Ritter.

A summary of the situation as I observed

it follows

:

A serious disruption of the organ-

ization if it joins Allied.

The muzzling of Richey in fac-

tional matters.
A vote of 12 to 3 in favor of Allied.

A second vote, 8 to 6, in favor of

Allied.

A legal decision requiring a refer-

endum among members, which is

now in progress.
A hesitancy on the part of all fac-

tions to discuss the situation.

There is a certain significance in the latter.

The fact that no one seemed willing to talk

for publication may be an indication that the

breach is not one which cannot be healed.

Fox Five Wins Game
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 15.—The Fox Film

basketball team, consisting of George O'Brien,

Charles Morton, Barry Norton and others, de-

feated the Richfield Oil Company 40 to 20.
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Runs 700 Houses

Fox Buys 200 N. Y. Theatres;
57-Story Building for Broadway

Purchasing Independents Gives
Circuit Firm Grip onNewYork

Acquires Seating Capacity of 280,000 in Houses with
$5,000,000 Annual Profits

By PETER VISCHER
[Architect's Sketch of Fox Broadway Building in "Better Theatres," Page 47]

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—William Fox has taken a firm grip on the theatres

of Metropolitan New York. Obtaining control of 200 more theatres in Greater

New York, once the biggest single group of independents, he made the Fox
Theatres Corporation with a master stroke this week the largest theatre owner
in the nation's biggest city.

At the same time plans were definitely announced for the erection of a new
William Fox theatre on Broadway which will tower over the theatrical district.

A 57-story theatre and office building is to be constructed on the southwest

corner of Broadway and 47th street, opposite the Motion Picture Club, at a

cost of about $10,000,000. The theatre will compare with the Roxy and the

Paramount, which seat 6,200 and 4,000 respectively.

New York was tremendously impressed of these various groups and determined the

JOSEPH PLUNKETT

Plunkett Named
General Manager
OfRKO Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Joseph L. Plunkett

has been chosen general manager of theatres

of the vast Radio-Keithi-Orpheum chain, num-
bering more than 700 houses, succeeding J. J.

Ford on his own resignation, according to an-

nouncement by Hiram S. Brown, RKO
president.

For the past ten years Plunkett has been

managing director of the New York Mark
Strand theatre and general manager of the

Mark Strand circuit throughout the New
York state. He brings to his new position a

wide experience in all phases of theatre opera-

tion.

J. J. Ford, who is also manager of the

Maine and New Hampshire circuit of theatres,

will devote his time exclusively hereafter to

this activity and other theatrical interests with
which he is associated.

when William Fox issued his statement
that he had finally completed, by purchase
and merger, the acquisition of over 40 in-

dependent theatrical units, containing ap-
proximately 200 theatres with a seating

capacity of 280,000 and combined annual
profits of $5,000,000, in Greater New York
and the surrounding metropolitan area, to

be known as the Fox Metropolitan Play-
houses, Inc. The Fox Theatres Corpora-
tion will own 100 per cent of the stock of

this company.

Follows Cooperative Moves
For the last two years the socalled inde-

pendent theatres in the Metropolitan Dis-
trict, comprised of Greater New York, and
the surrounding territory in New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut, have tried in

vain to form an organization that would
function as one cohesive unit to deal with
problems such as the buying of their film

supply and other outside entertainment.
The last and most noteworthy cooperative
attempt was made by Aaron Sapiro.
William Fox conferred with the leaders

William Fox Elected to

Directorate of Harriman
National Bank and Trust

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—William Fox,
president of the Fox Film Corporation, has
been elected a director of the Harriman
National Bank and Trust.
Louis A. Gimbel, a director of Gimbel

Brothers, also has been named to the di-

rectorate of the Harriman banking concern.

Mexico Manager at Paramount
NEW YORK.—Clarence C. Margon, n-anager of

the Paramount organization in Mexico City, arrived
here for his annual visit to the Paramount. hoMe
office.

5,500 Seat House to Be
Built in Lawrence, Mass.

(Special to the Herald-World)

LAWRENCE, MASS., Jan. 15.—
This city will probably hold the
honor of having the largest theatre in
New England until such time as the
new Fox theatre in Boston can be
completed. The Boston & Maine
Railroad sold to Herbert A. Horgan
of Boston, a site in Lawrence for a
theatre with 5,500 seats.
The property contains 104,000

square feet, and erection will start at
once. The purchase price of the
property is announced at $500,000.
Present buildings will be razed and
the theatre structure will cost $1,-

000,000. The theatre will be equipped
with sound equipment and will be
completed within a year. It will be
called the Lawrence Auditorium.
Whether Mr. Horgan buys for him-

self or for other interests could not
be definitely determined.

only way to meet the problem would be
to purchase the theatres so that they could
be successfully operated as one large

circuit.

To accomplish the acquisition he
solicited the services of A. C. Blumenthal,
who had been engaged in all the larger

activities on behalf of the Fox organization
for the last two or three years. After
several months of negotiations, contracts
have now been signed by which practically

every important circuit of independent the-

atre operators in the Boroughs of Man-
hattan, Brooklyn, Queens, Kings and West-
chester County, and a large number in

New Jersey and Connecticut, have agreed
to sell their holdings to Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses, Inc.

Modern Neighborhood Houses
These theatres, for the most part, have

been erected the last three to five years;
they are commodious and modern neigh-
borhood houses. This merger includes the
following:

Seating
Name of Circuits Capacity
Rapf, three theatres 4,550
Siegal, 6 - - - 7,961
Brandt, 7 8,412
Grob-Knobel, 9 _ 13,491
Toelson, 10 _ 14,545
Hirsch, 1 _ - 1,700
Schwartz, 3 - _ _ 3,755
Greenberg, 1 _ - 2,060
Stoneman-Embassy, 1 _ _ 2,100
Strausberg, 26 36,531
Rosenzweig, 7 8,349
O'Reilly, 1 .._ 1,400
H. Weingarten, 1 .__ _ ..... 1,760
Stoneman-Somerset, 9 10,792
Delphine, 2 1,514
Burroughs & Boas, 13 10,288
Frederic Ullman, Jr., 2— - 3,326

J. E. Bernstein, 1 _ 2,255
A. & S. Coleman, 1. _ _ 2,200
Chas. Friedman, 1 _ _ 1,200
Ruckle Brothers, 2 _ 1,904
Rachmil-Rinzler, 8 14,412
Leo Brecher, 2.... „ _ „ 2,529
Harris, 7 - _ _ 9,300
Merck, 1 _ 1,073
Calderone, 5 — 8,495
Stillwill, 1 1,770
Genesee, 1 _ - 1,650
Stoneman- Portland, Me., 3 - —. 5,700
Robinson, 2 ~ 3,000
Salkin, 2 .._ 2,289
Park, Lane, 1 - _ 2,200
Rhebem, 6 - _ 7,161

George Hanny, Jr., 2 — 2,025
Blinderman-Steiner M. & S. Circuit, 25 _..30,650

West End State, 1 — 1.400
Morris Kutinsky, 10 - - 13,950

The 184 theatres, with a seating capacity

{Continued on next page)
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Kansas Public and Press Fight Two
Bills Aimed at Film Trade

Amusement Tax and Censorship of Talking Pictures Demanded
by Politicians Despite Protests—Seat Levy

in Missouri Is Doubted
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

KANSAS CITY, Jan. 15.—As a rule, when the state legislatures of Missouri

and Kansas open sessions that is a signal for exhibitors of those two states to

start guessing as to what bills detrimental to the industry will be introduced.

This year, however, two such bills became known in advance in Kansas.

There are two bills to be considered by the Kansas legislature which, with-

out exaggeration, would do nothing short of demoralizing the industry in that

state if they were to become laws. The measures would saddle an amusement

tax upon the shoulders of the theatre owners and provide censorship of all

spoken lines in talking pictures.

Kansas City daily newspapers, which
have the greater part of their circulations

in Kansas, are bitterly opposed to both
measures, but a certain group of politicians

is trying hard for the passage of those bills.

Can't Bear Burden, Says Biechele
"There need be no fancy adjectives used

in stating that Kansas exhibitors cannot
bear the burden of an amusement tax,"

R. R. Biechele, president of the M.P.T.O.
Kansas-Missouri, who is attending the

meetings of the Kansas legislature, said.

"General business conditions in the Middle-
west have been such that the exhibitors of

the smaller towns in Kansas are hard hit.

To place an additional tax upon those ex-

hibitors simply would be the equivalent of

driving them out of business and depriving

them of their rightful means of earning a

living. The war is over! It is about time

we awaken to that fact!"

The censorship of talking pictures would
play havoc with films of that type, exchange
representatives say. As the cutting out of

spoken lines would necessitate replacement

by a blank strip of film, synchronization

would be injured, it is pointed out.

Public Opposes Measures
The Kansas censorship board has a repu-

tation far and wide for being "straight

laced" and, exchange representatives be-

lieve, there would be little doubt but that

plenty of spoken lines would be cut out

if the censor board legally were permitted

to do so.

With both the press and public opinion

against the two bills it is believed the

chances for their demise are good, but his-

tory bears out the fact that it is difficult

to predict what a Kansas legislature will do.

In Missouri it is believed there exists lit-

tle danger of injurious bills becoming laws.

Governor Henry S. Caulfield has announced
he is opposed to an increase in state sal-

aries, which is taken to mean that there is

scarcely no likelihood that the legislature

will pass the expected amusement tax bill

which would provide increased revenue for

the state treasury.

October Film Exports
Almost Twice September

(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, Jan. 15.—Exports of mo-
tion picture films in October were nearly

double those of the preceding month, totaling

30,438,408 feet, valued at $796,510, against 16,-

632,985 feet, valued at $410,741, according to

figures just compiled by the Bureau of For-
eign and Domestic Commerce. Included in the

October exports were 23,034,792 feet of posi-

tive film with a value of $550,770, 6,531,216

feet of raw stock with a value of $150,648
and 472,400 feet of negative film with a value

of $95,092.

The United Kingdom was the heaviest mar-

ket for all classes of film, taking 1,249,463

feet of positives, 272,113 feet of negatives and
2,247,800 feet of raw stock, the aggregate

value of which was in excess of $147,000.

Australia took more than 2,500,000 feet of

positive film during the month, while Ger-
many took more than 1,675,000 feet and Ar-
gentina and Brazil each took in excess of

1,000,000 feet.

N. Y. Exchange of M GM
Removed to New Million

Dollar Film Center Bldg.
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer's New York and New Jersey exchanges
headed the parade into the new exchange head-

quarters at the Film Center building, 630 Ninth
avenue.

They moved from their old offices at 728

Seventh avenue on Saturday. The items to

be moved included 7,300 reels of film, 15,000

records for sound pictures, office furniture,

files and documentary records, as well as bill-

ing machines and 25 Bell & Howell examin-
ing apparati. All were moved between Satur-

day and Sunday noon, under the guidance of
S. M. Burger, district manager, and W. A.
Scully and J. H. Bowen, New Jersey and New
York sales managers.
The new offices take up' the entire twelfth

floor of the million dollar Film Center. The
entire exchange has been designed so that a
magnificent view of the city and the Hudson
can be had from every window, and the office

is open to the light and sun.

Warners Win Verdict
In "Jazz Singer" Case

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Warner Brothers
have been awarded the verdict in an action

brought by the Commerce Realty Company to

obtain an injunction restraining the exhibition

of "The Jazz Singer" and all other Warner
Brothers special production in San Antonio,

Texas. The Realty claimed that they had an
option on all Warner pictures and that War-
ners had no right to license these pictures to

any other local theatre without first offering

them.

Ohio Board Postpones
Meeting Until January 22

(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, Jan. 15.—The board of trus-

tees of the M P T O of Ohio postponed its

scheduled meeting last week, and Business
Manager P. J. Wood announced that a session

has been called for January 22, when the mat-
ter of affiliating with the Allied States Or-
ganization will be discussed.

Fox Buys 200 Theatres
In New York; 57-Story
Building for Broadway

(Continued from preceding page)

of 247,697, have been acquired under leases
having an average life of over twenty years,

did an average gross business in the last

three years of approximately $25,000,000,
and made an average net profit of $5,000,000,

Fox states. Paid admissions for the year
ended Oct. 31, 1928, exceeded $72,000,000.

Strategic Link in Chain
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., will

form one of the most strategic links in the
Fox chain and will constitute by far the
largest group of theatres under one man-
agement in the metropolitan area. Several
of the best equipped exhibitors will be
made division managers.
Fox has issued orders to immediately

equip each theatre with sound.

Under centralized management,
theatrical experts estimate the ex-
penses of the new circuit should be
decreased by about 20 per cent, and
it is hoped that the net return of
$5,000,000 will be increased to between
$7,000,000 and $7,500,000. All theatres
were purchased strictly on their past
earnings, during the past three years.

Fox Theatres Corporation in its state-

ment declares it thus by one action has
acquired a circuit over three times as large
as its next largest competitor, which took
over 20 years to build, and five times as
large as the third largest competitor, which
took about 30 years to build. The acquisi-
tion practically will eliminate all the so-
called independent theatres in the Eastern
territory immediately surrounding New
York City.

Arrangements were made at the same
time for the erection of about 20 new thea-
tres in certain neighborhoods, to add at
least $500,000 to the earnings.
W ith the acquisition of this circuit the

Fox Theatres Corporation expects to do a
gross business of $100,000,000 a year, and
including the West Coast circuit $135,-
000,000. The total number of seats involved
in Fox Theatres Corporation and West
Coast Theatres reaches the tremendous
total of 700,000 and Fox states that he
hopes before the end of this year to bring
this figure up to a million seats.

Milwaukee Film Board
Re-elects All Officers
(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, Jan. 15.—All officers of the
Film Board of Trade were re-elected at the
annual meeting held here last week. Officers

for the ensuing year include Charles Trampe,
Midwest Distributing Co., president ; E. J.

Weisman, Educational, vice-president ; Sam
Shurman, M G M, secretary-treasurer, and
R. T. Smith, Warner-Vitagraph, sergeant-at-
arms.

J. E. O'Toole, Tiffany, was named chairman
of the board of arbitration, consisting of the
following members : J. A. Kraker, Para-
mount ; E. J. Weisman, Educational, with
W. A. Aschmann, Pathe, and Arthur Schmitz,
F B O, alternates.

Frudenfelt New District

Manager for Blank Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

DES MOINES, Jan. 15.—Nate Fruden-
felt, manager of the Capitol theatre has

been named district manager for the Blank
theatres in Iowa, Nebraska and Illinois. He
will take over the new job at once. There
are twenty-two houses under his super-

vision.

Jesse Day, formerly of Des Moines, will

tstke over the management of the Capitol

theatre.
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Publix, Manufacturers
"W'OU wouldn't suspect it when you

observe Publix theatres and witness
Publix shows. But it's true—Publix runs
a factory. This great chain makes
polishes and soaps, deodorants and a long
list of other supplies for its 600 theatres.
Many of its products were conceived by
its own research laboratory, which co~t<

$100,000 a year. The whole story of this
unique institution, the only one in the
theatrical world, is told in the "Better
Theatres" section under the title, "Pub-
lix, Merchant of Shows and Manufac-
turer of Soaps." It is a significant story
of modern business.

Warners Service
Pacent, Biophone
Houses with Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Installation of
the talking picture device manufactured by
the Pacent Reproducing Company has been
approved in two theatres by Warner
Brothers and talking pictures served to
both theatres by Warner. Warner Broth-
ers also has approved the Biophone in-
stallation in the Lafayette theatre and
"Lights of New York" has been served the
theatre.

According to George E. Quigley of Vita-
phone, any type of device will be approved
and serviced with Warner pictures where
It meets with proper quality of reproduc
tion, but each installation will be consid
ered and approved individually.

Tom Mix Ends Contract
With F B O; Is Reported

Negotiating with Fox
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 15.—Tom Mix has
ended his contract with F B O, although
the contract specified one more picture to
be made. It is said that the agreement was
ended by mutual consent Saturday night
when William LeBaron and Mix looked at
the first cut of his latest production, "The
Dude Ranch." Although Mix states that
he is contemplating a trip to Europe, there
are Persistent reports that he is negotiating
with Fox for a long term contract and that
he dislikes thoughts of leaving the screen

Sheehan Adds Movietone
Talent and New Scripts

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Winfield Shee-

han s activity in New York has already
resulted in the rounding up of movietone
talent, scripts for stories and other picture
properties, it is learned. An important an-
nouncement will be made soon. He also
has found time to visit friends in Boston
for two days.

New Theatre to Replace
One Destroyed by Fire

(Special to the Herald-World)
VIRGIL, KAN., Jan. 15.-The I O O F

lodge will build a new fireproof building cost-
ing $12,000 with a modern theatre on the first
floor. O. D. AUis, former owner and man-
ager of the Derrick, which was destroyed by
fire, has a lease on the new house.

Paramount andRCA Reported
Discussing Joint Operation

Arrangement Would Involve All Phases of Entertainment and
Would Associate Six Large Organizations and Other

Interests in Every Branch of Industry
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW \ ORK, Jan. 15.—It is understood from well-informed sources that

Paramount and Radio Corporation of America (R C A) have entered into

discussions looking to a possible operating agreement between these two
powerful factors in the entertainment field.

Because of the magnitude of the issues which would be involved in such
an undertaking, it is not to be expected that anything of a definite nature

will be known for some time—probably not for several months.

Although only in the conversational
stage, it is understood that the agreement,
if effected, would involve practically every
phase of the entertainment field, including
motion pictures, radio, vaudeville and stage.

The possibilities of such an agree-
ment which is under discussion
would be limitless. It would bring
into association such outstanding or-

ganizations as R C A, Paramount,
Keith-Albee-Orpheum, F B O, Publix
and its hundreds of associated thea-
tres, Victor Talking Machine Com-
pany and other interests.

Such an agreement would give to Para-
mount the sound picture production facili-

ties of R C A, a galaxy of artists of inter-

national prominence, a nationwide broad-
casting chain and other benefits.

^To others it would give the benefits of
international theatre chain, international

distribution of pictures, and all the facili-

ties of one of the foremost picture pro-
ducing companies.

It would give each participant in the
agreement an outlet for product, the scope
of which scarcely can be visioned.
The organization would rank as one of

the greatest internationally.

Universal Is Launching
Dressmaking Contest in

Gordon Fabrics Tieup
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—A total of $3,500
in prizes will go to winners of a dressmaking
contest arranged by Universal in a tieup with
M. C. D. Borden & Sons, Inc., makers of
Borden Fabrics.

Any woman who purchases Borden Fabrics
from her local store and submits a dress to

the local store before May 15 is eligible in the

contest. The fifteen best dresses from each

Flaming Mail Plane
Perils Publicity Pearls

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Publicity
matter from the Fox West Coast
studios can now be officially regarded
as "hot stuff." A batch of it was
scorched when the air mail plane
bringing it eastward caught Bre in

a crash. It consisted mainly of copy
sent by Earl Wingart, head of the
Western publicity department of Fox,
to Glendon AUvine, head of the East-
ern department. When it finally ar-
rived the envelope contained a note
from post office inspectors at Omaha
saying that it had been damaged in

an airplane wreck at Fort Crook Air
Field, Omaha, January 6.

store will be entered in the national contest

and the awards will be made June 15 at the

Borden New York headquarters.

A motion picture style show of new Borden
Fabrics modeled by Universal stars is ready
for use of exhibitors, as well as contest paper
and trailer. After preliminary style shows at

the theatre a local Cotton Queen Contest and
Style Show is to be conducted in May.

RKO Productions
Is New FB O Title;

4 Firms Renamed
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—RKO Productions,
Inc., made its formal appearance in the motion
picture industry here today. This is the new
name of F B O Productions, whose part in the

development of the industry' has been a long
and honorable one. The familiar F B O name
disappears entirely, as each of the four sub-
sidiary companies of RKO Productions was
renamed also. Henceforth they will be known
as the RKO Distributing Corporation. RKO
Studios, Inc., RKO Pictures of Canada, Ltd.,

and RKO Export Corporation.
Officials of the old FBO company were

elated at the change in name, feeling that the
new title carries with it some of the glory-

and prestige of the gigantic Radio-Keith-Or-
pheum organization, of which RKO Produc-
tions is such a prominent part.

Hiram S. Brown, president of RKO, will

speak over the National Broadcasting chain
Tuesday night, January 22, introducing the
first of a series of Coast-to-Coast programs.
RKO acts will present their specialties.

Simmons and Lee to

EditAMP A Year Book;
Masque Ball March 2

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,. Jan. 15.—Mike Simmons,
Bristolphone publicist, and Manny Lee, Pathe
minnesinger, have been appointed by President
George Harvey of the A M P A to take edi-

torial charge of the A M P A yearbook. The
book will be one of the distinctive features of
the Hollywood Masque Ball, to be staged at

the Astor hotel March 2.

Myers Quits Commission
To Take Over Allied Duties

(Washington Bureau of the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, Jan. 15.—Commissioner
Abram F. Myers, recently elected head of
Allied States, today left the federal trade
commission to take over his new position.
He will be succeeded as chairman of the
commission by Commissioner Edgar A.
McCullough. Appointment by President
Coolidge of a member to succeed him on
the commission is expected soon.
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Show Boat

WEATHER foul or weather fine. Positive
dates, rain or shine

!

Clean, cozy, classy, comfy.
Shows without a single blush or an offend-

ing remark.

Better far than fills or powder,
That you laugh a little louder.
Keep the door from rusting,

And your cares from you encrusting.
Lau-gh then, brother, when you laugh,

You may healing virtues quaff.

Laugh long. Live long!
The show boat's coming to town. A real

honest-Injun show boat is coming to Broad-
way, to open at the Belmont theatre on Janu-
ary 21. The Princess Floating Theatre Players
will appear, minus their show boat for the
first time, but with all their plays and every
note of their calliope. They will present a
season of repertoire: 4 weeks 4, and only 4.

The show boat players will start with the
moral drama, "The Parson's Bride," with
specialties to eliminate the intermissions. They
will present "Shadow of the Rockies" and
"My Jim, or the Stroke of Ten." And also
"Tenderfoot."
Norman F. Thorn, "The John Drew of the

River," gives you your money's worth—or
your money back.

Universal is bringing the Show Boat to
Broadway, a brilliant piece of publicity and
exploitation for their picture of Edna Fer-
ber's grand novel.

Midnight Show
"M"EW YORK had a new midnight show last
-L ' week. At the hour when most cities

through the world are quietly retiring for the
night, or already asleep, New York finds
fresh entertainment. This time it came in a
form unique.

Just before the stroke of midnight lines of
picture-wise folk went to the Colony theatre,
where Universal has been striving mightily to
attract New York. A new sort of picture,

with singing and dialogue, was to be shown,
recorded via Powers Cinephone.
The picture was an audien version of

"White Lilacs," the Shubert operetta which
has been enjoying a long run at the Jolson
theatre. The show was condensed into a brief
form, speeded up a bit, especially prepared
for the sound screen. It was highly interest-
ing and gave indication that much may be
expected from this form of entertainment.
The showing of "White Lilacs" held the

particular attention of the Messrs. Lee and
J. J. Shubert. To them it may mean new for-
tunes, for it may provide their huge string of
theatres through the country with a new form
of entertainment. Taking a sound film from
one city to another is quite a different thing
from transporting a huge Shubert production.

* * *

Wrestlers

AMONG the most exciting films on record
are those of championship prizefights. So

great is the interest in these films that they
have been bootlegged from one state to an-
other, a process necessitated by another of
those brilliant laws on the federal statute
books.

Educational has now done a remarkable
thing. Educational has a special reel of a
championship wrestling match at Boston, in

which Dynamite Gus Sonnenberg won the
world's title from Strangler Lewis. And if

you don't think a wrestling match can be ex-
citing, go and take a look at this one!

Love and Thrills viaAirplane

THE matter of aviation continues as a fruitful source of motion picture material, and rightly

so, no doubt, because it is having an extraordinary hold on the public mind these days.

These pictures show scenes from M G M's new air thriller, "The Flying Fleet," in which Ra-
mon Navarro has the leading role. Opposite Navarro is Anita Page, while the supporting
cast includes Eddie Nugent and Ralph Graves. George Hill directed.

Ramon Navarro aviator. Navarro and Anita Page.

A kiss to hearten him on his flight to the rescue—Navarro and Miss Page.

PETER VISCHER.
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ew $5,500 W. E. Equipment
Small Theatre Strength=

Engineers Alone Will Decide
Which Equipment Is Suitable

$5,500 Device for Either Vitaphone or Movietone, $7,000

For Both—Installations Start June 1

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK. Tan. 15—Great interest has been aroused by Western Elec-

trics announcement made last week that a standard sound equipment for small

theatres has been developed by the company.

It is agreed generally that the small house has been placed in a much stronger

position by Western Electric's move.

Montana Burglars

Rip Knob off Safe;

Flee with $2,000
(Special to the Herald-World)

ANACONDA. MONT., Jan. 15.—Burglars
who gained entrance to the offices of the Sun-
dial theatre here Sunday night escaped with

$2,000, most of it in silver, after knocking off

the knob of a safe. The cracksmen destroyed
$200 worth of silk plush drapes in cracking
the strongbox.
They entered the theatre after forcing the

lock of the stagedoor, and knocked off the

combination of a safe on the lower floor but
were unable to open it. Then they went up-
stairs to the offices of the manager, Albert
Nadeau, knocked the dial off a second safe,

tore down the costly drapes in the entrance
lobby, soaked them in water, poured nitro-

glycerin into the hole in the safe and blew
the door off its hinges.

The burglars are believed by Butte and
Anaconda police to be a gang of expert

cracksmen who have been staging robberies

almost nightly in Montana cities. The money
stolen was part of the Saturday and Sunday
receipts of the Sundial and Bluebird theatres.

Eherhardt on Publicity

And Advertising Staff

Of Electrical Research
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—P. L. Thomson, di-

rector of public relations for Western Electric

Company, has announced the appointment of

Walter F. Eberhardt, for seven years with

First National Pictures, as a member of his

staff handling the trade paper advertising and
publicity for the Electrical Research Products

Corporation. This is Western Electric's sub-

sidiary, embracing that company's activities in

the field of sound pictures, including the manu-
facture and installation of talking^ picture

equipment. Eberhardt will be at 195 Broad-

Theatre Bandit Is Fooled
As He Attacks Policeman

(Special to the Herald-World)

FRESNO, CAL., Jan. 15.—A plot to hold

up two moving picture theatres was foiled

when a man who gave his name as Harold
McClearen attempted to blackjack a police

officer with the idea of obtaining his uni-

form and thus gaining admission to the box
offices, police declared. He was overpow-
ered.

(<
Singing Fool" Plays to

Twice Town's Population
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15—Reports are that Al

Jolson in the "Singing Fool" played to twice

the population of Altoona, Pennsylvania. Not
only did the heavy patronage come from Al-

toona, but from the surrounding districts as

well.

The announcement made last week by Elec-

trical Research Products read as follows:

"We take pleasure in announcing the de-

velopment of a standard Western Electric

sound equipment specially adapted for small

theatres.

"We are prepared to accept orders

now for these equipments for instal-

lation after June 1, 1929, for either

Vitaphone or Movietone productions

only, at a price of $5,500, including

installation, and for dual equipments

for both Vitaphone and Movietone at

a price of $7,000, including installa-

tion."

The question immediately arose as to what

the companv means by the small theatre, and

who will decide whether the small equipment

or the large now in use will be satisfactory

for any theatre.

Only Survey Will Decide

Western Electric's position in the matter is

that no arbitrary' seating capacity figure can

be fixed to determine the size house where the

small equipment will be satisfactory'- The

acoustic qualities of houses vary to such an

extent, it points out, that only a survey by the

company's engineers can determine what

equipment is suitable for any given house.

Thus the question of what equipment shall be

installed in any house will be left up to the

acoustic engineers.

The Herald-World asked officials ot the

company this question

:

"In the case where an exhibitor, who has

already contracted for the present type equip-

ment, but whose house is small enough to use

the smaller equipment, asks for a new con-

tract calling for the smaller equipment, will

this be done?" The answer to the question

was that this situation undoubtedly would

arise but that the company was at present not

prepared to answer it.

Equipment Passes Test

With the announcement of the smaller

equipment, lames E. Otterson. president oi

Electrical Research Products, Inc., made the

following comment

:

"The information that Western Electric has

perfected a new model sound equipment tor

small theatres will, I dare say, be good news

to the thousands of small theatre owners who

have been awaiting a dependable sound system

within reach of their pocketbook.

"As I have previously pointed out, we have

all along been mindful of the needs of the

small theatre owners, and while our engineer-

ing and installing staffs have been at work on

existing systems they have been gaining valu-

able experience in relation to the design and

operation of the units adapted to the smaller

house. This new equipment has now passed

the acid test and has been placed m the fac-

torv for production.

Installations Start in June

"Orders already on our books for present

tvpes of apparatus, even at our increased 1929

manufacturing schedule of 250 installations

per month, will keep our factory and installa-

tion department working at top speed until the

late spring, but we are now able to assure in-

stallations of the new equipments beginning

Tune 1st, and the trade may be sure that the

Western Electric has a full sense of meeting

its responsibilities on the new models. Thev

are, of course, made with the same care and

in the same factory as the equipments now in

use and the same nationwide servicing organ-

ization will insure their being kept at maxi-

mum operating efficiency.

"I need hardly comment upon the great sig-

nificance of today's announcement to the mo-

tion picture industry and tne millions of people

who depend upon the small theatres for their

entertainment. When sound pictures were first

conceived it was recognized that they would

bring the greatest transformation in entertain-

ment standards to the small town patrons ot

the motion picture unaccustomed to the large

scale presentations of first-run theatres in the

large cities. But, if, in the unprecedented rush

for theatre equipments for sound pictures, the

small theatres as a group have had to await

the development of apparatus specially de-

signed for their needs, it is, I think, fortunate

that for the most part they have heeded the

advice of leaders in the industry not to experi-

ment with untried systems."

Import Austrian Picture
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—"The Prince and
the Dancer," a picture made in Austria, will

be imported by the Wide World Pictures. The
photoplay is a story of the night life of the

gay capitol in Vienna.

Ohioan Drafts Law to Censor Sound

and All Theatre Advertising Matter
(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, Jan. IS.—John L. Clifton, head of the Department of Education

of Ohio and as such head of the censor department, has prepared a draft law to

tighten the censorship in the state. The amendments P/ov'^e for the deBmte

censorship of sound and also of advertising matter displayed at motion picture

theatres This is the first time, it is believed, that any attempt has been made to

censor advertisements at theatres. . . ... «-,;

The amendment also provides for larger censorship fees. It ,s bel ** e
f*'°'"

stands a good chance of passage as Clifton has the support of many of the women s

clubs, parent-teachers' associations and similar organizations.
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River Romancers to Play Broadway;
Qag for Universal "Show Boat"

First Night Performance at Belmont Practically Sold Out in Unique Test
For Stage and Screen, Says Reichenbach

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Beginning the 21st of this month and lasting four
weeks, a unique experiment both for the stage and screen will be held
at the Belmont theatre here. Harry Reichenbach, special exploitation

man for Carl Laemmle, says the experiment is a "natural" and wise showmen
along Broadway agree with Harry.

TJERE'S the gag. A real troupe of show
-1 -*- boat actors will present its repertoire of
four plays at the Belmont. Five-fifty is the
opening night admis-
sion and, thereafter,

novelty seekers will

pay a top price of
$2.50 to see the river

romancers do their

stuff. The plays will

be presented just as

they are given to the
people of the river

towns along the Mis-
souri, Mississippi and
Kentucky. Even the

regular show boat
settings, only eight

USed, and nightly the Harry Relrhenbach

weird strains of a
compressed air calliope will attract playgoers
to the Belmont door at showtime.

It is a stunt of publicize Universal's "Show
Boat," starring Laura LaPlante, which will

begin its Broadway run on the heels of the

Belmont experiment. Universal expects to

make a profit on the experiment as well as
receive valuable publicity for the screen show.
Already, according to Reichenbach, the first

night performance is practically sold out, and
the New York press even this early is doing
its share to give both the Belmont experiment
and Universal's picture a good sendoff.

Universal believes that New York play-

goers will relish the novelty of a real show
boat troupe presenting its regular repertoire.

It was originally planned to bring troupe,

show boat and all up the Hudson and present
the plays at the foot of Times Square in the

boat itself, but this plan was abandoned when
it was found it would take $50,000 to make
the river craft seaworthy in tide water.

The troupe is from the show boat, Princess,
captained, managed and directed by Norman

F. Thorn, billed as "The John Drew of the
River." He has "show boated" for 28 years.
His father was a show boat producer and his
grandfather a Mississippi river captain.

According to advance handbills, done in
typical show boat fashion, the repertoire con-
sists of "the normal drama, The Parson's
Bride;' 'Shadows of the Rockies;' 'My Jim
or The Stroke of Ten' and 'Tenderfoot.'

"

"Olio of high class specialties between the
acts," will be given, says the dodger.

Kinemas Books Heavily
For Big South Africa Year

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Sidney Haydcn,
resident director in England of Kinemas, Ltd.,
is prepared for a prosperous year in South
Africa with the following bookings : The en-
tire UFA output, 12 from Gaumont, a mini-
mum of 10 from Gainsborough and F B O's
entire output.

The Kinemas chain will reach a total of 70
theatres within the next few months. The
Astoria at Capetown was the 60th. A $500,-
000 house is under construction at Peoria.
Johannesburg also is to have a new theatre.

Publix Buys Courtere
Chain; Plan New House

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Publix has com-
pleted plans for construction of a theatre in
Manchester, N. H., which w'ill be a joint proj-
ect with the Courtere brothers, operators of
the Crown, Star and Park theatres there. Pub-
lix will take over the present Courtere broth-
ers theatres, and the old theatres as well as
the projected house will be operated by Pub-
lix. The site for the new theatre is opposite
the Star.

"Flu" Closes All Elyria
Houses and Others in Ohio

(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEVELAND, Jan. 15. — Influenza has
closed many theatres in Ohio. All houses in
Elyria were closed by the board of health.
Other theatres to be closed were the Dorsey
in Johnstown : the Liberty and Grand in East
Palestine ; the Barton, Barton ; the Home, Se-
ville and the Bijou in New Philadelphia. The
theatres in Cleveland suffered a lower attend-
ance in many of the houses.

Sidney Lust Named to

Hoover Inaugural Board
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, Jan. 15.—Sidney Lust,
a motion picture exhibitor of this city, has
been appointed a member of the inaugural
committee on press relations and communi-
cations, and also a member of the general
entertainment committee.

At the New York

Theatres

NEW FILMS
RIALTO—"The Rescue," a United Artists picture

with Ronald Colman and Lili Damita, directed by
Herbert Brenon.

PARAMOUNT—"The Case of Lena Smith," a Para-
mount picture with Esther Ralston and James Hall,
directed by Joseph von Sternberg.

CAPITOL—"A Lady of Chance," a Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer picture with Norma Shearer and John Mack
Brown, directed by Robert Z. Leonard.

STRAND—"Adoration," a First National picture with
Billie Dove and Antonio Moreno, directed by
Frank Lloyd.

CAMEO—"Forbidden Love," a German film with
Lili Damita and Paul Richtor.

FIFTH AVENUE PLAYHOUSE—"Rasputin, the
Holy Sinner," a German film with a Russian cast
including Max Neufold and Renato Renee.

FIFfY-FIFTH ST. CINEMA—"Sajenko, the Soviet,"
a UFA production with Michael Bohnen.

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
WINTER GARDEN—"The Singing Fool," Warner

Bros., opened September 19.

ASTOR—'"Alias Jimmy Valentine," Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, opened November 15.

CRITERION—"Interference," Paramount, opened
November 16.

EMBASSY—"The Viking," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
opened November 28.

CENTRAL—"The Barker," First National, opened
December 5.

WARNER—"My Man," Warner Bros., opened De-
cember 21.

GAIETY—"The River," Fox, opened December 22.

LITTLE CARNEGIE PLAYHOUSE—"Lucrezia Bor-
gia," UFA, opened December 22.

RIVOLI—"The Awakening," United Artists, opened
December 28.

COLONY—"The Last Warning," Universal, opened
January 6.

ROXY—"Sunrise," Fox, revived for another week.
HIPPODROME—"Wings," Paramount, revived for
another week.

Oklahoma City Rumored
To Have 3 New Houses

(Special to the Herald- World)

OKLAHOMA CITY, Jan. 15.—According
to rumors believed to be reliable, Oklahoma
City will have three new theatres erected in

the business district in the near future.

It is reported that Publix Theatres will

erect a new 3500 seat theatre to be located

on West Main street, just opposite the Capitol
theatre.

The Mid-West Amusement Company to

erect a new $600,000 theatre located near the

present site of the Liberty theatre and that

William Fox will either erect a new theatre

or buy a half interest in one of the largest
theatre enterprises now located in the city.

Guy Morgan Joins U A As
Traveling Representative

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Guy P. Morgan
has resigned from the Samuel Goldwyn or-
ganization in order to join the United Artists

Foreign department as special representative.

He has been in the motion picture industry
for 14 years.

Theatre Managers Change
(Special to the Herald-World)

BEDFORD, IND., Jan. 15.—L. Arnold,
manager of the Von-Ritz theatre here, will

leave for Crawfordsville, Indiana, where he
will take charge of five theatres of the Von-
derschmidt Amusement Enterprises. Paul
Wykoff, who has been Mr. Arnold's assistant

at the local house, will succeed him as local

manager.

Signs 3-Year Contract
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Robert Florey,

young French actor, who has just finished in

Paramount's "The Hole in the Wall," has been
signed with the company for three more years.

He will next play in "The Cocoanuts" with
the four Marx brothers.

Nights Are Longer Now
For Audien Previewers

(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT, Jan. 15.—The business
of previewing pictures here is making
the boys work overtime. It has been
the policy of the John H. Kunsky
Theatrical Organization to preview
all pictures shown in their houses.
For this purpose, they had an elab-
orate private screening room in their
business offices.

Then came the audiens. All
the downtown Kunsky houses are
equipped with sound now, but so
great is the demand that it has been
impossible for Kunsky to get instal-

lation in the private screening room.
The previews now are conducted in

one of the downtown houses, after
the last night show. Which means
many executives are out until 2 and
3 a. m. several nights every week,
listening in on the previews.
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"Standing Room Only"
Ticket Sale Is Barred
To Montreal Exhibitors

(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTREAL, Jan. 15—An ordinance just

put into effect prohibits the sale of any "Stand-

ing Room Only" tickets, while exhibitors have

been instructed to discard the "Standing Room
Only" signs which have been much in evidence

of late. The new regulation, as announced

by Chairman Desroches of the Civic Execu-
tive, provides that the sale of a ticket at a

theatre box office entitles the purchaser to

immediate possession of a seat when perform-

ances are continuous. When all seats are

filled, the box office sale is to be terminated

and no patron will be permitted to stand.

The Montreal police department was in-

structed on January 12 to visit all local thea-

tres to see that the regulation was being ob-

served. Further, preparations are being made
for the promulgation of a local statute pro-

hibiting a queue of waiting people outside of

any amusement house, although patrons may
wait in line in the lobby. The new rules are

being enforced in the cause of safety, it is

stated.

Cashier's Screams Send
Thief Away in Panic
(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, Jan. 15.—The Pantages thea-

tre was the scene of an attempted holdup on
January 10 when a lone bandit ordered Miss
Cora Park, box office cashier, to hand over
the cash. Miss Park screamed instead and
the racket scared the robber away.
Some months ago the lobby wicket at the

Pantages, which is the largest theatre in Can-
ada, was held up and robbed of some $800.

In the recent case the police subsequently ar-

rested William Reist, aged 21, and he con-
fessed to the attempt.

Agnew to Write Screen
Version for Sono-Art
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Frances Agnew has
been signed by the Sono-Art productions to

write the screen version of "Broadway
Bound," the company's first feature length

audien. "Broadway Bound" is an original

story by Eddie Dowling, in which he will also

star.

"Toy Shop," T-S Picture, to

Play in 52 Loew's Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Phil Meyer,
manager of Tiffany-Stahl exchange closed
a contract with the entire Loew Circuit of
which the circuit will play the company's
color symphony, "The Toy Shop," in 52
houses in the metropolitan district.

New Theatre with Sound
To Replace Fire Ruins

(Special to the Herald-World)

HARRISBURG, ILL., Jan. 15.—The
Orpheum, which was ruined by fire several
weeks ago, will be replaced by a modern
picture house. The new theatre will be
equipped with DeForest Phonefilm and
will open in March.

I'm Responsible, Brookhart
Says of U. S. Regulation Bill

Myers, Answering Rembusch Charge He Authored Measure, Tells

Herald-World He "Does Not Desire to Participate in

Controversy Raised by Producer Interests"

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Senator Smith W, Brookhart claims full responsi-

bility for the bill bearing his name which seeks to regulate the motion picture

industry by federal legislation.

Charges have been made, particularly by Frank J. Rembusch, militant ex-

hibitor from Indiana, to the effect that Abram F. Myers was the author of

the unwelcome Brookhart bill, or at least lent a helping hand in its drawing.

Myers, since the offering of the bill, has become head of the Allied States

Exhibitors organization, with headquarters in Washington.

The Herald-World asked Senator Brook- dent of the Troy local, was in Albany during

F N Enters Film Center
Structure This Month

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—The New York and
New Jersey exchanges of First National pic-

tures will move into the new Film Center
building about the middle of January. The
company will be located on the tenth floor of
the building.

hart pointblank if Myers wrote the bill or

helped in the task. Senator Brookhart did

not answer the direct question, but made
this reply:

"I am personally responsible for all

bills which I introduce in the Senate
unless I state at time of introduction
that same is introduced by request."

A study of the Congressional Record for

Dec. 13, 1927, the day the Brookhart bill

was offered in the Senate, reveals that Sen-
ator Brookhart brought up the bill without
comment or address. It was read twice, a

formality, and referred to the committee
on interstate commerce.
Despite the fact that Senator Brookhart

implies, now, that he alone was responsi-

ble for the bill, it has been charged openly
and not denied that Myers was at least a

consultant. Myers and Brookhart are both
from Iowa and the interest of both in mo-
tion pictures—the former as federal trade

commissioner and the latter as United
States senator—is wellknown.
The Herald-World, seeking the facts from

the principals involved, asked Myers if he
wrote the Brookhart bill or participated in

the drawing of its terms. He declined to

answer the question, replying in the follow-

ing terms:
"Do not desire to participate in controv-

ersy raised by producer interests regarding;

authorship of Brookhart Bill, nor do I think

it would be proper. I sugeest that you ad-

dress your inquiry to Senator Brookhart.

"

the past week, spending some time with the

bill drafting commission in outlining the pro-

visions he desired to be embodied in the bill.

While there is a state law to the effect that

employers must grant one day of rest out of

every seven, the law does not apply to pro-

jectionists.

Theatres Closed for "Flu";
But Ban Is Lifted Early

(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. MARY'S, ONT., Jan. 15.—Belated ac-

tion on the part of local authorities because

of the influenza complaint was taken when the

town officials ordered the two local theatres,

churches, schools, dance halls and pool rooms
closed for one week. The original order called

for two weeks, terminating January 14, but

the ban was raised January 10 after conditions

had materially improved.

"One Day a Week Off" Is

Asked for Projectionists
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, Jan. 15.—A bill of interest^ to

every motion picture machine operator in New
York state will shortly be introduced in the

New York state legislature as the first step

toward providing a day off for projectionists

each week. Harry A. Brooks of Troy, presi-

2 Youths Escape with

$700 Theatre Receipts
(Special to the Herald-World)

CHESTER, PA., Jan. 15.—Thomas Mangan.
manager of the Washington theatre, was held

up by two unmasked youths while alone in

the theatre office shortly after 10 o'clock last

week and robbed of $700. Mangan and Ed-

ward Weber, a special policeman employed at

the theatre, gave chase, but the thieves disap-

peared and no trace has been found of them.

Citizens of Elwood Pay
Tribute to Frank Mackey

(Special to the Herald-World)

ELWOOD, IND., Jan. 15.—Citizens of

this city recently paid tribute to Frank
H. Mackey, wellknown theatre operator,

with funeral services conducted at the resi-

dence. Earlier members of the Kiwanis
club visited the home and held short serv-

ices.

Children Beat Out Flames with Caps

Before Firemen Can Reach Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 15.—Fire broke out in the Queen theatre Saturday night

during a performance of "Tarzan the Mighty," but was extinguished by a half

dozen children who, with their caps and seat cushions, beat out the flames which

ate their way up a sidewall towards the ceiling. The youngsters had the blaze

out before the arrival of the Bremen.
Under a heading, "A Happy Record," the "Morning Times" stated editorially:

"Fires have started recently in three or four neighborhood moving picture theatres

during the showing of films. But in no case did panic result. In two of them,

the fire was conBned to the projection room. But last Saturday night a Bre m the

Queen theatre started near the audience and attacked the side walls. But the audi-

ence, mostly children, instead of stampeding in panic, quietly walked out. Some
of them even stopped to attack the fire with rugs and seat cushions."
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Columbia Moving to Larger Offices

To Meet Business Demands
Entire Eleventh Floor at 729 Seventh Avenue, New York, Is Leased—

New Quarters Tivice Size of Old

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Columbia has leased the entire eleventh floor of

729 Seventh avenue because of increased space demands of a rapidly

expanding business, it was announced today. The move to the new
address is to be made the end of this month from 1600 Broadway, which has

been the home of Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn for 17 years, first when they were
with Universal and since then with their own company with Harry Cohn in

charge of production.

T^IGHT years of accomplishment by the
Columbia organization was topped in

the past year with the greatest twelve-
month growth. For a long time the old
offices have been crowded, however, what
with the increase of personnel and detail

work.
Have Double Space Now

The new quarters which are now more
than two times the size of the old, will
house an augmented sales staff. Important
additions will be made to the advertising,
publicity and exploitation departments as
well as to the scenario division. Others
slated for expansion are the contract, audit-
ing and foreign units.

Columbia's new home, which covers a
floor space of 10,000 square feet, faces both
un Seventh avenue and 49th street. The
entire Seventh avenue side has been divided
into private offices for Joe Brandt, Jack
Cohn and the executives of the sales, con-
tract, purchasing and foreign department.
Arrangements also have been made for
separate quarters for the publicity and
scenario departments and for a private pro-
jection room.

In 1912 Joe Brandt and the Cohn brothers
came to^ the Mecca Building with Carl
Laemmle's Universal Film Company. They
devoted their time to the distribution, ex-
ploitation and production ends of the
business.

Started for Themselves in 1918

In 1918, Joe, Jack and Harry felt that the
time had come to create for themselves a
place in the industry. Under the name of
C. B. C. they entered the production field
fur themselves with the Hallroom Com-
edies and Screen Snapshots, with home
offices in the Mecca building.

This was a modest beginning, but during

the eight years of the company's existence

the growth has been rapid. In 1923 they
entered the feature length field with 10 pro-
ductions. This was increased to 16 when
C. B. C. became Columbia Pictures Cor-
poration, then to 18, 24, 30 and now to 36
features a year for the present season's

schedule. In 1926 Columbia also entered
the distribution field and became a national
organization with its own exchanges in the
principal key cities.

"Flu" Hits Box Office

In Many New York Cities
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, Jan. 15.—The "flu" is costing

New York state theatre owners hundreds of

thousands of dollars in lost patronage. Many
theatres have closed down temporarily at the

request of city or village authorities. Thea-
tres are closed in Chestertown, Newton Falls,

Antwerp, Cape Vincent and many other places.

Lee Langdon, one of the best known book-

ers and operators of the Central theatre in

Albany, died last week of the "flu." Mrs.

Alec Feltmann, wife of the owner of the

Lincoln and Rialto theatres in Schenectady,

died last week.

Permanent Writ
Hearing on Pathe
Sound Film Waits
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. IS.—Hearing on the or-

der to show cause why the temporary injunc-
tion granted Pathe against the New York
state censor board should not be made per-
manent will be held tomorrow. The delay
from January 7 was granted at the request
of the attorney general's office on the plea

that more time was required to study the

case.

It will be recalled that the injunction granted
Pathe restrains the New York censor board
from invalidating or revoking licenses for "Sal
of Singapore," which in its silent version was
passed without deletion or any change because
of Pathe's failure to submit for censorship
the sound record to accompany the film. The
picture opens at the Colony Saturday.
"We wish to commend your fine stand in

resistance of pre-censorship of sound accom-
panied films," the American Civil Liberties
Union, through Forrest Bailey, wrote Lewis
Innerarity, Pathe secretary. "It may be of
interest to you to learn that we have among
our counsel attorneys who have specialized
in the study of censorship problems. We
should be very happy to make one of these
available in an advisory capacity, if that would
be of helpful service."

Theatre Manager Robbed
Of $850 by Lone Bandit

(Special to the Herald- World)

LOGANSPORT, IND., Jan. 15.—A bandit

held up E. W. Hoover, manager of the Luna
theatre here, and obtained $850. The burglary

occurred in the office of the theatre. Hoover
was alone at the time making a check of the

receipts of the evening. Ushers who appeared

on the scene as the bandit was preparing to

leave were held at bay with a pistol. The loss

is covered by insurance.

Columbia's Triumvirate

Sam Morris Promotes
J. V. Allan to Warners'

Western Sales Manager
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Sam E. Morris,
vice-president and general manager in charge
of distribution of Warner Brothers, appointed

J. V. Allan, former branch manager of the

Detroit exchange, to western sales manager.
Allan will have charge of the branches previ-

ously supervised by Claude C. Ezell, who was
recently advanced by Mr. Morris to the post

of general sales manager. His headquarters
will be in New York.

Wobber Pacific Coast
Manager of Publix Now

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 15.—Herman
Wobber, for the past 17 years associated

with the Paramount-Famous-Lasky organ-
ization, and in recent years manager of the

Pacific Coast Division, has retired from this

post to become Pacific Coast manager of

Publix Theatres, with headquarters in this

city.

Universal-Variety Chain
Split Up in Two Circuits

(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEVELAND, Jan. 15.—The Universal-

Variety chain of theatres in Cleveland is to

be broken up into the Universal chain, con-

sisting of the Cedar-Lee, Broadway, Oriental,

Detroit, and Hilliard Square theatres, and the

Variety chain, made up of the Kinsman, Im-
perial, Homestead, and Moreland houses.

"President" at Playhouse
(Special to the Herald- World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—The Playhouse has

booked "The President," a foreign made pic-

ture, for its premiere presentation, beginning

on January 19. The booking was made by

the Edward L. Klein Corporation.

JOE BRANDT HARRY COHN JACK COHN

Fire Damages Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

YREKA, CAE, Jan. 15.—Peters* theatre

has been damaged by fire and extensive re-

building work will be necessary.
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PICTORIAL SECTIONin Pictures by the Camera

Members of the Georgia Tech football team, conquerors of California on the Fox

set for "Girls Gone Wild," featuring Sue Carol and Nick Stuart. Shown are James

Ryan, Fox executive; Earl Dunlap, Jack Thomason. Warner Mizell. Don Miller,

badcfield coach; Stuart and Capt. Peter Pund: sirring (and howl). Miss Carol and
Dr. Marion Luther Brittain. president of Tech.

Still bride and groom, of course, though Reginald

Denny and "Bubbles" Steiffel were married No-
vember 24. Mrs. Denny has been her husband's

leading woman in his Universal starring productions

for some time, so theirs was trulv a film romance.

The former Rosabelle Laemmle and her husband. Stanley Ber-

german, prominent business man. about to depart on their

honeymoon following their marriage at the Laemmle home in

Beverly Hills. With them are Mrs. Bergerman's father, Carl

Laemmle. president of Universal, and her brother. Carl. Jr.

There are those who know and those who don't. Take a big cat like

this one—it must be handled just right, which is the way Director

Steve Roberts is endeavoring to show Jerry Drew as they get to work

on a new Drew Educational comedy in which the cat appears. (But

just suppose real cats were this big!)
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The end of a working day at Warner Brothers'

studio, with Director Howard Bretherton look-

ing over the script to see how much further

there is to go on "From Headquarters," Monte
Blue picture.

Thespian talent is not all that is wanted
for pictures these days. So Carlotta King,
who is a singer, has the feminine lead in

Warner Brothers' film-operetta, "The Des-

ert Song."

It worked. At the Fox studio the HERALD-
WORLD photographer spied John Ford ab-
sorbed in thought. So he said, "Hey there,

strong boy!" Ford was directing "Strong Boy."
The result is above.

Sally Blane, who has been
awarded the mantle as a

Wampas Baby Star of
1929. She has been

signed by F B O.

A new face at Educa-
tional—Billie Cinders, well

known comedian, who has
been signed to play in

supporting roles.

An island world and the primitive life, as

portrayed in First National's new Milton

Sills vehicle, "His Captive Woman." The
star is shown with his feminine lead,

Dorothy Mackaill.
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A sample of Educational beauty—and,
alas, but a sample. Ruth Eddings is the

maid in attire medieval and surroundings
modernistic. Miss Eddings plays oppo-
site Lupino Lane and also Cameo leads.

Below:

Beth Laemmle, niece of Carl
Laemmle, president of Uni-
versal, in one of her new
dance creations. Miss
Laemmle has had a successful

career as a dancer, and just

recently was signed to appear
in Universal productions.

So much is synthetic these days—even
love, perhaps. Here is Colleen Moore in

"Synthetic Sin," her new First National
production. Here's hoping that Colleen's

fun never becomes synthetic too.

Camilla Horn and Hobart Bosworth in a scene from John
Barrymore's latest vehicle, "Eternal Love," United Artists

production, directed by Ernst Lubitsch. Besides by thc-
players Barrymore is supported by Victor Varconi and M

Rico. Many of the sequences were taken in Can-'

Eleanor Boardman in a scene from the new Inspiration pro-

duction, "She Goes to War." This is to be released by
United Artists. The production was directed by Henry
King, and the cast includes Alma Rubens, John Holland,

Edmund Burns and Al St. John.
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ExhibitorFinds Search for
Name for Talking Picture
Is Live Exploitation Stunt

The hunt for a suitable name for the talking motion picture has taken on a

new significance.

To one exhibitor it has meant "one of the best publicity stunts" for advance
promotion on the installation of sound equipment.
This campaign will be carried complete in the Herald-World within the

next few weeks, when the name selected by 800 students and the winning
essay will be published.

In addition, there will be offered the names selected by the public—the

fathers and mothers of the students, and other fans.

This money making and valuable stunt was
promoted by L. A. Woodin of the Arcadia
Theatre Company, Wellsboro, Pa. Cooperat-

ing with Woodin are the local dailies in addi-

tion to the schools and fans, among whom are

the parents of the students.

Woodin expresses the wish that other ex-

hibitors will interest their local schools in this

wonderful undertaking.

Studios to Take
Active Hand in Drive

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 15.—According to

statements of numerous production execu-

tives it will be only a short time before studios

will take an active hand in the Herald-

World's campaign to find a word to give the

talking picture.

Words being contributed go from the ex-

tremely simple to the elaborate. Syllables and

prefixes fail to halt these story-telling genii

when it's a word you want.
"Photoplay" Is Suggested

One of the sensible and commonplace sug-

gestions this week is "Photoplay." It comes

from Charles Burr, president of the Burr and

Hines company, who says, "If no one else has

beaten me to it I advocate a word that we are

all acquainted with to replace 'talkie.' Although

it has always been used to mean any motion

picture the fact remains it combines the sug-

gestion of a stage play with a motion picture.

'Play' has always been used to mean one kind

of entertainment, a dialogue production on a

stage.

"Of course Zukor and Goldwyn and a num-
ber of others tried to establish the word photo-

play in the trade some time ago but the word
'movies' had attained too great a hold on the

fans. 'Photoplay' has the advantage of con-

siderable usage which can aid in its being

woven into the litany of the industry."

Sarecky Likes "Tonals"
Louis A. Sarecky, assistant to the vice-

president of FBO, suggests that "Tonals" be

used to supplant "Talkies." " 'Tonals' . or
'Tonal Films'," he says, "means the same in

French, Spanish and English and has definite

meaning in addition to dignity."

Jack White, prominently identified as head
of Jack White Productions, declares that

"Audien is a good word for talking pictures."

He rolled the word over on his tongue and
said he believes the need of a word was recog-

nized by the Herald-World at a critical time.

C. E. Sullivan, vice-president of FBO, is

enthusiastic in his wish for a new word. He
says, "It strikes me that it is going to be a
difficult task to get the public away from re-

ferring to the new type of picture as 'talkies.'

This misnomer, in my judgment, tends to

replace the word 'movies.' In this connection
I call your attention to 'movietone' which is

quite suggestive and inventive towards the

use of a coined, improper descriptive word.
"If I were to search for what I would re-

gard an appropriate name I doubt very much
that I could possibly find one that would be

more properly descriptive than 'Photophone
Entertainment.' This suggestion might seem
to be influenced somewhat by our connection
with the Photophone Company but regardless

of this 'Photophone Entertainment' is my
storv and I will stick to it."

World Wide Managers
Picked, Says Skirboll;

No District Sales Heads
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—All sales offices of

World Wide Pictures in the United States and
Canada will be operating 100 per cent by Feb-
ruary 1, Joseph S. Skirboll, sales manager,
announced on his return from the field today.

Practically all managers have been employed
and they will be attached to the Educational
exchanges which are handling physical dis-

tribution.

There will be no district managers ; local

managers will hire all road salesmen.
Managers chosen include George H. Moeser,

Buffalo; J. J. Sampson, Chicago; Herbert
Ochs, Cleveland ; L. L. Phillips, Des Moines

;

R. J. Garland, Denver; George W. Sampson,
Detroit

;
Ralph Abbott, Indianapolis ; L. L.

Ballard, Milwaukee ; Mark Ross, Minneapolis
;

George Dillon, New York City; C. J. Feldman,
Omaha

; Joseph Lefko, Pittsburgh ; J. P.

Bethell, Philadelphia; A. R. Dietz, St. Louis;
C. F. Dardine, Charlotte; Claude Beacham,
Atlanta; D. C. Gibson, Dallas; W. C. Hum-
phreys, Washington ; Donald B. Smith, San
Francisco ; C. C. McDermond, Salt Lake City

;

A. W. Plues, Cincinnati ; C. P. Waxman, New
Haven ; W. H. Byers, Portland.

Clarence Brown on Way
To N. Y. for Male Lead

Cla/ence Brown, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
director, arrived in Chicago Tuesday, Jan-
uary 15, on his way to New York where he
will seek a male lead for his next picture,

"Wonders of Women." Brown intended to

take a plane both ways but cold weather
prevented. He hopes 'o return by plane,

however.
Brown became

ever, in making "

Rocky Mountains*^ k

apart at 30 below, he JJ;

the cold, h^w .

»^o'""aYop the

ermometer fell

Pathe 5' Beauties

NEW
(S>

2 bea-^0"*
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39.

I at Edi

Cinders, we
lian, who has
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ng roles.

•jVorld)

he has added

ASK SUBSTITUTE

FOR "VITAPHONE"

Trade Names and "Talkies" Not
Satisfactory — Movie Men
Want Name for Synchroniz-

ed Pictures.

Students of W. H. S. will take part
in a nation wide effort to secure a

new name for the talking picture, or

synchronized film, when Manager
Larry Woodin, of the Arcadia, pre-

sents the • plan of the Exhibitor s

Herald and World, a. leading moving
picture trade journal , to them Fri-

aayfmorning.
Exhibitors, actors and producers

alike have expressed keen dissatisfac-

tion with the current term, "Talk-

ies," for the synchronized film.

Equally objectionable are the popu-

lar terms, "VitAphone" and "Movie-

tone," due to the fact that they, like

"Victrola," or "B. V. are trade

names. More than this, none of the

names now in vogue are sufficiently

comprehensive to cover the entire

field. A -name like "Kodak," or

"Radio "*> is the ajm of the Exhibitor

Herald's campaign.
is ah incentive to thought on the

problem, Manager Woodin is mak-
ing the following offer to Wellsboro

high school, students: For the best

essay (so adjudged by a commitee
from the faculty qnd Mr. Woodin)
propounding a satisfactory word, ex-

plaining its derivation and meaning,

and advocating ks use as a blanket

term for synchronized moving pic-

tures, the Arcadia management will

give a six month's season ticket.

The winning word and its accom-
panying essay will then be sent to

the Exhibitors Herald and World and

entered in the national oontest.

Savants, entomologists, philolo-

gists and druggists, lexicographers,

editors, athletes and fishermen, any-

one who can puzzle out a word to be

not too "higi hat," nor too "low

tl"Cw," are working on the problem.

>nd Violet

How the dailies are cooperating with L.

A. Woodin of the Arcadia Theatre Com-
pany at Wellsboro, Pa., in putting over

the campaign to find a suitable name for

talking pictures is exemplified in the

above reproduction of the announcement

in a Wellsboro newspaper. Refer to your

file copy of the Herald-World, issue of

Dec. 22, 1928, page 23, where you will

find the complete campaign detailed.
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Try These!
The Herald-World's campaign to find a suitable name for talking motion pic-

ture* is becoming as popular as the cross word puzzle. Try these names and see

whether they roll easily off the tongue.

AUDATONE
—H. A. Spanuth,

Bell & Howell,

Chicago, III.

PICTONE
—S. L. Tyo,

Tyo Theatre,

Wray, Colo.

PHOTOTONE
—Jack Bast,

Palace Theatre,

Greensboro, N. C.

ORAGRAPHS
ORAGRAPHICS
—Alonzo P. Fox,

Captain, Signal Corps,

The Army War College,

D. C.

VOICINEMA
REELSTIC
TAUKIFILM
HEARITAUK
IMIGAL1VE
LIKAVAUD
CNALIFE
SIMILIVAUD
REELTAUX
HEARAVU
PROJECTAUK
—Harold Kelner,

Netv York City, N. Y.

MOVIETALK
MOTIOTONE
—Lenore G. Pierce, Mgr.,

645 W. 120th St.,

Chicago, III.

PICTAPHONE
—Mrs. M. J. Black,

Waverly, III.

CAMERAPHONE
—Ellsworth Hamer,

Strand Theatre,

Battle Creek, Mich.

* * *

FONOFILM
—

J. Victor Wilson,

Bijou Theatre,

New Haven, Conn.

AUD-PHONE
—H. F. West, Mgr.,

Maplewood Theatre,

Maplewood, N. J.

SPEAKIE
H. J. Seckel,

334 S. State,

Marion, 0.

CINAUD
—J. B. C. V. Du-Val Novak,

119 Jackson Ave.,

Pen Argyle, Pa.

PHONOPLAY
—Milton Burns,

Sunset Theatre,

Hollywood, Cal.

AUDIVISION
—R. J. Macadam,

Casino Theatre,

Halifax, Nova Scotia

* * *

PICTURETONES
CINEMATONES
ACTORPHONES
—Carol Lombard,

Pathe Featured Player,

Hollywood, Cal.

* * *

AUDIMO
—Mrs. Winifred Davis,

720 Upham St.,

St. Luis Obispo, Cal.

* * *

MOVIE-PLAY
—Bella Lehman,

1632 N. Normandie Ave.,

Hollywood, Cal.

C1NEPHONO
—Felizardo Torres,

Orizaba 12,

Hermosillo, Sonora,

Mexico

*

CINETOPHONE
CINEMETAPHONE
—Dr. Thomas MarcParrott,

English Department,

Princeton University.

Princeton, N. J.
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W
SOUND PICTURES

Try Out This Knockout Ad Idea!

UP on your toes, men, and give a

real hand to Don Hoobler, adver-

tising and publicity man of the Bloom-
ington theatre at Bloomington, 111. For

a drag-'em-out campaign this one is

right on the top rung of the ladder. As
for the results, we'll mention them af-

ter we've told you just what he did.

As a matter of fact, the reproduced news-

paper ads on this and the next page speak

for themselves and tell the whole story.

But we'll condense it a bit. Al Jolson's

"The Singing Fool" was coming to the Ir-

vin theatre. Now let's emphasize right

here that the very same campaign can be

put on for any good picture. Be sure, first,

that it is a good picture, however.

Asks Public for Idea

Picking up the sound theory that every-

one likes to be on the "inside," Hoobler tells

the public through the first advertisement

that the coming picture is so good that "he

feels words cannot describe it." So he asks

the prospective patron to tell him what he

would do if he were in the advertising man's
boots. All he asks is the idea; he says

"Don't Try to Do the Work." And he of-

fers $175 in awards.
Simple, isn't it? Perhaps. Anything looks

simple after we see it. One big result was
that it gave the theatre an accurate check
on its best publicity medium, and that, the

contestants decided, was the newspaper ad-

vertisements.

Small Ads Used Daily

Hoobler writes to "The Theatre" as fol-

lows :

"Tear sheets from a campaign used by the

writer for the Irvin theatre for 'The Sing-

ing Fool' and which attracted much atten-

tion, are enclosed. The ones enclosed com-
prise the two larger advance announcements
(the first of these is reproduced on this

page, the second is reprinted on page 37)

and the other (see the large ad on the same
page) is the followup which was used dur-

ing the run of the picture.

"The smaller ads issued each day previous

to the Qpening and following these larger

announcements were omitted from this

group, as they were practically the same in

subject matter as these.

Thousands Interested

"We have never run a contest which was
more successful in replies received. It

seemed that thousands were interested in

advertising and the letters and ideas were
numerous, although most of them were old

and stereotyped and anything but original.

"A very interesting feature of the con-
test was that it gave us a check on our
most important mediums and the ideas

chiefly consisted of newspaper ads. You see,

the ideas suggested most often would natural-

ly be the ones which the people thought of

most often and consulted.

"Would like your opinion of the cam-
paign. It is needless to say anything about

The IRVIN S Ad Man

Here^ the Proposition:
The Irvin theater's advertising man, whose duty it is to tell you
bout that theater's Mg picture productions has seen one (and
heard it too) that Is so extraordinarily good that he feels words
cannot describe It. He has gone over all his. Ideas for "broad*
casting" to you all the fact that a really unusual attraction U
coming. Truth, of course must be adhered to, and he wants you
to see the picture, "The Singing Fool" starring Al Jolson which
begins a 7 day run at the Irvin next Sunday and tell him. in your

own words WHAT YOU WOULD DO IF YOU WERE IN HIS
PLACE.

Almost Everyone Is Interested in

AflvAvft icintf —whether conscious of it or not. Don't feel
rtUVCn ISing

,ha[ you canno t think of any idea of this sort

Give the Ad Man your impression of the proper way to let the most
people know about the picture for he knows that, like himself, after

seeing the picture you, too, u*ill be highly enthusiastic.

To the fight ire listed tome of the medium* of id-

Willing uied by the tbettrei EliboriK on theie.

tiled thotght of your own or tomeihinf. you

heve wen used DON'T TRY TO DO THE WORK,

Jul lei tor *hi

>oui the fill

HEBE ARE SOME OF
THE ADVERTISING
MEDIUMS t'SED BY THE

THEATRES

'175.00
in Awards

(or BEST IDEAS

"THE SINGING FOOL"
A W»rn»r Brother* Vltsphone Talking rid Singing Senullon

STARRING

AL JOLSON

IRVINENTIRE
WEEK

STARTING
NEXT SUNDAY

First Prize— Kadiola 18

seko Torn 6rcr.esTiD>iS I

the success of the run for that was ab-
normal everywhere, but our opening day
was big."

A Real Followup
Well, Hoobler, we think just so much

of it that we are passing it on to all read-
ers of this department with the recommen-
dation that they put it to use, for it should
be a whiz for anyone.

Note, everybody, that in the followup ad
(on page 37) Hoober thanks all who took
part, names the winners, quotes the win-
ning letter, names the judges, and then adds
that "when an original suggested idea is

use, credit will be given to the person sug-
gesting it."

The winning idea was this, to quote from
the patron's letter:

"You might advertise that each night
certain persons who come to the show will

be chosen to have their pictures taken.
These pictures will be moving pictures,

taken in their home, at their office or any
place you might desire. You would also

get their impressions of the picture and
have that written in letter form, and these
letters with the pictures might be shown on
the screen the following night.

"There are many, in fact, nearly every-
one, would like to see themselves on the

screen and they would be back the follow-

ing night to see just how they looked. I

feel certain that this would arouse a great
deal of interest. If it were not possible to

have a movie made, you might have some
stationary pictures and letters made and
show them."
Nor was that such a bad idea in itself.

[Keep your seats a minute, folks.

Next week, not "East Lynne" but an-

other campaign on "The Singing
Fool," and sent in by Alvin Hostler
of the Strand, Altoona, Pa. And a

dandy it is, too.']

Speak with Care or Lose

Screen Personality, Says

Del Ruth to Audien Actor
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. IS.—Roy Del Ruth,

who has had an abundance of experience with

Vitaphone pictures, today declared that the

only hope for actors who wish to survive the

tone era is that they speak with such exact-

ing care that their voice does not change their

screen personalities.

He predicts that otherwise quite a few big

people of the screen are going to fall by the

wayside. "A big he-man," he says, "with a

strapping body will be ruined the minute his

audiences realize he has a tiny, squeaking

voice."

Several players of prestige are regarding

this matter with apprehension. Their voices

do not fit the line of parts which they have

been playing and to which they owe their

reputations. There is always a way out for

the actor who is willing to undergo study and

rehearsal. Del Ruth is directing "The Hot-
tentot" for Warner Brothers.
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New Sound Device

ofGerman Company
Is Tested in Berlin

(Special to the Herald-World)

BERLIN, Jan. 5.— (By Mail) — First

demonstration has been given of a new uni-

fied reproducing device for sound pictures

by the Tonbild Syndikat Company (Tobis).

This does not require a special projec-

tor, it is pointed out, but consists of a

very small and simple attachment which
can be installed in a few hours in addition

to any usual German cinema-projector, to-

gether with amplifiers and loudspeakers
specially designed by Tobis, providing an
excellent reproduction of speech, music and
effects.

The Tobis device is running usual films

of normal width, bearing the sound track

inside the sprocket-holes. Interchangeabil-

ity is claimed with any English or Ameri-
can sound-on-film system like Movietone,
Photophone, Cinephone, Phonofilm and so
on.

The Tobis people showed, after a number
of their own recently produced sound sub-

jects, also three reels of American origin.

Tobis is now wiring five big houses in

Berlin, Hamburg, Diisseldorf, Leipsic and
Munich at a comparatively low price and
continue the installations from February at

a rate of 50 sets a month.

If Public Wants 'Em

We'll Do 'Em, Says

Brenon in Detroit
(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT, Jan. 15.—Herbert Brenon,
director, admits that he's puzzled by the
rapid rise of sound pictures. Here last week
for personal appearances with "The Res-
cue," starring Ronald Colman and Lili Da-
mita, and showing at the United Artists thea-

tre, Brenon had this to say:
,;This talking picture thing has me at the

crossroads and I hesitate to take a step for

fear it will lead me in the wrong path.

Personally, I believe the stage and motion
picture are two separate and distinct me-
diums and it would be better for both to

keep within their own limits.

''However, the appeal of talking pictures

to the public has every person in the film in-

dustry guessing. I regret the issue is here,

and frankly I am afraid to face it. I would
much prefer to go on making silent pic-

tures, but if the playgoers want the 'talkies,'

I suppose I will have to try my hand at the
audible films."

West Coast to Install

Sound in Butte Theatres
(Special to the Herald-World)

BUTTE, Jan. 15.—A total of $100,000 will

be spent here in the next five months by the
West Coast Theatres company, redecorating
and installing sound equipment in two houses.
The largest expenditure will be made on the

Parkway theatre. West Coast will spend
$30,000 remodeling the interior of this house,
an additional $25,000 in installing vitaphone
and movietone equipment. The house will be
opened in April. Vitaphone and movietone
will also be installed in the American theatre.

Manager of the houses will be Harry Stone,
present manager of the Rialto and American
theatres.

EMBARRASSING MOMENTS

When you thought you were slipping

in quietly from the stag party . . .

be nonchalant I. . . LIGHT A MURAD.

They taste just like they did 20 years ago.

Recording Laboratories Offers

Two Devices; W. M.Brown IsHead
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—William M. Brown has been named president of the

newly organized Recording Laboratories of America, which will offer a synchro-

nous device under the name of the Phonoscope, and non-synchronous equipment

named the Audiotone. Both devices are being demonstrated at the company's

laboratories.

be particularly adaptable to the exacting
requirements of recording and producing
sound pictures.

Disc Method Used
The company's engineers, after a long

study of every phase of the sound picture

industry, perfected the synchronous and
non-synchronous talking picture devices,

using the disc method, interchangeable with
all outstanding disc systems.
The company will produce a series of

short length talking picture novelties at the

standard 33 1/3 speed and a synchronizing
service is offered to independent producers
who require a synchronized musical and
sound score.

William M. Brown has been assistant to

the president of a large industrial concern
in Canada in which a large interest is held

by the du Pont de Nemours company. He
also heads William Brown and Company,
Inc., parent company of Recording Labora-
tories of America.

Jess Smith Vice President

Jess Smith, former First National pro-

ducer, is vice president of Recording
Laboratories and studio production man-
ager, and Jordan M. Cohan is secretary.

Recording Laboratories of America has
obtained a long term lease on a studio and
offices at 216-218-220 East 38th street, New
York city. These premises are declared to
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Putting Over Fox's "Arizona"

Cinephone-Biophone

Attachment Deal Is

Not Merger: Powers
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15—Neither a merger
of Powers Cinephone with Biophone nor
any affiliation except a buying and selling

contract is signified by an arrangement just

announced for the installation of the Pow-
ers Cinephone sound-on-film attachment
with Biophone equipment, P. A. Powers
declared today. He added that similar con-
tracts may be made with other manufac-
turers of disc devices.

The action of the Biophone company in

adopting the Powers Cinephone sound-on-film
attachment as a standard device for inclusion

in its sound reproducing installations, says the

Powers Cinephone office, is the first definite

step in a general movement on the part of
several makers of disc machines to obtain the

Powers Cinephone attachment to complete
their equipments, and meet the exhibitor's

demand for sound reproducers embracing
both disc and sound track methods.
These negotiations have bred rumors of

mergers between Powers Cinephone and the

bigger independent companies making disc

reproducers. None of these proposed mergers
has progressed beyond the stage of an original

proposition. Powers said that his company
has no intention of merging, nor of granting
exclusive selling rights for the sound-on-film
attachment as a unit or an accessory.

In this respect, Powers pointed out that

the contract between Powers Cinephone and
Biophone is a non-exclusive agreement where-
by the Biophone company is assured the

Powers Cinephone attachment for its equip-

ments without prejudice to any similar ar-

rangements which may be made with other
manufacturers of disc sound reproducers.

Powers further stated that the Biophone
agreement and the other similar agreements
pending will in no way affect the selling plans

nor the sales of Powers Cinephone complete
equipments. These will be handled both
direct from the Powers Cinephone offices in

New York and through territorial sales

agencies.

Bristolphone Adds
Sound-Film Device

To Attach to Disc
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15—Sonora-Bristol-
phone is now as physically interchangeable
as any other system, with the making avail-

able of a sound-on-film device available as

a simple attachment to the present disc re-

producing apparatus by February 1, says
Charles R. Rogers, general manager.

Commenting on the acquisition of the
sound-on-film attachment, Rogers said:

"We have been negotiating for this at-

tachment for some time, but I have been
averse to saying anything about it, until

we had fully determined that it met the

most rigid requirements of mechanical per-

fection, and, even more important, that it

was clear of patent infringements of any
kind.

"With the addition of this sound-on-film
attachment, Sonora-Bristolphone is now
physically interchangeable with every type
of system now being used by the outstand-
ing producers of the industry. This new
auxiliary service will be marketed along
the same lines that have won quick support

for Sonora-Bristolphone, which has all the

patents necessary to its operation under its

own roof, and is a distinct benefit to exhibi-

tors who cannot afford the higher priced

instruments."
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These Ads Helped Hoobler in His Smashing Campaign

"Gee, I Wish Someone Would
Tell Me What to Do—

it'i bey end me; I e»nnot think of a tingle thing which

would adequately describe iL I've «een picture* and picture*,

but nerer one quite like thia. Folks, it'* a predicament in-

deed, not to know what to tell you when a movie auch aa thia

come* along."

Those are the thoughts that are bothering the Irvin theatre's adver-

tising man these days.. Last week he saw and heard the new Vita-

phone talking and singing sensation

The Singing Fool*
Starring AL JOLSON

And It's Coming to the Irvin

All Next Week -7 Big Days
Starting Sunday

Alter ««inc ind tie»ring trie pielart (h* tliem >o «dnr.te in orJer ih«t he

r»n tell you all about it in time w we it) he felt hopeltnly \<ni to know what

mrt of so idea would give j-ou the idea that the pitture w*i o( the jmporUoe*

tbal it realty fca

$175.00
in Awards and Theatre Passes

FOR BEST IDEAS

hand

Wh»t nould yon do 10 lell ITflJMI

•bout a (r'tat pieturet Would you

Mil an ad tot the Hew»r>»per. pre-

pare totne anrlllll »ereeD <

•go a potter, get out ton

t»lt% u.r • tlreet iluotl You're

xtrn bVH adirrimng idea* u**d

Tell ua one that night apply to tan

Don't Do
the Work,
Just Submit an Idea

•1 il really i* Attrr aeeiog it

will knew it hat -»•
could aik.

CRAY TRIMBLE A SMITH
Electric Com pi B)

Second Prize
$30 Electric Urn Set

IJlloou *0«er * Light Corp

•Next 8 Beat —
Free Theatre Ticketa

SEEING THE PICTURE
Next Sunday or Monday Will

Greatly A»»i»t You!

The Second Announcement

Italian Government

To SubsidizeAudiens
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, Jan. 15.—Premier Mus-
solini has submitted a bill to the Italian Par-
liament providing official funds for the pro-
duction of audien pictures, says a report to

the Department of Commerce. The net prof-
its of this government-controlled company arc
to accrue to the war cripples' fund.

ALL CENTRAL ILLINOIS RESPONDS

MGM's"BellamyTrial"
Is at Embassy Jan. 23

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer will present a sound synchronized and
partial dialogue picturization of "The Bellamy
Trial" at the Embassy theatre on January' 23.

Betty Bronson and Leatrice Joy star in the

picture.

<33j>
2 More Days

Positively Ends Sat.

AL

JOLSON
World's Greatest

Entertainer in

"THE

SINGING

FOOL"
Talking, Singing in his

inimitable manner.

'Positively a

Sensation"

—

Say 15.000 who have al-

ready seen it.

See It Today
at 2:00. 4:00. 7:00. 9:00

Saturday

Continuous

From Noon.

to the Irvin's Extraordinary Message!

The thousands who have seen the greatest picture

the Irvin has ever shown know now why the advertis-

ing man yelled for help!

Advertising Suggestions
Were received from everywhere— Bloomington,

Normal, Lincoln, Clinton, Peoria, Gibson City,

Forrqst, Morton, Colfax, Gridley, El Paso,

Chenoa, Pontiac, and even as far as Davenport,

Iowa.

WE WANT TO
THANK YOU

For the many hundreds of

clever ideas—the judges had a

difficult time in selecting the

winner.

The Winners Are

as Follows:

First Prize (Radiola 18 completely equipped)

Goes to

Mr. Harold Dale Saurer
1108 S. Fell Avenue—Normal, III.

Second Prize ($30.00 Electric Urn Set)

Goes to

Miss Louise Kessler
HO.i'; E. Jefferson SI.—Bloomington

Adults 50c Children 10c

Next 8 (Free Irvin Tickets)

RliiaMIl \|<l>cl. 90C S. (la>(on slrtel. HI- i E. W. C«r. 101 N. Main lltccti

llloumlfiEton : l.cimarif Ha-hrnutk, S00 Al'nlr »trfft. Normal; teraldint Merchant.

'.'06 l: Jefferson slreel. Blooiiiiiieton : Mrs. \\. Krmiflh Harris. Hopeilalr. Ill: Mm.

W. (. Quinn. (halknorlh. 111.. Harol.l K. W»l>h, .'03 Scot! street. Bloominclon ; f'r'll

W. r'una. ?0I8 K. Taylor street, Bloomlnrtoii.

Mr. Saurer's Winning Letter:

Judges

W. Kee Maxwell
(.IVniivr uuhlUtier oC Tlic Dally

Bulletin)

M. H. Skidmore
(A'h-. Mgr. Illinois Power &

Light Corp.)

Mr. Volger

All utters were bnmbcml and Hh*

lUMlM leiuoVed hrforc Mtrlr bolus

handed lo (lie JjtdjteV: width re
move* nor fpowIMHiy r»f iheir

knowing who «as be-lnt! iiwnrdvd

the ptllc.

i (Ik

nr Litter thaw any plan

honors with osiers, you hate

"I wl*b to congratulate yon <

soiling lo tlw public 'The Singing Kool." W'hi

]>io|)Otltloi] or (k-hlng assistance fur [ho Hllr*r.

Indeed very cleverly nnO wonderfully ilcvlseO.

|mv«, 1u niy mind, solved tho publicity question

which might l»o snggofloil. In jour plan |a vliar

successfully accomplished the task yourself.

I will bOWtrer, woke a sngise-llon which I feel might make the inter-

elt a little greater nntl help well the crowds.

Vou might advertise that rach night certain persons who cotue to Ibe

show will 1* .bo»cn to ha*c their pictures taken. Triage picture* will he mov-

ing picture*, taken In their homr-, ut tholr office or utiy l»luce you might tic-

*\rvj you xvoulj also gel their Impressions of the picture and linve that

ivtttted In letter form ami IhCM letters whli the pictures mt^lit be sh.o«n on

Hie preen the following night. Thi-re are nutuy, lu fact, nciirly everyone,

would like to sM- ihcnisolvos on' the *crcen and they would he hack tlie follow-

ing night to see jufl bnV they looked. I feel certain tbat ll>ls would arouse

a Brrnl deal of hiternd, If It w k re not potnlbte lo hare a utoilc made, you

might barb vtatloiiar}- plelnrea .unl letters made aud show ibeui."'

The wonderful letters which have been sent in have been an inspiration for the Irvin's advertising man to attempt

to prepare a campaign for the balance of the « cek which will properly describe and tell you about the picture. Mr.

Saurer's idea will bc.uscd in connection with coming attractions at the Irvin as will many others. When an originM

suggesied idea is used, credit be given to the person suggesting it

The Folloic-up—the Final Punch.

Horivitz Puts Phonofilm in

Second Cleveland House
(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEVELAND, Jan. 15.—The Astor thea-

tre is the second house in Cleveland to open
with DeForest Phonofilm equipment. M.

B. Horwitz selected the Western Electric

synchronized version of "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" for the first feature. The other

Cleveland theatre having the DeForest

equipment, installed by General Talking

Pictures Corporation, is the Plaza, also

owned by Horwitz.
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The new model Cutawl is entirely portable. It is not at-

tached in any way except by electric cord, and can be

operated in any plane horizontal, vertical or oblique.

It is POWERFUL having a two-speed motor, allowing the

operator to use low speed on fine and intricate work and
high speed where rapid cutting is practicable and desirable.

It has a variable cutting stroke up to 34 inch and is convert-

ible for sawing by substituting saw-blade for the chisel.

Thus it is possible to cut several thicknesses of cardboard
or wallboard at one cutting. Note example in soldiers

shown to the left.

Display designed and executed for the Keith-Albee Palace Theatre

of Akron, Ohio, by the Art Guild of New York. All soldiers as well

as the sign were made with the Cutawl

Motion Picture Theatres and Studios

Are Saving Money and Time with the

Motion Picture Theatres all over the country are using the

Cutawl daily to get Action—Variety—Sensations, with sur-

prising success, in their exterior displays and stage presen-

tations. Motion Picture Studios are creating setting that

would be practically impossible to create without the Cutawl.

There is practically no limit to the range of its usefulness,
other than the ingenuity and ability of its user.

Send for detailed information about our FREE 10 day
Trial Offer, also list of Theatre and Studio users and com-
plete catalog describing the new and improved Cutawl.

THE INTERNATIONAL REGISTER CO.
21 So. Throop St. Chicago, 111., U. S. A.

Established 1891

Movie-Phone Making Progress

With 10 to 12 Weekly Wirings
L. E. Goetz, general manager of the Movie-Phone Corporation located at

724 South Wabash avenue, Chicago, is making rapid progress in the installa-

tion and manufacture of the synchronized devices being sold by the Movie-

Phone Corporation.

Recent installations have included

the following theatres in the Central

West: Granada theatre, Milwaukee;
Burleigh theatre, Milwaukee; Grace
theatre, Milwaukee; Fern theatre, Mil-

waukee; Rex theatre, Beloit, Wis.;

Beverly theatre, Janesville, Wis.; Re-

gent theatre, Prairie Du Chien, Wis.;

Municipal theatre, Mineral Point, Wis.;

four theatres of the United Theatres
Circuit in Kenosha, Wis. Other instal-

lations include the Palace theatre, Pana,

111.; Hippodrome theatre, Herrin, 111.;

Hippodrome theatre, Murphysboro, 111.;

Opera House, Rayne, La.; Missouri
theatre, Columbia, Mo.; Rex theatre.

Battle Creek, Mich., and the Columbus
theatre, Lowellville, Ohio.

The company maintains a screening

room at 746 South Wabash avenue,

Chicago, and the Sun Projection Rooms
at 220 West Forty-second street, New
York City, are also showing the various

types of apparatus the company manu-
factures.

Goetz announced that there are a

large number of installations on his

books which are being made at the rate

of ten to twelve a week, and states that

the various producers aside from
Warner Brothers, are supplying the

theatres who ihave installed his equip-

ment. Movie-Phone synchronizer

Goetz also declared that the synchronized
devices manufactured by the Movie-Phone
Corporation are covered by patents and have
other patents pending, and he claims for these

devices that they are the only ones that oper-

ate directly from the motion picture machines
that are free from mechanical interference,

as he claims to have a special equalizing ap-

paratus which eliminates any variation in tone.

He further stated that he can make in-

stallations within seven days after receipt

of order and guarantees his equipment to

work equal to any others.
The equipment consists of two complete

synchronizing machines, one of which is

shown in the illustration herewith, together
with one six-tube amplifier and tubes, Moni-
tor speaker for the booth, sound change-
over device and volume control, and the

auditorium speaker for the stage. These
machines are sold for $1,000 F.O.B., Chi-

cago, installation costs being paid by the

exhibitor.

Eddie Dowling on Coast

For Sono-Art's Audien
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 15.—Eddie Dowl-
ing, Broadway musical comedy star and
producer, is all set to start his first audien

for the newly organized Sono-Art Produc-

tions, following his arrival here with offi-

cials of the company and Fred Newmeyer,
director. Western Electric equipment will

be used by Sono-Art at the Metropolitan

Sound Studios, operated by the Christie

Brothers.

MGM Buys "Lord Byron"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. IS.—M G M has ac-

quired screen and audien rights to "Lord

Byron of Broadway," novel by Nell Martin.
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THE STUDIO

265 Players Employed; Monthly
Pay Totals $40,000; 37 Films

Mix Finishes "Dude Ranch" with Director Ford; Estelle Taylor
in Big Role of Chaney Film; Heavy M G M Schedule

Under Way; O'Brien in "Son of Anak"
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 15.—Two hundred and sixty-five actors and actresses
are working in parts here this week. Not counting salaries of stars these
people are receiving salaries totaling approximately $1,300 a day. Total
monthly checks for them are under $40,000 a month. According to estimates
of casting agencies this item was $90,000 two years ago. There are 37 pictures

in production today which is only slightly under the number in production two
years ago.

Nine studios are doing the bulk of the production work on feature pictures.

LeBaron Adds Five to

FBO List of Authors
Of 1929-30 Productions

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 15.—William Le Bar-
on, vice president in charge of production of

FBO, announces that James A. Creelman,
author and playwright, has been added to the

list of writing talent being lined up for

F B O's 1929-30 program. Creelman has been
signed to write two original talking pictures,

one of which, "Wolves of the Waterfront," he

has already started. The second is as yet un-

titled.

The line-up of authors for the new season's

product, in addition to Creelman, include Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur, co-authors of

"The Front Page."

Jane Murfin, Winifred Dunn, Jack Cunning-
ham and Sidney Lazarus have been added to

the scenario staff. Jane Murfin is the author

of "Lilac Time," which she wrote in collabora-

tion with Jane Cowl. Winifred Dunn has
"Patent Leather Kid," "Twinkle Toes" and
"Lonesome Ladies" to her credit, while Jack
Cunningham is responsible for the scenarios

of "The Covered Wagon," as well as the

Douglas Fairbanks vehicles, "The Black
Pirate" and "Don Q." Sidney Lazarus has
been writing titles for two years.

Zanuck Promoted to

Associate Production
Executive for Warners

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 15.—J. L. Warner
has elevated Darryl Francis Zanuck to the post

of associate executive in charge of production.

For several years Zanuck has been right-hand-

man to Warner in studio matters and this pro-

motion, it is said, is in recognition of his con-
scientious work and untiring efforts.

Zanuck first won professional distinction as

a magazine writer. He entered picture work
in 1921 and soon became one of Hollywood's
leading scenarists. In this capacity, he made
his first affiliation with the Warner studio,

where later he was selected as J. L. Warner's
principal aid.

Many of Warner Bros, outstanding box-
office successes have been written or adapted by
Zanuck. He is the author of their mammoth
spectacle, "Noah's Ark," starring Dolores
Costello, the most ambitious undertaking in the
production history of Warner Bros.

First National's Story
Division Reorganized;
New Writers Engaged

(Special to the Herald-World)

BURBANK, Jan. 15.—A re-organization of
the story department at First National studios
has been effected since the appointment of An-
thony Coldeway as assistant associate producer.
There are 13 now writing adaptations, con-
tinuities and titles. The list with many new
names includes Tom Geraghty, Bradley King,
Monte Katterjohn, Louis Stevens, Forrest Hal-
sey, Ewart Adamson, James Gruen, F. McGrew
Willis, Humphrey Pearson, Walter Anthony,
Gene Towne, Paul Perez and Edward Luddy.

FBO quieted down this week when Tom
Mix finished shooting "The Dude Ranch."
His director was Eugene Ford. Tom had
excellent support in the persons of Kathryn
McGuire, Martha Mattox and Ernest Hil-
liard. The picture was exactly one month
in the shooting, having been begun Decem-
ber 10, shooting through the holidays to
Tanuarv 11. Nothing is in production at

FBO this week.
On the contrary Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

boasts eight productions under way after

having begun three this week.

Estelle Taylor Opposite Chaney
Charlie Brabin, Tod Browning and Jack

Conway are the directors of the new ones.
Browning is shooting a Chaney picture,

"Where East Is East." The charming
Estelle Taylor provides practically all the

pulchritude for this opera. Of course Lupe
Yelez and Lloyd Hughes are also in the

cast but their parts are subordinate to the
aforementioned principals.

While five United Artists pictures are in

the making only three are being shot on the

lot. They are "Coquette," starring Pick-
ford; "Childs Fifth Avenue," starring
Banky, and "Alibi," with an all-star cast.

The two being made away from "home"
are "Queen Kelly" and "Hell's Angels."
Von Stroheim and Swanson moved their

sets and equipment from the F B O to the

Pathe lot last week to finish "Queen Kelly."

The picture has been under way since No-
vember 1 and is now being wound up.

Sawed Off Shot Gun
Guards Estelle Taylor

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 16.—Estelle
Taylor told her husband, Jack Demp-
sey, that she was afraid to sleep in

the house alone while he was away,
when Jack telephoned from New
York the other night. Now a guard
sits on the veranda all night with a

sawed off shot gun across his knees.

"Hell's Angels" has been in production
since Columbus Day, 1927.

Reginald Barker has begun a picture at
Tiffany-Stahl lot called "Zeppelin.'' In the
cast are Conway Tearle, Claire Windsor,
co-stars, and Larry Kent. It is a big air

picture.

Frank Borzage will begin another Farrell-

Gaynor drama this week. The story is by
Tristam Tupper who wrote Borzage's last

picture. The entire stage, number three, is

being transformed from the wheat ranch
recently used by Murnau into a country-
side of New York State. The wheat ranch
extended over the entire stage as will "the
countryside." Rolling hills, woods, several

houses, a country road, and a rambling
brook are being built within the confines of
a stage 300 feet long and 150 feet wide.
Harry Oliver, who is making it, also made
the big snow set for "The River."
"Fog," the first 100 per cent talking pic-

ture to be made at the new Metropolitan
Studios, under the Western Electric sys-
tem, has been completed, and Herbert Wil-
cox is taking the first print to New York
this week for showing.

Marshall Neilan directed the picture for

British and Dominions Film Corporation,
Ltd. A very strong cast includes Mary
Brian, loaned by Paramount Famous Lasky
Corporation, James Kirkwood, Frank
Reichner, John Loder, Lloyd Hamilton,
Hallam Cooley, Noble Johnson, Ben Hend-
ricks and Robert Ames.

Blystone Begins Audien

John Blystone commences shooting this

week on his second feature-length Movie-
tone for Fox.
With Warner Baxter and Mary Duncan

playing the leading roles, Blystone will em-
bark on the great murder trial entitled
"Through Different Eyes." It will have
dialogue, but it will also have flash-backs
and fade-outs which will embody the pic-

ture with actior.. The dialogue will be used
only to emphasize the high lights of the pic-

ture.

A story written by Ben Ames Williams
and printed in the Saturday Evening Post is

the next one to star George O'Brien. "False
(Continued on next page

1

)
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Warners Cut 5,000 Feet of "Noah"
—It's Better Film Than Ever

Wampas Decides on 13 1929 Baby Stars; George O'Brien Quits the Air—
First National Signs Writers

By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 15.—Warner Brothers has cut 5,000 goodly feet

from "Noah's Ark" and it's a better picture than ever. The picture

formerly ran 14,000 feet when it opened nine weeks ago at Grauman's

Chinese theatre. It ends its run there this week. For all other bookings the

revised prints will be used.

ON A LOT
OF THE LOTS

" T>ROADWAY MELODY" goes into the
-D house this week for an extended run.

It is an M G M picture.

The most noticeable difference in the new
cut is that instead of alternating from Bibli-

cal sequences to modern sequence and back to

Biblical sequence throughout the picture, the

director now sticks to his story until it is

practically completed. You follow the for-

tunes of Travis and Maire through the wreck

and through the war to the Armistice before

the Biblical story begins. While much of the

war sequences have been cut out, compara-
tively little of the Biblical stuff has been lost.

The Biblical portion of the picture has been

emphatically proclaimed to be the most charm-

ing part of the story. It remains so and is

made more effective by the revision.
* * *

The Pendulum Swings
the Other Way at F N

First National-Vitaphone showed us this

week it could hire as well as fire. Jack War-
ner and Al Rockett announced yesterday that

they have acquired the talents of the follow-

ing gifted scribes for work on next year's

product

:

Bradley King has come in to work on "Pal anil

Mike," for Milton Sills. Monte Katterjohn has

signed up and has begun work on Alice White's

next one, "The Broadway Musketeer."
Louis Stevens is assigned to "Hot Stuff." Forrest

Halsey is doing the adaptation of "Prisoners." the

Molnar play in which Corinne Griffith will star.

Ewart Adamson is working on the next Biljie

Dove production. James Gruen is doing "The Girl

in the Glass Cage" in which Dorothy Mackaill is to

have a starring role.

F. McGraw Willis is working on "Two Weeks Off"

as a Mackaill-Mulhall film. Humphrey Pearson is

doing the dialogue for "Hot Stuff." Gene Towne,
Paul Perez and Edward Luddy are engaged as

"stock" writers and titlers.

Three months ago there were two scenarists

under contract at Burbank.
* * *

Wampas Sends 13

More to Fame
If it weren't for the election of the Baby

Stars by the Western Association of Motion
Picture Advertisers every year the monotony
and humdrum of the after holiday season

would probably prove fatal to many news-

papermen and publicists. It's grown to be an

excuse for the slightest effort towards enthu-

siasm at a time when Hollywood's head is

aching from emotional intoxication (nonalco-

holic).

We're printing the list herewith and hope-
but do not trust—that you will recognize one

or any of them. We have investigated the

matter thoroughly and are prepared to take

oath that (here's the surprise) everyone of

them has appeared on the screen at some time

or other.
JEAN ARTHUR, Paramount.
BETTY BOYD. Educational.

SALLY BLANE, F B O.
ETHLYNE CLAIR, Pathe.

DORIS DAWSON, First Nat.

JOSEPHINE DUNN, M G M.
HELEN FOSTER, Freelance.

DORIS HILL, Paramount.
CARYL LINCOLN, Freelance.

ANITA PAGE, M G M.
MONA RICO. United Artists.

HELEN TWELVETREES, Fox.
LORETTA YOUNG, F. N.

All will be introduced formally at the Wam-
pas Frolic February 12 at the Shrine Audi-

torium.
* * *

George Amy, film editor, who has been with

Burr and Hincs for the past three years, has
resigned and entered the free lance field. He-

has had experience of late cutting and editing

talking pictures.
* * *

George O'Brien's Lindbcrghian inclinations

faded somewhat in the past three weeks. Not
that George isn't an air advocate and a cold
air advocate at that but he will probably con-
fine his flying to more southern and more
homelike surroundings in the future. Ever
since Hollywood to San Francisco air trans-

portation was inaugurated George O'Brien's
aforementioned inclinations have taken him to

the northern port regularly on visits to the

home of his father, Chief of Police Dan
O'Brien.
But with the official retirement of the Chief

a few days ago the family has been reunited

at home in Hollywood.
* * *

NOTE TO TAY GARNETT: Watch that

Ground Hog's behavior. If there's no shadow
it's not long before we make that spring voy-
age on your yacht to Catatma.

265 Players Engaged;
Monthly Pay $40,000
(Continued from preceding page)

Colors" was George's most recent produc-
tion. This one will exceed it in expendi-
ture. It may be that the friendship between
the author of the story and the star ha--

had some influence in bringing them to-

gether in this work. The picture will be
directed by David Butler and according to

O'Brien it has an excellent supporting cast.

In it Nora Lane plays "opposite George;
Farrell MacDonald is the principal char-

acter actor and David Sharpe, James Gor-
don, Edward Peil, and Frank Hagney com-
pose the cast. Tlhe title of the picture is

"Son of Anak," which has been scenarized
by Harry Brand and Benjamin J. Markson.
Having completed the selection of the

cast for "The Hottentot," director Roy Del
Ruth has started actual filming of this pro-
duction. Such satellites as Edward Everett
Horton, Patsy Ruth Miller, Douglas Ger-
rard, Stanley Taylor, Gladys Brockwell,
Otto Hoffman, Edmund Breese, Maud
Turner Gordon and others are included in

the list to appear in this all-Vitaphone.

Meticulous care, according to Del Ruth,
was exercised in choosing these people, as

the exacting requirements demanded of

them by the synchronization device made
this imperative.

Del Ruth, moreover, is the director of

"The Terror," monev-making all-audien.

Brice Deserts Scenarios
For Songs and Production

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 16.—Monte Bricc

has deserted his scenarios to work on some
songs and plays for a short time. One of

the songs is called "Agua Caliente." He is

also working on a story based upon the

same title which he and Grant Clark and
Red Nichols will produce in color and
synchronization.

Regarding

:

Tommy Hacker "Speed" Kendall
Harry Burns Harry Nichols
Arthur Ungar Robert Mims
Welford Beeton Doug Hodges
Ralph Wilk Ann Christy
Dick Hunt Harold Lloyd
Jerry Hoffman Alice White
Larry Unbach Wesley Ruggles
Monoe Lathrop Laura LaPlante

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 16.—Tommy Hacker,
through his installations of electric devices,

has been offered several opportunities to work
with dialogue pictures, but hesitates on ac-

count of a device that he is perfecting. This
new angle has met with the approval of irfany

of the best critics but remains to be tested

thoroughly before it will be offered. Hacker
is well known in the picture industry, having
been with several of the more prominent stu-

dios, but retired to spend more time on his

brainchild. * * *

Well, the time has come and gone for the
Wampas to name the "13 Baby Stars" from
the ranks of beautiful young women who
have made their way toward fame. They're
a nice lot and we envy them.

It is my privilege to reveal the informa-
tion that Wampas will have competition in

a fashion from now on. Their sister or-
ganization, the Wasps, which is the
Women's Association of Press Agents,
contemplates naming a strong list of names
from among males in Hollywood who will
contribute their share towards screen his-

trionics.

First on their list of chosen candidates
is Harry Burns, a Valentino type of man.
Second is Arthur Ungar who will be pro-
jected for Wally Reid roles. The man
named for juvenile portrayals is Welford
Beeton. Others on the list include the
pulchritudinous Ralph Wilk and Dick Hunt.
Jerry Hoffman and Larry Urbach are rep-
resented as sure contenders among the
Irish Baby Stars. Monroe Lathrop and
Speed Kendall have always had the desire
to be Baby stars and if they can do it

Harry Nichols should be among them. But
after suggesting H. E. N. it is only fair to
enter the name of Robert Mims. And, like

it or not, I'll put in my own paddle if the
worst comes to the worst. We need a
13th candidate and there's only one likely

name we have missed. Besides which.
Doug Hodges says he'll feel like the devil
if his name is left out of the list.

* * *

Ann Christy, former leading woman with
Harold Lloyd, believes in everything. After
her marvelous portrayal as Harold's "sweetie"
in "Speedy," she decided to stay in the free-

lance field. Since, she has had four offers for

contracts from studios, but has declined them.
Two happened within a week before Christ-

mas. She states that the Thirteenth, Friday,

Mack cat and ladders are her best bets.

According to the work she is scheduled to do,

she must be right.
* * *

Alice White, First National star, proved a

life saver at a preview recently. The audi-
ence was very cold along the first few scenes
of "Naughty Baby" but Alice

/
who enjoys

good pictures, emitted her inimitable laugh at

a scene that was exceptionally clever. The
reaction followed. The audience seemed to

enjoy the peal of laughter, from the "un-
known" person.

Wesley Ruggles, Universal's ace director, is

recuperating from a sprained ankle, and di-

recting Laura La Plante in "Haunted Lady."
* * *

Fox casting office have moved to their new quar-

ters on the Fox lot. They are now loaded on the

corner of Western and DeLongpre avenues, with

large spacious quarters and pleasant surroundings.

The offices also house the accounting departments.

The Movietone department has retired to Fox Hills

also to new quarters, in charge of Dave Thompson.
FRAZIER.
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Herald-World's Production Directory

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLATERS

BRAND
NAME

Columbia Studios

"Behind Closed R. William Neill Virginia Valli

Doors" Gaston Glass
Otto Metiesen
Andre de Segurola

Untitled Joseph
Henabe:-

Ben Lyon
Dorothy Revier
Fred Kohler

F B 0 Studios

No Production

First National Studios

•Hot Staff"

'The Man and
the Moment"

Mervyn LeRoy Alice White
William Bakewell

'House of
Horrors"

•The Squall"

George
Fitzmaurice

Benjamin
Christensen

Alexander
Korda

Billie Dove
Rod LaRocque
Gwen Lee

Louise Fazenda
The!ma Todd
Err.:. Chautard
William V. Mons

Myrna Loy
Loretta Young
Richard Tucker
Alice Joyce
ZaSu Pitts
Carroll Nye
Knute Erickson
George Hackathorne
Nicholas Soussanin

Fox Studios

"Hearts in
Dixie"

"New Tear's
Eve"

"Girls Gone
Wild"

•Nobody's
Children"

"Speakeasy"

Paul Sloane

Henry Lehrman

Lou 9eiler

Al Werker

Ben Stoloft

Charles Gilpin
All-colored cast

Mary Astor
Charles Morton

Sue Carol
Nick Stuart

Helen Twelvetrees
Frank Albertson

Paul Page
Leona Lane
Henry B. Walthall

Metropolitan Studios

•Queen of the
Northwoods"

entitled

"Hell's Angels"

Spencer Bennett Walter Miller
Ethelyn Claire
Tom London
Ed Cecil
Fred Burns

Pathe
Serial

Ted Wilde Harold Lloyd

Howard Hnghes Ben Lyon
James Hall
Greta Nissen

STARTING
DATE

December IS

January S

December 19

December 3

January 3

January 4

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLATERS

BRAND
NAME

"Spite
Marriage"

Five O'clock
Girl"

"The Trial of
Mary Dugan"

The Bridge of
San Luis Rey"

Edward
Sedgwick

Buster Ke«ton
Dorothy Sebastian
Leila Hyams
Eciwara Earle

Alfred E. Green Marion Davies
Charles King
Aileen Pringle

Bayard Veiller

Charles Brabin

"Where East is Tod Browing
East"

"Our Modern
Maiden"

Jack Conway

Norma Shearer
Raymond Hackett
H. B. Warner

Racquet Torres
Lili Damita
Ernest Torrence
Michael Vavitch

Lon Chaney
Estelle Taylor
Lupe Valez
Lloyd Hughes

Joan Crawford

Paramount Studios

The Wild
Party"

Dorothy Arzner Clara Bow

Close Harmony"John Cromwell All-Star

Tiffanv-Staid Studios

December 9

December 13

December 21

December 2S

December 1

Life"

"Zeppelin"

James Flood

Reginald
Barke:*

Ricardo Cortez
Claire Windsor
Montague Love
Helen J. Eddy

Conway Tearle
Claire Windsor
Larry Kent

United Artists Studio

"Coquette"

December 17

September IT

October 12

"Childs. Fifth
Avenue"

"Queen Kelly"

Alibi-

Sam Taylor

Alfred Santell

FJric von
Stroheim

Roland West

STARTING
DATE

November 14

December 3

December 3

December 8

January 11

January 8

"The Four Merian Cooper Richard Arlen
Feathers" Ernest All-Star cast

Schoedsack

"Wolf Song" Victor Fleming Gary Cooper
Lupe Velez

"Innocents of Richard Wallace Maurice Chevalier
Paris"

September 13

October 12

January 3

January 4

January 5

December 20

January 8

Mary Pickford
John Mack
Brown December 17

Vilma Banky Samuel Goldwyn
James Hall Company
Fritzi Ridgeway
Lucien Littlefield November li

Gloria Swanson Gloria
Walter Byron
Seena Owen

Pat 0"Malley
Mae Busch
Chester Morris
Al Hill
Elinor Griffith

Productions
Inc.

Roland West
Productions

November 1

November 15

"The Pagan"

"Hallelujah"

Metro-Goldwvn-Maver Studios

W. S. Van Dyke Ramon Novarro
Dorothy Janis

King Vidor Daniel Haynes
Honey Brown
All-colored cast

Universal Studios

November 9

October 13

'The Haunted
Lady"

"Broadway"

Wesley Ruggles Laura LaPlante
John Boles

Paul Fejos Glenn Tryon
Myrna Kennedy
Paul Parcasi
Evelyn Brent

December S

December 1
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THE SHORT FEATURE
ReleasesColumbia Will Produce Series

Of Talking One-Reel Pictures
Now comes Columbia as the latest to undertake plans to produce a series of

talking pictures in the short feature field. Vice president Jack Cohn is reticent

as yet as to the exact nature of this group of one-reel productions but promises

at least that the series will be different from anything yet offered, say dispatches

from New York. This much also is known: in the casts will be many stage and

vaudeville names of wide repute.

Although Columbia never has been
identified exclusively with production of

short features, its short film product always
has been unusual.

"Screen Snapshots," which it has pro-
duced and distributed for many years, is

the magazine of the screen showing the

stars at work and at play.

"Radiograms," recently acquired, is a

novel reel offering the cream of "wise-
cracks" from the pen of Ralph Spence, one
of America's highest priced humorists.

Educational Gets Sound Rights

To Lane 9
s New Music Box Review

Educational has acquired priority rights on all the material incorporated by

Lupino Lane into the new Music Box Revue which opened on Christmas Day at

the Hollywood Playhouse in Los Angeles. In sound and dialogue pictures in

particular this deal is expected to prove of particular value to producer and

distributor alike.

This new tieup would enable Educational
to use in sound pictures the highlights of

this successful revue, providing on the

screen, with dialogue and musical accom-
paniment, some of the best current mate-
rial available from the stage.

Lane, Educational's topnotch comedy
star, has won renown on the stage in the

capacity of both director and performer,

and is in charge of staging the Music Box
Revues.

In the cast of the new Revue, in addi-

tion to Lupino Lane and his leading wom-
an, Doris Eaton, are Wallace Lupino,
brother of Lane, and Betty Boyd, both
featured players on the Educational roster.

Newspictures

FOX NEWS NO. 31—President-elect Hoover returns

home from his Latin-American tour—John Coolidge
and Florence Trumbull attend party at Budd home
near Windsor, Mass.—U. S. S. Arkansas glides

past the Brooklyn for the Southern waters.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5464—Governor Al Smith comes
back to his home in New York to settle down to

private business—People in Yosemite, California use

ash can covers for toboggans—Cannon shoots gas to

plane in test flight at Marshall, Mo.

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO. 3—Galli

Curci, noted singer, gives party for kids—Nervy ski

jumpers fly through space in Lake Hills, Indiana
at 10 below zero—Hoover arrives home from good-
will tour.

M G M NEWS NO. 43—Babe Ruth starts reducing,
getting ready for baseball season—Bobbie Trout
stays in air 12 hours for record for women—Ski-

ing opens with thrilling jumps in Lake Placid Club,
New York.

PATHE SOUND NEWS NO. S—Governor Franklin
Roosevelt, governor-elect of New York declares

policy and gives greeting in speech—Girl skippers
win honors with fast little out boards at California

—New York radio winner goes to Washington and
Pasadena.

PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 48—"Question Mark"
army plane sets new record, stays in air 150 hours
—Tex Rickard, famous promoter dies after opera-
tion—Hoover returns to Washington after good-will

tour.

PATHE NEWS NO. 6—-"Question Mark" crew stay

in air for more than 150 hours—Hoover ends long-

est good-will journey—Tex Rickards. greatest of
all promoters is mourned by thousands.

Stage Director Credited

On Latest Fox Talk-Film
(Special to the Herald-WorlS)

NEW YORK, Jan. 1?.—The "stage di-

rector" is the latest to be given credit on
Fox talking pictures, which already had de-

cided to establish credit for the "sound
man" as well as for each cameraman and
"sound man" on the Fox Movietone News.
A. H. Van Buren as "stage director" is

credited in connection with "Thru Different

Eyes."

"Famous Melody' Radioed

While Organ Plays Score

A radio tieup brought results in Milwaukee
for one of the Pathe "Famous Melody" sub-

jects made by James A. FitzPatrick. W. A.

Aschmann, Pathe branch manager, made a

dicker with the station WLSE whereby the

announcer described the scenes of the picture

as it was screened. The musical score was
played on the organ.

Picture Tells Story of Gasoline Motor

NEW YORK.—"The Story of a Gasoline Motor"
a new educational motion picture under the direction

of the United States Bureau of Mines is now ready

for distribution.

WEEK OF JANUARY 20
EDUCATIONAL—"Only Me," Lupino Lane, two;

"Untitled," Hodge Podge, one.
M G M—"Uphill and Down," oddity; "Untitled,"

Chase, two.
PARAMOUNT—"Happy Heels," Dooley, two.
PATHE—"Baby's Birthday," Smith family series.
PATHE—"The Tigers Shadow," serial No. 5, Allan

two; "Snapping the Whip," fable, two-thirds;
"Players At Play," Sportlights, one; "The Forest
People of Central Africa," one; "The Cycle of
Erosion, one; "Topics of the Day," No. 4.

UNIVERSAL—"Yankee Clippers," Oswald, one; "In-
ternational Newsreel," "Doomed," Mystery Riders
Series No. 9, Desmond, two; "Bailey and Barnum,"
movietone short, one; "The Winning Point," Col-
legian, No. 11; "Newlyweds Headache," Snookums,
two; "International Newsreel," No. 7; "Men in the
Raw," Hoxie two,

WEEK OF JANUARY 27
EDUCATIONAL—"Dumb, and How," Thatcher-
Young, Cameo, one; "Beauties Beware," Jerry
Drew, Ideal, two.

M G M—"Liberty," Laurel-Hardy, two.
PATHE—"Uncle Tom," Sennett De Luxe series, two.

'The Tigers Shadow," serial No. 6; "The Break of
the Day," fable; "Topics of the Day," No. 5;
"Pathe Review No. 5.

WEEK OF FEBRUARY 4
EDUCATIONAL—"The Fixer," Big Boy comedy,

two.
M G M—"Pair of Tights," all star, two; "Dying

Jungle," oddity, one.
PARAMOUNT—"Papa Spank," MacDuff, two.
PATHE—"Calling Hubby's Bluff," Sennett series,

two.
WEEK OF FEBRUARY 10

CHRISTIE—"Footlight Fanny," Circus Girl series.
EDUCATIONAL—"Whoopee Boys," Monty Collins,

two; "Served Hot," Cliff Bowes, Cameo, one.
M G M—-"Noisy Noise," Our Gang. two.
PATHE—"A Days Pleasure," Chaplin reissue; two;

"Untitled," Smitty series No. 5.

UNIVERSAL—"Rag Doll," novelty, one; "The Dia-
mond of Death," Stevenson, two; "Take Your
Pick," Mike and Ike, two; "The Phantom Riders,"
Carey reissue, two.

Practically Every Chain in

East Books Educationals
Educational product is showing in prac-

tically every circuit of importance in the
New York territory except in one or two
chains which cannot be booked because of
competition with other groups now under
contract, says the home office. Circuits
booked include Loew's, Stanley-Fabian,
Small-Strassburg, Steiner, Blinderman-
Mayer and Schneider, and Brandt. On the
Pacific slope bookings include West Coast
Theatres, the Golden State and T & D Jr.

circuits.

Pathe Sound News Gives

Franklin Roosevelt Talk
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. IS.—Franklin D.

Roosevelt, new governor of New V'ork suc-

ceeding Al Smith, is the first governor to

have had his inaugural speech and policies

broadcast by both radio and talking pictures

His speech is now being heard in the cur-

rent issue of Pathe Sound News.

Universal Announces

6 Movietone Shorts
A series of six movietone shorts starring

Benny Rubin will go into production at

Universal City. Rubin was formerly a

vaudeville headliner.
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PRESENTATION ACTS

Canada Retains Theatre Orchestras

LosAngelesMet
Changes Name
To Paramount

Enlarging Stage to Play Eastern

Publix Units— Milton

Charles Is Organ
Soloist

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 15.—Adop-
tion of an "all-audien" policy as far as

pictures are concerned and a change
of name to the "Paramount theatre"

was announced today by the Metro-
politan theatre, which, in addition, on
that date goes on a stage presentation

policy on the same basis as New York
and Chicago. A new booking arrange-
ment with Paramount-Famous-Lasky
corporation whereby the Los Angeles
Paramount will play practically all of

that company's audiens is one of the

primary reasons for the change of

name, according to Sam Katz, presi-

dent of Publix Theatres Corporation.

The first of the new talking pictures

to come to the Paramount will be "The
Wolf of Wall Street," with George
Bancroft, which has been chosen for

the rechristening week show. "The
Dummy," "The Letter," "The Doctor's

Secret" and "The Canary Murder
Case" will follow in close succession.

Drastic changes in the interior and exterior

of the theatre are now under way in prepara-
tion for the change of name and policy. Huge
new electric signs will be installed on Sixth
and Hill streets and on Broadway. More than
20,000 electric bulbs and 1000 feet of tube
lamps will convert the corner into a blaze of
light.

The stage equipment is being enlarged and
improved for the handling of the augmented
presentations, which will be the same as the

Paramount in New York and the Chicago in

Chicago. The organ is being completely re-

condititioned and modernized and will be the
largest organ in Los Angeles. Milton Charles,
who is well known in Los Angeles, where he
was the organist at the Old Million Dollar
theatre eight years ago, will be at the console
of the Los Angeles Paramount. The price
policy remains unchanged.

Milton Slosser

Variety is the spice of life and versatility is the

first cousin to it—Milton Slosser, popular young
organist now going in his sixth year as the featured

organist at the Missouri theatre, St. Louis, has also

tried his hand at leading a stage band and acting in

the capacity of master of ceremonies. This happened
several weeks ago, when he took Brooke Johns' place,

until a new man filled the post. Slosser can always
be depended upon for a solo each week on his four

manual Wurlitzer—deluxe picture houses are in need

of this type of man and Milton has a great future

before him with his various capabilities.

Joliet Gets Evans Again
Alvin Evans is now playing his fifth engagement

at the Rialto theatre. Joliet, as solo guest organist.

This is the fifth time in the past year that Evans
has been engaged by the Great States management.

ANNOUNCE TO THE

PICTURE HOUSE MUSICAL STAFF

The two outstanding songs of the music
business are

I FAW DOWN AND GO BOOM
ME AND THE MAN IN THE

MOON
Are you using them?

WILLIE HOROWITZ
908 Woods Theatre Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Six Film Houses
Keep Musicians
With Audiens

Besides Increasing Its Staff,

Several Famous Theatre?

Also Hold Organists

on the Job
(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA. ONTARIO. Jan. 15.—
With only one or two exceptions, ex-

hibitors in Canada are continuing with
house orchestras at full pay after the

introduction of audiens. Only at the
Metropolitan theatre, Winnipeg, and
the Palace theatre, Montreal, have the
regular orchestras been discontinued,
other managers holding to the belief

that the appearance of the orchestra
for special musical presentations
makes for valuable variety when sound
programs are presented. At the Up-
town theatre, Toronto, key theatre of
the Famous Players Canadian chain.

Jack Arthur went one better after the

wiring of the house by engaging a

well-known master of ceremonies to

add pep to the stage and orchestra
presentations which, incidentally, are

as elaborate as before the introduction

of sound films.

The famous orchestra at the Tivoli theatre,

Toronto, under the baton of Luigi Romanelli,
continues to have a place in the sound pro-

gram. At the Capitol Theatre. Winnipeg, the

big orchestra under the direction of Earle Hill

continues its presentations three times daily

despite the sound pictures and the Capitol's

two organists have l>een retained although they
have little to do.

At the Capitol Theatre, Vancouver, the

audiens have not interfered with Calvin Win-
ter and his fine orchestra while at the Capitol

Theatre, Montreal, Maurice Meerte and his

orchestra continue to please the crowds be-

tween synchronized screenings.

In the case of the Regent Theatre, Ottawa.
Ontario. Manager Ray Tubman has retained

Orville Johnston and his orchestra of IS pieces

for evening presentations and twice on Satur-

days and holidays. W. Charette, the Regent
organist, however, has become the pianist with
the house orchestra at the Imperial Theatre
where silent films are shown, both houses
being under the direction of Mr. Tubman.

In nearly all cases, the number of employes
has been increased when a theatre has adopted
audiens because of the addition of projection-

ists to the projection room crew.
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Presentation

LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in presen-

tation may discuss important matters bearing
upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.

PRESENTATION ACTS—To the Editor: I'm back
in New York and don't know just where I'll be sent
next. I expect to know in a few days. I didn't

*top off in Chicago except for a few hours and it

was on Sunday.
You will hear from me just as soon as I'm given

another assignment. Very truly, Miss Julia Dawn,
Publix Organist.

Many Stars of the Stage
and Screen Are in Chi-

cago This Week
This seems to be a convention week in Chicago

theatres among the stage and screen stars. Ted
Lewis is completing his one and only week at the

Chicago theatre, while Tom Brown and his six Brown
Brothers are also completing a two weeks' engage-
ment for Marks Brothers. Sammy Cohen, motion
picture comedian, begins a two months' engagement
for Balaban & Katz this week.
Boyd Senter is headlining at the Diversey, while

Lean and Mayfield are doing likewise at the State-

Lake. Kenneth Harlan is appearing in a playlet at

the Palace, while Pauline Frederick is starring in

"The Scarlet Woman" at the Cort. George Jessel is

still scoring in "The War Song" at the Harris the-

atre, while Waring'6 Pennsylvanians open this week
at Cohen's Grand in "Hello Yourself."

These and many others, popular in the combina-
tion theatres, are making personal appearances this

week in Chicago.

Playing Picture Houses
Lina Basquette, widow of the late Sam Warner

and formerly of the Ziegfeld Follies is now appear-

ing in Fanchon & Marco stage shows on the West
Coast. Miss Basquette just married Peverell Mar-
ley, a well known motion picture camera man. She
has clone considerable work in motion pictures.

Chicago Starts New
Stage Policy

On January 18, Balaban & Katz will introduce a

new type of stage presentation to Chicago on their

Chicago theatre stage. According to newspaper adver-

tising the size and beauty of this new policy will be

different from what was ever presented in Chicago.

It even goes a6 far as saying that it will be an

exclusive entertainment program produced on the

basis of a spectacle with one hundred people in the

cast. Frank Cambria, formerly producer at this

house, will take charge of these new creations.

Pickwick's Conductor
Karl Stiska is the musical conductor of the Pick-

wick theatre orchestra in Park Ridge. III. The Pick-

wick is a brand new cinema theatre named after the

famous author, Samuel Pickwick, and is being man-
aged by Aubrey Stauffer.

Maffie Pinch Hits
Cornelius Maffie, featured organist at the Metropoli-

tan theatre, Houston, is acting as master of cere-

monies, while Vic Insirillo, the master of ceremonies,

is recuperating from a bad attack of influenza.

Maffie was formerly the featured organist at the

Admiral theatre Chicago.

In New Offices
Leo Feist. Inc.. has opened new professional offices

at 1625 Broadway, New York. The building has a

private entrance on 50th street, with a private ele-

vator running to the Feist floor. There are 14 piano

rooms available in the new quarters and Phil Korn-

heiser, assisted by a capable staff of professional

men, will welcome any visitor.

Christy Is Back
Joe Christy, formerly master of ceremonies at the

Lerner theatre in Elkhart, Ind., has returned to the

Symphony theatre, Chicago's newest west side deluxe

picture house. Christy formally opened the house

with his Stage Serenaders and has been brought back

by popular demand.

LO SAYS
about

Everyone

GREETINGS: . . . well, folks, did you hear the

latest in sound news in Chicago. . . . W. H. Kock,

manager of the Tiffin, reix>rts that the house is now
ready for talkies and word also comes from the

B & K office that two more L & T theatres, the

West End and the Pershing have installed sound

devices. . . . Leon Bloom and his United Artists

orchestra will close at U. A. theatre, Chicago, this

week and may take to the road. . . . now that

Tex Rickard is dead prize fighting will not be the

national sport it was when this much loved figure

guided its affairs. . . . now it's Babe Ruth who is in

for some sadness through the death and mystery of

his former wife. . . . it's just like a play, life is

just a stage and all its people are actors, so Bill

Shakespeare said once. . . . we all play our parts in

time and answer the curtain too. . . . well, let's go
on with something of more interest so let's start on
the topics of the theatre and its staff. . . . Austin

Mack is now directing the stagehand at the Marshall

Square theatre, Chicago. . . . Joe Christy is back at

the Symphony theatre as its master of ceremonies.

. . . Joe Lewis, Chicago's most popular cafe master
of ceremonies is back at the Green Mill. . . . Monk
Watson is also back at the Grand Riviera in Detroit,

the place he made his biggest hit. . . . speaking of

band leaders and masters of ceremonies let us .say a

few words about our Chicago boys. . . . Brooke Johns
is doing fine at the Oriental. . . . Al Kvale is still

the main attraction at the Norshore. . . . Verne Buck
is right at home at the Uptown. . . . Frankie
Masters has found the Tivoli another nest of warm
followers. . . . Lou Kosloff of the Tower had a serious

auto accident. . . . Mark Fisher is the best box office

attraction picture houses have had in' a long while,

he is still at the Paradise. . . . Al Morey seems to

have made himself a part of the Harding theatre

family. . . . Roy Detrich is keeping the Avalon and
Capitol filled and last but not the least our good
friend Charles Kaley is a three-to-one favorite over

his other sidekick at the Granada and Marbro.

. . . Say, fellows, if you want to see your favorite

6tar, either of the 6creen or stage, come to Chicago

this week and take your pick. . . . Kenneth Harlan

is at the Palace, while Cecil Lean and Cleo Mayfield

are at the State-Lake. . . . Sammy Cohen is the

headliner at the Oriental while Ted Lewis is at the

Chicago. . . . Frank Fay returns to the Palace with

Nick Lucas and Jimmy Savo also on the same bill.

. . . Waring*s Pennsylvanians are the feature attrac-

tion in "Hello, Yourself," now at Cohan's Grand.

. . . Pauline Frederick is making her first Chicago

stage appearance in "The Scarlet Woman," now at

the Cort. . . . George Jessel is now entering his

fourth capacity week at the Harris in "The War
Song". . . . these ought to hold you for a while,

doncha think ? . . . Jack Lavin, Chicago manager for

Villa Moret, Inc., has been on a business trip through

the Middle West and will be back on the job this

week when Charles Daniels, his boss, visits Chicago.

. . . O. J. Kvale, father of Al and six other little

Kvales, has been re-elected as congressman from
Minnesota for his fifth term. . . . Lubin, Larry &
Andre, were compelled to cancel their date at the

Palace theatre, Chicago. last week due to a nervous

breakdown of Lou Lubin. . . . Dean Fitzer, manager
of WDAF, the Kansas City Star radio station, was
a Chicago visitor last week in search of talent. . . .

while on the subject of radios do you ever tune in

on Walter Flandorf from WMAQ who plays an organ
concert every Sunday morning at 10:45 from the

Peoples Church ? . . . Walter used to broadcast over

WIBO. . . . Al Beilin is taking a short rest in New
Orleans and will return to his duties next Monday.
. . . the Pat Rooney family is now in Hollywood

making short sound pictures. . . . Aubrey Stauffer is

the managing director of the new Pickwick theatre

in Park Ridge, 111. . . . Harold Jolles is the featured

organist at the Lerner theatre in Elkhart, Ind. . . .

Ernest H. Hunt is playing organ solos at Loew's

State in Cleveland, Ohio. . . . speaking of organists

do you know that Robert Berentsen is the soloist at

the Eastman theatre in Rochester, N. Y. . . . if you

tune in on WEAN or WNAC of Boston, you will hear

some good organ music by Elsie Robbins Gross,LEO
SPP^FEI/Twc
*^3l W-WSt, NewYork.
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STAGE SHOWS
Chicago Norshore

Week Ending January 11

"Crinoline Days." a syncopated romance from the

Southland, was this week'6 stage presentation, fea-

turing Al Kvale and his Jazz Collegians. The head-

liners of this attraction were Maxine Hamilton and

alohnny Payne.

This show, when originally produced at the Ori-

ental theatre. Chicago, the band was placed in the

pit and the story unfolded in the form of a musical

comedy. The same continuity was kept at this

house, with the exception that the band was on

the stage. It opened with Etha Ransdell as the

grandmother, telling Maxine Hamilton, her grand-

daughter, and her boy friend, the story of her life.

This was a prologue and the balance of the stage show

was the story.

Ned Miller followed with a special song, after

which the curtain rose to a full stage setting of a

reception hall in ye good old Colonial days. Six

young men and the house ballet then offered a Vir-

ginia reel routine.

Johnny Payne was the colored butler and introduced

Al Kvale as the host of the evening who. in turn,

introduced the various other members of the eve-

ning's entertainment. The first offering on the

bill was Wally and Zella, brother and sister, in a

si>eicalty of acrobatic taps with some eccentric steps

following a novel routine of the Irish black bottom.

Ned Miller came on again, this time singing

"Jeannine" a6 the ballet did another routine. Maxine

Hamilton, as the maid, did some cute flirtations with

Al Kvale and was carried off the stage by the butler.

The butler, Johnny Payne, then convinced the host

of the evening that he also could so something to

entertain and rattled the piano for his share. In

spite of the fact that Payne played the same selec-

tions that he offered here on a previous engagement,

he nevertheless was the hit of the show, and again

stopped the performance.

He was followed by Maxine Hamilton again, this

time singing to Al a cute number called "Do You
Love Me a Little Bit?" in which she also interpreted

a few good comedy steps and some exceptional high

kicking. Here is a personality girl with, cute man-

nerisms and talent that should fit nioely into musical

comedy. Someone should give her a chance at it.

Ned Miller came on again for the third time and

sang with the ballet "Swanee River Blues" as the

orchestra played a hot arrangement of same, while

the boys strummed the banjoes.

Sid Lewis was next in a routine of smart chatter

and gags. He used Kvale as a foil and we don't

mind saying that Al played his part very good, put-

ting into use his clever gift of comedy pantomime.

A plant, who was blessed with a hearty laugh,

helped to put this routine over, and for a while

the audience nearly believed that it was on the

level, and had a great deal of fun laughing at the

remarks of both. However, if the talking were

shortened a few minutes we believe the audience

would not tire of them so soon, as the offering has

possibilities for picture houses. The plant offered a

song and then was taken upon the stage which, to

the estimation of this reporter, robbed the offering

of any real value that it might have had if Lewis

had not let the crowd into the secret.

The finale was a patriotic affair with posing figures

representing Lincoln, Lee, Grant and Betty Ross

waving her colors, while the band played favorite

tunes of the Mason and Dixon line as the cast deco-

rated the stage.

It was unfortunate that the producers did not give

LOUIS ADRIAN

Affiliated with
PUBLIX

Conducting

Orchestral

Features

at the

Balaban & Katz

NORSHORE
Theatre

CHICAGO

More Proof That Pit

Orchestras Are
Coming Back

In compliance with the public demand, it is

evident that the deluxe cinema theatres are

augmenting their pit orchestras as well as

featuring orchestral productions. To Supple-

ment this statement we wish to call atten-

tion to the fact that Balaban & Katz are in-

creasing the number of musicians in their

Chicago theatre symphony orchestra from the

present number to about twice as many, start-

ing January 18.

The same thing may be done with the Up-
town theatre on the north side, as well as

the Norshore theatre farther north, also the

Paradise, their newest west side theatre.

A recent overture conducted at the Norshore

theatre by Louis Adrian, called "The Soloist,"

proves this fact. This overture enabled each

member of his orchestra to do a solo and the

novelty met with instant approval of the audi-

ence.

For instance, the introduction number was
"Orpheus" with a clarinet and flute cadenza

played by N. DeRosa and F. Francia. A violin

rendition of "Caprice Vienvois" played by the

violin quartet, S. Kruty, J. Rotas, O. Engle-

hart and S. Lang. This was followed by a

hot fiddle number played by J. Chicco. A
cello solo of "Berceuse" was played by P.

Kruse. This was followed by a tuba solo of

variations on "Old Black Joe" played by V.

Fiorino. The saxophone quartet composed of

H. Wells. F. Kendle, S. Binder and N. DeRosa.

played "Mighty Like a Rose." B. Sands gave

a piano solo of "Dizzy Fingers." A comedy

number with the horn section was played by

C. Jackson, E. Clark and conducted by \V.

Hebs. The two trombone players, A. Gott and

M. Pascoe, played "I Love You Truly," while

A. Goes did a banjo specialty. Three trum-

peteers, R. Maufrin, W. Hebs and R. Pietsch.

offered popular tunes before Fritz Basten

joined in with his crash and drum solo.

Popular tunes and popular classical selec-

tions were used throughout this overture, which

lasted more than ten minutes. This may not

be an original idea, but it is nevertheless

worth while using. Adrian is responsible for

the above arrangement.

original chatter and song act. This was topped off

with a very dramatic take-off on a choice rendition

of "King for a Day." The Sorel girls presented an
Indian dance and a Totem pole number.
Paul Spor sang "High on the Hill Top" and then,

with the help of the band, did a comedy novelty.

"The Dempsey-Tunney Fight." The grand finale

was a spectacularly 6taged forest fire, vividly pro-

duced and successfully put over.

Kvale something to do besides being an ornament,

for this chap is quite capable of making himself use-

ful with his natural gift of comedy.

Des Moines Capitol
Week Ending January 11

An all-around satisfactory bill made the Capitol a

popular house in spite of a blizzard and sub-zero

weather for the week. Paul Spor and his gang in

the Publix stage show, "Pow Wow," put over some

sparkling entertainment, aided by the scenic effects

and the music.

Paul Spor in chaps, arrived via scooter to start

the Indian atmosphere for Paul Kliest, who sings

two numbers in the garb of an Indian chief. He

sang "The Legend of the Evening Star" and "White

Eagle." He was assisted by the Felicia Sorel dancers

and by Helen Packard, danseuse.

Horton Spurr. eccentric rubber heel dancer, made a

decided hit with his cleverly planned number. Ed

and Morton Beck aroused no end of fun with their

Detroit Fox
Week Ending January 11

As usual, the 6tage show at the Fox this week was
a double barreled one and was full of color and
melody. The opening number was "Impressions of

Aida," presenting selections from the Verdi opera,

including the return of Rhadames, commander-in-
chief of the Egyptian armies, from battle, and the

bestowal, by the king, of his daughter's hand on the

great hero.

The cast included Nadine Ray, Ethel Manning,
Joseph Turin, Clay Inman, Margaret Donaldson, the

corps de ballet and the choral ensemble, accompanied
by the symphony orchestra under the direction of

Adolphe S. Kornspan.
A group of musical comedy and revue stars took

part in "Syncopation Jubilee." Milo, the famous
imitationist—there's a word, but that's the way they
introduced him—was billed as the headliner.

Jules and Josie Walton, billed as New York's
smartest dancing team, lived up to that reputation

in a lively dance number. West, Lake and Hane,
eminent comedians of the revues, had a nice comedy
and hoofing number, outside of a burlesque of grand
opera singing by West which was not so good and
should be cut out of the routine.

Bert Nagel and Omar gave some clever impersona-
tions of cats ; and there were Welford and Newton,
comedy dancers : Lolita Amiet, blues singer ; Ruth
Glanville, saxophonist and "Toots" Novello, novelty
dancer.

Oh yes, and there was a dance divertissement en-
titled "Bowery Silhouette," which gave the 32 Fox
Tillerettes a chance to go through their paces. The
Kentucky Jubilee Singers made their appearance via
Fox Movietone.

Detroit Michigan
Week Ending January 5

Publix brought a rollicking revue direct from New
York this week to usher in the New Year at the

Michigan theatre.

It was titled "Crinoline vs. Jazz," an extravaganza
showing how those dear girls have changed since

1829. The settings were in the modernistic manner
by Boris Petroff.

To start there was an "Old Fashioned Wedding,"
with Chapman & Snyder, singers, as the principals.

Then time swung forward a hundred years and the

Felicia Sorel Girls presented a dance number en-

titled "Girls of Today."
John Quinlan, a mighty good singer, was next

with a collection of "Songs of Yesteryear." Carl

Dobbs & Co. presented the modern section of this

number with a lot of "hot" dances a la 1929.

Nell Jewell, singer of old fashioned songs, was
billed in a quaint little number "Bustles of Long
Ago." Remember when they wore them? And to

close, getting back to the 1929 idea, there were a

couple of extraordinarily funny boys, Bays and

Speck, in "Howdy, New Year."
For the orchestral overture. Eduard Werner, con-

ductor of the Michigan Symphony Orchestra, had a

medley of song hits of the last year. Charles Jolley,

popular soloist, was heard to advantage in this

number.

ARLO HULTS
SOLO ORGANIST

KEITH'S KENMORE THEATRE, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

FORMERLY — AT LOEWS LEXINGTON — NEW YORK CITY

CARME ROMANO
(Realtor to the Theatrical Profession)

These Well Known Chicago Theatrical Men Bought from Me
HARRY GOURFAIN—BILLY STONEHAM—SID LORRAINE

And Many Others HOW ABOUT YOU?

10 So. La Salle Street, CHICAGO Tel. Randolph 0407
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Chicago Chicago
Week Ending January 11

The pit orchestra presented an overture of

"Mignon" this week with Ulderico Marcelli conduct-
ing. This was a Spitalny creation and was played
in admirable style. There was considerable surprise

shown by the patrons in the youthful appearance of

the director but also much admiration for hie expert
handling of the musical program.
The stage presentation was called "Stars and

Stripes" and was presided over by Eddie Perry as

master of ceremonies. The stage setting depicted

the inside of a prison with three level platforms con-

taining several cells on each level. The musicians
as convicts and the entire offering was presented
along these lines.

It opened with a girl singing special lyrics about the

host. Eddie Perry, who would lead the prison band,

etc. The ballet which consisted of the Gould Girls,

were the convicts and did some clever routine.

Lambcrti was the jailer of the hoke type, and
Roy Chaney was the keeper. Chaney offered a tenor
selection of "Mia Bella Rosa" interpolating "O Sole

Mio." His fine voice and personality put him in

good standing with the visitors.

He was followed by Reed and Duthers, a couple of

young chaps, who as trustees, offered some acrobatic

and tap dancing that was worth half of the ad-

mission. They were the best liked specialty outside of

LambertL
The three Dennis Sisters were carried on next in

a fancy cell and were let loose to do their harmony
singing without the aid of the band. Their first

rendition was "Someone Is Trying to Steal You
from Me" and we don't mind saying that a good
many of the out fronters would have 6ighed with

relief if someone had stolen them from the bill.

These young ladies might be a sensation in the East
on radio work but in this day and age of good talent

it takes more than a pretty form to go over. Their
second and last number "There's a Rainbow 'Round
My Shoulder" failed to even get them a bow.
The Gould Girls followed them with a novelty stop-

time routine in which the band and Perry stopped

the musical accompaniment at various intervals and
caused much fun provoking.

This was followed by Lamberti with his xylophone
selection intermingled with dry humor that made
him the star of the show. He played the identical

selections that he played before on previous engage-
ments, such as "Stars and Stripes" and the manner
in which he was received proved that the audience
didn't care how long he would stay on as long as

he continued his funny antics.

The show ended with the Gould Girls in black and
white costumes as guards decorating the background
set while the cast also assembled around the cells as

two large bird cages each containing a convict, hung
from each end of the scenery.

Philadelphia Carman
Week Ending January 5

A unique and exotic miniature musical comedy
was presented at the Carman this week by the

Billy

Randall
the

'Singing - Dancing
Violinist"

Now Touring

Combination
Houses

Soon to Repeat

DELUXE PICTURE THEATRES
Direction—MORT INFIELD

Honorable Wu and his company of Chinese girls and
beys in the "Feast of Lanterns."
The dancing ranges from quaint. Oriental numbers

to the most modern jazz and syncopation and the
entire company show great skill and precision of

movement. The Honorable Wu is an able leader and
in addition is a clever impersonator and his represen-

tations of Eddie Cantor and Al Jolson brought much
applause. In addition to their ability as dancers
the Chinese youths and maidens proved to have ex-

ceedingly well trained voices and displayed great

adaptability as entertainers, there being no trace of

Oriental accent in their songs. The costuming was
rich and colorful in the extreme and the staging

of the show left nothing to be desired.

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending January 4

Dave Silverman was forced to pinch hit for Ed
Lowry as the master of ceremonies for "Making
Whoopee," as an attack of la grippe and bronchitis

forced Ed onto the rip track so to speak. He was
off the job for ten days. However, Dave made a

very agreeable substitute.

Myrtle Gordon helped immensely with a rollicking

song routine while "Buddy," the orchestra drummer,
sang a refrain as only "Buddy" can.

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending January 4

Eddie Peabody, the syncopating banjoist, styled

his stage show "Banjoys," and was very prominent
with his banjo. In one of the turns each of the

members of the Missouri Rockets was made to re-

semble Peabody. Some novelty.

Chicago Paradise
Week Ending January 11

Another good 6how under the able direction of the

golden-voiced master of ceremonies, Mark Fisher,

whose shows and personality continue to improve.

The "Zig-Zag Follies" boasts some good scenes and
the usual attractive costumes, to 6ay nothing of a
personage well known to vaudeville-goers, Senator

Murphy.
The setting represents the inside of a cafe, half

the stage given to tables and diners, and the other

half to the orchestra. The first number was "Don't

Be Like That," to which the ballet girls did a

routine which included the services of the Four
Edgecombs.
The McCune Sisters then came on, singing "My

Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now" which received a fair

hand, after which they went into a dance which

pleased more.
The band arrangement following was "I'll Get By

as Long as I Have You." with chorus by Mark
Fisher, after which followed an exchange of banter

with the banjoist and the rest .of the orchestra which

included a would-be-strike and several choruses of

0ux jfamousi &ct

g>hall Me m &nobtm"

The Famous

LUCKY BOYS

Direction—Wm. Morris

DOC" WEBB
Original Organ Novelties

at the

MARSHALL Square Theatre, CHICAGO

the song. This was very funny and heartily ap-
plauded.

Grace Johnson sang a few numbers, "He's a Great
Big Hearted Baby" and "Lonely Nights." Her voice
is not remarkable but pleases, and her personality is

such that "she'll get by" even without ability to hit

the high Cs. Following her was a little colored
dancer with an infectious grin who had been "wait-
ing" on tables, waltzing on and off the stage at
various intervals with the same empty bottle on the
tray. His name was not announced at this perform-
ance, but his dancing was snappy though he was
through in no time. He merited and received a big
hand.

The featured performer came on next. Senator*
Murphy, whose political talk was as hugely enjoyed
as it was clever and funny. The Edgecomb Four
followed with a tap dance which received fair ap-
plause.

The number preceding the finale was "She's Funny
That Way," with Fisher taking the spotlight. As
usual, his singing was immensely enjoyed. He sang
"Who Wouldn't Be Jealous of You" while the cast
assembled on the stage for the finale.

Chicago Avalon
Week Ending January 11

Roy Dietrich's "Bluin' the Blues" was quite some
snappy offering. The stage setting was moderne
to the nth degree, the orchestra was on its toes

every minute and Roy—well, Roy is just Roy.

The show started off with a haunting echo of "The
Rhapsody in Blue," the curtains parted, the scrim
lifted and the Abbott Girls did a nice routine. This
started the pace for the entertainment.

Keeping up the pace and increasing it was the
Midnight Trio, three dark boys formerly with Paul
Whiteman. Acrobatic tap dancing is their specialty

with special emphasis on picking up handkerchiefs off

the floor. One of the trio fairly turned himself

front to back in his effort and succeeded to nice

applause. Their other hankie stunt was to somer-
sault over two chairs and retrieve the hankie. The
boys were clever, three encores proved it.

Ketch and Wilma (whether that is the name of

the messenger boy I an not quite 6ure, but rather

think it applies to the feminine half of the act)

stopped the show. It was one of the best ventrilo-

quist acts I've ever seen. Not only was the patter

excellent, but the handling of the doll was almost
too realistic. "Wash your neck," both stories, and
the heart rending sobbing of the messenger boy
< doll ) convulsed the audience. This act ended with
Ketch singing a duet with himself. Quite an ac-

complishment.

The show quieted down for a few minutes while

the orchestra presented "Listen to the Danube" with
one of the boys singing the chorus, during which the

scrim back stage lifted disclosing the Abbott Girls

posed in graceful positions. After the song they

came to front and went through a very pleasing

classical routine which was well received.

Elcota and Byrne followed and continued the riot-

ous fun. Elcota is on excellent terms with his

xylophone, and while most of his playing was fool-

ing, his rendition of "Kol Nidre" was splendid. His
gum, wigs and signs brought many extra laughs.

Miss Byrne's first appearance was by far her best.

Dressed in what appeared to be an old fashioned

idea of a society ballet costume, goggles, galoshes,

very large daisy and wool wig, she presented her

Spring dance with many stumbles and unbreakable
solemnity, which brought her a good hand.

Roy brought this fast moving show to a successful

close singing "Blue Shadows" while the girls paraded
in various shades of blue costumes, and finally posed
against a vivid background of a setting sun.

Chicago Marbro
Week Ending January 11

This week's stage presentation featured Buster

West in Charles Kaley's "Shakes of 1929." The
offering was beautifully staged with appropriate

scenic background and the band situated in two
sections, upper and lower, divided by a staircase in

the center.

It opened with the Marbro ballet dancing to a

band tune while Kaley and a blond girl opened the

proceedings with "You're the Cream of My Coffee."

This was done in the form of a duet with Charley

and the girl sitting on a 6ettee in the center of the

stage while the boys in the bank took part in a

comedy byplay as they sang. The ending, aided by

a flicker light, was novel and received a good hand.

This was followed by a young couple, who probably

were Pepito and Carthe, who presented some novel

varsity drag steps. They were followed by Jerome
Mann in some clever impersonations such as Ted

Lewis, Eddie Leonard, and Pat Rooney. This chap
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is clever and stopped the show at this performance.

He is a snap for this type of work and should do
well anywhere.

This was followed by a fine band arrangement of

"Moonlight Madness' in which Charles Kaley offered

a vocal refrain. We must say that Kaley has quite a
following at this house and his solos always receive

a goodly share of the applause.

The blond girl, who probably was Olive Faye,

came out again, this time with some acrobatic danc-
ing and did a difficult split on the staircase which
won her a good hand. The next routine was offered

by the Marbro ballet in musical comedy style with a

male singer offering a special song called "Give Me
a Beautiful Girl" in which the ballet did a routine

with a dummy body attached to theirs, giving the

appearance of two bodies on one pair of legs. It

was novel but that was all.

The treat of the bill came next in the way of

Buster West assisted by John West, apparently a
kin. We must say that when it comes to trick steps

and real entertaining dance routines. Buster has no
superior on any stage. His routine was trimmed

quite a bit due to the many shows, but it neverthe-

less, went over with a bang and proved that he can
return to this type of theatre any time he so desires.

The finale was a beautiful ending with the ballet

holding balloons made to resemble figures as the

entire cast assembled to give the flash appearance
and whirlwind touch for the last curtain.

New York Paramount
Week Ending January 18

"Beauty Shop Blues," devised and staged by C. A.
Niggemeyer. was the title of the Publix stageshow

this week. This show opened with a shoe^hining

parlor scene in which the Foster Girls, as bootblacks

danced and shined the shoes of six customers (also

Foster Girls) to the tune of "Beauty Shop Blues"

a special song for this show.

Curtain then ro=e. disclosing Gene Rodemich lead-

ing the Paramount Stage Orchestra in "All By
Yourself in the Moonlight." The French dolls (the

Gibson Sisters) follow. One did a smart tap routine,

the other did an acrobatic routine. They were well

received for their efforts.

Stanley House (Proprietor), followed in comedy
songs and a lot of gags, using Rodemich for the

foil. He got many laughs and a good hand. He
next sane his German dialect song which was also

well received.

The Beauty Shop Manicurists then sang "Beauty
Shop Blues" and with the assistance of the Gibson
Sisters, did a snappy routine, that won a good hand.
Gene then announced Paul Small, who sang "Roses
of Yesterday." Hie orchestra then played a medley
of - songs of yesterday. Paul closed with a chorus
of "Roses of Yesterday." and won a fine hand.

Helen Lynd next offered a song, "I Want To Go
On the Stage," which she sang, pleasingly. She
followed this with a very fine impersonation of
Leonore Ulric, as she was in Lulu Belle—then a
good impression of Fanny Brice. She was well re-

ceived.

Karavaiff | Bell Hop) next did his inimitable tap
dancing that won him an encore. Stanley House
sang "Sweetheart of the Powder Puff" as 12 Foster
Girls parade in striking gowns, that resembled pow-
der puffs. The entire ensemble then entered as a
huge head of a girl is lowered. (In the earrings of
this head, two live girls were seated).

This was beautifully costumed and well staged and
the audience liked it.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending January 11

A real summery atmosphere pervades this week's
offering at the Wisconsin entitled, "Meet Al," in-

troducing AI Belasco, the new stage band leader.

ITie presentation opened with a scrim showing sev-

eral birds singing in a budding tree while Charles
Barnes sang "Where the Shy Little Violets Grow."

This introductory number was followed by a num-
ber by the Torney Dancers after which Al made his

appearance and sang. "Katy Did," accompanied by
his Joy Boys.
Maurine Marseilles, a clever as well as an attrac-

tive miss, next offered two songs, "Me and the Man
in the Moon" and "You're the Cream in My Coffee."
She has a nice voice as well as an attractive per-
sonality and makes a hit.

Al next offered another vocal number after which
he joined the Torney dancers in a clever dance num-
ber. He has a fine personality and did not have
any trouble in getting the audience to warm up to
him. and they will be glad to learn that he will
stay at the Wisconsin for several weeks.
A diminutive star in the person of Man Ann Starr

makes a big hit with the audience. She sings "My
Pet" and then does a "bit of snappy stepping which
is pretty good for a tot of her age.

Market] ami Faun, do a bit of comedy stepping
which is well done and draw good applause. The
presentation ends with Barnes singing "Tomorrow's
Violets," followed by some fancy stepping by the
Torney Dancers. The backdrop is raised disclosing

a pretty setting of violets augmented by a pose by
the dancers in violet costumes while Belasco does
some snappy dancing in front of the orchestra.

Newark Branford
Week Ending January 11

"Jazz Cocktail." Harry Chull's latest production

featured Ben Ross and the Merry Mad Gang. This

show opened to a novel setting in which the boys

played a hot tune. It was followed by the Branford
Girls in a cute routine. Francis Key next offered

an acrobatic novelty that won a fair hand. Ben Ross

next offered his impressions of Harry Langdon, the

movie star. He drew a few cartoons that got a good
hand. His next impression was of Al Jolson, singing

"Sonny Boy." This young fellow, Ross, makes a nice

appearance on the stage, and his singing never fails

to meet with good response from the audience. At this

show he was forced to beg off. His other impressions

and his fine playing of the piano, sax and clarinet

prove his versatility.

Bennett Brothers earn an encore for the tap danc-

ing. Ten girls from the ballet then play a few hot

tunes on Harmonicas to a good hand. The Three
Doo Dads, little girl and two boys play a medley of

songs on brass, to a good hand. Lee and Gould, com-
edy singers, had some of the customers laughing at

them, and the rest, bored.

LiT Esther, hit of the show, pleased with singing
and dancing and earned an encore. A silhoutte

dance that was very effective next pleased. The 12

Orange Blossom Girls, in silver costumes next do a
smart routine as entire ensemble enter as Ben Ross
sings the closing song.

Brooklyn Patio
Week Ending January 12

Howard Emerson and His Patio Orchestra first of-

fered a pleasing overture from the raised pit. They
played Selections from "Song of the Flame." Emer-
son's orchestra is composed of sixteen men, who
know their instruments and music well, and they

have the good fortune to have a responsive audi-

ence who appreciate good efforts.

The stage show was called, "A Miniature Musical
Revue." Emerson, as master of ceremonies, an-
nounced the Gray Family (four girls and two boys),

who first do a short sketch, following with a routine

revue of songs and steps. They closed by singing
and dancing that new hit. "Doin' the Raccoon."
Emerson and his boys are very well liked at this

house and the least thing they do is always received

well.

San Francisco Granada
Week Ending January 11

The scenery painter for "Parisian Nights," this

week's stage act at the Granada, was a little over

ambitious and had the Eiffel Tower sprouting out

of the Folies Bergeres and the Moulin Rouge. Still

that detracts from the excellence of the act, which
drew from both these sources for its features of en-

tertainment.
Following a rendition of selections from "Faust" by

the Granada Theatre Orchestra under the direction

of Gino Severi, the curtain went up on the Parisian

performance and the Foster Girls made their appear-
ance in a lively dance. Henry Busse and his band,
garbed as artists, offered a medley of airs, with
Henry chiming in with a trumpet solo when "The
St. Louis Blues" was played.

Ginger Rogers sang a couple of tropical songs, one
of which was "Come Into My Arms." with Henry
Busse as the fellow appealed to. She hardly lived up
to her given name, but received a good hand for

trying.

Henry Mack came before the curtain and sang
the prologue to a rather realistic Moulin Rouge cafe
act, featuring Mme. Andree and Jean Duval) in an
Apache dance. The act was well staged.

54 w Dendoip St
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Eddie Ma gill, popular singer, offered "Avalon
Town" through his illuminated megaphone, follow-

ing with another one-time hit of Sherman, Clay &
Co. entitled "Whispering."
Then the act harkened back to Paris and the

Foster Girls offered a real novelty in "Midinettes"
a dance number in which they made excellent use of

hat boxes, dancing on these and making use of them
in various ways. On one occasion they stacked them
into the form of a pyramid and posed on the pile.

The Xovelle Bros, offered a decidedly novelty, play-
ing the violin as they went through tumbling gym-
nastics. They followed this with a whistling act,

the whistling being done so cleverly that their con-
versation could be readily understood. This was the

feature act of the show.
"Memories of France" took the audience back a

few years and as Henry Mack, in doughboy uniform,
sang a series of scenes in France unfolded in tableau

form above the orchestra. The scene ranged from
peaceful village scenes to trench and battle scenes.

The show came to a close with the girls trouping
on the stage with banners of victory as a tableau un-
folded depicting a statue to the war dead.

Chicago Tower
Week Ending January 12

Lou Kosloff, that personality violinist, who has that

winning smile and a pleasing way led the orchestra

through. "Tiger Rag" for the opening number of the

presentation this week. Kosloff's style of directing is

a style of his own and well liked by this reporter.

Throughout the entire performance Kosloff's smile

failed to wear away.
The Patterson twins, dancers, followed and they

clicked with the patrons. A nice hand was given to

the two girls. The Ballet also did one of their

routines.

Mabelle Gettelson and Alien Raymond, two singers

with appealing voices, next offered "Under the

Moon." The song was sung in a pleasing manner
and was well liked.

Jean Boydell, is one of these girls that is just

full of pep and raring to go. She did. and boy,

the applause she received was something to brag

about. Jean is one of these dramatic singers that

brings jokes and actions that will keep any audience

laughing. A sure blue chaser.

"She's Just Too Sweet for Words." played by the

orchestra and the chorus played and sung by the

drummer, clarinet player and Kosloff. No foolin' the

song sounded great and is on the order of the trio

in Frankie Masters orchestra. They just missed an
encore, or maybe we'll say Kosloff would not take

one.

Coleman Getz was next and presented a routine

that has been reported many times before. Coleman
is a man that has a voice, not good, not extraordi-

nary, but appealing and the audience likes him. He
has his same jokes, however.
"Roses of Yesterday" was the finale number played

by the orchestra and a pretty drop in back of
.
the

entire stage with the 12 dancers posing, made a great

scene.

Warners Buy Interest in

Witmark Firm
Purchase of a large interest in the firm of M.

Witmark and Sons, Music Publishers, by Warner
Brothers was announced yesterday. The music firm

is one of the oldest and best known in music publish-

ing and has for years specialized in the publication

of the scores of musical shows and ballads.

VALE & STEWART

Direction
Lyons & Lyons

Just Completed

a Second

Tour of Publix
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Repeat .All

Chicago

Balaban & Katz

Theatres
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UP std

With the advent of the New Year there is the

usual changes in the various theatres. Here are the

first two changes I've heard about so far: Frank
White has replaced Jim Thomas, organist of the big

Branford theatre in Newark, N. J., and I know that

Frank will be just as popular as hie predecessor.

And just by way of mention, Ben Ross is still the

master of ceremonies at this house, with just as big

a following as ever.
* * «

The other change is also an organist of renown.
W. Meryle Hammond, but "affectionately" known as

Jake. Jake is now installed at the Strand theatre,

Fremont, Ohio, as the solo organist. Okay with
me, Jake!

* * *

You know things have rather slowed up a bit along
the "Alley." The same big bands are still playing
at the various night clubs, theatres, grills, etc., and
nothing exciting seems to happen that would really

interest you folks around the country. Jesse Craw-
ford and Mrs. Jesse (a couple of organists) are still

at the Paramount theatre in New York, and Henry
Murtagh gets plenty of applause at the Brooklyn
Paramount (also at the organ). Oh, yes, the Brook-
lyn Paramount sets up a presentation with Paul
Ash as the main attraction that gets the customers
lined up for six blocks away. And Lew White and
Marsh McCurdy get their share of honors at the
Roxy and Capitol theatres, respectively.

* *

And talking of the Capitol theatre—recently, when
Walt Roesner terminated his stay as master of cere-

monies, the patrons of the Capital were surely dis-

appointed, but Dave Schooler took his place and
made quite a success of it, too. However, Loew's
Valencia theatre in Jamaica (Long Island, New
York) has provided quite a great follow-up for Walt
Roesner's career, for he is permanently installed at

this house as master of ceremonies. And the popu-
lace of Jamaica are well pleased with the fact that
they don't have to travel all the way to Broadway
to glimpse this favorite maestro!

* * •

Here's an unusual name for a band—"The Band
of a Thousand Melodies," directed by Larry Funk

—

and they broadcast over the National Broadcasting
network every day. I'll tell you this much—they're
one of the greatest plugs here in the east, and none
of the publishers are sorry about it either.

* * *

And while my thoughts are on the publishers,
Johnny Fink, who was formerly in the music pub-
lishing business in St. Louis with Larry Conley, has
gone off on his own into the business in Detroit.
Just at present Johnny is in New York on an "ex-
ploitation trip" and boasts of a real lively hit on
his hands, entitled "Tomorrow's Violets."

*' * * '

'Tis rumored that the inimitable Ted Lewis will

soon be the master of ceremonies at the New York
Paramount.

4 4 4

I bet the DX fans around the country are & bit

disappointed that they don't have to go through a
desperate struggle to get distance. At any rate I

know off hand of a station that comes into New
York like a "local" and that's WLW in Cincinnati.
For a real treat, listen to Henry Theiss and Sammy
Watkins broadcast from this station, and with vocal
choruses from each make their programs "decidedly
interesting." (I think that's the right phrase.)

* * *

A novelty that is proving to be of unusual interest

to radio fans is the "Forhan Song Shop Hour" on
the National Broadcasting Company's hook-up every
Thursday at 8 p. m. (E. S. T.). At this time each
week they present a different team of composers and
introduce their past and present hits via the Bob
Haring Orchestra, Ed Smallc, the New Yorkers,
Vaughn De Lcath and lastly the composers themselves,
who introduce their new tunes, which they hope will

be hits. The idea is great! And just by way of
mention, Sam Coslow and Larry Spier were on last

week's "Forhan Song Shop Hour."

Did you know that Earl Abel, away down at the

Texas theatre, San Antonio, is quite capable of start-

ing a tune?—Now music publishers, please don't rush

him !

* * 4

Sorry—that's all there is for this week.
LARRY SPIER.

ORGAN SOLOS
Henri A. Keatcs (Chicago Norshore) offered a

novel community solo called "My Magazine of Songs,"
which contained "I'm Sorry, Sally." "Good Little.
Bad Little You," "I'll Get By," "Down Where the
Sun Goes Down," "Sweethearts on Parade" and
"There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder." which
closed the program. During this last number a spot-
light was flashed on the audience, which exposed
those that did not join in the singing class, and
throughout the stunt clever gag slides and special
lyrics were interspersed. On the strength of going
over very big this week the management announces
that Keates will be held over for another week.
This organist has played every Balaban & Katz
deluxe house in Chicago, with the exception of the
Chicago theatre, and has proven a success with his
community solos. Where the others fail in making
them sing, Henri gets their whole-hearted support.

Heibie Kwh (Omaha, Neb., Riviera), new at the
organ, is the liveliest of recent organists at the
Riviera. He puts force into his playing and accom-
plishes that difficult task—gets the audience to sing
with him.

Preston Sellers (Chicago Oriental). Every day in
every way they like him better and better. His solo's

great and I'll relate a thing or too he did. The
songs played with "New Year's Resolution" were:
"Where the Shy Little Violets Grow," "Mississippi,"
"Cause You Took Advantage of Me." "That's Me and
the Man in the Moon" and "Lonely Nights." He
bowed once, he bowed twice, he bowed three times
over, over, over. Sellers should be listed as "The
Man with the Selection of Fine Songs."

Frank White (Newark Branford) offered an origi-

nal organ novelty called "Let's Have Some Har-
mony" which this audience sang well. The numbers
he played were "Blue Grass." "Sweetheart of My
Dreams." "Doin' the Raccoon." "Sweet Adeline" and
a duet (the boys singing "Swiss Miss" as the girls

sang "Where Did You Get Those Eyes?"). This
was effectively done and received a very fine hand.

Dick Liebert (Pittsburgh. Pa.. Penn) had the
audience singing such numbers as "Three Blind
Mice." "I Faw Down and Go Boom," also "One
Grasshopper Hopped Over Another Grasshopper's
Back." Got many laughs.

Jim Thomas (New York Proctor's S6th St.) said

"Let's Warble." and they did. Jim featured "I Faw
Down and Go Boom." which started the audience off

well. The next number. "Me and the Man in the

Moon." had every one singing and not stopping un-
til the last song was played._ His other numbers
were sung to the tunes of "Where Has My Little

Dog Gone" and "Don't Be Like That" with special

lyrics. Jim has, in three short weeks, become quite

a favorite at this house.

Henry B. Murtagh I Brooklyn Paramount) featured

"Old Favorites" for his community song-fest this

week. He used special slides for the following songs,

to which the audience sang lustily. The numbers
were: "School Days," "Mary Lou." "K-Katy," "Let
Me Call You Sweetheart." His closing song was a

special version on "Silver Threads Among the Gold."

Murtagh has become a showstopper at this house.

Have you read about

VOCALTONE
in the December 22nd issue or

BETTER THEATRES?
If you have you are interested.

Don't Invest your money in any
Organ Device until you know
more about our plans.

Watch this space for further in-

formation on

VOCALTONE

SIP S4
afcou-fc

songs
BEST SELLERS

"Sweethearts on Parade"— (Milton
Weil).

"I'll Get By"—(Irving Berlin).

"There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoul-
der"—(Irving Berlin).

"Marie"—(Irving Berlin).

"Where the Shy Little Violets Grow"
—(Remick Music Corp.).

"Sonny Boy"—(DeSylva, Brown &
Henderson).
"You're the Cream in My Coffee"—

(DeSylva, Brown & Henderson).
"Sally of My Dreams"—(DeSylva,

Brown & Henderson).
"That's How I Feel About You"—

(DeSylva, Brown & Henderson).
"Happy Days and Lonely Nights"—

(Ager, Yellen & Bornsiein).

"Jcannine, I Dream of Lilac Time"—
(Leo Feist).

"Avalon Town"—(Sherman Clay).

"Doing the Raccoon"—(Remick Music
Corp.).

"I Faw Down an' Go Boom"—(Don-
aldson, Douglas & Gumblc).
"Me and the Man in the Moon"—

•

(Donaldson, Douglas & Gumblc).
"She's Funny That Way"— (Villa

Morel).
PRECIOUS LITTLE THING CALLED LOVE—

(Remick Music Corp.)—This is the theme song of

the Paramount feature entitled "The Shopworn
Angel." The song could be developed into a big

song without the help of the picture but with this

added assistance should be a pushover. By Lou Davis

and J. Fred Coots.
* * 4

SONG OF INDIANA— (Irving Berlin, Inc.)—Writ-
ten around the famous Song of India. Gus Kahn.
the old master has written both words and melody.

I'LL NEVER ASK FOR MORE— (DeSylva, Brown
& Henderson)—These boys just gave us "I'll Get By."

which wasn't bad at all and this also looks like the

leal thing in hits. A sweet fox trot number. By
Roy Turk and Fred E. Ahlert.

* * *

LET'S SIT AND TALK ABOUT YOU— (Mills

Music, Inc.)—The hit song of the new Lew Field's

production now in New York. The name of the pro-

duction is Hello. Daddy. These writers who wrote
the Blackbirds show have some very good songs in

this show and this is the outstanding song. Lyrics

by Dorothy Fields, music by Jimmie McHugh.
* * *

WEDDING BELLS (Are Breaking Up That Old

Gang of Mine)— (H. Waterson)—A big thought that

is well written. The title tells the story. The tune

is also appropriate. Words by Irving Kahal and
Willie Raskin, music by Sammy Fain.

* * *

TRUE BLUE— (Harold Rossiter)—One of the writ-

ers of this song is the announcer on one of the big

stations in town and that together with friendly

help is starting this song off to a good seller. Music
by Charlie Garland, words by Haven Gillespie.

* • *

CARESSING YOU— (Forster Music Pub. Co.)—

A

very pretty tune that is being played by the various

orchestras. It's commercial and has real merit.

Words and music by Ray Klages, Mickie Alpert and
Bernardo Fazioli.

* * •

WHAT A GIRL, WHAT A NIGHT— (Leo Feist.

Inc.)—A novelty fox trot that is coming fast. The
writer who has some big numbers to his credit

is one of the Coon-Sanders band. Words and music

by Joe L. Sanders.
4 4 4

I FAW DOWN AN' GO BOOM— (Donaldson, Doug-
las & Gunible)—The first novelty song this year. This

song has a chance to be a tremendous hit. In fact,

from present indications it looks like another Yes.

We Have No Bananas. By James Brockman. Leonard
Stevens, and B. B. B.
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THE THEATRE
How Would YOU Start a House Organ?

HOW would you go about starting a

house organ? How did you go

about it when you started your own?
These two questions are brought up in-

directly in a letter to "The Theatre"

from Dick Martin of the Columbia

Amusement Company, operating five

houses in Ashland, Kentucky, and two

others in Catlettsburg, Ky.
Here, folks, is a splendid opportunity to

be of genuine lasting service to others as

well as to yourself. It would be a tre-

mendously important contribution to the

theatre if each of you would sit down and
write a letter to this department about it.

Those of you who do have a house organ:
Tell us just how you started it. The splen-

did house organs that come to this depart-

ment daily are the result of a lot of study
by the individuals, and as much perspira-

tion as inspiration. We are likely to forget

that when we run over them. The finished

product in any line always looks like a

simple affair; in fact, the simpler the house
organs appear the better the proof of hard
work, because they read smoothly.
Those of you who do not have a house

organ: You undoubtedly have a number of

ideas back of your eyebrows as to just what
you would do if you started one. Any one
of a dozen reasons may explain why you
do not have one though you would like to.

Here's what Martin writes:

"I am preparing to institute a House
Organ to be distributed through the houses
of this company, and would like to have
some sample House Organs for sugges-
tions. Would also like to have the names
of some publishers of the same. (Hope
you have received the copies sent you,
Martin, as well as the list of members of

our Exchange.)
"Believe your Exchange is a great thing

for exhibitors using publications."

A Dozen Suggestions

Following are a few suggestions that

many be of service: to anyone contemplat-
ing the starting of a house organ:

First: Be sure that you can follow through
before you start. Nothing will give your the-

atre a blacker optic than starting something
and not finishing it.

Second: Analyze your budget and the ex-
pense involved. Check up with your local

printer confidentially, as to just what it will

cost you.

Study Your Staff

Third: Study jour staff and make certain
that the one whom you will designate to edit

it will not only be qualified but also will have
the time to do a good job.

Fourth: Study your patronage. Before
going into the project, be sure that you under-
stand your audience. For example, if you are
in a college town, you will have to write it in
a special tone. We don't mean flippant or
ultra-jazzy, but at least airy. If you are in

a mining town you can't use the language that
win appeal to a campus clientele; your audi-
ence wouldn't have the faintest idea what vou

were attempting to do, and probably even
would resent it. Xor does that mean that

your mining population wouldn't take to a
simply written, solidly written publication just

as enthusiastically as the college town patron-
age to its type.

Fifth: You could kill two birds with one
donick if you appealed directly to your clien-

TODAY. FRIDAY and SATURDAY

TIME— 2:00 4:15 6:30 8:4S

gag

The Gala Event of the Y'ear. The
Phenomenon of the Age —
transformed into the mir-ele
of the screen—at a cost of

$2,000,000 in money— and two
years of effort—the most im-
portant novel ever written in

this country has been trans-
formed i»to a dramatic mar-
vel

For To years it has touched the
hearts of millions. Genera-
tions have loved it and passed
it on to the next generation to
love.

The Greatest Human Drama Ever Screened !

The treatment of Harriet Beecher Stowe's beloved
novel is a reverent and most authentic one. The charac-
ters seem to have just stepped from the pages of the
book, bringing with them refreshing glimpses of the days
befo' de wa' below the Mason-Dixon line. Certainly it

occupies a niche all its own in the history of motion pic-
I tures.

Here is an ad that tells a story as well as

announces the coming of L niversaFs

"Uncle Tom's Cabin." The upper half of

the ad is modernistic, the lower half his-

torical; the upper half depicts the modern
theatre and the modern playgoer, the

lower half the freeing of the slaves, a

symbolism of the freedom of progress

that the upper half reflects. This ad
icas sent in by ]. M. Blanchard of the new
Strand theatre at Sunbury. Pa., a Comer-
ford house. Mote also the prominence

given the starting time.

tele to tell you just what it would want in the

house organ. You not only would get some
ideas from the patrons, but you also would
arouse their interest and that of others.

Sixth: Decide for yourself whether you
want a magazine type, a newspaper type, or a
combination of both. There have been some
interesting discussions of this point in these

columns.
Seventh: Whatever form of publication

you decide upon, remember that each issue

must be fresh in appearance and in reading
matter. It must be interesting. We have
seen house organs that had become so depart-

mentalized that there was nothing newsy
about them. The old definition of news is

"that which is new or that which is interest-

ing." Take both those factors into account.

There should be something new in each issue,

but if the "new" thing just does not appear
by press time, at least make sure that the

publication is interesting. Sometimes just

changing the order of departments will help

that, a little change in dress.

Appeal to Women Patrons

Eighth: Remember that your women
patrons are the ones to appeal to in particu-

lar. They are, the ones who will take the

publication home. And getting it into the

homes is a big subject in itself that we can-

not go into at this moment.
Ninth: Play up your attractions, of course,

but remember that that is only one part of it.

If your house organ is to be no more than
a handbill, then print it as a handbill and
save money.
Tenth: Do not let anything interfere with

making the same date of publication either

each week or each month, depending upon
whether it's to be a weekly or a monthly.
First get your public into the expectation of
receiving the house organ on a certain date

and then don't disappoint them.
Eleventh: Establish contacts with your

community in the matter of writing depart-

ments, if local circumstances warrant. But
be particular to select individuals upon whom
you can depend.

Make It Pay for Itself

Tzvelfth: At a special and attractive adver-
tising rate to merchants, you should be able

to make the publication self-supporting, even
a profit-making project. But give your public

something besides ads. Always remember that

primarily your patrons will want to read
stories and items, and that if they see only
advertisements they won't read anything. A
general rule there, of course, is to increase
the amount of reading matter as the number
of advertisements increases.

Well, there are an even dozen suggestions,
folks. And those twelve scarcely scratch the

surface. They are a starter, however, and
this department invites each of its readers to

add his suggestions to this list, as well as to

amplify them and even protest them, if his

experience is at variance.

Who'll start the ball rolling? We'll be glad
to publish your comment. And always remem-
ber that only as you help others will you
yourself be helped. That's the creed of the
House Organ Exchange.
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Jut IDitii fhf Old-lln UMhJe_Deu)"Ch? Kjddin Bring jpou 1Q29 Clwr!

FIRST F£R-Publix ~ r;£r ^fl^ ": :::r^ALL PROFESSIONAL

eryooe AStage Star-

For Saturday and Monday
FRESH rRUITS
arwj Vegetable*

CHOCOLATE 19c
EGGS Na CwuiMd Dom 35c
OLEOMARGARINE, lb. 17c

HAZEL CORN SZZ 16c
LARD ^viF-rs SIl VE& LEAP : 1* 29c
FLOUR, Nateco aSt. ' 1.75

FLOUR, Occident S£** 1.98

COFFEE ComcAtaio. I« Canon 39c
PINEAPPLE "Si"1

tff1 28c
PEACHES "aES"- No.mc l£c
RAISINS T\=C' 3'"— 23c
MINCE MEAT SS rack* 16c
BUTTER. ."ST S3, 52c
DATES. Dromedary < - 22c
CHILI SAUCE. Hazel Ot 24c

An Interesting Statement

To The
General Public

fm ik> Ita (ra>( taurii T«n

The New Year Specials

KK KNK'SPotatoChips . 19t

SHELLED NUTS

HAZEL"i»u

GINGtR ALE4K

CANDY

JELL-O All flan

OLIVES im c

i 3 vutkt" I"' 20c

«n. quan |»r . . . 48c

BACON .ajgi 37c

SWEET POTATOES".-14c
( :HEESE.\Visc.Cteam.!b. 31c

CRANBERRY "'•{ ;,*-•"•• 18c

) Cl'RRANT JELLY 18c

PRESERVES -=£•= 27c

Buy lor Two Days!

The State theatre, Minneapolis, staging its first all professional "Kiddie Revue," tied

up with the Natiomil Tea-Piggly-W iggly company. The theatre and the grocers took a

double truck in each morning and evening paper. Baby Dorothy Johnson, star of the

show, posed, holding a scroll on which the manager of the stores, O. H. Landin, wished
his patrons a Happy New Year. The upper fourth of the double truck was used by the

State theatre to exploit its "Kiddie Revue," while the space on either side of little

Miss Johnson was taken by National Tea-Piggly-W'iggly for its grocery specials.

Feminine Fashion

Layouts in Rotos

Draw Attention
Try a feminine fashions layout in your local

paper, and if it has a rotogravure section all

the better. It paid for Manager Ray Brown
and the Strand theatre at Akron, Ohio, in

connection with the showing of M G M's "A
Woman of Affairs."

Brown obtained a fashion layout of Greta
Garbo and Dorothy Sebastian in the Times-
Press in a Sunday edition the week preceding
the opening. The Times-Press gave three
columns, ten inches free on the layout.

To the Public of Portland—
The Portland Theatre wishes to take *ihis

opportunity to extend apologies to the thousands
of our patrons who were obliged to stand in line
so long Saturday night, and to the thousands who
turned away at the sight of the tremendous crowds.

For the first time in the history of the show
business, so many people clamoured tor admit-
tance to a theatre alter the final night perlormance
has started that it necessitated the -presentation
of an extra and complete stage show after mid-
night.

"IHTERFERENCE? Paramounfs first all-

talking production, is the reason—Rudy Wiedoeft
and his "Saxophobia" Idea oJso adds to the excep-
tional spice of the 100% entertainment offered at
the Portland this week. And Eddie Cantor's
sound specialty feature completes the welC
rounded program.

Thanks to our patrons, all theatre records set
up in any theatre in Portland were shattered
Saturday Night.

THE MANAGEMENT, {f&k
PORTLAND THEATER.

After using teaser underlines for three days,

on the Thursday preceding the opening
thirteen-inch display ads were placed in both
papers. Seventeen-inch display ads were used
on Friday, a twenty-seven-inch display ad in

Beacon-Journal on Saturday preceding open-
ing, with display ad in Times-Press on the

same day, and twenty-seven-inch display ad
in Times-Press on Sunday, opening day, with
a thirteen-inch Monday, seventeen inches

Tuesday, and nine inches on the Wednesday
and Thursday during playing of picture.

Preceding the opening the Times-Press ran

a Gilbert-Garbo love contest, on "What Would
You Say," as suggested in the press book.
Two weeks in advance 5,000 Lion book
matches were used. Special art work panel

42 by 39, with spotlight focused on it, was
used inside the theatre.

A trailer from the National Screen Service

was used a week in advance of the playdate.

Match Books to Be
Resold in MGM Tieup
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's pressbook on

John Gilbert's "Masks of the Devil," con-
tains the announcement of a new type of

accessory. It is a match book which ex-

hibitors can order at wholesale prices from
the Lion Book Match Co., Fisk Building,

Broadway and 57th Street, New York City,

and resell to local merchants who in turn
give them away to their customers.
A red devil's mask is in red on black,

wreathed about with the caption in white
and red, "John Gilbert in 'Masks of the

Devil,' " appearing on the obverse side of the

book. On the reverse side, colored in red,

is a blank for theatre name and playdate.

It's a real treat when an exhibitor can
advertise the way the Portland (Ore.),
theatre did after it had set a new attend-

ance record for Portland houses on the
third day of a week's run on Paramounl's
"Interference." The house seats 4,000 and
it was necessary to run seven full shows,
making a total attendance of 28.000 for
the day, at an average price of 40 cents,

or a gross of $11,200. This ad teas run
in the Oregonian.

Good Y. M. C. A. Tieup
George Morrell of the College theatre, To-

ronto, Ontario, an excellent neighborhood
house, obtained considerable extra business

and also incurred the pleasure of the

Y. M. C. A. by staging a series of junior

boxing matches as Saturday matinee features.

There was little work in these stunts for

Manager Morrell because the details were
handled by the physical director of the

Y. M. C. A. The expense to the theatre com-
prised admission passes, light refreshments
and a few gifts, such as gymnasium suits.

A 10 x 4 illuminated shadow box was
employed by Harry E. Matthews, man-
ager of the Strand Amusement company's
interests in Owensboro, Ky., to put over

Billie Dove's "The Yellow Lily" at the

Empress theatre. The shadow box was
wired to the left of the entrance to the

theatre several days before the showing.

It was of black base, with lilies in yel-

low, and while lettering. A one-sheet

formed the center, and the light inside

the box was directly back of the one-

sheet, making a very effective exhibit at

night. The box was a foot deep, allowing

ample room for wiring.

Announcing a Season of Tremendous Attractions!

World's (arcatest St;

W orld s Rest Stories!

World's Biggest Pro
duel ions!

. ........ IWw>:

Awakening i«-

Thurs, NOV. 29th

An advance institutional ad was used in

the Scottsbluff Republican by the Royal

theatre at Gering, Neb., to announce the

booking of the entire United Artists

product for the season. A full page ad

was used.
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NOW and then an ad appears as good
as this one but not very often, for

this one is well nigh perfect. It does

what every ad should do. It sells the pic-

rare. The six lines beneath the slag,

"Jack Holt Dorothy Revier," will make
anyone want to see "Submarine,'' the

Columbia picture. Three six graphic

lines, just 30 words, paint action pictures

in the reader's mind. They sell the pic-

ture.

But the ad has more to offer. It has

real pictorial beauty ; even the border has

beauty and at the same time further helps

to sell the picture. "The Theatre" has

always contended that an ad can be beau-

tiful in itself, can sell the picture without

superlatives and can be dignified. Here is

proof. "The Theatre's" hat is off to the

ad writer of the Brooklyn Fox.

Polar Question Quiz

Aids "Hamper"Film
A polar questionnaire, taking in Com-

mander Byrd's trip to the North Pole,

Amundsen's and Lincoln Ellsworth's flight

in a dirigible across the pole and General
Nobile's disastrous expedition, served as a
newspaper exploitation feature for the
showing of First National's "Strange Case
of Captain Ramper," at the Jefferson the-

atre, Jefferson City, Mo.
The manager of the theatre tied up with

the Daily Capital of that city in a six day
contest, in which cash prizes and tickets to

see "The Strange Case of Captain Ramper"
were offered to readers who scored highest
in answering the questions of the question-

naire. The questions were divided into five

installments while the correct answers were
published on the sixth day.

Every Day Is Christmas Day If
Exhibitor Wins City's Goodwill

Christmas has just begun, for those exhibitors who showed the real Yuletide

spirit to their communities. The; celebration is over but the gifts of the public

to its theatres will be coming in throughout the year. Goodwill is lasting, and
certainly it will be a long time before the citizens of Buffalo forget the royal

time they were given by H. M. Addison, managing director of the Great Lakes

theatre. Everyone benefited, from Mayor Frank X. Schwab down to the loneliest

orphan.

As the opening gesture Addison sent spe-
cial invitations to all members of the police
and fire departments, to be his guests at

the theatre the week of December 17.

These invitations were good for admission
of the city employe and one other. They
read in part:

"The Great Lakes theatre sends you this

little token of appreciation for the many
courtesies extended by you during the past
year and to wish you and yours a very
merry Christmas and a happy New Year."
Each invitation was signed by Addison.
There were 2,345 issued, 1,350 going to the
police department.

Special Morning Matinee

The day before Chritsmas, with the co-
operation of the mayor the theatre gave a
special morning matinee to children in

various institutions. They filled the big
house from the orchestra pit to the roof

—

a noisy, eager throng, each of whom was
given some little token with the coopera-
tion of charitable workers, the mayor's toy
fund committee and the theatre, assisted by
charitably inclined citizens. It was the

biggest Christmas theatre party ever staged

in Buffalo.

In the theatre itself, there were miniature
Christmas trees, gaily decorated with lights

and the conventional ornaments so dear to

the heart of all at this season of the year,

while on the Main street marquee over the

main entrance there stood a 40-foot ever-

green, outdoing even the municipal offering

placed in the principal square. Bright

lights, gaily colored streamers and tinsel

snow added to the realism. The tree was
left lighted every night.

Santa Claus in Lobby
Lobby cards all carried conventional

Christmas decorations in addition to the at-

traction matter, and several five-foot heads
of Santa Claus, all decked out in red,

helped brighten up the entrances. Santa
Claus himself made his appearance in the

main lobby and greeted children for a week
prior to Christmas. Boxes of crackerjack,

each carrying this message: "The Great
Lakes theatre wishes its kiddie friends a

Merry Christmas and a Most Happy New
Year," were given to each tot who came
into the theatre. Names, addresses and
gift desires of those who insisted were
jotted down, with a promise that as far as

able, the wishes of the children would be
filled on Christmas Eve.
The screen, too, carried the message,

with a special trailer. The week before

the holiday, Fox-Movietone's "Forget Me
Not" was put on as a special Christmas fea-

ture. Radio did its part, for daily from
the theatre studio of Station YVTCEN Mrs.
Santa Claus broadcast her message to the

children, "to relieve Santa from the extra

work and permit him to finish up his last

minute orders for Christmas."

Special Christmas Cards

Special Christmas cards were got out,

conveying the best wishes of Mr. Addison
and various members of the executive

staff; a holiday edition of the house organ,

"Movienews," was put out, and ads in the

newspapers, on Christmas day, carried a
seasonal message, with but an underline on
the current show.

Cashiers, doormen and ushers wore
Christmas greens in the lapels of their

coats and smocks. Instead of a thank
you, for the last three days before the holi-

day, each patron received a smiling

"Merry Christmas" from all members of

the staff.

And the pupils of School 3, who pre-

pared decorations for the Christmas trees,

were invited to a special party at the the-

atre.

Perhaps such wideawake efforts as the

foregoing account for the fact that the

Buffalo Sunday Times carried a cut and
sketch of Addison in a personality series on
civic leaders.

H. M. Addison (right), managing director of

the Great Lakes theatre at Buffalo, gave a real

community Christmas party, in fact a series of

parties, and it would be difficult indeed to over-

estimate the amount of goodwill engendered.

Gives News Dealer

Trailer andHe Puts

Program in Papers
Herman Vineberg, owner of the Arbor Hill

theatre in Albany, uses the Sunday news-

papers distributed in his section as a means
of getting 500 weekly programs into homes
without expense. A newsstand near Vine-

berg's theatre handles 500 papers each Sunday.

Through an arrangement with this newsdealer,

whereby Vineberg uses a slide calling atten-

tion to the newsstand, the dealer returns the

favor by inserting Vineberg"s programs in the

newspapers before they are sold and dis-

tributed through the neighborhood.
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, in-

formation and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

the Box Office Window."

"THE SHOP WORN ANGEL"

D EAR FOLKS:

Now and again the unexpected happens and

a picture of which no great amount of praise

has been uttered slips into the theatre and

makes everybody glad. This is one of those

cases. So far as I know, and I admit that isn't

very far, nothing extraordinary was claimed for

"The Shop Worn Angel." Wherefore I shall

take up that little burden and say quite a few

words in its favor.

Probably the first thing to mention about the

picture is that the story concerns a chorus girl

to whom diamonds is nobody's business and

neither is one Bailey's participation in her fin-

ancial and professional affairs. The next thing

is to mention that Gary Cooper is a doughboy,

on his way to France, who falls in love with

the chorus girl. Then it is in line to say that

Paul Lukas is the Mr. Bailey and Richard Wal-

lace is the director, and here occurs the thought

that perhaps Mr. Wallace should have been

mentioned first of all. His direction is one of

those fine, feeling, human exhibits seen seldom

more often than once a year. I hail and cheer

him.

The story of the picture is simplicity itself,

which anyone will tell you is also strength, in-

terest and entertainment. It has the best musi-

cal accompaniment I have yet witnessed, unless

you classify the sound aspect of "Singing Fool"

as musical accompaniment, and there are words

in it now and then. These, too, are excellent

although in my opinion a bit unnecessary. Of

course that's a minority report. And if "That

Precious Little Thing Called Love" isn't a hit

after this picture has used it a while as theme-

song, the world is melody deaf.

Nancy Carroll is splendid, Gary Cooper is

better than I've ever seen him and he's always

been good, and Paul Lukas gets across a role

that would have stumped anybody I can think

of except Menjou. The picture is full of gaiety,

pathos, merriment, music and misery, this last

in very minor and highly flavorable degree. If

I could see one picture so good in each four

weeks of theatre going I should render thanks

daily to the Fates who have decreed that I

shall spend most of my time in the picture

houses.

By T. O. Service

"THE RESCUE"

I THINK the rescue completes the informa-

tion about the recently subdivided Colman-

Banky duo. You may or may not recall my re-

port with regard to Miss Banky's first independ-

ent picture, "The Awakening," but the gist of

it was that the girl has everything and the pic-

ture is a wow. There may have been a note of

surprise in the writing of the report, for I had

carried the idea that Mr. Colman was more im-

portant to their combined products than Miss

Banky. So, too, there may be a note of sur-

prise in this report of "The Rescue" for in it

Colman completes demonstration that his is the

lesser talent. And just possibly it may not be

his fault at all that the picture isn't one-lwo-

three with "The Awakening."

"The Rescue" has Mr. Colman as a polite

gun-runner and Lili Damita as the heiress-

heroine with whom he falls in love and for and

with whom he does many things. The chief

thing, in point of story, being the rescue of her

party when it is captured by natives of some

place or other along the equator. As the two-

fisted guy who accomplishes all this, without

the use of either fist, Mr. Colman is my idea of

a nice looking young actor in the wrong job.

Maybe, as I say, it isn't his fault.

The story is of excellent source and no doubt

was good reading between book covers. As un-

folded on the screen it is a slow, dull recital

with nobody getting anything done and nothing

much happening. The love stretches, of Miss

Damita's participation in which you no doubt

have heard a great deal, are just stretches. As

for Miss Damita, if all these princes like this

sort of girl why then, of course, this is the sort

of girl all these princes like. And of course I

have only the picture to judge her by and the

picture may be, as I have said, unfair to its

players.

"THE FLYING FLEET"

I AM enough of a militarist to enjoy thorough-

ly any picture that has West Point for its set-

ting and the players in uniform. "The Flying

Fleet" goes this type of picture two or three

better. It has West Point, Pensacola, the Paci-

fic Ocean, the deck of the Langley and innu-

merable other places as its setting. And its

principals are uniformed to the teeth through-

out the whole of it. Then there are the planes,

more planes than Arthur Brisbane has encour-

aged me to believe there are in the United

States, and if this doesn't constitute a bang-up

entertainment for a normally militaristic citi-

zen of this country I don't belong in that group.

The story of "The Flying Fleet" is a double-

decker. The principal thing it tells me is that

the nation is doing splendid things with and

about the plane facts of preparedness. The sec-

ondary thing it tells me is that Ramon Novarro

would be a good looking cadet and, if so, would

fall in love with a girl and marry her and that

sort of thing. In the meanwhile, he would have

a friendly rival in Ralph Graves, and he would

rescue this rival when his plane fell into the

ocean on its way to Honolulu. That's the fic-

tion side of the picture, happily submerged in

the fact side.

There are splendid scenes of splendid flying,

of splendid flying men and of splendid equip-

ment. I shall not worry longer about Mr. Bris-

bane's favorite idea that a Japanese airman can

sail gaily over the nation and bomb it out of

the water. That assurance is profit enough from

any motion picture.

"A ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD"

I IeRE'S a neat little picture, folks. There's

nothing original in the bare outline of the story,

which is about the nice, innocent young thing

who is ashamed of her past and afraid to tell

her happy, idolizing husband, even when one

of her old pals attempts blackmail on the

strength of her past.

But the frosting on the cake is different, and

that difference makes the picture. The under-

world spice is well handled, and the way the

blackmailing pal is disposed of and tranquillity

in the home restored is, as I have indicated,

different and intriguing.

The picture is most fortunate in having Rob-

ert Elliott in the cast as a detective. He puts a

great deal in his characterization and the pic-

ture as a whole. By giving his character a few

little idiosyncrasies, he makes quite an engag-

ing fellow out of the detective, and as you and

I know this is a feat in itself, for screen detec-

tives are almost inevitably rubberstampish.
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QUICK REFERENCE PICTURE CHART
Key to abbreviations used in denoting type of sound

AT All Talking T Talking Sequences
M—Musical Score £—Sound Effects

If the picture contains both Talking Sequences and Musical
Score, or other combinations, it is so denoted by a combination
abbreviations such as TM, ME, etc.

Key to abbreviations used in denoting the type of picture

C—-Comedy F—-Farce
D—Drama M—Melodrama
R—Romance W—Western

My—Mystery

Comedy-drama, Romantic comedy, etc., are denoted by a com-
bination of abbreviations.

Dates printed in the column, "Comment," are those on which
"Service Talks" were published on pictures. Dates in the column,
"New Pictures," are those on which casts and synopses were
published in the "New Pictures" department.

Bound Length Title and Player* New
Pictures

1928

S400
5450

5500
5300
6300
6000
6500

1927

5831

6843
6628
5996
6435
5064
6108
6357
6426
6781
5752

1928

646»
5818
5649
5537
6014

6828
6267
6692
6471

TME 6214
6925
6540

6544
6701

6465

6725
6401

6443
5616
6440
6464
6792
5988

Id 8193
6047

6048
5350
6472

1928

6860
5974
5904

5280
6600
6365

6100
6000

6400
4700

6536
6600

Chesterfield

Adorable Cheat. The. LIU Lee-Mcintosh
Below the Deadline
Campus Knlghti

Circumstantial Evidence
House of Shame. The
Roaring Forties, Th»
South ot Panama.. ..

...Aug. 15

... Feb. 28

_. Aug. 15

Jan. 1

— Oct. 1

_ Apr. 15

....Nov. 15

lune 9

Columbia

Alias the Lone Wolf (D), Lytell-Wllson.
Blood Ship, The (M), Bosworth-Logan
College Hero, The (CO), Agnew-Garon
Siren. The. T. Moore-Revter.
Stage Kisses (D), Harlan-Chadwick—
Stolen Pleasures (CD). Revier
Sweet Rosle O'Grady (CD). Mason _.

Tigress. The (M), Holt-Revler
Wandering Girls (CD). Revier-Agnew
Warning. The (M), Holt-Revler _
Way of the Strong. The (MD), Alice Day-Lewis..

. Aug. 22 Jan. 7 Oct. 1

. Aug. 10 Dec. 3 July 23

. Oct. 9

Dec. 20 Jan. 21 Jan. 21
Nov. 2 Jan. 7
Nov. 2

Oct. 21

. Nov. 26
June 19

Dec. 3
July 21

After the Storm, Gllbert-Bosworth Apr. 17
Apache, The (D), Llvlngston-Alvarado Nov. 19
Beware of Blondes (MD), Revler-Matt Moore July 1 July 21
Broadway Daddies, Jacqueline Logan Apr. 7
Court-Martial (D), Holt-Compson Aug. 12
Desert Bride. The (MD), Betty Compson Mar. 26 Apr. 14
Driftwood (D), Alvardo-Day Oct 15 Nov. 17
Golf Widows (CD), Reynolds-Ford _.. May 1 May 26
Lady Raffles, Taylnr-Drew._ Jan. 25 Feb. 25
Lone Wolf's Daughter, The (D). Lytell-Olmstead. Nov. 30
Matinee Idol, The (MD). Love-Walker - Mar. 14 Apr. 7
Modern Mothers (CD), Relene Chadwick. June 9
Name the Woman (D), Stewart-Qordon May 25 June 19
Nothing to Wear (CD), Logan-Von Eltz Nov. 5
Object Alimony (O), Lois Wilson Jan. 12
Power of the Press (D). Fairbanks. Jr. -Ralston Oct. 31
Restless Youth (D). Day-Forbes Dec. 22
Runaway Girls (D), Mason-Rankin Aug. 13
Say It With Sables (D). Bushman-Chadwlck— July 13 Aug. 4
Scarlet Lady. The (D). Lya Do Puttl Aug. 1 Sept. 8
Sinners Parade (MD), Varconl-Revier. Sept. 14 Oct. 20
So This Is Love. Mason-Collier Feb. 6 Feb. 25
Snorting Age, The. Bennett-Herbert Mar. 2
Stool Pigeon. Borden-Delaney Oct. 25 Nov. IT
Street of Illusion (D), Valll-Keith Sept. 3
Submarine (D), Holt-Revier Nor. It Dec. 1
That Certain Thing. Dana-Graves Jan. 1 Jan. 28
Virgin Lips (D), Olive Borden. Aug. 18 -
Wile's Relations, The, Mason-Qlass - jau. 14 Feb. 11
Woman's Way, A, Baxter-Livingston. _ Feb. 18 Mar. 31

Excellent

A Bit of Heaven (D), Washburn-Lee
Broken Barriers, Helene Costello

. May 15
- Nov. 1

Daughters of Desire. Irene Rich Not. 25
Inspiration (D), George Walsh May li

Into No Man's Land. Tom Santschi-J. Norman.... July 15
Life's Crossroads, Hulette Hamilton n-t 20
Montmartre Rose Dec. 15
Passion Song, The, Noah Berry-Olmstead Oct. 20
Manhattan Knights, Barbara Bedford. Aug. 27
Satan and the Woman (D), Windsor-Keefe. Jan. 20
Speed Classic, The, Rex Lease-Mildred Harris.... July 31
Stronger Will, The (W), Marmont-Carevre Feb. 20

Women Who Dare (D), Chadwick-Delaney Mar. 30

Feb. 25

Sound Length Title and Players Released New Comment
Pictures

1928
6872
4808
6583

4869
4913

5548

6267
TME 6085

6375
6320
5621

6511
5984
6063
4802
4770
4804

4758
6148

TME 6365
5265

5144
6290
5797

T.MB 6476
6209

4769
6771
4647
4801
6424
4785
4923

TME 6331

4781
4884

6419
4729
4714
6059
6279
6812
6310

5967
6037
5U'3

6223
5760

4884
4793
4957

4760
6217
4823

6329
4898
4805
4704

1929
6361

?.."... 5261

4899

_Z_ 6245

~™
6057

1927

1928

5960
5600
5900
6800
6750
6700

5500
5700
6300

6200

FBO
Alex the Great (M), Skeeta Gallagher. May 13
Avenging Rider. The. Tom Tyler Oct. T
Beyond London's Lights (M), Lee Shumway Mar. 18
Blockade, Anna Q. Nilsson. _ - Dec. 16

Breed of the Sunsets (W), Bob Steele Apr. 1

Captain Careless, Bob Steele Aug. 26
Charge of the Gauchos (MD), Francis X
Bushman Sept. 16

Chicago After Midnight (M). Ince-Mendez..— Mar. 4

Circus Kid, The (MD), Frankie Darro-Brown. Oct. 7

Coney Island (D), Lois Wilson Jan. 13

Crooks Can't Win (D), Ralph Lewis. May 11

Danger Street, Baxter- Sleeper _ _ Aug. 26

Dead Man's Curve (D), Fairbanks, Jr.. _Jan. 15

Devil's Trademark, The (D), Belle Bennett Apr. 7

Dog Justice (M), Ranger.— June 10

Dog Law, Ranger Sept 2

Driftin' Sands (W), Bob Steele Jan. 1

Fangs of the Wild (O), Ranger Feb. 5

Fightin' Redhead (W), Buzz Barton July 1

Freckles (D). Stratton-Fox, Jr Mar. 21

Gang War (MD), Pickford-Borden Sept. 2

Headin' for Danger (MD), Bob Steele...- Dec. 16

Her Summer Hero (CO), Blane-Trevor Feb. 12

Hey Rube (D), Trevor-Olmstead Dec 23

His Last Haul (D), Tom Moore _ Nov. 11

Hit of the Show, The (C), Joe Brown - Sent. 23

King Cowboy (W), Tom Mix. _ Nov. 26

Law of Fear (D), Ranger Apr. 8

Legionnaires in Paris (C), Cooke-Guard Jan. 31

Lightning Speed, Bob Steele Oct. 21

Little Buckaroo, The (W), Buzz Barton. Oct. 21

Little Yellow House, The (CO). Orville Caldwell—May 28

Man in the Rough (W), Bob Steele May 20

Orphan of the Sage (W), Buzz Barton. —.Dec. 23

Perfect Crime. The, Clive Brook-Irene Rich Aug. 19

Phantom of the Range (W), Tom Tyler Apr. 22

Pinto Kid. The (W). Buzz Barton...- Apr. 29

Red Riders of Canada (M), Miller. Apr. 15

Riding Renegade (W). Bob Steele Feb. 19

Rough Ridin' Red (W), Buzz Barton NOT. 4

Sally of the Scandals (M), Bessie Love. July 15

Sally's Shoulders (MO), Lois Wilson Oct. 7

Singapore Mutiny, Ince-Taylor Oct. 14

Sinners In Love (MD). Olive Borden Nov. 4

Skinner's Big Idea (M), Bryant Washburn. Nov. 4

Son of the Golden West, Tom Mix Oct. 1

Stocks and Blondes (CD), Logan-Gallagher Sept.9

Stolen Love (D), Day-Lease .

Taxi 13 (C), Conklin-Sleeper Nov. 18

Terror Mountain, Tom Tyler Aug. IS

Texas Tornado, The (W), Tom Tyler Feb. 26

Tracked (MD), Ranger Nov. 4

Trail of Courage. The (W), Bob Steele..- — July 8

Tropic Madness (D), Leatrice Joy Deo. 29

Tyrant of Red Gulch (W). Tyler-Darro -...Nov. 25

Wallflowers (D), Trevor-Scott Feb. 16

When the Law Rides (W), Tom Tyler June 24

Wizard of the Saddle (W). Buzz Barton Jan. 22

Young Whirlwind, The (W), Buzz Barton Sept. 16

Air Legion, Ben Lyon-Martha Sleeper Jan. 6

Amazing Vagabond, The, Bob Steele— Apr. 7

Come and Get It. Bob Steele Feb. 3

Drifter. The, Tom Mix. - Mar. 18

Fifth Tom Mix, Tom Mix..- ...May 13

Freckled Rascal, The, Buzz Barton Mar. 31

Fury of the Wild. Ranger _ Jan. 6

Gun Law, Tom Tyler _ - Mar. 3

Hardboiled, Sally O'Neil-Ralph Ince .Feb. 3

Idaho Red, Tom Tyler _ Apr. 21

Jazz Age, The, Marcellne Day-D. Fairbanks. Jr...Feb. 10

Laughing at Danger, Bob Steele June 2

Little Savage, Buzz Barton. May 19

Love In the Desert, Olive Borden-Noah Beery Mar. 17

MacFadden True Story May 26

One Man Dog, The, Ranger Mar. 3

Outlawed, Tom Mix - - — Jan. 21

Pals of the Prairie. Buzz Barton— -. .July 7

Pride of Pawnee. Tom Tyler _ June 9

Red Sword, The, Allan Roscoe _ _...Feb. 17

Trail of Horse Thieves. Tom Tyler Jan. 13

Vagabond Cub, The, Buzz Barton. Feb. 10

Voice of the Storm - Jan. 13

Yellowback, The Tom Moore-Seena Owen Jan. 20

First Division
Death Valley (W). Carroll Nye_
Eager Lips, Garon_
Finnegan's Ball (C), Mack Swain-
Ladies at Ease (CD), Garon-Short-
Naughty, Garon .

Polly of the Movies, Short-Robards..

..Sept. 1

-Oct. 1

-Sept. 15
_Nov. 15

-Nov. 1

-Oct. 15

Feb. 11

Feb. 11

Sept 15

Jan. 21

Oct. 13

Dec. 17

Feb. 1

Dec. IT
Mar. 3

June 18

Dec IT
Jan. 21

Feb. 11

Feb. 4

Sept. 29
June 19

Jan. 21

Dec. 8

July 21

Nov. IT

Feb. 11

Dec. 10

Jan. 14

June 2

Feb. 11

Sept. 1

Jan. 21

Feb. 4

Jan. 21

Dec. 1

Apr. 28

Oct. 20

Oct. 27

Nov. 3

Nov. 3

July 14

Dec. 2_
Sept. 22

Jan. 12
Dec. 8
Feb. 4

..Aug. 21

Fagasa, Raymond Wells..

Free Lips (MD), June-Marlowe-
Masked Angel, Betty Compson ..

- 6200 Souls Aflame, Raymond Wells.

-Apr. 1

-Aug. 4 July 14

Apr. T

-Mar. 15 Apr. 11
. Mar. 1
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Bound Length Title and Players Released New Comment
Picturei

1927
6300 All Aboard (C), Hines-Murphy..

First National

American Beauty (CD), Dove-Hughes

Breakfast at Sunrise (CD), C. Talmadge-

Camlllo (D), N. Talmadge-Boland

6386 Crystal Cup, The (D). Mackalll-Mulhall—

Drop Kick. The (D), Barthelmess-ReTier-

Gorilla, The (My). Murray-Kelsey

Gun Gospel (W), Maynard-Faire

Her Wild Oat (C), Moore-Kent

Homo Made (C). Hines-Daw.-

6300
6333
6221
8730
6386

6802
7133
6288
6118
6524
6720
5718
7388
6542
6520

6431
11414
6897
6400
6210
6477
5606
7179
6000
7400

5774
7833
6336
640*

Lite of Riley, The (C), Murray-Sidney-

Lonesome Ladies (CD), Nilsson-Stone-

Love Mart, The (D), Dove-Boland..

6541 Man Crazy (CD), MackaUl-Mulhall-

6520 Naughty But Nice (C), Moore-Reed-

6431 No Place to Go (C), Hughes-Astor

.. May 8

Oct. 9

.. Oct. 23

-Sept. 4

_Oct. 16

"Sept. 25

..Not. 13

Not. 6
' Dec. 25

...Nov. 20

Sept. 18

_July 3

_ Dec. 18

_Not. 27

_. June 26

. Oct. 30

Apr. 2

Not. 19 Oct. 22

Not. 11 NOT. 26

May 1

Not. 12 Oct. 29

Jan. 7

Dec 17

Dec. 3 .

Not. 26 Oct. 29

Oct. 1

Sept. 24

rau riw;o iu »»v \w» > •— —
Patent Leather Kid, The (D). Bart'lmeas-O'Day—

Poor Nut The (C). Murray-Mulhall Aug. 7

6400 Prince of Head Waiters (D), Stone-Tashman

Red Raiders. Tht (W). Maynard-Drew

Ron of the Golden Wert (D). Astor-Boland Sept. 4

Sea Tiger, The (D), SlUa-Ajtor_ Oct, 1

Stolen Bride. The (D), Hughe«-DoT»__ Sept. 11

Sunset Derby (D), Astor-CollieT Aug. 14

Tender Hour. The (D), Dove-Lyon— June i

Three Hourt (D). Griffith-Bowers Dec. 4

Twinkletoes. Moore-Harlan Aug. 28

Valley of the Giants (D), Sllls-Kenyon Dec. 11

White Pants Willie (C). Hlnee-Hyams - July 24

Not. 26

Not. 11

.Pen. 11

May 14

-Apr. »

_ Jan. 11

-Sept. It

-July 23

Oct. II

Not. 19 Oct. 8

3ept 17

Sept, S

1928
TME 7137

7401
6500
6457
5800
5744

Barker. The (D), Bllls-MackallL.

Big Noise. The (CD). Conklin-Whlte—

Burning Daylight (M). SlUa-Kenyon—

6457 Butter and Egg Man. The, Jack MulhalL.

M
TME

ME

MB

6365
5600
6225
10101
6027

6171
6344

Canyon of Adventure (W), Maynar
Chaser, The (C). Langdon
Cheyenne (W), Ken Maynard
Chinatown Charlie (C), Hlnei-Lorralne

—

Code of the Scarlet (W), Ken Maynard...

Crash. The (D). Sllls-Todd.

Divine Lady. The (D), Grtfflth-Varconl

..Dec. SO

_Mar. 25

...Feb. 26

-Sept. 2

_ Apr. 29

„..Feb. 12

.July 1

Deo. 1 Apr. It

Dec 3

Dec 14 Jan, 7

Apr. It

July 14 Deo. 18

Mar. 10 Apr. 7

July 28

-Apr. 15

_ July 1

-Oct 7

Do Your Duty (CD), Charlie Murray

Flying Romeos (C). Murray-Sidney

French Dressing (CD). Warner-Wllson.

M
MB

ME

MB

7100
5755
7541
7426
6070
5400
5957
7695
6592
6608
8967
7700

6625

6612
7129
6109
6100

6G2S

5485

8188
6133
7534
5834
6212
6142
6895
6058
5087
6300
7187

1927
4666
4777
4556
6333
4810
4300
8154

6624
4545
6515
6940

6162
8538
5327
6898
5876
5893

10726
6467
5446
6009
5792
6412
4675
6293
11109
5629

6531

—Oct. 14

Feb. 26

Jan. 15

Goodbye "kIss, The. Johnny Burke-Sally Ellers— July 8

Glorious Trail. The (W), Ken Maynard Oct. 28

Happiness Ahead (D), Colleen Moore-Lowe June 30

Haunted House. The (MD), Conklln-Kent Nor. 4

Harold Teen (CD), Lake-Brian Apr. 29

Hawk's Nest The (M), Milton SUls May 6

Heart to Heart. Lloyd Hughes-Todd July 23

Heart Trouble (CD). Harry Langdon. Aug. 11

Heart of a Follies Girl (D). DoTe-Kent-Sherman.. Mar. 18

Helen of Troy (CD). Stone-Corda-Cortez. Jan. 8

Ladles Night (CD), MackalU-Mulhall— Apr. 1

Lady Be Good (CD). Mulhall-Mackaill May 12

Lllao Time (D). Moore-Cooper —-Not. 18

Feb. 11

.Dec 29

Feb. 18

June 23

Sept. 29

Oct. 27

Oct. 13

Apr. 7

Dec 10

July 7

Sept. 29
May 26

Oct. 27

Apr. 21

May 26

July 7

July 11

Mar. It

Dec 24

Not. 24

Dec 17

June 16

Aug. 4

Feb. 4

Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (D).

thelmess-O'Day
Mad Hour (D). O'Neil-Kent-Sherman..-

Naughty Baby (CD), Colleen Moore

Night Watch. The (D), BUlle Dove.

Noose. The (D), Berthelmess-Joyce.

Oh, Kay (CD), Colleen Moore-Hale

Out of the Ruins. Richard Barthelmesa.

Outcast (D), Griffith-Lowe.

Phantom City. The (W). Ken Maynard

Sailors' Wives (CD). Hughee-Astor

Bar-
~_.Apr. 8

Mar. 4

Dec 16
Sept 9

-Jan. 29
Aug. 16

-Aug. 19
-Not. 11

Scarlet Seas (D), Richard Barthelmesa.

Shepherd of the Hills (D), Francis-O'Day.-

Show Girl (CD), Whlte-Roed-Moran

Strange Case of Captain Ramper, The (D)~
Three Ring Marriage (M), Hughes-Astor

Wagon Show. The (W). Maynard.

Waterfront (CD), MackalU-Mulhall

Wheel of Chance. The (D). Richard BarthelmeswJune 17

Whip, The (D). Forbes-Mackalll — Sept. 30

Whip Woman, The (D). Taylor-Moreno Feb. 5

Wright Idea, The (CD). Johnny Hinea Aug. 5

Yellow Lily. The (D). Dore-Brooks. May 20

- Jan. 22

- Dec 9
..Jan. 1

-Sept. 23

-July 19

-May 27

-Mar. 11

-Sept 16

Apr. 7
Mar. 17

Dec. I
Oct. 13

Dec 18

Sept (
Sept. It

Oct 27

..Not. 17

Dec. 24

Dec 1

Dec 8
Sept 15

July 21

Apr. 28

Mar. 17

Sept 21

June 2

July 14

Feb. 11

July 7

Apr. 28

May 12

Sept 8

Sept 1

Dec 1

Fox

Sept 1 Aug. 18

Arizona Wildcat, The (W). Tom Mix.

Blacklack (W), Buck Jones.

Blood Will Tell (W), Buck Jones

Chain Lightning (W). Buck Jones

Circus Ace. The, Mix..

.. Not. 20

..Sept. 25

.. Not. 13

- Aug. 14

_ June 26

Come* to My House* (CD). OliTe Borden. Dec. 25

East Side. West Side (D). O'Brlen-Valli-—-—..Oct. 9

Gay Retreat, The (C), Cohen-McNamara Sept. 25

Good as Gold (W). Jones..- „ . ,?
High School Hero (C). Phlpps-Stuart «
Is Zat So? (CD), O'Brien-Lowe May is

Joy Girl, The (CD). OUre Borden »ePt; 18

Loves of Carmen (D), McLaglen-Del Rio ««Pt- *

Jan. 7

Jan. 7

Outlaws of Red River (W), Mix-

Paid to Love (D), O'Brlen-Valll

Pajamas (CD), Borden-Gray

Publicity Madness (CD), Moran-Lowc._

7th Heaven. The (R). Farrell-Gaynor

•Shame (M). John Gilbert

Silk Legs (CD). Madge Bellamy

Silver Valley (W). Tom Mix.

Singed (D), Baxter-Sweet..

J4U Slaves of Beauty (D), Herbert-Tell

Tumbling River (W), Tom Mix-Dawn...

2 Girls Wanted (CD). Janet Gaynor-

What Price Glory (CD). McLaglen-Lowe_

Wizard. The (MyD). Lowe-Hyams

Wolf Fangs (D). Thunder (Dogl-

eg. 14

Oct. 23

-Oct. 2

Oct. SO

Nov. 27

I Dec. 18

Oct. 2

-Aug. 21

„ June 5

Aug. 21

-Sept. 11

_ Aug. 28

_ Dec. 11

_ Not. 27

June 18

Oct 21

June 11

Oct. 29

May 21

Sept. 24

Oct. 8

Apr. 23

Aug. 6

Dec. 10

Dec. 31

Dec 17

. May 28

-Not. 26

Oct. 29

. July 16

.June 11

.Aug. 27

1928
TME 7702 Air Circus. The, Dresser-Rolllns-Lake Sept. 80

M 5598 Blindfold. The. o'Brien-Moran-Foxe Dec. 9

4C12 Branded Sombrero. The (W). Buck Jones.— Jan. 8

Oct. 20

Dec 8

Jan. 21

Jan. 5

Jan. 21

Dec. 15

Oct 6

July 11

_Not. 19

Sound Length Title and Player.
pffure.

^""^

0418 Chicken a la King (CD), Carroll-Lee — June 17 June SO June 23

4293 Cowboy Kid, The. Rex BelL July 15 -------

4987 Daredevil's Reward (W). Tom Mix...- Jan. 15 Feb. n -
5708 Don't Marry. Moran-Hamilton.

x^r in Aw 14 Apr. li"

'

_ 6566 Dressed to Kill. Lowe-Astor.. - Mar. 18 Apr. 14 Apr. »

M 7176 Dry Martini, Astor-Moore-Gran^ _ Oct 7 -

6109 Escape. The (D). Russell-VallL Apr. 29 Apr " £=11T 5148 Farmer', Daughter. The (CD). Beebe-Stone July 8 Sept It Wor.lt

M 7217 Fazil. Farrell-Nlssen —_ °ept
- * ~~_

_ 4939 Fleetwing. Norton-Janls-Bard June 24
.janTll

ME 8962 Four Sons, Mann-Collyer-HalL Bept. Z — *

6038 Gateway of the Moon, The (D), Del Rio Jan. 1 Jan. W _

5882 Girl in Every Port. A (CD). Victor McLaglen— Feb. 16 __—
4404 Girl-Shy Cowboy. The. Rex Bell-O'Leary Aug. 11 Sept. 1 •

M 6560 Great White North »<«• ~~ul7 26
*

6430 Hangman's House. McLaglen-Collyer May 13 -_——
4618 Hello Cheyenne. Tom Mix- May 13 M» "
6153 Homesick. Coben-Beebe Dec » " m.» i|~
6188 Honor Bound. O'Brien-Taylor May e Apr. 11 May

4399 Horseman of the Plains (W). Tom Mix Mar. 11 Apr. I

5782 Love Hungry (CD). Moran-Gray Apr. Mar. i»

M 6042 Me. Ganster (D). Collyer-Terry —Oct 14 Nor. S »

M 6807 Mother Machree. Bennett-McLaglen. __ Oct. 21 J—J"
TMB 10116 Mother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser-Norton Oct. M Nor. 17 Not. 1

__ 6679 News Parade. Stuart-Phippe. June 10 May It ———

-

"
5071 No Other Woman (O). Dolores Del Bio June 10 June 13 June

»

5034 None But the Brave. Norton-Phipps
,
A
?f, — . -

4952 Painted Port (W), Tom Mix- »' JOW 7

6260 Play Girl, The. Madge Bellamy— Apr. 12

M 5640 Plastered In Parla. Cohen-Pennlck-Idnow Sept. 23

M 6086 Prep and Pep. Rolllns-Drexel-Darrow Nov. 18 Not. » —
M 9250 Red Dancer (D), Del Rio-FarrelL Dec. 2 Sept. 22 _

M 6194 Red Wine, Collyer-NageL— Dec. 2S

M 0132 Riley the Cop (CD). Farrell-MacDonald Nor. 18

M 6937 River Pirate. The. McLaglen-Moran Aug. 26 Sept. 29 Oct It

4990 Road House (MD). Barrymore-Burke. July It Aug. 4

H 6162 Romance of the Underworld (D), Astor-Bole Nov. 11 ——
5380 Sharp Shooters (CD). O'Brlen-Moran Jan. 15 Feb. 4 Feb. 18

6629 Soft Living (CD). Bellamy-Brown. Feb. 5 Feb. 18 __——

-

5355 Square Crooks. Brown-Dwan M*r
',J inlv 7

TME 9222 Street Angel, Gaynor-FarreU-..- Aug. 1»
juiv 21

M 8393 Sunrise (D). George O'Brien-G&ynor. Not. 4 Jnly "
4876 Taking a Chance, Bex BelL Nor. 18 ———
5937 Thief In the Dark. A. Meeker-Hill-Beebe——— May 20 May 19 June 1

5030 Why Sailors Go Wrong. Phipps-McNamara. Mar. 15 ------

—

—
$921 Wild West Romance (W). Rex King. June 10 Aug.18

M 6337 Win That Girl. Rolllns-CarroL Sept It Oct. 20 Oct I

5480 Woman Wise (C). Ruasell-Collyer Jan. 8 Jan. 28

1927
Gotham

Down Grade, The. William Fairbanks - Oct

Silent Avenger. The, "Thunder" Delaney Not.. 1

Sinews of Steel. Alberta Vaughn Oct. 1

~ when Danger Calls, William Fairbanks Not.

1928
5268 Bare Knees. Virginia Lee Corbln. }™
6987 Blondes by Choice, Claire Windsor Marcn

6800 Cheer Leader, The, GraTes-Olmstead Apru

' 6000 Chorus Kid, The. Faire-Washburn June

5950 Girl from Rio. The. Myers-Pigeon —— *<*>.~~
Head of the Family. The. Virginia Lee Corbln Oct.

6432 Hellship Bronson. Beery-Beld.——. »»»

_ Midnight Life. Francis X Bushman. Aug.

6700 Rose of Kildare, The. Chadwick-O'Malley Tan.

6200 San Francisco Nlohts, Percy Marmont May

6750 Satin Moman. The, Mrs. Wallace Reld.-. Jan.

Through the Breakers, Livingston-Herbert Sept.

5900 Turn Back the Hours, Myrna Loy
" 6000 United States Smith, Qribbon-Lee Juw

1929
at Father and Son. Noah Beery-Noah Beery. Jr —

"1" _ Knee High. Virginia Lee Corbln

~ Modern Sappho. A, Betty Bronson. s'Pt

T River Woman. The. Logan-L. Barrymore Aug.

I " Times Square. Alice Day-Lubln =eBt -

Jan. 14 Dec S

1927

6751

6306
8730
10652
11376
5836
6068
6126
6396
8235
6691
5683
6017

5291
6266
5966
7599
6561
6781
6705
6289
6251
7899
5517

1928
6908
6749
5332
6896
6838
6344

TB 6053
7108
6679
5653
8601
8686

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Adam and Evil (CD), Cody-Prlngle-

Atter Midnight (D), Shearer-Gray—

Annie Laurie (D). Lillian Glsh...

Ben Hur <M). Ramon Novarro

Big Parade, The (M). Gilbert-Adorec.

Bugle Call, The (D), Jackie Coogan.

Buttons (CD). Jackie Coogan

Callahans and Murphys (CD), Dreasler-Moran.

Fair Co-ed. The (CD), Marion Dartee.

Garden of Allah. The (D), Terry-Petrorlteh.

In Old Kentucky (D), H. Costello

London After Midnight (D), Lon Chaney

Lovelorn, The. Sally O'Neil

Lovers (D). Novarro-Terry

Man. Woman and Sin (D). John Gilbert..

Mockery (M). Lon Chaney

Quality Street, Davies-Nagel

Road to Romance. The (D), NoTarro-Day

Spoilers of the West (W). McCoy-Daw

Spring Fever (C). William Haines.

Tea for Three (C). Cody-Pringle

Thirteenth Hour. The (D). Lionel Barrymore—Nov. 26

Twelve Miles Out (M). Gilbert —Julys
Unknown. The (M). Chaney June *

Actress. The, Norma Shearer-Forbes Apr. 18

Across to Singapore (MD). Novarro-Crawford Apr. 7

Baby Mine, Arthur-Dane •— ~ Vi
Beyond the Cerra. (W). Tim McCoy Sept 15

Big City The. Chaney-Compson-Daj—_— FeD. «
Bhngini Up Father. Farrell-Moran-01mstea<l Ma'-"

Broth- ly Love (C). Dane-Arthur- Oct U
Cardboard Lover. The. Marlon Dartea— Aug. It

Certain Young Man. A. NoTarro-Day— May 19

Circus Rookies (CD). Dane-Arthur —Mar. «i

Apr. 18

Ian. 28

-May It

Mb. 11

Feb. 15

Mar. SI

Oct IS

Apr. 7

June 1 June SI

Cossacks. The. Adoree-Gilbert-Torrence—

Crowd. The. Boardman-Murray-Roacb

Cameraman, The (CD). Buster Keeton-

Danclng Daughters, Joan Crawford

-May 11

-Mar. S

_.8ept 29

-Sept t

Mar. 10

Sept 15

. July 7
Apr. It

.
Sept. 21
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Sound Length Title and Players New
Picture*

Comment

ME
Till

5838
6070
7368

8436
7180
4987

7743
7045
5695

7362

5441

6575
7650
6893

7289
5028
7732

6487
5801
9660
6931

8090

6011
6721

1929
if

TME 8000

TME
M

M
UK

1927

6199
6951
9879
6536
6662
6408
7447
8296
5393
6376
6017
6880
6368
6634

5209
6170
6515
6015
5179
6838
4934
6200
6124
6006
6497
4S26

7643
8486
6935

MB 12267
6960

1928

ME

M
MB

10471
6897

6099
6536
7805
5930
7202
6665

7866
6364
5889

6402
6134
6918
5862
7640
6871
6263
5038
6528

6039
7464
6792
8234
7416
6837

7434

6411
6941

6444
5741

7910
6600

Detective!, Dane-Arthur
Diamond Handcuff*. Boardman-Nagel
Divine Woman, Garbo-Hanson-Sherman..
Dream of Love, Joan Crawford
Enemy, The, Glsh-Daxie-Forbes...

Excess Baggage (D), William Haines...

Forbidden Hours (D), Novarro-Adoree...

Four Walls (MO), Gilbert-Crawford
Honeymoon, Moran-Flash-Grlbbon
Lady of Chance (D), Shearer-Sherman
Lateit from Paris, The, Shearer-Forbes
Laugh, Clown, Laugh, Chaney-Murpky-Hisle-
Law of the Range. McCoy-Crawford
Love. Garbo-Gllbert
John Stuart

— June 9

— May 5

_.Jan.l4

_Dec 1

-.Feb. 18

-.Sept. 1

_June 16
...Aug. 18
-Dec. 29
-Dec 22
_ Feb. 4

_. Apr. 14

_ Jan. 21

_lan. 2

June »

Jan. 21

Dec 22
Mar. 10

June 23

Mar. 17

Sept. 8

-June 2

Jan. 21
Dee. 8

May 5
Sept. 8

July 28

Mademoiselle from Armentieres, Estelle-Brody- June 2
Masks of the Devil. John Gilbert Nov. 16
Mysterious Lady. The, Greta Garbo-Nagel Am. 11
Napoleon (D), Wlldlmlr-Dleudonne Oct. 27

Patsy, The, Davies- Caldwell- Gray Mar. 10

Riders of the Dark Apr. 28

Rose Marie, Crawford-Murray..
Show People (CD), Davies-Hainea.
Smart Set. Halnes-Day-Holt-Bosworth..
Skirts, Syd Chaplin-
Student Prince, The (R), Novarro-Shearer...

Under the Black Eagle, Forbes-Dog Flash...

West of Zanzibar (D), Lon Chaney
West Point (CD), Haines-Crawford.
While the City Sleeps (MD), Lon Chaney..

-Feb. 11

-Oct. 9

_Feb. 25

.May 12
-Jan. 30
..Mar. 24

Feb. 18

Apr. 21
Feb. 4

Ian. 7

Sept, 1

Not. 17

May 26

Oct 27
Apr. 7

May 5

Feb. 18

Sept. 29

Mar. 10

Jane 2
Feb. 25

Mar. 10

May 12

Apr. 14

Nov. 24

Feb. 18

Oct. 27

apr. 21

.Jan. 7

-Dec. 8

Jan. 21

White Shadows in the South Sea* (MD), Monte
Blue July 7 July 7
Wickedness Preferred (CD). Cody-Pringle- Ian. 28 Feb. 11
Wind. The (D). Lillian Gish Nov. 23 Nov. 3
Woman of Affairs (D), Garbo-GUbert

Ian. 6
-Oct. 20

Dec. 1

4447 Wyoming, McCoy-Sebastian ..Mar. 24 Apr. 14

A Man's Man. Halnes-Dunne
Alias Jimmy Valentine (D), William Haines Jan.

All at Sea, Dane-Arthur...

Bellamy Trial (D), Joy-Bronson._
Flying Fleet (D), Novarro-Page
Loves of Casanova, Foreign Cast
Morgans Last Raid (W), McCoy-Sebaatla
Single Man (CD). Cody-Pringle.
Tide of the Empire. Adoree-Duryea
Trail of '98 (D). Forbes-Del Bio

-Jan. 5

-Jan. 19
..Jan. 5
-Jan. 12
..Feb. 2

...Sept 29

Dec. 29

Paramount
Afraid to Love (C). Vldor
Barbed Wire (D). Negri-Brook.

Beau Geste (M), Colman-N. Beery-
Chang (D), Special cast..

...April 9

..Sept. 10

..Aug. 1

-Sept. 3

.Apr. 23

Aug. 3

Children of Divorce (D). Bow Apr. 2

City Gone Wild, The (M), Meighan-MiUner Nov. 12

Covered Wagon, The (M), Kerrigan-Wilson Aug. 6

Fashions for Women (CD), Italston __..._Mar. 26

Firemen Save My Child (C), Beery-Hatton Aug. 1

Gay Defender, The (CD), Richard Dlx Dec. 10

Gentleman of Paris, A (CD), MenJou-O'Hara Oct. 15

Get Your Man (CD), Clara Bow Dec. 10

Running Wild (C), Fields-Brian. Aug. 20

Senorita (F), Daniels- Aug. 30

Serenade (D), Menjou-Wray Dec. 24

Service for Ladies (C), Menjou-Carver—_ Aug. 6

-May 2

-May 2
..Dec 10

-Apr. 9

-Dec. 10

-Nov. 12

-June 18
-May 14

Shanghai Bound (D), Dlx-Brian..

She's a Sheik (C), Bene Daniels.

—

Shootin' Irons (W), Luden-Blane
Soft Cushions (C), MacLean-Carol—

—Oct. 15
-Not. 12
..Oct. 8
..Aug. 27

Spotlight, The (CD), Ralston-Hamllton. Not. IS

Stark Love (D). Special cast SepL 17

Swim, Girl Swim (CM), Daniels-Hall. Sept. 17

Tell It to Sweeney (C), Conklin-Bancroft.—I Sept. 24

Ten Modern Commandments (CD), Ralston. July 2

Time to Love (FC). Raymond Grlfflth June 18

Underworld (M), Bancroft-Brent —— Oct. 29
Way of All Flesh, the (D), Jannings-Bennett— Oct. 1

We're All Gamblers (D), Melghan-Mlllner Sept. 3

Wings (M), Charles Rogers Oct. 29

Woman on Trial (D), Pola Negri Oct. 29

Abie's Irish Rose (CD), Buddy-Rogers-HersholL_
Adventure Mad (M), Hall Mar. 31

Avalanche (W). Jack Holt

Beau Sabreur (M), Cooper-Brent Jan. 7

Beggars of Life (MD), Wallace Beery-Brooks-ArlenSept. 15

Big Killing (CD). Beery-Hatton- - May 19

Docks of New York, The (D), Bancroft-Compson.
Doomsday, Vldor-Cooper .- Feb. 18
Drag Net, The (MD), Bancrort-Brent-Powell May 26

Easy Come, Easy Go, Richard Dlx Apr. 21
Feel My Pulse, Daniels- A rlen Feb. 25

Fifty- Fifty Girl, The, Daniels-Hall May 12
First Kiss, The ( D), Wray-Cooper SepL 25

Fleets In, The (CD). Bow-Hal]
Fools for Luck (CD), Fields-Conklla May 7
Forgotten Faces (MD), Brook-Brian.— Sept. 11

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (C), Taylor-White Jan. 28

Half a Bride (D), Ralston-Cooper June 16

His Tiger Lady, Menjou-Brent - June 9

Hot News, Bebe Daniels— Aug. 14

Interference. Brook-Eenyon . Jan. 5

Just Married (CD). Hall-Taylor-Ford Aug. 18

Kit Carson (MD), Fred Thomson - Aug. 21

Ladies of the Mob, Clara Bow June 30
Last Command. The (D), Emil Jannlngs.— -...Jan. 21

Legion of the Condemned, Wray-Cooper Mar. 10

Love and Learn. Ralston-Cbandler Jan. 14

Loves of an Actress (D), Pola Negri Sept. 18

Manhattan Cocktail. Carrol] Not. 24

Mating Call, The (D), Thomas Melphan
Model From Montmarte (D), Nlta NaldJ

Moran of the Marines (D). Dli-Elder.
Night of Mystery (D), Menjou _ Apr. 7
Old Ironsides (D). Beery-Bancroft Mar. 3

Partners In Crime (C), Beery-Hatton Mar. 17

-Sept 3

Dec. 31 Not. 12
Jan. 21 Not. 26

. Aug. 27

-Dec 3

..Mar. 19

.Sent. 17

Oct. 22

-July 23

_ July 9

-Sent 3
-July 2

-Not. 3

Jan. 14

-Dec 1

Jan. 7

July 7

..Aug. 20

Oct. 1

Jan. 21

May 26

May 19

Feb. 25
Mar. 31
Aug. 4

-SepL 22

Apr. 7
Aug. 4

Dec 10

..Oct 27

Oct. 17

June 16

Mar. 10
Mar. 19
Sept. 1

Bept 15

Mar. 19
Aug. 4

Feb. 13

Mar. 31

June 9

June 16

-Nov. 24
.Bept. 1

June 23

May 26 July 7
Jan. 23 Feb. 4

Apr. 21

Jan. 21 Feb. 25
June 23
Dec 1
.Sept. 8
.Sept. 15

Feb. 18

Feb. 25

-Oct 20

Feb. 18

Sound Length Title and Players

1928

1929
T

1927

1928

6076
5916
5960
6970
5502
4200

6089
6673
5937
6076
4533
5683
6976
5853
5800

4797

Patriot The (D). F.mil Jannings
Peaks of Destiny
Pioneer Scout. The (W), Fred Thomson-
Racket, The (D). Thomas Melghan

New
Pictures

Commegt

Red Hair (CD), Bow-Chandler
Sawdust Paradise, The, Esther Ralston.-
Secret Hour. The (D). Negri-Hersholt
Sins of the Fathers (D), Emll Jannings..
Showdown, The, Bancroft
Someone to Love (CD), Brian-Rogers.

...Jan. 23

-Jan. 21

. June 30
...Mar. 10

-Aug. 25

- Feb. 4

-Sept. 8
Jan. 7

Dec 10

Mar. 3
June 9

Sept. 22

-Not. IT
Mar. 17

. Feb. 25

Something Always Happens, Ralston-Hamllton— Mar. 24
Speedy (C), Harold Lloyd Apr. 7
Sporting Goods. Dix-Olmstead Feb. 11
Street of Sin (D), Jannings-Wray May 26
Sunset Legion (W), Fred Thomson Apr. 21
Three Sinners (D), Negri-Baxter Apr. 14
Three Week Ends, Clara Bow
Tillie's Punctured Romance, Flelds-Conklin...
Under the Tonto Rim, Arlen-Brian
Vanishing Pioneer, The (W), Jack Holt Z
Varsity (D), Rogers-Brian
Water Hole. The (W), Jack Holt
Warming Up, Richard Dlx.

. Feb. 18

. Feb. 4

. June 23
Sept. 29
Aug. 25
Aug. 11

Wedding March. The (D), Erich Von Strohelm. Oct 6
What a Night (CD), Bebe Daniels
Wife Savers (C). Beery-Hatton. I'jan. 7Woman From Moscow, The (D), Negrl-Kerry..

A Bird In the Hand, Lois Wilson
Canary Murder Case
Carnation Kid, The

3996
7008
5755
4293
4805
5927

5722
6589
4833
4598
5408
4550
4846
6312
6145
7996
7064
4526
6670
4480
6398
447G
6787
7056

13500
4155
4683
6650
5888
7530
5506
5762
4600
6659
6070

5S54
5494

6626
6092
7935
4520

6581
6902
7040
5816
5423
6370
4520
5035
4000

5937

Melancholy Dame, Cohen All-colored—

Z

Post Mortems, Raymond-Griffith.
Shopworn Angel, The, Cooper-Carroll jan 12When Caesar Ran a Newspaper, Hatton-Hardy— Feb 9
Wolf of Wall Street "jnn 20

Pathe
Alice Through a Looking Glass
Annapolis, AUan-Brown-Loff...

Feb. 27
Sept 2

Apache Raider, The. Leo Maloney
Avenging Shadow (D), Klondike (Dog)
Ballyhoo Buster (W). Buffalo BUI. Jr _— "Tan
Blonde for a Night. Prevost
Black Ace. The (W), Don Coleman
Blue Danube. Leatrice Joy jjar 12
Boss of Rustlers Roost The. Don Coleman™"_ Jan 22
Border Patrol (W). Harry Carey
BronC Stomper. The, Don Coleman
Bullet Mark. The. Jack Donovan
Burning Bridges. Harry Carey-
Captain Swagger. Rod La Boque...
Celebrity, Armstrong (D)
Chicago (M), Phyllis Haver-

Midnight Madness. Jacqueline Logan-
Ned McCobb's Daughter, Irene Rich-
Nlght Flyer, The, Wm. Boyd
On to Reno (D), Prevost _
Perfect Gentleman. A (C), Monty Banks-
Power (CD). Boyd-Hale
Red Mark. The (D). Special Cast
Saddle Mates (D), Wally Wales.
Sal of Singaport, Phyllis Haver
Shady Lady, The, Phyllis Haver
Show Folks, Eddie Qulllan
Ship Comes In, A, Rudolph Scnlldkraut
Skyscraper, Boyd _

Spieler, The, Hale-Adoree
Stand and Deliver, Rod La Rocque
Tenth Avenue. Haver-Varconl -
Valley of the Hunted Men, Buffalo. Jr
Walking Back, Sue CarroL.
What Price Beauty, Nlta Naldl
Yellow Contraband, Leo Maloney (W),

Jan. ;

Oct 28

Leatherneck, The, William Boyd.. -Jan. 13

Rayart

...Oct 20
Feb. 18

-Dec 29
Mar. 3

Apr. 28

Feb. 18
4pr. 28

Feb. 18
Dec 22

Doc 15

Apr. 21

Feb. 18
May 26

Apr. 7
-Dec. 22
Feb. 26

May I

Aug. 4
July 21
May 26

Oct. 27
Jan. 12

Not. 3
Sept 16

-Feb. 18

— Feb. 23— Jan. 19
-..Jan. 26
—Mar. 9

.Mar. 23

Feb. 12

Not. 18
Feb. 12

Apr. 29
May 12

—Dec 23
Feb. 26

—Mar. 25

8ept. 30
Oct. 14

— .Oct 7

__Mar. 5
Cop. The (D). William Boyd. Aug. 19
Cowboy Cavalier (W), Buddy Roosevelt Jan 29
Craig's Wife (D), Irene Rich. 3ept. 16
Crashing Through, Jack Padjan Feb 5
Desperate Courage (W). Wales j»n . II
Fangs of Fate (D), Klondike (D) June 24
Forbidden Love (D), Lili Damlta Oct. 28
Hold "Em Yale, Rod La Rocque stay IS
King of Kings, Special Cast Sept 30
Laddie Be Good (W), Bill Cody Jan. 1
Law's Lash, The (D), Klondike (Dog) May 20
Leopard Lady. The (W). Logan. _ Jan. 23
Let 'Er Go. Gallagherl (M). Junior Coglan. Jan. 18
Love Over Night (CD). Rod La Rocque Not. 25
Marked Money (D), Coghlan.— Not. 4
Man-Made-Women, Leatrice Joy Sept. 9
Marlie. the Killer. Klondike Mar. 4

Mar. 25
Dec. 2— Feb. 5

—Jan. 2

—Jan. 15
Sept 23
Aug. 28

Aug. 5

—.Not. 11
Dec 16

Oct. 21—June 4— Apr. 9—Dec 30—'eb. 20—Aue. 5

—Feb. 19
- May 20

Feb. 18
May 12

Mar. 17
May 19

Feb. 4

Sept. 22

May 19 May 26

-Mar. 10

Jan. 28
Jan. 28

Oct 13

July 14

. June 2

May 12
July 14

Not.
Dec.

Cruise of the Hellon (D), All star

Heroes in Blue (M), Bowers-Rand
Law and the Man, The (D), Santschl-Rockwell
Light in the Window, A (D), Walthall
On the Stroke of Twelve (M), D. Torrence
Silent Hero (M), Bonaparte
Wanderer of the West. A (W), Tex Maynard. Dec,

..Sspt 14

-Nov.
..-Aug. 29

Black Pearl. The (D). Lila Lee-HaUor
Branded Man. The (D), Chas. Delaney-Marlowe.
Casey Jones (CD), Price-Lewis
City of Purple Dreams. The, Bedford-Frazer
Danger Patrol, The (D), Russell-Fair
Devil's Tower, The (W), Buddy Roosevelt

Divine Sinner, The (D), Vera Reynolds-Hllliard

Gypsy of the North (D), Gordon-Hale.
Heart of Broadway, The (D), Garon-Agnew

—

Isle of Lost Men (D), Santschl-Connor
Lightning Shot, The (W), Buddy Roosevelt

.Dec.

.May
- Jan.
. Sept.

. Jan.

. June
July
-Apr.

.Mar.

Oct.

.May
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Bound Length Title and Players New
Pictures

6262
4648

5608
4571
6908

6515
6675

6900
4627

6490
6260

1927

5754
6669
7300
4887

6482
5233
4752
6800
6049
6235
5S29

6182
6276

6448
5614

1928
6147

MB 6775

5209

5510
63C2
5477

6126
6334

5297

6553
5676

7785
6708

1928
6243

4179
6311

4322
4201
6367
6WB
7818
6474

Midnight Adventure. A (0), Landis-E. Murphy-May
Myitery Valley (W). Baddy Booserelt July
My Home Town (D). Brockwell-Qlass Jan.
Painted Trail, The (W). Buddy Roosevelt Mar.
Phantom ot the Turf, The (O), Costello-Lease Feb.
Ships of the Night (D). Logan-Rankin Dec.
Should a Girl Marry? (D). Foster-Keith Nov.
Sisters of Eve (D), Mae Busch..— Sept.
Sweet Sixteen (D). Helen Foater-Olmstead- Aug.
Trail Riders (W), Buddy Roosevelt April
Wild Born (W). Tex Maynard Mar.
Yo» Can't Beat the Law, Lee Keefe Jan.

Tiffany-Stahl
Backstage (CO), Bedford
Beauty Shoppe (CD), Busch
College Days (CD), M. Day
Enchanted Island (D)_
Fools of Fashion (CD), Busch
Girl from Gay Paree, The (F). Sherman
Haunted Ship, The CM), Sebastlan-M. Dove..

Joselyn't Wife (O), Frederick.

..Sept. 16

-Dec. 1

1927
-July 9

.. July 16

-Nov. 6

June 26

..Oct. 9

Lightning (W), J. Ralston .Sept. 1

Night Life (CD). Day-Harron Nov. 1

Once and Forever (D>. Patsy Ruth Miller Oct. 15
Snowbound (FC). Blythe. -

Streets of Shanghai (RD), Starke-Harlan Dec. 15
Tired Business Man (C) _

Wild Geese (D), Belle Bennett..... Nov. 15
Women's Wares (O), Brent-Lytell Oct. 1

..Nov. 27

... July 30

Dec. 24 Dec 10

Bachelor's Paradise (R). Sally O'Nell
Big Top. The (CD). Sally O'NelL
Broadway Fever (O), Sally O'Neil
Cavalier. The (D), Talmadge-Bedford

...Mar. 15
-. Oct. 30
. Sept. 30

-Nov. 1

5102

ZZ 5736
TMB 7258

6652
5361

6283

1927
6000
7500
7311
8550
9120

__ 9000
7456
8250
8000

1928
ME 7972

ME 8250

6400

T
AT

7000
9358
9100
8350
7300

ME
T
MB
T
T
AT
T

7650
ME
ME

8«00
AT
T

6400
MS 9300
MB
ME 8500

MB 8350

Clothes Make the Woman (R), Southern-
Pldgeon May 1

Devil's Apple Tree, The (D). Dorothy Sebastian-Sept. 20

Devil's Skipper, The, Bennett..- — —Feb. 1

Domestic Meddlers (CD). Claire Windsor Aug. 15
Floating College, The, O'Neil-Hale Nov. 10
George Washington Cohen (CD), Jessel-Palmer—Dec. 20
Girl Who Came Back, The. Patsy Ruth Miller Mar. 10
Grain of Dust, The (D). Cortez-Wlndsor July 10

June 10

Nov. 20

Apr. 1

-Hay 15
.- July 1

-Jan. 10
-Dec. 1

-Feb. 15
... Oct. 10

..Mar. 1

_ Oct. 20

- June 20

-Jan. 1
. Nov. 10
..Feb. 20

..Apr. 16

-Feb. 1

- June 1

- Oct. 1

- Mar. 1

- Jan. 15
Dec. 10

-Jan. 1

Green Grass Widows (CD). Walter Hagen_
Gun Runner, The (D). Cortez-Lane
House of Scandal (D). Sebasttan-O'Malley.
Ladies of the Night Club (CD), Cortez-Moran...
Lingerie (CD), White-McGregor...-
Man in the Hobbles, The. Harron-Llttlefleld

Marriage by Contract Miller-Gray
Nameless Men, Moreno
Naughty Duchess. The (D). H. B. Warner
New Orleans, Cortez- Collier, Jr

Power of Silence, The (D), Belle Bennett-
Prowlers of the Sea (D), Cortez-Myers
Rainbow, The, Gray-Hardy.-

Mar. 31

..Nov. IT

Reputation (D), Belle Bennett-
Spirit of Youth. The. Kent-Sebastian.—
Scarlet Dove. The (D). Margaret Livingston-
Squads Right (CD), Gribbon-Stone
Stormy Waters (D). Southern-McGregor
Toilers. The. Fairbanks. Jr. -Ralston
Their Hour (D), Sebastian-Harron ,

Tragedy of Youth. Miller-Collier

Tropical Nights. Patsy Ruth Miller.

Woman Against the World, A

United Artists
College (C), Keaton-CornwalL
General. The (C), Keaton. _

Loves of Sonya (D), Swanson.- - _
Magic Flame, The (M), Culman-Banky..
Resurrection (M), La Rocque
Sorrell and Son (D). Warner-Nllsson
Topsy and Eva (C). Duncan Sisters

Two Arabian Knights (CD). Boyd-Wolhelm...

..Sept 10

-Sept. 24

-Nov.

Winning of Barbara Worth (D). Banky-Colman..

Awakening, The, Vilma Banky Nov. 17

Battle of the Sexes, The, Hersholt-Haver Oct. 12
Circus. The (C). Charlie Chaplin...-

City Lights. Charlie Chaplin

Coquette, Mary Pickford

Devil Dancer, The. Gilda Gray...-

Douglas Fairbanks as the Gaucho (M) June 1

Dove, The (M), Norma Talmadge Jan. 7

Drums ot Love (D). Mary Philbin. ..- Mar. 31

Garden of Eden. The (D). C. Grifflth-Ray Feb. 4

Hell's Angels. Ben Lyon-Nlssen—
Iron Mask, The, Douglas Fairbanks

King of the Mountains. John Barrymore

Lady of the Pavements, Boyd-Goudal
Lummox
Nightstick, O'Malley-Busch
Queen Kelley, Gloria Swanson.
Ramona (D), Del Rio — _ _ Aug.

Rescue. The. Ronald Colman Jan. 12

Revenge. Dolores Del Rio Nov. S

Sadie Thompson (D), Gloria Swanson Feb. 1

Say It With Music, Harry Richman
She Goes to War, Broadman-HoUand
Steamboat Bill. Jr., Buster Keaton Jan. 7

Tempest (M). John Barrymore.-. Aug. 11

Three Passions. Terry -Petrovltch

Two Lovers, Banky-Colman. Sept. 7

Woman Disputed. The. Norma Talmadge Oct. 20

Universal
Anybody Here Seen Kelly. Bessie Love-Moore. Sept. 9

Beauty and Bullets, Ted Wells Dec. 16

Clearing the Trail. Hoot Gibson Oct 7

Cloud Dodger, The. Al Wilson Sept. 30

Crimson Canyon. The, Ted Wells Oct. 14

Danger Rider. The. Hoot Gibson Nov. 18

Flyln' Cowboy, The, Hoot Gibson.— July 1

Foreign Legion, The, Lewis Stone-Kerry Sept 23

Freedom of the Press. Lewis Stone Oct. 28

Gate Crasher, The (CD) Dec. 9

-Sept 17

-Feb. 12

-Mar. 19

_3ept. 24

-Apr. 16

-Nov. 19

-Aug. 13

-Oct 29
-Deo. 4

1928

-Apr. 28
-Nov. 26

-Jan. 7

-July 21

-Nov. 10
-June 16

..May 26
-July 7

Sept. 1

Sept 8

Nov. IT

Sept. 22

Sound Length Title and Players Released New Comment
Pictures

M

4194
6599
4868
6307
6691
6832

10185

6030
670J
6907
4230
4472
6424
4616

TMB 10600

1929

ME
T

T
T
T
MT

Give and Take, Sldney-Hersholt Dec. 23
Greased Lightning, Ted Wells July 29
Grip of the Yukon, The. Marlowe-Bushman Sept. 30
Guardians of the Wild, Rex-Perrin Sept 16
Home James, Laura LaPlante— _ Sept. 2
How to Handle Women, Tryon-Nlxon Oct. 14
Jazz Mad, Hersholt-Ntxon. Nov. 11
Man Who Laughs. The. Philbin-Veldt Nov. 4
Michigan Kid. The. Adoree-Nagel Oct. 21
Night Bird, The. Reginald Denny Sept 16

Sept. 8

Phyllis of the Follies. Alice Day-M. Moore.
Price of Fear, Bill Cody
Quick Triggers, Fred Humes - -

Riding for Fame, Hoot Gibson-
Two Outlaws, The, Jack Perrin-Rex..
Uncle Tom's Cabin, All Star
Wolves of the City, B1U Cody

Blow for Blow. Hoot Gibson.
Border Wildcat The. Ted Wells
Born to the Saddle, Ted Wells
Burning the Wind (W), Hoot Gibson-
Charlatan, The, All Star.
Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City (CO)
George Sidney — _
Come Across, All Star.-

-Nov. 25
... Oct 29

... July 15

...Aug. 19
-Nov. 18
-.Sept S
...Dec. 2

_ May 19

-Aug. 18

..Mar. 10

-Feb. 11

-Apr. 14

_ Mar. 17

-May 5

T
ME
T

Dangerous Dimples, Laura LaPlante June 16
Eyes of the Underworld, Bill Cody Apr. 28
Girl on the Barge. The. O'Nelll-Hersholt Feb. 24

Harvest of Hate. The, Rex-Jack Perrln Apr. 14

Hero of the Circus, Maciste — Feb. 24
His Lucky Day, Reginald Denny June 2
Hoofbeats of Vengeance, Rex-Perrin June 16
It Can't Be Done, Tryon-Sue Carol May 5
Kid's Clever, The, Tryon Feb. 17
King of the Rodeo, Hoot Gibson-
Lariat Kid, The. Hoot Gibson ...

6785
6674

-Jan. 6

.. June 23

..Jan. 6

-Jan. 20

Last Warning, The. LaPlante- Boles
Lonesome (CD), Glenn Tyron
Man, Women and Wife (CD). Kerry-Starke— Ian. 13
One Rainy Night (D). Laura LaPlante _ Mar. 3

Play Goes On, The, All Star Mar. 10
Plunging Hoofs. Rex-Perrin. _. Aug. 4

Red Hot Speed, Reginald Denny - —.Jan. 27
Ridin' Demon. The, Ted Wells May 19
Silks and Saddles (D), Marian Nixon Jan. 20
Slim Fingers. Bill Cody— Mar. 24
Smilin' Terror, The, Ted Wells June 30
Smilin' Guns, Hoot Gibson Apr. 7

Stool Pigeon, The, Bill Cody June 2

You Can't Buy Love, All Star May 25

1927 Warner Brothers
Black Diamond Express (M), Blue -
Brass Knuckles (D), Blue-Bronson
Desired Woman, The (M) Irene Rich
Dog of the Regiment, A (M), Rin-Tln-Tln

.First Auto. The. Oldfleld-Mlller
Girl from Chicago, The (M), Nagel-Loy __
Good Time Charley (D). Oland-H. Costello

If I Were Single. McAvoy-Nagel
Irish Hearts (CD), McAvoy

Dec. 3

Aug. 27

Oct. 20

Sept 19

Nov. 5
Nov. 12

Dec 17

6803 Black Diamond Express (M), Blue - July 23
6330
6408
5003
6767
6978
6302
6230

6397
5569
5492
5685
6685
6412
6412

6813 Tracked by the Police (M), Rln-Tin-Tin. Hay 21

Note: All Warner pictures are released In two versions, with and without
Vltaphone. A. T. means All-Talking. Other releases have synchronized
scores plus sound effects and dialogue sequences.

Jaws of Steel (D). Rln-Tin-Tin.
Reno Divorce, A (D), May McAvoy________
Sailor Izzy Murphy (F), George Jesael

Sailor's Sweetheart, A (C), Fazenda-C. Cook.
Simple Sis (M). Fazenda _

Slightly Used, McAvoy-NageL _ Sept 3
Tracked by the Police (M). Rln-Tin-Tin

Sept. 17
Oct. 22
Oct. 8

.Sept. 24

July 9

Dec. 31
Dec. 31 Nov. 26

Apr. 28

Jane 11

Oct 1

Oct. 29

Dec. 10

Oct 18

Jane 11

1928
M 6052

M 6380

TME
M
TME
AT
TMB
AT
TMB
M
AT
M
M
M
TMB
TME
AT
TMB
1929
AT
TMB
TME
TME
TMB
TME
TMB
TMB
TME
TME
TME
TMB
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
AT
TMB

1928

6270

5164
7441
8693

7077
5267
6352
5331
8290
6185
4777
4820
7169
7340
7654
5527

Across the Atlantic, Blue-Murphy
Beware of Married' Men, Irene Rich
Beware of Bachelors, Ferris-Beranger—
Caught in the Fog, Nagel-McAvoy
Domestio Trouble (CD), Cook-Fazenda-
Glorlous Betsy, D. Costello

Home Towners, Kenyon-Elleson
Jazz Singer, The, Al Jolson—

. Feb. 25

.. Jan. 14

-Sept. 22

-Nov. It

-Oct. «
-Apr. 14

Lights of New York, All Star
Lion and the Mouse, The, L. Barrymore..

Little Snob, The, May McAvoy
On Trial, Bert LytelL.

.. Feb. 4

-July 21

Powder My Back (C), Rlch-Ferris-
Race for Life, Rln-Tin-Tin
Rinty of the Desert Rin-Tin-Tin..

State Street Sadie, Nagel-Loy-.
Tenderloin, Dolores Costello

Terror, The, McAvoy-Horton
Women They Talk About, Rich-Ferris—

Conquest, Monte Blue
Desert Song, The, John Boles..

Feb. 11

Dec 29
-Max. 10

-Jan. 28

-Apr. 21

-Aug. 25

-May It

Feb. 18
May 19

.Oct 20
Sept. 8

-Jan. 19

apr. 18

-Oct IS

Fancy Baggage, Audrey Ferris

From Headquarters. Monte Blue-
Frozen River. Rin-Tin-Tin
Greyhound Limited, The, Monte Blue

—

Hardbolled Rose, Myrna Loy
Kid Gloves, Conrad Nagel-Lois Wilson-

Land of the Silver Fox. Bln-Tln-Tm
Little Wildcat, The, Audrey Ferris

Madonna of Ave. A. Dolores Costello

Million Dollar Collar. The. Rin-Tin-Tin—
My Man, Fannie Brice

No Defense, Monte Blue-
One Stolen Night. B. Bronson-Wm. Collier. Jr..

Redeeming Sin, The, Dolores Costello

She Knew Men. Betty Bronaon
Singing Fool. The, Al Jolson— Jan. 1

Stark Mad. H. B. Warner-L. Fazenda -
Stolen Kisses, May McAvoy— —

Zakora
Just Off Broadway (D), Keith-Christy

Last Moment. The, Matlesen-Hale Mar. 11

Mother of Mine Oec.

Olympic Hero, Charley Paddock June 26

-Oct. 13
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept.

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Managers' Schools

LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT.
A training that is helping many theatre employees to

success. Catalog H., Moving Picture Theatre Man-
agers' Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

Position Wanted

ORGANIST AT LIBERTY NOW—Experienced,
capable, efficient, splendid sight reader, complete
library can cue all type of pictures, present slide

novelties, will go anywhere. References. Address
Box 336, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago.

POSITION WANTED AS THEATRE MANAGER
—20 years' experience in the movie field, advertising,
exploitation, administration and service. Married.
Am also an organist. Very good references. Address
Box 346, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago.

ORGANIST—Experts thoroughly trained in show-
manship available at all times for first-class positions.

Men and women. No service charge. Write full in-

formation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Ad-
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing. 210 N 7th St.. Allentown, Pa.

FEMALE ORGANIST is looking for a position,

will be free January 1st. Am well recommended,
reason for leaving due to Vitaphone. Can play on
all makes. Single, will go anywhere, can cue pictures
correctly and accurately. Will start for reasonable
salary in order to prove worth. Address Box 289,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago. 111.

' ORGANIST FIFTEEN YEARS EXPERIENCE—
First-class Chicago Organist. (Male.) Reason for
leaving due to Vitaphone. Expert Synchronization
of music to the picture. Novelty and straight solo

work. Large library. Union, married, will go any-
where. Best of references. Salary can be satisfac-

torily arranged. Address Box 338, Exhibitors Herald-
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Equipment for Sale

FOR SALE—320 18" veneer chairs $1.50—270
veneer chairs 18" $1.40—370 18" veneer chairs $1.30
—250 21" veneer chairs $1.45—475 veneer 20" like

new $1.90 all castings perfect and veneer in fine con-
dition. 2 Motiograph Model 1002-E motor drive ma-
chines complete with lens, fine condition, $550.00 for
pair. 2 Simplex motor drive Type S lamphouses and
Peerless arc controls with lens, $650.00 for both. 1

Powers 6B motor drive with lens, wonderful condi-
tion, $250.00. The Theatre Seating Company, 845
S. State St., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-

flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalogue. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.

POWERS AND SIMPLEX PARTS, 20% and 30%
discount. Two Powers 6 B with Peerless iamps. Will
sell separately. Bargains. Address Carol Fenyvessy,
62 St. Paul St.. Rochester. N. Y.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,

also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best Prices. Write Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago. Ill

CHICAGO CLEARING HOUSE—Our bargain list

on rebuilt Projectors, Powers 6-A Motor driven ma-

chines, including 12 rebuilt Simplex motor driven
machines with latest Simplex type S lamp houses.
Prices ranging from $175.00 and up. Peerless arc
controls $35.00 per pair. Compensarcs all makes,
$20.00 and up. Rebuilt Generators at reasonable
prices. AC and DC Electric fans rebuilt, just like

new. Write for complete list of your needs and
prices. No obligation. Address Illinois Theatre
Equipment Co.. 12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago, 111.

POWERS AND SIMPLEX PARTS at 20 per
cent and 30 per cent reduction. Reflector arc lamps
cheap. Address Carol Fenyvessy, 62 St. Paul St.,

Rochester, N. Y.

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago.

Theatre Wanted

Chairs for Sale

1000—of the very finest brand new veneer chairs
manufactured by Heywood-Wakefield. Way below
cost. Shipment in forty-eight hours. Write today for
exact photo and full details. C. G. Demel, 845 South
State, Chicago, 111.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera chairs, 600 uphol-
stered, 800 Veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago. 111.

Just received 4,000 highest grade spring constructed
upholstered Theatre Chairs, less than 2 years old, at

very reasonable prices. Also several other lots of up-

holstered and veneered Theatre Chairs, as well as 500
Portable Assembly Chairs. Write for complete list

and description of all equipment. You are under no
obligation. Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 E
Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" — "Neargravuremboso" (no-
plate embossing) processes. Special 500 8^2x11" let-

ter heads, 250 envelopes Neargravure $4.44 cash, post

paid. Samples. Address Sollidays, XH124, Knox, Ind.

For Sale

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you half. New and used
Opera chairs. Address J. P. Redington & Co., Scran-
ton. Pa.

REFERENCE BOOKS—Motion Picture Trade Di-

rector, $10; Anatomy of Motion Picture Art, $2.50.

Films of the Year, $2.50; Close Up, annual subscrip-

tion $3.50. These books may be ordered through us.

Send check or money order with your request. Ad-
dress Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Theatre for Sale

FOR SALE ONLY. 400-seat picture theatre. Town
of 1500. Good surrounding country. No opposition.

Address, Box 148, North East, Maryland.

APOLLO THEATRE, Princeton, 111., county seat,

5000 population. Lease runs seven years, 875 seats,

low rent, newly decorated, new screens, new stage

and window drapes, best equipment, own everything
in theatre, showing best first run pictures. Priced to

sell. It will make you money. Selling on account of
health. Address Miles S. Fox, Owner.

THEATRE, northern Indiana, population fifteen

hundred; six hundred seats, newly equipped, doing
business worth the investment. Address Box 345,

BY FEBRUARY 1st any town over 300 population,
prefer lease, with privilege to buy, must stand inves-
tigation. Give full particulars. Address, Exhibitor,
Welch, W. Va.

WANT TO TRADE 141-acre farm in Minnesota, val-

ued at $8000, for a good theatre or major equity in
theatre. Address Box 347, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Organs for Sale

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ, used or new. Reproduco Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, 111.

Gift Night Souvenirs

GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine

novelties in our large free catalog at genuine whole-
sale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st. St., New York.

Projector Repairing

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer yon
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

hnve, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving

some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-

nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED—2 Peerless or Powers Projectors, also

Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition

and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-

third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337,

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago, 111.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,

projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Co.,

844 Wabash. Chicago

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,

188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Help Wanted

WANTED—Industrious young man to manage or

assist 600 seating house, population 6000. Splendid
opportunity to right party (experience in buying not

necessary). State qualifications, experience, age,

salary, etc. Address Refowich Theatre Co., Mahanoy
City, Pa.

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald-World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising

department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in

solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount

if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this

week. The cost is small, the results are great.
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LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor is

invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.

Unsigned letters will not be printed.

Non-Theatrical Competition
DELPHI, IND.—To the Editor: I was

very much interested in J. C. Jenkins' letter

in the January 5 issue. I am interested in all

his letters, but this one in particular appealed

to me so much that I am writing regarding

the situation in Delphi, Ind.

To begin with we have 10 churches in a

town of little more than 2,000 population, so

many organizations they cannot be counted,

the public schools, and all in the show busi-

ness. It's a competition we cannot meet. They
make a canvass of the towns selling tickets

through the medium of children. The enter-

tainments are held in tax free buildings for

which we are assessed a tax to help keep

them up. The law requires us to have seats

fastened to the floor, guard exit holders, all

modern fire fighting appliances. All state in-

spectors say we are up-to-date in every re-

spect, fulfilling all law requirements. Yet the

churches, schools and organizations can put

on shows playing copyrighted music for which
we must pay a tax to play and don't have to

meet the requirements we do.

I believe if Mr. Jenkins would enquire of

the exhibitors he called on he would find that

they have the same conditions to meet that we
do. Every time we have a big feature, it is

killed by competition like described above.

What is the remedy? The small town exhib-

itor needs help if he is to continue in business.
—Mrs. Bella B. Gardner, Arc theatre,

Delphi, Ind.

Calls Industry "Sick"
CAMPBELL, CAL.—To the Editor: It

is useless to deny the fact that the moving
picture business is sick, and has reached its

zenith and is rapidly on its way to zero. It is

interesting to read the many articles written

by the so-called big men in the game—the

producers. It is pathetic the way they think

in circles. They are in the woods and in

their endeavor to blaze a trail they are getting

deeper in the maze. The fault is all their own
and due to their high-handed methods of

block selling their productions to the ex-

hibitor. No other manufacturer, with the

possible exception of bootleggers, would risk

his business and reputation by turning out a

bunch of rotten stuff and force the retailers

to market it for him. The tire and hosiery

manufacturers and all other reputable busi-

ness organizations that value the respect and
confidence of the public, sell all seconds and
culls at a reduced price with their brand or

name erased.

The producers have turned out a bunch
of rotten stuff and sold it, all or none bear-

ing their name, to the exhibitor at full price

and forced him to sell them to the public

or assume the loss. And in too many in-

stances, the exhibitor could not afford to as-

sume the loss and took a chance selling them
to his patrons, with the result that they lost

respect and confidence in him and when he
did have something worth showing he could

not sell it to them.
Both producers and exhibitors have awak-

ened to the fact that they can fool the people

part of the time but there is a limit, and it

has been reached. The producers in their

anxiety to settle the stomach of a nauseated

public are spending millions to repeat the

same tactics with "squawkies," forcing the ex1-

hibitor to mortgage his right eye, labor and
profits for the next 10 years, to install various

sound devices to show the stuff in another
form, or pay a ruinous price for something
worth showing. There is a law in nature

requiring a period of rest for everything. We
have a low and high tide, all vegetation, the
earth and everything on it, has a period of
rest, including all kinds of business. As an
illustration the barbers reached their peak
about the time safety razors were invented
and rapidly declined and reached zero. Then
women started to bob their hair and a period
of activity set in.

This is only one of numerous cases that
could be cited that should be sufficient to con-
vince any thinking person that this law exists
in nature, and cannot be avoided. It has been
recognized by all successful business men
for ages.

In my opinion the motion picture business
has reached its zenith and is due for a period
of rest and this has been accelerated by the
above mentioned abuses. If the producers
pursue their course with the stampede to
sound pictures it will not only serve to wreck
the business but it will serve to educate the
younger generation to something. The vast
majority know nothing about stage plays, and
after the novelty wears off they will tire of
the canned stuff and demand stage plays. The
old actors and actresses have had a long
period of rest dating back to the beginning
of the movies and the sound pictures will
prove a blessing to them and serve as a step-
ping stone to their period of activity.

The only hope, from my point of view, for
the motion picture business, is to cut out the
sound picture, re-organize the industry on a
strictly business basis and give the public
nothing but high class silent pictures, some-
thing it has never had. If the producers con-
tinue their stampede to sound pictures and
destruction, my advice to the small exhibitor
is to get your investment out of the business
as soon as possible—the sooner the better.

—

S. W. Dodds, Campbell theatre, Campbell, Cal.

Couldn't Do Without H-W
LUDLOW, SALOP, ENGLAND.—To the

Editor:—Enclosed please find cheque, value
one pound, being my third year's subscription
to the Herald-World, I say quite honestly
that I could not do without the paper now.
It gives me an invaluable and thoroughly
proved assistance in selecting American films
and the selling hints in "The Theatre" de-
partment help me considerably. J. C. Jenkins,
through his "Colyum" is as good as a personal
friend, telling me all about the places he sees
and the people he meets. One of these days
I'm going to write to Phil Rand and send
him a few photos of my town and ask him
to exchange, for J. C. has told me so much
about the Salmon River and the grand view
that I want to see it. I can think of several
others who live in places I'd like to know,
but I'll take them one at a time.
With best wishes for the new year.—R. R.

Temple, The Picture House, Ludlow, Salop,
England.

Stettmund's Views
CHANDLER, OKLA.—To the Editor:—I

have just read the remarks of Hon. J. C.
Jenkins regarding the poor business in the
theatre line.

I am surprised that Mr. Jenkins or anyone
else of his standing in the business does not
know what is wrong, what has ruined the
theatre business.

Look back over the years and see when
business started to go to the bad. It was
about a year after that wonderful man amongst
men, Mr. Hays, was acclaimed the bull goose
of the movies. Mr. Hays tied the exhibitors
hand and foot so that they could not have a
voice in the selection of their entertainment.
If you bought a contract there was no way
on God's Green Earth to keep from playing or
paying for the pictures. If they were as rot-

ten as hell you had to take them anyway.
Cancelling a contract and losing your deposit

was a thing of the past.

When people complained about pictures the

exhibitor could only say that he had no con-

trol over them as he had to show them re-

gardless of their merits.

Product was sold on misrepresentation and

in some instances outright fraud, anything to
get the signature on the dotted line was re-
sorted to by the distributors ; To hell with
the exhibitor, make him pay and pay and pay.
The selling season has been advanced until

the producer is selling his output before he
makes it. He knows the amount of his reve-
nue, so he figures so much for profits, so
much for expenses and makes pictures cheap
enough so that he shows a big nice fat profit.

Pictures are no longer sold on their merits.
An exhibitor can not take his pick of the prod-
uct of a producer. He has already been
forced to buy all or nothing.
Is it any wonder that the exhibitor end of

the business is falling down day by day,
theatres closing every day for lack of pat-
ronage?
How long will any business survive where

the man who sells the public has no choice in

what he sells them?
The exhibitors had the means of their sal-

vation offered to them last year and like fools

turned it down. I do not know if this sal-

vation will be offered them again; if it is, I

hope every exhibitor who does not support it

goes broke. I think some of them who were
against it last year are now out of the busi-
ness, when if they would have supported this

measure they would undoubtedly now be see-

ing a nice increase in business, instead of
smaller gross every month.
No business can survive very long under

the conditions that now exist in the movie
business. Within three years every small town
theatre will be a thing of the past. The cities

will be overseated to such an extent that they
will be money losing propositions, some of the
distributors will go broke and the movie busi-

ness will be one of the minor instead of major
industries.

If you think this letter is worthy of some
space in your valuable magazine you are wel-
come to reprint it; it might open up some
discussion on the subject amongst the exhibit-

ors.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre,

Chandler, Okla.

Has Own Music Device
SARGENT, NEB.—To the Editor :—

I

would hate to miss even one issue of the
Herald-World. I consider it our paper as
it carries our name and is not called the Pro-
ducer's Herald. We all have ideas and think
if more of us would write personal letters to

the columns given us we could all pick out
some things which would be of benefit to us.

This is a small town and what would help me
woald be of no use to a city.

In regard to music, I have made an outfit

which I am well pleased with. This can be
made for about $250 or $300 and think it will

compare with any of the musical combina-
tions, both in tone and volume which I have
listened to. If any of the other exhibitors
want to make something like this I will send
them the names of the parts I used and where
they can be obtained. Unless too many write,

or if the Herald-World wishes it, I will send
a list with a diagram of the whole machine.
A traveling salesman asked me the other
night if we had Movietone. Some of the

patrons asked where the pipe organ was and
who played it. This solves our music prob-
lems until we can get the squeakies, talkies or
whatever will be the new name. If this will

be of help to any of the boys I will be pleased.

Write your ideas. Perhaps someone would
like to know—what you do—why you do it

—

and what you'd do it for.

—

John Cosner, Sun
theatre, Sargent, Neb.

A Section on Vaudeville?
BUSHNELL, ILL—To the Editor:—Just

a suggestion. You are writing articles on
every other line for the theatre, why not give

us the low down on vaudeville. Name a sec-

tion on "What the vaudeville did for me."
Theatres play vaudeville too, you know. Not
even in the "Billboard" can you find anything
of what the exhibitor thinks of a roadshow
or a vaudeville act. Why?—C. M. Albrecht,
Rialto theatre, Bushnell, 111.
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Copyright, 1929

Columbia
SUBMARINE: Jack Holt^December 16-17. Here

is a feature that is entitled to good business in any-
one's house. Much better than many of the so-

called specials that you have to mortgage the house

to get. On account of bad weather and roads it

flopped at the B. O. for us, but it sure isn't the

fault of the picture. Honestly believe it pleases 99

per cent. Step on it and raise your admission to

what you charged for "Wings." Nine reels.—W. H.
Silver & Son, Grand theatre, Princeton, Mo.—Small

town patronage.

THE SPORTING AGE: Belle Bennett—75%. De-

cember 26. No comments either way. Print and
photography fair. Six reels.—G. 0. Tunstall, Mid-

way theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

COURT MARTIAL: Jack Holt—52%. December
28-29. Good program picture. Print and photography

good. Seven reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Gris-

wold, la.—General patronage.

THE WAY OF THE STRONG: Special casi^l9%.
December 30. Another story of the underworld. Good
picture but did not draw here. Five reels.—Mrs.

Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.

—

General patronage.

SALLY IN OUR ALLEY: Shirley Mason—Janu-
ary 1-2. Not big but the kind that pleased the great

majority and that's the kind we need more of. Also

the kind we make a little profit on.—D. A. Rhyner,

Rialto theatre, Hebron, No. Dak.—Small town pat-

ronage.

FASHION MADNESS: Claire Windsor—25%. Oc-

tober 3. I'd call this a howling success. Your patrons

will do the howling and you will be a success if you

stay away from this kind. Its only saving grace is

a bit of good scenery in the last reel. The women
might like it, but it will scare the men worse than

a breach of promise suit. Columbia usually gives us

worthwhile pictures, but I suppose this is just one

of those things that happen. Just so it doesn't hap-

pen again I Six reels.—John E. Wallan, Orpheum
theatre, Klamath Falls, Ore.—General patronage.

AFTER THE STORM: Hobart Bosworth—90%.
December 5. A very good sea story with plenty of

comedy to make it interesting. Bosworth is a good

drawing card for us. Six reels.—Harry Schroeder,

Lee Roy theatre, Wallace, Neb.—General patronage.

AFTER THE STORM: Hobart Bosworth

—

40%. December 26-27. We've had so many sea

pictures that we feel seasick every time we have

to run one. However, this one is as good as the

average. Looks like a cross between "The Blood

Ship" and "Hell Ship Bronson." Bosworth is good,

but he can't do much when he is surrounded by a

bunch of palookas and dumbdoras. The patrons

liked the fight in the first reel, and the storm

scene in the last reel was quite realistic. Just

average business, but everyone seemed pleased.

Six reels.—John E. Wallan, Orpheum theatre,

Klamath Falls, Ore.—General patronage.

STREET OF ILLUSION: Special cast—December
26-27. As usual, another good one from Columbia.

When it comes to genuine acting, I really don't be-

lieve you can beat Ian Keith in this one. He por-

trays the part to perfection, especially at the last

of the picture in the dramatic ending. Some patrons

may object to the dramatic ending but Ivan Keith

puts it over to the satisfaction of those that enjoy

real acting. Seven reels.—W. H. Silver & Son, Grand
theatre, Princeton, Mo.—Small town patronage.

RESTLESS YOUTH: Special cast—December
25. Drew good house on Christmas night and
pleased, according to comments received, about

90 per cent. We used the 1927-28 Columbia
product and were well pleased, and bought the

1928-29 product and it also looks like a real buy.

We hare had six right in a row from Columbia,

and they have all been as good as any company's
product, and you can't beat Midwest in Kansas
City for service. Seven reels.—W. H. Silver &
Son, Grand theatre, Princeton, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

GETTW HOTTER
A NEW batch of votes have turned the

tide in the "My Favorite Players" con-

test, Joan Crawford giving way to Clara

Bow as the leader of the feminine play-

ers, and Richard Dix going into a tie

with Lon Chaney for the head male posi-

tion. What will next week bring forth?

An especially interesting feature of this

interesting contest is the effect the votes

of the younger members of the family are

having. This week Hoot Gibson comes
into the race because of this influence,

adult votes usually being confined to the

"romantic" players or those of the longer

features. Moreover, stars are not corner-

ing the market, as a glance through the

results will show, while the balloting also

proves that the lesser known players may
also attract loyal admirers.

Again readers are urged to send in

their votes, being careful to place the

name of each voter above his or her
choice, the name of the theatre and the

town. Exhibitors (including partners)

and the members of their immediate
families are eligible to vote. Employes
may not vote. Below is the standing thus

far:

FEMININE

Clara Bow _ 12
Joan Crawford — - 6
Colleen Moore — -- — 6
Louise Lovely _ 4
Laura La Plante - 4
Dolores Costello — 3

Marion Davies — 2

Dolores Del Rio - 2

Billie Dove 2
Lillian Cleh 1

Marian Nixon ~ .- -- -- 1

Patsy Rath Miller _ _ 1

Greta Carbo
Norma Shear«r
Florence Vidor —
Alice Joyce
Dorothy Mackaill
Margaret Livingston —
Helen Foster

Jane LaVerne — _

Gloria Swanson _—
Bebe Danieb

HALE

Lon Chaney 7
Richard Dll 7
William Farnum 4
Conrad Nagel 4
Gary Cooper -- 4
William Haines 3
Richard Barthelmess - 3
Hoot Gibson 3
Ronald Colman — — 3
John Gilbert 2
Charles Rogers 2
William Boyd

Reginald Denny -

Barry Norton
Ramon Navarro — —_ -

Norman Kerry — —
Walter Pigeon —
Percy Marmont - —

•

Warner Baxter --

Frankie Darro
Tom Mix — _ - - —
Charles Murray —

THE SCARLET LADY: Lya de Putti—60%. A
very good feature, one that your patrons will enjoy

and that will let you stand out in the lobby and
meet your patrons. Eight reels.—S. A. Hayman,
Lyda theatre. Grand Island, Neb.—General patron-

age.

FBO
AVENGING RIDER: Tom Tyler—50%. Decem-

ber 29. A good entertaining program picture.—Bert

Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

TYRANT OF RED GULCH: Tom Tyler—60%. A
great Western that pleased 100 per cent with my
crowd. Tyler is always good. Good print. Six

reels.—L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.

—

General patronage.

DOG JUSTICE: Ranger—December 31. Every-

body liked this one. Ranger is just as good as Rin
Tin Tin. Northern picture.—C. M. Albrecht, Rialto

theatre, Bushnell, 111.—General patronage.

SINGAPORE MUTINY: Special cast^-70%. De-

cember 25-26. Not much of a picture for the ladies,

but the men liked it. Plenty rough.—D. A. Rhyner,

Rialto theatre, Hebron, No. Dak.—Small town pat-

ronage.

HEY, RUBE: Special cast—65%. December 16.

The title puzzled us for a while but when we saw the

picture we can't praise it too highly. It is a true

story of carnival life and lots of thrills. Keeps you

gripping your seat all the time. Poor roads. Seven

reels.—Harry Schroder, Lee Roy theatre, Wallace,

Neb.-—General patronage.

THE PERFECT CRIME: Special cast—Fair pic-

ture. Good work by Brook, but why do they keep

putting Irene Rich in pictures? She drives half of

the people away from the show and gives the other

half a pain. Seven reels.—J. B. Weddle, Walnut
theatre, Lawreneeburg, Ind.—General patronage.

TROPIC MADNESS: Leatrice Joy—December 18-

19. Good acting, pretty scenery and just a good pro-

gram picture. FBO pictures are all clean. Have
yet to find one with smutty reading or suggestive

6cenes. Seven reels.—John Coener, Sun theatre, Sar-

gent, Neb.—Small town patronage.

First National
THE HAUNTED HOUSE: Chester Conklin—Good

spook picture to fair business.—Roy Culley, Pastime

theatre. Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patron-

age.

THE HAUNTED HOUSE: Chester Conklin—De-

cember 25-26-27. A fair picture with a box office

title.—John A. Schwalm, Rialto theatre, Hamilton,

O.—General patronage.

SYNTHETIC SIN: Colleen Moore—60%. Decem-

ber 31-January 1. Very nice entertainment.—H V.

Smoots, Vine theatre, Mt. Vernon, O.—General pat-

ronage.

SHOW GIRL: Alice White—December 30-31. This

picture caused more favorable talk—(although the

titles were hot) than any picture we have played for

some time. Our second night's run of this was a

regular Saturday for us. Not a walkout on this—

first night patrons brought their friends and their

friends' friends for the second night's showing.

—

Carl Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.—General

patronage.

THE WARE CASE: Foreign cast—Awful pain.

Shelve it.—Roy Culley. Pastime theatre. Medicine

Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

DO YOUR DUTY: Charles Murray—November 7-8.

Average Murray picture.—Roy Culley, Pastime thea-

tre. Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

GUN GOSPEL: Ken Maynard—90%. December

29. Ken Maynard and his horse are always a good

bet for us. "Gun Gospel" is a good picture and

above the average Western. It's worth the price of

admission to see Macnard ride. Seven reels.—E. B.

Conant, Charkarohen Hall, Lincoln, N. H.—Small

town patronage.
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum
CHAMPAIGN, ILL., New Year's Day, 1929.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
Following out an old custom of ours, we unanimously passed another New Year's resolu-

tion before retiring last night, and that was to rise early this morning and see how many
exhibitors we could visit this week, and following another old custom of long standing, we
broke the darn thing before we had our socks on, for when we looked out of the window
we found that a blizzard from Medicine Hat had arrived with the evident intention of
putting a crimp in everybody that didn't have any more sense than to step out of doors.

If there is anybody who knows just what a nice, juicy blizzard can do to a suffering
pubRc, it is a guy from Nebraska, and that's our home state. There are three kinds of
blizzards, one that blows the snow up your pantlegs, one that blows it down around your
collar and one that blows it both ways and meets in the middle. This last kind is the
Nebraska variety—that's why we adopted union suits years ago. Then another reason why
we are not going out today is that nobody else is working, not even the bootleggers—they
closed out their stock last night—and to work on the first day of the New Year would be
setting a bad precedent for the other 364.

And now we have broken another resolution. It just seems like we can't stick to a
resolution no matter how good it is. We resolved not to attempt to write any poetry during
1929, and this morning we got a letter from our old friend Bill Brenner of the Cozy theatre
at Winchester, Ind., saying that the Y. W. C. A. of his town was going to give a dinner and
had invited him to be present and read an original poem at their after-dinner literary pro-
gram, and that each guest was to have a poem on some animal and that his subject was to
be a cat. He insisted on our sending him something he could read at this dinner, and not
wishing to go back on an old friend, we sent him the following:

The cat scratched around in the kitchen all night,

And the fuss that he made was simply a fright;

The folks all supposed that the poor thing was hurt
When all that he wanted was a

We sent this to Bill and told him he could supply whatever was necessary to finish out
the verse, anything he thought would fit the occasion, just so it would rhyme with "hurt,"
that possibly he might use "tabby cat flirt," or if that didn't sound just right, he might say
"box of fresh dirt," but to be sure that it completed the rhyme. We told him also that if he
would put considerable feeling in this when he read it he would undoubtedly bring the

house down.
After one breaks a good resolution he might as well go through with it to a finish, so

—

This day has been a gloomy one,

The storm is keeping us inside;

We long in vain to see the sun
And feel it penetrate our hide.

But there's no such luck in store for us,

So what's the use to make a fuss.

Some folks go out and lap up booze
To drown their troubled minds in gin,

But that is when they're sure to lose,

For then their troubles will begin.

They've got less sense, as you will note,

Than the good Lord gave a Berkshire shoat.

But speaking of parties, did you read about the parties Chicago pulled off last night?
Today's Tribune says that some of the hotels accommodated as high as 3,000 guests with a

cover charge of $10 each. Gosh, it must have been chilly up there. Looks like that would
have bought all the blankets there are in the whole state.

Down here in this part of the "Sucker State" one could have gotten as lovely a headache
as he could have in Chicago for only 75 cents, and some of 'em did, but then you know
that Chicago is Chicago, and that's why Bill Thompson was mayor so long, otherwise he
wouldn't have been mayor.

• • *

Tonight we saw Dolores Costello and Conrad Nagel in "GLORIOUS BETSY," a Warner
Brothers picture with Vitaphone. We paid 50 cents and got double our money's worth.
The picture by itself is plenty good enough, but with Vitaphone it is superb. It is our
opinion that Conrad's voice registers over the Vitaphone better than any we have yet heard.
We like him both ways, still and noisy, and Dolores is the type of lady that nations go to

war over, but we are too darned old to fight, but anyhow

—

Miss Dolores is the girl for me,
She surely is a dream;

It really is a joy to see

Her face upon the screen.

She plays with such a queenly grace,

Such innocence shines in her face,

No other girl can take her place
That I have ever seen.

(NOTE: Miss Dolores, please remember that we are a grandpa four times.)
* * *

The amount of cloth it took to make grandma a dress when she was a girl, would make a

{Continued on next page)

THE YELLOW LILY: Billie Dove—Like all of
Billie's, good. But I am tired of the kind they put
her in and eo are my patrons. Not a one of them,
since she made "The Love Mart," a smaller picture
and not as big as her foreign type ones, has been
nearly as well liked in my opinion. "The Love
Mart" is her best by far. I like Billie, but I did not
buy her features this season. Enough is enough.

—

H. B. Wilson, Golden City, Mo.—Small town patron-
age.

THE WHEEL OF CHANCE: Richard Barthel-
mess—30%. December 4. Little better than pro-
gram.—H. B. Wilson, Palace theatre. Golden City,

Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE HEAD MAN: Murray-Sidney—22%.
December 10. Better than "Flying Romeos,"
"The Life of Riley" or "McFadden's Flats." All
pleased, but there were more hearty laughs heard
from the audience at this than all of the rest

combined.—H. B. Wilson, Palace theatre, Golden
City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE STOLEN BRIDE: Billie Dove—No comment.
Audience did not reflect anything on this, and as so

many pictures are punk or built on old themes, we do
not look at many these days. Six reels.—Giacoma
Brothers, Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General
patronage.

THE GLORIOUS TRAIL: Ken Maynard—Novem-
ber 1-2. Good picture but all Maynard'6 are.—Roy
Culley, Pastime theatre, Medicine Lodge, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

HARD BOILED HAGGERTY: Milton Sills—Some
said "okay," and others "never again," and we did

not look at it. Six reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

WATERFRONT: Mackaill-Mulhall—December 23-

24. Fair program picture but not up to the standard
you expect from these two. A few walkouts on this.

—Carl Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.—General
patronage.

NAUGHTY BABY: Alice White—50%. December
24-25. Not as good as her previous picture.—H. V.
Smoots, Vine theatre, Mt. Vernon, O.—General pat-

ronage.

THE PATENT LEATHER KID: Richard Barthel-

mess—A wonderful picture that flopped at the box
office.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre. Medicine Lodge,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—A big picture in

every way, but Colleen Moore has passed the peak
here.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre. Medicine Lodge,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—December 16-19.

A big picture, entitled to an extended run.—John A.
Schwalm, Rialto theatre, Hamilton, O.—General pat-

ronage.

Fox
FOUR SONS: Special casi>-76%. December 25-

26-27. Very good picture. Clean in every respect.

A picture for the whole family. A fine picture for

Sunday. A picture that every theatre should play.

Print good, but photography rnly fair. Ten reels.

—

P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General
patronage.

MOTHER MACHREE: Belle Bennett^-50%. De-
cember 27-28-29. Another good Fox picture that went
hay-wire. Paid entirely too much for it and lost

money. Fox pictures don't bring them in for me.
Eight reels.—E. C. Arehart, Auditorium theatre,

Laurel, Neb.—General patronage.

PREP AND PEP: David Rollins—December 28-29.

A good program picture. Nothing big, but pleasing

to all classes.—John A. Schwalm, Rialto theatre,

Hamilton, 0.—General patronage.

GIRL SHY COWBOY: Rex Bell—50%. A good
Western. Five reels.—L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Scho-

harie, N. Y.—General patronage.

LADIES MUST DRESS: Special cast—The "battle

cry" of women who have nothing to wear. We
played this one last night with a two reel comedy
and it pleased and went over big. The stars in this

one are big favorites here. Virginia Valli and
Lawrence Gray both good-lookers, with fine expres-

sion, and they know what it takes to please the eyes

of the young set. Besides these two clever stare,

this picture has hundreds of beautiful girls that fill

in on the busy rush in these big department 6tores,

and pretty dresses are what makes this picture well

worth advertising it big, for it will please in every

way.—Walter Odom & Sons, Dixie theatre, Durant,
Miss.—General patronage.

LOVE HUNGRY: Lee Moran—75%. This picture

is entirely different from the title and is not a
mushy love theme and has plenty of comedy and a

very good picture. Six reels.—Harry Schroeder, Lee
Roy theatre, Wallace, Neb.—General patronage.

NONE BUT THE BRAVE: Special cast—The
name of this picture is not much for a drawing
card and has no meaning to correspond with
this picture as far as I could see. But don't fail

to play this one on account of the name, for It

is a sure enough pleasing picture. It has got
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some of the most beautiful colored beauty con-

test costumes in it ever staged for eyes to look

at. It's a six reel picture and all of them good.

—W. Odom & Sons, Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss.

—General patronage.

NONE BUT THE BRAVE: Special cast—85%.
September 16. This is a picture with plenty of

comedy and some very fine colored scenes in it. We
want more of this type of pictures. Six reels.

—

Harry Schroeder, Lee Roy theatre, Wallace, Neb.

—

General patronage.

A GIRL IN EVERY PORT: Victor McLaglen—
Vic drew in a few extra but what few comments we
heard were favorable. Six reels.—Giacoma Brothers,

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patron-

age.

A THIEF IN THE DARK: Special cast—Decem-
ber 8. Sent this in place of "Hello, Cheyenne," and

the nearest to nothing six-reeler ever played. Fox
features used to be unusually good, but this one is

terrible. Six reels.—Charles Cassinelli, Star theatre,

Buian, Ky.—Small town patronage.

EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE: Special cas1>-31%. De-

cember 22. Personally, I would rate it as an ordinary

program picture. Only one scene in the picture that

"hits" and that is where the ocean liner sinks while

the father of the hero calmly clings to the railing.

Percentage low on this one due to the holiday season.

However, the few who came seemed pleased, 60 why
kick? Nine reels.—Charles Cassinelli, Star theatre,

Bulan, Ky.—Small town patronage.

STREET ANGEL: Gaynor-Farrell—As good a

show as we can ask for, but public is a little tired

of heavy drama. Give us a few big comedy specials

of the old sort.—P. E. Anderson, Liberty theatre,

Kalispell, Mont.—General patronage.

MOTHER KNOWS BEST: Special cast—December
25-26-27. I call it extra good, as all the rest of Fox's

specials have been. I did not do a good business on
it because of the flu and the time of year, but that

has nothing to do with the kind of picture, and I

sure have no kick coming, I will buy all this kind I

can get. Madge is a real actress, and Barry Norton

has as yet to show me a bad performance. There's

a boy that is a "natural."—H. B. Wilson, Palace

theatre, Golden City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

CHICKEN A LA KING: Nancy Carroll—Decem-
ber 12. Thought very little of this. It did not draw
at all and I believe it was the title. No good for

small town, as neither was "Dry Martini," and I

predict "Red Wine" will not be, nor will "Manhat-
tan Cocktail." I have drunk all my life and will

continue to, but the public does not like this kind and
neither do I. They cannot make them "hot," as

some expect from the title, and those are disap-

pointed who like them that way, and those who do not

like that kind simply take no chances. Am watch-

ing for other reports on these, for curiosity—and
let them be honest.—H. B. Wilson, Palace theatre,

Golden City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE RIVER PIRATE: Victor McLaglen—50%.
December 19. We paid too much for this. It's not

a special, but is good entertainment. Seven reels.

—

E. B. Conant, Charwarohen Hall, Lincoln, N. H.

—

Small town patronage.

STREET ANGEL: Gaynor-Farrell — Wonderful
picture that drew fair.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre,

Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE WIZARD: Edmund Lowe—12%. December
7. Good. On the order of "The Bat" and "The
Gorilla," and equal to if not better than, either.

A good supporting cast.—H. B. Wilson, Palace thea-

tre. Golden City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE AIR CIRCUS: Special cast—Wonderful
medium special. If bought right it will make
money. Pleased 95 per cent.—P. E. Anderson,
Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont.—General patronage.

THE AIR CIRCUS: Special cast—Not a big

picture, but a good clean one. Was well liked

by alL Would like to know who the instructor

in aviation was. Have seen him a few times in

others, but never have found out who he is, but

he sure was good, clean and with expression

as sincere and honest, kind and sympathetic as

I have ever seen. The right man in the right

place, in the right part.—H. B. Wilson, Palace
theatre. Golden City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

HELLO, CHEYENNE: Tom Mix—This is a good
Western. No cattle rustling, no horse race, and no
mines or gambling, nor farm mortgages about to be
foreclosed. In fact, different than the old type and
yet plenty of action and many a laugh.—H. B. Wil-
son, Palace theatre, Golden City, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

THE RED DANCE: Special cast—Another good
one from Fox, but the flu is keeping us from mak-
ing any money.—P. E. Anderson, Liberty theatre,

Kalispell, Mont.—General patronage.

ME, GANGSTER: Special cast—60%. December
28. This picture seemed to satisfy, but people are

getting tired of underworld plays. Seven reels.

—

E B. Conant, Charwarohen Hall, Lincoln. N. H.

—

Small town patronage.

J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum
{Continued from preceding page)

costume for the entire high school nowadays. It just seems like the more mamma attends

whist and poker parties the higher the girls cut 'em. Isn't it the truth? For

—

They've all got to cuttin' 'em so doggone high
That the boys get dizzy when the girls pass by,

It's about thirty inches from their skirts to their feet,

And they don't have to histe 'em when they cross the street.

All of which foregoing proves that we have a weak and vacillating nature and can't stick

to a good resolution when we make one. Isn't it the truth?

We are very much interested in the discussion now going on through the columns of the

HERALD-WORLD regarding a new name for talking pictures. 1m this matter, as well as all

other matters of general interest, the HERALD-WORLD leads the field, just as we have
contended all along. We have never been in favor of the phrase ''talking pictures," for

pictures can't talk, and what puzzles us is that someone hasn't hit upon the proper word to

intelligently describe them. Finding the proper word is about the easiest thing we know of.

It's so easy in fact that we dislike to take the money, but to help out a suffering industry

we will submit "CINEVOICE" as the one word that will choke the box offices and relieve

the industry of a lot of worry. This isn't Greek, Latin nor Swede, and it is a word they can
pronounce without strangling or losing their false teeth. It's a combination of "cinema"
and "voice," and that's all talking pictures are.

Anv premiums of cabbage, cauliflower or Bermuda onions can reach us through the

HERALD-WORLD office at 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, care of Eagle Eye Joe.

* * *

GALESBURG, ILL.

There, we knew there was a storm brewing when we picked up last week's HERALD-
WORLD and read that poetic effusion of "Fishy" Phil Rand of Salmon, Idaho, and the

storm struck here last night. When they start writing poetry there is just one thing to do,

call in the board of insanity. The burden of Phil's swan song is Marion Davies, and when
Mrs. Rand reads Phil's love sonnet, if it doesn't start a rumpus in the Rand household, then

you needn't look for any more gossipy news coming out of Hollywood—there won't be any.

It is just such outbreaks as his that keep divorce courts active, and any court would grant

any amount of alimony asked for.

Phil complains because he says he paid 50 per cent more for Harold's pictures than he
was entitled to. Don't get discouraged, Phil, you are not as lonesome as you imagine, there

are something like 16,000 others, we know, for we've met all of 'em. One man told us that

he heard Harold say at the California convention that he would see to it that his pictures

were seen by every child in the United States if he had to furnish them to the theatres gratis.

Wasn't that just lovely? How could you be so crooel, Phil? Don't jump onto a fella that

has one foot in Hollywood and the other in the United States mint. Have a heart, Phil,

have a heart!
* * *

We can always tell when Logan creek is frozen over and stops bullhead fishing. It is

when E. E. Gailey of the Crystal theatre at Wayne, Neb., starts sending in reports on pic-

tures. It never fails.

We noted his report on "WINGS," and he said it was so long that when the last reel was

off the roosters were crowing in the morning, and he calls on us to wield the hatchet. We
don't use hatchets. Our favorite weepin is a sawed-off shotgun loaded with No. 8 buckshot,

and if Friend Gailey will stand the next guy up in front of us who makes a picture with

over eight reels, we will shoot both barrels and guarantee results or money refunded. That

ought to be fair enough.
* * *

We are glad to note a number of new faces in the "WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR
ME" department. It mu-t be that those two fellows who "fessed up their delinrraencies in

this regard recently had some influence on you chaps. If a lot of you fellows will pay more
attention to your typewriters and less to unimportant matters it will enhance the value of

this department a hundredfold. A hint to the wise ought to be sufficient. Come on now,

I
let's make this department the best ever.

Before closing we want to say just a word to exhibitors.

You guys know that we have been fighting your battles from Grindstone, S. D., to Tomb-
stone, Ariz., and back, and that we have stood up for you a lot of times when the evidence

was all against you, and now here is a chance for you to reciprocate.

As you already know they are hunting for a word to take the place of "talking pictures"

and "talkies," and we have submitted "CINEVOICE" as the best descriptive expression of-

fered to date, and if you think so—and you know doggone well it is—we want you to say

so. Don't monkey around and let "em adopt some jaw-breaking word that will require a

dictionary in every box office.

Of all the words, we're free to state,

That have been offered up to date,

None just seems to fill the bill;

And through it all we've just kept stilL

But now we must submit our choice

—

The proper word is "CINEVOICE."
J. C. JENKINS,

The HERALD-WORLD Man.

p"S^-The HERALD-WORLD covers the field like an April shower.
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Gotham
THE SATIN WOMAN: Mrs. Wallace Reid—30%.

November 4-5-6. Just another reason why so many
harried exhibitors are clamoring for entrance into

the nut house. Why we ever played this on Sunday is

beyond me. We booked it as a special, paid a special

price, told the public what a knockout it was, and
went into hiding to escape mob violence! Mrs. Reid's
name drew them in the first day, and then a lot of

bum acting by a bum cast and a punk print and
haywire photography scared them out. Don't be
fooled, boys I Seven reels.—John E. Wallan, Orpheus
theatre, Klamath Falls, Ore.—General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
DREAM OF LOVE: Joan Crawford-—Just a good

program picture. Some of the large settings very
good.—Edwards & Case, Opera House, Paw Paw,
111.—General patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Joan Craw-
ford—I was a little afraid of this and the name
beat me out of some money, as it did not draw.
Nevertheless, I liked it, my wife liked it, my
daughters and sons liked it, and everyone who
saw it, also. Joan had fine support and I believe

I will perhaps run it again later as roads were
bad, lots of flu and several have told me they
wanted to see it who did not.—H. B. Wilson,
Palace theatre, Golden City, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Special cast—80%.
December 30-31. They haven't made pictures that
satisfy our audience better than this picture yet. I

call it one of the best we ever played. The star and
whole cast fine, every one satisfied.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—December
28. Mighty good, and did good business with it, and
they certainly did laugh at his antics the first night.

Second night a larger crowd and hardly a laugh.
Just a difference in people, as there was a difference

in the kind of picture. Funny, sure, but the best of it

all was there was very little love making in it and
just one little kiss—and that was deserving and
lasted only a fraction of a second. Public will like

this, I am sure and exhibitors—all of them—surely
will, for the reasons that I did.—H. B. Wilson, Pal-
ace theatre, Golden City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—60%. De-
cember 28-29. Buster takes well here, but I did not
know it was so strong—did not put out any extra
advertising. If you are strong on Buster, bill it

heavy, tie your lobby doors back and start the show.
Had more laughs in general on this show than I

have had for some time—comedy all the way through.
Not silly but clever. Eight reels.—E. P. Hosack,
Strand theatre, Pella, la.—General patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—January 4-5.

This feature comedy gave satisfaction to 95 per cent
of our trade, even the women proclaiming it a fine

comedy.—John A. Schwalm, Rialto theatre, Hamilton.
O.—General patronage.

BABY MINE: Dane-Arthur—I played this pic-

ture here in August, 1928, and liked it so well I

ordered it again and played it December 29th and
cleaned up. It's the best picture of its kind I ever
saw. Some exhibitors have knocked on this picture
but in a country town it's a big hit.—A. W. Pruett,
Robert Lee, Texas.—Small town patronage.

EXCESS BAGGAGE: William Haines—This was a
good program feature and well liked by all.—Support
was also good.—H. B. Wilson, Palace theatre. Gol-
den City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

EXCESS BAGGAGE: William Haines—55%. De-
cember 25. Not up to Haines' standard, although a
good picture. Bill shows that he can really act.
Josephine Dunn good as Haines' wife. Seven reels.—Weber and Haas, LaCrosse theatre, LaCrosse, Kan.—General patronage.

EXCESS BAGGAGE: William Haines—December
22. Good Haines picture, but there was an awful lot

of it cut out, according to the cuesheet, which makes
it hard to follow correctly with the Movietone. Eight
reels.—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield,
Mo.—General patronage.

THE WIND: Lillian Gish—No entertainment to
this one. Many told me it was rotten and I agree
with them. Lillian Gish too good an actress and too
good-looking to be cast in a picture with a bunch
of rough necks. Eight reels.—J. B. Weddle, Walnut
theatre, Lawrenceburg, Ind.—General patronage.
CIRCUS ROOKIES: Dane-Arthur—December 15.

Good and funny. Pleased our folks, I guess. They
all laughed, anyway. Good print and photography.
Six reels.—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mans-
field, Mo.—General patronage.

THE WHITE SISTER: Lillian Gish—December
28-29. This is a very fine picture. It drew better
than the usual special and pleased. Had lots of
compliments. Good print and photography. Eleven
reels.—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield,
Mo.—General patronage.

Contest Leader

CLARA BOW
Paramount

THE CARDBOARD LOVER: Marion Davies—
20%. December 22. Good comedy, good photography
but a little too long in footage. Eight reels.—O. A.
Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.—Small
town patronage.

ANNIE LAURIE: Lillian Gish—65%. De-
cember 25-26. Metro wouldn't cancel this one,

so we played it and did a great business with it.

Which goes to show it isn't always the hot ones
that make the money. Pleased about 50-50.—E.
C. Arehart, Auditorium theatre, Laurel, Neb.

—

General patronage.

UNDER THE BLACK EAGLE: Flash—Seemed to

please. Six reels.—Giacoma Brothers, Crystal thea-

tre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

SPIES: Foreign cast—December 25. Nine reels of

celluloid wasted. A bunch of junk. Many walked out.

Christmas night is always my best night of the year,

and I did not make expenses. About the poorest

picture I ever ran. Keep your hands off this one.

M G M pictures are too much drawn out. Too many
reels. I don't think their 1928 pictures are nearly

as good as their 1927, and I saw them all. Nine reels.

—George J. Ebeswine, Auditorium theatre, Marble-
head, O.—General patronage.

THE BUSH RANGER: Tim McCoy—30%. De-
cember 30. A good Western, better than many of

McCoy's. Seemed to please all classes. Seven reels.

—George J. Ebeswine, Auditorium theatre. Marble-
head, O.—General patronage.

NO WAY ATALL!
II. B. Grice of the Aikin Mills theatre

in Bath, S. C, sent in the vote of his

family for the "My Favorite Players" con-

test this week, but left out his own. And
this is his reason:

"In justice to several stars, I shall not
vote for anyone as my favorite. I

especially like Colleen Moore, Clara

Bow, Irene Rich, Alice Joyce, each in

her own field, and of course, many others.

You shouldn't be so cruel to exhibitors

and actors as to stage such a contest. I'm
agin it! There's a host of male stars, too,

but I'm hopelessly lost in just ONE
choice."

Now, say we, that's no way atoll

Surely there MUST be SOMEONE
Brother Grice likes better tlian the rest,

just a little bit anyway. And if not, why
not make believe there is? Anyway,
we're glad Brother Grice's strict im-

partiality did not extend to the members
of his family.

THE BABY CYCLONE: Lew Cody—25%. Decem-
ber 16. Fairly good. Nothing to brag about. Cody
does not draw for me. Seven reels.—George J. Ebes-
wine, Auditorium theatre, Marblehead, O.—General
patronage.

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT: Flash—58%. De-
cember 29. Better than the usual dog pictures. Had
several comments on cleverness and beauty of the dog,
and just a few on the picture. Consequently, the
dog must be the 6how. Seven reels.—Weber and
Haas, LaCrosse theatre, LaCrosse, Kan.—General pat-
ronage.

MORGAN'S LAST RAID: Tim McCoy—25%. De-
cember 23. A fairly good Western and seemed to
please. McCoy's pictures are all fairly good. Seven
reels.—George J. Ebeswine, Auditorium theatre, Mar-
blehead, O.—General patronage.

TELLING THE WORLD: William Haines—Con-
sider this the best Haines we have shown so far.

Comedy and a good story with it. Haines really does
something worth while. Clean picture and film good.
Seven reels.—John Cosner, Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb.
—Small town patronage.

UNDER THE BLACK EAGLE: Flash—December
8.—Good dog picture, but we are getting terribly tired
of the war stories. Good print and photography, but
rotten film. It broke so much at the end, had to quit
it without seeing the finish. Seven reels.—Robert K.
Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.—General pat-
ronage.

RIDERS OF THE DARK: Tim McCoy—38%. De-
cember 21-22. A roughneck Western. Tim McCoy
knocks out about 50 without even getting a scratch.
Too much hokum and not enough entertainment.
Print and photography fair. Six reels.—P. G. Held,
Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special cast—30%. December
30-31. We expected to lose money on this, the way
business has been here, and after reading the Herald
reports. The picture is all right, but the big noise
made about it and the rental charged are all wrong.
We can't put over just a good program picture as a
special at advanced prices, which we had to charge.
However, we only lost about half as much on this as
on Universal's "Foreign Legion," and satisfied our
patrons better, so that's the silver lining, I guess.
Were rather surprised at getting a poor print after

paying the golden price we did. Parts of it were
quite rainy and scratched, and it showed much evi-

dence of having been mishandled by someone. Some
good photography, but also 6ome that was quite dark.
The first reel, particularly the title, etc., was very
bad, and made a poor introduction to the picture.

Nine reels.—Wolfe & Williams, Screenland theatre,

Nevada, O.

Paramount
AVALANCHE: Jack Holt—Another Zane Grey

story. Good western but as little action as we ever

saw with Holt. Six reels.—Edwards & Case, Opera
House, Paw Paw, 111.—General patronage.

AVALANCHE: Jack Holt—50%. December 28-29.

Little different than an ordinary Western.—H. V.
Smoots, Vine theatre, Mt. Vernon, O.—General pat-

ronage.

THREE WEEK ENDS: Clara Bow—December 20-

21. Patrons said good. Nary a walkout. Give us
some more, Clara.—Carl Veseth, Palace theatre,

Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

THE MATING CALL: Thomas Meighan—Decem-
ber 23. Another small house due to the flu, but a
good picture that received many favorable comments.
—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

DOCKS OF NEW YORK: George Bancroft—De-
cember 29. Well, Bancroft is good, but I can't make
the people in this town believe it. I showed it on
Saturday to my regular Saturday crowd but it did not

do extra business as I expected it to, but that's not

the fault of the picture. This one is wild and woolly,

has plenty of action and should go over any place.

Eight reels.—C. M. Albrecht, Rialto theatre, Bushnell,

111.—General patronage.

WARMING UP: Richard Dix—Dandy baseball

story that will stand a small raise in price.—Roy
Culley, Pastime theatre. Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small

town patronage.

WARMING UP: Richard Dix—January 1. Good
baseball story. Some walkouts. Not the kind of pic-

ture for Dix, too common.—Carl Veseth, Palace thea-

tre, Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

FORGOTTEN FACES: Clive Brook—December 30-

31. If a person cannot enjoy the acting of Clive

Brook in this one, he is hard to please. Nothing but

good comments on this one from the patrons. Had
a good house first night, but business off on the

second due to a blizzard the first of the year. Eight

reels.—W. H. Silver & Son, Grand theatre, Prince-

ton, Mo.—Small town patronage.

FORGOTTEN FACES: Clive Brook—Very good.

Our patrons enjoyed it.—J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,

Selma, Cal.—General patronage.
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How They Voted
Following is the list of voters in the "My Favorite Players" contest, tvith their respective choices
for male and feminine players (in parentheses) and arranged by theatres. The first voters name is

that of the exhibitor, the next that of his ivife (except ivhen conditions are otherwise), and the rest

those of the children. No attempt has been made to arrange the list in any special order, although
the position of each theatre is approximately according to the time the ballot ivas received.

Broadway, Brooklyn, la.—M. A. Fauver (Laura La Plants, Lon Chaney) ; Mr». M. A. Fauver (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney) ; Suxanne Fauver (Joan Crawford,
Lon Chansy) ; Jack Fauver (Laura LaPlanle, Lon Chaney).

Richards, Fayette, Ala. B. J. Loftis (Dolores Costello, William Haines).
Grand, Angelica, IS'. Y.—P. J. Lonsberry (Marian Nixon, Lon Chaney); Mri. P. Lonsberry (Lillian Cish, John Gilbert).
Cozy, Winchester, lad.—Will H. Brenner (Dolorss Costello. Conrad Nagel).
Regent, Wayland, Mich.—N". E. Frank (Joan Crawford, William Haines t : Mrs. N. E. Frank (Joan Crawford, Richard Dix).
Lansdale, Lac-dale, Pa.—John L. Comfort (Louise LoTely, William Farnam) ; James Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Famum) ; Mary Comfort (LouUe Lovely,

William Farnam; Cyril Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnam).
Sun, Far-well Neb. G. A. Dilla (Clara Bow, Reginald Denny); Mrs. G. A. Dilla (Clara Bow, Clive Brook); Gilbert DlUa (Glenn Tryon, Patsy Ruth Miller); Ceorn

Dilla. Jr. (Laura LaPlante, Richard Dix).
Aiken Mills, Bath, S. C— (H. B. Griee, owner, says ha has too many faTOritas to sots. His family's -rotes follow) : Mildred Griee (Bllli* Dots, Barry Norton) ; Doris

Grice (Dolores Costello, Richard Dix); Carolyn Griee (Greta Garbo. John Gilbert); Mabelie Griee (Clara Bow, Conrad Nagel).
Gem, Gresnriver. Utah—Hulda J. Green (Beha Daniels, Richard Dix); Geneve Green (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Ma tie Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper); Jasee

Green (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson); George Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper) ; Lewis Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper).
Globe, Buena Vista, Va.—Glen Jennings (Margaret Livingston, Perey Marmont) ; Mrs. Gles Jennings (Helen Foster, Warner Baxter); Gary Jennings (Jane LaVerne,

Frankle Darro).
Kootenai, Libbv, Mont.—Mr. Klenits (Colleen Moore, Conrad Nagel) ; Mrs. Klenllt (Colleen Moore, Richard Barihelmess) ; Isabel Kienits (Clara Bow, Charles Rog-

ers) i Jean Klenits (no feminine choice, Gary Cooper).
Capitol, Duncan, B. C—G. G. Baiss (Florence Vldor, Ronald Colman) ; Mrs. G. G. Baiss (Alice Joyce, Ronald Colman) ; Daughter (Dolores Costello. Walter

Pigeon); Son (Dorothy Mackaill, Ronald Colman).
Star, Hay Springs, Neb.—P. C. Morgan I Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
Star, Hay Springs, Neb.—C. S. Horn (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
Ward, Pismo Beach, Cal.—Ivan William Rowley (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney).
Opera House, Victor, Mont.—Mrs. Hornung (Colleen Moore, Richard Dix); Grace Hornung (Marion Davies, Norman Kerry); Robert Romans (Colleen Moors,

Hoot Gibson); Edward Hornung (Laura LaPlante, Hoot Gibson).
Victory, Bala, Ont. W. D. Jackson (Clara Bow, William Haines); Mrs. W. D. Js kson (Marion Davies, Richard Barihelmess)

; Shirley Jackson (Norma Shearer.
Ramon Navarro) ; Gregory Jackson (Colleen Moore, William Boyd).

Columbia, Baton Rouge, La. W. H. Hall (Joan Crawford, Conrad Nagel).
Alamo, Plainfield. III. Jay W. Could (Gloria Swanson, Charles Murray); Geraldme Could (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney); Joyce Gould (Billie Dove, Richard

Barthelmess) ; Junior Gould (Colleen Moors, Tom Mix).

WINGS: Special cast—The best war picture yet,

and regardless of many unfavorable conditions, we
did a good business for a small town. Fifteen reels.

—Edwards & Case, Opera House, Paw Paw, HI.

—

General patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—January 1-2. Dam good
picture, in fact excellent, but tell me, why don't they
make or enforce the law of holdups, burglary, etc.

Paramount sure knows how to put the price on.

Did fairly good business, but Paramount got most of

it. Some of the scenes are hard to beat, acting very
good (especially Rogers and Arlen) and the story

good. Fifteen reels.—C. M. Albrecht, Rialto theatre,

Bushnell, 111.—General patronage.

WIFE SAVERS : Beery-Hatton—80%. December
29. A good comedy where Beery and Hatton go
good. They seem to like them here.—H. B. Osborn,
Community theatre. Mount Hope, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

SHOOTIN' IRONS: Jack Luden—Darn good
Western.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre. Medicine
Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE: Special cast—Great show.
Pleased nearly everyone. Not much of a crowd,
however, due to flu epidemic.—P. E. Anderson, Lib-
erty theatre, Kalispell, Mont.—General patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE: Wallace Beery—50%. De-
cember 14-15. Very good. Print a little dark. It's

a story of a hobo on the railroad. Nine reels.

—

E. P. Hosack, Strand theatre, Pella, la.—General
patronage.

PARTNERS IN CRIME : Beery-Hatton—«0%. De-
cember 28-29. Not as good as some, but these hoys
always show up pretty good at the box office.—D. A.
Rhyner, Rialto theatre, Hebron, N. Dak.—Small
town patronage.

HIS PRIVATE LIFE : Adolphe Menjou—Decem-
ber 30. My! my I my I what a picture I What are
they going to give us next? People got up and
walked out before it was half over. Love-sick chil-

dren (might) like it. Five reels.—C. M. Albrecht,
Rialto theatre, Bushnell, 111.—General patronage.

THE LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED: Special
cast—December 17-18. Very fine picture, well acted.
Fair crowd. Our crowds always fall off before
Christmas every year. We have installed Moviefone
in our theatre, and it makes the pictures so much
better. Good print. Eight reels.—Robert K. Yancey.
Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.—General patronage.

THE LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED: Wray-
Cooper—46%. December 29. The first picture we
have had for three weeks that has 6hown a net
profit. Could have done better had we advertised,
but were afraid to on account of Christmas slump.
Very good picture and pleased, except that the print
was partly very dark, and a couple of reels of it

looked as if it had been dipped in old automobile
crankcase oil and then dragged up the chimney.
Bought this at a very reasonable price and are be-
ginning to look on Paramount as "real folks" again.
Eight reels.—Wolfe & Williams, Screenland theatre,
Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

THE WOMAN ON TRIAL: Pola Negri—48%
December 23-24. The best Pola Negri picture I have
played. Clean and entertaining from start to finish.

Print and photography good. Seven reels.—P. G.
Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General patron-
age.

THE SUNSET LEGION: Fred Thomson—95%.
December 7-8. Fred delivered us a very good West-
ern and Paramount delivered us a badly worn print.
Drew and pleased large crowds. Seven reels.—G. O.
Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General
patronage.

THE MODEL FROM MONTMARTRE : Nita Naldi—10%. December 20-21. We took in enough to pay
the postage on this. Another foreign made picture
and a waste of Eastman films. Six reels.—G. O.
Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General
patronage.

MORAN OF THE MARINES: Richard Dix—90%.
December 24-25. Very weak for Dix. Drew on ac-
count of being played on holidays. Ruth Elder does
not photograph so well. Print and photography good.
Seven reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Mar-
tinsville, Va.—General patronage.

THE ROUGH RIDERS: Special cast—90%. De-
cember 15. Very good picture, though should have
had another title. Plenty of comedy of the right
kind. Heart interest 'n' everything. Battle scenes
realistic Will please any audience. Ten reels.—
Charles Cassinelli, Star theatre, Bulan, Ky.—Small
town patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—36%. December
26. Wonderful picture, but too long. No doubt Jan-
nings is a wonderful actor and we expect great
things from him here as this is our first picture of
his. Lewis Stone almost steals the picture from
Jannings. Twelve reels.—Weber and Haas, La-
Crosse theatre, LaCrosse, Kan.—General patronage.

THE WAT OF ALL FLESH: Emil Jannings—
December 3-4. Fine picture, but our people don't
want fine pictures and don't come when we have
them. We didn't pay expenses on this one. In
fact, we don't very often make anything on Para-
mount pictures. Print good, film in bad condition.
Ten reels.—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mans-
field, Mo.—General patronage.

EASY COME, EASY GO: Richard Dix—81%. De-
cember 30. We closed out the year with this, and it

certainly did please a nice house. Dix is always
good, and the picture is bound to please. This is a

good clever comedy that went over in fine shape.

Six reels.—Paul B. Hoffman. Legion theatre, Holy-
rood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

KIT CARSON: Fred Thomson—December 29.

We certainly regret the passing of Fred Thom-
son. His pictures were always good, clean
stories of the type that made and held patrons.
He had a good following here and it is with
regret that we view his passing.—Paul B. Hoff-

man, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

WHAT A NIGHT: Bebe Daniels—50%. December
26-27. A good Daniels picture.—H. V. Smoots, Vine
theatre, Mt. Vernon, O.—General patronage.

HALF A BRIDE: Special cast—December 25.

Good picture which we ran to a packed house on
Christmas night. Good print and photography.
Seven reels.—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre.

Mansfield. Mo.—General patronage.

THE RACKET: Thomas Meighan—69%. Decem-
ber 21-22. Darn good. Some great acting In this.

—

D. A. Rhyner, Rialto theatre, Hebron, No. Dak.—
Small town patronage.

THE RACKET: Thomas Meighan—December 11.

Pretty good underworld picture, but people don't like

this kind. They want comedies and Westerns here.

Didn't make expenses as usual. Can't make any-
thing on Tuesday nights. Eight reels.—Robert K.
Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.—General pat-

ronage.

LOVES OF AN ACTRESS: Pola Negri—15%.
December 13-14. Just a big Paramount trade mark
and 8,000 feet of film. Eight reels.—G. O. Tunstall.

Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va-—General patron-
age.

LOVES OF AN ACTRESS: Pola Negri—December
28. A very good program offering in which Pola
Negri gives her usual good performance. No busi-

ness on this one but not the fault of the picture.

Seven reels.—W. H. Silver & Son, Grand theatre,

Princeton, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Special cast—50%. December
10-1L The best picture from Paramount since "Old
Ironsides." Pleased the few who saw it. Print and
photography fair. Six reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Mid-
way theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Cooper-Wray—Good picture.

Pleased our patrons.—J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,

Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

J^jfcZTT (tell em with trailersfLERS
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RED HAIR: Clara Bow—25%. December 29.

Pleased generally and is a good enough picture even

though the censored marks were evident. Seven reels.

—O. A. Fosse. Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.

—

Small town patronage.

Pathe-P D C
ANNAPOLIS: Johnny Mack Brown—December 23-

24. Fair entertainment but not nearly as good as

Pathe would have you believe. Will get by as a
program offering but will not stand raise in admis-

sion. If you saw "Shore Leave" and William Haines

in "West Point," you will not enjoy this one so

much. Johnny Mack Brown carries his part O. K.

in this one, but can't give his new leading lady,

Jeanette Loff, 60 much credit. Eight reels.—W. H.

Silver & Son, Grand theatre, Princeton, Mo.—Small

town patronage.

KING OF KINGS: Special cast—November 27-28-

29. A real picture but don't expect "Ben Hur" busi-

ness if your town is like ours, as we fell short. It

will add prestige to your house to play it, but does

not appeal to younger class.—Guerin Brothers, Grand
theatre, Paulding, O.—Small town patronage.

KING OF KINGS: Special cast—90%. De-

cember 25. The best picture of its type ever

played in this theatre. Did not realize its merits

in time to properly exploit it. Brother exhibitors,

do not be afraid of this one. It will bring out

people you do not expect, and please them when
they come. The only advertising necessary is to

let people know when you are showing it. Twelve
reels.—-O. W. Moore, Rock Lake theatre, Rock
Lake, N. D.—General patronage.

CRAIG'S WIFE: Special cast—15%. December 17-

18. No drawing power, and we didn't take in film

rental. Seven reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre,

Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

THE LEOPARD LADY: Jacqueline Logan—De-
cember 21. It is a shame to put Jacqueline Logan in

a picture of this kind. Too gruesome, unreasonable

ending and pleased only about 30 per cent. Had
many unfavorable comments, so would class this as

poor entertainment. Seven reels.—W. H. Silver &
Son, Grand theatre, Princeton, Mo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

OBLIGIN* BUCKAROO: Buffalo Bill. Jr.—15%.
December 22. Fair and will pass wth a Saturday

audience. Five reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway thea-

tre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

BUFFALO BILL, JR.: Special cast—November
10. The average western picture, good scenery but

better for small towns than many specials.—Edwards

& Case, Opera House, Paw Paw, 111.—General patron-

age.

A BLONDE FOR A NIGHT : Marie Prevost—50%.
December 27. A nice little feature comedy and went
over fair. Seven reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway thea-

tre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

A SHIP COMES IN: Special cast—I want to

say if this Rudolph Schildkraut would only change
his name to read Smith or Jones he would be the

most appreciated man star that is playing today.

For he is the most natural expression star I ever

saw play in pictures. In this picture, like all

others I have seen him in, he makes you almost

cry when he is in trouble, and when all is bright

he makes you feel that you want to love every-

one, and make your home brighter and better

for all times to come. He is a wonderful, a

most wonderful star—showing both sides of life,

he is great. Seven reels.—Walter Odom & Sons,

Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss.—General patronage.

THE DEVIL'S TWIN: Leo Maloney—25%. De-

cember 15. Fair Saturday Western. Six reels.

—

G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.

—

General patronage.

Tiffany-Stahl
GRAIN OF DUST: Claire Windsor—Oh, boy! This

one was a raw one. It just sizzled. Got my old

scissors out and started to cut out a couple of scenes.

They were so rank had to wash my hands afterwards.

Never let Dad Jenkins see that bed room scene, he

never could stand it. Six reels.—S. A. Hayman,
Lyda theatre. Grand Island, Neb.—General patronage.

THE FLOATING COLLEGE: Sally ONeiI^0%.
December 31. Good program feature. Sally O'Neil is

awfutly easy to look at. Six reels.—S. A. Hayman,
Lyda theatre. Grand Island, Neb.—General patronage.

NOTHING TO WEAR: Jane Winton—A fine pro-

gram feature—one that everyone will enjoy. Six

reels.—S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre. Grand Island,

Neb.—General patronage.

THE NAUGHTY DUCHESS: Eva Southern—20%.
December 22. Oh, why do they make such stuff?

Absolutely down right rotten. Six reels.—S. A. Hay-

man, Lyda theatre, Grand Island, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

Contest Leader

RICHARD DIX
Paramount

United Artists
RAMONA: Dolores Del Rio—90%. December 22-

23-24-25. Maybe we should have played this one
while it was "hot," but anyway it went over with a
bang, and that's what counts in this game. United
Artists promised us a lot on this one and charged us
a lot for it, but everyone was well pleased and we
were tickled to death. Just a bit slow in spots.

Might be cut to seven reels. Some beautiful scenes,

and some touching ones that will put the tears in

your eyes unless you're awfully hard-boiled. It's won-
derful ! Eight reels.—John E. Wallan, Orpheus thea-

tre, Klamath Falls, Ore.—General patronage.

RAMONA: Dolores Del Rio—96%. December 28-

29. In 6pite of snow and flu. "Ramona" pulled them
in. If the book aroused any more sympathy for the

Indians than the picture, it will go some. The In-

dians in the picture were in a nice country where
grass was plenty and grain would grow. Take a trip

into Arizona, New Mexico or parts of the Dakotas

and see the God forsaken country the Indians try to

live in. Nothing could grow, and a billy goat would

need spurs to climb the rock hills. One of the best

we have shown, with natural drawing power. You
can raise admission and they will like it. Eight reels.

—John Cosner, Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb.—Small

town patronage.

SORREL AND SON: H. B. Warner—November
5-6. Not only a prestige picture, but a money maker
as well.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre. Medicine

Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

SORREL AND SON: H. B. Warner—Good pro-

duction, but we think it is too long. Acting good.

Played to regular business.—J. L. Seiter, Selma thea-

tre, Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

GARDEN OF EDEN: Corinne Griffith—40%. De-

cember 26-27. A splendid entertainment. Fine story,

star and cast extra good. Pleased them all.—Bert

Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Gen-

eral patronage.

DRUMS OF LOVE: Lionel Barrymore—20%. Janu-

ary 2-3. Good for the type—well acted, but this type

of picture does not go over for me. Foreign costume.

Nine reels.—E. P. Hosack, Strand theatre, Pella, la.

—General patronage.

Universal
ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY: Special cast-

December 25. All comments by patrons were good.

No walkouts. Good program picture.—Carl Veseth,

Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

RED LIPS: Special cast—75%. December 20.

Good picture that pleased everyone. Played to fine

business.—Maynard Madden, New Virginia theatre,

Harrisonburg, Va.—General patronage.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: Special cast—September

18-19-20. You have not yet seen "Uncle Tom's Cabin"

if you haven't seen this production. It went over big

for us.—Guerin Brothers, Grand theatre, Paulding, O.
—Small town patronage.

MAN, WOMAN AND WIFE: Special cast^-80%.
December 26. Gave excellent satisfaction. Played to

good business. We depend on Universal here for good
consistent box office pictures.—Maynard Madden, New
Virginia theatre, Harrisonburg, Va.—General patron-
age.

PHYLLIS OF THE FOLLIES: Special cast—23%.
January 1-2. Very bad weather cut down the receipts.

The picture was better than expected. There isn't

a great deal to it, but it got by. Backgrounds and
settings very classy. Cast doesn't amount to much,
but all in all, this one will fill a date. Good print,

a little darker than we like them. Reels too full. Six

reels.—Wolfe & Williams, Screenland theatre, Nevada,
O.—Small town patronage.

THE MICHIGAN KID: Conrad Nagel—Good pic-

ture. Raise our admission and step on it—Roy
Culley, Pastime theatre, Medicene Lodge, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

THE MICHIGAN KID: Conrad Nagel—70%. De-
cember 22. A good picture. Pleased 90 per cent.

Fine scenery. Six reels.—E. B. Conant, Charkarohen
Hall, Lincoln, N. H.—Small town patronage.

THE MICHIGAN KID: Conrad Nagel—December
19-20. Good action picture : print O. K. and clear.

Shooting the rapids and the forest fire great, but did

not click at B. O. Six reels.—E. P. Hosack, Strand
theatre, Pella, la.—General patronage.

THE MAN WHO LAUGHS: Special cast^Decem-
ber 12-13-14. Cannot see this picture from a personal

viewpoint, and heard plenty from our patrons, and
they did not say anything for it. Did not click for

me.—Guerin Brothers, Grand theatre, Paulding, O.

—

Small town patronage.

SILKS AND SADDLES: Marian Nixon—29%. De-

cember 28. Above average program picture. Several

good comments on this. Six reels.—Weber and Haas,
LaCrosse theatre, LaCrosse, Kan.—General patronage.

SPANGLES: Special cast—15%. December 12. No
better or no worse than the average program picture.

No drawing power. Six reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Mid-
way theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

GOOD MORNING, JUDGE: Reginald Denny—De-
cember 18-19. Good from every standpoint. No walk-

outs on this. A good program picture.—Carl Veseth,

Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

THE FLYIN' COWBOY: Hoot Gibson—59%. De-

cember 29. Drew very well, but this was sent in the

place of "The Wild West Show," so the latter drew
the crowd. A good picture though. Six reels.—Mrs.

Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE FLYIN' COWBOY: Hoot Gibson—35%. A
fair Western, but the print out of Albany office was
in rotten condition. Six reels.—L. Deyo, Miers thea-

tre, Schoharie, N. Y.—General patronage.

THE IRRESISTIBLE LOVER: Special cast—De-
cember 19. Did not get to see this picture, but it

was reported to me as pretty good entertainment. The
last reel was in terrible condition and was hard to get

through the projector, which of course deducted some
from its entertainment. Seven reels.—W. H. Sil-

ver & Son, Grand theatre, Princeton, Mo.—Small

town patronage.

THE PHANTOM FLYER: Al Wilson—20%. Just

five reels of film. Nothing to it, print in only fair

condition. Five reels.—L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Scho-

harie, N. Y.—General patronage.

Warner Bros.

THE TERROR: Special cast—Well, old "Terror,"

I showed you two nights on my 6creen and they got

enough of you the first night and the second night

you failed to bring them back. The only two things

in this play that interested me was this lady star.

Miss McAvoy, who is always good in all of her plays,

and this Big Bull Frog, who 6tars in this one. Old

"Terror" had him scared almost to death, and he was

doing the jumping act, bucking and kicking like a

Texas pony, and this act saved the show, so they all

claimed they got their money's worth. Six reels.

—

Walter Odom & Sons, Dixie theatre. Durant, Miss.

—

General patronage.

THE SINGING FOOL: Al Jolson—December 25-

26-27. Buy it, boys, and step on it, and do some busi-

business for a change.—Guerin Brothers, Grand thea-

tre, Paulding, O.—Small town patronage.

ACROSS THE ATLANTIC: Monte Blue—40%. De-

cember 28. An extra good program picture.—Bert

Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Gen-

eral patronage.

State Rights

DAWN: Sybil Thorndike—20%. January 1-3.

Boys, lay off of this one. It was sold to me as a

special, but it is as far from being a special as the
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"My Favorite Players 9
' Contest

BALLOT: for voting in the Herald-World's 1928-29 contest to determine who are the fa-

vorite male and feminine screen players of exhibitors and the members of their immediate fami-

lies. Choices are to be made on any basis the voter chooses.

Voter's Name Above
Chosen Players' Names

Feminine Player

Male Player

Theatre , Town_J

MAIL to Exhibitors Herald-World, "My Favorite Players" Contest, 407 So. Dearborn, Chicago, 111.

producere are of having a chance to enter the king-

dom of Heaven. Slow and uninteresting. Eight reels.

—S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre. Grand Island, Neb.

—

General patronage.

RACEWILD: Special cast—35%. December 19.

Not so hot. Print not so good. Six reels.—G. O.
Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE RED MARK: Special cast—Read a good
comment in Pete Harrison's reports on this. I'm not

taking Harrison's now. This is a very mediocre pic-

ture, completely lacking in screen entertainment.—L.

E. Palmer, Postville theatre, Postville, la.—General
patronage.

Serials

HAWK OF THE HILLS: (Pathe) On seventh epi-

sode and not holding up. Not enough action.—E. C.

Arehart, Auditorium theatre, Laurel, Neb.—General
patronage.

TARZAN THE MIGHTY: (Universal) Special

cast—Now on the sixth chapter and cannot under-
stand why this does not draw, as we expected it to

after reading reports of success in other small towns.
We have given it special advertising, but it doesn't
seem to mean much to mo6t of our patrons. Guess
they don't care for serials here.—Wolfe & Williams,
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patron-
age.

TRAIL OF THE TIGER: (Universal) Jack Daugh-
erty—Best serial ever run here from a standpoint of
drawing power—and how !—Carl Veseth, Palace thea-
tre, Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

Short Features

EDUCATIONAL

HOLD THAT MONKEY: Collins-Guard—Good title

and good comedy. Two reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Mid-
way theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

MAKING WHOOPEE: Harold Goodwin—Very
good. Two reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre,

Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

MISPLACED HUSBANDS: Dorothy Devore—Just
fair. Two reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre,

Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

NAVY BEANS: Big Boy—A funny comedy, lots

of beans. Two reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

PRETTY BABY: Monte Collins—Fair. One reel.

—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.

—

General patronage.

THE QUIET WORKER: Jerry Drew—A pleasing
two reeler. Two reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway thea-
tre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

SPRING HAS COME: Monte Collins—Fair single
reeler. One reel.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre,
Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

F B 0

MICKEY, THE DETECTIVE: Mickey McGuire
—These are good and I can prove it by the kids.

—

D. A. Rhyner, Rialto theatre, Hebron, N. Dak.
—Small town patronage.

MICKEY McGUIRE COMEDIF? . Even the kids
boo these things and the adT..t patron asks what
they're supposed to be.—Carl Veseth, Palace theatre,
Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

MY KINGDOM FOR A HEARSE: Al Cooke—

A

real good comedy that pleased my crowd. Good print.

Two reels.—L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.
—General patronage.

OKMNX : Barney Google Comedy—An extra good
comedy. Perfect print. Two reels.—L. Deyo, Mier6
theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.—General patronage.

FOX
ANIMAL COMEDIES: If you don't run some of

these animal comedies you "ain't seen nothin' yet."

May not be so full of high powered laughs as some,
but for entertainment they are hard to beat. A
regular circus. Two reels.—John Cosner, Sun thea-
tre, Sargent, Neb.—Small town patronage.

M GM

THE BOY FRIEND: Max Davidson—Listen,
Mr. Roach, where's the snap your comedies had
last year? They are still good, but not away in
the lead Kke they used to be. We've had four
in a row that mere off. You can't travel for-

ever on momentum.—Wolfe & Williams, Screen-
land theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

CAME THE DAWN: Max Davidson—Good.—E.

P. Hosack, Strand theatre, Pella, la.—General patron-

age.

CALL OF THE CUCKOO: Max Davidson—Good
for kids, too silly for better houses. Two reels.—O.
A. Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.—9mall
town patronage.

GROWING PAINS: Our Gang—Our Gang always
good—about the average Gang picture.—E. P. Hos-
ack, Strand theatre, Pella, la.—General patronage.

EARLY TO BED: Sam Hardy—Good. Spooky pic-

ture—general mix-up. Kids eat it up.—E. P. Hosack,
Strand theatre, Pella, la.—General patronage.

TWO TARS: At last, a real funny comedy. Two
reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE WAY OF ALL PANTS: Charles Chase—No
matter what it's like, it sure brought the laughs. Two
reels.—O. A. Fosse, Community theatre, Ridgeway,
la.—Small town patronage.

PARAMOUNT

BELIEVE IT OR NOT: Pretty fair. Two reels.—
G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.

—

General patronage.

FACE VALUE: I win. I found one to beat
"The Fantasy" of Paramount. All right, Brown,
send it along, but pack it good so it won't break
and run out.—D. A. Rhyner, Rialto theatre,

Hebron, N. Dak.—Small town patronage.

GOBS OF LOVE: Billy Dooley—Just fair. Two
reels.— G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville,

Va.—General patronage.

LAY ON McDUFF: Jack Duffy—Not so hot. Two
reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville,

Va.—General patronage.

PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 42: Paramount
News is getting better, bat they don't put enough
athletic events in them to suit my audience. Not
enough events that are of interest to people in

this section and too much foreign events.—C. M.
Albrecht, Rialto theatre, Bushnell, 111.—General
patronage.

TIRED WHEELS: Krazy Kat—Good cartoon fil-

ler. Good print.—Wolfe & Williams, Screenland
theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

VACATION WAVES: Edward Everett Horton—

A

good, funny comedy. Two reels.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

PATHE

HUBBY'S WEEK END TRIP: Good comedy. Two
reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.—General patronage,

SLIPPING WIVES: Priscilla Dean—One of Hal
Roach's star series and is pretty good. Two reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL

A BIG BLUFF: "Keeping Up With the Joneses"—
Stern Brothers said a nose-bag full when they said,

"Our comedies are not to be laughed at 1" We sec-
ond the motion. Most of them are just a waste of
time, carbons, electricity, and several dollars I Two
reels.—John E. Wallan, Orpheus theatre, Klamath
Falls, Ore.—General patronage.

THE COLLEGIANS: First end second series were
fine. Bought third and fourth. Am now starting on
M G M shorts. Hope they live up to the reports.

—

H. B. Wilson, Palace theatre, Golden City, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

THE COLLEGIANS: Special cast—Very good.
Everybody said ifs like meeting old friends af-

ter seeing the first series a year ago.—D. A.
Rhyner, Rialto theatre, Hebron, No. Dak.—Small
town patronage.

THE COLLEGIANS: Special cast—Good. Plenty,
comedy, yet a good college story. The motor boat
race fine.—E. P. Hosack, Strand theatre, Pella, la.

—

General patronage.

THE COLLEGIANS: The first series was fine and
built up quite a following, but it seems that they've

run out of applesauce in this second series. What
we've been trying to dope out is, why should Dot,

who was a blonde in the first series, suddenly blossom
out as a full fledged brunette in the second? Ask
us another I Two reels.—John E. Wallan, Orpheus
theatre, Klamath Falls, Ore.—General patronage.

HOT HEELS: Glen Tryon—Entertaining program
picture.—J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.

—

General patronage.

HALF-BACK BUSTER: Buster Brown—A rather

poor imitation of Roach's Gang comedies. Sterns
don't seem to realize that you can't take a bunch of
kids and make another Our Gang just like that.

Drew some laughs of course, but lacks the true snap.
Cut out the mob stuff and let Buster and Tige do
their stuff. Good print and photography.—Wolfe &
Williams, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small
town patronage.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS: Getting a newer news
and is pretty good. One reel.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green,
Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

OSWALD CARTOONS: These are the best car-

toons available. Everyone has been good. The kids

eat 'em up! And the grown-ups also seem to get a
kick out of them.—John E. Wallan, Orpheus thea-

tre, Klamath Falls, Ore.—General patronage.

SODAS AND SHEBAS: Arthur Lake—No good
at all. Fair condition print. One reel.—L. Deyo,
Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.—General patronage.

WO0DEN SOLDIERS: Oh lord I Another "nov-
elty 1" Mr. Laemmle says Publix likes these, but
we'll tell the world we don't. However, suppose
circumstances still alter cases. This one was better

than the last, but our farmers simply won't fall for

them.—Wolfe & Williams, Screenland theatre, Nevada,
O.—Small town patronage.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By J. F.

JACK KNIGHT, supervisor of Balaban & Katz theatres, has left the circuit

to manage a group of office buildings. The outstanding success of Knight in

his work for B & K over a period of seven years resulted in offers from office

building operators some time ago, but it was thought that he preferred theatrical

work. His resignation was turned in to take effect immediately.

It would be difficult to find a man to take his place, and according to present

plans of B & K, supervision of theatres will be by Lester Dalley and C. F.

Strudel, Dalley taking the Loop and South Side, and Strudel the North and

West Sides, neither being over the other.

Here's some monkey business for you. Two The father of William Krueger of Univer-

Chicago University professors are writing a sal, died last week. He had been sick for

scenario for a six-reel picture on evolution to

be called "Evolution of Man." The learned

scenarists are Fay-Cooper Cole, head of the

anthropology department, and Harvey B.

Lemon of the department of physics.

* * *

Misfortune hit Pathe in a heap last week.

First Harry Lorch was knocked over by the

flu on Monday, after conducting a heated

sales meeting Sunday. Monday afternoon Sig

Decker, salesman, received the same from
Old Man Flu and was taken to his home.

Shortly afterward Joe Woodward, another

salesman, was stricken while at his desk with

mastoiditis and was rushed to the hospital.

But now things are brightening up again. Joe

survived an operation that only one in a thou-

sand get over, Lorch is back on the job, and
Decker is also hitting the ball again. Wood-
ward will be back at his desk in three more
weeks.

* * *

Lili Damita, United Artists star brought to

America by Samuel Goldwyn, was a visitor

last Friday. Miss Damita appeared in person

at the United Artists theatre, with her latest

picture, "The Rescue."

* * *

Another private showing of Tiffany-Stahl's

"Lucky Boy," starring George Jessel was
given at the United Artists theatre, Tuesday.

some time.
* * *

Sam Jacobson, director of publicity for Uni-
versal on the Coast, was in Chicago last week,
en route to New York. He remained here
for only two days.

* * *

Over 2000 people attended the midnight
showing of Universal's "Last Warning" at

the Chicago theatre on January 12. The pic-

ture was a real thriller and kept most of the
crowd in a shaky uproar. It must be said

that the picture was well produced and di-

recting was up to the standard. The plot

was so good that the murder was laid to

everyone except the actual slayer. Laura La
Plante heads the all-star cast.

* * *

The Wallace theatre operated by J. Stern
has installed a new DaLite screen in the the-

atre. The 300 seat house plays straight mov-
ing pictures and Saturday and Sunday crowds
pack the house.

* * *

M G M's foreign picture, "Spies," was given

a screening at the exchange last week.
* * *

Manager's Wife Injured in Crash
ALBANY.—Mrs. Isadore Echmertz, wife of the

manager of the Fox exchange, was severely injured
when the automobile she was riding in skidded off

the road and hit a post.

* * *

A private showing of "Interference" at the

Chicago, January 10, was attended by over

3,000. 'Interference" is a Paramount audien

starring William Powell. "In Old Arizona"
of Fox was also screened.

* * *

J. Frank Young of the United Artists ex-

change was sporting a wonderful necktie last

week. Wonderful to Young because it was a

birthday gift from his ten-year-old daughter.

And it looked mighty fine to us, too.

* * *

Sam Horwitz, special representative for

United Artists, was confined to bed for a week
by illness. He has recovered, however, and is

back to work.
* * *

F B O held a special meeting attended by
many executives, at the Stevens hotel, Satur-

day and Sunday.
* * *

B & K and Great States theatres have closed

contracts with Tiffany-Stahl calling for the

25 colored symphony pictures. Fifteen are in

sound, and 10 are silent. Henri Ellman, newly
appointed successor to A. H. McLaughlin, re-

ceived the contract, the first one he has closed

for Tiffany-Stahl.

I Herald-World Photo]

There you are, in black and white. All

of which closed another argument. This

one was between Jack Baker, Universal

publicist and Pat Rooney, the vaudeville

star, when he was in Chicago on his way
to the Coast to make a series of audien

shorts for Universal.

No Manager of Columbia
Exchange Yet Appointed
No manager of the Columbia Chi-

cago exchange has yet been ap-
pointed, declares Fred Knispel, dis-

trict manager temporarily in charge
of the Chicago branch, in correction
of a statement based on erroneous in-

formation and published in the Janu-
ary 12 issue of the "Herald-World,"
that William Brumberg had been
placed in charge of the Chicago ex-
change. Brumberg was appointed
country sales manager.

Fellow Exhibitors Help
Summerville to Victory

(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, Jan. 15.—The big achieve-

ment from the film world's point of view,
in the civic election here, was the gaining
of a seat on the Board of Control by W. A.
Summerville, proprietor of the handsome
suburban theatres, the Prince of Wales and
Eastwood.
Summerville has given lengthy municipal

service as an alderman. An important fac-

tor in his election campaign was the co-

operation extended by other exhibitors of

Toronto in boosting him by running his

picture on the screen.

Collegian Splits Award
Of Best Picture of Year

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Henry W. Levy,

who writes a column, "Cinema," in the New
York University Daily News, couldn't decide

on a winner in his review of 209 productions

in 1928, so he labeled "The Patriot" and "The
Crowd" as superpictures and listed ten others

as the next best.

The ten are "Alias Jimmy Valentine," "In-

terference," "Lonesome," "Speedy," "The Cir-

cus," "The Last Command," "The Racket,"

"The Wedding March," "The Man Who
Laughs" and "The Trail of '98."

Louisville KAO Manager
Promoted to Chicago Office

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOUISVILLE, Jan. 15.—David E. Dow,
resident general manager of the Keith-

Albee-Orpheum theatres, has been ap-

pointed colonel on Governor Sampson's
staff. He will make his headquarters in

Chicago and will take over his new duties

under John F. Royal, manager of the

Middle West districts. No definite division

has been assigned to Dow as yet.

Projectionist, Hurt in

Blast, Sues for $30,000
(Special to the Herald-World)

WHEELING, W. VA., Jan. 15.—A suit for

$30,000 has just been filed in the Ohio county

circuit court by George Spanos, projectionist,

as an aftermath of the explosion of a motor

generator set in the Plaza theatre last June

resulting in injuries which permanently will

prevent Spanos from continuing as a projec-

tionist, according to the complaint.

Butterfield to Start on
Jackson House March 1

(Special to- the Herald-World)

JACKSON, MICH., Jan. 15.—The Butter-

field Theatrical Interests of Michigan report

that leases and . contracts on the building on

the new Michigan 'heatre have been completed

and ground will be broken for the new house

about March 1. The house will seat 1,950.



In the "Talkies' too

The fidelity of sound reproduction

with motion pictures is affected by

every variation in the film — be it

ever so slight.

That is why, in the "Talkies"

too, Eastman film excels. The great

quantities in which it is produced,

the strict supervision constantly ex-

ercised — the resulting uniformity

from roll to roll, day to day, year to

vear— these factors of Eastman film

manufacture are of first importance

to the newest development of the art.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



reasons why
all America

is rushing to hear and see

IN OLD ARIZONA
the Epic

American Drama of Law and Order=Love and Revenge =
I The round-up of frantic cattle. 2 The Arizona stage coach holdup.

3 Wild women and rough men in the gold miners , dance hall. 4 S.

Cavalry on the Rio Grande. 5 Barber shop wise cracks in 1898. 6 The

gypsy serenade. / The 1898 gold digger fools her man (even as today).

8 EDMUND LOWE as the shoothV, spitting crack -shot Sergeant

Dunn! ^ DOROTHY BURGESS as the she-devil, passion incarnate

Tonia Maria. XO WARNER BAXTER as the merciless Robin Hood,

singing his heart out.

WILLIAM FOX
presents

THE GRANDEST TALKER EVER HEA

Hear it

MOVIETONE 100% dialog feature
Big as all Outdoors J£ Filmed in Nature's Beauty Spots
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uilt up to
an ideal and
not down to

a price

V/URLlTzER
REG U S PAT OFF.

ORGANS
Factories, North Tonawanda, New York

BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND
DETROIT
KANSAS CITY

LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA

PITTSBURGH
SAN FRANCISCO
ST. LOUIS

WURLITZER FACTORY
N. Tonawanda. N. Y.
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ccarpeting by Bigelow-

Hartford . . .an appropriate setting for the theatre moderne

with its gorgeous hangings,soft lights, and splendrous appointments.

For in Bigelow-Hartford weaves modern art is found at its best . . . exotic,

colorful, exclusive designs created for the individual need. No motif is too

intricate or too bizarre for Bigelow-Hartford to reproduce in carpeting of rich,

soft beauty. It is carpeting, too, that will wear and wear, for years withstanding

careless tread of thousands of feet. That is why America's smart hotels, famous

ocean liners, and all Pullman cars are equipped by Bigelow-Hartford—

a

century old institution. To achieve finesse in theatre decoration, we invite

you to bring your floor-covering problems to experts in color and

design. Upon application we will give you the name of

the nearest Bigelow-Hartford merchant spe-

cializing in contract work.

ri
D

BIGELOW-HARTFORD
RUGS AND CARPETS

BIGELOW-HARTFORD CARPET COMPANY • Established 1825 • Mills at Thompson v ille, Conn., and Clinton, Mass.

NEW YORK BOSTON • PHILADELPHIA • ATLANTA CHICAGO ST. LOUIS • DETROIT PITTSBURGH • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES • DALLAS
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Johns-Manville Acoustical Treatment has been applied to this elaborate interior of the Fox Theatre at Detroit,
C. Howard Crane, Architect, without marring the architectural effect. With .'-M Acoustical Treatment on the
ceiling above cornice, the walls and ceiling of colonnade and side walls above arches, the theatre is fitted for

satisfactory projection of sound films.

Poor SOUND PROJECTION
will be reflected in the box office

Unless Your Theatre is Acoustically Efficient

Talking Pictures will be no Attraction

ATHEATRE with poor acoustics is as out of
date as it would be with only one projector.

Sound films must have proper acoustics, or their

effects, otherwise attractive, become mere noise.

Theatre owners are finding that audiences will

not pay to listen to poor projection any more
than they would pay to see the old fashioned
flickering.

The correction of poor acoustics in an old
theatre or the insuring of good acoustics in a

new theatre are both highly technical, scientific

jobs. Johns-Manville Acoustical Engineers
have been solving the acoustical problems of
auditoriums for years. Theatres, churches,
schools, lodge rooms, and the like all over the

country are testimony of the ability of J-M
Engineers to cope with any conditions involv-

ing acoustical problems.

No Interference with Decorative Plans

Under the Johns-Manville method of sound

control, you need make no special restriction

either of form or decoration of your auditorium.

The J-M system will not interfere with or spoil

the decorative effects so essential in theatre

design.

As you know, sound films must be produced
in studios that are practically noiseless. Johns-
Manville engineers, through widespread expe-

rience, can give valuable advice in the construc-

tion of such studios. Furthermore, they have
developed an interior finish which aids tre-

mendously in the production of good sound
films. And with equal success, they can bring

about good acoustical conditions in the thea-

tres where these films are to be projected.

You incur no obligation by asking us to have

aJ-M Acoustical Engineer discuss with you prob-

lems of the acoustics of your theatre. Address
Acoustical Department, Johns-Manville Cor-

poration, 292 Madison Avenue, New York City.

II Johns-Manville
ACOUSTICAL AND SOUND
CONTROL TREATMENT
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NO SODEX
DARKNESS

COXFl'SIOX . . . REFUXDS

in these Theatres

9

Exide Emergency

Lighting Batteries

Protect Them

SUDDEN darkness in the theatre. The show stops. Money back for tickets. Possible

panic could start. And with these dangers, loss of good will. Protection for your
patrons is your first consideration.

Modern theatres take no chances. Many of them, such as these pictured here, insure

themselves against sudden darkness with Exide Emergency Lighting Batteries. In case the

current should fail for any reason, the lights and projector switch to the Exide Battery.

This happens instantly and automatically. The show goes on . . . for two hours if neces-

sary. The devices that control and charge Exide Emergency Lighting Batteries are ex-

tremely simple and foolproof. Your present staff can

care for them without expert knowledge.

Best of all, these batteries are available in sizes tc

suit your needs and budget. An experienced Exide

representative from one of our 1 7 branches will be glad

to consult with you. This entails no obligation. Write.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY. Philadelphia

Exide Batteries of Canada. Limited. Toronto

EMERGENCY LIGHTING
BATTERIES
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With these Low Prices and The New M0TI0-T0N
The most remarkable "Sound Instrument" offered

The VERSATILE WONDER-ELECTROGRAPH

NOW
ONLY $450

Complete including two 11-foot Air Column Reproducers, TRUE Q
DEVICE, Microphone, Record Light and Cover. Everything ready
to connect in your theatre. Can be furnished with Dynamic Speakers
at small additional cost.

The unprecedented exhibitor and public acceptance of the WONDER ELECTROGRAPH has
created a volume of business that has resulted in production economies, and in accordance with
our fixed policy we are passing this enormous saving of $180.00 on each instrument on to the user.

The universal recognition and approval of theatre operators given the WONDER ELECTRO-
GRAPH as a reliable, profitable theatre equipment is due to the high standards of quality built

into every unit, by engineers of long standing in sound amplification, together with a liberal guar-

antee of a staple and reliable organization.

Built to a precision

manufacture by
Sound Engineers

Assures Better
Theatres and Bet-

ter Profits—a Pat-

ronage Builder

Now every theatre can take advantage of ELECTROGRAPH installations and play to full houses.

The Versatile Model WONDER ELECTROGRAPH is wonderful equipment for theatres up to

600 seating capacity, although many are in successful use in much larger theatres.

It covers all phases of Modern Theatre Music Service, in Pipe Organ, Orchestra, or Voice, and

is adapted to any music or sound arrangements needed to put your pictures over with a unanimous

public appeal.

Solves the entire music problem at a very low cost of installation and up-keep.

A WONDER ELECTROGRAPH WILL BE A MONEY MAKER FROM THE START

ELECTROGRAPH
DIVISION GATES RADII

quin:
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lv WONDER-ELECTROGRAPH surely becomes

batres anywhere regardless of size or construction

HERE IT IS:

THE NEW M0TI0-T0NE MODEL
SEVEN TUBE HEAVY OUTPUT POWER EQUIPMENT

The synchronous equipment the entire industry was expecting Electrograph Engineres to develop.

ilectrograph Leadership is again exemplified in the NEW MOTIO-TONE MODEL WONDER
5LECTROGRAPH. A marked forward step in sound development for either synchronous or

ion-synchronous service. Actually reproduces all tones and sound effects with true fidelity and
lot the emanation of some mechanical force.

iOLVES THE QUESTION OF "WHAT TO BUY." With its TRUE Q DEVICE it gives you music
ind sound effects that make your pictures a living reality. Then when interchangeability is

effected and synchronous devices are available, just connect them to the MOTIO-TONE and your

louse is wired. There is nothing to junk.

ONLY
$750

MOTIO-TONE Power Plant

MOTIO-TONE Theatre Dy-

namic Speaker

Two Disc Unit Complete

TRUE Q DEVICE, Microphone

Record Light Cover and

Record Compartment
For 60 Cycle Current

THE MOTIO-TONE Power Plant oper-
ates as many speakers as desired under
perfect control of the operator. Solves
the problem of acoustics, regardless of
size or construction of theatre.

MOTIO-TONE THEATRE
DYNAMIC SPEAKER spe-

cially designed for heavy
theatre service for perfect re-

production of all frequencies.

i WHY LOSE TIME? WRITE FOR OUR PROPOSITION TODAY

IS SUPPLY CO.
-UNOIS, U. S. A.

Manufacturing Engineers.

Public Address Systems.

Theatre Musical Devices.

Broadcast Station Amplifiers.
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<L C-H
Simplicity
VDimmersJ

The Great Lakes Theater, Buffalo, equip-

ped with C-H Dimmers and ventilation

control. Architect, Leon Lambert

the Choice of Leading

Theaters Everywhere
Because they improve presentations by providing

illumination control as flickerless as night fall, giving

the most subtle and beautiful lighting effects.

Because their mechanical and electrical

perfection both in materials and con-

struction assure ease of operation, low
I maintenance, and long life.

Because C-H Dimmers are adapted to

any theater and easily enlarged for future

needs. Just ask your architect or elec-

trician about the advantages of C-H
Dimmers and in the mean-
time write for complete facts

contained in the booklet
"Illumination Control for the

Modern Theater".

urn mm, mm
.

Write for our booklet

''Illumination Controlfor
the Modern Theater"

The Tampa Theater , Tampa, F/d.,

is equipped with C-H Dimmers.
Eberson & Eberson, Architects

The CUTLER-HAMMER Mfg. Co.
Pioneer Manufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus

1254 St. Paul Avtenue
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

CUTLER ^ HAMMER
Perfect Illumination Controljor the 'Modern 'Theater
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TO you, as owner or manager, Ameri-

can Theatre Chairs add three factors

to the "drawing power" of your house

that should never be overlooked. First,

American chairs give your patrons a max-
imum of comfort that brings them back to

your house. Second, the beauty of design

and finish of American chairs assures per-

fect harmony with the decorative effect and

appointments. And third, the in-built qual-

ity of American chairs makes them an in-

vestment that yields a steady profit in re-

duced upkeep costs and more years of

durability.

jXo. 6065— 1369 of these chairs

were installed in the State The-

atre,Kalamazoo, Mich. American

Walnutwood parts, upholstered

back and dark red Moroccoline

seat. Noiseless ball bearing

hinge insures silent and easy

seat movement. Comfortable,

durable and pleasing to the eye.
m

American Seating Company
Theatre Chair Builders to the American Public For Over 50 Years

12 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois

121 W. 40th St., New York City 121 1-H Chestnut St., Philadelphia

65-D Canal St., Boston



The New Fisher Theatre

CHARLES B. O'NEILL
Advertising Manager Belferfhmfm

A supplement of Exhibitors Herald-World, published every fourth week for

information and guidance of all theatre owners in matters of theatre con-

struction, operation and equipment and to promote the ideal of finer theatres

HARRY E. HOLQUIST
Eastern Representative

BETTER THEATRES
EDITORIAL AND

ADVERTISING OFFICES
CHICAGO

407 So. Dearborn St. Telephone
Harrison 0036. Cable Address:

Quigpubco.

Jay M. Shreck, Managing Editor

Charles B. O'Neill, Advertising
Manager

George Clifford, Business Manager

NEW YORK
565 Fifth Ave. Telephone Vander-

bilt 3612-3613

Harry E. Holquist
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5617 Hollywood Blvd. Telephone

Gladstone 3754

Douglas Hodges
West Coast Manager

LONDON
The Bioscope (J. Cabourn. Editor)
Faraday House, 8-10 Charing Cross
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The successful theatre today is the

one that pays strictest attention to

its physical features. Cinema pa-

trons demand more than pictures.

They must be given every degree of

comfort, convenience and atmos-

phere.

To the enterprising exhibitor Better

Theatres each issue presents numer-

ous ideas and suggestions for in-

creasing profit through better pub-

lic service and management.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
United State and possessions

—

$3 per year

Canada—$4.50 per year

Other points of the world

—

$9 per year

Single copies, 25 cents

Advertising rate cards and Audit
Bureau of Circulations statements
furnished upon application.

In This Issue

PUBLIX, MERCHANT OF SHOWS AND MANUFACTURER OF
SOAP

By E. E. Meyer

MODERN AMERICA INHERITS THE BEAUTY OF ITS OWN
ANTIQUITY

By A. S. Graven

WHAT GOES INTO A MODERN THEATRE AND WHAT EACH
ITEM COSTS

By George Schutz

A THEATRE IN WHICH A MODERN ART AND ART MODERNE
PROVE PARTNERS

By Jay M. Shreek

GET BUSY! BUILD NOVELTY PROGRAMS
By A. Raymond Gallo

THE SHOCK ABSORBER IN THEATRE OPERATION
By Raymond Q. Dalton

FACTS TO KNOW ABOUT SOUND AMPLIFICATION
By Hugh S. Knowles

THE BATTERIES, VITAL SOUND EQUIPMENT UNIT
By F. H. Richardson

Also in this issue there is announced the inauguration of a

new service—a service for exhibitor readers who have in-

stalled, or are planning to install, sound devices.
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Of Interest to Every Theatre Owner
and Theatre Circuit

KOOLEKAJRE
WEAi.THFUl ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONING

Guaranteed to Reduce Temperatures

10 to 19 Degrees

—ABSOLUTELY SILENT—

— HUMIDITY CONTROL-
-RESULTS GUARANTEED

The Low Cost of Kooler-Aire — The Low Cost of Upkeep Will

Amaze You—
A 1500 Seat Theatre Can Be Cooled for $20.00 Per Week

No Engineer Required

There is a Kooler-Aire for every size theatre.

WRITE - WIRE - PHONE

Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp,
Division of Arrtir Nu-Air Corporation

818 State-Lake Bldg. Chicago, 111.

512-514 South Fourth St.

Minneapolis. Minn.
518 City Bank Bldg.

Kansas Citv. Mo.

Sales Offices in principal cities

KOOLER-AIRE ENGINEERING CORP.
818 State-Lake Bldg.,

Chicago, Illinois

Send engineering data and information on
KOOLER-AIRE Year-Around System for my the-

atre feet long, feet wide feet high,

balcony ? _ seating _ people.

Name . _ „ _

Theatre _ _

Address _

City .. „ State-
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Thou
.in one t

Yearl

SALES
OFFICES

Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Chicago, 111.

Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Minneapolis, Minn.
New York, N. Y.

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Portland, Oregon
San Francisco,Calif

.

Seattle, Wash.

^^^^HIS handsome chair offers to the average theatre owner
M J more strength and comfort per dollar of investment

than any other seat made today. Thousands and
thousands of this type of Heywood-Wakefield chair were

bought by exhibitors all over the country in 1928!

Such a tremendous, nation-wide purchase of a theatre

chair proves conclusively that it has been built from a box

office angle. The deep, curved back has a simplicity that will

harmonize with almost any decorative treatment. The com-
fortable seat operates on a quiet, long-wearing steel hinge.

Write to the nearest Heywood-Wakefield sales office for

detailed information on this chair, O. C. 608, and other de luxe

and semi de luxe theatre seats.

HEYWOOD^WAKEFIELD
Theatre Seating Division
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Publix, Merchant of Shows and

Manufacturer of Soap
The story of a unique institution—a factory which is a department of the show

business. It wasn't wanted. But Profits is the boss. Here surely is a look behind

the scenes, not only of a show, but of modern commerce

By E. E. MEYER

nr^AKE. for example, a can of metal

JL polish. What has it got to do with

the show business?
Now, the performance doesn't concern

itself with such prosaic affairs as metal

polish. Indeed, its business is to make us

forget prosaic affairs in the colors, the

lights, the music and the dance, the over-

real drama of unreal life.

But let's consider our can of metal polish

this way: There are several hundred thea-

tres in which each day must be danced the

dance of the life unreal. Each of these

theatres affords a setting for the dance.

Like the lights and costumes, they too must
shine. That's where the metal polish comes
in—hundreds and hundreds of cans of

metal polish for each theatre—for each one

of several hundred theatres.

Publix has considered the can of metal

polish and considered it well. This great

circuit of around 600 theatres has turned
brilliant minds and thousands of dollars

upon liquid soap, deodorants, rat poisons,

fly*sprays and scores of other similar acces-

sories to the operation of their theatres,

that these 600 theatres may effectively and
economically supply a complete setting for

the happy illusions of the show. Publix
manufactures both, the metal polish and
the illusions. Both, in the Publix way of

doing things, go hand in

hand. Publix products
value $200,000 a year, ap-
praised on a basis of cost-

price.

It is something of a

shock to find an institu-

tion which is constantly
associated in the mind
with the filmy fancies of

make-believe, operating a

factory on a dingy street,

making soap and rat

poisons, deodorants and
such things. It is more
astounding to discover
that this factory, com-
plete in itself, is aug-
mented in the manner of
any big manufacturing
concern, by a research
laboratory — test tubes,
retorts, dreadful bottles
devoted to the business
of discovering better and
cheaper metal polishes,

deodorants and their

brethren. At the head of
this laboratory is a chem-
ical engineer, representing
an expensive profession
not ordinarily identified
with the show business.
And the laboratory alone
costs $100,000 a year.

But of course, Publix is not an ordinary
institution. And it so happens that this

research-manufacturing establishment is

the only one in the theatrical world.
It has not been established long—two

years, which is approximately the age of
Publix. But its establishment followed by
many years the formation of Balaban &
Katz, Publix Chicago subsidiary which de-
vised the venture now directed by Publix
and is the immediate director of its opera-
tion. It is not of general importance that
this unique establishment is the result of
Balaban and Katz experience. Its im-
portance here is due to the fact that it is

the consequence of the experience through
many years of a great, progressive organ-
ization of astute showmen.
There were a lot of things that put the

idea into the heads of B & K officials.

Take once more as an example, our old
friend, the can of metal polish. Now, the
brass and other metal fixtures in a fine

theatre like those B & K operate, must
look "just so" all the time. A lot of polish
goes on to them in the course of a twelve-
month. If the polish is a poor polish, if

it scratches or if it eats the metal, if it cannot
be rubbed off completely without using up
all the energy of an employe and most of
his time, the polish is costing considerably

In the manufacturing plant. G. L. Masse is shoisn inspecting deodorant cyl-

inders which the workmen have in the process of manufacture. Masse is

at the head of manufacturing operations.

more than it is worth, even it the manufac-
turer gives it away.
Most polishes, of course, are useable, and

if they have their bad points, they have
good ones too. But why not a polish that

has no bad points, one that does exactly

what you want it to? The only answer to

that is, "if possible." Finding out that it

was possible, concerning this item as well

as others, B & K went into the manufac-
turing business.

Here's another example— a glowing
example, as it were, not only because it

concerns colored electric light lamps,
either. Publix uses tens of thousands

—

perhaps it is millions—of colored lamps, on
the stages, marquises and so on. A lamp
dipping concern was being paid to dip them
in the required colors. The colors were
not always right. Always the colored sur-

facing easily came off, as does that on most
colored lamps. Inquiries were made as to

how to obtain a better surfacing. Either
nobody knew or didn't care to tell. Any-
way, lamps from which the surfacing
would not wear or nick off easily could
not be obtained. And it was costing Pub-
lix about nine cents a lamp for such un-
satisfactory dipping

!

That is another reason for the research
laboratory and manufacturing plant. - A

coloring material with a
ceramic oxide base was
found that would go on
a lamp to stay. You
couldn't even scratch it

off without a lot of hard
work. And the cost of
dipping was cut more
than 100 per cent!

The first puzzled rumi-
nations on ways and
means to get better
maintenance and opera-
tion accessories and at a
lower cost (though qual-
ity was the uppermost
consideration), went on
in the minds of Barnev
Balaban, head of B & K,
and Jack Knight, his
supervisor of theatres.
Knight had always mani-
fested a good natured yet
tenacious dislike for
things as they were in

this world, especially
when he believed they
could be • made better,
and having the genius to
conceive ways of making
things better, he was the
author of a number of
important innovations in

B & K methods. Barney
Balaban was demon-
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stratedly a most excellent director in such
machinations, so between them, they got

things started.

That was in the latter part of 1926.

They had the metal polish being used in

B & K theatres analyzed. Yes, there were
ingredients that had the undesirable faculty

of doing so and so, or not doing so and so.

Now, they could take this and that and the

other chemical and make a polish that

would do just what they wanted it to. The
cost—and here's where, let us suppose, Mr.
Balaban and Mr. Knight staggered, or if

you like, grasped the arm of a chair and
sat ponderously down—the cost of manu-
facture would be such that the product

could be sold profitably at retail for half

of what they were paying.

Similar scenes might be imagined to pic-

ture what happened in regard to other ac-

cessories. Products were found to have
only eight and nine per cent of the active

principle when they were supposed to con-

tain 10 or 11 per cent. And as for the

cost of manufacturing compared with the

price B & K was paying—and paying on
the basis of huge orders—it was such that

no time was lost in associating, for the

first time, a manufacturing plant with an
amusement enterprise.

The factory, warehouse and laboratory
are housed in a large building of several

floors in a manufacturing section of Chi-
cago. The entire establishment, of course,

is under the ultimate supervision of Publix,

which owns 87 per cent of B & K stock.

Going into the warehouse department, one
sees a great room divided into a score of

ceiling-high apartments with shelves on
which are row upon row of cans, bottles,

containers of all kinds and sizes, all labeled

as one might see them in the drug store,

and all bearing, as a brand name, the trade
mark of Publix.
There are cleaners of several varieties,

liquid soaps of different strengths, two
kinds of fabric cleansers, disinfectants, bowl
cleaners, fire extinguisher fluids, varieties

of metal polishes, furniture polishes, ad-
hesive cement and scores of products never
to be associated with a concern dealing in

symphonic music, chorus girls and play-
making. Picture
the show — and
read this list:

J-4 Drain Cleaner,
12 oz. cans.
K—Deodorant Block

Holder.
K-l Deodorant Crys-

tals, 1 lb. cans.

K - 5 Deodorant
Liquid, 1 gal. cans
K-9 Deodorant Block

(rose), 2 lb. cartons.
K- 1 0 Deodorant

Block (lilac), 2 lb.

cartons.
K-ll Deodorant

Block (rose), 2 lb.

ctns. (11 blks.)

K-12 Deodorant
Block (lilac), 2 lb.

ctns. (11 blks.)

L-l Theatre Spray
(rose), 1 and 5 gal.

cans.
L-l Theatre Spray

(rose), Concentrated, 8

oz. bottles.

L-2 Theatre Spray
(pine), 1 and 5 gal.

cans.
L-2 Theatre Spray

(pine), Concentrated, 8 oz. bottles.

L-3 Theatre Spray (wtgn.), 1 and 5 gal. cans.

L-3 Theatre Spray (wtgn.), Concentrated, 8 oz.

bottles.

L-4 Oil Wintergreen, 1 qt. bottles.

M-4 Moth and Fireproofing, 1 gal. jugs, 5 gal.

carboys, 15 gal. kegs, 30 and 50 gal. barrels.

M-5 Fireproofing, 1 gal. jugs, 5 gal. carboys, Id

gal. kegs, 30 and 50 gal. barrels.

N-l Fine Oil, 1 qt. cans, 1 gal. cans.

N-2 Projector Oil, 1 gal. cans, 5 gal. cans.

O-l Fly Spray, 1 gal. cans.

0-4 Insect Powder, >/2 lb. cans.

0-5 Bedbug Fluid, 1 pint bottles.

0-6 Rat Poison, 12 oz. carton.

P-l Floor Test Solution, 1 oz. dropper bottles,

8 oz. stock bottles.

Q-l Lacquer Remover, 1 gal. cans.

R-l Bright Brass Lacquer, 1 qt. cans.

S-l Stink Bomb Antidote, 2— 1 pt. bottles, 3 lb.

Fullers Earth.
T-l Fullers Eaith, 1 lb. cartons.

U-700 Floor Lacquer (clear), 1 gal. cans, ; gal.

pails.

U-701 Floor Lacquer (red), 1 gal. cans, 5 gal.

pails.

U-703 Floor Lacquer (gray), 1 gal. cans, 5 gal.

pails.

U-702 Thinner for above, 1 and 5 gal. cans.

V-518 Flat Wall Lacquer, 1 and 5 gal. cans.

V-520 Thinner for above, 1 and 5 gal. cans.

W-618 White Screen Finish, 1 and 5 gal. cans.

W-620 White Screen Undercoat, 1 and 5 gal cans.

W-619 Thinner for above, 1 and 5 gal. cans.

U-5000 Gloss Wall Lacquer (clear), 1 and 5 gal.

cans.
U-5001 Gloss Wall Lacquer (white), 1 and 5 gal.

cans.
U-5002 Gloss Wall Lacquer (India buff), 1 and 5

gal. cans.
U-5003 Gloss Wall Lacquer (Lt. Ivory),

gal. cans.

U-5004 Gloss Wall Lacquer (old ivory),
gal cans.
U-5005 Gloss Wall Lacquer (Fr. gray),

gal. cans.
U-5006 Gloss Wall Lacquer (Lt. putty),

gal. cans. 1

U-5007 Glass Wall Lacquer (Dk.
putty), 1 and 5 gal. cans.

U-5008 Gloss Wall Lacquer (green),
1 and 5 gal. cans.
U-5009 Glass Wall Lacquer (black),

1 and 5 gal. cans.
U-5014 Gloss Wall Lacquer (sage

green), 1 and 5 gal. cans.

U-5015 Gloss Wall Lacquer (Battle-
ship gray), 1 and 5 gal. cans.

U-5017 Gloss Wall Lacquer (Lt.
cream), 1 and 5 gal. cans.

U-5500 Gloss Wall Lacquer (black),
(for metal only), 1 and 5 gal. cans.

1 and 5

1 and 5

1 and 5

and 5

U-5050 Thinner for above, 1 and 5 gal. cans.

Concentrated colors with No. 500 base:

Chrome Yellow, 1 qt. cans, 1 gal. cans.

Yellow Ochre, 1 qt. cans, 1 gal. cans.

Raw Sienna, 1 qt. cans, 1 gal. cans.

Black, 1 qt. cans, 1 gal. cans.

Burnt Sienna, 1 qt. cans, 1 gal. cans.

Raw Umber, 1 qt. cans, 1 gal. cans.

Cobalt Blue, 1 qt. cans, 1 gal. cans.

Light Vermillion, 1 qt. cans, l.gal. cans.

X-l Window Cleaner, 40 lb. pails.

Y-9 Film Cement, 2 and 8 oz. bottles.

Z-l Water Softener, 35 and 325 lb. pails.

Movietone solvent and lacquer.

The strange—and amusing—thing about

some of these products is that Publix had
difficulty in getting employes to use them.

At the beginning, the first products were
tried out. A can of the substance, without

anv label or other mark of identification

with its source, would be sent to various

theatres, with instructions to try it out for

the purpose intended. Some of the head
janitors would report the material excel-

lent, some merely all right, and some abso-
lutely no good.

Publix had had experiences like this be-

fore with the products of regular manufac-
turers. That wasi one of the troubles in

buying such material outside. There was
no agreement among the theatre employes
as to which metal polish, for example, was
the best one. Consequently, purchases
could not be made in big lots so as to

bring the price down. But in the case of

its own product, Publix knew it was good
—had demonstrated its excellence in many
trials. Why did the difference of opinion
persist?

"n some cases,
t was found, the

employes, being hu-
man, were prejudiced.

Perhaps janitors and
similar workmen be-

long to a conserva-
tive race despite the

fact that they are

generally accredited
with radical notions.

But the most sig-

nificant — and
amusing — factor

came to light when
it was discovered
that certain manu-
facturers were in

the habit of put-

ting into their

containers, coupons
which, when a cer-

tain amount had
been accumulated,
entitled the pos-
sessor to a gold
watch, free! Other
similar stunts were
revealed, all of

which satisfied
Publix officials that

in the case of

affiliated theatres,

a little salesman-
ship would not be
amiss, while in the

case of its con-
trolled theatres,
the salesmanship
could be aug-
mented by kindly

coercion.

Thus it came
about that thor-

ough and carefully

worded instruc-
tions prepared
with technical aid

of Dr. N. M. La-
Porte, head of the

laboratory, were
sent out with each

kind of product.

They were doubt-
less educational to

a lot of employes,
and they are in-

teresting to us here because they show to

what shrewd, painstaking lengths a great

organization may go to achieve results with

the minimum of disharmony. Let us look

at one of these instruction sheets, this one

being for a metal polish:

"Polishes designed to impart smoothness
and lustre to metals are made in powder,

paste and liquid forms, each type having

its advantages and defects, according to the

point of view of the user.

"The liquid polishes may be further

divided into three classes according to their

vehicles, viz.: oil, benzine and water types.

The oil type works very well, but requires

(Continued on page 25)

Top: Some of the products

manufactured by Publix and
distributed to 6oo theatres.

Center: Barrels and boxes of

supplies ready to be shipped

from the Chicago warehouse

of Publix.

Bottom: E. E. Meyer, pur-

chasing agent of Balaban &
Katz, and IV. F. Nortman,
manager of the Chicago 'Mare-

house, trying out a new prod-

uct, lacquer and solvent
necessary for the splicing of
Movietone film without de-

spoiling the "sound strip."
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Comer in women's lounge, Plaza thea-

tre, Kansas City. The design is Span-
ish. Boiler Brothers of Kansas City

and Los Angeles, were the architects.

An Exclusive

SOLNDSERVICE
That Is Indispensable

BETTER THEATRES has just arranged with noted engineers, men whose experimental

and development work in radio and sound has brought them high rank in the elec-

trical profession, to serve exhibitor readers and solve for them the problems arising

through the introduction of sound in the motion picture theatre.

This exclusive service will be available on both synchronized and non-synchronized

installations.

It will cover every phase of sound, including installation, operation improvement, ampli-

fication and the numerous difficulties—many minor but important—which are apt to arise

in the handling of sensitive equipment.

This exclusive service is gratis to exhibitor readers of BETTER THEATRES. It is an

invaluable service, both in its educational and in its practical value.

Perhaps last evening your sound equipment was not functioning as you believed that it

should. Write to the editor of BETTER THEATRES and explain your difficulty.

To expedite matters, and the solution of your problem, be sure that your letter is de-

tailed—make of device, type, number, placement of amplifiers, number of amplifiers, type

of amplification, speakers, kind of current, etc.

This exclusive service will start in the next issue of BETTER THEATRES. Problems re-

quiring a more immediate service will be handled by mail.

This service is yours for the asking.
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New Service Launched by

' Better Theatres"

WE direct your attention in this issue to the inaugu-
ration of a new service for the theatre owner.
Hereafter Better Theatres will publish each

month the solutions to your sound problems. Some of

the foremost experimental and development electrical en-

gineers in the country have offered to advise exhibitors

on sound matters.

This service will cover every phase of sound—installa-

tion, amplification, loud speakers, current, etc., all of

which are apt to give the exhibitor difficulty if he does
not know the intricacies of sound equipment.

This service is another evidence of the manner in which
Better Theatres is constantly abreast of developments in

the motion picture theatre.

Announcement of this new service is made on page 15.

* * *

The Equipment for

Your Theatre

THEATRES using non-synchronous sound devices are

now able to obtain sound effect records especially

made for the various sounds and effects in motion
pictures. These records are double faced and contain

more than 30 sounds, such as aeroplanes, gunshots, trains,

fire engines, auto horns, etc., and also musical accompani-
ment. The records are electrically recorded and made of

high grade and endurable materials and bring to the small

theatre using a disc device realistic phonographic music.

Some of these records sell in a dozen or more lots, while

others are rented.

One of the most important features of non-synchronous

machines is the amplifying system, which gives adequate

sound effects and quality of tone. There are a number
of these amplifiers and loud speakers, and in these pages
are the names of manufacturers who have been serving

the motion picture theatres and whose product has met
the test for reliable service.

Product advertised in the pages of the Herald-World
or Better Theatres can be highly recommended to you
at any time. Whether you are in need of an organ, sound
equipment or other equipment for the theatre, you mav
consult the columns of these two publications. The Her-
ald-World has made it a practice, since its inception, to

give an unrivaled service in both the theatre equipment
field and the field of motion picture productions, as well

as stage entertainment.

* * »

"Better Theatres" Welcomes

These New Advertisers

A. C. Spark Plug Company, Flint, Mich.

Announcement is made by this firm of a speed in-

dicator for projectors.

Bigelow-Hartford Carpet Company, 385 Madison avenue,

New York City.

Makers of floor coverings for every theatre require-

ment.

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company, 629 South Wabash
avenue. Chicago.

A complete musical service for theatres is offered

by this firm—a special library of records, cue

sheets and special cabinets.

The Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia.

This firm manufactures Exide Emergency Lighting

Batteries.

Exhibitors Record Service Company, Film Exchange
building, Omaha, Neb.

This firm offers an assortment of sound effect rec-

ords for theatre use.

Gates Radio & Supplyr Company, Quincy, 111.

Manufacturers of the Wonder Electrograph, a

sound reproducing mechanism for theatres.

Jensen Radio Manufacturing Company, 338 North Kedzie

avenue, Chicago.

The New Jensen Dynamic speaker for theatre

auditoriums is being announced by this company.

National Sound Reproducing Company, 653 Clinton street,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Oganvox is a new sound reproducing device that is

made by this firm.

Volland Scenic Studios, 3737 Cass avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Producers of interior decorations for theatres.

Wall-Kane Needle Manufacturing Company, Inc., 3922

Fourteenth avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

Here is a firm offering needles especially treated

for talking picture records.

%wisnosubstituteforGrcuhtion/
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A MODERN
PALACE OF
THE MAYA

A thousand years before
Julius Caesar invaded
Gaul, a thousand years

before St. Augustine re-

told the story of Christ to

Britain's tribes, a great

people ivas creating itself

in a world which neither

Christian nor Roman
dreamed existed. This

people was the Maya,
their world America,
which is ours. And on
their ancient American
culture has been based
the architecture, the de-

sign, the beauty of the

new Fisher theatre in De-
troit. Graven and May-
ger icere the architects

Upper left:

Stairway leading from the

mezzanine floor to the balcony,

a point of many vistas. The
iron work of the balustrades
are of Mayan design, as is

also the carpet.

Upper right:

Detail of the pilaster decora-
tions, which zuere cast from
modeled blocks, then sand-
blasted. Thus they seem the

stone with which the Maya
bwilded.

Lozver view:
Corner of the general lounge,

which is on the basement level.

The furniture pieces are re-

plicas of Mayan, while the

accessories were brought from
Yucatan.
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Right: Tunnel on
the m ezzanine
floor. At right arc

the stairs to the

balcony, also other

stairs are shown
leading down to

the main floor.

Below: The main
floor foyer adjoin-

ing the grand
lobby (foyer prop-
er). The doors are

to the auditorium.

Their grille ivork

is Mayan.
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Left: Corner
of the cosmetic
room, part of
the women's
section. The
striking wall
decoration is an
intricate pat-
tern of Mayan
motif, done in

pastel colors.

Right: Table
built from a

Mayan model in

a recess of a
tunnel wall.

Behind the or-

naments is an
example of
Mayan carving,

done by the

modern casting

method.

Fountain in the general lounge. The Mayan god of water pours
forth the life-giving fluid from each liand, and it falls into a tiled

pool, lighted in colors, filled with goldfish and surrounded by tropi-

cal plants. Here too six macaws from Gautemala bite their chains of
solid steel.
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Perspective draining of the auditorium, toward the right side zvall.

odern America Inherits the Beauty
Of It s Own Antiquity

// the works of the ancients are needed to inspire beauty for modern theatres, America has them.
Graven and Mayger discovered that upon discov ering the Maya. The Fisher theatre is the result

WE went some distance from the loca-
tion of the Fisher theatre to get our
ideas for its design, but we stayed in

America, at any rate. The Fisher is a
modern monument to one of the first great
:ultures to grow up on this continent, that
Df the Maya in Central America, so this
new Detroit motion picture theatre belongs
to the Western world to an extent that few
pf its present institutions do.

I It is difficult to begin describing this
theatre, not because of its immensity, but
because of its ravishing beauty. Perhaps
It is not entirely fitting that I should be
the one to say that. As a matter of fact
I am not necessarily expressing my own
bpinion^ but the opinion of others. Artists
from New York and Chicago and else-
Lvhere have told me what they think. And
From the 15th of November when the
theatre was opened, to December 30, about
150,000 people were turned away. The pic-
tures accompanying this description present
the beauty of this new house built by the
iFisher Brothers, though they fall far short
oi imparting its true splendor.
The pictures and the plans tell about all

chat can be told on paper of the theatre, so
besides a brief account of the principal fea-
rures, I will submit the story of the people
whose manners and institutions are re-

By A. S. GRAVEN
Graven & Mayger, Architects

Designers of the Fisher

created in the walls and chambers of this

modern establishment.
We obtained the effect of the stone used

by the Maya by using construction blocks
and sandblasting them. There are some-
thing like 400 Mayan carvings reproduced,
on these stones in various parts of the
theatre, and each was made by making a
mold, casting the block, and sandblasting
it.

Everything decorative in the house is

Mayan, the result of painstaking research
work on our part and of the assistance of
archaeologists.

The theatre is housed in the huge
Fisher Building at Grand Boulevard and
Second, in a new business section of
Detroit.

In the main lounge on the basement level

we have built a fountain dominated by the
figure of a Mayan god. The pool is laid

with variegated tile and in it swim scores
of goldfish. The fountain seems to set in a
native Mayan garden, for around it are
plants brought from Guatemala, earliest

scene of Mayan civilization. These plants
have to be bathed in violet rays each day
so as to give them the effect of intense sun-
light. Similarly are bathed six macaws,
Central American birds frequently men-
tioned in Mayan lore. These birds are
kept on steel perches, to which they are
chained. The perches and chains have to
be of heavy steel, for they have powerful
beaks and spend most of their time chew-
ing their fetters.

All carpets were specially woven from
Mayan designs. Bordering the proscenium
arch are panels which show the hieroglyphic
symbols for the 18 Maya months. Over the
proscenium arch are sculptures in the mask-
panel motif, while on each side of the
proscenium are two massive figures copied
from monuments in Quirigua, city in
Guatemala, where are still to be found relics
of the Mayan culture which began its rise
about 3,000 years ago. A mural painting
running around the fourth cove of the audi-
torium ceiling is based on an original found
in the Temple of the Jaguars at Chichen
Itza in Yucatan, sanctified site of the chief
Mayan god. This painting of the battle,
though done by an American race flourish-
ing 3,000 years a^o, is intensely spiritual
in manner.

On entering the main lobby, or foyer, one
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can't help noting two seated figures at the
top of the grand stairway. They represent
Xochipilli, the gods of feasting and flowers.
In the mezzanine are serpent columns done
from columns recently excavated from the
Maya site of Chichen Itza.

The auditorium, which seats 2,750 on
three floors, main, mezzanine and balcony,
is in itself a mammoth Mayan temple. The
ceiling is broken up into four large coves,
each concealing the sources of red, green,
blue and amber lights, operated on a Major
automatic motor-driven system. These
coves are broad of curve so as not to in-

terfere with perfect acoustics. Above the
proscenium arch there are more such coves,
arranged in a series of step-offs. Acoustic
plaster was used wherever necessary to in-

sure excellent acoustics. The seats are set

36 inches from back to back, and patrons
may pass between rows without forcing
those seated to get up. All the seats were
specially made with metal work and uphol-
stering in Mayan design, by Heywood-
Wakefield. They have spring backs.

Equipment, of course is of the most
modern types and facilities cover every
branch of theatrical operation. It might be
well to mention that the stage has $75,000
worth of elevators, of all sizes, so that any
part or all of the platform can be raised
to any height desired. In conjunction with
the dressing rooms are both tub and shower
baths.

Because to know something of this peo-
ple is to know a great deal about the de-
sign and beauty of the Fisher, I quote the
following from a specially prepared paper
on the Maya by Sylvanus Griswold Morley,

associate in American archaeology at the
Carnegie Institution of Washington:
"Three thousand years ago, while yet

our own ancestors of northwestern Europe
were living under conditions but little re-

moved from ignorant, brutal savagery, a
thousand years before Julius Caesar had
brought Roman culture to the barbarian
tribes of greater Gaul, a thousand years
before St. Augustine had carried the light

of Christianity to the paean peoples of
Britain, there began to develop in the New
World a native American culture, which
was destined to become the finest flower of
American achievement—the Maya civiliza-

A Marvel
WE have seen and visited theatres in

many sections of the country, but
never, in our memory, did we receive the

impression of marvelousness that we did

when we entered the Fisher theatre in

Detroit. The gorgeousness of its decora-

tions and furnishings, the motif of its de-

sign, a motif decidedly unusual yet not

gaudy, give to the theatre an individual

personality.

When you talk with folks in Detroit

you hear this: "If you haven't seen the

Fisher, don't leave the city until you
have."
Never were truer words spoken. It is

a great architectural achievement, and in

the accompanying pages of pictures and
description there is sufficient evidence.

—JAY M. SHRECK.

tion of Central America and southern
Mexico.

"Thirty centuries ago, the Maya (pro-
nounced my-ah) were to have been found
living in the subtropical forests of the

Gulf coast plain of southern Mexico, par-
ticularly the region between the Panuco and
Grijalva Rivers.

"At this time they must have been only
simple hunting and fishing folk, gathered
in small social units, probably only a few
families in each group. In addition to

chance supplies of fish and game, they lived

on fruits, nuts, roots and such wild plants
as they were able to find growing in the

great forest about them; their humble
houses were scarcely more than shelters

built of saplings and roofed with a thatch
of palm; their clothing, skins and woven
grasses.

"Somewhat later, though well before the

beginning of the Christian Era, the Maya
began to move southward, perhaps were
pushed southward by the pressure of bar-

barian tribes behind them, and finally pene-

trated the virgin forest of what is now
northern Guatemala. Here they established

themselves not very long before the Birth

of Christ, founding the Old Maya Empire,

100 B. C. to 680 A. D.
"During these centuries the Maya priests

and astronomers were gathering from the

stars the secrets of time and its accurate

measure; their mathematicians were devis-

ing a calendar and chronology, which was
without peer on this continent, and excelled

by none in the Old World at that time;

their builders were developing an archi-

tecture at once unique, dignified and beau-
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tiful; their sculptors were carving elaborate
compositions and designs in stone; their
rulers had mastered the problems of social
and governmental organization and were
administering the affairs of state adequately
and well. In short, a great national life was
quickening to its fullest expression.
"Because they were farmers primarily, be-

cause their civilization was based on agri-
culture, and particularly on the cultivation
of corn, the minds of the Maya priests were
turned very early to the study of the sun,
moon and stars—that is, to astronomy and
the measurement of time.

"There is not space to tell here of their
truly remarkable discoveries in astronomy.
How exactly they had measured the length
of the year, the period of the moon, the
apparent revolutions of Venus. How
closely they were able to predict eclipses,

the appearance and disappearance of Venus
as Morning and Evening Star. Nor may
their astounding system of mathematics be
more than briefly mentioned. How they
wrote their numbers like ourselves, in two
different notations—one similar to our
Roman numerals, making use of varying
combinations of dots and bars, the dot hav-
ing the value of 1, and the bar of S, and
the other not unlike our Arabic numerals,
having twenty different types of human
heads to represent the numbers from 0 to
19 inclusive.

"The Maya were the only people on the
American continent who developed an origi-

nal system of writing beautifully designed
hieroglyphics, which were carved or painted
on their temples, pyramids, palaces and
monuments.
"With this writing they recorded im-

portant astronomical and historical events,
inscribing the dates of their monuments
with a degree of accuracy equalled by no
other people of antiquity.

"They divided the year into eighteen
months of twenty days each, and a closing
period of five days, into which they believed
all the bad luck of the year was crowded;
in which they did no work. The women

In Appreciation

CONCEIVED in pride of craftsman-
ship and appreciation of beauty.

Designed with that nice balance between
—the perfect blending of—the artistic-

ally beautiful and practically utili-

tarian which can be accomplished only
by genius.

Begun in spirit of honor, honesty and
fairness.

Constructed in a spirit of friendly co-

operation.

Completed in harmony and friendship.

Dedicated as a temple of business by
those and to those, who, holding to the

soundness of these principles, are

building for this country a future of
assured greatness.

FRED W. JOHNSON, vice president,
Johnson, Larson & Company,
Detroit, Heating Engineers, at a
banquet to the contractors of the
Fisher,

made no pottery during these five days, lest

some misfortune befall them. The men
refrained from hunting or cutting firewood
in the forest, fearing- that some tree might
fall on them, or some poisonous snake bite
them. Children born during these five days
were, by this fact alone, condemned to mis-
fortune and sorrow throughout their lives.

It was a period of fasting and prayer, of
waiting for the dawn of the New Year when
luck would turn, and their gods smile anew.
"The Maya developed our greatest

American architecture. They built lofty

pyramids of limestone in receding terraces,
which, including the temples on their sum-
mits, reach, in some cases, heights of more
than two hundred feet above the ground.

These temples were the sanctuaries where
their gods were worshipped, where the first

fruits of the harvest were offered, incense
burned and on occasions of great import-
ance or dire need, human sacrifices were
made. The Maya built the first astronom-
ical observatories in America—round towers
of cut stone raised on high terraces, so that
their observation chambers would be above
the level of the surrounding forest and com-
mand the distant horizon.
"The Maya were the greatest sculptors

in ancient America, and this, we must re-

member, entirely without the aid of metal
tools, all their carving having been done
with stone chisels and mauls. Nor had
their sculptors such fine-grained cutting
stone as the Parian and Carraran marbles
of Greece and Italy, the limestone of
southern Mexico and Central America be-
ing of an inferior quality in comparison.
Yet competent art critics have pronounced
Maya sculpture as one of the world's great-
est examples of the plastic art.

"Sculpture among the ancient Maya, as
it was in ancient Egypt and Greece, was
always painted, and the Maya palette was
composed of more than a dozen colors:
several shades of red, several blues, several
yellows, a jade green, orange, brown, black
and white. In addition to coloring their

sculptures, the walls of their temples, both
outside and inside, were painted with
elaborate scenes—battles, human sacrifices,

religious processions, daily occupations,
such as grinding corn, cooking, boating,

swimming and fishine, all set forth with a
sureness of brush and a simplicity of

delineation strongly suggestive of the

modernistic movement in art.

"In addition to these major arts, the

Maya had many minor crafts in which they
were extraordinarily skilled. They excelled

in the carving of jade, their most precious
material, fashioning this hard and glassy

stone into beautiful earrings, pendants,
beads and pectorals. They wove gorgeous

robes and cloaks of feathers, the iridescent
(Continued on page 48)
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Plan of the balcony of the Fisher. Scale, l l/2 = 50 ft. Graven and Mayger, Chicago, architects.
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Publix Is Merchant

of Shows
(Continued from page 14)

a maximum of labor to remove the excess

grease. The benzine polish works the easi-

est, but has the two disadvantages of leav-

ing a coating of powder in the scratches

and depressions or corners, and leaves no
protecting film of any kind. The water

solvent type containing an ammonia soap

works freely, leaves no powdery residue

and does leave a thin film of oil (soap) to

protect the surface.

"Fundamentally all metal polishes are

made not only to give a polish but also to

clean, and in some types to leave an ex-

tremely light protective coating after the

lustre has been produced.

"The ideal polish is one which is easily

applied, acts quickly, removes grime and
incrustations, imparts a high lustre, does

not scratch, is harmless to the metal as

well as to the hands, and which leaves an

invisible protecting film after the polishing

has been completed.

"Some polishes on the market are very

quick acting, even on heavily corroded

metals, but frequently the abrasives are

coarse or sharp, and for this reason cut

• the corrosion rapidly, but at the same time

the surface of the metal is also cut and
scratched. On the other hand, a polish

containing a very fine abrasive, while it will

I not scratch or cut the metal, acts slowly on

incrustations or corroded metal.

"It is necessary, therefore, to choose a

polish suited to the work in hand. If the

metal to be cleaned is badly corroded and

coated, and the main purpose is to remove
this, a rather gritty abrasive will answer,

but for keeping a high lustre on metal sur-

faces that are cleaned daily, or very fre-

quently, only a very finely divided and soft

abrasive will produce the desired results.

"Our G-3 Metal Polish is of the water

type and flows readily from a can or bottle,

making it easy to gauge the amount de-

sired, spreads readily on the metal, wipes

off easily and imparts a high lustre with-

out scratching. In addition, the polish con-

tains an oil soap which remains as an

extremely thin protective film after polish-

ing and wiping, and this property tends to

delay atmospheric tarnishing. In using this

polish, apply with a soft cloth, rubbing

always in one direction, and polishing only

a small area at a time. If a circular or

cross motion is used in polishing, a much
less brilliant lustre will result. After rub-

bing well for a time, wipe the metal clean

with another cloth and finish with a third

cloth, which will remove the last traces of

polish left by the second cloth."

The anomalous position of Publix in the

manufacturing field, it is interesting to note,

is analogous to that of the general who
sent a message to headquarters saying,

"All's well here. We have the enemy bring-

ing up their big guns to prevent us from
retaking what they won yesterday." Pub-
lix doesn't like its position—would like to

get out of it—but until it can, it makes the

best of it. Like its recalcitrant employes,
the circuit has been coerced into making
such a large number of its supplies. Over
the highest officials is the big boss, profits,

supreme chairman of the board of every
commercial organization.

Publix officials say that they would gladly
give up manufacturing if they could buy as
good material at prices somewhere near

INCANDESCENT

for Sound Photography

/HE advent of "talking movies" with its sensitive sound record-

ing instruments, imposing a restriction for absolute silence in

the studio; and the demand for greater economy in the lighting

of studio of studio sets—has resulted in the development of a new
form of Klieglights for motion picture photography, in which high-

candle-power incandescent lamps are used for the light source.

These new Kliegs furnish brilliant evenly diffused light, high in ac-

tinic qualities, permitting photography with clearness of detail, full

color values, sharp definition, and freedom from sound interference.

They are absolutely noiseless in operation and cause no disturbance

in the recording of sound photography. They are efficient in light

control and utilization; afford complete command over the direction,

diffusion, and divergence of the light beam; are light in weight; can

be easily and quickly handled; operate on the service line, whether

a. c. or d. c; and introduce economies in current consumption,

production time, and labor requirements. They are modern in every

respect, adapted to present-day studio conditions, and furnish the

kind and quality of light required in this new era of motion picture

photography.

Write for Bulletin No. 101, which fully describes and illus-

trates these new Kliegl studio lights

—

and explains how they

are used in motion picture and sound photography.

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., inq

32t West 50tfr Street
NEW YORK. N.^ft
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the SEAMLESS screen

For Sound Pictures

DOES NOT
HAVE TO BE WASHED
Why worry about whether a sound screen can be

washed or not when you can obtain the Approved

Cinevox Sound Screen that does not have to be

washed.

The Cinevox will retain its reflecting qualities for years

and can be brushed off through the use of a regular

screen brush.

Genuine Cinevox Screens

are manufactured by the

AMERICAN SILVERSHEET CO.
St. Louis, Mo.

and

MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
St. Louis, Mo.

''Clearer Sound— Better Pictures''

OUTSTANDING SALES PLUS
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

Outstanding sales prove the popularity of National Mazda
Regulators—satisfied customers prove their real worth.

National Regulators are being used with great success for
film projection, spot lighting, searchlighting, and wherever an
economical, powerful, and concentrated beam is needed.

Demand a demonstration of National 30-30 Mazda Regulators
for your own good—today.

Sold by National Theatre Supply Dealers throughout the U. S.

Made by

Carver Electric Company
Electrical Manufacturer* Since 1915

UNION CITY, IND., U. S. A.

those which their present costs represent.
In fact, they say, several items have been
discontinued as a result of the agreement
of manufacturers to furnish them at a satis-

factory price. They insist their attitude
toward vendors is simply one of "show us
and we'll buy."

The theatres furnished with supplies
regularly number about 600. All of them
are owned wholly or in part by Publix and
subsidiaries, or are affiliated under some
financial or other agreement. It is the lat-

ter portion which provide a constant check-
up on the quality and prices of Publix sup-

plies, for they are under their own man-
agement and can buy any brand of supplies

they wish to. They are furnished Publix
products at approximately the cost of

manufacture and distribution.

* * *

The major distribution point is Chicago,
where the central warehouse and the fac-

tory and laboratory are located. Other
points of distribution are Dallas, Atlanta,

New York and Boston. But from the Chi-
cago warehouse supplies go out to about
400 of the 600 houses.

The theatres of B & K are considered
the best adapted in the circuit as a testing

ground for Publix products, because of

their concentration. B & K houses, includ-

ing those of its subsidiaries, Lubliner &
Trinz and Great States, number somewhere
in the vicinity of ISO, all of them in Chi-

cago and other parts of Illinois. The dis-

tance between them and headquarters is

short, and trials and reports can be car-

ried out accurately and swiftly. Thus it is

that the research laboratory and factory

are under the immediate supervision of

B & K.

There are 15 employes in the laboratory,

factory and Chicago warehouse. The ware-
house is under the management of W. F.

Nortman, while G. L. Masse is in charge
of manufacturing.

* * *

The manufacturing department and ware-
house are a part of the Chicago Purchas-
ing division. The headquarters, of course,

is at the Publix home office in New York.
Frank Meyer, ass't secy, of Famous-Lasky-
Players and general director of purchasing,

heads the department. An important
feature of the Publix purchasing methods
is the functioning of a committee composed
of Meyer and Publix executives, called the

"standardization committee." This com-
mittee meets at intervals to discuss various
products on the market and to decide which
are the best, so that buying may be con-
centrated on them in order to be able to

buy in large enough lots to get a sizable

discount. The Chicago purchasing depart-
ment alone handles about 150 orders a day,

which amounts in dollars to about $100,000
a week, and total Publix purchases amount
to several times those figures.

It is a story of our time—this story of

Publix Products. An organization gets so

big that it can do things for itself better

and more cheaply—it is the way of modern
business. So perhaps it is not so strange

after all to find the word "Publix" as a

brand name on a can of metal polish. But
it's an interesting thing to think about
when watching a Publix show.

* * *

Mr. Meyer, the author of the forego-
ing article, is Purchasing Agent for Bal-
aban & Katz.
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Next Month

LEASES!
Caution Is Necessary

In Entering into Them
"Long Term Leases," "Repair of Equipment," "Leasing from Ad-
ministrators," "Holding Leased Building After Day of Lease Ex-

piration," and other important legal questions are discussed in this

issue of "Better Theatres"—

By LEO T. PARKER

SINCE many theatre owners enter into

long term lease contracts with priv-

ileges of erecting a theatre on the

eased property, the recent case of Patter-
Jon v. Butterfield, 221 N. W. 293, presents
unusually valuable information. Here it

.vas disclosed that a landowner leased to a

:heatre organizer certain lots for a period
af 99 years. The important clauses in the
ease contract are, as follows

:

* * *

"Said lessee (theatre owner) does hereby
agree that he will, within a period of ten

(io) years from and after the commencement
if this lease, remove the building now on said

(•remises, and will erect or cause to be erected

on said premises a building of first-class mod-
ern fireproof construction . . . and shall be
idopted for mercantile, apartment, store, halls,

hotel, or theatre purposes, or any combination

of any one or more of such purposes. . . .

The said lessee (theatre owner) further
covenants and agrees that the total cost of
said building to be erected shall not be less

than one hundred twenty-five thousand dollars

($125,000). . . .

"Before any contracts shall be let or work
commenced for the erection of said new build-

ing said lessee covenants and agrees to fur-
nish lessors competent detailed plans and
specifications of said new building prepared
by a competent, reputable and licensed archi-

tect then employed by or in the employ of the

lessee, together with an estimate of said archi-

tect of the cost of such building, which said
plans and specifications shall be and become
the property of said lessors.

"Lessee further agrees that said new build-

ing shall be well and substantially built and
erected and constructed and finished in a good,
thorough, and workmanlike manner.

"It is mutually agreed that the lessee will

not materially alter or tear down or destroy
any buildings at any time upon said demised
premises without the consent in writing of the

said lessors except as herein otherwise ex-
pressly provided."

* * *

The landowner contemplated that the
iheatre organizer would erect a theatre
jpon the land without delay.
One year afterward, the theatre organ-

zer began preparation to proceed with the
erection of a theatre building, but soon
:hereafter certain events occurred which af-

rected the theatrical situation and which
:aused him to abandon for the time being
:he construction of the theatre. In the
;ame year, this theatre proprietor entered
nto a sublease with the owner of several
)il and gasoline stations under which the
atter was permitted to construct a gaso-

line and oil station on the leased prop-

erty. This lease was for five years with
the privilege reserved to the theatre pro-

prietor to terminate it after one year. The
sublease immediately began the construc-

tion of the gasoline station. The owner
of the lots instituted legal proceedings and
asked the Court to grant an order restrain-

ing the construction on the premises of any
new building or other structure except as

specifically provided for in the lease with
the theatre organizer.
The theatre proprietor contended that by

the terms of the lease he was free to use

the lot for any purpose for the ten year

period specified in the contract provided
he constructed the theatre building specified

in the lease, within the ten year period.

It is interesting to observe that the higher
Court held the theatre proprietor within

his legal rights in subletting the land for

the erection of a gasoline station for the

first part of the ten year period, saying:
* * *

"It is a rule of construction that

all grants must be construed reason-
ably and in the light of the surround-
ing circumstances. . . . The object
to be arrived at by Courts in constru-

ing deeds or other contracts is to as-

certain clearly the intention of the
parties. . . . But in applying these
rules, due regard must be had for the

rights and obligations of the respec-
tive parties as set forth in the ex-
press terms of the instrument. The
intent of the parties to a written
lease is to be found by an examination
of the lease, and parol evidence of the
understanding of the parties is inad-
missible to vary its terms. . . . This
lease was carefully prepared by able
attorneys who represented the re-

spective parties. If the lessors had
in mind that it would be to their ad-

vantage to require the lessee to con-
struct the new building as soon as he
removed the one then on the premises
or within a limited time thereafter, it

would have been a simple matter to

have so provided in the lease; but
there is no such provision. And such
a construction ought not to be placed
on this lease because it would not
only add to the contract a provision
not within its terms, but it would
give to it a meaning in direct con-
flict with the express provision
whereby the lessee is given 10 years
within which to erect the new build-

ing. The removal of the old build-

in this important and valuable

department of "Better Thea-

tres," Mr. Parker will offer

interesting court decisions bear-

ing upon "The Law of Theatre

Insurance."

This article will explain im-

portant points of the law by

which theatre owners will be

pre-warned against acts which

are likely to prevent payment

of policies.

Mr. Parker's monthly review

of higher court decisions affect-

ing the motion picture theatre

and kindred undertakings are

published exclusively in "Bet-

ter Theatres."

ing was a part of the performance of

the lease; but there is no logical rea-

son for saying that because the lessee

has performed to this extent he must
'proceed with reasonable speed to the
erection of the theatre building.'"

* * *

Seller of Equipment Bound
To Return Minor's Purchase Money
Few persons realize that a minor may

compel the other party to a contract to

fulfill the obligations, whereas the minor
if he desires to do so may refuse to carry

out his assumed obligations.

For illustration, in Roeper v. Danese, 221

N. W. 506, it was disclosed that a woman
and her minor son entered into a contract

whereby they leased a motion picture thea-

tre from its owner. They also signed a

contract of sale to purchase certain equip-

ment for the theatre at a stipulated price

of $4,000 upon which $2,500 was paid in

cash. Seven hundred seventy-nine dollars

and sixteen cents of this $2,500 comprised
the minor's savings which he handed to the

mother who paid the amount, giving a

mortgage on the equipment for the balance.

The sellers foreclosed the mortgage given

by the mother, to recover the balance due,

and repossessed the theatre and the equip-

ment.
Soon afterward the minor decided that

he wanted the $779.16 returned to him and
he brought suit to disaffirm the contract to

purchase the motion picture theatre and to

recover the money paid by him.

The theatre owner contended that he had
dealt wholly with the mother and not with

the minor, and that he had no knowledge
of the minority nor of the interest of the

son in the transaction.

The Court held the minor entitled to avoid

the contract and recover the amount paid by

him on the purchase price, saying:
* * *

"The actual contribution by the

minor to the purchase price was
$779.16, which comprised his savings

bank acount. This was contributed

by transferring the same to his

mother, who gave her own check to

the defendants (sellers). There is

no evidence to show actual notice to

the defendants of the amount of the

minor's contribution. The evidence
(Continued on page 61)
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never heard
anything like it

before"
For small houses

—

S-M 678PD two-stage
amplifier using one
2 50-type tube. List
price, only $73, com
plete without tubes.

4* - The S-M dynamic speak-

er, now announced for the

first time, establishes still

more firmly the superiority

of S-M sound amplifying

equipment. A speaker su-

preme in its ability to

handle without distortion

an'amazingly large amount
of power from S-M top-

quality amplifiers like the

one in Mr. Dorau's Princess

Theatre. A cluster of four

to six S-M speakers mounted
on a suitable baffle, supplied

by an S-M 690 amplifier, is

the last word in sound
equipment for 1,000 to

2,000 seat theatres.

CHOWMEN who have carefully compared
S-M results with those of competitive

equipment are unanimous that S-M quality

and performance, in spite of its outstanding

low cost, cannot be excelled at any price.

There is a suitable S-M Sound Amplifier for

every theatre—whether of 60 seats, or 6,000

—

and for every other amusement need.

II

Above—a typical rack and panel install-

ation: for very large houses.

Below—the new S-M 690 Push-Pull
Amplifier: more than sufficient volume for
1000 to 3000 seat houses, with tone quality
absolutely unsurpassed. List price $245.

Write or wire at once for full in-

formation and price quotations

on any power amplifier installa-

tion. We have representatives

in all principal cities. Catalog
on request.

SILVER- MARSHALL, Inc.

874 W. Jackson Blvd.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Facts On Sound
A large number of S-M 685 Unipac

amplifiers have been used by the U.S.

shipping board at county and state

fair exhibits.

The two largest manufacturers of

theatrical phonographs have stan-

dardized upon S-M amplifiers.

One independent telephone com-
pany covering an entire state con-

ducts a subscriber-program wire serv-

ice thru S-M rack-and-panel ampli-

fiers.

The observation car of President-

elect Hoover's train on his pre-elec-

tion trip was equipped with a power
amplifier built of S-M products.

The laboratories of the largest

telephone makers of the world have
found S-M audio transformers to be

unequalled (unofficially).

More S-M audio apparatus is sold to

discriminating engineers and pro-

fessional radio setbuilders than that

of any competitive make.
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SOUND IN THE THEATRE
Here Are Facts

To Know About
SOUND AMPLIFICATION

FORTUNATE, in this age of Sound, is

the motion picture exhibitor who has
had time during the past few years to

be a radio fan in at least a small way, for

to him the principal processes and ap-

pliances involved in

sound equipment of

the present day are

to a large extent

"an old story."

This does not
mean that sound re-

production as we
know it in the movie
theatre of today is

an "offshoot of ra-

dio" as is often al-

leged. A better way
to put it is that the-

atrical sound repro-

duction and radio
broadcasting are
both outgrowths of

the same all-impor-

tant invention— the

vacuum tube. As a matter of fact, vacuum
tubes were used by the telephone companies

long before they found wide application in

radio transmission and reception.

The difference of opinion existing among
theatre owners on the sound question is

aptly illustrated by two stories recently

told. One man operated a theatre which

Fig. I. A small

amplifier of mod-
erate cost, suitable

for houses up to

6oo seating capac-

ity.

Fig. 2. An amplifier for the medium-
sized house, embodying fading control

and szvitch for taking input from differ-

ent sources.

had exactly 330 seats. Becoming "sold on
sound" he bravely signed a contract for
one of the standard synchronized systems
at a cost slightly over $11,000. When the
time came to deliver this equipment, 30 of
the 330 seats had to be removed from the
theatre in order to make room for the
sound installation—thus reducing to exactly

"Mr. Knowles is chief engineer of the power ampli-
fier division of Silver-Marshall, Inc., Chicago.

By HUGH S. KNOWLES
300 the number of seats available to meet
the increased "nut!"
Another view was taken by a New York

exhibitor according to the tale printed a
few weeks ago in a trade paper. Operating
a theatre double the size mentioned above,
he installed a non-synchronized turntable
machine with a good amplifier and a micro-
phone in his office. Calling upon his own
histrionic prowess, together with that of

his pianist and an obliging neighbor, and
making careful observation upon the prin-

cipal synchronized productions as they
made their appearance in large Broadway
houses, he put into practice (according to

the story) a highly profitable policy of
speaking all the "talking" into the micro-
phone in his office, and thence into the
same loud-speaker which could also be
operated at will from phonograph records.

Without for a moment undertaking to

recommend the second of these two poli-

cies, any more than the first, it may not be
amiss to remark that the canny exhibitor

will do well to take counsel with the best
radio service man or custom-builder in his

town before mortgaging his home to get
"sound."
At the outset, it should be made clear

that whatever the source from which ampli-
fied sound proceeds— whether from a
phonograph pick-up, from a microphone,
from a radio set detector tube, or from the

photo-electric cell of a film-track device,

the process of sound amplification is essen-
tially the same. It is, moreover, essentially

the same as has been commonly carried on
in radio receivers and telephone-line ampli-
fiers, ever since the vacuum tube came into

use. True, there have been various types
of coupling devices employed between the

two or three or more "stages" of amplifica-

tion— resistance coupling, transformer
coupling, and other types. There has been,
also, great improvement in transformer de-

sign, and it is to this improvement, to-

gether with better loud-speakers, that much
of the present success of sound amplifica-

tion is due. Fundamentally, however, we
repeat—it is worth repeating—that the
function of a sound amplifier is exactly the

same, no matter whether the source of

electric current which carries the sound
vibrations is a microphone, a radio receiver,

a phonograph, or a strip of film. Equally
true—and equally important—the required
characteristics for a first-class sound ampli-
fier are exactly the same whether the sound
is synchronized with a motion picture

or not.

The first of these requirements, it may
well be said, is good vacuum tubes—well

designed and well manufactured, and hav-
ing the necessary ample power capacity to

fill an auditorium without the distortion

which happens when the tubes are "over-

loaded" through forcing them to deliver

more than their proper or rated volume.
Until recent months, there was not gen-
erally available to the public any good
reliable power tube of sufficient power ca-

pacity to be of much use
to the theatre man. Since
the amount of loudness or
sound intensity which can
be obtained with any am-
plifying system without ru-

inous distortion is limited

absolutely by the size and
number of the tubes em-
ployed, it will be seen that

this was a very important
obstacle to the general use
of amplified sound. Re-
cently, however, there has
come upon the market a
power tube commonly
known as the "250 type,"

which is of sufficient pow-
er capacity so that one
such tube will deliver
enough volume to fill a

small motion picture thea-

tre quite satisfactorily,

while two such tubes (con-

nected in what is called

the "push-pull circuit," so

as to provide about three

times the power of a sin-

gle tube) will give ade-

quate coverage of good-
sized houses.

The amplifier itself is

then simply an electrical

device into which one may
feed the weak currents de-

veloped in the input device
(microphone, phonograph,
phonograph pick-up, etc.)

and which will amplify

Fig. 3. Full
rack - and -

panel instal-

lation forlarge
houses, with
complete
equipment
0 f meters,
switches,
and other
refinements.

Fig. 4. Loud speaker of the modern
type, capable of handling great vol-

ume without distortion.
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Air Column, 10 feet

Depth, 34 inches

Bell, 40 inches by 40 inches

Weight, 45 pounds

|^VA/nI Horns
The only Perfect Way to Enjoy
the Famous Orchestras and Stage

Dramas is through this Qreat Horn
Because it fills more cubic feet of theatre space than any other.

Because it gives perfect reproductions of music and speech—75

cycles up without distortion or unnatural tones.

Because of its patented non-porous, non-vibratory material and
construction, it is light in weight and can be quickly mounted with

slight effort wherever wanted.

RACON DYNAMIC UNITS for Exponential Horns mark an
advanced step in this day of remarkable talking picture achieve-

ment. The results obtained by the use of the Racon Air Column
Units are to be a surprise even to the most critical listener.

Our acoustical engineers will gladly show how Racon Horns
swell profits.

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

FACTORIES

18 to 24 Washington Place, New York
Slough, Bucks, England, and 105 Sherbourne St., Toronto, Can.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

it through one or more preliminary stages,
so that when finally fed into the power
tubes, it will be strong enough to operate
these tubes to their full capacity, without
having lost its original tone values during
the process. It is this last requirement
which mainly distinguishes a good ampli-
fier from a poor one.
The musical notes, in a typical score,

consist of sound vibrations varying in fre-
quency from about SO for the lowest notes
produced on a double-bass or tuba up to
5,000 or more per second for the overtones
or harmonics which give beauty to vocal
and instrumental tones of all pitches. Thus,
reducing the problem to its simplest terms,
a good amplifier is one which amplifies all

notes equally from the lowest to the high-
est. This ideal of perfection is, of course,
never absolutely obtained in any amplifier,
and it would be useless to obtain it unless
corresponding perfection were possible in

loud speakers, since it is equally the func-
tion of the loud speaker to be exactly as
sensitive to the lowest note as it is to the
highest.

In most sound installations the amplifier
is superior to the speaker in this matter
of equal response to all frequencies. For-
tunately the ear is a very imperfect mechan-
ism; it will tend to supply notes that are
missing, and smooth out reasonable in-

equalities in the reproduction. Were it not
for this the quality of ordinary telephone
conversation would seem terribly poor since
it can be demonstrated that this is very
inferior to a good sound installation.

There are admittedly large variations in

the quality secured in different installations.
These are due to variations in the "pickup,"
amplifier, speakers, and in the acoustics of
the theatre itself. It is important, first, to
see that the different components are de-
signed to work together, and second, that
the equipment is what the theatre calls for.

The latter point is frequently underrated.

The reproduction is influenced by the

volume of the house (that is, number of

cubic feet), the total seating capacity and
average number in the audience, the nature

of the walls, ceilings, floor and drapings,

and by the volume or "loudness" used.

The first factors influence the "loading" or

damping of the house, and affect to some
extent the relative volume of high and low
notes. The "loudness" helps determine the

fidelity, since the ear is accustomed to hear

a certain sound intensity, and when this in-

tensity is raised it affects not only the inten-

sity, but the quality. What should be striven

for is natural volume. Many an otherwise
good installation is spoiled by having the

operator adjust it for excessive volume.

* * *

The actual appearance of several types of

amplifiers employing the moderate-priced
and readily-obtainable "250 tube" is shown
in the three photographs. Fig. 1, repre-

senting the Silver-Marshall 678PD Phono-
graph Amplifier, illustrates one reasonable
solution of the sound problem for the small
house, where profitable purchase of high-
priced synchronized equipment is out of
the question. The amplifier is contained in

a steel case about 3J4 inches wide, 6 inches
high, and 17 inches long. Projecting from
its top are the three tubes required. The
two large ones are the 250 power tube and
the rectifier tube necessary to provide it

with power from ordinary A.C. lighting

systems. The small tube in the middle is

the first-stage amplifying tube. For use
with it there is required one dynamic
speaker (see Fig. 4) which can be mounted
on a large wooden board or on a suitable

drop near the motion picture screen, the
board serving as the baffle necessary to
bring out the power of the low notes. The
678PD amplifier has plenty of power for a
second speaker if the house requires it; this

will be preferable in all but the smallest

theatres. If only one speaker is used, it

should be of the "110 volt D.C." type. For
example, the Silver-Marshall type 851. If

a second speaker is used, it should be of

the A.C. type, a good example being the

Silver-Marshall 850. The difference is due
to the fact that the first speaker used re-

quires no rectifier or choke—the small

amplifier being especially designed to take

care of these requirements within itself.

Besides the amplifier, the tubes and the one
or two speakers, all that is required is a

phonograph with magnetic pickup. These
the exhibitor can readily secure. The small

amplifier does not contain any volume con-

trol, the control on the phonograph pickup
being ordinarily all that is required in a

small installation. It can be adapted for

pickup from a radio receiver instead of

from a phonograph in a few seconds time,

by changing a single wire to another bind-

ing post. It is not designed to take micro-
phone input direct.

The fact should be made clear that tone
quality is not sacrificed to cost in this small

amplifier. The same grade of parts is

used in it, the lower cost being due to the

smaller volume of output obtainable.
For houses seating from 1,000 up to 3,000,

the Silver-Marshall type 690, illustrated in

Fig. 2, has just been announced, and is be-

lieved to represent a very important sav-

ing in cost over any first-quality equipment
previously available. It amplifies through
three stages instead of two, in order to

work up the weak input obtainable from a

phonograph pickup to the large output
capacity of the two 250-type tubes used.

A three-position switch is built in, allowing
instant change from record pickup to mi-
crophone, or to radio receiver. If a dou-
ble-turntable machine is used, its own
switch takes care of changing from one
turntable to the other, though if preferred,

two of the three positions of the main
switch may be used for phonograph pick-
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Mail coupon for full information . . . See below

Announcing a

Brunswick
Mood Accompaniment Record Library

and

Cueing Service

for Motion Picture Theatres

A complete service for theatres using

non-synchronous instruments

/"T*VHE demand of movie fans is for better MUSIC!
To answer this demand, the makers of Bruns-

wick Electrical Records have inaugurated a com-

plete service to take care of the musical needs of

theatres equipped with non-synchronous instruments.

This service includes :

A special Record Library of 500 Brunswick
Electrically Recorded Records. ( The same

selection on both sides of each record so that

long use is assured.)

This librarv includes HURRIES, GAL-
LOPS, MYSTERIOSOS, SOUND EF-
FECTS, ETC., ETC.

A special record for every emergency.

A cue sheet for every picture feature.

A cabinet in which to file all records.

A cue box, felt-lined, to hold records called

Panatropes • Radios Records • Panatropc-Radiolas

for on the cue sheet. This has separate num-
bered compartment for each record.

Theatre owners! Send today for all information

on this new Brunswick service. The attention to

detail, the originality, the musical perfection that

make the name BRUNSWICK mean good music

everywhere, guarantee you PERFECT SATIS-
FACTION in this important matter. The coupon

below, filled in and mailed todav, will bring vou

WITHOUT OBLIGATION all information

about Brunswick's great Library and Cue Sheet Ser-

vice. Mail it now.

r 1

Box R-3-, Record Department
|

j
THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.,

j

I 623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago I

1 Please send detailed information regarding Brunswick .Mood Accompani- !

I ment Library and Cue Service. I

I Your Name _ '

! Theatre Address _ |

I City _ State . I

l 1

THE BRUXSWICK-BALKE-COLLEXDER CO. Chicago • New York • Toronto

Branches in All Principal Cities
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need
of every
theatre

^The lenaen

"AUDITORIUM
SPEAKER

THEATRE owners in every

section of the country are

faced with the problem of ob-

taining equipment for mod-
ern sound reproduction and

supplying better music.

This problem is now suc-

cessfully met by the creative

genius ofPeter L. Jensen, who
has had more than twenty

y ears of experience in design-

ing and building reproducers

and in acoustic engineering.

The new Jensen Audi torium
Speaker reproduces with tre-

mendous volume and with a

DYNAMIC, OF COURSE

!

brilliance of tone quality never

attained before. For excep-

tionally large theatres more
than one reproducer may be

necessary, but in any case a

full round volume of sound is

always assured—something
unobtainable with small type

dynamic cones.

Regardless of the amplifier

you use, make certain that

your theatre is equipped with

the new Jensen Auditorium

Speaker. Write or wire our

nearest factory for complete

information.

JENSEN RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3*8 N. Kedzie Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL. 212 Ninth Street, OAKLAND, CAL.

Jensen Patents Allowed and Pending— Licensed under Lektophone and Magnavox Patents

66Sound 9

9

and Music
Together!

$5952°

F. o. b. Chicago

Western Electric Piano Co.
Specialists in Sound Reproduction

850 BLACKHAWK ST., DEPT. BT-1, CHICAGO, ILL.

For Discs

A SOUND picture record cabinet, de-
signed to minimize effort in the projec-

tion of sound pictures, has been announced
by the Chicago Cinema Equipment Com-
pany.
The cabinet contains 14 trays, each tray

holding one disc. According to the com-
pany, the trays are so provided as to in-

sure non-warping.
Dimensions of this steel cabinet are, 36

inches high, 18^2 inches wide, and 17 inches

deep.

ups instead of providing for radio recep-

tion. The knob seen at the upper left-hand
corner in the photograph, directly above
the switch, is a "fading control" by which
the volume can be instantly adjusted to

any degree of loudness or smoothly
"faded" in or out.

Speaker equipment to handle the entire

power output of this amplifier and to cover a

3,000 seat house may consist of from four to

six dynamic speakers of the Silver-Marshall

850 (A. C.) type, mounted together on a

single large baffle or drop, behind or near the

screen.

The 690 Amplifier is built complete on a

beautifully finished aluminum panel, which
can be mounted if desired upon a standard

Silver-Marshall "PA" rack. The situation on

turntable and pickup equipment is just as

described above.

Houses running above the 3,000 figure in

capacity will in most cases require a more
elaborate installation. For such theatres, as

well as for amusement parks and other enter-

prises requiring coverage of crowds up to

30,000 or over, installations are provided of

the so-called rack-and-panel type—each one

designed to fill the exact requirements of the

location in question, and built up of a suit-

able number of panels of various types.

It must be recognized that figures given here

for house seating capacity as covering the

size of sound amplifier required, are very

rough, and not to be relied upon for any

particular theatre; each house must be con-

sidered a separate problem in itself. But the

data here given should be sufficient to give a

general idea of equipment required to any ex-

hibitor considering sound installation.

TALKING NEEDLES
Especially treated for

TALKING PICTURE
RECORDS

EACH NEEDLE GUARANTEED

Attractive special proposition

for distributors.

Wall-Kane Needle Mfg. Co., Inc.

3922 14th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Control
your show with AC

FILM SPEED
INDICATOR
THE AC Film Speed Indicator

indicates film speed in feet per

minute.

Use it in connection with the film

speed calculator which is supplied

gratis. Gives you instantly the exact

speed required to run your film in

any specified time.

By use of this modern equipment,
performances can be kept precisely

on schedule. Feature filmsand musi-

cal score can be perfectly synchro-

nized. Talking films are accurately
controlled.

The AC Film Indicator is designed
for quick and easy installation on all

projecting machines. Price complete,
with special support bracket, uni-
versal joint mounting bracket, drive

shaft, and all attachments, $30. Order
through your supply house, being
sure to specify by Package Number
the model you require, "clockwise"
or "counter-clockwise."

Package No. 860,070, clockwise

;

Package No. 860,071, counter-clockwise.

TheatresWhich
Are Featuring
Sound Pictures

AC SPARK PLUG CO., Flint, Michigan

CALIFORNIA
LOS ANGELES—The Vine Street Theatre has been

equipped with Photophone.
SAN FRANCISCO—A new three-Manual organ has

been installed in the Golden Gate Theatre and house
wired for sound pictures.

CONNECTICUT
DANBURY—The Palace Theatre has been equipped

with Bristolphone.
DELAWARE

WILMINGTON—Extensive improvements have been
made to the Parkway Theatre and house reopened.
Features Photophone.

FLORIDA
TAMPA—The Tampa Theatre, A. M. Ray, man-

ager, is reported will install sound equipment.
ILLINOIS

CHAMPAIGN—The Rialto Theatre has installed
Vitaphone and Movietone.
DOWNERS GROVE—The Tivoli Theatre, devoted

to pictures and vaudeville, has been equipped for
Vitaphone and Movietone. E. E. Belcia is resident
manager.
HIGHLAND PARK—The Alcyon Theatre will fea-

ture Vitaphone and Movietone.
MORRISON—The new Capitol Theatre has been

equipped with Ampliphone.
SANDWICH—The old American Theatre has been

renamed the Avalon and reopened with Photophone.
SPRINGFIELD—The Princess Theatre, recently ac-

quired by the Frisina Amusement Company, is to
feature both Vitaphone and Movietone.

INDIANA
INDIANAPOLIS—The Colonial Theatre, operated

by the recently organized Community Photoplay
Houses, Inc., has been remodeled and sound equip-
ment installed.
PERU—The Liberty Theatre is to be equipped for

sound pictures.
IOWA

AMES—The Ames Theatre is featuring Vitaphone
and Movietone.
BURLINGTON—The Palace Theatre is to be wired

for Photophone.
KANSAS

ARKANSAS CITY—Vitaphone equipment will be
installed in the Burford Theatre.

MASSACHUSETTS
WESTFIELD—The new Park Theatre has been

equipped with Vitaphone and Movietone.
MISSISSIPPI

VICKSBURG—Sound equipment has been installed

in the Saenger Theatre.
NEW JERSEY

HILLSIDE;—Sobelson Brothere have reopened the
Hillside Theatre. House has been remodeled and
Photophone installed.

NEW YORK
BREWSTER—Photophone will be featured at the

Cameo Theatre.
ROCHESTER—The Eastman Theatre is featuring

Photophone.
UTICA—The Orpheum Theatre will feature Vita-

phone.
OHIO

COLUMBUS—The Neth Vernon Theatre, a colored
house located at 1060 Mt. Vernon avenue, has been
equipped for Vitaphone productions. House recently
reopened as Neth's Cameo.
LIMA—Dan Kirwin and A. Ritzier have reopened

the Faurot Opera House. Features Vitaphone, Movie-
tone, vaudeville and occasional road shows.
SANDUSKY—The Schine-State Theatre has been

equipped with Vitaphone and Movietone.
YOUNGSTOWN—The State Theatre has opened.

Features Movietone. Stage equipped for presentation
acts.

OKLAHOMA
DUNCAN—The Palace Theatre, a vaudeville and

picture house, has reopened. Sound equipment has
been installed.

PENNSYLVANIA
HANOVER—Sound equipment is being installed in

the State Theatre.
PITTSBURGH—The Harris Theatre has been

equipped with Photophone.
TEXAS

COLEMAN—The three houses operated in this city

by B. C. Howell & Sons are to be equipped for sound
pictures.
DALLAS—Sound equipment has been installed in

the Capitol Theatre.
VIRGINIA

PETERSBURG—Sound equipment will be installed
in the Palace Theatre.

WASHINGTON
SEATTLE—The Pantages Theatre has been wired

for sound pictures. Will feature both Vitaphone and
Movietone.

WISCONSIN
EAU CLAIRE—The State Theatre is featuring

Vitaphone.
FOND DU LAC—The Retlaw Theatre is featuring

Vitaphone and Movietone.
KENOSHA—The Gateway Theatre is featuring

Vitaphone and Movietone.
MILWAUKEE—Bristolphone has been installed in

the Majestic Theatre.

Agents Wanted

for the

The Oganvox is the

latest, most complete,

best and least expen-

sive sound reproduc-

ing machine for thea-

tres.

It does what every-

thing else on the mar-

ket claims to do and

sells for much less.

Everybody associated

in the sale of it is

making big money

—

fast!

Quick action will get

the Oganvox for you

in your territory.

Send air mail today

your application out-

lining the territory

you cover and your

experience.

The National
Sound Reproducing

Company
653 Clinton Street

MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN
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I want to congratulate you
on the wonderful instrument.

Having heard many others, it

is without doubt the finest of

its kind on the market.

I am very well pleased with

it, and my patrons are thrilled

with the music beyond words,

comments are coming every

day and it is without doubt a

business builder. I can highly

recommend this Good-All Or-

chestrola to every theatre

owner who wants to give his

people the finest music in the

land.

(Signed) A. J. Mason,
Springhill, Nova Scotia.

NOTICE At Last! Perfect
"*Tones and Volume

The GOOD-ALL ORCHESTROLA is now
furnished complete for only $495.00 with a
wonderful new DYNAMIC SPEAKER com-
plete with THREE FOOT BELL HORN
as shown below.

We believe the Good-All Orchestrola produces the clearest and
finest tones of any theatre machine made regardless of price and the
volume is sufficient to fill a theatre with two thousand seats.

Compare the workmanship, operation,
appearance and all features of the
Orchestrola with any other machine re-

gardless of price before you buy.

Results count, why pay more?

Write or wire for further particulars.

Jobbers wanted

Good-All Electric Mfg. Co.
Ogallala, Neb.

Dynamic Speaker

with 3 ft. bell

SOUND EFFECTS?
Brunswick Offers New Library

T*HE Brunswick Company has just placed
* on the market a library of 500 records
of sound effects and musical accompani-
ment for disc machines.

The scope of this library is told in the
subjoined announcement of the service:
"The Brunswick Company's announce-

ment of a complete record and cueing serv-
ice to theatres using non-synchronous in-

struments comes at a most opportune time.
This service will greatly simplify the use
of the numerous instruments already in-

stalled in theatres throughout the country
and will break down a certain resistance
which manufacturers of such instruments
have met in selling their product hereto-
fore.

"This library of 500 records includes such
things as sound effects, hurries, gallops,
mysteriosos, agitators, furiosos, etc., as well
as innumerable fox trots, waltzes and theme
songs. This enables the theatre to accom-
pany any motion picture with appropriate
music, and it does away with the necessity
of playing just certain parts of records, as
all of the Brunswick records can be started
at the beginning and played through until

the change of action or title.

"Furthermore, there are no vocal effects
in any of these 500 records, and from time
to time new theme songs and other neces-
sary records will be added to this catalog
to keep it right up to the minute. These
additional records, however, will be listed

on the Brunswick as 'Optional Substitu-

tions,' and all pictures will be cued by the
Brunswick Company with the records in
the original library of 500 records, thus al-

lowing the theatre owner to use the new
records or not, at will. Thus, the theatre
purchasing the complete library is sure of
having the records needed for all pictures.

"The Brunswick Company has gone back
one year on picture releases, and will fur-
nish cue sheets on any picture, providing
the theatre gives them two weeks advance
notice of the actual showing of that pic-
ture.

"This complete library and cueing serv-
ice can be purchased on a cash or deferred
payment basis . . . the records becoming the
property of the theatre. It is interesting to
note, here, that the Brunswick Company has
been working on this library and on their
Cueing Service, for the past four months,
and has been recording various special ef-

fects needed for motion picture theatres,
during that time. They have experimented
by showing pictures in various houses, cued
with their non-synchronous library, and
have worked out a cue box to contain the
records needed for the picture being shown,
and a complete stock cabinet to contain the
entire library with additional spaces for
two hundred and fifty records, which is by
far the most satisfactory filing and cueing
system so far designed.

"Realizing the unusual wear these rec-
ords will be subjected to in theatre use, the
Brunswick Company geared their recording

machine in such a way as to build up a

thicker wall between the grooves, which
will add to the life of a record.
"Furthermore, they have recorded the

same selection on both sides of each record,

thus giving each individual record double
playing value, and making it much easier

for the operator of the instrument, as he
does not have to look closely at the title

on the label of the record to ascertain

which selection is needed. The Brunswick
label is light yellow in color, the top half

of which is left blank for the operator to

mark in with soft pencil the cue number as

given on the Brunswick cue sheet. This
record, if numbered 'No. 1' is placed in the

'No. 1' compartment of the Brunswick cue

box, the second record on the cue sheet is

numbered 'No. 2' and placed in the 'No.
2' compartment of the cue box, etc. This

cue box is a light portable rack felt lined

and numbered from one to forty, and is

intended to be placed on or near the^fion-

synchronous instrument.

SUPERIOR—The Palace Theatre ie featuring Vita-

phone and Movietone.
WAUKESHA—The Park Theatre ia featuring Vita-

phone and Movietone.

FLORIDA
WEST PALM BEACH—The Arcade Theatre, under

the management of A. P. Tally, has been wired for

Vitaphone and Movietone.

COLORADO
DENVER—New owners of the Colorado Theatre

plan to install sound equipment.

IDAHO
LEWISTON—Vitaphone and Movietone is being

featured at the Liberty Theatre.

INDIANA
MARION—The Indiana Theatre h- s been remodeled,

seating capacity increased to 1,?j0, and wired for

sound pictures.
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A new horn for sound and talking pic-

tures developed by Racon Electric Com-
pany. This is but one of the new sound
developments offered by Racon.

Sound Theatres

IOWA
OTTUMWA—Vitaphone and Movietone is to be

featured at the Square Theatre, under the manage-
ment of Stephen Braun.

KENTUCKY
NEWPORT—The Photophone is being featured at

the Hippodrome Theatre, operated by the Frankel
Enterprises, under the management of Charles D.
Mervis.

MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY—The Royal Theatre recently re-

opened with Vitaphone and Movietone.
NEW YORK

ALBANY—The Mark Ritz Theatre is featuring
sound pictures.
AMSTERDAM—The Strand Theatre has been re-

modeled and Vitaphone equipment installed.

GLENS FALLS—The Bradley Theatre, under the
management of Lew Fischer, is to feature sound pic-

tures.

HORNELL The Majestic Theatre is now
equipped with both Vitaphone and Movietone.

NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH WILKESBORO—The Rose Theatre has

reopened with sound pictures.

OHIO
CLEVELAND—Photophone and Movietone have

been installed in the newly decorated and renovated
Keith's Hippodrome.
FULTON—Vitaphone has been installed in the

Grand Theatre.
LIMA—The Ohio Theatre, a Schine's Enterprise

house, under the management of C. F. Laurence, is

to be equipped with Vitaphone and Movietone.
PIQUA—The new Ohio Theatre is to be equipped

for Vitaphone and Movietone.
PORTSMOUTH—The Rialto Theatre has installed

Vitaphone.
OKLAHOMA

ARDMORE—The Palace Theatre is to feature
Vitaphone and Movietone.
BARTLESVILLE—The Lyric Theatre is to be

jcruipped to handle Vitaphone and Movietone.
MIAMI—The Glory B Theatre is to be equipped

with Vitaphone and Movietone.
^ SHAWNEE—The Ritz Theatre, operated by the
Griffith interests, has reopened and will feature Vita-
phone.

PENNSYLVANIA
HAZLETON—Vitaphone equipment has been to-

talled in the Capitol Theatre, a Comerford house.
ST. MARYS—The new St. Marys Theatre has been

arired for sound pictures.

SOUTH DAKOTA
BRITTON—The Strand Theatre has been improved

>nd wired for sound pictures.
SIOUX FALLS—The State Theatre is featuring

Movietone.

TEXAS
DALLAS—The Pantages Theatre has been re-

modeled and name changed to the Ritz. Will fea-
:ure sound pictures.

UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY—The Pantages Theatre is fea-

turing sound pictures .

SALT LAKE CITY—The Victory Theatre is show-
ing Vitaphone productions.

VIRGINIA
PORTSMOUTH—The Gates Theatre is now

quipped with Vitaphone.

DUPLEX-O-PHONE
HP HE feature of having six turn tables adds to the scope of the instrument. The four

center turn tables are worked automatically—no operator being necessary, which
feature alone is worth the price of the instrument. The instrument is also equipped with
the two single turn tables, for cueing the picture.

On the DUPLEX-O-PHONE, you can play six different records within a second's

notice, fading out one and bringing in the next tune instantaneously.

MASTER
CONTROL
By this dertce. you

eu oontrol the rol-

ume from the softest

to the loudest tone.

The DUPLEX-O-
PHONB Is also ar-

ranged to handle
from one to four Dy-
namlo Speakers, and
each can be con-

trolled Individually

from the other. Thli

Is a rery Important

feature. By this con-

trol, the sound can

be modulated to suit

the show house. The
Instrument It

equipped with a

powerful amplifying

unit, built to handle

four Speaaers.

Nelson-Wiggen Piano Co.
1731-45 Belmont Ave., Chicago

—for theatre

Lighting Control

Wouldn't
You

Rather
Have
— a Proven System?

It isn't only the first cost of the lighting control that you lose if it isn't

right but lost business, poor shows and the final cost of putting in the

right—the proven—system. Wouldn't you rather be safe than sorry?

Write for the new FA Major System Book just off the press.

Shrank<2€dam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST. LOUIS
OFFICES IN THIRTY CITIES

1
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View from above of Motio-Tone

A SET OF IS

SOUND
EFFECT
RECORDS

1
00

E
A
C
H

WILL PAY FOR ITSELF
MANY TIMES OVER IN ONE

PERFORMANCE
Set includes more than 30-dis-

tinct sound effects such as, airplane

(5 different effects), passenger
and freight trains, fire engines,

crowds cheering, gong, applause,
sirens, church bells, machine guns
with airplane, etc., sleigh bells,

steamboat whistle and others.

All our records are of high
grade quality, double faced (the
same recorded effects on both
sides) which means double serv-
ice.

HERE'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY
DON'T WAIT-ORDER TODAY
EXHIBITORS RECORD

SERVICE CO.
Film Exchange Bldg., Omaha, Neb.
EVERYTHING SHIPPED C. O. D. INSURED

BEWARE OF DUPES

ONE of the popular disc devices on the

market is Motio-Tone, manufactured by
the Gates Radio and Supply Company.

In describing the equipment, the company
says

:

"The Motio-Tone theatre dynamic speaker
is not the ordinary commercial dynamic
speaker, but is specially constructed for thea-

tre purposes. The large baffle board, 24 by
48, is composed of special ingredients to get

all the tones that are audible to the human
ear, and we want to say to you that we would
just like for you to hear the very lowest bass
coming out of this speaker, and then jump to

the very highest note on the scale, as clear

and distinct as if the original were there in

person, and we are not exaggerating it at all.

"The Motio-Tone power plant will handle
any number of speakers. There are controls
on the panel for six reproducers, also the vol-
ume and frequency are under control of the
operator. No matter what the acoustical con-
ditions or construction of any theatre, regard-
less of size, this power plant, together with
the theatre dynamic reproducer, will give them
the proper results.

"The motor board illustration shows the
true Q device that is used exclusively on the
Wonder Electrograph. The dial is graduated
in quarter-inches for either 10, 12, or 18-inch
records, making it simple for any operator to

almost synchronize a picture from this True Q
Device. All that is necessary is for the oper-
ator to know the records, and he can place the
pick-up on any score desired.

Cramblet Company and
Three Concerns Merged

Announcement has been made of the merger
of Cramblet Engineering Corporation, manu-
facturer of the Evenheeter and the Silent

Flasher, with three other companies. The
new corporation will be known as Time-O-

Stat Controls Company. The main office and
factory will be at Elkhart, Ind., where the
company owns a large tract of land and fine

new buildings.

This new organization has increased re-

sources for the continued development, ac-
curate manufacture, and efficient marketing
of its many products. The sign flashers form-
erly known as Hotchkiss Silent Flashers, will,

Motio-Tone dynamic speaker

in the future, be known as Time-O-Stat Si-

lent Flashers. Evenheeters will also be a
featured product.

P. K. Cramblet, formerly president of the

Cramblet Engineering Corporation, is one of

the vice presidents of the new company. Clif-

ford Hotchkiss, originator of the flasher, and
R. A. Grant, who has been in charge of sales,

will also continue with the new company.

For the time being Time-O-Stat Silent

Flashers will be built and distributed by the

Cramblet Engineering Division of the new
company, located at 286 Milwaukee Street,

Milwaukee. Wis.

Motio-Tone power plant
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What Goes Into a Modern Theatre

And What Each Item Costs
Not that your theatre needs to have all this theatre has. Just take out of these figures what you

don't want. They still will give you a pretty accurate idea of what your investment will be

THE town had about 30,000 inhabitants.

The theatre was to be a deluxe house,

costing in the neighborhood of $350,000.

As a matter of fact, its total cost proved to

be only $329,553, which is making costs pretty

much of a certainty. And because the costs

were figured out, in both amounts per item

and percentages of the total cost, it is possible

to present a complete financial survey of an
average theatre project, from which may be
reckoned fairly closely what any other theatre
might cost.

The architect of the house under discussion

was John Eberson of Chicago and New York,
and the figures to be presented are his. The
theatre, designed in the usual Eberson man-
ner, is highly decorative, carrying out his

idea that theatres should be what the perform-
ance is, a medium of escape from the hum-
drum routine of real life. There is a stage
of ample accommodations for metropolitan
productions, lounges and similar deluxe house
departments, besides space for shops. The
theatre was to seat about 1,500. It came to
seat -43 more than that.

The area of the lot available was 18,360
square feet. In the end, the amount used was
17,398 square feet

Such, then, were the conditions under which

By GEORGE SCHUTZ

the architect had to work. The figures to

follow show the result. They represent a
complete theatre, actually existing, and were
compiled after the project was finished. They
are thus an authentic accounting of the costs
of a modern motion picture theatre, and by
rejecting or accepting certain items, accord-
ing to the needs of the proposed theatre, the
prospective builder may determine pretty

closely what his project is going to cost him.

The following figures further contribute to

the general picture of the house under dis-

cussion :

Floor area, rentable (stores and apart-
ments), 4,627 square feet.

Volume of theatre, 858,852 cubic feet.

Number of stores, 5; number of apart-
ments (11 rooms), 7.

Number of seats on main floor, 1,123; in

balcony, 420.

Cubic feet of theatre per seat, approximately
495.

Figures in the financial review of the thea-

tre are as follows:

Cost of entire building, $254,449.

Cost of equipment, $56,450.

Architects' fee, $18,654.

Adding these figures, one gets the grand

total of $329,553, as the ultimate cost of the
project. Of that amount, $221,138 represents
the cost of the theatre, and $33,311 the cost

of the commercial part.

These figures immediately become applicable

to other projects by reducing them to their

respective relationships to the whole cost

—

that is, by showing the unit costs of each
department of the project per cubic foot.

These figures, in dollars, are as follows

:

Theatre and commercial section, .298.

Commercial section alone, .350.

Theatre section alone, 290.

Theatre equipment, .074.

Theatre section and equipment, .364.

Theatre section, equipment and architect,

.385.

The following figures are for the cost per
seat

:

Theatre section, $143,150.

Theatre equipment, $36,500.

Theatre section and equipment, $179,650.

Theatre section, equipment and architect,

$191,000.

The figures given in the tables show the
cost in dollars for each item of construction
and equipment, and each item's percentage of
the total cost.

EQUIPMENT COST BY CLASSIFICATION

Cost in Percent of Total
Dollars Equip. Cost

Opera Chairs $12,000.00 21.320

Booth Equip *7,500.00 13.000

Box Off. Equip 750.00 1.330

Port. Elec. Equip 750.00 1.330

Scenery (including asbestos curtain) 5,000.00 8.900

Rigging 3,500.00 6.210

Orch. Chairs and Stands 600.00 1.070

Carpets 5,000.00 8.900

Draperies 600.00 1.070

Decorative Furn 2,000.00 3.550

Statuary 500.00 .890

Artificial Birds 300.00 .540

Artificial Flowers 1,500.00 2.660
Stunts 500.00 .890

Elec. Light Fixtures 4,000.00 7.100
Sign 5,000.00 8.900
Lamps 2,000.00 3.550
Organ (1st Payment) 1,500.00 2.660
Organ Lift; Orch. Lift 1,200.00 2.130

(Continued on follotoing page)
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(Continued from preceding page)

Display Frames 500.00 .890
Uniforms 750.00 1.330
Opening Expenses 1,000.00 1.780

Total $56,450.00 100.000

CONSTRUCTION COST BY CLASSIFICATION

Cost in Percent of Total
Item Dollars Const. Lost

.006

2,330.00 .915

Temp. Off., Tool Hse., Fences, Strs., Elev., Toil., Clean 1,250.00 .490
rry TT. T . TVT*. T .lempt. Ht., Lt., Nite Lt .020

.980

3.600

1,000.00 .039

200.00 .008

6.570

9,500.00 3.740

1,000.00 .039

4,000.00 1.570

3,560.80 1.400

1.570

9,000.00 3.530

10,000.00 3.930

100.00 .004

Erec. and Cart., 6,000.00 23.000.00 9.045

6,000.00 2.360

1,000.00 .039

2,500.00 .980

Terra Cotta Wk., 4,200.00; Setting, 1,800.00 6,000.00 2.360

35,000.00 13.750

3,000.00 1.180

4,500.00 1.765

550.00 .022

Sheet Metal Work 3,000.00 1.180

103.00 .004

Fire Doors, H. M. Kal. T. C 2,200.00 .875

Metal Toilet Partitions 360.00 .014

Mill Work, 5,500.00; Labor 2,500.00 8,000.00 3.140

Wood Floors, 700.00; Labor, 300.00 1,000.00 .039

.039

.008

150.00 .006
Mia*, t 9nflfinn- i nrtrt nn q nnA An l.lou

Scaffold, 2,000.00; Labor, 500.00 2,500.00 .980

2,000.00 .785

1,000.00 .039

155.00 .006

2,150.00 .845

Marble Wk 2,200.00 .865

Tile Wk 300.00 .012

3,000.00 1.180

2,000.00 .785

150.00 .006

8,000.00 3.140

200.00 .008

2.557

15,800.00 6.200

12,000.00 4.700

7.890

Total Building $254,449.00 100.000
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"SOUND...EFfECYI'
dramatized by the

KILGEN WONDER ORGAN
Rare indeed is the motion picture patron who does not

manifest a keener appreciation of the photoplay that is

'synchronized' by an artist whom they can see perform.

The living organist has a greater 'box office appeal' ....
his music is clearer in tone . . . living and vibrant . . . and
the sound effects at his finger tips enable him to follow

every screen movement realistically, and with startling

animation. Among the effects dramatized by the Kilgen

Wonder Organ are . . .

1 . The Storm Scene

—with crashesofthunder, driving
rain, howling winds; so natural
that your audience quivers in

its seats!

2. Military Scenes

Marching feet, bugle calls; the
scream of shells and bursting
bombs. 'No-Man's Land' with
all its horrific sounds.

3. Church Bells

For wedding, funeral, or religious

scenes. In a clear, ringing tone
that no 'sound' picture could
ever record.

4. Fire Engines

Themotor's snort, the shrill siren,

the ominous gong. Unusual thrill

effects for the Kilgen organist.

5. Hunting Scene

The trumpeter . . . the riders rush-

ing through the brake . . . the bay-
ing of the hounds!

6. Symphony Orchestra

Every instrument . . with a grand
"

ensemble rich in power and
beauty. . .on the Kilgen.

7. Jazz Bands
...red-hot rhythm; all the odd
notes and contraptions. The kind
of music that dancers can't resist.

8. Animal Cries

The lion's roar; the wail of the

hyena. The bull, the bird or the
dog. The Kilgen duplicates every
animal sound.

9. Western Scenes

The beating hoofs of horses . .

.

rapid pursuit and its accompany-
ing exchange of shots. All there

with the Kilgen.

10. Blacksmith

The clang ofthe sledge ; and when
he dips the red-hot shoe in water,

you hear the hissing steam

!

11. Piano Solo

When the screen hero plays, you
hear what you see . . . through the
Kilgen.

12. The Indian Dance
The monotonous beat of the tom-
tom . . . the shuffling feet ... at the
organist's finger-tips!

It took 'sound' pictures. . .and expensive, unsatisfactory

equipment ... to show you the possibilities of your own
Kilgen Wonder Organ. A never'failing attraction to

those who love musical perfection. For them,

nothing can ever replace the Organ.

Sendfor Catalog, or write National Theatre Supply Co. Distributors

GEO. KILGEN& SON, INC. * 4020 N. Union Blvd. St. Louis, Mo.
DOMINION THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. Toronto - Vancouver

Canadian Distributors
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BETTER THEATRES
Information and
Catalog Bureau

"Better Theatres" offers on this page an individual service to

its readers. Detailed information and catalogs concerning any
product listed herewith will be sent to any theatre owner, man-
ager, architect er projectionist. Just fill in the coupon below
and mail to "Better Theatres" Division of Exhibitors Herald
and Moving Picture World. Many of the products listed by
this Bureau are advertised in this issue of "Better Theatres."

See Advertisers Index.

1 Acoounting systems.

2 Acoustical installations.

3 Adapters, carbon.

4 Adding, calculating machines.
5 Admission signs.

6 Addressing machines.
7 Advertising novelties, materials.

8 Advertising projects.

9 Air conditioning equipment.
10 Air dome tents.

11 Aisle lights.

12 Aisle rope.

13 Alarm signals.

14 Aro lamps, reflecting.

15 Architectural service.

16 Arc regulators.

17 Artificial plants, flowers.

18 Art titles.

19 Automatic curtain tontrol.

20 Automatic projection cutouts.

21 Automatio sprinklers.

B
22 Balloons, advertising.

23 Banners.
24 Baskets, decorative.

25 Bell-buzzer signal systems.
26 Blocks, pulleys, stage-rigging.

27 Blowers, hand.
28 Booking agencies for musicians.
29 Booking agencies (state kind).

30 Boilers.

31 Bolts. Chair anchor.
32 Booths, projection.

33 Booths, ticket.

34 Box. loge chairs.

35 Brass grills.

36 Brass rails.

37 Brokers-Theatre promotion.
38 Bulletin boards, changeable.

39 Cable.

40 Cabinets.

41 Calcium lights.

42 Cameras.
43 Canopies lor fronts.

44 Carbons.
45 Carbon sharpeners.

46 Carbon wrenches.
47 Carpets.

48 Carpet eushion.

49 Carpet Cleaning compound.
60 Carpet covering.

51 Cases, film shipping.

62 Cement, film.

53 Chair covers.

54 Chairs, wicker.

65 Chairs, theatre.

56 Change makers.
57 Changer overs.

68 Color hoods.

59 Color wheels.
60 Condensers.

O
II Date strips.

82 Decorations (state kind).

63 Decorators, theatre.

64 Dimmers.
65 Disinfectants—perfumed.
66 Doors, fireproof.

67 Draperies.

68 Drinking fountains.
69 Duplicating machines.

E
70 Electric tircuit testing instru-

ments.
71 Electrie fans.

72 Electrical flowers.

73 Electric power generating
plants.

74 Electric signs.

75 Electrio signal and control sys-

tems.

76 Emergency lighting plants.

77 Exit light signs.

F
78 Film cleaners.

79 Filmsplicing machine.
60 Film tools (state kind).
81 Film waxing machine.
82 Fire alarms.

83 Fire escapes.

84 Fire extinguishers.

85 Fire hose.

86 Fire hose reels, tarts.

87 Fire proof curtains.

88 Fire proof doors.

89 Fire proofing materials.
90 Fixtures, lighting.

91 Flashlights.

92 Flashers. Electrie sign.

93 Flood lighting.

94 Floor lights.

95 Floor covering.

96 Floor runners.
97 Flowers, artiflsial.

98 Footlights.

99 Fountains, decorative.

100 Fountains, drinking.
101 Frames-poster, lobby display.
102 Fronts, metal theatre.

103 Furnaces, eoal burning.
104 Furnaces, oil burning.
105 Furniture, theatre.

106 Fuses.

6
107 Generators.
108 Grilles, brass.

109 Gummed labels.

110 Gypsum products.

H
1 1 1 Hardware, stage.

112 Heating system, coal.

113 Heating system, oil.

114 Ink, pencils for slides.

115 Insurance. Fire.

116 Insurance. Rain.
117 Interior decorating serviee.

118 Interior illuminated signs.

J
119 Janitors' supplies.

120 Labels, film caution.
121 Lamps, decorative.

122 Lamp dip coloring.

123 Lamps, general lighting.

124 Lamps, incandescent projection.
125 Lamps, high intensity.

126 Lamps, reflecting arc.

127 Lavatory equipment furnish-
ings.

128 Lavatory fixtures.

129 Ledgers, theatre.

130 Lenses.

131 Lights, exit.

132 Lights, spot.

133 Lighting fixtures.

134 Lighting Installations.

135 Lighting systems, complete.
136 Linoleum.
137 Liquid soap.

138 Liquid soap containers.
139 Lithographers.
140 Lobby display frames.
141 Lobby gazing balls.

142 Lobby furniture.

143 Lobby decorations.
144 Lubricants (state kind).
145 Luminous numbers.
146 Luminous signs. Interior,

exterior.

M
147 Machines, ticket.

148 Machines, pop corn.

149 Machines, sanitary vending
150 Makt up, boxes, theatrleal.
151 Marble.
152 Marquise.
153 Mats, leather.

1*4 Mats and runners.
155 Mazda projection adapters
156 Metal lath.

157 Metal polish.

151 Mirror, shades.
159 Motor generators.
160 Motion picture table.
161 Musical instruments (stats

kind).

162 Musis publisher*.
163 Muslo rolls.

164 Musio stands.

N
165 Napkins.
166 Novelties, advertising.

167 Nursery furnishings and
equipment.

O
168 Oil burners.

169 Orchestral pieces.

170 Orchestra pit fittings, furnish-
ings.

171 Organs.
172 Organ novelty slides.

173 Organ lifts.

174 Organ chamber heaters.

175 Ornamental fountains.
176 Ornamental metal work.

177 Ornamental metal theatre
fronts.

P
178 Paint, screen.

179 Papei drinking cups.

180 Paper towels.

181 Perfumers.
182 Photo frames.
183 Pianos.

184 Picture sets.

185 Player pianos.

186 Plastic fixtures and decorations.
187 Plumbing fixtures.

188 Positive film.

189 Posters.

190 Poster frames.
191 Poster lights.

192 Poster paste.

193 Portable projectors.

194 Pottery decorative.

195 Power generating plants.
196 Printing, theatre.

197 Programs.
198 Program covers.

199 Program signs, illuminated.
200 Projection lamps.
201 Projection machines.
202 Projection machine parts.

203 Projection room equipment.

R
204 Radiators.

205 Radiator covers.

206 Rails, brass.

207 Rails, rope.

208 Rain insurance.

209 Rectifiers.

210 Reconstruction service.

211 Redecorating service.

212 Reflectors (state kind).
213 Refurnishing service.

214 Regulators, Mazda.
215 Reels.

216 Reel end signals.

217 Reel packing, carrying cases.

218 Resonant orchestra platform.
219 Reseating service.

220 Rewinding Dim.
221 Rheostats.
222 Rigging, stage.

223 Roofing materials.

S
224 Safes, film.

225 Scenery, stage.

226 Scenlo artists' service.

227 Screens.
228 Screen paint.

229 Seat covers.

230 Seat Indicators, vacant.

231 Seats, theatres.

232 Signs (state kind).
233 Signs, parking.

234 Signals, reel end.
235 Sign flashers.

236 Sign-cloth.

237 Sign lettering service.

238 Sidewalk machines, corn pop-
pers.

239 Slides.

240 Slide ink. pencils.

241 Slide lanterns.

242 Slide making outfits.

243 Slide mats.

244 Shutters, metal lire.

245 Soap containers, liquid.

246 Speed indicators.

247 Spotlights.

248 Stage doors-valanees. etc.

249 Stage lighting equipment.
250 Stage lighting systems.

251 Stage rigging-bloeks. pulleys

252 Stage scenery.

253 Stair treads.

254 Statuary.

255 Steel lockers.

256 Stereopticous.

257 Sweeping compounds.
258 Switchboards.
259 Switches, automatio.

T
260 Talley counters.

261 Tapestiies.

262 Tax tree music.

263 Telephones, inler-comniuiilcat.

ing.

264 Temperature regulation syslen

265 Terra Cotta.

266 Terminals.
267 Theatre accounting systems
268 Theatre dimmers.
269 Theatre seats.

270 Tickets.

271 Ticket booths.

272 Ticket choppers.

273 Ticket holders.

274 Ticket racks.

275 Ticket selling mashiiies.

276 Tile.

277 Tilo stands.
278 Tool cases, operator's.

279 Towels, paper.

280 Towels, cloth.

281 Trailers.

282 Translormers.

283 Tripods.

284 Turnstiles, registering.

285 Typewriters.

U
286 Uniforms.

287 Valances, for boxes.

288 Vases, stone.

289 Vacuum cleaners.

290 Ventilating fans.

291 Ventilating, cooling system.

292 Ventilating systems, complete.

293 Vending machines, soap, tow-

els, napkins, cto.

294 Vitrolltc.

W
295 Wall burlap.

296 Wall leather.

297 Watchman's clocks.

298 Water cooler*.

299 Wheels, color.

USE THIS COUPON

"BETTER THEATRES" DIVISION
Exhibitors Herald and Moving Picture World
407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago

Gentlemen : I should like to receive reliable information on the following items

:

(Refer to Items by Number)

Remarks :

Name Theatre _ City.

State — Seating Capacity
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BETTER PROJECTION
THE BATTERIES

Vital Sound Equipment Unit

By F. H. RICHARDSON
[/ am indebted to the Electric Storage Battery Company and Mr.
John McGuinness for much of the data herein contained.]

TT occurs to me that we have not yet
treated of one hugely important unit in

sound equipment, namely the storage bat-

teries. I say "hugely important" because
of the fact that unless the batteries func-
tion 100 per cent efficient, then the rest of
the apparatus cannot possibly do so.

Your storage batteries are nothing more
or less than a subsidiary or secondary

thing. Perhaps a very brief history will

be of help. A Frenchman, Plante, discov-
ered that if he put two sheets of pure lead
into a mixture of sulphuric acid and water
and then connected one of these plates to
the positive of a generator and the other
plate to the negative of the generator, af-

ter he had run the generator for some time
he could disconnect the two lead plates

storage cell? He found, after he had con-
nected the two lead plates which were in

the sulphuric acid and water mixture to the
terminals of the generator and after the
generator had run for some time, that a'
compound known as lead peroxide had
been formed on the surface of the plate
connected to the positive terminal of the
generator, which he called the positive

Fig. 2. Positive Plate

Fig. 4. Negative Croup Fig. 5. Wood Separator Fig

The storage battery and its component parts. Here are
shown successively the positive plate, negative plate, nega-
tive group, wood separator, positive group and finally in

Figure 7 at the bottom the complete unit of positive and
negative plates which interlock—a positive plate between

each two negatives.

StPositivePlate
SeparateRib
for/frgalivePlate

. Vent Plug

SuBBer gasket

cell cover

%)ipcA
acid space

nejativestrap

negativeplate

Giant
CompoundJar

l'/i inch
Sedimentspace

Sectional view of storage battery cell showing the com-
ponent parts.

power source. By their use a dependable,
steady and quiet source of current is as-
sured which, on discharge, is entirely in-
dependent of the electric power supply.

* * *

Electric power has, of course, got to be
put into the battery before any can be
taken out. Putting electric power into a
battery is called charging. Only direct
current can be used to charge a battery so
that if the power supply is alternating cur-
rent, some device must be used to change
the alternating current to direct current.
This is usually done with a device called
a rectifier.

What goes on in a storage battery is
simple once you get the principle of the

from the generator and cause a current to

flow from these lead plates by connecting
these two lead plates to a wire circuit.

He further found that the current he
could obtain from the lead plates gradu-
ally diminished until it eventually stopped.
By again connecting his two plates of lead

to the generator as before, he found he
could, after the generator had run for some
time, again cause current to flow from
these two lead plates.

This was the first storage battery as we
know it today and it incorporates the fun-
damental principle of all socalled lead-acid

batteries.
* * *

Now what went on inside Plante's first

plate, and that the surface of the other
plate, which he called the negative plate,

was pure spongy lead.

He further found that when he discon-
nected his two lead plates from the gen-
erator and connected them to an electrical

circuit, not only did current flow from the
battery, but also the lead peroxide on one
plate and the pure, spongy, lead of the
other plate had reacted, chemically, with
the sulphuric acid of the solution and that
he had two plates with a coating of lead
sulphate on them. He found when he
could get no more current from the battery,

that the surface of his two plates were
completely covered with lead sulphate.

When again he connected these sulphated

Correspondence for F. H. Richardson, editor of this depart-

ment, should be addressed, 819 Riverside Drive, New York.
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plates to the generator, he found that,

after some time, his two lead plates were
back again in their original condition, one
being covered with lead peroxide and the

other pure spongy lead.

* * *

From the above we learn the principles

of the lead-acid storage battery, which are

as true today as the day Plante discovered
them back in France over 40 years ago.

He reasoned that when he connected his

two lead plates to the generator, it was the

electric current flowing from the generator

which had made the lead peroxide to form
on the positive plate and made the other

plate pure spongy lead:

That when he disconnected the genera-

tor and then connected these two plates to

an electric circuit, the current which flowed

was caused by a chemical action in the bat-

tery. That is, the sulphuric acid combined
chemically with both the positive and nega-
tive plate to form lead sulphate on each.

The electric power was given off as this

chemical reaction went on and when the

chemical action stopped, due to all the lead

peroxide of the positive and pure lead of

the negative plate being converted to lead

sulphate, the electric power also stopped.

We can, therefore, understand that the

current which flows from a charged battery
through an electric circuit, is produced by
the chemical action which goes on in a

battery; that is to say, the chemical forma-
tion of lead sulphate in both plates. The
battery is discharged when the current

ceases to flow, which means that the chemi-
cal action in the battery has stopped. We
can now reverse the procedure, force cur-

rent through the battery and convert the

plates back again into their original chemi-
cal condition. This is called charging.

When the current has been forced
through the battery long enough, the posi-

tive plate is again in the chemical form of

lead peroxide and the negative plate is

again pure lead. In other words, the lead
sulphate which was in the plates when they
were in their discharged condition, has
been driven out of the plates by the electric

charging current. The battery is then
called charged.

* * *

I might say that in practice we never let

the battery discharge until it will give no
more current. We find that if this is done,
injury is done to the plate, hence we always
stop the discharge at a point which has
been found safe.

Now a word about charging. Only direct

current can be used; never alternating cur-

rent. When the power supply is A.C. it is

necessary to change it to direct current for

charging purposes, either by means of a
motor generator set having a D.C. genera-
tor or by a rectifier.

In practice, we have found that we can-
not charge at too high a rate. We can only
carry on the chemical action called charg-
ing just as fast as the plates will respond.
A high rate will do no good. On the con-
trary, it will heat up the battery plates and
work injury to them. The charging rates

to use are always given by the manufac-
turer. They should not be exceeded.

Now as to the actual construction of a
commercial battery, such as is supplied to

theatres for use with sound equipment.

Now, inasmuch as the amount of current
which is obtained depends upon the amount
of chemical action between the positive and
negative plates immersed in the mixture of
sulphuric acid and water, called the elec-

trolyte, you will see that the more plates

and the more electrolyte we have the
greater will be the chemical action, and, of
course, the more current we will be able to

obtain. So we join together a number of
positive plates and call it a positive group.
We do the same for the negative plates.

We now have available more plate surface
and therefore more opportunity for chemi-
cal action, hence we have a battery with
greater capacity.
Of course it is necessary to insulate the

positive plates from the negative plates
when they are put together as shown in

Figures 2 to 7, in the battery itself and it

would discharge internally, or else we

THE STANDARD
NEW INTERMITTENT SPROCKET AND

PIN PRESS

Patented November 16, 1926

A very practical and indispensable tool for every
projectionist ,

Theatre-Supply-House and repair

shop.

CAN BE USED ON ALL PROJECTORS
PRICE $8.50

Write for free illustrated pamphlet.

Projection Improvement Co.
DRIFTON, PA.

would have a short circuit. Figure 7 is

the complete unit of positive and negative
plates which interlock—a positive plate be-

tween each two negatives. We do this by
putting thin pieces of wood, called separa-

tors, between each positive and negative
plate. Sometimes a perforated sheet of

rubber is used in addition to the wood sepa-

rator for additional insulation.

The positive and negative plate groups
are assembled as shown in Figure 7, with
the wood separators between the plates, the

whole assembly put in a rubber jar, a rub-

ber cover put on and the jar filled with a
mixture of sulphuric acid and water, which
is the electrolyte. The storage battery cell

is then connected to a charging source and
charged until the plates are converted
chemically to lead peroxide for the positive,

and pure spongy lead for the negative. The
storage battery cell is then ready for

service.

Now, a word about specific gravity read-

ings as taken with a hydrometer syringe.

There are very good reasons for taking

these readings, because from them we can
tell exactly what state of charge or dis-

charge the battery is in. Here is the ex-

planation:

Chemically pure sulphuric acid has a spe-

cific gravity of 1.835, water being taken as

the standard, with a specific gravity of

1.000. Pure sulphuric acid therefore is al-

most twice as heavy as water. Electrolyte

in a battery of the type you use is about
1.285 to 1.300 specific gravity. This spe-

cific gravity is obtained by mixing a pure

acid of 1.835 specific gravity with water of

1.000 specific gravity. The resultant mix-
ture being about 1.285 to 1.300 specific grav-

ity. You can see then that the sulphuric

acid of the electrolyte of a battery is

heavier than water. Now, on discharge,

the sulphuric acid in the electrolyte mix-
ture acts on the plates. In other words,
sulphuric acid leaves the electrolyte mixture

to combine with the positive and negative

plates of the battery. As the sulphuric acid

was the heavy part of the electrolyte, the

mixture will, on discharge, get more like

water. That is, the specific gravity of the

electrolyte will be lowered.

From specific gravity readings, therefore,

we can tell just how much sulphuric acid

has combined with the plates and can

therefore, tell the extent to which the bat-

tery is discharged. Of course it follows

that we can also tell when the battery is

fully charged, because the specific gravity

will not rise any higher, thus indicating

that all the sulphate has been driven out of

the plates into the mixture.

If the directions and instructions herein

contained are faithfully followed by the

projectionist in charge, there will be little

or no battery trouble. The batteries are

well and ruggedly made. There is but lit-

tle about them to cause trouble. Battery

trouble is almost invariably the result of

carelessness or neglect in some form.

You cannot mistreat or neglect storage

batteries and get away with it. They will

serve you well, provided you serve them
well. If you do not, then they have a way
of "getting back" at you, and they will do
it, too. I emphasize this matter because
of the fact that battery trouble is almost

invariably the fault of the projectionist.

True, there is always the possibility of some
individual cell having structural weakness, but

under the rigid inspection and tests all parts

are subjected to before being assembled in a

battery such cases are so very, very rare that

they almost may be said to not exist.

Care of batteries is a simple matter, but it

must be done thoroughly and well, and must
BE DONE BEFORE TROUBLE HAS A CHANCE TO

start. Once it has started—well, that is an-

other story!

Moral: Do your duty by the batteries and

they will do their duty by you.
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First—BATTERY LOCATION: In the
process of charging, storage batteries give off

hydrogen gas in considerable quantities. This
gas is inflammable, and when mixed with air is

explosive; also it is not healthful to breathe
in quantity. It therefore follows that batter-
ies MUST BE LOCATED IN A WELL VENTILATED
ROOM—NEVER IN A CONFINED PLACE. They mUSt
be so located that they will be readily accessi-

ble for examination and care.

As has been said, the battery gives off quan-
tities of an explosive gas when charging.

There may be more or less of this gas in the

cells when they are not on charge. It there-

fore IS UNSAFE TO HAVE ANY OPEN FLAME OR
SPARK, SUCH AS A CANDLE, MATCH, LANTERN,
LIGHTED CIGAR, CIGARET OR PIPE NEAR THE BAT-
TERIES. This is particularly true while the
battery is on charge, or for half an hour
thereafter.

The man who attempts to examine the wa-
ter level of a cell, using a lighted match or
other open light source, has no one but him-
self to blame if there is an explosion and
he is badly burned or blinded for life.

If possible, have your batteries located on
a table or shelf about the height of an ordi-

nary kitchen table. If possible, have this shelf

or table located where it is normally wr ell

lighted. Plenty of light and convenience in

location makes for frequency and regularity

of examination and care. If the batteries

ARE LOCATED IN A DARK, INCONVENIENT PLACE,

THEY ALMOST CERTAINLY WILL NOT HAVE AS
GOOD CARE AS THEY WOULD RECEIVE WERE THE
LOCATION CONVENIENT AND WELL LIGHTED. That
last is just plain common sense.

* * *

Second— SPECIAL LIGHT SOURCE

:

Even though the battery' be located in a well

lighted place, a light source will be needed
to examine the water level in the cells. This
may properly be (a) an incandescent lamp
attached to a cord of sufficient length to per-

mit of its use at each of the cells. This lamp
should have a glass or porcelain opaque or

semi-opaque shade to direct the light down-
ward—glass or porcelain because a metallc

shade would set up danger of short circuiting

the cells by coming into contact with the con-

necting bars. It will be well to wind the

lamp socket itself with insulating tape, or

to use a porcelain socket, (b) A concen-
trated beam flashlight, with all its metal parts

wound with insulating tape, so that if it be
inadvertently laid down on top of a battery

no harm will be done. This lamp should be

attached, by means of a light chain run
through a light rubber hose for insulating pur-

poses, to some nearby stationary object. This
is so that when the lamp is wanted it will

be there. An incandescent lamp, as above
described, is best, however, because a flash-

light battery may be found to be dead just

when the lamp is most needed, with conse-
quent postponement of needed inspection or
battery care.

* * *

Third—CLEANLINESS : It is said that

cleanliness is next to Godliness. I don't know
about that, but certainly cleanliness around
storage batteries is next to good service by
the batteries, and dampness and dirt is "next
to trouble," and plenty of it.

The man w7ho permits dust and dirt to ac-
cumulate on his battery tops, or who slops
water on them in filling the cells, and permits
it to remain there, is issuing an engraved invi-

tation to Old Man Trouble to step in and
sit down.
Keep the tops of your batteries scrupulously

clean and dry. If in filling a cell you acci-

dentally slop water on its top, wipe it off per-
fectly dry as soon as the filling is complete.
Examine the battery tops at a regular set
time each week. By that is meant that some
certain day should be set apart as "battery
examination day." Clean the battery exte-

riors thoroughly, particularly the tops. Draw
a cloth under all connecting bars to remove
accumulations of dust and moisture.

A DIRTY BATTERY TOP SPEAKS IN ELOQUENT
TERMS OF A SLOPPY, NEGLECTFUL MAN IN CHARGE.
Accumulations of dust, dirt and (or) mois-

ture on the battery tops will set up current
leakage, which in turn sets up an effect in
the amplifiers made manifest at the horns in
the form of noise very similar to what is
termed "surface noise." This is equally true
of any and all systems of reproduction.

Cleaning solution—A cloth dampened with
ordinary household ammonia is excellent for
cleaning battery tops, because not only is the
ammonia cleansing, but also it serves to neu-
tralize any battery acid (electrolyte) which
may be there—droppings from tip of hy-
drometer syringe, etc. An equally efficient
liquid having similar action is a solution of
bicarbonate of soda (baking soda) and water
in the proportion of a pound of soda to a
gallon of water.

Warning—In using ammonia or soda, be
careful that none gets into the battery. The
action of both, as I have said, is to neutralize
the acid, which would, of course, weaken the
electrolyte in proportion to the amount enter-
ing. Don't wet your cleaning cloth sopping
wet Just dampen it well with the ammonia
or soda solution, and you will have no trouble.
After cleaning with ammonia or bicarbonate
solution, wipe off the battery with clean water
and wipe dry.

Important—Should any amount of eloctro-
lyte be spilled out on the battery top, first

having made certain that all filling plugs are
tightly in place, wash it off with the ammonia
or soda solution, wiping the top afterward

Reserved Seat Tickets: for Theatres and all amuse-

ment euterprises. Folded Machine Tickets: for all

machines. Roll and Book Strip Tickets: for every

purpose. We supply the leading theatres and amuse-

ment enterprises all over the country. Write for

samples and prices.

WELDON,WILLIAMS&
FORT SMITH, ARK.

Specialists in Pinmbered Printing Since 1898

with water, and then wipe perfectly dry when
you have done.

* * *

Fourth—BATTERY TERMINALS : W hen
a new battery reaches you its terminals will
be found to be coated with vaseline. This is
to prevent corrosion. It should not be dis-
turbed, except there be signs of deposit If
deposit appears, wipe off all vaseline. Discon-
nect the terminal. Scrape off all deposit, until
the metal is clean and bright.

Next having made sure the stud and inte-
rior ot the clamp is clean, wipe it with a
cloth dampened with ammonia or soda solu-
tion, grease stud and interior of clamping-
band with vaseline and bolt the two tightly
together. Coat the whole terminal with vase-
line and the job is done, but test the clamp
NUTS ONCE EACH WEEK TO BE SURE THEY ARE"GH/- A .terminal not perfectly tight makes
itselt mannest in the form of noise in the
theatre horns. Sometimes these terminal con-
nections loosen up, so go over them regularly
and tighten them up if necessary.

* * *

„r?£
th
Tt
DDIXG WATER

: Observe fig-
ure o ihe maximum water level is just be-ow the lower rim of the filling hole, as
therein shown. As to battery- water there is
a misunderstanding regarding it. It is a fact
that water may be used from the water mains
of many cities, even though the pipes be of
iron. Croton water here in New York City
is safe for battery use. The water in the
Borough of Queens, however, is artesian wa-
ter and is not fit for use in batteries. The
water from your own water service may be
safe, also it may not be.

Here is the rule: If you are in doubt about
the water, write The Electric Storage Battery
bervice^ Alleghany avenue and Nineteenth
street, Philadelphia, Pa., and they will advise
you definitely, asking for a quart sample of
water for analysis if necessary. This should
be checked up once a year thereafter.

The rule with regard to water is: Use
ONLY DISTILLED WATER IN THE BATTERIES UN-
LESS YOUR CITY OR OTHER WATER SUPPLY HAS
BEEN TESTED WITHIN ONE YEAR AND PRONOUNCED
safe for battery use. This may be supple-
mented by the statement that rain water from
a shingle roof is always safe for battery use
In collecting this water, allow time for the
roof to be washed clean and collect the water
in glass or porcelain vessels.

The foregoing comes direct from the Elec-
tric Storage Battery Company (Exide) en-
gineering department and frankly upset all my
own ideas concerning battery water. I had
always heretofore been taught that it was
battery suicide to use any water which had
been in contact with metal. This, I now learn
from unquestioned authority, is not true. As
I have said, water from iron pipes may be all
right—also it may not. It must not be used
UNTIL ANALYZED AT A LABORATORY AND PRO-
NOUNCED SAFE.

Never permit the water level to drop below
the tops of the plates. In glass jars fill to the
water line. With rubber jars, fill to just
below the lower end of the filling tube.

To allow the water to drop below the tops
of the plates permits as much of the plates
as are exposed to the air to dry out and
thereafter that portion of the plate will have
no chemical reaction, hence be dead. This
will, of course, reduce the battery capacity
exactly in proportion to the percentage of
plate area exposed to the air.

Once rendered dead in this manner, the
surface can only again be made active by an
elaborate process at the factory, and since
this would be prohibitive in cost, the effect
is that the battery is permanently disabled.
Moreover, there is a permanent deterioration
of that portion of the plates which has dried
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Lonely air-mail beacons
now light themselves!

You may have read that Kohler Electric

Plants, as installed in many theatres for

emergency lighting, "cut in" automatically,

without anybody's having to visit the
plant, the moment the city current fails.

You may have wondered how any ma-
chine could be so humanly intelligent.

Yet that's nothing to a Kohler Electric

Plant. Isolated beacons that mark the

U. S. Air Mail routes over uninhabitable
mountains and deserts are

lighted by Kohler plants

that start at sunset and stop

at satirise, "untouched by
human hands." The remark-
able Kohler automatic
switch, a small starting bat-

tery, and an astronomic tim-

ing device work this modern
miracle.Onehundred Kohler
Electric Plants thus
equipped have just been
purchased for the air mail

by the United States gov-

Tke Byrd Antarctic Expedi-
tion has 5 Kohler Electric

Plants ,r.

KOHLER ELECTRIC PLANT
Model SA1—S K. W. ; 110 Volt D. C.

Other Models: lVz. 2. and 10 K. W.

ernment, to be added to hundreds already

in this life-guarding service.

No less dependable is the protection,

tested and proved, that the Kohler Elec-

tric Plant will bring your theatre— a sure,

automatic source of brilliant, unflickering

light that will "save the show" should storm,

flood, or accident interrupt the regular cur-

rent supply. Here is insurance against loss

of revenue and danger of panic—and the

premium is low indeed
compared with the risk.

Kohler Electric Plants are

approved by the National
Fire Underwriters' Labora-
tories. They generate stand-
ard 110-volt current; have
no large storage batteries.

There are models for thea-

tres of all sizes, including

rural houses where there is

no central-station service.

The coupon below will bring
full information.

Kohler Co., Founded 1873, Kohler, Wis. Shipping Point, Sheboygan, Wis.
BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF KOHLER OF KOHLER PLUMBING FIXTURES

KOHLER of KOHLER
Electric Plants

Automatic—110 Volt D. C—No Storage Batteries

Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis.— Please send me information about the Kohler Electric Plant.

Name Street

City, State..- Use in ivhich interested

B. T. l-19-»

out, and this will in time operate to kill the
battery.

Time to add water—It is best to add water
just before charging, because in the process
of charging the water becomes thoroughly
incorporated with the electrolyte. Never use
A BATTERY IMMEDIATELY AFTER CHARGING. Let
it stand for at least half an hour. When
charging there is bubbling and throwing off of
gas. This process continues sufficiently for
some time after charging has ceased to
set up noise in the horns. Half an hour is

sufficient to permit all gas to pass away.
Warning—Never add water immediately be-

fore or during the running of a show. If you
do the theatre horns will quickly advise you
of your error.

* * *

Sixth—HYDROMETER READINGS: A
hydrometer reading is a reading of the specific

gravity of the electrolyte. It really is a read-
ing of the percentage of acid which has
been removed from the electrolyte and incor-

porated in the plates in the process of use. It

is a reading of the relative weakness or
strength of the electrolyte.

Hydrometer readings should be made care-

fully. It is not a matter of dipping the

syringe tip in, sucking up some electrolyte

and giving the scale a hasty glance.

In taking a reading, of course you must
fill the syringe with electrolyte sufficiently to

float the hydrometer bulb therein contained
clear of the bottom. Be careful, however, not

to draw out sufficient liquid to cause the bulb

stem to touch the top.

Release all the pressure on rubber bulb when
taking the reading. If the water level is so

low that you cannot get enough liquid out to

float the hydrometer bulb, then add water, but

do not take a reading until after charging
the battery. A reading taken immediately
after adding water would be entirely worth-
less. In fact it would be worse than worth-

less, because it would be deceiving.

* * *

Careful—Never over-discharge a battery

—

permit it to run too low before recharging.

As has been explained, lead sulphate is formed
in both positive and negative plates during

the process of discharging a battery—while

it is working, producing power. This sulphate

occupies more space or volume than either the

lead peroxide of the positive plates or the

pure lead of the negative plates.

Provision has been made in the plate con-

struction for taking care of a part of the

necessary expansion this condition compels,

but if the discharge be carried too for—the

battery run too low—sulphate in excess of

this provision will be forced into the plates

and they will thus be permanently injured

and their life shortened. Never permit your
BATTERRIES TO FALL BELOW THE HYDROMETER
READING SPECIFIED FOR YOUR PARTICULAR BAT-

TERIES. IF YOU DO THERE WILL BE PERMANENT
INJURY IN PROPORTION TO THE DROP BELOW THE
ALLOWABLE MINIMUM.

* * *

Seventh—ELECTROLYTE : As has been
explained, the electrolyte is a solution of pure

commercial sulphuric acid and approved water
"Approved" water, distilled water, rain water
from a shingle roof or water which has been

tested and found free from impurities inju-

rious to batteries. The proportions W/i parts

of acid to 1200 of water by weight, or 25

parts of acid to 120 parts of water by volume.

This is given you merely as information. Do
not attempt to mix your own electrolyte. Se-

cure from the battery manufacturer a bottle

of electrolyte of the same specific gravity as

that which was originally in the battery and
keep it on hand in case of accident resulting

in the spilling part of the electrolyte from a

cell. Should that happen, first change the bat-

tery until there is no rise in gravity over a

three hour period and add acid from your
stock until the level in the cell is just below
the filling hole. Acid should only be added to

replace any that may be lost by spilling.

Aside from spillage, or wastage as before

noted, the electrolyte strength does not vary.

It does not become weak with age. The water
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evaporates and the cells must be refilled every
few days, but the acid therein contained re-

mains' intact.

Install

Improved Movement
I have an occasional complaint that Sim-

plex projectors leak oil at the inner end of
the framing cam, the complainer always
asking what, if anything, can be done to
stop it.

The answer is that if it be a double bear-
ing movement, then it can be stopped and
you should return the mechanism to a

service station for attention.

If, on the other hand, it be one of the
old single-bearing movements, then the oil

leakage cannot be stopped. The base of
the trouble lies in the fact that there is no
way for the projectionist to ascertain when
he has sufficient oil in the oil well. He
therefore must fill it until it overflows, and
then oil will seep out, which is the trouble
complained of.

I would advise those who have this

trouble, and who have the old single-bear-
ing movements, to have them replaced by
double bearing ones, in which latter means
is provided for filling the oil well to just
the proper height, whereupon the trouble
will cease, or, if it ever does appear, it may
be remedied.
What's that? Cost? Why certainly, but

uptodate theatre managers understand that

advancement is being constantly made in

projection equipment perfection, just as it

is in other theatre equipment, and it is very
unwise to permit a relatively small sum
stand in the way of adopting and installing

improvements. Managers don't want the
beauty of the picture on their own screen
ruined by the mottling effect of oil spat-
tered film. They would object to other
managers refusing to install an improve-
ment costing a relatively small sum, when
such failure resulted in the injury of their

own show. All right, turn about is said
to represent fair play, and they must re-

member that their failure to make needed
improvements, in such a case at least, must
inevitably result in injury to the show in

other theatres. Moral: Get busy and in-

stall the improved movements.

A Flood and
An Unique Action
Well, well, well! I really didn't expect

to be buried yet, or to enjoy being buried.
I pretty nearly was, though, by what
amounted to pretty nearly a flood of Christ-
mas greeting cards, and I enjoyed it too.

I've not counted them, but the postman
suggested that I lay off him or supply him
with a pushcart.

The number was far too great to attempt to
send a return card to each, much as I would
like to. I must therefore use this medium
to express my sincere, hearty thanks to all

and each of you for having been thought-
ful enough to remember the "old man."
It added a glow of happiness to my Yule-
tide nothing else could have done.

Here, however, is something unique. I

would like to name the local, which is a
large one, but feel that without official sanc-
tion for publicity I have not that right.
The following was received from the
middlewest three days before Christmas:
"Dear Brother Richardson: At our regu-

lar meeting last night the following action
was unanimously taken. Please note the
'unanimous,' for the meeting was a large
one:

"'Resolved: That this local express its

thanks and appreciation to Brother F. H.
Richardson, Editor Projection Department,
Better Theatres Section of the Exhibitors
Herald-World for the splendid work he
has carried forward for many years for the

TORONTO PROJECTION ROOM—I present you herewith the picture

of the projection room of the Tivoli theatre, Toronto, Ontario—up where Kings
are Kings, but as I understand the matter, the Premier comes pretty nearly
being the big boss.

Anyhow, it's a mighty fine country, and Harry Dobson, who has charge of
projection at the Tivoli—and has had almost ever since Adam was a pup—is

one mighty fine man and projectionist, too. That's him you see looking with
great dig-ni-ty through the horn-rim goggles. Incidentally, I think the Peerless
folks owe Harry quite a wad of coin, on which I should have a rake-off.

Notice the Movietone fader; also five-eighths of the countenance of one of
Harry's assistants coming out of the lamphouse of projector No. I. Projec-
tionists Bert Massey, Charles Hallet and Bert Higging help Brother Dobson
to "put it over" at the Tivoli, and I'm betting forty-seven dollars against a
plugged nickel they do put it over, too.

Harry was a bluebook school "scholar' and correspondent of this department
for I don't know how many years, but when the school stopped he stopped,
too. Mighty glad he woke up again. Maybe Benewitz, Gray, Curie, Hanover,
the Does and some of the others will again come to life, now that Dobson and
one or two of the other oldtimcr department fans have started the fashion.

betterment of projection and the conditions
surrounding it.

"'Resolved: That this local express to
Brother Richardson its sincere wishes for
a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year.

"'Resolved: That this action be spread
upon our record, and that our secretary be
instructed to forward a copy of same to
Brother Richardson at once.'

"

During past years I have received sev-
eral, perhaps I might say many, Christmas
cards from locals, or from officers repre-
senting local unions. So far as I am able
to remember, however, this is the first

action of this kind any local has ever taken.
Needless to say I was deeply touched and
thank the union and its members from the
bottom of my heart.

jectionists who were indifferent and care-
less in their work. I have visited so many
projection rooms where it required but a
glance to determine the lamentable fact
that the man or men in charge were either
doing just as little as was humanly pos-
sible and still manage to "get by," or were
decidedly more interested in arriving on
the job at the very last possible minute,
and when finally on the job, much more
interested in quitting time and in pay day
than they were in their work.

Of course it is understood that between
that and what I shall presently describe
there are many graduations. Some men are
mildly interested in their work. Some men

A Pleasant

Surprise
In days past I have felt called upon, in

the line of what I have considered plain
duty, to roast the living tar out of pro-

The Stage is the Thing

—

After all, it is the stage and how it

looks that gives tone and class to a

theatre. We specialize in stage dec-

orations and sets.

Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.

St. Louis, Missouri

TYPHOON POOLING SYSTEM
I TYPHOON FAN CO. 345W.39-ST. W NEW YORK
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are willing to do what they conveniently
can, but lack real interest and pride in the
work of projection. There are all grades,

but there are few cases where this writer
can enter a projection room, take a good
look around and find absolutely nothing to

criticize.

Once or twice a week I drive the "Prin-
cess" (successor to Nancy Hanks, the Go-
Devil) to my daughter's home in New
Rochelle, on the way frequently passing
the Plaza-Park theatre, with its nice front

and ornate electric sign. I had often won-
dered if that front and sign hid a real

theatre, or an almost one.
Coming down recently, I saw a parking

place opposite and stopped to see. I am
more than pleased that I did, for I entered
a beautiful playhouse, which bore every
evidence of able, careful management. The
doorman, while without authority to admit
me, was genuinely courteous about it

—

which is more than most doormen are. His

manner was not of the sort that in itself

is an offense. He referred me to the assist-

ant manager, the manager being at supper,

who promptly and courteously admitted
me.
One glance at the projection room in-

teiior and I began to be very glad I had
stopped. And the more I looked the more
pleased I was that I was there.

The room was spacious, but not too much
so. There was every evidence that either

some or all of the projection staff, com-
prising five men, were interested in the

work of projection, and not too (deleted)

lazy to do their work right.

Everything about that room was as clean

as a new pin. Everything was neat and
in perfect order. The equipment gave every
evidence of careful, intelligent attention. In

the battery room the batteries looked as

though they were just made. Not a speck

of dirt or dust was on or about them.
Aside from a very small bit of wet about

two or three of the filler plugs, which I

thing was electrolyte boiled out in charging,
and which was negligible in any event, I

have never yet seen batteries in such fine

condition as to outer appearance.

I found projectionists B. J. Medove and
Joseph Stern in charge. Brother Medove
impressed me. as a high grade, progressive
motion picture projectionist. Brother Stern
I did not talk with, other than to say hello,

as he was busy with the spot (the Plaza-
Park is a vaudeville-picture theatre), but I

doubt not that he also is a high grade man.
In fact I do not see how any man could
possibly work for any length of time amid
such surroundings and not take both in-

terest and pride in the work of projection.

As evidence that friend Medove is an
energetic, livewire projectionist, who uses
his brains as well as his hands, he showed
me how he had, by a very simple, ingenious
arrangement, made it possible to change
from standard to Movietone almost in-

stantly, with Movietone exactly filling the

standard picture screen.

The thing is simple. Any man of ability

could do the same thing. Medove saw
what was needed. Ergo, he USED HIS
BRAINS, and as a result the Plaza-Park
changes from standard to Movietone, or
vice versa, almost instantly, each filling ex-

actly the same screen.

The Plaza-Park is managed by Louis
LaRocca and, as I have already said, it is

ably managed. The rest of the projection

staff, to whom I present my compliments,
is composed of Arthur B. Amer, Peter
Finelli and Sam Sperling. Let it be clearly

understood that I believe them all to be
high grade men. I have spoken only of

brother Medove, because I have not per-

sonally talked with the others or, save for

brother Stern, even seen them. I trust and
I believe they all are worthy of the splen-

did conditions I viewed at the Plaza-Park.

I wish every projectionist could examine
that room. They would then understand
what I mean when I speak of a high grade

projection room.

Incidentally, I went downstairs and,

wishing to compliment Manager LaRocca
on what I had seen, decided to wait his

return from supper, seating myself in a

rear seat and notifying an usher to advise

me when Mr. LaRocca returned. I found
even the ushers to be right up to what
I may term the Roxy standard. Moreover,

I may fill this out by remarking that while

I was seated the Movietone News reel was
run, and the sound was wellnigh perfect.

I was seated far back, so walked down
front for a moment to listen. The acoustics

of the Plaza-Park must be most excellent,

on its main floor anyhow, because I found

that whereas the voice was plenty loud way
back at the rear row of seats, it was not

at all objectionably loud down front. I

did not visit the balcony.

This industry needs more Plaza-Parks.

I believe theatre managers visiting Gotham
might do well to visit it, corner University

avenue and Tremont street. Might be some
trouble to go 'way out there, but I'm sure

it would be well worth the while, and that

Manager LaRocca will receive them cor-

dially.

RCA
Photophone
Your editor has just returned from a

three-hour session with Dr. Goldsmith, chief

engineer, RCA Photophone, Inc. It was

my first meeting with Dr. Goldsmith, whom
I found to be a most pleasant, thoroughly

well informed gentleman, who has an abid-

ing faith in the future of what we seem

to have unofficially dubbed the "Talkies,

and in the R C A method of recording and

reproduction of sound. Incidentally what I

saw there was a bit surprising. It con-

Announcing

Time-O-Stat Controls Company
A Consolidation of

Leachwood Company
Janesville, Wisconsin

Time'OStat Corporation
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Absolute CoN'TaC'Tor Corporation
Elkhart, Indiana

Cramblet Engineering Corporation
Mlwaukee, Wisconsin

THE MERGING OF THESE FOUR
COMPANIES will place at the services of

its customers, and the industries which it

serves, one consolidated company with am-

ple resources and complete facilities for the

development and manufacture of a very

complete line of automatic controls.

IT WILL BE THE AIM OF THIS
NEW COMPANY to maintain the repu-

tation of making the finest and most de-

pendable products of its kind, to hold the

good will of its customers through the fair-

ness of its policies and the service it ren-

ders, to sell its products at the lowest price

consistent with the quality of the product

and the service it renders.

THE COMPANY WILL HAVE A
COMPLETE LINE OF AUTOMATIC
CONTROLS for both domestic and indus-

trial types of refrigeration and for heating

with either oil, gas or coal. Also a very

diversified line of controls and thermostats

for gas, oil, electricity, etc., for time, pres-

sure, humidity and temperature, sign flash-

ers, heaters and other specialties.

IT WILL OWN MANY PATENTS in-

cluding those covering the manufacture of

(light and heavy duty) mercury switches

and corrugated bellows. Manufacturing
these products in its own plant will put the

company in a very favorable position to

not only improve its present products, but

also carry on the development of new de-

vices embodying such units.

TO ENABLE IT TO BETTER SERVE
YOU general sales and service offices have

been opened in the Peoples Gas Building,

Chicago, and eastern offices will be opened

in New York City. The' present sales and

service organizations of the four companies

will be consolidated and considerably in-

creased.

BUILDING CONTRACTS WILL BE
LET IMMEDIATELY to greatly enlarge

the plant and offices at Elkhart, Indiana.

A separate building will also be erected for

laboratory, experimental and development

work. As soon as these buildings have

been completed, the businesses of the three

Wisconsin companies will be moved to

Elkhart.

A LARGE STAFF OF ENGINEERS
AND TECHNICIANS, each a specialist,

will have ample facilities in the new labora-

tory for carrying on their work of constant-

ly endeavoring to improve its products,

develop new controls, and do experimental

work for our customers.

THE OFFICERS OF THE COMPANY
WILL BE: President and Treasurer, Julius

K. Luthe; Vice Presidents, A. I. Wallace,

Paul K. Cramblet, E. J. Leach and Roy W.
Johnson.

NOTE: Correspondence should be directed to each oj the four companies, fust as "-|

heretofore, until notice has been given that all the genera] offices have been consoli-

dated and moved to Elkhart, Indiana. EVENHEETERS for pipe organ chamber heat-

ing and Time-O-Stat SILENT Flashers, formerly called HotchkUs SILENT Flashers

will continue to be handled by CRAMBLET ENGINEERING DIVISION. 288
Milwaukee St., Milwaukee. Wis. (See display advertisement on page 49.)
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vinced me that R C A is a progressive, per-
manent fixture in the motion picture field.

Dr. Goldsmith was kind enough to have
several RCA productions screened for my
examination. While they were running he
talked freely of the performance.
The sound was smooth and ample. I saw

films containing quite a lot of pronounced
scratches and "rain," with very little per-
ceptible effect upon the sound. This was
indeed a surprise.

Of course, however, just to what extent
film abuse or wear may affect sound can-
not be justly judged from one demonstra-
tion. We shall see what we shall see con-
cerning this point when RCA gets into
more general use, in which connection it

may be remarked that many installations
have already been contracted for. Our
friend Arthur Gray, Boston, will, by the
way, soon be handling R C A. We shall

be very glad to have his reaction to the
equipment after it has been installed for
say a month or two.
This department will, as soon as prac-

ticable, post you thoroughly upon RCA
apparatus, which differs in many respects
from Western Electric. Incidentally RCA
will have a projector of its own, as well as
supplying a sound head for all makes of
professional projectors.

It might be remarked that the RCA
method of recording, reproduction and
sound distribution differs radically from that
employed by Western Electric, although
the Photophone film runs interchangeably
with Movietone film. In other words, if

you have Movietone apparatus you may
also use Photophone films, except that I will
here note the fact that instead of placing
the theatre horns behind the screen, as with
Western Electric, there are groups of four
relatively small, cone-type loud speakers, at

either side of the screen, they being pointed
in various directions in order to equalize
sound distribution throughout theatre audi-
toriums.

It is interesting to note that not being
aware of this I sat thorugh the reproduc-
tion of several subjects without mentally
noting any fault which could be charged
to horn location. However, the screen was
not a large one and the screening room,
or reproduction parlor, was small as com-
pared with the average theatre auditorium.
What the effect might be with a large audi-
torium and a large screen I cannot, of
course, say. Presumably, however, the
RCA engineers have determined this point
to their own satisfaction.

And now a word of explanation. As
you doubtless all know, the editor of this

department also is editor of Movietone
Bulletin, in which he has, and so long as
his connection with Movietone continues,
will continue to expend every possible effort

to serve Movietone interests fully and
loyally by doing everything possible to en-
able projectionists to place its produce be-
fore the public in the best possible way.
However, that fact in no way affects my

loyalty to the Exhibitors Herald-World
or to the exhibitors and projectionists of
this and other countries. As editor of this

department and as author of the Bluebook
of Projection it is my duty to deal impar-
tially with ALL equipment and with all

methods, insofar as affects projection, and
that I shall continue to do in the future as
I have endeavored to do in the past.

Movietone, when we consider its "youth,"
is nothing short of an amazingly perfect
method for recording and reproducing
sound in synchronization with motion. I

have been and am proud of my connection
with it, and of the further fact that the
connection came unsought. Movietone has
been pretty thoroughly tried out, and most
emphatically has NOT been found wanting.
That fact, however, does not necessarily

mean that there may not be other excellent
methods, and in common honesty I must
say that RCA looks like one, though the
future must decide that matter. Its equip-

FAR NORTH THEATRE—Brother G. T. Balsay, projectionist, Marnel the-

atre, Wilkie, Saskatchewan, which is about 225 miles north of the north border

of these United States of America, sends its a photo of the theatre. Thought
you'd maybe like to have a rubber at it. Br-r-r-r, Til bet it's chilly there this

January fourteenth. If you threw a green leaf at one of those trees it 'ud try
to bite you! Well, anyhow, cheer up! It's not so darned hot right here in li'l

ole New York just now.

ment is now going out into theatres and it

is up to you men who must handle it to
make every possible effort to handle it ef-

ficiently and well, in which you will, I have
been assured by Dr. Goldsmith, be given
every possible friendly assistance.

For Press

Consumption
The editor is in receipt of several re-

quests from local unions for matter which
they can supply to local newspapers which
will direct attention of the public to the
importance of projection to the said public.

Lately I have also had several requests from
individual small town projectionists, and
from theatre managers for articles to be
used for the same purpose, though pre-
sumably from different reasons. Here is

one of them, the name and location being
of course suppressed.
"Dear Mr. Richardson: I am manager of one of

the three motion picture theatres in our city. I em-
ploy the best projectionist I am able to secure, give
him everything within reason he asks for and pay
much attention to perfect projection. The other two
managers don't. They get the cheapest man they
can. One now has what amounts to a boy for pro-
jectionist. They of course do not and cannot put on
a good picture. I am very sure my efforts for per-
fection in projection pay me, and pay me well, but I
would deeply appreciate it if you would send me an
article suitable for publication in our two local papers.
I have told you the facts and leave it to you to use
your own judgment as to the composition of the ar-

ticle, for which I am very willing to pay you whatever
you may think right."

I think I can kill several stones with one
bird, or vice versa, by declining your offer

of pay, publishing an article which others
who have asked the same thing may use in

the papers of their own cities. Here it is:

Importance of Perfect

Projection to the

Theatre Going Public
People go to motion picture theatres to

be entertained and amused. They pay their

money in at the theatre box office for that
purpose, and have the right to presume the
management will give them the very best
that can be given with the production avail-

able.

By this is meant that the theatre patron
has the inherent 'ight to presume the the-

atre management will use every reasonable
effort to cause the pictures they have paid
to see placed upon the screen in the best
possible manner.
This usually is done, but unfortunately an

occasional theatre manager does not have
sufficient sense of what we call "showman-

ship" to realize the importance of high class
projection in his theatre.

* * *

In the first place, modern projection is

not a thing to be undertaken by any other
than a thoroughly capable motion picture
projectionist. If it is, then the audience will
be the "goat," insofar as concerns the the-
atre in which the incompetent works.
Modern motion picture projection calls

for the expert handling of electric current
in relatively large quantities, some projec-
tion light sources representing the expendi-
ture of as much as six to seven thousands
of watts of electric energy. Such a light
source produces enormous heat in or at
the highly brilliant "spot" of light concen-
trated upon the film. So fierce is this heat
that were the film to stop in the spot, as
may occur, it would be ablaze in less than
two seconds. You will therefore see that
knowledge and expert skill in the projection
room is a decided factor in safety to audi-
ences.
Modern motion picture projection calls

for the expert handling of mechanisms which
are fitted in their vital parts with a toler-
ance of not to exceed one ten-thousandth of
an inch. Does it appeal to you that any
but a man with expert knowledge can suc-
cessfully do that? And if it be not expertly
done, then theatre patrons will have the
value of what they have bought reduced in

proportion to the fault.

* * *

Modern motion picture projection calls

for the expert handling of complicated
optical systems—systems which it took ex-
pert optical men years to understand and
design. And the theatre projectionist must
himself assemble and adjust these systems
to give the maximum results, without which
truly expert adjustment, it will be impos-
sible to secure maximum results in pro-
jection in any theatre, and without maxi-
mum results the value of the "goods" the-
atre patrons buy is appreciably reduced.
It cannot possibly be otherwise.
Modern motion picture projection is not

merely *he matter of "operating a machine
or machines." It is very, very much more
than that. To handle modern projection,

and do it efficiently and effectively, the
projectionist must have a good grounding
in electric action, and be able to handle
electrical devices and light sources of con-
siderable capacity and power. He must
have a very good grounding in fundamental
optics and be able to select and expertly

adjust very complicated optical systems.

He must be able to handle and adjust

mechanisms having tolerances of less than
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The VOIGT COM^
PANY have designed

and manufactured light-

ing fixtures for theatres

for many years.

Lighting fixtures by VOIGT
meet all the requirements of the

most exacting theatre men in the

country, and the result is. that

many nationally known houses

are VOIGT lighted.

Shipped direct from factory

to you— on extended payments

if desired.

If you are interested in modern

art design, write for new catalog,

tow ready.

VOIGT COMPANY
Designers and Manufacturers

Decorative Lighting Equipment
for Theatres

1743^49 No. 12th St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA. j(A

Get our prices

on all your ticket needs:

Koll Tickets*—Stock designs and special-

printed.

Folded Machine Tickets, for all makes of

machines.

Reserved Seat Tickets—to diagram.

Hard Tickets—passes, door checks, etc.

ARGUS
COUPON
BOOKS

Season Coupon Books—for sale to parents

for their children. Also wonderful as prizes

and premiums for local merchants, news-
papers, laundries, bakeries, etc.

Large manufacturers and employers of labor

also find them admirable as rewards for

special services. Write for our "Business
Boosting" booklet.

THE ARCUS TICKET CO.
346 N. Ashland Ave. Chicago, 111.

one ten-thousandth of an inch. He must
be able to handle emergency situations
practically instantaneously, and without
error, because human life may depend upon
it, to say nothing of possible very serious
property loss.

I therefore say to you that modern mo-
tion picture projection '(and I am not, in

this article, dealing at all with, or even
considering the projection of sound in syn-
chronization with motion pictures) ap-
proaches the dignity of a profession.

* * *

Some of the more common, more readily

recognizable projection faults which lower
the beauty of the picture are (a) oil on the
film, which imparts a blotched, mottled ap-
pearance to the picture. May not be the
fault of your local projectionist—also it

may be. (b) Dull, gray illumination of

the picture (c) More or less frequent
discolorations of- the light, (d) Jumps or
movement of the picture, as a whole, upon
the screen. May or may not be due to local

faults. Mav be caused by abuses the film

has been subjected to before it reaches your
city, (e) Our old friend flicker, which is

always chargeable to local fault, meaning
some fault in the projection procedure in

the theatre in which it occurs.

And so I might go on, gentlemen, point-

ing out various items, but it may all be
summed up by the statement that the mod-
ern picture can and should be projected
so as to be practically rock steady upon
the screen, evenly and well if not bril-

liantly illuminated all over its surface, free

from flicker, with no recurrent discolora-

tions of the light, without the mottled,
blotchy appearance imparted by oil smeared
film, and with moving objects moving with
naturalness of speed.

Your local papers may do much to insure

excellence in projection by occasionally giv-

ing the local projectionist a bit of credit

for his work. He is out of sight, back in a

dark room, and gets absolutely no recog-
nition from anyone, no matter how excel-

lent his work may be—though he gets a

call-down, if not a blowing up, from the

management quickly enough if anything
goes wrong. He thus has every reason

to feel that no one cares a (deleted) about
either him or his work, though very much
of the entertainment value of what every

theatre patron buys depends, as I have

pointed out, upon its excellence, and upon

his care and skill. Men appreciate and re-

spond to praise—NOT flattery, but just

praise for work well done. Try it out on

your local projectionists. I venture the

assertion that it will make them more care-

ful and more inclined to strive to give you

the highest possible value in entertainment

for the coin you pay in at friend box office.

Try it!

Screen

Has Promise

F. F. Sturgis, sales manager, Da-Lite

Screen Company, Chicago, was present

when I dropped in to say hello to Joe

Hornstein, manager of the New York City

office of the National Theatre Supply Com-
pany yesterday.

I was glad of it, because friend Sturgis

showed me a sample of a new screen sur-

face, called "Da-Tone X," designed for use

with sound.

Mr. Sturgis makes large claims for this

surface, some of which I am inclined to dis-

count a bit, but just the same it is by far

the best looking proposition I have yet seen

for a sound screen—and I've seen some few

already, too.

It consists of a substance which looks

like some form of rubber, but which Sturgis

says is not. It is claimed to be completely
waterproof and really looks as though the
claim is justified. It also is claimed that
it may be washed without loss of reflective

power, but while it undoubtedly can be
washed, I will have to have it demonstrated
to me that any surface other than cloth,
glass, porcelain or something similar can
be washed and retain 100 per cent of its

reflective power.

The surface, however, as I have said,

looks good, and I believe will show good
results. Sound interference is another thing,

though, and one I would not presume to

even hazard a guess at. I saw a letter

from Electric Research Products, however,
which seemed to indicate that the surface

had been tried out and found satisfactory.

This would of course include the matter
of sound interference.

The surface is about one sixty-fourth of

an inch thick and dead white. It unques-
tionably has high diffusion powers. Each
inch of the surface has seven rows of holes,

each alternate row being staggered. That
is to say, the holes of each row are halfway
between the holes of each adjoining row.

These holes I have not measured exactly,

but estimate them at one thirty-second or a

bit less in diameter. Just what proportion

of the surface is thus punched away I can-

not say. Whatever it is means lost light,

of course.

However, Mr. Sturgis assures me this

surface gives almost 50 per cent higher re-

flective power than does the sound screen

now approved by Electrical Research Prod-

ucts.

S. M. P. E. Officially

Recognizes Projection

The Society of Motion Picture Engineers

has officially recognized projection and its

importance by the appointment of a pro-

jection committee. This action is partic-

ularly significant of the standing projection

has assumed in the minds of the men com-

posing that distinguished body, because of

the fact that aside from a committee on

theatre lighting, it is the only committee

assigned to any one particular thing other

than the business of the Society.

The committee consists of Lester Isaacs,

supervisor of projection for Marcus Loew,

Inc.; Harry Rubin, supervisor of projection

for Publix Theatres; Arthur Gray, projec-

tionist, Boston; Chauncey L. Greene, pro-

jectionist, Minneapolis; M. S. Swaab, L. M.

Swaab & Son, Philadelphia; Herbert Grif-

fin, International Projector Corporation; J.

H Kurnalder, Brenkert Light Projection

Company, Detroit, and F. H. Richardson,

your editor.

Considering this committee as a whole,

I believe we may expect it to function well.

All the men named are able men. Many of

them hold responsible positions, have had

wide experience in projection matters and

all know its needs.

In the name of the profession I extend

thanks to President L. C. Porter, presi-

dent of the Society of Motion Picture Engi-

neers, who made the initial move resulting

in this committee.

Upon your editor President Porter has

wished the job of chairman of the com-

mittee. I shall be more than glad to hear

from such of you as may have some idea

or ideas concerning the functioning of the

committee—just what we may undertake

with some assurance that good will result

to the profession.

Philosofee

It is not sufficient to merely keep moving.

You can ride all day along on a merry-go-

round and—get off right where you started!
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Design for a theatre and

office building projected

by William Fox for a

site at 47th and Broad-
way, New York. This

design was submitted by

Walter W. Ahlschlager,

architect of Chicago and
New York. It is pro-

posed that the theatre

seat 6,000.
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HUB PRODUCTS FROM SERVICE TO SOCKET

Look Before You Light
" II "HE lighting of modern theatres has become an exact science

as well as a fine art. The operator of a Hub Switchboard

can produce the most artistic of all lighting effects—he can play

a symphony of light, shadows, and colors—just as an artist can

produce any combination of colors from his palette.

For the benefit of our patrons and prospective patrons, we main-

tain a completely equipped lighting demonstration studio at our

factory. It is a miniature theatre in which we can reproduce

every desirable lighting effect which can be used in the largest

theatre. Here—with the hearty cooperation of our corps of ex-

perienced lighting engineers a complete program of lighting ef-

fects can be worked out—and a Hub Switchboard specially

designed to reproduce every desired effect.

Every theatre operator is cordially invited to make use of this

interesting laboratory as it suits his convenience. The entire

facilities of our capable organization are yours to command. Write

for further information.

Footlights

Border Lights

Stage Pockets

Cove Lighting

Exit Signs

Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment
Factory and General Offieet

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue
Telephone Seeley 6440-1-2

Toledo. Ohio
1220 Madison Ave.
Phone Adams 5518

Milwaukee. Wis.
123 Second St.

Down Town Chicago Sales Offices

Suite 323—155 N. Clark St.

Phone State 7966

New York City
1457 Broadway

Spot Lights

Service Boards

Panel Boards

Usher Signals

Directional Signs

Flood Lights

Phone Wisconsin 4843 Phone Grand 1533

Hit the Public in the

Eye
Tell the story of your attractions in a big
way. Use our hand painted, rain-proof
banners to "stop 'em dead and bring 'em
in." They are painted on heavy poster
paper in S or more colors in sizes up to

3x10 feet. They can be painted for as
little as 50c. Workmanship guaranteed

—

one-day service—no extra charges. Write
for full information. It is the most effi-

cient and most economical form of ad-
vertising for theatre operators.

H.DRYFHOUT
736 SO WABASH AVE . CHICAGO ILL

THEATRE
EQUIPMENT
New and Used

We Pay
Highest

Prices for
Used

Projection
Machines
Opera

Chairs, et«.

Most complete stock In
the U. S. Moving Plc-

- ture Machines, Screens,
Booths, Opera Chairs.
Spotlights, Stereopticons.
Film Cabinets. Portable
Projectors, M. P. Cameras, Generator Sets,

Reflecting Arc Lamps, Carbons, Tickets.
Mazda Lamps and Supplies.

Projection Machines repaired and overhauled. Repair parts
for all makes opera chairs. Attractive 3 i 10 (I. muslin
banners $1.50; on paper 50 cents.

Everything for the Theatre. Write for Catalog "H"
Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash Ave., Chicago

The Last Word in Stage Decorations—

No theatre can attract patronage with-

out beautiful stage decorations and at-

tractive sets. That's our specialty.

Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.

St. Louis, Missouri

OF January 19, 1929

Modern America

Inherits Beauty

of Its Antiquity
(Continued from page 24)

breast of the humming bird, the red, yellow,
blue and green plumes of the macaw, the
shimmering, green, tendril-like tail of the
highly prized quetzal, said to have been
reserved exclusively for their rulers, and
now the national bird of Guatemala. They
inlaid elaborate mosaics of turquoise,
shields, crowns, pendants and earrings.
They smelted gold and copper, working
these metals into a variety of ornaments

—

bells, basins, discs, pendants, earrings and
finger-rings. Their pottery ranks as one of

the great ceramic arts of antiquity—ex-
quisitely painted cylindrical vases, depicting
religious ceremonies, which equal the finest

products of the Greek potters.

"The Maya religion was polytheistic
(worshipped more than one god). Their
pantheon contained many gods and god-
desses, who, like the Grecian and Roman
deities, presided over different phases and
aspects of life.

"The head of the Mayan Pantheon, the

Mayan Zeus or Jupiter, was Itzamna
(eet-zam-na), the god of life and learning.

He was the personification of the East, the

rising sun, and thus, by association, of light,

life and knowledge. He was the founder
of the Maya civilization, the first priest of

the Maya religion, the inventor of writing
and books, and the great healer of all ills.

He is represented in the hieroglyphic
manuscripts as a wise old man, with a
strong Roman nose and sunken, toothless

jaws.
• • •

"Scarcely less important was Kukulcan,
the Feathered Serpent, the personification

of the West. He was regarded as having
been a great organizer, the founder of cities,

the framer of laws and the teacher of their

new calendar. Indeed, his attributes and
life history are so human, that it is not im-

probable that he may have been an actual

historical character, some great ruler and
giver of laws, the memory of whose bene-

factions lived long after his death, and who
was eventually deified. He is represented

in the manuscripts with a long, curling

nose, almost a small trunk, and filed, upper
front teeth.

"The most hated and feared of all their

deities was Ahpuch (au-pooch), the Lord
of Death. He is associated, not only with

death in general, but with sudden death

in particular—human sacrifice, suicide by
hanging, death in childbirth and death in

war. He is always represented in the

manuscripts as a skeleton with small bells

fastened to his skull and around his wrists

and ankles. Even his hieroglyphic shows
his eyes closed as in death.

• « •

"Worship consisted of fasting, prayers,

chants, incensing, dancing, offerings of food

and ornaments, blood-letting rites and even

human sacrifice. At Chichen Itza, in times

of excessive drought, as the dramatic cul-

mination of an impressive ceremony to ap-

pease the offended rain gods, the fairest

maidens of the Itza nation were hurled

into the depths of a dark and sinister sacred

pool, an enormous natural well, 200 feet in

diameter and 100 feet in depth, together

with the most precious ornaments belong-

ing to the citizens. Dredging operations

in this Sacred Well have brought to light a

wealth of this material, gold and copper

bells, pendants, beads, rings, basins, discs,

jade earrings and jade beads, carved wooden
weapons, bowls of incense, even the skulls,

bones and cotton clothing of the sacrificial

victims.
"But after this lengthy digression, in
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vhich lack of space has permitted only the

briefest outline of ancient Mayan achieve-
nent, let us trace the closing chapters of

heir history.

"As early as the fourth century of the

Christian Era, pioneers from the Old Em-
sire, pushing northward, had founded a

:hain of cities along the east coast of

Yucatan.

"The causes, which brought about the
ibandonment of the Old Empire and the
:olonization of Yucatan (the New Empire)
luring the fourth to the seventh centuries,

ire not clear. Certain it is, that by the

niddle of the seventh century all the Old
£mpire cities had ceased building activities

ind the erection of hieroglyphic monu-
nents, and the eastern part of the Yucatan
>eninsula had been generally occupied.

"A variety of explanations has been
>rought forward to account for this great
vfayan exodus: earthquakes, civil or foreign

vars, recurrent epidemics of disease, social

ind political decay and all their attendant
lis, climatic changes and exhaustion of the
and by the agricultural methods practiced.

"Perhaps the most plausible of these
;everal suggestions is the last; what may
>e called the 'high cost of living' explana-
ion.

"The Maya practiced a very simple form
)f agriculture for all their intellectual and
irtistic brilliance. Cultivation, as we under-
.tand the term, was unknown. They did
lot rotate their crops. They used no fer-

ilizers. But most serious of all, they had
10 means of turning the soil, no ploughs,
larrows, spades, shovels, picks or hoes.

"At the end of the rainy season in Janu-
iry or February, the Maya farmer selected
i patch of the forest, and with his stone ax
ir knife cut a groove in the bark of the
arger trees, entirely encircling them. The
rees, thus grooved, died under the fierce

;un of February and March, and by April
hey were sufficiently dry to be burned,
sections of the forest were thus cleared
>f vegetation, and when the rainy season
>epan in May, with a simple wooden plant-
ng stick, the Maya farmer made holes in

he ground, dropped in his grains of corn
ind left a prodigal nature to do the rest.

"Bitter experience had shown him how-
ever, that if he planted the same field two
/ears in succession, the yield of the second
/ear would be only about half that of the
irst year; indeed in practice, he waited
inywhere from five to ten years before
slanting a field a second time. Rather than
slant the same field two successive seasons
le would select a new piece of forest, and
"epeat this laborious method of clearing
:he land.

• • •

"This system of cultivation, if such primi-
:ive methods as these may be called that,

las at least two obvious defects. In the
Srst place, most of the agricultural land
it any given moment was lying idle, waiting
cor the return of sufficient woody growth
to permit burning off again; and second,
:hese repeated burnings gradually destroyed
he forest and discouraged its return.
Finally there came a time when the forests
vvere largely replaced by perennial grasses;
.vhen that condition had been brought
about, agriculture, as practiced by the
indent Maya, was at an end.

"Toward the end of the Old Empire, the
situation must have become so acute as to
have caused general dissatisfaction with,
and indeed probably outright distrust of,

?ods, rulers and priests, who would permit
such a condition to continue unchecked.
The increasing difficulty of obtaining suffi-

cient supplies of food, the high cost of
living in a very real sense, and toward the
end, the actual threat of stark starvation
staring them in the face, finally brought
about the abandonment of the Old Empire
and the colonization of the lands both to

YOU CAN
REDUCE OPERATING COSTS

With

TIME-O-STAT SILENT FLASHERS
on Your Electric Signs and Marquees

Their contacts do not wear or burn and nothing needs oiling or adjust-

ing. Ask your electrician how much time he spends in a year on your
open contact sign flashers and check up your bills for replacement
parts. Then you will be ready to ask us for further details.

EVENHEETERS
IN YOUR PIPE ORGAN CHAMBERS

They are thermostatically controlled electric heating systems that keep
the actions in smooth operating condition and keep all stops at proper
pitch. They cut down your organ repair bills, increase the life of the

instrument, and insure beautiful music regardless of the weather. Full

information will be sent on request.

Cramblet Engineering Division

286 Milwaukee Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

muftis <M

ttraction in

Regardless of your head liners,

their stars and their producers, the
projection of any feature picture de-
termines the size of the crowds at
your box office.

The Roth Actodector supplies
cheap, reliable D. C. from your A. C.
supply and produces a steady course
of current for a perfect flickerless

projection.
Used by the best all over the

world.
Send for our bulletin—il** free

Roth Brothers & Co.
The leader of the world

1400 W. Adams St. Chicago, 111.

Distributors in all principal cities

New York Office: 52 Vesey St.
Export Department

44 Whitehall St., New York, N. Y.

Also manufacturers of the Roth Emergency Electric Light
and Power Plants
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MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
OMAHA, NEBR.

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

HENNEPIN ORPHEUM THEATRE
NEW ORPHEUM THEATRE
KEITH ALBEE THEATRE

NEW
HANGING EQUIPMENT FOR PICTURE SHEET

AND SOUND HORNS
By

Heat your Organ Chamber

Correctly!

The Prometheus Organ Heater protects the delicate mechanism of the organ by

heating the lower part of the chamber in a scientific way. Unlike other devices

which send heat upward, thus neglecting the equally important base, Prometheus

deflects the warm air downward. The heat naturally rises throughout the organ

chamber giving a constant, unvarying degree of temperature. Proper heating

avoids expensive repairs and maintenance costs due to destructive cold, moisture

and climatic changes. It also keeps pitch accurate.

Automatic Thermostat regulates heat to the proper degree required. Fur-

nished in Aluminum. Occupies only 14 ]

i x 4 inches. Sturdy. Durable.

Send Coupon for Complete Details —
PROMETHEUS ELECTRIC CORP., 358 W. 13th St., New York City

Please send details about your organ heater.

NAME ADDRESS

the north and south, whither the Maya
migrated.

"In Yucatan, the Maya of the New Em-
pire 'came back' strongly. Under the

stimulating influence of a new country, they
experienced a true Renaissance. Architec-
ture especially, made a spectacular recovery,

the palaces and temples of the later cities

far surpassing those of the earlier ones in

the wealth of the sculptural embellishment.
Sculpture, on the other hand, as an inde-

pendent art apart from architecture, never
again reached the same classic beauty,

which it had had in earlier times.

"But the end of the Maya story is at

hand. During the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, civil wars, famine and disease

so reduced their strength and weakened
their resistance, that when the Spaniards
descended upon the shores of Yucatan in

the third and fourth decades of the six-

teenth century, the Maya fell an easy prey

to foreign conquest.

"For more than fifteen centuries this

singularly gifted people had preserved their

cultural integrity intact and free from alien

influences, only to succumb in the end to

forces working from within, social decay

and governmental disorganization, at once

the product and the price of their remark-

able development, the most brilliant in-

tellectual achievement of ancient America."

Such were the people who antedated us

on this continent. Their genius, I like to

think lives on in the Fisher theatre.

The Fisher is operated under the direction

of the John H. Kunsky circuit, associated

with Publix. Following is a list of the

principal contractors for the construction of

the theatre:

Arcus Ticket Co., Chicago Tickets

Bauer & Black, Chicago First aid cabinets

Heywood-Wakefield Co., Chicago Couches

Price Bros Chicago Box office

Major Equipment Co., Chicago Booth, stage

Nat. Electric Ticket Reg. Co., St. Louis
Ticket machines

Brandt Automatic Cashier Co., Chicago
Change machines

Cailie Bros. Co., Detroit Ticket choppers

American Electric Co., Chicago Battery clips

Chicago Cinema Equipment Co., Chicago-Booth, stage

Great Lakes Supply Co., Chicago vft
E. E. Fulton, Chicago Booth

National Theatre Supply Co., Chicago..- —Booth

J. W. Channon Co., Chicago Stage

Schaeffer Bros., Chicago - Rheostats

Roth Brothers, Chicago Generators

Sam Kaplan, New York City Booth

Northwest Steel Products Co., Chicago ......Booth

Gallagher Orchestra Equip. Co., Chicago—.-Orchestra

Howard Organ Seat Co., DeKalb, 111 Organ seat

Herhold Chair Co., Chicago _ Dressing rooms

Van Dorn Iron Works, Chicago Gelatine cabinet

Hall & Conolly, Inc., New York City H I lamps

Goldie Manufacturing Co., Chicago....- Booth

Essanay Electric Co., Maywood, 111 "5° J
E. H. Husette, Chicago • Booth

Marshall Field & Co., Chicago Musicians uniforms

Yawman & Croe, Chicago Storage cabinet

Grinnell Bros., Detroit - P'an°

Graybar Electric Co., Chicago Booth

DaLite Screen Co., Chicago b
t,
cree."

DoMore Sales Co., Chicago _—.Stools

Mosler Safe Co., Chicago .... fa

"

Brooks Uniform Co., New York City Uniforms

Brinkert Light Projection Co., Detroit Booth

New York Cue Service

Adds to Musical Staff

Owing to the volume of business that fol-

lowed its announcement of the opening of

offices, Motion Pictures Synchronization Serv-

ice, Inc., New York City, has been compelled

to increase its musical staff by the addition

of several experts. These new members of

the staff will work under the personal direc-

tion of the company's chief composers, Seep

Morscher and Maurice Nitke.

The company offers a cue service for non-

svnchronous machines direct to the exhibitor,

showing which phonograph record to use for

every feature played by the exhibitor.
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MUSIC IN THE THEATRE
GET BUSY!

Build Novelty Programs
By A. RAYMOND GALLO

IT
is very evident that sound effects and

sound equipment are to become a very

important part of the small picture houses,

ust as the dialogue pictures are becoming a

.ery important part of the deluxe cinema

heatres.

A number of years ago, when the phono-

rraph first made its appearance, the public

is well as the musicians and artists became
ilarmed that the mechanical device would soon

>ut them out of business. Almost the same
ear was held against the radio a few years

igo. However, those who have watched the

irogress of both know that instead of hurting

hem they have been benefited. This can be

asily understood when you take into consid-

eration the huge amount of royalties that have
iccrued from phonograph recordings and sal-

ines paid to musicians and artists for broad-
asting.

* * *

Today there exists almost a similar condi-

ion in the amusement world, a condition that

las been caused by the talking and sound
notion pictures. Some two years ago when
hese. films were first introduced many thought
t was merely another novelty and that they
vould soon fade into oblivion. However, if

ou have followed the developments in the

ield of audien pictures you will know that

hey are revolutionizing the motion picture

heatre business.

Perhaps a few realized that this sudden
lemand of talking and sound motion pictures

vas caused through a continued neglect on
he part of the musician as well as the organ-
st. Perhaps those who are not aware of this

act will wonder what the musicians and or-

ganists had to do with the development of
uch mechanical means of portraying musical
ffect And for the benefit of those who have
nissed reading previous articles on this sub-
ect, both in this section and in the Herald-
.Vorld, we will say that the chief reason for
he development of a mechanical device to

umish music in the theatre is the fact that
hose who at one time had the opportunity of
•resenting this type of accompaniment failed
o see the possibilities that the motion picture
n the screen offered to the individual mu-
ician. When we assume this attitude we do
ot necessarily mean that each and every mu-
ician, including the musical conductor and the
rganist, had entirely neglected the importance
f cueing and synchronizing the proper type
f music for the individual film, for a great
lany of them made it their business to do
lis with each photoplay, but a great many
lore of them considered photoplay accom-
animent not important enough and therefore
-ft the scoring to some other member of the
lusical aggregation, who, in most cases, was
ot able, let alone capable, of furnishing ap-
ropriate music And so this thing went on
or years until theatre owners and theatre
xecutives realized that they were in the mo-
ion picture business and that the most impor-
int thing that brought the patrons into their
leatres was the motion picture.

Naturally, musical accompaniment and added
stage features assisted in the drawing power
of these films, but it was always the film that

was the feature. Then, too, motion picture

producers at one time were not making as

good productions as they are now, and that

also meant that something else had to be added
in order to put the film over in the theatre.

When they investigated the situation in the

various theatres and found out that very few
musical directors and organists were capable,

let alone willing, to assist in putting over the

photoplay musically, they immediately set out

to find the ways and means to overcome this

handicap. The answer is the talking picture

with sound effects. Can you blame the pro-

ducers or the exhibitors for this move? If

you want to be honest about it you must
admit that it was the only way for them, as

they had millions of dollars at stake.

Naturally, this new progress has relieved

many a musician of his job in the smaller

class theatres. And while this policy exists

it has also eliminated many organists in the

deluxe field. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no representative organist

who comes under the class of soloist who has
been a victim of this development. And as

for the musical conductors, those who have
been taken out of one theatre have, in most
cases, been assigned to another, so that in

reality a comparatively few good musicians
are out of work. It has, without any doubt,

eliminated a great many of the mediocre or-

ganists, and the class C and D musicians who
were practicing this profession part time and
probably employed at another trade for the

balance of the time. This condition exists in

thousands of small theatres all over the coun-
try, and rather than contend with this condi-

tion the managers and owners of these thea-

tres thought it advisable to try and compete
in a smaller way with the larger theatres in

their communities.

* * *

That accounts for the hundreds of theatres

who are presenting their motion picture pro-

gram with sound devices.

As we stated before, in previous articles,

it is only a matter of time when the better

class theatres will realize that there is no
distinction between a small theatre and a de-

luxe house, for, according to the entertain-

ment programs of both, there is a considerable
similarity. The only solution to this problem
is the return of the pit orchestra, which will,

in the future, supply the morion picture music
and a featured organist in a semi-deluxe house
who in this case will take the place of an
orchestra and furnish the appropriate photo-

play synchronization. That, and in addition

stage presentation, more of a motion picture

nature, will eventually put the deluxe motion

picture house in the proper sphere. But until

that time, of course, and it is very hard to

say how long it will be, theatres will present

sound effects.

There is no question that talking pictures

with dialogue sequences are here to stay, but

everybody knows that some radical change
must be made in the musical accompaniment
of these photoplays. Until that time musicians
will have to prepare themselves to furnish this

type of service to the theatres and the organ-
ists must now convince the theatre owners
that they can supply the necessary element that

is now lacking in mechanical photoplay accom-
paniment.

Talking and sound pictures have not only
hurt the musicians, but also the music pub-
lishers to a certain extent For instance, be-

fore this new development came a music pub-
lisher received most of his exploitation in

theatres through the co-operation of the or-

ganist This sort of exploitation was the chief

means of popularizing his songs and creating

a demand, not only for the sale of sheet music,

but also for records and piano rolls. Now
this arrangement exists only with the deluxe
theatres and those who still retain their fea-

tured organists.
* * *

Naturally, something had to be done to re-

place these valuable means of exploitation, and
Leo Feist, Inc., has found one, called the

Slide-o-phone. Those who read the lead edi-

torial in the presentation section several weeks
ago are familiar with this new device. How-
ever, for the benefit of those who missed it

and are not quite convinced of its possibilities

we will give you a brief outline of it here.

The Feist Slide-o-phone is a special syn-

chronized record containing Feist songs exclu-

sively with vocal and. instrumental sound
and talking effects. These records, which are

supplied in unit forms, can be placed on any
turn-table machine or amplifying system. They
contain ultra modern slides with an explana-

tory cue sheet and are carefully packed ready
to be returned after they are used. They
practically offer a miniature song presentation

with well known artists who can be heard
but not seen and can be presented with an
organist as a special solo. Both make an
ideal combination. However, the Slide-o-

phone is really meant for small theatres that

are presenting a program of nearly 100 per
cent sound effects. The first unit presentation

called "I'm Sorry, Sally," has met with con-
siderable success throughout the country and
two more units will be released this month.

Those who read the article on adding human
voice to the organ in this department last

month will also realize that it is now possible

for personality organists to purchase a device

such as Vocaltone. This is considered an
important step in the organ field, inasmuch
as it will not only enhance the values of an
organ in a theatre, but also add to the popu-
larity of a good organist. Albert F. Brown,
a well known featured organist, used a similar

device last week at the Marbro theatre, Chi-

cago, and proved that with such an instrument
the organist has unlimited fields. It is under-
stood that a complete outfit of this type will

soon be placed on the market for organists

at a very' reasonable price.
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The Portable

Console
By FRANCES S. FARNEY

Organist, Kimo Theatre, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

THE ideal portable console is one that
is as complete as possible and still

light enough in weight to be practical.
I have built and use extensively a complete
one-manual, five-octave console that plays
every instrument in any relay type organ,
from the pedals on up to the percussion
and piston changes, being almost as com-
plete a control as the regular organ console
itself. Its possibilities are far above those
of any portable I've ever seen or heard
about. Its weight is only 28 pounds and
the whole layout costs only $50 for mate-
rials. Of course, some mechanical ability
and hard work is required to build one.

I used 150 feet of cable, each wire having
a little "snap" on the end that hooks on to
the relay contact like a tie clasp, thus doing
away with tedious soldering and speeding
up the connecting in.

The instrument handles 15 piston changes,
which is plenty for the gags it's used for.
The big stunt with a console of this type
is strapping it over your shoulder and go-
ing up and down the aisles playing requests
right under the noses of those who ask for
the numbers. I use the stunt frequently,
both with slides and without, the console
being equipped with a booth buzzer. The
whole thing is all in a half-inch cable and
is handled as easily as an accordion. The
organ effect is nearly as good as can be
got at the big console.
Those who are lucky enough to have

portable consoles may try this gag, and I'll

guarantee they will bring plenty of applause.
If the portable is not as satisfactory as the
one I have mentioned, I will tell anyone
how to make it so, gratis and with pleasure,
if the desire is made known, either through
Herald-World, or by mail direct.
Those who are without portables are

missing a big boost for themselves. If
enough interest is created on this subject,
I'll be only too glad to write up complete
instructions as to how to go about con-
structing such an instrument—the parts
needed and method of hookup. Thanks to
Herb Koch, I believe it was, who gave me
the idea, which I have enlarged upon to
some extent.

Newsreel Brings Added Attendance
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Jan. IS.—A newsreel, showing
the activities of the Mayor's Christmas Tree Associa-
tion, which distributed food and clothing to needy
families of Kansas City, shown at the Royal theatre,
first run downtown house, not only brought publicity
in daily newspapers, but resulted in an increase in
attendance, according to Holden Swiger, manager.

My Sweetheart
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The chorus of "My Sweetheart," theme
song of Universal's "Melody of Love!'
in which the number is sung by Mildred
Harris. Gus Kahn, Larry Conley and
Gene Rodemich zvrote this song, which

is published by Milton Weil.

Install First Photophone
Device in Albany Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, Jan. 15.—Hundreds of prominent
persons were guests last Saturday morning of
Thomas Stowell, manager of Harmanus
Bleecker Hall in Albany, at the first demon-
stration of the Photophone that has just been
installed at the hall, and the first in the city.

Sound
Installations

The tendency among theatres both
large and small, throughout the

country is to modernize. Evidence

of this encouraging situation is

found in the many sound equip-

ment installations reported by
leading manufacturers.

J. H. Channon Corporation

Stage Rigging
Regal theatre, Chicago, new picture sheet

hangings and Vitaphone Tower Track.
LaFollette Auditorium, Chicago, fire cur-

tain and rigging equipment.
Tower theatre, Chicago, new picture

sheet hangings and Vitaphone Tower
Track.
Hennepin Orpheum theatre, Minneapolis,

Minn., new hangings for picture sheet and
horns.
New Orpheum theatre, Omaha, Neb.,

new hangings for picture sheet and horns.
Keith-Albee theatre, Youngstown, 0.,

new hangings for picture sheet and horns.
New Symphony theatre, Chicago, Chan-

non special new type Drew Curtain Track.

National Theatre Supply Company
Equipment

Paramount theatre, Logansport, Ind., re-

cently installed two Motiograph projectors
equipped with 2-30-30 National Mazda
regulators. Mazda regulators were manu-
factured by Garver Electric Company and
installed by the Indianapolis branch of Na-
tional.

G. Reising 8C Company
Decorative Flowers

Valencia theatre, Jamaica, L. I., N. Y.,

installing decorative tree shrubs and vines

in this new atmospheric theatre, designed
by John Eberson, and being built for

Loew's, Inc.

Gates Radio dC Supply Company
Wonder Electrograf>h

New Lake theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
East Lake theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Lake theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
El Lago theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Hamline theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
Crystal theatre, Elbow Lake, Minn.
Family theatre, North Branch, Minn.
Black Hills theatre. Hot Springs, S. D.
Princess theatre, Douglas, Wyo.
Cody theatre, Douglas, Wyo.
USA theatre, Sidney, Neb.
American theatre, Kimball, Neb.

CJiicaao
.state 59ir5 7

ARE YOU GETTING RUMORS
Monthly Qlide. News far tte^gkst

Purchase by price and
you get experience

Our booklet "Sixteen Facts"

will tell you why

OR GA NS

Binghamton, N. Y.
New York Office—148 W. 46th Street
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The Shock Absorber
(Second Edition)

53

By RAYMOND Q. DALTON

IN a previous article in Better Theatres,

issue of December 22, under the heading

of "Shock Absorbers and the Theatre," I

liscussed the question of "shock absorbers" to

'heatre ownership in general and partnersltip

ownership in particttlar with a specific case

:ited in illustration, and at that time I prom-

sed to tell you more about this same subject,

DUt with particular reference to corporation

ownership—closed and otherwise.

It may be of interest here to mention that

nany close corporations are changing to part-

lerships with the purpose in view of taking

idvantage of single tax payable by partner-

ships as against the corporate tax plus the

ndividual tax in the case of a corporate own-
;rship. Whether that plan is advisable or

lot depends upon the circumstances, but where

;uch a change is contemplated I would ear-

lestly recommend the "shock absorber" idea

'or partnership ownership, as fully explained

n my previous article, be very seriously enter-

ained in order that such ownership be insured

igainst the disastrous pitfalls to which a part-

lership may be subject in the event one of

he partners takes the long journey from which

here is no return.

Considering the partnership idea as against

orporate ownership, the only advantage the

:orporation normally has over a partnership

s in the limitation of liability. In a corpora-

ion the shareholders are liable only to the

;xtent of their interest capital and the busi-

.

less goes on after death with no legal neces-

ity for closing out the business at the death

>f a shareholder.
* * *

Let me give you here a final recommenda-
ion, then, for definitely insuring a partner-

hip management of the continuation in busi-

less without interruption with stability of its

redit and the passing on of the deceased's

nterest to his estate or heirs its full value

nd in cash.

I also recommend that you employ a cor-

poration or partnership life underwriter who
vill supply the "shock absorber," a competent

ttorney to legalize the whole transaction and

. reliable trust company to act as a disinter-

sted third party to the agreement to insure

ts fulfillment.

I may make mention here that there are a

;reat number of stock or interest purchase

greements in vogue, but many of these agree-

lents are ineffective or improperly conceived,

nd often there is no legal agreement at all,

r one that will inevitably lead to litigation.

\ny sound agreement should be in writing,

igned by all the parties and clearly define the

'ights, duties and liabilities of the parties con-

lerned. It is advisable that the agreement
hould provide for a deposit of the stock cer-

ificates (with borrowing provisions if all par-

lies agree) and further, provide the funds with
.hich the stock or interest is to be purchased.

Often a stock or interest purchase agreement
elies solely upon certain provisions in the

ompany by-laws. It is as bad to have an
rrangement that invites litigation as not to

ave any purchase plan at all.

j

The importance is recognized of having the

lapital of a stockholder withdrawn at his death
W means of a stock purchase agreement with

* Mr. Dalton, former director of theatre
| construction and operation, is now corporation

I

and partnership insurance representative of
\

the Equitable Life Assurance Society of New
York, Chicago division.

the provision for the necessary' amount of life

insurance to supply the cash immediately—for
cash and cash only will do for the surviving
shareholders and surviving heirs what the arti-

cles over their signatures agree to do and want
to do, for, without the immediate cash pro-
vision, the agreement is only an admission of
a liability without the one provision necessary
to its prompt fulfillment.

Concerning the stock or share purchase
agreement it is considered desirable to pur-
chase the stock or share of a deceased mem-
ber, thereby reducing a portion of its liabilities

fully as much as when creditors are paid and
so long as the state or creditors or stockhold-
ers are not in a position to object the corpora-
tion may proceed for the purchase of its own
stock. (Note: "In the following states the
statute expressly forbids the purchase of its

own stock by a corporation: California, Ken-
tucky, Vermont and Wyoming"

—

National
Service Publications—"in all others it is per-
missible.")

You will realize that at the death of a prin-
cipal active shareholder and in absence of an
agreement of this sort his holdings go direct
to his heirs or estate, by will or in absence of
a will—and that the title to his share in the
company passes on to his heirs—whose only
interest in your company may be in how large
the dividends are that you turn out each year
—themselves contributing nothing towards the
earnings of your company and, which often
happens if their share is large enough, proceed
to throw the monkev wrench into the otherwise

efficiently operating machinery, cause discord
and dissatisfaction among the surviving active
shareholders, who may find their efforts frus-
trated by ill-advised interference, causing con-
fusion and disruption to such an extent that

more time wall be spent in friction than in

promoting the business.

In view of the above and for other good
reasons it would seem to be a distinct benefit

to the corporation to have this plan in force
and fully as much so to the heirs of the de-
ceased member, who immediately receive the
full stock value in cash, thereby enabling them
to pay to both state and government the in-

heritance and estate taxes and all other out-

standing liabilities and to do so at once, thus
avoiding penalties attached to deferred pay-
ments.
Since it would appear to be of sound busi-

ness principles to retire such stock or interest,

what in your judgment is the most desirable

means of providing the cash to do this?

1. Is it most advisable to take the
money out of the capital or re-

serve?

2. Is it more desirable to borrow the
capital, and later repay both the
principal and interest?

3. Or, is it more economical to ac-

quire the principal and thereby
only pay the interest (insurance
premiums) and never have to re-

pay the principal?

In substance, the object is the pur-

chase of a deceased's stock or inter-

est—
THE METHODS ARE:

1. To pay Cash.
2. To borrow the money.
3. Or—Let the Insurance Company

pay it.

* * *

By letting the insurance company pay for

it I mean the insurance your company pays

for is on the life of a shareholder—the pro-

ceeds of which are payable to the company
or to the corporation at his death and used

by the company to purchase his holdings. The
cost of this insurance, all things considered,

is nominal, often in the neighborhood of 3

or 4 per cent, the result of it being that the

principal sum, by virtue of its character, is

acquired by the corporation automatically.

"Dunn's consider generally that the current

assets of a business should be 2l/2 times its

current liabilities in order to make an average

credit risk."

To illustrate the workings of such a plan

let us consider for example:

The business has capital and gTOss assets

of say $100,000 and that the earnings are in

the neighborhood of $18,000

Now since, money is normally worth
only 6% then that part of the earnings
attributed to capital and assets would
only account for 6% on the $100,000 or 6,000

Modernistic mirror in lounge of the

United Artists theatre, Portland, Ore.,

and modernistic lights at stairs leading
up from the main floor. The United
Artists is a remodelled house, and the

lounge occupies space formerly devoted
to offices.

Then, as you will no doubt be aware,
the difference between the gross yield of

$18,000 and the capital yield of $6,000

represents the yield attributed to the
brains and experience plus the good will

or a total of $12,000

You can readily see that the MAN POWER
has produced a yield of $12,000 as against the

Capital and asset yield of $6,000.

The above will illustrate the value of two
lands of capital; i. e., the Capital of Money
plus the Capital of Men, and it is often with
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Vital to

theatre's

best success

I .jfflTBw
I J.HE .ENCHANTEI

THE crowds of the evening always

surge toward the brightest spot of

a community's avenues or streets.

To more surely make your theatre the

center of the evening crowd's interest,

give its front outstanding brilliance,

color and action with a Flexlume Elec-

tric Sign. Hundreds of the more suc-

cessful theatres in our country use Flex-

lumes to help pack their houses night

after night; and they find Flexlume's

beauty and effectiveness to be of de-

cidedly permanent character too.

Write us to send latest booklet pic-

turing many modern electric theatre

signs by Flexlume; we will also gladly

submit, without obligation, color sketch

of a Flexlume to fit your particular

needs. FLEXLUME CORPORATION,
2034 Military Road, Buffalo, N. Y.

Sales and Service

Offices In Chief
Cities of V. a.

and Canada.

Factories at

Buffalo. N. T.
and Toronto. Ont.

FLEXLUME
ELECTRIC DISPLAYS

that idea of capitalization of man power in

view that a corporation takes out insurance on
the lives of its valuable men in order to re-

place temporarily the money value of those

men to the company and the total amount of

insurance may vary from a policy covering

the amount of five years' salary of a man to

one of one and a half times the annual net

profits of a company to cover the loss and
stabilize the company credit suffered by the

company during the reconstruction period.

I have a case in mind handled through my
own company recently wherein the corporation

insured the life of its president a few months
ago for the reasons above mentioned and, just

a few days ago, the check for the full amount
plus a post mortem dividend was turned over
to that corporation, its president having passed

away in the meantime.
A concrete illustration of a normal corpora-

tive plan

:

1. The stockholders, their positions, aires and
stock interests are as follows:
James D., President, 55 years of age

60% of stock
Richard R., Vice-Pres., 50 years of age

30% of stock
Fred S., Sec'y-Treas., 40 years of age

10% of stock
2. The business has been in existence 7 years.
3. The business is capitalized for $100,000

consisting of 1,000 shares of com-
mon stock of $100.00 par value.

4. The present balance sheet gives a
surplus of 20,000

5.

making a total book value of $120,000
A statement of the profit and loss

for the last three years shows aver-
age net earnings which were ap-
plied to annual dividends of 15,000
adequate salaries have been paid to
the officers before determining net
earnings.

6. There is no agreement between the stock-
holders providing for the purchase or with-
drawal from the company.

7. All of the share-holders have families
(wife and children) dependent upon them.
The interests of each depend largely upon
his holdings in the company and which
represents the largest part of his estate

The book value of the stock of the above
company is $120 per share, but that amount
does not take the item of goodwill into consid-
eration. This will be done by using the capital-

ization method as applied to earnings. This
value is obtained by capitalizing the net yield

or earnings which at the rate of 10 per cent
on the $15,000 annual return would be $150
per share on 1,000 shares.

Since there are 1,000 shares outstanding, a

total of $150,000 will be necessary to retire

the stock of this company, based on this valu-
ation. The amount will be apportioned as

follows: James D., $90,000; Richard R., $45,-

000, and Fred S., $15,000.

The problem is to provide the total sum
necessary with a minimum of cost and at the

times when needed.
For example, $90,000 will be needed at the

death of James D. Suppose that he should
die tomorrow of an accident or illness. How
could Richard R. and Fred S. raise that

amount of money necessary and at once?
In the third and last article I shall discuss

some of the tax problems, together with the

sole oivnership question and replacing the loss

of a valuable man.

Cleveland Exhibition of

Biophone Called Success
(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEVELAND, Jan. 15.—The first public

exhibition of Biophone sound equipment in

Cleveland was held recently at the Variety

theatre, under the direction of Paul Fine, of

the Biophone Corporation of New York, and
Bill Ohnie of the Ohio Biophone Corporation.

The trial was said to be very successful, and
greatly impressed spectators.

Navy Officials View "Flying Fleet"

NEW YORK.—"The Flying Fleet," Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer's airplane picture starring Ramon No-
varro, was met with a hearty reception in Washing-
ton last week when Secretary of the Navy Wilbur,

Assistant Secretary Theodore D. Robinson and many
other officials attended the preview.

SHINES

SO IT

CAN BE

SEEN IN

THE BOX-

OFFICE

Whether it is out front or back-

stage, Bel-Sun-Lites brighten the

view on your side of the box-office

window. Backstage they make

every scene better, out in front

they make the house more cheery.

Your audiences come and go in

happier frame of mind—that is

what holds and builds patronage.

Bel-Sun-Lite Borders have chromium

reflectors that give appearance most

close to sunlight. Make up and props

seem natural under them. Their great

reflection gives more light from your

present expense for current. Made in

any length. Have not one disadvantage

—not even in price.

Bel-Sun-Lite Foots also have chromi-

um reflectors to put snap and sharpness

into the mise-en-scene. Actors approve

them for their great help in putting

business over managers like their small

expense.

Bel-Sun-Lite Spots, both full-size and baby,

have features—too many to list here—too

many to let them stay out of your theatre an-

other week. Find out about them—you'll be

glad you did.

Tell your electrician to send for our cata-

log. One of our representatives will tell you

anything you want. They are listed in the

phone directories of the cities below. Write

us if you cannot reach them.

Atlanta. Ga.
Boston, Mass.
Delaware, Ohio
Ft. Worth, Tex.
Gary, Ind.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Louisville, Ky.
Miami. Fla.

Minneapolis, Min..

New Orleans, La.

Omaha, Neb.
Philadelphia, Pa.

St. Louis, Mo.
San Antonio, Tel.

San Francisco, Calif.

Seattle, Wash.
Tulsa, Okla.

Tampa, Fla.

Belson Manufacturing Co.

802 Sibley St. Chicago, 111.
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Cinephor

Lens

Everybody's

Happy

The operator's happy because

the manager is satisfied.

The manager is satisfied be-

cause the attendance is good.

The attendance is good be-

cause the public enjoys your

picture.

So everybody's happy and the

CINEPHOR plays an impor-

tant part in their happiness by

producing clearly defined,

properly illuminated, con-

trasty pictures — pictures

which are easy to look at

—

pictures which make the pub-

lic want to come back for more.

Bausch & Lomb
Optical Company

652 St. Paul St.

Rochester, N. Y.

v..

Marble columns and decorative scheme
in the foyer, Brooklyn-Paramount thea-

tre, Brooklyn, N. Y. Rapp & Rapp of

Chicago and New York, were the

architects.

Sees New Stage

Effects Result

Of Talking Film
(Special to the Herald- World)

CULVER CITY, Jan. 15.—Many new stage

effects will be stimulated by the talking pic-

tures, says Willard Mack, playwright, now
directing for M G M.

"Because of the talking picture you'll see

more new 'effects' on the New York stage

during 1929 than for all the ten years pre-

ceding," declared Mack.

"Everybody seems to be worrying about the

effect dialogue pictures are going to have on
other films. There will be no effect, except

that photoplays will have a much wider range

of expression. The important thing to my
mind is the effect on the stage. This new
competition is going to be a wonderful thing

for the regular drama. We have come to

think that we couldn't do certain things on the

stage. The 'talkies' will force playwrights

and stage directors to think harder.

"Once stage playwrights thought it impos-
sible to succeed one scene with another on
the stage without a wait for new scenery.

The movies provided the stimulus for a new
idea. Now we find as many as four sets on
a single stage, and the action changes from
one to the other merely by a shifting of lights.

In addition to this I think you will see a

greater use of revolving stages."

J

Bristolphone Wiring

In Southwest Arranged
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 15.—Bob Savini of

Sonora-Bristolphone is at the home office

after arranging for installations in Okla-
homa, Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas and the

Carolinas, the latest being an application

from H. J. Paradis for installations on the

following theatres: White, Greenville, N.
C, Colonial, Fairboro, N. C, Palace, San-
ford, N. C, Oasis, Wilson, N. C, Opera
House, Smithfield N. C.

Type

H.I.R.

HIGH INTENSITY
REFLECTOR ARC

for

Motion Picture Projection

Another step forward in the develop-

ment of High Intensity projection.

Snow White High Intensity Light,

equal in screen illumination to the older

High Intensity Lamps. Gives more and
better light for current expended.

Hall & Connolly, Inc.
24 Vandam Street, New York City

PREY for every hold-up man. burglar and

bandit, motion picture theatres need the best

protection obtainable for their cash.

Many of the largest chain organizations have

standardized upon the York Round Door Chest

which entitles the owner to the lowest burglary

insurance rate.

Just wnte your name and address on the

margin of this advertisement for complete

information.
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EXTERIOR VIEW
The Pickwick theatre.

Park Ridge, III., sub-

urb of Chicago. The
tower is about 100

feet high and, com-
manding the district,

has lured, with its

colored beacons, the

mail aviators from
their previous course.

Architects were Zook
and McCaughey, Chi-

cago. This is an

architects' perspective

draiving.



THE AUDITORIUM
Pickwick theatre, Park Ridge, til. This is an architects' per-

spective drawing visualizing the house at performance time,

u~ith all the equipment and beauty, the show and its patrons,

uniting in a picture of movement.
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Perspective sketch by the architects of the proscenium arch.

A Theatre in Which a Modern Art and

Art Moderne Prove Partners
Vision and acoustics, which furnish the criteria by which motion picture theatres are ultimately

to be praised or damned, are excellent in the Pickwick. Modernistic art had much to do with it

By JAY M. SHRECK

WHEN the architects of the new-

Pickwick theatre in Park Ridge, 111.,

began contemplating possible de-
signs for that structure, they found them-
selves in a field in which there seemed to

be "nothing new under the sun." And, for

certain professional reasons, they were de-
termined to create a building that wasn't
"just another theatre." Park Ridge, which
is a suburb of Chicago about 13 miles from
the Loop, is the scene of a great deal of

building activity, and if the Pickwick stood
as a prominent testimonial to the uncom-
mon ability of its creators, it certainly
wouldn't do them any harm when archi-

tects were needed for future projects.

Put what was there that hadn't been done
—even "done to death?" The Spaniards had
contributed all the ideas they had conceived
from the Moors to the Inquisition. In
scores of theatres had been revived the
Italian Renaissance, while antiquity labored
with modernity in Egyptian, Persian and
similar houses almost everywhere. The ar-

chitects, Zook & McCaughey of Chicago,
were fond of their own age, anyway, and
since the psychology and manners of Amer-
ica today had been given little expression in

theatre design, they decided that modern-
istic art could yield them a theatre that

looked the way they wanted it to.

The result is a theatre that not only
has the "looks," but which is eminently
adapted to the business of presenting mo-
tion pictures, both silent and synchronized.
The modernistic treatment worked out

that way. Modernistic art is especially de-

voted to designs composed of straight lines

and angles, which leads to a shape and
decoration of the auditorium most capable
of producing excellent acoustics. The de-

sign also led to an arrangement of seats

that economically provided for excellent

vision. Basing his exploitation on these
facts, the owner, William H. Malone, calls

the Pickwick "The Perfect Motion Picture
Theatre," which may be a great deal of

sheer advertising, but is advertising with at

least some foundation in truth.

That the architects were not wrong in

appraising the value of a monumental the-

atre is shown by the way the project was
received. It was viewed as a great com-
munity affair. Malone was called a public

benefactor. "All Chicago," declared the

Greater Chicago Magazine in an issue de-

voted largely to Park Ridge, "as well as

Park Ridge, has been watching with in-

terest the building of the Pickwick theatre,

now bursting into splendor, as the last

stones are set in the great tower rising a

hundred feet above the sidewalk."

The Pickwick is in a two-story building
with shops along the two sides abutting on
the street, the entrance to the theatre being
a little eccentric and capped by a tower,
which is an adaptation of the modern sky-
scraper idea. The top of the tower is

formed by an ornamental lantern 15 feet

high which throws out red and green lights

and is comparable to similar aviation bea-
cons on top of skyscraper office buildings.

In fact, the Pickwick beacon has trans-

planted to a large extent the official bea-
cons erected at aviation fields in the neigh-
borhood of Park Ridge and serves to guide
the mail planes on their way. The top of

the lantern is 100 feet above the street.

The building is made of Indiana limestone
of different hues, with a granite base. On
the first floor are 11 store-spaces, while
space for six more stores and four offices

are on the second floor over the streets.

An automatic elevator augments the stair-

way. All the shops lead from an arcade
as well as from the street.

A considerable saving was effected in the

construction of the roof. The location of

the building permitted semi-fireproof con-

struction, so Holorib was used for the roof

skeleton, and overlaid with Celotex in

two thicknesses of one-half inch each. The
lightn'fs of this material made possible a
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Sketch showing the plan of the proscenium arch, which zvas made unusually deep for

looks and proved to be excellent for acoustics. Scale, j in. = I ft.

satisfactory roof without the use of much
steel. The metal ribs are composed of 24-

gauge copper reinforced with steel, and the
ribs are rolled as a self-contained unit. En-
gineers declare that such a roof is incom-
bustible and permanent.
The tower, which is rectangular in shape,

juts out from the building line above the
marquise a few feet. About 35 feet

above the marquise it begins to converge in

a series of step-backs carefully worked out
so that each plane is easily visible from
the street. It was found that if the step-
backs were not of at least a certain depth,
the tower would seem to converge in one
curve, instead of in many straight lines,

thus defeating the desire of the architects
to achieve a modernistic effect. The tower
is floodlighted with 12-inch Westinghouse
lamps.

* * *

Toward the rear the rest of the building
conceals a large part of the tower. On the
other three sides are stained-glass windows,
35 feet high, lighted up from within. These
windows are not visible from the lobby be-
neath it, though the lobby rises to a great
height within the tower. Where the tower
converges to a point is the beacon pre-
viously described. The walls of the tower
are two feet thick but appear much thicker
and were raised on cantilever beams, a

method of construction which permitted the
achievement of deep reveals or breaks in

the walls. Hollow tile was used for back-
ing. The marquise beneath is unusually
heavy, being actually made of the material
that most marquises represent themselves
to be—that is, of iron or steel. This mar-
quise is made of cast iron and is finished in

bn ir.ze.

The lobby presents the first glimpse to
the patron of modernistic treatment in deco-
ration as well as in architecture. Lights,
art work and other decorative features are
in the essential manner of Art Moderne.
The floor is made of art marble, with an
eight-foot base of Pyrenees black and white
marble all around the chamber. The walls
are done in zenitherm of a golden sienna.

The radiator grilles are in modernistic fig-

ures. This room is 30 feet high, directly

beneath and inside the tower.
The foyer floor is carpeted with a Wilton

rug of soft gray background and black and
tangerine modernistic figures. There is a

ten-inch border and base of black marble.
The walls are silvered and overlaid with a

slight touch of apricot. The ceiling is

highly decorated in ornamental plaster fig-

ures of modernistic design and painted in

solid pastel shades. All the wooden doors
here as well as elsewhere in the theatre
have diagonal patterns carrying out the
modernistic motif.

* * *

The auditorium is of a general modern-
istic design, with decorative details further
expressing this theme. The shape, to which
the modernistic idea readily lent itself, is

along the lines of that suggested in the
last issue of "Better Theatres" as being one
particularly fitted to serve the purposes of

the motion picture theatre—that is, it is a

shape pronouncedly adapted to the require-

ment of good acoustics and good vision.

The shape of the Pickwick auditorium may
be seen at a glance by referring to the floor

plan presented in conjunction with this de-

scription. It is rectangular with splayed
walls leading from the proscenium arch,

the walls continuing outwardly to the rear,

where there is only a slight curve.

No acoustical treatment of the walls has
been resorted to. There are, indeed, no
hangings, and the walls are of the usual

fireproof materials, hard in surface and al-

most entirely reflective. Yet, especially

when the auditorium is well occupied, the

acoustics are, so far as may be determined
by the patron, absolutely perfect.

Vision also is excellent from nearly every
point, a condition achieved without the

waste of space through the shape of the

auditorium. From almost every seat the

picture may be viewed without distortion,

because sight is pretty consistently close

to the 40-degree angular limit.

The wall treatment of the auditorium con-
sists in a base all around, rising 12 feet.

This is done in lavender and silver. Above
the base is a four-foot band of ornamental
plaster, which conceals the indirect lighting

fixtures. The latter are operated on a

Major dimmer system and are capable of

casting a glow in different colors and color

combinations on the auditorium. Above this

band, the walls are modernistically arranged
in step-offs rising upward and forward, in

planes of straight lines, to the ceiling. On
the latter is a huge painting depicting an
allegory by the architects, of the arts.

The proscenium arch is unusual in its

depth. Made of fluted pilasters and with
step-offs leading into both the walls and
the ceiling, it is approximately six feet in

depth and gives the stage the effect of being

much larger than it is. Modernism actu-

ated this procedure, "good looks" was the

object. But it so happens that the depth

of the proscenium arch has proved an

acoustical asset, for it acts somewhat as the

bell of a horn in throwing out the sound
waves from the stage.

The auditorium has only one floor, though
provision has been made in the steel work
and concrete footings for the installation of

a balcony when needed without halting per-

formances. There are 1,600 seats.

The ventilation system is of the down-
ward type, the fresh air being blown down
by fans from grilles near the ceiling and

taken off through mushrooms on the floor.

Only about 150 mushrooms are required in

this system for the Pickwick. The air is

not recirculated.

The theatre presents pictures and stage

productions, synchronized attractions, organ

solos and symphonic music.

The Pickwick is a notable achievement in

(Continued on page 64)
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Leases
By LEO T. PARKER

(Continued from page 27)

is abundant, however, to show that

they (sellers) knew he was a party
to the transaction. We think this

was enough to charge them with no-
tice of the extent of his actual con-
tribution. They did contract directly

with him. On the face of the instru-

ments, he was liable to them for the
full purchase price. The exact ex-

tent of his contribution was readily
ascertainable by inquiry."

Must Keep Equipment
In Good Repair

It is well established that all owners of

theatres, public parks, and other public

places of amusements, are bound to keep
the premises and other accessories in re-

paired condition.

For example, in Asplind v. Pearce, 221

N. W. 679, it was disclosed that the oper-
' ator of a roller coaster at an amusement
park was sued by a patron who was injured
while riding in the cars. The patron con-
tended that the owner was negligent in per-

mitting the apparatus to be operated at a

highly dangerous rate of speed when cer-

tain parts were not in good condition.

The testimony proved that the injured
patron suffered an injury to her back when
the apparatus neared the foot of the first

50 foot descent or incline. She testified that

the movement of the car in which she was
riding down this incline, at a speed esti-

mated at about 50 miles an hour, raised

her out of her seat and that the handrail in

front of her, to which she was holding.
was not rigid, but moved upward an inch or

two, causing her to be raised from her seat.

As the car reached the bottom of the dip

and took the upward grade, she was thrown
violently down and back against her seat

and seriously injured.

The higher Court, in holding the injured

patron entitled to recover damages, stated

the law, as follows:

"It is urged that the evidence is

insufficient to justify the jury in find-

ing that this handrail was in such a

condition that it could move, and
that, even if the jury were justified

in so Ending, the moving of the hand-
rail an inch or two was not such a

defect as to constitute negligence, and
was not shown to have been known
to defendant (park operator) or such
that defendant should have known
and remedied the same; also, that it

was not shown to have been the
proximate cause of the injury. The
record has been examined, and, while
the evidence as to the handrail mov-
ing and being in condition to move is

not abundant, there is direct testi-

mony of that fact . . . the use of
the car in such condition was negli-

gence and a proximate cause of the
injury. . . . Where there is a gen-
eral charge of negligence, and a

charge that there is negligence in the
construction and operation of an
amusement device of a particular
kind, and the operator is charged
with the highest degree of care, evi-

' dence of the happening of other acci-
dents, with the same apparatus and
under identical conditions of the op-
eration, would seem to be permissi-
ble."

Lease Held Valid

And Enforceable
Since many theatre operators enter into

lease contracts with administrators the re-

YOUR DEAR PUBLIC
won't break down your doors on any picture

unless it is properly projected!

STRONG
Automatic

Reflector

Arc Lamps

Assure full

screen

illumination

For Sale by Trustworthy Independent Supply Dealers Everywhere

i*' Strong Electrics
2501 Lagrange St. Toledo,0.

The New

EASY
ELECTRIC
HEATER

Automatic Temperature
Controlled

Designed especially for

Theatre Organ Chambers,
Box Offices, etc., but will

prove useful in many
other places.

Write for particulars

Made in 500, 1000, 1500

and 2000 watt capacity

KAUSALITE
MFG. CO.

8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, 111.

SHOVINC INTERIOR

Patented

The New

FLUSH WALL
AISLE LIGHT

for

Ramps. Stairways and
Corridors in Theatres,

Hotels and Hospitals

Made in tic. iis«i standard,

and junior for us. over tables

in hospital patients' rooms.

OUR STANDARD CHAIR TTPE
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Better Theatres
decorate with

REISINQ'S
True to Nature

Artificial Flowers and Trees

There are none better for Lob-
bies, Foyers, Auditorium

or Orchestra Pit

Mr. John Eberson, Architect,

uses them exclusively in all his

famous Atmospheric Theatres

—

There is a reason.

Let us estimate
your needs

G. Raising & Co.
227 West Austin Avenue

Chicago, 111.

JH£ATWCAU

Send for

J.RXXancy>

°WESTPP
|CeS

SyracuseN.Y

That Cove Lighting

Problem Solved
RECO Color Hoods

and Holders offer the

most practical solution

to the cove lighting prob-

mm^x lem.

i — % A dust and moisture

(
11

-^.j proof combination—fur-
p"* c

\ nished in six beautiful

\
J

colors.

/ Write for our Bulletin No.
76. We furnish color equip-

ment for all requirements.

2651 W. Congress St. Chicago, HI.

cent case of Muller v. Harms, 221 N. W.
898, presents valuable information.

In this case it was disclosed that the
owner of a theatre leased it to a tenant for
a term of three years at a monthly rental
of $175. Soon afterward the owner died,

leaving the building to his two minor sons.
At the expiration of the lease the theatre
operator interviewed the administrator of
the deceased property owner, and also the
latter's wife, to secure a new lease offering

an increased monthly rental of $50. The
administrator, with the consent and ap-
proval of the wife of the deceased, accepted
the theatre operator's offer and entered into

another lease of the theatre for a term of

five years at a monthly rental of $225.

After the accounts of the deceased were all

settled, the administrator was discharged
by the former's wife who became the sole

guardian of the two minor sons.

The theatre operator paid the monthly
rents for a few months when he served
notice that he would vacate the theatre
building within 30 days. The wife of the

deceased theatre owner brought suit against

the operator to recover the monthly rental

due for the balance of the term of the lease

contract.

The theatre operator contended that he
was not liable because the administrator,

with whom he had entered into the lease,

had no power to make the lease.

The lower Court dismissed the case, but

the higher Court reversed this verdict, say-

ing:

"He (administrator) entered into

the new lease for the benefit of the
two minor devisees, with the ap-

proval of their mother, the natural
guardian. After execution of the

lease, and the discharge of the ad-
ministrator, while defendants (ten-

ants) were in possession of the prop-
erty as lessees, the guardian and the

county court elected for the minors
to take advantage of the new lease,

thus enhancing the value of their

patrimony. This election was a

proper exercise of power committed
by law to the guardian and the county
court. . . . After the administrator
was discharged the new lease was
effective for the purpose of enabling
defendant (theatre operator) to re-

tain possession of the property for

their own benefit beyond the period
fixed by the 6rst lease. By paying to

plaintiff (theatre owner) for several
months the increased rent as stipu-

lated and by continued occupation of

the leased premises, defendant (thea-

tre operator) recognized plaintiff

(wife of property owner) as the

guardian, as the lessor and as the

administrator's successor. The lease

was thus accepted by both. Plaintiff

(wife of property owner) received

her rent and defendant (theatre oper-

ator) continued to occupy the prem-
ises as tenants. Without the consent

of plaintiff the lease was not open to

rejection when they gave notice that

they would terminate their tenancy."

Theatre Operator Ousted

From Leased Theatre Building

Generally speaking, a person who holds a

rented or leased building after the day the

rented or leased period expires, is both

bound and entitled to retain possession of

the property for the remainder of this period.

For instance, a person who leased a build-

ing for one year failed to vacate it on the

day the lease expired. The owner sued the

tenant and recovered the full rent for

the second year.

Moreover, a tenant cannot retain pos-

session of a theatre building against the
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vill of the owner, for a longer period than

he period for which the last payment of

ent was made.
For example, in Blume v. Lightle, 10

;. W. (2d) 45, it was disclosed that a thea-

re operator rented a theatre building from
.n owner for a term of five years, at a

nonthly rental of $50. The owner of this

heatre building died before the lease with

he operator expired in 1922. Nevertheless

he operator continued to occupy the build-

ng until 1923, when he vacated it so that

he old moving picture building could be
orn down by the owner's heirs, and a new
uilding erected.

The theatre operator moved into the new
uilding when the same was completed and
lthough the parties were unable to agree
pon the rental price, the operator in the

leantime paid $150 each month as rental.

Afterwards, the owner's heirs were of-

ered $250 per month for the building from
nother theatre operator. The heirs in-

armed the original tenant of the offer and
ave him the preference of renting the
uilding at that price. However, the orig-

nal theatre operator refused to consider
enting it at the increased price, and the

eirs wrote him a letter advising that the

uilding had been rented to the other
arties and demanded that he vacate the

ame.

The heirs finally instituted legal proceed-
lgs against the operator to eject him from
ossession of the motion picture building,

'he original theatre operator contended that

ne heirs had no right to eject him on such
hort notice. However, the Court held the

eirs entitled to recover possession of their

roperty at the end of the last month for

•hich rental was paid.

'edestrian Entitled

0 Recover Damages for Injury

Generally speaking, a person injured as

result of stepping into a hole in a side-

alk is entitled to recover damages, par-
cularly if the pedestrian exercised caution

efore sustaining the injury, and the defect
1 the sidewalk has remained unrepaired
or a considerable period.

For illustration, in Howard v. City of
Vaterloo, 221 N. W. 812, it was disclosed
hat a pedestrian was slowly walking along
street in front of a theatre talking with

ompanions, when her foot entered a low
epression in a sunken block of a sidewalk,
ler toe was caught by protruding cement
»'hich caused her to stumble and fall, sus-
aining injuries for which she brought suit

o recover damages.
The walk consisted of three sections.

3ne of the blocks of the middle section
lad cracked about two inches from the
orner, the crack being irregular in shape
nd leaving a triangular piece with a rough
nd jagged edge. The portion of the block
djoining the triangular piece had sunk be-
ow the level of the remainder of the walk.
The defect had been permitted to remain
n the sidewalk for two years.
In view of this evidence, the Court held

he injured pedestrian entitled to recover
lamages for the injuries, and stated im-
portant law, as follows:

"While the city is not bound to main-
ain perfection in its sidewalks, it is bound
o exercise reasonable care to maintain its

valks in a reasonably safe condition. It is

-hown by the record that the defect com-
plained of existed for a period of more than
:wo years prior to the time of plaintiff's

(pedestrian's) injury. . . . All that is re-
quired to constitute pedestrian's due care
s to exercise that caution which an ordi-
narily careful and prudent person would
exercise under the same circumstances. She
was not bound, at her peril, to discover
the defect. Pedestrians, intent on other
natters, and looking out for their general
:ourse, with no prior knowledge of the de-

Stage Equipment

ORCHESTRA and ORQAN CONSOLE
ELEVATORS

FIRE CURTAIN - COUNTERWEIGHT SYSTEM

Paramount Theatre
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

RAPP 6? RAPP, Architects

PETER CLARK
INC.

544 West 30th Street, New York

Orchestra • Console Stage Lifts

Counterweight Systems - Fire Curtains

The New
FOX ST. LOUIS THEATRE

Uses the

HAf^&^JE SCR™
R#g. C. S. Pat. Off.

Because

"Better Projection Pays"
1476 Broadway Raven Screen Corporation New York, N. Y.

SPECIAL
Hie Junior D. K.

Automatic Curtain

Control

NOW NOW
SI 75.00

igcemcgtudios
TIFFIN.OHIO

Complete Stage Equipment

Catalogue Upon Request

BRASS BRONZE STEEL

RAILINGS
Ornamental Bronze Work

Grilles Wickets

ZERO VALVE &
BRASS CORP.

634 Fourth St. Buffalo, N. Y.
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Signs That Sell!

'T^HE brilliantly lighted Milne Made
Electric Signs are the signs that sell.

They shout your show message to the

crowds that fill your theatre. They attract

attention for they are built by men who
know and understand "showmanship."

The best Theatres in the country are

using MILNE Signs because they are con-

vinced that this "showmanship" is built

right in.

Send uj the name •/ your theatre and let

UJ tubmit a colored tkelch to you Km ob-

ligation on your part.

MILNE ELECTRIC SIGN COMPANY
614-618 Cherry St. Milwaukee, Wis.

The Palace Or-
phemn, Milwaukee,
the brightest spot

on "The White
Way."

Long Distance Phone Grand 7666

Chicago Branch: 4352 Broadway
Craeelud 4289

MILNESIGNS
Changeable Letter Marquise or Canopies

PAINE EXPANSION SHELLS
For Anchoring Opera Chairs to Concrete Floors

Will not come loose when properly set

Furnished with bolts and washers ready

to install. 8 'ze shell most gen-

erally used for repair work as well as

original installations. The most satis-

factory way to permanently anchor a

chair to concrete.

Send for samples and prices

THE PAINE COMPANY

Type No. 1

2951 Carroll Ave.

Chicago, III.

79 Barclay St.

New York, N. Y. Type No. 2

Motion Picture Patents My Specialty

PATENTS
William N. Moore

Patent Attorney

Loan and Trust Building
Washington, D. C.

The first important step is to learn

whether you can obtain a patent. Please

send sketch of your invention with

$5.00, and 1 will examine the pertinent

U. S. patents and inform you whether
you are entitled to a patent, the cost

and manner of procedure. Personal at-

tention. Established 35 years.

Copyright your play $5.00

Trade-Mark your goods or titles $30.00

Keep your
Simplex

cool with i

"BEST"
HEAT
Shield

Your dealer

has them

Price $3.00

Best Devices
Co.

Film Bldg
Cleveland

Ohio

feet, usually act, as they are entitled to,

on the presumption that the city has per-

formed its duty in maintaining its walks in

a reasonably safe condition. It cannot be
said, as a matter of law, that the pedestrian

is bound to keep his eyes glued to the walk
on which he travel* tv rhtr h*> octiune*

the risk of every defect which close inspec-

tion of every footstep may reveal. His
duty in the premises is reasonable care and
caution."

Modern Art and

Art Moderne
in Theatre
(Continued from page 60)

a human sense also. Zook & McCaughey
have been practicing mainly in the high

grade commercial building and residential

field. The Pickwick is their auspicious in-

troduction to the field of deluxe theatre

designing.

R. Harold Zook peddled newspapers be-

fore he became an architect. He earned his

way through Armour Institute, learning to

be an architect as a guard on the Chicago

elevated lines. Graduated from Armour in

1914, he became an instructor at his alma

mater and also at the Chicago Art Institute.

He later worked for such architects as

Howard Shaw, W. G. Uffendall and Eric

Hall, and was a partner of Charles Morgan,
the famous delineator. He has also served

many architectural firms in an advisory

capacity.

W. F. McCaughey," who is a Virginian

transplanted to the North country, went in

1911 to the Hawaiian Islands as a member
of a railroad surveying party. This was

enough engineering to serve, in combina-

tion with his natural artistic bent, as the

final argument in favor of architecture as a

career. He received his degree in archi-

tecture from the Carnegie Institute of Tech-

nology, Pittsburgh, in 1916. In the same

year he became associated with Howard
Shaw as an architect and draftsman. Fol-

lowed several years on the faculty of the

architectural department of the University

of Illinois. After serving in 1918 in the

army, he became an assistant professor at

Armour Institute, Chicago, and also served

as a designer for several firms. He won
the Paris Prize, final competition, in 1920,

and holds other awards in architecture. He
was given the Beaux Arts Certificate in

1920 He became associated with Zook in

1923.

Modern Installations

Good-All Electric Manufacturing Company

Orchestra and Sound Records

Royal theatre, Charter Oak, la.

Chapen & Leniger, Lyons, Neb.

VanWey & Stalling, Gothenburg, Neb.

Garden theatre, Louisa, Ky.
Pastime theatre, Concord, N. C.

Rex theatre, Chippewa Falls, Wis.

A. W. Sage, Adel, la.

Maywood theatre, Independence, Mo.
Wm. E. Vlack, Dodge, Neb.
West Point Cadet Bank, West Point,

Neb.
John Waller, Osceola, la.

T. B. Michael, Jefferson, la.

A. J. Mason, Springhill, Nova Scotia.

Binderup theatre, Minden, Neb.

Rialto theatre, Erie, Pa.

Columbia theatre, Lind, Wash.
Lyric theatre, Evart, Mich.
Alhambra theatre, Omaha, Neb.

Botford Amusement Co., Ainsworth, Neb.

Botford Amusement Co., Long Pine, Neb.

Laurier theatre, Hull, Quebec, Canada.

Empire theatre, Tientsin, China.

Packwell theatre, Tientsin, China.
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ACTIVITIES
in the Theatre

PICTURE THEATKES PLANNED
CONNECTICUT

DARIEN—E. H. Delafield. Bell avenue, plans to

erect brick theatre. 6tore and apartment building on
Post road. Architect not selected. Estimated cost.

$200,000.
GEORGIA

ROME—C. O. Lamb plans to erect two-story brick

and stone-trim theatre.

ILLINOIS
AURORA—Great States Theatre Corporation, 162

State street. Chicago, has plans by Rapp & Rapp.
190 North State street. Chicago, for three-story brick
theatre and store building to be located on Main
street. Estimated cost, $500,000.

MONMOUTH—Community Theatre Corporation. E.
Larson in charge, has plans by F. J. Klein. 301 Main
street. Peoria. 111., and Ashton Building. Rockford,
111., for two-story brick and stone-trim theatre, store

and apartment building to be located on the public

square. Estimated cost. $75,000.

INDIANA
BLOOMINGTON—Company forming, care C. H.

Mote. 1100 Hume Mansur Building. Indianapolis, con-
templates erecting moving picture theatre. Architect
not selected. Estimated cost, $350,000.

EVANSVILLE—Company forming. A. Phelps. G07
Lincoln avenue, has plans by Bowling & Shank,
Arcade Building. St. Louis. Mo., for brick Ambas-
sador Theatre and office building to be located at

Third and Sycamore streets. Estimated cost. $1,000.-

000.
MARYLAND

PRINCESS ANNE—J. Earl Morris plans to re-

build Preston Theatre, destroyed bv fire at loss of

$10,000.
MASSACHUSETTS

BOSTON—Fox Film Corporation. 850 Tenth avenue.
New York, plans to erect theatre. Architect not se-

lected. Estimated cost. $5,000,000.

SPRINGFIELD—Winchester Square Association,
Inc., has plans by L. J. Thompson. 521 Corbin avenue.
New Britain. Conn., for brick theatre to be located

on State street. Estimated cost. $150,000.

MICHIGAN
FLINT—Henry S. Koppin Company. 206 East

Grand River avenue. Detroit, contemplates erecting
theatre on Dttroit street, between First and Second
avenues. Architect not selected.

IONIA—W. S. Butterfield Theatres. Inc., W. S.

Butterfield. president. Insurance Exchange Building.
159 East Elizabeth street. Detroit, has plans by M.
Finkel. Book Building, 1249 Washington Boulevard.
Detroit, for contemplated theatre.

JACKSON—W. S. Butterfield. 505 Insurance Ex-
change Building. Detroit, has plans by John
Eberson. 212 East Superior street, Chicago. 111., for
two-story brick and reinforced concrete theatre and
office building. 145 by 170 feet, to be located on
Michigan avenue. Estimated cost. $500,000.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
MANCHESTER—Strand Theatre has plans by G.

N. Jacobs. 9 Bosworth street. Boston. Mass.. for con-
verting one-story brick building on Hanover street

into theatre. Estimated cost. $150,000.

NEW JERSEY
DUNELLEN—C. C. Bell, 19 Union avenue. Craw-

ford. N. J., i6 preparing plans for two-story brick
theatre. Owner withheld. . Estimated cost, $150,000.

TEANECK—Gilvan, Inc.. care G. Hirliman. 274
Madison avenue. New York, has plans by Lucht &
Anderson. 432 Palisade avenue, Cliffside Park. N. J.,

for theatre and office building. Location withheld.

NEW YORK
BROOKLYN—Corporation, care H. E. Witteman.

1SS Montague street, has plans by C. W. and George
L. Rapp. 1501 Broadway. New York, for contem-
plated brick theatre and store building to be located
on Fulton street. Estimated cost. $4,000,000.

ELMIRA—Berinstein Theatres. Inc.. H. Berinstein.
care Strand Theatre. 311 East Market street, has
plans by V. A. Rigaumont. 1540 Broadway. New York,
for contemplated theatre.

OHIO
SPRINGFIELD—Young Amusement Company. V.

U. Young, president, Gary, Ind., has plans by John
Eberson, 212 East Superior street, Chicago. 111., for
theatre to be located at 26-28 West High street.

OKLAHOMA
BARTLESVILLE—E. C. Burlinggame plans to erect

theatre. Estimated cost. $150,000.

PENNSYLVANIA
JENKINTOWN—Dr. E. T. Quinn has plans by

Thalheimer & Weitze. 10 South Eighteenth street.
Philadelphia, for three-story brick theatre, bank and
store building to be located at York road and Hill-
side avenue. Estimated cost. $350,000.

VIRGINIA
BRISTOL—Bristol Amusement Company. H. M.

Pullford. president. 516 Pennsylvania avenue, plans
to erect theatre, with seating capacity of 2.095. Esti-
mated cost. $350,000.

CHANGEABLE OPAL RAISED
THEATRE LETTERS

Direct from Factory to Theatre

Letters as Shown in These
Engravings Are Now
Standard Equipment of
All Progressive Theatres.

They Are Used Exten-
sively in Marquees and
Announcement Boards.

The letters are mounted in galvanized iron frames in Statuary Bronze finish

ready for use.

8-inch Letters and Numerals, complete $0.75 each

Periods and Commas, complete _ 29 each

Quotation Marks (set of two panels) 66 set

Word Plate IN. complete .85 each

Word Plate THE, complete 1.05 each

Word Plate WITH, complete '. 1.25 each

Spacers 2 -inch and 4-inch .15 each

Spacers 6-inch 20 each

Spacers 1 0-inch .30 each

6-inch, 10-inch and 12-inch Letters quoted on request

Prices FO B. Glendale, Calif.

CRYSTALITE PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1708 Standard Ave. Glendale, Calif.

Theatre Decorating

Specialists
New Theatres made More Beautiful

Old Theatres made More Profitable

Continental Studios, Inc.
100 East Ohio St. Chicago

Write for Details and Estimates without obligation.

IL©B3©Sfi<sl©
Quiet Electric Ventilator

Good ventilation makes business good. Venti-

lators for all your fresh air requirements.

Write for catalog.

Lakeside Company
Hermansvilie,

223 Main St.

Mich.

CIRCUS HCRRLD5
PPOGRWM
DM-B-POST6RJ

EXHIBITORS
Printing Service

711 South Dearborn Street

CHICAGO, ILL.
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CLIFTON FORGE—Shenandoah Valley Theatre Cor-
poration, Isaac Weinburg, Staunton, Va., plans to
erect theatre.
HARRISONBURG—Shenandoah Valley Theatre

Corporation, Isaac Weinburg, Staunton, Va., plans to
prect theatre.
PETERSBURG—C. A. Somma, 528 North Secoml

street, and W. J. Coulter. 2820 West Grace Street.

Richmond, Va., plan to erect theatre at Franklin
and Adams street*. Architect not selected. Esti-
mated cost, $300,000.

WISCONSIN
CLINTONVILLE—Oppenhamer & Obel, Bellin

Building, Green Bay, Wis., are preparing plans for
brick theatre, store and office building. Site not
selected. Owner withheld. Estimated cost. $75,000.

IMPROVING THEATRES
CONNECTICUT

NEW HAVEN—The interior and exterior of Fox's
Palace Theatre will be remodeled.

FLORIDA
LAKELAND—Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,

Paramount Building, New York, has purchased the
Polk Theatre and has installed furnishings to cost
about $50,000.
MIAMI—J. J. Konbek plans to expend $6,000 for

improvements to the Konbek Motion Picture Theatre.

GEORGIA
MACON—Community Theatres Consolidated, Wil-

liam K. Jenkins, vice-president and general manager,
will remodel and redecorate the Criterion Theatre.

ILLINOIS
BLUE ISLAND—The Maryland Theatre, Oak Lawn,

has been improved and reopened.
SPRINGFIELD—The old Princess Theatre has been

remodeled, renamed the Lincoln and reopened.
WINNETKA—The Campus Theatre is to be re-

modeled.
INDIANA

RUSHVILLE—The Princess Theatre has been re-

modeled.
IOWA

CORNING—Extensive improvements have been
made to the American Theatre.
MANCHESTER—E x t e n s i v e improvements are

planned for the Plaza Theatre, providing for in-

creased seating capacity.

LOUISIANA
WINNFIELD—The Victoria Theatre has been re-

modeled and up-to-date picture equipment installed.

MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR—The Rae Theatre has been re-

modeled.
MINNESOTA

NEW ULM—Improvements being made to Theodore
Melzer's Motion Picture Theatre includes increased
seating capacity.
ROSEAU—The Princess Theatre has been re-

modeled.
NEW JERSEY

BURLINGTON—The Fox Theatre has been re-

modeled.
SOUTH CAROLINA

SUMTER—Extensive improvements have been made
to the Rex Theatre and house reopened.

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA—Tivoli Theatre, Emment Rogers,

manager, 700 Broad street, plans to expend $25,000
for interior decorations, furnishings, furniture, new
marquee, etc.

TEXAS
LAMPASAS—The Leroy Theatre has been re-

modeled.
WACO—The Hippodrome Theatre has been remod-

eled, new equipment installed and seating capacity
increased.

At the recent meeting of the Heywood-U'akcfield Company's public seating division, in Boston. L. H. Greenwood, president of Heywood-
IVakefield, is No. 25 in the photograph. The others are (1) C. F. Harris, (2) Shearer, (3) Fry, (4) Pugh, (5) Regan, (6) Lodge (7)
Byrne, (8) F. E. Harris, (9) Carr, (10) Feinberg, (11) Manger, (12) Kramer, (13) Shelke, (14) Malone, (15) Francis, (16) Bryan, (17)
Maher, (18) Boiven, (19) King, (20) Moore, (21) Heywood, (22) R. E. G., (23) Arterburn, (24) Stratton, (26) Hill, (27) Brown, (28)

Fannin (29) Babb, (30) R. N. G., (31) Barrie, (32) Doughty, (33) Cunningham, (34) Steams, (35) Posser, (36) Hooper, (37) Reed,

(38) Andrezvs, (39) Buchheim, (40) Harvey, (41) Shyrock, (42) Knight, (43) Stinson, (44) Longland, (45) Hughes, (46) Simtns, (47)
Adams, (48) Matthews, (49) Steinson, (50) Brockman, (51) Schult~, (52) Chapman, (53) Renae, (54) Kenncll, (55) Wells, (56) Flynn,

(57) Monroe, (58) Fricke, (59) Crmckshank (60) Ray, (61) Peters, (62) Simmons, (63) Mills, (64) Willard.
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VIRGINIA
BEDFORD CITY—Extensive improvements have

been made to the Bedford Theatre. Seating capacity
has been increased. House has reopened with pic-
tures.
STAUNTON—Shenandoah Valley Theatres Corpora-

tion, Isaac Weinburg, will redecorate and install new
equipment in the New Theatre.

WISCONSIN
GREEN BAY—Orpheum Theatre. C. C. Timm. man-

ager. 217 East Walnut street, has plans by Oppen-
hamer & Obel, Bellin Building, for alterations and
rebuilding (reinforced concrete) theatre at 217 East
Walnut street. Estimated cost, $350,000.

PICTURE HOUSES OPENED
ALABAMA

MONROEVILLE—The Strand Theatre, with seat-
ing capacity of 500, has opened with pictures.

ARKANSAS
CLARKSVILLE—M. A. Lightman has reopened

the Dunlap Theatre with pictures, under the manage-
ment of W. A. Eraus.
GLENWOOD—The new Caddo Theatre has opened

with pictures, under the management of R. B.
Sigmon.

CALIFORNIA
ORANGE—C. J. Langley will reopen the Adams

Theatre with pictures.

CONNECTICUT
NORWALK—Andrew J. Collins has opened the

Empress Theatre with pictures and vaudeville.

FLORIDA
•CLEARWATER—The old Fort Harrison Theatre

has been renamed the Palace and reopened with
pictures.
LAKE WORTH—The Arcade Theatre has been

repaired, new improvements added and reopened with
pictures.
MIAMI—Burton Mank has opened the Mank Theatre

with pictures and presentation acts.

GEORGIA
BLAIRSVILLE—The Union Theatre has reopened

with pictures, under the management of W. A.
Killian.

ILLINOIS
GALESBURG—The Colonial Theatre has opened

with pictures.
NILES CENTER—The Morton Grove Theatre has

been renamed the Cozy and reopened by Mrs. Alma
Guthrie.
SPRING VALLEY—The Liberty Theatre has re-

opened with pictures.
INDIANA

GARY—Peter Kalleres has opened the Tivoli The-
atre with pictures and vaudeville. House has seat-
ing capacity of 1,500.

IOWA
COUNCIL BLUFFS—The Strand Theatre has

opened with pictures and vaudeville, under the man-
agement of Morris L. Cbhn.

MASSACHUSETTS
WORCESTER—The Plymouth Theatre has opened

with pictures and presentation acts.

MISSOURI
'KANSAS CITY—The Warwick Theatre has opened

with pictures.
NEBRASKA

OMAHA—Morris L. Cohn has opeued the New
Strand Theatre with pictures and vaudeville.
TECUMSEH—The Moon Theatre has been renamed

the Tecumseh and reopened with pictures.

NEW YORK
ALBANY—A. J. Jockofsky has reopened the Cen-

tral Theatre.
BROOKLYN—The Hendricks Theatre, located on

Pitkin avenue, has reopened with pictures, under
the management of M. Stein.
SYRACUSE—The Brighton Theatre, with seating

capacity of 1,756, has opened with pictures.

NORTH CAROLINA
SMITHFIELD—N. J. Paradis has reopened the New

Saunders Theatre with pictures.
OHIO

ZANESVILLE—The Brown Theatre Company has
reopened the Imperial Theatre with pictures. House
has seating capacity of 600.

OKLAHOMA
ELGIN—L. H. Bramlett has opened the New The-

atre with pictures.
ERICK—Wyley Hammons Theatre has opened with

pictures, under the management of D. Rodman.
PENNSYLVANIA

ASHLAND—J. Schreck ha6 opened the new Roxy
Theatre with pictures. House cost approximately
S200.000.
PITTSBURGH—Harry and Sam Fleischman have

opened the New Brighton Theatre with pictures and
vaudeville.
PHILADELPHIA—The Stanley Company of Amer-

ica recently leased the new Rexy Theatre, located
at Eighth and South streets, having seating capacity
of 2.200. It is the largest picture house in that sec-

tion of the city.

STONEHURST HILLS—The Stonehurst. Delaware
County's newest picture house, located on Long lane,

ha6 opened. Will be operated under the direction
of Frank Blum, Drexel Hill, Pa., with A. Frank
as resident manager. House has seating capacity of
1,500.
SUNBURY—The Strand Theatre, costing $250,000.

and one of the Comerford chain, with seating capac-
ity of 1.200. has opened under the management of
J. E. Blanchard.

TENNESSEE
KN'OXVILLE—The Booth Theatre has been opened

with pictures by the Booth Enterprises.
TEXAS

CLARENDON—Homer Mulkey has reopened the
Queen Theatre.
DALLAS—Stanley Smith has reopened the Maple

Theatre.
McKINNEY—Roy Brockman has opened the Ritz

Theatre with pictures.
MIDLAND—W. H. Williams has reopened the Ritz

Theatre with pictures.
QUINLAN—The Capitol Theatre has reopened with

pictures.
RALLS—The new Crystal Theatre has opened with

pictures, under the management of Floyd Parker.
VERMONT

BURLINGTON—The new Elmwood Theatre has
opened with pictures, under the management of Vin-
cent Madeno.

VIRGINIA
PETERSBURG—The Century Theatre has reopened

with pictures.
WINCHESTER—Shenandoah Valley Theatre Cor-

poration has opened the Capitol Theatre under the
direction of Frank M. Boucher.

WISCONSIN
CUDAHY—Martin Grimm has opened the New

Cudahy Theatre with pictures.
FENNIMORE—The New Fenway Theatre, costing

$60,000, having seating capacity of 800, has opened.

'Additional information since previous report.

MANAGEMENT CHANGES
ARKANSAS

FORT SMITH—Elmer Levine has become general
manager of the Publix houses here.

CALIFORNIA
STOCKTON—Hal Honore, formerly assistant man-

ager of the California Theatre at San Francisco, has
become manager of the California Theatre here.

CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD—Albert L. Winstrom, formerly man-

ager of Fox-Poli Palace Theatre at New Haven,
Conn., succeeds Harold Havia as manager of Fox-
Poli Capitol.

DELAWARE
SMYRNA—Louis P. Reubens succeeds Eugene

Porter as manager of the Strand Theatre.

GEORGIA
CEDARTOWN—Joe H. Wheeler has become man-

ager of the Grand Theatre.

IOWA
•GRUNDY CENTER—Art Bergum has become man-

ager of the Strand Theatre.

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE;—George De Perini succeeds Norman

Munford as manager of the Elite Theatre.

NEW JERSEY
CALDWELL—George J. Rectig, formerly with the

Strand Theatre at Bayonne, N. J., succeeds F. H.
Black as manager of the Park Theatre.

NEW YORK
'BROOKLYN—L. F. Murphy succeeds M. Nicholas

as manager of Schwartz' Century Theatre.
BROOKLYN—Joe Rankin succeeds A. DeCosta as

manager of the Endicott Theatre.

OHIO
AKRON—Harrv Brown, Jr., formerly with the

Ohio Theatre at Mansfield. O.. and the Palace The-
atre at Lorain, O., is now manager of the Colonial
Theatre.
FINDLAY—C. B. Ludwig is now manager of the

Marvin Theatre.
LIMA—G. P. Dupuis succeeds Dean Metzger as

manager of the State Family Theatre.

PENNSYLVANIA
YORK—Edward Moore succeeds C. C. Pippin as

manager of the Strand Theatre.
TENNESSEE

FRANKLIN—W. S. McGann succeeds D. C. Cassi-
day as manager of the Franklin Theatre.

TEXAS
BAIRD—H. O. Evert has become manager of the

Signal Theatre.
FORT WORTH—Harry J. Gould has been pro-

moted as city manager of Publix houses here. They
include the Hippodrome. Palace and Worth.

VIRGINIA
RICHMOND—Eugene P. Henshaw. formerly with

the Bijou Theatre, is now manager of the Broadway,
a Wilmer & Vincent house.

WISCONSIN
JANESVILLE—Stuart De Lang succeeds Otis

Lloyd as manager of the Jeffris and Apollo Theatres.
PORTAGE:—R. D. Hutchines succeeds Dan De-

laney as manager of the Portage Theatre.

•Additional information since previous report.

THEATRES CHANGED HANDS
ALABAMA

ROANOKE—P. F. and F. R. Lane have leased the
Liberty Theatre from C B. Welch.

CALIFORNIA
FORT BRAGG—George Mann has taken over the

Liberty Theatre. Joaquin Perry continues as man-
ager.

FICRIDA
LABELLED—Carl E. Boyer has purchased the Co-

lumbia Theatre from J. G. Attanasio.

ILLINOIS
EARLVILLE—The Lyric Theatre has been leased

by E. S. Perkins, of Galesburg, 111., who will con-
tinue it as a picture theatre.

INDIANA
GREENVILLE—J. F. Sink has sold the National

Theatre to Jonas Thomas.

IOWA
RADCLIFFE—M. Iverson has sold the Radcliffe

Theatre to C. L. Drake.

MONTANA
GLENDTVE—B. J. Winkes and J. M. Suckstorff

have taken over the Rose Theatre. Name has been
changed to the Rialto.

The Proper Control of Light

On Your Screen

Pit mre films vary as well as current conditions.

Your projectionist can adjust his are current to

always give yon a clear, bright picture If you

equip with PERFECTION. Current savin* also is

a roralt of PERFECTION equipment, far he aootl

not use full current till the aetual projection is

started.

REMOTE CONTROL RHEOSTATS
An Ever Growing List of Satisfied L'icrt;

kory Theatre — New York Loew"s Texas Theatre —
City Houston. Texu

Paramount Theatre — New Loew's 86th St.—Brooklym.
York City N. Y.

Rialto Thea're—New York Loew's State—Columbus. O.
City Astor Theatre— New Tori

BiTOll Theatre—New York City
City Proctor's 86th St. — New

Loew*« State Theatre—New- York City

York City Cohan Theatre—New York
Fox Theatre—Brooklyn City

Fox Theatre—Detroit ^fpY
Tn6at™ — SaBtla -

Fox Theatre-St. Louis New Capltol-Btajthamton.
Paramount Theatre—Brook- N. Y.

lyn Keith's Theatre—Phlladel-
LoeWs State Theatre—New Phia

ark. N. J. -anti many othert

Sold by Theatre Supply Dealers

HOFFMANN & SOONS
Mfg. Division

387 First Arena. New York Qtj

Contracting Electrical Engineers—Moving Pic-

ture Theatre Electrical Specialists

Programs
prepared by us

get the public

interested in

your shows.

Let us send you

torn* samples.

THE NATIONAL
PROGRAM (0PRINTING CO.
729 So Wabaah Ave. - Chicaj.

GRIFFIN FILM
CEMENT

For Studios, Film Exchanges and
Motion Picture Theatres.

Patches made with this cement
will not dry out, buckle up or pull
apart.

Especially suited for
Movietone projection.

Vitaphone and

Write for descriptive circular.

Manufactured by

F. B. GRIFFIN
Oshkosh, Wis.
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In the women's retiring room, 'where

milady may find alt the accessories of
the older forms of luxurious com-
fort augmented by those of Queen

Nicotine.

Where milady may powder her nose
— several ladies and as many noses
at nice. This is the cosmetic section

of the women's lounge n'hcre toilet

equipment is complete.

LOUNGES FOR MODERN
EYES AND NERVES IN

BROOKLYN-PARAMOUNT

Comer of the men's lounge, fur-

nished with paintings, statuary and
tapestries to interest the male mind
and with cushioned seats to rest the

male body.
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The women's rest room, a part of the

women's lounge. This view shows
particularly well the modernistic

treatment given the Brooklyn-Para-
monnt's lounges in general.

Corner of the spacious main lounge,

where the patron may treat himself

to all the essential comforts of a

club. The entrance to the teamen's
lounge is shown'.

The main lounge. The Spanish gates

and fixtures were specially made in

Spain. Paintings, antiques and fur-
niture pieces were likewise gathered

from other countries.

Features of the new Brooklyn-Paramount'

s

luxuriousness are its lounges. They stress

a watchword of exhibiting—Service. These

rooms differ from the rest of the house in

being somewhat modernistic. Rapp and
Rapp, Chicago and New York, were the

architects
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A HUNDRED POINTS
EXPLAINED

So important is the TRANSVERTER in the Projection Room of

the modern up-to-date Theatre

—

So universally is it used by those with whom we rarely come in

personal contact

—

So many years does it continue to perform, during which the per-

sonnel of the theatre often changes

—

THAT TO MEET THESE MANY SITUATIONS
WE HAVE ISSUED

THE HERTNER HAND BOOK
It covers in simple, easily read language, installation and operation

facts of value on TRANSVERTERS of all types.

YOU MAY HAVE A COPY FREE if you own, manage or are

employed in any Theatre showing moving pictures.

MAKE SURE 1929 RUNS SMOOTHLY—
with the TRANSVERTER

Sold in the V. S. A. by

The National Theatre Supply Co.

Canadian Distributor

Perkins Electric Ltd.

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY
ransWerte

12700 Elmwood Avenue Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.

Exclusive Manufacturers of the Transverter

An 800 Seat House Built

in Spanish Motif

WHEN the Cliftona theatre in Circle-

ville, O., opened recently, it presented
to the citizens an 800-seat house, con-

structed in up-to-the-minute style. The entire

house is Spanish, from the curtain to the

back of the theatre. There the doors are set

deep in narrow archways. The pilasters are

of a neutral shade and finished with colored

ornamental plaster. Between the pilasters

wide panels of a dull shade of old rose are

set. The panels are shaded to look like lights

coming from the stage.

The indirect lighting is furnished by bronze
chandeliers suspended from round gratings.

The center grating is a part of the ceiling

decoration, which is effected by polychromed
mouldings and fresco work wrought into a
rosette design.

All the woodwork in the house is finished

in antique bronze, and where the medium
colors are used on the walls and ceiling, the

finish is stippled. Especially attractive are

two Spanish grilles toward the front of the

theatre, just over the two exits. From behind
these copper lattices come the tones of the

pipe organ.
Behind the seats, which are of soft red

leather, is a plate glass partition. A modern

stage with three automatic curtains is installed
for presentation acts. The stage is 25 feet
by 50 feet, and two large dressing rooms are
fully equipped for the artists. Flood and
colored lights are installed.

The lobby of the house is of marble. The
foyer rail is tinted in beautiful Spanish colors
and is topped with plate glass.

At the right of the foyer is the women's
rest room, and to the left is the men's smoking
room.
The operators' booth is 12 feet by 40 feet

and is absolutely fire pi oof and provided with
specially designed shutters which drop over
the Simplex machines in case of fire. Ad-
joining the operators' room is the office, tinted

in a buff color. Two large windows overlook
the nearby surroundings. The building is

heated by twin furnaces, over which air blown
by fans passes. Automatic regulators keep the

temperature of the theatre uniform at all

times. Two huge blowers furnish the build-

ing with pure air constantly and can be used

in the summer as a cooling system.

One of the most beautiful parts of the

theatre is the marquise, which is in Spanish
design. Above the marquise is an electric

sign containing 490 bulbs.

The front curtain and valance are made of

heavy cardinal red velour. The upper valance
is made with a projecting center banner and
it has festoons draping off to each side of

the stage. The center banner is made richly

of velour and satin, upon which is a large

embroidered applique ornament, the whole be-

ing trimmed with ornamental rosettes and a

metallic gold fringe, with the banner hanging
from a wooden pole effect.

The front curtain proper, which is worked
automatically, is also made of red velour

trimmed with a heavy bullion fringe and sev-

eral ornamental bandings in keeping with the

rest. Stage settings consist of a cyclorama
and a draw curtain. The cyclorama has a

draw curtain in the rear of the stage, also

the entire sides and the borders above. These
pieces are made of a very rich combination

of red and gold cloth that gives a two-tone

effect under the lights. This setting can be

reversed in order to get an entire gold setting.

The draw curtain which works in front of

the picture sheet, is made of a silver and green

cloth, which also shows up beautifully under

the lighting effects. The automatic curtain

is controlled from the picture booth box by a

motor that will open and close by merely push-

ing an electric switch.

The stage is illuminated with fourteen 100-

watt footlights with the ceiling of the stage

having thirty-six 200-watt white bulbs. The
entire lighting system may be controlled from
five different places in the theatre. The house

is equipped with an inter-communication tele-

phone system of five telephones.

The theatre is owned and operated by Harry
Clifton, who is also a prominent automobile

dealer in Circleville. The house was erected

in record time, having been built in three

months.
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Safe and At Ease With
SENTRY SAFETY CONTROL

All through the ranks of Exhibitors, the most success-

ful and most at-ease are those who comprise the Army

of 2000 who have equipped their theatres with SENTRY
SAFETY CONTROL.

They know that their audiences and employees and

investment are wholly safe from the hazardous threat

of film-fires.

The bos/the fire preventer Can be attached to any projector Costs only a few cents a day.

SENTRY

S A FETY

CONTROL

PREVENTS

FILM
FIRES

SENTRY

S A F ETY

CONTROL

PREVENTS

FILM
FIRES

SENTRY

S A F ETY

CONTROL-

PREVENTS

FILM
FIRE Sj^

Sentry Safety Control Corporation. 13th and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia. 1560 Broadway, New York
And All Branches of National Theatre Supply Company

BETTER PROJECTION

Give Your Work
Careful Attention
A short while since I was in a large the-

atre in which sound has been in use for
some while. A sound picture started, but
the sound was enough to make the pro-
verbial cow laugh. It bellowed forth, sank
to a hum, then sounded like several w-ell

lit up chaps tackling "Sweet Adeline."
This continued maybe 15 seconds, which

seemed to me to be an hour, when suddenly
there was a blast of sound which I think
would almost have knocked me out of the
chair, had I been seated instead of stand-
ing talking with the manager. The sound
then quickly settled down to normal.

"That's terrible!" the manager remarked,
"and it has happened before. The projec-
tionist says it is in the film. I would sup-
pose they would cut that sort of thing
out."

1 merely answered that I would see what
was wrong, and mounting to the projection
room asked the men on duty what was the
idea in leaving the sound gate open, to
which came a somewhat sheepish answer to
the effect that accidents would happen.
"Yes," said I, "but your manager tells

me you have done the same thing before
and laid it to the film."

"No," was the reply, "it only happened
twice before and then it wasn't the gate.
Once Bill (the other projectionist) and
once I forgot to light the sound lamp."

I then read them a sermon about laying
their own blunders to film fault and advised

By F. H. Richardson

them that if ever such a thing again hap-
pened, to return the fader to zero before
lighting the sound lamp or closing the
sound gate, as the case might be, afterward
again advancing the fader slowly to its cue
or regular setting. Thus the cyclone of
sound would be avoided, and if it be the
sound lamp there would be no ill effect

except the loss of the sound accompaniment
of the film already projected before the
fault wras remedied.
They promised faithfully to observe those

things, which is here set forth for your own
information.

Should you ever accidentally leave the
sound gate open or the sound lamp un-
lighted, when you discover the fault, don't,

DON'T light the lamp or close the gate
until you have first brought the fader to zero.

If you do you will cause the theatre horns to

emit a blast of sound calculated to make the

audience think the war is on again, and in full

blast at that.

Retard the fader to zero, close the sound
gate or light the sound lamp, as the case
may be, and then swing the fader slowly
—mark the slowly—up to its cue or regular
SETTING.

Requirements Necessary

For Installation and

Maintenance Engineers
The editor of this department is continu-

ally called upon to answer letters from men

who desire employment installing or main-
taining sound reproducing apparatus.

The Electrical Research Products, Inc.,

which is a subsidiary of the Western Electric

Company, handles the installation and mainte-
nance of the Western Electric Sound Pro-
jector Equipment associated with the repro-
duction of sound pictures. Although there

are always positions open for men of out-
standing qualifications, the number of new
men being taken on at present is not large.

Due to the popularity of the work there

have been upwards of 100 applicants for each
position to be filled. From this you will real-

ize that you will encounter stiff competition
in making an application for this work, since

only men exceptionally well qualified for the

work can be considered.

The qualifications necessary include a thor-

ough background of elementary electrical the-

ory, both A. C. and D. C, fundamental theory

of vacuum tubes as applied to rectification and
audio-frequency amplification and preferably

some experience in installation of communica-
tion equipment. The ability to meet people and
handle situations diplomatically is also of great

importance.

In view of the above therefore it will he

obviously a waste of time to apply for such

positions unless you have the qualifications

listed.

Teachers See Trailer of "On Trial"

NEW YORK.—Warner Brothers trailer of their

audien picture "On Trial" was screened last week
before the National association of teachers of speech

which was holding its annual convention in Chicago.
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New Inventions
The list of patents published in this

technical department of "Better Thea-

tres" is furnished by our patent re-

porter—

WILLIAM N. MOORE
Washington, D. C.

1,695,644. FRAME FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC
FILMS. Merle F. Faber, Daly City, and Joseph
Kusber, Jr., Colma, Calif. Filed Apr. 14, 1924.
Serial No. 706,441. 1 Claim. (CI. 95—100.)

In a device of the character described, a frame
for holding a film comprising longitudinal and
transverse frame members, marginal Ranges of the
longitudinal members turned upon the latter al-

lowing the film to be slidably received between
the flanges and the frame members and a flange on
the remote transverse frame member formed to
stop the film and to confine the upper edge thereof
with beads projecting from the idle faces of the
frame members for strengthening the structure of
the frame, said beads being provided with inward-
ly extending flanges adapted to hold the film flat,

said beads being adapted to hold adjacent portions
of the frame members in spaced relation.

1,695,857. FILM-REVERSING MECHANISM.
Barton A. Proctor, New York, N. Y., assignor,
by mesne assignments, to The Automatic Ad-
vertiser, Incorporated, New York, N. Y., a Cor-
poration of Delaware. Filed July 25, 1925.
Serial No. 45.963. 38 Claims. (CI. 242—55.)

1. In mechanism for winding and rewinding
film reels, actuating means for reversing the di-

rection of winding, said means comprising two
members constantly moving at different rates of
speed, one of which initiates said reversal and
the other of which controls the time intervals of
said initiation.

1.696,264. PHOTOGRAPHIC SHUTTER. Theo-
dore M. Brueck, Rochester, N. Y., assignor to
Ilex Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y., a Cor-
poration of New York. Filed Dec. 4, 1926.
Serial No. 152,563. 10 Claims. (CI. 95—63.)

1. In a photographic shutter, the combination
with art exposure mechanism, a master member, a
connection between the master member and the
exposure mechanism for effecting the opening and
the closing of the shutter by the movement of the
master member in one direction, a pivoted detent
for holding the exposure mechanism against clos-
ing, a latch pivoted to the detent, and an actuat-
ing lever controlling the movement of the master
lever to bring the detent into detaining position,
of means moved by the exposure mechanism for
holding the latch out of cooperative relation with
the actuating lever when the shutter is closed, so
that the actuating lever may be moved to control
the master member in order to bring the detent
into detaining position, said latch controlling
means being moved by the exposure mechanism
to cause the latch to move into the path of the
actuating lever upon the opening of the shutter,
so that the detent may be moved out of detaining
position through such latch upon the next move-
ment of the actuating lever.

1,696,381. PHOTOGRAPHIC COPYING MA-
CHINE. Arthur W. Caps, Kansas City, Mo.,
assignor to Photostat Corporation, Providence,
R. I., a Corporation of Rhode Island. Filed
June 26, 1925. Serial No. 39,752. 13 Claims.
(CI. 88—24.)

1. In a photographic copying machine, the
combination with a camera body embodying a
casing and a lens, and a reversible copyholder
arranged outside of the casing in the focus of
the lens, of a reversible sensitized sheet holder
within the casing adapted to be moved into and
out of *he focal plane of the lens and geaTing
connecting the sheet holder and copyholder to
effect joint movement thereof.

1,696.431. CAMERA ATTACHMENT. Ernest J.
Crockett, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Mack
Sennett, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., a Corpora-
tion of California. Filed Feb. 2, 1925. Serial
No. 6,264. 4 Claims. (CI. 88—16.)

1. A camera attachment comprising a lens hav-
ing multiplying facets, one of the facets being
at the axis of the lens and parallel with the op-
posite face of the lens, another of the facets being
at an angle to the opposite face, and means to ro-

tate the lens in line with the objective lens of a
camera.

1,696,872. SOUND-REPRODUCING APPARA-
TUS. Maximilian Weil, New York, N. Y. Filed
Oct. 1, 1925. Serial No. 59,783. 23 Claims.
(CI. 179—100.1.)

1. A unit for attachment in lieu of the tone
arm base upon the motorboard of a phonograph,
said unit comprising a support having an open-
ing in its lower face registering with the ampli-
fier inlet in the motorboard, said support
constituting a base for the tone arm mounted
thereon and including a passageway therein from
the tone arm to said opening, said support
also mounting a telephonic reproducer and hav-
ing a second passageway therein merging with
said first passageway at said outlet aperture.
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1,696,739. COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY. Clifford Le
Roy Treleaven, Jackson Heights, N. Y., assignor
to Color Cinema Productions, Inc., New York.
N. Y.. a Corporation of Delaware. Filed June
2, 1926. Serial No. 113,316. 2 Claims. (CI.

88—1.)

«
1. An optical system of the character described

comprising, in combination, two mirrors crossing
each other at a common line parallel to the center
line of the incident component of the system, the
portions of these mirrors anterior to said line being
silvered in parallel strips disposed perpendicular to
said line of intersection and having intermediate
transparent strips, the portion of each mirror pos-
terior to said common line being reflecting overall,
and a reflecting mirror parallel to each of said
posterior reflecting portions, spaced therefrom and
positioned in the path of rays reflected therefrom,
said mirrors constituting means for dividing the
incident beam of light into two beams which are
geometrically alike and follow like optical paths.

1.695,744. STEREOSCOPIC CINEMATOGRA-
PHY. Lawrence Francis Savage, London, Eng-
land. Filed Jan. 25, 1927. Serial No. 163.353,
and in Great Britain Feb. 6, 1926. 4 Claims.
<CL 88—16.6.)

1. An optical system for the production of
stereoscopic cinematographic effects comprising in
combination a set of separated objective lenses of
equal focal length, another set of lenses in align-
ment with the said set of objective lenses and
disposed in the focal planes thereof, said lenses
being adapted for the reception of aerial images
produced on the respective focal planes of the
said objective lenses, a set of re-photographing
lenses in alignment with the lenses of the re-
spective sets before referred to and at a deter-
mined distance from the aerial images, and a
super-imposing lens disposed adjacent to the set
of re-photographing lenses, substantially as de-
scribed.

1.696.831. COMBINED GRAMOPHONE AND
MOTION-PICTURE APPARATUS. William H.
Baker, Montreal, Quebec Canada. Filed Jan. 7,

1921. Serial No. 435.712. Renewed May 22.
1928. 21 Claims. (CL 88—18.8.)

L A motion picture machine for use with films
having pictures arranged thereon in a spiral series,
comprising a pivoted arm, a spindle revoluble in
the arm and adapted to carry a film, a disc car-
ried by the spindle having apertures therein uni-
formly spaced and arranged in a spiral series, a
toothed wheel positioned to engage the apertures
of the disc to both rotate the disc and bodily move
the same, and means operative upon disengage-
ment of the disc and wheel to rotate the spindle
and disc to return the disc to predetermined rela-
tion with respect to the wheel.

1.695,414. TALKING-MOVINC-PICTURE MA-
CHINE. Lee De Forest, New York, N. Y., as-
signor to De Forest Phonofilm Corporation, a
Corporation of Delaware. Filed Dec 7, 1923.
Serial No. 679.260. 18 Claims. (CI. 179—
100.1.)

2. In a light slit assembly for a sound picture
attachment, a supporting plate with an orifice
therethrough, a light slit plate positioned in front
of said supporting plate and formed with a slot
therethrough extending to the area of said orifice,
a slidable slit forming member mounted in said
slot, and means for moving said member in said
slot to adjust the size of the slit formed thereby.

1.695.924. TELEVISION APPARATUS. Samuel
M. Kintner, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Oct. 15.

1926. Serial No. 141,728. 9 Claims. (CI. 178—
«•)

1. In a translating device for picture trans-
ference, a rotatable member of approximately disc
form and a series of reflecting devices disposed in
rotative sequence on said rotatable member, each
of said reflecting devices having its reflecting sur-
face a surface of revolution, whereby each re-
flecting device is capable of producing a point
focus.

1,695,556. APPARATUS FOR PROJECTING
LIGHT. Harold A. McGunnigle, New York, N.

Y., assignor to Artlite, Inc., New York, N. Y.,
a Corporation of New York. Filed Apr. 21,
1926. Serial No. 103,546. 6 Claims. (CI. 240
—11.)

1. An apparatus of the class described includ-
ing a source of light, an optical lensing system
for projecting a beam of light from said source,
a light shield associated with said lensing system
and including a centrally apertured support
through whose aperture the light beam is adapted
to pass, a plurality of plate-like members carried
by said support about said aperture, and means
for independently adjusting said members rela-
tive to each other.
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Produce Epic Silent Pictures, Hays Cautions

EXH I B I TO rs

RALDW
Established in 1907

t RAMON NOVARRO'S Qreatest

Performance Since "Ben'Hur"—

THE FLYING
FLEET IS

without doubt the best aviation

picture thus far

IF YOU'RE AN M-G-M CUSTOMER
IT'S ONE OF THE MANY SMASH
HITS OF YOUR SEASON which include:

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS (Crawford), EXCESS BAG-
GAGE (Haines), WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS (Chancy), MASKS
OF THE DEVIL (Gilbert), WHITE SHADOWS , SHOW PEOPLE
(Davies-Uaines), WEST OF ZANZIBAR (Chaney), A WOMAN
OF AFFAIRS (Gilbert-Garb o), ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE
(Haines), THE BELLAMY TRIAL and pknty morel

METRO-GOLDWYN-
"THE TRAIL OF '98" LEADS TO THE BANK!

I .1 Entered as second-class matter 1917, at the Po Pub- I. ^nz inirt
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Apermanent music feature tor the
average exhibitor. T^ieNewStyle

3

{

is a musical, artistic and. structural
achievement,making it possible for
the average exhibitor to offer his pa-
trons the highest tupe ofperformance
at a minimum cost.

ThQtfetvSTy/e39-QHSazrt Mwton Unit
Otyfan is different from all other organs.
No technical description can convey the
Wonderful range of musical possibilities
and the ama^in^ superiority in construc-
tion.

Before vjou pass j^udjjrnent- before\ou
buu Aim musical equipment of amj ti/pe
whatsoever,von owe it to uourself and
Your patrons to <#et complete informa-
tion on thiswonderful instrument.
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New York.
156O Broidway
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624 So.Michifcaiv.

Los Angeles
1914 SoVermont
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INTERFERENCE
. . . has completed its 9th

capacity week as a $2 show

at the Criterion, New York . . .

. . . and is doing the biggest

box office business throughout

the country of any motion

picture

. . . and is telling the trium-

phant story of PARA-
MOUNT QUALITY
TALKING PICTURES
to 100,000,000 people in

a giant newspaper campaign.

VARIETY
INTERFERENCE/ $40,300

AT AMBASSADOR, ST. L
Estimates for Last Week

Ambassador (Skourae downtown)
(3,000; 35-50-65-75)—"Interference,'"
dialog (Par). Talker called "me-
chanically the best of the talking
pictures." Ed Lowry still a tonsilitls
victim during- early part of week;
$40,300.

Loew's State (3.300;, 25-35-65)—

Paramount
lakes an easy lead in

TALKING PICTTRES"

^Paramount w
OIALITY TALKING ~JZZ"

{Pictures H

low comes
the second «le luxe
PARAMOUNT QUALITY
\LL-TALKING SHOWIC^*
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"THE DOCTOR'S SECRET'
. . . consisting of the great all-

talking feature production,

'THEDOCTOR'S SECRET"
from J. M. Barrie's sensational

stage hit, "Half an Hour". With

Ruth Chatterton, H. B. Warner,

Robert Edeson and John Loder.

William de Mille production . . •

• • . plus the sparkling musical

comedy act with the jazz star,

BORRAH MINNEVITCH
and His Musical Rascals

. . . plus a startling all-talking

playlet with a brand new idea

WJUST ONE WORD"
Produced by Joseph .Santley with

an all-star Broadway cast

TALKING or SILENT . . •

QUALITY and QUANTITY . . .

PARAMOUNT!
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SPECIAL
WARNER WINNERS

STATE STREET SADIE
CONRAD NAGEL, MYRNA 1.0Y

o?p

WOMEN THEY TALK ABOUT
IRENE RICH, AUDREY FERRIS,

WM. COLLIER, JR.

MAY McAVOY, CONRAD NAGEL

CAUGHT IN THE FOG

THE MIDNIGHT TAXI
ANTONIO MORENO
HELENE COSTELLO

RIN-TIN-TIN

LAND OF THE SILVER FOX

BEWARE OF BACHELORS
AUDREY FERRIS, KM. COLLIER, Jr.

AUDREY FERRIS

THE LITTLE WILDCAT
JAMES MURRAY

HARD BOILED ROSE
MYRNA LOY

MAY McAVOY
STOLEN KISSES

WARNER B
EXTEN

AL JOLSON
THE SINGING FOOL

ON TRIAL
PAULINE FREDERICK

BERT LYTELL. LOIS MLSON
C-

THE TERROR
MAY McAVOY, LOUISE FAZENDA

George M Cohan's Great Stage Success

THE HOME TOW'NERS
AT"

DOLORES COSTELLO
MADONNA OF AVENUE "A

kOUlSE DRESSER

THE DESERT SONG
AI L STAR CAST .

AL JOLSON
THE JAZZ SINGER

DOLORES COSTELLO
ALIMONY ANNIE

LIGHTS OF NEW YORK
HELENE COSTELLO. CULLEN LANDIS

DOLORES COSTELLO
GLORIOUS BETSY
CONRAD NAGEL

>?

THE LION AND THE MOUSE
MAY McAVOY, LIONEL BARRYMORE

DOLORES COSTELLO
TENDERLOIN
CONRAD NAGEL

The TIME, The PLACE, The GIRL
wilh AN ALL STAR CAST

ROS

NOAHS ARK TOPSAM'

WhatWamerBros.Promfe



ilWABNEl

BROS.

ONE ^^^k ON
WITH

VITAPHONE VITAP'

INEO^TIVES

IOAD SHOWS AND
RUNS

FANNIE BRICE
MY MAN

DOLORES COSTELLO
THE REDEEMING SIN

CO.NRWD SAGEL

MONTE BLUE
CONQUEST

H. B. WARNER. LOIS II 1LSOS

STARK MAD
H. B. WARNER. LOUISE EAZESDA

Watch for:

JOHN BARRYMORE
GENERAL CRACK

GEORGE ARLISS
His First Vitaphone Talking Picture

SOPHIE TUCKER
HONKY TONK

THOMAS MEIGHAN
His First Vitaphone Talking Picture

TEXAS GUINAN
QUEEN OF THE NIGHT CLUBS

TED LEWIS
His First Vitaphone Talking Picture

DAVEY LEE
Starring in a Vitaphone Talking Picture

CTURE EVER MADE

ONE
WITHOUT

VITAPHONE

!

Warner Bros. Deliver....

SPECIAL
WARNER WINNERS

MONTE BLUE

THE GREYHOUND LIMITED

RIS-TIN-TIN

The MILLION DOLLAR COLLAR

AUDREY FERRIS

FANCY BAGGAGE

MONTE BLUE, MAY McAVOY
NO DEFENSE

ONE STOLEN NIGHT
BETTY BRONSOS

WILLIAM COLLIER. Jr.

CONRAD NAGEL
KID GLOVES
LOIS WILSON

RIN-TIN-TIN

FROZEN RIVER
DAVEY LEE

MONTE BLUE

FROM HEADQUARTERS

SHE KNEW MEN
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON

DAVEY LEE

BETTY BRONSOS
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DRAWINC

Al Jolson

Dolores Costello

George Arliss

Fannie Brice

Conrad Nagel

Audrey Ferris

Rin-Tin-Tin

Myrna Loy

Louise Fazenda

Betty Bronson

William Russell

May McAvoy

Edward E. Hortoi

Antonio Moreno

Lois Wilson

David Lee

William CollierJ

Richard Behnet

Doris Kenj on

Warner Bros, because of their pre-eminent position in

the talking picture field naturally have the choice of stage

and screen stars. Look at the galaxy of Warner Bros,

stars and see if you can match it in any other assemblage

of entertainers on any one pay roll.



A he movie fans of your community know all about the
st

; and supporting players Warner Bros, bring to your
i
sc en. Now Warner Bros, stars are being made the more

?,: p< ertully attractive to your patrons by the enormous
,-i aortising campaign in the papers and on the air.



MjmV evev conreVveA

\oV\on picVuves
WARNER BROS. ARE SPENDING ALMOST TWO MILLIONS OF

dol.ars to adverse V.taphone Pictures to 10. miHion peop.e inthe .ead.ng

newspapers in every important American c„y. The merits of Warner Bros.

Vitaphone Pictures are being extol.ed via radio over the Co.umb.a Broad-

casting System of 28 stations to over 65 mi.lion iis.ener, They are be.ng

proc.aLed in movie fan tnaga.ines to additiona. nu.Uons. T/,e aefnUe pur.

Fose of all this » «» pack your house and cea.e «~ customers every Un* you

play a Warner Bros. V.taphone Pklure!
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THE PICTURE THAT
FOOLED EVERYBODY!

No. 622

—

Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,

President of the Universal Pictures Corporation

I have to chuckle with every mail that brings glowing accounts of the showing of

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" here, there and everywhere.

I can't even resist the temptation to chuckle publicly and in print, because when
a picture fools the whole moving picture industry with mighty few exceptions, it seems
to prove something or other.

You never in all your born days had so much advice shot at you as I had when I

first talked of making a great production of "Uncle Tom's Cabin." I was told it was
old, passe, as full of holes as a Swiss cheese, a terrible gamble, an awful mistake, a

gigantic blunder and what not.

This advice came from exhibitors and from most everybody in the industry. But
I knew one thing they did not know—namely, that there was a terrific interest in

this famous old story in the hearts of the people who pay actual money to enter movie
theatres.

Vast numbers of letters had come to me direct from movie fans, many of whom
are regular readers of Universal's weekly advertisement in the Saturday Evening Post.

When the first few letters came to me, I must confess that I was not inclined to pay
much attention to them outside of answering them. But as the stream came steadily,

steadily in, I took the matter more seriously.

It finally dawned on me that those of us who think of nothing but moving pic-

tures are likely to lose our perspective. So I encouraged the writers who suggested
making "Uncle Tom's Cabin" and asked them why they suggested it. The invariable

answer was "because it is so human and is such an everlasting love story" or words
to that effect.

Well, a story which can rip the people in this day of jazz is good enough for me
j

or for anyone else.

So I started on one of the biggest ventures of my moving picture career.

And now you know the result. "Uncle Tom's Cabin"—pictured as it never was
pictured before—is doing a land-office business for exhibitors in all parts of the world—

I even in countries where I had no idea there would be any interest in it.

It is this sort of thing which keeps the business alive and gives it a much needed
I
jolt. It is this sort of thing which keeps the movie fans coming. It is this sort of thing

I which shows how wise it is to listen to the voice of the people instead of the voice of

|

the too wise "experts."

So why shouldn't I chuckle?*v
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acquisition to sotind pic:
registered admirably and H
presenting his familiar songs was made for
the new order of pictures. He was given a
highly enthusiastic reception.
"Lucky Boy" will be a box ofice hit

It has all the elements that go together for
an old-iashioned success.

Jessel got into talking pictures late, bet
he s apparently making up for lost time.

^,„ —PETER VISCHEJr.
<w7
hat*, t

DAILY REVIEW
,

A New Sensation

George Jessel in the first

showing of "Lucky Boy." th«
big Tiffany-Stahl sound spe-
cial at the Embassy Theatre
yesterday, revealed himself as
a box office attraction of tre-
mendous emotional power. Id
five songs which his role call-
ed for in the course of the
picture, he carried the house
off its feet and brought cheers
and applause because of the
effective manner In which bis
appeal went over on the
screen to the audience.
We venture the opinion that

Jess el is exactly what the pic-
ture says, a lucky boy, and
that Tlffany-Stahl is another
lucky boy to bare found this
big attraction which undoubt-
edly will sweep the sound
bouses.

Speaking of

Pictures

GEORGE JESSEL
never should be

silent in pictures. He
has one of the best

" in the

of

j voices i

voice

and

recording

- with aworld, a .

resonanceclarity aou res*

that carries with a

greater effectiveness to

us than in his stage

In "Lucky

"Lucky Boy"
THREE times George Jessel

digs right into vour bean in

"Lucky Boy.'

us man in nis stage

appearance. In "Lucky

I Boy" his work is re-

markable and if more
vehicles can be found

J
we would not be at all

I astonished if he were

I to outdistance Jolson.

I Jessel has overcome

I the smart aleckisms of

I youth without losing

I the youth and he has
I

I the emorional soul of

I a singing artist.

J"
times George

> your heart

uuy. * The Jes
personality, undeniably there, does

it with the aid of "My Mother's
Eyes." a theme song that earns hs

title and carries an emotional kick

of mule-sized proportions

Likewise does he wisecrack,

put over flashes of imitations,

arble other tunes and, to sum
*al it all, provides you with an

hit and a half of real entertain-

ment. It's a Jessel funiest. He
holds center stage, down stage and

all other headline spots at one

All of which is a job for an

rienced trouper. But Jessel

Looks Like Money
— have probablyBy this time yoa ha

suspected we think "I

looks like ready money,
question about what it

y> <j ,

'Lucky Boy"
- It is. No

i

question about what it will do in

wired houses. We should have pre-

ferred to see the picture shorter and
the story more expertly knit together,

but when it's all over, you find you
have been so well entertained that the

. All of which is a job for

irienced trouper. But Jes

tat and does his stuff well.

— jjvct, you m
have been so well entertained t

discrepancies don't make very much
difference.

"The Toy Shop"
This is an engaging one reeler.

made in Technicolor and distributed
like "Lucky Boy" via Tiffany-Stahl
A simple story made delightful by
deft handling. Primarily it concerns
a waif picked no out of the snow by I

a toy maker. The child falls asleep I

and dreams the toys come to life. I

Charming and particularly suitable I
for the Christmas season, bat suf- I

ficientry above the average to rate I

playdates any time.
"

Motion Picture X ever

Lucky Boy
A Real Tear Jer'kine Melodrama

(Refined by Freddie SeJuder)
'T'lFFAXY-STAHL have turned out a box
" ofiwe bet in "Lucky Boy" which has
Georgie Jessel as the star. Now don't fly
off the handle and say that Georgie Jessel
didn't mean a thing to you when he was in
Warner Bros, pictures. This one is differ-
ent, and, Georgie, who was to have nude
'"The Jazz Singer," for he played it origin-
ally on the stage, has finally obtained a
chance to redeem himself. He certainly does
-hine to advantage in this picture and while
it hasn't got all the wallop of "The Sing-
inf Fool," it has a lot on the ball and is
certain to get money in any bouse. There
are six talking sequences in the picture and
the s:ar puts over five songs. The songs are
"My Mothefs Eye"?." the theme of the
picture. "Old Man Sansbine, ,'"My Black-
birds Are Bluebirds Xow," "My Keal
Sweeheart" and "Bouquet of Memories."
If your house is wired yon can't afford to
overlook this one.

In the east there aren't any names that
will mean very moeb to your andienee out-
side of Jessel, but. the company surrounding
him is adequate. Gwen Lee and Margaret
Quimby in the nrineipal women roles took
pretty enough, although neither will make
a spot for herself as far a? talking pie-
tores are concerned. Rosa Rosanova and
William K. Strauss playing Georgie's
mother and father respectively, manage to
score nicely.

The tale takes Georgie from the Atlan-
tic to the Pacific, His dad wants him to be
a jeweler but the boy has his 'heart set on
the stage. He tries to make good in the
Bronx but proves a flop, so be hik-s for
San Francisco where he makes good on an
amateur night and next is seen as a cafe
entertainer. Here be meets the girl of the
story. She's from Xew York on a visit.
Back in the Bronx Georgie's folks listening
in on the radio hear their boy wav out on
the coast doing his broadcasting and they
wire him that his mother is ill. He hops a
train, which is also carrying the girl friend'
hack home. Once back in town the social
harriers between the cafe singer and- the
society girl are broken down, and Georgie
becomes a Broadway star.

George Jenel fa

"Lucky Boy"
mx-Stokl Length : 8900 ft.

DO-RE-MI PICTURE.. IT'S
ALL JESSEL—SONGS. TITLES,
DIALOGUE — AND THAT
MEANS ENTERTAINMENT

1 APLENTY. WIRED HOUSES
HAVE A PROFIT MAKER
HERE.
Cast The Jesse! personality
omtnates this. He's an entertainer
eyood doubt. Margaret Qunnby
adds the feminine loveliness. Others,
all good, include Rosa Rosanova,
William K. Strauss. Gwen Lee. Ricb-

I

ard Tucker. Gaync Whitman and
•fary Doran.
Story and Production Comedy

|

drama of a jeweler's son with stage
ambitions who hits the road, finds
it rocky, but comes through, as yoa
expect, at the end. The story is

|

nothing to get excited about. Neither
always well held together, but
it's all over you've been enter*

tamed with jazz songs, clever quips
and some clutchings at your heart.
We ask you what else is the func-
tion of motion pictures. Jessel sings
wisecracks and does all of the stuff
rhich gave him his reputation th
luskal comedy and in the main,

does it very welL "My Mother's
Eyes," the theme song is a pip.
Everybody will be singing it soon.

predict it as a runner-op for
*"^onny Boy." RCA system used.

Direction, Norman Taurog, CharlesC Wilson, very good. Author, sug-
gested by story by Viola Brothers
Shore: Sound Editor. Richard
Shields; Dialogue and Tides, George'
Jessel; Sound Sequences by Rudolph
Flothow; Photography, Harry Jack*

, Frank Zocker. very good.

VE TOLD YOU GEORGE JE//EL PLUCKY B0Y1/A NATURAL
s in ff<i Ny»y>Tfl

u

l productions inc.
c
_2*o_cr<o/3Dvay MEVV yoWK c|Ty



AS SIMPLE AS
TWOas sure as

Variable Area System Safeguards

Pathe Sound News From Camera

To Screen-Its Quality Guarantee

Separate cameras for sound record-

ing are an exclusive advantage of

the 'variable area" system over

all others. They permit the use of

special film for sound track and

give unlimited range in picking

up sound. Picture cameras are

operated separately.

Here is the sound recorder

with which each Patht

Sound News truck is

equipped. This stationary

recorder operates in perfect

unison with the camera

recorder thus double-

checking against error or

accident

ClMPLICITY of method and mechanical perfection guar-

^ antee consistently high quality in PATHE SOUND
NEWS every step of the way from the camera, through the

laboratory onto the screen.

It can't go wrong! Its blunder proof. Its sure-fire in sound.

Iti perfect in picture.

Separate cameras and separate film record sound and scene. A
special fine-grained positive stock is therefore used for the

sound track— safeguarding right at the start against disturb-

ances and "ground noise". The mobile recorder in the cameras,

and a stationary recorder in the sound truck double-check

against error or accident. The pictorial cameras work in-

dependently and without handicap.



ABC""
TIMES TWO/

Laboratory Advantages

SIMPLICITY and safety continue in the laboratory. Separate developing. No duping with

^ its sacrificing of picture to better the sound or vice versa, as in the single negative method of

other systems. Sound and picture receive the highest degree of care necessary to their technical

perfection. The "variable area" sound track expressess itself in solid tones of black and white—as

simple and sure in recording, processing and reproduction as a screen title. One half of the sound

strip remains clear, clean area—another sure safeguard against reproduction disturbances, as con-

trasted with the many delicate "shadings" of grey, dark and black of the "variable density" system

which cover the entire sound track and require extremely careful and accurate attention during

the laboratory processing.

Variable area in black and white. That is the reason—as simple as ABC and as sure as the answer

to two times two—for Pathe sound news perfection in its every issue.

The black and white sound

track of the "variable area"

system, simplest and surest

of all sound recording

methods. Note the clear area

of the track as against full

covered sound strip of the

"variable density" methods.

PATHE
SOUND
NEWS

Without the necessity

of duping, sound track

and picture, made sep-

arately, are brought to-

gether as one film strip,

the qualities of each un-

damaged by laboratory

processing.
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A notable picture by a great director

E. A. DUPONT'S
drama of stage life

MOULIN ROUGE
Brings gay Paris to America

Dupont rented the famous night re-

sort and its entire beauty cast of the

daring "Paris - New York Revue"

—

the show no visitor to Paris misses

—

for the background of the strange

love'triangle of his story.

Its like a night at the Moulin Rouge.

Mile. Chekova runs the gamut of
human emotions in her characterization of

the stage beauty who unwillingly fascinates her

young daughter's fiance.

The love story climaxes in a motor race with

death that 's a triumph of cinematic art.

A rare and stirring entertainment.

The NEW Company

Exhibitor's Choice Selling

A "Beau Geste" romance of modern
society and brotherly Love.

TOMMY ATKINS—fighting lover

with Walter Byron, Lillian

Hall-Davis and Henry Victor

Exteriors made in Egypt, a triumph

of dramatic realism. A great, grim,

battle-scarred fortress; hundreds of

wild tribesmen, battalions of territorial

troops ; a romance of a beautiful girl

and her lovers. From the famous

Drury Lane melodrama by Ben Lan-

deck and Arthur Shirley. Produced

by arrangement with Charles WiL
cox. Directed by Norman Walker.

A British International Picture.

TWO H6WNX6 t»5( ICVt A U(',l£

NCONAN WAlKtR

6 rollicking racy reels of fun

"Honeymoon
Abroad"

with a star comedy cast including

Monty Banks, Gillian Dean,

Lena Halliday, Judy Kelly,

Colin Kenny
and half (more or less) of the popu-

lace of Paris and London.

A merry mixup of blonde brides,

brunette vamps and loving husbands

on a madcap trip through Paris and

London.

Produced at British International Studios, Elstree,

London.

You can buy one or all
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with the NEW idea
Physical Distribution

thru Educational Exchanges

ISLE

MAN
T

NOW
It has been filmed —
Norman Kerry

in

'The Bondman"
This, the great novel of the vendetta

has thrilled readers the world over.

Actually produced on the Isle or

Man and in Sicily, the climax occurs

in the subterranean tunnels of a mine

during an actual eruption of Mt.

Etna, the greatest active volcano in

the world. A thrill realistic.

A Herbert Wilcox Production. Produced by
British 6- Dominions Films, Ltd, Studios. Lon-

Victor Saville, a new directorial

genius, made

"A Woman in the

Night"
starring

Maria Corda and
Jameson Thomas

Variety's London critic says of this

daring maternity drama "A delicate

theme handled robustly— makes
100% entertainment. A romance of
London marriage and Southampton
night actually made where the story

is laid. A Burlington film. Freely
adapted from the novel by Countess
Barcynska. British International Stu-

dios, Elstree, London.

Melodrama Unique !

Carmine Gallone's
Psomance of a beautiful dancer

Pawns of Passion
On snow-swept Russian steppes

The story opens with a smash as the
persecuted beauty with her little son
escaping across the Russian frontier
in a sleigh are caught in a running
cavalry battle of the Bolshevists, crash
into a shell hole, and in the ensuing
melee are separated.

After weeks of weary searching for her child she
attempts suicide in Paris but is rescued by an ar-
tist. Bohemian an studio love follows. At the
wild artists' ball the villain again finds her. He
is thwarted and the child recovered in the most
thrilling ice scene since "Way Down East"

NORMAN KERRY

TheBONDMAN
* wtMun MKot paaeoctn

*nraii**< Night'
* MariaCbrda-Jaws* Thomas

HKfetf i> Art* Wile
fehprM Hi* MmriMMt fan

You can see before you buy
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You Con't

Butj
Better
Sound

Volume May Be Controlled to Fit Any

Theatre - Large or Small - Faithful

Reproduction at All Tone Volumes

Sound has captured the country—every

theatre, large or small, must have it to

hold their patronage.

OGANVOX gives the highest tone

quality at the lowest price.

If your theatre does not have

sound, wire for particulars on the

OGANVOX today and start getting

the profits it will bring.

The National Sound Repro-

ducing Company
6SS Clinton Stre»l

MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN

!

!

II

: 3 v

!

:

1

1

1

!

Price Complete

375
Lc-is Tubes

Equipment includes:
Turntable case, power
turntables and individual
volume controls. Power
Amplifier. Two Dynamic
Power Speakers.



I m artare theDAYS

6

when talking pictures could hope to succeed
on novelty alone* The speaking screen has
reached maturity-' its infant days are over.

Noise is through as a box-office attraction.

Today the public expects talking features of

even better quality than the outstanding
successes of the fast-fading silent screen.

F#X,
has them*

BigAll-DialogFull-Length
FOX Movietone Features
of a quality never before known
since the silent screen took voice

are now ready or in production

—the outdoor sensation which

broke all box-office records in its pre-showings at CRITERION
Theatre, Los Angeles ; FIFTH AVENUE Theatre, Seattle. Washing-

ton; and BROADWAY Theatre, Portland, Oregon. Acclaimed every-

where as the LAST WORD IN TALKING PICTURES.

HEARTS IN DIXIE THE VALIANT
SPEAKEASY THRU DIFFERENT EYES

THE GHOST TALKS

and a Unit of 100% All-Talking Condensed Features



ANOTHER PERFECT

BIG FOX T

WILLIAM

F
PRESENTS

THE

WITH

HELEN TWELVETREES
CHARLES EATON
EARLE FOXE

CARMEL MYERS
LEW SEILER Production

Story by

Max Marcin and Edward Hammond

Scenario by

Frederick K. Brennan

Dialog by

Frederick H. Brennan and Harlan Thompson



HILARIOUS COMEDY

ALL DIALOG FEATURE

>

A^fDY *« ^ a sens,

novel v U
"0

' aS a s°«nd

Xee of'

95 3 S"«-in8lv funnyPiece of screen entertainment. Marks

n:itb- t

b

or
dvar insound

- ^*nnest b.t of sound reproduction that IA Picture tha, no „ncan afford to miss."

Fi'/m Spectator
Hollywood

"pHE GHOST TALKS- is a well.

the,a7ki:Te/
n

G
dama

ln8Pi°-«-diKie neld. Gives substantial t^ti

» i.h se:!rsTy
,'
ha

'
mUS

' ^ r«k°"^

Springfield l/mon.Rep„Wic(I„



has ALL the BIC
All-Star, All-Dialo<

ALL-PROFIT PICTURES—
WILLIAM FOX

presents

100% Dialog Fox Movietone Feature

with

PAUL PAGE LOLA LANE
HENRY B. WALTHALL

Helen Ware Sharon Lynn

BENJAMIN STOLOFF Production

From the play by

Edward Knoblock & George Rosener

The Broadway stage success with its

breezy dialog and exciting action

makes the ideal talker. Many of the

scenes were filmed in New York where
Fox Movietone captured the eye-filling

sights and ear-thrilling sounds of

Broadway and its side streets.

Featured are two Fox screen finds,

Lola Lane and Paul Page, recruited

from the Broadway speaking stage.

A murder mystery with a

brand new mystery angle
in which the evidence is

revealed through the eyes
of a prosecutor, a defense
attorney and a mysterious
girl. Milton Gropper,
author of many Broadway
stage successes,wrote it.

Certain to be one of the
most important all-dialog

features of 1929.

WILLIAM FOX
presents

100% Dialog Fox Movietone Feature

I

with

JNCAN WARNER BAXTER
SYLVIA SIDNEY

Earle Foxe Donald Gallaher Florence Lake
From the play by Milton H, Cropper and Edna Sherry

JOHN BLYSTONE Production

A punch-packed drama that tugs at the
heart and builds to a smashing climax.
Played by an all-star cast that includes
Paul Muni, celebrated Broadway char-
acter actor, in his greatest emotional
role, and Marguerite Churchill,
charming young stage actress. Eugene
Walter, dean of American playwrights,
adapted the play to the screen.

F

«AA

WILLIAM FOX
presents

100% Dialog Fox Movietone Feati

with

PAUL MUNI
MARGUERITE CHURCHILL

WILLIAM K. HOWARD ^Production

Scenario by Eugene Walter

Bated on play by Robert Middleman and Holwortby Hall

MOVIETONE
X First in Sound on Film
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Mr. John Cabourn

IN the death last week in London of Mr. John Cabourn,

proprietor and editor of The Bioscope, the world in-

dustry of motion pictures lost one of its most distinguished

leaders.

Mr. Cabourn has bequeathed to the industry a long and

honorable record. The record of The Bioscope under Mr.

Cabourn's direction was one of conscientious and loyal

service to the business. This publication, always cour-

ageous, sincere and dependable, has exerted a vast influ-

ence upon the British industry, and this influence, upon

many occasions, has widened out and left its mark upon

motion picture affairs elsewhere throughout the world

industry.

Amidst the changing conditions in the British industry

during the past few years, Mr. Cabourn's personality, busi-

ness acumen and sound judgment have been a powerful

helping hand to every worthwhile movement and enter-

prise. His shrewd conservatism and thorough dependa-

bility have contributed mightily to the advancements

which the British industry has achieved during the past

few years.

Mr. Cabourn possessed a militant patriotism, yet at the

same time invariably displayed an understanding attitude

toward the ambitions of foreign producers in the British

market. In every threatened crisis between British and

American film interests, Mr. Cabourn was a factor for con-

ciliation, better understanding and mutual helpfulness. He

was able consistently to be vigorously pro-British without

being antagonistic In this way his influence for better

understanding and better cooperation between the British

and the American trades, although never blatantly ex-

ploited, has been great.

The Herald-World extends heartfelt condolences to The

Bioscope upon the passing of this fine gentleman and able

editor.

Ghosting

r"PHE apprehension persists and widens to the effect that

1 perhaps after all sound pictures are only to be a passing

fancy with a part of the public and that another part of

the public shall steadfastly refuse to become interested or

impressed. Evidence of this apprehension is to be found

in the present attitude of a number of exhibitors. Some
of these declare that their public does not want sound

pictures and others of them say that their public has lost

interest after seeing a few sound pictures. In certain in-

stances, theatres already have made announcements that

sound pictures will be withdrawn.

In answer to all of this it may definitely be stated that

regardless of what the future may disclose there is not a

jot of proof at this time to support the apprehension above

noted.

The only reasonable doubt is how far the sound picture

will go. Whether talking pictures will eventually supplant

entirely the silent picture remains to be seen. Authorities

in the industry are by no means unanimous with respect to

either viewpoint. It may reasonably be contended that if

talking pictures are not of better quality as entertainment

than the majority of those now available, they certainly

will never supplant silent pictures. But in the same vein,

it may be argued that if all of the product of the industry,

whether it be audible or silent, does not consistently im-

prove in quality, there will be no industry and, therefore,

no occasion for arguing the question of talking or silent

pictures.

It would be ridiculous to assert that audiens will not be-

come greatly improved over present standards. The
medium is yet new. Great technical problems remain to

be solved. The industry's preparedness to make audiens

must be brought to a higher state of perfection. But,

with the efforts, brains and money that are now being in-

vested to this end, who can doubt that great progress will

not be made?

Box office records demonstrate beyond doubt that a great

part of the public already is heartily interested in talking

pictures. Thousands of new enthusiasts are being recruited

daily. It is true that the record is not of uniform satisfac-

tion, but uniform satisfaction is hardly ever obtainable in

the amusement business. With better pictures, better re-

production and wider use of synchronization, a constantly

greater audience for talking pictures cannot help but be

gained.

We feel that it is a rash and unwise move for any ex-

hibitor, at this early day, to exhibit any lack of confidence

in the talking picture to his patrons. To announce the

elimination of talking pictures is a step that eventually

will have to be retraced.

The Michigan Case

THE friction in the Michigan exhibitors' organization

generated by a divergence of views relative to affiliation

with the Allied States association has attracted national

attention.

It is unfortunate that the question has been brought to

issue at this time. Later on the basic issues involved will

stand out to all concerned in higher relief and arrival at

the best solution will be less difficult.

We have long pointed to the Michigan association as a

model state organization. It seems very unlikely that there

could be two model organizations in any one state, so the

hope is that regardless of current friction there will be no

formal division in the ranks of the Michigan theatre

owners.
—MARTIN J. QUIGLEY.
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Produce Epic Silent Pictures,
Hays Cautions on Coast Visit

Quality Production Will Solve
Censorship, Producers Told

Calls Super-Productions Even More Magnificent If

Sound Possibilities Are Used

"Legit" Interests

Checked in Fight

On Copyright Bill
(Washington Bureau of the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, Jan. 22.—Testimony of
theatrical producers opposed to the socalled

"divisible copyright bill," at a hearing called

on the measure by Representative Albert H.
Vestal of Indiana, chairman of the House
patents committee, January 16, was cut short

by Representative Jeff Busby of Mississippi,

who has been consistently opposed to further

hearings on the question and who carried his

fight to the floor of the House. Raising the

point that the bill had been reported and the

committee therefore was without authority to

hold further hearings, Busby obtained a ruling

from the chair which prevented Vestal from
continuing with the hearing.

Among those who were scheduled to appear
were William A. Brady and representatives of

Hammerstein and the Shuberts, but only
Brady was given an opportunuity to be heard.
Appearing at the morning session. Brady

expressed himself as greatly opposed to the

enactment of the legislation declaring that it

would give the motion pictures a still greater
opportunity to raid the theatrical field and it

would endanger the agreement which the pro-

ducers have with the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers, which
runs until 1931. He had not completed his

testimony when the committee adjourned.
Busby immediately went to the House, where
he raised his point that prevented the after-

noon session.

Audiens Included in

Renewed Activity of

Italy's Film Industry
(Special to the Herald-World)

NAPLES, Jan. 12.—(By Mail)—Renewed
production activity has begun in the Italian

motion picture industry, with a new company
being reported as forming for the purpose of

making talking pictures. Several silent pro-
ductions are in the course of production or
are being prepared.
At the large Cines studio in Rome, a picture

is being made with the catacombs as the prin-

cipal setting, by Cittaluga Films of Berlin, and
the Societe of Great Films, operating jointly.

This production will be followed immediately,
it is said, by "Daughter of a King," which
will be made in Rome and Egypt.

Cittaluga, has also reached an agreement
with Fert and Itala for a production which
is now being prepared.

Arrest Youth for Theatre
Robbery Last September

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEWCASTLE, IND., Jan. 22.—Robert
Veneman, 20, of Muncie, Indiana, has been
identified as one of the two bandits who
held up and robbed Walter Green of the
Ideal theatre here last September. The
arrest followed information given police in

Marion by a man in jail that he knew the
men who committed the burglary. One of
the bandits entered the lobby through a
door on one side of the ticket booth and the
other entered from the opposite side. The
machine in which they escaped had been
stolen.

By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 22.—Will Hays' visit to Hollywood today took on

the aspect of a physician's arrival upon the scene of an epidemic. On no
other visit has he issued such numerous or such positive precautions. Hays
has entered the production colony during a period when employes and pro-

ducers were found in an almost hysterical state regarding audien production

and he has attempted to quell the excitement with a few words of wisdom.

For instance, he called all the producers together this week and suggested

to them that massive epic non-dialogue with huge sets and huge casts and

elaborate photography be turned out each year. He suggested non-dialogue

pictures on the order of "The Ten Commandments," "The King of Kings,"

and "The Big Parade" be produced.

"These epic pictures must and will continue

to be made," Hays declared, "and will be yet

more magnificent, using still further the value

of the new sound possibilities to increase their

quality and magnitude."

Praises Laemmle Experiment

He praised Carl Laemmle for announcing
he is making a complete silent version of
"Broadway" as well as a talking version.

Hays will appoint a judging committee to de-

cide which version is better when the pictures

play in New York next April.

Hays also took the opportunity to go into

censorship at a meeting of producers. The
subject was discussed in its relations to

audiens.

"Coincident with the realization

that the motion picture industry
must resist the attempt to censor
speech from the screen," he sair, "is

the renewed determination on the
part of the industry to make certain

that its pictures are of such quality

that no reasonable person can claim
any need of censorship. This atti-

tude that the industry must take is

not only for itself but in the defense
of the whole right of free speech.

"The particular part which the studio has
in this effort is the most important job of

all and that is care as to the quality of pro-

ductions. We are attaining public confidence

in this regard.

"Educators and leaders of thought are real-

izing what censorship of pictures really is now
that censor boards are presuming actually to

censor speech," Hays declared. "News as

heard from the screen, the speeches of the

greatest public men of the greatest occasions,

are all subject to some of the censorship laws,

and the great development which is imminent
of speaking films for educational purposes is

definitely retarded because of the ridiculous

possibility of their being cut to pieces by
censors.
"The organized picture industry itself has

made no strenuous protest against such cen-

sorship as has obtained, knowing that it would
not spread beyond the few states which estab-

lished it as a part of the war psychology and
a phase of the desire of some to regulate

everything, and knowing too that the Ameri-
can people would take care of the matter in

due season.
Censorship Un-American

"Now as the direct question of free speech

is involved and those few who, with more
zeal than judgment, insist on censoring speech

itself, the industry of necessity for itself and
defending the whole right of free speech must
challenge that purpose. If they can censor

speech from the screen so they can and will

soon try to censor the speech from every ros-

trum, from every editorial column, from every

phonograph and from every radio. The whole
principle and purpose is as un-American in

conception as it is ineffective in execution."

Members of the association who have at-

tended these meetings include C. B. DeMille,

Tack Warner, Louis B. Mayer, Irving Thal-

berg, J. Boyce-Smith, Robert Welsh, Jack

Cohn, E H. Allen, Jack White, M. C Levee,

Samuel Goldwyn, George Cohen, Sol Wurtzel,

Al Kaufman, Jesse L. Lasky, A J. BelL

Jason Joy.

$700,000 Theatre Wrecked by Explosion

Aimed at an Adjoining Furniture Store
(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT, Jan. 22.—An entire business block, including the Roosevelt theatre,

a neighborhood house, was wrecked by the explosion of gasoline and chemicals

here late last Friday night, following the show. The blast was set by bombers,

police say, and was directed at a furniture store operated by John Carrisi at 953

1

Gratiot Avenue. The theatre adjoined the furniture store. Three men have been
arrested, and two of them are in a hospital with injuries.

One of the drums was driven completely through an 18-inch brick wall and was
found in the theatre auditorium. Only one wall of the theatre was left standing by
the blast. The owner, James N. Robertson, says he will rebuild the house.

The Roosevelt cost $700,000 to build. It was insured, $250,000 of the insurance

having been carried solely against bombings.
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Rumors and Rumors

THE Broadway sector of the motion picture

industry is a proving-ground for rumors.

They fly across the White Way like so many
bullets across No Man's Land. This battle-

field is lined with sharpshooters, ready to fire

a rumor at somebody, at anybody.

That rumors are heard and discussed, passed

back and forth, whispered at the luncheon

table or flung across the card tables, is not

to be wondered at. Surprise is one of* the ele-

ments of showmanship and if you can say

something startling, no matter how far-

fetched or fantastic, somebody will be eager

to listen and even to believe.

That unverified rumors are printed is

rather more surprising. A whispered conver-

sation, a half-hearted phone call, and the most

astonishing things appear in print. Whether

they are true or not makes what is known

in the newspaper business as a "second-day

story." Print any old thing today, and deny

it tomorrow. Don't even seek authority for a

wild statement, because the voice of authority

might kill the story.

Some of the things that appear in print

put the pinkest tabloids to shame. After all,

the tabloids amuse or disgust, depending on

the way you look at it. Wild stories in the

motion picture industry actually do harm.

They hurt business. They send stocks up and

down. They injure prestige, lower morale.

Curiously, wild stories that are denied over

and over again, in obvious good faith, do not

injure the prestige of the man who writes

them or the paper that prints them. They

come and go, to make room for more. But

the company injured feels the damage.
* * *

LAST week representatives of the trade press

4 were called into the office of Nicholas M.

Schenck. Present, of the Loew organization,

which includes, of course, Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer, were Schenck, Arthur Loew, David

Loew, David Bernstein, J. Robert Rubin, and

Howard Dietz, representing a working capital

of the company.
In obvious good faith, they separately and

together denied that Loew's was to be sold or

had been sold to Fox or anybody else. They

insisted that the company was doing very

nicely, thank you, and that published rumors

of dissension in the ranks were groundless.

They said that the rumors did not deserve

a denial, but that they actually hurt business

and therefore should be stopped once and for

all. The figure of speech that transformed

a rumor into a bullet is not so far fetched

after all.
* * *

THE Schenck denial put the Herald-World

into a rather awkward position. The rumor

was never printed in this magazine and there-

fore the Herald-World was facing a request

to deny something that had never been af-

firmed. The request was granted, however, in

order to give the most widespread publicity

to the Schenck statement, as a matter of in-

terest to the trade.

News concerns things that actually happen.

It is not good business to print wild tales.

It is not a sign of friendship to retail rumors,

peddle unverified reports, announce fantastic

statements. It doesn't make you a good sport

to print this junk.

Conjecture might better be left to soothsay-

ers, mind-readers, lobby politicians, and those

who would like to be in on conferences but

are not. Reports of actual happenings are

still the backbone of reporting, whether pub-

lished in daily papers or in weekly magazines.

PETER VISCHER.

In the Underworld of Paris

INTERESTING lo, these many centuries, has been the furtive movements beneath the

A streets of Paris, from whence came the name "underworld." And again, as it will be

yet again, this world furnishes a story, this time in Warner Brothers' "The Redeeming
Sin." This production stars Dolores Costello, with Conrad Nagel, Georgie Stone,

Lionel Belmore, Phillippe De Lacy and Nina Quartaro in support. Howard Bretherton

directed.

Dolores Costello and Gonrttd-Nagel Miss Costello

Miss Costello, Nina Quartaro and Georgie Stone
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Allied States Comes Into Open;
Myers Tells Aims and Policies

John Cabourn Dies;

Editor of Bioscope

Will Protect Theatre Owners
But Brook No Interference

ftig Figure in Trade Exhibitors Prefer Federal Regulations to Being Driven
Out of Business, Says Statement

By JAY M. SHRECK
Allied States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors, which has chosen

to remain in the background since its recent organization in Chicago, is now
in the open with an offensive and defensive program which it will undertake

on behalf of its members.
The fact that Abram F. Myers, president and general counsel, was not re-

lieved of his post as chairman of the federal trade commission until January

15, made silence a necessity.

(By Cable to the Herald-World)

LONDON, Jan. 22.—John Cabourn, pro-

prietor and editor of The Bioscope, British

motion picture trade publication, died last

week.
Cabourn for a long time has been an im-

portant figure both in trade journalism and in

the industry at large. The influence of The
Bioscope has been great not only in England
but also throughout the world.

Coupled with his patriotism was a conser-

vatism that proved of inestimable service to-

ward cooperation and understanding between
the motion picture industries of Great Britain

and the United States.

Talley Assistant
To Fox; Darst Made
Newsreel Director

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Jan. 22—Truman Talley,

director-in-chief of Fox News, has been
promoted to assistant to William Fox,
and is succeeded in his former position by
James E. Darst, who has been assistant
editor for the past two years.

Laemmle Buys Rights to

Ziegfeld Material in Stage
Version of "Show Boat"

(Special to the Herald- World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—Carl Laemmle
yesterday completed a deal with Florenz
Ziegfeld which obtains for Universal the
right to reproduce in the screen version of
"Show Boat" all the Ziegfeld material in

the stage version. Laemmle paid Ziegfeld
$250,000 and additional payments, totaling
$1,000,000 are called for, according to Uni-
versal.

Under the arrangement Laemmle already
has started making the dialogue and music
portions which will be inserted into the pic-
ture. Ziegfeld will supervise the making of
the prologue for the screen version in the
Ziegfeld theatre, which is being wired for
recording purposes. The picture will open
in a New York theatre a week after the
close of the stage show, whenever that is.

The Show Boat troupe, a publicity move
for the picture, opened at the Belmont
theatre last night to a packed house.

Western Pennsylvania
MPTO Meets April 14
For Three-Day Meeting

(Special to the Herald-World)
PITTSBURGH, Jan. 22.—The MPTO of

Western Pennsylvania will hold its ninth an-
nual convention April 14 to 16. The first day
feeing Sunday, the theatre owners and their
friends will be entertained Sunday afternoon
and evening at trade showings. The question
of affiliation with either the MPTOA or
Allied States will be settled definitely. Live-
wires of the industry will address the dele-
gates on the subject most vital to their
progress.

No sooner, however, had his resignation
from the federal board become effective

than the business of conducting an exhibi-
tor organization was underway. Myers
caught the first train out of Washington to
preside at the first meeting of Allied, held
in Chicago, January 17.

It was at this meeting that the policies of
the organization were formulated and the
program determined upon. All sessions
were executive, and not until Myers' return
to Washington was any information avail-

able.

Briefly, Allied, through its president and
general counsel, will concern itself for the
present with the following questions:

Block and blind booking.
Government regulation.
Arbitration.
Interchangeability.
Music tax.

In his first statement on policies and
program, Myers, while not specific in his
references, dwells upon trie Michigan
breach and similar internal disturbances
which might arise in other states.

Allied Will Cooperate

Allied, he said, would cooperate with
other branches of the industry, but where
conflict arose it would speak and act only
for the exhibitors, and should this policy
"result in any exhibitors aligning them-
selves definitely on the side of the pro-
ducers, at least the atmosphere will be
cleared and the past or future acts of such
socalled exhibitors may be judged in the
light of their primary allegiance."

To the producers, he issued a warning
that Allied was determined not to inter-
fere in the legitimate activities of other
branches of the industry, nor would it

brook interference from them.
Myers' statement follows in full

:

The Allied States Association of Motion Picture
Exhibitors has been formed to meet the obvious and
pressing need for an organization to promote and
protect the interests of the only unorganized branch
of the motion picture industry.

The functions of the several branches of the in-
dustry are distinct, even when they fall under com-
mon domination or control. The exhibition of mo-
tion pictures is distinct from the production and
distribution of such pictures. While the members
of the several branches have common interest in
the welfare of the industry as a whole, the exhibi-
tors can not, and should not, rely on the other
branches for the protection of their interests.

The exhibitor does not apologize for his presence
in the industry. He has made and is making his
contribution to its advancement and prosperity. In
the beginning he taught the public to attend mo-
tion pictures and to like them. During a critical

stage of the industry he largely financed the pro-

duction of pictures under a system that called for

advance payments on contracts for films that had

not yet been made. That he has survived the un-

usual competitive situation obtaining in the industry

is proof of his ability and showmanship.

Why the Allied Was Formed

The purpose in forming the Allied States Associa-

tion was to provide an effective agency to promote
and protect the interests of the exhibitors of motion
pictures. I accepted the leadership of the movement
because my observation of the industry caused me
to recognize the urgent need for such a body, and
because the many expressions received from exhibi-

tors throughout the country convinced me that it

would succeed.

Represents Exhibitor Interests Only

The Allied States Association represents the in-

terests of the exhibitors only. It will cooperate
with other branches in matters affecting the inter-

ests of the industry as a whole, but in all matters

in which the interests of the several branches con-

flict, it will speak and act only for the exhibitors.

There will be no departure from this policy. The
exhibitors in looking to the Allied States for pro
tection will not have to distinguish between the

voice of Jacob and the hands of Esau.

This is the only policy that true exhibitors can
support or tolerate. There is nothing in it that

should alienate any such exhibitor. It is only when
the interest of a particular exhibitor in some other

branch of the industry exceeds his interest as an
exhibitor, that he will be justified in opposing or
withdrawing from this organization. Should this

policy result in any exhibitors aligning themselves
definitely on the side of the producers, at least the

atmosphere will be cleared, and the past and future

acts of such so-called exhibitors may be judged in

the light of their primary allegiance.

Producers on Trial

The producers and their spokesmen have often

voiced their concern for the welfare of the exhibitors

and have expressed the hope that the exhibitors

would perfect a strong organization with which they
might deaL

The attitude of the producers towards the Allied

States Association will be viewed in the light of

those expressions. Moreover, the right of one branch
of an industry to organize for its protection is the

same as the right of any other branch. Any inter-

ference with the exercise of that right, direct or

indirect, will constitute an un-American act which
will merit the public condemnation that it receives.

The organization of the Allied States Association is

such as to exclude politics from its operations. It

will not seek to meddle in the internal affairs

of any other branch of the industry. It will de-

mand like immun ity for its own affairs. Its value

as a constructive agency for the promotion and pro-

tection of exhibitor interests will be judged in the

light of its accomplishments ; it may possibly be re-

flected in the nature, source and inspiration of any
opposition it may encounter.

Brookhart Bill

The Brookhart Bill has for its primary purpose
affording the exhibitors the right of free selection

in leasing films. The many letters I have received

and conferences had convince me that there is an
urgent demand in exhibitor ranks for a change in

prevailing selling methods. If this can be worked
out by negotiation between the several branches
of the industry, all will be satisfied

A subordinate feature of the Brookhart Bill would
empower the Federal Trade Commission to act as

an arbitrator and to make rules for the guidance
of the several branches of the industry in case of

disagreement. This immediately gave rise to the

cry of "government regulation" ; and the argument
was advanced that the Government should stay out
and leave the industry to settle its own problems.

This calls for a bonafide effort on the part of those

(Continued on page 26)
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Fox Movietone News to Release Four

Complete Issues Each Saturday
New Service Starts February 2—Four Theatres in Same Territory Will

Each Be Able to Play Exclusive Reel Weekly
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—Fox Movietone News takes another great step

forward. On February 2 it inaugurates its fourth weekly issue, and

from that date four complete issues will be released each Saturday.

FROM its inception Fox Movietone News
has met with success, and its popularity

with the millions of theatregoers is growing
every day. It has proved a tremendous box
office draw in every part of the country.

With the addition of the fourth
weekly issue even greater showing
will now be possible. Where there
are two competing theatres with a
split-week policy in the same terri-

tory each house may not be sup-
plied with two issues weekly, allow-
ing each house to change its Movie-
tone News with the change in pro-
gram.
Where there are four theatres in

the same territory each with weekly
changes, each theatre may play an
exclusive Movietone News each
week. There are many booking
combinations possible for competing
theatres whereby each theatre may
play exclusive issues each week.

Typical of the scope and interest in Movie-
tone News are the three issues of January 16,

in which are presented shots from Italy, Flor-

ida, Madison Square Garden, ice hockey at

Dartmouth, France, Columbia university, the

"Los Angeles" Zeppelin over the Gulf of

Mexico, Portugal, Texas Guinan's night club,

St. Moritz in Switzerland and others.

These three issues for this same week pre-

sent such personalities as Al Smith, American
Legion Commander McNutt, Post Master
General New, and Texas Guinan.

It is interesting to note that Movietone
News is now giving its cameramen and sound
recorders "bylines." At the bottom of each

title announcing the next news event the name
of both the cameraman and sound recorder

who photographed and sound recorded the

event is given. It is not at all unlikely that

cameramen and sound recorders will build

up reputations and names for themselves, just

as do reporters with "bylines," as a result of

this innovation in giving the men credit for

their work.
As an indication of the popularity of Fox

Movietone News, six theatres within the Times
Square theatre district in New York run

Movietone News. The Roxy uses part of

all three issues each week, the Mark Strand,

Capitol and Gaiety use issue A, and Loew's
State uses A and B for the split week pro-

gram. Loew's Forty-Second is the sixth

house.

ing constructive movements for the better-

ment of the motion picture business. Har-
vey recalled the invitation extended by the

M P T O A to the A M P A to send a

member to address the national convention
at Toronto.
The annual frolic of the A M P A will be

held at the Grand ballroom of the Hotel
Astor on March 2, under the title, "The
Hollywood Masque Ball." This year the
"Naked Truth Dinner" has been laid aside.

For the first time, the general public will

be admitted. Nils Grtnland, the famous
"N. T. G." of broadcasting fame and a

member of the A M P A, will be master
of ceremonies and will arrange the enter-

tainment. One feature will be a contest

for the most beautiful chorus girl. John
Flinn, vice president of Pathe and an ex-

president of the AMP A, has arranged
with George Le Maire to give the winner
a contract for $200 a week to appear in one
of the new all-talking comedies which Le
Maire is producing for Pathe.
The entertainment committee, under the

chairmanship of Alex Moss, includes Lou
Rydell, Leon Bamberger, Jack Harrower,
Ed McNamee, Bernard Randall and Dave
Bader. The ticket committee consists of

Jim Beecroft, chairman; P. A. Parsons, Al
Selig, Jim Mulligan, John Level, Herbert
S. Berg, Harry Blair, Bert Adler and Rut-
gers Neilson. An effort will be made to

sell 2,000 tickets at $10 each.

AMP A Makes Woodhull
Honorary Member; Frolic

Slated for Astor, Mar. 2
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—R. F. Woodhull,
president of M P T O A, became an honorary

member of the A M P A at a gala meeting

last Thursday. In honor of the occasion, Mi-

chael Comerford of the Comerford Circuit;

Martin Smith of Ohio, past president of the

MPTOA; and William Benton of the

Benton Circuit, were present. George Har-
vey, president of the A M P A, presented
Woodhull with an illuminated certificate of

honorary membership. In presenting the

membership, President Harvey emphasized
the fine co-operation of both the exhibitors'

and publicity men's organizations in foster-

Slayer Electrocuted for

Killing Theatre Manager
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, Jan. 22.—Charles F.

Mellor, convicted slayer of Max T. Harri-

son, assistant manager of the Cross Keys
theatre, was electrocuted this week. Mel-
lor, a youth of 23, was the leader of the

bandits in one of the most daring holdups
staged in this city. On March 23, 1928,

Harrison was killed as he was taking the

day's receipts from the theatre to the bank,
and Miss Martha Yetter, a 17-year-old by-
stander, was wounded and later died.

Oregon Censors Demand
Showing of Whole Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 22.—Discuss-
ing sound pictures at the monthly meeting
of the Motion Picture Censor Board, it was
agreed that such pictures would have to be
viewed in theatres so equipped.
Exchanges were asked that in future they

specify whether the picture to be viewed
was a silent or sound production, and that

hereafter speaking pictures would not be
passed simply by the script being read, but

the entire picture, with the voice reproduc-

tions, must be shown.

Theatre Saved from Fire

Razing 4-Story Building
(Special to the Herald-World)

HAMILTON, OHIO, Jan, 22.—Destruc-
tion of the Rialto theatre seemed imminent
for several hours during an early morning
fire which last week destroyed a four-story

building next door.

Sees 7 Shows in 2 Days,

Then Ready to Go Home
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—After see-

ing his seventh moving picture show
in two days, Robert Wright, a 14-

year-old Philadelphia boy, told a New
York policeman he would like to go
home. The boy explained that in-

stead of going to school on Monday
he decided to go to New York on $5
he had earned running errands for a

butcher after school hours.
He spent two of the 6ve dollars to

reach New York by bus. Then, after

attending four picture shows, he
•walked into a hotel and wandered
upstairs to an unoccupied room,
where he spent the night unnoticed.
The last of his money was used in

seeing three more shows. When his

father arrived in New York he
yielded to the boy's plea to see one
more show before he brought him
home.

Cinetone Sells for

$395Complete;Has
Steel Baffle Board

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—With a steel

baffle board as one of its features, the

Cinetone is one of the latest non-synchro-

nous musical devices to be put on the

market. It sells for $395 complete and is

being marketed by S & S Enterprises, 46

Church St., Boston, with H. G. Segal and
D. L. Shoolman heading the organization.

Cinetone is a two-disc device, composed
of a Samson amplifier unit, two Bodine
motors, Webster pickups, (Erla pickup is

furnished on request) and Sonochorde dy-

namic loud speaker. The device is enclosed
in an all-metal cabinet with a baked gold

finish, although any color will be furn-

ished. A small cue sheet stand which
fastens on the cabinet is also furnished. A
microphone may be supplied as additional

equipment.
A special feature of the cabinet is the

hinged top which may be left horizontally

upon which to place records, or it may be

lowered to a vertical position where it

rests against the back of the cabinet. The
A. C. current supply is controlled by a

single switch. When this switch is thrown,

current is supplied to the amplifier, field

winding of dynamic speaker and motor
turntables. However, each motor is also

controlled by separate switches so that

either motor or both may be stopped or

started by throwing the motor switches.

When desired, the equipment may be
purchased on time, $100 down, the remain-
ing $295 to be paid within six months.

Fox Manager Burned to

Death in Auto Accident
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., Jan. 22.—James M.
Linn, 39, Fox branch manager, was burned

to death on the Coos Bay Highway, 25

miles west of Roseburg, when his automo-
bile left the road.

Picks Minnesota Man
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, Jan. 22.—Charles H.

March of Minnesota was picked by Presi-

dent Coolidge to be a member of the fed-

eral trade commission succeeding Abram
Myers who has resigned.
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First National Offers Imposing
Product with Vitaphone a Star

Ten Pictures Will Be Released
Between Feb. 10 and April 14

Same Productions in Silent Form Will Go to Exhibitors
Between January 27 and March 31

Three Radio Hookups for

"Weary River" Premiere
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—Three na-
tional and international radio hook-
ups have been effected by First Na-
tional for the premiere of Richard
Barthelmess' Vitaphoned "Weary
River" at the Central theatre Thurs-
day.
The Erst tieup was the singing of

"Weary River" Sunday over the Blue
Network of the National Broadcast-
ing Company. The second was last

night in the Warner Jubilee Hour.
The third is for the night of the
premiere with stations WRNY,
W2SAL, and a rebroadcast by 2LO
in London, AFT in Berlin and FL in

Paris.
Among those who have accepted

invitations to the premiere are:
Rear Admiral Fiske. U. S. Commander

J. B. Klein. V. S. Governor General If. W.
Gilbert. General Louis T. Stotesbury, Bon. John
Barrett, Sir Joseph and Lady Duveen, Fortuno
Gallo, Lueresia Bori, Frieda BempeL, Marie
D'Alvare*. Prince and Princess Matchabelli,
Princess Ghiha, Prince and Princess Oblenshy,
Prince Lobcovits, Prince Muhys Edden, Prince
and Princess Chavaehaxadse. Prince Ferdinand
Lobkonc*.

Countess CasteUi, Count and Countess
Facchetti-Guilo. Count and Countess Dru De
Mongelas. Count Baranaovsky, Count Carl Arn-
felt. Baroness Von Schoen, Countess de ProroJe,
Lady Molra Bathurst, Mrs. Richard T. Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. George Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
Hugo Gernsbock, Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Demorest, James Wolfe, Mr. Rafael Dias, the
consuls of France, Germany, Italy, China, and
the vice-consul of Great Britain.

Finds Town Unfavorable
To Sound Films and Drops
Them, Says 3-Column Ad
Decision of the Strand theatre at Hunt-

ington, W. Va., to discontinue sound and
talking pictures was announced last week
in a three-column newspaper advertise-
ment.
The ad, a tear-sheet of which was mailed

to the Herald-World by the Smith Amuse-
ment Company, carried this unusual state-

ment:
"Important announcement from the

Strand. Realizing that sound and talking
pictures are not being accepted generally
by the people of Huntington and being
anxious to please our patrons, sound and
talking pictures have been discontinued. Be-
ginning Monday, January 14th, on the main
matinee and evening performances pictures
will be accompanied by an orchestra of real
live artists under the direction of Prof.
Gaither, former assistant conductor at
Roxy, New York."

Rosenzweig Names Three
R K O Branch Managers

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22—Charles Rosen-
zweig, general sales manager of R K O pro-
ductions, (FBO) announces three new
changes in the personnel of R K O branch
managers. W. E. Matthews will go from
San Francisco office to manage Seattle, re-
placing A. H. Huot. E. A. Lamb will go
to Portland, replacing W. T. Withers, while
George Seach has been appointed acting
manager in San Francisco.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—With Vitaphone as one of its biggest stars, First

National has announced for release during the next three months the most
imposing list of pictures for such a period in its history.

Beginning February 10 with the release of "Weary River," the 50 per cent

dialogue and singing picture starring Richard Barthelmess, 10 pictures will

be released between this date and April 14. The same pictures in silent form
will be released between January 27 and March 31.

This releasing list was effected by a re-

vision of the schedule so that exhibitors
might have immediate benefit of the ar-

rangement between First National and
Vitaphone, according to Ned E. Depinet,
First National's general sales manager.
Following are the First National-Yita-

phone productions:
"Weary River," February 10, starring

Richard Barthelmess, is a more than 50
per cent dialogue and singing picture which
opens January 24 at the Central theatre,

New York, at $2 top. It gives Barthel-
mess the most appealing role of his entire
career and is expected to be a sensation
both with and without sound.

Mystery Melodrama
"Seven Footprints to Satan," February

17, is a mystery melodrama, called better

than "The Haunted House." The cast in-

cludes Thelma Todd, Creighton Hale, Wil-
liam V. Mong and Sheldon Lewis. There
is no dialogue, but a creepy, spooky succes-
sion of sound effects.

"Children of the Ritz," February 24, fea-

tures Jack Mulhall and Dorothy Mackaill.
This Vitaphone production is strengthened
by a peppy musical and sound score. Jack
Mulhall and Dorothy Mackaill are called
one of the most popular teams on the
screen.

"The Divine Lady," March 30, starts Co-
rinne Griffith in the alluring role of Lady
Hamilton. It has spectacle, romance and
drama, all enhanced by the Vitaphone
score. Talking sequences are not used in

"The Divine Lady" because the story does
not lend itself to dialogue.

Another Sills-Mackaill Vehicle

"His Captive Woman," March 10, has
Milton Sills and Dorothy Mackaill and is

a George Fitzmaurice production. Both
dialogue and sound add to the effective-

ness of this story of the South Seas. In
an entirely different type of role. Miss Mac-
kaill and Sills are declared fully as effec-

tive as they are in "The Barker."
"Why Be Good," March 17, is made from

a story especially written to suit Colleen
Moore's personality, and is enlivened by
music and sound effects. "Why Be Good"
will show the star at her peppiest.
"Love and the DeviL" March 24, with

Milton Sills, is a colorful romance of Vene-
tian night life in which Sills is supported by
the exotic Maria Corda. Vitaphone effects

are a feature of this production.

Adapted Stage Play

"Saturday's Children," March 31, is an
adaptation of the famous stage play, in

which Corinne Griffith is supported by
Grant Withers.
"The Man and the Moment," April 7, with

Billie Dove, is a George Fitzmaurice pro-
duction. This is an Elinor Glyn story in

which the famous author weaves an excit-
ing romance around the fast young set of
today.
"Hot Stuff," April 14, has Alice White in

a jazzy story that promises to surpass both
(Continued on next page)

Here are the principals and the technical staff of Richard Barthelmess' "Weary River." In

the front row, left to right, are Frank Lloyd, director; Barthelmess, and Betty Compson,
his feminine lead.
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For Community Work, Take Cases

Of Joe Franklin and Ray Tubman
These Ottawa Theatre Managers Have Plenty of Irons in Fire at All Times

And It Doesn't Hurt Attendance

(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA, Jan. 22.—For community workers and boosters, it would be
hard to beat in Canada at least, a pair of exhibitors here in Ottawa,
Ontario. Although their activities are along parallel lines, their com-

munity endeavor does not clash or overlap in any respect.

T^HESE two excellent boosters are J. M. tural thing for them to seek Tubman in the

Hundred Wisconsin

Exhibitors Meet on
JoiningAlliedStates

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, Jan. 22.—One hundred ex-
hibitors are to attend a meeting called by the

board of directors of the M P T O of Wis-
consin for tomorrow.

Decision on whether the Wisconsin state

exhibitors' organization will cast its lot with
Allied States is expected to be reached at

tomorrow's session.

-1- Franklin, manager of B. F. Keith's thea-

tre, and Ray Tubman, manager of the Re-
gent and Imperial theatres, these being under
the direction of Famous Players. Both are

prominent in service club circles, Franklin

having been a director of Rotary for three

years and Tubman an officer of Ottawa
Kiwanis.

Substantial Community Leaders

Take Joe Franklin. He is a substantial

community leader. He is a director of the Ot-

tawa Businessmen's Association, which aims to

obtain tourists and industries for the Canadian
capital. He is a director of the Ottawa
Humane Society and does some real work in

that direction. When Rotary decides to help

the crippled children or the orphans, Franklin

says, "I'm for it." His special Christmas
show for the poor children played to a noisy

audience of 3,000 or more youngsters.

When there was a big scare about Ottawa's

water supply, Joe Franklin was an active

member of the special committee of the Board
of Trade that investigated the question and
brought in a recommendation for a new water
system that was later adopted. When Rotary
entertains a crowd of visitors from th& British

Isles or the United States, Joe Franklin places

his theatre at the disposal of the club and the

city's guests are his guests at a performance.
Then, he is an art collector of note.

Helps Boys' Work
Take Ray Tubman. The Kiwanis Club

needed some money for boys work. Tubman
put on a midnight frolic at the Regent that

netted the club a tidy sum and didn't do him
any harm. Ottawa Kiwanis put on a gigantic

ball and cabaret, drawing a patronage of 7,000

revelers. It was Ray Tubman who staged the

celebration, working on it when he might have
been enjoying sleep. For the Christmas holi-

day season, the Kiwanis Club held its special

performance for poor children at both the

Regent and Imperial theatres—and it was Tub-
man who did practically all the work.

Aids Sports Organizations
The Kiwanians put on their annual club

show at another local theatre and Tubman is

one of the committee chairmen, of course.

The Gyro Club of Ottawa wanted to do
something for needy boys and it was the na-

matter. Result, a special morning show at the

Regent. When sound pictures came along,

Tubman entertained the inmates of the Ottawa
Institute for the Blind as guests at the Regent
and they will always remember that treat.

Disabled war veterans, still under treatment
at the Civic Hospital, regularly enjoy a show
at the Regent and they are also welcomed at

Keith's. Tubman, a former sport celebrity,

also cooperates with local sports organizations,

a feature being the Ottawa Football Club
nights at the Regent and special theatre par-

ties for lady Softball champions.
Both Tubman and Franklin conduct occa-

sional military features when units of the local

garrison parade to the individual theatres, giv-

ing the troops a treat. Franklin and Tubman
are frequently "mentioned in dispatches" in

the local newspapers for their cooperative com-
munity work. Both are natural-born boosters

and cooperatists, whether it means direct

business to them or not, but they have be-

come so popularly and widely known because
of their sincere attitude toward common inter-

ests that—it can't help but boost their thea-

tres too.

London Trade Journal
Issues First of Its

Construction Sections
(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON, Jan. 4.—[By Mail]—The mo-
tion picture trade publication, The Cine-

matograph Times, has issued its first num-
ber of its new technical section, devoted to

the fostering of better and more efficiently

equipped picture theatres. It is being con-
ducted by C. Hartley-Davies, well-known
theatre technical expert.

It is planned to make the section inter-

national in the character of its contents,

with theatre projects and methods of all

parts of the world as the subjects.

Film Shows Testing of Bridge
WASHINGTON.—A film showing how a modern

concrete arch bridge over the Yadkin River in North
Carolina was tested to determine its maximum
strength has been released by the United States De-
partment of Agriculture.

Marks Brothers-Paramount Antitrust

Suit Settled 'Amicably 99Out of Court
Marks Brothers' antitrust suit against Paramount, Balaban & Katz and others,

was brought to a close in Chicago last Monday, January 21, by agreement of coun-

sel. Efforts to settle the case out of court, renewed in New York last week when
a deposition from Adolph Zukor, president of Paramount, was called off, culminated

Monday in an agreement which both parties describe briefly as "amicable and satis-

factory." Motion for dismissal of the case was to be made Wednesday in U. S.

District Court in Chicago.
Specific terms of the adjustment were withheld according to a contract stipu-

lating the information which should be given to the press. According to this state-

ment, the case, which was brought last June by the Chicago circuit against the Para-

mount interests and six producer-distributors, charging conspiracy with the object

of preventing Marks Brothers from continuing in business, was settled to the satis-

faction of all parties and without any money consideration.

Besides Paramount and subsidiaries, the other defendants involved in the settle-

ment are Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, First National, Pathe, United Artists, Universal

and individuals associated with the companies named.

Four Brooklyn Robbers
Pay Way, Then Hold Up
Manager and Get $1,100

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 23.—Brooklyn's sec-

ond motion picture theatre robbery within
two weeks took place Sunday night when
four armed men held up Irving Berman,
manager of the State, and escaped with the

$1,100 day's receipts. The men paid their

way in and went directly to the manager's
office. In leaving they were seen by the

house policeman, who, however, did not be-
come suspicious.
Two Sundays previous, eight bandits held

up the Fox Folly theatre and after a run-
ning gunfight escaped with $3,000.

Pathe Sound News Will
Become Weekly Release
On February 3 Schedule

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22. — Pathe Sound
News will become a weekly release with is-

sue number 7 which is on the Pathe short

feature schedule for the week of February
3. Other subjects to be released on this

program are "Calling Hubby's Bluff," a

Mack Sennett, an Aesop fable, "Sweet Ad-
eline." A Grantland Rice Sportlight, "Mild
and Mighty." Chapter 7 of the serial, "The
Tiger's Shadow," entitled "The Tiger's

Claw." Topics of the Day No. 6 and Pathe
Revue No. 6.

New Fox at St. Louis
Will Open January 31

;

Sound Wiring Built In
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, Jan. 22.—The new Fox thea-

tre will be opened January 31, Major John
Zanft, executor director of the Fox theatre

chain, has announced. Harry Greenman
is manager of the theatre.
The opening feature picture will be

"Street Angel." A stage production from
the Roxy, New York, a chorus of 50 and
50 dancers also will be featured on the

opening bill. A 60-piece orchestra will be
used by the new 6,000-seat house.
Sound picture equipment has actually

been built in.

First National Offers
Imposing List of Films

(Continued from page 19)

"Show Girl" and "Naughty Baby." The
Vitaphone musical sequences are an impor-
tant feature.

The release of silent versions of these

productions announced by Depinet follows:

January 27, "Seven Footprints to Satan";

February 3, "His Captive Woman"; Feb-
ruary 10, "Weary River"; February 17,

"Children of the Ritz"; February 24, "Love
and the Devil"; March 3, "Why Be Good";
March 10, "Saturday's Children"; March 17,

"The Man and the Moment"; March 24,

"Hot Stuff"; March 31, "The Divine Lady."
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Owners Talk Over
B. O. Data onSound;
ElectNew Officers

Schenck Hits Loew-Fox Rumor
As Deliberate Misstatement

Declares Loew and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Will Continue As
Progressing Unit in Industry—Denies Reports

Published in Some Trade Papers
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—The huge Loew organization, and with it Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, will continue to be a progressing unit in the motion picture

industry. Nicholas M. Schenck, president of the company spoke with pride

of the growth and strength of the organization here today.

Schenck vigorously denied rumors to the effect that the Loew organization

has been sold to Fox, or that negotiations for a sale are underway. His denial

was supported by Arthur Loew and David Loew ; David Bernstein, and J.

Robert Rubin, all present at a meeting in the Schenck office. Schenck said

that the group represented a working majority of the stock in the company.

(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, Jan. 22.—The MPTO
of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jer-

sey and Delaware, at its meeting which was
held January 17, elected as president,

Lewen Pizor; as vice president, Floyd Hop-
kins of Harrisburg, and Louis Appell, of

York, Pa. ; as treasurer, Mike Lessy ; and as

secretary, George P. Aarons. The following

were elected members of the board of man-
agers :

Charles Goodwin, Jay Emanuel, Charles

Schisler, George Kline, Columbus Stamper,

George Gravenstine and Walter Steumpfig.

Considerable discussion arose among the ex-

hibitors present on the question of sound.

After a poll was taken, it was found that not

one exhibitor could report any profit on syn-

chronized pictures. Pictures with dialogue,

however, showed a profit, it was said.

The poor showing made by the synchronized

film was laid to the fact of the exchange askL

ing from 25 to 50 per cent additional for

synchronization charge and an additional

charge for records of from $25 for two days

for the smaller theatres, to $250 per week in

the larger theatres.

In addition to these charges, it was said, the

increased cost of projectionists adds greatly to

the expense of exhibitors, and after including

the cost of depreciation of the instruments,

the synchronized picture invariably shows a

debit balance on the books of the exhibitor,

because it does not draw as well as the dia-

logue picture.

Reincorporation Unites
Three Companies Under
Title, Cutler-Hammer, Inc.

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, Jan. 22.—The Cutler-

Hammer Manufacturing Company, manu-
facturers of electric motor control, wiring
devices and allied lines, has been reincor-

porated under the name of Cutler-Hammer,
Inc., as a Delaware corporation.

In the change from a Wisconsin to a

Delaware corporation, Cutler-Hammer of

both Milwaukee and New York, and the

Cream City Foundry Company are united

under one name. The following officers

have been elected:

Chairman of the board, F. R. Bacon, pres-

ident, B. L. Worden, vice president, F. L.

Pierce; vice president, J. C. Wilson; treas-

urer, H. F. Vogt; and secretary, W. C.

Stevens.
The board of directors is composed of

F. R. Bacon, F. L. Pierce. Milwaukee; B. L.

Worden, West Orange, N. J.; Carl A. John-
son, Madison, Wis.; T. Johnson Ward, New
York; and L. A. Lecher, Milwaukee.

Projectionists Elect

Cason at Birmingham
(Special to the Herald-World)

BIRMINGHAM, Jan. 22.—Projectionists in

Local No. 236 have elected J. M. Cason as

president for this year. Other officers are

:

C. L. Gaston, vice-president; J. F. Mankin,
secretary; J. C. Harper, treasurer; R. A. Root,

business representative; C. J. Wall, sergeant-

at-arms ; F. L. Delanev, J. T. Amherson and
W. B. Tate, trustees; R. A. Root, C. L. Gas-
ton and F. J. Emerson, board of examiners.

Charles Roth Marries
(Special to the Herald-World)

ASHEVILLE, N. C, Jan. 22.—Charles
Roth, of the Roth Brothers theatres, was
married to Bertha Michalove last week.

Rumors of some change in the Loew or-

ganization brought this outspoken statement
from Schenck

:

"It seems incredible that articles affecting

the affairs of a great company can be pub-
lished in some of the trade papers upon
anonymous information and more amazing
that they can be republished after an official

denial.

"It seems unbelievable that an utterly false

rumor, such as the one of an arrangement
by which Fox is about to purchase Loew's,
Inc., can be so credited by a trade paper that

it is printed as an imminent fact.

"While it is not my intention to dwell too

long on the methods of printing news which
come from anonymous sources, it is my inten-

tion to make one final and unqualified state-

ment regarding the alleged deal. It is this:

"There is not a particle of truth in

any rumors that any of the interests

that bear the name of Loew or that

are connected with the great busi-

ness built up by the late Marcus
Loew are for sale, or that they are

a party to any merger.
"There has never been negotiation

with Fox or anyone else, either cor-
poration or individual, looking to-

ward the sale of Loew's, Inc., or
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
"Any story to the effect that the

Loew interests are to be merged or
sold is a deliberate misstatement.

"It is true there have been cases in which
rumored big deals in the motion picture in-

dustry were denied in advance only to be
consummated after all, but this is not such an
instance and I repeat there is no foundation
for the story that Loew's is selling out
"Many of these rumors have stated that

banking interests representing the companies
involved were making the arrangements. Let
me state with all the emphasis in my power
that there are no banking interests authorized
to speak for the Loew company. Our inter-

ests are our own. We are self-controlled and
have no representatives.

"It has been said to me also that Mrs.
Marcus Loew plans to sell her stock in the

company. This is not so. Mrs. Loew will not
dispose of her stock. I hope that you will

cooperate with me in putting an end to these

false reports."

Chain Launched to Dot
Japan with Elaborate
Motion Picture Houses

(Special to the Herald-World)

TOKYO, Jan. 12.—[By Mail.]—A corpo-
ration has been formed here for the pur-
pose of erecting large motion picture thea-

tres in principal cities, and to buy and dis-

tribute films. It is called the Nihon Eiga
Kigyo Company, Ltd., and has a capital of

3,500,000 yen, all of which is paid in. It is

planned to increase the capital later.

The first theatre venture is "the most
gorgeous motion picture palace in the
Orient," to be located here in a nine-story
building. It will have a capacity of 3,800.

Irene Rich with Rayart
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—Irene Rich has
been obtained by Rayart Pictures to ap-
pear in the company's production, "Shang-
hai Rose." The picture is now being pro-
duced by Trem Carr.

What Exhibitors Are Saying

About Exhibitors Herald-World

"Not since the days of the 'dinosaur' of 'The Lost World' fame, have I had
occasion to correspond with 'the only real paper in the field,'other than to

renew my subscription. And now—I return to the fold in the interest of lnuse

organs. . . . This is also my first opportunity, though a little late, to con-

gratulate you on the merger or combine which made the H. W. the greatest

sheet in the business. Packed houses, fair crowds or 'flops,' we at least

have the Herald-World to look forward to each week."-

—

A. E. Post, Pub-

licity, Crown theatre, Laramie, Wyo.

"When I stop and think of the little, thin pink 'World' we used to get back

in 1909-10, two dollars is a small price. Wouldn't do without it for So a

year."

—

C. W. Wheeler, Tokay theatre, South Bend, Wash.
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Bills Affecting Exhibitors Put
Up to Four State Legislatures

Four Vermont Measures Call for Seat Tax—Laxness of Theatre

Owners in Organization Interest Despite Proposals Before

Lawmakers Charged by Biechele

State legislatures are swinging into action with their winter sessions and

in at least four to date the interests of exhibitors are directly concerned. In

Vermont three bills call for a 10 per cent admission levy and a fourth would

lay an assessment on all admissions of 50 cents or more.

In New York state a bill has been introduced to provide for one day rest in

seven for projectionists. Laxness of organization interest of exhibitors is

charged by R. R. Biechele, president of the M P T O of Kansas-Missouri, just

as the Kansas legislature is taking up the matter of a 5 per cent amusement

tax and censorship of talking pictures and Missouri theatre owners are facing

the prospect of introduction of several inimical proposals.

Apathy on Organization
Ruinous, Says Biechele

(Special to the Herald-World)

Four Seat Tax Bills

Up to Vermont Solons
(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTPELIER, VT, Jan. 22.—Exhibitors
of Vermont are uniting to oppose four bills in-

troduced in the Vermont legislature here this

week, which propose taxing the gross receipts

of all theatres to aid in raising funds for re-

construction of highways. These roads were

washed out in the floods more than a year

ago.
Four separate bills have been proposed, un-

der three of which it is proposed to levy a

ten per cent tax on all admissions. The fourth

would levy a tax on all admissions charged

of 50 cents or over.

Publix has sent Myron Shellman as counsel

to oppose the bills in its behalf and to act for

independent exhibitors who care to join in the

opposition. Shellman has established his offices

at the Playhouse in Montpelier. Already many
Vermont exhibitors have notified him of their

hearty cooperation.

Many Vermont theatres are small houses,

some operating only two or three days a week.

It is pointed out that imposition of a 10 per

cent tax would wipe out many, if not all, of

these theatres. Since the flood, many theatres

have had a struggle to continue operating.

One Day Rest in Seven
Asked for Projectionists

(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, Jan. 22.—The first legislation of

interest to the motion picture industry to re-

ceive consideration from the New York State

legislature made its appearance this week when
Senator John F. Williams, of Troy, introduced

a bill seeking to amend the state labor law to

the end that projectionists be given one day of

rest in seven. The measure was drafted last

week by the state bill drafting commission at

the request of Harry Brooks, of Troy, for

many years president of the projectionists'

union in his home city.

Inquiry among exhibitors of Albany and
Troy as to the attitude they will take on the

bill revealed that there will probably be much
opposition to the measure from exhibitors

throughout the entire state. Exhibitors are

not opposed to giving operators one day's rest

out of seven, but they are of the opinion that

if this bill becomes a law, it will add materi-

ally to the overhead expense of projection.

For instance, in Troy, one theatre employs

four projectionists, another two and a third

employs one, the three theatres paying a total

of $410 a week for their projectionists, the

union scale in the city running from $40 to

$78 a week. The exhibitors figure that with

the passage of the bill and its becoming a
law, they will be compelled to add another

man who will receive about $50 a week, and
who will be a sort of "swing man," going from
theatre to theatre in order that the regular

operator may be relieved. This would mean
an additional overhead of about $16 a week to

each of the three theatres.

Public All Washed Up
With Machine Music,

Says Musicians' Head
(Special to the Herald-World)

FORT WORTH, Jan. 22.—The public is

sick of mechanical music in theatres—all

washed up with it. This is no kidding, either

—at least it was not intended to be by Joseph
Weber, president of the American Federation
of Musicians, who said things to that effect

at a union musicians' dinner given in his

honor here. He burned no bridges, however

:

"Even if it does prove a success," he said,

"theatres will be the graveyard of music
rather than centers for its advancement." In
other words, even if it's good, music lovers

won't like it. Continuing, Weber said, among
other things

:

"We leave it to the public. Mechanical
music is like a photograph—it carries none of

the soul of the musician. Already people are

beginning to resent synchronization, and the

novelty is hardly worn off. I have seen this

all over the country."

KANSAS CITY, Jan. 22.—With injurious

legislation in both the Missouri and Kansas
legislatures on the one hand, the M P T O
Kansas-Missouri is confronted with another

problem even more serious, a laxness in or-

ganization interest of exhibitors, President R.

R. Biechele of the MPTO K-M announced
this week.
"While the Kansas legislature is endeavoring

to pass measures requiring a 5 per cent amuse-
ment tax and legalize the censorship of talk-

ing pictures, there is a woefully small number
of the 500 exhibitors in Kansas, to say nothing

of more than that in Western Missouri, who
have not paid their dues in the MPTO
Kansas-Missouri," Biechele said.

"I am not making any effort to pose as a

hero, but it has been necessary for me to take

money out of my own pocket to go to Topeka,
Kansas state capital, and fight injurious legis-

lation there. If exhibitors of Kansas and
Western Missouri are of the opinion that they

can sleep quietly in their respective home
towns and have their interests protected at

the state capitol, they are due for a sad awak-
ening.

"Suppose the proposed 5 per cent amusement
tax on motion picture theatres becomes a law.

In a comparative few days that tax would
amount to more than one year's dues in the

exhibitor organization. Suppose Kansas legal-

izes the censorship of spoken lines in talking

pictures. What kind of a muddle is that go-

ing to throw the industry into?

"The trouble lies in the fact that a lot of

theatre owners still believe in a figurative

Santa Clans. They think some guardian angel

will look after their interests without one whit

of cooperation on the part of the exhibitors.

Many theatre owners won't fight until after

they have been cracked between the eyes with

a hammer and then it usually is too late.

"There are several detrimental bills to be

introduced in the Missouri legislature, I am
informed, but the emergency problem right

now is to fight the proposed Kansas tax and
talking censorship proposals."

New Saenger at Biloxi

Opens with Sound Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

BILOXI, MISS., Jan. 22. — The new
Saenger theatre, Biloxi's $200,000 amuse-
ment place, operated by Saengers Theatres,

Inc., of New Orleans, was formally opened
last night before a capacity audience of

2,500, with a Vitaphone and Movietone Pub-
lix program. The exercises were presided
over by Rev. E. A. De Miller, rector of the

Church of the Redeemer. The invocation

was given by Rev. Father Keenan of the

Church of the Nativity. Addresses were
delivered by civic leaders.

R K O Regional Sales
Meeting Takes Up Sales,

Distribution Problems
(Special to the Herald-World)-

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—A regional meet-
ing was held by RKO (FBO) Productions,

Inc., at the Astor Hotel on January 20, for

the discussion of sales and distribution

problems. Charles Rosenzweig, general
sales manager, presided. Joseph I. Schnit-
zer and Lee Marcus addressed the sales

force. Others from the home office who at-

tended were Joseph P. Skelly, manager of

the exchange operations, and Al Tuchman,
accessories sales manager.
The branch managers who were present

were George Lefko, Albany ; C. L. Peavev,
Atlanta; William H. Gardiner, Boston; H.
T. Dixon, Buffalo; William Conn, Char-
lotte; C. B. Ellis, Jacksonville; John J.

Lane, New Haven; Cleve Adams, New
York; Jerome Safron, Philadelphia; A. H.
Schnitzer, Pittsburgh, and F. L. McNamee,
Washington.

Police Defeat Holdup Plot

By Arrest of Youths, Girl
(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS, Jan. 22.—Confession
of a 16-year-old youth led to the arrest of

a young man and a girl companion here
and according to detectives prevented a

holdup at the Apollo theatre. The youth

told detectives that the three planned to

rob the manager of the theatre when he
started to the bank with the theatre re-

ceipts. The two young men were ushers at

the theatre. It was decided to arrest the

two rather than permit them to proceed
with their plans and walk into a police

trap.

Kunsky Is Recuperating
After Appendix Removal

(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT, Jan. 22.—John H. Kunsky,
head of the theatrical chain here bearing his

name, is recuperating from an operation for

appedicitis. Kunsky was stricken suddenly
last week. He appeared at his offices as

usual on Tuesday, January 15, and the oper-

ation was performed the next day. Phy-
sicians say his condition is satisfactory and
that he is now convalescent.

Fire Destroys Cozy
(Special to the Herald-World)

VILLISCA, IA., Jan. 22.—Fire that started

in the early morning on January 19, destroyed

the Cozy theatre. Total damage was not de-

termined.
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Film News
in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera

* I f

Off for the West Coast to begin production of Sono-
Art audiens. Shown leaving New York are O. E.

Goebel, president; George W. Weeks, vice president;

Eddie Dowling, star of the first picture, "Broadway
Bound"; and Thomas A. Lynn, secretary and treasurer.

Darryl Francis Zanuck, for

some time studio super-

visor for Warner Brothers,

who has been appointed
associate executive.

Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of R K O Productions,
receiving the signatures of Ben Hecht and Charles

MacArthur, co-authors of "The Front Page," stage hit

now running in New York and Chicago, to contracts

to write for the 1929-30 program.

Vice presidents all. Lee Marcus, former general sales manager
for F B O and newly appointed vice president in charge of distribu-
tion, is shown while on his recent visit to the Coast, in front of the
studio with William LeBaron, vice president in charge of production,

and Vice President C. E. Sullivan.

M P T O A persident honored by motion picture advertising men.
James Beecroft, chairman of the ticket committee for the A M P A
"Hollywood Masque Ball," presenting ticket to Pete Woodhull af-

ter he was made an honorary member of the AMPA. At right,

M. E. Cometford of the Comet-ford circuit.
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Left: No one ex-

pected it. But
Betty Bronson
grew up—so

much, that her
next picture, a

Warner Bros,
production, is

called "She
Knew Men."

Oh, East is East and—But no! we shall not pull that one. Besides, its accuracy
has been sorely questioned—is questioned, in fact, in the new Fox production,
"Let's Make Whoopee," which Raymond Cannon directed. Conrad Nagel and
Bo Ling, Chinese actress, are the players shown. The cast includes June CoIIyer,

Sharon Lynn and Arthur Stone.

Another Bow for the screen. William Bow
is shown with Cousin Clara, in whose next
Paramount production, "The Wild Party,"
lie will make his debut in pictures. Dorothy

Arzner will direct.

What the wild waves are saying, as translated by Wesley Ruggles and
typed by La Rayne DuVal—or perhaps some new ideas for the Paul

Whiteman production which he is directing for Universal. If so, surely

there is inspiration on both sides of him. Miss DuVal is in Ruggles'

previous production, "The Haunted Lady.
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The dramatic language of love. "I love you" or "Ich liebe dich"—whazza dif-

ference? The result is the same—ecstasy, heart-aches, newspaper headlines,

novels, photoplays, all for the laudable purpose of making life more interesting.

This contribution is from Joe May's new UFA production, "Asphalt." Betty

Amann and Gustav Frohlich are the players shown in this scene. Right: A mem-
orable feast for

the eyes. But
Marie Wells also

lends an ex-

quisite voice to

the Warner
Bros.' operetta,

"The Desert
Song."

There have been "Out of the Ruins," "The Wheel of Chance," "Scarlet

Seas," "Weary River" and others, one almost right after another. So
Richard Barthelmess has been in New York vacationing. The First

National star if shown above out for a stroll down Park Avenue with
Mr . Barthelmess and a favorite friend of the family.

Business brought Leslie C. Wicks, First Na-
tional sales manager in Australia, back to

the States, but pleasure was unavoidable as

arriving at the studio, he was greeted by
Doris Dawson, contract player.
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Buffalo Prefers Talking Films
But Wants Silent Shown, Too

Five Out of Six Oppose Limiting Sound in Pictures to Effects and
Music, Straw Vote Reveals to H. M. Addison

at Great Lakes Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

BUFFALO, Jan. 22.—Most Buffalo folk prefer talking pictures to silent but
the majority of them would not have the silent films entirely eliminated. This
is apparent in a straw vote just completed by H. M. Addison, managing director

of the Great Lakes theatre, among the patrons of his playhouse.

On the other hand the vote shows, practically all the music loving population

of the city, long noted for its activity in singing societies, particularly Polish

and German organizations, prefers orchestral music with its show, despite the

splendid musical organizations which have been drafted to play the synchro-
nized scores for pictures shown at the Great Lakes theatre.

Five out of six of the persons who partici-

pated in the vote are not in favor of limiting

sound in pictures to sound effects and music,
as would be indicated by the vote on talking

picture preference. The voters were about
evenly divided on the proposition of all and
part-audiens.

All declared their interest in talking pic-

tures on the increase but five out of six ad-
mitted attendance at talking motion picture
performances did not lessen their attendance
at "legit" shows. The vote as compiled by
Addison was:

Do you prefer talking pictures? Yes, 1962

;

no, 38.

Do you want silent films eliminated? Yes,

654; no, 1308.

Do you prefer orchestral music to synchro-

nized score? Yes, 1941; no, 52.

Would you limit sound in motion pictures to

effects and music? Yes, 351; no, 1635.

Do you like part talkies? Yes, 981; no, 1001.

Is your interest in talkies increasing? Yes,

1950; no, 43.

Is your interest waning as the novelty wears
off? Yes, 32; no, 1961.

Do talkies lessen your attendance at stage

plays? Yes, 321; no, 1603.

The vote on favorite talking picture actor
and actresses was so split up that no count
could be made, it being of interest, however,
to note that many of the actors and actresses

playing small parts, but possessing good looks

and a good voice, received a large number of
votes.

Allied States Comes Into
Open; Myers Tells Aims

(Continued from page 17)

making the argument to settle such differences within
the industry.

The exhibitors do not want government regulation
for the sake of regulation. If they can accomplish
their legitimate ends without regulation, they will

be entirely satisfied. But they are not unmindful
of the fact that the industry now operates under
many forms of government regulation from which
they derive no benefit. The copyright law which
gives a monopoly value to the films they must use
and under which a music tax is imposed on them;
the patent law under the pretext of which conditions
and limitations are imposed on the use of sound
equipment, and the tariff law designed to exclude
foreign films and equipment, all are government regu-
lations.
The exhibitors would rather not be regulated ; but

as between remaining in business subject to regula
tion, and being driven out of business for lack of
regulation, they choose the former.

Interchangeability

The burdens incident to the readjustment to
sound have not been equally distributed among ex-
hibitors. One manufacturer of sound equipment,
claiming basic patents, has agreements with the pro-
ducers of film that such film shall not be leased
for reproduction on machines not made or approved
by it. The reproduction equipment of this manu-
facturer is expensive and the company is far behind
in its installations.
Meanwhile the theatres having such* equipment

have an incalculable advantage over those that have
not. There is room for the suspicion that the in-

terests enjoying this competitive advantage are not
over-anxious to terminate it. There are other re-
producing devices which are immediately available,
have been pronounced satisfactory, and are cheaper.
Exhibitors having such installations are having dif-

ficulty in getting sound film and discs because of
the restrictive covenants in the license agreements.
In numerous cases film has been absolutely re-
fused.

From such study as I have been able to give the
matter in the short time that has elapsed since I

took active charge of the Allied States Association I

have concluded that the restrictions in question are
clearly outside the power of the parties to impose.
I can see no substantial difference between such
restrictions and the ones which were held illegal
in the suits brought by the Government against
the Motion Picture Patents Company and the United
Shoe Machinery Company.
The situation appears to call for action by the

Government in the public interest. Such a proceed-
ing if pressed to prompt conclusion, would afford
general relief. Several instances of refusal to lease
film for reproductions of unlicensed equipment will
be submitted to the proper authorities in the expec-
tation of inducing such action. Failing this the
association will cooperate with individual members in
an effort to find a prompt solution of their in-

dividual difficulties.

Arbitration

Public policy favors arbitration and so far as I
am aware no one objects to any system for the
prompt, economical and fair adjustment of disputes.
Whether arbitration as practiced in the motion pic-
ture industry measures up to those standards, or
is merely a coercive method for enforcing the spe-
cific performance of contracts wholly lacking in
mutuality, is the issue in the case of United States
of America v. Paramount Famous Lasky Corpora-
tion, et al., In Equity No. -45-100, in the United
States District Court for the Southern District of
New York.

Numerous exhibitors with whom I have discussed
this case have found serious fault with the answer
filed on behalf of the defendants. The facts in sup-
port of their criticisms will be collected and sifted,
and submitted to the proper authorities if found
pertinent. A petition for leave to intervene will
be filed if that course shall later seem advisable.

There is a deep-seated feeling in exhibitor circles
that there should be more equity and less law in the
practice of arbitration in the industry. The inequal-
ity that has existed between exhibitors and distribu-
tors in the matter of advice and preparation will
be in a measure overcome through the agency of the
Allied States Association. However, the rule that
the arbitrators shall not depart from the strict
letter of the contract really takes the practice out
of the field of arbitration. Take for example a
supposititious case. The disgruntled manager of a
theatre that is about to be sold contracts with the
agent of an exchange for a large amount of pictures
of the kind that are wholly unsuited for exhibition
in that theatre. The purchaser of the theatre is not
advised of the transaction until the exchange calls on
him to assign play dates. He declines to assign
plav dates and is summoned before the board. The
exchange man is present with counsel, and under the
practice the award must be against the exhibitor un-
der the strict terms of the transfer clause.

In such a case it is hard to discover what part
arbitration, as that term is understood and employed,
has played in the matter.

Music Tax
Regardless of considerations of justification this

tax gives rise to more dissatifaction than any other
charge imposed on the exhibitors of motion pic-
tures. The Department of Justice examined the sub-
ject with some care and announced that it could
take no action under the Sherman Anti-Trust Law
because interstate commerce was not affected.

The sole support claimed for the tax is the copy-
right law. The extent to which that law really
supports the tax in its present form, and, assuming

Eastern Branch Managers
Of First National Called
For Conference Jan. 24

(Special to the Herald- World)

New York, Jan. 22.—Ned E. Depinet,
general sales manager of First National,
has called a conference of Eastern branch
managers of First National on January 24.

Those who are present at the conference
will attend the premiere of "Weary River,"
the First National-Vitaphone picture star-

ring Richard Barthelmess at the Central
theatre.

Fire Causes $50,000
Damage to Theatre

Built Only 3 Months
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. HELENS, ORE., Jan. 22. — Fire

starting in an adjoining barber shop spread
to the new Columbia theatre here last week,
causing a damage of $50,000.

The house was built only three months
ago by G. O. Garretson, who states that

he will rebuild immediately.

Five Terre Haute Houses
Leased by Fred Dolle Firm

(Special to the Herald-World)

TERRE HAUTE, Jan. 22.—The Fourth
Avenue Amusement Company of Louis-

ville, lessee of the Grand theatre here since

April 1, 1927, has completed a transaction

with the Western Indiana Theatres corpo-

ration and the Keith-Albee interests, trans-

ferring the leases of the Indiana, Liberty,

American and Hippodrome theatres here

to the Fourth Avenue Amusement Com-
pany. Shannan P. Katzenbach becomes
general manager of the five Terre Haute
houses.

First Coronet Comedy of

Educational Is Broadcast
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—"The Eligible Mr.

Bangs," story of Educational's first Coronet

talking comedy, will be broadcast at 9 o'clock

tonight over WABC.

Projectionists Elect
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, Jan. 22.—George W. Raf-

ferty was elected president of the St. Louis

Moving Picture Operators' Association at

the annual election of the organization held

at the Missouri theatre.

it does, whether or not the copyright law ought to

be amended, are questions which will be carefully

studied.

Present at the January 17 meeting were:

W. A. Steffes of Minnesota and North and

South Dakota; Col. H. A. Cole of Texas;

f. C. Ritter and Glenn Cross of Michigan;

Joseph Seider and Sid Samuelson of New
Jersey; Charlie Casanave of Chicago, op-

erating theatres in Indiana; B. D. Cockrill

of Indiana; E. P. Smith of Iowa; and Her-

man Blum of Maryland.

Others Believed Represented

It is believed that other states were rep-

resented, but which ones is not definitely

known.

Seider and Samuelson attended as ob-

servers for New Jersey. While nothing

definite can be said, there are indications

that Jersey will cast its lot with Allied.

The question of Wisconsin joining Al-

lied has not been sett-led, although some
action is expected soon.
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Do You Use "Talkie," or
Herewith are presented in the Herald-^ orld campaign, some additional names
which the industry believes should be adopted to supplant such incongruous

names as "talkie,"' "squawkie," " squeakie," etc.

PHOTOPHONE
MOVIETONE
VITAPHONE
—Edmund M. Burke,

Fort Plain, N. Y.

* * *

TONIO
—Floyd E. Boyer,

Kemp & Hughes,

Poteau, Okla.

AUDIEN
—G. T. Boldy,

Wilke, Sask., Canada

* * *

AUDIBLE PICTURES
—Neivell T. Howard,

Opera House,

Salisbury, Md.

GRAPHO-ART PICTURES
—William A. Voll,

Beverly theatre,

Janesville, Wis.

* * *

AUDIGRAPH
—C. R. Richardson,

Hollywood,

Cal

V1T0NE
—H. H. Daniels,

Osicego,

Kan.

* * *

VOISHO
—Tim Richards,

Cashmere,
Wash.

DIAVOX
DIAPHONE
DIATONE
CINEVOX
SINEVOX
C1NEL0G
—Edward Kohn,

High School of Commerce,
New- York City.

* * *

SCREENLOGUE
SYNCROLOGUE
VERHABLA
MOVIETALK
FILMOTALK
AUDOPHONE
—Sigmund S. Maitles,

National Screen Service,

New York City.

NARRATIVE TONED
PICTURES
—John Koltzan,

Glynns Port Jefferson,

Long Island, N. Y.

* * *

SOMO
SOMATIC
—Solon S. Bloom,

Baltimore,

Md.

%z * %

P1CT0RALS
PHOTONE
TALKATURE
PHOTORALS
—A. L. Schmidt,

Memphis,
Tenn.

FONOPLAY
SONOTONE
VIBRATONE
GRAPHATONE
VITATONE
FOTOGRAPH
FOTO-FONE
—Mrs. F. A. Schmidt,

Memphis.
Tenn.

PARLAFILM
—Arthur \. \ otolato,

Providence,

R. I.

* * *

CINEVOX
—Asher Wolff,

Brooklyn,

N. Y.
'

TALKIES
—Mike Simmons,
Gotham Productions,

New York City.

* * *

SHADOVOX
—E. J. Myrick,

New Orleans Suburban
Theatres,

New Orlecms, La.

* * *

MOTIOVOX
PICTURETRON
ELECTROMOTIOVOX
MAGNAMOVIE
PICTUREVOX
—Edward C. Blahay,

Marion.

Ohio.
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Hostler Is Such a Hustler He Has to Run
Midnight Show Every Night

r INHERE are as many ways of put-

J. ting over an audien as there are ex-

hibitors. This is evidenced in the suc-

cess of various theatre owners in ex-

ploiting the same picture. Last week
we showed how Don Hoobler, publicity

man for the Bloomington theatre at

Bloomington, 111., made a successful

showing of "The Singing Fool." We
promised then to give this week the

plan evolved by Alvin Hostler, man-
ager of the Strand theatre at Altoona,

Pa. Here it is :

Three outstanding angles to Hostler's
campaign were a special dressing up of the

theatre, which is shown in part in the cut

on this page. Then there was a contest for

children, redrawing a black and white re-

production of Al Jolson at twice its size.

Finally, Hostler did heavy billing on each
road leading to Altoona.

But let Hostler tell it in his own words:

"In the following I am giving you an
outline of the campaign that I promoted on
the Warner Brothers picture, 'The Singing
Fool.'

" 'The Singing Fool' proved a sensation.

Cutout Retouched

"The enclosed photograph (reproduced
herewhith) is the lobby display that I had
in conjunction with the showing. The en-

tire display was in brilliant colors. In the

photo you will notice that across the front

I had a large banner which measured 28

feet long and 4 feet high. The banner was
very attractive. In the center of the ban-
ner I had a six-sheet cutout of dancing
girls with Jolson in the center. This made

Ocean Liners Plan

Sound Equipment
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—The North
German Lloyd trans-Atlantic steam-
ship line has booked Universal pic-

tures for showing at sea. "Give and
Take" and "Home, James" have al-

ready been shown on board the S. S.

Columbus and the Dresden.
The ships can show only silent pic-

tures, but plans have been completed
for the installation of sound equip-

ment on the Bremen and Europa.

a nice layout. The cutout was retouched
with color and airbrush.

"At either side of the lobby you will

notice panels on the picture, two measuring
44 in. by 84 in. and two 28 in. by 84 in.

150 Inches of Free Space

"Had a very effective newspaper cam-
paign. A tieup with our local paper got

me about 150 in. of free space. The con-

test was as follows:

"A black and white reproduction of Al
Jolson was used and this the kiddies were
to redraw at twice the -size. Each kiddie

that turned in a drawing received an Al
Jolson dancing toy. About 450 drawings
were received. This was very inexpensive
and created talk.

"Had ten window tieups with various
merchants on the song and the record,

'Sonny Boy.'

"Ran the serial story in the newspaper
starting about four weeks previous to the

opening of the picture. This got front page
publicity.

Advertised in 16 Papers

"Had every highway leading to Altoona
billed heavy with advertising, billed as far

as 50 miles from Altoona. Advertised in 16
country newspapers.
"Owing to the tremendous success of the

'Singing Fool' we were forced to run a
midnight show every night of the showing.
A Sunday night midnight show was held
and proved very satisfactory.
"The entire campaign was promoted by

myself and proved worth while. The lobby
display was painted by myself."

Note the large banner, 28 feet long by 4 ft. deep which Alvin Hostler, manager of the

Strand al Altoona, Pa., used across the front of the theatre for Warner Brothers' "The Sing-

ing Fool." Note the six-sheet cutout dancing girls and Al Jolson in the center.

18 Houses Totaling

229854 Seats Wired
By W.EAn One Week

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—Eighteen thea-
tres were equipped with film and disc

Western Electric sound devices in the week
ending January 5, the theatres having a to-

tal seating capacity of 22,854 seats.

The names of the theatres with their seat-
ing capacities follow:

Theatres in which Western Electric Sound
Projector Equipment was installed during the

week ending with Saturday, Jan. 5, 1029.
Seats

Colonial theatre, Akron, 0 1,710
Harvard, No. Cambridge, Mass 1,056
Capitol, Macon, Ga 933
Strand, Binghamton, N. Y 1,200
Codman Sq., Dorchester, Mass 1,935
Senator, Oakland, Calif 1,642
Strand, Des Moines, la 1,084
Granada, Norfolk, Neb 1,093
Princess, Sioux City, la _ 1.193
Swan, Columbus, Neb 628
Sunbeam, Los Angeles, Cal 1,295
Shawnee, Plymouth, Pa 1,961
West Adams, Los Angeles, Cal 1,325
Imperial, Augusta, Ga 1,200
State, Flint. Mich 1.041

Rialto, Providence, R. 1 1.444
Desmond, Port Huron, Mich 1,302
Starland, Los Angeles, Cal 812

Theatres in which Non-Synchronous West-
ern Electric Equipment was installed during
the week ending with Saturday, Jan. 5, 1920.

Seats
Dyckman theatre, New York City 1,650
Imperial, Pawtucket, R. 1 1,004
Temple, Houlton, Me _ _ 768
National, Greensboro, N. C 1,380

Deluxe Master Phone
Demonstrated in Seattle

(Special to the Herald-Wotld)

SEATTLE, Jan. 22.—Deluxe Master
Phone was recently demonstrated here
with Paramount and Tiffany-Stahl film and
discs. It proved its interchangeability. It

has two turntables; one for synchronous
records, and the other for commercial
records.
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STAltT1NC TODAY
KAY A. CROttftAOOll A»0 - -J - *i i ;

THE LITTLE WILDCAT'

Andrer Femi — Jarm Murray

Robert Ed»o<i — Georje Fawwtt

fa*aJ*OCT >

Surely Ray A. Grombacher of the

Granada at Spokane. Wash., has a novel
method in this ad in telling his public

of sound. Effective, too.

Ziegfeld Will Make
Movietone "Follies'

9

;

Hits at Imitators
(Special to the Herald- World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22—Florenz Ziegfeld is

going to produce the "Ziegfeld Follies'' him-
self in Movietone, he announced from Palm
Beach.

"I will enable the entire world to see the

supreme original revue that so many other
producers have attempted to copy and which
even now is being announced in a sound pic-

ture by a film organization that has made no
arrangement with me," Ziegfeld said.

"I will spend $3,000,000 to make my movie-
tone 'Follies' the perfect record of the perfect
revue that has so many ineffective imitators."

Third Sound Stage

Going UpatMGM
(Special to the Herald-World)

CULVER CITY, Jan. 22.—A third sound
stage, now being built at the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer studios, will be 454 feet long and 86
feet wide, with a floor space of 13,400 square
feet, and will make it possible to have three
feature talking pictures in production at one
time.

With the Metro Movietone short novelties
which are being made both at the W est Coast
and in the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Eastern
studios, the talking production of the com-
pany, long prepared for, now is under full

headway.

M G M and PFL Films

Used with Bristolphone
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—The Family thea-
tre of Jackson, Mich., booked M-G-M's
"The Flying Fleet" with sound to begin a
week's run Sunday over its newly installed
Sonora-Bristolphone system.
The Midland theatre, Newark, Ohio, in-

itiated its sound program yesterday with
Paramount's "Interference," with Sonora-
Bristolphone reproducing equipment.

Music Placed in Every Audien
Made by Christies forParamount

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 22.—Music in some form or other is being used in every
Christie Talking Play for Paramount, whether the dialogue runs continuously
or not, under a policy adopted in recognition of the unprecedented popularity
of music attained largely through the radio, records and popular orchestras.

Some studios have added a music manager
to try out orchestras and singers and select

fitting music, as well as to check up the pub-
lishers' lists for availability of numbers, and
to arrange, as in the case of Western Elec-
tric and Electrical Research Products, for in-

dividual licenses for the particular music used.

H. D. Lawler, formerly with the Victor con-
cern, is doing that work for the Christie

company.

How It Works Out

How music becomes an integral part of each
talking picture is illustrated in the following
examples from the current short Christie

Talking Plays. In "When Caesar Ran a

Newspaper," the opening of the picture dis-

closes Caesar's entrance into one of his pala-

tial offices. The start of the picture is accom-
panied by the martial march, "Pomp and Cir-

cumstance." Later in the picture when Marc
Anthony does his burlesque dances, a nubian
slave turns on the phonograph and plays bits

from the "Peer Gynt" suite of Grieg, going
into this theme for a bit as the end title is

fading out.

In "The Melancholy Dame," a novelty is

presented. From the very start of the main
title the audience sees a negro singing a num-
ber "Melancholy Mama," specially written by
Sterling Sherwin for the picture. This con-
tinues on through the credit titles and cast

sheet, when the picture starts with a hot jazz

band in a colored cabaret. In this case the

title material is double exposed over the pic-

ture of the singer, and gives the audience
something to hear and look at while the

sometimes uninteresting matter of the credit
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Advance ad of the Roxy theatre in Sew
York, for Fox's first outdoor Movietone
all talking feature picture. "In Old
Arizona.'' Almost free of superlatives,

this well written ad paints pictures of

action with short vivid strokes, and at

the same time gives full information

about the time, place and the type of

picture. It is easy to read and to look

at. What more could be asked? And,
oh, yes, notice how the theme song, "My

Tonio," is given a play.

and cast titles is on the screen. This same
stunt is being done in "Music Hath Harms"
with a colored girl singing "Tain't So Honey."

Strumming Banjos
In this same picture, a couple of darkies

are strumming their banjos in "Bud Peagler's
Barbecue Lunch and Pool Room," while the
dialogue and action is going on. Mosby's
Blue Blowers play for the scenes in the hall

of the Sons and Daughters of I Will Arise,
where the grand concert of the Over the
River Burying Society is on tap. This is the
Octavus Roy Cohen story which revolves
around Professor Roscoe Griggers, Aleck
Champagne, Sam Gin and Willie Trout, those
redoubtable musicians, and the champion cor-
net player, so of course this music is an in-

tegral part of the story.

In "The Framing of the Shrew" a colored
quartet will be singing while the main titles

are on, and Evelyn Preer, wellknown colored
actress-, will also sing a number as incidental
business of the picture. This is a new num-
ber "No Fool Man Can Make a Fool Out of
Me," written by Carlton Kelsey, Val Burton
and Jack Stern for Irving Berlin Co., and
sung at a logical spot in the picture.

Chorus Girls Do Tap Number
For "Jed's Vacation," with Charlie Grape-

win and Anna Chanee, an opening has been
arranged for the former vaudeville sketch, in
which theatre orchestra music will be played,
while a row of chorus girls are doing a tap
number, starting with the main title and fad-
ing into the jazz stage opening of the actual
picture. This is added music because the
original play was only a talking sketch on
the stage.

In the picture, "Dear Vivian," to be made
with Raymond Hatton and Sam Hardy, a
musical background will be played by an or-
chestra all through the picture while the dia-
logue is going on. Numbers are being se-
lected which, through their wellknown title

phrases, will correspond humorously to the
action of the dialogue sketch. For instance.
"Cause My Baby Don't Mean Maybe," "That's
My Weakness Now," "The Prisoners' Song"
and "Kiss Me Again" all carry a special sig-
nificance tying up with the thought put over in
the dialogue.

In the pictures which are all dialogue and
in which there is no other opportunity for
music—orchestra, singing or record numbers
are always used during the main titles and
at the end fadeout of the pictures, as "Every
Little Movement" for the introduction and
end of "A Bird in the Hand" with Lois Wil-
son; and "Three O'Clock in the Morning"
for the opening and fadeout of "Post Mor-
tems," in which Raymond Griffith is the
bridge-playing nocturnal burglar.

RCA Equipment Used
For "Moulin Rouge" Sound

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—"Moulin Rouge,"
directed by E. A. Dupont and introducing
the Continental screen star, Olga Chekova,
will be the first World Wide picture re-
leased with sound accompaniment.
R C A is now synchronizing the production

under the direction of Joseph Littau, of
"Roxy's," with the Photophone Symphony
orchestra. It will be released also in a si-

lent version.
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George LeMaire, Comedy Maker, Personal Letters

Signed to Make 12 Pathe Audiens
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—George LeMaire, wellknown maker of comedy, has
been signed by Pathe to produce and direct a series of 12 two-reel talking com-
edies. Production will be carried on both at Sound Studios, Inc., in New York,
and at the Pathe Studios in Culver City. Casts will be drawn from the best

available talent of both the stage and screen.

LeMaire wrote and played the leads in
the comedy reel prologues for two F B O
features. Both of these, "The Joy Riders"
for "Taxi 13" and
"Sure - Shot Dick"
for "The Circus
Kid" were success-
ful.

The new Pathe
comedy producer
has established him-
self with many com-
edy hit scenes in

such Broadway in-

stitutions as the
"Ziegfeld Follies,"

George White's
"Scandals" and the
Winter Garden re-

vues. He is known
from Coast to Coast
for his vaudeville appearance in the head-
line teams of Conroy and LeMaire and Le-
Maire and Phillips.

Many of the most popular personalities
of the theatre have worked with LeMaire
in his comedy scenes, including Eddie Can-
tor, Ann Pennington, Eddie Dowling, Bert
Williams, Van and Schenck, Eddie Buz-
zell, Marilyn Miller, John Steele, Ray
Dooley, Johnny Dooley, Mary Hay, Billy
B. Van, Chic Sale, George Bickel, Lou
Holtz and Lester Allen.

LeMaire and Conroy left vaudeville in

1913 to join the "Passing Show" of that
year at the New York Winter Garden.
This engagement established LeMaire as a
Broadway favorite and he was signed to

create comedy scenes for three more edi-
tions of the "Passing Show." He came
back to this house with his own show,
"Broadway Brevities," in 1920 and again in
1924 as a feature of the big revue.
George White engaged him to collabo-

rate with Bugs Baer on several sketches
for the "Scandals" in 1921. In Fay Baint-
er's "The Dream Girl," LeMaire teamed
with Billy B. Van in supplying the comedy.
Much of the mirth in the first edition of
"Gay Paree" at the Shubert theatre was
created and enacted by George LeMaire.
The first "George LeMaire Comedy" for

Pathe will be made in New York, starting
at once.

Ceorge LeMaire

14 Bristolphones Sent

To Middlewest in Week
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—Budd Rogers,
sales manager for Sonora-Bristolphone, an-
nounced last week that a shipment of 14
complete reproducing systems was being
made to J. S. Grauman, distributor in the
Milwaukee territory, to fill installation or-
ders in the following theatres:

Rivoli, Two Rivers, Wis.; Rialto, Dickin-
son, N. D. ; Grand, New London, Wis.;
Delft, Marietta, Mich.; Temple Strand,
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.; Hollywood, Mil-
waukee, Wis.; Egyptian, Sioux Falls, N. D.;
Delft, Escanaba, Mich.; Delft, Iron River,
Mich.; Grand, Brookings, S. D.; Lyric, Red-
field, S. D.; Brin, Neenah Menasha, Wis.;
Capitol, Rachine, Wis.: Majestic, Rice Lake,
Wis.

Pacent Officers Deny Producing
TalkingEquipmentfor Theatres

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—Reports of new, low-priced audien equipment manu-
factured by Pacent Electric Company, which appeared widely in recent issues of

Eastern trade magazines and newspapers, have been officially denied by that

concern. Officers state that they are producing no sound equipment for theatres,

and that they have no intention of so doing.

Unfounded statements have been made, radio trade, but which found applications
declares the Pacent concern, that the com-
pany, backed by the Warner Brothers-
Vitaphone interest, would soon place on the
market a new type of low-priced sound re-
producer for talking motion pictures. News-
paper accounts of a similar nature again
linking Pacent with the production of re-

producing equipment for theatre use drew
an immediate and emphatic denial from B.
H. Noden, secretary of Pacent Electric
Company.
Noden stated that the company was not

engaged in the manufacture of such equip-
ment, and had no idea of entering the field.

He also denied the report that any outside
concern was producing sound equipment for
Pacent, as reported by Hartford and New
Haven newspapers. It was pointed out that
rumors of Pacent engaging in production of
talking picture equipment probably had
sprung from the company's activities in de-
veloping electric pickups, phonograph mo-
tors and allied equipment for the general

in the motion picture field.

He stated further, according to the an-
nouncement, that Louis Gerard Pacent,
president of Pacent Electric and prominent
in research work, had conducted personal
experimentation on talking motion picture
equipment and that this activity in the new
field may have been responsible for the
rumor that the company would soon pro-
duce and market reproducing apparatus for
talking picture use.

It was said that such research work as
L. G. Pacent had conducted was entirely of

a personal and private nature and that it

had no connection with the manufacturing
activity of the Pacent Electric Company.
Noden pointed out that the company's en-
tire production schedule was absorbed with
the manufacture of radio and phonograph
devices. No move is contemplated, he said,

that would take the company into the pro-
duction of talking motion picture equip-
ment.

To Priests Help in

Big "Kings" Turnout
Frank Cook, manager of the Juneau theatre,

Milwaukee, packed his house to capacity dur-
ing a recent three-day showing of "King of
Kings" by using some very good exploition
ideas which can be employed to good advan-
tage in other sections of the country.

First of all, Cook wrote letters to 14 Catho-
lic priests in his neighborhood, on Pathe
Exchange stationery, stating that the wonder-
ful educational and religious picture, "King
of Kings," would be shown at the Juneau
theatre on such and such a date and that the

exchange would like to have the priests

announce that fact from the pulpit. The let-

ter also asked that teachers in the parochial
schools make announcements to their pupils.

This was done and the show was packed.
Another exploitation idea used in connection

with the showing of the picture was the plac-

ing of two large oil paintings in front of the

theatre pertaining to religious subjects. Ad-
vertising was done in Polish and English
newspapers, which also brought very good
results.

Following is a copy of the exploitation let-

ter sent to priests in Milwaukee by Manager
Cook

:

• • •

To Pastor,
St. Ignatius Church,
31st & Lapham Sts.,

Milwaukee, Wise.
Reverend dear Father:

"The King of Kings," Pathe's celebrated Film
production, depicting the story of the Life of Christ
as related in the New Testament, is to be given
presentaion at the Juneau and Riviera Theatres,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, January 8th, 9th
and 10th.

We believe as does the Management of the Theatre,
that the Clergy of this City will look upon the event
as one of utmost spiritual and cultural importance,
particularly as this is the first time that the picture
has been available for showing at popular prices.
No doubt a great many of your Parishioners

wo.uld have enjoyed and profited by seeing the pic-

ture when it came here as a Road Show had not the
high admission prices prevented. Now that it it

within the reach of all, we hope we are not pre-
suming, in view of its nature, when we ask you to
mention the event from your pulpit and have the
Teachers mention it to their classes.
As a man of cloth, you no doubt have reflected

how very infrequently a picture of this character
finds its way into the Theatre. The present offering
was produced by Cecil B. DeMille with the advice
and assistance of Clergymen representing practi-
cally every Creed, and has been universally com-
mended for its spiritual accuracy and reverent treat-

ment.
It may be that you yourself have not had the

good fortune of seeing this stupendous production
and if so, the Management of the above mentioned
Theatres desires you attend one of these showings
as their guest by presenting the attached passes at
either of the Theatres.

66 99

Columbia Gets Set

On FirstAll-Audien,

Donovan Affair
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 22.—Harry Cohn,
Columbia vice president, is clearing the
sound stages for "The Donovan Affair."

All but the final cutting has been done for

"The Lone Wolf's Daughter" and "The
Younger Generation."
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter" is only

part-audien. Bert Lytell plays the "Lone
Wolf." Gertrude Olmstead is the featured
feminine star.

"The Younger Generation" has consider-
ably more dialogue throughout than "The
Lone Wolf's Daughter." Its talking cast is

headed by Jean Hersholt, supported by
Lina Basquette, Ricardo Cortez, Rex Lease
and Rosa Rosanova.
"The Donovan Affar," from the play by

Owen Davis, is to be Columbia's first 100
per cent talking picture.
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Shooting Capacity

Doubled in Week
At Metropolitan
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 22.—Shooting ca-

pacity at Metropolitan Sound Studios was
doubled last week by the addition of ex-

tra channels with the arrival of extra re-

corders from Electrical Research Products,
so that now four companies can make pic-

tures instead of two, using a 24 hour a day
schedule if necessary.
Laying of the cables and making the

necessary hookups for the extra recording
channel has been going forward for some
time and is now complete. At the same
time extra recording crews have been
trained, and 21 sound specialists are en-
gaged on the recording end alone, under
the direction of H. W. Bergman. Two ex-
perienced men are handling the important
post of "mixer," Lodge Cunningham and
Robert Harper; while Dodge Dunning, in-

ventor of the Dunning process which is

wellknown in Hollywood, is engaged in su-
pervising the film handling through the
laboratory. Practically all production is

being done with the picture and the sound
track on separate film, thus making pos-
sible the best development of each, before
cutting and printing is done for release.
A large cutting staff has been assembled

with Arthur Huffsmith as head cutter of
sound film, and a special sound camera staff
is headed by G. C. Peterson. Since the
Metropolitan Sound Studios went into ac-
tive production November 1, three complete
talking features have been filmed there and
ten all-talking short features which approxi-
mate two reels each.

More Stars Signed
For Warner Films
From Stage, "Vaude"

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—Charlotte Green-
wook and Fannie Ward are only two of a
number of stage stars who have just been
signed by Warner Brothers for Vitaphone
productions. Charlotte Greenwood was the
star of "So Long Letty." Miss Ward is in-

ternationally known in 'legit" and vaudeville.

Phil Baker, accordionist and master of
ceremonies in many Shubert revues, is mak-
ing a Vitaphone short subject. Other
names annexed by Warner Brothers include
Jay Velie, Miss Marcelle, Jimmy Duffy,
Fred Ardath, The Ryan Sisters, Jan Garber
and His Orchestra and Mai Hallet.
Davey Lee's first starring picture will be

"Sonny Boy."
Texas Guinan's first all-audien, "Queen

of the Night Clubs," will have its first

showings early in March.

6 Fox All-Audiens

And Unit Program
Out Before April 28
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—Between Janu-
ary 20 and April 28 Fox Film Corporation
will release six all talking pictures and one
unit program of two talking films. Pictures
and release dates are as follows:
January 20: "In Old Arizona;" February

24: "Hearts in Dixie;" March 3: "Speak-
easy;" March 17: "The Ghost Talks;" April
7: "Thru Different Eyes;" April 21: "The
Valiant;" April 28: Unit Program ("Na-
poleon's Barber" and "The Diplomat").

Metropolitan's Capacity Doubled

Engineers: H. W. Bergman, chief engineer; Dodge Dunning, Lodge Cunningham and
Robert Harper.

Chorus girls appearing in "Jed's

Vacation."

i 1

General Manager Phil Ryan and Col.

W. N. Selig

Young technicians in sound recording crew trained by Western Electric.

mm
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Two projecting rooms and six cutting rooms added.
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THE STUDIO

RKO Dolls Up; NewName and New
Faces; Next Is New Stages

Gillstrom's First Audien is "Melancholy Dame" ; Leni to Direct "Bargain

at Kremlin'
By DOUGLAS HODGES

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 22.—F B O changed its name this week and im-

mediately announced it had also determined to change its makeup and

character. Not only will we know it as Radio Keith Orpheum but we
will know it as a studio with a million dollar dress on.

Benny Rubin to Make
Sound Series for "U"

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.— Benny
Rubin, recently master of ceremonies
of the Colony theatre here, has ar-

rived in California to commence pro-
duction of a series of sound shorts
called "Hysterical History." The
first of the series will be titled "The
Pilgrim Papas."

THE stages are to be fixed up with new
equipment and modern fixtures. Sound

stages will soon be under way. Three new
projection rooms are included in the proj-

ect. One of the present stages is already

being proved for sound. Sound recording

apparatus is in transit from Joseph Schnit-

zer's New York office.

Waring's Pennsylvanians will christen the

all sound projection rooms next week. The
number these former presentation charmers
appear in was made by Robert Kane. It is

called "Syncopation."
* * *

Gillstrom May
Point with Pride

The name of it is "The Melancholy
Dame."

It's the first and therefore we may look

at it years hence with amusing criticism.

But it's the first and therefore we will also

look back at it proudly because it is a pio-

neer of its kind.

It's an Octavus Roy Cohen story about
Florian Slappey and his Alabama friends.

Cabaret theme. Short. Comedy as humorous
as Cohen's writing. Some romance in it.

Much typically negro dialect and typical

domestic complications between Permanent
William and Jonquil, his wife.

The voices of colored singers are either

more suitable to synchronization than the

voices of whites or Gillstrom, the director,

chose good voices for his cast. Although I

dare say I believe colored folk record more
perfectly than whites on Movietone or Vita-

phone, I also hope that the statement will

not be confusing to casting directors. I

should dislike to see the Barrymores and
Chaneys replaced with the less Nordic type

of film star.

But getting back to the subject, Arvid
Gillstrom's work for the Christie Brothers

is an achievement. He has learned many
tricks and turns in his recent visit to the

Western Electric Company's Eastern lab-

oratories. He has already produced a thing

that is a pride for the Christies and he is

signed to direct a series of the Cohen sto-

ries. Incidentally, a lot of credit is due, as

is usually due, Alfred A. Cohn, scenarist

who prepared the script for Gillstrom's

work.
* * *

Broadway Sends
a Crusader

From the Great White Way has come
Rheba Crawford, the "The Angel of Broad-
way," to introduce to Hollywood the gos-
pel of the Congregational church.

She is a go-getting gal who Christian-

ized a lot of tough ones in Gotham from
her pulpit in the Gaiety theatre. She is a

full fledged Salvation Army sister who
hopes to find equally as great success in

Hollywood among picture people as she did
among Eastern theatrical people.

Before reaching here she employed this

town's most astute and competent public-

ity director.
* * *

Grant L. Cook, secretary and treasurer
of the Tiffany-Stahl company, arrived here
this week to attend the company's sales

convention. He is also in a series of con-
ferences with John M. Stahl and M. H.
Hoffman.

* * *

Schrock in East
to View "Stagies"

Raymond Schrock has abandoned
us for a few weeks to look over stage
plays in New York. Which reminds
me that the term, stage play, has a
great number of characteristics sim-
ilar to the terms suggested for au-
diens. Has the public that wishes to

use the word "talkies" ever dubbed
stage plays "stagies"? If that pub-
lic has overlooked something .perhaps

this is its opportunity to shorten
something— and to describe stage
plays more characteristically.

Anyhow, Mr. Schrock is expected
back from his visit next week with
dialogue rights and screen rights for

several "stagies."
* * *

Leni to Direct
"Bargain in Kremlin"

Paul Leni will direct "The Bargain in the

Kremlin" for Universal. It was originally

planned as an Edward Sloman production;

but Sloman withdrew from the lot a few
days ago. Leni is the director of "The
Man Who Laughs."

* * *

Dave Epstein Not Only
Suggests But Uses It

Dave Epstein, competent publicist — if

there is one—has modestly laid down his

suggestion on the copy desk and walked
silently away. He suggests a new word for

the replacement of "talkie." It is "audi-
tion." It's usable, say we. He has used it

in copy regarding Lucien Littlefield not
only to say that Lucien has appeared in sev-

eral "Auditions" but also to say that Little-

field has moved to the Fox lot following
the Goldwyn decision not to add "audition"

to "Childs Fifth Avenue."

Income of Those

Who Work Extra

Cut One-Seventh
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 23.—The earnings

of Hollywood's film extras slumped more
than a third of a million dollars during 1928

and only two of the approximntely 15,000

registered extras here averaged as much as

five days a week or more throughout the

year.

These and other facts concerning em-
ployment conditions among the "atmosphere

people" are revealed in figures made public

today by the Central Casting Corporation, op-

erated by the studios as a clearing house for

extra taient.

Average Wage Higher
Although the aggregate sum earned by

extras during 1928 was only $2,469,711, as

compared with $2,838,136 earned in 1927

(a decrease of $368,425 for the year,) the

average wage of those who worked at all

was 35 cents a day higher than in 1927.

The 1928 average was $8.94 against an
average of $8.59 for the previous year.

Total daily placements through Central

Casting last year was 276,155 a slump of

54,242 from the 1927 total of 330,397.

The daily average of placements was
756, as against a daily average of 905

during 1927.

Men in the Majority
Most of the extras placed were men.

Women got only 32 per cent of the work
and children accounted for 3 per cent.

Altogether there were 469 men and wo-
men who averaged at least two days work
per week for the year. The rest of the

15,000 got along as well as they could.

The 469 extras who worked at least two
days a week, it was explained by Casting

Manager Dave Allen, were by no means
ordinary mob talent.

Talking pictures generally are blamed
for the reduced employment of film extras.

Most of the dialogue films so far produced
have been made with small casts and few

crowd scenes calling for extras. Later,

as talking picture productions become
more elaborate, the average number of

extras per picture may increase.

Ennis Succeeds Schader
HOLLYWOOD.—Bert Ennis has succeeded Fred-

die Schader as chairman of the publicity committee

of the Catholic Motion Picture Guild of America,

and as editor of The Guild News, according to The
Reverend Michael J. Mullins, chaplain. Schader has

gone East to accept a post with Motion Picture News.
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FN Finishes Billie Dove Film;

RKO's Brief Shutdown Is Over
Corinne Griffith's First Attempt to Talk for Microphone in Se-

quences Directed by Seiter; Alan Hale Loaned to

Warners; Dwan Signed by Fox
(Special to the Herald-iVorld)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 23.—First National completed two productions this

week, both boasting feminine stars. Billie Dove is in the main role of one,

"The Man and the Moment," which has been in production six weeks.

Corinne Griffith is the star of the other, "Saturday's Children," which has

been in production since November 1. Gregory La Cava passed the mega-

phone over to William Seiter the first of the year and Seiter completed the

picture by shooting talking sequences.

Sound Stage Razed
By Fire, but PFL
Doesn 't Stop Work

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 22.—Despite the fire

which destroyed a new sound stage of the

Paramount Hollywood studio, production was
resumed two days later on three of the com-
pany's films. They were Clara Bow's first

all-talking picture, "The Wild Party," Maurice
Chevalier's "Innocents of Paris" and Emil Tan-

nings' "Betrayal.''

The entire personnel of the studio, includ-

ing actors, directors, technicians, writers and
humble prop men, returned to work with re-

doubled energy to fulfill the production sched-
ule exactly as planned before the fire, in ac-

cordance with a statement issued in Hollywood
by Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president in

charge of Paramount production.
"Production will continue exactly as sched-

uled and we will fulfill every contractual

commitment made to exchanges and exhibit-

ors," Lasky stated. "All of the production
that was to be launched on the new sound
stages will be transferred to the ten stages
now in use as the recording apparatus was
housed in another building and was therefore
not touched by the flames.

"The starting date of all pictures will be
carried out to the letter and without a single

hour's delay. No negative or film of any kind
was in the structure that the flames swept
away, as all of this material is kept in the
laboratories, a mile from the studios. Our
present stages can well take care of the in-

creased production just as they did when the
new building was under construction."

Big-Time Acts Assure
Big Time for Wampas

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 22.—More than 20
. big-time acts (with returns still coming in)
have promised to assist the Wampas in
their annual frolic at the Shrine auditorium,
February 12, according to Charles Judels,
who is assisting the advertisers in arrang-
ing their program.

Duell Again Sues Gish,

This Time for $32,000
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 22.—Charles Duell has
sued Lillian Gish for $32,578 in two suits

which are merely continuations of the five

million dollars suit brought a few years ago.

Dix and Carroll to Attend
Paramount Pep Club Ball

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—Richard Dix and
Nancy Carroll, two Paramount stars will at-

tend the annual Motion Picture Ball of the

Paramount Pep Club at the Astor Hotel on
February 9.

LeBaron Signs Lazarus
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 22.—William Le-
Baron, F B O, has signed Sidney Lazarus
to do the adaptation and continuity of
"Boarding House Blues." Supervision of
the picture will be by Luther Reed.

"Golowin" to Paramount
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—Paramount has ac-
quired the rights to "Golowin," a novel by
Jacob Wasserman. The picture will go into

production under the title, "Black Eagles."
Fay YYray and Gary Cooper will co-star.

It will be Corinne's first attempt to talk be-

fore the camera; useless to say, the trade is

interested.

Miss Dove is believed to have an excellent

vehicle in her latest production, although no
preview has been held. She has worked un-

der the competent direction of George Fitz-

maurice. His next job will be on the United
Artists lot, incidentally.

In her cast is Rod La Rocque and Gwen
Lee.

R K O Starts Production

RKO studios, (FBO) and that sounds

odd, began "The Voice of the Storm," thereby

reopening the lot after a slight quietude.

Karl Dane and Martha Sleeper in addition to

Brandon Hurst are in the leading roles.

Production has begun on "Thru Different

Eyes," Fox-Movietone, based on the play by
Milton Gropper and Edna Sherry.

Warner Baxter, whose outstanding per-

formance as The Cisco Kid in "In Old Ari-

zona," first outdoor Fox-Movietone feature

production, won him a long term contract with

Fox Films, is co-featured in "Thru Different

Eyes," with Mary Duncan. Other prominent
players in the cast are Gavin Gordon, Natalie

Moorehead, Earle Fox, Donald Gallaher,

Florence Lake and Sylvia Sydney. John G.

Blystone is directing and A. H. Van Buren,

who staged many recent New York successes,

is stage director.

Hale to Warners for "Sap"

"Thru Different Eyes" is a mystery drama,

centering about the murder of one "John
Winston/' The title is self-explanatory, the

story being told as seen through the eyes of a

defense lawyer and the prosecutor, the latter

being revealed by a mysterious girl.

With "The Sap," featuring Edward Everett

No Choice? Well,

Maybe They're Both

!

(Washington Bureau of the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, Jan. 22.— The
question has arisen in many minds :

Just what is a newspaper reporter of

Hollywood doings? But although

most 61m folks have their own pri-

vate opinions, never until last week
was the question broached officially.

In trying to extenuate their expenses
in an income tax inquiry, a picture

actor and his actress wife, named
only as Mr. and Mrs. "A," set forth

that such reporters were necessary
for publicity and, being so, had to be
entertained and were therefore legiti-

mate expenses. The Bureau of In-

ternal Revenue has replied negatively.

Thus they are neither guests nor ex-

penses. So what are they? Perhaps
the choice lies betwen calling them
pests or luxuries. And maybe there

isn't any choice.

Horton under the direction of Archie Mayo
scheduled for early February filming, Warner
Brothers are already assembling a cast foi

Vitaphone all-talking production. Negotia-

tions were completed today by Darryl Zanuck,

associate executive, for the loan of Alan Hale
from Pathe for the heavy role. Zanuck also

announced the assignment of Edna Murphy to

one of the two leading feminine roles in the

picture. Franklyn Pangborn and Russell

Simpson are also in the cast. "The Sap,"

based on the stage play by William Grew,
is being adapted by Robert Lord. It will be

one of the second series of four pictures pro-

duced by Warner Brothers in the current

season.
Horton is now playing the featured role in

"The Hottentot," an all-talking Vitaphone spe-

cial in production at Warner Brothers.

Warner Brothers have elaborate plans for

the production of their newest play titled,

"Shoe-String," it appears. Alan Crosland, one
of their most capable directors was today as-

signed to direct the all-talking production, ac-

cording to Zanuck. Louis Silvers and Grant

Clark will devote themselves to the musical

end of the production.

Larry Ceballos, whose revues have been

proving one of the pleasing theatrical spec-

tacles in the film center, has been assigned to

stage the musical comedy aspects of the play.

"Shoe-String" is the unproduced play which

Warners recently purchased from a new
writer, Humphrey Pearson. It has the theatre

as its background and its unique treatment

makes it an ideal talking and musical show
for Vitaphone, it is asserted.

Announcements will be forthcoming shortly

on the all-star cast which will appear in

"Shoe-String." The picture will go into pro-

duction in February.

Dwan Signs With Fox
After an absence of 18 months from Fox

Films, Allan Dwan has been signed to a new
directorial contract by Sol M. Wurtzel, gen-

eral superintendent of Fox Films. Before the

ink was dry on his contract, Dwan was active-

ly engaged in the preparation of "The Far

Call,"" which will be his initial activity under

the new connection.

"The Far Call" was written by Addison

Marshall, and ran serially in Good House-

keeping before it made its appearance as a

novel. The story has as a background an

island around which is a protected area for

seals.

Walter Woods is adapting the story and

Dwan expects to go into production within 30

days. Dwan's last directorial effort was "The

Man of the Iron Mask." starring Douglas

Fairbanks. He made a number of .Gloria

Swanson pictures for Paramount and is well

remembered for his Fox Films productions,

prominent among which were "East Side.

West Side," "The Music Master" and 'The

Jov Girl."

lames Gleason. author and star ot Is /.at

So" and "The Shannons of Broadway," and

his wife, Lucille Webster Gleason, have been

secured by Al Christie to play the sketch,

(Continued on next page)
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ON A LOT OF THE LOTS
By FRAZIER

Regarding:

Ray Flynn

Margaret Smith

Tom Mix
H. Myers
Daniel Roche

Paul Sloane

Roland V. Lee
George Bancroft

Baclanova

Clive Brook
Neil Hamilton

Rex Bell

Ray Cannon
Lois Moran
Frank Gay
Nick Stuart

Jose Crispo

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 22.—As an assistant

director, Raj- Flynn of Fox studios, should
be triplets. He is working on "The Veiled
Woman" with his brother Ebbett as direc-

tor, and "The Sin Sister" at the same time.

Also he is attending his duties as a director

of the Second Division Association of World
War Veterans, a post to which he was re-

cently elected. He was host to the com-
mander, Major General John A. Lejeune, at

a dinner party last week on a few hours of
his "spare" time.

* * *

Margaret Smith, well known in theatrical

circles in New York, has been given general
managership of the Actors' Equity Ball, which
will be held Thursday January 31, at the Bilt-

more hotel. Miss Smith, with the aid of a
number of capable assistants, is planning many
novel surprises in conjunction with the dance.

Tickets will be sold to members of the asso-

ciation only.
* * *

Now that Tom Mix is all through at R K O
studio, he is sitting back receiving offers daily

for his services. He does not plan to start
another picture for some time, but if con-
ditions prove favorable he will take a tour of
foreign countries. From several sources
comes a rumor that he is planning a flying
visit in a plane of his own, to see several of
his cronies in various parts of the United
States, and as he is threatened with only a
few days off, he wants to make the rounds
hurriedly.

* * *

H. Myers, assistant to Chief Daniel Roche
of the Fox studios, is having his worries

as a guardian of the lot. At the present time
there are many mixed types being used and
the gatemen do not have time to have all

the actors show their card of admittance, but

have to be sharp and observing. Myers is

finding most of his trouble with the colored

cast which is working with "Hearts of Dixie"

which Paul Sloane is directing, for so many
"outsiders" hearing of the picture, try to break

through in hopes of being chosen as "just the

type."
* * *

Roland V. Lee, Paramount director, will

have the hits of the studio for the year of

1929, according to indications. He recently
completed "The Wolf of Wall Street," 100
per cent talker, starring George Bancroft,
and is now starting on "A Woman Who
Needed Killing," also a complete talking pic-

ture. Baclanova, the Russian actress will

star, Clive Brook playing opposite. Neil
Hamilton, has been cast for one of the most
important roles. The balance of the cast has
not been announced.

* * *

Rex Bell, former Fox Western star, is mak-
ing his first appearance, on the screen without

his horse and gun. He has been cast for an

important role in Ray Cannon's next produc-

tion, "Joy Street." The story will feature Lois

Moran in a modern youth setting, from an

original scenario by Frank Gay and Charlie

Condon. The cast also includes Nick Stuart

and Jose Crispo.
* * *

Many of the film players, especially the free

lance ones, are finding the field more rosy

since they have been working in talking films,

even the extras. In most all instances at the

present time the companies are making two
versions of the screen play, silent and dia-

logue, which often takes weeks of rehearsing.

The actors are paid during the time they work
on the picture, from the starting date of their

first call. Looks like the hard winter was
about over.

R K O Theatre Managers
Work for Trophy for Best
Exploitation on "Wings

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—The Radio-Keith-
Orpheum house managers in New York
sections were in competition this week for

a valuable bronze trophy. The prize was
offered by Major Leslie E. Thompson, di-

visional manager, to the local theatre man-
agers who showed the greatest ingenuity
in the exploitation and box-office results

during the engagement of "Wings."

The territory will be divided into two
sections; Bronx and Westchester. In each
section one first prize winner will be se-

lected by the judges.

"The Godless Girl,"

"Strange Cargo" to Be
Released on March 31

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—Cecil B. De-
Mille's "The Godless Girl" and "Strange
Cargo," Pathe's first all-audiens, have been
set for release on March 31. "The Godless
Girl," which was personally directed by
DeMille, has been held back from release

in order to add dialogue and sound.

"Strange Cargo," the first all-audien pic-

ture to be made by Pathe, was adapted
trom the stage play "The Missing Man"
and was written by Benjamin Glazer and
Nelchier Lengyel.

World Wide Signs Wells;
Bennett Finishes Story

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—H. G. Wells,
noted author, has signed a contract with
World Wide Pictures to turn out six mo-
tion picture scenarios. Arnold Bennett has
written his first screen play called "Picca-
dilly" and it has been produced with Gilda
Gray as the star.

John Murray of "Rio Rita"
Stage Play Signed by Fox
John Murray, star of the stage show,

"Rio Rita," announced in Chicago last week
that he had been signed by Fox to make
Fox Movietone pictures and will leave for

the Fox Movietone studio on the West
Coast as soon as the stage run of "Rio
Rita" ends.

Director Found Dead
(Special to the Herald- World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 22.—George Scott,

director and possessor of a process for col-

oring motion pictures, was found dead in

his studio apartment here.

U A Signs Joan Bennett
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—Joan Bennett,

daughter of Richard Bennett, has been signed

by United Artists to a three-year contract.

First National Finishes

New Billie Dove Picture;

RKO Shutdown Is Over
(Continued from page 33)

"Meet the Missus," for one of the Christie

talking plays which will be released by Para-

mount this spring. The all-talking play^was

written by Kenyon Nicholson, author of "The
Barker," and other successful stage plays. The
Gleasons played in it on the stage.

James Gleason came to Hollywood to write

dialogue for the talk pictures as he is equally

well known as author and star. Lucille Glea-

son has been playing in "The Shannons of

Broadway" on the Coast. As soon as her

health permits, the "Meet the Missus" play

will be produced by the Christies at their sound

studios. It is scheduled for release by Para-

mount in April.

Norma Will Speak

Norma Talmadge's next picture for United

Artists will be 100 per cent talking. It will

be "The Sign on the Door" by Channing Pol-

lock. George Fitzmaurice will direct and pro-

duction will start in the near future.

These announcements were made at the

United Artists studio following telegraphic

advices from Joseph M. Schenck, head of

United Artists, who is in New York, and they

end months of speculation as to whether

Norma would star in dialogue films.

George Scarborough is writing some of the

dialogue for the screen version of Pollock's

stage success, and C. Gardner Sullivan is busy

on the scenario.

Miss Talmadge and her mother, Mrs. Mar-

garet Talmadge, are expected back in Holly-

wood soon. They have been in Europe, where

Norma went immediately after the completion

of her current United Artists release, "The

Woman Disputed." Selection of a leading

man and other principals of the cast for "The

Sign on the Door" will be announced soon.

The famous star's first talking picture is

scheduled as a George Fitzmaurice production.

Audiens Replace Theatre
Orchestra, Projectionists

Walk Out with Musicians
(Special to the Herald-World)

STOCKTON, CAL., Jan. 22.—The State

theatre, operated by West Coast Theatres,

was dark recently when moving picture op-

erators walked out in sympathy with the

musicians. The walk-out came as a result

of the replacement of vaudeville with au-

dien offerings, and the doing away with an

orchestra of eight musicians.

Leo W. Allard, president of the Motion
Picture Operators' local, and Carroll W.
Kirkham, president of the Musicians' As-

sociation, declare that West Coast Thea-
tres, Inc., have violated a labor agreement
entered into last September. A. M. Bowles,

northern division manager for West Coast

Theatres, Inc., says no agreement with the

musicians has been entered into other than

an agreement as to wages.

R. William Neill Signs
For 6 Columbia Pictures

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—R. William Neill,

noted director, has signed a contract with

Columbia calling for the making of six pic-

tures. Neill directed "Lady Raffles" for

Columbia last year.

Release "Sister Beatrice
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—"Sister Beatrice,"

a seven reel feature production will be re-

leased by Edward L. Klein corporation in

the near future. Jacques de Baroncelli

wrote the story.
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Herald-World's Production Directory

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF BRAND
PLAYERS NAME

Columbia Studios

"The Quitter" Joseph Henabery Ben Lyon
Dorothy Revier
Fred Kohler

R K 0 Studios

"The Voice of the Lynn Shores
Storm"

Karl Dane
Theodore Von Eltz
Hugh Allen
Brandon Hurst
Martha Sleeper

First National Studios

'Hot Stuff"

"The Man and
the Moment"

Mervyn LeRoy Alice White
William Bakewell

George Billie Dove
Fitzmaurice Rod LaRocque

Gwen Lee

"House of
Horror"

"Saturday's
Children"

"The Squall"

Benjamin
Christensen

Louise Fazenda
Thelma Todd
Emit Chautard
William V. Mong

Gregory La Cava Corinne Griffith

Alexander Korda Loretta Young
Alice Joyce
ZaSu Pitts
Knute Erickson
George Hackathorne

Fox Studios

"Heart* in
Dixie"

"New Year*i
Eve"

"Girls Gone
wad"

"Nobody's
Children"

"Speakeasy"

Paul Sloane Charles Gilpin
All-colored cast

Henry Lehnnan Mary Astor
Charles Morton

Lou Seiler

Al Werker

Ben Stoloff

"Through Differ-John Blystone
ent Eyes"

Sue Carol
Nick- Stuart

Helen Twelvetrees
Frank Albertson

Paul Page
Leona Lane
Henry B. Walthall

Mary Duncan
Warner Baxter

"The Grouch
Back"

"Joy Street"

Irving CummingsPaul Page
Louise Dresser
June Collyer

Raymond Cannon Lois Moran
Nick Stuart
Rex Bell

Metropolitan Studios

"Queen of the
Northwoods"

Untitled

Spencer Bennett Walter Miller
Ethelyn Claire
Tom London
Ed Cecil
Fred Burns

Pathe
Serial

STARTING
DATE

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

January 9

January 16

December 19

December 3

(Finished)

January 4

December 9

December 13

December 21

December 28

January 4

January 4

June 12

Ted Wilde Harold Lloyd

December IT

September 17

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

'The Bridge of
San Luis Rey"

'Where East
East"

'Our Modern
Maidens"

"White Collars"

"Dynamite"

Charles Brabin

Tod Browning

Jack Conway

Racquel Torres
Lili Damita
Ernest Torrence
Michael Vavitch

Lon Chaney
Estelle Taylor
Lupe Velez
Lloyd Hughes

Joan Crawford
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

William DeMille All-star Cast

C. B. DeMille Kay Johnson
Charles Bickford

Paramount Studios

•The Wild
Party"

Dorothy Arzner Clara Bow

"Close Harmony"John Cromwell All-star

"Betrayal" David Selznick Emil Jannings

Tiffanv-Stahl Studios

Life"

"Zeppelin"

James Flood Ricardo Cortez
Claire Windsor
Montagu Love
Helen J. Eddy

Reginald Barker Conway Tearle
Claire Windsor

United Artists Studio

STARTING
DATE

December S

January 3

January 8

( Rehearsing)

(Rehearsing)

"The Four Merian Cooper Richard Arlen
Feathers" Ernest All-Star cast

Schoedsack

"Innocents of Richard Wallace Maurice Chevalier
Paris"

September 18

January 3

January 4

January 5

January 12

December 20

January 8

'Coquette"

'Childs, Fifth
Avenue"

"Queen Kelly"

•Alibi"

Sam Taylor

Alfred Santell

Eric von
Stroheim

Roland West

Mary Pickford
John Mack
Brown

Mary Pickford
Company

December 17

Vilma Banky Samuel Goldwyn
James Hall Company
Fritzi Ridgeway
Lucien Lirtlefield November It

Gloria Swanson
Walter Byron
Seena Owen

Pat O'Malley
Mae Busch
Chester Morris

Gloria
Productions
Inc.

Roland West
Productions

November 1

November 15

Universal Studios

" The Haunted
Lady"

'Broadway"

Wesley Ruggles

Paul Fejos

"The Collegians" Nat Ross

Laura LaPlante
John Boles

Glenn Tryon
Myma Kennedy
Paul Parcasi
Evelyn Brent

George Lewis
Dorothy Gulliver

E eeenfcec I

December 1

January 16
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Williams Announces 12 Audiens
To Be Made byNew Organization

A series of twelve two-reel talking pictures, based on Owen Wister's book,
"The Square Deal," and just announced in New York by J. D. Williams, will

be made by a new company, Greater Union Finns, Inc., and will be distributed

through Educational's exchanges.

Newspictures

The subject matter of the series is the de-
bunking of the many misunderstood, contro-
versial, historical episodes between Great
Britain and the United States which, perpetu-
ated in inaccurate histories, have resulted in

international distrust which Wister character-
izes as "the ancient grudge."

Williams stated that the pictures are to be
designed primarily as dramatic entertainment.
He is negotiating for the services of several

leading directors and scenario writers, and one
of the ablest production executives in the in-

dustry is to be in charge. An editorial board
of international authorities on the subject is

to assure the correctness of the material, in

order that the pictures shall be worthy of the

approval of patriotic and welfare organiza-

tions such as The English Speaking Union,
with its 18,000 members, and The Carnegie
Foundation.
"Through the new science of talking pic-

tures the screen can now get over the message
of international goodwill that forward looking
statesmen, educators, and publicists in both
countries have for years labored with little

effect to tell," says Williams. "I can think

Release*

WEEK OF JANUARY 27
EDUCATIONAL—"Dumb, and How Thatcher-

Young, Cameo, one; "Beauties Beware," Jerry
Drew, Ideal, two.

F B O—"Runnin' Thru the Rye," Barney Google,
two; "Mickey's Great Idea," McGuire, two; "Actu-
alities," curiosities, one.

M G M—-"Liberty," Laurel-Hardy, two.
PATHE—"Uncle Tom," Sennett De Luxe series, two

;

"The Tigers Shadow," serial No. 6; "The Break of

the Day," fable; "Topics of the Day," No. 5;

"Pathe Review No. 5.

WEEK OF FEBRUARY 3
EDUCATIONAL—"The Fixer," Big Boy comedy,

two.MGM—"Pair of Tights," all star, two; "Dying
Jungle," oddity, one.

PARAMOUNT—"Papa Spank," MacDuff, two.
PATHE—"Calling Hubby's Bluff," Sennett series,

two.
WEEK OF FEBRUARY 10

CHRISTIE—"Footlight Fanny," Circus Girl series.

EDUCATIONAL—"Whoopee Boys," Monty Collins,

two; "Served Hot," Cliff Bowes, Cameo, one.

M G M—"Noisy Noise," Our Gang, two.

PATHE—"A Day's Pleasure," Chaplin reissue; two,

"Untitled," Smitty 6eries No. 5.

UNIVERSAL—"Rag Doll," novelty, one; "The Dia-

mond of Death," Stevenson, two; "Take Your
Pick," Mike and Ike, two; "The Phantom Riders,"

Carey reissue, two.
WEEK OF FEBRUARY 17

CHRISTIE—"His Angel Child," Billy Dooley, two.

EDUCATIONAL—"The Best Dressed Woman in the

World," Our World Today, one; "Auntie's Mis-
take," Devore, two; "The Cloud Patrol," Howes,
two; "Pep Up," Bowes, Cameo, one; "Untitled,"

Hodge- Podge, one.MGM—-"Secret Boozehounds," oddity, one; "Off to

Buffalo," Chase, two.
PATHE—"Taxi Spooks," Dan the Taxi Man series,

No. 9034.
UNIVERSAL—"Sick Cylinders," Oswald, one; "The

Tunnel of Terror," No. 3, Stevenson, two; "Newly-
weds' Visit," Snookums, two; "In Line of Duty,"
Cobb, two.

of no greater mission for the screen and the

industry than bringing back, honestly the

great figures and events of the Anglo-Ameri-
can family drama with the assured effect of

convincing all its members that, after all,

blood is thicker than water. And talking pic-

tures, entertainingly produced as an appealing

show, will do the job as nothing else can."

Fourth "Collegians"

Series Starts With
Dialogue and Sound

(Special to the Herald-World)

UNIVERSAL CITY, Jan. 22.—Universale
fourth "Collegians" series, with dialogue and
full sound effects, is now in work with Carl

Laemmle, author of the four series, supervis-

ing as well. There will be 10 two-reelers, with

release starting this spring.

The same director, Nat Ross, and the same-

principals who have won public favor in the

preceding "Collegians" have been signed for

the new series. They are George Lewis as the

college hero and champion athlete, Dorothy
Gulliver as the college widow, Eddie Phillips

as the heavy, Churchill Ross as the "grind" and
Hayden Stevenson as the coach. Harry Fraser
prepared the continuities.

All the excitement and vociferous noise

making of a lively college crowd at a big

football game or other college athletic event,

all the organized cheering, the glee club con-

certs, the student singing, the frat dances and
other college sounds are being planned to sup-

plement the collegian wise-cracking and other

dialogue.

Yea, Verily, Tis Better

To Give Than Receive
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, Jan. 22.—The trials and
tribulations of the exhibitor who han-
dles premiums as a means of stimu-
lating business were rather amusingly
illustrated last week when Thomas
Stowell, manager of Harmanus-
Bleecker Hall, received a telephone
call about 11:15 o'clock one night
from a woman who, arriving home,
had made the discovery that a cup
which she had received for a coupon
was chipped. Stowell informed her
that the house was just closing. The
woman then asked if he would remain
ten or 15 minutes. Stowell finally

convinced her that the next morning
would serve fully as well for the ex-

change.

INTERNATIONAL NEVVSREEL No. 5—New record

made as daring ski jumpers hold meet in Cary, Illi-

nois—Lindbergh hops off from Mitchel Field on
coast-to-coast air line—Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt

sails for Europe to visit her daughter.

KINOGRAMS No. 5465—10,000 visit new Madison
Square Garden to pay last respects to Tex Rickard
—11-foot tusk, weighing 300 pounds, found in

Alaska—Storm on Atlantic ocean upsets ship, crew
saved.

PATHE NEWS No. 7—Roy W. Howard, newspaper

editor, starts war on wood alcohol peddlers—John

Coolidge attends inaugural ball of Governor Trum-
bull at Hartford—Very latest style shoes shown
at show in Chicago.

FOX NEWS No. 32—John D. Rockefeller, oil king,

inspects his estate at Ormond Beach, Florida—

—Military pomp marks inaugural of Governor

John H. Trumbull for his third consecutive term-
Members of Hoover's party take trip 1300 feet to

Rio de Janeiro peak.

MGM NEWS No. 44—"Question Mark" fliers ac-

claimed as heroes after breaking all world air

records—Thousands pay last tribute to promoter

Tex Rickard—All-metal dirigible, first ever built,

ready for test flight at Glendale, California.

PARAMOUNT NEWS No. 49—Crown Prince Hum-
bert of Italy is mourned by country—Plane hold-

ing 20 passengers is successful in first lest flight

—

First metal ship makes first flight.

Educational Studio

Completes Second

Of 3 Sound Stages
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 22.—A n o t h e r

sound stage has been announced by the

Educational studios. This is the second of

the three stages originally planned. Work
on the third is being rushed in order to

take care of the extensive talking comedy
program Educational has lined up.

Each of the two completed stages pro-

vides 7,000 square feet of space for the pro-

duction of audiens. The first unit has

been thoroughly tested by R C A engineers

and pronounced flawless in sound insulating

and acoustic qualities. The second is a

replica of the first.

The walls of the third stage are all con-

crete with inner walls insulated in the same
manner as the other stages on the studio

grounds. This unit is completed with the

exception of the flooring and will be ready

for work in about a week, according to E.

H. Allen, studio general manager.

Reo Truck Fleet

Ordered by W. E. as

Movietone Vehicle
Western Electric has just contracted with

the Reo Motor Car Company for a large fleet

of Reo Speed Wagons to be used for Movie-

tone News Reel and location work, the trucks

to be turned out as rapidly as practicable in

the next two years. Special bodies to accom-

modate the intricate apparatus being manu-
factured by Electrical Research Products and

the Speed Wagon chasses are being built at

the Stoughton, Wis., plant of the Highway
Trailer Company.
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PRESENTATION ACTS
Try Miniat
Stage Offerings

MustHarmonize
With Pictures

Biggest Theatre Business Fore-

seen by Fox Detroit

Manager
(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT, MICH.. Jan. 22.—The
tendency today is towards a closer

harmony between screen features and

stage presentations, in the opinion of

S. J. Stebbins. manager of the Fox
theatre here. The stage presentations

at the Fox are under the direction of

Mr. Stebbins, and each week, since the

opening of the house some four

months ago. he has attempted to have

some portion of his stage presentation

act as a prologue to the feature

picture.

"The stage presentation has long since de-

veloped beyond the status of 'supplementary

stage shows,' " Mr. Stebbins said. "And the

so-called 'independent acts' that are seen in

the course of the prologue presentation are

no longer the independent vaudeville acts they

once were.
"Every unit in the modern stage entertain-

ment that accompanies the screen feature is

an integral part of a carefully planned and
balanced program of entertainment.

"The screen feature should, and does of

course, form the principle unit in the enter-

tainment. Not only that, but its plot and
thematic material are followed in the stage

presentation. Its costumes, in many cases,

inspire the designing of the stage costumes
and its theme song.

"Although the term prologue is still em-
ployed to describe the stage presentation, it

is no longer accurate. So closely blended

nave the stage and screen programs become,
that one fades into the other almost imper-

ceptibly.

Stebbins Foresees 1929 as Bigger
and Better Year

"The trend in the coming year, I believe, is

toward the further harmonization of motion
pictures and stage presentations, an ideal that

is now made much easier of realization by the

advent of the music and speech of the sound
and talking pictures."

Mr. Stebbins also said he believes the year
1929 will witness the most successful motion
picture theatre business in the history of De-
troit. He said that the prosperity that is being

predicted for the coming year by financiers

and industrial leaders presages a year of

record-breaking business in the field of motion
picture entertainment.

ure Musica
Lou Lubin

Lou Lubin. featured member of Lubin. Larry &
Andre, is the best example of dt termination, sin-

cerity, and righteousness, three very important fea-

tures in the show business, or any other business

—

Lubin was one of the first black-face comedians who
saw the possibility for the type of his offering many
ye&rs ago. and stuck to it under all sorts of condi-

tions. The result is that he has established a trade-

mark by his originality and has created a demand
for his talents and services by establishing a reputa-

tatinn for integrity and reliability—every one «~ho

has dealt with Lubin has found him to be a man of

his word and every promise made has been fulfilled-

At present Lubin and his associates are completing

one of their many tours of the R K O circuit.

R K O Resumes Units
The new unit idea has again been put into working

order by the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Circuit. One of

the first units offered is presented by Rosalie and Lee

Stewart, featuring Mel Klee.

The cast also includes Barton & Young. Al Brode.

Grace and Coly Worth. Kay McKay. Harry Weber's

Pompous Revue, Patsy Ruth Clark, and Jack Geisler's

Girls.

Fisher Is Cuba Bound
Mark Fisher, the well liked and popular singing

master of ceremonies who has been enjoying a long

run at the new Paradise theatre, Balaban & Katz

latest Chicago house, is enjoying a two weeks' vaca-

tion in Cuba. Mrs. Fisher accompanies him.

Very Good Eddie
After scoring a huge success in Ontario, Canada,

end Detroit, as master of ceremonies, Eddie Loughton

has been selected to preside over the stage activities

of the Capitol theatre in Hamilton. Ontario. Judging

by the past and present results he may be at this

house for many months.

Comedies
Plot Form Units

Prolong Life

Of Stagehands
Storv Gives You the Chance to

Place the Band in

the Pit

By A. RAYMOND GALLO
To hear some people talk one would

gather that the stagehand policy is dy-

ing out. This sort of rumor has been

going on for more than two years and

always comes from sources that get

more or less panicky on any phase of

entertainment. People who will al-

ways find something wrong with

everything and never offer any con-

structive suggestions are generally the

ones who are incompetent to blaze any

trail of endeavor as pioneers. All

worth while achievements have never

been accomplished by whining indi-

viduals who lacked the vision and
courage to see an opportunity and to

stay with it until it became a success.

Some time ago we offered through this de-

partment suggestions that would enable thea-

tre circuits as well as producers to overcome
the problem of stereotyped bandshows. We
have constantly tried to convince these people

that a deluxe picture house is merely trying

to offer a miniature musical comedy with

motion pictures at popular prices. Unless the

type of stageshows offered in them differ from

the ones in the vaudeville theatres or what are

better known today as combination houses,

they are not presentation theatres but merely

copying the old style of variety entertainment.

As we have stated many times before, it is

not at all necessary that every deluxe house

with a stagehand be compelled to offer the

same type of stageshows each week._ The
monotony could be relieved by transferring

the orchestra into the pit now and then so

that the entertainment may be unfolded upon

the stage as a musical comedy. This has

been accomplished successfully at the Oriental

theatre, Chicago, recently by Brooke Johns,

and it does not seem to have taken away any

of the popularity of the master of cere-

monies.

If you insist on keeping your orchestraon

the stage, then it would also be wise to inject

some sore of a plot so that your weekly

programs may not be a repetition of a band

number, a blues singer and a comedy dancer.

This seems to be the favorite lineup of these

shows lately and although there are new faces

in the spot each week, the turns and routines

are nevertheless similar.
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It is natural to assume that too much of

cne style is bound to tire the theatregoers, and
when you feel your audience slipping it is

time for you to act. All band leaders cannot

be huge favorites and cannot be expected to

carry the entire show each week for an in-

definite period, merely on their personality.

They must have some cooperation and sup-

port of the production department. Costumes
and scenery add to the success of any stage-

show but the elaborateness of these features

alone will not always send your audience

away, feeling that they have been entertained.

The recent inauguration of a new stage

policy at the Chicago theatre, Chicago, proves

that too many theatres in one city offering the

same policy cannot exist unless each theatre

puts a new wrinkle into the stage offerings.

Balaban & Katz have brought back to Chicago
the former class productions that had made
their loop theatre the talk of the amusement
world. Now that Frank Cambria, the father

of their lavish prologues is back at his

former post, there is no doubt that the Chi-

cago theatre will soon climb up to its former
place.

In the short space of five years motion pic-

ture theatres have practically revolutionized

the amusement business to a point where
almost any type of entertainment can be seen

at popular prices. In order to keep this

position they must find a logical system to

continue, instead of going along in a hap-
hazard way of presenting talent and box
office names. When this has been accom-
plished, and we are quite sure that the in-

dustry has capable men guiding its destinies,

then the public will know that no other form
of entertainment can furnish them with the

same amount of amusement and satisfaction

as the motion picture theatres can at popular
prices.

Presentation

LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in presen-

tation may discuss important matters bearing
upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.

PRESENTATION ACTS—To the Editor: As a
point of information, would appreciate it if you would
put a little article in your paper mentioning the fact
that we have just put out, in Elide form, our song
entitled "Avalon Town."
Thanking you, and with beet wishes. Sincerely

yours, Bernard Pollack, Sherman Clay & Co., Eastern
Representation.

Northwest Resumes Publix
Units Again

Balaban & Katz will produce two stagehand units

out of Chicago for the weeke of January 31 and
February 7, that will open in Denver. Louis Mc-
Dermott will stage these units.

The purpose of this stunt is to fill the open weeks
made necessary by resuming the Publix unit6 at

Portland and Seattle. Until the present shows now
on the road rotate so that the chain will be regu-

lated just these two units will be sent out of Chi-

cago to play the balance of the Publix southern tour.

Healy Bats for Mark
In keeping with the policy of Balaban & Katz they

have secured the exclusive services of Ted Healy

for one week's engagement at the Paradise theatre

this week. Healy will officiate as master of cere-

monies in place of Mark Fisher, who is on a vaca-

tion.

On the same program with him, in a featured

capacity, are Sally Tilden and Arthur Nealy.

Kosloff Has Accident
Lou Kosloff, popular Chicago band leader for Bala-

aban & Katz, met with a serious automobile accident

last week which will keep him out of work for at

least three weeks.

While he is recuperating at the American hospital,

Al Morey, formerly at the Harding theatre, will take

his place at the Tower. Eddie Perry, formerly of

the Chicago theatre, will replace Morey at the Hard-

ing.

LO SAYS
Semeihind

about
Everyone

GREETINGS! . . . Well, boys, it looks like Chi-

cago means business this time by the looks of the

Police Department. . . . Bill Russell, not our Bill,

but the smart Police Commissioner, is filling every

cell in the jail houses. . . . Last night's papers had

more than 3,500 arrested. . . . Someone ought to

write a new song now and call it "I'm in the Jail

House Now." ... At last Mae West has arrived in

our beautiful city and with her is "Diamond Lil,"

look out, boys ; if the cops get mad they might even

raid the Apollo. . . . Frank Fay was held over for

another week at the Chicago Palace. . . . Billy House,

that ever popular fat comedian of the combination

stage is back in Chicago as the star of "Luckee Girl,"

a new musicale. . . . Ted Healy of "A Night in

Spain," fame and other naughty things, is pinch-hit-

ting for Mark Fisher this week at the Paradise while

Mark is fishing in Cuba. . . . Ted Leary the young

Irish masler of ceremonies with a6 long a record

(good one) as any other famous artist is now doing

a double over the R K O time with his new wife.

Oriole Craven. . . . Victor Young and Will Harris

are at it again, this time they have written a pretty

song called "It's Just Because It's You." . . . Eddie

Perry is taking Al Morey's place at the Harding

while Al is replacing Lou Kosloff at the Tower until

Lou gets out of the Hospital. . . . Mrs. Preston

Sellers is now doing organ solos at the Senate. . . .

Eddie House opened the new stage policy at the

Chicago theatre last week. . . . Jack Peacock Kelly

will lead Mark Fisher's band next week. . . . Henri

Keates is planning on buying himself an aeroplane

to make the weekly jumps at the B & K theatres.

. . . Pete Brown is directing the six piece orchestra

at the Maryland when the "talkies" don't talk. . . .

Joe Weisenfreund is doing the same thing at the

Central Park theatre, another B & K house in Chi-

cago. ... A. J. Balaban, is taking a six weeks vaca-

tion to California and states he will be back. . . .

Rumors that he would not are not true, so the

gentleman say6. . . . Speaking of vacations Leo

Stahr, 6cenic artist for Balaban & Katz, is just back

from a nice rest. . . . Word is received from St.

Louis, that Skouras Bros, are putting in the same

stage policy at their Missouri theatre as B & K have

at their Loop house. . . . Charles Previn will direct

the pit orchestra and Milton Slosser will feature

organ solos. . . . Dave Gould well known for his

Gould dancers on Publix circuit has been made a

6tage producer by Publix. . . . Jack Taylor featured

organist of the Tivoli in Newark, is one of Frank

White'6 pupils. . . . Alta Rowena Strickler, is to

become the wife of Harold Johnson, featured organist

at the Orpheum in South Bend. . . . Joe Plunkett,

formerly in charge of the Stanley chain is now
general manager of the R K O theatre circuit. . . .

Mose Gumble, 6ays that no other pereon or persons,

besides Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble, own any part

of that firm but those mentioned. . . . We reckon

you must be right, Mose. . . . Organists can now
secure "Avalon Town," in slide form from Sherman

Clay its publishers. . . . Whenever you feel like hear-

ing some good organ music tune in on station WRNY
on Tuesdays and listen to Eddie Ford, he can sure

make you feel like a kid again. . . . Paul Specht has

replaced Jimmy Carr at the Colony, New York as

masler of ceremonies. . . . Deszo Retter is back

from another long tour of Publix and will 60on

play Balaban & Katz theatres again. . . . Mildred

Fleming is playing organ solos at the Keystone the-

atre in New York. . . . Buddy Webber is the big

organist in Worcester, and doing solos too. . . .

Bobby Demming at Shea's Kensington in Buffalo is

putting over some clever organ novelties these days.

. . . When in Philadelphia be 6ure to drop in' and

hear Jesse Stoudt play organ at the Keystone theatre.

. . . And while there don't pass up Larry Baraldi at

the Aldine. . . . Speaking of more organists we hear

that Edward May at the Riviera in Rochester likes

the idea of an Organ Exchange Column in the

HERALD-WORLD. . . . How many of you are ready

to start the thing off ? . . . Good, let's get going then.

. . . Harold Daniels did his bit by suggesting the

department and Francis Franey seconded the motion.

. . . Now its up to you, you and you. . . . Loew u
going strong for organ 60los lately and it seems that

New England ha6 more featured organists than any

other part of the picture theatre field. . . . Joseph

Stoves is pushing pedals for Loew in Providence.

ORGAN
PRESENTATIONS OF
GREAT SONGS
SMALL SLIDE SETS
THE SONG I LOVE
I'LL NEVER ASK

FOR MORE
MY INSPIRATION

IS YOU
WHEN THE WORLD IS

AT REST
YOU'LL NEVER KNOW
SALLY OF MY DREAMS

(Theme of "Mother Knows Best")

MY TONIA
(Theme of "In Old Arirona")

MARION
(Theme of "4 Devils")

JUDY
(Theme of "Romance of the Under-

world") ^^^^^^^

We Also Have Small Sets of

Slides for AH Songs Listed Under
Specials

SPECIALS
"ROMANCE AND MELODY"

Introducing

THE SONG I LOVE
(A Presentation That Is a Classic)

"OPEN SECRETS"
Introducing

THAT'S HOW I FEEL
ABOUT YOU

(Perfect for Community)

"LOVE—AND A PET NAME"
Introducing

ANGELA MIA
(A Beautiful Presentation)

"A MEDLEY OF GREAT
PICTURE THEME SONGS"

Containing

SONNY BOY
(Theme of "The Singing Fool")

SOME DAY
SOMEWHERE

(Theme of "The Red Dance")

ANGELA MIA
(Theme of "Street Angel")

NOTE: The Theme Song Medley Can
Be Presented with Marvelous Results in

Conjunction with the Al Jolson Bruns-

wick Record. Ask for Particulars.

Write for All Slides and
Information to

SAM LERNER, Mgr. of Publicity

DE SYLVA, BROWN &

HENDERSON, INC.
745 7th Ave., New York City
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STAGE SHOWS
Chicago Chicago

Week Ending January 19

The one and only Ted Lewis, with hie hot tunes,

snappy songs, clever dancing, tricky high hat and
what else, was in town for 6ix days and played to

an immense crowd that packed the Chicago theatre

doors night and day. Lewis was better than ever,

and the audience showed their appreciation with a

three minute applause. His ten piece orchestra was
red hot, and no doubt the patrons could have sat for

6ix more hours listening to them. Lewis's high hat

was clever too. As the show opened, Ted Lewis ap-

peared in front of a drop telling the people he was a

"blues" lover. He next introduced his orchestra,

who played a hot tune while Lewis led with a hot

clarinet.

"The Hat With a Silver Lining" was given in a
dramatic Lewis fashion, of which he showed his

high hat that had a silver lining. It received a burst-

ing applause.

"The St. Louis Blues," the song that did a lot

for Lewis or, we might 6ay, Lewis did a lot for "St.

Louis Blues." It was played in a new and different

style and was a corking hit.

"I Can't Give You Anything But Love, Baby," an-

other popular hit song that got a nice hand. A solo

dancer gave a little dance, using Lewis for her

man.
Other songs that were introduced by the orchestra

were "Tiger Rag." "The Curtain Goes Down," all

of which any 6ong publisher can be proud to say
Lewis played for them.
Three minutes after the curtain went down the

crowd applauded, and applauded the fellow they

called king of the blues. Ted Lewis.

San Francisco Warfield
Week Ending January 18

Horace Heidt and his Californians, successors to

Rube Wolf, landed at the Warfield theatre this week
in a splash of real music, although it must be ac-

knowledged that it inclined strongly to jazz. The
landing was so perfect that there seems no doubt

about the popularity of this outfit with the San
Francisco public. Of course, it was largely a case

of a home band coming home, since every member
of the organization has been a student at the Uni-
versity of California, but it was performance that

won the crowd the opening week.

The screen attraction and the acts were not to be

sneezed at but, after all has been 6aid and done,

it was Heidt's Caroling Californians, or Campus
Cacaphoni6ts, as they are sometimes called, that

walked off with the honore. Every man in the band
is a soloist, and there are some clever dancers and
acrobats in the lot, so they could easily put on an
entire act.

The curtain went up on the band in a campus set-

ting, with a lot of good will offerings from ad-

mirers in the form of floral pieces, and the Cali-

fornians in the act of dispensing some well known
college airs. A well behaved police dog occupied

one of the chairs and barked at quite the proper
moments.
Fanchon and Marco's "Good News" chorus offered

a song and dance and one Jones, whose feet seem
electrified, won laurels for the colored race, being
called back repeatedly.

Babe Kane, star of the "Good News" show, and
announced as originator of the Varsity Drag step,

Bang a little ditty about a cookie jar but no cookies.

She hasn't much of a voice but won the crowd when
it came to stamping out the Varsity Drag.
The Caroling Californians demonstrated that they

can really carol and offered a selection from the

"Prince of Pilsen," following with "I Love You.
California." Ronald and Bo-Peep Karlin sang "My
Troubles Are Over" .and Bo-Peep did an acrobatic

dance.
Gillara and Allerberg, celebrating their fifteenth

year in the freshman class, offered a novelty act

filled with delightful patter. They are a pair far

above the average in entertaining ability.

The acrobatic drummer of the band surprised all

with some clever dancing and tumbling, and Babe
Kane tried another song, redeeming herself com-
pletely with her lively dancing.
The act came to an end with the usual finale, the

curtain at the rear of the stage going up on some
modernistic box effects, with pigeon holes in which
members of the "Good News" chorus posed.

This band of Heidt's deserves watching. It's won-
derfully well trained. It's thoroughly collegian and
it can make good music. And Horace Heidt himself

is a splendid master of ceremonies, with a good
voice and an easy manner.

Detroit Michigan
Week Ending January 11

Mae Murray, blond and vivacious screen star, made
a personal appearance at the Michigan this week, in

addition to the regular Publix stage unit "Stars."

Miss Murray, richly dressed, sang a little, danced

a little, recited "pieces" and offered advice to her

audience, all to the throbbing of a marimba band
which she is carrying with her this year.

The former Ziegfeld star was seen here a year ago

in the "Merry Widow Revue." Her act this year

is not as sumptuous as the revue, but at least it gives

MiS6 Murray more time on the stage.

Miss Murray has a new dancing partner this year.

Jack Moffa, and they showed to advantage in the

two dance numbers. By way of epilogue. Miss
Murray told the folks her secret for happiness, which

is, precisely: "To be happy, forget unhappiness."
"Stars," the regular stage show, celebrates the

third anniversary of the advent of the Publix units

in Detroit. They first were staged at the Capitol

theatre, and then moved over to the Michigan when
that house opened.
By sheer personality. Jack Powell carried off head-

line honors. Jack works in blackface, using two
sticks, a chair and some drum traps to work such

magic of syncopation that one scarcely believes his

own ears. Oh boy, Powell can make the trap drum
talk.

Maureen and Sonny were a couple of cute kid

dancers who almost stopped the show with their

hoofing. They were very, very good.

Evans and Perez were youthful acrobatic dancers,

and Lyndon and Farman did balancing numbers
which were reminiscent of big time vaudeville when
the two-a-day was in its hey-day. Jerry Ryan sang
in an unexciting baritone and Al Evans and his

Michiganders furnished the musical background of the

show. Not to forget the Gamby-Hale Girls in new
steps and costumes.

Kansas City Pantages
Week Ending January 11

I. J. Irving's "Flapper Freshies" were given a

prominent place on the stage program at the Pan-
tages. The act consisted of vocal and dancing num-
bers with a bit of dialogue and comedy thrown in,

being more or less in the nature of a revue.

Niblo and Spencer were seen in a comedy skit titled,

"Go West, Boys," the number including comedy dia-

logue and vocal numbers. The Silks and Satins Re-
vue saw* some attractive looking girls who knew how

to dance, as well as sing, the act being on the revue
type, Al Garbelle. Loana Gainer, Mary Gorgas, Doro-
thy Erickson, Madge Whiteside and Lucile Hotaling
being featured.

Elsa Stralia, Australian soprano, offers a trio of
vocal numbers, concluding with a popular number
that leaves the audiences in a receptive mood. The
Hickman Brothers have a turn in which comedy and
a bit of everything is involved.

Louie Charninsky and his Pantages orchestra offer
popular selections as the overture.

Pittsburgh Penn
Week Ending January 5

A Publix unit entitled "Bubbles," proved to be an
all-around tuneful, nicely staged offering with plenty
of comedy. Whenever there is an abundance of
comedy these offerings seem to go over better than
ever. It's what the audiences want here : comedy
wTith dance ensembles running a clo6e second for
popularity.

The Dave Gould Girls (ten in number) offered
several pretty dance ensembles. The opening num-
ber in which the girls tossed about large silver bal-
loons to represent bubbles was prettily and
realistically done.

The Gatanos, acrobatic Apache dancers, put on a
rough dance which went well. These dances are
no novelty, however, this one carried a wallop
inasmuch as the male member of the team showed
great strength and skill with the manner in which
he swung and threw his partner about the stage.
Gene Sheldon performed cleverly on the banjo and

also with tap dancing. This fellow is a real come-
dian and got hearty applause at every appearance.
Ruth Petty 6cored when 6he sang "I Want to Be

Loved by You." She sang the number to Teddy
Joyce, popular M. C. here.

Ross and Edwards with some duets and duologue
went well, as did also Marta Kay, classical dancer.
The symphony orchestra, under the direction of

Elias Breeskin, offered selections from "The Desert
Song."

Salt Lake City Pantages
Week Ending January 5

The Pantages vaudeville bill this week was headed
by Dorothy Breyton and twelve debutantes in a
classical dance novelty, which was very artistically

presented. Telaak and Dean offered a new type of

comedy patter, which was well reecived, and Heras
and Wallace furnished their share of fun.
The Marcus Sisters and Charlton Brothers open the

bill with a classical exhibition of clever danoes.

The picture offering was "Submarine," and tre-

mendous crowds were entertained.

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending January 11

"Gypsyland" was the title of Eddie Peabody's stage

show for this week. Nat Spector, a comedian, Wallzer
and Dwyer, songsters, and Bubbles CroweU were
prominent in the entertaining. Milton Slosser offered

one of his clever organ solos.

Minneapolis Minnesota
Week Ending January 19

"The Beaux Arts Frolic." a series of eight pictures

painted with various sorts of art—music, the dance

and dialogue—provides the entertainment this week on
the Minnesota stage. The tableaux opens on a street

in the Latin quarter of old Paris. A group of art

students sound the keynote of the presentation.

As the curtain rises, the street 6cene gives way to

that of a garret studio where Al Mitchell and the
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Serenaders present the first pictures "Carolina Moon,"
an orchestar number of this very popular song.

"Blue Law Blues." provides some very good humor
both through its dialogue and dancing. The cur-
tain on the upper stage rises, revealing two long
nosed Puritan fathers standing near the 6tocks, reel-

ing off a long list of "Thou Shalt Nots." From the
wings of the lower stage, the Gamby-Hale girls come
out in Puritan get-ups and carrying huge books
from which they continue the "Thou Shalt Nots."
A very novel dance in which invisible wires from
the bridges are used, follows

:

Nino Fucile sings the prologue from "Pagliacci"
as his contribution to the cosmopolitan atmosphere of
the Latin quarter. "Ten Little Miles From Home,"
with Al Mitchell and the Serenaders furnishing the
music, and the comedy.
The next picture came back again to the beautiful

with the Gamby-Hale girls in "Pa6tel." The upper
stage was again employed. The chorus, dressed in

long full white lace costumes and carrying white
ostrich plumes, represent a Watteau picture which
pose they hold for several minutes until the audience
becomes aware of the fact that they are looking upon
flesh and blood creatures instead of a picture. The
chorus descends to the lower stage where it does a

toe dance in perfect harmony.
Handers and Millis bring back the ridiculous again

with their ludicrous talk and cut-ups. The boys took
four encores.

Bryant, Rains and Young put on an acrobatic dance
specialty that measures up to the usual high standard
of the Publix dance acts. The dance between these

two young women and young man was entitled

"Legend Fantastique."

Chicago Stratford
Week Ending January 12

The subject this week of the Stratford will be
the "loss of Ted Leary" in the least amount of words
possible. Ted Leary is gone from the Stratford and
as far as it is known he will be located on the coast.

The Stratford is a nice house that is located around
the vicinity of 63rd and Halsted street and has
plenty of opposition. Now, without the weekly jokes
of Leary it will have a tough time getting the peo-
ple. He was the sort of a fellow that was born right
in the hearts of that bunch and they're going to miss
him.
Understand that the new m.c. Bob Hope is all

right, in fact he's better than that, but anyone will

have a hard time trying to please the patrons if they
come in after Leary. For three years Leary has
been their main standby and he has proven it. Last
year Leary was taken away for a while. The show
did not go so good, at least from the people's judg-
ment. They brought him back. He appeared on
the stage and the crowd applauded him for nearly
three minutes. They liked him, they wanted him
but he's gone now. This may be wrong but, the
Stratford will not go on now as it did before. Ask
anyone around 63rd street who they like for the
m.c. and you'll 6ee 99 out of every 100 will say
Leary.
The show this week had another celebrity from

the radio world, none other than Art Linick. Art
is the famous Mr. Schlezhauauer or something like
that, who used to sing over KYW. He was a trifle

older than this reporter imagined. He clicked and
had to beg off.

Other acts that appeared on the stage with Maurie
Hilbloom and orchestra were: Meanan and Newman,
a poor opener. They were not what the people liked.
The female part of the act selected a poor song to
sing and the people laughed when they should have
sobbed.

Prosper and Merit, those two fellows who are
known to invent the slow motion acrobatic stunts,
proved a big hit with the patrons. The pair had
everything wanted for this act. They took an en-

Lane and Parker had a few jesters that got over.
The girl's voice was fair and in all the act was a
success. Not anything extraordinary but, passable.
They also had a dog helping out.
Bob Hope, the new m.c, sang a song and he

danced. The people liked his personality and he
put over his dance with a bang. More would have
been taken by the audience.
The finale number played by the orchestra and

entire assembly appeared for a bow. Nice show, not
much but still, it pleased.

Brooklyn Paramount
Week Ending January 18

"Cheerio," Paul Oscard's production, featured Paul
Ash and a notable cast. Though this show was re-
ported last week, due to the many changes, it is

being reported again.
The opening was the same. Arma Jackson sang

"Cheerio" to a grotesque head, as the Gamby-Hale
Girls danced. A notable change followed. One of
the boys of the orchestra announced that Paul Ash
had not arrived and that Wally Jackson would lead
the band in a comedy song. Jackson, in comedy
costume, led the boys and toward the end. Ash en-
tered and Wally went into his nimble and loose-
jointed dance. This stopped the show. He encored
and stopped the show again, and finally was forced
to beg off.

Barbara Vernon sang a cute song to Ash. then
went into a snappy tap routine that won her a fine

hand. Paul told Barbara that she was "The Cream
in His Coffee" as they walked off. (Incidentally this

introduced the next band number.) The Gamble-Hale
Girls then did a black and white routine, followed
by a special arrangement of "The Man I Love."
This band, as we have said before, never fails to
get a good hand for its efforts.

Bert Tucker came on next and sang his own spe-
cial song, "I'm Always Following My Mother
Around." This was received well. Bert then did a
song and dance, called "Sugar Foot Stomp." which
also won a fine hand.
Grace and Marie Eline followed with their bur-

lesque impersonations and comedy songs, that earned
them an encore. Their tough comedy characteriza-
tions, which were so well done, cot a fine reception.
The Gamby-Hale Girls, in beautiful costumes, sang
"Cheerio" as the entire ensemble entered for the
finale.

Omaha Riviera
Week Ending January 17

"Wonderful Girl" was the stageshow at the Riviera

during the week, resembling a miniature musical
comedy more than an ordinary presentation. In ad-
dition to the 12 Gould Girls which constituted the
chorus, there appeared George Riley, Broadway come-
dian ; Helene Heller, from the musical comedy
"Sally"; Marie Pauli in bits of song: Willard Hall

and Ed Hill, songsters, and the Paragon Quartet,

who made a name over the radio.

Jay Mills, stage master, interpreted "Raccoon" to

the satisfaction of the audience, while Herbie Koch
at the organ and Harry Brader with the pit orchestra

contributed to the success of the week. Combining
the stageshow "Wonderful Girl" with "Abie's Irish

Rose" in sound. Manager Raymond Jones offered a
show which drew big houses.

Seattle Seattle
Week Ending January 17

One of the final Fanchon and Marco stage presen-

tations. "The Saxophonia Idea." brought back Rudy
Wiedoeft, who put over some wonderful saxophone
numbers and demonstrated his specialty in a most
entertaining number.

Joe and Willie Hale followed, proving themselves
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high class trick comedians. Muriel Stryker, a former
Ziegfeld dancer, has not forgotten how, and with her
to share honors was June Knight, toe dancer.

Others who introduced dance specialties were Rahda,
Indian dancer, and Natalie Harrison, Oriental dancer.
Eugenia Reynolds, soprano, reached the high notes
with ease, accompanied by Rita Dane, contralto.
The Saxophone beauties were not only well worth

looking at but performed on the saxophone most
capably. Phil Lampkin led his merry revelers in
the musical numbers; while Ron and Don took the
balance of the applause with some lively numbers on
the Wurlitzer.

Fanchon and Marco's future presentations will ap-
pear here at Fifth Avenue theatre and be replaced at
this house by Publix shows.

Jersey City Stanley
Week Ending January 18

Charlie Melson and His Gang made "Whoopee" in
India this week in the "Burma Blues." a H. W.
Crull production. This was not one of Crull'6 best
productions but it pleased this audience, and that is

all that it was meant to do. Melson first led the
boys in an Oriental number as the Ten Marmien
Girls offered an Oriental Fantasy.
Ada Cornell, with her body painted in gold, received

a fair hand for her acrobatic efforts in her "Dance
of the Golden Idol." Joan Kroy sang "The Song I

Love" in a clear and pleasing soprano voice. "Toots"
Novelle, a young and exceedingly limber fellow, then
offered an acrobatic and eccentric dance that was
well received.

Joe Wong, an Americanized Chinaman, sang pop-
ular numbers, danced and told gags. He earned an
encore, in which he played a "Uke," sang and danced.
He could have had another encore but he begged off.

Charlie and the boys then played "Diggity Doo" as
the girls offered a toe routine that needed much more
training. The house lights went out and Melson's
face appeared on a small picture screen while his

voice was heard faintly (something was undoubtedly
wrong with the "mic"), nevertheless this was re-

ceived well.

The band then played "If You Want the Rainbow."
Charlie sang this, and in it interpolated "Rain" and
"April Showers" as rain drops seemed to fall on the
stage. Though Charlie hasn't a good singing voice,

he can put a song over well and makes a fine master
of ceremonies. The audience likes him here, too.

Stan Stanley and Co., a vaudeville act, proved a
novel change from the routine presentation act, and
they were well received.

The Ten Marmien Dancers next offered a Burma
dance as an idol on the background pedestal comes to

life.

The idols are Masa Samina and partner. They do
an extremely weird and modernistic dance which was
well received. This closed the show.

New Orleans Saenger
Week Ending January 18

With Ben Black as personality leader it begins to

look like old times on the Saenge' 1 stage, both from
a production and artistic standpoint, which includes

settings and scenic effects. West Point is the title

of the Publix unit this week, and if the interpreta-

tion is correct the cadets must have a wonderful
time, for the fifteen chorus girls who visit them on
the parade grounds would mf.ke any budding officer

fight for the preservation of his country. The enter-

tainment opens with our own Lottice Howell in the

"Jewel Song." cleverly done with the assistance of

Don Phillipini and his wonderful orchestra.

The curtain rises disclosing a section of West Point,

with the stage band disguised as a real military or-

ganization, with the regulation uniforms, which make
the boys look real fierce, though everybody in the
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audience knows it is just make believe, the most
deadly implement of war being the saxophone of

Johnny Detroit.

Eight chorus men, in full war trappings, looking

for all the world like the genuine article, with ex-

cellent voices, render several selections, reinforced

by a bevy of fifteen well formed (and they ere not

ashamed of their limbs either) girls, who give an
act of toe dancing which would do credit to many
of the high salaried feature acts which occasionally

come to this city—but not often.

Joseph Griffin is the feature, and he sings well and
received much applause. Steve and Mack, members
of the stage band and singers, come in for their

share of appreciation with "I Can't Give You Any-
thing but Love." followed by Tony Parenti and
Johnny Detroit in solo bits on the deadly saxophone.

One other act on the bill, an eccentric dancer, was
not fortunate enough to get his name in the paid

advertisements or the local criticisms, and even Ben
Black in his introduction said his name so low after

the second and third performances that nobody heard

it. It was probably just as well, as he would never

pack the house on his name on a second billing.

New York Capitol
Week Ending January 18

A Mort Harris production, "Reflections," graced

the stage this week and it opened to a neat setting

in which Dave Schooler led the "Capitolians" as

Sonny sang pleasingly. "Love Tales of Alsace-Lor-

raine." The fine arrangement was made by Tony
Gales, pianist in the orchestra.

The Chester-Hale Girls, in pretty costumes, then

offered a snappy routine to the tune of "You're the

Cream in My Coffee." Rosemary, loaned by Ziegfeld

for this week only, sang a pleasing number to a fine

hand. Maurice Golleano next did a tap-acrobatic

dance that earned him an encore. Schooler then sang

"All by Yourself in the Moonlight." the boys fol-

lowing with comedy choruses. Dave's last chorus

was sung as a moon, stars, and then the sun ap-

peared in background. He won a fine hand.

The Chester-Hale girls, in black and white cos-

tumes, then did a smart toe routine. Shaw and Lee.

featured comedians in a Broadway show that just

closed after a year's run. had every one laughing and
applauding their funny antics, 6ongs and stories.

They earned an encore in which they offered an
exceedingly funny dance. Sonny sang as 32 girls, in

beautiful costumes, did a routine for the finale.

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending January 11

Ed Lowry was the master of ceremonies in "Step
on It," which offered Burnoff and Josephine, dance
team : Paul Mall, black face comic : Bud and Jack
Pearson, Helen Wright, singer, and the Felicia Sor-

rel Girls.

Dave Silverman directed the overture.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending January 12

Louise Groody, star of "No, No, Nanette" and "Hit

the Deck." appeared in person with Earl Oxford and
Wally Chrisham in a musical satire "Three in Love."

and was the outstanding feature at the Stanley this

week.

The play in itself was rather inoccuous, depending
solely upon Miss Groody's personality to put it

across. It opened with a dialogue between Oxford
and Chrisham as Miss Groody stepped from an air-
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One of the most magnificent spectacles ever

produced as a prologue is "Verdun," a stupen-
dous dramatic presentation staged by Arthur
Voegtlin. "Verdun" is now appearing in con-
junction with the photoplay "Wings" that is

playing the Radio-Keith-Orpheum theatres
around the east.

It depicts the great war and those unfor-
gettable days in France are unrolled before the
very eyes of the spectators. This epic was
first presented at the New York Hippodrome
and it so impressed the circuit officials that
they decided to let the prologue accompany
the him.

Voegtlin first won his fame as a producer
of these spectacles when he staged the "Wars
of the World," "Under Many Flags." "The
Yankee Circus on Mars." and "Around the
World." The present prologue displays a
whole section of "No Man's Land" and in addi-

tion to offering the horrors of the World War.
portrays a vivid and dramatic love story.

plane, supposedly returning to the United States from
Paris. She w-as clad in a fetching blue tailored suit

trimmed with astrachan with a tiny muff to match.
After a short dialogue and^ome dancing by Miss
Groody. and Chrisham took the center of the stage
and gave a clever eccentric dance characterized by a
loose, rolling motion of all his joints that brought
a round of applause.

Miss Groody sang "I Want to Be Happy" in her
characteristic manner then gave her impression of

"Tea for Two." as 6he had heard it sung in Paris,

followed by the same song as a hard boiled little

night club entertainer had sung it in Chicago. For
some reason one was inclined to like the latter ver-

sion best, perhaps because it was given with more
vivacity.

Miss Groody's voice, though light, is very pleasing

and her charm and naturalness of manner are most
appealing. She gives the impression that in spite of

her success she has remained unspoiled and un-
affected.

There was a Movietone Revue which added nothing
to the program.

Boston Metropolitan
Week Ending January 18

Ted Claire, new master of ceremonies, taking the

place of Gene Rodemich as leader of the Publix
Playboys, was the feature of the show. Hie clever

eccentric dancing, pleasant singing and peppy leader-

ship went a long way toward putting the show over.

He made an excellent impression in the dialogues

which took place.

The revue. "Barcelona." comprised such stars as

Joe and Jane McKenna, Lewis McClane and Jackie

Norton. The curtain went up on the Publix Playboys
band, playing a Spanish taneo number with a new
chorus of girls taking the place of the Gamby-Hale
Girls. Ted Claire was then introduced and received

an ovation. He led the band through a hot number,
concluding the act with a few clever dance steps.

He then sanpr "That'e My Mammy," revealing an ex-

cellently trained voice.

The chorus staged a parasol dance in which singing
played a prominent part. Another number followed

by the band. The Doty Brothers then staged an act

of eccentric dancing and clog steps, carrying on a
play on words during the dance. This received a good
hand from the patroae.

The act closed with Jackie Norton and his banjo.
His imitations were clever and his well trained voice
added to the bill.

Brooklyn Fox
Week Ending January 11

"Hello 1929"—billed as "A Happy New Year
Frolic," was staged by Max H. Manne. The first

scene was of a Zeppelin with captain and the ballet

as passengers making a landing as the captain sang
the introductory song, as the orchestra played from
the pit. As the passengers disembarked and the
"Zep" rose, it disclosed a cabaret scene with many
revellers singing and dancing.
Amerique and Neville then offered a smart Argen-

tine tango, which was received well. A prima donna
next sang, in a good soprano voice, some operatic
number, then "she" turned around and it was a
man singing in a good bass voice. This phenomenal
person was John Maxwell, the man with a double
voice. He was very well received.

The Stroud Twins followed with gags and some
very good tap dancing that earned them an encore.
The sixteen Leonidoff Girls did a cute routine as the
Fox Choral Ensemble sang amid the falling of many
balloons.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending January 19

Because of the exceptionally long length of the fea-
ture picture at the Mainstreet. Davison's Lousville
Loons, playing an extended engagement as the the-
atre's stage orchestral attraction, and Harlan Chris-
tie, master of ceremonies, had a real opportunity to
show their versatility.

Only one act. Paul Pevelle and Partner, was in-
cluded on the stage program besides the Loons and
Christie. Paul Pevelle and Partner are a couple of
wise-cracking comedians attired in rube costumes, but
they know their banjo music and refrain from using
anything other than brand new jokes, which is an
oddity in itself. They occupy the stage about fifteen
minutes. The remainder of the time the Loons ren-
dered several musical numbers, which varied from
semi-classical to the jazziest of jazz.

Christie sang several songs and proved that he is

more than capable of stepping out of his usual role
as master of ceremonies when required to do so.

The title of the stage program was "In a Melody
Shop."

Indianapolis Indiana
Week Ending January 12

The state show "Blue Revue" is rife with anima-
tion of the sort encountered in most revues. The
band plays "Sweethearts on Parade" and "Four or
Five Times" with so much infectiousness that the
audience insists on further syncopations. The
quartet sang amusingly. The case of Publix players
disports itself in a lively manner. There is a "blues"
singer who has novel ideas about "The St. Louis
Blues" and other popular madrigals of the day.

There are two dancers who hoof it vigorously and
well and a pair of acrobats are excellent. The
Gamby-Hale girls perform the accepted unison dances.
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A TEN DAY VISIT TO NEW YORK
BY WILLIE HORWITZ

When I got on that Century and into my com-
partment I settled back at peace with the world.
Why not? I was going to New York to spend the
holidays, see my folks, friends, the subway, etc.. and
all this at the expense of those three boys, Donaldson,
Douglas & Gumble.

• * •

One of the first things I did was to see the much
talked of Ziegfeld production Whoopee. This was
not so easy as it seems, as we had to look all over
town to find a speculator who could be talked into

letting me have two tickets for this 6how. The
night I saw the Whoopee show they had about five

hundred people standing.

• s *

Visited Paul Ash at the Paramount Brooklyn and
found him a big hit there. Paul likes the house and
the people like him so he should be there for a long
time. Henry Murtagh is organist at this house and
sure makes them sing. George Dewey Washington
on the same bill killed them the night I was over
there.

• • •

Saw Jesse Crawford, who has been in New York
so long now that he is used to the town. He con-

tinues to be very big at the Paramount in New York.
When I caught him his biggest number was "I Faw
Down and Go Boom."

• * *

Saw Bobby Crawford at the Astor for lunch which,

by the way, is the meeting place for all the big

chiefs in the music business. Bobby is very happy
about his firm, DeSylva, Brown & Henderson, and
justly 60, as they are sure up on top. Bobby is one
of the finest boys in the business and sure deserves

thU success.
• • •

Saw my old friend Mack Stark, who is now in

business with Green and Stept, and they have a real

song in "Good Little, Bad Little You." As befits

a little firm with a little song, they are represented

in Chicago by Lew Butler. By the way. I understand
every time Lew broadcasts they put the microphone
on the floor.

• * >

Went to the Berlin office especially to see my good
friend Joe HUler, but found he was spending the

holidays in Pittsburgh.

• • •

Harold Lee, who made the trip with me, had me
up to his house and his father and mother sure en-

tertained 100 per cent. Wonderful people. Bernie
Pollack and the girl he is engaged to went with us.

Liked her very much. Hope Bernie doesn't see this.

• * *

Went up to see Gene Austin, but found him out
of town. Just heard he has become a father, my
best to him and the Mrs.

•' * *

Was sorry not to see Lew Brown, as I think he
is undoubtedly one of America's wittiest entertainers.

I can remember Lew quite a ways back, and even
then, when he didn't have so much to be happy about
as he has now, he was the same. You were always
sure of laughs when in Lew's company.

» * *

Jimmy Monaco and Edgar Leslie are now with

Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble. They started off with
"Me and the Man in the Moon." which is already

one of the country's biggest hits. They also have
several other songs that look great. These two boys
have always written hits and have some of their

best ideas coming, so watch them.
• * •

One of the most pleasant nights I spent in New
York was at Waller Douglas' apartment. A perfect

host is Walter, and when he comes to Chicago I will

show my appreciation by letting him entertain me
again. How's that?

• * »

The Feist firm was getting ready to move into their

new professional offices at Fiftieth street and Broad-
way. Understand it is the last word. When this

firm does anything they sure do it right.

• * •

Had a few laughs with George Piantadosi and
Herman Schenck of Shapiro-Bernstein. Two good
boys whom I have known for a long time.

ORGAN SOLOS
Albert F. Brown (Chicago Marbro) for the first

time in a long while offered a community solo, aided
by an amplifying arrangement called "Organ Phone."
This 6tunt was worked on a similar basis that Jean
Anthony worked his "Vocaltone" at this same theatre
several weeks ago. There is a considerable differ-

ence between the two devices. Charles Kaley, one of
the rotating band leaders, here sang over the micro-
phone "She'6 Funny that Way." Brown enticed the
audience, through his talk, to join in singing the
song hits of 1928, in which he played "Ramona."
"Blue Heaven," "Laugh, Clown. Laugh" and "Dream
Kisses." The crowd grasped the spirit of the novelty
and sang merrily.

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford (New York Para-
mount) offered "Opera Gems" for their organ concert
this week. Mr. Crawford first played bits from
famous operas. For the last number, Mrs. Crawford
at the stage console and Mr. Crawford at the pit

console, played a duet of "Sexette from Lucia."
They were very well received.

Faith Dayton (Chicago Chicago) played some of
the best organ music that ever accompanied a pic-

ture. The film was "Case of Lena Smith." So
much did it stand out that many people leaving the
theatre remarked about the playing. The rhythm,
selection and what else is in a good musical score
was played, and Thursday's playing was something
that some organists could learn a thing or two from.

"Hy" C. Geis (Jersey City Stanley). "Embarks on
the Matrimonial Sea." This was an original Geis
organ novelty. (This was not only the title of hi*

solo, but also the truth.) "Hy" used special slides

and lyrics for all the songs played. He first played
"Here Comes the Bride," then a special vereion of

"You're the Cream in My Coffee," "My Blackbirds are
Bluebirds Now," and "High Up on a Hilltop." He
received a very fine hand and well wishes from all

We also wish him luck and happiness in his new
venture.

Mrs. Maurie Hilbloom (Chicago Stratford) offered

a community 6ong-fest. The songs played were:
"Doing the Racoon." "Round Evening." "Marie" and
"When You're Smiling," and was quite a success.

John Hammond (New Orlean Saenger) rendered
some excellent music this week in conjunction with
the Grand Orchestra. The Faust Fantasy offering

and accompaniment was beyond criticism.

Ernest L. Houde (Winchester, Va., Capital) pre-

sented a special solo last week which proved to be
very novel and entertaining. It was called "Dreams."
He selected five numbers, using a big opening ar-

ranged by himself, playing "Sally of My Dreams,"
"Dream Kisses," played by a trumpet player on the

stage concealed to the audience ; "Girl of My Dreams,"
two violins and trumpet with organ, then a violin

solo, "Was It a Dream ?" For a finale he used a

vocal solo with trio of players and organ, playing

"Dream House."

The lighting effects played an important part in

the 6olo, which added considerable to it. The en-

tire offering was put over in deluxe style and is

one of the reasons for Houde's ever-increasing popu-
larity in the Valley section.

DON CORDON
Now Back in CHICAGO After

Triumphs with the

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
and of Course Playing a WURLITZER

Permanent Address—
EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD, Chicago

DEAR, OH, DEAR— (Harms, Inc.)—The hit song
of the new Lew Fields production, Chee Chee. The
writers are undoubtedly leaders in the production
line and they sure know their onions. Has a great
lyric and melody. By Fields, Rogers and Hart.

• * •

FA FA FATHER— (Irving Berlin, Inc.)—A com-
edy composition written by local boys. Well written
and looks like a seller. A Dough-Ray-Sol-Fa-Me
Song. By Walter Hirsch, Arthur Roades and Ted
Fiorito.

• • •

MY TONIA— (DeSylva, Brown & Henderson)—The
theme 6ong of the new Fox feature entitled, "In
Old Arizona." This picture is creating a lot of talk

as it's the first of all dialogue pictures made out-
doors. The writers as usual have turned out a
great song. By B. G. DeSylva, Lew Brown and
Ray Henderson.
TAKE ME BACK TO COL-LER-RAD-DA FER TO

STAY— (Villa Moret, Inc.)—A hilly billy song written
in a comedy vein. Has a lot of funny choruses,
including several new and some old gags. By Moran
Moore.

• • •

COME ON OUT AND COME ON INTO MY ARMS
—(Henry Waterson)—A very good fox trot with a

cute idea. By two well known writers. By Al
Dubin and J. Russell Robinson.

• a •

MAKIN' WHOOPEE—(Donaldson Douglas & Gam-
ble)—This song from the musical success WHOOPEE
is stepping out and looks like it will hit in all sec-

tions. This 6ong has enough merit to be a hit aside

from the show. Lyrics by Gus Kahn, music by Walter
Donaldson.

• # *

WHEN POLLY WALKS THROUGH THE HOLLY-
HOCKS— (Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.)—Lover3 have
been everywhere, but this is a new place. However,
Polly knows what'6 best for her, so we will let it

go at that. By Hariy Woods.
• • «

OUT OF THE MIST— (G. Schirmer, Inc.)—This
standard publisher is going after this song for a pop-

ular hit. It's really beautiful and should be great

for the better class singer. Words by J. Will Cal-

lahan, music by Lee R. Roberts.
• * *

TOMORROW'S VIOLETS— (J. S. Finck, Inc.)—

A

new publisher makes his bow with this as his first.

It's a pretty song by two well known writers. Words

by Raymond B. Egan, music by Larry Shay.
• • •

BETTY— (Leo Feist, Inc.)—The theme song of the

Colleen Moore picture SYNTHETIC SIN. It's cute

and with the picture to help should be heard from.

Lyrics by Harold Christy, music, Nathaniel Shilkert.

BEST SELLERS
"Sweethearts on Parade"—(Milton

Weil).
"I ll Get By"—(Irving Berlin).

"I Faw Down and Go Boom"—(Don-
aldson, Douglas & Gumble).
"Where the Shy Little Violets Grow"

(Remick Music Corp.).
"There's a Rainbow Round My Shoul-

der"—(Irving Berlin).

"Sonny Boy"—(DeSylva, Brown &
Henderson).
"Avalon Town"—(Sherman Clay).
"Marie"—(Irving Berlin).

"Me and the Man in the Moon"—
(Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble).
"Sally of My Dreams"—(DeSylva,

Brown & Henderson).
"You're the Cream in My Coffee"—

(DeSylva, Brown & Henderson).
"Happy Days and Lonely Nights"—

(Ager, Yellen & Bornstein).
"Carolina Moon"—(Joe Morris).
"Doing the Raccoon"—(Remick Music

Corp.).

"Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time"—
(Leo Feist).
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THE THEATRE
Welcome These to House Organ Exchange!
Don Adler, Manager,

banks, Alaska.

Terry McDaniel, Manager, Wilso

N. C.

Empress Circuit, Fair-

n theatre, Wil-

son,

A. E. Post, Publicity, Croivn theatre, Laramie,

Wyo.
T. R. Clemmons, Jefferson theatre, Beaumont,

Texas.

FROM the Halls of Montezuma to

—no, what we started to say was,

from Alaska to North Carolina the

mails in the past week have brought
new applications from exhibitors to

enter the House Organ Exchange.
From all comes the expression, direct

or implied, that the Exchange is serv-

ing a valuable purpose in promoting
the best ideas and best type of house

organ. To all these new applicants

we say : Welcome ! And to all the

message is the same: You are gladly

accepted as members with the one pro-

vision that you exchange house organs

with the other members. And for your

benefit, as well as that of the others,

the complete list, revised, is published

herewith.

From Fairbanks, Alaska, and the Em-
press Circuit, of which A. E. Lathrop is

chief and A. J. Hewitt is general manager,
Don Adler writes from the manager's of-

fice of "America's Farthest North Theatre"

as follows:

"Please enroll me as a member of

The House Organ Exchange. I will

exchange house organs with other

members."
And from North Carolina comes this

from Terry McDaniel, manager of the Wil-
son theatre at Wilson, a Publix-Saenger

house:
"Attached you will find issue number one

of 'New Wilson' News. We would like to

have our name placed on your House Or-
gan Exchange list.

"We are certain this service will

mean as much in the publishing of a

house organ as the EXHIBITORS
HERALD-WORLD means in the
proper operation of a theatre."

The first page of the New Wilson News
is reproduced herewith.

A. E. Post, handling publicity for the
Crown theatre, Laramie, Wyo., is another
to whom you older members of the Ex-
change will send your publications gladly.

As Post says, "Let the boys start firing,

and I will be ready for them." Here is

what Post writes:
"Not since the days of the 'dinosaur'

of 'The Lost World' fame have I had occa-
sion to correspond with 'the only real pa-
per in_ the field,' other than to renew my
subscription.
"And now—I return to the fold in the

interest of house organs. 'The Crown
Theatre Entertainer' will be inaugurated
next week with the slogan—'Don't say that
we didn't tell you about it.' I will forward

copies of the initial edition, 'hot off the

press' and would like to exchange with the
boys each week, but I am at a loss for a
complete list of members of the exchange.

"The exchange seems to me a great
thing and I hope that the fellows keep
interest. If two members each have
one good idea as a starter, and they
trade said ideas—they each have
TWO. Would that work out with
silver dollars? The house organ
should, as a result, become something
besides paper and printer's ink.

"Let the boys start firing, and I will be
ready for them.
"This is also my first opportunity, though

a little late, to congratulate you on the
merger, or combine which made the H. W.
the greatest sheet in the business. Packed
houses—fair crowds or 'flops' we at least have
the Herald-World to look forward to each
week."
From Tom R. Clemmons, director of

theatres of the Jefferson Amusement Com-
pany at Beaumont, Texas, comes the
request : Will you kindly place the Jeffer-
son theatre on your House Organ mailing-
list."

Your cooperation, folks, is appreciated by
new members and those who are just start-
ing house organs. For example, L. J.
Wegener, resident manager of the Rialto
at Fort Dodge, Iowa, has this to say:

"Wish to take this opportunity to
thank you for the sample house or-
gans that you sent to me. I am sure
they will be a real help in getting our
own publication started."
And there is the following letter from H.

Shulgold of the Imperial Chain Theatres in
Pittsburgh. We haven't as yet received the

# "Nriii JSilsmf 2>riu5 £
NEXT WEEK BRINGS TWO TALKING PICTURES TO
THE 'NEW WILSON ' - WILLIAM HAINES MONDAY
•THE TERROR' 2nd. ALL TALKING PICTURETHLRS.

SEE NEXT WEEK'S PF.O-iRAM ON BACK PAGE

souvenir number of Filmdom, to which he

refers, and are anxiously awaiting its ar-

rival. Also, Shugold, you say that mem-
bers of the Exchange have considered you
a "moocher" in asking for exchanges be-

fore publication of your own. We doubt
that, Shugold. We're all working together

on this, and we're confident that when
other members receive copies of your pub-
lication they'll feel more than repaid for

starting the ball rolling. Anyway, here's

what Shugold writes:
"Yesterday morning's mail has a copy of

the Souvenir Number of 'Filmdom,' di-

rected to you.
"We have been so terribly busy with the

opening of the theatre, I have not been
able to send it to you sooner. I also wish
to send copies to the individual members
of the exchange, but am not able to locate

a copy of the Herald-World containing this

list.

Covers Two Weeks
"You will note that this issue covers the

program for the first two weeks, however,
beginning with the issue now on the press

all subsequent issues will cover programs
from week to week.
"Because of the concurrent excitement

incident to the opening, there are a number
of mistakes in the book which I will cor-
rect in future issues. Even at this date I

have not been able to give 'Filmdom' the
thought it requires for its improvement in

content and makeup, but I can see much
room for improvement and hope to have a
good-looking book before long.

Anxious to Exchange
"I am very anxious to get copies to the

other members of the exchange so that I

can at last become an active member. So
many members of the exchange have con-
sidered me a moocher for wanting to be
on their mailing list without having a pub-
lication of my own to mail, that I fear I

have probably missed out on a number of

good angles which I might have spied,

had I received the benefit of their books.
But I shall now become a member in good
standing and look forward to the steady
flow of other house organs.

"Again, I thank you for your many kind-
nesses to me and hope that I may return
your favors by becoming a valuable con-
tributor to your department.

"P. S. Incidentally, we have received a
wonderful response from our patrons. From
a mailing of 7,000 copies for the opening
we have received and are receiving daily

requests through the mail to have the book
mailed regularly. We flash a trailer on the
screen telling the patrons about the book
and ask that they drop their names and
addresses into box at the exit. The first

two days after opening we received close

to 300 names and addresses."
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The House Organ Exchange—
Big and Growing Family

Washington
And the Truth
(For Your House Organ)

Truth—and service—seems to us

to be the most permanent and
beneficent contribution of the

Nation s Father to the progress of
the nation.

Yes, there are those in this age

of skeleton-shaking who think it

necessary to dispute the story of
the cherry tree. There are those

who consider that beclouding the

good traditions of the past will

clear the skies for the present and
succeeding generations. We doubt
it. To us it is just an epidemic of
muckraking and the best we can
say for epidemics is that they re-

duce populations, and while scien-

tists of economics may have good
grounds for believing such a re-

sult beneficial we have yet to be
convinced that it has any standing

from a standpoint of morals or
morale. We don't know that even
that much can be said for the epi-

demic of muckraking.
Does exploding the Cherry Tree

incident make Washington more
of a he-man? Do you parents have
to go very far back into your mem-
ories to recall times when your
children have come to you, even
voluntarily, and admitted little—
or large—misdeeds? And did you
lose respect for your children be-

cause they did so? What a fallacy
really lies in this practice of ex-

posing the past!

We said truth and service is the
greatest lesson we draw from the

life and trials of Washington. We
want to apply those same prin-

ciples in the conduct of our thea-

tre. When we have a particularly

good picture and we tell you so, we
want you to know from experience
that you can bank upon our state-

ment. That, too, is Service.

The Management.

H. M. Addison, Great Lakes theatre, Buffalo,

N. Y.
Don Adler, Empress Circuit, Fairbanks,

Alaska.

Archie Baley. Riviera theatre, Omaha, Neb.
F. M. Boucher, Empire-Colonial-Win The-

atres, Winchester, Va.
L. W. Carroll, Majestic theatre, Burlington,

Vermont.
T. R. Clcinmons, Jefferson theatre, Beau-

mont, Texas.

C. K. Conner, Auburn theatre, Auburn,
Maine.
H. A. Cook, Criterion theatre Macon, Ga.

I. G. L. Drummond, Hippodrome theatre, BP.
Aukland, County Durham, England.
Stephen Dziadik, Derby theatre, Derby, Conn.
L. D. Everett, Saenger theatre, Mobile, Ala.

Lester M. Fagg, Panida theatre, Sandpoint,

Idaho.

L. 0. Gardner, Neptune theatre, 39th and
Bell, Kansas City.

Charles P. Gilmore, Orpheum theatre, Os-

wego, N. Y.
John Goldstone, Empire Picture House, Hud-

dersfield, Yorkshire, England.
R. W. Hester, North State theatre, Goldsboro,

N. C.
Verner Hicks, Arcadia theatre, Olney, 111.

Bob Kelley, Greater Palace theatre, Dallas,

Texas.
The Lake Tales, Lark theatre, McMinnville,

Ore.

William Leggiero, Liberty theatre, Sharon, Pa.

0. M. Linn, Y. M. C. A., Coatesville, Pa.

Samuel H. Marks, Palace theatre, London,
Ontario, Canada.

J. H. Marolf, Capitol theatre, Iron Mountain,
Mich.
Edward F. Masters, Peoples theatre, Chanute,

Kansas.
William T. Meeks, Shorewood theatre, 1535

Oakland Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

B. Mouland, Savoy theatre, Clayfield, Bris-

bane. Australia.

Ben Mueller, California theatre, Santa Rosa,

Cal.

New Manager at

Racine Solid With

Press From Star^
(Special to the Herald- World)

RACINE, WIS., Jan. 22.—A newspapei
welcome which would be the delight of any
theatre manager was accorded Charles H.
Collins when he took up the reins at the

Capitol here. The article, which ran well

over a column said in part, commenting
upon a recent tour of the West by Collins:

"Previous to his western trip Mr. Col-

lins owned and operated several motion
picture houses in Kenosha, spending about
12 years there. His operation of such thea-

tres also extended as far west as Colorado,
where he had charge of several such en-

terprises.

"His travels throughout the west by au-

tomobile did not alter his opinion of Wis-
consin. Especially does he like this city

and its people, he told a Journal-News re-

porter today.

"Mr. Collins believes the 'talkies' are the

greatest thing going at this time. They are

the greatest thing that ever happened, he
says, and he has prepared to give Capitol
theatre patrons that type of amusement."

F. N. McCullough, Drake theatre, Oil Citv,

Pa.

Terry McDaniel, Manager, Wilson theatre,

Wilson, N. C.

Hal D. Neides, Grauman's Egyptian theatre,

Hollywood, Cal.

New Capitol Newsette, New Capitol theatre,

Alexandria, Va.

Wally Nordby, Indiana theatre, Indiana, Pa.

Orpheum News, Orpheum theatre, Clarion,

Pa.

C. C. Pippin, Strand theatre, York, Pa.

A. E. Post, Crown theatre, Laramie, Wyoming.
Publix News, Riviera theatre, Omaha

Nebraska.

Russell C. Roshon, Columbus Amusement
Co., New Kensington. Pa.

W. P. Riggins, Strant theatre, Jesup, Ga.

Montague Salmon, Boulevard theatre, Los
Angeles.

John J. Scanlon, Palace theatre, Torrington,

Conn.
F. J. Shayne, Theatre Corporation of America,

Washington, D. C.

George E. Shivers, Rivoli theatre, New York
City.

Benjamin Shnitka, Royal theatre, Innisfail,

Alberta, Can.

H. Shulgold, Imperial Chain Theatres, 1001

Clark Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Albert Sidlinger, Palace theatre, Marion,
Ohio.

Kenneth Tallmadge, Temple theatre, Saginaw,

Mich.

Reinhold Wallach, Lake theatre, Milwaukee,
Wis.

Reinhold Wallach, Sheboygan theatre, She-

boygan, Wis.

Vic Walker, West Coast-Walker, Santa Ana,
Cal.

L. J. Wegener, Rialto theatre, Fort Dodge,
Iowa.

Wener & Green, Russell theatre, Glace Boy,

Nova Scotia.

R. H. Zerbel, Delft theatre, Marquette, Mich.

This striking ad was used by Fred S.

Meyer at the Allwmbra, Milwaukee. File

this for an idea for your next New Year's

Eve advertising. See. story on next page.

Gilbert-Garbo Subtitle

Contest Put Over Well
Hundreds submitted replies to the John

Gilbert-Greta Garbo Love Contest con-
ducted by Manager Rodney Toups of the

Loew's State theatre at New Orleans,
where the two stars appear on the screen
in "A Woman of Affairs." Most of the

replies came not from young people but
from the older folk. The love passages
submitted as subtitles to the contest judges
included expressions of the college set, flap-

pers and drug store sheiks. Miss Lillian

May Hubert and Miss Angelina Sclafani

head the list of fifteen winners of free

tickets.

Universal Man Called to Mother's Bed
NEW YORK.—C. L. Dortic, veteran accessory man

with Universal and for the past several years in

charge of accessories in the company's Pittsburgh
territory, has been called to New York, due to the

illness of his mother.
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Several exhibitors have requested of

"The Theatre"
1

a list of publications

nhich can be used as a reference library

for data on stars, producers, and so on. in

preparation of copy for house organs. To
all exhibitors tie heartily recommend for

this purpose

The
Motion Picture

Almanac
which will make its appearance in a

month. The ALMAXAC uill contain

material on a veritable host of subjects,

and. ichat is equally important, in a

pleasing style that Kill be of particular

value to House Organ Exchange members.

ALMBBBA downer

-
WED. THUR. FR[.

EGYPTIAN
TUES. WED. THUR.

JUNEAU
TUES. WED. THUR.

GREENFIELD
TULS. WED. THUR.

IDLE HOUR
TUES. WED. THUR.

LAKE
TUES. WED. THUR.

RIVIERA
TUES. WED. THUR.

STATE
TUES. WED. THUR.

VENETIAN
MOM. TUES. WED.

;
who;
VICTOR HrjCO'S

I m nc=.t»l Classic •»

Sacred and Profane Love

CONRAD VEipT
The John Bjnymcre cf£„-r?ce»

marVphilbin
-."V Sorer! ««.* Saat.fi.i

A.ND

OLGA BACLAKOYA

Ttmm is mb*>lvt*ij thm
jFIRST SL'BL SBAM

SHOWING •/ fJu* r Jl
"

ficont production nam I

pr'M<te*J at

"Real Neighborhood
Prices"

Tm WJt F.~J Ymmr fW«

61
Something different in the way of cooperative advertising for the several theatres in a

circuit playing the same picture for the first time in the neighborhoods is shotcn in

the above from L niversafs subsidiary, Milwaukee Theatre Circuit. Inc. This netc

policy has been adjudged successful

Circuit Groups Ad for Striking

Effect As Well As Lower Cost
The Milwaukee Theatre Circuit. Inc., subsidiary of Universal and operator of

seven theatres in Milwaukee, six of which are neighborhood houses, has adopted

a new policy in its newspaper advertising which has met with a big success. The
new policy pertain? particularly to such pictures as "Lncle Tom's Cabin," "King

of Kings" and "The Man ^ ho Laughs." making their first appearance at theatres

outside of downtown Milwaukee.

Opening on Stroke

Of Midn igh t Is Cue
Helping "Awakening"
The Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee, sold out

its house on New Year Eve and the lobby

was packed because of a bit of clever show-

manship on the part of Fred S. Meyer, man-
aging director of the Milwaukee Theatre

Circuit, Inc., of which the Alhambra is a

member.
Through an attractive advertisement the

theatregoing public of Milwaukee was ac-

quainted with the fact that "The Awakening"
with Yilma Banky would open at the Alham-
bra theatre on the stroke of midnight New-

Year Eve. Tickets were on sale a week or

more in advance and the type of picture, to-

gether with the fact that this was a first-run

picture opening on New Year Eve, helped to

make it a success.

The "Marie" song composed for the picture

by Irving Berlin was the principal source of

exploitation in connection with "The Awaken-
ing" Insofar as this was a sound picture,

this phase of the exploitation was particularly

effective. A tieup was made with 30 music
shops in the city whereby the "Marie" song
was featured by them in their window
displays.

In addition to this, a loudspeaker was erect-

ed over the box office connected with a vic-

trola inside the theatre. In this manner
"Marie" was broadcast to those passing, and
aided in drawing many into the theatre. The
lobby was arranged with attractive cutouts

and posters, and the picture did a big business

in Milwaukee, holding over one week.

Exchange, Theatre

Cooperate and All

Benefit From Plan
An effective tieup between the Dallas Para-

mount branch and the Palace theatre, Publix
deluxe unit, has been arranged whereby both
the theatre and the exchange profit.

In all his correspondence to exhibitors and
Paramount clients. Tack Dugger, local branch
manager, ends with a paragraph on the weekly
"Discovery Hour" at the Palace, conducted by
Ray Teal, stagehand leader, for the purpose
of finding local amateur talent, and advising
exhibitors of the publicity value of such a
stunt. He also suggests that outoftown ex-
hibitors get in touch with Teal as to the

possibility of getting a hearing for any of
their local entertainers to appear on the Palace
stage.

The Palace reciprocates by offering to the
exchange the theatre for trade showings and
the theatre and the exchange derive equal ad-
vantages from the cooperation.

In connection with the first two pictures a

two column ad, six inches deep, was run,

calling attention to the fact that this tremen-
dous spectacle was appearing for the first time
at the following theatres : Downer, Venetian,

State, Lake, Juneau and Riviera, and listing

in each case the address of the theatre. All

these houses are Universal theatres and this

grouping of all theatres featuring the same
picture for the same length of time and ap-

pearing in one large ad rather than a series of

small ads for each house proved verv success-

ful.

Combine in Sunday Ad
Following the success of this type of adver-

tising featured on the regular amusement page
of the city's leading daily, the circuit tried

another stunt which took. This time they tied

up the neighborhood theatres of the circuit as

well as three other neighborhood houses not

controlled by the circuit and the Alhambra
theatre, the circuit's downtown house in a

combined ad in the Sunday paper.

The ad, four columns wide and six inches

deep, was divided in half and carried the

names and addresses of the six Milwaukee

Exhibitors Herald-K orld.

407 S. Dearborn St..

Chicago. III.

"Thr Theatre'':

Please enroll me as a member of The
House Organ Exchange. I will exchange

house organs with other members.

Name

Theatre

Address

circuit houses besides the Greenfield, Egyptian

and Idle Hour theatres, all of which were
playing Carl Laemmle's production, "The Man
W ho Laughs."
The other half of the ad featured the Al-

hambra, which was showing Carl Laemmle^s
"The Last Warning." This layout was parti-

cularly successful because the theatre going

public usually scans the advertisements of the

downtown theatres first in going over the

Sunday amusement section and consequently

they could not fail but notice what was ap-

pearing at these various neighborhood houses.

In connection with these types of advertise-

ments, the fact that it is the first suburban
showing of the particular picture is always

stressed, in connection with the fact that it is

presented at "real neighborhood prices."

Besides attracting more attention for the

neighborhood houses another feature of this

type of advertising is that it is somewhat
cheaper for the advertiser. In the case of the

Milwaukee Theatres Circuit it is unique be-

cause it includes not only the houses of that

circuit in Milwaukee but also other neighbor-

hood houses which have booked a L'niversal

picture for the same dates.

A newspaper's co-operation toward its ad-

vertisers is well exemplified in connection with

the advertisement for "L'ncle Tom's Cabin"'

which appeared at the Downer, Venetian,

State, Lake, Juneau and Riviera theatres. The
ad announced that the picture was to open
January 1, but the circuit learned later that it

would not run until January 2. It was too late

to jerk the ad and substitute another but the

paper volunteered to give the theatres news
space.

The newspaper accordingly ran a story to

the effect that "Uncle Tom's Cahin" would
not open at the theatres as announced on
January 1, but would open on January 2.
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, in-

formation and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

the Box Office Window"

"in old arizona"

Dear folks :

Right here is the place to mark a cross. The
cross marks the spot where Mr. L. C. Smith's

good typewriting mechanism gives a final gasp

and lies still. There's simply no possibility of

describing "In Old Arizona" adequately with

the tools of written narration. It's got to be

heard to be seen, seen to be heard, seen and
heard to be perceived. If you don't witness

it don't blame me. I've told you.

"In Old Arizona" is the first long picture

I've seen with the sounds altogether on the

square. It's made as the Movietone News is

made, with no sound-proofing of the overtones.

The dialogue is crisp, characteristic, genuine,

and it occurs as speech occurred in the open

spaces on such occasions as the one pictured.

So do the noises of horse, wagon, creaking

harness and rumbling wheel, and all the noises

of outdoors and indoors. What happened is

this: They enacted a play and caught it with

Movietone. It's a gem, a classic, all the good

things you've felt that a play so staged would
be—and by "staged" I mean in the broad sense

which does not contemplate four walls.

Good actors and actresses do lots of good

things in it, but the foregoing paragraphs per-

tain to the important thing—that this is the

first true audien. Don't miss it.

' "THE WEDDING MARCH"

T
_I_ HE exhaustive details of Mr. Erich von

Stroheim's efforts in connection with the manu-

facture of "The Wedding March" interest me
not a whit. I've heard the story so many times.

But "The Wedding March" does interest me,

for it is the best picture I've ever seen under

Mr. Von Stroheim's hand and seal. It is also

the best picture he has ever appeared in. And
it is one of the best pictures ever made.

"The Wedding March," as it stands, is a

graphic story of Vienna in 1914, terminating

before outbreak of the war. A thoroughly so-

phisticated officer of the guard loves a wholly

naive peasant girl, but does not marry her.

He does marry money. That's all there is to

it, that with asides, highlights, emphases, all

the tremendous trifles an artist employs in tell-

ing a simple, strong story well. And this is the

first time I've called Mr. Von Stroheim artist.

Von Stroheim, Fay Wray, ZaSu Pitts and

Mathew Betz are incomparable in the principal

roles. Everybody else in the cast is perfect,

By T. O. Service

too, and I don't care if I never see better

entertainment.

"THE CASE OF LENA SMITH"

ErfSTHER RALSTON dresses and enacts the

peasant girl who is Lena Smith. She's good

enough as such, so let's consider it an estab-

lished fact that she can act if act she must,

then let's put her back in light, amusing com-

edies, where she's so much better to look at.

"The Case of Lena Smith" is a tremendous

effort to show that a poor girl didn't have much
of a chance in Austria before the war. It shows

this conclusively. If there is interest in this

bit of history, then the picture may be inter-

esting. But under no circumstance can it be

called entertainment, any more than can the

highly interesting information you gain while

awaiting and recovering from an appendectomy.

"RED WINE"

M R. CONRAD NAGEL is going to be de-

spoiled in one of these pictures sooner or later,

you mark my words. Here, for the second time

in just a little while, he is the upright young

husband who goes to jazz places and looks

upon the wine and women when the former is

red, white and blue. Need I relate the rest?

Of course not, but I do need to say that he does

it better this time than he has before and the

picture is as nice a little comedy as I have seen

since Sidney Drew passed into the yawning

mystery of the Final Closeup.

"THE REDEEMING SIN"

D IDN'T Nazimova make this picture a not

very long time ago? Or was it merely some-

Fox Prints Programs
For Blind Patrons

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 22.—A series of
performances for the blind with a

program printed in the Braille sys-

tem will be given by the Fox Film
Corporation with the all-audien pic-

ture, "In Old Arizona." The £rst

showing was held at the Criterion
theatre in Los Angeles yesterday.

thing just as good? No, it must have been

something better, for this is pretty thin stuff.

Dolores Costello is, in this, an Apache girl.

Conrad Nagel is her doctor sweetie. Apaches

are all over the place, talking like perfect ladies

and gentlemen, and there is much drayma with

a very broad A. Very litde entertainment, how-

ever, unless one is ill bred enough to find en-

tertainment in the efforts of the players to make

entertainment.

"JUST ONE WORD"

J UST ONE WORD" is a Movietone nov-

elty produced for Paramount by Joseph Santley.

It has five characters, who speak one word

speeches in turn, thus getting across such an

act as used to be done in music revues and

—

if I may further expose my age—in burlesque

shows when burlesque was burlesque. And, of

course, in vaudeville. It is excellent in itself.

It is much more important, significant and so

forth as an indication of what may be done with

dialogue under proper circumstances.

"THE LAST WARNING"

1 HE LAST WARNING" is the last word

in mystery effects. Just about everything in the

way of mystery thrills happens, and more than

one damp chill crept up my spine before the

last flicker had flickered. But I must say all

this heaping on of mystery stuff leaves one

rather cold after awhile. Things happen just

for the sake of happening and not for the story.

The cast is a large and imposing one. There

are so many good actors in the plot there's not

enough stuff to go around. Even Laura La-

Plante suffers from lack of things to do, and is

forced to scream much too much, as are one or

two others in the cast. Montagu Love walks

away with the best performance and most of

the footage. Paul Leni has given the picture

many good bits of direction, and if he is re-

sponsible for the photography, he deserves

more credit, for some of it is exceptional.

There is dialogue at the beginning and finish.

Bits of it are good, the rest mediocre. Dialogue

perceptibly slows up the action in places. How-

ever, in the chase after the murderer the shouts

and explanations of the pursuers add to the ex-

citement without slowing up the swift action.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept.

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Managers' Schools

LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT.
A training that is helping many theatre employees to

success. Catalog H., Moving Picture Theatre Man-
agers' Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

Position Wanted

PROJECTIONIST desires steady employment.
Reasonable salary. Has experience. Steady and re-

liable. Address Box 3S1, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

EXPERIENCED moving picture operator at lib-

erty; with reference. Will go anywhere. Address
Gilbert Teegardin, 295 E. 19th Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

FEMALE PIANIST-ORGANIST, experienced. Cue
correctly. Prefer small town. References. Central

states. Address Box 348, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

AT LIBERTY—Projectionist; work guaranteed;
any machine: non-union; single, sober, steady, reli-

able. Louis Hajovsky. Box 183, El Campo, Tex.

ORGANIST Fifteen Years Experience—First-class

Chicago Organist. (Male.) Reason for leaving due
to Vitaphone. Expert Synchronization of music to

the picture. Novelty and straight solo work. Large
Library. Union, married, will go anywhere. Best of

references. Can also double as manager or assistant.

Address Box 338. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, IU.

ORGANIST AT LIBERTY NOW—Experienced,

capable, efficient, splendid sight reader, complete

library can cue all type of pictures, present slide

novelties, will go anywhere. References. Address
Box 336. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago.

POSITION WANTED AS THEATRE MANAGER
—20 years' experience in the movie field, advertising,

exploitation, administration and service. Married.

Am also an organist. Very good references. Address
Box 346. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago.

ORGANIST—Experts thoroughly trained in show
unship available at all times for first-class positions

Men and women. No service charge Write full in-

formation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc- Ad-
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

FEMALE ORGANIST is looking for a position,

will be free January 1st. Am well recommended,
reason for leaving due to Vitaphone. Can play on
all makes. Single, will go anywhere, can cue pictures

correctly and accurately. Will start for reasonable

alary in order to prove worth. Address Box 289,

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St, Chi-

cago, Hi.

Equipment for Sale

FOR SALE—320 18' veneer chairs $1.50—270
veneer chairs 18" $1.40—370 18" veneer chairs $1.30

—230 21" veneer chairs $1.45—473 veneer 20" like

new $1.90 all castings perfect and veneer in fine con-
dition. 2 Monograph Model 1002-E motor drive ma-
chines complete with lens, fine condition. $550.00 for
pair. 2 Simplex motor drive Type S lamphouses and
Peerless arc controls with lens, $650.00 tor both- 1

Powers 6B motor drive with lens, wonderful condi-

tion, $250.00. The Theatre Seating Company, 845

S. State St., Chicago, HI.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-

flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalogue. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.

POWERS AND SIMPLEX PARTS, 20% and 30%
discount Two Powers 6 B with Peerless lamps. Will
sell separately. Bargains. Address Carol Fenyvessy,
62 St Paul St. Rochester, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,

also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best Prices. Write Joseph Spratler,

12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, HI.

CHICAGO CLEARING HOUSE—Our bargain list

on rebuilt Projectors, Powers 6-A Motor driven ma-
chines, including 12 rebuilt Simplex motor driven
machines with latest Simplex type S lamp houses
Prices ranging from $175.00 and up. Peerless arc

controls $35.00 per pair Compensarcs all makes.
$20.00 and up. Rebuilt Generators at reasonable

prices. AC and DC Electric fans rebuilt iust like

new. Write for complete list of your needs and
prices. No obligation. Address Illinois Theatre
Equipment Co., 12-14 E. Ninth St. Chicago, DL

POWERS AND SIMPLEX PARTS at 20 per
cent and 30 per cent reduction. Reflector arc lamps
cheap. Address Carol Fenyvessy, 62 St Paul St.,

Rochester, N. Y.

Chairs for Sale

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera chairs, 600 uphol-
stered, 800 Veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,

844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Just received 4,000 highest grade spring constructed
upholstered Theatre Chairs, le»s than 2 years old. at

very reasonable prices. Also several other lots of up
holstered and veneered Theatre Chairs, as well as 500
Portable Assembly Chairs Write for complete list

and description of all equipment You are under no
obligation. Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 E
Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" — "Neargravuremboso" (no-

plate embossing) processes. Special 500 8!4xll" let-

ter heads, 250 envelopes Neargravure $4.44 cash, post

paid. Samples. Address Sollidays, XH124, Knox, Ind.

For Sale

TWIN ROLL Reproduco organ, worth $2*00. As
good as new. Sacrifice at $1600. Address Box 349,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St,
Chicago.

REEL ELIMINATOR for mailing or shipping
films in small containers. All metal, fits any rewinder.
$3.00. (Patent applied for.) Every projection room
needs it. Satisfaction or Money Refunded after
Week's Trial. Address T. Glucksman, 353 S. Ram-
part St., New Orleans, La.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply. at prices that save you half. New and used
Opera chairs. Address J. P. Redington & Co., Scran-
ton, Pa.

REFERENCE BOOKS—Motion Picture Trade Di-
rector, $10; Anatomy of Motion Picture Art, $2.50.
Films of the Year, $2.50; Close Up, annual subscrip-
tion $3.50. These books may br ordered through us.

Send check or money order with your request Ad-
dress Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St,
Chicago, 111.

Theatres for Sale

SECOND HOUSE in town of 17,000. Priced right
for quick sale. Do not answer unless you mean
business. Address Box 352. Exhibitors Herald-
World, 407 S. Dearborn St, Chicago.

LIBERTY THEATRE For Sale. Only theatre in
town of 2500. Leaving State for other business.
Selling at once. Address Liberty Theatre, Mason
City, HI.

THEATRES, Burr Oak. Mich., White Pigeon,
Mich. Same management eleven years. Address A-
Kelso, Angola, Ind.

THEATRE: Midwest Population 40,000. Seats
290. Newly equipped. Doing business worth invest-

ment Address Box 350, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

THEATRE, northern Indiana, population fifteen

hundred; six hundred seats, newly equipped, doing
business worth the investment. Address Box 345,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.
Chicago.

Help Wanted

WANTED—Industrious young man to manage or

assist 600 seating house, population 6000. Splendid
opportunity to right party (experience in buying not

necessary). State qualifications, experience, age,

salary, etc. Address Refowich Theatre Co., Mahanoy
City, Pa.

Organs for Sale

FOR SALE—Cheap. Reproduco Pipe Organ. Op-
erates mechanically or hand. Landers Theatre,

1 Springfield, Mo.

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurhtxer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ, used or new. Reproduco Pipe Organ*.

Address S. B. McFadden. Havana, I1L

(Continued on next page)

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald-World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising

department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in

solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount

if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this

week. The cost is small, the results are great.
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(Continued from preceding page)

Theatrical Printing

SUPERIOR PRINTING—250 Letterheads, En-
velopes, Cards or Statements, $1.25, post paid; 5,000
3x9 Bills, $5.00; 5,000 4x9s, $6.00; other printing
reasonable. Address Sam K. Collins, 1241 E. Broad-
way, Louisville, Ky.

Projector Repairing

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer yon
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling

of your motion picture machinery equipment. One

of the oldest repair men in the territory, and (erring
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-
nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

Gift Night Souvenirs

GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine
novelties in our large free catalog at genuine whole-
sale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st. St., New York.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED—2 Peerless or Powers Projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-
third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago, 111.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Ce.,
844 Wabash, Chicago.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Miscellaneous

WANTED—Talking pictures with records for
Demonstration Sound Instrument. Address C. La-
Dare, Santa Rosa, New Mexico.

TITLES—Trailers—Lantern Slides. Developing
and Finishing. One Day Service. Address Strick-

land Industrial Film Corp., 163 Walton St., N. W.,
Atlanta, Ga. Telephones Ivy 2767.

LETTE RS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor is

invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.

Unsigned letters will not be printed.

Fire Cuts Childs Theatre

VILLISCA, IA.—To the Editor: I had a

nice visit with J. C. last week, never thinking

the Cozy, which has stood the storm for 20

years, would be numbered as the first of 5,000

theatres to go out of business. At 2 a. m.
Saturday morning, January 12, the rear of the

Cozy was discovered on fire. After about an

hour trying to get the hydrants thawed out

I was notified, and with the aid of a militia-

man and a gas mask we rescued seven reels

of film. Lost one reel of comedy. Also saved

Mercury arc rectifier and tube and a few
dishes. The newly installed upholstered chairs

and Cozy-phone. Machines—everything a

total loss, with $1,000 small dollars insurance.

I don't know what started the fire but I do

know it takes water to put out a fire. Con-
sequently, today instead of putting out adver-

tising for "The Romance of the Underworld"
I am wondering whether to build a theatre,

a livery stable or to buy a Ford and peddle

fish.

—

Dr. F. M. Childs, Villisca, la.

"New York"

NEILLSVILLE, WIS.—To the Editor:

Well, sir, boys, have you been following our

old friend J. C in his weekly chats? Particu-

larly his chatlets in the issue of the Herald-
World of the 12th wherein he prophesies that

by January of 1931 there will be at least 5,000

of us gone to the limbo of forgotten things.

You also noticed that he admits he has fol-

lowed as closely as possible in the footsteps

i
of the immortal Washington. Knowing this

old bird better than most of you boys, having

spent a few days fishing with him, I'll admit
that he tells the truth about everything except

the size of his fish catch. However, whenever
he starts warbling about this movie game,

you can take heed to what he says for he

sureinell knows what he is talking about. You
will note that I refer to this as a game and
not a business, although we have been hopped
up to refer to it as a business. Any of you
fellows who have been in it more than two
weeks will not have to have anybody tell you
it's a game—and a skin game at that.

However, even before the advent of J. C.'s

dire prediction, I started burning the midnight
oil (rather juice) to ascertain, if possible, just

wotinell was really the matter with this game,
and what could be done to start my people
coming to see some of these knockout pic-

tures which the film hounds admit are the

best on the market. In fact, they even tore

the doors down in New Yawk and Los Angeles
to see 'em. Not being able to dope out any-
thing with my own feeble brain I thought I

would take a run into New Yawk and find

out what means they employed to break all

those records (at least according to their ads),
and also meet my old friend, the Emperor of
Brazil, as well as the second vice-counsul to

Tegucigalpa whom I had once met on a tramp
steamer in the tropics.

As I shagged up the Main Stem I noticed
Paramount's ad on "Interference," it wasn't
much over a block long and a few hundred
feet high. I at once felt that I had discovered
why they charge $2 a look for pictures on
Broadway. Not so much for the picture, but
to pay for the juice to run their signs. I was
not enticed to let go of two bucks to see that

show. I had read that "White Shadows of
the South Seas" had just finished an extended
run at two smacks and was that afternoon
opening at the Capitol at popular prices. I

had visions of seeing a much touted show
at two bits so I hotfooted it up there. I laid

down a frog skin without looking at the price

list. I must say that the young blonde had
my ticket out and my bill in the till before

I could wink. There wasn't any change. Of
course, I hesitated, but didn't squawk, for if

I had she might have thought I was from the

wilds of Hoboken or Weehawken, or even the

Bronx. Well, boys, I am a liar if I haven't

shown better South Sea pictures for which I

paid $7.50 than that baby turned out to be.

It was supposed to be talking and sound. If

there was any talking in it, I didn't hear it,

unless the grunting of the old chief could be
called talking. There was plenty of sound
and racket. Whenever the native hootchima-
kootch dancers would do their stuff there was
some Hawaiian music which was put on after

the film was shot. All during the show I was
thinking that just the week before there had
been a lot of suckers who paid two of Uncle
Sam's choicest plasters to sit through this.

* * *

From there I stepped over to the Palace in

order to see if I could find some of those

vaudeville actors who, when they come here

for a booking, assure me they are from the

big time, but have plenty of excuses why they

are not at that particular time on the boards
at the Palace. I didn't see any of them on
the stage of the Palace, but it is possible they

were among the crowd of two or three thou-

sand hams who were cluttering up the side-

walks outside—too lazy to work for an honest

living and too rotten to get into an act any-

where.

Dropped into Roxy's to see if he was run-

ning his place all right. He had on one called

"Riley the Cop." There was also supposed
to be sound in that—just sound. As New
York has 30,000 cops that title ought to have
been a wow there for if all the cops and
their relatives came to see it there couldn't

have been much of a trick to fill the house at

least a dozen times. As we have only one cop
here, who is now standing across the street

in a snowdrift up to his ears, and due to the

meaningless cast, I would surmise the picture

would be a total loss here with no insurance.

Stepped over to the Paramount to see if all

the gilt and tinsel was intact. Saw Clara Bow
in "Three Week Ends" in which she was good.

On the way down the street, saw a sign

"Will Rogers Pinch Hitting for Fred Stone."

"Heh, heh," thinks I, I will drop in and get

a reservation for tonight. There was quite

a line ahead of me, but I noticed that they

would go up and sniff at the box office and
then beat it. I thought perhaps they had a

smallpox sign up there or something. When
it came my turn to appear before the Great

Akund of Swat behind the wicket, I looked

up and saw the scale of prices. I saw that it

read $6.60 but I thought that was the time of

the next performance. So I says to the Grand
Overseer, "What is that Six-Sixty, the price

of a season ticket?" "Oh, no," says he, "that

is for one seat, and not a very good one
either; and if you wish a ticket for the lady

with you (my Gawd, it was my wife) it will

cost you 13 smacks for the pair." I says,

"Brother, I wouln't pay that much to see the

second coming of Christ, and, furthermore, if

Bill Rogers isn't any better in this show than

he was in the last movie in which I showed
him, I wouldn't give you two bits for a coupla

box seats." I gave him that dirty dig to let

him know I was a big exhibitor from Some-
where in the Thickets. I don't know whether
that induced the house to reduce their prices,

or not. Probably not.

* * *

After that it was time to inhale a chop

suey. Strolled down to the Strand. Have
been going there for 15 or 20 years. If

memory serves me right, it was the first de-

luxe theatre in the world for movies. Saw
"Caught in the Fog" with talk. It was good
and would probably go all right in the silent

version. One beauty about the Strand is that

you are not afflicted there with the present day

whoopee known as stageshows. You are al-

ways sure of fine entertainment accompanied
by good music on the organ.

Saw several more, but not worth mention-

ing. As I didn't think that looking at a lot of

$7.50 pictures surrounded by $50,000 a week
stage shows would give me many ideas as to

how I could entice my patrons past my wicket,

and as the hotel bills were mounting faster

than the meter on a taxi, I thought it time to

grab a rattler for the Tall and Uncut.
* * *

Now, to get down to wotinell is the matter

with this alleged business. For the time being

the people seem to have lost interest in pic-

tures, the brand or the kind you run mak-
ing no difference, the dizzy film hounds to

the contrary notwithstanding. Those four

flushers don't have to pay for any pictures,

all they have to do is to wrap them around

your neck. About 99 and 9/10ths of the pres-

ent day alleged specials are specials only in

the fever-racked brains of the poppycock press

agents. The people have been bunked so much
that they had rather stay at home and toast

their shins before the fireplace listening to

the radio, or taking on a stiff game of tiddly

winks.

As near as I can dope it out the only sal-

vation for us yokels out in the tall grass dis-

tricts is sound. There must be several angles

ironed out before we can think of putting in

sound, especially at the present prohibitive

prices. First of all, the big boys in Wall

(Continued on page 58)
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Columbia
THE LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER: Bert Lytell—

Dandy entertainment. No business on account of the

"flu. The way television was used caused a lot of talk.

—Paul Russell, Russell theatre, Somerset, 0.—Gen-
eral patronage,

SUBMARINE: Jack Holt—December 16-17. Would
class this amongst the good ones. Comments from
patrons were excellent. Business not as good as it

should have been, for some unknown reason. H. G.

Stettmund. Jr.. H. & S. theatre. Chandler. Okla.

—

Small town patronage.

NOTHING TO WEAR : Jacqueline Logan—Nice
little comedy. Title drew.—Paul Russell. Russell

theatre, Somerset, O.—General patronage.

SAY IT WITH SABLES: Special cast—January 6.

A good mystery story or part of it is. Advertised

more than usual but fell way below the average.

Seven reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre.

Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

STREET OF ILLUSION: Ian Keith—Slow at

start but a bang-up climax. Pleased and drew.—Paul

Russell, Russell theatre. Somerset, 0.—General pat-

ronage.

SWEET ROSIE O'GRADY: Shirley Mason—

A

nice little program—failed to draw owing to no
24-sheet poster supplied by Near East Film Distribu-

ting Co.—N. T. Mudnaney. The Pearl Cinema, Cal-

cutta, India.—General patronage.

SINNER'S PARADE: Special cast—Splendid

!

Drew well and pleased. A real story, perfectly told.

We have used eight of the new Columbia'. Not a

poor one yet.—Paul Russell. Russell theatre, Somerset,

O.—General patronage.

THE WARNING: Jack Holt—Exhibitors, have

you any experience of movies? Then try this

picture. It is a magnet—drew crowded audiences

in spite of heavy rain. Second Columbia picture,

and it was well received.—N. T. Mudnaney, The
Pearl Cinema, Calcutta, India.—General patro-

nage.

DRIFTWOOD: Marceline Day—Good! Featured

theme song and got extra business.—Paul Russell,

Russell theatre, Somerset 0.—general patronage.

THE BLOOD SHIP: Hobart Bosworth—A cellu-

loid sensation. A genuine hit. A Columbia picture,

and that is saying enough. Wish I could play all

Columbia*.—N. T. Mudnaney. The Pearl Cinema,

Calcutta, India.—General patronage.

RUNAWAY GIRLS: Shirley Mason—Good. Drew
extra and pleased.—Paul Russell, Russell theatre,

Somerset, 0.—General patronage.

ISLE OF FORGOTTEN WOMEN: Dorothy Sebas-

tian—Quite an unusual picture—fetched better returns

than what we expected. Play it, it will grace your

booking sheet.—N. T. Mudnaney, The Pearl Cinema,
Calcutta. India.—General patronage.

R K 0 <FBO)

TERROR MOUNTAIN: Tom Tyler—January 2-3.

Tried to prove that movie actors are he-men. Five
reels.—B. C. Arehart. Auditorium theatre. Laurel,

Neb.—General patronage.

THE CIRCUS KID: Frankie Darro—Dandy pro-

gram picture, but not a special as it was sold for.

Seven reels.—Harold H. Kortes, Sun theatre. Plain-
well, Mich.—General patronage.

KING COWBOY: Tom Mix—75V December 27.

My first Tom Mix. It was good as a Western, but
don't think Mix has anything on the other Western
stars and can't see where his pictures are worth more
money than the others. Six reels.—G. A. Dilla, Sun
theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General patronage.

SINNERS IN LOVE: Special cast—Fair. At
least none of Sunday nighters walked out. Seven
reels.— E. C. Arehart, Auditorium theatre. Laurel,
Neb.—General patronage.

Copyright, 1929

DOM'T WAIT—VOTE A OR7 .'

T~\0~S~l wait—vote now! The ballot:

are coming in with each mail, the

nominations are growing, and eventually

I
the "My Favorite Players" contest will

j

have to end. Will YOUR favorites then
be left out—or not enjoying as high a
standing as you would like them to have?
It's easy to vote. And only a jiffy is re-

quired. If yoa haven't voted, fill out your
ballot today. For what's the use of wait-

ing until tomorrow?
Clara Bow and Lon Chaney still lead

I but the new flock of votes give both Joan
Crawford and John Gilbert a big boost,

besides making other changes in the race.

The standings thus far are as follows:

FE V/V/.VE
Clara Bow _. 22
Joan Crawford . 13
Cotleeo Moore 9
Louise Lovely

,

4
1 jura La Plante . 4
Billie Dove 4
Dolores Costello 3
Marion Davie* 3
Dolores Del Rio 2
Bebe DanieU 2
Greta Carbo 2
Janet Gaynor 2
Lillian Gish
Marion Nixon
Palsy Ruth Miller _ _

Norma Shearer
F 1orenrc Vidor „
Alice Joyce
Dorothy Mackaill
Margaret Livingston —

I Helen Foster
Jane LaVerne
Gloria Swanson .

|
Anita Page _ .

Sue Carol . .

MALE
Lon Chaney 14
Richard Dix 7
John Gilbert .— 7
Richard Barthelmesa 6
Gary Cooper — 5
Hoot Gibson 5
William Famum — 4
Conrad Nagel 4
William Haines — _ 3
Ronald Cobnan .... 3
Charles Rogers 3
Barry Norton .. 2
John Barrym re 2
William Boyd _

Glenn Tryon
Reginald Denny
ON e Brook . . .

Ramon Navarro —
Norman Kerry _ —

j
Walter Pigeon _ .

Percy Marmont
I Warner Baxter _

Frankie Darro -.

Charles Murray —
Charles Delaney —
Victor McLaglen
John Mack Brown —
Charles Farrell

. Tom Tyler —. —

TYRANT OF RED GL LCH: Special cast—70%.
An excellent picture of its type; the girl regis-

ters action and is not as namby-pamby as some.

Fine Saturday fare.—C. C. Klutts, Glades Amuse-
ment Company, Moore Haven, Fla.—General

patronage.

CHARGE OF THE GAUCH«'S: Special cast—75%.
What a million-dollar theme! By penny-pinching

they missed what could have been one of the out-

standing pictures of the year. The miserably thin
ranks of the army at the battle of Salta and the
little handful of gauchos audaciously charging killed

a brilliant idea. Only fair entertainment.—C. C.
Klutts, Glades Amusement Company, Moore Haven,
Fla.—General patronage.

TRACKED: Special cast—«5% Not as good as
previous ones, but has animal-lover appeal, at that-

Some good comedy and fighting.—C. C. Klutts, Glades
Amusement Company, Moore Haven, Fla.—General
patronage.

HEADING FOR DANGER: Bob Steele—Janu-
ary 5. Good print and very good action picture.

Bob Steele is a good hard worker and is very
clever. Give this boy something to work on and
he will do the rest. Do not be afraid to play
this. Very good. Play this and boost Bob. He
will make good.—E. A. Eley, Royal theatre. Oak
Harbor, O.—General patronage.

THE PERFECT CRIME: Clive Brook—20%. Jan-
uary 8. Just another mystery story. Star and cast

are fine. When they see it was a dream and Brooks
woke up. the crowd woke up and gave me a sleepy

look and went home.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
Theatre. Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

STOCKS AND BLONDS: Special cast—15%.
January 4. A lot of legs, booze and rough stuff.

Even the rough necks walked out on it. Good talent

in cast but too much of this kind of stories.—Bert
Silver. Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

CHICAGO AFTER MIDNIGHT: Special cast—S0%.
December 1. If you want to draw 'em in, book it-

One of the best underworld melodramas we have had
for a long while.—G. Fi Cooper, Baldwin theatre.

Savage, Maryland.—General patronage.

THE HARVESTER: Special cast—Gene Stratton

Porter's books always draw, but there ic nothing to

this picture except beautiful scenery..—L. C. Bolduc,

Bijou theatre. Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

LOVES OF RICARDO: George Beban—December
22. Lousy picture. Not only lousy but had no
drawing power. Did only about half of a Saturday
business. Keep away from it. Six reels.—Savoy
theatre, Hoovtrsville, Pa.—Small town patronage.

First National

SCARLET SEAS: Richard Barthelmess—95V
December 25. Good Barthelmess production, but a

little rough for the ladies. Not as good as "The
Noose," but will please the majority. Seven reek.

—E. F. Ingram, Ingram's theatre, Ashland. Ala.—
Small town patronage.

WATERFRONT: Mulhall-Mackaill—December 10.

Good picture to satisfied audience.—R. A. Wilson,

New theatre, DeWitt, Ark.—General patronage.

THE NIGHT WATCH: Billie Dove—Good. Of
course, you have to hand it to Billie. Her pictures

are dependable entertainment.—C. A. Swiercinsky,

Majestic theatre, Washington. Kan.—General patron-

age.

THE NIGHT WATCH: Billie Dove—Good picture

to good business. Another one that satisfied.—R. A.

Wilson. New theatre, DeWitt, Ark.—General patron-

age.

THE NIGHT WATCH: Billie Dove—January 1-2.

A captain's beautiful wife has been secreted on ship-

board, this without the knowledge of the husband.

A murder has been committed. The captain and his

beautiful wife had become estranged. The husband
is accused of the murder. There are about six reels

of trial. The wife finally frees the suspected husband
by pointing out the real criminal. Billie is always

good to look upon. However, this one doesn't com-

pare with some previous pictures made by the same
star. Seven reels.—C. V. Hunerberg. Princess theatre.

Parkersburg, la.—General patronage.

ADORATION: Billie Dove—87%. December 26.

One of the finest pictures of Billie Dove's career.

A little det-p for 6ome of our crowd, but most of
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them praised it highly. Although this ia another

Russian story, it is unusually good. Supporting cast

exceptionally good. Seven reels.—E. F. Ingram, In-

gram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.—Small town patronage.

THE CRASH: Milton Sills—December 17. Good

Sills picture which satisfied the Sills fans.—R. A.

Wilson, New theatre, DeWitt, Ark.—General pat-

ronage.

THE CRASH: Milton Sills—Fine. Pleased all.—

J. V. Frank, Harvard theatre, Harvard, Neb.

—

General patronage.

THE WARE CASE: Special cast—There has been

some talk in the past few months predicting war
between the United States and Great Britain, and
since seeing this picture I am ready to go to war
against England, as I understand this is a British

production. It is the poorest picture one can think

of, and why, why, why did First National release it?

—W. H. Brenner. Cozy theatre. Winchester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

THE HAUNTED HOUSE: Special cast—Disap-
pointing. Advertised it as a creepy, terror inspiring

picture, but lo, and behold 1 it was just a long-drawn

out comedy with nothing but absurdities. Why
couldn't it have been made seriously with touches of

humor now and then ? Another mystery of the

studios 1 Conklin is a great comedian but patrons

don't like too much of him. They know all his

tricks by this time. Kids like this number, but

grown-ups said the laugh was on us. Seven reels.

—

H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre. Melville, La.

—

General patronage.

LONG PANTS: Harry Langdon—40%. December
21-22. I could be put in jail for what I think of this,

and at increased rental. Where was the comedy in

this picture? If he is a comedian, "I'm the guy that

built the pyramids." Six reels.—Ray W. Musselman.
Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

SEE YOU IN JAIL: Jack Mulhall—45%. December
14-15. Pret y fair. Moves along and has a number
of funny spots. Not bad for entertainment and
better than a lot of them. Six reels.—Ray W.
Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

FRENCH DRESSING: Special cast—23%. Decem-
ber 13. A right good picture and hot in spots. Will

please some of your patrons and won't merit many
knocks. Eight reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess

theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE SAVAGE: Ben Lyon—20%. December 11.

Just a picture, silly and improbable. Seven reels.

—

Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE: Special cast^-A
lot of slush. With a big advertising campaign I

was able to get a big box office return for opening
night, but second and last nights died on my hands
and the picture proved to be a big box office dis-

appointment, and I want Judge Lindsay, who I am
sure has been and is now a great man, to tell me
why he let his name be dragged into a thing like

this. You exhibitors who have not bought it, see it

first.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre. Winchester, Ind.

—General patronage.

COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE: Special cast-
Book this. It's good, and the title will draw
them in. Six reels L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre,

Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Alex Francis

—Very good. All noted books draw well. Many
favorable comments. Eight reel3.—L. C. Bolduc,

Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmess—An intense

drama, which Barthelmess handled in a most accept-

able manner. One of the best dramas we have had
in many a night. Seven reels.—Giaeoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmass—Very good
drama. Will please any audience. Acting perfect.

Six reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway,
N. H.—General patronage.

THE WRIGHT IDEA: Johnny Hines—Very clever

comedy. Hines is good. Six reels.—L. C. Bolduc,

Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

CODE OF THE SCARLET: Ken Maynard—Good
action picture. Ken Maynard and Tarzan are great.

My crowd likes them very much. Six reels.—L. C.

Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General pat-

ronage.

THE LITTLE SHEPHERD OF KINGDOM COME:
Richard Barthelmess.—Very good program picture.

Pleased most everyone who has read the book and
it draws. Seven reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre,

Conway. N. H.—General patronage.

HAPPINESS AHEAD: Colleen Moore—A good pic-

ture of the crook variety. Splendid performance by
Colleen and Edmund Lowe. Seven reels.—L. C.

Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General
patronage.

VELC 0 ME

!

Another new contributor to the de-

partment is introduced this week. Ivan
Rowley of the Ward theatre at Pismo
Beach, Cah, having sent in his first re-

port. Knowing what each new member
of the big "What the Picture Did for Me"
family means to all of us both in practi-

cal benefits and comradeship, we salute

Brother Rowley and extend to him en-

thusiastic greetings.

Rowley begins his letter by saying,

"Might as well take this opportunity to

comment on several pictures," and closes

with, "I am glad I am a two years' sub-

scriber to your magazine," while between
these gracious and decidedly welcome
statements are the following reports:

FIRST NATIONAL—THE Whip: Special cast.

Was sold as a special but was far from it.—
The Butter and Egg Man: Jack Mulhall. Sap-
posed to be a special but would pass for a

program picture.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER— D a n e i n g
Daughters: Joan Crawford. A tonie for the

box office and goes over good in small towns.
Print dark, though.

RKO PROD. (FBO)—Danger Street:

Warner Baxter. A gangster story that is differ-

ent, and it pleased.

AMERICAN BEAUTY: Billie Dove—January 1-2.

Good program pic ure which seemed to please those

who attended. Seven reels.—William E. Tragsdorf,

Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patron-

age.

THE LOVE MART: Billie Dove—48%. December
17-18. It is a costume picture, has plenty of action

and the entire cast certainly put it over. Billie

Dove is a star—and what a beauty ! Even on the

"block" she loomed up and never was hard to look

at.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE LOVE MART: Billie Dove—December 15.

Poor title for a very good feature. If you can corral

a crowd, they'll like it.—Frank E. Sabin, Majestic

theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

THE PATENT LEATHER KID : Richard Barthel-

mess—76%. December 24-25. Played this old but

it did not make much difference because we had a

good house both nights and a dandy matinee. Very
good picture. First National always sells me at a
reasonable rental. Twelve reels.—Savoy theatre,

Hooversville, Pa.—Small town patronage.

THE PATENT LEATHER KID: Richard Barthel-

mess—75%. July 13-14-15-16.—W. E. Lees. Jr.,

Dreamland theatre, Ontario, Ore.—General patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—80%. January 1-2-3.

This is trply a special, one that has a plot and story,

fine acting and it will please all classes. Photog-

raphy is also fine. Eleven reels.—W. T. Biggs,

Adair theatre, Adair, Ia.—General patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—Well liked and did

better than ordinary. Eight reels.—H. Goldson,

Plaza theatre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—Every word of

praise that has been said about this picture is

not enough, and I cannot add anything to what
has been said other than to say it is the biggest

box office picture that I have had in two years.

—

W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

—

General patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—December 24-

25-26. Very good. Patrons well pleased, and
Colleen should have a lot of new fans. Business

good.—C. A. Swiercinsky, Majestic theatre,

Washington, Kan.—General patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—A special. Run
two days to capacity business. Satisfied patrons.

—

R. A. Wilson, New theatre, DeWitt, Ark.—General

patronage.

DO YOUR DUTY: Charles Murray—This picture

has a lot of comedy. But in one or two spots it's

too bad. If those suggestive parts were out it would

be the best comedy Charles has been in for a long

time.—C. A. Swiercinsky, Majestic theatre, Washing-
tion, Kan.—General patronage.

THE OUTCAST: Corinne Griffith—This is a good

one. Pleased my patrons.—C. A. Swiercinsky, Ma-
jestic theatre, Washington, Kan.—General patronage.

THE GOODBYE KISS: Special cast—Sold as a
special. Good program picture. Nothing to rave

about. Some liked it, some didn't.—R. A. Wilson,

New theatre, DeWi.t, Ark.—General patronage.

Fox
FOUR SONS: Margaret Mann—December 26. Not

only one of the greatest of 1928 but can be included

among the greatest ever produced. Direction and

acting well nigh perfect and the story was good. No
complaints were heard—nothing but praise. Mar-

garet Mann's portrayal of the mother and her change,

through misfortune, from a happy old lady to an old

woman whose shoulders were heavily laden with

sorrow was excellent. She deserves a niche in the

screen Hall of Fame. Twelve reels.—H. H. Hedberg.

Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.—General patronage.

THE RIVER PIRATE: Victor McLaglen—Another
of those underworld stories that pleased fairly well.

Blizzard kept crowd away.—Marion F. Bodwell,

Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

ME, GANGSTER: Special cast—November 5. Very

good picture of the crook variety. Will give satisfac-

tion and you do not have to be sick or away from

the theatre when you 6how it.—H. G. Stettmund,

Jr., H. & S. theatre. Chandler, Okla.—Small town

patronage.

FLEETWING: Barry Norton—A very good picture

but not as good as I expected. Will please, though.

Five reels.—C. E. Robinson, Town Hall theatre,

Carmel, Me.—Small town patronage.

SUNRISE: Janet Gaynor—Artistic, probably, from

a directorial point of view, but the plot was too

simple and dragged out to excessive length. Small

town patrons not very enthusiastic regarding its

merits and there were as many knocks as words of

praise. The intelligentsia of the large cities may
go wild over Mr. Murnau's art, but the people in

small towns don't appreciate it quite as much.

O'Brien's, Gaynor'6, Livingston's acting was good.

Ten reels.—H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre. Mel-

ville, La.—General patronage.

THE LONE STAR RANGER: Tom Mix—Reissue.
40%. January 4-5. Mix always goes over here. The

only features in Fox lineup that make us any

money. Six reels.—E. C. Arehart, Auditorium

theatre, Laurel, Neb.—General patronage.

THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER: Marjorie Beebe—

Not much plot to this one, but it pulled a fair-sized

crowd in out of a stormy night and made a li.tle

profit, which is quite acceptable in view of a long

list of box-office fizzles on Fox product the last year.

Chuckles aplenty seemed to pour out from the audi-

ence, so guess it pleased.—Becker & Birdsall, Isis

theatre, Ashland, Neb.—General patronage.

WIN THAT GIRL: Special cast—A fair comedy-

drama which begins in 1880 and brings one up to the

present football era. Nothing to rave about. No
comments. Seven reels.—C. V. Hunerberg, Princess

theatre. Parkersburg, la.—General patronage.

HANGMAN'S HOUSE: Victor McLaglen—Question

:

When a "giant" ( ?) picture like this, sold at a prohibi-

tive price, fails to bring in less than HALF the rental

at the box office, why should "Nu Yok" expect to get

any more contracts? Ans. : Must be they believe

exhibitors relish a continual stinging. Wrong! We
are on the last of the old contract and by heck! it

wasn't renewed and 'taint gonna be I—not for a

few days yet, b' gosh !—Becker & Birdsall, Isis thea-

tre, Ashland, Neb.—General patronage.

HANGMAN'S HOUSE: Victor McLaglen—This
picture not so good. Poor 6tory.—L. C. Bolduc,

Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

MOTHER KNOWS BEST: Special cast—This is

doubtless one of the very best and most outstanding

dramas of mother love and mo.her selfishness (as

regards her daughter) that we have ever viewed. The

cast is wonderful. You can tell the world about this

one and mean it. The flu epidemic knocked our

profits on this. Nine reels.—C. V. Hunerberg,

Princess theatre, Parkersburg, Ia.—General patron-

age.

NONE BUT THE BRAVE: Charles Morton—One
of the cleverest little pictures we've had from Fox

the entire year. Color 6cenes beautiful. We used it

with "Buffalo Bill on the U. P. Trail," one of those

historic Westerns Columbia exchange at Omaha dis-

tributes, as a New Year's offering, a combination that

clicked well at the box office.—Becker & Birdsall, Isis

theatre, Ashland, Neb.—General patronage.

PLASTERED IN PARIS: Special cast—December

7-8. Just fair. It doesn't compare with "Gay Re-

treat." Some of the scenes could have been left out

and the picture would not have been impaired. If

your clientele isn't too particular it will go over fair.

Six reels.—C. V. Hunerberg, Princess theatre,

Parkersburg, Ia.—General patronage.

THE GAY RETREAT: Special cast—If you haven't

played this picture do 60 by all means, and play it

two days. The funniest comedy-drama we have shown

in eight years. They begin laughing at the first reel

and go out laughing.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre.

Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

ARIZONA WILDCAT: Tom Mix—December
14-15. When we want to beat competition we

book a Mix picture. Despite a double header
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basket ball and a boxing match (which did not
develop on account of no crowd) we did excellent
business. Always, Mix, Jones and Ken Maynard
ring the bell for us. Five reels.—C. V. Huner-
berg, Princess theatre, Parkersburg, la.—General
patronage.

HORSEMAN OF THE PLAINS: Tom Mix—Fair.
Six reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.
—General patronage.

THE NEWS PARADE: Special cast—December
29. Lot of 6nap and action in this one. Registered
well with my patrons.—Frank E. Sabin, Majestic
theatre. Eureka. Mont.—Small town patronage.

SEVENTH HEAVEN: Farrell-Gaynor—A very fine

picture. Acting good. Went over big. Everybody
pleased.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.
—General patronage.

THE BRANDED SOMBRERO: Buck Jones—
Here is an exceptionally fine picture which was
spoiled for me by getting so bum a print that I

could hardly run it through the machine. Fox
has always sent good prints. The picture is good,
provided you get a good print on it. Five reels.

C. E. Robinson, Town Hall theatre, Carmel, Me.—Small town patronage.

WOLF FANGS: Thunder—December 19. An
average dog picture with rather better cast and story
than most.—Frank E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka,
Mont.—Small town patronage.

HELLO, CHEYENNE: Tom Mix—This was our
last Mix from Fox and it didn't appear to be up to
former offerings from this ear. Business poor, too,

just before Christmas.—Becker & Birdsall, B. B.
theatre, Ashland, Neb.—General patronage.

THE WIZARD: Edmund Lowe—€5%. Just a fair
entertainment picture. The colored help is the only
entertainment in it. Six reels.—C. E. Robinson,
Town Hall theatre, Carmel, Me.—Small town pat-
ronage.

DRESSED TO KILL: Edmund Lowe—Good under-
world drama which keeps you guessing. Will please.
—L. C. Bolduc. Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

—

General patronage.

DAREDEVIL'S REWARD: Tom Mix—95%. A
very fine Mix picture. Mix never fails me. Five
reels.—C. E. Robinson, Town Hall theatre, Carmel,
Me.—Small town patronage.

DAREDEVIL'S REWARD: Tom Mix—January 3-4.

Good program picture filled with the usual Mix
hokum. Five reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

Gotham
BARE KNEES: Virginia Corbin—65%. December

31. Good little picture. Played this for our midnight
show New Year's Eve and did a big business with it.

Pleased all. Six reels.—E. C. Arehart, Auditorium
theatre. Laurel, Neb.—General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
WEST OF ZANZIBAR: Lon Chaney—December

28-29. This picture is well made and holds you, but
my, how gruesome I Quite a number said, "Nothing
like his last one." This picture will not help "good
pictures," nor Lon Chaney. Not a desirable story.

—

C. A. Swiercinsky. Majestic theatre, Washington,
Kan.—General patronage.

A WOMAN OF AFFAIRS: Gilbert-Garbo—50%.
January 8-9. Did not have many to see this one, a
blizzard did the business, but it is a mighty good
show, and those that came to see it said so. It is

in ten reels and a little long, but it is all 6how.
Ten reels.—W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair, la.—General patronage.

A WOMAN OF AFFAIRS: Gilbert-Garbo—
January 6-7. Interesting picture. Comments
from patrons were that it was a good picture-
Some were slightly disappointed in the ending.
However, from a moral standpoint it could not
end otherwise.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., H. & S.
theatre, Chandler, Okla.—Small town patronage.

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS: Spe-
cial cast—A very good picture that is entertaining as
well as educational. It deals with the native
islanders and their activities, principally pearl diving,
the advent of the white man and his influence.
Monte Blue gives a very good performance as the
derelict and the ending is quite a big surprise. It
is well worth showing and will get you some extra
business, but buy it right, if you can. Nine reels.
—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—Small town patronage.

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT: Flash—Flash is a
great dog. Good picture. Six reels.—L. C. Bolduc,
Bijou theatre. Conway, N. H.—General patronage.
SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT: Flash—Used this one

on my 10c bargain night and pleased very well.

—

Marion F. Bodwell. Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

THE BABY CYCLONE: Cody-Pringle—Went
over very well for a small audience. Some people
came again the second night. Six reels.—H.
Goldson, Plaza theatre, Chicago, 111.—General
patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Joan Crawford-
Broke all house records. Everyone well pleased.
Comment, "perfect."—J. V. Frank, Harvard theatre.
Harvard, Neb.—General patronage.

DIAMOND HANDCUFFS. Special cast—December
26. A good one to run while everyone has the
flu. You will not have as many to cuss you when
they come out. As a means of cutting down ex-
penses, you can take your handful of patrons and
get in the booth and watch it from there. This will
6ave you the cost of keeping the house warm on that
night.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., H. & S. theatre,
Chandler, Okla.—Small town patronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—The
best from Lon Chaney for some time. Chaney is

good drawing card, but sub-zero weather kept ma-
jority away. Those who did venture out left well
satisfied.—Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre,
Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

EXCESS BAGGAGE: William Haines—January 7.

A very fine picture. Due to snow it failed to arrive
until the day following its show date. On that
account we lost but it is not the fault of the picture.
You can bet that it will please. Eight reels.—Paul B.
Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

THE BUSHRANGER: Tim McCoy—A very fine
action picture. Tim McCoy has quite a few followers
here. Six reels.—L. C. Bolduc. Bijou theatre, Con-
way, N. H.—General patronage.

RIDERS OF THE DARK: Tim McCoy—McCoy up
to his usual standard. Five reels.—C. E. Robinson,
Town Hall theatre, Carmel, Me.—Small town pat-
ronage.

BRINGING UP FATHER: Polly Moran—Every-
body came to see Maggie and Jiggs and everybody
went home pleased. Six reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou
theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

BROTHERLY LOVE: Dane-Arthur—Used on 10c
bargain night. Pleased all. Their best since
"Rookies."—Marion Bodwell, Paramount theatre,
Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

FOUR WALLS: Special cast—Very good and in-
teresting throughout. Seven reels.—L. C. Bolduc,
Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

FOUR WALLS: Special cast—December 11-12.

A good program picture of the underworld with
these two characters doing very good work. Several
good comments on this picture. Seven reels.—C. V.
Hunerberg. Princess theatre. Parkersburg, la.—Gen-
eral patronage.

DETECTIVES: Dane-Arthur—There has been
a lot of criticism on this one. I wonder why. It

pleased here and some came the second night to

see it, so we are able to report favorably. Six
reels.—C. V. Hunerberg, Princess theatre, Park-
ersburg, la.—General patronage.

THE ADVENTURER: Tim McCoy—89%. As good
as any McCoy I have shown. Story and acting good.
Five reels.—C. E. Robinson, Town Hall theatre, Car-
mel, Me.—Small town patronage.

UNDER THE BLACK EAGLE: Flash—68%.
December 26. Well liked by my people. Not a com-
ment against it. Flash is not advertised as he
should be. Seven reels.—Savoy theatre, Hooversville,
Pa.—Small town patronage.

UNDER THE BLACK EAGLE: Flash—65%.
If your audience likes dog stars, don't fail to play
this one. Flash has got Rin Tin Tin beaten by 25
laps. Very favorable comment on this picture. Flash
is at his best in this and is ably supported by a
good cast. Seven reels.—C. E. Robinson, Town Hall
theatre, Carmel, Me.—Small town patronage.

TELLING THE WORLD: William Haines—Played
this New Year's Eve, last show out at midnight. All
of Haines' pictures go good here. Eight reels.—Earle
Eveland, Twin City Opera House, McConnelsville, O.—General patronage.

WYOMING: Tim McCoy—Another good one from
McCoy. There are Indians, the U. S. Army and
everything to make it full of pep. Six reels.—C. E.
Robinson, Town Hall theatre, Carmel, Me.—Small
town patronage.

BEN HUR: Special cast—A masterpiece. Twelve
reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

—

General patronage.

THE CARDBOARD LOVER: Marion Davies—
Marion is good and they come out to see her. This
picture is good, as are all the rest. Seven reels.

—

L. C. Bolduc. Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Wio-ZHNESS PREFERRED: Cody-Pringle —
December 31. This one on our 10c night (thank the
Lord). The fact that I played one of the Metro color
classics with it saved the prestige of the house.
Absolutely nothing to it. A very weak 6ister. Six
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reels.—C. V. Hunerberg, Princess theatre, Parkers-

burg, la.—General patronage.

WICKEDNESS PREFERRED: Cody-Pringle—35%.
December 27. I phoned for this to take the place of

"The Man Who Laughs" and it grossed nearly as

much in one night as the big picture did in the two

that I ran it. "Wickedness Preferred" is just a

light farce and the subtitles are very good. Also

would class the picture as a fairly entertaining one.

Six reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,

Lincoln, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE MYSTERIOUS LADY: Greta Garbo—January
9-10. In this one Greta Garbo takes the part of a

Russian spy. Her work is very good, as is the work

done by Nagel. It should entertain well anywhere

shown. Nine reels.—C. V. Hunerberg. Princess

theatre, Parkersburg, la.—General patronage.

THE MYSTERIOUS LADY: Greta Garbo—45%.
December 24. Drew extra good for Christmas Eve

and seemed to be liked generally by the ones who
came in to see it. Nine reels.—Ray W. Musselman,

Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE STUDENT PRINCE: Ramon Navarro—Good

entertainment. Kamon Navarro well liked and does

a lot of good acting in this picture. Ten reels.

—

L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General

patronage.

BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan—December 18-19. A
good picture. Coogan not quite as prominent in this

as in others made previously. Coogan always pleases

the kids. Seven reels.—C. V. Hunerberg. Princess

theatre, Parkereburg, la.—General patronage.

BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan—Jackie is quite grown

up, but he still pleases. A very good picture.—L. C.

Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General pat-

ronage.

MORGAN'S LAST RAID: Tim McCoy—50%.
January 4-5. A fair program show of the Civil War.

but this McCoy does not take at the B. O. I liked

the show myself, but he just failed to pull for me.—
W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair. Ia.—General pat-

ronage.

THE THIRTEENTH HOUR: Lionel Barrymore—

I

can't explain, but this picture, played on one of the

poorest days of the year (Christmas Eve) for me,

pulled the biggest crowd of the week. A fine

mystery story.—Earle Eveland, Twin City Opera
House, McConnelsville, O.—General patronage.

CIRCUS ROOKIES: Dane-AKhur—Fair comedy-

drama.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

—General patronage.

LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH: Lon Chaney—57%.
December 19-20. It is heavy drama in the extreme,

and while such rarely satisfies, this is one occasion

when they liked it. Very pretty music and some nice

acting by Lon. Eight reels.—Ray W. Musselman.

Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE COSSACKS: Special cast—Some great horse-

back riding, good cast, in fact excellent cast. Gave
more or less satisfaction but on the whole considered

an excellent production. Ten reels.—Giacoma, Bros.,

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

ROSE-MARIE, THE COSSACKS: Special casts-

Here are a coupla high-priced box office "duds" on

last year's Metro lineup we just gotta tell about.

Just played "The Cossacks" three nights (Saturday

included, mind you!) and, with comedy added, the

darned thing didn't bring in film rental, let alone

a multitude of other expenses an exhibitor is up

against. Personally, we consider John Gilbert one

of the most finished actors in the game, yet he's just

plain POISON to our box office! True, he scored

heavily for us over a year ago in "The Big Parade,"

but every other picture with him as the star that

we've played since, has been a sure loser! "Rose-

Marie" was a good picture, with fine scenic effects,

but Metro got all the money, leaving us "holding the

sack" pretty hard! One more, "The Crowd," to

come and we figure it'll be another "total loss." No
more of these high-priced "guaranteed flops" from

Metro for quite a spell, we hope, for last year's

con.ract is nearly completed and next year's hasn't

so far materialized with this company.—Becker &
Birdsall, B. B. theatre. Ashland. Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

GARDEN OF ALLAH: Special cast—We pause to

inquire: Why. oh why, do the producers continue to

hand out a lot of stuff like this ? These pictures cast

in foreign atmosphere are almost uniformly box

office duds and this one was no exception.—Becker &
Birdsall, Isis theatre, Ashland, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

THE WIND: Lillian Gish—This picture did not

please. And the drawing power is low.—C. A.

Swiercinsky, Majestic theatre, Washington, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE BIG PARADE: Special cast—A real special.

L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General

patronage.

Paramount
THE WEDDING MARCH: Special cast—Fourteen

reels of wasted film. Too bad the exhibi.ors are com-

pelled to show these high priced flops.—J. V. Frank.

Harvard theatre, Harvard, Neb.—General patronage.

JUST MARRIED: Special cast—December 25. A
very good program picture well received.—Marion

Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General

patronage.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—Just an average

Zarte Grey sold to us for twice what we pay for the

others. Seven reels.—Harold H. Kortes, Sun theatre,

Plainwell, Mich.—General patronage.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—Rental too high

on this one. Paramount sold it as a special, but

actually lots of program pictures have it backed off

the map. Color scenes we expected were mos.Iy con-

spicuous for their absence.—Becker & Birdsall, B. B.

theatre, Ashland, Neb.—General patronage.

TILLIE'S PUNCTURED ROMANCE: Special cast

—December 20. Poor picture. Sold as a special.

No drawing power. Money loser for small exhibitor.

—R. A. Wilson, New theatre, DeWitt, Ark.—General
patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—50%. Well liked, but did

not do so good with it. Twelve reel6.—H. Goldson,

Plaza theatre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—80%. January 1-2-3. Very

good war picture that did not go over as well as I

expected it to. Do not think it is worth the money
that exhibitors are being asked for it. Paramount
set the admission at 50c for us. We had lots of

kicks on the 50c admission charge. Fifteen reels.

—

O. A. Halstead, Cozy theatre, Duchesne, Utah.- -Gen-

eral patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—100%. December 29. Thit

is a good picture. We broke all house records and

had to put the S. R. O. out, the first we have had

to put out for years. Fifteen reels.—G. E. Cooper,
Baldwin theatre, Savage, Md.—General patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—100%. December 30. The
best we have run in the last two years. Drew a
good house and patrons were well pleased. Plenty of

thrills and sobs in this one. Book it if you can buy
it right. Fifteen reels.—G. A. Dilla. Sun theatre,

Farwell, Neb.

WINGS: Special cast—75%. December 30-31-

January 1. Only fair business with it. Too much
flu. Many kicked on admission price of 25c and 50c.

Poor dates. Cued this with our new Gennett sound
effect records. Fifteen reels.—E. C. Arehart, Audi-

torium theatre, Laurel, Neb.—General patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—Good entertainment, well

directed and it pleased crowds on four nights. Our
only objection was that Paramount (figuratively

speaking) met us at the door with shotguns in the

form of a coupla checkers who 6eemed willing enough
to extract the shirts from our backs in order to

satisfy the insatiable demands of the producers,

after the split was reached. Exploitation expenses,

with overhead, and too close a split caused us to

record a poor showing at the box office, hence our
"net" wasn't much, and "prestige," that intangible

and illusive thing the film peddlers prate about, fails

utterly to provide beefsteak for our tables.—Becker
& Birdsall, B. B. theatre, Ashland, Neb.—General
patronage.

THE DRAG NET: George Bancroft—Extra good
picture of its kind, but a little too rough for Sunday
in this town.—Harold H. Kortes, Sun theatre. Plain-

well, Mich.—General patronage.

THE DRAG NET: George Bancroft—A good pic-

ture of the underworld type. Our patrons are get-

ting tired of these crook pictures. There are too

many of them on the market.—Marion Bodwell,

Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patron-

age.

DRUMS OF THE DESERT: Special cast—Just as

good as "The Water Hole" and costs less than one-

half as much.—Harold H. Kortes, Sun theatre, Plain-

well, Mich.—General patronage.

HONEYMOON HATE: Florence Vidor—33%.
January 5. Neat little picture, romantic comedy of

the society type. Not much action. Not a good

Saturday offering, but will get by a general audience.

Fairly good print and photography. Six reels.—Wolfe
& Williams, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small

town patronage.

FORGOTTEN FACES: Clive Brook—A very good

picture. Business very poor, as usual.—Marion F.

Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General

patronage.

SAWDUST PARADISE: Esther Ralston—A fairly

good program picture with a very good moral.

Seemed to please. Business below normal.—Marion
F. Bodwell. Paramount theatre, Wyoming, III.—Gen-

eral patronage.

SAWDUST PARADE: Esther Ralston—Dandy pro-

gram picture, but failed to click at the box office.—
Harold H. Kortes, Sun theatre, Plainwell, Mich.

—

General patronage.

TAKE ME HOME: Bebe Daniels—Not as good as

others I have run of Bebe.—Harold H. Kortes, Sun

theatre, Plainwell, Mich.—General patronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Wray-Cooper—A good program
picture. Something different. The work of Gary

Cooper and Fay Wray very good.—Marion F. Bod-

well, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General

patronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Wray-Cooper—Here's a dandy

picture and it wasn't sold as a special, but it has a

poor title for this town. Six reels.—Harold H.

Kortes, Sun theatre, Plainwell, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE FLEET'S IN: Clara Bow—Good picture. Bow
doe6 not draw as she used to.—J. V. Frank, Harvard

theatre. Harvard, Neb.—General pa.ronage.

KIT CARSON: Fred Thomson—This might

have been a good picture, but we had to receive

all the reels. But the part we had was good.

Our patrons are still wondering what it was all

about.—J. V. Frank, Harvard theatre. Harvard,

Neb.—General patronage.

MORAN OF THE MARINES: Richard Dix—
Made a tieup with the high school football squad

on this one and they sold enough tickets to put

it over fine, making us both a little of the "long

green." Dix is popular here, or has been pre-

viously. Never can tell, though, might be in

today and out tomorrow, popular preference being

largely a matter of uncertainty.—Becker & Bird-

sail, Isis theatre, Ashland, Neb.—General pat-

ronage-

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—January 1-1.

An excellent picture that was a complete flop for us.

We lost money, and although the flu and bad weather
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had something to do with it, can't lay all of it to that

alone. Twelve reels.—Paul B. Hoffman. Legion

theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—Good acting, but

a flop at the box office. Can't get them in on

Jannings.—J. V. Frank. Harvard theatre. Harvard,

Neb.—General patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—45%. December

2S-27. A picture that is worth a lot more to the

city exhibitor than to the small town exhibitor. We
did not do any good at the box office. Lewis Stone

came very near stealing this picture from Jannings.

Ten reels.—O. H. Halstead, Cozy theatre. Duchesne,

Utah.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—It's a good pic-

ture, but my audience did not like it. Business very

bad two days.—H. Goldson, Plaza theatre. Chicago,

111.—General patronage.

THREE WEEK ENDS: Clara Bow—After a

period of dullness in December, this helped cheer up

the box office a bit the latter part of Christmas week.

A clever actress with a clever story well handled, a

combination carrying a good audience appeal.

—

Becker & Birdsall, Isis theatre, Ashland, Neb.

—

General patronage.

UNDER THE TONTO RIM : Special cast—80%.

December 28-29. I had a number of good comments

on this picture and while it doesn't rank with the

old time Zane Greys of Paramount, it is better than

the rest of the horse opera6. The author's name will

pull them in and the picture will deliver. Six reels.

—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln. Kan.

—Small town patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE: Special cast—Quite dis-

appointing for Beery. Too dragged out. Would have

been a fair program picture in 6ix reels.—Harold H.

Kortes, Sun theatre, Plainwell, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE: Special cast—50%. Jan-

uary 6-7. This is a good entertainment. Different

from the rest and a relief. The star is great and

Louise Brooks and Richard Arlen fine. This picture

gave good satisfaction.—Bert Silver, Silver Family

theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

WHAT A NIGHT: Bebe Daniels—80%. December

24. Played this one without any advertising, there-

fore, did not get the patrons the picture deserved.

Consider it one of Bebe's best pictures. Supporting

cast very good, and all were pleased here. Seven

reels.—E. F. Ingram. Ingram's theatre. Ashland, Ala.

—Small town patronage.

SPORTING GOODS: Richard Dix—December 31.

Just a fair program picture. Seemed to drag. Seven

reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre. Neills-

ville. Wis.—Small town patronage.

SWIM, GIRL, SWIM: Bebe Daniels—December 30.

A good Daniels picture which seemed to please.

Seven reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre.

Neillsville. Wis.—Small town patronage.

SPEEDY: Harold Lloyd—Harold Lloyd is a favorite

with my crowd. This picture had them all roaring.

Seven reels.—L. C. Bolduc. Bijou theatre, Conway,
N. H.—General patronage.

SPEEDY: Harold Lloyd—78%. A good picture,

but Paramount wants too much for their shows.

Eight reels.—G. E. Cooper, Baldwin thea re, Savage,

Md.—General patronage.

MORAN OF THE MARINES: Richard Dix—Weak.
Long drawn out. But all I can say for it is that

Dix was in it.—Paul Russell, Russell theatre, Somer-

set, O.—General patronage.

AVALANCHE: Jack Holt—January 5. A good
Saturday night picture of outdoor action stuff that

will go over fine. Six reels.—Paul B. Hoffman, Le-

gion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

SOMEONE TO LOVE: Brian-Rogers—30%. De-

cember 19. Just one of those little love affaire that

the patrons soon forget. These two s ars are capable

of making far better pictures than this one. Seven
reels.—O. A. Halstead, Cozy theatre, Duchesne, Utah.

—General patronage.

THE HUNTING TOWER: Sir Harry Lauder—
40%. December 12-13. This is a much better picture

than I had expected. Patrons seemed to enjoy it,

and I heard no poor comments. Six reels.—O. A.
Halstead. Cozy theatre. Duchesne, Utah.—General
patronage.

VARSITY: Buddy Rogers—Not such a bad pro-

gram offering. Did as well at box office as average
stuff of late has produced.—Becker & Birdsall. Isis

theatre, Ashland, Neb.—General patronage.

THE FIFTY-FIFTY GIRL: Bebe Daniels—35%.
December 10. It is a good picture, has a lot of
action and comedy. That's what it takes and this

picture is full of it. Don't be afraid of this one.—
Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre. Lincoln, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

Pathe-P D C
GERALDINE: Eddie Quillan—75%. December

27. One of the best program pictures we have
played in a long time. If any male star on the

screen has "it" Eddie Quillan has, and we don't

mean maybe. This picture has just enough of

everything that makes an entertaining picture.

Watch this Eddie Quillan. He will be "the

berries" before long. Good luck, Eddie. Seven
reels.—E. F. Ingram, Ingram's theatre, Ashland,

Ala.—Small town patronage.

ANNAPOLIS: Special cast—January 6. I played

this on Sunday. The best picture Pathe has made
this season as I have played them all to date. This
is nothing to rave about.'—E. A. Eley, Royal theatre.

Oak Harbor, O.—General patronage.

KING OF KINGS: Special cast—Biggest pic-

ture yet made. Every house should play it. I

invited all the ministers in surrounding towns
and they all came and praised the pitcure.

DcMille and Pathe are to be congratulated. Ten
reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway,
N. H.—General patronage.

KING OF KINGS: Special cast—100%. October
21-22-23-24-25. Eleven reels.—W. E. Lees, Jr..

Dreamland theatre, Ontario, Ore.—General patronage.

KING OF KINGS: Special cast—Wonderful pro-

duction, none better out this year that we've seen, yet

'tis a sad and dreary fact that "The Road to Ruin"
grossed more in one night than this did in four!

We bought Pathe's group of 28 features on the mis-

taken idea that "King of Kings" would be a money
maker. Of the church element, perhaps 90 per cent

are either hostile or indifferent to any ordinary show.
About 80 per cent remained that way and stayed away
from this offering, so where is the chance to make
any money with it ? Lots of the regulars were ab-

sent because the price had to be doubled according
to contrac:.—Becker & Birdsall, B. B. theatre, Ash-
land, Neb.—General patronage.

CRAIG'S WIFE: Special cast -Warner Baxter with
Irene Rich and a brilliant cast of stars. A home
life domestic drama. Mr. Craig is very wealthy and
has everything but the care of his wife. Mrs. Craig
loves other things too much to think of her hus-

band. So you see this picture pleases some and
displeases others. But it is all right. In all it is

a good picture. Seven reels.—Walter Odom & Son6,

Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss.

SKYSCRAPER: William Boyd—A dandy picture.

Lots of good comedy. Better than lots of pictures

that cost twice as much. Boyd is one of my favor-

ites. Eight reels.—Earle Eveland. Twin City Opeia
House, McConnelsville, O.—General patronage.

HOLD 'EM YALE: Rod La Rocque—Fair foot-

ball story. Seven reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou the-

atre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

BLUE DANUBE: Leatrice Joy—Fair only.—L. C.

Bolduc. Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General pat-

ronage.

THE BORDER PATROL: Harry Carey—December
29. A typical Carey picture which pleased his

fans. Five reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags the-

atre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

BURNING BRIDGES: Harry Carey—January 4-5.

If any of you exhibitors think Harry Carey has lost

his art you are all wrong. He is there and over in

this one. If you show Westerns regularly don't pass

up the Carey pictures. The most terrible blizzard

of the season hit us on Saturday, but the Friday
crowd was pleased.—Six reels.—C. V. Hunerberg,
Princess theatre, Parkersburg, la.—General patron-
age.

DESERT OF THE LOST: Wally Wales—January 3.

A good Western picture, our first from Pathe. Drew
a little better than average. Five reels.—Mrs. Hulda
J. Green, Gem theatre, Greeuriver, Utah.—General
patronage.

THE SHIP COMES IN: Rudolph Schildkraut—
Schildkraut does some find acting in this picture and
seemed to please all.—Harold H. Kortes, Sun thea-
tre, Plainwell, Mich.—General patronage.

A BLONDE FOR A NIGHT: Marie Prevost—
Dandy little comedy-drama. Marie is just as good
as Clara Bow to my way of thinking.—Harold H.
Kortes, Sun theatre, Plainwell, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

United Artists

SORRELL AND SON: H. B. Warner—Janu-
ard 1. One of the high grade features. My audi-
ence wept and left the house looking down their

noses. However, it is a wonderful show and
they loved it.—Frank E. Savin, Majestic the-

atre. Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

SADIE THOMPSON: Gloria Swanson—December
22. No doubt about it, Gloria did herself proud,
but the story did not appeal to majority.—Frank E.
Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.—Small town
patronage.

THE GALCHO: Douglas Fairbanks—Good. Mas-
terfully made, both from production and entertain-
ment value. But for me, it's pretty tough sleddin'
to make a profit.

—

C. A. Swiercinsky, Majestic the-
atre, Washington, Kan.—General patronage.

THE TEMPEST: John Barrymore—December 11.

Big production to poor business. Satisfied Barry-
more fans, which are few in this town.—R. A. Wil-
son, New theatre, DeWitt, Ark.—General patronage.

RAMONA: Dolores Del Rio—Out of nine of the
fourteen United Artists group we have played, this is

the one that made us some good money. "The Cir-

cus" and "The Dove" made a little over expenses,
but total profit on the three fail to compensate us
for the losses on other six, several of which did not
grois even film rental. This company does not un-
derstand the situation of small theatre owners, or

they would not demand the earth with a fence around
it to loan us one of their pictures for a two-day
ran. The popularity of "Ramona" we attribute

largely to the wide publicity it received because the

song of this name was played so repeatedly over the

radio.—Becker & Birdsall, B B theatre, Ashland,
Neb.—General patronage.

RAMONA: Dolores Del Rio—90%. November
10-11-12. Eight reels.—W. E. Lee, Jr.—Dreamland
theatre, Ontario, Ore.—General patronage.

MY BEST GIRL: Mary Pickford—December 25.

Our Mary will always be the prime favorite with

old and young. She sure knows how to put over

what everyone enjoys.—Frank E. Sabin, Majestic the-

atre, Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

THE WINNING OF BARBARA WORTH: Ool-

man-Banky—January 3-4. A very good picture.

Photography not the best. Breaking of dam scenes

good. No business on account of flu epidemic. Nine
reels.—Earle Eveland, Twin City Opera House, Mc-
Connelsville, O.—General patronage.
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GALESBURG, ILL., January 6, 1929.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
We want to have a little private conference with the exhibitors. Boys, you remember

back in the days when we bought our film service by the week and it cost us from $18
to 824 per week, with a change each night, and we could have anywhere from six to 12
reels if we wanted them? In those days we charged ten and 15 cents and filled our houses
about every night.

We bought new stage settings, a new screen, piano, two new Powers machines and other-
wise dolled the place up and had the money to pay the bills. We got our service from
General, Mutual, Vitagraph and Universal. In those days a star that could command $2.?0

per week had to be' a top-notcher. As we understand it, Henry B. Walthall was drawing
only $300 per week when he played the Little Colonel in "THE BIRTH OF A NATION,"
and that was a pretty good picture, as you will remember.

About this time producers began to have visions. They had pipe dreams. Each one
wanted to control the industry, and to do so they had to corral all the best stars, which
naturally put goofy notions in the stars' heads, and they had to have a business manager
and a press agent, both of which had to be paid in good United States money, and this has
been going on until nowadays a star that doesn't pull down a thousand a week is consid-
ered an "extra."

While all this was going on, film prices mounted by leaps and bounds, and you exhibitors
stood the raise, just as you had to do, and the money came in so fast at the home offices

that they thought there could be no end to it. The business was loaded down with an
army of supernumeraries whose services to the industry consisted mainly in keeping the
treasurer busy writing checks. This army of parasites is still with us, although somewhat
reduced in numbers.

• » »

It wasn't so very many years back when there was a moving picture show in every
little hamlet in the country, and there was a tremendous flock of geese, with but few
ganders, laying golden eggs. Today that flock is fast quitting the nest, and the ganders are
flocking with the ducks.

The one question that is uppermost in the industry today is, "What's the matter with
the business?" You can blindfold Mike Sweeney and give him six drinks of squirrel

whiskey and ask him what's the matter with the business, and this is the gist of what he
will say:

"When they took the public's popular amusement out of the popular price column and
dolled it up with a lot of flim-flam and tried to get it to consort with grand opera, they
headed the thing toward the rocks."

Mike knows his onions, don't think he doesn't.

It ruffles the business pulse today about as much to float a $50,000,000 bond issue in

a "merger" as it would for a kid to buy an all-day sucker, and while you are asking

"what's the matter with the business," just put this question with it, "Whose behind these

bonds and whose paying the bills?" Mike will tell you that it is the exhibitors who are

also acting as the fiscal agency, and if this is true it would look like poor business to

weaken this agency.
• * •

This town of Galcsburg has a population of around 27,000, and there are four theatres

here—one closed and the other three in operation. The Keith-Albee house is operated by
Mr. Thorpe, and the other two by Mr. McSpadden, both high-class gentlemen and both
real theatre managers. There are approximately 9,000 people for each theatre to draw
from. If these theatres can't play to capacity, which they do not, how can it be expected

that theatres in towns of 3,000 and under can exist as conditions are today? Put this

question up to Sweeney, and he will tell you they can't, and again Sweeney is correct
The business concerns that are making a success today are those that turn a large volume

of business at a small profit. It was better to have 100 customers that buy $5 worth of

your goods a month than to have only one customer that buys 8500 worth a month, because

some day that guy might come down with the mumps or go bankrupt.
• * •

It never pays to disguise the truth. We tried that once when we told our father that we
didn't smoke. He caught us out back of the barn with an old cob pipe, and thereby hangs

several tales. That's why we said in this colyum of intelligence once before, that unless

something unforeseen happens in this business before long, there will be 5,000 less theatres

in operation two years from today than there are at this time. You don't believe it? Of
course you don't. We didn't expect you would, but if you will get out and cover 14 states

as we have, and inquire into conditions as we have among these theatremen, you will revise

your opinion. It is easy to sit in an office and say that business is good, but when they fail

to draw your Saturday night check, you are going to rear up and say, "What in hell's the

matter here?" And that's what is going to happen to a lot of 'em when these 5,000 theatres

close.

Telling the truth and spreading the bull are two separate and distinct occupations. There

is too little truth and too much bull in the business already, and if we didn't tell the truth

as we see it, we wouldn't feel that we were earning our seven-fifty per week—and we
sometimes doubt if we are, at that!

What's the remedy? Ask Sweeney, he knows. When our wife wants to make both ends

meet, and we want her to make one end ice cream, she gets hold of the pruning knife and

starts in on the family budget, and her pruning knife has kept the firm of Jenkins & Com-

(Continued on next page)

CAUGHT IN THE FOG: Special cast—Fair pro-

gram picture.—Harold H. Kortes, Sun theatre. Plain-

well, Mich.—General patronage.

BEWARE OF BACHELORS: Audrey Ferris—Just
fair. Business just fair.—Paul Russell, Russell the-

atre, Somerset, O.—General patronage.

WOMEN THEY TALK ABOUT: Irene Rich.—
Very good. No business.—Paul Russell, Russell the-

atre, Somerset, O.—General patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT TAXI: Antonio Moreno—Good
program picture. Drew well.—Paul Russell, Russell

theatre, Somerset, O.—General patronage.

THE FORTUNE HUNTER: Sid Chaplin—15%.
January 3. A good comedy program picture. Sold

as a special on the strength of "The Better 'Ole,"

which was a special, but this and the "Missing Link"
were only program pictures.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patron-

age.

Universal
KING OF THE RODEO: Hoot Gibson—72%. They

liked this fine. Chicago Rodeo Show worked into

the picture, which helps. Hoot himself came across

fine.—C. C. Klutts, Glades Amusement Co., Moore
Haven, Fla.—General patronage.

THE MAN WHO LAUGHS: Special cast—20%.
December 25-26. This is not a small town picture

and certaining did a big flop at my show house. I

spent a lot of time advertising this picture and
thought that it would go over, but after the first

night I knew that Ihe boat was sinking. I ran it

two nights and took it off the third night. The direc-

tion was very good, and the settings and the work
of the stars were exceptional, but it was too slow

for the regulars and too gruesome for the ladies.

I would say that the small town boys had better lay

off, for this ain't your kind. I hope to get 6ome
kind of an adjustment on this, and probably will.

Ten reels.—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lin-

coln, Kan.—Small town patronage.

MAN. WOMAN AND WIFE: Special cast—65%.
Rather well produced, but sad ending. Some spectacu-

lar work with prison machine gun. Did not please.

—C. C. Klutts, Glades Amusement Co., Moore Haven,
Fla.—General patronage.

SHIELD OF HONOR: Neil Hamilton—January 5.

Sent in the place of "The Lone Eagle," so did not
get a chance to see what it would draw. It is a
good picture, full of action. Six reels.—Mrs. Hulda
J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.—General
patronage.

CLEARING THE TRAIL: Hoot Gibson—50%.
January 3. Another good Hoot picture. He has a
lot of loyal fans here, and they all enjoyed this one.

Six reels.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.

—

General patronage.

CLEARING THE TRAIL: Hoot Gibson—30%.
January 8-9. We agree that this is one of the

best from Hoot in many a moon. Not very hot

for plot, but what real Western fan gives a cuss

for plot anyway? Very good photography ex-

cept one reel, and excellent scenic background.
About two thousand feet of this print was in

rotten shape, and when they come rotten from
Universal there are no halfway measures about

it. Also, one of our projectors went haywire
right at the start just to emphasize our ? ? ! 1 I

luck. Business very light here and soon will be

ain't, it seems. Six reels.—Wolfe and Williams,

Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE NIGHT BIRD: Reginald Denny—January 6.

Just a fair Denny. Have had several Dennys before

this one that were a lot better. Seven reels.—G. A.

Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General patron-

age.

THE NIGHT BIRD: Reginald Denny—34%. Jan-

uary 6. Good program number, which pleased a

very light attendance, although the picture is not

well adapted to Sunday showing. Not very much
"he-man" stuff until the last reel or so. Denny's

vehicles should be accelerated if he is to hold his

following. Fair print and most of the photography
was better than Universal 'e usual standard. Busi-

ness here is at a very low ebb, and we don't mean
perhaps. Soon must call the Red Cross. Seven reels.

—Wolfe and Williams, Screenland theatre, Nevada,
O.—Small town patronage.

HOME JAMES: Laura La Plante—50%. Janu-
ary 1. Fair and clean entertainment that pleased

them all.—Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

HOME JAMES: Laura La Plante—Laura's get-

ting to be a big girl, and you just have to notice

it. Rather clever. Average.—C. C. Klutts,

Glades Amusement Co., Moore Haven, Fla.—Gen-
eral patronage.

ON YOUR TOES: Reginald Denny—January 1.

A good comedy-drama that drew fairly good. Six

reels.—Mre. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Green-

river, Utah.—General patronage.

THE GATE CRASHER: Glenn Tyron—70%, Why
the name? It's a delightful smart-aleck comedy that

will please.—C. C. Klutts, Glades Amusement Co.,

Moore Haven, Fla.—General patronage.

WE AMERICANS: Special casW75%. Novem-

ber 24. A very good picture. Better than "The Big

Parade." Every one liked the picture. Nine reels.
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pany out of the hands of a receiver, at least up to date, though we don't know for how
long.

* • »

We are going to record the flat-footed statement without any whiskers on it, that good

pictures can be made and sold for 50 per cent less than they are today. If you ask us how
this can be done, we will say that our advice costs money, and this will suggest to you that

there is some talent in this country that has heretofore been undiscovered.

We might suggest, however, as a thought for consideration, that the pruning knife be
applied to that army of useless chair-warmers, and that salaries of officers and stars be cut

to a point indicated by sanity. We might also suggest that the removal of 5,000 theatres

for their product is likely to have a depressing effect on their bank account and lessen the

security behind their bonds. These are merely suggestions. If we were going to outline

a program, we would expect pay for it, and our services come high, all of which, of

course, could be loaded on the exhibitor along with the balance of the useless expense,

and everything would be jake as long as he could stand up under it. There's no darn sense

for his existence, anyhow.
Buying pictures is like buying a barrel of apples. You will always find the good ones on

top. It is always a good plan when you are buying apples to have them open the bottom
of the barrel, for the price is governed by the top layer. Sometimes if you take all the

rotten ones out of some barrels, there won't be any left—it depends on who packed the

apples. It never pays to depend on a brand. We have seen some mighty rotten apples

under a high class brand—in fact, we have seen some barrels that wouldn't even make good
cider, but they wanted top price for them, nevertheless.

It has been said by those who claim to know, that railroads fix their rates largely on
inflated values, much in excess of their actual cost, which is no doubt necessary to take care

of the interest on their bonds without regard to Jones, who pays the freight.
* * •

We have always had a great deal of sympathy for that guy Jones.

If it wasn't for Jones this country would be in a helluva fix. Jones wears the overalls

and furnishes the sinews of war, and when Jones turns the keys on those 5,000 theatres,

there will be an army of second lieutenants and "powder monkeys" looking around to see

what's the matter with Jones.

An orchard that never saw a pruning knife bears nothing but a lot of little, scrubby apples

that grade as "culls" on the market.
We paid a fellow $125 once to prune our orchard of six acres, and the returns we got

from the crop justified the expenditure many times over, and that's why we are strong

for the pruning knife, and that's why we give that piece of cutlery the spotlight position in

our culinary department.
Maybe you haven't been following us. Maybe we haven't made ourself clear. Maybe we

have been going around in circles. Maybe we are crazy, and maybe you don't believe a

word we have said, all of which cuts no ice with us nor chases any shoats out of our
cabbage patch, for we are still a firm believer in George's hatchet story and that cherry

tree stuff.
* * »

HORRORS, HORRORS, HELP, HELP! Word comes to us from the office that Eagle
j

Eye Joe has adopted bell-bottom "trowsers," butterfly neckties and a "Harold Teen" hat.

This indicates that he is entering upon that adolescent stage when a boy thinks that every
girl he meets is so much maple sugar and is a little better looking than any other girl.

It is the most dangerous period he passes through, except when he places the ring on
the third finger, and from then on it's just one damthing after another. We can't think

that the office force has been so derelict in duty as to permit Joe to wander from the paths

of rectitude and into the quagmire of puppy love. No, sir, we just can't think it, the thought
is too horrible.

* * *

CLARINDA. IA, JANUARY 13.

We skated and skidded in here last night in a snowstorm, and after putting Marie in a

garage, we went into the hotel and wrapped our Adonis form around a radiator until we had
the icicles thawed off our nose, and then we went over to the Armory theatre and called on
our old friends, Mr. and Mrs. Van Tassell. The welcome we received would thaw out an
Alaska glacier. Van said we looked like our circulation needed fixing and invited us into

his office. After that we felt better.

Van has been considering the advisability of installing CINEVOICE in his theatre, but
as yet is undecided. Maybe you don't know what CINEVOICE is, it's a corrent word for

talking pictures, and should Van do this, it will push Clarinda up into the front ranks. 1

(Editor's note: It should—a swell word like that!)

We also had a pleasant visit with Mr. and Mrs. Pennington of the Rialto theatre. The
Rialto was playing "WEST OF ZANZIBAR," an M G M picture with Lon Chaney, and if <

Metro doesn't stop putting our favorite star in such gruesome pictures, we are going to file

a complaint with the Board of Health. Stop it, Louis, stop it!

* * *

OMAHA, NEB., JANUARY 14.

Every time we cross the Missouri river headed west we feel like shoutina "HURRAH
FOR THE AMERICAN EAGLE AND GOD BLESS THESE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA FROM A TO Z." And now, Gertie, don't forget to put out the cat.

J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD-WORLD man.

P. S—The HERALD-WORLD covers the FIELD like an APRIL shower.

—Alfred Lundquist, Palace theatre, Grand Marais,
Mich.—General patronage.

WE AMERICANS : Special cast—They gave us
an extra night to play this, and while it is an enter-
taining picture, didn't prove so very strong at the
box office.—Becker & Birdsall, Isis theatre, Ashland,
Neb.—General patronage.

SILKS AND SADDLES: Special cast—January 2.

Not much to this picture. Very poor entertain-

ment. Film and print fine. Not the first good

thing to this picture except the film. I cannot give

percentage as I did not have enough people in to see

this picture to give any percentage.—E. A. Eley,

Royal theatre. Oak Harbor, O.—General patronage.

GIVE AND TAKE: Special cast—30% January 2.

They don't make them any better to please them all

than this. Clean and entertaining.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE MICHIGAN KID: Conrad Nagel—43%.
December 14-15. A good picture, and the patrons

will like it if the exhibitor does not raise his

admission price, but if he does raise admission
in proportion to film rental of program pictures,

then they may have a kick coming. I paid three

times the program price, and it was not worth it.

Seven reels.—O. A. HaJstead, Cozy theatre,

Duchesne, Utah.—General patronage.

RIDING FOR FAME: Hoot Gibson—50%. Janu-
ary 5. The best Gibson I have run for some time.

When Slim Summerville plays with Hoot, it is sure

a good picture. Everyone that saw the picture liked

it. There was a very bad storm and few turned out.

Six reels.—Alfred Lundquist, Palace theatre, Grand
Marais, Mich.—General patronage.

RIDING FOR FAME: Hoot Gibson—Good Western,

but Hoot as a seat filler is not as strong as he was
once. We still have a few more weeks of Complete
Service and then "never again" for this kind of a
contract for us. Tried four of 'em, so we ought to

know.—Becker & Birdsall, Isis theatre, Ashland, Neb.

—General patronage.

CRIMSON CANYON: Ted Wells—70% They
went for this one. Better than average.—C. C.

Klutts, Glades Amusement Co., Moore Haven, Fla.

—

General patronage.

CRIMSON CANYON: Ted Wells—25% Janu-

ary 5. A good action picture. Satisfied.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

A HERO FOR A NIGHT: Glen Tryon—Here was

a corking good comedy that kept the house in an up-

roar from start to finish and was just what the

people want, clean, wholesome comedy. Six reels.

—

Giacomia Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.

—

General patronage.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: Special cast—50% No-

vember 25-26-27-28 W. E. Lees, Jr., Dreamland the-

atre, Ontario, Ore.—General patronage.

GUARDIANS OF WILD: Special cast—«5% For-

est ranger romance with wild horse theme. Just

average.—C. C. Klutts, Glades Amusement Co., Moore

Haven, Fla.—General patronage.

PAINTING THE TOWN: Glenn Tyron—January 5.

One of the best comedies you can buy. Don't miss

it. Tell your patrons not to miss it and make it

stick.—Frank E. Sabin. Majestic theatre. Eureka,

Mont.—Small town patronage.

THE GRIP OF THE YUKON: Special cast—90%.

December 29. A very good picture. It is the kind

ef a picture that will make money for exhibitors.

The kind of a picture my patronage likes. Six reels.

Alfred Lundquist, Palace theatre, Grand Marais,

Mich.—General patronage.

JAZZ MAD: Jean Hersholt—50%. December 15.

A very good picture. Well liked by most of my
patronage. Weather was bad. Did not do as well

as I would have done. Six reels.—Alfred Lundquist,

Palace theatre. Grand Marais, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

State Rights

THE BIG HOP: Buck Jones—Buck. Let's stay in

Westerns. Another one like this and you will lose

your following. The same old story, a cowboy gets

the aviation fever and enrolls in the trans-Pacific

hop and his plane falls, he is rescued, he comes home

to surprise his mourning dad and his sweetie, and

everything ends happily, even for the villain who
escapes a drubbing by departing for parts unknown.

Very little action, no suspense, just a picture. Buck

should stay in Westerns. Seven reels.—H. H. Hed-

berg, Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.—General pat-

ronage.

Serials

TARZAN THE MIGHTY: (Universal) Here's the

only serial that ever made money and it's a sure box

office bet. I ran the last chapter this week and wish

there were 15 more.—Harold H. Kortes, Sun theatre,

Plainwell, Mich.—General patronage.

TARZAN THE MIGHTY: (Universal) Frank

Merrill—15 episodes. Best serial ever run. Increased

business and held up to the end. Completed Jan-

uary 4.—R. A. Wilson, New theatre, DeWitt, Ark.

—General patronage.

TARZAN THE MIGHTY: (Universal) Frank

Merrill—Very good. Played chapter Five on dec-
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"My Favorite Players" Contest

BALLOT: for voting in the Herald-World's 1928-29 contest to determine who are the fa-

vorite male and feminine screen players of exhibitors and the members of their immediate fami-

lies. Choices are to be made on any basis the voter chooses.

Voter's Name Above
Chosen Players' Names

Feminine Player

Male Player

Theatre

.

Town

MAIL to Exhibitors Herald-World, "My Favorite Players" Contest, 407 So. Dearborn, Chicago, 111.

ember 26, and to date there has been an increase

in business on each chapter. In fact, the fifth

doubled my business.—Savoy theatre, Hooversville,

Pa.—Small town patronage.

Short Features

EDUCATIONAL
CAMEO COMEDIES: All Cameo comedies are

good. One reel.—Savoy theatre, Hooversville, Pa.

—

Small town patronage.

EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES: Good two reel com-
edies which got many laughs.—R. A. Wilson, New
theatre, DeWitt, Ark.—General patronage.

FELLOW TEACHER: Big Boy—A good kid com-
edy.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

THE GLOOM CHASER: Big Boy—Good kid com-
edy that was pleasing to both old and young. Big Boy
6eldom fails to bring out the giggles. Two reels.

—

H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.—
General patronage.

HOP OFF: Good comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

LITTLE RUBE: Dorothy Devore—And they laughed
heartily. This is a good comedy. Two reels.—C. A.
Swiercinsky, Majestic theatre, Washington, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE QUIET WORKER: This two reel comedy gets

by. Very good. Two ieels.—E. A. Eley, Royal the-

atre. Oak Harbor, O.—General patronage.

THE SKY RANGER: Reed Howes—It was a

very good show. AH the children went wild over
it, so I am booking the whole series.—G. E.
Cooper, Baldwin theatre, Savage, Md.

SWORD POINTS : Lupino Lane—This like costume
features—it'6 got small-pox, and they can't see any-
thing funny to laugh at. Two reels.—C. A. Swier-
cinsky, Majestic theatre, Washington, Kan.—General
patronage.

R K O (FBO)

RKO COMEDIES: They have put Al Cooke in

half of their products. People here want to know if

I am related to him, because 1 get him so often.

—

Savoy theatre, Hooversville, Pa.—Small town patron-

age.

A KICK IN THE DARK: Cooke-Guard—Last of

"The Wisecrackers," and the kids are asking for

more. Two reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem thea-

tre, Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

MICKEY, THE DETECTIVE: To who this may
concern : Don't spend your time and money for any
of these Mickey comedies, as they are no good. Two

No Losses in the Box Office

ICKET REGISTERS
Automatic Ticket
Register Corp.
72S Seventh Ave New York

T. cutisfor Every Purpose LOWEST Market Prices

reels.—E. A. Eley, Royal theatre, Oak Harbor, O.

—

General patronage.

OKMNX: Barney Google series. Fair. Two reels.

—E. C. Arehart, Auditorium theatre. Laurel, Neb.

—

General patronage.

WHAT A WIFE: Toots and Casper series. More
waste of celluloid. Two reels.—E. C. Arehart, Audi-
torium theatre, Lauiel, Neb.—General patronage.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
CAME THE DAWN: Good comedy with plenty of

laughs for the whole family.—Harold H. Kortes, Sun
theatre. Plainwell, Mich.—General patronage.

CRAZY HOUSE: Our Gang—Very good. Two
reels.—L. C. Boluuc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

—

General pat ronage.

EDISON, MARCONI AND COMPANY: An extra
good Gang with an extra poor print. We worked
three hours to get it in shape to run, and then we had
four breaks.—Harold H. Kortes, Sun theatre, Plain-
well, Mich.—Genera! patronage.

HABEAS CORPUS: Laurel-Hardy—I think these
two men make the best comedies on the screen. My
patrons wait for them. Two reels.—W. T. Biggs,
Adair theatre. Adair, la.—General patronage.

THE HEART OF ROBERT E. LEE: These techni-

color subjects add a lot to your program and are all

good. Two reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Con-
way. N. H.—General patronage.

LAUREL-HARDY COMEDIES: These comedies
are liked best by my people.—H. Goldson, Plaza the-

atre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

SCHOOL BEGINS: Our Gang—The best Our Gang
I ever had, it is extra good- and has plenty ot com-
edy. The school room is a riot.—W. T. Biggs, Adair
theatre, Adair, la.—General patronage.

SHOULD WOMEN DRIVE: Max Davidson—Good.
Two reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway,
N. H.—General patronage.

SOUP TO NUTS: The greatest comedy I ever

ran. It's a dandy to put with a weak feature,

as it wi'.l sure carry the whole show. They ought

to call it "Me Faw Down." Give us more like

it.—Harold H. Kortes, Sun theatre, Plainwell,

Mich.—General patronage.

SOUP TO NUTS: Laurel-Hardy—The best comedy
makers ever. In fact, M G M has the best comedies,

barring none.—J. V. Frank, Harvard theatre. Har-
vard, Neb.—General patronage.

THE SPANKING AGE: Our Gang—Good.—C. A.
Swiercinsky. Majestic theatre, Washington, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THEIR PURFLE MOMENTS: Laurel-Hardy—
These two comedians always get the laughs. Very
good comedy. Two reels.—L. C. Bolduc, Bijou the-

atre, Conway, N. H.—General patronage.

TWO TARS: Laurel-Hardy—The best comedy we
have had for weeks. How they did laugh ! And the

photography was more like we used to get in Roach
comedies, except part of the first reel, which was a

little dark. Good print. And, O lad, what a laugh,

what a laugh! Three reels.—Wolfe and Williams,

Screenland theatre. Nevada, O.—Small town patron-

age.

PARAMOUNT
DANCING TOWN: No laughs whatever in a

Paramount comedy. Played this one twice, as it was

repeated on ue. Either have a repeat or miss out

altogether.—J. V. Frank, Harvard theatre, Harvard.

Neb.—General patronage.

KO-KO COMEDIES: Good comedies. One reel.—
Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.
—General patronage.

KRAZY KAT COMEDIES: Still another good car-
toon. One reel.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre,

Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

LOOSE CHANGE: Good comedy.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

PARAMOUNT NEWS: Airplanes, airplanes, air-

planes.—J. V. Frank, Harvard theatre, Harvard, Neb.
—General patronage.

A SHE GOING SAILOR: Dandy comedy. Plenty
of laughs.—Harold H. Kortes, Sun theatre, Plainwell.

Mich.—General patronage.

PATHE

COLLEGE KIDDO: Right, smart two reeler Two
reels.—Frank E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka,
Mont.—Small town patronage.

DUMB WAITERS: Fairly dumb. Two reels.—
Frank E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

THE GIRLS FROM NOWHERE: This is our first

one of the Sennett girls, and I can't say very much
for them.—Harold H. Kortes, Sun theatre, Plainwell.

Mich.—General patronage.

NO SALE : Good comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver Fam-
ily theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

PATHE COMEDIES: Been using for three years.

As good or better than many others. Two reels.

—

R. A. Wilson, New theatre, DeWitte, Ark.—General

patronage.

PRIDE OF PIKEVILLE: Ben Turpin—Good. Two
reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green. Gem theatre, Green-

river, Utah.—General patronage.

SMITH'S HOLIDAY: Good. Two reels.—L. C.

Boiduc. Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.—General pat-

ronage.

SMITH'S HOLIDAY : Fair comedy.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville. Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

TAXI FOR TWO: Fair, just fair. Two reels.—

Frank E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

UNIVERSAL

THE COLLEGIANS: These are good.—G. A. Dilla,

Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General patronage.

THE COLLEGIANS: I sure can't say much for

these so far. My last one was "Dear Old Calford,"

and I wish it was my lp.6t, as it sure was punk.

They don't take the place of a comedy, and it makes

the show too long to put a comedy with them.

—

Harold H. Kortes, Sun theatre, Plainwell, Mich-
General patronage.

THE FOX CHASE: Oswald the Rabbit—These a.e

good. One reel.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem the-

atre, Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

LOOK PLEASANT: Not so good. You can see

better comedy on the street any day than these two

boys play. Terrible. Better pay for 6ame and not

play it. Two reels.—E. A. Eley, Royal theatre, Oak

Harbor, O.—General patronage.

NEWLYWEDS UNWELCOME: By golly, yon

fellows that never saw a good Stern's Brother*

comedy should get this. Of course, it's "just a

comedy," but it filled our house with laughs from

stem to stern, and for an S. B. production we rate

it very good. Sunny McKeen is great for the faro-
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How They Voted
Following is the list of voters in the "My Favorite Players" contest, with their respective choices
for male and feminine players (in parentheses) and arranged by theatres. The first voters name is

that of the exhibitor, the next that of his wife (except when conditions are otherwise), and the rest

those of the children. No attempt has been madv to arrange the list in any special order, although
the position of each theatre is approximately according to the time the ballot was received.

Broadway, Brooklyn, la. M. A. Fauver (Laura La Planle, Lon Chancy) : Mn. M. A. Fauver (Joan Crawford, Lon Chancy); Suzanne Fauver (Joan Crawford.
i on Chaney) ; Jack Fauver (Laura LaPlante. Lon Chaney).

Richards, Fayette, Ala. B. J. Loftis (Dolores Costello, William Haines).
Grand, Angelica, K. Y. P. J. Lonsberry (Marian Niion, Lon Chaney) ; Mn. P.Lonsberry (Lillian Cish, John Gilbert).
Cozy, Winchester, Ind. Will H. Brenner (Dolores Costello, Conrad Nagel).
Regent, Wayland, Mich. N. E. frank (Joan Crawford, William Haines); Mn. N. E. Frank (Joan Crawford, Richard Din).
Lansdale. Lansdale, Pa. John L. Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Famum) ; James Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum); Mary Comfort (Louisa I o-elv.

William Farnum); Cyril Comfort (Louise Lovely. William Farnum).
Sun, Farwell Neb. C. A. Dilla (Clara Bow, Reginald Denny); Mrs. G. A. Dilla (Clara Bow, Clive Brook); Gilbert Dilla (Glenn Tryon, Pal.y hath Miller) - George

Dilla, Jr. (Laura LaPlante, Richard DU).
Aiken Mills, Bath, S. C. (H. B. Grice, owner, says he has too many favorites to vole. His family's votes follow): Mildred Crice (Billie Dove, Barry Norton); Doris

Grice (Dolores Costello. Richard Dix): Carolyn Grice (Greta Garbo, John Gilbert); Mabelle Crice (Clara Bow, Conrad Nagel).
Gem, Greenriver, L'tah Hulda J. Green (Bebe Daniels. Richard DU) ; Geneve C-een (Clara Bow. Charles Rogers); Matie Green (Clara Bow. Gary Cooper); Jesse

Green (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson) ; Ceorge Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper) ; Lewis Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper).
Clobe. Buena Vista, Va. Glen Jennings (Margaret Livingston, Percy Marmont) | Mrs. Glen Jennings (Helen Foster, Warner Baiter); Gary Jennings (Jane LaVerne,

Frankie Darro).
Kootenai, Libby, Mont. Mr. Kienitz (Colleen Moore, Conrad Nagel); Mrs. Klenit: (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess) ; Isabel Kienitz (Clare Bow, Charles Rog.

ers) ; Jean Kienitz (no feminine choice, Gary Cooper).
Capitol, Duncan, B. C. C. G. Baiss (Florence Vidor, Ronald Colman); Mre. G. C. Baiss (Alice Joyce, Ronald Colman); Daughter (Dolores Costello. Walter

Pigeon); Son (Dorothy Mackaill, Ronald Colman).
Star, Hay Springs, Neb. P. C. Morgan (Clara Bow. Richard Dix).
Star, Hay Springs, Neb. C. S. Horn (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
Ward, Pismo Beach, Cal. Ivan William Rowley (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney).
Opera House. Victor, Mont. Mrs. Homung (Colleen Moore. Richard Dix); Grace Hornung (Marion Davies. Norman Kerry); Robert Hornung (Colleen Moore,

Hoot Gibson); Edward Hornung (Laura LaPlante, Hoot Gibson).
Victory, Bala, Ont. W. D. Jackson (Clara Bow, William Haines); Mrs. W. D. Jl kson (Marion Davies, Richard Barthelmess); Shirley Jackson (Norma Shearer.

Ramon Navarro); Gregory Jackson (Colleen Moore, William Boyd).
Columbia, Baton Rouge, La. W. H. Hall (Joan Crawford. Conrad Nagel).

Alamo, Plainfield, 111. Jay W. Could < Gloria Swanson. Charles Murray); Geraldine Could (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chanev) ; Joyce Could (Billie Dove, Richard
Barthelmess) ; Junior Gould (Colleen Moore. Tom Mix).

Adair. Adair, la. W. T. Biggs (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney); Mrs. W. T. Blzga (Joan Crawford. Lon Chaney); Marie Biggs (Colleen Moore. Lon Chaney).
Harvard. Harvard, Neb. J. V. Frank (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney); Mrs. J. V. Frank (Bebe Daniels, Gary Cooper); Genevieve Frank (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).
Whiteway, Peach Orchard, Ark. W. C. Baker (Joan Crawford. John Gilbert); Mrs. W. C. Baker (Joan Crawford, John Cilbert) ; Winona Baker (*ue Carol. John

Gilbert); Gray Baker (Marion Davies, Tom Tyler).

Princess, Chilton. Wis. R. Pfelffer (Joan Crawford. John Cilbert): Mrs. R. Pf-iffer (Greta Garbo. John Gilbert).

Worman Circuit, Ogden, Utah William Worman (Clara Bow, Al Jolson) ; Mrs. William Worman (Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess); Clyde Worman (Clara Bow,
Hoot Gibson); Earl Worman (Clara Bow, John Barrymore) ; Orra Worman (Clara Bow, John Barrymore).

Palace, Golden City, Mo. H. B. Wilson (Janet Caynor, Richard Barthelmess) ; Mrs. H. B. Wilson (Janet Gaynor, Charles Delaney) ; Teresa Wilson (Billie Dove,
Barry Norton); Woodrow Wibon (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney); Theodore Wil-on (Billie Dove, Victor McLaglen) ; Julia Ellen Wilson (Joan Crawford. John
Mack Brown); George Wilson (Anita Page, Charles Farrell) : Roy Wilson (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney).

Strand, Grisw old, la. P. C. Held (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson) ; Mrs. P. G. Held (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney) ; Cordon Held (Clara Bow, no mail choice); Mar-
jorie Held (Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess).

ily. Fair print and good light photography. Two
reels.—Wolfe and Williams, Screenland theatre. Ne-
vada, O.—Small town patronage.

SNOOKCMS ASLEEP: Just fair. The print was
so old and cut up we couldn't see any comedy. Two
reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Green-

river, Utah.—General patronage.

A WOMAN'S MAN: Arthur Lake—Well. men.
here is "Show People" in one reel. Certainly the

berries. Considerable advertising of Universal pic-

turs, but it's so darn good you'll forget all about

that. A barrel of laughs! The best single reeler we
know of. Good print and photography. One reel.

—Wolfe and Williams, Screenland theatre, Nevada,

O.—Small town patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS

CIRCUS DAZE: This is an extra comedy by a

great performer.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre.

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

Publix's Dallas Theatre
Called "Greater Palace"

(Special to the Herald-World)

DALLAS, Jan. 22.—The Palace, Publix de
luxe house is to be known henceforth as
the Greater Palace. For the past two
months, interior and exterior improve-
ments and decorations have been under-
way, to the extent of $200,000.

Alexander Is to Write
Exclusively for W B

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 22.—J. Grubb Alex-

ander, whose outstanding achievements for the
past 12 months are the screen versions and
dialogue of "The Man Who Laughs" and
"The Bargain in the Kremlin," both Universal
productions, has affixed his signature to a
contract to write exclusively for Warner
Brothers for the next year.
He has been assigned by Darryl Francis

Zanuck to write the screen version and dia-

logue for "The Gamblers," based on Charles
Klein's stage success. Michael Curtiz will

direct.

New Managers Named
For Canadian Houses

(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, Jan. 22—Irwin Taylor is

announced as the new manager of the Oak-
wood theatre here, in succession to the late

James Crang. L. Lloyd Dearth has been
appointed manager of the Capitol in Van-
couver, B. C, while J. Schulberg is the new
manager of the Regent, and F. E. Petch of
the Victoria, other Vancouver houses.

Indians Do Their Stuff

To Make a Novel Show
(Special to the Herald-World)

OKLAHOMA CITY. Jan. 22.—
One of the most unusual programs
ever presented in Oklahoma City was
given one night recently at the
Shrine auditorium by Eve Kiaowa In-
dians, who left their reservation at
Andarko to make a special appear-
ance on the stage. The receipts are
to be used by them in continuing their

studies at the state university. They
exhibited the eagle, apache, war har-
vest and contest dances, with drum
and flute music, folk songs, Indian
lullabies, hymns, incantations of the
medicine man, and other specialties.

The quintet is . omposed of Monroe
Tsatoke, Steve *

:opope, Kack Ho-
keah, Spencer Aa- h and Miss Bou-ge-
tak Smokey. —

Steady Growth Evinced
By Southern California
MPTO with More Joining

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES. Jan. 22.—Steady growth
of the MPTO of Southern California was
evidenced at the latest membership meeting
at which the following were admitted to the
organization

:

Arthur J. Woods, Graham theatre, Graham

;

C. M. Donley, Liberty, Long Beach ; M. Ray
Peterson, Fair Oaks, Pasadena ; A. Alperstein,

Melrose, Los Angeles; W. J. Kellow, Garfield,

Alhambra; Paul Davini, Rialto, Bakersfield.

Several new methods of solving the zoning
and clearance issue were considered, and arbi-

tration complaints also were aired.

Drops Coin, Robs Cashier
As She Stoops for It

(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBIA, MO., Jan. 22.—An unmasked
bandit help up the box office of the Missouri
theatre the night of January 4 and escaped
with about $100 in cash. The robber ap-
peared at the box office window and asked for

a ticket, pushing a coin through the opening
so that it rolled to the floor. When the girl

cashier turned to pick up the coin the robber
grabbed her money box and ran. He did not
display a weapon of any kind.

Mitchell Lewis at M G M
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 22—Mitchell Lewis,
character actor, has been given the role of
Captain Alvarado in Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer's production of "The Bridge of San
Luis Rev." Charles Brabin is directing. The
cast includes Raquel Torres, Ernest Tor-
rence, Lili Damita and others.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By J. F.

MORTON VAN PRAAG, general sales director of Universal, and Ted
Schlanger, assistant sales manager, were in Chicago last Friday to con-

duct a sales meeting. Fred McConnell, short subjects sales director;

Herman Stern, non-theatrical representative; and Dick Anderson, International

Newsreel sales director, were also here.

tives of nearby exchanges.

Grad Sears, manager of First National, and
Jimmy Coston of the Coston circuit, took an
airplane trip to Detroit. They returned by
train, however, and there may be some mean-
ing in that.

W. C. Cook has returned to First National

and will cover the North Side territory. Cook
was connected with First National before.

* * *

Art Patzlaff, formerly head booker at First

National, is now at the Warner Brothers ex-
change. S'pose you'd call that merely a trans-

fer.
* * *

C. C. Randolph, manager of the Grand thea-

tre in Gary, was in the Columbia office last

week, booking pictures. Randolph is one of

the oldest exhibitors in the country. He can
remember the day when $500 a week was con-

sidered immense wages for screen players.

And that was a long, long time ago.
* * *

Bill Aschmann, manager of the Milwaukee
branch of Pathe, closed some deals for Pathe
sound pictures in Chicago last week with sev-

eral circuits that lap over in his territory.

Fables, Topics, Sportlights and Pathe News,
all subjects with sound, were included in the

deal.

Dutch Olsmith, manager of the Pathe
branch at Kansas City, closed the entire Shan-
berg circuit of thirteen towns last week for

sound Fables, Topics and Sportlights.
* * *

Joe Woodward, Pathe salesman, who was
operated on last week for mastoiditis, is im-
proving greatly, and according to Harry
Lorch, Joe will be back on the job in short

time.
* * *

Fred Geises and Floyd Trayham, the two
crack cameramen of Gene Cour's Chicago
Pathe News staff, landed two big stories in

the News last week that went for world wide
circulation. Couple of fast steppin' young-
sters, says Cour.

* * *

All the film row in Chicago and especially

the Pathe crowd, were glad to hear of Harry
Graham's election to the presidency of the

Indianapolis Film Board. Graham is a fast

worker and makes many new friends daily.
* * *

Tom North is stepping out into the high,

wide and grassless spaces this week in quest

of contracts for sound Fables, Topics, Sport-

lights and Curiosities. North is carrying two

MILTON M. STERN
The Row's Insurance Man.

Life, Accident, Auto, Fire &
Casualty Lines

1180 E. 63rd St. Phone Fairfax 7200

The meeting was attended by the execu-

uniforms, one reading Pathe and the other

RKO, as the VanBeuren product is released

through these two agencies.
* * *

A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Q. Dalton January IS. The mother and baby
are at the John B. Murphy hospital, both

doing fine. Dad, Dalton as you know, was
formerly director of theatre construction and
operation for Marks Brothers. He is now
corporation and partnership insurance repre-

sentative for the Equitable Life Insurance

Society of New York. The newcomer has

been named Raymond Q., Jr.,
* * *

Gene Cour, editor of Pathe News in the

Middlewest confessed last week that he is

addicted to reading F. H. Richardson's depart-

ment in "Better Theatres." A smart fel-

low, this Cour.
* * *

The F B O sales force, including Manager
Herb Washburn, left Monday on a week's

tour of the country territory.
* * *

The Alamo, Crystal and Highway theatres

are to be equipped for sound very shortly.

The Marquette theatre, owned by S. Stern,

has already opened with sound. The opening

picture was Fox's "Mother Knows Best."
* * *

"Spies," M G M's foreign made picture,

after playing for one week at the Castle, was
held over for ten more days.

* * *

The Capitol theatre in Rockford, a new
1,200-seat house, has been leased by Max
Gumbiner and associates for ten years. The
theatre will be opened with a new policy about

February 2. Albert Goldman, theatre broker,

represented both parties in the deal.
* * #

Al Jolson, the well-known mammy-singer,
was in Chicago on his way to New York last

week.
* * *

"The Lions Roar," Educational's all-talk-

ing comedy with Billy Bevan, Johnny Burke
and Daphne Pollard, was booked in many of

the Loop houses and several first-run houses

outside the Loop. "Brides Relation," another

Educational short, was given a screening last

week.
* * *

Harvey Day, special representative for Edu-
cational sound shorts, arrived in Chicago last

Thursday to spend a few days.
* * *

J. H. Smith, managar of the commerce de-

partment of RCA Phonophone, will estab-

lish offices in Chicago within the next few
weeks, he says.

* * *

The Salkin brothers, H^iry, projectionist at

FBO; Leo, film buyer :or Marks Brothers

;

Richard, manager of th - Jackson Park thea-

tre; and Morris, have l£ vn in the film busi-

ness long enough to n,
r
je a total for the

four of 87 years. Shoo it that

!

\

Max Schwartz and Frank Ishmael, those

MGM go-getters, caught arguing in front

of the exchange building about who was
going to pay the lunch check. The mer-
cury stood frozen at five below. Write

your own moral.

Tragsdorf's Lowdown
On Trip to New York

{Continued from page 48)

street have got to get together and get a

contraption, or decide on one, that can be
installed at a reasonable cost, and one that

will handle both the Movietone and disc pro-

ductions. I wonder if the producers and big

business in the street know, or try to figure

out, how many millions they are going to lose

in the next year by their narrow-minded,
dog-eat-dog policies. I believe sound is our

salvation with the above reservations. When-
ever I can get an installation that will meet
the above requirements, and if the producers

will give me somewhere near a decent break

on their sound product, I will install sound.

In the meantime, I have both ears to the

ground and both eyes scanning the horizon

for relief from the present stagnant condi-

tions. I firmly believe that within the next

few months something is going to pop in

connection with this sound business and when
it does we must be in a position to use the

few brains God promised us in order to de-

termine whether we shall grab it or leave it.

Let each and everyone of us pull the old

belt up another notch or two if necessary, and

after we get through paying our taxes, shovel-

ing coal and snow, make a vow that we will

hit the old line harder during the coming year

than we have in the past. In fact, if we
don't they will have us all up in the Monkey
Hill before the snow flies again.

Well, that's about all for this time from up

where the Woodchuck chucketh and the Wild
Raspberry calls to its mate in the Springtime.
—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

ville, Wis.

French Exhibitors Are
Producing Own Newsreel
(Washington Bureau of the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, Jan. 22.—The French
exhibitors, according to a report to the de-

partment of commerce, are making their

own news reels. The price asked for news
reels has been more than the theatre man
would pay and over 150 exhibitors have

called off their contracts with firms and are

using S. F. D. films. The price asked is

the original figure of the news journal.

Manager's Wife Identifies

Man Who Killed Husband
Leonard Shadlow, 23, leader of a band of

colored gunmen, was identified as the rob-

ber who invaded the Metropolitan theatre,

Chicago, a few weeks ago and killed Mat-

thew Taylor, manager. The killer was iden-

tified by Taylor's wife, who is the organist

of the house.



In the "Talkies" too

The fidelity of sound reproduction

with motion pictures is affected by

every variation in the film — be it

ever so slight.

That is why, in the "Talkies"

too, Eastman film excels. The great

quantities in which it is produced,

the strict supervision constantly ex-

ercised — the resulting uniformity

from roll to roll, day to day, year to

year— these factors of Eastman film

manufacture are of first importance

to the newest development of the art.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



Only LUPINO LANE
Could MaKe a Comedy Such As

Twenty -four parts in the picture, and

every role played by Lupino Lane him-

self. Who else could do it? The versatility

that made such an astonishingly clever

at

novelty comedy possible, makes Lane

the outstanding star in the two-reel

comedy field, and as great a box-office

asset as you ever had in Short Features.

/

The comedian takes

twenty - four distinct

roles and the result sare

astounding in clever-

ness—Arthur James
— Motion Pictures To-

day.

Every time we see a

Lane comedy we say

it is the best we have

yet seen — worth pre-

ferred position on any

program — Associated

Publications.

If exhibitors don't

give this unusual sub-

ject the break it de-

serves, then there is

no sense in comedians

continuing to put ori-

ginality, brains and

perspiration in their

work—Film Daily-

A genuinely good
piece of work—Motion

Picture News.
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'THE BELLAMY TRIAL" OPENS

AUSPICIOUSLY AT EMBASSY

donta Bell Converts Popular Magazine Story Into Rousing

Screen Melodrama with Dialogue Sequences.

By KATHARINE ZTMMERMANN.
rpHE wild bells have every reason to ring out jauntily the Metro-

:

- Goldwyn-Mayer headquarters this week. At the C^Ditol picked
Shocktroops are busy dissuading Gilbert-Garbo fans from standing
on one another's shoulders to get a glimpse of "A Woman of Affairs."

|And by the look of things at last night's premiere of "The Bellamy
trial'' the traffic jam outside the Embassy for the next few weeks,
Ks likely to wear another furrow into the Napoleonic brow of Grovel
IWhalen. -0-

^The Bellamy Trial" is M-G-M's

READ IT
AND LEAP!

More "honey" hits from

the boys who never stop

deliveringJo

•celluloid version of the popular
mystery story by Frances N6yes
Hart. It has. been most dlvert-
Hngly translated to the screen by
Mohta Bell. With one major set-
ting and a handful of incidental
knes and with a cast of minor
Hollywood celebrities, the directo*

has fashioned a thrillej

pou in seams
pense until the
Kill manages
;eport like a

DERHAPS
m

he or

foot on the heels

news of the day
Some charm:

is vol,

Re(>nrn from

Ere. Telegram

N. Y. Jan. 24th

y Box-Office
Advance Sale

in its History for "Bellamy
Trial". Capitol, holds
"A Woman of Affairs" Znd
Smashing Week!\ \ \i V vJMIclMULlg W CCK .

METRO GOi/yWYN MAYER
It's (CLL/pleasure

MemberofMotion Plccu roducerj andDistributorjofAmerica, Inc.

14. No. 5 oust 20. 19V.
ik n..„»h/.r„

Ice at Chicago, III., under the act of March F» In W2Q



BIOPHONE AGENCIES

NEW lUKK LI 1 i

H. Gluckman Jerry Abrams
729 Seventh Ave. 810 So. Wabash Ave.

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA
Pictures in Motion Neufeld-Bethell-Hochfeld

69 Church St. 1232 Vine St.

PITTSBURGH ST. LOUIS
C. B. Pascol Barney Rosenthal

1022 Forbes St. 3306 Olive St.

DENVER MINNEAPOLIS
Western Radio Ed Karatz

150 Broadway 302 Film Exchange Bldg.

ATLANTA OTTUMWA. IOWA
F. A. Leatherman S. H. Cohen

150 Walton St. 235 E. Main St.

LOS ANGELES
H. T. James

6363 Santa Monica Blvd
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PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL
"flashes from a Great (paramount Talking (picture

THEWOLFOFWAILSTREET
The Wolf

//

AMERICA IS IN THE
GRIP OF A STOCK MAR-
KET CRAZE! Behind the

scenes looms the man who
makes fortunes and panics

—the Big Operator—the
Money Giant—THE WOLF
OF WALL STREET. Super-

brain, ruthless, loving bat-

tle. Such is the mightv
figure George Bancroft
brings to life in this great

picture.

His Wife
WHAT OF THE WOMEN
who wait in luxurious
homes while the Gold Gods
fight the Battle of Money?
hat of the jewel-laden

Wolf's Wife? Men are her
game. Does she abandon
the game when the Wolf
no longer has time for love?

In 4'THE WOLF OF WALL
STREET" that bewitching
Rvissian beauty, Baclan-

t
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THE WOLF ON THE SCENT! l^eorge
Bancroft, star of "Underworld" and
"Docks of New York", gives his great-
est performance.

DANGEROUS BUT NICE. While The
Wolf battles for money,his wife dallies

with the polished charms ofPaul Lukas.
Then the fateful day—!

RUTHLESS IN HIS WRATH. The brute
strength of the lion and the cunning
of the beast that gives him his nick-
name— you'll love The Wolf.

WHERE MILLIONS ARE WON AND LOST. All the frenzied
excitement of the Stock Exchange is accurately portrayed.
Battleground of the money monarchs. Real, fascinating! You
hear as well as see it all

!

PARAMOUNT offers

the GREATEST ALL-

TALKING PICTURE

yet produced!

GEORGE BANCROFT
in

"THE WOLF OF
WALL STREET99

With Bancroft, Nancy Carroll, Paul Lukas

and others in the big cast talking through-

out. With Baclanova not only talking but

singing two songs in her gorgeous voice.

Rowland V. Lee Production. Story by

Doris Anderson.
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MEN ARE PLAYTHINGS. Wizards of wealth are children un-
der her spell. Baclanova, fiery temptress, writes new history on
the American screen in "THE WOLF OF WALL STREET."
Public and critics will rave.

Another big TRIUMPH
in PARAMOUNT'S
sensational line-up of

TALKING HITS!
WITH "Interference" doing the biggest

business of any talking picture ever

released—with surefire sound successes as

"Redskin", "The Canary Murder Case",

"Wolf Song", "The Letter", "Close Har-
mony", "The Doctor's Secret", "The
Dummy", "Chinatown Nights", ("Tong
War") and others on the way—now arrives

"THE WOLF OF WALL STREET" to clinch

PARAMOUNT'S leadership of this business,

sound and silent! Opening long run en-

gagements at the Rialto, New York, and
everywhere. Nationally advertised in 700

newspapers, Saturday Evening Post, etc. to

120,000,000 people! "THE WOLF OF WALL
STREET" and most of the other knockouts

AVAILABLE SILENT AS WELL AS
TALKING!

THE FAITHLESS WIFE AT BAY! Sur-
prised in her love nest, she fights with
all her dangerous charms to win back
her husband. A revelation

!

TERRIBLE TITAN OF THE TICKER.
Only two things he loves—the race for

gold and the arms of his beautiful wife.

His enemies attack both!

"YOU ARE THE REAL SUCKER!"
Nancy Carroll cries. "Your wife is up-
stairs in the arms of your best friend.

I dare you to go up and see!"



true as your earn

fresh as tomorrow

from all over the world

Three
Newsy
Issues

Every
Week

NO alleged competitor, either now
or in years to come, can ever hope

to attain the supremacy that FOX, the

pioneer in talking newsreels, has held

since the very first issue on December
3rd, 1927. No other newsreel can hope to

match the amazing strides ofFox Movie-

tone News, for which crews are now
gathering the sights and sounds ofthe en-

tire world, guaranteeing a steady supply

of the latest and most important news

events from every corner of the globe.

This Week's 3 Issues Cover
France Switzerland Portugal

Gulf of Mexico The Antarctic Porto Rico
Havana Florida New York

More than a newsreel—It's a BOX-OFFICE FEATURE!

FOX MOVIETO/VEWS
A WORLD-WIDE NEWS SERVICE
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ALL-DIALOG, ALL-LAUGHTER COMEDY

THE GHOST TALKS
Funny rhymes with money, and this all-dia-

log comedy talks laughs from beginning to end.

Clever, peppy, youthful, fast-moving, merry en-
tertainment with sure-fire audience appeal.

With the youthful stars of the speaking stage,

Helen Twelvetrees and Charles Eaton, and
Earle Foxe and Carmel Myers. Lew Seiler

production. Story by Max Marcin
and Edward Hammond; scenario

by Frederick H. Brennan; dialog

by Frederick H. Brennan and
Harlan Thompson.

ALL-DIALOG MELODRAMA

SPEAKEASY

un -

An exciting melodrama of New
York and its rackets. Fox Movie-
tone captures the actual sights

and sounds of the big city—Times
Square, Fifth Avenue, the subways,
a newspaper office, the race track

and Madison Square Garden during
a big fight.

With Paul Page, Lola Lane, Henry B. Walthall,
Helen Ware and Sharon Lynn. Benjamin
Stoloff production. From the play by Edward
Knoblock and George Rosener.

ALL-DIALOG
Full-length

MOVIETONE
X features

Each DISTINCTLY
DIFFERENT in story

and style
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ALL-DIALOG MYSTERY DRAMA
THRU DIFFERENT EYES
A murder mystery with a novel idea. The story of

a man on trial for murder, the evidence being re-

vealed through the eyes of the prosecutor, a defense

attorney and a mysterious girl, the three interpre-

tations forming baffling contrasts. The surprising

solution is a smashing climax.

With Mary Duncan, Edmund Lowe, Warner Baxter
and Sylvia Sidney, supported by Earle Foxe, Donald
Gallaher and Florence Lake. From the play by
Milton H. Gropper and Edna Sherry. John Bly-

stone production.

AtSO GEORGE ADE'S Corking Comedy with Talking Sequences
MAKING THE GRADE with Edmund Lowe, Lois Moran*

(Sitent Prints Also Available)

ALFRED E. GREEN
Production

/
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Booked by Balaban & Katz for

the Oriental, Chicago, Beginning February 2nd

Victor McLaglen

CAPTAIN LASH
with

Claire Windsor Arthur Stone

Clyde Cook Jane Winton

Story by Daniel Tomllnson and Laura Haist

JOHN BLYSTONE
Production

of f
aUC

tot

0
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SYNCHRONIZED
FEATURES
(Silent Prints Also

Available)

The Romance of a Neu> Year's Eve

—and Her Adam

NEW YEAR'S EVE
with

MARY ASTOR
CHARLES MORTON

Earle Fexe Florence Lake

HENRY LEHRMAN Production

Story by Richard Connell

Sizzling Passions at

15 Degrees Beloic Zero

THE
SIN SISTER
with 3 youngsters who spell box-office

NANCY CARROLL
LAWRENCE GRAY

JOSEPHINE DUNN
Story by Frederick H. Brennan

and Becky Gardiner

CHARLES KLEIN Production

oiats oohe
sue c**r ********

sElLER
Production

LEW
Sto
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ind a Unit of ALL-DIALOQ Condensed Features— NAPOLEON'S BARBER and THE DIPLOMATS
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ALL-DIALOGROBERT BENCHLEY
c4ll-Dialog Comedies

Furnace Trouble CONDENSED FEATURES
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The Sex Life of the Polyp^**Sendship
Treasurer's ttfii»«n>*— Napoleo^flBarber
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Service to

the ENTIRE INDUSTRY
Spontaneous Response to the Announcement of the New Model

Western Electric Sound Equipment for Small Theatres

"Electrical Research Products, Inc., takes pleasure in

announcing the development of a standard Western

Electric Sound equipment specially adapted for small

theatres.

"We are prepared to accept orders now for these

equipments for installation after June 1, 1929 for

either Vitaphone or Movietone productions only, at

a price of $5,500 including installation, and for dual

equipment for both Vitaphone and Movietone at a

price of $7,000 including installation."

i 1 1

The foregoing announcement was made through

the trade press on Jan. 10. Within the few days

which have elapsed a substantial number of orders

have been placed with us both by chain operators

and by individual theatre owners.

This spontaneous response confirms our convic-

tion that discriminating small theatre owners have

been awaiting moderately priced sound equipment

of the same reliable quality as that now rendering

service in the large first run houses.

In developing the new apparatus Western Electric

engineers have built on the successful experience in

designing, making, installing and servicing equip-

ment now in use in more than a thousand theatres.

The result is a sound reproducing system of equal

electrical quality and mechanical durability. In a

word, it is Western Electric.

This organization pledges its continued co-opera-

tion with producers and exhibitors alike. It will

maintain the present high quality of its apparatus,

and its nationwide technical staff is at the service

of the entire industry.

Electrical Research Products Inc.

250 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.

Representing

Western Electric
SYSTEM OF SOUND PICTURES
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LET PHOTOTONE SAVE YOU $10,000

NEW PHOTOTONE IMPROVEMENTS
Improvements recently added to Phototone improve its

already wonderful results. These new improvements are:

1

2
3

New fadaway switch vol-
ume control.

New dual turntable con-
trol.

New type improved ampli-
fier with perfected audio
transformer, increasing
trutonc quality.

4
5

6

Greater volume with less

distortion.

More efficient scratch fil-

ter.

More effective control of

the bass notes.

SOME DAY you are going to have to come

I

to the sight-sound policy. You would

be operating under it now if you didn't

dread to spend that $11,000 which you have been

given to understand such equipment costs.

Phototone— adopted by thousands of thea-

ters as the best solution to the sight-sound

problem, can be installed for as little as $500.

There's a clear saving of over $10,000. In ad-

dition, Phototone eliminates the heavy over-

head of organs, pianos and orchestras.

For a minimum weekly cost we'll keep you

supplied with new cue music, including origi-

nal musical scores by Thematic Music Cue

Service of New York.

Also the special sound records you need, such

as growls, mob noises, hoof-beats, trains, air-

planes, motors, marching feet, gun shots, etc.

Phototone has the fullest, purest tone of any

sight-sound instrument.

ANNOUNCEMENT
We expect to have a practical and efficient synchronizing

device to offer to our exhibitors at a reasonable price and

announcement of this will be made in the near future.

It can be used in conjunction with Phototones already

installed or on any instruments that may be purchased

from this time on.

Check the information you want

and mail this coupon to The Phototone Company,

North Vernon, Indiana.

Record Cue Service

Phototone Equipment

.\AME

ADDRESS

COMPANY

CITY STATE

Be sure and hear the

new Phototone cone
sound board speaker

1531 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

1325 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

1025 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

PHo*»OtoMC
The new Phototone cone

sound board is clear and

distinct—built for long

hard service

Phototone Branch Offices

Neil Thompson, Argos, Ind.

(for Indianapolis and Cleveland)

327 E. Sixth St., Cincinnati, Ohio
125 Walton

220 W. Fourth St., Charlotte, N. C.

845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

3706 Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
St., Atlanta, Ga.

705 W. Grand Ave., Oklahoma City, Okla

5332 Chicago Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Phil Pierce Co., Dallas, Texas

CUE YOUR PICTURES WITH THE WORLD'S GREATEST MUSIC
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§H WARNER BROS. LATEST 100% All TALKING VITAPH0NE PICTURE \\l\H





JRth LAURA LA PLANTE, Montague
Lre, Roy D'Arcy, Margaret Livingston,
)c n Boles, Bert Roach. Produced
utler the personal supervision ofCARL
EMMLE, Jr. From the novel by Wads-

ftth Camp and Thomas F. Fallon's
Snadway stage hit. Two negatives

:

1 Silent; 1 with Dialog.

A PAUL LENI Production.

44THE GIRL ON THE BARGE"
With JEAN HERSHOLT, Sally O'Neil, Malcolm MacGregor. From the Cosmo,
politan Magazine story by RUPERT HUGHES. Two negatives: 1 silent: 1 with

dialog. An EDWARD SLOMAN Production.

"THE COHENS and KELLYS'**™™0

Starring GEORGE SIDNEY with Vera Gordon, Kate Price, Mack Swain. Two
negatives: 1 silent; 1 with dialog. A WILLIAM JAMES CRAFT Production.

"THE FOREIGN LEGION"
•" •

A Laemmle golden Special. Starring NORMAN KERRY and LEWIS STONE
with Mary Nolan, June Marlowe. From the I. A. R. Wylie novel, "The Red Mirage."

44

An EDWARD SLOMAN Production.

GIVE AND TAKE"
GEORGE SIDNEY and JEAN HERSHOLT, with George Lewis, Sharon Lynn.
From Aaron Hoffman's Broadway Success. Two negatives: 1 silent; 1 with dialog.

A WILLIAM BEAUDINE Production.

"THE MICHIGAN KID"
CONRAD NAGEL and RENEE ADOREE with Lloyd Whitlock, Adolph Milar, Vir-
gtnia Grey.FromREX BEACH'S tremendous seller. An IRVINWILLAT Production.

—I h—^mm

LAEMMLE SPE



SMARTEST

Charmingly witty

As classy as a next
season's sport roadster

Presents

THE ELIGIBLE MR.BANGS
by Robert Housum

with

EDWARD EVERETT HORTOH
Directed by H^igh Faulcon

With talking and all natural sound effects from start to finish
i i i



thing ui iral^inq comedies

FOR SMART THEATRES
Educational Pictures took the industry

by storm with their first talking comedy.

Exhibitors who saw the first preview of

"THE LION'S ROAR" are still laughing.

The MACK SENNETT TALKING
COMEDIES instantly proved that

Educational was going to live up to its

promise to lead the field of Short Fea-

tures with Sound.

But there's plenty more coming. For

instance, here is the second announce-

ment: a group of six comedy playlets

that are the smartest things you ever

saw in two reels....the CORONET TALK-

ING COMEDIES.

Here's something neu and different

....in story, lines, acting and direction.

They're charmingly witty, as smartly

sophisticated as a Park Avenue ball

room, as classy as a society night club.

CORONET TALKING COMEDIES will

add a crown of mirth

to the smartest picture

programs in the land.

Supervised by

SIDNEY BRENNECKE

B] UCATIONAL
EXCHANGES,

FILM
Inc.

Member. Motion Picture Producers and Dii*trt-

buturs of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President



ARE YOU STARVING
tor Sound?
Let the other fellow STARVE for SOUND . . . You
•don't have to wait if you have FIRST NATIONAL.
All the VITAPHONE shows you want-right away!
The difference between First National and Other
Companies is the difference betweenHaving and Hop-
ing! Sensational QUALITY product with the Greatest
Screen Stars ready to deliver at a minute's notice!

HERE'S A GAG that gets a laugh ONLY from your competitor*—

Take the GAG off your projection machine. No reason why you should tie up expensive equipment for lack of

TALKING product. FIRST NATIONAL has a seven-league jump on the field in BOTH Quantity and Quality.

The ONLY way you can fill EVERY play-date with a Sound attraction is to SWITCHTO FIRST NATIONAL!

AND MORE ON THE WAY—
Enough— and fast enough— to enable you to meet the CRYING
DEMAND for VITAPHONE without a SINGLE
INTERRUPTION

!

(OKI \ \ K
GRIFFITH IN
"THE DIVINE
LADY" (you can

start right nowspend-

ing your profits from this grandest and

greatest sea special ever made. Every-

thing about it is right— everything is big

. . . Brilliant Vitaphone score and effects

will make it a money marvel.)

MILTON SILLS
AND DOROTHY
MACKAILL IN
"HIS CAPTIVE
WOMAN"*(second
talking special for this great pair. Cork-

ing South Sea island story that shows off

Dorothy at her million-dollar best in a

dozen breath-taking coMumes.)

BILLIE DOVE
IN "THE MAN
AND THE MO-
MENT" (it ha>

Elinor Glyn's great-

est box-office story and handsome Rod

LaKocquc. Lavish society spectacle, and

Billie Dove in and out of costumes that

will double her 30.000-a-month fan mail.)

THE MIO.OOO
PRIZE STORY.
"CHILDREN
OF THE HIT/'*
(riotous revelry in

ritz settings—dazzling younger genera-

lion stuff—a perfect vehicle for the Vita-

phone debut of Dorothy Mackaill and

Jack Mulhall.)

ALICE WHITE
TALKING,
SINGING AND
DANCING IN
"HOT STUFF"

(watch Vitaphone double the box-office

power of her pulsing pep!)

"THE SQUALL**
— BIG TALKING
SPECIAL(itwasthe l

talk of Broadway for

one solid year. Now
vou'll get Loretta Young, Myrna Loy,

Alice Joyce and other great names in this

romance of the most tempestuous temp-

trcss'the screen has ever known.)

MILTON SILLS
IN "LOVE AND
THE DEVIL"! with

Maria Corda in a great

storv with a brand-vamp part, and

new love angle.)

Why should you

SUFFER in SILENCE?

FIRST
NATIONAL

can give you ait the

KmVITA!
feature shows you
ean use for months
to come. Ready for

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY



DO! BLE YOUR
PLAYING TIME!

The amazing vogue of \ itaphone gives every First National

Vitaphone Picture the value of a Special. HANDLE THEM
THAT WAY! The lure of this new movie magic—the urge to

hear favorite stars TALKING, SINGING, doubles the draw.
Play up this angle! Tl's the greatest advertising and publicity

material you've ever had. Get behind every First National
N itaphone production with just as strong a campaign as you'd
give a Special Then DOUBLE YOUR PLAYING TIME.
You'll more than double your profits!

ST NATIONAL
has pUntij. oF

%PHONE HITS !

TODAY,
tomorrow, or next week, you can start playing an endless stream of

RAGING VITAPHONE SUCCESSES
John MeCormick presents

COLLEEN MOORE IN

"SYNTHETIC SIN" (led

the Loop in Chicago, and just as

hot at the Paramount, New York,

and at the Granada, San Francisco.)

TALKING SENSATION
OF THE HOUR—"THE
BARKER" (records, records,

everywhere—Hippodrome, Cleve-

land; Palace, Dallas; Circle, In-

dianapolis; State, Youngst'n; Mainstreet, K. C.)

RICHARD RARTHEL-
MESS IN "SCARLET
SEAS" (cheers from critics at

Broadway Strand opening. "En-

ormously helpful and charmingly

recorded musical score," said Sun.)

"SEVEN FOOTPRINTS
TO SATAN" (bigger and

better thrills than any previous

mystery show. Made to order for

spine-chilling VlTMftom effects. With*

Thelma Todd and Creighton Hale.)

RICHARD RARTHEL-
MESS TALKING IN
"WEARY RIVER"
(opens tomorrow on Broadway

at $2.00. Wait till they hear

Dick Talking for the first time.)

CORINNE GRIFFITH
IN "OUTCAST" (great re-

views everywhere—and business

just as great. "A delight. Fans

are going to love it," said N. Y.

Mirror. With Edmund Lowe.)

BILL It: DOVE IN
"ADORATION" (praised

sky-high by all critics. "Synchro-

nization extremely well done,"

said Graphic. "Billie clicking at

Century, Baltimore," said Variety.)

"NAUGHTY RARY"—
WITH ALICE WHITE
AND JACK MULHALL
(now they can hear "IT." Fastest-

growing star in the business in

speedy, jazzy, made-to-order show that proves

she YlTMKwS even better than she LOOKS.)

(

And bring back the crowds— the coin—
you turned away on the first engagement—
PLAY "LILAC TIME" AGAIN
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The NEW Company

N
OheHomanlic
Jj>ve~(ife of
a beautiful
dancer

. r
. _ itjt*

^(P* 'TicJamowGntincnlalStar

'HWHS PASS10K
THE MELODRAMA
EXTRAORDINARY

Actually produced on ihe Russian Border are! in Paris

Bnatd iy Victor Sun'lk

An Imported British International Picture

INCORPORATED

Physical Distribution Thru

Educational Film Exchanges

J.
D. Williams

Executive Vice-President

Al. S. Aronson
European Representative

Jos. S. Skirboll

Sales Manager

Photoplays made where the story's laid

PICTURES ACTUALLY PRODUCED IN EUROPE ASIA
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with the NEW idea
Supplies

High Grade
Advertising

Accessories

Exhibitor's Choice Selling

means you can buy one or all
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the event of the Season!

FEB.
TH

MOTION
PICTURE
BALL

auspices

Paramount Pep Club, Inc.

Paramount Famous Lasky Corp.

Publix Theatres Corp.

Entertainment by

Celebrated Stage

and

Screen Stars

PAUL ASH
Master Ceremonies

Music by

ROGER WOLFE KAHN
And His Society Serenaders

Hotel Astor
SAT. Eve., Feb. 9th

Tickets, $10.00 per person
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( lens-orship is denounced by speakers at annual convention of National Board of Review—Leaders

of business and civic enterprise unite in condemning idea of censorship as foreign to every principle
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clares censorship should be done only by producers themselves.
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Calling a Cop

WE regret to note that Mr. Abram F. Myers, president

of the Allied States Exhibitors' Association, at the

very outset of his administration has rushed to the window

and sounded a call for police. Mr. Abrams. hardly before

having time to warm the president's chair, has, more liter-

ately, dashed to the Department of Justice with a plea for

an investigation of the contracts existing between manufac-

turers of sound equipment and motion picture distributors.

Mr. Myers herein discloses a weakness attributed to him

by his enemies on account of his previous connection with

the bureaucracy of Washington and one which his friends

were earnestly hoping would not manifest itself.

The effort to bring the Department of Justice in on the

trade question of interehangeabiJity at this time is both

rash and uncalled for. It will be embarrassing to produc-

ers who have driven a shrewd bargain with the manufac-

turers of sound equipment, and, instead of being a help to

exhibitors, it may result to their very serious disadvantage.

With a thousand serious exhibitor problems pressing for

solution it is difficult even to guess how and why Mr. Myers

has hit upon this question of interchangeability for atten-

tion at this time. The plain fact of the matter is that this

question stands in a decidedly favorable status, both for the

exhibitor and for the producer. Producers have an ar-

rangement which is satisfactory to them. There is no re-

straining hand holding back the exhibitor from doing any-

thing that appears suitable for the best interests of his

business.

Why, then, should Mr. Myers tamper with the question

at this time?

So much for the immediate, practical considerations of

this business of going to the Department of Justice about

interchangeability. There are, however, other features of

Mr. Myers* action which bid for attention.

If Mr. Myers should prove—and this action is a step in

that direction—that he is so steeped with the creed of the

bureaucracy of Washington, which pretty much believes

that business and industry exists in order that it should

have something upon which to vent its harassment—then

Mr. Myers is likely to become, instead of a constructive

force, an evil, both for the exhibitors and for the industry

at large.

Those who do not wish Mr. Myers well will find in this

action a great deal of ammunition to shoot. They will in-

sist that at the best it is an act of an opportunist who is

seizing upon a piece of the government's machinery at

Washington, with which he is quite familiar, in order to

gain attention for himself and also to build himself into a

bogey which will have to be dealt with.

There is no occasion to have a legal test made on the

question of interchangeability. The outcome, whatever it

might be, cannot improve the existing situation and it is

very easy to imagine, in face of the various patent claims

that are asserted, that the outcome might be a decidedly

unwelcomed eventuality, for both the exhibitor and the

producer.

Surrounding the entire matter of Mr. Abrams' approach
to the Department of Justice there is the matter of govern-

mental interference with business.

As a last resort there may be no other course in face of

some pressing evil. But governmental interference with

business always amounts to a surgical operation in which
the life of the patient may be saved, but he is always de-

cidedly the worse for his experience.

* # •

What to Produce?

AT no time in the history of the business has the prob-

lem of what to produce been a more complex and

difficult one than at the present time. In previous years

all of the difficulties natural to and inherent in the amuse-

ment business have been present. This year, in addition

to these, there are the special and unusual difficulties pre-

sented on account of the introduction of sound and

dialogue.

While there always has been a pressing need for coop-

eration between exhibitors and producers on the question

of what to produce, this year the question is more pressing

than ever. Unfortunately, very little in the way of prac-

tical cooperation has ever existed. Virtually the only im-

mediate contact between the film companies and the thea-

tres is when a representative of a sales department seeks

to sell him to the exhibitor. In this circumstance there

are the natural points of difference between the buyer and

the seller. The exhibitor does not seek to offer guidance

on production problems and the salesman has his mind on

something else.

The Herald-World urges exhibitors to consider the

problem of what to produce for next season, and in urging

this it wishes to make plain the fact that in the long run

the outcome of production problems mean just as much to

exhibitors as to producers. We urge you, therefore, to

express your views on what to produce for next season.

Communicate either directly with the producers or send

your communications to this publication. If they are of

general interest they will be published and, at any rate,

they will be laid before the producers' councils.

In connection with the question of what to produce Mr.

Will H. Hays in an interview given upon his recent arrival

in Los Angeles urges that producers continue to plan for

future great "epic" pictures such as "The Ten Command-
ments," "The King of Kings" and "The Big Parade"—and

such to be made without dialogue, except, possibly, in short

sequences.

MARTIN J. QUIGLEY.
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Censorship Lashed at Session
Of National Board of Review

Eminent Speakers Denounce
Practice as Foe of Liberty

Thomson Will Address

Film Advertisers on the

How and Why of A B C

PL. THOMSON*, director of public rela-

• tions for Western Electric and presi-

dent of the Audit Bureau of Circulations,
will' speak on "The How and W hy of the
A. B. C." at the weekly luncheon of the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at

the Paramount hotel, New York, February 7.

Charles W. Barrell will introduce him.
Thomson's appearance will mark the first

time—despite repeated starts made by the
A. M. P. A. to press a move for authentic
circulation figures in the trade—that an of-
ficer of the A. B. C. has appeared before
the association. While the meeting will be
confined entirely to Thomson's talk, it will
be an open session because of the large
number of people in the industry outside of
the association membership interested.

Why W. E. Equipment in

R K O's Hippodrome? 'Tis

Result of Early Contract
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Western Electric
sound equipment is being installed in the New-
York Hippodrome, largest house in the Radio-
Keith-Orpheum circuit, to be ready for use
by February 23, and the question is being
asked here, why should an R K O house in-

stall Western Electric equipment when the
parent company, the Radio Corporation of
America, controls RCA Photophone?
The answer, according to R K O officials,

is that a contract was made for a number of
Western Electric installations before the
merger of the Keith houses and R C A, and
that the installation in the Hippodrome is

merely the fulfilling of that contract.
The Hippodrome recently played the sound

version of the Paramount picture, "Wings."
One official of R K O said that the picture
was played on R C A Photophone equipment.
This was later denied by another official, who
said that he did not know what device waV.
used, but that it was not Photophone. ^

Resolution to Congress Passed Urging Government
According to True American Principles

(Special to the Herald-li'orld)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Vigorous denunciation of censorship was voiced

by many persons of great prominence at the dinner January 26 which closed

the convention here of the National Board of Review.

The delegates to the fifth annual motion picture conference held under the

National Films Council of the board, and the guests at the dinner, which was
given at the Waldorf hotel, where the convention conducted its sessions,

heard Mayor James Walker of Xew York, Dr. S. Parkes Cadman, Congress-
man Loring M. Black of New York, David Wark Griffith, Harry W arner of
Warner Brothers. J. D. Williams of World Wide, and others strip censor-

ship of every thread of reason that its supporters claim for it.

In addition, the convention passed a resolu-

tion to be forwarded to Congress, asserting

that censorship "is in fundamental contradic-

tion to the democratic principles which under-
lie our theory of government and society."

Calls Bills Atrocities

"It is to the credit of Congress that after

thorough hearings on the Swope and Upsfaaw
motion picture bills, that the committee de-

cided not to report either bill," declared Con-
gressman Black, adding, "We should have sent

these bills to the Smithsonian Institute, bureau
of medieval atrocities, as fine specimens of
mental wracks and thumb-screws. Upshaw
and Swope have passed off the political stage

and a new joy-killer has appeared in the per-
son of Congressman Hudson of Michigan. His
bill is the deformed successor of the others
and is dying a beautiful death under the
political anesthesia of our Committee on Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce."
"The best that can be said about national

censorship," said Mayor Walker, "is that it

would be universal and not different in each
state. At the present time we have censor-
ship in six states. Are we to believe that
damnation is rampant in each of the 42 other
states?"

Dr. Cadman declared his belief that the

best way to insure motion pictures of high
character was to leave the matter up to the
producers themselves.

Four Paramount Films
Piling Up Huge Grosses
At Broadway Theatres

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Paramount
is in the limelight of the Broadway
picture parade this week with four
films piling up remarkable box office

grosses.
"Redskin," the new Richard Dix

picture in Technicolor, has been play-
ing to standing room at the Criterion
since its opening. "The Wolf of
Wall Street" grossed more than
$23,000 for Saturday and Sunday at

the Rialto, breaking all records.
"Sins of the Fathers" with Emil Jan-
nings all but hit the record at the
Rivoli. "Interference" equalled the
high mark for the Paramount during
its Erst two days, though it just fin-

ished a ten weeks run across the
street.

In a telegram from Detroit, where he had
suddenly been called, David Wark Griffith

asserted, "The bigots and fanatics are at work
today in America, trying to tell every human
being that the only proper way for him to

live and act and speak is as they do, and now
they are trying to destroy the thing our
fathers fought and died for—freedom of
speech. If they censor the voice in the talk-

ing pictures today, then tomorrow they will

censor all forms of speech."
Tribute was paid to the National Board of

Review for its work, by the speakers and in

messages from those unable to be present.

Joseph P. Kennedy sent a telegram from
Palm Beach, saying, "The National Board of
Review, with a past record of unselfish serv-
ice to both the picture industry and the public
it aims to serve, is constantly fulfilling a place
of constructive relationship which cannot be
overestimated." Mayor Walker praised the
lioard for its lack of sensationalism and its

"touch of humanity."

"A Living Protest"

The resolution adopted is as follows:
RESOLVED, that censorship of the motion picture,

whenever and however proposed, whether benevo-
lently or autocratically administered, is in funda-
mental contradiction of the spirit of the democratic
principles which underlie our theory of government
and society.

It is no exaggeration to claim, that if the framers
of the Constitution had been aware of the potential-
ities of the motion picture, they would have recog-
nized the wisdom of guaranteeing the freedom of the
screen no less than the freedom of the press. For the
motion picture, besides being the most characteristic
entertainment medium of our age and times is, in
the deepest sense, news—the most immediate and
intimate news of the kind of people we are—a reflec-

tion of our hopes and our ideals.

In a free society, it is axiomatic that the individual
need accept no censorship except self-censorship, the
discipline which the wise man exercises over himself.
The motion picture too. as an expression of ourselves,
is in the long run self regulative, and no theory of
paternalism, however sophisticated or disguised, is fit

to come between a sovereign people and the medium
through which it re-experiences life.

In that sense, any resolution against censorship
must be considered perpetually in being as a living
protest against an atavism which no democratic society
can tolerate.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, with the
advent of the sound picture, the principle of freedom
of expression for which the motion picture has con-
tended, can be applied with even greater force in so
far as censorship of dialogue represents a direct in-

vasion of the right of free speech with which there
can be no compromise, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this Confer-

ence reaffirms its past resolutions setting forth its

opposi»ion to censorship while stating herewith its

opposition to the bill to create Federal censorship of
motion pictures introduced into the House of Repre-
sentatives bv Congressman Hudson, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary

of this Conference be instructed to send copies of
this resolution to the members of the LJnited States
Congress.

The speeches were broadcast over a nation-

wide hook-up.
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New Pictures

BROADWAY got an eyeful (and an ear-

ful) of new pictures last week. Seldom
have so many pictures of outstanding quality

come along at one time.
* * *

F IRST

"Weary River"

NATIONAL has s phenomenal
in "Weary-
shown as a

Richard Barthelmess picture

River," despite the fact that he is

gangster and thug and convict through most
of the action. This picture for the first time,

in my opinion, made sound and dialogue
really part of the picture, not a patchwork.

It has started a spectacular run by breaking
all records at the Central. It sold out cold at

the Monday matinee and is now hedged in by
speculators.

* £

"In Old Arizona"

WITH "In Old Arizona," William Fox has
a new picture that deserves to rank with

the best, no idle comment in view of the fact

that this work promptly proceeded to smash
all records at the huge Roxy theatre.

This picture has been so well publicized and
advertised that there is no need to retell its

interesting history, nor to recall that it is the

first real sound picture made outdoors. All

that needs to be said now is that it is a

smashing success, and will bring crowds to

see it wherever it is played.

Fox was so anxious to get this good one
on its way that he didn't wait to give it a

New York run, which is the usual custom
with big Fox pictures. The wisdom of his

decision is easily seen.

* * *

"A Woman of Affairs"

T^HE Garbo-Gilbert combination packed
-*- them into the Capitol to see "A Woman of

Affairs," the new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pic-

ture. This is the picturization of the Michael

Arlen novel and play, "The Green Hat," once

under the ban of the Hays organization.

The finished product could hardly incur

anyone's displeasure, for it is one of the best

pictures ever made with that fascinating pair,

Greta Garbo and John Gilbert. If it is true

that the Garbo is back in Sweden for keeps,

it will be a cruel blow to the America pic-

ture public, to say nothing of the exhibitor.

* * *

"The Bellamy Trial"

TV/TETRO has another good one in "The
Bellamy Trial," which opened during the

week at the fashionable little Embassy the-

atre. This is a corking good picture, done in

a particularly novel manner. Dialogue is used

with telling effect, so that it becomes obvious

to anyone that dialogue if done well need

not necessarily slow up the action of a picture.

"The Bellamy Trial" has an interesting open-

ing. Instead of starting like an ordinary pic-

ture, with the usual introductions, this one is

done in the manner of a newsreel.

First is shown a shot of the West Point

cadets, in the traditional manner. Then
comes the good old Pacific Fleet, with appro-

priate music. Then "Metro News Gets First

Pictures of Famous Murder Trial," and
"Crowds Flock to Court-House" and so on.

* * *

"Redskin"
PARAMOUNT has a magnificent picture in

"Redskin," done in natural coloring, which
came to the Criterion. This picture has Rich-
ard Dix in some of his finest work. More
will be heard of this one later.

PETER VISCHER.

The Bit o
9 Bad in Lots of Us

'"PHE Hfe of a gangster is Jerry's. But "Weary River" is not essentially

a story of gang life. Jerry has a soul that lifts himself and the play

above the common. "Weary River" is Richard Barthelmess* new starring

vehicle, a First National-Vitaphone production in which he sings and
speaks. Betty Compson plays the feminine lead, while Frank Lloyd di-

rected. The picture, which is now playing in New York, was adapted
from a magazine story by Courtney Riley Cooper.

Jerry is caught in the enemy's den. (Barthelmess at center.)

Arrested, Jerry takes leave of his sweetheart (Betty Compson) and pal (George Stone).
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Myers Asks Injunction to Bar
Agreements Against Inter-use

Says One Company Has Made
Sound Pact with Producers

Developments of

Week on Allied

States
Injunctions to restrain sound equip-

ment managers and sound film producers

from prohibiting interchangeability are

asked of the Department nf Justice by

Abram F. Myers, head of Allied States.

Members of MPT 0 of Michigan vote

2 to 1 in favor of joining Allied States.

Sixty Wisconsin exhibitors deadlock

over question of affiliating with Allied.

(Story on next page).

Board of Trustees of MPTO of Ohio

discusses affiliation ivith Allied but takes

no action. Consensus is that progress of

Allied be watched before taking vote on
joining. (Story on next page).

Michigan MPTO
Votes 2 to 1 for

Allied Affiliation
(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT, Jan. 29.—By a vote of more

than two to one, the membership of the

MPTO of Michigan stands on record as in

favor of affiliation with the Allied States

Association, thereby confirming the action of

the directorate in its earlier decision to join

Allied. The meeting was held last Wednes-
day.

The vote—249 in favor of affiliation as

against 101 opposed—showed the active inter-

est of the exhibitors in the question. Only
52 of the more than 400 ballots sent out were
not returned.

The directorate voted also to reimburse J. C.

Ritter, H. M. Richey and Glenn A. Cross the

$10,000 they had pledged to Allied.

New Phototone Device
Plays Both Disc and Film
Attachment, Costs $18,000

(Special to the Herald-World)

SUFFOLK, ILL., Jan. 29.—Announcement
that a new Phototone synchronous disc instru-

ment is now available for exhibitors has just

been made by the company.
The price of the new device is as follows,

FOB North Vernon, Indiana: $18,000 for

both synchronous and non-synchronous, $14,-

000 for complete disc instrument alone. It is

adaptable to both Simplex and Powers pro-

jectors. Prices include installation and
charges. There will also be available sound
on film attachment at $500.

2 Exhibitors Fined for

Operating Sunday Shows
(Special to the Herald-World)

MONETT, MO., Jan. 29.—Supported by
merchants of the town, O. W. Williams
and E. R. Haynes, exhibitors in this town
of 6,000 have started a campaign against
blue laws. Each of the exhibitors was
arrested and fined $5 for operating on Sun-
day and they plan to carry the fight to the
Missouri supreme court, contending the
ordinance, which was passed 12 years ago, is

unreasonable and unjust.

Declares Restrictions Illegal and Not Greatly Different
from Those in Patents Case

[By Washington Correspondent of the Herald-World]

WASHINGTON, Jan. 29.—Injunctions restricting sound equipment manufac-
turers from entering into agreements with film producers that films should not

be leased for use on machines not manufactured or approved by the sound equip-

ment companies were asked of the Department of Justice last week by Abram F.

Myers, president and general counsel of the Allied States Association of Motion
Picture Exhibitors, as the first step of his announced policy of dealing promptly
with problems affecting the theatre men of the country.

So far, according to information filed with the department by Mr. Myers, there

is only one company which has such an agreement with producers, but it is pos-

sible that other sound equipment manufacturers may feel it advisable to make
similar contracts if the practice is not immediately suppressed.

The agreement submitted to Justice Depart-
ment officials, according to the exhibitors' rep-

resentative, included restrictions wrhich, he
held, are illegal and not greatly diffierent from
those which have been so held by the courts,

notably in the Motion Picture Patents Com-
pany case, prosecuted by the Government when
Myers was connected with the antitrust di-

vision of the department, and the United Shoe
Machinery Company case.

"From such study as I have been able to

give the matter, I have concluded that the

restrictions in question are clearly outside the
power of the parties to impose," Myers de-
clared last week.
Prompt action in the matter was asked by

Myers in order that, if possible, the entire

situation may be dealt with, but if the depart-
ment does not deem the contracts submitted
to be illegal, specific proceedings will be
instituted by exhibitors in some centers.

years ago through the merging of Liberty
Film Distributing Company, whose head-
quarters were in Atlanta, with the Specialty
Film Company, whose home offices were in

Dallas, Tex. It was owned jointly by Oscar
S. Oldknow, of Atlanta; W. G. Underwood,
of Dallas, and the Saenger interests, of New
Orleans.

Entire Group of Liberty
Specialty Exchanges Is

Taken Over by Columbia
(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA, Jan. 29.—Following a con-
ference, which was held in New Orleans, it

is announced that Columbia Pictures Cor-
poration has acquired the entire group of
Liberty-Specialty exchanges now operating
throughout the South. Under the terms of
the deal, Columbia will take over the ex-
changes February 2 and will act as agents
for Liberty-Specialty in fulfilling contracts
for film service, although the exchanges
will operate as Columbia exchanges. It is

understood that Columbia is paying $450,-

000 the purchase price.

The Liberty-Specialty Exchange System
includes branches in Atlanta, Charlotte,
Memphis, New Orleans, Dallas and Okla-
homa City.

The company came into existence a few

During the month of January,

the Exhibitors Herald-World

carried twice the amount of

equipment advertising carried

by .its nearest competitor.

15 Branch Managers
OfFirst National at

Home Office Session
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Fifteen First Na-
tional branch managers attended the confer-

ence called by Ned E. Depinet, general sales

manager, for Thursday. Following an all-

day session at the Roosevelt hotel, the party
were present at the premiere of "Weary
River" at the Central theatre.

Most of the business sessions were devoted
to a discussion of the marketing of the new
First National-Vitaphone pictures to be re-

leased during the next three months. Spe-
cial attention was given to "Weary River"
and "The Divine Lady," the latter having its

premiere at the Carthy Circle in Los Angeles
today.
[Story on Chicago divisional convention on

page 741

17 Pictures Are Listed

On Amkino Corporation's
1929 Picture Releases

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Seventeen pic-

tures are part of the Amkino Corporation

releases for 1929. The seventeen, listed in

an announcement booklet are:

"New Babylon," "The Hair of D'schingis

Khan," "The General Line," "The End of

St. Petersburg," "The Yellow Indentity

Card," "His Son," "The Woman of Rjasan,"

"Bulat Batir," "The Lame Gentleman,"
"The Captain's Daughter," "The White
Eagle," "The House in the Trubnaja
Square," "Assja," "Prisoners of the Sea,'"

"Kastus Kalinowsk: Essor D'Aigle," Don
Diego and Pelagea" and "A Human Being

Is Born."
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Wisconsin Exhibitors Deadlock
Over Question of Joining Allied

Protest from Theatre Owners After Board Votes to Affiliate Brings

New Meeting—Woodhull Speaks—Debate

Heated—Press Is Barred
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

MILWAUKEE, Jan. 29.—If ever there was uncertainty about whether the

Allied States association would win out in Wisconsin, there is today, because

over sixty exhibitors met at the Hotel Wisconsin for a s.pecial session which

ended in a deadlock.

The whole state is at white heat over the problem and so warm waxed the

discussions during the day that there wasn't even time to vote. In fact, a vote

would have done no good. There was a deadlock all the way through. There

was so much to be said from the viewpoint of both factions that it took the

whole day to do it. When the convention adjourned without having taken any

action whatsoever, it was predicted by several officers that another special

meeting may be called very shortly to settle the question one way or the other.

On November 19, the board of directors of heated talks and arguments in the lobby of

the M P T O met in Milwaukee and de-

cided to back the Allied States organization.

And when the Allied States organization was
formed in Chicago last month, many of the

Wisconsin men were prominent in the pro-

ceedings.

Protest Follows Action
No sooner did the result of the proceedings

of the Wisconsin board become known than a

storm of protest arose throughout the state

from members who did not want to break up
the present organization.

These protests resulted in several more
board meetings, all held in Milwaukee, at

which it was decided to hold a special meet-

ing of the M P T O and thresh out the prob-

lem. Arrangements were made to have

representatives of each organization present

to debate on the relative merits of the two
associations. It was thought that Abram F.

Myers, Allied head, and R. F. Woodhull,
M P T O A read, might be obtained to debate

on the subject before the meeting.

Woodhull Attends
Myers could not be present, but Woodhull

was. There were also present W. A. Steffes,

Minneapolis, Fred Desberg, Cleveland, and
Glenn Cross, Detroit, all of whom were
called into the sessions separately and given

an opportunity to talk.

The convention was in session on about a

half hour when a motion was passed that no
press representatives be allowed in the meet-
ing under any circumstances. This resulted

in a general exodus of the press as they were
discovered by the members of the credentials

committee.
In fact all delegates to the convention were

very reticent about doing any talking whatever
which might be used for publication. How-
ever, behind the closed doors there was plenty

of talking, as was evidenced later by many

the hotel.

Woodhull and Fred Desberg spoke for the

M P T O, stressing the fact that the present

organization could and would function for

Wisconsin exhibitors in a highly efficient man-
ner. W. Steffes and Glenn Cross spoke for

the Allied States organization and stressed the

greater protection which they said member-
ship in the Allied organization would give

theatre owners in Wisconsin.
One faction of the delegates seemed to

think that a point in favor of the Allied or-

ganization was the fact that it offered greater

protection than the old organization, that it

already had an impetus which would carry on
to many good accomplishments.

Arguments Grow Heated

About 3 p. m. anyone could see that plenty

of friction had been generated. Arguments
and discussion became more heated and those

who thought that some sort of a deciding vote

could be taken at the convention, gave up
hope of even taking a vote at all. In fact

the decision not to take a vote probably

averted an open rupture right at this time.

The way things rest right now, it looks as if

another meeting will be held sometime in the

near future. Things cannot go on as they are.

Already in this state there exist two distinct

factions.

Enforcement of Blue Law
Promised in Plainview

(Special to the Herald-World)

PLAINVIEW, TEX., Jan. 29.—Rigid en-

forcement of the Sunday blue laws here and
throughout the country has been promised
by Royce A. Oxford, county attorney. All

soft drink stands, groceries and other busi-

nesses affected by the law will be closed.

Ohio Board Decides Against Taking Vote

Now on Affiliation with Allied States
(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, Jan. 29.—The board of trustees of the M P T O of Ohio, which
Bnally met in Columbus, Jan. 22 after several postponements of called meetings,

took no action on the question of affiliating with Allied States. The matter was
discussed for some time and a number of different views was expressed. The con-

sensus was, however, that the matter would be closely watched to see what progress

is made by the Allied organization before affiliating. A number of the exhibitors

in Ohio are favorable to affiliating if Allied continues to gain by affiliations of other
states.

The board adopted a resolution providing for introduction of a bill in the legisla-

ture repealing the Ohio censorship law. The action was taken partly at least as

a setoff, against the bill to be pushed in the legislature by John L. Clifton, bead of

the Department of Education and the censor department, which seeks to raise the

fees and give more authority to the censor.

Second Bill Brings New
Fraud Charges Against
Cooneys and McMahon

Stockholders Submit More Evidence in

National Theatres Corporation

Suit

Stockholders of the Chicago circuit, the

National Theatre Corporation (Cooney
Brothers), through their attorney, Michael J.

Ahern, filed in circuit court on Monday, Janu-

ary 28, an amended bill adding new charges

to those placed against John Cooney, Ben J.

Cooney and Clement McMahon, directors, last

November. The stockholders seek an account-

ing for certain bonds and stock certificates

which they allege in their bill to have been

illegally issued and fraudulently appropriated

by the defendants.

The suit, which is being accompanied by an-

other action brought to recover the theatres,

two of them large deluxe houses, now being

operated by the Chicago Title & Trust Com-
pany as receiver, also names as defendants,

G. E. Barrett & Company and Frederick

Peirce & Company, Eastern brokers; Leo A.

Bertele, L. A. Doniger, C. E. Morrow, C. H.

Walker, James E. Coston and National Play-

houses, Inc., the latter a holding company
which, the bill charges, was organized to fur-

ther an alleged conspiracy to mulct the stock-

holders.

Issue Stock to Architect, Charge
The new charges set forth that stock cer-

tificates totalling in par value $930,000 were

issued in the name of Eberson & Eberson,

architects who designed the firm's Capitol the-

atre, to settle certain claims, and allege that

this issue was for the purpose of embezzling

this amount of stock. The bill declares that

the Ebersons never received these shares, but

that they were transferred to the National

Playhouses, Inc., "with a rubber stamp," then

turned into the latter firm's stock and re-

issued to the Cooneys and McMahon. In the

new stock, the original certificates became
223,200 shares, it is charged, having a par

value of $1,116,000.

Connivance between the Cooneys, McMahon
and the Barrett and Peirce concerns, concern-

ing an issue "without the stockholders' knowl-

edge," of $4,000,000 in bonds, resulted in a

loss to the stockholders of $1,250,000, it is

further alleged.

Charge Stock Purchase Scheme

A part of the directors' alleged scheme, the

bill declares, was to acquire enough stock to

gain control of the properties for the purpose

of selling them, and to enable them to pur-

chase outstanding stock cheaply, it is charged,

James E. Coston, whose company was book-

ing the National theatres, declared on May 8,

1928, that he would "keep the houses in the

red." It is also charged that Coston acquired

a pretended claim with the Barrett and Peirce

companies, to 202,545 shares which had been

fraudulently issued.

The complaining stockholders are Martin

J. McNally, Jacob Kraemer, George E. Can^
ham, Charles M. Mickleberry and Elizabeth

Hogan.

Tiffany-Stahl Will Have
6 All-Audien Pictures

Completed February 28
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Tiffany-Stahl
will have six all-audien pictures ready by
February 28. Three are already completed
and ready for showing. They include

"Lucky Boy," George Jessel's first talking

and singing picture; "Molly and Me," star-

ring Belle Bennett, supported by Joe E.

Brown, and "My Lady's Past," starring

Belle Bennett.
The other three pictures that are having

talking sequences made are: "Whispering
Winds," "Life" and a foreign story not

named.
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Seven Big Milwaukee Theatres
Within 4 Blocks and All Benefit

Downtown Houses Grouped On Same Street Provide Unusual

Problem—Competition Keeps All on Jump—Proves

Excellent Situation for Business

MILWAUKEE, Jan. 29.—When it comes to competition in the theatre field,

there is probably no other city in the country which has such an unusual situation

as Milwaukee. This is due to the fact that seven of Milwaukee's downtown thea-

tres are within a stretch of four blocks on the same street

!

He Wanted

To Sell

Mr. Miles S. Fox want-

ed to dispose of his the-

atre in Princeton, 111.

He placed an advertise-

ment in the Classified

Section of the HER-
ALD-WORLD.

Inquiries

Flowed In

It did not take long.

He soon had twenty-

five prospective buyers,

and they were of the

financial standing most
desired.

He Sold

His Theatre

The sale of his house
was effected to the ut-

most satisfaction of all

concerned — and this,

mind you. at the nom-
inal cost of a small ad-

vertisement in the

Classified Section

of the

Herald -World

Strides Made in Sound
Technique, Says Laemmle
On 23d Year in Industry

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—"Marvelous
strides have been made in the past few
months by motion picture studio experts in

grasping the fundamentals of a new produc-
tion technique for the making of talk-films,''

said Carl 1-aemmle, president of Universal,

in a survey of the field on the occasion of

his twenty-third anniversary in the industry.

This anniversary is being celebrated by a

testimonial period of concentrated activity

in the Universal organization.

"Despite contentions that it would take
many months for motion picture producers
to learn to co-ordinate dialogue and pure
screen action in picture making, this is al-»

ready being done and the new art of talking

pictures has advanced to a remarkable state

of perfection," he asserted.

Laemmle based his assertions largely
upon the results attained in the Universal
studios the last three months, but also com-
mended the general progress of the new
amusement medium—the voice of the
screen.

"Weary River" Silent

Version Ready April 7
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Following the
meeting of First National sales managers,
Ned E. Dipinet, general sales manager, an-
nounces that the Yitaphone version of
"Weary River" will be released to the Ex-
hibitors on February 10. The silent print
will be made available April 7.

This means that Milwaukee really has a

theatre street—Wisconsin avenue—where
there are seven houses, almost lined up
right next to each other, who are out after

the business. And what a merry chase for

business it is. The Wisconsin. Strand and
Alhambra are all within one block of each
other. The Alhambra is a half a block
from the Garden.
The section of Milwaukee between Third

and Second streets on the south side on the

street was "dead," from a motion picture

standpoint a few years ago. Now, how-
ever, it is one of the livest sections in

town. Why? The Garden, Majestic and
Merrill are right next door to each other,

and are always waging a fight for business.

At these three theatres lots of exploits, bril-

liant lighting and so on are done in order
to get the business. The Garden and Ma-
jestic are owned by L. Brin and the Mar-
rill by William Fox Enterprises.

Directly off Third street are the White-
house, Miller and Princess. This means
that when Milwaukeeans go to downtown
shows they always come down Wisconsin
avenue and one block of Third street,

which crosses Wisconsin avenue.
Every single theatre in that district ben-

efits by this congregating in the film dis-

trict. Milwaukee in this respect has no
doubt the most compact downtown theatre
district in respect to its major theatres than
any city in the country. And this has
proved to be an excellent thing for busi-

ness. Patrons will come out of one show,
be attracted by the signs of the house next
door and then take in that show. Full
houses at most of the theatres from about
5 p. m. to 11 p. m. show that the patronage
is very steady. So while there is plenty of
competition in this town for business, the
location of the houses actually stimulate
new business.

Theatre Robbed of $164
(Special to the Herald-World)

JEFFERSON CITY, MO. Jan. 29.—Two
bandits held up Joseph Renn, manager of

the Jefferson theatre and escaped with $164.

Double Is Dumb and That's

Where the Difference Is
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—The direc-

tor of one of the screen's most popu-
lar actresses was talking in the com-
pany's New York publicity office.

"Miss 'Soandso' has a double whose
resemblance is perfect. When I meet
the double I have to look at her
twice to see whether she's the double
or the real goods. In the star's last

picture, the double appears many,
many times, even in closeup photo-
graphs. But she is dumb, and that's

where the big difference comes in."

The publicity man in the office

scratched out his notes. "That's one
story we won't send out," he said.

the Saturday night's receipts of the theatre.

Renn has just taken the money from the

box office to his private office when the

bandits entered the theatre.

FirstNational Warner
SalesMediumAbroad;

Schlesingerin Charge
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—First National in

the future will distribute in foreign coun-
tries all of the product made by First Na-
tional, Warner Brothers and Yitaphone as

the result of a contract just closed between
Warner Brothers and First National, ac-

cording to Herman Starr, F N president.
There will be an amalgamation of compa-
nies in all countries, with the exception of
England and, at the present time, in Ger-
many. This alliance covers interests and
sales activities in France, Switzerland, Bel-
gium, Hungary, Mexico, Australia, Norway,
Sweden, Denmark and the Dutch East In-
dies.

Schlesinger Foreign Manager

In line with this amalgamation, Gus S.

Schlesinger becomes foreign general man-
ager of First National with headquarters in

Berlin. H. A. Bandy, formerly foreign
sales manager of First National, now be-
comes First National manager of foreign
distribution, with headquarters in New
York.
Arthur Clavering, Warner managing di-

rector in England, will supervise First Na-
tional sales in that country. Robert
Schless, Warner managing director in
France, will take charge of First National-
Warner operations in France, Belgium and
Switzerland. Harry J. Cohen will be as-
sistant to Schlesinger and be known as
assistant foreign manager, operating abroad.

Sails February 6

The combination of Warner Brothers and
First National under the same general man-
agement assures the best possible service to
the continental exhibitor. With Yitaphone
and the impressive array of stars included
in First National and Warner Brothers pic-
tures.

Yitaphone will be inaugurated in all parts
of the world on Schlesinger's return to Eu-
rope. He will sail on the Leviathan Febru-
ary 6. He will also be responsible for
extensive production which these companies
contemplate in Germany.

Famous Canadian Theatres
Wired for Sound Pictures

(Special to the Herald-World)

VANCOUVER, Jan. 29.—The entire chain
of houses from Vancouver to Winnipeg,
operated by the Famous Players Canadian
Corporation, are being wired for "audiens,"

which are now going over strong in West-
ern Canada. Houses have heretofore
housed vaudeville on 12 to 24-week basis.
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Competition Over Sound Duplicates

Early Rivalry in Silent Films
Three Theatres in Montclair, N. Y., All With Different Devices, Illustrate

Problem—Two Advertise Apparatus Almost Equally with Pictures

By WILL WHITMORE

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—The truth of the old saw that history repeats itself

is being demonstrated with a great deal of interest and force in the mo-
tion picture industry today. Competition in sound devices is exactly dup-

licating the early days of the motion picture when every month brought out a

new projection machine.

OLDTIMERS like to recall the days begin-

ning way back in 1896 when everyone had
the newest and latest in projection machines.

There were the Edison Projecting Kinetoscope.

the Mustascope, the Biograph and a lot of

others. When a new device was developed,

dramatic critics declared it was the best yet.

Promoters, peep show impresarios, vaudeville

operators and almost everyone else in the show
business had machines which were supposed

to be this and that and to do something else.

Competition in sound devices now is just

getting underway, and for the next year or

two history will repeat itself with all the

glamour of the days when the motion pic-

ture was born.

Right now the emphasis is on the mechan-
ics of the various devices. In a few years, the

quality of picture and sound will be the chief

factor. That was the history of the silent pic-

tures.

If you want to see how the battle of sound

"Home of Vitaphone and Movietone'

M OA* TCLAIR, NEW JERSEY
A STANLEY - FABIAN THEATRE
fitmenm oohpamtqfjmsma

Last Times—TO-DAY
CORINNE GRIFFITH in "OUTCAST"

With Sound Effects mid Muiic

Tomorrow Friday Saturday

The greatest he*rt

story ever told! A
smashing hit in

New York «nd

throughout the
country.

WITH

o u N

JOHN FORD m
PRODUCTION X« *'

Presented at 1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:20, 9:30 P. M.

MOVIETONE NEWS
Collegians Comedy Novelty

is being fought, go over to Montclair, New-
Jersey. The conditions there are typical of
many other towns, and are typical of the con-
ditions which are to prevail throughout the

country in the coming year or two.

In Montclair there are three houses play-

ing sound pictures. Each house has a differ-

ent device. Two of them are playing the de-

vices in their advertising about as much as

they are the pictures. The Wellmont, a Stan-

ley-Fabian house, has Vitaphone and Movie-
tone. The Clairidge, an independent, has

RCA Photophone, and the third, the Mont-
clair, another Stanley-Fabian theatre, has the

new Pacent disc device.

The Wellmont tells its patrons in all its

M0NTcrAIpW BLOOMFIEID AVE..a£VALLEY RDV
A STANLEY-FABIAN THEATRE

^directum iManlen Compami ofQmeriec^

Matinee Daily at 2:30
15c end 26c

Evening at 7:00 and 9:00
25c and 40c

Thursdsy, FricUy and Saturday

SEE and HEAR^ RICHARD
present* ^

BARTMIMttf
SCARLET
SEAS

He roamed the seven

seas, taking his love

where he found it!

Now it came to him

while he was miles

from nowhere with a

girl he had rescued

from the clutches of

the law!

Vitaphone Acts Comedy

LAST TIMES TODAY
ALICE WHITE — JACK MULHALL in

"NAUGHTY BABY"
With Sound Accompaniment

Vitaphone Acts Comedy With Sound

newspaper advertising, lobby front and other
advertising that it is the "home of Vitaphone
and Movietone."

It is, however, the Clairidge which is play-
ing most heavily on its device, RCA Photo-
phone. "Home of the realistic and marvelous
RCA Photophone," reads its newspaper ad.

The word "Photophone" appears five times
in one ad.

The Montclair with its patent reproducer
is playing sound pictures, but is not playing

up the device, since it is so new that the pub-
lic is unacquainted with it. The theatre al-

ready has played "The Home Towners,"
"Manhattan Cocktail," "The Woman from
Moscow," "Show People," and "Naughty
Baby," all either dialogue or synchronized

pictures, besides regular programs of Vita-

phone acts.

House Manager Finter of the Montclair is

an oldtimer in the show business. He re-

members the days when a 500 foot film was
an event in itself. 'The public is not inter-

ested in the device," says Finter. "The pub-
lic is only interested in good pictures and
good quality of sound and dialogue."

But back to the main subject. How long

will it be before the public is allowed to for-

get the mechanics of sound devices, before
there is standardization of quality?

In the meantime new devices will be

brought out. All sorts of claims will be

made.

The smart exhibitor, the smart producer of

sound pictures and the smart manufacturer
of sound devices will remember the old days
and perhaps profit by the mistakes that were
made then. That's the reason for history.

MONTCLAIR CJ&NTEK
Continuous 1 to 1 1 P. M.

Home-of the Realistic and Marvelous RCA Photophone

THURS., FRI., SAT.—Amazing Talking, Singing, Dancing, Spectacle!

Tense Stor> o/ Tuo Midshipmen and a Sued QM—Big Quns—
Thrills - Drama—Action- .:n this Synchronised Story

PATHt'
irtttni)

SOUND

Prologue of Dmling Splendor

George While'* "Scand**."

with tpeciftlbet by

The McCarthy sisters—
MARTIN and MAYO
Muling Twins and a

Chora* of 100 EksMitica

—ADDED PHOTOPHONE ACT—
America') Grealeit "Rube" ImpmontMt

CHARLES (CHIC) 3ALE
in Lhe tide iplilting comedy

THEY ARE COMING TO GET ME"
INCOMPARABLE PATHE SOUND NEWS

TODAY—Humdinger Romance—Adventure on Storm-Swept Seas!

Rod La Rocque and Sue Carol in "CAPTAIN SWAGGER"
With Rtsfiafc RCA Photophone Sound .nd Effects

Estelle Taylor and Ralph Ince in "SINGAPORE MUTINY"
Photophone Act—George Dewey Washington in Character Song*

Fox'i Unparalleled Sound Newt

SEE and HEAR "Al" Smith Deliver His Radio Speech!

The Welmont theatre's ad. The Montclair theatre's ad. The Clairidge theatre's ad.
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E. J. Smith Rejoins

P. A. Powers; Named
Cinephone Manager

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—E. J. Smith, who
recently resigned as sales head of Tiffany-

Stahl and who has been vacationing at Palm
Beach and Havanna,
returned to New
York last week to

assume the post of

vice president and
general manager of
Powers Cinephone.
In joining the Powers
Cinephone organiza-

tion, Smith consum-
mates his sixth
business association

with P. A. Powers.
In 1909, Smith

joined P. A. Powers
in the latter's Victor
Talking Machine
Company of New
York, in the capacity of a salesman. The fol-

lowing year Smith opened the Rochester of-

fice of the Powers-Edison Dictaphone Com-
pany, and several years later Smith was dele-

gated to organize a State Rights organization

to handle the Annette Kellerman picture,

"Neptune's Daughter," when Powers pur-

chased that production from Universal.

E. J. Smith

"Movie Masher" Given
30 Days in Hoosegow
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Thirty days in

the workhouse was what John Juno, 34, got
as a resit of a charge made by Mrs. Pauline
Klapp that Juno had tried to flirt with her
during a picture show at the Chaloner
theatre.

"I mean to see to it that the theatres
are made safe for decent girls and women if

I have to send every theatre and movie
masher arraigned before me to jail. If fines

don't stop them, maybe jail sentences will,"

declared Magistrate Gottlieb. "Thirty days
in the workhouse."

Company Forms to Erect
New House in West Bend

(Special to the Herald-World)

WEST BEND, WIS., Jan. 29.—August
Berkholtz, owner of the Mermac theatre,
has culminated in the formation of the
West Bend Theatre Co., with Berkholtz,
Ethel Berkholtz and Louis Kuehlthau as the
incorporators.
Te new house will give West Bend a

modern theatre and will be equipped with
the best up-to-date devices and furnishings.
The corporation contemplates a total finan-
cial structure of over $100,000.

Hi-Mark Business for
Jan. Double 1928 Mark

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—The Hi-Mark
Film Sales Company reports that business
this January was double that of last Jan-
uary.

Nat Nathanson, president, will leave
shortly for Europe, for the purpose of ac-
quiring foreign pictures.

J . D. Trop Recovers from
Auto Accident Injuries

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—J. D. Trop, pub-
licist for a number of independent film com-
panies, has recovered from injuries received
recently in an automobile accident.

First-Run RightsWon ByMarks
In Suit Settlement with B&K

Chicago Circuit Gets First National Product for First Time and Is

Assured 52 "Suitable" Pictures a Year by the

Terms of Antitrust Case Agreement

Terms of the settlement of the antitrust suit of Marks Brothers, Chicago circuit,

against Paramount and others but directly aimed at the powerful position in

Chicago of Balaban & Katz, Publix subsidiary, contain concessions in the dis-

tribution of product regarded as extremely important to the smaller chain. For

the first time, Marks Brothers' two deluxe neighborhood houses will be able to

play the pictures of First National, it was learned this week, and is assured 52

pictures a year "suitable" for its two theatres.

The settlement provided for in a volu- the Loop, where in two of its houses, im-
portant pictures play for extended runs.

While the arrangement concedes to

Marks Brothers the 52 "suitable" pictures a
year necessary for the operation of its two
theatres, it does not provide, it is pointed
out, for the pictures necessary for theatres

added according to this circuit's plans for

expansien, and it is further stated that in

case Marks Brothers go ahead with these

plans, new terms will have to be drawn up.

minous legal work written out of court
by opposing counsel and signed last week,
is regarded by Marks Brothers as having
direct bearing on their plans for the erec-

tion of two more large houses, one of which
would extend still further the circuit's com-
petition with B&K neighborhood
houses, while the other would be a huge
theatre in the Loop, territory now domi-
nated by B & K. Marks Brothers, it is said,

has held up these expansion plans pending
assurance that enough suitable pictures for

them could be obtained.

B&K Controls Bulk of Films

The Publix subsidiary will continue its

control of the bulk of the product made
by the old-line companies, by virtue of long-
time contracts. These were not disturbed
by the settlement, although they had been
attacked by Marks Brothers in court on the

ground that they constituted material evi-

dence in its contention that it was being
forced out of business by conspiracy in re-

straint of trade.

Marks Brothers, according to the terms
of the settlement, are to have the privilege

of booking for first-runs, one-third of the
product of Warner Brothers and of First

National, and any of the product of Fox,
provided that it is willing to pay at least the
arbitration price per picture. Fox pictures

not bought by Marks Brothers would be
eligible to purchase by B & K.

Advertising Restricted

This arrangement gives B&K first-run

rights to any pictures it selects from the
product of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, United
Artists and Universal, in addition to the
same rights in two-thirds of the product
of Warner Brothers and First National.

It is also provided in the settlement that

any pictures which B&K play in the Loop,
thus far not Marks Brothers territory, and
which are booked by the smaller circuit for

first-runs in its two territories, are not to

be advertised as coming to Marks Brothers
theatres until the close of the B&K Loop
run. B&K has two weeks' protection in

Consolidated to Handle
All Printing for Eastern
Units of Large Company

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29—Consolidated
Film Industries, of which Herbert J. Yates
is president, will shortly announce the for-

mal consummation of one of the largest

contracts for film printing negotiated in

many years. One of the leading producing
and distributing companies in the country

has agreed to turn over to Consolidated all

the film printing of its Eastern units.

Renewed activity in the East on the part

of this producer, particularly in connection

with the making of sound pictures, will

make this a deal that involves millions of

feet of film printing.

In addition to its two plants in Holly-
wood, Consolidated has three plants here in

the East, each a completely equipped labor-

atory geared to meet all demands for qual-

ity, speed and service.

Silver Screen Dinner to

Have Many Screen Stars
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Many stage and
screen stars have made preparations to be
at the Silver Screen dinner to be given at

the Ritz-Carlton on February 3. Among
the latest distinguished guests that will at-

tend are: Fannie Wr
ard, Blanche Yurka,

Grant Mitchell, Fortune Gallo, Mme.
Yvonne de Treville and Paul Fegos.

U. S. Trade Commission Dismisses Case
Against Pathe Based on Block Booking

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—The Federal Trade Commission has dismissed an appli-

cation for a complaint against Pathe, on the ground of violation of the law against

block booking. In dismissing the application the statement is made that "the facts

developed did not call for the exercise of the remedial powers granted by law to

this commission."
In the brief Bled, written by Lewis Innerarity, secretary and attorney for Pathe,

and with the Federal Trade Commission, it was pointed out that "block booking"
is but a trade term for the selling of pictures in quantities, in other words selling

pictures at wholesale—a practice no more coercive or illegal than the sale at whole-
sale of any other merchandise. "No one can reasonably contend," it says, "That a

single apple should be sold at the barrel rate, or that the sale of apples by the
barrel is an offense against good business practices."
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Pathe Meets Sound Call with Two
Biggest Films Out March 31

"Godless Girl" Was Held Back from Release to Add Dialogue and Sound—"Strange Cargo" Pathe's First All-Audien
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Simultaneous release on March 31 for Pathe's two
most important pictures of the current season, Cecil B. DeMille's "The
Godless Girl" and "Strange Cargo," the company's first all-audien, is

Pathe's answer to the demand for special sound and talking pictures.

''""PHE Godless Girl," personally directed sales tax on all articles sold, including thea-
1 by DeMille, was held back from release

in order to add dialogue and sound. The
silent version ran seven weeks at the Biltmore
in Los Angeles—from August 20 to October
6—up to now the only public exhibition in

the United States.

Based on Reformatory Life

DeMille, it will be recalled, personally di-

rected "The Ten Commandments," "Man-
slaughter," "The King of Kings," "The
Woman God Forgot," "Male and Female,"
"The Affairs of Anatol," "The Volga Boat-
man," "The Golden Bed," and "The Road to
Yesterday," to mention a few of the fifty-odd
features to his credit. It is interesting to
note that no personally directed DeMille pic-

ture has ever been a financial or artistic fail-

ure, Pathe announces.
"The Godless Girl" features Marie Prevost,

Lina Basquette, Eddie Quillan, George Dur-
yea, Noah Berry and Kate Price. Some of
the scenes are said to be sensational in the
extreme, notably those which show the de-
struction of a reformatory by fire and others
which reveal punitive methods practiced by
various reformatories. While Jeanie Mac-
pherson's- story is a scathing indictment of
such practices, interwoven with their revela-
tion is an appealing story of the love which
springs up between the "godless girl," as
played by Lina Basquette, and the hero-
George Duryea. Beery is the warden and
Kate Price the matron, while Marie Prevost
as a girl inmate has a fine sympathetic role.

With "The Godless Girl" DeMille leaves the
spectacle with which his name has been so
often associated and invades the field of rous-
ing melodrama. Many technical innovations
are presented.

"Strange Cargo" All-Audien
"Strange Cargo" was adapted from the

stage play, "The Missing Man," written by
Benjamin Glazer and Melchior Lengyel. "The
Missing Man" was selected because the dia-
logue was crisp and forceful, tied in with
action peculiarly adapted for transference to
the screen, and also because the mystery ele-
ment was particularly strong. All the action
takes place on a rich man's yacht, a thousand
miles from land.

George Barraud, Lee Patrick, June Nash,
Otto Matiesen, Warner Richmond, Russell
Gleason, Kyrle Bellew, Ned Sparks, Robert
St. Angelo, Frank Reicher and Claude King
are in the cast, all experienced on the speak-
ing stage. Benjamin Glazer, co-author of the
play and in charge of sound production at the
Pathe Studios, personally directed the picture.
The all-dialogue version was completed about
six weeks ago, and the silent version within
the last fortnight.

10 Per Cent Tax in

Missouri Is Faced;
New Threat in N. C.

A 10 per cent tax on all motion picture
shows in Missouri is the latest legislative

move attracting the attention of exhibitors.
This measure, introduced by Representative
J. L. Wren, would provide funds from the
theatres for schools.

In Kansas a measure prepared by Repre-
sentative W. T. Bishop calls for a general

tre tickets, as a substitute for real estate

taxes. Bills to levy an indirect stamp tax
on amusements also has been prepared by
the joint tax committee.

E. E. Sprague, owner of the Sherman
theatre, Goodland, Kan., startled exhibitors
with a display advertisement in the Good-
land News-Republican, excerpts of which
follow:
"Taxpayers, hide your pocketbooks. The

co-operative and amalgamated order of pro-
fessional 'tax eaters' is now in session at
Topeka (the state capital). Why are these
nuisance taxes advocated? Because the
average citizen of Kansas is so busy trying
to pay the taxes already in force that he
cannot afford to maintain an expensive
lobby in Topeka equipped with plenty of
money, good whisky, ladies of easy ap-
proach and other requisites of a first-class

lobby, such as are maintained by many of
the big corporations."

Sprague's unauthorized attack will do
injure the exhibitors than it will to help
them, according to officials of the M. P. T.
O. Kansas-Missouri, represented by Presi-
dent R. R. Biechele.
Governor Gardner of North Carolina in

his tax program has provided for introduc-
tion of a bill replacing the present fee of
$200 a year on film distributors with a tax
of $10 each 1,000 feet of film brought into
the state. This is practically the same bill

as the one enacted into law in Connecticut
in 1925 that cost exhibitors dearly until its

repeal two years later. Charles W. Picquet
is leading the fight against any inimical leg-
islation.

Meyer Puts Over Smart
Bookings on "Lucky Boy"

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Phil Meyer, Tif-
fany-Stahl's New York branch manager, has
booked the special production, "Lucky Boy,"
starring George
Jessel, for a first-run

at the Capitol theatre

in New York, to be

followed by a book-
ing in the entire

Loew circuit in

Greater New York.
Meyer is well

known in the indus-

try, and since he has
been with Tiffany-
Stahl, he has made
his exchange one of

the outstanding of-

fices of the organiza-
tion. He received

the commendation for
this splendid contract from Grant L. Cook,
and Oscar Hanson, general sales manager.

Phil Meyer

Andrew Wells Robertson
Is Westinghouse Chairman

(Special to the Herald-World)

PITTSBURGH, Jan. 29.—Andrew Wells
Robertson, president of the Philadelphia
branch, has been elected chairman of the
board of directors of the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company.

Three Big Premieres in

One Week on Broadway
Offers Splendid Specials

Warm Welcome Given to "Bellamy
Trial" "Weary River" and

"Redskin"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Three new pic-

tures came to Broadway this week and en-

joyed spectacular premieres. They were
enthusiastically received and competent
opinion felt that they represented as fine

a trio of specials as had been seen in one
week for some time. Three different com-
panies were represented in the showiags.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer was first en the

list with "The Bellamy Trial," shown at the

small Embassy theatre. First National
brought "Weary River" to the Central thea-

tre. Paramount had a gala opening at the

Criterion for "Redskin."
Extended comment on these pictures ap-

pears this week in the Broadway column.

Cleverly Handled
"The Bellamy Trial" handled a gripping

mystery thriller in highly dramatic fashion.

Here again dialogue and silence were com-
bined in a single picture, but so cleverly

handled that there was no apparent dif-

ficulty in passing from one to the other.

The trial scenes, done in dialogue, were
wonderfully effective and thoroughly excit-

ing, though the photography was not any-

where near as good as it was for the silent

parts of the picture.

"Weary River" was given a swanky in-

troduction to New York, which is not sur-

prising, in view of First National's gener-

ally fine presentation of its product. The
Central theatre was jammed, so much so

that extra seats were placed in some of the

aisles—no simple procedure, in view of strict

fire laws.
Dialogue Well Done

The picture was liked immensely by its

first-night audience, though some of the

newspaper critics found it a little tedious

in spots. The feeling seemed general that

dialogue was far better handled in this pic-

ture than usual. Even Richard Barthel-

mess, however, seemed to be none too

happy about the setting of the picture-
prison—for in a little curtain speech he

quoted la Gish as saying "It's only a motion
picture."

Paramount's "Redskin," starring Richard
Dix, was well attended by a fine audience of

first-nighters at the Criterion Saturday
night. Techniclor in a large portion of the

picture gives it splendid pictorial beauty, so

much so that the audience several times ap-

plauded the sheer beauty of the screen pic-

tures. The film has a synchronized musical

score, but no talking sequences. It was
preceded by three Paramount talking novel-

ties
—"Two Little Chinese Maids," "High-

lowbrow" and "The False Alarm Fire Com-
pany." The last two proved especially

pleasing to the audience.

Court Puts Ban on Sunday
Picture Shows in Peekskill

(Special to the Herald-World)

PEEKSKILL, N. Y., Jan. 29.—The motion

picture theatres in Peekskill lost out last week

when the ban on Sunday movies was upheld

by a decision rendered by Supreme Court

Justice Morschauser. The legal controversy

has been watched with much interest by the-

atre owners throughout New York state. Last

April the village board of trustees revoked a

permit allowing two theatres in Peekskill to

operate on Sunday. This action on the part

of the board was taken at the request of the

Peekskill Ministerial Association. The thea-

tres carried the matter into the courts, seeking

to recover their permits on the ground that

the revocation had not been legal.
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Film News
in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera

Gwyn Stratford, appearing in

the stage production, "And So
to Bed," in New York, who has
been signed by MGM for

audien roles.

A familiar grimace of the fa-

miliar Al St. John, who began
his career in Keystone comedies
and is now completing his fifth

year with Educational.

New personalities for a new art,

making Norman Foster a film
personage. Foster is important-
ly cast in Paramount's audien.

"Gentlemen of the Press."

Another endowed with screen
prominence by the audien

—

Katherine Francis, who also has

a prominent role in Paramount's
"Gentlemen of the press."

1^

It

R K O production executives-

Henry Hobart (above) and
Luther Reed (below), appointed
associate producers by William
Le Baron, vice president in

charge of production.

Poet arriving to join the ranks of tide writers.
Dorothy Parker, well known author of verse and
wit, alighting from the train in Los Angeles. She
has been signed by MGM to compose captions

for audien productions.

A thrilling sport and a beautiful exponent there-

of. Billie Dove, First National star, is pictured
aquaplaning in the Pacific while at Catalina

Island, where sequences are being made for her
next production, "The Man and the Moment."
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Frank N. Murphy, electrical genius at War-
ner Brothers' studio, and his assistant, "Slatts"

Coombs, go into a huddle to oblige the Her-
ald-World photographer, who finally caught

up with these busy, busy fellows.

Framed by the window of her sedan is Marian
Nixon, popular featured player, who has been
chosen for the feminine lead in the first Sono
Art production, "Broadway Bound," which

stars Eddie Dowling.

Delineator of many types in

her latest role. Myrna Loy,
Warner Brothers featured
player, as she appears in that

company's operetta, "The
Desert Song."

Above: Inside look-
ing out. Three in-

gredients of "Hot
Stuff," First Na-
tional starring pro-
duction for Alice
White. Shown are

Doris Dawson, who
has a prominent
role; Mervyn Le
Roy, the director,

and Miss White.

Right: What was
probably meant by
the fellow who in-

vented "It Won't
Be Long Now."
Leatrice Joy is

shown about to be
sacrificed in R K O
Productions' "Trop-
ical Madness."
Director Robert
Vignola is stationed

just beneath.

Above: A study in

capacities, though
we are not so law.

less as to suggest
that Thelma Todd
is drinking any-
thing but water.

The astounded fel-

low is Creighton
Hale, who plays

with her in First

National's "Seven
Footprints to

Satan."

J Manufacturing GT
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[Photo by Ray Huff]

Margaret de la Motte, who first won
fame when the photoplay was a

brand new art, is cast opposite Doug-
las Fairbanks in the United Artists

star's next picture, "The Iron Mask."

Fetching costumes of two Universal

players. At left Laura La Plante is

shown in a sports outfit of black duve-

teen, with a gray sweater overblouse.

At right is Margaret Livingston in the

velvet spangles and tights she wears in

her new production, "The Charlatan."

Overdoing it, we'd say. For if J. FL McCloskey, assistant di-

rector to Eddie Cline, and Sally O'Neil were not so painfully
sober-faced, Cline, would not be so suspicious. The set shown is

for Tiffany-Stahl's "Broadway Fever," in which Miss O'Neil is

starred, with Cline directing.

As the crimson orb sank in the West, two horsemen rose above

the horizon—Still, that sounds more like a Western! And, of

course, these horsemen (with apologies to the lady) are Buster

Keaton and Dorothy Sebastian, M G M players, who are shown
taking to the bridle path of a Hollywood afternoon.
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Sound Films Add $709 Each Week
to Overhead, Figures Show

Chicago Exhibitors Present Calculations at Meeting Called to Discuss New
Situation—Extra Film Cost Is Put at $250

/% N extra weekly expense of $709 was charged to sound pictures in the smaller

i-\ theatres, at least those in Chicago, according to figures compiled by the

Chicago Exhibitors' Association and submitted at a meeting January 25

at the Hotel Stevens.

"How are those theatres going to run them?" asked Jack Miller, president of

the association, in submitting the figures to the meeting.

H^HE gathering was called to present and
* discuss the situation of the average ex-
hibitor as a result of the advent of sound.

Film Costs Doubled
The calculations are based on present

operation costs, among which are items
peculiar to metropolitan areas where union
labor and living expenses have brought
about wage scales higher than those in

small communities. The figures include all

costs attributable to sound, however, except
the initial investment in equipment and any
necessary remodeling.
Film costs, according to these figures, be-

come $250 a week greater with the buying
of sound pictures in theatres which had
been paying $200 a week and making five

changes weekly. The items included in this

extra film cost are screen acts, shorts, fea-

tures, records and synchronization fee. If

there are two acts for each change of bill

this incurs an extra expense of $175, it was
stated.

The extra cost for projectionists is put at

$114, which includes the wage raise for the
operator then employed and the wage for
an additional operator, according to the
terms of the union.

More Ad Space Needed
The write-off on the equipment is put at

$130 a week, while $40 a week is named as
the weekly maintenance charge.
The exhibitors also agreed that the ad-

vertising appropriation for sound pictures
would have to be double that necessary for
silent programs, it being held that the three
or four lines of copy sufficient for the latter
is not enough in which to attract the larger
number of patrons necessary to make sound
pictures pay.

"It seems to me that there are charges
which the exhibitor should not be expected
to meet," declared Miller. "For example,
he has to pay $5 as a record charge for
each day he shows the picture. Why for
each day? The records are destroyed any-
way. There will have to be some adjust-
ments if the average exhibitor is going to
be able to play sound product."

New Redwood Theatre to
Be Finished in 4 Months

(Special to the Herald-World)
BOGALUSA, LA., Jan. 29.—Paul H. Tes-

sier, president of the Pine Tree Amuse-
ment Company, Inc., announced that his
company had signed a contract with Ger-
vais Favrot, general contractor of New Or-
leans, to erect the new Redwood theatre
withi'n four months. Favrot and Livaudais,

New Orleans architects, designed the build-
ing and will supervise its construction.

All the interior and exterior trim will be
redwood. The Columbia Road facade will

have a projecting roof which will throw a
shadow on the colored stucco wall which
will be ornamented with cast stone and tile

inserts. The stage will be large enough to
accommodate the vaudeville acts that have
been part of the Pine Tree Amusement
Company, Inc., programs. The theatre will

accommodate 800.

4,283 New Accounts
Showing Silent Films

Signed, Morris States
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Warner Brothers
have signed contracts with 4,283 new ac-

counts for 1928-29 product in houses with
a silent policy, Sam E. Morris, vice-presi-
dent, announced last week.

"It is an error to say that the popularity
of Vitaphone explains the tremendous ex-
pansion of Warner Brothers this season,"
Morris said. "The Warner product without
Vitaphone is receiving equally as extensive
recognition. Last fall we inaugurated a
sales drive for new accounts in towns of
less than 10,000 population where the thea-
tres were continuing policies of silent films.

We set our quota at 3,000, but reached 3,162
within the prescribed time.
"In the last two months since the drive

ended we have added over 1,100 more houses
to these and new sales are consistently
maintaining this average. We are mighty
proud of our 4,283 new customers who have
never played our product before, but have
now contracted for it in their silent houses.
I know of no better way of demonstrating
the available position of Warner Brothers
today."

Town with 2,000 People
Installs Sound Machine

(Special to the Herald-World)
SHERIDAN, IND., Jan. 29.—A sound

and talking machine was installed in the
Hippodrome theatre here and will be ready
for operation about February 7. The popu-
lation of the town is only 2,000. G. D. Pal-
mer, owner of the Hippodrome, says in .his

letter to the Exhibitors' Herald-World:
"I will send the Herald-World a report

on how my first few talking pictures go
over, and I hope that this report will help
other exhibitors."
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Encore Films Forms
In London; Pearson

To Distribute Films
Exhibitors' Opposition to Audiens

Fades—Three More Big
Theatres Wired

(Special from London Correspondent
of the Herald- World)

LONDON, Jan. 16.—(By Mail).—Forma-
tion of another new British film production
company has just been announced. Encore
Films, Ltd., is floated with a nominal capi-
tal of $75,000, privately subscribed, and has
on its directorate Arthur Phillips and Arrar
Jackson, both lately with British Screen
Productions. At an inaugural luncheon,
George W. Pearson of British Screen Pro-
ductions announced that, although Encore
Films was in no sense subsidiary to his

company, he had promised to support the
new undertaking and to act as distribution
agent for their output.

* * *

Although only a few weeks have elapsed
since the General Council of the C. E. A.
issued a grave warning to its members not
to enter lightly into contracts for the in-

stallation of talkies, there is already clear

evidence that the force behind this new
form of entertainment is breaking down the
resistance of the exhibitors' organization.
At the studios of British Talking Pictures
this week 34 members of the General Coun-
cil were agreeably surprised with the prog-
ress made in the development of the De
Forest Phonofilms sound-on-strip system
now being exploited by British Talking
Pictures.

J. V. Bryson, of European, following the
enormous success of Unatone—on the

Movietone principle—at the Rialto, London,
and the New Oxford, Manchester, has
opened at the Rialto, Leeds, over $110,000
having been sunk by this one company in

fitting up these three theatres. British Talk-
ing Pictures and British Acoustics are also

fitting up theatres in key cities.

Simultaneously comes the announcement
that the Brighton Corporation has accepted
an offer from British and Dominions for the

rental of 14 acres of land for 99 years at

£500 a year. On this site studios are to be
erected at once at a cost of from $400,000

to $500,000, and it is likely that the first two
stages will be ready by May.

F N Studios Complete 70%
Of Season's Product, Far
Ahead of Studio Schedule

(Special to the Herald-World)

BURBANK, Jan. 29.—A check-up made re-

cently shows that 70 per cent of the First

National-Vitaphone schedule at the Burbank
studio has been completed. For several

months the studios have been running at ca-

pacity and even in dull periods there has been

no let-down in work.

Among the newly completed pictures are:

"Why Be Good," "Weary River" "The Divine

Lady," "His Captive Woman," "Seven Foot-

prints of Satan," and "Children of the Ritz."

There are four pictures now in the cutting

room, and three pictures in production.

Detectives Search for

Stench Bomb Throwers
(Special to the Herald-World)

SPRINGFIELD, MO. Jan. 29.—Detec-
tives are searching for persons who hurled

"Stench bombs" into the crowded Ritz

theatre the other night, causing the au-

dience to flee in panic. The house has been

placed on the "unfair" list by unions because

it employs non-union operators.

Explosion Destroying Theatre at Loss of

$150,000 Follows Safe Cracking Job
(Special to the Herald-World)

ANACONDA, Mont., Jan. 29.—An explosion of mysterious origin, followed by
fire, totally destroyed the Sundial theatre here early Thursday, sending Banting
timbers and stage equipment flying 300 feet in the air. Loss was estimated by
Albert Nadeau, proprietor, at $150,000. Most of the loss was covered by insurance
and Nadeau announced his intention of rebuilding early this spring. The Sundial
was the scene of a $2,000 safe-cracking just ten days ago.
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How Zukor Sees

Business Trend
Next 20 Years

1. The United States will increase as

a national market. National wealth lias

grown steadily and rapidly. It will con-

tinue to grow. Somebody will own the

additional wealth. Somebody will buy
additional goods.

2. More people than now will possess

any stated level of purchasing power.

3. Practically every citizen tvill buy
more than he buys now.

4. Buying will be faster.

5. National distribution tvill be faster.

6. Retail selling will be faster.

7. No increase in the number of manu-
facturers or retailers will be tolerated. No
additional middlemen will be allowed to

get their living off other citizens.

8. Each must learn to serve more
people at lower cost, as each factory work-
er produces more goods at lower cost.

9. There will be more industrial good-

will between the consumer and'the pro-

ducer, between capital and labor.

10. Manufacturers and dealers will

have not only bigger but better domestic
markets than are now dreamed of.

11. Rich and poor will buy pretty

much the same kind of goods, giving a

universal market now unknown.

12. We will be a leisure people.

13. We ivill have more time to con-

sume and pay more attention to consum-
ing.

14. The accent ivill shift from produc-
tion, this country's forte in the past, to

consumption. But production will be
greater in volume than ever, more skilful

and more economical.

15. People will buy experience and
mental broadening, as distinct from phys-

ical possessions.

16. We will have an aesthetic market.
People will buy physical possessions with

much better taste for form and color.

17. Color and form, harmony and fine

design, will be indispensable aids to sell-

ing. The day of the artist in industry is

at hand. 1

18. The market will be more sophisti-

cated and more educated.

19. American manufacturers will liave

vastly increased export markets.

20. The same improvements, to a lesser

extent, will characterize foreign markets.
Manufacturers and dealers must catch up
tvith these trends and keep with them, or
better, anticipate them by just enough to

retain leadership.

Miles Fox Sells Apollo
Theatre to Carl Pearson

(Special to the Herald-World)

PRINCETON, ILL., Jan. 29.—Miles S.

Fox, who has operated the Apollo theatre
here for about three years, closed a deal
whereby his business was sold to Carl Pear-
son, of Rushville, 111. Fox will remain in

the theatre until March 1 and then will
give possession to the new owner.

Films Helping Goodwill,Zukor
Declares in Business Magazine

Educating Capital and Labor to Mutual Functions, Trade World

Is Told—Says Talking Pictures "Will Vastly Accelerate

Raising of Consumers' Demands"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Motion pictures are speeding up the increasing good-

will between capital and labor by showing the true basic relation between the two

and educating workmen to the fact that "their functions are mutual and insepara-

ble," says Adolph Zukor, president of Paramount Famous Lasky, in the leading

article of the January issue of "The Magazine of Business," in an interview with

Peter F. O'Shea.

Under the heading, "Looking Ahead a Decade or Two," Zukor describes a

score of trends in business which are enumerated elsewhere on this page.

Adolph Zukor

"It is inconceivable that standards of de-

mand should not continue to rise for the next
10 or 20 years," he declares, drawing from his

vast experience in

the motion picture

industry which
"propagates and will

propagate good
taste.

"Motion picture
make a million crit-

ics; critics not of

pictures, but of their

own home s," h e

holds. "They become
critics of manufac-
turers' products and
of goods on display

in their retail stores

Motion pic-

tures are a criticism

of American life, its surroundings and its pos-

sessions. . . .

"Individual picture producers who do not

possess good taste will be forced into acquir-

ing it by repercussion from audiences con-

stantly more sophisticated. Or else they will

be forced out of the industry by managers'
reports of giggles, titters, and other criti-

cisms, including the very effective criticism

of lower box-office receipts."

Zukor declares also that "pictures are soon
going to teach color to millions of con-

sumers."
"Talking pictures," he says, "will

vastly accelerate the raising of con-
sumers' standards. For when the
new technique of talking pictures is

brought to real perfection by more
experience, we will most certainly
produce socalled 'unit' shows on
films . . . With nationwide dis-

tribution waiting for one film, we can

afford to produce a Ziegfeld show at

our central studio . . . Tremen-
dous overhead can be invested in the
original film."

"It is no wonder," the business world is

told, "that motion pictures speed up the prog-

ress of all our citizens to equality. And this

equality is not merely political, but an eco-

nomic equality in the market as purchasers."

»
Roseland Pictures Are
Distributing 26 "Bonzos

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29—The Roseland Pic-

tures Corporation are distributing a series of

26 one reel "Bonzo" Cartoon featurettes.

"Bonzo" is the creation of G. B. Studdy and
has been a supplement of Saturday and Sun-
day pages in Hearst's publications. The first

three of the series that are ready are en-

titled "Bonzolna," "Detective Bonzo" and
"Spooks Bonzo."

Schramm Appointed UFA
Sales, Contract Manager

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—P. Schramm, who
has been connected with the industry for

about 14 years, has been appointed manager
of the sales and contract department of
UFA. Schramm has held similar positions

with Fox and Tiffany.

Bill Cody to Make Picture
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Bill Cody of Wil-
liam ("Bill") Cody Productions, has just ar-

rived in New York from Toronto and Mon-
treal after making preparations to produce
"The Trail of Destiny," in which he will star.

Serene Art Blushes as Kahn's Directors

Oust Michael Mindlin from u
Little Cinema"

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, fan. 29.—The clear, limpid waters of "art," as reflected on the

screen, may be muddied by litigation as well as the "commercial" portion of the
motion picture industry, it seems, for Michael Mindlin, pioneer promoter of "little

cinemas," has been ousted from the directorial chair of the Little Carnegie theatre,

the newest of his gestures to higher cinematic drama, and he asserts he has a three-

year contract. Suit may result.

M. Edward Sullivan was appointed in his place at a meeting of the board of
directors. The theatre is backed by Otto H. Kahn, financier and opera enthusiast.

Sullivan has been associated with Mindlin for a number of years in "little thea-

tre" operations. Mindlin is regarded in the East as the most prominent of pro-
moters of such ventures. No reason is given for his dismissal, John Brown, man-
ager of Carnegie Hall, vouchsafing only, "Mindlin is longer connected with the
corporation."
The Little Carnegie, it is said, has been playing to good crowds and is showing

a profit. It has been referred to as one of the few Kahn "art pets" which have made
money. It is also said that Kahn has been encouraged by the success of this

venture to project a chain of these theatres.
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"Talkie," or One of These?
And still the suggestions for a name for talking pictures arrive, in the Herald-
World campaign for a dignified yet completely descriptive word to supplant

such a distortion as "talkie."

VISION-TONE
—

J. A. Gephart,

Indianapolis,

Ind.
* * *

TALK-ART
—E. J. Larmann,
New Orleans,

La.

SHOWVOX
—G. H. Wright, Jr.,

Star theatre,

Wendell,

N. C.

GNHEAR
IZRELE

TALKC
VENTRILICENE

VENTRILO

RECORDION
ELECTRO
ILLUSION

ITAUX

CITAUK
TELME
REELY
VOYSERD
ALIVU

FLIKISOUND
—Harold Kelner,

New York City.

* * *

CINEPHONE
—Fred C. Krentz, Jr.,

Michigan City,

Ind.

MOT10AUDIC
MOTIAUDIC

M0T10T0NE
M0T10NIC

MOTIOPHONIC
VISIATONIC

VISIATONE

VISATONE

VISIAPHONIC

VISITONE

VISIPHONE

VISIPHONIC

VISIAPHONE

VISATONIC

SEAllDIC

SEAUDIAC
SEAUDIACK

SEAUDICK

SEAUDIK

SEAUDIAK

SEAUDATION

SEACTOPHONE

SEACTOPHONIC

SEACTOTONE

SEOTONIC

SEOPHONIC

SEOPHONE

SETONIC

SEETONIC

SEPHONIC

SEEPHONIC

—John E. Nichols,

Imp theatre,

Elgin,

Tex.

VOICEPHONE
OPTIPHONE
VOICE-A-PHONE

OPTILOG

VIVAPHONE
ORALOG
ORATONE
—David Lande,

Pittsburgh,

.Pa.

VOCOIE
—Walter Tabert,

Munich,
N. D.

CINETONE
—R. W. Hempstone,

Waverly theatre,

Poolesville,

Md.

SOUND-MOVIES
—Lorenzo Gelabert,

San Juan,

Porto Rico.

PHOTOVOX
—Roses Denton,

San Juan,

Porto Rico.

* * *

VOCAFILM
—Ed. S. Diamond,

The Playhouse,

Salt Lake City,

Utah.
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Releases

1FEEK OF FEBRUARY 3

EDUCATIONAL—"The Fixer," Big Boy comedy,
two. _ .MGM—"Pair of Tights," all star, two; Dying
Jungle," oddity, one.

PARAMOUNT—"Papa Spank " MacDuff, two.

PATHE—"Calling Hubby's Bluff," Sennett series,

two. "The Tiger's Shadow," serial, No. 7, Allan,

two; "Sweet Adeline," Fable,%; "Mild or Mighty,"
Sportlight, one; "Head Hunters of the Solomon
Islands," Pathe-Educational, one; "Topics of the

Day No. 6.

WEEK OF FEBRUARY 10
CHRISTIE—"Footlight Fanny," Circus Girl series.

EDUCATIONAL—"Whoopee Boys," Monty Collins,

two; "Served Hot," Cliff Bowes, Cameo, one.

M G M—"Noisy Noise," Our Gang, two.

PATHE—"A Day's Pleasure," Chaplin reissue, two;
"The Tiger's Shadow," serial, No. 8; "Wooden
Money," Fable, %; "Circus Time," Smitty series,

two; "Glaciers," Pathe-Educational, one; Pathe Re-
view, No. 7, one; "Topics of the Day," No. 7,

UNIVERSAL—"Rag Doll," novelty, one; "The Dia-
mond of Death," Stevenson, two; "Take Your
Pick," Mike and Ike, two; "The Phantom Riders,"
Carey reissue, two.

WTEK OF FEBRUARY 17
CHRISTIE—"His Angel Child," Billy Dooley, two.
EDUCATIONAL—"The Best Dressed Woman in the

World," Our World Today, one; "Auntie's Mis-
take," Devore, two; "The Cloud Patrol," Howes,
two; "Pep Up," Bowes, Cameo, one; "Untitled,"
Hodge-Podge, one.
MGM—"Secret Boozehounds," oddity, one; "Off to

Buffalo," Chase, two.
PATHE—"Taxi Spooks," Dan the Taxi Man series,

No. 9034; "The Tiger's Shadow," serial. No. 9,

Hugh Allan, Gladys McConnell, two; Fable "The
Queen Bee," %; Sportlight "Girls Will Be Boys,"
one; Pathe Review, No. 8, one; "Topics of the
Day," No. 8,

UNIVERSAL—"Sick Cylinders," Oswald, one; "The
Tunnel of Terror," No. 3, Stevenson, two; "Newly-
weds' Visit," Snookums, two; "In Line of Duty,''

Cobb, two.
TTEEK OF FEBRUARY 24

CHRISTIE—"Off the Deck," Dooley series, two.
M G M—"Untitled," Laurel-Hardy, two.
PATHE—"Grandma's House," Fable, %; "Button
My Back," Tired Business series, two; Pathe Re-
view, No. 9, one; Topics of the Day, No. 9.

UNIVERSAL—"At the Front," Arthur Lake, one;
"Trapped," Diamond Master series, No. 4, two;
"Television George," Stern Brothers, two; "Two
Gun Morgan," Chandler, two.

Newspictures

MGM NEWS NO. 47—Jack Dempsey succeeds the
late Tex Rickard as promoter of Sharkey-
Stribling fight—Giant submarine dives in impressive
tests at Massachusetts—Miami track reopens after
year's lapse with exciting races.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5468—20,000 at revival of racing
in Miami—Australian youths arrive for educational
tour of United States—Edison visits Florida for the
46th time.

PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 52—Highest slri jump,
nearly half mile high and 300 feet long, opens in
Germany—Coolidge signs name to United States
acceptance of Kellogg-Briand anti-war pact—Her-
bert Hoover leaves for vacation in South.

PATHE NEWS NO. 9—Coolidge signs name to keep
United States out of war—Mac Donald Smith is

paid $10,000 for playing golf—Chicken with hair
visits show at New York.

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL—Jack Frost paints
pretty pictures at Niagara Falls—Al Smith talks
over radio, asks for militant democarcy—1929
Wampas prove dazzling array in Hollywood.

Christie Signs Gleasons
Al Christie has signed James Gleason,

author and star of "Is Zat So" and "The
Shannons of Broadway," and his wife Lu-
cille Webster Gleason, to play the sketch,
"Meet the Missus," as a Christie two-reel
Talking Play to be released by Paramount
in the spring.

Short Feature Gets Bigger Play
Than Long Film in This Theatre

This is a study in pictures. Little more than the two illustrations below is

necessary to tell that story. This department often has called attention to the
fact that the importance of the short feature to the complete program is be-

coming better and better realized. And that conviction has been verified bv
the booking actions of the largest circuits in the country as well as the smallest

independent houses.

to the long production, it was to play at least

an equally vital role in the shorter product.
Indeed, there are those who contend that
sound, and dialogue, provides an even greater
opportunity for the one to three-reel picture
than for the many-reel subject. Those indi-
viduals hold that in comedies, for example,
there are opportunities for effective sound
usage that the long picture would not have.
Take the case of the villain. In the melo-

drama he scarcely would go over with any
concussion whatever, unless only a thud, were
he to have a squeaky voice. But in comedy,
what better for a laugh than to have the bulky
menace produce the fatal "Hand over them
poipers" with a vocal volume comparable to

that of a feeble-hearted mouse calling to her
mate

!

One of the illustrations below is particularly

interesting. It is that of the Uptewn theatre

in Wichita, Kansas. The reproduced news-
paper advertisement actually places the em-
phasis far more pronouncedly upon the short
feature than upon the long production.
The other illustration is for the Paradise,

Uptown and Tivoli theatres of the Balaban
& Katz circuit in Chicago. Here again the
Educational-Mack Sennett production, "The
Lion's Roar," is given considerable prominence
by the ad writer.

The advent of sound in motion pictures
did not create any mistaken idea in the mind
of the wideawake exhibitor that the short fea-

ture was destined to lose a place in the theatre
program.
Where synchronism was to give new life

MID CVUtr OKC Of THLM WAS
SHOWN IK BALAMA.1 4 KATZ THLATEJOJ
Evwtj cor o* tfce tfcxrtHfcra* pictva acfacacd *T

term oa ituif t uri dtotimji ret ra

The Balaban & Katz ad in uhich
"The Lion's Roar,'' Mack Sennett's

first all-talking comedy, for Edu-
cational, is given an important
position.

It's in Wichita
FIRST

Ifs Sweeping the Nation!
MiHiem Hoc* Rtod ll!

HAS TK YOLTH OF THE OfcD

STofen
LOVE ,

cox™ thus. GANG WAR
The ad for Educational's "The
Lion's Roar" used by the Uptown,

Wichita.
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SOUND PICTURES
Tenth of Theatres

Set for Vitaphone,

Says G.E. Quigley
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—One-tenth of all

motion pictures in the United States have
been equipped for Vitaphone pictures,
George E. Quigley, vice president of the
Vitaphone Corporation, declared Wednes-
day before sailing with Mrs. Quigley for a

two week's vacation in Bermuda.
"The growth of Vitaphone talking pic-

tures throughout the country," said Quigley,
"has been truly amazing, particularly when
you realize that it has all been within a

space of a short time. During 1928 over
1,000 first class theatres were equipped for

the showing of Vitaphone talking pictures.

Through Warner Brothers it is and has
been for some time possible to present
talking acts and talking pictures making
up an entire evening's entertainment be-
ginning with an overture, containing inter-

mission selections, and ending with the exit

march. Vitaphone exhibitors, in making up
their programs, have hundreds of short

numbers as well as many feature pictures,

from which to make their program selec-

tions.

"Talking pictures are in great demand
throughout the country. No one realizes

this better than the exhibitors. The
reaction toward talking pictures is sue

everyone in the film industry has
brought home to him."

Four Vitaphones

On Broadway Two
Times in Month

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Four Vitaphone
pictures on the marquises along Broadway
is the record set twice by Warner Brothers
this month. The pictures are "The Singing
Fool" at the Winter Garden, "My Man" at

the Warner Brothers theatre, "Weary
River" at the Central and "On Trial" at the

Strand.

A new Vitaphone innovation is intermis-

sion music for overtures or exit marches.
For "My Man" there are two orchestra-

tions, one vocal and the other instrumental.

Sound Recorder Used
To Help Stage Play

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Sound picture

apparatus was used on.the stage when Wil-
liam A. Brady employed the Powers Cine-

phone sound recorder for a part in "Street

Scene." The Cinephone recorded the hum
and noises of the street.

Dialogue Should Not Be Used for
Plot, Declares Clarence Brown

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Clarence Brown, who has directed a number of big

box office successes for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has some very definite ideas con-

cerning the dialogue picture, which he related to Exhibitors Herald-World in

an interview last week. Dialogue, said Brown, should not be used for plot

development. Its greatest use, he declared, is in dramatic scenes to heighten the

dramatic interest.

"When dialogue is used to develop the

plot," Brown explained, "it often produces
strain on the audience, and sometimes part of
the plot is lost if every word is not under-
stood by the audience. Several pictures have
already been produced, and especially one,

where if just a few words of the dialogue

are missed, the understanding of the story is

lost or partly lost to the audience.

Develop Plot with Pictures

"In my next picture, which will contain
dialogue, I will develop my plot solely with
pictures; dialogue will be used in the dra-
matic scenes just to heighten the interest.

"At present the director is the victim of
the sound engineers. There are so many
things the director would like to do with dia-

logue and sounds, but which the engineers
say cannot be done. The engineers, of course,

are right. In the meantime we have to accept
he mechanical limitations of the sound re-

cording devices.

Says Sound Hurts Beauty

"Talking pictures have robbed the screen of

a great deal of beauty. Many stars need a

great deal of photographic treatment to bring

out their beauty and to eliminate certain char-

acteristics which mar their beauty. The

Audiens Used As Test

For Deaf and Blind
(Special to the Herald-World)

BERKELEY, CAL., Jan. 29.—An
interesting experiment is being con-
ducted at the Campus theatre, located
a few blocks from the California

School for the Deaf and the Blind, to

determine whether audiens may be
used as a medium to bring greater
entertainment to the deaf and the

blind. Pupils were invited to attend
performances of "The Singing Fool,"
accompanied by department heads.

Professor E. A. Stevenson, of the
school for the deaf, is endeavoring to

determine whether the lip vocabulary
of the pupils is adequate for them to

interpret what is being said by watch-
ing the screen, while Professor R. S.

French is trying to find if simply
hearing enables the blind to grasp the
situation, get the continuity and really

enjoy what is shown on the scheen.

A series of tests is to be made.

necessity for enclosing the cameras in sound-
proof glass cages is one reason for this. It

prohibits the mobility of the cameras which
is obtainable in silent photography, and keeps

the director from making the best use of

lighting so that all the beauty of the actors

and settings can be brought out. However,
technical improvements will eventually elim-

inate these faults."

Brown is now in New York seeking ideas

and material for his next picture, "Wonders
of Women," which has been adapted from
the Sudderman story, "Stephen Trumbell's

Wife."

"This picture will be unique," said Brown.
"The leading male character will be a man of

45 ; the leading woman role will be that of a
woman at least 35 years old with three chil-

dren. It will not be a story of adolescence

but a story of men and women."

Airplane Marker
On Theatre Roof

Is Splendid Tieup
Use of the roof of a theatre as a marker

for airplane travel is an excellent form of

exploitation. Stephen M. Spear, manager of

Loew's Main Street theatre in New Ro-
chelle, N. Y., sends this department a news-
paper clipping of the story, with the para-

graph that "the sign will enable air travel-

ers to recognize at once the Queen City of

Sound."

"As a point of information," Spear

writes, "this theatre is a motion picture

house and the first Loew house to install

sound equipment."

The newspaper account reads, in part:

"Tomorrow morning, painters will begin

the work of painting the name of New
Rochelle on the roof of Loew's Main Street

Theatre. This site has been suggested by

a number of organizations. Manager Ste-

phen Spear readily consented to the Civic

League's plans, having suggested the site

himself previously."

An arrow is painted on the roof, pointing

to the nearest landing field.

Oscar Shaw with P F L
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Oscar Shaw,

Broadway musical comedy star, has been

signed by Paramount for "The Cocoanuts,"

starring the four Marx Brothers.
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EMBARRASSING MOMENTS

If you've lost your wife when shopping,

and find yourself in the lingeries . . .

be nonchalant . . . LIGHT A MURAD.

They taste just like they did 20 years ago.

. Est. 1760

Scoring Company
Closes for South

And New England
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Harry Siegel,

president of the Royal Film Exchange,
Boston, has been appointed exclusive repre-

sentative in the New England States for

Motion Pictures Synchronization Service,

Inc.

Jack Adams, president of the Home State
Film Company, independent film exchange
of Dallas, has closed to market the service

in Texas, Georgia, Florida, Arkansas,
Oklahoma, Alabama, North Carolina, Ten-
nessee, Louisiana, Mississippi and South
Carolina.

Original scoring for the silent as well as
the sound versions, prepared for non-syn-
chronous machines, for all Richard Tal-
madge productions distributed by Oscar
Price, is to be done by Motion Pictures
Synchronization Service. A special cue
sheet will be prepared. The first picture
to be scored under this plan will be "The
Bachelors' Club."

Olive Borden Signs

With RKO to Make
Two Talking Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Olive Borden
has been signed by William Le Baron to

make two dialogue pictures for RKO Pro-
ductions, Inc., the two to be made at

RKO's new sound plant at Hollywood.
Miss Borden was in "Gang War," and

made her bow in sound pictures with "Love
in the Desert."

Blind Men Are Guests

At Movietone Program
(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA, Jan. 29.—Ray Tubman, man-
ager of the Regent, earned some sweet
space in the newspapers when he enter-

:ained a number of men from the Ottawa
Institute for the Blind at a Movietone per-
'ormance, the program including "Mother
Knows Best," and several shorts including
King George, Herbert Hoover, Lady Nancy
\stor, George Bernard Shaw and others.

The blind men were accompanied by "in-

erpreters."

"In Old Arizona" Sets New
Attendance Record at Roxy

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—With a new at-

endance record set at the Roxy for Fox's
'In Old Arizona," first outdoor all-audien,
ind the picture held over, S. L. Rothafel
eft fOi t?ri days of golf at Miami. Week-
end receipts w^.^ placed at $54,000 and
veek-end attendance at S^OO, exceeding
he high mark set by "Four Sons."

"Arizona" in Boston
(Special to the Herald-World)

^

NEW YORK Jan. 29.—The Modern and
'.eacon theatres, owned and operated by
letoco, which pioneered with Vitaphone in
'oston in 1927, are the first houses in Bos-
Jn to show "In Old Arizona."

© P. Lorillard Co.

51 Houses Wired by

W.E. Week ofJan. 12
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Electrical Re-
search Products equipped 51 theatres with
Western Electric synchronous equipment for
the week ending January 12. The list of the-

atres follows:

Seats
Pantages theatre, Kansas City, Mo _ 2,178
Belpark theatre, Chicago, III _ 1,996

Capitol theatre, Mauch Chunk, Pa 1,902
Keystone theatre, Philadelphia. Pa 1,934
Rialto theatre, Detroit, Mich _ _1,348

California theatre, Richmond, Cal.._ 1,544

Capitol theatre, Newton, la 993
Lyric theatre, Honesdale, Pa _ 820
Academy theatre, Newburgh, N. Y 1,132

Bushwick theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y 2,528
Strand theatre, Rutland, Vt 951
Grand theatre, Bristol, Pa 1,400
Irving theatre, Carbondale, Va 1,814
Victoria theatre, Danville, Pa 870
Strand theatre, Duluth, Minn _ 504
Roosevelt theatre, Scranton, Pa— _ 936
Granada theatre, Wilmington, Cal 994
Columbus theatre, Philadelphia, Pa 1,545

Broadway theatre, Tacoma, Wash 1,545

Bardavon theatre, Poughkeepsie, N. Y 1,254

Riverdalc theatre, Riverside, Cal 1,610

Holland t-tatre, Old Forge, Pa 959
Lakeside theatre, Chicago, 111 976
Lakewood the. ,<-e, Detroit, Mich 1,278

Capitol theatre. Fall River, Mass 1,361
Globe theatre, Scranton, Pa 947
New Kenyon theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa 1,615
Harmony theatre, Detroit, Mich „1,335
Commodore theatre, Philadelphia, Pa _1,414
Poli theatre, Scranton, Pa 1,821

Tiffin theatre, Chicago, 111.

Morrison theatre, Alliance, Ohio.
Strand theatre, Covington, Va.
Jefferson theatre, Goshen, Ind.
Rahway theatre, Rahway, N. J.
Jefferson theatre, Beaumont, Tex.
West End theatre, Chicago, III.

Pershing theatre, Chicago, 111.

State theatre, Hartford, Conn.
Fargo theatre, Geneva, 111.

Pickwick theatre, Park Ridge, 111.

Hargo theatre. Sycamore, 111.

Woods theatre, Chicago, 111.

Egyptian theatre, Greenville, S. C.
Montgomery theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Columbia theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Branford theatre, Newark, N. J.
Lerner theatre, Elkhart, Ind.
Manor theatre, Chicago, 111.

Crystal theatre, Chicago, 111.

Marquette theatre, Chicago, 111.

Schofield Plans Audien
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 29.—Paul Schofield

is back from the Eeast, where he made
plans for an audien which will star Paul

Whiteman. Schofield wrote the show and
Universal will produce it.
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This department herewith presents a complete set of newspaper ads on Fox's "In

Old Arizona," as carried in the New York Times beginning a week before the

opening. Reading left to right starting with the top row, the ads start with the

January 13 issue and end with January 20, exclusive of Saturday, January 19. It's

a good study for any theatre ad writer. In addition, there was a special section

in the Sunday American.

Wilcox "Sold" on Sound, Predicts

Perfection in Five to Ten Years
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Despite his belief that "it will be at least five years

before the talking picture nears perfection, and ten years before they are any-

where near lifelike," Herbert Wilcox is thoroughly "sold" on audiens.

or three stars to go abroad and appear in

his productions.
"Talking pictures are an inevitable move

in the evolution of the motion picture," said

Wilcox. "England, being conservative, has

As proof of that fact, the director in

charge of production of British and Dominion
Films, Inc., took an American sound technician

with him when he returned to London last

week. Furthermore, he announced from the

offices of World Wide Pictures, which is im-

porting the productions of his company, that

he is to start work at once in England on
an all audien.

Plans All-Audien in Ireland

"It is in my mind to also go to the County
Cork in Ireland," said Wilcox, who has
spent two months in Hollywood studying
methods of sound production, "and make
an all outdoor talkie, which will be the

first complete motion picture of any kind

made in the Irish Free State. Just whether
I can do that at this time, depends upon
several things, but I am going to do it

soon if not immediately. It is my inten-

tion to show to America and the World,
Ireland and its people as they are, and not

as they have been caricatured."

He said he later probably would ask two

not accepted them, but when it does, the

stampede will be as great as it has been
in the United States. My observations

have led me to believe that it will be five

years, at least, before talking pictures are

anywhere near perfected and ten years be-

fore they approach lifelike results.

Great Thing for Britain

"However, they are a great thing for

British pictures, which will no longer be

confined to the English market but will

reach out to the entire English speaking
countries. English artists because of thek
diction and delivery have always been
acceptable in America and so have the

English dramatists, and the artist's' and
authors will be the real raw material of the

talkies.

"I believe the talking picture is a great

thing for the entire industry. It rescues the

cinema from vaudeville tie-ups to which it

was taking second place. The picture now,
more than at any other time, is the thing.

Bad talkies will fail at their premieres just

the same as bad plays, and that is a good
thing for the industry. Sound will also

mean fewer productions, and that is another
good thing for the industry."

Wilcox said that the sound pictures pre-

sented in England up to the time he left

there in November were not of a calibre to

impress the English public.

Soundproof Stages

AtRKO Studios in

$250,000 Program
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 29.—A new sound-
proof stage and the soundproofing of all

standing stages are part of a $250,000 con-

struction program announced by William
LeBaron for R K O Studios, Inc. Three
new projection rooms also are to be erected.

Soundproofing apparatus was shipped from
the RCA Photophone headquarters in New
York.

Movietone News Truck

Wins Space at Buffalo
(Special to the Herald-World)

BUFFALO, Jan. 29.—Considerable news-
paper space was allotted to Movietone
News truck manned by John A. Tondra and
Charles S. Peden when they took pictures

of the decorations of the Great Lakes thea-

tre and H. M. Addison, managing director,

on the theatre's celebration of the silver

anniversary of William Fox.

Lloyd Signs Barbara Kent

For Lead in First Audien
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Harold Lloyd

has signed Barbara Kent of Universal for

leading woman in his first talking picture,

for Paramount. It is a picture of San Fran-

cisco's Chinatown, Malcolm St. Clair di-

recting.

THE

PORTLAND THEATRE
one of the Publix Theatres

EXTENDS
SINCERE THANKS AND APPRECIATION TO LOCAL
THEATRES FOR THE ADVERTISING VALUE AND
PUBLIG INTEREST WHICH HAS ACCRUED AS A
RESULT OF THE ANNOUNCEMENTS THAT THE
BIGGEST AND FINEST TALKING PICTURES OF THE
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY WOULD BE SHOWN
AT SUCH THEATRES. WHEN. AS A MATTER OF
FACT. THESE PRODUCTIONS WERE ALREADY
PURCHASED. DATED TO BE SHOWN. AND WILL
BE OFFERED FOR THE FIRST TIME IN PORTLAND
—AT THE

PORTLAND THEATRE
IN THIS REGARD, THE PORTLAND RESPECT-
FULLY REFERS TO

NO. 1

PARAMOUNT'S SENSATIONAL
100% ALL TALKING PRODUCTION

"INTERFERENCE"
OPENING AT THE PORTLAND NEXT THURSD>v.

NO. ?

Etti'L jaNNINGS
• IN "SINS OF THE FATHERS"

OEE'.^NG AT THE PORTLAND THURS., JANUARY 10

AND
Several Other

Outstanding Dialogue Attractions

Illuminating is this advertisement from

the Portland Oregonian by the Portland

theatre, a Publix house. The "local the-

atres" mentioned indirectly in the ad are

of course West Coast houses.
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Audien to Bring Back Old

Circuit Rider, Church Told

"The time isn't far off when the

cross-roads church will be hearing

the world's greatest preachers as well

as seeing them from the screen," Dr.

Clifton Wunder of the Baptist Tem-
ple at Rochester, said recently in

Chicago. "The talking movie will

bring back the old circuit rider in a

remodeled edition."

Progressive Local Merchants Officially Welcome Another Modern Wonder
NEWEST MOVIE MAKVELt—%£Uli STARTING MONDAY MATINEE, NOV . 13th TOi—SENSATION of the CENTURY

Welcome to Stack & Co.
Superior Welcomes

the New

Rkkttr'i Pa*7 Shop

Welcome

Geo G. .VrvtMi (V Superior

Thanks Harvey

.4// Superior Appreciates

the Sew

You Can Take Our Order

For Seats Every Week
Right SOW!

|7RAND RAP1DC
^jj

HOCSc TTZT-ZSKZQ CO
^|

1

HOME Or VITAPHONE

FIRST SHOW, NOV. 124 yit»»w ^srl.—

:

Welcome to - (Wd Soperior
Superior ..-

Welcome
TDsrrauNt'

WUppli Priitiii

ROTH BROS CO.

Congratulate

The Androy
Welcomes

Hotel Androg

We/come!

WELCOME

W J. Said 4 Co.

VAUDEVILLE

Welcome! s'vsE

SfiS^r RossEktricCo.

Ajdrcj Dr^ Store

Welcome to

Superior

i

ITu's double page cooperative ad in the Superior (Wis.) Telegram announced the coming
of Vitaphone and Movietone to the Palace theatre. Note the use of the Vitaphone slugs in

the cooperative ads. There was another full page on Vitaphone on the other side of one
of tJiese pages.

Ultimate Sound Reproducer Will

HaveNoDiaphragm,Says DeForest
(Special to the Herald-World)

Z\~EW YORK, Jan. 29.—Shortcomings of loudspeakers today are the chief

reason for failure to attain 100 per cent realism in sound reproduction, Dr.

Lee Deforest, inventor of Phonofilm, declared in an address Friday before the

conference of the Board of Review of Motion Pictures, at the Waldorf-Astoria.

Norma Talmadge

Ready to Start

Her First Audien
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 29.—Norma Tal-

madge is having the assistance of Laura
Hope Crewes, stage actress, in preparing

for her first all-audien. Gilbert Roland,

leading man, also will be heard for the first

time in sound pictures. George Fitzmaurice
will direct from the scenario by C. Gardner
Sullivan.

La tin -Am erica 's

First Audien Wins

At Havana House
(Special to the Herald-World)

HAVANA, Jan. 29.—Talking pictures

were given their premiere showing here to-

day in what is believed to be their first ap-

pearance in Latin-America. Owners of the

theatre were satisfied with the result, al-

though the Spanish speaking Cubans heard
only the English on the screen.

Movietone Signs

Clark Silvernail
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Clark Silvernail,

Broadway actor, producer, director and
playwright, will write and direct Movie-
tone features for Fox. He last appeared
as a Chinese in "The Silent House."

Varied Equipment Placed

In Wisconsin s Theatres
(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, Jan. 29.—Sound installa-

tions in Wisconsin houses during the past
few weeks include : Majestic, Milwaukee,
Bristolphone, State, Eau Claire, Wis., Vita-
phone and Movietone; Park theatre, Wau-
kesha, Vitaphone and Movietone; Retlaw,
Fond du Lac, Movietone and Vitaphone;
Gateway, Kenosha, Vitaphone and Movie-
tone. The Whitehouse, Milwaukee, is con-
templating installing Bristolphone equip-
ment very shortly.

M G M Buys Jones Play
(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, Jan. 29.—M G M has pur-
chased talking picture rights to "A Quiet
Game," by Ellis O. Jones, formerly of Life,

in which Lulu McConnell is headlining on
the R K O circuit.

"The ultimate sound reproducer," Dr. De-
Forest said, "will involve nothing so inherently

imperfect as a diaphragm of any description,"

and instead "a way will be discovered for

directly transforming telephonic currents into

sound waves in the air, without the interven-

tion of anything mechanical, anything involv-

ing inertia or elasticity."

After describing the different kinds of

sound on film apparatus, Dr. DeForest con-

tinued :

"However perfectly recorded may be the sound
record, however perfectly amplified in its reproduc-
tion, the shortcomings of our best loudspeakers
today are chiefly responsible for our failure to at-

tain that ultimate goal of all our 'ideals,' 10D per
cent realism in sound-reproduction. We technicians

know that this perfection will never be quite at-

tained, but we will continue the struggle towards
that end until only the keenest, most highly crit-

ical trained musician's ear can ever distinguish be-

tween the original sound and its reproduction. At
present neither the orthophonic horn and diaphragm,
nor the dynamic cone come anywhere near our ideal

of sound-reproducers. Each form is burdened with
a host of defects inherent to its Ten- nature.

"A skilful combination of horn and cone has
brought the Phonofilm reproduction appreciably
nearer to that ideal than is possible with either
alone.

Sees Diaphragm Eliminated

"But the ultimate sound-reproducer, the one which
shall give us the nearest possible approach to per-
fection, will, in my opinion, involve nothing so
clumsy, so inherently imperfect, as a diaphragm of
any description.
"A way will be discovered for directly transform-

ing telephonic currents into sound-waves in the ai-

without the intervention of anything mechanical,
anything involving inertia or elasticity.

"But returning now to the very best which sound-
pictures have to offer today, I feel that we have
every reason to feel that the faith and vision of the
pioneer have already been proven we'l justified.

The best is, I maintain, exceedingly good. Granted
that these high examples are yet deplorably few.
and brief, they serve as sure signposts, clearly point-
ing the paths along which this new art should pro-
ceed to attain its goal.

Sees Better Understanding

"The radio broadcast has done much towards
establishing a better understanding, a feeling of
neighborliness between foreign nations. But I be-
lieve that sound films will accomplish even more in
this direction. Take a concrete example just now in

the public mind, the sending to Europe as Amer-
ica's unofficial representatives in the discussions of

German finances Messrs. Morgan and Young.
"Could a Phonofilm of President Coolidge ad-

dressing a selected audience and expressing his own
views on this subject accompany this delegation, to
be generally exhibited in Europe, especially in Ger-
many, what a profoundly educative effect upon Euro-
pean publics it would exert—educative and in the
most friendly way leading to an understanding of
America's point of view.

Appreciate Personalities

"Occasions similar to this are continually arising
in international politics, and the sound picture, the
sound news weekly, is destined (in fact has alreatiy
begun) to bring to the public an appreciation of
the real personalities of the rulers of other nations,
a kindly feeling of neighborliness and understand-
ing which no other medium, illustrated newspapers,
nor the radio, can ever approach. And best of all

the message of the sound picture is not fleeting, not
ephemeral. It is permanent, may be repeated in-
definitely and everywhere; and at the last becomes
an enduring memoir, of matchless historic worth
and conviction.

"I believe we can little realize the swift rapidity
with which the sound picture will hasten the time
when the world will enjoy the benefits of a uni-
versal language.

"A common tongue is the world's assured destiny.
(This will, I firmly believe, be the English lan-
guage.) Good will, based on neighborliness and
common understanding, will provide the way to en-
during peace, an end to armaments and war.

"I regard the mission of the sound film in this
direction as of an importance difficult to overesti-
mate."

16 Players Make Audien
Debut nith "Mary Dugan"

(Special to the Herald-World)

CULVER CITY, Jan. 29.—Sixteen stage
and screen players make their debut in talk-

ing pictures in M G M's all-audien, "The
Trial of Mary Dugan," which Bayard Veiller

is directing. Norma Shearer heads the cast,

supported by Lewis Stone, H. B. Warner,
Raymond Hackett, Lilyan Tashman, Olive
Tell, Adrienne d'Ambricourt, Mary Doran,
Dewitt Jennings, Wilfred North, Landers
Stevens, Myra Hampton, Wescott Clarke,

Charles Moore and Claude Allister.
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Big Chance for Humor in Sound,
Says MacArthur, RKO Writer

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—It was to have been an interview with Charles Mac-
Arthur, famous playwright who co-authored the famous play, "Lulu Belle," and
the growing more famous "Front Page," about his ideas of dialogue pictures

and more especially, the story which he is now doing for RKO Productions.

But the interview turned out to be just ting over humor and characterization," he
a pleasant chat about unpleasant things,

such as Chicago gunmen and other "un-
scrupulous" individuals whom MacArthur
came in contact with as a reporter on a
Chicago paper.

Story on Society Climbers

MacArthur's apartment at 25 East End
avenue looks right down on the East river.

Boats of every description passed in a con-
tinuous procession before the large win-
dows. Their whistles and chug-chugs punc-
tured his tales of gunmen and hijackers, the
killer who killed for pleasure, a battle be-
tween two truck loads of gunmen on a Chi-
cago river bridge and corrupt politicians.

He's seen a lot, this already famous yaung
playwright, young in years, but old in ex-
perience.

MacArthur's story for RKO productions
is to be about climbers—not porch climb-
ers—but those who seek to climb in the
world of society. Its setting can be in any
town, because you'll find climbers in New
York, Chicago or Podunk.

Sound and Dialogue

It will be a sound and dialogue picture,
and MacArthur has some very definite ideas
about the dialogue picture and sound.

"It seems to me that sound offers an
amazing opportunity for the director in put-

SOUND PROOF
PARTITIONS and DOORS

For Movie-Talkies,
Studios and Thea-
tres.

HAMLIN'S sound
tight doors and
folding partitions

have proved their

efficiency in hun-

dreds of installa-

tions in Broadcast-

ing Stations, Hos-
pitals, Schools of

Music, Libraries
and Office Build-

ings. Also such

companies as

Metro - Goldwyn,
Radiophone,
Famous Players,

have been
equipped.

Send yur tpacifi-

cations mr writ* for

IRVING HAMLIN
Manmfmttmrert

2406 Jackson Ave., Evanston, Dl.

said.

"I believe that sound, used wisely, will do
much for the motion picture. One sound
effect can say more than a long written title

often. The director will have to learn to
do many things with sound.

"Dialogue must be used sparingly. Long-
winded speeches will simply not go. You
can't even use long lines on the stage and
get away with it. The audience will not
stand for it. They make the play or picture
lag too much."

Calls Stage on Wane
In spite of the fact that "The Front Page,"

written by MacArthur and Ben Hecht, who
is also doing a story for RKO, has been
playing to capacity houses since last August,
MacArthur says the stage is on the wane.
His reason for this belief is the lack of good
plays. "The dialogue picture has a marvel-
ous opportunity," he says. "Perhaps the
talking picture will supplant the stage."

That was all about pictures. The conver-
sation reverted to newspapers, the fun and
excitement of a career as a reporter which
began in 1914 and ended just a few years
ago. MacArthur has had many a thrill in

his still young life. If he packs just a frac-
tion of them in his story for RKO it should
be a humdinger.

Experienced Sound
Actors in First All

Audien of Columbia
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Columbia's first

all-audien, "The Donovan Affair," will have
in its special cast William Collier, Jr., who
already has been in eight dialogue films,

Fred Kelsey, who has appeared in five,

Ethel Wales, who just has completed, "The
Doctor's Secret," and John Roche, who was
in "Diamond Handcuffs." Frank R. Capra,
the director, made "Submarine."

Maurice Revnes Named
Aid to Bern at Pathe

(Special to the Herald-World)

CULVER CITY, Jan. 29. — Maurice
Revnes has joined the Paul Bern produc-
tion unit at Pathe and will act in an advis-

ory capacity on a number of forthcoming
dialogue attractions.

Revnes, formerly production manager for

Fox, recently has been associated with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in an executive ca-

pacity. Prior to his entrance into the film

industry, he was a producer and play broker
in New York.

All Big Downtown Houses

In Minneapolis Wiring
(Special to the Herald-World)

MINNEAPOLIS, Jan. 29.—There is a
rumor about that will not be downed to the
effect that the Palace-Orpheum will be
equipped with sound devices before the first

of the year. Installation at this theatre will

mark the complete synchronization of all

the big downtown Minneapolis houses.

Using Stage Stars

ForAudiens Proves

Wise, Says Lasky
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Selection of Broad-
way stage stars for talking pictures has been
justified by results obtained at the reopened
Long Island studio of Paramount, says Jesse
L. Lasky, first vice president in charge of pro-

duction, after viewing "The Letter" and "The
Hole in the Wall," all-audiens, and twenty
short features produced there. Fifty short

features are to be made this year, he said.

Of "The Letter," which is to open soon
at the Criterion, Lasky said that "Jeanne
Eagels has turned in a performance of

which any actress on stage or screen might
be proud. The supporting cast includes O.
P. Heggie, Reginald Owen and Herbert
Marshall, all established names on the

speaking stage. It was directed by Jean de

Limur under supervision of Monta Bell.

Many Stage Stars Used
" 'The Hole in the Wall' was directed by

Robert Florey, an expert in novel angles

and striking shadow effects. The cast in-

cludes Claudette Colbert, one of the most
sought-after young leading women on the

stage; Edward G. Robinson, modern char-

acter star; David Newell, a juvenile lead of

great promise, and the established favorite,

Louise Closser Hale.

"Richard Dix, who has a right legitimate

background, is making that stage farce,

'Nothing but the Truth.' And Walter Hus-

ton, stage star of 'The Barker' and 'El-

mer the Great,' heads the cast of 'Gen-

tlemen of the Press.' The cast of the Dix

picture includes Edna May Oliver, Helen

Kane, Elvia Enders, Louis John Bartels and

Ned A. Sparks. The director is Victor

Schertzinger. 'Gentlemen of the Press' is

being directed by Millard Webb.

Trained Stage Director Used

"In all these productions we are following

the policy of having a trained director from

the stage assist with the dialogue. These

assisting experts have been Irving Rapper,

William Collier and John Meehan. Stage

directors of long experience also have

guided the production of our short fea-

tures, notably Joseph Santley and George

Abbott.

"The production of the two big feature

pictures and a score of short subjects, and

the bringing of the studio to its present

smooth operation as an efficient concern

represents a tremendous achievement for

the past seven months. It is a great per-

sonal achievement for Walter Wanger, gen-

eral manager of production.

More Executives Named

"Monta Bell, studio production execu-

tive, came here in July. Only a month be-

fore, John W. Butler had been placed in

the studio as executive manager. Before

that there was nothing on the ground but

the studio building, which had been closed

for more than a year. The increasing bur-

den has made it necessary for Bell to dele-

gate some of his duties to James R. Cowan,

who has just been appointed production

manager. John G. Bachman, one of our as-

sociate producers from Hollywood, is su-

pervising the Richard Dix unit.

"The soumd department has been built

up under Ralph H. Townsend, director of

recording, and George E. Stewart, sound

engineer."
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THE STUDIO
9 Fox Companies Shooting as

Borzage Starts Gaynor Opus
Olive Borden Signs with R K O ; O'Brien Company Returns from

Monterey to Complete Picture; No Delay When
Carewe Breaks Foot on Location

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 29.—Frank Borzage's Gaynor-Farrell combination went

into operation again today with a "best yet" production their objective. Bor-

zage's company brought the Fox total to nine unfts. The remaining eight are in

various stages of completion.

Two that have gone into production since the first of the year are "Through

Different Eyes" in which Mary Duncan and Warner Baxter appear; and "Joy

Street" in which Lois Moran and Rex Bell appear.

The "Hearts in Dixie" picture that boasts duction. William Le Baron announced he

all colored actors is in the final scenes with
Charles Gilpin the head man of the negro
show.

Carewe Falls

There was little or no delay in shooting
when Edwin Carewe broke a bone in his

foot last week on location. He is shooting
"Evangeline" for United Artists at Mon-
terey, Cal. He returned to the scene of the
work the following day after the accident
and continued his direction in a wheel
chair.

Olive Borden Joins R K O
Olive Borden, yesterday signed a long

term contract for leading roles in RKO
productions. Her first picture, as yet un-
assigned, will probably go into production
in March when RKO inaugurates its great

new RCA photophone program. Miss
Borden takes her place with Sally Blane,

Wampas Baby star and RKO starlet and
Betty Compson who has also been signed

by R K O for four starring pictures on the

1929-30 program.

Two "big names" went into the RKO
roster today, as two pictures went into pro-

had obtained the services of Karl Dane
from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and had
signed Norman Kerry, pooular star. Dane
will lend his fame to R K O's "Voice of the

Storm," which is being directed by Lynn
Shores.

Hugh Allan in Shores Film

Other players include Martha Sleeper,

Theodore Von Eltz, Hugh Allan, Brandon
Hurst, Lydia Yeaman Titus and Warner
Richmond. Kerry will have the principal

male role in the screen version of a prize

story which George Melford is directing.

Others in the cast are Robert Frazer, Leota
Lorraine, Margaret Morris and Bert Moor-
house.

The story was obtained by RKO in a

contest conducted through the McFadden
publications.

The two pictures are the last to be made
by R K O until installation of its Photo-
phone sound recording apparatus. A
quarter of a million dollars is being spent
immediately to sound-proof the studio in

preparation for the new year's program,
which will involve the expenditure qJ more
than twice as much money on less than half

as many pictures as ever before.

U. S. Case Against
Theatres for Unfair

CompetitionDelayed
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 29.—The case
against the West Coast Theatres, Inc., and
other of the chain campanies will be heard
in tire latter part of April, it was learned
following a continuance held by the United
States District Court here this week. The
case is being brought up by the government
together with a number of independent ex-
hibitors who lay their claims upon the Sher-
man Anti-Trust Act.
Government charges include a count of

conspiracy and one of unfair competition
against theatres charging less than ten cents
admission and theatres showing double fea-
tures.

Roy J. Pomeroy Irked by
Limit to Authority Over
Paramount Sound, Report

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—Although Roy J.
Pomeroy, director of sound effects for Para-
mount on the West Coast, has not resigned
his position, it is known that he is not at
present working.
Pomeroy came East late last year and was

here for about two months. When he re-
turned to the Coast he found that Albert
Desart and several others had been placed
under him and that these men had been given
a certain amount of authority, it is said.

It is the talk in the East that Pomeroy re-
sented this and that is why he has not gone
back to work. Pomeroy's great success with
Paramount is the cause, one Paramount man
said. It is understood that his position still

remains for him, and that he can go back to
work when he accepts its limitations.

Mayer's Offer as "Turkish
Ambassador" Fooled Them

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan 29.—A number ot
screen chatterers fell for the talk about
Louis B. Mayer and his foreign entangle-
ments this week. They printed stories they
had heard that Mayer is considering the
offer to become "Ambassador to Turkey."
Mayer, who has a keen sense of humor,
permitted them to think what they pleased.
He refused to deny the rumors they brought
to him.

Neilan Says He'll Prove
Tully's Charges Untrue

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 29.—Marshall Neilan
issued statements today that he will prove
Jim Tully's charges against him are untrue.
Neilan was named in a suit for divorce
brought by Tully, the author of "Jarnegan."
He stated that when the case comes to court
some interesting facts will be disclosed and
that Blanche Sweet (Mrs. Neilan) knows the
charges are absurd.

Hotel Charges Audiens
Prevent Their Slumbers

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 29.—A rather
unidentified hotel or rooming house
broke itself into print here yesterday
when its owners Minnie and W. G.
Howard brought suit against the Cen-
tral theatre, a very reputable house
on Broadway, charging talking pic-
tures had interfered with its busi-
ness. The plaintiffs charge that the
sounds filtering through the walls of
the hotel disturb the slumbers of the
house's guests. The hotel is situated
in the adjoining lot to the theatre
and it is believed that the theatre
company will build their case upon
the fact that the hotel construction
of California would withstand outside
noises if they were Breproof.

O'Brien Back From Monterey

David Butler and his "Son of Anak" com-
pany, headed by George O'Brien, returned
to the Fox lot January 21 to continue pro-
duction of the Ben Ames Williams Story
which got under way January 10 at Mon-
terey, Cal. Farrell MacDonald and Nora
Lane have prominent roles in this produc-
tion.

Lou Seiler has rounded out his fourth
week of camera work on his thirtieth Fox
Films production, "Girls Gone Wild," co-
featuring Nick Stuart and Sally Phipps,
supported by Roy D'Arcy, Lumsdeh Hare,
William Russell, Hedda Hopper and others.

Wallace Smith's very human story of a
middle aged trouper "The Grouch Bbg,"
went into production at the Fox Studios
under the skillful guidance of Irving Cum-
mings. It will reach the screen as "Empty
Arms." The picture will feature the be-

loved Louise Dresser. June Collyer and
(Continued on next page')
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No Wampas Frolic for Baby Stars;

Refuse Charity Quarantee
Stroheim Breaks with Swanson; Montague Comes from Gotham with

Ominous Reports Regarding Stage Plays

By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 29.—Wampas washed out the 1929 Frolic Friday night

when they found producers unwavering in their demands that $8,500 be

guaranteed for charity purposes. They described the producers' request

as extraordinary and unjust.

Instead of a show at the Auditorium February 12 to introduce the 13 baby

stars there will be a testimonial dinner a month later in honor of Al Jolson.

Tickets will be sold at $5 apiece.

TN order to obtain co-operation of studios
and stars, it was necessary to enter an

agreement with newspaper publishers and
producers. The Wampas, it was declared,

have received a large amount of free space

in papers and have received complete serv-

ices gratis from stars, and a definite ar-

rangement concerning charity must accom-
pany the gratuities hereafter.

The Wampas preferred to take no risk and
guarantee nothing. If they gamble they
might lose.

Barrett Kiesling is the president. He
made no statement. Kiesling slipped into

the job when the elected president, Mark
Larkin, resigned several months ago.
Money for seats alreadys sold will be re-

funded. Numerous tickets had gone for

three, five and ten dollars.

John Boyce-Smith was elected president

of Columbia University Alumni of Los An-
geles at the organization's first meeting this

week. The "alumni" met in the gentleman's
office at Tec Art.

* * *

Robert Ellis

Stays Home
Robert Ellis gets the assignment of

"Steve Crandall" in "Broadway." It's an
audien role. He signs the papers. He can-

cels passports. He cancels tickets and res-

ervations for Europe. He stays home a
while longer.

* * *

Von Stroheim Out
Erich Von Stroheim's job has ended. He

broke away from the Pathe lot this week
suddenly and has remained in seclusion so

far as newspaper reports are concerned.
Stroheim directed most of the silent se-

quences of the Gloria Swanson film, but
couldn't or wouldn't finish the job.

It is no secret that a lot of money went
up in smoke, snow and celluloid. Stroheim
is a good spender and therefore achieved
satisfying results until the bills were due
and paid. Miss Swanson has maintained her
composure throughout the shooting, but it

is reported that financial backers of Gloria
Productions, Inc., many times lost compos-
ure and compassion.

It is the old story, but this time the end-
ing is a much happier one. Edmund Gould-
ing takes the megaphone for the remainder
of the opera.

* * *

"One picture is worth ten thousand
words," is the old Chinese proverb para-
phrased. And it is the basis of Scott Dar-
ling's conclusions that the audiens are here
to stay. Darling adds that one spoken line

in an audien is worth a whole set of titles

written on the film.

* * *

Lucien Prival is down to one suit of clothes. The
panic for the actor is here.
He says he had more up to recently. He says

thieves got the rest. It is presumed he is not re-

ferring to business agents or press agents, but actual,

honest to heaven thieves. It's vague.

* * *

It's still a matter of conjecture what will

become of Max Reinhardt, now that he is

here. The noted impresario was billed as

the supervising producer and what not for

the United Artists' picture to star Lillian

Gish. The story has been thrown out and
a new one started. The one thrown out
had taken 12 weeks to write—in Salzburg

—

in a castle there.

Lillian Gish is also out. She isn't to do
the role and her successor has not been
named.
Rumors that Reinhardt is also thrown

out are vigorously denied by him. Schenck
is silent about the entire matter.

* * *

Montague Found
Them Cagey
Authors and their representatives are

cagey about marketing their stuff for

audiens. They are cagey to such an extent

that producers are pursuing a course which
is aimed to replace the need for buying
stage plays from New York.
According to Eddie Montague, it is im-

possible to make a reasonable deal with
playwrights until they find producers are

ordering originals from staff writers. "How-
ever, now that talking pictures have proven
themselves popular," says Montague, "pro-
ducers are more certain of what the pub-
lic desires and feel no need of bidding fabu-

lous prices for anything that comes from
the stage."

Jimmie Gleason (he of "Is Zat So?" stage
and screen) issued the statements today
regarding the First Annual Actors' Equity
Ball of the West. He gave a lot of actors

the first job they have had in months when
he appointed them committeemen of the

reception. Those who will greet the guests

include John Dillon, Richard Carlyle, Rob-
ert Armstrong, Robert Edeson, Russell

Gleason (also of "Is Zat So?"), Alan Hale,

Dell Henderson, William Camp, Robert
Keith, Paul Nicholson, Jack Price, Jed
Prouty and Harry Stubbs. It will be held

at the Biltmore Hotel tomorrow.

Nine Fox Companies on
Job; Borzage at Work
On Janet Gaynor Film

{Continued from page 45)

Paul Page head the supporting cast which
also includes Oscar Apfel. Cummings has
been signally successful in the past year
with "Dressed to Kill," "Romance of the

Underworld," and "In Old Arizona" his

three great directorial bets. "Empty Arms"
will be a silent drama.
Joan Crawford has been made a full-

fledged motion picture star according to

official announcement.
Her first screen appearance was in

"Pretty Ladies" as an extra where her act-

ing attracted the attention of studio execu-

tives. She is at present engaged in her first

starring vehicle "Our Modern Maidens," a

picturization of ultra-modern youth written

by Josephine Lovett, author of "Our Danc-
ing Daughters," the cast of which includes

Rod La Rocque, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

Anita Page, Eddie Nugent, Josephine Dunn
and others. Jack Conway is directing.

Willard Mack's next talking picture di-

rectorial assignment for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer will be "A Free Soul" in which
Norma Shearer will star.

Mack, who recently completed the talk-

ization of his underworld play, "Hunted,"

in which he starred himself, is busy working

on the script and dialogue of the book
penned by Adela Rogers

_
St. Johns and

plans to go into production when Miss

Shearer finishes "The Last of Mrs. Chey-

ney."
The picture will be 100 per cent audien

and is Mack's first task under the long-term

contract given him by M-G-M when he

made "Hunted."

Tyler to Change Name;
Contract Ends and Star
Turns to Straight Roles

(Special to the Herald-Wortct)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 29.—Tom Tyler

ended three years at R K O studios today.

He not only leaves the company but also

leaves the Western field to do straight roles.

He will use another name in all his future

work but what the name will be is unde-

cided.
Tyler built up a great following through-

out the world in the Western pictures he
has made during the past 36 months.

Free Casting Bureau Open
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 29.—The free cast-

ing bureau controlled by the Hays organ-

ization will be opened Friday.

Gilbert Roland in Norma*

s

Next; All Audien; Coach
Training Her for Lines

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 29.—Gilbert Roland

will appear in Norma Talmadge's next

picture.
(

It will be an all-audien, and Normas
first spoken line on the screen. She is

being coached in diction by Laura Hope
Crews. Fitzmaurice will direct.

Leni Leaves U; Fejos to

Return to Germany Soon
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, —Jan. 29.—Conrad Veidt

and Paul Leni, the great combination of "The

Man Who Laughs," are leaving Universal this

month upon the expiration of their contracts.

Paul Fejos who made "Lonesome" and who

has also made other pictures in this country

will leave for Germany soon although it is

not definite yet that he will leave Universal

permanently.
There is a well circulated report that Errul

Jannings will sign elsewhere when his present

contract with Paramount expires.

Cruze Making Two-Reel
Audiens as Experiment

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 29.—James Cruze is

making a series of two-reel audiens at the

Chadwick Studios. He is financing them h'm-

self as an experiment, according to his own

statement. Whether he has release prepared

has not been learned.

Actress Injured
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 29.—Julanne Johnson,

the screen actress, was injured in an automo-

bile accident early Sunday morning.
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Herald-World's Production Directory

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

STARTING
DATE

Christie Studios

Untitled Eddie Baker Bobby Vernon
Vera Steadman
Dorothy Dix

"Framing of theArvid Gillstrom All Colored Cast (All-audien)
Shrew"

January 21

January 21

Columbia Studios

The Doneran Frank Capra Jack Holt (All dialogue)
Affair" William Collier, Jr.

Dorothy Revier

First National Studios

"House of
Horror"

"The Squall"

"Prisoners"

Benjamin
Christensen

Louise Fazenda
Thelma Todd
Emil Chautard
William V. Mong

Alexander Korda Loretta Young
Alice Joyce
ZaSu Pitta
George Hackathorne

William A. SeiterCorinne Griffith

Fox Studios

"Hearts In
Dixie"

"New Year's
Ere"

"Girls Gone
Wild"

"Nobody's
Children"

"Speakeasy"

Paul Sloane Charles Gilpin
All-colored cast

Henry Lehrman Mary Astor
Charles Morton

Lou Seller

Al Werker

Ben Stoloff

'Through Differ-John Blystone
ent Eyes"

Sue Carol
Nick Stuart

Helen Twelvetreea
Frank Albertson

Paul Page
Leona Lane
Henry B. Walthall

Mary Duncan
Warner Baxter

"Joy Street" Raymond Cannon Lois Moran
Nick Stuart
Rex Bell

"Empty Arms" Irving CummingsPaul Page
Louise Dresser
June Collyer

Untitled Frank Borzage Charles Farrell
Janet Gaynor
"Big Boy" Williams

Metropolitan Studios

"Queen of the
Northwoods"

Untitled

Spencer Bennett Walter Miller
Ethelyn Claire
Tom London
Ed Cecil
Fred Burns

Pathe
Serial

January 12

January 4

January 18

December 9

December 13

December 21

December 28

January 4

June 12

January 4

January 22

Ted Wilde Harold Lloyd

December 17

September 17

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

"The Bridge of Charles Brabin
San Luis Rey"

"Where East is

East"

"Our Modern
Maidens"

"Dynamite"

"Madame X"

Tod Browning

Jack Conway

C. B. DeMille

Racquel Torres
Lili Damita
Ernest Torrence
Michael Vavitch

Lon Chancy
Efitelle Taylor
Lupe Velez
Lloyd Hughes

Joan Crawford
Douglas Fairbanks,

Kay Johnson
Charles Bickford

Jr.

Lionel Barrymore All-star Cast
Ruth Chatterton

Paramount Studios

"Innocents of Richard Wallace Maurice Chevalier
Paris"

"The Wild
Party"

Dorothy Arzner Clara Bow

Close Harmony"John Cromwell All-star

STARTING
DATE

December 8

January 8

January 8

(Rehearsing)

January 18

January 3

January 4

January 5

"Betrayal" David Selznick Emil Jannings January 12

'The Woman
Who Needed
Killing"

Rowland V. Lee Baclanova
Clive Brook
Neil Hamilton

R K 0 Studios

"The Voice of the Lynn Shores Karl Dane
Storm" Theodore Von FJtz

Hugh Allen
Brandon Hurst
Martha Sleeper January 16

Untitled George Melford All-star Cast January 18

Tiffany-Stahl Studios

"Zeppelin" Reginald Barker Conway Tearle
Claire Windsor January 8

United Artists Studio

"Coquette" Sam Taylor Mary Pickford Mary Pickford
John Mack Company
Brown December 17

"Queen Kelly" Eric von Gloria Swanson Gloria
Stroheim Walter Byron Productions

Seena Owen Inc. November 1

Universal Studios

"Broadway" Paul Fejoe Glenn Tryon
Myrna Kennedy
Paul Parcasi
Evelyn Brent December 1

"The Collegians"Nat Ros3 George Lewis
Dorothy Gulliver January 16

Pat Rooney
Series

Ben Hall Pat Rooney January 22
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PRESENTATION ACTS
Prologues Put Good Films Across
Bandshows Are
Reinstated by

Two Theatres

Henry B. Murtagh

Atlanta and Birmingham Re-

sume Publix Units After

Sound Flops
(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA, GA., Jan. 30.—After

having tried out the plan of "the whole

show on the screen" for some months

at the Howard theatre in Atlanta and

the Alabama in Birmingham, Publix is

reinstating stage bandshows in these

houses, the company's two de luxe the-

atres in this immediate territory. The
bandshow policy goes into effect at the

Alabama theatre Monday, January 28.

The initial offering will be "Hello,

Everybody," produced by Emmett R.

Rogers, who recently was elevated by
Publix to the post of district produc-

tion manager. The feature picture is

Paramount's "The Shopworn Angel,"

with Gary Cooper and Nancy Carroll.

The occasion will serve to introduce to

Birmingham audiences a very talented stage

band leader, Jack Bain, who has won hon-
ors in major theaters throughout the coun-

try.

The new policy will be inaugurated at the

Howard in Atlanta on February 4, present-

ing the same stage show which will be

brought over intact from Birmingham.
Lou Lowry, who comes to the Howard as

stage bandmaster, has served as master of

ceremonies with more than ordinary suc-

cess and wields a most effective baton. The
feature picture on the same bill is "Abie's

Irish Rose."
There is no denying the interest which

attaches to the return of stage bandshows.
The first announcement in Atlanta newspa-
pers brought numerous telephone calls at

the Howard theatre and a public that had
grown distressingly apathetic sat up and
took notice. The novelty of dialogue pic-

tures and synchronized subjects served to

arouse considerable interest in the "all-

sound" policy for a while, but now that the

novelty has worn off, the public evidently

wants something different—and that some-
thing that includes the human element

—

real flesh and blood musicians, and acts

that appear "in person" rather than on the

screen.

Public Expresses Desire for Human
Element

Many patrons who have expressed them-
selves on the subject show no lack of ap-
preciation for synchronized and all-talking

(Continued on next page)

At one time, Henry B. Murtagh, the fellow who
looks so serious at you from his likeness, was the

favorite all-around organist in Chicago, where his

weekly solos and Sunday ' concerts at the B & K
Chicago theatre were an event of considerable in-

terest—Now Henry is featuring the same type of or-

gan solos at the Brooklyn Paramount, the largest

theatre on the Publix circuit—Before settling down
in Brooklyn, Henry toured the country as guest or-

ganist for both Publix and Loew and we must say
that when you speak of one of the best in the coun-
try, Murtagh is that and then some.

New Theatre Proposed
The North Central magazine, a local publication

6erving Chicago's Northside, announces the con-

struction of a new motion picture theatre on Rush
street between Elm and Cedar.

ANNOUNCE TO THE
PICTURE HOUSE MUSICAL STAFF

Two of the Biggest Hits

I FAW DOWN AND GO BOOM
ME AND THE MAN IN THE

MOON

"IN A LITTLE TOWN CALLED
HOME SWEET HOME"
(One of Waller Donaldson't Best)

WILLIE HOROWITZ
908 Woods Theatre Bldg., Chicago, 111.

MarksBrothers
Finds It Pays
To Originate

Their Future Pictures Will Be

Presented with Stage

Prologues

By A. RAYMOND GALLO
Realizing that motion pictures of

feature size, silent or with sound, are

the most important box office draw at

deluxe houses, Marks Brothers, Chi-

cago's successful independent theatre

operators, have inaugurated a new
way of bringing out the fine points of

special motion picture productions.

With the co-operation of their pro-

duction staff, prologues will be staged

that will utilize organ and orchestra

in depicting the theme of the photo-

play.

The first of a series of prologues was pro-

duced by Albert F. Brown, featured organist

for Marks Brothers, at their Marbro theatre

last week. The prologue, which was also

used as an organ solo, accompanied the film

called "Mother Machree." Just Irish songs

of a sentimental type were used with a scrim

effect. Charles Kaley, one of the rotating

band leaders, also sang the song "Mother
Machree" from which the photoplay was
adapted.

Both Marks Brothers' theatres, the Granada
on the north side and the Marbro on the

west side, ran th% film of "Mother Machree"
at the same time, in conjunction with the

prologue.

This week they are presenting a brief pro-

logue to "The Spieler," which is being called

"Poor Punchinello." The theme of the pro-

logue carries out the idea of the film only

through the slides, but makes an appropriate

introduction for the film. Both orchestra and

organ take part in the musical concert. Fu-

ture film productions of a special nature will

be supplied with these prologues at these

theatres.

Marks Brothers Going Strong for

Prologues
Sid Graumann has made it a rule to offer

lavish stage prologues to all first-run films in

Los Angeles. Roxy has carried out this idea

for nearly 20 years and is still continuing it

at his theatre in New York. With the excep-

tion of one or two occasions this is about the

first time that Chicago has attempted to sup-

ply stage prologues to motion pictures.

Marks Brothers again have stepped to the

foreground in being the first ones to announce

such a policy.

When one takes into consideration the won-
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derful motion picture productions turned out

this year by the various producers you can

easily realize the great possibilities offered

for stage prologues, and smart showmen
should avail themselves of this opportunity.

Those who have a stageband can easily utilize

each and every member of the group for some
vital part of the offering. Those who still

continue a policy of orchestral accompani-

ment will find stage prologues an extra draw-

ing feature with good entertainment value.

Smaller theatres, with only a featured or-

ganist, should not feel that they cannot take

part in this important event because an organ

solo, staged as a prologue, is more attractive

than merely an ordinary community stunt.

Exhibitors are in the motion picture business

and should try to reinforce themselves by
making their patrons motion picture fans.

Additional attractions are worth while but do

not let them crowd out the motion picture. It

would pay you to take a visit to Chicago
sometime and see for yourself how some of

the larger theatres do things.

Two Sound Theatres
Resume Stageshows

(Continued from preceding page)

pictures, but they make it quite clear that

they want those pictures and something

else. In the final analysis it seems that

they want the life and color and variety

provided—pictures of the highest entertain-

ment value combined with stage band-
shows of genuine excellence.

So the stage bandshows are coming back
and, not only will the empty orchestra pits

be occupied again, but the organs that have
been silent for many weeks will come to

life—and all in answer to the demands of a

public whose mind changes so often that

theatre managers must stay awake nights
trying to anticipate the direction of the next
demand.

MUSIC SCORES
Tha new Paramount-Technicolor production "Red

Skin," starring Richard Dix, has just been scored

by tie Sam Fox Music Company. J. S. Zamecnik
compiled the music under the direction of S. M.

Berg. In keeping with the Indian background of

the picture melodies have been woven into the score

that will produce authentic native music.

The new Paramount film called the "Wolf Song,"

starring Lupe Velez, is being synchronized with an
original music score and 6ome original songs com-
posed by Richard Whiting. Miss Velez and Gary
Cooper, the hero, will sing throughout the picture

several sentimental ballade of the type popular in

1840, the period of the film etory.

THEME SONGS
Leo Feist, Inc., is publishing "My Mother's Eyes,"

the theme song to George Jessel's first talking pic-

ture, entitled "Lucky Boy." This photoplay is a

Tiffany-Stahl production. The composition was writ-

ten by Abel Bare and L. Wolf—Gilbert.

The new Radio-Keith-Orpheum film production

called "Syncopation," starring Waring's Pennsyl-

vanians, has a new theme song called "I'll Always

Be in Love With You." Sammy Stept and Bud Green

have written the number and will also publish it.

Another composition written by the same writers is

"Do, Do Something," which is being sung in the

photoplay by Dorothy Lee and Morton Downey.

The Paramount-Christie comedy adapted from Oc-

tavua Roy Cohen's story of dark town life, entitled

"The Melancholy Dame" will have a theme song called

"Melancholy Mama," written by Sterling Sherwin and
published by Sherman Clay & Co. The same pub-
lishers have also supplied the theme song for the

Paramount-Christie comedies starring Billy Dooley
rod called "Dooley, Dooley Do."

Presentation

LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in presen-

tation may discuss important matters bearing

upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.

PRESENTATION ACTS—To the Editor: Mr. Les-

ter Santly, my good friend, forwarded your letter to

him to me, and believe me what you wrote to him
did your paper no good in so far as getting me to

do any advertising in it. I am eorry he asked the
favor of you. Where do you get the idea of telling

him I neglected to answer all your letters to me?
When did you ever write to me? I only spoke to

you once and that was when I asked you to write up
a novelty night I was doing at the Windsor theatre

in Chicago and you roughly told me that if I would
advertise in your paper I would get the write-up.

What in hell did the small Windsor mean? I told

you then that when I got a de luxe consignment I

would be glad to advertise, but I want to tell you
here and now that hell will freeze over a thousand
times before you'll ever get a red cent from me on
anything, and don't think you're doing me any favors

by writing up any shows where I may be working,
for to me, your write-ups don't mean a thing.

—

Jack Stanley, The Emerson, Baltimore.

Don't Be Fooled
The latest Shubert musical comedy to arrive in

Chicago is "Luckee Girl," starring Billy House, popu-
lar vaudeville comedian who has won his right to

musical honors. The Shuberts are inclined to mis-
represent a great deal in the newspaper advertising

on this show by using the word "Whoopee" in larger

type than the title. People who have read about the
Ziegfeld show called "Whoopee," starring Eddie
Cantor, may get the wrong impression of the adver-

tisement. It is not the Cantor show but it is un-
doubtedly a good evening's entertainment.

St. Louis Adopts B & K
Chicago Theatre Policy

Prompted by the instant success of the new stage

policy inaugurated by Balaban & Katz, at the Chicago
theatre last week, Skouras Brothers of St, Louis an-
nounce a new form of weekly entertainment, called

"Grand Orchestral Productions," which will offer a
group of musical selections accompanied by vocal

and ballet routine.

This will be more on the nature of light opera
overture presentations. Charles Previn is the musi-
cal director, assisted by Leonid Leonardi. A
chorus of thirty voices will be added to the special

acts and the Missouri Rockets.

Robbins Publishing Theme
Songs for M G M Films

Exhibitors who have booked "Alias Jimmy Valen-

tine," the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer special feature star-

ring William Haines will also receive a theme song
from the Robbins Music Corporation. Robbins is

the music subsidiary of M G M and will publish all

theme 6ongs for the film company.
The theme for the Haines feature is called, "Love

Dreams." The following songs are also ready for

the exhibitors: "Cross Roads" for "Show People;"
"Live and Love" for "Masks of the Devil ;" and
themes for the following pictures will soon be ready

:

"Tide of Empire," "Lady of Chance" and "Flying
Feet."

Danforth Enlarges Agency
Harry Danforth, well known artist representative

and one of the oldest authorized Keith and Orpheum
agent, has moved his headquarters from the Loop End
Bldg. to State-Lake Bldg., Chicago. The agency has

been reorganized with Mr. Danforth as the president

and Mrs. Catherine C. Danforth as secretary and
treasurer. Jack Kalcheim and Phil Gordon are his

associates.

Film and Tab
Another Chicago picture house is trying out a

policy of tab musical comedy with pictures. The
latest acquisition is the West Englewood, a National

playhouse located at 63rd and Ashland. According

to newspaper advertising a new show will be offered

each week with a cast of thirty specialty artists and

large beauty chorus in conjunction with the photo-

play, at popular prices.

No.2NOW
READY!
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For
All Theatres

that can use any kind of

sound synchronizing de-
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FEIST
SLIDE-O-PHONE
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STAGE SHOWS
Chicago, Chicago

Week Ending January 24
Balaban & Katz inaugurated a new stage policy

here this week which was heavily exploited in the

"dailies" for several weeks in advance. The new
policy is vested in the hands of Frank Cambria
and H. Leopold Spitalny. The 6tage production took

form in several 6cenes which started as follows:

Unit I, Tschaikowsky's "1812," a music classia

dramatized with an ensemble of 40 voices, which also

displayed some pretty effects on the burning of Mos-
cow.

Units II and III offered fashions of the day and
Fox Movietone news in film form.
Unit IV presented Edward K. House in an organ

frivolity called "Morning Moods."
Unit V was a lavish stage show called "In Old

Seville" with colorful settings of tropical brilliance

and an' ensemble that consisted of singing and danc-
ing soloists.

There were about sixty people in the cast and the

setting and costumes were colorful and in keeping
with the Spanish atmosphere. Most of the action

took place in the set which was of a patio type.

The soprano was Lenora Cori and the tenor was
Arch Cannon. Hans Meuser first violinist of the

Symphony orchestra also took part in the offering as
soloist and received a very fine hand for his selec-

tion. De Carlos and Louise, a very graceful team of

tango dancere. interpreted a native Spanish routine
which added the punch necessary to the set.

The only sour note on this program was Ben Blue
who with the aid of two other buffooners tried to

fit in the show, but didn't. After considerable stalling

and silly prancing, Blue finally went into his one and
only recognized bit of entertainment called the
"Dying Swan," a burlesque on Pavlowa's legitimate
routine. It seems a shame that a beautiful idea
has to be spoiled by injecting hokum when it is not
necessary. Blue is popular in his own sphere but
this particular offering could have done well without
him. The small reception that was accorded him
was merely out of respect to the management and
the following he has in town. The ballet next pre-

sented a novel toreador routine, costumed in red with
bright orange cape, typical of bull fighters. The
entire cast then joined the procession in fiesta style

with balloons and chorus singing. This also marked
the finale.

Spitalny and his augmented pit orchestra rendered
the music throughout the several presentations and
was accorded quite an ovation for the splendid inter-

pretation of the appropriate selections. Although
quite different from any other type of entertainment
presented in Chicago at this time, the innovation was
nevertheless not as spectacular as might have been
expected from the advertising. To be sure one par-
ticular newspaper statement was very misleading as
it did not merit the following title "Dazzling, Color-
ful and Different than any other stage show in the
World."

New York Roxy
Week. Ending February 1

The atmospheric stage program, "Escena Mexicana"
was used as a prologue to the first Fox all-dialogue

feature, "In Old Arizona." Owing to the tremendous
response of the public, this feature, together with

the 6tage production will be held over for two weeks.

The prologue consisted of dancing and singing by
Mexico's foremost performers. They have really

brought Mexico to New York.

Emil Velazco Added to

Roxy Organ Staff
S. L. Rothafel has added another important

member to his theatre staff in the person of
Emil Velazco, recognized as one of the most
prominent theatre organists in the country.
Although still under thirty Velazco has estab-

lished himself as a popular organist by the
creation of an organ school.

His first duties as the Roxy theatre organist
commenced on January 26, and hereafter will

be heard over the national broadcasting chain
where he will feature one of his regular pro-

grams. He is a graduate of the Chicago
Musical College and was known as the young-
est conservatory instructor of that institution.

Before devoting most of his time to organ
playing he spent considerable study on piano
and theory and was for some time an im-
portant part of famous orchestras.

So successful have his theories been that

he has established a school for young organ-
ists specializing in the phrasing and handling
of themes, also to use the proper pedal rhythms
and effects. He has taught such well known
organ personages as Don Williams, private
organist to William Fox, Henrietta Ridley,

playing the largest organ in the world at John
Wanamaker's store in Philadelphia, Fred
Feibl at the Rialto theatre, New York, Eddie
Ford of the Colony, New York, Robert Prado
of the Stanley in Newark, Charles Van de
Hoven of the Rialto in Newark and Stanley
Pinhero of Proctor's also in Newark.
In recognition of his outstanding work

Valezco was recently elected vice president of

the New York society of theatre organists.

Pedro Rubin, Mexico's most popular dancer,

offered a number of native dances, never before seen

in this country. Ofelia Ascencio and Julia Garnica,

Mexico's most popular character singers, sang many
pleasing native songs.

Alicia Perezcaro and Jose Pastor did the national

peasant dance, "La Rumba." Forbes Randolph's
Kentucky Jubilee Choir sang harmony songs, as only

southerners can sing them. Patricia Bowman, Ethel

Louise Wright, Harold Clyde Wright, Lillian La
Tonge, Antonio Gianelli, M. Vodnoy and Major John-
son had prominent singing and dancing roles.

Russell E. Markert's Thirty-two Roxyettes offered

the ballet routines.

New Haven Olympia
Week Ending January 16

"Southern Belles" is the title of the Publix unit

opening here this week and it is the best that Paul

Oscard has produced also the best Publix has done
in the past two months.

Opening in one with a scrim showing a boat at

the river, a la "Show Boat" with quartet singing

Southern songs. End of number scrim is lit from
behind showing a gorgeous scene which got a hand.

Band then plays a hot number followed by Eddie
Matthews dressed as a Civil War Vet doing gun drill

and a corking acrobatic dance. Charles Brugge did

musical nonsensities and dancing and the Dictators,

a fine quartet, sang two song6, the second being

assisted by the Albertina Rasch Girls with a produc-

tion backing. Very big.

Ken Whitmer followed with a specialty and then

came the Ormonde Sisters who dance and sing both
equally well.

Finale had a production flash. Whole show ex-
cellent each act stopping the show and making a
speech or encoring.

New York Paramount
Week Ending, January 25

"Southern Melodies" was played by the Paramount
Pit Orchestra with Dave Rubinoff, that personality

director, conducting. An added feature was Osman
and Schepp, a banjo duo, who pleased with their

selections. They were all well received.

The stageshow, "Barcelona," opened in a Spanish
setting with the stagehand playing "Chalita" as the

Dorothy Berke girls dance and sing special lyrics

introducing "Senor" Gene Rodemich who led the

orchestra in a fine arrangement of "Carmen" as the

ballet did a routine of the "Dance of the Tores."

This was a sword dance and it was well received.

Joe and Jane McKenna offered a burlesque on

"Carmen." Their funny antics got them a good

laugh. "I'll Get By" was played by the orchestra

and Bobby Gilbert. Gilbert then played his violin

and a dance a la Russian step at the same time.

He almost stopped this 6how.
"Flamingo," a Castanet dance by the Berke Girls

was well received. Jack North was himself an encore

by his 6inging, joking and banjo playing. Borge

Moller played the accordion while the Dorothy Berke

girls played concertinas as Rene and Evelyn offered

a pleasing tango that got a good reception. Borge

Moller then sang "Chalita" as entire ensemble en-

tered as an enormous Spanish 6hawl descended for

finale.

A special added attraction was next introduced by

Gene Rodemich. They were the Duncan Sisters and

offered bits from their show, "Topsy and Eva." They

sure can put over hokum as none other can. They

almost caused the audience to tear up the seats with

fun and laughter. The Sisters Duncan, are always

a good bet for any theatre.

Detroit Michigan
Week Ending January 18

There are scandals, vanities, follies and what not

of this year and that. But, may we ask you, "Have

you seen the 'Miniatures of 1929'?"

That is the title of the revue featuring the world

famous Singer Midgets which Boris Petroff presented

at the Michigan this week. And the tiny little people

had everything in the show which might be expected

in the full sized editions of scandals, vanities, follies

or what nots.

The troupe took up the whole stage, and AI Evans

and his Michiganders Orchestra went on vacation for

the week. Music was supplied by the pit orchestra.

The show opened in one with a back drop showing

two ocean liners moored at a pier. Doors were cut

in the prows of each of the liners, and the little

folk made their appearance through these as though

landing from another country.

The hit of the show was a representation of a

farm, the scenery, including a mechanical cow, done

in the futuristic manner. Each of the players in

the tableaux moved with the mechanical precision

of the dolls they were supposed to represent. It got

a big hand.

To say nothing of the orchestra. Yes sir, like all

big league revues, these little folk had their own

jazz orchestra. Their big number was selections

from "Rigoletto" during which Oscar, the singing

duck, quacked in unison with the orchestra.

Then they played "The Blue Danube" as originally

written, during which two dancers, in old fashioned

garb, displayed the steps of yesterday. The second

half was the jazz version of the same piece, with

incidental stepping by two little girls in green.

As a grand finale there was a Moorish setting, a

gorgeous palace of the days of the Arabian nights.

Three midget elephants and a midget trainer and the

entire cast in elaborate and grotesque oriental cos-

tumes aided in closing the show with a bang.

All in all, it was one of the most novel unit

6hows which Publix has sent this way in many a

moon.

Chicago, Uptown
Week Ending January 25

Verne Buck and his orchestra were featured this

week in a bandshow presentation called "Up On

Deck." To the estimation of this reporter this was

one of the best examples of a miniature musical

comedy that was ever produced in Chicago deluxe

houses. The cast featured Nell O'Day and the

Tommy Atkins Sextette, also Luster Brothers and

Vera Van, not forgetting Allen and Can field.

As the title implies the stage setting represents the

upper part of a deck on a U. S. cruiser. The show

opened in typical musical style with orchestra in the

ALBERT F. BROWN
Solo Organist

Producer of Organ Scrim Solos

Creator of the *Organ-Phone
Presents

The World's Finest Organ Entertainment

in the World's Finest Theatres

MARKS BROS.
GRANADA Chicago MARBRO

C*Amplification of voice via microphone at organ console.)
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pit. The boys in sailor outfit started the proceedings

with a musical comedy dance while the rest of the

orchestra took their place on the stage in back of

the curtain drop. The house ballet followed this

with a dance routine bringing Verne Back on the

set. Then Vera Van and Bock took center stage

and offered a duet of "Who Wouldn't Be Jealous of

You."
This was followed by Nell O'Day accompanied by

the house ballet again and did another pretty dance

routine. Several bits followed between Verne Buck

and a gob called Tommy that brought forth consid-

erable comedy and laughter. Vera Van again played

her wiles on Verne, this time singing to him "Is there

Anything Wrong in That."
The specialty honors are divided between Nell

O'Day and the Tommy Atkins Sextette who disperse

some clever song and dance numbers in between each

scene, alternating with Vera Van and Verne Buck,

who catches the 6pirit of the 6how to the extent that

he does everything but high kicks. It is this type of

show that enables band leaders like Buck to display

their versatility and we don't mind saying that this

fellow has plenty if only given the opportunity to

show it.

The next to closing specialty was a comedy talking

offering by Allen and Can field, a man and woman
team, who gave a 6eries of 6mart chatter that fur-

nished the necessary laughing tonic. This team is

a standard attraction in vaudeville and has always

made good with its original material. The girl is un-
usually clever as a comedienne and more of this type

of work should qualify them for regular productions.

This ie undoubtedly their first entrance in picture

houses and we hope it is not their last. Presenta-

tion needs talent such as theirs.

Preceding this act the Luster Brothers display their

talents as comedy acrobats and contortionists that

kept the sailors on deck in good humor as well as

the payees. The finale of this show smacked of life

and color and was typical of musical comedy ending
with the entire cast contributing some bit that lent

the necessary touch for a fast finish. This show
was produced at the Oriental theatre, Chicago, sev-

eral weeks ago and the producer deserves a great

deal of credit, not only for the idea but also for

the talent in it that manages to keep the continuity

from beginning to end.
Presentation shows will eventually come to this

type of entertainment, 60 why not now.

Brooklyn Paramount
Week Ending January 25

"Beauty Shop Blues," this week's stageshow,

opened with Paul Ash playing a piano solo as Helen
Lynd entered with her arms full of presents for

Paul's birthday. Helen then gave her impersonation

of Leonore Ulric and Fanny Brice for which she was
well received.

Joe Besser then entered and explained to Ash that

he was in need of a leader of his orchestra in his

beauty shop. The Foster Girls then did their shoe-

shining routine.

Paul Ash led the stagehand as one of the Gibson

Sisters did her tap specialty on a music box and the

other sister did her acrobatic and high-kicking routine

which was very well received. Orchestra next played

"111 Get By." which Paul Small sang well. Small

then blew several sour notes on the cornet he was
playing which caused Ash to fire him. This gave

Ash and all the boys an opportunity to do a little

hokum that won them a fine hand.
Karavaiff, a Russian dancer, again proved a sensa-

tion and again stopped the show here upon his re-

turn engagement.
The "Manicurists Blues," which the Foster Girls

sang assisted by the Gibson Sister, proved entertain-

ing and was received well. Joe Besser, comedian,

offered gags, chatter and all around clowning that

stopped this show cold. He earned an encore and was
also forced to come back several times and then

finally had to beg off.

Charlotte Ayres, assisted by Malinoff, and Carroll

and Rashe proved extremely entertaining with their

fine adagio work. Paul Small sang "Sweetheart of

the Powder Puff" in the finale, as the ballet entered

in pretty gowns, that resembled powder puffs.

Minneapolis State
Week Ending January 24

Using "The Green Mill" as a motif, the augmented
orchestra directed by John Ingram, presents a pleas-

ing novelty. The curtain rises on the exterior of

"The Green Mill," a night club whose large win-

dows permit a view of the orchestra on the interior.

A mixed chorus of nine, six girls and three men
come out on the stage in three's, each man with a

girl on either arm. The chorines are in formal

green brocaded wraps which they doff as soon as

they finish their songs and begin to dance.

The interior of the night club is then opened to

the public view, and John Ingram and the orchestra

continue with "The Green Mill." Henry Sasserson,

first violinist, adds an unusual touch with his solo

in which he uses a crooked violin bow. Don
McKinnon, tenor, is another one of the night club

entertainers who sings a number of songs at various

intervals throughout the presentation.

Anthony, the featured star of the show, is billed

as an accordeon player. He acquits himself well in

this role but he outdoes himself in his following

numbers, whistling novelties which are extremely

popular with the audience. He is an adept at imi-

tating the different sorts of birds with genuine imita-

tions. There probably is no better proof of their

realistic character than the fact that a number of

youngsters, within hearing of this reviewer, were able

to name the 7 or 8 birds which Anthony imitates.

Don McKinnon is on next with some more songs.

For the finale the curtain on the upper stage is

raised, showing the arms of an electrically lighted

mill slowly revolving with a member of the chorus in

each arm. The rest of the company assembles on

the stage.

Portland Portland
Week Ending January 17

The final Fanchon and Marco offering opened at

the Portland for splendid business, and lived up to

its name "Red Hot Mama Goose" idea.

Lou Forbes was kept busy introducing the new
members and responding to encores which were many
given by Rose Valya, Dorothy and Harry Dixon and
Bert Prival who furnished the entertaining chatter.

The "Hot Mamma Goose" Girls carried off the honors

with fancy steps both with and without costumes.

Two extra days of the show were given as here-

after the new bills will open Saturday instead of

Thursday. Other new features are Paramount's talk-

ing specialty "One Word." The feature of the screen,

"The Doctor's Secret."

Harry Linden again resumes the handling of the

augmented orchestra. George Johnson, at organ,

brought back some of the old favorites. Publix

stage shows start again on January 26, and of which

great things are expected.

Philadelphia Forum
Week Ending January 26

On the stage, Mary and Margaret Gibb, of Holy-

oke, Mass., whose bodies have been joined since

birth, are headlined. Despite their affliction, they

are bright and vivacious young ladies and found

great favor with audiences at the Forum. They
have become talented and diversified entertainers as

singers, dancers and pianists, all of which were com-

bined in their act.

Rowland and Joyce in their original version of

the "Eighteenth Hole," a clever golfing skit, afforded

much amusement. The Shurr Boys did 6ome snappy
dancing.
Sponsored by the New York Stock Exchange, the

Forum presented for the first time in Philadelphia

"The Nation's Market Place," an exclusive motion

picture depicting the entire operation of the New
York Stock Exchange during a typical day.

Detroit Capitol
Week Ending January 25

Del Delbridge and his entertainers went to

"Gypsyland" at the Capitol this week, that being the

title of the Publix stage presentation. The stage

setting was that of a rocky hillside, with one of

those covered wagons used by gypsies, at one 6ide

of the 6tage. The orchestra, clad in gypsy costumes

and with colorful bandanas around their heads, were

placed among the hillside rocks.

"Just Like a Gypsy," that tuneful favorite of some

L CARLOS
MEIER
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Ascher'i
TERMINAL
Theatre
CHICAGO

eight or nine years ago was used for opening. The
Capitol Girls, gaily attired in gypsy costumes, fol-

lowed with a snappy dance routine.

Next was a plump little girl in a white dress with

red trimmings—her name escaped this reporter—who
did the raccoon while the orchestra played the song
which made that dance popular.

The young lady apparently was with the team of

Quaille and Kelly, dancing vocalists, for she 6tood

by as these two young men did an eccentric dance

number. Then they sang a comic number "with

gestures," finishing with a buck dance sans music.

The high spot of the entertainment was the team
of Haines, Lehman and Kaiser, billed as "tons of

melody." You know the old saying about "nobody
loves a fat man." Well, everybody likes to laugh

at them apparently and the trio provokes gales of

laughter. They harmonized nicely in "There's a
Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder" and then one of them,

the fattest of the trio, went into an elephantine

dance which literally stopped the show. They closed

with a song, apparently written specially for their

act, concerning the workings of "Heavy Romance."
Walzer and Dwyer had some moments of songful

laughter and Balfire Stewart was a soloist with a

splendid voice.

Not to forget Nat Specter, master of melody and
possessor of one of those trick voices. He was
heard to advantage in "Revenge" and "Sweet

Mystery of Life."

Chicago, Granada
Week Ending February 1

In conjunction with "The Spieler" the feature

photoplay this week, is a prologue called "Poor
Punchinello" which gives the orchestra and organ a
chance to play a short musical concert before the

picture. Albert F. Brown was the featured organist

who conceived and staged the idea and Jules was
the musical conductor.

"'A Modernistic Revue" was the regular stage pres-

entation with Charles Kaley and his band. The cast

included Rome & Gaute, Gypsy Lenore, Lillian Mas-
sart, William Pruitt and the Ishawaka Troupe,

The show opened in full stage setting more of a
futuristic idea with the band divided in two sections

representing the band box in a zig-zag cutout, with a
rainbow background. The first band arrangement
directed by Kaley was "I Faw Down and Go Boom"
which gave the boys a chance to do some comedy bits.

This is an unusually clever comedy song and great for

bands who have entertainers.

Lillian Massart started the proceedings with a little

bit of everything and not much of anything. Kaley
helped to put her across by doing straight for her.

Her only redeeming feature was a few high kicks

with which she exited. This was followed by
Ishawaka Troupe, consisting of four Japs who did

everything from hand spins to head turns. This is

a standard attraction in vaudeville and quite a novelty

for picture houses. Some of their stunts were
breath taking but were offered in the most graceful

manner. They were really the feature of this presen-

tation.

Charles Kaley next played a violin selection called

"Wandering Home" and the novelty of his playing a
violin for the first time in a great while won him
an encore in the way of a vocal refrain of the

number and was compelled to repeat it. He then

announced a specialty feature with Gypsy Lenore

and William Pruitt.

Julie Stein directed the band during this number.
This scene was called "Slaves of the Orient" and
Pruitt sang a special 6ong called "A Slave" while

the ballet, decorated with dazzling costumes, formed
a fashion plate while Gypsy Lenore did her slave

acrobatic dance. Her interpretation won her a fine

hand.
Rome & Gaute followed next with Kaley taking the
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stick as theee two men, one extremely tall and thin,

and the other small and short, offered a contrast in

comedy dancing and other foolish pranks. The mere
appearance of these two provokes laughter and the

comic steps of Rome sets them in solid with this

audience. In spite of the fact that Rome only does

one or two comedy 6teps, he nevertheless is smart
enough in knowing how to 6ell them, for he and
his partner were the laughing hit of this show. They
were given an encore and probably would have been
brought back for more had they not stalled too much
doing nothing for several minutes. If a regular act

is routined these two can find considerable offers

for their type of entertainment.

This concluded the stage show and for the finale

everybody was on stage to take the last bow. Even
the organ joined in even though it was off key.

New York Colony
Week Ending, January 25

Paul Specht, the new master of ceremonies, and
his orchestra opened here this week. They started

with a snappy number played by the orchestra and
sung by Johnny Maurice, the drummer.

"Sweetheart of All My Dreams" was next played

by Specht on his violin, with the assistance of the

orchestra. Evelyn Dean sweetly sang a few songs,

then offered a difficult and clever acrobatic dance

that was received well. A trio from the band then

sang a modern version of "Sleep-Baby-Sleep." A
scrim presentation in which Johnny Maurice's 6ong
and recitation received a good hand.

Estelle Fratus, hit of this bill, stopped the show and
received two encores for her songs and exceptional

tap dancing. This young lady has a wonderful per-

sonality, works hard, and should make a fine name
for herself in presentation houses.

Billy Rose, the human pinwheel, was well re-

ceived for his acrobatic tap dancing. This show
closed with a recitation by Paul Specht and the boys

singing and playing "Auld Lang Syne."

Paul Specht and orchestra as well as the acts were

good, but the settings lacked color and life which

deadened the entire presentation.

San Francisco Granada
Week Ending January 24

This week's stage act at the Granada is a hum-
dinger, with one celebrity following another in rapid

succession. Local attractions have been added to the

Publix revue and the combination makes up a great

show.
Gmo Severi directs the opening number, "Musical

Miniatures," wtiix the orchestra in the pit. Parts of

well known classical numbers are played and finally

the curtain rises and on one 6ide of the stage, in a

miniature setting, a cellist is presented. Next a

miniature is displayed on the other side of the stage

and Helen Lowe, soprano, renders a selection.

Don George, organist, offers a medley of river

songs, "Swanee River," "Missouri River," "Old Man
River" and "Ready for the River," the latter with

words on the screen.

"Blossoms" is the stage act and it begins with

Arthur Ball singing "Blossoms" as the curtain rises,

revealing a country scene with plenty of flowers and

artistic fences. The 12 Foster Girls, in striped trous-

ers, short black jackets, with artists' ties, and such

with a cane go through well trained paces.

Bryant Washburn, long a screen favorite, is intro-

duced by George and takes his place as master of
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Special Artists Engaged
For Huge Roxy Stage
Show of Fox Film

S. L. Rothafel (Roxy) has prepared an
elaborate program as a stage feature to in-

troduce the first Fox outdoor all-talking

photoplay, "In Old Arizona," which appears
at his theatre this week. The presentation
is produced on the huge Roxy style with spe-

cial artists engaged to emphasize the colorful

Mexican locale of the film.

Pedro Rubin, known as the foremost enter-

preter of Mexican dancing, has been engaged
to portray the native steps as well as to stage

the ballet corps. Rubin is responsible for the

dance routine in Ziegfeld's "Rio Rita."

Another novelty is the engagement of Ofelia

Ascencio and Julia Garnica, known as the
most popular character singers in Mexico. The
national peasant dance of Mexico is presented

by Allicia Perezcaro and Jose Pastor.

Randolph's Kentucky Jubilee Choir contribute

melodies typical of the American southwest.

The regular Roxy staff of artists, including

the Symphony orchestra, the chorus and the

Markert girls, will also be seen in prominent
parts.

DeSylva, Brown & Henderson, Inc., theme
song, "My Tonia" will be played throughout
the film by the Symphony orchestra.

ceremonies. He starts off by telling the audience
how he likes being in San Francisco, how welcome
everyone makes him feel and how he hop* to re-

turn the compliment when San Franciscans visit

Hollywood.
A little girl, Dolores, member of the team of

Dolores, Eddy and Salmanoff, comes on the stage
bewailing the fact that she is lost. Bryant asks

her if anyone is looking for her and when she shakes
her head he pushes her away and tells her she had
better stay lost. She sings "He's My Beau of

Tenement Row" and does a few steps with Bryant,

but one of her partners soon comes on and usurps
her for some lively acrobatic steps.

Paul Kirkland does an amazing ladder dance and
follows this with a novel stunt, balancing a paper
cornucopia on his nose and ear and finishing by
burning it almost to the end.

George Dewey Washington, San Francisco's own
star, sings "Chloe" as only he can sing it, and then

offers "King for a Day" and "On the Road to

Mandalay," as request numbers. The audience takes

George to their heart and are most reluctant to let

him go.

The Foster Girls dance again and Ball sings an-

other number, surrounded by dainty misses in fluffy

powder blue and yellow.

Maurice Gunsky, local radio star, offers "Paradise,"

"Good Night" and "Consolation." Dolores, Eddy and
Salmanoff appear again and the diminutive miss is

tossed about the stage until one wonders that there

is anything left of her, but 6he always comes up
smiling.

The act comes to an end with a windmill at the

rear coining into prominence, with the Foster Girls

posed about it.

The Granada seems to have taken on a new lease

of life, with its well selected pictures, elaborate stage

revues and local attractions. This week's act serves

to demonstrate that it is definitely on its way.

Chicago, Paradise
Week Ending January 25

This week's stage presentation was called "A
Rushin Revue" and featured Ted Healy as guest

master of ceremonies. The cast was headed by
Arthur Nealy, Warren and Gill, and Sally Tilden.

It opened with a sort of prologue in which Arthur
Nealy and Jack Peacock Kelly, a member of the
Mark Fisher band, and several of the girls discussed

the nature of the show in which they as the per-
formers were to take part.
The next scene was in full stage and at this time

Ted Healy made his entrance. We must say that
Healy was the whole show inasmuch as the presenta-
tion lacked in both talent and staging ability. In fact
it was one of the poorest bandshowB ever constructed
in Chicago and its good name was saved by Healy's
clever humor and knack of putting it over.
The only other outstanding act on the bill was

Warren and Gill, two colored fellows, who besides
warbling a chorus of "Dream Kisses" put some new
twists and turns in an acrobatic tap dance. These
fellows know their steps and need never be afraid
of holding down any spot in picture houses. The
audience was quick to respond to their sincere efforts.

Arthur Nealy followed next in a tenor selection
called "I Wish I Knew." This chap has been playing
a long run engagement at the Oriental in Chicago
and has quite a following. He has a pleasing voice
that hits the high notes. However, this song did
not do justice to his voice, perhaps the newness of
the number had a lot to do with it but we know
Nealy can handle better numbers. He was given
quite a hand at this show.
After another specialty by Healy, Sally Tilden was

introduced, who offered something different in the
way of a singing act. Sally had special material
written to the effect that audiences are tried of
cute girls introduced by the master of ceremonies as
such. The idea of it was very novel and with a
little more polishing and proper voice coloring It

could be quite a relief from the general run of blues
singer. Sally also sang "I'll Never Ask for More."
The next to closing specialty wa3 given by Ted

Healy and his company of foils consisting of two
men and two girls, who offered bits of musical
comedy and blackouts familiar in "A Night in Spain."
It is needless to say that Healy kept them howling
all the way through with his smart talk and clever
gags. In fact they forgot all about the show, if

there was one, and enjoyed the comedy antics of
Healy.
The finale was another one of those things with

beautiful flash background and dazzling costumes.
Whoever selected Healy for this show while Mark
Fisher was on a vacation surely knew his bookings.
Stage producers for picture houses will have to do
more than to display beautiful costumes and sets to
carry through an idea for any sensible artist could
easily do that much.

Pittsburgh Penn
Week Ending January 12

The Publix unit entitled "Topsy-Turvy-Town" was
the stage offering, and truly a delightful entertain-
ment which won the hearty approval of audiences at

every performance.
The act receives a novel start, when upon a dark

stage, appears several feet in the air a large white
bird figure upon which stands one of the Gamby-Hale
girls singing a short solo. This is followed by a
grotesque dance by the ensemble of Gamby-Hale
girls. The stage is still dark, the girls are clothed

in black with but their arms and legs visible to the

audience. Very unusual and scores heavily.
The Phelps Twins, two blonde girls who bear a

remarkable resemblance to one another, render a

duet. These girls are exceptionally beautiful and
make a high class appearance.
FoTd and "Whitey," an educated dog and his

master, give an interesting skit. The dog plays

drunk and brings many laughs. This animal is just

about as clever as any ever seen here.

Ferry Corwey, billed as a musical clown. Is a

comedian who clicks plenty. He plays novel musical

instruments, for instance what appears to be a fence

is really a series of whistles made to resemble palings

in a fence. As the comedian hits the top of these

"palings" he gets real music out of them. He in-

troduces many clever little laugh-getting manner-
isms, and goes over in big style.

Special attention is also called to the rendition of

the "1812 Overture," by the Penn Symphony Or-

chestra under the direction of Elias Breeskin. The

rendition was masterful, and in the later moments of

this great overture, the house lights flashed red and

cannonading was heard on the stage. Proved a sen-

sational offering.

JOHNNY PAYNE
"The Singing Fool Pianist"

Now Touring

PUBLIX THEATRES
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A very peculiar incident occurred in Lindy's res-

taurant here in New York last week. Possibly, one

of the biggest orchestral plugs in the United States,

Gay Lombardo, leader of his Royal Canadian or-

chestra now playing at Al Quadbach's Granada Cafe

in Chicago, had never been to New York before, and
walking with me into Lindy's for lunch we sat in

a booth along the wall, and the place was packed (as

usual) with music publishers. There amongst their

midst unknown to them was this tremendous plug,

we had almost finished our meal when I called over

one of the boys and introduced him to Lombardo.

It wasn't but a minute later than he was swamped
and it took him at least an hour to fight his way out

of the restaurant. This to me was a very funny
situation and does not happen very often.

* * *

In speaking of Lindy's restaurant, I can very

easily remember the time when a good number of the

boys used to talk nothing but "horses," intermingled

of course with music talk. Today the situation is

entirely changed. Aside from songs, the big con-

versation is the stock market. Evidently the boys

are getting a better run for their money down in

Wall street than they did at the race track.

One of the greatest musical comedy shows to ever

hit the "Alley" is "Follow Thru," by DeSylva, Brown
and Henderson. Take out your note book and mark
the title of this show down. For should you ever

come to New York, I would suggest that you make
a bee-line for the Chanin theatre where "Follow

Thru" is playing.
* • •

Possibly in next week's edition of the HERALD-
WORLD, I will have some news of interest which

may surprise a good many of my friends throughout

the country.
• • •

Those of you who have never met Joe Frisco off

stage are going to get the opportunity of meeting

him and knowing his humor very shortly. Frisco

is becoming a columnist for a syndicate of news-

papers, and in view of his being considered the most
humorist member of the Friars, his column will un-

doubtedly hand you many a laugh. Watch for it in

your local newspaper.
• • •

It seems as though I had better change the head-

ing of this column to read "BP AND DOWN THE
PRAIRIE" instead of "ALLEY." Broadway is be-

coming barren of song writers. They are migrating

to the coast like bananas. This theme song racket

has taken such a stronghold on the music industry

that I wouldn't be surprised to 6ee many publishers

move their offices to Hollywood. Milton Ager and
Jack Yellen arrived on the coast last week and
DeSylva, Brown and Henderson are on their way.

The firm of Witmark are sending four writers to the

coast and scores of others have already left. The
"Alley" is certainly becoming deserted.

• • »

Addy Britt (formerly with Waterson, Berlin &
Snyder, and now associated with Vincent Youmans)
has a very peculiar situation on his hands. Youmans
wrote the music and produced the musical play en-

titled: "Rainbow." The show was great but for

some reason or other it only lasted on Broadway for

a week. From the score, Britt had two tunes, one

called "Haystraw" and the other "The One Girl."

Both of these tunes are now stepping out on their

own merit and it looks as though Britt has a couple

of hits from the shew "Rainbow," and the show is

no more. Rather an odd situation, don't you think?

* • •

Paul Specht opened at the Colony theatre last

week as master of ceremonies, replacing Jimmy Carr.

Specht has an international reputation and should

do very well at the Colony. Tis rumored that he
will double at one of the leading hotels along the

"Alley."
» • •

Alberta Vaughn and her sister Ada Mae were in town
recently to finish their latest Tiffany-Stahl picture

entitled: "Molly and Me." Had the pleasure of

meeting both girls while they were here and should
they happen to read this little article I would like

them to know that if they are the type of girls

who come from California, I can readily understand
why the average person thinks the climate is so

great out there. It's not the climate, it's the people I

LARRY SPIER.

ORGAN SOLOS
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford (New York Para-

mount). Jesse Crawford first played a new number,
with a catchy melody, called "Cradle of Love," Mr.
Crawford at the pit console, and Mrs. Crawford at

the stage console, then played "First Rhapsody" in

blues ballad style. Then they played "Rhapsody in

Blue," Paderewski's "Minuet," Chopin's "Funeral
March" and finished with "Ragging the Scale." They
were well received, as usual.

Albert F. Brown (Chicago, Marbro) offered an organ
prologue to "Mother Machree." the photoplay adapted
from the song of the same name. The presentation

was offered in scrim form with lyrics of Irish tunes

flashed on the scrim drop. No popular song was
used and the entire solo was dedicated to Irish

melodies of long ago. Charles Kaley took part by
singing "Mother Machree" as an illusion effect was
seen through the scrim of an old lady representing

the "mother." Brown explained the idea through

his Organ-Phone which was more complete in sound

and appearance this week. The introductory film

titles were flashed right on the scrim while Brown
was playing the organ accompaniment to Kaley's

singing, as the film title displayed the music sheets

of "Mother Machree."

Henry B. Murtaugh (Brooklyn. Paramount) played

"A Precious Little Thing Called Love," as his fea-

tured song. He also played "All by Yourself in the

Moonlight" and "You're the Cream in My Coffee,"

using these numbers as his story. Of course every-

one sang and also gave him the big hand he deserved.

Edward K. House (Chicago, Chicago) called his solo

"Morning Moods" and presented it with a number
of clever gag slides that depicted the various moods
of various people. His feature number was "Marie"

in which he also joined with a vocal refrain facing

the audience while singing and playing on a 6mall

console. The orchestra joined in on the finish and
added much life and color to the presentation. This

was presented as the opening of the new stage policy

at this theatre and we must say that House played

a considerable part in making the new policy a

success.

William H. Meeder (Brooklyn, Albee) prepared a

special anniversary solo presentation that took peo-

ple back to the day of the theatre opening and on

through its four years of entertainment service. The
material was specially written by Meeder under the

supervision of Fred Kinsley who conceived the idea.

This was one of the many features that celebrated

the fourth anniversary of this theatre.

Jean Anthony (Chicago, Marbro), in conjunction

with the pit orchestra, presented a musical spectacle

called "Poor Punchinello." The organ and orchestra

offered a short prologue to the motion picture "The
Spieler." It had novel stage effects. A singer played

the role of the clown. The film trailer ran right

into the finale which combined the two novelties.

Organ and Other Touches
P. Hans Fath, organist at the Uptown theatre,

suburban house of Kansas City, experienced a first

hand "touch" of the crime wave which is sweeping

Kansas City the other night when a burglar entered

his apartment and stole jewelry valued at $275.

COSTUMES
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Orchestras and Presentations
Sand far Ortho.tr* Catalog mmd Mm
NEW YORK COSTUME CO.

75 W. Lake St. Chicago, 111.
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songs
BEST SELLERS

"Sweethearts on Parade"—(Milton

Weil).
"I'll Get By"—(Irving Berlin).

"Where the Shy Little Violets Grow"
—(Remick Music Corp.).

"Carolina Moon"—(Joe Morris).
"I Faw Down and Go Boom"—(Don-

aldson, Douglas & Gumble).
"Marie"—(Irving Berlin).

"Avalon Town"—(Sherman Clay).

"Tliere's a Rainbow 'Round My
Shoulder"—(Irving Berlin).

"Sally of My Dreams"—(DeSylva,
Brown & Henderson.)
"Happy Days and Lonely Nights"—

(Ager, Yellen & Bornstein.)

"Me and the Man in the Moon"—
(Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble).
"Sonny Boy"—(DeSylva, Brown &

Henderson).
"Dream Train"—(Milton Weil).
"Doing the Raccoon"—(Remick Music

Corp.)
"High Up on a Hill Top"—(Leo

Feist).

"I'm Sorry, Sally"—(Leo Feist.)

"Love Tales of Alsace Lorraine"—
(Spier & Coslow).

POOR PUNCHINELLO—(Remick Music Corp.)—
A song on the order of Laugh, Clown, Laugh. Is the
theme song of the picture Looping the Loop. Writ-
ten as a waltz. Lyric by Lewis & Young, music by
Lew Pollack.

• • •

DONT DO THAT TO THE POOR PUSS CAT—
(E. B. Marks Music Co.)—A comedy song of the
English type with plenty of extra choruses that are
really funny. Is being introduced by the clev«r

English comedienne Miss Ella Shields.

• • •

WALTZ I CANT FORGET—(Irving Berlin, Inc.)—
One of the prettiest waltz ballads written in some
time. Both writers are very well known and with
Lombardo's orchestra back of it it's on its way to a
big hit. Words by Gus Kahn, music by Carmen
Lombardo.

• • •

DANCE OF THE PAPER DOLLS— (M. Witmark
& Sons)—Dance tune on the order of the famous
Doll Dance. Sure a cute number and ought to be
great for picture houses. By Johnny Tucker, Joe
Schuster and John Siras.

• * •

CHICAGO RHYTHM— (Grossman & Lewis)—How
these Chicago orchestras will hop on this one. Looks
like a great mechanical tune for this young firm

and there is also a chance that it might be a seller

in sheet music. Words by Bernie Grossman, music
by Ben Kanter.

• « •

HE, SHE AND ME—(Milton Weil Music Co.)—

A

new one of Carmen Lombardo's. There is already

a demand for this one. Pretty tune with a good
lyric. By Carmen Lombardo and Charles Newman.

• * *

OH GEE; OH JOY—(Harms, Inc.)—The hit song
of the Ziegfeld production Rosalie now playing in

town. This 6how is a big hit and has as its feature

Marilyn Miller. Lyrics by P. G. Wodehouse and Ira

Gershwin, music by Sigmund Romberg and George
Gershwin.

• * •

THAT'S THE GOOD OLD SUNNY SOUTH—
(Ager, Yellen & Bornstein)—A Dixie song by two
leading writers. Reminds one of You're in Kentucky

Sure as You're Born. Is a real good song. Words
by Jack Yellen, music by Milton Ager.

• • •

FRESHMAN HOP—(Mills Music, Inc.)—A collegi-

ate number introducing a new dance. How the col-

lege boys will go for thi?. By Al Goering, Jack

Pettis and Irving Milb.
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THE THEATRE
What Do You Think of This Theatre Ad?
To the firing trench, boys, and have

at 'em ! Sidney Larschan, resident man-
ager of the Meserole theatre in Brook-
lyn, and a regular showman as well as

reg'lar fella, pins the ad in the adjoining

two columns up against the wall and
asks you to shoot

!

Welcomes Criticism

Here's what he writes to "The The-
atre" :

"I am glad to know that you are go-

ing to permit your readers to assume the

roles of advertising critics. Here's one
for them to pass judgment on.

"I am an ad writer of the common
garden variety. This ad was prepared
from a 4 and 2 column mat.

"I'm not a sentimental sort of a guy,

so stiff criticism will produce neither a

melted heart nor tears.

"Here's to better ads and more
critics."

You will recall that "The Theatre,"

departing a bit from established proced-

ure, proposed in a recent issue that,

when exhibitors or exhibitor-staffs so

desired, the department would reproduce

newspaper advertisements for criticism

by other showmen.

What Do You Think?

Larschan is first to offer his brain-

child upon the altar of better showman-
ship. He wants you folks to comment
upon the ad on this page. Remember
that true criticism means positive as well

as negative comment. If you think this

is a good ad, tell us. If you think the ad
could have been improved upon, be just

as frank in telling us how. Larschan
wants to know how the ad could have

been bettered, and so do other exhibitors

who see it.

And don't forget that in offering your

comment you also will be benefited.

You may reply direct, of course, to

Larschan, but "The Theatre" earnestly

asks that you write to this department

also, so that your suggestion may be

published. The aim is the familiar one

of the Three Musketeers, "All for one,

and one for all."

A PASSIONATE WAR OF LIFE . . . fought only with a woman's
weapons . . . Charm . . . Sex appeal . . A Scarlet Woman . A Lilly

of the Streets . . Loved by two men . . To one she gives her love

... to the other her honor . . . the three figures in this bizarre modern
love story are the three closest friends.

MJ^OMAN DliPlTED
COMING! CCMING!

After Its Successful Run at the Central Theatre, N. Y.

"LILAC TIME"
With COLLEEN MOORE and GARRY COOPER

SEE LIFE at its most magnificent moments . ... in the

most magnificent spectacle the sereen has even given

you .......

Here is the Larschan ad reproduced for your comment.
think of it?

What do you

Audien Tabloid Strip Is

Issued to Exploit New
Chaney Film in Papers

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Jan. 29.—An audien tabloid

serial has been issued as a n'wspaper novelty

for use in connection with L_>n Qianey's "West

of Zanzibar." The tabloid strip, in six instal-

ments, is furnished in mats or proofs and
tells the story of the film in a vivid and

dramatic fashion.

Photographs of scene stills were cut out

and pasted against drawn backgrounds for

this serial strip. Then dialogue was written

to fit the various' scenes and inserted in the

pictures.
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Co-opAd Carries

Extra Kick with

Hidden Sentence
The Uptown theatre at Parsons, Kansas,

fired both barrels of the old exploitation gun
when the adjoining ad, sent in to "The The-
atre," was placed in the Parsons Daily Sun.

In the first place it's a real cooperative ad.

In the second, there is the added kick of the

clues in each add with parts of sentences,

numbered, which placed together read: "Cut
out the pieces of the letters found in the ads

surrounding the Uptown's and paste together

to form the word 'Wings.'

"

The box in the upper rightband corner of

the ad states: "Follow the instructions of

this sentence and be one of the first three to

submit your solution to any of the adver-

ticers on this page and get a ticket free."

Louie Vaughan, manager, contributed the

idea and the clipping, with the following com-
ment :

"We considered this a very good idea and
others I know would be glad to have a tip.

The newspaper will cooperate 100 per cent

anywhere on this. I don't believe that the

press sheet shows this idea, although it might
be old. Still it has the old punch."

Well done, Vaughan, both the ad and con-

tribution of the idea to other exhibitors.
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Saturday Matinee

For Youngsters Is

Neighborhood Help
The neighborhood theatres in Milwaukee

are getting a lot of business for their Satur-
day afternoon matinees, which is helping
a great deal to send up the weekly gross.
Not that Saturday afternoon matinees are
anything new, but it is something to keep
them going every week.

The State, Downer, Riviera, Venetian,
Mirth, Fern, National, Garfield and Shore-
wood theatres are some of the houses that
are playing Saturday afternoon matinees
for children real heavily. And they are
filling their houses! That's the important
thing. Contests of various sorts have
brightened up the theatre fronts on these
occasions. There has been everything
from pirates to tea parties, staged in Mil-
waukee.

This constant promotion on the part of
the neighborhood and outlying houses has
resulted in more business than one would
ordinarily think. These youngsters go
home and tell Mother, Father, Sister and
Brother where they were and what they
saw, with the result that the picture gets
plenty of publicity.

Legal Summons to

"On Trial" Scores

For Ohio Theatre
(Special to the Herald- World)

LIMA, OHIO, Jan. 29.—A legal-looking
summons with a bill of particulars on War-
ner Brothers' "On Trial" was sent out by
Schine's Ohio theatre. The summons-her-
ald was placed in the conventional blue pa-
per jacket of legal papers. On the jacket

the theatre was named as the plaintiff and
'Yourself" as defendant, the document be-
ng headed, "In the Supreme Court of Talk-
ng Pictures—United States of America."

Work the Puzzle-Win a Free Ticket to the Uptown Issjjnfagfia

This cooperative ad, with the hidden sentence, went over well, as Manager Louie Vaughan

of the Uptown at Parsons, Kan., tells us in the adjoining column.

Birthday Club Tieup Is

Way to Get the Children
"Eleven boys and girls will receive tick-

ets to Loew's State on their birthday" and
"be guests of the management of Loew's
and the Birthday Club." This is the way a

three-fourths column news story starts in

the Item-Tribune of New Orleans. A real

tieup.

The article also includes mention of the

week's bill "that will appeal to members of

the club."

much attention. Falk also sent a special

letter to 50 dog owners and invited them
to be his guests at a special showing.
He also made arrangements with a local

broadcasting station to announce the pic-

ture each night during the week played.

It filled the theatre each night, and the

theatre is a pretty big one.

Gets Fox Ranch to

Use Lobby Display

On Rin-Tin-Tin Film
It takes Louis Falk, manager of the

Wausau theatre, Wausau, Wis., to pull an
exploitation idea that will set everyone to

talking. Louis has been pulling plenty of

them up in his section of Wisconsin and
that is one reason why his theatre always
is sporting a good daily attendance.

Here's that latest one that is absolutely

novel and which attracted much attention

in Wausau. When Falk was showing the

picture, "The Land of the Silver Fox," fea-

turing Rin-Tin-Tin, he made connections
with one of the largest fox ranches in Wis-
consin to put a display in his lobby. This
ranch won many prizes at shows, etc., and
had lots of medals and ribbons, etc., of

great interest. A special glass case of these,

together with some loving cup prizes, was
placed in the lobby.
To back this up a special cabin was built

out of logs and also placed in the lobby.
Against the cabin there leaned a pair of

skis. Snow was on the roof and piled

against the sides of the cabin. A light

shone steadily from the interior of the
cabin.
As Wausau has a great deal of interest

in the out-of-doors, this campaign created

Sends Notices of Film

On Stock Exchange to

500 Philadelphia Brokers

Jay Emanuel, owner of the Forum thea-

tre in Philadelphia, is the originator of a

new publicity move. His theatre was to

feature a short reel, "The Nation's Market
House," a film showing how the New York
Stock Exchange is conducted. A notice

was sent by Western Union to each of the

500 brokers in Philadelphia, to the effect

that "The Nation's Market House" would
be shown as a first run in Pennsylvania at

the Forum theatre, picturing the advantages

of having their clients see the picture and
thus gain an idea of the workings of the

New York Exchange.
Emanuel issued tickets bearing the names

of brokers who paid for them at regular

rates and sent them to clients. The re-

sponse was very encouraging. The show-
ing of the picture also was to be announced
on the tickets in Philadelphia.

Meara Publicity Director

For Pabst and Davidson
John Meara, exploitation manager of the

Alhambra theatre and the Milwaukee thea-

tre circuit, has accepted a position as pub-

licity and advertising director of the Pabst

and Davidson theatres, Milwaukee.
Meara has been engaged in theatre ex-

ploitation work for four years, having been

connected with many of the large thea-

tres in that section of the country. His

work has been featured by tieups with lead-

ing merchants and industries.

(TELL EM WITH TRAILERS^)
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This picture, sent in to "The Theatre" by E. E. Bair, resident manager of the State and
American theatres of East Liverpool, Ohio, shows what can be done in tying up with the

theme song in a window display for a picture. The song is "Marie," used with Vilma
Banky's United Artists production, "The Awakening."

DidPaulNipps in 1923 Stage First

Fiddling Contest?Here 's His Claim
To the ingenuity of a small town theatre owner has been credited the origina-

tion of the fiddling contests and fiddling programs which have swept the country

in the last five years, as great a single medium of exploitation, perhaps, as ever

devised.

In 1923, Paul Nipps, manager of the
Opera House of Paris, Missouri, a town of

1,500, feeling the need for some novel fea-

ture to boost at-

tendance, hit on the

idea of a county
fiddling contest.
Square dances and
fiddling music are
common in this Mis-
souri section and
the idea immediate-
ly caught the public
fancy. The county
contest drew a full

house. It did so
well, in fact, that
Nipps immediately
started publicity for

a statewide contest.

The governor of
Paul Nipps

Missouri was invited to attend and act as a

judge, the mayors of Kansas City and St.

Louis ahso were asked to help judge the

state affair. A competent publicity man
sent out story after story to metropolitan
papers, writing up the quaint backwoods
characters who were entering the contests.

Preliminaries were held in St. Louis at the

Missouri theatre for the selection of a St.

Louis representative who would go to

Paris. The event created interest through-
out the Middlewest.
When the contest was held, columns of

feature stories, with illustrations, were run
by newspapers from California to Maine.
It penetrated as far east as Pennsylvania,
where the Philadelphia Ledger ran a two-
column story regarding it.

Henry Ford, Detroit automobile manu-
facturer, reading the colorful accounts of

this first state fiddling contest, became in-

terested in oldtime music and oldtime musi-
cians. A letter from him, now on file at

Paris, attests to that fact.

Theatre owners and promoters every-
where took up the idea and it was not long
before a Radio Contest was held from the
Missouri Marketing Bureau radio station at

Jefferson City, and other contests were held
in other states. Soon hundreds of contests

were being held and old fiddling had come
into its own.
Three years later, in 1926, Nipps again

headed a state fiddling contest at Paris.

The Monroe County Fair grounds were
rented, as the theatre's seating capacity was
inadequate to hold the crowd. Important
politicians from St. Louis and Kansas City
were the judges. The contest drew over
1,000 people from rural Monroe county and
from other points surrounding. But the
venture was a failure financially. Radio
fiddling contests had killed the value of it

as a money making stunt.

Previous to the last contest, one theatre
owner in each Missouri county held a
county contest under the supervision of the
Paris management. There were 64 fiddlers.

["The Theatre" would like to hear
of any other fiddler contests that
might dispute the claim that Nipps
conducted the first.]

An excellent drawn ad this is. It was
drawn by M. F. Bragdon, artist for the

J. Real Neth Theatres, for the opening of
Columbia's "Submarine" at the Grand

theatre in 'Columbus.
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ROXIAN THEATRE McKF.ES ROCKS PA.

Ont Of The Impnwl Cum Timtiei

"Filmdom," Souvenir Number

Shulgold Magazine
Is Splendid Example

Of House Organs
"Filmdom" is here, and a splendid house

organ it is. It's a tribute to H. Shulgold,
publicity director of the Roxian theatre at

McKees Rocks. Pa., and to you members of

the House Organ Exchange who mailed
copies of your publications to Shulgold, at

his and our request. _ We include you mem-
bers in the compliment, because we have
no doublt that your publications provided
more than one idea for "Filmdom."
Sorry we haven't the space to reproduce

the entire Souvenir Number. We'll have to

limit ourselves to a reproduction of the

first page and a brief description of the

rest of the magazine. Some of you mem-
bers undoubtedly already have received

copies from Shulgold.
The front page is done with taste and

dignity. Throughout the 12 pages (9 by 12

inches in overall size, by the way) one notes

that Shulgold realizes the value af cuts in

putting over a house organ. We see the

special efforts to acquire a mailing list, the

reference to parking space, and the essay

contest on "The Value of the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre to the Community." This de-

partment will welcome a detailed account

of that campaign, Shulgold. There is a very

well arranged double truck grouping of ads.

"Filmdom" is a credit to Shulgold, the

theatre and to the House Organ Exchange.

Loew 's Ohio Gives

Fur Style Show in

Tieup with Stores
Loew's Ohio theatre, at Columbus, put on a

very successful fur style show, sponsored^ by

the Columbus Retail Merchants' Association.

The show was in the nature of an act and was

put on in a dignified fashion with eight models

who appeared in 24 different styles of fur

coats.

The agreement with the theatre management
provided that no placards would be shown in-

dicating what store showed the particular gar-

ments. Descriptions of the garments were

left with the theatre office and any patron who
was interested might call in and find out what

establishment exhibited any particular coat.

It is planned to hold a spring style show

and later a sportswear show.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept.

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Managers' Schools

LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT.
K training that is helping many theatre employees to

success. Catalog H., Moving Picture Theatre Man-
igers' Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

Position Wanted

DEPENDABLE ORGANIST—Five years' experi-

ence Chicago loop theatre desires position. Large
fbrary—go anywhere. Address Box 355, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

OPERATOR—Experienced Manager. Good refer-

inces. Will go anywhere. For good help, write
3rown, Box 142, Gothenburg, Neb.

AT LIBERTY—Young man with four years' the-

itre experience. Can assume complete management
>f small theatre. Sober, reliable, and married. Best
>f references. Available at once. What have you?
\ddres8 Raymon Blain, P. O. Box 251, Huntington,
vV. Va.

POSITION WANTED as theatre manager or as-

sistant. Am 23, high school graduate, married, sober,
-eliable, ambitious. Six years' experience as manager
n 3,000 town. Competent in exploitation, publicity,
agn painting, projectionist Simplex machines. Go
inywhere . Address Box 353, Exhibitors Herald-
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

FEMALE ORGANIST at liberty because of Vita-
ihone. Large library, cue pictures accurately, solo
vork, familiar all makes of organ, A-l references,
idvertising. Go anywhere. Salary reasonable. Ad-
Iress Box 354, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dear-
x>rn St., Chicago.

EXPERIENCED OPERATOR, on Powers Simplex.
«Vin ro anywhere. Married. Address M. C. Kirk-
Mtrick, 1737 Rosedale Ave., Youngstown, Ohio.

PROJECTIONIST desires steady employment.
Reasonable salary. Has experience. Steady and re-

iable. Address Box 351. Exhibitors Herald-World,
107 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

AT LIBERTY—Projectionist; work guaranteed;
ny machine; non-union; single, sober, steady, reli-

ible. Louis Hajovsky, Box 183, El Campo, Tex.

ORGANIST Fifteen Years Experience—First-class
Chicago Organist. (Male.) Reason for leavimg due
o Vitaphone. Expert Synchronization of music to
be picture. Novelty and straight solo work. Large
Jbrary. Union, married, will go anywhere. Best of
eferences. Can also double as manager or assistant.
Address Box 338, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.
dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

ORGANIST AT LIBERTY NOW—Experienced,
apable, efficient, splendid sight reader, complete
ibrary can cue all type of pictures, present 6lide
lovehies, will go anywhere. References. Address
Jox 336, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
it., Chicago.

POSITION WANTED AS THEATRE MANAGER—20 years' experience in the movie field, advertising,

exploitation, administration and service. Married.
Am also an organist. Very good references. Address
Box 346, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago.

ORGANIST—Experts thoroughly trained in show-
manship available at all times for first-class positions.

Men and women. No service charge. Write full in-

formation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc Ad-
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

FEMALE ORGANIST is looking for a position,

will be free February 1st. Am well recommended,
reason for leaving due to Vitaphone. Can play on
all makes. Single, will go anywhere, can cue pictures
correctly and accurately. Will start for reasonable
salary in order to prove worth. Address Box 289,

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago, 111.

Equipment for Sale

FOR SALE AT SACRIFICE—All necessary equip-

ment for 450 seat theatre—Simplex machines, Ball

Bearing Generating Set, Organ, Seats, Screen, Fans,
etc. First class condition. Address Box 208, Win-
slow, Indiana.

INVENTORY SALE of $30,000 used theatre equip-

ment. Our warehouse is crowded with this merchan-
dise and must be disposed of quickly at reasonable
prices. Merchandise consists of about 7,000 5 and 7

ply veneered theatre chairs, different styles and de-

signs—all in excellent condition, price ranging from
$1.25 and up. Also about 6,000 upholstered chairs.

Some of these chairs are of the highest grade spring
constructed seats on the market today and many other
styles of upholstered chairs, prices from $1.75 and
up. Large stock of parts for all makes of chairs. Re-
built Simplex, Powers and Motiograph machines, gen-
erators, compensarcs, spotlights, etc., as well as musi-
cal instruments. In fact everything for the theatre.

Write for particulars. We assure you great savings
and will send you literature on our merchandise.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 East
Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-

flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalogue. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.

POWERS AND SIMPLEX PARTS. 20% and 30%
discount. Two Powers 6 B with Peerless lamps. Will
sell separately. Bargains. Address Carol Fenyvessy,
62 St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,

also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best Prices. Write Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago. 111.

POWERS AND SIMPLEX PARTS at 20 per
cent and 30 per cent reduction. Reflector arc lamps
cheap. Address Carol Fenyvessy, 62 St. Paul St.,

Rochester. N. Y.

Chairs for Sale

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera chairs, 600 uphol-
stered, 800 Veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,

844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" — "NeargTavuremboso" (no-

plate embossing) processes. Special 500 854x11" let-

ter heads, 250 envelopes Neargravure $4.44 cash, post

paid. Samples. Address Sollidays, XH124, Knox, Ind.

For Sale

FOR SALE—Cheap. Reproduco Pipe Organ. Op-
erates mechanically or hand. Landers Theatre,
Springfield, Mo.

TWIN ROLL Reproduco organ, worth $2600. As
good as new. Sacrifice at $1600. Address Box 349,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St,
Chicago.

REEL ELIMINATOR for mailing or shipping
films in small containers. All metal, fits any rewinder.

$3.00. (Patent applied for.) Every projection room
needs it. Satisfaction or Money Refunded after

Week's Trial. Address T. Glucksman, 353 S. Ram-
part St., New Orleans, La.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you half. New and used
Opera chairs. Address J. P. Redington & Co., Scran-

ton, Pa.

REFERENCE BOOKS—Motion Picture Trade Di-

rector, $10; Anatomy of Motion Picture Art, $2.50.

Films of the Year, $2.50; Close Up, annual subscrip-

tion $3.50. These books may be ordered through us.

Send check or money order with your request. Ad-
dress Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Theatres for Sale

FOR SALE—Theatre, well equipped. Three hun-
dred seats. Town two thousand, north central

Illinois. Selling to dissolve a partnership. Address
Box 356, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago.

SECOND HOUSE in town of 17,000. Priced right

for quick sale. Do not answer unless you mean
business. Address Box 352. Exhibitors Herald-
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

THEATRES, Burr Oak, Mich., White Pigeon,
Mich. Same management eleven years. Address A.
Kelso, Angola, Ind.

THEATRE: Midwest. Population 40,000. SeatB
290. Newly equipped. Doing business worth invest-

ment. Address Box 350, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

(Continued on next page)

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald-World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising

department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in

solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount

if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this

week. The cost is small, the results are great.
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(Continued from preceding page)

Organs for Sale

ONE HUNDRED FIFTY DOLLARS buys Photo-
player Organ, good condition, cost $3,000. Address
Carol Fenyvessy, 62 St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Seeburg Automatic electric player
piano at a bargain. Silver gray finish, like new
throughout. Address Star Music Co., 4837 Cottage
Grove Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ, used or new. Reproduco Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, 111.

Theatrical Printing

SUPERIOR PRINTING—250 Letterheads, En-
velopes, Cards or Statements, $1.25, post paid; 5,000
3x9 Bills, $5.00; 5,000 4x9s, $6.00; other printing
reasonable. Address Sam K. Collins, 1241 E. Broad-
way, Louisville, Ky.

Projector Repairing

FOLLOW THE CROWDS—They Know Best. For
Superior Craftsmanship—Dependable Service and

Moderate Prices, send your Repair Work to our
Peerless Shop. Every Job Guaranteed. Relief
Equipment Loaned FREE. Established Over 20
years. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 395 South
Second Street, Memphis, Tenn.

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what 1

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-
nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

Gift Night Souvenirs

GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine

novelties in our large free catalog at genuine whole-
sale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st. St., New York.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED—2 Peerless or Powers Projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition

and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-
ihird down and balance CO D. Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago, 111.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply C»
844 Wabash, Chicago.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Banners

CLOTH BANNERS—$1.40, 3 x 10, any wording.
Four flashy oil colors, hand-painted; paper banners
60c. Day service C O. D. anywhere. Address
Midwest Advertising Company, Dept. C, Indep. &
Prospect, Kansas City, Mo.

Miscellaneous

TITLES—Trailers—Lantern Slides. Developing
and Finishing. One Day Service. Address Strick-

land Industrial Film Corp., 163 Walton St., N. W.,
Atlanta, Ga. Telephones Ivy 2767.

LETTERS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor is

invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.

Selecting a Name
PARIS, ARK.—To the Editor: If the

time ever comes when you will give as much
time, worry and space to the real problems
of your small town subscriber, as you have to
the name for something the industry and the
public have already named, then your Herald-
World will be in every snowman's office.

The newspapers called him "Teddy," and
"Teddy" Mr. Roosevelt is today. They called
him "Lindy" and "Lindy" it will be after he
too has passed on. Writers call a certain drink
one thing. The public calls it "White mule."

The names applied to sound pictures may
not please the artists, but it's little the public
cares. It's little the producer cares if the name
is satisfactory. Exhibitors are happy if re-
ceipts exceed disbursements whether they
advertised "sound," "talking," synchronized"
or "silent." How many exhibitors ever had a
phone call asking, "What Cinema are you
showing tonight?" Rather—"Hello, what's the
movie ^tonight?" or "What have you on to-
night?" Soon they'll add one more line "sound
or silent" and I'm thinking the exhibitor will
wish he could answer "Silent!"

If I wanted to give a name to suit those
who don't "have time" to attend picture shows
much, I'd call it "Fototone" or preferably
"Movietone." But as all infants are named
before they can talk plainly, so too has this
one been. It's too bad when the naming is

left to the public, it's sometimes heedless of
one's affections, but it gives a name that is

descriptive
—

"movies," "sound" or "silent."
Also for the person or thing who has to name
itself—will the "Talki es" live that long? I

think not ! Sound photoplays will !—G. Carey,
Strand theatre, Paris, Ark.

Practice "Fair Play"

SUTTONS BAY, MICH.-To the Editor:
I am a regular reader of your magazine and
follow up with interest all you have to say
in regard to the exhibitor's end of the busi-
ness and am pleased with the straightforward
manner in which you handle the different
questions.

Your editorial, "Fair Play," in the issue of
January 12, 1929, convinces me more than

ever that you not only preach "fair play" but
practice it.

I am one of the little exhibitors that do not
belong to any organization

;
consequently, I

have been handed a rotten deal by the Detroit
Association of Exchanges and a boycott has
been declared on me for the past few months,
just because someone in one of the associa-

tions would like to see my theatre clojed and
out of biz. Thanks to the independent ex-
changes, I am continuing big at the old stand.

You are right this is a free country and
Mr. Woodhull, or anyone else has no right

to say to what association any exhibitor may
or may not belong, or to condemn any associa-

tion that may oppose, or have a different

viewpoint from his association.

On page 66, the letter entitled the "little

fellows," what do you mean "little fellows?"
I am in a town of 200, and my accounts run
$7.50 also. You call yourself a "little fellow"

—what will I be classified? Anyway, brother,

I am heart and soul in favor of a department
like you mention, and it is time that all of us

"little fellows" got together and made our-

selves heard. Also, the old saying says, "the

smaller the pig, the bigger the squeal." If

enough of us will be heard from, you may
rest assured that they will hear our "squeal."

The big fellows have a way of handling
their problems, but us" "little fellows" at the

present time must take what they give us or

get nothing—just because we are too "little"

to do anything.—K. Gus Smorey, Colonial

theatre, Suttons Bay, Mich.

More Than Satisfied

HOOVERSVILLE, PA.—To the Editor:

If all the companies treated me like First

National, this would be a grand and glorious

life. No trouble about prints. Everything on
time. Good pictures that please. What else

do you want? It seems that they always hit

this Pittsburgh office with real managers.
First we had Russ, who later went to Europe

;

now we have Mr. Haines, whom I do not

know personally but we get along fine just

the same.

—

Frank Orban, Sr., Savoy theatre,

Hooversville, Pa.

On Vaudeville Roadshows

DURANT, MISS.—To the Editor: I see

some readers of your Herald-World ask you
for a speech for vaudeville roadshows. I

do not know how you feel about granting
this request and I do not know whether you
think it is a good idea or not. But we are

playing the Hamilton Theatre Co. with 12

people Tuesday night of each week. They are

on a circuit making 6 towns playing one night

engagements at each town, and have been

playing this circuit stock with us for the last

five months.

There has not been one night that they have

failed to fill our theatre to standing capacity,

and we always realize from $47.00 to $50.00

for our percentage. But I cannot say whether
this is good for picture houses or not. It's

a change but I do not think it's much help

to bring the people back to see pictures. Any-
way I guess we will soon have to let them go
as the Western Electric Co. of New York City

has promised us an installation of the Vita-

phone and Movietone by July 10th, 1929. So
after this date I do not know whether the

roadshows will pay or be wanted in our the-

atre or not.

—

Walter Odom, Sr., Dixie the-

atre, Durant, Miss.

Enjoys Column

POOLESVILLE, MD.—To the Editor : I

would also at this time like to refer to Letters

From Readers, I enjoy this column very much,
as many letters come from small town exhibi-

tors like myself.

I agree with many of the writers that we
all need all of the help possible. However, I

want to tell you what I have done in a town
of only 250 inhabitants after two other at-

tempts were made before I got the fever.

Some three years ago I found myself the

owner of a discarded church, so I decided to

try the movie game for a while. After I

had remodeled the building I had a very neat

little movie house seating three hundred peo-

ple with a nice little stage.

I decided that the only way to make the

business a success was to get the patrons to

feel that the business is a community affair,

and that as far as possible I would give them

the pictures that they want to see, and this,

of course, I have done.

I have never figured on the business as a

complete business proposition as we never

show over twice a week, and this, of course,

is an extra dive to my regular business.

After over three years, I find that I am
getting patrons from most of the nearby

towns and the surrounding country, and not-

withstanding the fact that I am only 35 miles

from the capitol of the U. S., and many peo-

ple go from here to Washington to see the

pictures, I find that they are a fine advertise-

ment as I can follow with many of the pic-

tures that our people enjoyed in the city, that

these people are my best advertisement.

I have recently installed a Phototone non-

synchronous equipment and I feel that the

whole growth has been due to the community
folks feeling that they have some say in the

matter.

Please pardon such a long epistle, but I

want to get this out of my system, and I feel

that if more small town exhibitors would get

the community idea that they would get more

interest, and better attendance.—R. W. Hemp-
stone, Mgr., Waverly theatre, Poolesville, Md.
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, in-

formation and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

the Box Office Window"

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"

H)eAR FOLKS:
Who am I to be telling you that "Abie's

Irish Rose" isn"t a whale of a picture They

told Anne Nichols it was a terrible stage play

and now look at Anne! And at her play. No,

?o far as I'm concerned professionally the pic-

lure is a whale, a knockout, a wow and a

cataclysmic triumph for everybody concerned

with it. It is art, it is industry, it is drama,

comedy, melodrama, satire, and it waves the

grand old flag as merrily and with as much
reason as most of the pictures that steal ap-

plause by that ancient and honorable method.

In it Nancy Carroll and Buddy Rogers are

great little actors and Jean Hersholt is a classic.

I stop here to reiterate that last crack. The

performance of Mr. Hersholt in "Abie's Irish

Rose" is a greater and finer thing than all of

Miss Nichol's millions of dollars and all of

the imitations of Miss Nichol's play that have

been done under various titles before this. If

I am extravagant in all other statements set

down above, I fall short of stating Mr. Her-

jholt's case. It is tremendous.

In the purely personal sense, I didn't go for

"Abie's Irish Rose." And in the personal sense,

too, I believe the reason is that I have seen

too many diluted take-offs in the years interven-

ing between the Broadway opening of the stage

play and the Main Street opening of the pic-

ture. It was, by reason of these thefts, worn
of edge and clumsy of wit. The captions had

been excelled by Hollywoodsmen long since.

The central wheeze was old stuff. All this, of

course, to me. There is abundant ground for

belief that I shall be the only person in these

United States who sat unmoved and unsmiling

through the exhibition. And, too, no doubt,

I shall be the only one to suggest that if the

twins in the picture are four months old I am
a kindergarten student in rompers. And, be-

lieve it or not, I am nothing of the sort.

"THE TERROR"

T
_L HIS, my hearties, is a mystery picture

what is a mystery picture. This is the one to

date your histories from. As they used to use

''East Lynne" as a convenient source of refer-

ence, so now can you refer, when discussing

mystery pictures, to "The Terror" as the grand-

daddie of them all. For this mystery picture,

with the conversation and sounds and music
all built into it, sets a nice new record for all

In- mystery picture makers to shoot awav at.

By T. O. Service

In the first place, the yarn is a good one.

That is, it might happen very much as it does.

In the second place, the players are so good

that I shall mention only one as outstanding,

that one being of course Mr. Edward Everett

Horton, for whose uses I suspect the audien

was invented in especial particular. This boy's

way with an articulated wisecrack is nobody's

and everybody's busine>s. And of course there

are plenty more good players, with plenty more

good lines, in the play.

I say that you should see "The Terror." It

is not my business, you know, to say that you

should play it, for I know nothing at all about

such matters. But I advise, as I occasionally

do, that you see this picture if you are to con-

tinue to represent yourself as an aware and

uptodate member of the industry and an alert

showman, actor, or what are you. If you do

not like it, I may add, that is your fault—not

mine.

"SCARLET SEAS"

I KNOW no one who arranges his pictures so

adroitly as Mr. Richard Barthelmess. Every

third one is good—and when a Bathelmess pic-

ture is good, a holiday is declared in cinema

heaven. This picture is one of the good ones.

In "Scarlet Seas" Dick is a hard-hitting sailor-

man with a yen for the gal who is no less hard-

hittingly played by Betty Compson. The story

is a somewhat bloody and occasionally terrible

yarn about mutiny on the high seas and things

like that. It is just horrible enough, just tough

enough, and just melodramatic enough to be

my idea of an eminently satisfying evening in

the theatre. I hesitate to suggest "Tol'able

David" as the Barthelmess picture it is most

like, but that is the only comparison at hand,

and it isn't so dreadful as that one. It is, how-

ever, a much better, more probable and more

thrilling entertainment.

"REDSKIN"

JJvEDSKIN" just misses being a fine pic-

ture. It has all the elements; yet I think it

is these very elements which keep it from being

that sort of picture. It is, perhaps, like a

Christmas dinner where there are so many vari-

eties of food that none is really enjoyed.

Its themes are the hatred of the red man for

the white; the white man's feeling of superior-

ity over the red man; the refusal of the Indian

to accept American civilization; the avarice of

the white man and even the interracial hatred

of Indian tribes. It is all too much for one

picture to put over; as a result there are a

series of anticlimaxes.

But in spite of this the picture is interesting

throughout, if at times just a bit ridiculous.

Much of it is photographed in Technicolor and

this alone makes it decidedly worth seeing.

Some of the:-e Technicolor scenes are marvel-

ously beautiful; especially those where the

Technicolor brings out all the beauty and color

of the picturesque costumes of the Navajo In-

dian? and the outdoor settings of the picture.

The cast is a splendid one. Richard Dix plays

the part of the young Navajo Indian with sin-

cerity and skill, and Tully Marshall adds an-

other fine characterization to his long list. The

large number of Indians in the cast do much
for the good of the picture.

"Redskin," to my way of thinking, is a first

rate picture; I'm sorry that it just missed being

a truly fine one. But above all, I am thankful

that it was not another of those fables where

the Indian boy falls in love with a white girl,

to the distress of the loving Indian girl. It is

not that sort of picture.

EDUCATIONAL

I AM constantly being agreeably surprised

with what can be done with sound and dia-

logue in motion pictures. My latest surprise

comes from two Educational sound and talking

comedies. One is a Coronet talking comedy

with Edward Everett Horton as the chief pur-

veyor of wit. It is called "The Eligible Mr.

Bangs," and folks, it's bang-up comedy. It is

a gem of a skit, with sparkling dialogue well

spoken.

The second is the Mack Sennett comedy, "The

Bride's Relations." As a silent comedy it would

be funny, but with sound and dialogue it's a

panic. It has all the elements of a good silent

comedy with the addition of sound and dialogue.

A large portion of it takes place in the open

with a background of beautiful scenery. You've

often seen and laughed at a man snoring in a

comedy. In this one you hear them snore, and

if this doesn't make you laugh, then your doc-

tor is going to collect money from you sooner

or later. Andy Clyde, who hasn't registered on

my memory before, is a scream in the Sennett

effusion of fun. I am not going to tell you

to see these two comedies, but I hope you do.
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NEW PICTURES
In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS

HERALD AND MOVING PICTURE
WORLD presents in concise form infor-

mation on current and forthcoming attrac-
tions.

The facts as presented will serve exhib-
itors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.

ADORATION : First National drama, from the story
by Lajos Biro, with Billie Dove, Antonio Moreno,
Lucy Doraine, Nicholas Bela, Nicholas Soussanin,
Winifred Btyson, Lucien Prival, Emila Chautard.
Directed by Frank Lloyd. Released .

Length .

TYPE AND THEME: A story of Russian aris-
tocrats reduced to poverty, who flee the country for
their lives in the revolution. Prince Serge is

wrongfully convinced that his beautiful wife is

carrying on a flirtation with Vladimir when he sees
her maid wearing her mistress' coat and entering
the home of Vladimir. He breaks into the house
and starts a fight, but the revolution breaks before
he learns the truth, and he escapes for Paris,
where he becomes a waiter. The innocent princess
also goes to Paris and becomes a waitress. She
meets her husband, who spurns her and still be-
lieves her unfaithful. The prince learns from the
maid that it was she who went to Vladimir's home
that night. He is reconciled with the princess.

DANCING VIENNA: First National drama, with
Lya Mara, Ben Lyon, Julius Falkenstein, Olga
Engel, Arnold Koroff. Alfred Abel, Gustav Charle,
Julius Von Szoreghy and George Burkhart. Di-
rected by Friederich Zelnik. Released
Length

TYPE AND THEME: A story of a girl who is

forbidden by her grandparents to follow in her
mother's footsteps and be a singer and dancer, and
of a boy who falls in love with her. Johnny
Konzaga, son of Karl Konzaga, is sent to Vienna

' to buy the old home from which Karl when a boy
was banished. He warns Johnny not to fall in love

with Fritzi, whose grandparents were responsible
for his emigrating to America. Against his father's
wishes, Johnny falls in love with Fritzi. The elder

Konzaga arrives in Vienna and tries to break up
the love affair between his son and Fritzi. On
the night of Fritzi's debut as a dancer, Johnny
jumps on the stage and does a dance with the girl

he loves and wins such an applause that the two
families unite, and Johnny can have his Fritzi.

* * *

FLYING FLEET, THE : M G M drama, from the
story by Lieut. Commander Frank Wead of the
United States Navy and Byron Morgan, with
Ramon Nawaro, Ralph Graves, Anita Page, Ed-
ward Nugent, Carroll Nye, Sumner Getchell.

Gardner James and Alfred Allen. Directed by
George Hill. Released January 5. Length

TYPE AND THEME: An airplane story.

Tommy and Steve are roommates and both are in

love with Anita, which causes a certain coolness
between them. Tommy beats Steve in a dog fight

and then torments him, which loses a chance for
him to fly a giant seaplane to Honolulu. Steve
is assigned to the flight and leaves Tommy on

William Boyd in a scene from his new
starring production, "Lady of the Pave-
ments," a D. W. Griffith production for
United Artists. Supporting Boyd are Lupe
Velez, Jetta Goudal and George Fawcett.

board the Saratoga. Later the ship picks up a
wireless that the seaplane is wrecked and is drift-
ing helplessly. Ships are sent out to scan the
ocean, but without success. Tommy pleads with
the captain to give him a chance to find the lost

plane. He succeeds and starts out, but his plane
catches on fire a short distance from the lost
crew. The flames attract the attention of the
Saratoga, which comes to the rescue. Tommy goes
to Anita, who is waiting for him.

* * *

LUCKY BOY: Tiffany-Stahl drama, suggested by a
story by Viola Brothers Shore, with George
Jessel, Rosa Rosanova, William K. Strauss, Mar-
garet Quimby, Gwen Lee, Richard Tucker, Gayne
Whitman and Majy Doran. Directed by Norman
Taurog. Released _ Length .

TYPE AND THEME: George Jessel in his first

Tiffany-Stahl picture, playing the part of a singer
that wanted to do big things. Georgie wanted to

be an actor, not being satisfied with the job of
a song plugger. He breaks into a theatrical
manager's office, does impersonations, but is thrown
out. Georgie's good mother, who always looked
out for him, pawns her precious earrings so
Georgie can rent a theatre to run a show. On the
opening night of the show, Georgie is without the
final payment for the rent, and the manager closes

the theatre, leaving Georgie in disgrace. He leaves
town and enters an amateur show in San Fran-
cisco, where he makes a big hit. This gets him a
chance to sign up with a night club, where he
meets Mrs. Ellis, her husband and sister, Elenor.
Georgie and Elenor fall in love with each other,
and their courtship flourishes despite the dit-
approval of her family. Georgie goes to
Elenor's home and breaks into a bridge game.
Mrs. Ellis has a ruby ring given her by Trent.
She told her husband it was a cheap imitation,
but Georgie insists that it is an expensive ring
and bets $500 with Mr. Ellis that it is valuable.
Mrs. Ellis, realizing that if her husband finds out
that it really is expensive, it will mean trouble,
warns Georgie by signs. He lies and loses the
money but wins Elenor by this act; and he alto
wins an engagement with a company on Broadway.

* * *

SHOPWORN ANGEL: Paramount drama, from an
original story by Dana Carroll, with Nancy Car-
roll, Gary Cooper and Paul Lukas. Directed by
Richard Wallace. Released January 12. Length
6.931.

TYPE AND THEME: Life of a chorus girl and
such. Daisy Heath, on her way to theatre where
she is a dancer, is in a humorous traffic accident
that brings her in contact ivith Private William
Tyler, a soldier. (America has just entered the
war.) Tyler pretends to the other soldiers that
she is his girl, and when they plan to call his bluff,

Daisy impulsively rescues him. This begins a love

affair between the two, but Tyler is unaware of
her life or relationship with Bailey, wealthy bovle-
vardier, who is acting as her protector. Bailey
convinces Daisy that Tyler is not the kind she
should associate with, and she gives him up. Sud-
denly the company which Tyler is in, is ordered to

France. His love for Daisy brings him to her, and
she consents to break up with Bailey and marry
Tyler. At the wedding, Daisy faints and the wed-
ding is called off. Tyler is pulled away from the
ceremony and rushed to France vnthout seeing any
more of her. She continues her job as a chorus
girl, waiting for his return.

» * »

SON OF THE GOLDEN WEST: FBO Western,
from a story by George W. Pyper, with Tom Mix.
Sharon Lynn, Tom Lingham, Duke Lee, Lee
Shumway, Fritzi Ridgeway. Joie Ray, Mark Hamil-
ton and Wynn Mace. Directed by Eugene Forde.
Released October 1. Length 6,037.

TYPE AND THEME: Tom Mix—and Tony.
In the Rocky mountain region in 1860, Tom Hardy,
pony express rider, is carrying government gold to

Wasatch so the U. S. Telegraph survey can be

extended. The coach is attacked by bandits led by
Shade and Kane. Tom escapes from the bandits,

but the coach runs away with Alice Calhoun,
daughter of the survey chief. Tom rescues Alice

just as the coach topples over the mountain. Kane
is in Wasatch when the two arrive and he makes
advances to Alice, which Tom resents. Calhoun is

disheartened by the loss of the gold, but later gives

Tom a report on the robbery. Kane overhears this

and plans to steal it from Tom. In the meantime
the U. S. troops are on the way to run out the gang
of crooks. Kane rides away with Alice into his

stronghold in a cave. Tom follows but is captured

by the gang. The troops arrive, and the entire

gang is captured and brought to justice. Alice falls

into Tom's arms.

This Week's Press Sheet

LUCKY BOY (Tiffany-Stahl drama) : Arrange to have a

treasure hunt that can be tied up with every store in your com-
munity. Obtain an old chest or trunk and put a padlock on it

for which there is only one key to fit it. The key should be
mixed with others and distributed to the stores that are in the
game. Advertise that the chest will be opened on a certain day.

There are many symbols of luck, and these can be used in

various ways. On the board in your lobby you can mount
horseshoes, dice, four-leaf clovers, wishbones, and rabbits' feet,

with lettering to the effect that none of these lucky signs are

needed for good luck when you see George Jessel in "Lucky
Boy."
Announce that all persons presenting a four-leaf clover at

the box office will be admitted to the showing of "Lucky Boy,"
as guests of the theatre manager. Carry this advertising in the
paper several days before the showings. Give a matinee for

the kids, and announce that all children presenting a wishbone
at the ticket gate will be admitted.
An amateur night show is one of the amusing and clever se-

quences of "Lucky Boy." Here is an opportunity to boost lo-

cal talent and at the same time provide a prologue for the pic-

ture.

Have a large green four-leaf clover printed on white paper,

with the announcement of "Lucky Boy" playing at your thea-

tre.

"My Mother's Eyes," the theme song of "Lucky Boy," sug-

gests a tieup with the optical stores. Furnish the opticians with

stills from "Lucky Boy" showing George Jessel with his

mother, and have a card reading, "Mother's Eyes often need

the help of skilled opticians. If Mother's eyes are failing, bring

her to see us and then take her to see George Jessel in 'Lucky

Boy,' which is showing at the theatre."
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QUICK REFERENCE PICTURE CHART

Key to abbreviations used in denoting type of sound

AT—All Talking T—Talking Sequences
M——Musical Score E—Sound Effects

If the picture contains both Talking Sequences and Musical
Score, or other combinations, it is so denoted by a combination
abbreviations such as TM, ME, etc.

Key to abbreviations used in denoting the type of picture

C—Comedy F^—Farce
D Drama
R—Romance

M—Melodrama
W—Western

My—Mystery

Comedy-drama, Romantic comedy, etc., are denoted by a com-
bination of abbreviations.

Dates printed in the column, "Comment," are those on which
'Service Talks" were published on pictures. Dates in the column,
'New Pictures," are those on which casts and synopses were
mblished in the "New Pictures" department.

Sound Length Title and Playeri
New

Released Pictures Comment

1928 Chesterfield
6400 Adorable Cheat. The,

5450 Below the Deadline

5500 Campus Knights

5300 Circumstantial Evidence
5300 House of Shame. The
6000 Roaring Forties. The.

Lila Lee-Mcintosh... ..Aug. 15
-Feb. 28

-Aug. 15
-Jan. 1

6500 South of Panama..

....Oct 1

Apr. 15

1927

5831

6843

6435
5791

1928

'5458

5818

5649

5537
6014

...... 5928
6267

5592
5471

—. 5925— 5540
5544

~. 5701
6266

6465

5725

6401

6443

L_ 5616
5440

_ 6464

5793

— 5988
B 8193— 6047

_ 6048
5350

5472

929

ME 6214

MB

928

6860

5974

5904

5280

6600

5355

5100

6000

6400

4700

6536

6600

928

Columbia
Alias the Lone Wolf (D). Lytell-Wilson Aug. 22
Blood Ship. The (M). Bosworth-Logan. Aug. 10

Stage Kisses (D), Harlan-Chadwick Nov. 2

Warning. The (M), Holt-Revier Nov. 26

After the Storm, Gilbert-Bosworth.— Apr. 17

Apaohe. The (D). Llvlngston-Alvarado .Nov. 19
Beware of Blondes |MD), Ite-rier-Matt-Moore ..July 1

Broadway Daddies, Jacqueline Logan Apr. 7

Court-Martial (D), Holt-Compson _ Aug. 12
Desert Bride, The (MD), Betty Compson...- _...Mar. 26
Driftwood (D), Alvarado-Day Oct. 15
Golf Widows (CD), Reynolds -Ford. May 1

Lady Raffles. Taylor-Drew Jan. 25
Matinee Idol. The (MD), Love-Walker. Mar. 14
Modern Mothers (CD). Helene Chadwick June 9
Name the Woman (D), Stewart-Gordon May 25
Nothing to Wear (CD). Logan-Yon Eltz Nov. 5
Object Alimony (D). Lois Wilson. — Dec. 22
Power of the Press (D), Fairbanks. Jr.-Ralston.-Oct 31
Restless Youth (O), Day-Forbes — Nov. 30
Runaway Girls (D), Mason-Rankin _ Aug. 23

Say It With Sables (D). Bushman-Chadwick. July 13
Scarlet Lady. The (D). Lya Do Putti Aug. 1

Sideshow, The (D). Prevost -Graves _ Dec, 11
Sinners Parade (MD), Varconi-Revier Sept. 14
So This Is Love. Mason-Collier Feb. 6
Sporting Age, The. Bennett-Herbert Mar. 2
Stool Pigeon, Borden-Delaney Oct. 25
Street of Illusion (D), Valli-Keith — Sept. 3

Submarine (D), Holt-Revler. _ Nov. 12
That Certain Thing. Dana-Graves Jan. 1

Virgin Lips (D). Olive Borden Aug. 18
Wife's Relations, The. Mason-Glass. Jan. 13
Woman's Way, A, Baiter-Livingston.— — Feb. 18

Faker, The (D). Logan-Delaney ..Jan. 2

Lone Wolf's Daughter, Lytell-Olmstead Jan. 13
Younger Generation, The, Hersholt-Basquette Jan. 24

Excellent
A Bit of Heaven (D), Washbum-Lee _

Broken Barriers, Helene Costello

Daughters of Desire, Irene Rich
Inspiration (D), George Walsh
Into No Man's Land, Tom Santschi-J. Norman.
Life's Crossroads, Ilulette Hamilton
Montmartre Rose -

Passion Song. The. Noah Beery- 01 instead
Manhattan Knights, Barbara Bedford.
Satan and the Woman (D), Windsor-Keefe
Speed Classic, The, Rex Lease-Mildred Harris-
Stronger Will, The (W), Marmont-Carewe
Women Who Dare (D), Chadwick-Delaney

..May 15

-Nov. 1

-Nov. 25

.May 10

..July 15
-Oct 20

Dec. 15

-Oct. 20

-Aug. 27

-Jan. 20

-July 31
-Feb. 20

Mar. 30

First Division
5500

5700

6300

6200

Fagasa, Raymond Wells. _ „ Apr. 1

Free Lips (MD), June Marlowe. Aug. 4

Masked Angel, Betty Compson- _ _ Mar. 1

Souls Aflame, Raymond Wells —Mar. 15

Oct. 13

Jan. 7 Oct. 1

Deo. 3 July 23

Jan. 7 _______
Dec. 3

July 21

Apr. 14

Nov. 17

May 2«

Feb. 25

Apr. 7

June 19

Aug. 4

Sept 8

Oct. 20

Feb. 25

Feb. 11

Mar. 31

Feb. 25

Feb. 25

Sound Length Title and Players

New
Released Pictures Comment

1927

6300
6333
6222
8730

7133
62S8
6118
6524
6720
5718
7388
5542
C520
6431

11414

6897
6400
6210
6477

5G06
7179
5000
7400
5774
7833
6336
6409

1928
TME 7137

7402
6500
6457
5800

_- 5744

6365
6600

M 6225

TME 10101
6027
6172

ME 6344

ME 7989
5886
7100

ME 5755
7541
7426
6070
5400

5957
7695
6592
6608

ME 8967

7700

6625

M
ME 6612

7129
6100

6100

ME 6622

First National
All Aboard (C), Hines-Murphy .May 8

American Beauty (CD), Dove-Hughes. Oct. 9

Breakfast at Sunrise (CD). C. Talmadge. Oct. 23

Camille (D), N. Talmadge-Roland. Sept. 4

Crystal Cup, The (D). Mackaill-MulhalL _ Oct. 16

Drop Kick, The (D), Barthelmess-Revier. Sept 25

Gorilla. The (My), Murray-Kelsey — Nov. 13

Gun Gospel (W). Maynard-Falre Nov. 6

Her Wild «at (C). Moore-Kent —.Dec, 25

Home Made (C). Hines-Daw Nov. 20

Life of Riley. The (C), Murray-Sidney Sept 18

Lonesome Ladies (CD). Nilsson-Stona July 3

Love Mart. The (D). Dove-Roland— — Deo. 18

Man Crazy (CD), Mackaill-Mulhall - Nov. 27

Naughty But Nice (C), Moore-Reed. ...June 26

No Place to Go (C). Hughes-Astor Oct. 30

Patent Leather Kid. The (D). Bart'lmess-O'Day

Poor Nut. The (C). Murray-Mulhaa Aug. 7

Prince of Head Waiters (D), Stone-Tashman..-

Red Raiders, The (W). Maynard-Drew. - ..July 17

Rose of the Gcfden West (D), Astor-Roland SepL 4

Sea Tiger. The (D), Sills-Astor _ _ Oct. 2

Stolen Bride, The (D). Hughes-Dove _ Sept. 11

Sunset Derby (D), Astor-Collier. - Aug. 14

Tender Hour, The (D). Dove-Lyon. June 5

Three Hours (D). Griffith-Bowers...- Dec. 4

Twinkletoes, Moore-Harlan - Aug. 28

Valley of the Giants (D). Sills-Kenyon. Dec. 11

White Pants Willie (C), Hines-Hyams— July 24

Barker. The (D). SiHs-Mackaill Dec. 30

Big Noise. The (CD). Conklin- White. - ...Mar. 25

Burning Daylight (M), Silis-Kenyon_ Feb. 26

Butter and Egg Man, The. Jack Mulhal] Sept 2

Canyon of Adventure (W). Maynard— Apr. 29

Chaser, The (C). Langdon _ Feb. 12

Cheyenne (W). Ken Maynard - -

Chinatown Charlie (C). Hines-Lorralne _ Apr. 15

Code of the Scarlet (W). Ken Maynard. July 1

Crash, The (D), SiUs-Todd. -.Oct 7

Divine Lady. The (D), Grifflth-Varconl

Do Your Duty (CD). Charlie Murray— Oct. 14

Flying Romeos (C), Murray-Sidney Feb. 26

French Dressing (CD), Warner-Wilson-. Jan. 15

Goodbye Kiss, The. Johnny Burke-Saliy EUers.. .-July 8

Glorious Trail. The (W). Ken Maynard- Oct. 28

Happiness Ahead (D). Colleen Moore-Lowe June 30

Haunted House. The (MD), Conklin -Kent Nov. 4

Harold Teen (CD), Lake-Brian...- - _ Apr. 29

Hawk's Nest. The (M). Milton Sills. ... May 6

Heart to Heart, Lloyd Hughes-Todd July 22

Heart Trouble (CD). Harry Langdon Aug. 12

Heart of a Follies Girl (D), Dove-Kent-Snerman Mar. 18

Helen of Troy (CD), Stone-Corda-Cortez. Jan, 8

Ladies Night (CD). Mackaill-Mulhal] Apr. 1

Lady Be Good (CD), Mulhall-MackailL — May 12

Lilac Time (D), Moore-Cooper. -Nov. 18

Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (D), Bar- f » «s»^
thelmess-O'Day — — Apr. 8

Mad Hour (D). O'Neill-Kent-Sherman. — Mar. 4

July 14

Apr. 7

Apr. 21

5485

ME
8183

ME 6133

7534
5834
6212

ME 6142

6895

ME 6058
5087
6300

7187

1927

4665
5333
4300
8154

4545
5515
0162
6898

10726
5446
5009

5412
6293
5629

Apr. 2
Not. 19 Oct. 22

Nov. 12 Nov. 23

-May 2

Nov. 12 Oct 29

Jan. 7
Dec. 17

Dec. 3
No?. 26 Oct 29

Oct 1
Sept 24

Nov. 12

-Feb. 12

May 14

..Apr. 9

..Dec. 16

Sept. 9

_ Jan. 29
Aug. 26

..Aug. 19

Nov. 11

Naughty Baby (CD). Colleen Moore.

Night Watoh, The (D), Billie Dove.

Noose, The (D), Barthelmess-Joyce -

Oh, Kay (CD), Colleen Moore-Hale.

Out of the Ruins, Richard Barthelmess.

Outcast (D), Griffith-Lowe— _ _
Phantom City. The (W), Ken Maynard
Sailors' Wives (CD), Hughes-Astor.—
Scarlet Seas (D). Richard Barthelmess _
Shepherd of the Hills (D). Francis-O'Day...

Show Girl (CD). White-Reed-Moran
Strange Case of Captain Ramper. The (D).

Three Ring Marriage (M), Hughes-Astor.

—

Wagon Show. The (W). Maynard
Waterfront (CD), Mackaill-MulhalL Sept. 16

Wheel of Chance, The (D), Richard Barthelmess .June 17

Whip, The (D), Forbes-Mackaill — Sept. 30

Whip Woman. The (D). Taylor-Moreno -Feb. 5

Wright Idea, The (CD). Johnny Hines Aug. 5

Yellow Lily, The (0). Dove-Brooks - May 20

- Jan. 22

.. Dec. 9

...Jan. 1

_.Sept 23

...July 29

- May 27

...Mar. 11

Fox

...Jan. 22
-Sept 10

July 23

Oct 15

Nov. 19 Oct 8
Sept. 17

Sept 3

July 2

Dec. 3 Apr. 16

Dec. 3

Dec 24 Jan. 7

Apr. 16

July 14

Mario"

Arizona Wildcat, The (W). Tom Mix. Nov. 20

Chain Lightning (W). Buck Jones Aug. 14

Come to My House (CD). Olive Borden. Dec. 25

East Side. West Side (D), O'Brien-Valli —Oct. 9

Good as Gold (W). Jones -.June 12

High School Hero (C). Phipps-Stuart Oct. 16

Joy Girl. The (CD). Olive Borden. Sept. 18

Paid to Love (D). O'Brien-Valli Aug. 14

7th Heaven. The (R), Farrell-Gaynor - Oct. 30

Silk Legs (CD). Madse Bellamy _ - Dec. 18

Silver Valley (W), Tom Mix _ Oct. 2

Slaves of Beauty (D), Herbert-Tell _ - June 5

2 Girls Wanted (CD). Janet Gaynor —Sept. 11

Wizard, The (MyD). Lowe-nyams. - Dec. 11

Apr. 7

July 28

Nov. 24

Deo, 17

June 16

Aug. 4

Sept 1

Apr. 7

Mar. 17

Dec. 8

Oct. 13

Dec. 10

Sept 8

Sept. 15
Oct 27

-Nov. 17

Dec. 24

Dec 1

Dec. 8

Sept. 15

July 21

Apr. 28
Mar. 17

Sept. 22

June 2

July 14

Feb. 11

July 7

Apr. 23

Sept. 8

Sept. 1

Dec 1

Feb. 2

Jan. 21

Dec. 15

Oct. 6

July 21
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Sound Length Title and Players
New

Released Pictures Comment

1928
TME 7702
M 5598

4012
6418
4293
4987
5708
6506

St 7176
5109
5148

M 7217
4939

ME 8962
5038
5882
4404

M 5560
6430
4018
6153

- 0188
4399
5782

M 0042
M 0807
TME 10116

6079
5071
5034
4952
5260

M 5G40
M 6086
M 9250
M 0194
M 6132
M 0937

4990
M C162

5380
5629
5355

TMB 9222
M 8393

487G
5937

5030
4921

M 5337

5480

1929
M
M
TME
TME
M
M
M
M
M
M

1927

1928
5268
6987

5800
6000
5050

6432

6700
6200
6750

5900
6000

1929
AT

T " HI
T
T

1927
6751

0306
8730
10652
11375
5836
0008
6126

6396
8235
6591
5683

6017
5291
6206
5960
7599
6561
6781
6705
6289
5252

7899
5517

Air Circus, The, Dresser-Rollins-Lake. ...Sept. 30
Blindfold, The, O'Brien-Moran-Foxe Dec. 9
Branded Sombrero, The (W), Buck Jones. .. Jan. 8
Chicken a la King (CD), Carroll-Lee June 17
Cowboy Kid. The. Rex Bell. .. jU]y 15
Daredevil's Reward (W), Tom Mix Jan. 15
Don't Marry. Moran-Hamilton June 3
Dressed to Kill, Lowe-Astor Mar. 18
Dry Martini, Astor-Moore-Gran... _ Oct. 7
Escape, The (D), Russell-Valli

. Apr. 29
Farmer's Daughter. The (CD). Beebe-Stone.... Julv 8
Fazil. Farrell-Nissen Sept. 9
Fleetwing. Norton-Janis-Bard _ June 24
Four Sons. Mann-Collyer-Hall Sept. 2
Gateway of the Moon, The (D), Del Rio Jan. 1
GiH iti Every Port, A (CD), Victor McLaglen... ..Feb. 26
Girl-Shy Cowboy. The, Rex Bell-O'Leary... Aug. 12
Great White North. Special Cast.... _ Dec. 30
Hangman's House. McLaglen-Collyer _ May 13
Hello Cheyenne, Tom Mix May 13
Homesick, Cohen-Beebe _ '.'Dec. 16
Honor Bound, O'Brien-Taylor. .-..May 6
Horseman of the Plains (W), Tom Mir ___Mar. 11
Love Hungry (CD), Moran-Gray Apr. 8
Me, Gangster (D), Collyer-Terry Oct. 14
Mother Machree. Bennett-McLaglen. _ Oct. 21
Mother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser-Norton-.i Oct. 28
News Parade. Stuart-Phipps _ June 10
No Other Woman (D), Dolores Del Rio _ ...June 10
None But the Brave, Norton-Phipps Aug. 5
Painted Post (W), Tom Mix July 1
Play Girl. The. Madge Bellamy _ ". Apr. 22
Plastered in Paris. Cohen-Pennick-Linow -J" Sept. 23
Prep and Pep. llollins-Drexel-Darrow. Nov 18
Red Dancer (D), Del Rio-Farrell.... _ Dec 2
Red Wine, Collyer-Nagel Dec] 23
Riley the Cop (CD), Farrell-MacDonald ..... Nov. 25
River Pirate, The, McLaglen-Moran. Aug. 26
Road House (MD), Barrymore-Burke.... July 15
Romance of the Underworld (D), Astor-Bole.... Nov. 11
Sharp Shooters (CD). O'Brien-Moran Jan. 15
Soft Living (CD). Bellamy-Brown ...Feb. 5
Square Crooks, Brown-Dwan Mar. 4
Street Angel. Gaynor-Farrell _ .......Aug. 19
Sunrise (D), George O'Brien-Gaynor.

. .....Nov. 4
Taking a Chance, Rex Bell Nov' 18
Thief in the Dark, A, Meeker-Hill-Beebe . .. May 20
Why Sailors Go Wrong. Phipps-McNamara Mar. 25
Wild West Romance (W), Rex King June 10
Win That Girl. Itoliinss-Carol Sept 16
Woman Wise (C). Russell-Collyer Jan. 8

Fugitives, Bellamy-Terry jgj, 27
Girls Gone Wild, Carol-Stuart

"..''*

Feb. 24
Hearts in Dixie, Reed-Howe Feb. 24
In Old Arizona, Baxter-Lowe Jan. 20
Making the Grade, Lowe-Moran. Feb. 10
New Year's Eve, Astor-Foxe "

Feb 17
Nobody's Children. All Star Mar. 10
Sin Sister. The. Nancy Carroll-Gray Feb. 3
Strong Boy, McLaglen-Joy Mar. 3
True Heaven, O'Brien-Moran Jan. 20

Gotham
Down Grade, The. William Fairbanks Oct.
Silent Avenger. The. •Thunder'' Delaney Nov. 1
Sinews of Steel. Alberta Vaughn. Oct. 1
When Danger Calls, William Fairbanks Nov.

Bare Knees, Virginia Lee Corbin.... June
Blondes by Choice, Claire Windsor March
Cheer Leader, The, Graves-Olmstead April
Chorus Kid, The, Faire-Washburn June
Girl from Rio, The, Myers-Pigeon ....Feb.
Head of the Family, The, Virginia Leo Corbin... Oct
Hellship Bronson. Beery-Reid May
Midnight Life. Francis X. Bushman. Aug.
Rose of Kildare. The, Chadwick-O'Malley Jan.
San Francisco Nights, Percy Marmont May
Satin Woman, The, Mrs. Wallace Reid.... Jan.
Through the Breakers, Livingston-Herbert ..Sept
Turn Back the Hours, Myrna Loy July
United States Smith, Gribbon-Lee July

Oct. 20

Dec. 8
Jan. 21

June 30

Jan. 5

June 23

Feb. 11

June 9

Apr. 14

Apr. 14™

Sept. 15

Apr. 14

.Dec. 1

Jan. 21

Nov. 10

..Dec. 1

Jan. 28

Sept. 1

..Jan. 12

May 12

Apr. 21

Apr. 7

Mar. 10

Nov. 3

..May 26

May 19

Feb. 4

Dec. 8

Nov. 17

May 26

June 23

Julv 7

Nov. 3

..Juno 24

Nov. 3

Sept. 22
..Jan.

Sept. 29 Oct. 20

Aug. 4

_ Jan. 19

Feb. 4 Feb. 18

Feb. 18 -..

..July 7

..July 21

May 19 June 2

Aug. 18
Oct. 20

Jan. 28

Oct. 6

Father and Son, Noah Beery-Noah Beery, Jr
Knee High, Virginia Lee Corbin _ Oct.
Modern Sappho, A. Betty Bronson Sept.
River Woman, The. Logan-L. Barrymore _ Aug.
Times Square. Alice Day-Lubin Sept.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Adam and Evil (CD). Cody-Pringle. Aug. 27
After Midnight (D). Shearer-Gray _ Aug. 20
Annie Laurie (D), Lillian Gish _ Sept. 17
Ben Hur (M), Ramon Novarro _ Oct. 8
Big Parade, The (M), Gilbert-Adoree Sept. 10
Bugle Call, The (D), Jackie Coogan. Aug. 6
Buttons (CD), Jackie Coogan. Dec. 24
Callahans and Murphys (CD), Dressler-Moran June 18
Fair Co-ed, The (CD), Marion Danes _ Oct. 15
Garden of Allah, The (D), Terry-Petrovitch Nov. 5
In Old Kentucky (D), H. CosteUo _ Oct. 29
London After Midnight (D), Lon Chaney Dec. 3
Lovelorn, The, Sally O'Nea Dec. 17
Lovers (D), Novarro-Terry _ Apr. 9
Man. Woman and Sin (D), John Gilbert Nov. 19
Mockery (M), Lon Chaney _ Aug. 13
Quality Street, Davies-Nagel Dec. 31
Road to Romance, The (D), Novarro-Day Sept. 24
Spoilers of the West (W), McCoy-Daw. Dec. 10
Spring Fever (C), William Haines Oct. 22
Tea for Three (C), Cody-Pringle Dec. 10
Thirteenth Hour, The (D), Lionel Barrymore Nov. 26
Twelve Miles Out (M), Gilbert _ July 9
Unknown, The (M), Chaney June 4

..Aug. 13

..Aug. 17

..May 21

.Nov. 12

Deo. 31

Nov. 10
Nov. 10

Nov. 26

Dec. 17

Deo. 31

Dec. 3

Jan. 7

Nov. 19

Nov. 12

Dec. 24
Dec. 3

..July 16

Oct. 29
Sept. 10

Dec. 3

Dec. 17

. May 2

Dec. 17
Sept. 10

..Dec. 24

Dec. 10

Nov. 12

Dec. 3
..July 30
..June 13

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Released Pictures Comment

1928
6908

6749
5332
5896
6838
6344

TE 6053

7108
5679
5653
8001

8G86
0995

M 7052
5838
0070

7358
7987
8430

ME 7180
4987
6020
4823

M 7126
7743

7045
5G95
7352
5441

M 6575
7G50

6893
7289
5028
7732

TE 7453
6487

5801
9500

5031

M 6150
8090

ME 7448
TME 7965

5011
ME 6721

M 831'J

4447

1929
M
TME 8000

TME
M 9044

G179
5264
5596

M
ME 8799

1927
6199
6951
9879
6536
G662

5408
7447

6290
5393
6376
6017

5880
63G8
6634

5209
6170
5515
0015
5179
0838
4934
0200

0124
0000

6497

4926
7643
8486

5935
ME 12267

5960

1928
5897
6099
G536

ME 7805
5930
7202
5G65
7866
5364
5880
G402
0134
G018
5852
7040
0871

0203
5038
0528
6039

7464

June 2 June 23

Actress, The, Norma Shearer-Forbes Apr. 28
Across to Singapore (MD), Novarro- Crawford Apr. 7 Apr. 28
Baby Mine, Arthur- Dane.... Jan. 21 Jan. 28
Beyond the Sierras (W), Tim McCoy Sept. 15
Big City. The, Chaney-Compson-Day Feb. 18 Feb. 25
Bringing Up Fattier, Farrell-Moran-Olmstead Mar. 17 Mar. 31
Brotherly Love (C), Dane-Arthur _ Oct. 13 Oct. 13
Cardboard Lover, The, Marion Davies Aug. 25
Certain Young Man, A, Novarro-Day May 19
Circus Rookies (CD), Dane-Arthur ... Mar. 31
Cossacks, The, Adoree-Gilbert-Torrence June 23
Crowd, The, Boardman-Murray-Roach.... Mar. 3
Cameraman, The (CD), Buster Keaton Sept. 15
Dancing Daughters, Joan Crawford _ Sept. 1

Detectives, Dane-Arthur June 9

Diamond Handcuffs, Boardman-NageL May 5
Divine Woman, Garbo-Hanson-Sherman. Jan. 14
Dream of Love. Joan Crawford. _ _ .Dec. 1 Dec. 22
Enemy. The. Gish-Dane-Forbes _ Feb. 18 Mar. 10
Excess Baggage (D). William Haines Sept 8 June 23
Forbidden Hours (D), Novarro-Adoree June 16 Mar. 17
Four Walls (MD), Gilbert-Crawford Aug. 11 Sept. 8
Honeymoon, Moran-Flash-Gribbon .Dec. 29
Lady of Chance (D). Shearer-Sherman X>ec. 22
Latest from Paris. The, Shearer-Forbes... Feb. 4 Feb. 18
Laugh, Clown, Laugh, Chaney-Murphy-His-le. Apr. 14 Apr. 21

Law of the Range, McCoy-Crawford Jan. 21 Feb. 4

Love, Garbo-Gilbert - _ Jan. 2 Jan. 7

Mademoiselle from Armentieres, Estelle-Brody-

John Stuart _ June 2 Sept. 1

Masks of the Devil, John Gilbert Nov. 17 Nov. 17

Mysterious Lady, The, Greta Garbo-NageL Aug. 4 May 20

Napoleon (D), Wildimir-Dieudonne Oct 27 Oct. 27

Patsy, The, Davies-Caldwell-Gray Mar. 10 Apr. 7

Riders of the Dark Apr. 21 May 5

Rose Marie. Crawford-Murray ...Feb. 11 Feb. 18
Show People (CD), Davies-Haines Oct. 20 Sept. 29
Smart Set, Haines-Day-Holt-Bosworth _ Feb. 25 Mar. 10

Skirts, Syd Chaplin May 12 June 2

Student Prince, The (R), Novarro-Shearer Jan. 30 Feb. 25

Under the Black Eagle, Forbes-Dog Flash.... Mar. 24

West of Zanzibar (D), Lon Chaney Nov. 24 Deo. 8

West Point (CD), Haines- Crawford Jan. 7 Jan. 21
While the City Sleeps (MD), Lon Chaney Sept. 29
White Shadows in the South -6eas (MD), Monte
Blue Nov. 10 July 7

Wickedness Preferred (CD). Cody-Pringle ...Jan. 28 Feb. 11

Wind. The (D). Lillian Gish Oct. 27 Nov. 3

Woman of Affairs (D), Garbo-Gilbert Dec. 15

Wyoming, McCoy-Sebastian Mar. 24 Apr. 14

May 26

Feb. 11

Apr. 7

July 7

Mar. 10 Apr. 28
Sept. 15

Sept 22
June 9

June 2
Jan. 21 Jan. 21

Dec. 8

Ma; 5

Sept. 8

July 28

Mar. 10

May 12

Apr. 14

Feb. 18

Oct. 27

Apr. 21

Jan. 5

-Oct. 20

A Man's Man, Haines-Dunne
Alias Jimmy Valentine (D), William Haines Jan. 26

All at Sea, Dane-Arthur Feb. 9

Bellamy Trial (D). Joy-Bronson
Flying Fleet (D), Novarro-Page Jan. 19

Loves of Casahova, Foreign Cast Feb. 10

Morgan's Last Raid (W), McCoy-Sebastian Jan. 5

Single Man (CD). Cody-Pringle. Jan. 12

Tide of the Empire, Adoree-Duryea Feb. 2

Trail of '98 (D), Forbes-Del Rio Jan. 5

..Sept. 29
Feb. 2

Paramount
Afraid to Love (C). Vidor. Apr. 9

Barbed Wire (D), Negri-Brook _ Sept 10

Beau Geste (M), Colman-N. Beery... Aug. 1

Chang (D), Special cast Sept. 3

Children of Divorce (D), Bow. Apr. 2

City Gone Wild. The (M), Meighan-Millner Nov. 12

•Covered Wagon, The (M), Kerrigan-Wilson. Aug. 0

Fashions for Women (CD), Ralston. Mar. 20

Firemen Save My Child (C), Beery-Hatton Aug. 1

Gay Defender, The (CD). Richard Dix Dec. 10

Gentleman of Paris, A (CD), Menjou-O'Hara Oct. 15

Get Your Man (CD), Clara Bow Dec. 10

Running Wild (C), Fields-Brian Aug. 20

Senorita (F), Daniels „ Aug. 30

Serenade (D), Menjou-Wray..._ _ Dec. 24

Service for Ladies (C), Menjou-Carver Aug. 6

Shanghai Bound (D), Dix-Brian Oct. 15

She's a Sheik (C), Bebe Daniels Nov. 12

Shootin' Irons (W), Luden-Blane ...Oct. 8

Soft Cushions (C), MacLean-Carol Aug. 27

Spotlight. The (CD), Ralston-Hamilton Nov. 19

Stark Love (D), Special cast Sept 17

Swim. Girl, Swim (CM), Daniels-Hall Sept. 17

Tell It to Sweeney (C), Conklin-Bancroft Sept. 24

Ten Modern Commandments (CD), Ralston.... July 2

Time to Love (FC), Raymond Griffith _ June 18

Underworld (M), Bancroft-Brent... .Oct. 29
Way of All Flesh. The (D), Jannings-Bennett Oct. 1

We're All Gamblers (D), Meighan-Millner Sept. 3

Wings (M), Charles Rogers. Oct. 29
Woman on Trial (D), Pola Negri _ Oct. 29

Adventure Mad (M). Hall Mar. 31
Avalanche (W), Jack Holt _

Beau Sabreur (M), Cooper-Brent „ Jan. 7

Beggars of Life (MB), W. Berry-Brooks-Arlen....Sept 15

Big Killing (CD), Beery-Hatton _ May 19

Docks of New York, The (D), Bancroft-Compson..Sept. 20

Doomsday, Vidor-Cooper Feb. 18
Drag Net, The (MD), Bancroft-Brent-PowelL May 26
Easy Come, Easy Go, Richard Dix. _ Apr. 21

Feel My Pulse,, Daniels- Arlen. _ _ Feb. 25
Fifty-Fifty Girl, The, Daniels-Hall May 12
First Kiss, The (D). Wray-Cooper ... Sept. 25
Fleet's In. The (CD), Bow-Hall Oct. 13
Fools for Luck (CD). Fields-Conklin. ... May 7

Forgotten Faces (MD), Brook-Brian. Sept. 11
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (C), Taylor-White Jan. 28
Half a Bride (D). Ralston-Cooper June 16
His Tiger Lady, Menjou-Brent June 9
Hot News, Bebe Daniels... Aug. 14
Just Married (CD), Hall-Taylor-Ford _ Aug. 18

Kit Carson (MD), Fred Thomson. Aug. 21

..Apr. 23

..Aug. 3

..-May 2

....May 2

. ..Dec. 10

Apr. 9

Dec. 10

Nov. 11

Oct 8

Jan. 7

June 18

.May 14

Jan. 14
Sept 3

Dec. 31 Nov. 12

Jan. 21 Nov. 26

Jan. 7

. Aug. 27

... Deo. 3

...Mar. 19

...Sept 17

Oct. 22

...July 23

...July 9

...Sept. 3

July 2

..Aug. 20

Oct. 1

Sept 1
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Sound Length Title and Players

New
Released Pictures

6792

S234

, 7415

5S37

M 7434

ME 6051

6411
5941

5444

5741

7910
6600

sx 10172

5582
6070

7S2S
6331

ME 6165

7175

31 7761

7616
6323

4792

7960

5951
6213

6763

7141
5962
5733

5991
5S34

TME 6349

.._ 6319
\ra 6509

ME 10400

5378

. 5435

ME 6938
i nooiy_y
TME 10471

AT
.

TM 5943

AT 7156

TME 6G43

AT ——

-

AT —
TME 7112

AT
ME 6396

1928
3996

T 7008

5755
4293
4805

5927

5722

65S9
4833

4598

5408
4550

4S4S

ME 6312

6145
7996

7054
452G

6670
4480

5398
4476

6787

7056

TME 13500

4155
4683

6650

5888
7530

\TE 550G

5762
4600

5659
iIE 6070

5954
5494

5626
6092

7935
4520

p 6804

65S1
6902— 7040
581G— 5423

6370— 4520— 5035
4900

5937

1929

.927
6089
5076

591G
5960

5970

6502

420O

Ladies of the Mob, Clara Bow. June 30

Last Command. The (D). Emil Jannings Jan. 21

Lesion of the Condemned. Wray-Cooper ..Mar. 10

Love and Learn. Ralston-Chandler Jan. 14

Loves of an Actress (D). Pola Negri Sept. IS

Manhattan Cocktail. Carroll Not. 21

Matins Call, The (0). Thomas Meighan. July 21

Model From Montmartre (0), Nita Naldi Sept. 22

Moran of the Marines (D), Dix-Elder Oct. 27

Night of Mystery D . Menjou Apr. 7

Old Ironsides (D), Beery-Bancroft Mar. 3

Partners in Crime (C). Beery-Hatton. Mar. 17

Patriot The (D), Emil Jannings. _.Sept. 1

Peaks of Destiny Jan. 23

Pioneer Scout. The (W). Fred Thomson..- _ ..Jan. 21

Racket. The (D). Thomas Meighan June 30

Red Hair (CD). Bow-Chandler. . Mar. 10

Sawdust Paradise. The. Esther Ralston. _ Aug. 25

Secret Hour. The (D). N'egri-Hersholt Feb. 4

Sins of the Fathers (D). Emil Jannings Dec. 29

Showdown. The, Bancroft— Feb. 25

Someone to Love (CD). Brian-Rogers

Something Always Happens, Ralston-Hamilton—Mar. 24

Speedy (C), Harold Lloyd *Pr. 7

Sporting Goods. Dix-Olmstead Feb. 11

Street of Sin (D), Jannings-Wray May 26

Sunset Legion (W), Fred Thomson Apr. 21

Three Sinners (D), Negri-Baxter. Apr. 11

Three Week Ends. Clara Bow
Tillie's Punctured Romance, Fields-Conklin...- Feb. 18

Under the Tonto Rim. Arlen-Brian Feb. 4

Vanishing Pioneer. The (W), Jack Holt.... June 23

Varsity (D), Rogers-Brian _ Oct. 27

Water Hole. The (W), Jack Holt Aug. 25

Warming Up. Richard Dix _ Aug. 11

Wedding March. The (D), Erich Von Stroheim.-Oct. 6

What a Night (CD). Bebe Daniels Oct. 6

Wife Savers (C). Beery-Hatton Ian. 7

Woman From Moscow, The (D), Negri-Kerry Nov. 3

Oct 20

Feb. 18

Feb. 25

Sept. 8

Jan. 7

Dec. 10

Mar. 3

June 9

Feb. IS

Sept. 22

.Nov. 17

Mar. 17

Oct. 20

Feb. IS

.Dec. 29

Mar. 3

Apr. 23

Feb. IS

Apr. 28

Feb. 18

Dec. 22

Dec 15

Apr. 21
Feb. 18

May 26

Apr. 7

.Dec. 22

Feb. 25

May 5

Abie's Irish Rose (CD). Rogers-Hersholt.

A Bird in the Hand, Lois Wilson
Case of Lena Smith (D). Ralston-HalL

Canary Murder Case, William Powell
Carnation Kid, The
Interference, Brook-Kenyon —.

—

Z

Melancholy Dame, Cohen All-colored

Port Mortems. Raymond-Griffith.

..Jan. 1

.Feb. 23

Jan. 19
Jan. 26

Jan. 5

Mar. 9

Mar. 23

Shopworn Angel, The, Cooper-Carrol] Jan. 12

When Caesar Ran a Newspaper, Hatton-Hardy... Feb. 9

Wolf of Wall Street. George Bancroft Jan. 20

Jan. 19

Pathe
Alice Through a Looking Glass

Annapolis, Allan-Brown-Loff
Apache Raider, The, Leo Maloney.._~
Avenging Shadow (D), Klondike (Dog).

Ballyhoo Buster (W), Buffalo Bill. Jr...

Blon#e for a Night, Prevost-

Black Ace, The (W), Don Coleman.

Blue Danube, Leatrice Joy

Boss of Rustlers Roost, The. Don Coleman.
Border Patrol (W). Harry Carey

Bronc' Stomper, The. Don Coleman
Bullet Mark. The, Jack Donovan
Burning Bridges, Harry Carey

Captain Swagger, Rod La Rocque
Celebrity, Armstrong (D) ,

Chicago (M). Phyllis Haver.

Cop. The (D), William Boyd..

Feb. 12

Nov. 18

Feb. 12

Apr. 29

Jan. 8

Feb. 27

Sept 2

Mar. 12
Jan. 22

..._Dec. 23
Feb. 26

Mar. 25

..Sept. 30

May 12

Feb. 18
May 12

Mar. 17

May 19

Cowboy Cavalier (W), Buddy Roosevelt

—

Craig's Wire (D). Irene Rich

Crashing Through, Jack Padjan—
Desperate Courage (W). Wales
Fangs of Fate (D). Klondike (D)

Forbidden Love (D). Lili Damita
Hold 'Em Yale, Rod La Rocque.

King of Kings. Special Cast

Laddie Be Good (W), Bill Cody
Law's Lash, The (D). Klondike (Dog)_.

Leopard Lady. The (W). Logan.

Oct 14

Oct 7

Mar. 5

Aug. 19

Jan. 29

Sept 16

Peb. 5

Jan. 15

June 24

Oct. 28

May 13

Sept. 30

Jan. 1

May 20

Jan. 23

Feb. 4

Sept 22

May 19 May 26

Mar. 10

Let 'Er Go. Gallagher! (M). Junior Coghlan. Jan. 16

Love Over Night (CD), Rod La Rocque Nov. 25

Marked Money (D). Coghlan -Nov. 4

Man-Made-Women, Leatrice Joy Sept. 9

Marlie. the Killer, Klondike Mar. 4

Jan. 28

Jan. 28

Midnight Madness. Jacqueline Logan. —
Ned McCobb's Daughter, Irene Rid)
Night Flyer. The. Wm. Boyd
On to Reno (D). Prevost

Perfect Gentleman. A (C), Monty Banks...

Power (CD). Boyd-Hale.
Red Mark. The (D). Special Cast.
Saddle Mates (D). Wally Wales
Sal of Singapore, Phyllis Haver
Shady Lady, The, Phyllis Haver
Show Folks, Eddie QuiJlan.

....-Mar. 25

.....Dec 2

_ ~Feb. 5

. Jan. 2

Ian. 15

Sept 23

...Aug. 26

.... Aug. 5

Oct 13

July 14

Ship Comes In, A. Rudolph Schildkraut-
Skyscraper, Boyd
Spieler, The, Hale-Adorec
Stand and Deliver, Rod La Rocque.
Tenth Avenue, Haver-Varcon
Valley of the Hunted Men, Buffalo. Jr..

Walking Back. Sue Carrol
What Price Beauty. Nita Naldi.

..Nov. 11

. 16

—Oct 21
... June 4

.-.Apr. 9

...Dec. 30

... Feb. 20

...Aug. 5

...Feb. 19

—.May 20

May 12

July 14

..Jan. 22

.Oct. 28Yellow Contraband, Leo Maloney (W)_

Leatherneck, The, William Boyd

Rayart
Cruise of the Hellon (D), All star
Heroes in Blue (M). Bowers-Rand Nor.
Law and the Man, The (D). Santschl-Rockwell_..Dec.
Light in the Window. A (D), WalthalL.

.Sept. 24

On the Stroke of Twelve (M), D. Torrence Nor.
Silent Hero (M), Bonaparte
Wanderer of the West, A (W), Tex Maynard- Dec

-Nov. 12

.Aug. 29

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Pictures Comment

1928

60S9
6673
5937
6076
4533
5683
5976
5853
5S00
4797

5262
4548

560S
4571
5906
5940

6525
5675
5900
4627

5490
5260

1929

1928
5S72
4 SOS

55S3

4869
4913
5548

6267

60S5
6375
6320
5621
5511
5984
5063
4802
4804

475S
6148
6365
5265
5144
6290
5797

647G
6269
4769
5771
4647
4801
G424

4785
4923
6331

4781
4SS4
6419
4729
4714
6059
6279
6S12
6310
5967
6037
5493
6223
5760
4S84
4957
6217

4S23
6320
4898
4805
4764

1929

6409
5264

4899

ZZ 6245

ZZ 6396

ZZ 6057

ZZ 4823

Black Pearl. The (D). Lila Lee-Hallor Dec
Branded Man, The (D), Chas. Delaney-MarlowcMay
Casey Jones (CD), Price-Lewis Jan.
City of Purple Dreams. The, Bedford-Frazer. Sept
Danger Patrol. The (D), Russell-Fair. Jan.
Devil's Tower, The (W). Buddy Roosevelt .June
Divine Sinner, The (D). Vera ReynoIds-Hilliard_July
Gypsy of the North (D), Gordon-Hale. —Apr.
Heart of Broadway, The (D). Garon-Agnew Mar.
isle of Lost Men (D). Santschi-Connor Oct.
Lightning Shot. The (W). Buddy Roosevelt May
Midnight Adventure. A (D). Landis-E. Murphy ...May
Mystery Valley (W). Buddy Roosevelt July
My Home Town (D). Brockwell-Glass Jan.
Painted Trail. The (W), Buddy Roosevelt Mar.
Phantom of the Turf. The (D). Costello-Lease_..Feb.
Ships of the Night (D). Logan-Rankin Dec
Should a Girl Marry? (D). Foster-Keith Nov.
Sisters of Eve (D), Mae Busch Sept
Sweet S xteen (D), Helen Foster-Olmstead Aug.
Trail Riders (W). Buddy Roosevelt April
Wild Born (W). Tex Maynard. _.M_r.

Jan.You Can't Beat the Law. Lee Keefe.

Black Pearl. The (MD). Lila Lee-Hallor.
Brothers (D). Bed/ord-Keefe
Shanghai Rose, Irene Rich

..Jan. 1

.Feb. 1

Mar. 1
Some Mother's Boy (D). Mary CarT-RobBrds__.Feb.15
When Dreams Come True, Rex Lease- Costello Jan. 15

R K O (F B O)

Alex the Great (M). Skeets Gallagher...

Avenging Rider. The. Tom Tyler.
Beyond London's Lights (M). Lee Shumway.
Blockade. Q. Nihsson

Breed of the Sunsets (W). Bob Steele
Captain Careless. Bob Steele.

Charge of the Gauchos (MD), Francis X.
Bushman

..May 13 Feb. 11

.Oct 7

..Mar. 13 Feb. 11

— Dec. 16

Apr. 1

—Aug. 26

... Sept 16

. Mar. 4Chicago After Midnight (M). Ince-Mende.
Circus Kid. The (MD). FrankSe Darro-Brown Oct. 7

Coney Island (D). Lois Wilson Jan. 13

Crooks Can't Win (D), Ralph Lewis May 11

Danger Street. Baxter-Sleeper Aug. 26

Dead Man's Curve (D), Fairbanks. Jr Jan. 15

Devil's Trademark. The (D), Belle Bennett -Apr. 7

Dog Justice (M). Ranger June 10

Dog Law, Banger Sept 2

Fangs of the Wild (D), Ranger Feb. 5

Fightin' Redhead (W), Buzz Barton July 1

Freckles (D). Stratton-Fox. Jr. 31ar. 21
Gang War (MD), Pickford-Borden. Sept. 2
Headin' for Danger (MD). Bob Steele Dec. 16

Her Summer Hero (CD). Blane-Trevor.
Hey Rube (D). Trevor- Olmstead...

His Last Haul (D). Tom Moore
Hit of the Show. The (C). Joe Brown.
King Cowboy (W), Tom Mix
Law of Fear (D), Ranger
Legionnaires in Paris (C). Cooke-Guar
Lightning Speed. Bob Steele

Little Buckaroo. The (W). Buzz Barton. Oct. 21

Little Yellow House, The (CD), Orville Caldwell May 28

Man in the Rough (W). Bob Steele— May 20

Orphan of the Sage (W). Buzz Barton Dec. 23

Perfect Crime. The. Clive Brook-Irene Rich Aug. 19

Phantom of the Range (W), Tom Tyler Apr. 22

Pinto Kid. The (W). Buzz Barton. Apr. 29

Red Riders of Canada (M), Miller.

Riding Renegade (W), Bob Steele-

Rough Ridin' Red (W), Buzz Barton
Sally of the Scandals (M), Bessie Love..

Sally's Shoulders (MD), Lois Wilson

Singapore Mutiny. Inee-Taylor
Sinners in Love (MD). Olive Borden.

Skinner's Big Idea (M), Bryant Washburn..

Son of the Golden West Tom Mix
Stocks and Blondes (CD). Logan-Gallagher.

Stolen Love (D). Day-Lease-
Taxi 13 (C). Conklin- Sleeper.

Terror Mountain, Tom Tyler

Tracked (MD). Ranger
Tropic Madness (D). Leatrice Joy

Tyrant of Red Gulch (W). Tyler-Darro.

Wallflowers (D). Trevor-Scott

When the Law Ride* (W). Tom Tyler.

Wizard of the Saddle (W). Buzz Barton

—

Young Whirlwind. The (W). Buzz Barton Sept 16

Air Legion. Ben Lyon-Martha Sleeper-

Amazing Vagabond. The. Bob Steele

—

Blockade. Nilsson-McDonald
Come and Get It. Bob Steele___
Drifter, The, Tom Mix.
Fifth Tom Mix, Tom Mix

-Jan. 6

-Apr. 7

.Jan. 30
.Feb. 3

.Mar. 13
-May 13

Freckled Rascal, The, Buzz Barton-
Fury of the Wild. Banger
Gun Law. Tom Tyler
Hardboiled. Sally O'Neil-Balph
Idaho Red. Tom Tyler-

-Mar. 31
..Jan. 6

...Mar. 3

. _Feb. 3

..Apr. 21

Jazz Age. The, Marceline Day-D. Fairbanks. Jr._Feb. 10

Laughing at Danger. Bob Steele June 2

Little Savage, Buzz Barton May 19

Love in the Desert, Olive Borden-Noah Beery-

Mao Fadden True Story ____________
One Man Dog. The, Ranger
Outlawed, Tom Mix..

-Mar. 17
-May 20

-Mar. 3

Pals of the Prairie, Buzz Barton

Pride of Pawnee, Tom Tyler

Red Sword, The, Allan Boscoe

Trail of Horse Thieves, Tom Tyler-

Vagabond Cub, The, Buzz Barton

—

Voice of the Storm.

- Jan. 21
_July 7

— June 9

-Feb. 17

.Jan. 13

. .Feb. 10

-Jan. 13

Yellowback, The. Tom Moore-See-a Owen Jan. 20
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Sound Length Title and Players

New
Pictures

1927
6764
6669
7300
4887
0482
6233
4752
5800
6040
6235
5629
5182
6276

T
AT

MB
T
ME
T
T
AT
T

ME
ME

AT
T

ME
ME
ME
ME

6448
5614

1928

6510
5362

6477

6126
5334

5207

6553
6676

7785
6708

6102

5735
7256
5652
5361

6283

1927
5000

7500
7311
8550

9120
9000
7456
8250

8000

1928
ME
ME

7972
8250

6400

7000

9358
9100
8350
7300

6400
9300

8500

8350

1928
6243
4179
5311
4322
4201

6357

5109
7828
6474

T
4194

6599
4868
6307

5591
C832

Tiffany-Stahl
Backstage (CD). Bedford.

Beauty Shoppe (CD), Busch
College Days (CD), M. Day -

Enchanted Island (D)— - -

Fools of Fashion (CD), Busch
Girl from Gay Paree, The (F), Sherman Sept. 15

Haunted Ship, The (M), Sebastian-M. Love Dec. 1

Joselyn's Wife (D), Frederick. -

Lightning (W). J. Ralston _ Sept. 1

Night Life (CD), Day-Harron — Nov. 1

Once and Forever (D). Patsy Ruth Miller. Oct. 15

Snowbound (FC). BIythe - - -

Streets of Shanghai (RD), Starkc-IIarlan Dec. 15

Tired Business Man (C) -

Wild Geese (D), Belie Bennett Nov. 15

Women's Wares (D). Brent-Lytell Oct. 1

Bachelor's Paradise (R), Sally O'NeiL - 3Iar. 15

Big Top, The (CD), Sally O'Neil - Oct. 30

Broadway Fever (D). Sally O'NeU— Sept. 30

Cavalier, The (D), Talmadge-Bedford -Nov. 1

Clothes Makes the Woman (R), Soutnern-

l'ldgeon - - 1

Devil's Apple Tree, The (D), Dorothy Sebastian-Sept. 20

Devil's Skipper, The, Bennett _ - _ Feb. 1

Domestic Meddlers (CD), Claire Windsor Aug. 15

Floating College. The, O'Neil-Hale— — Nov. 10

George Washington Cohen (CD), Jessel-Palmer... Dec. 20

Girl Who Came Back, The, Patsy Ruth Miller......Mar. 10

Grain of Dust, The (D), Cortez-Windsor. July 10

Green Grass Widows (CD), Walter Hagen. June 10

Gun Runner, The (D), Cortez-Lane .Nov. 20

House of Scandal (D), Sebastian-O'Malley Apr. 1

Ladies of the Night Club (CD). Cortez-Moran. May 15

Lingerie (CD), White-McGregor - July 1

Man in the Hobbles. The. Harron-Littlefleld. _ Jan. 10

Marriage by Contract, Miller-Gray _ Dec. 1

Nameless Men, Moreno - Feb. 15

Naughty Duchess, The (D), n. B. Warner...- Oct. 10

New Orleans, Cortez-CoUier. Jr _ - Mar. 1

Power of Silence, The (D). Belle Bennett ... Oct. 20

Prowlers of the Sea (D), Cortez-Myers - June 20

Rainbow, The, Gray-Hardy - - Jan. 1

Reputation (D), Belle Bennett Nov. 10

Spirit of Youth, The. Kent Sebastian. - Feb. 20

Scarlet Dove, The (D), Margaret Livingston. Apr. 15

Squads Right (CD). Gribbon-Stone - Feb. 1

Stormy Waters (D). Southern-McGregor June 1

Toilers, The, Fairbanks, Jr.-Ralston— — Oct. 1

Their Hour (D), Sebastian-Harron Mar. 1

Tragedy of Youth, Miller- Collier - Jan. 15

Tropical Nights. Patsy Ruth Miller —Dec. 10

Woman Against the World, A - -..Jan. 1

July 9

July 16

..Nov. 6

June 25

..Oct. 9

..Nov. 27

- July 30

Mar. 10 _.

Dec. 24 Dec. 10

—.Nov. 10

Oct. 20

Dec. 1

Nov. 17

Mar. 31

United Artists

College (C), Keaton-Cornwall— SeP(
- 10

General, The (C), Keaton— - -

Loves of Sonya (D), Swanson —
Magio Flame, The (M), Colman-Banky Sept. 24

Resurrection (M), La Rocque -

Sorrell and Son (D), Wamer-Nilsson— - Nov.

Topsy and Eva (C). Duncan Sisters.— —
Two Arabian Knights (CD), Boyd-Wolheim

Winning of Barbara Worth (D), Banky-Colman

Sept. 17

Feb. 12

Mar. 19

Sept. 24

..Apr. 16

...Nov. 19

..Mug. 13

—Oct. 29

-Dec. 4

Awakening, The. Vilma Banky Nov. 17

Battle of the Sexes, The, Hersholt-Haver Oct. 12

Circus, The (C), Charlie Chaplin —
City Lights, Charlie Chaplin — _ -

Coquette, Mary Pickford - - -

Devil Dancer, The, Gilda Gray - —
Douglas Fairbanks as the Gaucho (M) - June 1

Dove, The (M), Norma Talmadge Jan. 7

Drums of Love (D), Mary Pbilbin. - Mar. 31

Garden of Eden. The (D). C. Griffith-Ray Feb. 4

Hell's Angels, Ben Lyon-Nissen -

Iron Mask, The, Douglas Fairbanks...

. Mar. 3

— Apr. 28
—.Nor. 26

Jan. 7

—July 21

King of the Mountains, John Barrymore -

Lady of the Pavements, Boyd-Goudal— -

Nightstick. O'Malley-Busch.

Queen Kelley. Gloria Swanson _

Ramona (D), Del Rio - — - — Aug.

Rescue, The, Ronald Colman. - Jan. 12

Revenge, Dolores Del Rio..._ Nov. 3

Sadie Thompson (D), Gloria Swanson.— — Feb. 1

Say It With Music, Harry Richman...

She Goes to War, Broadman-Holland.

Steamboat Bill, Jr.. Buster Keaton - —Jan. 7

Tempest (M), John Barrymore - -...Aug. 11

Three Passions, Terry-Petrovitch-— - —
Two Lovers, Banky-Colman. - .. Sept. 7

Woman Disputed, The, Norma Talmadge Oct. 20

Universal
Anybody Here Seen Kelly, Bessie Love-Moore Sept. 9 Sept. S

Beauty and Bullets, Ted Wells — Dec. 10

Clearing the Trail, Hoot Gibson _ Oct. 7

Cloud Dodger, The, Al Wilson Sept. 30

Crimson Canyon. The, Ted Wells Oct. 14

Danger Rider, The, Hoot Gibson. Nov. 18

Flyin' Cowboy. The, Hoot Gibson.- July 1

Foreign Legion. The, Lewis Stone-Kerry— Sept. 23

Freedom of the Press, Lewis Stone Oct. 28

Gate Crasher. The (CD) - - Dec. 9

Give and Take, Sidney-Hersholt Dec. 23

Greased Lightning, Ted WeUs - July 29

Grip of the Yukon, The, Marlowe-Bushman Sept. 30 Apr. 28

Guardians of the Wild. Rex-Perrin Sept. 16

Home James. Laura LaPlante— Sept. 2 Sept. 8

How to Handle Women, Tryon-NLron -Oct. 14

Jazz Mad, Hersholt- Nixon. NoT - 11

Jan. 19

Nov. 10

June 16

-May 26

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Pictures Comment

M 10185
6030
6702

5907
4230

4472
5424

4616

TME 10600

1929

5202
ME
T

T
T
T
MT

4719

T

T
5792

5501

ME
T 6785

ME 6674

T

4380

1927

5803
6330

6408
5003
6767

6978
6302
6203

5397

5569
5492
5685
5685
6412
6412

6813

Man Who Laughs, The. I'hilbln-Veidt Nov. 4

Michigan Kid. The, Adoree-Nagel _ Oct. 21

Night Bird. The, Reginald Denny Sept. 16

Phyllis of the Follies, Alice Day-M. Moore Nov. 25

Price of Fear. Bill Cody— Oct. 29

Quick Triggers. Fred Humes .July 15

Riding for Fame, Hoot Gibson Aug. 19

Two Outlaws. The, Jack Perrin-Rex „ Nov. 18

Uncle Tom's Cabin. All Star Sept. 2

Wolves of the City, Bill Cody - _ Dec. 2

Blow for Blow, Hoot Gibson May 19

Border Wildcat, The, Ted Wells Aug. 18
Born to the Saddle, Ted Wells _ Mar. 10

Burning the Wind (W), Hoot Gibson- Feb. 11

Charlatan. The. All Star Apr. 14

Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City (CD)
George Sidney Mar. 17

Come Across, All Star - - - May 5

Dangerous Dimples, Laura LaPlante. June 16

Eyes of the Underworld. Bill Cody - Apr. 28

Girl on the Barge. The, O'Nell-Hersholt— Feb. 24

Harvest of Hate, The, Rex-Jack Perrin. Apr. 14

Hero of the Circus. Maciste - Feb. 24

His Lucky Day, Reginald Denny _ June 2

Hoofbeats of Vengeance, Rex-Perrin June 16

It Can't Be Done, Tryon-Suo Carol May 5

Kid's Clever, The, Tryon Feb. 17

King of the Rodeo, Hoot Gibson Jan. 6

Lariat Kid, The, Hoot Gibson Juno 23

Last Warning. The, LaFlante-Boles _ Jan. 6

Lonesome (CD), Glenn Tryon - Jan. 20

Man, Women and Wife (CD), Kerry-Starke Jan. 13

One Rainy Night (D). Laura LaPlante Mar. 3

Play Goes On, The, All Star _ - — Mar. 10

Plunging Hoofs, Rex-Perrin. Aug. 4

Red Hot Speed, Reginald Denny _ Jan. 27

Ridin' Demon. The. Ted Wells - May 19

Silks and Saddles (D), Marian Nixon Jan. 20

Slim Fingers, Bill Cody - — Mar. 24

Smilin' Terror, The, Ted Wells June 30

Smilin' Guns, Hoot Gibson Apr. 7

Stool Pigeon, The. Bill Cody - June 2

You Can't Buy Love, All Star May 25

Warner Brothers
Black Diamond Express (M), Blue
Brass Knuckles (D), Blue-Bronson. Deo. 3 _

Desired Woman, The (M), Irene Rich. Aug. 27

Dog of the Regiment, A (M), Rin-Tin-Tin— Oct. 20

First Auto. The, Oldfleld-Miller - Sept. 19 — -

Girl from Chicago, The (M), Nagel-Loy Nov. 5 Dec. 31

Good Time Charley (D), Oland-H. Costello Nov._12 Dec. 31

If I Were Single. McAvoy-Nagel ..Dei". 17

Irish Hearts (CD). McAvoy —-

Jaws of Steel (D). Rin-Tin-Tin— ^. _ — Sept. 17

Reno Divorce, A (CD), May McAvoy Oct. 22

Sailor Izzy Murphy (F), George Jessel Oct 8

Sailor's Sweetheart. A (C), Fazenda-C. Cook Sept. 24

Simple Sis (M), Fazenda -

Slightly Used, McAvoy-NageL Sept. 3

Tracked by the Police (M), Rin-Tin-Tin.

Oct. 13

..July 23

— July 9

. May 21

Note: All Warner pictures are released in two versions, with and without

Vitaphone. A. T. means All-Taking. Other releases have synchronized

scores plus sound effects and dialogue sequences.

1928
M 6052

M 5380

M 5778
TME 6270

M 5164

TME 7441

AT 8693

TME 7077

AT 5267

TME 6352

M 5331

AT 8290

M 6185

M 4777

M 4820

TME 7169

TME 7340

AT 7654

TME 5527

1929
AT
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME 5179

TME
TME _

TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME 5992

AT
TME

Across the Atlantic, Blue-Murphy _ Feb. 25

Beware of Married Men, Irene Rich - _ Jan. 14

Beware of Bachelors, Ferris-Beranger - Dec. 1

Caught in the Fog, Nagel-McAvoy — Sept. 22

Domestic Trouble (CD), Cook-Fazenda Mar. 24

Glorious Betsy, D. Costello. June 9

Home Towners, Kenyon-Eileson. — - Dec. 15

Jazz Singer, The, Al Jolson Feb. 4

Lights of New York. All Star— _ — July 21

Lion and the Mouse, The, L. Barrymore Aug. 3
Little Snob. The, May McAvoy— - -Feb.ll
On Trial, Bert LytelL- _ Deo. 29

Powder My Back (C), Rich-Ferris Mar. 10

Race for Life, Rin-Tin-Tin. Jan. 28

Rinty of the Desert, Rin-Tin-Tin. — -. Apr. 21

State Street Sadie, Nagel-Loy Aug. 25

Tenderloin, Dolores Costello _ _ Apr. 28

Terror, The, McAvoy-Horton - Oct. 20

Women They Talk About, Rich-Ferris Sept. 8

...Feb. 18

Feb. U
...Nov. 10

Oct. 6

- Apr. 14

Nov. 3

Deol
... May 10

Feb. 18

May 19

Apr. 18

.. Oct IS

Conquest, Monte Blue -

Desert Song. The, John Boles...

-Jan. 19 Jan. U

Fancy Baggage, Audrey Ferris -

From Headquarters, Monte Blue _.

Frozen River, Rin-Tin-Tin— _

Greyhound Limited. The, Monte-Blue..

Hardboiled Rose, Myrna Loy..

Kid Gloves, Conrad Nagel-Lois Wilson.— —
Land of the Silver Fox, Rin-Tin-Tin -

Little Wildcat, The, Audrey Ferris - Jan. 5

Madonna of Ave. A. Dolores Costello _

Million Dollar Collar. The, Rin-Tin-Tin

My Man, Fannie Brice —
No Defense, Monte Blue.

One Stolen Night, B. Bronson-Wm. Collier. Jr -

Redeeming Sin, The, Dolores Costello _

Singing Fool, The, Al Jolson. _ Jan. 1

Stark Mad, H. B. Warner-L. Fazenda - - -

Stolen Kisses, May McAvoy - -

Jan. 26

Oct. 13

1928 Zakora
Just Off Broadway (D), Keith-Christy -

Last Moment. The, Matle»en-Hale. - Mar. 11

Mother of Mine Dec
Olympic Hero. Charley Paddock. - — June 25
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Columbia
SUBMARINE: Jack Holt—Very fine. Here's

another "Covered Wagon," "Big Parade," etc
only cf a submarine story. More favorable com-
ment than 25 ordinary pictures get. Good enough
that I intend giving it second run. Nine reels.

—

M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre, Anna, Kan.

—

General patronage.

LADY RAFFLES : Estelle Taylor—25%. Januarj
9. A good mystery picture a little above the average
program class. Print and photography good. Six
reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre. Martinsville,

Va.—General patronage.

VIRGIN LIPS: Olive Borden—December 14-15.

For some reason this drew a big crowd the first night,

and a very few people the second. The picture may
have been too wild for the small towners to let their

kids see. Six reels.—Clarke Green, Lake theatre,

Upper Lake, Cal.—General patronage.

GOLF WIDOWS: Harrison Ford- December 21.

Better than the general run of Columbia pictures.

Funny. Six reels.—Clarke Green, Lake theatre. Upper
Lake, Cal.—General patronage.

BEWARE OF BLONDES: Matt Moore—January
13. A dandy little picture about crooks, but did not

draw at all—just $4.50, and the smallest crowd this

winter, but we feel that business is going to pick up
soon. Six reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre,

Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

NOTHING TO WEAR: Special cast—«0%. Very
pleasing program. Married life comedy. Will please

light entertainment crowd.—M. D. Frazier, Empress
theatre, Arma, Kan.—General patronage.

RESTLESS YOUTH: Special cast—January
8-9. Excellent The best program picture I have

played for a long while. Marccline Day's acting

very good. Best of luck and success to you, Miss

Day. I hope the producer will keep all your pic-

tures clean and entertaining as this one. Colum-
bia pictures are okay. You exhibitors who have

not contracted for Columbia pictures are missing

a good bet. Print good, photography fair. Seven

reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.

—General patronage.

Copyright, 1929

NOMADS OF THE NORTH: Lon Chaney—No
good. The acting looks amateurish. No more re-

issues for us.—J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma,

Cal.—General patronage.

First National

SCARLET SEAS: Richard Barthelmess—Decem-
ber 23-24. Fairly good entertainment. However, it

is not a good picture for this 6tar. The studio scenes
of the ship in storm are crudely done. This is the
first picture I have seen for some time where you can
easily detect the studio shots. The 6torm stuff in this

picture should be in a comedy as burlesquing Bea
6tuff. This picture will get over, but Warners are
going to ruin him with another of like calibre.—H. G.

Stettmund. Jr., H. & S. theatre, Chandler, Okla.—
Small town patronage.

COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE: Special cast—We
failed to get the big message on this C. M. stuff of

Ben Lindsay. It reads much better. Betty Bronson
is too good to be lost in this cheap attempt. Richard
Walling may be a good actor—we don't care to hurt
his feelings—but to us he is just a second rate juve-

nile, which is thought a hard spot to fill.—R. J.

Speck, Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

THE CRASH: Milton Sills—This is Sills' old

neighborhood, but he'd better get some good 6toriee

or they'll all be insisting that he lived on the North
Side. We just can't see this killing a big star just

because of cheap 6tories.—R. J. Speck, Kenwood the-

atre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

THE CRASH: Milton Sills—74%. January 12.

Good program picture. Will please. Thelma Todd
almost steals the picture from Sills. Seven reels.

—

Weber & Haas, LaCrosse theatre, LaCrosse, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE CRASH : Milton Sills—50%. January 13-14.

This is a mighty good picture, clean and entertaining.
Both stars and cast fine. The kind of picture we like

to run. Satisfaction to all. Safe to take your wife,
mother or daughter too.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE CRASH: Milton Sills—Only a fair picture.

Starts out right interesting, but degenerates into a
pretty weak sister before the finish. Seven' reels.

—

P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE GOOD-BYE KISS: Special cast—When they
rave in the press books, etc., and tell you of Mack
Sennett's wonderful find, Sally Eilers, by this raving
you are misled, as Sally is not outstanding in any
way. She is another very attractive girl and not un-
usual in any way, and Sally will not put this show
across. If it was not for Johnny Burke this would
have been a flop so far as satisfactory entertainment
goes, and it does very well, but it is a war picture
and will not go over big. Nine reels.—W. H. Bren-
ner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General pat-
ronage.

THE NEWS PARADE : Nick Stuart—Here's a pip.

if you can get them in. It's the best of all the news
reel cameramen pictures, crammed with action, thrills

and fun. Seven reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE GLORIOUS TRAIL: Ken Maynard—A good
Western of the bygone days when the Injuns were
on the warpath. Six reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun the-

atre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

ADORATION: Special cast—Good picture.—Roy
Culley, Pastime theatre, Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

.

SHOW GIRL: Alice White—Very good of the de-

sirable kind. Book it.—R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre,

Wagner, S. D.—General patronage.

SHOW GIRL: Alice White—First National bill

Alice White as the 6tar in this one, but as I can
see no resemblance between her and a real actress, I

cannot give her any rating as a 6tar. On the other

hand, Kate Price and Finlayson are old, seasoned
troupers who always perform well. The picture is a
series, of wise-cracking subtitles, with Alice in her
scanties between tubtitles. Seven reels.—P. G.

Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General
patronage.

THE PHANTOM CITY: Ken Maynard—25%. Jan-
uary 3-4-5. Something different in Westerns. A
spooky drama about an old deserted mine, with plenty

A UNIQUE CONTEST
rHERE have been contests to deter-

mine who are the favorite players of

fans and of exhibitors, but never one like

the present "My Favorite Players" con-

test, in which not only the exhibitor but

the members of his immediate family
may name their choices. This is a con-

test for both fans and exhibitors, for are

not the members of the exhibitor's family
fans? Yet not ordinary fans. Their close

relationship to the theatre places them in

a class by themselves, and their opinions
are highly interesting as well as valuable.

Therefore, no exhibitor's family should
fail to vote. This is truly an exhibitors

1

contest—and when the final votes are

counted, everyone eligible to participate

should be represented. The time to vote
is now. The ballot in these pages is

ready to receive your choices. Fill it out
now!

Among the interesting changes in the

standings this week is the advance of
Norma Shearer from near the bottom to

fourth place—a tribute for which she is

partly indebted to the six members of
L. ]. Shearer's family. Among the male
players, Richard Barthelmess went into

a tie for second place with Richard Dix
and John Gilbert. The standings thus far

are as follows:

FEMINMNE
Clara Bow _ _ 25
Joan Crawford IS
Colleen Moore _ 10
Norma Shearer - 8
Billie Dove - 6
Laura LaPlante — 5
Louise Lovely , ...... 4
Dolores Costello . 3
Marion Davies _ 3
Janet Gaynor — _ _ 3
Fay Wray _ 3
Dolores Del Rio — - 2
Bebe DanieU 2
Greta Carbo — — 2
Anita Page 2
Mary Brian „ _ 2
Lillian Gish —
Marian Nixon . ~
Patsy Ruth Miller _ -
Florence Vidor —
Alice Joyce —
Dorothy Mackaill —- —
Margaret Livingston
Helen Foster ~
Jane La Verne - —
Gloria Swanson -
Sue Carol .i
Louise Lorraine — —
Louise Fazenda — . ,

Alice White _
Marceline Day — ——--
Mary Pickford
Norma Talmadge — -

MALE

Lon Chaney — — —17
Richard Dix 8
John Gilbert — - 8
Richard Barthelmess —— — 8
Gary Cooper
Hoot Gibson —
William Haines ....

Charles Rogers
Barry Norton
William Far n urn ....

Conrad Nagel
Harold Lloyd
John Mack Brown
Ronald Colman ...

Lloyd Hughes
John Barrymore ....

Tom Mix „ . 2
Charles Murray 2
Reginald Denny — 2
Richard Arlen . - 2
William Boyd _ _ 1

Glenn Tryon
Ramon Navarro ...

Clive Brook
Norman Kerry ...

Walter Pidgeon ...

Percy Mannont
Warner Baxter ...

Frankie Darro ...

Charles Delaney ...

Victor McLaglen .

Charles Farrell ...

Al Jolson ,

Tom Tyler
Jack Holt
Nils Asther
Carl Dane
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of comedy furnished by a colored man. Evidently
pleased everyone. Tarzan does some splendid work.
Surely Westerns are made cheap enough that First
National does not need to use the same set twice.
The "mine" set was used previously. Seven reels.

—

S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Can.
—General patronage.

BURNING DAYLIGHT: Milton Sills—Picture of
the Klondike. Plenty of snow and rough stuff.

Pleased about fifty-fifty. Sills is a good actor, but
WHY can't the older actors take character parts and
not be cast as lovers of young girls? It spoils almost
any story to have an elderly man as hero if his lead-

ing lady is young and even fairly pretty. A kissing
scene with such a couple gets a groan any time.—

•

Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

MAN CRAZY: Dorothy Mackaill-Jack Mulhall
—Better story than the title indicates. The few who
saw it liked it.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre,

Weiner, Ark.—Small town patronage.

WAGON SHOW: Ken Maynard—A circus picture

in a western locale. Plenty of action, but is not a
western. Pleased.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre,

Weiner, Ark.—Small town patronage.

THE PHANTOM CITY: Special cast^Maynard
always pulls most consistent Westerns made.—Roy
Culley, Pastime theatre, Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

A TEXAS STEER: Will Rogers—Well, from the
way that the exhibitors have been panning this pic-

ture, we were all 6et for a complete flop. However,
our clientele was very well pleased with it, and as
that is what we try to do—please our patrons—why,
of course, we were agreeably disappointed. Eight
reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz.—General patronage.

FLYING ROMEO: George Sidney—Good program
picture. Will please the Sidney fans.—Community
theatre, Athos, Kan.—General patronage.

THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Special cast

—Poor attendance on account of flu, but picture
pleased those that came.—Community theatre, Athos,
Kan.—General patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—A great picture,

and personally, we thought it was one of the best we
have ever run, but our patrons do not like World
War pictures and will not come out to see them.
We have a large percentage of Germans among our
patrons and the war stories are not pleasant diversion
for them.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner,
Ark.—Small town patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—Very good picture
with a story better than "Wings," with the airplane
effects on' a par. This bad weather hurts business.

—

R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D.—General
patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—40%. December 31-

January 1-2. An excellent entertainment that some-
how failed to draw for me. A splendid story with
many thrills in the air fighting and an excellent cast.

This is lavishly produced and will stand advanced
prices. Eleven reels.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,

Selkirk, Man., Can.—General patronage.

HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore—Very good pic-

ture. Pleased all and drew a very good house.—Com-
munity theatre, Athos, Kan.—General patronage.

THE WHEEL OF CHANCE: Richard Barthelmess
—25%. January 1-2. Fine picture. Dick seems to

be coming back in pictures like the late ones, "Noose,"
"Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come" and this one.

Very satisfactory. That's the kind of pictures that

please most of the patrons. Seven reels.—Rudolf
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

SAILORS' WIVES: Astor-Hughes—January 15-16.

After sitting through this twice, I could not tell

whether it was supposed to depict the funeral of Cleo-

patra or a slow motion narrative of a giraffe hunt. I

should imagine that if I had been compelled to pay
two bits to see this, I would have been so mad that I

would have gone down the next day and fished for

crabs through the ice. Six reels.—William E. Trags-

dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town pat-

ronage.

OUTCAST: Corinne Griffith—A real picture,

but oh, how it flopped !—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre.

Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

OH KAY: Colleen Moore—20%. January 18. Good
picture, but Colleen isn't much of a draw here.

Seven reels.—C. J. Walker, Walker theatre, Mayfield,

Pa.—Small town patronage.

LADIES NIGHT IN A TURKISH BATH : Mulhall-
Mackaill—January 8-9. Good hokum with an extra
good title. Seven reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE UPLAND RIDER: Ken Maynard—January
4-5. As usual, Ken Maynard and Tarzan, the wonder

A NAMELESS REPORT
Reports have been received from an ex-

hibitor in New Kensington, Pa., but we
cannot publish them because the name
of either the theatre or exhibitor was not
signed to them. The reports were on
"The Red Mark," "The Way of the
Strong." "The Toilers," "The Chevalier,"
"Man Made Woman" "Gang War" and
"Hit of the Show." To help identify the
group, we add that "The Way of the
Strong" was reported to liave broken the
house record. As soon as the contributor

of these reports sends in his name, they
h ill be published.

horse, please. This is a very good picture. Tarzan
steals the picture with his antics. Ken is liked by my
patrons. We had a blizzard and lights were out on
Saturday night, hence some missed out. I regard Ken
and his horse Tarzan one of my best bets. Six reels.

—Arch E. McCord, Rex theatre, Maysville, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

ROSE OF GOLDEN WEST: Mary Astor—60%.
December 22. We bought this for a special, but
thought it only a good program picture.—D. E. Jef-

ferson, Temple theatre, Federalsburg. Md.—General
patronage.

THE YELLOW LILY: Billie Dove—60%. Decem-
ber 22. All who saw this liked it.—D. E. Jefferson,
Temple theatre, Federalsburg, Md.—General patron-
age.

Fox
FOUR SONS: Special cast—January 2-3. One

mighty picture. Pleased all who came to see it. Left
us in the red, but is no fault of the picture. Ten
reels.—F. C. Stanley, Perkins theatre. Holton, Kans.
—Small town patronage.

FOUR SONS: Special cast—October 14-15. A pic-
ture that ranks high in entertainment and universal
satisfaction. You can give this some extra advertis-
ing and not be afraid to stick around the lobby when
the show is over.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., H. & S.
theatre. Chandler, Okla.—Small town patronage.

MOTHER KNOWS BEST: Special cast—Jan-
uary 10-11. A good picture that seemed to please the
greater majority of the patrons.—H. G. Stettmund.
Jr., H. & S. theatre. Chandler, Okla.—Small town
patronage.

MOTHER KNOWS BEST: Special cast—Very
fine production. Title is rather misleading, as
mother doesn't always know best in this story of
back stage life. All members of the cast do ex-
cellent work, especially Louise Dresser. This pic-

ture will stand a lot of boosting. Eight reels.

—

P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

—

General patronage.

MOTHER MACHREE: Belle Bennett—40%. Jan-
uary 17. Very good. The type of picture that brings
your once-in-a-while customers. Seven reels.—C. J.

Walker, Walker theatre, Mayfield, Pa.—Small town
patronage.

FAZIL: Special cast—A real picture that didn't
draw extra well.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre. Medi-
cine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE AIR CIRCUS: Special cast—A sweet little

picture, sure to please nearly 100 per cent. Has
everything, thrills, comedy, romance and a few tears.

Eight reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER: Special cast—It
6ure is a laughing and a very, very entertaining pic-

ture. We played this one Saturday night with a two-
reel comedy ("Caught in the Kitchen"), and we sure
did please them all. And this is what brings them
back. Pictures like this make the young folks go
home feeling good all the way through. Six reels.

—

Walter Odom and Sons, Dixie theatre, Durant, Mi66.

—General patronage.

SILK LEGS: Madge Bellamy—This went over very
nicely. All seemed pleased. Six reels.—Giacoma
Bros.. Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General pat-

ronage.

THE HIGH SCHOOL HERO: Sally Phipps—52%.
January 12. In spite of bad roads we had a good
house and they were well pleased with the picture.

It ia light entertainment, but it is clean and good.

You will be pleased with this, I am sure. Six reels.

—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—
Small town patronage.

THE AIR CIRCUS: Special cast—25%. December
10-11-12. Excellent. Though this is not a special, it

is one of the best program pictures on the market.
The youth of the characters and the able direction
make it a most entertaining picture. Poor business
owing to storms. Eight reels.—S. B. Kennedy, Cen-
tral theatre, Selkirk, Man., Can.—General patronage.

SINGED: Special cast—20%. January H. a
splendid program picture. Better than the average.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

ME, GANGSTER: Special cast—21%. January 11.

Good story spoiled by a weak cast, with the exception
of Anders Randolph, who handles the part of a ward
politician in fine shape. Will get by as a program
picture. Seven reels.—Weber & Haas. LaCrosse the-
atre, LaCrosse, Kan.—General patronage.

ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD: Mary Aetor
—December 21-22. Very good underworld story, holds
interest and ends well. Seven reels.—F. C. Stanley.
Perkins theatre, Holton, Kan.—Small town patronage.

DRY MARTINI: Special cast—Billed as a sophie-
ticated comedy, "Dry Martini" was exceedingly dry.
Fox has taken the name of the sophisticated in vain.
Clever touches in it, to be sure, but the rest of the
picture was excessively silly and pointless. Most of
the people—our dear public—showed good sense and
6tayed at home listening to a chain program, we hope.—R. J. Speck, Kenwood theatre. Chicago, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Gotham
UNITED STATES SMITH: Special cast—70%.

Here is another picture full of action, and it pleased
all who saw it. In our town the more fight6 in the
picture the better it pleases. However, this picture
isn't all blood, and we would rate it as a darn good
show. Seven reels.—E. B. Conant. Charkarohen-Hall,
Lincoln, N. H.—Small town patronage.

UNITED STATES SMITH: Special cast—Good
comedy drama with action. It pleased.—J. L. Seiter,
Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
SPIES: Foreign cast—Metro's importation from

Germany, and while there are no faults to find with
the picture—sets, characters and actors are well in
their roles—the picture moves too slowly for the aver-
age American' audience. Given an American cast
that they know and recognize and it would have been
an outstanding production. It is about two reels too
long and could have been done as well with lees

detail to bring out the salient points in the story,
which goes to show that Germany and BP will have
to get the American directors' technique for speeding
up the story before foreign pictures make a success
at the box office.—A. E. Hancock, Columbia theatre,

Columbia City, Ind.

SPIES: Foreign cast—Just another foreign made
picture that might go big over the pond, but does not
mean a thing over here, where we live and try to

get by. Shame on Metio-Goldwyn for trying to put
their trade mark on this one. It'6 a shame to crowd
something like this down the public's throats, espe-

cially at time when they are overfed on' poor produc-
tions as they are now. But what'6 the use, maybe
there will be a house cleaning some day. Eight reels.

—Albert Metzger, Fairy theatre, Knox, Ind.—General
patronage.

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS: Spe-

cial cast—Dandy picture, but didn't draw. Will stand

a raise in price.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre, Medi-

cine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

FOUR WALLS: John Gilbert—January 1.

An excellent picture. Better acted and more grip-

ping than "Our Dancing Daughters." Acting was
extremely good and I rate the picture as a 100

per cent production.—George Lodge, Green Lan-
tern, Claymont, Del.—General patronage.

A LADY OF CHANCE: Special cast—Dandy crook

story which Lowell Sherman stole—and the cash cus-

tomers stayed at home.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre.

Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

MYSTERIOUS LADY: Greta Garbo—January 9.

Didn't see this myself, but comment was favorable.

Some said it was pretty hot stuff.—Geo. E. Fuller,

Playhouse theatre, Fairhope, Ala.—Small town pat-

ronage.

EXCESS BAGGAGE: William Haines—35%.
December 27-28. Haines in a different kind of

role from usual, and he puts it over very good.

My people liked it, although not as much as

"West Point," Josephine Dunn gives an excel-

lent performance, and nearly steals the show from

Bill. My only objection was this: The picture

bad been synchronized with music and sound ef-

fects, and so wherever there had been a break, a
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blank photograph had be«n inserted, so you can

imagine the effect that it gave us on the screen.

Green, black and white flashes. Eight reels.—Ben

Rives, Jr., Liberty theatre, Roanoke, Ala.—Gen-

eral patronage.

TELLING THE WORLD: William Haines—A very

sood Haines picture, with pood box office returns.

Seven reek.—W. L. Hill. Orpheum theatre. Rock Val-

ley, la.—General patronage.

WEST OF ZANZIBAR: Lon Chaney—An average

Chaney, though why he has to make some sort of

human freak ou: of himself is a mystery, as he is a

good enough actor to draw without resorting to this

kind of stuff.—Dwight Grist. Theatorium, Columbia

Falls. Mont.—Small town patronage.

THE SMART SET: William Haines—20%. Jan-

uary 7-8-9. Good. A typical wise-cracking Haines

picture with a polo background that is entertaining

all the way through. Seven reels.—S. B. Kennedy,

Central theatre. Selkirk, Man., Can.—General pat-

ronage.

UNDER THE BLACK EAGLE: A war story with

a new angle. No Americans shown. Concerns two

young German soldiers and a German nurse on the

Russian frontier and Flash, the wonder dog, is the

real hero. Fine picture. Pleased our patrons much
better than "Big Parade" or any other war picture,

mainly because it did not show our own boys getting

butchered. We have a population of only 400, but

we sent eighty boy6 to war from our vicinity, so you

can see the war is not a pleasant topic to entertain

with here.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre,

Weiner. Ark.—Small town patronage.

BEYOND THE SIERRAS: Tim McCoy—This one

furprfced us. Pleased the big majority. The fencing

by McCoy and D'Arcy was great. In fact, D'Arcy's

acting in this was as good as the star's and we are

for him ! He was a double-dyed villan, but he sure

knew his stuff. Hope the rest of the McCoys rank

with this one for entertainment.—Dinsmore & Son,

Majestic theatre, Weir.er, Ark.—Small town patron-

age.

EXCESS BAGGAGE: William Haines—A splendid

picture and ranks as high as any Haines we have
run. although the kids like him better as a smart Alec

—and so do most of the grownups ! 'When an actor

makes a decided hit in a certain role—one that is not
already overdone—why can't they let them keep to

that line of work? Patrons expect it and are ready

to applaud what they expect, but when some entirely

new line is worked in on them, they are at a loss

as to whether they like it or not—and most of the

time they DON'T. As a smart Alec, with a naturally

good, lovable heart underneath the smarty veneer,

Haines i6 a world beater, but there are plenty of

other actors to take parts like this one in Excess

Baggage, and we sincerely hope they will keep him in

the kind of pictures that brought him fame. We ran
him first in "Slide, Kelly, Slide," and our kids know
hom only as Kelly and hail him accordingly when his

picture shows up on the screen. They cheered his

appearance in this and stayed happy for one reel and
then lost interest in a Kelly they could not recognize.

—Dinsmore & Son. Majestic theatre, Weiner. Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

THE 13TH HOUR: Lionel Barrymore—13%. Jan-

uary 4-5. Good mystery picture, and we are glad we
ran it and got rid of it, as it was getting pretty old

on our contract. No one got excited except a few
kiddies that got ccared of some of the settings. Six

reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.

—

General patronage.

BRINGING UP FATHER: Why directors insist

on bringing useless vulgarity into their comedies is

one of the thing9 an exhibitor will never be able to

solve. It isn't funny. No one laughs. A few rough-
necks and little boy6 will let out a guffaw that is not
a laugh, but just plain noise, and the rest of the

patrons are disgusted. So many comedy features

have this deplorable fault that we are always afraid

to book one. There are two places in this that would
have made it a better picture if they had been omit-

ted.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.
—Small town patronage.

CIRCUS ROOKIES: Dane-Arthur—Pretty good.
Can't expect them to make one to equal "Rookies"
every time.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre,

Weiner, Ark.—Small town patronage.

THE ACTRESS: Norma Shearer—75%. January
5. This picture did not please very well, although
Norma did good acting. Eight reels.—E. G. Jackson,
Flaxville theatre, Flaxville, Mont.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE ACTRESS: Norma Shearer—January 8-9.

Bad weather, impassable roads and icy streets

interfered with attendance on this picture. A
number expressed satisfaction, so we will say it

was fairly good, yet not up to Norma's work in

"Latest from Paris." We are for Norma. Eight
reels.—Arch E. McCord, Rex theatre, Maysville,
Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE COSSACKS: Gilbert-Adoree—January 9. One
of Gilbert and Adoree'e best pictures to date. Had

A MATTER OF OPINION
A well-intentioned slap at the estimable

I T. O. Service in particular and reviews in

general has come to this department in

the form of a few remarks, attached to

reports, from Mrs. Grace D. Dinsmore of

the Mujestic at Weiner. Ark. She writes:

"We admit we have not been playing fair.

We have not reported on a picture for months
but we read and re-read every report in

every issue and would not be without the

HERALD-WORLD for any amount of money,
as long as we are in the theatre busi-

ness. The reason we have not reported regu-

j

larly is that we had so many pictures that we
would have had to pan severely, and the ex-

changes are such good fellows that we did not
have the heart. Besides, we are running rather

old product that had been reported many times

before. We find, as many others have, that the

opinion of one is far from being the same as

another's, and there are a few who NEVER
judge as our patrons do. Even the honorable

T. O. Service. When T. O. gives any picture a

harsh criticism, it is almost sure to go over big

with us as well as our patrons, and vice versa.

So our reports may not be worth much, but we
will try to do better during 1929."

Now, the only objection of the editor

of this department to Mrs. Dinsmore's

remarks is that she doesn't hold to her

guns. Instead of saying that our able

colleague is "all wet," she intimates that

she is the one who may be wrong. And ,

she isn't, so far as HER tlieatre is con-

cerned.

T. O. is uilling to admit, of course,

that his reviews should be consid-

ered only as the voicing of his own
opinion. Of course, they are! The
trouble with T. O. is that he has

too miwh confidence in his own opinion.

Oh, he's gracious enough once in awhile
j

to say that you can have your own
opinion if you want it. But what he

means, if one can judge from his mag-
I

nificent critiques, is that he's the guv
who knows more about it than you, so if

you stick to your own opinion, that's

YOUR funeral. In short, he's like the

mere reviewers. They tliink lliey've got

a special Heaven-sent sense which enables

them to judge pictures better than anyone

else.

And so, Mrs. Dinsmore, the advice of

this department is that you go by your
own experience. Read T. O. by all means.

He's entertaining. The tvords flow off

his typewriter like honey off a spoon.

i But contrary to his opinion, they don't

I

mean so much. He's only a one-man
I critic after all.

quite a number of comments on their acting in this

picture. A good picture, better than some that are
advertised as specials. Ten reels.—F. H. Babbs.
Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo.—Small town patron-
age.

THE COSSACKS: John Gilbert—A Russian West-
ern that will do below Western business. Metro big

special by name but no good at the box office. Lost
money.—R. C. Metzger, Cosy theatre, Wagner, S. D.

—

General patronage.

SHOULD MARRIED MEN GO HOME: This is a
good comedy with some original stuff in it that makes
the people enjoy it. Two reels.—H. G. Stettmund,

Jr., H. & S. theatre. Chandler, Okla.—Small town
patronage.

THE BABY CYCLONE: Cody-Pringle—There cer-

tainly were kicks against the picture. Some good
gags and a fair effort on the part of the cast, but

title meant nothing even though stage show was per-

formed here. However, one man came out and said

it was the best picture he'd 6een in years. He's

funny that way, so whatell.—R. J. Speck, Kenwood
theatre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—Jan-
uary 12. Dandy good spooky picture. Lon Chaney
draws a packed house for us always. Nine reels.

—

Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—13%. Jan-

nary 4. Played this while a big blizzard raged out-

side. The best Buster has done for some time, which

just makes it a good comedy, although too long.

Eight reels.—Weber & Haas, LaCrosse theatre. La-

Crosse, Kan.—General patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—January 1-2.

One of the best Keaton pictures I have seen. A very

clever comedy feature with no slapstick. Business

good on this one. Eight reels.—W. L. Hill, Orpheum
theatre. Rock Valley, la.—General patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—January 5.

This is a dandy comedy, away ahead of some specials,

but we had the coldest weather of the season, and it

was the only Saturday night since we have been in

business that we didn't make expenses. Good print

and photography. Seven reels.—Robert Yancey, Bon-

ny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.—General patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—Without a

doubt his funniest and best feature, but for some
reason, Keaton means very little at the cash register.

Personally, I like his work and always did. A con-

secutive number of features as good as "Cameraman"
might build him into a box office asset. Who knows?
Seven reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE DIVINE WOMAN: Greta Garbo—30%. De-

cember 29. Good picture, but did not draw here.

Small town patrons don't go for such pictures. Seven

reels.—M. Goldberg, Opera House, Oakfield, N. Y.—
Small town patronage.

TELLING THE WORLD: William Haines—90%.
December 25. Veiy. very good picture. More pictures

like this, Metro. Everybody well pleased. Erght reels.

—M. Goldberg, Opera House, Oakfield, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

THE PATSY": Marion Davies—50%. Not bad.

Lots of comedy. Not so hot for small town. Seven

reels.—M. Goldberg, Opera House, Oakfield, N. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

BEN HIE: Special cast—100%. Otcober 10-11.

A wonderful picture. It pleased all who saw it here.

Twelve reels.—J. P. Johnson, S. of N. theatre, Am-
brose, N. D.—General patronage.

THE BIG PARADE: Special cast—100%. Octo-

ber 24-25. This picture drew better than any picture

we have ever shown at our theatre. It pleased every-

body. Twelve reels.—J. P. Johnson, S. of N. theatre,

Ambrose, N. D.—General patronage.

DIAMOND HANDCUFFS: Eleanor Boardman—
January 4-5. Not so good, but no one walked out on

it.—Joseph Conway, Egyptian theatre, Bala-Cynwyd,

Pa.—General patronage.

THE BABY' CYCLONE: Cody-Pringle—January 1.

Light comedy that went over big with our patrons.

—Joseph Conway, Egyptian theatre, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.

—General patronage.

TELLING THE WORLD: William Haines—Got by
in fair shape. 6ome few laughs, but it is not up to the

standard Haines, set when he put over "West Point."

Six reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone.

Ariz.—General patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Joan Crawford—
57%. January 13. A good house, but they didn't

like the picture. Not much to it and I don't think it

will go over very good. Seven reels.—Paul B. Hoff-

man, Legion theatre, Holyrcod, Kan.—Small town
patronage.

BRINGING UP FATHER: Special cast—Some peo-

ple may get a few satisfied patrons with this picture,

but I failed to. I don't consider it worth showing.

The poorest M G M picture I've had the past year.

—

F. H. Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo.—Small

town patronage.

LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH: Lon Chaney—Decem-
ber 27. All of Chaney's pictures are so good that it

would be hard to say it is better than any other one.

An A-l picture, with some good acting by entire cast,

Chaney always draws good for me.—F. H. Babbs,

Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo.—Small town patron-

age.

SKIRTS: Syd Chaplin—December 29. One of the

best comedies I've shown lately. Plenty of action

and it isn't too foolish to be enjoyed by your patrons.

Show it, you'll please everyone present. Six reels.

—

F. H. Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo.—Small

town patronage.

THAT NIGHT: Title sure fits, as this was mostly

night scenes. However, very good comedy and

brought forth roare of laughter. Max Davidson has

gotten to be a favorite here. Poor print for Metro.

Two reels.—Wolfe and Williams. Screenland theatre,

Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

FOR SALE
2—1000 Watt Acme Moving
Picture Machines—Used Once

H. SALKIN
908 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum
OMAHA, NEB., January 15, 1929.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
We are in receipt of a letter forwarded from the office which was written by Mr. G. H.

Brooks, branch manager for First National Pictures Corporation at Brisbane, Australia, in
which be compliments us very highly by saying that he has been following our Colyum for
all these years without first having it fumigated. Coming, as it does, from an unknown
friend in far off Australia, it has swelled us all up, until tonight in the cafe we asked the
waitress if she realized who we were, and she replied that she wasn't just sure whether we
were one of Coxy's Army or just a trusty from the nut house.

It is a grand and glorious feeling to learn that our stuff is appreciated away down in
Australia, where they have so many good things, and we wish to take this means of ex-
pressing our thanks to Mr. Brooks for his kind expression of appreciation, and should his
letter be published in the HERALD-WORLD it might be the means of waking up these
U. S. A. babies over here to a realization of the fact that their silence and indifference
toward our Colyum is only exceeded by a can of fresh oysters.

If we felt sure that Marie could swim as well as she can climb mountains, we'd head
her for Australia at 4:30 in the morning, if for no other purpose than to meet our good
friend at Brisbane. We hope that Mr. Brooks' letter will not be the last we will receive
from him and we not only send him our kindest personal regard and good wishes, but the
best wishes of the HERALD-WORLD also.

* * *

We were down on Film Row today and the expressions on the boys' faces would indicate
that they had just returned from burying an uncle who had left them a legacy of I. O. U.'s.

One exhibitor said business was good, but we noticed that when he said "good," he batted
his eyes and came near strangling. We felt of his pulse and took his temperature and
asked him if Ananias was a blood relative of his or just a brother-in-law.

J. E. Kirk impressed us as being well fed, which indicates that he is living in a good
neighborhood. Bert Creel said "damthebusiness, there haint no such monkey." Bob Bal-
entine, branch manager for Pathe, said, "There is just one way to stimulate business, t.'eat

the exhibitors honest," and an exhibitor looked up and said, "Whatjasay?"
Leo Blank, manager for Educational, said, "Educational service is the exhibitors' only-

salvation," and some long haired guy from the back districts hroke in and said, "You mean
Salivation, don't you?"

It's as good as Ringling Brothers' circus to hear the different ideas advanced as a reason
for poor business. Everyone had a different theory, and the only theory that wasn't offered
was that the producers are making the pictures so good and selling them so cheap, that
the public has become skeptical and think that the exhibitors are trying to pull one over
on 'em. We rather incline to this latter theory, although we doubt if a majority of the
exhibitors will agree with us.

* * *

We understand that both the Strand and Sun theatres are closed. At one time not very
long ago, these two theatres were considered among Omaha's best playhouses, and just why
they should be closed is a subject for consideration when Omaha launches another theatre
building program. If Omaha had 5,000 fewer seats and 50,000 more people, we will venture
the prediction that both of these theatres would be open and doing business. There is

such a thing as having too much of a good thing. This was demonstrated to our full and
complete satisfaction once when we went to take our girl to church—we found one gny in

the house with her and two more standing out at the front gate. Ever since then we have
been convinced that too much of a good thing is aplenty, and more, too.

It's none of our business how many theatres Omaha builds, but since it has been a lifelong
habit of ours to horn in on matters that don't concern us, we might suggest that a few
more factories and a few less theatres would put a different complexion on Omaha's business
life and make safe the business investments that have already been made.

* * *

Last night we saw "Craig's Wife," a Pathe picture with Irene Rich and Warner Baxter,
and since our judgment on pictures will not be taken very seriously, it can't do much hurt
should we mention our reaction to this picture. Any picture with Irene Rich is worth the
money, it is doubly so when Warner Baxter is included.
Miss Rich plays the wife who is more in love with her home than she is with her husband.

Warner Baxter is the henpecked husband, and Warner doesn't enjoy it, as is evidenced by
his actions. He tries to play the game on the level and treats his wife with every consid-

eration, but she is wholly out of tune with her surroundings and makes life miserable for

the whole household. We have seen just such characters as Miss Rich portrayed, and she
played the part so well that she called many of these characters to our mind, and that's

why we list the picture among those few that are human and lifelike. Ht
We never cared much for a picture that was overdrawn (we experience that often enough

in our bank account, and it has about the same effect on us), but the way Miss Rich
handled her part in this picture confirms us more than ever—if any further confirmation is

necessary—that she has the ability to portray a character just a little bit better than we
have reasons to expect, and that's what makes it a very good picture, as we see pictures.

Maybe we don't see them right.

A wife is supposed to do one of two things—either make a man's homelife pleasant or
raisell with the whole works, and she generally does one or the other. Miss Rich does the

latter. She doesn't look the part but she acts it. We can't hardly say that we like to see

Miss Rich in that kind of a part, for she has always impressed us as being the type of lady

(Continued on next page)

DETECTIVES: Dane-Arthur—January 5. Didn't
get to see this one, but what few saw it didn't speak
very favorably. Too much like their other comedies.
Six reels.—F. H. Babbs. Stockton theatre, Stockton,

Mo.—Small town patronage.

DIAMOND HANDCUFFS: Special cast-January
5. Rather a tough picture. Well acted and full of

interest. Not a picture for children, though there is

nothing really harmful in it. I call it good entertain-

ment.—George Lodge, Green Lantern theatre, Clay-

mont, Del.—General patronage.

LAW OF THE RANGE: Tim McCoy—50%. Jan-
uary 12. One of the best Westerns we ever ran.

Story and acting above the average.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

UNDER THE BLACK EAGLE: Special ca«t>-
21%. January 4-5. Flash is a wonderful dog. Print
good, photography good. Seven reels.—P. G. Held,
Strand theatre, Griswold. la.—General patronage.

BEAU BROADWAY: Lew Cody—20%. January
18-19. Such stuff as this is just what is killing the
small town men. Hard to get good pictures without
sound. When our old friend J. C. Jenkins says that
by 1931 there will be 5,000 theatres less, I believe he
is right. It may be sooner. Titles like "Beau Broad-
way" are enough to keep people away, and the pic-
ture's woree. Poor print, 6o dark we could not tell

what it was all about. I say, lay off this one. Seven
reels.—R. D. Young, Rex theatre, Montezuma, Ind.—
General patronage.

Pathe-P D C
KING OF KINGS: Special cast—100%. January 1.

A wonderful picture that draws, a picture that should
be shown in every theatre throughout the country.
Twelve reels.—J. P. Johnson, S. of N. theatre, Am-
brose, N. D.—General patronage.

KING OF KINGS: Special cast—December 23-24.
A wonderful picture, but did not draw for some cause.
But few of our regular patrons came to see it. Those
who did were loud in their praise of this masterpiece.
No one should pass this one up. For beauty and ar-
tistry it is unsurpassed. Not a success at the box
office, yet a fine production. Twelve reels.—Arch E.
McCord, Rex theatre, May6ville. Mo.—Small town
patronage.

THE MAN WITHOUT A FACE: Special cast-
Very interesting. Seems to sustain attendance of
those who like serials. Quite a number of my pa-
trons don't care for them. This one is very good. I

have chapter ten yet to run. Ten episodes.—Arch
E. McCord, Rex theatre, Maysville, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

HIS NEW STENOGRAPHER: Special cast—If
some genius would only produce a comedy with a

story that wasn't just like 17 others we've run, the

comedy would be worth more at the box office. This

is the same old gag about the hardboiled wife, the

pretty steno, and the susceptible boss.—'Wight Grist,

Theatorium, Columbia Falls, Mont.—Small town pat-

ronage.

TENTH AVENUE: Special cast—Couldn't put it

over, although picture is fair program. Missed at

the B. O.—R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wagner,
S. D.—General patronage.

THE AVENGING SHADOW: Special cast-Jan-
uary 5. This may be a good dog picture, but it is

impossible to say, as due to the extremely dark night

scenes in about 99 per cent of the picture, it was
impossible to find out what was going on on the

screen. When you fellows with Mazdas run this,

you want to be sure and advertise it as "A Total

Eclipse of the Moon at Midnight." In that way you

won't bunk your people into believing they are going

to see a dog picture, whereas all they will see will be

about five reels of green paint. Five reels.—William

E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville. Wis.—Small
town patronage.

THE WRECK OF THE HESPERUS: Special cast

—January 10-11. The press sheet admitted that this

was "A Tremendous DeMille Marine Epic." The cash

customers 6aid it was the bunk. I still don't know

why I bought it except just to be doing something

out of the ordinary. Seven reels.—William E. Trags-

dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town

patronage.

BORDER BLACKBIRDS: Leo Maloney—January
12. Another good one from Maloney. Due to frost

bites, chillblains, the flu, blizzard and 45 below zero,

there weren't many who could get in to see it, but

the picture was good at that. Five reels.—William

E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small

town patronage.

POWER: William Boyd—32%. December 21. Had

several good comments on this. Boyd and Alan Hale

make a good drawing combination for us. Good com-

edy. Six reels.—Weber & Haas, LaCrosse theatre.

LaCrosse, Kan.—General patronage.

THE COP: William Boyd—J5%. January 5. Dis-

appointed in this. Not as exciting as it sounds.—

D. E. Jefferson, Temple theatre, Federalsburg. Md.

—General patronage.

CAPTAIN SWAGGER: Rod La Rocque—It's full

of action, thrills and laughs—aeroplane battle, holdup,

cabaret robbery and ending with a rosy future for

the two loving sweethearts that makes this picture

pleasing and very interesting.—Walter Odom & Sons,

Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss.—General patronage.

CAPTAIN SWAGGER: Rod La Rocque—Starts
out like it was going to be a real picture, but soon

degenerates into another of those underworld stories,

and this one i6 morally bad for the youngsters. The

underworld scene is on the wane now, though, and we

will be flooded with air pictures and "haunted house

spook pictures for the rest of the year. Seven reels.

—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—

General patronage.
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that any man who had the sense of a goat would want to marry, and if she is still single
we can't understand what's the matter with Hollywood, but then that's got nothing to do
with the picture. About the best advice we can give you is to see the picture and then
keep away from Hollywood, if you can.

* * *

We note that the current issue of the HERALD-WORLD carries a letter from our good
friend, R. R. Temple, manager of THE PICTURE HOUSE at Ludlow, Salop, England, in
which he says that our Colyum has made him a personal friend of ours, and that he has
been following us hither and yon and that we have made him acquainted with many places
and many exhibitors. Glad to know that our friends in good old England find something
of interest in what we write. We wish to thank Mr. Temple for his kind expressions of
appreciation.

But speaking of England, we note by the morning paper that some English scientist

claims that the reason people scratch their heads is because of extreme emotion. That may
be true in England, but over here a finetooth comb would demonstrate an altogether dif-

ferent reason. That's why we never like to get up too close to these American exhibitors.
[Editor's Note: Mr. Jenkins' deduction is, perhaps, due principally to prejudice.]

* * *

A dispatch from Hollywood informs us that one of the prominent stars is to marry a
wealthy New York banker just as soon as she can recover from the shock occasioned by
divorcing her husband.
We trust that the poor girl won't let a little thing like that delay the nuptials. There's

no darn sense in it. Women have always been too particular that way. We knew a woman
once who had her trousseau all ready for her third marriage before she could find a suffi-

cient reason for divorcing her second husband. Quick action in such matters is what we
call service.

« * *

Did you ever see "HELL SHIP BRONSON"? If hot, we wouldn't advise you to wade
very far through snowdrifts to see it. Not but what it is a good picture of its kind, but
maybe you wouldn't like the kind.

Noah Beery, Mrs. Wallace Reid and Helen Foster carry the burden of the thing, wherein
a sailing ship sailing between China and the Golden Gate, with a rough-house on board
and a rougher house on shore, furnish the background for the story—you know what kind
we mean—and this one gives you an insight to the dance houses along the docks and the
rough-houses on shipboard until you are thoroughly and completely satisfied that there are
no members of the party, outside of the two feminine leads, that are pulling down any
prizes for prompt attendance at the Sunday school. If you like 'em rough, "HELL SHIP
BRONSON" ought to meet with your unqualified endorsement. We prefer to see Mrs.
Wallace Reid associated with different types of characters than she is in this one. She
doesn't fit in so good and doesn't seem to be in harmony with her surroundings. Miss
Foster is a new one to us, and we hope the producers won't kill her off thus early in life

but will give her a chance to win her way into the hearts of the people, as we feel sure
she will do with half a chance. We have no financial interest in your theatre, so you can
play it or not, just as you please—it mox nix oush to us, or words to that effect.

* * *

It won't be long now until spring will be here and the warm zephyrs from the Southland
will gladden the heart of nature, the buds will spring forth on the box alders, the sweet
peas will come forth in bloom, the robins will be with us again and the warm sunshine
will start those dang fleas to making a skating rink of our backbone, while our wife, with
a paper of lettuce seed in one hand and a pan of onion ?ets in the other, leads us to the
spading fork and points the way to the garden. FIRE, FIRE, HELP, HELP!!

When the glorious sunshine comes to make us happy
And the dandelions are blooming on the lawn,
When the maple trees are beginning to get sappy
And these damsnowdrifts have melted and are gone,
Then we'll think this life at last is worth the struggle

And we'll throw our hat and joyfully shout HURRAY,
Then we'll bid farewell to all our toil and trouble
And we'll joyfully sing ta-ra-ra-boom-de-aye.

CHORUS
In the shade of the old apple tree,

That's the place you are apt to find me,
When the weather gets warm
And the bees start to swarm

And the blossoms are out on the tree.

We will feel like a ten year old boy,
And you'll know that we're chock full of joy,

For we'll shout HIP HURRAY
And we'll write Joe and Jay,

In the shade of the old apple tree.

J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD-WORLD man.

P. S.—The HERALD-WORLD COVERS the field LIKE an APRIL shower.

BORDER BLACKBIRDS: Leo Maloney—January
10. A good Western, but has too much night photog-

raphy. However, it drew better than the last few
Thursday nights. Six reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green,

Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

HOLD 'EM YALE: Rod La Rocque—30%. Decem-
ber 13-14. This one seemed to please them all and
especially the younger crowd. Had more good com-
ments on it than any in some time. Push it. Eight

reels.—Ben Rives, Jr., Liberty theatre, Roanoke, Ala.

—General patronage.

WHITE PEBBLES: Wally Wales—75%. December
29. Fair Western for Saturday. Five reels.—G. O.
Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General

patronage.

MIDNIGHT MADNESS: Special cast—35%. Jan-
uary 11. Good, but drew only a fair crowd. Print

and photography fair. Seven reels.—G. O. Tunstall,

Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

Paramount
THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—A good Zane

Grey that pleased. Use it.—R. C. Metzger, Cozy the-

atre, Wagner, S. D.—General patronage.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—People here
want Jack Holt in Zane Grey's stuff and when he
isn't, I hear about it. Holt does a good job in this.

—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre, Medicine Lodge, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

THE VANISHING PIONEER: Jack Holt—85%.
January 4-5. Good Zane Grey Western with the lik-

able Jack Holt. A little more action than U5ual Zane
Grey story and therefore gave better satisfaction to

our Saturday crowd. Print and photography fair.

Six reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martins-

ville, Va.—General patronage.

DOCKS OF NEW YORK: George Bancroft—45%.
January 7-8. Another good one from the Bancroft-

von Sternberg combination. Betty Compson and
Baclanova both support Bancroft excellently. Print
anj photography good. Eight reels.—G. O. Tunstall,

Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

JUST MARRIED: Special cast-^Tust fair, which
did ordinary business.—R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre,

Wagner, S. D.—General patronage.

TAKE ME HOME: Bebe Daniels—December 31.

January 1. Just fair, not up to Bebe's standard.

Seven reels.—F. C. Stanley, Perkins theatre, Holton,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

MORAN OF THE MARINES: Special cast—Jan-
uary 4-5. Did not see this myself, but had several

good comments on same. Six reels.— F. C. Stanley,

Perkins theatre, Holton, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—48%. December
28-29. Wonderful acting in this, but did not draw,
partly due to so much sickness.—D. E. Jefferson, Tem-
ple theatre, Federalsburg, Md.—General patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—This star better

get out of foreign themes before it's too late. Made
for Russia and should be shown there exclusively.

—

R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—Lost money on
this one, but no fault of the picture. This type just

doesn't appeal to my people.—W. E. Dickson, Aristo

theatre, Lemmon, S. D.—General patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—32%. January
1-2-3. Wonderful picture as far as acting is con-

cerned, but a big flop at the box office. It has no
drawing power. The title kills the drawing power of

the picture. Print and photography fair. Twelve
reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.

—

General patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—A wonderfully
made picture, but it did not draw. The paper was
also bad. I believe this picture the most suggestive

picture we ever ran. Just another reason why we
need censorship. The small town exhibitors need
clean pictures.—E. P. Mott, Lyric theatre, Wooster,
0.—General patronage.

OPEN RANGE: Lane Chandler—January 1. Good
Western that pleased. All Westerns are alike,

though. Same plot with the bold bad man, cattle

thieves, hero and the girl. See one, you 6ee all.

Good print and photography. Six reels.—Robert
Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.—General pat-

ronage.

THE WEDDING MARCH : Special cast—10%. Jan-
uary 14-15. Well, this is one reason that theatres

close, and a helluva good one, too. If some pictures

are lemons, this is a great big grapefruit. Plenty
walkouts. Print and photography fair. Fourteen reels.

—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.
—General patronage.

RED HAIR: Clara Bow—January 1-2. Well liked
by those who came out to see Clara, although not an-

other "It." We have some Bow admirers, and of
course, they were delighted with this picture. One
nice thing, there was no squawk. Seven reels.—Arch
E. McCord, Rex theatre, Maysville, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Cooper-Wray—Just Fair.—W.
E. Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D.—General
patronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Wray-Cooper—January 4-5.

Not half bad, but the bird who named it should save
his money and make a down payment on a set of

brains. The title made a flop of it for me.—D. A.
Rhyner, Rialto theatre, Hebron, N. D.—General pat-

ronage.

THE VANISHING PIONEER: Jack Holt—Jan-
uary 11-12. About the same as the rest. They all
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How They Voted
Following is the list of voters in the "My Favorite Players" contest, with their respective choices

for male and feminine players (in parenthesesJ and arranged by theatres. The first voter's name is

that of the exhibitor, the next that of his wife (except when conditions are otherwise), and the rest

those of the children. No attempt has been made to arrange the list in any special order, although
the position of each theatre is approximately according to the time the ballot was received.

Broadway, Brooklyn, la.—M. A. Fauver (Laura La Plante, Lon Oianey) ; Mrs. M. A. Fauvcr (Joan Crawford, Lon CKaney) ; Suzanna Fauver (Joan Crawford,
Lon Chaney) ; Jack Fauver (Laura LaPlante, Lon Chaney).

Richards, Fayette, Ala.—B. J. Loftis (Dolores Costello, William Haines).
Grand, Angelica, N. Y.—P. J. Lonsberry (Marian Nixon, Lon Chaney); Mra. P.Lonsberry (Lillian GiBh, John Cilbert).

Cozy, Winchester, Ind. Will H. Brenner (Dolores Costello, Conrad Nagel).
Regent, Wayland, Mich. N, E. Frank (Joan Crawford, William Haines); Mrs. N. E. Frank (Joan Crawford, Richard Dix).
Lansdale, Lansdale, Pa. John L. Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum) ; James Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum); Mary Comfort (Louisa Lovely,

William Farnum); Cyril Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum).
Sun, Farwelt Neb.—G. A. Dilla (Clara Bow, Reginald Denny); Mrs. G. A. Dilla (Clara Bow, Clive Brook); Gilbert Dilla (Glenn Tryon, PaUy Rnth Miller); Georg.

Dilla, Jr. (Laura LaPlante, Richard Dix).

Aiken Mills, Bath, S. C.— (H. B. Crice, owner, says he has too many favorites to vote. His family's votes follow) : Mildred Criee (Billie Dove, Barry Norton); Doris
Crice (Dolores Costello, Richard Dix) ; Carolyn Grice (Greta Garbo, John Gilbert) ; Mabelle Grice (Clara Bow, Conrad Nagel).

Gem, Greenriver, Utah Hulda J. Green (Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix) ; Geneve Green (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Matie Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper); Jesse
Green (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson); George Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper); Lewis Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper).

Globe, Buena Vista, Va.—Glen Jennings (Margaret Livingston, Percy Marmont) ; Mrs. Glen Jennings (Helen Foster, Warner Baxter); Gary Jennings (Jane LaVerne,
Frankie Darro).

Kootenai, Libby, Mont.—Mr. Kienitz (Colleen Moore, Conrad Nagel) ; Mrs. Kienitz (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess) ; Isabel Kienitz (Clara Bow, Charles Rog-
ers) ; Jean Kienitz (no feminine choice, Gary Cooper).

Capitol, Duncan, B. C.—G. G. Baiss (Florence Vidor, Ronald Colman) ; Mrs. C. C. Baiss (Alice Joyce, Ronald Colman) ; Daughter (Dolores Costello, Walter
Pigeon); Son (Dorothy Mackaill, Ronald Colman).

Star, Hay Springs, Neb. P. C. Morgan (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
Star, Hay Springs, Neb.—C. S. Horn (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
Ward, Pismo Beach, Cal.—Ivan William Rowley (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney).

Opera House, Victor, Mont.—Mrs. Homung (Colleen Moore, Richard Dix) ; Grace Homung (Marion Davies, Norman Kerry) ; Robert Hornung (Colleen Moore,
Hoot Gibson); Edward Hornung (Laura LaPlante, Hoot Gibson).

Victory, Bala, Ont. W. D. Jackson (Clara Bow, William Haines) ; Mrs. W. D. Jackson (Marion Davies, Richard Barthelmess) ; Shirley Jackson (Norma Shearer,
Ramon Navarro); Gregory Jackson (Colleen Moore, William Boyd).

Columbia, Baton Rouge, La.—W. H. Hall (Joan Crawford, Conrad Nagel).

Alamo, Plainfield, 111.—Jay W. Could (Gloria Swanson, Charles Murray) ; Geraldine Could (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney) ; Joyce Could (Billie Dove, Richard
Barthelmess) ; Junior Gould (Colleen Moors, Tom Mix).

Adair, Adair, la.—W. T. Biggs (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney); Mrs. W. T. Biggs (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney); Marie Biggs (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney).
Harvard, Harvard, Neb. J. V. Frank (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney); Mrs. J. V. Frank (Bebe Daniels, Gary Cooper); Genevieve Frank (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).
Whiteway, Peach Orchard, Ark.—W. G. Baker (Joan Crawford, John Cilbert); Mrs. W. G. Baker (Joan Crawford, John Cilbert); Winona Baker (Sue Carol, John

Gilbert); Cray Baker (Marion Davies, Tom Tyler).

Princess, Chilton, Wis.—R. Pfeiffer (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert); Mrs. R. Pfeiffer (Greta Garbo, John Cilbert).

Worman Circuit, Ogden, Utah—William Worman (Clara Bow, Al Jolson) ; Mrs. William Worman (Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess); Clyde Worman (Clara Bow,

Hoot Gibson); Earl Worman (Clara Bow, John Barrymore) ; Orra Worman (Clara Bow, John Barrymore).
Palace, Golden City, Mo.—H. B. Wilson (Janet Gaynor, Richard Barthelmess) ; Mrs. H. B. Wilson (Janet Gaynor, Charles Delaney) ; Teresa Wilson (Billie Dove,

Barry Norton) ; Woodrow Wilson (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney) ; Theodore Wilson (Billie Dove, Victor McLaglen) ; Julia Ellen Wilson (Joan Crawford, John
Mack Brown); George Wilson (Anita Page, Charles Farrell) ; Roy Wilson (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney).

Strand, Griswold, la.—P. G. Held (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson) ; Mrs. P. G. Held (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney) ; Gordon Held (Clara Bow, no mail choiee) ; Mar-
jorie Held (Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess).

Dayton, Dayton, O.—John McManus (Anita Page, John Cilbert).

Merino Community, Merino, Colo. John I. Cochran (Mary Pickford, Richard Barthelmess).

Majestic, Weiner, Ark.—G. D. Dinsmore (Louise Lorraine, Lloyd Hughes); L. M. Dinsmore (Louise Fazenda, Jack Holt).

Temple, Federalshurg, Md.—D. E. Jefferson (Evelyn Brent, Harold Lloyd); Mrs. D. E. Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold Lloyd); Evelyn Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold
Lloyd); Roberta Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold Lloyd).

Star, Alabama City, Ala.—W. J. Dunn (Joan Crawford, John Mack Brown) ; Mrs. W. J. Dunn (Clara Bow, John Mack Brown) ; Woody Dunn (Billie Dove,

Richard Barthelmess); Dick Dunn (Alice White, William Haines).

Colonial, Montpelier, O.—John C. Rundell (Clara Bow, Barry Norton) ; Mrs. Edna Rundell (Mary Brian, Charles Rogers) ; Leota Rundell (Mary Brian, Richard

Arlen) ; Viola Rundell (Joan Crawford, Barry Norton)

.

Marion, Marion Va.—Mrs. J. O. Stephenson (Janet Gaynor, Richard Arlen) ; Virginia Stephenson (Clara Bow, Richard Dix) ; Ola Stephenson (Mareeline Day, Gary
Cooper) ; Clarence Stephenson (Norma Shearer, Nils Asther).

New York Mills, New York Mills, Minn.^L. J. Shearer (Norma Shearer, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. L. J. Shearer (Norma Shearer, Charles Murray) ; Norma Shearer (Norma
Shearer, Lon Chaney); Virginia Shearer (Lon Chaney); Grover Shearer (Norma Shearer, Tom Mix), Joyce Shearer (Norma Shearer, Karl Dane).

Opera House. Coalville, Utah.—T. E. Beard (Colleen Moore, Lloyd Hughes) ; Mrs.^T. E. Beard (Norma Talmadge, Lloyd Hughes) ; Russell Beard (Laura La Plante,

Hoot Gibson); Marjorie Beard (Billie Dove, Reginald Denny).

draw fairly well, but never any extra business.—D.

A. Rhyner. Rialto theatre, Hebron, N. D.—General
patronage.

SHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniels—56%. January 7.

A very good novelty. The title gives you the clue to

what it's all about. There is many a good laugh in

this picture. Six reels.—H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills

theatre, Bath, S. C.—Small town patronage.

OLD IRONSIDES: Special cast—Good production.

Played it old at regular prices.—J. L. Seiter, Selma
theatre, Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

TAKE ME HOME : Bebe Daniels—A good one from
Bebe. Not big but good.—R. C. Metzger, Cozy the-

atre. Wagner, S. D.—General patronage.

JUST MARRIED: Special cast—Light comedy that

clicked at the box office.—W. E. Dickson, Aristo the-

atre, Lemmon, S. D.—General patronage.

UNDERWORLD: George Bancroft—January 8.

Very good and drew a good crowd. Our crowds are

better than they were last year, and we are on high-

way No. 60 and 52 miles from Springfield, which

have Vitaphone and Movietone in their theatres. We
installed a Kolster Movietone just before Christmas.

It's as good music as one could desire. Eight reels.

—Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.

—

General patronage.

GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES: Ruth Taylor

—This was just right, everyone O. K.'d it. Picture

brought more laughs than anything played for a long

time. Good feature comedies like this are what make
the hit here.—Dwight Grist, Theatorium, Columbia

Falls, Mont.—Small town patronage.

WARMING UP: Richard Dix—Good, and pleased.

—W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D.

—

General patronage.

THE FLEET'S IN : Clara Bow—22%. January 2-3.

Better than the Bow average. Clara really acts in

this one. Everyone pleased. Percentage low, we
believe on account of this being the first Clara Bow
picture to run in our house. Eight reels.—Weber &
Haas, LaCrosse theatre, LaCrosse, Kan.—General pat-

ronage.

THE FLEET'S IN: Clara Bow—So much good has

been said about this picture that it really needs no
comment.—M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre, Arma,
Kan.—General patronage.

THE FLEET'S IN: Clara Bow—95%. January 12.

A good picture, and Clara sure did draw them in.

—

D. E. Jefferson, Temple theatre, Federalsburg, Md.—
General patronage.

THE FLEET'S IN: Clara Bow—This is a swift

moving comedy-drama that pleased both young and
old—and also the B. O.—W. E. Dickson, Aristo the-

atre, Lemmon, S. D.—General patronage.

JUST MARRIED: Special cast—50%. January 8.

Very good comedy with lots of laughs.—D. E. Jeffer-

son, Temple theatre, Federalsburg, Md.—General pat-

ronage.

MORAN OF THE MARINES : Richard Dix—A fair

Dix picture, nothing to rave over. Fair business.

—

R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D.—General

patronage.

THE AVALANCHE: Special cast^-75%. January

19. This is a splendid picture. Story fine. Holt and

whole cast above the average of Western pictures.

Satisfaction 10 per cent—Bert Silver, Silver Family

theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

AVALANCHE: Jack Holt—A good Zane Grey, up

to regular standard, doing fair business.—R. C. Metz-

ger, Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D.—General patronage.

SAWDUST PARADISE: Esther Ralston—Pleasing
program picture.—W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre,

Lemmon, S. D.—General patronage.

THE MATING CALL: Thomas Meighan—33%.
January 10. Just a good picture. Had several good

comments. Seven reels.—Weber & Haas, LaCrosse

theatre, LaCrosse, Kan.—General patronage.

FORGOTTEN FACES: Special cast—Seemed to

hold interest, and we received quite a few favorable

comments on same.—W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre,

Lemmon, S. D.—General patronage.

DOCKS OF NEW YORK: George Bancroft—High
class picture that pleased the better class.—W. E.

Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

RED HAIR: Clara Bow—January 13-14. One of

her good ones. Seven reels.—William E. Tragsdorf,

Trags theatre, Neillsville. Wis.—Small town patron-

age.

WE'RE ALL GAMBLERS: Thomas Meighan—
January 6-7. A fair program picture. This bird has

been dead at the box office for several years. There

must be 6ome reason for him 6till staying in pictures.

Seven reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre.

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE: Wallace Beery—65%. Jan-

uary 15. This picture was very much enjoyed.—D.

E. Jefferson, Temple theatre, Federalsburg, Md.—
General patronage.

THE DRAGNET: George Bancroft—43%. Decem-

ber 30-31. No drawing card and pleased only about

60 per cent of my patrons. A fair underworld pic-

ture. Print good, photography fair. Seven reels.—
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"My Favorite Players" Contest

BALLOT: for voting in the Herald-World's 1928-29 contest to determine who are the fa-

vorite male and feminine screen players of exhibitors and the members of their immediate fami-

lies. Choices are to be made on any basis the voter chooses.

Voter's Name Above
Chosen Players' Names

Feminine Player

Male Player

Theatre , Town

MAIL to Exhibitors Herald-World, "My Favorite Players" Contest, 407 So. Dearborn, Chicago, 111.

P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General

patronage.

VARSITY: Buddy Rogers—50%. December 31-

January 1. Inside dope on speakeasy joints and car-

nival life, with a 6mearing of Princeton University

and Chester Conklin. Drew pretty good, but wasn't

what our patrons expected from Buddy Rogers and

Mary Brian. Print and photography good. Eight

reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville,

Va.—General patronage.

VARSITY: Buddy Rogers—It's a big time college

picture and very pleasing from start to finish.

Charles (Buddy) Rogers looks only to be just a young
grown up kid or boy in this picture, but oh, my,
how the girls did rave over his good looks ! And
Mary Brian, who plays with him in this one, is quite

a favorite here, but some said she looked just a bit

older in this picture than Buddy did. Was the only

complaint I heard. Eight reels.—Walter Odom &
Sons, Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss.—General patronage.

VARSITY: Buddy Rogers—67%. December 13.

A very good comedy and good print.—D. E. Jefferson,

Temple theatre, Federalsburg, Md.—General patron-

age.

UNDERWORLD: Special cast—18%. January 13-

14. Our smallest house so far this season. Not en-

tirely the fault of the picture, although people here

are emphatically fed up on gang stuff. It was two

below zero when we opened our doors and eight below

when we closed them, with a mean wind blowing, so

could not blame them for not coming out. Interesting

picture, with fine performance by Bancroft. We
hear the breakers on the shore of ruin, and no light-

house in 6ight. Print bad and photography dark.

Eight reels.—Wolfe and Williams, Screenland the-

atre, Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

SPORTING GOODS: Richard Dix—December
21. Practically every person present said this

was one of his best, if not the best, picture they

had seen Dix in. of the class of picture it was.

I think he will have a hard time doing as good

as "The Vanishing American." However, it isn't

of the same class of picture as "Sporting Goods."

—F. H. Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

THE RACKET: Special cast—This picture came to

us in Chicago pretty well censored, but nevertheless

it is one of the best gang pictures to date, if not by

far the best. Everyone just fits in their parts, and

the story is treated in a refreshing manner that

makes one wish to cheer, especially if they have to

look at the rest of Paramount's.—R. J. Speck,

Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

HULA: Clara Bow—61%. December 31. This pic-

ture has been commented on so often I'll 6ave my
adjectives for some other picture. Of course, our

patrons enjoyed Clara immensely. Six reels.—H. B.

Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C—Small town
patronage.

THE WAY OF ALL FLESH : Emil Jannings—
47%. December 24. A most appropriate picture

for Christmas Eve night, and evidently a little

child thought so, too, for when Mr. Jannings ap-

peared on the screen with his face covered with

flowing whiskers, she asked, "Mama, is that Santa

Claus?" Although a very sad ending, no doubt

our people liked this picture. Really a fine one.

One grown young lady said to her father as they

were leaving the theatre, "Dad, don't you ever

leave home." Nine reels.—H. B. Grice, Aiken

Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.—Small town patronage.

THE PIONEER SCOUT: Fred Thomson—67%.
January 14. A very good picture, tinged with sadness

for those who knew that Fred Thomson had passed to

that unknown country which we must .ill finally

visit without the aid of any "Pioneer Scout" to lead

the way. Six reels.—H- B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre,

Bath. S. C.—Small town patronage.

KIT CARSON: Fred Thomson—As an historical

production it is a big joke. As entertainment it isn't

bad. All about the love affairs of Kit Carson. Very
nicely photographed and well produced. Thomson's
untimely death might help you put it over if played
soon. Eight reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

SAWDUST PARADISE: Esther Ralston—100%.
Very suitable for Sunday. If your town is touchy

on the Sunday show question, shoot this one at

them. Story of reforming carnival skinner by
mission evangelist.—M. D. Frazicr, Empress the-

atre, Anna, Kan.—General patronage.

ADORATION: Don't care for these at all. Josef

Swickard plays in this one. Two reels.—Mrs. Hulda
J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.—General

patronage.

RKO (FBO)
SINNERS IN LOVE: Olive Borden—Satisfied a

fair crowd.—W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon,
S. D.—General patronage.

CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS: Special cast—Not
so good. Failed to register up to a regular Western.

—R. C. Metzger, Cozy theatre, Wagner, S. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

SALLY'S SHOULDERS: Lois Wilson—The boys

who came to see her shoulders, not her burdens, went
away disappointed. Pleased about 50 per cent.

—

W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon. S. D.—Gen-

eral patronage.

SINGAPORE MUTINY: Special cast—Title mis-

leading, and action drags. Poor paper. Most folks

disappointed in this.—Dwight Grist, Theatorium, Co-

lumbia Falls, Mont.—Small town patronage.

TAXI 13: Chester Conklin—55%. January 12. A
very good comedy and well made play, with clear

picture which will please 95 per cent and make them

all laugh. Very good play for 6mall towns or large.

Poor attendance due to heavy enow storm. Seven

reels.—E. G. Jackson. Flaxville theatre, Flaxville,

Mont.—Small town patronage.

FRECKLES: Special cast—Patrons disappointed.

Say it is not like the book. It is just a little program

picture, nothing big.—J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,

Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

RIDING RENEGADE: Bob Steele—Good Western

with some Indian stuff.—J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,

Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

CAPTAIN CARELESS: Bob Steele—46%. Decem-

ber 27. A very good farce comedy among the natives

of an island (South Sea. I reckon), with some re-

markable shots of an aeroplane in a storm at sea.

One has a feeling of satisfaction after seeing this

picture, so it must be good. Six reels.—H. B. Grice,

Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C—Small town pat-

ronage.

SALLY OF THE SCANDALS: Bessie Love—30%.
December 30. Nothing big, but nice little picture for

any night. No kicks, so must have pleased. Seven

reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball. S. D.

—

General patronage.

TERROR MOUNTAIN: Tom Tyler—32%. Jan-

uary 5. Just fair. A little different from most ac-

tion pictures. It will please the Saturday night crowd.

Five reels.—Weber & Haas. LaCroese theatre, La-

Crosse, Kan.—General patronage.

TERROR MOUNTAIN: Tom Tyler—29%. Decem-
ber 20. Wow ! Whadda you know about that ! Our
leading money maker for 1927 and 1928 not making

expenses—not only that, but losing money for us.

Well, it was a disagreeable, rainy night, so much 6o
in fact that even the manager stayed at home by the
radio rather than' face the elements. Our operator
said it was an average Tyler picture. Five reels.—
H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.—Small
town patronage.

TERROR MOUNTAIN: Tom Tyler—Not a straight
Western, but a pleasing picture.—J. L. Seiter, Selma
theatre, Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

GANG WAR: Special cast—Pleased, and the best
one I have had from F B O's 1928-1929 product.

—

W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

GANG WAR: Special cast—25%. December 22.

This picture did not draw or please here. An under-
world picture is a flop at this theatre every time we
show one. Our patrons see and read in the papers
enough about crime without going to a movie to see

more of it. Seven reels.—J. P. Johnson, S. of N.
theatre, Ambrose, N. D.—General patronage.

THE PERFECT CRIME—40%. November 24. This
is one of F B O's Super Specials. It did not draw
very well here. Too mysterious. Seventy-five per

cent of our patrons did not know what the story was
about and several walked out on us. Eight reels.

—

J. P. Johnson, S. of N. theatre, Ambrose, N. D.

—

General patronage.

THE PERFECT CRIME: Special cast—15%. Jan-

uary 8. A good program picture. Interesting story

well acted. Gave general satisfaction.—Bert Silver.

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE PERFECT CRIME: Special cast—Good mys-

tery story, but the ending fooled 'em. Nearly every-

one wondered what it was all about.—Dwight Grist.

Theatorium, Columbia Falk, Mont.—Small town pat-

ronage.

STOLEN LOVE: Marceline Day—46%. January 3.

This was a very good picture that will please old and

young. The first part, where the heart-hungry shut-

in girl ha6 her first romance, was particularly ap-

pealing. Seven reels.—H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills the-

atre, Bath, S. C.—Small town patronage.

STOLEN LOVE: Marceline Day—6%. December

3L Just a fair program. Very poor for a gold brick.

Seven reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,

S. D.—General patronage.

STOCKS AND BLONDES: Special cast—35%. De-

cember 1. We had a poor attendance for this pic-

ture, but this is not the fault of the picture. There

were too many other things going on in our little

city at that time. This is a good comedy-drama, a

story about pretty blondes and the New York stock

exchange. It pleased those who saw it. Eight reels.

—J. P. Johnson, S. of N. theatre, Ambrose, N. D.

—

General patronage.

STOCKS AND BLONDES: Special cast—While

I did not make money on this one, I feel it was no
fault of the picture.—W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre,

Lemmon, S. D.—General patronage.

TAXI 13 : Chester Conklin—Not a special. Spoiled

good two-reel comedy when they inflated this one. I

don't seem to get 'em in on F B O's new product, yet

after reading their press and sales talk, one feels he

could go right out and sell ice to the Eskimos.—W. E.

Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS: Special cast—40%.
December 29. An interesting story, well directed and

acted. It pleased all who saw it. Eight reels.—J. P.

Johnson, S. of N. theatre, Ambrose, N. D.—General

patronage.

CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS: Special cast
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—Terrible. Deals with Argentine rebellion from
Spain. Action drags all the way. Direction and sto'-y

are pitiful. Bushman totally wasted. Six reels.—
M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre, Arma, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS: Special caat
—Slow and draggy, failed to please. A few more
like this one and I will have to use Nature's Remedy
Pills on my box office.—W. E. Dickson, Aristo the-
atre, Lemmon, S. D.—General patronage.

HIS LAST HAUL: Special cast—50%. January 2.

Pretty good, but we are fed up on crook melodramas.
However, this picture will please in the small towns.
Six reels.—E. B. Conant, Charkarohen-Hall, Lincoln,
N. H.—Small town patronage.

THE TYRANT OF RED GULCH: Tom Tyler—
56%. January 10. An out of the ordinary Western
that should have general appeal. A supposed idiot
furnishes good comedy throughout the picture. Yes,
Frankie Darro is in this picture, too. Six reels.—H.
B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.—Small town
patronage.

LIGHTNING SPEED: Bob Steele—50%. Novem-
ber 3. This picture was well liked here. Seven reels.

—J. P. ohnson, S. of N. theatre, Ambrose, N. D.

—

General patronage.

DOG LAW: Ranger—20%. January 12. Due
bad weather and too many basketball games this
week, we could not get them out to see this pic-
ture, which was one of the best we have shown
from Ranger. An interesting story of the North
Woods, which was well acted. Six reels.—J. P.
Johnson. S. of N. theatre, Ambrose, N. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

_
THE LITTLE YELLOW HOUSE: Special cast—

50%. September 29. A good program picture, ap-
preciated by all. Seven reels.—J. P. Johnson, S. of
N. theatre, Ambrose, N. D.—General patronage.

TRACKED: Ranger—Good, but not as good a
story as his two previous pictures. The same old
story of the sheep dog who is falsely accused of kill-
ing the sheep. Ranger is a very clever dog. Six
reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

RED RIDERS OF CANADA: Special cast-50%.
October 27. A Canadian mounted police story that
will please. Our patrons appeared to be well pleased
with it. Seven reels.—J. P. Johnson. S. of N
theatre, Ambrose. N. D.—General patronage.
DOG JUSTICE: Ranger-45%. November 10.An interesting story and a good picture from Ranger

Six reels.—J. P. Johnson. S. of N. theatre. Am-
brose, N. D.—General patronage.

SKINNER'S BIG IDEA: Special cast—50%. Oc-
tober 6. An excellent comedy-drama. This is a
picture that you can depend on to please your audi-
ence. It was a success with us. Seven reels.—J. P.
Johnson, S. of N. theatre, Ambrose. N. D.—General
patronage.

WHEN THE LAW RIDES: Tom Tyler—50%.
November 17. Another good one from Tom Tyler.
Tom Tyler and bis pals are very popular with our
patrons. Five reels.—J. P. Johnson. S. of N. the-
atre, Ambrose. N. D.—General patronage.

AFLAME IN THE SKY: Special cast—60%. Au-
gust 18. A fair airplane picture. Six reels J. P.
Johnson, S. of N. theatre, Ambrose, N. D.—General
patronage.

SON OF THE GOLDEN WEST: Tom Mix—An-
other Mix picture, that's all. Tom is beginning to
show his age. Tony may be Tony, but I have my
doubts! Six reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre,
Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

SON OF THE GOLDEN WEST: Tom Mix—60%.
December 15. A good Western from Tom Mix.
Five reels.—J. P. Johnson, S. of N. theatre, Ambrose,
N. D.—General patronage.

WALLFLOWERS: Special cast—January 5. Can't
complain of the quality of the picture, but it pulled
less than average Sunday business.—Geo. E. Fuller,
Playhouse theatre, Fairhope, Ala.—Small town pat-
ronage.

KING'S COWBOY: Tom Mix—97%. January 12.

This is not like the usual type of Mix picture. In
this one Mix takes a bunch of cowboys to Africa to
rescue the heroine'6 father, and to find the gold
mine. The 6heik decides that he wants the beautiful
girl in his harem, and so Tom has to do double
duty. Very good and with plenty of laughs. Don't
worry about the high percentage, it was caused by
an extra attraction that I had on.—Ben Rives, Jr.,

Liberty theatre, Roanoke, Ala.—General patronage.

CAPTAIN CARELESS: Bob Steele—50%. Just an-
other picture suitable for double bill.—M. D. Frazier,
Empress theatre, Arma, Kan.—General patronage.

TROPIC MADNESS: Leatrice Joy—January 12-13.

A very good program picture with a lot of very
nice scenery. All of F B O's have been good 6o far.

Seven reels.—W. L. Hill, Orpheum theatre, Rock
Valley, la.—General patronage.

THE PHANTOM OF THE RANGE: Tom Tyler—

Rates High

NORMA SHEARER, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer star, jumps from one vote to eight

in this week's contest standings. And the

advance came in an interesting way, too
—six votes were from the L. J. Shearer

family of New York Mills, Minn., a

daughter of which is herself named
Norma.

"0%. October 13. One of Tom Tyler's best West-
erns. Five reels.—J. P. Johnson, S. of N. theatre,

Ambrose, N. D.—General patronage.

Rayart

THE ISLE OF LOST MEN: Tom Santschi—60%
If you are looking for action here it is, all the way
through. Pleased our audience. Six reels.—E. B.

Conant, Charkarohen-Hall, Lincoln, N. H.—Small
town patronage.

State Rights
BURNING GOLD: Herbert Rawlinson—15%.

January 2. Just another State Rights picture with-

out a plot. Six reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway the-

atre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

CASEY JONES: Special cast—Very good railroad

6tory- Has comedy and action.—J. L. Seiter, Selma
theatre, Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

CUSTER'S LAST FIGHT: Special cast—22%.
January 10. Just another experience in the educa-

tion of a fool exhibitor. After the show was

all over it would have been a pleasure to pay up
twice the sum of the receipts to wipe all recollection

of it from the minds of our patrons. This was once

we thanked our patron saints for a very light attend-

ance. The picture would have been a fair semi-educa-

tional number if the photography had been decent and

the print in good shape. It was awful. Never again

!

Five reels.—Wolfe and Williams. Screenland theatre,

Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

Tiffany-Stahl

MARRIAGE BY CONTRACT : Patsy Ruth Miller-
January 9-10. Great title. Satisfying picture with

Miss Miller proving she's an actress.—Joseph Con-

way, Egyptian theatre, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.—General

patronage.

THE TOILERS: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.—Person-
ally, I thought it a pretty good picture. Some of

our patrons did not agree with me. The two drunks

in the picture stole the show. Young Fairbanks is

no chip off the old block. Some one in Hollywood

should lasso him and cut his hair.—E. P. Moot,

Lyric theatre, Wooster, O.—General patronage.

HOUSE OF SCANDAL: Special cast^35%. J ana-
ary 10. Only fair and had no drawing power.
Print and photography fair. Six reels.—G. O. Tun-
stall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General
patronage.

SCARFACE, BRIDAL OF PENNACOOK: Special
cast—Two color classics that drew more than the
feature picture, owing to their being filmed in
Glacier National Park. Stories don't amount to
much, but the color and the settings are fine.

Dwight Grist, Theatorium, Columbia Falls, Mont.
Small town patronage.

United Artists
THE DEVIL DANCER: Gilda Grey—15%. Janu-

ary 16-17. This is a good big picture. We had
to hustle to get film rental out of it. Our patrons
don't seem to like these big gruesome stories and
will not come and see them.—Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

RAMONA: Dolores Del Rio—50%. December 20-21.
On account of the wide publicity that this one has
had, it drew them in, but many told me that they
were disappointed in it. I think that they were
expecting too much. This one was played late, but
am glad that it is over with. Maybe U A will let us
alone for a while. Eight reels.—Ben Rives, Jr.,

Liberty theatre, Roanoke, Ala.—General patronage.

COLLEGE: Buster Keaton—Keaton no good here.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre, Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

MY BEST GIRL: Mary Pickford—Old but good.
U A is plenty high.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre,

Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

DRUMS OF LOVE: Mary Philbin—15%. January
10. This is another of the big pictures that did

not give satisfaction here. Very suggestive—scenes
that disgusted people here. Bought for two nights.

Played it one. These strong pictures are going to

drive us all out of the business.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patron-

age.

TWO ARABIAN KNIGHTS: Special cast—Janu-
ary 8-9. Did not 6tand up to all I had said for it.

although it is a little better than the regular run
of programs.—D. A. Rhyner, Rialto theatre, Hebron,
N. D.—General patronage.

THE CIRCUS: Charles Chaplin—Good comedy.
Draws some extra business, but not enough to cover

the extra rental charged. Unless we can buy Chaplin
features for less rental, will not play again.—J. L.

Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma.. Cal.—General patron-

age.

Universal
SILKS AND SADDLES: Special cast—Nothing

different about this opus unless it's Mary Nolan.
Why can't producers deviate from the same old slop

just a little bit? I suppose they believe in letting

the poor exhibitor take a chance instead of them.

—

R. J. Speck, Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.—General
patronage.

RIDING FOR FAME: Hoot Gibson—100%. Janu-
ary 12. A good Western with plenty good comedy
and pleased an extra large Saturday crowd. Print

and photography good. Six reels.—G. O. Tunstall,

Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General patron-

age.

THE FOREIGN LEGION: Special cast^-Gcod pic-

ture to fair business.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre,

Medicine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE NIGHT BIRD: Reginald Denny—January 5.

A comedy which pleased everyone. Sam Hardy gives

Denny valuable support. Seven reels.—Clarke Green,

Lake theatre. Upper Lake, Cal.—General patronage.

PHYLLIS OF THE FOLLIES: Special cast—25%.
January 18. One of the best program pictures we
have played. Story entertaining, clean and funny.

Cast extra good.—Best Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE GATE CRASHER: Special cast—25%. Janu-

ary 15. A good comedy program picture. Gave sat-

isfaction.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-

ville, Mich.—General patronage.

MADE TO ORDER HERO: Ted Wells—20%.
January 19. Very poor Western. Nothing to it.

Five reels.—C. J. Walker, Walker theatre, Mayfield,

Pa.—Small town patronage.

THE LAST WARNING: Laura La Plante—50%.
January 20-21. This is a great entertainment. The

best mystery picture we ever played. Star and cast

fine. Direction great ; 100 per cent satisfaction.—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—General patronage.

CHEATING CHEATERS: Betty Compson—Janu-
ary 12. A good comedy drama about crooks. Below

the average Saturday attendance. Six reels.—Mrs.

Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Greenriver, Utah.—

General patronage.

CLEARING THE TRAIL: Hoot Gibson—Fair Gib-
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son, about average. Hoot's like the old gray mare.

"She ain't what she used to be."—M. D. Frazier,

Empress theatre. Arma, Kan.—General patronage.

GALLOPING FURY: Hoot Gibson—A good Gib-

son picture, pleased our Gibson fans.—Community

theatre. Athos. Kan.—General patronage.

THANKS FOR THE BUGGY RIDE: Laura La

Plante—A fair program picture, but not as good as

some of her pictures.—Community theatre, Athos,

Kan.—General patronage.

ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY? : Special cast-

January 13- Pleased average Sunday crowd which

was more than expected from title and 6tars.

—

Geo. E. Fuller, Playhouse theatre. Fairhope, Ala.

—

Small town patronage.

THE COUNT OF TEN: Special cast—This is a

fine program picture.—Community theatre, Athol,

Kan.—General patronage.

WE AMERICANS: Special cast—A very good

picture, but not as good as we had expected.

—

Community theatre, Athol, Kan.—General patron-

age.

HOT HEELS: Glen Tryon—This is a fair

Tryon picture. We believe Tryon is a coming

star and they should give him better stories.

—

Community theatre, Athol, Kan.—General patron-

age.

SILK STOCKINGS: Laura La Plants—This one

pleased and we would call it a good program pic-

ture.—Community theatre. Athol, Kan.—General pat-

ronage.

HONEYMOON FLATS: Special cast—January 2.

Good little picture. Action slow but will be helped

if machine is run fast.—Geo. E. Fuller. Playhouse

theatre, Fairhope. Ala.—Small town patronage.

HONEY"MOON FLATS: Special cast—55%. Janu-

ary 5. This is a good program picture and will ap-

peal to the younger people. Six reels.—E. B. Conant.

Charkarohen-Hall. Lincoln. N. H.—Smal! town pat-

ronage.

BUCK PRIVATES: Special cast—This picture drew

and pleased better than we had expected. We would

call it a fine program picture.—Community theatre.

Athol, Kan.—General patronage.

THE MICHIGAN KID: Conrad Nagel—An extra

good picture that made the B. O. take on new life.

—

W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D.

—

General patronage.

THE MICHIGAN KID: Conrad Nagel—December
19-20. A very good program picture. Sold as a
special, but did not click at the box office. Six reels.

—W. L. Hill. Orpheum theatre. Rock Valley. Ia.—
General patronage.

THE MICHIGAN KID: Conrad Nagel—26%. Janu-
iry 11-12. A good program picture, about 100 per
:ent oversold to us. We have had several $7.50 pro-
rram pictures that were better and did much bigger
business. Aside from the spectacular forest fire

sequence, could see nothing in this to justify its

iale as a special. Neither direction nor acting much
ibove ordinary, to our way of thinking. Universal
s our heaviest load this year, as we are paying them
;xorbitant rentals for pictures that do not get re-
mits for us. General business conditions here aie
>nly about 50 per cent of normal, and it takes
larned good pictures to cause people to part with a
ew nickles. Photography of this was variable, and
irint condition only fair. Six reels.—Wolfe and
Williams. Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small
own patronage.

THE FEARLESS RIDER: Fred Humes—January
2. Good small town picture. Children were espe-
cially pleased. Some comedy and plenty of fights

nd good ending. Five reels.—George Lodge, Green
-lantern theatre, Claymont, Del.—General patronage.

SURRENDER : Mary Philbin—January 8. Excel-
ent acting all the way through. Held the interest
f our patrons at all times. A very good program
licture.—George Lodge. Green Lantern theatre, Clay-
nont, Del.—General patronage.

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS: Lewis Stone-Janu-
ary 12. This picture has a realistic plot and con-
ains some fine acting. Seven reels.—Clarke Green,
.ake theatre. Upper Lake, Cal.—General patronage.

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS: Lewis Stone—100%.
ery good newspaper story, better than some so-
alled specials, with Stone as a crooked politician.

—

I. D. Frazier, Empress theatre, Anna, Kan.—Gen-
ral patronage.

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS: Lewis Stone—20%.
annary 9. This is a good program picture. Satis-
ied them all.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
ireenville, Mich.—General patronage.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: Special cast—41%. Janu-
ry 7-8-9. A really wonderful production, according
o our views. Patrons thought likewise and other-
ise. Played this with roads almost impassable.
Tie work of Marguerita Fischer and Mona Ray stand
ut above the rest of the cast, although all are
ood. Direction wonderful. Photography very good,
leven reels.—Weber & Haas, LaCrosse theatre, La-
rosse, Kan.—General patronage.

Rates High

HOOT GIBSOM, Universal Western star,

has held up the prestige of Westerns so

far in this contest. Lack of space pre-

vented the publishing of Hoot's picture

last ueek. though he ion tied tvilh Gary-

Cooper uith five votes. They are still

tied, this ueek for third place tvith six

votes each.

Warner Bros.

THE SINGING FOOL: Al Jolson—Let me impress

this on you who are playing pictures to please your

customers and trying to give your cash drawer a

chance one time to fill up and run over—sign up
with Warner Brothers for this one and fill your

lobby full. Every person who 6ees it will thank

you for putting on such a wonderful picture. We
are not yet installed with the Vitaphone device, but

we have an installation which answered fairly well.

But friends it won't be long now before we will

install the "See-and-Hear" Vitaphone and Movietone

devices, and then we will take off the hen-pecked ap-

pearance of our show house. Then I am going to

dress up like a game cock and hit the road for pros-

perity. Lots of people who see this may say, "hit

the road for the poor-house." If we do, it will be on

account of the enormous price we have to pay for

this device.—Walter Odom & Sons, Dixie theatre,

Durant, Miss.—General patronage.

THE HOME TOWNERS: Special cast—If this U
a sample of Warner Brothers' so-called "talkies"

made into a silent picture, then God deliver us from
any more of them! Positively the biggest piece of

cheese ever produced. That's putting it rather

strong, but I don't think it's any more than it de-

serves. It's a shame that we have to force anything

like it on to the public nowadays. Owing to extreme

cold weather, only a few came out to see it, for

which we are very thankful. All that did come were

disappointed. You exhibitors who have not used it

had better screen it first, for I think it's just a

waste of film. Five reels.—Albert Metzger. Fairy

theatre, Knox, Ind.—General patronage.

Short Features

COLUMBLA

CHARLIE CHAPLIN RE-ISSUES: Charles Chap-

lin—These are too ancient. After the first two or

three they fail to draw. Two reels.—Clarke Green,

Lake theatre, Upper Lake, Cal.—General patronage.

EDUCATIONAL

AT IT AGAIN: Jack White—Good two reeler.—

Rudolf Duba. Royal theatre. Kimball. S. D.—Gen-
eral patronage.

BE MY KING: Lupino Lane—Not as good as

"Pirates Beware" and "Fisticuffs," but satisfied the
Saturday crowd. Two reels.—G. O. Tunstall. Mid-
way theatre, Martinsville. Va.—Genera^ patronage.

COMPANIONATE SERVICE: Dorothy Devore—
This is a real funny comedy. Two reels.—Bert Sil-

ver. Silver Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

CIRCUS CAPERS: Good comedy. Two reels.—
P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, Ia.—General
patronage.

FOX

A LADY LYON: Very good comedy. Two reels.

—P. G. Held, Strand theatre. Griswold, Ia.—Gen-
eral patronage.

BEAR KNEES: Animal comedy—A scream. If

you want to hear the kids laugh get this second
comedy. Fox animal comedies very good. Two reels.

—P. G. Held. Strand theatre. Griswold, Ia.—Gen-
eral patronage.

M GM
We are running nothing but M G M comedies and

find them to be almost all good. Business almost
dead, owing to flu and to the unsold rice crop. We
are starting the U "Tarzan" serial next month and
hope it will help to build up business again to

something approaching normal. We have not made
film rental for almost two months, and much more
of that will put us off the map.—Dinsmore & Son.

Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—Small town patron-

age.

ALL PARTS: Charley Chase—This was much
better than the average Chase comedy, but for the

life of me, cannot see why Chase is starred. Better

lump these in with the Davidson's as All-Stare.

Photography fair and print merely that. Two reels.

—Wolfe and Williams, Screenland theatre, Nevada,
O.—Small town patronage.

PATHE

AESOP'S FABLES: The best cartoons on the mar-
ket.—Joseph Conway, Egyptian theatre, Bala-Cynwyd,

Pa.—General patronage.

GIRLS FROM NOWHERE: An extra funny two
reeler. Two reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-

atre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

PATHE REVIEW: Good. Are always of interest,

and the Pathecolor sections are fine.—Dwight Grist,

Theatorium. Columbia Falls, Mont.—Small town pat-

ronage.

PARAMOUNT

A SHE GOING SAILOR: Billy Dooley—Good.
Dooley masquerading as a woman is a scream. Two
reels.—S. B. Kennedy. Central theatre. Selkirk. Man.,

Can.—General patronage.

THE DANCING TOWN: The usual Paramount
novelty. Two reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway the-

atre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

FIGHTING FANNY: Anne Cornwall—A good one.

Two reels.—Clarke Green, Lake theatre. Upper Lake.

Cal.—General patronage.

R K O (F B 0)

BARNEY GOOGLE, MICKY McGUIRE, TOOTS
AND CASPER COMEDIES: These are about the

"least nothing" that I have ever 6een, just two reels

of nothing once a week. I hope that the "Racing

Bloods" are some good. We haven't had any of

them yet.—Ben Rives, Jr., Liberty theatre, Roanoke,

Ala.—General patronage.

CURIOSITIES: Quite interesting. My patrons

like it quite well. One reel.—P. G. Held, Strand

theatre. Griswold, Ia.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL

THE COLLEGIANS: George Lewis—Second Series.

Pretty fair series, but doesn't seem to bring them

like the first series did.—D. A. Rhyner, Rialto the-

atre. Hebron. N. D.—General patronage.

HALFBACK BUSTER: Buster Brown—A fair

comedy that the kids liked, but not as good as

Roach's "Gang" comedies. Two reels.—W. L. Hill.

Orpheum theatre. Rock Valley, Ia.—General patron-

age.

A SOUTH POLE FLIGHT: Oswald the Rabbitt—

Very funny and clever cartoon. One reel.—P. G.

Vaughan. Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General

patronage.

NEWLYWEDS NEED HELP: Snookums—This is

the best "Newlywed" for a long, long time, and

even then it wasn't so good, because the action was
overdone. Comedians might do well to forget that

they are comedians and act within bounds of rea-

son.—R. J. Speck. Kenwood theatre. Chicago. 111.—

General patronage.

OSWALD CARTOONS: These are the best car-

toons available.—W. L. Hill. Orpheum theatre. Rock

Valley. Ia.—General patronage.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By J. F.

ASALES meeting was called by Ned Depinet, general sales manager of First

National Pictures, at the Stevens Hotel last Monday, and 13 managers

from the Midwest territories attended. The meeting was called to dis-

cuss plans relative to the policy of handling Vitaphone pictures. Through spe-

cial arrangements the party was shown Richard Barthelmess' latest picture,

"Weary River." Depinet, Stanley Hatch and W. E. Callaway were here from

the office.

The managers who attended were Tom Burk, Minneapolis; L. J. McCarthy,

Milwaukee; Fred North, Detroit; G. L. Sears, Chicago; L. Luckett, Dallas, Texas;

Edward Brewer, Oklahoma City; Bill Warner, Kansas City; E. J. Tilton, Des

Moines; Floyd Brown Indianapolis; L. Coner, New Orleans; D. D Rathbone,

St. Louis; Fred M. Jack, Memphis; and William Brenner, Omaha.
Pictures of the champion wrestling match hibitors Association offices last Thursday

in Boston between "Strangler" Lewis and
Gus Sonnenberg are being released through
Educational. The film is in one reel.

* * *

Joe Woodward, salesman for Pathe, is

now out of the hospital and back at work.
* * *

Two Universal stenos were flashing beau-
tiful new dresses last week. Those who
want a style suggestion, see Irene and
Charlotte at the exchange.

J. Lasker & Sons have taken over the
new Music Box theatre at 3717 Southport
avenue and expect to open the house in

early May. The theatre seats 800 and will

play sound films.

* * *

This week's announcement by L. V. Kutt-
nauer, who is handling Phototone in Chi-
cago, brings some important news. Kutt-
nauer announces that Phototone is now
equipped to play both film and disc record-
ings. Kuttnauer is handling the device for

Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Wiscon-
sin and Ohio.

* * *

What did exhibitors do before coming
into the show business? Take S. Best of

the Mabel theatre, for instance. Mr. Best is

the owner of a 600-seat house, and before
entering the film game he operated a laundry.

He then bought a theatre on Roosevelt road.

In 1926 he purchased the Mabel theatre.

* * *

"Trail of '98," the M G M special shown
at a preview a few weeks ago, will be shown
at the Roosevelt shortly.

* * *

Tess Heraty was "ousted" from the Ex-

when a cold got the best of her. But she

soon got the best of it.

* * *

J. F. Dittman, of the Lindo and Strand
theatres in Freeport, is the first exhibitor to

purchase the new Phototone, according to

L. V. Kuttnauer, who closed the deal.

* * j*

Abe Fisher, of the United Artists Ex-
change, reports preparations under way for

the release of several big pictures. Douglas
Fairbanks' "Iron Mask" is due to be com-
pleted in the next few weeks, and also

"Coquette," all-talking picture, with Mary
Pickford. "The Alibi" and "Lummox" are

scheduled for early release.

Harry Neill, formerly connected with the

Paramount exchange, is now selling for the

Biophone Corporation. Neill is covering
the Chicago territory.

* * *

In case someone might not know, Sidney
Stern went and got himself married last

week.
* * *

Joe Wolf, special sales representative for

Pathe, was in town last week in the inter-

ests of the two Pathe pictures, "Strange
Cargo" and "Godless Girl." Wolf intends to

make Chicago his headquarters.
* * *

Another interesting picture previewed at

the Roosevelt was the two-reel all-talking

Educational short, "Wife's Relations."

Billy Bevan, Johnny Burke and Daphne
Pollard are featured.

* * *

The Wallace theatre is planning on hav-
ing a "Wallace Week" in February, and the

Somehow Harvey Day of Educational s

home office totes a smile as a habit. But
then Dave Dubin, Chicago manager, does

the same thing. (Herald-World photo.)

management says it will accept any picture

free from the exchanges to be shown in his

theatre that week. Who'll be first? And
don't shove

!

* * *

Despite the bitter cold weather January

25, over 1,500 people turned out at the

Roosevelt theatre to see the Chicago pre-

view of "The Barker," First National's car-

nival picture. Carnival music gave the open-

ing effect of real carnival night. Milton

Sills is the barker and carries away the

honors of the picture. His voice registers

well. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Betty Compson
and the rest of the cast played their part to

perfection.

* * *

Ralph Gallo, stage and screen actor, vis-

ited the Herald-World office last week to

call on his cousin, Ray Gallo, Presentations

editor. He will remain in Chicago for a

while, then return to Hollywood to make a

few pictures.
* * *

Fire broke out in the Granada theatre

building last Thursday and caused damages
of about $10,000 to the possessions depart-

ment.
* * *

"Service With a Smile" seems to be the

motto of the girl sitting at the switchboard
in the Columbia exchange. We like to take

notice of courtesy.
* * *

Jack Miller was in Milwaukee last week,

the Wisconsin Owners' Association being in

session. It was expected that action would
be taken as to whether the Wisconsin group

would join Allied States, but the vote on

the question was postponed.

* * *

Oscar Florine has a new job. Last week
was his first with the Victor Talking Ma-
chine Company, for which he is selling rec-

ords adapted for cueing pictures.

* * *

Joe Lyon, salesman for the De Forest

organization in this territory, selling Phono-

films, informs us that the Symphony thea-

tre, recently taken over by the United

Theatres Corporation, opened last Friday

night with this sound device.

PHOTOTONE NOW SYNCHRONIZED
Sound on film and disc methods at a price every exhibitor can afford. We offer the very latest equipment for

TALKIES & SOUND PICTURES
REGARDLESS OF MAKE

EARLY INSTALLATION—DON'T DELAY—ORDER NOW—EASY TERMS

THE PHOTOTONE COMPANY, 845 SOUTH WABASH AVE., CHICAGO - Phone Harrison 0737

FOR ILLINOIS, INDIANA, WISCONSIN, IOWA, MICHIGAN AND OHIO



A higher premium

than ever before

Today — in this new era of sound

pictures— there is a higher premium

than ever before on film uniformity.

For sound quality is even more sensi-

tive than screen quality to any variation

in the film.

If your "talkie" prints are on

Eastman film—famous for uniformity

—your patrons are seeing and hearing

the very best that this newest devel-

opment in motion pictures has to

offer.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Hollywood
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fox mmmm
presents Tg^^^&S*

THE GHC
with HELEN TWELVETREES—CHARL]
Story by Max Marcin and Edward Hammond —

Scenario by Frederick H. Brei

5 MORE FO
ALL-DIALOG FEATURES

oVotf Ready or in Production:

IN OLD ARIZONA
HEARTS IN DIXIE

SPEAKEASY



adverseFilm BillsDoomed in Closing Congress

EXH I B I TO R S

Established in 1907

AND MRS. PUBLIC
UVE GOT THE
G-M HABIT!

A WOMAN OF
AFFAIRS (John

Gilbert'Greta Garbo)

Sweeping America like wild-fire.

Two packed weeks, Capitol, N.Y.;
new record at Warrield, Frisco;

Boston, Minneapolis, everywhere
tremendous !

THE TRAIL OF
'98 (Dolores Del Rio)

Beat "Big Parade" and "Ben-Hur"
records at Butte, Mont. "Got the
kale in Seattle," reports Variety.

Big in St. Louis, Cleveland, Wash-
ington, Pittsburgh!

THE DUKE STEPS
OUT (Haines)

Oh boy, M-G-M keeps making
the audience delights. Watch Bill

Haines in this one with Joan
Crawford! From the swell Sateve-

post serial story.

THE FLYING
FLEET (Novarro)

Greatest aviation Epic thus far!

Novarro's Biggest since "Ben-
Hur." A clean-up in its 6rst en-

gagements. Watch it ride

!

ALIAS JIMMY
VALENTINE
Broke all records Strand, Hart-
ford, Conn. Variety reports it "best

in months at Stanley, Baltimore,"
and "biggest by $4000 in Syra-

cuse." Biggest also in New Orleans,
Kansas City. It's the money!

THE BELLAMY
TRIAL (MontaBell)

Solid sell-out at $2 since Embassy
opening. Biggest advance sale in

history of house. Critics, public
thrilled! Great Talking or Silent!

ETR0-G0LDWYN-MA
Qet the Hit Habit with Leo. It's money in the bank!

Entered as second-class matter, Angus: 20. 1917. at the Post Office at Chicago. 111., under the act of March 3, 1179. Published

weekly by Quigley Publishing Co., at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription %3M a year. Single copies, 2> cents.
February 9, I9J9



Ro»8rtM»rtoii
£oev)'s Midland

Kansas Cilu.
Mo-

S%T. -*^w

r8 ce>

Jours

iteTb-Day//b^on
a; cooperative purchasepU

/~Tl)hether it "be in the magnifi—
cent JlewCoeW ys State in Providence,

or in CentralAmerica's theatre beauti-

ful - ?he Cecilia inPanama City , or in

the luxurious VantagesTheatres'in
California - in fact, urtierever enterpris-

ing shou>men demand the best, you
u)ill hear enthusiastic endorsement

ofthe Robert Morton Unit Organ as a
musical attraction.

No other organ approaches
Rooert Morton in quality,volume,
distinctiveness of tone, orchestral

resources or variety of effects. Ex-
clusive process ofmanufacture

,

structural improvements, and -

patented features found inno other

organ,make it distinctly differ-

ent from all others.

Rotart Marfan Organ Gfc
R.P. Matthews -KcePres. * GeneralMgr.

New York.
1560 Broadvay

Crii c a. go
624 So.Michifca*.

Los Angeles
1914 SoVermont

.

SanFrancisco
168 Golden Gate
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ALL records

smashed at Rialto Theatre,

New York, as "THE WOLF
OF WALL STREET,"
sensational Paramount all-

talking melodrama begins

long run on Broadway! Big-

gest business of the year in

Philadelphia, Los Angeles and
other points ! "Has box office

written large all over it!" yells

the New York Telegram

—

and
that's the truth!

GEORGE
RANCROFT
in

0
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Now More Than Ever -i



RADIOI
PICTURES

Distributed by

RKO DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

RADIO . . , fulfillment of daring

dreams .... colossus of modern art and science

.... now enters the motion picture industry I

RADIO picture: * * <»

dedicated to the advancement of electrical enter-

tainment and service of exhibitors .... linking

in one mammoth unit of showmanship the un-

rivalled resources of great industrial and scientific

organizations .... takes its place in the world of

motion pictures.

The Radio Corporation of America, General

Electric, Westinghouse, National Broadcasting Co.,

and the wide-flung Radio-Keith-Orpheum Circuit

of Theatres .... these are the factors whose genius

and power are combined to bring Radio Pictures

triumphantly to the screen.

A TITAN IS BORN . .

.

eclipsing in its staggering magnitude and far-reaching

interests any enterprise in the History of Show Business.

literShowmen ofthe World



First Great RADIO Picture
Season 1929-1930

FLORENZ ZIEGFELB'S
gorgeous smash hit

MO RITA
Full script dialogue . . . . complete musical score

.... authentic settings .... fabulous ....
magnificent .... greater even than when presented

for 62 weeks at Ziegfeld Theatre, New York.

PICTURES

RADIO PICTURES will be synchronized by the

matchless RCA Photophone, the tone quality of which is easily

the greatest scientific development in the recent history of the

motion picture industry.

For the reproduction of dialogue as well as music and effects, most

rigid tests have established RCA Photophone as THE BEST!

RKO DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

Pace Press, Imc
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CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

here's One Show That's Really Epochal
* .

—

/or the First Time on
RecordMovies Go Outdoors

to Do Their Talking
BY WILLIAM F. McDERMOTT.

VORDS like "epoch-making," "historical" and so forth

are so commonly misused in describing a theatrical

event that it seems fairly ironical that they are not

ling used this, week when there is offered the one opportunity

in years to use such words appropriately.

So far as the theatrical business and popu-
lar amusement are concerned the first talking
picture was certainly reasonably describable

as epochal. And so is the first "outdoor"
talking picture.

There was a general belief that the talkies !

would be for a long time, if not forever, a
|

severely cramped dramatic form because of
\

the necessity of confining the action to sound-
j

proof interiors wherein the actors were
obliged always to adjust themselves to ham-
pering rules compelled by unavoidable me-

"'Epoch-
making»

ncDZRMOTT
(anical limitations.

That idea is dismissed at one sweep with the new talkie,
Old Arizona," having a first+

—and the one
talking picture
deserving that
overworked

phrase f
s wing at the Hippodrome this

iek.

Titnessing this talk-spectacle,

ji aren't made aware of any lim-

itions -whatever to the synochro-

i ing of dialog and pictures ont-

d'rs, indoors or all around the town.
'he drama moves freely and

t.ezily from the widest open spates
t the smallest Interiors and -it keeps
tklng all the time.

• * »

'here must have been tremendous
i chanical difficulties to overcome
) making this talk-movie. It was
tned, one understands, in a remote
(i lonely spot in Utah because
Hlywood, as is believable, was far
• noisy. The worries of operating
; far from base and the tribulations
« experimenting in an untried leld
Te undoubtedly very considerable.
fet in viewing the picture you are
H conscious of anything of the
ft. It seems to me amazingly suc-
nsful for a pioneer, experimental
«:erprlse.

Nearer a Stage Play.
5ne who has been writing for years
nut the legitimate drama feels at
!me in speaking of "In Old Ari-
:ia." It is not a flesh-and-blood
iy, but neither is it a movie and
! seems to be nearer the old spoken
• una than the movies.

• • *

Tor instance, the acting in the
i5nt pictures invariably seems thin
• d incomplete to one accustomed to
'J spoken plays. It is not acting at
i In the genuine sense, for acting
'ice Shakespeare's time has de-
nded preponderantly not on ges-
•e or facial contortions but on the
'iveying of infinitely varying emo-
n and the making of rythmic
loay by means of the human

"Ice.

• • »

Really Acted.
'In Old Arizona" is acted in the

HI sensp, not pantomimed.

The actors are seen and they are
heard and their characterizations
have a richness and complexity of

a sort that hitherto has been peculiar
to the spoken stage. Except tlvat

the, human actuality is not there this

"In Old Arizona" is a legitimate
drama.

It conveys ideas and emotions by
means of words and it is interpreted
by actors who set these ideas or

j

emotions in movement and make
them forceful or weak according to

the qualities of their voices and their

skill in all the little tricks of inton-

ation and inflection that mark the
difference between a good actor and
a bad one.

New Kind of Drama.
"In Old Arizona" suggests that the

talkies will eventually evolve a new
form of theatrical amusement which
will not be either pictures or drama
as we have known them. Its flex-
ibility is so marvelous, sweeping in
a half-second from wind-swept desert
to log cabin interior, that some new
form will naturally be developed to
capitalize fully this mobility and In-

corporate it effectively with speech.

READ WHAT
WILLIAM F. McDERMOTT
Dramatic Critic

of the

Cleveland Plain Dealer
wrote about—

THE ALL-DIALOG OUTDOOR
SENSATION

IN OLD ARIZONA
with EDMUND LOWE, WARNER BAXTER

DOROTHY BURGESS
Directed in Dialog by Raoul Walsh and Irving Cummings

FOX TALKERS ItftSSi
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writes an
advertisement

VARIETY PICTURE GROSSES Wednesday, January 30, 1929

^oS a»B^9 '

1 450,000)

(Orating . Cold

of the **e* was ^
ArlZ°

criterion
the take week9

at the Cl"e
cond and th"

first

tMit of th
o

e

nl

S

; $1 ,300
behind-**

and was only

stanza. Arl.

• (W. C-l^MfiOO- 25-75)
Criterion CW'FoX^ (1,600 , ing

zona,"
dia

^

oS
B[ggest tnoney

tQ^.

$ 500; setter than

week.

u v er.

"ARIZ." WARFJED'S 1ST

ALL-TALKER, $40,000

San Francisco, Jan. 29.

Drawing Population, 762,000

Weather: Cofd and Fair

Friday openings now in full sway.
Granada was the last to step in line

on Jan. 25.

First all -talking film at, the .War-
field, "In Old Arizona," established
new house record for a regular

week. Business ran near $40,000.

Estimates for Last Week
Warfield (Loew-W. C), "In Old

Arizona," dialog- (Fox) and stage

show (2,672; 50-65-90). House's
first presentation of

,
all - talker

knocked*'em over; could not handle
crowds on Saturdays, Sundays and
nights; arouqd $40,000.

Baltimore. Jan. 29.

New jumped 'way up with its first

Fox all-talker, "In Old Arizona."

giving the house the best week it

has had since before the holidays
" New (Whitehursts)—"In Old Ari-

zona" (wired) (1,800; 25-50). First

Fox all-talker drew good week here

Good advance ballyhoo aided.

Topped anything this house has had

for some time. Well liked. About
$12,000. Holding over.

MOVIETONE your
or SILENT best

V



for FOX PICTURES
I with box-office reports of

a single week
Wednesday, January 30, 1929 PICTURE GROSSES VARIETY

Red Dance' Jumps Enroire,

Syracuse, N. T., Jan. 29.

(Draw Pop, 220,000)

Weather: Cofd

The most marked business ad-
vance was reported by the Empire,
which climbed to $11,000 with Fox's
"The Red Dance."

Kansas City, Jan. 29.

Newman—"The Red Dance" (1,-

980; 25-40-60). This one has Del
Rio just as her flapper followers
expect. Sound news and talking
shorts. $11,800.

Pantages—"Mother Machree" (2,-
200; 25-35-50). Manager Louis
Charnisky had given this picture
some three months' advance adver-
tising. It certainly counted for the
seats were at a premium on the
opening day and many of the fol-
lowing performances.

'o

2TJ(}

You Hear a lot about motion pic-

ture supremacy these days. But
claiming leadership is easy; PROV-
ING it is something' else again.
FOX PROVES IT WITH BOX-
OFFICE RESULTS ! From coast to
coast, Fox pictures are consistently
establishing their superiority at

the BOX-OFFICE.

The smartest showmen today are
playing FOX, because FOX is doing'
big things and doing' them FIRST.
The FIRST outdoor Western talk-
er, IN OLD ARIZONA, is shattering
records everywhere. Soon a flood
of poor imitations from other com-
panies will follow, and when it

does, FOX exhibitors will be clean-
ing' up with five more feature talk-
ers, each ORIGINAL in idea, story
and treatment: THE GHOST
TALKS, HEARTS IN DIXIE,
SPEAKEASY, THE VALIANT and
THRU DIFFERENT EYES, with
more fresh.talk-provoking, profit-
making talkers to follow.

BOX-OFFICE B
.

E
s
TF0X



LABAN AND KATZ CIRCUIT-Uptown Theatre.

McViclter'«Theatre,Chicago— Tivoli Theatre,

igo—Norshore Theatre, Chicago— Riviera Theatre,

igo—Alamo Theatre, Chicago—Avalon Theatre,

:ago— Belpark Theatre, Chicago— Biograph

itre, Chicago — Central Park Theatre, Chicago

lelton Theatre, Chicago—Congress Theatre, Chicago

ivent Garden Theatre, Chicago—Crawford Theatre,

ago—Crystal Theatre, Chicago— Ellantee Theatre,

ago— Highway Theatre, Chicago — Knickerbocker

re, Chicago-^ Lakeside Theatre, Chicago— Manor

atre, Chicago—Marquette Theatre, Chicago—

ryland Theatre, Chicago— Michigan Theatre, Chicago

'aradiseTheatre.Chicago— PershingTheatre,Chicago—

1 Theatre, Chicago—Senate Theatre, Chicago— State

tre, Chicago—Tiffin Theatre, Chicago—TowerTheatre.

—Vitagraph Theatre, Chicago—West End Theatre,

icago—Windsor Theatre, Chicago— Buckingham Theatre,

Zliicago-MIDWESCO CIRCUIT-Fo* Theatre. Aurora, III.

—CastleTheatre, Bloomington, 111.— Lincoln Theatre, Chicago

rieights. III.— Empress Theatre, Decatur, III.—Dickc Theatre,

Downers Grove, III.—Crocker Theatre, Elgin, lit— Varsity

rhcaire, Evanston, III.— Forest Theatre, Forest Park, 111.

—

Drpheum Theatre, Gale*burg. III.— Rialto Square Theatre, Joliet,

—Majestic Theatre, Kankakee.'l II.— Majestic Theatre, La Salle,

-Lido Theatre, Maywood. III.—Oak Park Theatre, Oak Park.

—Madison Theatre, Peoria, 111.—Washin"ton Theatre, Quincy,

—Coronado Theatre, Rock ford, 111.— State Theatre, Roseland. 111.

nesee Theatre, Waukegan, III.—Lincoln Theatre, Springfield, III

and Theatre, Alton, III.— Fargo Theatre, Sycamore, Ill.-rPickwii

teatre, Park Ridge, III.—Terrace Theatre, Danville, III.—Fa

leatre, Geneva, III.— Earle Theatre, Washington, D. C—

N

teatre, Baltimore— Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore— Liberty Theati

mberland, Md.—Byrd Theatre, Petersburg. Va.— Byrd Theat

chmond, Va.-WESCO C1RCUIT-T. & D. JR. CIRl

arfield Theatre, Sen Francisco— El Capitan Theatre, San Francisc

lifornia Theatre, Berkeley, Cal.—Kinema Theatre, Fresno, Ca

nator Theatre. Oakland, Cal.—T. and D. Theatre. Oakland, Ca

alifornia Theatre, Richmond, Cal.—Capital Theatre. Sacramem

I.—California Theatre, Salinas, Cal.— California Theatre, San Jose,

I.—California Theatre, Stockton, Cal.— Vismlia Theatre, Visalia. Cal

—

lifornia Theatre, WaUonville, Cal.—Majestic Theatre, Reno, Nev.—

w's State Theatre, Los Angeles—Adams Theatre, Los Angeles

ambra Theatre, Los Angeles—Balboa Theatre, Los Angeles— Figu

Los Angeles—Golden Gate Theatre, Los Angeles—

eatre, Los Angeles— Mesa Theatre, Los Angeles— Rift

eatre, Los Angeles— Rivoli Theatre, Los Angeles

tarland Theatre, Los Angeles—Sunbeam Theatre,

Angeles—Uptown Theatre, Los Angeles—Westlake

eatre, Los Angeles— Egyptian Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

Carmel Theatre, Hollywood, Cal. — Viata Theatr

llywood, Cal.— Alexander Theatre, Glendale, Cal.

—

lifornia Theatre, Anaheim, Cal.—California Theatre, Bakers!

1.—Beverly Theatre, Beverly Hills, Cal.—Park Theatre, E. San Di

1.—Imperial Theatre, El Centro, Cal.—Alcazar Theatre, Huntington Park,

1.—Granada Theatre, lnglewood, Cal.— El Portal Theatre, Lankershim, Cal,

est Coast Theatre, Long Beach, Cal.—Dome Theatre, Ocean Park, Cal.— St

eatre, Pasadena, Cal.— California Theatre, Pomona,

L—Redondo Theatre, Redondo, Cal.— Riverside

eatre, Riverside, Cal.—West Coast Theatre, San

rnardino, Cal.—California Theatre, San Diego, Cal.—

A TALKING COM
^yhai i.is sweepin

'3

MACK SENNETT TALKING COMEDIES
have swept to world wide fame—in a few weeks

—on a tidal wave of laughs.

Many of the nation's finest theatres have

booked "THE LION'S ROAR." Just look over

their names.

All of them are sending their audiences away,

laughing and saying "here is something new in

comedies." Most of them are getting a new idea

of what short subjects can mean to the box-

THE BRIDE S
Produced by

RCA Photophone Process

PATRONS ARE MQUESTED TO FAM.R ™E COMPANY BY CRITICISM AN D SUGGESTION CONCERN1NG ITS SERVICE

CLASS Of SERV!CE

ThU is a

Telegram or Cable

pam unless its «
ferted character is in

The
"

-town on n^=r^--
„f r^ jrH »l JUH""" 1

—
Standard ti

, , K^OHS- a RUB - «SX -

EVER SEEN
CONORATTJLATIONS

PANTHEON THEATRE

BY JOHN F KUMLBR

High!

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"



EDY TRIUMPH
e country

office—through some of the biggest and finest

exploitation ever done on a two-reel comedy.

They dared Sennett to do it again. Some of

them thought "THE LION'S ROAR" was too

good to "repeat." But Sennett has done that

—

and more. For every laugh he gave you before

he gives you two now. You'll simply have to

revise all your own ideas of just how funny a

comedy can be—and of how much exploitation

it can justify—when you see and hear

RELATIONS
with

JOHNNY BURKE
and

Harry Gribbon
It was the worst day of the winter.

The venerable trade press—almost all

of it—was there to see a Sennett Talk-

ing Comedy, The Bride's Relations"

by name. Off went the lights and on
went the opus. It wasn't long after that

the laughter began to mount and stay

that way. Remember: rotteri day, film-

saturated newspaper men and a pro-

jection room showing. Only a jewel

among comedies could get the response

it did. For your box-office good, get it.

Educational is the place to go.

- K A N N
in Film Daily

Elmo Theatre, San Luis Obispo, Cal.—CabrilloTheai

San Pedro, Cal.—W. C. Walkers Theater, Santa A
Cal.—Criterion Theatre, Santa Monica, Cal.—

G

City Theatre, Santa Paula, Cal Gateway The*

S. Glendatc, Cal.—Hippodrome Theatre, Tart, Cal

Granada Theatre, .Wilmington, Cal.—Colonial Thea

Seattle—Fifth Ave. Theatre, Seattle—Liberty Thea

Astoria, Ore.—Alta Theatre, Pendleton, Ore.—Broach

# _<r^_ I Theatre, Portland, Ore.—Hollywood Theatre, Portia

Theatre, Bremerton, Wash. — Ellensburg Thea

Uensburg, Wash.—Granada Theatre, Everett, Wast

Liberty Theatre, Olympia, Wash.— Liberty Thea

Pulallup, Wash.—Broadway Theatre, Tacoma, Wash

Liberty Theatre, Walla Walla, Wash.-Libertv Thea

Wenatchce, Wash.-Libertv Theatre, Yakima, Wash

Clemmer Theatre, Spokane, Wash. — F1NKELSTE
AND RUBEN CIRCUIT- Strand Theatre, Minneapoli
Garrick Theatre, Duluth, Minn.— State Theatre, Hibbi

Minn.—Grand Theatre, Mankato, Minn.—Chateau Thea
Rochester, Minn. — Garrick Theatre, Virginia, Minn
State Theatre, Winona, Minn.—Grand Theatre, Grand Foi

- Capital Theatre, Aberdeen, S. D. — State Thea
Huron, S. D. — Metropolitan Theatre, Mitchell, S. D
Sherman Theatre, St. Cloud, Minn.—State Theatre, Sit

Falls, S. D.— State Theatre, Eau Claire, Wis.-Palace The*
uperior. Wis.—Garfield Theatre, Milwaukee — Merrill Theai

ilwaukee—Modjeska Theatre, Milwaukee — Oriental Theai

Milwaukee — Tower Theatre, Milwaukee — Uptown Theai

Milwaukee—Majestic Theatre, Beloit, Wis.—Retlaw Theatre, Fo

du[Lac, Wis. -Strand Theatre, Green Bay, Wis.-Jeffris Theai

Janesville, Wis.—Gateway Theatre, Kenosha, Wis.—Oshkosh Theat

Oshkosh. Wis.— State Theatre, Racine, Wis.—Park Theatre, Waukesl

—Wausau Theatre, Wausau, "Wis.—Mikado Theatre, Manitowoc, Wis

State Theatre, Detroit— Bijou Theatre, Battle Creek, Mich. -Orpheum Theat

y City, Mich.— Regent Theatre, Flint, Mich.—Regent Theatre, Jackson, Mich
Capitol Theatre, Lansing, Mich. -Regent Theatre, Muskegon, Mich.— Frank

Theatre,' Saginaw, Mich.—Fenway Theatre, Boston- Olympia Theatre, Boston F

Springfield, Mass.— Palace Theatre, Wooster, Mass.-POLI CIRCUIT- Middle*

tre, Middletown, Conn.— Palace Theatre, Stamford, Conn.— Fox Poli Theatre, New Hav<

"-—Capitol Theatre, Hartford, Conn.—Fox Majestic Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.—Palace Theat
iry, Conn.—Fox Palace Theatre, Meriden, Conn.—Garde Theatre, New London, Conn,

lairidge Theatre. Montclair, N. J.—Strand Theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.—Oatka Theatre, Warsaw,

!

Capitol Theatre, Waverly, N. Y.-Tiogo Theatre. Owego, N. Y.—State Theatre, Allentown, Pa.-(
Theatre, Bethlehem, Pa.— State Theatre, Easton, Pa.— Colonial Theatre, Harrisburg. Pa.— Embassy

iston, Pa.-Capitol Theatre, Reading, Pa--Alto Theatre, Columbia, Pa.— Rialto Theatre, Williamsport,

ctor Theatre, McKeesport, Pa.—Astor Theatre, Cleveland—Hippodrome Theatre, Cleveland—Plaia Theati

Cleveland—Uptown Theatre, Cleveland — Orpheum Theatre, Akron, O.—Colonial Theatre, Cambridge,

-Strand Theatre, Canton, O.—Madison Theatre, Mansfield, O.—Pantheon Theatre, Toledo, O.—Robbins '

Warren, O.—State Theatre, Youngstown, O.—Lyric Theatre, Cincinnati—Colonial Theatre, Dayton, O.—

1

fheatre, Marietta,O.—Fountain Sq.Theatre, Indianapolis—Von Ritz Theatre, Bedford, 1

Indiana Theatre, Bloomington, Ind.—Strand Theatre, Crawfordsville.Ind.—Von<

Theatre, Greencastle, Ind.—Strand Theatre, Shelbyville, Ind.—Tivoli The

Ichigan City, Ind.—Tivoli Theatre, Richmond, Ind.— Riv<

Theatre, Muncie, Ind.—Lerner Theatre, Elkhart, Ind.

Mary AndersonTheatre, Louisville, Ky.—KentuckyTheati

Danville, Ky.—Princess Theatre, Mayfield, Ky.—Empr<

Theatre, Owensboro, Ky.—Columbia Theatre, Paducah, Ky.

Palace Theatre, Burlington, la.— Rialto Theatre, Ft. Dodge, la.

Palace Theatre, Mason City, la.—Strand Theatre, Cedar Rapids, la-

nd Theatre, Waterloo, la.—Main Street Theatre, Kansas City—Plaza Theati

Kansas City—Grand Theatre, Topeka, Kan.—Uptown Theatre, Wichita, Kan.—Ri

Theatre, Tulsa, Okla— Aladdin Theatre, Denver—America Theatre, Denver—Victo

Theatre, Salt Lake City— RialtoTheatre, Butte, Mont.—Liberty Theatr

Great Falls, Mont. — Judith Theatre, Lewistowi

Mont.—Gem Theatre, Provo, Utah—Capital Theatr

Pocatello, Idaho — Strand Theatre, Boise, Idaho -

0«,Pa.

. Uc. Will H H.n I

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
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Certified Circulation

. . . and no foolin
9

Certified Circulation is to the

Advertiser What Certified Milk is

to the Baby. Count on both and

take no substitute!

The HERALD-WORLD is the only pub-
lication in the motion picture industry with

Certified Circulation.

The HERALD-WORLD is the only trade

paper whose books are audited by the Audit
Bureau of Circulations, a neutral and thor-

ough investigating agency whose reports

are gospel in the advertising world.

This means that when the HERALD-
WORLD announces, with no small pride,

that it has the largest circulation the field

has ever known, then that means something.

You can count on it.

This is Certified Circulation.

There Is No Substitute For Circulation



DISTINGUISHED S.
>LAYERS ALL TALK IN Pi

ML TALKING SUPER S



THE MACI
In the veil of night at/ sea, the flickering)

lights, the sputtering atrial and the fluctuat-j

ine compass portend strange deeds—and then,!



HCTURE
THE TALKOF THE TOWN

Masterfully supervisedanddirected
by Benjamin Glazer—Horace Jack-

son's brilliant adaptation of Benja-

min Glazer and Melchior Lengyel's

original—produced on a " magnifi-

cent scale—enacted by dramatic

players tested in the most famous
plays of the century—a revelation

as to what can be done with the

new wonder of the screen, dialogue

i e a meteor from nowhere, comes the phantom murderer

startling—actionful—swift-moving—baffling in its solution

knH nerve rinplinp- even Havs after the climax is unfolded.
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^Announcing

Pacent Reproducer
Systems

The Pacent Reproducer Corporation takes this opportunity to make formal announcement of

its two complete Reproducer Systems for theatres. We believe that this equipment, backed

by long experience in the field of sound reproduction, will be of unusual interest to exhibitors

throughout the country.

Louis Gerard Pacent

President

Pacent Reproducer Corporation

Mr. Pacent is a graduate engineer, a

Fellow of the Institute of Radio Engin-

eers, a Fellow of the Radio Club of

America, member of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers, Fellow Na-
tional Geographic Society, Chairman of

the American Engineering Standards

Committee on Parts and Wiring, and the

author of several books and a number
of radio papers.

He is known as the inventor of many
radio devices and is recognized as an

authority on sound.

Full Details Will Be Advertised in

an early issue of this publication

Naturally anyone investing money in

sound reproducing apparatus is inter-

ested in two things: the product and

the company behind it.

Pacent Reproducer Systems are the

result of long research and develop-

ment work by Louis Gerard Pacent, a

leading figure in engineering and scien-

tific circles, and a group of engineers

working under his direction. For

months before being placed on the

market, Pacent Reproducer Systems

have been put through the most severe

tests. They have been tested, re-

tested, checked and compared with

similar apparatus. The merits of and

advantages of Pacent Reproducer Sys-

tems are definitely established.

Two systems are now being manu-
factured, and installations are actually

in and working in leading houses in

various parts of the country. Exhibitors

using Pacent Reproducer Systems send

in the most enthusiastic reports of big

business done, and favorable comments
from patrons.

A Few of the Important Features of

Pacent Reproducer Systems

No Batteries: Both Pacent Repro-

ducer Systems operate directly from

any 110 volt 60 cycle alternating cur-

rent outlet without batteries of any

kind.

Double Channel Amplification:
One reserve amplifier for each ampli-

fier used to run a show. Interruptions

and breakdowns in sound program

minimized by this feature. Pacent Re-

producer Systems are the only systems

having complete, double channel ampli-

fication throughout.

Special Speaker System: Latest

and most efficient type of Dynamic
Speaker used with special baffle board

arrangement. Even sound distribution

assured with complete elimination of

dead spots in the theatre.

Pacent Reproducer Systems are now
manufactured for the disc method of

reproduction. The Pacent Film At-

tachment will soon be available for

sound-on-film method of reproduction.

Low Price: Pacent Reproducer

Systems are marketed at prices much
lower than any similar equipment of

equal quality. They are sold outright

to the exhibitor. $2,500 buys com-

plete equipment of the synchronous

type, for house with seating capacity

not over 2,000 seats.

$3,500 for complete system for

theatres of from 2,000 to 4,000.

Wircj, Writer or Call

Pacent Reproducer Corporation
Louis Qerard Tacent, 'Presidents

250 WEST 39th STREET NEW YORK. N. Y.
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She's Front Pa£e News

"QUEEN&
NIGHT CLUBS

SEE and HEAR New York in its NIGHT CLOTHES, all dressed up and READY for ^
anything! Make WHOOPEE with "The Whoopee GIRL"—HAVE the TIME of your

life! SEE and HEAR Texas GUINAN in "Queen of the Night Clubs"—a marvelous

picture of "WINE, WOMEN and WRONG"—one of the surest, most entertaining

BOX OFFICE pictures ever produced! Your audience is sure to give THIS little girl

a GREAT BIG HAND! Book it at once!

—

Story by Murray Roth Directed by

and Addison Burkhart BRYAN FOY
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BOX OFIHCIr

Colorful-Gripping/^ Colman Scores'
7

"Well acted, ably directed and beau-

tifully photographed. Filled a long

felt want for out and out melodrama
of the better sort. Colorful and grip-

ping yarn of adventure. Colman and

Lily Damita (another Goldwyn 'find'

or I miss my bet) are excellent."

Daily Review

"Colman's first solo picture scores.

Suspenseful in its construction. Grip-

ping in its tempo. Magnificent pho-

tographic artistry. Colman splendid.

Lily Damita a very satisfying eyeful

and a sexy lady. Colman earns his

new position in the star constellation

of the industry." pHm Daily

With Sound or Silent- Its*
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Record Breaker
- Variety

"A story of mighty conflict between
passion and honor. Passion or box-
office wins.

"Joseph Conrad's great heart-gripping novel^/

furnishes the base upon which Herbert Brenon

has erected a pictorial construction radiating

almost every known variety of human emotion

with a burning force that satisfies every desire

in picture entertainment."

a

Miming UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE
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The Greatest Team for Rib-Cracking

Laughs and Heart- Breaking Love You
Have Ever Seen

—

In a Romance of the Footlights Where

the Sorrows of Real Life Must Never

Strike a False Note "in a Gay Song or

Take the Kick Out of a Funny Line.

Tuo Supreme Artists

AT Their Best

IN Their Best

Theme Song. "In the Land of Make-Believe,"

by L. Wolfe Gilbert and Abe! Baer.

WITH

JOE E
iROWN

/UPPORTED BY

flLBEZRTVl
WJUGWIN

AND

OIRECTED
BY

ALBERT

Play These Sound Box-Office Sound Pictures for Prestige and Profits
DOROTHY SEBASTIANGEORGE JESSEL in "LUCKY BOY"

His first singing and talking picture. Greatest theme song ever
written—"My Mother's Eyes," by L. Wolfe Gilbert and Abel
Baer.

Bunked to play at the Capitol Theatre, New York City.

"MY LADY'S PAST" starring BELLE BENNETT
with JOE E. BROWN

A Special Production with dialogue and sound. Thcms
Song, "A Kiss to Remember," by Ben Bernie.

"WHISPERING WINDS" starring EVE SOUTHERN
in her first singing and talking picture with Patsy Ruth
Miller and Malcolm McGregor.

"NEW ORLEANS" starring WM. COLLIER, JR.,
RICARDO CORTEZ and ALMA BENNETT
A Reginald Barker Special Production, with dialogue and
synchron iza tion

.

"THE RAINBOW" starring
and LAWRENCE GRAY
A Reginald Barker Special Production. Theme song, "Song
of Gold." Synchronization and sound effects by Joseph Littau.

"MARRIAGE BY CONTRACT" starring PATSY RUTH
MILLER and LAWRENCE GRAY
A John M. Stahl Special Production. Theme song, "When the
Right One Comes Along."

"THE TOILERS" starring JOBYNA RALSTON and
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.
A Reginald Barker Special Production. Synchronization and
sound effects by Hugo Riesenfeld.

"THE CAVALIER" starring RICHARD TALMADGE
and BARBARA BEDFORD
Theme song, "My Cavalier." Synchronization and sound
effects by Hugo Riesenfeld.

o

Coming- "ZM5PPELIN"*-*A Super Dramatic Epic of the Air—
With Conway Tearle, Claire Windsor and Larry Kent.

mm
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With Betty Compson. A Frank Lloyd

production. Screen version by Bradley

King. Presented by Richard A. Rowland.
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"Oh Boy ! What you do to me
when you TALK AND SING
AND PLAY for the first time

is Evcryhody's Business:"

t*od up to applaud

holiness—at 'Broken

\-teiit Leather Kid,'

| 'Weary River/. . .

h« best of the lot." . .

lb v i e w Every ff*o r d a Rave fo rm BARTHELMESS
TICE A S « R E A T O * THE YlTAPlU"" I M

weary river:
they loved the they lovegl it a* a

T 4 L k I \ (• F I C T I K E
aced first anions talkies Most intelligent use of the

Uiting film that has been our fortune to see. Barthelmess has
a icked the medium more successfully than anv of the stars.

A redit to all concerned. Barthelmess sings charmingly, and
h natural and unaffected use of the dialogue is splendid."—Morning Telegraph
arthelnuss aroused wholehearted enthusiasm when he hurst

in song. Ballad attracts you enormously. Fresh svnchroniz-
ii treatment. Recording was of a velvety, lifelike quality.
Erthelmess surprised the eyes and ears. First of the life-long
c ema stars that I know of w ho gains added personality, added
sture when he opens his mouth."

—

Sun
ast army of fans will get a big kick out of handsome Dick's

a iculation and vocalization in 'Weary River.' His voice is

t M»r and tender."

—

Daily ISeus
iarthelmess demonstrates he is even more expert in the use

< dialogue. Theme song 'Weary River" effective and popular."

t _

—Herald-Tribune
)ick sings two songs, and has unusually pleasing voice. All
layers register well in talking sequences.'*—.V. Y. American
'roves that Richard Barthelmess is one of the regular film
|»rs for whom the spoken dialogue need present no fears."'

—Morning World

'"Weary River" is a rave movie. If you*re looking for real

movie entertainment, here it is. A talker which is still a movie,

with action, a gun-battle, an enchanting love story, humor and

good old tears. Barthelmess* best piece of work. Betty Compson
lovely in a role which fits her perfectly. Frank Lloyd has

made the picture w ith delightful subtlety. Everybody concerned

deserves three hearty cheers from the fans who want real

movies."

—

Mirror

"Add to the list of to-be-seen attractions, Dick Barthelmess'

latest."—Film Daily

"Evening was made quite a success. Acting was so superior to

most of tbe recent efforts at audibility that it w as almost refresh-

ing. Zest and reality. Performance w as a certain success. —Sun

"'Weary River" fine underworld film. Will enjoy successful

run. Novel touches that invest the action with new interest.

Barthelmess fans w ill be more than pleased. Take a trip to the

Central."

—

IS. Y. American
"Barthelmess" performance admirable ir/ every particular. Popu-

larity is hereby predicted for'WearyRiver/"—Uerald-Tribune

"Should do big box-office business."

—

Daily Neirs

"Will undoubtedly remain for some time in its present hou^e.

'

—Graphic

FIRST NATIONAL, V\VlW"?^
— irhis again !
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forms are now

closing for

The

Motion Picture

Almanac

The most comprehensive an-

nual reference book yet pub-

lished for the motion picture

industry.

Printing and binding will be

completed before March 1,

and the hundreds of advance

orders already received will

be filled at that time.

The book will retail at $2.00.

Orders should be addressed

to:

Quigley Publishing

Company
407 So. Dearborn St.

Chicago, Illinois
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Neiv Building

CONSIDERABLE interesting and important informa-
tion is disclosed in the annual survey of theatre

building operations, conducted by The Architectural
Forum. This authoritative publication, after thorough
analysis of building prospects, indicates that theatre con-
struction during the coming year will equal, if not exceed,
the developments of the past year.

According to the survey, the huge total of $163,559,000
in theatre building operations is now in contemplation.
It may be noted, with much interest, that this figure ma-
terially exceeds the scheduled costs of new projects
planned in either the automotive or the banking fields.

It is a mark of the industry 's sustained progress that,

even after the tremendous developments and expansion in

the theatre field during the past year, the new year arrives

with plans for equal if not increased activity.

When we hear of this vast development the question of
over-seating naturally comes to mind. It is a fact that in

various particular sections the theatre field is over-seated.

While this may at first blush suggest that what we need is

less building rather than more building, it may be stated
very definitely that such an impression is incorrect. It is

altogether too much to expect that theatre building can be
so controlled as to place seats only where seats are needed.
Too many incidental influences are at work to permit any
such ideal conditions to be maintained.

It is only natural on account of conflicting local interests,

changes in situations and a multitude of other considera-

tions that particular locations are liable to become over-

seated. But, it must be remembered, there are still vast,

unopened territories, where facilities for theatre enter-

tainment must be supplied. Increasing populations and
changing conditions at many points create the demand for

more theatres.

But a great, immediate factor in the building situation

in the theatre field has to do with the necessity for re-

building, reconstruction and the substitution, generally,

of theatres of the new and modern type to supplant those

builded a decade and longer ago, which, under the swift

advance that has taken place, are now out of date.

Over-seating is an evil for which the industry is only
partly responsible. In the present era of prosperity, the
theatre field appears as a rich opportunity for the promo-
ter. To the zealousness of promoters may be credited moat
of the worst over-seating conditions that exist.

Theatre men cannot be too cautious in the matter of de-
clining to be led into deals which would bring too manv
seats into any locality. Of course, it is seldom easy to pro-
nounce positively just where adequate facilities leave off

and the evil of over-seating comes in. But in all cases this
is a question which the theatre man can best decide for

himself—and the decision should be made by him after

divesting himself of whatever foregone conclusions the
promoter may wish him to be acting upon.

This should be remembered: After the theatre is con-

structed the promoter is usually out or, on his way out.

The new proposition, whether it is sound or unsound, is

left to the exhibitor to work out as best he can.

The progress of the industry has been so swift, and the
rate of increased discrimination on the part of the public
has been so rapid, that theatres which in many instances

were considered satisfactory only five years ago must now
yield to the demand for the newer and the more modern
house.

A great part of the existing theatre field will have to be

re-built within the next decade. Which fact will continue

to make the theatre field a great consumer of new build-

ings and new equipments for many years to come.
* • •

"Radio" Pictures

RADIO, once looked upon as a dangerous competitor, if

not a deadly enemy, of the picture business, now, in

its greatest unit, comes into the business as a partner in

its fortunes. And there is little doubt that the fortunes of

the business will be very materially enhanced by virtue

of this partnership.

It is logical that the magic name, "radio," should be

linked with pictures in forming the brand name! of the

product of the RKO Productions, creating the title, "Ra-

dio Pictures." Despite the difficulties which attend the

maintenance of the reputation of a brand name in a field

where product is necessarily of varying quality, there is

little doubt that when the name "Radio Pictures," flashes

from the screens it will arouse an especial interest in the

minds of the public.

Great results may be expected from the active entrance

into motion picture affairs of the tremendously successful

Radio Corporation of America. This vast organization

will contribute much to the motion picture industry. In

the link'ng together of the great forces of radio and the

principal radio company, with the motion picture, there

will be common advantages to both parties, with especial

advantages to the public.
* • #

Picture Business

IN the midst of the introduction of sound in pictures, it

is well to emphasize the fact that it is still the picture

business. Sound and dialogue are augmentations and em-

bellishments of the motion picture. After hearing the

opinions of various persons in the trade it would seem that

something has happened along to supplant the motion

picture. Nothing of the kind has happened—or is likely

to happen.

It is still the picture business—a better business because

w has a wider appeal and a better product; but it is

<ull the picture business.

MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
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Adverse Film Bills Are Doomed
As U.S. Congress Nears Close

Walsh Alone Fights for Action
In Quietest Session in Years

V. Y. Hippodrome Is

Sold byRKO; Say
Price Is Six Million

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—The famous Hip-
odrome has been sold by Radio-Keith-
trpheum to realty operators for a reported
rice of $6,000,000. The Hippodrome is the
iggest house in the RKO string. The
leatre is equipped for sound and is re-

orted to be doing a good business. It will

tay just as it is, according to RKO of-

cials, for at least another year. Then, it

; expected, it will give way to an office

uilding.

The Hippodrome has played a significant

art in the amusement business of the city,

t has been the home of many magnificent
ntertainments and has had as its guests
otables from all parts of the world.

/oice and Face of
D. W. Griffith Sent

3,000 Miles by Air
(Special to the Herald-World)

SCHENECTADY, N. Y., Feb. 5.—En-
ineers of the General Electric Company
:ate that on Sunday night they conducted
leir most successful tests of television over
mg distances, basing their belief on re-
orts received from Los Angeles, the re-
jiving point.

The voice and face of David Wark Grif-
:th, the director, were transmitted, a short
ave of 21.58 meters, over experimental
ation 2XO being used for the face sig-
als, and a longer wave of 31 meters over

(

ation WGY being employed for the voice.

njunction Granted
Claude Neon Against

American Neon Firm
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—An injunction has
:en granted Claude Neon Lights, Inc., by
'e U. S. district court of New York, re-
raining the American Neon Light Com-
iny from continuing in the manufacture
id sale of the gas tube lighting equip-
ent bearing the trade name of Neon.
The injunction sets forth that the Neon
>mpany is the owner of the patents cover-
g the device, and that the concern re-
rained has been infringing on these
itents.

The injunction covers using, leasing, in-
alling and servicing the Neon equipment,
hich is used largely for signs.

Youths Fined $5 for
"Cat Calls" in Theatre

(Special to the Herald-World)

OAKLAND, Feb. 5.—"Cat calls" issued
Oakland theatres cost $5 apiece. Two

Hiths learned that when brought before
ohce Judge Howard L. Bacon on the
large of having disturbed the peace.

ik u"
have ^een malcinK tne rounds

suburban moving picture theatres of late,
eating disturbances, and police have
unched a drive to break up the gang.

Reaction Against "Reform" Agitation Is Evidenced—
"High Pressure" Methods Lose Effect

By FRANCIS L. BURT
WASHINGTON, Feb. 5.—With only one month of the present Congress

left, all chance of adverse film legislation in the near future has passed. The
forces of "reform" are still active, however, as indicated by the introduction

in the House of Representatives last week by Congressman Cannon of Mis-

souri, "by request," of a bill making illegal and subject to fine and imprison-

ment, the importation or interstate shipment of films carrying pictures or

titles dealing with sex offenses.

The session now drawing to a close has been the quietest, with respect to

film legislation for several years. But one move was made to obtain action to

obtain action on any of the pending measures—that of Senator Walsh of

Montana who sought to get committee action on his resolution calling upon

the Department of Justice to explain what it had done with regard to the

prosecution of the motion picture industry for offenses, real or fancied, against

the anti-trust statutes.

There are pending in Congress, in addi-

tion to the Walsh resolution, the Brook-
hart and other bills for regulation, legisla-

tion closing amusements in the District of

Columbia on Sundays, and measures to lift

the ban on prizefight films. This being
the last session of the term of Representa-
tive Blanton of Texas, who has been one
of the leaders in the closed-Sunday move-
ment, it was anticipated that the fiery

Southerner would make a valiant fight for

last minute action on the District bill, in

which the local industry has been pleas-

antly disappointed.
All this legislation, together with

every other bill not passed by Con-
gress, will go into the discard on
March 4, for that will be not only the

end of the session but the end of the

70th Congress as well. Measures not

acted upon by the end of the first

session of a Congress go over until

the succeeding session without prej-

udice, but when not acted upon by
the end of the second session they

"die," and if the legislation is ever

to be enacted, it must be introduced

in a succeeding Congress as a new
measure and go through the same
mill of committee hearings, report,

and so on.

Thus, any advantage gained by these

bills during the present Congress will be

lost when the session adjourns March 4,

and they will have to start from "scratch

when reintroduced.

Returning if Special Session

It is anticipated that a special session of

Congress will be called by Herbert Hoover,

to meet about April 15, and it is practically

certain that the motion picture legislation

now pending will be reintroduced. The
reform organizations will see to that, but

whether their bills will get any further

than they have this Congress remains to

be seen.

In general it might be said that there

is becoming apparent a slight reac-

tion, and that "reform" measures are

not now looked upon as favorably as

they were a few years ago.

This is due largely to two factors. One
is the sentiment expressed by the residents

of the various states in ways which are

easily understood by politicians and which
indicate that the general public is not near-
ly as interested in all these reforms as the
reform organizations would have Congress
believe.

The other is the activity of the drys,

which goes against the grain of many mem-
bers of Congress who, while in sympathy
with prohibition, do not care to be driven
into accepting legislation merely because
the drys want it. This has recently been
instanced in the proposed appropriation of

more than $24,000,000 for enforcement of

the prohibition act, drives throuh the Sen-
ate by the dry organization, only to become
a subject of heated controversy in the

House, with not only the opposition of Sec-

retary of the Treasury Mellon, but the dis-

approval of President Coolidge.

"High Pressure" Losing
"High pressure" methods of putting re-

form moves over no longer are effective,

and this is more than a little responsible

for the apparent inactivity of committees
having film legislation in charge. Before
the opening of the session, Senator Brook-
hart of Iowa announced he would dig his

control bill out of committee pronto; but
he has not been able to make good his

boast.

If the reform element is waiting for Her-
bert Hoover to occupy the White House in

the belief that he will prove a valuable

ally, they are having their wait for nothing.

Hoover is a Quaker; but he is not a "re-

former." He smokes, swears on occasion

—

and effectively—fishes and believes the

people ought to enjoy life. He has been con-

sistently opposed to censorship of radio

broadcasting—that should be an indication

of his views. He is a great fellow for leav-

ing the other man alone, to work out his

own salvation; he looks with pride upon
the progress of the motion picture indus-

try as indicating the increasing extent to

which American labor is enjoying recrea-

tion and amusement.
Hoover doesn't believe that big business

will ruin the country; on the contrary he

believes big business means prosperity. If

the film industry needed mopping up,

Hoover would try to do it—and very likely

succeed—but he won't undertake the job at

the behest of any sectarian organization.
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Spoorand PhotophoneAgree on
Test of Third Dimension Film

Talking Picture Using Spoor System Will Be Made in RCA
New York Studio and, If Successful, Will Be Shown

Broadway On 52x38 Screen, Says Bucher
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—The commercial possibilities of George K. Spoor's
third dimension pictures are soon to be given a thorough test through the joint

efforts of Spoor and RCA Photophone. A gentleman's agreement has been made
between Spoor and Elmer E. Bucher, executive vice-president of RCA Photo-
phone, whereby the device is to be tried out, and furthermore each individual has
agreed that neither will make contracts or connections with any other organiza-

tion until after satisfactory tests have been made.

the size of standard film. Cameras already
have been shipped to us and we will start

production on the picture at once."

"We will make a talking picture, using
the Spoor system in our New York studios,
and if our engineers are satisfied with it,

we will run the picture in a large New York
house," Bucher told Exhibitors' Herald-
World. "The picture will probably be made
from the popular stage show, "Blackbirds,"
now running here. It will be projected on
a screen 52 by 38 feet."

Spoor has been developing this system of
third dimension pictures for many years in

the old Essanay studios in Chicago. Ac-
cording to Bucher, he became interested in

its possibilities and sent engineers to Chi-
cago to investigate it. They came back en-

Work on the third dimension-RCA
Photophone production will start as soon
as the studio in New York is ready, and
that will be in ten days, Spoor declared
Saturday on his return to Chicago from
the East.

"This will present a dynamic new idea
in pictures," Spoor said. "There is bound
to be a readjustment of the public atti-

tude as soon as this appears. The pro-
duction will be as complete as a motion
picture can be. We will have no apolo-

gies to offer. The engineers have en-

dorsed the apparatus. Indeed it dees not
take an engineer to endorse it; it is so

simple."

Spoor will go to New York personally

to make the production.

In describing the wonderful effects that
the Spoor system gives, Bucher said that
every detail in an outdoor scene may be
seen for a distance of three-quarters of a
mile. A perfect illusion of third dimension
is obtained. No eye strain is had in sitting

close to the screen and the image appears
perfectly naturally at all angles. Close-ups
are not needed.

"Just imagine a view 52 by 38 feet," de-
clared Bucher. "The picture will extend
from proscenium to proscenium and from
the level of the stage, giving the audience
the impression of looking right out of the
back of the theatre into all outdoors."

St. Louis Fox Opening
Adds New Impetus to

Battle of B.O. Receipts
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, Feb. 5.—The new 5,200-seat

$5,000,000 Fox theatre, thrown open to the

public on the evening of January 31 with
Governor Henry S. Caufield of Missouri as

the deluxe speaker, already has made its pres-

ence felt in the St. Louis amusement world.
The merry battle for box office receipts is on
and the St. Louis newspapers are growing fat

on the big advertising contracts the theatre
owners are passing out.

thusiastic about its great possibilities.

Bucher began negotiations with Spoor and
the gentleman's agreement resulted.
"Adolph Zukor and Jesse Lasky recently

stopped in Chicago to see the Spoor pic-

tures," Bucher said. "When they had seen
a demonstration, they, too, were highly en-
thusiastic, and attempted to get in on it, but
Spoor told them of our agreement and
would not consider any proposition from
them.
"Spoor has developed the system in every

respect. He has devised a camera, projector
and screen. The film is more than twice

Gilbert-Sullivan Operas
To Be Filmed in Sound by
Robert T. Kane for Pathe

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—The famous Gil-

bert and Sullivan operas are to be made into

sound pictures by Pathe, according to an an-

nouncement made here today. The cast of

these musical pictures will include celebrities

from Broadway musical shows. The produc-
tions will be in charge of Robert T. Kane,
with Josiah Zuro as musical director.

It's Bitter Battle He's Staging on
Union Labor in Efforts to Economize

(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., Feb. 5.

—

Despite the loss of union musicians, projectionists
and stage hands up to this date, the Hippodrome theatre has continued to show a
feature and comic, with £ve acts of vaudeville. Twenty-two union employes have
been dispensed with, according to Manager Ely, to save expenses.
The Unions have retaliated by picketing the entrance of the theatre with an

"unfair" sign, doing so even in a driving rain. Manager Ely has spread a carpet on
the edge of the sidewalk, "so that the pickets may have more comfort." When Ely
countered by placing one of his employes in front with a "fair" banner, the em-
ploye and picket became involved in a heated argument and came to blows. Man-
ager Ely, in his haste to separate the combatants, rushed between them and received
a black eye. Then all repaired to the police station.

First National Will

Produce Audien to

Play to the World
[Picture In Pictorial Seetlon]

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—A talking and
singing picture will be made by First Na-
tional-Vitaphone for international release,

and according to present plans will be ready
for world-wide distribution next fall.

Irene Bordoni, one of the leading stars of

the stage in Europe as well as America,
has been signed to star in the picture,

which will be an attempt to meet the de-

mand for dialogue in the languages of the

countries in which the film is to be shown.
Miss Bordoni will sing in German,

French, Italian and Spanish, as well as

English, and the story for the picture will

be selected with the world-wide market in

mind. It will avoid situations that may be
only local.

Plans for the release of the production
call for simultaneous premieres in the

leading capitals of European countries as

well as in New York and Los Angeles.
There will be an extensive advertising and
exploitation campaign both here and abroad.

Miss Bordoni, who is appearing here in

"Paris," will go in May to start immedi-
ately on the making of the picture, which
will mark her first appearance on the

screen.

Bill Would Permit Film
Shows in Non-Taxable
Halls; Passes in House

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, KAN., Feb. 5.—Exhibitors
of this state are worried over a new bill which

seems headed for adoption in the Kansas leg-

islature. The measure would amend the act

on military memorials so as to allow them to

be leased for entertainment purposes and it

has been passed by the house 110 to 15, and

now is before the senate. There are 22

memorial buildings in Kansas not subject to

taxation. Virtually all of the halls have a

large seating capacity. In the house were 22

members of the American Legion, all forming

opposition which the exhibitors' representa-

tives could not successfully meet.

Stage and Screen Stars

Grace Film Bureau Dinner
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Stars of stage and

screen attended the Silver Screen dinner of

the Film Bureau Sunday night at the Ritz-

Carlton. A new "art theatre" is one of the

projects of the Film Bureau. Among those

present were Dennis O'Brien, chairman;

Fanny Ward, Lucille LaVerne, Blanche

Yurka, Gilda Gray, Lee Patrick, Margaret

Mann, Robert Bruce and Grant Mitchell.

Four short speeches, pro and con, on the

motion picture, audien and drama, were made.

The entertainment also included four unusual

motion pictures, "Jupiter," "Killing the Killer,"

'Treacherous Waters" and "Secrets of the

Sea." The Guignol Studio Players (marion-

ettes) and Snowball, also appeared.

De Forest and RCA Give

Showing of Their Device
Two sound devices were giving Chicago

premiers within the last week. De Forest

Phonofilm, which is being distributed in

Illinois, Indiana and Ohio by Harold Siegel

was given a special showing at which i&

exhibitors and others attended. or*RCA gave a special showing of the RCA
Photophone equipment at the Belmont

theatre on Tuesday, February 5.
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Columbia and Victor Will Make
Audiens Together by New Deal

Best Victor Stars Will Appear
In Talking Short Film Series

A Correction
A typographical error in last week's

issue, in connection with a dispatch

from Suffolk, Va., caused a misstate-

ment of prices of the new Phototone
sound film devices. An extra cipher

made the prices read ten times as large

as they actually are.

WaryEye ofMusic
Publishers Getting

Keener for a Fee
Music composers and publishers are act-

ng through their organizations with in-

reased vigor in an effort either to stop the

>laying of their compositions in theatres

ind other business places without a license

o do so, or to force such establishments
o procure licenses, according to reports.

These efforts are coming not only from
\merican composers and publishers, but
ilso from the British.

In Canada, the Performing Rights So-
iety, a branch of a similar organization in

ingland, was refused a judgment sought
igainst the Famous Players Canadian Cor-
>oration on the ground that the latter's

Regent in Toronto used a copyright com-
>osition without a license. If the society
lad won its case, a seat tax would have
>een levied against every theatre in the
Dominion, it is said.

In refusing the judgment, a committee of
he privy council, sitting in London, Eng-
and, ruled that to collect a fee the musical
ompositions would have to be registered
t Ottawa. Fees for such registration would
otal about $2,000,000.

In Lima, O., approximately 50 small res-
aurants and other business places are
vorried over letters received from the
American Society of Composers, Authors
nd Publishers citing violations of the copy-
ight law and demanding payment of back
ees and the procuring of licenses if the
opyright music is to be played in the
uture.

Shorewood Called "House
Of Soundless Pictures"

An unusual slogan appears on the front
over of the house organ of the Shore-
.ood theatre at Milwaukee. "The House
f Soundless Pictures," is printed in capital
etters above the name of the theatre.

\rthur James Merging
Daily Review and Today

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—The Exhibitors
)aily Review and Motion Pictures Today
-•ere slated for a merger early in February.
!oth are edited by Arthur James.

Kingsley Critically III
(Special to the Herald- World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Walter Kingsley,
eneral press representative for Florenz
iegfeld was in a critical condition follow-
ig a stroke. He had just recovered from
t attack of Influenza.

All Recording Facilities, Resources and Technical Ex-
perience at Disposal of Producing Company

By PETER VISCHER
NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Columbia Pictures Corporation took a stride for-

ward here today with the announcement of a contract whereby it will make
talking pictures jointly with the Victor Talking Machine Company. Columbia
will now have at its disposal all the recording facilities, resources, and tech-

nical experience of the Victor studios and laboratories.

The deal was completed as the result of negotiations begun before Victor

was taken over by the Radio Corporation of America. Columbia made it

plain that the arrangement was made directly with Victor, not with RCA,
and that it does not in any sense imply an understanding or a deal with the

Radio organization or any of its parts other than Victor.

The arrangement at present calls for the
making by Columbia of a series of talking
and sound short pictures, production to
start at once with leading talking and sing-

ing stars of Victor. The regular program
of long features released by Columbia will

continue as heretofore to be made at

Columbia's own production studios on the

West Coast, where Harry Cohn, vice presi-

dent, is in charge.

Gets Pick of Victor Talent

Joe Brandt, president of Columbia, and
H. L. Sommerer of Victor worked out de-
tails of the plan for making sound pictures
in the Camden plant.

This arrangement gives Columbia most
expert knowledge in talking picture pro-
duction and up-to-the-minute methods of
sound and voice reproduction.
The alliance places at the disposal of

Columbia not only Victor's own model
plant, but the unlimited resources of its

technical department, as well as the services
of its research force and its staff of experts.

It also offers Columbia the pick of the
vast array of Victor's talking and singing
talent in the "legit," vaudeville and operatic
fields.

Plan Musical Short Films

"Music is the only universal medium,"
stated Joe Brandt, "and we intend among
our short subjects to issue a series of
musical features that will be a credit to any
program. These will present outstanding
musicians, singers, dancers, etc., in elaborate
settings. We are going out after the big-

gest names before the public.

"There is no reason why we cannot
record for posterity as well as for the en-
tertainment of present-day audiences, the
superlative accomplishments of violin vir-

tuosi such as Fritz Kreisler, Jascha Heifetz,

Yehudi Menuhin
;

singers like Lucrezia
Bori, Bohnen and others; yes, and even the

art of dancers like La Argentina, Goya and
the Denishawns.

"Set against the proper atmospheric
backgrounds, short subjects made along the
lines indicated will be revolutionary. The
Victor company, with its experience in re-

cording, coupled with our ability to pro-
duce and distribute such a program of

shorts in conjunction with our regular pro-

gram of full length features, indicates, I

believe, a progressive and forward step.

Synchronize Several Features

Further development of the program will

be entirely dependent on the production
schedule that Columbia will arrange for the

coming year.
Arrangements also have been made for

the synchronization of several of Colum-
bia's features. Two of the company's
specials have already been fitted with
sound at the Camden studio. "Submarine"
is the first. Dialogue sequences on "The
Lone Wolf's Daughter" have just been
completed. Synchronization of "Trial Mar-
riage" is now going into work.
Columbia's production staff on the coast

is being duplicated in assembling the pro-
duction unit for the eastern plant. A
prominent director already has been signed.

Columbia also will announce soon its

affiliation with a vaudeville agency, which
will offer Columbia yet another source of
prominent acting talent.

Projection Room Burns
(Special to the Herald-World)

PLEASANT HILL, MO., Feb. 5.—

A

fire starting m the projection room of the
People's theatre caused damages of $8,000.

First Bill Against Sunday Shows Killed

Almost Unanimously by Oklahoma Solons
(Special to the Herald-World)

OKLAHOMA CITY, Feb. 5.—The Erst bill against Sunday amusements to eome
before this session of the legislature was killed in the lower house by almost
unanimous vote. The measure would have prohibited all amusements on Sundays
and holidays, and it provided for severe penalties for violations.

One of the authors of the bill said that it was "a bit of horseplay" designed to

obtain passes for the legislators to theatres in Oklahoma City, where one legislator

is an exhibitor.

The city of Ada, Okla., however, has voted against Sunday shows.
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What to Produce?
The editorial article by Martin J. Quigley in the February 2 issue of the
H erald-World on "What to Produce" has aroused keen interest among ex-
hibitors as well as rvithin other branches of the industry. Johnny Jones, man-
ager of the Majestic theatre at Columbus, Ohio, in the following letter, pro-
poses ten possible subjects for motion pictures and also suggests that a
producer invite ten exhibitors to go to Hollywood, suggest a theme for a pic-

ture and then supervise production

By JOHNNY JONES
Manager, Majestic Theatre, Columbus, Ohio

YOUR editorial, "What to Produce," is the most interesting I have ever
noticed in your publication. I have been a press agent here in Columbus
and am now manager of the Majestic theatre. Here is the thing I have

harped about. Ask somebody about something.

I" HAVE always thought it would be a fine

publicity stunt for some producer to select

some ten exhibitors from various parts of the

country and let them come to Hollywood and
suggest a picture and supervise it. It would
at least show them how hard it is and they
would keep their mouths shut henceforth or

—

they may make one. Who knows ! Some-
times I think half of the directors never were
in a theatre.

Here is my list of ten for next year with
no explanations. A couple of these stories lie

in the dust and the idea is still good.

No one ever thought to make a picture

featuring the theatre organist as the basis of
a good romance. And the rest is obvious.
Pick out a good star for the organist. Talkies
or silent.

Second : As much of radio as we have
heard, it has not been tied up with a picture
story. A radio announcer has a listener who
is a charming girl and she falls in love with
the voice. You can see the possibilities for a
million twists. They already have "mikes"
for props at least.

Extract
from an editorial article by

Martin J. Quigley:

"While there always has been a press-

ing need for cooperation between exhibi-

tors and producers on the question of

what to produce, this year the question is

more pressing than ever. Unfortunately,
very little in the way of practical coop-
eration has ever existed. Virtually the
only immediate contact between the film
companies and the theatre is when a

representative of a sales department seeks
to sell film to the exhibitor. In this cir-

cumstance there are the natural points of

difference between the buyer and the

seller. The exhibitor does not seek to

offer guidance on production problems
and the salesman has his mind on some-
thing else.

"The HERALD-WORLD urges exhibi-

tors to consider the problem of what to

produce for next season, and in urging
this it wishes to make plain the fact that

in the long run the outcome of produc-
tion problems means just as much to ex-

hibitors as to producers. We urge you,

therefore, to express your views on what
to produce for next season. Communi-
cate either directly with the producers or

send your communications to this publi-

cation. If they are of general interest

they will be published and, at any rate,

they will be laid before the producers
1

councils."

My list of subjects for production next year
follows

:

1. George Meredith's "Victoria" (spectacu-
lar).

2. Percy Marks' "The Last Stand of Youth"
(College Humor). "Brown of Harvard"
was the only college picture ever made.
They need one now around sorority girls

and made with real human beings, not
sheiks.

3. Radio announcer romance.

4. Theatre organist love story.

5. Story suggested by "David Lawrence and
His Adventures," or "With David Law-
rence in Arabia."

6. "The Life of Alexander Hamilton." His
love affairs, etc.

7. Story centering around girls' efforts to
swim some channel, or a similar feat used
as a smash scene in some romance.

8. "The Machine Age." Original story. And
done right would be dynamite.

9. Good domestic drama. Original story.

10. Outstanding Western story with careful
handling and serious thought.

That's all, but sometimes they don't seem to
think very hard on product.

Sam Warshawsky Named
To Handle RKO Publicity;
Paula Gould Goes to Coast
NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Changes in the

RKO advertising and publicity department
were announced here today by Hy Daab,
director of the department. Sam Warshaw-
sky was appointed general press representative
in charge of trade and daily publicity. He is

a brother of Abel Warshawsky, a veteran in

motion picture and legitimate theatre fields.

He has been in the publicity department of
the company for several days.

Paula Gould, in charge of publicity in the
East for several years, resigned *

> take one
of two production offers made her in Holly-
wood. She will leave for the Coast in a
week.

"Divine Lady ' to Replace
"Weary River" at Central

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—First National's
picture, "The Divine Lady," has been set

to follow "Weary River" in the Central
theatre. No date, however, has been set

as the Barthelmess picture is in for an in-

definite run, and present box office receipts
indicate it will hold forth in the Central for

some time. The picture broke the week
end house record for the first week, even
topping by more than $1,')00 the mark set

by "Lilac Time."

Community Chain
Seeks Brin Houses,

Meeting Fox's Bid
Ground will be broken this week at West

Bend, Wis., for a $150,000 house to be oper-
ated by Community Theatres, Inc., of Milwau-
kee, the theatre to be of modern German
architecture, designed by A. S. Graven, Inc.,

of Chicago, with 800 seats and an elaborate
mezzanine floor, C. W. Nebel, vice president
and general manager of the circuit, said in

Chicago Saturday. Walter W. Oeflein is the
builder.

Community Theatres. Inc., owning nine
theatres, also submitted a proposal Friday to

L. K. Brin of Milwaukee to take over his

theatres, formerly operated by Fischer-Para-
mount of Chicago, and including houses at

Appleton, Oshkosh, Fond du Lac, Portage, all

in Wisconsin, and three theatres in Madison
Wis.

According to Nebel, the circuit met a Fox
offer of $130,000 for interest in the

houses, with separate negotiations underway
for Brin's Menasha, Wis., theatre which
opened November 25. At the conference were
H. Goldenberg, vice president of Brin's The-
atrical Enterprises, William F. Pabst, presi-

dent of Community Theatres, and Nebel.

Community Theatres, which started Novem-
ber 1, 1927, with only the Cameo theatre at

West Allis, now operates in Geneva, Burling-

ton, Whitewater, Delavan, Elkhorn and West
Allis, all in Wisconsin, and plans to build at

Monroe, to put up a deluxe house in Tanes-

ville, and to take over the lease of a house

under construction at Waupun, Wis.

Among the leaders in the circuit are Col.

Gustav Pabst, Herman Falk, William Silcock,

Robert Lee and William Brumder. The chain

also holds 76 per cent control of the Lake
Geneva Corporation, stockholders of which in-

clude William Wrigley, Sid Smith the cartoon-

ist, Judge Alford and Reverend Smith.

Sound Device Formed
Declared to Need No

Sensitized Diaphragm
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Eugene A. Lauste,

pioneer inventor in the field of sound-on-

film, will shortly disclose a new type of

reproducing device, which will transform

electrical impulses into sound waves with-

out the aid of a sensitized diaphragm or

other mechanical means. According to an

announcement made at the Bloomfield,

N. J., laboratory of the inventor, the new
amplifiying system is the result of research

and experiments begun more than 15 years

ago, when he was perfecting his sound-on-

film method.

It is stated that the new Lauste repro-

ducing system will furnish the solution of

many amplification problems, because of

the fact that it does away with the neces-

sity of using a microphone or sensitized

diaphragm in sound transmission.

The British patent officials have found it

necessary to issue a fifth edition of the

papers describing Lauste's invention.

Fire Destroys New Sutter

Theatre, $50,000 Damages
(Special to the Herald-World)

SACRAMENTO, CAL., Feb. 5.—Fire of

undetermined origin swept the new Sutter

theatre, doing damage estimated at $50,000.

This theatre, formerly the Godard, had been

leased by Max Weiss, and was to have been

given over largely to road shows. This is

the second time within two years that a

moving picture theatre, remodeled for road

show purposes, has been destroyed by fire.
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Radio Pictures Is Trade Name
Selected for RKO Productions

President Schnitzer Announces Changed Designation for Product
—Sound Has "'Opened Infinitely Wider Field of

Dramatic Expression," Declares David Sarnoff

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Radio Pictures is the trade name selected for RKO
Productions, President Joseph I. Schnitzer announced last week. This an-
nouncement, made by the head of the motion picture producing and distributing

unit of the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation, marks the actual entrance of

radio into the film industry. At the same time, David Sarnoff, RKO director

as well as executive vice president and general manager of R C A, declared in a
statement that "sound has opened an infinitely wider field of dramatic expres-
sion for the motion picture."

Radio Pictures, perfected dialogue motion pictures, will be produced, dis-

tributed and exhibited through the resources of the Radio Corporation of

America, RCA Photophone Company, General Electric Company, Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company, National Broadcasting Company,
Keith-Albee-Orpheum circuit of theatres and RKO Productions, Inc.

End of Censorship

Sought by 2 Bills

In N. Y. Legislature
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, Feb. 5.—Two bills calling for

the repeal of the present motion picture

censorship law in New York were intro-

duced late last week in the legislature. Also

last week an item was put into the annual

budget calling for an extra $12,865 for the

purchase of equipment to enable censor-

ship of talking pictures.

One bill seeks the repeal of censorship

of motion pictures on the ground that the

censoring of talking pictures restricts the

freedom of speech guaranteed by the Con-
stitution, and asks that censorship be re-

pealed on July 1, 1929.

The second measure provides that the

law creating the censorship division in the
department of education be repealed on or
before next July. Exhibitors throughout
the state will be asked to back the two
bills by letters and telegrams to their re-

spective senators and assemblymen.

Faculty of Stanford
Against Lankford Bill,

Say Foes of Bigotry
Statements of persons advocating pas-

sage of the Lankford bill, which would pro-
hibit Sunday shows in the District of
Columbia, belittling the opposition to the
bill, have brought a vigorous retort from
the first 1929 issue of Liberty, quarterly de-
voted to the cause of religious freedom. In
an article entitled "A Famous Petition,"
it is asserted that nearly all members of
the faculty of Leland Stanford University
signed a petition to Congress declaring
:heir opposition to the measure.

"The action of the faculty," declares the
irticle, "is expressive of the sentiment that
prevails in other universities and colleges
hroughout the land where a similar test

)f sentiment has been made."
The article also cites the action of the

)eople of California in overwhelmingly re-

>ealing all Sunday laws in that state, as
•vidence that tolerance is not only a matter
lear to the motion picture industry.

°ostpone M P T O Dance;
Wastbaum Theatre to Open

(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, Feb. 5.—Postpone-
lent of two events of importance in local
lmdom have been announced. The annual
inner-dance of the local M. P. T. O., sched-
led for January 27th, has been postponed
ntil some time in April. The opening date
3r the Stanley-Warner Company's new Up-
Dwn theatre was postponed from February
,
as originally announced, to February 16.

he Mastbaum theatre will open on Feb-
uary 28.

rheatre Block Destroyed
?y Fire at Faribault, Minn.

(Special to the Herald-World)

FARIBAULT, MINN., Feb. 5. — The
>pera House block was destroyed by a
re last week which caused a loss of
20,000 and for a time threatened to wipe
ut the entire business district. The fire

epartment of Northfield helped to bring
le flames under control.

Film Tells About Heated Steel
WASHINGTON'.—"The Heat Treatment of Steel"
the latest addition to the library of educational mo-
rn picture films produced by the Department of
immerce for the mineral industries of the country.

In commenting on the entrance of radio
into the industry, Sarnoff said:

"Radio has traveled far afield since its es-

tablishment as a wireless telegraphic service.

It is on the ocean, aboard ship, in the home

;

it is now entering the theatre through the
new development of talking motion pictures.

Electrical science has finally synchronized
sound and motion on the screen. This has
been made possible by the vacuum tube, the

photo-electric cell and the loudspeaker.

Improving Technique
"Again radio stood before the doors of an-

other great industry. And again its reception
was chilly, to say the least. Two years ago,
most moving picture producers stood aloof
from these significant developments in our
electrical laboratories. Sound, they said, was
an intrusion on the 'silent drama.' Gradually,
they began to peep into the backyards of the
electrical industry; and finally they stampeded
towards the magic word 'sound.'

"Nevertheless there are still those who in-

terpret this development as merely sound
added to motion on the screen. What has
happened, I believe, is that a new and greater
art of picture production has been created, in

which neither sound nor motion can go for-
ward without the other's co-operation. Sound
has opened an infinitely wider field of dra-
matic expression for the motion picture.

Further experience in the motion picture art
is enabling the electrical industry to improve
greatly the technique of sound recording and
sound reproduction for the screen. In the
new art it is impossible to separate the studio
from the sound laboratory.

Now Developing Sound
"Thus the Radio Corporation of America

has been drawn to the entertainment field.

Five years ago, the radio art, through broad-
casting, led us to develop a service of enter-
tainment, information and education to the
home. We are not strangers to such a service.

"Beyond our function in the field of inter-

national and other telegraphic wireless com-
munications, it is our business to develop
sound reproduction through the latest of the
arts of electric communication. Thus the
electrical group has established a great na-
tionwide service of broadcasting in the United
States ; it has co-operated with the phono-
graph industry- in the creation of new sound
reproducing instruments ; it has now come to

the motion picture industry to co-operate in

the development of the new art of sound mo-
tion pictures."

J. Blumenthal in New York
NEW YORK,—I. Blumenthal, general manager of

the Paramount organization for Germany and Central
Europe arrived in New York last week for his annual
visit.

Announce "Radio Pictures"

if EH
JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER HIRAM S. BROWN DAVID SARNOFF

President President Executive V. P.
RKO Productions, Inc. Radio-Keith-Orpheum and Gen. Mgr., RCA.
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Notes

COLUMBIA is in a fever of activity. Six

new exchanges in the South. New offices

in New York. A snappy deal with Victor.

Big smiles on everybody and lunches at the

Astor.
Tommy Meighan receives at the Savoy-

Plaza. Amazement on his face at the number
of young ladies who write about pictures.

Or, at any rate, the number of young ladies

who come to parties for people who write

about pictures.

Symon Gould doesn't believe his own slo-

gans. "Supreme and Silent" he says of his

new Film Guild Cinema on Eighth Street.

But at the opening performance he shouted so

many instructions and in so loud a voice that

you couldn't see the picture. Tut, tut, Symon.
Quiet, please.

* * *

FIRST NATIONAL is sitting very pretty.

A few months ago things were consider-

ably upset, to say the least, but concentration

on the job and a little hard work has put

First National close to the top of the heap.

Exhibitors who want sound have something to

choose from at First National, all ready and
set for delivery.

Bob Sherwood is free-lancing now that

"Life" has been eased for him. He still does
his column on motion pictures for the Bell

Syndicate and it's still at the top of the heap.

The newspapers are falling all over each

other to tell the world how Paramount profits

are getting bigger and better. And "Redskin"
isn't going to harm the treasury any.

* * *

THE opening Big Bertha of the RKO ad-
vertising campaign is something to look

at. Spend a moment or two over fly Daab's
idea of what an insert should look like.

The Dinner of the Silver Screen brought
out several who are generally content with
the Luncheon of the Single Arm.
Harry Reichenbach is understood to be

considering an offer to play on a river boat in

the Ohio next summer. Or is it a houseboat
on the sound?
Donald Henderson Clarke, which is none

other than Don Clarke, has written a swell

book called "In the Reign of Rothstein." This
is something of a thriller, with names and
places instead of imagination. Don't miss it.

* * *

ACTIVITY in the trade paper field. Red
Kami has finally come out from under the

Film Daily Year Book. Art James has done
a Munsey on the Daily Review and Motion
Pictures Today, retaining the best features of

each.

Winfield Sheehan has been commuting be-

tween New York and Los Angeles.
Phil Reisman has been doing a great job

for Pathe on "Strange Cargo" and "The God-
less Girl." "Strange Cargo" goes into the

Paramount this month.
* * *

THE Fox deals for New York theatres have
not yet been signed, sealed and delivered.

Final accountings are still being made. But so

far, despite rumors, there hasn't been a seri-

ous hitch.

Carl Laemmle just celebrated his twenty-
third anniversary in the motion picture in-

dustry.

Here's how the critics voted the best pic-

tures of 1928: "The Patriot," "Sorrel and
Son," "The Last Command," "Four Sons,"
"Street Angel," "The Circus," "Sunrise," "The
Crowd," "The King of Kings," and "Sadie
Thompson."

PETER VISCHER.

Speaking Briefly of Comedy
TS old-fashioned slapstick to vanish? Are we to lose our taste for custard pies on the
-L screen? Certainly, the advent of sound has brought a new kind of comedy—the
sketch and farce heretofore exclusive to the stage. Here are scenes that indicate the
new order. They are from the first short audien comedies produced at Paramount's
Long Island studio. Their casts are made up of leading stage comedians.

Above: Flor-

ence Moore,
James B. C ar-
son and Maurice
Underwood in

"Apartment
Hunting."

Right: Charles
Dale, Joseph
Smith and Har-
ry Short in "The
False Alarm
Fire Company."

Above: Joseph
Smith and
Charles Dale in

a scene taken

from "Knights
in Venice."

Below: Believe

it or not, but

styles voere\once

like those in

this scene taken

from "Now and
Then."
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N.W. Exhibitors Hear Myers;
Pledge Allied States $5,000

Half of $10,000 Quota Raised Few Minutes After Opening of

Two-Day Session at Minneapolis—Producers' Sound
Sales Methods Attacked

[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

MINNEAPOLIS, Feb. 5.—Northwest Independent theatre owners voted
100 per cent to affiliate with Allied States at a meeting today at the Nicollet

hotel. The vote was backed up by pledges of contributions, totalling well over

$5,000, a few minutes after the vote was taken ; $10,000 is the goal.

About 200 delegates were present. Most of them were from Minnesota, but
there were also large delegations from Western Wisconsin, Iowa, Nebraska,
the Dakotas, and Winnipeg, Canada. Not a dissenting voice was raised when
the standing vote was called for after the speeches.

Brace Gallup New
Advertising Head
Of United Artists

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5 —Reorganization of

sweeping importance in the United Artists

company was made today by Joseph M.
Schenck, president. Bruce Gallup, whose ad-

vertising campaigns have won considerable

commendation for United Artists, was ap-

pointed director of advertising, publicity and

exploitation. He replaces Victor M. Shapiro,

whose position was thought to be quite secure.

Others were also displaced, among them
Charles Moyer, formerly in charge of foreign

exploitation; Paul Lazarus, in charge of get-

ting out the sales organ, "United Action."

Resignations were accepted from these and
from Frank Beach, assistant secretary.

Schenck's changes followed closely upon an
expression of dissatisfaction within the or-

ganization. His plan calls for vigorous
progress and at the same time closer economy.
The official statement reads : "The move was

a part of a reorganization planned by which
certain offices were dispensed with in the in-

terest of economy. These men have been loyal,

efficient and faithful in their work."

Warner Reported
In Deal to Get 34
Equ ity Theatres
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, Feb. 5.—It is under-
stood from reliable sources that an agree-

ment has been reached between Warner
Brothers and Equity Theatres under which
the former will take over the Equity cir-

cuit of 34 theatres located in Philadelphia,
Allentown, Reading, Bridgeton, N. J., Am-
bler, Pa., Willow Grove, Pa., and Baltimore,
Md. According to reports, the present
Equity officials will continue with Warners
in executive capacities for a time at least,

as the transaction will require a consider-
able length of time to consummate.

(yToole Named Honorary
Life Member of AMP A

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5—Michael OToole,
)ast president and now executive secretary of
he Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica, became life honorary member of the

Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at a
neeting last week. Arthur James, first presi-

lent and honorary member of the AMPA'S,
presented the certificate. R. F. Woodhull and
Ilinton K. Weyer were also present to see
D'Toole receive his membership.

Arthur Lubin and the Gotham boys, Joey
iay and Sammy Stept, offered several theme
ongs from Gotham pictures. Photographer
-uk took pictures of all present for publica-
ion in the AMPA Hollywood Masque Ball
'rogram.

Ohio M PTO Fights Bill

For Censorship of Audiens
(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, O., Feb. 5.—Censorship of
dking pictures is provided for in a bill intro-
iVed in the Ohio legislature, and already the
chibitors' organization has got into action to
wart the efforts of the Ohio State League
Better Motion Pictures on behalf of the

easure. Such censorship would be under
e educational department, present censors of

: ent films.

The two day session opened today with a

breakfast at the Nicollet, with informal dis-

cussions. In the convention room, W. A.
Steffes, president of the Northwest Theatre
Owners Association, presided. Steffes first

outlined the history of Allied and the factors

and alleged abuses which called the associa-

tion into existence. He touched upon the
favorable action of the directors a few weeks
ago at a special meeting in Chicago and asked
for ratification by the exhibitors.

Myers Takes Up Problems
Steffes then turned the chair over to Abram

F. Myers, president and general counsel for
Allied. Myers traced the history of Allied,

his own connection with it, and the mooted
points in its constitution. These were, in par-

ticular, the Brookhart bill and arbitration, and
the problem of sound pictures.

Myers emphasized that the Brook-
hart bill is not an attempt to saddle
the country with socialistic regula-
tions. He reiterated very strongly
that if it were possible to get along
without Federal interference and rul-

ings, he certainly was in favor of it.

However, as conditions now exist,

present forms of arbitration are in-

effective, as far as getting justice for
the exhibitor, particularly the inde-
pendent one, so that the Brookhart
bill is the only present answer to the
problem, he declared. He cited vari-

ous cases.
On sound pictures there was a still more

lengthy discussion, interspered frequently with
citation of cases by himself or reported to

him. He protested against the unfair ad-
vantage which he said producers now have in

the making of contracts, in forcing certain

pictures upon theatre owners and again in re-

fusing them certain pictures, particularly the
sound productions.

All this, he claimed, has come after the
exhibitor in the early days of pictures, prior

to the war, had been the moving force in sell-

ing the public motion pictures. In those years,

Myers said, the name of the producer was
hardly known. A symbol of some sort or

Coolidge Sees Picture

While Kellogg Waits
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, Feb. 5.—Presi-
dent Coolidge was so thrilled over a
Western picture when his special
train arrived in Washington last

week that he remained in the train

over twenty minutes until the pic-

ture ended. Meanwhile Secretary
Kellogg and Secretary Davis, who
had gone to the station to welcame
him back to the capital, waited on the
platform.

another sufficed to identify him. Now with
the producer holding the whiphand, thousands
of independent theatre owners are being
forced to the wall by the unfair monopoly
and system of favoritism practiced by produc-
ing companies, he charged.
After Myers finished his address, a call was

made for opinions from the audience. Sev-
eral responded to tell of the particular diffi-

culties which they have labored under in re-
gard to sound pictures. They told of cases
where they had gone so far as to install

sound equipment, received the approval of the
local representative of the firm, and then been
refused pictures "on flimsy excuses." In other
cases, independent owners said, they had been
forced to contract for 72 pictures at one shot,

more than they could show in a year in many
of the small town theatres.

$5,000 Pledged Early

Steffes then took the chair again and ap-
pealed to the delegates to stand back of Allied
States. The unanimous vote was cast and
Steffes then asked for financial contributions
after outlining some of the financial needs of
an organization like Allied States. In IS or 20
miutes about half of the $10,000 needed was.

subscribed. However, as the session was run-
ning overtime and there was to be another in

the afternoon, the meeting was adjourned and
the rest of the money will be raised during the

remaining sessions.

At the session this afternoon, civic organ-
izations, clergymen and women's clubs were
invited to discuss problems with the theatre
owners. At the meeting tomorrow morning
local representatives of sound companies will

present their cause before the civic organiza-
tions and the theatre owners.

Milwaukee MPTO
Wants State Body
To Remain Intact

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, Feb. 5.—Further complica-
tions in the exhibitor field in Wisconsin arose
this week when the Milwaukee MPTO con-
vened in a special meeting at the Hotel
Randolph for the purpose of deciding whether
or not the Milwaukee organization would re-

main intact.

This meeting followed just one week after

the sensational meeting af the state organiza-

tion at which time Allied States and MPTO
factions locked horns without any definite re-

sults. The results of the Milwaukee exhibi-

tors' meeting held January 30 were almost
unanimously in favor of retaining the organ-
ization intact. According to Fred Meyer,
secretary of the Milwaukee organization,

"every effort will be made to retain harmony
in the local situation."
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tional is in no mood to take on anything
of a similar nature.

However, the company believes firmly in

the future of sound. In order to increase
the confidence of the industry in sound, in

order to free exhibitors from the fear of
not being able to profit from their newly-
installed equipment, First National has
taken the unusual step outlined.

Sound "Insurance" Qiven Exhibitor in

First National 5-Year Contract
Most Stars of Company Signed for Similar Length Period—Plan Assures

Theatre Owner of Steady Flow of Product
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—First National has devised a plan which amounts

to a form of "insurance" for outstanding exhibitors with sound equip-

ment. It has been First National's experience that exhibitors through-

out the country with theatres equipped for sound are seeking ways and means

of safeguarding their new investments. They are immensely proud of their

progressiveness in installing the new sound equipment, uncomplaining about

the cost, hopeful of the future.

THEATRES equipped with sound are on
the threshold of exceptional prosperity,

in the opinion of their owners. They are

in the vanguard of the motion picture pa-

rade, and look forward to the future with

the greatest confidence. They can imagine

no development for which they are not

fully prepared.

Offers Five-Year Contract

The only possibility of danger lies in the

matter of product. They have the equip-

ment. They have proved that they can

get the audiences. The only thing they

need concern themselves with is a steady

flow of product, good enough and strong

enough to maintain their position as an im-

portant sound house.

First National reports such a feeling in

many quarters and to rest any possible

fears they have evolved a plan they hold to

be unusually beneficial to exhibitors.

First National has offered five-year con-

tracts to outstanding exhibitors in many
parts of the country. At reasonable fig-

ures—based on normal prices, with small

increases for the future—First National

has signed with certain exhibitors whose
showmanship and financial standing have

always been highly regarded at First Na-
tional headquarters.

Most Stars Signed for 5 Years

Inasmuch as most of First National's

stars are held on five-year contracts, the

new offer amounts to "insurance" that cer-

tain sound-equipped houses throughout the

country shall never be without product.

The new plan was not put into effect

at First National without certain misgiv-

ings. There was a time when First Na-
tional had 5,000 franchise holders; that they

became an annoyance and a drawback to

business is not a matter of opinion, but a

matter of record. Today there are only

about 300 franchises left and First Na-

At the New York

Theatres

William M. Jamas

Resort Theatre Ends
Career After 17 Years

(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTIC CITY, Feb. 5.—For
17 years the City Square theatre has
been showing motion pictures. And
now it has passed on. The property
is owned by a department store,

which expects to use the site for an
addition. Edward J. O'Keefe, former
vaudeville performer, has been op-
erating the house, in association with
John McGurk and Harry Schwalbe.
The house has played to as many as

30,000 in a single week. O'Keefe
claims credit for having been the £rst

to show programs composed entirely

of comedies. Such programs pre-

sented on afternoons are said to have
almost emptied some of the office

buildings, so great was their attrac-

tiveness to business people.

William James Sells His
Last Theatre as Final

Step Out of Industry
(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, O., Feb., 5.—William M.
James, one of the outstanding figures in the

motion picture industry, who is serving his

seventh term as

president of the Na-
tional Amusement
Managers Associa-
tion, and his fifth

term as president of

the MPTOO, is

entirely out of the
motion picture busi-

ness. The deal by
which he disposed
of his last house, the
Pythian of Colum-
bus, was closed last

week, when Colum-
bus Theatres, Inc.,

took over that house,

as well as two others
in Columbus.
James has had a very eventful career in

the industry. He started about 25 years

ago to stage minstrel shows, and with John
A. Connor, an attorney of Columbus, built

the Broadway theatre about 19 years ago.

Later they built the James theatre here and
houses in Toledo and Lexington, Ky.
Later a string of neighborhood theatres

were built.

When his terms as president of the

owners' and managers' associations expire,

James announces that he will not accept re-

election in either organization. "I always
loved a fight and spent the greater part of

my life fighting," he added. "When the

fight was over and we had won, there was
not a great deal of interest left."

Blind to Hear "Wolf of

Wall Street"; Teachers
See "Uncle Tom's Cabin"

(Special to the Herald-World)

DES MOINES, Feb. 5.—Lionel Wasson,
manager of the Des Moines theatre, has
invited the city's blind to attend a show-
ing of 'The Wolf of Wall Street" at 9

a. m. on February 11.

Fifty teachers saw a pre-view of "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" at the same theatre on Feb-
ruary 2. The pedagogues expressed their

satisfaction with the way the story was
depicted.

NEW FILMS
PARAMOUNT—"The Doctor's Secret," a Paramoui

all-talking picture with H. B. Warner, Ruth Cha
terton and Robert Edeson, directed by William (

de Mille.
ROXY—"Captain Lash," a Fox picture with Vict<
McLaglen, Claire Windsor and Jane Winton, d
rected by John Blystone.

STRAND—"Naughty Baby," a First National pictui
with Jack Mulhall, and Alice White, directed b
Mervyn Le Roy.

COLONY—"Red Hot Speed," a Universal pictu:
with Reginald Denny and Alice White.

HIPPODROME—"Annapolis," a Pathe picture wit
John Mack Brown, Jeannette Loff and Hobart Bo:
worth, directed by Christy Cabanne.

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
WINTER GARDEN—"The Singing Fool," Warne

Bros., opened September 19.

WARNER—"My Man," Warner Bros., opened Dt
cember 21.

GAIETY—"The River," Fox, opened December 22
EMBASSY—"The Bellamy Trial," Metro-Goldwyr
Mayer, opened January 23.

CENTRAL—"Weary River," First Natisnal, opene
January 24.

CRITERION—"Redskin," Paramount, opened Jar
uary 26.

RIVOLI—"Sins of the Fathers," Paramount, openei
January 26.

RIALTO—"The Wolf of Wall Street," Paramount
opened January 26.

FILM ARTS CINEMA—"Two Days," a WUFKl
picture, opened February 1.

LITTLE CARNEGIE PLAYHOUSE—"Escaped fron
Hell," Affiliated European Producers, opened Jan
uary 26.

CAPITOL—"The Trail of '98," Metro-Goldwyn
Mayer, revived for another week.

CAMEO—"Lucrecia Borgia," UFA, revived for an
other week.

FIFTH AVENUE PLAYHOUSE—"Faces of Chil
•,

dren," revived for another week.
FIFTY-FIFTH PLAYHOUSE—"The Waltz Dream,"
UFA, revived for another week.

"Model" Producing Plant
Is Developed in England
By British International

(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON, Jan. 26. — [By Mail]— The
growth of British Instructional Films as a

producing organization is indicated in descrip-

tive material concerning its new studio devel-

opment at Welwyn Garden City, north of

London. The company is reissuing this ma-
terial, which originally appeared in an article

The Cinema.
Much of the information is devoted to a

description of the efforts made to erect a

model plant in surroundings which provide

not only excellent locales but a pleasant en-

vironment for players.

The studio proper is 200 feet long, 100 feet

wide and covers an area of 41,600 square

feet. A theatre, a tank for aquatic shots, com-

pactness, and an elaborate ventilating system

are listed among the features. Welwyn itself

is being carefully planned for an ultimate

population of 50,000.

New MPT O Officers
Floyd Hopkins, Walter Steumpfig and

Morris Wax are the new vice presidents of

the M P T O of Eastern Pennsylvania, South-

ern New Jersey and Delaware, instead of

those recently announced. Harry Green also

was named on the board of directors.

George Jackson Resigns
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., Feb. 5.—George
Jackson resigned his sales position with

Pathe and has begun his career as exhibi-

tor and manager of the Circle theatre.

Tovar Gets First Role \

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Lupita Tovar, nev

Mexican beauty of Fox, has been assigneld

to her first role. She will play a principal

part in "Joy Street."
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W
Film News

in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera

Gus S. Schlesinger, who has

been appointed foreign general

manager, with headquarters in

Berlin, for First National and
Warner Brothers.

Abraham Lincoln as impersonated by George Bill-

ings in a Pathe short celebrating February 12, in

which the Great Emancipator again "delivers" his

Gettysburg speech.

Rapidly ascendant is Anita Page,
a comparatively new M G M fea-

tured player. In her latest role

she is opposite Ramon Navarro
in "The Flying Fleet."

Believe in signs? Better believe in this one. Sally Blane, Wampas
Baby Star and R K O player, is shown reassuring us that the familiar
F B O has yielded to R K O in the everchanging spectacle of the
films. Radio-Keith-Orpheum > ives its initials to form the new name,

R K O Productions.

From these proceedings shall come an international audien. Irene

Bordoni, star of many musical shows, is pictured signing a contract

with First National to make an audien with songs in five languages.

With her are shown A. H. Mitdemann, her attorney (left) and Ned
E. Depinet, F N general sales manager.
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[Herald-World pholo]

One may pardon Audrey Ferris for becoming an
old-fashioned girl for sake of that dear old-fashioned
occasion in honor of St. Valentine. But the occasion
over, let Warner Brothers by all means be restored

its ultra-modern flapper!

Above: Not only sound has got the
picture makers up in the air these
days. And here are Director Robert
De Lacey and Cameraman Norman
Devol about to hop off on shots for
R K O's Tom Mix production,

"The Drifters."

Left: Lucky numbers are 1-9-2-9 for
Betty Boyd, it seems. Named a
Wampas Baby Star, this lovely Edu-
cational comedienne is also being
considered for the feminine lead in

Lupino Lane's first all-audten.

i i I

A thrilling scene from "The Godless Girl," showing the spectacular burning of the
reformatory. This production, personally directed by Cecil B. DeMiHe, has had
showings in silent form, but will be released with sound and dialogue March 31.
Lina Basquette has the role of the "godless girl," and other featured players are

Marie Prcvost, George Duryea, Noah Beery and Kate Price.

"Hollywood's Svenska Don Juan," Nils

Asther is called in this film magazine
from his home town, Stockholm. And
the editor l»as yet to see him in M G

Ms "Wild Orchids"!
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Above: The ravishing beauty of

Venice. Here before the palace of

the Doges is set a feast of splendor

to whet the palates of theatregoers.

It is a scene from the Cineroman
production, "The Loves of Casano-

va," imported from Italy by M G M.

Right: Another son o' Erin to up-

hold the tradition of the Green in

Hollywood. Cornelius Keefe has

been cast as the son of Kelly in Uni-
•ersal's "The Cohens and Kellys in

Paris"—and a handsome Kelly he is.

A valentine fit for a king—yes, even King Public,

capricious monarch so difficult to please! Those fond
of coincidences will be happy that Leila Hyams has

the feminine lead in M G M's "Alias Jimmy Valen-

tine," starring William Haines.

i ill

Magnolia and Ravenal, principal char-
acters in "Show Boat," as portrayed by
Laura La Plante. the star of this Uni-
versal adaptation of Edna Ferber's

novel, and Joseph Schildkraut.

Seeking a clue in the mystery, "Strange Cargo," Pathe's first all-dialogue feature.

The picture is an adaptation of the stage success, "The Missing Man," and the cast

includes such stage players as George Barraud, Lee Patrick, June Nash, and Russell

Gleason. Benjamin Glazer, the director, is co-author of the production, which will

be released with "The Godless Girl" March 31.
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Independent Must Win (goodwill or

Lose Theatre, Says Royster
Likewise Producers Must Get Out of Rut That Bases 50 Per Cent of Films

on Same Story, Declares Theatre Man
INDEPENDENT exhibitors must awaken to the need of making use of

every opportunity to build goodwill and create new patronage, or there
will be heavy depletion in their ranks within two years, says N. L. Royster,

president and treasurer of the Circle Amusement Company at Charlotte, N. C,
in a letter to the Herald-World. At the same time, Royster charges that
production has fallen into a rut and 50 per cent of the pictures being made
today are practically identical as far as story is concerned.

TV/TORE attention to the child patron,
both in production and in theatre ex-

ploitation, is suggested by Royster, whose
letter follows:

"I visit an average of six or eight theatres
each week, and have for the past six months,
and having been an exhibitor, also secretary
of the Theatre Owners Association of this

state, I have taken the pains to look into
many problems which confront not only the
exhibitor, but the industry as a whole, and
in treating them I do not mean to handle
my hammer as a knocker, but rather to help
if possible.

"We hear talk daily about the inde-
pendent exhibitor being gobbled up
and, in most instances, well he might
be. It's his own fault and unless he
does more to forestall matters there
will be less and less independent ex-
hibitors during the next two years.
I have visited towns where the ex-
hibitor kept a clean theatre, put up
the paper, sold and accepted the tick-
ets sold—and he thought that he was
doing all he could to run his theatre.
I did not find the exhibitor working
to secure the goodwill of various or-
ganizations, putting on children's
matinees, giving benefits and talking
to clubs and societies in his town to
create a larger show-going public.

"I've gone into towns to play a picture
on a percentage basis with theatres, and
found on my arrival that the theatre pos-
sibly put out the paper in the lobby, but
had not distributed other matter in advance
which had been mailed him, neither had
they even made a slide to run in advance.

What About New Patronage?
"What are the exhibitors of this coun-

try doing to create new patronage for their
theatres? Very few are doing anything,
and yet we yell about how bad business is.

There are far less people going to shows
today than at any time in the past five

years. There must be a well grounded
reason, in fact there are two or three
reasons.

"First, we seem to have fallen into a rut
where 50 per cent of the pictures are all

the same. Just different personalities in
them, but so far as story is concerned, they
vary little. An underworld film is released
and the market is flooded with them, until
patrons get sick and disgusted with under-
world subjects.

"You exhibitors, you exchangemen,
you producers, how many pictures do
you see today on the screen that ap-
peal to the children, unless a West-
ern subject? How many pictures have
you witnessed in the past three
months which you would want your
children to see each week? We are
not catering enough to the children.
Children draw the older folk*;, and
when you cater to the women and
children you will get the men.
"There is too much sameness in pictures,

and this sameness is so pronounced that it

is keeping many away from theatres. There
are still hundreds of thousands of persons
who want to go to a theatre and who
really enjoy movies, but the radio, the
automobile and various other agencies have
lured them away, and the producers and
theatre owners do not seem to be doing
their best to get them back. What a colos-
sal waste there is in the theatre end of the
industry, from managers who either do not
know, or are just afraid, to spend money
to get business.

Let Manager Manage!
"Then again, the oft-discussed subject of

'rubber stamp' managers is before us. I

have played several towns lately where the
theatres were of the chain variety, and
should you want to do something to insure
more money, or gamble a small sum, you
would be told that it was against orders
and that they had no authority to do so.
This is one end of the industry where one
of the greatest mistakes is made. The man-
ager of a theatre in Kalamazoo, or any
other town, if he has any personality,
should not have that personality submerged
and hidden by some department head sit-

ting at his desk in another city. He should
at least be given the privilege of doing
things in his own way, and have the oppor-
tunity of throwing his judgment and per-

Profits of Wisconsin Theatres Buried
Beneath Snow, Snow—and More Snow

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, Feb. 5.—Many of the theatres throughout Wisconsin are in a
terrible fix. The reason is snow—snow and still more snow. For three weeks Wis-
consin has been getting one snowstorm after another. There is three and one-half
feet of snow throughout the state. Everything has been blocked up.

Theatres have not got shipments of films through, in many cases. And those that
have, could only get a few people to play them to. The only thing to do was to
get out the red ink bottle and use plenty of the contents, hoping that the next week
a little black could be used.
Theatres in such cities as Sheboygan, Manitowoc, Green Bay, Appleton, Fond du

Lac, Oshkosh, Eau Claire, Madison, Wausau, Stevens Point, Merrill, Wisconsin
Rapids, Rhinelander and Chippewa Falls—cities ranging in population from 20,000
to 75,000—played to only handfuls of people last month.
Coming on top of the influenza epidemic and keen competition, the bad weather

is offering tough problems. But there doesn't seem to be any change in sight for
at least another two weeks.

Royster Diagnoses
Industry's Ills

Independent exhibitors must lay
more emphasis upon obtaining the
good will of civic organizations in
their town if they are to survive.
Do everything possible to create

new patronage.
Production must come out of the

rut in which 50 per cent of the pic-
tures have practically the same story.

Cater more to children, both in
production and in the conduct of the
theatre.

Chain managers should be given
every opportunity to make use of
their judgment and personality.

sonality into the business. If he hasn''
the judgment and the personality, then h<
should be replaced with a manager whc
has. The buying of films for the circuit
the contracting of supplies, etc., are all right
for the general manager of the chain tc

attend to, but there it should end if best
results are to be obtained.
"Any man who has spent several years in

the motion picture industry, who will look
around him at all, can see at a glance why
business is not as good as it should be,
and why interest lags. The election, influ-

enza, and weather have hurt a great deal,
but that is not the greatest hurt. After
playing a town of 5,000 population last
week, and learning that 148 of them had
"flu" and other sicknesses, and then only
128 people paid admission to see a good,
high class film, one can readily see that
the industry is sick somewhere."

Important Films Open
Sound Policies with
Movie-Phone Equipment

(Special to the Herald-World)

New installations reported by L. E. Goetz
of the Movie-Phone Corporation in Chicago
includes those at the Hippodrome, Sheridan,
Ind.; Rex, Sumter, S. C; Park, Painesville,
O.; Reliance, Orangeburg, S. C; Court,
Newark, N. J.; American, Mt. Carmel, 111.;

Rialto, Indianapolis; Temple, Hartsville, S.

C; Colonial, Grinnell, la.; Colonial, Gilles-

pie, 111.; O'Dowd, Florence, S. C; Star,

Duluth, Minn.; Liberty, Darlington, S. C.;

Majestic, Algoma, Wis.; and Frank's, Abbe-
ville, La.

These theatres have inaugurated sound
policies with such pictures as Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer's "Alias Jimmy Valentine,"
Paramount's "Abie's Irish Rose" and "In-

terference," United Artists' "The Awaken-
ing" and "Tempest" and Columbia's "Sub-

marine."

Demonstrations are being held daily at

the Chicago headquarters at 724 South
Wabash Avenue. The firm promises deliv-

ery and installation in from seven to ten

days after receipt of the order.

Tieup with Old Golds
And "Barker" Gives Film

Boost in 2,000 Papers
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—First National-

Vitaphone Pictures have made a tie-up with

Old Gold cigarettes whereby display ad-

vertising on "The Barker" will be run in

some 2,000 newspapers throughout the

country.
The Old Gold company is also sending

a special letter to theatre owners advising

them to have their house ads run alongside

of the Old Gold display, thereby getting

the benefit of practically a full page.
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Paramount Gives 3 Films

To Harvard University
(Special to the Herald-WorldJ

CAMBRIDGE, MASS., Feb. 5.—
A gift of three famous non-fictional

moving pictures of the past three

years has been made by Paramount
to the University Film Foundation at

Harvard. The three pictures are

"Chang," "Moana" and "Grass." The
gift consists of complete versions of

the original 61ms, especially printed

on non-inflammable stock for the use

of the Film Foundation.
It is intended that the three Alms

be used by various Science depart-

ments in the University.

Shall It Be "Audiens" or ... ?
A complete resume will be published next week of all the names suggested

for talking pictures in the Herald-World campaign for a term to supplant the

distortion, "Talkie." The recapitulation will also include all name suggestions

received since the February 2 issue went to press.

Hammers Echo at Premiere of

Unfinished Film Guild Cinema
Newest Art Theatre in New York Is Attractive, But Entrances,

Facade and Interior Still Lack Finishing Touches

As Elite Arrive for Dreary Opening
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—New York's newest art theatre for the motion pic-

ture opened here Friday night under difficulties. It is the Film Guild Cinema,

52 Wrest Eighth street, in the Greenwich Village section of the city.

The theatre was not completed for the opening. The entrances were in-

completed. The facade was unfinished. The interior was not ready. They
were still hammering in the projection room as a very swanky audience, in-

cluding many of New York's leaders in artistic circles, came in in evening

dress.

At 8 :30, when the performance was sup-

posed to start, the first visitors were taken

down the aisles to their seats. They were
given another surprise: the heat wasn't on
and the theatre was bitter cold. Few ven-

tured to take off their overcoats and one
smart patron sat with his derby on.

There was much gaping. The theatre is in

the modern style and very attractive indeed.

It was designed by Frederick Kiesler to con-
form to a camera. The aperture for the

screen was circular, like the holder of a lens.

The sides were dark walls ; these are the

walls on which (together with the ceiling)

accompanying motion pictures may be shown
to make the picture in front more realistic.

How this will work out one couldn't tell,

for it wasn't ready.

It is a pity that the opening could not have
been postponed until the theatre was ready
to be shown.
As it happened the affair will have to go

down in history as a rather uncomfortable

evening, cold and clammy, with dull and
dreary pictures, and only such excitement as

was provided by the manager, Symon Gould,
who stood in the back of the house and
shouted orders at the help, much to the an-
noyance of his patrons.

Portland Goes to Theatre

To See Manager in Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., Feb. 5.—
Walter E. Tebbetts, owner-manager
nf the Ci rientaJ thpatrp i<: hplieved tn

Members Turn Out 620
Strong at Fox Club Ball;

Stage Show Big Feature
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—The third annual
dinner and ball of the Fox Film Corporation
Athletic Club, at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel

Saturday evening, brought out the full mem-
bership of 620 and their guests. From 8
o'clock, when dinner was served, until dawn,
after the last dance, every face radiated the

happiness and pleasure they had derived. Jack
Loeb, booking manager for Fox, arranged the
unusually interesting entertainment.

Loeb, with the assistance of Jesse Kaye,
produced a two-hour show that would be hard
to surpass anywhere. Talent was enlisted

from the Everglades Cafe, the Fox theatres,

Jamaica, Ridgewood and Audubon theatres,

joe Herbert was master of ceremonies. Leo
Henning led Duke Yellman's orchestra in the

stage-show, while Jack Roth's orchestra fur-

nished the dance music.

mportant Chains Book
Pathe's "Strange Cargo"
"Godless Girl" Audiens

[Stills in Pictorial Section]

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Phil Reisman, gen-

al sales manager of Pathe, announces the

osing of many of the biggest circuits in the

nintry for "The Godless Girl" and "Strange

argo," to be released March 31. Pathe con-

ders these pictures its most important of the

:ason.

"Strange Cargo" will have its world pre-

iere here at the Paramount theatre, begin-

ng with February 16. This picture, adapted
om the stage success of Melchior Lengyel
ad Benjamin Glazer called "The Missing
[an," is Pathe's first all-dialogue production,

he all star cast, each member of which has a

:putation on the speaking stage, includes

yrle Bellew, George Barraud, Lee Patrick,

ine Nash, Josephine Brown, Ned Sparks,
tto Matiesen, Warner Richmond, Harry
lien, Russell Gleason, Frank Reicher, Claude
ing, Charles Hamilton and Andre Beranger.
was'directed by Benjamin Glazer, co-author

id supervisor of sound production at Pathe.
krange Cargo" has been booked over the en-

-e Publix, Libson, Feiber and Shea, R K O,
aine and New Hampshire, and Loew
rcuits.

'The Godless Girl," which was personally
rected by Cecil B. DeMille, was originally
tended for release late last fall, but was
ithdrawn from exhibition in order to add
und and dialogue. It has played but one
eatre, the Biltmore in Los Angeles, where it

mained seven weeks. Featured in the cast
e Marie Prevost, Lina Basquette, George
Jryea, Noah Beery, Kate Price and Eddie
aillan. "The Godless Girl" has been booked
er the entire Publix, Libson, Feiber and
lea, and the Maine and New Hampshire
xuits.

udge Fines Youth $50
For "Cussing" in Theatre

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Feb. 5.—The place for
tion in a motion picture theatre is on the
reen and not in the balcony, Judge Lee
dy told George Aired, 19 year old youth
:er fining him $50 for disturbing the
trons in the Art theatre. W. Lee
mghan, owner of the house testified the
uth_ created some "action" in the theatre
using profane language on another pa-

)n in the balcony, causing many of the
trons to leave the theatre.

1.62% Dividend Declared
On Loew Preferred Stock

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—A quarterly divi-
' nd of $1.62^4 per share was declared on
I

! 6.50 cumulative preferred stock of the
>ew company, payable February 15, 1929.

set a precedent in the United States
by taking part in a feature film

shown in his own theatre. Although
his part in "Celebrity," which opened
here this week is small, nevertheless
he is fairly prominent.
When Tebbetts was in Hollywood

recently he was the guest of several
producers. Among them was Ralph
Block, who produced "Celebrity" for
Pathe. "A million-dollar smile," said
Block, as he glimpsed the Portland-
er's beaming countenance. "Won't
you let me cast you in the picture?"
The result is "The Star Extra" sup-
ported by Robert Armstrong, Lina
Basquette and Clyde Cook.
Manager Tebbetts numbers his

friends by legion throughout the Pa-
cific Northwest, many of whom heard
of the filming incident and resulted
in some of his best advertising, the
opening night drawing especially
good business.

Sidney Lust Plans 1,000
Seat House in Maryland

(Special to the Herald-World)

LAUREL, MD, Feb. 5—Plans for a new
theatre to be of Spanish design with a seat-
ing capacity of 1,000 have been completed
by Sidney B. Lust, operator of a chain
of houses, and work will start immediately.
The structure will cost $70,000 and will

be equipped with a large Typhoon venti-

lating system.

Bandit Robs Cashier
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Feb. 5.—A bandit rob-
bed Mrs. L. C. Walker, cashier of the War-
wick theatre, last week and escaped with
$50. A motor car helped his escape.

"Travelers Toll" Released
WASHINGTON.—A threereel film called "TraT-

elers Toll" has just been released by the United
States Department of Agriculture. The film was
produced for the Bureau of Public Roads.
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SOUND PICTURES

Music Broadcast from Mouth
Of Jolson Cutout Is Good Idea

Were any proof required for our recent statement that there are as many ways
of successfully exploiting one's pictures as there are enterprising exhibitors to

tackle the job, one need not go any farther than the campaigns sent in by theatre

men to show how they have put over "The Singing Fool." Thi9 third article

on exploitation of the Al Jolson picture is concentrated in a letter from W. C.

Kyle, Jr., of the Ritz theatre at Tuscaloosa, Ala.

A highlight was an arrangement of a Jolson
head cutout with a loudspeaker behind the

mouth and the playing of all the songs of

the picture.

Kyle writes

:

"I have been a reader of your magazine
for a long time, but this is my first letter to

you. I want to tell you how we put "The
Singing Fool" over, here in Tuscaloosa, for a

whole week . . . the only picture ever to play

here that long. The usual run is three days.

Started Three Weeks Ahead

other exhibitor at some time. Anyhow, that's

the way we broke all records in Tuscaloosa,
and played the picture a whole week, too.

"In closing I would like to say ... I am for
the talkies and hope we can get more like

'The Singing Fool,' 'Interference,' and 'The
Home Towners.' "

A practicable idea and well worth adopting!

"To start with, we started on it about three

weeks in advance with lobby cards in the the-

atre. The cards were prepared by our poster

artist. We knew that nearly everyone had
heard of 'The Singing Fool' . . . and it was
our job to let them know we had it coming.

We used our out-of-town mailing list to get

the people from the surrounding towns, and
we got them, too.

"One week in advance, we used 'Sonny
Boy" as an overture on the non-synchronous
apparatus and announced what it was all about

through the 'mike' we have. And also ran the

Song Slides in one of the other houses. We
had several window tieups on 'Sonny Boy'
with the music dealers, too. These always
help on any picture. Heralds on the picture

were given out two weeks in advance at two
houses, and window cards put in the store

windows about two weeks in advance.

"The newspaper end was handled to very

good advantage by Manager C. B. Grimes in

the two town papers and the college paper

(the University of Alabama is located here),

and also in some out-of-town papers. This is

another reason for so much of that trade.

A New Cutout Idea

"During the run of the picture, we had a

cutout of Jolson's head on the top of the

marquise, taken from the 24-sheet, and cut the

mouth out and put a piece of red cloth be-

hind it to keep from spoiling the looks of the

cutout. We borrowed a Columbia Kolster

from a music dealer and placed the loud-

speaker behind the mouth of the cutout. Then
padded it to throw all the sound through the

kole that had been cut in it. We played

all the songs from the picture, and it looked

and sounded as though the huge head was
singing. This attracted a large crowd every

time we turned the machine on . . . and then

we would tell them about the picture through

a 'mike' we had connected on the machine.

"The second night of the run, traffic was
blocked by the mob trying to get in to see

and hear the picture. And some say that the

talking pictures are no good

!

"I have read so many good stunts of how
pictures have been put over in your magazine,

that I wanted to send this in to you . . . maybe
there's something in it that will help some

Broadway Melody, "

First All-Audien of

MGM, Opens Friday
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—"Broadway Melody,"
M G M picure which brought new contracts
to two of the principals because of their out-
standing work in the first all-audien of the
company, opens Friday night at the Astor the-

atre. Bessie Love and Charles King have new
contracts. Anita Page also is said to have
done particularly meritorious acting in the

picture.

The story was written by Edmund Goulding,

who laid the scenes in the theatrical world so

that the musical numbers, instead of being

dragged in by main force, as often is the

case in musical comedy, come about naturally

enough as part of the acting lives of the char-

acters. They sing in rehearsal and in their

stage appearances shown in the film as part

of the story.

Harry Beaumont, who directed "Our Danc-
ing Daughters," was director of "The Broad-

way Melody.'" Technicolor also is used.

Sarah Y. Mason wrote the continuity. The
music is by Nacio Herb Brown, and the lyrics

are by Arthur Freed. Norman Houston and

James Gleason, author of "Is Zat So" and
"The Shannons of Broadway," wrote the dia-

logue.

Dutton Appointed Special

Representative for Powers
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—O. H. Dutton,

associated for a number of years with

National Supply company, has been ap-

pointed special representative for Powers
Cinephone. Dutton's appointment is the

first of important managerial posts to be es-

tablished by E. J. Smith, vice president and

general manager of Powers Cinephone, in

the sales organization which he is now cre-

ating for the company.

AT LAST
PICTURES THAT TALK
LIKE LIVING PEOPLE
S I

1 H
E
E

THE MARVEL OF THE AGE
You'll Be Thrilled and Amazed

TragsTheatre- Sunday Only, Feb. 3

Six Acts ol Vaudeville
Matinee at Z o'clock. Evening Show at 7: Jo

25 and 50c

This throwaway was used by William E.

Tragsdorf of the Trags theatre at Neills-

ville, Wis., in introducing sound at the

Trags.

Huge Loudspeaker

On Theatre Ties in

With Audien Songs
(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEVELAND, Feb. 5.—George Gilliam,

manager of the Cameo theatre, obtained ex-

ceptionally good results in exploiting "My

Man." He had a 200-pound loudspeaker horn

cast specially, and mounted it on top of the

theatre building.

It was connected with the Vitaphone equip-

ment of the house, and put into use whenever

Fanny Brice, the star of the picture sang "My

Man." The song could be heard for a great

distance downtown, and attracted great crowds.

Each day's business surpassed that of the day

before. Don Canady, projectionist, installed

the device.

Additional San Francisco

Houses Wired for Audiens
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 5.—The in-

stallation of audien equipment in suburban

houses is going ahead at a rapid rate and

several theatres will offer this form of en-

tertainment for the first time during the

next two weeks. The Castro theatre will

be the first of a group to go over to sound,

followed by the Coliseum and Alexandria.

Equipment is in place in the Verdi theatre

and will be placed in use as soon as suitable

pictures can be had. At Oakland, across

the bay, the Grand Lake theatre has

launched an audien program, having in-

stalled Vitaphone and Movietone apparatus,

and the U. C. theatre, in Berkeley, is also

in readiness for sound.
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Guaranteed Perfect Equipment
FOR

TALKING PICTURES
And the Price Is $ 1 ,000?L„

And—We Are Making Delivery and
Installation in Seven Days

HERE IT IS
The Talking Equipment that has revolutionized

the industry. Get your order in quick—start reap-

ing the profits with such pictures as

—

"INTERFERENCE," "ABIE'S IRISH
ROSE," "ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE,"
"SUBMARINE," "THE AWAKENING,"
Etc.

JUSTA FEW OFLAST WEEK'S INSTALLATIONS!
ASK ANY OF THESE EXHIBITORS

Hippodrome Theatre, Sheridan, Ind.

Rex Theatre, Sumter, S. Car.
Park Theatre, Painesville, Ohio
Reliance Theatre, Orangeburg, S. C.

Court Theatre, Newark, N. J.

American Theatre, Mt. Carmel, 111.

Rialto Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.

Temple Theatre, Hartsville, S. Car.

Colonial Theatre, Grinnell, Iowa

Colonial Theatre, Gillespie, 111.

O'Dowd Theatre, Florence, S. Car.

Star Theatre, Duluth, Minn.
Liberty Theatre, Carlington, S. Car.

Majestic Theatre, Algoma, Wis.

Frank's Theatre, Abbeville, La.

Broadway Theatre, Minneapolis

Everybody's Theatre, Dillon, S. Car.

Granada Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

MOVIE-PHONE CORP.
724 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

WRITE WIRE PHONE

Phones

HARRISON

8251

8252
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TO ALL MOTION PICTURE
EXHIBITORS

WARNING
We have been informed that persons not

connected with General Talking Pictures Cor-

poration have undertaken to deliver De Forest

Phonofilm equipment or equipment employ-
ing De Forest patents to theatres in the United
States.

You are hereby notified that only General

Talking Pictures Corporation is in authority

to contract for or deliver such equipment or

to grant licenses for its use or the use of the

De Forest patents in connection with sound

on film in the United States.

Any theatre or person operating or using

De Forest Phonofilm equipment or granting

any such licenses without express written

license from General Talking Pictures Corpo-

ration will be proceeded against to the full

extent of the law.

GENERAL TALKING PICTURES
CORPORATION

218 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Phonophilm Opens

At Forum and Three

Arkansas Theatres
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK CITY, Feb. 5.—The Forum
theatre largest of the Consolidated Amuse-
ments Company chain, opened last week with
DeForest Phonofilm talking equipment.

The Thurston at Rochester, N. Y., under the

managment of Al Root, has installed De-
Forest Phonofilm projecting equipment and
opened last week with an all-sound program.
The first showings were attended by a number
of upstate exhibitors to hear the device, as

this is the first installation which has been
made in upper New York state by General
Talking Pictures Corporation.

The Majestic at El Dorado, Ark., is showing

a complete sound and audien program with
DeForest Phonofilm as the projecting ap-

paratus. The Majestic is the first of three
houses owned by the States Theatres, Inc.,

which has contracted with General Talking
Pictures Corporation for Phonofilm equip-

ment. The other two are the Ozark at Fay-
etteville and the Strand at Jonesboro.

2 Ohio Theatres Will

InstallRCA Photophone
(Special to the Herald-World)

OHIO, Feb. 5.—The Cambridge and
Marietta Amusement Company has signed
contracts with RCA for installation of the
Photophone at the Colonial theatre, Cam-
bridge, and the Hippodrome, Marietta. In-

stallations will begin early this month and
are expected to be completed by the end of

February.
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Part of the cue sheet for Universale

"The Man Who Laughs' as devised by

the Synchronized Music Company.

Full Synchronized

Music Service for

Sound Is Provided
A complete service for reproducing syn-

chronized sound effects is now being offered

by The Synchronized Music Company, with

headquarters at 625 South Michigan boule-

vard, Chicago. This service not only provides

a full cue service for all pictures playing in

a theatre over a period of one year, but also

includes the following equipment:
Duotone reproducing device, 200 selected

records, two Dynamic speakers, record cabinet,

cueing cabinet and classification record book.

In an adjoining column is a reproduction of

a part of the first half of the musical cue

sheet for Universal's "The Man Who Laughs."

This shows not only the type of music pro-

vided, culled from the classics, but also the

number of each record, the exact time it is

to be played and the expression of each record.

What to play, when to play it, and how to

play it—then the apparatus for playing it and

a complete filing system. That is the service.

Radio Announcers

To Play in Audiens
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Now comes the

radio as a source of Vitaphone talent.

Gerald King and Bill Ray, former radio an-

nouncers at station KFWB in Los Angeles,

have been signed by the company to play

speaking roles in "The Time, The Place and

The Girl," which Howard Bretherton is di-

recting from the stage success by Frank R-

Adams and Will Hough.
Another discovery traceable to the radio was

made by J. L. Warner when he heard Car-

lotta King sing on the air some months ago.

Dorothy Burgess Is Given

Long Term Fox Contract
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5,—Dorothy Burgess

Broadway stage player, has just been placed

under a long-term contract by the Fox Film

Corporation. Her performance in "In Old

Arizona," Raoul Walsh-Irving Cummings out-

door talking film, now at the Roxy, was not

only her first acting in dialogue pictures, but

her initial appearance before any motion

picture camera.
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aMPLIOn
"REEL MUSIC

RECORD LIBRARY
INCLUDES

250 carefully selected

10-ineh and 12-inch
records.

A superb cabinet in
which to file all rec-

ords.

A catalogue indexed
and cross indexed.

2 weeks cue service

free.

Price Complete

'265

Telephone

CHELSEA
5257-5258

More EfficientThan an Orchestra

aMPUON
"REEL MUSIC RECORD LIBRARY"

and

CUEING SERVICE
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR NON-SYNCHRONOUS MOVING PICTURES

ALWAYS READY FOR DUTY
These new Amplion reel music electrical records have met with instant success.

500 selections in the library includes

HURRIES—GALLOPS—MYSTERIOSOS— LOVE THEMES
ORIENTAL—SOUND EFFECTS—as well as many

MOOD ACCOMPANIMENTS
Musical effects so often required to make a picture a success.

The Amplion library meets the demands of the theatre owner who has synchronized equipment but
who occasionally displays non-synchronous pictures and wishes to get the benefit of his sound equipment.

We invite you to write us for information that will help you to capitalize on this new economical
feature of the moving picture business.

AMPLION CORPORATION OF AMERICA
42 years of Success in the Acoustic Field

133-141 West 21st Street, New York

n
hree Players Sign

In Pathe's Search

For Audien Talent
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Never even back-

ige in a theatre or inside a motion picture

idio until she made her first test recently,

olet Adams, 17, and a native of Trinidad,

est Indies, now holds a contract with Pathe.

Miss Adams is Pathe's latest acquisition to

: junior stock company gradually being as-

:nbled to develop new talent for the talking

I tures. Dorothy Ward, another 17 year old

.".ure-star, was placed under contract only a
' ek ago and shortly before that a similar

;reement was made with Lew Ayres, 19,

<nce orchestra soloist.

TwelvePacentReproducersPlaced
In Theatres; Two DevicesAreMade

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Twelve complete reproducer systems made by the

Pacent Reproducer Corporation, with factories in New Jersey and Connecticut,

have been installed in theatres, the company announced this week, including the

Paramount, Chicago, seating 1800; Garden (1100), Charleston, S. C; Lincoln

(1800), Union City, N. J.; Montclair (1400), Montclair, N. J.; Lexington (1200),

Lexington, N. C; Concord (1200), Concord, N. C; Dixwell (1400), New Haven,

Conn., and Sanders (1600), Brooklyn.

mnd Policy Wins Favor
At Arcade in Fort Myers
(Special to the Herald-World)

-ORT MYERS, FLA., Feb. 5.—The Ar-
de theatre here has gone Vitaphone and
bvietone. In fact, the whole of Fort
I'ers and a large outlying area have ac-
oted the new policy with enthusiasm. Fol-
1 ving a brilliant opening with "Tender-
1 n," the Arcade has continued to draw a
livy patronage that several times has
c led out the S. R. O. sign. Fine advance
oloitation covered a large radius.

Margaret Livingston Signed
OLLYWOOD.—Margaret Livingston has been

|
ed for an important role in Maurice Chavlier's

* audien for Paramount, titled "Innocents of
F s."

The Pacent Reproducer Corporation, of
which L. G. Pacent is president, is produc-
ing two complete outfits for the disc

method. It was stated that a film attach-
ment would soon be available also.

The smaller outfit, known as the Model
2 MDA, is designed for theatres having
seating capacity of not more than 2,000.

This is double channel equipment through-
out with a spare amplifier in reserve for
each amplifier used. No batteries are used
in any part of the equipment. The amplifier
system works from any 110 volt, 60 cycle
alternating current outlet.

All the amplifiers are in a single steel

cabinet, with switching apparatus on top.

To swing over from amplifiers in use to
reserve amplifiers, it is only necessary to
throw three switches and the reserve sys-
tem operates at once.
The question of uniformity of sound

throughout the house is solved, Pacent
stated, by the special dynamic speaker ar-
rangement with correct-sized baffle boards.
Two dynamics of the latest and most ef-

ficient type are used in the "2MDA" outfit

and four with the large model for houses
having capacities up to 4,000 seats.

The other Pacent outfit is known as the
Model "4MDA" and is designed for houses
having seating capacities of from 2,000 to

4,000 seats. Its essential features are the
same as those of the "2MDA" outfit, but
there are differences in amplifiers and
speakers. Like the other Pacent system, it

is all electric and operates with no batteries

of any kind. Amplification is double chan-
nel throughout, with a spare amplifier in

reserve for everyone in use.

Service stations have been set up at 30
points. The equipment is sold outright,

and is shipped F.O.B. New York with the

installation charge extra.

The "2MDA" for houses of not more than
2,000 seats sells complete for $2,500 plus
installation, F.O.B. New York. The
"4MDA" outfit for houses up to 4,000 seats,

sells for $3,500, plus installation, F.O.B.
New York. The Pacent Reproducer Cor-
poration also has under development a line

of smaller reproducer outfits and accessory
equipment.
The "2MDA" outfit costs between 3c and

5c an hour to operate for the complete in-

stallation, while the large outfit costs on
the average between 5c and 7c an hour.
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An invitation to the blind, "written" in the Braille system, was unusual form of exploitation

that brought 450 sightless to a free showing of "In Old Arizona," Fox's first outdoor all-audien

at the Criterion in Los Angeles. Dob Doman and Dave Market handled the campaign, which
also included a "talking" Marathon. Part of the Braille letter is reproduced. Note the

"raised dots" and the "sunken dots."

Changing of Non-Synchronous
Device Is Aim ofNew Scoredisc

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5—A device for transformation of a non-synchronous ma-

chine into one which will reproduce a synchronized score with any picture pro-

jected in connection with the new Scoredisc is announced by Arthur J. Abrams.

president of Scoredisc Service Corporation.

"With a public growing more educated numerical order, will produce a synchro

to what might be expected for sound ac-

companiment it has become increasingly

harder to satisfy it with the sound accom-
paniment possible with the use of the non-
synchronous device," Abrams said.

"As far back as 1912 I produced in that

and succeeding years a number of pictures

released with a disc sound accompaniment
of necessity cruder than those now in use
but operated on the same principles.

"The nearest approach for the exhibitor

to a synchronous score, using a non-
synchronous machine and record library,

was to provide a German selection of

musical numbers for a picture with a Ger-
man locale, or Spanish for a Spanish pro-
duction. Then again he had to start from
the beginning of his record and most of

them generally start with an introduction
or play the last few bars of music of the
piece as sort of prelude. Likewise there are

many mechanical difficulties arising through
the fact that the person using a non-
synchronous machine and trying to give an
approximate synchronized score never had
a definite indication on his record as to

where to set down or lift up the needle,

thus leaving a 'bar' hanging in the air each
time a changeover is made.
"After experimenting for some time I

believe I have found a solution to those
troubles.

Heavy Cardboard Instrument
"My Scoredisc is a heavy cardboard disc

shaped instrument so desived that the oper-

ator of a non-synchronous machine can,

with perfect ease and a minimum of effort,

produce as near a perfect synchronized
score for a picture as is possible with any
but the score and picture recorded simul-

taneously in the studio.

"On this Scoredisc are cutouts numbered
consecutively, which, when followed in their

nous score. This arrangement is achieved
through the fact that each production is

cued by an expert using the same system
in vogue for musical arrangements for

silent pictures. The difference lies in the

fact that, in place of musical suggestions
contained in a silent cue picture cue sheet,

this expert works 'up his score and then
delves into his library of records for the

exact music to be played.

Check from Scoredisc
"The result is that when an exhibitor re-

ceives the library of records which we will

supply he will have a repertoire which will

suffice for his needs. In cases where the

particular record called for on the cue sheet

is not in his library it will be supplied by us
without extra charge.

"All that is necessary is that the non-
synchronous machine operator check from
his Scoredisc before the run of the picture,

picking out those records called for by
number on his Scoredisc. Having arranged
his records in order the only requirement
is that he follow the numerical order called

for on the Scoredisc.
"The arrangement of these discs includes

cutouts into which is inserted the needle.

These cutouts are of a size corresponding to

the amount of time the particular portion

of the record is to be played. At the start

of the picture the operator places the Score-
disc over the regular record, places his

needle in cutout No. 1 and follows through
in his cutouts numbered consecutively from
that point. In addition to the cues sup-
plied by number there also is a description

of the scene to which the selections are to

be applied.

"The Scorediscs for pictures are supplied

as part of the service and can be destroyed
after the picture has been played. The
question has been asked from several quar-

The Speaking Stage Will

Never Die, Says Exhibitor
(Special to the Herald-World)

OAKLAND, CAL., Feb. 5. —
Meyer J. Cohen, of the Vitaphone
theatre, recently addressed the mem-
bers of the Soroptimist Club at the
Hotel Oakland on the history of mov-
ing pictures, outlining it from the days
of the nickelodeon to the audiens of
today. "The speaking stage will

never die," said the speaker. "In
fact, it promises to become strength-
ened by the talking picture. Neither
will the silent screen be a lost art.

There will always be silent pictures,

just as long as people continue to

want entertainment. All stories do
not lend themselves to synchroniza-
tion, sound effects and talking—
hence the continuance of the silent

screen is assured."

16 from Paramount
Will Have OnlyFilm
System, Says Kent

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Sixteen of Para-

mount's long and short feature releases from

February 1 to April 30 will have only the film

system of sound reproduction, Paramount an-

nounced last week following the return of S.

K. Kent, general manager, from a month's

survey of the sound situation on the West
Coast.

"The film system will prevail," Kent de-

clared. "Surface noises and scratches which

creep into recording by the disc system are

eliminated in the film recording method.

Highest Quality Essential
"Not all pictures have been made by the

film method of sound recording, and it is pos-

sible some of our pictures in the future will

be handled with discs. However, such pic-

tures will be released only when their sound

reproduction reaches the excellence attained by

the film system, and in any event they will be

held to a minimum.
"Growth of talking pictures in public favor

can come only from the highest standards of

quality, and from what I have seen and heard

in Hollywood quality can best be obtained by

the film-reproducing method."
Leading Releases Listed

The February-April release group includes

such productions as, "The Wolf of Wall

Street," all-talking picture now having a run

at the Rialto ; "The Canary Murder Case," the

first of the S. S. Van Dine detective stories

with William Powell playing the role of Philo

Vance, detective; "The Dummy," Paramount's

first all-talking feature length comedy, with

Ruth Chatterton, Fredric March and John

Cromwell; "Chinatown Nights," with Wallace

Beery and Florence Vidor co-featured; "The

Hole in the Wall," made at Paramount's Long

Island studio with Claudette Colbert, Edward

Robinson and David Newell, players of the

legitimate stage; "Close Harmony," special

production with Charles Rogers and Nancy

Carroll ; "The Wild Party," Clara Bow's first

all-talking picture ; "Innocents of Paris," with

Maurice Chevalier, of Paris, in the starring

role, and "Gentlemen of the Press," with

Walter Huston and Charles Ruggles.

ters: 'Will not the Scoredisc, being com-

posed of cardboard, not fray or the cutouts

become jagged after having been used sev-

eral times?' I have used one disc over 200

times and it still gives perfect reproduction

each time a demonstration is made."

It is expected that Scoredisc distribution

can start within six weeks.
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Jack Ford to Direct

"Khyber Rifles" on
Stone s Adaptation

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 5.—John Ford will

begin the production of "The King of the

Rhyber Rifles" next week for Fox. It is a

story that has been adapted to the screen by-

Jack Stone. Although it is a dialogue picture

there will be a silent negative as well. Three
and a half reels of the picture will be devoted

to speaking lines.

In the cast are Victor MacLaglen, Myrna
Loy, Mitchell Lewis, Roy D'Arcy, and Walter
Long.
Stone has recently completed work on

Fugitives."

Trend of Suit Indicates

Jetta Goudal Will Win
Large Part of $101,000

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 5.—Jetta GoudaPs
iuit against the Cecil B. De Mille Corporation
oday indicated she has good chances of ob-

aining a big portion .of the $101,000 she seeks.

Paul Stein, director, added much to the

iefense testimony a day or two ago when he
ihowed that Miss Goudal refused to submit
o advice from the company for which she
vorked. Stein told of trying to shoot scenes
is he had been instructed and of drawn-out
"ontroversies with the star who wished to

jnact scenes her own way. "Stubbornness
ind cussedness" were charges brought against
ler in the testimony. William Howard, direc-

.or, said she often held up the company
>ecause of tardiness on the set.

Darling to Collaborate
With Hume in Film Story

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 5.—W. Scott Darling.

7ox scenarist, will collaborate with Cyril
-fume, young and well known author, on his

irst screen adaptation.
According to the office of Chandler

5prague, "The Scent of Sweet Almonds," an
inglish stage play by Monckton Hoffe, Eng-
ish dramatist, is to be put into screen form
y both Hume and Darling under the super-
ision of Jeff Lazarus.

Veu; Warner Theatre for

Hollywood Is Reported
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 5.—Warner Brothers
re contemplating the erection of another the-
tre adjoining the big house in Hollywood,
t is rumored. Negotiations are said to be
nderway in New York.

'Shopworn Angel" Sets
Record in Los Angeles

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 5.—"The Shopworn

^ngel" broke house records at the Paramount
leatre last week. The director of the film
Richard Wallace.

Fox Bids High for Lead Spot
In Production; 9 Units Busy

InternationaHy Known Figures Facing Cameras; Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer Second in Attempt to Turn Out Scheduled

Films; Hughes Still on 1927 Opus
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 5.—Fox bids for first place among the most diligent

picture factories and printeries with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer fast on its heels.

The Sheehan forces are represented in great array with many of the industry's

foremost figures lined up before the batteries of cameras today.

Janet Gaynor, Lois Moran, Charlie Farrell and Bob Armstrong have only

in the past day or so gone into new roles. Mary Astor is doubling back and
forth between "Lady from Hell" and "New Year's Eve." Mary Duncan and
Sue Carol

;
Henry B. Walthall and Louise Dresser are on the job early and

late.

Borzage, Cummings and Blystone, aces,

are in the canvas chairs with the mega-
phones working.
Chaney is finishing a difficult job at Cul-

ver City. He has been tediously emoting
in "East is East" for several days. Estelle

Taylor is there. She provides the more
scenic portion of an otherwise laborious
drama.

Lionel Barrymore is directing a picture.

Seiter Directing Corinne
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall are

again at it as a team at Burbank. Corinne
Griffith is again in the harness with William
A. Seiter showing her how to conduct her-
self on the set.

Harold Lloyd has the spectacles out. He
is working harder to get a title for his

current picture than he is on anything else.

Names for pictures are difficult. Good ones.
Jannings and Bow are in the grease paint.

They are conscientious workmen.
Swanson Next Week

Swanson hopes to complete her picture
some day. She is using every known means
to get it finished this week. (No, she
won't.)

What's a "Heavy"
Sans Mustache?

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 5.—Is a

mustache the most important char-
acteristic of a "heavy" gentleman?
Robert Ellis thinks so. When Ellis
played straight leads on the stage and
screen he was clean shaven. As soon
as he decided to go in for the heavier
type roles he grew a mustache.

William Powell is another gentle-
man "heavy" with a mustache. John
Gilbert always wears a mustache in

his pictures—his roles usually border
on the heavy leads. Adolphe Menjou
is another actor who always wears a
mustache.

Ellis is playing the role of Steve
Crandall in "Broadway."

Tryon (Glenn) and Holt are spending
little leisure time. The latter is working
under Frank Capra's direction at Columbia.
Many of these people are doing "double

time" because of newly enforced studio
rules that pictures must be rushed through.
But there are cases where the actors are
permitted to think less of the clock than
of art and satisfaction.

H. Hughes—1927 to 1930

Howard Hughes, for instance, is still

shooting a picture that he started in Octo-
ber, 1927. Reminds you of "Ben Hur" and
"Uncle Tom." Hughes says he continues
to call the picture "Hell's Angels." His
capital is entirely his own and he hopes it's

nobody's business if he spends the next
five years making the picture and he be-
lieves it will be worth showing the world
when it's finished.

Alexander Korda is directing a troupe at

Burbank that will hold interest for untold
thousands because of memoirs his actors
will inspire. He calls his story "The
Squall" and in the cast are such old timers
as Zasu Pitts, Alice Joyce and George
Hackathorne. Knute Erickson is also in a
a prominent role. Loretta Young provides
the romance and Carrol Nye is in an op-
posite part.

Fejos Must Click

Paul Fejos is taking "Broadway" very
much at heart. Universal is counting on
him for a superior piece of work in this

production and it remains for him to do it

right or go back to the old country. The
company is giving him co-operation seldom
realized by any director. It has been
equalled in only a few cases in Hollywood's
history, notably the case of "Sunrise" when
Fox proffered Murnau the resources of the
entire studio.

RKO studios is holding the attention
of outside producers, directors, stars and
writers. There are very few people of
consequence who are not wondering what
the next step will be. Two companies are
shooting there at present. Norman Kerry
is in "The Woman I Love" and Dane,
Allan, Hurst and Sleeper are co-starring
in "Voice of the Storm."
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Two Premieres on Coast; Beaumont
Scores with "Broadway Melody"

"The Divine Lady" Is Historical Tale Starring Corinne Griffith Without
Dialogue Scenes; Gleason Promotes Again

By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 5.—This community enjoyed two gala premieres

this week. It's a question which was the most gala although it is

unquestionable which premiere offered the most enjoyable picture.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's offering was "Broadway Melody" ably directed by

Harry Beaumont and First National's contribution was Corinne Griffith in
"The Divine Lady."

THE latter is a very long picture which
* embodies but does not exactly relate a
potent story from the annals of English
history. In fact the life of Lord Nelson
contains 18 or 20 stories that are quite com-
pelling and the life of Lady Hamilton con-
tains at least a half dozen stories that would
in some cases film very well. It has been
Walter Morosco's misfortune to attempt to
tell all these stories in the same piece of
film.

Miss Griffith is an excellent Lady Hamil-
ton, but forfeits the trophies of the role
due to a complicated story that lacks unison
and coherence. How she became Lady
Hamilton is at least a 20,000 word novel.
What happened to her manners and en-
vironment then is another novel or two.
Not only are these stories attempted in

the picture but later developments in addi-

tion.

But the production values of the picture

are entirely worthy of the story. The cos-
tuming is lavish and the efforts of the

director, Frank Lloyd, to picturize the

scenario handed to him were great.

It looks like a roadshow for these rea-

sons—and for others—and it looks like a

picture that has been very costly to First

National. Costume pictures of a historical

nature should be encouraged. They are

the most valuable things this industry has

ever possessed. The really great pictures

we point back to have all been historically

founded.
"The Broadway Melody" contains many

more audien sequences than "Divine Lady."

In fact the latter is synchronized but has

no dialogue at all. Miss Griffith enacts a

couple of scenes in which she sings to the

accompaniment of a harp.
* * *

"Broadway Melody"
Called Best Audien
To my way of thinking "Broadway Melody"

surpasses all previous efforts to make syn-

chronized pictures with dialogue. Charles

Kind, Bessie Love and Anita Page carried the

burden of the acting gracefully and were
working under the skillful tutelage of Harry
Beaumont's direction. Beaumont has done a

marvelous job and Hollywood is telling

him so.

Voices appear natural, and, for the first

time in my experience, I found I was more
interested in the story than in the illusion.

Paramount's "Interference" was well made of

course, hut producers are keeping a fast pace

with their efforts to perfect the audien man-
ufacture.

Beaumont tells a story of three hoofers in

the big town who meet a lot of failure and a

very little success. The picture closely re-

sembles a musical comedy in spirit.

* * *

"To Fire Entire
Village," Carewe
Eddie Carewe sends word that he will

fire the village he is working in when the
picture is completed. Burn it. He's through
with it.

He is on location at Point Lobos, Cal.,

and is shooting a village set that he built

himself. The village, which represents

Grand Pre, has cost more than $50,000 and
will be burned as a climax of "Evangeline."

Bill Bloecher has worked his way up in

Warner Brothers studio. I suddenly and
recently found him in an executive posi-
tion. He is publicity director and making
a success of it.

He tells me that one of the noticeable
changes he has found in studios since talk-
ing pictures have arrived is the method of
matching scenes. In the other era match-
ing a scene was simple, according to my
friend, Bill. Scenes of a picture are not
shot, whether you know it or not, in the
sequence in which they appear on the
screen. A young man may work in a
scene on Friday in the drawing room and it

will be Saturday before the camera follows
him from the drawing room to the dining
room. There was no trick about matching
the scenes until the audien devices were
born.

But actors have found trouble recently
in keeping their throats at the same pitch
Saturday as the day before. Huskiness de-
velops. Other qualities appear.

Bloecher told me that Howard Brether-
ton has put his casts on strict training diets
during their working schedules. Their
smoking is regulated at all times and other
excesses are cut down to a minimum.

* * *

Follow Manner of
Stage Productions

Christie is following the manner of
Broadway productions in building his
audiens in the studio. James Hanley is

creating a half dozen or more special song
numbers for the Eddie Dowling starring
production, "Broadway Bound." Songs are
built into the production along with the
scenario of the story. Dowling, of course,
will sing the Hanley numbers

* * *

Stahl Plans Film
Similar to "Zeppelin"

A story from John M. Stahl informs this
department that Stahl is preparing a scena-
rio that will be an actual companion pic-
ture for "Zeppelin" and will be called "The
Lost Zeppelin." The sales department is

well pleased, says Mr. Stahl, with the idea
of "Zeppelin," and it wants another to fol-

low it. The production department, say we,
is also well pleased and wants to make
another grandiose production on the order
of the air picture it started some time ago.

* * *

There's a stadium down at the beach that
reads "South Gate Amateur Athletic Club."
The sign is rather stupid, but back of it

you'll find three interesting characters.
Robert Armstrong, Jack Perry and James
Gleason are financing the club. Armstrong
is the pug who took the count so many
times in the stage's "Is Zat So?" and Glea-
son is the young man who became famous
as its author. Perry is the pug who
knocked Armstrong out in the stage play.

All the trio gave the world a good show
and the world gave the trio a good piece of
wealth in exchange.

Talk of Denny Leaving
Universal Held Baseless;
Next Film Will Be Audien

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 5.—Reginald Den-
ny is not leaving Universal after he finishes
two more pictures, nor is he having diffi-

culties with the Laemmle organization be-
cause of his present story, "Companionate
Troubles." On the contrary, the comedy
star's present relations with his employers
are declared most harmonious.

Reports have been current that Denny's
next option is not to be exercised by Uni-
versal because of friction between the
former and studio officials over the type of
stories he has been given.

Carl Laemmle, it was learned, declares
the rumors unjust to both himself and
Denny. The latter has been vacationing
the past two weeks at his mountain re-
treat and yesterday, upon his return, issued
a statement reiterating his pleasant asso-
ciation with Universal.
Denny and Edward J. Montagne, scenario

editor-in-chief, were to confer today upon
the star's next vehicle and the latter is

to personally supervise the writing of the
screen version and dialogue, the produc-
tion to be made as a talking picture under
the direction of William Kraft.

Cecil DeMille Launches
"Dynamite" First Audien

After 54 Silent Films
(Special to the Herald- World)

CULVER CITY, Feb. 5.—Cecil B. De-
Mille has commenced work at Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer on "Dynamite." his first

all-talking production, after making 54 si-

lent pictures. DeMille went on the MGM
sound stages ahead of schedule. His re-

hearsals proceeded faster than originally

figured and actual recording has started.

The story of "Dynamite" was written by
Jeanie Macpherson. The dialogue is the

work of John Howard Lawson, author of

"Processional," Gladys Unger, noted dram-
atists, and Jeanie Macpherson.

Talking Pictures to Help
"Legil?

9 Stage and Stars,

Declares Jack L. Warner
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 5.—Talking pic-

tures will prove a boon to the "legit" stage,

which is about to enter one of its most
prosperous eras, says Jack L. Warner, pro-

duction executive of Warner Brothers.
"This is true," Warner declared, "par-

tially because new standards of enter-

tainment have been set for the theatre.

The talking picture and the elaborate stage

presentations incident to motion picture

entertainment of today are in a large meas-

ure responsible. They are stimulating the

stage to greater motives."

Producer and Star Figure
In Coast Engagements

(Special to the Herald-World)

Hollywood, Feb. 5—Two engagements

were heralded this week. John Considine, Jr.,

will wed Carmen Pantages, daughter of Alex-

ander Pantages. Phyllis Haver will be mar-

ried to William Seaman, brother-in-law,

incidentally, of Ned Marin.

Hal Roach Studio Reopens
After Month's Shutdown

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 5.—Hal Roach

Studio officially opened its gates yesterday

after a four weeks' shutdown, with everyone

ready to "dig in."
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Public Must Pay
ForAutographed
Photos of Stars
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 5.—The public here-

after will have to pay for autographed photos

of players from the industry. The huge ex-

pense is the reason for the decision, as an-

nounced this week by Fred W. Beetson, execu-

tive vice president of the A. M. P. P.

"Motion picture players sincerely appreciate

the keen and friendly interest in their work
shown by the written requests for autographed
photographs," Beetson said. "However, the

expense involved in sending these photographs
without charge has grown to such tremendous
proportions that it has been found compulsory
to establish a new policy of asking those who
wish such photographs to bear part of the

expense involved.

"Until the new policy becomes known to the

public the players of several of the major
studios will reply to requests for photographs
with a neatly typed card thanking the admirer
for his interest and saying that an autographed
photograph will be immediately mailed upon
receipt of a small sum of money. Ten cents

is asked for a 5 x 7 inch autographed photo.

25 cents for an 8 x 10 and $1 for an 11 x 14

inch enlargement. It is my belief that other
players and studios will adopt this same
schedule of prices."

Hollywood Picture News
Service to Exploit Six
Novel Contests in 1929

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 5. — Hollywood
Picture News Service will sponsor and ex-
ploit six novel star contests during 1929,

the first of which will be the "Fly to Fame"
aviation contest which they have tied up
with the Film Fun Magazine.

C. Lang Cobb, director of distribution for
the company, states that this contest has
been prepared to make a regular screen
festival for localized interest. One ex-
hibitor in each town is invited to join free
of charge to reap the benefit of this con-
test through the box office.

Robert North to Produce
"Broadway Babies" for FN

(Special to the Herald-World)

BURBANK, Feb. 5.—Robert North has
joined the ranks of producers and will be
in charge of productions working under
Al Rockett. North's first assignment as
producer will be "Broadway Babies" star-
ring Alice White.

First National Buys 2
Successful Broadway Plays

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Two Broadway
plays, "Lilies of the Field" and "A Most
Immoral Lady," have been bought by First
National for coming productions. The
latter picture will star Corinne Griffith.

Report Lew Cody Critically
III from Influenza Attack

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Lew Cody was
reported in a critical condition at the War-
wick from complications following an at-
tack of Influenza.
Mabel Normand, wife of Lew Cody, is also

ill from the "Flu" at the Cody home in
Hollywood.

In M G M's Plans for 1929-30

i

A yOTHER season looms,
ul and here's a glimpse of
it at M G .If. Bayard Veil-

ler's "The Trial of Mary
Dugan" will star .Yorm/i

Shearer with Raymond Hack-
ett opposite. Charles Bick-

ford will star in Cecil B.
DeMille's "Dynamit e."

"Broadway Melody'' will star

Charles King. Phyllis Haver
and Anita Page are other

stars. Laurence Stallings has

written an original for John
Gilbert. John S. Robertson
will direct "The Single

Standard." Gus Edwards will

produce revues. fFillard

Mack made "Hunted."

WUIard Mack Charles King

Laurence Stallings

Raymond Hackett Phyllis Haver Gus Edwards
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THE SHORT FEATURE
5,680 Lines of Newspaper Ads

To Put Over Zeppelin Audien
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—An advertising campaign, totaling 5,680 lines in the
Hearst newspapers, has been arranged by M G M for "Across the Atlantic via
Zeppelin," talking picture, featuring Lady Grace Drummond Hay and Dr. Hugo
von Eckener.
This campaign consists of a series of ten

advertisements for advance and current ad-
vertising. The ads vary in width from two
columns to five columns and in lineage
from a total of 480 lines to 640 lines an
advertisement. The total lineage of the
complete campaign is 5,680 lines, and
M-G-M calls it the largest and most com-
prehensive campaign ever placed behind
any short feature.

The many interesting angles of the pic-

ture are forcefully portrayed and described
in this series of advertisements with their

ten pieces of copy appearing in all Hearst
newspapers throughout the country.

Complete mats and proofs of the entire

series of ads are available to all exhib-

itors of the picture in cities other than

Releases

WEEK OF FEBRUARY 10
CHRISTIE—"Footlight Fanny," Circus Girl series.

EDUCATIONAL—"Whoopee Boys," Monty Collins,
two; "Served Hot," Cliff Bowes, Cameo, one.

M G M—"Noisy Noise," Our Gang, two.
PATHE—"A Day's Pleasure," Chaplin reissue, two;
"The Tiger's Shadow," serial, No. 8; "Wooden
Money," Fable, %; "Circus Time," Smitty series,

two; "Glaciers," Pathe-Educational, one; Pathe Re-
view, No. 7, one; "Topics of the Day," No. 7,

UNIVERSAL—"Rag Doll," novelty, one; "The Dia-
mond of Death," Stevenson, two; "Take Your
Pick," Mike and Ike, two; "The Phantom Riders,"
Carey reissue, two.

WEEK OF FEBRUARY 17
CHRISTIE—"His Angel Child," Billy Dooley, two.
EDUCATIONAL—"The Best Dressed Woman in the

World," Our World Today, one; "Auntie's Mis-
take," Devore, two; "The Cloud Patrol," Howes,
two; "Pep Up," Bowes, Cameo, one; "Untitled,"
Hodge-Podge, one.MGM—"Secret Boozehounds," oddity, one; "Off to

Buffalo," Chase, two.
PATHE—"Taxi Spooks," Dan the Taxi Man series,

No. 9034; "The Tiger's Shadow," serial, No. 9,

Hugh Allan, Gladys McConnell, two; Fable "The
Queen Bee," %; Sportlight "Girls Will Be Boys,"
one; Pathe Review, No. 8, one; "Topics of the
Day," No. 8,

UNIVERSAL—"Sick Cylinders," Oswald, one; "The
Tunnel of Terror," No. 3, Stevenson, two; "Newly-
weds' Visit," Snookums, two; "In Line of Duty,"
Cobb, two.

WEEK OF FEBRUARY 24
CHRISTIE—"Off the Deck," Dooley series, two.
M G M—"Untitled," Laurel-Hardy, two.
PATHE—"Grandma's House," Fable, %; "Button
My Back," Tired Business series, two; Pathe Re-
view, No. 9, one; Topics of the Day, No. 9.

UNIVERSAL—"At the Front," Arthur Lake, one;
"Trapped," Diamond Master series, No. 4, two;
"Television George," Stern Brothers, two; "Two
Gun Morgan," Chandler, two.

WEEK ENDING MARCH 3
CHRISTIE—"Are Scotchmen Tight?" Sandy Mac-

Duff, two.
M G M—"An Ancient Art," oddities, one—"Untitled,"

all star, two.
PATHE—"Ladies Must Eat," Handy Andy series,

No. 9044.
UNIVERSAL—"Hold 'Em, Ozzie," Oswald, one—
"Knockout Buster," Stern, two. "Ridgcway of
The Montana," Hoxie, two.

those in which the Hearst newspapers are
published, M-G-M says.

''Across the Atlantic via Zeppelin" is

a talking picture of the thrilling, world-
famous flight of the Graf Zeppelin from
Germany to America. It features Lady
Drummond Hay, the only woman aboard
the ship on the western flight and the first

of her sex to fly the Atlantic from East
to West, and Dr. Hugo von Eckener, com-
mander of the great ship on its epochal
journey. The production is scheduled for
release Saturday.

Louise Fazenda to

Star in Two Short

Audiensfor Christie
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Louise Fazenda will

appear in two Christie Talking Plays for

Paramount release. The first will start just

as soon as a suitable vehicle has been found.
Miss Fazenda has been one of the busiest

of the talking stars since the vocal pictures

came in. She first .registered in Warners'
"The Terror," followed by "Noah's Ark" and
"Stark Mad," and is in a talking role in

Warners' special, "The Desert Song." She is

also appearing now in First National's "The
House of Sorrows," and it is after this pro-

duction that she will go to Christie for one
of the Short Talking Plays.

Before the first of the plays with Miss
Fazenda is made, Christie will film "Meet the

Missus," with James Gleason, Broadway
author and star, and Lucille Webster Gleason,
production of which starts this week.
The short play in which Louise Fazenda

will be featured will be the second of the

Christie series with a woman star. Christie

Talking Plays have already been scheduled
with such male stars as James Gleason, Ray-
mond Griffith, Raymond Hatton, Sam Hardy,
Charlie Crapewin, and one has been made fea-

turing Lois Wilson.

Start One-Reel Audiens
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Roseland Pictures

now is making "The Life of the Party" as

the first of a dozen one-reel talking pictures

featuring James B. Carson, Broadway
musical comedy player. J. D. Trop wrote
this first picture and he also authored the
dialogue.

Pathe Professor Addresses Geologists
NEW YORK.—Kirtley F. Mather, professor of

geology at Harvard university, who is supervising the
geological division of the Pathe science series, dis-

cussed "Motion Pictures for Classroom Instruction"
in a talk before the Geological Society of America.

JAMES E. DARST
New Editor-in-Chief of Fox News

George he Maire Starts

First of Pathe Comedies
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—George Le Maire,

recently signed by Pathe to produce a series

of 12 talking comedies, started production

last week on the first subject of his series at

the Sound Studios, Inc. These comedies are

being written and produced by Le Maire and

directed by Basil Smith.

Le Maire engaged Louis Simon, Broadway
comedian and author, to team with him in

the first production, which also includes in its

cast a number of Broadway musical comedy
beauties.

Newspictures

PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 54—New York welcomes
Captain Fried and crew of America—Ex-Governor
Al Smith rests up in Sunny South—"Question

Mark" returns to Washington after making suc-

cessful endurance record.
INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO. 8—Uncle

Sam launches the "Salt Lake City" first new
cruiser since end of war—Fridtjof Nansen 67, ar-

rives with plan to explore Arctic on the dirigible

Graf Zeppelin—Captain Fried saves lives of 32

people.MGM NEWS NO. 48—Hoover arrives in Florida

for vacation, gets real Dixie welcome—Uncle Sam
tests the "Admiral," 60 feet long and carries 1,000

gallons gas—School in Los Angeles teaches boys

how to play baseball.
KINOGRAMS NO. 5469—Hoover is given big wel-

come as he arrives in Florida—Captain Fried is

again hero of rescue at sea—Illinois skate stars

show dazzling speed, Francis Allen wins highest

honors of the day.
FOX NEWS NO. 37—Captain Fried rescues lives

of 32 people from stricken ship—John McLean,
heir of millions is tennis marvel—Keen winds and

smooth ice provide fast sport at Lake Hopatcong,

New Jersey.
PATHE NEWS NO. 12—New York greets Captain

Fried after rescuing 32 lives—New Orleans and

Houston are linked with airmail—Oregon high-

way commission keeps open for auto travel
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PRESENTATION ACTS
Exchange Ideas By This Medium
STAGE SHOWS
Chicago Granada

Week Ending February 8
Marks Brothers presented a new stage vehicle this

reek called. "Speed Shows," a term that has origi-

lated in the press department of this organization.

Is the title implies Speed Show is a stage entertain-

ment delivered with the velocity of an express train,

is the newspaper ads read. The first of the series

f these Speed Shows is called, "At Ciro's in Paris"
ind serves as a prologue to the "Singing Fool."

It opens in full stage setting in typical cabaret
ifmosphere. There are more than sixty people on
he stage at all times and one artist succeeds an-
>ther in a fast routine of novelty.

Benny Meroff's band supplies the music while
tfaorie Thai directs them and Earl Rickard is the
paster of ceremonies. Earl is a typical cafe funster
>ut is apt to be a little too insulting to a picture
louse audience. His talk no doubt will be toned
lown before this engagement ends and does in no
vay discount his ability for this type of work. When
le finds out he is in a theatre he will probably pre-
>are a new mode of attack.

There were three specialty artists who really did
;plendidly and they are Harriet Hutchins, a sort of
Daphne Pollard type, who sang "I Faw Down and Go
3oam," and danced in an eccentric way, Pinkey Left,
vho was the only member allowed an encore through
lis wonderful acrobatic and eccentric steps, and
Lillian Dawson, a charming blonde, whose personality
ind manner of delivery put over a neat ballad called.

TH Never Ask for More."
The Granada ballet, headed by Mona Dell, also

?ame in for their share of novelty dancing. Maurie
Thai and two other boys of the band were also called
jpon to do some jazz gazooting.
It took eighteen minutes for this entertainment to

infold itself, and during its entire performance, it

lever lagged a moment. It is quite an idea to re-
place the long stage shows when there happens to be
i long motion picture on the bill. It has everything
n it that you would require of a regular bandshow
presentation.

The finale was cleverly woven into the opening
}f the "Singing Fool," when Earl Rickard started to
iing "Sonny Boy" in a comedy vein, and then stepped
behind the scrim curtain as the house lights dimmed
ivhile he recited in a serious way a recitation from the
song, as the introductory titles were flashed on the
icrim of Al Jolson in the "Singing Fool."
Benny Meroff, who rotates with Charles Kaley at

this theatre and the Marbro, was given a vacation
iuring the run of the Jolson film. From all indica-
tions of this performance it seems that he wasn't
missed much. No comment was made of his not be-
ing in the show and that proves that a change now
and then relieves the monotony.

Des Moines Capitol
Week Ending January 25

Paul Spor, master of ceremonies here will leave
at the end of the week to take up his duties in a
new theatre in Toledo. Ohio. His welcome during
the past week has been sufficiently generous to assure
him that his leaving is a matter of regret to local
theatre-goers. Meanwhile he presents "Wonderful
Girl," the tabloid musical comedy, with the usual
charm and has a great deal to do with the smooth
working out of the show.
A male quartet starts the show going from the

deck of a steamer on its way to New York. The
-ketchy little plot carries a thread of continuity
through the play with the aid of Helene Heller,
soprano, Willard Hall and George Riley. Miss Heller

{Continued on page 59)

Don Cordon

Although he has been mistaken for a screen star,

Don Cordon, the good looking chap above is an or-

ganist and a darn good one at that. Don has played
solos in many of the deluxe picture houses in Chi-
cago and was for some time on the staff of the

Coston Circuit as guest player. When the Lawndale
theatre opened in Chicago, a new southwest deluxe
house. Don was appointed featured organist by its

management—since then he has been with the Great
States Circuit and was recently brought back to the

Lawndale by popular demand—that ought to speak
up for Cordon's following.

Two More Screen Stars
in Vaudeville

Betty Blythe, the Queen of Sheba of the screen,

is back to her first love, the stage, and stars in

"Musical Moods," a vaudeville offering that she is

now presenting over the Radio-Keith circuit. Betty
is sharing the headline honors this week at the
State-Lake theatre, Chicago, with Robert Warwick,
also a popular name in pictures and stage entertain-

ment.

Birthday Celebration
The Tivoli theatre, located at 63d St. and Cottage

Grove, Chicago, one of the many Balaban & Katz
deluxe houses, is celebrating an anniversary show
this week. On the stage Frankie Masters, its

master of ceremonies, heads the bandshow with forty

people. In the pit an augmented orchestra plays
beautiful selections for the stage tableaux for the
occasion called "Birthday Greetings."

Agne Being Groomed
Charles Agne, arranger for Dell Lampe. has been

pinch hitting for Dell during his illness. The Lampe
orchestra has been playing an extended engage-
ment at the Capitol and Avalon theatres, Chicago,
and during the absence of Dell, Agne has been act-

ing as master of ceremonies. From all reports.

Charlie is getting to be quite a favorite.

ForemostExperts
Furnish Advice

To the Trade
Film Industry Claims Herald-

World As the Leading

Publication

By A. RAYMOND GALLO
It is gratifying to notice the con-

siderable interest that is being shown
this department of the HERALD-
WORLD and its supplement in the

BETTER THEATRES. It is the

chief desire of the writer and the

utmost purpose of these publications

to render the readers an exclusive

service that no other publication in

existence can ever hope to approach.

That has been the foremost thought

in the minds of the creative staff of

these two publications when the plan

formulated that such a medium was
needed.

Since the inception of the Herald-World,

its editorial departments have always led the

way for originality and helpful suggestions.

Mere ideas have grown into large service de-

partments of which Presentation Acts in

this publication and Music in the Theatre,

its monthly section in Better Theatres, are

two of the most powerful departments ever

conceived by the publisher of the combined

trade papers. Its contents have been instru-

mental in influencing thousands of theatres

in presenting to their public better ways of

conceiving entertainment and better artists to

create them.
Reliable information and straight forward

articles have placed the Herald-World in a

most unique position and as that of a faithful

advisor to the entire motion picture industry.

Clean cut ethics and independent of any fac-

tors, are two of the primary reasons why thf

Herald-World is the leading motion picture

trade journal of today, and also the reason

for the equal success of all its subsidiaries.

Herald-World Has the Confidence of the

Entire Motion Picture Business

When a publication has gained the con-

fidence of its subscribers and readers and has

the wholehearted support of its advertisers,

because of its unrivaled merit and qualifica-

tions, it then becomes an institution and serves

its field as the official instrument. By that

we mean no statement is accepted by the in-

dustry at large as being authentic or definite

until it is published by the Herald-World.
And no statement is published by the Herald-
World until its staff and editorial chiefs are

assured that it is definite and from reliable

sources.
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PRESENTATIONS OF
GREAT SONGS
SMALL SLIDE SETS
THE SONG I LOVE
I'LL NEVER ASK

FOR MORE
MY INSPIRATION

IS YOU
WHEN THE WORLD IS

AT REST
TRUE HEAVEN

(Theme of "True Heaven")

SALLY OF MY DREAMS
(Theme of "Mother Knows Best")

MY TONIA
(Theme of "In Old Arizona")

MARION
(Theme of "4 Devils")

JUDY
(Theme of "Romance of the Under-
world")

We Also Have Small Sets of

Slides for All Songs Listed Under
Specials

SPECIALS
"ROMANCE AND MELODY"

Introducing

THE SONG I LOVE
(A Presentation That Is a Classic)

"OPEN SECRETS"
Introducing

THAT'S HOW I FEEL
ABOUT YOU

(Perfect for Community)

"LOVE—AND A PET NAME"
Introducing

ANGELA MIA
(A Beautiful Presentation)

"A MEDLEY OF GREAT
PICTURE THEME SONGS"

Containing

SONNY BOY
(Theme of "The Singing Fool")

SOME DAY
SOMEWHERE

(Theme of "The Red Dance")

ANGELA MIA
(Theme of "Street Angel")

NOTE: The Theme Song Medley Can
Be Presented with Marvelous Results in

Conjunction with the Al Jolson Bruns-
wick Record. Ask for Particulars.

Write for All Slides and
Information to

SAM LERNER, Mgr. of Publicity

DE SYLVA, BROWN &

HENDERSON, INC.
745 7th Ave., New York City

We wish to quote a few instances whereby
the publication of ideas have brought forth
innumerable replies and queries to its writers
from every section of the land. For instance,
Harold Daniels, featured organist at the
Buckingham theatre, Chicago, made a sugges-
tion in an article bearing his by-line in the
December 22 issue of Better Theatres, to
the effect that organists should get together
and exchange ideas through such a department
in the Herald-World or Better Theatres.

Francis Farney, featured organist of the
Kimo theatre in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
offered to second this suggestion by supple-
menting instructions on how to build a port-
able console, and states in a recent letter to
the writer that queries have been pouring in

so fast it would take forever to answer them.
William J. Cowdrey, a featured organist

from Parkersburg, West Virginia, claims that
the entire magazine has served him as a book
of ideas, and through it he has been able to
compile a scrap book containing the items and
articles of most interest to organists. Cowdrey,
as well as Kenneth T. Wright of Menominee,
Michigan, and Roy E. Churchill of Colorado
Springs, and many other organists, further
state that each and every organist in the coun-
try should take advantage of the opportunities
offered by Better Theatres in contributing
his or her idea in the form of a special article.

Publication is Open for Exchange of Ideas

This point has been struck upon before by
the writer, not only through this department,
but also at an organist convention held in
Chicago recently, and again the same privi-
lege is extended to each and every one of
you who has an idea that may be of use to
other organists.

Beginning with the next issue of Better
Theatres we shall carry a continuation of
the "Organ Solos" column now running as a
regular feature of this department and other
features that may be of interest for the
progress of music in the theatre.

Presentation

LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in presen-

tation may discuss important matters bearing
upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
«igned letters will be published.

PRESENTATION ACTS—To the Editor: Since
you published my article on Portable Console, the
letters for instructions wanted, have been pouring- in.
It seems that I struck the point when I said I
would draw up plans for building same, because even
the girl organists have written for dope on it and
it seems like every one is hog-wild on the subject.
Most of the letters come from the East and are for
the most part specials and air-mail. Herald-World
also forwarded me one letter that was 6ent to the
office. The extent of mail sent to me is a big sur-
prise and it would take me forever to cover all of
it with instructions and drawing, so I have been
here at the theatre almost all night drawing up the
necessary plans to send in to you for handling as you
see fit.

I believe I have made these instructions plain
enough for any one to carry out and have put a
Portable within reach of every one that they can
well be proud of. The reading matter, I believe

after careful rewriting, is about as short as is possible

to make it and s'-ill carry the necessary information.
Use the "drawing" if you possibly can as it helps

considerable to an organist with no designing ability

mechanically.
Thanking you and Herald-World in advance I

remain. Sincerely yours.—Francis Farney. The
Bachechi Amusement Company, Pastime theatre,

Albuquerque, Ncwi Mexico.

Another for Aschers
After changing hands several times, the Diversey

theatre, Chicago, will again have a new manage-
ment when Ascher Brothers succeed Jones, Linick

& Schaefer, its present management. The theatre

was originally built by the Orpheum circuit in con-

junction with Lubliner & Trinz, and has tried every

form of entertainment. The new policy will offer

stage presentations with organ and orchestral novel-

ties. It is now being redecorated for the new event.

LOSAYS
Semeihind

about
Everyone

GREETINGS: . . . Lindy celebrates his 27lh birth-
day by blazing second canal air mail trail. ... So
the headlines state. . . . Some boy, this Lindy and
what a credit to the good old U. S. A. . . More
front page news has General Foch, the grand old
man of France as in his last few hours on earth.
. . . What a pity such noble men must die. .

And again the papers broadcast the great oil war
between Col. Stewart and John D. . . . Owners of
cars will pay for that fight sooner or later when the
price of gas and oil goes up as it usually does. . .

Well, what's the use of beefing? We can't help mat-
ters any so that's that. . . . Here's something of real
interest to everyone of you. . . . The publishers of
this publication are getting out an ALMANAC of
the motion picture business and it will be the most
complete book of its kind ever printed. . . . Are you
represented in it? No, well, it's just one long year's
wait for the next one. . . . Too bad, but a GOOD
opportunity only knocks once. . . . Now let's go on
with the weekly scandal review. . . . More song
writers are going to Los Angeles. . . . The latest

recruits to write for sound films are Jimmy McHugh
and Dorothy Fields, both well known for musical
comedy hits. . . . Milton Ager and Jack YeUen are
there now and Sam Coslow is on the way. . .

DeSylra, Brown & Henderson have been on the coast
for several weeks writing themes for William Fox.
... If this keeps up the music publishers will be
needing a new staff in the East. . . . Any of you
that may have a good song or have an idea that you
can write one send it on to me and if it's okay we
will split the royalties. . . . Maybe we can buy a
new inkwell with them, no tellin". . . .Say, fellers.

I just received a letter from William J. Cowdrey,
an organ player from out Virginny way and believe

me, folks. Bill says that you have no idea of things
being tough until you've seen New York City. . . .

Bill also states that better times are going to be had
by the organists and in the meanwhile everyone
should be cheerful and etudy harder. . . . That's
the way everyone should feel, but they don't, and
how can you blame them when everybody gives them
the run around. . . . Ray Turner paid us a visit

last week and told us that Rockford is getting fed

up on sound pictures. . . . Ray has been featuring
organ solo6 there at the Coronado theatre for over 15

months. . . . Earl Estes is now at the State-Lake,

Chicago, in place of Hazel Hirsch. . . . Johnnie
Devine is now entering his third term with the man-
agement of the Patio theatre in Chicago. ... By the

way the house celebrated its second birthday last

week. . . . Word comes to the effect that Don George
is doing organ solos at the Granada theatre in San
Francisco. . . . And that Joe Alexander is to go back
to the Alabama in Birmingham where he made such a

hit. . . . Julia Dawn is taking a short rest until

Nat Finston of Publix finds a theatre for her novelty

organ solos and pleasing singing voice. . . . Eddie

House is at the Norshore theatre, Chicago, this week

doing one of his class-song fest solos and Chauncey
Haines is at the Uptown for a week. . . . Henri

Keates was held over for another week at the Tower
. . . Methinks that Fess Williams is no longer at the

Regal and what will follow him is not as yet made
known by the big bosses. . . . Eddie Perry, who has been

general all-around master of ceremonies and musical

director for Publix and Balaban & Katz may get a

break after all if plans go through about putting

him into the new Fisher theatre in Detroit. . .

Speaking of masters of ceremonies, Mark Fisher is

back in Chicago and is playing a one week engage-

ment at the Harding before going back to the Para-

dise. . . . The new speed show6 at the Granada

and Marbro theatres this week gave Marks Bros, a

chance to let Benny Meroff and Charles Kaley have

a nice vacation. . . . The Tivoli theatre is celebrating

another birthday this year, this week and Frankie

Masters has been given many talented people to put

on a great stageshow. . . . Adolphe Evans, on the

organ staff of the Marbro theatre presented an organ

concert last week using all of Al Jolson's songs.

. . . Not a bad idea seeing that his "Singing Foo!"

was to play the house the following week. . . . The

Lassiter Bros, are featured in Frank Cambria's new

stageshow at the Chicago theatre this week. . . .

You can't blame the screen stars for coming back

at the stage folks lately, when so many of them

have invaded the studios.
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STAGE SHOWS
{Continued from page 57)

nd Hall keep the theme song, "Wonderful Girl,"

oing tunefully through the four scenes. George

iley, a genial comedian, furnishes plenty of

diculous fun without offending the fastidious ears.

Twelve Gould dancers add vim and novelty with

leir dancing stunts. Kaye and Roche are the danc-

ig stewards who appear frequently to display their

ilents. A beautifully costumed wedding party makes

ie closing scene most attractive.

"The Flying Fleet" is the screen offering with

uby Keeler in a Movietone act showing her fast

epping ability. Paramount news completes the

10W.

An airplane with revolving propeller brought at-

ntion to the show from the top of the marquee

jring the week. It was furnished by a local air-

ane manufacturing company.

Brooklyn Paramount
Week Ending February 1

"Barcelona," featuring Paul Ash and hie orches-

a opened to a street scene of Barcelona, in which

e Dorothy Berke Girls danced the "Flamingo."

aol Small then announced the different Toreadors,

atadors. and the greatest bull thrower of all (liter-

ly speaking). Paul Ash then entered on a hobby -

>rse, to a wild and enthusiastic reception.

A "Hot tamale" (Jack North) and his banjo started

e show off well with his witty remarks, imitations

id comedy singing. He earned an encore. The or-

lestra, in a pretty Spanish setting, was then led by

aol Ash, with a good arrangement of "When Sum-
er Is Gone." Paul Small pleased with a vocal

lorus. A special request number, "I'll Get By."

ayed by the orchestra, started off well, but was in-

rrupted by Bobby Gilbert, supposedly a violinist in

e band. Bobby wanted to play a solo and when he

as permitted, his playing, comedy, and recitation on

s violin earned him an encore in which he played

s violin and did a Russian dance, simultaneously.

Joe and Jane McKenna, pleased with their comedy
incing. Rene and Evelyn then danced a fine tango

Borge Miller played his accordion and the Berke
iris played concertinas.

The last show, every night at this house is a
"hoopee show and usually, has an added attraction,

aol Ash announced the added attraction. Ben Blue
ho offered comedy dancing, a burlesque on Jolson

aging, "Sonny Boy" and other comedy situations

at were received very well. This act was rather

ng, but it seemed to please the audience.

The entire ensemble entered as Paul Small sang
}hiquita" for the closing number.

<Jew Orleans Saenger
Week Ending February 1

Just why the Publix unit was named "Babies on
oadway," is difficult to determine, but the only

lution which can be given is probably the gentleman
10 names the sleeping cars was called into confer-

ee with the producer and gave him a hot one, as

e only section of Broadway shown is flaring one-

eets of Eddie Cantor, Al Jolson and others of lesser

me. And it is a well known fact that the police

n't allow billboards on the famed boardwalk to

scure the flashing lights of lobster palaces, night

ibs and incidentally, theatres.

Despite the fact that their names did not appear
the billing matter as features the Coalette Sisters

e the hit of the performances. Little bits of hu-
mify, they danced and sang their way into the
arts of the audiences throughout all the week.
Du Calion, billed as a comedian, does some won-
rful balancing atop a ladder which stands erect

the stage, though it wabbles a bit occasionally
len a wrong note is struck on the mandolin he
umbs. He ie assisted in his act by a shapely
ung lady who forgot to dress from her waist down.
The chorus this week seems to be composed of

incipals as each of the nine girls is an accom-
shed toe dancer and working in unison produced
pretty effect, made doubly so by lavish wardrobe
d the lights. After sitting through this part of the
rformance one could truthfully say, they could
ve never done it with ingrowing toe-naite.

Die presentation includes the singing of "Sonny
•y" by Steve and Mack, members of the stage band,
m are growing in popularity daily.

Don Phillipini conducting the Saenger Grand Or-
estra, assisted by John Hammond at the organ
idered, "Among My Souvenirs," which completes
i musical program.
Motwithstanding the name of the unit one hour of

id enjoyment is given those fortunate enough to

end and Ben Black is entitled to the credit.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending January 19

Dave Apollon's Russian Revue, with the Goodell

Twins, Irene Smith and the Manila Orchestra, gave

an excellent and entertaining performance at the

Stanley this week. Apollon is a versatile artist who,

in addition to acting as master of ceremonies, is a

wizard at dancing and plays, the piano, banjo and

accordion equally well.

Dave Apollon gives a remarkable exhibition of his

skill as an instrumentalist by playing a mandolin

solo with one hand and a piano accompaniment with

the other. This number is accorded a hearty round

of applause.

He then introduces the Manila orchestra, consisting

of eight Philippine boys in elaborate costumes all

playing stringed instruments. They play a "blues"

number and the Goodell Twins more striking than

ever in red with rhinestone vests, dance a brilliant

number accompanied by both the Manila and the

Stanley orchestras to great applause.

Irene Smith who appears in male costume, creates

a sensation with her version of "Mississippi Mud,"

being recalled repeatedly but 6he responds only with

a brief speech of thanks.

The Manila Orchestra gives an interpretation of

"Rhapsody in Blue" after which one of the mem-
bers sings "Indian Love Song" in a very pleasing

voice. He is brought back for a little speech by much
applause.

The Goodell Twins in black velvet tights with

rhinestone ornaments and white vests introduce a

new dance, leading into a finale in which all the

members of the Revue participate.

Minneapolis Minnesota
Week Ending February 1

"Bars and Stripes," the current stage attraction

at the Minnesota theatre, is laid in a scene of black

and white with an occasional dash of color and

plenty of pep from the performers. The interior

of a prison provides the correct setting for the pres-

entation. The Minnesota Serenaders, regaled in

black and white 6tripes, are directed for a few min-

utes by one of their own number until Al Mitchell

appears on the scene. He liberates the Jail Birds

(Gould Girls) from their cells. The girls are dressed

in light blue costumes and tight fitting bird caps.

Roy Chaney, one of the keepers of the jail, is on

next with a number of 6ongs. He takes several

encores and deserves them. Reed and Duthers, two

young fellows with about twice the number of joints

of other human beings, do a chain dance that hits

the audience in the right spot. They take their en-

core with some trick steps.

Eddie Dunstedter, the Minnesota's popular organ-

ist, takes the baton from Al Mitchell and leads the

Serenaders in "I Can't Give You Anything but

Love." The number is played according to Dun-
stedter's own arrangement of the music.

The Gould Girls, whose crime at this point is jay

walking, work out part of their sentence doing a

jay walker's dance. The prisoner's life is not en-

tirely a dance and a song for as the chorus goes
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through the various steps they are ordered to hold

position whenever the music stops. Al Mitchell

seems to take especial delight in making his pris-

oners' lives miserable.

The Dennis Sisters, three Minneapolis girls with

the unit, are featured "In Solitary." They come

on the stage in a cell from which they sing their

first song. Their second number and encore is given

without the aid of the cell.

Lambert i, who takes the part of the warden,

is easily the hit of the show, what with his wise

cracks and xylophone which he characterizes as a

pile of wood. His crowning-piece of nonsense is

"Humerous Cue." (Humoresque syncopated.)

In their final number the Gould Girls advance

from jail birds to keepers. Their costumes carry out

the general black and white color scheme and add

much to the effectiveness of the dance which is

designated as their daily dozen.

San Francisco WarReld
Week Ending January 31

The management of the Warfield is continuing

its policy of featuring screen stars in its stage

shows and this week presents Lina Basquette, who

ably demonstrates just why she was at one time

selected for the Follies. She offers a couple of

dances and ends with a curtain speech that must

be extemporaneous.
Horace Heidt's band offers the "Orpheus Over-

ture" from the pit and the curtain goes up on a

snow scene with the cold stuff coming down steadily.

Sixteen girls in white roll on on roller skates in

Fanchon and Marco "Rolling On" Idea, and go

through some marvelously effective evolutions, per-

forming drill and dance numbers. Maxine Evelyn,

dancing roller skater, offers some fancy steps, and

there are tumbling and acrobatic performances that

would be considered splendid, even without the en-

cumbrances of skates.

Horace Heidt, as master of ceremonies, introduces

Lina Basquette, a former San Francisco girl, who

offers a Gypsy dance. An Esquimo igloo rolls onto

the stage and when it turns around a piano comes

into view and Irrna, Dot and Hazel, also on skates,

sing "Crazy Rhythm" and "Memories."

The Fanchon and Marco Beauties offer "March of

the Toys" on skates and win rounds of applause

for their well trained efforts, this number proving

the hit of the show.

The band offers a vocal number in glee club style,

featuring Harry Moore, following with a comedy

number, "Where You Worka John?" in which the

boys hastily don odd costumes and offer solos.

The curtain goes up again on a new scene, two

men in Russian costume tumble and balance on

skates, while a third turns somersaults and does

seemingly impossible stunts, while the girls flit

about as butterflies, with some of them posing

against the curtain at the rear.

The boys in the orchestra offer a special song

about Lina Basquette and the brunette beauty does

a dance number that calls for nimble feet. The

show comes to an end with the radiant Lina appear-

ing before the curtain and telling the audience how

happy she is to be home again.
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Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending January 20

"Wild and Woolly" is the subject of the stage
presentation this week of Al Belasco and his Joy
Boys, and how they put it over. There's lots of

Whoopee, western atmosphere, etc., and plenty origi-

nal, too, folks.

The scene opens up with the Joy Boys, all dressed
as Western rangers and cowboys, sitting in the open
alongside an adobe shack. In the background are the
Sierras, Rockies, Andes or whatever you want to call

them, all lighted up. A real outdoor scene. From
time to time the Chinese cook, who later turns out
to be Joe Wong, singer, comes out on the porch of

the adobe hut. He's dressed in blue with a white
cap and apron.

The Torney Girls do a fancy stepping western
trot and they're dressed in appropriate western cos-

tumes. Plenty of snap to their work, and then in

blows Al Belasco, and oh, boy, what a pair of woolly
chaps this lad has on. Then comes, Bob, Bob and
Bobbie on the 6tage. Two men and a clever dog.

They do a lot of acrobatic stuff and throw things
around, but it's all clever. And the dog sure con-
tributes his part, too. All get a big hand from the

audience. Whoopee!

Al and the Joy Boys then show us what they can
do with "II Trovatore" in the jazz version. Pretty

hot, and with lots of noise. The crowd likes it o. k.

We then see Sammy Cohen who makes a few smart
cracks and promises to be back later in the perform-
ance. That little Chinese cook then comes out and
shows us that he can sing, and we don't mean maybe.
He also gives a good version of "When Irish Eyes Are
Smiling." The audience likes him first rate.

Dan and Gladys Ahearn then do some darn good
dancing while swinging ropes, a la Rogers. The
crowd likes this, and the girl is good to look at.

Next we have the orchestra playing, "My Tonia" and
Charles Barnes singing it. The Torney Girls come
out dressed as senors and senoritas and show us a
few Spanish dances. It is good and doesn't last too

long.

Sammy Cohen, movie star, then comes out and does

a lot of funny antics. Anytime you can't get a laugh

out of Sammy you'd better consult a doctor. Yep,

thar's bars in them thar woods, stranger. So long.

Organ Clubs Continue
to Be Novelties

When the novelty of sound motion pictures
has worn off and passed away, organ clubs
will still continue to be a unique form of en-
tertaining theatre crowds. This stunt is be-

ing used to a considerable degree by a num-
ber of popular organists all over the country,
and in order to make the specialty more en-
tertaining, some one is always originating a
new idea that can be added to its value.

For example, Roy E. Churchill, featured
organist at the Burns theatre in Colorado
Springs, writes that he broadcasts for one
hour every day and on Saturdays invites the
children and their parents for a song fest.

Mr. Churchill has one of these organ clubs
and issues buttons and membership cards to

each newcomer. Through the courtesy of

some candy or bakery shop, he is also able
to give them edible novelties.

The daily radio broadcasting and various
window and newspaper tieups helps the the-

atre secure a house full of kiddies and en-
ables Churchill to enroll a real bunch of

boosters. Last Saturday the local Pathe
news cameraman took scenes of the song fes-

tival which will be shown at that theatre.

Such novelties as this place the exhibitor

and the theatre staff in a prominent position

in their community. No matter how large
or small a theatre may be, it is always neces-
sary to conduct its activities on the basis of

a large family by giving its patrons some-
thing of local interest.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending January 26

Fast fun with song and dance numbers, no acts

being given places more prominent than others on

the program, comprised the Mainstreet stage offering.

Dave Seed and Ralph Austin in a skit titled,

"Success," mixed humorous dialogue and vocal num-
bers with just enough dance 6teps to top off the num-
ber. It was good hokum. Madeline, a diminutive

opera singer billed as "Five Feet of Opera," sang

selections just near enough to being of the light

opera type to cause the audiences to bring her back

for an encore at virtually every performance.

George Burns and Grace Allen, in "Lamb Chops."
mixed a bit of everything, from hokum and humorous
dialogue, to vocal numbers in their act, which in-

cluded some new jokes. The "Texas Four," as could
be supposed, is a male quartet in a selection of

songs titled, "Easin' Along Oozin' Melodies." There
is just enough humor and jokes intermingled with
the act to balance it well.

Harlan Christie was on the job, as usual, as

master of ceremonies, doing a vocal number of his

own and keeping the program constantly supplied

with the life and "pep" which made it go over good.
Davison's Louisville Loons, playing an extended en-

gagement as the theatre's orchestral attraction,

offered popular selections as the overture.

Pittsburgh Penn
Week Ending January 19

Publix Unit, "The Magic Rug," proved to be in

keeping with high average of entertainment value set

by these units. The offering opens with Burns and
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Kissen, comedians, in an Oriental temple. They are
crystal gazing and wise cracking. They call upon
Allah for the best in entertainment. The stage opens
full and the Foster Girls are seen in a beautiful

shadow dance.

Gordon and King do a series of buck and wing and
tap dances. The boys are very clever and got a big
hand at every appearance.

Emilie and Romaine appear via a traveling rug,

and do the most daring adagio dance seen here in a
long while. They made a big hit. Harry Johnson,
tenor, does well with several short solos.

Teddy Joyce, popular master of ceremonies, was
again in his glory, this time as the "Rajah of the

Harem." Burns and Kissen, as noted before opened
the act, and towards the finale, sang three parodies

on recent popular hits which brought the house down.

Detroit Michigan
Week Ending January 25

Al Evans and his Michiganders returned to the

Michigan stage this week after an absence of a week

to blow some bubbles in the Publix presentation by

that name.
The curtain went up to the tune of "I'm Forever

Blowing Bubbles" and disclosed the Dave Gould Girls,

behind a scrim curtain, doing a ballet number in

which they tossed about huge balloons in lieu of

bubbles.

A projector threw myriads of other bubbles on the

scrim and at the close of the opening dance, this cur-

tain also went up and the girls paraded to the foot-

lights and tossed the balloons out to the audience.

The Michiganders then played an orchestra spe-

cialty, "Happy Days and Lonely Nights," Evans
singing the chorus. He has a good voice, and uses

it to advantage in these specialties.

Next was Gene Sheldon, a nut banjoist and dancer.

Sheldon affected stage fright and was forever getting

his fingers stuck under the strings of his instrument.

Eventually he got all the digits untangled and pro-

ceeded to strum the banjo lustily, his best number

being an impersonation of a train getting under way.

To close, Sheldon had a comic dance in which he

took some hard falls easily and without exertion.

The Gould Girls came back then in yellow dresses

and with red, white and blue parasols which they

used effectively in a dance number.
Ross and Edwards were a couple of boys with a

line of glib chatter and nice, close harmony voices.

Their numbers were, "What Do I Care?" and the

popular, "There's a Rainbow Round My Shoulder."

The Gatanos had a classical dance and for the

finale the Gould Girls re-appeared in their yellow

dresses, this time with yellow parasols. The girls

placed the parasols in large, metallic vases along the

stage, whereupon said parasols magically sprouted

lights and began to revolve. The whole company was

on the stage for the closing, for a theme song about

bubbles.

Eduard Werner, conductor of the Michigan Sym-

phony Orchestra, had a novelty for his overture. It

was selections from the opera, "Mignon," during

which Marion Talley sang over the Vitaphone, Wer-

ner synchronizing his orchestra with the Vitaphone

to provide the accompaniment for this young singer.

Omaha Riviera
Week Ending January 31

"Parisian Nights" is the attraction at the Omaha

Riviera, alongside with "Alias Jimmy Valentine." The

Parisian nights, both of the bright light kind and

the bursting kind so familiar to A. E. F.ers, are pre-

sented amid one of the most striking stage settings

sent out from the Publix workshops in many months.

The stageshow opens with the 12 Foster Girls danc-

ing through curtains representing the Folies Bergeres.

Moulin Rouge, Le Chat Noir and other convivial

places of Paris. The dancers are particularly good,

their rhythm being perfect.

On the program besides Jay Mills, stage master,

are the Novelle Brothers, violinists-acrobats and

whistlers ; Ginger Rogers, singer of kid songs ;
Duval

and Andre, Apache dancers, and Henry Mack, ban-

tone.

A "phantom organ." with no one at the console as

the music poured frth, is the stunt of Herbie Koch,

organist, during the week.

New York Paramount
Week Ending February 1

Paul Oscard's stage presentation, "Southern Belles

featured Miller and Lyles, the famous black-face

comedians of "Shuffle Along," as an added attraction.

This production proved to be a snappy, well routined

show, with only one place where its speed was les-

sened.

The Four Dictators, first sang "Swanee River" in a

Levee scene. Following this Gene Rodemich and the

orchestra on the lawn of a southern colonial man;

sion played. "A Precious Little Thing Called Love.

A vocal chorus was sung by Ross MacLean. An old

Confederate soldier (Eddie Mathews) then did a gun
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II and an acrobatic dance that was received very

II.

The Albertina Rasch Girls then danced a Golliwog

routine. Miller and Lyles, slowed the show con-

erably. nevertheless, the audience liked them and

•ced them to take an encore. The Dictators har-

.nized very well in the song "Magnolia" as the

sch dancers carried lighted magnolias and do a toe

itine.

The Three Ormonde Sisters sang and then did a toy

1 dance to the "Parade of the Wooden Soldiers."

lowing this with a fast tap which earned them
encore. The Ballet next offered a tap and cane

;tine, with the assistance of Eddie Mathews, who
iced real well as many lighted stars lowered from
. fly gallery and the entire ensemble entered for

ale.

hiladelphia Fox
Week Ending January 25

Tharles Bennington and his Newsboys' Harmonica

nd introduce some unique and unusual features

their act and win the hearty approval of the

iiences at the Fox theatre this week.

The stage setting suggests the Brooklyn bridge

h the lights of New York and flashing electric

ns in the background. The boys' costumes are

interesting study, for they are garbed as typical

eet urchins, with patches galore, sweaters of

Iliant hue and clothes the worse for wear. A
p game gives local color to their act. The game
interrupted by a cop's whistle, which scatters the

• before the stakes a-e rescued. Instead of a

> it appears to be one of the gang, who steps in

i gathers up the stakes. The boys all return and
z up a tune almost starting the audience to

. aying. Charles Bennington apparently does his

!y dozen while leading them and at times seems
draw the music out of the boys,

[he most interesting feature of their act is the

er Stuyvesant Peg Dance. A black drop forms
• background for twelve men in long red cloaks

h Mack trousers and Bennington in black and
ite costume with long black cape. They all ap-

ir to have one wooden leg and dance in unison

a number of old melodies, "Swanee River," "Yan-
• Doodle," "Dixie" and "John Brown's Body."
'en two of their number do a red hot Charleston

which the peg legs are apparently no drawback,
fact in the tap dancing they are quite an asset.

alt Lake City Capitol
Week Ending January 19

The Capitol presented as a stage attraction this

»k the Fanchon and Marco "Hats Idea," with a
: >d deal of success. This act was unusual to the

» ent that it featured the personal appearance of

'irlie Murray, famous screen comedian, and he was
Icomed enthusiastically by his audiences here.

Murray is supported by a host of talent and the

ikist Beauties, in song and dance numbers, while
himself becomes master of ceremonies, addresses

audience and also dances a little and very well,

cille Page, sensational acrobatic dancer ; Billy

rder, personality singer and Maxine Doyle,

acious dancer, are also featured on this bill,

il Kalar in one of his character songs is called

•k for another, and Oliver Alberti and his band
• much toward the success of the act, as does

lander Schreiner at the organ.

ndianapolis Indiana
Week Ending February 2

rhe state show is a big hit this week. "After
u're Gone," an old time song, is revived and the

isty hinge" trio, as Charlie Davis once called it,

'!S a bit of rhythmic singing,

n addition Davis contributes a pianologue about
young girl and a young man during a vacation

• Atlantic City, an amusing bit of nonsense. Chief
the supporting cast is Harry Downing, an irre-

i >nsible clown with an excellent comedy sense and
lock of new material.

.ansas City Pantages
Week Ending January 25

rhe Jean Schwartz Revue was given a prominent
ce on the stage program at the Pantages theatre,

revue including two girl harmonists and two
ing dancers. The revue presented a well balanced
angement in a mixture of dancing and vocal
aibers and was well received by the audiences.
Che Liazeed Troupe proved to be a group of un-
lal foreign gymnasts, featuring one member of

! troupe who holds the other seven members of
company on his shoulders and doing it with

•h apparent ease that the stunt goes over well
h the audiences.

Telaak and Dean, a singing and dancing act. is

well balanced, including a number of fast and diffi-

cult dance steps and some popular songs.

Gordon and Groff have a comic line of patter,

which includes a wide varjety of jokes and humor.

The Perettos have an aerial act that includes some
new stunts, along with other stunts which are not

so new, but difficult, nevertheless.

Louie Charninsky and his Pantages orchestra offer

popular selections as the overture.

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending January 25

Ed Lowry*s presentation was "South Sea Breezes"

with Frank Melino and his company: Ted and Jack

Dale, Gilmay and the Foster Girls as the headlined

performers.
Dave Silverman's overture with Stuart Barrie at

the organ was entitled. "Musical Divertisement"

and included a special arrangement of "Blue

Danube."

New Haven Olympia
Week Ending January 23

The stage show seen at this theatre is Dave
Gould's first attempt as a producer, he formerly

being dance stager for Publix. He has done a fine

job with the show being unusually good.

The Lucky Boys and Johnny Perkins both hit high

spots in the show, the applause being tremendous.

Cunningham and Clements do three dances, adagio,

whirlwind and acrobatic. The Gould Girls do well

with their numbers.
Three scenic flashes also adds to the enjoyment.

Incidently this is the first modernistic set we have

Salt Lake City Pantages
Week Ending January 19

Eddie Ross, black face comedian, heads the Pan-

tages theatre vaudeville this week, with a new line

of patter, and is well received. Miller and Peterson

offer a series of comic dance numbers at the opening

of the bill and a skit called. "Prevarications" offere

plenty of laughs.

Lloyd and Doherty present a colorful and snappy

song and dance revue that adds the finishing touch

to the vaudeville performance. The picture presen-

tation shown this week is the second week of "Sub-

marine" and very good crowds have been enjoyed.

Brooklyn Fox
Week Ending February 1

An overture of "Lustspiel" was first offered by the

Fox Orchestra, under the direction of Dr. Joseph

Klein. The 6tage presentation followed:

1—A typical musical comedy scene (beautiful gar-

den, water fountains, etc.) in which Glen Dale, in a

pleasing voice, sang a love song to a pretty girl.

The 16 Leonidoff Girk followed this with a neat

ballet routine.

2—A Lamp Shade Fantasy: This was in the form

of a large lamp, with an enormous shade, through

which the silhouette's of three girls were seen danc-

ing an Oriental routine. The girls were Sadie Rice.

Harriet Clark and Gertrude Finell. This was one of

the most novel ideas ever witnessed in a presentation

house. The audience proved their appreciation, by

applauding strong.
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3—Another beautiful scene, in which Stone, Ver-

non, Lazzle and Morton (one girl and three men)
offered one of the best adagio dances ever seen any-

where. The entire cast then entered as the Leonidoff

Girls did a pleasing routine for the finale.

This fine show deserves special mentioning, inas-

much as it was vastly different than the usual pres-

entation program. Each act had their own special

settings and between each scene Fox Movietone News
and a novel'-y picture were shown. The orchestra

supplied all the music from the pit.

Cropper Has Fine Support-

ing Cast in Chicago Show
Roy Cropper, the well known tenor of the "Stu-

dent Prince," has been held over by the Chicago

theatre to take part in their new stage presentation

this week. Cropper sings "My Mother's Eyes." the

theme song of George Jessel's first talking picture

called "Lucky Boy." which is published by Leo

Feist Inc. The stage offering was produced by

Frank Cambria and H. Leopold Spitalny supplied

the orchestral accompaniment. Among the well

known performers are the Lassiter Brothers. De
Carlos and Louise, and many other soloists.

Here's a Good Way to

Prevent "Flu"
One of the rules laid down by Dr. John C. Gerster.

house physician of the Roxy theatre. New York, is

the daily half-hour walk prescribed to the army of

performers at that theatre. Every aftejnoon the

huge staff can be seen parading down 51st street

between 6th and Tth avenues, as a preventive means

for the contraction of influenza.

This is a very good plan and one that should be

practiced by other theatres with service staffs as

well as the talent staff.

The emergency hospital and its staff at the Roxy

theatre is not only at the disposal of the patrons

but also is available to the theatre employes with

all its facilities free of charge.

Ullman Boosting Morris'

Songs
Irving Ullman. Chicago representative for the Joe

Morris Music Company, states thai the firm has one

of the best songs in the country. The number is

called "Carolina Moon" and is beginning to spread.

Ullman is entering his second year with Morns. He

was formerly with Waterson. Berlin & Snyder for

seven years.

Joe Morris is expected to visit Chicago soon witn

the possibility of establishing a permanent office here

with Ullman in charge.

Playing for R K O
Resolved to make their two-a-day theatres an im-

portant part of today's entertainment. Radio-Keith-

Orpheum is presenting bigger and better names at

the Palace theatre, Chicago. This week the head-

liner is Charlie Murray, notable comedian of the

screen who has also had considerable stage experi-

ence before he was in such great demand for the

celluloids. Mr. Murray will present a skit entitled

"The Breezy Breath of Hollywood."

PAULINE GASKINS
"The Presentation

Song and Dance
Girl"

Now Playing Return
Engagements for

BALABAN & KATZ

Just completed a tour of

PUBLIX

Direction

Wm. Morris Agency

INFORMS FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 B'wmj
N. Y. City
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Here's a piece of interest that most likely is news
to you: Did you know that along the alley there
are about ten blind peddlers (more than half of them
fakers) .... They have a union the same as mu-
sicians, plumbers, etc. Their panhandling time
along Broadway is limited and according to schedule.
For instance, when 10 o'clock appears on the Para-
mount Building clock, his time is up. He has to
get off the avenue, and the next man replaces him.
Some racket, isn't it?

* * *

Monty Wilhite has a big hit here in the East and
the middle West in his own composition entitled
"When Summer Is Gone" (recently taken over by
T. B. Harms from Ted Brown.) Wilhite has been
connected with Ted Brown for the last two and a
half years as New York representative, during
which time he has contributed to his firm three big
hits, "Yesterday," "Tomorrow" and his latest,
"When Summer Is Gone." Writing great tunes
and being a hustler is rapidly establishing quite a
reputation for Wilhite.

* * *

There are so many changes taking place in the
music business these days its a mighty tough job
trying to keep up with them all. What with all
these music publishers and picture companies merg-
ing it won't be long before the publishers will be
making pictures and the picture companies publish-
ing songs. In fact we are thinking of wiring one
of our piano rooms for movietone, and don't be sur-
prised to find Clara Bow in there some day. making
a talking picture. (By the way, I went to the
Roxy last night to see "In Old Arizona," and just
want to tell you that in my estimation, its the last
word in "talkies".)

* • •

Billy Rockwell, for years connected here in the
East with Villa Moret, has severed his connections
with that force and is now associated with Henry
Spitzer in the exploitation department of T. B.
Harms. Rockwell will act as advisor and general
all around assistant to Spitzer in the manipulation
of their firm's marvelous catalogue.

* * •

Columbia Pictures Inc. have just pulled a mar-
velous deal with The Victor Talking Machine com-
pany, whereby they are to make talking shorts of
the many artiste under the Victor banner. It was
only a short time ago that Columbia Pictures was
a small concern and not meaning very much to the
picture industry. Through the successful hard work
and manipulations of Joe Brandt, Jack and Harry
Cohn they have today built this concern up to one
of the leading picture producing companies. This
hook-up with the Victor company should prove in
a very short time the wisdom of these boys. Out-
side of Brandt's weakness for bridge. Jack Conn's
weakness for bum jokes, and Harry Cohn's weak-
ness for themematic music, all three of the boys are
100 per cent.

* * *

Never in the history of the music business have
there been so many GOOD songs out on the market
at the same time. Almost without exception, every
publisher, large and small, has a good song riding.
Some of the publishers, with their leading 6ongs,
are as follows: DeSylva, Brown and Henderson,
"The Song I Love;" Berlin Inc., "I'll Get By;"
Shapiro-Bernstein, "Sweetheart of All My Dreams;"
Ager, Yellen & Bornstein, "Glad Rag Doll ;" Spier &
Coslow Inc., "A Love Tale of Alsace Lorraine ;"

Forster, "Caressing You:" Remick, "Doing the Rac-
coon ;" Robbins, "If I Had You ;" Villa Moret,
"She's Funny That Way;" Milton Weil, "Sweet-
hearts On Parade;" Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble,
"Me and the Man in the Moon ;" Feist, "My Black-
birds Are Bluebirds Now," and Mills with "I Can't
Love or Anything But GIVE, Baby." With these
big songs predominating in the East, and with many
more good ones in the West and Middle West, it'll

take a terrific big song to penetrate the above list

in order to sweep the nation, as did "Sonny Boy."
« * *

All the publishers are optimistic, and by the looks
of the various catalogues it does look like a big
1929. I think that right now there is as good a
collection of songs as I have ever heard.

* * •

It may interest my many friends around the coun-
try to know that Paramount Pictures have be-
come interested in the firm of Spier & Coslow Inc.

LARRY SPIER.

ORGAN SOLOS
Henry B. Murtagh (Brooklyn Paramount) called

his solo "A Flock of Love Songs" and used it as a
song fest that had everyone singing. He played the
following songs, "The Song I Love," "Sweet Ade-
line," "Sally of My Dreams" and closed with an-
other chorus of "The Song I Love." As usual,
Murtagh's applause was tremendous.

Chauncey Haines (Chicago, Norshore) played a
community solo called the "Drug Store Cowboy
Rodeo." The songs sung were "I Scream," "I Loved
You Then," "Good Bad Little You," "She's Just
Too Sweet for Words," "Sweethearts on Parade"
and a parody on "Sweet Adeline." A plant in the
audience sang "I'll Get By." This being North-
western night, several college songs were injected
and a lot of fun was had by all. The solo ended
with a new version of "Old MacDonald Had a
Farm."

Jesse Crawford (New York Paramount) presented
his usual organ concert. He has the happy faculty
of knowing just how much to give this audience.
He played only two numbers this week. They were
"I'll Get By" and "Me and the Man in the Moon."
Slides were used but no one singe at this house,
and Crawford does not try to make them. The
crowd always gives him a fine hand for his good
technique.

J. Gibbs Spring (Park Ridge, III., Pickwick) re-

ports that he used the "Singing Organist" as a solo

last week, in which the organist dreams of his

former sweethearts. It opens with snatches of
"Sweethearts on Parade." "Bartlett's Dream,"
"What's Become of Sally." "Mary," "Rosette" and
"Sweet Adeline." In this solo such songs as
"Dream Train" and "Last Night I Was Dreaming"
were interpolated. It was quite a novelty for a
community solo, in which the orchestra also accom-
panied some of the gag slides.

Kenneth T. Wright (Menominee, Mich., Lloyds)
says he used an original novelty called "Hits of
Yesterday," using the following 6ongs: "Stay Out
of the South," "Sweethearts on Parade," "I Faw
Down and Go Boom." The last song was broad-
cast through a microphone arrangement at the con-
sole, in which Wright requested the audience to

sing the last song in an old fashion round like it

was sung in school. The intimate idea of speaking
through the apparatus proved a sensation and put
the community 6olo over in great style.

Les Hoadley (Milwaukee, Wisconsin) used a medley
this week and put them over in very good style.

Fir6t he plays the popular song, "Marie," and fol-

lows up with a slide depicting what billboard signs

look like when they're all together. Some funny
sayings make the crowd laugh a great deal. Next
comes "There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder"
and it finishes up a snappy program by Les which
is enjoyed a whole lot by the crowd.

THEME SONGS
Fanny Brice is singing "I'm an Indian" as one

of the feature songs in her Warner Bros. Vitaphone
picture, called "My Man." This is a Mills Music
Inc. number, written by Blanch Merrill and Leo
Edwards.

Sono-Art productions has selected James Hanley
to write several theme songs for their future pic-

tures. One of Hanley's themes will be carried
through the story of "Broadway Bound," now in

production, starring Eddie Downing. Some of the
songs in this photoplay are "Sleepy Valley," "Smile
Little Pal," "Tambourine Tune," and "Just a Rose
Covered Doorway."

State 5918
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songs
BEST SELLERS

"Carolina Moon" — (Morris Music
Co.).

"I'll Get By—(Irving Berlin).
"Szveethearts on Parade"—(Milton

Weil).
"Marie"—(Iring Berlin).
"I Faw Down An' Go Boom"—

(Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble).
"Where the Shy Little Violets Grovf'—(Remick Music Corp.).
"Dream Train"—(Milton Weil).
'"Happy Days and Lonely Nights"—

(Ager, Yellen & Bornstein).
"Avalon Town"—(Sherman, Clay).
"Me and the Man in the Moon"—

(Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble).
"There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoul-

der"—(Irving Berlin).
"Sonny Boy"—(DeSylva, Brown &

Henderson).
"Sally of My Dreams"—(DeSylva,

Brown & Henderson).
"Song I Love"—(DeSylva, Brown &

Henderson).
"Love Tale of Alsace Lorraine"—

(Spier & Coslow).
"High Up on a Hill Top"—(Leo

Feist).

MY ANGELINE— (Leo Feist, Inc.)—By the writer!
of Ramona. A beautiful tune with a real lyric

Looks like the goods. Will be very big in a ehori

while. Lyric by L. Wolfe Gilbert, music by Mabe!
Wayne.

• • •

WHERE IS THE SONG OF SONGS FOR ME—
(Irving Berlin, Inc.)—An Irving Berlin song thai

classes with his best. Written as a waltz and h
the theme song for the Griffith picture Lady of fh<

Pavements. Is really a classic.
• • •

I'M WILD ABOUT HORNS ON AUTOMOBILES
THAT GO TA-TA-TA-TA— (Shapiro-Bernstein)—

A

nut song. When one clicks, the market is immediately

flooded with them. Is a funny song and might be

commercial. By Clarence Gaskill.
• • •

KIDDIES KABARET— (Harold Rossiter)—A kid

song that is written up cleverly. Hard to predict itf

commercial value but you never can tell. It might be

one of those things. By Arthur Sizemore, Bernie

Grossman and Sverre Elsmo.
• • •

MY IDEAL—(Winton Music Co.)—A new Cleveland

publisher has a very good fox trot ballad in this song.

Words and music by Larry Norrett and Sam H.

Stept.
• * *

IN SUNNY HAWAII— (Villa Moret, Inc.)-A

Hawaiian song that is real pretty. All about the

south seas where it is always warm. How I envy

them there. Words by Eddie Palmer, music by Harry

Archer.
• * •

THERE'S A PLACE IN THE SUN FOR YOU-
(Green & Stept, Inc.)—A cheer up song. This pub-

lisher although new has a big song and this might

be another one. Words and music by Bud Green ami

Sammy Fain.
» * *

MY KINDA LOVE— (Robbins Music Corp.)—

A

blues ballad. Starts off dramatic and winds up as a

blue song. A very clever idea. Lyric by Jo Trent,

music by Louis Alter.
• • •

CRADLE OF LOVE— (Leo Feist, Inc.)—A song on

the order of Blue Heaven. A song of this type is

about due to click and this has a very good chance.

Lyric by L. Wolfe Gilbert, music by Mabel Wayne.
• • •

THE TOYMAKER'S DREAM— (E. B. Marks Music

Co.)—A characteristic song that reminds one of the

Parade of the Wooden Soldiers by the same publisher.

Is sure odd and different and should make a good

orchestra tune. Words and music by Ernie Golden.
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Eight-Foot Cutout

Stolen from Theatre
Nancy Carroll certainly has an en-

thusiastic admirer in Detroit. For
the engagement of "Abie's Irish

Rose" at the Madison theatre, the

management placed an eight-foot

beaverboard cutout of Miss Carroll

in front o. the theatre. During the

night someone stole it. Oscar Doob,
publicity director for the Kunsky or-

ganization, pointed out that whoever
took the cutout must have used a

truck, as it was much too large to be
carried away in any other manner.
Doob is wondering now whether the

electric signs over the marquise will

be carried away some night.

It s Thumbs Down On Cold Wave
When House Serves Hot Coffee

The next time a cold wave comes sweeping down upon your town, just consider

the plan put into service by Lester M. Flagg and L. H. Weskil, co-managers of the

Panada theatre at Sandpoint, Idaho.

When we are old and tottering, and the
young folks twist and shiver in the cold

—

or what they consider cold—we'll just open
up and tell them about the Big Winter of
1928-29 in the Middlewest and the young
uns just naturally will warm up on the
spot.

Blizzard Can't Stop 'Em
Idaho was no exception in January, and

when a blizzard cut through Sandpoint

—

and through its citizens, too—no one at the
Panada theatre expected any folk to come
out for the show, but they did. Of course
we've heard of refreshments served at

little theatres, and such, but this was dif-

ferent, and did it pay? Well, let the co-
managers tell us about it.

"This afternoon the weather conditions
were totally against us," they write, "and
we knew that the size of our matinee crowd
would be very small. There was a regu-

lar blizzard sweeping the town.

Piping Hot Coffee!

"We think that we have originated an
idea that might be carried out to good ad-
vantage in other theatres. We served cof-

fee (piping hot) with wafers to the few-

patrons that had nerve enough to weather
the storm in order to see our show. The

No Welcome Carved
On This Theatre Mat
A living example of a man who

falls readily into a new job and gives
it all he has is Jesse Day, new man-
ager at the Capitol theatre, Des
Moines. Day recently returned to

Iowa from Oshkosh where he had
charge of a Midwesco house.
Day dashed down to his office

bright and early on the £rst morning
after his arrival. The janitor, how-
ever, not expecting any such burst of
enthusiasm, had rolled two rubber
mats up against the inside of the
front doors of the theatre.

All unsuspecting, Day blithely

opened the door, caught his right foot
in one rug and his left in the other
and did a duckling dive into the cold
and unyielding terrazzo. No casual-

cost was small in comparison to the loss
that we were suffering in running the show,
but the papers got hold of the news and
gave us advertising that could not be
bought.
"We have no intentions of keeping up

the idea of coffee on every matinee when
the weather happens to be against us, but
it sounded mighty good to hear the per-
sonal thanks of the few patrons attending
the matinee, and it looked good in the
papers afterward. This was a total sur-
prise to the audience, as we did not adver-
tise it."

A community service, folks.

Novelty Ads Help
''Dancing Daughters

9 9

In Walla Walla House
Novelty advertising and many unique ex-

ploitation ideas were utilized by Manager
Frank Hill of the Liberty theatre at Walla
Walla, Wash., in putting over M G M's "Our
Dancing Daughters." He was assisted by Hal
Elias, M G M exploiter.

Prior to playdate the regular theatre ads
carried underlines extracted from "Diana's
Diary" which described some of the highlights
of "Our Dancing Daughters."
The IValla Walla Union used four feature

stories, each of which was headed, "A
Glimpse of the Studio Stars with Joan Craw-
ford," and supposedly written by the latter.

The Walla Walla Bulletin gave space to a
slogan contest which netted four stories and
one-column cuts of principals. Contestants
were asked to name the stars and submit one
or more slogans for the Bulletin want ad
columns. Tickets were offered as awards.
Cooperative pages featuring "Christmas

Gifts for Our Dancing Daughters" were put
over for both the Union and Bulletin.

A mezzanine display featured "The Jazz
Dictionary," and patrons were advised to turn
its pages. Closer inspection revealed that "A
stood for 'Anita,' one of the reveling flap-

pers of 'Our Dancing Daughters,' that jazz-

made jubilee." Other letters of the alphabet
were used similarly.

tefansson Visit

To Boston Ties in

With Polar Picture
There isn't a more effective way to put

er a picture than to tie up with some na-

nally known individual whose activities

rallel the action of the production.

Take for instance the happy experience of

anager "Tod" Browning of the B. F. Keith
emorial theatre at Boston, in connection

th a pre-view of Fox's "The Great White
jrth," a version of the H. A. and Sidney
io\v Arctic Expedition, with its photo-

aphic evidence of the fate of the missing
anbers of the Stetansson expedition of

13.

Vilhjalmur Stetansson was in Boston on
it date, and Manager Browning invited him
witness the showing of the film, and also

give his own story of the original expe-
ion which led to the taking of the picture.

Stefansson never before had seen the film

lich reveals the fate of his lost companions,
d the drama of the event brought a large

dience. The explorer's comments on the

n proved highly instructive.

Lucky Boy 99 Tieup

With Lucky Strike

Climax on Radio
'Lucky Boy" and "Lucky Strike" is a telling

mbination in a tieup effected by Al Selig,

ector of advertising and publicity of Tif-
ny-Stahl, for George Jessel's first singing
d talking picture.

In addition to the newspaper and magazine
vertising, George Jessel's endorsement of
; Lucky Strike cigaret is being broadcast
er WEAF'S nationwide network on the
icky Strike Hour on Saturday nights, a

ek preceding the opening of "Lucky Boy"
'oughout the country and for several weeks
:reafter.

tfes were reported except a crop of
black and blue spots quite compre-
hensively distributed (if you will in-

sist), over certain strategic areas!
If passersby saw the descent, and

surely Fate wouldn't waste such acro-
batics on an empty lobby, they must
have thought he was trying out a
spectacular interpretation of, "I Faw
Down and Go Boom." Day says that
there isn't the slightest doubt about
the "boom."

Call for Novel Form in

Puzzle Replies Goes Over
The newspaper cooperative ad and the

keyed word puzzle brought some interesting

results at the State theatre in Altoona, Pa.,

for Universal's "The Man Who Laughs."
The instructions called for presenting the

keyed sentence at the theatre in a novel form.

One reply was a rebus in a walnut shell:

another was a blueprint in an apple.
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Who'll Be My Valentine?

GIRL'S CARD

VALENTINE DATE NIGHT

MAJESTIC THEATRE
Thursday, February 14th, 1929

po
D

DOLORES DEL RIO & VICTOR McLAGLEN

in "LOVES OF CARMEN
SOME BOY Has a Valentine Date Night Card

That Corresponds With the Serial Number on

This Card. See That He Invites You to This

1

1

BIG VALENTINE SHOW. N? 510

Here is a reproduction of the girl's card for Valentine Date Night, which is explained by

Guy D. Hammitt of the Majestic theatre at Seymour, Ind., elsewhere on this page. The
boy's card, printed in black on a red stock, is very similar to the above, with the exception

of the use of a cupid figure on the left and these words in the three lines to tlie right: "FIND
THE GIRL who has a Valentine Date Card That Corresponds With the Serial Number

on This Card, Then Make a Date for This."

Valentine Date Night Cards Wins

School Flappers, Hammitt Finds
The Valentine Date Night idea is presented to HERALD-WORLD readers here-

with through the cooperation of Guy D. Hammitt ("Mexican Joe") of the Majes-

tic theatre at Seymour, Ind.

Unfortunately it is perhaps a bit late for

use for this February 14, but, as Hammitt
suggests, the idea is just as good for a "Sur-

prise Night." So help yourselves, folks, with

Hammitt's compliments.

"I pass this little idea exclusively to

Herald-World readers," Hammitt writes to

this department. "I have used it before on

date nights and it proved very successful.

"This stunt works better in colleges than in

high schools. But in this day and age of the

fair flapper, they like it. This stunt can also

be used on a 'Surprise Program.'

"

Police Attend Special

Showing of "Me, Gangster'
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, Feb. 5.—Superintendent
of Police, Ray and his staff were guests of

the Tudor theatre recently where they wit-

nessed a special screening of "Me, Gangster."

Many officers not on their beats attended.

Here is an example of a real shadow box. W. M. Beadell, resident manager of the

lllini theatre at Sterling, III., sends it in to "The Theatre" with the comment: "The

cabin is made of real timber and cutouts from a one-sheet poster. Causes much atten-

tion." We'll go Beadell a step farther and say that it's one splendid piece of

exploitation.

Notwithstanding the fact that the West Coast

Theatres are the best ventilated buildings in

town the Health Office has seen fit to

request us to close temporarily.

|

Air Changed
Every 5 Minutes

o

§ The tame conditions are maintained in whiter and ram-

mer. In the summer the humidity is reduced—In

the winter the humidity is increased—This ii

done by wanning the water in the

spray chamber—the result of

an this is a theatre liter*

ally filled with ideal

climate.

Watch for !

D

These Pictures
j

CLARA BOW in "Three Week Ends"
g

JOHN GILBERT in "Masks of the Devil"
jj

"ON TRIAL" 100% Vitaphone Talking Special

MARION DAVIES in "Show People"

Fox Special "Mother Knows Best"

REMEMBER!

West Coast

Theatres
FOR

Perfect

Ventilationo

L.
This newspaper ad, run by Al W.

Gillis, of the Yakima West Coast

Theatres, is reproduced as a pos-

sible solution of the situation

which may be produced by some

city official who permits emotion

to override judgment.

Oldest Two Lovers Found

In Contest of Atlantan.

Forty couples married 50 years or mor<

were dined and entertained at the Howan
theatre in Atlanta in connection with ai

"Oldest Two Lovers" contest conducted b:

the Atlanta Constitution for Samuel Gold

wyn's United Artists picture, "Two Lovers.

The leading winners, of the two weeks con

test were Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Bailey, mar

ried 64 years and 11 months.
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As an advance publicity stunt for "The
Cameraman" the Hennepin-Orpheum em-

ployed two men. one of uhom resembled

Buster Keaton, to walk through the busi-

ness section of Minneapolis. The chap

who resembled Keaton carried a sign ad-

vertising the show, while the other, who
carried a motion picture camera, stopped

at frequent intervals to take pictures.

Minneapolis State

Lobby Is Sideshow
In "Barker"Ballyhoo

The State theatre at Minneapolis worked
n excellent ballyhoo to put over "The
barker." It went over, too, for the picture

tayed two weeks.
A special front, representing a row of side-

hows, concessions, and so forth, was built to

ive the impression of a fair or circus

rounds, as in the case recently reported by the

Ierald-World. A further touch was added

y using a variety of flags and banners. A
allyhoo man was installed in one of the side-

hows to run off a long spiel in imitation of

The Barker." He wore the regulation old

aggy clothes, red shirt, and dilapidated hat.

For the second week of the picture, the

allyhoo man was supplanted by a Yictrola.

?ight Music Shops Tie Up
In Victor Herbert Week

The Fox Midwesco Theatres in Milwaukee
•ffected a very good tieup with eight lead-
ng music shops and departments during the
ecent Victor Herbert Anniversary Week.
The music stores featured Orthophonic Vic-
or Records in the advertisement while the
heatres featured the program at the Wiscon-
sin theatre which included the rendition, by
he orchestra, of several of Herbert's selec-

ions.

Theatre Manager Starts

Saturday Matinee Club
(Special to the Herald-World)

SMITH FALLS, ONT., Feb. 5.—A Satur-
lay Matinee Club for children has been
tarted at the Rideau theatre by Manager Stan-
ey McNeill. All children paying an admis-
'.on fee on the first Saturday were provided
nth a membership card. Each time they are
atrons of the theatre for a Saturday matinee
erformance their cards are punched. After
0 performances the card holder is entitled
J a free show on the subsequent Saturday.

Welcome This New House Organ
And Four Members to Exchange

Add These to Your Exchange List:—
Walter E. Parks, Film-Play, Leeds theatre, Winchester, Ky.; W. H.

Bergmann, W orld Circuit NeT.cs, World theatre, Kearney, I\eb.; Hoicard

K. Allen, Hall Industries, Beeville. Texas; F. R. Loth, Wayne theatre.

Waynesboro, Va.

Call out the H. O. E. Band and sound a fanfare for the four above! We're

happy to add them all to the House Organ Exchange, and hope not only that

they will find the Exchange a practicable benefit to them but that they also will

contribute a number of ideas for the use of the other members.

We reproduce herewith the cover of the first issue of Film-Play, and a

sprightly little monthly publication it is. We like the makeup, the editorial

on "The Secret of Health," with the final paragraph: "Has it ever occurred

to you that all this is supplied by the screen through the medium of an in-

tellectual, carefully chosen and evenly balanced program of drama and comedy
such as is regularly presented by the Leeds theatre."

Notice is given of the discontinuance of the Industries, Beeville, Texas, we have just re-

Movie Calendar of the theatre but a mis-

spelled word contest is continued in Film-

Play.

Our one suggestion is that on the first page

it would have been better to run the two-col-

umn story on the right side, leaving the cut in

the middle column.

An Idea on Introducing H. O.

P. M. Peterson, assistant manager of the

World theatre at Kearney, Neb., of the World
Realty Company Theatre Circuit, in sending

in the World theatre's application to join the

Exchange, encloses a clipping from the thea-

tre's weekly program which reads, "Out Soon.
New World Circuit News. Stage gossip

—

movies—humor. It's free. Fill out this cou-

pon and leave it at door—copy will be mailed
to you each week."

Peterson writes

:

"We wish to call your attention to our
house organ, the World Circuit News, that

we are going to have in circulation very short-

ly. We are enclosing a coupon cut from your
magazine and also a clipping from our weekly
program showing that we have begun to in-

troduce the paper. We would be very grate-

ful if you would put us on your exchange
list."

So, members, send copies of your publica-

tions at once to the World theatre.

And from Howard K. Allen of the Hall

ceived the following

:

"Please enroll me as a member of the

House Organ Exchange and just as soon as I

get my publications going I will be glad to

exchange house organs with other members.
"I am already indebted to Mr. Russell C.

Roshon (hats off to Roshon!) of the Colum-
bus Amusement Co., New Kensington, Pa., for

sending me several copies of his exceptionally

interesting 'weekly' and I believe I'll be able

to incorporate several of his ideas in the pro-

gram which I am planning on issuing.

"We now have seven theatres and I hope
to be able to put out a house organ for each
one but I'm not asleep to the fact that it's

going to be a job. We are not using a monthly
calendar but I believe it has been used long
enough to deaden its effectiveness and I don't

like it near as well as the house organ."

Film-Play
Program and

The Leeds Theatre
N'EWSETTE

Winchester. Ky.

ELINOR GLYN SPEAKS ABOUT
HERSELF, LOVE, CLARA BOW

Brvrf F"U- Nrw, Mad Cmm-

Elisor Glrm. author of

Ojra Btrw % latest p*rtorr

Hrw Week End."
1H* Lr«ds will

January Zl-ZL. d'

"Conquest" Contest

Is Effected With

N. Y. Evening World
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 5.—Warner Brothers has
tied up with the Evening World in connec-
tion with the day-and-date engagements of
Monte Blue in "Conquest" at the New York
and Brooklyn Strands where the picture soon
opens.

Radio communication plays an important
part in the development of this all-talking

picture's story and the receiving set used in

the production is a Federal Radio. Two $600
Federal machines are being offered as the first

prizes in a fifty word essay contest on the sub-

ject "My Favorite Radio Station and Why."
Other prizes are $100 in cash and 100 pair of

seats to the Yitaphone picture.

The Evening World is playing up the fea-

ture under the title of "The 'Conquest' Radio
Contest."

DAINTY TASTY LUNCHEONS
' REAL HOME COOKING

"Dintv Moore's'
SANDKICBCS

First issue of Film-Play

Blonde Matinee
Attracts Crowds

To LaPlan te Film
Abundant space was won in the Syracuse,

N. Y. Herald when a "blonde matinee" was
given in connection with the showing of

Laura LaPlante's "The Last Warning." The
idea was to select the blonde who most closely

resembled Miss LaPlante. And did they

come out for the show? Hundreds of them.
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, in-

formation and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

the Box Office Window."

A WORD ABOUT ME

MUCH as I dislike to do so (dont laugh)

I find myself forced to talk about me.

This is, of course, no new emergency. It seems

to recur at two-month intervals. About that

often the mail brings letters from people who

don't think much of my stuff and who cite sub-

stantial reasons for their opinion. On these oc-

casions I attempt to re-explain the difference

between a "Service Talk" and a "box office re-

view" and the explanation suffices for about

eight weeks. This is one of those occasions.

Mrs. Grace D. Dinsmore of Werner, Ark.,

whose subscription to the HERALD-WORLD
dates back beyond my connection with the

magazine, had a pleasant letter about my inac-

curacies in the "What the Picture Did for Me"

department last week. The editor of that ex-

cellent department added words less kind than

Mrs. Dinsmore's. Together they state that I

don't know which pictures the patrons of a

given theatre will like and I heartily join with

them in their opinion.

Mr. Howard K. Allen, of the theatre depart-

ment of Hall Industries, writes that from now

on he will not place confidence in my writings.

His reason seems to be that I liked "The Wed-

ding March," whereas he is willing to wager

that 90% of the exhibitors in the United States

will agree with him that it is a "miserable,

costly flop." On the other hand, he agrees

with my good words for "The Flying Fleet,"

but says the middies are trained at Annapolis

and not, as I implied, West Point. I guess

there is no doubt about this last.

To proceed with the bi-monthly explanation

mentioned in the first of these paragraphs, it is

quite true that I don't know anything about

the money-making or patron-pleasing capacity

of the pictures mentioned. It is equally true

that if I did know I would not tell; for I would

long since have bought a theatre—instead of

selling the one I had—and exhibited therein

the picture that I knew would make the most

money, and today I'd have so much money

that I wouldn't write pieces for anybody.

You see, the crux of the explanation is this:

I know—and I speak for the management of

the magazine as well—that no individual can

look at a motion picture in Chicago and tell

how it will draw or please in Keokuk. Sub-

stitute any other towns and the same is true.

Also, substitute a dozen or a hundred indi-

viduals for the one. It simply isn't being done,

for the good reason that it can't be dorw, and

By T. O. Service

this brings us to the final chapter of the ex-

planation and a bow.

Whereas there are in these United States,

and in the trade paper publishing business,

certain individuals who accept subscription

monies in exchange for what they present as

dependable box-office reviews, there is none

such in the employ of the Quigley Publishing

Company. If we cannot give an exhibitor an

honest paper for the price of the subscription,

we have no intention of giving him a dishonest

one. We are, it seems, honest. For this reason

I have no hesitancy in admitting that I don't

know any more about pictures than you do,

or as much if you are in the actual business

of exhibiting. My assignment is merely to see

motion pictures and write what I think of them.

It is a pleasant assignment and I like it. I

should quit tomorrow if I had to write "box-

office reviews" which I know, as well as those

who write them know, are just plain gyp.

Incidentally, I note as I read back over those

paragraphs that I have become a bit emphatic

in my remarks. Well, why not? If I can't go

peacefully along my pleasant and delightfully

honest path without being misjudged as be-

longing to the gyp school of "box-office re-

viewers," I may as well take up plumbing now

as later. And, frankly, I know absolutely noth-

ing about plumbing.

"NAUGHTY BABY"

OW that we have the heavy work done,

listen to good news about "Naughty Baby" and

Alice White and Jack Mulhall. (And I don't

know whether it will make you a dime or not.)

It is a great little picture.

Alice White, as you know, packs a lot of

stuff. She has a good many of the assets Miss

Bow utilizes so effectively. She has a few that

Miss Bow lacks. (And I'm not speaking of

box-office in this paragraph either.) In this

she's a hat-girl in a hotel and falls in love with

a young millionaire and manages to meet him

in queer places and odd circumstances. A
great many things happen, including the evap-

oration of the lady's bathing suit and sundry

exciting consequences.

The young millionaire is Jack Mulhall and

the news about him is of course the usual thing.

He's the best of the young men in his division,

has been for two or three years, and I'm pleased

to see him paired with a girl who can do things

too. Miss White is such an one (as the Eng-

lish instructors would have you say) and these

two can continue indefinitely in their present

juxtaposition so far as I'm concerned.

"INTERFERENCE"

I COME late with this news, I know, but "In-

terference" is too good to omit mention of it

for no better reason than tardiness. It is the

best audien of its kind that I have seen, al-

though I know there are several in the same

general manner which have not yet come within

range of these eyes. It is, too, the first audien

I have seen, in which there is no incidental

music, and I vote loudly for more like it. The

thing is practically a stage play and, the

original being good, excellent.

The acting of William Powell in "Interfer-

ence" is something to witness. I've seen this

actor stumble through more drunk roles than

I have time to count. This is another. But

this time he talks, and vocality adds some four

or five hundred per cent to his effectiveness.

Although Clive Brook is the male lead, and a

knockout as the same, Mr. Powell's perform-

ance is to me the big one of the picture.

Staging, direction and performance of '"In-

terference" are excellent. The story is a pol-

ished, adult account of adult doings. It is told

smoothly, dramatically, deftly. It may or may

not contain what the ladies of the Wednesday

Afternoon Cinema Society refer to as a moral,

and yet it may. I'm a little dull about catch-

ing those things. It did keep me pleasantly

awake on the evening I saw it, however, being

the second picture sat through on that evening,

and I need no one to tell me that a picture

capable of doing that is a picture I have ad-

mired.

ORCHESTRATION

I HAVE been meaning to write a paragraph

about the music score of "Shopworn Angel.'

This is as good a time as any. The score of

this picture is played by what seems to be a

five or six piece orchestra. It is a very capa-

ble, swiftly functioning, well directed orches-

tra. It does more for the picture than any

forty-piece orchestra I have ever heard, directly

or via record. I submit that this is a pretty good

idea for other producers to adopt. The score,

of course, is the essential thing, but the man-

ner of its playing makes or breaks it. A small

organization, more facile than a large one

seems to me to be ideal for the audien.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept.

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Managers' Schools

LEARN MODERN THEATRE MANAGEMENT.
training that is helping many theatre employees to

lccess. Catalog H., Moving Picture Theatre Man-
ners' Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

Position Wanted

ORGANIST—Soloist (young man). Available first

me. five years. Closing long engagement big Loew
leatre, Pennsylvania. Broadcast daily. Excellent
:ferences. Address Box 337, Exhibitors Herald-
.'orld, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

PROJECTIONIST—Competent, reliable, steady,
)en for immediate employment; prefer small city or
•wn. Will take best care of equipment and guaran-
e best results. All replies answered. Address Box
:S. Exhibitors Herald World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,

hicago.

EXPERT PROJECTIONIST AND ELECTRICIAN
-Ten years' experience, very best references. House
)w in closing. Go anywhere. Address Box 359,
xhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
igo.

EXPERIENCED POWERS SIMPLEX OPERA-
OR wants steady position. Go anywhere. Address
nthony Biel, 3580 28th Street, Detroit, Mich.

PROJECTIONIST; fourteen years' experience,
on-union but will join. Central states preferred,
ddress Roy L. Brewer, 1016 Walnut St., Columbia,

EXPERIENCED ORGANIST (also Piano and
hotoplayer). Complete Library; cue accurately.
ill go anywhere. Featured soloist. Address Box

'0, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,
ncago.

JOB WANTED in southern small town theatre.
ill do anything. Experienced in every field; Poster,
perator. Manager, Electrician, Musician, Vitaphone,
on-synchronous cueing. Hard worker. Good ref-
ences. Address E. J. Williams, 808 W. Barraque

, Pine Bluff, Arkansas.

DEPENDABLE ORGANIST—Five years' experi-
ce Chicago loop theatre desires position. Large
rary—go anywhere. Address Box 355, Exhibitors
erald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

FEMALE ORGANIST at liberty because of Vita-
one. Large library, cue pictures accurately, solo
)r*> familiar all makes of organ, A-l references,
vertising. Go anywhere. Salary reasonable. Ad-
ess Box 354, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dear-
rn St., Chicago.

PROJECTIONIST desires steady employment,
asonable salary. Has experience. Steady and re-
ble. Address Box 351. Exhibitors Herald-World,
/ S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

AT LIBERTY—Projectionist; work guaranteed;
y machine; non-union; single, sober, steady, reli-
le. Lotus Hajovsky, Box 183, El Campo, Tex.

ORGANIST Fifteen Years Experience—First-class

Chicago Organist. (Male.) Reason for leaving due
to Vitaphone. Expert Synchronization of music to

the picture. Novelty and straight solo work. Large
Library. Union, married, will go anywhere. Best of
references. Address Box 338. Exhibitors Herald-
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, HI.

ORGANIST AT LIBERTY NOW—Experienced,
capable, efficient, splendid sight reader, complete
library can cue all type of pictures, present slide

novelties, will go anywhere. References. Address
Box 336. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago.

POSITION WANTED AS THEATRE MANAGER—20 years' experience in the movie field, advertising,

exploitation, administration and service. Married.
Am also an organist. Very good references. Address
Box 346, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago.

ORGANIST—Experts thoroughly trained in show-
manship available at all times for first-class positions.

Men and women. No service charge. Write full in-

formation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Ad-
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

FEMALE ORGANIST is looking for a position,

will be free February 1st. Am well recommended,
reason for leaving due to Vitaphone. Can play on
all makes. Single, will go anywhere, can cue pictures
correctly and accurately. Will start for reasonable
salary in order to prove worth. Address Box 289.
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago, 111.

Equipment for Sale

INVENTORY SALE of $30,000 used theatre equip-
ment. Our warehouse is crowded with this merchan-
dise and must be disposed of quickly at reasonable
prices. Merchandise consists of about 7,000 5 and 7

ply veneered theatre chairs, different styles and de-
signs—all in excellent condition, price ranging from
$1.25 and up. Also about 6,000 upholstered chairs.
Some of these chairs are of the highest grade spring
constructed seats on the market today and many other
styles of upholstered chairs, prices from $1.75 and
up. Large stock of parts for all makes of chairs. Re-
built Simplex, Powers and MotiogTaph machines, gen-
erators, compensarcs, spotlights, etc., as well as musi-
cal instruments. In fact everything for the theatre.
Write for particulars. We assure you great savings
and will send you literature on our merchandise.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co , 12-14 East
Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and nsed. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re
fleeting arc lamps, etc. Wnte for bargain list and
catalogue. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash.
Chicago.

POWERS AND SIMPLEX PARTS, 20% and 30%
discount. Two Powers 6 B with Peerless lamps. Will
sell separately. Bargains. Address Carol Fenyvessy,
62 St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,
also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best Prices. Write Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

POWERS AND SIMPLEX PARTS at 20 per
cent and 30 per cent reduction. Reflector arc lamps
cheap. Address Carol Fenyvessy, 62 St. Paul St.,

Rochester, N. Y.

Chairs for Sale

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera chairs, 600 uphol-
stered, 800 Veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" — "NeargTavuremboso" (no-
plate embossing) processes. Special 500 8^x11* let-

ter heads, 250 envelopes Neargravure $4.44 cash, post
paid. Samples. Address Sollidays, XH124, Knox, Ind.

For Sale

FOR SALE—The King of all State-right road-show
attractions, "The Youneer Brothers," in 5 reels, and
"Younger Historical Events." in one reel. Only
once in every 10 years a money maker like this is

offered for sale. The safest and surest buy of them
all. Free with each sale, new laboratory prints; 3
wax figures, standing life size and true to life, dressed
complete in cowboy style big hats, boots, etc. ; ban-
ners, photo display boards, one sheets, slides, carrying
cases for films and wax figures. Everything new.
If you haven't several thousand dollars, don't an-
swer. Address E. L. Humphrey, Miami, Okla.

ORTHO-O-TONE, double turn tables, large amplifier.

Theatre Jr. Speaker and unit. Produces wonderful
music. $250.00. Address Lyric, Madrid, Iowa.

FOR SALE—Two Simplex machines with double
bearing movement. Also Gardner Screen. All in A-l
condition. Address Charles A. Marshall, Rogers,
Ark.

SAN FRANCISCO EXCHANGE—Half interest or
whole—so that present owner can devote entire time
Los Angeles Exchange. Only small investment but
complete time of purchaser required to secure for
his own. The leading state rights film exchange of
coast for past fifteen years with principal releases of
past and future in live going business. Address
Owner, 816 Muirfield Road, Los Angeles, Calif.

FOR SALE—Cheap. Reproduco Pipe Organ. Op-
erates mechanically or hand. Landers Theatre,
Springfield, Mo.

TWIN ROLL Reproduco organ, worth $2600. As
good as new. Sacrifice at $1600. Address Box 349,
Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 S. Dearborn St,
Chicago.

REEL ELIMINATOR for mailing or shipping
films in small containers. All metal, fits any rewinder.
$3.00. (Patent applied for.) Every projection room
needs it. Satisfaction or Money Refunded after
Week's Trial. Address T. Glucksman, 333 S. Ram-
part St., New Orleans, La.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you half. New and used
Opera chairs. Address J. P. Redington & Co., Scran-
ton, Pa.

(Continued on next page)

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald-World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising
department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in

•olving many another problem mat seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount
if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this

week. The cost is small, the results are great.
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(Continued from preceding page)

REFERENCE BOOKS—Motion Picture Trade Di-
rector, $10; Anatomy of Motion Picture Art, $2.50.
Films of the Year, $2.50; Close Up, annual subscrip-
tion $3.50. These books may be ordered through us.

Send check or money order with your request. Ad-
dress Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Theatres for Sale

FOR SALE—Good theatre, college town; only thea-
tre; new equipment. Part down; easy terms on bal-

ance. Melick Bros., Eureka, 111.

ONLY THEATRE, population 1800, latest equip-
ment, Mazda, Electrograph. Sacrifice price. Address
Tivoli theatre, Knoxville, 111.

SECOND HOUSE in town of 17,000. Priced right
for quick sale. Do not answer unless you mean
business. Address Box 352, Exhibitors Herald-
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

THEATRES, Burr Oak, Mich., White Pigeon,
Mich. Same management eleven years. Address A.
Kelso, Angola, Ind.

THEATRE: Midwest. Population 40,000. Seats
290. Newly equipped. Doing business worth invest-

ment. Address Box 350, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Threatre W anted

WILL BUY OR LEASE in town 4,000 to 6,000,

no opposition. Illinois, Indiana, or Michigan pre-

ferred. Give full particulars. Address W. C. Mellan-
son, Thomas Hotel, Chicago Heights, III.

LETTE RS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor is

invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.

Unsigned letters will not be printed.

Referred to Trags
AKRON, IA.—To the Editor: I have

written several letters to this department, but

as yet have never seen one in print. Must be

I'm too hard boiled in my writing. This time

I take pick on this Wisconsin man who wrote
up his New York trip in your January 26

issue. He let out the interesting news that

he had played pictures dealing with the South
Seas that cost him only $7.50 that were better

pictures than "White Shadows." Having seen

every South Seas picture that has been pro-

duced, at least in the last six years, and cer-

tainly must say that this man is the poorest

critic I have heard of in the present century.

I really think it was the change he didn't get

back from the dollar bill that bothered him
more than the inferiority of the picture.

—

J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron, la.

A Call for Jenkins!

GOLDEN CITY, MO.—To the Editor: In

my first letter to you I want to voice a com-
plaint in that J. C. Jenkins did not on his trip

through this part call upon me. I have never
seen the rascal and while I am paid up for

a while yet on my subscription would have
renewed again. I like him and his kind and
certainly do enjoy his letters—especially the

last two and am wondering how many of the

5,000 exhibitors have quit to date? The num-
ber I surmise from reports I have seen would
surprise many and prove that J. C. knew his

stuff.

What is the cause and what is the remedy?
Personally, I think it lies with the produ-
cers, they had better call in J. C. and get the

low down on the conditions as he has seen
them, forget talkies and the key cities and
find out this fact that if they would GIVE
me a Vitaphone or a Movietone I wouldn't
have it for I know they would also give one
to my neighbor exhibitors and I could not

hope to gain any in my own territory by
their installation after the novelty wore off.

Organs for Sale

FOR SALE—Seeburg Automatic electric player
piano at a bargain. Silver gray finish, like new
throughout. Address Star Music Co., 4837 Cottage
Grove Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ, used or new. Reproduco Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, 111.

Theatrical Printing

SUPERIOR PRINTING—250 Letterheads, En-
velopes, Cards or Statements, $1.25, post paid; 5,000
3x9 Bills, $5.00; 5,000 4x9s, $6.00; other printing
reasonable. Address Sam K. Collins, 1241 E. Broad-
way, Louisville, Ky.

'

Projector Repairing

FOLLOW THE CROWDS—They Know Best. For
Superior Craftsmanship—Dependable Service and
Moderate Prices, send your Repair Work to our
Peerless Shop. Every Job Guaranteed. Relief
Equipment Loaned FREE. Established Over 20
years. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 395 South
Second Street, Memphis, Tenn.

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer yoo
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

Silent pictures have packed the house. What
more can anything do? I do not know what
the selling price of a talkie is above that of

a silent but I think it is a plenty-enough so

that together with the increase in rental, the

upkeep and additional overhead makes them
out of the question even as a GIFT, then there

are in addition wiring, new equipment, and a

projectionist that CAN put them over. Where
can the small exhibitor get one? Learn it

himself? That's one of the troubles. Many
exhibitors are working in the booth when
they should be on the door. I operate my-
self half the time and before I would go to

the trouble to learn all that is necessary to

operate the various devices brought in by the

talkies I would rather sell and get into an-
other business. There are others, you know.

I am not an old exhibitor, have lots to learn,

but I am on the job and doing my darndest.
I think experience is worth a great deal but
often the old experienced exhibitor may over-
look a bet. The man whom I bought out
had run this theatre nine years, a man well
liked, of good judgment and did give lots of
time and thought to the business. However,
his Saturday matinee was grossing only three

or four dollars when I took over the show.
His prices were 10 and 20. I looked at it this

way if I could not do over three or four
dollars I would discontinue them, but I did
not want to do that— I naturally wanted to

build them up. How? I ran them free till

I got every' one coming and then I put on a
price of ten cents to all—last Saturday weath-
er, bad roads impassable, almost—I showed
to 300. This town is a little over 800.

Prices are too high in farming communities.
Prices have got the people out of the habit

of coming. They must have the habit or we
can't get them in regardless of the kind of

picture'.

Let's look back. Was it twenty years ago?
I have in mind the time when serials were so

popular. I remember when "The Million

Dollar Mystery" made exhibitors so much
money that they could and did completely

overhaul and fix up their theatres as they

wanted them. They are in a of a shape

today.

Exhibitors won't run a serial. I was told

not to, I ran three and I was of the opinion

that I had been advised rightly, but I knew
that serials made and keep subscribers to our
best magazines and I could not get it out of

my head but what they would pay if I could

get a good one. The three I had run were
rotten.

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-

nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 1214 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

Gift Night Souvenirs

GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine

novelties in our large free catalog at genuine whole-
sale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st. St., New York.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED—2 Peerless or Powers Projectors, also

Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-

third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337,

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago, 111.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,

projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Ce.,

844 Wabash, Chicago.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey.

188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Miscellaneous

TITLES—Trailers—Lantern Slides. Developing
and Finishing. One Day Service. Address Strick-

land Industrial Film Corp., 163 Walton St., N. W.,
Atlanta, Ga. Telephones Ivy 2767.

I am now running "Tarzan the Mighty"

with the result that it is bringing them in

and increasing every week. I had any num-
ber of people tell me that they started to town

two weeks ago in a blizzard, but had to turn

back. They never said anything about being

sorry they missed getting their week's supply'

of groceries, but they did say "They sure

hated to miss Tarzan." I had that Saturday

127 patrons. How they got there is a mys-

tery to me. I got stuck on Main street. The
walks were a solid cake of ice. Now isn't

there food for thought in this experience?

If I had had "Wings" or any other special,

I am as confident as I ever have been upon

any subject, that it would not have brought

out 127 that blizzardy day. Tarzan did be-

cause they had seen three chapters and were

going to see the rest or bust. "Wings" would

have lost me a plenty. I made a little on

"Tarzan."

What we need is good serials. But we

don't want any other kind. The kind I had

been getting were the kind in which no ac-

cident could hurt the participants, no gun

could shoot, a horse could outrun an auto-

mobile and give it ten miles the start. No
wonder serials failed to pay and many exhibi-

tors will not run them. Let the producer

make a serial like "Tarzan" and "Million

Dollar Mystery" and they will find the exhib-

itors' houses packed. Anybody know of an-

other good one? I'm in the market. Would
rather have another "Tarzan" than all the

talkie equipment made and any feature so far

put out to run with them.

Crazy? Perhaps so, but I would rather

buy a cinch than gamble on a proposition

that is nothing else but an imitation of what

we used to see on the legitimate stage and

the Movies. Put them out of business. Per-

fect them to the utmost and then what have

you? Nothing that has packed them in like

the silent picture did in the past at 10 cents

admission. Because the legitimate was asking

a price of admission which the public could

not afford often enough. Many do want to

go often, every night almost, and would it

they could afford it. Will they ever be able

to show talkies in the small town at 10 cents'

Perhaps years from now. Where will the ex-

hibitor of today be then—broke.

The Herald-World, boys, is willing to be

our mouthpiece—let's open up. You may be

crazv like the rest of us or T. C. and I, but

let's hear from YOU.—J. B. Wilson, Palace

theatre, Golden City, Mo.
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Key to abbreviations used in denoting type of sound

AT—All Talking T—Talking Sequences

M Musical Score E Sound Effects

If the picture contains both Talking Sequences and Musical

>core, or other combinations, it is so denoted by a combination

bbreviations such as TM, ME, etc.

Key to abbreviations used in denoting the type of picture

C Comedy F—Farce
D—Drama M—Melodrama
ft

—

Romance W—Western
My Mystery

Comedy-drama, Romantic comedy, etc., are denoted by a com-
tination of abbreviations.

Dates printed in the column, "Comment," are those on which
Service Talks" were published on pictures. Dates in the column,

New Pictures," are those on which casts and synopses were
ublished in the "New Pictures" department.

;ound Length Title and Players

New
Released Pictures

928

6400

_ 5450

_ 6500

_ 5300

L_ 5300

_ 6000
'_ 6500

927

5831

6643

54 35

5791

928

_ 5459

_ 5818

_ 5649

_ 5537

_ 6014

5928
.... 6267

._ 6592
5471

.... 5925
-.. 5540

5544

._ 5701
_ 6266

_ 6465

... 5725

_ 6401

_ 6443

„ 5616

_ 5440

_ 6464

_ 6792
... 5988
i 8193
_ 6047

_ 6048

5350
5172

)29

<28

6860

5974

5904

5280

6600

5355

5100

6000

6400

4700

6536

6600

Chesterfield
Adorable Cheat. The. Llla Lee-Mcintosh
Below the Deadline
Campus Knights
Circumstantial Evidence

House of Shame. The _ _..

Roaring Forties, The—
South of Panama

..Aug. 15

..Feb. 28

-Aug. 15
„Jan. 1

—Oct 1

Apr. 15

Columbia
Alias the Lone Wolf (D). Lytell-Wilson...

Blood Ship, The (M), Bosworth-Logan
Stage Kisses (D), Harlan-Chadwick
Warning, The (M). Holt-Revier

Aug. 22

Aug. 10

Nov. 2

._ Nov. 26

After the Storm, Gilbert-Bosworth— Apr. 17

Apache, The (D), Livingston-Alvarado. — .Nov. 19

Beware of Blondes (MD), Revier-Matt-Moore ..July 1

Broadway Daddies, Jacqueline Logan..... . Apr. 7

Court-Martial (D), Holt-Compson. Aug. 12

Desert Bride, The (MD). Betty Compson Mar. 26

Driftwood (D), AIvarado-Day _ Oct. 15

Golf Widows (CD), Reynolds-Ford. May 1

Lady Raffles. Taylor-Drew Jan. 25

Matinee Idol. The (MD). Love-Walker ...Mar. 14

Modern Mothers (CD). Helene Chadwick June 9

Name the Woman (D). Stewart-Gordon. May 25

Nothing to Wear (CD). Logan-Von Eltz. Nov. 5

Object Alimony (D). Lois Wilson. Dec. 22

Power of the Press (D), Fairbanks, Jr. -Ralston.. .Oct. 31

Restless Youth (D), Day-Forbes - Nov. 30
Runaway Girls (D), Mason-Rankin _ - Aug. 23

Say It With Sables (D). Bushman-Chadwick. July 13

Scarlet Lady. The (D). Lya De Putti Aug. 1

Sideshow, The (D). Prevost-Graves — — Dec 11

Sinners Parade (MD), Varconi-Revier Sept. 14

So This Is Love, Mason-Collier. Feb. 6

Sporting Age, The, Bennett-Herbert Mar. 2

Stool Pigeon, Borden-Delaney —Oct. 25

Street of Illusion (D), Valli-Keith -...Sept. 3

Submarine (D), Holt-Revier Nov. 12
That Certain Thing. Dana-Graves —Jan. 1

Virgin Lips (D), Olive Borden...- Aug. 18

Wife's Relations, The, Mason-Glass Jan. 13

Woman's Way, A, Baxter-Livingston. -..Feb. 18

Faker, The (D), Logan-Delaney Jan. 2

Lone Wolf's Daughter, Lytell-Olmstead Jan. 13

Younger Generation, The, Hersholt-Basquette Jan. 24

Excellent
A Bit of Heaven (D), Washburn-Lee.
Broken Barriers, Helene Costello

Daughters of Desire, Irene Rich
Inspiration (D), George Walsh
Into No Man's Land, Tom Santschi-J. Norman-
Life's Crossroads, Hulette Hamilton
Montmartre Rose -

Passion Song, The, Noah Beery-Olmstead
Manhattan Knights, Barbara Bedford- —

.

Satan and the Woman (D), Windsor-Keefe
Speed Classic, The, Rex Lease-Mildred Harris-
Stronger Will, The (W), Marmont-Carewe
Women Who Dare (D), Chadwick-Delaney

..May 15

..Nov. 1

-.Nov. 25

...May 10

.July 15

..Oct. 20

..-Dec. 15

..Oct. 20

-Aug. 27

..Jan. 20

..July 31

..Feb. 20

.Mar. 30

Jan. 7

Dec. 3

Jan. 7

Dec. 3

Oct- 1

July 23

July 21

Apr. 14

Nov. 17

May 20

Feb. 25

Apr. 7

June 19

Aug. 4

Sept. 8

Oct. 20

Feb. 25

Jan. 28

Feb. 9

Feb. 11

Mar. 31

Feb. 25

Feb. 25

)28 First Division
5500 Fagasa, Raymond Wells..- - Apr. 1

5700 Free Lips (MD). June Marlowe _ Aug. 4

6300 Masked Angel, Betty Compson —Mar. 1

6200 Souls Aflame. Raymond Wells _ Mar. 15

July 14

Apr. 7

Apr. 21

Sound Length Title and Players

New
Pictures

1927

6300
6333
6222
8730
6386

6802
7133
6288
6118

_ 6524

6720
5718
7388
5542
6520
6431

11414

6897
6400

6210
6477
5606
7179
5000
7400
5774

7833
6336
6409

1928

TME 7137
7402
6500
6457
5800

5744

ZZ 6365

5600

M 6225

TME 10101
6027
6172

ME 6344

ME 7989
5886
7100

ME 5755
7541
7426

6070
5400
5957
7695
6592

ME
7700

6025

M
ME 6612

7129
6100
6100

ME 6622

I.— 5485

ME
8188

ME 6133

7534
5834
6212

ME 6142
6895

ME 6058
5087
6300
7187

1927
4665
5333
4300

8154

4545
5515
6162
6898

„ 10726
5446
5009
5412
6293
5629

First National

All Aboard (C), Hines-Murphy -May 8

American Beauty (CD). Dove-Hughes - Oct. 9

Breakfast at Sunrise (CD). C. Talmadge...- Oct. 23

Camille (D). N. Talmadge-Roland Sept. 4

Crystal Cup, The (D). Mackaill-Mulhall Oct. 16

Drop Kick. The (D), Barthelmess-Revier— -.. Sept. 25

Gorilla. The (My), Murray-Kelsey Nov. 13

Gun Gospel (W), Maynard-Faire -..Nov. 6

Her Wild Oat (C), Moore-Kent - Dec. 25

Home Made (C), Bines-Daw —- - Nov. 20

Life of Riley. The (C). Murray-Sidney...- -..Sept. 18

Lonesome Ladies (CD), Nilsson-Stone. July 3

Love Mart, The (D), Dove-Roland .- Deo. 18

Man Crazy (CD). Mackaill-Mulhall - Nov. 27

Naughty But Nice (C), Moore-Reed.— - June 26

No Place to Go (C). Hughes-Astor Oct. 30

Patent Leather Kid, The (D), Bart'lmess-O'Day-

Poor Nut. The (C). Murray-Mulhall - Aug. 7

Prince of Head Waiters (D), Stone-Tashman— —
Red Raiders, The (W). Maynard-Drew - July 17

Rose of the Golden West (D). Astor-Roland Sept 4

Sea Tiger. The (D). Sills-Astor - ...Oct. 2

Stolen Bride, The (D), Hughes-Dove. - Sept. 11

Sunset Derby (D), Astor-Collier - - Aug. 14

Tender Hour, The (D). Dove-Lyon - June 5

Three Hours <D). Griffith-Bowers Dec. 4

Twinkletoes, Moore-Harlan _ Aug. 28

Valley of the Giants (D). Sills-Kenyon Dec. 11

White Pants Willie (C). Hines-Byams — July 24

Nov. 19
Nov. 12

.. Apr. 2

Oct. 22
Nov. 26

-May 2
Oct. 29

-Jan. 7

Dec. 17

Dec. 3

Nov. 26 Oct 29

Oct. 1

. Sept 24

Nov. 26
Feb. 12

Nov. 12 May 14

Apr. 9

.Jan. 22

.-Sept 10

-July 23
-Oct 15

Nov. 19 Oct. 8

-Sept. 17

Sept 3

-July 2

Dec. 3 Apr. 16

Dec. 3

Dec 24 Jan. 7

-_Anr. 16

Adoration (D). Dove-Moreno...-

Barker. The (D). Sills-MarkaiU Dec. 30

Mar. 25

Feb. 26

..Feb. 2

July 14

— Sept. 2

Apr. 29

_...Feb. 12

Big Noise. The (CD), Conklin-White—
Burning Daylight <M). Sills-Kenyon.

Butter and Egg Man, The. Jack Mulhall.

Canyon of Adventure (W). Maynard
Chaser. The (C). Langdon..- -

Cheyenne (W). Ken Maynard -

Chinatown Charlie (C), Hines-Lorraine Apr. 15

Code of the Scarlet (W), Ken Maynard July 1

Crash. The (D). SiUs-Todd. - Oct 7

Dancing Vienna (D), Mara-Lyon

Divine Lady. The (D). GrifBth-Varconi. — -
Do Your Duty (CD). Charlie Murray _ Oct. 14

Flying Romeos (C). Murray-Sidney -Feb. 26

French Dressing (CD), Warner-Wilson -—Jan. 15

Goodbye Kiss. The. Johnny Burke-Sally Ellers July 8

Glorious Trail. The (W), Ken Maynard. - Oct 28

Happiness Ahead (D), Colleen Moore-Lowe June 30

Haunted House. The (MD), Conklin-Kent .. Nov. 4

Harold Teen (CD). Lake-Brian...- Apr. 29

Hawk's Nest The (M). Milton Sills May 6

Heart to Heart, Lloyd Hughes-Todd _ — July 2.

Heart Trouble (CD), Harry Langdon Aug. 12

Heart of a Follies Girl (D), Dove-Kent-Sherman.Mar. 18

Helen of Troy (CD), Stone-Corda-Cortez. Jan. 8

Ladies Night (CD), Mackaill-Mulhall - Apr. 1

Lady Be Good (CD). Mulhall-Mackaill — May 12

Lilac Time (D), Moore-Cooper _ -Nov. 18

Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (D), Bar-

thelmess-O'Day — - - Apr. S

Mad Hour (D), O'Neill-Kent-Shennan. - Mar. 4

Naughty Baby (CD), Colleen Moore.— — -Dec. 16

Night Watch. The (D). Billie Dove Sept. 9

Noose, The (D). Barthelmess-Joyre - Jan. 29

Oh, Kay (CD), Colleen Moore-Hale, - Aug. 26

Out of the Ruins, Richard Barthelmess ..Aug. 19

Outcast (D). Griffith-Lowe Nov. 11

Phantom City. The (W), Ken Maynard - -

Sailors' Wives (CD). Hughes-Astor— —Jan. 22

Scarlet Seas (D), Richard Barthelmess - Dec. 9

Shepherd of the Hills (D), Francis-O'Day Jan. 1

Show Girl (CD), White-Reed-Moran. Sept 23

Strange Case of Captain Ramper, The (D)..._ July 29

Three Ring Marriage (M), Hughes-Astor May 27

Wagon Show, The (W). Maynard. ..- - Mar. 11

Waterfront (CD), Mackaill-Mulhall Sept. 16

Wheel of Chance. The (D). Richard Barthelmess. June 17

Whip, The (D). Forbes-Mackaill Sept. 30

Whip Woman, The (D), Taylor-Moreno Feb. 5

Wright Idea, The (CD). Johnny Hines.— _ Aug. 5

Yellow Lily. The (D), Dove-Brooks - May 20

Fox
Arizona Wildcat, The (W). Tom Mix. Nov. 20

Chain Lightning (W). Buck Jones Aug. 14

Come to My House (CD), Olive Borden. Dec. 25

East Side. West Side (D), O'Brien-Valli Oct. 9

Good as Gold (W), Jones — - June 12

High School Hero (C), Phipps-Stuart Oct. 16

Joy Girl. The (CD), Olive Borden. - Sept. 18

Paid to Love (D). O'Brien-Valli - Aug. 14

7th Heaven, The (R). Farrell-Gaynor— Oct. 30

Silk Legs (CD). Madge Bellamy - Dec. 18

Silver Valley (W). Tom Mix. Oct. 2

Slaves of Beauty (D), Herbert-Tell — June 5

2 Girls Wanted (CD). Janet Gaynor—- —Sept. 11

Wizard, The (MyD), Lowe-Hyams - .Dec. 11

Mar. 10 Apr. 7

July 28

Feb. 11

Dec. 29

Feb. 18

June 23

Sept. 29

-Feb. 2

..Oct. 27

Oct. 13

Apr. 7

Dec. 10

July 7

Sept. 29

May 26

Oct. 27

Apr. 21

May 26

July 7

July 21

Mar. 10

Dec. 24

June 16

Aug. 4

Feb. 4

Sept 1

Apr. 7

Mar. 17

Dec. 8

Oct. 13

Dec. 10

Sept 8

Sept 15

Oct 27

-Nov. 17

Dec. 24

Dec 1

Dec. 8

Sept. 15

July 21

Apr. 28

Mar. 17

Sept. 22

June 2

July 14

Feb. 11

July 7

Apr. 28

Oct. 6

July 21

..-Nov. 19

Jan. 7

Jan. 7 Oct. 22

Juno 11

-Oct. 29
Sept. 24

Aug. 6

May 28

Dec. 31

Dec 17 Oct. 29

June 11

Jan. 14 Dec 3
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Sound Length Title and Players
New

Released Pictures Comment

1928
TME 7702
M 5598

4612
6418
4293
4987
5708
65G6

M 7176
5109
5148

M 7217

4939
ME 8962

5038
5882
4404

M 6560

6430
4018
5153
6188
4399
6782

M 6042

M 6807
TME 10116

6079
5071
6034
4952
5260

M 5640
M 6086

M 9250
M 6194

M 6132
M 6937

4990

M 6162
5380
5629
5355

TME 9222
M 8393

4870

5937
5030
4921

M 6337
6480

1929
M
M
TME
TME
M
M
M
M
M
M

1927

1928
5208
6987

5800

0000

6950

6433

1 6700
6200
6750

5900
6000

1929
AT

T
T
T

1927
6751
6306

8730
10652
11375
5836
006 8

6126
6396
8235
6591
5083
6017

5291
6266
5966
7599
6561

6781
6705

6289
5252

_ 7899
6517

Air Circus, The, Dresser-Rollins-Lake. Sept. 30

Blindfold, The. O'Brien-Moran-Foxe.... _ Dec. 9

Branded Sombrero, The (W). Buck Jones..- Jan. 8

Chicken a la King (CD), Carroll-Lee _ June 17

Cowboy Kid, The. Bex Bell— July 15

Daredevil's Reward (W), Tom Mix _ Jan. 15
Don't Marry, Moran-Hamilton „ ..June 3

Dressed to Kill. Lowe-Astor Mar. 18

Dry Martini, Astor-Moore-Gran— - Oct. 7

Escape. The (D). Russell Valli Apr. 29

Farmer's Daughter. The (CD), Beebe-Stone — July 8

Fazil, Farrell-Nlssen _ Sept. 9

Fleetwing, Norton-Janis-Bard - June 24

Four Sons. Mann-CoUyer-Hall Sept. 2

Gateway of the Moon. The (D), Del Rio Jan. 1

Girl in Every Port. A (CD4. Victor McLaglen... Feb. 26

Girl-Shy Cowboy. The, Rex Bell-O'Leary Aug. 12

Great Whito North. Special Cast...- Dec. 30

Hangman's House, McLaglen-Collyer - May 13

Hello Cheyenne, Tom Mix— May 13

Homesick, Cohen-Beebe Dec. 16

Honor Bound, O'Brien-Taylor May 6

Horseman of the Plains (W), Tom Mix Mar. 11

Love Hungry (CD), Moran-Gray _ Apr. 8

Me, Gangster (D), Collyer-Terry Oct. 14

Mother Machree, Bennett-McLaglen— Oct. 21

Mother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser-Norton. Oct. 28

News Parade, Stuart- Phipps...- June 10

No Other Woman (D). Dolores Del Rio - June 10

None But the Brave, Norton-Phipps Aug. 5

Painted Post (W), Tom Mix. July 1

Play Girl, The, Madge Bellamy „ Apr. 22

Ptastered in Paris, Cohen-Pennick-Linow...- Sept. 23

Prep and Pep, Rollins-Drexel-Darrow Nov. 18
Red Dancer (D), Del Rio-Farrell...- Dec. 2

Red Wine. Col)yer-NageL_ _ _ Dec. 23
Riley the Cop (CD). Farrell-MacDonald...- _ Nov. 25
River Pirate, The. McLaglen-Mora n_. Aug. 26

Road House (MD). Barrymore-Burke. July 15

Romance of the Underworld (D). Astor-Bole Nov. 11

Sharp Shooters (CD). O'Brien-MoraiL _ Jan. 15

Soft Living (CD). Bellamy-Brown _ _ - Feb. 6
Square Crooks, Brown-Dvran Mar. 4

Street Angel, Gaynor-Farrell - _ Aug. 19

Sunrise (D). George O'Brien-Gaynor Nov. 4

Taking a Chance. Rex Bell _ Nov. 18

Thief in the Dark. A. Meeker-Hill-Becbe May 20

Why Sailors Go Wrong. Phipps-McNamara Mar. 25
Wild West Romance (W), Rex King June 10

Win That Girl. Rnllinss-CaroL Sept 16

Woman Wise (C). Russell-Collyer Jan. 8

Fugitives. Bellamy-Terry Jan. 27

Girls Gone Wild. Carol-Stuart Feb. 24

Hearts in Dixie, Reed-Howe Feb. 24

In Old Arizona, Baxter-Lowe - Jan. 20

Making the Grade, Lowe-Moran— Feb. 10

New Year's Eve, Astor-Foxe, - Feb. 17

Nobody's Children, All Star Mar. 10

Sin Sister, The, Nancy Carroll-Gray Feb. 3

Strong Boy, McLaglen-Joy - Mar. 3

True Heaven, O'Bricn-Moran Jan. 20

Gotham

Oct 20
Dec. 8
Jan. 21
June 30

Feb. 11

June 9

Apr. 14

Apr. 14

Sept. 15

Jan. 23

Sept. 1

May 12

Apr. 21

Apr. 7

Mar. 10

Nov. 3

Jan. 5

June 23

Apr. 14

..Dec. 1

Jan. 21

Nov. 10

..Dec. 1

Jan. 12

May 26

May 19

Feb. 4

Deo. 8

Nov. 17

May 26

June 23

July 7

Nov. 3

Sept. 22

...June 24

...Jan. 26

Sept. 29 Oct. 20

Aug. 4
Jan. 19

Feb. 4 Feb. 18

Feb. 18

Sound tength Title and Players
New

Released Pictures Comment

Jan. 26

Down Grade. The, William Fairbanks - Oct.

Silent Avenger, The, "Thunder" Delaney Nov. 1

Sinews of Steel, Alberta Vaughn Oct. 1

When Danger Calls. William Fairbanks Nov.

Bare Knees, Virginia Lee Corbin-. - Juno
Blondes by Choice, Claire Windsor March
Cheer Leader, The, Graves-Olmstead. April

Chorus Kid, The, Faire-Washburn June

Girl from Rio, The, Myers-Pigeon Feb.

Head of the Family. The, Virginia Lee Corbin ... Oct.

Hellship Bronson. Beery-Reid _ _ May
Midnight Life. Francis X. Bushman. - Aug.

Rose of Kildare. The. Cbadwick-0"Maliey Jan.

San Francisco Nights, Percy Marmont ...May

Satin Woman, The, Mrs. Wallace Reid— -Jan.

Through the Breakers, Livingston-Herbert - Sept.

Turn Back the Hours, Myrna Loy —. July

United States Smith, Gribbon-Lee. July

Father and Son, Noah Beery-Noah Beery. Jr— _

Knee High. Virginia Lee Corbin. _ Oct.

Modern Sappho, A, Betty Bronson —Sept.
River Woman, The, Logan-L. Barrymore _ Aug.

Times Square, Alice Day-Lubin - — Sept.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Adam and Evil (CD). Cody-Pringle Aug. 27

After Midnight (D). Shearer-Gray Aug. 20

Annie Laurie (D). Lillian Gish -.Sept 17

Ben Hur (M). Ramon Novarro. Oct. 8

Big Parade, The (M), Gilbert- Adoree _ Sept. 10

Bugle Call, The (D), Jackie Coogan _ Aug. 6

Buttons (CD), Jackie Coogan. _ _..Dec. 24

Callahans and Murphys (CD). Dressler-Moran. June 18

Fair Co-ed. The (CD). Marlon Davles Oct 15

Garden of Allah. The (D), Terry-Petrovitch Nov. 5

In Old Kentucky (D). H. CosteUo Oct. 29

London After Midnight (D). Lon Chaney Deo. 3

Lovelorn. The. Sally O'NelL—. - -...Dec. 17

Lovers (D). Novarro-Terry— — Apr. 9

Man. Woman and Sin (D). John Gilbert Nov. 19

Mockery (M). Lon Chaney - Aug. 13

Quality Street. Davtes-Nagel. - Dec. 31

Road to Romance, The (D). Novarro-Day — Sept. 24

Spoilers of the West (W). McCoy-Daw Dec. 10

Spring Fever (C). William Haines Oct. 22

Tea for Three (C). Cody-Pringle.— Dec. 10

Thirteenth Hour, The (D). Lionel Barrymore Nov. 26

Twelve Miles Out (M). Gilbert July 9

Unknown, The (M). Chaney - - June 4

Aug. 13

Aug. 17

May 21

Not. 12

Deo. 31

July 16

Nov. 10 Oct. 29

Nov. 10 Sept 10

Nov. 26 Dec. 3

Dec. 17 Dec. 17

Deo. 31

Dec. 3

Jan. 7

Nov. 19

May 2

Dec. 17

...Sept. 10

Nov. 12

Dec. 24

Dec. 3

—Dec. 24

Dec. 10

Not. 12

Dec. 3

.July 39

June 13

1928
6908
6749
6332
5896
6838
6344

TE 6053
7108
6679
5653
8601

8686

6995
M 7052

6838
6070
7358
7987

8436

ME 7180

4987
6620

4823
M 7126

7743
7045
5695
7352
5441

M 6575
7650
6893
7289
5028
7732

TE 7453
6487
5801

9560
5931

M 6159

8090
ME 7448

TME 7965

5011

ME 6721

M 8319

4447

1929
M
TME 8000

TME
M 9044

0179
5264

5596

M
ME 8799

1927

6199
6951

9879
6536
6662

5408
7447

6296
5393
6370
6017

5880
6368
6634

5209
6170
5515
6015
5179
6838
4934
6200
6124

0006

6497

4926
7643
8486
5935

ME 12267

5960

1928
5897
6099
6536

ME 7805
5930
7202
5665
7866
5364
5889
6402
6134
6918

* 5852
7640
6871
62G3

5038
6528
6039

_ 7464

Actress, The. Norma Shearer-Forbes Apr. 28 —
Across to Singapore (MD), Novarro-Crawford Apr. 7 Apr. 28

Baby Mine, Arthur-Dane— _ - Jan. 21 Jan. 28

Beyond the Sierras (W). Tim McCoy _ Sept. 16

Big City. The. Chaney-Compson-Day —Feb. 18 Feb. 25

Bringing Up Father. Farrell-Moran-Olmstead. Mar. 17 Mar. 31

Brotherly Love (C), Dane-Arthur - Oct. 13 Oct. 13

Cardboard Lover, The, Marion Davies Aug. 25

Certain Young Man, A. Novarro-Day May 19 June 2

Circus Rookies (CD), Dane-Arthur. Mar. 31

Cossacks, The, Adoree-Gilbert-Torrence June 23

Crowd, The, Boardman-Murray-Roach— .Mar. 3 Mar. 10

Cameraman, The (CD), Buster Keaton Sept. 15 Sept. 15

Dancing Daughters. Joan Crawford Sept. 1

Detectives. Dane-Arthur June 9 June 9

Diamond Handcuffs. Boardman-Nagel May 5 — —
Divine Woman, Garbo-Hanson-Shennan. Jan. 14 Jan. 21

Dream of Love. Joan Crawford. Dec. 1 Dec. 22

Enemy. The. Gish-Dane-Forbes Feb. 18 Mar. 10

Excess Baggage (D), William Haines Sept. 8 June 23

Forbidden Hours (D), Novarro-Adoree. June 16 Mar. 17

Four Walls (MD), Gilbert-Crawford Aug. 11 Sept. 8

Honeymoon, Moran-Flash-Gribbon Dec. 29 — —
Lady of Chance (D). Shearer-Sherman _ Dec. 22

Latest from Paris. The. Shearer-Forbes— Feb. 4 Feb. 18

Laugh, Clown, Laugh. Chaney-Murphy-Hislo Apr. 14 Apr. 21

Law of the Range. McCoy-Crawford. Jan. 21 Feb. 4

Love, Garbo-GUbert - - - Jan. 2 Jan. 7

Mademoiselle from Armentieres, Estelle-Brody-

John Stuart -una 2 Sept 1

Masks of the Devil. John Gilbert Nov. 17 Nor. 17

Mysterious tady. The, Greta Garbo-NageL..- Aug. 4 May 26

Napoleon (D). Wildimir-Dleudonne Oct. 27 Oct. 27

Patsy, The. Davies- Caldwell-Gray Mar. 10 Apr. 7

Riders of the Dark. — - Apr. 21 May 5

Rose Marie. Crawford-Murray - - Feb. 11 Feb. 18

Show People (CD). Davles-Halnes Oct. 20 Sept. 29

Smart Set Haines-Day-Holt-Bosworth -....Feb. 25 Mar. 10

Skirts, Syd Chaplin. - May 12 June 2

Student Prince, The (R), Novarro-Shearer Jan. 30 Feb. 25

Under the Black Eagle, Forbes-Dog Flash— Mar. 24 —
V/est of Zanzibar (D). Lon Chaney Nov. 24 Deo. 8

West Point (CD). Haines-Crawford _ Jan. 7 Jan. 21

While the City Sleeps (MD), Lon Chaney Sept. 29

White Shadows in the South Seas (MD), Monte
Blue _ - Nov. 10 July 7

Wickedness Preferred (CD). Cody-Pringle— Jan. 28 Feb. 11

Wind, The (D). Lillian Gish _ Oct. 27 Nov. 3

Woman of Affairs (D). Garbo-Gilbert Dec. 15

Wyoming. McCoy-Sebastian - - Mar. 24 Apr. 14

May 26

Feb. U

June 23

SepL 22

Mar. 10

May 11

Apr. 14

Feb. 18

Oct V
Apr. 11

Dee. 1

A Man's Man. Haines-Dunne
Alias Jimmy Valentine (D), William Haines Jan. 26 Deo. 1

All at Sea. Dane-Arthur Feb. 9

Bellamy Trial (D). Joy-Bronson. - Sept. 29

Flying Fleet (D). Novarro-Page. Jan. 19 Feb. 2 Jan. 19

tovea of Casahova. Foreign Cast Feb. 16

Morgan's Last Raid (W), McCoy-Sebastian Jan. 5

Single Man (CD), Cody-Pringle. Jan. 12 Feb. 9

Tide of the Empire. Adoree-Duryea Feb. 2 ....

Trail of '98 (D), Forbes-Del Rio - Jan. 5 Dec. 29

Paramount
Afraid to Love (C). Vidor Apr. 9

Barbed Wire (D), Negri-Broolc.— - Sept- 10

Beau Geste (M), Colman-N. Beery— Aug. 1

Chang (D), Special cast ..- _ Sept. 3

Children of Divorce (D). Bow - - Apr. 2

City Gone Wild, The (M), Meighan-Millner _.Nov. 12

•Covered Wagon. The (M). Kerrigan-Wilson Aug. 6

Fashions for Women (CD). Ralston. Mar. 26

Firemen Save My Child (C). Beery-Hatton —Aug. 1

Gay Defender. The (CD), Richard Dlx - ... Dec. 10

Gentleman of Paris. A (CD). MenJou-O'Hara Oct 15

Get Your Man (CD). Clara Bow _ Dec. 10

Running Wild (C). Fields-Brian Aug. 20

Senorita (F). Daniels Aug. 30

Serenade (D). Menjou-Wray - Dec- 24

Service for Ladies (C). Menjou-Carver - Aug. 6

Shanghai Bound (D). Dix-Brian. Oct. 15

She's a Sheik (C). Bebe Daniels Nov. 12

Shootin' Irons (W). Luden-Blane - Oct. 8

Soft Cushions (C), MacLean-Carol— Aug. 27

Spotlight. The (CD), Ralston-Hamilton - Nov. 19

Stark Love (D), Special cast Sept. 17

Swim, Girl. Swim (CM), Daniels-Hall Sept. 17

Tell It to Sweeney (C). Conklin-Bancroft Sept 24

Ten Modern Commandments (CD), Ralston July 2

Time to Love (FC). Raymond Griffith - June 18

Underworld (M), Bancroft-Brent— .Oct. 29

Way of All Flesh, The (D), Jannlngs-Bennett Oct. 1

We're All Gamblers (D). Meighan-Millner Sept. 3

Wings (M), Charles Rogers _ Oct. 29

Woman on Trial (D). Pola Negri _ Oct. 29

Adventure Mad (M). Hall - Mar. 31

Avalanche (W). Jack Holt -

Beau Sabreur (M). Cooper-Brent _ Jan. 7

Beggars of Life (MB), W. Berry-Brooks-Arlen....Sept 15

Big Killing (CD). Beery-Hatton _ - May 19

Docks of New York. The (D), Bancroft-Compson..Sept. 20

Doomsday. Vidor-Cooper — Feb. 18

Drag Net. The (MD), Bancroft-Brent-PowelL May 26

Easy Come. Easy Go. Richard Dlx. Apr. 21

Feel My Pulse, Danlels-Arlen. _ Feb. 25

Fifty- Fifty Girl, The, Daniels-Hall— May 12

First Kiss, The (D). Wray-Cooper Sept. 25

Fleet's In. The (CD), Bow-Hall — -Oct. 13

Fools for Luck (CD). Fields-Conklin. May 7

Forgotten Faces (MD). Brook-Brian— Sept. 11

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (C). Taylor-White. Jan. 28

Half a Bride (D), Ralston-Cooper— June 16

His Tiger Lady. Menjou-Brent- June 9

Hot News. Bebe Daniels— - - Aug. 14

Just Married (CD), Hall-Taylor-Ford - Aug. 18

Kit Carson (MD), Fred Thomson Aug. 21

.. Apr. 2J

...Aug. 3

-

.- .May 1

-Deo. 10

.....Apr. 9

.Dec. 10

._ .Not. 11

-Oct 8

Jan! 7

-.-May 14

Jan. 14

Sept S

Dec. 31 Nov. 12

Jan. 21 Nov. 20

Aug. XT

..-Deo. S

Mar. 19

-Sept 17

7 Oct. 2S

July B
July »

Sept. S

....... July 1

..-Aug. 20

Octl

June 23
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Soasd Length Title and Player*
New

Picture*

6792

8234

7415

5837

i 7434

a 6051

C411
5941

_ 5741

T910
6600

i mtt
_ 5582

6070

7828

, 6331

a 6165

TITS

I 7761

. 7616

6323

47*3
TS60

5951

6218
6763

7141_ 59SS

5733

5991
5834

MB 6349

6319

IB 6509

IB 10400

5378
5435

a 6938

929
ME 10471

X

5943

T156

6043

31

T
ME
T
a
IE

MB
I
VB 6396

928

_ 3996

7008

_ 5755

_ 4293

_ 4805

_ 5927

_ 5722

6589
4833

4598

_ 5408
4550

_ 4846

I 6312

_ 6145

_ 7996

_ 7054

_ 4526

_ 6670

4480
_ 5398

— 4476
6787

_ T»56
ME 13500

4155
_ 4683

— 6650

— 5888
_ 7530
E 5506

_ 6762
— 4600

— 6659
E 6070

_ 5*54

_ 5494

_ 5626

— 6092

_ 7935
_ 4520

MM
6581

_ 6902

— 7040

5816
— 6423

— 6370

— 4520
— 5035
— 4000

— 5937

)29

927

— M89
— 5076
— 5916

M

:

_ 5*70

Ladies of the Mob. Clara Bow„
Lart Command. The (D). Emil Jannings-

Lefiop. «f the Condemned, Wray-Cooper
Love and Learn, Ralston-Chandler
Loves of an Actreas (D), Pola Negri

Manhattan Cocktail. Carroll

Mating Call, The (D), Thomas Meigran _

Model From Montmartre (D). Nita NaldL.
Moras of the Marines (D), Dix-Elder
Night of Mystery (D). Menjou
Old Ironsides (D). Beery -Bancroft
Partners in Crime (C). Beery-Hatton
Patriot. The (D). Emil J.innings
Peaks of Destiny
Pioneer Scout. The (W), Fred Thomson
Racket The (D), Thomas Meighan
Red Hair (CO). Bow-Chandler

..June 30
. . Jan. 21

. ...Mar. 10

_ Jan. 14

— Sept. IS
—Nov. 24

—July 21

—Sent. 22

—Oct. 27

— . Apr. 7

—Mar. 3

. -Mar. 17

— Sept. 1

. . Jan. 23

...Jan. 21

....June 30

— Mar. 10

May 26

Jan. 23

Jan. 21

June 23

Dec 1

Sept. 8

SepL 15

July 7

Feb. 4

.Apr. 21

Feb. 25

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Released Pictures Comment

Sawdust Paradise. The. Esther Balston.-

Secret Hour. The (D). Neaxi-Hersholt-.
Sins of the Fathers (6), Emil Jannins
Showdown. The. Bancroft .

le to Love (CO). Brian-Bogers...

.Aug. 25

..Feb. 4

Dee

. Feb 25

Feb. 18

Feb. 25

Sept. 8

Jan. 7

Dec. 10

Mar. 3

June 9

Sept. 22

-Nov. 17

Mar. 17

Something Always Happens. Ralston-Hamilton Mar. 24

Speedy (C). Harold Lloyd Apr. 7

Sporting Goods. Dix-Olmstead Feb. 11
Street of Sin (0). Jannings-Wray May 26
Sunset Legion (W), Fred Thomson-
Three Sinners (D), Negri-Baiter
Three Week Ends. Clara, Bow_

.Apr. 21

Apr. 14

Oct ]

Feb. 18

Dee
Mar. 3

Apr. 28
Feb. 18

Apr. 28

Feb. 18

Dee
Dec. 15

Apr. 21

Feb. 18

May 26

Tillie's Punctured Romance, Fields-Conklin Feb. 18
Under the Tonto Rim. Arlen-Brian Feb. 4
Vanishing Pioneer. The (W), Jack Holt June 23
Varsity (0), Bogers-Brian Oct 27
Water Hole, The (W), Jack Holt Aug. 25

Apr. 7

-Dec. 22

Feb. 25

May 5

1928

1929

Warming Up. Richard Dix_ -Aug. 11
Wedding March. The (D). Erich Von Strobeim... Oct 6
What a Night (CD). Bebe Daniels Oct 6

Wife Savers (C), Beery-Hatton Jan. 7
Woman From Moscow, The (D). Negri-Kerry__. Not. 3

Aug. 4 Nov. 3

July 21 Sept. 15

May 26

Oct 27 Jan. 2C
Jan. 12

Abie's Irish Rose (CD). Rogers-Hersholt..

A Bird in the Hand, Lois Wilson
Case of Lena Smith (D), Balaton-Hall
Canary Murder Case, William Powell
Carnation Kid, The
Interference, Brook-Kenyan

..Jan. 1

-Feb. 23

June 19

Nov. 3

..Feb. IS

Melancholy Dame, Cohen All-colored..

Post Mortems. Raymond-Griffith
Redskin. Richard Dix

7112 Shopworn Angel, The. Cooper-CarrolL.

-Jan. 26

-Jan. 5

-Mar. 9

When Caesar Ran a Newspaper, Hatton-Hardy-
Wolf of Wall Street. George Bancroft

Pathe
Alice Through a Looking Glass
Annapolis, Allan-Brown-LofT
Apache Raider, The. Leo Maloney
Avenging Shadow (0), Klondike <Dog)_
Ballyhoo Buster (W). Buffalo Bill. Jr._

Blonde for a Night. Prevoet

Black Ace. The (W), Don Coleman
Blue Danube, Leatrice Joy

Jan. 12

. Feb. 9

.Jan. 20

. Feb. 12

-Not. 18

Feb. 2 Jan. 19

-Feb. 12 May 12

Apr. 29

...Jan. 8

- Feb. 27

-Sept 2

-Mar. 12
Boss of Rustlers Roost The. Don Coleman
Border Patrol (W). Harry Carey
Bronc' Stomper, The, Don Coleman
Bullet Mark. The, Jack Donovan
Burning Bridges, Harry Carey
Captain Swagger, Rod La Rocque
Celebrity, Armstrong (D)_

-Jan. 22

-Dec. 23
Feb. 26

Feb. 18

May 12

Chicago (M), Phyllis Haver

.

Co». The (D). William Boyd..

..Sept 30

-Oct 14

-Oct 7

Mar. 17

May 19

Dec. 24

..Aug. 19
Cowboy Cavalier (W). Buddy RooseTelt-

Craig's Wire (D), Irene Rich
Crashing Through. Jack Padjan
Desperate Courage (W). Wales—_____
Fanga of Fate (D>. Klondike (D)
Forbidden Love (O). Lili Damita
Hold 'Em Yale, Rod La Rocque
King of Kings. Special Cast , Sept 30
Laddie Be Good (W). Bill Cody Jan. 1

Law's Lash, The (D). Klondike (Dot) May 20
Leopard Lady. The (W), Logan Jan. 23
Let 'Er Go. Gallagher! (M). Junior Coghlan Jan. 16

Jan. 29

—Sept 16

... Feb. 5

- Jan. 15

. _June 24
-.. Oct 28

—May 13

Feb. 4

Sept 22

May 19 May 26

Mar. 10

Lave Over Night (CD), Rod La Bocque-
Marked Money (D). Coghlan..

Jan. 2S
Jan. 28

Man-Made-Women, Leatrice Joy_
Marlie. the Killer, Klondike
Midnight Madness. Jacqueline Logan .

...Nov. 25

-Nor. 4

. Sept 9

- Mar. 4

-Mar. 25
Ned McCobb's Daughter. Irene Rich
Night Flyer, The. Wm. Boyd Feb. 5
On to Reno (D). Prevost Jul 2
Perfect Gentleman, A (C), Monty Banks____ _Ian. 15
Power (CD). Boyd-Hale Sept 23
Red Mark. The (D), Special Cast.
Saddle Mates (D), Wally Wales
Sal of Singapore, Phyllis Haver
Show Folka. Eddie Quillan
Ship Comes In. A. Rudolph Schildkraut-
Skyseraper, Boyd
Spieler. The. Hale-Adoree

--Aug. 26

..Aug. 5

Oct 13

July 14

--June 4

-Apr. 9 -Jane 2

Stand and Deliver. Rod La Rocque_
Tenth Avenue. Haver-VaroonL.
Valley of the Hunted Men, Buffalo, Jr..

Walking Back, Sue Carrol
What Price Beauty, Nit* NaldL.

-J>ec. 30

-Feb. 20

-Aug. 5

May 12

July 14

Yellow Contraband, Leo Maloney <W)_

Leatherneck. The. William Boyd

May 20

-Jan. 22

Rayart
Cruise of the Hellon (D). All star...

Heroes in Blue (M). Bowers-Rand- ..Nor.

-Sept 24
— " umc \—i/, u - - r. a-!.—- . _>UV.

Law and the Man, The (D). Santscni-Bociwell—Dec
Light is the Window. A (D), Walthall
On the Stroke of Twelve (M), D. Torrence Not.

— 5*01 Silent Hero (M), Bonaparte
— 4200 Wanderer of the West, A (W), Tex Maynard. Dee.

-Not. 12

-Aug. 29

1928
5872
4808
5583

4869
4913

5548

6267
TME 6085

6375
6320
5621
5511
5984
5063

4802
4804

4758
6148

TME 6365
5265

5144
6290
5797

TME 6476
6269
4769
5771
4647

4801

6424

4785
4923

TME 6331

4781
4884
6419
4729
4714
6059
6279
6812
6310
5967
6037
5493
6223
5760
4884

4957
6217

4823
6320
4898
4805
4764

1929

6361

6409
5260

4823
4741

6089
6673
5937
6076
4533
5683
5976
5853
li

4797
5262
4548

560S
4571

590C
5940
6525
5675
5900
4627
5490

5260

Black Pearl, The (D). Lila Lee-Hallor. Dec
Branded Man, The (D), Cbas. Delauey-Marlowe-May
Casey Jones (CD). Price-Lewis Jan.
City of Purple Dreams. The. Bedford-Frazer. -Sept
Danger Patrol. The (D), Russell-Fair Jan.
Devil's Tower. The (W). Buddy Roosevelt June
Divine Sinner. The (O). Vera Reynolds-Hilliard-July
Gypsy of the North (D), Gordon-Hale Apr
Heart of Broadway. The (D). Garon-Agnew_ Mar.
Isle of Lost Men (O). Santschi-Connor Oct
Lightning Shot. The (W). Buddy Boosevelt _May
Midnight Adveoture, A (D), Landis-E. Murphy May
Mystery Valley (W). Buddy Roosevelt July
My Home Town (D). Brockwell-GlasS- Jan.
Painted Trail. The (W). Buddy RoosevelL.._._Mar.
Phantom of the Turf. The (D), Costello-Lease_. Feb.
Ships of the Night (D), Logan-Rankin Dec
Should a Girl Marry? (D). Foster-Keith Nov.
Sisters of Eve (D). Mae Busch. Sept
Sweet Sixteen (D). Helen Foster-Olmstead Aug.
Trail Riders (W). Buddy Boosevelt April
Wild Born (W), Tex Maynard-.
You Can't Beat the Law. Lee Keefe..

. Jan.

Black Pearl. The (MD). Lila. Lee-HaUor._
Brothers (O), Bedford-Keefe
Shanghai Rose, Irene Rioh_

-Jan. 1

-Feb. 1

.— . Mar. 1
Some Mother's Boy (D). Mary Carr-Bobards— Feb.15
When Dreams Come True, Rex Lease-Costello Jan. 13

RKO (FB O)

Her Summer Hero (CD). Blane-Trevor

.

Hey Rube (D), Trevor- OIinstead.—
His Last Haul (D). Tom Moore.
Hit of the Show, The (C). Joe Brown-
King Cowboy (W). Tom Mix
Law of Fear (D). Ranger-
Legionnaires in Paris (C), •ooke-Guard...
Lightning Speed, Bob Steele

Little Buckaroo, The (W), Buxz Barton..

. Feb. 12

.. Dec. 23
-Nor. 11

- Sept 23

-Nov. 26
- Apr. 8

-Jan. 31
..Oct 21
-Oct 21

Little Yellow House, The (CD). OrvUle Caldwell May 23
Man in the Rough (W). Bob Steele May 20
Orphan of the Sage (W), Buzx Barton Dec. 23
Perfect Crime, The, Clive Brook-Irene Rich Aug. 19
Phantom of the Range (W), Tom Tyler Apr. 22
Pinto Kid, The (W), Burs Barton Apr. 19
Red Riders of Canada (M). Miller-
Riding Renegade (W). Bob Steele—
Rough Ridin' Red (W), Buzz Barton-
Sally of the Scandals (M), Bessie Love.
Sally's Shoulders (MD), Lois wil -wi
Singapore Mutiny, Lice-Taylor..

Apr. 15
-Feb. 19

Rot. 4
—July 15

+Oct. 7

— Oct 14
Sinners in Love (MD), Olive Borden . Nov. 4
Skinner's Big Idea (M). Bryant Washburn.. Nov. 4
Son of the Golden West Tom Mix Oct 1
Stocks and Blondes (CD), Logan-Gallagher Sept. 9
Stolen Love (D), Day-Lease
Taxi 13 (C), Conklin- Sleeper-
Terror Mountain, Tom Tyler-
Tracked (MD). Ranger-
Tropic Madness (D), Leatrice Joy
Tyrant of Red Gulch (W), Tyler-Darro_
Wallflowers (D). Trevor-Scott-

-Nov. 18
-Aug. 19
-Nov. 4

-Dec. 29
-Not. 26

When the Law Rides (W). Tom Tyler-
Feb. 16
June 24

Wizard of the Saddle (W), Buzz Barton. — Jan. 22
Young Whirlwind, The (W). Buzz Barton Sept 16

Air Legion, Ben Lyon-Manha Sleeper-
Amazing Vagabond, The, Bob Steele—
Blockade. Nilsson-McDonald
Come and Get It, Bob Steele

Drifter. The, Tom Mix
Fifth Tom Mix, Tom Mix
Freckled Rascal. The. Buxz
Fury of the Wild. Banger.-
Gun Law, Tom Tyler

..Jan. 6

-Apr. 7

Jan. 30

Feb. 3

-Mar. 18
-May 13

Hardboiled. Sally ©"Neil-Ralph Ince...

Idaho Red, Tom Tyler

ar. 31
-Jan. 8

-Mar. 3

_ Feb. 3

-Apr. 21
Jazz Age, The. Marceline Day-D. Fairbanks. Jr. Feb. 10
Laughing at Danger, Bob Steele June 2
Little Savage. Buzz Barton May 19
Love In the Desert, Olive Borden- Noah Beery—Mar. 17
Mao Fadden True Story May 26
One Man Dog, The, Banger Mar. 3
Outlawed, Tom Mix Jan. 21

-July 7

-June 9

-Feb. 17

-Jan. 13
-Feb. 10
-Jan. 13

Pals of the Prairie, Buzz Barton-
Pride of Pawnee. Tom Tyler-
Red Sword, The, Allan Boscoe-
Trail of Horse Thieves, Tom Tyler-
Vagabond Cub. The, Buzz Barton
Voice of the Storm

Alex the Great (M), Skeets Gallagher —May 13
Avenging Rider. The, Tom Tyler Oct 7
Beyond London's Lights (M), Lee Shumway Mar. IS
Blockade, Anna Q. NUasorj —Dec. 16
Breed of the Sunsets (W). Bob Steele Apr. 1
Captain Careless, Bob Steele ..Aug. 26
Charge of the Gauchos (MD), Francis X.
Bushman Sept. 16
Chicago After Midnight (M), Inee-Mendez_ Mar. 4
Circus Kid, The (MD), Frankie Darro Brown Oct. 7
Coney Island (D), Lois Wilson Jan. 13
Crooks Can't Win (D), Ralph Lewis.— May 11
Danger Street. Baxter-Sleeper Aug. 25
Dead Man's Curve (D). Fairbanks. Jr. Jan. 15
Devil's Trademark, The ID). Bcllo Bennett Apr. 7
Dog Justice (M), Ranger June 10
Dog Law, Ranger Sept 2
Fangs of the Wild (D), Ranger Feb. 5
Fightin" Redhead (W), Buzz Barton July 1
Freckles (D). Stratton-Fox. Jr. Mar. 21
Gang War (MD). Pickford-Borden —Sept. 2
Headin' for Danger (MD). Bob Steele Dec 16

Feb. 11

Sept 15
Jan. 21
Oct 13
Dec 17
Feb. 1

Feb. 18

Mar. 17

Dec. 17

Mar. 3

June 16

Jan. 21
Feb. 11

Feb. 4

Sept 29
June 19
Jan. 21

Dec. 8

July 21
Nor. 17
Feb. 11
Dec. 10
Jan. 14

Dec. 1

Jan. 12
Dec 8
Feb. 4

-Dec. 24

Yellowback, The, Tom Moore-Seena Owen..
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Sound Length Title and Players
New

Pictures

1927
5764
5669
7300
4887

6482
5233
4752
5800
6049
6235
6629
5182
6276

6448
6614

1928

6775
6209

6510
5362
5477

6126

6334

6297
6553
6676

7785
6708

5102

5736
7256
6652
5361

5283

1927
6000
7500
7311
8550
9120
9000
7456

8250
8000

1928
ME 7972

ME 8250
6400

T
AT

7000
9368
9100
8350

7300

MB
T
ME
T
T
AT
T

7650
ME
ME

8600

AT
T

6400

MB 9300

ME
ME 8500

ME 8350

1928
6243
4179
5311
4322
4201
5357
5109
7828
6474

4194

6599
4868
6307

5591
6832

Tiffany-Stahl
July 9

July

.Nov.
. June
..Oct.

Backstage (CD), Bedford.

Beauty Shoppe (CD), Busch _ -. —
College Days (CD), M. Day — - - -

Enchanted Island (D)— — — - -

Fools of Fashion (CD), Busch— _

Girl from Gay Paree, The (F), Sherman Sept. 15

Haunted Ship, The (M), Sebastian-M. Love Dec. 1

Joselyn's Wife (D), Frederick. - — - Not.

Lightning (W). J. Ralston Sept. 1

Night Life (CD), Day-Harron - Nov. 1

Once and Forever (D). Patsy Ruth Miller Oct. 15

Snowbound (FC), Blythe - - - - - July

Streets of Shanghai (RD). Starke-Harlan Dec. 15 Mar. 10

Tired Business Man (C) - — — —
Wild Geese (D). Belle Bennett Nov. 15 Dec. 24 Deo.

Women's Wares (D), Brent-Lytell —Oct, 1 - —
Bachelor's Paradise (R). Sally O'Neil -Mar. 15

Big Top, The (CD), Sally O'Neil _ _ Oct. 30

Broadway Fever (D), Sally O'Nei] Sept. 30

Cavalier, The (D), Talmadge-Bedford. -Nov. 1

Clothes Makes the Woman (R). Southern-

I'ldgeon - May 1

Devil's Apple Tree, The (D), Dorothy Sebastian .Sept. 20

Devil's Skipper, The, Bennett - Feb. 1

Domestic Meddlers (CD), Claire Windsor —Aug. 15

Floating College, The, O'Neil-Hale... — Nov. 10

George Washington Cohen (CD), Jessel-Palmer.-Dec. 20

Girl Who Came Back, The, Patsy Ruth Miller.._..Mar. 10

Grain of Oust, The (D). Cortez-Windsor July 10

Green Gra6s Widows (CD), Walter Hagen. — June 10

Gun Runner, The (D). Cortez-Lane Nov. 20

House of Scandal (D). Sebastian-O'Malley Apr. 1

Ladies of the Night Club (CD). Cortez-Moran—...May 15

Lingerie (CD), White-McGregor - - -....July 1

Lucky Boy (D), George Jessel

Man in the Hobbles. The. Harron-Littlefleld.

Marriage by Contract, MiUer-Gray
Nameless Men, Moreno -

Naughty Duchess, The (D). H. B. Warner-
New Orleans. Cortez-Collier. Jr

Power of Silence. The (D). BeUe Bennett-

Prowlers of the Sea (D), Cortez-Myers

Rainbow, The, Gray-Hardy
Reputation (D), Belle Bennett-

Spirit of Youth, The, Kent Sebastian.

Scarlet Dove. The (D). Margaret Livingston-

Squads Right (CD), Gribbon-Stone

Stormy Waters (D), Southern-McGregor

Toilers, The, Fairbanks. Jr. -Ralston—

Their Hour (D), Sebastian-Harron -

Tragedy of Youth, Miller-CoUier —
Tropical Nights, Patsy Ruth Miller —
Woman Against the World, A -

..Jan.

.Dec.

Feb.

Oct.

.Mar.
Oct.

.June

Jan.

Nov.

.Feb.

Apr.
Feb.
June
Oct.

Mar.
Jan.

Dec.
Jan.

..Not. 17

United Artists

College (C), Keaton-Cornwall SeDt
- 10

General. The (C), Keaton— — - -

Loves of Sonya (D), Swanson..

Magic Flame. The (M), Colman-Banky— .....Sept. 24

Resurrection (M), La Rocque -

Sorrell and Son (D), Warner-Nilsson— Nov.

Topsy and Eva (C). Duncan Sisters—

Two Arabian Knights (CD). Boyd-Wolheim—
Winning of Barbara Worth (D). Banky-Colman

Awakening, The, Vilma Banky —Nov. 17

Battle of the Sexes. The. Hersholt-Haver - Oct. 12

Circus. The (C). Charlie Chaplin - -

City Lights. Charlie Chaplin

Coquette, Mary Pickford —
Devil Dancer, The, Gilda Gray

Douglas Fairbanks as the Gaucho (M) - June 1

Dove. The (M). Norma Talmadge Jan. 7

Drums of Love (D), Mary Philbin. -...Mar. 31

Garden of Eden. The (D). C. Griffith-Ray Feb. 4

Hell's Angels. Ben Lyon-Nissen _ -

Iron Mask, The, Douglas Fairbanks -

King of the Mountains, John Barrymore

Lady of the Pavements, Boyd-Goudal

Lummox - —
Nightstick, O'Malley-Buscu.

Sept. 17

Feb. 12

Mar. 19

Sept. 24

Apr. 10

Nov. 19

Aug. 13

.._ - Oct. 29

— _. JJec. 4

Apr. 28

...Not. 26

-Jan. 7

...July 21

Queen Kelley, Gloria Swanson —
Ramona (D), Del Rio - — Aug.

Rescue, The, Ronald Colman. - - Jan.

Revenge, Dolores Del Rio.— - Nov.

Sadie Thompson (D), Gloria Swanson. Feb.

Say It With Music, Harry Richman. -

She Goes to War, Broadman-Holland.

Steamboat Bill, Jr.. Buster Keaton Jan.

Tempest (M), John Barrymore _ Aug.

Three Passions, Terry-Petrovitcb

Two Lovers. Banky-Colman- — Sept.

Woman Disputed, The, Norma Talmadge Oct.

.Nov. 10

June 16

..May 26

-July 7

Universal
Anybody Here Seen Kelly, Bessie Love-Moore Sept. 9

Beauty and Bullets, Ted Wells Dec. 16

Clearing the Trail. Hoot Gibson Oct. 7

Cloud Dodger. The, Al Wilson Sept. 30

Crimson Canyon, The, Ted Wells Oct. 14

Danger Rider, The, Hoot Gibson. — Nov. 18

Flyin' Cowboy, The, Hoot Gibson.— July 1

Foreign Legion. The. Lewis Stone-Kerry Sept. 23

Freedom of the Press. Lewis Stone Oct. 28

Gate Crasher. The (CD)— — - Dec. 9

Give and Take, Sidney-Hersholt — Dec. 23

Greased Lightning. Ted Wells _ July 29

Grip of the Yukon. The, Marlowe-Bushman. Sept. 30

Guardians of the Wild. Rex-Perrin. _ - Sept. 16

Home James. Laura LaPlanto— - Sent. 2

Sept. 1

Sept. 8

How to Handle Women. Tryon-Nixon

Jazz Mad. Hersholt-Nixon.

Oct. 14

. Not. 11

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Pictures Comment

M 10185
6030
6702
5007

4230
4472
5424
4616

TME 10600

1929

5202

ME
T

T
T
T
MT

4719

ME
T
ME
T

5792

5501

6785
6674

4380

6753

Man Who Laughs. The. Philbin-Veidt Not. 4

Michigan Kid. The, Adoree-NageL _ _ Oct. 21

Night Bird. The, Reginald Denny— —Sept. 16

Phyllis of the Follies, Alice Day-M. Moore Nov. 25

Price of Fear, Bill Cody Oct. 29
Quick Triggers, Fred Humes ..July 15

Riding for Fame, Hoot Gibson Aug. 19

Two Outlaws, The, Jack Perrin-Rex - - Nov. 18

Uncle Tom's Cabin, All Star Sept. 2

Wolves of the City. Bill Cody -.Dec. 2

Blow for Blow. Hoot Gibson May 19

Border Wildcat. The. Ted Wells Aug. 18

Born to the Saddle. Ted Wells _ Mar. 10

Burning the Wind (W). Hoot Gibson— Feb. 11
Charlatan, The. All Star Apr. 14

Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City (CD)
George Sidney Mar. 17

Come Across. All Star _ - May 5

Dangerous Dimples. Laura LaPlante — June 16

Eyes of the Underworld, Bill Cody — Apr. 28

Girl on the Barge, The, O'Neil-Hersholt Feb. 24

Harvest of Hate, The. Rex-Jack Perrin. Apr. 14

Hero of the Circus, Maciste - - Feb. 24

His Luoky Day. Reginald Denny June 2

Hoofbeats of Vengeance, Rex-Perrin June 16

It Can't Be Done, Tryon-Sue Carol - May 5

Kid's Clever, The, Tryon. — - Feb. 17

King of the Rodeo, Hoot Gibson— Jan. 6

Lariat Kid, The, Hoot Gibson. _ - June 23

Last Warning. The. LaPlante-Boles - Jan. 6

Lonesome (CD), Glenn Tryon - - Jan. 20

Man. Women and Wife (CD). Kerry-Starke— Jan. 13

One Rainy Night (D). Laura LaPlante _ Mar. 3

Play Goes On. The, All Star - Mar. 10

Plunging Hoofs, Rex-Perrin. - - Aug. 4

Red Hot Speed, Reginald Denny . .Jan. 27

Ridin' Demon. The. Ted Wells _ — May 19

Silks and Saddles (D), Marian Nixon Jan. 20

Shakedown, The (D), Murray-Kent. Feb. 25

Slim Fingers, Bill Cody— _ — Mar. 24

Sm.lin' Terror, The, Ted Wells - .. June 30

Smilin' Guns, Hoot Gibson _ Apr. 7

Stool Pigeon. The, Bill Cody— - June 2

Wolves of the City (D), Bill Cody Feb. 25

You Can't Buy Love, All Star - - May 25

Oct 13

Jan. 26

1927 Warner Brothers
5803
6330
6408
5003

6767

6978
6302
6203

5397

5569
5492
5685
5685
6412
6412
6813

Black Diamond Express (M), Blue

Brass Knuckles (D), Blue-Bronson. _ Dec. 3

Desired Woman. The (M), Irene Rich. Aug. 27

Dog cf the Regiment, A (M), Rin-Tin-Tin. Oct. 20

First Auto. The. Oldfleld-Miller - Sept. 19

Girl from Chicago, The (M), Nagel-Loy Nov. 5

Good Time Charley (D), Oland-H. Costello Nov._12

If I Were Single, McAvoy-Nagel Dec."T7

Irish Hearts (CD), McAvoy - —
Jaws of Steel (D), Rin-Tin-Tin.— _ .. Sept. 17

Reno Divorce. A (CD). May McAvoy... Oct. 22

Sailor Izzy Murphy (F), George Jessel Oct 8

Sailor's Sweetheart. A (C). Fazenda-C. Cook Sept. 24

Simple Sis (M), Fazenda -

Slightly Used, McAvoy-Nagel Sept. 3

Tracked by the Police (M), Rin-Tin-Tin.

..July 23

July 9

Dec. 31

Dec. 31 Nov. 26

..Apr. 28

.June 11

..Oct. 1

..Oct. 29

..Dec. 10

..Oct.15

June 11

. May 21

Note: All Warner pictures are released in two versions, with and without

Vitaphone. A. T. means All-Taking. Other releases have synchronized

scores plus sound effects and dialogue sequences.

1928
M
M
M
TME
M
TME
AT
TME
AT
TME
M
AT
M
M
M
TME
BDJ
AT
TME
1929
AT
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TMB
TME
ran:
TME
TME
TME
AT
TME

1928

6052
5380
5778
6270
5164

7441
8G93
7077

5267
6352
5331
8290
6185
4777
4820
7109
7340
7654

5527

Across the Atlantic, Blue-Murphy _ - Feb. 25

Beware of Married Men, Irene Rich— _ Jan. 14

Beware of Bachelors. Ferris-Beranger _ Dec. 1

Caught in the Fog. Nagel-McAvoy — Sept. 22

Domestic Trouble (CD). Cook-Fazenda Mar. 24

Glorious Betsy. D. Costello June 9

Home Towners. Kenyon-Eileson. Dec. 15

Jazz Singer, The, Al Jolson Feb. 4

Lights of New York, All Star... July 21

Lion and the Mouse, The, L. Barrymore Aug. 3

Little Snob, The, May McAvoy.— Feb. 11

On Trial. Bert LyteU. Dec 29

Nov. 10

Oct. 6

.Apr. 14

Powder My Back (C), Rich-Ferris...

Race for Life. Rin-Tin-Tin-
...Mar. 10

—Jan. 28

Apr. II
...Aug. 25

...Apr. 28
.Oct. 20

Rinty of the Desert, Rin-Tin-Tin.

State Street Sadie. Nagel-Loy

Tenderloin, Dolores Costello

Terror, The, McAvoy-Horton
Women They Talk About, Rich-Ferris —.Sept. 8

Conquest, Monte Blue
Desert Song, The, John Boles

Fancy Baggage, Audrey Ferris

From Headquarters, Monta Blue.

Frozen River, Rin-Tin-Tin

Greyhound Limited. The, Monte-Blue.

Hardboiled Rose, Myrna Loy.

Feb.

May

..Jan. 12

Kid Gloves. Conrad Nagel-Lois Wilson

Land of the Silver Fox. Rin-Tin-Tin

Little Wildcat. The. Audrey Ferris Jan. 5

Madonna of Ave. A. Dolores Costello

Million Dollar Collar. The. Rin-Tin-Tin

My Man. Fannie Brice —
No Defense, Monte Blue. -

One Stolen Night. B. Bronson-Wm. Collier. Jr

Redeeming Sin. The, Dolores Costello

Singing Fool. The. Al Jolson. Jan. 1

Stark Mad. H. B. Wamer-L. Fazenda —
Stolen Kisses, May McAvoy

..Jan. 26

-Oct 13

Zakora
Just Off Broadway (D). Keith-Christy..

Last Moment. The. Matiesen-Hale.

Mother of Mine-
Olympic Hero. Charley Paddock...

..Mar. 11

-Dec
..June 25
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Chadwick
THE NEST: Pauline Frederick—January 11. Pau-

ine Frederick and a good story. Everyone liked this

icture. Prints No. 1.—Robert W. Hines. Gem the-

tre. Loyalton, S. D.—General patronage.

Columbia
THE LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER: Special cast—

Vnother very excellent picture from Columbia, and it

s plenty good for first-run theatres. It is well

taged, well acted, well titled and well done. One of

he main reasons for its success is the bewitching
iertrude Olmstead. She scores in this better than
nything she has appeared in. Seven reels.—W. H.
irenner. Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General pat-

onage.

THE DESERT BRIDE: Betty Compson—December
5-26. Very disappointing. About the poorest we
lave had from Columbia. An episode of Tarzan sure

lelped the program. Six reels.—Frank Johnson,
)pera House, Louisville, Neb.—Small town Patronage.

STOOL PIGEON: Special cast—18%. January 15-

.6. A pretty good underworld picture. Columbia
ictures are okay. I have played six of the 1928-29,

end they all were good. Seven reels.—P. G. Held,

Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General patronage.

STOOL PIGEON: Special cast—Very good. Pleased

hem all. Lots of favorable comments.—A. Mitchell.

Mxie theatre, Russellville, Ky.—Small town patron-

ge.
'

DRIFTWOOD: Don Alvarado—30%. December 24.

V good picture. Well acted. Many good comment0
.

Columbia pictures are a sure bet. All proven good
o far. Six reels.—J. R. Long, Opera House, Fort

'ayne, Ala.—General patronage.

DRIFTWOOD: Special cast—Was afraid of this

>ne, but it turned out to be extra good. You will

Copyright. 1929

not have to hide out on this one when they come
out.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.

—

Small town patronage.

THE SCARLET LADY: Special cast—80%. Jan-
uary 6-8. We've had our share of these Billiviki

pictures, but this is the best one that's come out of

Hollywood in many a moon. A real special, and sold

so that the boys "out where the worst begins" can
really sit back and enjoy the tinkle of the money in

the till. Far and away above the average. Lya
really acts, and the girls will fall for Don. But per-
sonally, I think Otto Matiesen and Warner Oland
steal the picture. Book it and boost it. Seven reels.

—John E. Wallan, Orpheus theatre, Klamath Falls,

Ore.—General patronage.

ALIAS THE LONE WOLF: Special cast—Janu-
ar> 1. Very good crook story. Bert always hits in

this type of picture.—Frank E. Sabin, Majestic the-

atre, Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

RAIDER EMDEN: Special cast—80%. December
31. January 1-2. Not exactly what we expected.

Looks like a lot of newsreels. Would say it is strict-

ly a novelty, but it gets them in. Don't believe any-
one will go wild over it. Poor photography and very

jumpy in spots. Book it if you like to play novelties,

and it should make some money. Seven reels.—John
E. Wallan, Orpheus theatre, Klamath Falls, Ore.

—

General patronage.

RESTLESS YOUTH: Special oast—A dandy one
that will please them all.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre,

Russellville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

THE SPORTING AGE: Belle Bennett—January
17-18. An extra good title wasted on a dull, drab lot

of film. Bennett was good in "Stella Dallas," but in

everything I have had her in since she did not make
much of an impression. Seven reels.—William E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—-Small

town patronage.

GOLF WIDOWS: Special cast—75%. January 3-1.

This is a dandy little comedy-drama. Lots of good

gag6 and funny all the way through. Too bad we
can't have more like this one. Columbia gives us a
lot of good ones. Their pictures, as a rule, have
haywire names, but as some wise bozo once remarked,
"What's in a name?" If your audience likes good,
clean comedy, they'll eat this one up. Six reels.

—

John E. Wallan, Orpheus theater, Klamath Falls,

Ore.—General patronage.

First National
ADORATION: Billie Dove—80%. January 1. Bil-

lie Dove does splendid work and draws well. Thi3
is not her best picture, but it pleased. She's the

berries. Seven reels.—J. G. Crouch, Princess the-

atre, Troy, Ala.—General patronage.

THE PHANTOM CITY: Ken Maynard—This is

the best out. Play it.—A. S. Alexander, Palace the-

atre, Bradford, Tenn.—General patronage.

HEART TO HEART: Hughes-Astor—One of the

best little comedies I have run in a long time,

pleased everyone. Seven reels.—A. S. Alexander,
Palace theatre, Bradford, Tenn.—General patronage.

THE GLORIOUS TRAIL: Ken Maynard—60%.
January 19. A very good frontier picture. Lots of

action. Tarzan does some very clever acting also.

Six reels.—J. A. Holmes, Arcade theatre, Holtville,

Cal.—Small town patronage.

LADIES' NIGHT IN A TURKISH BATH: Jack
Mulhall—20%. January 9. This was one dandy riot

of laughter and entertainment throughout. Seven
reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.

—

General patronage.

CODE OF THE SCARLET: Ken Maynard—

A

good picture, but then, when did Ken ever make a

poor one?—Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

CODE OF THE SCARLET: Ken Maynard—Decem-
ber 1. This was good. All of Maynard's are. How-
ever, we thought it not quite up to most of his pic-

THE BALLOTS SPEAK!

AGOODLY number of votes are added
this week in the "My Favorite Play-

ers" contest, and though the leaders re-

main the same, Richard Dix and William
Farnum "sneak" up on Lon Chaney close

enough to make one wonder what next
week's ballots are going to bring. In the

feminine race, also, the distance between
first and scond place is cut, and the vot-

ing is further featured by Colleen
Moore's going into a tie with Joan Craw-
ford for the runner-up position.

The showing of Farnum is typical of

this contest. Farnum, a name to conjure
with in days gone by, has not been at all

prominent lately. But his followers are

still loyal, and in this unique contest,

they get their chance to pay tribute to

him. There may be a great deal of sig-

nificance in his being named in a 1929
contest of "favorite players." It is also

interesting to note that many players who
are seldom nominated in the usual con-

test, demonstrate in this one that at least

the exhibitors and the members of their

families have taken admiring notice of
their work.

Again, all eligible to vote are urged to

send in their choices at once. It's easy

—

and fun—and important. Who are your
favorites? Name them so that they and

those who hire them may know. Name
them today.

The standings so far are as follows:

FEMININE
Clara Bow 35
Joan Crawford 16
Colleen Moore 16
Billie Dove 11
Norma Shearer - 9
Shirley Mason 7
Mary Brian 6
Laura La Plant* 5
Louise Lovely 4
Bebe Daniels 4
Dolores Coslello - „ 3
Marion Davies 3
Janet Gaynor 3
Fay Wray 3
Gloria Swanson 3
Greta Garbo - 3
Josephine Dunn 3
Dolores Del Rio 2
Anita Page _ _ 2
Lillian Gish -
Marian Nixon
Patsy Ruth Milter
Florence Vidor
Alice Joyce - —
Dorothy Mackaill
Margaret Livingston
Helen Foster
Jane La Verne
Sue Carol
Louise Lorraine
Louise Fazenda
Evelyn Brent _ ,

Alice White
Marceline Day _
Mary Pickford
Norma Talmadge - ,

Vilma Banky
Viola Dana ,

Olive Borden _

Esther Ralston
Betty Bronson .

Sally O'Neil

Lon Chaney
Richard Dix
William Farnum ...

William Haines
John Gilbert
Richard Barthelmess
Gary Cooper
Charles Rogers
Conrad Nagel
Hoot Gibson
Barry Norton
Harold Lloyd
John Mack Brown..
Ronald Colman
Lloyd Hughes
Richard Arlen
Ramon Navarro
John Barrymore ....

Tom Mix
Charles Murray
Reginald Denny
Jack Holt
William S. Hart
William Boyd
Glenn Tryon
Clive Brook
Gorman Kerry
Walter Pidgeon
Percy Marmont
Warner Baxter
Frankie Darro
Charles Delaney
Victor McLaglen —
Charles Farrell

Al Jolson -

Tom Tyler

Nils Asther
Carl Dane
Ken Maynard

19
14
14
12
11
11
9
8
7
6
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum
NELIGH, NEB, January 24, 1929.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD i

About the least respected citizen in any community is the pessimist. The world turned its

shoulder on pessimism at the time Adam went into the fruit business, and we realize that
to assume a pessimistic attitude requires a whole lot of courage and but little sense. We
started out in life as an optimist, and we might have maintained that attitude through life

had it not been that we took our girl home from spelling school once and tried to kiss her on
her front porch—that is, we mean we were on her front porch when we tried to kiss her—and
the attitude that girl assumed made a pessimist out of us, and we have been leery of front
porches ever since. But this is only laying a foundation for what we wish to say.

As regards the theatre business, we presume we should say that business is fine and every-
thing is lovely, but the man who does not have the courage of his convictions should be
convicted without the formality of a trial. Homer once said, "To speak his mind is every
Freeman's right," and the best thinking people have credited Homer with being some
philosophical guy. We are glad Homer said this, for that lets us in without having to
furnish credentials. All we need to say to gain admittance is, "We're with Homer." Having
thus paved the way for what we desire to say, it will not be necessary to prolong the prelude
farther.

There are more quack doctors practicing in the theatre business than there are divorce
lawyers in Hollywood. Within the past six months, we have heard these quacks diagnose
the theatre ailment and no two of them agreed. We have been asked on a number of oc-

casions to diagnose the case and prescribe a remedy, but our diploma was issued from
the "School of Experience" and under the law we would not be permitted to practice with-
out further evidence of our medical knowledge. [Editor's Note: Mr. Jenkins, however,
failed to make the football team.

J

* * *

It's a commonly accepted theory that competition is the life of trade, for it's by competi-
tion that better goods are made and more markets provided. The course of events today in
the production and distribution of pictures is toward centralization and monopoly. Within
recent months several producing units have been consolidated with other concerns, and the
trend of events indicate that within a very short time the controlling power of all production
will be centralized in a few hands and production curtailed to meet the requirements of the
syndicated houses, without regard to the thousands of small theatres throughout the country.

In recent months production of good pictures has been subordinated to sound and sound
devices, with the result that the little fellow who is unable to equip his theatre with sound
will be left high and dry with nothing of merit to offer his patrons.

There are two ways to kill the goose that lays the golden eggs, one to cut her head off and
the other to starve her to death, either of which will be effectual, and our guess is that some
morning Wall Street will order eggs for breakfast and will be served with sowbelly instead.
The small theatres throughout the country have furnished the "velvet" and have been

the backbone of the industry, which has grown beyond the fondest hopes of the most opti-

mistic, and anything that is done to hamstring this source of revenue will work disaster to

the entire business.

The deluxe houses in the cities are maintained very largely by transients, and only for this

transient support, money to build million dollar theatre palaces would be an unknown
quantity. Entertainment is fashioned to meet the desire of this class of trade, while the

small theatres play to the home folks, who look upon their entertainment from a different

viewpoint.
* * s

When Samuel Goldwyn made "THE OLD NEST," New York said it was a lemon and it

was shelved for a year, but those of you who are familiar with past picture history remember
what this picture did for Mr. Goldwyn when it was circulated among the small theatres.

"THE BATTLE CRY OF PEACE" stood them out for extended runs at advanced admission.

"MADAME X" was a cleanup wherever it was shown. "WHAT PRICE GLORY" is still a

topic of conversation wherever pictures are discussed. "BEN HUR" stands as a milepost

in picture history, and we could go on and name dozens of others that have been the mean?
of advancing the industry to the position it maintains today, and yet in spite of these ex-

amples, they continue to make bawdyhouse scenes, underworld stuff, bedroom scenes, any-

thing to make the entertainment "sexy" and "spicy" and with a "kick," and all in face of a

vigorous protest by thousands of theatremen who are the life and mainstay of the industry

and who know that such entertainment is driving the industry on the rocks. Lord, will the

time ever come when there is some business sense injected into the business?

Yes, we are a pessimist—there is no use in introducing any evidence, we will admit it. Our
61,000 miles of travel over 14 states, and mingling with thousands of theatremen, noting

conditions, has driven us to it, and the only diagnosis of the ailment we are able to make is

that producers have lost sight of the small theatre requirements and are making pictures

with an eye singly to the transient trade of the city houses.

We have always had epidemics, we have always had elections, we have always had Christ-

mas, and many times we have had short crop conditions, so we must look elsewhere for a

solution of present day conditions, and the only reason we can assign is that producers have

permitted old General Apathy to horn into the business by furnishing these theatres with

film instead of entertainment.
* * *

If we know anything about pictures, which we probably don't, having seen not more than

30 or 40 thousand of them, we would express the opinion that the need is for pictures with

more realism, pictures with human interest, pictures that depict everyday life, and less of

those that appeal only to the weakness of humanity.

{Continued on next page)

tures. A little dark, too much night work, and not

enough Tarzan. We have played eight or nine of

Maynard's this year and all were money-makers for

use. Ken and Tarzan are the cream of Westerns.

—

R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—
General patronage.

THE GOODBYE KISS: Johnny Burke—Every
one liked this show. Lights went out and they

stayed over one hour waiting for the lights to

come back on. It had to be good for them to

stay that long.—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Rus-
sellville, Ky.—Small town patronage.

THE GOODBYE KISS: Johnny Burke—January
10-11. A good program picture but not a special.

Sold to me as a special, did not have any draft at

the box office. Pleased most all who came to see it.

Nine reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.
THE RED RAIDERS: Ken Maynard—75%. No-

vcmber 17. A good Western that pleased. The first
Ken Maynard played here, but the fans seemed to
know that he is good. Six reels.—Hardy Carlson,
Opera House, Volin, S. D.—Small town patronage.

SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Special cast—48%.
August 9-10. Fine 6how, did good business. Nine
reels.—Theodore Stallings, Imperial theatre. Warren,
ton, N. C.—General patronage.

CHINATOWN CHARLEY: Johnny Hints.-
January 22-23. Lot of good hokum in this.

Didn't expect anyone to come to see this, so I

made 'em a price of two for a quarter. Had
good crowds both nights. On the first night we
had the rip-roaringest blizzard I ever saw, bat
had an extra good night at that. Boys, if«
bargains they are after—not super-specials.

Seven reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags thea-

tre, Xeillsville, Wis Small town patroagen.

THE LIFE OF RILEY: Murray-Sidney—75%. No-
vember 24. A good comedy drama, though quite old,

and it satisfied and drew a crowd against free band
concert opposition. It's worth playing, even if It is

old. Six reels.—Hardy Carlson, Opera House, Volin.

S. D.—Small town patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—48%. January 17-

19. A splendid air picture with some real thrills in

the air battles and plenty of comedy mixed with

pathos. A good picture if it can be bought right, but

was sold too high for the small town. Flu epidemic

kept many away, too. Thirteen reels.—Guy B. Amis,

Princess theatre, Lexington, Tenn.—Small town pat-

ronage.

OH KAY: Colleen Moore—16%. January 10-11.

A good comedy, but failed to do business. Seven

reels.—Theodore Stallings, Imperial theatre. Warren-

ton, N. C.—General patronage.

Fox
THE RIVER PIRATE: Special cast—Fairly good

melodrama, plenty of hokum, but the star, McLaglen,
overrated as box office draw.—P. E. Anderson, Liberty

theatre, Kalispell, Mont.—General patronage.

FLEETWING: Barry Norton—35%. January
7. Very nice program picture. Would suggest

that Fox find better names for their pictures, as

the pictures are far superior to their titles. Five

reels.—Stanley Goodwin, Pioneer theatre, Robe-

so ni a, Pa.—Small town patronage.

ME, GANGSTER: Special cast^-A good story gone
wrong. They used to make better pictures than this

ten years ago for less money. Our patrons are still

complaining about this one.—P. E. Anderson, Liberty

theatre, Kalispell, Mont.—General patronage.

THE GAY RETREAT: Sammy Cohen—10%. Jan-
uary 11-12. Good comedy riot from beginning to the
end. They don't make them much funnier than this

one. Six reels.—Rudolph Duba. Royal theatre, Kim-
ball, S. D.—General patronage.

HANGMAN'S HOUSE: Victor McLaglen—Decem-
ber 22. A very interesting drama, a fine horse race,

good acting and beautiful scenes. A little spooky in

spots, yet many said it was fine and brought out a
good crowd.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmar-
nock, Va.—General patronage.

HANGMAN'S HOUSE: Victor McLaglen—A fair

picture. Above program, yet not a special. A very

good colored set of 11 by 14 photos were issued on

this. Seven reels.—Frank Johnson, Opera Houf°,

Louisville, Neb.—Small town patronage.

HANGMAN'S HOUSE: Victor McLaglen—Very
poor. I can't see why distributors will put such a

picture on the market.—C. C. Kaufman, Gem the-

atre. Colusa, Cal.—General patronage.

MOTHER KNOWS BEST: Special cast—Jan-
uary 21-22. Extra good business in face of threat-

ening weather. Everybody in town came the first

night, either to hear the High school quartette

sing "Sally of My Dreams," or to see her on the

screen, and the rest came the second night. Re-

sults: S. R. O. first night, nice house second

night. Get it out of patrons' heads that this is

a "mother love" picture. My patrons have been

fed up on that class. Be sure to have "Sally of

My Dreams" to cue picture. Nine reels.—Ken-

neth Richardson, Richardson theatre, Seneca, S.

C.—Small town patronage.

THE AIR CIRCUS: Special cast—Good picture,

will please any audience, but don't pay special price

a3 we did.—P. E. Anderson, Liberty theatre, Kalis-

pell, Mont.—General patronage.

WILD WEST ROMANCE: Rex Bell—Poor West,

em. Not much of a story. Print dark on outside

scenes. Five reels.—Frank Johnson, Opera House,

Louisville, Neb.—Small town patronage.

SUNRISE: Special east—Not even a good program

picture. Our Fox contract this year is a big disap-

pointment. Why don't they make some audience pic-

tures?—P. E. Anderson, Liberty theatre, Kalispell.

Mont.—General patronage.
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LONE STAR RANGER: Tom Mix—This picture is

if of the best and clearest Mix I have ever shown.

:ven reels.—A. S. Alexander. Palace theatre, Brad-

ird, Tenn.—General patronage.

HORSEMAN OF THE PLAINS: Torn Mix—Janu-
-y 11-12. Good. Tom is still the favorite. Lots of

imedy in it. Five reels.—Frank Johnson, Opera

ouse, Louisville, Neb.—Small town patronage.

HORSEMAN OF THE PLAINS: Tom Mix—19%.
innary 18-19. A very good comedy Western. Old

it okay where they like Tom Mix. Print and pho-

graphy fair. Five reels.—P. G. Held. Strand the-

re, Griswold, la.—General patronage.

CHICKEN A LA KING: Nancy Carroll—January

-16. A fair comedy drama. Drew well first night,

it fell off the second. Some audiences may be of-

nded at the scene where Arthur Stone attempts to

eal the money out of the heroine's stocking. Seven

c|s. Frank Johnson, Opera House, Louisville, Neb.

Small town patronage.

LOVES OF CARMEN: Special cast—Program pic-

re, but sold for a special. Paid too much, therefore

st money. Ten reels.—C. C. Kaufman, Gem the-

re, Colusa, Cal.—General patronage.

THE ESCAPE: Edmund Lowe—16%. January 11.

splendid my6tery picture that seemed to hold the

tention of everybody who enjoys that kind. Many
id it was too horrible.—Guy B. Amis. Princess the-

re, Lexington, Tenn.—Small town patronage.

TAKING A CHANCE: Rex Bell—€0%. January

. A new star and looks like a comer. Pleased all.

ew very fair house for bad weather. Six reels.—J.

. Holmes, Arcade theatre. Holtville. Cal.—Small

wn patronage.

Gotham
BARE KNEES: Virginia Lee Corbin—January 12.

peach of a flapper picture. No offensive stuff,

enty snap and action.—Frank E. Sabin, Majestic

eatre. Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
WEST OF ZANZIBAR: Lon Chaney—January 11-

. A weird kind of a thing, but they seemed to like

and Chaney always draws here, so I should be

tisfied. Eight reels.—E. M. Biddle. Strand theatre,

loli, Ind.—General patronage.

A CERTAIN YOUNG MAN: Ramon Novarro—
nuary 21-23. Well done picture which appealed to

jst patrons.—Joseph Conway, Egyptian theatre,

ila-Cynwyd, Pa.—General patronage.

DREAM OF LOVE: Joan Crawford—85%. De-

nber 25. Since Joan made "Our Dancing Daugh-
rs," all you have to tell 'em now is it's Joan,

ery one liked this very much. Eight reels.—J. G.

ouch, Princess theatre, Troy, Ala.—General pat-

aage.

DREAM OF LOVE: Joan Crawford—Very good

d seemed to please the few we had out to see it.

; are expecting some fine work of Miss Crawford.

Xiverdale theatre, Riverview, Ala.—General patron-

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS:
lanuary 18-19. Here's a tip for you fellows who
laven't played this. Step on it hard because it's

i real honest-to-goodness special, and the Lord
<nows they have been scarce enough recently.

Business has been rotten, but this one packed
lem in on Saturday night with no special adver-

tising. Nine reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand the-

atre, Paoli, Ind.—General patronage.

SPIES: Special cast—36%. January 20. Well, we
re afraid this was going to be another of Metro's
ported lemons, but it turned out to be a fairly

od picture. Rather weird and very melodramatic,
:er a heavy Teutonic fashion. It'6 a story of Om-
ental spying and intrigue. Holds audience fairly

11. Against our principles to boost a foreign-made
n, but will okay this one for a change. Photog-
phy mostly pretty good, and print excellent. Busi-
es off. Nine reels.—Wolfe & Williams, Screenland
atre, Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

THE BABY CYCLONE: Cody-Pringle—Business
nus. Why a company that considers its trade
me above par would put its stamp on anything
e this is beyond us. You exhibitors who haven't
aght it, let Metro keep it, and those who have
ght it, would do well to pay for it and leave it

>ne, if necessary. It's an insult to an audience tc
e them anything like this as entertainment,
aked Wednesday, and on Thursday pulled it off

*r Wednesday night run.—Boom and DuRand,
ric theatre, Ellendale, N. D.—General patronage.

HONEYMOON: Flash—22%. January 16. What
ve we here? A Hal Roach comedy in six reels!
Hy Moran and Harry Gribbon skip through the
>resaid comedy with the assistance of a flock of
ai-wisecracks, and Flash is mostly just a prop,
n you imagine it! Here is one of the best small
n drawing cards utterly wasted. We had one

J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum
{Continued from preceding page)

Personally, we would sooner see Gary Cooper washing dishes in his bachelor home and
Florence Vidor phoning to him to bring her another sack of potatoes, than to see all the

roadhouse brawls, bedroom scenes and "sexy" stuff ever made. Maybe our education has

been neglected. If so, there are several million more of us who played hookey when we
should have been buying drinks for demi-mondes and rapping on bedroom doors, and if this

type of entertainment is to become popular in this country, we might as well go back to the

free love and breechclout stage and be done with it. In fact, a lot of 'em are back there

now. Maybe we are too pointed in our remarks. Sometimes people are susceptible to

argument, and again you have to hit 'em right on the nose with a sledgehammer. We never

use soft soap. If we see a black cow, we never try to prove that it is a Durham bull.

We have been fighting for clean pictures and for the interest of you small town theatre-

men for a long time, and right now, even though we have been out of form physically for

some time, and even though there is a blizzard on outside, we are willing to take off our

coat and go out on the lawn and stage another fight in your behalf. But we'd like you to

show enough interest in the scrap to stick around to the finish. We don't know whether
you appreciate our fighting for you or not, but whether you do or whether you don't,

doesn't matter much to us, as we are pretty well grounded in our convictions anyway. But
the HERALD-WORLD would like your views on the matter.

Maybe we haven't been specific enough. Maybe we have left too much to inference.

Anyhow, you will agree that we are pessimistic and possibly crazy as well, but we trust

we have given you something to think about. If exhibitors will only voice their opinions

on this all-important matter of what to produce, maybe they'll accomplish something—at

least, more than silence can.
* « *

We wonder if a man grows more fickle-minded as he grows older. We are inclined to

think he does. We knew an old guy once that went crazy trying to make up his mind
whether to marry the widow Hennessy or the widow Maloney. The other evening we saw
"THE SHOPWORN ANGEL," with Gary Cooper and Nancy Carroll, and right away we
rechristened our limousine, and from this on she will travel under the poetic name of

"Nancy."
When we saw the billing outside, we though to ourself, '"Well, here's another one of those

things," but when we went inside and saw Nancy, right away there was "a rainbow 'round our
shoulder," and we didn't care whether the sky was blue above or there was a blizzard rag-

ing outside. All we had in mind was to watch Nancy, and the way we watched her is no-

body's business.

We can't understand why Gary doesn't warm up to girls better than he does. Must be
he has tried that front porch stunt of ours at some time. If you are near-sighted and you go
in to see this picture, get a seat right down on the front row and pay no attention to Gary

—

you won't anyhow—but watch Nancy. If you don't, you will come out as cross-eyed as Ben
Turpin. We don't know what the story was, we didn't pay any attention to that. We just

watched Nancy. In fact, they don't need any story if Nancy is in it. Now, Nancy, the girls

all knowing tbe hopelessness of the case never sent us notes with pink edges or crushed
roses, and all we ask of you is to send us your picture so we can hang it in the lobby
of the Moon theatre where all the boys can see it. That will make 'em jealous of us and
that's what we want. You might autograph it something like this: "To my devoted admirer,
Grandpa Jenkins, from Nancy Carroll." [Editor's Note: This is all in fun—we hope!]

* » *

There, no sooner had Chicago gotten half of her population in jail for bootlegging when
there comes a cry for help from Eagle Eye Joe. Joe writes, "Dear Grandpa: My girl lives

far away and the only way I can reach her is to get a car. How can I convince my mother to

get me one? Sincerely, Joe.'

Joe is in a deplorable condition, and we can sympathize with him. We know of nothing

that reaches down and gets hold of a boy's heartstrings—and bootstraps—like being sep-

arated from his girl. We had that experience once when our girl moved out to Kansas. It

just seemed the whole world was upside down. There wasn't a ray of sunshine anywhere,

and we would have welcomed an earthquake, a tornado, anything that would have changed
conditions. But we learned afterwards, to our surprise, that Kansas didn't have a monopoly
on all the girls.

The only consolation we can offer Joe is that if he can hold out until spring, and we get

back to Chicago, we will gladly place "Nancy" at his disposal. But he must understand

that it requires both hands to drive her. There are lots of one-handed cars, but "Nancy"
don't belong in that class.

We know exactly how Joe feels

When his girl is far away,
He has no appetite for meals
And he grieves the livelong day.

The road that once seemed smooth and fine

Has all at once got rough;
There is no hope for summertime,
And it's tough, by gosh, it's tough.

We hope that Joe won't take to gin

To give his mind a rest,

For this we'd like to say to him

—

Dill pickles are the best.

J. C. Jenkins,
The HERALD-WORLD man.

P. S.—The HERALD-WORLD COVERS the field LIKE an April SHOWER.

family come 19 miles through the snow to see this

and then take a solemn oath, "Never again!" Flash

belongs in melodrama, not comedy. You fellows who
have this yet to play had better advertise it as a

comedy and forget about Flash. Excellent print and
photography. Six reels.—Wolfe & Williams. Screen-

land theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—75%. Jan-
uary 15-16. This is by far this star's best picture to

date. Will surely stand extra advertising. Eight
reels.—H. K. Timberlake, Isabelle theatre, Stevenson,
Ala.—General patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—35%. A well

acted silly picture, but good at that. Full of laughs.
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How They Voted
Following is the list of voters in the "My Favorite Players" contest, with their respective choices
for male and feminine players (in parentheses) and arranged by theatres. The first voter's name is

that of the exhibitor, the next that of his wife (except when conditions are otherwise), and the rest

those of the children. No attempt has been made to arrange the list in any special order, although
the position of each theatre is approximately according to the time the ballot was received.

Broadway, Brooklyn, la.—M. A. Fauver (Laura La Plante, Lon Chanty) ; Mn. M. A. Fauver (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney) ; Suzanne Fauver (Joan Crawford
Lon Chaney); Jack Fauver (Laura LaPlante, Lon Chaney).

Richards, Fayetle, Ala.—B. J. Loftit (Dolores Costello, William Haines).
Grand, Angelica, N. Y.—P. J. Lonsberry (Marian Nixon, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. P.Lonsberry (Lillian Cish, John Cilberl).

Cozy, Winchester, Ind.—Will H. Brenner (Dolores Costello, Conrad Nagel)'.
Regent, Wayland, Mich.—N. E. Frank (Joan Crawford, William Haines); Mrs. N. E. Frank (Joan Crawford, Richard Dix).
Lansdale, Lansdale, Pa.—John L. Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum); James Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum) ; Mary Comfort (Louise Lovely,

William Farnum); Cyril Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum).
Sun, Farwell Neb.—G. A. Dilla (Clara Bow, Reginald Denny); Mrs. G. A. Dilla (Clara Bow, Clive Brook); Gilbert Dilla (Glenn Tryon, Patsy Ruth Miller) - Ceorn

Dilla, Jr. (Laura LaPlante, Richard Dlx).

Aiken Mills, Bath, S. C.— (H. B. Grice, owner, says he has too many favorites to vote. His family's votes follow): Mildred Grice (Billle Dove, Barry Norton); Doris
Grice (Dolores Costello, Richard Dix); Carolyn Grice (Greta Garbo, John Gilbert); Mabelle Grice (Clara Bow, Conrad Nagel).

Gem, Greenriver, Utah—Ilulda J. Green (Bebe Daniels, Richard Dlx); Geneve Green (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Matle Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper); Jem
Green (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson); George Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper); Lewis Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper).

Globe, Buena Vista, Va.—Glen Jennings (Margaret Livingston, Percy Marmont) ; Mrs. Glen Jennings (Helen Foster, Warner Baxter); Gary Jennings (Jane LaVerne,
Frankie Darro).

Kootenai, Libby, Mont.—Mr. Kienitz (Colleen Moore, Conrad Nagel) ; Mrs. Kienitz (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess) ; Isabel Kienitz (Clara Bow, Charles Rog-
ers) ; Jean Kienitz (no feminine choice, Gary Cooper).

Capitol, Duncan, B. C.—G. G. Baiss (Florence Vidor, Ronald Colman) ; Mrs. G. C. Baiss (Alice Joyce, Ronald Colman) ; Daughter (Dolores Costello, Walter
Pigeon); Son (Dorothy Mackaill, Ronald Colman).

Star, Hay Springs, Neb.—P. C. Morgan (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
Star, Hay Springs, Neb.—C. S. Horn (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
Ward, Pismo Beach, Cal.—Ivan William Rowley (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney).

Opera House, Victor, Mont.—Mrs. Homung (Colleen Moore, Richard Dix); Grace Hornung (Marion Davies, Norman Kerry); Robert Hornung (Colleen Moore,
Hoot Gibson); Edward Hornung (Laura LaPlante, Hoot Gibson).

Victory, Bala, Ont.—W. D. Jackson (Clara Bow, William Haines) ; Mrs. W. D. Jlckson (Marion Davies, Richard Barthelmess) ; Shirley Jackson (Norma Shearer,
Ramon Navarro); Gregory Jackson (Colleen Moore, William Boyd).

Columbia, Baton Rouge, La. W. H. Hall (Joan Crawford. Conrad Nagel).
Alamo, Plainfield, 111.—Jay W. Could (Gloria Swanson, Charles Murray) ; Ceraldine Gould (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney) ; Joyce Gould (BlUie Dove, Richard

Barthelmess); Junior Gould (Colleen Moore, Tom Mix).

Adair, Adair, la.—W. T. Biggs (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney); Mrs. W. T. Blzgs (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney); Marie Biggs (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney).
Harvard, Harvard. Neb.—J. V. Frank (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney); Mrs. J. V. Frank (Bebe Daniels, Gary Cooper); Genevieve Frank (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).
Whiteway, Peach Orchard, Ark.—W. G. Baker (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert); Mrs. W. C. Baker (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert); Winona Baker (Sue Carol, John

Gilbert); Gray Baker (Marion Davies, Tom Tyler).

Princess, Chilton, Wis. R. Pfeiffer (Joan Crawford, John Cilbert) : Mrs. R. Pfeiffer (Greta Garbo. John Gilbert).

Worman Circuit, Ogden, Utah William Worman (Clara Bow, Al Jolson) ; Mrs. William Worman (Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess); Clyde Worman (Clara Bow,

Hoot Gibson); Earl Worman (Clara Bow, John Barrymore) ; Orra Worman (Clara Bow, John Barrymore).
Palace, Golden City, Mo. H. B. Wilson (Janet Gaynor, Richard Barthelmess) : Mrs. H. B. Wilson (Janet Gaynor, Charles Delaney) ; Teresa Wilson (Billle Dove,

Barry Norton) ; Woodrow Wilson (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney) ; Theodore Wilson (Billie Dove, Victor McLaglen) ; Julia Ellen Wilson (Joan Crawford, John
Mack Brown); George Wilson (Anita Page. Charles Farrell) ; Roy Wil«on (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney).

Strand, Griswold, la.—P. G. Held (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson); Mrs. P. C. Held (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney) ; Cordon Held (Clara Bow, no mail choiee) ; Mar-

jorie Held (Clara Bow. Richard Barthelmess).

Dayton, Dayton, O. John McManus (Anita Page, John Gilbert).

Merino Community, Merino. Colo. John I. Cochran (Mary Pickford. Richard Barthelmess).

Majestic, Weiner, Ark.—G. D. Dinsmore (Louise Lorraine, Lloyd Hughes); L. M. Dinsmore (Louise Fazenda, Jack Holt).

Temple, Federalsburg, Md.—D. E. Jefferson (Evelyn Brent, Harold Lloyd); Mrs. D. E. Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold Lloyd); Evelyn Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold
Lloyd); Roberta Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold Lloyd).

Star, Alabama City, Ala.—W. J. Dunn (Joan Crawford. John Mack Brown); Mrs. W. J. Dunn (Clara Bow, John Mack Brown); Woody Dunn (Billle Dove,

Richard Barthelmess); Dick Dunn (Alice White, William Haines).

Colonial. Montpelier, O. John C. Rundell (Clara Bow, Barry Norton) ; Mrs. Edna Rundell (Mary Brian, Charles Rogers) ; Leota Rundell (Mary Brian, Richard

Arlen) ; Viola Rundell (Joan Crawford, Barry Norton).
Marion, Marion Va.—Mrs. J. O. Stephenson (Janet Gaynor, Richard Arlen) ; Virginia Stephenson (Clara Bow, Richard Dix) ; Ola Stephenson (Marceline Day, Gary

Cooper): Clarence Stephenson (Norma Shearer, Nils Aether).

New York Mills, New York Mills, Minn.—L. J. Shearer (Norma Shearer. Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. L. J. Shearer (Norma Shearer, Charles Murray) ; Norma Shearer (Norma
Shearer, Lon Chaney); Virginia Shearer (Lon Chaney); Grover Shearer (Norma Shearer, Tom Mix), Joyce Shearer (Norma Shearer, Karl Dane).

Opera House. Coalville, Utah.—T. E. Beard (Colleen Moore, Lloyd Hughes) ;- Mrs. T. E. Beard (Norma Talmadge, Lloyd Hughes) ; Russell Beard (Laura La Plante,

Hoot Gibson); Marjorie Beard (Billie Dove. Reginald Dennv).
Opera House, Denison, la. Peter Krauth (Colleen Moore, John Cilbert).

Opera House. Denison, la.—John P. Krauth (Colleen Moore, John Gilbert).

Bonny. Mansfield, Mo. H. C. Yancey (Billie Dove, William Haines); Mrs. Yancey (Colleen Moore. William Haines); Robert Yancey (Billie Dove, William Haines).

Lyric, Norristown,, Pa. James P. Comfort (Shirley Mason, William Farnum) ; Mrs. James P. Comfort (Mary Brian, William Farnum) ; Margaret Comfort (Shirley

Mason, William Farnum) ; Katherine Comfort (Shirley Mason. William Farnum) ; Robert Comfort (Clara Bow, William Farnum) ; Charles J. Comfort (Shirley

Mason, William Farnum); James Comfort. Jr. (Mary Brian. William Far-nun): Madeline Comfort (Shirley Mason, William Farnum); Kate Comfort (Shirley

Mason, William Farnum) ; Alice Comfort (Vilma Hanky. William Farnum) ; Frank B. Comfort (Viola Dana, William S. Hart) ; Albert Comfort (Shirley Mason,

William S. Hart).
Strand, New Haven. Conn. A. Johnson (Joan Crawford, William Haines).

Grand, Big Sandy, Mont. R. S. Tingley (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney); Mrs. R. S. Tingley (Josephine Dunn, William Haines); O. M. Tlngley (Josephine Dunn, William

Haines); L. M. Tingley (Josephine Dunn, Conrad Nagel).
Castleman, Waterproof, La. Thomas Castleman (Sally O'Neil, Richard Dix); Mrs. Thomas Castleman (Greta Garbo, Conrad Nagel).

Sun, Walthill, Neb. Wendell R. Boughn (Colleen Moore, Gary Cooper); Tommy Boughn (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Kent Boughn (Mary Brian, Richard Arlen);

Rosemary Boughn (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess).
Globe, Buena Vista, Va. E. C. Bays (Gloria Swanson, Jack Holt).
Trio, Farmville, N. C.—H. C. Cooke (Billie Dove, Conrad Nagel).
Princess, Moeksville, N. C.—J. A. Daniel (Bebe Daniels, Ken Maynard) ; Mrs. J. A. Daniel (Betty Bronson, Richard Dix) ; Lois Daniel (Bebe Daniels, Richard

Dix); Ruth Daniel (Billie Dove, John Gilbert).

Lincoln, Bunker Hill, 111. W. Fahrenkrog (Norma Shearer. Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. W. Fahrenkrog (Colleen Moore, Ramon Novarro) ; Mrs. Leona F. Day (Clara Bow,

Charles Rogers); Helen Fahrenkrog (Clara Bow. Charles Rogers).
Lyric, Crangeville, Ida. Al J. Wagner (Clara Bow. William Haines); Mrs. Al J. Wagner (Clara Bow, William Haines).

Clermont, Winchester. Ia. Joe N. Wagner (Clara Bow. Richard Dix).

Rex, Kemp, Tex. Albert E. Krntllek (Clara Bow, Richard Dlx) ; Mrs. Albert E. Krutilek (Esther Ralston. Charles Rogers) ; Albert Krutilek, Jr. (Mary Brian, Gary

Cooper)

.

Palace. Rankin, Tex. Barnes E. Perdue (Clara Bow. Richard Barthelmess).
Hollywood, East Orange, N. J.—H. M. Berry (Billie Dove. Richard Dlx).

Mecca, Clendale, Cal. William Blake (Gloria Swanson. Richard Barthelmess); Mrs. William Blake (Olive Borden, Ramon Navarro).

Business not so good.—W. Fahrenkrog. Lincoln the-

atre, Bunker Hill, 111.—General patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—A very good
comedy drama. Will please the average audience.

—

Winton W. Lowery, Strand theatre, Atmore, Ala.

—

Small town patronage.

FOUR WALLS: John Gilbert—A fair crook melo-
drama, but not a special.—Ernest H. Vetter, Majes-
tic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small town patronage.

FOUR WALLS: John Gilbert—15%. A mighty
good picture. Well liked by fair sized house.—W.
Fahrenkrog, Lincoln theatre. Bunker Hill, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Joan Crawford-
January 3-4. This one sure is a humdinger, I did not

take in any dough on it, but it was not the picture's

fault. Eight reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre.

King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Joan Craw-
ford—65%. This is the kind our Sunday nighters

like. Many said the best looking cast they ever

saw. Now our flappers want to see more of John

Mack Brown.—E. C. Arehart, Auditorium theatre.

Laurel, Neb.—General patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Joan Crawford—
75%. January 19. Boys here is one that makes you

proud to stand by the door when your patrons gc

out. It is as good a picture as Metro or any othei

company ever put out, and was sold at the right

price. If you have a non-synchronous machine, gel

the records anyway, as the music to this is supreme

But above all, play it. Nine reels.—Stanley Good-

win, Pioneer theatre, Robesonia, Pa.—Small town

patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special cast—January 19-20.

This production seemed to please the majority. Hao

many favorable comments. It was a change from the

usual 6tyle of productions.—Ernest H. Vetter, Ma-

jestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small town patronage.
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"My Favorite Players 9
' Contest

BALLOT: for voting in the Herald-World's 1928-29 contest to determine who are the fa-

vorite male and feminine screen players of exhibitors and the members of their immediate fami-

lies. Choices are to be made on any basis the voter chooses.

Voter's Name Above
Chosen Players' Names

Feminine Player

Male Player ....

Theatre
.

Town

MAIL to Exhibitors Herald-World. "My Favorite Players" Contest. 407 So. Dearborn. Chicago. 111.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special cast—January 24-26.

ce picture, with Marion Davies in a sort of a

;rton role, and William Haines not too fresh,

ey'll like it.^Joseph Conway. Egyptian theatre.

la-Cynwyd, Pa.—General patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special cast—10%. Metro makes

D think this is a special, but it is only a picture,

et money on this one.—W. Fahrenkrog, Lincoln

;atre. Bunker Hill, 111.—General patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special cast—This is of show

op'.e and that's all. Just a big bunch of stars with

thing for them to do. They don't care so much
• this. Miss Davies did some very clever acting

len it was possible, but it seems that just a few

;t of this film had such places in it. Nine reels.—

erdale theatre, Riverview, Ala.—General patron-

e.

EXCESS BAGGAGE: William Haines—65%. An-

ler good one for Haines. Patrons like him.—W.
hrenkrog. Lincoln theatre, Bunker Hill, 111.—Gen-

ii patronage.

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT: Flash—50%. This

my notion is the best dog picture I ever playeJ.

e dog is almost human—W. Fahrenkrog, Lincoln

;atre. Bunker Hill, 111.—General patronage.

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT: Lawrence Grey

—

nasty 14. Very good. Ran it on our poor night,

d that was the reason for our poor business. The

:ture is good as an underworld story, though it is

ire of a police and newspaper reporter picture,

.en reels.—H. H. Petz, Pearl theatre, Youngwood.
.—General patronage.

WVOMING: Tim McCoy—15%. January 18-14.

od program where they like action and thrills.

re reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre. Kimball, S.

—General patronage.

LAUGH CLOWN LAUGH: Lon Chaney—August
. This Chaney did better than any Chaney ever

lyed here. Play it right after the big cities.

—

arles Chicazola, New Lincoln theatre, Pleasanton,

1.—Small town patronage.

LAUGH CLOWN LAUGH: Lon Chaney—Very,
•y good. Not only that, but we did about average

-me -i in spite of a severe snowstorm that continued

oughout the entire second day. We consider this

•y good. Eight reels.—Frank Johnson, Opera

use, Louisville. Neb.—Small town patronage.

CHE COSSACKS: John Gilbert—December 1-2. A
ture with lots of action, well made and everything',

rsonally I thought it very good. Some liked it,

i some didn't.—Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic the-

. e. Homer, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE CARDBOARD LOVER: Marion Davies—Sep-

aber 16-17. Took well on account of stage play,

i Davies is well liked here. Took better than "The
lay."—Charles Chicazola, New Lincoln theatre,

'asanton. Cal.—Small town patronage.

HE CARDBOARD LOVER: Marion Davies—Nice
>graxn picture. Plenty of good laughs, very inter-

ring.—C. C. Kaufman, Gem theatre, Colusa, Cal.

—

aeral patronage.

•V'HILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—Jan-
"y 17-18. This is a pleasing program feature but

a special. Nine reols.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
atre. King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

V HJLE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—»5%.
od crook story, above the average.—W. Fahren-
>g, Lincoln theatre, Bunker Hill, 111.—General pat-

iage.

1EYOND THE SIERRAS: Tim McCoy—Jan-
7 15. A very good Western production. Our first

Coy shown to poor business. Had icy roads.

—

*»«st H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—
all town patronage.

TELLING THE WORLD: William Haines—65%.
Very good picture. Haines is fine in this one.—W.
Fahrenkrog. Lincoln theatre. Bunker Hill, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE ACTRESS: Norma Shearer—50%. Just fair.

Not nearly as good as some of her other pictures.

—

W. Fahrenkrog. Lincoln theatre. Bunker Hill, 111.

—

General patronage.

THE FAIR CO-ED: Marion Davies—30%. January
6. Good program picture which pleased almost 100

pei cent, according to the laughs that responded

after each scene. We ran this one pretty late, but

we sure are glad we did not miss out on it. Seven

reels.—Rudolf Duba. Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.

—

General patronage.

BROTHERLY LOVE: Dane-Arthur—25%. Rotten.

Nothing to this one.—W. Fahrenkrog. Lincoln thea-

tre. Bunker Hill. III.—General patronage.

CIRCUS ROOKIES: Dane-Arthur—For those who
like slapstick, fine. Not suitable for better class

houses, however. This is no reflection on Dane or

Arthur. Give them real working material and these

boys will set a mark for all comedians to shoot at.

—

Riverdale theatre, Riverview, Ala.—General patron-

age.

WEST POINT: William Haines—80V January 5.

Did a good business on this picture in spite of sub-

zero weather. Pleased as near 100 per cent as any
picture of its type we have played the past year.

Eight reels.—Hardy Carlson. Opera House. Volin, S.

D.—Small town patronage.

BEAU BROADWAY: Cody-Pringle—65V Janu-
ary 20. A fair house, and believe it gave general

satisfaction. Didn't see the picture myself but have
heard no unfavorable comments.—Paul B. Hoffman,
Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patron-

age.

BEAU BROADWAY: Cody-Pringle—Good.—George
B. Baker. Strand theatre, Britton. S. D.—General
patronage.

THE LATEST FROM PARIS: Norma Shearer—
45%. December 31-January 1. One good picture, but

it failed to draw. A clever comedy, but title not so

good for small town patronage. Eight reels.—Hardy
Carlson, Opera House, Volin, S. D.—Small town pat-

ronage.

BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan—Very good.—George B.

Baker, Strand theatre, Britton, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

Paramount
SOMEONE TO LOVE: Special cast— 90" Janu-

ary 18. Had more comments on this than any pic-

ture of this type in years. It's a pleasing little pic-

ture, with Buddy doing his stuff. Seven reels.—J. G.

Crouch, Princess theatre, Troy, Ala.—General pat-

ronage.

SOMEONE TO LOVE: Special cast—December 6-7.

This is certainly one sweet little program picture, not
a special, but just the kind of picture that will please

the whole family. Here's hoping this standard will

b3 carried out in this young team's featurs pictures.

Seven reels —H. K. Timberlake. Isabelle theatre. Ste-

venson, Ala.—General patronage.

SOMEONE TO LOVE: Special cast—A sweet little

special bought as a program picture. Outdrew many
of the much advertised specials. Extra good business

two days. William Austin with his subtitles good

for lots of laughs. Youth, beauty of surroundings

and clean story make this a refreshing change from
the underworld flood.—Kenneth Richardson. Richard-

son theatre, Seneca. S. C.—Small town patronage.

THE WEDDING MARCH: Erich von Stroheim—
Poor. Stroheim and Jannings don't draw in this

town or any other. They might be good directors but
not drawing cards. They play in pictures too long.
They ought to be put in two-reel comedies, so the
people could be relieved from looking at them. Four-
teen reels.—H. H. Petz. Pearl theatre, Youngwood.
Pa.—General patronage.

THE WEDDING MARCH: Erich von Stroheim—
Poor for small towns. Too much wasted film.

—

George B. Baker, Strand theatre, Britton, S. D.

—

General patronage.

WHAT A NIGHT: Bebe Daniels—Everybody
liked this. Bebe is first in the affections of
many of our patrons and they welcomed her in
such a good vehicle for her talents. Plenty of
gags, plenty of excitement strung on a plot that
holds interest to the last flicker. As long as we
can get silent pictures like this, the talkies can
grind on elsewhere.—Kenneth Richardson. Rich-
ardson theatre. Seneca, S. C.—Small town patron-
age.

INTERFERENCE: Special cast—This was this

company's first all-talking picture, and I imagine it

was much better in this form, although the silent

version is good. But the action is terribly slow.
Seven reels.—H. K. Timberlake, Isabelle theatre,

Stevenson, Ala.—General patronage.

INTERFERENCE: Special cast—90%. Jsira-

sry 21-22-23. Best talking picture ever made.
"Singing Fool" and "Hometowners" excepted.
Ten reels J. M. Blanchard. Strand theatre, Sun-
bury. Pa.—General patronage.

SAWDUST PARADISE: Esther Ralston—We had
extra good business, due partly to this being "silver

night." Pleased the more serious minded, and the

others didn't kick. Rather better than the average
program.—Kenneth Richardson, Richardson theatre,

Seneca, S. C.—Small town patronage.

THREE WEEK ENDS: Clara Bow—January
23. Well, they raved over this one. Clara Bow
is a good drawing card. To me it is so much the

same as all her pictures, same acting, the same
eye movements, same mouth expression, the same
lightly clad girl, etc., until it has become unin-

teresting and common. People are saying. "Well,
when I see Clara Bow once it's enough for me."
But she is good in her one style of acting.

—

Walter Odom and Sons, Dixie theatre, Durant.
Miss Small town patronage.

WTNGS: Special cast—December 26-27-28. Betccr

than any picture ever played here in eight years, but

Paramount got half the money. Did better second

and third nights than the first.—Charles Chicazola,

New Lincoln theatre, Pleasanton, Cal.—Small town
patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—80%. Fine. In fact, the

best for me in 1928. Had to pay a big price, but

Ho Losses in the Box Office
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Past and Present United in Vote

Not only those prominent today can lay claim to the affections of the exhibitor and the

members of his family. Of the three feminine players representing interesting features of
the vote this week, two have yielded to the demand for new screen personalities. And yet

the votes show that Louise Lovely (center) and Shirley Mason (right) are by no means for-

gotten. Mary Brian, Paramount player prominent in pictures these days, goes forward in

the standing this week in a way to indicate that not only stars may win tribute in the theatre

and exhibitor's home.

did nice business on this one.—W. Fahrenkrog,

Lincoln theatre. Bunker Hill, 111.—General patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—Very good.—

George B. Baker, Strand theatre. Britton, S. D.—
General patronage.

SOMETHING ALWAYS HAPPENS: Esther Rals-

ton—January 5-6. A very good comedy, with enough

action for a serial. Business light, due to lots of

sickness.—Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer,

Mich.—Small town patronage.

VARSITY: Special cast—January 12. Favorable,

all but two reels, which were put in by mistake. They

were solid reels, didn't have one word titles. The

people kicked on it. Otherwise people liked the pic-

ture. Seven reels.—H. H. Petz, Pearl theatre, Young-

wood, Pa.—General patronage.

VARSITY: Buddy Rogers—42%. January 19.

This picture was well liked by everyone but the

operators. The film was all messed up and should

never have been sent out without having been fixed.

Eight reels.—Paul B. Hoffman. Legion theatre. Holy-

rood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

TAKE ME HOME: Bebe Daniels—December 25-26.

Played this Christmas to good business, and picture

seemed to give satisfaction. A good, clean picture.—

Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—

Small town patronage.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—January 13.

This one fooled me, as it not only drew well but

pleased. I did not think it was up to the standard

of the old Zane Grey's or some of Holt's other pic-

tures but they liked it, so I must be mistaken. Seven

reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City,

Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE RACKET: Thomas Meighan—January 12-13.

A very good crook melodrama. Meighan does some

fine work, but he doesn't seem to draw for us.—

Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic theatre. Homer. Mich.—

Small town patronage.

APACHES OF PARIS: Special cast—22%. Janu-

ary 16. Plenty of action to make it live up to the

title. Photography very good. Seven reels.—Stanley

Goodwin, Pioneer theatre, Robesonia. Pa.—Small town

patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE: Special cast—January 9-10.

Poor. Wrong kind of picture for American public.

Enough bums of pictures, let alone "Bum" pictures.

Paramount has to learn to make better pictures than

German pictures and underworld pictures. People

kick on this kind. Nine reels.—H. H. Petz, Pearl

theatre, Youngwood, Pa.—General patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE: Wallace Beery—40%. Janu-

ary 19. Not up to Beery standard. Much over rated.

Paid too much. Far from special attraction. Eight

ree ]s .—j. A. Holmes, Arcade theatre, Holtville, Cal.

—Small town patronage.

FORGOTTEN FACES: Special cast^—This is a

fairly heavy sob drama, although it didn't draw for

me. Comments were very favorable. Was afraid to

advertise this picture due to unfavorable reports on

same, but would class this as fair.—Winton W.
Lowery, Strand theatre, Atmore, Ala.—Small town

patronage.

WARMING UP: Richard Dix—23%. January 13-

14. A pleasing program picture, but no drawing
card. I just can't make any money on his pictures.

They are no good for me. Print and photography
good. Seven reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Gris-

wold, la.—General patronage.

WARMING UP: Richard Dix—Nothing out of the
ordinary, but will pass. Exhibitors watch this little

lady, Jean Arthur. I think 6he is exceptionally good
and if given a chance, will stack up with the best
of them.—Winton W. Lowery, Strand theatre, At-
more, Ala.—Small town patronage.

THE LAST COMMAND: Emil Jannings—75%.
Good picture, well acted but too heavy for small
town.—W. Fahrenkrog, Lincoln theatre, Bunker Hill,

III.—General patronage.

RED HAIR: Clara Bow—36%. July 19-20. A
very good picture. Seven reels.—Theodore Stal lings.

Imperial theatre, Warrenton, N. C.—General pat-
ronage.

EASY COME, EASY GO: Richard Dix—20%. Pic-
ture just fair. Business rotten due to blizzard.

—

W. Fahrenkrog, Lincoln theatre. Bunker Hill, UK-
General patronage.

OLD IRONSIDES: Special cast—31%. April 26-

27. A good picture. Eight reels.—Theodore Stall-

ings. Imperial theatre, Warrenton, N. C.—General
patronage.

OLD IRONSIDES: Special cast—January 16-17.

This is an excellent production and was well re-

ceived. It is not worth a raise in admissions, but
ought to give general satisfaction. It is American
history and should be run everywhere. Eight reels.

—

Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

KIT CARSON: Fred Thomson—December 19-

20. My last picture of this lamented star. His
untimely death is a great loss to an industry
that needed many more men of his ideals.

"Resquiescat in pace." Seven reels.—E. M. Bid-

die, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—General patron-
age.

SPORTING GOODS: Richard Dix—Good picture for

small town.—W. Fahrenkrog, Lincoln theatre, Bunker
Hill, 111.—General patronage.

ADVENTURE MAD: Special cast—December 26-

27. This and "Peaks of Destiny," are two pieces of

limburger imported from Germany by Paramount.
A clothes pin for the proboscis, Adolph. Six reels.

—

E. M. Riddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—General
patronage.

PARTNERS IN CRIME: Beery-Hatton—40%. Not
much to this one. Funny in spots. This pair have
made better ones.—W. Fahrenkrog, Lincoln theatre,

Bunker Hill, 111.—General patronage.

GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES: Special cast-
January 20-21. A dandy program picture depicting

the workings of a blonde gold digger ably assisted

by a 6nappy brunette (Alice White, turned into a

brunette for this picture). Seven reels.—William E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small

town patronage.

THE COVERED WAGON: Special cast^January
8-9. This was a return showing on this picture,

and while it did not do as much as we expected,

it held up with other pictures shown on same night

of the week, and this in spite of sickness and icy

roads.—Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic theatre. Homer,
Mich.—Small town patronage.
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LOVE OVER NIGHT: Jeannette Loff—48%. De-

cember 26. A splendid little program picture with
many comical situations which seemed to please all.

Jeannette Loff, of course, is not very well known,
but is a good little actress.—Guy B. Amis, Princess
theatre, Lexington, Tenn.—Small town patronage.

KING OF KINGS: Special cast—This is a gcxxj

picture, but we lost money on it. Paid too much.
Ten reels.—A. S. Alexander, Palace theatre, Brad,
ford, Tenn.-—General patronage.

KING OF KINGS: H. B. Warner—40%. January
7-8-9. Truly a great picture, but did no business on
account of flu epidemic. It's good enough for a

return engagement. Favorable comments from the

few who saw it. Twelve reels.—J. R. Long, Opera
House, Fort Payne, Ala.—General patronage.

KING OF KINGS: Special cast—100%. No-
vember 21-24. To my mind it is the supreme
achievement in motion picture art. The beat re-

ligious picture I have ever seen. Many scenes

in beautiful colors. It outdrew any picture shown
here. Ran four days in a one-night town. The
title and theme will draw people who never at-

tended a theatre, and the picture will add pres-

tige to any theatre. Twelve reels.—Guy B. Amis,
Princess theatre, Lexington, Tenn.—Small town

patronage.

ANNAPOLIS: John Mack Brown—From a direc-

torial standpoint almost perfect, and of course he

being an Alabama boy, I stepped on it and didn't

regret same, as it seemed to please. John Mack,

that's your cue picture. Will please the young folks.

—Winton W. Lowery, Strand theatre, Atmore, Ala.—

Small town patronage.

HOLD 'EM YALE: Rod La Rocque—50%. Janu-

ary 14. Fair. Sold to us as special, but only fair

program picture. Lots of action. The bird who

played the part of a detective killed the picture. Eight

reels.—J. R. Long, Opera House, Fort Payne, Ala.—

General patronage.

FORBIDDEN LOVE: Special cast—January
22. My audience did not know the stars in this

picture and they were new ones for us. Their

names are too hard to pronounce for us Ameri-

cans. But let me tell you, this is one good

picture. It's the most dramatic love picture I

ever played. It is massive and beautiful in every

scene. Everything beautiful in this picture.—

Walter Odom and Sons, Dixie theatre, Durant,

Miss.—Small town patronage.

SIN TOWN: Special cast—48%. January 18-19.

A good Western. But the people in the picture are

not actors. This subject might help you some.

Plenty action. Good photography. Six reels.—F.

Donaldson, Bijou theatre, Greenville, S. C—General

patronage.

WILD BEAUTY: Rex—January 16. Patrons say

it's the best horse picture we have had. Everyone

gave it a boost.—Frank E. Sabin, Majestic theatre.

Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

SADDLE MATES: Wally Wales—January 19.

Good little Western for Saturday night. Five reels.—

William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre. Neillsville, Wis.

—Small town patronage.

CELEBRITY: Special cast—Rotten. Should have

never been released. That kind of a picture hurts

business.—C. C. Kaufman, Gem theatre, Colusa, Cal.

—General patronage.

Rayart

GIPSY OF THE NORTH: Huntley Gordon—15%.

January 15. Here is a picture anyone should run.

It is sold right and it is a knockout from the point

of entertainment—a real good story. It has lots of

the so-called gold bricks or specials backed off the

map and doesn't cost you any fortune, either. Well,

we have to learn all the time. When we think we

have a good picture, it flops. But this kind goes

over. Six reels.—Rudolf Duba. Royal theatre, Kim-

ball, S. D.—General patronage.

RKO(FBO)
HIT OF THE SHOW: Special cast—January 12.

Very good show. Fairly good box office bet. Stars

new. Joe Brown excellent. Rather abrupt ending.

New print. Seven reels.—Samuel Jackson, Jackson

theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

HIT OF THE SHOW: Special cast—Good.—George

B. Baker, Strand theatre, Britton, S. D.—General

patronage.

GANG WAR: Olive Borden—20%. January 13.

Well, we either expected too much or just thought

we'd see a real picture, but failed to see anything

but two guys showing just how mean they could be.

No special, hardly a program picture and a poor

one at that. Watch out, boys, before you buy the

six specials. They all will be flon6. the way we
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; them coming. Seven reels.—Rudolf Duba. Royal

eatre. Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

SON OF THE GOLDEN WEST: Tom Mix—
75%. January 19. Very best. Don't tell me
Tom is jetting too old to put on this stunt riding.

Boy, he rides like a flying squirrel in this one.

Stay in there, Tom, we are for you until you

hare to walk with a stick. But I think it will

be a long time yet before you will need a stick.

Seven reels.—A. K. Haynes, Community theatre,

Run, Tex.—General patronage.

SALLY'S SHOULDERS: Special cast—Fair.

—

orge B. Baker, Strand theatre, Britton, S. D.—
neral patronage.

OUTLAWED: Tom Mix—Good Mix picture, but

x never seems to draw very much, though those

10 like him are the most regular customers. But
?re are only a few, so we did not make expenses

two nights. Seven reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal

2atre. Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

THE AVENGING RIDER: Tom Tyler—January
l. Good Western. Gave satisfaction to family

?ht crowd.—Frank Johnson, Opera House, Louis-

le. Neb.—Small town patronage.

LOVE IN THE DESERT: Noah Beery—5%. Jan-
ry 8. This one was good, only we got it as a
ostitute for "Singapore Mutiny" and it failed to

'pond at the box office because of the change in

jgram. Seven reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,

mball. S. D.—General patronage.

MAN IN THE ROUGH: Bob Steele—60%. Decem-
r 8. Come on. Bob, you are making 6ome great
.-cures. This one is good. Six reels.—A. K. Haynes,
mmnnity theatre. Razor, Tex.—General patronage.

THE CIRCUS KID: Frankie Darro—25%. Jan-
ry 18-19. Another flop, as have been all F B O's
oduet of this year. Glad I have only one more
called special to play. Even the kids thought it

•ful. Goodbye 1930 for you. Seven reek.—E. C.
ehart, Auditorium theatre. Laurel, Neb.—General
tronage.

FRECKLES : Special cast—70%. December 22.

ked by most everybody. Drew extra well on ac-

imt of the book being read by almost everybody.
?ht reels.—A. K. Haynes, Community theatre,

zor, Tex.—General patronage.

TROPIC MADNESS: Special cast—Fair.—George
Baker, Strand theatre, Britton, S. D.—General

tronage.

PHANTOM OF THE RANGE: Tom Tyler—62%.
cember 1. Good. Six reels.—A. K. Haynes, Com-
inity -theatre. Razor, Tex.—General patronage.

CAPTAIN CARELESS: Bob Steele—December 28-

Bob's first picture in the adventure series which
3 a good picture of its kind. Cannibals, canni-
1s, and more cannibals. Has plenty of action, and
; suspense will please your crowd—those that like

! action type. Personally think Steele is better

Westerns. Six reels.—Samuel Jackson, Jackson
aire, Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

BEYOND LONDON'S LIGHT: Special cast—10%.
nuary 5. Poor. This is the worst one F B O has
dt me in our business career. Eight reels.—A. K.
ynes. Community theatre, Razor, Tex.—General
.ronage.

THE GREAT MAIL ROBBERY: Special cast-
as. November 24. Good. This is real exciting,

d many good comments. Seven reels.—A. K.
ynes. Community theatre. Razor, Tex.—General
ronage.

Tiffany-Stahl

?LOATlNG COLLEGE: Sally O'Neill—January
19. Pleasing little picture which grossed more than
st specials.—Joseph Conway, Egyptian theatre,
la-Cynwyd, Pa.—General patronage.

THE DEVIL'S SKIPPER: Belle Bennett—00%.
nuary 19. A good action picture and pleased Sat-
iay night crowd. Acting and story very good.
• en reels.—J. A. Holmes, Arcade theatre. Holt-
le, Cal.—Small town patronage.

United Artists

TWO LOVERS: Colman-Banky—20%. October
• Very fine, high-class picture, flawless in acting
i direction, a big production, excellent entertain-
nt. This is what we thought of "Two Lovers,"
1 so did those who saw it. Yet it did not draw.
other exhibitors have said, costume pictures of

tone theme, in Old World settings, do not appeal
country people.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,

marnock, Va.—General patronage.

THE TEMPEST: John Barrymore—34%. Decem-
29. Nothing but praise for all United Artists

Mres, but they must sell cheaper to the small
•n or else we will have to cut them out. Nine

William Haines (left) and Charles Rogers, with William Farnum between them. Thus the

Past is brought into the Present typographically, as has been done in the voting this week.

Farnum, hero of many a picture and fight, (remember "The Spoilers"? ) in days gone by.

was nominated several weeks ago, and this week goes into a tie for second place, only a few
votes behind the leader. Haines, enjoying increasing popularity in M G }I productions,

takes a long stride forward in this week's standing, a« does "Buddy" Rogers, the rising Para-

mount player, who is the "baby" of this trio.

reels.—Stanley Goodwin, Pioneer theatre. Robesonia.
Pa.—Small town patronage.

TEMPEST: John Barrymore—75%. January 14-

15-16. A welcome change for Barrymore.—J. M.
Blanchard, Strand theatre, Sunbury, Pa.—General
patronage.

THE GAUCHO: Douglas Fairbanks—10%.
October 31-November 1. A big, beautiful, won-
derful picture. There is but one Douglas Fair-

banks, and he is as good as ever. The title was
the picture's drawback. Many people did not
know how to pronounce it, so they did not talk

about it. A picture must be talked about to go
over big. All who saw "The Gaucho" said it

was very fine.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,

Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

THE CIRCUS: Charles Chaplin—Very good.—
George B. Baker. Strand theatre, Britton, S. D.

—

General patronage.

THE DEVIL DANCER: Gilda Gray—90%.
January 12-13-14. Not a special! And still, it

drew them in. I think they came to see Gilda

shake the shimmy, and they weren't disappointed.

To be real frank, there was about three reels of

that sort of stuff. Not so much of a story. Good
sets and good photography. You boys who use

Mazda had better boost her up to about 32 amps,
or you'll never know what this picture is all

about. Would have been better if cut to seven

reels. Eight reels.—John E. Wallan, Orpheus
theatre, Klamath Falls, Ore.—General patronage.

Universal

MAN, WOMAN AND WIFE: Special cast—10%.
January 21-22. A bloomer. Too long, should be

three reels instead of six. Three stars thrown away
en this one. Universal seems to be sitting in the

rut. Six reels.—F. Donaldson, Bijou theatre, Green-

ville, S. C.—General patronage.

WILD WEST SHOW: Hoot Gibson—January 9-10.

Why did Hoot stoop to make this picture. He usually

works in good stuff, but this one sure fell down.

—

Frank E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

ALIAS THE DEACON: Jean Hersholt^Jean
Hersolt will be our favorite from now on. He has

•IT"—not the Clara Bow "It," but the dramatic
kind. Your patrons will never quit thanking you
for pictures of this calibre. Play it. small town
brothers! You will never regret it.—Riverdale thea-

tre, Riverview, Ala.—General patronage.

RED LIPS: Special cast—60%. January 2. Good
picture that pleased all who saw it. Flu and other

conditions kept patrons away. Any show can make
money with this pair. Seven reels.—J. G. Crouch,

Princess theatre, Troy, Ala.—General patronage.

RED LIPS: Special cast—50%. December 31-

January 1. This subject well liked by all. Noth-

ing heavy in it to figure out. One of the best of

the so-called jewels. Will make most any theatre

a little money. Six reels.—F. Donaldson, Bijou thea-

tre, Greenville, S. C.—General patronage.

LOVE ME AND THE WORLD IS MINE: Special

cast—January 1-2. Not so much. Patrons looked for

a comedy, because of the title, and saw a drama.

—

Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

HOME, JAMES: Laura La Plante—Good program
picture. Pleased patrons very well. Some good

laughs.—C. C. Kaufman. Gem theatre, Colusa. Cal.

—

General patronage.

THE AIR PATROL: Al Wilson—5%. January

16. Seems that if you see one Al Wilson picture,

you see them all. They are all alike, but no busi-

ness getters, so we'd better lay off from this star.

Five reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre. Kimball,

S. D.—General patronage.

CRIMSON CANYON: Ted Wells—36%. January

19. Second-rate Western of very casual direction.

The type that has made "Western" anathema in bet-

ter class houses. The kids and the dyed-in-the-wool

action fans ate it up, but general audience reaction

was only fifty-fifty. This time they saved the old

mine instead of the old ranch. Photography fair to

medium. Print okay. Five reek.—Wolfe & Williams.

Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patron-

age.

RIDING FOR FAME: Hoot Gibson—76%.
January 11-12. A very good comedy Western.

Gibson's 1928-29 pictures are much better than

the 1927-28. in which I noticed that the directors

injected quite a few profane subtitles, thinking

that the patrons like such bunk. I sometimes

wonder what some of these directors think the

farmers and small town people are. I venture to

say that there is not one patron out of 25 that

likes profanity or smut in pictures. "Riding for

Fame" is clean and entertaining from start to

finish. Give us more like it. Hoot, and you will

always have a market for your pictures. Print

and photography good. Six reels-—P. G. Held.

Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General patronage.

Warner Bros.

CAUGHT IN THE FOG: Nagel-McAvoy—58%.
January 17-18-19. Very good talking picture. Swain

was funny and injected a few laughs which was just

what it needed. Six reels.—J. M. Blanchard. Strand

theatre, Sunbury, Pa.—General patronage.

THE HOME TOWNERS-: Special cast—Poor with-

out Vitaphone.—George G. Baker, Strand theatre,

Britton, S. D.—General patronage.

THE JAZZ SINGER: Al Jolson—October 7-8.

Did next best to "Wings." Tried out a Moviephone

same night, which helped to bring them in.—Charles

Chicazola. New Lincoln theatre, Pleasanton, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

WHAT EVERY GIRL SHOULD KNOW: Spe-

cial cast—December 17-18. A dean program pic-

ture, good for small town and country. Pleased

the older folks most. From the title the

youngsters thought it would be a little naughty,

but it was far from it. However, they liked it,

too, and drew better second night.—R. D. Carter.

Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock. Va.—General pat-

ronage.

RINTY OF THE DESERT: Rin-Tin-Tin—Decem-

ber 15-16. Played this double feature with "The
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Little Snob." The plot was very poor, with several
things left to the imagination. One of the poorest
Rin-Tin-Tin picture I ever played.—Ernest H. Vetter,
Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small town pat-
ronage.

DON JUAN: J. Barrymore—December 26-27. This
pleased better than most costume pictures. For the
most part the picture was pleasant to look at, and
Barrymore is always good and brought out a very
good crowd.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmar-
nock, Va.—General patronage.

State Rights
THE BELLS: Lionel Barrymore—January 4. I

was afraid of this company on their pictures, but
exhibitors, there is nothing to be afraid. Their pic-

tures are okay and their prints 100 per cent. This
picture was good, and I received many favorable
comments on it from the patrons.—Robert W. Hines,
Gem theatre, Loyalton, S. D.—General patronage.

CITY OF PURPLE DREAMS: Barbara Bedford—
65%. January 16-17. Did not cost a fortune and
everyone liked it. If we could get some more like

this we might stay in the swim. Six reels.—F. Don-
aldson, Bijou theatre, Greenville, S. C.—General pat-
ronage.

DEATH VALLEY: Carrol Nye—December 14-15.
Not much of a picture. Stars rather weak and not
enough action to please my people. Will not please
your "shoot 'em up Western" crowd. No good for
Saturday. Seven reels.—Samuel Jackson, Jackson
theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

RETURN OF BOSTON BLACKIE: Special cast-
December 4. We advertised this picture with Bob
Custer as the star. Our patrons know Raymond
Gleen as Bob Custer, I having played him one year
in F B O Westerns. Drew good crowd for us and
pleased, so what else couJd one ask for a picture?
Bob Custer (Raymond Gleen) and Strongheart good.
Seven reels.—Samuel Jackson, Jackson theatre,
Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

WINNING FUTURITY: Cullen Landis—95%.
January 18. A nice story with Cullen Landis and
what's more, a horse race at the end. This picture
was good enough for any house. Prints very good
—Robert W. Hines. Gem theatre. Loyalton, S. D.

—

General patronage.

Serials

DEATH TRAIL: I was afraid of a serial, but this
one is fast and very interesting. I hope it proves
a puller at the box office. Prints pood.—Robert W.
Hines, Gem theatre, Loyalton, S. D.—General pat-
ronage.

THE HAUNTED ISLAND (Universal) : Jack
Daugherty—Serial, ten chapter. Fair. Just a little

above the average.—Riverdale theatre, Riverview, Ala.—General patronage.

HAWK OF THE HILLS (Pathe) : Walter Miller-
Very good serial. Draws fairly well, though 6tar is

unknown here. Twelve chapters.—Samuel Jackson,
Jackson theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

PERILS OF THE JUNGLE: Frank Merrill—Very
fine serial. Has good drawing power. If you can
get them in on the first chapter they'll come again
next week. Ten chapters.—Samuel Jackson, Jackson
theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

TARZAN THE MIGHTY (Universal) : The best
serial I have ever run. Two reels.—Stanley Goodwin,
Pioneer theatre. Robesonia, Pa.—Small town patron-
age.

Short Features
COLUMBIA

STRICTLY KOSHER: An ancient affair, but print
was in good shape and it's a very funny comedy.

—

Frank Johnson, Opera House, Louisville, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

EDUCATIONAL

THE DRAWBACK: Here's one of the best footT
ball comedies we've had in a long time. A corking
good comedy. Two reels.—J. R. Long, Opera House,
Fort Wayne, Ala.—General patronage.

IN THE MORNING: Cameo—Good one reel com-
edy.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold. Ia.

—

General patronage.

MONTY OF THE MOUNTED: A dandy comedy.
Laugh from start to finish. Two reels.—J. R. Long,
Opera House, Fort Payne, Ala.—General patronage.

SHAMROCK ALLEY: Big Boy—These comedies
seem to please children more than the older patrons.

Two reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D.—General patronage.

THE SKY RANGER: Reed Howes—Don't overlook
this bunch of two reelers. Educational has hit the

PAGING MR. FARNUM
New times, new stars. But are the old

ones forgotten? The "My Favorite Play-
ers" contest is proving that they are not,
and among the giants of the screen whose
followers still graciously remember them
with their votes, is William Farnum. In
sending in his vote and those of the 11
others in his family, giving Farnum a
boost of ten votes, James P. Comfort,
whose theatre is the Lyric in Norristown,
Pa., adds an expression of hope that his
favorite will return to the screen. Writes
Brother Comfort:

''My brother exhibitor. John L. Com-
fort, and his family, of Lansdale, Pa.,

sent in their ballots when this contest
first started, and my family of movie fans
also, like his. favor that old favorite. Wil-
liam Farnum. We all hope he returns to

the silver sheet, and soon.
"When William Farnum was in his

glory, his name, in front of a theatre
meant to hang out the old S. R. O. sign
out. Witliin a radius of 100 miles or
more, William Farnum is still remem-
bered and often spoken of."
Mr. Farnum is at present performing

in Chicago with much success in George
C. Tyler's interesting production of the
Shakespearean tragedy, "Macbeth," hav-
ing the role of Macduff.

mark with these fine shorts.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

WEDDED BLISTERS: Good comedy. Two reels.

—P. G. Held. Strand theatre. Griswold, Ia.—General
patronage.

FOX

COW'S HUSBAND: The rottenest title and filthi-

est comic I've run for many a moon. Boys, if you
like to keep clean, then throw this one in the waste
basket and don't play it. Two reels.—Rudolf Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

DON'T MARRY: Special cast—December 28.

Amusing comedy romance, clean, very likable. Pleased
everyone.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock,
Va.—General patronage.

ELEPHANTS ELBOWS: This is a dandy comedy
and will bring plenty of laughs.—A. S. Alexander.
Palace theatre, Bradford, Tenn.—General patronage.

LONG NECKER: Very good. The horse in this

is fine. Two reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre. Gris-

wold, Ia.—General patronage.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

ACHING YOUTH: Charlie Chase—Several laughs
in this. Two reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre,

Paoli, Ind.—General patronage.

ALL PARTS: Charlie Chase—Only fair. Chase
not so good lately. Two reels.—J. R. Long, Opera
House, Fort Payne, Ala.—General patronage.

BARNUM AND RINGLING, INC.: Our Gang-
Simply great. Our Gangs are always good for extra
business here. Like Cartoons, they make the kids

continually yell for more. Two reels.—E. M. Biddle,

Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—General patronage.

BARNUM AND RINGLING, INC.: Our Gang-
Fair. Below Gang average. Two reels.—Frank John-
son, Opera House, Louisville, Neb.—Small town pat-

ronage.

BATTER OF THE CENTURY: Laurel-Hardy—
Dandy comedy, laughs galore. Two reels.—Rudolf

Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patron-

age.

THE BIG WALLOP: Our Gang—Seemed to please

the older folks as well as the kiddies. Two reels.

—

Hardy Carlson, Opera House, Volin, S. D.—Small

town patronage.

BLOW BY BLOW: Max Davidson—Had them roll-

ing on the floor with laughter. A riot! Two reels.

—

E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—General

patronage.

DOG HEAVEN: Our Gang—A poor comedy. More
sad than funny.—Frank Johnson, Opera House, Louis-

ville, Neb.—Small town patronage.

FEED 'EM AND WEEP: Max Davidson—Max
Davidson puts this over with a bang. Two reels.

—

J. G. Crouch, Princess theatre, Troy, Ala.—General

patronage.

FINISHING TOUCH: Laurel-Hardy—Another

scream from these boys. If only we could show (

comedy every night as good as this one. Many goo.
comments, and a few folks asked us when we wer
going to show another of this pair.—Frank Johnson
Opera House, Louisville, Neb.—Small town patron
age.

IMAGINE MY EMBARRASSMENT : Charles Chas-—Good comedy, but not his best. Two reels.—Josepi
Conway, Egyptian theatre, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa. Gen
eral patronage.

LEAVE 'EM LAUGHING: Laurel-Hardy-Goo,
comedy. Two reels.—Theodore Stalling, Imperia
theatre, Warrenton, N. C.—General patronage.

THE LIGHTER THAT FAILED: Charlie Chase-
Fairly funny comedy. Two reels.—Theodore Stallings

Imperial theatre, Warrenton, N. C.—General patron
age.

MGM NEWSREEL: I thought the salesman exag
gerated a little when he sold it to me, but it is <

dandy newsreel.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre

King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

MGM NEWSREEL: Very good.—P. G. Held
Strand theatre, Griswold, Ia.—General patronage.

PASS THE GRAVY: Max Davidson—Fine com
edy, worth the time to watch it and then some. Twc
reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.-
General patronage.

RUBY LIPS: Charlie Chase—Very good. Twc
reels.—J. G. Crouch, Princess theatre, Troy, Ala.—
General patronage.

SCHOOL BEGINS: Our Gang—Trained eeaU
break up the first day of school, and the result is z

lot of excitement for the Gang and a flock of laughs

for the audience. Would have considered this a

first-rate Gang comedy if the photography of the

first reel hadn't been so "arty." Fair print. Twc
reels.—Wolfe & Williams, Screenland theatre, Nevada.

O.—Small town patronage.

SHOULD MARRIED MEN GO HOME: Laurel-

Hardy—One of the funniest to date. This pair is

always good. One hundred per cent laughs on
every Laurel-Hardy so far. Two reels.—J. R.

Long, Opera House, Fort Payne, Ala.—General

patronage.

SHOULD MARRIED MEN GO HOME: Laurel-

Hardy—This pair have the world cheated in making
good laughing comedies. Nuff sed. Two reels.—

Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.—

Small town patronage.

SOUP TO NUTS: Hardy-Laurel—Here are the

best two rough-house comedy artists in pictures today.

If they won't laugh at this one, throw 'em to the

lions! Two reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre,

Paoli, Ind.—General patronage.

THE SPANKING AGE: Our Gang—Without a

dcubt the best "Our Gang" to date. Metro comedies

are the best on the market. Two reels.—Stanley

Goodwin. Pioneer theatre, Robesonia, Pa.—Small

town patronage.

THE SPANKING AGE: Our Gang—Judging from

audience reaction as well as our own opinion, this is

not a good Gang comedy or at least much below aver-

age. And the photography was mostly punk. Darn

this newfangled out-of-focus effect anyway! We want

clear, clean-cut pictures and not "art." Print okay.

Two reels.—Wolfe & Williams, Screenland theatre.

Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

SPOOKS SPOOFING: Our Gang—Fair comedy.

Two reels.—Theodore Stallings, Imperial theatre, War-

renton, N. C.—General patronage.

THAT NIGHT: Max Davidson—This is a wow.

I think this boy makes them better each time, and

this one was the best yet.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy

theatre, King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THAT NIGHT: Max Davidson—One of best mys-

tery comedies to date. Lots of good comments. Two

reels.—J. R. Long, Opera House, Fort Payne, Ala.—

General patronage.

TWO TARS: Laurel-Hardy—The best comedy

we've run in years. Two reels.—J. G. Crouch,

Princess theatre, Troy, Ala.—General patronage.

THE WAY OF ALL PANTS: Charlie Chase-A

funny comedy. Two reels.—Theodore Stallings, Im-

perial theatre, Warrenton, N. C.—General patronage.

WE FAW DOWN: Laurel-Hardy—It's a knock-

out, with Laurel and Hardy doing their stuff. Two

reels.—J. G. Crouch, Princess theatre, Troy, Ala.—

General patronage.

YALE VS. HARVARD: Our Gang—A very good

comedy. Two reels.—Theodore Stallings, Imperial

theatre, Warrenton, N. C.—General patronage.

PARAMOUNT
BELIEVE IT OR NOT: Frances Lee—More fun

fiom the chorus girls series. They all have snap

as well as comedy. Two reels.—H. K. Timberlake.

Isabelle theatre. Stevenson, Ala.—General patronage.

FOOT LOOSE WIMMEN: Bobby Vernon—Good

comedy. Vernon always pleases. Two reels.—H. K.
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jnberlake. Isabelle theatre, Stevenson. Ala.—Gen-

al patronage.

GOBS OF LOVE: Biily Dooley—This star

makes them better and better. You cannot beat

Doolev. Two reels.—H. K. Timberlake, Isabelle

theatre, Stevenson. Ala.—General patronage.

GOBS OF LOVE: Billy Dooley—Good. Dooley al-

ays hands out laughs. His laugh and kicking stunt

akes him liked here. Two reels.—H. H. Petz. Pearl

eatre. Youngwood. Pa.—General patronage.

HALF BACK HANNAH: Jack Duffy—Its real

ip stick and pleased about 100 per cent. Two reels.

J. G. Crouch. Princess theatre, Troy, Ala.—General

tronage.

LAY ON McDL'FF: Sandy McDuff—Great com-

y. Satire on prize fights. Two reels.—H. K.

mberlake, Isabelle theatre, Stevenson. Ala.—General

tronage.

NIFTY NUMBERS: Frances Lee—Another one of

e chorus girls series, and they are certainly fine,

is series will draw. Two reels.—H. K. Timber-

ce, Isabelle theatre, Stevenson, Ala.—General pat-

nage.

SHE GOING SAILOR: Billy Dooley—By far

oley's best picture, but they are always Doolier and

tter. Two reels.—H. K. Timberlake, Isabelle thea-

>. Stevenson, Ala.—General patronage.

SHE GOING SAILOR: Billy Dooley—Not much
this one. Sorriest Dooley comedy we've had. Two

?ls.—J. R. Long, Opera House, Fort Payne, Ala.

—

neral patronage.

SHOULD SCOTCHMEN MARRY: Sandy McDuff—
od comedy, but not up to this star's usual pic-

res. Two reels.—H. K. Timberlake, Isabelle thea-

. Stevenson, Ala.—General patronage.

VACATION WAVES: Edward Everett Horton

—

arning: Look over your comedy bookings and set

another one where this one is booked. Sorriest

ruse for comedy I have ever seen. Two reels.

—

R. Long, Opera House, Fort Payne, Ala.—General

tronage.

WALLS TELL TALES: As terrible a thing as

jld be put on your program. Nothing to it. Two
;ls.—Leslie Hables. Reel Joy theatre, King City.

1.—Small town patronage.

WATER BUGS : A good comedy that pleased.

0 reels.—Hardy Carlson, Opera House. Volin, S. D.

Small town patronage.

PATHE

LOVE AT FIRST FLIGHT: Flock of bathing gals,

phne Pollard in a funny grotesque dance. Cat and
use provoke merriment. Pretty good comedy. Two
lIs.—Frank E. Sabin. Majestic theatre. Eureka,

•nt.—Small town patronage.

PATHE REVIEW: Good on any program. Al-

ys something to interest your crowd. One reel.

—

slie Hables. Reel Joy theatre, King City. Cal.

—

tall town patronage.

SMITH'S PONY: Sure it'fi good. This Smith
nch is okay.—E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli,

1.—General patronage.

5PORTLIGHT: We like this reel fine. Is extra

xl bet. One reel.—Leslie Hables. Reel Joy thea-

. King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

R K O

JEAUTY PARLOR SERIES: Cooke-Guard—Good
nedies but not as good as "Wise Crackers" and
ill Grimm's Progress" with these same stars. Two
Is.—Samuel Jack6on. Jackson theatre, Flomaton,
i.—General patronage.

IORSE FEATHERS: "Google" series—First com-
' in the Barney Google series. Wish it was the

t, not much comedy. This guy doesn't even favor

rney Google, and poor "Spark Plug" looks more
5 a mule. Two reels.—Samuel Jackson, Jackson
atre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

IORSE FEATHERS: "Google" Series—Not worth
1 film that went into the making. Bad medicine
m one end to the other. Two reels.—F. Donald-
i. Bijou theatre, Greenville, S. C.—General patron-

vARNIYAL COMEDIES: Al Cooke—Not so good.

Cooke needs Kit Guard to help him please my
rons. Two reels.—Samuel Jackson, Jackson thea-

. Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

JICKEY McGUIRE COMEDIES: E. C. Arehart,
ditorium theatre. Laurel, Neb.—General patronage.

•UCKEY'S MOVIES: Mickey McGuire—These
ckey comedies always please my patrons. They
id my program. Plenty good. Two reels.—F.

naldson. Bijou theatre, Greenville, S. C.—General
:ronage.

rtlCKEYS MOVIES: Mickey McGuire—Good for
dies, but the grown ups walk out on all of these
Guire comedies. Two reels.—Rudolf Duba. Royal
atre. Kimball. S. D.—General patronage.

•KMNX: Good. Two reels—Frank Johnson,

Opera House, Louisville, Neb.—Small town patron-

age.

TOO MANY KISSES: Al Cooke—This was better

than the feature or special, but that is not saying

much, because the special was rotten. Two reels.

—

Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General

patronage.

SWEET BUY AND BUY: Among the best corn-

dies of the year, holds our business up on top. Two
reels.—F. Donaldson. Bijou theatre, Greenville. S. C.

—General patronage.

THREE FAT MEN COMEDIES: All fine comedies.

Children and adults both like them. Two reels.

—

Samuel Jackson, Jackson theatre, Flomaton, Ala.

—

General patronage.

UNIVERSAL

BUSTER TRIMS UP: Buster Brown—Not so good,

but about the best of the Universal comedies so far.

—Frank Johnson, Opera House, Louisville, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

THE COLLEGIANS: Fine comedy, patrons well

pleased with every chapter. Two reels.—Theodore

Stallings, Imperial theatre, Warrenton, N. C.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE COLLEGIANS: George Lewis—Second series.

These comedies are all fine. Believe the first series

the best, but these are okey. Best shorts on the

market. Believe they have real drawing power.

Two reels.—Samuel Jackson, Jackson theatre, Floma-
ton, Ala.—General patronage.

THE COLLEGIANS: Special cast.—Third

series. They like these pictures fine, but for the

good of everyone concerned, please give us a

change in the stories. Hero down and out about

something or expelled from school, then rein-

stated and wins something at an impossible min-

ute. Let Mr. Phillips get by sometime and peo-

ple will continue to like them. What you say.

Junior? Two reels.—Riverdale theatre. River-

view, Ala.—General patronage.

CROSS COUNTRY BUNION RACE: Mike and
Ike—Merely two reels of what is ordinarily accepted

as comedy. Not many real laughs. Photography
fair to poor. Print good. Two reels.—Wolfe & Wil-

liams, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town
patronage.

DEATH'S HEAD: Bob Curwood—People want a

taste of a Western, so we put this on. They're good.

Two reels.—H. H. Petz, Pearl theatre, Youngwood,
Pa.—General patronage.

THE FIGHTING SHEIK: Arthur Lake—Good one-

reeler, plenty fun.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre.

Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

FOOTPRINTS: Another of these queer shorts.

But still good to fill in with. One reel.—F. Donald-

son, Bijou theatre, Greenville, S. C.—General pat-

ronage.

HOLD YOUR HORSES: Mike and Ike—Good.

Made plenty of laughs. Two reels.—H. H. Petz.

Pearl theatre. Youngwood, Pa.—General patronage.

A HORSE TALK: Oswald—Good cartoon filler,

but we have had two just alike within a few days.

A little more originality would be appreciated. Ex-
cellent print. Half reel.—Wolfe & Williams, Screen-

land theatre. Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

LAEMMLE NOVELTIES: These are the nearest

nothings that ever appeared on the screen. Don't

run after Universal for them for you may be sorry-

People of today want to see faces, not hands, espe-

cially the women.—Riverdale theatre, Riverview, Ala.

—General patronage.

LET GEORGE DO IT: "Rubber Necks"—Just a

filler. Two reels.—Frank Johnson, Opera House.

Louisville, Neb.—Small town patronage.

LET GEORGE DO IT: Not any good, print in

very bad condition. Two reels.—Theodore Stalling?,

Imperial theatre, Warrenton, N. C.—General pat-

ronage.

NEWLYWEDS NEED HELP: Fair. Stern Broth-

ers, you will have to step on it to keep up with the

rest. Two reels.—Stanley Goodwin, Pioneer theatre,

Robesonia, Pa.—Small town patronage.

OSWALD CARTOONS: These cartoons are very

good. One on any program will make that pro-

gram better. One reel.—Frank Johnson, Opera House.

Louisville, Neb.—Small town patronage.

PADDLING CO-EDS: "Collegians"—The third

series is not up to the preceding ones, but still they

are above the average comedies. Two reels.—J. G.

Crouch, Princess theatre, Troy, Ala.—General pat-

ronage.

WOMAN CHASER: Mike and Ike—This title is

played up to perfection. All woman-chasing through

30 minutes is just bunk. Two reels.—Rudolf Duba,

Royal theatre. Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

WOMAN'S MAN: Arthur Lake—A different kind

of comedy. Pleased all who saw it. Need more like

it. One reel.—F. Donaldson, Bijou theatre. Green-

ville. S. C.—General patronage.

FAKER. THE : Columbia production, with Jac-
queline Logan. Charles Delaney, Warner Oland,
Charles Hill Mailes. Gaston Glass. Flora Finch.
David Mir. Lon Poff and Fred Kelsey. Directed

by Phil Rosen. Released Length

TYPE ASD THEME: Rita Martin is a secret

agent tor Hardrian. pseudo-spiritualist medium.
She is also in love with Bob. Hardrian and Rita

are forced to leave town, and some months later

Rita i3 employed as secretary to John Clayton,

step-father to Bob. Bob arrives home, surprised

to see Rita there. Frank, black sheep son of

Clayton, hires Hardrian to convince his father to

take him back. The scheme, in which Rita has a

hand, works, and Clayton takes Frank back. Har-
drian demands so much money that Frank allows

him to open his father's safe. Bob arrives home
and attempts to capture Hardrian. Frank, who is

hiding, knocks him unconscious, and when Rita and
John Clayton come in, Frank accuses him of

rifling the safe. But Clayton first seeks the advice

of the fortune teller, and through Rita, Bob's inno-

cence is revealed. Clayton gives them his blessing

and all is well.

HOMECOMING: Paramount drama with Lars Han-
sen, Dita Parlo and Gustav Frohlich. Directed by

Released Length 8,104.

TYPE ASD THEME: A story of a man who
returns home after a long absence and finds his

wife in love with his best friend. Two German
soldiers, captured by the Russian army, are placed

in a deserted wilderness, which is considered im-

possible to escape from. Richard has a wife in

Germany whom he loves very much and tells his

friend Karl about her most all day. After two
years oi loneliness, Richard is driven nearly mad
by his exile. He finally induces Karl to attempt

escape. Succeeding, they start out on their homc-
ward journey. Richard collapses from lack of

water and Karl goes for water. When he returns

he sees Richard being taken away by the Cossacks.

After long ireeks of hardship, Karl succeeds in

reaching the home of Richard's wife. There he is

invited to stay. In time, A'arJ .finds himself falling

in love with her. After the annistice is signed.

Richard returns. Then he sees his wife is interested

in Karl. He plans to ktil Karl as he sleeps, but

after thinking it over, decides to leave the two

without their knoicing of his discovery. He takes

his sea chest with him. Knowing ho would find

Richard on the dock, Karl seeks him and pleads

for him to return to Ann. Richard reveals what
he has seen and tells Karl Ann is better off with

him. Richard sails away, and Karl returns to Ann.

SINGLE MAN. A: MGM comedy-drama, from the

story by Hubert Henry Davies. with Lew Cody,

Aileen Pringle, Marceline Day. Edward Nugent,
Kathlyn Williams and Eileen Manning. Directed

by Harry Beaumont. Released January 12. Length
5,596. ....
TYPE ASD THEME: Robin is a bachelor

novelist who gives all his time to writing and does

not pay any attention to romance. Thus he over-

looks his secretary's attractiveness and she resents

it very much. Maggie, daughter of a neighbor,

returns home from college and uses Robin's swim-
ming pool to entertain her collegiate friends. Robin
is attracted by Maggie's looks and turns collegiate

himself. Time finds Robin falling in love with

Maggie, and the work in his office piles up. Mary
leaves hitn because of his impending marriage.

Realizing that Mary has become part of himself and
that he cannot do without her, Robin for the first

time sees her as a beautiful woman. He tells Mary
that he loves her. not the flapper Maggie. Dickie,

another friend of Maggie's, elopes with her. Robin
and Mary do likewise.

VIRGIN LIPS: Columbia drama, from a story by
Charles Beahan, with Olive Borden, John Boles.

Marshall Ruth. Alexandre Gill. Richard Alexander,

Erne Veo, Harry Semels, Arline Pretty and Wil-

liam Tooker. Directed by Elmer Clifton. Released

August 18. Length 6.048.

TYPE AND THEME: The plane of Barry Blake,

American revenue ace, crashes to the ground, and
he seeks help in an outlawed dance hall, where he

finds that Sorma, an American girl, is being held

a prisoner. He makes plans to rescue the girl. In

the meantime Carta, king of the outlaws, takes hold

of the cafe and stages a big celebration. Barry
. dresses as bartender of the place and tries to hide

his revenue clothes. Discovered, he is ordered to

be put to death. Srorma persuades Carta to leave

him alone. Barry calls the cavalry, which rescues

him and Norma and arrests the outlaws. Barry and
Norma decide to go through life together.

WOODEN SOLDIERS: Something that all of the

people liked because of the oddness of it. Buy. One
reel.—F. Donaldson, Bijou theatre, Greenville, S. C.

General patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
HUBBY'S WEEK END TRIP: Billy Bevan—

A

fair comedy, but not up to standard. Folks kicked

on this one. Two reels.—F. Donaldson. Bijou thea-

tre, Greenville. S. C.—General patronage.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By J. F.

HAROLD L. SIEGEL, distributor of the De Forest Phonofilm for Illinois,

Indiana and Iowa, gave a luncheon and special demonstration of the de-

vice February 1. Approximate 72 attended the luncheon at the Stevens,

and 58 went out to the Symphony theatre to see and hear R K O's "The Circus

Kid" over Phonofilm. Exhibitors from 50 miles away came in to hear the ma-

chine. Joe Lyons and Robert Churchill of the local De Forest office, assisted in

conducting the affair. According to Siegel, seven sales resulted from the demon-

stration. Following is a list of those who attended:

N. M. LaPorte of B & K, Leo B. Salkin of hotel last week. The dinner, according to

Marks Brothers, Edward Silverman, Jack
Rose and Fred Williams of the Coston Cir-

cuit; Edward Trinz, Leroy Alexander, Benja-

min Cooney, Sid Selig, L. Selig, Paul Sittner,

Max Small, Lester Retchin, M. Schwartz,

Edward Hoferkamp, Harold Hill, A. Russell,

Auerbach Brothers, Eugene Cour of Pathe
News, Charles David of the Daily News; H.

A. Washburn, manager of the R K O Ex-
change ; C. L. Dickerson of the R K O ex-

change ;
Tommy Greenwood of Pathe, Tom

North, special representative of Van Beuren
Enterprises.

Among those from surrounding towns were

:

Jack Miller, Woodstock; M. Lerman, South
Bend; George Krueger, Hinsdale; A. Kern-
hach, Wheaton ; Jeffries Brothers, Ottawa

;

Catlow Brothers, Barrington ; and Mrs. M.
Gracey and daughter of Crystal Lake.
The Circuits that had men present were

Balaban & Katz, Marks Brothers, Coston,

Cooney Brothers, Saperstein and Retchin, and
the Howard Circuit.

A testimonial dinner was given for Earl

Silverman and Carl Harthill at the Stevens

Bill Brumberg, was a big success and well at-

tended. Those present were Earl Silverman,

Carl Harthill, Clyde Eckhart, Felix Mendel-
sohn, Grad Sears, Bill Brumberg, Irving

Mandell, Joe and Louie Abramson, Abe
Fisher, Jerry Mandel, Ben Judell, Mr. Morey,
Henri Ellman, Dave Dubin and Harry Lorch.

Harvey Day of Educational's home office also

was present.
* * *

Max Freedman is now assistant booker at

Columbia.
* * *

The Columbia office secretarial staff now
consists of Lucille Castle, Sally Gore and
Norma Silak.

* * *

During the luncheon of the DeForest at the

Stevens Hotel last week smoking darkened
the room to such an extent that someone ad-

monished in stentorian tones, "You're Not Al-
lowed to smoke !" and that brought an indig-

nant reply from one guest, who declared that

he had received permission to smoke from
his mother and so he could if he wanted to.

Guests of Harold Siegel, distributor in Illinois, Indiana and Iowa for Deforest Phono-

film, arriving at the Symphony theatre last week Friday, for a special sliowing of RKO
Productions' "The Circus Kid," with Phonofilm sound. The showing followed a luncheon

nt the Stevens hotel. (Herald-World photo.)

He was also over 21, apparently—and smoke
he did.

* * *

Dan Roche achieved the honor of being a
guest at his own son's birthday party last

Saturday.
* * *

The new Ada theatre, located at 51st and
Ada Streets, had its opening February 2.

The house seats 300.

* * *

The Lindy theatre on West Madison Street

has closed its doors.
* * *

The Windsor theatre, 433 Lorrnell has

changed hands. George F. Roider is the new
manager of the house. Louis Lamm was
formerly the owner.

* * *

Joe Pastor was seen flashing a new over-

coat last week. Frank Ishmael said he'd like

to know what street Joe takes going home.

(We didn't tell him, Joe so no come-backs

if anything happens.)

* * *

The M-G-M office was treated to a little

act given by Max Schwartz and Frank
Ishmael last week. With the help of a derby,

they did a Chaplin, and it is unreliably stated

that several circuits want to sign 'em up.

* * *

N. Provencher, formerly with Tiffany-

Stahl, is now connected with Columbia as a

special representative in the Midwest terri-

tory. Provencher, who enjoys something like

fame under the title of "Bull Montana," asks

exhibitors to be on the lookout for him.

* * *

Miss Louise Linden has returned to the

Columbia office and will resume her former

position as secretary to Cecil Maberry. She

has been away a year.

* * *

Ernie Grohe of Fox, was confined by a cold

to his home for three days last week.

* * *

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Miller and son, left

last week for a ten-day vacation in the Rio

Grande Valley.
* * *

Arnold Scaak of the Kingston theatre, re-

turned to Chicago last week after visiting

California for five weeks.
* * *

Three more theatres will open with sound

very shortly. They are the North Center,

DeLuxe and Linden.
* * *

Joe Kobble formerly manager of two Uni-

versal theatres, resigned his position last week.

* * *

Nathan Wolf of the Biltmore, Vision and

Newberry theatres, has gone to Hot Springs

for a short vacation.
* * *

The M G M office celebrated the birthday of

Frank Ishmael February 5. And of course

everyone is aware that George Washington

and Abraham Lincoln also have birthdays this

month.

Jack Baker put over a new publicity stunt

at White City ballroom last week. Over 1,000

"Oswald, the Lucky Rabbit," pins were passed

out to those at the dance.

* * *

Great States is planning a new theatre in

Aurora, to be situated a few blocks west of

the Rialto, now under construction. The new

house will be called the Fox, the name of the

theatre razed to make room for the Rialto.

The Fox will have 1,000 seats. The Rialto

will seat 2,500, and these two with two

smaller houses operated in Aurora by Great

States will give this suburb 5,000 seats. It

is said, however, that these latter two may

be discontinued upon completion of the Fox.

* * *

The Bijou in Decatur, which was recently

taken over by Great States, is to be closed

for remodeling.



A higher premium

than ever before

Today — in this new era of sound

pictures— there is a higher premium

than ever before on film uniformity.

For sound quality is even more sensi-

tive than screen quality to any variation

in the film.

If your "talkie" prints are on

Eastman film—famous for uniformity

—your patrons are seeing and hearing

the very best that this newest devel-

opment in motion pictures has to

offer.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



A. GOOD COOK
IS A SHOWMAN
HE has to pick the right ingredients, mix them

in the proper proportions, and serve them in

an inviting, appetizing way. That, in a few words,

is every showman's task.

Would you consider a dinner complete without a

dessert? Of course, not! And what that dessert is to

the dinner, a little of "Big Boy's" delicious comedy is to

your entertainment menu.
There's sweet profit for

your box-office,too, in "Big
B oy's"unbound-
ed popularity."THE FIXER"

Domestic mix-ups
that will fix up the

laugh part of any
program.

"FOLLOW
TEACHER"
School day fun
with all the pranks

you dreamed of

but didn't

dare to pull.

"COME
TO PAPA"
"EducationaPs
gifted young star

. . . in what is

easily one of his

best comedies to

date."

—M. P. News

Sir-

THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

Member. Motion Picture Producers «nd Dijtribu-

tors of America, Inc., W. H. Hays, Prmitnt



EX H I B ITO RS

RALD
Established in 1907

10 OUR MANY FRIENDS
<k> have congratulated us on the electrifying

Ration of the day, THE BROADWAY MELODY-

METRO-GoldwyrvMayer acknowledges

THE sincere plaudits of the industry on

THE Broadway Melody—now playing

TOP price extended runs in Los Angeles and New York.

SUCH a success is not only for M-G-M

—

IT is for our entire great industry!

M-G-M is proud to have brought to the

TALKING screen this new wonder picture

—

REVOLUTIONIZING what has gone before!

TRUE to its Young Blood aggressive tradition

M-G-M is more than ever now

E TALK OF THE uSTRY
Mcmbet of Motion Picture Producerj>r*df>m.b.j«ofi©f Amer-c* fn



At Midnight when
everybody unmasks!

y€L MIGHT EE DANCING
WITH GLGCIA TWANJCN-
— or it might be Ben Turpin, or Lon
Chaney—we can't guarantee who will be

your masked partner at midnight—but

we will guarantee:

DANCE DINNER CIVEKTISSEMENl

The hottest jazz

in town Continuous!

Mrs. Astor's best

home cooking

N. T. G. and a bevy

of Broadway stars

CHECK YOUR TROUBLES AT THE DOO.
WHEN YOU STEP INTO THE INDUSTRY'S B¥
MERGER OF FUN, FROLIC AND FRIVOLIT

A.M. P. A. HCLLy>VC€D H/iSCLE CAL

Hotel Astor March 2nd Tickets 10.00 Each
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IARAMOUNT panics Broadway!

The Wolf of

I Wall Street"

smashes all

records by
\ over *7,000

!

* - » i_

The Doctor s

Secret" breaks

all p r e vi o u s

week-end highs.

Held over second

week.

"REDSKIN
at $2 doing
s.r.o. business

in 2nd week
of long run!

s

"SINS OF THE I

FATHERS"
playing to crowd-

ed houses—2nd
week!

Nthing can equal the triumphant box office march of

IARAMOUNT'S Mighty Product!
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OPINIONS
By

SHOUT REELS t sttb-

Paramount ^as three
Criterlon

iects now running at t^^jjoujii

T> brow" and ™e * Wects run the

r CaaafS sublet matterM rfe short reel vane y

11 "twoWE

Chtnese Maids

J

I t
taTis a Sort for ^^fwbere

the crow of a F re
,V

rany" to^ .Twherevefshown.
'

P
and

ywm *>e
fthem wUl relieve any

The three o£ taeni for after

exhibitor of a lot of ^or y^ & pQ8l.

seeing them he a com-

tion to say to^ him gQ d «
nany can maKe < seen , i
^uch a variety ^Aorr^herel
2eed_MtJ^^s^n^amSSES^
wanTinJoSli?-

SOUND

You're

absolutely

right

Mr. Wilkersoi

and it's

the opinion

of every

thinking

exhibitor:

In

too, there's only on*

REAL LEADER-
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JUST as Paramount's great talking feature pictures, like ^Inter-

ference", "The Wolf of Wall Street" and The Doctor's Secret",

are the talk of the screen world—so Paramount Sound Short Fea-

tures are being hailed as the class of market! The only singing,

talking, dancing shorts of the ONE AND ONLY PARAMOUNT
QUALITY! Starring the most famous artists of stage and films.

Breezy, of dazzling variety, entertainment gems! Produced with the

same lavish care and talent as Paramount features. And perfectly

recorded! Broadway is raving about them. Your people will too.

7 Great PARAMOUNT Sound Shorts
playing Broadway now!

Smith and Dale
in rAJLisu ALARM FIRE
COMPANY"; "TWO LITTLE

CRITERION.
FALSE

CHINESE MAIDS";
LOWBROW".

HIGH-

RIALTO. Octavus Rov Cohen
laugh riot, "THE MELAN-
CHOLY DAME"; Christie Talk-
ing Play and RUTH ETTING,
Ziegfeld Blues Singer.

PARAMOUNT. EDDIE
CANTOR in "That Party in
Person".

RIVOLI. "A BIRD IN THE
HAND" Christie Talking Play
with Star Cast.

35 Paramount Sound Acts

IS Christie Talking Plays

5 Famous Composer Series

6 Song Cartoons

50 Paramount Sound Shorts

l»A ItAMOUNT



BOOKED OVER THESE ENTII6

Publix— Libson— Feibi

Gottesman—R*K.O—Maine

Hampshire — Warne*
West Coast — and Loew

AN UNPRECEDENTED RECOGNITKN



SWEEP COUNTRY

IRCUITS.

.

lid Shea—
ltd New
tanley —
Circuit
f THE SEASON'S TWO TALK HITS

WORLD'S PREMIERE
of

"STRANGE CARGO"
PARAMOUNT

New York

Beginning Feb. 16th

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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FACTS: ABOUT PACENT
REPRODUCER SYSTEMS

And the organization behind them

It's not good business to buy sound equipment with your eyes shut, without the

full facts before you. Pacent Reproducer Corporation wants every exhibitor

throughout the country to know the facts about Pacent Reproducer
Systems. That is why we publish this advertisement, a plain state-

ment of their merits and advantages in your theatre.

Pacent

Reproducer

Systems
are being

SERVED
By

These Leading Producers

:

PARAMOUNT
M-G-M

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

VITAPHONE
UNITED ARTISTS

FIRST NATIONAL
WARNER BROTHERS

AH complete equipment is designed by
Pacent engineers and manufactured
in our own factories. No makeshift or

substitute material used.

Every Exhibitor Wants These Facts About
Pacent Reproducer Systems Before

Buying Sound Equipment

I
All Electric Operation: Batteries have no place in any

Pacent Reproducer System. Our equipment operates direct

from any 110 volt 60 cycle alternating current commercial outlet.

No batteries of any kind used.

2 Highest Quality Reproduction: Wej^nt exhibitors to hear

our systems in operation and judge the quality of reproduction

for themselves. You will agree with us that Pacent Reproducer
Systems set a new standard of quality performance.

3 Compact and Efficient : All amplifying equipment housed in

a single steel cabinet, conveniently small in size, that fits in

almost anywhere.
Pacent Amplifiers combine compactness with special design

features which make them, weight for weight, 25% more efficient

than other amplifiers for theatre use.

4 Low Price: Pacent Reproducer Systems stand in a price class

by themselves. Never before have synchronous full double

channel reproducer systems been available at such low prices.

$2,500 buys the Model 2MDA Pacent System, for houses with

seating capacity not over 2,000 seats.

S3,500 for Model 4MDA Pacent System for theatres from 2.000

to 4,000 seats.

5
Film Attachment Soon Ready: Pacent Reproducer Systems

are now built for the disc method of reproduction. The Pacent

Film attachment will soon be available for sound-on-film method
of reproduction.

6 Installation and Service: Complete service department

now functioning at top efficiency. Trained engineers in

charge of every installation. Dozens of telegrams from exhibitors

tell of wonderful job done by our men.
30 service depots now being established throughout the country

to supervise installation and upkeep of Pacent Reproducer Systems.

Pacent Reproducer Corp.
LOUIS GERARD PACENT, President

250 WEST 39th STREET ~- NEW YORK, N. Y.

TELEPHONE: WISCONSIN 1029, 1030





^B^HP^y**1^ —Granada Theatre,

Norfolk. Nebraska

'IT WILL, WITHOUT A
DOUBT, PACK ANY
THEATRE!"

-Ironwood Amusement Corp.,
lronwood, Mich.

"MANY RETURNED SEC-

OND TIME TO SEE IT!"
—Plaza Theatre, Ft. Dodge, Iowa.

"DREW PEOPLE NEVER
SEEN IN TOWN BEFORE!"

—Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kans.

"MANY PATRONS TURNED
AWAY!"
—Pastime Theatre, Hickory, N. C.

"RETURN ENGAGEMENT
SOON AS POSSIBLE!"

-Silver Family Theatre,
Greenville, Mich.

"FORCED TO HOLD
SECOND WEEK!"
—Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

"TURN-AWAY BUSINESS
INDICATES BIG MONEY
ON REPEAT!"
—Academy Theatre, Scranton, Pa.

"HUNDREDS PROCLAIM IT
GREATEST PICTURE
EVER SHOWN!"

—Aztec Theatre, Enid, Okla.

"WILL BRING PEOPLE
THAT SELDOM ATTEND!"
—Empress Theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.

"WEEK OF TREMENDOUS
BUSINESS! ALL RECORDS
SMASHED!"
—Uptown Theatre, Wichita, Kans.

"ADVISE EXHIBITORS
STEP ON IT WITH ALL
THEIR POWER!"

—Rochester Theatre,
Rochester, Tex.

"ADVISE ANY EXHIBITOR
TO PLAY IT!"

—LeeRoy Theatre, Wallace, Nebr.

"GREATEST BOX-
OFFICE BET!"

—Woodward Theatre Co.,
Detroit, Mich.

"RECORDS BROKEN!
RUN EXTENDED!"

—Capitol Theatre,
Grand Island, Nebr.

"EXCEPTIONAL
BUSINESS!"

—Auditorium, Lynchburg, Va.

"SURE CLICKS AT THE
BOX-OFFICE!"
—Criterion Theatre, Tonkawa, Okla.

"ONE OF THE BEST
EVER MADE!"

—Mazda Theatre Co.,
Aurora, Nebr.

"EXCEPTIONAL
BUSINESS 100% BOX-
OFFICE!"

—Disbury Theatre, Walden, N. Y.

"RECORD BREAKING
BUSINESS DESPITE
HEAVY COMPETI-
TION!"

—Chase St. Theatre, Kane, Pa.

'ONLY ONE PICTURE
EVER EXCEEDED THIS
GROSS!"

—Metropolitan Theatre,
Washington, D. C.

"KEEN COMPETITION
BUT EXCEEDED ALL
PREVIOUS BOX-
OFFICE RECORDS!"

-

—

Plaza Theatre,
N. Stroudsburg, Pa.

"OPENED TO BIGGEST
LINEUP IN HISTORY!"

—C. M. DAVIE,
Omaha, Nebr.

"SHATTERED ALL
RECORDS!"

—Palace Theatre, Canton, Ohio.

"BIG! LOOKS GOOD FOR
TEN DAYS OR MORE!"

—Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Tex.

"OPENED SATURDAY
CAPACITY! SUNDAY
and MONDAY BIGGER!"
—Globe Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

"WEATHER CANNOT
KEEP THE CROWDS
AWAY!"

—Rivoli Theatre, Beatrice, Nebr.

"PREVIOUS RECORDS
WENT TO ASH HEAP!"

—Ogden Theatre, Denver, Colo.

"SOLD OUT EVERY
PERFORMANCE! MAN
PATRONS TURNED
AWAY!"

—Pastime Theatre, Hickory, I
]

"BIGGEST BOX-OFFICE
SENSATION EVER
RELEASED!"

—Paramount Theat
Akron, Ohio.

"GREATEST SMALL
TOWN PICTURE
OF ALL TIME!"
—Princess Theatre, Chelsea, t :

"COMPETITION COULD
NOT LICK 'TOM'!
UNTVERSAL HAS THE
BIG ONES!"

—New Square Theat
Ottumwa, Iowa.

"BIGGEST GROSS IN
HISTORY OF
THEATRE!"

—Swan Theat
Columbus, I '.

"BEST BUSINESS EVER
DONE IN TEN YEARS!

—Princess Theatre, Chatham, t

"UNCLE TOM CAN
HANG THEM ON THE
RAFTERS!"

—State Theatre, Uniontown,

"RECORD! PLEASED
NEARER 100% THAN
ANY PICTURE EVER
PLAYED!"

—Strand Theatr

Bridgewater, S '

The GreatAmerican Picture

UNCLE TOMS CABIN
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COMPLETE!

YEAR BOOIC

1929

'i'orv

1100 PAGES
CLOTH BOUND
WEICHS FOl'R POUNDS

The
Film Year Book

( 1929 )

Published by

JfoHEWSPAPER
of FILMDOM

ANDWEEKLY
FILM DIGEST

now being distribu-
ted is bigger and bet-

ter than ever before.

It is theBook of Books
and it is Complete.

This encyclopedia of

filmdom is FREE to

yearly subscribers to

THE FILM DAILY

A COMPLETE YEARLY SERVICE
At a $10.00 Subscription Rate Includes

THE FILM DAILY
DELIVERED OR MAILED TO YOU EVERY DAY EXCEPT SATURDAY

THE WEEKLY FILM DIGEST
EVERY SUNDAY—REVIEWS OF ALL FEATURES—SHORT SUBJECTS

DIRECTORS' ANNUAL
EVERY JUNE—A GREAT REFERENCE BOOK

SHORT SUBJECTS QUARTERLY
EVERY THREE MONTHS—ALL ABOUT SHORT SUBJECTS

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
FILMDOM'S RECOGNIZED BOOK OF REFERENCE

Date..

To..

THE FILM DAILY,
1650 Broadway,
New York City.

Gentlemen

:

Herewith my check for $10.00—Start my yearly

subscription to Film Daily service immediately.

NAME..

STREET.

CITY STATE —
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Out
of the

BEST PICTURES OF 1928

Picked in

FILM DAILY'S
Nation
Wide
Poll

WILLIAM FOX Presentsr
FOURSONS

JOHN FORD Production

uicrt

MARGARET MANN JAMES HALL
JUNE COLLYER EARLE FOXE
CHARLES MORTON GEORGE MEEKER
FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN, Jr. ALBERT GRAN
From the story by Miss I. A. R. YV'yJie

—

Adapted by Philip Klein

Holder of Roxy Theatre Record, and records everywhere

FRANK BORZAGE'S

Fix
STREETANGEL

Janet Gaynor Charles Farrell
From the play by Monckton Hoffe—Scenario by Marion Orth

Another record-wrecker with the champion ticket-selling tea

SUNRISE
F.W.MURNAU

tilth

Production janet Gaynor George O'Brien
Story by Hermann Suiiermann

—

Scenario by Carl Mayer

A Masterpiece from the Master, Murnau

With Honorable Mention
for5JW

More Fox Films

say so—
the Public says so—

JT Photoplay Magazine's poll for the best pic-Tl

ILture of 1928 gave 7th HEAVEN the award JJ

FAZIL THE AIR CIRCUS
MOTHER KNOWS BEST.

DRESSED TO KILL

HANGMAN'S
HOUSE

The ^Box-Office Confirms

Always
in the SUPREMACY
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sage, subject to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

WORLD WIDE I4ANAGERS

ALL EXCHANGES.

February 7, 1929.

JUST COMPLETED SUPERB MUSICAL, SONG .AND SOUND EFFECTS BY RCA SYMPHONY

ORCHESTRA, CONDUCTED BY JOSEPH LITTAU OF ROXY'S STAFF, A FOREMOST EX-

PERT, MAKES SENSATIONAL BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION (stop) THIS MAGNIFICENT

PRODUCTION NOW A FEAST OF BEAUTY, DRAMA ANT- MUSIC (stop) RUSHING PRINTS

ARRANGE SHOWINGS AND IT WILL SELL ITSELF (stop) THIS IS ONLY A STARTER

(stop) WORLD *YIDE WILL LEAD THE WAY IN UNUSUAL ATTRACTIONS.

JOSEPH S. SKIRBOLL.

Physical Distribution thru Educational Exchanges
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A Trade Paper Truly Representative

of the Character and Scope of the

Motion Picture Industry—

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

NOT on the insecure basis of Broadway
chatter, but on the sound basis of facts.

Exhibitors Herald-World stands su-

preme and preeminent among the trade publica-

tions in the motion picture field.

FIRST, in circulation—genuine paid circula-

tion, evidencing the willingness of the reader to

pay for value received, and not throw-away dis-

tribution in which the advertising salesman
magically "thinks of a number" when he is

called upon for a circulation statement.

FIRST, in character, honesty and reliability

—without cheap compromises with petty man-
ipulators in the trade—without blackmail or

bravado—without fear of the biggest or dis-

respect for the smallest.

FIRST, in news of the business and box office

information — without the unholy puff and
blurb and without cheap adulation dictated by
advertising appropriations.

FIRST, in service departments which lighten

the complex burden of managing a theatre.

FIRST, in the estimation of 12,865 sub-

scribers who pay for the Herald-World and

consider it a better bargain than getting the

other papers gratis.

—Martin J. Quigley
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'INTERCHANGEABILITY"

The success of Vitaphone subjects, both features and shorts, their proven

box office value and the general enthusiastic approval with which they

have been and are being received, has been due to two major factors:

1. The unremitting care exercised in their production—the constant

effort, without regard to production cost, to improve the product in

all its aspects,—technically, artistically and as entertainment.

2. The excellence of the studio recording equipment and theatre re-

producing equipment manufactured by Western Electric and its

subsidiary company, Electrical Research Products, Inc.,—of which

The Vitaphone Corporation is the original licensee—backed up by

exhaustive and continuous research of the engineering staffs of

those companies and of Bell Telephone Laboratories.

It would not be in the interest of the public, the exhibitors or The Vita-

phone Corporation to lower the standards of quality which have created

the present widespread demand for Vitaphone product and for equip-

ment by means of which it may be reproduced.

Inadequate reproduction of Vitaphone product, by means of inferior

equipment, while it might yield temporary gain to exhibitors and to The
Vitaphone Corporation, would in the long run be damaging to the indi-

vidual exhibitors, to The Vitaphone Corporation and to the industry.

The Vitaphone Corporation, therefore, will require reproduction of its

product by means of equipment which operates properly, reliably and

efficiently to reproduce the same with adequate volume and quality equal

to that obtained by the use of equipment supplied by Electrical Research

Products, Inc.

Where such satisfactory equipment is installed, The Vitaphone Corpo-

ration will, subject to its regular sales policies and then existing commit-

ments, enter into negotiations with the exhibitor for its product.

A Statement of Policy
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cHovel
FACING death from starvation . .

They urged this pretty show gir

to barter her honor for food.

Evangelist, banker, debutante— civil

ization's mask ripped aside— turnei

to unkempt savages— ragged nerves

hate, bitterness, snarling animalism

Human beings lost in the whit

wastes of Alaska revealing their trm

characters . . .

Elemental, turbulent, sweeping passioi

—furious as blizzards—primitive Iov

—a dancer traded for food—all thes

make this picture a box-office atlrac

tion of the first water.

THE SIN SISTERWILLIAM
FOX

presents

u,uu NANCY CARROLL
LAWRENCE GRAY— JOSEPHINE DUNN

CHARLES KLEIN Production

Synchronized or SUent Prints

THE SHORTEST. SAFEST
CUT TO BIG

BOX-OFFICE COIN
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Unfair Advertising

APARTICULARLY objectionable type of advertise-

ment, which is now plaguing exhibitors at many
points throughout the country, has been brought to our

attention by Mr. S. A. Hayman of the Lyda theatre, Grand

Island, Nebraska.

The advertisement referred to is concerned with the

promotion of a patent medicine known as "Grove's Bromo
Quinine." It features the figure of a person wearing a

gas mask and reading a theatre program. The display line

in the advertisement reads, "dressed for the theatre."

The advertisement is obviously a cheap and sensational

bid for attention. In the mind of the mis-guided patent

medicine advertiser there was obviously the notion that

by lurid reference to the danger to health in crowds that

the public could be aroused, resulting in larger sales for

the medicine. The advertisement is plainly in bad taste

and is unethical, if not illegal.

It may be pointed out that advertising of this character

—even aside from the damage that it does to the theatre

business—has been specifically frowned on by the United

States Post Office Department as well as various other

agencies interested in truth and fair play in advertising.

The Post Office Department has pointed out, with refer-

ence to the spread of influenza during the past few

months, that any publicity effort which tends to excite the

public mind is decidedly against public policy. In some

instances advertisers have been requested to change the

wording and illustrations of advertisements so as to avoid

the possibility of creating a panic in the minds of the

public.

It is unfortunate that the Grove's Bromo Quinine adver-

tising has not been stopped before it was permitted to do

the damage to the theatre business which it has done.

Exhibitors are urged to communicate with their local

newspapers with a view to ascertaining whether this par-

ticularly objectionable piece of advertising is scheduled

to be run in their towns. Publishers should have their

attention directed to this advertisement and it should be

made plain to them that such advertising, in addition to

being unfair to the theatre business, amounts to a case of

bad public policy. The nearest branch of the Better

Business Bureau, which seeks to have maintained the best

standards of truth and fair play in advertising, should be

communicated with. The co-operation of local druggists

toward prevailing upon the medicine company to cease

and desist from this policy of advertising also should be
sought.

Censoring Speech

THE Hearst newspapers, which should know better,

are again breaking out in editorial approval of fed-

eral censorship of motion pictures. These and earlier out-

breaks are due to one of those extraordinary notions that

occasionally overtake the owner of these newspapers, Mr.

William Randolph Hearst.

Mr. Hearst, because of his unusual intelligence, together

with his familiarity with the basic considerations of

censorship in any form, would never be expected to be

found on the side of censorship, regardless of the kind.

But he seems to have a habit of being found occasionally

where he should not be. One of these instances is in the

matter of federal censorship of motion pictures.

The whole subject of motion picture censorship has re-

ceived one of its periodic awakenings as the result of a

recent and extraordinary decision of the Supreme Court

of Pennsylvania. Although the original censorship in

Pennsylvania obviously had only to do with motion pic-

tures, we are now accorded an opportunity to contemplate

the conclusion of the learned court which says that the

law authorizes the censoring of film—not motion pictures

—and that film, whether sound or silent, is still film.

In other words, the court decides that sound pictures as

well as silent pictures must pass in review before the

censors.

While we make no legal pretensions, still it does seem

to us that the court must either misunderstand the case

entirely—which would be nothing new in legal historv

—

or else it has been subjected to some rather severe pres-

sure from the elements of intolerance which are seeking

very hard to run their neighbor's business.

How, by any stretch of reason, or even imagination,

could the Pennsylvania motion picture censorship law.

passed before the birth in practicable form of sound pic-

tures, be construed to have contemplated the censoring of

sound pictures as well as silent pictures?

Almost every argument against the censorship of motion

pictures generally applies with added force against the

censorship of sound and talking pictures.

Protection

WHILE Mr. Abram F. Myers, president of the Allied

States exhibitors association, is engaging himself in

an effort to get the Department of Justice to enjoin pro-

ducers and manufacturers of sound equipment from per-

forming certain existing agreements, it again seems timely

to ask the question as to just what good this effort, even

if successful, will accomplish?

He wishes to force distributors to serve independent

sound devices. . . . What distributors are refusing to serve

independent sound devices and who are the exhibitor?

with sound equipment of any reasonable efficiency who

are unable to get product?

However important this question of service to indepen-

dent equipment may become in the future, right now

there are various other issues which seem, to us at least,

to be very much more pressing. Among these is the out-

rageous protection periods being insisted upon by various

of the large circuits.

—MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
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Advertiser Should Require
Audited Circulation ofAll
Film Papers, Says Thomson
Complete Audit

Of Herald-World
A u d i t o r s representing the

Audit Bureau of Circulations

have completed their first audit

of the circulation records of the

EXHIBITORS HERALD-
WORLD. The statement is be-

ing printed and will probably be
available within a week.

Both EXHIBITORS HER-
ALD and MOVING PICTURE
WORLD were members of the

A.B.C. at the time of their mer-
ger one year ago. The World
joined the audit bureau in June,
1920, and the Herald in Decem-
ber, 1922.

oily Lot of Copies" Is

Answer Given Thomson
By British Newspaper

New York, Feb. 12

MAGAZINE-CIRCULAT ION
without audit is no longer sat-

isfactory to American advertisers, P.

L. Thomson told the A. M. P. A.
One reason might be found in an ex-

perience he had in England, where
A. B. C. is not yet recognized.

As advertising manager of Wes-
rem Electric, Thomson welcomed
the representative of a Leeds news-
paper.

"I hear we're going to do some ad-

vertising with you," said Thomson.
"Quite so," replied the Briton.
" I've got your prices," said Thom-

son, "what's your circulation?"

"Oh, we don't divulge our circula-

:ion figures."

"Well," said Thomson, somewhat
:aken aback. "How can I tell if your
orice is right if I don't know how
nany copies you sell? I'm buying
"eaders, you know, not so much
\vhite space."
' "Really," replied the Briton, "we
lever disclose our circulation fig-

ures." He leaned forward. "I don't

rand tell you confidentially, though,
hat I've seen them come off the
iress and there's a jolly lot of them."

By PETER YISCHER

NE^ \ORK. Feb. 12.—Tbe value and importance of certified circula-

tion in the trade papers of the motion picture industry was brought home
in no uncertain terms to the Association of Motion Picture Advertisers at

its meeting here last Tuesday by P. L. Thomson, director of advertising

for the vast W estern Electric organization and president of the Audit

Bureau of Circulations.

A hundred members of the A. M. P. A., including many of the industry

advertising leaders, crowded a private dining room of the Paramount hotel

to hear Thomson speak. They were rewarded with an address that inter-

spersed wit and humor with tightly packed sound thinking.

Thomson s address was clear and simple, as pointed and as under-

standable as the system of certified circidation and knowing buying that

he advocated. He urged the industry to require audited circulation

figures from all publications in the industry, not because he suspected de-

ceit or chicanery, but because it was good business.

Thomson expressed his surprise that only one paper in the field is a

member of the A. B.C. That paper is the EXHIBITORS HERALD-
WORLD, whose circulation is not only audited and classified; it is as

tvell the biggest circulation in the field, indicating clearly that it is good
business for the publisher as ivell as the advertiser to open his circula-

tion books.

Thomson's address, of interest alike to all who buy advertising and all

who read advertising, is condensed as follows:

"The principle back of audited circidation is simple. The difficult

thing to understand is why it isn't universally accepted by advertisers

and publishers in this great industry.

"As heads of families you gentlemen buy your steaks or your candy
by the pound, your coal by the ton—units of measure set up by the gov-

ernment. You buy land by the foot or acre. You buy your hooch by
the quart or gallon, and then you have it tested by a chemist to find what
proof it is—if there's any adulterant in it. That is to say, you make sure

that it's up to accepted standard. That doesn't mean that all steak or all

land is worth the same price per pound or per foot, and it's the same with

circulation. There's where the quality argument enters and salesman-

ship begins. You can be your own judge whether you want to buv por-

terhouse steak or round. You just want to be sure that when you're

paying for porterhouse the seller hasn't included a lot of rump."

"Now that's how you buy as heads of families. Then as representa-

tives of your companies you turn around and buy advertising on hunches.

For don't forget it isn't pages of white space you buy—it's circulation—
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it's readers buying power ; and in this

great industry you've got no standard

of measuring circulation.

"You are still satisfied to spend
thousands of your companies' dol-

lars on your guess as to the value

of the influence of the publication

unsupported by verified figures.

And, gentlemen, in this respect

you are about 15 years behind the

procession, when you ought to be
in the forefront.

"For this idea of setting up stand-

ards was accepted by the leading ad-

vertisers and publishers in America
away back in 1913 when they got to-

gether and organized the A. B. C. and
since then it has grown so that its

membership is a veritable 'Who's Who
in Advertising and Publishing.' Nine
hundred and fifty newspapers, 200

magazines, 250 business papers, 200

agencies and 200 advertisers, and no
industry a quarter the size of yours

but has put its publishing house in

order.

Not All Circulation

Is of Equal Value

"Right here let me emphasize that

this doesn't mean that all circulation

is of equal value to you. Because mag-
azine A has 10,000 and magazine B
8,000 and the page rate is the same, you

may still want to use the latter at a

somewhat higher page rate because of

other considerations. But if, for in-

stance 3,000 of those 8,000 are sub-

scribers over six months in arrears

then on an A. B. C. statement they

can't be carried as net paid and with

that deduction and a net of only 5,000

you might conclude that a unit cost

per page for magazine B twice as large

as magazine A is too great a premium
to pay. As it stands now you are un-

doubtedly paying for a lot of such cir-

culation in arrears, only you don't

know it except in the case of one of

your trade journals which is an

A. B. C. member.

"The same is true of sample

copies, of copies bought in bulk

and circulated indiscriminately

without any payment whatever by

the recipient. Can there be any

doubt that there is less reader, less

buying power in circulation of

that sort than in paid-in-advance

circulation. Yet your non-A. B. C.

paper throws that all into the

hopper and you pav the same for

it all.

"Under a recent rule of the Bureau,

trade papers are compelle"d to make an

occupational classification of their

readers, the basis being a matter of

agreement between the publishers in

each industry.

Occupational Grouping
Shows Buying Power

"The policy of the A. B. C. in ap-

proaching a new field is to consult

with advertisers and trade paper pub-

lishers alike and draw up occupational

P. L. THOMSON
classifications that will help the adver-

tiser better to judge the buying power
of any trade paper's circulation with
respect to his particular product, be it

films, raw stock, organs, theatre

equipment, or what not.

"If the motion picture industry de-

sires to avail itself of the services of

the A. B. C. that sort of a classification

would be worked out, and reports of to-

tals under each listing would, I think

show buyers of the industry for the first

time in its history, how much and what
kind of circulation the publishers are

offering.

"For purposes of discussion I sug-

gest the classification of trade paper
circulation in this industry should be
made in two parts, Film Users and
Non-Film Users, subdivided as fol-

lows :

FILM USERS
Officials of theatre chains

Independent theatre operators

Theatre managers who do not do
film buving for their houses

NON-USERS
Producers, distributors and ex-

changes
Newsstands

"Newsstand sales are of course sep-

arated from mail subscriptions, as they

should be, for certainly they repre-

sent less buying power for most of

you gentlemen than subscribing

theatre managers for instance. But.

now you buy it all in a lump, with no
opportunity to check the rate per

thousand of circulation on one maga-
zine, with the rate for like circulation

on another.

"This, my friends, is waste and
it is an inexcusable waste because

you can easily stop it. It is just

a matter of educating the publish-

ers in this industry to meet the

standards which have so greatly

improved both publishing and ad-

vertising results in other lines of

business.

"You may have noticed in Printers

Ink last week that Australia is going
to have an audit bureau. This is the

the result of the visit which a distin-

guished Australian advertiser recently

made to the United States to study our
advertising practice. It is a safe bet

he didn't learn anything about audited
circulation in this industry.

Buying Circulation

By Accurate Measure

"Gentlemen, I urge these considera-

tions upon you not with the idea of

disciplining any publishers, but solely

because they are economically sound
and in line with the present day trend

to apply engineering standards to

business, substitute facts for guess-

work and eliminate waste. I am con-

fident that if you go to the executives

of your companies with this proposal

they will support you. They can buy
circulation by just as accurate measure
as they buy raw stock and as my com-

pany buys steel and copper.

"I think the practical result of

your insisting upon audited pub-

lishers' statements will be as it has

been in other industries— the

strong papers will grow stronger

and only the weak ones which
can't stand up under an audit will

pass out. That's just letting na-

ture take its course.

"This industry needs publications

strong, both financially and editorially.

"No publication is too small not to

afford membership. An A. B. C. state-

ment is a certificate of good character.

No buyer of advertising can afford to

place a contract with a publisher with-

out studying his A. B. C. statement.

"I want to make it clear that what

I have said is in no respect intended as

a reflection upon the honesty of trade

papers in this industry that do not

have an A. B. C. audit.

Matter of Sound
Business Principles

"To me the A. B. C. audit is not so

much a matter of morals as of sound

business principles. Personally, from

what I know of your trade paper pub-

lishers, I might be willing to accept

their sworn statements of circulation

without question."

After Thomson's address was con-

cluded, he permitted questions to be

asked. One, from an oldtimer in the

industry, whose experiences were

gained during the dark days when
showmanship meant kidding the pub-

lic and kidding yourself, attemped to

warn Thomson that A. B. C. wouldn't

go in the motion picture industry, be-

cause the industry was packed with

crooks. This ridiculous attitude was

promptly resented by many of those pre-

sent, some of whom—for instance, Har-

old Flavin of Paramount— went to

Thomson after his talk and protested at

any such libel of the men doing adver-

tising in the industry.
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Technic, Music and Good
Story Are Vital to Sound
Picture, Says Beaumont

Error in Price
Misleading
The Phototone Company, North

Vernon, Indiana, calls attention to

the Herald-World having misquoted
prices of their sound equipment in

its issue of February 2nd. The high
quotations published are more re-

grettable since the new Phototone
equipment is moderately priced.

"BroadwayMelody" Held Finest

Picture Yet Produced in Sound
Director Harry Beaumont Does Something New with All-Talking-

Singing-Dancing Film—Bessie Love Proves Herself Real

Actress—Dialogue Written by Experts

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—By all odds the finest picture yet made in sound

came to the Astor theatre Saturday night in "The Broadway Melody." This

all-talking-singing-dancing film, directed for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer by Harry

Beaumont, is recognized by critics as the first truly great example of the

newest of entertainment mediums, sound and screen combined.

When a picture like "The Broadway Melody'' comes along, critics may well

regret the reckless use of superlatives for lesser pictures of the past. This

one drew prolonged applause from a crowded house of keen-witted observers.

It will draw columns of praise and reams of comment. It was grand enter-

tainment from start to finish.

Camera Mobility Solved ivith "Cof-

fin on Wheels," Says Director

of ''Broadivay Melody"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—"The Broadway
lelody," M G M's all-sound singing and
lancing picture, which opened on Broadway
n Saturday, was the proving ground for new
ound theories which will distinguish M G M
udiens. Harry Beaumont, the director, gave

ut this information in a special Herald-
Yorld interview yesterday afternoon.

The director outlined three salient factors

ihich, he claimed, were essential for success-

ul sound picture production. These included

echnic, introduction of music and adaptation

if stories.

"It is essential," he said, "to keep to the

;chnic of the silent picture as much as pos-

ible. The mere fact that a production is in

ound will not put it over with the audience,

t must also have the swift action of the

ilent picture and there must be no pauses.

Calls Music Vital

"It is my belief that sound pictures, when-
ver possible, should be relieved by music,

attendance at the spoken drama is often a

train because of the effort entailed in hear-

lg just what the characters are saying. This

; even more true of the sound pictures.

"The story of a motion picture, sound or

ilent, is paramount. You have got to have
le action and the human interest. They are

le only excuse for the picture. That is why
think that stories written specially for the

creen are the best. Good adaptations can
ften be made from books. There it is only
matter of condensing. Plays are much

lore difficult.

"One of the chief difficulties with
sound pictures was the problem of

camera mobility and limitation of an-

gles. We solved that by devising a
coffin on wheels and having it follow
the players while a chap in stock-
inged feet crept after them with the
microphone just out of camera range.
"We also found that great things could be
one in the cutting room. In a certain scene
ne character says 'the best things in life are
ree.' He was fine in rehearsal but when
e shot it he got nervous and left out the S
l things. We found where the word was on
le film, made a 'z-z-z-z-z' sound and every-
ling was okay. Otherwise we would have
ad to shoot the whole thing over.

Selective Microphone Seen

"Parts of speeches can be cut, stresses can
; put in here and there and entirely different
tflections can be given to words after they
ave been recorded. Of course, not all voices
t the recording range and some are condu-
ve to surface noises. But I think that soon
>meone will invent a selective microphone
hereby it will be possible to tune in on the
ave length of the voice or sound desired
en as one tunes in on different radio
ations."

"The Broadway Melody" is an audien
musical comedy. It was written by Ed-
mund Goulding, an experienced author, and
had the advantage of

dialogue by such
recognized experts
as Norman Houston
and the incompar-
able Jimmy Gleason.
It had music and
lyrics that might ac-

tually be heard in a
Broadway musical
comedy, in place of

sappy theme songs.
In "The Broadway
Melody" Beaumont
made a real actress
out of Bessie Love.
This competent little Harry Beaumont
performer, one now
knows, has been pretty well wasted in the

past. Beaumont found depths in her ability that

the finest of actresses might be proud of.

He saw to it that she had good support
from Anita Page and Charles King. Lesser
parts were beautifully played by Kenneth
Thomson, Edward Dillon, Jed Prouty, and
others.

It is a matter of record and not of en-

thusiasm that this is something new in

pictures. Heretofore, there has been just

one story for a sound picture, one story in

various forms. No wonder sound pictures

bored many patrons of the theatre!

Here Beaumont has taken a story suited

to any medium. He has played it with
wit, speed, force and imagination. He has
taken a sure-fire locale, Broadway, and
made it the scene of a moving conflict

between two sisters for the same man.
Never once did he allow his story to become
dulled or banal ; never once did he allow the

speed of his entertainment to slacken.

This is a picture of which a great deal

will still be written. So far it marks the

high-water mark in sound entertainment.

It should break all existing records and win
new honors for both Harry Beaumont and
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.—P. V.

Myers Asks Public

To Support Policy

of Allied States
(Special to the Herald-World)

MINNEAPOLIS, Feb. 12.—Public sup-

port of the principles for which Allied

States stands was urged by Abram F.

Myers, president and general counsel of the

exhibitors' national organization, in ad-
dressing a large gathering of social and
civic workers and 200 exhibitors in the

grand ballroom of the Nicollet hotel on the

second day of the Allied convention last

week. Results of the business session the

first day were detailed in last week's
Herald-World.
James Shea, sales manager for Talkie-

Phone, entertained the visiting delegates
with a special showing of "The Trail of
'98" at the Logan theatre.

The morning of February 6 was given
over to speeches by representatives of

various sound devices, including D. W.
Knowles, engineer for the Silver-Marshall
company; W. E. Haupt, general engineer
for Talkie-Phone; Ted Ertz, Oraphone
and Bristolphone; Mickey Cohen, Photo-
phone; James Shea, Talkie-Phone; and
Charles Howard, Photophone. Special

screenings were given in the afternoon.

Chick Shytles Killed
(Special to the Herald-World)

FORT WORTH, Feb. 12.—Chick Shytles.

resident manager for Interstate here, was
killed in an airplane accident at San Angelo,
Texas.

Universal Movietone News Makes Bow
Next Fall; Sam Jacobson Is in Charge

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—Universal Movietone News will be the title of Univer-

sal's sound newsreel, which it will launch next fall with the subsidiary title of "The
Talk of the World." Sam Jacobson, former publicity head on the Coast, will be in

charge. The executive staff includes Harry Mack, assistant; Harold Lewis and
Howard Dillinger on sound, and Herman Olbrook, chief cameraman.

Universal Movietone News will be made under the Western Electric license, and
£rst recording apparatus will be obtained next week.
No deal has been made as yet for distribution of International Newsreel at the

conclusion of the Hearst contract.
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What of the Press Book?
More press books meeting the publicity problem of the modern theatre are
urged in the following article by J. J. Hess, director of publicity and advertis-
ing of Marks Brothers Theatres, Inc., Chicago. The zvriter tells of press books
with inaccurate cast of character, or none, press books with synopsis that does
not fit the story of the picture, press books not stating the length of the pro-

duction, mats or cuts of stars who are not identified by name

By J. J. HESS

THE trade paper advertising, true to its mission,. had created a demand.
The negotiations for the purchase of that mighty super-production.
"Scarlet Pants Buttons," had been consummated with the usual altruism

and good nature.

The booker pushed back fourteen or fifteen dates, and nothing was left but
to gather the enormous profits that would accrue from exhibiting a production
based upon the famous novel by Soandso, directed by the director of

"Whoozit" and starring John Who and Stella Which. Resounding voices
called harshly for the department of publicity and advertising. Things must
be done

!

TN accordance with the well-founded tra-

ditions of the press agent, a polite re-

quest was made for a press book. The
splendid young fel-

low in the advertis-
ing department of

the exchange, im-
bued with the spirit

of service, extolled
the virtues of post-
ers, door hangers,
paper novelties with
strings tied to them,
and string novelties
with paper tied to

them. He then de-
livered a sales talk

worthy of the Yale
students who sell

J. J. Hess magazine subscrip-
tions. Interrupted

and subjected to gentle pressure, he re-

vealed that the press books had not yet
arrived, but one could be secured from the
exchange in Catalpa, Mexico, in four or
five days. The press agent immediately
phoned the nearest exchange, and secured
one by special delivery the next morning.
Here, then, was the means of cashing in

on "Scarlet Pants Buttons!" The sheet
was opened, and the first thing to meet
the eager eye was:

"WRONG NUMBER"
"Did anyone ever make a proposal to you,

Auntie?"
"Yes, once, over the telephone, but it was the

wrong number."
Realizing the advertising department of

a great producing company had picked this
choice witticism for his especial amusement
(for it had nothing whatsoever to do with
"Scarlet Pants Buttons"), the press agent
laughed.

Tells How Good Picture Is!

The front page of the press book pro-
claimed in no uncertain terms that the pic-
ture was "A Tremendous Box Office
Smash." Furthermore, the exhibitor was
urged to "Cash In On It," to "Get Behind
It," and to "Exploit It." No stone, it ex-
horted, should be left unturned to make
the production bring in its full financial re-

ward. It became all too apparent that the
front page had been devoted to explaining
to the exhibitor, who had already pur-
chased the picture, that the picture was
well worth purchasing.

But wait a minute!
Down In the left hand corner of the page,

was a box. This surely must contain valu-
able information. It did. It proclaimed
boldly and blackly that "White Suspend-
ers," the sequel to "Scarlet Pants Buttons,"

was in the course of production, and would
be released shortly. Moreover, the exhibi-
tor was urged to contract early for this
production, for it would bring him more
money than "Scarlet Pants Buttons."

A Three-Color Brochure
A careful scrutiny of the press book

proved that it was kin to a majority of
other press books in that it told nothing
about the picture, showed no feasible way
of exploiting it, and was merely a three-
color brochure provided for the salesman.

If anyone believes the above incidents
have been distorted, let him make inquiry
of those responsible for publicizing mo-
tion pictures in any of the larger cities.

Circuits with de luxe theatres find the ma-
teral provided by those unfortunates who
compile press books to be more than use-
less.

The stories optimistically labelled "Ad-
vance," "Current," and "Review" are in the
main a synopsis of the picture rehashed in
the most ingenious manner. The first para-
graph may have a few lines that differ, but
the synopsis immediately becomes appar-
ent. This is notwithstanding the fact that
a complete synopsis, if read by the public,
completely ruins the enjoyment of the pic-
ture. It is rarely that a picture with an
object, a moral or with some enlightening
view on society is treated from the angle
that may prove interesting to the public.
The ad layouts prove that the compilers

have no estimate of the value of the star
or the cast in the picture. They are usually
subordinated, while the title of the produc-
tion itself is displayed prominently. It is

certainly time that designers of these ads
recognize the fact that motion picture the-
atres now have stage productions that must
be mentioned with the picture. No space
is provided for them at present. These ads
can rarely be used for small town, com-
munity or foreign language newspapers; in

fact their inadequacy created a demand
which is well filled by an independent mat
service.

Captions Should Name Stars

It is here suggested that this service now
employ writers with some knowledge of
the publicity problems of modern theatres
so that this deficiency may be filled. Cre-
ators of press books should know that cuts
and mats to be reproduced should carry
captions stating the names of the stars and
not merely "A scene from 'Scarlet Pants
Buttons'." Moreover, large closeups of
stars are acceptable to newspapers, while
scenes in mat form, two columns by four
inches showing ten of the characters in a
violent struggle, print badly and do not
attract the eye.

Catch lines that praise without explain-

Josiah Zuro Named
Director General

of Music by Pathe
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—Josiah Zuro ha:

been signed by Pathe as director of music
His new responsibilities will embrace a fa

wider field than the
scoring of music for
the films, and will
cover the entire mu-
sical activities of the
company.

Zuro began his

musical career with
Oscar Hammerstein
at the age of 17.

His association with
Hammerstein lasted
for a considerable
period of years, dur-
ing which he worked
with Mary Garden,
John McCormack josiah Zuro
and other celebrated singers, who appearec
at the Manhattan Opera House under the

Hammerstein direction.

Status of Audien Same
As of Silent, Court Holds

In Competition Action
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb 12.—The status of a)

talking picture is the same as that of a silent

film in the matter of competition, the circuit

court of appeals ruled in the action brought

by Lillian Macloon, who sought to restrain

Warner Brothers from showing the Vitaphone

version of "The Desert Song." Miss Macloor
claimed she had dramatic rights to the pla\

west of Denver and Winnipeg.
The judges ruled that as there was an ex-

pressed reservation of motion picture right?

in the contract between the authors and Mis?

Macloon, the company was entitled to product

and exhibit the picture.

J. F. McAloon Appointed
Assistant to Phil Reisman

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—J. F. McAloon
has been appointed assistant to Phil Reis

man, general sales manager of Pathe

Edward W. Ballentine has been appointed

in charge of Physical operations, succeed-

ing McAloon.

ing, and laud without provoking curiosity

are damp firecrackers. There are press

books that provide no cast of characters

or an inaccuate one. Others have a synop-

sis that does not fit the story of the pic-

ture itself, perhaps because the picture has

been recut; but these delinquencies cause

complaints from screen reviewers and

critics, and oftentimes bring a poor re-

view. Press books as a rule do not contain

the length of the picture, which is valuable

information to theatres that wish to time

the feature with their stage shows. The

"ballyhoo" ideas are invariably extravagant,

impractical, and are in accordance with the

general plan of the press book: to fill up

space and get the whole matter over.

Trucks that roam the streets with con-

structions upon them representing "The

Old Home," prizering arenas and groups of

girls wearing crinolines, are "boob bump-

ers" of a decayed age.

There have been many excellent press

books. One producing company is provid-

ing good press books. The writer cherishes

in his collection seven fair press books, but

the greater majority are useless bilge.
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Objectionable!

If doctors* warnings were heeded literally, this is how
you would dress for the theatre. Statistics prove that

the front line trenches were hardly more dangerous

to health than crowds of coughers and sneezers.

Since you can't wear so outlandish a costume,

protect yourself tx fore and after exposure in poorly

ventilated gatherings by taking GROVE'S BROMO
QUININE. The mild laxative effect rids the system

of poisons caused by colds. The tonic benefits build

up the body's defenses.

Never wiit for serious symptoms. Use the tablets from

the little white box promptly, and frequently you will side-

step the cold entirely ; or throw it oft quickly .... Results

have made this the largest-selling remedy. Results are the

reason tor avoiding substitutes. So emphasize GROVE'S,
when asking for GROVE'S BROMO QJDHNR Pnce 30c

GROVE'S
BROMO QIJINIIVE

laxative: tablets

ndustry That Defames
Another Trade Declared
Narrow Between Eyes

'TT seems to me thai the Bromo Quinine
t people should be called down for such

dvertising," writes S. A. Hayman, manager
t the Lyda theatre, Grand Island, Neb., to
le Herald-World in sending in the clipping
f the Grove's Bromo Quinine newspaper
dvertisement reproduced above. The ad
the subject of editorial comment by Mar-

n J- Quigley on Page 20.

"Why pick on the theatre?" Hyman asks.
it seems to me that as big a crowd con-
-egates in ten cent stores, dance halls,

lurches, lodges and department stores that

e not half as well ventilated as the
ieatres.

"You know hundreds of people will see
iat ad and claim that every disease in the
orld is found in the theatre.
"What do you think of one industry try-

g to sell their goods by defaming another ?

claim they are narrow between the eyes."

'red Caldwell Producing
Staff at Miami to Make
Film on Everglades Story

(Special to the Herald-World)

MIAMI, FLA., Feb. 12.—Ponce DeLeon
ntrance is the new headquarters of the Fred
ildwell productions, according to Peyton E.
cWilliams, supervisor, who announced that
big feature will be produced immediately
ith the Everglades and the Seminole Indians
the background.
The cast is being assembled in New York
d Los Angeles and will shortly be brought
the southern city. #

Censorship and Seat Tax Bills

Pile Up in State Legislatures
Complete Repeal of All Ohio Censorship Laws Asked in New

Measure—Revision Proposal Filed in Massachusetts

—

Kansas-Missouri Exhibitors Map Defense
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—The legislatures have their eyes on the motion pic-

ture industry. Not only are they up to the old tricks of censorship in various

forms, but they are after admissions.

The situation is one that every exhibitor should be familiar with, and the

Herald-World herewith presents it in a nutshell

:

Theatre admission taxes have been proposed says I. H. Harris of the Harris Yoeller The-
in the following states : atres at Burley, Idaho, in a column article in

Colorado 10% the Burleigh Herald in protest against the ad-
Connecticut 2% on gross mission tax proposal in that state.

Idaho 10% Harris has sent copies of the paper to ex-
Iowa S 2 per reel hibitors all over the state for use in their

Kansas

5%

community newspapers.
Midugap 5% o" &™* Censor Bill in Oregon
*Ilsson" • 1°% (Special to the Herald-World)
North Carolina.. .. ... ......SIO per reel SALEM, ORE. Feb. 12.—Again appears

n,.
and 3 r adm,^,on

the biennial bill to create a state board of
Unl° j'r^ ' j

"'
"•

per censors for motion pictures. It was intro-
and 5 fc admission duced in the house of representatives by

Oregon on Sross Senator Robison of Clatsop countv.
Tennessee 10%
Vermont 10% K-M Defense Growing
West Virginia 10% (Special to the Herald-World)

South Dakota 10% KANSAS CITY, Feb. 12.—The wheels of

In addition to the above, bills have been defense machinery are beginning to roll in

drawn for presentation in Indiana, Missis-
the ran

i^.
s °.£ Kansas and Missoun exhibi-

sippi, Nebraska and Utah, and tax bills are tors -
Dlstnct meetings of exhibitors and

expected later in Oklahoma, Montana, Minne- exchange representatives are being held

sota and South Carolina. throughout Kansas, while similar meetings

Censorship bills have been introduced in
are contemplated in Western Missouri soon.

Connecticut, Nebraska and Ohio, and will be Censor Repeal Asked
introduced in Pennsylvania to include sound (Special to the Herald-World)

censorship. A censorship repeal bill also has CLEVELAND, Feb. 12.—Complete repeal
been introduced in Ohio. G f all Ohio motion picture censorship laws

Bills to regulate attendance of children in was proposed to the state legislature in a
theatres have been_ introduced so far in Colo- bill introduced by Senator George H. Ben-
rado, Maryland, Nebraska, New Jersey, New (jer of Cleveland.
York and Oregon, and we may expect them A bill to provide for local option in Ohio
to be introduced in Texas, North Carolina municipalities relative to Sunday motion
and Iowa. picture exhibitions has been prepared under
Other laws, such as daylight saving, Sun- the direction of officers and the board of

day closing, tax on foreign corporations aimed trustees of the M. P. T. O. and will be in-
at chain theatres and chain stores, and labor troduced in the Ohio Legislature soon,
measures, 55 in number, can be added to the . . _ ,

above which brings the total to 158 bills Censor Revision Sought
pending. (Special to the Herald-World)

As an example of the seriousness of these BOSTON, Feb. 12.—Revision of the state

bills Speaker Ming of the House in Michigan censorship laws is probable as the result of

has made the amusement tax bill an "admin- action taken by theatre managers and the

istrative matter" and he estimates the revenue Massachusetts Library Club. A bill has
to be derived in Michigan to be between six been filed with the legislature for such re-

and seven million dollars a year. vision and a hearing will be held later. The
The most serious admission tax situations Library club declares that out of 60 books

are in Michigan, Ohio, Colorado, North Caro- banned by the censors last year, only two
lina, Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas. were justified.

Gives Exhibitors Ammunition ~ ~~~

"It is no more fair to tax a person to enter RKO Signs Raphaelson
a theatre and spend a couple of hours enjoy- (Special to the Herald-World)

ing a show than it is to tax that same person NEW" YORK. Feb. 12.—Sampson Raphael-

for sitting in his home while he is being en- son, author of "The Jazz Smger," has^ signed

tertained by whatever comes over the radio," a contract with RKO for "My Boy."

Working Association of Distributors

Forming in Berlin Includes Americans
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, Feb. 12.—The principal German distributors, among them Ufa,

National SudElm, Bayerische, D. L. S., Parufamet, and three American companies,

are reported to be forming a working association, which will be registered as a

trading concern, with a view to reduce distributing expenses, to protect their com-
mon interests, and to promote co-operation in the different branches of the indus-

try, according to the Department of Commerce.
Germany will be divided into three distributing districts only, with centres in

Berlin, Frankfort and Dusseldorf Trade Commissioner George R. Canty advises.

The present German Film Renters Association will be dissolved.
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numr
Radio Pictures

WHEN Bill Le Baron took the train from
Broadway to the Coast last week he had

something in his baggage quite intangible,

something separate and apart from suits and
socks and unread manuscripts. You might
say he had a titan with him, a newborn titan,

but it would be simpler to say he had some-
thing of the new spirit that has taken hold
of the R K O organization.

Radio Pictures ought to make a name for

themselves. If they don't, then sane and
sensible picture-making with a healthy pinch

of experience is all wrong.
Le Baron is going to introduce something

new into picture-making on the coast. He
will incorporate into the reorganized R K O
plant together with three sound stages and two
silent—a complete music department. Long-
haired boys with fiddles and drummers with a
mess of traps are to be part of the R K O
layout.

The result has this significance: when a

Radio picture comes east, it will be complete
in every detail, ready to be shown on the

screen, not half-baked for the laboratory for
the addition of dialogue and music.

Mr. Emil Jannings

T^HE eminent Mr. Emil Jannings has an-
other magnificent characterization in "Sins

of the Fathers." He is supreme in his pro-
fession, in some ways the greatest of all film

actors.

Someone with a true inventive genius ought
to sit down in a corner and concentrate on
Mr. Jannings. Someone ought to find him an
entirely new type of characterization. Some-
one ought to do him and Paramount the

service of taking him off the single track on
which he is now running.
The recent pictures in which Jannings have

appeared have two qualities in common : great-

ness and sameness. It would be a pity to have
so wonderful an actor spoiled for the public

by an inability to provide him with char-
acterizations that are fresh and new. Jannings
could do almost anything. Why not try him
out?

* * 4

A. M. P. A.

\ N oldtimer got up to address the A. M. P.

**A. recently and say that circulation audits

would never go in the film industry because
no one in the industry is to be trusted. The
Audit Bureau of Circulations would be fooled
by quick-witted and crooked subscription
salesmen just as sure as you're born!
Such an attitude ought to be quickly re-

sented by anyone in the industry. The re-

marks made by this relic of bygone days were
not merely in bad taste and out of place, they
were downright wrong. It is an insult to the
industry to permit such a statement to go
unchallenged.

* * *

Educational's Shorts
r["HE energy with which Educational is

working to supply the industry with clever

and hilarious short comedies in sound is re-

assuring to every foresighted exhibitor whose
theatre is equipped for sound reproduction.
Three new ones were brought forth last

week for a trade showing: "The Old Barn,"
"Ask Dad," and "Whirls and Girls." No ex-
hibitor looking for bright and amusing come-
dies would make a mistake in booking any of
these.

PETER VISCHER

A Woman ofTheseNew Times
C*ROM England comes an adaptation of a daring novel by the Baroness Oreczy, tell-
*• ing a tale of the changes wrought in society by modern feminism. "A Woman of
the Night," which is being imported by World Wide Pictures, returns to the
American screen the distinguished star of "The Private Life of Helen of Troy," Maria
Corda. Carmine Callone directed the production.

Above and Below Maria Corda is shown in three scenes from "A Woman of the Night.'
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250 Suggest Name for Talking Pictures
More than 250 suggested names for talking pictures have been submitted in the HERALD-WORLD'S cam-

paign to take out of the lexicon of the public that opprobrious concoction the "talkie" and place in its stead a

word worthy of the dignity and decency that the new wonder of the screen already has merited.

The remarkable response to the HERALD-WORLD'S pro-

posal has come from every branch of the industry and from
outside the industry and what is more important is this: each of

these 250 suggested names represent an earnest and careful effort

toward solution of this problem of the motion picture business,

to rescne itself from a word that has been a deadweight as heavy
as the term "movie."

The HERALD-WORLD'S suggestion, " audien." has had an en-

thusiastic reception from some, has experienced objections from
other cpjarters on the score of smacking of "coinage,"' though of

course the word ultimately chosen and adopted must of necessity

be a coined word. Or must it?

In one respect the comment has been unanimous: from the

highest executives in the industry down to the rank and file of

theatregoers the HERALD-WORLD has won universal appro-

bation for its constructive effort.

ACTORPHONES
ACTORGRAPH
ACTORPHONE
AMP-PLAY
AUDICTNE
AUDIMA
AUDIMAGO
AUDIOGRAPH
AUDATONE
AUDIBLE CINEMA
AUDIO-PLAY
AUDIO PICTURES
AUDOMOTO
AUDIVISION"
AUDIFILM
AUDIES
AUDIOGRAPH
AUDIEN
AUDIBLE PICTURES
AUDIGRAPH
AUDIFILM
AUDIVISION
AUDIMO
AUDOPHONE
AUDIO-PICTURE
AUD-PHONE
ALIVU

CAMERAPHONE
CINASOUND
CINAUDIO
CINEMAUDIO
CINELOG
CINEORAL
CINEMAPHONE
CINOLOG
CINAVOICE
CNERFILM
CNER-MOPIC
CINEMETAPHONE
CINEPHONO
CINETOPHONE
CINEMATONES
CINELOG
CINEVOX
CINEPHONE
CINETONE
CINOPHONE
CNHEAR
CNALIFE
CINAUD
CTTAUK

DIAFILM
DIALO
DIAPHONE
DIATONE
DIAVOX
DIALOGUE
DICTOCOMEDY
DICODRAMA
DICTON
DICTOR
DICTRESS
DRAMAPHONE
DRAMATONE

E
ELECTRO
ELECTROGRAPH
ELECTOPHONICS
ELECTROMOTIOVOX

FLIKISOUND
FILMOTALK
FONOFILM
FONOPLAY
FOTO-FONE
FOTOGRAPH
FOTOVOX
FOTOX
FONOFOT09
FOTOVIL

GRAPHO-ART PICTURES
GRAPHATONE
GRAPHOPHONE

H
HERANC
HERANCE
HEARITAUK
HEARAVU
HUMANITONE

PICTURETONES
PICTONE
PICTOVOX
PICTAPHONE
PHOTOLOG
PICTURETRON
PICTUREVOX
PROJECTAUK

R

1

IMAGALIVE
IZRELE
ILLUSION
ITAUX

KINEOGRAPH
KINOPHONE
KENTONE
KODOR
KOVOX

LIVING PICTURES
LIKAVAUD
LOGIMA
LOGOS

M
MOVIX
MOTIOTONE
MOVIETALK
MOVIETALK
MOTIAUDIC
MOTIOAUDIC
MOTIONIC
MOTIOTONE
MOTIOPHONIC
MAGNAMOVIE
MOTIOVOX
MOVIE-PLAY
MOVIETONE

NARRATIVE TONED PICTURES

O
ORACLASSIC
ORALFILMS
OPTILIG
OPTIPHONE
ORALOG
ORATONE
OPTIPHONE
OPTIPHONIC
OPTIVOX
ORAGRAPHS
ORAGRAPH1CS

PARAVIEWS
PHOTOVOX
PICTOLOG
PARC-PICTURE
PAEL-PLAY
PARAFILM
PHONOCINEMA
PHONOPICTURE
PHONOPLAY
PHONO-ART
PHONO-PHOTOS
PHOTOPHONIC
PHONTE
PHONOFILM
PHOTOPHONE
PHOTOTONE
PHOTOVOX
PHOTONE
PHOTORALS
PICTALK
PICTAPHONE
PICTOPHONE
PICTORAL
PICTORALS

RECORDION
REELISTIC
REELSTIC
REELTROLO
REESOUNDO
REELTAUX
REELY

SEAUDIAC
SEAUDIC
SEAUDIACK
SEAUDICK
SEAUDIK
SEAUDIAK
SEAUDATION
SEACTOPHONE
SEACTOPHONIC
SEACTOTONE
SEOPHONE
SEOPHONIC
SEOTONIC
SETONIC
SEETONIC
SEPHONIC
SEEPHONIC
SCREEN SHOW
SCREENLOGUE
SINEVOX
SYNCROLOGUE
SHADOVOX
SCREENTONE
SYNCHROS
SEE AND HEAR
SE-A-PHONIC
SHOW-VOX
SIMILIVAUD
SONOMA
SONOFILM
SYMPHONY PICTURES
SOUNDSCENES
SOUNDAPHONE
SYNEMA
SOMATIC
SOMO
SONOTONE
SOUND-MOVIES
SPEAK1E

TALK-ART
TALKO
TALKATURE
TALKING PICTURE
TALKOLOG
TAUKIFILM
TALKSCENE
TALKIE
TAXITONE
TELASHOW
TELME
TONIO
TONOGRAPH

VENTILICENE
VENTRILO
VERHABLA
VIBRATONE
VIEWVOICE
VOICEVIEWS
VIEWTONE
VUTONE
VUCON
VOCAM
VOTAVOX
VOCAPHOTOS
VOCAFILM
VISTATONE

VISION-TONE
VISATONE
VISIATONIC
VISITONE
VISAPHONIC
VISITONE
VISIPHONE
VISIAPHONE
VISATONIC
VITAPHONE
VITATONE
VITONE
VIVAVOX
VITASCOPE
VOCAREEL
VOCIMA
VOXIMA
VISIATONE
VITAPHONICS
V 01SET
VOCAL FILM
VOCAL PHONE
VOCOIE
VOICEPHONE
VOICE-A-PHONE
VIVAPHONE
VOICINEMA
VOISHO
VOXFILM
VOYSERD

ZONOFILM

Following is a list of contribu-

tors wfcose suggested names have
been received since publication of

the last compilation. The words
have been incorporated above.

DICTON
DICTOR
DICTODRAMA
DICTOCOMEDY
DICTRESS—Wm. Findlay Pirie.

Electric theatre.
Aberdeen, Scotland.

* * •

TALKIE
—Miss Orva Worman,
Ogden,
Utah.

• • •

TALKOLOG—Miss Orva Worman.
Ogden,
Utah.

« * •

OPTOPHONIC
—Walter E. Parks.
Winchester,
Kentucky.

• * •

OPTIPHONE
—Walter E. Parks.

Winchester,
Kentucky.

e * •

TAXITONE
—Mrs. F. A. Schmidt,
Memphis,
Tennessee

* « •

DRAMATONE
—Hal Honore.
Stockton, California.

ORACLASSIC
—Jessie L Whipple,
Box 64.

Burnett theatre.

Grantsburg. Wis.

AMP-PLAY
—Mre. M. J. Black.

Waverly, 111.
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American Film Exports Take Drop
Of Ten Million Feet in 1928

Decrease Attributed to Large Number of Quota Restrictions as Well as

Higher Production Standards Abroad

[By Washington Correspondent of the Herald-World]

WASHINGTON, Feb. 12.—The great number of quota systems in other

countries and their other legislative measures to stimulate native pro-

duction of motion pictures, coupled with the improvement of product

in some of the producing countries, have contributed to a decline of more
than ten million feet in the 1928 exports of American films, says N. D. Golden,

assistant chief of the motion pictures section of the Department of Foreign

and Domestic Commerce.

DURING 1928, there was 222,122,586 linear

feet of positive and negative motion pic-

tures exported to foreign countries as com-
pared with 232,101,883 linear feet in 1927.

Exports of negative film in 1928 amounted
to 7,711,801 linear feet with a declared value

of $1,220,8% as against 9,448,951 linear feet

with a declared value of $1,455,519 in 1927.

This shows a drop of about 1,700,000 for 1928

from 1927.

Positive Decline Even Greater

Positive exports show a still greater decline

than the negative film. During 1928, 214,-

410,785 linear feet valued at $5,253,094 were
shipped abroad as against 222,655,932 linear

feet with a value of $5,775,730 in 1927, a de-

crease of over 8,000,000 linear feet of positive

film.

A geographical analysis shows that each

region of the world has reduced to some ex-

tent its importation of American pictures.

Latin America still remains as our biggest

consumer of motion pictures from a quantity

standpoint. During 1928, 78,960,444 feet of

American motion pictures were exported to

that region as compared with 82,931,241 linear

feet in 1927, a falling off of nearly 4,000,000

feet of film. Next with a very slight increase

comes Europe, which in 1928 imported from
the United States 69,841,259 feet as against

69,579,175 feet in 1927. Europe is still by far

our best revenue producing market
Third comes the Far East, which showed a

drop of nearly 4,500,000 feet of American
films. For the year 1928 there was shipped

to the Far East 54,335,108 feet of film as

compared with 58,827,593 during 1927.

Canada Shows Big Drop
Canada is next with 8,814,462 linear feet

in 1928 compared with 10,920,724 in 1927, a

decline of over 2,000,000. A great number of

the news reels and some features for use in

Canada are printed there. Africa brings up
the rear, taking during 1928 with 3,772,094

feet of American films as against 3,882,836

in 1927. Other scattered countries account

for the remaining 6,357,672 feet exported in

1928 as against the 6,028,680 feet in 1927.

The first four leading markets for 1928

maintain the same position held in 1927. First

as usual is Australia, which has held this po-

sition (with the exception of 1924 and 1925)

as our greatest user of American made pic-

tures since 1922. During 1928 there was ex-
ported to Australia 25,400,562 feet compared
with 27,017,656 in 1927.

Second is Argentina importing from the United
States 20.161,142 feet as against 23,730,723 in 1927.

Brazil, our third leading individual market, has
increased her consumption of American films by
500,000 feet. There was shipped to this market
16,464,410 compared with the 15,921,565 in 1927.

Fourth comes the United Kingdom, whicli imported
from the United States 12,699,349 linear feet during
1928 as against 13,806,498 in 1927.

American exports of sensitized not exposed
motion pictures show a large increase : 75,-

015,238 linear feet with a value of $1,726,911
were exported as against 49,511,961 at

$1,354,236 in 1927.

Imports of sensitized not exposed motion
pictures have decreased by some 17,000,000
feet; 261,754,948 feet being imported valued
at $3,637,856 in 1928 as against 278,013,054
feet valued at $3,709,346 in 1927.

Negative imports into the United States
show a slight increase

; 2,576,065 feet valued
at $308,991 coming in, in 1928 as against
2,283,473 in 1927.

Positive film imports also have increased
in 1928; 5,243,457 feet valued at $213,771 hav-
ing been imported as compared with 3,834,343

feet valued at $167,193 in 1927.

Dialogue Is in Yiddish

In New Universal Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—Dialogue
entirely in Yiddish is the feature of a

series of productions to be made by
Carl Laemmle's organization in lan-

guages other than the English. "The
Green Millionaire" is the title of this

first picture, taken from the play of

the same name by Abraham S.

Schomer. Schomer will direct the

picture from an adaptation by Sher-
man Lowe. There will also be a ver-

sion with the dialogue in English.

Sennett and Coronet
All-Talking Comedies
Welcomed at Preview

Efforts in New Field Highly Suc-

cessful, Photophone Studio

Screening Shows
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—A preview of two
Mack Sennett and one Coronet all-talking

comedies, released through Educational, was
held at the RCA Photophone Studio, 411

Fifth avenue, Friday morning. They were
more than well received by a representative

audience.

Mack Sennett's bathing beauties have
amused the country for years. In "Whirls
and Girls," one of the comedies shown, they

retained the old snap and pulchritude with
the addition of comedy lines. Sennett and
Coronet took a chance in jumping into a new
and untried field but obviously their efforts

have been highly successful and exhibitors all

over the country have been trying to book
their stuff.

"The Old Barn," the other Sennett picture,

was laid around the thrills and chills which
beset fearful country people when they learn,

over the radio, that a murderer is at large in

their neighborhood. This picture was released

on the coast where it has been featured, some-
thing unusual in a short comedy.
There is no slapstick in the Coronet num-

ber, "Ask Dad." But it opens up the possi-

bilities of sound in smart, snappy comedy as

much by the inflection of the lines as by any-
thing else.

Educational reports bookings up to 90 days

for these three pictures.

Texas Guinan—and who hasn't hean

of "Tex?"—and her Club Intime enter

tainers are to play an important part it

the program of the AMPA Hollywooc

Masque Ball, March 2, at the Astor ii

New York.

World Wide Gets

"BlackWaters,"Neu
Audien of Wilco

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—The bond
tween British and American films i -

drawn closer with the announcement, m
in New York by J, D. Williams, that "Bl.:.

Waters" is to be released in the Uni

!

States and Canada by World Wide Pictu
,

Inc., with physical distribution throu
Educational exchanges.

"Black Waters" is the spectacular f t

just completed in Hollywood by Herb:
Wilcox, production head of British ;ii

Dominion Films, Ltd., of London. It I

all-talking and Williams did not conceal
satisfaction and elation at landing the I

ture for his World Wide organization.

Cites Producers' Cooperation

Wilcox's visit to the United States m;

an event of some importance to the f

powers of both countries. In an interest

statement before sailing for home last we
he expressed appreciation of the coope
tion given him, adding:

"And I shall tell all European produc
that the American market is definitely 0{

for worthy imported pictures. In the p
the American market has presented th

obstacles, distribution, exhibition, and
American public. I can definitely say t!

the distribution obstacle has been remov
and it is up to the European producers
overcome the second two obstacles by p
ducing meritorious films acceptable

American exhibitors and the public.

Vied for Distribution

"Not only did the big American co

panics cooperate wholeheartedly during I

production of "Black Waters"—they hs

vied with each other for its distributii

It has been difficult for us to decline 1

flattering contracts offered with import

circuit bookings assured, but we feel tl'

the quality of the picture will and must v,

its way and that, after all, World Wi.

Pictures, Inc.. is the logical connection t

our company."
The picture is from "The Fog," sta

success, and features an Anglo-Americ

cast with Mary Brian and John Lod

directed bv Marshall Neilan.
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Urn News

i Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera

Opposite Lon Chaney. EstelJe

Taylor contributes her rich

emotional gifts to the M G M
star's new production, "When

East Is East."

Officers of the Universal Club. Employes of the home office of Uni-
versal have formed a welfare organization similar to those of some of
the other companies, and those above have been chosen to head the
society. Matt J. Etchingham is president; Ethel Black, secretary; Joseph

Burke, treasurer; and Julius Singer, vice president.

Bruce Gallup, who has been
appointed director of adver-
tising and publicity for

United Artists by President

Nicholas M. Schenck.

Back from a clime more considerate, George
E. Quigley, vice-president of the Vitaphone
Corporation, and Mrs. Quigley are shown
aboard ship on their return from Bermuda,

where they enjoyed a brief vacation.

At

Jff

Made good. Nancy Carroll arriving in

her old home town, New York, for the

opening of her latest Paramount pic-

ture, "The Wolf of Wall Street," star-

ring George Bancroft.

Just married, Morton Downey, noted tenor

recently signed for Pathe audiens, and his

bride, the former Joan Bennett. With them
are Margaret McCarthy, who was bridesmaid,

and Richard Callahan, best man-
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Now for the life of a fireman! Harold Lloyd,
Paramount comedian (for don't take this bat-

talion chief's badge seriously), and his friend,
Fire Chief Scott of Los Angeles.

"To the success of World Wide pictures!"—English and American
stars at Ellstree, England, where productions to be imported by
World Wide are being made. You may recognize Lillian Rich,
Estelle Brody, Anna May Wong, Heather Thatcher, Alexander
D'Arcy, Marguerite Allen. Jameson Thomas, Eugene Ami and

Monty Banks.

Arriving for the premiere of his latest production. Richard
Barthelmess, star of First National's "Weary River," in front
of the Central theatre in New York with Mrs. Barthelmess
and his mother. The picture, in which the star sings and

speaks, is having a stand-'em-out run.

A wedding photograph of the former Rosabelle Laemmle;
her father, Carl Laemmle, president of Universal; and her
husband, Stanley Bergerman, taken at the Laemmle home
in Beverly Hills, CaL, following the marriage service, which

was attended by many of the industry's celebrities.
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Fox is to "show" the blind "In Old Arizona"
with programs in the Braille system. Dorothy-
Burgess of the cast, is shown with G. A. At-

kinson, owner of the process.

Sam Jacobson, vice president of the Wampas visiting New York, is

invited to the Ampas' ball March 2. Pictured are Art Mix, West-
ern star; Don Hancock, chairman of the ball committee: Marie
Breen, ball official; Jacobson, Nina Olivette and Margaret Irving,
stage actresses; Charles Le Maire. designer; and Omar Champion, art-

ists' representative.

Visiting Mr. Pathe, the trade mark rooster, at his booth in
the New York Poultry Show. Louis Simon and George
Le Maire, makers of Pathe sound shorts; and three girls of
Earl Carroll's "Vanities," Gertrude Sissell, Jerry Dryden and

Marion Sayers, are Mr. Pathe's admiring guests.

Don't be afraid, Big Boy—Charles Lamont is right behind
you. A mere microphone is nothing to daunt the courage of
a director. Still, in an age when youth seems so reckless, it is

reassuring to note that the young Educational comedian is

maturely precautious.
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Signing of Irene Bordoni Is Only First

Move in FN Expansion Program
Stage and Vaudeville Talent Tested Lnder New Policy of Talking Picture

Production—Dialogue Writers Added
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—First National has entered upon an expansion

program in which the acquisition of Irene Bordoni to make an inter-

national talking picture is only the first of a number of important moves
to be announced soon.

SEVERAL tests were made at the First

National studio at Culver City last

week in accordance with a plan to obtain

new talent particularly qualified for sound-
film production, now that the company is

committed to a policy of talking pictures.

Available players of both the legitimate and
the vaudeville stage are being considered.

Adding Dialogue Writers
In addition to its quest of acting talent,

First National is adding to its staff of dia-

logue writers. All of the pictures scheduled
for production will have Vitaphone syn-
chronization and most of the productions
will be dialogue either in entirety or in part.

It has just been decided to make "The
Squall" a 100 per cent dialogue picture.

In order to meet the need for theme
songs, music writers are being placed at

the studio so that they may keep in close

touch with productions as they are in

progress. This plan worked out so well

in the case of the popular "Weary River"
song that it will be followed in other pic-

tures. Experts in every line are being added
to the studio staff.

Three-Fourths Completed
Production has been carried through at

such a rapid pace during the past few
months that 70 per cent of the pictures to

be released during the current season are
already completed and many others are

well under way.
Practically all these new productions

have dialogue with stars who already have
proved their ability in talking pictures.

Richard Barthelmess in "Weary River" and
Milton Sills and Dorothy Mackaill in "The
Barker" are examples. Corinne Griffith's

biggest special, "The Divine Lady," is now-
playing at the Carthay Circle, Los Angeles.

Big Attendance Features
Paramount Pep Club Bait;

Ash Puts Over Stageshow
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—Notable for a 2,000

attendance was the eighth annual ball and
dinner given by the Paramount Pep Club
at the Hotel Astor last Saturday night.

Dancing from 9 to midnight featured the
first part of the program. Music was by
Roger Wolfe Kahn and his orchestra.

At midnight the inimitable Paul Ash
started the stageshow by introducing Rich-
ard Dix, Nancy Carroll, The Jack Donahue-
John Boyle Girls, Cortez and Peggy, Ruth
Etting, Irene Delroy, The Giersdorf Sis-

ters, Thora Hojgard, Natalie and Darnelle,

Helen Kane, The Gamby-Hale Girls, James
Barton, Billy Taylor, Ben Blue, Fred Sant-
ley and the Ritz Brothers. Each and every
one offered a bit.

Lent Signs for Another
Year with Universal

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 12—Paul Leni has
signed a new contract with Universal for

another year, contrary to a previous report
that he was about to leave the Laemmle

organization. Leni and Conrad Veidt were
the combination that made "The Man Who
Laughs."

Paula Gould Leaves for

Hollywood Post in Week
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—Paula Gould, for

seven years general press representative for

F B O, who resigned last week to accept one
of two production
offers made her in

Hollywood, leaves
next week for the
Coast.
Miss Gould came

to FBO ii. 1922 di-

rectly from school
as secretary to Nat
G. Rothstein, then
director of advertis-

ing and publicity for

FBO. Two months
later Rothstein placed
her in charge of fan
magazine publicity. A
year later, the New
York newspapers and

national newspapers were given her to handle
in addition to fan magazines. A few months
later, she was given the trade paper publicity

as well. Three years after she joined F B 0
she was in charge of all publicity for the

organization in the East.

Morton Van Pragg
Makes Changes in

"U" Sales Fo rce
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—Morton Van-
Pragg, general sales manager for Universal
has announced several important changes in

the Universal sales force.

Earl Kramer, who was manager of the
New York exchange, has been appointed
Eastern division manager with supervision
of the Buffalo, Albany, Pittsburgh, Wash-
ington and New Haven exchanges. Kram-
er's former position will be filled by Dave
Miller, Universal manager in Buffalo. Mil-

ler's place will be taken by Al Herman.
C. P. Lester, for several years manager

in Jacksonville, was appointed to manage-
ment of the Atlanta exchange. He succeed-
ed Ben Y. Cammack, who resigned. Les-
ter's position in Jacksonville will be fillc!

by Cowan Bain, salesman.

Paula Gould

Hy Daab Launches Big
"Syncopation" Campaign
With Victor and Radio

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12—A twofold exploi-

tation campaign of nationwide proportions

has been launched for "Syncopation," first of

the Radio Pictures, by Hy Daab, director of

advertising, exploitation and publicity of

R K O Productions.
Song hits in "Syncopation" are being

brought to the attention of millions over the

air by the National Broadcasting Company.
A complete tieup has been effected with the

Victor Talking Machine Company which in-

volves promotional letters from the company
to its 8,500 agents, 10,000 one sheets and
300,000 car cards.

Harms Music Publishing Company and
Stept and Green, music publishers, are co-

operating in a dealer and song-plug tieup.

Paramount Votes Regular
75c Quarterly Dividend

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—Paramount's
board of directors yesterday declared the

regular quarterly dividend of 75 cents a

share on the new common stock payable
March 13 to stockholders of record at the

close of business March 8. The books will

not close.

The board also fixed March 8 as the day
for taking a record of stockholders en-

titled to vote at the annual meeting April

16.

Myles Connolly Named
Supervisor for R K 0;
"Hit the Deck" Acquired

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—Myles Connolly,

one of the livest young wires on the coast,

has been appointed, by William LeBaron, vice-

president in charge of
productions, as super-

visor of R K O pro-

ductions.

"Hit the Deck,"
Vincent Youman's
Broadway musical
comedy success, has
been acquired by Jo-
s e p h I. Schnitzer,

president of R K O.
With "Syncopation,"
featuring Fred War-
ing and his" Pennsyl-
vanians, and "Rio
Rita," Florenz Zieg-

feld's musical success,

this makes three
Myles Connolly

musical film productions to be definitely re-

leased under the Radio Pictures banner. "Hit

the Deck" was one of the biggest attraction;

on the stage and played in many big cities at

top price of $5.50.

"Should a Girl Marry?"
Of Rayart Is Held Over
At Milwaukee Embassy

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, Feb. 12.—J. S. Graumar

of Celebrated Players Film Corporation

Milwaukee, distributors of the Rayart Bon

Office Twenty in the Wisconsin territory

has wired to Rayart Pictures Corporation

that "Should a Girl Marry?" opened at the

Embassy theatre last week to such recoro

breaking business that undoubtedly it would

remain a second week, something hithertc

unknown under the policy of that house

The picture, a Trem Carr Production star

ring Helen Foster, is being booked b.\

Grauman over the Midwesco and the Bnr

Circuits.

Jackson and Thompson
Leaving Fox Movietone

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 12.—Ben Jackson

who has been with Fox 22 years, has beer

succeeded by Keith Weeks in charge ol

Movietone production. Dave Thompson

Movietone studio manager, also is leaving

Thompson resigned from First Nationa

six months ago in the general studii

shakeup.
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Release*

TTEEK OF FEBRUARY IT

0 JSTIE—"His Angel Child." Billy Dooley, two.

; \T10NAL—"The Best Dressed Woman in the

orld " Our World Today, one; "Auntie's Mis-

:e" DeTore, two; "The Cloud Patrol." Howes,

o;' "Pep Up." Bowes, Cameo, one; "Untitled."

xige-Podge, one.

y y "Secret Boozehounds," oddity, one; OS to

lifalo," Chase, two.
p HE "Taxi Spooks." Dan the Taxi Man series,

1. 9034: "The Tiger's Shadow," serial. No. 9,

igh Allan, Gladys McConnell, two: Fable "The
jeen Bee," %: Sportlight "Girls Will Be Boys,"

t: Pathe Review, No. 8, one; "Topics of the

'• VERSAL—"Sick Cylinders," Oswald, one: "The
mnel of Terror," No. 3, Stevenson, two; Newly-

ds' Visit," Snookums, two; "In Line of Duty,

bb, two.

WEEK OF FEBRUARY 24
Cl.ISTIE—"Off the Deck," Dooley series, two.

XfjM "Untitled," Laurel-Hardy, two.

P.iHE—"Grandma's House," Fable, %; "Button
t Back," Tired Business series, two; Pathe Re-

hr. No. 9, one; Topics of the Day, No. 9.

U [VERSAL—"At the Front," Arthur Lake, one;

[rapped," Diamond Master series, No. 4, two;

elevision George," Stern Brothers, two; "Two
in Morgan," Chandler, two.

WEEK ENDING MARCH 3

CklSTTE—"Are Scotchmen Tight?" Sandy Mac-

iff, two. . ,

M'M—"An Ancient Art," oddities, one— "Untitled,

star, two.

P HE—"Ladies Must Eat," Handy Andy series,

j 904.4

U VERSAL—"Hold 'Em, Ozzie," Oswald, one—
lockout Buster," Stern, two. "Ridgcway of

le Montana." Hoxie, two.

WEEK OF MARCH 10

1 "CATIONAL—"Whirls and Girls," Mack Sen-

tt Comedy, two; "Her Big Ben," Gene Stone,

meo, one.

M M—"Untitled," Great Event; "The Holy Ter-

r," Onr Gang. two.
P7HE—"Smittv," comedy, release No. 6.

I' VERSAL—"Just Monkeys." snappy comedy.
e: "She's a Pippin," Stern. Mike and Ike, two;
Cidnapped," Curwood western, two.

Newspictures

M M NEWS No. 52—"Dynamite" Gus Sonnen-
rg saves his crown in match with Howard Can-
nwine at New York—Ex-Kaiser celebrates his

hh birthday—Lindbergh flies to Panama-Miami,
ening new air mail route.

KfOGRAMS No. 5473—Captain Frank Hawks
ads in New York after nonstop flight from Los
Jgeles—English racing driver arrives in New
Drk expecting to break records—Hindenburg.
;rman president, leads active life at 82.

f < NEWS No 39—President-elect Hoover catches
e sailfish off coast of Long Key. Florida—United
[ates Army adopts full dress uniiorms—Bok Bird
nctuary in Florida is dedicated by President
>olidge.

P "HE NEWS No. 14—President Coolidge dedicates
:>k Sanctuary- in Mountain Lake. Florida—Mem-
rs of the Florida Smart Set play bridee 5,000
pt above ocean—Governor Cooper dedicates
mduslrv Bav Bridge.

PiHE SOUND NEWS No. 7—Crowds wait at
oboken pier to welcome Captain Fried—John
-cher of University of Pennsylvania tries out for
'ask and Wig Club—Walter Cochran, cue cham-
on shows how to play billiards.

Benchley Starts Another
(Special to the Herald-World)

nLLY\YOOD, Feb. 12. — Robert
B chley is back from New York and has
st ted "The Gardener," his next Movietone
« edy short feature, in which he is sup-
P' ed by Yirginia Sale and Ed Brady.

Novel Type and Border Displays

Help in Putting Over Short Films
Exhibitors who find themselves, unexpectedly up against it without mats for

their advertising layouts in an emergency are apt to overlook the possibilities of

making up attractive ads with only type. \\ ith the aid of your printer, simple

type can be laid out in attention-drawing arrangements of words that will put

over the picture with real results.

The story of type is told in the layouts below as well as could be done with

lengthy descriptions. These layouts were devised for Fox Movietone short sub-

jects, and the principle can be applied to other programs as well.

Lesson

Number

'ne
One RmI ROBERT
All Dialog BENCHLEY

FOX
THEATRE

^

MOVIETONE

Four examples of suggested ads for Fox
Movietone short features.

jt

t ; » * ; •

|

CLARK &
McCULLOUGH

All Dulog

2 Utxk

FOX
MOVIETONE

—THEATRE

BENEATH
THE LAW

Jingle Bells,

Jingle Bells,

Tingling

All the way

—

Oh, what fun

You will find

in

™e Belle
of Samoa

on this day!

Lois Clark &

MORAN McCULLOUGH

FOX
MOVIETONE
Tabloid
Musical
Comedy

Ffloi

and
60

Samoan
Dancers

THEATRE

YOU
will learn
about

FURNACE
TROUBLE

from
Robert

Benchley
Eocpert
Extraordinary
In All Matters
Scientific
Domestic
Economic
Diplomatic

and
HYSTE.RIC

FOX
MOVIETONE

Two Reels
All Dialog

THEATRE
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SOUND PICTURES
Cooperative Ads Put Over Openings

Hidden Letters in

ContestAdd to Pull

In 60-Mile Radius
COOPERATIVE advertising is

playing an important role in the

opening of sound at theatres of all

varieties. One primary benefit of the

cooperative ad is the psychological ef-

fect of size. The theatre gets the bene-

fit of the entire page or double-page if

it has the best position in the adver-

tisement. A second factor is the close

tieup with the merchants that is made
possible.

The cooperative ad has been a feature
of the nationwide newspaper campaign of
Yitaphone, but in the ad reproduced here-
with, for the Berger Amusement Company
of Grand Forks, N. D., in announcing the
premiere of sound at the circuit's Grand
theatre in Bemidji, Minn., additional angles
are inclined to give even further value to
the campaign.

Hidden Letters Add to Interest

One feature was the hidden letter con-
test. Such a contest is not, of course, new
to exploitation. But adding it to the co-
operative angle of the ad, with the addi-
tional attention it drew to each advertise-
ment in the layout, gave it a special flavor.

And ads elsewhere in the paper carried the
congratulations of other merchants to the
theatre.
The hidden letters were in groups of

three, either complete words in themselves
or consecutive letters as part of a word.
The words, in sentence form, call attention
to the joy brought by attending Vitaphone
and Movietone performances. Of course
the phrasing of the sentences would depend
upon the number of ads in the layout.

Crowded in Subzero Weather
Did the premiere go over? Benjamin

Ashe, local manager in Bemidji, writes this

department that despite subzero weather
the Vitaphone opening drew the largest
crowd in months. Here's what Ashe says:
"Enclosed herewith you will find a little

example of what we are proud to call splen-
did newspaper cooperation. It is a double-
page spread of advertising, announcing the
important event, and congratulating our
company on its enterprise.

"We would further respectfully call your
attention to the front page story on the
same subject, and to the explanation of the
nature of the Vitaphone on the double
spread.
"You will notice that in order to make

this advertising announcement of double
value, a story, or hidden letter contest was
made part of the spread. This made the
readers go over the matter more carefully
than they might otherwise have done, and

BEMIDJI WELCOMES VITAPHONE
THE TALKING PICTURES

YnoilMud HEAR V*Mi™«_^ TALKJNC v

USLD CAKPfilCIS Hub ( lottttntt Co.

On. Utsm t Uisoa

St?©

IhaMB HmrdwBf

A*k lor AnjriiT.

FREE
Tickets to

Vitaphone

0akland Pon fta c

Man*iB Bvfao 5bop

CLOSING W££K

ftORSMEIM
>HOf Mil

CIUBHQS.

: b»> - l-*=_«

o
Third SUtttCU

Bond* Tukn t> CW«»

LUao & Ektnc U

Plumbing mnd
Heatzn*_

Don't run around

Pioneer Pub.Ox

"0* TRIAL "

liimuti Hmm Cm

shoeTale

B 4 B iHOt STORE

I <UJ, .i ifc* ELKO THEATRE B

This cooperative ad in the Bemidji, Minn., papers announced the premiere of Vitaphone
and Movietone and also carried a hidden letter contest.

impressed more thoroughly on their minds
the fact that both Vitaphone and Movie-
tone were here.
"This spread was not only run in the

daily Bemidji Pioneer, but also in the Bemidji
Sentinel, weekly, which reaches the entire

rural population for at least 60 miles
around Bemidji. As a result of this won-
derful cooperation and teamwork, we
opened to the largest crowds in months,
and that, in below zero weather.
"We hope that you will find some space

in which you might make mention of this

tieup, and which may prove of value to the

other exhibitors who read your pages."

Perfect Talking Pictures'

President at Kansas City
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Feb. 12.—Anthony J.

Xydias, president of Perfect Talking Pic-

tures, was a Kansas City visitor last week, as

were these exhibitors : Ensley Barber, Spring-

field, Mo. ; Frank Weary, Farris theatre, Rich-
mond, Mo.; G. L. Hooper, Topeka, Kans.

;

Glen Dickinson and Ray Rigdon of Lawrence,
Kans. ; O. K Mason, Newton, Kans. ; C. A.
Bessier, Eldorado Springs, Kans., and J. C.

Hartman, Wichita, Kans.

Paratone, New Device,

Makes Bid in Far West
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, Ore., Feb. 12.—Tom Charack
and Dave Matin have returned from Los
Angeles, bringing the Northwest rights for

sale of "Paratone," a new synchronous de-

vice. Short subject presentation is a feature

of the device.

Six Minutes Limit

Is Set by Mack for

Talking Character
(Special to the Herald-World)

CULVER CITY, Feb. 12.—Six minutes
is the maximum for characters to be on the

same set in a talking scene, says Willard

Mack, directing for M G M.

"Talk itself does not entertain an audi-

ence," he says, "and if the actors remain

inanimate, or don't move to new settings,

they begin to bore the audience. Perhaps

in a couple of years when we have per-

fected the mechanism we'll be able to rely

on smart lines and ignore action. But I

don't think so.

"The smart lines are great for the four

dollar audience on the stage—but because

we've made pictures talk, that doesn't mean

that our audiences have become four dol-

lar audiences. They're the same audiences

and they come to be entertained, not ele-

vated. They don't want epigrams but ac-

tion."

Keith's Cleveland Palace

To Be Wired by March 15

(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEVELAND, Feb. 12.—Keith's Palace

theatre is to be wired with sound equipment,

probably RCA Photophone, by March IS, ac-

cording to Frank Hines, manager. He also

states that Keith's 105th Street theatre will

be wired with the same equipment sometime

later.
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Yestern Electric

Wires 56 Theatres

In Two Week Period
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12—Thirty-one thea-

;s were equipped with Western Electric

und projector equipment in the week end-

g with Saturday, January 26, both film

d disc equipment being installed in all

itances:

[ace, Cincinnati .,261 4 seats

and, Los Angeles 894 seats

on, Milton, Pa 608 seats

rth Park, San Diego, Cal.
ngston, Kingston, Pa.
;ia, Hollywood
brillo, San Diego, Cal.
Ilywood, Los Angeles
and, Lancaster, Pa. —
rk Lane, New York
ace. Philadelphia
w, Fort Smith, Ark.
tionai. Greensboro, N. C._
ra City, Santa Paula, Cal.

.-sons. Parsons, Pa.
. ntucky, Louisville. Ky.
lifornia, Salinas, Cal.
perial. El Centro, Cal.
enger, Hope, Ark.
irmont, San Diego, Cal. _
gdad, Seattle, Wash.
Iden Gate, Los Angeles
gent, Syracuse, N. Y
pitol, Allston, Mass.
Dspect, Flushing, L. I.

erion, Santa Monica, Cal.
inos, Luzerne, Pa.

St. Louis, Mo.

.1236 seats

.. 888 seats
_ 838 seats
. "02 seats
. 717 seats
- 990 seats
-2130 6eats
.1108 seats
.1115 seats
..1380 seats
.. 716 seats
_ 856 seats
. 796 seats
..1200 seats
.1297 seats
_1166 seat;
_ 762 seats
_ 859 seat?
.1456 seats
..1050 seats
.1749 seats
_2308 seats
..1200 seats
_ 847 seats
-5060 seats
_1440 seats
_2000 seats
..1410 seats

tnfor.-i. Palo Alto, Cal.
rle, Atlantic City
:rmount. Philadelphia .

Theatres in which Western Electric sound
ojector equipment (both sound and disc)
is installed during the week ending with
iturday, February 2:
lonial, Albany, X. Y. 1446 seats
?alia, Visalia, Cal 784 seats
lifornia, Watsonville. Cal 1133 seats
incess, Columbus, Miss 962 seats
.mouth, Worcester, Mass. ...2600 seats
:o, Bemidji, Minn 400 seats
rk, Williamsport, Pa 1464 seats
lyhouse, Mamaroneck, X. Y 1329 seats
xy, Ashland, Pa 11 10 seats
jgraph, Chicago _ 985 seats
lace, Jamestown, X. Y 1684 seats
ystone, Williamsport, Pa 1400 seats
ilto, Columbus, Ga _. 658 seats
lyhouse, Hudson, X. Y 1150 seats
ntral, Biddeford. Mo 1177 seats
Uto, Danville, Pa . 903 seats
3rld, Toledo, Ohio____ 1754 seats

1830 seats
778 seats

1526 seats
996 seats
1002 seats
1116 seats
757 seats

2170 seats

pitol, Portchester, X. Y
Points, St. Louis, Mo

inchester. St. Louis, Mo.
ickerbocker, Chicago
las, Cicero

Seminole, Okla..
' tor, McKcesport, Pa

z. Port Richmond, X. Y.

rop Heads Sales

OfRoselandFilms;
Friedgen Directing
(Special to the Herald-World)

s"EW YORK, Feb. 12.—J. D. Trop, who
b been publicity and advertising man for
1 seland Pictures, is now tackling his new
c:jes as sales manager.
Twelve one-reel disc audiens, 26 Bonzo

c toons and six two-reel "Liberty Boys"
I tures are being made. Raymond Fried-
ii is directing the one-reel audiens, the
f t being "The Life of the Party," now in
eduction. Musical accompaniment is by
t Bert Lowns Yale Boys. Arthur Camp-
I

I and Nancy Baker have been added to
t cast.

Paramount Buys "Manchu"
(Special to the Herald-World)

<EW YORK, Feb. 12—Paramount has
I chased Sax Rohmer's mystery story',
' he Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu" for filming
c h as an all-audien and a silent picture.
I wland V. Lee will direct.

EMBARRASSING MOMENTS

When arrivins home in

the suburbs at 8 A. M. Tux-clad

be nonchalant . . . LIGHT A MURAD.

[THEY TASTE JUST LIKE THEY DID 20 YEARS iSO

Winchester Paper Gives

Capitol Sound a Sendoff
The Capitol theatre at Winchester, Va.,

went into action with Vitaphone and
Movietone equipment last month with a

splendid introduction in the Evening Star.

The Capitol management sent this de-

partment a clipped page from the news-
paper which showed the introductory ad-

vertisement running about two-thirds of the

page, and the remainder of the page devoted

to news of the event. A special angle to

the opening was the half-hour preliminary

concert by Ernest L. Houde, organist, play-

ing Jolson songs.

Synchronization Services

Scores Chesterfield Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—Motion Pictures

Synchronization Service, Inc., has arranged to

do the scoring for all Chesterfield Produc-
tions as well as for General Pictures Cor-

poration. Cue sheets will be supplied for the

silent print as well as for non-synchronous
apparatus. "Just off Broadway" is the first

Chesterfield picture for which the Service is

being used.

Meeting Demand for

Wiring Is Big Issue,

Says G. E. Quigley
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—The question of
comparative methods of synchronization is

not so important right now as the problem
of meeting the rapidly growing demand for
talking pictures with Vitaphone installa-

tions, George E. Quigley, vicepresident of
the Vitaphone Corporation, declared on his

return last week from Bermuda after a ten
days vacation.

"Just now," said Quigley, "the demand
for talking pictures is growing by leaps and
bounds. We are not so much interested in

methods as we are in meeting this demand
with Vitaphone installations. The 'outlook
for motion pictures is wonderfully bright
and the present year promises to be the
greatest one in point of development and
popularity that the film industry" has ever

known."

John Russell Signs With Radio
XEW YORK—John Russell, writer, who was de-

clared by Joseph Conrad to be the best short story
writer in America, has joined the RCA Corporation.
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When the Babcock theatre. Billings, Montana, opened with sound pictures, a 16-pagr newt-
paper supplement was published by E. C. O'Keefe of the theatre, and it is one of tne best
supplements we liave seen of its kind. Particularly effective was the front page reproduced
in colors and made up from mats cut in odd sizes and shapes to represent the scope of
sound pictures. This page and the last page, which represents a typical cooperative merchant

ad, are shown above. Congratulations, O'Keefe on your fine ivork!

Newspaper Tango Dancing Class

Is Hookup for "In Old Arizona"
(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAL1KEE, Feb. 12.—A highly successful exploitation program on the pic-

ture, "In Old Arizona," which played at the Merrill, was staged by Clifford Gill

and his boys in the publicity and advertising department of Midwesco Theatres.

Inc. Thoroughness marked the entire campaign, which no doubt can be utilized

to good advantage by many other theatres.

The campaign began six weeks in ad- amount of publicity received by the Mer-
vance of the showing. Trailers were run in rill on this Arizona Tango ticup exceeded
every Midwesco house in Milwaukee. Or- by far any previous tieup in the matter of
ganists also used the theme song, "My newspaper "column inches."
Tonia," for their weekly organ presenta-
tions. Tieups were made with two hotel
orchestras to play the song and mention
the fact that the picture would play at the
Merrill on a certain date.

20 Music Stores in Tieup

Tieups with 20 music stores in the city

on the theme song idea were also affected
which resulted in much publicity. The
publicity department put in special win-
dows in about 15 leading stores on the pic-

ture. Because of the unusual interest of the
picture the merchants permitted this ex-
cellent stunt. Want ad contests were run
in several local newspapers and passes
offered to successful participants.

Considerable advertising was done in

Polish, Jewish and German newspapers, in

addition to plenty of advertising in the reg-
ular daily newspapers. Radio tieups with
WISN, Wisconsin News station were made.

A dandy stunt was pulled in getting a
local newspaper to start a dancing class

and teaching entrants to learn how to

dance the' "Arizona Tango." The news-
paper ran stories and pictures on the dance
every day for a week and this resulted in a

tremendous amount of publicity.

Exact instructions were printed in the

newspaper from day to day on how to

dance the .new tango. The fact also was
mentioned that the picture, "In Old Ari-
zona," was playing at the Merrill. The

Photophone at Orpheum
In Twin Cities Announced

(Special to the Herald-World)

MINNEAPOLIS, Feb. 12.—Joseph Plunkett,

general manager of R K O, on a visit to the

Twin Cities, announced that RCA Photo-
phone will be installed in both the Hennepin-
Orpheum, Minneapolis, and the Palace-

Orpheum, St. Paul, within the next few weeks.

A report previously had been current that

RKO houses were to receive Movietone and
Yitaphone.

Vitaphone and Movietone

At Bagdad, Ballard, Wash.
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE. Feb. 12.—Installation of Vita-

phone and Movietone has been completed at

Jensen-Von Herberg's Theatre, Ballard; and
at the Colonial on Fourth Avenue, with the

latter advertising "Latest talkies at lowest ad-

mission prices in the city."

Uses Deluxe Master Phone
(Special to the Herald-World)

ANACORTES, WASH., Feb. 12.—A. A.

Hailey opened his new picture palace with
"Interference," via Leluxe Master Phone, with

which the new house has been equipped.

Two New Types of
Actors for Audien

Seen by Director
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 12.—Talking pic-

tures are developing two new types of ac-

tors, the foreign type who can act foreign
but speak perfect English, and the actor

who must forget his old stage experience
and learn new ways of interpreting charac-

ter, says Lionel Barrymore, who is direct-

ing rehearsals of "Madame X," his first

all-audien for M G M.
"For instance," he added, "in 'Madame

X' we have a cast composed of supposedly
French people. Still, to be understood by
audiences of course they must speak per-

fect English. We can't use the old trick of

having them speak with French dialect, be-

cause the Frenchman in his native hauni

speaks his language perfectly and is under-

stood perfectly.

French Only in Character

"So we have characters that must be

French, but speak our language, and the

mind of the audience loudly cries that these

people cannot be French. Thus we have to

make them so French to the eye that the

fact that they're English to the ear is for-

gotten. It is done by choosing types that

to the eye suggest the nationality—and

training them in pantomime and deportment

that so carries the illusion that the spoken

words are not noticed."

"Ruth Chatterton who plays the title

role, does not look distinctively French any

more than does Lewis Stone, who plays the

husband. But by studying French psychol-

ogy, and from the Frenchman's quick man-

ner of thinking, learning his quick gestures

and impulsive reactions, both convey the

idea that they arc Paris-born in the pic-

ture."

"The second important development in

acting brought about by the talking screen

is in the matter of looking to the future,

Barrymore added.

Weeping Maid Passe

"Take the character of the maid, Rose, in

'Madame X,' "said Barrymore. "She used

to be played on the stage as always crying

over the fate of the heroine—but audiences

won't stand for that nowadays. Hence the

actor of a few years ago has to discard most

of his experience and depend on his brains.

"It has been the habit of most players to

rely on what they have learned in past ex-

periences, and gauge every role by some

other role they played in the past. This is

responsible for a sameness that for a long

time made different stage roles a sort of

standardized product—and this same thing

invaded the films at first.

"The actor in talking pictures of today

must absolutely forget his old stage experi-

ence and rely on his own mentality to con-

ceive a new and independent idea of his

character."

Shain Is Cine Tone

Advertising Head
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—Sam Shain

has been appointed national advertising and

publicity manager for Cine Tone, non-

synchronous sound apparatus sold and dis-

tributed by S. & S. Enterprises, Boston.

Biophone in Far Northwest
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., Feb. 12.—Biophone is

slated to make its appearance in the Far

Northwest and is supplied with both disc and

film. It is within the low price range.
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A MERICAJ^
THEATRE
ONE. SOLID WEEK

STARTS MONDAY

100% All Talking Picture
WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF

—

The man you most hated swore to

steal your sweetheart, by fair or

^ fou!

CONQUEST
nd you flew with him through the

ntarctic in the cause of adventure

nd scientific air

CONQUEST
A bad tailspin, a nosedive — and the

end of the dream of new

CONQUEST
our Machine smashed, your body

jured — your companion aban-

?ns you, planning love's

CONQUEST
^ Then lies to your sweetheart, an-

tra -^Wr** nounces your death, wins her by

brazen.

CONQUEST

nd after untold suffering, you

turned to find them — married

'ould you strive for self-

CONQUEST

«ear Monte Blue See
H. B. WARNER AND LOVABLE LOIS WILSON

taphone

Vaudeville

BURNS &
KISSEN"

Latest Edition

Pathe

SOUND
NEWS

Vitaphone

VaaJevilU

DORA
MAUGHAN

>pening of synchronized pictures at the

State theatre in East Liverpool, Ohio, was
'he occasion for the use of the institu-

ional advertising of Warner Brothers and
I i taphone before described in these col-

imns. At the same time appeared this

id of the American theatre. Note the
repetition of the word "Conquest."

"Wkado," "Pinafore"

'o Be Placed in Work
[t Once, Says Pathe

(Special to the Herald-World)

EW YORK, Feb. 12.—Gilbert and Sul-
livn's, "The Mikado," and "H.M.S. Pina-
io " are to be put into production at once
bj Pathe as all-talking and singing produc-
es. The producing will be done at the
S('nd Studios here. Celebrities from
B adway musical shows will be in the
ca s.

Lrro Supports Dowling
In First Sono-Art Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

OLLYWOOD, Feb. 12.—Frankie Dar-
rcvill support Eddie Dowling in the pic-
tu which Sono-Art is making at the
M ropolitan Sound Studios. The tentative
M of the production is "Broadway
15' nd."

Sound Openings Spur Interest

In Theatres for Australians
(Special to the Herald-World)

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, January 15 (By Mail)—Interest in the motion pic-

ture theatre has been spurred as by nothing else in years by the arrival of sound

at the Lyceum, controlled by Union Theatres, Ltd., and at the Regent, one of the

Hoyt circuit.

For weeks the press representatives of

both the Union theatres and Hoyt's theatres
had been telling the public of the arrival of

the latest wonder of the silver sheet. Prior
to the audiens the Lyceum had worn a lean
look, even on Saturdays and holidays. The
Regent, with its weekly change of double
feature programs and stagehand presenta-
tion, had been doing consistently good
business.
The public was eager to see and hear the

audien. If Barnum and Bailey's Circus were
to gather up all the menageries, circuses,

acrobats and clowns in the world and then
parade them through one of the smallest
country towns, the population would not
get half the kick that Sydney got with the
arrival of the "See-em-and-hear-em" pic-

tures.

The Lyceum had announced in the dailies

that Boxing Day, December 26, would be
its opening date, but Hoyt's raised an ob-
jection, based on its contract with Western
Electric, which provided that installation

should be completed at both houses simul-
taneously. Although actual tests were made
on the Sunday previous at the Regent thea-
tre, Hoyt's maintained its installation was
not complete, and this caused Western
Electric to postpone the Lyceum premiere
until December 29.

Simultaneous Openings
If it had not been for the holiday season,

the remaining city theatres would have been
hard hit, but their businesses held up well
with the exception of the legitimate houses.
For them it was the worst Christmas they
ever had experienced.
The talking pictures put a new kick into

the business. Both houses announced the
early morning show to start at 10:30 a. m.,
but long before then the mad rush for tick-

ets was on. All day long the same thing
was witnessed, crowds waiting to see and
hear these much heralded pictures.
These amazing performances were made

in the hottest weather conditions, for we are
now in the middle of the summer season,
with the humidity making it hot and steam-
ing. The records made during the week
exceeded the expectations of the executives
of both circuits.

Suburban exhibitors who have heard the
talking pictures are loath to speak their

mind at present; they prefer to await until

they have seen several of the new pictures
before passing any comment.
The short features exhibited at each

Holmes Makes Two
Films in Nine Days

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 12.—A speed
record in production of a two-reel
comedy containing not only dialogue
but also songs and dance specialties,

is claimed by Ben Holmes, Univer-
sal director of the three Rooneys.
The second Rooney comedy, just
completed, took live days to make.
The Srst one, "Sweethearts," was
finished in four camera days, and
already has been previewed and
found highly satisfactory. Now he
is starting the third, "The Love
Tree."

house seemed to come in for the biggest
share of approval, even above the starring
attractions. The Regent with Dolores Del
Rio in "The Red Dance," also had five

short subjects including Mussolini, Beatrice
Lille, President Coolidge's address, "The
Music Shop" and "The Family Picnic."

The Lyceum had four short subjects on
the same bill with Al Jolson in "The Jazz
Singer," including Waring's Pennsylva-
nians, Mischa Elman, The Howard Broth-
ers and Giovanni Martinelli.

All theatres are retaining their orchestras
but the Regent has dispensed with stage-
band presentation altogether, playing it

around the suburban circuit until their con-
tracts expire.

Music Appreciation Aided
Stuart Doyle, managing director of

Union theatres, said after the opening: "No
story ever written for the screen is as
dramatic as the story of the screen itself.

Now we write another chapter in that story.

Far, indeed, has motion picture art advanced
from that few seconds of shadow of a ser-

pentine dancer thirty years ago when mo-
tion pictures were born—to this demonstra-
tion of synchronizing the reproduction of
sound with the reproduction of the action.

The future of motion pictures is as far flung
as all the tomorrows, rendering greater and
still greater service as the chief amusement
of the people. It has been said that the art

of the vocalist and the instrumentalist is

ephemeral—that he creates but for a mo-
ment. Now, neither the artist will ever die.

To my mind, the reproduction of sound and
scene, perfectly synchronized, is not only an
achievement of high scientific importance

—

it is an event of far reaching significance in

human affairs."

Third Dimension,
Sound and Color Is

Goal, Says Shirley
(Special to the Herald-World)

SCHENECTADY, N. Y., Feb. 12.—The
third dimension production, coupled with
perfected sound and color photography, will

be the ultimate achievement of the motion
picture, said William M. Shirley, president
of the Farash theatres, in the conclusion of

a series of two articles on sound pictures in

the Union-Star. The two articles won al-

most three columns of space in the paper.

After tracing the history of synchronized
apparatus, and giving due praise to Dr. Lee
DeForest, Harry M. Warner and William
Fox as pioneers, Shirley said in his first

article:

"I am still firm in my opinion that it was
the advent of sound pictures that rescued
that great American institution—the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre—from a rundown state

bordering on complete chaos. . . . And who
can say what would have happened to the
greatest popular medium of entertainment
and enlightenment the human race has ever
known, if independently-minded theatre op-
erators, scattered all over the country, had
not contracted at the right time to exhibit

in their theatres the sound productions that

Warner Brothers and Fox Film Corpora-
tion had the courage to produce?"
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THE STUDIO
A.M. P. P. Re-elects

DeMille; Flying Over

Audien Stages Hi

Hollywood to Remain Production
Center Despite Reports

Hiram Brown Arrives to Launch Audien Production by R K 0; Colleen

Can Cook; Phyllis Haver 42?

BY DOUGLAS HODGES

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 12.—This town will go on as the center of produc-

tion despite reports that New York will be the site of audien production

activity. That indication was borne out by statements from two execu-

tives representing vastly different companies this week.

JOHN CONSIDINE, JR., returned from
J a survey of stage productions in New
York and a survey of audien production
possibilities. He stated that United Artists

will begin at once on production here of

"Song of Broadway" and other dialogue
pictures.

Hiram Brown arrived stating that R K O
will have its audien program well under
way here within the month.

* * *

They are finding out that visitors can wit-

ness the shooting of talking pictures on
sound stages without interfering with art

and business. A dozen studios in town have
cautiously opened the doors and two or

three dozens of us have just as cautiously

crept into the inviting but sinister apertures

to see how the new affair is faring.

I'll sneeze some day while Lois Moran is

being wooed by George O'Brien and then
I'll get kicked out and the doors will be-

come forbidding again.

* * *

Colleen Moore told me I could make a

thorough inspection of her new Bel-Air
home as soon as it is finished and the rugs
are down. I checked up with John Mc-
Connick and found out he okayed the in-

vitation and found out that not only can I

spend three minutes in each of the rooms
but I can swim in the swimming tank and
have dinner with them. And the dinner
part is really what I was interested in be-

cause, Heavens above—how that girl, Col-
leen, can cook!

In this town there is a street that has lost

its name. It is no more known as "Holly-
wood Boulevard" as the street signs would
lead you to believe. Everyone knows it as

"The Boulevard." Sunset Boulevard is still

"Sunset;" Santa Monica Boulevard is still

"Santa Monica Boulevard." But "The
Boulevard" means only one street. The
fact is there are only three main streets in

Hollywood. Those three. If you are look-

ing for an address on Whitley Avenue you
are up against it until you read all the street

signs.

It's a country town where everybody in

it works in the watch factory.

* * *

There isn't much temperament demon-
strated by stars. There was an exhibition

of something or other yesterday on one lot

and the director called it temperament. I

watched it and thought it was common

sense. A well known star asked the direc-

tor if he thought he would use her the rest

of the day. He replied he was sorry but
would not use her.

She had arrived promptly at nine in the

morning on call and had waited until four
in the afternoon to learn she was wasting
time.

She courageously told the incompetent
director he need not have called her when
there was nothing for her to do but swat
flies and that his joke had been damn con-
temptible. The director alibied that the

studio manager was to blame. The star

damned the studio manager and hoped he
would go to the devil.

* * *

A studio press agent left town the other
day and his vacancy was soon filled by an-

other man who is known from Coast to

Coast. The successor has done two startling

things since he came on the job. First he
decided the publicity department needed
cleaning up. Alterations and decorations
began. That was the first week.
The second week found him entirely

a.w.o.l.—entirely no corpus delicti. A search

was made and he was found and diagnosed
as over stimulated with drug store giggle

soup. (Boom-boom.)
* * *

Clara Bow says she had 'nawful time
with her finances for a while. She declares
she went flat broke last summer and then
hired a man to count her money and spend
it for her. He limits her to $500 a week
spending money.

* * *

Clara is a great girl. None more likable.

There's one man she is extremely fond of

and he owns a lunch counter on Beverly
Boulevard. His name is Robert Bow and
he is the proudest man in California. "My
daughter Clara" is the finest girl I know,
says this little man with the long black
lashes.

I had fried chicken at Robert Bow's place

last week and it was so delicious that I'm
going to celebrate my birthday by taking

the entire Herald-World Western staff there

for chicken dinner next week.

One of the ten heavyweight stars who
has lifted himself by the bootstraps to $300,-

000 per year looks back deignfully upon the

time, eight years ago, when he was an auto-

mobile salesman and suitor for the hand of

a leading motion picture actress. Automo-

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 12. — Re-electi,

of Cecil B. DeMille, producer-director

Metro Goldwyn Mayer, for his secoi

term as president and the adoption of res

lutions to combat the flying of airplan

over audien stages were highlights of t'

fifth annual meeting of the Association

Motion Picture Producers.
At the gathering held last night a lett

was read from the California Aircra

Operators' Association, in which pilo

asked the producers to work out a syste

of signals through lights, flags, balloons >

flares so that airplanes may avoid studic

while talking scenes were being made. Tl

association appointed A. J. Ball to conf<

with the pilots for the working out of

feasible system. At the present time, it

said, thousands of dollars have been lo

because of the roar of low-flying airplar

motors.
Re-elected with De Mille were Winfie

Sheehan of Fox studio as first vice pres

dent; Jack L. Warner of Warner Brother

second vice president, and Fred W. Beetsc

as executive vice president, secretary an

treasurer.

Sills and Doris Kenyon
Go East for Four Week

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 12.—Milton Sill

screen star, and his wife, Doris Kenyo

herself a featured player, have left for Nc

York for a stay of about four weeks, durin

which time it was hoped Sills might ei

tirely recover from a recent attack <

grippe and a nervous breakdown.

bile sales were then few and meals were fa

between. He won the girl.

She designed a film career for him an

boarded him until he became a contra(

player. After he became famous a chil

was born and he divorced his wife. Toda

she has been obliged to retire from tn

screen and lives happily with her offsprinf

Whenever his pictures play the neighboi

hood theatre she slips quietly into a sef

in the back row and watches him ena(

passionate roles with Swedish vampires.
* * *

Phyllis Haver was doing 42 in her road;

ter on Vine street. A copper pulled he

into the curb. "Wotcha tink dis is? h

asked politely. "I'm sorry," Phyllis dc

murred. "You're not," she asked, "going t

give me a ticket, I hope?"
"You're dern right I am, Miss Haver!

"But my name," she countered. "Is nc

Miss Haver. I am Anna Gettsit and tin

is my brother's car."

"I'm sorry, Miss Gettsit. I'm watching,

he explained, "for these smart aleck

movie stars."

A Hollywood copper is always waiting t

break into print in connection with a stai

speed case.
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fax Ree Is Signed

As Art Supervisor

of Radio Pictures
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 12.—Max Ree,
tist and designer, as art supervisor of
idio Pictures to be produced at the R K O
jdios, has just been announced today.
;e has been associated with First National
idios for more than a year. He was
;ned as a result of negotiations with
illiam Le Baron, vice president in charge
production.

In his new capacity, Ree will oversee
e operation of set design, wardrobe de-
trn, set dressing, draperies and other
tistic effects which will go into Radio
ctures. No present departmental heads
11 be affected by the change.

adge Grants Petition

Approving Contract of
MG M and Anita Page

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 12—A petition for
s approval of the contract of employment
tween Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Anita
.ge, 18, Wampas baby star, was granted
Jay by Judge Arthur Keetch.
The true name of the star was given as
lita Pomares and her parents were pres-

it in court to confirm the approval of the
infract, which contained a clause relative
i sound pictures and provided the producer
ould have the exclusive right to the
.nsmission of Miss Page's voice as well

: to photography.
A clause provided that the producer re-

-ved the right to substitute a double in

mnection with the reproduction of the
!jnd of the star's voice if desired.
It was provided that Miss Page make
irsonal appearances on the stage when
ijuested by the producer.
The contract was for one year at $400 a

' ek with options on Miss Page's services
1- the second year at $600 a week, for the
trd year at $1,000 a week and the fourth
; $1,500 a week.

.ae Carol Denies Knowing
MacLean Held an Option

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 12.—Whether or
it Sue Carol will continue her motion
I ture career contract-less as far as her
;eged obligations to the Douglas Mac-
Ian Productions are concerned, or must
citinue an agreement said to connect her
\:h the corporation for five years at a
sary increasing from $150 to $400 a week,
* 1 be settled today.
n her testimony in the case in which

1'Uglas MacLean has sought to restrain
Iss Carol from leaving his employ, the
; ress asserted she did not know the Mac-
Ian Company had asserted an option for
newal of her services, a step which her
citract required to be served every six
imths.

•jrome Wilson in Crash;
Blames Gangster Auto

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 12.—Jerome Wil-
sji, screen scenarist, received minor in-
J ies Wednesday night when his car was
owded into a 40-foot embankment while
turning from Wilmington.
•Vilson believes he was crowded off by

gangster's car, declaring that a man in
< peeding machine fired two shots at the
t omobile which forced him off the road.

Production Is Slow; 16 of 32
Films Boast Audien Sequences

Milestone to Start Work on ;

'Take It Easy" with Boyd at United
Artists; Clarence Brown Returns "'Empty Handed";

Howard Higgin to Cascade Mountains
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 12.—Sixteen pictures of the 32 that are in produc-
tion are either all audien or have talking sequences. Cecil B. De Mille's pic-
ture, "Dynamite," is under way and boasts talking sequences throughout.
Production is at a low ebb as is usual at this period of the year. There is

less talk among the producers, however, about the "schedule under way" than
is noticed at this time in other years.

Numerous announcements emanate from
United Artists and from RKO studios,
but other than from those little is heard.
Adolf Tandler, one of the important musi-

cal figures in Los Angeles for many years,
has been engaged by Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld
as assistant director of his recording or-
chestra at United Artists Studios.
Tandler was for many years director of

the old Los Angeles Symphony; conductor
of the International Mozart Festival in
Salzburg, and for the past five years has
been director of the Little Symphony.
He is one of the leading symphony con-

ductors that the film world has offered an
opportunity to display their talent for the
benefit of better music in the motion picture
industry.
Among the important announcements

made by Considine is that Lewis Milestone,
noted director, will start work soon on
"Take It Easy," an all talking soldier-ad-
venture comedy. Louis Wolheim, Lupe
Velez and William Boyd are to be fea-
tured.

Herbert Brenon is expected back in Hol-
lywood within two weeks and he will im-
mediately commence initial preparations for
the production of "Lummox" which will
also be listed in the all-talk classification.
The United Artists lot is taking on an

air of increased activity and within a few
weeks, it is expected all stages, both silent
and sound, will be filled with sets and pro-
ductions in the making.

Brown Returns

Clarence Brown, the noted director, has
returned to the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studio on the Coast from a hurried trip to
New York. He left three weeks ago for
the purpose of finding a leading man on
the Broadway stage for his forthcoming
production of "Wonder of Woman," and to
select his following picture from among
several suggestions of New York stage hits.

The three or four leading men in Holly-
wood he considered eligible for the difficult

role are busy at work in other productions.
Brown returned to California empty

handed. Of all the men he saw and made
tests of only one measured up to the re-

quirements of the part. He is Alfred Lunt,
of the Theatre Guild company, and he could
not go to the Coast until Summer. The
plays he witnessed were not the motion
picture material they were touted to be.

Irene Bordoni, famous stage star, was
signed yesterday by First National Pic-
tures to make the first international sing-
ing and talking picture in history.

Production at Warner Brothers studio
will be augmented this week with the addi-
tion of two more units.

The two new units to move into the
sound-proof Vitaphone stages are the "Skin
Deep" and "The Sap" companies. The four
productions already in the making are
"Honky Tonk," "The Gamblers," "The Hot-
tentot," and "The Time, the Place and the
Girl." All units are working with remark-
able smoothness.

Three additional productions in late
stages of preparation are "Headlines,"
"Broadway or Bust," and Al Jolson's next
starring vehicle. John Adolfi, Alan Cros-
land and Lloyd Bacon, respectively, will
direct these Vitaphone all-talking produc-
tions.

Production of "Honky Tonk," which is

Sophie Tucker's starring vehicle, has pro-
gressed to its elaborate night club sequences
under the direction of Lloyd Bacon. "The
Hottentot" with Edward Everett Horton
and Patsy Ruth Miller is nearing the end
of its shooting schedule. Roy Del Ruth
is directing.

Curtiz Directs "Gamblers"

Michael Curtiz is directing "The Gam-
blers" with an all-star cast including H. B.
Warner, Lois Wilson, Jason Robards,
George Fawcett and others. "The Time,
the Place and the Girl" is past the half-way
mark in filming under the direction of
Howard Bretherton, Grant Withers, Betty
Compson, John Davidson, Gertrude Olm-
stead and Bert Roach are included in its

cast.

A little slice of New York theatrical life,

played by the Gleasons, who have been
among Broadway's most prominent figures
the last few years, will be presented in
"Meet the Missus," the short play by Ken-
yon Nicholson, which went into production
this week as one of the Paramount-Christie
Talking Plays.
Al Christie has secured "Divorce Made

Easy," a farce comedy by Wilson Collison
for the next Douglas MacLean feature pro-
duction for Paramount, to be an all-dialogue
picture.

MacLean and Miss Prevost will probably
start production in "Divorce Made Easy"
the middle of February.

Seven at Universal

Production of talking pictures has reached
a high mark at Universal, with seven films
having dialogue now shooting. The pic-
tures include "Broadway," with Glenn Ty-
ron, Evelyn Brent, and Merna Kennedy in

the cast.

Dialogue scenes are now being made for
"Show Boat" starring Laura La Plante;
"The Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City"
and "The Shakedown."
"High & Low Lifes of History" under

direction of Jack Foley, and the Rooney
series, featuring Pat Rooney, Marian Bent
Rooney and Pat Rooney, 3rd, under direc-
tion of Ben Holmes, are being shot on the
sound stages. They are movietone short
subjects and no silent versions will be
made.
The fourth series of "The Collegians"

directed by Nat Ross and starring George
Lewis, are in production. These subjects
and being made with dialogue.

Production on "High Voltage" which will
take Director Howard Higgin into the Cas-
cade mountains, will be started within ten
days.
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Get Your Holiday Shows Read)
STAGE SHOWS
Chicago Chicago

Week Ending February 7
This week Balaban & Katz offered their new stage

policy with considerable pep and color, and called it

"Mother's Surprise Party." The party consisted of

six different episodes, each one unfolding in the

same setting, under the following titles. First, "The
Surprise" with the singing ensemble; Second, "My
Mother's Eyes" sung by Roy Cropper; Third, the

"Bean Man" by Billy Cumby; Fourth, "The Faded
Flower" by the Chicago theatre ballet; Fifth, "Ball

Room Dances" by De Carlos & Louise; Sixth, "Dance
Eccentrique" by the Lassiter Brothers.

This party was in the form of a regular house
party with some thirty or forty couples on the house
lawn, given by Roy Cropper in honor of his mother,
for which the song "My Mother's Eyes" was es-

pecially used as the theme of the entire staging.

Billy Cumby, as the "Bean Man" in black face, of-

fered clever clog steps and comedy songs. The ballet,

trained under the direction of Anatol Bourman, exe-

cuted some clever dance novelties in some very effec-

tive costumes. De Carlos & Louise, held over from
the opening of this policy, again scored in one of

their graceful dance creations. The Lassiter Brothers

made whoopee in an eccentric yet entertaining way
with their calisthenic dancing, and proved one of

the chief merry-makers of this party.

The entire staging took form in typical musical
comedy order and though it was somewhat shorter

than its previous stagings it was nevertheless good
entertainment that pleased both the eye and the

ear. Roy Cropper of course was the feature of the
bill and he was well compensated with applause for

his excellent song selections.

H. Leopold Spitalny presented one of his fine or-

chestral productions called "Pagliacci," featuring
Arch Cannon and Lenora Cori with Benjamin Lands-
man. They were also assisted by a singing ensemble
who were seated with the orchestra, as Cannon in

the role of the Punchinello clown, sang "Vesta La
(Juiba" in front of a cycle of colors. As usual, both
Spitalny and his group of musicians and soloists

received a very enthusiastic applause.

Boston Metropolitan
Week Ending February 8

Sir James M. Barrie's short play, "Half an Hour,"
was set to the screen under title of "The Doctor's
Secret" and as an all-talking picture.

On the stage, new features were added also. Hans
Hanke, noted pianist, played the "Rigoletto" over-
ture, accompanied by Geissler's Metropolitan Grand
Orchestra, was the first feature, occurring between
the vitaphone comedies.
The "Porcelain Clock." a novelty act staged in a

beautiful setting with a big clock as the background,
came next. A fair-haired dancer pleased with a toe
dance, climbing down from the clock where she re-

posed, and ending the dance by climbing back to
repose in attractive posture once more.
The Publix production of "Varieties of 1929,"

with Johnny Perkins, Cunningham and Clements,
Sherrie and Louise and the Dave Gould Girls pro-
vided plenty of enjoyable fun. Ted Claire, enjoying
his second week as master of ceremonies, favored
with many eccentric dance steps, as well as by play
with the actors.

Johnny Perkins was the hit of the show with hi6
monologue and choice songs. The Gould Girls were
clever with sunshade dances and simultaneous dance
steps. Sherrie and Louise put on a 6hort act of
whirlwind dancing and acrobatic stunts. Cunning-

(Continued on next page)

iim Thomas

"I owe my success to Cliff Hess," is probably what
Jim Thomas would say if asked for his life's story

—

for "Smiling Jim," as his friends call him can al-

ways be found in Cliff's office. Those of you who
have been to New York, know that Hess writes spe-

cial organ material for Remick and organists so

Thomas attributes his success to Hess. He would,

for knowing Jim as we do, there is no other fellow

as jolly and modest as he. At present Thomas is at

Proctors 86th St. theatre coming there from a long

run at the Branford, Newark.

Hello, Cookie!
Russell Cook, known in Chicago as "Cookie" and

his "Ginger6naps" have replaced Maurie Hillbloom

and his Syncopators at the Stratford theatre in the

role of master of ceremonies.

^DONALDSCJ^ °gumble ,nC

ANNOUNCE
The New Ballad Hit

"DON'T REMIND ME"
(I'm Trying to Forget)

and a New Hot Tune

'KANSAS CITY KITTY"

P. S. Don't forget these other two hitSl

"I FAW DOWN AND GO BOOM"
'ME AND THE MAN IN THE MOON'

WILLIE HOROWITZ
<)0H Wood* Theatre Bldg.. Chicago, III.

DeLuxe Theatres

Should Observe

Famous Evenh
Exhibitors Must Be Alert t

Meet Present Strong

Competition

By A. RAYMOND GALLO
Are you taking advantage of in-

coming holidays by offering stag

shows in keeping with the events

Wise showmen never wait until th

last minute to do things. They alwa>

prepare their stage and screen pr<

gram a good deal in advance in orck

to meet any possible competition b

rival theatres. Holiday stage preser

tations can be put on at such reasor

able cost to you that it really is

shame if you do not avail yourself c

these opportunities.

For instance, last week most of the delu>

theatres all over the country celebrated Lii

coin's birthday by offering some sort of

memorable staging, either in the form of

tableau or a patriotic screen epic. Hundre<

of motion picture theatres secured the Lii

coin short subject with talking and sour

effects, starring George Billings, in the ro

of Lincoln, delivering the famous Gettysbui

address. Many theatres could not avail then

selves of booking this motion picture subje

and were compelled to produce on their sta;

some sort of a scene reminiscent of the Cn

War days.

George Washington's birthday is only a fe

days off, and although a great many of yc

have probably made preparation to obsen

the occasion, there are a great many moi

who have probably frogotten to commemora

the day. Excellent possibilities and stage o]

portunities are offered in presenting patriot

reproductions of the Father of our countr

Manv famous scenes during the battles <

1776 could be easily staged without going I

a considerable amount of expense. Probab,

one of the most popular and yet inexpensn

scenes is the Crossing of the Delaware an

the scene of Betsy Ross making Old Glor.

Every Theatre Can Afford Something

No motion picture theatre is too small t

consider an offering of this sort. Even ft

little 300 seat theatre operating only a iv

nights a week with an organist furnishin

the entire music, can well afford to original

some worthwhile entertainment that ma

serve to depict some small semblance of th;

holiday. I am sure that music publishci

always have some sort of organ novelty o

hand' suitable for these events. They will b

glad to favor vou with these sets upon requc;
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Ith very little expense to either you or the

aatre.

As a rule holidays rill the people with joy

d gratitude, and when you have something

offer them that enables the spirit of the

casion to prevail you are always bound to

an exceptional business at the box office,

•lis has never failed in the history of the

nisement business and as long as you main-

n this policy you need not fear that your

ige or screen will play to an empty house

any particular holiday.

Down East," "'Orphans of the Storm,
and many other super productions.

"Yolanda"

This Chap Has Done
Things

Mthough only twenty-one years of age, Joe Mc-
"

J

nna. now touring Publix circuit as a feature

• nedy dancer in the "Barcelona" unit, has had

:-e experience than the average person twice hi£

foe hae had considerable experience in motion pic-

• es, having played the role of "Chip" in the Chip

ies at the age of seven. He was also featured in

leek's Bad Boy." comedy pictures. In addition to

motion picture work he has played in legitimate

Tactions like "Peter Ibbetson" with John Barry-

e. Joe was also featured in Keith theatres for

\ last four years and is now doing a routine in

mentation houses with his sister Jane.

Only Two Years Old

—

But!
On February 15, DeSylva, Brown & Henderson.
.. celebrated its second anniversary. In the two
us that the firm has been in business they have

ome one of the most powerful music publishing

ionizations in the business.

The firm bears the names of three of the most
trcessful song writers in America, and the activities

directed by Robert Crawford, president, Dan
nkler, general eales manager, and Sam Lerner,

ector of publicity. The firm is publisher of "Sonny
y," "Angela Mia." and numerous other song hits.

Brooke Johns Leaving
haily newspaper announcements and theatre ad-

itisinjf states that Brooke Johns leaves the Oriental

Chicago on February 22. News items further

te that Johns will act as a jazz doctor for several

Mix theatres that need box office stimulant.

The first theatre at which Johns will act as the

D. is the newly renovated Paramount in Los
igeles. No announcement has as yet been made
' to w-ho will replace Johns but there are con-

erable rumors that Jack Ostermann will take his

Feist Theme Songs
Leo Feist, Inc.. has nine theme songs that are

joying popular sale all over the country. They
i as follows: "Ramona" from the film of the

ne name, "Jeannine" from "Lilac Time." "My
in" from Fanny Brice's photoplay of the same
me. "Lenora" from "The Two Lovers," "Betty"
tm "Synthetic Sin." "My Surpressed Desire" from
ang War." which also features another song called

,'a Comin' Up to Night, Huh ?" and "When the

ght Comes Along" for "Marriage by Contract."

e latest is "My Mother's Eyes," the theme of

.orge Jessel's first talking picture, "Lucky Boy."

On the Same Bill
Another screen star makes his personal appearance
s week in Chicago. He is none other than William
smond of the western dramas. Bill appears at

State-Lake in a melodramatic playlet.

)n the same program, in a featured position, are
amberlin & Himes, late featured comedy dancers
the "Follies," and Edison & Gregory, a musical

velty. recently of picture houses.

1USIC SCORES
William Frederick Peters of the Sam Fox Pub-
hing Company, sound department, is preparing
original music score for "Four Feathers," Para-

mnt's new picture starring Richard Arlen and
y V ray. The music for this photoplay will por-
'> the vivid African wilderness of the picture,
ters has prepared such musical scores as "Way

R K O productions have secured the services of

Jimmy McHugh and Dorothy Field to write scores

and songs for their super productions. Both writers

are famous for their score of "Blackbirds" of 1928
and "Hello Daddy," two of the most successful

musical comedies ever produced. McHugh has writ-

ten some of the most popular song hits ever pub-
lished such as "I Can't Give You Anything But
Love, Baby." "Hinkey, Dinkey Patlez Vouz" and
many others.

Presentation

LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in presen-

tation may discuss important matters hearing
apon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.

PRESENTATION" ACTS—To the Editor: I am
really ashamed of myself for not dropping in to see

you when I am in Chicago, for you sure have given
me some nice breaks. That i* I have been mentioned
a number of times in the Presentation section and
have never spent one cent for an ad, haven't even
written you before. So. anyone that ever says to you
that one has to run an ad to get a break with you,

just dig up this letter. I want to meet you though
and hope to soon.

Every week regardless of where I am I make the
managers kick in with the Herald-World when they
finish with same. Your section is very good and it is

nice the way you mention lots of boys that are out

in the sticks.

Just as I am meeting some of the Chicago organ-
ists I have met several you speak of often and they

are just as regular as I have heard they are, Roy
Benjamin, Bill Bennett, Milton Charles, and others.

I have written two page;*—are you too busy for

so much ?

My letter is sincere and I wish you continued

success and many thank.-..—Alvin Evans, organist.

Great States Theatres, Inc.

STAGE SHOWS
{Continued from preceding page)

ham and Clements were clever in an acrobatic act.

assisted by four others.

The singers and scenery were of the best and
caused many remarks among the patrons. The im-
provement of the standards of the Metropolitan show
was so great as to cause favorable remarks among
the patrons.

New Haven Olympia
Week Ending February 6

Niggemeyer's "A Carnival Cocktail" was presented

for the first time here this week and then to take

the Publix route. It is a colorful unit with plenty

of flash.

Opens with carnival barker introducing the entire

company followed by band specialty. Foster Girls

dti a military routine with capes. Caffrev and Miller.

Frances Wills, Joe Besser, and C. B. Piatt do their

regular routines.

The finale gives a big flash with lights and a

circus acrobatic act for a big kick. Eddie Weaver's

organ solo, overture, and a sound act also on the bill.

St. Louis Fox
Week Ending February 9

The stage show for the opening week of this hou-e

included: "Laugh. Clown, Laugh" a dramatic ren-

dition of this popular melody presented by Harold
Van Duzee assisted by the Pirouette Ballet.

An extravaganza interpretation of Irving Berlin's

"Roses of Yesterday," featuring the Roxy Quartette.

Harold Van Duzee, Douglas Stanbury. Viola Philo

and Adelaide De Loca, and with the 32 Fox Teller-

ettes. Corps de Ballet and Choral Ensemble.

Neapolitan Festival an atmospheric prologue for

the feature picture "Street Angel."

Overture "Tannhauser" by Fox Grand Orchestra

presented in conjunction with a stage production

which utilized the entire Fox Ensemble of 150 art-

ists. Adclphe S. Kornspan, director of music.

No.2NOW
READY!

FEIST
'LIDE'O'PHONE

For
All Theatres

that can use any kind of

sound synchronizing de-

vice with turntable

FEIST
SLIDE-O-PHONE
PRESENTATIONS

AND
ORGAN

Make
An Ideal Combination

With vocal and instru-
mental sound-
Perfect synchronization—
Our own recording —
Dialogue —
Ultra modern slides —
Explanatory cue sheets.

Presentation No. 2

"My Blackbirds Are
Bluebirds Now"

"My Mother's Eyes/'
will be ready shortly

Book and Order NOW
Rental Fee $6.00
for I week or less

Leo* Feist, Inc.
231 W, 40th, St.

New York, N.Y.
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Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending February 2

Two anniversaries, one of the house itself, which
has just completed its eighth successful year, and
the other of the birth of Victor Herbert, were cele-

brated at the Stanley theatre this week and in honor
of the occasion a special presentation called "Her-
bertiana" was dedicated to the memory of the com-
poser who during his lifetime always conducted the
Stanley Orchestra on these occasions. This included
such artists as Jacques Cartier, whose Dagger Dance
from "Natoma" was the outstanding feature of the

entire bill : Emma Noe, soprano, and Catherine Lit-

tlefield, premiere danseuse.
The Stanley Symphony Orchestra, under the lead-

ership of Gabriel Hines, opened the program by
playing nine selections from Victor Herbert, with
Sascha Jacobinoff contributing a violin solo from
"Sweet Mystery of Life," which served as the lead

in the opening dance, in which the Stanley Ballet

attired as nymphs danced a light and airy gypsy
dance in a woodland setting.

Avo Bomberger, tenor, sang the well known
"Gypsy Love Song" in a pleasing voice which, how-
ever, did not possess a great deal of volume. Cath-
erine Littlefield, who took the part of the gypsy, as-

sisted by the Stanley Ballet, gave a graceful and
colorful Spanish dance. Helen Yorke, coloratura

soprano, sang two Herbert numbers, "Kiss Me
Again" and the "Italian Street Song" from
"Naughty Marietta," the 6econd of which proved to

be much better adapted to the range of her voice.

Catherine Littlefield and the Stanley Ballet reap-

peared in Indian costumes, with feather headdresses,

and gave a graceful and picturesque Indian dance to

the Btrains of Herbert's opera "Natoma." At the

close of this dance the ballet grouped themselves at

the sides of the stage while Emma Noe, soprano,
also in Indian costume, sang the invocation from
"Natoma." Her fine soprano was heard all too

briefly in this short selection.

As her song ended Jacques Cartier appeared in

the star act of the evening in his Dagger Dance
from "Natoma." Clad as an Indian chieftain in

gleaming white with sweeping feather headdress, he
gave a magnificent interpretation of the Dagger
Dance which has seldom been equaled. Of slender
physique, he possesses more grace than many femi-
nine dancers, which combined with his pantherlike-

leaps proved a vivid and artistic portrayal of a
primitive Indian chief. His interpretation was so

virile and realistic, heightened by the splendid ac-

companiment of the Stanley Orchestra, that it

evoked a storm of applause. There was a brief

finale in which all of the entertainers appeared.

Detroit Capitol
Week Ending February 1

Del Delbridge took a needed vacation this week
and went up to Montreal to inspect the winter
sports and the funny looking labels on the bottles

in the government stores—so Al Evans dropped over
to the Capitol as master of ceremonies.
Maybe Del will tell us all about those bottles

when he comes back. Well, anyhow, the show was

LOUIS ADRIAN

Affiliated with
PUBLIX

Conducting

Orchestral

Features

at the

Balaban & Katz

NORSHORE
Theatre

CHICAGO

Team Work Attributed
To Success of Former

College Band
To team work and the undivided interest and

attention of its members is attributed much of

the success of Horace Heidt and his Califor-

nians, at the Warfield theatre in San Fran-
cisco. This organization of former college stu-

dents has been playing in the Greater San
Francisco field for the past six years with
scarcely a change in its personnel of seventeen.

The reason for this highly successful adhe-

sion, according to the leader, is the careful

selection of talent in the first place, the fact

that it is incorporated and the rules set down
for the conduct of the organization. While
musicianship is the prime requisite considered,

all must be former members of the University
of California and must pass tests not unlike

those adopted by college fraternities.

"Cleancut, wholesome performance given by
a group of well trained men who enjoy playing
and entertaining is at least sixty per cent of
their success with any audience," declares
Heidt.

"The orchestra, individually and collectively,

subscribed to the theory that versatility is the
most desired quality of a theatre stage orches-
tra. We have prepared for music as a doctor
or a dentist prepares for his profession. Each
member of the band has taken a four-year
course in harmony and music at the Univer-
sity of California, and at the same time studied
voice culture and showmanship.
"As a result, the men are not only capable

'readers/ but have also developed a thorough
knowledge of four or five instruments plus the
ability of being able to entertain."

titled "Night Club," and the audiences were advised
by the management to check their troubles with
their hats.

Haines, Lehman and Kaiser, those popular fat
boys who made such an impression last week with
their tons of melody, were held over for another
week by popular request and easily were the hits of
the show.

Right behind them in the popularity contest were
Geraldine and Joe, two charming youngsters, billed

as the pint sized comedians. Their biggest number
was an Apache dance.

Douglas, Wright & Co. were right there with a
lot of fooling and representation of Barney Google's
Spark Plug. They captured a lot of laughs.
Then there were the Patterson Twins, cute little

dancers, and Gene Boydell, who sang as he danced.
The Capitol Girls had a specialty built on "She's

Funny That Way," and Al Evans, of course, was as
amusing and debonair as always.

Emil Hollander presented as his overture "Melodies
of Rubenstein," with instrumental soloists and ballet
numbers.

V* SOLO ORGANIST <J

Being Featured at the

R-K-O
KENMORE THEATRE

BROOKLYN
New York

44DOC" WEBB
Original Organ Novelties

at the

MARSHALL Square Theatre, CHICAGO

Brooklyn Paramount
Week Ending February 8

At this house the name of the former "Southerr
Belles" unit was changed to "Syncopating Dixie.'

Not only the name was improved on but the entire

show was changed and bettered.

The 6how opened in a levee 6cene setting in which

the Dictators sang "Swanee River." A Colonia

mansion, with the orchestra on the lawn, made ?

beautiful scene for Paul Ash to come out from witr

an old Confederate soldier and led the orchestra a;'

the old soldier (Eddie Mathews) did a gun-drill anc

some very fine acrobatic dancing.

The Midnite Steppers, three colored boys followed

with eccentric tap dancing and back-bending tricks.

Will Aubrey was next with a Mandolin and gag-

while yodeling a few songs. He got a good hand

A fine band arrangement, called "Brooklyn Bluer.'
1

as announced by Ash was next played by the

orchestra.

The Dictators of Harmony, four men, won a Sne

reception for their soft harmony singing. They sang

their second song, "Magnolia" as the Albertina Rasch

Dancers did a ballet routine. A novel effect was
secured when at the finish of the song the girU

carried large bunches of lighted Magnolias. The

was very well received.

The Three Ormond Sisters were next in a cute toy-

soldier drill and a very fast tap dance that went

over fine. The Albertrna Rasch Girls next did a Cake-

walk as the entire ensemble came in for the finale.

San Antonio Texas
Week Ending February 8

Ernest Hauser, director of the Texas Symphony
Orchestra, devised a unique overture production at

that theatre last week, using a combination of orches-

tra, non sync, and a tinted scenic.

Hauser called his overture, "Hawaiian Nights." It

opened with a prelude, with pit up, of "Aloha."

Lights 6lowly faded, and on the scrim there faded

in a scene, blue tint, of Hawaiian sextette playing

guitars. The non-sync, perfectly synchronized, came

in softly, and then built up, playing "Aloha," with

orchestra playing right along. The scene shifted to

closeup of a Hawaiian man playing the same tune,

and Hauser had the non-sync and orchestra come in

forte for this scene. Then the scene faded to one

of a beautiful Hawaiian beach, during which he

played "Honolulu Moon," with orchestra and non-

sync.

The finale had scrim lights fade out, with pit

coming up to overture level, with a bombastic medley

of Hawaiian tunes. The overture got a big hand,

and Hauser intends to spread the dope around the

Texas circuit to the other de luxe houses.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending February 1

Al Belasco and his boys have a fancy title to this

week's offering, "Greenwich Gaities." The scene at

the opening is of the old days when crinoline was

at its height. You see a studio with men and women

painters, a few portraits. The orchestra is dressed

in appropriate artistic costumes.

First on the scene is Grace Doro who plays on the

piano and delights the crowd with imitations and

parodies. The act is clever and goes over o. k. Next

come the Aubrey Sisters who do some fancy dancing.

They dance the "Doll Dance" and get lots of applause.

The ever popular Torney Dancers are next on the

scene. They are dressed like Roman gladiators and

make a real hit in this number.
In memory of Victor Herbert the orchestra plays

several of his melodies, and the tenor, Charles Barnes,

sings "A Kiss in the Dark."
The Pearson Brothers come on next and do some

good dancing. Again the Torney girls enter in old

fashioned costumes. The West, Lake and Haynes act

with a little singing and dancing is varied and

pleases. Charles Barnes then sings "How About

Me." The program was short, snappy and inter-

esting.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending February 9

Eddie Borden in "The Explainer" was given a

prominent place in the Mainstreet's stage program.

He is assisted by Dot Brown and Art Kaye, the num-

ber consisting of pure hokum, but being of 6uch an

entertaining type that few audiences allowed him to

get off the stage without several encores.

The Courtney Sisters have several songs and do

6ome negro dialect that goes over good. Both have

good voices. Frankel and Dunlevy in a number titled.

"The Blackbirds," put over a rapid-fire series of

(Continued on next page)
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&AUO SAYS

|
PRESENTATION
EDITOR,

about
Everyone

JREETINGS! . . . "After the ball was over," said

] ul Ash, the daddy of all stagehand leaders, "we
; rode home in the 6ubway." ... As you all know
1 jl acted as master of ceremonies for the Paramount
;p Club Movie Ball, held in New York on Feb-
jy 9. . . . And whata time and whata night boys

!

. . Whoever wrote that song knew his notes. . . .

'
11, Chicago has its moments too, and how. . . .

Uie Horowitz just phoned me and said he was go-
i to Milwaukee for a few days. ... If he calls on
. Belasco they will have to wire him to come back
i Willie wants to pinch-hit for AI as m. c. at the
sconsin. . . . Speaking of Horowitz one of his

:iry payers, Mose Gumble, has left for a short trip

Florida to visit Walter Donaldson, who is complet-
a few more hit songs there. . . . Say, fellers,

i you know that Phil Miller is now Chicago man-
:r for the Forster Music Company. . . . Look him

i sometime. . . . While still on the subject of
i sic or words of therefore, let us say a few things
:>ut Cliff Hess and his new slide set called "A
een Star Popularity Contest." . . . Charles Gaige,

i anist at the new Palace theatre in Washington.
1 C, did it last week and it was a wow. . , .

1 xago also has a good novelty writer and his name
i Harry Robinson. . . . Henri Keates swears by him
D not at him, as some organists do at their spe-
ll material men. . . . Seems like all the wives of

i mlar men are coming back to their first love, the
:ge. . . . This week Ruth Fischer, in private life.

I s. Louis Lipstone, is the featured soprano in the
iv stageshow at the Chicago theatre. . . . Ramon
)-ry is no longer playing organ at the Alamo the-
:e, Chicago. . . . And Bob Billings is no longer at
1 Crystal also in Chicago. . . . While on the sub-
. t of organists we hear that Francis Kromar is

i ng novelties at the Diversey, recently taken over
1 Ascher Bros., of Chicago. . . . Word from Alvin
)uu 6tates that he is on the way ea6t for a trip

1 is carrying a copy of the HERALD-WORLD
; ng with him for information of "who is who."

. Eddie Weaver is the new solo organist at the
1 'mpia theatre in New Haven. . . . Annie Mae
rton has been selected to open the new stage policy

I the Howard theatre in Atlanta by featuring or-

n solos. . . . Lillian Truss is doing likewise at the
ibama in Birmingham. , . . Emmett Rogers is

: <iucing all the new 6tageshows at both towns. . . .

i wspapers announce that Eddie Stone organist of
:on, 111., is wanted for kidnapping Dorothy Long

< that city whom he was supposed to have married.
. Let's hope that the organists will not start to
in bad now by creating scandal. . . . Eddie Guest

the new m. c. at the Alabama theatre in Birming-
n. . . . And Lou Lowry is doing the same at the
ward in Atlanta . . . Adolphe Komspan is con-
•ting the musical activities at the new Fox the-
e in St. Louis. . . . Ted Claire, formerly of Boston

: 1 other Publix houses, has replaced Gene Rodc-
:h as m. c. at the New York Paramount. . . .

seems that few good men can hold down the
•t on Times Square. . . . The new musical director

' the Pantages theatre in Salt Lake City is Curg
lerson and the solo organist is Seldon Heaps. . . .

eaking of musical directors, Fred Behrens is the
sent m. c. at the new Fischer in Detroit until
nebody is selected. . . . Ted Leary the Chicago
6ter of ceremonies and his wife are now touring
x theatres in the east. . . . Don George, solo or-
list of the Granada theatre in San Francisco tried

hand at directing the stagehand last week. . . .

)ner or later they will all do it. . . . Do what ?

. Organists will become masters of ceremonies and
c.'s will become organists. . . . Several featured

mentation acts are in Chicago this week. . . .

r instance Chamberlin & Himes are at the State-
ke with Edison & Gregory. . . . Benny & Western
i Louise Ploner are at the Capitol. . . . And
making of acts Bill Desmond of the screen is in
vn also. . . . Lou Kosloff is back at the Tower
i his fans are organizing a club for him. . . .

n Galvan is back from Europe and is now master
ceremonies at the Capitol in Des Moines. . . .

ooke Johns leaves the Chicago Oriental next week
the Los Angeles Paramount. . . . Stuart Barrie

back in St. Louis as solo organist. Better Theatres
tries a continuation cf this depatment.

STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from preceding page)

jokes, which, although not being entirely new, hit

the mark with the audiences.

Don Cummins is a lariat spinner who looks to be
of the drug store cowboy variety until he has
worked a few minutes. Then it becomes quite ap-

parent why the title, "World's boy champion lariat

spinner," follows his name on the program. He tells

jokes of the Will Rogers variety as he works.

Davison's Louisville Loons, the theatre's 6tage or-

chestra playing an extended engagement, offers popu-
lar selections as the overture and is featured through-
out the program. Harlan Christie, master of cere-

monies, was absent because of illness in his family,
but "Pop" Davison, director of the Loons, substituted

for him in a capable manner.

San Francisco Granada
Week Ending February 7

This week's stage show is in the nature of a

double bill, Frank Cambria's Publix production.

"Beaux Arts Frolic" being supplemented by a "Birth-

day Banquet." conceived by Paul Oscard in celebra-

tion of Publix third birthday. Anyone who cannot

get their money'6 worth out of these offerings, with

the addition of a splendid picture, must be hard to

please.

The "Beaux Arts Frolic" begins with the orchestra

on the stage, with Don George directing. The first

number is "A Picture in Pastel" and as the curtain

at the rear of the orchestra parts the famous Gamby-
Hale Girls are seen in a beautiful poise. Later they

troop down the stairs and do a graceful dance.

The orchestra paints a sound picture by playing

"She's Funny That Way," and then the scene changes

and the "Blue Law Blues" commands attention. Two
"blue lawyers" with large books are posed beside the

guillotine and after a round of patter come down
the stairs to join the girls, who are now attired in

green tights, blue coats, high hats and decorated

with false noses.

An old favorite next appears in Eddie Magill who
sings "Avalon Town" and "If I Had You," through
his illuminated megaphone. He receives the usual

ovation. The sensational dance trio, Bryant, Rain and
Young,, twiri in a bewildering fashion and are fol-

lowed by the Gamby-Hale Girls attired in fashions of

days that are gone.

This program, a real show in itself, is followed at

once by the "Birthday Banquet," with the orchestra

in the pit and Gino Severi conducting. Two girls

step out and draw the curtains, revealing a banquet
table on which a group of girls form a center piece

in the form of a balance, while on either 6ide other

girls stimulate candle sticks, holding aloft large

candles.

Ten Darling California Rockets in costumes of

A FEATURE OF

DAVE GOULD'S
1929 - VARIETIES - 1929

The Famous

LUCKY BOYS

Our Horseshoe, WM. MORRIS

variegated colors do a dance to the accompaniment
of tambourines. Don ThrakiU sings "Chaleta, My
Own" and a maiden steps out of the center piece
and dances a Spanish dance.

George Raft, introduced as the world's fastest

dancer, convinces the audience of the truth of the
statement, and is followed by the Three Banjoliers.

Elmira Lane, late of the Ziegfeld Follies, offers a
vocal number and Armida, the Spanish dancer, re-

turns to do a toe dance. Handers and Millis, do a
patter and dance act, and sing a new song, "Two
Little Worms were Digging in Ernest. Poor
Ernest."

George Dewey Washington 6ings "The Spell of the
Blues" in fine dramatic fashion, following with
"Throwing Kisses at Me" and "I'm a Lonely Vaga-
bond." Measured by applause his offering is the best

of the show.

The Ten San Francisco Beauties appear in gorgeous
attire, one as a bride with two train bearers. She
mounts the stairs to the picture frame and forms the
central figure in a charming picture. The California

Rockets do a peppy dance number, ending by spelling;

out Granada as they spread the drapes of their

costumes.

Salt Lake City Pantages
Week Ending February 2

The Pantages vaudeville bill this week is headlined

by "Tim's Stylish Steppers," a group of entertainers

who play an important part in the children's weekly
show, given every Saturday morning at this theatre.

"The Good Ship Song and Dance" presents a most
enjoyable twenty minutes of fast and snappy num-
bers. The Delerio and Moreno revue, a company of

European dancers, offers a unique dance presentation,

assisted by a group of musicians.

Reddy and Hyram, a couple of "X cops" do a line

of clever character work and a series of comedy songs.

Lou Krugel and Robles round out the bill with a

complete new arrangement of comedy songs and
dances.

The feature picture, "Four Walls," with Crug
Peterson as director of the musical program and
Seldon Heaps at the organ, complete the program
here, and capacity houses have been had throughout
the week.

Jersey City Stanley
Week Ending February 8

Charlie Melson and his gang offer a unique and
pleasing stageshow called "Midget Follies." This

was a Harry W. Crull production and it featured

twenty midget stars. The orchestra, in Little Lord
Fauntelroy suits and led by a midget master of cere-

monies, start with a hot tune as five girl and six

men midgets sing and dance a "Floridora" number.
Prince Lucky, called the smallest xylaphone player in

the world, offered two pleasing selections which are

well received. Monte and Carlo, midget acrobats,

pleased with their comedy stunts.

VALE & STEWART

Just Completed

a Second

Tour of Publix

Will Soon

Repeat All

Chicago

Balaban & Katz

Direction Theatres

Lyons & Lyons

THE DEMURE

WALLACE SISTERS
A Couple of Turnovers

This Week at the
PARAMOUNT
NEW YORK

Now playing in the
Publix "Cooling Off"

Unit

Next Week with
PAUL ASH at the

PARAMOUNT, BROOKLYN
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They were followed by Hill's Baby Elephants, who
do many tricks, to the delight of all the youngsters
in the audience.

Charlie Melson finally makes his appearance sing-
ing the comedy song, "I Faw Down an* Go Boom."
and got a nice hand. Each of the boys in the orches-

tra then do, a singing and instrumental solo. The
most outstanding hit of this show was Hy C Geis,

the organist, singing "I Faw Down." Hy is six

foot nine inches and in a Little Lord Fauntelroy
suit was enough to make anyone fall out of their

seat. This was Hy's first appearance on a stage.

Little Anna Rice followed with a Grecian waltz
that was well done. Near the finish of this dance,

Hy came on the stage again and danced with Little

Anna. She reached just about up to Hy's knee cap.

This stopped the show.
Two midgets then box-fight and close with a

bowery dance as the entire ensemble are on for the
finish.

Detroit Michigan
Week Ending February 8

Everything was turned upsidedown at the Michi-

gan this week when Paul Oscard's "Topsy Turvy
Town" moved in for a week's stay. The show- is

a cute one, too.

For the opening, the stage was pitch dark. Then
ghostly arms and legs appeared against the black

velvet droits. They were faintly luminous and
marched and danced about in unison. Eventually
the lights went up and disclosed the Gamby-Hale
Girls. Their arms and legs, of course, were covered
with luminous paint.

The set for the show is a glimpse of a town. The
buildinvrs are painted in the futuristic manner, and
they are strange and incredible structures but the

effect is striking and colorful.

After the oi>ening chorus, George and Jimmic
Trainer stepped forth with some very nice tap danc-
ing. Then the orchestra played a specialty. '*Mia

Bella Rosa," Al Evans singing one of the choruses
in that very nice voice of his.

Then the Gamby-Hale Girls came back in "Moon-
beam Ballet." This was a beautiful dance number
in which clouds were projected on a scrim curtain

behind which the girls, in fluffy white dresses, danced.
It ended with a rainbow of colored lights being
thrown on their costumes.
Then there was Ferry Corwey, the master clown,

and what a master. Corwey is a wizard of pan-
tomime and had some admirable fooling in his act.

Ho opened with Swiss bell ringing—you remember
that old favorite musical act of the vaudeville days?

—

and for another number had a new musical instru-

ment, along the lines of a xylophone, which is op-

erated by pressing on a number of miniature air

pumps. And throughout the act, Corwey kept his

audience in gales of laughter by his antics without
clacking a joke or saying a word. The boy's good.

And next there were the Phelps Twins, demure
little misses in frocks of pink transparent velvet and
showers of chiffon, who crooned "Say It with a Red.
Red Rose" very, very sweetly.

The Gamby-Hale Girls had one other number just

before closing. One of them danced out and asked
Al Evans to let her lead the band. He consented,
and then the 11 other girls came out and all of them
went to work leading the band, keeping up that

clockwork and precise dancing for which they are
famous all the time they were doing it.

For the final, a curtain on which jumping jacks
were suspended, their heads hanging downward, was
lowered to the roof tops of "Topsy Turvy Town."

Paul Ash Helps
Brooklyn Zoo Get

Its Elephant
A recent editorial in the Brooklyn Evening

Journal read as follows: "What Is a Zoo
Without an Elephant . . . Brooklyn must have
an elephant for its Prospect Park Zoo . . . the
Evening Journal announces the Paul Ash Ele-

phant Fund ... a midnight performance at

the Brooklyn Paramount contributed the entire

proceeds to this fund."
Lou Goldberg, publicity director for the

above theatre, secured some valuable exploita-

tion when he arranged the elephant hunt. It

also gave Paul Ash, the peer of all stagehand
leaders, considerable amount of publicity.

Fifty thousand buttons, displaying the face of

Ash with the following inscription "Paul Ash
Zoological Foundation" are to be sold for ten
cents each and the proceeds will go toward the

fund.

Such tieups as this are making the Brooklyn
Paramount a popular amusement place and
Paul Ash as well liked as he was in the Chi-
cago Oriental.

Pittsburgh Penn
Week Ending February 2

The Publix stage attraction is "The Perfect Girl,"

and features Helen Macfadden, daughter of Bernarr
Macfadden, famous physical culturist ?nd magazine
publisher. The young lady is billed as "the perfect

girl," and her routine includes several health-giving

exercises set to music. She is assisted by the Foster

Girls in a clever scene wherein each girl is punishing
a punching bag.

The Cheer Leaders, a male quartette, brought the

house down with some wonderful harmony singing.

These boys are without a doubt one of the best sing-

ing offerings of its kind ever brought here.

Luelle Lee went over big with some clever tap
dancing. Her offering included the raccoon dance.

Joseph Penner, well-known comedian, is also with
the show. Better than ever. With his funny cigar,

his lisp and his inability to stand still, he keeps the

audiences in a constant uproar.

Teddy Joyce, master of ceremonies, whose popular-

ity is growing amazingly, scored heavily with a violin

solo. The Symphony Orchestra, under the direction

of Elias Breeskin, offered "Russian Fantasy," and got

a big hand.

New York Paramount
Week Ending February 15

The "Cooling Off" unit this week featured a new-

master of ceremonies, Ted Claire, formerly at the

Boston Metropolitan theatre. This show was Chester

Hale's first production and we will say it is a good
one.

It opens in a beautiful arctic 6et in which some
explorers broadcast from the South Pole. The or-

chestra in a large icebound boat play a hot tune as

the demure Wallace Sisters led the Gamby-Hale Girls

in a well done routine. The girls make a pleasing

picture in their artic costumes, and are well received.

J. VIRGIL HUFFMAN
Featured Organist

NEW AMERICAN THEATRE, ROANOKE, VA.
Broadcasting Daily from Station WDBJ

The Wallace Sisters, a couple of little turnovi
then offer a hiKh-kickinj? and acrobatic routine t

was received well.

Ted Claire, then led the boys in a hot miml
"Tiger Rag," to warm them up. Ted makes a
with his fine eccentric dancing. Ben Blue then
one of the best skating-dances ever witnessed ir

presentation house. He was very well recek
The Wallace Sisters, looking- like little snowballs,
their white costumes, then sing a cute tune as
Gamby-Hale Girls, dressed as penguins, do a nl<

ing routine. This received one of the finest hai
in the show. The girls then do another "Turnov.
routine that was received well.

Pickard and Pete (Pete being a seal) follows ti

with Pete doing uninue tricks, dances, 6ongs ;

the playing of "America" on some horns. They
a good hand.
Ted Claire next sang "That's My Mammy" ir,

pleasing way and received a fine hand. The Gam
Hale Girls, representing icicles that come to life, n
do a pleasing toe routine while a young lady sii

a special song. This was enacted in one of the ra

beautiful scenes ever constructed, that of an
cave.

The closing scene, the boat starting back to
U. S. A. with the Gamby-Hale Girls forming a be.

tiful picture in background as lights are played
them is one of the most flashy looking scenes e

staged.

Birmingham Alabama
Week Ending February 9

When the Alabama theatre reinstated its ots

bandshow i>olicy with the presentation of " '

Everybody," produced by Emmett Rogers, newly ;

pointed district production manager for Publix, t

press and public of Birmingham acclaimed the sh.

in high terms—and the box office figures rose :

cordingly.

Now in its second week of the new policy t

Alabama offers even a more elaborate stage sh<

and with it Paramount's newest all-dialogue pictu

"The Doctor's Secret."
Emmett Rogers comes back with "Jazztown," a

thereby adds more proof of his ability to turn o

stageshows that click. Against a scenic backgrou
of his own conception and execution, Rogers preset

Marie White, solo dancer of rare grace; Fred(

Bernard, the exceedingly clever comedian who scor

mightily with his imitations of Al Jolson : a

Robert Eaiie, whose excellent baritone voice a

engaging stage presence combine to make a hit.

Bert Hollnu ell's boys provide the musical bac

ground playing tuneful, popular numbers that fi

quently evoke applause.

Small wonder that the show moves along swift

and happily for the bandmaster is the inimital

Eddie Guest, whose delightful personality the mc

phlegmatic cash customer could not resist. This

Eddie's first week at the Alabama, and from all i

dications he will remain a long, long time.

Lillian Truss, solar organist, contributes a nove'

similar to those which Jesse Crawford offers at t

Paramount theatre. New York.

Salt Lake City Capitol
Week Ending February 2

Harry Vernon, the West Coast's famous master

ceremonies and known throughout the west as "Mo
arch of Music," is featured this week in Fanch

and Marco's "Night Club Idea."
Lillian Smith, a former Salt Lake girl, is al

featured on this bill in her specialty dance. A sec

of other artists provide an actual reproduction

New York night club entertainment. A pleasi

novelty is provided by some of the entertainme

being worked down among the audience. Confe

also plays a large part in' this presentation.

Oliver Alberti, master of ceremonies here. Alexand

Schreincr at the organ and Phil Kalar, charact

singer, presented special musical numbers. The P

ture presentation shown in this connection w
"Blindfold," starring Lois Moran, and capacity hoot

were the rule.

CARME ROMANO
(Realtor to the Theatrical Profession)

These Well Known Chicago Theatrical Men Bought from Me
HARRY GOURFAIN—BILLY STONEHAM—SID LORRAINE

And Many Others HOW ABOUT YOU?
10 So. La Salle Street, CHICAGO Tel. Randolph 0407
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Tan anyone figure out the music business? With so

ny marvelous tunes on the market today, Joe

•rris ha.- a song entitled "Carolina Moon" which as

can see is heading Sid Berman's list. In my
imation this song is the type written some fifteen

twenty years ago and considered a dead issue in

> present day market. But there you are—figure it

t for yourself! It's the biggest hit in Chicago and

eading over the country likewise.

6 « 4

Jame rumor is certainly flying fast and furious

se days along the "Alley." I hear of Wall Street

ng to buy the music business—Radio Corporation

America—buying four of the largest music pub-

-ling firms—Feist, Berlin, Remiek, Shapiro Bern-

in and one or two other publishers merging with

j
powerful financiers backing them—big picture

npanies making offers to publishers, and what not.

ere's no denying that there's big doings in the

isic business today.

« « «

Leo Feist, Inc., are plugging "Angeline" for a

intiple. It seems that having published "Ramona"
Dolores Del Rio. Miss Del Rio requested L. Wolfe

Inert and Mabel Wayne to write her another song

her new picture, entitled: "Evangeline." Through

•ne manipulation by other interests, the song

Evangeline" was thrown out at the last minute,

eling so incensed at the injustice of it all, L. Wolfe

Ibert changed the title of his song to "Angeline"

,d the firm is out to "make" it a tremendous hit.

>w this will ultimately affect the new theme song

,
"Evangeline" which no doubt will be called

A-angeline" is not hard to foretell, for with "Ange-

.e" being a tremendous hit, another song with a

Je so similar will be tough sledding.

* o o

At Loew's Palace Theatre, Washington, D. C, dur-

i the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer week program in con-

nction with the Davies-Haines picture "Show
ople," Charles Gaige at the console presented an

iginal organlogue, "A Screen Stars' Popularity

ntest." Special lyrics to Cliff Hess' number "Stars"

•re sung by a concealed singer while some "Screen

lapshots" were projected upon the screen. Special

-ics to the tune of "Mary Ann" then explained

e idea of the contest, and as the picture slides

the different M G M stars were flashed on the

reen the audience applauded their favorites. Ramon
•>varro and John Gilbert carried away the honors,

die Marion Davies and William Haines received a

eat deal of support. The other stars also had

5ir followers in the audience. The production was
ry well received.

• • *

'There isn't the slightest doubt in my mind that

'fore long five thousand theatres throughout the

lited States will be selling sheet music in their

ibies. Although to a certain extent this may hinder

•al dealers, it should prove a tremendous outlet for

e music business. It may bring back once more
e days when Woolworth used to 6ell sheet music,

• factor which has never been overcome by the

jsic publishers.

o * *

"The Broadway Melody" first screen musical com-

y of its kind opened in New York last Friday at

e Astor Theatre. Should this thing prove a tremen-

ius hit, it will no doubt seriously affect legitimate

,jsicals charging five and six dollars for a ticket.

« « »

Thf much couverted theme song to the picturization

Show Boat" is in the possession of Spier and Cos-
», Inc. The name of the song is "The Lonesome
>ad" and was written by Gene Austin and Na-
anicl Shilkret, and although every music publisher

• ed to secure this valuable piece of property it was
irely a matter of luck that Spier and Coslow se-

red same. And even as such is the music business.

> figure it out for yourself!

» « *

F.mil Velazco is now the premier organist at the
Jxy Theatre, here, succeeding Lew White whose
hool of organ blossomed into such a success that he
i> forced to give up his position at the theatre,

lazco will doubtlessly prove a big drawing card
the Roxy. Just by way of mention, Emil also con-
cts a prosperous organ school.

LARRY SPIER.

A ORGAN SOLOS
Emil Velazco, Edgar Ford and George Epstein

(New York Roxy) the new combination of organists

at this house, offered a solo of popular and classical

numbers that was outstanding for their wonderful
teamwork and fine technique. Emil Velazco is well

known, first for his fine playing, second for his organ
school, and third for his radio programs. He is now
chief organist here. Edgar Ford was formerly chief

organist at the Colony, New York. George Epstein
has been associate organist at the Roxy for some
time. Velazco first offered a musical memory test,

in which he played "I Want to Be Loved by You,"
and "Waters of the Minnetonka." The other two
consoles then rose, disclosing Edgar Ford and George
Epstein, who assisted Velazco by playing "Tea for

Two," and "You're the Cream in My Coffee." They
were very very well received. The Roxy is the only
house in the world that has three separate organs.

Seeing and hearing these three organs played simul-

taneously is an impressive sight.

McNeil Smith (Chicago Marquette) "McNeil Smith
or Talking Pictures" at the Marquette and you'll

find for an answer McNeil. But this doesn't happen
to be the case, because the Marquette has a wise
manager and he has both talking pictures and Mc-
Neil. This boy is one reason for many of the

Marquette followers and without him— (Well that

will have to be left out!) He had a solo this week,

and it did not have much material but he made it

sound like something. The songs played were: "Just
Half Way to Heaven." "But How About Me," "Let
Me Call You Sweetheart." 'She's Funny That Way,"
"Avalon Town," and "What a Girl."

J. Virgil Huffman ( Roanoke New American) used

as his solo an original stunt entitled "Echoes of the

Auto Show." Besides comedy lyrics referring to

actual incidents at the local show, Huffman included

several parodies on current songs, making humorous
references to certain well known makes of autos.

The entire idea was very well received. Huffman
hails from Chicago where he won many laurels as a
versatile organist.

Doc Webb (Chicago. Marshall Square) offered for

his weekly solo a community stunt called "Happy
Humming Birds." The following songs were used
with slides. "My Blackbirds Are Blubirds Now,"
"What a Night" and "Everybody Loves You." For
an encore Webb played "Mia Bella Rosa" and was
compelled to play another number railed "The Song
I Love." Doc is now entering his third year at this

house and his solos are greatly responsible for a
large amount of the attendance. One has only to

witness one of his performances to realize how popu-
lar this organist is.

Viola Klaiss (Philadelphia, Commodore) presents

two organ novelties a week. The first half is mostly
devoted to colorful music of various countries, and
the last half to original novelties. Recently she pre-

sented Feist's Slide-O-Phone presentation called "I'm
Sorry. Sally" in unison with the organ, and as usual

was given a wonderful hand for her efforts.

Walter Wild (New York Hippodrome) played "Ro-
mance and Melody" in which he featured a beautiful

number called "The Song I Love." "The Song of

Love" and "The Song of Songs" were next played

and woven around the featured song, which made a

pleasing story. He finished with "The Song I Love."

Wild played well ani his finely stressed story re-

ceived the wholehearted response of the audience.

Hy C. Geis (Jersey City Stanley). Geis is just

back from his honeymoon and as a sequel to his

first solo of this kind, "Matrimonial Sea," he called

this one "Marriage." Hy used special slides and
lyrics for all the songs. He played "Honeymoon,"
"Laugh, Clown, Laugh," "A Precious Little Thing
Called Love," "King for a Day," and "If You Want
the Rainbow, You Must Have the Rain." His popu-

larity was proven by the tremendous response of the

audience. (Here is a tip for other organists: get

married and your troubles are dVer, at least those

about solos and material are.)

Eddie Dunstedter (Minneapolis, Minnesota) offers

"Bits From Broadway Hits" this week. It's a theatre

party and a mighty fine one. Dunstedter drops in

first to see "Three Cheers" and picks up "Polyandra."

The next stop on the way up Broadway is at Zieg-

feld's theatre where "Show Boat" is scoring. "CO'

Man River" and "I Can't Give You Any Thing but

Love" are the result of this pilgrimage. The last

stop is "Whoopee. An attempt at getting the audi-

ence to make whoopee with "You're My Necessity"

calls forth a few feeble squeaks from a certain few

with ambition. Perhaps the reason lies in the whole-

hearted attention given to Dunstedter's playing.

afcou-fc

songs
BEST SELLERS

"Carolina Moon"—(Joe Morris).

"Marie"—(Irving Berlin).

"Dream Train"—(Milton Weil).

"Sweethearts on Parade" — (Milton

Weil).
"Avalon Town"—(Sherman Clay).

"I Faw Down an' Go Boom"—(Don-
aldson, Douglas & Gamble).
"Where the Shy Tittle 1'iolets Grow"

—(Remick Music Corp.).

"I'll Get By"—(Irving Berlin).

"Happy Days and Lonely Nights"—
(Ager, Yellen & Bornstein).

"Love Tale of Alsace Lorraine"—
(Spier & Coslo-w).

"Me and the Man in the Moon"—
(Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble).
"Precious Little Thing Called Love"

—(Remick Music Corp.).

"There's a Rainbozv 'Round My
Shoulder"—(Irving Berlin).

"Sally of My Dreams"—(DeSylva,
Broivn & Henderson).
"Song I Love"—(DeSylva, Brown &

Henderson).
"Sonny Boy"—(DeSylva, Brown &

Henderson).
MY HONEYMOON WALTZ—(Sherman Clay &

Co.)—A pretty waltz. These 6ongs take a long time

to start but when they do click they last long.

Music by Paul Renault, lyrics by Jack Mahoney.

WHEN THE CURTAIN COMES DOWN— (Leo
Feist, Inc.)—A dramatic ballad with a punch lyric.

After all it's the truth. When the curtain comes
down we are all equal. Has a great chance to be

another Laugh, Clowji, Laugh. Words and music

by Al Sherman. Al Lewis, and Carl Hoefle.
s c 0

HONEY— (Leo Feist. Inc.)—A cute idea by three

well known writers. Is written as a fox trot with

an excellent tune. Words and music by Seymour
Simons. Haven Gillespie and Richard A. Whiting.

« O 0

I'M THIRSTY FOR KISSES—Hungry for Love—
(M. Whitmark & Sons)—The title tells the story.

Well written and with a real plug should develop

into a seller.

MARVELOUS CHILD— (F. B. Haviland Pub. Co.)

—A fox trot and a cute song of the type that

though not new nor original still seems to appeal

to a certain class. Words by Marion Sunshine, music

by Howard Mott.
« « *

RED SKIN—(Sam Fox Pub. Co.)—The theme song

of the Paramount picture entitled "Redskin." The
picture is already a big hit. The .song has merit and

will be a big seller wherever the picture plays.

Lyrics by Harry D. Kerr, music by J. S. Zamecnik.
« * *

SO COMFY— (Grossman & Lewis)—This, the new-

est of the Chicago publishers has just issued their

latest song which looks like an easy song for them

to get started. By Arthur Sizemore and Bernie

Grossman.
« « *

BLUE WATERS— (Forster Music Pub. Co.)—

A

waltz that has as its setting the tropical shores of

Hawaii. A great place to be right now. One of

the writers is the well known Victor leader Nat

Shilkret. Co-writer. Ned Washington.
o o 3

I'M TELLING YOU— (Sherman Clay & Co.)—

A

fox trot tune with a great lyric. These writers

who class with the best have in this a song that

which will make them some real money. Lyric by

Lewis and Young, music by Vincent Rose.
• * *

DREAM MOTHER— (Joe Morris Music Co.)—An

old fashioned ballad of the type that this firm has

been quite successful with. These songs always

sell some and every once in a while step out for

a real hit. Lyric by Al Lewis and Al Sherman,

music by Joe Burke.
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THE THEATRE
Two Exhibitors Suggest Changes in

'TWO real showmen step forward this week
with suggestions which, they believe, will

improve the newspaper ad which was offered

by Sidney Larschan, resident manager of the

Meserole theatre in Brooklyn, for criticism

by readers of "The Theatre." These revised

ads are shown below, while on the opposite

page, for comparison and contrast, is printed

the original Larschan ad, just as was repro-

duced in this department in the February 2
issue.

Before going into details, "The Theatre"
and Larschan want to thank Fred Larkin of

the Sherman theatre (Northwest Theatre
Circuit), St. Cloud, Minn., and H. Shulgold
of Imperial Chain Theatres, Pittsburgh, for

their interest and constructive suggestions.

Both took time and thought in recasting the

ad, as every reader will see, and that's the

supreme test of cooperation. "The Theatre"
will welcome additional suggestions on the

ad in question, and also invites other exhibitors

to send in ad copy to be reproduced in this

department for comment by others.

Now to the cases in hand. Below at the

left is the ad as rearranged by Shulgold. Be-

Larschan Ad
side it is the suggestion of Larkin. Note this,

please : these are simply pasteups of the parts

of the original ad, and cannot of course be
as perfect as an ad set up in type in a news-
paper form. Also, in all comparisons, refer

to the original copy on the adjoining page.

First we'll take up Shulgold's suggestions.

And by the way, members of the House Or-
gan Exchange who answered Shulgold's re-

quest for copies of their publications while
he was planning for his own, will see now
what a splendid new member he really is,

with this contribution.

Here is what Shulgold writes

:

"Sydney Larschan's ad in the Herald-
World displays a clever use of stock mats. I

am certainly in accord with his idea of using

mats in combination form to make a unit.

The art work turned out by the staffs of pro-

ducing companies is usually far superior to

that of a local or even special theatre staft

artist. Aside from the economy of buildint

ads through this method, the results arc

usually superior.

"I would like to venture a few criticism'

on Larschan's layout. Unfortunately I cut hi;

ad up and rearranged it before listing mj
criticisms, so that I will have to rely or

memory for making them.

Sees Danger in Slanted Names

"As I remember it, the ad was lacking in

symmetrical arrangement. No matter how
cleverly we strive for unusual layout, it is

bound to create a bad impression. True, the

peculiar slant of Norma Talmadge's name
and the name of the theatre, might, through

its slant catch the eye, but the reader would,

I believe, pass on to something else without

reading. The lack of symmetrical arrange-

ment gave the ad a disjointed appearance. We
are all accustomed to reading thoughts in a

logical sequence, both in ads and all other

printed matter. In other words, it is the old

idea of an opening and closing sentence to

each paragraph. Larschan's ad does not read

nieserplo

j_»"-ary 23. 24 and 25

• . o,„„ .„ honor . [ S

eflAoMAN Disputed
After Jta Successful Run at Ihe Central Theatre N Y

"LILAC TIME"
With COLLEEN MOORE aid GARRY COOPER

SEE LIFE at its most magnificent moments
moat magnificent spectacle the screen has

A PASSIONATE WAR OF LIFE .

»easaa* . . . Charm . . . Sex appeal

of the Streets . . . Loved by t»o an

... to the other her honor ... the thi

love story are the three closest friends.

cNjyuna

ak&OMAN Disputed

COMING! COMING!

After lw Successful Run st the Central Theatre, N. Y.

"LILAC TIME"
With COLLEEN WOORE aad GARRY COOPER

SEE LIFE at its moat magnificent moments . . . . In thi

most magnificent spectacle the screen has even giver

H. Shulgold's idea of recasting Larschan's ad.

Here is the suggestion of Fred Larkin of the Sherman theatre, a

Northwest Theatre Circuit house, at St, Cloud, Minn. Larkin pro-

poses that more selling copy be used in the place designated by

the letter A. At the top of the ad, in C, time of feature showings

would be inserted. In position B, woidd be copy on short product,

stage numbers or novelties. It is interesting to note that the Minne-

sota exhibitor in his suggested revision of the Larschan ad retains

the tipped style for the theatre name, as you will find in the

original ad on the opposite page. But Larkin believes that the

star's name should not be tipped.
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ovn, doesn't read across, but jumps from

c; corner to another.

The rearrangement of material used,

vich I have enclosed, although it probably

i not as effective for attention getting pur-

I es, at least requires no unusual effort to

t read.

The theatre name, star name, star picture,

jrture title, all can be taken in with one

s :ep of the eye.

Chances are, Larschan's layout is better

t n mine. I would like to see them side-hy-

s ; and compare them. We have only one

c y of the Herald-World here. Will you
l;dly return my layout with a copy of

1-schan's? I am very curious to see how
t y compare."

Ve're going you one better, Shulgold, and
r reducing both of them herewith.

Straightens Star Name

,"ow let's move over and make room for

I -kin. The A, B and C in his copy is ex-

f ined and in the caption below the cut.

Ire's the comment of Larkin, and bear in

rid that Shulgold writes from Pittsburgh,

vereas Larkin is in a comparatively small

vn in Minnesota

:

We straightened up the 'Norma Talmadge'
a I that should hit them in the eye. A tipped

a is okay after you have something to

c;h their interest. Tipping the theatre's

ime is very good if there are other houses
i town, as they will want to know what the-

ai it is at. If no other theatre is in the

s le town the theatre's name should not be

tied.

The coming attraction should be well

s arated from the major ad. In fact, a heavy
I der would be still better. The border on
t ad should be light, plenty of black for the

ii.de. The above is a small town version, as

Nt is where we are."

Some mighty fine suggestions, folks, don't

yt think? And that also calls to mind the
ft that you may not agree on all of them

—

f example, this department is not generally
i: favor of heavy black ads—and you even
»y consider that Larschan's ad is better than
eier of the suggested revisions. Well, here
t y are, all three together. An expression
o opinion from each one of you readers will

t welcomed bv the three showmen as well as
b.'The Theatre."

r

A PASSIONATE WAR OF LIFE . . . fought only with a woman's

weapons . . . Charm . . . Sei appeal . . A Starlet Woman . A Lilly

of the Streets . . . Loved by two men . . To one she gives her love

. . . to the other her honor . . . the three figures in this bizarre modern

love story are the three closest friends.

JjLwoman Dhputed
COMING! CCMLNG!

After Its Successful Run at the Central Theatre. ML Y.

"LILAC TIME"
With COLLEEN MOORE a»d GARRY COOPER

SEE LIFE at its most magnificent moments .... in the

most magnificent spectacle the screen has even given

yon

Herewith is the Larschan ad as reproduced in the February 2 issue.

iall to Sourdoughs

In Special Issue Is

"Trail of '98' Tieup
ssuance of the Alaska Weekly at Seattle

yh "The Trail of '98, Fifth Avenue, Now"
inuge red letters super-printed on the front

p e was a high mark in the exploitation
0 the opening of the Clarence Brown pro-
d tion at the Fifth Avenue theatre.

)f equal importance was the large amount
c editorial space in the issue devoted to the
p duction. A part of that editorial is re-
pued herewith.

The thrilling story of 'The Trail of '98',

f m the facile and well-informed pen of
tlj favorite poet of the Northland, Mr.
F'jert W. Service, appearing in motion pic-
t'e form, will be presented at Seattle's mag-
ncent theatre, the Fifth Avenue, beginning
t-; day (Friday). It will be on for one
* :k. Out of compliment to the many sour-
dighs in Seattle at this time, the manage-
fnt of the Fifth Avenue, on their own ini-

1 ive and encouraged by the well-known
Pmanent sourdough residents of the city.
h -

e set aside Monday evening as "Sour-
digh Evening," at which time all the sour-
dighs of the city are urged to attend this
gat motion picture performance—easilv the
f emost northern motion picture, produced

by one of the great motion picture producers

at a cost exceeding two million dollars. The
sourdoughs—all of them may meet on the

mezzanine floor of the commodious theatre

and meet oldtime sourdough friends whom
they may not have seen for manv years. In-

deed, may not have seen since the stirring

times which 'The Trail of '98' so truly de-

picts, both in the story and in the film version.

"Sourdoughs of Seattle, let us show our

appreciation of the courtesy shown us by the

Fifth Avenue theatre management in setting

apart "Sourdough Night," and turn out in

full force. You will have an enjoyable eve-

ning. The big picture is worthwhile."

Certainly there cannot be very' many resi-

dents of Seattle who failed to know the

picture was playing at the Fifth Avenue.

Mary Philbin's Name Used

In Radio Greeting Contest

The best greeting using a letter from Mary
Philbin's name to start each line was the

objective of a campaign waged over station

WADC in connection with the showing of

Universale "The Man Who Laushs" at the

Allen theatre in Cleveland. The Times Press

carried a sample greeting.

Fox Arranges Tieup for

Exhibitors and Stores

Fox Film Corporation has just arranged

a tieup with the Belding Heminway Com-
pany, silk manufacturers, for the placing of

cutouts in 3,000 department and dry goods
stores throughout the United States. There
are two sets of cutouts with easels attached,

one set being 11 inches high and the other

measuring five feet. The players are Janet

Gaynor, Mary Astor and Lois Moran.
Stores in practically all towns with a popu-

lation of more than 5,000 will have these

cutouts, it is said.

Exhibitors will benefit by tying up their

local showings of productions featuring

these players, with the stores displaying the

cutout, Fox points out. The first picture

which offers this opportunity is "New-

Year's Eve," released February 17 and fea-

turing Mary Astor. The press book for that

production describes the angles of the tie-

up in detail. If exhibitors have any dif-

ficulty in finding stores which have the cut-

outs, they may write to William J. O'Sulli-

van at Belding Heminway, 180 Madison

Avenue, New York City.
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Simplest Campaign Draws Best;

Good Grades Win Free Tickets
If there ever was an exploitation idea with more eomnionsense as well as prac-

ticability than this one, we'd like to hear of it. Ballyhoo h entirely missing;
and the thing is so simple that one wonders why it is not used by every exhib-
itor. But that's often the way of the world; the most obvious is the last seen.

Am u hi* tn t 11 tM.

PAVILION ALHAMBRA

"Thought I would mail you the attached
clipping from our local weekly newspaper,
which may grace your Theatre Section of
the Herald-World and incidentally give
some other 'exhib' an opportunity to cash
in on the 'stunt'," writes F. W. Zimmerman,
owner of the Palace and Grand theatres at

San Marcos, Texas.
"Wishing you continued success with the

Herald-World and especially the new Thea-
tres section, which I appreciate very much."

Worthy Pupils Given Tickets

We'll take the clipping—from the San
Marcos Record—and let it tell the story of
the campaign, which consists of giving free
tickets to all worthy pupils in the first

eleven grades of the public schools. In

fact, we'll use the entire clipping, because
it tells so much that will help other ex-
hibitors in putting over the campaign.

"F. W. Zimmerman, owner and manager
of the Palace theatre, challenges any city

in the United States to show a higher per-
centage of satisfactory grades in all school
work than has been demonstrated here.
"To stimulate better grades and reward

honest effort, but primarily for the reason
of encouraging better deportment in the
schools and public places, the management
conceived the idea of giving all worthy
students up to and including 11 grades, free
tickets to Saturday matinees upon present-

vvLien
in
New York

be
to

svre
see

PAUL ASH
AT THE

BROOKLYN

A
PUBLIX
THEATRE

Despite planes and such, Chicago and
New York are not exactly yet within com-
muting distance of each other. That's

what makes the above ad, which appeared
in Chicago newspapers last week, an in-

teresting development, with Chicugoans
invited to see Paul Ash at the Brooklyn
Paramount when they're in the East.

ing a signed card from the teacher to that
effect.

250 Present Good Grade Cards

"The effectiveness of this stunt has been
five times greater than was anticipated and
over 250 enterprising students presented
their good grade cards at the close of
the past six weeks' term. At the end of
the next school term the number will easily

increase to 400. It looks like bad boys and
uirls will be hard to find in the course of
the next school term. It is not the free
ticket so much that spurs on the student,
but in truth the gang spirit that prevails
among all healthy young fe.lk and the de-
sire to be with the gang. It looks very
much like the bad boy is going to be
mighty unpopular and be left out in the
cold, for that fond but serious-minded
parent, who desires the child to be good,
is not going to give the little boy 10c for
a show ticket if he persists in bringing home
poor grades.

"The management hopes that the number
of free tickets will increase steadily; the
loss of revenue at the box office will be
more than repaid in the good will incurred.
The teachers have responded most gracious-
ly in taking on the extra burden of signing
so many report cards in addition to the
thousand and one details in the daily rou-
tine of their splendid work; not one word
of complaint has come from them. The
Palace has endeavored to assist them in

every way possible and has prepared a
printed form card which is given to any
student and requires only the name of the
student and the teacher's signature. The
supply of these, cards will never run out as
long as the patience of the teacher endures.

"Other cities please copy and beat us if

you can!"

Now what do vou think about that'

Addison Will Represent

Comerford Theatre Chain
H. M. Addison, whose many exploitation

feats as managing director of the Great Lakes
theatre at Buffalo have been noted from time
to time in this department, has been named
as special representative of M. E. Comer-
ford, president of the Comerford circuit.

In his two years at the Fox Great Lakes,
Comerford has been president of the theatre
managers' association, active in the Allied

Fraternal toy fund, honorary member of the

Ismailia Temple, busy in the work of the

Kiwanis and Greater Buffalo Ad clubs, and
has done much community work from sta-

tion WKFN, which has a studio in the theatre

building.

Prospector W ith Guitar

Pulls Burros Around City
Varied exploitation ideas have been used

for "The Trail of '98" in different theatres

At the State in Louisville one outstanding
angle was the placing of large oil Daintings

in downtown store windows. At the Still-

man in Cleveland, a popular stock actor ^ad
Robert Service's poem from station WTAM.
At Birmingham, an itinerant singer with a
guitar and dressed as a gold prospector rode
a horse about town with two Mexican burros
on a leash trailing.

HAROLD LLOYD

"Dr. JACK

"

•SAFETY LAST."

DEL MONTE VICTORIA mum
Fruit* and Vegetable*

f:

— —

; Macdona Players.

— -

T0-*. lh..-B30»<«.
nm and SOPEMil

K*TZ BROTHERS LTD. j|
t^-JM-e* <— tmmi

And here is a glimpse of a page of amuseme
ads from the Malaya Tribune, in that Peninsu

tucked away at the bottom of Asia.

Place Yarbrough
On H. O. ListAgain;

He Never Left It.

E. D. Yarbrough of the Sheboygan The;
tre Newsette at Sheboygan, Wis., calls a

tention to a peculiar situation, in the listin

of the House Organ Exchange members \

the January 26 issue. Reinhold Wallac
was listed twice, once at the Shcboyga
and once at the Lake in Milwaukee; Ya
brough was omitted. What happened (

course was that in making the correctio

of Wallach's address the compositor pulle

out the line of type with Yarbrough's nam
and thus had Wallach's name in twice.

We understand that Wallach is in Cal

fornia at present, but we're not alterin

his Lake Theatre, Milwaukee, address unt

we know the change is permanent.

Yarbrough suggests that he be listed onl

as the Newsette, "since the name of th

editor of the house organ means nothing

We don't agree on that, Yarbrough. W
all know that in the Exchange we want t

be dealing with the individuals who pii

out the house organs. To that end we ri

quest that those who identify themselve

merely with the names of their theatre

herewith mend their ways and tells us a

who they are.

"Intend to have some news for you i

two or three weeks," Yarbrough write:

"Am working on a new idea in the way c

exploitation that, if proven successful, wi

be of interest to all of the members an

theatre circuits.

"Thank you for your past cooperatio

and criticisms of our publication. They ar

helpful."

Theatre Sermon Is Tied Up

With Shoiving of "Lonesome
A tieup of interest was that effected wit

Dr. J. Archer Gray in Lexington, Ky., fc

Universale "Lonesome." The Ben Ali theatr

ran a trailer on the fact that Dr. Gray wa

to preach a sermon in the theatre the fo

lowing Sunday morning and the sermon wa

to be addressed to lonesome people. Th

Lexington Herald carried the same announce

merit in its church notices.
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QUICK REFERENCE PICTURE CHART
Key to abbreviations used in denoting type of sound

AT All Talking T Talking Sequences

fj

—

Musical Score E Sound Effects

the picture contains both Talking Sequences and Musical

Sire, or other combinations, it is so denoted by a combination

ifeviations such as TM, ME, etc.

Key to abbreviations used in denoting the type of picture

C—Comedy F—Farce
D Drama M Melodrama
ft

—

Romance W—Western
My Mys tery

omedy-drama, Romantic comedy, etc., are denoted by a com-

bntion of abbreviations.

ates printed in the column, "Comment," are those on which

''-vice Talks" were published on pictures. Dates in the column,

7w Pictures," are those on which casts and synopses were
oiisbed in the "New Pictures" department.

ici Length Title and Playen
New

Pictures

_ MOO
_ MM
— 5500

_ 5300

_ 5300

_ 8000

_ 6500

1!?

_ 5831

_ 6843

_ 5435

— 5791

15:

_ 545?
_ 5818

_ 5649

_ 5537

_ 6014

_ 5928

_ 6*67

— 5592

_ 5471

_ 5915

_ 5540

_ 5544

_ 5701

_ 6266

_ 9465

— 5725

_ 6401

— 6443

_ 5616

— 5440

_ 6464

_ 679*

_ 5988
IC 8193

_ 6047

_ 6048

_ 5350

— 5472

19

T3 6214

l'i

18

Chesterfield

Sound Length Title and Players

New
Released Pictures

1927 First National

Adorable Cheat, The, T.lla Lee-Mclnto
Below the IhsssWe
Campus Knighta

Circumstantial Evidence
House of Shame. The
Roaring Forties. The
South of Panama

-.Aug. 15
_Feb. 28

-Aug. 15
_Jan. 1
.Oct. 1

-Apr. 15

Oct. 13

Columbia
Alias the Lone Wolf (0), LyteU-Wilson-
Blood Ship, The (M). Bosworth-Logan

—

Stage Kisses (D). Harlan-Chadwick
Warning, The (M). Holt-Eerier

_Aug. 22

..Aug. 10

-Nov. 2

..Nor. 26

Jan. 7 Oct- 1

Dec. 3 July 23

Jan. 7

Dec 3

After the Storm, Gilbert-Bosworth...

Apache. The (D), LlTtngston-AlTarado-
-Apr. 17

Beware of Blondes (MD). Revier-Matt-Moore-
Broadway Daddies. Jacqueline Logan-
Court-Martial (D), Holt-Compson_
Desert Bride. The (MD). Betty Compso
Driftwood (D). Alvarado-Day
Golf Widows (CD). Reynolds-Ford
Lady Raffles, Taylor-Drew
Matinee Idol. The (MD). LoTe-Walier
Modern Mothers (CD). Helene Chadwick-
Name the Woman (D). Stewart-Gordon—
Nothing to Wear (CD). Logan-Ton EIt

:

Object Alimony (D). Lois Wilson-

July 1

-Apr. 7

Aug. 12
_ -Mar. 26

Oct. 15

May 1

July 21

Jan. 25

_ Mar. 14

June 9

May 25

Not. 5

Apr. 14

Not. 17

May 2S

Feb. 25

Apr. 7

June 19

-Dec. 22 Jan. 12

Power of the Press (D). Fairbanks. Jr. -Ralston—Oct. 31

Restless Youth (D), Day-Forbes Not. 30

Runaway Girls (D), Mason-Rankin Aug. 23

Say It With Sables (D). Bushman-Chadwick July 13

Scarlet Lady. The (D). Lya De Putrj Aug. 1

Sideshow. The (D). Pretest-Graves Dec. 11

Sinners Parade (MD). Varconi-Rerier_

So This Is Love. Mason-Collier

Sporting Age, The. Bennett -Herbert

—

Stool Pigeon, Borden-Delaney
Street of Illusion (D). Valli-Keith

Submarine (D), Holt-Rerler
That Certain Thing. Dana-Graves.
Virgin Lips (D), Olive Borden-
Wife's Relations. The. Mason-Glass

—

Woman's Way. A, Baxter-Liringston...

Faker. The (D). Logan-Delaney-

-Sept. 14

-Feb. 6

-Mar. 2

-Oct. 25

-Sept. 3

-Not. 12
-Jan. 1

-Aug. 18

-Jan. 13

-Feb. IS

Jan. 28

Feb. 9

Feb. 11

Mar. 31

Lone Wolf's Oaughter. Lytell-Olmstead

Younger Generation, The, Hersholt-BasQuette—
..Jan. 13

...Jan- 24

Excellent
6860

5974

5904

5280

66O0

5355

5100

6000

6400

4700

6536

3600

A Bit of Heaven (D), Washburn-Lee May 15

Broken Barriers, Helene Costello Nor. 1

Daughters of Desire, Irene Rich _Nor. 25

Inspiration (D). George Walsh May 10

Into No Man's Land. Tom Santschi-J. Norman—July 15

Life's Crossroads, Hulette Hamilton—
Montmartre Rose

-Oct. 20

-Dec. 15

-Oct. 20

-Aug. 27

-Jan. 20

Passion Song. The. Noah Beery -Olmstead

—

Manhattan Knights. Barbara Bedford
Satan and the Woman (D). Windsor-Keefe
Speed Classic The, Rex Lease-Mildred Harris—July 31

Stronger Will, The (W), Marmont-Carewe Feb. 20

Women Who Dare (D), Chadwick-Delaney Mar. 30

6300
6333
6222
8730
6386

6802
7133
6288
6118
6524
6720
5718
7388
5542
6520
6431

11414
6897

6400
6210
6477
5606

7179
5000
7400
5774

7833
6336
6409

All Aboard (C), Hines-Murphy
American Beauty (CD). Dove-Hugnes_

Breakfast at Sunrise (CD). C. Talmadge-

Camille (D). N. Talmadge-Roland Sept. 4

Crystal Cup, The (D), Mackaill-Mulhal] Oct. 15

Drop Kick. The (D). Bar-Lhelmess-Rerier—_ Sept. 25

Gorilla. The (My), Murray-Kelsey -Nor. 13

Gun Gospel (W), Maynard-Faire Not. 6

Her Wild Oat (C). Mocre-Kent T>ec. 25

Home Made (C). Hines-Daw Nor. 20

Life of Riley. The (C). Murray-Sidney Sept. 18

Apr. 2

Not. 19 Oct. 22

Not. 12 Nor. 26

May 2

Not. 12 Oct. 29

—July 3

...Dec IS

.. Not. 27

_Jnne 26

-Oct. 30

Lonesome Ladies (CD). Nilsson-Stone-

Love Mart. The (D). DoTe-Roland
Man Crazy (CD). Mackaill-Mulhal)

Naughty But Nice (C). Moore-Reed

No Place to Go (C), Hughes-Astor

Patent Leather Kid. The (D), Bart'lmess-O'Day

Poor Nut. The (C). Murray-Mulnall Au*. 7

Prince of Head Waiters (D). Stone-Tashman
Red Raiders. The (W). Maynard-Drew_ July 17

Rose of the Gclden West (D). Astor-Boland Sept 4

Sea Tiger. The (D). SiHs-Astor Oct- 2

Stolen Bride, The (D). Hughes-Dore Sept. 11

Sunset Derby (D). Astor-CoDier Aug. 11

_June 5

.Dec 4

Dec. 17

Dec. 3
Not. 16 Oct. 29

Oct. 1
Sept. 14

Nov. 28

Nor. 12

-Feb. 12
May 14

-APT. 9

Jan. 22
Sept. 10

July 23

Oct 15

Not. 19 Oct- 8

Sept. 17

-Sept. 3

Tender Hour. The (D). Dore-Lyon.

Three Hours (O). Griffith-Bowers-

Twinkletoes. Moore-Harlan
Valley of the Giants (D), Sills-Kenyon-

6409 White Pants Willie (C). Hines-Hyams—

1928

..-Aug. 28

_ .Dec 11

July 24

M

7137
7402
6500
6457
5800
5744

6365
5600
6225

Adoration (D), Dore-Moreno-
Barker. The (D). Sllls-MackaUl.

Big Noise. The (CD). Conklin-White

Burning Daylight (M). Sills-Kenyon

Butter and Egg Man, The. Jack Mill n ail

Canyon of Adventure (W). Maynard
Chaser. The (C). Lanzdon
Cheyenne (W). Ken Maynard.

—Dec. 30

_.Mar. 25

—Feb. 26

-Sept. 2

_Apr. 29

-Feb. 2

July 14

Mar. 10

Dec 15

Apr. 7

. July 28

Chinatown Charlie (C). Hines-Lorraine_

Code of the Scarlet (W). Ken Maynard

—

Crash. The (D). SiHs-Todd...

-Apr. 15

.July 1

-Oct. 7

TME 10101
6027
6172

ME 6344

ME 7989
5886
7100

ME 5755
7541
7426
6070
5400
5957
7695
6592
6608

ME 8967

7700

Dancing Vienna (D). Mara-Lyon
Divine Lady. The (D). Griffith-Varconi-

Do Your Duty (CD). Charlie Murray

—

Flying Romeos (C). Murray-Sidney-

French Dressing (CD), Warner-Wilson.

-Oct. 14

_Feb. 26

..Jan. 15

Goodbye Kiss. The. Johnny Burte-Sally Ellers— July 8

Glorious Trail. The (W). Ken Maynard Oct. 28

Happiness Ahead (D). Colleen Moore-Lowe June 30

Haunted House. The (MD), Conklin-Kent >°t. 4

Harold Teen (CD). Lake-Brian Apr. 29

May 6Hawk's Nest The (M). Milton Sills

Heart to Heart. Lloyd Hughes-Todd-
Heart Trouble (CD). Harry Langdon

6625

M
ME

First Division
5500 Faiasa. Raymond Wells
5700 Free Lips (MD). June Marlowe-
6300 Masked Angel. Betty Compson
6200 Souls Aflame. Raymond Wells.

—

-Apr. 1

-Aug. 4

..Mar. 1

July 14

Apr. 7

Apr. 21

6612
7129
6100
6100

ME 6622

ZZ 5485

ME
8188

ME 6133

7534
5834
6212

ME 6142
6895

ME 6058
5087
6300
7187

_July 22

-Aug. 12

Heart of a Follies Girl (D). Dore-Kent-Sherman-Mar. 18

Helen of Troy (CD), Stone-Corda-Cortez Jan. 8

Ladies Night (CD). Mackaill-Mulhal] Apr. 1

Lady Be Good (CD). Mulhall-Mackaill May 12

Lilae Time (D), Moore-Cooper Nor. IS

Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (D). Bar-

thelmess-O'Day Apr. 8

Mad Hour (D), O'Neill-Kent- Sherman Mar. 4

Naughty Baby (CD). Colleen Moore Dec 16

Night Watch. The (D), Billie Dove Sept. 9

Noose. The (D). Barthelmess-Joyce Jan. 29

Oh. Kay (CD). Colleen Moore-Hale Aug. 26

..Aug. 19

-Nov. 11

Feb. 11

. Dec. 29

Feb. 18

June 23

Sept. 29

_Feb. 2

_Oct. 27

Oct. 13

Apr. 7

Dec 10

July 7

Sept. 29

May 26

Oct. 27

APT. 21

May 26

July 7

Joly 21

Mar. 10

Dec 24

Not. 24

June 16

Aug. 4

Sept. 1 Aug. 13

May 12

Out of the Ruins. Richard Barthelmess.-

Outcast (D). Griffith-Lowe

Phantom City. The (W). Ken Maynard-
Sailors' Wives (CD). Hughes-Astor
Scarlet Seas (D). Richard Barthelmess-

Jan. 22

—Dec. 9

Shepherd of the Hills (D). Francis-O'Day—. Jan. 1

Show Girl (CD). White-Reed-Moran Sept- 23

Strange Case of Captain Ramper, The (D)_

Three Ring Marriage (M), Hughes-Astor

—

Wagon Show. The (W). Maynard
Waterfront (CD), Mackaill-Mulhal] Sept. 16

Wheel of Chance, The (D). Richard Banhelmess-June 17

Whip, The (D), Forbes-MackaiU Sept. 30

Whip Woman. The (D). Taylor-Moreno Feb. 5

Wright Idea. The (CD). Johnny Hines Aug. 5

Yellow Lily. The (D). Dove-Brooks May 20

APT. 7

Mar. 17

Dec. 8

Oct. 13

Dec 10

Sept. 8

Sept. 15

Oct. 27

-Not. U
Dec. 24

Dec 1

Dec 8

Sept. 15

July 21—July 29

—May 27 Apr. 28

...Mar. 11 Mar. 17

Sept. 22

June 2

July 14

Feb. 11

July 7

at- ;?

Sept. 8

Sept. 1

Dec 1

Feb. 2

Jan. 21

Dec 15

Oct. 6

July 21

1927
4665
5333
4300
8154
4545
5515
6162
6898

10726
5446
5009
5412
6293
5629

r ox
5 Arizona Wildcat. The (W). Tom Mix-

Chain Lightning (W). Buck Jones-

Come to My House (CD). Olive Borden

East Side. West Side (D). O'Brien-VaHL.

Good as Gold (W). Jones-

High School Hero (C). Phipps-Smart.-

Joy Girl. The (CD). Olive Borden

Paid to Love (D). O'Brien-VallL

7th Heaven. The (R). Farrell-Gaynor-

Silk Legs (CD). Madge Bellamy
Silver Valley (W). Tom Mix_

-Not. 20

..Aug. 14

-Dec 25
-Oct. 9

-June 12

-Oct. 16

-Sept. IS

-Aug. 14

-Oct. 30

.Dec. IS

Jan. 7

Jan. 7 Oct- 23
-June 11
-Oct. 29

-Sept. 24

-Aug. 6

H
Dec 31

Dec 17

Slaves of Beauty (D). Herbert-Tell—

2 Girls Wanted (CD). Janet Gaynor..

Wizard. The (MyD), Lowe-Hyams—

.

Tune 5

—Sept. 11

-Dec. 11

Oct. 29

-June 11

Jan. 14 Dec 3
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Sound Length Title and Players
New

Pictures

1928
TME
M

M
M
TME

TME
M

M

7702
5508
4612
6418
4293
4987
5708
65C6
7176
5109
5148
7217
4939
8962
5038
5882
4404
5560
6430
4618
5153
6188
4399
6782
6042

6807
10116
6679
5071
5034
4962
5260

6640
6086
9250
6194

6132
6937

4990
6162
5380
6629
5355
9222
8393
4870
5937
5030
4921
6337

6480

1929
M
M
TME
TME
M
M
M
M
M
M

1927

1928
5268
6987

5800

6000
5950

6432

6700
6200
6750

5900
6000

1929
AT

T
T
T

1927
6761

6306
8730
10662
11375
5836
0068
6126
6396
8235
6591
6683
6017
6291
6266
5966
7599
65*1
6781

, 6705
6289
5252
7899
5517

Air Circus, The, Dresser-Rollins-Lake. _ _
Blindfold, The, O'Brten-Morao-Foxe...-
Branded Sombrero, The (W), Buck Jones
Chicken a la King (CD), Carroll-Lee.
Cowboy Kid. The, Rex Bea
Daredevil's Reward (W), Tom Mix. _
Don't Marry, Moran-Hamilton _

Dressed to KIM, Lowe-Astor
Dry Martini, Astor-Moore-Gran
Escape, The (D), Russell-Valll _

Farmer's Daughter, The (CD). Beebe-Stone...-
Fazil. Farrell-NIssen _ _ _

Fleetwing, Norton-Janls-Bard
Four Sons, Mann-Collyer-Hall _

Gateway of the Moon, The (D), Del Rio..._

Girl in Every Port. A (CD), Victor McLaglen.
Girl-Shy Cowboy. The, Rex Bell-O'Leary
Great White North, Special Cast...- _

Hangman's House, McLaglen-CoUyer.
Hello Cheyenne, Tom Mix...- _ _

Homesick. Cohen-Beebe
Honor Bound, O'Brien-Taylor „
Horseman of the Plains (W), Tom Mix
Love Hungry (CD), Moran-Gray.
Me, Gangster (D), Collyer-Terry
Mother Machree. Bennett-McLaglen...
Mother Knows Best, Bellamy-Dresser-Norton
News Parade. Stuart-Phipps _
No Other Woman (D), Dolores Del Rio
None But the Brave, Norton-Phipps
Painted Post (W). Tom Mix. _
Play Girl, The. Madge Bellamy _

Plastered in Paris. Cohen- Pennick-Llnow.
Prep and Pep, RoWns-Drexel-Darrow.
Red Dancer (D), Del Bao-FarreU.
Red Wine, Collyer-NageL.„
Riley the Cop (CD). Farrell-MacDonald.
River Pirate, The, McLaglen-Moran
Road House (MD), Barrymore-Burke
Romance of the Underworld (D), Astor-Bole. ..

Sharp Shooters (CD), O'Brien-Moran
Soft Living (CD), Bellamy-Brown
Squaro Crooks, Brown-Dwan.—
Street Angel, Gaynor-Farrell -

Sunrise (D), George O'Brten-Gaynor.—
Taking a Chance, Rex Bell _

Thief in the Dark, A, Meeker-Hill-Beebe
Why Sailors Go Wrong, Phlpps-McNamara
Wild West Romance (W). Rex King _
Win That Girl. Rnlllnss-Carol.

Woman Wise (C), Bussell-Collyer.

Sept. 30

Dec. 9

... Jan. 8
June 17

—July 15
Jan. 15

—June 3

...Mar. 18
—.Oct. 7

... Apr. 29

..-.July 8

Sept. 9

—.June 24

Sept. 2

...Jan. 1

... Feb. 26

-..Aug. 12

....Dec. 30

...May 13

—May 13

..Dec. 16

—May 6

—Mar. 11

. ..Apr. 8

—Oct. 14

.. .Oct 21

... Oct. 28

....June 10

...June 10

—Aug. 5

...July 1

...Apr. 22

... Sept. 23

...Nov. 18

.. .Dec. 2

... Dec. 23
..Nor. 25
—Aug. 26

...July 15

..Nov. 11

...Jan. 15

...Feb. 5

Mar. 4

...Aug. 19

...Nov. 4

...Nov. 18
. May 20

...Mar. 25

...June 10

. ..Sept 16

...Jan. 8

Fugitives, Bellamy-Terry _ _ Jan. 27
Girls Gone Wild, Carol-Stuart _ —. Feb. 24
Hearts In Dixie. Reed-Howe _ .Feb. 24
In Old Arizona, Baxter-Lowe.— - Jan. 20
Making the Grade, Lowe-Moran. _ Feb. 10
New Year's Eve, Astor-Foxe...... __ Feb. 17
Nobody's Children. All Star _ Mar. 10
Sin Sister. The, Nancy Carroll-Gray Feb. 3
Strong Boy, McLaglen-Joy _ Mar. 3
True Heaven, O'Brien-Moran Jan. 20

Gotham
Down Grade, The, William Fairbanks Oct.
Silent Avenger, The. "Thunder" Delaney Nov. 1

Sinews of Steel, Alberta Vaughn Oct. 1
When Danger Calls, William Fairbanks Nov.

Bare Knees. Virginia Lee Corbin...- June
Blondes by Choice. Claire Windsor March
Cheer Leader. The. Graves-Olmstead April
Chorus Kid, The, Faire-Washburn June
Girl from Rio, The, Myers-Pigeon Feb.
Head of the Family, The, Virginia Lee Corbin— Oct.
Hellship Bronson, Beery-Reid- May
Midnight Life, Francis X. Bushman.... Aug.
Rose of Kildare. The. Chadwick-CMalley Jan.
San Francisco Nights. Percy Marmont May
Satin Woman, The, Mrs. Wallace Raid. _Jan.
Through the Breakers, Livingston-Herbert Sept.
Turn Back the Hours, Myma LoyT... July
United States Smith, Gribbon-Lee July

Father and Son, Noah Beery-Noah Beery. Jr. _
Knee High. Virginia Lee Corbin Oct.

Modern Sappho. A. Betty Bronson Sept.
River Woman, The, Logan-L. Banymore Aug.
Times Square, Alice Day-Lubin - ..Sept.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Adam and Evil (CD), Cody-Pringle Aug. 27

After Midnight (D), Shearer-Gray Aug. 20
Annie Laurie (D), Lillian Gish. _ Sept 17

Ben Hur (M), Ramon Novarro. Oct. 8
Big Parade, The (M), Gilbert-Adoree Sept. 10

Bugle Call, The (D), Jackie Coogan. Aug. 6

Buttons (CD), Jackie Coogan Dec. 24

Callahans and Murphys (CD), Dressler-Moran. June 18
Fair Co-ed, The (CD). Marion Davies. Oct. 15

Garden of Allah, Th» (D), Terry-Petrovitch- Nov. 5
In Old Kentucky (D), H. CosteUo... Oct. 29

London After Midnight (D). Lon Chaney Dec. 3
Lovelorn, The, Sally CNell Dec. 17

Lovers (D), Novarro-Terry Apr. 9

Man, Woman and Sin (D), John Gilbert Nov. 19
Mockery (M), Lon Chaney __ Aug. 13

Quality Street. Davies-Nagel. Dec. 31

Road to Romance, The (D), Novarro-Day Sept. 24

Spoilers of the West (W), McCoy-Daw. Dec. 10

Spring Fever (C), William Haines... Oct. 22
Tea for Three (C), Cody-Pringle Dec. 10

Thirteenth Hour, The (D), Lionel Barrymore. Nov. 26

Twelve Miles Out (M). Gilbert July 9

Unknown, The (M), Chaney —June 4

Oct 20

Dec. 8

Jan. 21

June 30

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Pictures

May 12

Apr. 21

Apr. 7

Mar. 10

Nov. 3

Nov. 17

May 26

June 23

July 7

May 26

May 19

Feb. 4

Dec. 8

Nov. 3

..June 24

Nov. 3
Sept 22

_ Jan. 26

Sept 29 Oct. 20

Aug. 4

Feb. 4

Feb. 18

Jan. 19

Feb. 18

July 7

.July 21

May 19 June 2

Aug. 18
Oct. 20

Jan. 28

_ - Aug. 13

Aug. 17

May 21

..Nov. 12

Deo. 31
July 16

Nov. 10 Oct. 29
Nov. 10 Sept. 10
Nor. 26 Dec. 3
Dec. 17 Dec. 17

Dec 31

.._ _—May 2

Dec. 3 Dec. 17

Sept. 10
Jan. 7

Nov. 19

Dec. 24

Nov. 12 Dec. 10

Dec. 24 Not. 12
Dec. 3 Deo. 3

July 30

June 13

1928
6908
6749
6332
5896
6838
6344

TE 6053
7108
5679
5653
8601
8686
6995

M 7652
5838
6070

7358
7987

8436

ME 7180
4987
6620
4823

M 7126
7743

7045
5695
7352
5441

M 6575

7650
6893
7289
5028
7732

TE 7453

6487

5801
9560

5931
M 6150

8090
ME 7448
Tins 7965

5011
ME 6721

M 8319
4447

1929
M
TME 8000

TME
M 9044

0179
5264

5596

8799

1927

6199
6951

9879

6536

6662
5408
7447
6296
5393
6376

6017
5880
6368
6634

5209
6170
5515
6015
5179
6838
4934
6200
6124

0006

6497
4926
7643
8486
5935

ME 12267

5960

1928
5897
6099
6536

ME 7805
5930
7202
5665
7866
5364
5889
6402
6134
6918
5852
7640
6871

6263
5038
6528
6039
7464

Actress. The. Norma Shearer-Forbes Apr. 28
Across to Singapore (MD), Novarro-Crawford Apr. 7
Baby Mine. Arthur-Dane... _ Jan. 21
Beyond the Sierras (W). Tim McCoy.— Sept. 15
Big City, The. Chaney-Compson-Day —.Feb. 18
Bringing Up Father. Farrell-Moran-Olmstead Mar. 17
Brotherly Love (C). Dane-Arthur ..Oct. 13
Cardboard Lover. The. Marion Davies. _ Aug. 25
Certain Young Man. A. Novarro-Day ...May 19
Circus Rookies (CD). Dane-Arthur —.Mar. 31
Cossacks, The, Adoree-Gllbert-Torrenoe. June 23
Crowd, The, Boardman-Murray-Boacb — Mar. 3
Cameraman, The (CD), Buster Keaton. Sept 15
Dancing Daughters, Joan Crawford— _ Sept. 1

Detectives. Dane-Arthur — June 9
Diamond Handcuffs, Boardman-NageL May 5
Divine Woman, Garbo-Hanson-Sherman Jan. 14
Dream of Love, Joan Crawford Dec. 1
Enemy. The, Gish-Dane-Forbes _ _ Feb. 18
Excess Baggage (D). William Haines Sept 8
Forbidden Hours (D), Novarro-Adoree. ....June 16
Four Walls (MO), Gilbert-Crawford - Aug. 11
Honeymoon, Moran-Flash-Gribbon... _ Bee. 29
Lady of Chance (D), Shearer-Sherman —_ Dec. 22
Latest from Paris, The. Shearer-Forbes...- ...Feb. 4

Laugh, Clown, Laugh, Chaney-Murphy-Hiale Apr. 14

Law of the Range, McCoy-Crawford - Jan. 21

Love, Garbo-Gllbert - _ Jan. 2

Mademoiselle from Armentleres, Estelle-Brody-

John Stuart _ _ „ June 2

Masks of the Devil. John Gilbert Nov. 17

Mysterious Lady. The, Greta Garbo-NageL -Aug. 4

Napoleon (D). Wildlmlr-Dieudonne. _ .Oct 27

Patsy, The. Davies-Caldwell-Gray Mar. 10

Riders of the Dark _ Apr. 21

Rose Marie. Crawford-Murray _ ...Feb. 11

Show People (CD), Davtes-Haines— Oct. 20

Smart Set Haines-Day-Holt-Bosworth _ .Feb. 25

Skirts, Syd Chaplin. _ _ May 12

Student Prince. The (R), Novarro-Shearer... Jan. 30

Under the Black Eagle. Forbes-Dog Flash ... Mar. 24

West of Zanzibar (D), Lon Chaney . .. Nov. 24

West Point (CD), Haines-Crawford _ _ Jan. 7

While the City Sleeps (MD), Lon Chaney Sept. 29

White Shadows in the South Seas (MD). Monte
Blue - _ _ Not. 10
Wickedness Preferred (CD). Cody-Pringle.— Jan. 28

Wind. The (D), Lillian Gish Oct. 27

Woman of Affairs (D), Garbo-Gilbert Dec. 15

Wyoming. McCoy -Sebastian - - Mar. 24

A Man's Man, Haines-Dunne „

Alias Jimmy Valentine (D), William Haines Jan. 26

All at Sea, Dane-Arthur. Feb. 9

Bellamy Trial (D), Joy-Bronson. _

Flying Fleet (D), Novarro-Page Jan. 19

Loves of Casahova, Foreign Cast Feb. 16

Morgan's Last Raid (W), McCoy-Sebastian Jan. 5

Single Man (CD), Cody-Pringle. _ Jan. 12

Tide of the Empire, Adoree-Duryea Feb. 2

Trail of '98 (D), Forbes-Del Rio. Jan. 5

Apr. 28
Jan. 28

Feb. 25
Mar. 31

Oct. 13

Mar. 10

Sept. 15

June z

-Sept

;

Mar. 1

May r

Apr. H

Jan. II

Feb. 1!

Oct 27

Apr. 11

Dee. 1

Paramount
Afraid to Love (C), Vidor... Apr. 9

Barbed Wire (D), Negri-Brook... _ Sept 10

Beau Geste (M). Colman-N. Beery.— Aug. 1

Chang (D). Special cast _ Sept. 3

Children of Divorce (D), Bow... — Apr. 2

City Gone Wild, The (M), Meighan-Mlllner. — Nov. 12

•Covered Wagon. The (M). Kerrigan-Wilson Aug. 6

Fashions for Women (CD), Ralston. Mar. 26

Firemen Save My Child (C). Beery-Hatton Aug. 1

Gay Defender. The (CD). Richard Dlx. Dec. 10

Gentleman of Paris. A (CD), Menjou-O'Hara Oct. 15

Get Your Man (CD), Clara Bow _ — Dec. 10

Running Wild (C). Fields-Brian _ Aug. 20

Senorlta (F). Daniels .Aug. 30

Serenade (D), Menjou-Wray... Deo. 24

Service for Ladies (C), Menjou-Carver. - ..Aug. 6

Shanghai Bound (D), Dlx-Brlan _ Oct. 15

She's a Sheik (C), Bebe Daniels Nov. 12

Shootin' Irons (W), Luden-Blane Oct. 8

Soft Cushions (C), MacLean-CaroL Aug. 27

Spotlight. The (CD), Ralston-Hamilton - Nov. 19

Stark Love (D), Special cast.. Sept. 17

Swim, Girl, Swim (CM), Daniels-Hall — Sept. 17

Tell It to Sweeney (C). Conklin-Bancroft Sept 24

Ten Modern Commandments (CD), Ralston... July 2

Time to Love (FC), Raymond Grifflth - June 18

Underworld (M), Bancroft-Brent— Oct. 29

Way of All Flesh, The (D), Jannings-Bennett—..Oct. 1

We're All Gamblers (D), Meighan-Millner... Sept. 3

Wings (M). Charles Rogers. - Oct. 29

Woman on Trial (D). Pola Negri _ ..Oct. 29

Nov. 3

Apr. 14

- ...Deo. 1

Sent . 29

Feb. 2 Jan. 19

Feb. 9

Dec. 29

-Apr. 2S

—Aug. 3

ZmajJ
...Hay 2

Dee. 10

....Apr. 9

Dee. 10

—Nov. 11

—Oct 8

Jan. 7

-June 18

-.-May 14

Jan. 14

- Sept 3

Deo. 31 Nov. IS

Jan. 21 Nov. 24

Ann *7

—Deo. >

Mar. 11

—Sept IT

Jan. 7 Oct. 22

-July 23

—July 9

...Sept. 3

..July J

—Aug. 20

Dec. 24 Oct 1

Adventure Mad (M). Hall -

Avalanche (W), Jack Holt — -

Beau Sabreur <M), Cooper-Brent
Beggars of Life (MB), W. Berry-Brooks-Arlen..

Big Killing (CD). Beery-Hatton.

Docks of New York, The (D), Bancroft-Compson.
Doomsday, Vldor-Cooper
Drag Net, The (MD), Bancroft-Brent-Powell
Easy Come, Easy Go, Richard Dlx
Feel My Pulse, Daniels- Arlen.

Fifty. Fifty Girl, The. Daniels-Hall _
First Kiss, The (D). Wray-Cooper
Fleet's In. The (CO), Bow-Hall
Fools for Luck (CD). Fields-Conklln.

Forgotten Faces (MD), Brook-Brian
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (C), Taylor-White...

Half a Bride (D), Ralston-Cooper

His Tiger Lady, Menjou-Brent
Hot News, Bebe Daniels. _

Just Married (CD), Hall-Taylor-Ford
Kit Carson (MD), Fred Thomson

Mar. 31

June 23
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S. d Length Title and Players
New

Released Pictures

6792

8234

7415

5837

7434

6051

6411

5941

5444

5741

7910

6600

10172

55S2

(070

782S

6331

6165

7175

7761

7616

6323

4792
7960

5951

6218

- 6763

7141

5962

5733

5991

5S34

6349

- 6319

M 6509

i! 10400

5378

5435

6938

1 9

r 10471

k

T 5943

A 7156

Z 6043

k

A!

M
r 7112

A
M 6396

I 3

_ 3996

I T008

_ 5755

_ 4293

_ 4805

5927

- 5722

4833

4598

5408

4550

4846

U 6312

6145

7996

7054

4526

6670

4480

5398

4476

6787

7056

r. 13500

4155

4683

6650

5888

7530
u 5506

— 5762

MM
5659

6070

\
5954

5494

5626

6092

7935

—

i

4520
T 6804
r 6581

6902

7040

I 5816

5423

6370

4520

5035

4000

5937

>

6898

i

1?

M
5076

5916

5960

5970

5501

4200

Ladies of the Mob. Clara Bow
Last Command. The (D). Emil J:rjL:.:-

Legion of the Condemned, Wray-Cooper—

_

Love and Learn, Ralston-Chandler
Loves of an Actress (O). Pola Negri
Manhattan Cocktail. Carroll

Mating Call. The ( D), Thomas Meighan
Model From Montmartre (D), NUa NaldL.
Moran of the Marines (D), Dix-Elder
Night of Mystery (D), Menjou
Old Ironsides (O). Beery-Bancroft
Partners in Crime (C>. Beery-Hatton.
Patriot, The (D). Emil Jannings.
Peaks of Destiny
Pioneer Scout. The (W), Fred Thomson
Racket. The (D), Thomas Meighan
Red Hair (CD). Bow-Chandler
Sawdust Paradise, The. Esther Ralston
Secret Hour. The (D). Negri-Hersholt—

.

Sins of the Fathers (D). Emil Jannings..
Showdown. The, Bancroft — _
Someone to Love (CD). Brian-Rogers
Something Always Happens. Ralston-Hamilton Mar. 24
Speedy (C). Harold Lloyd Apr. 7

June 30
Jan. 21

Mar. 10

_.. Jan. 14

Sept, 18
Not. 24
July 21

Sept 22
—Oct. 27

_ ..Apr. 7

._Mar. 3

Mar. 17

Sept. 1
Jan. 23

Jan. 21

June 30

Mar. 10

Aug. 25

Feb. 4

Dec. 29

Feb. 25

May 26

Jan. 23

Sporting Goods. Dix-Olmstead
Street of Sin (D). Jannings-Wray.—
Sunset Legion (W). Fred Thomson-
Three Sinners (D), Negri-Baxter..
Three Week Ends. Clara Bow
Tillie's Punctured Romance. Fields -Conklin Feb 18

Feb. 11

May 26

Apr. 21

Apr. 14

Under the Tonto Rim. Arlen-Brian
Vanishing Pioneer. The (W). Jack Holt...

Varsity (D), Rogers- Brian..

Feb. 4

June 23

Oct. 27

Aug. 25
Aug. 11

Water Hole. The (W). Jack Holt
Warming Up. Richard Dix.
Wedding March. The (D). Erich Von Stroheim_..Oct 6
What a Night (CD). Bebe Daniels

, Oct. 6
Wife Savers (C). Beery-Hatton. Jan. 7
Woman From Moscow, The (D), Xegri-Kerry Nov. 3

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Pictures Comment

Aug. 4 Nov. 3
July 21 Sept. 15
May 26

Oct. 27 Jan. 2G
Jan. 12

Abie's Irish Rose (CO). Rogers-HershoH
A Bird in the Hand, Lois Wilson
Case of Lena Smith (D). Ralston-Hall
Canary Murder Case, William Powell
Carnation Kid. The
Interference. Brook-Kenyon
Melancholy Dame. Cohen All-colored
Post Mortems. Raymond-Griffith
Redskin, Richard Dix. _ _

Shopworn Angel. The, Cooper-Carroll
When Caesar Ran a Newspaper. Hatton-Hardy-
Wolf of Wall Street. George Bancroft

..Jan. 1

..Feb. 23

June 19

Nov. 3

.Feb. 18

-Jan. 19
-Jan. 26

-Jan. 5

..Mar. 9

..Mar. 23

Not. 24

Jan. 12

Feb. 9

.Jan. 20

Feb. 2 Jan. 19

Pathe
Alice Through a Looking Glass
Annapolis. Allan-Brown-Loff
Apache Raider, The, Leo Maloney
Avenging Shadow (D). Klondike (Dog)..
Ballyhoo Buster (W), Buffalo Bill. Jr._

Blonde for a Night, Prevost

Black Ace. The (W), Don Coleman.
Blue Danube, Leatrice Joy .

Feb. 12

_.Nov. 18

Feb. 12
Apr. 29
Jan. 8

Feb. 27

Sept 2——Mar. 12

May 12

Boss of Rustlers Roost, The. Don Coleman ......Jan. 22
Border Patrol (W), Harry Carey Dec 23
Bronc' Stomper, The, Don Coleman .Feb. 26
Bullet Mark. The. Jack Donovan .Mar. 25
Burning Bridges, Harry Carey Sept. 30

Feb. IS

May 12

Mar. 17

May 19

Captain Swagger, Rod La Rocque..

Celebrity, Armstrong (D)
Chicago (M), Phyllis Haver.
Cop. The (D). WJliam Boyd...

Cowboy Cavalier (W), Buddy Roosevelt..

Craig's Wire (D), Irene Rich
Crashing Through. Jack Padjan
Desperate Courage (W). Wales
Fangs of Fate (D). Klondike (D)
Forbidden Love (D). Llli Damita
Hold 'Em Yale, Rod La Rocque_.___
King of Kings. Special Cast
Laddie Be Good (W), Bill Cody-
Law's Lash. The (D), Klondike (Dog)
Leopard Lady. The (W), Logan
Let 'Er Go. Gallagher! (M). Junior Coghlan
Love Over Night (CD), Rod La Rocque
Marked Money (D), Coghlan.
Man- Made-Women, Leatrice Joy.

Marlie, the Killer, Klondike
Midnight Madness, Jacqueline Logan.
Ned McCobb's Daughter. Irene Rich
Night Flyer. The. Wm. Boyd
On to Reno (D), Prevost —
Parted Gentleman, A (C). Monty Banks.
Power (CD). Boyd-Hale

—Oct- 14

Oct. 7

.- ...Mar. 5

Aug. 19

Jan. 29

—SepL 16

—Feb. 5

_ Jan. 15

. -June 24

Oct. 28

..May 13

- ...Sept. 30—Jan. 1

Feb. 4

Sept. 22

May 19 May 26

.Mar. 10

-May 20

Jan. 23 Jan. 28

Jan. 28

Red Mark. The (D). Special Cast-
Saddle Mates (D), Wally Wales-
Sal of Singapore. Phyllis Haver-
Show Folks, Eddie Quillan
Ship Comes In, A. Rudolph Schlldkraut.
Skyscraper. Boyd
Spieler. The. Hale-Adoree._

...Ian. 2

„Jan. 15

-Sept 23

—Aug. 26

...Aug. 5

Oct. 13

July 14

Stand and Deliver, Rod La Rocque.
Tenth Avenue, Haver-Varconl
Valley of the Hunted Men, Buffalo, Jr..

Walking Back. Sue Carrol -

What Price Beauty, Nlta NaldL.
Yellow Contraband, Leo Maloney (W)_

Leatherneck, The, William Boyd

-Nov. 11

-Oct. 21
-June 4

- Apr. 9

..Dec. 30

. .Feb. 20

-Aug. 5
...Feb. 19
.. May 20
- Jan. 22
-Oct. 28

1928

5872
4808
5583

4869
4913
5548

6267
TME 6085

6375
6320

5621

5511
5984
5063
4802
4804

475S
6148

TME 6365
5265
5144

6290
5797

TME 6476
6269
4769
5771
4647

4801

6424

4785
-__ 4923
TME 6331

4781

4884
6419
4729
4714
6059
6279
6812
6310
5967

__ 6037

5493
6223

5760
4884
4957

6217
4823
6320
4898
4805
4764

1929

May 12

July 14

. Feb. 24

Rayart
Cruise of the Hellon (D), All star.

Heroes in Blue (M), Bowers-Rand Nor.
Law and the Man. The (D). Santschi-Rockwell—Dec
Light in the Window. A (D), Walthall
On the Stroke of Twelve ( M ) , D. Torrence_.._ _Nor.
Silent Hero (M), Bonaparte..

-Sept, 24

-Nov. 12

Wanderer of the West. A (W), Tex Maynard. Dec
-Aug. 29

6409

5260

4823
4741

Black Pearl. The (D). Llla Lee-Hallor. Dec.
Branded Man, The (D). Chas. Delaney-Marlowe-May
Casey Jones (CD). Price-Lewis —Jan.
City of Purple Dreams. The. Bedford-Fraaer. Sept
Danger Patrol. The (D), Russell-Fair. Jan
Devil's Tower. The (W), Buddy Roosevelt —June
Divine Sinner. The (D). Vera Reynolds-Hilliard. July
Gypsy of the North (O), Gordon-Hale Apr
Heart of Broadway, The (D), Garon-Agnew iMar.
Isle of Lost Men (D), Santschi-Connor Oct.
Lightning Shot. The (W). Buddy Roosevelt. May
Midnight Adventure. A (D). Landis-E. Murphy May
Mystery Valley (W). Buddy Roosevelt ju]y
My Home Town (D). Brockwell-Glass Jan
Painted Trail. The (W). Buddy Roosevelt. Mar.
Phantom of the Turf. The (D). Costello-Lease Feb
Ships of the Night (D). Logan-Rankin Dec
Should a Girl Marry? (D). Foster-Keith Nor
Sisters of Eve (D). Mae Busch. Sept.
Sweet Sixteen (D), Helen Foster-Olmstead Aug.
Trail Riders (W), Buddy Roosevelt April
Wild Born (W). Tex Maynard.

. Mar.
You Can't Beat the Law. Lee Keefe Jan.

Black Pearl. The (MD). Lila Lee-Hallor Jan. 1
Brothers (D). Bedford-Keefe Jeb. 1
Shanghai Rose, Irene Rich ilzr. 1
Some Mother's Boy (D). Mary Carr-Robards -Feb.15
When Dreams Come True. Rex Lease-Costello Jan. 15

RKO (F B O)
Alex the Great (M), Skeets Gallagher
Avenging Rider, The. Tom Tyler..
Beyond London's Lights (M). Lee Shumway.
Blockade, Anna Q. NUsson _ _ Dec. 16
Breed of the Sunsets (W). Bob Steele —-Apr. 1
Captain Careless. Bob Steele Aug. 26
Charge of the Gauchos (MD), Francis X.
Bushman Sept. 16
Chicago After Midnight (M). Ince-Mendez _ - Mar. 4
Circus Kid. The (MO). Frankae Darro-Brown Oct. 7
Coney Island (D). Lois Wilson

. Jan. 13

..May 13 Feb. 11

..Oct. 7

Mar. 18 Feb. 11

Crooks Can't Win (D), Ralph Lewis .

Danger Street. Baxter-Sleeper...
Dead Man's Curve (D). Fairbanks. Jr
Devil's Trademark. The (D), Belli- Bennett-
Dog Justice (M), Ranger
Dog Law. Ranger. Sept. 2
Fangs of the Wild (D). Ranger. .. Feb. 5
Fightin' Redhead (W). Buzz Barton. July 1

May 11

Aug. 26

... Jan. 15

--Apr. 7

..June 10

SepL 15
Jan. 21
Oct. 13
Deo. 17
Feb. 1

Feb. 18

Mar. 17

Dec. 17

Mar. 3

June 16

Freckles (D). Stratton-Fox. Jr. Mar. 21
Gang War (MD). Pickford-Borden. Sept. 2
Headin' for Banger (MD). Bob Steele. Dec. 16
Her Summer Hero (CD). Blane-Trevor Feb. 12
Hey Rube (D), Trevor-Olmstead. Dec. 23
His Last Haul (D), Tom Moore .Nov. 11

Jan. 21
Fab. 11

Feb. 4

Sept. 23
June 19
Jan. 21

Dec. 8

Hit of the Show. The (C). Joe Brown-
King Cowboy (W). Tom Mix
Law of Fear (D), Ranger...

_..SepL 23

— Nov. 26

— Apr. 8
Legionnaires in Paris (C), fooke-Guard Jan. 31
Lightning Speed, Bob Steele Oct- 21
Little Buckaroo, The (W), Bun Barton Oct 21
Little Yellow House, The (CD), Orville Caldwell May 28
Man in the Rough (W). Bob Steele May 20
Orphan of the Sage (W). Buxj Barton. Dec. 23
Perfect Crime, The, Cllve Brook-Irene Rich Aug. 19
Phantom of the Range (W), Tom Tyler Apr. 22
Pinto Kid, The (W), Buzz Barton Apr. J9
Red Riders of Canada (M), MUler. Apr. 15
Riding Renegade (W), Bob Steele Feb. 19
Rough Ridin' Red (W). Buzz Barton. Nor. 4
Sally of the Scandals (M), Bessie Lore July 15
Sally's Shoulders (MD), Lois Wilson Oct. 7
Singapore Mutiny. Ince-Taylor Oct 14
Sinners in Love (MD). Olive Borden Nor. 4
Skinner's Big Idea (M), Bryant Washburn Nor. 4
Son of the Golden West Tom Mix. Oct 1
Stocks and Blondes (CD). Logan-Gallagher Sept 9
Stolen Love (D), Day-Lease
Taxi 13 (C), Conklin -Sleeper
Terror Mountain, Tom Tyler
Tracked (MD). Ranger
Tropic Madness (D). Leatrice Joy
Tyrant of Red Gulch (W). Tyler-Darro-
Wallflowers (D). Trevor-Scott-

July 21
Not. 17
Feb. U
Dec. 10
Jan. 14

June 2
Feb. 11

When the Law Rides (W). Tom Tyler _.

Wizard of the Saddle (W). Buzz Barton
Young Whirlwind, The (W). Buzz Barton-

Air Legion, Ben Lyon-Martha Sleeper-
Amazing Vagabond, The. Bob Steele

Blockade. Nllsson-McDonald
Come and Get It. Bob Steele

Drifter. The, Tom Mix
Fifth Tom Mix, Tom Mix—

-Nov. 18
-Aug. 19
-Nor. 4

...Dec. 29
-Not. 25
-Feb. 16

-June 24
-Jan. 22
-Sept 16

Jan. 6

—Apr. 7

_ Jan. 30
- Feb. S
— Mar. 18

Sept 1

Jan. 21
Feb. 4

Jan. 21

Dec 1

Apr. 28
Oct 20
Oct 27
Not. 3
Nov. 3
Feb. 2
July 14

-Dec 22
Sept 22

Nor. 10

Dec 1

Jan. 12
Dec. 8
Feb. 4

.Dec. 14

Freckled Rascal. The. Buzz Barto
Fury of the Wild, Ranger.
Gun Law, Tom Tyler.

May 13

Hardboiled. Sally O'Nell-Ralph Ince..

Idaho Red. Tom Tyler
Jazz Age, The, Maroeline Day-D. Fairbanks, Jr...Feb. 10
Laughing at Danger, Bob Steele June 2
Little Savage, Buzz Barton. May 19
Love In the Desert. Olive Borden-Noah Beery Mar. 17
Mao Fadden True Story May 26
One Man Dog, The, Ranger- ——Mar. 3
Outlawed, Tom Mix. Jan. 21
Pals of the Prairie, Buzz Barton.
Pride of Pawnee, Tom Tyler

Red Sword, The, Allan Roscoe
Trail of Horse Thieves, Tom Tyler-
Vagabond Cub, The. Buzz Barton-
Voice of the Storm.
Yellowback, The, Tom Moore-Seena Owen..

-July 7

-June 9

-Feb. 17

-Jan. 13
Feb. 10

-Jan. 13

Jan. 20
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Sound Length Title and players
New

Pictures

1927

5754

5669
7300

4887

6482
5233
4152
5800
6049
6235
5629

5182
5276

6448
6614

1928

6775
5209

6510
5362
5477

6126
5334

6297

6553
6676

7785
6708

5102

6736
7256
6652
5361

6283

1927
6000
7500
7311
8550
9120
9000
7456
8260
8000

1928
ME 7972
ICE 8250

6400

T
AT

7000
8368
9100
8350
7300

ME
T
ME
T
T __
AT
T

7650
ME
ME

8600
AT
T

6400
MB 9300

ME 8500

ME 8350

1928
6243

4179
5311
4322
4201

6357
5109

7828
6474

4194

6599
4888
6307

5591

6832

Tiffanv-Stahl
Backstage (CD). Bed/on]
Beauty Shoppe (CD). Busch
College Days (CD), If. Day

—

Enchanted Island (D)— _
Fools of Fashion (CD). Busch..

-July 9

. July 16
. Not. 6

. June 25

.. Oct 9

Girl from Gay Paree. The (F). Sherman-
Haunted Ship, The (M). Sebastian-M. Love

Joselyn's Wife (O). Frederic*

Lightning (W). J. Ralston

Night Life (CD). Day-Harron.
Once and Forever (D). Patsy Buth Miller-

Snowbound (FC). Blythe-

Sept. 1

-Not. 1

Streets of Shanghai (RD), Starke-Harlan-

Tired Business Man (C)

Wild Geese (D), Belle Bennett

Women's Wares (D). Brent-Lytell

-Dec. 15 Mar. 10

. July 30

-Nov. 15

-Oct. 1

Dec 24 Dec 10

—Mar. 15

_ Oct. 30

_ .Sept. 30

Bachelor's Paradise (R), Sally O" Neil-

Big Top, The (CD). Sally O'Neil

Broadway Fever (D). Sally O'Neil

Cavalier, The (D). Talmadge-Bedford N'ov. 1

Clothes Makes the Woman (R), Southern-

Pidgeon — •3IaT 1

Devil's Apple Tree. The (D), Dorothy Sebastian-Sept. 20

Devil's Skipper. The. Bennett Feb. 1

Domestic Meddlers (CD). Claire Windsor Aug. 15

Floating College. The. O'Neil-Hale Nov. 10

George Washington Cohen (CD). Jessel-PaLmer.-Dec 20

Girl Who Came Back. The. Patsy Ruth Miller—Mar. 10

Grain of Dust, The (D). Cortez-Windsor July 10

Green Grass Widows (CD). Walter Hagen June 10

Gun Runner, The (D), Cortez-Lane Nov. 20

House of Scandal (D). Sebastian-O'Mailey—__Apr. 1

Ladies of the Night Club (CD). Cortex-Moran— May 15

Lingerie (CD). White-McGregor July I

Lucky Boy (D). George Jesse 1

Man in the Hobbles. The. Harron-Littlefield

Marriage by Contract, Milier-Gray..

Nameleta Men, Moreno

—

—Jan. 10

_.Dec 1

—Feb. 15

—Oct. 10

—Mar. 1

—Oct. 20

—June 20

—Jan. 1

.-Nov. 10

—Feb. 20

Naughty Ouchess. The (D). H. B. Warner-
New Orleans. Cortez-Collier. Jr

Power of Silence. The (O). Belle Bennett-

Prowlers of the Sea (D). Cortez-Myers

Rainbow. The. Gray-Hardy
Reputation (D). Belle Bennett

Spirit of Youth. The. Kent Sebastian

Scarlet Dove, The (O), Margaret Livingston Apr. 15

Squads Right (CD), Grtbbon-Stone Feb. 1

Stormy Waters (D). Southern-McGregor June 1

Toilers. The. Fairbanks. Jr. -Ralston Oct. 1

Their Hour (D), Sebastian-Harron Mar. 1

Tragedy of Youth. Miller- Collier Jan. 15

Tropical Nights. Patsy Euth Miller Dec. 10

Woman Against the World. A__ Jan. 1

United Artists

College (C). Keaton-Cornwall
General, The (C), Keaton
Loves of Sonya (D), Swanson

Magic Flame. The (M). Colman-Banky.-
Resurrection (M). La Rocque
Sorrell and Son (D). Wamer-Nilsson

—

Topsy and Eva (C). Duncan Sisters

Two Arabian Knights (CD). Boyd-Wolheim
Winning of Barbara Worth (D). Banky-Colman— -

Awakening, The. Vilma Banky_

..Sept. 10 Bept. 17

Feb. 12

Mar. 19

..Sept. 24

..Nov.

.Sept. 24

JLpr. U
Nov. 19

..Aaf. 13

. Oct. 29

.Dec. 4

Battle of the Sexes. The. Hersholt-Haver_

Circus. The (C). Charlie Chaplin

City Lights. Charlie Chaplin
Coquette. Mary Pickford

Devil Dancer. The, Gilda Gray-
Douglas Fairbanks as the Gaucho (M)..

Dove. The (M), Norma Talmadge
Drums of Love (D). Mary Philbin

Garden of Eden. The (D). C. Griffith-Ray.

Hell's Angels. Ben Lyon-Nissen_

. .-June 1

_Jan. 7

. _Mar. 31
—Feb. 4

-Jan. 7

-July 21

Iron Mask, The, Douglaa Fairbanks

King of the Mountains, John Barrymore-
Lady of the Pavements, Boyd-Goudal
Lummox
Nightstick. CMaUey-Busch-
Queen Kelley. Gloria Swanson.—.

Ramona (D). Del Rio—
Rescue, The. Ronald Colman
Revenge. Dolores Del Rio
Sadie Thompson (D). Gloria Swanson..

Say It With Music, Harry Richman

—

She Goes to War, Broadman-Holland

—

Steamboat Bill. Jr.. Buster Keaton

..Aug.

..Jan. 12

..Nov. 3

..Feb. 1

..Jan. 19

_Nov. 10

Tempest (M), John Barry-more

Three Passions. Terry-Petrovitch

Two Lovers. Banky-Colman 1

Woman Disputed. The, Norma Talmadge.

..Jan. 7

-Aug. 11

..May H

Sept 7

Oct. 20

Universal
Anybody Here Seen Kelly, Bessie Love-Moore— Sept. 9

Beauty and Bullets, Ted Wells Dec. 16

Clearing the Trail. Hoot Gibson Oct. 7

Cloud Dodger. The. Al Wilson Sept. 30

Crimson Canyon. The. Ted Wells Oct. 14

Danger Rider, The. Hoot Gibson Nov. 18

Flyin' Cowboy. The, Hoot Gibson July 1

Foreign Legion. The. Lewis Stone-Kerry Sept. 23

Freedom of the Press. Lewis Stone Oct. 28

Gate Crasher. The (CD) Dec 9

Sept. 1

Sept. 8

Sept. 22

Give and Take. Sldney-Hersbolt
Greased Lightning. Ted Wells
Grip of the Yukon. The. Marlowe-Bushman
Guardians of the Wild. Rex-Penis
Home James. Laura LaPlante.

How to Handle Women. Tryon-NLxon
Jazz Mad. Hersholt-Nlxon.

..Dec. 23

-July 29

..Sept. 30

..Sept. 16

-Sept. 2
..Oct. 14

..Nov. 11

Sept. 8

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Pictures Cmh

10185
6030
6702
5907
4230
4472
5424

4616

10600

Man Who Laughs. The. Philbin- Veidt-
Michigan Kid. The. Adoree-NageL.
Night Bird. The. Reginald Denny .

Phyllis of the Follies. Alice Day-M. Moore.
Price of Fear. Bill Cody
Quick Triggers. Fred Homes
Riding for Fame, Hoot Gibson
Two Outlaws, The. Jack Perrin-Rex-
Uncle Tom's Cabin. All Star
Wolves of the City. BUI Cody

Nov. 4

Oct. 21

Sept. 16

Mar. 25

— Oct. 29
.- .July 15—Aug. 19— Nov. 18
_. Sept. 2

- Dec. 2

Oct 1

1929

ME
T

T
T
T
MT

Blow for Blow, Hoot Gibson-
Border Wildcat. The. Ted Wells
Born to the Saddle, Ted Wells-
Burning the Wind (W). Hoot Gibson-
Charlatan. The. All Star
Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City (CD)
George Sidney
Come Across. All Star
Dangerous Dimples. Laura LaPlante—
Eyes of the Underworld. Bill Cody._

-May 19

-Aug. 18

..Mar. 10

Feb. 11

-Apr. 14

Mar. 17

May 5

June 16

ME
T
ME
T

5792
5501

6785
6674

Girl on the Barge, The. O'Neil-Hersholt—
Harvest of Hate, The. Rex-Jack Perrin...

Hero of the Circus. Maciste
His Lucky Day, Reginald Denny
Hoofbeats of Vengeance. Rex-Pen
It Can't Be Done. Tryon-Sue Carol
Kid's Clever. The. Tryon
King of the Rodeo. Hoot Gibson
Lariat Kid. The, Hoot Gibson—
Last Warning. The. LaPlante-Boles—

- Apr. 28

_. Feb. 24

_. Apr. 14

. Feb. 24

—June 2

Lonesome (CD). Glenn Tryon
Man. Women and Wife (CD), Kerry-Starke...

One Rainy Night (D), Laura LaPlante
Play Goes On, The. All Star

Plunging Hoofs, Rex-Perrin
Red Hot Speed, Reginald Denny—______
Ridin' Demon. The. Ted Wells
Silks and Saddles (0). Marian Nixon-
Shakedown, The (D). Murray-Kent.
Slim Fingers. Bill Cody-.
Smilin' Terror, The. Ted Wells
Smilin' Guns, Hoot Gibson
Stool Pigeon. The, Bill Cody
Wolves of the City (D). Bill Cody.
You Can't Buy Love. All Star

June 16

-. May 5

.... Feb. 17

— Jan. 6

. -June 23
— Jan. 6

— Jan. 20

— Jan. 13

— Mar. 3

—Mar. 10

-. Aug. 4

. . Jan. 27

May 19

—Jan. 20

— Feb. 25

_ Mar. 24

. - June 30

— Apr. 7

. ...June 2

_ Feb. 25

— May 2J

-Jan. 2

1927 Warner Brothers
5803
6330
6408
5003
6767

1978
6302
6203

5397

5569
5492
5685
5685
6412
6412
6813

Black Diamond Express (M), Blue
Brass Knuckles (D). Blue-Branson
Desired Woman. The (M), Irene Rich
Dog of the Regiment, A (M), Rin-Tin-Tin—
First Auto. The. Oldfleld- Miller-

Girl from Chicago. The (M), Na«el-I_y_

. Dec 3

-Aug. 27

. Oct. 20

.Sept. 19

. Nov. 5

Good Time Charley (D). Oland-H. Costello Nov. 11

If I Were Single, McAvoy-Nagel ..Det/1"

Irish Hearts (CD), McAvoy
Jaws of Steel (D). Rin-Tin-Tin , Sept. 17

Reno Divorce. A (CD). May McAvoy Oct. 22
Sailor Izzy Murphy (F), George Jessel— — Oct. 8

Sailor's Sweetheart. A (C). Fazenda-C. Cool: Sept. 24

Simple Sis (M). Fazenda-

J_y£

-J_y9
Dec 31
Dec 31 Nov. t

Apr. 2

June 1

0_ 1

Oct. 2?

JJec 1

Oct. 15

Slightly Used. McAvoy-Nagel
Tracked by the Police (M). Rin-TIn-

. Sept. 3

Note: All Warner pictures are released in two versions, with and without

Vitaphone. A. T. means All-Taking. Other releases have synchronized

scores plus sound effects and dialogue sequences.

6 32

5380
5778
6270
5164

7441
8693
7077
5267

6352
5331
8290

6185
4777

4820

7109
7340

7654

5527

Across the Atlantic. Blue-Murphy
Beware of Married Men. Irene Rich
Beware of Bachelors. Ferris-Beranger

—

Caught in the Fog. Nagel-McAvoy
Domestic Trouble (CD). Cook-Fazenda..

Glorious Betsy. D. Costello

Home Towners. Kenyon-Eileson
Jazz Singer, The, Al Jolson-.

Lights of New York. All Star

Lion and the Mouse, The, L. Barrymore-
Little Snob, The. May McAroy
On Trial. Bert LytelL.

Powder My Back (C). Rich -Ferris-
Race for Life. Rin-Tin-Tin-
Rinry of the Desert. Rin-Tin-Tin
State Street Sadie, Nagel-Loy
Tenderloin, Dolores Cosiello

Terror, The, McAvoy-Horton
Women They Talk About, Rich-Ferris-

1928
M
M
M
TME
M
TME
AT
Tins
AT
TME
M
AT
M
M
M
TME
TME
AT
TME
1929
AT
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME Greyhound Limited. The, Monte-Blue-

TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
AT
TME

1928

...Feb. 25

-Jan. 14

-.Dec 1

- Sept. 22

...Mar. 24

- June 9

-Dec 15

_ Feb. 4

-July 21

- Aug. 3

Apr. 1

.Nov. 3

-Feb.ll
-Dec 29

-Mar. 10

Jan. 28 Feb. 18

May 19

Dec:
May:

-Aug. 25

-Apr. 28 Apr.C

-Sept. 8

. Feb. 2

-Oct 1J

Conquest, Monte Blue
Desert Song, The, John Boles
Fancy Baggage, Audrey Ferns—
From Headquarters. Monre Blue-
Frozen River. Rin-Tin-T—

_

.Jan. 1!

Hardboiled Rose. Myrna Ley-
Kid Gloves, Conrad Nagel-Lois Wilson

Land of the Silver Fox. Rin-Tin-Tin

Little Wildcat. The, Audrey Ferris

Madonna of Ave. A. Dolores Costello

Million Dollar Collar. The. Rin-Tin-Tin

My Man. Fannie Brice

No Oefense, Monte Blue
One Stolen Night, B. Bronson-Wm. Collier. Jr._

Redeeming Sin, The, Dolores Costello

Singing Fool. The, Al Jolson

Stark Mad. H. B. Warner-L. Fazenda
Stolen Kisses. May McAvoy

.iaa- 25

-Oct 13

Zakora
Just Off Broadway (D). Keith-Christy..

Last Moment. The. Matiesen-Hale

Mother of Mine-
Olympic Hero. Charley Paddock

_Dec
-June 25
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

Si.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept.

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

he Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Manasers' Schools

LVTRE EMPLOYEES—Learn modern theatre

emeat, advertising, service. Approved and
iaed training for theatre employees while at

eazre. Catalog H. Address Moving Picture

t Managers Institute, Elrnira, X. Y.

Position If anted

>JECTIOXIST—Expert, single. 29. non-union,
jo anywhere. Address \Ym. Wachsman, 522
1 57th St., New York City.

TLIGHT ORGAXIST—Experienced, male. 23.

ent cueing, good appearance. AFM. Address
tobetts. 3810 Ohio, Chicago.

'ERIEXCED OPERATOR on Power's Sim-
Will go anywhere and married. Address M. C.

.trick, 1737 Rosedale Avenue, Youngstown,

PERIEXCED PROJECTIONIST desires
I employment. Good references, steady and
It Will go anywhere- Will start ior reason-
ably in order to prove worth. Address Box
Exhibitors Herald-World, +07 So. Dearborn St..

1ANIST, SPOT LIGHT SPECIALIST, union,
library, noted for effective cueing, excellent
ices. Address Box 364, Exhibitors Herald-
407* S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

xAXIST. Feature. Available immediatelv. Ad-
Anstet:. Y. M. C. A., Gary, Ind.

iANIST—Soloist (young man). Available first

ive years. Closing long engagement big Loew
, Pennsylvania. Broadcast daily. Excellent
ices. Address Box 357. Exhibitors Herald-
. 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

'ERIENCED ORGAXIST (also Piano and
layer). Complete Library; cue accurateiy.
o anywhere. Featured soloist. Address Box
xhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,

fPENDABLE ORGAXIST—Five years' expen-
4 Chicago loop theatre desires position. Largep—go anywhere. Address Box 355, Exhibitors
t-d-World. 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

"MALE ORGANIST at liberty because of V;:a

J.
Large library, cue pictures accurately, solo

>l familiar all makes of organ, A 1 references,
'rising. Go anywhere. Salary reasonable. Ad-
j Box 354, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dear-
»St-, Chicago.

' GANIST Fifteen Years Experience—First-class
''go Organist. (Male.) Reason for leaving due
itaphone.

_ Expert Synchronization of music to
Bictnre. Novelty and straight solo work. Large
I ry. Union, married, will go anywhere. Best o:
t-nces_ Address Box 338. Exhibitors Herald-
<d. 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, HL

1 SITCON WANTED AS THEATRE MANAGER
• Tears' experience in the movie field, advertising,
citation, administration and service. Married.
" -so an organist. Very good references. Address
|346. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
. Jhicagc.

ORGAXIST—Experts thoroughly trained in show-
manship available at all times for first-class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full in-

formation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Ad-
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N. 7th St.. Ailentown, Pa.

FEMALE ORGAXIST is looking for a position,
will be free February 1st. Am well recommended,
reason for leaving due to Vitaphone. Can play on
all makes. Single, will go anywhere, can cue pictures
correctly and accurately. Will start for reasonable
salary in order to prove worth. Address Box 289.
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.. Chi-
cago, 111.

Stationery

Help ff anted

WANTED—Ex-Film Salesmen or Ex-Theatre Men
to sell Libbey Xo-nik Glassware proposition to ex-

hibitors. Can offer excellent proposition and appeal-
ing territories. Address Theatre Novelty Company.
322 Summit St., Toledo, Ohio.

Equipment for Sale

INVENTORY SALE of $30,000 used theatre equip-
ment. Our warehouse is crowded with this merchan-
dise and must be disposed of quickly at reasonable
prices. Merchandise consists of about 7,000 5 and 7

ply veneered theatre chairs, different styles and de-

signs—all in excellent condition, price ranging from
$1.25 and up. Also about 6.000 upholstered chairs
Some of these chairs are of the highest grade spring
constructed seats on the market today and many other
styles of upholstered chairs, prices from $1.73 and
up. Large stock of parts for all makes of chairs. Re-
built Simplex. Powers and Monograph machines, gen-
erators, compensarcs, spotlights, etc., as well as musi-
cal instruments. In fact everything for the theatre.
Write for particulars. We assure you great savings
and will send you literature on our merchandise.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 East
Ninth St., Chicago, IU.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
-hairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re
iecting arc iamps. etc. Write for bargain list and
catalogue. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash.
Chicaeo.

POWERS AND SIMPLEX PARTS. 20 and 30*1
discount. Two Powers 6 B w:th Peerless lamps. WlD
sell separately. Bareams. Address Carol Fenvvessy.
62 St. Paul St.. Rochester, X. Y.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,
also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads Best Prices. Write Toseph Spratler.
12-14 E. Xinth St.. Chicago. 111.

POWERS AND SIMPLEX PARTS at 20 per
cent and 30 per cent reduction. Reflector arc lamps
cheap. Address Caro: Fenvvessy. 62 St. Paul St..

Rochester, X. Y.

Chairs for Sale

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera chairs. 600 uphoi
stered, 800 Veneer. Address Movie Supply Co
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

"NEARGRAYL'RE" — "Neareravuremboso" (no-
plate embossing) processes. Special 500 8$4xll" let-

ter heads, 250 envelopes Neargravure $4.44 cash, post
paid. Samples. Address Solltdays, XH124, Knox, Ind.

For Sale

FOR SALE—The King of all State-right road-show
attractions, "The Younger Brothers," in 5 reels, and
"Younger Historical Events." in one reel. Only
once in every 10 years a money maker like this is
offered for sale. The safest and surest buy of them
all. Free with each sale, new laboratory prints; 3
wax figures, standing life size and true to life, dressed
complete in cowboy style big hats, boots, etc; ban-
ners, photo display boards, one sheets, slides, carrying
cases for films and wax figures. Everything new.
If you haven't several thousand dollars, don't an-
swer. Address E. L. Humphrey, Miami, Okla.

FOR SALE—Two Simplex machines with double
bearing movement. Also Gardner Screen. All in A-l
condition. Address Charles A. Marshall, Rogers,
Ark.

REEL ELIMINATOR for mailing or shipping
films in small containers. All metal, fits any rewindet.
S3.00. (Patent applied for.) Every projection room
needs it. Satisfaction or Money Refunded after
Week's Trial. Address T. Glucksman, 353 S. Rant-
part St., New Orleans, La.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for al: makes,
five ply. at prices that save you half. New and used
Opera chairs. Address J. P. Redington & Co., Scran-
ton. Pa.

REFERENCE BOOKS—Motion Picture Trade Di-

rector, $10; Anatomy of Motion Picture Art, $2.50.
Films of the Year. $2.50; Gose Up. annual subscrip-
tion $3.50. These books may b» ordered through us.

Send check or money order with your request. Ad-
dress Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, IIL

Theatres for Sale

FOR SALE—Good theatre, college town; only thea-

tre; new equipment. Part down; easy terms on bal-

ance. Melick Bros.. Eureka, ID.

500-SEAT THEATRE. Central Illinois town.
Good proposition. Address Box 362, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St, Chicago.

BRAND NEW THEATRE for sale at a bargain.
Just opened, doing fine. For particulars write 2523
Block Ave., Q, Ft. Madison, Iowa.

FOR SALE—At a bargain, fully equipped 300-seat
theatre, two machine, peerless lamps, cooling system-
Fine electric sign. Located 125,000 populated city
in Tennessee, near uptown district. Owner, young
man, wishes to finish L'niversity course. Address
213 Memorial Building, Nashville, Tenn.

Theatres ff anted

WILL BUY OR LEASE in town 4.000 to 6,000,
no opposition. Illinois. Indiana, or Michigan pre-
ferred. Give full particulars. Address W. C. Mellan-
son, Thomas Hotel. Chicago Heights. III.

(Continued on next page)

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald-World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising

department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in

lolving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount
if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this

week. The cost is small, the results are great.
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(Continued from preceding page)

WANTED MOVING PICTURE THEATRE in
Illinois or Northern Indiana. Give details. Address
Box 361, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago.

Organs for Sale

FOR SALE—Seeburg Automatic electric player
piano at a bargain. Silver gray finish, like new
throughout. Address Star Music Co., 4837 Cottage
Grove Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ, used or new. Reproduce* Pipe Organs
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, 111.

Projector Repairing

FOLLOW THE CROWDS—They Know Best. For
Superior Craftsmanship—Dependable Service and
Moderate Prices, send your Repair Work to our

Peerless Shop. Every Job Guaranteed. Relief
Equipment Loaned FREE. Established Over 20
years. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 395 South
Second Street, Memphis, Tenn.

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a

shop equipped for but one purpose can oSer yoc
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what 1

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-
nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

Gift Night Souvenirs

GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine

novelties in our large free catalog at genuine whole-
sale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st. St., New York.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED—2 Peerless or Powers Projectors, 0Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, con'd aand number of machines. Will pay cash, or ..

third down and balance COD. Address Box
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St, I

cago, 111.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera ch [
projection machines, etc. Address Movie SubdW
844 Wabash, Chicago.

'

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIE
\

good, bad or incomplete, cheap. Address Pred
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Miscellaneous

WILL INVEST $500 for active partnershij
movie theatre. Licensed operator. Address Wil
Lemke, 3843 N. Harding Ave., Chicago.

POSTERS WANTED ON SERIALS, "Mys

,

of 13" and "Great Reward." Also photogra
Address Guaranteed Pictures Co., 729 Seventh /
New York City.

LETTE RS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor is

invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.

Unsigned letters will not be printed.

A Speedy Recovery!

WALTHILL, NEB.—To the Editor: 1

am very sorry that I have been a backslider

on "What the Picture Did for Me," but I am
going to make up for lost time. I am recu-

perating from an operation and have been
laid up since December 5. But have had no
blanks to fill out. Don't know what I would
do without the old Herald-World. While I

have been shut up, it sure is a nice sight to

see someone bring it home.
Was wondering what Exhibitors Herald-

World thinks about the chance us small town
fellows have on the "talkie" situation. I am
located 30 miles from Sioux City, and they

have three "talkie" theatres. I see they are

making some synchronous machines for

around $1,000. Do you know if these

machines have been tested out yet? En-
closed find reports for "What the Picture

Did for Me." —William R. Boughn, Jr., Sun
theatre, Walthill, Neb.

The Farmer's Status

CAMBRIDGE, ILL.—To the Editor:
"What the Picture did TO ME"—that's a
more fitting subject for a busted exhibitor!

"Wings—the Outstanding picture of the year."

I have no fault to find with the feature or the

splendid cast, it is all that is claimed for it, a
dandy. The print was good, photography
splendid, direction ditto. But here is where
the big moment comes—the price of the

guarantee is not for small towns. When a
company comes in and wants a deed to your
house and equipment and, incidentally, a mort-
gage on the sun, moon and stars, show them
the gate and assist them through it.

Paramount places this feature in the cities

and gets all the little fellows' patrons "het"
up about it with sound presentation, etc., and
they trot to the big towns to see it. Still all

right. Then they come out and try to make
you think you will get them in again and this

doesn't happen. You sign on the dotted line

and the skids are started.

New York office or Chicago should not set

the price of admission for the small town
exhibitor. That is one of the main reasons
why I did no business. My children's tickets

should never be more than 15 cents. Let the
big fellows get it through their heads that the
farming communities are broke. And it will

take a good many years of "Farm Relief"

and several Hoovers to put them on the road
to 25 and 50 cent admissions. I could have
got ten adult admissions of 50 cents, but the

child's ticket price should be left to the dis-

cretion of the resident exhibitor, not some-
body in New York, who never comes in

contact with the small, dirt-farm exhibitor or

patron. After all these years, it is funny
that some horse-sense like this has never en-

tered their heads. They built their business

and place in the commercial world, not by 25

and 50 cent admission, but by the poor man's
and middle class man's patronage.

* * *

Paramount is at present the only company
in my territory that still asks wartime prices,

and their product is not so outstanding. From
now on I shall set the admission price in my
own theatre. If the producing company comes
with a picture of Heaven and all the saints

and angels filmed, my kid ticket price shall be
10 cents. I have a lot of disappointed kiddies

who wanted to see "Wings" and couldn't. If

I had even broken even on expenses, I would
have cut the price to them, but I am away
short.

The best plan is to tie to the companies that

realize the actual conditions of the small
towns. There are quite a few of these fellows
and from now on they get my business. But
they will all lay off my kiddie tickets. "Wings"
IS a good picture, but I have played some
other war pictures that were just as good,
and not been robbed on guarantee or adver-
tising order. I am not just a sorehead on this

occasion, nor would I pan a perfectly good
picture because I lost money on it. After
ten years in the business I have learned to

take my medicine standing up, but this is

just the last straw. Price fixing is an abuse
of the exhibitor's privilege that should be
stopped—and IS stopped in the Palace me-
tre at Cambridge. They can peddle their con-
tracts where they will if they can't let me run
my own show.

* * *

Play "Wings," you small fellows, but don't
pay a big guarantee. Let them take a part
of the risk. It's more than you can stand,
that's why we are all hanging on by a shoe-
string, and it is getting thin.

Metro has some dandy stuff, and you get

good prices from them. Universal is always
the small man's friend. Play Fox if you can
find the right manager. As to Warner Bro-
ther's ACTION pictures, don't let them kid
you on the stuff that they exploit for Vita-
phone. You can't put it over even on the
photoplayers. That was tried in one of my
nearby towns, and it was a joke. United
Artists is helping the small man out now.
From the Chicago exchange we had some of
the best of theirs and at prices that anyone
could meet. F B O is another company with
splendid product for small town exhibitor.

Paramount had better forget that sloj
,

"It's the Best show in Town," because tl

:

are lots of "best shows," and you have eno i

to buy liver and bacon for breakfast a
-

showing them. I'll have to run a good m i

of the other fellows' shows to make 1 ;

what I lost on "Wings."

—

Mrs. H. S. Reg
]

Palace theatre, Cambridge, 111.

Anent Small Theatres

BATH, PA.—To the Editor: I'd like i

say a word, not about what the picture
I

for me, which was nothing; but what the- ts,

ing movies did to our house. They h :

brought us to the point where we have to i

out of business.

Now I know enough about the great 1;

governing this world and I have heard ab

the law of the survival of the fittest. 1

little fellows and the small theatre must

under; that's clear. I'm even reconciled

my fate. However, what's going to take

place of the movie theatre in the small tov

Have the producers considered such a com
gency? The agents come around and info

us that the feature that goes to the sn

town and small house helps to pay the inter

on the investment.

In a town like mine there are 1,400 p

sons. Not all of them own automobiles
which to run to the nearest city to view
first run showings, to hear the big organs

the raucous sounds that are socalled talk

movies. (Lord, deliver us from the perfec

synchronized orchestral sounds that acco

pany the sound-movies!) They can't afft

to go and we can't afford to give them th

same features a few months later, s;

scratchy phonograph reproductions, voice a

fiddle and bassoon.

There is only one Roxy theatre in

whole world, only one Paramount. There :

only a few first-run houses in the Lehi

valley; the rest of us are debating how
are going to keep our houses open and i

erating. Perhaps there are too many,

which case the weak ones are now fated

close forever. While the big distributors ;

buying strings of theatres and inviting bank<

and kings of finance to organize and absc

and do some other Wall Street stunts, t

little exhibitor off on the firing line is spec

lating just what it's going to mean to him

You big men at the head of affairs whe

pictures often grace the trade journals h

better begin to save the little houses fr(

perpetual darkness and financial ruin,

relish an answer from some socalled big f

low who sits at an overdecorated desk, sm

ing artificially while the picture is being taki

Can you tell us how to save the industry,

the hick town and the near-bucolic city-'

Reginald H. Heffrich, Northampton Str<

theatre, Bath, Pa.
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VHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Copyright, 1929

Columbia

UBMARIXE: Special cast—Another picture

t d and shoulders above the average so-called
- -ial. It has that ingredient that the people

p their money to see, entertainment—yes sir,

gs of it—and it has some very good underwater
s f. It's an out-of-the-ordinary picture, if you
k w what I mean. Nine reels.—P. G. Vaughan,
S theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patron-

a.

r- THING TO WEAR: Jacqueline Logan—30%.
Jar. ry 18. Pleased everybody. Good comedy.—Luve
B. arrell, Lyric theatre, Waycross, Ga.—General
; at lage.

J ROMAN'S WAY: Special cast—50%. January
13. Vnother Columbia program picture that pleased

a 7 good crowd. Good direction and acting.

Pri and photography very good. Six reels.—G. O.

Tuiall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—Gen-
era latronage.

CRT MARTIAL: Special cast—We class this

picte as good entertainment with a box office title.

Jac Holt is a good card with us. Columbia delivers

a c sistent program—in other words, you never get

wh; we class as a rotten show. Then, again, it

is i ine company to do business with. Rather give

you dollar than take a dime. Seven reels.—William
A. ark, Garden theatre, Canton, 111.—General pat-

rone.

\ :GIN . LIPS : Olive Borden—January 20. A
pre good action picture, but the title is different

fro type of story. Six reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green,

Gerheatre, Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

First National

T3 HAUNTED HOUSE: Special cast—50%. My
peo • don't care for these pictures. Whenever they

can't put a picture over, they call on Chester Conk-
lin to get enough comedy in it so people won't walk
out.—William R. Boughn, The Sun theatre, Walt-
hill, Neb.—General patronage.

THE HAUNTED HOUSE: Special cast—Too bad.

Here's a picture with a fine cast of performers, un-
usual photography and some clever camera angles,

yet there's very little to it. No story. You keep
looking for something to happen and it never does.

Just too bad. It could have been a knockout.

—

P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

—

General patronage.

SHOW GIRL: Alice White—20%. January 25.

A very good light comedy. Subtitles very clever.

Seven reels.—Weber & Haas, LaCrosse theatre, La-

Crosse, Kan.—General patronage.

SHOW GIRL: Alice White—January 23. Someone
must have been asleep, or they would have given this

young lady the lead in some picture way back there.

The whole of our patrons say she sure is great. Evi-

dently she was born that way, because she fits in

perfectly in "Show Girl." Talk about pep, and how

!

She has IT. too! Seven reels.—R. V. McGinnis.

Capitol theatre, Newport, Ark.—General patronage.

SCARLET SEAS: Richard Barthelmess—25%.
Played this in below zero weather or would have

had better crowd. Barthelmess did some very nice

acting in this, and Betty Compson and Loretta

Young also did very nice work.—William R. Boughn,

The Sun theatre, Walthill, Neb.—General patronage.

SCARLET SEAS: Richard Barthelmess—28%.
This is one of the best pictures he has made in a

long while. Pleased 100 per cent. A great favorite

of the action-loving crowd. First National has them

all beat. Would have done better, but bad weather

kept them at home.—Mrs. L H. Dietz, Star theatre,

Covington, Ga.—Small town patronage.

SCARLET SEAS: Richard Bathelmess—January
24. This is sure to please anywhere. Our patrons

liked it very much. Even asked us to get another

soon. The 6tory is there and so is Dick. You can't

go wrong on this one. Seven reels.—R. V. McGinnis,
Capitol theatre. Newport, Ark.—General patronage.

WATERFRONT: Mackail-Mulhall—75%. From my
own estimation, these two stars are the best on the

screen today, and from comments I think the people

like them. If these stars have a bad story, they

can go about it and put it across in such a manner
it gets over. They are my favorites of co-starring;

teams.—William R. Boughn, The Sun theatre, Walt-
hill, Neb.—General patronage.

THE WHIP: Dorothy Mackail—13%. January 24.

As the special we bought it for, rotten. As a pro-

gram picture, just fair. So watch your admission
price. Seven reels.—Weber & Haas, LaCrosse the-

atre. LaCrosse, Kan.—General patronage.

BLONDE SAINT: Lewis Stone—A good picture,

something different. Lewis Stone always pleases our
crowd. Eight reels.—J. C. Ligon, Glendale theatre,

Glenwood. Ark.—General patronage.

THE WARE CASE: Special cast—50%. January
15-16. This story was not so bad, but it was a fail-

ure for me. If this is a sample of a foreign made
film, no wonder they want to see good U. S. films

over there. Seven reels.—W. T. Biggs, Adair the-

atre. Anita, la.—General patronage.

SYNTHETIC SIN: Colleen Moore—Another

good picture that gave satisfaction, but I think

Colleen Moore is the only actress in pictures that

could make a satisfactory entertainment out of

this story. Her work was great and she had a

good cast. The picture gave general satisfac-

tion.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-

ville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE NIGHT WATCH: Billie Dove—75%. Billie

Dove is undoubtedly the most beautiful woman on

the screen. Admired by both men and women, she

draws well. Six reels.—Mrs. I. H. Dietz, Star

theatre, Covington, Ga.—Small town patronage.

LITTLE SHEPHERD OF KINGDOM COME:

CONTEST ENDS MARCH 1

IT hus been decided to close the "My
Favorite Players" contest March 1. By

that time the voting will have been con-

ducted for a couple of months. Interest is

now at its height, so a short time more is

dlowed those wlio haven't yet cast their

votes. And all eligible to vote—exhibitors

(not employes) and the members of their

immediate families—are urged to name
their favorites without delay. Ballots re-

ceived after March 1 will not be counted.

Clara Bow seems to have settled down
pretty certainly in first place among the

feminine players, but it is not improbable
that a close race is still left for second place

between Joan Crawford, Colleen Moore and
Billie Dove. Chaney still leads the male
players, but not by a big margin. Richard
Dix and William Haines, ivho are tied for
second place, are on his heels, ivith several

others close behind them.
The standings thus far are presented in

the adjoining columns.

FEMININE
Clara Bow 51
loan Crawford „ 24
Colleen Moore 19
Billie Dove _ _ IS
Norma Shearer 12
Mary Brian _ 9
Dolores Del Rio 8
Shirley Mason 7
Laura La Planle 7

Janet Gaynor — - 7

Bebe Daniels - ----- 5
Gloria Swanson 5
Greta Garbo -- 5
Dolores Costello _ 4
Anita Page 4
Sue Carol 4
Louise Lovely - 4
Marion Davies 3
Fay Wray 3
Josephine Dnnn - 3
Palsr Ruth Miller 2
Dorothv Mackaill _ 2
Vilma Banky 2
Esther Ralston - ---- 2
Lillian Cish - 1

Marian Nixon 1

Florence Vidor — 1

Alice Joyce - 1

Margaret Livingston 1

Helen Foster _ - -- 1

lane La Verne „ 1

Louise Lorraine 1

Louise Fazenda _ - 1

Evelyn Brent - — 1

Alice While — 1

Mareeline Day — — 1

Mary Pickford _ _ 1

Norma Talmadge - 1

Viola Dana 1
Olive Borden - 1

Betty Bronson — 1

Sally O'N'eil _ _ 1

Marie Prevost - 1

Mary Philbin _ 1

Mary Astor -- 1

Flora Finch — — -- 1

Virginia Bradford - 1

John Gilbert -

Charles Rogers
William Farnum
Gary Cooper
Richard Barthelmess
Ramon Navarro
Conrad Nagel
Hoot Gibson
William Powell
John Mack Brown--.
Ronald Colman
Barry Norton
Harold Lloyd

_ ... 17
_ 16

6
5

' 4

U.4LE

Lon Chaney
Richard Dix
William Haines

-..26
...19

—19

Lloyd Hughes — - 3

Richard Arlen —
Reginald Denny
Clive Brook — -

John Barrymore - —
Tom Mix -—— — —•

Charles Murray -

Jack Holt
William S. Hart
William Boyd
Glenn Tryon
Norman Kerry
Walter Pidgeon
Percy Marmont
Warner Baxter —
Frankie Darro — —
Charles Delaney 1

Victor McLaglen 1

Charles Farrell - - —
J

Tom Tyler _ 1

Nils Asther *

Karl Dane *

i

_ 1
~_ 1

Ken Maynard -

Edmund Lowe
Monte Blue
George Lewis
Milton Sills

Malcolm MacGregor
Baldy Belmont
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Richard Barthelmess—January 17. A very good pic-

ture. Seven reels.—Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa

Grove, 111.—General patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—64%. January
21-22-23. Was the very thing we expected. Colleen

Moore just will not click at the box office for us,

but every one was pleased with her work in this.

Perhaps it will help sell her next ones. Here's

hoping. Seven reels.—Weber & Haas, LaCrosse the-

atre. LaCrosse, Kan.—General patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—January 20-21-22.

A very good picture, but had been played all around
my immediate territory, so I did not do much on it.

Eleven reels.—Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre, Villa

Grove, III.—General patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—95%. December 24.

Play it, but be careful how much you pay for it.

It will stand a raise in admission, but for me, F N
got the raise and the shirt off my back. I think
it is Colleen's best, and it has plenty of action and
comedy to please all classes.—J. C. Ligon, Glendale
theatre, Glenwood, Ark.—General patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—January 18-19.

This is really a special. Feist music will fur-

nish special "Lilac Time" colored slides, no
charge, and there is one Victor record which
will sing exactly with them. Makes a fine com-
bination. The deluxe trailer is a dandy also.

Had zero weather both nights, but pulled a good
crowd. Eleven reels.—John Cosncr, Sun theatre,

Sargent, Neb.—General patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—In my opinion,
one of the sweetest pictures ever made by Colleen
or anyone else, and it will please practically all

classes of people, both young and old. I starved
to death on it, as I had a terrible batch of snow
and ice, but the picture is one of the year's ten
best. Step on it. Nine reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmess—Good, strong
drama. Death march footage is too long, and ending
was somewhat chopped off.—George E. Fuller, The
Playhouse theatre, Fairhope, Ala.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Fox
BLINDFOLD: Special cast—January 22-23. This

was a very pleasing one of its kind, and its kind
does not go badly here. However, I am not giving
any percentage, as the weather and roads have been
so bad recently that it doesn't mean anything. After
all the picture is what we want, and if I made a
killing on this, it is no sign the other fellow could.

—H. B. Wilson. Palace theatre. Golden City, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

BLINDFOLD: Special cast—One of the b?st

program subjects from Fox this season. O'Brien and
Lois Moran put forth their best efforts in this one.
and the result is splendid entertainment. It tells

the story of a young policeman who finally runs to

ground a bunch of jewel thieves who had seemingly
convinced the courts of their innocence. Must not
forget to add that Earle Foxe was great as the vil-

lain, the leader of the crooks. Six reels.—H. H.
Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.—General
patronage.

PREP AND PEP: Special cast—Very lively tale

of a boy's military college, excellently directed and
well put over by the youthful actors. It is not only
interesting, but also teaches, without pedagogy, the
value of courage in facing disappointments. Adults
as well as juveniles praised this number as being
a nice slice of movie entertainment. Worth playing
anywhere that people like good clean stories of col-

lege life. Six reels.—H. H. Hedberg. Amuse-U
theatre, Melville, La.—General patronage.

WIN THAT GIRL: Special cast—Very very com-
mon. In fact, I think to give us a picture like the
"High School Hero." and then get more money for
one like this on the plea that it would be better,

is a fraud. They razzed this one and walked out
on it.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift
Pa.—General patronage.

THE RIVER PIRATE: Victor McLaglen—Good
picture, business only fair. Fox does not advertise
his pictures to th? public.—L. M. Jones, Arcadia
theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General patronage.

CHICKEN A LA KING: Special cast—10%. Jan-
uary 22. A good comedy program. Bad print.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
-—General patronage.

ROADHOUSE: Special cast—It's a melodrama of

jazz-mad morals. Fairly good picture with a good
all star cast and it ends with a good lesson for both
father and son.—Walter Odom & Sons. Dixie theatre,

Durant. Miss.—General patronage.

FOL'R SONS: Special cast—This is one of our
best picture? shown. Writer was sick, so did not

see it, but all of them said it was fine. Rainy weather
ruined us for making money. Ten reels.—J. C.

Ligon, Glendale theatre. Glenwood, Ark.--General
patronage.

The stock of Dolores Del Rio changed
from "common" to "preferred" in the

favorite players contest. The United
Artists player teas in eighteenth position
in the list, with only Urn markers, when
her votes suddenly became eight and her

location in the standing seventh.

SOFT LIVING: Madge Bellamy—Very good pro-
gram picture. Johnny Mack Brown and Miss Bel-
lamy are fine. Six reels.—Samuel Jackson, Jackson's
theatre, Flomalon, Ala.—Small town patronage.

FAZIL: Special ca-t—January 1-2. This was a
good picture. Well made and well liked by the few
that turned out, but I failed absolutely to get them
in. Should do well in large places. Seven reels.

—

H. B. Wilson, Palace theatre. Golden City. Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

FAZIL: S-iecinl cast—A Fox special with the

main title misspelled. It should be spelled "Fizzle."

An elaborate, well produced "sheik" picture that

didn't do any business. However, the weather was
very cold. The ending kills the picture for most
people —P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City.

Mo.—General patronage.

MOTHER MACHREE: Special cast—January 24-25

This is a good one and pleased my patrons. Think I

shall buy some more of Belle Bennett from Tiffany-

Stahl. I can't go wrong on these clean ones. When
Victor McLaglen steps out with that military stride

of his and pokes out his chest, he sure looks good.

We lost a box office attraction in McNamara's death,

and when I saw him in this I again wondered if

we will ever see another like him—so good.—H. B.

Wilson. Palace theatre. Golden City, Mo.—Small

town patronage.

SKY HIGH: Tom Mix—January 19. This is a

reissue. Print very good. Picture not up to much.

No business on this one. Five reels.—Myer M. Gold-

berg Opera House. Oaksfield, N. Y.—Small town

patronage.

STREET ANGEL: Gaynor-Farrell—90%. Janu-

ary 24-25. Very good picture, but did not draw here.

Thos^ who saw it were pleased. We lost money on

it. This picture will go over big if you have Italian

clean
alive.

Gold-
town

patronage. Tell them about it and you will

up. It's an Italian picture as sure a« I'm

Buy it and clean up. Nine reels.—Myer M.

berg, Opera House. Oaksfield. N. Y.—Small

patronage.

THE GAY RETREAT: Special cast—40%.

January 24. A great comedy picture, a very bad

print. If wc can't play them when they want

us to, we must take them in any old condition

and call it good. This would be all right in poor

pictures, but good pictures deserve better usage.

—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

Gotham

UNITED STATES SMITH: Special cast—A good

show, plenty of comedy. Seven reels.—J. C. Ligon,

Glendale theatre. Glenwood, Ark.—General patron-

age.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE FLYING FLEET: Ramon Novarro—73%.

January 27. Brethren, here is a helluva good
picture. Well worth heavy advertising and a
slight advance in admission. Not only a very in-

teresting and entertaining picture, with a good
story, but is highly instructive, especially to the
younger set who are interested in aviation. If
you number this class among your patronage,
he sure to get this picture and boost it! Anita
Page doesn't detract any-a-tall from the picture,
and Ralph Graves' performance is very good.
A trifle long and just a little dark for us, but
the print was practically perfect, and the picture

held the interest of all very nicely. Come again,
Ramon! Eleven reels.—Wolfe & Williams, Screen-
land theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

THE FLYING FLEET: Ramon Novarro—65°

January 21-22. If you ever had a special, here
one. Do not be afraid to get back of this one, j

it will please all classes. Fine work by the who
cast. A story of naval aviation school. Good con
edy, good story and some extra fine flying. Moi
planes in this one than you can count. It ends wit

a flight to Honolulu and the big ship falls in tl

ocean. Thrills from start to end. A mighty gor

show. Eleven reels.—W. T. Biggs, Adair theatr-

Anita, la.—General patronage.

TRAIL OF '98: Dolcres Del Rio—50%. Januai
28-29. Good picture that pleased them. Comec
good. Ten reels.—Luve B. Harrell, Lyric theatr

Waycross, Ga.—General patronage.

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS: Sp.

cial cast—Oh. so different from the regular mov
fare. Our patrons enjoyed it 100 per cent. Th

scenery is beautiful and the diving scenes thrillin

and the story good.—J. L. Seiter, Selma theatn

Selnia, Cal.—General patronage.

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS: Sp<

cial cast—January 15-16. A great picture. Patror

were unanimous in their praise. Not a great bo

office attraction for me. but it should hit, as it's gt

the stuff. Raise your admission.—J. C. Kenned:

Empress theatre, Akron, la.—General patronage.

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS: Sp<

cial cast—January 9-10. So far ahead of other pit

tures along the same line that there is no comparisoi

—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie. Te;

—Small town patronage.

THE COSSACKS: Special cast—December 28-2!

A dandy. Plenty of action. As usual, Torrenc

rings the bell, a good actor unless Paramount han?

a lover's part on him, and then he's all wet. Lea\

him in character parts, he doesn't look like a Do

Juan. Gilbert always good. Ten reels.—Mrs. H. 5

Record. Palace theatre, Cambridge, 111.—General pa'

ronage.

THE PATSY: Marion Davies—65%. December 2!

Marion Davies has a good following here. She ;

plenty funny in this one. especially where her mothc

thinks she is crazy on her father's side.—J. C. I.igoi

Glendale theatre, Glenwood, Ark.—General patroi

age.

WEST OF ZANZIBAR : Lon Chaney—Deccrabe
24-25. Usual Chaney.-J. S. Walker, Texas theatn

Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

BEAU BROADWAY: Cody-Pringle—January !

A pretty fair program picture with a surprise em
ing. I believe it disappointing in that Sue Care

does not marry Eddie Nugent rather than Cod;

yet at the same time, that's not unusual—only on

expects a youth to marry youth, and there was quit

a discrepancy between Sue and Cody in age.—H. I

Wilson, Palace theatre. Golden City, Mo.—Small tow

patronage.

MASKS OF THE DEVIL: John Gilbert—Jam
ary 16-17. Good.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatn

Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

MASKS OF THE DEVIL: John Gilbert—Januar

16-17. I liked this one, so did my family and m
patrons, and consider it a little better than prograir

—H. B. Wilson, Palace theatre. Golden City, Mo-
Small town patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special cast—December 26-2:

We did not find it a special by any means.—J. S

Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie. Tex.—Sma
town patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special

18-19-20. A good picture, but

good, as it failed to draw for

does in his regular program,
(hawing card in larger cities,

cast—30%. Januar

can't say title is s

us as well as Haine

Should be a goo

as there is nothin

the matter with the picture. Marion is not a stron

card with us. Would class this as an extra goo

program offering and not a special. Special tacke

on to a picture is an old chestnut. Nine reels-

William A. Clark. Garden theatre. Canton. Ill-

General patronage.

DREAM OF LOVE: Special cast—More or less o

a costume picture. Not a special, but good entei

tainment. This Fred Niblo knows how to direct .
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picture and how to cast a player as well. You should

get the women out on this one. Nine reels.—William

A. Clark, Garden theatre. Canton, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Joan Crawford-
January 21-22. The 6tory is fine. From the title you

would think it would be more wild or hot. Joan

Crawford is one of the best stars we ever played

here, and especially in this particular picture. She

ji»t naturally gets everyone's eye. Also the applause.

Next to Clara Bow, she is leading the feminine list.

Nine reels.—R. V. McGinnis, Capitol theatre, New-
port, Ark.—General patronage.

WEST OF ZANZIBAR: Lon Chaney—January 12.

Referring to pictures, we might say, "Never the

twain shall meet." "West of Zanzibar" can't be met

by any of the past Chaney pictures. He is still

there with the acting and just naturally draws the

crowds. This one is plenty weird, makes you creepy

aplenty. Ran it on Saturday in the place of the

usual Western and got most of the town out to

see it. Did a good business. Seven reels.—R. V

.

McGinnis, Capitol theatre, Newport, Ark.—General

patronage.

EXCESS BAGGAGE: William Haines—December

12. The director has shown Haines can act, but

we didn't have to be shown. Our patrons, like our-

selves, love him in his smart aleck plays, so let us

have them back. We don't care about him mooning

around the stage and getting the screen all wet

; weeping ovet a "jane." Let us have him back "as

was." Eight reels.—Mrs. H. S. Record. Palace the-

atre. Cambridge, 111.—General patronage.

TELLING THE WORLD: William Haines—75%.

January 6-7. Although I didn't get to see this, my
patrons sure liked it fine and said they would like

to see more like it. Am hitting some very severe

weather here at present, or would have had 100 per

cent house.—William R. Boughn, The Sun theatre.

Walthill, Neb.—General patronage.

DECTIVES: Dane-Arthur—Well, this one was a

scream. Karl Dane is some detective. He will make

you laugh till you hurt. Seven reels.—J. C. Ligon,

Glendale theatre, Glenwood. Ark.—General patron-

age.

THE BUSH RANGER: Tim McCoy—January
19. This might have been a good picture, but

the photography was so dark and dim we could

hardly see it. A poor picture will get by with

good bright photography, but the best picture in

the world is a total loss if the photography is

bad. It ruined a Saturday night show for us.

We've had this trouble before from M G M, but

lately they have been sending us good bright pic-

tures. Seven reels.—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny
theatre. Mansfield, Mo.—General patronage.

THE BUSH RANGER: Tim McCoy—35%. Janu-

ary 26. With an evangelist in town, a big basketball

'game and a Tim McCoy picture, we wouldn't have

been surprised at a blank house, even on Saturday

night. Why. oh why, did we buy these McCoys?
Plot a mixture of Alger and Henty, print as dark

.as the outskirts of Hades. Photography terrible.

Wotta life! We're not kidding when we say that

the name McCoy keeps people away, because they tell

.us so. This would have been 100 per cent better

if only naif as dark. Seven reels.—Wolfe & Wil-

liams. Screenland theatre. Nevada, O.—Small town
patronage.

LADY OF CHANCE: Norma Shearer—December
25-26. A real nice little picture. Seemed to please

generally.—J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron.
Ia.—General patronage.

LADY OF CHANCE: Norma Shearer—60%. Janu-
ary 13-14. 'Way above the average program pic-

ture. Every one seemed to like it. Seven reels.

—

,0. A. Halstead. Cozy theatre, Duchesne. Utah.

—

General patronage.

THE THIRTEENTH HOUR: Lionel Barrymore—
25% January 26. Drew fair for zero weather with
snow to the fence tops. The dog helped the pic-

ture a lot, as the story is nothing. Six reels.

—

(O. A. Fosse. Community theatre. Ridgeway, Ia.

—

Small town patronage.

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT: Fla.-h—January 2.

Sure a good picture. Flash, the police dog, was
.dandy in this. Rin Tin Tin will have to look to
his laurels. Play it. Crook drama, plenty of action.

Six reels.—Mrs. H. R. Record, Palace theatre, Cam-
bridge, 111.—General patronage.

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT: Flash—Extra good
picture of the underworld. Dog very good. Drew
good crowd. Good print and photography. Seven
reels.—Robert K. Yancey. Bonny theatre, Mansfield.
Mo.—General patronage.

CIRCUS ROOKIES: Dane-Arthur—These two
boys got off some good laughs. Seven reels.—J. C.

Ligon. Glendale theatre, Glenwood, Ark.—General
patronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—34%.
I Miliary !*• The best from Chaney in a long while.

The old gang-war stuff produced in a new and pleas-

ing way. Will please practically all classes. Nine

Ramon Mavarro took a spurt this tieek

in the favorite players contest. Having
only three votes, this M G M star quickly

garnered eight to go from thirteenth posi-

tion in the list to eight.

reels.—Weber & Haas. LaCrosse theatre. LaCrosse,

Kan.—General patronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—53%.
January' 26. Really one of the best pictures we
have played this winter. Not one unfavorable com-
ment on it. and I would be willing to bet my shirt

it will go over any place. Not often I talk this

way about a picture, but you can't help but be pleased

with this one. Eight reels.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion
theatre. Holyrood. Kan.—Small town patronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—Chaney
a good card for us, and this picture drew a little

under average business. Metro is hitting on all four

this season. Haven't had a bad picture so far in

the new group. Seven reels.—William A. Clark.

Garden theatre. Canton. 111.—General patronage.

THE BABY CYCLONE: Cody-Pringle—January
23-24. For your information, the only wind about

this picture is in the press sheet. "Cyclone" is the

name of a pup. But. boy. it is a snappy comedy
that gets the laughs.—J. S. Walker. Texas theatre.

Grand Prairie. Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE BABY CYCLONE: Cody-Pringle—A comedy
drama centering around a dog (Baby Cyclone). It

is a laugh getter, well acted and directed. Metro

is certainly getting in line of what the public wants.

Seven reels.—William A. Clark, Garden theatre. Can-

ton, 111.—General patronage.

SKIRTS: Syd Chaplin—20%. January 12. Very
disappointed in this picture. Nothing to it. Not
suitable for small town patronage. Seven reek.

—

gave it the ha-ha. The older ones gave me worse

Myer M. Goldberg. Opera House. Oaksfield. N. Y.—
Small town pat'-onage.

THE SMART SET: William Haines—January 4-5.

Good picture, just above program schedule. Played

it two days. One day would have been enough.

—

Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite theatre, Placerville. Cal.—
General patronage.

A WOMAN OF AFFAIRS : Garbo-Gilbert— 100%.
A positive money getter, making you new friends

and cementing the old ones. The finest picture I have
ever had the pleasure of playing.—J. McManus. Day-
ton theatre. Dayton, O.—General patronage.

Pathe-P D C
LOVE OVER NIGHT: Rod La Rocque—Janu-

ary' 15-16. Thought this above average program
picture. When Rod waved the shoes and stock-

ings he had on his arms over the top of the

screen, the crowd almost died. Good business

second night, which tells it own story. Seven

reels.—John Cosner, Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb.

—General patronage.

SIN TOWN: Special cast—30%. A fair Western,

seemed to please. We need something hot out here

in Nebraska. Now, you see, it is ten below and

getting colder. Six reels.—S. A. Hayman, Lyda
theatre. Grand Island, Neb.—General patronage.

[Editor's note: You folks need your films fur-lined.]

CRAIG'S WIFE: Special cast—January 24. A
good picture, but no drawing power here. Seven

reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Green-

river, Utah.—General patronage.

THE FLYING BUCKAROO: Wally Wales—Janu-
ary 11-12. Here is one Western with some cattle,

something we have not had for many moons. Sup-

pose California with all her orange groves cannot

support a bunch of steers to be used in making a

Western occasionally. Same old stage coach, but a

pretty good picture at that. Everyone satisfied. Five

reels.—John Cosner. Sun theatre. Sargent, Neb.

—

General patronage.

THE RED MARK: Gaston Glass—20%. Am still

wondering what it's all about. Paid too much for

nothing. Has nothing in the world to draw them in

on. no cast at all. Don't play it unless you have

to.—Mrs. I. H. Dietz. Star theatre, Covington, Ga.

—

Small town patronage.

BORN TO BATTLE: Bill Cody—100%. January 19.

Good Western that almost broke the Saturday record.

Gave 100 per cent satisfaction to patrons and us.

too. Pathe exchange in Washington sure does give

us rotten prints on Westerns. Photography only

fair. Five reels.—G. O. Tunstall. Midway theatre,

Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

ON TO RENO: Marie Prevost—65%. January 25.

Very entertaining and pleased a pretty good crowd.

Photography good. Print fair. Six reels.—G. O.

Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General

patronage.

TWISTED TRIGGERS: Special cast—50%. Janu-

ary 19. Have been using too many Westerns lately,

but this is a good one if you can use Westerns.

Five reels.—T. W. Cannon, Majestic theatre, Green-

field, Tenn.—Small town patronage.

BALLYHOO BUSTER: Buffalo Bill. Jr.—Janu-

ary 26. Fair little Western. Here's one for the

book. Fond mama calls up and says "Little Oswald

wants to come to the show tonight, but the snow-

drifts are so deep that the only way he can get

there is on skis. Have you a safe place to put

his skis during the show?" "Madam." says I.

"I'll put 'em right on the sta<re so there will be no

question about it." Five reels.—William E. Trags-

dorf. Trags theatre. Neillsville. Wis.—Small town

patronage.

CODE OF THE COW COUNTRY: Buddy Roose-

velt—50%. January 28. Average Western. Six

reels.—T. W. Cannon. Majestic theatre. Greenfield,

Tenn.—Small town patronage.

A SHIP COMES IN: Rudolph Schildkraut—40%.

December 2-3. Terrible. I sure would like to see

Pathe get out just one or two good pictures, but

they have to go some to do it. My second night a

blank.—William R. Boughn, The Sun theatre. Walt-

hill. Neb.—General patronage.

BURNING BRIDGES: Harry Carey—Played this

one Saturday night with two reels of comedy. "Taxi

Beauty." Well, it is all right—that is. it will do.

—Walter Odom & Sons. Dixie theatre. Durant. Miss.

—General patronage.

Paramount
THE WEDDING MARCH: Special cast—Janu-

ary 7-8. This would have been a good picture had

the posing of von Stioheim been reduced by 6,000

feet. I lost plenty on it. Twelve reels.—J. S.

Walker. Texas theatre. Grand Prairie. Tex.—Small

town patronage.

THE WEDDING MARCH: ..Erich von Stroheim—

10%. The worst we have played. We have never

flopped as had on any 25 cent or 50 cent picture.

The few that came walked out. The balance that re-

mained clapped when the picture was over. Supposed

to run two days, but drew it out after the first day.

Paramount is fair though and adjusted it to our

satisfaction. Fourteen reels.—Mrs. L. H. Dietz. Star

theatre. Covington. Ga.—Small town patronage.

(tell em with trailers^\
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. r, „™ _ NELIGH, NEBRASKA, February 3, 1929.DEAR HERALD-WORLD:

Within the past week the truth has been brought home to us very forcibly as to the
reason for the growing indifference of the public toward motion pictures. We have dis-
cussed this matter with hundreds of theatremen, especially in the smaller communities,
and the commonly accepted reasons assigned for the lack of attendance at theatres, are the
radio, school entertainments, whist parties, clubs, basketball, elections, epidemics, etc., all
of which constitute competition but do not constitute REASONS.
We can learn a lot from books and magazines, but the best school in the world is the

school of experience, and knowledge gained from that school is deep-seated and lasting.
It has been our contention that the real reason for the growing lack of interest in picture
entertainment is assignable to one thing; i.e., too much poor entertainment, and we are
going to cite a few concrete examples in support of this contention.

It has been our experience, as we have traveled over the country, that whenever a theatre
offered meritorious entertainment, as a rule, there was no complaint of a lack of patronage,
regardless of various kinds of opposition. Last Wednesday night the Moon theatre of this
place finished a three-day run in a two-day town of "ABIE'S IRISH ROSE," with Charles
Rogers, Nancy Carroll, Jean Hersholt and J. Farrell McDonald. During the run of this
picture the mercury hovered around 15 degrees below zero. There was a school operetta
and a basketball game in opposition, and yet in spite of this opposition, the picture drew
capacity business the first night and satisfactory business the other two nights. The play
was written by Anne Nichols and she put into it realism and a human touch that was
refreshing. The picture contained a few sighs, a few tears and a lot of laughs and was
devoid of sex situations and bawdy scenes, and the director followed closely the author's
idea of sane and sensible entertainment.

The picture was directed with ability and it contained a cast seldom seen. The audience
went away delighted, and the patrons are still talking about it.

That's one example. Let's look at another one. Following the showing of "ABIE'S
IRISH ROSE," the theatre played "TAXI 13," and it lacked $7.50 of drawing film expenses.
The audience went out disgusted and talking to themselves, and we have been wondering
whether the producers operate their cheese factory by hand or electric power. The picture
was pulled after the first showing and should have been pulled after the first reel. If this
picture is entertainment, then Darwin was right and we should go back to the jungles.
This is example No. 2. We will give you number 3.

Last night we saw Richard Barthelmess and Marian Mixon in "OUT OF THE RUINS,"
another product of the cheese factory. Dick was a corporal or something in the French
army and deserted to go to Paris to see his sweetheart. He was captured and courtmartialed
and condemned to die. They stood him up against a barn or something and just as the
firing squad was ready to pull the trigger the scene was cut off and the next scene showed
him looking through the window of his sweetheart's room. After that there was something
like 3,000 feet of clinches and other interesting features for weak-minded people which
went over our gourd. This picture failed to draw expenses, which was evidence conclusive
of the truthfulness of that old saying that a fool and his money is soon parted. But this
audience didn't part with much. John McAmley once said in Opie Reid's "Emmet Bon-
lore," when after a hard fought political battle he had been elected justice of the peace,
"Emmet, they can't keep a good man down," and this leads us to remark that if they put
Dick in two or three more such insipid pictures he will not only be down but will be out
as well.

Now, what do these examples teach, or do they teach us anything? This much the
public has demonstrated, and that is—that when they want T-bone steak, vou can't feed
em sowbelly and make 'em like it.

We are wondering if there is only one Anne Nichols in this country, and we are also
wondering if the director of "ABIE'S IRISH ROSE" is the only director who can make
good pictures. Our guess is that there are dozens who could do as well if they were given
the cast and material to work with and a free hand to work out a story as their judgment
dictated, and our further guess is that there is too much New York interference with Holly-
wood's business.

If we are going to cross what used to be known as "The Great American Desert," we
would sooner be guided by the judgment of the man who wrote "BEYOND THE MIS-
SISSIPPI ' than to take directions from some chair warmer down in New York who had
only read the book.
We presume the foregoing will establish the conviction in your mind that we don't know

a thing about it, and to save the introduction of testimony to prove it, we will admit it.

And we will also admit that our experience hasn't taught us a thing, but if you can offer
a better reason for the growing indifference toward picture entertainment than the examples
given above, there are 20,000 theatremen in this country who would be glad to hear from
you, so get right in, the swimmin's fine.

* * *

There are three very plausible reasons why we previously said that "THE SHOPWORN
ANGEL" was a good picture. One reason was Gary Cooper, another reason was Nancy
Carroll, and the third one, that Thomas O. Service said it was. We always like to agree
with Tommy, for it's a source of great satisfaction to know that two such great minds run

(Continued on next page)

WHAT A NIGHT: Bebe Daniels—January 1-2.

This, they say, is Bebe Daniels swan song for Para-
mount, but it's a real good picture. William Austin
surplies comedy galore. Bebe Daniels is a dumb
girl, and Neil Hamilton a smart newspaper reporter.
This is a real good newspaper story. Six reels.

—

H. K. Timberlake, Isabelle theatre, Stevenson, Ala.

—

General patronage.

THREE WEEK ENDS: Clara Bow—January 19.

Great ! Book it and advertise it. Even in these poor

business days, Clara made us bring out the "Stand-
ins Room Only" sign. She made it seem like old
times. Best luck to you, Clara. Elinor Glyn's stories

are the kind that draw. Six reek.—H. H. Petz.
Pearl theatre, Youngwood, Pa.—General patronage.

JESSE JAMES: Fred Thomson—65%. January
12. Some liked it, some did not. Just a fair pro-
gram picture. Okey for Saturday. Eight reels.—
J. R. Long, Opera House, Fort Payne, Ala.—General
patronage.

TAKE ME HOME: Bebe Daniels—January 1J.
Not as snappy as "Hot News," but a really good
program picture. Six reels.—Ted Russell, Russell
theatres, Matherville and Orion, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

TAKE ME HOME: Bebe Daniels—January 25.
They are letting her slip and how!—J. S. Walker,
Texas theatre, Grand Prairie. Tex.—Small town pat-
ronage.

TAKE ME HOME: Bebe Daniels—75%. January
21-22. Drew and pleased pretty fair crowds. Good
titles. Print fair. Photography good. Six reels.—
G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—
General patronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Cooper-Wray—December
16-17. A real good picture. Patrons seemed to
like this one very much. Some time ago when
Cooper was starting in the business, I sent in a
report saying I didn't think much of him, but I

want to take that all back, he's there and then
some.—J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron.
Ia.—General patronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Wray-Cooper—50%. Good en-

tertainment, well produced and gave satisfaction.

Title good. The public demands modern uprto-now
entertainment, and not a lot of old out-of-date cos-

tume stuff. The old historical stuff is dead. Only
a few old men and women like it, but this patron-
age does not keep up picture shows. The producers
should snap out of it. Seven reels.—William A.

Clark, Garden theatre, Canton, 111.—General patron-

age.

WARMING UP: Richard Dix—January 27-28. A
very good baseball picture. Eight reels.—Mrs. C.

Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove. 111.—General pat-

ronage.

WARMING UP: Richard Dix—57%. January 27.

A mighty fine baseball story in this one, and they cer-

tainly did like it. It is a very entertaining picture,

and you won't have to hide out after the show is

over. It can't help but please. Eight reels.

—

Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—
Small town patronage.

WARMING UP: Richard Dix—Good picture, but'

Dix has ceased to draw for us. His name doesn't

attract any extra business and can run only as regu-

lar program. It will take some mighty strong pic-

tures to put Dix back in the running. Seven reels.

—William A. Clark, Garden theatre. Canton, 111.

—

General patronage.

THE FLEET'S IN: Clara Bow—40%. January
15-16. Did not seem to be up to Clara Bow's stand-

ard. I don't know what was the matter with it,

but it did not take very well here. Eight reels.

—

O. A. Halstead, Cozy theatre. Duchesne, Utah.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE FLEET'S IN: Clara Bow—40%. December
25-26-27. This kind of picture appeals to the gen-

eral public. It has action, comedy and a live story.

Entertainment all the way through. Would class

this one with the best of Clara Bow's pictures, but

not quite as good for a box office attraction. Eight

reels.—William A. Clark, Garden theatre, Canton,
111.—General patronage.

STREETS OF SIN: Emil Jannings—20%. Decem-
ber 23. This is not what the public wants. Jan-

nings is a complete flop with us. It would be a

valuable favor to the exhibitor to retire thU bird.

Fine actor and all that, but the public has had

enough of his stuff. You know you can feed the

public up on characterizations as his, and that is

what is wrong with Jannings. Seven reels.—William

A. Clark, Garden theatre. Canton, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

THE DRAGNET: George Bancroft—January 11-12.

Good for a one-day run. Not a special. Played it

two days. One day would have been enough. Good

story and plenty of action. Worth seeing.—Mrs. J.

B. Travelle, Elite theatre, Placerville, Cal.—General

patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE: Wallace Beery—80%. Janu-

ary 26. A fine picture, but will not please all classes.

Wallace Beery excellent in the role of "Oklahoma
Red." Nine reels.—Weber & Haas. LaCrosse thea-

tre, LaCrosse, Kan.—General patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE: Wallace Beery—January 4-5.

Not a very uplifting picture, but seemed to get by

without much said either way.—J. C. Kennedy, Em-
press theatre, Akron, Ia.—General patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE: Wallace Beery—December 31.

We find this pretty fair.—J. S. Walker, Texas thea-

tre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE: Wallace Beery—35%. Janu-

ary 28-29. Two of three more specials like this and

we'll be beggars. Paramount's specials are not as

good as their program pictures. Print fair and very

dark. Nine reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre,

Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE : Wallace Beery—Appealed
to a few of the men, but not a thing pretty about

the picture, and the women never cared for it.
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in the same channel. There are limes, however, when Tommy's judgment gets a little out
of plumb and takes off through the underbrush over towards Mike's, but we are not going
to cite any specific case except to refer to his review of "THE WEDDING MARCH,"
wherein he stated that it was one of "the best pictures ever made." Thomas, you know,
lives in Chicago where the best people patronize the art galleries (and some cellars), and
we circulate around among folks who live in the tall grass and patronize entertainment.
Tommy calls "THE WEDDING MARCH" entertainment. We just haven't the heart to ask
Thomas if his cellar is still in good working order—no, sir, we just haven't. It would be
too personal a question.

* * *

We note by last week's issue of the world's greatest magazine (and you don't need to be
told what that is) that Tragsdorf of Neillsville has been down to New York. That's the
buggest surprise of 1929. How a Wisconsin exhibitor could get down to New York is

beyond our understanding. He didn't ride the rods, for his wife was with him. He didn't

walk, for he has corns and flat feet, so we would like to know how he got there.

Trag tells about consorting with the Emperor of Brazil and other dignitaries with the

same indifference he would in talking about the beauties of the harvest moon with the

hired girl on the back porch. He says they wanted to soak him 13 bucks for two bench
seats to see Will Rogers. The fact is they saw him coming and somebody told the ticket

seller to "Soak That Badger."' They can always tell a guy from Wisconsin by the way he
lifts his feet—he pulls them up like he was stepping over logs, they are so used to it up
there. The last time we were in New York we saw a Badger from Oshkosh stop a street

car right in the middle of the block to ask the conductor if he knew a fellow down there
by the name of Ezra Jones. And yet some people will say that all fish live in the water!
Trag says he went down to New7 York to try to find out whatinel's the matter with the

business. We could have told him that it would be a waste of time and money, that New
York didn't know any more about it than Hollywood knows about a golden wedding. We
want to thank Trag for the compliment he paid us when he said that there were times
in our life when we were suspected of having told the truth. That's a compliment that is

seldom paid us.
* * *

We were very sorry to read in the last issue of the HERALD-WORLD of the destruction
by fire of the Cozy theatre at Villisca, la. The Cozy and its genial manager, Dr. F. M.
Childs, are so well known throughout the theatre world that the destruction of the Cozy
will seem like a personal loss to all of us. We visited with Doc at this theatre a few days
before this loss occurred, and this makes the news all the more shocking. Doc, old scout,

you have our sympathy, if that will help anv. but remember what Commodore Lawrence
said, "DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP!"

* * *

We know of no constitutional provision making it a penal offense for a subject of our
Uncle Samuel to express his opinion provided that opinion does not work harm to any
other subject, notwithstanding the fact that Congress and state legislatures are continually
trying to abridge that right. Therefore, since we were born under the Stars and Stripes

in the Wolverine state back at a time when they kept it on the sideboard and nobody paid
any attention to it, we will be clearly within our constitutional prerogative should we again
assert that the producers misconception as to what constitutes entertainment is the prime
factor for the letting down of public interest in motion pictures. Had we the ability to

make it any clearer than that we'd be glad to do it.

Did you see what that guy did down in Hoboken? He didn't do much, just took an
old run-down theatre and brushed the cobwebs out of the foyer, put some new globes in

the footlights, put in a melodramatic stock company and played such "lemons" as "THE
OLD HOMESTEAD" and "JOSH WHITCOMB" and plays of that type, and he had the
elite of the city standing on one another's shoulders to see the show. Does this prove
anything? Probably not a doggone thing. We know 35 million people personally (and
Trag says we are truthful) that would give their last shirt to see that old "sawmill scene"
again.

Personally, we'd sooner see Uncle Josh sitting by a log fire smoking his pipe and reading
the world's greatest magazine (see title on front cover) and Aunt Sarah knitting a

"muffler" for her little grandson, Willie, than to see all the all-day-sucker scenes in "OUT
OF THE RUINS" and "THE KISS AT MIDNIGHT" that those two cheese factory films

contained—and they contained aplenty.

Do you catch the drift of what we mean? New York won't, but you go back and take
a look at Gary Cooper and Florence Vidor in "DOOMSDAY," and maybe our remarks
will soak in. You won't get anything in this life that you don't fight for, and it is hardly
fair for 20,000 of you theatre babies to leave all the fighting to one little, skinny, pusillani-

mous wart who isn't able to get nearer the enemy than the third-line trenches. We are

shot all full of holes already.

Pictures should be made in two classes, one class for New York and Chicago, and the

other class for the rest of the world.
Ho-hum, wonder if Eagle Eve Joe is still in good standing with his "cherrv pie" girl?

J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD-WORLD Man.

P. S.—The HERALD-WORLD covers the FIELD like an APRIL shower.

leery was a good old wagon, but is about broke
lown. The public doesn't want such stuff as this.

Classed as a special, but a very poor program. Seven
eels.—William A. Clark, Garden theatre, Canton,
11.—General patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE : Wallace Beery—January
8-19. Very good story, with a thrill at the finish.

—

irs. J. B. Travelle, Elite theatre, Placerville, Cal.

—

General patronage.

WIFE SAVERS: Beery-Hatton—January 24. An-
ither good Beery and Hatton. Plenty of laughs in

his one and patrons were well pleased. Six reels.

—

J. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General
latronage.

WINGS: Special cast—January 24-26. Splendid
ricrore. Play it at any time if you can buy it right.

Jut it is too expensive right now. The company got
dl the money and I the grief—ice, sleet and bad
oads helped to finish a poor start. Fifteen reels.—
irs. H. S. Record. Palace theatre, Cambridge, 111.

—General patronage.

WINGS : Special cast—100%. December 13-14.

This picture shows what a company can do if it

takes a little time and money and puts them in
pictures. I received more real comments on
"Wings" than any other picture I have ever
shown. Rigged up sound apparatus for this and
did very nice with it.—William R. Boughn, The
Sun theatre, Walthill, Neb.—General patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—December 4-5-6.

\ great picture from a production standpoint, but a
lud at the box office.—J. C. Kennedy, Empress the-
itre, Akron, la.—General patronage.

LADIES OF THE MOB: Clara Bow^Tanuary 13.

K little rough for Clara, but patrons were well
leased. I agreed with patrons that this one was
jood. In fact, Clara is a good bet here. Seven
•eels.—G. A. Dilla. Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.

—

General patronage.

MANHATTAN COCKTAIL: Special cast—January
13-14. The picture was goon enough, but it wasn't
yhat we were promised. This was not the picture
[ had expected.—J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre,
\kron, la.—General patronage.

JUST MARRIED: Special cast—22%. January 18.

?ery good light comedy. No kicks on this one. Six
-eelB.—Weber & Haas, LaCrosse theatre. LaCrosse,
San.—General patronage.

GET YOUR MAN: Clara Bow—January 14-15.

Best Clara Bow yet. It drew a good crowd. We
iost money on "Red Hair," so raised the admission
price on this one and made some money. Good print
and photography. Six reels.—Robert K. Yancey.
Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.—General patronage.

FOOLS FOR LUCK: Special cast—January 22.

3ood comedy, but it isn't worth more than program
price. Paramount has several stars that they raise

the price on, but they only draw program crowds
and give only program satisfaction. Good print and
photography. Six reels.—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny
:heatre, Mansfield, 7vIo.—General patronage.

VARSITY: Buddy Rogers—Very ordinary. Para-
mount will have to do better than this to make a
rtart out of this boy.—J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre,
3elma, Cal.—General patronage.

VARSITY: Buddy Rogers—January 18. Ordinary.
—J. S. Walker. Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—
Small town patronage.

LEGION OF CONDEMNED: Cooper-Wray—Now,
showmen, here is a real picture. This lady 6tar,

Fay Wray, from now on will be my bet for all time
to come. Why, she knows how to take caresses,
kisses and embraces better than any star screen
player I ever looked at. Then turn and gaze on her
audience without a blush, without excitement what-
aver. She is a natural picture star. Goodness knows,
I would love to meet her myself. Lots of the young
men ask me, "Is she married ?" Let me know.
Bight reels.—Walter Odom and Sons, Dixie theatre,

Durant, Miss.—Small town patronage.

KIT CARSON: Fred Thomson—January 2-3.

Nothing to get excited about.—J. S. Walker, Texas
theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patron-
age.

THE LAST COMMAND: Emil Jannings—Janu-
ary 27-28. A very dramatic offering. The ending,
although logical, is sad and leaves a bad taste in
their mouths. Otherwise, very good. Nine reels.—

-

William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.—Small lown patronage.

HALF A BRIDE: Esther Ralston—Good picture
that pleased all who saw it. Esther is always good,
and I am sorry Paramount will not make her full

quote this year.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Mont-
pelier. Idaho.—Small town patronage.

MORAN OF THE MARINES: Richard Dix—I do
not consider the picture as good as last year's produc-
tions. Ruth Elder does fair work.—S. H. Rich, Rich
theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—Small town patronage.

FORGOTTEN FACES: Clive Brook—50%. Very
?ood comments on this one, but too much flu. I wish
more of my patrons could have seen it, as it was

one of three what you could call pictures in Janu-
ary. The rest were duds.—William R. Boughn, The
Sun theatre, Walthill, Neb.—General patronage.

FORGOTTEN FACES: Clive Brook—December
30-31. Seemed to please. Some fine acting and a
good story.—J. C. Kennedy, Empress theatre, Akron,
la.—General patronage.

FORGOTTEN FACES: Clive Brook—Very good
picture. Pleased everybody.—S. H. Rich, Rich the-

atre, Montpelier, Idaho.—Small town patronage.

SHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniels—January 29-30.

One of Bebe's good ones. A lotta laughs in it.

Mostly hokum. Seven reels.—William E. Tragsdorf.

Trags theatre. Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patron-

age.

WIFE SAVERS: Hatton-Beery—Fair picture. This

is the last of the team, and I am not sorry. They
never drew extra business for me.— S. H. Rich, Rich

theatre, Montpelier, Idaho.—Small town patronage.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt-^Ianuary 23.
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How They Voted
Following is the list of voters in the "My Favorite Players" contest, with their respective choices
for male and feminine players (in parentheses) and arranged by theatres. The first voter's name is

that of the exhibitor, the next that of his wife (except when conditions are otherwise), and the rest

those of the children. No attempt has been made to arrange the list in any special order, although
the position of each theatre is approximately according to the time the ballot was received.

Broadway, Brooklyn. Ia. M. A. Fauver (Laura La Planle. Lou Chancy I : Mrs. M. A. Fauver (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney) ; Suzanne Fauver (Joan Crawford,
Lon Chan«y) ; Jack Fauver (Laura LaPlante. Lon Chaney).

Richards, Fayette, Ala. B. J. Loftis (Dolores Costello, William Haines).
Grand, Angelica, Ji. Y. P. J. Lonsberry (Marian Nixon, Lon Chaney); Mrs. P. Lonsberry (Lillian Cish, John Cilbert).

Cozy, Winchester, Ind. Will H. Brenner (Dolores Costello. Conrad Nagel).
Regent, Wayland. Mich. Pi. E. Frank (Joan Crawford, William Haines): Mrs. Pi. E. Frank (Joan Crawford, Richard Dii).
Lansdale. Lansdale, Pa. John L. Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum); Jainc. Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum); Mary Comfort (Louise Lovely,

William Farnum); Cyril Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum).
Sun, Farwell Neb. G. A. Dilla (Clara Bow, Reginald Denny); Mrs. G. A. Dilla (Clara Bow, Clive Brook); Gilbert Dilla (Glenn Tryon, Patsy Ruth Miller); George

Dilla. Jr. (Laura LaPlante, Richard Dix).

Aiken Mills, Bath, S. C. (H. B. Grice, owner, says he has too many favorites to vote. His family's votes follow): Mildred Grice (Billie Dove, Barry Norton); Doris
(.rice (Dolores Costello. Richard Dix); Carolyn Grice (Greta Garbo. John Gilbert): Mabelle Grice (Clara Bow, Conrad Nagel).

Gem, Greenriver, Utah—Hulda J. Green (Bebe Daniels. Richard Dix); Geneve Green (Clara Bow. Charles Rogers); Matie Green (Clara Bow. Gary Cooper); Jesse
Green (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson); George Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper); Lewis Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper).

Globe. Buena Vista. Va. Glen Jennings (Margaret Livingston, Percy Marniont) ; Mrs. Glen Jennings (Helen Foster, Warner Baxter); Gary Jennings (Jane LaVerne.
Frankie Darro ) .

Kootenai, Libby, Mont. Mr. Kienitz (Colleen Moore. Conrad Nagel); Mrs. Kit-nil' (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess) ; Isabel Kienilz (Clara Bow, Charles Rog-
ers); Jean Kienitz (no feminine choice, Gary Cooper).

Capitol. Duncan. B. C.—G. G. Baiss (Florence Vidor. Ronald Colman); Mrs. G. G. Baiss (Alice Joyce, Ronald Colman); Daughter (Dolores Costello, Walter
Pigeon); Son (Dorothy Mackaill, Ronald Colman).

Star, Hay Springs, Neb. P. C. Morgan (Clara Bow. Richard Dix).
Star, Hay Springs, Neb. C. S. Horn (Clara Bow. Richard Dix).
Ward, Pismo Beach, Cal. Ivan William Rowley (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney).

Opera House. Victor. Mont.—Mrs. Hornung (Colleen Moore. Richard Dix); Grace llornung (Marion Davies. Norman Kerry); Robert Hornung (Colleen Moore,
Hoot Gibson); Edward llornung (Laura LaPlante, Hoot Gibson).

Victory, Bala. Ont. W. D. Jackson (Clara Bow, William Haines): Mrs. W. D. Jackson (Marion Davies. Richard Barthelmess); Shirley Jackson (Norma Sheerer,
Ramon Navarro); Gregory Jackson (Colleen Moore, William Boyd).

Columbia. Baton Rouge, La. W. H. Hall (Joan Crawford. Conrad Nagel).
Alamo. Plainfield. 111. Jay W. Could (Gloria Swanson, Charles Murray); Geraldine Could (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney); Joyce Gould (Billie Dove, Richard

Barthelmess); Junior Gould (Colleen Moore. Tom Mix).

Adair, Adair. Ia. W. T. Biggs (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney); Mrs. W. T. Blcgs (Joan Crawford. Lon Chaney); Marie Biggs (Colleen Moore. Lon Chaney).
Harvard, Harvard. Neb. J. V. Frank (Joan Crawford. Lon Chaney); Mrs. J. V. Frank ( liebe Daniels. Gary Cooper): Genevieve Frank (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).
Whiteway, Peach Orchard. Ark. W. G. Baker (Joan Crawford. John Gilbert); Mrs. W. G. Baker (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert); Winona Baker (Sue Carol, John

Gilbert); Gray Baker (Marion Davies. Tom Tyler).

Princess, Chilton. Wis. R. Pfeiffer (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert): Mrs. R. Pfeiffer (Greta Garbo, John Gilbert).

Worman Circuit. Ogden. Utah William Worman (Clara Bow, Al Jolson); Mrs. William Worman (Clara Bow. Richard Barthelmess); Clyde Worman (Clara Bow,
Hoot Gibson); Earl Worman (Clara Bow, John Barrymore); Orra Worman (Clara Bow. John Barrymore).

Palace. Golden City. Mo. H. B. Wilson (Janet Gaynor, Richard Barthelmess): Mrs. H. li. Wilson (Janet Gaynor, Charles Delaney) ; Teresa Wilson (Billie Dove.
Barry Norton); Woodrow Wilson (Clara Bow. Lon Chaney); Theodore Wilson (Billie Dove, Victor McLaglen) ; Julia Ellen Wilson (Joan Crawford, John
Mack Brown); George Wilson (Anita Page. Charles Farrell) ; Roy Wilson (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney).

Strand, Criswold. Ia. P. G. Held (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson); Mrs. P. G. Held (Colleen Moore. Lon Chaney); Gordon Held (Clara Bow, no mail choice); Mar-
jorie Held (Clara Bow. Richard Barthelmess).

Dayton. Dayton, O. John McManus (Anita Page, John Gilbert).

Merino Community. Merino. Colo. John I. Cochran (Mary Pickford. Richard Barthelmess).

Majestic. Weiner. Ark. G. D. Dinsmore (Louise Lorraine. Lloyd Hughes): L. M. Dinsmore (Louise Fazenda, Jack Holt).

Temple, Federalshnrg. Md. D. E. Jefferson (Evelyn Brent, Harold Lloyd); Mrs. D. E. Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold Lloyd); Evelyn Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold
Lloyd) ; Roberta Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold Lloyd).

Star, Alabama City, Ala. W. J. Dunn (Joan Crawford. John Mack Brown); Mrs. W. J. Dunn (Clara Bow, John Mack Brown); Woody Dunn (Billie Dove,

Richard Barthelmess); Dick Dunn (Alice White, William Haines).

Colonial. Montpelier. O. John C. Rundell (Clara Bow, Barry Norton); Mrs. Edna Rundell (Mary Brian, Charles Rogers); Leota Rundell (Mary Brian, Richard

Arlen) ; Viola Rundell (Joan Crawford, Barry Norton).

Marion. Marion Va. Mrs. J. O. Stephenson (Janet Gaynor. Richard Arlen) ; Virginia Stephenson (Clara Bow, Richard Dix) ; Ola Stephenson (Marceline Day, Gary

Cooper); Clarence Stephenson (Norma Shearer, Nils Asther).

New York Mills. New York Mills. Minn.—L. J. Shearer (Norma Shearer. Lon Chaney): Mrs. L. J. Shearer (Norma Shearer. Charles Murray): Norma Shearer (Norma
Shearer, Lon Chaney); Virginia Shearer (Lon Chaney); Grover Shearer (Norma Shearer. Tom Mix), Joyce Shearer (Norma Shearer, Karl Dane).

Opera House. Coalville. Utah. T. E. Beard (Colleen Moore. Lloyd Hughes): Mr*. T. E. Beard (Norma Talmadge, Lloyd Hughes); Russell Beard (Laura La Plante,

Hoot Gibson); Marjorie Beard (Billie Dove. Reginald Denny).
Opera House. Denison, la. Peter Krauth (Colleen Moore, John Gilbert).

(Continued on next page)

Business good and also a real good picture. Seven
reels.—Ted Russell, Russell theatres, Matherville

and Orin, 111.—General patronage.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—January 19. A
good Saturday night picture. Jack Holt a good

drawing star. Six reels.—Mrs. C. Knox, Star the-

atre. Villa Grove, 111.—General patronage.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—January 23-26.

A Zane Grey story. Very good. Think it should

please any audience anywhere.—Mrs. J. B. Travelle,

Elite theatre, Placerville, Cal.—General patronage.

SAWDUST PARADISE: Esther Ralston—Story not

Stood for a picture. Paramount is ruining Esther

just as fast as it can. A company of its capacity

should make some change in department heads.

Seven reels.—William A. Clark, Garden theatre. Can-

ton, 111.—General patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—100%. January 22-23. A
wonderful, wonderful picture. In our opinion, and
that of many patrons, it is better than "The Big

Parade." Did not do nearly the business it should

have done, due to weather conditions and only two-

day play. We were foolish not to have played it

at least three days, but one can't tell in advance.

We were hit by the worst weather so far this season

on the afternoon of the first play-day. Perhaps

Paramount will permit us to play a return engage-

ment later on compensating terms. We have noticed

some knocks at Paramount on account of terms on

"Win-re," and wish to say here that they certainly

gave us a kind and generous deal on this subject.

We find the Cleveland exchange to be as different

from Cincinnati as night is from day. We are giving
this picture 100 per cent because we feel that present
sub-normal business conditions require a readjust-

ment of values, both in fairness to ourselves and
to the pictures we report on. Our average business

is off about 50 per cent from normal, and there-

fore we are starting a new deal with the first of

the year, and reports in future will be based on
"Wings" until that gross is bettered. Only one
kick on this—the small type used in many of the

sub-titles. Fifteen reels.—Wolfe & Williams, Screen-

land theatre. Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

Rayart
MYSTERY PILOT: Rex Lesse—Goodserlal. Held

the people in suspense for ten long weeks.—Samuel
Jackson, Jackson's theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—Small

town patronage.

THE HEART OF BROADWAY: Pauline Garon—
30%. January 17. Not much to it, just film, that is

all. Six reels.—S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre. Grand
Island, Neb.—General patronage.

RKO(FBO)
HIT OF THE SHOW: Special cast—Don't let any-

one tell you this is a special when you go to buy.

A fair program picture. A tragedy which did not

set good in our town One woman said she had

trouble enough without paying her money to see

more. Of the same type as "Laugh. Clown, Laugh."

The actor who died (can't think of his name) did

his part in nice shape and is entitled to a better

chance. Seven reels.—John Cosner, Sun theatre,

Sargent, Neb.—General patronage.

HIT OF THE SHOW: Special cast—10%. Janu-

ary 14. Fine picture. Will please all if you can

get them in. These two stars mean nothing at our

box office. Seven reels.—Weber & Haas. La Crosse
theatre. LaCrosse, Kan.—General patronage.

MAN IN THE ROUGH: Special cast^5%. De-

cember 28. Just another Western, but my people

like them, so that pleases me.—J. C. Ligon, Glen-

dale theatre, Glenwood, Ark.—General patronage.

KING COW BOY: Tom Mix—30%. January 26.

This is a mighty good entertainment. Lots of hokum,

but Tom is a master in putting that over and making

them like it.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

SINNERS IN LOVE: Olive Borden—January 20.

Just fair. Most of my patrons did not like it-

Seven reels.—G. A. Dilia, Sun theatre. Farwell, Neb.

—General patronage.

TROPIC MADNESS: Leatriee Joy—January 17.

A good picture but had dim photography in spots.

Sever, reels.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell. Neb.

—General patronage.

CIRCUS KID: Special cast—50%. January

23. The best circus picture we ever played. As

a circus picture, this is the only one I ever saw

that had a real circus in the cast that did any

acting in the picture. Frank Darro is certainly
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How They Voted
(Continued from preceding page)

Opera House. Denison, la. John P. Krauth (Colleen Moore. John Gilbert).

Bonny. Mansfield. Mo. H. C Yancey (Billie Dove, William Haines); Mrs. Yancey (Colleen Moore. William Haines); Robert Yancey (Billie Dove. William Haines).

Lyric. Norristown., Pa. James P. Comfort (Shirley Mason. William Farnum) : M.-s. James P. Comfort (Mary Brian. William Farnum) ; Margar«t Comfort (Shirley

Mason, William Farnum): Katherine Comfort (Shirley Mason. William Farnum): Robert Comfort (Clara Bow, William Farnum) ; Charles J. Comfort (»hirley

Mason. William Farnum); James Comfort. Jr. (Mary Brian. William Farnu n ) : Madeline Comfort (Shirley Mason. William Farnum): Kate Comfort (Shirley

Mason. William Farnum); Alice Comfort (Vilma Banky, William Farnum); Frank B. Comfort (Viola Dana, William S. Hart); Albert Comfort (Shirley Mason,
William S. Hart).

Strand. New Haven. Conn.—A. Johnson (Joan Crawford. William Haines).
Grand. Bis: Sandy. Mont. R. S. Tingley (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. R. S. Tingley (Josephine Dunn. William Haines); O. M. Tingley (Josephine Dunn. William

Haines): L. M. Tingley (Josephine Dunn, Conrad N'agel).

Castleman. Waterproof. La. Thomas Castleman (Sally CO'eil. Richard Dix) : Mrs. Thomas Castleman (Greta Carbo. Conrad Nagel).
Sun. Walthill. Neb. Wendell R. Bonghn (Colleen Moore. Gary Cooper): Tommy Boughn (Clara Bow. Charles Rogers); Kent Boughn (Mary Brian, Richard Arlen) ;

Rosemary Boughn (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess).

Globe. Buena Vista. Va.—E. C. Bays (Gloria Swanson. Jack Holt).
Trio. Farmville. N. C. H. C. Cooke (Billie Dove. Conrad Nagel).
Princess. Mocksville. N. C. J. A. Daniel (Bebe Daniels. Ken Maynard) ; Mrs. J. A. Daniel (Betty Bronson. Richard Dii) ; Lois Daniel (Bebe Daniels. Richard

Dix); Ruth Daniel (Billie Dove, John Gilbert).

Lincoln, Bunker Hill. III. W. Fahrenkrog (Norma Shearer. Lon Chaney); Mrs. W. Fahrenkrog (Colleen Moore. Ramon Novarro) ; Mrs. Leona F. Day (Clara Bow,
Charles Rogers); Helen Fahrenkrog (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).

Lyric. Crangeville. Ida. Al J. Wagner (Clara Bow. William Haines); Mrs. Al J. Wagner (Clara Bow. William Haines).
Clermont. Winchester. Ia. Joe N. Warner (Clara Bow. Richard Dix).
Rex, Kemp. Tex. Albert E. Krutilek (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Mrs. Albert E. Krutilek I Esther Ralston. Charles Rogers); Albert Krutilek, Jr. (Mary Brian, Gary

Cooper) .

Palace. Rankin. Tex.—Barnes E. Perdue (Clara Bow. Richard Barthelme-s) .

Hollywood. East Orange. N. J.—H. M. Berry (Billie Dove. Richard Dix).
Mecca. Glendale. Cal. William Blake. (Gloria Swanson. Richard Barthelmess) : Mr- William Blake (Olive Borden. Ramon Navarro).
New. Springfield, S. C. C. Frank Lundy (Mary Astor, Gary Cooper); Mrs. G. F.-ank Ltindy (Billie Dove, Clive Brook); Betty Jean Lnndy (Vilma Banky. Ronald

Colman)

.

Endert. Crescent City. Cal. J. B. Endert (Clara Bow. Reginald Denny).
Odeon. Cottonwood Falls. Kan. Earl Harmon (Anita Page. William Farnum).
Jennings. Cleveland. O. Thomas Urbansky (Janet Gaynor. William Powell); Jam -s I rbansky (Janet Gaynor. William Powell); Helen L'rbansky (Janet Gaynor.

William Powell); John L'rbansky (Janet Gaynor. William Powell).

Broadway, Centerville. S. D. E. E. Hobnquist, Sr. (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); M.-s. E. E. Holmqui-I. Sr. (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper); E. E. Holmquist. Jr. (Clara
Bow, Gary Cooper).

Crescent. Hatton. N. D. Joe Anderson (Greta Garbo. Ramon Navarro).
Opera House. West Point, la. Ben Brinck (Mary Philbin. Thomas Meighan) ; Mrs. Ben llrinck I Joan Crawford. Ramon Navarro): Virginia Brinck (Mary Brian.

William Haines); Ruth Brinck (Norma Shearer. Ramon Navarro).

Dixie. Fulton. Miss. J. M. Brown (Sue Carol. John Gilbert); Mrs. J. M. Brown (Patsy Ruth Miller, Malcolm MacGregor) ; Doyle Brown (Norma Sh«.arer. John
Gilbert); Jimmy Brown (Laura L3 Plante, John GiUjert).

Rialto. Mangum. Okla. Pat Duffy (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Mrs. Pat Duff. (Clara Bow. Charles Rogers): Mary Duffy (Clara Bow. Charles Rogers); Ruby
Duffy (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).

Pastime, Crenola, Kan. E. R. Moreland (Clara Bow, William Powell); Mrs. E. K. Moreland (Esther Ral-ton. Garv Cooper); L. E. Moreland (M*ry Brian. William
Powell).

Pastime. Franklin. N. H. Ray E. Salisbury (Sue Carol. Gary Cooper).
Fairfax. Kilmarnock, Va. R. D. Carter (Billie Dove. Milton Sills); Mrs. R. D. Carter (Colleen Moore. Richard Barthelmess).
Riti. Alabama City. Ala. R. W. Smith (Sue Carol. Lon Chaney); Mrs. R. W. Smith (Joan Crawford. William Haines); R. W. Smith. Jr. (Joan Crawford. John

Mack Brown); James Smith (Joan Crawford. John Mack Brown).
Capitol. Monson. Mass. M. Boduck (Joan Crawford. Charles Rogers); R. Boduc-k ( Clara Bow. William Boyd) ; Blanche Boduck ( Dolores Costello. Charlrs Ro«r») ;

Kathryn Boduck (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).
Liberty. Weeping Water. Neb. II. E. Brookings (Clara Bow, Richard Dix): Mrs. H. E. Brookings I Mary Brian. Clive Brook).
Star, Law-ton. Mich. Harry Desenberg (Billie Dove. Richard Barthelmess); Mrs. Harry Desenberg (Colleen Moore, Ramon Navarro); Owen Desenberg (Laura

La Plante. George Lewis).
Tivoli. NorwaUc. Cal. Frank Chessman (Marie Prcvost. Edmund Lowe); Mrs. Frank Chessman (Gloria Swanson. Monte Blue): Gertrude Chessman (Gloria Swanson,

Ronald Colman).
Brara. Sea Isle City, N. J. L. Braca (Norma Shearer. William Haines); Mrs. L. Brara (Greta Carbo. Richard Dix); Louis Braca, Jr. (Clara Bow, Ramos

Navarro): Filomeno Brara (Bebe Daniels. Charles Rogers).
Columbia. La Belle. Fla. 1. G. Attanasio (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney): Mrs. I. G. Attanasio (Dolores Del Rio. Lon Chaney); Carolina Attanasio (Clara Bow.

William Haines); Charles Attanasio (Clara Bow, John Gilbert); Leonilda Alt ,nj.iu (Clara Bow. Richard Dix); Dolores Attanasio (Dolores Del Rio. Richard
Dix).

Eagle Hall. Carlin. Nev.—Carmen M. Roberts (Colleen Moore, Thomas Meighan).
Bijou. Russell. Man.. Can. A. O'Neil (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney); Mrs. A. O'Neil (Dolores Del Rio. Lon Chaney); Russell O'Neil (Dolores Del Rio. Lon

Chaney); Laurence O'Neil (Dorothy MarkailL William Boyd).
Gem. Pontotoc. Miss. J. A. D. Herrinzton (Flora Finch. Baldv Belmont); Mrs. J. V. D. Herrinzton (Virginia Bradford. John Gilbert); Dorothy Herrington

(Billie Dove. John Cilbert).
New Galen, Marysville, Pa. H. H. Fisher (Joan Crawford. William Haines); Minnie M. Fisher (Joan Crawford. WiUiam Haines); Austin Fisher (Joan Crawford.

William Haines); Van Fisher (Anita Page, Lon Chaney).

an artist in pictures. He steals every one he
is in. Good satisfaction.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

PERFECT CRIME: Clive Brook—20%. January
21-22. Fair program picture. Comments divided
under average business. Sold to us for a special.

Would have done good as program picture one day.
—Luve B. Harrell, Lyric theatre, Waycross. Ga.

—

General patronage.

TYRANT OF RED GULCH: Tom Tyler—Good
little Western for Saturday. Tom and his gang
draw just as much as Mix for me. Six reels.

—

Samuel Jackson, Jackson's theatre, Flomaton, Ala.

—

Small town patronage.

KING COWBOY: Tom Mix—While this picture by-

no stretch of the imagination could be called a "West-
ern," the Saturday night bunch seemed to find it

amusing and turned out in goodly numbers. The
plot is laid somewhere in Arabia or "East of Suez."
—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre. Kansas City, Mo.

—

General patronage.

THE AIR LEGION: Special east—A good picture
based cn the U. S. air mail. Not so much air stuff,

but they will like it. Seven reels.—P. G. Vaughan.
Sun theatre. Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

STOCKS AND BLONDES: Skeets Gallagher-
Very good program picture. Not much of a drawing
card. New print. Seven reels.—Samuel Jackson,
Jackson's theatre, Fljmaton. Ala.—Small town pat-
ronage.

ROUGH RIDIV RED: Buzz Barton—Not as good
as "The Bantam Cowboy." which was really great

!

The old medicine show is brought to life in this

number and considerable footage is used in demon-

strating the fact t'nr.t Buzz and Frank Rice are

comedians. Lacked the note of sincerity that has
been evident in other efforts of this fine young West-
ern star. Six reels.—H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U the-

atre, Melville. La.—General patronage.

HIT OF THE SHOW: Special cast—Some said

good, others said fair, and quite a number did not

like it at all. It is well directed, well acted and the

photography is splendid. Personally thought it was
fair entertainment, but it was far from being a spe-

cial. Gold Bond on F B O pictures is far from
being a guarantee that they are so greatly superior

to program pictures as to warrant a larger rental.

Seven reels.—H. H. Hedberg. Amuse-U theatre, Mel-
ville, La.—General patronage.

DESERT LOVE: Olive Borden—40%. January 23.

Proved to be an unusually good sheik picture. Plenty
of action. Entire cast rood. Noah Beery fine.

Seven reels.—T. W. Cannon, Majestic theatre. Green-

field. Tenn.—Small town patronage.

GANG WAR: Special cast—51%. January 12. A
good gang picture. Business off on account of flu.

Seven reals.—T. W. Cannon. Majestic theatre, Green-
field, Tenn.—Small town patronage.

Tiffany-Stahl

MARRIAGE BY" CONTRACT: Patsy Ruth
Miller—80%. January 20. A mighty good draw-
ing card. It will make any exhibitor some money.
The title is timely and the acting first class.

No smut in it either. 1 hope Tiffany won't put
out any more smutty stuff. Seven reels.—S. A.
Hayman. Lyda theatie. Grand Island, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE CAVALIER: Special cast—80%. January
13. This is a real feature, as clear as a whistle.

Dick, to my way of thinking, is better than Douglas
Fairbanks with his stunts. It will stand a raise in

admission. Eight reels.—S. A. Hayman, Lyda the-

atre. Grand Island, Neb.—General patronage.

TROPICAL NIGHTS: Patsy Kuth Miller—Janu-
ary 19. A fair one for Tiffany and will please.

Seven reels.—Ted Russell. Russell theatres. Mather-
ville and Orin, 111.—General patronage.

TROPICAL NIGHTS: Patsy Ruth Miller—50%.
January 6. Pretty good, it will please, a little over-

drawn in places, but it is enjoyable. Six reels.

—

S. A. Hayman. Lyda theatre. Grand Island. Neb.

—

General patronage.

MAN IN HOBBLES: Special cast—January 22.

Just a fair comedy, and as are most all of Tiffany's,

it is very slow and poor directing.—Ted Russell,

Russell theatres, Matherville and Orin, HI.—General

patronage.

A WOMAN AGAINST THE WORLD: Special cast

—15%. January 24. Good, but a perfect flop at the

box office. Print and photography very good. Six

reels.—G. O. Tunstall. Midway theatre. Martinsville.

Va.—General patronage.

Universal

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN : Special cast—98%. Janu-
ary 17-18-19. This is a picture I would have been

glad to show my patrons even if I had not made
anything on it. but I did do a satisfactory business.

The receipts were about like those for "The Big

Parade" and "Ben Hur." I would have broken all
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house records if it had not been for the keenest com-
petition. The schools put on one of those things

that every one is obliged to attend whether they
want to or not. Also had an American Legion blow-
out the next night. This is one of the best pictures

I ever put on the screen and has great drawing
power. Eleven reels.—O. A. Halstead, Cozy theatre,

Duchesne, Utah.—General patronage.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: Special cast—Janu-
ary 6-7-8. This pleased and I say it's good.

Some may criticize its supposed un-book-like

versions and variations, according to their view,

but personally, I believe that it brought out

more clearly than the book those conditions

and circumstances that people at the time knew
existed, and while not in the book in print,

were nevertheless there between the lines.

Slavery was not the only cause of the Civil

war, as I have always understood it by per-

sonal talks with those of that time. Show it.

Eleven reels.—H. B. Wilson, Palace theatre,

Golden City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

SILKS AND SATINS: Marian Nixon—Lots of
favorable comments on this one. It's good enter-

tainment, and many patrons told me so.—S. H.
Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier, Ida.—Small town
patronage.

THE GATE CRASHER: Glenn Tryon—36%.
January 24. About the usual Tryon vehicle—a flock

of gags and a succession of antics. Light stuff, but
much better than "How to Handle Women," judging
from the laughing reaction of a very small audi-

ence. Ends up with a thrill or two, and we would
call it a fair picture for the type. Tryon means ab-
solutely nothing here and never will. Terrible
weather and darn near zero business. Photography
just fair. Print in excellent condition. Six reels.

—

Wolfe & Williams, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—
Small town patronage.

THE GALLOPING ACE: Jack Hoxie— (Reissue.)

Old stuff, not particularly improved by age. Still, it

seemed to be better than any of the more up-to-date
two-reel thrillers we have yet had from Universal.
Call it something to pad the program with. Good
;>rint and photography. Two reels.—Wolfe & Wil-
liams, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town
patronage.

GRIP OF THE YUKON: Special cast^Fanuary
26. Good picture.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre.

Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

GIVE AND TAKE: George Sidney—December 28.
First class.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

HOW TO HANDLE WOMEN: Glenn Tyron—
25%. January 25. This is a good comedy program
picture. Gave satisfaction.—Bert Silver, Silver Fam-
ily theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE FOREIGN LEGION: Special cast—Decem-
ber 14-15. A fair picture. I guess I'm not the only
one that lost a little on this one, after reading a
few reports.—J. C. Kennedy. Empress theatre. Akron,
la.—General patronage.

THE NIGHT BIRD: Reginald Denny—42%. Janu-
ary 19. Not nearly as good as Denny has made
them. Seven reels.—Weber & Haas, LaCrosse thea-
tre, LaCiosse, Kan.—General patronage.

MIDNIGHT ROSE: Kenneth Harlan—January
26. A good little picture, but basketball game as
competition drew practically everyone. Six reels.

—

Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.
—General patronage.

HOW TO HANDLE WOMEN: Glenn Tryon—
January 11. Nothing to it.—J. S. Walker, Texas
theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

FINDERS KEEPERS: Laura LaPlante—January
19. A very good comedy drama, but somewhat cut
up in first part of our print. Drew better than
average Saturday night. Six reels.—Mrs. Hulda J.

Green. Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.—General pat-
ronage.

MEN OF DARING: Jack Hoxie—January 27. A
good Western of the pioneer type, Indians and so
forth. However, either they didn't want to see this
kind or something. We didn't take in film rental.
Six reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Green-
river, Utah.—General patronage.

JAZZ MAD: Jean Hersholt—January 14-15. Not
what you think it is. Just a story of a foreign
musician. Good, but not a special.—J. S. Walker,
Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town pat-
ronage.

CLEARING THE TRAIL: Hoot Gibson—35%.
January 1. Hoot is good. He seems to do a little

something different from the common run of West-
erns.—J. C. Ligon, Glcndale theatre, Glenwood, Ark.
—General patronage.

CLEARING THE TRAIL: Hoot Gibson—By far

the best Gibson I've run in a year. Plenty of action

and some good comedy. I hear Hoot has gone "air"

mad now, and is quitting Westerns. One more cow-
boy gone "nuts." Westerns are just as popular to-

day as they ever were—real Westerns, I mean. Six

NAMELESS REPORTS
Reports from two theatres have been

received on which there are no names
or other means of identification. One
communication from one of the four
towns called Strafford, contains reports

on "Four Walls," "Golden Clown,"
"Hold 'Em Yale," "Midnight Madness"
and "While the City Sleeps."

The other set of reports, from Hebron,
are on RKO and Universal shorts and
the features entitled "Moon of Israel"

and "Love and Learn."

The exhibitors who sent in these re-

ports are asked to identify for them at

their earliest convenience, so they may
be published.

reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City,
Mo.—General patronage.

HOME JAMES: Laura La Plante—January
25-26. Laura had them all laughing. Print not
very good. We distributed photos of Laura to
the kids the week before and found the stunt
to be a good one, as it fosters good will and
brings them in to see the show. Our greatest
objection to this picture was that they used the
same setting as for "Freedom of the Press,"
which was shown here only two weeks earlier.

Six reels.—Clarke Green, Lake theatre, Upper
Lake, Cal.—General patronage.

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS: Lewis Stone—What
I saw of this looked okay, and the audience was very
attentive, so it must be okay. Good photography.
Good cast. Seven reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun thea-
tre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS: Lewis Stone-
Pulled better than I expected, and people liked it.

—

George E. Fuller. The Playhouse theatre, Fairhope,
Ala.-—Small town patronage.

HOME JAMES: Laura La Plante—55%. January
17. Good picture, will please.—Luve B. Harrell,
Lyric theatre, Waycross, Ga.—General patronage.

HOME JAMES: Laura La Plante—January 4.

Fair comedy.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand
Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

STOP THAT MAN: Special cast—January 14-15.

Fairly good program and that's about all.—H. B.
Wilson, Palace theatre. Golden City, Mo.—Small
town patronage.

WE AMERICANS: George Sydney—Very fine pic-

ture of its type. But did not draw any extra busi-

ness. John Boles is a very fine actor. Eight reels.

—Samuel Jackson, Jackson's theatre, Flomaton, Ala.

—Small town patronage.

WILD WEST SHOW: Hoot Gibson—90%. Janu-
ary 26. Played in opposition to Tom Mix. but we
didn't know Mix was in town. Drew and pleased a
full house from one o'clock till 11 o'clock. Print
and photography good. Six reels.—G. O. Tunstall,

Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General patron-

age.

RED HOT SPEED: Reginald Denny—January 27.

Not as good as some of Denny's, but satisfactory en-

tertainment for an average Sunday night audience.

—

George E. Fuller, The Playhouse theatre, Fairhope,

Ala.—Small town patronage.

DANGER RIDER: Hoot Gibson—Regular West-
ern, good for use on Saturdays.—J. L. Seiter, Selma
theatre, Selma, Calif.—General patronage.

DANGER RIDER: Hoot Gibson-January 1S-19.

Fair, but by no means Hoot's best. Six reels.

—

Clarke Green, Lake theatre. Upper Lake, Cal.

—

General patronage.

United Artists

GARDEN OF EDEN: Special cast—Print was so

poor that fair comment is impossible.—George E.

Fuller, The Playhouse theatre, Fairhope, Ala.

—

Small town patronage.

RAMONA: Dolores Del Rio—90%. Very fine pic-

ture. Sure packed them in for two night. Buy it

by all means. Eight reels.—Samuel Jackson, Jack-

son's theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Small town patronage.

RAMONA: Dolores Del Rio—January 11-12-13.

This picture's reputation gained from its having been

advertised and exploited so much. Was well made
and acted and had beautiful scenery, but it did not

appeal to me. However, it did well at the box office

and pleased many. I did not think much of the story

and don't think much of Dolores aa an actress, and

I have heard many say they also don't like Dolores.

They came out and saw her, anyway. Guess I don't

know stories, but I see Tragsdorf and I at least

agree. Eight reels.—H. B. Wilson, Palace theatre.

Golden City, Mo.—Small town patronage.
DRUMS OF LOVE: Special cast—A red hot

mama. How they got by the censor with this one, I

don't know. Good for high class patronage or city.

Just average business. Bad weather reduced receipts.

Lost money.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier,

Ida.—Small town patronage.

MY BEST GIRL: Mary Pickford—The best Mary
has made in years. Play it.—S. H. Rich, Rich thea-

tre, Montpelier, Ida.—Small town patronage.

COLLEGE: Buster Keaton—Listen, boys and
girls, if you want to hear them howl with glee,

give 'em a dose of this. "College" is one of

Keaton's funniest and "Two Tars" is a riot.

Booked these two together with a two-reel Uni-

versal Western, "Dead Game," and a Pathe news.

It made two hours of darn good time-killer. Six

reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City,

Mo.—General patronage.

COLLEGE: Buster Keaton—The kids seemed to

like it. but too silly for adults. Business poor, due

to cold weather.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier,

Ida.—Small town patronage.

CAMILLE: Norma Talmadge—I am running this

one quite late, but, boy, it's a real picture. Weather-

man froze me up, which caused a loss. The picture

is there, however.—S. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Mont-

pelier, Ida.—Small town patronage.

THE GAUCHO: Douglas Fairbanks—January 24-

25. A very good picture of its kind, but I can't get

anyone in to see this bird. He will never have to

rush to Washington to straighten out his income tax

returns if he depends on me for future business.

Ten reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE GAUCHO: Douglas Fairbanks—Wonderful

picture. Play it, if you don't have to mortgage

your house.—9. H. Rich, Rich theatre, Montpelier,

Ida.—Small town patronage.

Warner Brothers
THE SINGING FOOL: Al Jolson—Very satis-

factory using the records for the songs. But I am
afraid this is the only one of the Warner talking

pictures that will go over as silent.—L. M. Jones,

Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.—General patron-

age.

WHAT EVERY GIRL SHOULD KNOW: Patsy

Ruth Miller—75%. January 20. Picture was good,

Print rather dark. It will please any audience. Six

reels.—Myer M. Goldberg, Opera House, Oaksfield,

N. Y.—Small town patronage.

Miscellaneous
STATE RIGHTS

THUNDER GOD: Lila Lee—11%. January 10.

Just a filler, no one will rave about it. Six reels.

—

S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre Grand Island, Neb.—
General patronage.

MOTHERHOOD: Special cast—80%. January 24.

"Motherhood" to some people will be a wonderful

picture, to the giddy school girl or the jazz-crazy

young man it will be a complete flop. Some of your

patrons will expect to see something sensational, but

they will be disappointed, it isn't there—just plain

facts. It will pack them in, so book it. Seven reels.

—S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre, Grand Island, Neb.

—

General patronage.

FLESH AND BLOOD: Lon Chaney—Reissue.
Just an old piece of junk. It draws, but will not

please.—Samuel Jackson, Jackson's theatre, Floma-

ton, Ala.—Small town patronage.

HAIRBREATH HARRY: Pretty good comedies.

Two reels.—Samuel Jackson, Jackson's theatre,

Flomaton, Ala.—Small town patronage.

Serials
MYSTERY RIDER: (Universal) William Des-

mond—.While silly, this serial has proved something

of a drawing card. We are on the fifth episode.

—

Clarke Green, Lake theatre. Upper Lake, Cal.

—

General patronage.

TARZAN THE MIGHTY: Best serial since "The

Million Dollar Mystery."—Geo. E. Fuller, The Play-

house theatre, Fairhope, Ala.—Small town patronage.

THE POLICE REPORTER: Special cast—Serial.

Played the first chapter and it started with a bang.

Two reels, ten episodes.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway

theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

ALL IN FUN: Cameo—Pretty good. One reel.—

P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—Gen-

eral patronage.

FANDANGO: A good laugh in this one, and that

was all the way through. Two reels.—J. C. Kennedy,

Empress theatre, Akron, la.—General patronage.
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"My Favorite Players" Contest

BALLOT: for voting in the Herald-World's 1928-29 contest to determine who are the fa-

vorite male and feminine screen players of exhibitors and the members of their immediate fami-

lies. Choices are to be made on any basis the voter chooses.

Voter's Name Above
Chosen Players' Names

Feminine Player .

Male Player

Theatre , Town

MAIL to Exhibitors Herald-World, "My Favorite Players" Contest, 407 So. Dearborn, Chicago, I1L

FOLLOW THE TEACHER: Big Boy—Another
knockout from Big Boy. Two reels.—G. O. Tunstall.

Midway theatre. Martinsville. Va.—General patronage.

HOLD THAT MONKEY: A very funny comedy.

Two reels.—Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre. Green-

ville. Mich.—General patronage.

HOW TO PLEASE THE PUBLIC: Hodge Podge—
Not so bad. Hodge Podges are good if not used too

often. One reel.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre. Kan-
sas City. Mo.—General patronage.

HOT AND COLD: Al St. John—They laughed

often and loud. Two reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

ROAMING ROMEOS: Lupino Lane—A Lupino
Lane comedy, so there is no need to tell that it

pleased 100 per cent. Lupino has 6aved the day for

us on more than one occasion—long may he live!

The kids call him the rubber man. Two reels.

—

H. H. Hedberg. Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.

—

General patronage.

THREE TOUGH ONIONS: Monte Collins—A lit-

tle better than the average Cameo comedies. One
reel.—G. O. Tunstall. Midway theatre, Martinsville,

Va.—General patronage.

WIVES WON T WEAKEN: Jerry Drew—Not so

good. Two reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre.

Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

WEDDED BLISTERS: Tuxedo—Very good. Two
reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun Theatre, Kansas City.

Ho.—General patronage.

FOX

ANIMAL COMEDIES: Good comedies. Two reels.

Samuel Jackson, Jackson's theatre, Flomaton, Ala.

—

Small town patronage.

VAN BIBBER COMEDIES: Tyler Brooks—Not
much comedy, too silly. Two reels.—Samuel Jackson.
Jackson's theatre. Flomaton, Ala.—Small town
patronage.

M G M
ALL PARTS: Charley Chase—This is the best of

the Chase comedies to date. I'm not keen on comedies
of the slapstick variety. Two reels.—Mrs. H. S.

Record, Palace theatre, Cambridge, 111.—General
patronage.

BATTLE OF THE CENTURY: Laurel-Hardy—
Of course it's good. It's so good I could show it

again next week to a full house. When you show
this, you can advertise it ahead of your feature
and not be sorry. Two reels.—O. A. Fosse,
Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.—Small town
patronage.

THE CZARINA'S SECRET: Interesting and beau-
tiful color. Well worth showing. Two reels.—T. W.
Cannon, Majestic theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.—Small
town patronage.

THE CZARINA'S SECRET: I have played several
of these great events in history. They are all splen-
did. Gives a good balance to a comedy feature. You
can buy them right, too. Two reels.—Mrs. H. S.

Record, Palace theatre. Cambridge, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

DO DETECTIVES THINK: Laurel-Hardy—Pretty
good comedy that brought out a few laughs.—H. H.
Hedberg. Amuse-U theatre. Melville. La.—General
patronage.

EARLY TO BED: Laurel-Hardy—If the director
knew when to stop and consider a climax, these stars
would be all right. They are good comedians, but
every end is too long-drawn out and has too much
pie, pants, hats, underwear and ice cream. I'm sorry
for them. Roach must turn the direction over to

someone else and take a vacation himself. Two reels.

—Mrs. H. S. Record, Palace theatre, Cambridge, III.—
General patronage.

FEED 'EM AND WEEP: Max Davidson—Pretty
good comedy, in which Mr. Davidson did not stand

out as much as usual. Introducing the female Laurel
and Hardy team, whose name we have forgotten.

Pretty good, girls. Usual slapstick but drew lots of

laughs. One reel nice and bright, the other dark.

Two reels.—Wolfe & Williams, Screenland theatre,

Nevada. O.—Small town patronage.

GOING GA-GA: Special cast—Well. well, here was
the female Laurel-Hardy team again, a chee-ild actor
who aroused a little comment. These girls are
Marion Byron and Anita Garvin, and believe me.
they are going to go over pretty good. Film pretty

dark in spots. Two reels.—Wolfe & Williams. Screen-
land theatre. Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

GROWING PAINS: Good comedy. Two reels-
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.
—General patronage.

HABEAS CORPUS: One laugh, then two. Every-
thing the name implies. Two reels.—R. V. McGin-
nis, Capitol theatre, Newport, Ark.—General patron-

age.

IMAGINE MY EMBARRASSMENT: Charley Chase
—Lively comedy with lots of laughs.—H. H. Hed-
berg, Amuse-U theatre. Melville. La. —- General
patronage.

IS EVERYBODY HAPPY: IMAGINE MY EM-
BARRASSMENT : Charley Chase—Two average Chase
comedies. Two reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre.

Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE LIGHTER THAT FAILED: Charley Chase-
Very, very poor comedy. Just two reels of nothing.
Two reels.—Samuel Jackson, Jackson's theatre.

Flomaton, Ala.—Small town patronage.

THAT NIGHT: Max Davidson—Kids ate this up.

but adults didn't say whether they liked it or not.

—

H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre. Melville, La.

—

General patronage.

MAX DAVIDSON COMEDIES: Good comedies.—
George E. Fuller, The Playhouse theatre. Fairhope.

Ala.—Small town patronage.

SHOULD MARRIED MEN GO HOME: Laurel-

Hardy—Sometime later when I get through laugh-

ing, I'll tell you about this one. Two reels.—J. C.

Kennedy. Empress theatre, Akron, la.—General

patronage.

WHAT EVERY ICE MAN KNOWS: Max David-

son—Funniest comedy I've played in years. Made
plenty of Davidson fans. Laughed the roof off.

Last year's block, but it's a peach. Davidson is

great. Two reels.—Mrs. H. S. Record, Palace the-

atre, Cambridge, 111.—General patronage.

OUR GANG COMEDIES: Not nearly as good as

they used to be. My people are fed up on them.

—

George Fuller, The Playhouse theatre, Fairhope. Ala.

—Small town patronage.

RUBY LIPS: Charley Chase—A fair comedy. Two
reels.—J. C. Kennedy. Empress theatre. Akron, la.

—

General patronage.

TWO TARS: Laurel-Hardy—If you have the flu

and want to laugh it off, buy this set of comedies.

They are the best we have ever run. Two reels.

—

R. V. McGinnish, Capitol theatre. Newport, Ark.

—General patronage.

TWO TARS: Laurel-Hardy—As we say elsewhere,

if you want to hear them howl with glee, give 'em

a dose of this, with United Artists' "College."

Booked these two together, also ran a two-reel Uni-

versal Western. "Dead Game," and a Pathe News.

It made two hours of fun. Three reels.—P. G.

Vaughan. Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General
patronage.

PARAMOUNT
CALL AGAIN: Edward Everett Horton—A very

funny comedy. Two reels.—Bert Silver. Silver Fam-
ily theatre, Greenville. Mich.—General patronage.

HAPPY HEELS: Billy Dooley—Very good. Two
reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville,
Va.—General patronage.

KOKO'S MAGIC: Cartoon. These do not go well
with us. One reel.—Mrs. I. H. Dietz, Star theatre,
Covington. Ga.—Small town patronage.

LONG HOSE: Jack Duffy—Another good comedy
from Jack Duffy. Two reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green,
Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

NICKED NAGS: Krazy Kat—These Krazy Kats
are well liked. One reel.—Mrs. I. H. Dietz. Star
theatre, Covington, Ga.—Small town patronage.

OCEAN BLUES: Jimmy Adams—Not many laughs
in this one. Rather dull. Two reek.—G. A. Dilla.

Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General patronage.

PARAMOUNT NEWS: Hoover and Coolidge. One
reel.—G. O. Tunstall. Midway theatre. Martinsville.
Va.—General patronage.

SHOULD SCOTCHMEN MARRY: Jack Duffy-
Only fair. Two reels.—G. O. Tunstall. Midway the-

atre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

SAVE THE PIECES: Bobby Vernon—Fair. Two
reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Green-
river, Utah.—General patronage.

WHY GORILLAS LEAVE HOME: Bobby Vernon
—Pleased the kids. Two reels.—Mrs. I. H. Dietz,

Star theatre. Covington, Ga.—Small town patronage.

WALLS TELL TALES: Funny comedy. Two
reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville.

Mich.—General patronage.

WEDDING WOWS: Billy Dooley—This is good.
Two reels.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell. Neb.
—General patronage.

PATHE
BUNGALOW FOR SALE: Mack Sennett—Favor-

able comments for this one from many patrons. Two
reels.—T. W. Cannon, Majestic theatre, Greenfield,

Tenn.—Small town patronage.

CALLING HUBBY'S BLUFF: This is a good one.

Two reels.—Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

FIDDLESTICKS: Harry Langdon—Just a reissue.

Did not please. Two reels.—Mrs. I. H. Dietz, Star

theatre. Covington, Ga.—Small town patronage.

FORGOTTEN SWEETIES: Charley Chase—Very
good. Two reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem the-

atre, Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

FROM HAND TO MOUTH: Harold Lloyd—Old
reissue. Too out of date to please. Two reels.

—

Mrs. I. H. Dietz. Star theatre, Covington, Ga.

—

Small town patronage.

THE MAIN EVENT: Vera Reynolds—Jannary 17.

A good picture. Drew well. Six reels.—Mrs. Hulda
J. Green. Gem theatre. Greenriver. Utah.—General

patronage.

NO SALE: The Smiths—Pathe has some good
comedies. Very good. Two reels.—Mrs. I. H. Dietz,

Star theatre. Covington. Ga.—Small town patronage.

SAILORS BEWARE: Laurel-Hardy—While this is

not as good as the M G M Laurel-Hardy comedies,

it's a funny comedy. These birds are good any
place you find them. Two reels.—P. G. Vaughan.
Sun theatre Kansas City. Mo.—General patronage.
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WELCOME
From what he calls the "North Pole."

comes a report from a new contributor,

Fred Baraud, of the Happy Hour the-
j

aire in North Creek, which, despite

Brother Baraud's allusion and its cold-

sounding name, is no closer to the arctic

circle than the state of New York.
Writes Baraud:
"For some time I have been a mute

observer of your 'if hat the Picture Did
for Me' department, but today I decided
to let the world hear a little of what's

going on up at the North Pole. Per-

sonally. I think the reports of other the-

atres are very interesting as well as ben-

eficial." To this is appended the follow-

ing report:

FIRST NATIONAL Out of the Rains: Rich-

ard Barthelmess, January 17. Very good pic-

ture. Had many favorahle comments. Crowd
fair, due to tin epidemic. Happy Hour the-

atre. General patronage.

SMITH'S RESTURANT: One of the best Pathe
comedies in a long while. It tickles people here in

the middle west to 6ee a conductor on a fast train

try to sell Smith a lot in California. It is so real.

Two reels.—John Cosner, Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb.
—General patronage.

A SMALL TOWN PRINCESS: Madeline Hurlock
—A good one. Two reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green,

Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

TAXI SCANDAL: Exceedingly good comedy. Not
silly. Two reels.—Mrs. I. H. Dietz. Star theatre,

Covington, Ga.—Small town patronage.

R K O ( F B O )

CAMPUS ROMEOS: Three Fat Boys—A pretty

good comedy. Don't advertise as a college comedy, as

there is nothing to suggest a college except the title.

Two reels.—Mrs. Hilda J. Green, Gem theatre. Green-
river, Utah.—General patronage.

FOOLING CASPER: Toots and Casper—Just an-

other comedy. Two reels.—Samuel Jackson, Jack-

son's theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—Small town patronage.

MILD BUT SHE SATISFIES: Vaughn-Cook—These
are corking good comedies. As good as any we have
ever used. Two reels.—T. W. Cannon, Majestic

theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.—Small town patronage.

THE NAUGHTY FORTIES: Vaughn-Cook—If you
are not using these, you are missing some good ones.

Two reels.—T. W. Cannon, Majestic theatre, Green-
field, Tenn.—Small town patronage.

RACING BLOOD SERIES: Have run several of

these and patrons like them. Two reels.—G. A. Dilla,

Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General patronage.

SIX BEST FELLOWS: Vaughn-Cook—Another
good "Racing Blood." You can't beat 'em. Two
reels.—T. W. Cannon, Majestic theatre, Greenfield,

Tenn.—Small town patronage.

STEAMED UP: Charley Bowers—Unless Charley
~>uts some of his trick photography in his comedies,

we don't care for him because we can't see him as

a comedian. Two reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem
theatre, Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

TOOTS AND CASPER: Very few laughs in these.

Two reels.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.
—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL

A SOUTH POLE FLIGHT: Oswald the Rabbit
A very funny cartoon.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun thea-

tre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE COLLEGIANS: Third series. A real draw-
ing card.—George E. Fuller, The Playhouse theatre,

Fairhope, Ala.—Small town patronage.

RIDE 'EM PLOWBOY: Oswald Lucky Rabbit-
Oswald is good, and getting better. One reel.

—

Clarke Green, Lake theatre. Upper Lake, Cal.—Gen-
eral patronage.

SAMSON AT CALFORD: The Collegians—Not ,so

good as the others. Two reels.—Samuel Jackson.
Jackson's theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—Small town pat-
ronage.

SLEEPING THROUGH: Arthur Lake—Well, 1

guess the strain was too great, as the last two of
these "Horace in Hollywood" have shown a great
falling off from the first few. We thought we were
going to have one of the best single-reel series out.

but neigh, neigh, this was just horsey. Good print.

Some punk photography. One reel.—Wolfe & Wil-
liams. Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town
patronage.

SPECIAL EDITION: Ben King—About as goofy
as anything could be, and a poor print besides. One
reel.—Clarke Green, Lake theatre. Upper Lake, Cal.

—General patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
BIG SHOT: Snub Pollard—This is a good funny

comedy. Two reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-

atre, Greenville. Mich.—General patronage.

Board Upholds Rickard
Tax on Illegal Shipment
Of Dempsey Fight Films
(Washington Bureau of the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, ' Feb. 12.—Income taxes
totaling $5,911 assessed against the late Tex
Rickard by the commissioner of internal rev-

enue were approved by the United States

board of tax appeals yesterday as due the

government on profits made through illegal

distribution of the Dempsey-Carpentier prize-

fight films in 1921. Rickard, with John Ring-
ling, circus man, as a silent partner, divided

net profits of $40,900, but failed to show them
in his tax return, believing that his share and
more might be required as a result of indict-

ments then pending.

The internal revenue bureau assessed a tax
on his share of the net, and added a 50 per

cent penalty for fraud as a result of his fail-

ure to render an account, but the board over-

ruled the fraud assessment on the ground
there was no intent to defraud.

100 Leave U in Three Days
As Production Slackens

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 12.—Universal has

lost more than 100 men in the last three

days following a slackening of production.

Important among the executives are Ed-
ward Laemmle, director and nephew of

President Carl Laemmle; Sigmund Moose,
who has been with Universal more than 15

years; Victor Nordlinger, casting director,

and Nat Goldstone.

Fox West Coast Theatres
Will Be Houses' Name Now

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 12.—The West Coast

Theatres chain is about to take a new name.

It has been agreed to change the title to Fox
West Coast Theatres, in line with a national

movement of William Fox, who has acquired

400 theatres throughout the country, to iden-

tify them with his organization.

The West Coast organization is taking over

operation of the Carthay Circle, with Fred

Miller continuing as manager.

Consolidated Film Places
Stock on $2 Yearly Basis

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—Consolidated Film

Industries, Inc., New York and Hollywood,
announced its common stock has been placed

on a $2 annual dividend basis through declara-

tion of an initial quarterly dividend of 50

cents on common stock. It is payable April

1 to stock of record March 15.

Louis Cohen Heads Realty
Operations for Un ,p.rsal

(Special to the Herald-Wcr )

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 12.—Louis Cohen,
real estate expert, has resigned from Fox-
West Coast Theatres to accept a post that

will make him head of the real estate op-
erations of the Universal Pictures corpora-
tion.

NEW
PICTURES

REDSKIN : Paramount drama, from a story by
Elizabeth Pickett, with Richard Dix, Gladys Bel-

mont, Jane Novak, Larry Steers, Tully Marshall,

Bernard Suegel. George Rigas. Augustina Lopez,

Noble Johnson. Joseph W. Girard. Jack Dunne,
Andrew J. Callahan, Philip Anderson Lorain*
Rivero and George Walker. Directed by Victor

Schertzinger. Released Length 7,508.

TYPE AND THEME: Wing Foot, son of a
Navajo Indian chief graduates from college and re-

turns to his native trihc and finds it hard to ac-

cept the customs of his people. His father dies,

and Wing Foot refuses to accept his father's place,

lie is driven from the tribe and goes to the girl

he loved in his school days. Blossom, who is Wing
Foot's love, is a member of another Indian tribe.

Her people are bitter enemies of the Navajos.

Wing Foot is discovered in the camp and barely

escapes being captured. Days of hardships follow

and Wing Foot roams into a desert, where he dis-

covers oil. In the meantime tivo other strangers

discover the oil. and there is a race between Wing
Foot and the strangers to the claim office to file a
claim on the oil lands. Wing Foot reaches there

first and claims his wealth. Blossom is in the

village, escaping from her tribe. Wing Foot re-

turns to his people telling them that they are now
rich. Blossom is also claimed as his own.

SIDESHOW, THE: Columbia drama, written by How-
ard J. Green with Marie Prevost, Ralph Graves,

"Little Billy." Alan Roscoe. Pat Harmon, Texas

Madesen. Martha McGruger, Esteban Clemento.

Janet Ford Paul Dismute, Bert Price. Chester

Morton and Jacques Ray. Directed by Erie C.

Kenton. Release .— Length —

.

TYPE AND THEME: Circui life. P. W. Mel-

rose, a dwarf, is owner of a circus and thus the

competitor of Piatt and Russell, who also run a
circus. Piatt and Russell threaten Melrose to get

him to sell out, but he turns a deaf ear. Queenie

is employed by Melrose to assist Ghandi. a hindu.

She is discouraged with her job and Ted Rogers,

the barker, helps overcome her hard life. A series

of misfortunes hit the circus and disaster threatens.

Bowen gives Melrose a Utter that ap/iarently had

been received by Rogers. It jmrports to congratu-

late Rogers on his good work in helping bring

disaster to the circus. The letter is signed by

Piatt and Russell. Melrose orders the men to make
way with Rogers, but he escapes and proves to

Melrose that the letter was forged—the letter he

received from Piatt and Russell was on offer to

join their circus. Qucenie discovers that Ghandi

and Bowen are agents for Piatt and Russell, and

aware of the fact. Ghandi and Bowen plan to do

away with her. By the help of Melrose, Qucenie

is saved and she rushes to the arms of Rogers,

uho is waiting for her.

WHEN DREAMS COME TRUE: Rayart drama,

story by Victor Rousseau with Helene Costello,

Rex Lease. Claire McDowell. Ernest Hilliard. Em-
mett King. George Periolat. Danny Hoy. Buddy

Brown, "Ranger" and Rags. Directed by Duke

Worne. Released January 15. 1929. Length

TYPE AND THEME: Races, horses, plots.

Robert Swayne opposes his daughter's interest in

Ben Shelby. Ben supports his mother and kid

brother, Billy, by his blacksmith trade. Swayne

and Leeson, partners the ownership of race horses,

have their horses shod in Bin's shop. Leeson

wants to buy Swaync's share, but Swayne refuses

to sell, saying he will repay Lcesan all the money

he put into the game. Ben gets into a fight with

Swayne when he forbids Caroline from seeing

kim. Swayne goes to Judge Clayton and borrows

money, and a'so tells Clayton he is going to find

out about Ben's father and tell the town. Claytons

son wis Ben's father, and to hide the shame that his

son married Mrs. Shelby, who was a servant, he

asks her to leave the town. Mrs. Shelby dies from

the shock, Swayne is killed, and the blame is put

on Ben, who is cast into jail. The day of the race

comes and Ben escajics jail to find out who really

was the killer of Swayne. Billy rides the_ horse to

victory and Caroline is once more Ben's sweet-

heart. Judge Clayton admits that he is Bens
grandfather, and all their dreams come true.

TROPICAL NIGHTS: Tiffany-Stalil drama, by Jack

London, with Patsy Ruth Miller, Malcolm McGregor,

Ray Hallor. Wallace McDonald and Russell Simpson.

Directed by Elmer Clifton. Released

Length...-

TYPE AND THEME: A sea thriller. Jim and

Harvey, brothers, operate a pearling barge. Harvy
tells Mary, who is an entertainer that he will git

her money enough to sail back home. He become*

too ardent, and Mary strikes him. Harvey falls and

hit3 his head on a stone. Mary flees, thinking htm

dead. Stavnmv sees her flee and starts robbing

Harvey of his pearls. Harvey comes to and the

two begin to fight. Harvey is killed by Stavnow.

Later Jim is in a cafe and sees a girl, who happens

to be Mary, being thrown out for not paying her

bill. She is put in prison. Jim and Stavnow go

pearling. Stavnoie gets his foot caught in a shell

and is killed by a sword fish, but confesses his mur-

der to Jim. Jim goes to court and frees Mary and

all is well.
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, in-

formation and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

the Box Office Window."

MORE ABOUT ME,

I CONTINUE to grow in unpopularity—which

is popularity by its maiden name—as witness

the following from F. Stanley, Holton Amuse-
ment Company, Holton, Kansas, in Mr. Stanley's

letter to my esteemed colleague, the editor of

the "What the Picture Did for Me" department.

"I note your advice to Mrs. Grace Dinsmore,

to read Service Talks by all means, as he's

entertaining, but contrary to his opinion his

comments don't mean much. I fully agree with

you since I read his review on 'The Wedding
March" in the January 26 issue of the HERALD-
WORLD.

T. 0. calls Mr. Von Stroheim an artist. Well,

he certainly is, for any man that can spend as

much as they claim he did on this picture and

get even one critic to say it is entertainment is

an artist all right, but that is not what the

patrons or the small town exhibitors that have

run It say he is.

"T. O. says, T don't care if I never see better

entertainment.' But I hope I never have to run

another one as poor entertainment, for I don't

like to have people walk out and give me that

nasty look. In this instance T. 0. reminds me
of the soldier that the whole army was out of

step with but they sent him to the guard house

for it.

"I will continue to read Service Talks be-

cause he is usually right as well as entertaining."

Now that, ladies and gentlemen, is what I

call a pretty sentiment. Mr. Stanley didn't like

'The Wedding March," as I did, and yet he

refrains from calling me names or accusing me
of taking bribes. His line about the soldier out

of step is no less than classic. And he con-

cludes by saying I'm not merely entertaining

but u>ually right. This is almost too much—for

first is as much as anyone ought to hope for

—

but I thank him none the less.

Before leaving the subject, however, I must
add a remark or two about "The Wedding
March." Frankly, I don't know how much was

spent on it or how much was reported spent.

I don't even know what was left out of the

completed print. That may be the reason that

I liked it. At any rate, I speak only of the

completed product and it is no more my busi-

ness than it is the public's if Mr. Von Stroheim

and his associates spent a million dollars or so

on other things. If we must look at the ex-

penditures within the trade, why not reflect, as

no one seems to, that the millions of dollars

expended on Mr. Von Stroheim's follies have

By T. O. Service

brought the industry newspaper publicity worth

many times the amount? Of course this is a

bit hard on the people who do the spending,

but that's another and a quite individual matter.

I have not heard Paramount complaining.

"CAPTAIN LASH''

I REMEMBER no more entertaining picture

than '"A Girl in Every Port," wherein Victor

McLaglen was a sturdy seaman with ideas about

women

—

many women. And I expected to see

something like it in "Captain Lash," which is

almost identically billed. But it isn't there.

The picture is good enough, I suppose, but it

isn't better than "A Girl in Every Port," and I

thought it should be. My error.

In "Captain Lash" Mr. McLaglen is again a

seaman, a stoker«to be exact, and a good one

to be complete. He falls hard for a gal who

uses him to smuggle jewels into Singapore and

survives it. Most of the players are good and

the settings, etc., are excellent. I suspect I liked

"A Girl in Every Port" too well to like "Captain

Lash" as well as I should. (I seem always to

be getting caught in these traps of my own

making and I don't wonder that Mr. Stanley and

other good showmen who try to make sense of

my paragraphs find it difficult. They don't

mean a great deal more to me—and I write

them.)

"THE DOCTOR'S SECRET''

If you've been in the business >ome little

while you will recall a Paramount picture called

"Half An Hour." Elsie Ferguson was in it and

I believe William De Mille made it. The Chi-

cago print was brutally butchered by the cen-

sors but I have the impression that it was a

good picture and did quite well in most cities.

Well, William De Mille made "The Doctor's

Secret" and it is "Half An Hour" with the con-

versation retained and it has Ruth Chatterton

in Miss Ferguson's role. It also has Robert

Edeson, H. B. Warner and John Loder. And
it just couldn't be bad with that ca>t (in fact

it is excellent), but it plays the devil with my
personal estimates of these players. To wit:

I have always considered Elsie Ferguson a

better actress than Ruth Chatterton, but Miss

Chatterton in this is perfect. I have always

considered H. B. Warner a splendid actor, on

stage or screen, but in this he gives me a severe

attack of migraine (high-hat talk for headache).

I have always considered Robert Edeson excel-

lent and he is excellent in this. Mr. Loder is

new to me and I think I'll like him better in

fatter assignments; his chief business in this is

to die.

But the thing that really puzzles me is the

audience reaction to the picture. I saw it at

the Chicago, which has as good a clientele for

its 5,000-seat capacity as any theatre in the

world, and many of the folks laughed at the

wrong places. I suppose these were, of course,

the wrong folks. What puzzles me is that

people who sit and thrill and weep and so forth

when Miss Chatterton emotes at the Studebaker

or another stage playhouse giggle when she

does the same thing at the Chicago. As I say,

this puzzles me, wherefore I leave it to others

to worry about. I think the condition will not

long prevail.

"A WOMAN OF AFFAIRS''

M RS. SERVICE was ill during the year

that Michael Aden's "The Green Hat" was pub-

lished and so a copy of it came into our home
and eventually into my hands. (Maybe I should

nuntion here that Mrs. Service recovered, al-

though I doubt that "The Green Hat" had

anything to do with it.) And so that is the

novel I read in that year—was in 1927?—and

so, having read the book, and having been in-

formed that "A Woman of Affairs" i- not "The

Green Hat," I went to see the picture quite

disarmed. Now, having seen it, I can report

that "A Woman of Affairs" is not the "Green

Hat" but I should become a near-beer enthusi-

ast tomorrow if the near-brewers could come

even half so near to the original.

Greta Garbo is the Diana of the picture

—

the Iris March of the book—and a complete

company of equally good or better players does

the rest of the work. Mr. Gilbert is among
those present, although not so actively as usual,

and I suppose that will make the ladies glad.

Lest it have a similar effect upon the earnest

showmen who say they care what I write on

this page, I utter here the news that I have

changed my opinion of Miss Garbo and now
consider her an eminently capable actress. This

ought to convince Mr. Stanley that he was en-

tirely correct in his remark identifying me as

"the soldier that the whole army was out of

step with but they put him in the guard house

for it."
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By J. F.

THE RCA Photophone premier showing at the Belmont theatre Febru-
ary 5, attracted more than 75 exhibitors and representatives of theatres

and circuits. The demonstration started at 11 o'clock and was over at

about 1 o'clock. The pictures played on Photophone were "Joy Ride," "Sure
Shot Dick," "Circus Kid," songs by Marion Harris and a dramatic talk bv Bert

Lytell.

Among the 75 present were Mort Singer, Sainansky and Miller, A. Saperstein.

Philip Greenwald, Aylesworth from the York theatre in Elmhurst, HI., Paley
of the Empire theatre, John C. Miller of the Woodstock theatre, Herb Washburn
of R K 0, and representatives from the following circuits and theatres:

Ascher Brothers, V. T. Lynch Enterprises, L & T, Gumbiner Theatrical Enter-

prises, Goodman and Harris, Balaban and Katz, C. Beck Enterprises and Marks
Brothers.

The RCA Photophone Chicago office is covering 19 states. The local offices

are located at 100 West Monroe Street.

W. T. Pierce of the Pierce theatres at
Kevvanee, 111., and son were guests at the
dinner given for Dr. Lee DeForest at the
Stevens hotel February 7. A survey was
taken of the Pierce theatre for installation
of DeForest Phonofilm.
Dr. DeForest expressed his belief that

colored pictures will be a bigger hit in

sound than the present white and black.
DeForest came to Chicago from Detroit.

* * *
Mary Pickford's Coquette girls were in

town last week, to take the rattlers en
masse to Hollywood. A big luncheon was
given for all newspaper representatives.
There were about 72 present and "a great
time was had by all." W. Smith represen-
tative for Mary Pickford, arranged the af-

fair, assisted by Langdon Burks of the United
Artists theatre. Out of the 25 winners there
were 11 present. The rest were to go to the
Coast from their home towns. Those here
were Catherine J. Roos, Buffalo; Victoria
Spetland, New York City; Ruth Price,
Youngstown, O.; Dessa Lacick, Pittsburgh;
Virginia Beauchamp, Birmingham; Ruth
Kues, Cincinnati, O. ; Mary Hurley, New
Orleans; Herta Zimmerman, Toledo; Mary
Linnane, Boston; and Mary Philipps, Chi-
cago. The girls left on a special train at

6 o'clock Saturday. M G M Newsreel cam-
eramen shot the happy maidens and said
shots were projected at the United Artists
theatre this week.

* * *

Just as Max Flieshman was being con-
ceded to have the most perfect mustache,
he went and cut the thing off. Some fel-

lows are always doing something like that.

If you will go into R K O's office any time
within the next two weeks and ask them
what they are looking forward to, they will

reply "Syncopation." According to E. Mc-
Avoy, who is in town concerning the pic-

ture, the film will be ready for its Chicago
premiere in a few weeks. Waring's Pennsyl-
vanians are in the picture, with a bunch of
other stage and screen stars. In making
inquiries around the office this is what we
hear: Sam Gorelick, who has been more or
less absent lately from this page, says that
he will take his baby to hear it. Herb
Washburn is all anticipatory smiles, what-
ever they are; and Walter Brown is actu-
ally losing a few pounds worrying about
how he is going to get enough ink to sign

contracts for it. C. L. Dickerson says that

if you like Lindy, you'll like "Syncopa-
tion," so we guess the matter is definitely

settled.
* * *

Phil Reisman, general sales manager for
Pathe, was in town last week.

* * *

A congested street is Wabash at 11th
these days, and the reason is the attractive

display on the "Godless Girl" at Pathe.
Grab a look when you are in that vicinity

and you won't be disappointed.
* * *

The local office of the Pacent Reproduc-
ing corporation, located at 208 North Michi-
gan Avenue, has H. J. Trinz as the local

representative. L & T's Paramount the-

atre has installed the device.
* * *

George Wilson, salesman for Universal,
is suffering from three broken ribs he re-

ceived in a fall a few weeks ago.
* * *

Master minds have their weak moments.
And so it was that Jimmy Coston, who is

rated highly as a poker player bowed to

Grad Sears, manager of the First National
exchange, in a little game last week. Jimmy,
according to a tip, was given pointers on
how to play the great American indoor
sport but Grad now wears the medal as

champion.
* * *

A successful tie-up was arranged by Jack
Baker, exploiteer of the Universal exchange,
with the White City ballroom in sponsoring
?iv\ "Oswald, the Lucky Rabbit" party. Two
hundred and fifty 24-sheets were posted on
elevated platforms a week before the party.

At the White City ballroom each person

Calls Audien "Monster"
Taking Musician's Job

(Special to the Herald- World)

DES MOINES, Feb. 12.—Sound
picture devices are branded as "mon-
sters that will deprive the musician
of employment, stifle art and substi-

tute machinery for the human being,"
in the introduction to a series of
three articles in a survey by "Singing
and Playing," musical magazine.

Dr. Lee DeForest is making a round of
the territories and of course Phonofilm
is mentioned occasionally. Following an
address at Detroit he came to Chicago
February 7 to be guest of honor at a din-

ner at the Stevens. (Herald-World plioto.)

received an Oswald pin. Girls dressed as

Oswald were mistresses of ceremonies—and
that's what we call a title!

* * *

Last Thursday M G M moved its poster
department to 845 South Wabash so as to
make more room for the main office. Frank
Ishmael and Max Schwartz were seen push-
ing a truck with a load of posters, which,
goes to show how much versatility a couple
o' good film salesmen can possess.

* * *

A. L. Selig, publicity director for Tiffany-
Stahl, was in town last week regarding
to George Jessel's picture "Lucky Boy,"
which opened at the United Artists theatre.
While in town Selig pulled a publicity stunt
that attracted quite a lot of attention at

Dearborn and Randolph Streets.
* * *

Jack Baker took a trip this week to Dan-
ville to exploit "Uncle Tom's Cabin," which
is playing the Palace theatre there.

* * *

—And Joe Lyon tells this one. Back in

1912, when Joe was operating a theatre in

Evanston, he put on what HE called a
talking picture. The projectionist flashed
a button and the victrola on the stage
would start up. Joe says that many a time
a woman would be singing on the screen,
and the "noise" from the victrola would be
a dog barking.

* * *

Tom Mix, the noted cowboy, passed
through Chicago last week, enroute to

Detroit, where he was to appear in vaude-
ville.

* * *

De Forest Phonofilm have signed E. W.
"Red" Johnson, who is known throughout
the film industry, to cover the northern
Illinois and Indiana territory. Johnson was
formerly employed with the F B O ex-

change for 7 years, and more recently em-
ployed with Tiffany-Stahl exchange.

* * *

William Le Baron, vice-president in

charge for R K O, producing Radio pic-

tures, passed through Chicago last Saturday
on his way to the coast in interest of the

following Radio Pictures; "My Boy," "Hit
The Deck," "Gold Coast," "Dance Hall,"

"Upperworld." In addition to these the

acquirement of "Rio Rita" will keep Le
Baron busy there for some weeks.

* * *

A new 8-story building is planned to be

erected by Warner Brothers on 1307-13

South Wabash Avenue in the near future.

The building will have the offices of Warners,
Vitaphone and First National.

/



A higher premium

than ever before

Today — in this new era of sound

pictures— there is a higher premium

than ever before on film uniformity.

For sound quality is even more sensi-

tive than screen quality to any variation

in the film.

If your "talkie" prints are on

Eastman film—famous for uniformity

—your patrons are seeing and hearing

the very best that this newest devel-

opment in motion pictures has to

offer.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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^j/^ild and Woolly

I

Hollywood T'urfis ^Back to

the Horse Opera

A Page of Movie Reviews by

Frederick James Smith

In the following reviews the photoplays are rated by stars.

One star preceding a review means fairly good; two stars,

good; three stars, excellent; and four stars, extraordinary.

THE wonders of the newly created stop, look, and
listen drama never will cease. The Fox Movie-
toners moved their synchronizing equipment out

into the Utah hills and then to the Mohave Desert, pro-

ducing an exciting melo-

drama played to the obbli-

gato of braying mules and
hoof beats on the mesa. This
first big excursion of the i]

audibles away from the 1

home studios results in a I

superfllm you are going to

hear a lot about—In Old
Arizona.

Based on O. Henry's A I

Caballero's Way, In Old
Arizona is a rich and racy
thriller of the Southwest.
A dashing bad man, known I

as the Cisco Kid, and a \

rough-riding cavalry ser-

geant fall within the wiles

of a Mexican Jezebel. She
plays fast and loose—this

dusky half-breed temptress
—hoping to sell her bandit
lover for the ransom upon
his head. The tricky retri-

bution provides the kick of
the tale.

Bear in mind that all this

is told in sound and dialogue—and sometimes with exceedingly rough and ready
repartee. Probably it is told with too much gusto and
tang for some parts of our land. The adobe siren, Tonia
Maria, is a torrid young woman of general cussedness.

The cavalry sergeant, Mickey Dunn, is a profane, lady-

loving, and sure-shooting forerunner of the immortal
Sergeant Quirt of What Price Glory. The bandit is a

fanciful Don Juan of the Southwest, a singing, guitar-

strumming, and romantic ancestor of the present effete

gentry who flash machine guns.
In Old Arizona tells a colorful melodramatic tale; it

presents superb sweeps of arid desert and ornery moun-
tain country; and its background of creaking stage-

coaches and cracking whips is something new.
The film has a trio of fine performances. Warner

Baxter is excellent as the gallant Cisco Kid who is as

ready with a ballad as he is with a bullet. Edmund Lowe
gives a corking performance of the sergeant from New
York's Bowery. And a newcomer from the stage, Doro-
thy Burgess, sears her way into a tempestuous hit as the

bad baby of Guadalupe.
In Old Arizona was started by Director Raoul Walsh,

who was also to play the Cisco Kid, but a jackrabbit

crashed through the windshield of his car, cutting him

with

Edmund Lowlj
Warner Baxte^j | y

Dorothy Burgess
Ivan Llnow, Tom Santschl, Frank Camptau

Directed in the

Great Outdoors by
Raoul Walsh and Irving Cummings

Presented by WILLIAM FOX

Warner Baxter
as the Cisco Kid

and Dorothy Bur-
gess as Tonia in

the talkie thriller,

In Old Arizona.

*

Four stars, extraordinary
for the all-star, all-dialog

Outdoor Record -wrecker

IN OLD
ARIZONA

New House Records Everywhere

Feature
MOVIETONE p

. Utraordinary •
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Compact Control for Elaborate Lighting

The control of Every

light in Auditorium or

on Stage within a few

inches of the electrician's

hand—this is the achiev-

ed result originated in

The @ Major System.

3*rankjidam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST. LOUIS

Now nearly every impor'

tant showtown in the

country has from one to

twenty theaters so equip'

ped.

Modern lighting is elabo-

rate, but its control can

be both flexible and sim-

ple as you will find in

the All-Mas-

ter @ Major

System.

Offices in

thirty one

cities

Send for complete details

and estimates. There is a

@ man ready to cooper-

ate with you.

Vo 94, No. 7 February 16, 1929
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Hold everything
I Until You Investigate the New Improved 1929

I
Arctic Nu-Air System of Cooling and Controlled

I Ventilation

Feature No. 1

"Freshened Aire" Recirculator for year around usage. The greatest de-

velopment for winter ventilation in the theatre field. Tremendous fuel

saver.

Feature No. 2

"TIMKEN BEARINGS" for durability and quietness. A mechanical

refinement that needs no elaboration.

Feature No. 3

Timken Equipped "VARI-SPEED HYDRAULIC CONTROL" for posi-

tive remote control of air volume. By all odds the most conspicuous con-

tribution for speed control ever developed. Saves electricity.

Feature No. 4
Tremendous increased capacity of greater air volume. No matter what

the requirements may be the ARCTIC NU-AIR SYSTEM will handle it.

Feature No. 5

Special low-speed action guarantees noiseless operation to conform with

the requirements of "talking pictures."

MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION AND INSTALLATION DATA

r Corporation

NORTHWESTERN TERMINAL, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Sales Offices in Principal Cities

Send engineering data and
information on Arctic Nu-
Air System for my theatre

feet long, feet

wide, feet high, bal-

cony:..

people.

seating

Name

Theatre

Address

City State
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MOHAWK
Fabrics

Set the Standard in

Theatre Floor Coverings

WITH the Roxy and Fox Theatre achievements
tucked under its belt, the shattering of

records by Mohawk, in weaving rugs of record
breaking dimensions, no longer assumes import-
ance as a news item.

Rather does the big news feature lie in Mo-
hawk's ability to meet any requirement of size and
shape on its vast and almost human chenille looms
—the facility with which its designers can prepare
a pattern for any specified or original need and the

efficiency of its weavers in producing the rug in a

given time.

Mohawk, alone among rug and carpet manufac-
turers, produces every modern weave for theatre

requirements: Chenille, Wilton, Brocade, Axmin-
ster and Velvet.

Our designers and our looms are at your service

through your preferred contract supply dealer.

MOHAWK CARPET MILLS,
Amsterdam, N. Y.

MOHRWIC RUGS CARPETS
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PULLING BIGGER HOUSES . . .

DRAMATICALLY impressing
your theatre and its location upon

the hundreds and thousands on the

streets, electric advertising best assists in

keeping the crowd coming your way,

night and day.

Flexlume Electrics, combining un-

usual brilliance with clearer readability,

lead the field in advertising value. Ex-

posed lamp, glass letter, neon tube and

interchangeable glass letter types or

combinations of them are designed to

meet your particular needs. There are

also marquee flood-lights; street-domi-

nating projecting signs and roof-top dis-

plays that will "pull bigger houses" for

you.

Send us the coupon below and re-

ceive, free, the booklet "Theatre Elec-

tric Displays," also a color sketch of a

display to satisfy your requirements.

Flexlume Corporation, 2035 Military

Road, Buffalo, N. Y.

Sales and Service

Offices in Chief Cities

of U. S. and Can.

Factories at

Buffalo, N. Y., and
Toronto, Ont.

FLEXLUME
ELECTRIC DISPLAYS

I
CLIP THIS REMINDER TO WRITE TODAY

—

Flexlume Corporation
2035 Military Road, Buffalo, N. Y.

I

Please serd, without obligation, a copy of the

booklet, "Theatre Electric Displays" and suggest

how we can make our advertising more effective.

I

Name..

Theatre...

Address..

_J
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CHARLES B. O'NEILL
Advertising Manager

HARRY E. HOLQL 1ST

Eastern Representative

A supplement of Exhibitors Herald-World, published every fourth week for

information and guidance of all theatre owners in matters of theatre con-
struction, operation and ecpiipment and to promote the ideal of finer theatres

BETTER THEATRES
EDITORIAL AND

ADVERTISING OFFICES
CHICAGO

407 So. Dearborn St. Telephone
Harrison 0036. Cable Address:

Quigpubco.

Edwin S. Clifford, General Manager
Jay M. Shreck, Managing Editor

Charles B. O'Neill, Advertising
Manager

George Clifford, Business Manager

NEW YORK
565 Fifth Ave. Telephone Vander-

bilt 3612-3613

Harry E. Holquist

Eastern Representative

LOS ANGELES
5617 Hollywood Blvd. Telephone

Gladstone 3754

Douglas Hodges
West Coast Representative

LONDON
The Bioscope, Faraday House, 8-10

Charing Cross Rd., W. C. 2

The successful theatre today is the

one that pays strict attention to

its physical features. Cinema pa-

trons demand more than pictures.

They must be given every degree of

comfort, convenience and atmos-

phere.

To the enterprising exhibitor Better

Theatres each issue presents numer-

ous ideas and suggestions for in-

creasing profit through better pub-

lic service and management.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
United States and possessions

—

$3 per year

Canada—$4.50 per year

Other points of the world

—

$9 per year

Single copies, 25 cents

Advertising rate cards and Audit
Bureau of Circulations statements
furnished upon application.

In This Issue

BUILDING ACTIVITY TO CONTINUE ON LARGE SCALE IN 1929

By C. Stanley Taylor

THE "ATMOSPHERIC" MOTION PICTURE THEATRE IS INTRO-
DUCED IN AUSTRALIA

Planned by John Eberson

SOUND SERVICE

Beginning a New Feature

DISC AND FILM SOUND
By F. H. Richardson

A TOKYO FILM PALACE FROM THE WESTERN WORLD
Theatre to Seat 4000

PLAN FOR A 700 SEAT THEATRE IN A SMALL CITY
Designed by W illiam Aitken

YOU MUST DO WHAT YOU INTEND TO DO SAYS COURT
By Leo T. Parker

THE SHOCK ABSORBER
By Raymond Q. Dalton

HOW TO MAKE A PORTABLE CONSOLE
By Francis F. Farnev
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Another Theatre
is Scientifically Altered for sound films

TheJobns-Manville Method ofAcous-

tical Control is a Complete Success in

this Portsmouth, Ohio, House

WHEN the Schine Enterprises, Inc., de-

cided to remodel the Columbia Theatre
at Portsmouth, Ohio, they wisely went at the

job in a scientific way. They appointed Mr.
Victor A. Rigaumont, an architect who
specializes on theatre design, to plan the

work and they approved Mr. Rigaumont's
selection of the Johns-Manville Method of

Acoustical Control.

As a result, this theatre is now actually

suited to the use of sound film. Read what
Mr. Victor A. Rigaumont, Registered Archi-

tect, wrote to us about this installation.

"The Columbia Theatre at Portsmouth,
Ohio, which was remodeled under my super-

Johns-Manville
ACOUSTICAL AND SOUND
CONTROL TREATMENT

vision for the Schine Enterprises, Inc., has

been successfully treated with your acoustical

materials.

"Sound pictures are heard clearly and
pleasantly, without distortion, in all parts of

the Theatre.

"It is my opinion that the Acoustical

Properties of Theatres, old or new, should

be surveyed by an expert, so as to obtain the

intended faithful reproduction of sound pic-

tures equipment."

Johns-Manville engineers have been suc-

cessfully working with acoustics of audi-

toriums since years before sound films were
invented. They can, without question, make
your theatre ready for sound films, and can

end all excessive noise and reverberation.

You incur no obligation by asking us to

have a J-M Acoustical Engineer discuss with

you problems of the acoustics of your

theatre.
m

JOHNS-MANVILLE CORPORATION
New York Chicago Cleveland San Francisco Toronto

{Branches in all large cities)

I am interested in acoustical correction of my theatre.

Sarnt-

Address-

Seating Capacity of Theatre^
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THE country over ... in 2.0 of

America's largest cities ... an offi-

cial census discloses that 75% of all

theatres are "American" equipped. And

a roll call of the acknowledged large-

scale exhibitors would show an even

higher percentage. For it never has

been disputed that the preeminent

operators . . . those at the very top in

the field are exclusive users of "Ameri-

can" chairs. These figures speak for

themselves. They tell a story of built-

in quality, beauty and comfort that

theatre owners and managers are daily

turning into a profit.

Theatre Qhair ^Builders to the

Illustrated above is Chair

No. 6146, of which 2610

were installed in the
UniversalTheatre, Brook-

lyn, John Eberson, Arch-

itect. A beautiful chair

with dark walnut finish

wood parts, red uphol-

stered Moroccoline seat

and two-tone Jacquard

Velour upholstered back.

Two-tone metal finish on

standards with aisle lights

built in. Easy and silent

seat movement is made
certain by the use of noise-

less ball bearing hinge.

^American Tubl/'c for Over 50 Years

American Seating Company
121 YV. 40th St., New York City 12 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 1211-H Cheslnul St., Philadelphia
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Is it not a fact that the motion

picture theatre industry has been

waiting many years for a temper-

ature reducing cooling system for

theatres from 1900 to 800 at a

low price with a moderate cost

of upkeep that does not take the

weekly profits?

ROOLERAIRE
is the erne year round cooling and ventilat-

ing system that will reduce temperatures

from 10 to 19 degrees at a very small cost.

Make us prove it.

• H.

FE 'B£R &SHEA

°<

Z
<

ui •
:

h
I-

0
0

-ft

X'O, tft

0

oV^LEO KE1LER

onS & nacE £

We,

MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION AND INSTALLATION DATA

ROOLERAIRE GngineeHngOorp.
Division ofARCTIC NU-AIR CORPORATION

8 1 8 STATE-LAKE

Same.

BUILDING «59

Sales Offices in Principal Cities

KOOLER-AIRE ENGINEERING CORP.,
818 State-Lake Bldg.,
Chicago, Illinois

Send engineering data and information on
KOOLER-AIRE Year-Around System for my
theatre feet long feet wide, feet

high, balcony 3 seating people.

CHICAGO, ILL

Theatrt_

Address.

City .State.
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Better Th ecitfes The Industry's Merchandising Magazine

THE SPRING BUYERS NUMBER
of

Better Theatres
Will be issued APRIL 13th, 1929

This will be another DeLuxe Edition of Better Theatres

It is, however, one of the thirteen regularly scheduled issues, to which will be added
a number of special and important features.

Among special editorial features for this The Spring and Fall Buyers Numbers of
number are the following: Better Theatres will contain a wealth of

Names and addresses of active theatre reference and informative material that is

architects with pictures and details of invaluable to the theatre architect, contrac-
their handiwork. . . .

tor, engineer, electrician, manager, proiec-
A complete list of dealers and distribu- i_ j .u*

, L ,

u ^/= lllul1
tiomst, purchasing agent and the owner,

tors of theatre supplies and equipment.

Personnel of firms supplying theatre The Buyers Numbers of Better Theatres
products and services. , . . , . ,

are the most complete, most up-to-date and
Up-to-date and authoritative stones mQSt valuable aid avai iable for the selection
covering the development, installation , . . „ ,

. .
,

and operation of modern sound equip-
and P^chase of all products for the theatre.

ment.
T , . . The importance and unusual value of the
Informative stories on theatre products,

with alphabetical list of manufacturers. SPnng Buyers Number warrants the care-

Other constructive features conducive ful consideration of all manufacturers and

to judicious buying. distributors of theatre products.

April 13th is the Publication Date
April 3rd is the Closing Date

for

THE SPRING BUYERS NUMBER

Quigley Publishing Company
407 South Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

The Industry's MerchandisingMagazine—Better Theatres
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The Venetian

Racine, Wis.

The Venetian is one of the new
units in the Universal and the

Mtlu aukec Theater chains. This

million dollar house is equipped
u-ith C-H Dimmers

—

like so man>
houses operated by experienced
shoxi-men. It teas designed by the

United Studios, Chicago. The
sicitchboard teas installed by the

Milwaukee Electric Switchboard
Company.

experienced showmen
trust C-H experience . .

CUTLER-HAMMER Simplicity
Dimmers have merited trust ever

since electricity was first used in

moving picture houses. Thus they

are preferred by long established

showmen . . . those who have seen less

worthy products come and go.

C-H Simplicity Dimmers have
earned and maintained this wide-
spread preference because of me-
chanical and electrical excellence.

Constantly improved to keep pace
with modern demands for better,

more beautiful lighting . . . C-H Sim-

plicity Dimmers guarantee velvet-

smooth control of lighting effects on
all circuits. They are easily and eco-

nomically installed in any theater

whether it is still in the plan stage or

already open—and are adaptable to

any future need.

Consult your architect or electri-

cian regarding C-H Simplicity Dim-
mers— but do not overlook writing

for the informative booklet "Illumina-

tion Control for the Modern Theater".

CUTLER-HAMMER, Inc.
Pioneer \lartufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus

1254 St. Paul Av enue
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

CUTLER HAMMER
tPerfect Illumination Control for the Modern Theater
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PALACE THEATRE, Radio-Keith-

Orpheum Circuit, Chicago, III. This

new house is protected against sudden

darkness by Exide Emergency Light-

ing Batteries.

SUDDEN
DARKNESS
can cost money

Guard against it as the

Palace Theatre does

with Exide Emergency

Lighting Batteries

Extfce
EMERGENCY LIGHTING

BATTERIES

GOOD will is the lifeblood of your business. Protection for your patrons is

your primary consideration. Endangering good uill can cost money.

That is why so many up-to-date houses, such as the Palace in Chicago, guard

against the risk of sudden darkness of the exit-lighting circuit with Exide

Emergency Lighting Batteries.

With these on guard, there is no sudden darkness, no confusion, no possible

panic—and no loss of goodwill. Current for the lights and projector can also

be furnished by Exide Batteries . . . instantly and automatically. The show can

continue for two hours if necessary. And the devices necessary to control and
charge Exide Emergency Lighting Batteries are not complicated. Your present

staff can readily care for them.

These batteries are available in sizes to suit your needs and budget. Why not

consult an experienced Exide representative from one of our seventeen branches?

This entails no obligation on your part. He will be glad to tell you about Exide

Battery installations in other theatres and estimate for yourown problem.Just write.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY, Philadelphia
Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited, Toronto
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SALES
OFFICES

Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Chicago, 111.

Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Minneapolis, Minn.
New York, N.Y.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Portland, Oregon
San Francisco,Calif

.

Seattle, Wash.

IN
the 1929 Film Daily Year Book, John Eberson advises

exhibitors to reconstruct and re-equip houses to increase

box office receipts. This practical advice, coming from
such a capable and outstanding architect, applies to reseating

as well as reconstruction.

Hundreds of exhibitors all over the country have selected

Heywood-Wakefield theatre chairs for reseating because of

their scientific construction, their beauty, and their unusual
comfort. Pantages, Balaban & Katz, Publix and a host of

others have used Heywood-Wakefield theatre chairs in reseat-

ing during 1928.
We can help you bring your house up-to-date in 1929

with a modern, comfortable theatre seat, designed from a

box office angle. Just drop a line to the nearest Heywood-
Wakefield sales office and ask for detailed information on the

advantages of reseating.

HEYWOOD^WAKEFIELD
Theatre Seating Division
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(300,151,312 FOR THEATRES
For construction engineers, for manufacturers and distributors of equipment and for all others

concerned with the theatre as a physical entity, there is waiting a chest of at least $300,151,312,

which will be devoted to new- buildings, remodeling of theatres nou standing, new- equipment, re-

placements and refurnishing.

This huge amount is based upon the annual survey of The Architectural Forum and upon the

subsequent building projects ivhich develop and are reported monthly in Better Theatres.

Building Activity to Continue on

|
Large Scale in 1929

1 By C. STANLEY TAYLOR.*

r->HE Architectural Forum and its com-
panion publications of the National Build-

ing Group have just completed what is

[
laps the most detailed and exhaustive

suey of potential building activity ever made
ir his country- If the deductions which have

b n drawn from a great array of dependable
f;:s and figures are correct, it is quite prob-

a that the year 1929 may prove to be the

g atest of building construction years.

i order to explain the basis for some of the

u sual . phases of this forecast, it may be

Vii to describe briefly the investigating facili-

til and background which have been em-
p'.-ed to develop the figures presented here-

or the past seven years The Architectural

F urn has presented an exhaustive study of

tl work under way in the architectural offices

0 the country for the ensuing year. The
p iictions which have been based upon this

aual survey have proven to be unusually
ai irate in view of the ultimate contract

fi; res developed.
* * *

his year new facilities were offered for
tl research work because The Architectural
F wn has recently been grouped with Building
A-, Home Builder's Catalog, Heating and
1 tdating, Good Furniture and Cement—Mill
a> Quarry, to form the National Building
P 'lications Group of National Trade Jour-
n;, Inc. This grouping of publications has
pi ented the opportunity to establish greatly
badened research work in the building in-

d»:ry. It has opened countless contacts with
cc ractors, realtors, engineers, speculative
biders and building material dealers, in addi-
ti' to the coverage of the architectural field.

T present forecast is, therefore, based upon
ctidential individual reports from the of-
fit

• of 2,057 architects throughout the country",

coring in detail the work now on their

beds or in definite contemplation for con-
trt letting in 1929, plus the information de-
ri d through the general building field as
cored by other publications in this group.
T total contact of this group includes well
o»- 150,000 individuals and organizations who
ai directly interested in various phases of
tr building industry and a cross-section of
»"-se opinions must have a great bearing
U]n future activity.

jr. Taylor is director of research for National
B oing Publications.

I

In view of the fact that this confidential

information from architects has been gathered
by the Forum for seven consecutive years, it is

highly significant to realize that the total con-

templated work indicated in this eighth annual
survey is greater than ever before in the his-

tory' of the industry- The accompanying tabu-

lation shows in detail the amount of work
estimated to be on the boards of architects for

building in the year 1929. This work does not

include public works and utilities, but covers

only actual building construction as contem-
plated by various types of owners who make
up the clientele of the architectural profession

today. Added to this there have been de-

veloped figures covering the types of build-

ings which are not planned by architects but

which in large measure are developed by con-

tractors, engineers, and speculative builders, as

explained in detail in later paragraphs.

Thus we find that the first significant fact

is the unusual amount of prospective construc-

tion reported by the architects of the country.

Conditions have so changed, not only in the

building industry but in our entire commercial
life, that the establishment of analytical fore-

casts cannot be carried out in exactly the same
manner as in previous years. The building

industry can well be compared to the situation

on the stock exchange. Bankers and brokers
have given up attempts to forecast the specu-
lative and investment movements of the pub-
lic by applying measurements of the past, and
the reason for this is that so many new ele-

ments have entered the picture that past per-

formances are not sufficient.

* * *

Similarly we find that new elements have
crystallized in the building industry'—factors

which must change the methods of anticipatory

measurement. For instance, the financing of
building projects has been placed upon a

much better basis of public relationship. There
are not only tremendous underwritings of

individual building projects being carried out
by bankers in our various cities but building

operators have established securities of an in-

vestment nature which are even traded in on
the stock exchanges of the country. We find

the year 1928 showing in the New York real

estate market an actual securities exchange
where real estate and building issues are
actively traded, making a liquid market for
such securities which for many years have
carried the aspect of frozen or torpid invest-

ments. We find a tremendous number of

municipal and state bond issues or other busi-

ness of public financing being established for

the carrying out of school, hospital and pub-

lic building programs and for the development

of airports, which in themselves promise to

contribute mightily to the building volume of

this country. There may be found in evidence

also the consummation of a number of vast

development projects and improvements which

are opening up tremendous territories for

active building construction. The subdivision

builders of the residential field are undertak-

ing housing projects almost beyond imagina-

tion in their scope. There is under way the

most extensive modernizing and remodeling

program ever known in the history of this

country"- This program is being deliberately

developed by extensive educational work
through building material manufacturers who
realize the tremendous size of the potential

markets created. Mortgage money, while

handled in a manner more intelligent than

formerly, is more plentiful than ever before

and so many new methods and sources of

financing for the building field have been es-

tablished that no constructive program has to

seek very far for its banking facilities.

* * *

Coupled with all these factors we have an
increasing urge toward building construction

by the public whose pocketbook was never so

fat. We have a national administration which
is known to have a constructive attitude to-

ward developments which involve building and
in which there is definite confidence on the

part of all elements of the business world.

We face several years of obvious prosperity

and with no dark clouds threatening any dis-

turbance of a program which promises more
comfortable and efficient housing for all

types of commercial, industrial and domestic
activities.

In January, 1928, we advanced the theory

that the several preceding years of great

building activity did not represent a "boom
period" but that the country' and the building

industry' had arrived at a relatively new nor-

mal augmented by a growing population ; the

desire for better housing and better buildings

for commerce and industry ; and by the ability

to pay for these facilities.

The actual contract record of 1928, accord-

ing to the F. W. Dodge Corporation, was ap-

proximately 5 per cent ahead of the total for
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BUILDING

TYPES
N. EASTERN

STATES
N. ATLANTIC

STATES'

S. EASTERN
STATES

S. WESTERN
STATES

MIDDLE
STATES

WESTERN
STATES U. S. A.

Automotive $14,469,400 $42,132,-200 $7,447,000 $10,670,000 $56,322,200 $14,539,800 $145,580,600

Banks 15,730,000 53,312,600 1,148,400 5,984,000 56,999,800 12,859,000 146,033,800

Apartments 16,801,400 366,163,600 10,469,800 20,8v82,400 171,941,000 84,992,600 671,250,800

Apartment Hotels 2,640,000 83,560,400 4,972,000 15,554,000 97,979,200 41,925,400 246,631,000

Club, Fraternal. «tc. 7,231,400 70,010,600 1,515,800 13,191,200 66,704,000 15,987,400 174,640,400

Community M.S?rl, 3,421,000 21,232,200 . 1,529,000 5,711,200 17,047,800 11,710,600 60,651,800

Churches 21,142,000 55,105,600 22,770,000 23,859,000 69,885,200 20,409,400 213,171,200

Dwellings tw.oou"! 10,936,200 83,540,600 6,791,400 11,215,600 40,198,400 24,314,400 176,996,600

uweiiings tM.oooi 10,346,600 38,445,000 5,935,600 7,629,600 37,470,400 15,085,400 114,912,600

Dwellings 6,749,600 43,443,400 5,555,000 5,662,800 25,348,400 12,837,000 99,596,200

Hotels 21,659,000 95,763,800 14,212,000 45,513,600 101,378,200 66,149,600 344,676,200

Hospitals 18,860,600 110,105,600 4,606,800 12,749,000 73,035,600 33,169,400 252,527,000

Industrial 20,295,000 130,191,600 15,661,800 35,846,800 154,671,000 28,789,200 385,455,400

Office Buildings 12,485,000 244,101,000 4,859,800 41,296,200 300,979,800 87,760,200 691,482,000

Public Buildings 15,518,800 185,924,200 6,226,000 18,499,800 87,353,200 27,689,200 341,211,200

Schools 44,811,800 165,499,400 13,010,800 60^152,400 256,326,400 57,981,000 597,781,800

Stores 6,366,800 78,876,600 4,477,000 7,926,600 55,497,200 23,324,400 176,468,600

Theaters iaii t»o«.) 6,303,000 62,891,400 3,746,600 7,'8 12,200 74,032,200 8,773,600 163,559,000

Welfare * " c. a... tc. 10,799,800 48,100,800 5,077,600 13,666,400 31,858,200 4,644,200 114,147,000

Total Value of

New Buildings $266,567,400 $1,978,400,600 $140,012,400 $363,822,800 $1,775,028,200 $592,941,800 $5,116,773,200

New Construction Under Architect's Supervision $5,116,773,200

Buildings of All Types—Excluding Public Works and Utilities—Not Designed by Architects 2,192,020,000

(Estimated from Averages of Previous Years)

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION FOR 1929 $7,308,793,200
(Exclusive of Public Works and Utilities)

© National Building Publications, Inc., New York

DETAILED FORECAST of NEW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION for 1929

Annual changes monthly changes 19Z.7 192.8
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THE BUILDING SITUATION
The various index lines are tiesignated on the chart, which is developed from reports of the United States Department

of Commerce, the F. W. Dodge Corporation, and The Engineering News-Record
(£> National Building Publications, Inc., New York

BUILDING ACTIVITY m the UNITED STATES SINCE 1916
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Comparison of Building Trend
NORTH ATLANTIC STATES

Requirements
for Sew 5 -j. i-

ings b-y PercentagesType of Building

Automotive
Banks
Apartments
Apartment Hotels-
Crab*. Fraternal, etc
Community, Memorial
Churches
Dwellings (under $20.000 1

Dwellings ($20,000 to $50,000)
Dwellings (over $50.000)

H-sr.:a.s
Industrial

Buildings .

Buildings
5ch x>5
Stores
Theatres
Welfare. Y.M.C.A..

1919 Change
3 9 2.1 —1.8

4.2 2.7 —1.5

20.0 18.5 —1.5

1.0

2 6 3.5 a.8 1.1

2.9 2.8 — a
4.4 4.2 — 3
4.0 2.0 — : :

2.6 2.2 — .4

6.2 4.8 —1.4

6.0 5.6 — .4

4.6 6.6 +2.0
8.0 12.3 4-43
7a 9.4 —2.3

11.4 8.4 —3.0
3.1 43 4- -9

2.5 33 4- -7

2.4 2.4

Tape of Building

Automotive
Banks
Apartments
Apartment Hotels-
Clubs. Fraternal, etc
Community, Memorial
Churches
Dwellings (under $20.000)
Dwellings ( $20,000 to $50,000

)

Dwellings (over $50,000)
Hotels
Hospitals
Industrial
Office Buildings
Public Buildings
Schools
Stores
Theatres
Welfare. Y.M.CA, etc...

mi m\m .- - -
'

-r
* - J

~ J - ^ ~*
•

*4 M 2.9
9 8 1.6 •

_

6-2

3 5 4.3 + .7

4.1 3 6
j_5 1.6 — a

6 6 ;

4 5 3 1 | ^

_ 3.4 2.1 —1.3

sa l.S —1.5
12-5 12.5
5.9 3.5 —2.4
3.4 9.8 — 6-4

15.9 ::a —4.5
4.9 5.1 + 2
12^ 16.5 -fu

2.2
1-0 2a

_ l.S 3.8 4-2.2

NORTHEASTERN STATES

Type of BuHding

A-t.ttr.CCi";

Bank3

for Sew ffaiH

:i»3 Change

Apartments
Apartment Hcteis..
Clubs. Fraternal etc
Community, Memorial
Churches „
Dwellings (under $20,000)
DaJings ( $20,000 to $50. 000 1

.

Dwellings (over $50,000)
H:-.cis

HcsT'.ta^s
Industrial
Ottt't"? 2t„-".o
Public Buildings
Schools
St : r =5

Theatres
Welfare. Y.M.C.A.. etc-

5.4 5 .4

3.4 5-9 ) z

3 .3 6.3 —-3.0
13

$.4 2.7

13 13 —
6.4 73
6.4 4a — : i

3.7 S3 J, 9

- 5 23 — J
6.9 8.1 4-1.2
73 T.1 — 3
53 7.6 — ;

8.5 4.7 —33
7.8 53 —2.0

153 — .
: 4

?-8 2.4 —L4
2.4 —4.6

33 4.1 — 5

£ year 1927 and 4 per cent in excess of the

I for 1926. These figures include not only

h ding construction but also engineering

w k and a considerable part of the volume
rorted is to be found in the public works
a- utilities classification. On the other hand.

& actual building construction has continued

D ;uch a volume for five years now that it

stns absolutely necessary to discard the

"bm period" and to accept the new normal.

:companying this arturle will be found a
which in graphic form represents a

n 1 review of several years of building ac-

u' y. One glance at this chart should serve
tcndicate the soundness of the "normal" ra-

te reUtiou . The final check on this theory"

o i new normal condition is to be found in

tr accompanying forecast of work under way
irhe architects' offices. Realizing again that

tr forecast is based on 2,05" individual re-

: s ; that it has been established after a
v- careful correlation and study of the ra-

il dual -sources of information ; that it has
p .en substantially correct for the past seven

y s-; and that so deviation in the method has
hi undertaken this year, it is felt that the
la of averages functions to a point which
w show" it to be closely approximated in

awality during the year 1929, unless unusual
euomic disturbances interfere.

he coming years of prosperity will vmques-
t: ably see another great uplift in the stand-
ai; of housing for all types of commercial.
:r;strial and domestic buildings. Our cities,

st irbs and rural areas are being drawn more
cl ely together by unprecedented transporta-
ti improvements. Our congested central

ai.s are decentralizing for the benefit of
ft e who desire to live in the suburbs and
A country and they are reforming into new
tj ? of housing within the cities. Even the
tement districts are undergoing these
chges and everywhere there is a change
fro the old to the new, either in the planning

of new structures or the modernizing of old
ones.

We are gradually learning better methods
of measuring building construction activity in

this country. The methods of collecting data
and figures are being improved constantly and
the facilities for such study are being greatly
increased. When we realize that figures of
actual records show an annual investment of
well over six billion dollars and that there is

a tremendous volume of unrecorded construc-
tion and of maintenance and remodeling ex-
penditures, it becomes quite evident that we
are building well over eight billion dollars
worth of new construction annually and that
the probable total expenditure in every phase
of the building industry is perhaps ten bil-

lion* dollars a year

!

While every condition points to a continua-
tion of building activity and perhaps the ex-
ceeding of all past records to the amount of
4 or S per cent for the year 1929, there are,

of course, some significant changes. To meas-
ure the change in public demand we can com-
pare the percentage figures of our 1928 fore-
cast with those of our 1929 forecast as follows:

Type of Building
Automotive
Banks
Apartments
Apartment Hotels
Clubs, Fratemals. etc.

Community. Memorial
Churches
Hotels

Requirements for New
Buildings by Percentages
1928 1929 Change

. 3.9 2.8 —1.1
- 23 23 4- .1

a33 13.1 — .1

. 4.4 4.8 4- .4

.33 3.4 — .1

.13 13 — 3

.43 43 — 3

. S3 «.7 — 3

. «3 43 —L3

. 5.3 M 4-2.2

aL8 133 4-LT
. «.T 6.7

.113 11.7 4- 3

.23 3.4 4-3

. 33 S3 — .1

Welfare. Y. M. C. A., etc 2.1 23 4- a

In the field of dwelling construction the re-

ports show less work on the boards of archi-

tects at the present time, but two facts must

Hospitals
Industrial

Office Buildings ...

Public Buildings

Schools
Stores
Theatres

be realized in this connection. First, that a
large proportion of projects of this mime
were not actually cn the boards in December
when this survey was made and second, in

the field of small dwellings a very large pro-
portion of houses costing less than $15,000
are not designed by architects. It would seem
in this field that there would be built approxi-
mately the same volume of residential con-
struction in 1929 as in 1928—perhaps more and
that in the case of houses costing $50,000
next vear will equal, if not exceed, the records
of 1928.

» * *

It is apparent that these changes in trends
of building various types of structures are
but a logical reflection of the experience of
several prosperous years in the commercial
and industrial world. The building industry is

apparently to be called upon to provide the

facilities for increased production demands and
for increased business activity. In the insti-

tutional field it is obvious that increased con-
struction of new hotels should not be expected
because in general we have enough space of
this character. The hospital field in 1929 is

evidently to have a breathing spell in actual
construction activity but it will be a tremend-
ous year of planning to meet great hospitaliza-
tion programs which are being undertaken by
more communities than ever before.

In order to show the changing demand for
various types of buildings in different sections
of the country and consequently to indicate
trends in types of construction, there will be
found herewith tabulations showing the rela-

tive percentages in the 1929 survey. This
represents the splitting up into six sections of
the United States the figures already presented
for the comparative national analysis.

A list of netc theatre projects, of re-

modeling and sound installations icill

be found on Pages 86 and 87.

Type of Building

Automotive
Banks

MIDDLE STATES
Requirements
for Sew Build-

ings by Percentages
1913 19t9 Change

Apartments .

Apartment Hotels
Clubs. Fraternal, etc
Community. Memorial
Churches
Dwellings I under $20,000)
Dwellings ($20,000 to $50,000.
Dwellings (over $50.000)
Batefa
Hospitals
"ndustr-.a.

Office Buildings .

Public Buildings
Schools

Theatres
Wetfare. Y.M.C.A..

33
13

10.6
6.0

43
2.4

4.1

2.8
2.1

13
6.0

63
63

15.0
7.5
9.3

23
4.1

etc 23

3.2

33
9.7
53
33
1.0

33
2.3
2.1
1.4

5.7

4.1

8.7
17.0
4.9

14.4
3.1

4.2

1.8

.6
-1.2
- 3
- .9

-1.1
-1.4

— .4— 3
—23
4-13
-J-2.0

—2.6
-4-5.1

4- 3
4- J— .4

SOUTHEASTERN STATES
Requirements

Type of Building

Automotive
Banks

for Sew Build-
ings by Percentages

Apartments >

Apartment Hotels
Clubs. Fraternal, etc
Community, Memorial
Churches
Dwellings (under $20.000)
Dwellings ($20,000 to $50.000)

.

Dwellings (over $50,000)
Hotels
Hospitals
Industrial
Office Buildings -

Public Buildings
Schools
Stores
Theatres
Welfare. Y.M.C-4-. etc..

1918 1913 Change
43 5.3 4" 3
13 3 — 3
83 73
2.9 3.6 - il

1.7 13 — .6

3 ia - -3

-i-8.97.4 163
5.1 43 — 3
4.7 43 — 3
4.0 4.0
11.7 ioa —1.6
5.1 33 —13
43 113 4-7.0
53 3.5 —2.3
23 4.4 —13

21.6 9.3 —123
3.0 33 4- .2

2.5 2.7 — .2

23 3.6 — 3

WESTERN

Type of Building

A-tttrt::. r

Banks

STATES
Requirements
for Sew Build-

ings by Percentages

Apartments
Apartment Hotels
Clubs. Fraternal, etc.

Commuttity. Memorial
Churches
Dwellings (under $20,000
Dwellings ( $20 .000 to $50.000 ) .

Dwellings (over $50,000)
H:-e;s
Hospitals
Industrial
Office Buildings
Public Buildings
Schools
Stores
Theatres
Welfare. Y.M.C.C., etc.

1313 Z913 Change
3.0 2.4 — .6

13 23 —1.0
11.7 143 — :.•=

53 73 4-13
23 2.7 — .4

1.7 13 2

63 3.4 2
"

43 4.1 .2

4.0 23 —13
2.7 23 — .5

6.9 _ 4-43
63 5.6
3.7 4.9 — : -

143 143 4- -6

4.7 4.7
133 9.3 —
4.1 33 2
23 13 —13
1.0 .8
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THE FIRST THEATRI
IN AUSTRALASIA OF

ATMOSPHERIC MOTIF

Upper left: The Florentine

garden treatment at the organ
grilles on the right.

Upper right: Rear section of
the dress circle, showing the

projection room.

Lower view: Right sections of

the main floor balcony, show-
ing wall design.

1
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1 e t\pe of design conceived to augment the photo-

jiv in carrying us out of the icork-a-day world, has

fund its way to Australia. These views are of the

awspheric Capitol in Sydney, which was built from

pns by John Eberson of Chicago and New 1 ork.

mis theatre is also described in an article elsewhere

in this issue

Upper left: Plaster work and
art figures at the proscenium
arch and adjoining the stage.

Upper right: Looking toward
the main entrance from the

auditorium.

Lower view: Gate and ar;',: in

the auditorium wall treatment

on the left side.
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View of the foyer in the Capitol in Sydney

ihe "Atmospheric" Motion Picture

Theatre Is Introduced in Australia

Union Theatres. Inc.. enterprising and pou erf ul circuit of the Antipodes, has imported from

America John Eberson's ideas for new houses in Sydney and Melbourne, of which the Cap-

itol in the former city is typical in its design

is significant, perhaps, that the Capitol

theatre in Sydney, Australia, inspired a

poem—and still more significant, perhaps,

t the poem was called "The House of
I earns." Dream theatres — architectural

rids of bright and airy splendor removed
m reality—are what the socalled atmos-

Ifcric theatres intend to be. They are an
oression of the philosophy—the artistic

I losophy, if you please—of their creator.

Jin Eberson. architect of Chicago and Xew
rk. Eberson, designer of many American

I ture houses, believes that the structure and
i environment should carry out the principal

I pose of the play, which he feels is to afford

medium of escape from humdrum, every-

Bfe.

rhe Capitol is one of three new atmos-
ric theatres built in Sydney and Melbourne
Union Theatres, Ltd., a powerful Australa-

sh circuit. The other two are the State in

& lney, and the Capitol in Melbourne. Th?
I )itol in Sydney is typical of them in design.
I projecting these theatres, Stuart F. Doyle.
Tiiaging director of the circuit, toured the
X ited States investigating American styles

a I methods. He adopted the Eberson idea

—

p haps his philosophy !—and the atmospheric
t atre was brought to Australia. The theatre

S designed from sketches by Eberson whose
xiate architect in Sydney was Henry E.
lite.

he theatre seats 3.000. Its exterior design

is rectangular and more classical than Medi-
terranean Renaissance, which is the motif of

the interior. The interior design is the-

matically medieval Florentine. This theme
receives its full emphasis in the auditorium,

but the foyer, rest rooms and other chambers
similarly imitate the styles and manners of

Medician Italy. Works of art play an enor-

mous part in the execution of the decorative

scheme. The Capitol is something of a mu-
seum of period art besides a motion picture

house.
At the left side of the staircase is a repro-

duction of the statue, "The Supplicant Boy."

which is in the Berlin Museum. Opposite it is

a figure of Venus—there are several different

attitudes of Venus among the figures—and
beyond it, statues of Danaid and Hector and
Andromache with Infant. The Danaid is a

copy of a Vatican work, while the latter two
are from the Berlin Museum.
As one approaches the left dress circle, one

comes upon a figure of an Amazon, and
beyond it, a figure of the idealized Antinous.

legendary youth and many-side god of Roman
decadence. The panorama of another world

—

unreal to us if indeed it was ever real

—

continues. Here in the auditorium a faun

holds up the Infant Bacchus, there is the

Venus of Capua, in imitation. There is also

an Augustus Caesar taken from an original

now in Italy. Minerva, an Apollo Belvedere,

the celebrated She-Wolf of Rome, a Diana of

the Louvre, a Mercury—these names redolent

of a day and life almost legendary", continue

the effect of phantasy.

Opening into the auditorium on the left side

is an elaborately grilled iron gate. Above it

is mounted the shield of the noble "family"

whose "garden" this is. At the entrance is a

figure on a pedestal of a Venus Genatrbo

This decorative feature is one of the most
notable in the theatre. The auditorium pre-

sents in general the effect of a Florentine

garden, enclosed in highly decorated walls

worked out in art plaster, over which run

vines and against which, blending with the

general design, are mounted the art figures.

The ceiling imitates the clear vaulted blue of

a Mediterranean sky.

The rest rooms depart somewhat from the

Florentine motif in their furnishings. The
women's suite on the mezzanine floor, for

example, is done in the period of Louis X\
of France, with a few pieces representing still

other countries and periods. The main men's

lounge, called the Continental Club room, is

modern as to smoking utensils, with a touch

of Spanish among- the decorative accessories.

The State theatre, also in Sydney, is a sec-

tion of a building comprising shops and offices.

The building is 14 stories high and contains

150 shops which may be entered through an

arcade. The entire structure will have_ cost,

when it is readv earlv this vear. about $5,000.-

000 it is said.
" The State seats 3.000.
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1929-a Year of Theatre

Construction

YOUR attention is directed to the national building
forecast for 1929, which is published eleswhere in

this issue of Better Theatres.

In this forecast, which is an annual one prepared by
The Architectural Forum, the motion picture industry and
kindred businesses may find ample cause for rejoicing.

This forecast presages continued prosperity in the exhi-

bition field and in those other branches which depend
upon the prosperity of the theatre for steady and normal
business growth.

The theatre ranks high as a source of revenue to those

concerned with construction and equipment. In the fore-

cast of The Architectural Forum a total $163,559,000 will

be spent in 1929 in theatre construction. This figure does

not take into account the new projects which naturally

develop during the course of the vear. and generally bring

the total near to the $300,000,000"mark.

"Better Theatres" Welcomes
These New Advertisers

Arctic Nu-Air Corporation, Northwestern Terminal, Min-

neapolis, Minn.

A system of theatre ventilation, improved and up-

to-date, is being announced by this corporation.

Joseph S. Avrid Company, Inc., 1440 Broadwav. New York
City.

The product of this company is a fine lobby dis-

play, which they call "Hy-Lite.''

Dayton Safety Ladder Company, 121 West Third Street,

Cincinnati, O.

This firm says work around the theatre can be

done more safely, faster and better irith their

safety ladders.

W . M. Dutton & Sons Company, 10th and Douglas streets.

Omaha, Neb.

This company announces a sound reproducing de-

vice, called Q-Phone.

International Register Corporation, 21 South Throop street.

Chicago, 111.

This firm manufactures "Cutawl," a machine fm
making exterior displays and stage settings.

Kersten Radio Equipment Company, 1415 Fulford avenue
Kalamazoo, Mich.

"A horn for every theatre purpose" is what tht

head of this firm says about their product.

LePilote Radio Laboratories, Union City, Ind.

A new non-synchronous sound reproducing devia
is the product, of this firm.

McAuley Manufacturing Company, 554 West Adams street

Chicago, 111.

The new Peerless automatic reflecting art lam\

is being announced by the foregoing.

The Mohawk Carpet Mills, 295 Fifth avenue, New Yorl

City.

Floor coverings for all theatre uses are being mad
by the above.

Movier.hone Corporation, 724 South Wabash avenue, Chi

cago, 111.

Both synchronous and non-synchronous sound r<

producing devices are the product of this mam.
facturer.

Qualitone Corporation, 5360 Melrose avenue, Hollywooi

Cal.

Qualitone is a new sound reproducing device bein

offered for theatre use by this firm.

Radio Receptor Company, Inc., 106 Seventh avenue, Nc
York City.

Manufacturers of amplifiers for use ivith all soun

reproducing devices.

Scoredisc Service Corporation, 701 Eighth avenue, Rooi

403, New York City.

This firm has developed a specialized cueing ser

ice for sound reproducing devices.

S & S Enterprises, Inc., 46 Church street, Boston, Mas

Cine-Tone, a sound reproducing device is th

product of this firm.

Synchronized Music Company, 608 South Dearborn stree

Chicago, 111.

This firm announces a complete cueing, record an

sound device service for theatre owners.

United Cue Service, North Vernon, Ind.

A complete cueing and record service for no

synchronous sound devices is offered by this c

ganization.

I niversal Electric Welding Company, 90 Webster avenu

Long Island City, N. Y.

Manufacturers of reels for all purposes but sf

cializing in ivire sound reels.

Vallen Electrical Company, 225 Bluff street, Akron, Ohi

Manufacturers of the Noiseless Vallen Curta

Control equipment.

I
II
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A Tokyo Film Palace from the Western World
It is to have 4,000 seats—be luxurious—modern—and. apparently. American

' T was not long ago as time goes in the
development of peoples and nations,

• that Peary made his vigorous visit to
fe shores of Nippon. The Japanese re-

nted the hand of the Occident at their
• or. They wished to follow the honor-
lie footsteps of their forefathers. But
odd Commerce pressed its rights to the
^es and minds of all peoples, and the tiny
•ipire acquiesced in the inevitable. More
Un that, the Mikado and his counsellors
::m to have said, "If we must meet other
:oples, let us prepare to meet them with
assurance that not all the advantage will

I theirs."

\nd so we have, after a relatively few
:ars, the world power that is Japan today.
Tokyo is a curious blend of the provincial

]st and the international present in Japan,
-icient customs are continued along streets
i ed by traffic cops and dominated by steel
:d concrete buildings. Thus far the monu-
i^ntal motion picture theatre, the huge
'luxe "film palace" of the Western world,
;;ms to have been slighted in the modern-
:ng of Japan. But not for long. Tokyo
i to have a theatre to be patterned after
'ie famous United States theatres"—this
•otation being from the Japanese promot-
• ; of the venture themselves.
The Tokyo theatre, an architect's per-

spective of which is reproduced in con-
junction with this brief article, is the first

venture in the plans of the newly formed
Xihon Eiga Kigyo Company, Ltd. This
firm intends to erect first-run theatres of
large capacities in the principal cities of

Japan, as well as to handle the management
of film enterprises, promote motion picture
projects in the empire and distribute films.

The concern is being financed by leading
Tokyo bankers, and the capital of 3,500,000
yen has already been subscribed for by the
promoters, which number no less than 92,

also by others interested.

The site for the Tokyo theatre has al-

ready been secured in the center of the
business and amusement section of the city.

All the present capital will be invested in

this initial house. The plans include pro-
vision for a special passage between the
basement of the theatre and a subway
station which is to be established. It is

expected that the theatre will be completed
earlv next vear.
The first Tokyo theatre will seat 4,000.

Two types of screens will be used, one for
silent pictures, the other for sound films.

The promoters point out that the site is

particularly desirable because of the width
of adjacent streets, which will permit the
parking of "numerous" automobiles.

But perhaps it would be interesting to
learn of this theatre "in which the twain
shall meet," from an official of the com-
pany.
"The theatre will have all the latest com-

forts obtainable and the improved equip-
ment of the famous United States theatres.

The latest improvements for heating, cool-
ing, refrigeration and ventilation will be
adopted and will be supplied by a famous
American specialist in this line.

"One of the finest pipe organs of a United
States make will also be imported to en-
joy the Japanese audiences who never heard
before this wonderful music, which surely
will be one of the features and a new-
drawing power.
"The seats will be supplied directly from

America. Half a million yen will be spent
to obtain the maximum of comfort, but
these features will surely increase in big
proportion the annual box office receipts.

"For the first time in Japan, the theatre
will give a two-and-a-half-hour or three-
hour performance three times a day on
week days and four times a day on Sun-
days [sic!] and holidays.
"The theatre will show specially the best

foreign pictures and sometimes super-pro-
ductions of home made pictures. The film

(Continued or. pigt 62)
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You Cannot Get
Better SOUND
than tilis—

' I 'HE new S-M 690 Amplifier embodies the concentrated

experience of the Silver-Marshall engineering organiza-

tion in building to the requirements of numerous manufac-
turers of synchronized and non-synchronized systems—as

well as of hundreds of individual exhibitors. . . In the

typical modern motion picture theatre of 600 to 2000 seats,

it supplies a sufficient volume of tone to insure positive en-

joyment to every patron in the house—and of a quality

whose realism cannot be excelled at any price. . . Full fad-

ing control is provided on the panel, and a three-point

switch for record, microphone, and radio input. . . The
list price, without tubes, is only $245; the seven tubes
required total $46.50 (list prices).

S-M 690

—

for 600 to 2000 seat theaters

Or If You Don't Need Quite
So Much Power

A Speaker Built Up to the Quality
of S-M Amplifiers

S-M 679—for 600 to

1500 seat theatres

Here is tone quality
every bit as good as the
690—and at a cost which
looks mighty attractive
to the showman con-
fronted with the problem
of operating profitably a
1000 seat house.

Plenty of power for
three or four dynamic
speakers; microphone
can be connected as
easily as record pickup,
or radio. The S-M 679
amplifier lists at $125.00
without tubes. The four
tubes total $28.75.

In the new S-M 850 and 851 dynamic
speakers no effort has been spared to produce
an instrument ideally suited for theatre use,

where continuous heavy-duty service with
the utmost reliability is an absolute require-

ment. Every S-M speaker has built into it the
unequalled S-M 229 output transformer, with
taps so that connections to the speaker can be
instantly altered to match whatever tubes are

used in the amplifier—and thus preserve un-
impaired tone quality with one output tube
(as in the S-M 678PD amplifier) or with two
in push-pull (as in the S-M 690), or with tubes

of other types.

A cluster of four to six or more S-M speakers,

mounted on a suitable baffle, is the last word
in sound equipment for 1000 to 2000 seat

theatres.

S-M 850 (A.
C.) list price
$58.50. S-M.
851 (D.C.) list

price $48.50.

For Big Houses
The largest theatre, or the

largest auditorium or amuse-
ment park, can be equipped
with S-M sound amplifying
equipment sufficiently
powerful for every require-
ment, and at a cost surpris-
ingly low when compared
with competitive equipment
of comparable quality. Most
theatres of seating capacity
exceeding 2000 will require
"PA" installations of the
rack-and-panel type, each
of which is individually de-
signed to meet the exact
requirements of the house.
Descriptive literature and
photos of S-M "PA" equip-
ment sent on request.

It costs nothing to get

the S-M recommendation
on any sound installa-

tion. Our thoroughly ex-

perienced engineers will

gladly discuss with you
any sound problem. Rep-
resentatives in all prin-

cipal cities. Catalog on
request.

SILVER- MARSHALL, Inc.

874 W. Jackson Blvd.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Tone Quality Exactly As Good for
the Small House

In many a cozy 600-seat theatre the sound
problem has been completely solved at an
amazingly low cost by simplv installing the
S-M 678PD—an amplifier priced at $73
(list) and requiring but three tubes costing
but $21.25 (list price). Owing to the use of
special S-M Clough system transformers, the
tone quality of this small amplifier is equal
in every way to that of the 690 seven-tube
panel. A second speaker can be used with
the 678PD if found desirable.

If you operate a small house, don't pay a

higher price for a sound amplifier until you
have written us for complete information on
the S-M 678PD.

I
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SOUND IN THE THEATRE
Disc and Film Sound

By F. H. RICHARDSON

Li GREAT many have asked me about the

| p\ the relative merits of the disc and the

4 film-on-the-sound methods. I can see no

pod to be served by publishing my own opin-

kns on such a matter. Most of you who are

[stalling sound at all are putting in installa-

lons which will accommodate both the disc

pd the sound-on-film methods, and that will

bubtless continue to be the practice at least

pr some while to come.

I might remark that projectionists, taken as

whole, still lack very greatly in the matter of

living perfect reproduction of either method.

L Llso I receive a great many complaints con-

»• jerning faults in equipment, in films, in rec-

ords and other things for which the producer

i each method is directly responsible. Doubt-
» ess these troubles will, in due time, be ironed

Lit. I may say that I have already been able

p secure the rectification of a few of them,

nd things are being gradually but surely im-

roved.

It would seem as though the disc itself can-

ot be much further improved, but certainly

tveral other things in connection with that

* NStem are susceptible to betterment. Needles,

lor example, are by no manner of means w hat

tiey should be. In almost any lot there is sad

fcck of uniformity in several respects. The
give-all-records-one-half-turn" instruction is-

h jued by the producer is "all wet." I have

ound some records which had to have as

iany as four turns, if a dark screen was to

i e avoided. It varies from half-a-turn to four

jrns. In one case I know of, the projection-

Its were obliged to re-mark every record for

(Home Towners," and in this case one record

kquired four full turns. Another required

hree-and-a-half turns. Yet the flat instruc-

lon is, if I remember rightly, "Half a turn for

ach record." I mention these two items.

There are others.

* * *

As to the sound films—well, they too often

each the projectionist in a not-so-good state.

They have their faults. Oil is one of their

|tumble-and-almost-iall-down blocks. Abuses
'a rewinding quickly set up trouble by scratchi-

ng the sound band, which is very' bad >n its

ffects upon one system and, I think, not so

i>ad on another.

Then. too. any error in development of posi-

li jive prints makes for projection troubles—and
j o it goes.

: However, when we consider the short life of
ound. one cannot but feel amazement at the

l! progress already made toward perfection,
i he production, "Home Towners." was one
ixample of almost absolute perfection in re-
ults when the projection itself was well done,
rnd the theatre conditions as to horn settings.

r He, were rieht. Also it was a living proof of
[he huge importance of perfect projection
vhere sound is concerned.

,
I saw—and heard—"Home Towners" in the

'ark Plaza theatre in New York City, where
'rejection was without appreciable fault, and
he theatre conditions (which really are an in-

tegral part of projection) were as nearly per-

fect as the present equipment will permit. It

was nothing less than amazing in its perfec-

tion. I saw- the same production in another
theatre where projection was what we term
"not-so-good," and the horns were not well

placed—at least the sound distribution was

SOUND
SERVICE

In this column published regularly as

a feature of the Sound Department of

"Better Theatres," are presented anstcers

prepared by electrical and synchroniza-

tion engineers, to problems in the in-

stallation, operation and maintenance

of sound equipment in theatres.

O.—/ live in a direct current district.

Can I get a direct current outfit?

A.—A phonograph reproducing outfit

operating directly from the usual 110-

220 volt lines is not practical, owing to

the fact that satisfactory theatre ampli-

fiers require from 375 to 700 volts, or
more. The most practical solution is to

purchase a small generator outfit, which
will convert your local electricity to 110-

volt, 60-cycle. alternating current. Suit-

able motor generator outfits are made by
Bodine. Ensco, etc.

Q.—Do the UX 2~>o tubes in my push-

pull amplifier have to be matched?

A.—Yes, they should be matched for

plate-current drain in milliamperes. Any
well-equipped tube dealer can select

matched tubes for you. If two power
tubes of different drain are employed,
distortion may result.

Q.

—

The line voltage in my district

runs considerably above normal—about

125 volts. What would you suggest?

A.—Your line voltage may be reduced

to normal by means of a small variable

resistance such as the large Power
Bradleystat, etc., which can be connected

in the line. A meter should be connected

across the amplifier terminals so that the

proper voltage can readily be determined.

bad—and the difference was enlightening.

"Home Towners" was, in the latter theatre,

"just fair." It was nothing to rave over.
When it was finished in the Park Plaza there
was a burst of applause. When it was finished
in the other theatre I heard maybe half a
dozen folks clap their hands a few times. I

have been told "Home Towners" was also put
on in a most excellent fashion in the Strand
in Xew York City. If that is true. I compli-
ment the Strand projection staff and manager.

Both projection staffs had exactly the same
equipment in the two theatres—the Park
Plaza and the one where "Home Towners"
was not so good. Both theatres did XOT,
however, have the same staff of projectionists.

There is a REAL manager at the Park Plaza.
He not only wants the projectionists to give
high grade service, but also he demands that

they do so. They have a projection room of
generous dimensions. Both it and its equip-
ment is in "apple pie order." You will not
find the interior of the projector mechanism
smeared with oil. The batteries are kept
scrupulously clean. The records were tested
and the "half turn" instructions checked up
and corrected before the records were used
for a show.

In the other theatre I cannot say the same.
Things were not what they should have been
in any of the points named—and in many
others. In the Park Plaza, the projectionists
have taken an interest in the auditorium sound
distribution, and I'm telling you it is GOOD.
In the other theatre, it was too high in the
middle center; poor at the sides; punk under
the balcony ; and too high in its center.

* * *

Why am I telling you all this? To point
out the fact that unless producers, exhibitors
and all concerned combine to insist upon the
very best possible in projection, they are all

going to suffer for failure to do so. The si-

lent picture producer and all concerned. suf-
fered for years through their supine indiffer-
ence to projection quality. It cost them many,
many millions of dollars in. lost business. Some
of them are just now beginning to open their
eyes to the truth of that • statement which I

have been making from time, to time for
twenty years. Had they awakened to its im-
portance 20 years ago, conditions today
would be vastly better, and millions would
have flowed into theatre box offices which re-
mained in the pockets of those who stayed at
home because the badly projected picture was
not sufficiently attractive to get them out, ex-
cept when some particularly attractive produc-
tion came along.

But the results of projection faults with
sound added will be multiplied. "Home Towni-
ers" is an example. Perfectly projected, it

was a knockout—it was better to me than had
the real actors been present. I talked with
several at the Park Plaza and they all said
the same thing. But

—

Imperfectly projected, it was unconvincing.
It failed to "click." It was just a fairly good
show.
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Announcing an Unprecedented Musical Cue Service

A Sensational Music Tie-up with Every Picture for use on

Non-Synchronous machines for

ONLY $129 a WEEK
Here's a Sample—The First Half of our Music

Cue Sheet for Universal's super-special—"Tl

Man Who Laughs."

You can readily see from the above that this is

REAL service—devised by musical and dr

matic experts from the greatest of all classic

This is a complete service— including tl

number of each record, the exact time it

to be played and the expression of ea<

record.

With such a cue sheet the most dramat

and startling sound effects —- just tl

same as with the highest-priced sy

chronized equipment—can be repr

duced at a mere fraction of the co;

And it can be done best with tl

Duotone Reproducing Outl

which is complete in every r

spect. For full particulars s:

opposite page.

A trial will convince you. Sell

us your picture schedule f

'

any week, but two weeks i

advance—with $1 .00—ail

we shall send you coi

plete cue sheets for eai

picture.

Presented by the Synchronized Music Compan
608 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois

1
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/nnouncing a Complete Reproducing Service
Everything Required to Reproduce Synchronized Sound Effects, includ-

ing Dynamic Speakers and 200 Victor Records (400 Selections) for

ONLY $70022
Including One Year's Cueing Service FREE

r^HE complete equipment and service

. consists of the following:

Duotone Reproducing Device

200 Specially Selected Records

2 Dynamic Speakers

Record Cabinet

Cueing Cabinet

a;d the Complete Cue Service for all Pic-

tres played in your theatre for One Year.

le the coupon below to get further infor-

mtion about how easily and inexpensively

yu can bring your theatre up to the minute

a very little cost. Buyers who prefer to

prchase from income will find our terms

erirely satisfactory.

God territories open for live, responsible

roresentatives and distributors.

Synchronized Music Company
608 South Dearborn Street I I Please prepare sample cue sheets for us. Attached

Chicago Illinois * * IS $1-00 covering your introductory offer. We will

play the following

—

|~| Please send price and complete description of your

Duotone Reproducing Device, or price including rec-

ords, cueing service and all necessary equipment. _

Nne of theatre ..

Mnager. _ _ - - _ -

A dress. _ -

fM „ State .

fresented by the Synchronized Music Company
608 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois

This marvelous outfit will be deliv-

ered complete—ready to start earn-

ing money the very day it arrives.

Full directions tell you how to turn

your theatre into a popular amuse-
ment center and a financial success

with very reasonable investment.
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1

HORNS AND SPEAKERS
Manufacturers of these Important Sound

Accessories and Their Product

'HAT they said in Hollywood was one

thing, what they say in the theatre

may be quite another. It depends on

what happens along the route of the theatre's

sound equipment—and so very much on what
happens toward the end of that route, in the

speaker

!

Junior Demonstrator of The
Utah Radio Products Company.
This has a bell of 24 inches.

The rapid growth of sound has produced

such a variety of horns and speakers that the

prospective purchaser of sound equipment has

a pretty wide choice. What he is after, of

course, is the type of horn and speaker best

suited to his theatre, and inasmuch as there

are so many types of these accessories, he

may not be completely informed. It is for

this reason that "Better Theatres" presents

the following descriptions of horns and speak-

ers, as submitted by the manufacturers. The
latter are also named, so that those interested

may make specific inquiries directly to them.

And in subsequent issues other descriptions

and sources of horns and speakers for the-

atres will be thus presented.

Kersten Radio Equipment Co.,

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Horns and speakers of 50 different types

include a Large or Double Dynamic horn,

model A2506; Four-Dynamic horn, model

4101 ; a small horn designed especially for

small theatres, called model 301 ; a special

large Jumbo model; and model B2507.

MODEL A2506—Measures five feet square

and three feet long. Type for large theatre.

Can be suspended back of the screen in me-
dium-sized theatres.

MODEL 4101—Carries four dynamic units.

Measures in inches, 36x60x54.

MODEL 301—Bell has a diameter of 16

inches, and is 6]4 inches deep. Made in three

sizes, referred to as A, B and C.

JUMBO (senior)—Measures 45 inches

square. Bell depth, 42 inches. Air column,

20 feet.

JUMBO (junior)—Measures 31 inches

square. Bell depth, 32 inches. Air column,

16 feet.

MODEL B2507—Measures 31^x33^ inches.

Bell depth, 29 inches. Air column, 58

inches.

All models are built so that they can be used

with the Dynamic or large-sized unit specially

designed for large halls and for theatres.

Jumbo Senior dynamic horn manufac-
tured by Kersten Radio Equipment

Company of Kalamazoo, Mich.

Model B2507 horn which is also made
by Kersten. Bell depth of horn is 29

inches.

Wright-DeCoster, Inc.,

St. Paul, Minn.

Two models of horns are made speci;

designed for theatre use. One has onl>
lwttom flare, the other, an exponential he

Bottom Flare Model of the Wright-
DeCoster horn. The length overall on

this horn is 51 inches.

Senior Demonstrator of The Utah
Radio Products Company. This has a

bell of 3i J/2 inches.

has a flare on two sides. The former is cal

by the company more directional than the

ter, carrying considerably farther. The ot

model, the company declares, covers a m
greater space and is as good in reproduct
for inside work as the horn with th

straight sides. The maker advises the use

the horn with the double flare when a soi I

screen is used and when it is possible to pi

the horns in the center of the stage a reas

able distance from the floor, either below-

just above the screen. When the bea<l

screen is used, it may be necessary to

horns of both types so as to eliminate
dead spots.

BOTTOM FLARE MODEL—Length 0

all, 51 inches. Length of horn, 39 incl

Width of opening at bell, 21 inches. Hei
of opening at bell, 21 inches. Bottom is cur

from speaker to bell.

DOUBLE FLARE MODEL—Dimensi
same as for model described above, with

exception that the width at the bell is

inches.

In both models the speaker chassis is

closed in a sound-proof, weather-proof a
partment
This company also manufactures a fc

foot baffle, which is used either in the

on the stage or just behind the screen.

Utah Radio Products Co.,

675 S. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago, III.

Models of speakers specially designed

theatre use are the junior and senior Dem
strators.

SENIOR DEMONSTRATOR—Bell,
3f

inches. Length 49^ inches. Weight, 10i

pounds.
JUNIOR DEMONSTRATOR—Bell,

(

inches. Length, 36 inches. Weight,
p

pounds.
These models are equipped with Utah 1-

olt, 60-cycle AC dynamic speaker unit, a
plete with Westinghouse rectifier and tra-

former. They also may be had for a 25-cj

:

current. It is pointed out by the comp;

that the combination in these models of sr

cial air column and dynamic speaker is

signed to operate off of extreme volume,

thus is adapted to give perfect reproduct'

in large auditoriums.
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Brunswick Mood
Accompaniment Record Library

md Motion Picture Cue Service

A complete Record and Cueing

Service for the theatre using a

non-synchronous device to fur-

nish musical accompaniment

for Motion Pictures.

What The Brunswick Library Offers You
500 Records — 500 Selections.

480 musical accompaniment records— all instru-

mental (including special Hurries. Mysteriosos,

Gallops, Furiosos, National Airs, Comedies and

Theme Melodies especially recorded for Motion

Picture accompaniment).

Twenty Special Sound Effect Records Without

Musical Accompaniment.

Railroad Train Aeroplane

Fire Engine Machine Gun
Church Bells Heavy Bom-
Steamboat bardment
Thunder Wreck
Wind Indian

Mob Chinese

Doorbell Barnyard Effect

Clock Strike

and Cuckoo
Clock

Galloping

Horses

Drum Beat

Bugle Calls

Pistol Shots

A Record for Every Kind of Motion Picture

Scene.

Sound Effects you need for Feature Pictures.

News Reels, etc. Effective if used alone . . . more
effective if played simultaneously with an appro-

priate instrumental record. ALL RECORDS
WITH UNUSUAL VOLUME ARE RE-
CORDED WITH A THICKER WALL BE-

TWEEN THE GROOVES than is necessary

for ordinary musical recordings, thus making
BRUNSWICK MOOD ACCOMPANIMENT
RECORDS LONGER LIVED FOR MOTION
PICTURE USE.

Additional Records.

New Theme Song Melodies and Special Sound
effects will be recorded as needed and announced
in Supplementary lists from time to time ... to

be purchased or not, at the will of the theater

owner or operator.

Brunswick Cue Service.

The Brunswick Company will supply a Cue Sheet,

cued with the records contained in the Original

Library of 500 Records, for all FEATURE
PICTURES. At least Two Weeks Advance No-
tice is required to enable us to have the Cue Sheet

in the Hands of the Theater for the Showing
Date of the Picture.

Brunswick's Cue Service can be obtained on a

subscription basis. Special low rates for 6 or 12-

month periods. Write for complete information

on this wonderful new co-operation which the

great music house of Brunswick offers to motion

picture theaters. Use the convenient coupon.

This library can purchased on weekly payments of as low as $12.50 per week.

Liberal Discount for Cash

Th Brunswick record library and cue service can also be purchased through any National Theatre Supply Co. Branch.

Panatropes . Radio Records Panatrope-Radiclas
^^"^

1H BRUNSWICK.BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK TORONTO

Branches in all principal cities.

Box R-45. Record Department,

THE BRUXSWICK-BALKE-COLLEXDER CO.,

623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Please send detailed information regarding Brunswick
Mood Accompaniment Library and Cue Service.

Your Name „ _

Theater Address _ _

City State.
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ELECTROGRAPH
AND

PERFORMANCE!
Two Sound Words That are Synchronous

From the minutest impulse of the Microphone in the Recording Laboratories

clear through to the Speakers in your Theatre

Electrograph-Reproduction-is-Flawless

Volume

—

with

Tone Quality-

Precise

—

Every musical

and

md effect is

possible in its

arrangement
Versatile Model Producing Unit

Hundreds of ELECTROGRAPH SOUND installations are now in U. S. and

Canada—because Progressive Showmen realize their outstanding performance

in Sound.

WHY DELAY? ACT NOW! WRITE FOR OUR PROPOSITION

We furnish a

SOUND
installation for

your Theatre

regardless of

size or

construction,

at prices

within a

logical

reason

Versatile

Installation

Complete with

Two 11 -foot Air
Column Speakers

Microphone
True Q Device
Fading Panel

Complete

$450.00

Special Sound Effect Records Are Available

GATES RADIO & SUPPLY CO.
ELECTROGRAPH DIVISION

QUINCY ILLINOIS, U. S. A.

Manufacturing Engineers of

Public Address Systems

Theatre Sound Devices

Broadcast Station Amplifiers

Manufacturers

of the

MOTIO-TONE
for larger

Theatres
Complete with

Power Plant

Theatre
Dynamic
Speaker

$750.00
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Solved!
Your Sight-Sound

Policy

31

A cue sheet for every pieture you exhibit—

a

eomplete library of exactly the right accom-
paniment' records to make your programs
more entertaining.

The above is yours

—

complete—when you subscribe for

the United Cue Service—made possible by the coopera-

tive efforts of three great companies interested in the

solution of the sight-sound problems of theaters

which have not installed sound-synchronizing equip-

ment. This new service solves your cuing problem

—

completely.

It not only gives you a cue library of approximately

150 records—but it shows you how to cue your pictures

in the most realistic manner without going outside of

that group of records— a special cue sheet for every

picture you show during the year.

Many of the records were played by one of America's

greatest symphony orchestras from scores especially

written to fit moving picture situations. Others avail-

able at slight additional cost, give you the incidental

sounds you need—crashes, shrieks, trains, airplanes, etc.

The service was inaugurated and is endorsed byCameo
Music Service Corporation, makers of Thematic Music
Cue Sheets; The Phototone Company, and the Gennett
Record Division of the Starr Piano Company.
A whole year's cuing—complete with thematic rec-

ords—only $228.00. Less than year service, if desired.

Mail the coupon for full details.

UNITED
CUE SERVICE

For Xon-Synchronous Machines and
>on-Svnchronized Pictures

UNITED CUE SERVICE,
NORTH VTRNON, END.

Give me full details of your record cue service. I am inter-

ested in getting this service, including cue sheets and records,

for montlis.

NAME OF THEATER-

ADDRESS

CITY 4\D STATE.

SE.\D REPLY TO MR..
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How the Microphone
Does Its Stuff

By F. H. RICHARDSON
T HAVE hesitated some while before at-

* tempting to explain the action of that in-

triguing little queer looking little doodad that

is able to pick up your voice and set into

action powers which will hurl it thousands
upon thousands of miles through thin air,

so that it may again be literally picked out

of that same thin air and made intelligible.

Finally, however, I came to the conclusion

that I might as well follow the Swede and
"yump in," even though I might get all nicely

drowned in the process. So, here we are, and
I hope you can understand it, for I'm not alto

gether certain that I do myself. Oh boy, but
those chaps who doped it all out have my re-

spect in great big chunks !

Figure 1 represents a microphone circuit

diagrammatically. Of course, there are a lot

more frills to it, which I've not shown, but

the main features are there and that's what
you and I are concerned about.

A represents a microphone diaphragm, which
is a metallic plate of suitable composition

—

if a metal disc only one-thousandth of an inch
thick may be called a "plate." B is an air

gap about three-thousandths of an inch wide
or thick, and C is a metal plate of any con-
venient thickness. D is a 100-volt (about)
storage battery and E is the amplifier giving
the first stage of amplification.

And now, gentlemen, we run right smack
into difficulties in the matter of description,-

j

—

*P

In this rough diagram of an amplifier
circuit, proportions are entirely disre-

garded.

if I am to use non-technical, and there;

understandable terms. If any of you imai

this is an easy job, just sit right down 1

and take it over. You're welcome, I as;

you!

First let me say that no current flows in

microphone circuit in the usual, ordir

sense of that term, because it is not a clc

circuit. Air gap B is the answer to that,

just the same here is an open circuit in wl

current does flow. Roll that around in >

mental sawdust for a minute!

This is made possible by the peculiar;

of the thing we call a condenser, which
the "capacity" to store up electrical ene

which means both voltage and amperage. 1

is to say, when a condenser charges, it

cumulates in its plates a voltage equal to

of the circuit to which it is attached,

when that voltage is released (the condei

is discharged) that voltage has the abilitj

create amperage or current flow, and thus

have a condition in which current may •

made to surge back and forth if the c -

denser be made to charge and discharge.

To explain this matter, let us revert to

examination of the action of our old fri

water, which has served us so well on so m
occasions in the supplying of understand;

analogies for electrical action.

In figure 2 we have piston A in a cylini

,

driven by wheel B and the connecting rod
(Continued on page 36)

f^VA/^ Horns
Fill More Cubic Feet of Theatre

Space Than Any Other Reproducer

"Simply marvelous" is the testimony of theatre

managers who have tested and installed the

famous Racon Horn.

The perfect reproductions of speech and music
—72 cycles up without distortion or unnatural

tones—are due to Racon patented, non-vibratory

material and advance construction. Can be quickly

mounted wherever wanted with slight effort.

RACON DYNAMIC UNITS for Exponential

Horns mark an advanced step in this day of re-

markable talking picture achievement. The re-

sults obtained by the use of the Racon Air
Column Units are to be a surprise even to the

most critical listener.

Our acoustical engineers will gladly show how
Racon Horns swell profits.

Giant Dynamic Horn Unit

No. 4320

Air Column 10 feet

Depth 34 Inches

Bell 40 in. by 40 in.

Weight 45 pounds

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

FACTORIES

18 to 24 Washington Place, New York
Slough, Bucks, England, and 105 Sherbourne St., Toronto, Canada

WRITE FOR CATALOG
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Makes Non Synchronous Devices

Synchronous

Scoredisc Service Corp*

A new music cueing service which simplifies and guarantees

perfect cueing of pictures* By means of the Scoredisc card-

board placed over the record each cue is clearly indicated to

the operator of the turntables. Operation is foolproof. /
0

-

We will have a Scoredisc for every feature released /1<?°*

starting August 1, 1928.

FILL IN THIS COUPON » )
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)

There's a KERSTEN Horn for

Every Purpose

Kersten makes 50 types of successful Horns and

Speakers ... an excellent one for every possible

Theatre use.

A Few Kersten
Models

Model No. 4101. Carries 4 dy-
namics and measures 36"x60"x54".
Made for medium and large thea-
tres.

Model No. 5101. For use with unit
or dynamic speakers. Measures
41"x42"x33". 16 ft. air column.
This horn has wonderful quality
capacity, all ranges. For use with
K85 large exponential dynamic
unit.

Model No. 2508. This is a round
trumpet horn used for medium
theatres where only small space is
available. Has very good quality.
Size of bell 30"x30"x36". 10 ft.
air column.

Model A No. 2506. Rear view
showing double dynamic connec-
tions. Measures 60"x60"x36". For
use in large halls and theatres.
This horn can be used back of
screen or hung up. Best for Ker-
sten Electro Dynamic Unit.

ERSTEN HORNS are known all over the world for their perfect acoustic

properties, wide variety of uses, tone quality and long life. They are all

manufactured under our own exclusive patents.

All Kersten Horns are made of a non-fibrous composition of our own creation.

Holes can be bored and nails driven into them without injury—making it pos-

sible for users to attach them to any surface.

Another reason for Kersten sound superiority is that all horns are made of one

piece which gives a particularly smooth inside surface so that sound waves

come through without any obstruction giving perfect reproduction qualities.

Kersten Horns are constructed so that they can be used with the Dynamic or

with the Kersten large size unit, which is designed for satisfactory sound re-

production in the largest theatres and halls.

For fifteen years we have specialized in this field. We maintain a completely

equipped research and development department.

Write us for complete descriptive circular covering our entire line of more than

50 types, or tell us just what installations you are considering. We then can

offer our recommendations for your proper requirements. We make a spe-

cialty of building horns to your specifications.

It will be a pleasure to work with you in solving your sound problems—Ker-

sten Horns can solve it to the complete satisfaction of you and your audiences.

Kersten Itadiof^ipmentlnc.

Manufacturers ofHigh Grade Radio Horns

1415 Fulford Avenue

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
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$1350 GOOD-ALL-TALKIE $1350
Complete

NATURAL TALKING MOVIES
Complete

GOOD- ALL TALKIE, Synchronous Disc

Instrument complete $1,350.00

Sound on film extra. $ 950.00

GOOD - ALL TALKIE, Synchronous Disc

Attachment for use with Good-All Orchestrola and all other standard £ 650 00
non-synchronous instruments

Good-All Orchestrola, the finest of all non-svnchronous instruments

(see photo) $ 495.00

Deliveries in 30 days

Special features—The Good-All Talkie complete, includes everything necessary for natural talking movies, with two
turntables, one for each projector, each turntable driven by separate motors, extra heavy amplifiers, two powerful
dynamic speakers with special types of baffle horns, change-over switch, special pickups, booth horn for operator,

fading switches, wiring-, blue prints and all modern equipment.

The Good-All Talkie is a complete synchronous
and non-synchronous machine giving all the ad-

vantage of both. The non-synchronous or

Orchestrola part contains separate motors, am-
plifier and many features not found in any other

machine.

ORCHESTROLA
The finest of non-svnchronous instruments

priced from $400.00 to $600.00. Comfortable
desk type. Special feature, not found on any
other, is the new control which permits playing

one record softly and the other very loud, at the

same time, or any volume desired on either

record, while both play at once. Very valuable

in thousands of instances. Ask for folder.

3 Turntable Orchestrola $600.00

Microphone and both records may be used simul-

taneously.

We Suggest your ordering a Good-All Talkie
attachment and Orchestrola immediately. Or-
chestrola will be shipped at once and Good-All
Talkie attachment in 30 days. Anyone can easily

install both instruments. This is the ideal com-
bination, giving you the finest of all non-syn-

chronous instruments, located outside the booth,

(where it should be) and the synchronous device

in the booth.

Mail Today |~

^1 Good-All Electric Mf?
Ogallala, Nebr.

Co.

Good-All Electric Mfg. Co.
R. A. Goodall, Pres.

Makers of Fine Electric Devices

Ogallala

Nebraska

Send additional literature on

:

Good-All Talkie Orchestrola
Talkie Attachment.

Xame

Address

City .State..

.J
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{Continued from page 32)

shown. We also have rubber diaphragm C
which is tightly stretched in a second cylinder.

These cylinders are connected as shown, and
rilled, on both sides of piston A and diaphram
C, with water.

Examining this layout it is readily under-

stood that if driving wheel B be set into mo-
tion so that the piston is driven toward the

left, then diaphragm C will be bowed as in-

dicated by dotted lines, but when the crank
has passed center the water will of necessity

be set into motion in the opposite direction,

the diaphragm will be relaxed until straight

again, and then bowed in the other direction.

In other words, the water will be driven in

opposite directions alternately, and if the

length of the stroke of piston could by any
means be constantly altered, the amount of
water movement would be altered in com-
tormity therewith. Under this condition we
would have a constant surge of water as long
as piston A moved, though there would be no
actual flow in the ordinary sense in which we
use that term.

What's that? The same thing would occur
were the rubber diaphragm removed? Cer-
tainly! That is very true, but if we could
go a step further with water, as we can with
electricity, and attach a second piston rod
and crank wheel E, to our rubber diaphragm,
we then could reverse the action, so that by
turning wheel E the diaphragm C, the water,
and the piston A would in turn move back
and forth resulting in power being obtainable
from wheel B. And that is, in effect, exactly
what our kindhearted condenser enables us to

do.

In the condenser we have an electrical con-
dition very similar to that shown in figure
2. In fact we might almost say it is exactly
similar. Air gap B, figure 1, substitutes elec-

trically for rubber diaphragm C. Storage bat-

Bristolphone Equipment
Sent 20 Theatres in Week

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—Charles
R. Rogers, general manager of
Sonora-Bristolphone, announces that

20 complete equipments were shipped
last week for installation in the fol-

lowing theatres:

Temple, Tucson, Ariz.; Lubbock,
Dallas; Whites, Greenville, N. C;
Colonel, Tarboro, N. C; Mystic,
Pitcher, Okla.; Grand, Beloit, Kan.;
Rialto, Hobart, Okla.; Hollywood,
Milwaukee ; Crescent, Pampa, Tex.;
Egyptian, Sioux Falls, S. D.; Delf,

Escanaba, Mich.; Princess, Gadden,
Ala.; Texan, Goose Creek, Tex.; Or-
pheum, Pocatello, Idaho; Broadway,
Pitman, N. J.; Crown, Laramie,
Wyo.; Academy, Lebanon, Pa.; Delf,

Iron River, Mich.; Grand, Brook-
ings, S. D.

tery D impresses 100 (about) volts pressure

upon the circuit. Air gap B serves to insulate

diaphragm A from plate C so that no current

at all flows between them. It therefore is

what is termed an "open circuit,' nor will it

be closed when in operation. BUT any altera-

tion in the width of air gap B causes an elec-

trical unbalancing effect, and then there will

follow a momentary flow or surge of current
around the circuit, into one elate and out of
the other.

And now comes the meat in this particular

nut. The "capacity" of the condenser means
that its plates will actually take up and store

that current surge, which will be dischargee

again when the distance between the plates i:

again changed in the opposite direction. Ii

then follows that if the distance is constantly

altered, there will be continuous surges of

current back and forth in the circuit, which
flow will be in exact proportion to the changt

in plate separation.

Note: Remember, we are dealing in thou-

sandths and fractions of thousandths of ar

inch. The two plates are separated by onh
about three mills—three-thousandths of ar

inch. If you were looking at a microphont

diaphragm when it was picking up the mosi

violent sound, you would see absolutely nc

movement at all. It would look to you as

rigid then as it ever does, but the vibrations

would be there—thousands of them per sec-

ond, make you no mistake about that.

Examining what has been said we see thai

an alternating current will be set up in the

microphone circuit if the plate distances be

continuously altered. Remembering that as

the sound waves strike this one-thousandth-

of-an-inch-thick microphone diaphragm, it is

set into vibration, and that the amount of vi-

bration, hence the amount of alteration of dis

tance between plates A and C, figure 1, will

be in exact proportion to the violence (vol-

ume) of the sound waves and that the rapid-

ity of vibration will be exactly in accordance

with their frequency, it seems to me the ac-

tion is pretty clear.

Phew! There, gentlemen, that is as near

as I can come to explaining the action of a

microphone, and avoid the use of terms the

non-technical man could not understand at all

If any of you guys can make the matter any

more clear, you have my entire, free and

enthusiastic invitation to stand forth, grab a

stenographer, or even a pen and ink and get

busily busy. By the shade of the Eternal Pink

Toed Prophet, you most certainly have.

ALL WELDED
WIRE SOUND REEL

Galvanized Finish

NO
BRAZING
Clamps
Screws
Paint

ONE SOLID UNIT

A REEL FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Stands Alone

IN

Unequaled

Accessibility

Ease of handling

10" Ree —2" Drum for 1000 ft. of film
11" Ree —5" Drum for 1000 ft. of film
14" Ree —A" Drum for 2000 ft. of film
15" Ree —5" Drum for 2000 ft. of film IN

Strength

Durability

Lightness

IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU—Write Us

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC WELDING CO. (Reel Dept.) 90 Webster Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
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Guaranteed Perfect Equipment
FOR

TALKING PICTURES
And the Price Is $ 1 ,000°°_

And—We Are Making Delivery and
Installation in Seven Days

HERE IT IS
The Talking Equipment that has revolutionized

the industry. Get your order in quick—start reap-

ing the profits with such pictures as

—

"INTERFERENCE," "ABIE'S IRISH
ROSE," "ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE,"
"SUBMARINE," "THE AWAKENING,"
Etc.

JUSTA FEW OFLAST WEEK'S INSTALLATIONS!
ASK ANY OF THESE EXHIBITORS

Hippodrome Theatre, Sheridan, Ind.

Rex Theatre, Sumter, S. Car.

Park Theatre, Painesville, Ohio
Reliance Theatre, Orangeburg, S. C.

Court Theatre, Newark, N. J.

American Theatre, Mt. Carmel, 111.

Rialto Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.

Temple Theatre, Hartsville, S. Car.

Colonial Theatre, Grinnell, Iowa

Colonial Theatre, Gillespie, 111.

O'Dowd Theatre, Florence, S. Car.

Star Theatre, Duluth, Minn.
Liberty Theatre, Darlington, S. Car.

Majestic Theatre, Algoma, Wis.

Frank's Theatre, Abbeville, La.

Broadway Theatre, Minneapolis

Everybody's Theatre, Dillon, S. Car.

Granada Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

MOVIE-PHONE CORP.
724 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

WRITE WIRE PHONE

Phones

HARRISON

8251

8252
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The Heart of Sound Reproduction
If you have or contemplate installing any electrical reproducing device for furnishing music as

an accompaniment for motion pictures, you should be vitally interested in what amplifier is used.

The amplifier is the heart of any such equipment
Not only is quality of reproduction, and by "quality" we mean reproduction like the original, im-

portant, but freedom from breakdowns with the attendant interruption of programs is paramount.

Most manufacturers of such equipment use

SAMSON "PAM" amplifiers, although they

cost more, because back of each "PAM" am-

plifier is a manufacturing organization of 46

years' experience, of which the last 30 years

have been devoted to the design and manu-

facture of electrical sound transmitting and

reproducing equipment. Theatre Managers

who now own equipment (and there are hun-

dreds of them) using "PAM" amplifiers will

confirm these statements.

As an assurance of uninterrupted perform-

ances and quality of reproduction such that

your patrons wish to come and listen again, be

sure when you make your purchase that the

name "PAM" and SAMSON appears on the

amplifier.

For special amplifier problems of all kinds

our Engineering laboratories are available

and will apply to your particular require-

ents the results of varied amplifier experience

Our illustrated bulletin MPW-1, descriptive of the differ-

ent amplifiers we manufacture is yours for the asking

Main Office: Canton, Mass.

Manufacturers Since 1882

Factories at Canton and

Watertown, Mass.
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OuALITOKfE
Qj/ie ~T/oic e ofthe ciccreen

Fidelity of tone / / / / Perfect synchronization

Simplicity of Operation

IT IS INTERCHANGEABLE
)HC reproduces the best qualities of sound

:

It is a dynamic reproducer of the human voice with

more accuracy than any device yet perfected.

Qualitone like all most useful inventions, is readilv

handled and easily understood by operators and their

assistants:

It is self-adjusting, 44fool-proof" and requiring NO
additional help to operate.

£ cost and terms are within reach of all exhibi-

tors both small and large:

IT BECOMES THE EXHIBITOR'S PROPERTY
FROM THE DAY OF ITS INSTALLATION.

Qualitone's fidelity of tone and perfect sychroniza-

tion will amaze audiences and build business from the

first day of its introduction.

Each inquiry should be accompanied with a blue

print or pencil sketch of the stage, projection rooms
and name of projecting machine.

QUALITONE will fit ASY projection machine

Its qualities

guarantee—
against danger of in-

fringement claims;

against costlv investment

for installation and
uncertainty of re-

sults:

against doubt or hesi-

tancy about showing

"talking pictures";

against involved con-

tracts and restric-

tions to show only

certain pictures;

against expensive adjust-

ments and service
charges:

against fluctuating tones,

blurred voices and

lack of true distinc-

tion in sound or

voice.

QUALITONE IS VIBRANT AND ALIVE/

Write or Wire at once 1 qualitone corporation
SAMUEL FREEDMAN, Prwidem

}for Price and Terms
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Every
film exhibitor

needs this

Film Speed
Indicator
WITH scientific accuracy, the AC

Film Speed Indicator registers

the film speed per minute. Using the

Speed Calculator, which is furnished

free, you can tell instantly the
speed needed to run any film in a

given time.

Feature films and musical score can

be perfectly synchronized, stage and

screen performances freed from in-

terferences. Talking films are accu-

rately controlled.

The AC Film Indicator is designed

for quick and easy installation on all

projecting machines. Price complete,

with special support bracket, uni-

versal joint mounting bracket, drive

shaft,and allattachments, $30. Order

through your supply house, being

sure to specify by Package Number
the model you require, "clockwise"

or "counter-clockwise."

Package No. 860,070, clockwise

;

Package No. 860,071, counter-clockwise.

AC SPARK PLUG CO., Flint, Michigan

Sound
Installations

The tendency among theatres both
large and small, throughout the
country is to modernize. Evidence

of this encouraging situation is

found in the many sound equip-

ment installations reported by
leading manufacturers.

S and S Enterprises, Inc.

Cmetone of New England
Brodie theatre, Baltimore, Md.
Y. M. C. A, Carney's Point, N. J.

Strand theatre, Willimantic, Conn.
Palace theatre, Broadbrook, Conn.
Majestic theatre, Hartford, Conn.
Bijou theatre, Holyoke, Mass.
Elm theatre, Portland, Me.
Rialto theatre, Harrisburg, Pa.
Newton Hall theatre, Newton Bucks

County, Pa.
Tuxedo theatre, Phillipsburg, N. J.

Comerford theatre, Scranton, Pa.
Edgemont theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Regent theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Avalon theatre, Baltimore, Md.
Auditorium theatre, Pocatello, Ida.
Strand theatre, Boston, Mass.
Capitol theatre, New Bedford, Mass.
Strand theatre, Taunton, Mass.
Casino theatre, Taunton, Mass.

Western Electric Piano Company
Duotone

Bijou theatre, Monmouth, 111.—Duotone.
Orpheum theatre, Fairfield, la.—Duo-

tone.

Strand theatre, Cooksville, Tenn.—Duo-
tone.

Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.—Duotone.

Gates Radio and Supply Company
Electrogrctfrh

Rialto theatre, Robinson, 111.—Sound in-
stallation.

Star theatre, Newton, 111.—Sound installa-
tion.

Grand theatre, Lane, S. D.—Sound in-

stallation.

Lyric theatre, Mcintosh, S. D.—Sound
installation.

Dreamland theatre, Alpena, S. D.

—

Sound installation.

Picture Show, Hemingsford, Neb. —
Sound installation.

Santa Rosa theatre, Santa Rosa, N. M.

—

Sound installation.

Gem theatre, Socorro, N. M.—Sound in-
stallation.

Hohman theatre, Pulaski, N. Y.—Sound
installation.

Star theatre, Norwood, N. Y.—Sound in-
stallation.

Capitol theatre, Riverhead, Long Island,
N. Y.—Sound installation.
Novelty theatre, Forgan, Okla.—Sound

installation.

Grand theatre, Robinson, 111.—Sound in-

stallation.

Home theatre, Oblong, 111.—Sound in-

stallation.

Arrow theatre, Broken Bow, Okla.

—

Sound installation.

Grand theatre, Lane, S. D.—Sound in-

stallation.

Kansas theatre, Wichita, Kans.—Sound
installation.

The Dramaphone Corporation

Dramafahone
Auditorium theatre, Berwyn, 111.

Mishawauka theatre, Mishawauka, Ind.
Capitol theatre, Taylorville, 111.

"L" Theatre Circuit, Cincinnati, O.

CineTone
The Greatest of All Sound Device:

Announces

The Opening of Offices in

New York City

at

729 Seventh Ave. Suite 51C
Phone Bryant 3951-0586

And Is Ready to Serve the

Exhibitor

CineTone
Is Greatest—Becaust

It Has:
The Greatest Tonal Range
The Greatest Tonal Quality

It Is:

The Simplest to Operate
The Simplest to Install

All Electric

All Steel

100 Percent Fireproof

Just Plug It in Like a Radio

$395 Complete

Territory Is Still Available for Live

Wide-Awake Distributors

Wire—Write—Telephone

Come and See It—Hear It and Be
Convinced

S. & S. ENTERPRISE
46 Church St., Boston, Mass

I

TALKINGNEEDL
Especially treated for

TALKING PICTUR
RECORDS

EACH NEEDLE GUARANTEED

Attractive special proposition

for distributors.

Wall-Kane Needle Mfg. Co.Jr

3922 14th Ave., Brooklyn, N. \

"Sound" and Musi
Together!

Tone,
j

F. O. b. Chicago

Western Electric Piano Co
Specialists in Sound Reproduction

850 BLACKHAWK ST., DEPT. BT-1, CHICACO, I
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Power A 11 d
Super Power

reproduce sound with consistent

precision and clarity!

THEATRE owners know that quality of sound

reproduction plays an important part in

present-day success—and when quality is lacking

they cater to a dwindling audience.

The POWERIZER, manufactured by one of the

oldest concerns specializing in power amplification, represents not only invest-

ments of large sums of money but also years of research by our engineers who

have made power amplification of sound their life study.

If you are contemplating the installation of

sound or if vou are dissatisfied with vour

present equipment, it will pay you to get

in touch with us. Our engineers are at your

service and will be glad to advise vou.

Send today for our Booklet BT-1026

POWERIZER
Licensed

L
by Radio Corporation of America and Associated Companies

manufactured by

RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY, Inc.
106 Seventh Avenue

NEW YORK. N. Y.

307 IV. Michigan Blvd.

CHICAGO. ILL.
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WATCH
Your Volume

TS your sound only volume? Do patrons
complain of headaches? This is what Joe

Weil, director of advertising and exploita-
tion for Universal theatres, has asked the
managers in his circuit. Apparently he asks
these questions for good reason, for he has
declared to the managers:
"There have been quite a number of com-

plaints against sound pictures by patrons who
claim they get headaches when seeing one.
There have other complaints that the talkies

are not perfected—voices all sound the same
—too many 'surface noises,' etc."

Well, are these complaints justified? And
is there anything to do? They are and there
is, believes Weil, and he has told the managers
this:

"Most of this fault-finding is justified. The
trouble, however, in 90 per cent of the cases
is not with the pictures themselves, nor is it

with the equipment and reproduction. The real

trouble can be laid to lack of proper supervi-

sion of the sound reproduction by the manager
of the theatre.

"While the operator in the booth is responsi-

ble for the running of the picture, we want
the manager to be responsible for the volume
at which the picture is run. We want the

manager to make a check at least twice during
every performance and, preferably many more
times than that, of the way his sound is filling

the theatre.

"With an empty house you need less volume.
With a packed house you need more. The

DUPLEX-O-PHONE
'J'

HE feature of having six turn tables adds to the scope of the instrument. The four

center turn tables are worked automatically—no operator being necessary, which
feature alone is worth the price of the instrument. The instrument is also equipped with

the two single turn tables, for cueing the picture.

On the DUPLEX-O-PHONE, you can play six different records within a second's

notice, fading out one and bringing in the next tune instantaneously.

MASTER
CONTROL
By this derlee. you

eu contra! tke toI-

ume from the aortal

to the loudest tone.

The DCPLXX-O-
PHONB is also ar-

ranged to bandit
from one to four Dy-

namic Speakers, and
each can be con-

trolled lndlviduallj

from the ether. This

Is a fiery Important

feature. By this con-

trol, the sound can

be modulated to suit

the show house. The
Instrument It

t q a 1 p p e d with a

powerful amplifying

unit, tmit to handle

four Speakers.

Nelson-Wiggen Piano Co.

1731-45 Belmont Ave., Chicago

K I N O T O N E
The most complete synchronizer on the market.

Two volume controls—two push buttons—mas-
ter switches—nationally known parts. Kinotone
has ample record space, allows full vision

ahead, simple to operate. Installation is easy

—only eight well marked connections to make.

The tone quality of Kinotone is unsurpassed,
say those who have heard it. We offer most
for your money—our price is only $324.50.

Send us dimensions of your theatre. Our en-
gineers will do the rest. Write or scire for
complete details.

LE PILOTE RADIO LABORATORIES, UNION CITY, IND.

poor reproduction in most theatres that y

have attended is due to an inclination to u
too much volume. Human ears cannot stai

the tremendous volume of sound being sh
through the horns. Surface noises are amplifi
a million-fold. The dirt on the film or on tl

records almost blasts through the hon
Headaches result. Complaints pour in.

"The remedy is to cut down on your volur
so that the sound coming over will have a nc
mal effect. You will find with less volurr
in most cases, that all your troubles are do
away with. Then music comes over sweet
voices sound natural, and each voice soun
differently. Headache and 'noise' complair
disappear."

e

Photophone's New
Sound Studio Ready:

Takes in 2 Buildin.
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—R C A Photophc
soon will open a new sound picture stud
just completed in line with the expansi
problem announced by E. E. Bucher exe<
live vice president, and called the most co
plete sound studio in existence. The n
studio, to be known as the Gramme.
Studios of R C A Photophone, will occu
two buildings from 24th to 25th street n<
Lexington.

In addition to the main stage, which
160x170 feet long and 70 feet wide, there v
be a stage about half as large for product!
of shorts. A "Little Theatre" will take t

place of the usual projection room. In t

center of the main stage a great swimmi
tank has been built. With the flooring hfi
and the water drained off, the huge pit tf

formed will make a stage within a stage
lowing for unusual photographic and sou
effects. Surrounding the two stages in I

—
studios will be a series of individual dressi. _
rooms and "mob" dressing rooms; scoril |rooms, cutting rooms, property rooms a J
dark rooms, as well as executive and depa
ment offices.

All recording and projection equipment vi
be of an entirely mobile character. The pi |ij
has been adopted of housing all record)
apparatus in wheeled sound-proof booths.
A carpet of felt, three inches thick, Hi

~
every inch of the walls and ceiling.

A completely equipped synchronizing 1;

oratory for applying sound effects to any n

tion picture will be available.

Cinephone's New Device
For Small Theatres Will

Sell for $6,000 Comph
(Special to the Herald-World) m

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—Powers Cineph.
announce that they have a complete equ
ment for synchronously reproducing b

sound-on-film and on disc with amplifiers ; -

speakers' suitable for small theatres at a c

of $6,000.

The new small theatre equipments are re;

for immediate installation but orders are

be filled in order of their receipts and
proval.

Oganvox Reproducer Is

Distributed by Stebbi
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Feb. 12.—The Stebb

Picture Supply Company here has been

lected as distributor of the Oganvox, D
synchronous reproducer for theatres, in W<
ern Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma.
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Talking Pictures Develop New
Technique of Insulation

J would be well to pause in the recording of the many and rapid development^

>u e taking and exhibiting of sound pictures, and give credit to the men and the

jnanies who are meeting the physical problems with construction of the build-

up and the soundproof stages. To them is due much of the advancement made.

the exhibitor who knows the problems met and conquered also appreciate

iei'r the high place of the audien.

Smd insulation is taking on a new
..clique as a result of the supercritical

".ee of synchronized picture production,

ay a writer in The American Contractor.

nsition is required wherever two units

v. ; ucture meet.

T; article follows:

"'ie talking movie opens a new and
iroable field in building construction in-

Jus/. General contractors are tackling
-on hard problems in an endeavor to rap-
dl>develop absolutely soundproof stage
jnh In Southern California alone nearly
eve studio simultaneously demanded
-oulproof structures. Among movie peo-
ple the competition was keen, and to

:hve success in production meant that no
siap sound leak remain in a structure.

" lildings which had been considered
-oulproof in the ordinary sense of the

voi were found to be useless for the new
Bur>se, and intensive research and experi-

me ation became the order of the day. As
:o « ucture, some are built of iron, some of

wro«, and some of concrete or stucco with
bealy insulated sheathing. All worked in

harony with the principle of two separate

•*al with air chambers between such

walls being lined with layers of sound ab-

sorption and sound reflecting materials.

"Out of it all grew a more or less defi-

nite technique in the matter of sound in-

sulation. The outer shell had to be cov-
ered with sound reflecting materials, while
sound absorption materials applied to the
inner shell afforded additional protection.
Foundations had to be vibrationless, and
joists, trusses, and roofs had to be insulated.

Columns had to be insulated from founda-
tion. In short, wherever two units of struc-

ture met insulation must be used.

"Scofield-Twaits Company, general con-
tractors of Los Angeles, built a number of
soundproof stages for the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Co. The size of these stages was
74 by 100 feet each, and the method used
here was the covering of the two eight-inch
concrete walls, separated by an air cham-
ber, with acoustic plaster and many layers

of balsam wool. This unit is comprised of

two complete sets of walls with roofs, one
within the other. I-beams braced with
angle rods, then covered with metal lath-

ing, formed the structure.

"The Austin Company of California, gen-
eral contractors, constructed the stage unit

for the Metropolitan studio. This is con-
sidered one of the most successful units
built and is comprised of two stages 76 feet,

106 feet, a monitor building 63 by 63 feet,

and a recording building of the same di-

mensions.

"Practically the same construction used in
walls is carried up over the roof. The
Howe trusses supporting this heavily in-

sulated roof are capable of carrying 6,000
pounds, handling the load from each panel
point, in addition to the roof load. To avoid
vibrations entering the building from the
top, the roof is allowed to set on heavy felt

-addles resting on the trusses, no bolts or
nails being used. The doors are 18 feet
high and have six layers of insulation raa-
terial besides the heavy paneling.

"At the plant of the Universal Pictures,
also constructed by the Austin Company,
four inches of air space separated the in-

ner wall from the exterior shell and no
ties between. It was necessary to apply
insulation to both sides of the inner walls.
These inner walls were built, cut and
pushed into place on skids. They were
built simultaneously in sections to fit be-
tween twelve inch columns. The end sec-
tions also were built out and made to con-
form to the contour of roof, the purlins
resting on the inner wall.

"One of the greatest general problems
was that of the large doors and door
frames. Celotex and half felt with a wood
frame was used to cover the door at sev-
eral of the studios. A block and tackle was
used to hang the doors which operate on
ball bearing tracks with a chain block. Un-
derground pipes were sunk under 18 inches
of sand and covered with concrete. No
part of construction was allowed to come
in contact with the pipes.

"Much of the credit for meteoric rise of
the talking pictures goes to the builders."

lew Dutton Q-PH0N E Amazes Picture Crowds!
applies Perfect Cued Music for Pictures! Unlimited Selection! low Cost!

Its Vocal and Instrumental Reproductions LIVE! Permits Wide
Range Sound Effects; Barest Whisper to a Deafening Roar, in a

Second! Packs in the Crowds; Repays Its Cost in Only a

Few Months!

Thrill your screen audiences as never before with a

'-PHONE** accompaniment that makes every shadow
tracter M-v-e 1 Install one on 30 days' trial—and watch
it receipts doable and treble as delighted patrons spread
i news of its wonderful performance ! Newest, most
narkable instrument for phonographic musical repro-
eUen yet introduced ! Operates electrically. Ample
lama for any 2.000 capacity house!

New, Exclusive "Q-Phone" Features

simplest to install and control. A cheap Inexperienced
erator can handle It perfectly with 2 days* practice,
vee 70a the salary of a high-priced musician. Patented
ind filter does away with all needle noises. No pause
embarrassing "breaks" in your program. .Veic type

er control alternates records or permits both to sound
once. Thus, a gun-shot, clapping, aeroplane motor and

r other sounds you desire can be used while regular
*ic continues I Nothing tin-panny or artificial. Clearest
<es throughout.

Guaranteed Easy Ternis

Every Duuon **Q-PHONE*' is absolute^ guaranteed,
r it out for 30 days. Money back if dissatisfied -

ended payments if you want them.

No. I Dutton Q- PHONE
complete with tubes, horns
and records (as illustrated)

$490i£
F, 0. B. Hasting*

Nebraska.

Write I

Now, for
Description

Prices,
Terms

'ton building a;
itings—where the
Q-PHONE" is

made

Send Today for Complete Information

!

Don't let competing houses walk away with the
crowds. Pep up yoar attendance with a "Q-PHONE."
At least, give it a 30-day trial—FREE, if you don't
like it ! Gives your pictures all the pull of the
"talkies.** No film contracts required. Send the
coupon, or a card, NOW

!

W. M. Dutton & Sons Co.
Manufacturers

Hastings, Omaha, 5th Floor XL E. Smith Bklz

Nebraska Nebraska 10th & Douglas St.
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The Scoredisc

Scoredisc Announces
Audien Innovation
ARTHUR J. ABRAMS, president of

Scoredisc Service Corporation, 701, 8th
L

avenue, New York City, announces an
innovation in sound picture reproduction de-

vices which has the property of transforming
a non-synchronous reproduction machine into

one which will render a synchronized score

with any picture projected in conjunction with
the Scoredisc. Describing the innovation,

Abrams said:
* * *

"Ever since the advent of talking pictures,

exhibitors operating the smaller theatres have
been forced to install non-synchronous talk-

ing picture sound projectors because of their

comparatively small purchase price, as against

the large sums asked by the big electric com-
panies for those machines with which it is

possible to project the synchronized music
scores, sound effects or dialogue created in

conjunction with production of features and
short subject product.
"These non-synchronous devices in the

early stages of the sound revolution filled the

needs of exhibitors because they could pro-

ject an approximate satisfactory accompani-
ment for the picture. But, with a public grow-
ing more educated to what might be expected
for sound accompaniment it has become in-

creasingly harder to satisfy it with the sound
accompaniment possible with the use of the

non-synchronous device.

"I am a pioneer in the talking picture busi-

ness. As far back as 1912 I produced in that

and succeeding years a number of pictures re-

leased with a disc sound accompaniment, of
necessity cruder than those now in use, but
operated on the same principles. I mention
this fact to identify myself with the move-
ment which reached its climax with the re-

lease of "The Jazz Singer," and to point the

natural interest I have in the present day
problems of sound pictures.

* * *

"After experimenting for some time I be-

lieve I have found a solution to those troubles
outlined in the previous paragraphs. My
Scoredisc is a heavy cardboard disc-shaped
instrument so devised that the operator of a

non-sychronous morh\np ran. with oerfect
easp — '

picture cue sheet, this expert works up his
score and then delves into his library of rec-

ords for the exact music to be played.
"The result is that when an exhibitor re-

ceives the library of records which we will

supply he will have a reportoire which will

suffice for his needs. In cases the particular
record called for on the sheet is not in his

library, it will be supplied by us without ex-
tra charge.

"All that is necessary is that the non-syn-
chronous machine operator check from his

Scoredisc before the run of the picture, pick-
ing out those records called for by number on
his Scoredisc. Having arranged his records
in order, the 6nly requirement is that he fol-

low the numerical order called for on the
Scoredisc.
"The arrangement of these discs includes

cutouts into which is inserted the needle.
These cutouts are of a size corresponding to
the amount of time the particular portion of
the record is to be played. At the start of the
picture the operator places the Scoredisc over
the regular record, places his needle in cut-

out No. 1, and follows through in his cutouts
numbered consecutively from that point. In
addition to the cues supplied by number, there
also is a description of the scene to which the
selections are to be applied.

"The Scoredisc for pictures are supplied as
part of the service and can be destroyed after
the picture has been played. The question has
been asked from several quarters. 'Will not
the Scoredisc, being composed of cardboard,
not fray or the cutouts become jagged after
having been used several times?' I have
used one disc over 200 times and it still gives
perfect reproduction each time a demonstra-
tion is made."

Production of Scoredisc is now under way
and it is estimated that destribution can be
started within six weeks to two months.

Sound Stage of a New
Type Reported Devised

For Bristolphone Corp.
(Special to Better Theatres)

NEW YORK. Feb. 12.—From the office

of Charles R. Rogers, general manager of
Bristolphone, comes the information that
Fred E. Pelton, one of the industry's lead-
ing sound engineers, and formerly associ-
ated with United Artists and First National,
has designed a new type of sound-proof
recording stage, embracing a new combina-
tion of engineering, acoustics and ventila-
tion. The design is for the new West
Coast studios planned by the Consolidated
Bristolphone Corporation.

This development, which provides for
the installation of the Bristolphone record-
ing apparatus and system, was worked out
by Pelton in collaboration with the Johns-
Manville Company and the Carrier En-
gineering Company.
The new studio will be laid out and the

stages designed in such a way that the
operating cost of recording is cut in half,

it is said, and much greater freedom of
activity permitted on the recording stages.

The acoustic treatment is planned to be
the finest yet devised. The problem of
noiseless heating, ventilation and refrigera-
tion has been solved, it is said, by the
pressure envelope system, developed by
Pelton and the Carrier Engineering Com-

^his layout and design is not
'o the Bristolphone recording

.
e, but can be adapted for all

^cording, it is pointed out.

1

0

e

i

RKO Studio Sound
Plans to Test New

Scientific Princii
(Special to Better Theatres)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 12.—The $25C
expansion program of RCA Photoph
for full sound recording of Radio Pictu
is in the stages of completion, with
greatest single enterprise in this prog
being the erection of a new sound-p
stage, one of the most scientific yet b
Its construction differs radically from s>

of the stages built in the first panic of
"sound rush." It is designed to elimii

all the early errors, and follows rec
mendations and suggestions of Radio (

poration engineers. Studio Superintem
W. F. Lalley, who is in charge of const
tion under Vice President William Le Ba
declares:

* * *

"A. S. Ringel, accoustical engineer
RCA, and several of his associates v

with us at the studio for several mon
Ringel played a large part in the deve
ment and perfection of the present R
loud speaker. He and his fellow exp
went over the entire program with us,

in construction we are carrying out
sugggestions.
"The dimensions of the new stage

70 by 100 feet. Others larger have t

built. But it has been proved that as
cubic volume is increased, complicat
multiply. This stage promises to be
nearly perfect in volume, construction
drapery as is possible with pre
knowledge.
"In this connection, too, it is signifii

to remember that with the developmen
sound and dialogue in motion pictures, tl

is a much greater tendency towards cl

ups, and a consequently smaller percent
of long shots.
"Our aim has been to make our princ

sound chamber acoustically perfect, re

ing that the mobility of the Photoph
recording apparatus will make it enti

practicable to record our long shots ou
doors." * * *

The second project in magnitude is

construction of two sound chambers in

of the existing stages on the lot. 1

structure is being completely revani]

Two sound chambers, one 75 by 110 f

and the other 60 by 75 feet, are being c

structed in this building. Each of tl

will embody new acoustical principles,

of the most drastic being a "sound-roof
drapery and an ingenious system of mo
hangings which will make it possible

enclose each individual set in a sound pi

chamber at almost an instant's notice. Ot

construction includes projection rooms
structures to house equipment. Techn
engineers of other studios are watching
development at R K O with more t

casual interest.

I
Theatres

Install Dramaphone
ig theatres have recently in-

Dhone sound equipment:
theatre. Berwyn, 111., and
teatre, Mishawauka, Ind.

West Coast to Spend

$100,000 in Remodeln
(Special to Better Theatres)

GREAT FALLS, MONT., Feb. 1
-

Following closely on the heels of the c-

summation of plans for going ahead V
the building of a new house in Spok; ,

Wash., comes word of a theatre imprc

ment program for Butte and Great F; ;

>

Mont., involving the expenditure of

wards of $100,000 by West Coast Theat

Inc. Four theatres here and two in Bt e

were included in the program.
Plans for the installation of Vitaphc

new decorations and improved light

facilities were planned for the Park\

theatre at Butte, while the Rialto theatn

the mining city will be redecorated. W
one theatre here now equipped to har

audiens, plans for similar installations

announced.
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The Shock Absorber
The third and concluding article in a series on the underivriting of business hazards

By RAYMOND Q. DALTON
Former director of theatre construction and operation

T the two previous articles on business

I shock absorber," I endeavored to make
ou familiar with the death hazards and

thi:onsequent tragic death of the partnership

o*:rship, and also its equally serious effect

upi the surviving shareholders of a corporate

owership, of the problem of the deceased's

he; in the salvaging of a shrunken estate,

an the elimination of all these hazards with
tfai positive assurance that the enterprise

we d continue in business without interrup-

tic and with stability of its credit. In addi-

tic it was shown how the cash is provided to

liqdate and pay promptly all obligations of

th'ieceased, including all the inheritance and
esi e taxes, together with all outstanding cur-

re bills, thus passing on to the heirs or ex--

ecnr the entire real and personal estate at

pa 1 without shrinkage or loss.

isiness men of today realize more than

ev before the necessity of safeguarding their

int ests while they are living and while they
ar> in a position to intelligently apply the

bu less shock absorber with its positive as-

su nee of definite fulfillment.

5 man wants the results of his best years
of ibor and accumulation to be wasted and
di.-pated as soon as he is gone, else, why go
to ie trouble of building up a substantial liv-

in; estate, only to have it literally kicked
ar nd and mutilated beyond recognition the

indent his watchful eyes are closed, when,
wi much less trouble and less effort, a much
sir ler accumulation properly protected with
th- "shock absorber assurance" would have
Ice his dollars intact and at par, and if fur-
th protected by a trust provision, would pro-
vi' and provide definitely, a larger and ab-
so ely assured income for his dependents.

* * *

ie question of taxes on income and in-

he:ance is found to be a very technical and
hi ly specialized one. It is a field which is

cotantly changing by statutes or by court
deuons. For this reason, the average busi-
ne man is too much engaged with other
m ers to attend properly to the matter of
sa guarding his income against liability for
anexcessive tax. Death taxes are divided
in two main classes

:

rst, the taxes levied by the state, known
as inheritance taxes."

scond, the tax levied by the federal gov-
enent as "estate taxes."

>me states also levy a tax similar to the
fe ral estate tax in addition to their inheri-
ta e tax. Other states have no inheritance
ta Both forms of death taxes are predicated
up i the transfer of property.

might mention here that the stock pur-
ch e plans, so far explained, apply particular-
lyo partnerships and close corporations, as
the forms of theatre ownership are most
ccmon, and. while another form of corporate
o\ ership wherein the stock is widely held

Id require a much different treatment, it

w not be discussed in this series.

nee the shock absorber application, as ap-
pH to business enterprises, was fully ex-
pl led in the two previous articles, only such
qi;tions as pertain to a sole ownership and
to he estates of individuals will be discussed
picipally at this time.
sgarding the sole ownership of a business,

it ill generally be found that upon the death
oithe individual, the item of good will is

errely lost, and as this was the most valu-
al asset to the one-man business, this living
ve e should be turned into dollars and cents
ar together with the other administered as-

sets of the deceased, go to make for a sub-
stantial income in trust for his dependents
who survive. This is done by covering the
living value of his good will by a like amount
of insurance, together with an additional
amount to entirely cover all his outstanding
obligations, and with sufficient insurance to
meet all taxes levied at his death.

It may be mentioned here that estate and
inheritance taxes are not alone responsible for
the enormous losses sustained at administra-
tion of estates after death, for when an in-

dividual dies, his property interests must often
be liquidated in order to meet not only the
various taxes assessed but also all debts, notes
and obligations of all kinds owed by the
deceased, together with sufficient and neces-
sary administration expenses.
A survey of estates probated in Cook county,

Illinois, last year, a few of which are illus-

trated here, mutely testify to that fact.
Per

Name Gross Estate Shrinkage Cent
E. A. B $ 1,861,202.44 $ 422.885.93 23
A. R. B 2,469,323.66 734,778.55 30
T. C. _ 1,197,229.66 169,929.15 14
0. W. E 237,891.51 76,250.32 32
L B. F _ 629,296.39 287,574.92 38
E. D. H _ 491,263.83 165,493.59 34
S. K. 484,450.90 314,493.36 65
V. F. L 17,497,112.24 1,887,771.77 11
F. C. L, 1,062,066.64 268.115.30 25
J. H. L 88,802.01 26,854.29 30
J. B. M 2,174,517.59 673,941.29 30
L. M. — _. 8,424.097.86 2,437,756.95 30
L. R. 597,073.59 122,803.86 21
M. R. 2.641,535.79 917,045.79 35
M. K. S 124,101.00 34.S92.33 28
P. A. S 441,272.48 59,738.21 14
1. M. S 256,086.27 92,513.19 36

The above list takes in 17 estates both small
and large and it will be found that the aver-
age shrinkage was nearly 30 per cent.

This shrinkage is due to certain factors,
many of which are beyond the control of the
individual. Some of these, however, can be
minimized by taking the proper steps during
life and making provision for the absorption
of cost of liquidation and transfer to heirs.

An estate needs protection against this

shrinkage in the same way that business re-
quires reserves against the depreciation of
property and periods of depression.
When an individual dies, his property inter-

Central section of the auditorium of the
Brooklyn-Paramount theatre. Rapp and
Rapp of Chicago and New York were

the architects.

ests must be liquidated. The foregoing
charges must be met at once and paid in cash.
Unless the necessary cash is available, a por-
tion of the estate itself must be sold to pay its

own carrying charges. The market may be
favorable or unfavorable, but the sale must be
made just the same.
As this is written, "the market for real

estate in most sections is poorer than it has
been in many years," National Service Pub-
lications states. The securities market too is

uncertain. Unlisted securities, stock of closed
corporation, partnership interests and other
property without a recognized market is, of
course, always an uncertain quantity. Any
business man knows that where the seller
seeks the buyer, the sale is generally made on
the buyer's terms.
An estate that is properly protected with a

cash sinking fund that matures when the
crises comes, will be liquidated without delay
and without this enormous depreciation in

value. This means much to a man's depend-
ents. The sum of $100,000 in any one of the
foregoing, invested at 5 per cent, brought a
return of $5,000. After the shrinkage caused
by death, the same $100,000 shrunk to $70,000,
from which the heirs received only $3^500 a
year for their support. Here was a clear loss
of $1,500 a year. Proper protection would
have guaranteed to the heirs a continuance of
the income enjoyed during the owner's life.

* * *

So let me here, as in the previous articles,
make these recommendations:

1st—Enlist the services of an expert in busi-
ness and life underwriting who will provide
the SHOCK ABSORBER of the proper type
and proportions;
2nd—Engage a competent attorney to safe-

guard the legal angle;
3rd—Cooperate with a reliable trust com-

pany to complete the program.
When you have accomplished this you have

the peace of mind and the personal satisfac-
tion of knowing you have provided against all

contingencies, to be met at death, assured that
the SHOCK ABSORBER will carry the load
over the bumps on life's highway without
damage or loss and that what you have so
ably gathered together during your years of
effort, will continue at full value and go on
working for your dependents unhampered just
as you yourself are working for them now.

In ending this series on business and per-
sonal assurance, I might say there is much
that might have been said on the subject but
it is so extensive and involved, that it would
require volumes to go into details, in fact, an
entire volume could have been written on each
of the following tvpes of BUSINESS SHOCK
ABSORBERS—

'

Volume 1.—The Partnership Shock Absorber.
Volume 2.—The Corporation Shock Absorber.
Volume 3.—The Valuable Man Shock Ab-

sorber.

Volume 4.—The Sc'e Ownership Shock Ab-
sorber.

Volume 5.—The Individual Estate Shock Ab-
sorber. 9»

Xow a word as to the cost of the above.
The term cost should not be applied over a
long term of years, if at all, as the shock ab-
sorber contract becomes self-supporting be-
yond 7 to 13 years, depending upon its kind
and class.

Perhaps one or more of the above models
may be necessary to fit your particular needs,
or, if any additional information is desired,
it will he cheerfullv given if addressed to
Exhibitors Herald-World.
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YOUR DEAR PUBLIC
won't break down your doors on any picture

unless it is properly projected!

STRONG
Automatic

Reflector

Arc Lamps

Assure full

screen

illumination

For Sale by Trustworthy Independent Supply Dealers Everywhere

f»
e Strong Electric c

?
2501 Lagrange St. Toledo,O.

The Palace Or
pheum, Milwaukee,
the brightest spot

on "The White
Way."

Signs That Sell!

'T"VHE brilliantly lighted Milne Made
Electric Signs are the signs that sell.

They shout your show message to the

crowds that fill your theatre. They attract

attention for they are built by men who
know and understand "showmanship."

The best Theatres in the country are

using MILNE Signs because they are con-

vinced that this "showmanship" is built

right in.

Send u» the name of your theatre and lot

urn eubmit a colored ekoieh to you no ob-

ligation on your purl.

MILNE ELECTRIC SIGN COMPANY
614-618 Cherry St. Milwaukee, Wi».

Long Distance Phone Grand 7666

Chicago Branch: 4352 Broadway
Graeelnd 4289

MILNESIGNS
Changeable Letter Marquise or Canopies

Only DeForest Device

Phonofilm, Is Warnin,
(Special to Better Theatres)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—Reports receive

at the executive offices of General Talkiti;

Pictures Corporation, that salesmen othe

than those authorized by the company, ar

offering devices to exhibitors which ar

claimed to be DeForest Phonofilm, o

manufactured under licenses of patents o

Dr. Lee DeForest, has caused the sendin

of legal warning to all theatres in the coun

try that instant prosecution will follow th

use of any such apparatus without the ex-

press written license of General Talkin;

Pictures.

The warning states that no other com
pany or individual has any authority "t

contract for or deliver DeForst Phonofilr

equipment or to grant licenses for its use o

the use of the DeForest patents in con

nection with sound-on-film in the Unite

States."

Executives of General Talking Picture

Corporation refused to discuss the detail

of the claims, which were reported to hav

been made by salesmen for other device

in various territories.

"The publication of an advertisemen

some weeks ago," an official said, "in whic

it was intimated that Powers Cinephon

was licensed under the DeForest patent:

and a later story based upon an announce

ment that Bristolphone had obtained

sound-on-film device which led 'Film Dail)

to publish a 'it was learned' statement th?

the device was DeForest Phonofilm, ar

but two of the untruthful announcement
which caused the issuance of the warnin

to theatres."

Business Structure to

Replace Famous Plaz
(Special to Better Theatres)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—With the expir:

tion at the end of this month of Le

Brecher's lease on the Plaza theatre i

Madison avenue and 59th street, anotht

of New York's landmarks passes and th

closing chapter is written to one of th

most successful ventures in local pictur

house industry. The building is to be d<

molished to make way for a busine:

structure.
Reopening the house in 1917 after it ha

had a varied career with grand opera (fc

which it was originally built), vaudevill

and "vaudfilm," Brecher instituted

straight picture policy with good musi

and by dignified, intelligent handling mad

a bid for—and got—a tremendous folkn

ing among the residents of the Park, Mat

ison and Fifth avenue sections. The Pla2

has a country-wide reputation as the mov

house of New York society and is one (

the few where evening dress is largely th

rule rather than the exception.

Cutler-Hammer Buys
Trumbull Vanderpo^

(Special to Better Theatres)

MILWAUKEE, Feb. 12. — Cutler-Han

mer, Inc., has acquired the business of tl

Trumbull Vanderpoel Electric Manufactu

ing Company of Bantam, Conn., which wi

be operated as a subsidiary under its pre:

ent name.
This purchase will add a complete line <

meter service and safety switches to tf

present Cutler-Hammer line of motor coi

trol, wiring devices and allied electric

items.

Research Engineer Named
Dr. Frank A. Rafferty, former director of t

Radio Research Laboratories of Villanova U>»ei

has joined the staff of Zenith Radio Corporatioi

I research engineers.
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RCA Photophone Recording
By F. H. RICHARDSON

'

j HIS time 1 have decided to switch a bit

and give you an account of how RCA
Fitophone, Inc., records sound upon its films.

I ;lieve it will be both interesting and infor-

ir ive. True, it may be of no immediate bene-

fi to the projectionist in his practice work,

b just the same it will, I am quite sure, be

n corned.

he method of recording employed by R C A
Pitophone, Inc., is different from that used

b;»lovietone. The resultant sound tracks of the

t\ processes are different. RCA Photophone
us two films, and films of two different sorts

o kinds, in two separate machines, one a

st idard motion picture camera such as is

u i for silent pictures, and one a sound re-

cder. The camera uses the usual negative

st k film and, because of its finer grain, a

pc tive stock film is used in the sound re-

cder. It has been found that the final posi-

ti resulting from this combination of nega-
ti and positive has less ground noise than

w n two negatives are used.

'ere is the process "in the rough." The
mion picture is, as has been said, taken in

th usual manner, just as though it were to

bit silent picture, insofar as has to do with
tr camera, except that the camera aperture
la s .125 of an inch of being as wide as
tl aperture of the silent picture camera. It

isleveloped and finished exactly as though
sn a thing as sound had no connection with
it. inally becoming a silent picture negative
wi a blank space .125 of an inch wide be-
v ;n the pictures and the sprocket holes on
th right side of the film as it is threaded into

th projector.
* * *

tit that is not all the story. As the pic-

tu is being made, a machine called a "sound
re rder" is running in precise synchronism
w i the camera, and is recording sound on
a m of standard width (35 mm.), this film

b<g, as has already been intimated, of posi-

r instead of negative stock.

he sound recorder and camera are both
n e to operate at the same speed (90 feet

ne minute) because they are driven by syn-
ch mous motors, and, as you all know, two
sy hronous motors built to operate on a

gi n current frequency will run at exactly the
sae speed so long as they remain connected
to i current supply of the same frequency.
\Autever possible variation in speed there
m; be will be caused by variation in fre-

icy, and that, of course, will affect both
n 3rs exactly alike.

e then have two machines, the motion pic-
tia camera and the sound recorder, all

haded and ready for the director's
( nera," whereupon the switch will be

cl(?d, which puts both into operation at pre-

ight : Here is shown a part of the sound
ach as recorded by the RCA Photophone
-ocess, illustrating the "variable area" record
f sound on film. The width of the illustra-
on is many times the exact width of the
Hind track. Some *f the sharper peaks ex-
nd almost across the entire width of the
ack, indicating a high percentage of modulo-
on. By use of this type of sound track,
'velopment of the film is not critical as far
density of the record is concerned. The

rocket holes ar to the right of the black
section of the sound track.

cisely the same speed, ne recording the action

and the other the sound, both photographic-
ally.

Now let us go back a bit and see just how
the sound record is made. As I hare before

explained to you, and as doubtless you all

knew before I did so, sound is propagated or
transmitted through the air by vibrations
called sound waves. This is a real, though
minutely small motion of the air itself, and
when air moves it has sufficient momentum
to move or vibrate anything sufficiently light

or flexible to be moved by its pressure.

In the studio are microphones, located at

suitable points, consisting of a suitable frame
from which is suspended, by delicate springs
to absorb mechanical vibration, what is known
as a "condenser" composed of an exceedingly
thin metal disc called a "diaphragm," separated
from another by something like one or three
one-thousandths of an inch, to each of which
one side of an electric circuit energized by a
100-voIt storage battery is connected.

The sound recorder consists of two main
parts, namely an oscillating galvanometer and
optical system and a motor-driven mechanism
by means of which the film is moved continu-
ously, not intermittently as is the case with
the camera taking the picture. There are, of
course, the usual supply and take up light-
tight magazines, sprockets, idlers and whatnot,
plus a comparatively heavy flywheel, the pur-
pose of which is to keep the mechanism travel-
ing without appreciable variation in speed.

RCA Photophone, Inc., employs a condenser
microphone, described elsewhere in this issue,
to transform the sound waves into electrical
vibrations or waves. The exceedingly weak
current emanating from the "mike," repres-
enting the sound waves in electrical form, is

first amplified through two stages, and then
is carred forward to the main recorder
amplifier.

* * *

Located on this amplifier is what is called a
"mixing panel," by means of which circuits
from several microphones may be combined,
should there be more than one in use—as
usually there is. The current from the micro-
phone or microphones first passes through the
panel and thence passes directly to the main
amplifier, where it receives four additional
stages of amplification successively before be-
ing passed along to the loudspeakers.

How weak the original current induced by
the microphone was you may guess when I

tell you that it has now been amplified ap-
proximately one hundred million times. Sounds
incredible, true, but the technical chaps tell

me it really is a fact. The current now is

connected directly across the "oscillograph
galvanometer" in the recorder.

And now let us take this darned "oscillo-
graph" thing apart and see what makes it go

!

Anyhow, they've wished a fine bunch of
names onto us poor 'umble writer chaps.
"Oscillograph!" Gosh! And more to come!
The oscillograph galvanometer consists of a

molybdenum (what did I just tell you!) wire
loop, through which the amplified microphone
current circulates. A small mirror is ce-
mented to this loop and the loop is suspended
in a magnetic field. A lamp very similar to
the ordinary automobile headlight supplies il-

lumination for making the photographic rec-

ord on the film sound track. The light from
this lamp passes through a small condensing
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The fact of the matter is that Chief Projectionist Massey (right), of the Tivoli at

Toronto, is nursing a commendable mustachio, while Projectionist Harry T. Dobson
leans to polka-dotted cravats.

lens and is focused upon the galvanometer
mirror, by which it is reflected through a sec-

ond condensing lens and focused upon a slit

formed by the microscopic adjustment of two
knife edges, so that an opening .002 inches

high by .280 long is formed, on the opposite

side of which we then have a light beam of

the same dimensions.

This tiny beam is next passed through a

small projection lens to the sound track of the

film, being in the process optically reduced in

dimensions until at the film it is only .0005

x .070 of an inch.

And now we are getting down to what the

faro player calls "cases." This tiny beam is

so adjusted that when the current is "off,"

and the mirror therefore at rest, it covers ex-
actly half the sound track.

However, when the current is switched on
and the microphone is in action, the galvano-
meter molybdenum loop to which the mirror
is cemented begins to do a shimmy—to vi-

brate, and those vibrations are in exact pro-

portion to the electrical energy at or during
any instant which same is governed by the vi-

brations of the microphone diaphragm, hence
the loop and mirror vibrations are an exact
duplication of the sound waves which created
the current which—my gosh, I'm getting

dizzy, thinking this out and writing it

!

Well, anyhow what happens is that the light

beam is made to move back and forth across
the sound track of the film, and in so doing
traces what amounts to a "graph" of the
sound wave upon the film, the graph being the

line of demarkation between the dark and
light portions of the sound track after it has
been developed.

When the sound film has been exposed it

is developed until the record is opaque. That
is one reason why two films are used in this

system. The sound record after development
is opaque, while the picture negative is devel-

oped separately to its proper density. In other

words, the time of exposure must be different

for the picture and the sound track.

When both the picture and sound track are

finally finished they are placed in contact in

the printer together with a regular positive

stock film and the positive print is made.

Oh, yes, I nearly forgot. It is, of course,

necessary that there be a mark by means of

which the two may be threaded in the printer

in correct relation to each other, else the

sound would not be in synchronism. This

mark may be photographically imprinted si-

multaneously on both sound and picture films

in any one of several ways, but the usual one

is to have a push button which the director

can press at the beginning and at the end of

each "shot," by means of which the edge of

the film is exposed to a beam of light from

a lamp provided for the purpose. This, of

course, shows up as a black mark after devel-

opment, and since the expostures are made by
one push button, no error is possible, and in

threading into the printer the two marks are

placed in their proper relation, and that's that.

In R C A Photophone the sound is advanced

14^2 inches ahead of the picture, which is

standard.

There, gentlemen, that is how RCA Photo-

phone is recorded. If anything is not clear,

you are at liberty to ask questions.

Ob, yes, you will want to know what
molybdenum means. All right. C'mere, Mr.
Webster. Let's see. Um urn um—here it is:

"Molybdenum—In chemistry, an element un-

usually found in molybdenum or in wulfnite,

and obtained as a hard silver-white metal hav-

ing a very -high fusing point."

And there you are ! Clear as—as—

a

darned if I quite know what

!

Here's Dobson
Here's Massey

Recently a photograph came from Toronto
one of our northern neighbor's beautifi

queen cities, of which she has several. It wa
a picture of the Toronto Tivoli theatre pre

jection room. In it was posed a husky gu
whom I mistook for Harry Dobson.

I weep at my disgrace. It wasn't Harry ;

all. Gosh no ! And there is no excuse, be

cause I've known that bird for years upo
years. But that's not the worst of my monu
mental crime, for I also remarked that th

said Harry Dobson, Esquire, was chief projec

tionist of the Tivoli. Harry was chief pro

jectionist at the Palace theatre, Toronto, eve

since Dad Adam was a small pup, and m
alleged mind failed to click on the change o

location. I am advised the publication cause'

a near-riot in the Tivoli projection room an
that, thinking Dobson had deliberately grabbe>

the spot, the rest of them dragged him u

and down the cement steps four times.

* * *

I quote verbatim from a penciled scrawl o

the rear of the photograph: "Chief Projec

tionist Massey has glasses, a dirty upper li

(I must correct that last. Microscopic ex

amination discloses the fact that it is not dir

at all, but seven hairs on either side, con

stituting a mustache in miniature. Ed.) a ves

and scanty hair. (I wonder if that's anothe

dirty dig at that mustache. Ed.) The gu
with the clean shirt, polka-dot tie, innocen

smile and hand in pocket holding fast to hi

week's salary, is Harry Dobson."

To all of which I might add that the mas
dividing the two men is a Western Electri

panel used in Movietone projection. It i

really composed of four panels, viz., the Out
put Control Panel, at the top, upon which ar

seven dials and eight switches. This pane

extends down to the meters E and F. Eac)

of the six dials at the left side controls th

volume of an individual horn. These dial

are set by the service engineer and the;

should not be moved except by his permis

sion and approval. If for any reason it seem

necessary to move them without consultatioi

with the service engineer, be careful to mart

the original setting so that you may reset then

exactly as they were if necessary.

Under each of the dials is a key which op

erates a switch cutting out the horn controllei

by the dial immediately above it. To the right

marked "D" in the picture, is a switch callei

the "Input Switch." By its use all horns ma;

be cut out or in as a group.

* * *

Immediately above D is a dial and switch

The dial controls the volume of the monito

horn (projection room horn) and the key op

erates the switch by means of which it is cu

in or out. And that's all there is to that panel

Next under this panel is the 41-A Amplifie

Panel, which extends down to the four tube

marked H. This panel carries meters E an<

F, which are used to take daily tests of th'

three tubes located under cover G. These tube

supply the first three stages of amplification

To the right of G is a switch, or "key" a:

the IRP folks cai! it. This is called th-

Filament Key. It is used to cut the curren

on or off the filaments of these three tubes.

Immediately under meters E and F an

three push buttons which are used in testing

the tubes. On the face of meter F is a rec

mark to which the meter needle is set b;

manipulating the dial to the right of metei

F. This adjusts the filament current to thi

correct value. Having done this, i cording t(

which tube you desire to test, you push the

appropriate button, left, center or right, anc

watch the needle of meter E, marked "Piatt

Current Meter," which must read between 1.3:

and 1.55 milliamperes. The instruction bool
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dvises you fully as to when tubes must be

eplaced.

At the left of meters E and F, is a dial

ailed the "Gain Control." This is used only

i case of emergency. In rare cases where

le fader goes bloody the volume may be tem-

orarily handled with the gain control dial.

Dropping down a notch we find the 42-A
implifier Panel, which starts just under tube

asing G. It carries four tubes, "all in a row,"

nder which is a meter with which their plate

urrent is measured.

The two tubes to the left are amplifier

ubes. Those to the right are rectifier tubes,

mmediately below is the starting switch for

-lis panel. The two rectifier tubes take 110

olt AC from the power line and rectify it

a supply plate current for their immediate

eighbors, the amplifying tubes to the left,

"hese two amplifying tubes supply the fourth

tage of amplification. They are connec^d
i parallel.

Stepping into the elevator we say "down"
j the lever man, drop one floor and find the

ast panel, the 43-A Amplifier Panel, before

s. This panel supplies the fifth and last stage

f amplification. At its top, just above the

ubes, is meter K, which measures the plate

urrent of the amplifying tubes. The two
ubes at the right of the figure 4 are reen-

ter tubes, taking 110-volt A C from the lines

nd delivering rectified plate current to the

wo amplifier tubes to the left of the 4. The
atter are connected in parallel. Between the

ubes is the starting switch, and that's about
11 there is to it.

4 New
Jrganization

A new organization has come into being,

t is known as the Projection Advisory Coun-
il. Men of high standing have been secured

o head its various committees and I believe

. large amount of good will be accomplished
>y the organization.

It is our belief that the Council will fill a

ery real want and accomplish a great deal

if good work. And we do express that ap-

iroval and that belief, the latter based upon
he widespread activities proposed and the

aliber of the men who have been selected to

tead its committees.

The following comprise the Board of Direc-

ors:

Lester B. Issac, president, supervisor of

irojection, Loew's, Inc.

Laurence Jones, secretary and treasurer,

ormerly editor of "American Projectionist."

J. Clayton, Capitol theatre, New York.

W. Ricks, Palace theatre, Washington,
D. C.

C. Greene, Minneapolis.

A. Gray, Lancaster theatre, Boston.

E. Keller, Chinese theatre, Los Angeles.

L. Katz, Regent theatre, Harrisburg, Pa.

H. Rubin, supervisor of projection, Publix
Theatres, New York.
L. Bowen, New York.

C. Johnson, supervisor of projection, Fox
Mlm Corporation, New York.

C. Eichhorn, vice president, Local No. 306,

^ew York.
The chairmen of committees are as fol-

ows

:

Ways and means—Otto Kafka, formerly
iresident, American Projection Society.

Safety—George Edwards, president, Ameri-
an Projection Society.

Projection room planning—M. D. O'Brien,
issistant supervisor of projection, Loew's, Inc.

Equipment specifications—J. Hopkins, as-

sistant supervisor of projection, Publix
heatres.

Membership—T. Reed, president Washing-
on local.

Sound—R. Meihling, Publix Theatres, New
"fork.

History—W. C. Smith, New York.
Law—H. E. Stei i, Rialto theatre, New York.
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A NELSON FRAZIER, Movietone projec-
• tionist, New Haven, Conn., says: "Am

handing you herewith sketch of a small piece

of tin designed to protect the photo-electric

cell from oil and dirt when not in use. The
shield is easy to make and I believe the draw-
ing is self explanatory. To use you merely

remove the sound gate and insert the shield

in its place."

This should be effective and a good stunt.

It is passed along with the recommendation
that it be adopted and used. Dust on the

surface of the photo-electric cell is most em-
phatically "not so good" while a bit of oil

on it would raise merry (deleted) with re-

sults. It is, as brother Frazier says, easy

to make. Note : Don't blame Frazier for

this punk drawing. He sent a pencil sketch

and I didn't make a very good job of inking

it in.—F. H. R.

Lighting and effects— Colby Harriman,
Loew's Palace theatre, Washington, D. C.

Publicity—P. A. McGuire, New York.
Awards—Thad. Barrows, Metropolitan the-

atre, Boston.

Resolutions—B. Stern, Rialto theatre, New
York.

Public relations—Harry Sherman, Publix
theatres, New York, formerly assistant presi-

dent, I. A. T. S. E. M. P. M. O.
The body has adopted as its "slogan" three

words, namely "Progress Through Under-
standing," concerning which its prospectus
says: "The motto of the Projection Advisory
Council, 'Progress Through Understanding,'

THE STANDARD
NEW INTERMITTENT SPROCKET AND

PIN PRESS

Patented November 16, 1926

A very practical and indispensable tool to replace inter-

mittent sprockets efflcienUy or to tighten up sprocket-

holding taper-pins which may become loose during the
projection of pictures.

CAN BE USED ON ALL PROJECTORS
PRICE $8.50

Write for free illustrated pamphlet.

Projection Improvement Co.
DRIFTON, PA.

is not a mere slogan, but a studied attempt

to combine in these three words all the plans

and purposes of this new organization. 'Un-

derstanding" in its varied meanings conveys

a comprehensive explanation of what the

Projection Advisory Council will seek to ac-

complish for the advancement of projection

and the motion picture industry."

I would personally suggest that one of the

most valuable first things the new council

might do is to prepare for public consumption

various articles, to be sent to each projection-

ist local union for distribution to its local

press. Many locals have asked me to prepare

such articles, but I have found it to be an

added work I cannot undertake, much as 1

would have liked to. There is much good

work which could be done in this way in

getting the public to understand and appreci-

ate excellence in projection, and to recognize

faults therein and demand their remedy.

We welcome the new organization most

cordially. We wish for and to it every pos-

sible success. We offer to it the cordial co-

operation of this department and of the

American Projectionist. We will keep you

posted of its activities from time to time.

We bespeak for it your kindly consideration

The
Park Plaza

In driving along University avenue, New
York, I have often passed an attractive the-

atre front carrying an ornate electric sign,

and have wondered whether behind it lay

something really worth while.

Recently, observing that movietone was be-

ing used, I concluded to satisfy my curiosity,

at the same time saying hello to the manager

and to the projection staff.

I shall always be glad I did that little thing,

but 'way up there, far from the White Way.
I found a lovely theatre, a very real theatre

manager and a projection room which is most

excellent. I also found a wide-awake, pro-

gressive motion picture projectionist, and con-

ditions which cause me to believe the other

men on the staff are equally progressive, effi-

cient men.

The projection room is of generous dimen-

sions. It is well finished and both it and its

equipment speak in eloquent terms of intelli-

gent care and attention. The room and every-

thing in it was in perfect order and neat and

clean as the proverbial new pin. On duty

were projectionists B. J. Medove and Joseph

Stern, the latter busy at the spot projector all

the time I was there, so that I did not have

the opportunity of talking with him.

Medove is an energetic, progressive motion

picture projectionist and I have no doubt each

of his colleagues is also. He has brains and

the ability to use them. He is commended
to the attention of supervisors of projection

of theatre chains.

As illustrative of what I mean by "brains

and the ability to use them," friend Medove
saw that movietone ought to exactly fill the

silent picture screen, and that it should be

possible to make the change from one to the

other either instantly, or very nearly so. Me-

dove did not stop there. He got himself busih

busy and proceeded to so arrange that the

change could be quickly made, with each pic-

ture of like dimensions and covering exactly

the same space.

It was a rather simple arrangement, which

I would be glad to explain to you but for

the fact that within a very short time you

will be able to obtain that very effect without

troubling to make it yourself—and in most

excellent form, too.

The point is, however, that friend Medove
did not wait on anybody. He considered the

several methods by means of which the de-

sired effect might be accomplished, selected

the one he thought most practical and went

ahead and installed it.

I would recommend to progressive projec-

(Continued on page 51)
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Again THE TRANSVERTER Leads
It offers you accurate voltage control through long years of service

SEND FOR FREE COPY OF THE
HERTNER HAND BOOK

and you will appreciate better how scientifically the Transver-

ter is designed—how carefully it is built—how universal is the

satisfaction which it renders.

"If you show pictures you need the Transverter"

Distributed in the U. S. A. Canadian Distributor

by The National Theatre Supply Co. Perkins Electric, Ltd.

Manufactured exclusively by

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY
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your theatre, NATIONAL Service
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EUROPE'S LARGEST AND MOST PALATIA
MOTION PICTURE THEATRES SHOW THE
THE "SIMPLEX WAY' —AND HO^

Special Exclusive Article to the "American Projectionist"

By PETER H. GRIFFITHS
British Representative to the "American Projectionist"

(Member Society of Motion Picture Engineers mid Projection Advisory Council)

The opening of the "NEW EMPIRE"
and the "REGAL" Theatres, London's

latest and luxurious "Super Cinemas"

marks the advent of a new era in projec-

tion installations in Great Britain and the

Continent.

The projection rooms of each of these

theatres holds a battery of FOUR "SIM-
PLEX" projectors equipped with high in-

tensity lamps.

The "NEW EMPIRE" Theatre is con-

trolled by Loew's, Inc., and will be their

premier European house, since they have

disposed of the "TIVOLI" to the P. C. T.

Circuit. The "NEW EMPIRE" is mod-
eled closely on the lines of Loew's State,

New York City, and Metropolitan, Boston,

and is lavishly decorated and luxurious in

its appointments.

The "REGAL" is privately owned, but

in comparison there is little to choose be-

tween the two theatres, both are magnifi-

cent theatres and have been built and

equipped at a huge cost which will set a

standard and form an example for other

exhibitors who contemplate new supers to

follow.

The erection of both houses commenced
within a few weeks of each other and both

have in turn set the pace. During the last

three months of completion, work has been

carried on in feverish haste in the race to

be the first to open to the public. In spite

of this rush nothing has been skimped and

no expense spared in their efforts to out-do

each other, especially with regard to the

electrical, stage, and projection equipment.

The choice of "Simplex" projectors was the

"EMPIRES" from the commencement and
it was this predominating factor which led

the "REGAL" management to ultimately

choose "Simplex" also, for they realized

that if this projection equipment was the

choice of the "NEW EMPIRE" then it

must be the best for nothing but the best

was good enough for the Loew house; and
so, the "REGAL" became "Simplexised"

in spite of the fact that a few months
before it had been stated that all British

equipment was to be installed and used in

every section of the theatre.

To shorten an otherwise long story and

deal with the projection end of it, suffice

to state the "NEW EMPIRE" opened first

featuring "Trelawny, of the Wells,"

"Sandy" McPherson at the console of the

gigantic "WURLITZER", Don Albert and

his orchestra and "Movietone" items.

The "REGAL" opened two weeks later

with the premier European presentation of

"The Singing F<x>l" a la "Vitaphone" for

which it is fully equipped. With regard

to the projectors, whereas the "EMPIRE"
houses Model "M" Simplex those installed

at the "REGAL" are Model "A".

The "EMPIRE" is equipped for "Movie-

tone" presentation> and .the "REGA
fully equipped for both "Movietone" a

"Vitaphone" presentations.

The accompanying photograph sho

the excellently equipped projection ra

of the "REGAL". The battery of "Si

plexes" are fitted with latest automa

high intensity lamps; two of the four

those in foreground of photo—are fitt

with "Vitaphone" and "Movietone" ap|

ratus. The photograph of the "REGAL'
equipment should be of great interest

American projectionists in that it will g

them an opportunity to compare high d.

British cinema installation work with th

The "NEW EMPIRE" and i

"REGAL" projection room installatK

convincingly testifies to the superiority

the "Simplex" projector in theatres whi

the demand is for perfect projection anc

performance of outstanding merit.

In theatres where nothing but the b

is good enough, for silent picture proj

tion or for sound film presentatio

"Simplex" are the choice of the discri

mating exhibitor—in the U. S. A., in C,

ada and now in Great Britain.

And so two more "supers" are added

the long list of London's "Simplexise

super shows, which include the "Plaz;

"Astoria," "'Piccadilly," "Tussard

"Rialto," and "Broadway."

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATI01
90 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK
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In the "Piccadilly"^ at

Chicago! one sees still another
example of a beautiful and modern Motion
Picture Theatre, whose management has spared

no thought or expense to provide its patrons

with satisfying entertainment amid luxurious set-

tings . . . There, again, one sees the Kilgen Organ

!

An Organ—King of musical instruments—because they know that

patrons like to see the artist play, as well as hear the music . . .

A Kilgen Organ because they know that no other can rival its

life-like sound effects, its matchless music, or its permanence.

Send for the Kilgen Organ Catalog, or nrite National Theatre Supply Co., Distributors

GEO. KILGEN & SON, Inc., 4020 N. Union Blvd., ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.
DOMINION THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. • Toronto - Vancouver • Canadian Distributors
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REFLECTOR ARC LAMP
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Distinctive Peerless Features

Automatic instantaneous arc striker.

Heat resisting optical glass reflector.

Single cranks control of all carbon adjustments.

Large roomy well ventilated lamphouse.
9" negative and 20" positive carbons accommo-
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heads.

Ball thrust bearings used throughout.

Instant accessibility of reflector for cleaning.

Both positive and negative carbon holding units

can be instantly removed.

Large hardened steel gears throughout.

Arc control entirely mechanical and removable

as a complete unit even while lamp is in use.
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Here are five of the Bronx (New York City) movietone projectionists. And believe you

me they are real projectionists, too, if we may judge by what I Itave seen of their work

Left to right: Boris J. Medove, Joseph Stern, Arthur Amer, Sam Sperling and Peter

Finelli

nists that they visit the Park Plaza and

;pect its projection room. It is an excellent

ample of what a projection room should

I would also recommend to the officers

, Local Union No. 306, New York City Mo-

ri Picture Propectionists, IATSE and

PMO that they visit this room and see

tat practically ideal projection room condi-

ns are. Of course in this I am assured

ut Manager Lewis LaRocca will welcome

:h inspection.

3ne other point : I sat through the presen-

lion of the Movietone news reel, and can

itify to the fact that the sound projection

i s in keeping with the excellence of what

:had seen in the projection room. I also

i l that we should compliment manager La-

cca, who must be a theatre manager par

cellence. It is but truth to say that every-

mg about the Park Plaza was in keeping

vh what I saw in the projection room.

ir Mad
. rvice

Those who are at great distance from New
>k and who may wish to submit projection

pblems, sound or silent, to the editor, may
uv do so with assurance of at least a fairly

< ck response, provided such queries be sent

I airmail, and a self addressed envelop,

<mped with a FIVE CENT STAMP, be

( :losed.

setters may be sent airmail from any post-

( ce in either the United States or Canada.

st stamp your letter with five cents for the

f;t OHnce and ten cents for each additional

(ice, mark it plainly "airmail" and drop it

io any postoffice in Canada or these United

!ites of America. Canadians may use Ca-

ilian stamps for sending, of course, but it

i no use to inclose return postage in Cana-

( n stamps. I suppose I'll have to be the

>at" in that.

f you are in a small town, your letter will

I forwarded to the nearest airmail pickup

( ce, which, of course, will take some while in

;ne sections, but I think if you are located

t ch more than 100 miles from New York
( y the time will be shorter the regular mail

t ertheless. Of course if you are on or quite

ur an airmail route, then the time the

t versing of even a 1,000 miles may be ap-

j ciably reduced.

Jnquestionably the saving in time from the
v :st Coast of Canada and this country will

1 meaused in days. Time from Texas will

I much quicker too.

Vddress your letter : F. H. Richardson, 819

l erside Drive, New York City, N. Y., and

qi't forget the stamped return envelope if

>i live in this country and want an airmail

a wer.

imwrkable Theatre

id Installation

Recently my good friend M. D. O'Brien,

aistant supervisor of projection for Loew's,

1 ., invited me to go with him out to

Jnaica, Long Island, and visit the Valencia
t atre, concerning which I had heard con-

s:rable, all of it, as I thought, just plain

r ing. For how could Jamaica "rate" (as

t "gob" puts it) any such theatre as they
i d to make me believe was there.

Veil, it was NOT "raving," at all. The
t atre was all it had been cracked up to be

—

< then a lot.

tfter bucking traffic through a part of
o nhattan, we crossed Queensboro bridge, got

the splendid new Queens boulevard—splen-

did in the parts that are finished, elsewhere

"not so good"—and finally arrived at our goal.

Ushered in through the stage door, we met
Mr. Mangan, stage manager, and examined a

remarkable complete stage equipment and a

"Board" that is, I think, about the proverbial

last word in such equipment. By very simple

(when you know how) manipulations ten light

SAVE ORGAN REPAIR BILLS

The Prometheus Organ Heater keeps the organ always "in tune" and

free from damage due to excessive cold, dampness and sudden tem-

perature changes. The heater requires no attention. It has automatic

thermostatic control and is easily installed by "plugging in" in an

ordinary electric outlet. There are no exposed heating parts. Heater

is made of cast iron throughout, aluminum finished, and occupies

only 14V2"x4" of floor space. Send coupon for complete description.

The Prometheus Organ Heater is scientifically designed to deflect the

warm air downward. The heat naturally rises, providing a constant,

unvarying degree of temperature throughout the organ chamber.

—— —Send Coupon for Complete Details

PROMETHEUS ELECTRIC CORP., 358 W. 13th St., New York City

Please send details about your organ heater.

NAME ADDRESS
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An Important Announcement
We take pleasure in announcing to the theatre owners that we have made

arrangements with the Electrical Research Products, Incorporated, the

well known manufacturer and distributor of Vitaphone and Movietone

Sound Equipment, whereby that organization will handle exclusively for

us, the new Da-Lite Da-Tone X Sound Screen.

THE DA-LITE SCREEN CO.
922 West Monroe Street Chicago, Illinois

changes may be pre-set, so that one after an-

other, for different scenes or parts of scenes,

they become instantly available, merely by

closing a switch.

We then passed into the auditorium and I

am free to admit that I was amazed. I actu-

ally asked O'Brien, much to his amazement,

if there was really a roof over the darned

thing. For we looked up at perfectly natural

looking floating clouds and twinkling stars

which, when I pulled the opera glasses down
on them, still remained, so far as the eye

could determine, stars.

I could expend a full page elaborating on

the sheer beauty of that auditorium, but this

if, after all, a projection department. Let me
then close this by saying that it far surpassed

anything I have seen to date both in beauty

and uniqueness, and pass at once to the pro-

jection room, which was planned by the pro-

jection department of Loew's, Inc., under the

direct supervision of Lester Isaac, supervisor

of projection, and M. D. O'Brien, his able

assistant. It was constructed according to

the original plans drawn up simultaneously

with the planning of the theatre itself, except

that additional space was afterward provided

for sound equipment.

The layout really is what might be termed

a projection suite, because it comprises several

rooms, as follows: The main projection room
proper, which is 45 feet long by 12 feet deep

;

a generator room 8x10 feet; a 5x14 foot re-

wind room; a lavatory of ample size; a bat-

tery room and a work shop about 10x20 feet.

The latter contains a work bench and nine

individual sheet steel lockers—one for each

projectionist.

The projection room walls are painted a

light shade of green above, and a darker

shade below. These shades are well selected.

The floor is covered with heavy battleship

linoleum, green in color.

The lens ports are just large enough to

permit of the passage of the light beam,

which of course operates to estop the escape
into the auditorium of any extraneous light.

This latter is, by the way, an important mat-

ter in the "atmospheric" type of theatre such

as the Valencia. For example, two automatic

projectors display cloud effects upon the ceil-

ing; also there are, as I have said, stars. You
may imagine what a stray beam of light from
the lens ports or. from the observation ports

would do to that illusion.

The projection room ports are fitted with

additional irises, metal shutters, glass, et cetera,

to make the room absolutely sound and light

proof. The lighting is by means of indirect

fixtures. The trouble lamps are of the

"Reelite" type, which automatically re-reel the

cord when one is done with them. They are

fitted with amber lights.

The three motion picture projectors are

mounted upon the new Western Electric

pedestals known as "universal bases." They
are the latest word in sound enuipment. Hall

& Connolly type H-C3 lamps are used. For

stereopticon projection and effects there is a

Brenkert F-7 projector. For spot lighting

two Brenkert C-14 spot lamps and one Hall

& Connolly spot-flood projector are installed.

All projectors, including the spots, are

equipped with automatic arc controls.

The generators are the latest type Hertners,

two in number. They are of the constant

potential type, capable of delivering a five-

minute load of 600 amperes. Current for all

"ALL the World's a Stage"—
But the most beautiful and attractive

stages are those set and decorated by
this organization of artists and superb

craftsmen.

Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.

St. Louis, Missouri

equipment is controlled by multiple <

'

rheostats.

The D C distribution panel is designed

such manner that it is possible to either

both generators at the same time, or eit

one separately, at will. There are dou

throw switches in the circuit supplying e

piece of equipment, which permits each to

supplied by either generator. By this arran

ment it is possible more evenly to distrib

the load when the power demanded is in

cess of the capacity of one generator.

The sound equipment consists of the lat

improved type l-S-41 W. E. P. S. equipmi

wired entirely in concealed conduit, which \

embedded in the floor and walls when
room was built—as should be done in ev

case.

There are five horns, mounted on a speci;

designed track and trolley system, which f

mits of their being pulled off stage and fl

in the rigging. The horns are so wired t

they may be either plugged into stage pock

or the wiring may be brought down from

gridiron. The equipment is for Movietc

Vitaphone and Public Address.

Among the miscellaneous eauipment p

vided is a special cabinet which will accomr

date 40 disc sound records, the shelves

which are lined with felt. The records
1

flat on the shelves.

There is a special cabinet, designed soi

what in the form of a desk. It is fitted >

hold 200 to 300 of the usual stock trail

It also has two drawers to hold miscellane

spares. The two well designed carbon cabii

were made according to the direction of Les

Isaac, supervisor of projection. There is

course a full equipment of speed indicati

A panel and box is mounted on the front v.

into which all speed indicator circuits l

in conduit of course. The installation is b

neat and compact. This panel, in additior
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EXHIBITORS WILL SAVE THOUSANDS
For the first time, DA-LITE SCREENS are now available to the individual theatre owner direct from
the manufacturer. This includes all types of metallic and white surfaces listed in our 1928 catalog. The
quality is identically the same. Tear-proof and Seamless, up to 24' x 32'.

FIFTY CENTS PER SQUARE FOOT
50 cents per square foot XOW , will buy exactly the same screen you have paid SI.50 for heretofore. What
your screen shows makes your theatre what it is. At these prices there is absolutely no reason for dirty,

cloudy, inferior screens. This tremendous saving takes the screen out of the luxury class. It no longer pays

to recoat a screen. Get a new one that will permit you to cash in on your film rentals by showing them to

best advantage.

Measure that old screen and tell us whether you are using, High intensity, Hi-Low, Reflector type,

Straight arc, or Mazda, and we will furnish a surface to fit your requirements. Our catalog is yours for

the asking.

THE DA-LITE SCREEN CO.
922 W. MONROE ST.. CHICAGO, ILLINIOS

Note—The Da-Lite Da-Tone X (Sound) Screens are sold exclusively through the Electrical Research Products,
Incorporated.

;:ommodating all speed indicator connec-

ins, is equipped to take care of the push-
ltton and buzzer system from and to stage,

ohestra, etc. This panel was designed by
.sistant Supervisor O'Brien. It is one of
1 pet hobbies. He may justly feel a bit of
[de in it.

The rewind room is fitted with the usual

1 lamein rewind shelves and two Kalamein
s rage shelves and an American film safe

<h a capacity of fifteen 2,000-foot reels,

'ere is an additional sectional cabinet hold-
i 10 additional 2,000-foot reels. There is a
rid rewinder, a Griswold splicing machine,
a)uplex film measuring machine and, in fact,

e-rything you would expect to find in a
r del rewind room, including a small metal
ghage can with a foot operated lid to re-

eve film scraps. Incidentally, in the main
pjection room is another one to receive hot
e bon butts.

The ventilation system is very complete.
'.]ere is a fresh air intake of ample area,

\ h two inlets, located near the ceiling. The
a is pumped out by an exhaust fan, in addi-
tn to which a separate exhaust fan serves
t ventilate all the lamphouses, which are
ctnected to it by flexible metal piping six
i hes in diameter.

)ver the spots a large hood is installed,

tich also is connected to the lamphouse ex-
hst fan. Dampers are provided. I was in-

cied to criticize the installation of fresh air
i,:ts near the ceiling, but was assured by
(irien that a near-the-floor location had
t n tried and found not only to set up drafts
v:ch interfered with the arcs, but also gave
t projectionists that most unpleasant thing,
a cold." I withdrew my objection.

n addition to the usual type of port drop
sitter, on the outside of the front projec-
ts 1 room wall are mounted heavy, hinged
sal drop shutters, painted and decorated to
c form to the auditorium interior. These

may be dropped individually over any port
not in use.

The entire planning and installation of this

remarkable projection suite was done under,
and the maintenance is now under the direct

supervision of Loew's, Inc., projection depart-
ment, of which Lester Isaac is supervisor and
M. D. O'Brien assistant.

Our old friend Lawrence Tones is chief pro-
jectionist in charge of the plant. He is

assisted by Projectionists Geo. Burns. Phil
Glaser, Geo. Johnson, Jos. Taft, Ed Latell,

Herman Boritz, A. Hoffman and W. Siegel.

I compliment Loew's, Inc., upon the re-

markably beautiful Valencia theatre. I com-
pliment Lester Isaac, supervisor, and M. D.
O'Brien, his able assistant, upon the excellence
and completeness of the projection installa-

tion. I also congratulate Chief Projectionist

Jones and his assistants upon the excellent

CIRCUS HCRDLDf

0RTfJPO5T6R5

EXHIBITORS
Printing Service

711 South Dearborn Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

projection I saw at the time of my visit It

is a far cry from the calico walled "booth,"

with one spindle-legged projector with a barrel

of boiling water serving for resistance, and
the film running into a gunny sack or a

basket, which constituted the projection "suite"

and equipment just a few years ago, and the

Valencia installation. I'll say it is

!

I feel I would not be doing justice did I

close this article without a word of com-
mendation and praise for the work Super-
visor of Projection Lester Isaac has accom-
plished in the relatively short while he has
held his present position. Out of pretty nearly

nothing he has built up a department in which
both himself and Loew's, Inc., may justly feel

pride. And mark you, that is no idle jumble
of meaningless words either.

Isaac has more than proven himself to be

the proverbial "right man in the right place."

I am told the Valencia projection installation

cost about $18,000, coin of the realm, which
fact is in itself mute evidence that Super-
visor Isaac has "sold" projection to his

employer. Even great corporations do not

expend any such sum of money upon a single

installation unless well convinced that it will

pay to do so. Supervisor Isaac is an able,

conscientious, hard-working official. May his

tribe increase.

S. M. P. E. Projectionist

Membership
The editor has an occasional inquiry' similar

to the one just received from F. L. May,
chief projectionist of one of the theatres

operated by the Strand Amusement Company,
Owensboro, Kentucky, which in part reads a?

follows : "I have read of the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers, what it is, does
and stands for. I would really like to belong

to it as an associate member, but it seems that
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NEW PUBLIX £ A.
rr """'ES EVERY WEEK

RUTH CHATTERTON-H.B WARNER
DOCTOR S SECRET" 1001TALKIE

81CCEST DIVE R SirIE*D ST ACE S
SCREEN SHO» WEST OF CHICAGO

CRYSTALITE 12 RAISED OPAL THEATRE
CHANGEABLE LETTERS

installed in this elaborate marquee for the great "Paramount"

of the Publix Theatres, Inc., in Los Angeles, Calif. Similar

installation in its Granada Theatre, San Francisco.

Letters mounted in galvanized iron frames with Statuary

Bronze finish, ready for use.

12" Changeable Letters, complete, each $1.75

12" Periods, Commas and Apostrophes, complete, each 86

12" Quotation Marks (per set of 2 panels), set 1.84

12" Word Plate IN (6" wide letters), each 1.50

Word Plate THE (6" wide letters), each 1.95

Word Plate WITH (6" wide letters), each 2.40

We only supply 10" numerals mounted in 12" frames for 12"

Changeable Letters, each _ _ - 1.75

Blank Spacers, assorted widths—75c per running ft.

10" Changeable Letters and Numerals, complete, each $1.30

10" Periods, Commas and Apostrophes, complete, each 65

10" Quotation Marks (per set of 2 panels), set 1.40

10" Word Plate IN (3" letters), complete, each 1.20

Word Plate THE (3" letters), complete, each 1.40

Word Plate WITH (3" letters), complete, each _ 1.60

Blank Spacers, assorted widths—75c per running ft.

8" Changeable Letters and Numerals, complete, each $0.75

8" Periods, Commas, Quotation Marks, Word Plates' and Spacers,

same price as 6".

6" Changeable Letters and Numerals, complete, each $0.55

6" Periods, Commas, Apostrophes, complete, each 29
6" Quotation Marks (per set of 2 panels), set - - .66

6" Word Plate IN (3" letters), complete, each _ 85

Word Plate THE (3" letters), complete, each . 1.05

Word Plate WITH (3" letters), complete, each 1.25

Spacers 2" and 4" wide - 15

Spacers 6" wide - - - - 20

Spacers 10" wide - - 30

"?'•' "%" "$" "c" "&" same price as letters.

Prices F. O. B. Glendale, Calif. Substantially packed

DIRECT FROM FACTORY TO THEATRE

Crystalite Products Corporation
Manufacturers of Raised Opal Glass Letters

1708 Standard Ave. Glendale, Calif.

a necessary adjunct lo application for mem
bership is that the applicant be recommende'
by one or more active members. You ar

the only active member of that body witl

whom I have had correspondence, or whom
know or have even much more than heard ol

"My main interest is of course in the trans

actions, since it does not seem likely I wouli

ever be able to attend meetings. I under
stand the transactions are available to non
members at a relatively nominal sum, but i

their purchase the better way, as comparei
with membership, in the long run?'

I take the risk of offending Brother Ma
by publishing this, to the end that I ma;

not only answer him, but through him answe
many others who wish to know the sam
thing.

My own reaction to the associate member
ship is that through such a membership man;

men who may, for some reason or other, no

be eligible to active membership (whid
same is pretty closely guarded) may hav
affiliation with the body, and at the same tim

perform a duty by giving financial support ti

the highly beneficial work carried on by it.

* * *

I do not seem to have by me at the momen
anything which sets forth the requirement

for associate membership, but as I re

member motion picture projectionists of expe

rience, who are men of good character, ar

eligible to apply for membership of that grade

which incidentally gives them all the right

active members have except that of voting.

I personally can see no possible objectioi

to the admission of such men, provided the;

can furnish competent evidence that they ar

at least reasonably progressive projectionists

I can see no possible objection to

I therefore am willing to recommend fo

associate membership any motion picture pro

jectionist who can supply satisfactory evi

dence of three things, namely (a) That h'

has been employed in motion picture projec

tion for a sufficient time to justify the as

sumption that he is an experienced projec

tionist; (b) that he is a progressive man o

good character.

How may he do that? Well, I don't quit*

know myself, but would suppose a detaile<

statement of his employment—theatres ii

which he has worked as projectionist and ap

proximate time in each—would satisfy thi

first requirement, while a list of the tex

books he owns and the sources he has mad'

use of in the study of the technique of thi

profession, plus a satisfactory letter as to pro

gressiveness, ability and character from hi:

present emplover, ought to satisfy the las

all right.

And now as to the advisability of joininj

as associate member. It is quite true that thi

projectionist will gain no immediate advantagi

through such a membership, except since onh

ambitious, progressive projectionists may hopi

to be admitted, such membership automatically

provides, at least in some measure, a pre

ferred rating, which I believe will gain ii

value as time goes on. Also he of course wil

receive the record of the transactions withou

cost, as they are provided to all members
both active and associate.

* * *

Then, too, you will have the satisfaction o<

feeling and knowing that he is doing his par

in giving both his financial and moral sup

port to one of the very best, most valuabli

organizations in the entire industry, and sue!

pride and satisfaction as comes from beinj

affiliated, even though it be only in an associ-

ate capacity, with such a splendid body o!

men and engineers.

Whether that last is of worth to you de

pends upon how much value you place on sue!

things. Were I again a working projectionis

I am sure I would get ten dollars worth oi

satisfaction each year, merely in being abl<

to hang a certificate of membership in sue!

a body on the wall of my projection room

Really, however, a member gets more thar

the worth of his money back in the transac

tions, or rather he will if he is the type oi

man worthy of membership in such a body.
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There, gentlemen, that is all I can say in

• matter, except that I have submitted
• foregoing to L. C. Porter, president,

S M. P. E., and he has approved its pub-

I ition.

vny projectionist who may desire to apply

f associate membership may send to me for

a application blank, which I will be glad to

i ward to him. Also if he will supply sat-

ictory evidence as to his experience, char-

aer and progressiveness, I will be glad to

rommend him, and to secure other recom-
rndations. Remember, however, that in this

er I owe a duty to the Society as well as

: you, therefore I cannot make recommenda-
l is unless you put me in position to be at

; ;t reasonably certain of my grounds.

id

'tis Equipment
"he Projection Equipment Company, Drif-

. Pa., says its intermittent sprocket and pin

f ss is giving universal satisfaction, though
: sales are slow. I can see no reason why
: would not give entire satisfaction, nor
5>uld the sales be slow. Such a press oughr
: be a part of the equipment of every' pro-

j tion room where a new intermittent

socket is installed by the projectionist.

The days of hammering off a sprocket and
E cing a new one on with the vise jaws is

fjt. It is "not done" by real projectionists.

Wen it is done by others, the results vary
E ra punk to punker.
ientlemen, take my advice and have your

-nager order one of these most excellent

; sses. The price is S8.50 and it's worth
? ry cent of it

n Amazing
king

ientlemen, you often sharply criticize me
El "knocking" projectional ignorance. W hat

1 e you to say to this?

Recently I visited a large theatre using
-md, which was handled nothing short of
: ribly in the matter of volume. This might
might not have been the fault of the pro-

jtionist, but just the same he. when I spoke
thim about the matter, had no idea that any-
'. ng was wrong.

-lere is the gauge of his knowledge. In
^isidering it, remember that he has had at

1 st some months in which to absorb at least

: fundamentals of sound projection, pro-
ved he had the ambition to do so. He is a
is own statement) machine operator of
i ny years' standing. I personally know he
i too. He saw no virtue in being a motion
Iture projectionist. Said he was an "oper-
£-r," which cannot possibly mean other than
<E thing, viz: machine operator, or operator
' or attendant upon a machine.

^s you all know, or surely should know by
ts time, if you read those avenues of in-

:mation available to you upon sound mat-
[s—-this department and the American Pro-
j tionist for example—in both Movietone
;i RCA there must be EXACTLY 14J4
i hes of film between the center of the pro-
Jtor picture aperture and sound aperture,
3 when I asked this man who is projecting
Mnd how he gauged the size of his loops
hich did not look right to me, and the

^ind was "out a bit") he not only advised

j

that it did not make any difference what
•e they were, but argued with me that it

' i not, nor was I able to convince him that
: did. I finally left him in something bor-
' ing upon disgust.

do not think any local has the moral right
' or ought to permit its members to take
urge of sound projection with such abysmal,
'al ignorance as this of even the most or-
<iary fundamentals of sound projection.

t, of course, must not be expected that men
'

1 know all about a thing so relatively new
< sound projection, but this chap is receiving
' at we may call high pay—something like

This

Handsome Lobby Display FREE!
'ONT waste valuable space in your lobby! Put it effectively

to work by installing a HY-LITE Lobby Display.

You will want this lobby display because it is more than "just another

display". Nobody can pass it without taking a second look. Your advance

announcement is squarely in the middle of the display and brings patrons back

to your theatre again and again. Y'ou get five hundred interchangeable letters,

sixteen color screens and thirteen hand-lettered artistic running heads for

this magnificent display. The central announcement is lighted in four colors,

and flashes automatically on and off.

HY-LITE is a handsome display which we are installing free of charge in

a limited number of select theatres. It is nine feet long by six feet high, and
has about a dozen spaces of varying size for posting your advance shots.

The HY-LITE Lobby Display comes all set up. Just plug the wire into a

socket and it is ready to operate. The frame is handsomely gilded, and the

background for the advance shots is of grey, beautifully-patterned, washable

Sanitas. The most beautiful lobby sign any theatre can get today.

All this is FREE to one representative theatre in each community. En-

dorsed by actual use in the theatres of Warner Brothers, Fox Film Company,
and hundreds of other representative theatres the country over. A real

business builder. Get full particulars by sending in the coupon TODAY.

JOSEPH S. ARVID COMPANY, INC.
1440 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

^^iT" An independently owned concern, not affiliated "k,,
in any nay with any film producer or distributor _Jt

,>

JOSEPH S. ARVID COMPANY, INC., Department EHW-1, 1440 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Please send me without obligation on my part full particulars regarding the

HY-LITE Lobby Display. My theatre has seats. My admission-charge is

Name of Theatre Address.

Name of Proprietor Crnr _ State _
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$17 a day, I believe it is—yet he is so totally

IGNORANT (it is the only term that fits the

condition) of a highly important part of his

work that he does not know that any altera-

tion in loop size alters the amount of film

measured in inches, between the two aper-

tures, and that any such alteration throws the

sound out of synchronism with the action

in exact proportion to the amount of fault.

Gentlemen, I am really sorry, very sorry

to have to write thus, but when a union man
deliberately fails or refuses to equip himself

with the knowledge necessary to do work
creditable to the union he represents, and in

so doing works injury to every one concerned

in the making of the productions he is in-

trusted with to place before audiences, and to

the theatre in which he works and to the

audiences which gather there, I really think

it is a DUTY to set the matter forth where
all who run may read. It would be plenty

bad enough were the man merely an indi-

vidual. But when men disgrace a reputable

organization (union) by such utterly inex-

cusable lack of knowledge and such punk
work, it is time to call a halt. I believe it is

but reasonable to presume that when any
union supplies men to project sound it should,

and in common fairness must, supply only

men who have at least a fair workable under-
standing of the elements of sound projection.

The knowledge has been made available, hence
there is no good reason why projectionists

cannot equip themselves with it if they wish.

If they don't, then surely they have no right

to expect to be placed in sound theatres, or

to be permitted to handle sound equipment
until they do.

How Much Do You
Know About Light?

You, friend motion picture projectionist, are

handling light and light is even more un-

understandable than is electricity—its com-

THE CHICAGO CINEMA EQUIPMENT COMPANY

DE LUXE Rewind (patented) and Rewind Table

are acknowledged by all users to be the Last

Word in Booth Equipment

Naturally they are being imitated, but not in all essentials. When you

buy such equipment insist on getting genuine

Chicago Cinema DE LUXE Apparatus

(You can tell by the label)

and not something "just as good".

Also manufacturers of the new Sound Picture Record Cabinet for

which there is now such a big demand.

All described in our new catalog No. 40

which we will gladly send on request

CHICAGO CINEMA EQUIPMENT CO.

CHICAGO
1744 North Springfield Ave.

ILLINOIS

position—what it really is, I mean. I have

a high respect for light, because it is some-

thing I find to be utterly and entirely com-
prehensible. It is an intangible, invisible some-

thing which apparently has absolutely no

weight, yet it is capable of proving its capa-

bilities for producing power enormously.

Moreover it is, as nearly as any other one

thing, the very fount of life itself. Were light

to be withheld, how long before this world

and everything in it would be absolutely inert

and lifeless?

Here are some queer things about the force

you, Mr. Projectionist, handle every day and

think little of.

Those who delve in science gravely tell us

light travels at the speed of 186,000 miles per

second. This speed they have accurately meas-

ured by a very simple arrangement, so 1

guess it must be true.

That ought really to be enough, but they

proceed with perfect gravity, to inform us

that there are planets so distant that it takes

light one whole great big million light years,

traveling at the rate of 186,000 miles per sec-

ond, to reach our eye. In other words, when
you look at a distant planet, you see it, but

it may have disappeared a million of light

years ago and you see the light that left it

that quite-a-spell ago.

Let's see. The tiny ray left that planet

a million light years ago—umph, but what is

a light year anyhow?

Why, Jimmy boy, it is the distance a light

ray loafing along at 186,000 miles per each

second of time will travel in one year. It

therefore is 186,000 multiplied by 60 and that

sum again multiplied by 60 and that multiplied

by 24 and that trifling sum multiplied by 365.

It figures out 5,865,696,000,000, or in other

words, five trillion, 865 billion, 696 millions of

long, weary miles, which is altogether too

much of a walk to take before eating your

morning oatmeal.

But our light ray has only just started. It

must keep up that gait for one million years

or 999,999 years more—but let's make it a

round million. What is a mere five trillion

miles or so between friends, if we have plent)

of gas?
The sum I have named multiplied by one

million is the final distance our ray has trav

eled when it reaches our eye. It is a men
5,865,696,000,000,000,000 or five quintillion, 86!

quadrillion, 696 trillions of miles.

But to me the astounding part of all thi:

is the fact that this ray of light (whatevei

that is), which can endure for a million year;

of travel through space, finally "hits" thi

sensitive surface of our eye and we canno

even feel the impact, though it is then trav

eling at the 186,000 miles a second clip.

What is it? Uh huh ! That's just what I'i

like to know! I wonder if in some far dis

tant day when our descendents (maybe) ac

tually step into a somethingorother and casu

ally remark, "Mars, James," they will know.

Meanwhile, however, you are handling

very wonderful force as you project the astra

forms of sheiks, sheikesses, race horses, fight

ing bulls, locomotives and huge buildings t

the screen, so treat it with respect, and don'

disgrace it (and yourself) by failure to d'

your part of the job RIGHT!

Trouble with

His "Machines"

From a Nebraska projectionist comes thi

letter:

"Am another new projectionist havin

trouble with his machines. Have two ol

Simplex, model S, using Gardner Type 1

lamphouses.
"One machine gives much less scree

illumination than the other. This is ver

noticeable at change-over. Will you pleas<

in your next issue of "Better Projection

print a remedy for this trouble, if any thei

(Continued on page 60)
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The lobby, shoiving the beam ceiling treatment and portico.
'

Designs Inspired by Beauty of the Past

|
and Sound of Today

Of these two new West Coast houses, the Riverside is highly interesting for its Hispano-Cali-

fornian charm, while the North Park is specially planned for synchronized pictures

IN January West Coast Theatres opened
two new houses, each of which presents

features of special interest in theatre con-
struction and design. The North Park in

San Diego is specifically designed and con-
structed, from the ground up, for the showing
of sound, synchronized and talking pictures.

The Riverside in Riverside, Cal., is one of the

most charming of the picturesque structures

inspired by Hispano-Californian culture.

The North Park theatre, specially created
for the new voice-and-vision product has ex-
traordinary acoustic properties in its audi-
torium, and the results have more than repaid
the builders for the painstaking care with
which this "talkie-built" theatre was erected.

Erected from plans' by Quayle Brothers,
prominent San Diego architects, the new
North Park is housed in a modern two-story
theatre and business block in the heart of the
rapidly-developing suburban district. B. O.
Larsen, general contractor, was in direct

charge of the construction, and he and his

sub-contractors spent six months in the work
'of carrying out the complex and unusual
specifications. Emil Klicka, head of the San
Diego branches of the Bank of America,
financed the new structure and leased the
'theatre to the West Coast organization.

In facade and decorative motif, the North
Park closely follows the style of the Spanish
Renaissance. The exterior trim of cast ce-
ment carries out the decorative scheme in

By MAURICE HENLE
bas-relief, and a note of color is added by
the spacious lobby trimmed in veined quarry
tile.

An enclosed inner lobby opens into a taste-

fully decorated foyer-lounge, which in turn
gives access directly to the auditorium. Ad-
ditional lounge and restrooms are provided
for men and for women on the mezzanine
landing.

In the auditorium nothing meets the eye to

indicate that the house was planned along un-
usual lines. The room is of conventional
pattern. There is no balcony, and the walls
and ceiling are not "ginger-breaded" with or-
nate decorations. The two organ grilles, the
proscenium arch, the design of the ceiling

vents, the modern metal chandeliers, the exit

door lintels and the wall sconces carry out
the decorative scheme, but on the whole a
restful simplicity of decoration has been
observed.

Comfortable chairs are provided for 1,186

patrons. In the parquet proper there are
three sections with a total of 976 seats, and
in the five-row sections at the rear of the

house there are 210 loge armchairs.

Ventilation and heating are both provided
for by a unit equipment planned on the by-
pass planum system. Fresh or heated air is

introduced into the auditorium through mush-
room grilles, and foul air is drawn through
the four ceiling vents by a fan-and-blower in-

stallation. The two furnaces, with by-pass

equipment for fresh air, are located beneath
the organ grilles.

It is in the provision for acoustic qualities

however, that the skill of the architect and
the contractor become apparent. The audi-
torium has been planned in such dimensions
that the acoustics are easily controlled, being
86 feet in width, 96 feet in length and ap-

proximately 36 feet in height to the peak of

the ceilings. Walls and ceiling of a special

pliable acoustic plaster and heavily-carpeted
aisles prevent reverberation. The acoustic

properties of the room are best appreciated
when the organist removes his fingers from
the keys. On the instant, the room becomes
as still as death ; not the slightest reverbera-
tiop follows the cessation of the sound.
As may be imagined, such acoustics lend

themselves to flawless projection of the new
talking pictures. Whispers from the horn
towers on the stage are heard clearly at the

last row in the house, and the absence of

echo and reverberation does away entirely

with the confusing thunder of fortissimo

music or sharp sound effects from the screen

A full-height stage, 25 feet in depth, allows

ample room for prologue presentations. Two
screens and the usual tormentor, drops*, cur-

tain and asbestos are handled from a 20-fly

Armstrong-Powers counterweight grid.

An orchestra pit of generous proportions

provides plenty of room for a large musical

(Continued on page 74)
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Above: The foyer, showing
the interesting ceiling treat-

ment and stairs. The Spanish
motif is carried out simply,

achieving the effect of a haci-

enda existing in the days of
California's own Spanish past

Left: The extraordinarily

cliarming exterior of the the-

atre as seen through tropical

trees from across the street.

The structure possesses mis-
sion-like simplicity and is no-
tably untheatrical in its charm-

ing appearance.

THE SPANISH
MOTIF, HOME
IN AMERICA
West Coast's New Riverside

Theatre Recently Opened
in Riverside, Cat.
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Above: Auditorium looking

toward the stage. The decora-
tive work is rather ornate, but

because of the shape of the

auditorium and the treatment

for acoustics, sound conditions

are called excellent

Right: Detail of the ceiling

lighting fixtures in the audi-
torium. The design is con-
servatively modernistic and
possess within the limitations

of their moderate size unusual
decorative value as well as

utility.

DESIGNED TO
LET BEAUTY
HELP SOUND
In San Diego West Coast Has

Built This House, the

North Park
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Better

Projection
(Continued from page 56)

be. Also please send information regarding
the Bluebook of Projection."

In the first place, brother, why not call your
motion picture projectors by their right name
—projectors—instead of designating them by
the general title of "machines"? Your motor
generator, if you have one, is a "machine,"
but you would not call it that in writing. The
piano is a machine, but you'd think me crazy
if I called it that. The camera is a machine,
too, but we don't call it one. Just why every-
one wishes that particular title on the pro-

jector I'm sure I don't know, but suppose it,

like Topsy, "just grew" during the days when
but one projector was used in connection with
projection. You are a new man in the busi-

ness. All right, start right by using correct
nomenclature, which is a (deleted) sight more
than a lot of old timers do.

And now as to your query. First of all,

take my advice and send six dollars and
twenty cents to the Chalmers Publishing
Company, 516 Fifth avenue, New York City,

immediately, and secure a copy of the two-
volume 1,100-pagf Bluebook of Projection. If

you are not thoroughly satisfied with your
purchase I'll undertake personally to refund
your money. Fair enough, what ? During the

past nineteen years tens of thousands of Blue-
books have been sold. There has yet to be the

first dissatisfied buyer, so I guess I'm at least

fairly safe in making the offer.

It would be impossible to say what causes
your projector trouble. It might be one of
many things. It would take an entire issue

of the department to explain them all. Check
the following: Measure (a) the exact dis-

tance from light sources to the surface of the
mirror at its center, (b) Exact diameter of
spot on projector mechanism cooling plates.

(c) Exact free diameter of projection lenses.

(d) Exact width of blades of projector
rotating shutters.

If these measurements are all the same,
then the trouble lies deeper and I would have
to have further information. If, however,
any of these measurements differ, then you
should readjust the projector giving the low
screen illumination so that it is the same as
the other one in the above respects, remem-
bering that if the arc distance (distance arc
crater to face of mirror at its center) is

different, then you will have to move the
lamphouse ahead or back when you change
the arc distance. In this I am assuming the
mirror curvature and diameter to be the same
in both projectors.

If the projection lens diameters are differ-

ent, then, first having carefully put away all

film, remove the ring covering the light beam
between the aperture and projection lens, if

one there be, and with the projection lens so
located that the picture is in sharp focus upon
the screen, or would be in sharp focus, rather,

were a film being projected, blow smoke into

the light between the aperture and projection
lens and ascertain whether or no all the light

is entering the lens. If it all does enter the
smaller diameter lens, all right. If not, then
it is up to your manager to get a larger
diameter lens for that projector, and right
there is at least a portion of your trouble.

Of course there are other ways cf ascer-
taining the light beam diameter where it

enters the lens, but that is easiest and sim-

plest. Have all film put away before you
do it, though, since where there is smoke
there also is fire, and fire and film—not so

good

!

If it is found that the shutter blades of
one projector are wider than those of the

other—not likely, but possible—remove them
both and, using the one having the most nar-

row blades as pattern, trim the other down
to fit it. In this I assume there is no travel

ghost present now—-white streamers up or

down from, for example, white letters on

black background titles.

The Bluebook will explain all these various
matters to you, though it does not include

details of the Gardner reflector arc equipment.
However that does not matter, because all re-

flector arcs operate along the same general
lines, so that once you understand the basic

principles involved (Bluebook, pages 816 to

963) you will have no trouble handling any
make successfully.

As to "printing in next issue," why, brother,

that is not always possible, but I always send
a carbon copy of matter written for publica-

tion where information is desired, so that the

questioner has his questions answered without
undue delay.

Saenger to Erect

$200,000 House in

Hattiesburg, Miss.
(Special to Better Theatres)

HATTIESBURG, MISS., Feb. 12.—The
Saenger Amusement Company of New
Orleans was granted an extension of an

option from the city for some property

adjacent to the new nine-story Forrest hotel

now under construction here. The option

stipulates that ground must be broken on

a theatre, planned by the amusement cor-

poration, not later than March 13. Contracts

for the erection of the theatre, which is to

cost $200,000, have been awarded to a

Meridian firm, but the theatre people asked

the city for a little more time before start-

ing actual work on the building.

Stage Presentation—PublixFlorida Theatre, Jacksonville, designed and
executed by James R. Roy, New York City

Motion Picture Theatres and Studios

Are Creating Unique Displays with the

Over 200 of the leading motion picture theatres in all parts

of the country are using the Cutawl daily to produce striking,

original, "attention-getting" displays. Exterior work—such as

posters, signs and theatre lobby features—interior work—such

as scenic backgrounds and stage settings.

Studios are using the Cutawl for cutting unusual scenes that

would be practically impossible to produce with any other

tool. The new Cutawl is entirely portable and can be oper-

ated at any angle. It has a variable cutting stroke up to

inch and is convertible for sawing by substituting saw-blade

for chisel. It is simple and easy to operate and cuts quickly

designs that would ordinarily take hours to produce.

— 10 Day Trial Offer —
Send for detailed information about our Free 10 day trial

offer—list of Theatre and Studio users—and interesting cata-

log showing work done.

THE INTERNATIONAL REGISTER CO.
23 So. Throop St. Chicago, 111., U. S. A.
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SENTRY SAFETY CONTROL
Aids Good Projection

One of the biggest assets SENTRY SAFETY CON-
TROL brings to good projection is the utter freedom it

gives the projectionist.

The man in charge of projection in a room equipped

with SENTRY SAFETY CONTROL knows he is free

from the menace of film-fires.

A marvelous advantage at a nominal cost!

The positive fire preventer Can be attached to any projector Costs only a few cents a day,

SENTRY

S A FETY

CONTROL

PREVENTS

FILM
FIRES

SENTRY

S AFETY

CONTROL

PREVENTS

FILM
FIRES

SENTRY

S A F ETY

CONTROL.

FIRE S.^,

ntry Safety Control Corporation. 13th and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia. 1560 Broadway, New York
And All Branches of National Theatre Supply Company

HE OBJECTS TO
THE WASHED AIR
COOLING SYSTEM
A N announcement has just been made of
LA. interest to theatre owners by the

Supreme Heater and Ventilating Cor-
poration of St. Louis, in which a stand is

aken against washed air systems for cooling
heatres in summer.

According to Victor Hugoniot, president of
:he corporation, the washed air system using
sprays of water at ordinary temperature de-
teats the purpose for which the equipment is

nstalled. He declares

:

"Supreme Heater and Ventilating Corpora-
:ion was perhaps the first organization of
Tianufacturers to adopt the washed air prin-
ciple for the air conditioning of theatre, and
we are among the first to discard it as im-
practical, except in isolated cases in which
artesian well water or connection to a central
station refrigerating pipe line is accessible.

"Warm air has a great affinity for moisture.
When the temperature of the air is high
enough, it will absorb its own weight in water.
Therefore it is very apparent that in passing
summer air ranging from 85 to 110 degrees
through a water spray, excess humidity is

added. Excessive humidity is not comforting,
and if we stop there the intent of the cooling
system is defeated. To complete the process
requires de-humidifying, which can be done
by passing the air through a second spray of
cold artesian water or one cooled by re-

frigerating coils. This de-humidifying of the
air is the process used in the mechanical re-

frigerating systems of cooling our largest
theatres.

"The air washer in general use with water
at ordinary temperature (icing the water does

not help) is a detriment when used with the

blower system of cooling, because it deposits
additional moisture in the air that already
contains large quantities of moisture. The
result is anything but comforting to the occu-
pants of the theatre.

"In discussing this subject with others than
engineers, I am always reminded that schools,

hotels and department stores are equipped
with air washers, but it must be understood
that in these installations air washers are in-

tended to clean the air of dust and not to

act as cooling agents.

"For those who can afford great expense,
mechanical refrigeration is the finest summer
cooling system available, but in the case of
the majority of theatres in which this is pro-

hibitive, there is nothing better than the

blower type of equipment to move large vol-

umes of air and to accomplish a sufficient

number of air changes in the building to

maintain a constant circulation.

"After all, the most nearly perfect cooling
system is the one that distributes fresh air

evenly over the auditorium at high velocity.

This is the practical and most comforting
because it cools by evaporating the body mois-
ture and removing the high humidity from the

seating space."

Phototone Machine, Fifty

Records Stolen from House
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Feb. 12.—Detectives are

looking for thieves who broke into the

Prospect theatre the other night and took
a Phototone demonstration machine and
fifty records belonging to the Phototone
Company of Missouri.

A sign that has won considerable comment. It is on the Paramount theatre in Los
Angeles, and has changeable opal letters, an exclusive line of the Crystalite Company.
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HUB PRODUCTS FROM SERVICE TO SOCKET

Developing New Lighting Effects

ITH the growing vogue for stage presentations in

motion picture theatres, new and novel lighting

effects are being developed constantly.

The most successful theatre operators are those who keep

in close touch with this steady progress in scientific light-

ing as produced by Hub Switchboards.

Many of these enterprising operators use the famous Hub
lighting studio at our factory as their experimental labora-

tory. This studio takes the form of a miniature theatre,

and it is fully equipped with all the latest devices for

reproducing those pleasing light effects which contribute

so much to the success of the general ensemble.

You, too, are cordially invited to use this laboratory.

Bring your lighting problems to us. Our engineers will

gladly give you the full benefits of their wide and varied

experiences, and to show you just how you can improve

your theatre lighting. Of course, there is no obligation on

your part. It will be a pleasure for us.

If it is not convenient for you to come to Chicago just

now, write us. We will gladly help you by correspondence.

Spot Lights

Service Boards

Panel Boards

Usher Signals

Directional Signs

Flood Lights

Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment
Factory and General Officet

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue
Telephone Seeler 6440-1-2

Down Town Chicago Salet Offices

Suite 323—155 N. Clark St.

Phone State 7906

New York City
1457 Broadway

Phone Wisconmin 4843

Toledo. Ohio
1220 Madiion Ave.

Phone Adams 5518

Milwaukee, wit.
123 Second St.

Phone Grand 1533

Footlights

Border Lights

Stage Pockets

Cove Lighting

Exit Signs

NATIONAL MAZDA REGULATORS ARE SUPPLY-
ING HIGH GRADE PROJECTION IN AMERICA'S
FINEST SMALL THEATRES. THEY ARE VERY
REASONABLY PRICED. WRITE FOR DESCRIP-
TIVE LITERATURE—TODAY!

Distributed by

National Theatre Supply Company Stores

Made by

GARVER ELECTRIC COMPANY
Electrical Manufacturers Since 1913

Union City, Indiana, U. S. A.
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A Tokyo Film

Palace from
the West

(Continued from page 23)

presentation will be accompanied by vaude-
ville, prologues, stage dances, ballets, pipe

organ concert and symphonic orchestra and
jazz bands.
"The entrance fee will be divided into

three classes. Special class, price two yen
(specially designed seats which can be en-

gaged). First class, one yen. Ordinary
class, one-half yen.

"Entrance tickets will be sold through
ticket machines and coin exchange delivered
by automatic cashier. Both machines will

be operated by simply pressing a button.

The entire lighting system and design is in

study by both Japanese and foreign spe-

cialists. Powerful outside lights will guide
the public to the theatre entrances. A huge
vertical sign will be placed at the front of

the theatre and large roof signs will broad-
cast to the public the name of the theatre

"The long and wide marquise with its

ceiling of lights will broadcast the name
of the performance and will add more
splendor to the theatre at night. The high
and large windows of the Grand Hall will

flood the powerful lights of different colors

from the hugest chandeliers, which will at-

tract the attention of the numerous passers-

by.

"The company is in connection with the

Roxy, Paramount, Fox theatres and finest

theatres the world over, who supplied all

necessary information and precious assist-

ances as to permit the new company to

build perfect motion picture theatres and
modernized management. Already a spe-

cialist of stage presentation has reached the

United States as to make further investi-

gations and studies.

"Early next spring a representative of the

company will start to the United States as

to investigate the latest improvements of

American motion picture theatre building

and management and at this occasion ob-

tain good connections with the American
leadership."

Prime promoters' of the venture are Vis-

count Takiwaki, member of the House of

Peers, and a son of Baron Furuichi, member
of the Imperial Council. The plans of the

Tokyo theatre building, the eighth and ninth

floors of which will contain offices, call for

the placement of theatre departments and

features as follows:

Sub-basement: Ventilation, electrical,

cooling and heating equipment; dining room
for stage staff and two kitchens, cloak and

bathing rooms for employes, and storage

rooms.

First basement: Three large restaurants

for audiences and "outside clients," shops

and arcade, public telephone booths, bil-

liard rooms, coiffure shops, toilet rooms,

bath rooms, rehearsal theatre.

Main floor: Twelve entrances surround-

ing the theatre, palatial lobby and foyer,

eight special exits, six offices, two large

smoking rooms, main auditorium floor with

1,800 seats, pit for 50 musicians and organ

console on an elevator, telephone booths

elevators, promenades, lounges.

Second floor and mezzanine: Twelve

staircases, smoking rooms, tea rooms, prom-

enades, telephone booths, balcony and fam-

ily boxes.

Third floor: Smoking rooms, tea rooms
promenades, women's parlor, family boxes

upper part of mezzanirie floor.

Fourth floor: Balcony, tea rooms, smok

ing rooms, cloak rooms, women's parlor.

Fifth floor. Projection room, smoking

rooms, tea rooms, promenades, stores, tele

phone booths, rear balcony section.
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Modernism Celebrates the Triumph of

Woman in the Motif of the Boyd
Immensely logical, this association of the New Woman with Art Moderne—as logical as

their association with the motion picture. All three have achieved a monument in this

interesting Philadelphia theatre conceived in the spirit of our times by the Hoffman-Henon
Company for Alexander R. Boyd, who has just sold it to Warner Brothers.

TRIBUTE to modern woman has been
paid in many forms, but it has remained
for the Boyd theatre in Philadelphia to

memorialize her in a structure dedicated to

the motion picture.

There is no levity intended in these words,
not a syllable of satire meant in presenting the
socalled "emancipation of women" as a major
theme in the motif of the design of the Boyd.
The Boyd, after all, is only as modern as the
woman of today. Its design is worked out in

simple, efficient lines, in material of metallic

substance. Its design is an expression of the
modern urge to make beauty serve the pur-
poses of utility—an expression of modern
candor—modern hardness, if you will. Mod-
ern is the whole motif of the Boyd. That its

design includes the "triumph" of
woman as a theme, makes espe-

cially interesting this new temple

of the modern art of the motion
picture.

The Boyd is one of the most
luxurious houses in Philadelphia.

It may be said that among that

city's new screen theatres, none
excels it in the richness of its

ornamentation, brilliancy and har-
mony of color, or lavishness of
furnishings. It was built for Alex-
ander R Boyd, who formerly was
vice president of the Stanley
Company of America. It is lo-

cated on Chestnut Street above
Xineteenth. The Hoffman-Henon
Company were the architects and
also the builders.

The modernism of the Boyd
follows the French manner. Thus
it is less severe than the German
and Russian, and even of the
American, so far as we have de-

veloped a modernistic treatment
strictly of our own. The curve
is used prodigiously, and in many
places there is a tendency to re-

tain the more historical concepts
of design and only modify them
so as to be more in keeping with
the decorative values which have
grown out of today's mechano-
scientific point of view.
Those parts of the decorative

scheme which express the "tri-

umph" of women are the murals,
stained glass ornaments and vari-

ous furnishings. Over the pro-
scenium arch is a large allegorical

mural representing the defense of
an Amazon queen against the
hordes of Africa and Asia. The
same theme is continued in a suc-
cession of murals down the sides
}f the proscenium arch and along
:he walls of the auditorium.
The ladies, God bless 'em, are

ilso paid exquisite modernistic
:ribute in a series of six silhou-
ettes, which are placed in niches
dong the walls of the auditorium.
These figures are finished off in

neither crimson nor statuesque white, but in

black and gold, proving that the moderns,
though their prayers may be uttered in the
live language of today, are true believers in

the cult of beauty. These silhouettes are of
metal—silver Monel metal—and representing
the women of a number of different nations,

bring their theme to a climax in a figure of a
modern American girl, than whom, of course,

there can be none more modern—indeed, none
more modernistic.
The stage and cinematic facilities are of the

most up-to-date character, and both elaborate
musical productions and sound pictures may
be presented. Every detail of the construc-
tion had the personal consideration of Boyd,
whose long career in exhibiting and his

View of the exterior, showing the modernistic treatment, which
is carried out even unto the sign. Interesting are the architec-
tural lines of the masonry, which get a striking modernistic

effect rather simply.

former association with the Stanley circuit

have given him an intimate insight into the

requirements of a theatre answering ade-
quately the needs and aspirations of the mo-
tion picture.

The corridor leading from the entrance to

the theatre proper is handsomely furnished,

and the ticket seller's booths are of hammered
wrought metal with colored glass panels.

The walls of the lobby and foyer are of
marble, with handsome pilasters and marble
pedestals for lighting fixtures. The spacious

foyer contains richly ornamented glass and
metal fountains and is equipped with luxuri-

ous furniture. Broad stairways of marble
with railings of beautiful wrought iron and
bronze, lead to the balcony. On the floor of

the foyer is a specially made rug
of great beauty, measuring 40 x
26 feet, woven in one piece and
harmonizing in coloring and de-

sign with the decorative scheme
of the interior. The rug was
woven in Czecho-Slovakia, the

order being given at the time the

building contract was placed. It

required six months to complete

it, and as the opening day ap-

proached, considerable anxiety

was felt lest the rug should not

arrive in time for the opening.

However, it arrived safely just

the day before the theatre was
presented to the public.

Stairways lead from the foyer

to a lower mezzanine floor in

which there is a combination

lounge and smoking room. From
the latter open rest rooms for

men and for women, and also a

special cosmetics room for the

women. A promenade in the rear

of the balcony looks down upon

a handsome marble fountain.

The main auditorium, which
measures 154 x 125- feet, has been

so constructed that a full view of

the stage and screen is afforded

from every seat in the house.

This too is modernistic—making
beauty serve a useful end. The
seats are specially designed for

comfort. An unusual feature,

said to be found in no other the-

atre in the East, is five rows of

specially constructed leather arm
chairs in the rear, which are

slightly elevated above the floor

and also more widely spaced than

the orchestra seats. These chairs

are large, roomy and deeply up-

holstered, with wide arms and
high backs, and are the first of

the type installed in any Phila-

delphia playhouse.

Looking around the auditorium

one is impressed by the rich

beauty of the decorations, modern
French style being used harmoni-
ously throughout. The ushers are

fittingly garbed in French uni-



THE BOYD, DESIGNED IN THE MODERN SPIRIT
Views of a new Philadelphia screen theatre inspired by this mechano-scientific age
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SAMUELS

CURTAIN TRACK
EXCLUSIVELY NEW

The Curtain is supported at intervals of ten inches by TWO Rubber
Wheels rolling on TWO Parallel Treads. TWICE the Strength with
HALF the Drag At the Same Price.

AUTOMATIC DEVICES COMPANY
737 Hamilton Street—Allentown, Pa.

Also Manufacturers of A. D. C. Automatic Curtain Control and
Stabilarc Generator.

Design Inspired by Beauty of

Past — Sound of Today

ensemble, and a Wurlitzer organ, installed in

the pit, makes it possible to accompany the

silent screen presentations with

music.

itable

In its projection room, the new North Park
boasts one of the largest and most modern
plants in Southern California. Two Simplex
projection machines, on Western Electric—

(Continued from page 57)

Universal bases, make it possible to show both
Vitaphone and Movietone films.

_
All the

latest safety devices and synchronizing im-
provements are embodied in these two ma-
chines, and preview tests showed the installa-

tion to be perfect in every respect.

For stage effects, two spot lamps and a

Brinkert De Luxe effect machine provide

facilities for all manner of spot and flash

lighting. The Brinkert is equipped with eight

sets of lenses, six irises, an automatic color

wheel and an improved lamp house focussing
device, making it possible to project any shape
of light, any size of spot and a wide variety

of flood effects.

Four control panels enable the operator to

control all the projection room apparatus
from either of the four. Two Fader volume
control boxes are located at convenient points.

The amplifying panel is set against the rear

wall of the room, and all house lights are

wired to a separate projection room board.

Amplification is wired directly from the

projection apparatus to two horn towers on
the stage, each tower equipped with two horns,

and current is provided by Westinghouse gen-

erators and rheostats housed in a separate

room adjoining the projection booth.

The Riverside has been created to carry

out the best of the early Spanish-California

type of architecture and to typify the atmos-

phere of the historic Southland.

* * *

Located upon an important corner of River-

side's business district, its tower dominate'

the nearby skyline. Arcades over the side-

walks along two sides of the building giv<

the delightful perspective which was charac-

teristic of many of California's old missions

and the red tile roof makes charming con

trast with the light exterior walls. Tile i:

also used upon the lobby floor—tile of th<

sort laid in the early days of the Southwes
by devout padres. Of gayer pattern is th<

tile used in the lobby walls, along the stair

cases and in other well chosen places. Th<

sidewalk beneath the arcades has been stainec

with acid, lending to the cement rectangle:

in appearance of weathered color. The usi

of art stone around the lobby display case:

is another effective touch.

Entering the foyer, one's attention is a

once held by the harmonious restraint of th<

decorations. Concrete and staff work, unde:

the brushes of artists, have been made to lool

like age-old beams of wood. Wrought iroi

in designs patterned after the handiworl

turned out at the forges of ancient Spain

makes beautiful the stair rails and balus

trades.

The main lounge is situated below stairs

Soft carpets, the glow of shaded lamps, lux

urious furnishings and a huge fireplace-

these entice the theatregoer with a few mo
ments to spare. Restrooms are located a

either end of the lounge, and there are othe

retiring rooms on the mezzanine lounge

reached by wide and graceful staircases fror

the foyer. On the mezzanine, too, is an allur

ing little niche, attractively furnished, to be

guile the visitor. More daring in its colo

scheme of reds, yellows, blues and greens, ye

in perfect taste, is the mezzanine, and a to

insistent note of color is cleverly avoided bot

here and in the foyer by the choice of carpet

in rich maroon, without design.

* * *

Attractive as is the beauty found in lobb;

foyer and lounge, it is but supplementary t

that of the auditorium. Truly Spanish is th

design worked out in the concrete and sta

work of the walls and ceilings, and the Mooi

ish influence is seen in the lines of A
proscenium arch, with its decorative feature

Above the center of the stage hang three gre

mission bells similar to those found in ti

ancient missions. It is these bells which pre

vide the dominant note in the decorative pla

of the auditorium. Graceful stairways circ

the organ lofts. Over their iron balustradi

are flung colorful, shawl-like drapes. Oth<

draperies and the lighting fixtures are qui

in keeping with the atmosphere of Old Spai

The organ in the new Riverside theatre

a Wurlitzer, and its console is placed upc

an elevator in the center of the orchestra p

making possible many delighftul and unusu

effects during the presentation of program

Located at the rear of the balcony is tl

projection room. Here are to be found
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lendid installation of Western Electric

und equipment, a Brinkert effect machine.

ur spotlights, two Simplex machines with

_;h intensity Ashcraft lamps, and other mod-
i appliances. Along the front wall of the

pjection room are five-control panels, with
.•itches controlling all motors, dissolvers and
:ephone system. By means of the thor-

<ghh/ modern equipment of this projection

:3m, the operators may obtain effects lim-

:d only by their imagination and ingenuity.

Large enough for the presentation of the

list elaborate road shows is the Riverside

tatre stage. A counterweight system is

i:d, with 40 sets of lines. There are trees

:i a bridge with spots for illumination of

;y sort, in addition to the usual foots and
Irders found on every stage. Modern safety

ipliances. including an automatic sprinkler

: tem, are to be found here. Dressing rooms
located in the L-shaped store and office

; lion of the structure, which flanks the main
tratre structure. They are to be found on
t- second floor and are reached by a stair-

ly from the stage. Disturbing noises from
t dressing rooms, or indeed from any part

c the other portion of the building, thus can-

i interfere with the presentation of shows.
.- other safeguard against unwanted noises

t de by water sprays, motors, generators,

e., is found in their installation in the base-

r nt of the office part of the structure.

."entilation of the Riverside theatre is ac-

cnplished by washed air, distributed through
srarefully designed system. Heating is by
Ige gas furnaces. An unusual feature is

t' well which was drilled beneath the build-

it, this furnishing water 15 degrees cooler

t n that in the city mains, and which is de-

1 :red to the huge spray tanks.

Che new Riverside theatre demonstrates
ctdnsivsly that it is possible to make a play-

rise ideal both from the practical and the

aistic standpoints. Already this theatre is a
s»w place of the Orange Belt, that part of
Cithern California in which it is situated.

I is truly one of California's most artistic

tatres

spadey to Open Tu o

Neic Theatres in Feb.;

Equity House in Debut
{Special to Better Theatres)

HILADELPHIA. Feb. 12—The Stanley
Cnpany's new Uptown theatre at Broad
a: Susquehanna avenues will open to the

p lie on February 16. The seating ac-

oimondations are for 2.500 persons. The pol-

ic will be three shows daily, presenting to
N'th Philadelphia first-run? direct from
tl downtown central houses.' The interior
d'orations are East Indian and Cambodian
imotif, with iron, glass and polished metal
enring into the scheme. In the foyer
tl"e is a large mural, "The Chase." painted

Paul Donville. a young Philadelphia
aist, which has been pronounced by critics

a >lendid piece of art.

iquity Theatres, Inc., opened their new
P ker theatre at Darby. Pa., yesterday.
T- Parker has a seating capacity of 2,500
at represents an investment of close to a
nLion dollars. The architectural design
at decorations are modernistic. The offer-
in; will include stage attractions as well
astalking and synchronized pictures. It

w announced recently that an agreement
h; been reached between Warner Brothers
ai Equity Theatres under which the former
w take over the entire Equity Circuit.

inishing touches are rapidly being added
tche Stanley Company's new Mastbaum
th.tre at 20th and Market streets. This
thtfre was erected as a memorial to the
la Jules E. Mastbaum. former president
at one of the founders of the company.
Sue indication of the magnitude and
b*ity of the Mastbaum may be gained
irn the fact that it was erected and
fu ished at a cost of S5.000.000 and will
ac mmodate 5.000 oersons.

ALSO MA>TTACTVRER5 OF EMERGENCY ELECTRIC LIGHT H POl

Y7

Guaranteed <^>

Put all your ticket problems in our hands

—

and save both money and worry.
Our great plant, with its special ticket mak-

ing machinery, and its force of ticket experts,
can take care of all your tickets and box office
needs, in a way that is simply out-of-the-ques-
tion for smaller concerns.

Roll Ticket>—single or multiple: stock or
special designs.
Folded Tickets—For all makes of machines,

stock or special.
Strip Tickets—10 to a strip—wire stitched 25

strips to a pad.
Reserved Seat Tickets—to diagram-
Hard Tickets, passes, door checks-
Coupon Books—for sale to parents for their

children. Also for use as prizes and premiums
by merchants and others. Send for our book-
let—"Coupon Books as Business Boosters."

Get Figures front Areus

on all the above; as well as on Ticket-Racks,
Boxes, etc.

THE ARCUS TICKET CO.
346 N. Ashland Ave. Chicago, 111.

ARGUS
GOUPON
ttOOKS

THEATRE A
Are taking advantage

Your fixtures should be practi-

cal, for illumination is certainly

tne purpose of lighting equipment.

Your patrons notice the light-

ing and it regtsters, favorable or

unfavorable.

Lighting fixtures by VOKjT
are the popular choice of theatre

owners for equipping both NEW
and old theatres.

Shipped direct from factory

to you on extended payments

if desired

If you are interested in modern ,

an design, write for new catalog,

now ready.

VOIGT COMPANY
Designers tnd Mtnufucums
D 1

. i l:z'-'--'Z 1
for Theisms

1743-49 No. 12th St. .

PHILADELPHIA, PA
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Right: Detail of the

auditorium wall. The
Spanish motif is car-

ried out in relief and

in art figures and
suggestions of

_

trop-

ical plant life.

Below: Detail of the

auditorium wall at

the proscenium arch,

where high decorated

arched grilles and
twisted columns imi*

fate the Spanish.

A NEW RKO HOUSE IN A SUBURB OF NEW YOR
Vieivs of the new Keith-Albee theatre in Flushing designed by Thomas W. Lamb
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The grand foyer of the Keith-Albee, a strikingly sincere reproduction of a patio in some I2th Century Castitian dwelling.

J*

IN OLD HISTORIC FLUSHING
St

THE new Keith-Albee theatre

on Xorthern Boulevard in the

heart of historic
Flushing, X. Y., is the lat-

est, and one of the finest,

achievements of modern
theatre building as exempli-
fied in the new present day
standard of the Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Corporation. Xo metropolis in the

world now can boast of a more scien-

tifically constructed theatre than this

which now adorns the main thorough-
fare of Flushing, renowned as a residential community since

Colonial days and now one of the most populous Long Island
suburbs of Xew York.
The Flushing, which was designed and completed by Thomas

\Y. Lamb of Xew York, tinder the personal supervision of E. F.

Albee, carries in its exterior the architectural motif of Spanish
Renaissance. Its facade is in grayish-white cast stone, with
projecting bay-windows trimmed with ornate bronze. The mar-
quise above the main entrance enters into the composition of
the facade as an essential part of the architectural conception as
a whole. Contact with the immense interior of the theatre, its

atmosphere and spaciousness, begins in the lobby where ele-

mental and detailed ornament of Iberian origin and tradition is

carried out in projecting loggias, crowned arches, decorated
colonettes, and a ceiling of figured sculpture in polychrome.
The grand foyer, which is oval in shape, possesses a splendor

of appointment and luxuries decoration emphatic of the cohesive
plan of structure and decoration. This space is of vast size

THE K E ITH -ALB E E

ON LONG ISLAND
the

and is surrounded with a mural and
fresco-adornment redolent of the

sunny land of Spain. The
central incident in the grand
foyer is the free-standing

fountain and pool, topped
by a figure of Cupid and
with many dolphins at play

streams of water, down-
pouring from the central vents.

The pool itself is illuminated from
below with beams of varicolored

lights. In recesses of the grand stair-

way are other miniature fountains, in polychrome niches.

The concave and curved ceiling, is provided with atmospheric
and cerulean effects, every resource of electric lighting being

enlisted to provide the illusions of daylight and moonlight and
the midday sweep of the sun. Two spacious, winding, marble
stairways lead to the mezzanine promenade, from which a broad
vista opens into the main foyer. Sculptures, carvings and period

furnishings adorn and punctuate these intervals.

The great proscenium arch is generally decorated with features

of Spanish art. It towers to the skyline ceiling of the auditorium.

The curtain is of embroidered silk and gold.

The auditorium walls abound in historical coats of arms, Iber-

ian escutcheons, flowered balconettes of old Granada, tiled man-
sards, pergolas and mediaeval lanterns (electric), and very suit-

able embellishment in keeping with the leading motif of the

theatre's construction. The dome above this vast auditorium is

"a sky'' with moving clouds wind-driven and cumulous. The
theatre is equipped with RCA Photophone.
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CLOSED

The New

EASY
ELECTRIC
HEATER

Automatic Temperature
Controlled

Designed especially for

Theatre Organ Chambers,
Box Offices, etc., but will

prove useful in many
other places.

Write for particulars

Made in 500, 1000, 1500

and 2000 watt capacity

KAUSALITE
MFG. CO.

8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, III.

SHOWING INTERIOR

The New

FLUSH WALL
AISLE LIGHT

Ramps, Stairways and
Corridors in Theatres,

Hotels and Hospitals

Made in tteo sizes— standard,

and junior far use over tablet

in hospital patients* rooms.

OUR STANDARD CHAIR TYPE

MODERN PROJECTION REQUIRES GOOD FILM CEMENT

Griffin Film Cement
Makes a quick dependable patch.

Guaranteed to give better service than any other

cement.
Manufactured by

F. B. GRIFFIN OSHKOSH, WIS.

Sample and prices upon request

BEST
The leading Mazda
adapter for the

small theatre,
school or lodge.

t" Mazda Adapter

$13.50

BEST DEVICES CO.
200 Film Bldg. Cleveland, O.

Glass Color Plates for

Spots and Olivets

Made of finest quality

natural colored heat

resisting glass, main-

taining a permanent

and beautiful color.

Offer the most prac-

tical, as well as eco-

nomical means for

securing color.
Color Plate

Write for our circular "Profit from Color."

2628 W. Congress St. Chicago, III.

Modernism
Celebrates

Triumph of

Woman
(Continued from page 71)

forms. The proscenium arch is 50 feet wii

and 30 feet high. Above it is the beautif

modern mural depicting the defense of tl

Amazons previously described. The ceilii

decorations represent outdoor sports throug

out the ages, in rich colors upon a soft gr.

background.

A distinctive feature of the theatre is tl

size of the stage. While the theatre is pi

marily intended for the presentation of m
tion pictures, its stage is capable of accomm
dating all sorts of theatrical presentatiot

Its width and depth may be augmented by t

orchestra pit, which may be raised to the sta

level and used to form a stage apron. T
organ console is also on a lift and may
brought up into full view of the audiea

In this way the stage may be extended

feet. Four large hanging flood lights illumi

the stage, and in addition there are 20 sp<

lights in front of the balcony.

The house is equipped with apparatus f

the presentation of sound films. The heati

and cooling apparatus is of the most mode

type. The air may be heated or cooled

will within a few minutes, the engineers t

clare.

Many congratulatory expressions have be

offered to Boyd for the arrangement of t

auditorium because it affords a free a

wholly unobstructed view of the stage a

screen from every seat. The convenience

ingress and egress and many other comfo

provided for patrons have brought laudat(

comment. The house seats 2,500 persons, l,i

on the ground floor.

The theatre stands on a site of historic

terest. In 1830 the mansion of Jacob Ridgw

was situated here, and later the Aldine he

was erected on the same site.

Decorations of the Boyd are by the Ra

bush Company of New York. The organ i

Kimball. Other leading contractors are lis

below

:

Heating and ventilating—American Heat

& Ventilating Company, Philadelphia, co-op

ating with engineers of the Carrier Engine

ing Corporation, Newark.

Electrical effects and wiring—Elias N
baum & Brother, Philadelphia.

Brick work—Louderback Brothers, Ph-

delphia.
* * *

Plastering and ornamental work—Com
ental Plastering Company, Philadelphia.

Wrought iron work—Quaker City .

Metal Works, Philadelphia.

Cut stone—John A. Dodds, Inc., Philac

phia.

Decorative glass—Eny Art, Inc., New Yc

Booth equipment—National Theatre Sup

Company, Philadelphia.

Woodwork—Robert Tarlo & Son, Philac

!

phia.

Hardware—Adolph Soeffing & Compa,

Philadelphia.

Marble—Philadelphia Marble & Slate Cc
pany.

Reinforced concrete—Carter Paving C<

pany, Philadelphia.

Steel construction work—S. A. Lindstr

.

Fernwood, Pa.
Stage equipment, organ and orchestra I

—Peter Clark, Inc., New York
Automatic sprinkler equipment — Rai

Sprinkler Company, Philadelphia.

Uniforms—Browning, King & Comp
Philadelphia.
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You Must Do

WHAT YOU INTENDED TO DO
Says the Court

For example, can a municipality conduct motion picture shows? Is that what its

charter intended it to do? These and other questions are answered according to re-

cent judicial decisions in a new article on the Theatre and the Law

By LEO T. PARKER

"¥'
is important to know that lease con-

I tracts are construed strictly in accordance
^with the intended meaning of the parties

at he time the lease is made. Also, any per-

se who breaches a lease is liable for the

jc for the remaining terms of the lease.

'or instance, in Strand Amusement Corn-

pry vs. Hall (222 N. VV. 85), it was dis-

ci ed that an amusement company gave a
lee to a person named Hall for a portion

ots premises for a term of three years. An
irortant clause in the lease read as fol-

ks:
Parties of the second part (Hall) are

p ileged to cancel this lease after the firs*.

fter occupying the premises two years,

hi notified the amusement company tliat he
itnded to cancel the lease, and he later va-
ci'd the building. The amusement company
d ied him the right to cancel the lease and
s n thereafter brought suit to recover rent

ft the remainder of the term of the lease.

lall contended that the lease stated that

h had the right to cancel the lease at any
t.e after the first year. The amusement
c lpany proved that when the lease was
s ied, Hall verbally stated that he desired
t(have the privilege to cancel the lease at

t end of the first year.

n view of this testimony, the court held
I'll liable for the full amount of the rent
f the remaining year, and said

:

_
-Aided by the patrol evidence, the court

f nd that the agreement between the parties
!i fact was that the lease might be canceled
a of, or to take effect at, the end of the
fit year."

low Sot Permitted
i Memorial Hall

Mnce many operators mav desire to hold
eiibits in Memorial Hall, the recent case of
-Jite vs. City of Hiawatha (272 Pac. 113),

I sents unusually important legal informa-
t i. Also, in this case a higher court held
I I a municipality has no authority to con-
t;t motion picture shows, even for educa-
I lal purposes.
he facts are that the citizens of a city

* ed bonds for the erection of a memorial
i litorium. Soon after the building was
( cted, the municipal trustees leased the as-
^ ib|y room to a theatre operator at a rental
t $7 a night for the purpose of exhibiting
rving pictures. After the operator had in-
J lied his equipment, suit was instituted.
cJlenEing the right of the trustees to rent
t building for show purposes, on the con-
t tion that the memorial building was erected
Jely as a commemoration to the valorous
* ievements of the American soldiers.

The court held the trustees without author-
ity to lease the auditorium for the show busi-

ness and issued an injunction against the con-
tinuance of the show under the lease. After-
wards, the municipal trustees began giving
educational shows in the auditorium, contend-
ing the injunction against the theatre operator
was not effective against the city which they
represented.

The state brought suit against the city re-

questing the court to issue a second injunction

prohibiting the city from exhibiting educa-
tional motion pictures in the auditorium.

The lower court held the performance of
the shows permissible, but the higher court
reversed this verdict, saying

:

"Since memorial buildings may not be leased
to private parties to carry on private busi-

ness, may they be used by the city or its

trustees to carry on a commercial enterprise
such as a picture show or theatrical business?
It is conceded that there is no express au-
thority for the city to engage in the moving
picture business or any other commercial en-
terprise in the building. A moving picture
show is a well-recognized kind of private

siness, carried on by private parties in most
of the cities, towns, and community centers
of the state. It is now almost as well recog-
nized and common as the grocery and clothing
businesses. A vast amount of money is in-

vested in them, and a municipality engaged
in the business will necessarily meet with sharp

Booth in the North Park theatre, San
Diego, Cal., recently erected by IVest

Coast Theatres.

competition . . . Municipal corporations are

creations of the law and can exercise only
powers conferred by law and take none by
implication ... It is argued that the giving
of these shows in the auditorium will be of
some educational advantage to the community,
but it cannot well be said that moving picture

and road shows are educational in purpose
or effect . . . We think it is beyond the reach
of municipal powers, in that it is repugnant
to our state policy as evidenced by the con-
stitutional, statutory, and common law of the

state."

Director Liable

for Secret Profit

Generally speaking, a director of a corpor-
ation is expected by law to render faithful

services, and he must not conceal secret

profits earned by sale of real estate or other
merchandise to the corporation. For instance,

in Witter vs. LaVeque (221 N. W. 131), it

was disclosed that the Northern Theatre Com-
pany was organized with an authorized capital

of 3,000 shares of preferred stock of the
par value of S100 per share, and 6.000 shares
of common stock without par value.

The theatre corporation entered into a con-
tract to purchase a lot for $25,000 from one
of its directors named LeVeque. on which
it was intended to erect a theatre. After
$20,000 had been paid on the lot. another
agreement between the theatre corporation
and LeVeque was made, by the terms of
which the latter deeded the lot to the cor-
poration and retained a mortgage tor the
balance $5,000 which was due.

New stockholders and directors had become
interested in the theatre corporation and they
investigated the transaction between the the-
atre corporation and LeVeque. These new
stockholders then filed suit against LeVeque,
contending that he had received an excessive
price for the lot. LeVeque argued that he
was not liable for any fraudulent deal be-
tween himself and the theatre corporation,
as the transaction had been ratified and ap-
proved by the majority of stockholders and
that he had not concealed the details of the
transaction relating to the purchase of the
lot.

However, it was shown that LeVeque had
informed the stockholders that he had paid
$25,000 for the lot and that he would sell

it to the corporation at his cost price. The
court held LeVeque liable for the secret profit

he earned on the lot, but refused to invalidate
the sale, saying:

"There is nothing in the record to indi-

cate that there was any fraud or concealment
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Better Theatres
decorate with

REISTNQ'S
True to Nature

Artificial Flowers and Trees

There are none better for Lob-
bies, Foyers, Auditorium

or Orchestra Pit

Installations have just been com-
pleted in two new atmospheric
theatres

:

Loew's Valencia, Jamaica, Long
Island, and
The Toledo Paramount, Toledo,
Ohio

Let us estimate
your needs

G. Reising & Co,
227 West Austin Avenue

Chicago, III.

Reserved Seal Tickets: for Theatres and all amuse-

ment enterprises. Folded Machine Tickets: for all

machines. Roll and Book Strip Tickets: for every

purpose. We supply the leading theatres and amuse-

ment enterprises all over the country. ^ rite for

samples and prices.

WELDON,WILLIAMS& LICK
FORT SMITH, ARK.

Specialists in Numbered Printing Since 1898

where
he cant

let ill

The inner door 01
"hold up" partition
shown on the chest
illustrated below
will permit the
depositing of all

money, except
enough to make
change, thru the
slot where the thief
cannot get it.

As no one but the
manager has the
combination, the
hold-up man can-
not force any em-
ployee to give up
the cash.

YORK SAFE&
LOCK CO.

York, Pa.

in the transaction relating to this purch
|

The price paid was doubtless more than e

property was fairly worth. But LeVeque
5

under no obligation to sell, and after

lapse of such a period of time and the ml A
times the transaction relating thereto was .

fore the board of directors, the integrity ci
majority of whom is not questioned, we aj s

with the trial court that the record does
1

justify interference therewith. ... It is k

parent that they [stockholders] placed imp
\

confidence in LeVeque [director] and re
]

on all that he said relative to the affairs I

the corporation. It clearly appears that thj

stockholders acted under the belief that

property was turned into the corporation

the price LeVeque paid for it."

Damages Allowed
to Patron

In the very recent case, Fame vs. K

I

(280 S. W. 445), the court held the prop'
tor of an amusement place liable in dama
for injuries sustained by a patron. The m< •

cal examination and X-ray pictures disclo 1

that a permanent injury was effected a: 1

result of the patron being playfully pus [

by an attendant.

The lower court entered a verdict for $4,

1

in favor of the injured girl, and the hig •

court sustained the judgment, because the

tendant had failed to exercise ordinary ril

to prevent injuries to patrons.

Therefore, it is quite apparent that the:

owners legally are expected to exercise "01

nary" care to prevent injury from any sou

to patrons. Sometimes, the exact meaning
the term "ordinary" care is not readily und
stood. Generally, it means that degree of c

that would have been exercised by a reas'

ably prudent man under the identical circi

stances.

The court in a very recent case (109

282), defined the term as follows:

"Ordinary care is greater care than wo
be exercised by a negligent person."

Another common source of litigation

volving "ordinary" care is where an empli

is injured while in the service of his e

plover. An employer is expected to exerc

an "ordinary" degree of care to safegu;

his employes from injury. Also, a thea

proprietor is liable for the acts of his m;

ager.

For illustration, in a very recent case ('.

Pac. 262) it was disclosed that a stage ha

was accidentally shot by a stage manager w
jokingly pointed a pistol at the former. T
timony proved that the stage manager 1

not know the pistol was loaded. Howev
the higher court held the injured employe

titled to recover compensation for the inji

sustained.

In juries Not Arising

Out of Employment

On the other hand, a theatre owner is 1

liable for injuries sustained by an empk

who is not acting within the scope of I

employment when the accident occurs. I

instance, in White City Amusement Compa

vs. Industrial Commission (163 N. E. 337),

was disclosed that an employe left his ref

lar employment and undertook, without a

authority, to assume more dangerous wo

This court promply held the employe not (

titled to compensation, and said:

"To entitle a claimant to an award un(

the Compensation Act, it is not suffici'

that the injury occurred in the course of t

employment. // must also arise out of I

employment. It has long been the establish

rule that, when an employe places himself

a dangerous place where his employment dc

not necessarily carry him, and when he inci

a danger of his own choosing outside of t

reasonable requirements of his employme
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t risk arising from such act cannot be said

t be incident to or arise out of his

e jloyment."

(re of Patrons

Hieves Exhibitor

j.ince, in many instances, proprietors of

tlatres and amusement parks have been held

li.le in damages for injuries sustained by

prons, the recent case of Pontecorvo vs.

Crk (272 Pac. 591) is unusually important.

I this case the court clearly indicates the kind

o testimony a proprietor being sued must

iroduce to prove that he exercised ordinary

c ; to safeguard his patrons against injury

a ,
therefore, is not liable in damages.

'he facts are that a child 13 years old, was
ked when he fell from a "roller coaster."

t parents sued the owner for several thou-

5 d dollars damages. At the trial, the owner

o the roller coaster introduced convincing
j

t< imony proving that he had instructed the

a ndants on the cars to carefully inspect the

fa iianism on frequent occasions, and always

warn passengers to sit down and hold on

Hilt. In view of this testimony, the court

h i the proprietor not liable, stating import-

a law, as follows

:

The witness William Wheeler, a young
rin, testified that he was a passenger on

tl coaster at the time of the accident, occu-

pag the second seat in the front car and

sing immediately back of the deceased. He
s ed that as the passengers were entering

tl cars, an attendant cautioned them to 'hold

o tight and stay in their seats,' referring to

tl time that the coaster was in operation. . . .

^iin. important is the fact that several per-

ils, shortly after the accident—one the same
e ning and the others the following day

—

s jected the coaster to a scrutinizing in-

s ction
—

'from top to bottom,' as one of the

vnesses declared—and found it to be per-

f :ly intact in all its parts, no damage or

dect in the machinery having been discov-

e i. And it is a circumstance of no signifi-

c ce that, out of the 18 passengers on the

t«n at" the time of the accident, the de-

c sed was the only one thrown from the

ci ... It is claimed, however, that it must
b held as a matter of law that the defendant

U guilty of negligence which was the direct

c se of the accident, 'especially in the case

0 children,' in that he failed to provide the

[| 'with straps or other safety appliances
ti hold the passengers to their seats while

g lg over the dips and bumps, or to furnish

a ndants to ride in the cars and protect

tl passengers from being thrown out of the

sse.' . . . There is no evidence that the cars

1 e not equipped with all the appliances

0 neans for protecting passengers which are

u ally or ordinarily provided for or neces-

s; • to be employed in the operation of such

dveyances or vehicles. The iron bar or rail

ir :ach car and in front of the passengers

k specially designed to enable passengers to

h i themselves in their seats against the

'j <s' and 'bumps' naturally characteristic of

sun a contrivance when in motion, and so

fa as this record discloses, was all-sufficient

f( such purpose."

1 *atre Owner
H'd Liable

rjn the other hand, in the recent case of
R in & Cherry Shows vs. Dinsmore (164 N.
E304), a traveling show owner was held

lie for damages in a large amount for
nines sustained by patrons as a result of
d«;ctive bleacher seats falling down.

i (his case it was proved that the proprietor
m negligent in failing to know that his
ei loyes properly repaired the seats, although
htfordered them to do so. This court ex-
pired the law, as follows :

)n the day of the injury he [proprietor]
in ected the seats about 12 o'clock, and he
tc id water standing on the ground near and
at it the jacks which supported the seats, to

As though hy

invisible floods of light

Sparkling, joyful warming light filling the

stage, delighting the audiences— yet seeming

to come from nowhere— this is what pa vs the

theater owner and is what Major ChromiumY Plated Reflectors give.

Certainly no single de-

velopment in years has

carried lighting forward

in a great leap as the

Major Method of Chro-NEW MAJOR
CHROMIUM

PLATED REFLECTORS
mium Plating Reflectors.

To be sure of this newest

lighting product write for full details and

estimates— free of course.

We have a neiv Catalog about ready
to mail. Get your name on the list for

one. Decidedly worth while,

MM^Equipmcrit Company
4603 Fullerton Ave., Chicago

uy a hat witlb i
tvhat you save;

THEATRE ANNOUNCEMENT TRAILERS—ANY KIND

5C PER FOOT

SPECIAL ARTISTIC ANIMATED PRESENTATIONS
(Manager Representatives Wanted $5 00 EACH
for APPRECIATIOX Advertising

*

Films for Local Advertisers.) 24 HOUR SERVICE
7 Years of honest service

/Tppreciatioi^ Films , Inc.
V> 1029 S. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.
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The Proper Control of Light

On Your Screen

Picture film* vary aa well ai current eoodltieat.

Your projectionist can adjust his are current t*

always give you a clear, bright picture If yen

•quip with PERFECTION. Current earing un W
a result of PERFECTION equipment, far he need

not use full current till the actual projection is

started.

PERFECTION
REMOTE CONTROL RHEOSTATS
An Ever Crowing List of Satisfied Vters:

Roxy Theatre -

City
- New York Loew's Texas Ttaeatr* -

Houston, Texas

Paramount Theatre — New Loew's 86th St.—Brooklya.
York City N. Y.

Rlalto Thea're—New York J-oew's State—Columbua. 0.

aty
Rivoli Theatre—New York

City

Loew's State Theatre—New-
York City

Fox Theatre—Brooklyn

Fox Theatre—Detroit

Fox Theatre—St. Louis

Paramount Theatre—Brook-
lyn

Lomr*i State Theatre—New
ark. N. J.

Astor Theatre — New Terk
City

Proctor's 86th St. — New
York City

Cohan Theatre—New York
City

Publlx Theatre — Buffalo.
N. Y.

New Capitol—Blnghamtoa.
N. Y.

Keith's Theatre—Philadel-
phia

and many others

Sold by Theatre Supply Dealers

HOFFMANN & SOONS
Mfg. Division

S87 First Arena. New Y»rk City

Contracting Electrical Engineers—Moving Pic-

ture Theatre Electrical Sffecinlists

BRASS BRONZE STEEL

RAILINGS
Ornamental Bronze Work

Grilles Wickets

ZERO VALVE &
BRASS CORP.

634 Fourth St. Buffalo, N. Y.

SPECIAL
The Junior D. K.

Automatic Curtain

Control

NOW NOW
#175.00

rcenicgtudios
TIFFIN.OHIO

Complete Stage Equipment

Catalogue Upon Request

a depth of about five inches. He found some
of the blocks under the jacks loose, and re-

placed them himself, and gave directions to

two men in the employ of Ringens to watch
the water and see that the blocks did not wash
out. The collapse of the seats which caused
the injury was brought about by the water
loosening the blocks supporting the jacks,

and thus in turn the jacks moved out of
place and permitted the whole seating ar-

rangement to tall. ... It was the duty of
appellant [proprietor] to use reasonable care

to see that the bleacher seats in all of its

shows were so constructed and maintained
as not to risk doing injury to anyone attend-

ing the aggregation of shows which appel-

lant was exhibiting pursuant to its contract

with the Indiana state board of agricul-

ture. . . . He is required to use care and
diligence to keep the place safe for those in

attendance and, failing to do so, he may be
held liable for injuries occasioned by his neg-
lect. His want of knowledge of defective
conditions which by the exercise of reasonable
care he might have discovered will not excuse
him."

Not Entitled to

Payment for Extras

Since many new theatres in various locali-

ties are in the course of construction and re-

pair, it is important to know that contractors

are not entitled to payment for extras, unless

the terms of the contract are followed. For
example, in Mansfield vs. Cape May County
(143 Atl. 379), it was disclosed that a con-
tractor and the owner of a lot entered into

a contract which in part specified:

"The work to be performed under this con-
tract will consists in furnishing all tools, im-
plements, machinery, labor and all necessary
materials. . . . And it is hereby understood
that the contractor in accepting the contract

agrees to furnish any and everything neces-

sary for such construction notwithstanding
any omissions in the drawings or specifica-

tions. . .
."

The specifications provided, "The contractor

must at all times comply with the require-

ments of the specifications and shall not on
any pretense, save that of a written order
from the contracting parties or the engineer,

deviate from the intent of the specifica-

tions. . .
."

During the construction work, the con-
tractor discovered that certain materials not
specified in the specifications were required

to satisfactorily complete the job. He con-

sulted the engineer, who verbally ordered him
to procure the necessary items. Later the

owner refused to pay for these extras and
the contractor filed suit to collect the value

of the extra materials and labor cost of

installing the same.

It is interesting to observe that the court

held the contractor not entitled to recover
payment for these extras because he had ob-

tained a verbal instead of a written order
from the engineer. The court said

:

"No rule of the law is more firmly estab-

lished by a long train of decisions than this

:

That where a party, by his own contract,

creates a duty or charge upon himself, he

is bound to make it good, if he may, not-

withstanding any accident by inevitable ne-

cessity, because he might have provided

against it by his contract. . . . Where persons

contracting with each other regarding what
shall be their course of conduct with each

other, regarding a certain subject matter, and
declare that there shall be no change in their

agreement, which shall vest an additional

liability in favor of or against each other,

without authority to do so in writing, the

mere performance of such extra service with-

out such written authority will not give rise

to an implied waiver of the provisions of

the contract in that respect; so without proof

of waiver of its terms, the plaintiff [con-

tractor], in order to recover, was bound to

Type

H.I.R.

HIGH INTENSITY
REFLECTOR ARC

for

Motion Picture Projection

Another step forward in the develop-

ment of High Intensity projection.

Snow White High Intensity Light,

equal in screen illumination to the older

High Intensity Lamps. Gives more and
better light for current expended.

Hall & Connolly, Inc.
24 Vandam Street, New York City

Programs
prepared by us

get the public

interested in

your shows.

Let us send you

some lampUs.

THE NATIONAL
PROGRAM « PRINTING CO.

72° So WibuhAv. - ChiOf*

Motion Picture Patents My Specialty

PATENTS
William N. Moore

Patent Attorney

Loan and Trust Building
Washington, D. C.

The first important step is to learr

whether you can obtain a patent. Pleasf

send sketch of your invention witl

$5.00, and 1 will examine the pertinen'

U. S. patents and inform you whethei

you are entitled to a patent, the cos'

and manner of procedure. Personal at

tention. Established 35 years.

Copyright your play $5.00

Trade-Mark your goods or titles $30.01
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Hiram S. Brozvn, president of RKO
and chairman of RKO Productions, is

greeted on the West Coast by Charles

E. Sullivan, vice-president. Brown de-

nied that RKO would merge "in any
way" with any other organization

jxluce the order of the architect stipulated

r in the agreement."

}n the other hind, it is important to know-

tit various recent courts have held that

\ere the architect and owner both verbally

iltruct the contractor to install extras, the

Iter is entitled to recover for such extra

S vices and materials, although the contract

ctinctly stipulates that "extras" must be au-

tirized in writing.

Ihen Theatre Owner
I Liable in Damages

t is well established that a contractor is

elided to recover damages for the breach

q a contract by a theatre owner who fails

tabide by the terms of the contract. If the
• stre owner breaches the contract, the con-

I :tor may stop work immediately and sue

!• recover the profit he would have earned

h he completed the job. Frequently, liti-

gion results where the theatre owner refuses

t< make payments in accordance with the

t«ns of the contract.

he owner may rightfully refuse to make
oeed payments if the contractor fails to

s.stantially fulfill the contract, but he may
« refuse payments unless the contractor's

ftitre to install specified equipment, or the

dccts in the materials, are relatively

it ortant.

or illustration, in Pelletier vs. Masse C143

A 609), a contractor filed suit to recover

tl last payment on the construction work.

T owner contended that he refused to make
tr payment because the contractor had omit-

te installing two small items specified in the

cc.ract and that the work contained six

sr 11 defects.

towever, in view of the fact that the

orssions and defects were trifling, the court

hit the contractor entitled to recover the

b: nee of S3.480 damages, saying:

Defendant [owner] refused to make the

pjnent on account of two omissions and six

aired defects in the work done by plaintiff

Icitractor]. The comparatively small cost

oi upplying the omissions and remedying the

de cts complained of and the delay of de-
le lant in paying the first installment were
ci imstances probably considered by the

jo". . . . Building construction contracts

ofn require payments to be made as the

*'k progresses. Xon-payment of an install-

•n.i due may justify the contractor in re-

itng to continue the work . . . failure to

wi e payment of an installment due on ac-

ccit of the construction was a breach of the

ccract that justified the contractor in aban-
dc ng the work and bringing an action on
^ttr contract for damages for its breach."

H ^yfinghouse Expands

Advertising in Trade

Papers for This Year
(Special to Better Theatres)

EAST PITTSBURG, PA., Feb. 12.—

A

greatly expanded program of advertising for

i929Tn the technical, trade and business pub-

lications is planned by the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, ac-

cording to a statement issued by J. C. Mc-
Quiston, general advertising manager.

"The increase," states McQuiston, "in the

number of products from year to year which
we manufacture, has made it advisable for us

to change our technical advertising to keep
step. Leading industries are now so thor-

oughly electrified that each one offers a

market for a large variety of our products.

In order to meet this situation, in addition

to our usual advertisements covering a single

product, we plan to make extensive use o:

group advertisements in which we will call to

the attention of the executives in an industry

the whole line that Westinghouse is equipped
to offer that industry.

"Furthermore I am convinced that in our
technical advertising not enough attention hzi
been paid to telling the industries a more com-
plete story of Westinghouse service, and this

year we will present a number of broad in-

stitutional messages in the technical maga-
zines.

"Our advertising policy aims always to ex-

pand the electrical industry by informing the
public continually of the vital part that elec-

tricity plays in modern civilization. We aim
also to be of direct service to the distributors

of electrical products by direct advertising
cooperation with such distributors."

The list of business and technical magazines
selected by the Westinghouse Company is well
over 150 covering practically every American
industrv.

PAINE EXPANSION SHELLS
For Anchoring Opera Chairs to Concrete Floors

Will not come loose uhen properly set

Furnished with bolts and washers ready

to install. Yk" size shell most gen-

erally used for repair work as well as

original installations. The most satis-

factory way to permanently anchor a

chair to concrete.

Send for samples and prices

THE PAINE COMPANY

Type No. 1

2951 Carroll Atc
Chicago, 111.

79 Barclay St.

New York, N. Y. Type Ho. t

EASE OF OPERATION— QUIETNESS
FOR ANY SIZE CURTAIN

NEW IN DESIGN—ENTIRELY DIFFERENT
THE

CHANNON EQUALIZER DRAW CURTAIN TRACK
IN

BALABAN & KATZ CHICAGO THEATRE

HflNNON

Keith's

NEW ROCHESTER THEATRE
Uses the

Reg. C. S. PH. OB.

Because

"Better Projection Pays"

1476 Broadway Raven Screen Corporation New York. X. Y
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New Inventions
The list of patents published in this

technical department of "Better Thea-
tres" is furnished by our patent re-

porter—

WILLIAM N. MOORE
Washington, D. C.

1.700,618. MULTICOLOR CINEMATOGRAPH
AND OTHER FILMS. John Edward Thornton,
West Hampstead, London, England. Original ap-
plication filed May 5, 1924. Serial No. 711,254.

and in Great Britain May 18, 1923. Divided and
this application filed Nov. 3, 1925. Serial No.
66,603. 11 Claims. (CI. 95—2.)

/

1. A strip of film material for the production
of color pictures comprising a transparent support
having two filter-screens arranged side-by-side,

one screen having two colors and the other screen

having two other colors, and a layer of panchro-
matic emulsion covering said screens.

NEW INVENTIONS FOR PICTURE INDUSTRY
1,700,583. CUT-FILM CASE, Silvio Cocanari,

Rome, Italy, assignor, by mesne assignments, to

Du Pont-Pathe Film Manufacturing Corporation,
Wilmington, Del., a Corporation of Delaware.
Filed Oct. 20, 1925, Serial No. 63,607, and in

France Oct. 29, 1924. 13 Claims. (CI. 95—22.)

1. Packing for cut films provided with traction
bands and adapted for use with the usual holders
having a front wall and a rear wall and compris-
ing a pliable envelope designed for use only once
and adapted to contain the films and their trac-

tion bands, the part of said envelope adapted to

contain the blank films being provided with an ex-
posing aperture, and an independent removable
plate designed for indefinite use adapted to be
inserted even in the daylight between the two
parts of said envelope adapted to contain respect-

tively the blank films and the traction bands,
when said two parts are folded against each other,

and means to cause said plate to press the blank
films against said exposing aperture.

1,700,450. SOUND-REPRODUCING SYSTEM.
J. Louis Reynolds, Long Island City, N. Y., as-

signor, by mesne assignments, to Electrical Re-
search Products, Inc., a Corporation of Delaware.
Filed May 24, 1927. Serial No. 193,862. 4 Claims.

(CI. 179—100.1.)

T
1. In a sound-recording and reproducing sys-

tem, means for artificially generating sound modu-
lated currents, an electron discharge device for

amplifying said currents, means for varying the

gain of said device, a variable electrical net work
for variably attenuating the frequency components
of said currents, and means for adjusting the gain

of said amplifier and for simultaneously adjusting

said net work.

1,700,656. AUTOMATICALLY - OPERATED
SCREEN FOR PROJECTION APPARATUS. Ed-
gar D. Tillyer, Southbridge, Mass., assignor to

American Optical Company, Southbridge, Mass.,
a Voluntary Association of Massachusetts. Filed
Oct. 29, 1924. Serial No. 746,532. 3 Claims.
(CI. 88—17.)

1,700.252. OPTICAL SYSTEM. Harold N. Cox,
Glen Ridge, N. J., assignor to Cox Multi-Color
Photo Company, a Corporation of Delaware. Filed
Aug. 7, 1926. Serial No. 127,776. 1 Claim. (CI.

88—24.)

1. In a device of the character described in

combination with image control means including
an image bearing member, a source of light

adapted to project the image from the image
bearing member, a screen adapted to trans-

mit light and to retard heat sufficient to pre-

vent the image bearing member from igniting
and movable in a single plane transverse to the

light rays into and out of line of the light, a

member secured to the screen and extending out-
wardly therefrom in the plane thereof, a second
member pivoted to the first member, and pivotally

supported by a pivot removed from the first pivot,

and means on one of said members engaging the

image control means.

1,700,616. MULTICOLOR CINEMA /OGRAPH
AND OTHER FILMS. John Edward Thornton,
London, England. Filed May 5, 1924. Serial No.
711,252, and in Great Britain Feb. 15, 1924. 1

Claim. (CI. 88—16.4.)

A multicolor positive cinematograph film com-
prising a double width transparent support divided

into two longitudinally parallel portions, of which
two partial images are photo-mechanically printed

directly upon one portion in two different colors

and upon the other portion in two other different

colors, the support being severed longitudinally to

form two halves which are superimposed and ad-

hesively secured together to form a four-color

single width film transparency.

An illuminating system for the projection of
multiple images including in combination with a
source of light, a condenser, and a plurality of
objective lenses, of a corresponding plurality of
positive lenses arranged between the source of

light and the objective lenses and cooperating one
with each of said objective lenses, and a concave
lens element associated with the condenser and
the plurality of positive lenses.

1.700,397. SOUND-REPRODUCING MACHINE.
William E. Birket, Peoria, 111. Filed Sept. 29,

1924. Serial No. 740,631. 32 Claims. (CI. 274
—10.)

26. A sound-reproducing machine including in

its construction, in combination with a series of

spaced rotatable record discs, a support capable

of moving in a line parallel to the axis of rota-

tion of the discs, means for guiding the support

in its movement, a sound box and needle arm car-

ried by the support, operating mechanism to ad-

just the support for locating the needle arm op-

posite a disc, means operatively connected to the

needle arm capable of moving the latter across

the disc in either direction, and means both for

lifting the needle of the arm out of the record

groove and for permitting it to enter the same.

1,700,617. CINEMATOGRAPH-FILM MATE-
RIAL. John Edward Thornton, London, England.
Original application filed May 5. 1924. Serial No.

711,255, and in Great Britain May 18, 1923. Di-

vided and this application filed Oct. 3, 1925.

Serial No. 60,348. 9 Claims. (CI. 95—2.)

Co lirrdCo/fo*'

1. A cinematograph positive film material

comprising a strip of waterproof material of

double standard width and half standard thick-

ness, a layer of colored colloid in two parallel

differently colored stripes on one side of said strip

and a layer of differently colored colloid in two
parallel stripes on the other side of said strip and
running in the same direction as said first named
stripes, said strip adapted to receive four com-
ponent image impressions and to be severed into

two and to have its two portions cemented to-

gether to assemble and superimpose the four com-
ponent images in one picture space.
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Pepping Up Your Lobby Displays with

The Proper Color Schedule
"Say it with color." advise the advertising experts. Black is easy to read, but it takes a bit of the

rainboic to make 'em want to read. That's especially true of posters, ichich must catch people on
the run and make 'em pull up short

By AL P. NELSON

R. THEATRE MANAGER, have you
been wondering about getting differ-

ent color schemes for your theatre

lobby that would make the crowds stop and
look? Black is ordinarily so dead. Yet it

can well be used with colors, such as purple,

yellow and red. That's the advice of Law-
rence MacDonald, poster artist of the Al-
hambra theatre in Milwaukee, who has made
some new interesting displays, some of which
are shown here.

MacDonald has plenty of original ideas on
the use of color in lobby displays. Since
articles on his methods in a previous issue of
"Better Theatres," he has received many letters

from theatre managers and poster artists in-

terested in learning more about his ideas on
color work. Regarding the use of black, he
has the following to say:

"When you have been using solid color

schemes in red, yellow, blue, purple, green,

etc, it is a good idea to use a black color
scheme idea occasionally. You have no idea
how attractive black can be if you use a little

white in with it. Just a couple of weeks ago
when we played "Man, Woman and Wife" at

the Alhambra, I made up black posters, shel-

laced the black so that it became real glossy,

and then made the picture and the lettering

in white. The background of the insert pic-

tures was done in charcoal, and the pictures

themselves were hand drawn. This further

added to the snap of the entire ensemble."

If a theatre manager and a poster artist

cooperate and talk over color schemes for the

lobby, there are wonderful opportunities to

put a picture over in a bigger way, according
to MacDonald. Color means a great deal in

the present age.

"If you use red one week, yellow another,

blue another, purple another, and green
another, then it is an excellent idea to use
the black color schemes once in a while,"

said Mac. "It will give you contrast, and it

pulls, too. Before we used the shiny black
background, we were a little bit dubious. We
knew black was supposed to be a dead color,

but we doctored it up by making it glossy.

And we are going to use it regularly now, in

rotation with the colors."

MacDonald says that a white background
with a black picture effect and lettering can
also be employed. He is planning to use this

in the very near future and is confident that

it, too, will meet with approval from the
theatre going public.

"The theatreposter artist must get his ideas

from a morgue," he said. "Whenever I run
across an attractive picture, I file it away in

a big chest, which is my morgue. Then, when
I want an idea I can always adapt one from
one of those pictures. When a poster artist

turns out a lot of pictures each week, he

can't sit around searching for ideas and mak-
ing up only one original drawing per week.

(Continued on page 94)
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MILLIONS FOR THEATRES
(See Page 15)

Following is a list of new projects in mo-
tion picture theatre construction compiled
from reports available on February 1. The
list also includes theatres opened, changes in

policy and personnel and property transfers.

An asterisk before the item indicates that ad-
ditional information has been received since

a previous report.

Theatres Planned

California

HANFORD—West Coast Theatres Company, Film
Exchange Building, Los Angeles, has plans by Balch
& Stanberry, Film Exchange Building, Los Angeles,
for brick and concrete theatre and store building.
Estimated cost, $185,000.

WILLOW—H. Daly has plans by Starks & Flan-
ders, Forum Building, Sacramento, Cat, for class
"A" Italian type theatre to be located on West Syca-
more Street. Estimated cost, $150,000

Georgia

*ROME—John M. Graham and associates have
plans by M. A. Tucker for two-story brick, stone-
trim and concrete theatre, with seating capacity of
1,500. Lessee, Lamb Amusement Company, O. C.
Lamb. Estimated cost, $75,000.

Illinois

CHICAGO—E. E. Benesh has plans by R. G. Wolff,
410 North Michigan Avenue, for theatre and store
building to be located at 3052-64 Armitage Avenue.

CHICAGO—David Nidetz, 3723 Wilson Avenue,
contemplates erecting three-story brick theatre, store
and office building on Harlem Avenue, near Pratt
Boulevard. Architect not selected.

MOLINE—G. W. Crampton, 1023 Sixteenth Street,

has plans by William H. Schulske, People's Bank
Building, for brick theatre to be located on Fifth
Avenue, between 17th and 18th Streets.

PLAINFIELD—Corporation, care J. Gould, has
plans by E. F. Behrns, 605 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, for brick theatre to be located on Lincoln
Highway. Estimated cost, $75,000.

Indiana

HAMMOND—Company forming, care H. Mote,
1100 Hume Mansur Building, Indianapolis, has plans
by D. Graham, 1126 Hume Mansur Building, Indian-
apolis, for contemplated picture and vaudeville the-

atre. Location withheld. Estimated cost, $350,000.

Kentucky

OWENSBORO—The Strand Amusement Company,
Lee L. Goldberg, secretary-treasurer, has plans by
Carl J. Epping, 625 South Third Street, Louisville,
for probably five-story theatre and office building to

be located at Fifth and Frederica Streets. Theatre
to have seating capacity of 2,000. Estimated cost,

$250,000.
Louisiana

WEST MONROE—Capt. H. M. Williams, Sr., Cot-
ton Street, plans to erect two-story brick theatre, 60
by 75 feet, to be located on Cotton Street, with
seating capacity of 600. To be operated by Timothy
Newell.

Maryland

LAUREL—J. E. Fetty, Main Street, and associates,
are reported as organizing company to erect one-story
brick theatre on Washington Boulevard. Estimated
cost, $50,000.

Massachusetts

BOSTON—De Blois & Madison, trustees, Bar-
risters Hall, plan to erect theatre and office building
at Boylston and La Grange Streets. Architect not
selected. Cost estimated to exceed $150,000.

Michigan

MUSKEGON—W. S. Butterfield Theatres, Inc., W.
S. Butterfield, president, 159 East Elizabeth Street.
Detroit, Mich., contemplates erecting one-story brick
and terracotta theatre. Location withheld.

Mississippi

COLUMBIA—Berenson Brothers, Bogalusa, La.,
have plans by Lockett & Chachere, Baiter Building,
New Orleans, La., for fireproof brick and reinforced
concrete theatre, 60 by 120 feet.

HATTIESBURG—Saenger Amusement Company,
New Orleans, La., has plans by E. Weil, Inc., Whit-
ney Building, New Orleans, La., for brick and rein-

forced concrete theatre to be located at Front and
Forest Streets. Estimated cost, $150,000.

Missouri

FAYETTE—Hartley H. Banks, Columbia, and as-
sociates will erect new theatre. Estimated cost,

$70,000.
New York

BALDWIN—Baldwin Theatre, Inc., has plans by
Tillion & Tillion, 415 Lexington Avenue, New York,
for two-story brick theatre and store building to be
located on Sunrise Boulevard.

NEW YORK—Lojo Realty Company, L. Weisman,
president, 2832 Grand Concourse, has plans by
Charles Kreymborg, 2534 Marion Avenue, for contem-
plated theatre, store and office building to be located
at the southwest corner, Boscobel Avenue and Bos-
cobel Place.

North Carolina

FOREST CITY—W. L. Horn plans to erect
theatre.

Ohio

MT. HEALTHY—Syndicate forming, care C. Wit-
tekind, Melvin Circle, contemplates erecting theatre.
Architect not selected. Estimated cost, $100,000.

MONTPELIER—A. E. Kaufman & Son, care Co-
lonial theatre, contemplates erecting two-story brick
moving picture theatre. Architect not selected. Esti
mated cost, $30,000.

Pennsylvania

PHILADELPHIA—J. A. Nolan. 64 East Church
Lane, contemplates erecting brick moving picture
theatre at Frankford Avenue and Levick street.
Architect withheld.

PITTSBURGH—Alsop Estate Company, care E. U.
Shaman Realty Company, 335 Fifth Avenue, has plans
by Mortimer Freehoff, 415 Lexington Avenue, New
York, for replacing burned theatre with five-story
brick theatre and office building at 347 Fifth Avenue.
Estimated cost, $225,000.

Rhode Island

NEWPORT— Kenmore Realty Corporation, B.
Rockman, 15 Deerfield Street, Boston, Mass., has
plans by G. N. Jacobs, 9 Bosworth Street, Boston,
Mass., for brick theatre, store and office building to
be located on Broadway. Estimated cost, $300,000.

West Virginia

PARKERSBURG—Joe Park and E. P. Chancellor,
418 Juliana Street, contemplates erecting theatre on
Juliana Street. Estimated cost, $75,000.

Remodeling

Colorado

LYONS—The Lyons theatre has been remodled.

Illinois

MOLINE—The Le Claire theatre will be remodled,
including a new facade.

Kentucky
OWENSBORO—The Strand Amusement Company,

Harry E. Matthews, resident manager, will remodel
the Empress theatre, including enlarging lobby and
wiring house for Vitaphone.

Michigan

WATERVLIET—The Paramount theatre has been
improved, decorations added and new seats installed.

New lersey

HOBOKEN—Charles Hoffman, Jr., 113 Jackson
Street, has plans by C.'F. Diefenbach, 84 Washington
Street, for alterations to two-story brick theatre at

northeast corner, Jackson and First Streets. Esti-

mated cost, $50,000.

New York

SOUTHAMPTON—Sidney Allen has plans by P.
D. Ruehl, 247 Park Avenue, New York, for altera-

tions to one-story tile and stucco theatre and store
building. Estimated cost, $50,000.

Texas

ANSON—The Palace theatre has leased the ad-
joining building and plans to remodel as a new addi-

tion.

BRYAN—H. Schulman, 714 Richmond Street,
Houston, has purchased the Palace theatre, located
on Main Street, and will remodel.

Utah

PAYSON—Extensive improvements have been
made to the old Star theatre, and renamed the
Orpheum. New carpet, fixtures, equipment and screen
has been installed.

Washington

SPOKANE—Clemmer theatre has been renovated
and redecorated.

THEATRE
EQUIPMENT
New and Used

-™, Most complete stock In
^-ithe U. S. MOYing Plo-
_J ture Machines, Screens,

We Pay
Highest

Prices for
Used

Projeetloa
Machines
Opera

Chalre, ele.
Booths, Opera Chairs.
Spotlights. Stereoptlcons.
Film Cabinets, Portable
Projectors, M. P. Cameras, Generator Sets,
Reflecting Aro Lamps, Carbons, Tickets,
Mazda Lamps and Supplies,

Projection Machines repaired and overhauled. Repair parts
tor all makes opera chairs. Attractive 3 x 10 ft. muslin
banners $1.60: on paper SO cents.

Everything for the Theatre. Write for Catalog "H"
Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash Ave., Chicago

Wisconsin

MILWAUKEE—The Venus theatre has been r,

modeled.

Featuring Sound

Connecticut

DANIELSON—The Orpheum theatre has installe
sound equipment.

Florida

JACKSONVILLE—Extensive improvements are bi

ing made to the Imperial theatre, including redei
orating and installing sound equipment. Will fe;

ture Vitaphone and Movietone.
JACKSONVILLE—The Palace theatre has n

opened. Will feature Vitaphone and Movietone.
MIAMI BEACH—The Community theatre will fe;

ture Vitaphone and Movietone.
SARASOTA—The Edwards theatre has been wire

for Vitaphone and Movietone.

Georgia

DALTON—The Crescent theatre has installed Ph(
tophone equipment.
SAVANNAH—The Lucas theatre will feature Viu

phone and Movietone.
WAYCROSS—The Lyric theatre has been wire

for sound pictures.
Illinois

CARLINVILLE—The Grand theatre, recently rem
vated, redecorated and reopened, will feature Vit!
phone.

Indiana

LAFAYETTE—The Mars theatre is to be wire
for sound pictures.
LOGANSPORT—The Logan theatre is to featur

sound pictures.
MARION—The Indiana theatre is to be wired fo

sound pictures.
SHELBYVILLE—The Strand theatre has installe

Vitaphone and Movietone.

Iowa
DES MOINES—The Strand theatre will featur

Vitaphone and Movietone.
OTTUMWA—The Capitol theatre has installed Bic

phone.
SIOUX CITY—The New Orpheum theatre is to b

wired for Photophone.
SIOUX CITY—The Princess theatre will featur

Vitaphone and Movietone.

Kansas
BELOIT—-The Grand theatre is being wired fo

sound pictures.
WICHITA—The new Miller theatre is to be wire

for Vitaphone and Movietone.

Minnesota

DULUTH—The Lyric theatre will feature Vit:

phone.
MINNEAPOLIS—Finkelstein & Ruben plans t

install Sonora-Bristolphone at its New Arion theatre

MINNEAPOLIS—The Hennepin-Orpheum is to b

equipped with Photophone.
MINNEAPOLIS—The Homewood theatre, recentl

remodeled, has been equipped for Vitaphone an
Movietone.

ST. PAUL—The Oxford theatre has been equippe
with Vitaphone and Movietone.

New York

BROOKLYN—The Dyker theatre will feature D
Forest Phonofilm.
BUF'FALO—Shea's Century theatre has been refui

nished, wired for sound pictures, and opened unde
new management. Will feature Vitaphone and Movif
tone.
TONAWANDA—The Riviera theatre is to featur

Sonora-Bristolphone.

North Carolina

WINSTON-SALEM—The Auditorium theatre ha

been wired for Photophone.

Ohio
AKRON—The Colonial theatre has been wired fe

sound pictures.

CANTON—The^Alhambra theatre, first-run pictur

house, has been wired for sound pictures.

CHEVIOT—The Woodlawn theatre will featur

Vitaphone and Movietone.
CINCINNATI—The Strand theatre has been wire

for Vitaphone and Movietone.
TOLEDO—Loew's Valentine theatre will featur

sound pictures.
Oklahoma

OKLAHOMA CITY—The Criterion theatre wil

feature Vitaphone and Movietone.

Oregon
EUGENE—The McDonald theatre has installe

Vitaphone and Movietone.

South Carolina

ORANGEBURG—The Carolinian theatre, municij

ally owned, will feature Vitaphone.

Tennessee

JEFFERSON CITY—The Liberty theatre has ir

stalled Photophone equipment.
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Texas

GAINESVILLE—The Majestic theatre, first-run

ture house, has been equipped with Kugraph.
ELVRLINGEN—The Arcadia theatre has been wired
- sound pictures.

PARIS—The Plaza theatre will feature Vitaphone
i Movietone.
5AN BEXITO—Bristolphone has been installed in

Rivoli theatre.
Washington

3URLINGTON—The Jones-Grand theatre has in-

lled De Luxe Master Phone sound equipment.
ELLENSBURG—The Ellensburg theatre, recently
modeled, will feature sound pictures.

SEATTLE—The Coliseum theatre has installed

ind equipment.
>EATTLE—The Columbia theatre has reopened,
use is equipped for Vitaphone and Movietone.

Wisconsin

MILWAUKEE—Morgan C. Ames has opened the
netian theatre with pictures. Will feature Photo-
pne, Vitaphone and Movietone.

Theatres Opened
California

{EDLANDS—The Redlands theatre opened recent-
\vi t h straight picture policy.

UVERSIDE—The Riverside theatre has opened
h pictures.
•ACRAMENTO—The Capitol theatre has been
ovated, redecorated and reopened with pictures.

Florida

.AKELAND—The Polk theatre, a Publix house,
ting approximately $500,000, opened recently.

Illinois

10RRISON—The Capitol theatre, costing $73,000,
opened under the management of Henry W.

'EKIX—The Xew Pekin theatre has opened with
: ures.

Iowa
S'ALTKOX—Fire damage to the Cota theatre has
:n repaired and house reopened with pictures.

Michigan

OWLERVILLE—The Xew Howell theatre has
med with pictures. House has stage equipped for
deville and presentation acts.

Minnesota

IIXXEAPOLIS—The Unique theatre has reopened
, a picture and vaudeville house.

Mississippi

:OLLY SPRIXGS—The old Rex theatre has been
lined the Princess and reopened.

New York

HERKIMER—The Richmond theatre has reopened
>i pictures.

OME—The Capitol theatre has opened with pic-

Is. House has seating capacity of 1,250.

North Carolina

CRLIXGTOX—\V. B. Quails and J. E. King have
led the Grand theatre.

Ohio

PRIXGFIELD—The Regent theatre has reopened
.i pictures and vaudeville.

Oklahoma
'AYXOKA—Paul Covey has opened the Eton

f tre.'

Pennsylvania

LEXSIDE—The Keswick theatre, town's new
..million dollar picture house, recently opened.

South Dakota
>TELLIXE—The Xew Hamline theatre has

lied with pictures, under the management of Guy
\bbott and C. W. Xicholson.

Texas
ELTOX—F. L. Wolf and Roy L. Walker have

lied a picture house on site of the old Palace
'tre.

\RROLLTOX—G. P. Myers has opened the Car-
M>n theatre with pictures.
)RPUS CHRISTI—Grand theatre has opened.
ELLINGTON — The Templeton theatre has

I ed with pictures.

Wyoming
\NDER—The Xew Grand theatre, operated by

IBlakeslee, has opened with pictures and vaude-
i House has seating capacity of 500.

Theatres Changed Hands
California

v'CIXITAS—T. J. Lewis has sold the La Paloma
i re to L. R. Mathews.

Florida

tOOKSVILLE—Mrs. Jane C. Owen has taken
I the Victory theatre from M. Hawkins.

Illinois

'RIXG VALLEY—A. O. Lambert, of Monticello,
a leased the Liberty theatre and will operate it

l picture house.
Iowa

>OXE—The Strand theatre has been purchased
>"^. M. Fairchild. It will be wired for sound
i( res.

. \\ ITT—G. L. De Xune, owner of the Majestic
I re, has taken over the Hardacre theatre from

Lopman.
Massachusetts

^LTHAM—Reported that Fox interests has taken
I the Embassy theatre, and will operate it under
I management of William Murphy.

,

EST SPRINGFIELD—Eaton & McKnight. of
* n, have sold the Elm theatre to Max Taback-

Michigan

HOUGHTOX—John D. Cudihy has sold the Royal
theatre to L. P. Sangret.

Nebraska

FALLS CITY—Jean Mullin has purchased the
Rivoli theatre from Glenn Carver.

North Carolina

BESSEMER CITY—Bean & Plummer have sold
the Palace theatre to W. T. Green.
WARSAW—R. B. Best has sold the Best theatre

to Mary C. Quinn.
Ohio

CLEVELAXD—Mrs. A. R. E. Fulton has sold
the Home theatre to Mrs. Bertha Lamport.
FORT RECOVERY—J. H. Kruel, formerly of St.

Marys, has leased the Royal theatre from E. Wagner.

Pennsylvania

DREXEL HILL—Marcus Benn has added the
Waveriy theatre, located in the Oronimink section, to
his chain through a deal with the Stanley Company
of America.
DORMOXT—John Alderdice has leased the Dor-

mont theatre to Frissara & Sentifanta.
HAZLETOX—Reported that the Comerford inter-

ests have acquired the Feeley theatre.

PINEGROVE—Eugene Ferrin has purchased the
Hippodrome theatre from Lewen Pizor.

South Carolina

AXDERSOX—B. C. Cawthorne has purchased the
Central theatre from W. S. Finch.
BELTOX—J. W. Meldin has sold the Cameo

theatre to H. G. Campbell.
JEFFERSON"—R. B. Miller and T. B. Gautt have

taken over the Jefferson theatre.

South Dakota

ELKPOIXT—C. S. Bovee has leased the Florence
theatre.

Tennessee

ELIZABETHON—D. I. Quinn has purchased the
Royal theatre from Mrs. D. A. Stevenson.
NASHVILLE—Thomas R. Hughes has sold the

Peafowl theatre to L. M. Agathen.

Utah
SUGARHOUSE—Edgington Brothers have taken

over the Forum theatre from L. F. Brown.
Washington

SEATTLE—Howard R. Macy has leased the Em-
press theatre, a picture-vaudeville house.

Management Changes
Alabama

MONTGOMERY—Clark Strickland, who formerly
operated picture houses at Jacksonville, Ala., has
become manager of the Ritz theatre, a colored
house.

Connecticut

HARTFORD—Charles Benson, for the past seven
years manager of Poli's Palace theatre, has re-
signed.
HARTFORD—W. S. Perutz. formerly of Tacoma,

Wash., succeeds Albert F. Wining as manager of
the Fox-Poli Capital theatre.

Georgia
LAGRANGE—W. T. Harper is now manager of

the Fairfax theatre, succeeding J. W. DeMunbron.
House is operated by the Cumberland Amusement
Company.
WAYCROSS—D. A. Burrette, formerly of Mont

Iowa
gomery, Ala., has become manager of the Orpheum
theatre.

DES MOINES—George M. Watson, of Cedar Rap-
ids, la., succeeds Arthur Swanke as manager of the
Strand theatre.

DES MOINES—Lionel Wasson, of Cedar Rapids.
Ia., has become manager of the Des Moines theatre,
succeeding S. Segelbaum.

Kentucky
LOUISVILLE—David Blunk. who has been assist-

ant manager of the Alamo theatre, succeeds Herbert
Morgan as manager

Massachusetts

SPRINGFIELD—Howard Waugh, who has been
associated with the Fox-New England theatres, has
become manager of the Fox-Palace theatre.

Mississippi

CLARKSDALE—Claude Hazle, of Shreveport, La.,
has become manager of the Marion theatre, a Saenger
house, succeeding E. R. Medd.

New York

XIAGARA FALLS—George Miller has become
manager of the Falls theatre.
WATERTOWN—E. H. Arnold is now manager

of the Liberty theatre.

North Carolina

CHARLOTTE—E. C. Kingman has become man-
ager of the new Stevenson theatre, succeeding F. E.
Chipley.

GREENSBORO—Frank Wood, formerly of Mobile,
Ala., succeeds Terry McDaniel as manager of the
National theatre.

WILSON—Terry McDaniel, formerly manager of
the National theatre, a Publix-Saenger house at

Greensboro, N. C, has been transferred to direct
the Wilson theatre.

Ohio

EAST LIVERPOOL—E. E. Blair has become man-
ager of the State theatre. House is devoted to pic-

tures and vaudeville.

OBERLIN—Jerry Kessler has succeeded C E. Skid-
more as manager of the Apollo and Rex theatres.

Pennsylvania

HARRISBURG—Donald Rose succeeds John P.
McCarthy as manager of Loew's Regent theatre.

PITTSBURGH—James Balmer, formerly manager
of the Grand theatre for many years, has become
manager of Stanley's 3500-seat Enright theatre.

Tennessee

SPRINGFIELD—A. L. Hancock has become man-
ager of the Princess theatre.

Texas

CORPUS CHRISTI—E. L. Collins has become
manager of the new Grande theatre.

DALLAS—James O. Cherry, managing director

of the Melba theatre, has been made district man-
ager for Publix houses in Texas.
DALLAS—J. H. Landers, formerly associated with

the Stanley-Crandall interests of Washington, D. C.
succeeds Emil Bernstecker as manager of the Palace
theatre.

HARLINGEN—E. W. Wilbern has become man-
ager of the Arcadia theatre.

Wisconsin

RACINE—R. G. Wood has become manager of

L'niversal's Venetian theatre, succeeding J. J. Gross.

ALL STEEt
A VALL£H PROQUC

TRACK

LET YOUR PICTURE PROVIDE ALL
THE SOUND EFFECTS

Each distracting sound spoils the show for some one.

Curtain movements are Silent, Safe and Sure—when
you employ

VALLEN NOISELESS CURTAIN CONTROL EQUIPMENT
Every stage is better qualified for finer entertainment
when Vallen Equipped!

WHITE FOR DETAILS

VALLEN ELECTRICAL COMPANY, INC.
Akron, O., U. S. A.
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ON A SITE

FAMOUS FOR
PLEASURE

F. F. Proctor has built his

Fifty-Eighth Street theatre

in New York on a spot long

dedicated to amusement

F. PROCTOR'S new Fifty-Eighth Street

\ Theatre, the recent opening of which
marked the fortieth anniversary of

Proctor's career as a metropolitan manager,
stands upon the historic site of the famous
Pleasure Palace which he completed 32 years
ago at 58th Street and Lexington Avenue,
New York, where for many years, with its

palm garden, its grand ballroom, its splendid
stage and its elaborate dining hall and roof
garden, it was the favorite pleasure haunt of
social, artistic and sporting celebrities and one
of the pet show places of New York.

Mediaeval Spain supplies the motif of the
new theatre. Concrete and terra cotta both
conceal and ornament the steel framework of
the fireproof structure, and in the incidental

ornamentations most of the polychrome ten-

Upper left: The auditorium
looking toward the side and
proscenium arch, showing the

al fresco domed ceiling and
the "roof-garden" and "patio"

effects above the balcony

boxes.

Upper right: The foyer. The
serried columns, furnishings,

bronze chandeliers carry the

Spanish motif into a creation

of modem theatrical luxury

The twisted columns copy

those of the 10th century

Lower viezv: Decorations at

the proscenium arch, designed

on the pattern of arches. The

lateral friezes contain art fig-

ures representing mythical

characters. The plaster work
follows Spanish models.

i-

dencies of the Iberian genius are carried out
most effectively.

Tunneled, arched and pillared lobbies give
easement to both Lexington Avenue and 58th
Street—genuinely Spanish corridors and colon-
nades, leading to the grand foyer, which is

in effect a spacious patio. This indoor plaza,

which is characteristic of the ornate chambers'
of the palaces of Castile and Aragon in the

middle ages, is innocent of Moorish incon-
gruities and the garish arabesques which are
so often mistaken for truly Spanish art.

The auditorium seats 3,000 persons, yet
acoustics are excellent. The Fifty-Eighth
Street is the first theatre in the metropolitan
district to be completely fitted with RCA
Photophone as inherent in the actual struc-

ture and an essential part of the plant itself.

ll

9 PThe electrically operated grand organ,

concrete and plate-glass projection booths

motion pictures, the elevator orchestra p
form and organ console are also inherent p:>

of the harmonious structure itself. 1j™
various apartments set aside for the uses

the public are furnished and ornamented i

conformity with the palatial character of -

house. Reading and smoking lounges for r>

and women, retiring and restrooms '

luxurious. The same completeness and m-
ernity characterize the back-stage appo I

ments for visiting artists and employes.

The policy of the new Fifty-Eighth St: t

will be continuous performances from n i

until 11 p. m., of standard Radio-Ke-

Orpheum vaudeville and motion pictures,
-

lent and in sound, and international novel' *
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The auditorium.

Nearby Towns Lured Patrons Away—
Then the Tivoli was Built

And note Spencer, Ind., which has but 3,000 people, is drawing theatregoers from surrounding

territory including two cities

i\PENCER is a small town. Its population

J
I is merely 3,000. And it didn't have a
modern motion picture theatre. There

v 5 a theatre, yes—one reminiscent of those
c first days when people went around talk-

i about the art that was "just in its in-

t cy." That infancy having long since

p sed, this theatre had also passed—at least

nthe minds of many citizens. There were
s;ndid new theatres and not so very far
a ly as the motor car travels. The two col-

li; cities of Bloomington, where Indiana
liversity is situated, and Greencastle, were
oy 20 miles or so away. Spencer got into
tl habit of seeking its entertainment out of
t< n.

'his is scarcely a condition that looks good
ti'he members of a chamber of commerce.
s
i, of course, it isn't a good condition for

tl theatregoers themselves. It is not always
c venient or pleasant to drive 20 miles and
b k for an evening's entertainment.

hen E. M. Viquesney decided to build a
n iern theatre for Spencer. Viquesney was
n a theatre man. He was a sculptor. It is

V uesney who designed the statue, "The
Siit of the American Doughboy," which
s ids in Lincoln Park in Chicago and is

b ig duplicated in other cities. It is curious
t< note that Viquesney, at a time when the-

| patrons were being lured away from
S ncer, expressed the opinion that not only
c< d this be stopped, but that Spencer could
1 let theatregoers from the cities of Bloom-
't on and Greencastle. In other words, the

condition could be reversed, he believed, and
he had enough faith to plan a theatre to do
this!

His faith has been justified. The Tivoli

has been open but a short while, but already

it is looked upon as a fine home of motion
picture entertainment by the people of Spen-

cer, and as a place to go to by the inhabitants

of the surrounding territory. It seats 700.

It cost $45,000.

The architect, Horam Callender, Jr., of

Greencastle, Ind., selected a Spanish motif
for the architecture and interior design. The
exterior is done in light buff stucco, with
green window and door trims. The marquise
is of antique copper, a material used also for

the exterior balconies. The stucco is splashed
with red and green and its surface is left

rough. On either side of the lobby is a shop,

while on the second floor above the shops
are two kitchenette apartments, separated
from the theatre section by heavy fire walls.

The ticket booth, which abuts on the side-

walk, is finished in marble. At the windows
are silver curtains and drapes. The lobby is

finished in cream stucco with tints of rose
and extremely light green and is lighted by
composition figures of ornate design, contain-

ing varicolored lamps. It is a rule of the

management that no lithographs or printed

advertising shall be displayed here, and all

the panels are hand-painted in colors. The
panels are recessed, and over each is a fret-

work grille lighted by hidden lamps, which
cast a soft glow over the surface. The effect,

which has proven very attractive to patrons,

was achieved at extreme cost.

Entrance to the foyer is by double swinging
doors. The foyer is long and vaulted. Silver

cloth curtains drape the doors leading from
the lobby. On the floor are deep soft carpets

in red and black. The walls of the foyer are

done in stippled stucco sprayed with blend-

ing colors, which fade out to a soft cream
color at the ceiling. Playing on the surfaces

of this chamber are amber lights supplied

from perforated metal wall brackets. The
foyer is furnished with large overstuffed

chairs and couches.

The women's and men's lounges are off the

foyer. These are finished off in light green
enamel. At the inner end of the foyer is a

heavily carpeted stairway leading up to the

loges. The loges are lighted by floor lamps
and ceiling fixtures, and seating is by mahog-
any chairs.

Two arched passages lead into the atmos-
pheric auditorium, which is designed to repre-

sent an enclosed Spanish garden. The en-

trances are draped with heavy red and gold

curtains swung from twisted antique poles.

Along the walls of the auditorium, which are

of rough stucco, are niches in which pieces

of statuary—remember that the owner of the

Tivoli is a sculptor!—are placed. Also in the

niches are decorative baskets from which
droop and twine foliage and wistaria, carrying

out the garden effect. The niches are hand-

painted, and seen through the foliage, the

(Continued on page 94)
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Upper mew: The auditorium, looking toward the rear,

economically achieving an attractive Spanish style.

Lower view: The exterior, simply designed with de-

pendence for beauty being on the general lines.

DESIGNED TO MEET OUT-OF-TOWN COMPETENCE

The Tivoli in Spencer, Ind., was E. M. Viquesneys answer to nearby larger cities. It cost

$45,000. And it more than serves its purpose. This theatre, which seats 700, was designed

by Horam Callender. Jr., of Greencastle, Ind. It is of Spanish design
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1 he auditorium, looking tozvard the rear. It is of the stadium type and seats i,ooo.

HE EL CAMPAN I L, BUILT AT A COST OF $150,000

Views of the new theatre in Antioch, Cal., built by Ralph M. Beede and Ferd Stamm. It gets

its name from a bell suspended in an exterior niche
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Thordarson Increases

Factory Space, Opens

a Branch in Cleveland
In order to take care of the constantly in-

creasing demand for its transformers for

radio and other electrical purposes, the Thor-
darson Electric Manufacturing Company of

Chicago, has announced the acquisition of an
additional building adjoining its present fac-

tory, thus increasing its manufacturing space

over 100 per cent. T^iq. combined factory site

now occupies half a* city block, facing on
Huron, Kingsbury and Larfabee streets. The
seven floors of these two buildings represents

a total manufacturing space of a quarter of

a million square feet.

The Thordarson organization is engaged
primarily in supplying raido set manufacturers
with power supply and audio transformers. In

anticipation of the present expansion, the

maintenance department has been actively en-

gaged in constructing many special full au-
tomatic coil winding machines and other man-
ufacturing equipment on which the company
holds exclusive patents. It is stated that pro-

duction in the original plant is not being drs*

turbed during the process of establishing the

new factory.

Chester H. Thordarson, president, has an-

nounced the appointment of Merwyn Heald as

chief engineer. This appointment is in ac-

cordance with the policy of the management
to select men for executive positions from
within the organization. Prior to Heald's ac-

tivity in the production and research labora-

tory of the Thordarson plant, he was retained

"by the Robertson-Davis Company of Chicago as

chief engineer. His engineering degrees were
conferred at the Engineering School of

Northwestern University, where he was
awarded membership in the honorary scientific

fraternity Sigma Xi, and in Phi Beta Kappa,
honorary scholastic fraternity.

As a means of establishing more intimate

contact with its manufacturer and jobber cus-

tomers in the Michigan, Ohio, Western New
York and Western Pennsylvania territory, the

Thordarson Company has opened a branch
office in Cleveland. C. M. Hendricks, who
has been serving the greater part of this ter-

ritory for the Thordarson organization as a

sales representative, has been appointed
branch manager, with offices located at 520
Citizens Building. Cleveland.

New York Office Opened
By S. & S. Enterprises
(Special to Better Theatres)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—Harry Segal, presi-

dent of S. & S. Enterprises, Boston, announces
the opening of offices in New York City, at

729 Seventh avenue, Suite 510, for the sale

and distribution of Cine Tone, non-syncron-
ous sound machine.
The machine is made entirely of steel and

is operated electrically. It is portable and is

installed by merely plugging in on a lierht

socket just as one does with a radio. The
S. & S. Enterprises, sponsors of the machine
claim, for it a tonal range that is unsur-
passed, while its tonal quality is considered
equally as unexcelled. David L. Shoolman is

treasurer of the company.

Bartola Company Name
Becomes Maxcy-Barton

The Bartola Musical Instrument Com-
pany, of Chicago, manufacturers of the
Barton organ, has changed its name to the
Maxcy-Barton Organ Company. The Bar-
ton organ will continue to be built and
manufactured by the Maxcy-Barton Organ
Company. W. G. Maxcy, of Oshkosh, is

president of the company; Dan Barton, gen-
eral manager, and Al Stoll, superintendent
of the factory, which is located at Oshkosh,
Wis.

What Kind of

a Fellow Is

—John L. McCurdy?—

WITH 22 years of theatrical expe-
rience behind him, despite the fact

he is only 36 years of age, John L.
McCurdy holds the post of managing
director of the new Brooklyn Paramount
theatre, and is truly one of the youngest
veteran managers of metropolitan theatres
m America.

McCurdy hails from Fort Wayne, Ind.
He went to public school there and then
came east to Heightstown, N. J., where he
attended Peddie school to prepare himself
for college. Attending prep school and col-

lege is an expensive process and, although
he was only 14 years of age at the time,
he started to work in a theatre to earn his

expenses. Not only did he succeed in send-
ing himself through school and college, but
he accumulated a lot of experience which
was immensely useful to him later on.

* * *

Upon leaving college, the flair for writing
which he had acquired through his theatrical

contacts, developed into a definite impulse,
and he associated himself with Collier's

Magazine, where he spent two years, first in

the editorial and then in the advertising de-
partment. Then the wanderlust seized him
and he sailed for far off Singapore to work
with the Singapore F. M. S. Motion Picture
exchange.

Returning to this country in 1914, Mc-
Curdy continued in the motion picture line,

spending four years in the distributing de-

partments of the World Film Corporation,
Fox and Pathe. Then he became house
manager of the Circle theatre in Indianap-
olis and remained there two years.

Evidently it was here that he found the

medium he was best adapted for. So suc-

cessful was he in conducting the theatre

that he was made general manager of the

F. J. Rambush circuit in Indianapolis, and
one year later, was taken into the home
office of Universal, where he spent three

years in the theatre management depart-

ment.
* * *

Just about that time, Douglas Fairbanks
was looking for an enterprising special rep-

resentative, and McCurdy was selected for

the job. After one year with Fairbanks, he
became general manager of the S. J.

Gregory Theatrical Enterprises of Chicago
and Indiana, and it was from there, one
year later, that he entered the employ of

Publix.

McCurdy's first position with Publix was
as city manager of the Newman and Royal
theatres in Kansas City. Shortly after, he
was brought East to fill the position of

managing director of the Metropolitan

Sound Films to Do More
For World Understanding

Than Radio, Says DeFore.
{Special to Better Theatres)

DETROIT, Feb. 12—Sound pictures w 1

do more than even the radio in "establis

ing a better understanding, a neighborline:!
among foreign nations," Dr. Lee DeFore
declared here last week in addressing 1<

members at the quarterly meeting of tl

M P T O of Michigan as the guest of H. j

Richey, manager.

Realism exists in the current audien
Dr. DeForest said, although it is by i

means perfected. "The aim is a noble one
he added, "but the paths to realism are Ion

devious and unbelievably difficult. Beau
will find a voice on the screen before Ion

The human voice, instrumental music ar

physical action will unite in one syr

phony.

"The radio broadcast has done mtn
toward establishing a better understandin,
a neighborliness among foreign nations, b I

I believe that sound films will accompli.!

even more in this direction.

"Take a concrete example: Just now
the public mind is the sending to Euro;

of Messrs. Morgan and Young as America
unofficial representatives in the discussit

of German finances. Could a phonofilm
President Coolidge addressing a select

audience and expressing his own views (

this subject accompany the delegation,

be generally exhibited in Europe, especial

in Germany, what a profoundly educati

effect it would exert upon Europe;
politics."

Huge Order of Da-Lite

Screens Is Purchased

By Electrical Researc

What may be the largest order ever plao

for motion picture screens in the history

the industry has been consummated in Ni

York. The order was. for Da-Tone X sou

screens and was obtained by F. F. Sturg

sales manager of the Da-Lite Screen Coi

pany of Chicago, from officials of Electric

Research Products. The size of the order c

be appreciated best by recalling the statenw

made sometime ago by Electrical Resear

Products that it planned to make 3,000

stallations of sound equipment in 1929.

Da-Tone screens, as a result, will be

stalled in thousands of theatres in connecti

with the installation of Western Elect

sound reproducing equipment. The new E

Tone X screen, especially developed for sou

and talking pictures by the Da-Lite Sere

Company several months ago, is said to hi

met with all requirements of Western Elect

engineers for desirable results when used w
sound.

The Da-Lite people are pioneer sen

builders, having started some 18 years a

The first unit of the new factory, at 2715

North Crawford avenue, Chicago, now co

pleted, has a production capacity of 5,000

6,000 square feet per day. Another unit v

be added the coming summer, and at t!

time all production, together with the gene

office, will be transferred to the new plant

theatre in Boston, stopping off to din

the Olympia theatre in New Haven, for

a few weeks on the way.

When Publix began building its Brookl

house, Sam Katz, president of the organi:

tion, picked McCurdy for the job. Co

menting on his choice, Katz said he selecl

McCurdy because he was "the last w;

in showmen to match the last word

theatres."
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Attend the shou.'

at this theatre?
Just jump into
your gondola and
paddle over. It is

the Rossini theatre

in Venice, located

on the Grand
Canal. Note the en-
terprising exploita-

t i o n of P ara-
mounfs "Wings."
Perhaps this is

an example of
some Mussolini

"Modernism"

Modern
Installations

The tendency among theatres, both

arge and small, throughout the

ountry is to modernize. Evidence

if this encouraging situation is

ound in the many installations

if equipment reported by leading

nanufacturers.

Geo. Kilgen 8C Son, Inc.

Organs

ft. Ephriam theatre, Mt. Ephriam, N. Y.
— manual pipe organ.
:rand theatre, Stamford, Conn.—3 man-

u: pipe organ.

Da-Lite Screen Company
Screens

Metropolitan theatre, Washington, D. C.

.ivoli theatre, Washington, D. C.

incoln theatre, Washington, D. C.

epublic theatre, Washington, D. C.

ischer theatre, Detroit, Mich,
elnord theatre, Baltimore, Md.
merican theatre, Roanoke, Va.
:rand theatre, York, Pa.
irmen theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
eswick theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
anley theatre, Atlantic City, X. J.

ogan theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
egent theatre, Bayshore, L. I.

:anley theatre, Camden, N. J.

arle theatre, Allentown, Pa.
olumbia theatre. New York City.
:anley theatre, jersey City, X. J.

abian theatre, Paterson, X. J.

ranada theatre, Patchogue. L. I.

mders theatre, Brooklyn, X. Y.
osque theatre, Newark, X. T.

rena theatre, New York City,

egent theatre, Elizabeth, N. J.

ranford theatre, Newark, N. J.
otham theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
ivoli theatre, Brooklyn, X. Y.
olonial theatre, Tarboro, X. C.
isino theatre, San Diego, Calif,

ajestic theatre, Dallas, Tex.
ajestic theatre, Ft. Worth, Tex.
ajestic theatre, Houston, Tex.
ajestic theatre, San Antonio. Tex.

Ritz theatre, Birmingham, Ala.

Capitol theatre, Hazelton, Pa.

Publix-Toledo theatre, Toledo, O.
Chicago theatre, Chicago, 111.

McVickers theatre, Chicago, 111.

Roosevelt theatre, Chicago, 111.

Uptown theatre, Chicago, 111.

Paradise theatre, Chicago, 111.

Minnesota theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Tivoli theatre, Chicago, 111.

West End theatre, Chicago, 111.

Pershing theatre, Chicago, 111.

Oriental theatre, Chicago, 111.

Regal theatre, Chicago, 111.

State theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Michigan theatre, Detroit, Mich.
State theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Belpark theatre, Chicago, 111.

Central Park theatre, Chicago, 111.

Covent theatre, Chicago, 111.

Congress theatre, Chicago, 111.

Harding theatre, Chicago, 111.

Senate theatre, Chicago, 111.

Knickerbocker theatre, Chicago, 111.

Biograph theatre, Chicago, 111.

Fort theatre, Rock Island, 111.

Grand theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Regent theatre, Rochester, X. Y.

Piccadilly theatre, Rochester, X. Y.

Xew Grand Central theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Grand theatre, Xorristown, Pa.

Capitol theatre, Passaic, X. J.

Hudson theatre, Kearney, Xeb.

U. S. theatre, Hoboken, X. J.

Roval theatre, Bloomfield, X. J.

The MET theatre, Philadelphia. Pa.

Earle theatre, Washington, D. C.

Leader theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

Felton theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

Midtown theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Ambassador theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Lindsay theatre, Lubbock, Tex.
Orpheum theatre. Pocatello, Ida.

Whites theatre, Greenville, X. C.

Savoy theatre, Bethlehem, Pa.

Lehigh theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

Victor theatre, McKeesport, Pa.

Windsor theatre, Chicago, 111.

J. H. Channon Corporation

Stage Rigging Hardware
Riverside theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

—

1 track Equalizer Draw Curtain.
Palace theatre, Chicago, 111.—1 track

Equalizer Draw Curtain.
Chicago theatre, Chicago, 111.— 1 track

Equalizer Draw Curtain.
Orpheum theatre, Memphis, Tenn.—

2

track Equalizer Draw Curtain.

REDECO RAT I N G —
WITHOUT CLOSING
FOR EVEN A DAY
lOMETHIXG new in the way of ingenious
resourcefulness is shown in the successful
manner in which the B. F. Keith theatre

in Ottawa, Canada, was redecorated and made
over in the midst of a busy season ivithout

darkening the house and without interrupting

or marring a single performance. The interior

of the theatre, not having been painted or
decorated for almost eight years, was in the

greater need of re-decoration by reason of

the great increase of patronage and popularity

this season.

Xot wishing to close even for a week, a
plan was evolved by which the work of the

painters and decorators could be completed at

night and carried on in a manner that would
not interfere with the next day's matinee
or with the convenience and comfort of the

audiences. A crew of expert painters was
added to the payroll of the theatre. These
men started work immediately after the close

of the night show, used an extra quantity of
"driers" in their paint and worked five hours.

In harmonious conformity with the tapestries

and fixed decorations of the theatre, the

painters symmetrically covered the panels,

pilasters and other wall spaces so that they

would not appear unfinished, or out of har-

mony, even for a day. For the backgrounds,
apple green was chosen as the most effective

color, but this was relieved by cerulean blue,

a combination much approved by interior

decorators of large auditoriums. In the Keith
Ottawa theatre, dark velours and brocades

are lavishly used in tapestry and mural effects,

and the new painting harmonizes most
effectively with the textiles of the upholstery

and tapestry.

Upon the opening of the theatre for the

matinees, it was found that the paint applied

during the previous night was quite dry and
uniformly applied. There were no indications

of a temporary or unfinished job. The effect

is that of a wholly transformed interior.

Green parchment wall shades for the electric

brackets were also installed during the night,

and the entire undertaking was completed at

a cost and with a rapidity which no outside

contractor, perhaps, would have guaranteed.

Theatre Bandit Captured;

Manager s Clothes Taken
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUTS. MO. Feb. 12.—A man giving

his name as Tom Pappas was overpowered
by a bystander as he was attempting to escape

with $500 in cash which he had secured from
a motion picture theatre in Danville, Illinois.

Pappas is said to have admitted that he is

wanted in a $25,000 bond for the robbery of a

bank in Kansas City, Missouri.

Two bandits forced Maurice Stahl, man-
ager of the Wellston theatre, Wellston, Mis-

souri, to disrobe on February' 3 when they

discovered he was carrying but $35 in cash.

He was left shivering in his underwear and
overcoat, the robbers escaping in his automo-
bile with them.

Public Auditorium, Cleveland, O.—2 track

Equalizer Draw Curtain.

Peter Clark, Inc.

Stage Rigging, Orchestra Lifts

Fox theatre, St. Louis, Mo.—Stage equip-

ment, stage elevators, orchestra and organ
console elevators.

Xew Fox theatre, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Stage equipment, stage elevators, orchestra

and organ console elevators.

Uptown theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.—Stage
operating equipment, orchestra elevators.

Radio K O A theatres in Xew York City

—Rigging. RCA horns, picture sheets.
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Nearby Towns
Lure Patrons

Away, So—
(Continued from page 89)

garden effect is still further heightened.
Crowning heavy stone pilasters along the

'garden" wall are large marble vases filled

with foliage and flowers, on which play lights

from lamps concealed within the vases. The
ceiling is painted a dark blue and is dotted
with silver stars. The only ceiling lights are
four small ball lamps on unobstrusive fixtures.

These are used only for general house light-

ing.

Near the stage the design takes on the form
of castles, which rise almost to the ceiling.

These are in relief, and behind their tops are
concealed blue lights. One "castle" houses
the organ pipes, the other contains the heat-
ing and ventilating ducts. All openings are
heavily grilled, and over the upper openings
are swung awnings of silver and green striped
cloth supported by lances. Two large bronze
gates, on either side of which are antique
bronze lanterns shedding a soft amber light,

serve to blend the castles and garden walls
into one continuous decorative scheme.

The proscenium arch continues the Spanish
architectural effect presented by the castles,

a massive stone arch and pilasters framing
curtains of heavy velour. On each curtain
in a golden wreath is the letter "V." The
stage opening is 27 feet wide and 18 feet
high. The stage has a depth of 18 feet.

Equipment includes a variety of scenery,
dressing rooms and modern stage lighting.

The heating and ventilating plants are lo-

cated beneath the stage, enclosed in a fire-

proof casing. The shops and apartments are

heated by steam, the theatre by hot air. It

has been demonstrated that in zero weather
the theatre can be comfortably heated in less

than 30 minutes.

The loges at the rear of the auditorium
serve decoratively to break the continuity of

the wall. Over their sides are draped Span-
ish shawls. Between them is the projection

room, which is so designed that sound equip-

ment may later be added. The booth equip-

ment includes two Simplex machines and a

spot light.

The seats are designed according to the

motif of the interior, upholstering being in

red and black leather. The standards like-

wise are finished in red and black with gold

highlights. The auditorium measures 85 feet

long by 47 feet wide and approximately 30

feet high.

The structure as a whole is built of con-

crete and hollow tile.

The policy calls for pictures with vaude-

ville every Wednesday night. Sunday shows

Sonny Boy
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You all know this one—or of it. Yes,

it's "Sonny Boy," as you may liave

guessed from the title and lyric. Here's
the chorus of this famous theme song
for Al Jolson's Vitaphone production,

"The Singing Fool." The number is

published by DeSylva, Brown and Hen-
derson and vms written by those very

fellows.

have been run with little opposition reported
from the townspeople, who at last have a

theatre which enables them to get the enter-

tainment they want without taking a cross-

country journey.

C. C. Cassady is manager of the Tivoli.

At the organ, which is a Wicks, William
Blanchard presides. Hugo Hauck is projec-

tionist.

Here, then, is an economically constructed

theatre in a small town which has changed a

bad business situation in that town. Not long

ago—but why sT)eak of what was? The Tivoli

has justified its owner's faith in his town.

For example, during the period of the worst
weather conditions that Indiana has known
for many years, and with the influenza epi-

demic raging, the Tivoli continued to play

to a constantly increasing number of patrons.

Spencer is too small a place to furnish all

the results noted. Some of the people must
have come from beyond Spencer. And that

was what Viquesney expected they would do
when Spencer was given an attractive, modern
theatre.

Quiet Electric Ventilator

Good ventilation makes business good. Venti-

lators for all your fresh air requirements.

Write for catalog.

Lakeside Company 223 Main St.

Hermansville, Mich.

MAIL YOUR TRIAL ORDER TODAY for

HAND PAINTED

Each on heavy poster paper in

5 or more attractive colors and
artistically airbrushed any size up to 36"xl0 ft.

Write for prices on other sizes on paper-muslin
and cards.

One Day Prices Do Not
Service Include Postage

Get the Best They Cost Less

H DRYFHOUT
736 SO WABASH AVE CHICAGO ILL

Putting Pep
Into Lobby
Displays

(.Continued from page 85)

He's got to keep a file and use some of th(

ideas.

"If a poster artist will work up a regu

color schedule weeks in advance, he will tb

be able to shoot out some displays that v

really pull. He won't be using the same c

ors too often. And if they are rotated in i|

right order, they cannot help but please.

"I used a green background for the pictu

'Lonesome,' and this worked out wonderfu
well.

"I cannot emphasize too strongly to otl

poster artists the importance of playing

the mystery picture with color. With 1

right use of black to depict shadows, e'

and white to depict ghosts, one can work
very suitable posters. And it is this kind

painting, in my opinion, that helps get peo

into the theatre. Get those kind of post'

in the lobby, and the pulling power of a p

ture cannot help but be increased."

MacDonald keeps in touch with many pos

artists in other theatres throughout the count

They exchange ideas and in that way h

each other, and MacDonald declares that f

pcrience has shown him that this idea

change is extremely valuable.

British Skepticism Over

Audien Fades; Producers

Using Sound for Shot
(Special to Better Theatres)

LONDON, Jan. 25 (By Mail).—Wan
Brothers have been packing the Piccadi

for months past, first with the "Jazz Singe

followed by "The Home Towners" and Pa

ine Frederick in "On Trial." The Regal,

newly built super, has been playing to f

capacity with unheard of waiting lines i

"The Singing Fool," and now Paramount,

the Plaza, has set up a new record with "I

terference." Huge crowds have besieged 1

theatre at all playing hours.

Critics are divided as to the relative mer

of the sound films shown at the Plaza, P

radilly, Regal and Universale Rialto. Th<

is little doubt, however, that audiens alrea>

have broken down the earlier prejudices e

tertained by many of the leading critics, a

a great section of the British exhibiting i

dustry. Several British producers are util

ing sound for short features and for effec

In Kings Beach Division of the High Couj

London, Herbert Wilcox Productions, Lc|

don, brings an action against First Natioij

Pictures, London, alleging breach of contr;

in regard to the distribution of the film "T|

Only Way," in which Sir John Martin Harvl

was starred. Under agreement dated Mail

17, 1925, Wilcox alleged that First Natkr 1

agreed to distribute the film and the film v

block-booked instead of being exploited

dividually.

Welded Wire Reels Are

Made for Sound V
(Special to Better Theatres)

NEW YORK, Feb. 12.—A new line of

welded wire reels, especially developed for

in connection with sound pictures, is bei

manufactured by the Universal Elect

Welding Company, 90 Webster avenue, Lc

Island City. They are galvanized finished a

eliminate brazing, clamps, screws and pai

The reels are available in four sizes, as f

lows

:

10-inch reel—2-inch drum for 1,000 feet

film.

11-inch reel—5-inch drum for 1,000 feet.

14-inch reel—4-inch drum for 2,000 feet.

15-inch reel—5-inch drum for 2.000 feet

/

ei
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Grand stairway to mezzanine floor. The mezzanine floor, showing stairs to loges.

The auditorium.

I FINE EXAMPLE OF MEDIUM-SIZED THEATRES
West Coast even plans to use it as a model for others in the Circuit

IT IE California theatre in San Bernardino, a West Coast
louse, is in design, furnishing and equipment an excellent

sx.iple of the fine medium-sized theatre in thriving cities,

it serving as a model for others under construction or being
?la ied.

e California seats 1,850. The balcony is given over to
">g>. The California is decorated in a modified Spanish
<no:, with elaborate plaster work in festoons, panels and

;rs. Open grilles, finished in dull gold, hide the pipes
* ; organ on either side of the proscenium arch.

Rich furnishings in the foyer, mezzanine floor and ladies

and gentlemen's restrooms, also carry out the Spanish motif.

One of the features of the California is the installation of

a Carrier Centrifugal refrigeration and heating system. This

is one of the few of its kind on the Pacific Coast and aids

in the warm weather of the Southern California summers to

keep the temperature at the lowest possible figure consistent

with health. It can be controlled from the booth.

The stage is one of the largest of any house outside of

metropolitan cities.
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THEY SHOW HOW
THEY LIKE THIS
MODERN THEATRE
THAT all seats were sold out for the first

week of operation, with prospects that

they would be sold out each evening for

at least a month, indicates the reception given

the new Fitchburg theatre of the Maine and
New Hampshire Corporation, which was dedi-

cated the evening of February 7. The new
theatre replaces the Lyric of the same cor-

poration. The general construction is of steel

girders and brick, with white granite outer
walls and polished granite, marble-effect in-

terior. Frank W. Hollis, formerly of the

vaudeville team of Kenney and Hollis, well

known in the East, is manager of the new
theatre.

The seating capacity is 1,750. When the

building was designed, it was found possible

to seat 2,000 but more space was given in the

interest of comfort. Publix deluxe leather

upholstered, spring-bottom seats were installed

by Heywood-Wakefield. All corridors and
floors are heavily carpeted.

Lighting is modernistic, with fixtures similar

to those in the New Boston Gardens. Hy-low

lamps of 75 amperes are used in the booth,
and it is said they give better results than the
125-ampere lights. The spotlights in the booth
are set on gelatin frames, controlled from the
rear. Stage lighting towers, modern foot-
lights, deep purple curtains with an adamask
drop are among the appointments. The stage
has a 40-foot opening and 25-foot depth.
Tapestries are red and gold ; and the carpet-
ing, red and blue.

It is the second theatre in New England
to have installed the Photophone system of
reproduction, the other installation being in

Providence. Equipment includes a $15,000
Wurlitzer organ.

The interior is built on the stadium plan
without posts or obstructions. The policy will

be to reserve the orchestra circle. The mar-
quise contains 400 individual lamps of the gas
tube type. The display frames are of the

latest type, separated by long mirrors.

A feature of the construction is the double
circuit lighting system. One circuit is on the
city current, and another on a battery system.
There are two heating ducts, one direct for
taking the chill off, and another for warming
the house. The latter is indirect heating. The
operation is automatic, with an air mixer
maintaining an even temperature. There are
two intake fans, and two exhaust fans, giving
a change of 25 cubic feet a second. The state

regulation is but "15 feet.

Letters from

READERS
From Readers of

Better Theatres

HOW TO REDECORATE
CONWAY, N. H.—To the Editor: First

I would like to say that I find your "Better
Theatres" issues very helpful and interesting.

I've noted that you have helped out other
exhibitors in giving valuable information
about building and equipping theatres and am
writing in the hope that you will suggest some
way of fixing up the interior of my small

theatre at not too great a cost, still making
it attractive.

I am enclosing a plan of the theatre. The
color scheme at present is as follows

:

Woodwork and chairs are dark walnut.

Walls are papered tan, like sample enclosed.

The paper is in good condition. The ceiling

is a flat surface with a five-inch gold moulding
along the edge and is painted a dark green.

These were the colors when I bought the the-

atre, and I want to make a change. Would an
ivory painted ceiling give it height, and would

you recommend paneling squares on the pres-
ent wall paper ? Would you place double or
single candle light fixtures on the walls and
what colors? At present I have six white
12-inch bowls hanging by three chains from
the ceiling.

There are seven windows in the building,

with ordinary green window shades. What
could I put over these windows or what color
of shades ? It has to be something to keep out
the light.

I will be very grateful for any suggestions
you make.

—

Leon C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre,

Conway, N. H.

REPLY.—Your sketches show that your
ceiling is low. By all means remove the dark
green from it and repaint it in a light color.

It must give a closed-in effect now. Ivory
might be used—even a flat white. On the

other hand, you have seven windows to con-
tend with. They are unusual in an auditorium
and furnish quite a problem. Any light ceil-

ing, of course, will reflect a great deal of light,

yet a light ceiling you must have. Now, you
say that your woodwork is walnut. Why not,

then, a golden tan ceiling? This, of course,

would be also a richer and more theatre-like

color than ivory or white—and much more
easily kept clean. The tan would also harmon-
ize with your paper, which has tan in it. Be
sure, however, that the tan is bright, golden
—not muddy! Another color might also be

effective, blue—a light tint. This would be
harmonious as tan with the paper.

The windows will always be an alien p
of your auditorium design, but since they ;

there and until you see fit to remove th<

they will have to be considered. Better tl

to ignore then, for ignore them you can't,

to frankly include them in your decorat
scheme. But you want to do this in a v
which does not make them noticeable over
rest of the room. Dark drapes would cai

each window to stand out prominently,
would even the lighter drapes if much
contrast to the surrounding parts. Y<
wainscot is walnut, your paper essentiallj

mixture, of tan and blue, the third color h;

ing its foundation in blue as well as r

Light blue is a rather sickly color for a t

atre auditorium wall where emotions are
be aroused rather than discouraged. 1

• \
might, therefore, use brown drapes, beings'
that the material has a glossy surface. ^
drapes also ought to be heavy—of an imi

tion velvet, perhaps, if not of velvet. 1

brown should not be dark, so that it d
not contrast much with the surroundings,
should, however, be darker than the tan
either your ceiling or the paper. Let tb

hang in long folds, suspended from ornam
tal metal rods.

* * *

Another idea occurs to us. The windc

,

aren't contributing anything to the beauty
your auditorium, anyway, so it might not

out of place to employ their space for disp

frames. This must not be done in a ch

way, or the effect would be worse, than i

decorative treatment. It is possible to

beautifully designed brass display frai

which would fit against the window fran-

concealing them entirely. These should .

be used for one-sheets, but could contain ca

on which are printed brief announcements
coming attractions. If possible, these ca

should be hand-lettered. Otherwise, they she

be carefully printed. The cards should

mounted on a gray background. Let the

tering be in dignified black. The cards she

not come to less than three inches from :

frame itself, leaving just a few words, such,

"John Garbo—Colleen Bow in All About L :

—Thursday, Friday." Place a small lighl

:

one side or over each frame, shielded and
fleeted against the card, if such lights do :

cast a disturbing glow out into the auditori .

The lights to be used are similar to th

:

employed in art galleries or on musici;

'

stands. They are of brass, long and sleiv

,

and the shield almost encloses the lamp,

the frames are used in this manner no it

lights need be used.

* * *

It is not particularly desirable to panel :

walls. This has been done so much that ;

•

haps you would gain in originality what i

would lose in effect, to leave the walls pi •

And after all, perhaps the effect to be gai 1

by paneling is not more ordinarily than t

achieved by simplicity. In your case pane !

is especially not to be suggested because f

your high wainscot.

As to the use of single or double wall

tures, that depends on how much you wan

)

pay. Double lights would be a little ric

than single ones. Center one in the sje

between each window. The ceiling lights

have are well adapted to your purpc

decoratively at least.

—

Exhibitors Ser

Department of Better Theatres.

Austin Gets New Paramount Contraim h
NEW YORK—William Austin, whose inimi «

comedy characterizations in recent Paramount f *

have won him a large following, was signed to a *

contract recently. Austin will have an important
[

in an all audien, "The Insidious Dr. Fu Manchi

Sedgwick Renews M G M Contract

NEW YORK—Edward Sedgwick, who has be » s
successful director for the past two years on *
M G M lots, has been signed to a new long-term
tract with the organization. Sedgwick's latest '{H
was done on "Spite Marriage."
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BETTER THEATRES
Information and

Catalog Bureau

"Better Theatres" offers on this page an individual jerriee to

its readers. Detailed information and catalogs concerning any

product listed herewith will be sent to any theatre owner, man-

ager, architect er projectionist. Just fill in the coupon below

and mail to "Better Theatres" Division of Exhibitors Herald-

^"orld. Readers will find manv of the products listed by
this Bureau are advertised in this issue of "Better Theatres."

See Advertisers Index.

AOHitim systems.

Acaatticai installation.

Adapter*, carbon.

Adding, tabulating machine*.

Admission i ; i

AMnuio) machines.

Advertising noveitlet, materials.

Advertising projects.

Air conditioning equipment.

Air Dome tent*

AM* lighti.

AW* npe.
Alarm signals.

An lamps. reSecting.

Architectural unite.
An regulator*

Artificial plants, flowen.

Art title*.

Automatic curtain control.

:Aat*matic projection cutoitl.

CAsslamatic tprinklert.

B
.Balloon * advertltiag.

: Banner*.
.:-.»! decorative.

:3cll-buzzer signal systems.

:3l*cks. pulle>i. ttage-riggiag.

; Blotter*, hand.

SBaoaini agencies for musicians.

13aakiag agentie* (state kind).

iSoslert.

:3tlts. Chair anchor.

:3ootht, projection.

:3toths. ticket.

;3ax. loge lhair*.

: 3rass gnllt.

•3rata rail*.

i Brokers- Theatre promotion.

53ntletia hoards, thangtable.

Cahlaeta.
I virions lighti.

'Cameras
< .'anopits lor fraats.

4 :arsons.

4 barton sharpeners,

s.'arton tsrenchea.

4 :ar*ets.

tlarpet minion.
Carpet Cleaning toaspound.
I Carpet covering,

t.'tltt. film shipping,

lament Alas.

5 Chair cover*.

Stairs, sticker,

t hairs, theatre.

I :kaaoo makers.
I manner oven.
I Mar hoods.

S Mar wheels.

D
I lata strips.

IJecerotioni (state kind).

S3 Decorators, theatre.

64 Dimmen.
65 Disinfectants—perfumed.
66 Doors, fireproof.

67 Draperies.

St Drinking fountains.

69 Duplicating machines.

E
70 Electrit circuit testing iastrss-

asents.

71 Eleetrie fans.

72 Elettrical flowers.

73 Electric power generating

plants.

74 Electric signs.

75 Eleetrie signal and control os-
teins.

76 Emergency lighting plants.

77 Exit light signs.

F
78 Film cleaner*.

79 Filmsplicing machine.
(0 Film tools (state kind).

81 Files waxing machine.
82 Fin alarms.

83 Fire escape*.

84 Fin extinguisher*.

85 Fire hose.

SS Fin hose reels, tarts.

87 Fire proof curtains.

88 Fire proof doors.

83 Fin proofing material*.

90 Fixture*, lighting.

91 Flashlight*

92 Flash en. Electric sign.

93 Flood lighting.

94 Floorlights.

35 Floor covering.

96 Floor runners.

97 Flowers, artificial.

98 Footlights.

99 Fountains, decontive.
100 Fountain*, drinking.

101 Frames-poster, lobby display.

102 Front*, metal theatre.

103 Furnace*, toJ I burning.

104 Furnace*, oil burning.

105 Furniture, theatn.
106 Fuses.

G
107 Generaton.
108 Grilles, brat*.

103 Gummed labels.

110 Gypsum products.

H
1 1 1 Hardware, stag*.

112 Heating system, coal.

113 Heating system, oil.

I

114 Ink. pencili for Hide*.

115 Intunnce. Fin.
116 Insurance. Rata.

117 Interior decorating sorvit*.

118 Interior illuminated signs.

J
119 Janlton' supplies.

Labels, film caution.

Lamps, decora cue.

Lamp dip coloring.

Lamps, general lighting.

Lamp*, incandescent projeotloa.

Lamps, high intensity.

Lamp*, reflecting an.
I aialaij equipment fans its-

ing*.

Lavatory fixture*

Led;e.-s, theatn.
Lenses.

Lights, exit.

Light*, spot.

Lighting fixture*.

Lighting Installations.

Lighting systems, complete.
Linoleum.
Liquid soap.

Liquid soap containers.

Lithographers.

Lobby display frame*.

Lobby oazing bail*
Lobby furniture.

Lobby decoration*.

Lubncants (state kind).
Luminous oambero.
Luminous tignt. interior.

147 Machine*, ticket.

148 Machine*, pop corn.

149 Machine*, unitary stndiag.

150 Make up. boxe*. theatrical.

151 Marble.
152 Marquise.
153 Matt, leather.

154 Mats and runntn.
155 Mazda projection adapter*.

156 Metal lath.

157 Metal polish.

IS* Mirror, shade*.

159 Motor generaton.
160 Motion picture tabu.
161 Musical instrument! (ttatt

kind).

162 Mutia publisher*
163 Mutia rail*.

164 Mutia stand*.

MS
166

ID

165

1(9

in

171

72
173
174

175

176

Napkin*
Noteltiea, advertising.

Nursery furnishings and
equipment

0
Oil burnen.
Orchestral piece*.

• •
i pit fitting*, fvnil

ings.

Organs.
Organ novelty slide*.

Organ lift*.

Organ chamber heater*.

Ornamental fountain*
Ornamental metal work.

ITS

179
I

III

IK
113

194

IBS
ISO

197

199
199
199

m
152

193

194
i 5 5

ISC

197
1-3

Ornamental metal theatn
l-C-3.

P
Paint, tcnea.
Paper drinking caps.

Pa:er s.

Pertun

Plastic fixtures and dctaratl—a.
Plumbing fixtures.

Positive film.

Posters.

Portable pevspsssmsrw.

Pottery decorative.

Power gcaenting plant.
Printing, theatre.

201

202
203

= :;'_~ : : , f - s

Program signs, illuminated.

Projection lamp*.
Projection machine*.
Projection machine parts.

Projection room equipment.

I
204 Radiators.

7.05 Radiator raters.

209 Rail*, bra**.

207 Rails, rape.

209 Rain insuroae*.

209 Rectifien.

210 Reconstruction service.

211 Redecorating service.

212 Reflector* (ttata kiad).

213 Refumithing service.

214 Regulaton, Mazda.
215 Reals.

216 Reel tnd signal*

217 Reel packing, tarrying eases.

218 Resonant orchestra platform.

219 Reseating service.

220 Rewinding film.

221 Rheostats.

222 Rigging, stage.

223 Roofing materials.

S
224 Sale*, film.

225 Scenery, stage.

226 Scenic artists' serviit.

227 Screen s.

229 Screen paint.

229 Seat coven.
230 Seat indicator*, vacant
231 Seat*, theatre*.

232 Signs (state kind).

233 Signs, parking.

234 Signals, reel tad.
235 Siga flashen.

236 Sign-cloth.

237 Sign lettering service.

239 Sidewalk machine*, tarsi swap-

sen.

24*
241

:<5

246

247

24S
Zii

250
;;i

252
:53

254

5

Slide ink. pencils.

Slide lanterns.

Slide making tutfita.

Slide mats.

SJststttr*, metal fir*.

Swap container*, liquid.

S: -ri i
-6 .-iters

Spotlight*.

S::;; Sc.-nt-TalaaiM, ett.

Sta;i , ! -j equipment.

2S7

:;s

269
270

271

272
273
::i

275
276

279
279
:•:

281

282
2*3
234

:S5

.ir

29*
291

292

Theatn atccuntlai tjttemi.

Theatn dimmer*.
Theatre teats.

Tickets.

Ticket booths.

Ticket cheap***.

Ticket holder*.

Ticket rack*.

Ticket selling mutual*
Til*.

Tile stands.

Tool tates. operator's.

Towels, paper.

Towels, sloth.

Trailen.
Transfer tsert.

Triptdt.
Turnstiles, nfisterlng.

Typewriter*.

U
Uniform!.

V
Valance*, tor boxes.

Vases, store.

Vatuum cleanen.
Ventilating fant.

Ventilatlet. cooling system

.

Ventilating systems, complet*.

eta. napkins, it*.

254 Vitrei It*.

295
Irr

237

w
Will
Wall
Watch
Water cooler*.

Vi -tt i ::i:r

USE THIS COUPON

"BETTER THEATRES" DIVISION
Exhibitors Herald-World
407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago t

Ge^sTLEmen : I should like to receive reliable information on the ioUowing hems

:

(Refer to Items by Number)

Remarks :

Theatre. City.

Seating Capacity
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Advertised in This

BETTER THEATRES SECTION
(If you desire something not listed here, Exhibitors Information and Catalog

Bureau published in this issue will get it for you.)

Page
AISLE LIGHTS
Kausalite Mfg. Co 78

AMPLIFIERS
Radio Receptor Company. Inc 41

Samson Electric Company 38

Silver-Marshall, Inc 24

ANCHOR EXPANSION BOLTS
The Paine Co. 83

AUTOMATIC CURTAIN CONTROL
Automatic Devices Co 74

Fallen Electrical Company 87

BANNERS, SIGNS
H. Dryfhout Company 94

BATTERIES
Electric Storuge Battery Co 13

CARBON ADAPTERS
Best Devices Co 78

CHANGEABLE LETTERS
Crystalite Products Corp 54

CUEING SERVICE
Scoredisc Service Corp 33

Synchronized Music Company 26-27

United Cue Service 31

DIMMERS
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Company 11

DISPLAY CUTOUT MACHINES
International Register Corporation .... 60

ELECTRIC FLASHERS, COLOR HOODS
Reynolds Electric Co 78

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES
Movie Supply Company 86

National Theatre Supply Co. Insert

FILM CEMENT
F. B. Griffin 78

FILM REELS
Universal Electric Welding Co 36

FIRE PREVENTION DEVICES
Sentry Safety Control Corp 61

FLOWERS, PLANTS—ARTIFICIAL
G. Reising & Co 80

FLOOR COVERINGS
Bigelow-Hartford Carpet Company.... 12

Mohawk Carpet Mills 4

GENERATORS
Automatic Devices Co 74

Hertner Electric Co 50

Roth Brothers & Co 7.5

HORNS AND SPEAKERS
Kersten Radio Equipment Co 34

Racon Electric Company. Inc 32

Pas<-

LAMPS, HIGH INTENSITY
Hall & Connolly, Inc 82

LAMPS, REFLECTING ARC
McAuley Manufacturing Co Insert

Strong Electric Co 46

LENSES

Bnusch & Lomh 69

LIGHTING FIXTURES
Voigt Company 75

LOBBY DISPLAY
Joseph S. Avrid Co., Inc 55

MAZDA REGULATORS
Garver Electric Co 62

NEEDLES FOR SOUND DEVICES

Wall-Kane Needle Mfg. Co 40

ORGANS
George Kilgen & Son. Inc Insert

The Link Company, Inc 65

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co Second Cover

ORGAN HEATERS
Cramblet Eng. Corp 66

Kausalite Mfg. Co 78

The Prometheus Electric Corp 51

PATENT ATTORNEYS
W illiam N. Moore 82

PROJECTION TOOLS
Projection Improvement Co 49

PROJECTORS
Coxsackie Holding Corp 69

Enterprise Optical Co Fourth Cover

International Proj. Corp Insert

RAILINGS, GRILLES
Zero Valve & Brass Corporation 82

RECORDS FOR SOUND DEVICES
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co 29

RHEOSTATS
Hoffman & Soons 82

SAFES, THEATRE
York Safe and Lock Company 80

SCREENS
Da-Lite Screen Co 52-53

Raven Screen Co 83

SAFETY LADDERS
Dayton Safety Ladder Co 67

SEATS
American Seating Co 8

Heywood-Wakefield Co 14

Page
SIGNS—ELECTRIC
Flexlume Corporation 5

Milne Elec. Co 46

SLIDES

J. F. Ransley 66

Quality Slide Company 65

SOUND PROOF INSTALLATIONS
Johns-Manville Corporation 7

SPEED INDICATORS
A C Spark Plug Co 40

MUSIC AND SOUND
REPRODUCING DEVICES
W. M. Dutton & Sons Co 43

Gates Radio & Supply Co 30

Good-All Electric Manufacturing Co... 35

Le Pilote Radio Laboratories 42

Moviephone Corporation 37

Nelson Wiggen Piano Co 42

Qualitone Corporation 39

S & S Enterprises, Inc 40

Synchronized Music Company 26-27

Western Electric Piano Company 40

STAGE AND ORCHESTRA LIFTS
Peter Clark, Inc 70

STAGE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Frank Adam Elec. Co Front Cover

Belson Mfg. Company 67

Chicago Cinema Equipment Co 56

Hub Electric Company 62

Kliegl Brothers 70

Major Equipment Co 81

STAGE RIGGING HARDWARE
J. H. Channon Corp 83

Peter Clark, Inc 70

STAGE SCENERY
Tiffin Scenic Studios 82

Volland Scenic Studios 52-66

THEATRE PRINTING, PROGRAMS
Exhibitors Printing Service 53

National Program & Printing Co 82

TICKETS
Arcus Ticket Co 75

Welden, Williams & Lick 80

TRAILERS
Appreciation Films, Inc 81

National Screen Service, Inc 74

VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
Arctic Nu-Air Corporation 3

Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp 9

Lakeside Company 94

Supreme Heater & Vent. Co 65

Typhoon Fan Co. 66
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Merchandising

of

rheatre

Equipment

May 11 will mark the sixth anniversary of "Better

Theatres."

It is an important date in the motion picture industry.

Prior to the late Spring of 1923. manufacturers of theatre

equipment had no means of backing up their sales efforts

with advertising on a sound and economical basis.

Only a handful of equipment manufacturers used trade

paper advertising at the time. Their copy was hopelessly

lost in a maze of motion picture advertising.

The "Better Theatres" idea opened up a tremendous new

service to them. It made national distribution possible and

practical for scores of manufacturers. Trade names and

trade marks of worthy product could be popularized na-

tionally with reasonable advertising appropriations.

"Better Theatres" today is an institution. It has never

wavered from its original purpose of advocating sound

merchandising through consistent and informative adver-

tising. This issue—and every other issue—is the best

proof of its intelligently realizing the needs of the field

and meeting them.



<> Double Cut Off
Wives yoo more ligh

THE HORIZONTAL, CYLINDRICAL SHUTTER
OF THE MODEL "H" MOTIOGRAPH

DE LUXE PROJECTOR

ere is how it does i

DISC TYPE

The old type front disc shutter cuts off in

one direction only, diagonally across the pic-

ture. The shutter moving in one direction

across the longest dimension of the picture is

slow in cut-off and inefficient in illumination.

CYLINDRICAL TYPE
The new Model "H" Cylindrical Shutter cuts

off from the top and bottom of the picture

simultaneously and across the narrow dimen-
sion of the picture, resulting in a faster double
cut-off and increased illumination with sharper
definition.

AND
(il lA% OF THE HEAT IS REMOVED FROM THE FILM !

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.

564 W. RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.



Lemand for Better Films Met, Census Shows
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I . . and please

keep all those
M-G-M folk in

tlte best of health
. ... so that they may turn out

tare pictures that bring hap-

less like Ramon Novarro in

:Tle Flying Fleet/ John Gilbert

tnj Greta Garbo in 'A Woman
DtAffairs,' William Haines in

[Aias Jimmy Valentine/ 'The
pdlamy Trial' and all those

dcrious successes which have
>rught us abundant profits

pb; season. Amen."

It ; a pleasure to report, as we go to press, that "THE BROADWAY MELODY", playing twice daily, at

2, as broken every existing record, with tremendous advance sale, at the Astor Theatre, N. Y. and at

Jrc man's Chinese Theatre, Los Angeles. There has never been anything like it in all picture history.)

No. 8 Entered as second-class matter August 20, 1917 at the Post Office at Chicago, 111., under the act of March 3, /*/>. Published Fplirn^rv 9"V IQ9Qweekly by Quigley Publishing Co., at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription $3.00 a year. Single copies, 25 cent!.
8 7 "r



^ -ns* Stsr.

Writelb-Da ij //or oh

2iea> cooperative purchase pi

^ UThether it be in the magnifi-
cent Tiev)CoeiV's State 'in Providence,

or in CentralAmerica's theatre beauti-

ful -Jfte Cecilia"inPanama City, or in

the luxurious' TantagesJfieatres in

California - in fact, xoherever enterpris-

ing shopmen demand the best, uou
u)ill hear enthusiastic endorsement

ofthe Robert Morten Unit Organ as a

musical attraction.

No other organ approaches

Robert Morten in qualitu,volume,
distinctiveness of tone, orchestral

resources or variety of effects. Ex-

clusive process ofmanufacture

,

structural improvements, and -

patented features found inno other

organ,mate it distinctly differ-

ent from all others.

RAntMnfffiOrgan Gfc

R.p. Matthews -Vice Pres. * GeneralMg'v.

New York. Criica.ro Los Angeles SanFrancisco

1560 5Wvly 624So.MichW 1914 SoVlrmont 168 Golden Gate
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Palm Beach Post

6. If ire from Los
Angeles

7. N. Y. Ticket
agencies know

"Redskin"
is hit!

cot*

St-

He**

18,800inK.Cfor

Abie's Irish Rose

yLeader Last Wk.
2nd

Week

fi^t time in

'Tht

Totnorr,

all New v i rMo hrn-d .

0i ®
On At

J

PROOF!
AC

PARAMOUNT'S
MIGHTY PRODUCT is doing the

GREATEST RUSINESS in history!
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HIT AFTER HIT!
Here, for example are the GREAT PARAMOUNT
TALKING and SOUND PICTURES for FERRUARY!

CAS-
WILLIAM POWELL .JAMES HALL
LOUISE BROOKS~'JEANARTHUR

MAicgiih st.ciaii;

RICHARD

'Pa/xiJnbjfnt Picture. US

Redskin
a 'Paramount Picture

ANCROFT

^jAjF MGUNOVj^NANlVCARKOII.

PUTH CKATTERTON. FREDRIC MARCH
JOHN CROMWELLM JACK OAXIE/

COMING
77ie Jazz Revue

All -Talking Sensation!

Jeanne Eagels

THE

$2 Musical Romance

"WOLF SONG *

More! More!

PARAMOUNT Rules theSOUND WAVES!
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TIFFANY-STAHL MONEY MAKERS
GEORGE JESSEL in "LUCKY BOY"—His first singing

and talking feature. "My Mother's Eyes." theme song, by

L. Wolfe Gilbert and Abel Baer. Musical score by Hugj
Riesenfeld.

BELLE BENNETT in "MOLLY AND ME" with JOE E.

BROWN, supported by Alberta Vaughn. "In the Land of Mjke-

Believe," theme song, by L. Wolfe Gilbert and Abel Baer.

Dialogue and singing. Synchronization and score by Hugo
Riesenfeld.

BELLE BENNETT in "MY LADY'S PAST' with JOE E.

BROWN supported by Alma Bennett. "A Kiss to Remember," theme

song, by Ben Bernie. Dialogue and singing. Synchronization and

score by Hugo Riesenfeld.

' MARRIAGE BY CONTRACT" featuring PATSY RUTH
MILLER and LAWRENCE GRAY. A John M. Stahl Special

Production. Theme song, "When the Right One Comes Along."
Synchronized musical score.

"THE TOILERS" featuring JOBYNA RALSTON and
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR. A Reginald Barker Special

Production. Synchronization and sound effects by Hugo
Riesenfeld.

Qoming
NEW ORLEANS" featuring WM. COLLIER, JR., RICARDO CORTEZ and ALMA BENNETT. A Reginald Barker Special

Production, with dialogue and synchronization.

"WHISPERING WINDS" featuring PATSY RUTH MILLER. MALCOLM MacGREGOR and EVE SOUTHERN. With
dialogue, singing and synchronization.

"TWO MEN AND A MAID" featuring WM. COLLIER. JR.. and ALMA BENNETT, with EDDIE GRIBBON
and GEORGIE STONE. With dialogue and synchronization.

"MIDSTREAM" featuring RICARDO CORTEZ. CLAIRE WINDSOR and LARRY KENT. With
dialogue and synchronization.

ITA N V~y>Tf\ N L P ROD UCTIO N</> INC.
jCKoapvay mew yokk city
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Tune in every

Tuesday night on
RKORadioHour.

Biggest thing on
the air

!



marshals America's melody-loving millions into

line for YOUR box-office!

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY singing and playing

SYNCOPATION hits to 30,000,000 Radio fans forYOUR box-office!

VICTOR TALKING MACHINE COMPANY in stupendous tie-up

drive with 8,500 dealers and 300,000 car cards . . . selling SYNCOPA-
TION recorcl hits for your box-office

!

Battalions of song pluggers from great national music publisher

organizations, Stept and Green, and Harms, selling SYNCOPATION
melodies for YOUR box-office!

GOLDEN MELODIES SWEEPING A TIDE
OF GOLDEN PROFITS TO YOUR DOORS

nging melodies!

g... whistling
• • «

Joseph I. Schnitzer

and

William LeBaron
present

Fred Wa ring's

Norton Downey, Osgood Pei

darkey. Adapt m y Watson and 100 other;! Story and Dialogue by

ised by Robert Kane.

RKO DISTRIBUTING CORPO
Member oj Motion Picture Producers ami D;.

RATION
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DIALOGUE
AND UNiqUt

SOUND
€ff€CTS

Starring

ALICE DAY
ARTHUR LUBIN

Adapted from an Original

By NORMAN HOUSTON
Co-Author of

'BROADWAY MELODY'

2 VERSIONS

SILENT Be SOUND
Produced By I

Gotham Photoplays
SAM SAX

Pres.

1650 Broadway

BUDD ROGERS
Vice-Pres.

N. Y. C.

VIVID, APPEALING

TALE OF LOVE IN

TIN PAN ALLEY

WWEftE AMERICAS

POPULAR S0H6S

AfcE&ORN/





Carl Laemmle

Where onlhisEarth
(No. 624— Straight from the Shoulder Talk by C

WHERE ON THIS EARTH CAN YOl
match this most amazing collection of bo:

office values in any one entertainment?

FIRST, EDNA FERBER'S best-selliii

novel "Show Boat." (a)

SECOND, FLORENZ ZIEGFELD'S Ml
sical stage production of "Show Boat." (I

THIRD, JEROME KERN'S EXQUISIT
music, (c)

FOURTH, OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN
2d,s, heart'touching lyrics, (d)

FIFTH, HARRY POLLARD'S D1RE(

tion. (e)

(a) MISS FERBER IS ONE OF THE GREATEST LIVING
AUTHORS. Every book she writes is a best-seller. "Show Boat"

topped them all in sales and the royalties from it still pour in upon

this gifted young woman.

(b) FLORENZ ZIEGFELD IS EASILY THE WORLD'S
greatest producer of brilliant musical shows. Paying as high as

$25 per seat to see one of his productions is nothing startling to

New York. And now, for the first time, the cream of his best is

sent out to the whole world to be enjoyed at popular prices within

the reach of all.

(c) MR. KERN IS THE MOST SUCCESSFUL LIVING

composer of music for musical comedies. He is a multi-millionaire

as the result of royalties from his world-known music hits.

(d) MR. HAMMERSTEIN, A MEMBER OF ONE OF THE
most illustrious stage families in America, adapted Miss Ferber's

book for Mr. Ziegfeld, wrote the lyrics and produced the London
engagement of "Show Boat."

First the novel. Then the play. "Now th

i Where on this eari

Oscar

Harry Pollard



[anYouMatchThis?
Lctmmle, President of the Universal Pictures Corp.)

SIXTH, A CAST HEADEDBYLAURA
laPlante, Joseph Schildkraut, and Otis

jlarlan. (f)

SEVENTH, HELEN MORGAN SING*
iLg her famous songs, (g)

EIGHTH, JULES BLEDSOE, SINGING
'DP Man River." (h)

NINTH, ZIEGFELD 'S PLANTATION
J

;

ngersJ (i)

NOW LOOK AT THE FOOT NOTES
ad see in more detail what box-office value

las been packed into this master production.;

cf all-time*

(e) MR. POLLARD DIRECTED THE "COHENS AND
Kellys," "Uncle Tom's Cabin," "Sporting Youth," "California

StraightAhead," and others which have fattened yourbankaccount .

if) THESE NAMES SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES. MISS

LaPlante, Mr. Schildkraut and Mr. Harlan have always been

associated with successful pictures.

(g) MISS MORGAN IS THE GREATEST LIVING SINGER
of crooning love songs. She has "it" and she puts it into her work.

(h) MR. BLEDSOE IS THE GREATEST LIVING NEGRO
singer. He is now singing in concerts. I don't suppose any one

thing contributed more to the success of Mr. Ziegfeld' s show than

Bledsoe's rendition of "OF Man River."

(i) THE PLANTATION SINGERS WILL DELIGHT YOU
with their rich, mellow voices, such as are found only within the

negro race. They are a terrific hit on the stage. They will sing

for you in "Show Boat."

fcture combining the cream of both!

<an you match it?

OAT
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CARL L,AEiriML,E

has the honor to present

UNIVERSALE TALKING AND SINGING TRIUMPH

EDNA FERRER'S

SHOW BOAT
with

LAURA LA PLANTE JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
OTIS HARLAN

ALMA RUBENS EMILY FITZROY JANE LA VERNE

Combined with the Musical Hits from Florenz

ZIEOFEMVS
INCOMPARABLE STAGE PRODUCTION

by Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd

SEE and HEAR the ORIGINAL ZIEGFELD STARS

HELEN MORGAN JULES BLEDSOE AUNT JEMIMA

and the "Plantation Singers "

singing the songs that made them famous

A HARRY POLLARD PRODUCTION
Movietone Direction by Harry Pollard and Arch Heath

N , „

The grandest
showevexput on!

St look tbe country
A8 a novel A

ÛgfeldMu»i-

cal Comedy it ™**
Movietone

"• 89Ca K^The biggest thing

S^haV^fn motion

pictures.

tWs glittering,
gorgeous,

SnlorolsSho^Boat.

uforM high as 825.00
Se«U sold for as nip

Thealre,^ Yo* f£STas . motion
New York, i

era m
picture it marks •

entertainment.

business history «»a m
est towns, v.Uage. w hlighu

still running.

•li HFylR as well as Sfcfc

You will Hfc^ K
. . .

,he famous
"jf" "Bid"

M
d
„« Ju/H^Soe singing

Man ••/ Hirer" • • • Aunt
"Old ManRiver ^
i
emi

f
m
A Plantation Singer,

^FeZ^^ComeOn
Folk*."

OiU Harlan, Aim
yerne

TW. SHOW BOAT **

•'^'-"^
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E RYE
BY THESE LEADING PRODUCERS

25 Agents to Serve You
We now have 25 sales representatives

in principal cities as follows:

W. L. Brandenburg, 375 North Ave., Northeast

Atlanta, Ga. . . Edward Connolly, 187 Mel
rose St., Auburndale, Mass. . . Harold E
Huches, 311 Grant St., Buffalo, N. Y. . . H. J

Terry, 208 No. Wells St., Chicago, 111. . . C. L
Henry, 1602 South Blvd., Charlotte, N. C
William McCabe, 3616 Morris Place, Cincin

nati, Ohio . . Ray Morris, 2108 Payne Ave-

nue, Cleveland, Ohio . . Chas. Clark, c/o

Majestic Hotel, Detroit, Mich. . . F. R. Han-
sen, 304 South Harwood, Dallas, Texas

M. J. Doody, 436 North Illinois Street,

Indianapolis, Ind. . . J. Mitchell, 3010

Harrison, Kansas City, Mo. . . David Bieder-

mann, 405 W. 28th St., Los Angeles, Calif.

E. W. Gavin, 1335 Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee,

Wise. . . J. M. Talley, 1199 Vance St., Mem-
phis, Tenn. . . P. F. Talcott, 1909 Emerson
Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. . . Louis R.

Tierney, 134 Meadow St., New Haven, Conn.
Pedro Dessommes, 4723 Carondelet St., New
Orleans, La. . . Carl R. Malm, 1511 Chicago
Street, Omaha . . Al Bartlett, 515 West
20th Street, Oklahoma City, Okla. . . Jesse

Levine, 1237 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

. . West Johnson, 652 Overton Street,

Portland, Ore. . . W. C. Wheeler, Fed-

eral Hotel, Market St., San Francisco, Calif.

C. J. Hamal, 1185 South State St., Salt Lake

City, Utah . . L. Y. Lamb, 2319 Second Ave.,

Seattle, Wash. . . Frank T. Kintzinc, Wash-

ington, D. C.

FOR CANADA

:

M. S. Stein, 124 Glenview Road, Toronto,
Ontario.

Exhibitors throughout the country who have installed Pacent
Reproducer Systems are being Served day after day with the

product of leading producers. Your theatre, when Pacent sound
equipment is installed, will have the advantage of having readily

available the pick of talking and sound pictures, the product of the

biggest and best-known studios.

Dismiss forever the worries associated with securing the product
after sound equipment is installed. Theatres large and small are

cashing in on the public demand for sound pictures by installing

Pacent Reproducer Systems.

Pacent Reproducer Systems are designed right, built right, sold

right, and serviced right. Producers know the merits of Pacent
equipment. They know that our reproducer systems reproduce
their product as it should be reproduced. Extensive tests made be-

fore the first Pacent Reproducer was installed convinced producers

of the worth of our equipment.

Type 2MDA, $2,500
ForTheatres w ith Seating Capacity up

to 2000

SYNCHRONOUS—DOUBLE CHANNEL
Complete sound equipment for disc

method of reproduction. Full double

channel amplification with extra, reserve

amplifier for each amplifier used to run

a show.

Breakdowns and interruptions in sound

programs minimized by this feature.

l\o batteries used in any part of system.

Type 4MDA, $3,500
For Theatres with Seating Capacity

2000 to 4000

SYNCHRONOUS—DOUBLE CHANNEL
Specially designed with requirements of
larger houses in mind. Has all the many
features of Type 2MDA System but is

built with knowledge that exceptional re-

serve power is essential.

Full double channel amplification, with
spare amplifier in reserve for each ampli-
fier used to run a show. Breakdowns
and interruptions in sound programs
minimized by this feature.

No batteries used in any part of system.

PACENT REPRODUCER CORPORATION
Telephones: Wisconsin 1029, 1030 LOUIS GERARD PACENT, President

250 WEST 39th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.



BOOKINGS
Publix Circuit

Town

NEW YORK CITY
Anniston, Ala.

Asheville, N.C.

Augusta, Ga.

Atlanta, Ga.

Austin, Texas

Birmingham, Ala.

Buffalo, N.Y.

Cedar Rapids, la.

Charlotte, N.C.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Chickasha, Okla.

Colorado Springs,

Colo.

Columbia, S.C.

Cocoa, Fla.

Daytona, Fla.

Ft. Worth, Texas

Ft. Smith, Ark.

Greenville, S.C.

Greeley, Colo.

Houston, Texas

Jacksonville, Fla.

Kansas City, Mo.
Knoxville, Tenn.

Lakeland, Fla.

Montgomery, Ala.

Macon, Ga.

Miami, Fla.

New Haven, Conn.

Newburgh, N. Y.

Columbus, Ga.

Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

Spartanburg, S.C.

Palm Beach, Fla.

West Palm Beach,

Fla.

St. Petersburg, Fla.

San Antonio, Texas

Sioux City, la.

Tampa, Fla.

Waterloo, la.

Little Rock, Ark.

Miami Beach, Fla.

Dallas, Texas

St. Louis, Mo.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Denver, Colo.

Davenport, la.

Rock Island, 111.

Des Moines, la.

Theatre

PARAMOUNT
Ritz

Plaza

Modjeska
Howard
Queen
Alabama
Buffalo

Capitol

Imperial

Tivoli

Rialto

Rialto

Imperial

Aladdin

Vivian

Worth
New
Carolina

Sterling

Kirby

Palace

Royal

Riviera

Polk

Empire

Rialto

Olympia

Olympia

Broadway
Grand
Stratford

Rex
Paramount

Kettler

Florida

Texas

Princess

Victory

Riviera

Capitol

Community
Palace

Missouri

Circle

Rialto

Columbia

Ft. Armstrong

Garden

ON PATHE TALK HITS

Town Theatre

Rochester, N.Y. Picadilly

San Francisco, Cal. St. Francis

Warner Brothers
Stanley Circuit

Newark, N.J. Mosque
Jersey City, N.J. Stanley

Paterson, N.J. Fabian

Passaic, N.J. Capitol

Hackensack, N.J. Oritania

Bayonne, N.J. De Witt

Elizabeth, N.J. Regent

Troy, N.Y. Troy
Albany, N.Y. Strand

Kensington, Pa. Allegheny

Wilmington, Del. Aldine

Lancaster, Pa. Capitol

Chester, Pa. Stanley

West Chester, Pa. Rialto

Camden, N.J. Stanley

Bridgeton, N.J. Stanley

Atlantic City, N.J. Stanley

Washington, D.C. Metropolitan

Frederick, Md.
Pitt^hurph Pa

E. Liberty, Pa. Enright

Erie, Pa. Stanley

Philadelphia, Pa. Mastbaum
79 Stanton
1* Palace
»> Broadway
» Met
»» Strand
>l Colney
>» Logan
»»

Colonial
fl Sedgewick
»» Keystone
»» Liberty
J» Poplar
»» Fairmount
M Columbia
» 69th Street

Imperial
»» Commodore

Town
Philadelphia, Pa.

Theatre

Benn
Lansdowne
Waverly

Gottesman Circuit

Worcester, Mass. Plymouth
Bridgeport, Conn. Cameo
New London, Conn. Garde

Maine &
Hampshire

Lewiston, Maine
Auburn, Maine
Augusta, Maine
Berlin, N.H.
Concord, N.H.
Portsmouth, N.H.

Brunswick, Maine
Gardner, Maine
Montpelier, Vt.

Rumford, Maine
Livermore Falls,

Maine
Norway, Maine
Burlington, Vt.

Fitchburg, Mass.

New
Circuit

Strand

Auburn
Colonial

Princess

State

Colonial

Cumberland

Opera House

Playhouse

Strand

Dreamland

Rex
Majestic

Fitchburg

Feiber & Shea Circuit

Jamestown, N.Y.

Amsterdam, N.Y.

Elmira, N.Y.

Conneaut, Ohio

Bradford, Pa.

Ashtabula, Ohio

Auburn, N.Y.

Akron, Ohio

Geneva, Ohio

Palace

Strand

Capitol

Grand
Shea's Opera
House

Castro

Strand

Colonial

Opera House

FoxWest Coast Circuit

Los Angeles Loew's State

Uptown
Figueroa

Westlake

Highland

Balboa

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S
Sensational Melodrama

"THE GODLESS GIRL"
by JEANIE MACPHERSON



THAT SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
Town Theatre

Los Angeles Adams
i

»

Ritz
tt Mesa
tt Rivoli
>> Sunbeam
>> San Carlos
>» Golden Gate
99 Red Mill
tt Crystal

Royal

Beverly Hills Beverly

Hollywood,- Cal. Egyptian

Lankershim, Cal. El Portal

Pasadena, Calif. Colorado

So. Pasadena. Calif. Rialto

Southern California Division

Anaheim Cahiornia

Bakersfield California

Burbank Victory

El Centro Imperial

Glendale Alexander

So. Glendale Gateway
E. Glendale Bards

Huntington Park California

Bell Alcazar

Inglewood Granada
Long Beach West Coast

Ocean Park Dome
Venice California

Ontario Granada
Pomona California

Redlands Redlands

Redondo Redondo
Hermosa Metropolitan

Riverside Riverside

San Bernardino West Coast

San Luis Obispo Obispo

San Diego California

E. San Diego California

San Pedro Cabrillo

Santa Ana W.C.Walkers
Santa Monica Criterion

Santa Paula Glen City

Taft Hippodrome
Wilmington Granada
San Francisco Warfield

Northern

Town
Berkeley

Fresno

Oakland

Richmond
Sacramento

Salinas

San Jose

Stockton

Watsonville

Hollister

Hanford

Visalia

Seattle

Portland

Astoria

Bellingham

Bremerton

Butte

Great Falls

Olympia

Tacoma
Wenatchee
Yakima
Pendleton

Lewiston

California

Theatre

California

State

Oakland

California

Hippodrome
California

California

State

California

Opal

T & D
Visalia

Seattle

Portland

Liberty

Mt. Baker

Rialto

Rialto

Liberty

Liberty

Broadway
Liberty

Liberty

Alta

Judith

Radio- Keith - Orpheum
Circuit

New York City Riverside

81st

Jefferson

Fifth Avenue
58th Street

86th Street

Regent

125th Street

Hamilton

Coliseum

Fordham
Fran klin

Royal
Chester

Brooklyn, N.Y. Albee

Kenmore
Prospect

ALL TALKING SUPER SPECIAL

"STRANGE CARGO"
written and directed by BENJAMIN GLAZER

with 14 DISTINGUISHED STAGE PLAYERS

Town Theatre

Brooklyn, N. Y. Greenpoint
tt

Bushwick
»»

Tilyou

Madison
Flushing, L.I. Flushing
Yonkers, N.Y. Keith's

Mt. Vernon, N.Y. Keith's

New Rochelle, N.Y. Keith's

White Plains, N.Y. Keith's

NEW YORK CITY Hippodrome
Omaha, Nebr. Orpheum

Loew Circuit
Richmond, Va. Colonial

Norfolk, Va. Granby
Harrisburg, Pa. Regent
Toledo, Ohio Valentine

Reading, Pa. Colonial

Providence, R.I. State

Columbus, Ohio Broad
NEW YORK CITY New York—

42nd Street
>>

Circle
>t

Lexington
tt

Sheridan
>» Broadway
it

Brevoort
tt Boro Park
tt Burnside
n Woodside
tt Avenue B
tt Reo
tt

Spooner
tt

Victory
tt Cameo
tt Inwood
tt

116th Street
tt Melba
tt

Bijou
tt

167th Street
a Freeman
tt

Elsmere

Libson Circuit

Cincinnati, Ohio Lyric

Dayton Colonial

Grand Rapids,
Michigan Empress

Louisville, Kentucky Mary
Anderson

Indianapolis, Indiana Keith

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President



Powers Cinephone SOUND-ON-FILM reproducing attach-

ment shown neatly mounted directly under projector head.

Constant speed motor with only four moving
parts which drives the picture machine
gears and the reproducer in perfect syn-
chrony. It is mounted on the projecting
machine next to the take-up magazine.

^Built Like a Watch"
POWERS CINEPHONE is built with the precision of

a jewelled watch. It is the most modern and most effi-

cient sound reproducer ever devised and developed.

POWERS CINEPHONE is interchangeable in the re-

production of ALL standard synchronized sound pic-

tures using SOUND-ON-FILM or DISC systems.

The Logical Standard
These Producers have Adopted the Sound-On-Film

System of Production

TERRITORIAL
DISTRIBUTORS

Arrangements are being made with

reputable and financially qualified dis-

tributors for territorial selling rights,

and with individual sales representative

E. J. Smith, Vice Pres.

In Charge of Sales

PARAMOUNT
l-G-

Pafhe® Pictures
|

united artists
Disney Cartoons

RKO DISTRIBUTING TIFrflNy-</>T/GHL

UNIVERSAL €1

POWERS CINEPHONE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
POWERS BUILDING 723 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.



iONE A close-up of the SOUND-ON-F1LM Reproducing At-

tachment with doors open showing the film gears and

_tt«_ bulb. uae_d_ to^ reproduce the sound on_the film._

The Highest Quality

Synchronized

Sound Equipment
For the reproduction of ALL NOTES of all instruments

and EVERY INFLECTION of the human voice with

perfect fidelity and FULL. CLEAR-TONED volume.

$5000.
JOOP.
$6000.

POWERS CINEPHONE Disc Attach-

ment for playing both synchronous and
non-synchronous records.

Complete Sound-on-Film

Equipment for Small Theatres

For Disc Attachment

to play Synchronous and

Non-Synchronous Records

Complete Equipment—
Sound-on-Film and Disc

For Small Theatres



RAYMOND GRIFFITH in

"Post Mortems" LOUISE FAZENDA in play
to be announced

LOIS WILSON in

"A Bird in the Hand"
and "The Third Angle"

LUCILLE WEBSTER GLEASON
in "Meet the Missus?'

RAYMOND HATTON in

'When CaesarRanaNewspaper'
and "Dear Vivian"

JAMES GLEASON in

"Meet the Missus"

CHARLIE GRAPEWIN and
ANNA CHANCE in

"Jed's Vacation"

SAM HARDY in

WhenCaesarRan aNewspaper'

'

and "Dear Vivian"

PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY CORPORATION
Adolph Zukor, Pres., Paramount BIdg., N. Y.
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This Great Galaxy of Box-Office Star Talent --

and Many More -Will be in the
PARAMOUNT -CHRISTIE
100% TALKING PLAYS.

ROY D'ARCY in

"A Bird in the Hand')

STORY NOVELTY, SUPERIOR RECORDING of
dialogue and music, and real movie ACTION are
the outstanding qualities of the Christie Talking
Plays which have struck a NEW NOTE in short

ALL-TALKING ENTERTAINMENT.

The greatest novelty yet in

talking pictures—the FAMOUS
OCTAVUS ROY COHEN

SATURDAY EVENING POST STORIES
with

ALL COLORED CASTS
portraying those popular Darktown
characters in their natural dialogue—

THE MELANCHOLY DAME"
"MUSIC HATH HARMS"

"THE FRAMING OF THE SHREW
"THE WIDOW'S BITE"

l



We warned you to preparefor the BEST. ..And not

Jjps (bujeles Worships

Corinne

Read !

Read I

Read!
how the most spectacular and
costly Sound picture ever made
took Los Angeles by storm at

Carthay CircleWorld Premiere!

"Carthay Circle had its innings last night.

The magnus opus of the year from the

First National studios. A superfilm rank-

ing with the red-letter products of the

industry. All Los Angeles flanked the

scene with popping eyes. The most am-
bitious effort of Frank Lloyd since his

memorable 'The Sea Hawk.' Excels that

picture in spectacular elements. One of

the best examples of the new art of syn-

chronization. The massing of the fleets,

the carnage of battle, contain some re-

markable direction and photography.
Rare beauty."

—Los Angeles Evening Press.

"One of the most picturesque films of the

year. No set has been more artistically,

designed or photographed. Battle is truly

sensational in its scope. Has the most
impressive finish of any film of recent

months. I consider this effect one of the

finest ever devised. Star's performance
ranks with her best. Miss Griffith sings

several songs and very prettily."
—Los Angeles Evening Herald.

Tf Lady Hamilton were half as lovely as

Corinne Griffith you couldn't blame Lord
Nelson for being willing to sacrifice fame,

wife and all else for her. Victor Varconi

a fascinating Lord Nelson. Corinne Grif-

fith furnishes a series of lovely portraits.

Frank Lloyd gets into his old directorial

stride. He directs it with his former skill."

—Los Angeles Examiner.

"Lovely beyond compare in its embellish-

ments of setting and costume. The spec-

tacular sea fights lend bigness to its glam-

orous aspects."

—

Los Angeles Times.

Musical Score and Sound Effects

by the Vilaphone Mu$ic Masters

Divine
dy

with
H. B. Warner, Ian Keith,

VictorVarconi, MarieDress-

ler, Montagu Love. From
E. Barrington's famous
best-seller. A Frank Lloyd

Production. Presented
by Richard A. Rowland.

FIRST
NATIONAL

Member if Motion Picture Producers nA Distributors of America Inc.-
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Office'

407 So. Dearborn St.

Paper WORL D
Chicago

IN THIS ISSUE—
Demand for better films met by industry, Federal Census Bureau finds; Big gain in production costs

points to higher standards set; Biennial survey for 1926-7 shows 43.5 per cent greater outlay in pic-

ture making than in 1925—Data given by 142 studios and laboratories; All phases of production ex-

cept on sound pictures are covered by U. S. analysis.

COMPLETE INDEX TO CONTENTS

NEWS
Audit confirms supremacy of "Herald-World" in circulation;

Far ahead in all branches of industry and in all territories;

12,865 is average total net paid.

Warner Brothers to construct two big theatres on Broadway; Sky-

scraper structure will replace Strand directly across street from
Fox site.

Prosperity of industry is evidenced by financial statements of

Paramount and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for last year.

Shifting of chain theatre staffs is benefit to both company and
individual, say managers—M. H. Hoffman leaves Tiffany-Stahl.

FEATURES
Service Talks by T. O. Service 47

Los Angeles by Douglas Hodges 38

Pictorial Section 29

Quick Reference Picture Chart 48
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Sound Pictures 33
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ADVERTISEMENTS
FILM, SOUND AND EQUIPMENT—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Rob-
ert Morton Organ, Eastman Kodak, Educational, Universal, Para-
mount, Tiffany-Stahl, R K O, Gotham, Pacent Reproducer Com-
pany, Pathe, Powers Cinephone, Christie, First National, Auto-
matic Ticket Register, Adswin Corporation, Orchestrola Sales

Company, Good-Ail Electric Company.

PRESENTATIONS—De Sylva, Brown and Henderson, Inc., Philip
Savage, Arthur Nealy, Leonard M. Salvo, Bernard Cowham, Jim
Thomas, Henri A. Keates, Brooks Costumes, Edgar Ford, Joe
Besser, Julia Dawn.
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ture World, founded in 1907; Motography, founded in 1909; and

The Film Index, founded in 1909
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A Spirited Rivalry

THE quickening of rivalry between the proponents of

the 8ound-on-film method of reproduction and the

sound-on-disc bespeaks healthy competition in the produc-

tion of audiens. Undoubtedly, it will play its part in the

advancement of pictures made with sound.

It is healthy that the argument between these two

schools of sound reproduction should have as its most

important point the matter of quality. Other considera-

tions are minor, relatively unimportant, as compared with

the one vital question of quality.

Sidney R. Kent, of Paramount, fired one of the opening

guns. Upon his return from Hollywood recently, he

stated it as his conviction that quality sound reproduction

comes best from the film system, rather than the disc, and

that the tendency in future productions will be to lean

more and more to the film system. Mr. Kent cited the

superb reproduction of "Interference," made by Para-

mount, as preparation for what may be expected from the

8ound-on-film method of reproduction.

Lou B. Metzger, general manager of the Universal Pic-

tures Corporation, came out this week with strong support

for Mr. Kent's contention. He not only insists that the

sound-on-film method of reproduction is the best, but is so

enthusiastic that he insists the industry adopt it

exclusively.

Mr. Metzger asserts that the industry cannot support

both. "Anyone who thinks that the screen can hang on

to both systems simultaneously is kidding himself," is his

cryptic way of putting it. He points out that two methods

of sound reproduction forces the industry into an annoy-

ingly uneconomical duplication of production: producers,

to take full advantage of the possibilities before them, will

have to make three styles of prints, one sound-on-film, one

silent, and one with discs.

It is obvious, of course, that such important factors in

the industry as Warner Brothers and First National would

vigorously dispute any claims of superior quality made by

those who advocate the sound-on-film method. They
believe firmly in the advantages, including quality, of the

disc method of reproduction and are ready to point to the

success of so many of their products.

That the sound-on-disc method of sound reproduction

has a growing circle of admirers may be gathered from

the recent alliance made between the enterprising Colum-

bia organization and the Victor Talking Machine Com-
pany to join hands in the production of short pictures.

Certainly neither of these two companies is willing to

give even an inch of ground before the advancing phalanx

of sound-on-film supporters.

The competition between the two energetic groups, as I

said before, is a healthy sign. It seems that both groups

will press their claims of superiority in the field of quality

reproduction, which will do more than anything else

actually to improve the quality of reproduction and there-

fore advance pictures made with sound.

Quality in reproduction is the most important factor in

the making of pictures with sound.

* * *

The Selling Season .

ALTHOUGH no announcement has been made of the

L fact, it is common knowledge among producers that

the selling season has been postponed from the first of

May until the middle of June.

This emphasizes, more than any other recent happening,

the importance sound has assumed in the motion picture

industry. It is no secret, of course, that the postponement

of the selling season was caused by unavoidable delays in

getting out sound product.

Fortunately, producers realize that sound pictures are

well out of the novelty stage. The public is no longer sat-

isfied to see a sound picture just because it is a sound pic-

ture. It must first be a good picture; as Adolph Zukor so

ably stated, in his recent interview in the Herald-World,

quality is uppermost in importance in the production of

the modern motion pictures.

The delay in the selling season will succeed in bringing

better pictures to the exhibitor, and this is always a con-

summation devoutly to be wished.

# * *

More Unfair Advertising

THE attention of the industry was called last week, on

this page, to a particularly pernicious and objection-

able type of advertising now seen through the country. It

was advertising on behalf of a patent medicine known as

Grove's "Bromo Quinine'' and it intimated that theatres

were unhealthy places and that their patrons needed pro-

tection from ills. It featured the head of a person wearing

a gas mask and was entitled "dressed for the theatre."

Unfortunately, not all the unfair advertising comes from

without. This week it becomes necessary to point out that

certain theatres advertise a picture as being shown "for

the last time" when it is known to all interested that the

picture will soon appear again at a neighborhood house.

This is manifestly unfair and can have no other effect

than to weaken public confidence in pictures.
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Demand for Better Films Met,
Federal Census Bureau Finds

Big Gain in Production Costs
Points to Higher Standard Set

Selling Season

Is Postponed
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—The
selling season has been postponed.
Although no official announcement
has been made of the fact, it is

generally known here that the
opening of the selling season has
been set back from May 1 to

June 15.

This delay is understood to have
been caused by difficulties in get-

ting sound pictures ready for the
trade.

Photoplay Launches
Fan Competition for

Dialogue FilmName
And now the fans are being asked to

think up the "right" word to express with
the proper accuracy and dignity the new
type of screen play, talking pictures. The
fan publication, Photoplay Magazine, has
joined the Herald-World in the hunt for a
better word than "talkie." In announcing
the contest, Photoplay states:

"You will be interested to know that one
of the leading trade film papers, Exhibitors
Herald-World, has been trying for some
time to locate a suitable word with which
to christen the newly devised talking pic-
tures. This paper has canvassed all the
shining minds of the industry and prefers
the word, Audien."
An award of $500 awaits the person sug-

gesting the name that the Photoplay editors
like the best.

MPTO Protests Free
Show Ads of Auto Firm,
On Theatrical Page; Wins

(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, O., Feb. 19.—Placing of teaser
ads of free shows to be presented by an auto-
mobile company, on the same newspaper page
with the theatrical advertising, was the sub-
ject of a protest by P. J. Woods, business
manager of the Ohio MPTO, and as a
result the ads were thereafter run on some
other page.
The ads are part of a national campaign

conducted by the Studebaker Motor Corpora-
tion, and invite the public to free Movietone
showings of vaudeville performers, the teasers
not naming the place of exhibition.

Mysterious Fire Razes
$250,000 Southern House

(Special to the Herald-World)

TUPELO, MISS., Feb. 19.—Fire of unde-
termined origin early last week destroyed the
new $250,000 State theatre, entailing a property
loss of $275,000 to mercantile concerns. The
building, which occupied half a block, was a
two story structure with the theatre occupying
the ground floor.

Biennial Census for 1927 Shows 43.5 Per Cent Greater
Outlay in Picture Making Than in 1925

By FRANCIS L. BURT
WASHINGTON, Feb. 19.—Some idea of the money which is flowing through

the motion picture industry may be gleaned from figures just compiled by the
United States Census Bureau as a result of its biennial census of manufactures
for 1927, which show that 142 studios and laboratories providing data reported
a total cost of production for the year of $134,343,360.
The 1927 total clearly indicates the efforts of the producers to meet the

demand for better pictures, since it is 43.5 per cent greater than the production
cost total of $93,636,348 reported for 1925.

The figures compiled by the bureau cover
silent pictures only, sound films not having
become an important factor in the industry
in 1927, but it is anticipated that in the next
census, covering 1929, some attention will be
paid to this new development in the art, if

census officials find it possible to segregate
costs of sound and silent films.

Covers All Production Angles
The bureau's survey of the motion picture

industry covers all processes and activities in
connection with production, such as the pho-
tography of scenes, the development of ex-
posed films, the printing of projection films,

and other studio and laboratory work neces-
sary in connection with the preparation of
films for projection, but does not cover dis-
tribution of projection in theatres.
The 142 establishments reporting for 1927

were an increase of 10, or 7.6 per cent, over
the 132 reporting for 1925. Seventy-eight of
them were located in California, 21 in Xew
York, six each in New Jersey and Ohio, five

in Illinois, four in Pennsylvania, three each
in Massachusetts and Michigan, and the re-
maining 16 were scattered among 10 states.

Decidedly more people were en-
gaged in the industry in 1927 than in
1925. The number of salaried offi-

cers and employes increased from
5,945 to 7,598, or 27.8 per cent, while
salary payments increased from $35,-
950,778 to $56,298,560, or 56.6 per
cent. The number of wage earners
increased from an average of 5,573
in 1925 to an average of 8,415 in
1927, or 51 per cent, while aggregate
wage payments increased from $13,-
065,756 to $18,637,005, or 42.6 per
cent.

Other costs also increased, the total paid

Theatre Tieups with
Boys' Week Urged
Exhibitors are asked to join with

the National Boys' Week Committee
in the observance of a period from
April 27 to May 4 as a time for spe-
cial activities for boys. It is ex-
pected that in many theatres pro-
grams of pictures of special interest
to boys will be presented. More
than 3,000 cities and millions of boys
will participate in Boys' Week this
year, according to Walter W. Head
of Omaha, chairman. Headquarters
of the committee is at 211 West
Wacker Drive, Chicago.

for materials, supplies, fuel and purchased
power jumping from $33,258,368 to $34,-
867,472, or 4.8 per cent, while the amount paid
for contract work, included in which was the
rental of studios, together with the necessary
electric power, stage settings, labor and minor-
role actors, rose from $5,368,593 to $15,476,548,
or 188.3 per cent.

Other Expenses Almost Doubled

In addition, in 1927 there were other ex-
penses, such as story costs, home office over-
head, stars' expenses, insurance, etc., totaling
$9,063,775, compared with $5,992,843 in 1925.

In preparing its figures for 1927, the Cen-
sus Bureau has broken down the total pro-
duction cost so as to show the amount ex-
pended for each class of films, which was not
done in making previous censuses. Thus, it

is shown that in 1927 there were 1,347 theat-
rical films completed at a cost of $92,593,732,
this being the only class for which the num-
ber was obtained, while $2,499,660 was spent
on news films, $617,$466 on advertising films,

$337,159 on educational films and $615,262 on
other films, a total of $96,663,269, against
$64,936,805 in 1925, an increase of 50.9 per
cent.

Laboratory Outlay Grows
A total of $13,267,338 was expended on pro-

ductions not completed during the year,
against $7,451,652 in 1925, an increase of 78
per cent, and $24,412,743 was spent for labora-
tory expense, against $22,147,891, an increase
of 10.2 per cent. The 1927 laboratory figures
were broken down by the bureau, showing
$12,491,088 spent for positive films and $11,-

921,655 representing laboratory work done for
others.

Analysis of the figures for the production
cost of theatrical films shows that an average
of slightly over $68,740 was spent per film,

but this figure, of course, is of little value,
since some films were produced very inex-
pensively while others required the expendi-
ture of huge sums of money.

Saunders Resigns As
Paramount Comptroller

For Metal Trade Post
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—R. W. Saunders
today resigned as comptroller of Paramount
to accept the presidency of Associated Metals,
Inc., a holding company for the merger of
several hundred productive mines in the West
and in Canada.
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Warner Brothers to Construct
Two Big Theatres on Broadway

Skyscraper Structure Will Replace Strand Directly Across from

Fox Site—Stanley Gets Lease on Entire Block

—

Uptown Building Temporary Proposition

By PETER VISCHER
NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—The Warner Brothers are extending their influence

on Broadway. It became known here today that they will construct a huge

theatre on the site of the present Strand and that they have plans, furthermore,

for another big structure opposite the present Warner theatre and the Capitol.

Plans for the structure that will replace the Strand have been definitely

announced. This will be a skyscraper office building and theatre to rival the

great 52-story building planned by the Fox Theatre Corporation, directly across

the street. For this purpose the Stanley Company of America, controlled by the

Warners, has acquired a 99-year lease on Broadway extending the full block

from Forty-seventh to Forty-eighth Streets.

Just when the Strand will be torn down convincingly demonstrated that motion pic-

to make room for the new skyscraper has
not yet been decided. Probably the pres-

ent theatre, something of a landmark in

New York, will not be torn down for at

least another year.

Uptown Structure Temporary
Plans for a new Warner theatre further

uptown on Broadway, on the site occupied
by a low store and office building just near-

ing completion, opposite the present War-
ner theatre, have not yet been made pub-
lic. However, it was learned from a
source close to the Warners that the struc-

ture now nearing completion is more or

less of a temporary proposition awaiting
such a time as the Warners decide to build.

When the new skyscraper and the giant

building of the Fox Theatre Corporation
are built, Broadway will have three huge
buildings manned by motion picture inter-

ests within five blocks. The Fox building is

to rise at the southwest corner of Broadway
and Forty-seventh street. The Paramount
Building on Broadway, between Forty-
third and Forty-fourth streets, completes
the trio.

Strand First Big Film Theatre
Announcement that the Warner interests

would add a new tower to the Broadway
view held double interest to many. In the

first place, it meant the passing of another
theatre landmark. The Strand, opened in

April, 1914, was the first of the large motion
picture houses.
A second point of interest was the fact

that the Warner Brothers—Harry, Albert

and Jack—have in a little more than two
years' time risen from a precarious start

to eminence in the motion picture world.

For 25 years they have been in the business

as exhibitors, distributors and producers.
Forced out of business twice, the brothers

managed to recoup their forces each time.

On Oct. 6, 1927, when their Vitaphone sing-

ing picture starring Al Jolson, "The Jazz
Singer," opened at the Warner theatre,

they met their first spectacular success.

Strength Shown by Merger
The strength of the new organization is

indicated by the merger effected last Octo-
ber, when Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.;

the Vitaphone Corporation, the Stanley

Company of America and First National

Pictures, Inc., were brought under one con-

trol. The combined assets were then listed

at $200,000,000, and the combined annual
business of the companies was more than

$100,000,000.

On the program of the Strand when it

opened in 1914 was an announcement rel-

ative to the moving picture which was then

only rising as a legitimate means of enter-

tainment:
"Within the last few years it has become

tures have come to stay; that they are yet

in their infancy and have untold possibili-

ties for further development. The evolu-

tion from the storeroom picture house to

the small theatre and thence to the regular

theatre, and finally to palatial buildings like

the Strand is but the natural growth of

progress."
Moe Mark and Mitchell Mark were the

builders of the theatre. It has a frontage

of 155 feet on Broadway, beginning at

Forty-seventh street, and extends to within

50 feet of the corner of Forty-eighth street.

Its depth along Forty-seventh street is 277

feet. The property has become so valuable

that the owners felt that it should be im-

proved to keep up with trie pace of the

street.

Coast Bank Appoints
William R. Fraser of

Lloyd Firm, Executive
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK CITY, Feb. 19.—Announce-
ment has just been made on the West Coast

of the appointment of William R. Fraser as

vice president of the

California Nati o n a 1

Bank, Beverly Hills.

The announcement
was by A. E. Hunt-
ington, president of

the Beverly Hills in-

stitution.

Fraser has been
general manager of

the Harold Lloyd
Corporation since
1922 and has been
prominent in finan-

cial activities in Los
Angeles, serving on
the board of directors

of the California

Trust Company, as

National,

William R. Fraser

ell as the California

in addition he is also director of

the American Grain Cross, foremost in na-

tional conservation of timber lands, director

in the Association of Motion Picture Pro-

ducers, vice president and director of the Cen-

tral Casting Corporation, and director of the

Hollywood Athletic Club and Masquers Club.

Fraser entered the industry after 15 years

in the government forest service, where he

yearly handled numerous big timber and other

"deals. Since 1922 he has directed the finan-

cial affairs of Lloyd, as well as of the Lloyd

organization which he formed.

Pierce Gets 2-Year Contract with "U"
NEW YORK.—Following two years as head of

Universal make up department. Jack Pierce has been
placed under a two year contract by Carl Laemmle.

Move Reported to

AddRKO Canada
Houses to Famous

(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, Feb. 19.—Gatherings of big
men in the moving picture theatre business
and sudden trips between Toronto, New
York and other cities have the exhibitors
of Canada in a state of unusual excitement.
Negotiations being conducted indicate that

Famous Players Canadian Corporation will

absorb the Imperial theatre in Montreal, the
Imperial theatre in St. John, N. B., both
of which are personally owned by E. F.

Albee, and the Radio-Keith-Orpheum thea-

tres in the Dominion. These would include
B. F. Keith's in Ottawa, and the new Or-
pheum in Vancouver, B. C.

Famous Players Canadian already control

a number of theatres in Western Canada,
where Orpheum time is entrenched, and
the corporation also operates the Hippo-
drome, the home of Keith vaudeville in this

city.

Famous Players recently sold for $428,000
a big slice of its theatre site in Ottawa,
where a big theatre was mooted for months
as "opposition" to the Keith house.

Columbia Starts on
'Redemption \ MGM
Plans for Same Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—Columbia is putting

"Redemption" into production at once, with
Frank R. Capra directing, "despite M G M's
recent announcement that it too will produce
the play," says the Columbia home office. The
statement in part follows

:

"Nearly a year after Columbia Pictures

had announced the acquisition of 'Redemp-
tion' by Count Leo Tolstoi, as one of the

specials of its 1928-1929 program, MGM
issues a statement that it has bought the rights

to the play from Arthur Hopkins to serve

as a vehicle for John Gilbert, with Fred Niblo

at the megaphone," says the Columbia state-

ment.
"In the meantime Columbia has completed

the screen adaptation, put its OK on all

preliminary steps, and camera work on 'Re-

demption' has started this week.
"This is the first time that such a contin-

gency has arisen. Reissues of old productions

to take advantage of current successes, vehicles

remade with new acts, and misleading similar-

ities in names have been common in the past,

but never before have two established com-
panies become engaged in production on the

same vehicle, at the same time.

"It will be interesting to watch not only

which production will reach the screen first,

but also the results achieved by the widely

different methods of both organizations."

9 Warner-Vitaphone Films
Play in Detroit First-Run

Theatres at Same Time
(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT, Feb. 19.— Nine Warner
Brothers Vitaphone pictures played recently

in Detroit houses in the same week. With Al

Jolson in "The Singing Fool" continuing its

third month at the Adam, "On Trial" entered

its second month at the State. Simultaneously,

"Fancy Baggage" was given its premiere at

the Fisher, "The Lion and the Mouse" was
playing day-and-date at the Ramona, the

Hollywood and the Riviera, while Al Jolson

in "The Jazz Singer" was the attraction at

the Annex, the Gladwin and the La Salle

Gardens.
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Audit Confirms Supremacy of
Herald-World in Circulation

FarAhead in All Branches with
12,865 Average Total Net Paid

2,150 Pages of Ads;

3,126 of Text in '28

It is interesting to note what the

12,865 paid subscribers to Exhibi-

tors Herald-World received in re-

turn for their money during the

first year of the merged publica-

tion.

Retaining the best features of

both the Herald and the World,
the fifty-two issues during the year

of 1928 contained a total of 5,276

pages—an average of more than

100 pages per issue.

Of these pages, approximately

2,150 were devoted to advertising

and 3,126 to text and illustrations.

For convenience in binding, it

was necessary to divide the issues

of the year into four volumes—
three 2]/2 inches thick and one 4

inches thick. The total iveight of

the four bound volumes, contain-

ing the complete file of the Her-
ald-World for the year of 1928, is

slightly in excess of 41 pounds.

Portland Chain Staff

Is Reorganized After
Difficulty with Unions
(Special to the Herald- World)

PORTLAND, ORE., Feb. 19.—As an after-

math of the recent differences between the

management and the union at the Hippodrome
theatre, a reorganization has been made in

Northwestern Theatres, Inc., which operates

the house, as a result of which W. W. Ely has
resigned as manager, and the board of direc-

tors of the company has taken over direction

of affairs, with Allan Cushman being made
house manager.

Also, in the reorganization Ike Geller, who
operates two suburban houses, was elected

president of Northwestern Theatres, and
William Wood, head of the Wood Pipe Organ
company, vice president ; Ben Goodman was
re-elected secretary, S. L. Eddy treasurer and
James C. Helig, assistant treasurer.

Negotiations are in progress with the stage-

hands' and musicians' unions for a settlement

of their difficulties, but the unions still con-
tinue to picket the house.

Censor Bill Seen Move
To Create Political Jobs

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Feb. 19.—A move by poli-

ticians of Missouri to create three "soft" jobs
for the "boys" is seen in the introduction of
a state censorship bill providing for a board
of two men and one woman at an annual
salary of $3,000. Missouri never has been bur-
dened with a state censor board and the
M P T O Kansas-Missouri is prepared to
fight the measure to the last ditch. Many of
the daily newspapers also are opposing the

measure on the grounds of it being a needless
extravagance.

Sets New Record in All Territories and Overseas—Lead
in East Exceeds Thousand
By EDWIN S. CLIFFORD

A circulation audit of the record of "Exhibitors Herald-World," com-
pleted last week by the Audit Bureau of Circulations, officially confirms

each and every claim of the "Herald-World" to circulation supremacy in

every branch of the industry and in every locality.

This audit further reveals the strength and scope of the circulation of the

Herald-World which makes it, as a publication of the motion picture indus-

try, of comparable importance to the great trade publications of the other

great industries.

Paid Circulation for Year Averages 12,865

The auditor's report states the average total net paid circulation of the Her-
ald-World for the year of 1928 was 12,853 copies, an unprecedented figure.

An average of 12 copies per issue sold in bulk brings the total net oaid, in-

cluding bulk, up to the total of 12,865.

The figure is more than 2,500 larger than any audited circulation in the

history of the motion picture industry—the previous high figure having been

established before the large theatre had greatly reduced the number of play-

houses in the country—and is more than 4,000 larger than the most recent

audited figure of any other motion picture trade publication.

One of the most remarkable facts disclosed appeal of the magazine's editorial

is that the Herald-World circulation today is text.

not only larger than any previous circulation The audit particularly discourages free cir-

in grand total, but it sets a new mark in all culation. At the present time, no subscrip-

of the various divisions of the country—east,

south, central and west—and a new mark for

foreign circulation.

A. B. C. Audit Thorough
Audits, as conducted by the Audit Bureau

of Circulations, leave little room for error

in reaching the totals.

Not only is the mailing list thoroughly
checked but individual subscriptions are traced

back through cash books and to the original

orders. If any doubt exists as to the validity

of subscriptions, questionnaires to the sub-
scribers are mailed by the Audit Bureau.

To further guard against either error or

fraud, invoices from the printer are carefully

checked for the entire period. Printer's in-

voices verify the total number of copies print-

ed each week.
One of the final steps is checking up with

the United States post office, examining the

receipts from the government for the money
paid for the magazines mailed second class

during the year.

Classification of subscribers is established in

the same painstaking way, publishers being

asked to produce letter heads, business cards
or signed questionnaires from subscribers in-

dicating their connection with the industry.

Despite the thoroughness of the audit, mem-
bership in the Audit Bureau of Circulations is

no burden, as the records which must be kept

to comply with the bureau's requirements are

only those which any efficient publishing com-
pany would want for its own information

—

basic records in fact which would have to be

kept if any intelligent analysis of the sub-

scription list was to be made for any pur-
pose.

Without these records, the pub-
lisher would have no accurate check
either on the efficiency of his circu-
lation department or upon the reader

tion is counted which is more than six months
in arrears and this rule may be changed in

the near future to ninety days.

Cost of membership for trade publications

is slight, as the major expense of maintain-

ing the A. B. C. is met by all of the leading

national advertisers and advertising agencies

and the leading daily newspapers and maga-
zines of general circulation. The dues of the

Herald-World are $2.40 per week. For trade

publications having circulations of less than

10,000, the cost is $1.60 per week, and for

those under 5,000 only $1 per week.

Two Points May Surprise

People in the motion picture industry, who
have not made a close study of trade paper

circulations during the past eight years, will

undoubtedly be surprised at the eastern and
foreign circulation of the Herald-World as

revealed by the audit statement.

An analysis of the December 29,

1928, issue reveals that the HER-
ALD-WORLD has a paid circulation

in New England of 881 ; in the Middle
Atlantic states (New York, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania) of 1,988,

and in the South Atlantic states

(Delaware to Florida) of 914.

The uninformed have from time to time

unconsciously credited the so-called "Eastern"

trade papers with a predominance over the

Herald-World in these three sections. The
analysis shows that the Herald-World has

approximately 350 more paid subscribers in

eastern territory than was shown by any other

paper in the field in the last available audits.

It is reasonable to presume that its lead today

in that territory exceeds 1,000.

The analysis also shows that outside of the

borders of the United States, the Herald-

World has more than 1,000 paid subscriptions

(Continued on next page)
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Veidt Sees Both Sound and Silent Film 'Wb Wamer-MGM
Qrowing but Dialogue Fading

German Film Star, on Way Overseas, Says Music Has Everything to Do
With Film Drama But Spoken Word Nothing

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, N. Y., Feb. 19.—Conrad Veidt, German film star, believes
that in a year there will be a very sharp division between sound and
silent pictures and that dialogue pictures, except in very rare instances,

will fall by the wayside as not wanted. Veidt, who speaks with a decided
accent, said this Saturday in a Herald-World interview in his suite at the Hotel
Warwick an hour before he sailed for Germany on the Deutschland. His state-

ment has an added significance coming after his completion of an exceptional
dialogue film, "The Man Who Laughs," which was made in Hollywood by
Universal.

Conrad Veldt

we will probably
It just does not

< i ]~) IALOGUE," Veidt said, "has nothing
-1-7 to do with a film drama. Music has

everything to do with it. Music helps to set

the tempo of the
film; dialogue dis-

rupts it.

"You go to the pic-

tures to see. You
hear only incidentally.

I do not think that

the film is the proper
medium for the
spoken voice. Soon
we shall have better

silent pictures than
the world has
dreamed of. Soon we
shall have better
sound pictures than
we now imagine are

possible. But, except
for musical comedy stuff,

have very little dialogue,

fit in."

Veidt will attend the German opening of

"The Man Who Laughs" at the Universum
Theatre in Berlin. It is the big new UFA
house and the opening, to come with the Veidt
picture, has been postponed till the arrival

of the man himself.

Veidt thinks his best picture is the "Cabinet

of Dr. Caligari." He hopes to get a producer
to do Leon Feuchwanger's great story,

"Power," in which he will take the role of

Jew Suss. Later he expects to star in and
direct what he calls an artistic sound picture.

So far, he believes, all the work with this

medium has been largely mechanical, has been
done with too little feeling.

He has in his pocket offers from British

International, several Hollywood companies,
four German producers and an Italian. He
probably will accept one of them by radio

before he reaches Hamburg.

He thinks Hollywood is one of the most
beautiful spots in the world and that most
of the good pictures are made there. It is so

beautiful that it makes him creatively lazy,

he said, which is why he stays there only six

months at a time. He expects to return there
in seven or eight months.

While in New York he attended the per-
formance of one of his pictures, "The Man
Who Cheated Life," a four-year-old film

showing at the Little Carnegie.
And he was so surprised at the spontaneous

applause of an old foreign film that he rushed
out to the lobby with tears streaming down
his cheeks. Today he apologized for having
been so emotional. "It surprised me so," he
said.

A. B. C. Audit Confirms
Herald-World Supremacy
In Circulation in Industry

(Continued from preceding page)

—68 in Alaska and U. S. possessions, 407 in

Canada, and 561 in foreign countries.

The entire audit statement is of special

interest to the buyer of advertising space, and
to the student of trade journals.

It is revealed that exhibitors represented
82.85 per cent of the paid subscribers who
received the December 29 issue—a total of
10,156.

No premiums were employed to obtain cir-

culation. No clubbing offers were made with
any other magazine.
Of particular interest is paragraph 26, stat-

ing that each copy of each issue was uniform
as to contents and quality of paper stock.

It is stated that 2,665 duplications were
eliminated prior to the consolidation of the
Herald and the World with the January 7,

1928, issue, and that all duplications dis-

covered after the consolidation have been de-
ducted from the net paid and set up under
the unpaid total.

All of the information on the circulation of
Exhibitors Herald-World, of course, applies
to "Better Theatres," which is published each
four weeks as a second section of the regular
issue and mailed in the same wrapper with the
Herald-World. It is a part of the regular
service to subscribers and all subscribers of
Exhibitors Herald-World receive it without
additional charge.

2,500 Give Up Seats as Union Ban on
Sparks Theatres Stops "Rio Rita"Show

(Special to the Herald-World)
ORLANDO, FLA., Feb. 19.—The union classification of the Sparks Sim theatres

here as "unfair" to organized labor prevented the performance by a road company
of "Rio Rita" at the municipal auditorium. About 2,500 persons had arrived for
the show when W. T. A. Webb, manager of the house, announced that "labor diffi-

culties" made the performance impossible.
The situation arose when a "road call" from the New York headquarters was

received by the scene shifters and musicians traveling with the company forbidding
them to perform their duties with the company in the auditorium. The theatre has
always used union help and is not allied with the Sparks properties, but the union
declares that the Sparks circuit is nevertheless interested.
Many of the patrons had come from miles around to see the show. George H.

Wintz, owner of the company, said he could not stage the performance with non-
union help because he could not use a theatre classed as "unfair."

Merger On"—This

Time from Mayer
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 19.—A statement is-

sued by Louis B. Mayer, vice president in
charge of production of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, denies the rumored M G M-Warner
merger, reported in certain publications.

"Starting a motion picture rumor is one
of the most popular of all indoor sports," the
statement reads. "There are, I believe, one
or two motion picture companies with which
M G M has not as yet been linked in merger
rumors. However, we expect hourly to hear
that M G M is to affiliate with these remaining
companies and then the circle will be com-
plete, and we will have been reported as
merging with every company in the industry.
This same situation applies to other impor-
tant companies in the motion picture business.

"Once again, I would like to repeat a state-

ment recently issued by Nicholas M. Schenck,
president of Loew's, Inc., and of Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, as follows

:

" 'There is not a particle of truth in any
rumors that any of the interests that bear the
name of Loew or that are connected with the

great business built up by the late Marcus
Loew, are for sale, or that they are a party
to any merger.

" 'Let me state with all the emphasis in my
power that there are no banking interests

authorized to speak for the Loew company
(which controls MGM). Our interests are
our own. We are self-controlled and have no
representatives."

World Wide's '/Moulin
Rouge" Is Given Trade
Showing in RCA Studio

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—The first picture to

be released by World Wide Pictures, "Moulin
Rouge," was given a trade showing in the

RCA studio last week. The film was shown
with a synchronized score made under the

direction of Joseph Littau of the Roxy staff.

"Moulin Rouge" is a story of Paris and
the famous resort of that name. It intro-

duces the Continental star, Olga Chekova, and
was directed by E. A. Dupont, who earned
world-wide fame for his presentation of

"Variety." The picture was made abroad and
has as its dramatic climax an exciting auto-

mobile race and smash-up.
The picture is distinguished by many inter-

esting scenes of Parisian life.

"Redeeming Sin" Lovely
For the Lovely Dolores

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—The new Warner
Brothers picture, "The Redeeming Sin," which
came to Broadway last night, was distinguished

solely for some magnificent photography of

the lovely Dolores Costello. The picture itself

was disappointing. It was far too uneven to

warrant a Broadway showing.
The Warners' theatre was jammed for the

opening, as the Vitaphone productions of this

company have become Broadway events. How-
ever, the picture was developed so curiously

that it drew laughter rather than applause,

and the comments of patrons and critics alike

were surprising and surprised.

U Signs Harry Jolson
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19. — Harry Jolson,

brother of Al Jolson, has signed a five year

contract with Universal, according to an-

nouncement by Carl Laemmle. Jolson's first

picture will be written especially for him.
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Digging Up Regalia

For A M P A Masque Ball
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—"Put on a

costume on Saturday night, March 2,"

says the committee for the AM P A
Hollywood Masque Ball, and from
the way reservations already are com-
ing in there will be a variety of
regalia on hand at the Hotel Astor to

make a studio designer turn all the
shades of green that envy is supposed
to produce.
"N. T. G.," master of ceremonies,

is beaming at all and sundry as every-
thing points to the event being "the
party of parties."

Reservations are in charge of Jim
Beecroft, Al Selig, Paul Benjamin
and Jim Milligan.

Western Electric

To Reduce Service

Charge on Sound
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—Sen-ice charge
schedules for exhibitors using Western Elec-
tric sound equipment have been readjusted,

according to an announcement made here to-

day by C. W. Bunn, general sales manager
of Electrical Research Products, Inc. The fol-

lowing letter has been sent to exhibitors

:

"We are pleased to advise you that as a
result of our experience with servicing West-
ern Electric synchronous equipment in thea-
tres, we are adopting new standard schedules
of service and inspection charges.

Charges to Be Reduced
"Schedule 'A,' our present standard service

charges, will apply during the first six months
after the completion of an installation. At
the end of that period the charges will be sub-
stantially reduced to conform with Schedule
'B,' and will apply during the second six
months of operation. The charges will again
be reduced substantially after one year to con-
form with Schedule 'C.'

"Service charges to theatres whose installa-

tions have been in operation for six months
or one year as of the week ending February
23, will be reduced to the corresponding
schedule from and after that date.

Weekly Payment Adjusted
"In the case of theatres on the weekly pay-

ment plan the weekly payment will be adjusted
to give effect to the new schedule of service
charges.

"Every theatre wil be notified when its re-
ductions become effective."

The theatres affected by the reductions as
of February 23, have already been notified in

letters from Whitford Drake, vice president
of Electrical Research Products, Inc.

Freedman House Installs

Movietone and Vitaphone
(Special to the Herald-World)

FOREST CITY, PA., Feb. 19.—The Freed-
man theatre, operated by Julius Freedman,
opened on February 11 with Vitaphone and
Movietone devices. The opening picture
played was "Glorious Betsy," a Warner
Brothers production.

Al Guteck Joins Pathe
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, Feb. 19.—Al Guteck, former
manager for R K O who has been connected
with the St. Louis exchange, has resigned to

accept a position with the Pathe exchange in

Philadelphia.

Industry's Prosperity Shown
In Profits of Two Companies

Paramount Estimates Net at $8,700,000 for 1928, Increase of

8 Per Cent—M G M Lists Net Totaling $5,396,717

For Fiscal Year Ended August 31
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—Healthy business status of the motion picture

industry is reflected in emphatic terms in the profits of two of the largest pro-

ducing and distributing companies as shown in their annual financial statements.

Paramount estimates its net for the year ending December 29, at $8,700,000,

an increase of 8 per cent over the total of $8,050,000 for 1927, best previous year.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lists its net profits at $5,396,717 for the fiscal year

ending August 31. The M G M total includes its 100 per cent owned subsidiaries.

In the Paramount figure is included its 65 per cent undistributed share of earn-

ings of Balaban & Katz. Since then B&K has increased its holdings in B&K to

87j^2 per cent.

The net profit of Paramount for the year
1928 is equal to $4.22 a share on the common
stock entitled to dividend Dec. 29, 1928. The
profits for the fourth quarter are estimated

at $2,725,000, a new record for the fourth

quarter of any year, the prior record having
been the fourth quarter of 1924, when profits

were $2,500,000.

Fourth Quarter $1.32 a Share

The profits for the fourth quarter of $2,-

725,000 are equal to $1.32 a share on the com-
mon stock entitled to dividend Dec. 19, 1928.

Comparative figures follow:

Fourth quarter earnings have increased as

follows: 1926, $1,960,000; 1927, $2,400,000;

1928, $2,725,000. Annual earnings show the

following growth: 1926, $5,600,000; 1927, $8,-

050,000 ; 1928. $8,700,000.

On Dec. 28 and 29, 1928, the company is-

sued an additional 100,708 shares of its com-
mon stock in exchange for additional com-
mon stock of Balaban & Katz Corporation, of

which the company now owns a total of ap-

proximately 87% per cent. This additional

100,708 shares did not receive dividends on
Dec. 29 and therefore is not considered in

the calculation of the per share earnings. In

the calculation of earnings for the year, the

company has only included 65 per cent of the

earnings of Balaban & Katz Corporation, al-

though it is now the owner of approximately

87% per cent of the stock of this subsidiary-

M G M Assets $35,305,000

The M G M consolidated balance sheet

showed assets totaling $35,305,343, and a sur-

plus of $13,888,643 after payment of $332,028

in dividends declared on preferred stock. This
surplus included a total of $8,823,954 surplus

from Aug. 31, 1927.

The statement showed $7,767,662 capital

stock outstanding including $4,667,662 in

and172,876>s preferred shares at $27 par,

$5,100,000 in 620,000 common shares.

Xet operating income was given as $24,

095,499, the total income being $25,354,243.

Hoffman Leaving
Tiffany-Stahl; His

Holdings are Sold
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—M. H. Hoffman,
vice-president and general manager of Tif-

fany-Stahl, today announced that he had
sold his holdings in

the company and
would sever his con-
nection with it in the
near future.

The amount of the
transaction, which
was handled by
Grant L. Cook, sec-

retary and treasurer,
was not disclosed.

When interviewed,
Hoffman said:

"I am not leaving
the company im-
mediately and will

remain until it will

be convenient for
all parties to have me go. I do not intend

to retire. I feel too young, too active and
have too many friends in the business to

do that. It would not be fair to state my
plans now while I am still with the com-
pany. But I will probably take a vacation,

possibly a trip to the Orient. My health

is excellent and I am raring to go."

M. H. Hoffman

RKO Organization Is in Business To Stay,

Says Hiram S. Brown Denying Merger
[Picture of Hiram S. Brown in Pictorial Section]

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 19.—Hiram S. Brown, chairman of the board of directors

of RKO Productions, Inc., making Radio Pictures, and president of Radio Keith

Orpheum theatres, on his arrival here issued a general denial of the rumors that

Radio Pictures was to be merged with other motion picture companies or that the

RKO circuit theatres are to be operated by other chains.

"We are in this business to stay," Brown told reporters who met him at the

Santa Fe station. "There is no truth to rumors we are to submerge our corporate

identities with those of other companies.
"We have changed the entire production policy of R K O Productions, Inc., which

is to make Radio Pictures. With the advantage of the great scope of our facilities,

we intend to make the best there is in talking as well as silent pictures during the

coming year.

"Our RCA Photophone apparatus will soon be in active service recording the

important attractions we have corraled, such as 'Rio Rita,' 'Hit the Deck,' 'Upper-

world,' 'Gold Coast,' Sampson Raphaelson's sequel to 'The Jazz Singer,' called

'My Boy,' and others."
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A Sweet Tune
THE tune that "The Broadway Melody"

is playing on the cash registers of the
Astor theatre on Broadway is a very pretty
thing indeed. The picture is a spectacular
hit. Crowds stand to see it at every per-
formance and the lobby is a mob trying to
get in. This one is a sensation even at the
theatre that saw "The Big Parade" twice
a day for more than a year.

The reassuring part of it all is that this

is deserved. "The Broadway Melody" has
everything in the way of entertainment that
a motion picture could possibly provide. It

was soundly written by Edmund Goulding,
well directed by Harry Beaumont. Its

lines are grand, and sound very familiar
after Jimmy Gleason, who certainly knows
his patter. The acting is superb, with Bes-
sie Love rising to heights she never showed
before.
"The Broadway Melody," in short, is a

show. It is the finest thing yet made in
sound entertainment. Here's hoping it runs
on for months on end.

* * *

"The Broadway Melody" ought to be a
factor in the development of sound pictures.
I don't imagine that five years from now it

will be looked back upon as a great picture,
though I am confident it will always be
respected as the first of really good pictures
made with sound accompaniment. And it

will always be remembered with gratitude
and pleasure by those who measure pictures
by what they do at the box office.

This picture ought to start a lot of direc-
tors along the right path in the making of
sound pictures. In this way, it will play
a real part in the development of motion
picture entertainment.

* * *

Speculators

THOSE fortunate few producers who get
smash hits in legitimate theatres on

Broadway ought to keep a wary eye on the
speculator evil.

There is no question but that the hijack-
ing of speculators has contributed largely
to the dog days of the dramatic stage.
People don't want to pay outrageous prices
to see stage plays or musical comedies; a
speculator within a few doors of the Astor,
for instance, is asking $15 each for seats
down front at the musical comedy, "Follow
Through."

* * *

Just now speculators are hounding people
who want to see "The Broadway Melody."
Obviously, this is not trumped-up ballyhoo,
as the speculator racket sometimes is, but
interference with the public's desire to see
this good picture.
Metro would be smart not to take this

buzzing of speculators as a compliment, but
as the nuisance it is. In the long run it will
pay to keep theatregoing easy.

* * *

Singing Acts
T THINK producers of sound shorts are
-1 on the wrong foot entirely when they
present singers in action or orchestras play-
ing.

Some singers are fine to listen to, but
there isn't an operatic or a concert gullet
in all the world that's worth looking into.
Some orchestras are pleasant to listen to,

but none is worth watching. Nine out of
ten leaders make pretty dull inspection.
Ten out of ten saxaphone players are awful
to look at. And eleven out of ten drummers
are not funny.

PETER VISCHER.

ASTONISHMENT
as well as laughter

may well proceed from

Educational's, "Only
Me," which turns out

to be only Lupino

Lane. For in this

two-reel comedy, he

runs gamut of comic

characterization, as

these scenes show.

Naturally, only a

few of his in-

genious bur-
lesques are rep-

resented here.

hi
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Shifting Chain Theatre Staffs

Benefits Houses, Say Managers
Necessary to Meet Emergencies and Prevents Staleness, Declares

One—Keeps Moss Off Their Backs, Another Holds, Call-

ing System Fair to Both Managers and Owners

If the boys who "get the ax" so frequently are to be believed, the changes in

the personnel of producer-owned theatres not only are virtually compulsory,

but are for the best interests of the theatres involved.

The managers of two large chain theatres in one large key city thus ex-

pressed their attitudes to a correspondent of the Herald-World. They desired

their names be withheld.

Adopt Film Method
of Recording Now,
Urges Lou Metzger

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—Immediate adoption

of the sound-on-film method exclusively is

urged by Lou B. Metzger, general manager
of Universal. In a statement of his views
on the present situation, given out before he
departed for New Orleans to join Carl

Laemmle, head of the company, he called the

division between the film and disc methods
conducive to chaos.

"It is high time the motion picture industry

made up its mind whether it wants to sing

tenor or bass in the matter of sound equip-

ment," he said. "This business of sound-on-
disc is the most dangerous problem that has
faced the industry in many years. Anyone
who thinks that the screen can hang on to

both systems simultaneously is kidding him-
self. Right now, there are a lot of manufac-
turers, producers and exhibitors kidding
themselves in this way.
"Even should the disc method become as

popular and as generally used as the sound-
on-film method, it will only serve to compli-
cate matters. It will mean that producers will

have to make not one, but three styles of
prints, one sound-on-film, one silent, and one
disc set. If there is any exhibitor who thinks

this added expense will not mean higher film

rentals, he doesn't know the history of this

business.

"There are many reasons why the film

sound track method is best. Principal among
them is the great advantage in cutting and
editing pictures. Also, there is the simplicity

in distribution, with no bulky and fragile discs

to ship and handle. Then there is the great
advantage to exhibitors of simplicity in syn-
chronization in case of breaks during projec-
tion. Unless the industry buckles right down
and solves this problem, another six months
or so will bring chaos."

Robbers Take Safe When
Combination Fools 'Em

(Special to the Herald-World)

CROCKETT, CAL., Feb. 19.—Burglars
effected an entrance into the office of the
Loring theatre early this week and made
away with a 400-pound safe, after making
an unsuccessful effort to knock off the com-
bination. A. C. H. Chamberlin, owner of
the theatre, says the men were rewarded
at the rate of $1 a pound for their work, as
the safe contained $400. Later the safe,

with the door blown off, was found on a
little used road near Rodeo.

$100,000 House to Go
Up in Waynesboro, Va.

(Special to the Herald-World)

WAYNESBORO, VA., Feb. 19.—A motion
picture theatre to cost $100,000 will be erected
here by the Waynesboro Theatre Corporation,
according to C. C. Loth, treasurer. It will seat

1,100. C. H. Hinnant of Lynchburg is the
architect.

Other officials of the company are Max
Patterson, president ; D. T. Coiner, vice presi-

dent, and E. MacDriver, secretary.

Hippodrome Not to Close;
Sound Films Start Soon

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK Feb. 19.—Radio-Keith-Or-
pheum's playhouse, the Hippodrome, is not to

close as some suppose, but will be going better
than ever after next week when installation

for sound pictures will be completed.
The first attraction on the new program

will be Paramount's "Interference," starring
Doris Kenyon, Clive Brook and Evelyn Brent.

"In chain theatre operation it frequently

becomes necessary to switch a capable man-
ager from one city to another to meet an
emergency," said the first manager. "Then,
too, when a man is left on a job for an un-
usually long period he becomes 'stale' and
lacks the vigor and aggressiveness that a new
man coming into the job would display. Keep
a chain theatre manager moving about at reg-

ular intervals and he realizes he must 'hit the

ball' or make room for someone else. That
is the way I regard the situation, at least

"As to the type of pictures I would like to

see produced, the theme dealing with modern
social problems is the big drawing card today.

That is a subject constantly before the public

and one in which everybody is interested."

Changes Called Fair to Managers

"Material should be placed where it is most
needed, regardless of the frequency of
changes," said the second manager. "The
manager of a chain theatre might as well

make up his mind that he is not going to

grow any moss on his back in any one city.

If the manager of a chain house does not

produce with the same results as a manager
of a house in the chain in a smaller city, then
switch them and better results will be forth-

coming. It is only fair to both the managers
and the operators of the chain.

"What kind of pictures would I like to see

produced? Anything but war pictures! I've

had critics scoff at so many war themes in

my theatre lately, and heard similar sentiment
expressed by patrons, that I would welcome
any type of a modern picture if the producer
weuld awaken to the fact that the World War
is over."

What of Organ Program
Made Up in New York?
Chain operation and its effects in the pro-

gram of a theatre are indirectly the subject

of a letter last week from a patron to a news-
paper in another large key city.

The theatre is a beautiful new structure

;

the organ is a splendid instrument, and the

organist is one of the best in the business

;

on these points the public is agreed. The or-

ganist's programs are sent to him from New
York ; he does not determine them for himself.

These facts are stated in advance, in view of
the following excerpts from the letter, and
again all names are withheld for obvious
reasons

:

"There is a very fine organ, but the music
is almost wholly such as appeals to morons.

The radio nightly broadcasts music of the

highest type to the general public, giving ap-
parently what the public wants, and surely

the audiences (at the theatre) are not inferior

in taste and intelligence to the general run
of radio listeners.

"Would suggest also that some of the larger

and more high-priced theatres frequently light

the picture so badly that one can hardly dis-

tinguish the features of the characters. If

the neighborhood theatres can give sufficient

light for their pictures, surely the (down-
town) cinema palaces could afford to, as that

is their main business, and costly decorations

a side line."

Film Fire Razes Village;

One Dead, Several Hurt;
Big Nitrate Loss to Firm

(Special to the Herald-World)

SANTIAGO, CHILE, Feb. 19.—Fire, due
to the ignition of motion picture film, de-

stroyed the small village of Caleta Buena.
The fire caused the death of one person and
several were injured. The principal damage
was to the Agua Santa Company, which suf-

fered heavy loses of nitrate.

Stanley's Uptown Opens;
Mastbaum Nearly Done

(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, Feb. 19.—The Stan-
ley Company's Uptown theatre was opened
to the public on February 16. There was
a private showing on Friday evening, Feb-
ruary 15, which was attended by a notable

group.
Arrangements are rapidly nearing com-

pletion for the inaugural of the Stanley
Company's new $5,000,000 Mastbaum thea-

tre, 20th and Market sts., which will take

place on February 28. The Mastbaum, rep-

resenting the last word in theatre construc-
tion and decoration, will accommodate
5,000 persons.

24 Years in Business,

H. B. Frank Quits Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

MACOMB, ILL., Feb. 19.—H. B. Franks
has sold his Royal theatre to J. L. Snyder
of Chicago, thus closing a long career in

the film business covering 24 years.

He Keeps Police at Bay With a Court

Permit as He Runs Theatre on Sunday
(Special to the Herald-World)

LAKEWOOD, N. J., Feb. 19.—A permit signed by three justices of the peace

was the weapon of Barney Ferber, manager of the Palace theatre here, when he
dehed arrest Sunday evening, February 10, while conducting a motion picture show
with an admission charge. The permit was provided for in the old laws.

The permit was attested by three county justices of the peace, none of whom
live nearer than ten miles from his theatre. It was stated that the evidence against

Ferber would be placed before the prosecutor for presentation to the grand jury.
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RKO's Production Program Points to

Big Sales Year, Says Schnitzer
Radio Pictures Including First-Rank Film Musical Shows, Declares Presi-

dent, 26 Dialogue and Sound, with Silent Negative for Each
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—The huge producing program which R K O now
has under way points to the certainty that Radio Pictures will be right

up in front in sales for the coming year, Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of
R K O Productions, declared today in reflecting the confidence of other officials

of the organization. Showman instinct is the secret, Schnitzer said:

"With the first successful advent of
talkers, R K O Productions went in whole-
heartedly for this new medium," Schnitzer
declared, "tying up to what we have found
by experience to be a great and satisfac-
tory medium for the recording of sound
and dialogue, RCA Photophone. RCA
has come through like a million dollars and
exhibitors who have already had experi-
ence with it are enthusiastic. And I can
tell you that 'Syncopation' is going to be a
sensation when released.

Big Musical Film Shows
"I note that the entire industry is now

turning its attention to musicals since the
advent of a recent Broadway film musical
hit. Well, let me tell you it didn't take us
that long to get started along the right
road. When we heard those first rushes in

'Syncopation' of Morton Downey's golden
voice and Fred Waring's peppy Pennsyl-
vanians we commenced to burn the wires.
We went after the biggest shots the stage
afforded and we got set for Florenz Zieg-
feld's 'Rio Rita' and Vincent Youmans'
'Hit the Deck' and Ben Hecht's 'Upper-
world' and Charles MacArthur's 'Gold
Coast' and Samson Raphaelson's 'My Boy'
and Vina Delmar's 'Dance Hall'.

"We've given William Le Baron carte
blanche to make the biggest film musical
shows that the public has ever been called
upon to witness. They'll get there first and
they'll clean up for exhibitors.

Silent Negative of Each
"This to me is showmanship—anticipating

the demands of the public, the trend of an
industry. We are not neglecting the silent

phase of showmanship, however. There is

an impression extant that R K O Produc-
tions are to make only all-dialogue pictures.
It is unfounded. 'Rio Rita' and 'Hit the
Deck' are to be of road-show magnitude
and all-talking, all-singing, all-melody, all-

dance shows, with the love stories clearly
defined and retained. Twenty-six are to be
dialogue and sound pictures, with a silent
negative for each of these.
"And we are going to back them up with

the biggest tie-ups and exploitation. This
is one phase of the industry that must not
be neglected. Exploitation, advertising,
seat-salesmanship must continue to be fore-
most in the plans of all who are to partici-

pate in the unprecedented prosperity facing
the motion picture field."

"Will the Public Wait for
Sound to Reach Its Full
Power?" Asks Woodhull

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—"In an age when
the miraculous is the commonplace, when the
unheard of becomes the casually accepted, it

is a question whether people will stick to the
sound picture till it reaches its full develop-
ment, or demand still more astonishing media
for their amusement," R. F. Woodhull, presi-

dent of the M P T O A, told the Herald-World
today.

"Is the novelty going to wear off? Are the
tremendous prices that exhibitors have to pay
for sound equipment going to last? And will

exhibitors with conditions as they are, con-
tinue to pack their houses well enough to make
money on the investment?" he asked.
And he answered his own questions in part

when he said that the situation was compar-
able to the one that makers of razors faced
when the safety blade was first put on the
market. A razor then cost five dollars. Pretty
soon the manufacturers found that the money
was in the blades and not the handles. Now
you can get razors with a pack of chewing
gum, but you have to pay for the blades,
which constitute the real business end of the
razor industry.

"Motion pictures," Woodhull said, "are the
blades. They are the business. Equipment is

secondary. And it, like razors, is bound to

come down in price."

He went on to say that there was no doubt
that sound pictures gave the industry a
stimulus when it was most needed. "I believe
in sound, but I do not know how it will make
out. and in view of the time taken to procure
an installation, I advise men not to jump into

it until they figure out what the results will be.

'Stop, look and listen' is what I tell them. But,
of course, today anything can happen. Maybe
they'll be wiring their houses for television

next."

Fire Damages Three New
England Theatres in Week

(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON, Feb. 19.—Three New England
theatres were damaged by fire the past
week. The Pastime at Madison, Maine, was
badly damaged and may not be rebuilt; the
Capitol at Buzzards Bay, Mass., had a booth
fire with little damage to the theatre; and
the Opera House at Lakeport, New Hamp-
shire, sustained some damage by fire but
will reopen after repairs. The Colonial at

Nashua, New Hampshire, has reopened after

its recent fire, repairs havin rr been made.

Costly Seville Theatre
Added to Netoco Chain

(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON, Feb. 19.—Netoco added another
house to its rapidly growing circuit on Sun-
day, when its new Seville theatre in East Bos-
ton was opened. The house seats 1,700.

The theatre, which was designed and built

under the supervision of Samuel Pinanski,
president of the circuit, is atmospheric, the
motif being Spanish. It is said to have cost
in the neighborhood of a million dollars.

Netoco ha-s also contracted to take over the
Embassy in Waltham, Mass.

Shain Opens Publicity and
Advertising Offices in N. Y.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—Sam Shain an-
nounces the opening of publicity and adver-
tising offices at 276 West 43rd street. It is

Shain's purpose to specialize in motion picture
industries and theatre equipment. Among his

clients are : Motion Pictures Synchronizations,
Inc., and S. & S. Enterprises, manufacturers
of Cine-Tone.

A Correction
In the Pictorial Section of the Feb-

ruary 16 issue, a caption beneath a
picture of Bruce Gallup stated that
he had been appointed director of
advertising and publicity of United
Artists by President Nicholas M.
Schenck. Joseph M. Schenck, of
course, was meant, Nicholas M.
Schenck being president of Metro-
Goldwyn-M ayer.

"Broadway Melody"
Opens in Cleveland
at Stillman, March 2
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—"Broadway Mel-
ody" will open at the Stillman theatre in

Cleveland at top prices for an extended run
starting March 2.

This is the first engagement announced for
M G M's all-talking, all-singing and all-danc-
ing drama following its sensational overnight
success at the Astor theatre, New York, and
Grauman's Chinese theatre, Los Angeles. In
both of these cities "Broadway Melody" has
broken all house records for admissions, for
number of standees and for advance sale at

$2. Twice daily showings of the picture at

the Stillman necessitate a revision of admis-
sion prices to a roadshow scale, procedure
made possible only by the fact that the pic-

ture has proved a smashing success.
"Broadway Melody" will play at the Still-

man twice daily with three performances on
Saturdays and holidays.

Cameras 38 Feet Under
Water Take Safety Test
Made by Submarine Crew
Using artificial lights, photographers re-

corded on films the action of the men con-
ducting safety tests aboard the submarine S-4,

sunk in 38 feet of water.
The photographers were enclosed in a steel

box with glass windows and lowered along-
side the submarine where they obtained pic-

tures of the men making their way safely

from the undersea craft by use of a "lung"
or safety device, resembling a gas mask.

16 Theatres Closings Laid
To Film Rental and Sound

(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, Feb. 19—Motion picture thea-

tres in the small towns of New York state

continue to close. In one section in northern
New York alone, 16 theatres in as many
towns, have closed during the past two
months.
A number of reasons are given for the the-

atres closing. Some owners say that they can-

not pay the prices charged for pictures and
make money, while others, who are located but

a few miles outside of some city, say that the

first run houses in the cities that are equipped
for sound pictures are drawing heavily this

winter with a resultant loss to the small town
exhibitor.

Theatre Manager Fined
$250 for Indecent Show

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Feb. 19.—Joseph P. Deo,
manager of the Lyric theatre, small downtown
house of Kansas City, was fined $250 in the

North Side Municipal court on a charge of

presenting an indecent stage program. The
program which was presented was the same as

could be found in a dozen or more theatres,

but the testimony of several members of the

Society for the Suppression of Commercialized
Vice went against Deo.
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w
Film News
in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera

Paula Gould, who resigned from

R K O Productions' publicity de-

partment to take a position in

Hollywood. She had been press

representative with the former

F B O company for seven years.

The first contract—always a time for the cameras. Morris Kutin-

sky. New Jersey exhibitor, is shown signing for the first product

sold at M G M's exchange in the new New York film building.

Pictured are (seated) Clarence Brown, M G M director; Samuel
Burger, division manager; Kutinslcy, (standing) J. Bowen, branch

manager; and W. A. Scully, New Jersey exchange manager.

Jacques Haik, French importer

of films and producer of "The
Soul of France," which Para-

mount is to distribute here, has

been made a Chevalier of the

Legion of Honor.

In Hollywood for studio conferences. Hiram S. Brown, chairman

of the board of R K O Productions, and president of Radio-Keith-

Orpheum, is shown arriving in Los Angeles from New York, to

talk over the new Radio Pictures and (incidentally) to deny reports

of another R K O merger.

"At home" in New York. Harry Beaumont, director of M G M's

first all-audien production, "The Broadway Melody," and Mrs. Beau-

mont, who went East for the opening of the production at the

Astor, where it scored a hit as one of the most adept "musical

shows" the screen has presented.
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Friendly enemies, the enemy part being for pic-

ture purposes only. Billie Dove and Gwen Lee
are these chummy gobs, who were "snapped"
between scenes for First National's "The Man

and the Moment."

Proof—and doubtless he'll need
it! Myron S. Marks, head of the
Marks Brothers circuit in Chi-
cago, is shown with 'he sail fish

he and William Brown, Chicago
hotel operator, landed off Miami
shore. Besides sailfish, they
caught five b o n i t a , seven
dolphin, two mackerel and three
kingfish. The rest got away!

A tense moment in Columbia's new sound production, "Trial Marriage," a title which rep-
resents a modern phenomenon affording considerable dramatic discussion on the screen of
late. The story is given a rich production by Columbia, with both sets and cast of out-
standing character. The players shown in this scene from the picture are Jason Robards,

Thelma Todd, Norman Perry and Sally Filers.

Mary Nolan, whose revelation yet

elsewhere than above, of charm as

well as talent, has brought her star-

dom in Universal's Ray Taylor
production, "Come Across."
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What's the difference, if any?
And there isn't, so there you are.

For they're twins—all except the

famous Gus Edwards on the left,

who employs five pairs of twins,

including these, in his "Twin Re-
vue," which he is producing for

M G M with both sound and
technicolor and featuring Charles

King, noted tenor.

Texas Guinan (believe it or not!) in a scene

from a Western of days gone by. Then the

cabarets. And now she stars in Warner
Brothers' talking picture, "Queen of the Night

Clubs." Give her a hand!

Know her—er—we mean, him?
Yes, that's right—Chester Conklin,

all dressed up, as it were, for First

National's "The House of Hor-
rors." He's doubtless one of 'em.

A modernistic scene from M G M's first all-audien, "The Broadway Melody," which is

playing to enthusiastic audiences at the Astor theatre in New York. It is a story of stage

folk, and the musical numbers are thus brought into the story very naturally. Charles King

and Anita Page are the principals in this scene, while the picture also features Bessie Love.

Harry Beaumont directed.
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Woodhull Answers Hearst with Plea
For Unity Against Censorship

Says Neither Press Nor Screen Requires Federal Censor System—
Hays Office Declares Offensive Film Cannot Succeed

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—A plea that Press and Screen stand united in
opposition to meddling under the form of censorship is the reply of
R. F. Woodhull, president of the MPTOA, to William Randolph

Hearst's editorial advocacy of federal censorship of motion pictures.
An expression of the Hays Office protest against censorship as un-American,

issued just before the editorial appeared in the Hearst newspapers, also has just
been made known.

"The broadest range of freedom should
in the public interest be granted to literary
and pictorial agencies of expression, lim-
ited only by the statutes prohibiting inde-
cency, immorality and slander," said the
statement of the Hays office.

Censorship Would Include All
"To depart from this principle in the case

of motion pictures is to enter upon a course
which will ultimately lead to censorship of
all other forms of thought expression such
as is the press, the radio and the platform.

"No picture can be successful which
is offensive on any account to a large
percentage of the American people,
because it must have almost universal
appeal to attract the necessary num-
ber of patrons. . . No institution
should be condemned on the basis of
what some individuals may believe
are occasional lapses from high stand-
ards. . . Some people in looking at
the sun see only the spots on the
sun, and would appoint a censor for
it if it came within the jurisdiction of
our government."
Woodhull, in his protest against the

Hearst editorial article, charged that if

national censorship of the screen press
were instituted, the day would come "when
official censors will be in the office of the
Hearst Publications and that of other
newspapers telling the editors what to do
and how to do it."

"There is an editor in jail now in Penn-
sylvania for having offended a political
leader there," Woodhall wrote to Hearst.
"What would become of the newspapers if

a more complete political throttling was
imposed on them as you advocate for an
equally important and potent division of the
press?

"The motion picture business can
and will stand on its own feet. You
have had enough experience with its

varied phases and personalities to
know that it is sufficiently stable to
do this and that its integrity compares
favorably with any other medium of
expression. . .

"The motion picture industry has dem-
onstrated that it is just as capable of self-

government as the newspapers. I am keenly
appreciative of the great and ever-increas-
ing value of the service of the newspapers
and magazines. I am also fully cognizant
of the service rendered, now under way and
what may be expected, from the screen in

relative elements of public activity.

"The motion picture does not need the
patronizing suggestions of editors, great or
otherwise, with respect to the conduct of
its business. We are unwilling to have you
or any other editor tell us just what we
ought to do. We will accept your co-oper-
ation. We welcome your good will. We
hope to merit your kind consideration. But
please do not bootstrap yourself into a posi-
tion of affected superiority and "big
brother" us into the position of looking up
at you for advice we do not need.
"Kindly restrain your benevolent enthu-

siasm in this relation. Rather let us work
together on a fifty-fifty basis for the wel-
fare of all in keeping with the powerful
influence exerted by the twin instrumental-
ities—great mediums of expression—we
represent.
"The Hearst Publications need no benev-

olent National Censorship.
"The motion picture requires no such

political and dangerous supervision.
"No theatre screen ever suggested a na-

tional censorship for newspapers."

Newspaper Film Ad
Bill Given Cold Bath

(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA, Feb. 19.—The British Colum-
bia legislature has thrown cold water upon
the bill of Attorney General Pooley to es-
tablish a strict form of censorship on news-
paper ads of motion picture theatres.
Members of the Provincial House, in ses-
sion at Victoria, B. C, have declined to
consider the bill.

Bromhead Named Head
Of New Directorate of
PCT Chain in Britain

Stockholders Seek Information

From Chiefs of Whitehall

Films
(London Correspondent of the Herald-World)

LONDON, Feb. 19.—The PCT theatre

circuit, which has about 120 halls, announces a
new directorate, composed of Lt. Col. A. C.

Bromhead, R. C. Bromhead, Isidore Ostrer
and Mark Ostrer. They take the places of
Lord Ashfield, T. G. Scott, F. Scarf and A.
P. Holt, who have resigned.

A. C. Bromhead is named chairman ; and
R. C. Bromhead, vice chairman. Will Evans
apparently retains his managing directorship.

* # *

Whitehall Films, formed in November, 1927

when a public issue of £168,000 was heavily

over subscribed, is prominent in the eyes of
the trade just now as a result of notice issued

by a firm of solicitors inviting sharehold-
ers to get into touch with them with a
view to setting up a special shareholders
committee. It is said this represents an
effort to get certain information which has
not hitherto been supplied the shareholders.
Recently three directors, Sir Nicholas Gratton
Doyle, M. P., Sir Basil Clarke and H. E.
Hill, resigned, and J. W. Pickering and Alan
Thompson, the latter general manager of the

company, were appointed.
* * *

Supremacy Films, Ltd., will make a public

issue February 26, of £250,000. The director-

ate will consist of the Rt. Hon. the Earl of
Lytton, chairman

;
Collingwood Hughes, man-

aging director; Viscount Coke, the Hon.
Montagu Parker, C. Clayton Hutton and A.
S. Woodger of the powerful Woodger Trust,
which is backing the irsue. C. M. Woolf of
W. and F., will join th? board later.

At the New York

Theatres

NEW FILMS
PARAMOUNT—"Strange Cargo," a Pathe all-talking

picture with Lee Patrick, June Nash and George
Earraud, directed by Benjamin Clazer.

ROXY—"The Ghost Talks," a Fox all-talking comedy
with Helen Twelvetrees, Charles Eaton and Carmel
Myers, directed by Lew Seiler.

COLONY—"Ned McCobb's Daughter," a Pathe pic-
ture with Irene Rich, Robert Armstrong and Theo-
dore Roberts.

FILM GUILD CINEMA—"A Day with Tolstoy," a
film record of the Russian author made when he
was eighty, in addition to present bill.

LYRIC THEATRE—"At the South Pole," a film
story of polar exploration with Vilhjalmur Stefans-
son lecturing.

RIVOLI—"The Iron Mask," a United Artists film
with Douglas Fairbanks, Marguerite de la Motte,
Dorothy Revier and Nigel de Brulier, directed by
Allan Dwan.

CARNEGIE HALL—"Krassin," official pict/ure of the
Soviet rescue ship and the saving of the Nobile
crew—one performance only.

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
WINTER GARDEN—"The Singing Fool," Warner

Bros., opened September 19.
GAIETY—"The River," Fox, opened December 1.

EMBASSY—"The Bellamy Trial," Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, opened January 23.

CENTRAL—"Weary River," First National, opened
January 24.

CRITERION—"Redskin," Paramount, opened Janu-
ary 26.

RIALTO—"The Wolf of Wall Street," Paramount,
opened January 26.

ASTOR—"The Broadway Melody," Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, opened February 1.

LITTLE CARNEGIE PLAYHOUSE—"The Man
Who Cheated Life," Capt. A. Salisbury's South
Sea Island picture, opened February 9.

WARNER—"The Redeeming Sin," Warner Bros., .

opened February 15.

STRAND—"The Barker," First National, revived for
another week.

HIPPODROME—"Interference," Paramount, revived
for another week.

FIFTH AVENUE PLAYHOUSE—"Secrets of the
Soul," UFA, revived for another week.

FIFTY-FIFTH ST. CINEMA—"The Beautiful Blue
Danube," and "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," Ger-
man pictures revived for another week.

CAPITOL—"The Flying Fleet," Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, held over for another week.

CAMEO—"The Lash of the Czar," Amkino, held over
for another week.

Over 800,000 Have Seen
"Singing Fool" in England

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—Over 800,000 people
in England have already seen Warner
Brothers' "The Singing Fool," with Al Jolson.
In London the picture is having its premiere
and so far it has played to 377,000 patrons.
In Glasgow 293,000 picturegoers have wit-
nessed it and in Manchester 68,000 admissions
have been taken in the Oxford theatre.

New Fox-West Coast
House to Open Feb. 22

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Feb. 19.—The new Fox
theatre in Redondo Beach, Cat, will open
February 22, Harold B. Franklin, president
of Fox-West Coast announces.
The house will have a gala debut. But

one show will be given on the opening night,

with all seats reserved. Thereafter the pol-

icy will be three shows a day.

Health Board Closes Four
Theatres in Boston "Flu*'

(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON, Feb. 19.—Because of the influ-

enza epidemic, 4 theatres have been closed by
orders of local health boards. As the epidemic
is on the wane, the closings will probably be

of brief duration. They are the Johnson Opera
House at Johnson, Vermont; Majestic at An-
trim, N. H. ; Dreamland at Bennington, Ver-
mont ; and Ventress Hall at Marshfield, Mass.
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SOUND PICTURES
90 Per Cent Favor All-Audiens to Silent

Synchronized Score Preferred

To Theatre Orchestra at Dallas
W. E. Reaches
250 a Month
Wiring Mark
(Special to the Herald-World)

\ NEW YORK, Feb. 19—Western Electric

installations now are being made at the rate ot

250 a month, bearing out the promise made by

J. E. Otterson, president of Electrical Research
Products, Inc., a year ago when installations

were being made at a rate of 20 a month,

that the company would be equipping theatres

to the number of 60 a week by 1929. Total

installations of film or disc, or film and disc,

in the United States had reached the 1,233

mark on February 2.

Foreign installations to date number 37,

chiefly in Canada, the British Isles, Australia,

France, India, the West Indies and Central

America. The company reports a substantial

number of unfilled orders, not only from these

countries but also from New Zealand, Alaska,
Brazil and Germany that will have early a;

tention.

Barrymore Directs from
Bridge of Monitor Room

And Uses the Switchboard
(Special to the Herald-World)

CULVER CITY, Feb. 19.—Lionel Barry-
more, director of "Madame X," isn't seen on
the set at all. He is on the glass windowed
bridge of the monitor room, looking down
from his soundproof booth on the set. To
lis ears are clamped earphones, and he regu-

lates the intensity of every voice coming over
Jie microphones at the switchboard panel
:here.

On the stage, before the camera, sits his

issistant, Harry Bucquet. Bucquet gives the

signals for starting and stopping action and
camera, looks out for camera angles, and in

fact, handles the details of the production
seen by the eye, while Barrymore handles all

:he details heard by the ear.

"The director," said Barrymore, "is of far

nore use in talking pictures at the switch-
ward, watching the lines and regulating their

iroper recording, than he would be on the

;tage where he can only signal starts and
;tops."

Between scenes he rehearses his cast on the
itage.

Kolstadphone Installed in

Four More Oregon Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., Feb. 19.—Manager J.

f. Fleming of the Kolstadphone Corporation
eports a number of new installations, which
nclude the following theatres in Oregon:
"Arcade theatre, LaGrande ; Edward, Reeds-

>ort; McLean. Wallaowa, and Hiland, Myrtle
3
oint."

(Special to the Herald-World)

DALLAS, Feb. 19.—More than 90 per cent of motion picture patrons prefer

all-talking productions to silent ones, but between part-talking and silent pic-

tures the patron-interest is ecrually divided. A majority of theatregoers, despite

reports to the contrary, prefer synchronized music scores to theatre orchestra ac-

companiment.

These interesting conclusions—not final,

to be sure—are drawn from the first replies

to a questionnaire survey now being brought
to a close by the Greater Palace, Publix
de luxe house, with the co-operation of the
Dallas News and the Dallas Journal.

Tremendous Interest Shown
The survey, which is being taken in the

form of replies written upon ballots to a
series of nine questions covering the field,

started in the Tuesday, February 5, issue of

the Evening Journal, and has been running
daily in both the Morning News and the Eve-
ning Jotirnal.

Ballots have been run in the papers every
day, together with a story on the resume
of the reports received. The final counting
and classifying of the ballots now is being
made.
The number of people interested in the

ballot is astounding, owing to the fact that
no prizes of any sort are offered in con-
nection with the survey.

500 Ballots in Two Days
On the first two days, over 500 of the

ballots had been filled out, from the paper,
or in the lobby of the theatre, where cards
were available. Of the number of people
filling out the questionnaire, over 90 per
cent of them prefer all-talking pictures to

silent ones, while the percentage of those
desiring part-talking to silent is about 50-50.

One interesting development is that a
majority seem to prefer synchronized scores
to theatre orchestra accompaniment.
John Rosenfield, Jr., critic of the News

and Journal, has been playing up the survey
big, breaking with the first story in the
Journal five columns across the front page,

and carrying front page boxes every day.

Pictures Listed Daily

The attractions of the Greater Palace are
listed in all stories, as examples of all-talk-

ing or part talking pictures. The results

are to be published in the newspapers, to-

gether with editorial comment on the re-

ception of talking pictures and their destiny
as an entertainment medium of the future.

Here is how the contest was announced
in the Journal:
"A survey of the Dallas public to deter-

mine its sentiments in regard to synchro-
nized motion pictures will be conducted by
The Dallas Journal, The Dallas News and
the Greater Palace Theatre. Arrangements
for this survey were completed independ-
ent of numerous other investigations
planned throughout the country.

"Herewith is published a questionnaire
designed to make easy the indication of

one's opinion in regard to the new art.

Questionnaire blanks will be published daily

in The Dallas News and The Dallas Journal
and will be distributed in the Palace lobby
and elsewhere.
"There are three types of synchroniza-

tion. The first is a silent drama with syn-
chronized music score. The second is a

semi-talker, part silent and part dialogue.

The third is the all-talky, virtually a spoken
drama on the screen. There remains the

totally silent drama, for which music must
be supplied by the theater's orchestra or

organ.
"The Journal-News-Palace questionnaire

seeks to arrive at the prevailing sentiment
in Dallas. Those desiring to take part in it

are asked to send their filled-in blanks to

the Amusements Editor of The Dallas Jour-
or the Amusements Editor of The Dallas

News. Blanks may be obtained by clip-

pings from the two newspapers or in the

Greater Palace lobby.

Varied Pictures Shown
"The Greater Palace Theater" this week

offers a semi-talking picture, "The Shop-
worn Angel." Beginning next Saturday it

will present "The Wolf of Wall Street,"

an all-talker, thereby giving its patrons an
opportunity to attend pictures that repre-

sent two of the three types of synchronized
films.

The questions asked in the survey were
as follows:

1. Do you prefer all-talking motion pic-

ures?
2. Do you prefer pictures that are part

talky?

3. Do you prefer silent pictures with

synchronized musical score?

4. Do you like sound effects, such as

shots, knocks, etc.?

5. Do you like stage stars of experience

in talking pictures?

6. Do you prefer good looking actors,

regardless of talking ability?

7. Do you like talking motion pictures

made from stage hits?

8. Do you like the short alltalking

comedy skits?

9. Do you prefer synchronized music to

the theatre orchestra?

The questions were put forth both in the

daily newspaper ballots and on 5,000 post

cards, distributed in the theatre lobby as

well as at the public schools, universities

and city library.
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Laemmle Prefers Silent Film
For Himself, But Public Rules

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, Feb. 19.—"Personally," said the veteran leader of Universal,

fidgeting like a boy, "I like the silent pictures. I work hard during the day and
when I go to see a motion picture I want rest and relaxation, and the silent pic-

tures give it to me. They help me to forget my work and rest my mind and

body. There's another angle to the matter also. I have trouble with my hear-

ing, and I have to strain to hear the talkies."

Then Carl Laemmle smiled. He fidgeted

about as he spoke on the couch in his room
in the Roosevelt hotel, a restless, nervous lit-

tle man, who is so much smaller than the

pictures of him indicate.

"However," he continued, "as president of
Universal Pictures corporation, we strive to

please those that like the talkies, and those

that like the silent pictures. The greater num-
ber of theatres show the silent pictures. But
Universal makes both types of pictures to

meet the desires of all the public."

Attends Mardi Gras

Carl Laemmle, Mrs. Laemmle, his brother,

Siegfried Laemmle, of Munich, Germany, the

latter's wife; Samuel Van Ronkel, producer
of Gump Comedies; and Jack Ross, secretary

to Laemmle, arrived in New Orleans Friday
night, February 8, to see the Mardi Gras Car-
nival. They left last Wednesday for Hot
Springs, Ark.

Laemmle aimed a blow at "sexy" pictures.

He said there were too many of them. "Pic-

tures should be such that any member of the

family could see them," he added.

The president of Universal declared Amer-
ican producers had nothing to fear from for-

eign pictures. "They are catering to their

own market," he said: "The pictures they are
making won't suit American people, for the

most part. When they learn to cater to the

American public then their pictures will be

pleasing. Personally, I'll buy any kind of

picture, foreign or American, if it is the type

that the American public likes."

Stands Pat on Dr. Marston

Laemmle said Universal will have finished

by April two big pictures, "Showboat" and
"Broadway."
He declared that Universal will stand pat

on the decisions of Dr. W. M. Marston, psy-

chologist at both Columbia and New York uni-

versities, signed by Universal, as arbiter of

which pictures shall be shown to the public.

"If Dr. Marston doesn't like a picture then
it won't be shown," said Mr. Laemmle. "We've
already bought a lot of stories, but if he
doesn't like 'em, they won't be filmed."

Vitaphone Boston Branch
(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON, Feb. 19.—Vitaphone is opening
a branch exchange in Boston at 7 Isabella

street in charge of Carl Crawford, who directs

New England sales, with Frank Grady, for-

merly of Pathe, as booker.

SURE FIRE BALLYHOO!!
For theatres equipped with any type of non-synchronous
device or amplified music.

Special Standard magnetic cone reproducer built in baffle

box, presents the highest quality of reproduction obtainable

for outdoor ballyhoo in front of your theatre.

This powerful speaker unit can be

heard for two blocks. Tones are

rich, melodious, and distinct. You
can reproduce sound effects, theme
songs, "brass band ballyhoo," and
special advertising records furnished

by the leading film distributors on
current pictures.

This ballyhoo speaker will be to your
theatre what a parade is to a circus.

It will command the attention and
arouse the interest of every passer-

by.

Speaker absolutely guaranteed and
easy to install.

This marvelous medium of exploita-

tion cannot be duplicated, and will

pay for itself on every picture with

which it is used.

The volume, richness, and clearness

of tone and voice reproduction also

makes this speaker a valuable

addition for use with your non-

synchronous device inside your

theatre.

Price of speaker complete with set

of plans for making your own talk-

ing signboard _ $17.50

Write or wire for immediate delivery

Orchestrola Sales Co.
1508 Davenport St., Room 2

Omaha, Nebr.

Send No Money—We Ship Express, C.O.D.

LOVE

A model display window was used by
William Ross of the A. I. Ross Music
Stores of Astoria, L. /., in a tieup with
Pathe for "The Godless Girl." The Berlin
sheet music and the Victor record of
"Love," the theme song, were played up
in the window of the store at 456 Stein-

way avenue.

De Mille Lays Pleas

For Grand Opera on

Screen to Audiens
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 19.—An insistent de-

mand for grand opera in motion pictures,

voiced in replies to Cecil B. DeMille's na-

tional questionnaire for a talking picture topic,

is credited by the producer-director to the in-

fluence of the audien.
"In a similar census of entertainment opin-

ion conducted five years ago there was prac-

tically no demand for opera," DeMille said.

"Today every known opera has been men-
tioned, not once but many times. To me this

indicates that in 1924 the public did not want
opera for its story, but today, in talkies, they

crave its melodies."
DeMille did not indicate whether any of the

operatic suggestions were being considered by
him for the $1,000 first prize he is offering

for the best suggestion made of a talking

picture topic to succeed "Dynamite." He did

state, however, that ideas for the contest must
be addressed to the DeMille contest commit-
tee, 225 Varick Street, New York, before
March 15. Ideas are limited to 200 words, but

there is no limit as to the number which may
be submitted.

Stewart Is Named
Chief Recording

Engineer of PFL
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—George E. Stewart
has been appointed chief recording engineer

at Paramount's Long Island Studio, succeed-

ing Ralph H. Townshend, resigned. Stewart

has been in the sound department since the

studio reopened last summer.
Stewart has been a specialist in sound engi-

neering for about ten years. He came to the

Paramount studio from the National Broad-
casting Company, and before that was with

the American Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany. He is a graduate of Union College.
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A cracked airplane perched on the mar-

quise of the Eastman theatre was the

sight which met the eyes of early risers

of Rochester, N. Y. But when a sign

painter later added "Colleen Moore in

'Lilac Time'

"

—and the sign painter was
dressed as an aviator, also—the mystery
cleared. The newspaper photographed it

and the Democrat and Chronicle gave it

a feature display. The idea was put over
by Melvin J. Murphy, Rochester city

manager for Puhlix, and Arthur P. Kelly,

director of publicity

Technic of Screen

And Stage Alike,

Declares Brooke
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 19.—There is no es-

sential difference between technics of the

stage, the silent screen and the talking pic-

ture, according to Clifford Brooke, veteran
Broadway stage director, who has been signed

to do a comedy for Metro.

"There are, of course, differences in tempo
and in physical facility," he said "but there is

no difference in the central chord of all

drama, no matter the medium, namely, move-
ment.

"Once a director has learned the tricks of

moving his characters about a setting so that

those movements are both natural and dra-

matic, he is equipped to direct in any one of
the three present mediums. You might com-
pare the situation to chess and checkers. Both
started from the same point. They take dif-

ferent roads, but their basis is identical. An
expert chess player has no difficulty with
checkers, and a great checker enthusiast usu-
ally is splendid at chess.

"To my mind, it is splendid that the old
barriers between stage and screen should be
breaking down, that there should be this in-

teresting interchange of artists between arts.

It means a great step forward in dramatic
development.
"Of course it is evident that the coming

of talking pictures will be a test as to which
irtists have had the best foundation in the
fundamentals of drama. In both stage and
screen you will find players, writers and di-

rectors being eliminated because their origi-
nal training was not sufficiently thorough.
Stage players and screen players who have
been superficial in their study of what really
makes drama dramatic, will pass from the
scene. Drama provides new problems with the
:oming of this third medium, and those who
an't meet these problems, no matter in what
nethod they may be, will have to step aside."

Silence of the Tomb Is Bedlam
Beside Silence in Sound Studio

[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—There is no better way to describe silence than to sav
"as silent as a sound studio." The silence of the tombs is bedlam beside that of

a sound studio. Silence ceases to be silence when it remains silent, for then
there is no contrast between noise and silence. In the sound studios you have
silence supreme one moment and the next all is noise and bustle.

If you want to know how silent silence being rehearsed on another stage for Rich-
can be, go out to the Astoria Long Island
studios of Paramount. When you step in

the studio everything is noise. Scores of
carpenters are busy making new sets and
tearing down old ones; electricians and
stagehands are pushing huge incandescent
lamps around; visitors are roaming around
getting in the way perhaps.

Then all of a sudden a bell some-
where in the building is heard ringing
three times. It must be a magic bell,

for everyone freezes in his tracks.

Silence descends like a great cloud.
It hangs like moisture on the great
sound proofing drapes which sur-

rounds every set. You can feel it as
definitely as you can feel a fog.

After an interval another bell rings once,
and the silence is dispersed by a thousand
noises, each of which stands out for a mo-
ment in separate detail. You hear every
carpenter's hammer; voices from every part
of the building fall upon your ear as dis-

tinct units of sound, until gradually the
sounds again merge into one sound stream
or symphonic sound pattern.

Nerve Racking Contrast

This arresting contrast of sound and
silence is almost nerve racking to a visitor.

It is so sharp it brings one up with a jerk.

That magic bell which rings three times
is just the studio method of calling for
silence. It means that a picture sequence
is actually being shot or is in its final re-

hearsal. If the laws of our commonwealth
could be enforced as is this law of silence

we would have Utopia. I saw a janitor

pushing a truck of waste when the bell rang
out. He stopped dead in his tracks and
remained frozen in an uncomfortable posi-
tion until the bell rang again.

"Fix That Squeak!"

I saw a sequence of "Gentlemen of the
Press" in its final rehearsal. Walter Hus-
ton, the star of the picture, entered the
front door of a cozy apartment. He was
met by Betty Lawford, who plays the part
of his daughter, and together they walked
through the living room into a nursery
speaking their lines as they walked. Half-
way through the living room, the floor

squeaked. When the sequence was com-
pleted the director shouted to a carpenter,
"Fix that squeak."

Ordinarily that little squeak would have
gone unnoticed, but here it assumed major
proportions. The delicate microphone hang-
ing above would have picked it up and
marred the dialogue. The carpenter put
many nails in the floor and then walked
back and forth testing until the squeak was
eliminated.

Recently a courtroom scene was in

rehearsal in the studio. Rehearsals
are tiresome business; after an hour
of it an extra fell asleep in the jury
box unnoticed. The bell rang three
times; cameras began to grind; actors
spoke their lines perfectly; the se-

quence was almost shot, when nature
decreed that the super should snore!
Film and precious time wasted—the
sequence had to be reshot.

Dialogue rehearsals are repeated until

they are letter perfect. I saw a sequence

ard Dix's first talking picture, "Nothing But
the Truth." Four men were speaking in a
drawing room. Victor Schertzinger, the
director, made them go over and over their
lines until he was satisfied with the inflec-

tion of every word. The procedure was ex-
actly that of a stage rehearsal.

This business of sound and dialogue is

a tremendous business. So many little

things can bring such disastrous results.

The other day something went wrong with
the microphone leads to the amplifier in

the recording rooms. The instruments in

the monitor room warned the studio of the
trouble but they did not say what and where
the difficulty was. It took almost a day to

find and repair the trouble in the lines.

Pantages B. O. Grows
With First Sound Show

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Feb. 19.—The Pantages
theatre, first run house of Kansas City, in-

augurated its newly installed sound equipment

last week in presenting "The Man Who
Laughs," Universal's version of Victor Hugo's
famous story, with a synchronized accompani-

ment. It had been the intention of Louis

Charninsky, manager, to hold back the sound

premiere for three weeks, when the Pantages

will present "In Old Arizona," the first out-

door all-audien, but Universal refused to re-

lease "The Man Who Laughs" as a silent

picture. Hence the change in the theatre's

plans. There was a marked increase in the

weekly attendance, according to Charninsky.

Dialogue Is Restored

To Vilma Banky Picture
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 19.—After eliminat-

ing dialogue which already had been recorded

for Vilma Banky's "This Is Heaven," Samuel

Goldwyn has decided to restore it, with the

most dramatic scenes in full dialogue, follow-

ing requests from fans and exhibitors.

SUPERTONE
Latest and Greatest of Them All!

Embodies all the salient features of

$500.00 Sound Devices—Quantity out-

put enables us to sell to exhibitors at

the unprecedented price of $275.00.

Write for specifications and literature

before ordering any other device.

ALL PARTS
Guaranteed

Pays for itself

before you pay for It

ADSWIN CORP.
The House of Quality

727 7th Ave. New York City
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Seven Grand Operas Coming to First National
Screen as Pathe 2-ReelAudiens Will Service

Grand opera is coming to the short feature. This unusual development in the

field of short product—and the audien—is signified by the announcement of

Pathe that it will produce for next season seven grand operas as two-reel "Film
Operas," the work to start at once. Thus the short feature, with the talking pic-

ture, pushes out into a new field, and grand opera is made available to everyone.

The seven "Film Operas" will be "Pagliac-

ci," "Cavalleria Rusticana," "Faust," "Martha,"
"Tales of Hoffman," "Carmen" and "Aida."

Among Most Popular Operas

"Pagliacci" was composed by R. Leonca-
vallo, and was first presented at the Teatro
Del Verni in Milan, May 21, 1892. "Caval-
leria Rusticana" is the best known composi-
tion of Pietro Mascagni, and its first public

performance was at Rome May 17, 1890.

"Faust" was the work of the celebrated French
composer, Charles Gounod, and its premiere
was at the Theatre Lyrique in Paris March
19, 1859. "Martha" was the masterpiece of F.

von Flotow, and was presented as a court opera
in Vienna, November 25, 1847. "Tales of

Hoffman," written by J. Offenbach, saw its

premiere at Paris Feb. 10, 1881. "Carmen"
was the work of another French composer,
G. Bizet, and was first presented at the Opera
Comique in Paris March 3, 1875. "Aida" was
composed by the Italian musician, G. Verdi,

and had its premiere in the Opera House at

Cairo, Egypt, Dec. 24, 1871.

Made Available to All

These operas are among the most celebrated

and popular musical works extant. Their pop-
ularity is enduring, and year after year they

are presented in the opera houses of the lead-

ing cities in Europe, South America and North
America. The greatest artists of this and past

generations have gained fame through their

work in them.
In selecting these operas for production as

musical short features, of "Film Operas," it

was felt by Pathe that at last grand opera is

made possible for the masses through the in-

troduction of sound on film. While the radio

and the phonograph have blazed the trail by
carrying to almost every home selections from
these great operas, hitherto it has been impos-
sible to bring them in toto to music lovers

outside the largest cities. Now the story, the

music, both orchestral and vocal, and the per-

sonalities of the singers enacting the famous
roles, will all be put within the reach of every-
one.

These "Film Operas' 'will be produced under
the supervision of Josiah Zuro as director gen-
eral of music for Pathe. Zuro has already

begun the preliminary work upon the first.

The casts will be chosen from the best avail-

able operatic singers.

Western Electric

Wires 39 Theatres

In Week of Feb. 9th
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—Thirty-nine thea-

tres were wired with Western Electric sound
projector equipment of both film and disc

varieties in the week ending with Saturday,
February 9. They are :

Ohio, Toledo. Ohio, 1,356 seats.

Capitol, Steubenville, Ohio, 1,614.
Ventura, Ventura, California, 1,128.
State, East Liverpool, Ohio, 815.
Strand, Dover, New Hampshire, 997.
Paramount, Salt Lake City, Utah, 1,465.

Capitol, Salt Lake City, Utah, 1,928.
Appleton, Appleton, Wisconsin, 870.
Gateway, Glendale, California, 924.
Strand, Tampa, Florida, 888.
Lincoln, Dixie, Chicago Heights, Illinois, 1,578.

Rialto, Denison, Texas, 850.
Grand, Vineland, New Jersey, 1,300.

Majestic, Tamaqua, Pennsylvania, 1,110.

Le Rose, Jeffersonville, Indiana, 1,186.

Palace, Gersicane, Texas, 771.
Majestic, Shamokin, Pennsylvania, 1,017.

State, Hanover, Pennsylvania, 960.

Bard's Glendale, Glendale, California, 1,231.

New Tulare, Tulare, California, 1,456.

Million Dollar, Los Angeles, California, 2,137.

Wilbert, Plaquemine, Louisiana, 860.
Colorado, Pasadena, California, 1,706.

Linwood, Kansas City, Missouri, 963.
Freedman, Forest City, Pennsylvania, 749.

Senator, Chico, California, 1,564.

Rex, Wheeling, West Virginia, 1,006.

Strand, Rockland, Maine, 774.
Piccadilly, Rochester, New York, 2,259.

Empire, Anacortes, Washington, 621.

Hancock, Austin, Texas, 1,092.

Aubert, St. Louis, Missouri, 1,449.

Golden State, Monterey, California, 1,475.

Elms, Chicopee, Massachusetts, 1,260.

Cameo, Bristol, Connecticut, 1,640.

Lincoln, Cheyenne, Wyoming, 1,269.

Tokay, Lodi, California, 603.
Blackstone, Detroit, Michigan, 288.

Strand, Flint, Michigan, 1,181.

Salzer Heads N. Y.

Office of CineTone
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—Max H. Salzer,

Brooklyn attorney, has been placed in charge

of CineTone's New York office. Salzer's ap-

pointment as resident agent and manager for

New York was announced by Harry Segal,

president of S. & S. Enterprises of Boston,

manufacturers of the non-synchronous sound
device.

Bristolphone
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—Warner Brothers
and First National now have agreed to service

Bristolphone users with their pictures, Budd
Rogers, sales manager of Bristolphone, an-

nounced yesterday. He called attention to the

opening this week of "On Trial" at the Pal-

ace in Danbury, Conn., and "Lilac Time" and
"The Barker" into the Embassy at Port-

chester, N. Y.

Theatre owners using Bristolphone had
played First National pictures with satisfac-

tory results before the Warner-First National

affiliation. It then became a question whether
First National pictures would be made avail-

able to users of independent sound equipment.

This question resolved itself into a determina-
tion by the producers that the equipment
would have to pass the test of operating

quality on a par with the company's own re-

producing systems. That test has been passed.

Films All-Talking

Or All-Silent, Is

Theory of Brabin
(Special to the Herald-World)

CULVER CITY, Feb. 19.—Motion pictures

in the future will be either all-talking or all-

silent, with no halfway station, says Charles

Brabin, now directing "The Bridge of San

Luis Rey" for M G M.

"No longer, even at this early day," he

said, "are we putting in sound just for the

sake of sound. And the moment we began to

bark upon talking picture production as an

art.

"There will not be a word spoken in 'The

grope beyond this, that moment did we em-

Bridge of San Luis Rey' that is not neces-

sary to make the audience always conscious

that these people are living characters. Too
much talk might destroy the illusion, by call-

ing attention to the machinery of it. This is

a delicate point that, of course, will require

experiment. In other words, we are going to

try to get the maximum effectiveness of both

eye and ear in conveying to the audience-con-

sciousness that which the author has written.

"Another picture will be handled in another

manner
;
every picture with sound has its par-

ticular psychological problems. And it is only

by watching for these that we can advance.

For we are dealing neither with the art of the

screen nor the art of the stage, but a new one

that we know, as yet, almost nothing of."

Supertone Device,

Non-synchronous, Is

Made in Three Units
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—Supertone, the non-

synchronous equipment of the Adswin Cor-

poration has been perfected to consist of three

units, turntables, amplifier and loudspeaker.

The units include two General Electric motors,

two Blue Spot German pickups, two separate

volume controls, two separate speed controls,

one pilot light, one needle receptacle, one

portable case, one Silver Marshall four-tube

amplifier, one Magnovox Dynamic speaker,

one Racon horn. The complete equipment

costs $275, F. O. B. New York. A micro-

phone attachment is $25 extra.

Good-All-Talkie
NATURAL TALKING MOVIES

$1350
Complete

GOOD-ALL TALKIE

Synchronous Disc

Instrument complete $1,350.00

Sound on film extra $ 650.00*

GOOD-ALL TALKIE

Synchronous Disc

Attachment for use with
Good-All Orchestrola and
all other standard non-
synchronous instruments....$ 950.00*

Good-All Orchestrola, the

finest of all non-synchro-
nous instruments $ 495.00

Deliveries in 30 days

Good-All Electric Mfg. Co.
R. A. Coodall, Pres.

Ogallala, Nebraska

Makert of Fine Electric Devices

'These two prices were Incorrectly Quoted In our
full page advertisement on page 85 of the February 16
lasue of Better Theatres. For more particulars on
our product see this page In Better Theatres, but
remember that two of the price* Quoted therein were
incorrect.
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THE STUDIO
AJ Jolson's Appearance
Brings $59,000 Receipts

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 19.—
When Al Jolson made his personal
appearance at the War&eld theatre
last week, executives of West Coast
Theatres from Seattle to San Diego
joined in a pool to which each con-
tributed $5 and an estimate of the
receipts. The average estimate was
around $50,000, with A. M. Bowles,
Northern California division man-
ager, guessing $50,777. A. Danzin-
ger, second assistant manager at the
WarEeld, placed his estimate at $57-
000, the highest submitted, and
walked away with the pot of $300.

The receipts for the week totaled
over $59,000, the largest amount ever
taken in at a Pacific Coast theatre
box office, passing the mark set by the
huge Metropolitan theatre in Los
Angeles, where Al Jolson's engage-
ment netted about $56,000.

Paramount Names Lewis
Coast District Manager;
Fontaine Also Promoted

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—M. H. Lewis has
i
been appointed Paramount's West Coast dis-

i trict manager. Lewis, who has been with the
company 15 years, will supervise branches in
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland and
Seattle under the general direction of Herman

: Wobber.

For the past five years Lewis has worked
in the Paramount home office handling sales
analysis, print distribution, sound disc distribu-

' tion, contact with the Hays office on censor-
ship problems, and has worked with Para-
mount production department on the arrange-
ment of releases. He is succeeded bv John
Hammell.

J. E. Fontaine, formerly branch manager at
Cleveland, has been made district manager
with supervision of the Paramount exchanges
in Cincinnati. Cleveland, Columbus and Pitts-
burgh. G. H. Peterson succeeds Fontaine at
the Cleveland branch.

Schenck Calls Reinhardt
To New York on Picture

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 19.—Max Reinhardt
producer of "The Miracle," who came to
Hollywood from Austria several weeks ago
to direct his first motion picture, is leaving
for New York to confer with Joseph M.
Schenck, president of United Artists.

Announcement of Reinhardt's departure was
contained in telegraphic advices from Schenck,
who had no further comment to make. He
will issue no statement, he indicated, until
after he confers with Reinhardt. The Rein-
hardt picture for United Artists is to star
Lillian Gish.

MGM Program in Full Swing;
Seven Units Busy, Five All Set

Cecil B. DeMille Making His First Audien Special. "Dynamite"'

—Eddie Dowling Launches Sono-Art Picture—New Process

in Natural Color Used iu L niversal s "Broadway"
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 19.—With seven companies shooting on feature pic-

tures and five other units rehearsing or preparing to get into actual produc-

tion, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's new program of activity is in full swing this

week.
Edward Sedgwick is at work on William Haines' new starring vehicle, a

picturization of an original navy story, as yet untitled. "Our Modern
Maidens" is under way as Joan Crawford's first starring picture with Anita

Page, Rod La Roque, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Josephine Dunn heading

the huge supporting cast.

Cecil DeMille is making his first audien
special, "Dynamite," with Conrad Nagel.

Charles Bickford, Kay Johnson and Julia Faye
in the leading roles. Charles Brabin is wind-
ing up the picturization of "The Bridge of San
Luis Rev."
King Vidor's all-colored picture, "Hallelu-

jah," is nearing the finishing sequences on
the sound stage and Lionel Barrymore is busy
at work on the directorial end of "Madame
X."

Wood Starting Football Story
Sam Wood is about to begin a talkization

of an original football story, and Gus Edwards
is rehearsing a feature-length musical extrav-

aganza in which Charles King of "Broadway
Melody" fame, Clif (Ukelele Ike) Edwards
and Joyce Murray are featured.

Xorma Shearer is preparing to begin on
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney" as her next talk-

ing picture, and John Gilbert is to make his

dialogue debut under Fred Xiblo's direction in

"Redemption."
While the studio production force is run-

ning at full speed, W. S. Van Dyke is getting

ready to leave for Africa, where he will film

"Trader Horn," taking with him a huge store

of supplies and equipment to last more than
six months.

Hill Directs Chaney Again
"The Bugle Sounds" is to be the next star-

ring vehicle for Lon Chaney. This was dis-

closed yesterday at the studio, following an-
nouncement of the filming in person of the

most mysterious fighting unit in the world.
George Hill, who directed Chaney in "Tell It

to The Marines," is to direct the production.
Hill last year was sent to Africa by the

studios on a secret mission. Now it is dis-

closed that this mission was with the Legion
and film, in detail, its activities at the front.

The director was accompanied by Command-
ant Petschkoff, who is now on a leave of ab-
sence from Africa and is in California aiding
in plans for filming the story.

Chaney will play a veteran sergeant in the
Foreign Legion in the new picture, a vivid
chronicle of intimate life in service in North
Africa. It is the first time that actual Legion
activities have ever been recorded on the
screen.

With the film made in Africa as a back-
ground, detailed scenes will be made in Amer-

ica with a notable case, as soon as Chaney
finishes his present vehicle, "Where East Is

East."
Eddie Dowling Starts Film

With Eddie Dowling, the well known
Broadway musical comedy favorite, starring

and with the supporting cast all set, Sono-
Art's unique all-talking and musical picture,

"Broadway Bound," has started filming and
recording at the Metropolitan Sound Studios
with Fred Newmeyer, former Harold Lloyd
director, staging the production.

Since Dowling has been one of the out-
standing musical comedy stars and producers
for the last ten years, full advantage is being
taken of his singing and stage experience in

"Broadway Bound," and the musical numbers
which Dowling will sing in the production
are all new numbers which will be published
prior to release of the picture.

Although Dowling's singing and some of
the episodes of the picture have stage atmos-
phere and a theatrical flavor, the story of
"Broadway Bound" has been written with
typical motion picture technique. This is

shown in the fact that the scenes are laid in a
wide variety of locations and sets, 33 in all,

some of which include a vaudeville theatre
and dressing rooms, street scenes and opera
house of a southern town, with minstrel
parades and show, hotel interiors and streets

in New York, various interiors of an old
fashioned Southern hotel, and a large se-

quence in the audience and on the stage of
another theatre where the story concludes.
This screen arrangement policy has been

adopted for "Broadway Bound" in order to

give the typical movement and action of a
real motion picture, in addition to the dia-

logue throughout and the musical numbers
which are closely knit into the plot of the
story.

Gibson Buys "Points West"
Hoot Gibson, Universal's Western star, has

purchased the screen rights to B. M. Bower's
novel, "Points West," and this will be his

next starring vehicle.

Production began February- 10 under direc-

tion of Arthur Rosson. Exterior shots will

be taken either in Wyoming or Nevada.
Mrs. Bower is the author of several other

Gibson vehicles, including "Chip of the Fly-

(Continued on next page)
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Miller to Remain in Charge Under
New Regime of Carthay Circle

"Iron Mask" to Open in Fox West Coast House—Colin Succeeds
Lougborough as Assistant Hi Hatter—Billie Signs

By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 19.—Fred Miller will remain in charge of the

Carthay Circle Theatre following change in the house's management,
it was announced today. West Coast Theatres will take entire con-

trol of the theatre within a few days when "The Man with the Iron Mask" is

opened there. The picture stars Douglas Fairbanks.

'T'HE Carthay was opened in May, 1927, with
"The Volga Boatman" as the premiered

attraction. It was promoted by the J. Harvey
McCarthy Holding Company.

It is easily the most beautiful theatre in this

part of the West and to some it represents the
most attractive place of enjoyment in the
country. Fred Miller has had the management
of it from the opening until the present time.

* * *

The Hi-Hatters elected Sam W. B. Cohn
Assistant Chief Hi-hatter at a meeting this

week ; the vacancy being made by the depart-
ure of James Loughborough.
Roy Miller was named secretary of the or-

ganization when Perk Swope tendered a res-

ignation due to pressing business affairs.
* * *

H. E. Edington, who acts as business man-
ager for John Gilbert and other Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer people, leaves Hollywood March 1

for Honolulu. He retires from the "artists

representative" business permanently.
Upon his return to this country he will take

up a job in the business office of one of the
Culver City lots.

* * *

Estelle Taylor left February 16 for Miami
to join her husband, Jack. She will stay until

after the Sharkey Stribling fight, returning
to Hollywood to enact a role that Harry Cohn
has assigned her.

The town is filled with successes and fail-

ures. Lots of Iowans. One of them works
next door to my office. Three or four years
ago he was the possessor of three million dol-

lars. Through poor investments and a panic
he lost it all. He is 45 years old and trying
to get another start. He is receiving $25 a
week to answer the telephone for an insurance
agent.

* * *

Billie Dove, who is probably the most beau-
tiful big time star on the screen—at least to

my notion—has signed a new contract with
First National Vitaphone. It abrogates the
old one and provides that she shall receive
several more dollars per hour than formerly,
and also that her pictures will all be audiens.
Her voice test proved extremely satisfactory.

Seven M G M Companies
Busy; Five More Ready

(Continued from preceding page)

ing U," the photoplay which Gibson made in

Canada several years ago and which is still

considered one of his most popular pictures.

"The Winged Horseman," Gibson's most
recent picture, is now in the cutting room.
Arthur Rosson directed and Ruth Elder
played the lead.

New Process in Color
Besides being photographed simultaneously

in silent and sound versions, "Broadway" will

contain many sequences done by a new process
in natural color.

Even at the studio, nothing much yet is

being said about this innovation of both sound
and color in the roadshow film.

But it is known that Dr. Paul Fejos, the
director, Carl Laemmle, Jr., the producer, and
Hal Mohr, the cameraman, recently very

quietly shut themselves up in one of the pro-
jection rooms at the big lot to look at a test

of the spectacular Paradise Night Club set

done in both color and sound.
Only Glenn Tryon, the star, Merna Ken-

nedy and Evelyn Brent, the leading women,
Robert Ellis, the heavy, Billy Reiter, Fejos'

assistant, and a few studio executive.; were
invited to the showing, which was run within
locked doors.

T-S Signs Virginia Bradford
Virginia Bradford has been signed by Tif-

fany-Stahl for the lead in "The Midway," a

romance of the sawdust ring, starring Joe E.

Brown, once a circus headliner, vaudeville

performer and musical comedy star, whose
phenomenal success in pictures shatters all

records. Albert Ray is directing the produc-
tion, which started Saturday, February 9.

Other important players signed for big roles

are Wallace McDonald and William David-
son. The picture will have sound and dia-

logue, including the roars of the animals.

A German stage play has been chosen as

the next vehicle for Billie Dove. It is titled

"Careers," and is said to provide one of the

most dramatic roles she has yet undertaken.

This play was a success on the stage in Ger-
many under the title "Karriere," and was
written by Rosenhayn and Schirokrauer.
"Careers" will be directed by John Francis

Dillon, and a fine supporting cast will be

chosen in support of the star. Miss Dove is

now enjoying a vacation following the com-
pletion of "The Man and the Moment."

RK O Chain Linked in

Exploiting "Syncopation"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—One hundred and
fifty managers of the Radio-Keith-Orpheum
chain are to be linked into the "Syncopation
Festival Week" program to exploit R K O's

all-talking musical extravaganza, "Syncopa-
tion." In the plans made by Hyatt Dabb,
R K O productions publicity director, and
Mark Luescher, chief publicist for R K O the-

atres, each manager will be placed on his own
initiative to make this week the event of the

year. He will hook up with the Victor Talk-

ing Machine tie-ups through the 8,500 licensed

agents, and will arrange window tie-ups

and cooperative song sales drives with

them. In addition he will benefit by the 300,-

000 car card campaign in behalf of "Synco-
pation" and its song hits to be made by
Victor.

Winfield Sheehan Signs
11 Directors and Authors
For Fox-Movietone Films

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 19.—Winfield Sheehan,
vice president and general manager of Fox,
announces he has signed up 11 authors and
directors for Fox Movietone productions. The
writers include : George Middleton, Zoe Akins,

John Hunter, Clare Kummer, Gilbert Emery,
George Brooks, Eliot Lester and Samuel K.
Lawren. The three directors are: Lester

Lonergan, Campbell Gullan and Frank Merlin.

"Beat Schedule!" Is

First National Cry;

New Films Finished
(Special to the Herald-World)

BURBANK, Feb. 19.—First National-Vita-
phone announced that the present production
policy calls for the completion of both sound
and silent versions of pictures well in advance
of release date in order that there may be no
delay in their distribution. Colleen Moore
has recently completed "Why Be Good," while
Corinne Griffith is well into the production of
"Prisoners," under the direction of William
Seiter.

Billie Dove has just finished "The Man and
the Moment," directed by George Fitzmaurice,
with Rod LaRoque as her leading man, and
Alice White is busy in "Broadway Babies."
Jack Mulhall and Dorothy Mackaill are mak-
ing scenes for "Two Weeks Off."
One of the biggest productions on the First

National schedule is "The Squall," an adap-
tation of the stage play which is being made
under the direction of Alexander Korda, with
Myrna Loy, Loretta Young, Alice Joyce,
Richard Tucker and Zasu Pitts. Rapid prog-
ress is being made on "The House of Horror,"
with Chester Conklin and Louise Fazenda.

Milton Sills is at present in the East re-

covering from a breakdown following an at-

tack of the influenza. As soon as he is in

condition, he will return to start work in

"Dark Streets." Richard Barthelmess is con-
cluding a vacation in Mexico.
Among pictures in the cutting and editing

stage are "Saturday's Children" and "Hot
Stuff."

Lupe Velez Will Appear
Personally with Picture

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 19.—Lupe Velez
will leave this month for New York City to

appear on the stage in conjunction with
D. W. Griffith's United Artists production,
"Lady of the Pavements," in which she ap-
pears. After the New York appearance,
she will go to Chicago for a similar bow
to the public.

When Miss Velez returns to Hollywood,
she will work in "Take It Easy," soldier

comedy to be made for United Artists under
the supervision of John W. Considine, Jr.,

and in which Louis Wolheim and William
Boyd will appear.

McCormack in Charges
Of Guild Gambol Ads
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 19.—William H.
McCormack has been placed in charge of

advertising for the program of the forth-

coming Gambol of the Catholic Motion Pic-

ture Guild. Father Mullins, chaplain of the

organization, announced this appointment
following a meeting of the executive com-
mittee.
Under McCormack's supervision, a corp

of advertising solicitors will take the field

this month for the purpose of securing ad-

vertising for the Guild Gambol program.

Stevenson Now Designer
At First National Studio

(Special to the Herald-World)

BURBANK, Feb. 19.—Edward Stevenson

has been signed by First National to succeed

Max Ree as costume designer at the Burbank
plant. Stevenson took charge last week. For

the past six months Stevenson has been de-

signer with a Los Angeles manufacturer, and

previous to that was the designer for the

William Fox studios for a year and a half.
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William LeBaron. vice president in

charge of production of Radio Pictures,

is greeted by Sally Blane, W'ampas Baby
Star and Radio Pictures starlet, on his

return from the East with a $10,000,000

production program.

LeBaron Outlines

RKO $10,000,000
Production Plans

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 19.—"While the

new developments of Radio Pictures deal

largely with sound and dialogue, the com-
pany has no intention of neglecting the

silent field. A great proportion of our new
product will have complete silent versions,

for which we have already engaged liter-

ary talent," declared William Le Baron,

vice-president in charge of production of

RKO Productions, in commenting on the

1929-30 RKO program following his ar-

rival from New York. The new line-up

calls for a production expenditure of $10,-

000,000, he said. It will be officially

launched March 1.

"Thirty pictures, four of the magnitude
of 'Rio Rita' and 'Hit the Deck,' are on the

company's program. Arrangements for

these have kept me occupied in New York
for a month. This program will be by far

the most ambitious ever undertaken at the

studios, and marks the beginning of the

great strides which Radio Pictures will take.

"Full rights for 'Hit the Deck,' Vincent

Youmans' musical comedy, were obtained."

John Inee Film Studio

Fire Prompts Inquiry;

Loss Set at $150,000
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 19.—Destruction by

fire of the John Ince Film studio has aroused

an investigation by fire and police officials.

The building burned Saturday night and is

said to have incurred a loss of $150,000.

The night watchman declares he was in the

building two minutes before the flames were
noticed but that there was no trace of fire.

Immediately afterwards he ran in to his post

and he says he then saw the structure a mass
of flames. The place is also known as U. M.
Dailey studios and has been the target of

much controversy regarding its policies. It

offers courses of cinema acting to old and

young who have come to Hollywood to be-

come stars.

Academy Announces Winners
Of 15 Merit Awards in Films

Practically All Receiving Honors Were Affiliated with Pictures

That Drew Heaviest Grosses in Box Office Returns

of Past Year—Thousand Candidates Named
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 19.—The central board of jurors of the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences today announced winners of fifteen merit

awards for outstanding accomplishments in acting, writing, producing and
other feats. In its findings it will be noted that practically all the winners
were affiliated with pictures that grossed most heavily in the past year's box
office returns.

In order to determine the winning people and companies, questionnaires

were sent to each of 370 members of the Academy. They were returned to a

board of 25 judges. Approximately 1,000 candidates were named. The board
eliminated 800 of these and submitted the remainder to a central board of

judges consisting of Alec B. Francis, Sid Grauman, A. George Volck, Frank
Lloyd and Tom Geraghty.

Winners of the 15 awards will receive gold
and bronze statuettes of the emblem of the

organization, which is an idealized male figure

standing on a representation of a reel of film.

The various awards are as follows : Fox Film
Corporation for production of the "most
unique" and artistic picture, "Sunrise" ; honor-
able mention to Paramount for "Chang" and
to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for "The Crowd"

;

Emil Jannings, first award for his perform-
ance in "The Way of All Flesh" and "The
Last Command" ; honorable mention to Rich-
ard Barthelmess for his performance in "The
Noose" and "The Patent Leather Kid"; Janet
Gaynor, first award for her performance in

"Seventh Heaven," "Sunrise," and "The Street

Angel"; honorable mention to Gloria Swanson
for her performance in "Sadie Thompson"
and to Louise Dresser for her performance in

"The Ship Comes In."

Borzage Wins First Award
Frank Borzage was given first award for

directing the dramatic picture, "Seventh
Heaven" ; honorable mention to Herbert
Brenon for directing "Sorrell and Son" and to

King Vidor for "The Crowd" ; Lewis Mile-
stone, first award for directing the comedy
picture, "Two Arabian Knights"; honorable
mention to Ted Wilde for directing "Speedy"

;

Ben Hecht, first award for writing the original

story, "Underworld" ; honorable mention to

Lejos Biro for writing "The Last Command";
Benjamin Glazier, first award for adaptation
of "Seventh Heaven" ; honorable mention to

Alfred A. Cohn for adapting "The Jazz
Singer" and to Anthony Coldeway for adapt-

ing "Glorious Betsy."

Joseph Faraham won first award for title

writing ; honorable mention went to George
Marion, Jr., and to Gerald Duffy; Charles

Rosher and Karl Struss, first awards for cine-

matography of "Sunrise" ; honorable mention
to George Barnes for cinematography of

"Sadie Thompson," "The Devil Dancer" and
"Magic Flames"; William Cameron Menzies,

first award for art direction of "The Tempest"
and "The Dove" ; honorable mention to

Rochus Gliese for "Sunrise" and Harry Oliver

for "Seventh Heaven"
;
Roy Pomeroy, first

award for engineering effects in "Wings"

;

honorable mention to Nugent Slaughter and
Ralph Hammeras.

Paramount's "Wings" Honored

Paramount was given first award for pro-

duction of the most outstanding picture,

"Wings." Honorable mention went to Fox
for "Seventh Heaven" and to Caddo for "The
Racket."
A special first award was given to Warner

Brothers for producing "The Jazz Singer,"

the pioneer outstanding talking picture which
has revolutionized the industry.

A special first award went to Charles

Chaplin for acting, writing, directing and pro-

ducing "The Circus."

In making the above awards the board felt

that Warner Brothers and Chaplin should be
considered separately from the other classified

achievements, owing to the unique character

of their accomplishments.

William Russell Dies

Of Pneumonia; Was
In Pictures 20 Years

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 19.—William Russell

died early Monday morning of pneumonia in

Hollywood hospital. He was taken ill four

days ago and Eisie

Ferguson, his wife,

who was filling a
vaudeville engage-
ment in San Fran-
cisco, was notified of
his condition Sunday.
She came home at

once but reached him
after he had died.

He was 44 years old
and had been in pic-

tures since 1909.

Russell entered the
motion picture field

after a long career
on the stage, in which
he had been leading

man with Ethel Barrymore and Blanche Bates
and had appeared with Chauncey Olcott He
started on the stage at the age of 8 years.

Among the many pictures in which he ap-

peared are : Sands of Sacrifice, The Midnight
Trail, Hearts or Diamonds, Sporting Chance,
Brass Knuckles, The Escape, Danger Patrol,

State Street Sadie, Midnight Taxi.

William Russell

Texas House OK's
Bill for Repeal of

Blue Sunday Law
(Special to the Herald-World)

AUSTIN, TEXAS, Feb. 19.—A bill repeal-

ing the Sunday closing law has passed the

Texas house of representatives by a vote of

75 to 42.

The vote is a testimonial to the long fight

w-aged by exhibitors in Texas, including H. A.

Cole, president of the Texas Theatre Owners'

Association.
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THE SHORT FEATURE
W

Short Product Wins Even Rank
With Long in Theatre Billing

When a theatre devotes an entire 24-sheet to a short feature, there is evidence
enough that this kind of product is being recognized in the proportion it deserves
in billing and exploitation. The fact also shows that theatre men are becoming
more and more aware of the exploitation possibilities of short productions. To
the manager who has overlooked the attraction-drawing potentialities of short

features, there is a lesson in what is taking place in connection with the new Edu-
cational comedies.

All of a 24-sheet was devoted to advertising
"The Old Barn," when this Mack Sennett
Talking Comedy played the Hillstreet theatre
of the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Circuit in Los
Angeles. ( See cut below.) This first-run

house also devoted as much space in news-
paper ads to it as to the feature picture.

"The Bride's Relations," another Mack Sen-
nett Comedy, was advertised i» the marquise
of the Royal theatre, Kansas City, first-run

downtown house, as strongly as the feature
picture.

Played Up with Long Feature

"The Lion's Roar" was advertised by Loew's
State in Los Angeles, both in the 24-sheet dis-

plays and in the newspapers. The newspaper
ads played up this Mack Sennett all-talking

comedy bigger than any other added attrac-

tion, and as previously related in these col-

umns, when the picture was played at three
Balaban & Katz Chicago houses, the Uptown,
Tivoli and Paradise, it was given a prominent
place in the advertising; while it was given
more space than the feature at the Uptown in

Wichita, Kan.
The Grand theatre, Topeka, Kan., used more

inches advertising "The Lion's Roar" than it

did the feature, although the longer feature

was a talking picture.

When the same comedy played the Regent,
Muskegon, Mich., half as much advertising

was used on it as on the feature, and more
than all the other added attractions combined.
The Earle in Washington, D. C, gave it an
equal break with the longer picture in adver-
tising matter. The State in Detroit advertised

it as an extra added attraction.

A third of the advertising done by the
Strand, Cincinnati, was on this Mack Sennett
Talking Comedy.

When "The Eligible Mr. Bangs" play;d at

the Newman, Kansas City, Mo., it was given
greater space in the newspaper advertising
than any other added attraction on the pro-
gram.

Harmonica Contests Go Over
One form of publicizing Educational short

product that seems never to lose its effective-

ness is the Juvenile Comedies-Harmonica
Playing contest. When this was held in three
theatres at Waco, Texas, it proved so popular
that I. L. Hinton of the Crystal theatre in that

city began planning to stage a number of in-

tercity contests with five neighboring commu-
nities.

The Lyric, Crystal and Gayety theatres in

Waco, under the management of J. A. Lemke,
conducted harmonica playing contests, through
the co-operation of Educational and M. Hoh-
ner, Inc. Four displays' and two talks at the

public schools on the organization of har-
monica bands were included among the special

angles of the campaign.

'

Hinton then arranged for contests in Mart,
Temple, West, Hillsboro and McGregor,
Texas. It is planned to have the winners in

the contests in these communities' go to Waco
and compete against the best harmonica play-

ers there.

The contestants are to have their transpor-
tation paid to Waco and will compete for a
special medal and $20 in gold in addition to

other awards.

Releases

WEEK OF FEBRUABY 24
CHRISTIE—"Off the Deck," Dooley series, two.
M G M—"Untitled," Laurel-Hardy, two.
PATHE—"Grandma's House," Fable, %; "Button
My Back," Tired Business series, two; Pathe Re-
view, No. 9, one; Topics of the Day, No. 9.

UNIVERSAL—"At the Front," Arthur Lake, one;
"Trapped," Diamond Master series, No. 4, two;
"Television George," Stern Brothers, two; "Two
Gun Morgan," Chandler, two.

WEEK ENDING MARCH 3
CHRISTIE—"Are Scotchmen Tight?" Sandy Mac-

Duff, two.
M G M—"An Ancient Art," oddities, one—"Untitled,"

all star, two.
PATHE—"Ladies Must Eat," Handy Andy series,

No. 9044.
UNIVERSAL—"Hold 'Em, Ozzie," Oswald, one—

"Knockout Buster," Stern, two. "Ridgeway of
The Montana," Hoxie, two.

WEEK OF MARCH 10

EDUCATIONAL—"Whirls and Girls," Mack Sen-
nett Comedy, two; "Her Big Ben," Gene Stone,
Cameo, one.

M G M—"Untitled," Great Event; "The Holy Ter-
ror," Our Gang, two.

PATHE—-"Sraitty," comedy, release No. 6.

UNIVERSAL—"Just Monkeys," snappy comedy,
one; "She's a Pippin," Stern, Mike and Ike, two;
"Kidnaped," Curwood western, two.

WEEK OF MARCH 17
EDUCATIONAL—"Summer Saps," Lupino Lane,

two.
M G M—"Allah 'L Allah," oddity; "Untitled," Chase,

two.
PATHE—"Foolish Husbands," Sennett, No. 9125.
UNIVERSAL—"Suicide Sheiks," Oswald Rabbit,

one; "Newlyweds* Holiday," Snookums, two; "Be-
yond the Smoke," Western, Cobb, two.

Newspictures

PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 58—President-elect
Hoover receives member's medal on 19th anni-
versary of Boy Scout organization—Max Schmel-
ing, the Jack Dempsey of Germany is welcomed by
Ambassador von Prittwitz—S-4 makes test in new
"Lung Mask."

KINOGRAMS NO. 5474—"Bobby" stay aloft for 17
hours and 5 minutes—Annual dog classic in New
York has over 200 entries—S-4 test proves a big
success, new "lung mask" is successful.

FOX NEWS NO. 41—11 pairs of twins study in
same school in Los Angeles—Fastest skaters in

United States compete in races in Saranac, New
York—Coldest winter in 200 years grips Europe.

PATHE NEWS NO. 16—Youngest Stribling helps his

dad in a workout at Coral Gables, Florida—Navy
proves successful test of life saving device with
S-4, 60 miles off shore—Horses and men wear
masks in war game at El Paso, Texas.

M G M NEWS N0.54.—Edison celebrates 82d birth-

day in Florida, Hoover pays him a visit—Lind-
bergh is engaged to wed Anne Morrow—Nation's
Capitol gets ready for Inauguration of Hoover.

Hodes Heads Promotion

Of Columbia Short Sales

Hal Hodes has been named head of the

sales promotion department on short product
of Columbia by President Joe Brandt. He
will promote the talking short subjects which
Columbia is making in collaboration with the

Victor company at Camden, N. J.

Roxy Ushers Movietoned
A complete pictorial record of the drills,

inspections and preparations for duty of the

uniform staff of the Roxy theatre in New
York has been made by Fox Movietone News.

The short feature gets exclusive play on the board in this case. This shows how the Hillstreet

theatre in Los Angeles played up Mack Sennett's "The Old Barn," all-talking Educational

comedy.
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PRESENTATION ACTS
Are You Preparing Yoursielf?

Sincere Efforts,
Requirements to

Greater Task

STAGE SHOWS
Chicago Paradise

Week Ending February 15
The Paradise symphony orchestra played Victor

Herbert melodies as an overture with Victor Young
directing:. A trumpet 6olo of "Gypsy Sweetheart"
won quite a hand and the outstanding- arrangement of

"Sweet Mysteries of Life" was worthy of mention.
The entire overture was well played and directed

and received quite an enthusiastic hand at the
finish.

The stage show was called "Grab-Bag" and cele-

brated the return of Mark Fisher. Both the Merry
Masic Masters and the Uptown stage band were
united into one for this show.
The show opens in front of a drop curtain with

a huge clown head and hands holding a grab bag
with a large hole in the center, as one of the ballet

girls induces the rest of the dancers to come out
from this hole.

In the rear of this drop hot music strains come
forth as Mark Fisher enters at the finish of the
dance routine and after receiving quite a reception,

introduces Paulina Gaskins. She sang "It's Just
Because It's You" and then went into a high kick

musical comedy dance routine. Pauline is a local girl

who graduated from cafe shows and is a fine little

dancer. Her voice, though not bad for a dancer,
would leave her in better grace if she would
eliminate the song and stick to her dancing.
She was followed by Ward and Van, two men in

extreme loose fitting outfits, more of a hobo type,

who tried to emit comedy from the harp and the
violin. For a while their antics were funny but
then it got painful. The harpist managed to play
one good number which proved that he could play
the harp but his partner still continued to be
funny. This was a typical vaudeville team that
had no place in this 6how. However the audience
seemed to enjoy them so it proves the old adage,

that if the public wants hokum give it to them.
The next specialty on the bill was Jack "Peacock"

Kelly, popular member of Mark Fisher's band, who
took over the baton for a while and directed the
boys through a series of war tunes and then offered

for the first time at this theatre, his famous "pea-
cock" strut, which made him popular during the
war when he was drum major for the Great Lakes
Naval Band. There is no question in anybody's
mind that Jack is very popular and probably the

only one at this time who could substitute for
Mark in a pinch.

Pauline Gaskins came out again after this number
singing "Diggy, Diggy, Do" as she led the ballet

through a novel routine adapted from the show
"Blackbirds."
A young man called Frank Masters followed this

with an eccentric tap dancing number that won
him a good hand. In fact he was the only specialty

artist on this bill that was worthy of a good
hand.

Mark Fisher next stepped up to the footlights to

sing "Down 'Where the Shy Little Violets Grow"
and repeated a second chorus as the ballet pranced
up and down in typical musical comedy style while
he sang to one of the girls. The finish of this num-
ber was novel as the girls formed a vehicle with
their special positions and used their parasols as

the moving wheels. For an encore Mark sang a
brand new number called "When the Curtain Comes
Down" with a recitation. There is no use talking,

when Mark sings this type of ballad and uses his

histrionic ability in a recitation, it just gets you
for the time being and that is the reason for his

tremendous following wherever he may appear.
The finale appeared immediately after this number

{Continued on page 43)

Harold J. Lyon

Every town has its favorite whether it's politics

or amusement, and Harold J. Lyon, not so long ago
was the most popular solo organist in Ottumwa,
Iowa. His excellent work reached the ears of im-
portant theatrical executives in the east and he is

now entering his second year as featured organist

of the State theatre in Johnstown, Pa. The State is

the deluxe theatre of the town, first made famous
by the flood, and Harold delights his audience with
original organ novelties and musical scores for the

picture. Many small towns have contributed clever

minds to the amusement world and the organist field

is no exception.

Chicago Theatre Offers
Guy Lombardo

Guy Lombardo and his Royal Canadians, the well
known cafe and radio band of Chicago, are making
their picture house debut this week at Balaban &
Katz Chicago theatre.

Coming to Chicago about two years ago, the Lom-
bardo organization wormed its way into the hearts
of music lovers through their tuneful arrangements
and haunting melodies over the radio. They appear
on the stage in an especially constructed stageshow
called "Knights of the North." with a chorus and a
ballet.

On the same program Roy Cropper is also featured.

Powell Transfered
Dick Powell, formerly master of ceremonies at the

Indiana and Circle theatres, Indianapolis, has been
transferred to the Enright theatre in Pittsburgh.

Eddie Kern replaces him at the ballroom adjoining
the theatre where Powell formerly played before be-
coming an m. c.

Those with Vision Get Ahead

—

Others Are Forgotten

By A. RAYMOND GALLO
It is high time that the organist

should dispense all ridiculous fears
from his mind and settle down to
brass tacks. By that we mean the
time will soon be at hand when the
organist will again be called upon to
assume the responsibility of supply-
ing music to motion pictures. If you
are not prepared to take on this added
assignment then you have none other
to blame than yourself. Instead of
going along with a half-hearted de-
sire of doing things you should get a
hold of yourself and make up your
mind to either make something of
yourself in this field or get out of it.

Motion pictures with musical accompani-
ment synchronized is slowly but surely pass-
ing out of the picture and it will only be a
matter of a reasonable space of time when
theatres will again be compelled to return to
the orchestras and organists for assistance in
supplying the necessary human element that
is now missing from the screen entertainment.
Just because you may be able to play com-
munity solos or put on some sort of a nov-
elty does not necessarily mean that you are
equipped to also play appropriate music for
pictures. That requires practice under capa-
ble instructors.

Many theatre organists have completed a
course in harmony and theatre music before
they attempted to play an organ in front of a
public, but there are numerous other organ-
ists who merely picked up the art on a spare
time basis and in spite of the fact that some
of them have been sincere in learning all

there is to know about the organ a great
many of them still think they can go on with-
out learning more about it

Organ playing, like any other profession, is

an art and requires study as well as talent.

Naturally it requires first of all, talent, and
then considerable study, in order to perfect it

Only Few Have Foresight

There are approximately 5,000 organists in

the country and I dare say not over 100 of
them have made a name for themselves na-
tionally, and less than 25 per cent have spent

a few dollars of their earnings for special

music and other material necessary to im-
prove their work This sounds impossible but
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ORGAN
PRESENTATIONS OF
GREAT SONGS
SMALL SLIDE SETS
THE SONG I LOVE
I'LL NEVER ASK

FOR MORE
MY INSPIRATION

IS YOU
WHEN THE WORLD IS

AT REST
SWEET SUZANNE
TRUE HEAVEN

(Theme of "True Heaven")

SALLY OF MY DREAMS
(Theme of "Mother Knows Best")

MY TONIA
(Theme of "In Old Arizona")

MARION
(Theme of "4 Devils")

JUDY
(Theme of "Romance of the Under-
world")

We Also Have Small Sets of
Slides for AH Songs Listed Under

Specials

SPECIALS
"ROMANCE AND MELODY"

Introducing

THE SONG I LOVE
(A Presentation That Is a Classic)

"OPEN SECRETS"
Introducing

THAT'S HOW I FEEL
ABOUT YOU

(Perfect for Community)

"A MEDLEY OF GREAT
PICTURE THEME SONGS"

Containing

SONNY BOY
(Theme of "The Singing Fool")

SOME DAY
SOMEWHERE
(Theme of "The Red Dance")

ANGELA MIA
(Theme of "Street Angel")

NOTE: The Theme Song Medley Can
Be Presented with Marvelous Kesults in
Conjunction with the Al Jolson Hruns-
wick Record. Ask for Particulars.

Write for All Slides and
Information to

SAM LERNER, Mgr. of Publicity

DE SYLVA, BROWN &

HENDERSON, INC.
745 7th Ave., New York City

sad as it may seem it is nevertheless true. In
reality the sound situation that exists in the
motion picture field has been directly caused
through the constant neglect of the motion
pictures by organists and musical conductors.
Only those who have been constantly dig-

ding up new ideas and presenting novelties
have been retained by theatre circuits. Inci-

dentally, those who have been blessed with
foresight have kept themselves constantly in

the limelight during these conditions by ex-
ploiting themselves, not locally, but nation-
ally, through proper trade mediums, radio
hookups and other various publicity arrange-
ments.
Therefore it remains entirely upon the or-

ganist to hereafter prepare himself for the
future demands of the motion picture theatre,

and in order to convince the manager as well
as the circuits, that he is capable to fulfill the
capacity he must be sincere in his efforts and
keep constantly at his studies. The situation

as it now stands is in favor of the organist
and it remains entirely in your hands. You
can regain the lost territory by sticki-ig close

to your guns.

Presentation

LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in presen-

tation may discuss important matters bearing
upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.

PRESENTATION ACTS—To the Editor: I take
this pleasure to write you about a clever organist
I enjoyed listening to while here in town. I enjoy
reading the Herald-World although I am not in the
theatre game.

Mr. Carlyle Beaudreau. is the new organist that
has come to the Rialto theatre. Marinette, Wis. I

met him here at the hotel and had a nice chat to-

gether, while the weary hours pass by these wintry
nights.

Mr. Beaudreau came from the Retlaw theatre. Fond
Du Lac, and was transferred up here. They have no
"Sound" pictures, but during the picture of "Wings"
my organist friend had connected up several devices

with press buttons to the organ and played that

picture with the most perfect effects of aeroplanes,

machine guns, siren, battle scenes, etc. Together
with his playing at the organ the picture was put
over as well as with Vitaphone. The theatre played
to a turn away business every night. I also heard
him play "Mother Machree" and heard people re-

mark about the music fitting in to every change of

scene. He gets a good "laugh on cuing comedy
scenes as he never takes his eyes off the screen,

and catches every little detail. Mr. Beaudreau is to

open the new theatre that is being built here as

feature solo organist, and we all wish him lots of

power and success. I hope you will publish this

article as I am leaving town and don't want to let

him know of it. He will do a little wondering.
Very truly yours.—Doc Mitchel, Hotel Northern,
Marinette, Wis.

"We're on the Stage Now"
—Boast Former Film

Favorites
This must be the moving season for the moving

picture stars. At least one would imagine that

since the talkies have taken a stronghold in Holly-

wood, a number of its former stars have tried to

get even with the mechanicals and are now doing a
turn either in combination theatres or in musical

or dramatic shows.
The latest recruit from the land of celluloid is

Leatrice Joy, former wife of John Gilbert and at one
time a box office sensation. Miss Joy is the head-

liner at the Chicago Palace this week.
Last week William Desmond was in town and two

weeks before that, three other screen stars were on
the boards. They were Charlie Murray. Betty Blythe,

and Robert Warwick. Pauline Frederick is still in

town in the play called "The Scarlet Woman."

LO SAYS
Sorneibind

about
-EveryonePRESENTATION

EDITOR^
r

Witmark Aids Producers
M. Witmark & Sons, music publishers, have

inaugurated a series of rehearsal readings for the

purpose of securing perfect music for photoplay

synchronization. These rehearsals constitute the first

performance of any composer's new works.

GREETINGS: . . . Herbert Hoover is homeward
bound to attend the Inaugural Ball in Washington
on March 4. ... It must be a great feeling to
know that you are going to be the head of a large
nation. . . . Let's hope that Hoover will find some
way to get rid of these crimes which grow from
bootleg booze. ... If more killings like the last

one held in Chicago, happen, all of us will have to
take a hand in finding a way to clean up house not
only at home but in the entire country. . . . How-
ever don't let the headlines scare you, for Chicago
is a great old place after all. . . . Someday it will

be the largest city in the world. . . . Now that we
have boasted of our fair city let us go on with our
weekly task. . . . That of spreading scandal far
and wide. . . . Here goes. . . . Larry Spier sends
word that he would like the cooperation of each and
every organist in the country in sending this publica-

tion a complete story of their lives. ... Be sure to

assist Larry and this paper by rendering this cour-

tesy as soon as you find time to do so. . . . Else-

where in this section you will find the portable organ
sketch that Francis Farney was so kind in getting up
for all the brother organists. . . . Speaking of or-

ganists let me say a word about Joe Alexander who
wrote me a two page typewritten letter single space
telling me what the organists must do nowadays to

get attention. . . . Joe states he makes it his busi-

ness to first get under the skin of the natives where
he works and then offers them novelties. . . . That's
the trick, boys, get the birds that pay to hear you
play to like you and from then on your troubles are
all over as Jimmy Monaco's song says. . . . Speak-
ing of songs Mose Gumble that prince of a music
publisher and partner of Walter Donaldson and
Walter Douglas, is now in Miami enjoying a few
days rest with Donaldson. . . . Thanks, for the

card, Mose, also the invitation. . . . Some day I

may take you up on that. . . . Ramon Berry who
is no longer playing organ is going to take our

advice and study. . . . Ray came up for a visit the

other day and was worried, asking what troubled

him I offered to console him, but Ray burst out

saying "I'm all right, but what is getting me is how
Bernard Cowham will feel, now that Eddie Fitch

left the country." . . . As you know Eddie got a fine

offer from Australia and took it. . . . They tell me
that several organists are considering to take a trip

to Europe for new positions. ... If you do, fellows,

be sure that you have a return ticket before you even

board the boat. . . . Julia Dawn is now featuring

her organ solos and golden voice at Shea's Buffalo

theatre. . . . Larry Swan at one time on the Chi-

cago staff of Leo Feist, is now going a turn in

Balaban & Katz theatres in a bandshow unit. . . .

Charlie Melson will open the new policy at the Stan-

ley theatre in Philadelphia next week. . . . Lee Mat-
tison has been made master of ceremonies at the

Metropolitan theatre in Boston. . . . Charles Possa

is the featured organist at Fabian's theatre in Ho-
boken. . . . L. Wolfe Gilbert the song writer was a

Chicago visitor this week with Phil Kornheiser the

general professional manager of Leo Feist. . . . Both

left for New York today with Rocco Vocco, its Chi-

cago general manager. . . . While away George

Pincus will look after the presentation duties. . . .

The Terminal theatre, formerly an Ascher Bros,

house has a new manager and what a gentleman he

is. . . . All managers should make a 6tudy of being

as polite and human as Jack Fink this manager.

. . . Quin Ryan, radio announcer of the Chicago

Tribune station WGN, is being headlined at the

State-Lake theatre, Chicago, this week. . . . Vaudeville

houses must be 6hort of talent. . . . Let's get up an

act, boys, and tour the country. . . . Guy Lombardo

and his band are making their debut in a picture

house this week. ... It would not be a bad idea

for some deluxe theatre to grab this leader and do a

stagehand stunt with his outfit. . . . Jack Osterman

replaces Brooke Johns at the Oriental, Chicago, Feb-

ruary 23. . . . Let's hope Jack can do better.

. . . Dan Winkler, general sales-manager for

DeSylva, Brown & Henderson, is acting as head of

the firm while Bobby Crawford is on a business trip.
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STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from page 41)

with Mark singing a special song called "A Holi-

day" written especially for the holiday week and

served the purpose for introducing each member
of the ballet as a national holiday, attired in cos-

tume nearly appropriate to the event. The Fourth

of July was costumed in pretty white outfit, seated

in white boxlike throne that descended from the

sky. The entire cast assembled around the band

forming a beautiful tableau.

Atlanta Howard
Week Ending February 9

After several months of an all-sound policy, the

Howard theatre this week returns to stagehand shows.

'"Lo Everybody," produced especially for the occasion

by Emmett Rogers, inaugurates the new regime, and

how I The Howard takes on new life : its capacity

is taxed, the newspaper reviewers are generous in

their praise, and what is much more important, the

public is responding nobly at the box-office.

'"Lo Everybody" gives a great send-off to Lou
Lowry, the Howard's exceedingly personable stage-

band leader, who more than lives up to advance

notices. Then it brings to the fore Lou Lowry's

Merry Musical Men, a well-chosen group of stage-

band favorites who swing into the spirit of the

occasion and delight their audiences enormously.

The show is just getting under way when Harry

Savoy breezes in, and it finishes a few seconds after

that wise-cracking comic brings the house down for

about the twentieth time. In the language of the

natives, Harry is a "wow."
The Gamby-Hale girls, that 6ame line that played

the Publix deluxe houses in "West Point," contribute

three numbers that bring deafening applause. They

are easy to look upon, exquisitely costumed—and how
they can dance 1 The finale, where they spell out

"UNITED STATES" and later flash the flag—all

contrived by the linings of their capes—is a knockout.

To return for a moment to Lou Lowry: He is a

FIND. He scores as master of ceremonies, he wields

an effective baton : he is an accomplished banjo

player, and equally effective on the guitar, and he

has a pleasing singing voice. Aside from that, he is

tall, handsome, has an engaging manner on the

stage, and otherwise takes the "Aye, Aye" vote of

Howard patrons.

New Orleans Saenger
Week Ending February 15

It is difficult to determine who is carrying off

the honors in the current bill—Ben Black and his

stage band, "Bittersweet Blues," the Publix unit, or

the scenic artist, but the three combined present an
an entertainment worthy of notice, assisted of course
by Don Philippini and that wonderful organization of
musicians, the Saenger Grand Orchestra.

"Bittersweet Blues," the title, has nothing to do
with the presentation as there remains no bitter

taste after the production, unless there were not
more of it. At rise the scenic artist depicts a huge
box—possibly supposed to be the variety in which
candy is packed—of which one 6ide has been de-
tached in which the stage band is discovered sur-
rounded on one side by the Gould Girls, handsome
pieces of humanity superbly decked in wonderful cos-

tumes, who later proved to the audience that they
can dance as well as make a stunning appearance.
The headliner this week is Helen Yorke, a colora-

tura soprano who made an instant hit with her

audience.

Wells and Winthrop, the dancing bellboys, had
several new twists to the usual stage dancing and
were well received, while Grace Barry and Grace
Du Faye in distinctive acts proved themselves worthy
of big time booking.

The Francis Trio, while amusing and good in their

particular line, were a little out of place in a theatre

which caters to only the best in New Orleans—how-
ever, they got by.

Steve and Mack, members of the stage band, with
the assistance of their fellow musicians, rendered
"Sweethearts on Parade," and had it not been for

Ben Black no one could determine the many times
the chorus would be re-rendered.

Speaking of Ben Black, as a personality leader,

the advertising department has struck a happy chord
when they term him "Everybody's Buddy," a title

which he lives up to. Don Philippini's "Spirit of

the Carnival," a musical rendition, was pleasing

and catchy.

Pittsburgh Penn

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending February 9

A well balanced and entertaining stage show en-
titled "Fox Vanities" introduces a number of enter-

tainers and shares honors with the film feature
"Fugitives." A large, brilliantly colored fan against

a black velvet curtain makes an effective background,
varied by many colored lights.

Ted Leary is one of the wittiest of masters of

ceremonies. He does not allow any boring interludes

but keeps the time between the acts filled with a

6teady flow of clever jokes.

The Twelve Fox Comediennes deserve credit for

their contribution to the program. They first appear
as bell hops with red shirts and black trousers, each
with one leg missing, and carrying traveling bags
from which they take cocktail shakers, mix and
pour a cocktail. In their next act which proves
popular with the audience, each girl represents a

different flower and recites a short verse relating

how she lost her innocence.
Auriole Craven is a violinist who can dance as well

as play. Finally she dances and balances on one leg

with the other extended straight up while 6he con-

tinues playing the violin.

Elray and Cooper in orange and yellow chiffon are
a snappy team of tap dancers while Betsy Reese, in

violet and blue, combines toe and tap dancing with
very successful results. Rath Hamilton is a small,

hard-as-nails comedienne, whose line excites a part
of the audience to applause, apparently due to the

energy displayed for there is nothing new or clever

about the act.

Odette, Charles and Mack keep the audience
amused. Odette plays the violin quite well but all

attention is distracted from her playing by Charles

and Mack's burlesque dancing. Their costumes are

ridiculous and their flying leaps in which they both

collapse and burlesque an adagio dance are exceed-

ingly mirth-provoking.
The Three Firemen in regulation costumes dance

and sing together. Then hats and coats are thrown
aside and the three, make up as old men, with white
hair and beards, do hand turns and jigs in a manner
that brings a round of applause.

The Twelve Fox Dancing Comediennes stage a very
stunning finale. Three girls in spinning circles are

lowered from above while below the rest of their

number in elaborate red, black and gold costumes
with large opalescent headdresses and arms out-

stretched, with draperies falling in straight lines, fill

the stage from side to side.

The whole bill was interesting and colorful but

there was nothing of exceptional or outstanding merit.

—JOE BESSER—
THIS WEEK

Paramount—New York

FEATURED COMEDIAN—IN PUBLIX
Carnival Cocktail Vnit

This is My Second Year
with Publix

Direction—Meyer North and Jo« Flaum

NEXT WEEK
Paramount—Brooklyn

with

PAUL ASH

ARTHUR NEALY
The Romantic Singer"

Discovered by BROOKE JOHNS and Still Under
His Wings After Two Years With PUBLIX

Week Ending February 9
The Publix unit entitled "Cheerio," deriving its

name from a song of the same name, the lyrics of
which were written by Mayor Walker of New York,
is a colorful and entertaining offering here this

week.
At the opening a huge head with moving eyes is

shown. Arma Jackson sings "Cheerio" to the head.
Below the platform on which the head rests the
Gamby-Hale girls appear in beautifully colored cos-

tumes. The girls do several colorful dance ensembles.
Especially clever is the one wherein each girl wears
on white stocking and one black stocking.

Wally Jackson does an extremely funny and clever

eccentric dance. He does a short skit in Dutch dia-

lect, and also directs the stage band in a burlesque
manner. This fellow is really very funny, and should
be given more to do.

Helen McFarland plays the xylophone with four
hammers, and while playing also does a tap dance.
Her offering is peppy and 6he goes over big.

Grace and Marie Eline in a short comedy doulogue
went over nicely, as does also Dorothy Neville, so-

prano, with a classical offering.

The offering closes with a flashy finale, wherein
glass pillars at back of set revolve with changing
colored lights reflecting therein.

Elias Breeskin, orchestra director, offered "The Evo-
lution of Dixie," wherein the great old number was
played as it should be played, then as a waltz, as
a jaz offering and finally as it would be played in

grand opera. This goes over great.

Chicago Stratford
Week Ending February 16

What the Stratford theatre should have presented
many months ago was introduced this week and it

proved a success. The surprise was "Cookie," who is a
young band leader with a pleasing personality. Cookie
sang a little, danced, and ran away with the cake.
Bob Hope, the young M. C. goes well with Cookie
and between the two they ought to keep the Strat-

ford packed.
Glen and Richards opened the show. The pair

offered 6ome very fine dancing and the male part
of the two received honors for hot 6teps. They got
over.

Carl Dobinson and Company were the winners of

the night's honors. The trio was the silliest seen in

PHILIP

SAVAGE
At the Mighty Estey

Just Finished a Successful

Tour of

CANADA
As Featured Solo Organist

Desires to Locate in the

U. S. A.
as Theatre Organist or

Organ Demonstrator

ADDRESS BOX 1925
EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
565 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK
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Diagram of contact board wiring by Francis S. Farncy, showing the hookup for his portable

console, which was described in the February 16 issue of "Better Theatres." In that article

occurred a typographical error, causing the directions for tracing to read, "the lower octave

for pedals must be cross-wired, starting with the first G . .
." This should have read,

"starting with the first C . .
."

some time. They danced and sang, cut up and in

all were clever.

The band number "Everybody Loves You" was
played by the orchestra and Cookie sang with them.
The novelty number they played clicked and one
should be offered every week like this. Cookie calls

his band boy6, Gingersnaps.
Harry Dowiing, a fellow with the voice of a fe-

male nearly stole the honors from the show by his

clever jokes and songs. Dowiing had to offer another
6ong. Moore and Muel, a couple, had a good line

of jokes that kept the audience laughing. They hit

with the crowd.
Bob Hope received a nice hand when it came time

for his turn to sing. Bob is liked better now than
before and with the new band combination should

get popular.

The orchestra then played and the entire cast came
out on the stage with Cookie. It was a nice opening
show for Cookie and his Gingersnaps.

San Francisco Warfield
Week Ending February 14

This week's stageshow opens with the orchestra in

the pit and Jan Rubini leading Horace Heidt's

musicians through a fantasy of airs from Gounod's
"Faust." This is followed by a violin solo by thin

artist, with organ accompaniment, the offering being

a special arrangement of "The Rosary" made by
Fritz Kreisler.

The musical treat is followed by "Flip Flops,"

a Fanchon and Marco idea, the act being divided

into three parts, each given over to sleeping. The
first part is the bunk, the real army variety, the

curtain going up on a scene showing a tier of

bunks, each occupied by a Sunkist beauty, with a

girl singing a nice little song about army life.

The girls then come out and do a cape drill and
pleasing evolutions.

A xylophonist offers a medley of popular airs.

dancing as he plays, and Horace Heidt next intro-

duces three of his boys, Charles Bradshaw, Warren
Lewis and Jerry Bowen, the "Three Rhythm Ras-
cals." who play on the mellophone, then on the

trumpet and who finally sing.

Then there is a little song about a French boudoir

and the Sunkist Beauties are disclosed in one of

those intimate rooms taking their morning exercises.

Betty goes through a variety of poses and is joined

by Ramon, the two offering a difficult adagio.

Ted Ledford, in the guise of a darkey comes
on singing "Roses of Picardy," following with

"Under the Spell of the Blues." He has a 6plendid

voice and a good personality. Then on comes
Richard "Limberlegs" Edwards whose nether ex-

tremities do about all that legs are supposed not to

do.

The final scene in the stage act represents an old-

fashioned room in which there is an immense four-

poster bed. The Sunkist Beauties, in pajamas evi-

dently fashioned from crazy quilts, frolic on the

great bed, the springs of which bounce them high in

the air. They leap high in the air, coming down
in all sorts of odd positions, only to bounce up
again. Some turn flip flops, from which the act

takes its name, and all seem to have a lot of fun.

The act comes to an end with the entire company
on the stage and the most proficient flip fioppers

doing their most rapid-fire stuff.

Detroit Fisher
Week Ending February 1

It seems that Publix added a new showhouse to

their chain—somewhere down Rochester way—and a

brand new stageshow had to be gotten up to care

for the addition.

So Boris Petroff, his staff and the cast selected for

the 6how came to Detroit where it was whipped into

shape and given its premiere. The show is titled

"Monte Carlo" and it's a darn good one. You can
bet on that.

Fred Behrens, new to these parts but billed as a
composer and violinist of note, was master of cere-

monies. The opening number was a dance routine

by six men and six girls, the men in dress suits

and the girls in white gowns. During this number
the chorus sang "Monte Carlo," designed to show
that you can't gamble and win, or something like

that. Shades of the late "Tex" RickardI
Then the drop in back of the orchestra went up,

and there was a roulette wheel and croupier. The
men and girls trouped up to the wheel and showered
down their bets, the croupier singing all the while,

as he scooped in the wads of stage bills, a little

ditty entitled "Gamble With Me."
Next was a novelty billed as "Miss Ampico." A

player piano was rolled out on the stage—apparently
it was played by remote control—and broke into

music without anyone being at the keyboard. Behrem
engaged "Miss Ampico" in conversation, the piano
responding with tunes, and ended by playing the

violin accompaniment to "Miss Ampico's" encore. A
darn nice little trick, but just a bit too long and
draggy to be effective. The running time could be

cut down without impairing the flash of the act.

"Miss Ampico" was rolled off the stage and the

stage hands brought in two large, fanciful boxes.

They flew open and out jumped two Gollywogs in

the persons of Lewis and Kellog. In blackface, and
with the tremendous bushy wigs which are associated

with Gollywogs, this pair did a bizarre dance which
much intrigued the patrons.

Joseph Griffiths, a sweet voiced tenor, obliged with

"Song of Songs," and then Mario and Rosita, the

former an exceptionally limberlegged hoofer, presented

one of those slam-bang Apache dances. The team
was back a few minutes later with another dance
number, while Griffiths, in the back ground, sang a
song designed to show what happens to the poor

losers in a gambling den.

The dancing troupe was on next. This time the

girls were clad in white scanties, on which were
fastened metal ornaments of red, white and blue, each

of which was fashioned after the pips on playing

cards. To top off their outfits, the girls wore gigantic

feather shakos of a brilliant orange. At the con-

clusion of their dance they threw playing cards out

to the patrons in the front row.
Then there was Harry Rose, the jester, with his

song about "Hungry Women," and a dramatic recita-

tion, with gestures, about the adventures of "Red
Eye Mike." After sandwiching in 6ome admirable

fooling, all of it new, he finished with "Poor Little

Glad Rag Doll."

For closing, the girls paraded on in elaborate and
varied costumes, reminiscent of the fashion parades

in the "Follies," "Scandals" and what not, each of

them carrying a metal staff tipped with a gold dollar

sign.

Then the back drop went up again' and there was
a gigantic roulette wheel spinning around, with six

girls, three in red one-piece bathing suits and three

in black, posed as spokes of the wheel.

As we said before, you can bet on it being a good
6how.

Omaha Riviera
Week Ending February 14

With Jay Mills on the sick list, Deek Jones is

stagemaster at the Riviera, directing "Mission Bells."

The presentation is colorful and effective. On the

bill are Brown and Bailey, dancing boys ; Cy Wills,

crystal gazer : Inez and Dewynn, demonstrating slow

motion flexibility as well as quick tapping ; Alice

Roy, singer, and Billy Meyers, jolly singing enter-

tainer. And the dancers—Abbott and girls.

"The Life of Lincoln" is another feature of the

week, in view of the date on the calendar.

"The Man Who Put Community
Singing on the Map"

Community Organ Novelties

LEONARD M. SALVO
Featured Organist

GATEWAY THEATRE, KENOSHA, WISCONSIN

BERNARDCOWHAM
Solo Organist

AT THE RKO FLUSHING THEATRE
FLUSHING, L. I., NEW YORK
Featuring Organ Novelties
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Chicago Oriental
Week Ending February 15

Will Harris produced the stageshow here this

week called "Tulip Time." The band famished

ite music from the pit for most of the time -with

Art Layfield directing.

It opened with dialogue in a scene representing

a front of a delicatessen 6hop with an old man
telling Brooke Johns that he is going back to Hol-

land. A bench in front of the window gave them

a chance to rest while an illusion effect took place

is the scrim window with Nick Lang in Dutch uni-

from singing to a young lady a special number called

"It Happened in Holland." This chap has a very

pleasing tenor voice and is quite popular around

town. In fact he saved the scene from getting too

tiresome.

The next scene showed the Kurniker ballet doing

a Dutch dance with wooden shoes and all to the

tune of "Katherina." Up to this time Brooke Johns

merely appeared on the 6cene for a second or two
probably to let the audience know that he hadn't

gone home, and introduced Harm and Nee as the

next specialty. These boys, who have appeared here

before, possess pleasing harmony voices and have

always had a sure fire routine. However, lately they

have assumed an air of over confidence which may
be detrimental to them if they do not curb it

before it'6 too late. They 6ang "Down Where the

Shy Little Violets Grow" and were given a chance

to encore with "I'd Kather Be Blue Over You. '

Prosper and Maret, those excellent athletes, as-

sisted by the Kurniker girls next presented an acro-

batic posing scene in a huge frame that made a

beautiful tableau picture. A point worthy of note

is that during this number Nick Lang hummed a

pretty tune in his trick falsetto voice.

Brooke Johns and a chap who was some eccentric

dancer as well as a good comedian offered to bur-

lesque the previous routine and ended up by playing

a few strains on his banjo while the other did his

stuff. The finale consisted of everybody m the

show including the band boys, who in the mean-
time, returned on the stage during the foolishery

of Johns and the comic, whose name we are sorry

we could not get.

Probably the most entertaining single attraction

that ever played this theatre is Grace Doro, a young
lady who played piano and told stories in rhyme.
Her pianologue was very novel and certainly proved

that she knew a thing or two about the iveries.

Her imitation of a film theatre pianist, playing

"There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder" in various

styles, was unique.

They have a runway at this house now which
enables the principal members of the cast to run

out and greet the spectators every so often. This

is a popular fad in burlesque theatres, but does

not seem to work in a deluxe house.

The talent in this show was very good but

poorly arranged, and the finale fell deader than the

proverbial doorknob. The Oriental is not what it

used to be any more.

Brooklyn Paramount
Week Ending February 15

Dave Gould's first production, "Varieties of 1929."

had three beautiful scenes with fine dancing and
three featured headliners. He deserves credit for

the fine way he staged this presentation.

Paul Ash opened the show with an introduction

of "A Ladies Fan" which was a scene of an enor-

mous fan, surrounded by the Gould Dancers, and
a couple who sang the song, pleasingly. The girls

then did a fine toe routine.

Cunningham and Clements followed with a well

performed eccentric waltz that went over fine. The
girl and man finished this 6cene with a chorus of

"Ladies Fan."
Next the famous Lucky Boys again scored heavily

with their rizzily and comedy acrobatics.

The orchestra, in one of the first modernistic

sets in presentation, then played a very good ar-

rangement of "Me and the Man in the Moon," Paul
Small sang the chorus. The Gould dancers then
danced a mellow routine.

Johnny Perkins, that rotund comedian, then fol-

lowed with gags, that were a bit suggestive and
songs that could be exchanged for better ones.

Johnny always goes over well, this time being no
exception. It is a shame that he relies on smutty
gags and songs, when there are many good, clean

ones to be had.
The modernistic set then changed into a Roman

set as the Gould dancers in Roman costumes do a
clever and well routined dance. Cunningham and
Clements then do a whirling adagio, to good ap-

plause, as the entire ensemble enter and form a
beautiful picture.

Minneapolis Minnesota
Week Ending February 15

"Blue Revue" is an uncommonly fine production.

Not a dead number in the entire presentation. Frank
Stever opens with "Blue Melodies," a medley of blues

6or.gs that have been popular during recent years. He
is assisted by the Gamby-Hale girls, who, in sophis-

ticated, high-hat costumes, entirely of blue, get off

a "blue" number. Towards the end of the act, the

lights are changed to a deep green, giving a shadowy,

bleary atmosphere that is very effective.

"Deep Blue" is the first offering of the Minnesota
Serenaders. led by Al Mitchell. "Whirlwind Blues,"

as interpreted by the nimble footed Small Brothers,

is on next. This act gets several encores and de-

serves them.
"A Study in Blue" follows. This is getting down

to more serious things. Pele and Cola open assisted

by the Gamby-Hale chorus in filmy blue tulle. Later

Pele and Cola do an individual act with some very

original acrobatic dancing.
"Spirit of the Blues," with Irene Taylor, takes the

audience by storm. After singing a number of solos,

the Minnesota Serenaders collaborate with Al Mitchell

in telling Miss Taylor how much they like her act.

However, they use only their musical instruments to

talk.

"Everybody Loves You" is what the Serenaders

claim in their next number. The "Blue Danube
Blues," the most famous of all blue, cannot be neg-

lected in such a blue production. The Gamby-Hale
chorus, dressed in long bouffant blue dresies and
floppy brimmed hats, offer a toe dance that is beauti-

fully done.

Bob LaSalle. "The Cure for the Blues." is on next.

Between a mixture of songs, some of which go back
at least twenty years, and a lot of gags, LaSalle

manages to keep the audience in a continual roar.

He is considerably better and more original than the

usual run of comedians. Frank Stever, assisted by
the entire cast, closes with "The Spell of the Blues."

New York Capitol
Week Ending February 22

Arthur Knorr's first stage production. "Miami
Nights," has received so many favorable reports,

that it is to be held over for another week.
This fine show opens in a beautiful winter scene

in which Dave Schooler and the Chester Hale G^rls,

in huge fur coats, sang the introductory song. This

scene fades and changes to an ideal summer scene,

in which Dave leads the orchestra in a special ar-

rangement called "Miami" while the ballet does a

novel "Bathing" routine.

Dave and the boys then played "I Can't Give You
Anything But Love. Baby." First in its original

time, then as an opera, march, pianola and as a

merry-go-round would play it. It is a fine arrange-

ment and was received well.

Schooler then played two special numbers for that
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charming little personality 6inger, Evelyn Wilson.
She received a fine hand too.

The Chester Hale Girls (40) dressed as bellhops,

followed this with a pleasing routine. The Runaway
Four then offered comedy songs and dances. Their
tumbling earned them an encore.

Evelyn Wilson in a full dress suit, stopped the
show with her good characterization of a drunk,
singing. Evelyn is very popular at this house.
This is her third return engagement.

Stone and Vernon, adagio quartette (girl and three
men) received a very fine reception for their unique
and daring dance interpretations. In the finale,

Gertrude Sheffield led two beautiful Russian wolf-

hounds as the entire cast formed a pretty picture

around her.

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending February 8

Eddie Peabody in "Zig Zag Follies" and featuring
Senator Murphy and the Edgecombe Four of St. Louis
was on the stage. Others headlined in this feature
were Grace Johnson, singer of blue airs, and the
McCune Sisters.

"Viennese Nights" was the grand orchestral pro-
duction conducted by Charles Previn. He was as-

sisted by the ballet and choir. Albert Roth was the
solo violinist while Robert and Marjorie Alton danced.

Milton Slosser presented one of his fine solos at

the organ.

Salt Lake City Pantages
Week Ending February 9

One of the most unusual acts ever to be shown
in vaudeville, headlines the present bill here. "The
Three World Wonders" comprise Europe's latest

novelty and introduce three most unusual abnormali-
ties.

First In the order of their introduction are the
pin-head twins : second comes "Gorilla" the ape-man
who is claimed by the explorer to be the nearest
approach to the man-ape ever found, and the final

of the trio is "It," half woman and half man,
possessing a dual physique and maintaining that he
or she has two personalities.

The remainder of the vaudeville bill is made up of
a series of fine and entertaining acts. Pressler and
Klaiss bring one of the best fun making teams
seen here in a long time. Florence Micareme and
Company offer a classical revue. Billy Small, be-
tween chewing gum and fiddling his fiddle, makes
up a full fifteen minutes of entertainment.
A feature of the show is the opening act billed

as Maxine and Bobby. Bobby proves to be no other
than a beautiful little fox terrier pup which seems
to have as much fun from the entertaining as does
his master, and is really remarkable.
The screen offering in this connection is "Beau

Broadway," and the house has been packed to over-
flowing throughout the week.
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Colby Harriman is at present in charge of the

Slide Presentation of all the Loew Theatres. Harri-
man heretofore had charge of the Loew theatres in

Baltimore and Washington, and knowing the pre-

sentation angle perfectly, no better man could have
been selected for this responsible position. Fred
Kinsley is in charge of the slide department of all

Keith theatres, and Boris Morres of all Publix
theatres.

* « •

Considered one of the biggest plugs in the coun-
try today, it looks as if Jesse Crawford will even
become more powerful along these lines very shortly.

It is rumored that the services of Crawford have
been secured by the National Broadcasting company,
whereby his playing will be heard twice a week
from coast to coast. With this new added feature

to be considered, along with Crawford's concerts

at the Paramount theatre in New York, and also

his Victor records, he will be more powerful than
ever in exploiting the popular songs.

* * *

Do you know that "Sally of My Dreams," one of

the biggest song hits of the present day, was com-
posed by William Kernell who never before had
written a song in his life. Kernell was a director

of the Fox picture entitled Mother Knows Best, and
needed a theme song to fit. He sat down and
wrote "Sally of My Dreams," which only goes to

prove that in the musical business, one never knows
where the next hit may come from.

* • *

Musical business is being threatened with a scar-

city of arrangers. Arthur Lange, considered one
of the top notches along these lines, has left for

the coast to be musical supervisor at the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer lot. This leaves but a few remaining
great dance arrangers such as Frank Skinner, W. C.

Polla, Bob Haring, Henri Klickman, and one or

two others in New York to satisfy the demand of

the music publishers. Fifty more good arrangers

could be used to good advantage, and what the

ultimate outcome will be is hard to predict. It

may come to pass that a song writer will be com-
pelled to make his own dance arrangements.

* * *

The hockey games in New York are seriously en-

dangering the business of the legitimate and picture

theatres. Having proved such a tremendous draw,
the games are jammed three nights a week, and
are taking away from the other entertainment about
25,000 people. There was a time when some of the

theatres on Broadway used to give a Sunday night
vaudeville show, but with everybody going to the

hockey games, they were forced to discontinue this

policy. Personally I am for the hockey games. I

get a helluva thrill out of them. I don't know one
player from the other, nor am I acquainted with the

rules of the game, but to 6ee those guys skating

around on the ice half the time on their ear, half

the time with their fists in another guy's eye, and
most of the time with my heart in my mouth, I get

a big kick out of it.

* * •

I have an idea that many of you organists who
read this column have had very interesting lives and
that the story of your life history would make very
interesting reading to many of your brother organists

throughout the country, and also readers in general.

I would like very much to utilize this column in

publishing the story of your life. How about sitting

down, and sending me a short resume of your past

history? It will be printed herewith as 60on as

I receive it. Such information as where you ob-

tained your musical education : if your parents were
musical ; the positions you held at various theatres

;

the sort of organ work you do ; how you happened
to secure your present engagement : and all the many
other interesting incidents that might have occurred
during your life, which in your estimate would make
interesting reading, would be appreciated by me.

I hope this is clear to you, and that you will ship

your autobiographies to me as fast as you possibly

can. I can assure you that they will be used, and
not only that, but that they will be printed in the

order of my receiving them. Should there be any
questions in your mind regarding this, I would be
glad to answer whatever questions you may have.

Let me hear from you in regard to same and address

all correspondence in care of the HER'ALD-WORLD.

LARRY SPIER.

ORGAN SOLOS
Preston Sellers (Chicago, Oriental) presented "Vo-

cal Valentine" for his valentine week contribution.

The solo had many humorous slides and clever lyrics

that offered a comical revue from the Stone Age to

the present day. This was also in the form of

community singing and the following songs were
sung with much zest: "Carolina Moon," "I Faw
Down and Go Boom," "Sweetheart of All My
Dreams," "Let Me Call You Sweetheart," "Sweet-
hearts on Parade," "I'd Love to Call You Sweet-
heart," and a parody on "Happy Days and Lonely
Nights." The butcher parody on "Lonely Nights"
was extremely funny, and secured many hearty
laughs. Preston is still the good player that he
always was and is growing more popular each week
at this house.

Henry B. Murtagh (Brooklyn Paramount) played a
community song-fest which he called "Around the

World in Ten Minutes." Murtagh had everyone
singing songs of Ireland, Switzerland, Turkey, Arabia,
California and for the final number he played "Streets
of New York" with special lyrics.

L. Carlos Meier (Chicago, Terminal) played a com-
munity solo that embodied the following songs:
"You're the Cream of My Coffee," "My Inspiration
Is You," "Down Where the Sun Goes Down," "Sally
of My Dreams" and "High Up on the Hilltop."

Many clever gag slides were interspersed between
each chorus. The stunt closed with the last song
listed. Meier is now in his second year at this

theatre and in spite of the fact that he has to change
his solos several times a week on account of the house
policy, he still manages to get a novel idea in his

selections. He still is the popular player that he
was when he first came here.

Annie Mae Norton (Atlanta, Ga., Howard) turned
out a pleasing solo featuring "Happy Days and
Lonely Nights." This proved to be a fine novelty

with slides and won a fine hand.

Dick Liebert (Pittsburgh, Penn.) had some slides

urging the audience to cooperate in community sing-

ing, and then put over "How About Me" with a
bang. Dick had the audiences singing in great style.

Joe Alexander (Tampa, Florida) reports that he
used a popular organ concert last week on the style of

Jesse Crawford, using "Blue Shadows," "If You
Want the Rainbow" and "My Blackbirds Are Blue-

birds Now." He also used records with vocal ar-

rangements in this order ; Segar Ellis playing "Blue
Shadows" ; Lee Morse, playing "If You Want the

Rainbow" and Ruth Etting also singing the same
number. They were all Columbia records and were
used in the following manner : Introduction, one
chorus with slides fading into effect and at the

finish of first chorus the vocal record fades in on
the machine, and so on until the four records were
played. It takes considerable rehearsing to get the

speed of the victrola and the organ on an even basis,

but when perfected it makes a very interesting solo.

Non-eynchronous machines can also be used ad-
vantageously.

THEME SONGS
Warner Brothers are producing "The Time, the

Place and, the Girl" as a Vitaphone special with
Howard Bretherton directing. This is an adaptation

from the stage success and the original songs are

being retained. The theme number is "Honeymoon"
and "Blow the Smoke Away" will be one of its fea-

ture songs. Betty Compson and James Kirkwood
will be among its featured players.

The new Fox production caled "Hearts in Dixie"

is the first motion picture portraying negro life in

America. The production is being directed by Paul
Sloane with a cast of over 200 natives. Walter
Weams wrote the story and dialogue and Stephen F.

Foster's ballad, "Nellie Bly," will be one of its

featured songs.

The theme song of "Abie's Irish Rose" is "Rose-

mary," composed by J. S. Zamecnik, one of the

chief music editors of the Sam Fox Publishing Com-
pany. This is a Paramount picture and special

material is being furnished to exhibitors for music
stores' window display.

BEST SELLERS
No. i

"Carolina Moon"—(Joe Morris).

No. 2
"Precious Little Thing Called Love"—(Remick Music Corp.).

No. 3
"Sweethearts on Parade"—(Milton

Weil).

No. 4
"Dream Train"—(Milton Weil).

No. 5
"Marie"—(Irving Berlin).

No. 6
"I Faw Down an' Go Boom"—

(Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble).

No. 7
"Avalon Town"—(Sherman, Clay).
"Glad Rag Doll"—(Ager, Yellen &

Bornstein).
"I'll Get By"—(Irving Berlin).
"Me and the Man in the Moon"—

(Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble).
"Where the Shy Little Violets Grow"

—(Remick Music Corp.).

No. 8
"Sweetheart of All My Dreams"—

(Shapiro, Bernstein).
"There's a Rainbow 'Round My Shoul-

der"—(Irving Berlin).

"Song I Love"—(DeSylva, Brown &
Henderson).

LITTLE BABY CURLS— (Shapiro-Bernstein &
Co.)—A baby song that is a little different. It's a
combination of kid song and also Among My Sou-
venirs. Words by Howard Johnson, music by Robert
King and Jesse Greer.

* • •

DEEP NIGHT—(Ager, Yellen & Bornstein)—

A

pretty fox trot tune that has as one of its writers

a young man who with his orchestra is creating a
lot of talk in New York over the radio. Words by
Rudy Vallee, music by Charlie Henderson.

* •

HELLO SWEETIE— (AI Piantadosi)—As the title

would denote, it's a cute song of the type that i3

always in demand. Written as a fox trot. By
Joseph A. Cirina and Bob Schaefer.

* * *

WEARY RIVER— (Irving Berlin, Inc.)—The theme
song of the First National feature playing the big

houses around the country of the same name. Thw
song is really good and has a chance to be a big

seller. Words by Grant Clarke, music by Louis

Silvers.
* * •

SHE'S GOT GREAT IDEAS—(Broadway Music
Corp.)—A cute fox trot clever both as to words and
music. Will be perfect for the girl acts in the pic-

ture houses, a la the Williams Sisters. By Charles

Tobias, George J. Bennett, Sam Carlton.

* * •

TWO AMERICAN SKETCHES— (Robbins Music

Corp.)—The Victor Company paid ten thousand real

American dollars for this one and also recorded it.

This alone puts it in the real artistic class. Is

really beautiful and will be in big demand by our

modern pianists. By Thomas Griselle.

* * *

PLODDIN' ALONG— (Villa Moret, Inc.)—A good

cheer song that is written up cleverly. This firm

usually comes through with a big hit every so often

and this song looks like the goods. Words by Jo

Trent, music by Peter De Rose and Willard Robi-

son.
* • •

SWEET SUZANNE— (DeSyhra, Brown & Hender-

son)—This song was written in England and has

been taken over for American exploitation. Is an ex-

cellent fox trot and looks like it should go over big.

Words by Edgar Leslie, music by Jos. Geo. Gilbert.
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, in-

formation and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

the Box Office Window."

"LUCKY BOY"

X RANKLY, and I never speak otherwise, I

expected "Lucky Boy" to be the choice lemon

of the year's screenings. It seemed inevitable.

You see, I had heard the story about Mr. JesseFs

refusal to appear in "The Jazz Singer" and I

had an idea that the young man was tempera-

mental, at least. And it seemed natural to as-

sume that "Lucky Boy" would be an eleventh-

hour attempt to stage a come-back, a frantic

effort to achieve what Mr. Jolson has achieved

in the above named recital and its greater suc-

cessor, "The Singing Fool." Hear, then, my
undoing. "Lucky Boy" is none of these dread-

ful things I expected it to be, nor is Jessel.

The picture is good theatrical entertainment and

Jessel sings it, talks it and gestures it to emi-

nently gratifying success. (Such, as I have re-

marked before this, are the pitfalls of advance

expectations. One should never indulge them.)

The story concerns a young man who may
or may not be Mr. Jessel himself. Unac-

quainted as I am with his upbringing and so

forth, I cannot say. But the young man in the

story is the sort of young man Mr. Jessel is in

fact, so of course the acting is very natural and

effective and all of that. (Great system, this,

of casting stars in characters made to measure
for them; I vote for more of it.)

The young man sings. He begins at the bot-

tom of show business and works up. He has

a mother. To and of her he sings "My Mother's

Eyes" and I expect to hear it as much as I

heard "Sonny Boy" or, considering the imper-

ishable popularity of mother-songs, more. He
sings it in cabaret, in vaudeville, and then again

he just sings it. He even got me singing it

—

and I consider it no confession that this bari-

tone of mine is practically constant proof

against an eventuality of that kind. I conclude

that the number must be good.

"BLACK ORCHIDS"

^^J"()W we begin to get down to the bare

facts about Greta Garbo. I don't mean that as

double entendre, although it is quite accurate

as such; I mean that in "Black Orchids" she is

busy with just exactly the business of trailing

sex appeal all over the lot and isn't that what

she's all about? Anyway, the picture reveals

Miss Garbo at the peak of her Garboism with-

out cluttering impediments of one kind or an-

other. And it reveals, of course, the fact that

By T. O. Service

just this and this alone isn't an altogther sound

reason for manufacturing a motion picture.

I saw the picture at a Chicago theatre where

none of the audience is less than sixteen years

of age and very little of it is over twenty-one.

This audience is composed of the young people

who go places, do things and—such is their grip

on the so-called arts of modern existence

—

survive to tell the story. Not, of course, that

they ever do tell it. Their sophistication is

greater than this. They simply live it, look it

and—apparently—like it. Wise, shrewd, com-

petent young people who will be wiser,

shrewder and more competent old people—
those who live—for it. As I say, I saw "Black

Orchids" with these keen youngsters. And they

laughed at it. I gathered that Greta and her

boy friends lacked technique. My, my, my!

The story is about a fellow whose wife goes

with him to Java to look at some tea planta-

tions or something as the guest of a prince who

has American ideas and built-in bath tubs for

guests. For most of the picture he slinks along

in the wake of the wife and toward the end of

it he comes alongside. So does the husband,

although neither the prince nor the wife know

it until the gentlemen go lion-hunting, the hus-

band first having unloaded the prince's gun. A
sweet situation, this, for old fellows like me

and you folks who run motion picture theatres,

but a giggle for the youngsters in this audience.

I suspect that these young folks, in a similar

situation, would blandly pour another drink

and call another phone number. The giggle

became a laugh when, a little later, the prince

recovered his health and the husband his wife.

• » *

If this has become a thesis on the modern

young person, as it quite plainly has, very good.

Isn't it for these young people, who outnumber

the old people so overwhemingly, that pictures

are made? Certainly it should be, if there is

anything at all in this theory of making pic-

tures to make money. And doesn't it follow,

then, that the ladies and gentlemen who make

the pictures and who believe they are up-to-

date and modern and sophisticated and aware

and all that sort of thing really ought to stay

up late some night and find out what these

young people do for amusement? I think it

is. Consider this situation:

Here is Greta Garbo, famous for a certain

type of clinging suggestion, and here are girls

from Woolworth's and boys from United Cigar

stores who amusedly dismiss her as old stuff.

Here is Lewis Stone, than whom no dominant

male was ever more dominant in the opinion

of last year and year before, and here are two

young men and two young girls in the row

before me who talk the matter over in. calmly

expert consideration of the elements involved.

Thus:

"Ain't that a laugh?" One of the girls re-

fers to the prince's built-in veranda shower,

demonstrated to the neglected wife.

"Crane bought it," one of the boys explains.

"Well, if this is Garbo what's the shootin'

for?" The third young woman is inquiring.

"I'll tell you," the eldest of the four volun-

teers. He isn't more than twenty-two. "The

reason the thing is funny is the basic error.

The plot contends that this guy Stone is too

old. After a laugh like that the whole thing's

dumb."

Yes, I think something ought to be done

about bringing the picture people and the pic-

tures down to date. Hollywood is old-fashioned.

A thrill on Hollywood boulevard is a yawn on

any other Main street in the country. What

we need is iriore Sue Carols and a few boy

friends to go with them. And, of course, a

few directors and writers of the same age.

STRAIGHT DRAMA
r

j.^HE straight dramas from Paramount—

I

think especially of "Interference" and "The

Doctor's Secret"—are doing things to picture-

goers. These are practically direct recordings

of stage plays. Neither of them would get by

a censor board like the Chicago outfit in silent

form. Both of them came through nicely in

dialogue. Send up thanksgiving for that if you

do nothing else today.

What picturegoers think of these dramas is

still a bit uncertain. It is a little like giving a

man who has ordered fish a good red juicy

steak. My own opinion, which isn't worth more

than any other, is that the man will eat it be-

cause it is set in front of him and will pro-

ceed to like it so well that he will care no more

for finny provender. An afterthought is that

those other gentlemen and ladies who have been

going to the stage theatre these many years to

buy their steak at the source will find the more

economical purchase of it in the better motion

picture theatres much to their liking. And that,

my hearties, means new and better shoes for

Junior.
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QUICK REFERENCE PICTURE CHART
Key to abbreviation

AT All Talking

denoting type of sound

T—Talking Sequences
M Musical Score E Sound Effects

If the picture contains both Talking Sequences and Musical
Score, or other combinations, it is so denoted by a combination
abbreviations such as TM, ME, etc.

Key to abbreviations used in denoting the type of picture

C—Comedy F—Farce
D Drama M Melodrama
R—Romance W—Western

My 'Mystery

Comedy-drama, Romantic comedy, etc., are denoted by a com-
bination of abbreviations.

Dates printed in the column, "Comment," are those on which
"Service Talks" were published on pictures. Dates in the column,
"New Pictures," are those on which casts and synopses were
published in the "New Pictures" department.

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Released Pictures

1928

MOO
6450
6S00
5300
5300
6000
6500

1927
5831

6843

6435

5T91

1928
5459
5818
5649
5537
6014

5928
6267

5592
5471

5925
5540
6544
5701
6266

5725

6401
6443

5616

5440
6464

6792
5988
8193
6047

6048
5350
5472

1929

TME 6214

TME

1928
6860

5974

5904
5280

6600

5355

5100
6000

6400

4700
653 C

6600

1928

5500
5700
6300

6200

Chesterfield
Adorable Cheat, The, Llla Lee-Mclnto
Below the Deadline
Campus Knights
Circumstantial Evidence
House of Shame, The
Roaring Forties, The .

South of Panama

-.Aug. 15
_Feb. 28

-Aug. 15
_Jan. 1

...Oct 1

-Apr. 15

-Nov. 15

Columbia
Alias the Lone Wolf (D), Lytell-Wilson _Aug. 22
Blood Ship, The (M). Bosworth-Logan. -..Aug. 10
Stage Kisses (D), Harlan-Chadwick. Nov. 2
Warning, The (M), Holt-Kevier Nov. 26

After the Storm, Gllbert-Bosworth.... Apr. 17
Apache, The (D), Livingston-Alvarado Nov. 19
Beware of Blondes (MO). Revier-Matt-Moore July 1
Broadway Daddies, Jacqueline Logan - Apr. 7
Court-Martial (D), Tlolt-Compson _ .... Aug. 12
Desert Bride, The (MO), Betty Compson .Mar. 26
Driftwood (D), AJvarado-Day _ Oct. 15
Golf Widows (CD), Reynolds-Ford. May 1

Lady Raffles. Taylor-Drew Jan. 25
Matinee Idol, The (MD), Love-Walker Mar. 14
Modern Mothers (CD). Helcne Chadwick. June 9

Name the Woman (D), Stewart-Gordon May 25
Nothing to Wear (CD), Logan-Von Eltz Nov. 5
Object Alimony (D), Lois Wilson _ Dec. 22
Power of the Press (D), Fairbanks, Jr.-Ralstoo—.Oct 31
Restless Youth (D), Day-Forbes _ Nov. 30
Runaway Girls (D), Mason-Rankin Aug. 23
Say It With Sables (D), Bushman-Chadwick. July 13
Scarlet Lady, The (D), Lya De Putti Aug. 1

Sideshow, The (D), Prevost-Graves —Dec. 11
Sinners Parade (MD), Vareoni-Revier Sept. 14
So This Is Love, Mason-Collier Feb. 6
Sporting Age, The, Bennett -Herbert Mar. 2

Stool Pigeon, Borden-Delaney..._ Oct. 25
Street of Illusion (D), Valli-Keith. -. .Sept. 3

Submarine (D>, Holt-Revier..._ _ Nov. 12
That Certain Thing. Dana-Graves Jan. 1

Virgin Lips (D), Olive Borden Aug. 18
Wife's Relations. The, Mason-Glass Jan. 13
Woman's Way, A, Baxter-Livingston. —..Feb. 18

Faker, The (D), Logan-Delaney . Jan. 2
Lone Wolf's Daughter, Lytell-Olmstead Jan. 13
Younger Generation, The, Hersholt-Basquette. Jan. 24

Excellent
A Bit of Heaven (D), Washburn-Lee May 15

Broken Barriers, Helene Costello Nov. 1

Daughters of Desire, Irene Rich Nov. 25
Inspiration (D), George Walsh... May 10

Into No Man's Land, Tom Santschi-J. Norman....July 15
Life's Crossroads, Hulette Hamilton Oct, 20
Montmartre Rose Dec. 16
Passion Song, The. Noah Beery-Olmstead Oct. 20
Manhattan Knights, Barbara Bedford. Aug. 27
Satan and the Woman (D), Windsor-Keefe Jan. 20
Speed Classic, The, Rex Lease-Mildred Harris July 31

Stronger Will, The (W), Marmont-Carewe Feb. 20

Women Who Dare (D), Chadwick-Delaney Mar. 30

First Division
Fagasa, Raymond Wells Apr. 1

Free Lips (MD), June Marlowe Aug. 4

Masked Angel, Betty Compson Mar. 1

Souls Aflame, Raymond Wells - Mar. 16

Oct. 13

Jan. 7

Dec. 3

Jan. 7

Dec. 3

Oct. 1

July 23

July 21

Apr. 14

Nov. 17

May 20

Feb. 25

Apr. 7

June 19

Jan. 12 ..I

Dec. 22 Z_ZZ

Aug. 4

Sent. 8

Feb. 16

Oct. 20

Feb. 25

Nov. 17 1 1-

Dec. 1

Jan. 28

Feb. 9

Feb. 11

Mar. 31

Feb. 25

Feb, 25

July 14

Apr. 7

Apr. 21

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Released Pictures

1927

6300
6333
6222
8730

6386
6802
7133
62S8
6118
6524
6720
5718
73S8
5542
6520
6431

11414

6897
6400
6210
6477
5606
7179
5000
7400
5774

7833
6336

6409

1928

TME 7137
7402
6500
6457
5800

5744

6365
5600

M 6225

TME 10101

C027
6172

ME 6344

ME 7989
5886
7100

ME 5755
7541
7426

6070
5400

5957
7695
6592
6608

ME 8967

7700

6025
M
ME 6612

7129
6100

6100

ME 6622

5485

ME
8188

ME 6133

7534
5834

6212
ME 6142

6895

ME 0058
5087
6300

7187

1927
4665
5333
4300

8154
4545
5515
G162

6S98
10726
5446
6(109

5412

6293
5629

First National
All Aboard (C). Hines-Murphy .May 8

American Beauty (CD). Dove-Hughes _ Oct. 9

Breakfast at Sunrise (CD). C. Talmadge...- Oct. 23

Camille (D). N. Talmadse-Roland - Sept. 4

Crystal Cup. The (D). Mackaill-Mulhall Oct. 16

Drop Kick, The (D). Barthelmess-Revier —..Sept. 25

Gorilla, The (My), Murray-Kelsey _ Nov. 13

Gun Gospel (W). Maynard-Falre - - -..Nov. 6

He- Wild Oat (C). Moore-Kent Dec. 25

Home Made (C). IIines-I)aw - Nov. 20

Life of Riley. The (C). Murray-Sidney...- Sept. 18

Lonesome Ladies (CD). Nilsson-Stone July 3

Love Mart. The (D). Dove-Roland _ Dec. 18

Man Crazy (CD). Mackaill-Mulhall Nov. 27

Naughty But Nice (C). Moore-Reed. - June 26

No Place to Go (C). Hushes-Astor Oct. 30

Patent Leather Kid. The (D), Bart'lmess-O'Day-
Poor Nut. The (C). Murray-Mulhall. .. - Aug. 7

Prince of Head Waiters (D). Stone-Tashman _

Red Raiders. The (W). Maynard-Drew _ July 17

Rose of the Gclden West (D). Astor-Roland Sept. 4

Sea Tiger. The (D). Sills-Astor — Oct. 2

Stolen Bride. The (D), Hushes-Dove _ Sept. 11

Sunset Derby (D), Astor-Collier - - —..Aug. 14

Tender Hour, The (D). Dove-Lyon June 5

Three Hours (D). Griffith-Bowers _ Dec. 4

Twinkletoes. Moore-Harlan Aug. 28

Valley of the Giants (D). Sills-Kenyon Dec. 11

White Pants Willie (C), Hines-Hyams July 24

Not. 19

Nov. 12

• Apr. 2

Oct. 22

Nov. 13

-May 2

Oct. 2»

Dec. 17

Dec. 3

Nov. 26

..Jan. T

Oct. 2»

Oct. 1

Sept. 14

Nov. 26

Nov. 12

Dec. 3

Dec. 24

-Feb. 11

May 14

Apr. 9

Jan. 21

-Sept 10

..July 23

..Oct 15

Oct 8

_8ept. 17

-Sept 3

. July 1

Apr. It

Dec. J

Jan. 7

..Apr. 1«

Adoration (D), r""°-"""""'

Barker. The (D). Sills-MackaiU _ - - Dec. 30

Big Noise. The (CD), Conklin-White ...Mar. 25

Burning Daylight (M). Sills-Kenyon. Feb. 2G

Butter and Egg Man, The. Jack MulhalL Sept. 2

Canyon of Adventure (W). Maynard-... Apr. 29

Chaser. The (C). Lansdon.... _ Feb. 12

Cheyenne (W). Ken Maynard
Chinatown Charlie (C), Hinea-Lorralne _ Apr. 15

Code of the Scarlet (W), Ken Maynard July 1

Crash. The (D). SiUs-Todd _ Oct 7

Dancing Vienna (D), Mara-Lyon _____
Divine Lady, The (D), Grifflth-Varconi - Mar. 31

Do Your Duty (CD). Charlie Murray ...Oct. 14

Flying Romeos (C), Murray-Sidney „ Feb. 26

French Dressing (CD), Warner-Wilson _ Jan. 15

Goodbye Kiss. The. Johnny Burke-Sally Ellers July 8

Glorious Trail. The (W). Ken Maynard. Oct 28

Happiness Ahead (D). Colleen Moore-Lowe June 30

Haunted House. The (MD). Coaklin-Kent ...Nor. 4

Harold Teen (CD), Lake-Brian.... _ Apr. 29

Hawk s Nest. The (M). Milton Sills May 6

Heart to Heart, Lloyd Hughes-Todd —July 22

Heart Trouble (CD), Harry Langdon Aug. 12

Heart of a Follies Girl (D). Dove-Kent-Sherman .Mar. 18

Helen of Troy (CD), Stone-Corda-Cortez.... Jan. 8

Ladies Night (CD). Mackaill-MulhalL Apr. 1

Lady Be Good (CO), Mulhall-MackailL .May 12

Lilac Time (D), Moore-Cooper .Nov. 18

Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (D), Bar-
thelmess-O'Day - Apr. 8

Mad Hour (D), O'Neill-Kent-Sherman _ Mar. 4

Naughty Baby (CD), Alice White Dec. 16

Night Watch, The (D), Billie Dove.... Sept. 9

Noose, The (D), Barthelmess-Joyce - Jan. 29
Oh, Kay (CD). Colleen Moore-Hale _ Aug. 26

Out of the Ruins. Richard Barthelmess Aug. 19

Outcast <D). Griffith-Lowe Nov. 11

Phantom City, The (W), Ken Maynard _
Sailors' Wives (CD), Hughes-Astor...- - Jan. 22

Scarlet Seas (D), Richard Barthelmess _ Dec. 9

Shepherd of the Hills (D), Francis-O'Day Jan. 1

Show Girl (CD). White-Reed-Moran Sept. 23

Strange Case of Captain Ramper. The (D)..._ July 29

Three Ring Marriage (M). Hughes-Astor —..May 27

Wagon Show. The (W). Maynard. Mar. 11

Waterfront (CD), Mackaill-Mulhall Sept. 16

Wheel of Chance. The (D), Richard Barthelmess. June 17

Whip, The (D), Forbes-Mackaill _ Sept. 30

Whip Woman, The (D), Taylor-Moreno - -Feb. 5

Wright Idea, The (CD), Johnny Hines.... Aug. 5

Yellow Lily, The (D), Dove-Brooks May 20

Feb. 11

..Dec. 29

Feb. 18

June 23

Sept. 29

.Feb. 2

Oct. 27

Oct. 13

Apr. 7

Dec. 10

July 7

Sept. 29

May 26

Oct. 27

Apr. 21

May 26

July 7

July 21

Mar. 10

Dec. 24

Sept 1

Apr. 7

Mar. 17

Dec. 8

Oct. 13

Dec. 10

Sept 8

Sept. 15

Oct. 27

..Nov. 17

Dec. 24

1Dec.

Dec. 8

Sept. 15

July 21

Apr. 28

Mar. 17

Sept. 22

June 2

July 14

Feb. 11

July 7

Apr. 28

June 16

Aug. 4

Aug 18

May 12

Sept. 8

Sept. 1

Dec 1

Feb. 2

Jan. 21

Dec. 16

Oct. 6

July 21

Fox
Arizona Wildcat. The (W), Tom Mix. _ Nov. 20

Chain Lightning (W), Buck Jones..- _ Aug. 14

Come to My House (CD). Olive Borden. _ Dec. 25

East Side. West Side (D), O'Brien-VallL _ Oct. 9

Good as Gold (W). Jones — _ June 12

High School Hero (C). Pbipps-Stuart - Oct. 16

Joy Girl. The (CD), Olive Borden - Sept. 18

Paid to Love (D), O'Brien-Valli — Aug. 14

7th Heaven, The (R). Farrell-Gaynor _ Oct. 30

Silk Legs (CD). Madze Bellamy _ Dec. 18

Silver Valley (W). Tom Mil —Oct. 2

Slaves of Beauty (D). Herbert-Tell ..June 5

2 Girls Wanted (CD), Janet Gaynor.... Sept. 11

Wizard. The (MyD). Lowe-Hyams - Dec. 11

Jan. 7

Jan. 7 Oct. 22

_ June 11

Oct. a
_ Sept. 24

—Aug. 6

-May 28

Dec. 31

Dec 17 Oct. 29

June 11

Jan. 14 Dec 3
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Sound Length Title and Players

New
Pictures

1928
TME 7702

11 5598

4612
6418
4293
49S7
5708
6506

M 7176
5109
5148

II T217
4939

ME 8962
5038
5882
4404

M 5560
6430

4618
6153
6188
4399
5782

If 6042

M 6807

1MB 10116
6G79
5071
5034
4952
5200

M 6640

M 6086

U 9250

M 6194

M 6132

M 6937
4990

II 6162

5380
5629
5355

TME 9222

If 8393
487G
5937
5030
4921

II 5337

5480

1929
M
M
TME
TME
M
M
M
M • _

M
M

1927

Air Circus, The. Dresser-Rollins-Lake.

Blindfold. The. O'Brien-Moran-Foxe
Branded Sombrero. The (W). Buck Jones-

Chicken a la King (CD). Carroll-Lee.

Cowboy Kid. The, Rex Bell

—

— Sept. 30 Oct 20

_Dec. 9 Dec. 8

-.Jan. 8 Jan. 21

_June 17 June 30

—July 15

... Jan. 15

....June 3

-..Mar. 18

— Oct. 7

...Apr. 29

_.July 8

— Sept. 9

...June 24

Four Sons, Mann-Collyer-Hal] _ _. Sept. 2

Gateway of the Moon. The (D), Del Rio Jan. 1

Girl in Every Port, A (CD), Victor McLaglen._...Feb. 25

Girl-Shy Cowboy. The, Rex Bell-O'Leary Aug. 12 Sept. 1

Great White North, Special Cast .Dec. 30

Hangman's House, McLaglen-Collyer
Hello Cheyenne, Tom Mix

Daredevil's Reward (W), Tom Mix .

Don't Marry. Moran-Hamilton—.__
Dressed to Kill, Lowe-Astor
Dry Martini, Aster-Moore-Gran
Escape, The (D), Russell-Valli

Farmer's Daughter, The (CD), Beebe-Stone..

Fazil, Farrell-Nissen
Fleetwing, Norton-Janis-Bard

Homesick, Cohen-Beebe
Honor Bound, O'Brien-Taylor..

Dec. 16

May 6

Horseman of the Plains (W), Tom Mix Mar. 11

Love Hungry (CD), Moran-Gray Apr. 8

Me, Gangster (D), Collyer-Terry Oct. 14

Mother Machree. Bennett-McLaglen Oct. 21

Mother Knows Best Bellamy-Dresser-Norton Oct. 28

News Parade. Stuart-Phipps .. June 10

No Other Woman (D), Dolores Del Rio _ _.June 10

None But the Brave, Norton-Phipps Aug. 5

Painted Post (W), Tom Mix July 1

Play Girl, The, Madge Bellamy _...Apr. 22

Plastered in Paris, Cohen-Pennick-Linow Sept. 23

Prep and Pep. RoUins-Drexel-Darrow Nov. 18

Red Dancer (D), Del Rio-Farrel] —Dec. 2

Red Wine. Collyer-Nagel Dec. 23
Riley the Cop (CD). Farrell-MacDonald Nov. 25

River Pirate, The, McLaglen-Moran Aug. 26

Road House (MD), Barrymore-Burke July 15

Romance of the Underworld (D), Astor-Bole Nov. 11

Sharp Shooters (CD). O'Brien-Moran Jan. 15

Soft Living (CD). Bellamy-Brown Feb. 5

Square Crooks. Brown-Dwan.— Mar. 4

Street Angel, Gaynor-FarrelL Aug. 19

Sunrise (D). George O'Brien-Gaynor Nov. 4

Taking a Chance. Rex Bell Nov. 18

Thief in the Dark. A. Meeker-Hill-Beebe. May 20

Why Sailors Go Wrong. Phipps-McNamara— Mar. 25
Wild West Romance (W), Rex King June 10

Win That Girl. Rnllinss-CaroL ..SepL 16

Woman Wise (C), Russell-Collyer Jan. 8

Fugitives, Bellamy-Terry - Jan. 27

Girls Gone Wild, Carol-Stuart _ _ Feb. 24

Hearts in Dixie, Reed-Howe - .Feb. 24

In Old Arizona. Baxter-Lowe Jan. 20

Making the Grade, Lowe-Moran Feb. 10

New Year's Eve, Astor-Foxe Feb. 17

Nobody's Children. All Star Mar. 10

Sin Sister. The. Nancy Carroll-Gray ...Feb. 3

Strong Boy. McLaglen-Joy Mar. 3

True Heaven, O'Brien-Moran— — — Jan. 20

Gotham
Down Grade, The, William Fairbanks
Silent Avenger, The, "Thunder" Delaney-
Sinews of Steel. Alberta Vaughn..
When Danger Calls, William Fairbanks-

..Oct.

-Nov. 1

-Oct. 1

-Nov.

1928
5268 Bare Knees, Virginia Lee Corbin - June
6987 Blondes by Choice, Claire Windsor March
5800 Cheer Leader. The, Graves- Olmstead. April
6000 Chorus Kid, The. Faire-Washburn June
6950 Girl from Rio, The, Myers-Pigeon.— Feb.

__ Head of the Family. The, Virginia Lee Corbin Oct.

6432 Hellship Bronson. Beery-Reid. _ May
- Midnight Life, Francis X. Bushman Aug.
6700 Rose of Kildare. The. Chadwick-CMalley Jan.

6200 San Francisco Nights, Percy Marmont May
6750 Satin Woman. The, Mrs. Wallace Reid Jan.

Through the Breakers, Livingston-Herbert Sept.

5M0 Turn Back the Hours. Myma Loy July
6000 United States Smith, Gribbon-Lee _ July

1929
AT Father and Son, Noah Beery-Noah Beery, Jr

Knee High, Virginia Lee Corbin...- - Oct.

IT _ Modern Sappho, A. Betty Bronson Sept.

»T River Woman, The, Logan-L. Barrymore - Aug.
T Times Square, Alice Day-Lubin - Sept.

1927

6751
6306

8730
10652

11375

5S36
0068

6126
6396

8235
6591

5083
6017

5291
6266

596G
7599
6561

6781

6705
6289
5252
7899

6617

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Feb. 11

June 9

Apr. 14

Apr. 14

Sept. 15

Apr. 14

..Dec. 1

Jan. 21

Nov. 10

...Dec. 1

..Jan. 12

Jan. 28

.May 13

-May 13 May 12

..May 26

May 19

Feb. 4

Dec. 8

Nov. 17

May 26

June 23

May 19 June 2

Aug. 18

Oct. 20

Jan. 28

Oct. 6

Adam and Evil (CD), Cody-Pringle
After Midnight (D), Shearer-Gray
Annie Laurie (D), Lillian Gish
Ben Hur (M), Ramon Novarro
Big Parade, The (M), Gilbert-Adoree
Bugle Call, The (D), Jackie Coogan.
Buttons (CD), Jackie Coogan
Callahans and Murphys (CD), Dressler-Moran
Fair Co-ed, The (CD), Marion Davies
Garden of Allah, The (D), Terry-Petrovitch—
In Old Kentucky (D), H. Costello

London After Midnight (D), Lon Chaney
Lovelorn, The, Sally O'Nei)

Lovers (D), Novarro-Terry.—
Man, Woman and Sin (D), John Gilbert

Mockery (M), Lon Chaney _ —
Quality Street, Daries-NageL _

Road to Romance, The (D), Novarro-Day.

Spoilers of the West (W), McCoy-Daw.
Spring Fever (C). William Haines
Tea for Three (C). Cody-Pringle
Thirteenth Hour, The (D), Lionel Barrymore.
Twelve Miles Out (M). Gilbert

Unknown, The (M), Chaney

Sound Length Title and Players

New
Released Pictures

1928
6908
6749
5332
5896
6838
6344

TE 6053
7108
5679
5653
8601

8686
6995

M 7652
5S3S
6070
7358
7987
843C

ME 7180
4987
6620

4823
M 7126

7743
7045
5695

7352
5441

M 6575
7650
6893

7289
5028
7732

TE 7453
6487
5801

9560
5931

M 6150
8090

ME 7448

TME 7965

5011

ME 6721

M 8319
4447

1929
M
TME 8000

TME

M 9044

6179
5264
6596

7999

M
ME 8799

1927
6199
6951

9879
6536

6662
5408
7447

6296
5393
6376
6017

5880
6368

6634
5209
6170
5515
6015
5179
6838
4934
6200

6124
G006

6497
4926
7643

8486

5935
ME 12267

6960

1928
5897
6099
6536

ME 7805
5930
7202
5665

5364

6889
6402
6134

6918
5852
7640
6871
6263
5038
6528
6089
7464

Actress. The. Norma Shearer-Forbes Apr. 28

Across to Singapore (MD), Novarro-Crawford Apr. 7

Baby Mine, Arthur-Dane. Jan. 21

Beyond the Sierras (W). Tim McCoy Sept. 15

Big City. The, Chaney-Compson-Day _ Feb. 18

Bringing Up Father. Farrell-Moran-Olmstead Mar. 17

Brotherly Love (C), Dane-Arthur - _ -.Oct. 13

Cardboard Lover. The. Marion Davies Aug. 25

Certain Young Man, A. Novarro-Day May 19

Circus Rookies (CD). Dane-Arthur.— — ... Mar. 31

Cossacks, The, Adoree-Gilbert-Torrence. _ June 23

Crowd, The, Boardman-Murray-Roach - Mar. 3

Cameraman, The (CD), Buster Keaton. _ Sept. 15

Dancing Daughters. Joan Crawford— Sept. 1

Detectives, Dane-Arthur — June 9

Diamond Handcuffs, Boardman-NageL May 5

Divine Woman, Garbo-Hanson-Sherman. Jan. 14

Dream of Love, Joan Crawford - — .Dec. 1

Enemy. The, Gish-Dane-Forbes _ _ Feb. 18

Excess Baggage (D). William Haines.— - Sept 8

Forbidden Hours (D), Novarro-Adoree.— June 16

Four Walls (MD), Gilbert-Crawford Aug. 11

Honeymoon, Moran-Flash-Gribbon _ Dec. 29

Lady of Chance (D). Shearer-Sherman .Dec. 22

Latest from Paris, The, Shearer-Forbes.— Feb. 4

Laugh, Clown, Laugh, Chaney-Murphy-Hisle Apr. 14

Law of the Range, McCoy-Crawford. Jan. 21

Love. Garbo-Gilbert _ - - Jab- 2

Mademoiselle from Armentieres, Estelle-Brody-

John Stuart _ _ - - — June 2

Masks of the Devil. John Gilbert Nov. 17

Mysterious Lady. The, Greta Garbo-NageL Aug. 4

Napoleon (D). Wlldimir-Dieudonne. - Oct. 27

Patsy. The. Davies-Caldwell-Gray Mar. 10

Riders of the Dark _ Apr. 21

Rose Marie. Crawford-Murray _ - . Feb. 11

Show People (CD), Davies-Haines. Oct. 20

Smart Set Halnes-Day-Holt-Bosworth —.Feb. 25

Skirts, Syd Chaplin — — - — May 12

Student Prince, The (R). Novarro- Shearer Jan. 30

Under the Black Eagle. Forbes-Dog Flash.— —Mar. 24

West of Zanzibar (D). Lon Chaney . .. Nov. 24

West Point (CO), Haines- Crawford _ -... Jan. 7

While the City Sleeps (MD), Lon Chaney Sept. 29

White Shadows in the South Seas (MD), Monte
Blue „ - - - Nov. 10

Wickedness Preferred (CD). Cody-Pringle.— Jan. 28

Wind, The (D), Lillian Gish Oct 27

Woman of Affairs (D), Garbo-Gilbert Dec. 15

Wyoming, McCoy- Sebastian - Mar. 24

A Man's Man, Haines-Dunne -

Alias Jimmy Valentine (D). William Haines Jan. 26

All at Sea. Dane-Arthur - - Feb. 9

Bellamy Trial (D). Joy-Bronson - _ —

Apr. 28

Jan. 28 Feb. 11

Feb. 25 Apr. 7

Mar. 31

Oct. 13

Mar. 10

Sept. 15

June 9

Jan. 21

Dec. 22

Mar. 10

June 23

Mar. 17

Sept. 8

Feb. 18

Apr. 21

Feb. 4

Jan. 7

Sept. 1

Nov. 17

May 26

Oct. 27

Apr. 7

May 5

Feb. 18

Sept. 29

Mar. 10

June 2

Feb. 25

Dec. 8

Jan. 21

July 7

Feb. 11

Nov. 3

Apr. 14

...July 7

Apr. 28

—Sept. 22

.. .June 2

Jan. 21

Dec. 8

May 5

Sept. 8

July 28

Mar. 10

May 12

Apr. 14

Nov. 24

Jan. 14

Feb. 18

Oct. 27

Apr. 21

Mar. 3

Jan. 5

.Oct 20

Homecoming (D), Hanson-Parlo..

Flying Fleet (D). Novarro-Page Jan. 19

Loves of Casahova, Foreign Cast. _ Feb. 16

Morgan's Last Raid (W). McCoy-Sebastian Jan. 5

Single Man (CD). Cody-Pringle. Jan. 12

Spies (MD), Foreign Cast - Dec. 8

Tide of the Empire. Adoree-Duryea —.Feb. 2

Trail of '98 (D). Forbes-Del Rio - Jan. 5

-Sept. 29

.Feb. 9

Feb. 2 Jan. 19

Paramount
Afraid to Love (C), Vidor Apr. 9

Barbed Wire (D), Negri-Brook. - - Sept. 10

Beau Geste (M). Colman-N. Beery— - Aug. 1

Chang (D). Special cast — — Sept. 3

Children of Divorce (D). Bow ...Apr. 2

City Gone Wild. The (M), Meishan-Millner -.Nov. 12

•Covered Wagon, The (M). Kerrigan- Wilson. Aug. 6

Fashions for Women (CD). Ralston. _ Mar. 26

Firemen Save My Child (C). Beery-Hatton Aug. 1

Gay Defender. The (CD). Richard Dix. ... Dec. 10

Gentleman of Paris, A (CD), MenJou-O'Hara Oct. 15

Get Your Man (CD). Clara Bow.._ _ — Dec. 10

Running Wild (C), Fields-Brian.— Aug. 20

Senorita (F). Daniels.— - - — Aug. 30

Serenade (D). Menjou-Wray— Dec. 24

Service for Ladies (C), Menjou-Carver - Aug. 6

Shanghai Bound (D). Dix-Brian Oct. 15

She's a Sheik (C). Bebe Daniels — Nov. 12

Shootin' Irons (W), Luden-Blane -.Oct. 8

Soft Cushions (C). MacLean-Carol - _ Aug. 27

Spotlight. The (CD), Ralston-Hamilton Nov. 19

Stark Love (D), Special cast- Sept. 17

Swim, Girl, Swim (CM), Daniels-Hall— Sept. 17

Tell It to Sweeney (C), Conklin-Bancroft _ Sept. 24

Ten Modern Commandments (CD), Ralston.— July 2

Time to Love (FC). Raymond Griffith _ June 18

Underworld (M), Bancroft-Brent.— _.- Oct. 29

Way of All Flesh. The (D). Jannings-Bennett—..Oct. 1

We're All Gamblers (D). Meighan-Millner Sept. 3

Wings (M). Charles Rogers Oct. 29

Woman on Trial (D), Pola Negri — Oct. 29

Adventure Mad (M). Hall -Mar. 31

Avalanche (W), Jack Holt.— _

Beau Sabreur (M). Cooper-Brent Jan. 7

Beggars of Life (MB), W. Berry-Brooks-Arlen Sept. 15

Big Killing (CD). Beery-Hatton.— _ - -.May 19

Docks of New York. The (D), Bancroft-Compson..Sept. 20

Doomsday, Vldor-Cooper Feb. 18

Drag Net, The (MD). Bancroft-Brent-Powell May 26

Easy Come. Easy Go. Richard Dix — Apr. 21

Feel My Pulse, Daniels- Arlen. Feb. 25

Fifty- Fifty Girl, The. Daniels-Hall. May 12

First Kiss, The (D). Wray-Cooper Sept. 25

Fleet's In. The (CD), Bow-Hall Oct. 13

Fools for Luck (CD). Fields-Conklin. May 7

Forgotten Faces (MD). Brook-Brian. Sept. 11

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (C), Taylor-White. Jan. 28

Half a Bride (D). Ralston- Cooper June 16

His Tiger Lady, Menjou-Brent June 9

Hot News, Bebe Daniels.— _ Aug. 14

Just Married (CD), Hall-Taylor-Ford. Aug. 18

Kit Carson (MD), Fred Thomson. -.Aug. 21

Apr. 9

Dec. 10

-Nov. 12

Oct 8

Jan. 7

June 18
—May 14

Jan. 14

Sept 3

Dec. 31 Nov. 12

Jan. 21 Nov. 26

Aug. 27

Dec. 3

_ _ Mar. 19

Sept. 17

Jan. 7 Oct. 22

July 23

July 9

Sept. 3

July 2

-Aug. 20

Dec. 24 Oct. 1

Jan. 14

..Dec. 1

Jan. 7

July 7

Jan. 21

May 26

May 19

Feb. 25
Mar. 31

Aug. 4

Sept. 22

Apr. 7

Aug. 4

Dee. 10

Mar. 31

June 9

..Oct. 27

Oct. 17

June 16

Mar. 10

Mar. 19

Sept. 1

Sept. 15
Mar. 19
Aug. 4

Feb. 13

June 16

-Sept. 1
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Sound Length Title and Players
New

Released Pictures Comment

6792
8234
7415
5837

M 7434

ME 6051
6411
6941
5444
5741
7910
6600

M 10172
5582
6070

7828
6331

MB 6165

7175
M 7761

7616
6323

4792
7960
5951

6218
6763
7141
6962
5733
5991

6834
TME 6349

6319
MB 6509
ME 10400

5378
5435

MB 6938

1929
TME 10471

AT

5943
7156

TM
AT

TME
AT
AT
MB
TME
AT
ME

1928
3996

T 7008

6755
4293
4805
5927
5722

6589
4833
4598
6408
4550
4846

MB 6312
0145
7996
7054
4526
0670
4480
6398
4476

6787
7056

TME 13600
4165
4683
6650
5888
7530

MB 5506
5762
4600

5659

MB 6070

5954
5494
5626
6092
7935
4520

T 6804

T 6581
6902
7040

T 5816
5423
6370
4520
5035
4000

6937

1929
T 6898

1927

6089
6076
6916
6960
5970
5661
4200

Ladies of the Mob, Clara Bow ,

Last Command. The (D), Emll Jannings
Legion of the Condemned, Wray-Cooper— ..

Love and Learn. Ralston-Chandler
Loves of an Actress (D), Pola Negri

Manhattan Cocktail, Carroll..., _

Mating Call, The (D), Thomas Meighan
Model From Montraartre (D), Nlta Naldi.

Moran of the Marines (D). Dlx-Elder
Night of Mystery (D), Menjou
Old Ironsides (D). Beery-Bancroft
Partners in Crime (C), Beery-Hatton.
Patriot The (D), Emll Jannings
Peaks of Destiny.-

Pioneer Scout, The (W), Fred Thomson
Racket, The (0), Thomas Meighan
Red Hair (CD), Bow-Chandler.
Sawdust Paradise, The, Esther Ralston
Secret Hour, The (D). Negri-Hersholt
Sins of the Fathers (D). Emll Jannings.
Showdown, The, Bancroft _
Someone to Love (CD), Brian-Rogers
Something Always Happens, Ralston-Hamllton..
Speedy (C). Harold Lloy<J

Sporting Goods, Dlx-Olmstead
Street of Sin (D), Jannlngs-Wray
Sunset Legion (W), Fred Thomson
Three Sinners (D), Negri -Baiter..

Three Week Ends, Clara Bow...

Tillie's Punctured Romance, Flelds-Conklin
Under the Tonto Rim, Arlen Brian
Vanishing Pioneer, The (W), Jack Holt..
Varsity (D), Rogers-Brian
Water Hole, The (W). Jack Holt
Warming Up. Richard Dix.— _

Wedding March, The (D), Erich Von Strohelm
What a Night (CD), Bebe Daniels
Wife Savers (C). Beery-Hatton. _ _
Woman From Moscow, The (D), Negrl-Kerry

Abie's Irish Rose (CD), Rogera-Hersholt
A Bird in the Hand, Lois Wilson..
Case of Lena Smith (D), Ralston-HaU...
Canary Murder Case, William Powell.

Carnation Kid, The

..Jan. 1

..Feb. 23

Jan. 19

Jan. 26

..Jan. 26

Doctor's Secret, The (D), Chatterton-Warner Feb. 10
Interference, Brook-Kenyon ~. „ Jan. 5 .Feb. 9
Melancholy Dame, Cohen All-colored Mar. 9
Post Mortems, Raymond-Griffith Mar. 23
Redskin, Richard Dix. Feb. 16 Feb. 2
Shopworn Angel, The, Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12 Feb. 2 Jan. 19
When Caesar Ran a Newspaper, Hatton-Hardy Feb. 9 _____
Wolf of Wall Street. George Bancroft.. —Jan. 20

Pathe
Alice Through a Looking Glass Feb. 12

Annapolis, Allan-Brown-Loff Nov. 18

Apache Raider, The, Leo Maloney Feb. 12

Avenging Shadow (D), Klondike (Dog) Apr. 29

Ballyhoo Buster (W), Buffalo BUI. Jr Jan. 8

Blonde for a Night. Prevost. Feb. 27

Black Ace, The (W). Don Coleman Sept. 2

Blue Danube, Leatrice Joy Mar. 12

Boss of Rustlers Roost, The, Don Coleman Jan. 22

Border Patrol (W), Harry Carey Dec. 23

Bronc' Stomper, The. Don Coleman Feb. 26

Bullet Mark, The. Jack Donovan Mar. 25

Burning Bridges, Harry Carey Sept. 30

May 12

Mar. 3

Feb. 18

May 12

Mar. 17

May 19

Captain Swagger, Rod La Rocque...

Celebrity, Armstrong (Dj .

Chicago (M). Phyllis Haver.

Cop. The (D), William Boyd
Cowboy Cavalier (W), Buddy Roosevelt-

Craig's Wire (D), Irene Rich
Crashing Through, Jack Fadjan...

Desperate Courage (W). Wales
Fangs of Fate (D), Klondike (D)_
Forbidden Love (D). LUi Damita ...

Hold 'Em Yale, Rod La RocQue.

Deo. 24

-Oct. 14

.-Oct 7

_.Hax. 5

-.Aug. 19

- Jan. 29

-.Sept. 16

_Feb. 5

_ ..Jan. 16
June 24

Oct. 28

..-.May 13 May 19

Feb. 4

Sept. 22

King of Kings, Special Cast Sept. 30

Laddie Be Good (W), BtU Cody Jan. 1

Law's Lash, The (D), Klondike (Dog) May 20

Leopard Lady. The (W), Logan. Jan. 23

Let 'Er Go, Gallagher! (M), Junior Coghlan. Jan. 16

Love Over Night (CD), Rod La Rocque Nov. 26

Marked Money (D), Coghlan. _ -Nor. 4

Man- Made-Women, Leatrice Joy SepL 9

Marlie, the Killer, Klondike -..Mar. 4

Midnight Madness, Jacqueline Logan Mar. 25

Ned McCobb's Daughter, Irene Rich Dec 2

Night Flyer, The. Wm. Boyd.— Feb. 5

On to Reno (D). Prevost— Jan. 2

Perfect Gentleman, A (C), Monty Banks —Jan. 15

Power (CD), Boyd-Hale Sept. 23
Red Mark. The (D), Special Cast Aug.

May 26

-Mar. 10

Jan. 29
Jan. 28

Jan. 28

Oct. IS

July 14

Saddle Mates (D). Wally Wales
Sal of Singapore, Phyllis Haver
Show Folks, Eddie Qulllan.

Ship Comes In, A. Rudolph SchlldkrauL
Skyscraper, Boyd
Spieler, The, Hale-Adoree.
Stand and Deliver, Rod La Rocque..

Tenth Avenue, Haver-Varooni
Valley of the Hunted Men, Buffalo, Jr.-

Walking Back. Sue Carrol..

What Price Beauty, Nlta NaldL
Yellow Contraband, Leo Maloney (W)..

-Aug. 6

-Not. 11

-.Oct. 21
...June 4

- Apr. 9

-Deo. 30

...Fob. 20

-Aug. 5
.-Feb. 19

- May 20

May 12

July 14

..Jan. 22

..Oct. 28

Leatherneck, The, William Boyd

Rayart
Cruise of the Hellon (D), All star

Heroes in Blue (M), Bowers-Itand Nov.

Law and the Man, The (D), Santschi -Rockwell Deo.

Light in the Window, A (D), Walthall

-Sept. 24

On the Stroke of Twelve (M). D. Torrence...

Silent Hero (M), Bonaparte-
Wanderer of the West. A (W), Tex Maynard. Dec.

-Aug. 29

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Released Pictures Comment

1928

6089
6673
5937
6076
4533
5083
5976
5853
5800
4797
6262
4548
5608
4571
5906

6940

TME 6525
5675
5900
4627
5490

5260

1929
5261

1928
5872
4808
5683

4869
4913
6548

6267

TME 6085
6375
6320
5621
5511
5984
5063
4802
4804

4758
6148

TME 6365
6265
6144
6290

5797
TME 6476

6269
4769
6771
4647

4801
6424
4785
4923

TME 6331
4781
4884

• 6419
4729
4714
6059
6279
6812
6310
5967

6037

5493
6223
5760
4884
4957

6217

4823
6320
4898

. 4806
4764

1929
6361

6409

6260

4899

ZZ 6986

M~ 6246

6396

ZZ 6057

4823
4741

Black Pearl. The (D). LUa Lee-Hallor...- Dec.
Branded Man, The (D), Chas. Delaney-Marlowe_May
Casey Jones (CD), Price-Lewis _ Jan.
City of Purple Dreams, The, Bedford-Frazer. Sept.
Danger Patrol, The (D), Russell-Fair Jan.
Devil's Tower, The (W), Buddy Roosevelt _.June
Divine Sinner, The (D), Vera Reynolds-Hilllard-July
Gypsy of the North (D), Gordon-Hale Apr.
Heart of Broadway, The (D), Garon-Agnew Mar.
Isle of Lost Men (D), Santschi-Connor Oct.
Lightning Shot, The (W), Buddy Roosevelt May
Midnight Adventure, A (D), Landls-E. Murphy . May
Mystery Valley (W), Buddy Roosevelt July
My Home Town (D), Brockwell-Glass Jan.
Painted Trail. The (W), Buddy Roosevelt Mar.
Phantom of the Turf, The (D), Costello-Lease Feb.
Ships of the Night (D), Logan-Rankin Dec.
Should a Girl Marry? (D), Foster-Keith. Nor.
Sisters of Eve (D). Mae Busch. Sept
Sweet Sixteen (D), Helen Foster-Olmstead Aug.
Trail Riders (W), Buddy Roosevelt April
Wild Born (W). Tex Maynard - Mar.
You Can't Beat the Law, Lee Keefe _ Jan.

Black Pearl. The (MD), Llla Lee-Hallor Jan. 1

Brothers (D), Bedford-Keefe. Feb. 1

Shanghai Rose, Irene Blob Mar. 1
Some Mother's Boy (D), Mary Carr-Robards Feb.15
Whon Dreams Come True, Rex Lease-Costello. Jan. 15

RKO (FBO)
Alex the Great (M), Skeets Gallagher May 13
Avenging Rider, The, Tom Tyler Oct. 7
Beyond London's Lights (M), Leo Shumway Mar. 18
Blockade, Anna Q. Nlliaon _ Dec. 16
Breed of the Sunsets (W). Bob Steele Apr. 1
Captain Careless, Bob Steele— Aug. 26
Charge of the Gauchos (MD), Francis X.
Bushman Sept. 16
Chicaro After Midnight (M), Ince-Mendez Mar 4
Circus Kid, The (MD), Frankie Darro-Brown Oct. 7
Coney Island (D). Lois Wilson Jan. 13
Crooks Can't Win (D), Ralph Lewis. May 11
Danger Street, Baxter- Sleeper- _ _ Aug. 26
Dead Man's Curve (D), Fairbanks. Jr —.Jan. 15
Devil's Trademark, The (D), Bell* Bennett Apr. 7
Dog Justice (M), Ranger -..June 10

Dog Law, Ranger Sept. 2
Fangs of the Wild (D), Ranger. Feb. 5

Fightin' Redhead (W). Buzz Barton. July 1
Freckle* (D). Stratton-Fox. Jr Mar. 21
Gang War (MD), Pickford-Borden. Sept. 2
Headln' for Danger (MD), Bob Steele. Dec. 16
Her Summer Hero (CD), Blane-Treror. Feb. 12
Hey Rube (D), Trevor- Olmstead. .Dec. 23

His Last Haul (D), Tom Mooro .Nov. 11

Hit of the Show, The (C), Joe Brown Sept 23

King Cowboy (W). Tom Mix. Nov. 26

Law of Fear (D), Ranger _..Apr. 8

Legionnaires in Paris (C), Sooke-Guard Jan. 31

Lightning Speed, Bob Steele Oct 21

Little Buckaroo, The (W), Buxz Barton. Oct. 21

Little Yellow House, The (CD). Orrille CaldwelL May 28

Man In the Rough (W). Bob Steele. May 20

Orphan of the Sage (W), Buzz Barton. Deo. 23

Perfect Crime, The, Cllve Brook-Irene Rich Aug. 19

Phantom of the Range (W). Tom Tyler Apr. 23

Pinto Kid, The (W), Buzz Barton. Apr. 29

Red Riders of Canada (M), Miller

Riding Renegade (W). Bob Steele.

Rough Ridin' Red (W), Buzz Barton
Sally of the Scandals (M), Bessie Love.....

Sally's Shoulders (MD), Lois Wilson.

Singapore Mutiny, Inoe-Taylor
Sinners in Love (MD), Olive Borden.

—Apr. 15
—Feb. 19

-Mer. 4
—July 15

—Oct. 7

—Oct 14

-Not. 4

Skinner's Big Idea (M), Bryant Washburn. Nov. f

Son of the Golden West Tom Mix. Oct 1

Stocks and Blondes (CD). Logan-Gallagher Sept 9

Stolen Love (D), Day-Lease.

Taxi 13 (C), Conklln-Sleeper. Nov. 18
Terror Mountain, Tom Tyler. Aug. 19

Tracked (MD), Banger Nov. 4

Tropio Madness (D), Leatrice Joy Dec. 29

Tyrant of Red Gulch (W), Tyler-Darro Nov. 26

Wallflowers (D), Trevor-Scott Feb. 16

When the Law Ride* (W), Tom Tyler. June 24

Wizard of the Saddle (W). Buzz Barton. Jan. 22

Young Whirlwind, The (W). Buzz Barton. Sept 16

Air Legion, Ben Lyon-Martha Sleeper Jan. 6

Amazing Vagabond, The, Bob Steele. Apr. 7
Blockade, Nllsson-McDonald Jan. 30
Come and Get It, Bob Steele Feb. 3
Drifter. The, Tom Mix— Mar. 18
Fifth Tom Mix, Tom Mix —May 13
Freckled Rascal, The, Buzz Barton Mar. 31
Fury of the Wild, Ranger Jan. 6

Gun Law, Tom Tyler _ Mar. 3

Hardboiled, Sally O'Nell-Ralph Ince Feb. S

Idaho Red, Tom Tyler Apr. 21
Jazz Age, The, Marcellne Day-D. Fairbanks, Jr.. .Feb. 10
Laughing at Danger, Bob Steele June 2
Little Savage, Buzz Barton. May 19
Love In the Desert, Olive Borden-Noah Beery Mar. 17
Mao Fadden True Story May 26
One Man Dog, The, Ranger. Mar. 3

Outlawed, Tom Mix. Jan. 21

Pals of the Prairie, Buzz Barton July 7

Pride of Pawnee, Tom Tyler June 9

-.Feb. 17
-Jan. 13
-Feb. 10
-Jan. 13

...Jan. 20

Red Sword, The, Allan Roscoe..

Trail of Horse Thieves, Tom Tyler

Vagabond Cub, The, Buzz Barton
Voice of the Storm
Yellowback, The, Tom Moore-Seena Owen...

Sept 16

Jan. 21
Oct. 13
Deo. 17
Feb. 1

Feb. 18

Dec. 17

Mar. 3
June 16

Jan. 21
Feb. 11
Feb. 4

Sept 29

June 19
Jan. 21

Dec. 8

iuly21~
Nor. 17
Feb. 11

Dec. 10
Jan. 14

June 2
Feb. 11

Sept 1

Jan. 21
Feb. 4
Jan. 21

Deo. 1

Apr. 28
Oct. 20
Oct 27
Not. 3
Not. 3
Feb. 2

July 14
-Dec 22
Sept. 22

Not. 10

Dec. 1

Jan. 12
Dec 8
Feb. 4

(Continued on page 65)
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THE THEATRE
fg^i ^cjygtggg^M Blind Patron Tells How Sound
KEYESTpD OUT EVIDENCE, BERMAN CHARGES

Ram AndSnow Bfeak Fog Blanket Oiler Chico for Week'SJ^

z- ;
'

. Shadows ~r

SUP NATONAL
=r=rr=Pel 2Sc-BUt«MMlBS«ll«T230-2Sc f>

KiVJr, iF STOCKS

This "front page handbill'' teas used by
t/te National theatre at Chico, Cal., for

MGM's "White Shadows in the South

Seas." George M. Knowles, manager
writes this postscript to the department:

"Yes, business teas great and so teas the

picture."

Publix Gold Pass Given

To Bay State Governor
Governor Frank G. Allen of Massachusetts

was presented with a gold seal engraved an-

nual pass to all of the Publix theatres, presen-

. tation being made by J. T. Fitzgibbons, eastern

divisional general manager for Publix. In

return, the Governor presented Fitzgibbons

with a stickpin bearing the gold seal of the

Commonwealth.
"You people will be the losers," the Gov-

ernor told Fitzgibbons, "for I am a great

•movie fan."

"China Nights" Initiated;

Children's Contests Win
The Tower theatre of Salt Lake City, a

neighborhood picture house owned by Earl D.
Smith, now conducts a "China Night" each
week, at which pieces of china making up an
artistic set of dishes are presented to each
woman patron.

Each Saturday, for the present, a contest is

conducted for the children at the matinee at

the Tower theatre, with awards being offered.

The results are noticeable at the box office.

Allison Heads Publicity

Of Texas at San Antonio
Ray Allison, formerly theatrical manager

and advertising man of the midwest, operating
out of Denver, is now the new publicity di-

rector of the Texas theatre, Publix de luxe
house in San Antonio.

Allison handled campaigns on many road-
show attractions in Colorado, Arizona, New
Mexico, Nebraska and other states, before
joinine with Publix.

Solved All Episodes of Picture
(Special to the Herald-World)

DES MOINES. Feb. 19.—When Lionel Wasson, manager of the Des Moines

theatre, extended the courtesy of his house to the blind of the city at a special

showing of "The Wolf of Wall Street," he little realized that he was putting over

an unusual tieup with the news reel on his bill or that a review, written by one

of his sightless guests, would broadcast so much favorable publicity for the au-

diens in general, and for his feature picture in particular.

Gordon Lathrop, one of the blind who ac- attached in my mind to the voice of young

cepted the invitation, is a cultured gentleman.

For a time he had charge of the radio de-

partment on a local newspaper. He was often

seen at the theatre when roadshows or stock

companies were available and seemed to get

much joy out of the stage.

Here is what he said after his first experi-

ence with the audiens, and important to the

entire industry are the reactions recorded:

"'To the blind, the talking movie opens wide
a new and precious channel through which
rich contacts may be made again with the out-

side world.

Compensation for Blind

"I say 'be made again,' having in mind the

sort of blind person I am, with a background
of visual impressions formed in the years

before eyesight failed and whose memory,
holding these impressions, needs only to be
stimulated a little bit to enable him to reform
many pictures in his mind.
"The talking movie to such a one comes as

compensation for what he will miss when tele-

vision arrives.

"On my maiden voyage to a talkie I picked

'The Wolf of Wall Street' and met an old

friend. My companion told me about the news
reel which preceded the feature picture. I

heard the roar of the transcontinental plane of

the aviator, Hawks, who broke all records. I

heard the young man's voice, and also the

noise of the crowd which cheered him as he
alighted from his plane.

"Something in the voice brought back
memories of almost ten years ago. I was in-

structor of international telegraph code in the

Marconi institute, teaching aspiring army
aviators, signal corps and navy electricians.

Recognizes Hawks as Student

"One of my favorite pupils was tall, loose

jointed youngster who answered to the name
of Hawks. He had a wide smile, an irre-

pressible sense of humor and an unswerving
confidence in himself.

"He knew he had the feel of the air and
was going to be a good aviator if he could

only learn the foolish things such as the code,

the charts and the mathematics required of

him before Uncle Sam would take him as an
air lieutenant.

"I described the lad as I remembered him.

My companion said the description fitted.

"So there we were, Hawks and I. neither

knowing what had become of the other since

armistice broke up the school, face to face,

yet he not seeing me and I not able even to

see his pictured likeness. But I heard his

voice and got the first thrill of my first trip

to the talkies.

"Had it not been for the special interest

Hawks I should have placed the work of

George Bancroft in 'The Wolf of Wall Street'

as the high point of interest for me. His voice

so clearly reveals the character of the part he
portrayed that I had an easy and quick visual-

ization of the plunger, Jim Bradford.
"The supporting cast, notably the Russian

emotional actress and former prima donna,
Baclanova, the delightful Nancy Carroll and
the finished performer, Paul Lukas, carried

the drama to swift and certain climax and
left no unsolved dramatic episodes in my mind.

All Episodes Solved

"It is a triangle play with Wall street as a
background ; an interesting drama and a clever

character study of the gambling type of he-

man who somehow wants so hard to be and
so often fails to be also a she-man.
"The plot will please the majority of the-

atregoers. The work of the actors should
please all and no doubt the scenes are stimu-

lating, even exciting. It is said the Russian
actress, Baclanova, is exciting enough merely
to see. She sang interestingly, though not, I

thought, in a voice particularly well adapted to

the recording apparatus. Bancroft's voice was
better and Nancy Carroll's extremely effective

in her spoken lines.

"The roar of the elevated and other sounds
accompanying the piece were adequate to set

the scenes clearly in my mind. I have heard
the roar of the stock exchange and have seen

the bulls and bears in action. I have worked
in brokers' offices. I did not approve of the

telegraph unreadable Morse. To the layman,

however, it probably sounded bona fide.

Strange, Crackling Sound

"But who am I to quibble about sounds
when so much else is given to me by the talk-

ing movie. As a matter of fact, I am not so

well up in important noises as I might be.

"I had to ask my companion what caused the

peculiar racket in the scene in Jim Bradford's
house when the villain and the faithless wife
were preparing to be wicked.

"It was a strange crackling sound such as

is caused by some types of outside interference

or occasionally by static. The noise, I was
informed, was caused by the impact of cracked
ice against the metal sides of a cocktail shaker.

"Many delectable vistas of auditory experi-

ences should be opened to the blind by the per-

fection of the all talking movie.
"The drama, vaudeville, comic and grand

opera, comedy skits and news events may be-

come a part of the blind person's experiences

much more clearly and understandably now
than a few years ago.

"This means much to the sightless. I expect

to be a talkie fan from this dav on."
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"In This Corner"—Two Box Office "Battles"

'Battling" Balaban & Katz 'Mauling" Marks

"BALABAN

& KATZ"

Doesn't Mean

BALABAN"

And it

Doesn't Mean

"KATZ"

"BALABAN & KATZ" -MEANS ORGANIZATION
It means that 39 executives—a combination of brains and

talent—concentrate their skill upon every item of entertain-

ment that is created for our programs. Recognised experts

in screen entertainment, select the film productions from

the output of leading studios. Experts in music, in stage-

craft, in scenery, in costuming, in the training of ballets, in

color-lighting combine to make our stage entertainment

supreme. With production studios both in New York ana
Chicago, the Balaban & Katz production department brings

you unrivalled 1 entertainment. And remember this is but

one department in this vast organization.

Thai is why cur programs are unmatched for

P3 variety, originality, size and quality.

THAT'S WHY THE WHOLE THEATRICAL WORLD LOOKS TO
BALABAN & KATZ FOR NEW IDEAS IN ENTERTAINMENT

"MARKS BROS.
ENTERTAINMENT'

means exactly what it implies—"Superior
Amusement." The name ol Marks Bros,
will always be identified with the incom-
parable amusement they present.

Marks Bros, is a smoothly working unit
that is not affiliated with, nor influenced
by, any other concern. Their leadership
in entertainment is due to two simple
facts: first, they are not forced to accept
any pictures or stage productions that
are not up to their high standards, and
second, because the creation of artistic
stage shows cannot be done on a factory
basis. Shows that are stamped, labeled
and shipped across the country, cannot
stand comparison with entertainment
that is originated with care and thought
out by Chicagoans, for Chicagoans.
Marks Bros, entertainment sets a stand-
ard for the whole world.

There is nothing complicated about the
organization that IS Marks Bros. It means
"MARKS BROS." and that mean:
"FINER SHOWS."

The fight for patronage has become spirited in three centers—Chicago, Seattle and Portland, Ore. The Balazan &
Katz ad (above left) was followed the next day by the Marks Brothers advertisement reproduced above at the right.

Beloiv at the left is the Publix ad at Seattle, ivhile at the bottom right is the one of West Coast Theatres of Seattle.

1 he Seattle and Portland situation is detailed elsewhere on this page.

'Punching" Publix
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Seattle Ad Fight
Keeps West Coast

AndPublixHumping
(Special to the- Herald-World)

SEATTLE, WASH., Feb. 19.—The big ad-

vertising and exploitation battle between West
Coast Theatres and Publix continues both

here and in Portland.

The West Coast started its campaign with a

big spread in the dailies at the top of which

was a box with a 12-point border announcing
five big shows for the opening of Will King
and the Fanchon & Marco revue. This catch

was used: "There Is No Substitute for West
Coast Theatre Entertainment."

The next day Publix came out with a big

spread and the same type of box reading,

"Four Big Shows. So big that if we added

one more you wouldn't be getting quality."

Then this catch line was used: "Don't Be
Misled ; Where There Is No Substitute

There Is No Improvement."

Then the West Coast publicity man took

in more ground on his advance, with a full

page donated by various firms and railroads

giving a welcome to the Fanchon & Marco
entertainment and Will King. Publix then

sallied forth with the announcement that Billy

Dooley, screen comedian, would be the stage

feature with the opening of Publix Revues.

* * *

The Publix fired another gun on the open-

ing day of the presentation featuring Billy

Dooley, the newsboys around town crying

"Extra" and the headlines reading "Theatre

Mobbed." The papers were given away and

carried stories of the opening Publix show.

Another page, headlined "Actress Murdered,"

had all the details of the coming audien "The

-Canary Murder."

The following week both companies contin-

ued the wordy battle, West Coast featuring

Sally O'Neil against Anita Stewart in the

Publix Presentation.

'Fighting" Fox

„ Ttackliome^
" Cala Premiere Jooatf

Doors Open at 11 AM.

WELL
KING

i
a la

Southern Pacific
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept.

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized N ational Classified Advertising Medium

Managers' Schools

THEATRE EMPLOYEES—Learn modern theatre

management, advertising, service. Approved and
specialized training for theatre employees while at

the theatre. Catalog H. Address Moving Picture

Theatre Managers Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

Position Wanted

NEWSPAPER WOMAN SEEKS PUBLICITY
POSITION. UNDERSTANDS THOROUGHLY
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS AND SYNDICAT-
ING. Address Box 2, EXHIBITORS HERALD-
WORLD, 565 Fifth Avenue, New York.

EXPERIENCED POWERS SIMPLEX OPERATOR
wants steady position. Go anywhere. Address Anthony
Biel, 3580 28th St., Detroit, Mich.

EXPERIENCED OPERATOR on Power's Sim-
plex. Will go anywhere and married. Address M. C.

Kirkpatrick, 1737 Rosedale Avenue, Youngstown,
Ohio.

EXPERIENCED PROJECTIONIST desires
steady employment. Good references, steady and
reliable. Will go anywhere. Will start for reason-

able salary in order to prove worth. Address Box
363,. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St.,

Chicago.

ORGANIST—Soloist (young man). Available first

time, five years. Closing long engagement big Loew
theatre, Pennsylvania. Broadcast daily. Excellent
references. Address Box 357, Exhibitors Herald-
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

FEMALE ORGANIST at liberty because of Vita-

phone. Large library, cue pictures accurately, solo

work, familiar all makes of organ, A-l references,
advertising. Go anywhere. Salary reasonable. Ad-
dress Box 354, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dear-
born St., Chicago.

ORGANIST Fifteen Years Experience—First-class
Chicago Organist. (Male.) Reason for leaving due
to Vitaphone. Expert Synchronization of music to

the picture. Novelty and straight solo work. Large
Library. Union, married, will go anywhere. Best of

references. Address Box 338. Exhibitors Herald-
World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

POSITION WANTED AS THEATRE MANAGER—20 years' experience in the movie field, advertising,
exploitation, administration and service. Married.
Am also an organist. Very good references. Address
Box 346, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago.

ORGANIST—Experts thoroughly trained in show-
manship available at all times for first-class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full in-

formation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Ad-
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

FEMALE ORGANIST is looking for a position,

will be free February 1st. Am well recommended,
reason for leaving due to Vitaphone. Can play on
all makes. Single, will go anywhere, can cue pictures

correctly and accurately. Will start for reasonable
salary in order to prove worth. Address Box 289,

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago, 111.

Equipment for Sale

FOR SALE—Two Baird projectors complete with
double 25 ampere generator and cinephor lenses, one
12x16 Raven screen and one Fulco unit. Sacrifice,

terms to suit. Address Equipment Clearance Cor-
poration, 39 Broadway, New York.

INVENTORY SALE of $30,000 used theatre equip-

ment. Our warehouse is crowded with this merchan-
dise and must be disposed of quickly at reasonable
prices. Merchandise consists of about 7,000 5 and 7

ply veneered theatre chairs, different styles and de-

signs—all in excellent condition, price ranging from
$1.25 and up. Also about 6,000 upholstered chairs.

Some of these chairs are of the highest grade spring
constructed seats on the market today and many other
styles of upholstered chairs, prices from $1.75 and
up. Large stock of parts for all makes of chairs. Re-
built Simplex, Powers and Motiograph machines, gen-

erators, compensarcs, spotlights, etc., as well as musi-
cal instruments. In fact everything for the theatre.

Write for particulars. We assure you great savings
and will send you literature on our merchandise.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 East
Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-

flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalogue. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.

POWERS AND SIMPLEX PARTS, 20% and 30%
discount. Two Powers 6 B with Peerless lamps. Will
sell separately. Bargains. Address Carol Fenyvessy,
62 St. Paul St.. Rochester, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,

also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best Prices. Write Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

POWERS AND SIMPLEX PARTS at 20 per
cent and 30 per cent reduction. Reflector arc lampi
cheap. Address Carol Fenyvessy, 62 St. Paul St.,

Rochester, N. Y.

Chairs for Sale

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera chairs, 600 uphol-
stered, 800 Veneer. Address Movie Supply Co..
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravuremboso" plate-
less embossing) processes. Special Neargravure 250
envelopes, 500 iVi-yCl^A" letterheads $3.33, or 8^x11"
$4.44, postpaid. Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox, Indiana.

For Sale

FOR SALE in Connecticut town of 10,500 popula-
tion, theatre block, requires around $30,000 cash.
Details. Address Box 365, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

FOR SALE—The King of all State-right road-show
attractions, "The Younger Brothers," in 5 reels, and
"Younger Historical Events," in one reel. Only
once in every 10 years a money maker like this is
offered for sale. The safest and surest buy of them
all. Free with each sale, new laboratory prints; 3
wax figures, standing life size and true to life, dressed
complete in cowboy style big hats, boots, etc.; ban-
ners, photo display boards, one sheets, slides, carrying
cases for films and wax figures. Everything new.
If you haven't several thousand dollars, don't an-
swer. Address E. L. Humphrey, Miami, Okla.

FOR SALE—Two Simplex machines with double
bearing movement. Also Gardner Screen. All in A-l
condition. Address Charles A. Marshall, Rogers,
Ark.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you half. New and used
Opera chairs. Address J. P. Redington 8c Co., Scran-
ton, Pa.

REFERENCE BOOKS—Motion Picture Trade Di-
rector, $10; Anatomy of Motion Picture Art, $2.50.
Films of the Year, $2.50; Close Up, annual subscrip-
tion $3.50. These books may be ordered through us.
Send check or money order with your request. Ad-
dress Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.

Theatres for Sale

FOR SALE—Theatre, well equipped. Three hun-
dred seats. Town two thousand, north central
Illinois. Selling to dissolve a partnership. Address
Box 356, Exhibitors World-Herald, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago.

FOR SALE—Lyric Theatre, Salem, Mo.
Making money.

Good buy.

THEATRE seating 1,400 in city of fifty-five thou-
sand. Stage 30x60. Fully equipped for road shows,
dramatic stock, vaudeville and pictures. Pipe organ-
Lease expires soon. Owners active in other lines.
Will make attractive proposition for quick sale. Ad-
dress Box 366, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dear-
born St., Chicago.

FOR SALE—Good theatre, college town; only thea-
tre; new equipment. Part down; easy terms on bal-
ance. Melick Bros., Eureka, 111.

BRAND NEW THEATRE for sale at a bargain.
Just opened, doing fine. For particulars write 2528
Block Ave., Q, Ft. Madison, Iowa.

(Continued on next page)

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald-World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising

department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in

solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount

if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this

week. The cost is small, the results are great.
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(Continued from preceding page)

Organs for Sale

FOR SALE — Reproduco pipe organ. Operates

mechanically or hand. Worth $1,600. Sacrifice at

$1,100. Address Gem Theatre, Sheboygan, Wis.

FOR SALE—Seeburg Automatic electric player

piano at a bargain. Silver gray finish, like new
throughout. Address Star Music Co., 4837 Cottage

Grove Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurhtzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ, used or new. Reproduco Pipe Organs.

Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, I1L

Gift [Sight Souvenirs

GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine

novelties in our large free catalog at genuine whole-

LETTE RS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor is

invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity

adds forcefulness to any statement.

Unsigned letters will not be printed.

Good Film Moves Soul

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—To the Editor:

Entertainment for the soul is what talking

pictures are. A good one stirs every emotion

to the utmost, literally speaking, moves one's

very soul to respond, so Vision Tone, a com-

bination of sight and sound, is good for the

soul in the form of entertainment—Jay Gep-

hart, Indianapolis, Ind.

"Big Pictures"

DOTHAN, ALA.—To the Editor : I'd like

to say a few words on the question, "What's

the matter with the movies."

According to my way of thinking, and from

the study I have given the situation for the

past three years, and the money I have lost

on the socalled big pictures, the first thing I

will say is, the "movie business" will have to

come down to earth. It thinks it is away up

;

I can't find words to say just how high up.

The producer thinks he is pleasing the public

by charging so much for rotten pictures, try-

ing to make the public think they are getting

something and when you see it, it's altogether

something you wouldn't spend a cent to see.

When I see a picture advertised thus : "Com-
ing, a Million Dollar Production by So &
So," right then and there I put that date down,

so I won't see that picture, because it won't

be anything like it is advertised to be. The
public will be disappointed and the exhibitor

will be sick, from the box office standpoint.

Prices for all pictures are on the extreme.

Stars expect too much money for what they

do, producers want all you have or ever ex-

pect to have for any picture they make.
They've got it all figured out. They know
what an exhibitor will take in and he takes

good pains to see that the contract calls for

the amount the exhibitor expects to take in

on a picture and a split of 50-50 of a dime if

the exhibitor should be lucky enough to take

a dime in more than he has charged for the

picture.

The situation is alarming. I say there

should be something done and done quick to

force the producers to make pictures the pub-

lic wants to see, and make them good, clean

and attractive, and not so long, and sell them
to the exhibitors at a live and let live price.

There is no picture—I don't care who made
it, or who the star is—worth more than 35

cents to see. I'd never look at another picture

before I'd pay 50 cents to see one. There are

none worth 50 cents, and after all's said and
done pictures are all alike nowadays. When

sale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st. St., New York.

Projector Repairing

FOLLOW THE CROWDS—They Know Best. For
Superior Craftsmanship—Dependable Service and
Moderate Prices, send your Repair Work to our
Peerless Shop. Every Job Guaranteed. Relief
Equipment Loaned FREE. Established Over 20
years. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 395 South
Second Street, Memphis, Tenn.

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer yon
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One

you've seen, say, fifty pictures you will have
seen most everything that can be done on the

screen, so why should the public be forced to

pay 50 cents for an entertainment such as

pictures offer today.

I don't blame the public for not falling for

the "movies." I don't fall for them, and I

can't blame my people for not falling. If I

wasn't in the show business you couldn't pay
me to sit through such a picture as "The Case
of Lena Simth," "The Patriot," "Our Dancing
Daughters," "King of Kings," etc. Not that

these pictures are not all right, but just be-

cause they do not appeal to my taste.

* * *

When I go to the movies I want to see

something that will make me glad I am living,

make me forget for the time being any
troubles or worries I might have, and I'd like

to be able to take three or four of my friends

in and not feel that I had spent a week's sal-

ary for the show. The working class of peo-

ple are the people who keep the picture shows
open, and the salaries they make won't allow
them to spend much on amusements such as

the movies. Therefore, it seems to me that

since this is the class that the movies appeal
to, the producers should be appreciative

enough to try and make pictures they like to

see, and sell them so they could see the most
of them at 25 cents.

* * *

A man with three or four children can take

the whole family to the movies if he can get

in for 10 cents and 25 cents, and all will be
happy, whereas if he has to pay 25 cents and
50 cents for the family he can't go, that's all

there is to it. They'll just have to stay at

home and maybe the old man will go for 50
cents, whereas if he could buy the show for

10 cents and 25 cents the whole family would
go. Now let's see, four children at 10 cents

each is 40 cents and two for the mother and
father at 25 cents is 50 cents. This totals 90
cents. They have all had a good time for 90
cents and they feel good over it. On the
other hand, the old man went to the show for
50 cents, the exhibitor lost 40 cents and the

balance of the family is mad, because Pa
wouldn't take them. But how could he?
Please tell me. Well, there you are.

If the exhibitors would all get together
and refuse to buy the pictures at high rentals

the producer would soon learn his lesson and
come down to earth again. The small exhib-
itors are the ones to get together and force
the film rents down. That's where they get
their money from. It's not the big fellows
that pay the profits, but the poor little fel-

lows. They pay the profits, you bet they do,
because they have the exact amount figured
out that the small exhibitor will take in, and
he sees to it that this is drawn up in the con-
tract. Therefore, the small exhibitors are all

running their houses for the benefit of the
producers and the producers don't care a snap
what becomes of the small exhibitors just so
he gets his profits. I don't blame the public
for turning their backs on the movies. I have
a theatre and I haven't seen a picture in four
weeks. I'm sick and tired of them. They

of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-

nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago, 111.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED—2 Peerless or Powers Projectors, alss

Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-
third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago, 111.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,

projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply C».,

844 Wabash, Chicago.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

all look alike to me, and to think that we
have to pay such high prices for such enter-

tainment. I'd like to hear from some other

exhibitors who love the movie business as I

do. The small exhibitor is the fellow who
pays and pays.

—

Hattie Mizelle, Alcazar the-

atre, Dothan, Ala.

On Non-Theatricals

MONTEZUMA, IND.—To the Editor:

Had a nice visit with our friend J. C. J. a

few weeks ago and surely confirm his state-

ment with regard to there is to be 5,000 less

theatres in operation by 1931 and it looks as

though "It won't be long now!" There are

already two closed in our vicinity now and it

looks as if I will be No. 3 in a short time.

J. C. J. surenell knows what he is talking

about. With basketball, school plays, church
plays and what not, how are we going to hold

on much longer? We pay taxes and contrib-

ute to the support of churches (which we are

glad to do), but do not get consideration and
support from them. We even offer our thea-

tre to them free of charge on nights when
we are closed, but it seems there is a jinx

on the movie business. What can be done?
Of course, better pictures would help a lot,

but how are we going to get them in time to

keep us open even for one more year? Mr.
Hays sure sewed up the exhibitor.

I was pooh-poohed when I bought M G M
product as buying telephone numbers, but they

are proving to be the best on the market as

a whole and not at an insanity price.

Give us, oh give us, big boy, some relief

and make it snappy.—R. D. Young, Rex thea-

tre, Montezuma, Ind.

From Scotland

ABERDEEN, SCOTLAND—To the Edi-

tor :—To save further worry on the part of

the great American motion picture industry

over the right word to use instead of that

awful word "Talkie," I am writing you to

settle the point once and for all.

Going to your Latin roots, boy, the solu-

tion is mighty easy. Dialogue picture (s)

—

DICTON (s)— Talking film actor (s)—
DICTOR (s)

;
Talking film drama—Dicto-

drama; Talking comedy—Dictocomedy; Talk-
ing film actress (es)—Dictress (es).

Your word "audien" is tri-syllabic. Aline

has only two syllables. Your word is capable

of regional and international mispronuncia-
tion. In fact, even an educated person might
be pardoned for wondering if you mean "aw-
dee-en," or "ow-dee-en," or "oh-dee-en," and
an uneducated party might call it "oh-dyin'."

So I've settled the thing for you. And don't

let me hear you cal! it "dicture" either.

—

Wm.
Findlay Pirie, Electric theatre, Aberdeen,
Scotland.

Study Chicago Theatres
Chicago theatres and hotels are to be used

as models for a community hotel and theatre

to be erected in Elyria, Ohio. James A.

Hewitt of Elyria is in Chicago to inspect

local structures.
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Copyright, 1929

Columbia
NOTHING TO WEAR: Jacqueline Logan—Very

light and pleasing picture. Had several good com-
ments on it. Six reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun the-

atre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

COURT MARTIAL: Special cast—I was begin-
ning to think that Betty Compson was a by-gone,
but her work in this one brings her right back in

the front row. A very good picture, a little above
the average.—William L. Chilton, Colonial theatre,

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.—General patronage.

THE LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER: Bert Lytell—
80%. Another "Lone Wolf" that went over nicely.

Will be best received in houses that have played
the preceding "Lone Wolf" pictures. A crook pic-

ture of the higher type and may be used on Sunday.
None of the sordidness that is expected in most crook
pictures. Seven reels.—M. D. Frazier, Empress the-

atre, Arma, Kan.—General patronage.

RESTLESS YOUTH: Special cast—This is

one of the finest program pictures that any ex-
hibitor could wish to show. The court room
scenes are very well done, and when the verdict
was announced in favor of the heroine, every-
one gave a sigh of relief. In fact, the whole
picture holds interest from start to finish. One
patron remarked that it should have been made
into a "talkie." Marceline Day is very charm-
ing in this picture and Ralph Forbes is a real

he-man type hero. The entire cast does very
well. Pleased 100 per cent. Play it and boost
it.—William F. Chilton, Colonial theatre, Sault
Ste. Marie, Mich.—General patronage.

STREET OF ILLUSION: Special cast—65%.
January 19-20. Weak start and draggy. About the

time the audience made up its mind that it was
disgusted, the story takes on suspensive action.

Partly tragical ending. Six reels.— M. D. Frazier,

Empress theatre, Arma, Kan.—General patronage.

STREET OF ILLUSION: Special cast—Another
real good picture for Columbia. I hope everyone
that is on the way proves as good as this. Of
course, it won't appeal to those who crave Western
type, but for the better class audience it's the ideal

program.—William L. Chilton, Colonial theatre, Sault

Ste. Marie, Mich.—General patronage.

STOOL PIGEON: Special cast—42%. January
15-16. Good crook drama. Print and photography
good. Six reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Gris-

wold, Neb.—General patronage.

THE BLOOD SHIP: Hobart Bosworth—January
23. Very good sea story, though I find it hard to

get 'em in on sea pictures.—Frank Sabin, Majestic

theatre. Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

First National

NAUGHTY BABY: Alice White—60%. February
1-2. The best one I have had with Alice White. It

pleased much better for me than "Show Girl" did.

Seven reels.—W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair, la.

—General patronage.

SYNTHETIC SIN: Colleen More—60%. February
5-6. Another good one. It is different from her
other shows. It starts out rather tame, but soon
makes it all up. She tries to be bad, all right. Seven
reels.—W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair, la.

—

General patronage.

THE HAUNTED HOUSE: Chester Conklin—
January 11. This was well liked and drew a good

crowd. The kiddies were so thrilled they held their

tummies, but all the king's horses could not have
pulled them away. Everyone left with a smile on his

face. But honestly, we did not think much of it.

It pleased, so why worry ? Six reels.—R. D. Carter,

Fairfax theatres, Kilmarnock, Va.—General patron-
age.

COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE: Special cast—
20%. January 21-22-23. Splendid picturization of a
most modern topic. Will appeal especially to women.
Well staged and acted. Business disappointing on
account of severe cold weather. Don't pass it up.

Seven reels.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Sel-

kirk, Man.—General patronage.

SCARLET SEAS: Richard Barthelmess—Fair pro-

gram picture. Barthelmess not worth the money I

pay for him. Might be better bet other places, but

not here. Seven reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
theatre, King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

HEART TROUBLE: Harry Langdon—J0%. Feb-

ruary 7. One of the worst I have ever seen. Quite

a few people walked out on this one. People know
too much about pictures to be entertained with this

kind of stuff.—Wendell Werner, Opera House, Tell

City, Ind.—Small town patronage.

SHOW GIRL: Alice White—Give this girl good
pictures and she will rival Clara Bow. Nice to look

at if director will keep her from overacting. Act-

ing is killing pictures anyway. Jannings, considered

great, is poison to my box office. He could have
stayed on the other side of the ocean, so far as I

am concerned. I predict that if Alice will be herself,

she will be great.—R. S. Wenger, Miami theatre.

Union City, Ind.—General patronage.

SHOW GIRL: Alice White—80%. January 27.

This star is getting popular here. A little spicy for

A DELUGE OF VOTES
BALLOTS came in by the hatsful this

week, arriving from every section of the

nation and from Mexico. And the effect was
to put Richard Dix in the lead of the male
players, Barthelmess in third place and to

bunch others in the trail of him and Lon
Chaney, who gave way to Dix. As for the

feminine players, Clara Bow only increased

her commanding lead, but Colleen Moore,
after slipping back into third place last week,
again headed Joan Crawford to retake

second position.

This race for the penultimate honors re-

veals an interesting aspect of the vote. Both
Miss Crawford and Miss Bow are "new"
stars. Miss Moore has been preeminent for

lo, these many years. But the "veteran" is

proving a hardy competitor for the "young-
sters."

As announced last week, the contest closes

March 1. No votes will be counted after that

date, the final results to be published in the

issue of March 9. So get your votes in,

folks!

The ftandines thus far are as follows:

FEMININE
Clara Bow 76
Colleen Moore 33
Joan Crawford 32
Billie Dove 21
Laura La Plante ..- 19
Norma Shearer _ 17
Mary Brian 11
Janet Gaynor 10
Dolores Del Rio 9
Bebe Daniels 9

Patsy Ruth Miller 8
Shirley Mason 8
Sue Carol 8
Gloria Swanson 7
Greta Garbo - 6
Anita Page 6
Mary Pickford 6
Nancy Carroll 5
Dolores Costello 4
Louise Lovely 4
Marion Davies 4
Fay Wray _ 3
Josephine Dunn 3
Dorothy Mackaill 2
Vilma Banky 2
Esther Ralston 2
Norma Talmadge 2
Marie Prevost 2
Mary Astor 2
Marian Nixon 2
Lillian Gish
Florence Vidor
Alice Joyce
Margaret Livingston
Helen Foster
Jane La Verne
Louise Lorraine
Louisa Fazenda
Evelyn Brent
Alice White
Marceline Day
Viola Dana
Olive Borden
Betty Bronson
Sally O'Neil
Mary Philbin --.

Flora Finch
Virginia Bradford
Helene Costello
Lois Wilson
Corinntt Griffith

Lois Moran
Ruth Taylor

MALE
Richard Dix 43
Lon Chaney 34
Richard Barthelmess 26

William Haines —
Charles Rogers
William Farnum -.

John Gilbert

Gary Cooper
Hoot Gibson
Conrad Nagel
John Mack Brown
Ramon Navarro ....

William Powell ....

Ronald Colman —
Reginald Denny ...

Tom Tyler
Barry Norton
Harold Lloyd
Richard Arlen
('live Brook
Charles Murray ....

Jack Holt
Lloyd Hughes
Tom Mix
William S. Hart ....

William Boyd
Glenn Tryon
Tom Meighan
John Barrymore
Frankie Darro
Charles Farrell ....

Norman Kerry
Walter Pidgeon ....

Percy Marmont ....

Warner Baxter
Charles Delaney
Victor McLaglen
Al Jolson
Nils Asther
Karl Dane
Ken Maynard
Edmund Lowe
Monte Blue
George Lewis
Milton Sills

Malcolm MacGregor
Baldy Belmont
Joe E. Brown
Bert Lytell

Dustin Farnum
George Bancroft ....

24
22
21
19
18
18
13
9
8
6
6
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Sunday, but a very clever picture. It pleased.—
Wendell Werner, Opera House, Tell City, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

CODE OF THE SCARLET: Ken Maynard—Ken
Maynard's are all good and this is no exception. A
North woods mounted police story. Ken looks like

a million dollars in his mountie uniform.—Dinsmore
ft Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark—Small town
patronage.

LADIES NIGHT IN A TURKISH BATH:
Mackaill-Mulhall—Extra good. Brought more
laughs and comments than any we have played
in a long time. No cause for offense any place,

as the title might indicate.—Dinsmore & Son,
Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE GLORIOUS TRAIL: Ken Maynard—75%.
January 26. This star always goes good here, this

picture pleased everybody.—Wendell Werner, Opera
House, Tell City, Ind.—Small town patronage.

THE HAWK'S NEST: Milton Sills—Liked better
here than any Sills picture we ever played. Good
mystery underworld drama, with no love scenes. That
is what our patrons appreciated, as Sills is too ma-
ture to play lover parts.—Dinsmore & Sons, Majestic
theatre, Weiner, Ark.—Small town patronage.

THE YELLOW LILY: Billie Dove—January
16-17. A very fine picture that every one praised
and enjoyed. Billie Dove is good and is popular
with our patrons. Her pictures are always first

class entertainment, and folks come to see them.
Seven reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kil-

marnock, Va.—General patronage.

CAPTAIN RANGER: Special cast—January 22.

Awful. Why do we have to use these foreign made
pictures? I would rather wait until pictures get old
and pick what I want. We'll have to watch our
step or we will find our patronage gone some day.
Eight reels.—M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, As-
toria, 111.—General patronage.

WATERFRONT : Mulhall-Mackaill—January 15.

An enjoyable comedy.—M. W. Mattecheck, Lark the-
atre, McMinnville, Ore.—General patronage.

THE TEXAS STEER: Special cast—January 31-
February 1. One of Firef National's socalled and
priced specials, on which I took in in two days jusi
half what the picture cost me. Just a fair program
picture. Eight reels.—Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre,
Villa Grove, 111.—General patronage.

THE TENDER HOUR: Billie Dove—90%. Febru-
ary 2. Personally, I did not care much for this,

though it ended better than it began. The audience
seemed to like it, however. Too many scenes out of
focus.—H. S. Boyd, Community theatre, Waterbury,
Conn.—General patronage.

THE CRYSTAL CUP: Mulhall-Mackaill—Punk,
rotten, terrible ; weather ditto. Seven reels.—George
H. Koch, Gem theatre, Lyndon, Kan.—General pat-
ronage.

AMERICAN BEAUTY: Billie Dove—Pleased our
patrons. Seven reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal the-
atre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

HEART TO HEART: Mary Astor—40%. Jan-
uary 16. Whoever wrote the title for this picture
must be in love. It's a dandy comedy but the
titled knocked us cold. They gave one look at
the advertising and gave us the ha-ha. It's a
mighty interesting picture just the same. Seven
reels.—C. B. Henry, Charkarohen Hall, Lincoln,
N. H.—Small town patronage.

THE PATENT LEATHER KID: Richard Barthel-
mess—90%. January 15. A very good picture, poor
attendance, reason cold weather and snowstorm.
Print good. Ten reels.—J. Hollenbeck, Liberty the-
atre, Lynden, Wash.—Small town patronage.

FLYING ROMEOS: Special cast—A good program
picture which pulled the laughs. Seven reels.

—

Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—
General patronage.

THE PHANTOM CITY: Ken Maynard—90%.
January 26. Played to capacity house. Personally
do not think this is as good as many of his other
pictures, but he is our best drawing card bar none.
Six reek.—C. B. Henry, Charkarohen Hall, Lincoln,

N. H-—Small town patronage.

THE HAWK'S NEST—Milton Sills—Fairly good
mystery picture. Crowd well pleased. Bought it

right—enough sed.—C. W. Becker, Electric theatre,
Burwell, Neb.—General patronage.

OH KAY: Colleen Moore—70%. January 23. A
good clean comedy and everybody liked it. Interest
did not lag during the entire show. Seven reels.

—

C. B. Henry, Charkarohen Hall, Lincoln, N. H.

—

Small town patronage.

THE CRASH: Milton Sills—60%. January 27.

Fairly good Sills picture. Good for small towns,
and that goes as well for "Waterfront," "Scarlet
Seas," "Show Girl," "The Whip" and "Lilac Time."
Seven reels.—M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, As-
toria, 111.—General patronage.

OUTCAST—Corinne Griffith— 15%. January 14-15-

16. Fine picture, but hardly suitable for small towns.

Up North—but not just now. This is how
it will look around Detroit Lakes, Minn.,
next July—yes, sir, no foolin'! And De-
troit Lakes, you know, is where the
second annual convention of the Herald-
World family is to be held, at the invita-

tion of Andy Anderson of the State thea-
tre there. This is a reminder. For further
information see wluu J. C. Jenkins has to

say over in his Colyum.

Business terrible. This star does not draw for me.
Eight reels.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Sil-
kirk, Man.—General patronage.

OUTCAST—Corinne Griffith—Don't believe I can
give an impartial report on this one for the rea-
son that I can't see Corinne Griffith as a star.
She's a has-been like Gloria Swanson, the Talmadge
sisters, and a lot of others. That's only my own
opinion, understand. As to the picture itself, it's

okay. It did not draw. Seven reels.—P. G.
Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General
patronage.

THE YELLOW LILY: Billie Dove—65%. January
14. Good picture. ' Good acting. Personally, thought
it was as good as anything made by Billie Dove.
Seven reels.—W. L. Matheney, Alexander theatre,
Pickens, S. C.—Small town patronage.

THE WHEEL OF CHANCE: Richard Barthelmess—50%. January 28. Very good picture. Hardly
up to Barthelmess' standard. Eight reels.—W. L.
Matheney, Alexander theatre, Pickens, S. C.—Small
town patronage.

THE NIGHT WATCH: Billie Dove—28%. Febru-
ary 3-4. Good picture, but it did not draw a crowd.
Do not get them in here when it is cold, only on a
10 cent show. Seven reels.—R. D. Young, Rex the-
atre, Montezuma, Ind.—General patronage.

OUT OF THE RUINS: Richard Barthelmess—
January 17. Very good picture. Had many favor-
able comments. Crowd only fair, due to flu epidemic.
—Fred Baroudi, Happy Hour theatre, North Creek,
N. Y.—General patronage.

Fox
CAPTAIN LASH: Victor McLaglen—65%. Febru-

ary 2. This is a good program picture but no spe-

cial. Play it if you can buy it right. We paid the
price of a special but had a hunch not to advance
admission for which we were thankful, although the
final figures were in red. Six reels.—E. B. Conant,
Charkarohen Hall, Lincoln, N. H.—Small town pat-
ronage.

CAPTAIN LASH: Victor McLaglen—February 1-2.

Just fair program. Nothing to brag about. Seven
reels.—F. C. Stanley, Perkins theatre, Holton, Kan.
—Small town patronage.

THE AIR CIRCUS Special cast—January 23-24.

A good picture, but not the big special they sell it

for. Eight reels.—F. C. Stanley, Perkins theatre,

Holton, Kan.—Small town patronage.

MOTHER MACHREE: Special cast—January 31-

February 1-2. The exhibitor who fails to run this

one is cheating his patrons. It is one of the sweet-

est pictures produced for some months. Everyone
in the cast good. Seven reels.—F. C. Stanley, Per-
kins theatre, Holton, Kan.—Small town patronage.

RILEY THE COP: Special cast—Fair program
attraction, not much drawing power.—Paul E. An-
derson, Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont.—General
patronage.

RILEY THE COP: Special cast—50%. January
30. Some liked it, some didn't. Personally did not
think much of it. Six reels.—E. B. Conant, Char-
karohen Hall, Lincoln, N. H.—Small town patronage.

WIN THAT GIRL: Special cast^If David Butler
had not carried things to the extreme so much, such
as having the whole family catch the mumps, includ-
ing the dog, this would have been a very good little

football college romance, but he simply burlesqued
the plot so much that it became positively silly.

Seemed to please the young people and children. Six
reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City,

Mo.—General patronage.

SILK LEGS: Madge Bellamy—January 30. Fine,
drawing title, and picture will please. Not offensive.

Program calibre.—Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre.

Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

LOVES OF CARMEN: Dolores Del Rio—30%.
This picture 6old for a special because these start

are in it, but it is not any more than a fair program
picture. Paid too much for it.—C. C. Kaufman, Gem
theatre, Colusa, Cal.—General patronage.

LOVE HUNGRY: Lois Moran—10%. Why waste
celluloid on such stuff. We would not call it a pic-

ture.—C. C. Kaufman, Gem theatre, Colusa, Cal.

—

General patronage.

HOMESICK: Special cast—Not so good.—Hunstad
& Becker, Princess theatre, Guttenberg, la.—Gen-
eral patronage.

PLASTERED IN PARIS: Special cast—Very good,

a laugh for everyone.—Paul E. Anderson, Liberty

theatre, Kalispell, Mont.—General patronage.

BLINDFOLD: Special cast—Just another fair un-

derworld picture.—Hunstad ft Becker, Princess the-

atre, Guttenberg, la.—General patronage.

PREP AND PEP: Special cast—February 1. Just

a clean little program picture that no one would dis-

like and no one would praise, and will fill a date

if you can't get anything better.—H. B. Wilson, Pal-

ace theatre, Golden City, Mo.—Small town patron-

age.

PREP AND PEP: Special cast—Good entertain-

ment.—Hunstad & Becker, Princess theatre, Gutten-

berg, la.—General patronage.

FOUR SONS: Special cast—99%. One swell pic-

ture, pleases all classes, picture has everything. Nine
reels.—Hunstad & Becker, Princess theatre, Gutten-

berg, la.—General patronage.

FOUR SONS: Special cast—December 7-8. Very,

very good. Consider this one of the best pictures I

have seen for some time. Didn't do the business I

should, but no fault of the picture, and everybody

spoke very favorably of it. It's a cerdit to any house

—play it.—J. M. Reynolds, Opera House, Elwood,

Neb.—General patronage.

FOUR SONS: Special cast—80%. February 3-4.

A very good Fox special, but most Fox specials

are too slow for small towns. "Mother Knows Best"

good ; "Air Circus." poor ; "Street Angel" and "Sun-

rise" no good here. "Mother Machree" went fair,

but made no money except on "Four Sons." Eleven

reels.—M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111.

—General patronage.

THE STREET ANGEL, FAZIL, THE AIR CIRCUS,
MOTHER KNOWS BEST, FOUR SONS: Special

casts—Would class them all as above average pic-

tures. But the gross was small, less than half of

film rented on such pictures. However, I played

them all, and Fox and I both lo6t money.—R. S.

Wenger, Miami theatre, Union City, Ind.—General

patronage.

HORSEMAN OF THE PLAINS: Tom Mix—68%.
January 18-19. Good Western. Print and photog-

raphy fair. Six reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre,

Griswold, Neb.—General patronage.

HANGMAN'S HOUSE: Victor McLaglen—20%.
This kind of pictures will drive patrons out of any-

body's house.—C. C. Kaufman, Gem theatre, Colusa,

Cal.—General patronage.

SUNRISE: Special cast—30%. January 14-15. Sup-

posed to be a special. We are wondering who it

was of the Fox organization that had the idea that it

was.—J. Hurley Drake, Colonial theatre, Farmers-

burg, Ind.—General patronage.

A GIRL IN EVERY PORT: Victor McLaglen—
February 2. Absolutely nothing to it. It was a dis-

appointment to a good Saturday night house. Better

leave it alone, as it certainly won't please. Six reels.

—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.

—Small town patronage.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—Reissue.

A great Western, one of the be6t. If Tom could turn

out six or 6even such pictures per year now as good

as this one, I'd rather have them all than the so
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MR. RAND COMPLAINS
Without any explanatory introduction,

for certainly none is needed, the follow-

ing missive on the way things are going

in the "My Favorite Players" contest, is

respectfully submitted:

"To the Editor: I note that the indoor

sport this year is voting for 'My Favorite

Players' and that MY favorite player is

in third place.

"Dear me, what's the matter with you
boys, anyway—voting so early and often

for Clara Bow. You aren't collegiate or

in your teens or twenties, either, and
Clara is just made for the adolescent, but

for you older dogs to fall for her line

shows that your wife needs to check you
in the baggage room when you leave your
small burg for the white-lighted city. Fd
expect J. C. Jenkins to boost her, for J. C.

is at the giddy, dancing grandpop stage

and wants to appear young. But I didn't

expect sober and staid standby, P. G.
Held, to climb into the Clara Bow band-
wa2on with the rah-rah boys!
"Gosh, what are we coming to, any-

way. I suppose O'Hara will be voting for
Lya de Putti. Oh. you can't ever tell

about these old fellows, but I'm going to

stick to my first love, Colleen, and here's

hoping she wins out by a mile."-—Philip
Rand. Rex theatre. Salmon. Ida.

The only trouble with Brother Rand's
position is that he couldn't bring his fam-
ily into line, every member voting for
entirely different players'.

called specials or hot mama pictures ever made.
People are not tired of good Westerns and never
will be. Seven reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre.
Kansas City. Mo.—General patronage.

ME GANGSTER: William Collier. Jr.—January 17-

18. Can't say much for this one. Seven reels.

—

F. C. Stanley. Perkins theatre. Holton, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

SUNRISE: Janet Gaynor—January 18-19-20.

A good picture of its kind, a special, well made
and well acted bat I just broke even on it.

Just an off week, I think or one not just the
kind for a community like this agricultural one
although this is a farm life picture. Either that
or they are all waiting for "Mother Machree"
or are broke. This picture, I predict, will do
a good business elsewhere, at least it should. I

have no regrets from having run it. Ten reels.

—H. B. Wilson, Palace theatre. Golden City, Mo.
—Small town patronage.

WIN THAT GIRL: January 25-26. Nobody told

me it was good when they came out and I did not
like it, so that's that. Six reels.—F. C. Stanley.
Perkins theatre, Holton, Kan.—Small town patron-
age.

ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD: Mary Astor
—25%. Good entertainment, but not appreciated by
our sturdy Saturday nightere. Would have made a
better Sunday show. I still contend that Fox has
good pictures and stories but their stars don't mean
a thing where the quarters really count.—E. C.

Arehart, Auditorium theatre. Laurel. Neb.—General
patronage.

GATEWAY TO THE MOON: Dolores Del Rio-
Very pleasing. Six reels.—Giacoma Bros.. Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

WHY SAILORS GO WRONG: Special cast-
Played this on a Friday and Saturday and I believe

brought little better than average business. They all

liked it. Six reels.—George H. Koch, Gem theatre,

Lyndon. Kan.—General patronage.

STREET ANGEL: Special cast— 50°',,. January 19.

We most always play the big ones, then sit back and
wipe our eyes. We broke even, for which we are
duly thankful. Take away the large orchestra and
all the fixings that they have in the cities, replace
the city audience with country patronage and your
big pictures flop. The producers do not make the big
pictures for the little fellows in the woods. Nine
reels.—C. B. Henry. Charkarohen Hall. Lincoln, N.
H.—Small town patronage.

NEWS PARADE: Special cast—January 28. This
went over fine. Plenty of action. Seven reels.

—

F. C. Stanley. Perkins theatre, Holton, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

DAREDEVIL'S REWARD: Tom Mix—The usual

Mix picture. The Western were killed by bum di-

rectors, who seemed never to get the spirit of the

cow country on to the screen. We fully agree with

Will Hays when he said, "You must make better

Western silent pictures, make them epics." And Will

Hays is right. Many limes we have shown Westerns
which made us ashamed that such stuff could get

by the censors, 6tuff that ridiculed, burlesqued or in-

sulted the intelligence of the Western people, espe-

cially those of the wide open spaces. And next

the "squawkies" must be endured, at least for awhile.

Five reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tomb-
stone, Ariz.—General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
A WOMAN OF AFFAIRS: Garbo-Gilbert—50%.

January 30-31. Pleased nearly everybody. An ex-

ceptionally well done picture, following closely

Michael Arlen's "The Green Hat." Miss Garbo takes

the picture and keeps it all the way. John Gilbert.

Johnny Mack Brown, Doug Fairbanks, Jr., Lewis

Stone, Hobart Bosworth and Dorothy Sebastian all

good and have unusually good support. Ten reels.

—C. Wallace Smith. Rabum theatre, Clayton, Ga.—
Small town patronage.

A WOMAN OF AFFAIRS: Gilbert-Garbo—10%.
February 6-7. Man, what a picture 1 Patrons com-

mented very highly. Best picture we have shown in

months. By all means raise your admission. Ten
reels.—Orris F. Collins, Palace theatre. Rector, Ark.

—Small town patronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—90%.
January 16. An average Chaney.—J. Hurley Drake.

Colonial theatre. Farmersburg. Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—Why
comment on a Chaney picture. He rings the bell

for the biggest mid-week biz for many weeks.—E.

C. Arehart, Auditorium theatre. Laurel, Neb.—Gen-

eral patronage.

WEST OF ZANZIBAR: Lon Chaney—January 31.

This picture did all right for me. Pete Harrison

is against it, and while it didn't appeal to me as the

nicest kind of story, many others do not also, and
Lon brings them in. No one objected to me about

it at all.—H. B. Wilson. Palace theatre. Golden

City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

MASKS OF THE DEVIL—John Gilbert—14%.
February 3. Now what do you suppose was wrong
with this? Did a third less business on this Sunday
than on the preceding Saturday, whereas the opposite

is almost invariably the rule with us. Had ideal

weather, too. Although this picture was run in

neighboring larger towns just a few days ahead of

U6. do not think that hurt our business as 6uch a

circumstance usually works in our favor a little.

Believe the trouble was this: That the last couple

of Gilbert pictures we ran were not so well re-

ceived by our small towners and lots of them did not

want to take a chance on him again. Neither was
"Masks of the Devil" the type of picture that they

go wild over here. It is a good picture for its

type, and well produced, but is not a small town
subject, in our opinion. Alma Rubens means noth-

ing here, and Eva von Berne is yet too new to mean
anything, if 6he ever does, which we doubt. Well,

'stoo bad. Eight reels.—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland

theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Joan Crawford—
80%. December 29. Just what is liked in our little

town. Make them peppy, Joan. That's what counts.

Eight reels.—M. W. Hughes. Colonial theatre, As-
toria, 111.—General patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Joan Crawford-
January 18-19. No use for me to tell you that this

one is okay, as you've heard it before. It's a little

"hot" in some places, but everything comes out all

right, and it really has a good lesson in it. Your
younger patrons will especially like this one. Play

it.—J. M. Reynolds, Opera House. Elwood, Neb.

—

General patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Joan Crawford—
98%. January 18-19. One of the most entertaining

pictures seen here in last year. Did big business

for two days. Anita Page and Dorothy Sebastian

are excellent. Give us more pictures of this type

and we'll all be sittin' pretty. Snappy musical

score adds materially to entertainment value. Nine
reels.—A. B. Kreiser, Majestic theatre, Myerstown,
Pa.—General patronage.

LADY OF CHANCE: Norma Shearer—January
27-28. A very nice little picture. Will please the

majority.—M. W. Mattecheck. Lark theatre. McMinn-
ville. Ore.—General patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—Our first

Keaton picture and was well received. The China-

town tong war was a lively bit of fierce comedy
that was new and appreciated.—Dinsmore & Son.

Majestic theatre. Weiner. Ark.—General patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—48%. Feb-

ruary 3. An excellent comedy that was very well

A GREAT IDEA!
A favorite players contest in which a

vote would be allowed for one player in

each of various classifications of players,

such as "lover," "comedian," "heavy," etc-

—this is the proposal of W. F. Roth. Jr.,

of the Palace theatre in Gallatin. Tenn.
And it sounds like a great idea. Says
Brother Roth, in a letter accompanying
his ballot:

"Enclosed find my vote in 'My Favorite

Players' contest, but personally don't

think that this does justice to each actor

or actress.

"For instance, I would vote for my
i

favorite cowboy, and that would knock
I
me out of voting for my favorite
comedian, heavy or lover.

"I believe that if you could vote for
each one in his own class distinction, it

would be more accurate and fairer. What
do you say?"
We say, "Thanks for the suggestion."

and shall place this idea where it tcon't

be lost, for reference when the next con-
test is being planned.

received and was liked by all who saw it. Good
clean stuff. Eight reels.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion
theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—A swell little

picture. Good for any house, general appeal. If they
made them all as good we could make some money.
—Thanks. M G M.—C. W. Becker, Electric theatre.

Burwell, Neb.—General patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—Decem-
ber 21-22. I think I have played every Buster
Keaton picture that he has made, and I class

this one as one of the best. I consider Keaton
in a class by himself and my patrons like him
very much. Buster, give us some more just as
good. Don't be afraid of this one—step on it.

—

J. M. Reynolds. Opera House, Elwood, Neb.

—

Genera] patronage.

THE TRAIL OF '98: Special cast—February 2-3.

This is one of the best pictures for a small town
that I have ever played. It will stand behind any-
thing you say about it. Ten reels.—Leslie Hables,
Reel Joy theatre. King City. Cal.—Small town pat-

ronage.

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS: Spe-
cial cast—75%. January 14-15-16. Although this

picture is made for sound, it went over well here
silent. A lot of wonderful 6cenery in it, and good
work by the stars.—Wendell Werner. Opera House,
Tell City, Ind.—Small town patronage.

FOUR WALLS: John Gilbert—Good show. Pleased
all.—Paul E. Anderson, Liberty theatre, Kalispell,

Mont.—General patronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—Feb-
ruary 2. Best Chaney picture since "Tell It to the

Marines." Excellent acting, plenty of action and
altogether a first class picture for any exhibitor.

I rate it as a 100 per cent picture.—George Lodge,
Green Lantern theatre, Claymont. Del.—General pat-

ronage.

EXCESS BAGGAGE: William Haines—January
15. Excellent. Haines not at his best. Josephine
Dunn was fine. Picture above the average and most
interesting from every angle. Good entertainment.

George Lodge. Green Lantern theatre. Claymont, Del.

—General patronage.

BROTHERLY LOVE: Dane-Arthur—Another good
one from this comedy team. A satire on the com-
forts of some of the modern penitentiaries, but ex-

aggerated in 6uch a degree that even the kids recog-

nized it was spoofing. Plenty of action and lots of

Mo Losses in the Box Office

icket Registers
AutomaticTicket
Register Corp.
723 Seventh AveNew York

T.cketsj&t Every Purpose*. LOWEST Market Prices
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum
NELIGH, NEB, February 8, 1929.

DEAR HERALD WORLD:
We believe it to be clearly within the range of the truth to state that the crying need of a

large majority of the theatres today is for Western pictures. Those of you who are familiar

with the early history of motion pictures will agree that Westerns were the type of entertain-

ment, more than any other type, that made motion pictures popular with the public.

Westerns on Saturday nights have been the backbone and mainstay of thousands of thea-

tres, without which thousands of them would have been forced to close. This type of enter-

tainment has been the popular type with the rural communities, and it has been to these
rural communities these theatres had to look for their support. In hundreds of instances,

the Saturday night attendance at Western pictures has equalled, if not exceeded, the balance
for the entire week.
Of late, producers seem to have lost sight of this important feature in arranging picture

entertainment. Broadway's idea of entertainment does not seem to fit in well with that of

Main Street.

The industry received a tremendous blow in, the passing of Fred Thomson. Ton Mix
is on a vacation. Buck Jones is off the reservation. Hoot Gibson is reported to be con-
templating turning his back on the Western range, while Ken Maynard is still trying to

keep the industry intact by making popular entertainment for a lot of folks between New
York and Hollywood.

Personally we wouldn't give a nickel for Western pictures, but the good Lord put more
brains than we have in something like 75 million people who don't agree with us in our
ideas of entertainment. Consequently, we are making a plea for Western pictures.

It isn't so very far back when a picture without a "triangle" basis was not considered by
the New York "art critics" as worthwhile entertainment. We have seen more pictures of
men making love to other men's wives than there are hairs on an airedale, and this class

of entertainment was forced on the exhibitors until they revolted and refused these pictures
for their screens. Then New York woke up, and not until then, although it will take
another eye-opener to get her fully awake, but that will come when they cut out Westerns
and hundreds of theatres close.

Walt Bradley of the Moon theatre in this place, says that Tom Mix or Buck Jones or any
other good Western star, will draw more clear money at his box office on Saturday night
than "BEN HUR" or "THE KING OF KINGS," and we predict that 999 out of every 1,000
small town theatremen will say the same thing. Our advice would be for somebody to go
to making Western pictures—but then nobody has asked us for our advice.
We have no financial interest in any theatre, and it's none of our business what kind of

pictures the producers make. We fully realize that, but what knowledge we have gained,
if perchance we have gained any, has been gained in the "school of experience" and our
diploma from that school leads us to believe that we can recite "Mary's Little Lamb" so
that mamma and papa and Uncle Jake and Aunt Lucy will be proud of us. Sometimes
argument is ineffective. We tried to convince a chap once by argument that we weren't
the guy who swiped his watermelons, but we couldn't get away with it, so we took a ballbat.

There isn't any moral to this, except that if the producers will give ten thousand exhibitors
their ear and tie the can on a lot of those wise boys down in N. Y, and start making Western
pictures and other popular entertainment, it will lift a load off of thousands of chests, and
millions of people will forget that they have a radio.

Those of you who have been long in the business will recall that many of the best pictures
in the past have been accidents—pictures that critics said were lemons, and you can readily
recall what they were. Let's all pray that they forget the "artistic" stuff for awhile and give
us some more "accidents." If we were to see another picture like "THE OLD NEST," we'd
just "faw down an' go boom."

* * *

If it wasn't for the eternal vigilance of that boy, Eagle Eye Joe, we'd try and slip in 30 or
40 votes for Nancy Carroll in that "MY FAVORITE PLAYERS" contest now running in the
HERALD-WORLD, but Joe keeps his eye glued to the ballot box like a hound pup watches
a bone, and there is no chance. The rales laid down are that none but exhibitors and their

immediate families can vote, and that's equivalent to saying that the balance of the world
can go lie down and lick their sore leg.

If Joe is as; faithful to his "cherry pie girl" as he is to this contest, she need have no
fears for him when he goes down to the office at 407 South Dearborn Street to attend a
"directors meeting" (or something like that) of nights, even though he drops in at the
Morrison cafe for a while to make whoopee with the girls.

We don't want to try and influence any of you exhibitors (Joe wouldn't stand for that)

but we might be pardoned for suggesting that if you should send in a flock of votes for

Nancy, it would be conclusive evidence of your good judgment, and you would be marching
right up at the front in "THE BIG PARADE," which is soon to start in this contest. But
if you don't want to vote for Nancy, VOTE FOR SOMEBODY—don't do like the Demo-
crats did at the last election.

* * *

We are just in receipt of a letter from Andy Anderson of the State theatre at Detroit
Lakes, Minn, with reference to that gathering of the "Great Unwashed" to be held there
sometime the coming summer.
Andy asks us to help him oudine a program and suggest a time for the meeting, but if he

(Continued on next page)

fun. Dane showed off in bathing beauty style at

one time, but no one kicked, and from the way they

laughed, it must have seemed funny to them.—Dins-

more & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—Small

town patronage.

UNDER THE BLACK EAGLE: Flash—February
2. Advertise the dog big. It's the best we've had

in that line. Story new. You can be sure of

pleased patrons.—Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre.

Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

HONEYMOON: Flash—35%: February 4. I can-
not say much for this one, and my patrons said

less. Too silly, it was not good comedy. Six reels.

—W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair, la.—General
patronage.

THE WIND: Lillian Gish—January 9. Brother

exhibitors, lay off this. Just what the name implies.

—Orris F. Collins, Palace theatre. Rector, Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

TELLING THE WORLD: William Haines—70%.

Very good and took well with my patrons.—C. C.

Kaufman, Gem theatre, Colusa, Cal.—General pat-

ronage.

BEAU BROADWAY Cody-Pringle—Good. Title

no good for small town, but we printed special

bills telling what it was about and got a fair crowd.
Business very dull.—Dinsmore & Son. Majestic the-

atre, Weiner, Ark.—Small town patronage

ACROSS TO SINGAPORE: Ramon Novarro—

A

very good version of an old plot. Eight reels.—A. J.

Sass, Star theatre, Willow Springs, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

ACROSS TO SINGAPORE: Ramon Novarro—
50%. Purely a wa6te of good talent to throw Novarro
away on this poor picture. Plenty of action of the

rough kind.—M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre, Arma,
Kan.—General patronage.

THE FLYING FLEET: Ramon Novarro—
50%. February 4-5. This one is called "the ace

of air epics." It gave 100 per cent satisfaction.

Will stand a raise in admission anywhere. Six

inches of snow held my crowd down, but those

who did come were delighted. Lots of flying,

scores of planes, a clean love-story and excellent

advertising for the government flying service.

Novarro is good, Ralph Graves is excellent sup-

port, and Anita Page is beautiful. Unusually
good photography. This is in every way a

"BIG" picture. Eleven reels.—C. Wallace Smith,

Rabun theatre, Clayton, la.—Small town pat-

ronage.

LADY OF CHANCE: Norma Shearer—40%. Janu-
ary 21. About the poorest Shearer we have used in

6ome time. Eight reels.—W. L. Matheney, Alexander
theatre, Pickens, S. C.—Small town patronage.

THE CARDBOARD LOVER: Marion Davies—It

would hardly be possible to pick a title with less

box office draw than this one. The picture itself is

a fair comedy-drama. Supposing you had a wife and

three or four kids and 70 or 80 6hows to choose

from all within a 15 minute drive. Would you pick

this one? Blah! Eight reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun

theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special cast—Myself and patrons

very much disappointed. Sold as a special, and with

these two stars and King Vidor directing, I ex-

pected a real picture. To the contrary, it's a weak
sister. Nothing to it. Eight reels.—P. G. Vaughan,
Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT: Flash—A real good

picture. Made some money. Favorable comments.

Metro had the goods this year.—C. W. Becker,

Electric theatre, Burwell, Neb.—General patronage.

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS: Spe-

cial cast—20%. January 24-25-26. A picture which

for pictorial beauty is hard to beat. The scenery

is marvelous, and the underwater scenes defy descrip-

tion. There is a good story, yet the picture is more

educational than entertaining. Monte Blue as the

beach comber doctor is immense, and Miss Torres

makes a charming native girl. Business poor owing

to severe cold weather. Nine reels.—S. B. Ken-

nedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.—General patron-

age.

QUALITY STREET: Special cast—January 30.

This picture is just too silly to run. Had lots

of walkouts on this. Why, oh why, do the ex-

changes wish 6uch pictures off on us? They sure

hurt your trade. Six reels.—Mrs. C. Knox, Star

theatre, Villa Grove, 111.—General patronage.

FOUR WALLS: John Gilbert—January 6. Just

fair. Gilbert does not draw for me.—M. W. Matte-

check, Lark theatre, McMinnville, Ore.—General pat-

ronage.

THE THIRTEENTH HOUR: Special cast—80%.

Very good mystery play. Brought out many com-

ments.—H. S. Boyd, Community theatre, Woodbury.

Conn.—General patronage.

BROTHERLY LOVE: Dane-Arthur—January 25-

2G. I guess I've played all of the Dane and Arthur

pictures and. personally, I like them. Some exhibi-

tors crabbed about "Baby Mine," but I played it

and got by in good shape. This one, however, is a

little better, and I think Dane and Arthur have found

that it doesn't pay to make them too "smutty."—

J. M. Reynolds, Opera House, Elwood. Neb.—Gen-

eral patronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—90%.
February 1-2. A very good Chaney picture, which

drew exceptionally well. Patrons' comments favor-

able. Business increases on each Chaney picture.

Keep up the good work, Lon. This in our opinion

is his best picture 6ince "Mr. Wu." Eight reels.—

A. B. Kreiser, Majestic theatre, Myerstown, Pa.—

General patronage.

FORBIDDEN HOURS: Ramon Novarro—50%.

January 30. A pleasing little picture which pleased

most of patrons. Fairly good midweek business.

Renee Adoree and Roy D'Arcy also in the cast and

are very popular in this town. Novarro one of

town's favorites. Five reels.—A. B. Kreiser, Ma-

jestic theatre, Myerstown, Pa.—General patronage.

DETECTIVES: Dane-Arthur—This picture failed
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to make a hit. it can be termed without fear of

eontradiction as "rotten." Seven reels.—Giaeoma

Bros.. Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General

patronage.

THE ADVENTURER: Tim McCoy—Heaven help

and forgive us for presenting many Westerns that

were not Western in trath and fact, and we are

glad that Westerns are on the skids. Five reels.

—Giaeoma Bros.. Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.

—

General patronage.

SKIRTS: Syd Chaplin—Lots of laughter—the pa-

trons seemed pleased. Six reels.—Giaeoma Bros.,

Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

Pathe-P D C
MAX MADE WOMEN": Leatrice Joy—The nearest

to a complete flop that we have had the misfortune

to place on our screen for years. If you have it

bought, leave it in the can. Just started Pathe

contract. If they are all like this one, it will be

necessary to replace them with other product. M G M
would sell us a special for what we paid for this

wasted film.—C. W. Becker, Electric theatre. Bur-

well, Neb.—General patronage.

MAN" MADE WOMEN": Leatrice Joy—31%. Febru-

ary 3. This was an absolute waste of perfectly good

film. There is no reason for the title, as all the

women in this piece of cheese make monkeys of

the men. After watching this ramble along four

times, I had the nerve to ask one of the patient pa-

trons what it was all about and he said. "Damifi-

know."—Mr. Owen, The Victory theatre, Brooksville,

Fla.—Small town patronage.

CELEBRITY: Special cast—30%. Very poor, it

was a shame to waste time and money on this one.

—C. C. Kaufman. Gem theatre, Colusa, Cal.—Gen-

eral patronage.

MARKED MOXET: Junior Coughlan—i5°'o- Great

for the kiddies but not much for the adults.—C. C.

Kaufman, Gem theatre, Colusa. Cal.—General patron-

age.

THE COP: William Boyd—16%. January 9-10.

Disappointing, unsatisfactory, too dark, too many
night scenes, too much crook stuff. Boyd, Hale and
Logan played their parts well, but why put them in

such a picure? Our patrons did not like this one.

To our way of thinking, there are too many crook

pictures. Seven reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax the-

atre. Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

THE COP: William Boyd—January 11-12. Not
bo good. Did not please the majority. Action slow.

—M. W. Mittecheck, Lark theatre, McMinnvile, Ore.

—General patronage.

TENTH AVENUE: Phyllis Haver—January 25-26.

Did not please. Action very slow. Could have all

been put into three reels.—M. W. Mattecheck, Lark
theatre, McMinnville, Ore.—General patronage.

SKTSCRAPER: William Boyd—100%. January 19.

Excellent picture with many laughs and enjoyable

action.—H. S. Boyd, Community theatre, Woodbury,
Conn.—General patronage.

KING OF KINGS: Special cast—75%. January
21-22-23. This is a fine picture. One of the best,

but not a box office picture. Does not have the

drawing power.—J. Hurley Drake, Colonial theatre,

Farmersburg, Ind.—General patronage.

Paramount
ABIE'S IRISH ROSE: Special cast—When we

opened with sound we used this picture, and what a
hit it made! Due to heavy storms we didn't do

the business we would have done otherwise. Nancy
Carroll is a knockout and is coming to the top fast.

Everyone in the cast does his part to perfection.

It's a real special worthy of an increase—William L.

Chilton, Colonial theatre, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

—General patronage.

THE SHOPWORN ANGEL: Special cast—A splen-

did picture. One of those pictures that you can see

over again without feeling bored. It has a different

ending from the usual, and your patrons are apt to

be disappointed with it, but taking the whole picture

into consideration, it is the only right ending. The
talking sequences in the last reel were very, very
good and I think this is the reason my patrons wanted
it to last longer.—William F. Chilton, Colonial the-

atre, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.—General patronage.

THE SHOPWORN ANGEL: Special cast—

A

daring picture of modern life which might easily

have been spoiled. Handled in an intelligent

manner, which made the delicate situations un-
derstood yet inoffensive. To the stars add Paul
Lucas, who handles a difficult role in a superb
manner. Don't see how any modern audience
could help but enjoy it.—E. H. Greenhalgh,
Greenhalgh theatre, Ferron, Utah.—Small town
patronage.

THE FLEET'S IN: Clara Bow—58%. January 22-

23-24. Good picture, bad roads and bad weather kept
the crowds away. Print and photography good.

J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum
{Continued from preceding page)

and Benfield of Morris, can't arrange these matters, then onr judgment of the ability of

these boys is clear out of plumb.
There is this to be said for them—when they invite gnests to their city they can rest

assured that service and entertainment will be their principal hobby from daylight in the

morning until sunup the next day. Those of you who have never met these boys, hain't

never met nobody yet.

In connection with this gathering, we might make a few suggestions for consideration.

We would suggest that the time be fixed for July 8, until as long as they want to stay (we

expect to stay until the 20th). We are suggesting this date for the reason that most of the

bovs would want to be at home on the 4th, and that would give them time to sober up and

thus make driving of the highways more safe for the public.

We would further suggest that the gathering be open to all persons connected with the

motion picture business in any capacity. We could have guardhouses for the film hounds,

and a committee could be appointed to see to it that the exchange managers were in at

reasonable hours of nights. Marked decks and loaded bones should be barred.

The HERALD-WORLD will undoubtedly open headquarters and have a staff photographer

on the ground to make a visual record of all the doings, and it will behoove all of you to

watch your step. We hope to see this gathering open to every branch of the industry in

this country and Canada, and since we can think of nothing better to offer as a premium,
we will personally give a two-year subscription to the HERALD-WORLD to the one coming
from the longest distance, another subscription for the youngest exhibitor, and still another

for the handsomest exhibitor, to be determined by a committee of ladies, with Mrs. Trags-

dorf as chairman. This, of course, will eliminate Trag from the contest, but then he
wouldn't stand any show, anyhow.
We are without authority to speak for the HERALD-WORLD, but it is quite likely that

that publication will hang up some valuable prizes for the best golf scores and the largest

fish caught. The fish, of course, will have to be weighed, and those that got away would not

be considered.
Knowing Andy and Benfield as we do, we wouldn't be a bit surprised if these boys

arranged for a bunch of folks from Minneapolis to be there to entertain the gang, and if

Nancy CarroU, Marie Prevost, Louise Fazenda and Polly Moran are not there, we know one

guy who will be disappointed. Just think what a line there would be out in front of the

beauty parlors if it were known that Richard Dix, Buddy Rogers and Dick Barthelmess

would be there, not to mention those two Frenchmen, Jay Shreck and George Schutz, and

that Swedish boy, Eagle Eye Joe.

Gosh, it will be the big time of 1929, and you fellows should start planning right now to

be there. Write Andy Anderson at Detroit Lakes, Minn., in care of the State theatre, for

any information relative to the program, camping sites, cottages, hotels, etc. Get your names
on the register early, so the committee can be the better prepared to make the arrange-

ments, for the bigger the attendance, the better the program will be and the better the

committee can arranae for your entertainment. Let this be vour watchword, "Write Andy
RIGHT NOW!"

* * *

It seems like when a new girl breaks into the films, the first thing she wants to do is to

have her picture taken as nearly nude as possible. We saw a picture of one in a recent

paper whose costume consisted only of a pair of slippers. She held a large Valentine heart

up in front of her—and it wasn't St. Valentine's Day, either! We presume that the only

criticism the New York "art critics" would make would be that the heart was too darn big.

Some photographers like to take

Such scenery, it would seem;
And the only kick the boys would make
Is that thev can't "shoot the scene."

* * *

A headline states that Publix has 150 theatres they want to give away. It begins to look

like the lemon market is being overstocked. If any of you boys want to get into the fruit

business, look this matter up.
* * »

It has finally come to what we have contended in this colyum all along, and that is that

the continental yapping of press agents about the "million dollar star salaries" and the

"billions of dollars pouring into the box offices," has subjected the theatremen to attempted

public plunder by legislative enactment. A little sanity, backed up with a pickhandle at

the top, wouldn't hurt the boys at the foot of the class adambit.

The mercury went down last night

To twenty-eight below:
The hull durn works are froze up tight,

We're covered up in snow.

If we could do just as we should
We'd leave this frigid clime,

And go right out to Hollywood
And have a lovelv time.

J. C. JENKINS.
The HERALD-WORLD man.

P. S. The HERALD-WORLD COVERS the field LIKE an April SHOWER.

Seven reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold.

Neb.—General patronage.

THE FLEET'S IN: Clara Bow—If the Bow fans

don't eat this up they will miss a pleasant treat.

This little star knows her stuff, and how she does it

!

If they like Clara, be sure and book it.—E. H.
Greenhalgh, Greenhalgh theatre, Ferron, Utah.

—

Small town patronage.

THE WEDDING MARCH: Special cast—No enter-

tainment. Didn'" even please the high brows. Pa-

trons all disappointed. Don't pay special price.

—

Paul E. Anderson, Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont.

—General patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE : Special cast—January 28.

This is a fair picture sold to me as a special. Too

high priced for me to come out on it. Will please

as a program picture. Eight reels.—Leslie Hables.

Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE CASE OF LENA SMITH: Esther Ralston—
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How They Voted
Following is the list of voters in the "My Favorite Players" contest, with their respective choices
for male and feminine players (in parentheses) and arranged by theatres. The first voter's name is

that of the exhibitor, the next that of his wife (except when conditions are otherwise), and the rest
those of the children. No attempt has been made to arrange the list in any special order, although
the position of each theatre is approximately according to the time the ballot was received.

Broadway, Brooklyn, la.—M. A. Fauver (Laura La Plante, Lob Chan*;) ; Mr». M. A. Fauver (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney); Suzanne Fauver (Joan Crawford
Lon Chaney) ; Jack Fauver (Laura LaPlanla, Lon Chaney).

Richards, Fayelle, Ala.—B. J. Loftlf (Dolores Costello, William Haines).
Grand, Angelica, N. Y.—P. J. Lonaberry (Marian Minn. Lon Chaney); Mr*. P. Lonaberry (Lillian Ciah, John Gilbert).
Cozy, Winchester, Ind.—Will H. Brenner (Dolores Costello, Conrad Nag*l).
Regent, Wayland, Mich.—N. E. Frank (Joan Crawford, William Haines); Mrs. N. E. Frank (Joan Crawford, Richard Dix).
Lansdale, Lansdale, Pa.—John L. Comfort (Louise Lovely. William Farnum) James Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnnm) ; Mary Comfort (Louisa Lovely

William Farnum); Cyril Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum).
Sun, Farwell Nab.—C. A. Dilla (Clara Bow, Reginald Denny) ; Mrs. G. A. Dllla (Clara Bow, Clive Brook) ; Gilbert Dilla (Glenn Tryon, Patsy Ruth Miller) ; Ciona

Dilla, Jr. (Laura LaPlant*, Richard Dix).

Aiken Mills, Bath, S. C.—(H. B. Gric*. owner, says he has too many favorites to Tot*. His family's votu follow): Mildred Grie* (Bllli* Dov*, Barry Norton); Doris
Crice (Dolores Costello, Richard Dix); Carolyn Grice (Greta Garho. John Gilbert); Mabell* Grie* (Clara Bow, Conrad Nag*l).

Gem, Greenriver, Utah—Hulda J. Green (Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix) ; Geneve Green (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers) ; Mali* Green (Clara Bow, Gary Coop.r) ; Jam
Green (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson); George Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper); Lewis Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper).

Clobe, Buena Vista, Va.—Glen Jennings (Margaret Livingston, Percy Marmont) ; Mrs. Glen Jennings (Helen Fostar, Warner Baxter); Gary Jennings (Jane LaVerme
Frankle Darro).

Kootenai, Libby, Mont.—Mr. Klenitz (Colleen Moore, Conrad Nagel); Mrs. Kienlu (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess) ; Isabel Klenitz (Clara Bow, Chariot Rog-
ers); Jean Kienitz (no feminine choice, Gary Cooper).

Capitol, Duncan, B. C—C. C. Baiss (Florence Vldor, Ronald Colman) ; Mrs. G. C. Baiss (Alice Joyce, Ronald Colman) ; Daughter (Dolores Costello, Walter
Pigeon); Son (Dorothy Mackaill, Ronald Colman).

Star, Hay Springs, Neb. P. C. Morgan (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
Star, Hay Springs, Neb. C. S. Horn (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
Ward, Pismo Beach, Cal.—Ivan William Rowley (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney).
Opera House, Victor, Mont.—Mrs. Hornung (Colleen Moore, Richard Dix); Grace Hornung (Marion Davies, Norman Kerry); Robert Hornung (Colleen Moore,

Hoot Gibson); Edward Hornung (Laura LaPlante, Hoot Gibson).

Victory, Bala, Ont. W. D. Jackson (Clara Bow, William Haines): Mrs. W. D. Jackson (Marion Davies, Richard Barthelmess); Shirley Jackson (Norma Sheerer,
Ramon Navarro); Gregory Jackson (Colleen Moore, William Boyd).

Columbia, Baton Rouge, La.—W. H. Hall (Joan Crawford. Conrad Nagel).
Alamo, Plainfield, III.—Jay W. Could (Gloria Swanson, Charles Murray); Geraldine Gould (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney); Joyce Gould (Blllie Dove, Richard

Barthelmess); Junior Gould (Colleen Moore, Tom Mii).

Adair, Adair, la.—W. T. Biggs (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. W. T. Biggs (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney) ; Marie Biggs (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney).
Harvard, Harvard, Neb.—J. V. Frank (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney); Mrs. J. V. Frank (Bebe Daniels, Gary Cooper); Genevieve Frank (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).
Whileway, Peach Orchard, Ark.—W. G. Baker (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert); Mrs. W. G. Baker (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert); Winona Baker (Sue Carol, John

Gilbert); Gray Baker (Marion Davies, Tom Tyler).

Princess, Chilton, Wis. R. Pfeiffer (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert); Mrs. R. Pfeiffer (Greta Carbo, John Gilbert).
Worman Circuit, Ogden, Utah—William Worman (Clara Bow, Al Jolson) ; Mrs. William Woman (Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess); Clyde Worman (Clara Bow,

Hoot Gibson) ; Earl Worman (Clara Bow, John Barrymore) ; Orra Worman (Clara Bow, John Barrymore).
Palace, Golden City, Mo.—H. B. Wilson (Janet Gaynor, Richard Barthelmess) : Mrs. H. B. Wilson (Janet Caynor, Charles Delanay) ; Teresa Wilson (Blllie Dove,

Barry Norton); Woodrow Wilson (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney); Theodore Wilson (Blllie Dove, Victor McLaglen) ; Julia Ellen Wilson (Joan Crawford, John
Mack Brown); George Wilson (Anita Page. Charles Fart-ell); Roy Wilson (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney).

Strand, Griswold, la.—P. G. Held (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson); Mrs. P. G. Held (Colleen Moor*, Lon Chaney); Cordon Hold (Clara Bow, no mall choice); Mar
jorie Held (Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess).

Dayton, Dayton, O. John McManus (Anita Page, John Gilbert).

Merino Community, Merino, Colo. John I. Cochran (Mary Pickford, Richard Barthelmess).
Majestic, Weiner, Ark.—C. D. Dinsmor* (Louise Lorrain*, Lloyd Hughes); L. M. Dinsmore (Louis* Fazenda, Jack Holt).
Temple, Federalsburg, Md.—D. E. Jefferson (Evelyn Brent, Harold Lloyd); Mrs. D. E. Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold Lloyd); Evelyn Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold

Lloyd); Roberta Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold Lloyd).

Star, Alabama City, Ala.—W. J. Dunn (Joan Crawford, John Mack Brown); Mrs. W. J. Dunn (Clara Bow, John Mack Brown); Woody Dunn (Billl* Dov*,
Richard Barthelmess); Dick Dunn (Alice Whit*, William Maine-).

Colonial, Montpelier. O.—John C. Rundell (Clara Bow, Barry Norton); Mrs. Edna Rundell (Mary Brian, Charles Rogers); Leota Rundell (Mary Brian, Rlehard
Arlen) ; Viola Rundell (Joan Crawford, Barry Norton).

Marion, Marion Va.—Mrs. J. O. Stephenson (Janet Gaynor, Richard Arlen) ; Virginia Stephenson (Clara Bow, Richard Dix) ; Ola Stephenson (Mareeline Day, Gary
Cooper); Clarence Stephenson (Norma Shearer, Nils Asther).

New York Mills, New York Mills, Minn.—L. J. Shearer (Norma Shearer, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. L. J. Shearer (Norma Shearer, Charles Murray) ; Norma Shearar (Noraae
Shearer, Lon Chaney) ; Virginia Shearer (Lon Chaney) ; Grover Shearer (Norma Shearer, Tom Mix), Joyce Shearer (Norma Shearer, Karl Dane).

Opera House, Coalville, Utah.—T. E. Beard (Colleen Moore, Lloyd Hughes) ; Mrs. T. E. Beard (Norma Talmadge, Lloyd Hughes); Russell Beard (Laura La Plante,

Hoot Gibson); Marjorie Beard (Billie Dove. Reginald Denny).
Opera House, Denlson, la.—Peter Krauth (Colleen Moore, John Gilbert).

Opera House, Denison, la.—John P. Krauth (Colleen Moore, John Gilbert).

Bonny, Mansfield, Mo.—H. C. Yancey (Billie Dove, William Haines); Mrs. Yancey (Colleen Moore, William Haines); Robert Yancey (Blllie Dove, William Halaea).

Lyric, Norrislown,, Pa. James P. Comfort (Shirley Mason, William Farnum) ; Mrs. James P. Comfort (Mary Brian, William Farnum) ; Margaret Comfort (Shirley

Mason, William Farnum); Katherine Comfort (Shirley Mason. William Farnum); Robert Comfort (Clara Bow, William Farnum); Charles J. Comfort (Shirley

Mason, William Farnum); James Comfort, Jr. (Mary Brian, William Farnum); Madeline Comfort (Shirley Mason, William Farnum); Kale Comfort (Shirley

Mason, William Farnum ); Alice Comfort (Vilma Banky, William Farnum); Frank B. Comfort (Viola Dana, William S. Hart); Albert Comfort (Shirley Mason,
William S. Hart).

Strand, New Haven, Conn.—A. Johnson (Joan Crawford, William Haines).
Grand, Big Sandy, Mont.—R. S. Tlngley (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. R. S. Tingley (Josephine Dunn, William Haines) ; O. M. Tinglay (Josephine Dunn, William

Haines); L. M. Tingley (Josephine Dunn, Conrad Nagel).
Castleman, Waterproof, La.—Thomas Castleman (Sally O'Nell, Richard Dix) f Mrs. Thomas Castleman (Greta Garbo, Conrad Nagel).
Sun, Walthill, Neb.—Wendell R. Boughn (Colleen Moore, Gary Cooper); Tommy Boughn (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Kent Boughn (Mary Brian, Richard Arlea) ;

Rosemary Boughn (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess).
Globe, Buena Vista, Va.—E. C. Baye (Gloria Swanson, Jack Holt).

Trio, Farmville, N. C.—H. C. Cooke (BilUe Dove, Conrad Nagel).

Princess, Mocksville, N. C.—J. A. Daniel (Bebe Daniels, Ken Maynard) ; Mrs. J. A. Daniel (Betty Bronson, Rlehard Dix); Lois Daniel (Bebe Daniels, Rlehard
Dix); Ruth Daniel (Billie Dove, John Gilbert).

Lincoln, Bunker Hill, 111.—W. Fahrenkrog (Norma Shearer, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. W. Fahrenkrog (Colleen Moore, Ramon Novarro) ; Mrs. Leona F. Day (Clara Bow,
Charles Rogers); Helen Fahrenkrog (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).

Lyric, Crangeville, Ida.—AI J. Wagner (Clara Bow, William Haines) ; Mrs. Al J. Wagner (Clara Bow, William Haines).
Clermont, Winchester, la.—Joe N. Wagner (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).

Rex, Kemp, Tex.—Albert E. Krutilek (Clara Bow, Richard Dix) ; Mrs. Albert E. Krutilek (Esther Ralston, Charles Rogers) ; Albert Krutilek, Jr. (Mary Brian, Gary
Cooper)

.

Palace, Rankin, Tex.—Barnes E. Perdue (Clara Bow. Richard Barthelmess).
Hollywood, East Orange, N. J.—H. M. Berry (Blllie Dove. Richard Dix).

Mecca, Glendale, Cal.—William Blak* (Gloria Swanson, Richard Barthelmess); Mrs. William Blake (Olive Borden, Ramon Navarro).

New, Springfield, S. C.—C. Frank Lundy (Mary Astor, Gary Cooper); Mrs. G. Frank Lundy (Billie Dove, Cliv* Brook); Betty Jean Lundy (Vilma Banky, Ronald

Colman)

.

(Continued on next page)

Saw this in Paramount's screening room and im-

mediately cancelled it. Will pay for it but not make
my patrons suffer the agony of sitting through it.

Why they put Esther Ralston in such terrible stuff

is beyond me. "The Patriot" is another that was
agony to me, also "The Wedding March."—R. S.

Wenger, Miami theatre. Union City, Ind.—General

patronage.

THE MATING CALL: Thomas Meighan—January
28. This star means less than nothing at my box

office. Seven reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy the-

atre. King City. Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE MATING CALL: Thomas Meighan—48%.
January 27-28. Pretty good picture, but no drawing
card. It is hard to get a picture nowadays that

brings them out. Print and photography poor. Seven

reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—
General patronage.

WARMING UP: Richard Dix—January 13-14.

Good program picture, but no dr.- .ring card at the

box office. I lose money on every Dix picture I

play. Print and photography good. Six reels.—

P. G. Held. Strand thetatre, Griswold. Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE RACKET: Thomas Meighan—February 4-5.

Bang-up good picture, plenty of action.—Orris F.

Collins, Palace theatre, Rector, Ark.—Small town

patronage.

THE VANISHING AMERICAN: Jack Holt—38%.
January 24. Fair Zane Grey. Jack Holt saved it
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How They Voted
(Continued from preceding page)

Endert, Crescent City, Cal.—J. B. Endert (Clara Bow, Reginald Denny).
Odeon, Cottonwood Falls, Kan.—Earl Harmon (Anita Page, William Ftrnam)

.

Jennings, Cleveland. O.—Thomas Urbansky (Janet Gaynor, William Powell); James Urbansky (Janet Gaynor, William Powell); Helen Urbansky (Janet Gaynor, I

William Powell); John Urbansky (Janet Gaynor, William Powell).

Broadway, Centerville, 5. D.—E. E. Holmquist, Sr. (Clara Bow, Richard Dix) ; Mrs. E. E. Holmquist, Sr. (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper); E. E. Holmqoist, Jr. (Clara

Bow, Gary Cooper)

.

Crescent, Haiton, \. D.—Joe Anderson (Greta Garbo, Ramon Navarro).
Opera House, West Point, la.—Ben Brinek (Mary Philbin, Thomas Meighan) ; Mrs. Ben Brinck (Joan Crawford, Ramon Navarro) ; Virginia Brinck (Mary Brian,

William Haines) ; Rath Brinck (Norma Shearer, Ramon Navarro)

.

Dixie, Fulton, Miss.—J. M. Brown (Sne Carol, John Gilbert); Mrs. J. M. Brown (Patsy Rath Miller, Malcolm MacGregor) ; Doyle Brown (Norma Shearer, John
Gilbert); Jimmy Brown I Laura La Plante, John Gilbert).

Rlalto, Mangum, Okla.—Pat Duffy (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Mrs. Pat Duffy (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Mary Duffy (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Ruby
Daffy (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).

Pastime, Grenola, Kan.—E. R. Moreland (Clara Bow, William Powell); Mrs. E. R. Moreland (Esther Ralston, Gary Cooper); L. E. Moreland (Mary Brian, William
Powell).

Pastime, Franklin, N. H.—Ray E. Salisbury (Sne Carol, Gary Cooper).
Fairfax, Kilmarnock, Va.—R. D. Carter (Billie Dove, Milton Sills); Mrs. R. D. Carter (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess)

.

Rita, Alabama City, Ala. R. W. Smith (Sne Carol, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. R. W. Smith (Joan Crawford, William Haines) ; R. W. Smith, Jr. (Joan Crawford, John
Mack Brown) ; James Smith (Joan Crawford, John Mack Brown).

Capitol, Monson, Mass. M. Boduck (Joan Crawford, Charlas Rogers); R. Boduck < Clara Bow, William Boyd) ; Blanche Boduck (Dolores Costello, Charles Rogers) ;

Kathryn Boduck (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).
Liberty, Weeping Water, Neb. H. E. Brookings (Clara Bow, Richard DU) : Mrs. H. E. Brookings (Mary Brian, CUve Brook).
Star, Lawton. Mich. Harry Desenberg (Billie Dove, Richard Barthelmess); Mrs. Harry Desenberg (Colleen Moors, Ramon Navarro) ; Owen Desenherg (Laura

La Plante, George Lewis)

.

Tivoli. Norwalk, Cal.—Frank Chessman (Marie Prevost, Edmund Lowe); Mrs. Frank Chessman (Gloria Swanson, Monte Bine); Gertrude Chessman (Gloria Swanson,

Ronald Colman).
Braca. Sea Isle City, N. J.—L. Braca (Norma Shearer, William Haines); Mrs. L. Braca (Creta Carbo, Richard Dix); Louis Braca, Jr. (Clara Bow, Ramon

Navarro) ; Filomeno Braca (Bebe Daniels, Charles Rogers).
Columbia, La Belle, Fla. 1. G. Attanasio (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney): Mrs. 1. G. Attanasio (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney); Carolina Attanasio (Clara Bow,

William Haines); Charles Attanasio (Clara Bow, John Gilbert); Leonilda Attanasio (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Dolores Attanasio (Dolores Del Rio, Richard

Dix).
Eagle Hall. Carlin, Nov. Carmen M. Roberts (Colleen Moore, Thomas Meighan).
Bijou, Russell, Man., Can.—A. O'Neil (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney); Mre. A. O'Neil (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney); Russell O'Neil (Dolores Del Rio, Lon

Chaney) ; Laurence O'Neil (Dorothy MaekaiU. William Boyd).
Gem, Pontotoc, Miss. J. A. D. Herrington (Flora Finch, Baldy Belmont) ; Mrs. J. A. D. Herrington (Virginia Bradford, John Gilbert) ; Dorothy Herringtoa

(Billie Dove, John CiU>ert). _ ,

New Galen, Marysville, Pa.—H. H. Fisher (Joan Crawford, William Haines) ; Minnie M. Fisher (Joan Crawford, William Haines) ; Austin Fisher (Joan Crawford,

William Haines); Van Fisher (Anita Page, Lon Chaney).
Carlton, Los Angeles, Cal. C. E. Pearey (Helene Costello, Joe E. Brown); Mrs. C V. Pearcy (Lois Wilson, Bert Lytell).

Auditorium, Lynn, Mass.—Stanley Rothenberg (Clara Bow, Richard Dix) ; Mrs. Rothenberg (Corinne Griffith, Richard Dix); Frances Rolhenberg (Clara Bow, Charles

Rogers).
Roxy, Skellytown, Tex.—C. P. Washmon (Billie Dove, Lon Chaney); Mrs. C. P. Washmon (Billie Dove, Richard Dix); Wilms Washmon (Clara Bow, Richard Dix);

Dean Washmon (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
Delta. Delta, Utah. R. L. Wicker (Colleen Moore. Richard Barthelmess); D. A. Bunker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess); Mrs. R. L. Wicker (Colleen Moore

Richard Barthelmess) ; Mrs. D. A. Bunker (Colleen Moore. Richard Barthelmess) ; Cleo Whicker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess) ; Wallace Whicker

(Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess); Ellis Whicker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess) ; Fern Whicker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess); Pearl

Whicker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess) ; Hellen Bunker (Colleen Moore. Richard Barthelmess) ; Dan Bunker (Colleen Moore. Richard Barthel-

mess)

.

Clobe, Btiena Vista, Va. Guy Bavs (Gloria Swanson, Jack Holt).
Majestic, Iona, Minn. C. J. McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson); Mrs. C. J. McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson); Ed MeKenny (Laura La Plante,

Hoot Gibson) ; Grace McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson) ; Charles McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson) ; Laura MeKenny (Laura La Plants, Hoot

Gibson); Frank McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson); Loretta McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson); Muriel McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot

Gibson) ; Patricia McKenny (Laura Le Plante, Hoot Gibson).
Clud, Viborg, S. Dak.—A. E. Lund (Marian Nixon, Lon Chaney); Mrs. A. E. Lund (Clara Bow, Ronald Colman); E. Lund (Laura La Plante, Lon Chaney).

Strand, Oxford. Kan. J. N. Swabb (Bebe Daniels. Richard Dix); Mrs. J. N. Swabb (Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix).
Grand. Tulia, Tex. A. W. Philliss (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Eva PhiUiss-Coodall (Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess); Mae Lawson-Coodall I Clara Bow,

Charles Rogers) ; Alpha Lawler-Goodall (Clara Bow, Richard Dix.)

Crystal, Fulda, Minn. George Rauenhorst (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Mrs. George Rauenhorst (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Duane Rauenhorst (Clara Bow, Richard

Dix).

Palace. Malta. Mont. Carl Veseth (Clara Bow, Charles Murray); Mrs. Carl Veseth (Colleen Moore, Richard Arlen).
Virginia, Hazard, Ky. L. O. Davis (Greta Garbo. William Haines).
Elite, Selling, Okla. Gene Summers (Mary Brian, Hoot Gibson); Richard Summers (Patsy Ruth Miller, Reginald Denny); Myrtle Summers (Laura La Plante,

Richard Dix); Midge Summers (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
167th Street, New York, N. Y.—Dan Blanston (Colleen Moore, Richard Dix) ; Nat Blanston (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney) ; Doris Blanston (Clara Bow, Charles Rog-

ers) ; Irma Blanston (Joan Crawford, William Haines).
Plata. Leoti, Kan.—O. W. Bonner (Marion Davies, Lon Chaney); Janice Bonner (Nancy Carroll, Charles Rogers); Veda Bonner, (Shirley Mason, William Boyd);

Marion Bonner (Joan Crawford, William Haines).
Rex, Henning, Minn.—Arthur Markuson (Norma Shearer, Richard Barthelmess) ; Mrs. Arthur Markuson (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney).
Oasis. Marion, N. C.—F. J. House (Bebe Daniels. Tom Meighan) ; Mrs. E. J. House (BiUie Dove, Tom Meighan) ; Elsie House (Norma Talmadge, Tom Meighan) ;

E. J. House, Jr. (Colleen Moore, Frankie Darro ) .

Cottage, Orange City, la. H. Van Baxtel (Mary Astor, Richard Barthelmess).
Dixie, Celina, Tenn. W. C. Mayfield (Sue Carol, Richard Dix); Mrs. W. C. May field (Sue Carol, Richard Dix) ; Edward Mayfield (Sue Carol, Richard Dix); Beu-

lah B. Mayfield (Sue Carol, Richard Dix).
Manchester, Manchester, Wis. George J. Rhein (Norma Shearer, Hoot Gibson) ; Mrs. Ceorge J. Rhein (Norma Shearer, Conrad Nagel) ; Marion Rhein (Norma Shearer,

William Haines) : Lorraine Rhein (Norma Shearer, John Gilbert).
Hoo-Hoo, Dancette, Tex.—T. A. Nicholson (Mary Pickford. Tom Tyler) ; Mrs. T. A. Nicholson (Mary Pickford, Tom Tyler) ; Marvin Nicholson (Mary Pickford,

Tom Tyler); J. C. Nicholson (Mary Pickford, Tom Tyler).
Capitol, Gadsden, Ala.—Carl Cook (Clara Bow, John Mack Brown); Mrs. Carl Cook (Joan Crawford, John Mack Brown); Grady Cook (Clara Bow, John Maek

Brown); Mae Cook (Joan Crawford, John Maek Brown).
Dixie, Mt. Pleasant, Tenn.—Henry T. Posey (Joan Crawford, Gary Cooper); Fiancee (Joan Crawford, Cllve Brook). [Editor's Note: Some question arose as to

the eligibility to vote of a "prospective" wife. StilL perhaps no one will object if in this case the rules of the contest are stretched a bit into the future.]

Moon, Neligh, Neb. Walt Bradley (Nancy Carroll, Richard Dix); Billie Bradley (Nancy Carroll, Tom Mix); John Bradley (Nancy Carroll, Gary Cooper); Marjori*

Bradley (Nancy Carroll, Richard Dix).
Regent, Brea, Cal. Ray Welch (Marie Prevost, Reginald Denny) ; Mrs. Ray Welch (Gloria jwanson, William Haines)

.

Gates, Lohata, W. Va.—R. E. West (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Mrs. R. E. West (Clara Bow, Richard Dix) ; Margaret West (Janet Gaynor, Richard Dix); Eleanor
West (Janet Gaynor, Richard Dix).

Bijou, Norristown, Pa.—R. J. Gear (Billie Dove, William Farnum) ; Mrs. R. J. Gear (Lois Moran, William S. Hart); R. J. Gear, Jr. (Mary Brian, William Farnam) ;

Anna Gear (Anita Page, Dastin Farnum); Hugh Gear (Anita Page, William Farnum); David Gear (Bebe Daniels, William Farnam); Leo P. Gear (Mary
Pickford, William Farnum); John E. Gear (Joan Crawford, William Farnam).

Rex, Salmon, Ida.—Philip Rand (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney); Mrs. Phillip Rand (Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell) ; John Rand (BiUle Dove, John Gilbert) ;

Phyllis Rand (Ruth Taylor. Charles Rogers).
Wuskanut Community House. Farnumsville, Mass. J. E. Cunningham (Clara Bow. Gary Cooper); Mrs. J. E. Cunningham ( Billie Dove, Gary Cooper).
Palace, Gallatin. Tenn. W. F. Roth, Jr. (Clara Bow, Glenn Tryon) ; Mrs. W. F. Roth. Jr., (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney): W. F. Roth. Sr. (Clara Bow, Jack Holt).
Victoria. Winnfield. La. Clayton Buchanan (Patsy Ruth Miller, Conrad Nagel). Irma Buchanan (Palsy Ruth Miller, Conrad Nagel); NeUle Buchanan (Patsy Ruth

Miller. Conrad Nagel); Fred Buchanan (Patsy Ruth Miller, Conrad Nagel).
Noriega, Hermosillo, Sonora, Mex. Felizardo Torres (Dolores Del Rio, Charles Murray).

Six reels.—W. L. Matheney, Alexander theatre,

Pickens, S. C.—Small town patronage.

SOMEONE TO LOVE: Charles Rogers—70%. Jan-
nary 19. Fair program picture.—J. Hurley Drake,
Colonial theatre. Farmersburg, Ind.—General patron-
age.

SWIM, GIRL. SWIM: Bebe Daniels—February 5.

Just a fair program, nothing more. Six reels.

—

C. Knox. Star theatre. Villa Grove. 111.—General
patronage.

THREE WEEK ENDS: Clara Bow—Clara always
does her stuff, and this one is as good as the others.

You shouldn't get any kicks, as it's a fine piece of

entertainment.—William L. Chilton, Colonial theatre,

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.—General patronage.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—This picture

went over good for me and did as well as we could

expect under conditions. Typical Holt story and
will please those who like this type.—E. H. Green-
halgh. Greenhalgh theatre, Ferron, Utah.—Small

town patronage.

DOCKS OF NEW YORK: George Bancroft—Sorry,
but I can't endorse this from an entertainment

standpoint, especially for the small town. Too sor-

did, and I don't believe the average audience wants
this red light stuff dragged out and classed as en-

tertainment.—B. H. Greenhalgh, Greehalgh theatre,

Ferron, Utah.—Small town patronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Wray-Cooper—10%. Neat
show. Pleased our Sunday nighters very much.
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Gary getting to be quite a favorite here. How
about a photo, Gary? Seven reels.—E. C. Are-
hart, Auditorium theatre, Laurel, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—January 25-26.
Very good picture, but not worth the money we had
to pay. Plenty of other better at half the price.

Seven reels.—F. C. Stanley, Perkins theatre, Holton,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

FORGOTTEN FACES: Clive Brook—49%. Feb-
ruary 5. Here is something that can be stepped
on and you will have a pleased audience. Clive
Brook's acting is wonderful, and the rest of the cast
do equally well. If you get the price right on this

picture you should make some dough. Eight reels.

—

Mr. Owen, The Victory theatre, Brooksville, Fla.—
Small town patronage.

FORGOTTEN FACES: Clive Brook—February 3.

Very good program picture. Eight reels.—Mrs. C.

Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111.—General pat-
ronage.

FORGOTTEN FACES: Clive Brook—January 29-30.

Good picture entertaining and Brook doing some
very fine acting. Eight reels.—F. C. Stanley, Per-
kins theatre, Holton, Kan.—Small town patronage.

RED HAIR: Clara Bow—64%. February 2. Light,
frothy, and more or less meaningless, but entertain-
ing withal. The novel introduction adds interest,

and believe it is the best technicolor we ever saw.
Clara draws very heavily here, but the rotten
chopped-up print we had will injure her drawing
power in future pictures. Impossible to properly
project. Photograhy quite variable. Seven reels.

—

O. B. Wolfe, Sereenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small
town patronage.

THE SECRET HOUR: Pola Negri—25%. Janu-
ary 7-8. Excellent picture. Pola Negri not popular
here. Second night was almost a failure. Picture
lost money for me. Eight reels.—G. H. Wright, Jr.,

Star theatre, Wendell, N. C.—Small town patronage.

SPORTING GOODS: Richard Dix—30%. January
28-29. One of Dix's best. Severe weather held our
crowd away. Excellent photography. Enough regu-
lar Dix wit to keep the picture interesting. Six reels.

—G. H. Wright, Jr., Star theatre. Wendell, N. G—
Small town patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—85%. Janu-
ary 24-25-26. Undoubtedly one of the greatest
pictures ever produced. Jannings certainly made
a big hit in this town. Not a picture for chil-

dren and Westerns fans, but certainly pleased
the student class. Excellent musical score helped
this. Most comments were favorable. Lewis
Stone and Florence Vidor are excellent in support
of Jannings. Twelve reels.—A. B. Kreiser, Ma-
jestic theatre, Myerstown, Pa.—General patron-
age.

SUNSET LEGION: Fred Thomson—90%. This is

the third Paramount Thomson and the best. "Jesse
James" and "Kit Carson" were all wet.—M. D.
Frazier, Empress theatre, Arma, Kan.—General pat-
ronage.

THE MATING CALL: Thomas Meighan—70%.
February 2. Fairly good picture. Prints of Para-
mount are always in very good condition. Seven
reels.—-J. Hollenbeck, Liberty theatre, Lynden,
Wash.—Small town patronage.

JUST MARRIED: Special cast—60%. January 26.

Fairly good comedy feature, nothing big. Print, as
always with Paramount here, in good condition.
Seven reels.—J. Hollenbeck, Liberty theatre, Lynden,
Wash.—Small town patronage.

MORAN OF THE MARINES: Richard Dix—Jan-
uary 26. A dandy picture which will please any
class of audience. Paramount's new product is the
best I have used in years and due to the fine quality
of their new pictures my business is picking up.
Eight reels.—A. J. Sass, Star theatre. Willow
Springs, Mo.—Small town patronage.

AVALANCHE: Jack Holt—January 19. A good
Zane Grey production, excellent for Saturdays.
Seven reels.—A. J. Sass, Star theatre. Willow
Springs, Mo.—Small town patronage.

AVALANCHE: Jack Holt—A good Holt-Zane Grey.
However, the Zane Grey's are not the box office at-

tractions they used to be.—M. D. Frazier, Empress
theatre, Arma, Kan.—General patronage.

AVALANCHE: Jack Holt—90%. January 23.

Zane Grey stories always good here, people like them
here. Print good. Eight reels.—J. Hollenbeck,
Liberty theatre, Lynden, Wash.—Small town patron-
age.

WINGS: Special cast—January 15-16-17. This is

a wonderful production, which drew fair business
under very unfavorable conditions. Our patrons were
very enthusiastic about this picture, and we had
many come to see this twice. Will live up to any-
thing you 6ay in exploiting this sure-fire special.

Fifteen reels.—A. J. Sass, Star theatre. Willow
Springs, Mo.—Small town patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—January 29-30-31. In spite

of bad roads and bad weather we played to almost

HE FOUGHT FOR MARIAN!
A real battle had A. E. Lund of the

Glud theatre in Viborg, S. D., but, be it

noted, it was a battle with himself. And
he won! As did Marian Nixon for he
ultimately sent his vote for her in the
"My Favorite Players" contest. Writes
Brother Lund:
"Here we are from snow-covered South-

eastern South Dakota. I am enclosing
our votes on our favorite players.

"It was a hard tussle I had with my-
self, but I finally won. I hope Marian
Nixon gets a lot more votes, as she's 'hot

stuff'—even though my wife does see this,

I mean it.

"We all like the Herald-World and
someday soon will send a box office

report.

"We are experiencing some very severe
ivinter weather here, and our attendance
the last three or four weeks has been very
small, although very satisfactory under
the circumstances.

"You'll hear again soon, as we feel it

our duty to join the Herald-World gang.
They are a big help to us, as we are still

new in the business."

And that's praise enough for everyone
of us to have a share!

as good housese as saw "The Covered Wagon" and
"The Ten Commandments" in good weather. It is a
wonderful production and I can't boost it enough.
I only wish we could have had a decent break with
the weather and I know we would have set a new
house record. It is the best we have ever played.
Buy it. Boost it and collect. You can't help but
collect, and they will be more than pleased with it.

It is long, I know, but they will forget all about that
part of it. The war photography is the best I have
ever seen. Fifteen reels.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion
theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—The best picture to date as
far as general appeal is concerned. Good in any
house. All we gained was prestige. Paramount
overlooked the fact that it is necessary for us to
make a few dollars to pay rent, taxes and last, but
not least, a living.—C. W. Becker, Electric theatre,
Burwell, Neb.—General patronage.

MORAN OF THE MARINES: Richard Dix—70%.
Just another Dix with Ruth Elder who did not seem
to mean anything.—M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre,

Arma, Kan.—General patronage.

RKO (FBO)
HEADIN' FOR DANGER: Bob Steele—80%.

January 11. "Mark of Zorro" type. Bob is rather

frail for some of the huskies he manhandles. Won-
derful Saturday crowd appeal, though. Six reels.

—

C. C. Klutts, Glades Amusement Co., Moore Haven,
Fla.—General patronage.

THE AVENGING RIDER: Tom Tyler—65%.
January 18. Average Western fare. Six reels.—C.

C. Klutts, Glades Amusement Co., Moore Haven, Fla.

—General patronage.

NAMELESS REPORTS
Reports from New Albany, Ind., have

come in without any name or other means
of identification. The reports are on
"Lilac Time" "Runaway Girls," "The
Road to Ruin," "The Whip" and "Come
and Get It." The report on "The Road
to Ruin" stated, "Here is a picture that

broke house record here. Played to 7,000

people in three days, etc." Will the writer

of these reports please send in his name
so that they may be published?

An unusually large number of reports

lately have been unidentified, and of
course none can be published without the

proper signature. Exhibitors are asked to

make certain that their name and the
name of the theatre and town are on each
blank, in the space allotted for that pur-
pose.

THE FIGHTING HOMBRE: Bob Custer—Very
good picture to fair business. Photography and scen-
ery in this excellent. Five reels.—George H.
Koch, Gem theatre, Lyndon, Kan.—General patron-
age.

THE PERFECT CRIME: Special cast—Disap-
pointed in this, as I was looking for a special.
Only an average picture with, however, a little un-
usual slant on the crime picture. The ending saves
it from being a flop, but it is a little too slow in
coming, as the unfavorable condition created in the
minds of the audience is hard to overcome.—E. H.
Greenhalgh, Greenhalgh theatre, Ferron, Utah.

—

Small town patronage.

THE HARVESTER: Special cast—60%. Feb-
ruary 1-2. Best Stratton-Porter we have run.
There was plenty of "sniffling" all over the
house. First night was fair. They did the ad-
vertising and the second night we had a good
crowd. Selling for picture excellent. Eight
reels.—G. H. Wright, Jr., Star theatre, Wendell,
N. C.—Small town patronage.

WHEN THE LAW RIDES: Special cast—100%.
Very good little Western, might even say it is some-
what above the average. Five reels.—M. D. Frazier,
Empress theatre, Arma, Kan.—General patronage.

THE FLYING U RANCH: Tom Tyler—75%. Jan-
uary 18-19. Good Western combined with Saturday
night always brings us a crowd. This picture not
above average. Tyler has almost as much following
here as Thomson had. Five reels.—G. H. Wright,
Jr., Star theatre, Wendell, N. C—Small town pat-
ronage.

ORPHANS OF SAGE: Buzz Barton.—75%.
January 25. O-o-h! You'd jus d' orter heard
'dm yell when Buzz brings the U. S. Cavalry
after the Injuns. The best Barton ever. Six
reels.—C. C. Klutts, Glades Amusement Co.,
Moore Haven, Fla.—General patronage.

KING COWBOY: Tom Mix—80%. January 12.
A good Mix offering, gave good satisfaction. Six
reels.—C. B. Henry, Charkarohen Hall, Lincoln, N.
H.—Small town patronage.

THE GREAT MAIL ROBBERY: Special cast—
60%. February 6. A good lively picture. Print in
good condition. Seven reels.—J. Hollenbeck, Liberty
theatre, Lynden, Wash.—Small town patronage.

DANGER STREET: Warner Baxter—37%. Janu-
ary 18. This is another Gang picture, and I don't
see just why all the gangs in the world had to break
loose on us this year. The story of this one was
written by Rupert Hughes, and the idea is all right
but they had to bring in a "Thomson" machine
gun and shoot up a flock of people. There is some
action in this one. but it is still just a gang pic-

ture. Six reels.—Mr. Owen, The Victory theatre,
Brooksville, Fla.—Small town patronage.

RANGER OF THE NORTH: Ranger—52%. Janu-
ary 26-27. A very good Dog picture but no drawing
card, it seems as if I can't get them out to a dog
picture. Print and photography fair. Five reels.

—

P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General
patronage.

TRACKED: Ranger—54%. January 5. Good pic-

ture, a good draw for country. Pleased all. Ranger
does his work very well, and while he is not the
finished star that Rin-Tin-Tin is, he is up and com-
ing and very well worth while. Six reels.—R. D.

Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General
patronage.

Universal

HOME, JAMES: Laura LaPlante—January 1. Very-

good. Thoroughly enjoyed.—M. W. Mattecheck, Lark
theatre, McMinnville, Ore.—General patronage.

HOME, JAMES: Laura LaPlante—60%. Good en-
tertainment and will please most of your audiences.

—C. C. Kaufman, Gem theatre, Colusa, Cal.—Gen-
eral patronage.

PHYLLIS OF THE FOLLIES: Alice Day—45%.
January 26. You may like it, we didn't. Six reels.

—

C. B. Henry, Charkarohen Hall, Lincoln, N. H.

—

Small town patronage.

HONEYMOON FLATS: Special cast—75%. Janu-
ary 16. Good entertainment of newly-wed adjust-

ments with mother-in-law static. Good subtitles.

Six reels..—C. C. Klutts, Glades Amusement Co.,

Moore Haven, Fla.—General patronage.

HONEYMOON FLATS: Special cast—Had many
favorable comments on this pleasing comedy. WelT
handled and many amusing situations.—E. H. Green-

halgh, Greenhalgh theatre, Ferron, Utah.—SmalF

town patronage.

CALL OF THE HEART: Dynamite—January 26.

Good picture for small towns. A pleasing offering.

Dog good. Acting of boy was excellent. Some com-

edy and good action.—George Lodge, Green Lantern
theatre, Claymont, Del.—General patronage.

ALIAS THE DEACON: Jean Hersholt—Januarr
26. Entertaining all through. It's a different type
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"My Favorite Players" Contest

BALLOT: for voting in the Herald-World's 1928-29 contest to determine who are the fa-

vorite male and feminine screen players of exhibitor? and the members of their immediate fami-
lies. Choices are to be made on any basis the voter chooses.

Voter's frame Above
Chosen Players' frames

Feminine Player

Male Player

Theatre , Town

MAIL to Exhibitors Hebald-World, "My Favorite Players" Contest, 407 So. Dearborn, Chicago, ILL

of story- Go after it.—Frank Sabin, Majestic the-

atre, Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

RIDING FOR FAME: Hoot Gibson—January 11-12.

Very good comedy Western. Give us more like it,

Hoot. Print and photography good. Six reek.

—

P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold. Neb.—General
patronage.

ON TOUR TOES: Reginald Denny—32%. January
20-21. Only a fair program picture. Denny is no
drawing card for me. I just can't make money with
his pictures. Print and photography fair. Seven
reels. P. G. Held. Strand theatre, Griswold, Neb.—
General patronage.

THE THIRTEENTH JUROR: Anna Q. Nilsson

—January 22. While this is no special, yet it

held the attention of our patrons all the way
through. Well acted and well directed. Good
for any town.—George Lodge, Green Lantern
theatre, Claymont, Del.—General patronage.

BODT PUNCH: Jack Daugherty—65%. January
12. Not average entertainment. Boxer versus wrest-

ler theme. Saturday night walkouts on it. Six

reels.—C. C. Klutts, Glades Amusement Co., Moore
Haven, Fla.—General patronage.

JAZZ MAD: Special cast—75%. January 9.

Uncle Carl has a comer in "Nixie," BUT—she's

not the type for the melos. Give her bright,

snappy parts and watch the dear public ap-
prove. Appeal not so good. Seven reels.

—

C C. Klutts, Glades Amusement Co., Moore
Haven, Fla.—General patronage.

THE NIGHT BIRD: Reginald Denny—35%. The
first I have run of the Denny pictures, and if they
are all as poor as this, I surely am stung.—C. C.

Kaufman, Gem theatre, Colusa. Cal.—General patron-
age.

THE NIGHT BIRD: Reginald Denny—January 18-

19. Just fair. Not what you would expect from
Denny.—M. W. Mattecheck, Lark theatre, McMinn-
ville. Ore.—General patronage.

RED LIPS: Special cast—One of the nicest college

plays it has been my fortune to run, with two stars

of popular appeal. A story of modern youth told

in a way that is entertaining and yet that no one
could take offense at. Splendid supporting cast.

Seven reels.—E. H. Greenhalgh, Greenhalgh theatre.

Ferron, Utah.—Small town patronage.

SILKS AND SADDLES: Marian Nixon—Here's a
dandy story of the ponies and just about as well

done as any track story produced. Photography good
and race shots will keep them on their chair's edge.
Well balanced cast.—E. H. Greenhalgh. Greenhalgh
theatre, Ferron, Utah.—Small town patronage.

FINDERS KEEPERS: Laura La Plante—90% Jan-
aary 12. Very good picture, well liked.—H. S.

Boyd. Community theatre, Woodbury, Conn.—Gen-
£ral patronage.

GRIP OF THE YUKON: Special cast—30%. Feb-
ruary" 1-2. Good picture, but the weather was so
Jold that guess people had "Grip of the Home" and
a lot of them the grippe at home. Anyway, poor
business. Seven reels.—R. D. Young. Rex theatre,
Montezuma, Ind.—General patronage.

GRIP OF THE YUKON: Special cast—62%. Jan-
uary 30. Ordinary program feature which drew
netter than it satisfied. Nothing particularly original
:>r unusual about it. Just a fair average. Miss
Marlowe very sweet and girlish. Print and pho-
nography just fair. Think the photographer missed
>ut on properly showing up scenic backgrounds. Final
closing out of our china premiums helped the per-
centage. Seven reels.—O. B. Wolfe. Screenland the-
itre, Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

GRIP OF THE YUKON: Special cast—70%. Same
,ld story of two men and one girl in the barren

gold fields during the rush of '93. Told in the same
way, too. Seven reels.—M. D. Frazier, Empress
theatre, Arma. Kan.—General patronage.

GRIP OF THE YUKON: Special cast—75%. Jan-
uary 23. The fellow who plays "Doc" Bugle simply
and literally walks away with the picture. Well
liked. Bushman, Sr., Hamilton and June Marlowe
do good work. Fine photography. Seven reels.

—

C. C. Klutts, Glades Amusement Co., Moore Haven.
Fla.—General patronage.

DANGER RIDER: Hoot Gibson—65%. January 26.

Fair. Not up to Hoot's standard. Six reels.—C. C.
Klutts, Glades Amusement Co., Moore Haven, Fla.

—

General patronage.

TWO OUTLAWS: Special cast—65%. January 19.

Okay for Saturday. Nothing unusual. Six reels.

—

C. C. Klutts, Glades Amusement Co., Moore Haven.
Fla.—General patronage.

THE NIGHT BIRD: Reginald Denny—80%. Janu-
ary 18-19. Gave good satisfaction. Plenty of action
to please Saturday night crowd. High lights are
comedy situations and ring fighting. Many of my
people enjoyed the Italian dialect. Seven reels.—
M. D. Frazier. Empress theatre, Arma, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE THIRTEENTH JUROR: Francis X. Bushman
—This was a real clever picture and went over big.

Six reels.—Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tomb-
stone, Ariz.—General patronage.

NO PLACE TO GO: Astor-Hughes—Very good
clean comedy. Went over with a bang. Seven
reels.—Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre. Tombstone,
Ariz.—General patronage.

THE SMALL BACHELOR: Special cast—Here is a
satirical comedy that might fall flat in the East,
but ought to go good in the cow country. It cer-
tainly showed up, in no uncertain terms, what darn
fool ideas the Easterners as a class have of the
cowboy and it's fully in keeping with the ideas that
have been instilled in Eastern minds by the makers
of Westerns. So many Western monstrosities have
been turned out by the Hollywood studios in the last

few years that it is little wonder that the exhibitors
and public rebelled and it is easily seen why so
many cowboys have become barbers and hosiery
clerks again. It has been awful for a cow country
exhibitor to have to play most of these absurdities
and so we thoroughly enjoyed "The Small Bachelor."
Seven reels.—Giacoma Brothers. Crystal theatre,
Tombstone. Ariz.—General patronage.

United Artists

RAMONA: Dolores Del Rio—70%. January 23.

Good picture spoiled by the very poor condition of
print, also too dark as a whole. Eight reels.—J.

Hollenbeck. Liberty theatre. Lynden, Wash.—Small
town patronage.

MY BEST GIRL: Mary Pickford—90%. January
13. Good picture. People liked it. But United
Artists prints in very poor condition. Want no more
for that reason. Seven reels.—J. Hollenbeck, Lib-
erty theatre. Lynden, Wash.—Small town patronage.

MY BEST GIRL: Mary Pickford—January 25-

26-27. Worth playing if it is old. Would rather
play a good old one than a rotten new one,

and here is where I have gotten lots of good out
of the reports of you other exhibitors and one of
the chief reasons why I am reporting also, look-
ing at it as a duty. Nine reels.—H. B. Wilson,
Palace theatre. Golden City, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

TOPSY AND EVA: Duncan Sisters—More divided
comments on this than I ever heard. Some raved
over it and others said punk. Brought just fair

business. Eight reels.—George H. Koch, Gem theatre,
Lyndon, Kan.—General patronage.

Warner Brothers

THE SINGING FOOL: AJ Jolson—Warner Broth-
ers tell you in their trade journal advertising that
they make two negatives and you may have either.
My contract calls for silent, but I received the
talker with song titles fitted in the wrong place, and
it was noticeable by the customers that it was a
jumble, therefore making unsatisfactory entertain-
ment. The outstanding talkers such as "The Sing-
ing Fool" will not get over silent.—W. H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

THE SINGING FOOL: AI Jolson—February 3-4-5.

A good picture. Not any better than lots of others,
but the talking started people to talk and it went
over a little better than average. Average has been
terrible lately, the smallest business I have ever
played to since December 1, as it has been less than
half. "The Singing Fool," however, brought back
business to about regular before December.—R. S.

Wengner, Miami theatre, Union City, Ind.—General

patronage.
THE LION AND THE MOUSE: Special cast-

Quite interesting from beginning to end. A very
wonderful performance by Lionel Barrymore. May
McAvoy and William Collier, Jr., did theirs about
as well as in anything of the kind which has been
done for a long while. It seemed real. Alex Francis
and others as well are very good, but the saddest of
all is—not enough paid admissions in three nights to

justify being open one night. Seven reels.—W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General
patronage.

LAND OF THE SILVER FOX: Rin Tin Tin-
December 26. Very good picture.—Orris F. Collins,

Palace theatre, Rector. Ark.—Small town patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT TAXI: Special cast—Fair pro-
gram picture. Another underworld story. Consider-
able action. Six reels.—P. G. Vaughan. Sun theatre.
Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

Serials

ON GUARD (Pathe) : Cullen Landis—Pretty fair

serial. Twelve chapters.—Samuel Jackson, Jackson
theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

TARZAN THE MIGHTY (Universal): Special
cast—This is what I call a real serial. Has
created more inquiries concerning it than many
so-called road shows. You'll be surprised how
many adults have read the Tarzan books and
become interested in the picture.—E. C. Arehart,
Auditorium theatre, Laurel, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

THE TERRIBLE PEOPLE (Pathe) : Special cast-
Very satisfactory, pleased and helped business. Ray
and Miller are popular with our patrons. They both
do good work. The mystery plot is interesting,

exciting and makes them come back for more. Ten
episodes.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock,
Va.—General patronage.

HAUNTED ISLAND (Universal) : Jack Daugherty
—We have run one episode and it seems as if it will

go over big. Plenty of pep in opening chapter.

Newspaper serialization proving a big help to us.

—

G. H. Wright, Jr., Star theatre, Wendell. N. C—
Small town patronage.

THE MYSTERY RIDER (Universal) : William Des-

mond—First three chapters very good. It keeps them
coming back. Book it.—Orris F. Collins. Palace

theatre. Rector. Ark.—Small town patronage.
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VOTES FOR MEIGHAN!
The absence of Tom Meighan in the

"My Favorite Players" contest has aroused

the indignation of Brother E. J- House of

the Oasis theatre in Marion, N C-—ana

well it might! Sending in his ballot, he

has this to say:

"Have just been reading your February

9 issue and in the 'My Favorite Players

contest I am very much surprised to

notice that no one has vote for Thomas

Meighan. This is all wrong, I think, as

I consider him the best all-around male

star on the screen, and my family is for

him 100 per cent strong.

"As to the feminine stars, it surely

would be a hard job to pick a favorite

with such pretty and competent actresses

to choose from as Colleen Moore, Bilhe

Dove, Norma Shearer, Shirley Mason,

Bebe Daniels, Sue Carol, Viola Dana and

Clara Bow. Clara is my best money

getter, but this little girl Alice White is

soon going to be running her a race. As

to personal favorite however, I have to

pick Bebe Daniels. I like her fine, and

she has been a success for me ever since

she first appeared with Harold Lloyd in

one-reel comedies.

"While I am writing, would like to say

that I agree with all that Mr. Jenkins has

to say about pictures in his letter in your

issue of Feb. 9. It certainly is astonish-

ing the way the producers make the pic-

lures for the big towns, with no regard

for the family patronage of the number-

less small town theatres the country over.

These jazz, crime, underworld and Mont-

martre pictures are all right for big city

showing, where a movie fan has a number

of show houses to choose between; but

they are all wet when it comes to showing

them in the little country town with one

or two theatres. I don't know how it

may be in the big cities, but I know that

in the little country towns the country

over, parents are still interested in rais-

ing their children and raising them right,

and they don't want them going to the

picture shows night after night to see the

glories of sin and crime so artistically

and alluringly portrayed. Neither do
they ivant their children to see such pic-

tures as "West of Zanzibar." And per-

sonally, I think it is a crime to put such

a talented actor as Lon Chaney in such

filthy, sordid stories.

"If one of the big production companies

would pay some heed to Grandpa
Jenkins' advice, I bet they would find it

profitable, for I am sure there must be

some theatres in the big cities with pa-

trons who would like to see clean, whole-

some pictures; and certainly the smaller

toums everywhere want that kind."

Short Features

EDUCATIONAL

AT EASE: Lloyd Hamilton—Best comedy we have

ever used.—Hunstad & Becker, Princess theatre,

Guttenberg. la.—General patronage.

BUMPING ALONG: Cameo—Very good comedy.

One reel.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.—General patronage.

DUMB BELLES: Billy Dooley—Could not see much
to this one. Two reels—H. S. Boyd, Community
theatre, Woodbury, Conn.—General patronage.

FISTICUFFS: Lupino Lane—Very funny. Two
reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City,

Mo.—General patronage.

IN THE MORNING: Cameo—Fair. One reel —
P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, Neb.—General

patronage.

MISPLACED HUSBANDS: Dorothy Devore—Funny
comedy. Two reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

FOX
FOLLOW THE LEADER: Very interesting.

Pleased, and all enjoyed this and thought it a good
comedy. Two reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,

Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

JACK AND JILTED: A good comedy, silly enough
to make them laugh, and that is what we want

—

comedies that make the audience laugh. Two reels.

—

P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General
patronage.

LONE NECKER: Very good.—P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griswold, Neb.—General patronage.

M GM
BLOW BY BLOW: Max Davidson—Very good,

made them laugh and that is what we show a comedy
for. Two reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre.

Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

THE BOY FRIEND: Max Davidson—Good. We
had the lobby cards on this and not a star or scene
that was on the cards was in the picture. All that
matches up was the title. It is a Max Davidson
comedy and good as usual. We have no kicKS on any
M G M comedies. Two reels.—Dinsmore & Son, Ma-
jestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—Small town patronage.

THE BOY FRIEND: Max Davidson—Very good
comedy, lots of laughs. Two reels.—Orris F. Col-

lins. Palace theatre. Rector, Ark.—Small town pat-

ronage.

CHASING HUSBANDS: Charlie Chase—This Mr.
Chase is making good comedies now. The water,
sponges and bathing suit will make them laugh.

Two reels.—W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair, Ia. ;—
General patronage.

HABEAS CORPUS: Laurel-Hardy—O, wow,
I'm laughing yet! What these boys don't do to

your funny bone! Had the house in an uproar
all the way through. They start laughing just as

soon as they see "Laurel and Hardy" on the
screen. Print and photography fair. Two reels.

—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.

—

Small town patronage.

PATHE

BROKE IN CHINA: Ben Turpin—Help! If this is

a comedy, then I am Charlie Chase. Dear brother,

pass this one up. I only wish I had. Two reels.

—

R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.

—

General patronage.

FIDDLE STIX: Harry Langdon—Lots of fun in

this comedy. Langdon popular. Two reels.—Frank
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Small town
patronage.

JIM JAM JANITOR: Handy Andy—Poor. Very
poor indeed. Two reels.—Frank Sabin. Majestic

theatre, Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

PATHE COMEDIES—We are running Pathe come-
dies on Friday and Saturday and they are always
funny. "Our Gang" series probably the most popu-

lar series here.—G. H. Wright, Jr., Star theatre.

Wendell, N. C.—Small town patronage.

RKO (FBO)

FISHING AND HOW: Not much to this one. One
reel.—Samuel Jackson, Jackson theatre, Flomaton,
Ala.—General patronage.

HORSE FEATHERS: Barney Google—Went over

big, first one I have used. My patrons seemed to

enjoy a change of comedians often. Two reels.

—

M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre, Armka, Kan.

—

General patronage.

MICKEY'S GREAT IDEA: Mickey McGuire—Clever
kid comedy. Two reels.—Orris F. Collins. Palace

theatre, Rector, Ark.—Small town patronage.

PARAMOUNT
CALL AGAIN: Edward Everett Horton—Usual

hock set around a man trapped in a select girl's

boarding school—M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre,

Arma, Kan.—General patronage.

DIZZY SIGHTS: Billy Dooley—The sappy sailor in

a comedy that is 6omewhat better than usual from
him. Drew a lot of laughs, at any rate. Good
photography. Worn out print. Two reels.—O. B.

Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town
patronage.

HOT PAPA: Jack Duffy—Starts out slow but has

plenty of laughs at the end. Two reels.—S. B.

Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.—General

patronage.

UNIVERSAL

BUSTER COME ON: Good comedy. Two reels.

—

H. S. Boyd, Community theatre, Woodbury, Conn.

—

General patronage.

DAZZLING CO-EDS: One of the best "Collegians"

made. Plenty good comedy in it. Two reels.—R. D.

Young, Rex theatre, Montezuma. Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

NEW
PICTURES

WHEN THE LAW RIDES: RKO Western, from a
story by Oliver Drake, with Tom Tyler, Frankie
Darro, Jane Reid, Harry O'Connor, Harry Woods,
Charles Thurston, Bill Nestel and Barner Fury.
Directed by Robert De Lacy. Released June 24.

Length 4,898.

TYPE AND THEME: Tom O'Malley. a young
mounted policeman, is on his way to Rawhide to
capture a band of outlaws. He finds Raven, a
bandit and killer, in a desert near death. Tom
helps Raven and offers to bring him to Rawhidt,
but when Tom turns his back. Raven covers him
with a gun and rides away with his horse and
papers. Following his tracks on foot, Tom finds

Raven alongside a poison spring and recovers hit

papers and a letter written to Raven from Arnold
and Blaine, political bosses in Rawhide, requesting
he report to them. Exhausted from the heat, Tom
is given help to Rawhide in a covered wagon atoned
by Parson Ross and his son and daughter. In
Rawhide Tom introduces himself to Blaine and
Arnold as Raven and arouses their anger when
he allows Parson Ross to have services in their

saloon, while Tom holds back the outlaws with his

gun. Blaine and Arnold double-cross Tom, but with
the help of Frankie, the bandits are captured. Tom
reveals himself to the Parson, and he ties the knot

for Tom and his daughter.
• • •

ALL AT SEA: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer comedy, with

Karl Dane, George K. Arthur, Josephine Dunn,
Herbert Prior and Eddie Baker. Directed by Alf
Goulding. Released - Length _
TYPE AND THEME: "Rollo the Great," a

magician, finds himself in a tough spot among a
bunch of hard boiled sailors, who keep razzing
him. "Stupid," a gob, offers to let Rollo hypnotize
him. Rollo succeeds, and Stupid makes a fool of

himself. When he comes to his senses, Stupid
chases Rollo to get revenge. In the chase, Rollo

runs into the navy station and is inducted into the

service. Rollo and Stupid are in love with Shirley,

an operator, which adds to their ill feelings. A
naval ball is held in town, and Rollo pretends he it

sick and cannot attend. Then he goes disguised at

a vamp, and Stupid falls for him. Rollo hypnotizes
Stupid and makes him think he is a fireman. Rouo
is discharged from the Navy. That night a fire

breaks out in the ship, and many marines are tit

danger. Rollo proves himself a hero and saves

many lives, but gets trapped by the flames. Stupid,

despite his hatred, saves Rollo. Shirley goes to

Rollo, who is in the hospital, and declares her lovt

for him. Stupid, seeing he is not the lucky one,

goes away downhearted.
* « •

GIRL ON THE BARGE, THE: Universal drama,
from a story by Rupert Hughes, with Jean Her-
sholt, Sally O'Neil, Malcolm MacGregor, Morris
Mcintosh, Nancy Kelly, George Offerman, Henry
West, Francis Robertson and Rex. Directed by
Edward Sloman. Released February 24. Length
6,908.

TYPE AND THEME: MacCadden, skipper of

a barge which is hauled between New York and
Buffalo, is a heavy-drinking disciplinarian over hit

four children. His oldest daughter, Erie, is in lovt

with Fogarity, pUot of a tug, that rescues the

barge. Fogarity teaches Erie to read and writs

by smuggling her off the tug after dark. He is

fired after a conflict with MacCadden, but in

spite takes Erie to a fair. She is beaten by Mac-
Cadden when slie returns. Disgusted with her life

Erie consents to marry Fogarity and go away
with him. MacCadden spoils the plans by knock-
ing Fogarity unconscious. Months pass and Fogar-

ity is lonesome without Erie. A storm comes up,

and the MacCadden barge is given up. Fogarity,

who is on the same river, rescues the barge and
saves the family. MacCadden swears off drinking,

and Erie and Fogarity renew their romance.
» • •

SUNSET PASS: Paramount Western, from a story

by Zane Grey, with Jack Holt, Nora Lane, John
Loder, Christian J. Frank, Pee Wee Holmes,
Chester Conklin, Pat Harmon, Alfred Allen and
Guy Oliver. Directed by Otto Brower. Released

_ Length 5,862.

TYPE AND THEME: Jack Holt in a Zane
Grey Western. Jack Rock, a United States mar-

shal, voluntarily serves a term in a penitentiary

to secure tips on a cattle rustling gang. He it

warned to watch out for Ashleigh, an English
rancher. Rock helps Ashleigh out of a tight spot

in a saloon, and Ashleigh gives Jack a job at

cowpuncher on his ranch, where he meets Nora,

Ashleigh's sister. Jack becomes a very good friend

or Nora when he helps her brother out in another

bout. Ashleigh learns that a great number of

cattle are to be driven through a valley, and tit

order to get them in his hide-owway, he orders

the valley to be burned. Nora is trapped by tht

flames, and Jack rescues her. They declare their

love for each other. When Jack gets a tip that

Ashleigh is the leader of a gang, he warns him
that he is a U. S. marshal and to go straight.

Later Ashleigh is killed in a fight between cattlemen

and rustlers, and Jack tells Nora he died helpint

fight the rustlers. Jack and Nora get married and

settle down on the ranch.
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(Continued from page 50)

Sound Length Title and Players

New
Pictures

1927
Backstage (CD). Bedford. -

Beauty Shoppe (CD). Busch..

College Days (CD). M. Day..

Enchanted Island (D).

Tiffany-Stahl
5754

5669
7300

4887
648t Fools of Fashion (CD). Busch

5233

4762
5800

6049
6235

6629

5182
6*76

.July 9

...July 16

. Not. 6

June 25

.Oct 9

Girl from Gay Paree. The (F). Sherman..

Haunted Ship. The (M). Sebastian-M. 1

Joselyn's Wife (D). Frederick

Lightning (W), J. Ralston-

..Sept. 15

..Dec. 1
-Nov. 27

Night Life (CD), Day-Harron-
Once and Forever (D), Patsy Buth Miller-

Snowbound (FC). Blythe..

6448

6614

1928

6775

6209

6510
5362

5477

6126

5334

6297

6553
5678

7785
6708

6735
7256

6652

6361

6283

1928
6243

4179
5311
4322

4201

6357
6109
7828

6474

4194
6599
4868

6307

6591
6832

Streets of Shanghai (RD). Starke-Harla

Tired Business Man (C)

Wild Geese (D). Belle Bennett

Women's Wares (D). Brent-Lytell

..Sept. 1

-Nov. 1

—Oct. 15

.Dec. 15 Mar. 10

..July 30

Dec. 24 Dec 10

Bachelor's Paradise (R). Sally O'NeU...

Big Top. The (CD). Sally O'Nell

Broadway Fever (D). Sally O'NelL

Cavalier, The (D). Talmadge-Bedford-
. .Sept. 30
_Not. 1

Clothes Makes the Woman (R), Southern-

Pidgeon *

Devil's Apple Tree. The (D). Dorothy 8ebastIan_Sept. 20

Devil's Skipper. The, Bennett Feb. 1

Domestic Meddlers (CD), Claire Windsor Aug. 15

Floating College. The, O'Neil-Hale Not. 10

George Washington Cohen (CD), Jessel-Palmer.-Dec 20

Girl Who Camo Back. The, Patsy Buth Miller—Mar. 10

Grain of Dust, The (O), Cortez-Wlndsor July 10

Green Grass Widows (CD), Walter Hagen June 10

Gun Runner. The (D), Cortez-Lane Not. 20

House of Scandal (D), Sebaatian-O'Malley——Apr. 1

Ladies of the Night Club (CD). Cortez-Moran—May 15

Lingerie (CD). White-McGregor. July 1

Lucky Boy (O), George Jesse]

Man in the Hobbles. The. Harron-Llttleneld Jan. 10

Marriage by Contract Miller-Gray Dec 1

Nameless Men. Moreno.— Feb. 15

..Not. 17

Naughty Duchess, The (D). H. B. Warner-

New Orleans, Cortez-Colller. Jr.-

Power of Silence, The (D). Belle Bennett-

Prowlers of the Sea (D), Cortez-Myers

Rainbow, The. Gray-Hardy-
Reputation (D), Belle Bennett

Spirit of Youth, The, Kent Sebastian-

5102

—Oct. 10

—Mar. 1

—Oct 20

—.June 20

.—Jan. 1

Not. io

.Feb. 20

Scarlet Dove, The (D), Margaret LdTingston Apr. 15

Squads Right (CD), Grtbbon-Stone Feb. 1

Stormy Waters (D), Southem-MoGregor June 1

Toilers, The. Fairbanks. Jr.-Balston Oct. 1

Their Hour (D). Sebastlan-Harron Mar. 1

Tragedy of Youth. Miller-Collier Jan. 16

Tropical Nights. Patsy Ruth Miller Dec 10

Woman Against the World. A Jan. 1

1927
6000

7500

7311

8650
9120

9000
7456

8260

8000

1928
ME 7972

Mi; 8250
6400

AT
7000

9358
9100

8350
7300

Ml
T
ME
T
T
AT
T

7660
ME
ME

8600
AT
T

6400
ICE 9300

MB
ME 8500

ME 8260

United Artists

College (C), Keaton-ComwaU
General. The (C), Keaton

Loves of Sonya (D), Swanson...

-Sept 10

Magic Flame, The (M). Colman-Banky..

Resurrection (M). La Rocque
Sorrell and Son (D). Warner-Nllsson—

..Sept. 24

JBept. 17

Feb. 12

Mar. 19

.Sept 24

Topsy and Eva (C). Duncan Sisters

Two Arabian Knights (CD). Boyd-Wolhelm

Winning of Barbara Worth (D), Banky-Colman.....

... -Apr. 16

Nov. 19

. An*. 13

— Oct. 29

—JJac. 4

Awakening. The, Vllma Banky
Battle of the Sexes. The. Hersholt-Haver-

Circus. The (C), Charlie Chaplin

City Lights, Charlie Chaplin

Coquette, Mary Pickford __
Devil Dancer, The, Gllda Gray

..Not. 17

..Oct. 12

-Mar. 3

Douglas Fairbanks as the Gaucho (M)

Dove. The (M), Norma Talmadge
Drums of Love (D), Mary Philbin

Garden of Eden. The (D). C. Grifflth-Ray-

Hell's Angels, Ben Lyon-Nissen

Iron Mask. The, Douglas Fairbanks

King of the Mountains, John Barrymore

—

Lady of the Pavements. Boyd-Goudal
Lummox .

Nightstick, CMalley-Busch-

.—June 1

Jan. 7

—Mar. 31

—Feb. 4

Apr. 28

-Jan. 7

-July 21

Queen Kelley. Gloria Swanson...

Ramona (D),- Del Bio._

Rescue, The. Ronald Colman ,

Revenge, Dolores Del Rio
Sadie Thompson (D), Gloria Swanson-
Say It With Music, Harry Richman—

-Aug.
..Jan. 12
..Not. 3

..Feb. 1

-Jan. 19

-Not. 10

She Goes to War, Broadman-Holland—
Steamboat Bill, Jr., Buster Keaton-
Tempest (M), John Barrymore
Three Passions, Terry-Petroritch

Two Lovers. Banky-Colman
Woman Disputed. The, Norma Talmadge.

-Jan. 7

-Aug. 11

-May 26

-- Sept 7— Oct. 20

Universal
Anybody Here Seen Kelly, Bessie LoTe-Moore 8ept. 9

Beauty and Bullets, Ted Wells — Dec 16

Clearing the Trail, Hoot Gibson Oct 7

Cloud Dodger, The, Al Wilson Sept. 30

Crimson Canyon, The, Ted Wells Oct 14

Danger Rider. The. Hoot Gibson Not. 18

Flyln' Cowboy. The, Hoot Gibson July 1

Foreign Legion, The, Lewis Stone-Kerry Sept. 23

Freedom of the Press, Lewis Stone Oct. 28

Gate Crasher, The (CD) Dec 9

Sept 1

Sept 8

Sept 22

Sound Length Title and Players

New
Pictures

10185
6030
6702
5907
4230

4472
5424

4616

10600

Man Who Laughs. The. Philbin-Veidt-

Michigan Kid. The. Adoree-Nagel
Night Bird, The. Reginald Denny
Phyllis of the Follies. Alice Day-M. Moore—
Price of Fear. Bill Cody
Quick Triggers. Fred Humes

1929

ME
T

T
T
T
MT

ME
T
MS
T

Riding for Fame, Hoot Gibson
Two Outlaws. The, Jack Perrin-Rex..

Uncle Tom's Cabin, All Star

Wolves of the City, Bill Cody.—.

Blow for Blow, Hoot Gibson
Border Wildcat. The. Ted Wells
Born to the Saddle, Ted Wells

Burning the Wind (W). Hoot Gibson
Charlatan. The. All Star

Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City (CD)
George Sidney
Come Across. All Star..

5792
5501

6785
6674

4380

6758

Dangerous Dimples. Laura LaPlante
Eyes of the Underworld, Bill Cody
Girl on the Barge, The, O'Neil-Hersholt

Harvest of Hate, The, Rex-Jack Perrtn

Hero of the Circus, Maciste-

His Lucky Day. Reginald Denny
Hoofbeats of Vengeance. Rex-Perrin
It Can't Be Done. Tryon-Sue Carol

Kid's Clever. The. Tryon.

King of the Rodeo. Hoot Gibson
Lariat Kid, The, Hoot Gibson
Last Warning. The, LaPlante-Boles
Lonesome (CD), Glenn Tryon

Not. 4

Oct 21

. Sept. 16— Not. 25— Oct. 29— July 15
Aug. 19

Nov. 18

Sept. 2

..—Dec 2

May 19

Aug. 18

Mar. 10

— Feb. 11

. - Apr. 14

Mar. 17

—.. May 5

June 16— Apr. 28— Feb. 24

Apt. 14

— Feb. 24

June 2

Oct 13

Man, Women and Wife (CO), Kerry-Starke..

One Rainy Night (D), Laura LaPlante
Play Goes On, The, All Star

Plunging Hoofs, Rex-Perrin
Red Hot Speed. Reginald Denny
Ridin' Demon. The, Ted Wells

Silks and Saddles (D), Marian Nixon-
Shakedown, The (D), Murray-Kent
Slim Fingers, Bill Cody
Smilin' Terror, The, Ted Wells
Smilin' Guns, Hoot Gibson
Stool Pigeon, The, Bill Cody
Wolves of the City (D), Bill Cody
You Can't Buy Love, All Star

June 16

May 5

Feb. 17

Jan. 6

June 23

Jan. 6

Jan. 20
Jan. 13

Mar. 3— Mar. 10

Aug. 4

Jan. 27

-May 19
-Jan. 20 Dec 22

..Feb. 25

-Mar. 24

-June 30

..Apr. 7

-June 2
. Feb. 25

May 25

1927 Warner Brothers
5803
6330

6408
6003
6767

6978
6302
6203

5397

5569
6492
5685
5685
6412
6412

6813

Black Diamond Express (M). Blue.. .July 23

Brass Knuckles (D), Blue-Bronson Dec 3

Desired Woman. The (M). Irene Rich Aug. 27

Dog of the Regiment. A (M), Rln-Tin-Tin. Oct 20

First Auto, The, Oldfleld- Miller Sept 19

Girl from Chicago. The (M), Nagel-Loy— Not. 5

Good Time Charley (D), Oland-H. Costello N0T.J2
If I Were Single. McAvoy-Nagel Dec.~17

Irish Hearts (CD), McAvoy
Jaws of Steel (D), Rln-Tin-Tin i -8ept 17
Reno Divorce, A (CD), May McAvoy Oct. 22
Sailor Izzy Murphy (F), George Jessei Oct 8

Sailor's Sweetheart, A (C), Fazenda-C. Cook Sept. 24

Simple Sis (M), Fazenda
Slightly Used. McAvoy-Nagel Sept. 3
Tracked by the Police (M). Rln-Tin-Tin

Dec 31

Dec 31

..July 9

Not. 26

-Apr. 28

-June 11

_Oot 1

-Oct 29
-Dec. 10

-Oct.15
-June 11

.May 21

Note: All Warner pictures are released in two versions, with and without
Vitaphone. A. T. means All-Taking. Other releases have synchronized
scores plus sound effects and dialogue sequences.

Give and Take, Sidney-Hersholt
Greased Lightning, Ted Wells

Dec. 23

July 29

Grip of the Yukon, The, Marlowe-Bushman Sept 30

Guardians of the Wild, Rex-Perrin Sept 16

Home James, Laura LaPlante Sept. 2

How to Handle Women. Tryon-Nixon Oct. 14

Jazz Mad, Hersholt-Nlxon. Not. 11

Apr. 28

Sept I

1928
M 6052

M 5380

M 5778
TME 6270

M 5164

TME 7441

AT 8693
TUB 7077

AT 5267

TME 6352

M 5331

AT 8290
M 6186

M 4777

M 4820

TME 7169
TUB 7340

AT 7654

TMB 5527

1929
AT
TME
TME
TME
TMB
TME
TME
TME
TME 5179

TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TMB
TME
TME 6992
AT
TMB

1928

Across the Atlantic Blue-Murphy-
Beware of Married Men, Irene Rlci

Beware of Bachelors, Ferris-Beranger

Caught in the Fog, Nagel-McAvoy
Domestic Trouble (CD), Cook-Fazenda ...

Glorious Betsy, D. Costello

Home Towners, Kenyon-Eileson
Jazz Singer, The. Al Jolson~

Lights of New York, All Star

Lion and the Mouse, The, L. Barrymore-
Little Snob, The. May McAToy
On Trial, Bert LytelL.

Powder My Back (C), Rich-Ferris_

Race for Life, Rln-Tin-Tin

--Feb. 25

Jan. 14

Dec 1
Sept. 22

Mar. 24

June 9

Dec. 15

Feb. 4

July 21

Ant. 3
Feb. 11
Dec 29

Mar. 10

Jan. 28

—Feb. 18

Not. 10
Oct. 6

Apr. 14

-Not. 3

Rinty of the Desert, Rin-Tin-Tin_
State Street Sadie, Nagel-Loy

—

Tenderloin, Dolores Costello

Terror, The, McAvoy-HortoiL-
Women They Talk About, Rich-Ferris-

-Apr. 21

-Aug. 25

-Apr. 28
- Oct 20

—Sept 8

Feb. 18

May 19

-Decl
-May 10

..Apr. 23
-Feb. 2

-Oct 12

Conquest. Monte Blue
Desert Song, The, John Boles
Fancy Baggage, Audrey Ferris

From Headquarters, Monte Blue-
Frozen River, Rin-Tin-Tin_
Greyhound Limited, The. Monte-Blue-
Hardboiled Rose, Myma Loy-
Kid Gloves, Conrad Nagel-LoU Wilson

—

Land of the Silver Fox, Bin-Tin-Tin

—

Little Wildcat, The, Audrey Ferris

Madonna of Ave. A, Dolores Costello

—

Million Dollar Collar, The. Bin-Tin-Tin-

My Man, Fannie Brice

No Defense, Monte Blue-
One Stolen Night, B. Bronson-Wm. Collier, Jr..

Redeeming Sin, The, Dolores Costello

Singing Fool, The, Al Jolson

-Jan. 26

-Oct 18

Stark Mad, H. B. Wamer-L. Fazenda-
Stolen Kisses, May McAvoy

Zakora
Just Off Broadway (D), Keith-Christy-

Last Moment The, Matlesen-Hale.

Mother of Mine
Olympic Hero, Charley Paddock-

-Mar. 11

.Dec
-June 25
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By J. F.

THE ladder of success is like any other ladder, after all—it starts from the

bottom and continues to the top. And that is by way of introducing the

fact that Walter Brown, R K O salesman, has been appointed district man-

ager in the Middlewest for RCA Photophone. His territory consists of 19 states.

After his graduation from high school, Walter Brown some time later joined

the F B O Chicago staff in the poster department. That was his introduction to

the film business, only six years ago. Soon F B O promoted him to the booking

department, and later to film salesman. His appointment to the important RCA
post came last week.
And, of course, film row is happy in

Walter's new position. Herbert Washburn,
manager of the R K O exchange, stated,

"I'm sorry to lose Walter's services, and
I feel that RCA's gain is our loss."

Sam Gorelick, brother salesman at R K O,
said, "I'll more than miss my old friend who
worked with me for the past six years.
Here's hoping he achieves the same success
in his new undertaking that he did at the
RKO office." E. L. Dickerson, office man-
ager, put his feelings in these words, "Much
success, old scout, and if there is anything
I can do for you in my small way, just call."

E. L. McEvoy, assistant general sales

manager of RKO, said, "I am very sorry
to see Walter leave RKO, because he was
a very efficient worker and was liked by
everyone. I know success will follow him."

Len Ullrick, co-worker with Brown on
the sales staff called the RCA position
"a big job which will be filled in a big way."
To which Henry Salkin, projectionist, add-
ed, "I hope, Walt, that you are as big a
success as you are in stature." And Walt
Brown is an awfully big guy!

In the new office Walter has two young
survey engineers under him, Norman J.

Porske and Samuel E. Murray. C. F. Baman,
home office executive who came to Chicago

to open the Photophone office, returns this

week, leaving Brown to start his new un-
dertaking.

* * *

W. T. Pierce and Son, operators of the

Pierce theatres in Kewanee, have closed a

deal with the local DeForest office to install

the phonofilm device in two of thei- the-

atres.
* * *

Harold Siegel, distributor of DeForest
Phonofilm in this territory, left last week
for a conference with Dr. Lee DeForest in

New York. While Siegel was away, Joe
Lyon, "Red" Johnson and Robert Churchill
officiated in the removal of the DeForest
office to 810 S. Wabash Avenue.

* * *

Abe Fisher, who was manager of the

United Artists office, is no longer connected
with the company. Fisher's position has
not vet been filled.

* * *

Dorothy Lee, who is appearing in "Hello,
Yourself," is in the RKO picture, "Synco-
pation," as is the Waring band of the show.
Mort Downey, a Chicago boy, is also in the

picture and sings two numbers.
* * *

The Reed Yemm and Hayes circuit of

theatres in Duqoin, 111., has signed contracts

for the installation of three DeForest pho-

Mary Pickfords "Coquette" girls atop the Sherman hotel, while in Chicago to entrain for

Hollywood as the United Artists star's guests. Shown are Virginia Beauchamp, Birmingham;
Herta Zimmerman, Toledo; Rosina Klimm, Baltimore; Eleanor Day, Memphis; Ruth Price,

Youngstown. O.; Ruth Kues, Cincinnati; Dorothy Mason, Cleveland; Dessa Lazick, Pitts-

burgh; Gertrude Brown, Syracuse; Victoria Spetland, New York; Mae Everitt, Atlanta;

Mary Linnane, Boston; Catherine Roos, Buffalo; Mattie Cooke, Indianapolis ; Mary Philipps,

Chicago. (Herald-World Photo.)

Here is the RCA force, that is under
the guiding hand of Walter Brown, new
district manager. Pictured are Norman
J. Porske, survey engineer; Helen Gillis

secretary; C. F. Baman, who came to Chi-

cago from New York to open the RCA
office; Walter Brown, district manager;
and Samuel Murray, engineer. (Herald-

World photo.)

nofilm devices in their theatres. According
to Robert Churchill, the DeForest device
may be installed in the other theatres later.

"The Godless Girl" and "Strange Cargo,"
the two Pathe pictures to be released March
31, are getting big bookings, according to

Harry Lorch, manager of Pathe. Hundreds
of theatres have already closed contracts
calling for the two pictures, he states.

* * *

Simon Simansky has gone to Hot Springs
where he will stay for six weeks. This
sojourn is an annual affair with Simon.

* * *

J. J. Clarke, country sales manager for

Pathe, was appointed manager of the Mil-
waukee office last week by Phil Reisman,
sales head. Clarke has been connected with
Pathe for the past six years. The Pathe
sales force gave a farewell dinner for Clarke
and presented him a beautiful gift.

* * *

The Grayland theatre, located at Cicero
and Irving Park, has closed. The space
will be used for an Atlantic and Pacific

store.
* * *

"The Singing Fool" still continues to pull

'em in. Last Friday night at the Capitol,

lines were forming around the theatre. At
7 o'clock the theatre was loaded.

* * *

An unusually interesting screening last

week was the showing of the latest talking

"Sportlight," by and with Grantland Rice.

Rice introduced the late Tex Rickard, ques-

tioning him as to who is to take the place

of Tunney. Tex replied in his snappy way.
Harry Lorch and Tom North are highly
enthusiastic over this release of Pathe's, and
to Van Beuren goes credit for a scoop.

* * *

C. E. Marshall, cashier of the Pathe ex-

change for many years, was compelled to

resign last week on account of ill health.

Mrs. Kelgard, who has been Marshall's as-

sistant for almost as long a time as he was
cashier, was appointed to the position by
Traveling Representative DeWall, who
came to Chicago to make the change. It

was a very popular appointment as Mrs.

Kelgard (known to all exhibitors and to

film row as "Kelly") is highly regarded.

"The Bride's Relation," two-reel Educa-
tional short that made a hit at the premiere
showing of "The Barker" a few weeks ago,

will be shown at the Roosevelt theatre when
"The Barker" opens there. The comedy is

an all-audien.



A higher premium

than ever before

Today — in this new era of sound

pictures— there is a higher premium

than ever before on film uniformity.

For sound quality is even more sensi-

tive than screen quality to any variation

in the film.

If your "talkie" prints are on

Eastman film—famous for uniformity

—your patrons are seeing and hearing

the very best that this newest devel-

opment in motion pictures has to

offer.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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TWO MEMand aM^ID WMI/PERIMC WINDJ
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"Lucky Boy"—a screen novelty custom-built to

the amazing proportions of George Jessel as an enter-

tainer. Directed by Norman Taurog and Charles C.

Wilson. Dialogue and titles by George Jessel.

"Molly and Me" a drama ol the

love and laughter in the backstage life of a

clown and his wife. Belle Bennett with Joe
E. Brown and Alberta Vaughn. Story by
Lois Leeson. Directed by Albert Ray.

"New Orleans' Revelry, racing and romance in

Mardi Gras land with William Collier, Jr., and Ricardo
Cortez in love with the same girl, portrayed by Alma
Bennett. Story by Jack Natteford. A Reginald Barker
production.

"Midstream" Startling drama of a

man whose withered old age is restored to

fresh youth and love. With Ricardo Cortez,
Claire Windsor and Larry Kent. Story by
Frances Guihan. Directed by James Flood.

"T\VO Men and a Maid"—Burning desert
sands, the Foreign Legion and a girl who sets men's
hearts aflame and drives them mad. William Collier,

Jr., Alma Bennett, Eddie Gribbon and Georgie Stone.

Story by Jack Natteford. Directed by George Achain-
baud.

"Whispering Winds" in h.s heart

there was room for love for two women
in his life room for but one! A new slant

on a triangle drama with Patsy Ruth Miller,

Malcolm McGregor and Eve Southern.
Directed by James Flood.

"My Lady's Past" —A jilted spinster turns the

tables when fate provides her with a ready-made repu-
tation for being a heart-breaker Belle Bennett again
with Joe E. Brown. Story by Frances Hyland. Directed
b\ Albert Ray

BELLE
BENNETT
. w
IK MY

,

LADY/
Pf\rT"

JOE E. BROWN

TIFr^Ny-^T^ML PRODUCTION/ IN

NEW YORK CIT
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have
3 you

TALK I N C
PICTURES protected

ml your
sound installation?
I vm ou paid a lot of money to put sound-reproducing

guipment in your theatres. You expect to get this money back and reap a handsome profit be-

:des. You count on doing this through the box-office returns on talking pictures. <J Playing medi-

ae talking pictures won't do it. The novelty of sound has worn off. Booking the product of a

ompany with one or two outstanding talking attractions is no protection to you; you didn't install

l at expensive apparatus to use for three or four weeks. No, you have only one surefire insurance

i r your investment : Deal with a company that guarantees you a continuous flow of quality talking

jctures week after week. <I And that narrows your choice down to one company: PARAMOUNT.

k^yurvey all the sound pictures in the field and the

pospect for months to come. Look at the facts: PARAMOUNT, with current attractions like

' nterference", "The Doctor's Secret", "The Wolf of Wall Street", "Abie's Irish Rose", "The

!jiopworn Angel" and "The Canary Murder Case" is the one producer whose sound and talking

jtctures are doing consistently great box-office business today. PARAMOUNT, with 23 big qual-

talking pictures coming between now and August, alone supplies your vital need of consistently

le sound product for the coming months. C For instance:
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lln short talking and sound subjects als

PARAMOUNT has the class of the market. 35 Quality Sound Acts such as the already celebrate

"That Party in Person", starring Eddie Cantor, which has played three months continuously o

Broadway. To be followed by Eddie Cantor in "The Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic". 13 Christ

Talking Plays, including the famous ffFlorian Slappey" stories of Octavus Roy Cohen. 6 Famou

Composers musical shorts. (Ask your orchestra leader.) 5 Song Cartoons, novelties which 1<

the audience sing too!
fPFar surpass any sound shorts yet made", says Exhibitor's Daily Revie

of Paramount's talking acts—and it's true!

vH. ou're a wide-awake showman. You know there

nothing else on the market to compare with the quality and quantity of the PARAMOUNT soud

product outlined on these pages. You're a business man. You have an investment to protec

You realize that

the one

company
guaranteeing

quality

talking

product

in quantity

is

PARAMOUNT



100%Dialog
Features now ready

f or in production
1

4

7

"IN OLD ARIZONA"
With Warner Baxter, Edmund Lowe and Dorothy Burgess. First 1 00 ~ outdoor talker yet made
— did 400^ over normal business at Merrill Theatre. Milwaukee, according to Motion Picture

News tabulation—highest percentage in history of business. Raoul Walsh and Irving Cummings
production.

9 "THE GHOST TALKS"

3

First lOCFc all-talking farce comedy with Helen Twelvetrees and Charles Eaton— jumps into

record breaking class at Fox Philadelphia to the tune of S32.00O for week. Lew Seiler production.

"HEARTS IN DIXIE'

I

All-talking, all-singing feature of Dixieland with cast of 200 native entertainers—actors, singers,

dancers, musical comedy stars and Billbrew Chorus of 60 voices. Now playing Gaiety, New
York, twice daily at 52, to record breaking business. Paul Sloane production.

SPEAKEASY"

I

New York talks in this lOO^c dialog feature with Paul Page, Lola Larre and Henry B. Walthall.

First actual picture of New York life—its sounds reproduced for the first time—thundering sub-

ways, glittering White Way. roaring traffic, racing at Belmont Park, fights at Madison Square

Garden— photographed on the spot— a trip to New York in itself. Benjamin Stoloff production.

Selected for March 9th—Anniversary Week Celebration at Roxy, New York.

£ "THRU DIFFERENT EYES

I

lOCv dialog— with Warner Baxter, Mary Duncan and Edmund Lowe. Thrillingly different

murder mystery. Trial is presented from three different angles: thru the eyes of the district and

defense attorneys and as it actually occurred. John BIystone production.

a "THE VALIANT"

I

lOO^c dialog—with Paul Muni, star of the Broadway successes. "We Americans" and "Four

Walls"— adapted from the stage play by Holworthy Hall. A hair-raising murder mystery of a

condemned man who concealed his identity to save his mother frcm bearing his disgrace.

William K. Howard production.

"BEHIND THAT CURTAIN"

I

g Watch for the Screen's First Musical Revue

lOOTc dialog— from the Saturday Evening Post story by Earl Derr Biggers. Gripping mystery

unraveled by the droll Charlie Chan. Directed by Irving Cummings.

"FOX MOVIETONE FOLLIES"

I

A spectacle equal to Broadway s best with Bob Benchley, Lois Moran. Sue Carol, Dorothy

Jordan, Lola Lane. David Percy. Sharon Lynn, and David Rollins. Produced by Marcel Silver.

Staged by Edward Royce. Music and Lyrics by Dave Stamper. DeSylva. Brown and Henderson,

Con Conrad. Sid Mitchell and Archie Gottler.

TALKERS HIT THE
BOX OFFICE BULL S EYE
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%eadWhatSamHerman says:

s for Walker Theatre

i 6ERMAN MANAGING DIRECTOR

February 15th, 1929,

Mr* Louis G. Pacent - President,

Pacent Reproducer Corporation,
250 West 39th Street,
New York City, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Pacent : -

A few days ago, I heard the installation of your Pacent
Reproducing System at the "Lincoln Theatre" - Union City,
New Jersey and can 9ay that I think it is the best instru-
ment I have heard to date.

In order to verify this statement, I am enclosing herewith <

my check for $3000.00 for the "Walker Theatre" and the
"Senate Theatre", both in Erooklyn, as a deposit.

Wishing you success and asking for an early installation,
I beg to remain

S, I. BERMAN
Managing Director.

M

IN BROOKLYN



"The motion picture is committed to newness and the

immediate Notv. The Screen succeeds, not in yesterday's

glory or tomorrow's hope, but in the facts of Today.

Pathe advances into the new season assured and pre-

pared in terms of now."

Months have elapsed—comes the dawn:

It has become the custom of the motion picture industry

to be flamboyant, to speak in large, loud words, hoping
that some part of a whisper may be heard.

Pathe does not have to resort to extraordinary emphasis
to register the plain truth and facts. Pathe's record for

the current season is sufficiently emphatic in the minds
of the box-office minded.

Let us now, however, reiterate what we said in that May
announcement of 1928: "Pathe is a House of Honor, un-

tainted of competition with its customers, rendering

unswerving service and asking nothing beyond its

proper due."

Onward in these pages you will read the story of Pathe's

box-office victories, the only victories in which the ex-

hibitor can share.

PATHE

(Pathe Announcement, May 26, 1928)

PATHE DELIVERS
(a fact)



THEY
say

NEDMcCOBBSDAUGHTER

THE SPIELER

September Photoplay chooses two Pathe features

in its six best of the month—"Craig's Wife"
and "Power".

Film Daily poll places "King of Kings" in ten best

of year, "Chicago" and "Craig's Wife" in roll

of honor.

December Photoplay picks "The Spieler" as one
of the six best of the month.

Cincinnati Times-Star chooses "Craig's Wife"
among ten best. Honorable mention— "Sky-

scraper".

Exhibitor's Daily Review puts "Ned McCobb's
Daughter" in the "ten best" of the year.

Washington Star puts "King of Kings" and
"Chicago" in its " best of the season".

"Skyscraper" in the select class of the Cincinnati

Times-Star.

"The Spieler" and "Craig's Wife" put in the "ten

best" by Tamar Lane of the Film Mercury.

Motion Picture News says, "'The Office Scandal'

is the greatest newspaper story ever screened

—

and it goes double or redoubled."

John S. Cohen, Jr. of the New York Sun, puts

"King of Kings" in his list of the season's best.

THE SHADY LADY



CAPTAIN SWAGGER

Amusements, Minneapolis picks "King of Kings"
as the best picture of the year.

Carl B. Adams, of the Cincinnati Enquirer, heads
the Ten Best of the Year with "Craig's Wife".

Ex. Herald-World says
—

"'Geraldine' is one of

the most entertaining and fascinating pictures

this reviewer has seen for some time."

"The Red Mark" barely misses being one of the

ten best movies.—Regina Cannon, New York
American.

Detroit Free Press—" 'Craig's Wife' is one of the

chosen pictures of the year, placed on more
selected lists throughout the country than can
be counted."

Variety says: " 'Sal of Singapore' can play 'em
big and small, silent or wired, and mean some-
thing. It's first run material and a pip."

Quinn Martin, in the Evening World—"Captain
Swagger" is another picture out of the Pathe
Studios, in which a noticeable rise in production
merit has been going on for the last few months.

The Check-up, Motion Picture News for Dec.
10th, reports from exhibitors, shows Pathe leads
at the box-office.

PATHE

CHICAGO

GERALDINE

THE OFFICE SCANDAL



WE
say now

STRANGE CARGO
ALL TALKING SUPER SPECIAL
with 14 Distinguished Stage Players.
Written and Directed by Benjamin Glazer

^LEATHERNECK
starring WILLIAM BOYD
with Alan Hale, Robert Armstrong,
Fred Kohler, Diane Ellis.
A Ralph Block Production Directed by Howard Higgin

The
OFFICE SCANDAL.

starring PHYLLIS HAVER with
Raymond Hatton,
Margaret Livingston

A Ralph Block Production Directed by Paul L. Stein

the biggest fa



™* GODLESS GIRL.
CECIL B. DeMILLFS Road Show
Special by Jeanie Macpherson.
A super picture of a thousand thrills-

MOTHER'S BOY
withMORTON DOWNEY Broadway's

Goldon Voiced Tenor. A Singing Talking

Sensation from the story by Gene Markey
uith

Helen Chandler, Barbara Bennett,

Beryl Mercer, Osgood Perkins*
Produced by Robert T.Kane Directed b\ Bradley Barker

PATHE
k hits of



T

.•aft

Avr i
1
1 .^! k il "7rom%e CrossRods *

At the

PARAMOUNT
Beginning Feb. 16

Pathe's ALL-TALKING
Super'Special

STRANGE
CARGO"

with

14 Distinguished
Stage Players

Written and Directed by Benjamin Glazer



says
ofthe World to the Cathedralofthejfotion Picture"

At

B.S.Moss'COLONY
Beginning Feb. 16

NED n i OBBS
DAUGHTER

u

ROW
Beginning February 23

THE
SPIELER"

with

Alan Hale, Renee Adoree,

Fred Kohler, Clyde Cook

A Ralph Block Production Directed by Tay Garnett

Sidney Howard's Theatre Guild Hit

with

Irene Rich, Robert Armstrong,
Theodore Roberts

Directed by William J. Cowen

to be followed by

TheSHADYLADY
Starring PHYLLIS HAVER

with
Robert Armstrong, Louis Wolheim

Directed by Edward H. Gri/7tth

Supervised by Ralph Block

GERALDIAE n

The Great Booth Tarfcington Story

«>ith Eddie Quillan, Marion Nixon

Directed b-v Melville Brtmro Sutitrvised by Paul Bern

PATHE
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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SUPREME IN THE EAST

3,783 copies of the December 31, 1928,

issue of the HERALD-WORLD were

delivered to paid subscribers in east-

ern states. These were divided* as

follows

:

NEW ENGLAND - - 881

MIDDLE ATLANTIC 1988

SOUTH ATLANTIC - 914

It is the largest audited eastern circulation of any

motion picture trade paper on record.

The HERALD- WORLD leads—not just in grand total

of circulation. But it leads in the West, the Central

West, the SoLith—and in the East.

Including Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachu-

setts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.

Including New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania.

Including Delaware, Maryland, Dist. of Columbia, Vir-

ginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia, Florida.

Geographical divisions established by A. B. C.

%wisnosubstitutefarQiwhtion/
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AUDIT BUREAU OF

CIRCULATIONS
CHICAGO

AVERAGE NET PAID

1st Quarter 1928 13666 (a)

2nd
3rd
4tli

1928
1928
1928

13199
12452
12143

AUDITOR'S REPORT
Exhibitors Herald-World (a)

2.

Chicago

* Illinois

5. Published Weekly

6, Report for twelve months ending Dec. 51

Date Examined Janxary 1929

4. Year EstaS.
E.H. .1915
M.P.W.1907

1928

8 Average Distribu tion fc^p^riodjcowered^bij Paragraph 6_above

Mafl Subscribers (lnd»vidual) 11908 Correspondents . . . 37

Net Sales through Newsdealers 29 Advertisers ... . 223

Mail Subscribers Special Advertising Agencies 33

(See Par. 28) 902 Exchanges and Complimentary 190

Single Issue Sales 14 Canvassers and Samples

Employees ..... 50-

File Copies 52
TOTAL NET PAID 12853 jJaplicaticas 113

Term Subscriptions in Bulk

Single Issue Sales in Bulk 12
TOTAL NEI PAID INC. BULK 12865 TOTAL DISTRIBUTION 11553

10. Net Paid Circulation by States based on issue of. £§C_e_mber_ j^-.^Sfi.

STATE

Maine
New Hampshire

Vermont
Massachusetts

Rhode Island

Connecticut

New England

New Ycrk

New Jersey .

Pennsylvania

Middle Atlantic

Delaware

Maryland

Dist. of Columbia

Virginia

West Virginia

North Carolina

South Carolina

Georgia

Florida

South Atlantic

Ohio
Indiana

Illinois

Michigan

Wisconsin

East North Central

Kentucky

Tennessee .

Alabama
Mississippi .

East South Central

I .t H. »• tH r. MMfMt. I M. Itnun. rtmtlM.I1

MAIL SUBSCRIBERS NtWSGEALfcSS STATE Mail SUBSCRIBES NEWSDEALERS

159 {Minnesota .

91 | Iowa .

63 f Missouri

382 f
North Dakota

45 {South Dakota

141 J^/v 1 Nebraska

"qqI I {Kansas

1144 i
18 i W3st North Central

169 -/\% {Arkansas

675 X;/* {Louisiana

Oklahoma

I Texas

I
West South Central

j Montana

|
Idaho .

[Wyoming
] Colorado

{New Mexico
{Arizona

{Utah '.

| Nevada
I Mountain

|
Washington
[Oregon

I
California

| Pacific

Unclassified .

. United States

[Alaska &U. S. Poss

{Canada

|
Foreign

I Miscellaneous (x) .

Grand Total
>iiiUMtMUMiinw«iM*iMiDMi B——M—W|—| WWMMM«Mm t*""*""*ir'riirr-niitm-M»nniinriinw«iii

(x) Miscellaneous — Saias ot.er tnan mail subscrbers or newsdealers.

. u-,. .

267
382
355
103
119
313

....305...

1844
"""133"

161
244

...-5QS-.

1044
79"

82
50

144
34

35
84
19.
527

"""200"

134

....754..

1088

11222 I 25..

68
j

407
j

561 ;

j
23.

„12^S8..„ luj,..„,.:„..,........^8«„

Copyright 1514 Aud.i Bureau of Circu.&tion*

(a) So<? ? .. 28.
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Now
Phototone ffTalkie"

A Xew Synchronous Disc Device

that every house can afford

The same perfection of result and
ingenuity of design which has
caused thePhototone non-synchro-
nous device to be installed in a

greater number of motion picture

theaters than are using any similar

machine is back of the new Syn-
ch ront)us device by Phototone.

This device is offered after months
of experience and research—a com-
plete synchronous attachment,
perfected in all its details; sub-

stantially built; and conforming to

the Phototone policy of offering

the best at lowest possible cost.

This new and better synchronous

device is now ready for the market.

Installations are being made. Get
the details. Just use the coupon to

indicate the type of equipment in

which you are interested or get in

touch with our nearest office.

Watch for Announcement of

Phototone's Sound on Film

In about thirty days, Phototone will have ready

for delivery a modestly priced Sound on Film at-

tachment which can he applied to present

Phototone installations.

^^^^ J^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ k ^ Phototone Company, North Vernon, Ind.

^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^H ^^F^^p ^^^^^^ tone for houses having non-synchronous device. Com-
plete combination Synchronous-Non-Synchronous instal-

Branrh Offices: 1531 Broadway, New York, N. Y.; 845 South Wabash Avenue, lation. Phototone Cue Service. Phototone Sound on

Chicago, 111.; 1025 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.; 1325 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.; 327 Film Attachment.

E. Sixth St., Cincinnati, Ohio; 220 W. Fourth St., Charlotte, N. C; 125 Walton St.,

Atlanta, Ga.; Suffolk, Va.; 28 Piedmont St., Boston, Mass.; 563 Calvert Bldg., Balti- NAME OF THEATRE

more, Md.; 118 W. 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.; 1936 So. Vermont St., Los Angeles, STREET A\D \0
Calif.; 2118 Second St., Seattle, Wash.; 1805 Commerce St., Dallas, Texas; 705 West
Grand St., Oklahoma City, Okla.; 5332 Chicago Ave., South Minneapolis, Minn.; CIT'i A.\D T.4

824 21st St., Denver, Col.; Argos, Indiana. BY



—it's an ugly word but

it says plenty—
SHOWMEN KNOW what the word means. You've

got to have it to stay in show business* To cope with

changing times, to hang on to a fickle public, to meet

the overhead requires—guts!

IN THE PAST YEAR this industry has witnessed

exciting and trying days. Theatres linked up with

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer product have stood like Rocks

af Gibraltar, firm and foremost, secure and safe. Of all

:ompanies, Metro- Goldwyn -Mayer has given a bold

ind uncompromising challenge to uncertainty by deli-

vering its greatest product during a time of greatest

leed. M-G-M's unswerving answer to your need, Now
md Forever, is Great Pictures enacted by the magnetic

;tars of popular favor. The past year has cemented

nore firmly than ever the bond between Metro-Gold-

vyn-Mayer and the 15,000 theatres it serves. The past

'ear, too, has been a lesson in theatre insurance to



other exhibitors, who now finally recognize that the

one safe and dependable source of picture supply is

M-G'M* Day by day theatre-owners are switching

from previous affiliations to M-G-M, convinced by

sheer, outstanding, box-office performance*

LET US list briefly a few M-G-M releases of

recent months:

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS
(Joan Crawford)

EXCESS BAGGAGE
(William Haines)

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS
CLon Chaney)

THE CAMERAMAN
(Buster Kcaton)

SHOW PEOPLE
(Marion Davies - William Haines)

WHITE SHADOWS
In the South Sea*

A WOMAN OF AFFAIRS
(John Gilbert - Greta Garbo)

THE FLYING FLEET
(Ramon Novarro)

BROTHERLY LOVE
(Dane • Arthur)

WEST OF ZANZIBAR
(Lon Chaney)

AND HERE are some of the great M-G-M
pictures for forthcoming release:

WILLIAM HAINES in

ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE
«<he $2 Astor Theatre Talking Hit)

JOHN GILBERT in

DESERT NIGHTS

THE BELLAMY TRIAL
(BroaJway't new $2 Talking Picture)

— and Hitst

THE TRAIL
OF '98

With

DOLORES DEL RIO
and a mighty cast

CLARENCE BROWN
Director

ROBERT W. SERVICE
Author

FIRM AND FOREMOST

GRETA GARBO in

WILD ORCHIDS

WILLIAM HAINES in

THE DUKE STEPS OUT
THE BRIDGE

OF SAN LUIS REY
(The mott celebrated novel of ehe day)

Hits.' Hits.'
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PERFORMANCES OF COPYRIGHTED
MUSIC

By Mechanical Devices,

"Yitaphone," "Movietone," "Photophone," "Bristolphone"

Phonographs, Mechanical Organs, Pianos, Etc.

INFORMATION
In the rapid development and increase in the use of mechanical means of perform-

ing music, some exhibitors have received the impression that such renditions, in

public performances, are not subject to license of the copyright owner.

The impression is entirely erroneous. License must

be secured from the copyright owner, in respect of a

public performance by means of any mechanical device

just the same as if the performance were by a human
orchestra.

The Copyright Lane makes no distinction as regards

the means used for accomplishing the rendition of

copyrighted music ; if it occurs in a public performance

for purposes of profit, license of the copyright owner

must be secured or an infringement of the copyright

is committed.

Renditions by means of "Vitaphone", "Movietone",

"Photophone", "Bristolphone", or any of the various

synchronizing devices, or by means of phonographs,

mechanical organs, or any sort of contrivance which

will mechanically reproduce music, are subject to

exactly the same conditions as regards license from

copyright owners, as renditions by human players.

Exhibitors and others are therefore cautioned re-

garding the necessity of securing, or continuing in

effect if they already have it, the license of this Society

before effecting renditions by the above means or

otherwise, of compositions copyrighted by our mem-
bers. Infringements of these copyrights will be

prosecuted.

Existing agreements between E. C. Mills, as Agent
and Trustee of various copyright owners, and Electri-

cal Research Products, Inc., and RCA Photophone,

Inc., stipulate that renditions of copyrighted musical

works by means of the latter's synchronizing appara-

tus shall occur only in theatres having license of this

Society. Such license is available, in respect of such

renditions, under the same conditions as if renditions

are by human means. This Society is not a principal

party to such agreements.

In all fairness this notice is inserted in publications

of general circulation amongst exhibitors, to the end
that they may avoid the commission of infringements

through unlicensed illegal public performances of

copyrighted musical works by means of any type of

mechanical device, and thus become liable to the penal-

ties provided by the law.

// you have a license from the Society, and intend

to include compositions copyrighted by our members
in your programs, you should be careful to continue

the license in effect, regardless of the manner in which
such renditions are effected, mechanical or otherwise.

If you do not have such license, and desire to use such

works in your programs, you should immediately

apply for license, and thus avoid the hazard of suits

for infringement of copyrights.

Further information, list of members, and address

of our office nearest to you will be mailed promptly

upon request.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS
AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS

1501 Broadway, New York



THE
February 19, 1929

"The Barker' opened Saturday to tremen-

dous business at the NewYork Strand turn-

ing away thousands. This picture was second

only in gross to a shorter length Chaplin

picture which ran two extra shows daily.

Monday's business was $3,000 over average.

This attraction is the biggest gold mine hit

for exhibitors." (Signed) MOE MARK

MILTON SILLS
DOROTHY MACKAILL

AND BETTY CO M PS 0 N

A GEORGE FSTZMAURICE
PRODUCTION

Presented f>v Richard A. Rouland. From the play by
Kcnvon Nicholson. Stage production by Charles L.

Wagner. Adaptation by Bcnjumin Qlazer
Musical Score and effects by the X'itaphone Music Masters

FIRST NATIONAL li ilLV^-^— PICTURE

RECORD

TNYSTR

"At 10:30 yesterday morning, the line at

the Strand was expectantly draped around

the box-office, down Broadway to the corner

of 47th Street and along the latter thorough-

fare for a goodly distance. The picture is

'The Barker'. . . Merely more evidence

that good pictures are known by their

merits !
" Kann in Film Daily, February 19th.

Member of Motion Picture Producers **d Distributors of America Inc.--Will H.Hays JWiuimi
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IN THIS ISSUE—
Advent of sound is boosting short features, says Hammons, proving boon particularly to comedies;
Has revived all the genius of Mack Sennett as producer, declares president of Educational; Finds
new development in production of motion pictures is especially adaptable to comedy product while

not appropriate for all types of long features.

COMPLETE INDEX TO CONTENTS

NEWS
Oregon and North Dakota exhibitors face new attempts to saddle

legislative censorship on pictures—Measure killed in Missouri

house.

Musicians union adherents capture sound ballot at Dallas and out-

vote friends of audiens after first results of survey show audiens

preferred.

Sound pictures necessitate extra shows in Canada; Prices in-

creased on average of ten cents: Short features close programs.

"Your Income Tax Return"—Tax expert gives pertinent infor-

mation to the trade on how to file schedules, due March 15.

FEATURES
Service Talks by T. 0. Service 48

Los Angeles by Douglas Hodges 40

Pictorial Section 29

Letters from Readers 54

Broadway 24

Sound Pictures 34

DEPARTMENTS
The Studio 39

Short Features 41

Presentation Acts 42

The Theatre 49

Classified Advertising 53

What the Picture Did for Me 55

New Pictures 52

Chicago Personalities by J. F 66

ADVERTISEMENTS
FILM, SOUND AND EQUIPMENT—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Tif-

fany-Stahl, Eastman Kodak, Fox, Paramount, Pacent Reproducer,
Pathe, Phototone, Gennett Sound Equipment Company, First Na-
tional, Universal, Dayton Safety Ladder, American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers, Murad Cigarets, Hamlin
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More on Sound Pictures

' I "'HE influence of sound upon the motion picture indu&

try reaches a great deal further than one can appreci-

ate from an inspection of the surface.

In a way, the controversy over sound pictures and silent

continues. One can still hear occasional voices insisting

that the new sound pictures, whether made with dialogue

or music, are nothing more than fads. One can still hear

evangelists of the new order insisting that the silent picture

is doomed and that we will have a new era.

These are extreme views, interesting merely as marking

the boundaries of the existing controversy. Obviously, the

truth lies somewhere between, but we must nevertheless

be grateful to the extremists as presenting the situation in

such sharp relief that all may see and understand.

Whatever the future of sound pictures, close students of

the industry have already noted one change. Sound has

brought the short feature back to life.

At one time, shortly before the advent of sound, the

Educational Film Exchanges had some 13,500 theatres on

their list; this meant a lively demand for short comedies

in many parts of the world. Suddenly, the list began to

shrink. Big theatres in the larger cities were dropping the

short features to make room for presentation acts. Smaller

theatres in smaller cities began to follow suit. Mr. E. W.
Hammons, president of Educational, tells the story

graphically on another page of this magazine.

This brought up a serious problem. It was a problem

far more vital to the motion picture industry than a sud-

den slump in the demand for a certain set of pictures, or

the product of any one particular company. It meant that

motion picture theatres were drawing further and further

away from motion pictures, to present an old hybrid form
of entertainment in a new and fresher form. It meant
that motion pictures were no longer strong enough to

bring crowds into the theatres.

And motion pictures, obviously, form the backbone of

the industry. Motion pictures are the industry itself.

With the advent of sound, the short features came
promptly back into their own. Fox showed the way in

unmistakable language when he showed Broadway the first

of the talking comedies, "The Family Picnic." Educa-

tional promptly took the cue and today there is a livelier

demand than ever for this type of entertainment.

Big theatres which dropped the short comedies for acro-

bats and singers, orchestras and masters of ceremonies,

have come back to short features. Comedies are back in

style. The shrinking list is on the mend.

Again, it is relatively unimportant to the industry as a

whole that the product of any one company is back in

favor. But it is highly significant that the theatres are

coming back to moving pictures as against saxophones.

For what the short comedy has accomplished toward

this end, the motion picture industry should extend its

thanks and congratulations.

* * *

The Demand for Films

r
I

AHE staggering totals for motion picture production
-L costs, just made public by the United States Census

Bureau, show clearly how earnestly and how honestly the

industry is striving to better its product.

The biennial census of the bureau shows that in 1927

a total of 142 studios and laboratories reported a total

production cost of $134,000,000. This is nearly half again

as much as the total spent in the corresponding period of

1925, to be exact, 43.5 per cent.

Inasmuch as these figures concern the activities of the

industry before the advent of sound, it may be predicted

with a degree of safety that the figures of 1929 will shame

these in comparison. If the industry expanded its costs

by 43.5 per cent in the course of normal progress, it will

not be too much to expect that the costs for 1929 will

represent an increase of more than a hundred per cent

over the present totals.

Costs in themselves are, of course, nothing to boast

about. It need not be a matter of pride that the industry

is spending more money than ever before. Money, for all

its value, is not an infallible gauge of success.

It is reassuring, however, that the huge sums spent are

being used in a progressive and an intelligent manner.

The industry has not been niggardly about its investiga-

tions of sound. It has not skimped in its efforts to educate

itself in this new medium. It has been generous, even at

the risk of many mistakes, and costly mistakes at that.

The motion picture industry has learned that progress

is expensive, but at the same time profitable.

'If He Is An EXHIBITOR. He Is
A Reader Of The H ERA LD-WO RLD

*
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Advent of Sound Is Boosting
Short Feature, Says Hammons

Admirably Suited to Comedies,
Educational^ President Finds

Frank Keenan, Film
And Stage Veteran,

Dies of Pneumonia
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 26.—The film colony
again is bowed in grie£ over the death of one
of its most eminent and popular members.
Frank Keenan,
veteran of the
stage and both a

director and actor

for the screen,

passed away of

pneumonia at his

home here Sun-
day. He was 70

years old.

Keenan was
born in Dubuque,
la., and at the age
of 22, began his

stage career. He
played in stock

for awhile, then

was given starring

roles in many
stage productions,

including Shakes-
pearean plays.
Ten years ago he played his first part on the

screen, and since then has also been a direc-

tor. His last stage appearance was on his

68th birthday in Chicago.

He is survived by his widow, who was his

leading woman prior to her marriage ; by Mrs.

Ed Wynn, wife of the stage comedian; and

by Mrs. Frank Sloane.

At the time of his death his wife was be-

side him. Mrs. Wynn and Mrs. Sloane were
on their way from New York to his bedside,

but he died before they reached him.

The passing of Keenan adds another to the

list of recent deaths which have robbed Holly-

wood of such outstanding and beloved film

personalities as William Russell, Fred Thom-
son and Theodore Roberts.

Frank Keenan

Amkino's "Krassin" Opens
At Carnegie Hall After
Address by Stefansson

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—A combination
of jeering and cheering marked the open-
ing at Carnegie Hall on February 20 of

"Krassin," the original film of the Soviet

Expedition which rescued the crew of the

wrecked Italia.

The film presented by Amkino and re-

leased by Sovkino, was preceded by an in-

formatory introductive address by Vilhja-

mur Stefansson, the Arctic explorer who
edited it. Stefansson was jeered by the

Italians and cheered by the Russians, but
preserved his poise and made his points

unhurriedly.

A little later at the Lyric theatre, the ex-

plorer made another speech before the
premier of "At the South Pole," a picture

made up largely of views taken by mem-
bers of the ill fated Scott expedition.
Stefansson had also edited and titled this

film which will continue to be shown twice
daily.

Joins RKO Publicity Staff
PORTLAND, ORE.—Marc Bowman has joined the

publicity department of RKO Productions.

Declared Boon to Genius of Mack Sennett—Company
Giving Silent Films Equal Attention

By PETER VISCHER
NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—The advent of sound has been a boon of immeas-

urable value to short features. The authority for that is none other than E.

W. Hammons, president of the Educational Film Exchanges, whose eminent

position in the industry is world-wide and long established.

"Not so many months ago, Educational had more than 13,500 theatres on

its lists buying short comedies," said Hammons in an engagingly frank and

exclusive interview with the Herald-World. It is no secret that the sudden

popularity of presentation acts cut into that figure to a considerable extent.

"Big theatres in the large cities found it exhibitors sound pictures made by both of

profitable, or thought they did, which amounts
to the same thing, to drop short pictures from
their programs and substitute vaudevillians of

various sorts, singers, dancers, stagehands,

masters of ceremonies. The smaller theatres

followed suit, or wanted to, because this

seemed profitable enterprise.

"When sound became available, we promptly
looked into the situation. It seemed to us that

sound was admirably suited to the presen-

tation of comedies. I can think of any num-
ber of programs in which sound would be a

detriment rather than an aid. I can think of

Portable Sound-on-Film
Projector Is Exhibited

A portable sound-on-Glm projector
was exhibited for the first time Tues-
day, Feb. 26, at the Western Electric
plant in Chicago. Although meant
primarily for churches and clubs, this

new Electrical Research Projector
will be suitable for smaller theatres.

Complete announcement of this new
projector will be published in the
Herald-World next week.

any number of audiences unwilling to subject

themselves to the strain of close attention for

the length of a full picture.

"But I cannot imagine a comedy in which
sound could not be used to advantage.

"We studied the situation carefully, inspect-

ing not merely possibilities but as well meth-
ods. As a result, we are now presenting to

the leading methods, Western Electric and

R. C. A. This is, I believe, rather a unique

situation and one which seems to have been

handled rather well.

"We found that sound pictures

were good. We found, for instance,

that sound revived all the genius in

Mack Sennett; he had been making
his particular brand of comedies for

years and had certainly investigated
every possibility open to him. Now,
with sound, he is like a child with a
new toy. His pictures are better

than ever, fresh, lively, bright. Cer-
tainly sound has been a boon to this

famous producer.

"We find a growing disinterest in the pre-

sentation of a singer. It is not -highly enter-

taining to watch a man open his throat, no

matter how lovely the sounds that issue forth.

The people who seek entertainment want
something brighter. As a result, the short

features are coming back into their own. They
are more popular today than ever before, and

are back in practically all the big theatres."

Hammons made it plain that his company
will not relax in its efforts to provide short

comedies for silent theatres.

"More than that," he said, "we will make
silent pictures as we have always made them.

We are not going to take a sound picture,

remove its sound, and call it silent. That
won't do. We know there is such a thing as

killing the goose that lays the golden eggs

and we are going to make silent pictures in

their own way, separate and apart from those

we raake in sound."

Electrical Financiers Predict Reduction

Of Operation Costs for Sound Pictures
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 26.—"When the electrical companies manufacturing
equipment for the presentation of sound 61ms, determine definitely that the 'talkies'^

are here to stay, it is logical to expect that they will gradually reduce prices,"

declares a report of financiers interested in the electrical industry, made upon
completion of a tour of inspection of theatres in and around San Francisco.

"During 1928," the report states, "there was a wild rush on the part of big and
little exhibitors to obtain equipment for their showhouses. Those who were for-

tunate in being able to announce to the waiting public that they were now able to

offer all the big 'talkie' hits, found that attendance immediately picked up."

The financiers declare they found that operating costs have also gone up, which
led to their statement that as soon as the innovation becomes a settled thing, the

electrical industry will endeavor to correct this.
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Motion Picture Club
*pHE Motion Picture Club has made itself

a definite and invaluable part of Broad-
way and the motion picture industry.

Here, in the very heart of the Broadway
district devoted to the theatre, you can find
the active workers of the industry. You
just know they're active, because nobody
but an active man in the best of health
and spirits could fight his way into the ele-
vators at 1560 Broadway. The subway
looks like Trinity Churchyard at sunrise
compared with the lobby of this building
at noontime.
Once you get into the club on the sixth

floor, and pull your tattered garments back
onto your weary body to hide the black-
and-blue spots, all is serene. The lounge
is peaceful and comforting, except perhaps
for the little group in the corner, gathered
around the ticker.

The food is excellent. The books are in-
viting, fresh and new and quite unopened.
The card rooms are populous and con-
tented. The ping-pong table is popping
with activity. The pool tables are cheer-
ful. The handball court and the gym are
glowing with health. Of course, the man-
ager may give you a curt answer now and
then and thumb his nose at you, but it's all
in good fun.

Finally, and this is a matter of no small
importance, the club is prospering. It has
won a place in the industry, thanks to the
good fellowship it engenders and the pleas-
ant refuge it provides. It is immensely
popular and its popularity is deserved.

Don't come to New York without taking
a look at the Motion Picture Club.

* * *

The other night they had some boxing
bouts at the Motion Picture Club and there
is a movement on foot to have them regu-
•arly. This sounds a little ominous; you
should have seen Moe Mark clamber into
the front row, ringside. However, I take
it that the boxing business is being intro-
duced merely as a matter of entertainment.

* * *

Doug Fairbanks

TJOUG FAIRBANKS has gone and made
a swell picture in "The Iron Mask."

To me, it was as good as any picture he
has ever made, which is about all that can
be said for any film.

This is great news, because Fairbanks
has been a favorite of the films so long that
it would be nothing short of tragic to be
forced to record, regretfully, that anything
of his showed any signs of sliding.
"The I ron Mask" isn't just a good pic-

ture, or a good Fairbanks picture. It is a
strong romantic story, played with fire and
fervor, extraordinarily well done. Fair-
banks himself is as dashing as ever he was;
he is a rattling good actor who somehow
transports you into the mood of what he is

playing.
* * *

Fairbanks' ingenious method of employ-
ing the voice isn't terribly important.
He steps forward with a brief recitation

at the beginning of the picture, and again
at the beginning of the second half. In
the manner of the traditional Greek chorus
he introduces the subject and comments
briefly. You hear his voice, which is
enough. He has the good sense not to
make the lords and ladies of Louis XIV's
day talk in Hollywood English.

PETER VISCHER.

Famous Citizens of Dixie

V U
,
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t Mr- FIonan Slappey, of course. And probably other Sons and Daugh-

nT
tC~ • •

W Rise
-

For they are 0ctavus R°y Cohen's famous fiction characters.Now Chnstie-Paramount has incarnated them on the screen, in "Music Hath Charms,"
produced with an all-colored cast. Roberta Hyson, Spencer Williams, Harry Tracy,
Nathan Curry, Leon Hereford and Harry Porter have the principal parts. WalterGraham directed.

Above: Octavus Roy
Cohen, author of the
widely read negro
stories from which
have come such cele-

brated expressions as
"Is you is or is you
ain't," and "That is

something I a in'

t

no t hi n' else but."
With Cohen is shown
Al Christie, who is

producing the stories

for Paramount re-

lease. They areshown
examining a new
type of W e stern
Electric microphone.

Left: The eminent
Mr. Florian Slappey
of Birmingham, man
about town and a
leading light in the
doings of Darktown.

Below: Mr. Roscoe
Griggers overwhelms
Miss Zenia Shrowl,
luscious manicurist,
with a flock of
badges pronouncing
him a man of vast

affairs.
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RCA Makes New
Terms for Initial

Photophone Fees
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—New terms for ex-
hibitors were placed in effect last Wednesday
by RCA Photophone, Inc. Instead of a 25
per cent down payment formerly required
upon signing of contract, the new terms call

for a down payment of ten per cent upon
signing of contract, with 15 per cent payable
at the time installation is actually commenced
in the theatre.

RCA Photophone has opened offices in the

following key cities

:

Chicago, 100 West Monroe Street, repre-
sented by Walter Brown.
Denver, 817 Seventeenth Street, represented

by G. B. Cummings.
San Francisco, 235 Montgomery Street, rep-

resented by Mortimer O. Smith.
Toledo, 430 Islington Street, represented by

E. M. Smith.

Abbott Signed by RKO,
Collaborates with Daab,
Paramore on "Ringside"

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—George Abbott,
famed director-playwright, is the latest to be
enrolled under the RKO banner. Abbott
will work with Hy Daab and Ted Paramore on
a forthcoming RKO production, "Ringside."

Hy Daab, director of advertising, publicity
and exploitation for RKO, saw the glamour,
the romance and turbulent life of the ring
and transferred it to "Ringside." Ted Para-
more, his co-author, directed the course of
the play and contributed line and effective

situations.

"Ringside" will be done in sound and silent

and roars of the crowd in Madison Gardens
will be caught with RCA Photophone.

Ken Maynard Signs with
Universal, Will Make Six
Pictures During 1929-30

(Special to the Herold- World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Ken Maynard.
cowboy star, has signed a contract with Uni-
versal pictures calling for 5 years with the
company. The Maynard-Universal pictures
will be super-western in quality. Six of them
will be released during the 1929-30 season.
Maynard has been a western player for

many years. He entered screen work follow-
ing a career as a trick circus rider. Some of
his recent pictures have been "The Wagon
Show," "The Canyon of Adventure," "The
Upland Rider." "The California Mail,' "Chey-
enne," and his current release. "The Roval
Rider."

Detectives Employed in

Quiz on Cutting of Wires
That Control Sound Films

(Special to the Herald-World)

BLOOMINGTON. IND., Feb. 26.—Detec-
tives have been brought here to make an in-

vestigation of cutting of electric wires that

lead to the Indiana theatre, which has been
remodeled to include sound pictures. When
the first performance under the new arrange-
ment was about to start, there was a delay of
nearly an hour. It was found that someone
had climbed a telephone pole in an alley near
the theatre and had cut two wires that con-
trolled the projection room. The house man-
ager thought the act might have been
prompted by labor trouble that occurred while
the theatre was being remodeled.

Two More Censor Bills Filed;

Kansas Escaping Tax on Seats
Option Measures on Sunday Closing Introduced in North Dakota

and Ohio—Michigan Pastor-Legislator SuggestsO C OCT

Clerks Pay Admission Levy

Censorship, Sunday closing, and seat tax—the "triple threat" in the legisla-

tive footballing with the motion picture industry—went through more scrim-

maging in several states last week. The final score cannot be determined until

the playing time of the winter season is over.

In North Dakota a censorship bill has been introduced in the senate, while

a proposal for county option on Sunday shows is up to the house. Oregon too

has a newly introduced censorship measure before it. In Indiana, however,

there was cheer for exhibitors in the killing of a censorship bill in the house,

and at Greeley, Col., the city council passed a repeal ordinance.

In Texas, where the blue Sunday law was and the third member, another pastor, "has

repealed in the house a week ago, it is un-

derstood that the bill is to be taken up in the

senate. City operation is the objective of a

new proposal in the Ohio general assembly.

A Missouri house committee killed the

Wren censorship bill and the measure to bar

standing room sales. A 5 per cent tax on

gross receipts is proposed in a new Wisconsin
bill.

Both the censorship and Sunday option bills

in North Dakota have been defeated at previ-

ous session, but only after bitter fights. The
censor measure provides for a commission of

three at S2,5O0 salary, the expense to be paid

by a S2 tax on each reel.

On the admission tax issue, Michigan exhib-

itors are campaigning against a bill which
would saddle a tax on theatre tickets. In
Kansas, the efforts of R R Biechele and
others seem to have borne fruit. Biechele

suggested a tax investigatory commission be
named, and the senate tax committee has
suggested the indirect bills be laid aside for
this session, which would permit exhibitors to

breathe easily for at least two years.

Oregon Bill Denounced
(Special to the Herald- World)

SALEM, ORE., Feb. 36.—Exhibitors
throughout the state are watching House Bill

No. 408, providing for state censorship. The
measure is practically the same bill that has
been bobbing up for the last eight years. Dan
J. Malarkey, leading attorney, has been re-

tained by the exhibitors, and in the hearing it

was shown there is no public demand for state

wide censorship.

Malarkey warned of the tremendous power
the bill invests in the censorship board. He
also called attention to the harm that could be
done to the talking pictures by such auto-
cratic power.

Mrs. F. O. Northup, who served on the

censorship board for almost six years in

Portland, condemned the state censorship plan.

Exhibitor Routs Censors
(Special to the Herald-World)

GREELEY, COL., Feb. 26.—Repeal of the

city censorship ordinance reveals how an up-
and-up exhibitor put the kibosh on a municipal
censor board. Annihilation of the censor
boards of Greeley began with the banning of

Warner Brothers' "My Man." Manager Dave
Morrison of the Rex theatre invited repre-

sentative citizens, including: four aldermen, to

see the picture privately. All citizens ex-

pressed resentment against the ban and the

board and carried the issue to a public hear-

ing of the council.

The board was composed of three. The
chairman, wife of an educator, recently re-

turned from a leisurely trip around the world,

while one reverend member has been in Eu-
rope with the Liberal Sherwood Eddy party.

twice visited Europe."
The Greeley Tribune editorially denounced

the board.

Sunday Option Proposed
(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, Feb. 26.—A bill has been in-

troduced in the Ohio General Assembly by
Senator Marshall of Cleveland, which would
permit any village, city or incorporated town
to vote on the matter of permitting Sunday
shows after 1 p. m.
"In the case of the news reels, censorship,

unless of the most liberal and broad nature,

threatens encroachment upon the sacred

American principle of free speech," says an
editorial in the Columbus Evening Dispatch.

At the same time the Dispatch opposes abol-

ishment of all censorship.

Would Make Clerks Pay
(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT, Feb. 26.—Theatre owners are

up in arms over a proposal to place a state

tax on theatre tickets. The proposal now is

before the general taxation committee at Lan-
sing. The tax would fall specifically on mo-
tion picture theatres, ball parks and on tickets

up to S3 sold by legitimate theatres.

The trouble all began when Gov. Fred W.
Green declared he needed $23,000,000 for a

hospital program. The theatre tax bill was
introduced by Rev. Andrew H. Harnley, who
said he was in favor of the bill because it

would make stenographers and clerks, "prin-

cipal patrons," help pay the cost of gov-

ernment.
The bill proposes a rate of five cents for

every ticket costing from 10 cents to $1 ;
a

10 cent tax on tickets from SI to $2 and a 15

cent tax on every ticket costing from S2 to S3.

They're Digging Down
(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS. Feb. 26.—The screen and
stage theatre managers of the_ state are pay-

ing their annual state license fee of $5. The
fees are to be paid to the auditor of the

county in which the theatre is located and
should not be sent to the state house.

Kansas Tax Doubtful
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Feb. 26.—R R Biechele.

president of the M. P. T. 0. Kansas-Missouri
and his forces again have triumphed against

the encroachment of unjust legislation. Just

when it began to look as though Kansas ex-

hibitors were to be burdened with a 5 per

cent amusement tax, Biechele's suggestion

that the legislature appoint a tax commission
of five members to study the tax situation in

Kansas was acted upon favorably. The sen-

ate taxation committee suggested to the legis-

lature that none of the indirect tax bills be

passed this session of the legislature, which
means Kansas exhibitors will be free from tax

worries for two vears, at least.
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Union Forces Capture Sound Ballot; Fir^ National for

Outvote Champions of Audiens
Dallas Survey Starts 90 Per Cent Favoring Talking Pictures, Then Musi-

cians' Allies Get Busy with Pencils
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

DALLAS, Feb. 26.—Something happened to the sound survey of the
Greater Palace theatre! The result of the first 200 ballots showed 90
per cent of the patrons preferring all-talking pictures to silent films.

The final tabulation revealed only 37 per cent favoring audiens. What was
the answer? Investigation of the names of the balloters solved the riddle.

Nearly 50 per cent of those casting votes were in some way connected with
the musicians' unions or had similar alliances!

'"PHE survey, carried daily in the Dallas
J- Nezvs and Journal, ran for two weeks,
drawing a total of 700 votes. There were
no prizes, remuneration of any sort in con-
nection with the survey, and the number
who cast ballots did so because of their
interest in the subject. In spite of the fact
that the total count disclosed a majority
in favor of the abolishment of sound pic-
tures, the fact remains that the Greater
Palace theatre is enjoying unusually excel-
lent business on the all-audiens, indicating
that more individuals who were biased
against audiens voted than those who
favored them, hoping that through their
vote they would be instrumental in casting
talking pictures out of the Dallas amuse-
ment repertory.
The questions asked in the ballots reveal

some quite interesting data. They follow,
with resultant counts:

J. Do you prefer all-talking motion pictures?
Yes—203 No—505

Do you prefer pictures that are part talkie

and part silent?

Yes—239 No—544
Do you prefer silent pictures with syn-

chronized music scores?
Yes—251 No—446

Do you like sound effects, such as shots,

knocks, etc.?

Yes—334 No—364
Do you like stage stars of experience in talk-

ing pictures?

Yes—343 No—358
Do you prefer good looking actors regardless

of acting ability?

Yes—283 No—399
7. Do you like talking motion pictures made

from stage hits?

Yes—266 No—434
Do you like the all-talking short comedy
skit?

Yes—268 No—408
9. Do you prefer synchronized music to the

theatre's orchestra?
Yes—205 No—509

The first 200 or more ballots were almost
unanimously in favor of all forms of talk-
ing and sound pictures. And then the dope
was upset. Ballots began pouring in to the
amusement editor of the Nezvs, John Rosen-
field, Jr., by the score, deploring the day
when talking pictures made their debut.

2.

3.

4

5.

6.

8

The survey excited no little interest in
the territory adjoining Dallas, for many
blanks were received from out of town

—

and they were to a large percentage in favor
of the new entertainment.

Regardless of the fact that the final vote
was not representative, the survey was a
success because of the excellent publicity
by the theatre and the newspapers. Front
page stories and boxes started it off, with
a survey of the questionnaires daily in both
papers, with half-column to column stories,
together with the ballot blank. In each
case, the current attraction at the theatre
was played up, as an example of either part-
talking or all-talking picture.

It is figured by the theatre that the sur-
vey aroused much interesting comment on
talking pictures. Though the final record-
ing on the surface would indicate that
audiens were not in favor with the voters,
newspaper readers and theatre patrons were
made to understand the circumstances. The
survey will be run by the Publix deluxe
houses in San Antonio and Houston.

RKO Plans Big Theatre;
Paramount Buys Site

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 26.—While the

historic Orpheum theatre, and the ground on
which it stands, has been transferred to other
interests, the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Circuit

has no intention of retiring from the local

field and plans the erection of a $3,500,000

house. Orpheum shows will be transferred to

the Golden Gate theatre, pending the erection

of a new house. The recent visit of Adolph
Zukor has resulted in the purchase by the

Paramount Famous-Lasky Corporation of

property on Market street adjoining the St.

Francis theatre, operated by Publix theatres.

Fire Causes $35,000 Loss
(Special to the Herald-World)

REGINA SASK., Feb. 26.—The Retina
theatre, operated by Famous Players
Canadian Corp., was damaged when fire

broke out on February 20 from an unde-
termined cause. The loss to the building
was $25,000 while the damage to equipment
and furnishings was $10,000.

Injunction Upholds Rights of To bis to

Sound-on-Film Production in Germany
(Special to the Herald-World)

BERLIN, Feb. 16.—(By Mail.)—Tonbild-Syndikat (Tobis) has been granted
an injunction against Klanghlm, prohibiting the importation and production of
sound pictures in which the action and sound are separately made, to be ultimately
united in printing. The court order followed a trade showing by Klanghlm of such
pictures, which were of American origin and which used the RCA Photophone
process.

The injunction is based on the rights acquired by Tobis with the merger of this

company and Tri-Ergon, original purchases of the rights. The order is applicable
to both German and foreign productions. It is said in the trade here that this

action gives Tobis practical control of sound-on-film production in Germany.

Dialogue Following
Audiens 9

Success
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—First National-
Vitaphone is definitely committed to dialogue
pictures for coming months, according to an
announcement by Ned E. Depinet, general
sales manager, who states that the first of the
dialogue pictures, "The Barker" and "Weary
River," have been so successful that it has
been decided to have talking as well as sound
effects in the coming productions. Dialogue
pictures either in production at the present
time or scheduled to go into work at the stu-

dio at an early date are:
The next Colleen Moore picture as yet un-

titled; "The Man and the Moment," starring
Billie Dove; "His Captive Woman," starring
Milton Sills and Dorothy Mackaill; "The
Squall," with Alice Joyce and Myrna Loy;
"Saturday's Children," starring Corinne Grif-
fith; "Prisoners," "Lilies of the Field," also
starring Corinne Griffith.

Others are the two Richard Barthelmess pic-
tures to follow "Weary River," as yet unti-
tled

; "Careers," "Riviera," starring Billie

Dove; "Dark Streets," starring Milton Sills

and another production with the same star;

"The Girl in the Glass Cage" and "Two Weeks
Off" with Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mul-
hall ; the Alice White pictures, "Hot Stuff,"

and "Broadway Babies," and a mystery melo-
drama, "The House of Horror," with Chester
Conklin, Louise Fazenda and Thelma Todd.

'Made the Goat" in Film
Flop, Says Bairnsfather

(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, Feb. 26.—Writing from
New York to Toronto newspapers, Capt.
Bruce Bairnsfather declared that he has
been made the "goat" for the "failure" of
the picture, "Carry On, Sergeant," made by
Canadian International Films, Ltd. He
asserts that the Canadian company still

owes him between $6,000 and $7,000 in

salary. Captain Bairnsfather admitted in

his letter that there had been extravagances
in production but that they were not under
his control. He stated that he caused the
removal of Col. W. F. Clarke from the post
of general manager of the Canadian com-
pany, and asserted that he had saved the

shareholders from further outlay. He
claimed that the picture was excellent but
that he had been handicapped in being
forced to change his original story. It is

said to have cost $500,000.
In the meantime, there is a stay in bank-

ruptcy proceedings here against the com-
pany, for three months, to enable the com-
pany to effect a financial settlement if

possible.

Theatre Watchman Freed
In Shooting of Youth

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Feb. 26.—In 1927 Dean P.

Simpson, watchman at the Penn Valley the-

atre, suburban house of Kansas City, ejected

John P. Valear from the theatre for creating

a disturbance. Valear started to attack

Dean, who shot and killed Valear. A jury

in the criminal court in Kansas City the other

day acquitted Dean on the grounds of self-

defense.

World-Wide Film Censored
(Special to the Herald-World)

OHIO, Feb. 26.—The censor board has

rejected completely the World-Wide pic-

ture, "A Woman in the Night," claiming
the theme is immoral. This is the first

World-Wide picture to be released in Ohio.
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^Warner Stand on
Interuse Subject

OfFederal Probe
Otfiicials of the department of justice are

to investigate the attitude of Warner Brothers

on interchangeability, according to a state-

ment by William R. Benham, special assist-

ant to the Attorney-General, as reported in

the National Exhibitor. William Bethel, Phila-

delphia franchise holder of Biophone, and
Benham have held conferences.

Warner Brothers have sanctioned the serv-

icing of Biophone at the Grant theatre in

Philadelphia, but declare that this is no
blanket sanction, but that approval will have

to be given specifically for each theatre not

having Western Electric equipment.

Levven Pizor, president of the Eastern

Pennsylvania MPTO, has declared that if

he has not definite assurance of Warner
Brothers' attitude on interchangeability, the

Philadelphia organization will take radical

steps»«o bring the issue to a head.
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steps/.

Brtruce Gallup to Handle
Ad and Sales Promotion
Himself Besides New Job

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Bruce Gallup, now-

advertising and publicity director of United
Artists, is not deserting his first love—adver-

tising and sales promotion. He has started

a system of individual authority and respon-

sibility under his general supervision. Ex-
ploitation is handled by Fred Schaefer, press

sheets by Edward Finney, publicity- by War-
ren Xolan.
Fred Schaefer was connected at various

times with the Louisville Courier-Journal, Dis-

patch, and Post and Graphic, before starting

his eight years in the publicity and exploita-

tion- department of United Artists. Finney
has been a reporter and also an exploiter,

press sheet editor, and house organ editor in

the film trade. Xolan has written United
Artists publicity for three years after several

years of experience with newspapers and
magazines.

Caldwell to Do Technical
Work on Prize Fight Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Fred Caldwell,

who is now directing a feature in Miami,
Florida, has signed a contract with Henry-

Sunshine, of the Good Art Pictures, Inc., mo-
tion picture distributors of New York, for

the technical work and developing of the pic-

tures of the Stribling-Sharkey boxing contest.

The work will take four days, Caldwell

said, and will be done at the Fred Caldwell

Studios near Miami, which he recently leased

for production of his eight reel outdoor
picture.

"Showboat" to Have World
Opening in Miami March 17

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—The world premiere

of "'Showboat," Carl Laemmle's super-talking

picture, will be held on March 17 in the Capi-

tol theatre, Miami, Florida.

Carl Laemmle and Florenz Ziegfeld both

will be present and will associate in launch-

ing the picture. The picture will be presented

at $5 top price. The final dialogue scenes are

now being made on the coast.

Crowds Force Extra Showing
Of Sound Pictures in Canada

Admission Prices Raised 10 Cents on Average—Theatres with One

Exception Retain Orchestras or Organists—Short

Features Now Are Used to Close Programs

[IT hat changes in operation of a theatre have been brought about by the introduction of

sound? What revisions of program and price policies have been made? Following is the

first of a series of articles by Herald ff'orld correspondents on changes introduced in theatres

in different territories.]

[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

OTTAWA, Feb. 26.—Introduction of sound and talking pictures in thea-

tres of Canada has been accompanied by a marked development in managerial

arrangements and certain definite policy changes on the part of exhibitors,

among them an increase of the number of daily showings in order to meet the

demand for seats.

The first wired theatre in the Dominion was the Palace at Montreal and

synchronized programs were introduced there on September 1 last. Since

then theatres have been wired in every city and town of importance from

Montreal to Vancouver.

There is a certain trend in sound pro-

gram policies in these Canadian houses as

follows:
1. In many instances, the first sound

program was presented at special midnight

performances as public preview presentations

for which an admission fee was charged.

2. Admission prices have been raised 10

cents on the average with the introduction

of sound screens.

3. The number of daily perform-
ances has been increased by two and
sometimes three to accommodate the

crowds.
4. Bargain matinees starting at 11

a. m. are now a regular feature at

leading sound theatres in each city,

the admission for which is 25 cents.

Shows formerly opened at 1 p. m. or
1:30 p. m.

5. The admission scale has been
drawn up in practically all instances
to provide for a special lower price

for "supper shows" starting at 5 p. m.
to encourage off-hour patronage.
These supper prices vary slightly, but
they help to keep the theatre con-
tinously filled.

6. Times of presentation have been re-

arranged in numerous instances so that the

long feature does not now close the show
as formerly. Short features are now used
for closing and they are presented in regu-
lar sequence from approximately 10:45 to

11:45 p. m., depending on the lateness of

the "last crowd."
7. "Silence" signs, appropriately framed,

are now making their appearance in theatre

lobbies because of waiting crowds and also

to prevent the disturbing of patrons already
seated inside.

8. With practically only one ex-

ception, theatre managers in Canada
have not dispensed with theatre
orchestras or organists after a house
has been wired, but their use has be-

come restricted to overtures, accom-
paniment for stage presentations and
playing for the news weeklies. Silent

topical films are still much in demand;

the sound weeklies now available have
not drawn as well—outside of sound
shots of world celebrities.

9. The bilingual situation in Eastern
Canada early became a problem in sound
picture presentations. It has been solved

by Manager Harry Dahn of the Capitol,

Montreal, by the use of English-French
subtitles which have been specially printed

at considerable expense. Manager George
Rotsky of the Palace, Montreal, has fea-

tured pictures, including shorts, in which
the French language is heard.

10. Care has been taken by all managers
to state definitely in all forms of advertising

the exact nature of a sound picture

—

whether with orchestral synchronization

throughout, with synchronized sound ef-

fects, with both music and talking sequences

or all-talking arrangement. An indication

of this care was seen when Manager Ray-

Tubman of the Regent theatre, Ottawa, was
worried because he had announced dancing

as a part of a Gus Edwards' Revue short

subject when eventually there proved to be

only singing and jokes.

These points show the general trend of the

sound and talking picture situation in Can-

ada and the following are the managers who
have adopted these practices: George
Rotsky, Palace, Montreal: Thomas Daley,

Tivoli, Toronto; W. F. Davis. Metropolitan,

Winnipeg; Harry Dahn, Capitol, Montreal;

Tohn Arthur, Uptown, Toronto; Leonard
Bishop, Tivoli, Hamilton; Ray Tubman,
Regent, Ottawa; R. S. Roddick, Capitol,

London; John Hazza, Capitol, Calgary; J.

M. Robertson, Dominion, Victoria. B. C;
Pete Egan, Capitol, Regina; and also the

managers of the Capitol at Winnipeg, Van-
couver, Windsor and others.

Hale Houston in Charge
(Special to the Herald- World)

LOGAXSPORT, IND., Feb. 26—The
Fourth Avenue Amusement Company of Lou-
isville, Kentucky, has announced that the prop-

erties of the company in Logansport, which

include the new Logan, the Luna and Grand
theatres, will be in charge of Hale Houston.

Finloy Theatres Are Chartered
GOLDSBORO. N. C—The Finloy theatres, Inc..

has been chartered here with an authorized capital

stock of $50,000. The incorporators are Kenneth
E. Finloy, Hugh Dortch and Wyatt E. Blake, all of

Goldsbor*.

What Exhibitors Are Saying
About Exhibitors Hera Id -World

"I have been taking the Herald-World since I started in the show business

in 1921 and I think it is the best of its kind."

—

C. U . Tipton. .\eu theatre,

Manila. Ark.
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Broadway Sees Another Qood Film;

"Iron Mask" Packs Rivoli
Douglas Fairbanks Maintains His Tradition with Exciting and Intelligent

Picture—Extra Midnight Show Given
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Broadway has seldom been richer in good pic-
tures than at the present time. One new picture of outstanding
strength joined the parade last week in "The Iron Mask," latest work

of United Artists and Douglas Fairbanks.

TN "The Iron Mask" the incomparable
Fairbanks holds up the splendid tradi-

tion he has set. It is his thirty-seventh
film, according to his own confession, and
it deserves to rank with his best. Fairbanks
is still the most dashing of the romantic
heroes of the screen.

Exciting and Intelligent Film
"The Iron Mask" had its premiere at the

Rivoli theatre on Broadway on Thursday
evening. There was a tremendous demand
to see him. The lobbies were packed with
a vast throng, including not only the lead-
ing figures of the motion picture industry
but as well many prominent in the
social and business worlds. Fairbanks' ap-
peal is admittedly universal.
Some of the New York critics pretended

to be a little condescending about "The
Iron Mask," but impartial and sensible re-
porting calls for the statement that the
picture is swift, exciting, dramatic, be-
lievable, and above all intelligent. The
story is a powerful one that should win
Fairbanks even more friends.

Special Midnight Show
There was such a demand to see Fair-

banks that a special midnight performance
was held immediately after the premiere.
With a long line of patrons coming into
the theatre, and the swanky premiere audi-
ence filing out, the Rivoli presented a sight
of amazing activity.

Fairbanks, as promised, talked in the pic-
ture. He spoke briefly, in character, at the
opening of the film and again at the begin-
ning of the second half, somewhat in the
manner of the traditional Greek chorus.
His voice was strong, though the reproduc-
tion was decidedly blurry at times. The
talking angle of the picture is not im-
portant.—P. V.

"Wolf Song" at Embassy
"Wolf Son," the new Paramount picture

which came to the little Embassy Theatre on
Saturday night, was billed as the "first musi-
cal film romance." It concentrates so heavily
on the singing of a rather sugary song of
Spanish antecedents by Lupe Velez that the
story, and consequently the entire picture, suf-
fered. There was practically no action in

"Wolf Song," despite the presence of such
popular and energetic players as Gary Cooper
and Louis Wolheim, and the film did not win
many admirers as a result.—P. V.

Laemmle in Conferences
With Metzger, Van Praag
And Paine About 1929-30

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Lou B. Metzger,
general manager; M. Van Praag, general sales

manager, and C. B. Paine, treasurer, of Uni-
versal, have left to join Carl Laemmle, presi-

dent, at Hot Springs, Ark., to decide upon
the Universal program for 1929-30. Van
Praag, with his assistant, Ted Schlanger, had
just returned from a tour of Universal ex-
changes.

Indications at Universal, it is said, point
to a greatly increased production schedule of
big talking pictures'. Two already are slated,

Paul Whiteman in "The King of Jazz," and

Eddie Leonard in "The Minstrel Show." Ten-
tative arrangements have also been made for
20 or more talking pictures of the Jewel class,
among them to be "The Bargain in the Krem-
lin," "The Climax," "The Last Act," "Barnum
Was Right," "The Drake Murder Case,"
"Erik the Great," "The Luxury Husband,"
"Port of Dreams," "The Shannons of Broad-
way," "The Great Cinema Murder," "The
World Tomorrow," "The Man Hunt," "To-
night at Twelve" and "Flaming Daughters."
One of the super-audiens on the current

schedule, "Broadway" and "Show Boat," will
be given its world premiere as a climax to the
winter season in Miami. This is "Show Boat,"
Laura La Plante vehicle, which will be pre-
sented there March 17.

Price Announces Three
Series of Films for the
General Pictures Lineup

Richard Talmadge to Star in Four
Productions With Sound

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Oscar A. Price,
president of the General Pictures Corporation,
has announced as part of the tentative pro-

program, a

f
Oscar A. Price

duction
series of four pic-

tures starrring Rich-
ard Talmadge. "The
B a c h el o r s' Club,"
which has been com-
pleted and synchro-
nized on the Movie-
tone system, has a
special musical score
and a theme song by
Erno Rapee.
The program also

includes another
series of four pic-

tures, the first of
which is "Back from
Shanghai," a mystery
melodrama, starring Vera Reynolds, So-jin,
and Leonard St. Leo, and the second is "The
Heroic Lover," starring Barbara Bedford,
Stuart Holmes and Leonard St. Leo. There
will also be a third series of individual pro-
ductions. The first of these has an exclu-
sively African locale.

"In making our productions for this year
we have taken into consideration two very
important problems," said Price. "The first

is, of course, the need for synchronized pic-

tures to meet the popular demand of the
movie-going public. In our first Richard
Talmadge productions, 'The Bachelors' Club,'
we have spared no effort or expense in mak-
ing it a perfect sound picture.

"In our enthusiasm for sound pictures, how-
ever, we have not overlooked those exhibitors
whose houses are not as yet wired for sound
pictures. All our productions have been
made with a view of satisfying the demand
and requirements of the thousands of theatres
yet unwired as well as those of first-run the-
atres which are fully equipped for sound and
talkies. All our productions must have uni-
versal appeal and general adaptation to satisfy

me before they are released."

Income Tax Called Big
Blight on the Lives of
Motion Picture Players

Hearst Writer Calls Uncle Sam Un-

fair in His Methods
Uncle Sam is the recipient of potent

uppercuts to the maxillaries, otherwise
known as healthy socks on the jaw, in a
series of articles running in the Hearst
string of papers by Louella O. Parsons,
film editor of Hearst's Universal service.
The fuss is about our mutual enemy, the
income tax, which Mrs. Parsons declares
is being unjustly administered with respect
to screen players. In substance the trouble
as she presents it, is this:

A player may earn at the peak of his or
her popularity, many thousands of dollars
per week.
Then said popularity wanes, and out of

work, the player has to spend his or her
savings, if any, to live.

Then the government demands back
taxes, and the player hasn't enough money
to pay them—or just about enough.
For example, declares Mrs. Parsons,

Larry Semon was unable to work for quite
a spell preceding his death. The govern-
ment demanded $10,000 in back taxes. He
could raise only $6,000. Then he died. And
now his widow, Dorothy Dwan, is being
hounded for the $4,000.

Several players have appeared before of-

ficials in Washington, and last week Lillian
and Dorothy Gish added their complaints.
The republic wants over $65,000 in tax de-
ficiencies. Lillian's contract with Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer called for a salary totalling

$800,000 during 1924 and 1925. Dorothy, in

about the same period, was to receive from
$1,500 to $2,500 a week for 15 months from
Inspiration. These contracts were assigned
to Players, Inc., to which firm M G M paid
$223,000 on Lillian's account, and Inspira-
tion paid $43,500 for Dorothy's services.
These amounts were not put in their re-

turns, they testified, because they had not
received the money. The commissioner
ruled, however, that they had received these
amounts.

Universal-Variety Chain
In Cleveland Broken Up

(Special to the Herald- World)

CLEVELAND, Feb. 26.—The Universal-
Variety chain theatres has officially broken
up. The final division of theatres is as fol-

lows: Universal receives the Cedar-Lee,
Hilliard Square, New Broadway, Detroit,
and Oriental. Jimmy Carrier is in charge
of the theatres. A new policy is being
inaugurated. Sound pictures will be played,
and the admission price raised 10 cents.

The Variety theatres are the Kinsman,
Imperial, Homestead, Moreland, and Vari-
ety. Meyer Fine and Abe Kramer are in

charge of these theatres.

Erie Kenton Signs New
Contract with Columbia

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Columbia has signed
Director Erie C. Kenton to a long-time con-

tract. The contract calls for the immediate
production of three features. Kenton's latest

production for Columbia was "Trial Mar-
riage."

Colvin Brown to Europe
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Colvin W. Brown,
executive vice president of Pathe, sailed Fri-

day for Europe. He will visit the London,
Paris and Berlin offices of Pathe there.
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Merna Kennedy, who has

the ingenue role in Univer-
sal's production of the stage

hit, "Broadway," directed by
Paul Fejos under Carl

Laemmle, Jr.'s, supervision.

She's seldom so well composed,
but always as beautiful. This
picture of Dorothy Mackaill is a

camera study of the First Na-
tional star by the artist-photog-

rapher. Harold Dean Carsey.

Two Lees of Warner Broth-

ers. Above is Lila, who is in

"Queen of the Night Clubs."

Below is David ("Sonny
Boy") who will speak on
Warners' March 4 Jubilee

Hour radio program.

you can have so much fun as is current in this scene from Colleen Moore's

vehicle, which, indeed, has that very tide, "Why Be Good?" You can't
Why be good—when
latest First National vehicle,

keep a pair of flirtatious eyes down, so we note Colleen cutting in optically on Neil Hamilton's

dance, while she is dancing with Louis Natheaux. Hamilton appears in this production as Miss

Moore's masculine lead.
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Your Income Tax Return
The closely approaching "deadline" for the filing of income tax returns—

March 75

—

finds individuals in the motion picture trade as well as owners and

managers of businesses facing anew the intricate problem of the proper filling

out of schedules. To assist others in this task the "Herald-World" presents

herewith some important information from Arthur E. Hall, income tax expert

and certified public accountant, of Wm. E. Mason, Jr., and Company, Chicago.

Mr. Hall emphasizes the value of a well kept set of bookkeeping or accounting

records, no matter how simple they be.

By ARTHUR E. HALL
Income Tax Expert

TWO important questions confront theatre owners as well as others in the

industry at this time of the year, with the filing of income tax returns

mandatory by March 15. One of these questions is: Am I legally liable

to file an income tax return for 1928? The other is this : If I must file an in-

come tax return, what should I show as taxable income, and what may I

deduct from taxable income to arrive at my net taxable income for the year?

turn which secures to you the minimum tax

benefit under the law.)
THE answers to these questions cover

the cases of both individuals on salary

and those conducting businesses.

AM I LEGALLY LIABLE TO FILE AN
INCOME TAX RETURN FOR 1928?

(A) If your business is operated as an
individually owned proprietorship, or if

your principal income is from salaries, com-
missions, fees, etc., you are required to

file an individual income tax return if;

(1) Your Net Income exceeds $1,500.00,

and you are not married.

(2) Your Net Income exceeds $3,500.00,

and you are married and living with hus-

band or wife.

(3) Your Gross Income exceeds $5,000.00,

irrespective of family status or net income.
* * *

(B) If your business is operated as a

partnership, you are required to file a part-

nership return of income, irrespective of

the amount of net profit or net loss shown
for the year.

(C) If your business is operated as a

corporation, you are required to file a cor-

poration income tax return, irrespective of

the amount of net profit or net loss shown
for the year.

IF I MUST FILE AN INCOME TAX
RETURN, WHAT SHOULD I SHOW
AS TAXABLE INCOME, AND WHAT
MAY I DEDUCT FROM TAXABLE IN-
COME TO ARRIVE AT MY NET TAX-
ABLE INCOME FOR THE YEAR?
(A) If you determine that under the first

question, you are legally liable to file an
individual income tax return, the principal

items of income which may have been re-

ceived by you, and which, if received, are

necessary for you to list on your income
tax return, are as follows:

(1) Salaries, wages, commissions, etc.

(2) Income from an individually owned
business or profession, against which you
should deduct all items of an operating ex-

pense nature, cost of goods sold (if you
buy and sell merchandise, etc.), deprecia-

tion on buildings or equipment used in the

conduct of your business, bad debts arising

from sales or service, etc.

(3) Interest on bank deposits, notes,

corporation bonds, etc.

(4) Income from partnership or fiduci-

aries.

(5) Rents and royalties, against which
you should deduct all items of repairs, de-

preciation, taxes, and other expenses.

(6) Profit from sale of real estate, stocks,

bonds, etc. '(If your profit within this

division is of any material size, it is sug-

gested that you consult with someone
versed in income tax matters, as there are

many possible involvements materially af-

fecting the correct method in filing a re-

(7) Dividends on stock of domestic cor-

porations.

(8) Taxable interest on liberty bonds,
and other Federal securities.

(9) Dividends received on stock of

foreign corporations, etc.
* * *

Other deductions which you may claim,

not specifically set forth in the preceding
paragraph as charges against income, are

as follows:

(1) Interest paid on any personal indebt-

edness.

(2) Taxes paid, such as real estate, per-

sonal property, or other taxes paid to your
city, county, state or federal government,
with the exception of income taxes and spe-

cial assessments.
(3) Losses by fire, storm, burglary, etc.

(4) Personal bad debts.

(5) Contributions to organized charities

(this amount must not exceed fifteen per

cent (15%) of your net income computed
without the benefit of this deduction).

* * *

Your net income, in excess of $10,000.00,

is subject to Surtaxes. Before computing
normal taxes, you may deduct from the

net income:
(1) Dividends on stock of domestic cor-

porations.
'(2) Interest on liberty bonds and other

federal securities.

(3) An allowance of $400.00' as a credit

for each dependent.
(4) Personal exemption which is $1,500.00

if unmarried, and $3,500.00 if married, or

the head of a household.
* * *

From your total surtaxes and normal
taxes, you are entitled to deduct a credit of

Predicts Pictures Over
Air by Radio in 5 Years

(Special to the Herald-World)

BERKELEY, Cal., Feb. 26.—Ed-
ward Mayer, head of the department
of visual education of the University
of California, recently spoke before
the Berkeley Lions Club and declared
that within five years moving pictures

would be transmitted over the air by
radio. Before making this statement
he displayed some of the £rst mov-
ing pictures made and outlined the
progress made from the £rst filming

of incidents to the screening of the

first narrative picture in 1903.

twenty-five per cent (25%) of the tax on
your earned net income, income taxes paid

at source (which usually means the tax

paid for you by corporations issuing tax

free convenant bonds), and income and
profits paid to a foreign country or United
States possession.

(B) If you are operating under a part-

nership form of business, the items of in-

come and deductions are practically similar

to those shown under an individually

owned business, with the exception that

contributions to organized charities are not

to be shown on a partnership income tax

return. There is no tax computed on a

partnership return of income, as it is an
informational return, from which the indi-

vidual partners are assigned their share of

the profits, and which they in turn show
on their individual income tax returns.

* * *

(C) If you are operating under a cor-

porate form of business, the same items of

income and deductions are, in the main, ap-

plicable, as were shown and listed under
the paragraph for an individually owned
business.

The exceptions as to income, which are

not taxable to corporations are as follows:

(1) Interest on liberty bonds and other
federal securities.

(2) Dividends on stock of domestic cor-

porations.

The exceptions as to deductions, which
are not allowable to corporations are as

follows:

(1) Contribution to organized charities.

If the corporation has a net income of

less than $25,360.00, it is entitled to a credit

of $3,000.00 before computing the income
tax which, for the calendar year 1928, is

computed at a flat rate of twelve per cent

(12%) of the net income, less the credit of

$3,000.00, if the net income is less than
$25,360.00.

* * *

In a brief article of this nature, it is

necessarily impractial to attempt anything
more than a very general description of

taxable income and allowable deductions,
which has been attempted above. It has
not been the intent to set forth every pos-
sible type of income and deductions, and it

mav be that you will have items not fully

described above. The whole question of in-

come taxes is one of so vast a scope, that

it is believed you will understand that this

brief outline cannot be an exhaustive one.

There is one point desired to be stressed,

and that is the importance of a well main-
tained set of bookkeeping or accounting
records, no matter how simple they may be.

You are often required to prove certain
items of income or deductions set forth in

your tax returns, and the best possible
means at your disposal, for this purpose, is

a set of records which disclose the facts as

you have claimed them. A revenue agent
is always fair, and if you have records
which permit ready access to all figures set

forth in your tax returns, his time with you
is greatly diminished, and the chances for

additional taxes against you are also
greatly diminished.

Pathe Consortium to Be
Independent of Pathe

(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, Feb. 26.—According to

word from the Department of Commerce, an
agreement has been reached by "Societe Pathe
Cinema" and "Societe Pathe Consortium," ac-

cording to which the latter is to abandon the

word "Pathe" in its name and the Pathe
emblem, representing a rooster, press reports

state, the Department of Commerce learns.

It will instead be called "Paris-Consortium-
Cinema," and will be entirely independent of

Pathe.
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At the New York

Theatres

NEW FILMS
EMBASSY—"The Wolf Song," a Paramount pic-

ture with Lupe Velez, Gary Cooper and Louis
Wolheim.

PARAMOUNT—"The Carnation Kid," a Paramount
picture, part dialogue, with Douglas MacLean,
Frances Lee and Lorraine Eddy.

CAPITOL—"Lucky Boy," a Tiffany-Stan], all talking
all singing production with George Jessel, Margaret
Quimby, Gwen Lee and Richard Tucker.

ROXY—"The Spieler," a Pathe picture, part talking,
directed by Tay Garnett, with Renee Adoree, Alan
Hale and Clyde Cook.

COLON'Y—"The Girl on the Barge," a Universal
picture directed by Edward Sloman with Jean
Hersholt, Sally O'Neil and Malcolm MacGregor.

LITTLE CARNEGIE—"Marie Antoinette," a Euro-
pean picture filmed at Versailles with Diana
Karenne in the leading role.

FIFTH AVENUE PLAYHOUSE—"Underground,"
a British film produced by Anthony Asquith with
a subway background.

GAIETY—"Hearts in Dixie," a Fox all talking, all

singing picture directed by Paul Sloane. Many
negro spirituals and dances.

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
CRITERION—"Redskin," Paramount, opened Jan-
uary 26.

CENTRAL—"Weary River," First National, opened
January 24.

WARNER—"The Redeeming Sin," Warner Bros.,
opened February IS.

WINTER GARDEN—"The Singing Fool," Warner
Bros., opened September 19.

RIALTO—"Wolf of Wall Street," Paramount,
opened January 26.

ASTOR—"The Broadway Melody," Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, opened February L

STRAND—"The Barker," First National, revived
for another week.

R1VOLI—"The Iron Mask," United Artists, opened
February 21.

LYRIC—"At the South Pole" Amkino, opened Feb-
ruary 20.

FIFTY-FIFTH STREET CINEMA—"The Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari," and "The Beautiful Blue Danube,"
German pictures revived for another week.

FILM GUILD CINEMA—"Krassin," Amkino, opened
February 20.

HIPPODROME—"Captain Lash," Fox, opened Feb-
ruary 9.

Victor Net Profit

1 $7,324,000 in
9

28;

Leaps 1927 Figure
(Special to the Herald-World)

CAMDEN, N. J., Feb. 26.—Net income of
the Victor Talking Machine Company for
the fiscal year ended December 31, 1928, as
shown by the annual report now given out,
was $7,324,018, against $7,269,523 for 1927.
Net sales for the year amounted to $52,064,419.

This net profit is equal, after deducting an-
nual dividend requirements of the prior pref-
erence and convertible preferred stocks, to
$7.37 per share of common stock, as com-
pared to $7.22 in 1927, on the basis of the
number of shares of common stock out-
standing.

Included in the net profit is the company's
proportionate equity in the income of the
Victor Talking Machine Company of Canada,
Ltd., amounting to $1,055,210.

In transmitting the report of the board of
directors, E. E. Shumaker, president, stated
die financial condition of the company, as set

forth on the consolidated balance sheet, shows
rurrent assets of $33,834,370, against current
labilities of $7,925,614.

Drew Re-elected Manager
Of Cleveland Film Board

(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEVELAND, Feb. 26.—Frank Drew,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer branch manager,
has been re-elected president of the Cleve-
land Film Board of Trade. William Weiss,
manager of the Fischer Film Company, is

treasurer, and Al Mertz, Radio-Keith-
Orpheum exchange, vice president.

Theatres Under Control of Fox
Now Set at Huge Total of 619

Two Years of Rapid Expansion in Holdings, Starting with Roxy,

Credited with Having Made Producer-Distributor Largest

Individual Theatre Owner in World
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26—Theatres under the control of William Fox now
have reached the huge total of 619, built or to open soon, and that makes him
the foremost individual theatre operator in the world, according to data just

compiled by the Fox Film Corporation.

The rapid expansion of Fox holdings in the last two years has been accom-
panied by a policy of owning and operating the theatres, whereas in several

cases other organizations operate chains on a booking basis or through sub-

sidiary corporations in which they maintain minority interests.

The Fox theatre growth follows an ap-
propriation of $100,000,000 in 1927 for a
five-year program of picture production.
Opposition by various competing theatres

to booking the features scheduled on this

list caused Fox to go out for theatres of its

own where showings could be assured.

atres. Lollier, head of the budget and statis-

tics department, starts his duties March 1

when Cohen joins Universal as head of its

realty department

Started by Buying Roxy
This campaign of acquisition was signal-

ized at the start by purchase of a controlling
interest in the Roxy, the world's largest
theatre. A few months after this, Fox
announced acquisition of the Wesco and
Midwesco circuits, bringing 250 more
houses into the fold, which already em-
braced houses in New York and other key
cities.

Other developments were the purchase
of the Poli circuit in New England, the pro-
curing of a city-wide circuit and a first-run

house in Philadelphia; the opening of deluxe
houses in Brooklyn, Detroit and St. Louis;
the building of film palaces in San Fran-
cisco, Seattle, Los Angeles, Newark and
elsewhere, soon to be completed; the pur-
chase of sites in important centers like

Atlanta, Boston, Cleveland and Pittsburgh,
and the projecting of a huge skyscraper
theatre and office building, 52 stories high,

at Broadway and 47th street.

200 More Taken Over
The most recent milestone in this ex-

pansion has been the taking over by Fox
of more than 200 theatres in the New York
area, located in the metropolis and adjacent
territory in New Jersey and New York.
The new type of Fox house is exemplified

by the lately opened St. Louis theatre,

which seats 5,000 and is ranked in size and
luxury with the Roxy.
The aggregate of 619 theatres grew out of

the savings of $1,666 which William Fox
invested a quarter of a century ago in a tiny

Brooklyn theatre converted from a store.

Hill Leaving Publix in

Atlanta for Post with
Publix-Saenger Circuit

(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA, Feb. 26.—Montgomery S.

Hill, for the past several years district

manager of Publix, is resigning from the

organization to be-
come affiliated with
Publix-Saenger thea-
tres of North Caro-
lina. In the new
connection, Hill will

serve as assistant
to H. F. Kincey,
general manager, in

Greensboro, N. C.
Less than ten years

ago, Hill left the
Southern Bell Tele-
phone Company to
join the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises.

In 1920 he was
brought to the head-
quarters, where he
booking department.

Montgomery S. Hill

was assigned to the

Lollier Is Real Estate Head
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., Feb. 26.—W. H. Lol-
lier succeeded Louis N. Cohen as head of the

real estate department of West Coast The-

Three Salesmen Added
To Columbia Field Force

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Joe Brandt, presi-

dent of Columbia, announces three more ad-
ditions to the sales force of the company. The
three new appointments were : J. M. Schwartz
to the Chicago sales department; J. C. White
to the Charlotte branch, and A. Bern.' to the

Atlanta office.

Universal Promotes Leonard Fields
HOLLYWOOD.—Leonard Fields, formerly Eastern

story editor of Universal Pictures Corporation, has
been appointed production supervisor by Laemmle.

Ads Calling Theatre Epidemic Peril Not
To Have Successors, Sponsors Declare

(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, Feb. 26.—Assurance that no advertisement presenting the theatre
as a source of danger during epidemics will be run in the future, has been received
by P. J. Wood, business manager of the Ohio MPTO, from the Paris Medicine
Company of St. Louis, which company recently circulated advertisements for
bromo-quinine with an illustration showing a person with a gas-mask reading a

theatre program. The advertisement was reproduced in the February 16 issue of
the Herald-World and was also commented on editorially.
In reply to Wood's protest, the company said, "We can appreciate your view-

point and we are quite sure that this advertisement or any advertisement of a

similar nature will not be used again."
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SOUND PICTURES
Daring and Ingenuity Put Over Sound News

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Exercise of

ingenuity and daring, which in

the past has been the main attraction
of newspaper work, is today the prime
requisite of the men who handle micro-
phone and camera in the fifty or more
sound newsreel crews throughout the
country.
Fox, Pathe and Paramount all have crews

covering the news events of the world in
sound and film. The men are picked for
their courage, for their ability to deal with
unexpectedly difficult situations, for their
willingness to take chances and for their
expertness as photographers and sound
engineers. They are self-reliant, non-
committal and courageous and are half the
secret of the success that the sound news-
reel has enjoyed with audiences the coun-
ary over.
These sound newsreel organizations func-

tion primarily like any other well-organized
news agency, from district man to city
desk. Fox Movietone News, the first to
enter this spectacular field, covers routine
news events in America, Europe and parts
of Asia and has excellent facilities for spot
news work, according to Edward Percy
Howard, editor in chief.

"If the Graf Zeppelin flew overhead to-
day," Howard said, "you'd be seeing our
sound pictures of it on Broadway tonight."

Half Dozen Trucks on Call
Half a dozen Movietone trucks are kept

in constant call so that they can be sent
to the scene of any big event within a
hundred miles of New York at a moment's
notice.

The editor is in constant touch with the
European capitals by telephone. All mes-
sages and arrangements are transmitted by
wire, cable, telephone or radio. Contact

By DOUGLAS FOX

men are sent ahead of sound and camera
crews to pave the way for a fast picture.
When it is taken it is flown to ship and,
near this country, sent ashore by plane and
then expedited to the Fox headquarters at
400 West 54th street, New York.
The editorial staff is composed of a city

editor, news editor, assignment editor, loca-
tion editor, cutters, title writers and sound
engineers.

Five Rows of Editorial Staff

The Herald-World reporter arrived as the
edition was being made up. About five

rows of the editorial staff were seated in
the back of the small auditorium and each
row worked on a combination desk and
bench, each man had his own desk lamp
and there was the hum of activity as event
after event was broadcast from the screen.

Title writers wrote their stuff, cutters
made their notes, sound men decided what
was good and bad and jotted down instruc-
tions for the field crews so that they could
get better effects.

The whole staff is under the direct su-
pervision of Howard, who orders "takes"
the whole world over without leaving his

desk. When the Movietone News was es-

tablished 14 months ago, Howard was the
only sound newsreel editor in the world.
And he likes the job, says it is the most
interesting, most colorful he has ever had.
In his fifty years he has done everything
in magazine and newspaper work. Among
other things, he was managing editor of
the New York Press and also of the
Telegraph.

80 Men on Repertorial Staff

About eighty men comprise the re-

portorial staff in the United States and
their number is being constantly increased
as new trucks are fitted out. Fox has forty,

Pathe is keeping its number a secret; Para-

mount has two and Universal will have
several in the fall.

A Reo truck, complete with equipment
and a crew of two, one for camera and
one for sound, is called a field outfit. Most
of these outfits are scattered around the
country getting news events under the
direction of the New York office. They
report every day by phone and can be
reached in the same way at almost any
hour. Sometimes a crew will be out on the
road for a couple of weeks without a let-

down. Then, when they get in, they get
a day or two of rest, before they are off

again, going up in airplanes, riding freights,

taking chimpanzees in cages, shooting fires

or doing quieter feature and human interest
stuff.

Meanwhile their "takes" are shot in to
the home office by airplane or any other
speedy method of modern transportation.

Their entire equipment is portable. It

is a real job to move it, though, when all

the stuff has to be loaded into an airplane.
The weight is about a ton, including the
several batteries, and it is seldom that any
but a three-motored job can get it off the
ground. That exception is a single motored
Douglas army transport.

How Unit Functions

To see how these units functioned, this

reporter spent a day with field outfit num-
ber 23 of Fox Movietone News. William
Storz was cameraman and Harry Neems
worked on sound. They had to "shoot"
Colonel Tim McCoy and General Hugh L.

Scott doing a few tricks in the Indian sign
language and then explaining it all.

McCoy is a second Buffalo Bill and the
General is called the greatest living author-
ity on matters pertaining to 100 per cent
Americans. Even in this routine work
Neems and Storz encountered a certain

Here are Harry Neems (sound man) and Bill Storz (cameraman)
of Crew Number 23 of Fox Movietone News.

Member of crew of the S-4, sunken in a life saving test and photo-

graphed, by Charles R. Traub, Pathe News.
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amount of difficulty and a sequence which
will show for five or six minutes on the
screen took more than three hours to
shoot.

First of all McCoy walked out of focus,
Scott did not talk loudly enough. Then
the wind blew too hard and there was a
lot of surface noise which drowned out the
voices (when a scene is being shot the
sound man listens in and takes care of the
amplification). Later the General's daughter
drove up with a screech of brakes, a
whistle shrieked on the main road (it was
near Princeton, Xew Jersey, on a private
estate!, a man began chopping wood not
far away and then the magazine started to
squeak and a new one had to be substituted.

Movietone Method
Most exhibitors are familiar with the

movietone process. The cameraman sets
up his machine and the sound man places
his microphone as near to the subject as
possible without getting in camera range.
In long distance shots the microphone may
be placed as far as 300 feet away from the
camera so that all the noise of a closeup
can be obtained.
The sound waves are stepped up one

stage in the microphone housing and five

more stages when they go through the
amplifier. When a shot is being made the
sound man listens in and manipulates the
amplifier to increase or decrease the
volume as necessary. Leaving the amplifier
the current travels to an Aeo tube in the
camera. At the end of the socket in which
the tube fits there is a little slit. When the
tube lights a bar of light is photographed
on the film. The width of the bar is deter-
mined by the intensity of the sound.
The photograph of the speaker and the

photograph of his voice are simultaneous.
In projection this process is reversed and
light waves are turned into sound and are
once more amplified.

Battery Charging Delay
One of the chief difficulties in sound

newsreel work is the delay occasioned by
the charging of the batteries. The Bell
Laboratories are now working on a gen-
erator for the Reo to eliminate this feature
which frequently interferes with a field out-
fit's efficiency.

They are designing a 100-150 volt gen-
erator which will automatically charge the
two 18, one 12 and one 6 volt batteries of
the truck while the vehicle is on its way
to location.
The 18 volters are used to run the

camera; the others work the amplification.
The camera, with a thousand foot maga-
zine, half a dozen lenses, a small motor and
a rheostat nearly as large, and a few other
control instruments attached, presents an
imposing appearance. It is heavy and cum-
bersome. It takes an adept, muscular
ameraman to shift it around and it cannot
be set up as quickly as a silent machine.
It is operated at 90 feet a minute, the stand-
Sard speed for sound.

It has been predicted that with the advent
di television in the home, the sound news-
reel could take the place of the daily news-
paper. This may sound like a wild state-
ment but more "impossible" things have
lappened.

56 Theatres Wired
With Film and Disc
ByW.E.in One Week

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Sixty-six theatres
.vere equipped with film and disc equipment
)y Western Electric in the week ending Feb-
uary 16. They are

:

Seats
)hio Theatre, Indianapolis 1190
tiviera. Anderson, Ind. 830
Kentucky, Danville, Kv. 793

EMBARRASSING MOMENTS

When you have been

making funny remarks about the party . .

.

and find it's your hostess you are talking

to . . . be nonchalant . . . LIGHT A MURAD.

They taste just like they did 20 years ago.

Princess, Hot Springs, Ark.
Colonial, Seattle, Wash.
Rennie, San Fernando, Cal.
Rennie, San Francisco, Cal.
Riverside, Mediord, Mass. ..

Uptown, Philadelphia
Strand, Palmer, Mass.
Majestic Gardens, Grand Rapids, Mich...
Capitol, Madison, Wise.
Lincoln, Mount Vernon, Wash. _

Seville. East Boston, Mass.
Rex, Pampa, Texas
Rivoli, Hempstead, L. I.

Rig, Borger, Texas
Majestic, Chiliicothe, Ohio
Aztec, Enid, Okla.
Atlantic, Chicago, 111. ...

Arcadia, Ranger, Texas _ -
Victoria, Greenfield, Mass.
Sanders, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Casino, Ware. Mass.
De Luxe, Chicago, 111.

Ritz, Big Springs, Texas .

New Empire, Altus, Okla.
Palace, Duncan, Okla.
Grand. Edwardsville, Pa. ™
Beverly, Beverly Hills. CaL
Paramount, Toledo, Ohio
Castro, San Francisco, Cal. .

Lyric, Mobile, Ala.
Jefferson. Huntington, Ind. ..

Vista, Hollywood, Cal.
Pinney, Boise, Idaho
U. C, Berkeley, Cal.
Scenic, Whittier, Cal.
Y. M. C. A., Coatesville, Pa.
Patio, Brooklyn, N. Y.
State, McComb, Miss. _

Lyric. Minneapolis. Minn
Lincoln, Kansas City, Mo.
Tower, St. Paul. Minn.
Birmingham, Birmingham, Mich. .

Paramount, Oeden, Utah
Rialto, Greenville, Texas _-

... 938
830

_ 996
_ 996

1440
... 1799

700
_ 1289
... 2241
... 624
... 1712
... 780
._ 2016
_. 1017
... 633
... 1220
... 1900
... 882

882
... 1517
_ 724
... 1023

__ 938
768
754
890
1265
3500
1844

__ 1520
826
838
924
1748
1231
1620
2574
848
1162

„ 1274
1065
1401

_ 1852
530

Strand, Anderson, S. C.
West Coast, Long Beach, Cal.
Rivoli, Beatrice, Neb.
Rialto, Glen Falls, N. Y.
Royal Oak, Royal Oak, Mich.
Arcadia, Tyler, Texas
Redford, Detroit, Mich.
Babcock. Wellsville, N. Y.
Diana, Medina, N. Y.
Fay's, Providence, R I.

Palace, Breckenridge, Texas ..

Orpheum, Utica, N. Y.
Chimes, Oakland, Cal.
Grand, New Albany. Ind.
Bijou, Brunswick, Ga.
Columbia, Hammond, La.
Rialto, Phoenix, Ariz.
Tivoli, Jersey City, N. J
Hilliard Sq., Cleveland, Ohio

386
2260
828

1290
1734
544

2201
730
615

2004
546
719
1440
1051
622
1198
999
1270
1436

Portable Recording

Speeds Sound Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 26.—With the addi-

tion of the latest type of portable recording
outfits from Western Electric, Metropolitan's

Sound Studios have now broadened the range
of making talking pictures to any outside

locations. One of the first large exterior all-

talking sequences is for Sono-Art's production

of "The Rainbow Man," starring Eddie Dowl-
ing. Other exterior sequences being made are

for Christie-Paramount's Octavus Roy Cohen
stories.
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The talking picture as such urns well publicized in the lights of Marks Brothers' Granada
theatre in Chicago at the showing of "Show Folks," Pathe.

Sound Must Be Used Sanely and
With Good Quality, Says Powers

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Sound is here to stay but it must be used sanely and it

must be of good quality, says P. A. (Pat) Powers. Music and sound effects should
be used as adjuncts to action of a motion picture, and dialogue should embellish
the theme, but the industry should not "embrace sound as the basis of a new
art in which we may not achieve the world supremacy we now hold in the field

of silent drama," Powers declares.

And Pat Powers, whose perfected sound
recording equipment, the Powers Cine-
phone, is now announced as ready for in-

stallation in studios, speaks from the ex-
perience of a veteran showman as well as
pioneer manufacturer and distributor of
talking machines before 1906.

Warns of Stampeding
"The sudden popularity of the sound pic-

ture has stampeded producers," he says.
"They have raced blindly away from the
art which we have developed to a point of
world supremacy and in its place are at-

tempting to set up purely spoken entertain-
ment, an art in which some other nations
equal and some excel America. Let us
return to our art of motion pictures. Let us
return quickly, before the world's markets are
lost to the American picture. Let us use
sound that is faithful to musical notes, the
inflection and tone of the human voice, and
accurately synchronized.
"My experiences with the first of the

talking machines made me appreciate the
possibilities of combining sound with action
when I first entered the motion picture
business, more than twenty years ago. My
interest in this possibility never waned.
And three years ago I started active and
intensive experiments tending toward the
development of pictures with synchronized
sound recorded on the film itself, which is,

I believe, the logical system of recording
sound pictures, and the ultimate standard
to be adopted by the industry.

Prefers Sound on Film
"The sound-on-film system is preferable

and advantageous in handling pictures in

the distributing offices, they are easier to
handle in theatres, the sound synchrony
does not depend upon the operator placing
records properly, and better quality in

sound is possible with the sound-on-film
system.

"I hope to see the American motion pic-

ture as an art, quickly returned to its high
place with sound judiciously included as an
added touch of glorification, and to hear

this sound faithfully modulated in pure
tonal quality. And my contribution to this

end is the Powers Cinephone.
"We are all going to make sound pic-

tures. And all of us should remember that
quality in sound, like quality in pictorial

composition, is the secret of success."

Special Units for Exchanges
Powers has made plans to install special

units of the Powers Cinephone in the ex-
changes.
The special "exchange" outfit is a single

sound-on-film unit for one projecting ma-
chine, with speakers and an amplifier capa-
ble of sufficient volume for any sized private
projecting room. One synchronous turn-
table is included in the installation where
required.
The first equipment for the studios is

now on the way to the Coast in charge
of Walt Disney. This is a portable type.

F. A. Leatherman has been named South-
ern distributor with headquarters at 150
Walton street, Atlanta. He will also have
a branch office in Dallas.

Louis Gottschalk Signs

To Synchronize Music of

Sono-Art Dowling Picture
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—George W.
Weeks, vice president of Sono-Art Produc-
tions, has signed Louis F. Gottschalk, com-
poser and conductor, to synchronize the
music and conduct the symphony orchestra
for "The Rainbow Man," starring Eddie
Dowling. Gottschalk will collaborate with
James Hanley, song writer.

Gottschalk was originally a conductor
and composer for the stage, going back to

the time when the "Tick Tock Man of Oz,"
for which he wrote the music, was a suc-

cess. He was conductor for nine of the

Victor Herbert operettas, Lehar's "The
Merry Widow" and "Gypsy Love" and
many other musical hits on the stage.

First Anniversary

Of First Audien Is

Feted by Warners
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—The first anni-

versary of completion of the first all-

audien, "Lights of New York," was cele-

brated February 19 by Warner Brothers.
This picture was produced with Vitaphone
and directed bv Bryan Foy. "Lights of

New York" started out to be a one-reel
playlet. Its premiere showing was at the

Mark Strand July 6, 1928.

Since that picture was made, the War-
ners have produced 25 films with sound,
musical and talking parts. One of the lat-

est, "Queen of the Night Clubs," starring

Texas Guinan, opens March 16 at 558 thea-

tres as a pre-release, according to Sam E.

Morris, vice president.

Lea trice Joy Witt

Make FourAudiens
For First National
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26—Leatrice Joy has
signed for four First National Vitaphone
pictures, following upon the acquisition of

Irene Bordoni.

Miss Joy recently left the screen for

the legitimate and vaudeville stages and
toured in a singing and talking act.

Carroll Nye, who played the leading
juvenile in "The Squall," has been signed
for the masculine lead role in "The Girl

in the Glass Cage."

Scientific Lecture in

Audien Biggest Film He
Ever Saw, Says Griffith

What is your idea of the greatest pic-

ture ever made? D. W. Griffith, who was
in Chicago Friday on his way back to

Hollywood, said a talking picture lecture,

"Oil Drops on Water," with Dr. Irving
Langmuir explaining an experiment worked
before the screen, was the greatest film

he ever had seen.

Griffith emphasized the significance of a

lecture, hitherto seen by ten students
crowded around a table, being seen and
heard by thousands of them at one time.

He witnessed showings of such films, not

yet revealed to the public, when he went
to Schenectady, February 10, to broadcast
by television. Henceforth students in

small colleges will see experiments on huge
screens, in microscopic detail, and hear

voices of famous professors explaining the

scientific points, Griffith said.

Dick Talmadge Series

Purchased for Japan
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26—Purchase of the

Richard Talmadge series being produced
by Oscar A. Price of General Pictures

was made by K. Tanaka, of the Tozai Eiga

Company, Tokyo, in New York last week.

Tanaka stopped in Hollywood on his way
to New York and spent several days with

Talmadge at the Universal Studios, where

the action star was supervising the produc-

tion of "The Heroic Lover," the first of a

series in which Talmadge's protege, Leon-

ard St. Leo, stars. The first of these, "The

Bachelors' Club," was synchronized by

Erno Rapee and his Roxy theatre orches-

tra.
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ANNOUNCINQ

GENNETT
SYNCHRONIZER SYSTEMS
Developed. Manufactured

and Backed, by the Entire Resources of

THE STARR PIANO CORP.
One of the World's Largest Builders of High Grade

Pianos and Related Products

Gennett Synchronizer Systems
Are Pledged

to the same high standard of quality which has made possible the steady

continuous growth of this organization over a period of more than sixty

years and has achieved for it the position of outstanding leadership in

its present field it holds today.

Gennett Synchronizer Systems are guaranteed to stand the test

will sell at #2.500—and offers by which every sound equip-

more value per dollar than any ment must ultimately stand or

other equipment you can buy.
fail- QUALITY REPRODUCTION

PLUS

Gennett Synchronizer Systems DEPENDABLE UNINTERRUPTED PERFORMANCE

WATCH THESE COLUMNS FOR MORE DETAILED ANNOUNCEMENTS

THE BIGGEST

! TALKING PICTURE

1 HITS

Will Be Served You by

I
the Leading Producers,

Because

| Gennett
I

SYNCHRONIZER
SYSTEMS

j
WILL STAND
THE TEST

I I

Meantime Address

GENERAL SOUND EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
RICHMOND. INDIANA

More Than "00.000 Square Feet of Factory Floor Space
Equipped with Every Known Modern Device Ready to Meet the Demand for Gennett Synchronizer Systems in Any Quantity

I
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Sound and Dialogue to Play Big
Part in World Wide Releases

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Sound accompaniment and dialogue will be important
elements of several of the productions from Europe to be released by World
Wide Pictures. Sound production is expected to become active in England
following the visit of Herbert Wilcox of British and Dominion Films, and Victor
Saville, managing director of Burlington Films, and the expected visit of John
Maxwell, president of British International Pictures.

Mention already has been made of
Wilcox's all-talking production, "Black
Waters" which was made in Hollywood and
will be ready for release the middle of
March. ,

Then there is "Moulin Rouge," with
sound and songs, E. A. Dupont's production
of Paris theatrical life starring Olga
Chekova, now ready for exhibitors with
RCA Photophone synchronization and
also a silent version.

"Kitty," from Warwick Deeping's novel,
produced at Henley by Burlington Films
and directed by Saville, is scheduled for
April. This will be synchronized and have
talking sequences. Also in April will come
"Week End Wives," made in Paris and
Deauville, which also will be synchronized.
Jameson Thomas, a foremost leading man
of England, has the leading role and Monty
Banks plays a principal part.

Then in May, World Wide will bring
over Dupont's "Picadilly," with Gilda Gray
and Anna May Wong, now playing at the
Carleton, Paramount's long run house in

London. This will be synchronized with
music and songs.

With the completion of sound stages at

Brighton and Elstree in May, other all-

SOUND PROOF
PARTITIONS and DOORS

For Movie-Talkies,
Studios and Thea-
tres.

HAMLIN'S sound
tight doors and
folding partitions

have proved their

efficiency in hun-

dreds of installa-

tions in Broadcast-

ing Stations, Hos-
pitals, Schools of

Music, Libraries
and Office Build-

ings. Also such

companies as

Metro - Goldwyn,
Radiophone,
Famous Players,

have been
equipped.

Sand y»mr tpadfi-

cations mr wHtm fmr
cmfl»l

IRVING HAMLIN
UaMmfmtturmn

2406 Jackson Ave., Evanston, 111.

talking pictures are' expected by World
Wide for release in this country and
Canada late in the summer and fall.

New Theatre Adds
Sound Despite No

Close Competition

NEW
Century

(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK, Feb. 26.—The Beacon, a
Circuit theatre, at Port Washing-

ton, Long Island, opened with sound Sun-
day night. The picture was "On Trial," a
Warner Brothers production starring Bert
Lytell and Pauline Frederick.
The Beacon, which seats 1,800, has been

equipped with both Vitaphone and Movie-
tone apparatus, William A. Levey, man-
ager, told the Herald-World. Weekly over-
head was $3,000 and sound will bring it

close to the $4,000 mark, Levey said. The
theatre has no competition within five
miles. It was completed about six months
ago at a cost of $300,000.
The new sound policy is expected to

bring a handsome profit, according to
Levey.

Electrical Research Makes
Important Staff Changes,

Organization Is Growing
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Important pro-
motions in the staff of Electrical Research
Products, Inc., were made known today by
Western Electric in conjunction with pro-
visions being made for the growth entailed
by its increasing business.

R. M. Hatfield will sail to Australia soon
to succeed J. W. Roberts as manager of
Western Electrical (Australian) Ltd. Suc-
ceeding Hatfield as general service su-
perintendent is R. C. Meeker, formerly
Philadelphia service superintendent. G. S.

Applegate, New York division installation

superintendent, becomes assistant general man-
ager of the Chicago division. D. M. Cole
succeeds Applegate and J. A. Moore be-
comes Chicago service superintendent.

"Bachelors' Club" Preview

At Philadelphia Is Given
With Full Musical Score
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, Feb. 26.—The world
preview of Oscar Price Productions' "The
Bachelors' Club," independent movietone
synchronized feature made with an entire
musical score, was held here Thursday
night at the Carman theatre. The score
was composed and played by Erno Rapee
and his Roxy theatre Orchestra.

Dramaphone Installs Two
Dramaphone has just been installed in

the Ritz theatre, Chicago, and the Military
theatre at Omaha.

26 Short Radio Pictures

Coming from Darmour
Twenty-six short features will be

made for RKO Productions by
Larry Darmour, veteran comedy pro-
ducer, with H. C. Witwer writing 13
of them and the others to be known
as "Mickey McGuire" comedies.
This will be Darmour's third Mc-
Guire series, based on the Fontaine
Fox cartoon characters.

Darmour, who makes his produc-
ing headquarters at the Cal-Art Stu-
dios in Hollywood, has ordered a
complete RCA Photophone record-
ing and reproduction apparatus for
use in making partial sound versions
of the comedies.

Lloyd Signs for

System of W. E.
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Western Electric

announces that the Harold Lloyd Corporation
has been granted a license to record pictures

by the Western Electric sound system. Previ-
ous licenses have been granted to the Vita-
phone Corporation, Fox Case, Paramount,
M G M, U A, F N, Hal Roach comedies,
Christie comedies, Universal, Columbia and
Victor.

"Times Square" Gotham's

Dialogue Film, Previewed
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Gotham's first

dialogue and sound production, "Times
Square," was previewed Wednesday at

Meyer and Schneder's Clinton theatre. Be-
sides the exhibitors present, Sam Sax, Budd
Rogers and Mike Simmons of the Gotham
executive staff also attended.

Moe Silvers, of the Strand theatre, New
York, devised a real ballyhoo for "The
Barker," First National-Vitaphone special.

The Strand Roof is closed at present so

Silvers converted the entrance to the Roof
into a tent show replica, with cutouts of

Milton Sills and Betty Compson. A
Victor record with Sills' "spiel" was kept

going.
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THE STUDIO
New Third Dimension
Process Is Announced

;

It's Scientific Novelty
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—A new process for

achieving three dimensions in motion pictures,

so that actors and settings may give the illu-

sion of solid objects in space instead of images
on a flat surface was announced here yester-

day by Dr. Herbert E. Ives of the Bell Lab-
oratories at a meeting of the American Optical

Society.

Investigation by the Herald-World dis-

closed that the process was a scientific novelty,

largely confined to theory and that there was
little possibility- of it being developed for com-
mercial use for years to come. Dr. Ives is the
man who, in the past five years, has brought
television from a dream to a practical reality.

27 Radio Stations Will
Broadcast First National-
Vitaphone Program Mar. 4

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—First National-
Vitaphone stars will play a prominent part in

a radio program arranged to bring screen
players before the radio public. The Vita-
phone program goes on the air March 4 and
will be carried by 27 stations covering the

entire country.
Al Jolson, master of ceremonies, will sing

several songs ; Colleen Moore will talk ; Davey
Lee will recite and sing; Monte Blue will

talk; Alice White will sing her now song hits

from "Broadway Babies" ; Conrad Nagel,
Dorothy Mackaill and Tack Mulhall will talk.

Chaplin III as Result
Of Bad Food; Work on
New Picture Held Up

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 26.—Charles Chaplin
had to postpone further work on his new pic-

ture Monday morning, when shortly after

reaching the studio, he became ill. Doctors
diagnosed the ailment as the result of bad
food. Doctor Cecil Reynolds, who was sum-
moned to treat Chaplin, stated that the actor's

condition is serious but not alarming.

Bertillon Experts Called
In $15,000 Haver Theft

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 26.—Police have em-
ployed fingerprint experts to examine all dis-

turbed articles in the bedroom of Phyllis

Haver in their investigation of a burglary at

the Haver home Sunday night. Jewels and
other belongings valued at $15,000 are reported
missing. Miss Haver's mother discovered the
theft upon her return from a motion picture
theatre. The bedroom was ransacked.

Nichols to Solicit for

West Coast Film Paper
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 26.—Harry Nichols
has joined Film Spectator as "Head of Confi-
dential Reports Department," and will solicit

subscriptions in the field among exhibitors.

Audiens Increase Demand for
Extra People, Says J. L. Warner

Big Change Noted Over 1928 in Survey; Leatrice Joy Goes to F. N.

;

Taurog Starts Movietone for Fox ; Hilliard in DeMille

Production; Boles Re-Signed
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 26.—Talking pictures have increased rather than de-

creased the demand for extras, according- to a survey completed by Jack War-
ner. The survey shows that in the 1929 production program so far there has

been a 400 per cent increase in the employment of extras as compared to a

corresponding period of 1928.

Gloomy conclusions that audiens sounded the doom of the extra worker are

contradicted by Warner's conclusions. He states:

"The extras in Hollywood have been benefited rather than harmed by the

production of all-talking pictures, in which our studio is now specializing.

"The records show that on the first four pictures of our program we have
issued or will issue more than 5,000 daily checks to extras."

In "The Gamblers" which Michael Cur-
tiz directed with H. B. Warner and Lois
Wilson, there were 1,100 checks issued. An
additional 1,300 were issued on "The Hot-
tentot," which Roy del Ruth directed with
Edward Everett Horton and Patsy Ruth
Miller, and another 1,500 in "The Time,
the Place and the Girl," which Howard
Bretherton directed, with Grant Withers
and Betty Compson.

In the making of a huge street scene of
"The Sap," with Edward Everett Horton,
Alan Hale and Patsy Ruth Miller, several
thousand more daily extra checks will be
issued.

"We are using a tremendous number of
extra people in all our Vitaphone scenes
and the demand for this sort of talent is

just about four times as great as it was at
this time last year," Warner said.

Warner Brothers announced today the
creation of a song-writing department that
will be the biggest rival of Broadway's Tin
Pan Alley in the country.
Ray Perkins, himself a song writer of

distinction, has been placed in charge and
under his direction eight writers have been
placed under contract to furnish theme

Niblo's 50th Picture

His First Audien
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 26.—Fred
Niblo's 50th 61m will be bis £rst talk-

ing picture. The production is Tol-
stoi's, "Redemption," starring John
Gilbert. Thus the Russian drama will
afford the audien debut for both these
favorites of the silent screen. Pro-
duction started last Thursday on the
silent version. In ten years, the
"Ben-Hur" director has produced 50
features, among them pictures star-

ring Greta Garbo, Norma Talmadge,
Douglas Fairbanks, Lillian Gish,
Ramon Novarro and Vilma Banky

song material exclusively for Warner
Brothers and First National studios.

The eight song creators are: Harry Askt,
Toe Burke, Alfred Bryan, Grant Clarke,
Al Dubin, George W. Meyer, Herman Ruby
and Norman Spencer, all of them big-time
figures in Broadway's melody lane.

The Warner Brothers radio studio on
Sunset boulevard, recently vacated, has
been made headquarters for this aggrega-
tion of song-writing talent and for the
present the writers are grouped into four
teams, two of which are at Warner Broth-
ers and two at First National.

Hilliard in DeMille Picture

Ernest Hilliard who has had a succession
of interesting roles since he left New York
and the cast of "A Fool There Was," a
few years ago, is the latest well-known
player to be signed for Cecil B. DeMille's
production "Dynamite."

Hilliard, dapper and debonair, takes a
prominent part in an interesting "wild
party" sequence of the first DeMille pic-

ture for MGM. Hilliard will be remem-
bered for his work in "The Matinee Idol,"

"When Dreams Come True," "Out With
the Tide" and "The Dude Ranch." The
principals in this Jeanie Macpherson story
are Charles Bickford, Kay Johnson, Con-
rad Nagel and Julia Faye.

Boles Re-Signs

The contract for John Boles has been
renewed and the former stage star will re-

main at Universal to play in talkies for at

least another two years, it was announced
this week by Carl Laemmle, Jr., associate
producer.

Boles was placed under contract when
Carl Laemmle, Sr., heard him singing be-
tween scenes of "We Americans." Recog-
nizing his value in audiens Laemmje
changed his contract from leading man in

the picture to that of a Universal featured
player.

Fejos Will Direct "The Devil"

Although Dr. Paul Fejos is in the thick

of directing "Broadway," he was advised
(Continued on next page)
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Willat, Barker, Beaudine and Wray
On FN-V Directorial Roster

Ace Directors Sign with Burbank Firm—A Story About a Quaker with
Vaselined Hair—Motion Picture Cycles

By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 26.—In the announcement this week that First Na-

tional has put under contract four directors is a moral of Hollywood:
"Good directors are greatly in demand !"

The four that First National signed have been good directors ever since
"The Birth of a Nation." Some of them if not all know more about making
entertaining pictures for the public than all the supervisors in California.

"D EGINALD Barker ranks as a veteran When a nice looking young Jewish boy
-"•^-because he has been turning out at least stepped up to me on the Boulevard yester-
one good picture every year for the past day and asked me for the price of a meal
decade. He directed "The Great Divide" I looked at him squarely and said "No!"

He said he had been without food all day.
He has been here three weeks.
Just for something to fill this space I

asked him what he had left Pennsylvania
for and the truth came out.

He graduated from High School in Jan-
uary and decided upon a career. His hair
is vaselined; and he was in the senior play.
He carries a package of cigarettes in his

pocket and borrows smokes from acquain-
tances. He came here with $250 and has
spent only $40 of it in three weeks. He in-

tends to keep the remainder until Holly-
wood has whipped him.
Meals will probably cost him nothing if

he will wash the vaseline out of his hair
because most of us are skeptical about
hungry youths with good coiffures.

If there is a way possible to break into
pictures I believe this fellow will find it.

I wish I knew his name.

and "The Flaming Forest" among others.
Irvin Willat is a pretty young man but

his picture making experience dates beyond
"The Zeppelin's Last Raid" in 1916—which
was a picture. Then in 1924 he turned out
several others among which was "The Heri-
tage of the Desert." "Wanderer of the
Wasteland" and "North of 36" came along
later to add new laurels to his collection.

John Griffith Wray's "Anna Christie"
was enough of a picture to give him a life-

time of prestige. William Beaudine's lack
of an outstanding- hit such as those named
is compensated for by the fact that he has
made so many good substantial box office

pictures and so few failures.

But of the quartette Willat's triumphs
have assuredly been the most envious. He
has made for himself a lasting reputation
as a pioneer type of director. It is his

courage and initiative that has made nearly
all his pictures unique in as least one re-

spect. He has always endeavored to util-

ize a novel idea never tried before by pic-

ture makers.
It was chiefly Willat's originality in the

production of "Submarine" that made that
film one of Columbia's foremost successes.
He outlined numerous methods of photog-
raphy that were later followed by Capra
in detailed direction.

* * *

The talk about the Audien War (the

phrase is my own—the idea is Hollywood's)
reminds Hal Mohr of a couple of other
wars that were considerably more bloody,
if less malicious. During the "patent war"
when producers were guarding their cam-
eras to thwart rivals, Mohr was about 15

years younger than he is now. He made
a picture camera that was so good produ-
cers trailed him two weeks and finally took
it away from him. He thereupon decided
he should move to Los Angeles and get

into the picture business.
Mohr is the fellow who is cranking the

box on "Broadway" for Universal. He is

the cameraman who is making the camera
angles with the use of the 60 foot crane
that the Laemmles have installed. He takes
pictures while travelling in eight directions

at one time.
* * *

Dr. William Marston is probing the heart
of the industry. He is finding out—or try-

ing to—what makes the wheels go round.
He is a scientist, doing it in a thoroughly
scientific way. He is studying the box office

records of all the pictures Universal has
made and most pictures that other com-
panies have made. He is bent upon finding
the "cycles" in picture production. He has
found, for instance, that a "Cohens and
Kellys" succeeds and is at once followed
by numerous Jewish-Irish comedies.
He intends to find what line Universal

may follow to determine in advance what
emotions will gain the most appeal in a
picture.

Orchestrope Factory Is

Removed to Fort Wayne
(Special to the Herald-World)

FORT WAYNE, Ind, Feb. 26.—Negotia-
tions have been completed by the Chamber
of Commerce and the Capehart Automatic
Phonograph Corporation, for the removal of
that firm's factory and offices from Hunting-
ton to this city. The cojnpany, which manu-
factures the Orchestrope, used in theatres

for musical accompaniment for motion pic-

tures, employs about 200, and has agencies

from coast to coast.

Lawton Elected President
Of "U" Location Managers

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 26.—At the last meet-

ing of the Location Managers' association,

Jack Lawton, vice-president last year, was
elected president for the ensuing year.

Lodge and Church Rites

Held for William Russell
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 26.—The first services

for William Russell were held under the

auspices of Knights Templar Saturday, and
the second were Christian Science rites from
the little Church of the Flowers, at Forest

Lawn. Several prominent directors and actors

were pallbearers.

Hiram S. Brown Back in

New York from Coast
(Special to the Herald- World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Hiram S. Brown,
chairman of the Board of Directors of RKO
Productions, and president of Radio-Keith-
Orpheum, has returned to New York from
Hollywood.

Audiens Increase Demand
For Extras in Hollywood,
Declares Jack L. Warner

(Continued from preceding page)

today by Carl Laemmle, Jr., that he will
next direct "The Devil," a super-produc-
tion. No date has been set although it will

probably be filmed late this spring.
Joseph Schildkraut will enact the title

role of Oliver Necker.

Alfred Neumann, one of Germany's most
prominent writers at the present time and
author of "The Patriot," wrote "The Devil.''

The novel has been translated into English
and has run into 85 editions.

U Purchases Stage Play

Universal announces the purchase of

"The Third Party," New York stage suc-

cess by Mark Swan. Reginald Denny will

star in the screen version, which is to be
made after "Companionate Troubles." The
story is based on a practice in the Cafe
Royal in London, whereby a "third party,"
a man, will sit in with a couple who are
married but not to each other, so that he
may pose as the woman's husband in case
the man's wife appears on the scene.

Leatrice Joy Signed by FN-V
Leatrice Joy, one of the most popular

and talented of the screen and stage stars,

has been signed by First National-Vita-
phone Pictures for a series of four starring

vehicles.

She will start work at the Burbank
Studios soon, joining Colleen Moore, Rich-
ard Barthelmess, Billie Dove, Corinne Grif-

fith, Milton Sills, Alice White, Jack Mul-
hall and Dorothy Mackaill.

All will be Vitaphone pictures with dia-

logue, and that Miss Joy, who is an ac-

complished vocalist, will sing in them.

Taurog Starts Movietone

Norman Taurog began work this week
directing "The Medicine Man" a Fox-
Movietone comedy starring Clark and Mc-
Cullough. Sylvia Field, Gavin Gordon,
Symona Boniface, Fred Graham and Clif-

ford Demsey are in the supporting cast.

This is the third of a series of comedy sub-

jects with the vaudeville stars that Taurog
has made. The first, "The Diplomats," is

now showing at the Gaiety theatre, New
York, in conjunction with the Fox picture,

"The River."

Taurog is also responsible for "Lucky
Boy," the Tiffany-Stahl picture starring
George Jessel. Charles C. Wilson made
the sound synchronization after the film

was taken to New York.

"Trial of Mary Dugan"
And "Voice of City" Win
M G M Praise at Preview

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Feb. 26—The Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer studios are in an uproar
over "The Trial of Mary Dugan," all-talk-

ing version of the stage success of the

same name.

At a preview attended by Hollywood
correspondents the opinion was voiced
that the new film is in the first rank of talk-

ing pictures. Norma Shearer's voice is re-

ported to be ideal for talking film work.

Enthusiasm at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios was doubly evident last week owing
to the fact that Willard Mack's all-talking

drama "The Voice of the City," took a

Hollywood preview and was well received.

Now with "The Broadway Melody" at

Grauman's Chinese theatre, matinee and
night, all eyes are focused on the dramatic

happenings at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in

the production of audiens.
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Booth/ Lashed Ahead of Ship,

Houses Cameraman on Byrd Trip
\\ hile Cameramen \ ander\ eer and Rucker are "getting great stuff" for Para-

mount on Byrds exploration flight* over the Antarctic, there is behind the

adventure a story of hardship and pluck that is revealed by Emanuel Cohen,
who arranged for the motion picture rights.

Releases

WEEK ENDING MARCH 3

CHRISTIE—"Are Scotchmen Tight?" Sandy Mac-
Duff, two.

M G M—"An Ancient Art," oddities, one—"Untitled,"
all star, two.

PATHE—"Ladies Must Eat," Handy Andy 6eries,

No. 9044.
UNIVERSAL—"Hold 'Em, Ozzie," Oswald, one—
"Knockout Buster," Stern, two. "Ridgeway of

The Montana," Hoxie, two.

WEEK OF MARCH 10

EDUCATIONAL—"Whirls and Girls," Mack Sen-
nett Comedy, two; "Her Big Ben," Gene Stone,
Cameo, one.

M G M—"Untitled," Great Event; "The Holy Ter-

ror," Our Gang, two.
PATHE—"Smitty," comedy, release No. 6.

UNIVERSAL—"Just Monkeys," snappy comedy,
one; "She's a Pippin," Stern, Mike and Ike, two;
"Kidnaped," Curwood western, two.

WEEK OF MARCH 17

EDUCATIONAL—"Summer Saps," Lupino Lane,
two.

M G M—"Allah 'L Allah," oddity; "Untitled," Chase,

PATHE—"Foolish Husbands," Sennett, No. 9125.

UNIVERSAL—"Suicide Sheiks," Oswald Rabbit,

one; "Newlyweds' Holiday," Snookums, two; "Be-
yond the Smoke," Western, Cobb, two.

WEEK OF MARCH 24

EDUCATIONAL—"Untitled," Our World Today,
one; "Parlor Pests," Collins Dent, Mermaid, two;
"Ginger Snaps," Big Boy, two; "Time to Expire,"
Stone, Cameo, one.
MGM—"Untitled" Laurel-Hardy, two; "Jungle
Orphans," Oddity.

PATHE—"Rodeo," Sennett de Luxe. No. 9085: "The
Fire Detective," serial No. 4; "The Big Town,"
fable, one; "The Great Ice Age of North America,"
Science serial, one.

UNIVERSAL—"Love and Sand," Arthur Lake, Hor-
ace series, one; "At the Night Club," Movietone
act, 3 Brox Sisters, one; "Seeing Sights," Stern,
two; "Fair Fighting," Art Accord, two.

Second Roseland Film

Goes Into Production
(Special to the Herald-WorldJ

NEW YORK, Feb. 26—Roseland Pic-

tures has started work on the second of a

series of twelve disc talking reels, with the

return of Raymond Friedgen and James
Sammon from Florida. The first of the

series will be released March, the others

one a month.

Newspictures

KINOGRAMS No. 5476—Lindbergh watches the
Navy fliers take off from the Saratoga's deck in

the Pacific Ocean—Inventor makes plane that has
"paddle wheels" instead of wings and propeller

—

Joe Kirkwood gives exhibition golf shots in New
York.

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL No. 15—Postmaster
and Mayor see Airmail inaugurated at Newark

—

Max Schmeling, German heavyweight, sails home
after beating Johnny Risko—Paavo Nurmi, "flying
Finn" wins two-mile race but fails to break a
record.

M G M NEWS No. 55—President elect Hoover visits

Florida hurricane area with Governor Carlton

—

Pretty girls feature National Orange show at San
Bernardino, California—Lindbergh joins Navy
Eagles in Hopping off Saratoga.

PARAMOUNT NEWS No. 60—Mystery airplane
with rotary "propeller wings" makes public appear-
ance in Chicago—Lindbergh returns to Washing-
ton after inaugurating Pan-American air mail route.

FOX NEWS No. 43—President elect Hoover in-

spects Florida's dikes to prevent future floods

—

Thousands try to enter Mexico city penitentiary
to see Toral, slayer of General Obregon executed

—

Planes take-off from deck of Saratoga.

From a precarious perch on a little plat-

form out in front of the bow of the ship,

Joe Rucker takes shots of the crushing of

the masses of ice. "With one arm around
a stay, Joe grinds away unconcernedly and
grinningly announces that he thinks he has
a picture," says one press dispatch quoted
by Cohen. "Every minute the platform
threatens to let the bulky camera and its

operator slide down to death in the crush-
ing mass of ice below."

Precedes Byrd to See Pack
"I doubt if any cameraman has ever had

a more important assignment than this

one of VanderVeer and Rucker," says
Cohen, "I know that no phtographer has
ever had a more difficult one. Commander
Byrd has a way of driving on to his goal
regardless of all obstacles and dangers. To
get his picture, it is up to the cameraman to

keep constantly abreast of the expedition's

leader and generally a few feet ahead of

him. Back shots are not wanted on a story

where men daily risk their lives.

"When the City of New York finally

ground its way through the bergs to its

berth in the Bay of Wales, only one man
preceded Commander Byrd's over the

ship"s side onto the ice pack. That man
was VanderVeer, who landed with a rope
around his waist, struggled with his cam-
era through the mush ice and finally made
the official picture of the landing while one
leg was up to the knee in slush and his

camera showed a constant tendency to

freeze up.
"Once a landing was made, the real work

of the expedition got under way. In order

to cover all angles of the party's activi-

ties, both cameramen were kept busy very
nearly 24 hours each day.

In Air Most of Day
"One or the other of them had to cover

every detail of the various flights that Com-
mander Byrd at once started. This meant
that either VanderVeer or Rucker had fre-

quently to spend the greater part of the

day up in tha air, in the most piercing cold,

flying over and photographing great ex-

panses of frozen wilderness. The other of

the two would perhaps be out with the dog
teams for the day. struggling through the

drift snow for locations on the side of the

trail, or hauling his heavy equipment up icy

mountains for general views of the camp
and the icebound harbor.

"Of equal importance to the picture that

they are making are the many human inter-

est sidelights that the cameramen are man-
aging to catch. One time it is a husky one

of the dog teams and a big bull seal cir-

cling, growling and snapping at each other.

Another time, it is nearly a dozen members
of the expedition excitedly lumbering
through the loose snow along the water

edge to watch some tremendous herd of

killer whales which have slipped into the
bay, attracted perhaps by the dogs and
ships. Or again it may be only a flash of
a famous scientist stumbling along the
trail under a hundred pound pack or even
of Commander Byrd himself pausing in
the round of his rrjany duties to taste the
soup cooking for supper or to inspect some
other phase of the expedition's domestic
economy.

Test Film at Night
"Nor is their work finished at supper

time. Hours still have to be spent making
tests of the film exposed during the day.
Due to' the intense light in which they are
working, picture making is a difficult and
tricky proposition. Filters have to be used
at practically all times and only continual
experiment will determine the proper type.
The result is that once the men have fin-

ished their day's camera grinding, the port-
able developing outfit has to be hauled out,

solutions frozen to the consistency o/
molasses thawed out and all the delicate
routine of the laboratory gone through
while perched perhaps on a block of ice.

"Finally, besides having their work as
camermen, both Rucker and VanderVeer
have their duties of an exploring expedi-
tion. For instance, when Scott Island,
whose very existence has been a matter of
doubt, was discovered on the way south, it

was up to Rucker to make the first pheto-
graphs ever made of the island and so once
and for all settle all controversies as to its

existence and nature.

Run "Antarctic Exchange"
"Also on the long voyage south, Vander-

Veer and Rucker both, frequently helped
with the sails, with other types of routine
work, even taking their turns as mess at-

tendants. To keep the men busy on ship-
board, Rucker gave a lecture course in

practical photography and also acted as as-

sistant navigator in order to learn the sub-
ject.

"VanderVeer played a large part in main-
taining the morale of the expedition and
in keeping the men amused. He has had
charge of the moving pictures that accom-
panied the expedition and it is through his

hard work and forethought that members
of the Byrd Expedition have been able to

forget the cold and driving work while
watching the latest in features as released
through Paramount's Antarctic Exchange.''

Three Flavin Playlets

Are Purchased by M G M
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—M G M has pur-
chased three one-act plays by Martin A.
Flavin, writer of fiction and stage drama.
The three are "Brains." "Emergency" a.id

"Casualties."
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PRESENTATION ACTS
Intimate Fun Brings Late Comers
STAGE SHOWS
Chicago Chicago

Week Ending February 21
This week Balaban & Katz offer to the Chicago pic-

ture housegoers the first glimpse of Guy Lombardo
and his Royal Canadians in person. This splendid

band of musicmakers was lent to the theatre through

the courtesy of the Granada Cafe and the Music

Corporation of America, apparently, their repre-

sentatives.

A special stage presentation entitled, "Knights of

the North," featured the Lombardo aggregation and
Roy Cropper, who sang some pleasing tunes. In this

6tageshow were also Walzer and Dyer, a comedy team,

and Doris Morrell. The stage offering had one of

the most original 6tage settings ever constructed in

a deluxe theatre. It was an interior representing a

huge reception hall where usual large gatherings

hold military balls. The entire male part of the cast

were costumed in the red and blue formal military

dress. Even Lombardo's boys were costumed as 6uch.

The house ballet, trained under the splendid coach-

ing of Anatole Bourman, presented some orginal

steps and toe-work that added the necessary life and
color to the background.
This and in addition to the most interesting all-

talking feature, "The Canary Murder Case," drew
full houses at each performance. There is no ques-

tion that Guy Lombardo's name, which has become a
household word in the radio homes in the past two
years, was responsible for 50 per cent or more of

the throngs. As one of the most popular local

dramatic critics recently said, "Guy Lombardo's band
is the sweetest band this side of heaven."
One of Spitalny's carefully arranged overtures

helped to please the higher element of music lovers

in the form of "Massanet's Melodies," which at this

performance was conducted by Ulderico Marcelli, and
received quite a hand for their 6plendid efforts.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending February 16

The Stanley presented as a stage attraction this

week the Leegail Ensemble, with Jean and Leon
Leegail, assisted by Dave Steiner, Edna Mae, The
Sheldons, Cooper and Clifton and the Roth Sisters.

The Leegails are experts in all lines of dancing
and their apache and adagio dances deserve especial

mention.
Cooper and Clifton do some clever tumbling and

the stout member of the team takes a lot of pun-
ishment good naturedly. Their burlesque acrobatic

stunt draws a good hand.
Jean and Leon Leegail first appear in an adagio

dance to the music of Schubert's "Serenade," that

is a thing of beauty. The contrast between the

strength of Leon Leegail and the grace and light-

ness of his partner make this number one of the

most applauded on the program.
Edna Mae is a dainty little blonde who dances

gracefully and is good to look at.

The apache dance of Jean and Leon Leegail is

delightful of its kind and the agility displayed is

little short of marvelous. The girl is slapped,

thrown across the stage almost into the orchestra

pit, dragged around by the hair of her head and
generally treated in the most approved apache man-
ner. It is one of the roughest dances ever seen

and the audience gave it a big hand.

Dave Steiner in red blouse and blue trousers puts

over a Russian dance that is full of pep and vigor

and makes a great hit.

The Sheldons appear in what starts off as a

society dance but ends in an acrobatic dance that

{Continued on next page)

If someone were to introduce you to Leonard M.
Salvo, you would probably think he was a doctor or

a professor, unless you were 'told right off the reel

that he is an organist—and yet those who know Salvo
real well find him to be a great guy. It just happens
that Leonard appears like he might be one of those

highly cultured gentlemen stated above, otherwise he
is just as regular as they make 'em. Salvo not long
ago was the featured organist at the Capitol theatre
in Chicago and now is doing organ solos at the
Gateway theatre in Kenosha, Wisconsin.

A. Dumont Appointed Manager
MILWAUKEE.—A. Dumont who has been con-

nected with the Midwesco Theatres, Inc., has become
assistant manager of the Garden theatre, Milwaukee.

ANNOUNCE
The New Ballad Hit

"DON'T REMIND ME"
(I'm Trying to Forget)

and a New Hot Tune

"KANSAS CITY KITTY'

P. S. Don*t forget these other two Ails*

"I FAW DOWN AND GO BOOM"
'ME AND THE MAN IN THE MOON'

WILLIE HOROWITZ
908 Woods Theatre Bldg., Chicago, III.

Chicago Uptown
Has Surprises

Every Night
Separate Stage Events Offer

Request Numbers—Patrons

Join the Fun—Good
Last Show Novelty

By A. RAYMOND GALLO
A new innovation has been inaugu-

rated at the Uptown theatre, Chicago,

Balaban & Katz' centrally located

north side house. The innovation is

called "Whoopee Time" and takes

place every evening from Monday to

Friday inclusive every week. The
time designated for this novelty is

9 :30 P. M., and it lasts for nearly a

full hour. Verne Buck, who is a

permanent master of ceremonies at

this theatre, will present intimate en-

tertainment and play request numbers
which will also be sung by Frank
Wilson.
As a rule, most of the theatres do capac-

ity business at the first performance every
night, but very few of them can boast of

a full house at the last show. For this rea-

son, Balaban & Katz have started this in-

novation with the idea in mind that if the

stunt goes over at the Uptown theatre, it

will later be installed in all their other de-

luxe houses.
One of the novel features of this inno-

vation is the getting together idea of the

audience and the stageshow members who
will offer separate stage events. Another
novelty is the playing of popular song-hits

by the orchestra and organ who will ask
the audience to join in a community song-
fest.

May Solve Last Show Problem
This may solve the problem of keeping

the house filled at the last show. Here-
after, instead of being compelled to stand

in line for seats the early part of the eve-

ning, amusement-seekers will be able to se-

cure comfortable seats at the designated
time and enjoy an entire evening's fun

which will make them a part of the given

entertainment.
Hitherto, amusement seekers, discour-

aged at the long procession ahead of them,

would turn away from the theatre and
probably not return again that evening.

With something unusual as the above inno-

vation, patrons may come back at a later

hour and feel just as satisfied and theatres

do not run the risk of losing their support.
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GAJLLOS4YS stage shows

JESEMTATlON
EDITOR

Someibinff
about

?Zveryone

GREETINGS! . . . Nothing very exciting this

week except that by the time this issue reaches some
of you we will have a new President. . . . Head-
lines also state that Lindy may soon wed and now
that he has been made advisor for the air service

we can look for greater things from this Ameri-
can youth. . . . While still on the subject of oui

country let us say a few words about Paul Specht
who has been selected from all the other fine or-

chestras to be THE one at the inaugural ball. . . .

That sure is a fine honor, Paul, and everyone knows
you deserve it too. . . . Oh. by golly, there is some-
thing new this week at that. . . . It's the new in-

novation that Balaban & Katz have inaugurated at

the Uptown theatre. Chicago, called "Whoopee Time."
. . . It takes place every night at 9:39 and Verne
Buck plays request numbers while Frank Wilson
sings them for you. . . . Clever idea and whoever
thought of it should get a raise. . . . Dame rumor
is telling the show world that Eddie Peabedy is

leaving St. Louis because he did not click so well

and even goes as far as stating that Paul Ash may
replace him as master of ceremonies at the Missouri
theatre. . . . Well, I suppose all you fellows have
plenty of "jack" on Young Stribling. ... If you
don't think that he can floor the Boston sailor you
ought to bet on the races instead. ... At any rate

it's going to be a great fight and many well known
names will be on hand when the gong starts the
bout. . . . Jack Mills, the New York music publisher

is there. . . . Maybe Mills will write a song about
the fight and if Sharkey flops he ought to name it

"I was gonna knock him out, but he was too Young."
. . . Speaking of fights, Miami is also good for

other things too, at least Meyer Marks, of Marks
Bros. Theatres in Chicago, says so. . . . Marks just

returned from a nice fishing trip there and caught
eight sailfish. . . . Not so bad. eh. . . . He knows
his bait. . . . Victor Young, who is now directing

the stagehand at the Oriental theatre in Chicago,
just came back from a week's rest in Hot Springs
and wishes he was back. . . . When not conducting a
band Victor beats Louis Lipstone at checkers. . . .

Nice fellows these guys. . . . Quinn Ryan the Chi-

cago Tribune radio announcer of station WGN is

trying his hand at acting on the stage. . . . Last
week Ryan was the headliner at the EKO State-

Lake theatre in Chicago. . . . The next mike m. c.

to step out on the boards is Pat Barnes, formerly of

WHT. . . . Al Kvale is back at the Chicago Nor-
shore theatre, after visiting his people for two weeks.
. . . Frankie Masters is taking a vacation this week.
. . . Lope Velez one of the stars in the "Lady of the
Pavements" now playing the United Artists theatre
in Chicago, is appearing in person with the picture
in a song and dance routine. . . . George Billings

who not only plays Lincoln, but really looks like him,
is wanted for prologue work and should get in touch
with the editor of this department at once. ... A
man that you hear very little of is E. Ellsworth
Wood, who has been portraying George Washington
for many years. . . . Last week Roxy featured him
in a hugh stageshow. . . . Paul Whiteman had to

postpone his film plans until he completes his con-
cert and radio tours. . . . King and King, two well

known presentation dancers are now doing a trio

with another brother, and will soon repeat deluxe
houses. . . . Boris Petroff is coming to Chicago to

replace Frank Cambria as stage producer of the
Chicago theatre. . . . Cambria has been slated for a
bigger position in New York with Publix. . . .

Ford and Glenn, the radio favorites, are still making
a tour of R K O theatres. . . . Ray Teal is to replace
Ben Black as master of ceremonies at the Saenger
theatre in New Orleans. . . . Eddie Meikel, feature
organist at the Harding theatre in Chicago, is using
"Caressing You," as his theme song this week in

his weekly solo. . . . The 6ong is a big hit and is

published by Forster. . . . Phil Miller is the Chicago
manager. . . . R K O theatres will now open their bills

on Sunday instead of Monday. . . . Jimmy McHugh and
Dorothy Fields have written the lyrics and music
for the Ziegfeld Frolic now playing on the roof of

the Amsterdam theatre in New York. . . . Manager
Maxwell of the Broadway in Portland, Ore., sends
word that every Monday and Thursday evenings have
been set aside for dancing purposes after the last

show. . . . Al Popel of Marks Bros, started this.

(Continued from preceding page)

is well liked. There is a whirlwind finale with the

Leegails, Dave Steiner and the Sheldons whirling

and catapulting across the stage and the other enter-

tainers also helping to make things lively.

An appropriate and timely offering was the over-

ture "Abraham Lincoln" by the Stanley Symphony
Orchestra under the direction of Gabriel Hines, and
there was also an impersonation of Lincoln deliver-

ing his Gettysburg address.

The Stanley Company announces an entire change
of policy at the Stanley theatre beginning next
week, inaugurating Warner Brothers' advent in

Philadelphia. It will be marked by elaborate weekly
stage presentations under the direction of Charlie

Melson as master of ceremonies. Melson, who is

from California, has been receiving enthusiastic praise

for the quality of entertainment he provides.

Presentation

LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in presen-

tation may discuss important matters bearing

upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.

PRESENTATION ACTS—To the Editor: I see in

your February 9 issue on page 43 a picture of

George Billings who impersonated Lincoln in a News
Reel, on Lincoln's Birthday. Friends east wrote in

that they heard him deliver Lincoln's address over

the radio and that it was remarkable.
Mr. Billings is a friend of mine, he once lived in

Salmon, and is a remarkable gentleman. He looks

exactly like what we believe Lincoln looked like,

and his voice low, deep, slow and with power to

carry makes one think he is Lincoln in the flesh.

Mr. Billings put on a 30-minute act at the Rex
while here a few years ago, using a local amateur
to take the part of Secretary of War. Lincoln re-

ceived the celebrated letter when the distracted mother
pleads for the acquittal of her son, who is sentenced

to die for falling asleep at his post, then he talks to

his secretary about war. and finally dictates his order

of acquittal. It was wonderful, thrilling, convincing.
H • gave other fine acts.

You exhibitors who live on the Eastern sea coast

should try to bring him to your theatre. He will

play on percentage and treat you right, I know.
If you seriously consider this I will find out his

address and write you and him at once.—Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

P. S. : If he could only be here to put on a
prologue for "Uncle Tom's Cabin" it would put that

special over for me, I know.

Osterman Replaces Johns
Jack Osterman, for many seasons featured in sev-

eral of the Artists and Models editions of the musical
comedy stage, has replaced Brooke Johns in the

Oriental theatre, Chicago, as master of ceremonies.

In bringing Osterman to the Oriental, Balaban &
Katz have changed one of their rules in not letting

the master of ceremonies also become the band leader.

In this particular case, Victor Young, formerly of the

Oriole Orchestra, leads the Merry Mad Gang.

Lupe at Loop House
A new policy has been inaugurated at the United

Artists theatre in Chicago, whereby feature players

of 6ome of their productions will hereafter appear
in person on their stage.

This week Lupe Velez is making a personal ap-

pearance three times a day on the newly constructed
stage in a song and dance routine staged especially

to conform with "Lady of the Pavements," the new
feature attraction playing at the house, in which
6he also takes a featured part.

Bolton Has a Find
Lou Bolton, for several years, an independent thea-

trical agent in Chicago, has finally fallen into good
luck. Lou has a protege called Li'l Esther, who is

called "The Miniature Florence Mills." The child

has just finished a four years' training under Bolton's

management and recently won a European engage-
ment through her New York success. Her eccentric

dancing and her inimitable singing places her in a
position as the most phenomenal juvenile in the pro-

fession.
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Chicago Harding
Week Ending February 22

It certainly is remarkable how the enthusiasm or

lack of it shown by the audience will affect an
individual act or an entire performance. This was
proved quite conclusively at the Harding. The pres-

entation wasn't so very bad, but it seemed to fall

flat because instead of laughing or applauding heart-

ily, the audience feebly managed an occasional snicker

or at most a weak applause. Too much effort,

apparently.

"Revue du Rouge," directed by Al Morey, held

several well known names, but at this performance
one of the topnotchers, Maurine Marseilles, failed to

appear. This was rather too bad because the lady

has quite a following even after an absence of some
length.

The show opened with Bobby Allen singing "What
a Girl. What a Night" while the ballet went into

a dance routine. Following this, the orchestra did

"I Faw Down and Go Boom." which included crazy

parodies by Morey and several members of the band.

This was well liked.

Bill Cumby, a black-face (or maybe colored) tap-

dancer, jollied around a little, sang a little, and that

was that.

The girls came on again and did a novelty dance
for which they wore sox and slippers on their hands
as well as feet, and did a doll-dance that was cute.

Carl McCullough followed, singing "My Blackbirds

Are Bluebirds Now," then cracked wise for a while.

He gave an imitation of a girl demonstrating break-

fast food in a department store which was good.

His impressions of Harry Lauder and Al Jolson

were not so good.

To replace Miss Marseilles, Al Morey and several

members of the band played some number and did

some clowning that helped to fill the void.

Macy O. Thomas followed with some tap dancing
that was good. He was well applauded at this per-

formance. Then came some of the girls of the ballet

garbed in gorgeous costumes of all white, while Bobby
Allen sang "Lovely Lady," after which the entire

cast assembled for the finale.

Detroit Capitol
Week Ending February 8

Publix had a darn good idea for their "Beaux and
Belles," on view at the Capitol this week, and then

something went wrong with it and it didn't quite

jell. The result was a rather puzzling hodgepodge.
The show opens in one, with a benign old grand-

mother rocking before the footlights. In comes her

granddaughter and a boy friend, and they tell her

what a perfectly splendid show they fiaw and what
a good looking man Del Delbridge is.

Granny sighs and starts relating of a Del Delbridge

she knew back in the Old South "before the war."
She endri by wishing she could see her Del again
as the scene is blacked out. The lights flash up on
full stage, the interior of an old southern mansion.
So far the idea is new and good. But there it

ends with a crash. Granny doesn't appear again
until a short glimpse of her at the finale and when
Del does come on the stage he is wearing a 1929

model tuxedo and bears no resemblance to the South-
ern dandy that Granny was sighing for.

Because of the setting, the band was moved from
the stage to the pit and Del acts merely as master
of ceremonies. Opening the show in the mansion
setting was Charles Jolley, tenor, garbed as a dandy
of 1860 and sporting a beautiful purple weskit. He
sang "Crinoline Days" while the Capitol Girls ma-
nuevered daintily in voluminous hoop skirts.

The next number was Palmere & Dorec, garbed in

the costumes of the period, who did an old fashioned

dance number gracefully. Then there was another
dance team, Walley & Zella, who appeared in modern
clothes and modern dances, including what they
termed an "Irish Black Bottom."
Johnny Payne, that pianist par excellence, was on

the program, appearing this time in black face. We
have written about Johnny before and he's as good
aa he ever was. In our last report we mentioned
the fact that his song number, something about "Can
Anything So Good Be Bad." slowed down his act
and he should stick to his playing, which is great.
Johnny still sticks to the song and the audiences

still laugh at it. You're right, Johnny, we're wrong.
This time. Johnny has added a bit where he plays
two pianos at once, playing bass with his left hand
and the treble with the other. Believe it or not!
Maxine Hamilton was a pert little commedienne

who didn't do much except sing "Do You Like Me
Just a Little Bit?" in baby talk and act saucy. The
audience liked her.

Sid Lewis, the jokester, and his straight man in

the audience were very much in evidence. Sid had
some new jokes, 6ome of them rather blue, and the
audiences liked him.
But as you can see from the foregoing, the old

Southern plantation idea suddenly went haywire and
left things rather mixed up.

Indianapolis Indiana
Week Ending February 23

"Monte Carlo" is the title of the Publix stage

presentation which features the stagehand. Harry
Ross, who has been seen and heard on local screens
in short talking films is one of the outstanding
entertainers on the program. His hilarious burlesque
of making a talking film with "sound effects" is

novel and amusing.
Joseph Griffin sings. Mario and Rositam dance

energetically and Gluck-Sorel mixed dancing chorus
provides appropriate ensemble dancing.

New Haven Olympia
Week Ending February 13

Dave Gould's second Publix unit "Harvest Time"
shapes up fairly well but not as good as his first.

Fauntleroy and Van, rube comedians, head the cast

with Ted Marks, whistler, Stanley Twins, acrobatic

dancers, Nell and Lucille Cock, singers and instru-

mentalists, George W. Cunningham, dancer and the

Gould Girls also seen to good advantage.
A daisy number with the girls having musical

bells and playing the tune was an effective production
bit. The finale has the old fashioned barn dance
which went very big by way of applause. "Doctor's

Secret" was the feature.

Brooklyn Paramount
Week Ending February 22

This fine stageshow, "Eskimo Whoopee," was the

original "Cooling Off" unit produced by the Gamby-
Hale combination. An anarctic scene, with "Capt."
Paul Small making a good radio announcement,
opened the bill. The orchestra, in an icebound boat,

played as "Commander" Paul Ash made a novel en-

trance on a sled, to the same kind of a reception

he always received at the Chicago Oriental.

The Gamby-Hale Girls then offered a cute routine,

and were followed by the little Wallace Sisters, who
were well liked for their well danced and difficult

acrobatic specialty. The two Black Dots then offered

a tap and novel rope-skipping tap dance that got a

good hand.
A novel introductory to a song was then made by

Wilma Wallace and Paul Small, who entered fight-

ing. Small then sang, "How About Me" and re-
ceived a very fine hand. At the finish. Ash had
them makeup, and then told a story of "Snow-
nymphs," which introduced Helen Anderson, who
sang pleasingly as the Foster Girls did a good ballet
routine.

Pickard and Pal (Pal was Pete the Seal) were
received well for their offering. Paul Small sang
"The Penquin Walk" as the ballet, in costumes rep-
resenting Penquins (birds of the arctic), danced a
novel routine. The Wallace Sisters were on again
and received another good hand for their "Turnover."
Ben Blue and his three assistants then come on

for a lot of hokum which got a good hand. Same
finale as reported at New York Paramount. This
show made a hit here.

Salt Lake City Capitol
Week Ending February 9

The most artistically staged and beautifully ar-
ranged offering yet shown at this theatre was staged
here thi6 week. A gigantic stairway served as
the stage, with a glittering curtain of twilight hue,
being used intermittently, to enhance the beauty
of the settings.

During the "Regal Episode" in which "20 high-
stepping beauties" perform their dances and precise
drill routines on the gigantic stairway, the audience
frequently broke into spontaneous applause. Other
dances on the stairway were also spectacular and
out of the ordinary in artistic effect. The dancers
form the spelling of the word "Roses" on the stair-

way, in a delightfully artistic effect during the
singing of the song "Roses of Yesterday."
Among other noted artists featured on thi6 bill

are the comedians Flo and Olli Walters. Phil Kalar,
as character singer, and Oliver Alberti as master of
ceremonies, add to the success of the stage pres-
entation. The picture presentation this week is

Warner Brothers Vitaphone special, "On Trial,"
and this being the opening week for i^ound pictures
here, tremendous business was enjoyed.

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending February 15

Eddie Peabody reverted to type this week as his

stageshow was nautical but nice. He called it "Ship
Ahoy." It seems that Eddie was all at sea one
time in his career, but he kept his head above water
easily at each performance.
The artists who were featured with Eddie were

Allen and Canfield, Tommy Atkins Sextette, Nell

O'Day, Luster Brothers and Joe Pincus.
Leonid Leonardi returned to direct the grand or-

chestral production "Impressions from Faust" and
Milton Slosser at the organ played a solo entitled

"Fleasing My Friends."

San Francisco Granada
Week Ending February 21

This week's stageshow is another of those double-

bill affairs that has the whole town talking, and
whistling and singing. Yes, it's musical and good

for. sore eyes, too.

The first unit of the show features George Dewey
Washington, he of the glorious voice, in "Ghosts of

the Blues." Gino Sevcri leads the Granada symphony
orchestra through a reading of the bluest of blues

and the curtain then goes up on a wierd stage setting

with girls flitting about casting enormous blue shad-

ows on the background. George Dewey Washington,
in tatters, comes on and sings "Under the Spell of

the Blues," a song that becomes as a classic under his

mastery of intonation. As the song comes to an

end the girls appear once again, bringing this part

of the show to a close in an eerie manner.
Next the curtain goes up on the Publix produc-

tion, "Bars and Stripes," suggestive of Sing Sing,

Joliet and San Quentin. all in one. The members
of the orchestra are in convict garb and are directed

by the comical Lamberti, garbed as prison warden.

The Gould Dancers, with headress representing a bird

and in striped costumes, do a Jail-Bird dance.

Jack Egan, master of ceremonies, sings "How Ire-

land Got Its Name" and receives a good hand, having

a very pleasing voice. He calls for a couple of

hoofers and the warden sends in Reed and Duthers,
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who sing and dance "Doing the Raccoon." and who
offer another lively number as an enoore.

The Three Dennis Sisters are brought on in an

iron cage but close confinement does not seem to have

injured their voices or their good looks. They 6ing

"Beautiful Night" and a "Rainbow 'Round My
Shoulders." The Gould Dancers, this time charged

with jay-walking, are brought out again and do a

jay-walk dance.

Next on the docket are three young fellows who
pay popular airs on accordeons, followed by George

Dewey Washington, who offers "Keep Smiling at

Trouble," and a new type of mammy song, "Mammy
Is Gone."
Lamberti, who has been filling the role of warden,

comes in trundling a xylophone and advises the audi-

ence that he is good and that it is fortunate in

being able to see and hear him. He proves a

master at the instrument, offering "The Stars and

Stripes Forever" and "Humoresque." He is a nat-

ural comedian and gets much applause.

The girl prisonere are brought in again to do

their daily dozen, the curtain at the rear goes up.

disclosing the three Dennis Sisters posing near huge

bird cages, again suggestive of prison, and the rest

of the company do a lively number to bring the

show to a close.

Boston Metropolitan
Week Ending February 15

The Metropolitan stage revue, "Carnival Cock-

tail," features Frances Mills, Joe Bresser, Ethel

Dalton, Miss Wills, and Caffrey and Miller. A new
master of ceremonies presided in the person of Lee

Matteson, who made an excellent impression with

his singing and dancing ability, as well as his pleas-

ant, cheery way.
The revue opened with the appearance of Lee

Matteson. The Foster Girls chorus then pleased

with a military routine, dressed in red soldier suite.

The background of blue and green melded as com-

plimentary colors was beautiful. The Publix Play-

boys orchestra was dressed in snappy red military

suits, the seating position being slightly different,

the brass being on one side, the reeds on the other,
' and the piano and drums in the middle. The effect

was 6weeter music.

Caffrey and Miller in acrobatic dancing received a

fine ovation from the patrons, which forced them

to encore three times. Ethel Dalton, "the sweetest

girl on Broadway." was next introduced and pleased

with several songs sung in blue voice. Her ovation

was great.

The Foster Girls came next in a jack-in-the-box

number, which included clog dancing and simul-

taneous arm and leg exercises, the uniformity of

which brought forth a good hand of applause.

Lee Matteson then revealed his clever dancing

ability with his partner, Miss Wills. The entire en-

semble appeared at its conclusion while electric sparks

shot from the background and lights twinkled from

all angles of the stage.

The feature picture was "Conquest." starring

Monte Blue and Lois Wilson.

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending February 8

Ed Lowry master ceremonied the Publix Third

Anniversary Revue on the stage with Jack Powell

and Harry Downing being featured.

Evans and Perez, stunt performers : Maureen and
Sonny, juvenile entertainers, and the Gambly-Hale

Girls, speciality dancers, also went over big in the

6tage show.
"Selections from Irene" was Dave Silverman's or-

chestral overture. Stuart Barrie at the organ had a

"Popularity Contest."

New York Paramount
Week Ending February 22

"A Carnival Cocktail." produced by C. A. Nigga-
meyer, lacked the pep of Niggameyer's usual pro-

ductions. It opened nicely in a scene in which six

Foster Girls sang an introductory song while stand-

ing in large wine glasses.*

The set then changed to a carnival scene with

orchestra in a bandstand as Charles Marsh, barker,

introduced the carnival acts. Joe Besser and two
assistants as candy venders came in for a lot of
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Novel Plug Increases

Popularity of Dallas
Band Leader

Ray Teal, popular stagehand leader of the

Greater Palace, Publix' Dallas deluxe theatre,

continues onward to an even greater popular-

ity through the medium of good work and
attractive stunt publicity.

A recent plug tied him up with a chain

drug company in Dallas. Ray went to one of

the stores and had his picture taken mixing
a chocolate soda, which the firm is plugging

at this time. And another photo was made
of Ray drinking the drink he had mixed. The
two pictures were combined in a layout and
run in a sixty inch display ad by the drug-

gist, with Ray indorsing the chocolate soda.

And culminative of this stunt, the drug chain

is going to put out in all of their stores a

Ray Teal Punch, made of a combination of

fruit juices; they are to run ads in the local

papers, make streamers for their fountains,

and displays for their windows on this stunt.

Another good one was pulled when the

Baker Show Company of Atlanta opened a

branch in Dallas, and had Ray and the mayor
of Dallas as the informal hosts. Pictures

were made, crashing Sunday papers, and one
especially, of Ray teaching the mayor to play

the saxaphone, drew a lot of attention and
comment.

Live wire press agents will keep their eye

open at all times for local events in which
they can tie in their musical personalities, and
derive a lot of good box office publicity from
such hook-ups.

laughs as they passed through the aisles singing out

their wares.

Ted Claire, master of ceremonies, next introduced

tho Foster Girls, who do a simple military routine.

The orchestra then played and sang "Don't Hold
Everything" as Ted Claire did an eccentric tap that

got a good hand. Ethel Dalton pleasingly sang "I'll

Never Ask for More," then offered a very good char-

acterization of Irene Bordoni, singing "Do It Again."
She was well received.

Charles Marsh next sang a "clown" song to a

good hand. The Foster Girls followed with a cute

drill which they did while in large boxes. They
then built pyramids and while standing on the

boxes did a good military tap dance.
Francis Willis followed with a cever and difficult

acrobatic specialty that throughout received very

good response.

Joe Besser offered gags, chatter, dancing and all-

around clowning that got him many laughs and a

very good hand.
George Mueser, next did a good eccentric dance as

ropes descended from fly and the Foster Girls did

acrobatic stunts as sparklers and many colored lights

flashed.

Kansas City Pantages
Week Ending February 15

Because of the length of the feature picture, the

stage program at Pantages was cut to three acte,

headed by Lewis and Stovall, dancers, who have a

number that includes just about every step one could

desire to witness in a dancing act. Alice Wright,
Rita Martin and Esta Rae also are included in the

Lewis-Stovall company. Miss Wright and Miss Rae

Feature Attraction at

hankie,

for Balaban & Katz

are dancers of unusual ability, while Miss Martin
is a singer, her numbers consisting of light opera
selections and popular numbers. The entire act is

titled, "The Wedding Strut," and portrays the struts

of various types of brides of different periods.

McCall and Keller have a comedy skit titled, "At
3 A.M." The act consists of humorous dialogue of

two characters whose night activities extend into

the wee hours of the morning.
Then there was Lottie Atherton, who not only

gave a good exhibition of dancing on her feet, but
did a creditable tap dance upside down. Figure
that out.

Louie Charninsky and his Pantages orchestra ren-

dered popular selections as the overture.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending February 23

"Carnival Capers" is the offering of AI Belasco and
the crowd at the Wisconsin this week. The setting

is the most unique seen here in six months. A
great big doll stands in the center of the stage. The
hoops of her skirt is all lighted with electric lights.

Shapely legs 6how. The tin6el on the skirt and
hoop hangs down. Under the shade, if 6uch it can
be called, sits the orchestra in artist like costumes.

The Torney Dancers open the program, jumping
through a large, paper covered hoop. They give a

snappy dance that meets with approval. The tune
played is "Don't Hold Everything" and Charles

Barnes, tenor, sings the chorus.

Jeanne Houston, dressed as a country girl, then

comes on and dances. Slowly, you know. It's okeh

but slow in places. She ought to pep up the middle

of it a little. The end is a wow and brings applause.

Allan and Canfield, who know how to crack jokes,

come on next. They mix up the jokes with a little

jigging, a little paraody singing. Not much to the

act. but it's lively and diverting.

The band then renders World War history of

Alsace Lorraine and ends up with the present song
favorite of that name. It goes over okeh. World
War stuff is good sob stuff right now.
The Torney Girls again snap into the scene, dressed

like Queen Columbia, red, white and blue. Lights

play on them and its a dazzling effect. The crowd
likes this first rate.

Chapman and Snyder, chained dancers, give a

couple of good exhibitions of dancing. Ball and
chain stuff is okeh nowadays and the act is novel

enough to get a lot of applause.

Dezso Retter, the funny fellow with a mustache

and who can wrestle with himself, comes out and
does his stuff. Not so peppy as the last time he

was here, but the old jokes still get a laugh out

of people. He's different and that's why they like

him

.

Chicago Capitol
Week Ending February 23

Billy Biltgen and Billy Mills produced a clever

show at the Capitol this week called "Royal Flush."

Roy Dietrich and his Roy-al band were on the stage

and due to the small Friday night crowd the acts

were not given appreciation they really were worth.

In spite of the small attendance a nice hand was
given to Roy on his first appearance.

The orchestra members were dressed in uniforms

made up of playing cards and gave a nice effect

with the rest of the surroundings that were similar

to the orchestra makeup.
The band was 6inging as the curtain opened and

the Abbott Girls stepped to the rhythm in a pleasing

style. Little is ever said about the ballet girls, but

much is done by them to help put over the stage-

show. They are like dessert at dinner and a dress-

ing to a turkey—not the main part, but a portion of
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the main part that makes the stage presentation
click. That's that.

The Dancing Kudarks, a flashy couple, young, full

of pep and possesser of some tricky steps. The couple
got over with their Dempsey-Tunney novelty. No
audience, no applause, but they deserved some ap-
plause.

Olive O'Neil had a fine voice and received a nice
hand, too. Olive's "When Summer Has Gone" was
quite a hit and those high notes were reached with
ease. Very pleasing, Olive.

"Radiologue" was a big attraction on this program.
The fellow inside the radio sure knew his tubes.
He was a perfect imitator of static, horns, etc. A
great novelty and it was sure-fire entertainment here.
"Gypsy" was sung by Roy Dietrich and the ballet

and orchestra took part in the number. The number
was sung in Roy's pleasing manner but somehow
was not the right kind for Roy. Give Roy some-
thing like "Baby's Feet Go Pitter Patter" and a
recitation and he'll tear the house down. Such as he
did when he sang that song, if this reporter remem-
bers right, at the Avalon theatre a year or so ago.
In his period of singing songs at the Capitol and
Avalon, Roy pleased 99 out of 100 patrons. That's
a 6ure guess, too.

The orchestra played "Four or Five Times" and
these orchestra novelties in which the members 6ing
a short chorus is a meal in itself, if one can say it

that way. The people just crave them.
Cliff Crane came out to do his 6tunts. Cliff is a

fellow who had an engagement with Earl Carrol's
Vanity's last year and no doubt was to be the head-
liner on this program. Cliff worked hard but did not
get any hand at all. Wasn't his fault, though.
A pretty tune rendered by the Roy-al band and the

ballet girls, closed a program that was good, but
without the old standby "applause" you can't get by.
It wasn't the fault of the artists if they did not
"get by."

New York Roxy
Week Ending February 22

Patricia Bowman opened the show with "A Quaint
Bouquet," as a highly pleasing bit of toe work. A
huge rose bush in silhouette was the only decoration.
Aldo Bomonte and Jeanne Mignolet sing a duet

from one of the boxes as the curtain rises, disclosing
a large bouquet, the flowers of which prove to be the
skirts of the ballet, as they seemingly unfold and
go into a pleasing ballet routine, assisted by the
thirty-two Roxyettes.

"Gigolette" (the main presentation) opened in a
full stage "Apache Dive" setting, in which the
Kentucky Jubilee Singers (as French colonial Soldiers)
offer songs.

King, King and King (as Yankee Sailors) do
some fine buck and wing and eccentric dancing, to
a fine hand. Gautschi and Phelps offer fine acrobatic
adagio dancing. The Roxy Chorus and Ballet Corps
offer their usual fine work. Markert's thirty-two
Roxyettes did some of the most pleasing work of
this entire presentation.

Birmingham Alabama
Week Ending February 16

Tuneful, colorful and very pleasing is the Alabama's
stage show this week entitled, "Blossoms." This is

the third production from Emmctt Rogers, who was
brought to Birmingham by Publix when he was ap-
pointed district production manager.

"Blossoms" opens up with "Moonlight and Roses"
played delightfully by Bert Hollowell's band with
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Eddie Guest conducting. Follows then a special ar-
rangement of "Milenberg Joys" which goes over
to a good hand. A local singer with a decidedly
good voice puts over "Blossoms that Bloom in the
Moonlight."
Along comes Horton Spurr, billed as the "rubber

heel of Broadway," who clicks with his eccentric
dancing and draws several encores. The Lett Sisters
and Louise score with their harmony singing in sev-
eral well-chosen numbers.

Charles Brugge, comic instrumentalist, does his
stuff on the mandolin and guitar to the entire satis-
faction of Alabama patrons and then springs a sur-
prise by going into an eccentric dance.
The setting for "Blossoms" is most effective, prov-

ing again the artistic ability of producer Emmett
Rogers, the lighting effects enhance the value.

Salt Lake City Pantages
Week Ending February 15

Huston Ray, "The Wonder Pianist," heads the
vaudeville bill offered this week. Ray offers a
routine of both classical and popular selections and
then entertains with his own idea called "Tone Test,"
in which he uses two pianos and his piano record-
ings.

Walzer and Kukan in "Aw Come On" present a
whirlwind of dance and patter. Ray and Stone,
billed as "Late Stars of Nothing" are equally
entertaining.

Paul's Hawaiians, six talented boys from the South
Seas, with a selection of popular numbers, assisted
by a Hawaiian Mis6, open this bill in a pleasing
manner.
The Nugold Revue, a Parisian fantasy which in-

cludes everything from classical dancing and comedy
to rollerskating, closes the program. Sell Heaps at
the organ and Curg Peterson as orchestra director
complete the musical program this week.
The picture presentation is "Give and Take," Uni-

versal's talking production, and capacity houses were
the rule.

Omaha Riviera
Week Ending February 28

Back on the stage after a siege in the hospital,
Jay Mills, master of ceremonies, is closer to his
audience than he ever was before. This week he is

directing "Blossoms." Publix stageshow.
The adagio dancers of the revue, Dolores, Eddy and

Douglas, are graceful dancers and the daintiness of
the tiny Dolores, especially, fits well in with the
title and setting "Blossoms."
The Foster Girls add to the dancing 6ide of the

entertainment, while Arthur Ball, son of the song
composer, contributes tenor selections and Paul Kirk-
land joins in the fun with comedy and capers with
bits of paper.
Jay Mills and Herbie Koch, organist, more and

more are becoming a team. This week they play
duets. The feature film is "The Canary Murder
Case."

Atlanta Howard
Week Ending February 16

Right on the heels of '"Lo Everybody," which
last week reinstated the 6tage bandshow policy at
the Howard, comes the second Emmett Rogers pro-
duction, "Jazztown," and clicks even stronger than
the first offering.

With Lou Lowry as bandmaster, and three sterling
actors, "Jazztown" gets across in fine style. The
show opens up with Lowry taking his Merry Musical
Men through their paces in "Ten Little Miles from
Town," concluding the number with Robert Earle,
baritone, singing. Earle, by the way, does not come
on in the orthodox fashion, but sits along with the
members of the band, dressed as they are dressed
(in conventional Tuxedo 6uits) and simply rises from
his chair to do his song numbers. The effect is that
he is a visiting member of the band.
The band plays a special arrangement of "After
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You Are Gone," which gets a good hand for Log
Lowry and all the boys. Then comes Marie White,
talented toe dancer, who wears a jazz doll costume
and steps out a nifty doll dance.

Robert Earle's second number is a concert arrange-
ment of "Sonny Boy," which is well received. Chang-
ing to an elaborate ballet costume blazing with
sequins. Marie White comes back for an intricate
toe dance.
Lou Lowry puts his orchestra through its paces

again with a clever arrangement of "Twelve O'CIock,"
with Earle's baritone booming at the finish.
The biggest individual hit of the show is scored

by Freddie Bernard, black-face comedian, who looks
enough like Al Jolson to pass for the great star.
He sings "There'6 a Rainbow Round My Shoulder,"
and the cash customers ask for more. Then he
sings "Southland" and pleases them equally as well.
The stagehand acquits itself with particular credit
in accompanying Bernard and the show closes on a
happy note.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending February 23

Ford and Glenn, radio entertainers from Station
WLS, Chicago, were given prominent places on the
program at the Mainstreet. Their act consists en-
tirely of vocal numbers, including "Lullaby Time"
and "Woodshed Theatre." for which they have be-
come widely known. Glenn is the pianist and Ford
the singer.

Gracie Deagon offers a number titled, "A Smart
Comedy Offering," which consists of vocal numbers.
She is assisted by Charles Cannefax at the piano.
Then there was Kelso and De Monde in "A

Revue for Two." which consisted of just about every-
thing from songs to jokes that could be included in
an act.

Byron and Willis offer a trick dancing act that
caused them to be forced to work overtime at most
of the performances by encores. Their steps are
of wide variety and appealed to the audiences.

Walter Davidson and his Louisville Loons were
greeted back to the stage after a week's absence,
because of the engagement of Harry Carrol's Revue
the preceding week. The Loons offered "Where the
Shy Little Violets Grow" as the overture. Harlan
Christie, master of ceremonies, also was back after
a week's absence because of illness in his family.

I

St. Louis Fox
Week Ending February 15

The stageshow for the second week of the theatre's
life was composed of three units including "Blue
Moon Ballet," a whirl of dance with Patsy Ruth
Flaum and the Corps de Ballet ; the Sextette from
Lucia with Douglas Stanbury, Adelaide DeLoca,
Viola Philo, Harold Van Duzee and John Griffin, and
a gigantic prologue to the feature picture "Four
Sons" entitled "Little Mother of Mine," an atmos-
pheric production in which the entire Fox ensemble
participated.

Hi
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Minneapolis State
Week Ending February 22

"Into the Mike at WCCO" is rather unusual and
very successful stage presentation. The guest star
is Art Linnick, imported from Chicago. The other
members all hail from WCCO, Minneapolis. In the
setting of a broadcasting station, the performers are
announced from the "mike" and amplified through
loud speakers in the theatre itself.

The Paramount Twins are on first with a couple
of banjo and vocal solos that are well received.
The Crinoline Trio, in reality a quartette as one of

their number accompanies on the piano, offer a med-
ley of songs, old and new. The girls are dressed in

appropriate colonial costumes and carry corsage
bouquets.

Sylvester CargiU, xylophonist. is one of the high-

lights of the program. He gets several encores.
Art Linick as Mr. Schlagenhauer, the role he

created and made famous over KYW, scores the big

hit. Accompanied by the State theatre orchestra,

directed by Nels Sasserson, Linick does a number of

take-offs on songs that have been popular during the

year. In between he fills in with a lot of rambling
nonsense.

Is-

to
is i

B & K Pay Children's Fine
Balaban and Katz corporation assumed the

fines of 39 mothers arrested on charges of
violating the child labor law in the appear-
ance of children under 16 in a Christmas
stage production.
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JESSE CRAWFORD
Born in Woodland, California, thirty-four years

ago. Jesse Crawford's life has been up till now full

of romance. His father died when Jesse was only

one year old. and having no brothers or sisters his

I mother placed him in an orphan home in Seattle,

1 Washington.

At the age of nine, his love for music encouraged

him to join the orphanage band as a trumpet player

and for three years he played first trumpet. This

was the only outside musical education he ever re-

ceived, for, from then on he delved into counter-

I point, composition, etc., all by himself.

I At twelve, he made a determined effort to play

the piano and gave himself lessons at every avail-

able opportunity presenting himself. Finding the

piano more to his liking, he gradually drifted from
the trumpet until he found he could master the

piano fairly well.

I At the age of thirteen. Crawford left the orphan
home and went to a public school in Portland.

I Oregon, but this did not last very long due to the

financial circumstances of his mother. After one
1 year at public school he was forced to give up school

and go to work to support her. He got a job de-

livering groceries at $4.50 per week, until a friend

i/of his advanced him enough money to join the local

'musicians' union. Being a union member he began
'doing local dance work at various functions with

a three-piece orchestra : violin, drums and Jesse Craw-
ford at the piano. What a band ! His income from
'this sort of work netted him weekly on an average

of about $15 to $18.
e e c

At fifteen. Crawford was given an opportunity

(as he thought at that time) to see the world, and
he joined a traveling repertoire show, playing one

night' stands through the northwest doing whatever
band and orchestra work was necessary. This lasted

for almost a year and one day he awoke to the fact

that the show he was with was stranded near

Spokane. And with just enough carfare, he reached

the city of Spokane and got himself a job as relief

pianist in a honky tonk nickelodeum.

' Still studying music at every available opportunity.

I
he soon became the first pianist in this nickelodeum.

• • *

One year later (between the ages of 16 and 17)

his desire to play a pipe organ asserted itself and

| he got himself a job in another theatre nearby where
they had a two manuel seven stop pipe organ, the

I
first organ Crawford ever touched. It did not take

him long to realize that the organ was HIS instru-

ment, and he set out to master it with the deter-

mination to know it better than anyone else.

• • c

To what extent he mastered it can be answered
I by the fact that today, he can take the Paramount
I theatre organ, here in New York, apart and put it

I together again. It may interest you to know that it

I was designed and built according to his instructions

! from top to bottom.
* * •

That organ in Spokane was the beginning. From
I then on he rose rapidly : Spokane, Seattle. San Fran-
I cisco. Los Angeles, Chicago and New York. Each

|
city was a larger one and each salary check was
likewise.

While playing in Chicago, he met Helen Anderson,
who was an organist at one of the Chicago theatres,

and it wasn't very long before she became Mrs.
Jesse Crawford.

* c s

Conscientious hard work and the desire to be

supreme in his knowledge of the organ rebounded
to Crawford. Today finds him admitted to be one
of the highest prieed organist this country has ever

known and also one of the most popular.

May I add that little Jessie Crawford, Jr. (four

years old), has inherited the beauty of her mother
and the talent of her father. You will hear from
her before long.

LARRY SPIER.

ORGAN SOLOS
Emil Velazco iNew York Roxy). with the assistance

of Reine Valerie (who sang, while seated on a corner

of the console), featured only one song for his organ
solo this week. This was "Me and the Man in the

Moon." Velazco's good reception was due mainly to

his fine manner of playing this number.

Henry B. Murtagh (Brooklyn Paramount) presented

an original Murtagh songfest in his "Just a Little

Moonshine" solo. He played three "Moon" numbers
that had everyone singing. These were "Get Out
and Get Under the Moon." "Me and the Man in the

Moon" and "All By Yourself in the Moonlight." As
we predicted after Murtagh had been at this house
for two weeks, he would win the favor of the audi-

ence and now he has won them. He is to Brooklyn
what Henri Keates is to Chicago.

Dick Liebert (Pittsburgh. Pa., Penn) used "Sweet-
hearts on Parade" as his theme song in his weekly

organologue and had the audiences singing at every

performance.

Herbie Kock I Omaha. Neb.. Riviera) was the

feature of this week when he brought to a denoue-

ment his mystery organ playing by parading up and
down the aisles playing the mighty theatre organ
on a tiny keyboard strapped in front of him. A
trailing cable of wires served as a connection with

the mechanism of the organ.

Gail Lancaster (Birmingham. Ala.. Alabama)
pulled a surprise when he started to play the organ.

Gail is the assistant manager of the theatre and
offered to play an organ novelty called "Doing the

Raccoon." Until his appearance at the console

Monday afternoon Birmingham people did not know
that Mr. Lancaster, before he entered theatre man-
agement, wat- an accomplished solo organist. His

number draws spontaneous applause, the added kick

coming from the fact that he steps from the mana-
gerial end of the business and proves himself ex-

ceedingly capable as a featured organist.

Jack Taylor (Newark Branford), the new and al-

ready popular organist at this house, offered an orig-

inal Valentine novelty entitled, "Sweethearts." The
numbers he played and to which everyone sang, were.

"Let Me Call You Sweetheart." "How About Me."
"The Song I Love," "Sweetheart of All My Dreams."
"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi." and "Crazy Over
Horses." These last two numbers had special lyrics.

Between each number. Taylor used special slides and
lyrics, to the tune of "Farmer in the Dell" and
"Good-bye Forever." His whole stunt was well

played and very favorably received.

Charles Possa I Hoboken. N. J.. Fabian), interna-

tionally known solo organist, offered a pleasing an-

nual song review for his novelty community song-

fest. His first number was "The Song Is Ended."
for which he used special lyrics on attractive slides.

He then played a medley of "Hit" numbers of 1928.

They were "Ramona." "There's a Rainbow 'Round
My Shoulders" and "Jeannine." He ended his solo

with one of the" first hits of 1929. "Me and the Man
in the Moon." Of course everyone sang. The tre-

mendous ovation he received certainly proved his

popularity.

Dena Raphael (Chicago Wallace) community sing-

ing is picking up at this little house after a slight

lay-off and this week the patrons sang three well

known numbers : "But How About Me," "Me and the

Man in the Moon" and "I Faw Down and Go Boom,"
the last number taking the honors.

Jesse Crawford (New York Paramount) started

his organ concert with a beautiful number called

"Love Tales of Alsace Lorraine." In his second

number, "All By Yourself in the Moonlight," the

unusual happened, this audience sang, where they
have never sung before, but only on this number.
Crawford then played Berlin's latest waltz-ballad.

"Marie." He then played "If I had You" and
closed with the "Marche Slav." Crawford received

the bast hand this reporter has heard at this house.

Julia with Shea
Julia Dawn, for many years one of the most popu-

lar solo organists on the Publix circuit, has severed

connections with that organization and is now fea-

tured organist at Shea's Buffalo theatre, in Buffalo,

N. Y.
Miss Dawn is also known throughout the country

a.; a personality organist with a golden voice.

SIP SA
songs

BEST SELLERS
Week Ending February 23

No. 1

"Carolina Moon"—(Joe Morris).
No. 2

"Precious Little Thing Called Love"—(Remick).
No. 3

"Marie"—(Irving Berlin).

No. 4
"Dream Train"—(Milton Weil).

No. 5
"Sweethearts on Parade"—(Milton

Weil).
No. 6

"Avalon Toivn"—(Sherman Clay).
"I Fan' Doivn an' Go Boom"—(Don-

aldson, Douglas & Gumble).
"Sweetheart of All My Dreams"—

(Shapiro-Bernstein).
No. 7

"Where the Shy Little Violets Grozu"—(Remick).
No. 8

"He, She and Me"—(Milton Weil).

"Glad Rag Doll"—(Ager, Yellen &
Bornstein).
"Me and the Man in the Moon"—

(Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble).
No. 9

"True Blue"—(Harold Rossiter).

"Caressing You"—(Forester).

HAPPY HUMMING BIRD—(Remick Music Corp.)

—A cheer up song. A humming bird always re-

minds one of good things. This song can be best

described as a happy feeling in song. Lyric by
Mort Dixon, music by Harry Woods.

« • *

THE WEDDING OF THE PAINTED DOLLS—
(Sherman Clay & Co.)—The writer is well known
as having written such tremendous numbers as Doll

Dance and Rag DolL This number is also the best

liked in the new picture called Broadway Melody.
This picture is a big hit and will help this novelette.

Lyric by Arthur Freed, music by Nacio Herb
Brown.

• » *

I'LL NEVER FORGET—(Irving Berlin, Inc.)—

A

beautiful fox trot ballad. One of the writers is a local

orchestra leader and gets the credit for having
started his own song. By Gus Kahn and Spike
Hamilton.

• « «

KANSAS CITY KITTY— (Donaldson, Douglas &
Gumble)—An excellent novelty rag song. The melody
is one of Donaldson's best which is saying plenty.

The lyric is clever having some great lines. Music
by Walter Donaldson, words by Edgar Leslie.

• * *

NO ONE IN THE WORLD BUT YOU—(Henry
Waterson)—A fox trot ballad that sounds very good.

With the proper plug it should sell. By Dr. Wm.
T. Ferris and J. Russell Robinson.

• * •

I'LL ALWAYS BE IN LOVE WITH YOL"— (Green

& Stept)—A pretty waltz that is the theme song
of the R K O picture entitled Syncopation. Words
and music by Herman Ruby. Green & Stept.

• * «

SONG OF THE BAYOU—(Leo Feist, Inc.)—The
number that won the second prize in the Victor

contest. Many people have stated that they like this

as well and even better than the one that won the

first prize. It's sure a pip. By Rube Bloom.
• * *

ON WITH THE DANCE— (Donaldson. Douglas &
Gumble)—These writers are sure staging a come
back. Though your heart is breaking On With the

Dance. In other words drown your sorrow and keep

smiling.
• * *

IF YOU'RE THINKING OF ME— (Harold Ros-

siter)—A fox trot ballad is a good tune and with the

Lombardos to start it will be heard from. One of

the Lombardos (Guy himself) is one of the writers.

Co-writers. Arthur Sizemore and Julian Davidson.
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, in-

formation and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

the Box Office Window"

I

HOLLYWOOD'S ERROR

T WOULD sound smart and graceful to say-

that I purposely miscalled the title of

Greta Garbo's picture last week just to see how
many readers would write in to tell me of

the error. I could even explain that I designed

the error as a means of proving that the cur-

rent wave of disapproval sweeping over this

hoary head really isn't disapproval at all be-

cause the letters received show that approxi-

mately everybody in the industry is a con-

stant reader of my column. Yes, that would

be smart, but it would not be true.

The truth is that I miscalled Miss Garbo's

picture because I never pay much attention

to titles or allied data and I simply assumed

that the picture had been given the title it

should have borne. I apologize, therefore,

on behalf of Hollywood. Sometimes I think

they just never will learn.

I

"THE BARKER"

'VE SO much to be personally thankful for

in "The Barker" that I probably will make a

scene of my gratitude. Gosh, what a lot of

things that picture did for me. Thanks.

To begin with, "The Barker" explained Mil-

ton Sills to me. I've been at a loss to know
why this actor, whose work since the great

"Sea Hawk" has been one of the crowning

disappointments of my theatregoing, was con-

tinued in employment. He got worse and

worse, and for at least two years he's been far

too terrible. And now "The Barker" explains

him. It shows that the gentleman is an actor,

a gifted delineator of drama, an artist. Again,

thanks.

In "The Barker" Mr. Sills is the barker. He
speaks the principal lines, dominates the prin-

cipal scenes, personifies the principal theme.

I don't care if the microphones bring nothing

better than this performance in the next decade.

It is good enough for anybody, too good for

some, far too good for others. Thanks, Sills.

To continue, "The Barker" explained Dor-

othy Mackaill to me. Like Mr. Sills. Miss

Mackaill has been one of my chief arguments

against continuance in the generally pleasant

business of seeing and writing about motion

pictures. Unlike Mr. Sills, Miss Mackaill had

no previous grandeur to complicate the case.

I was simply puzzled that she had crashed

pictures and, as is customary in these cases, I

discerned no satisfying reason for her reten-

tion. But "The Barker' restores the lady to

By T. O. Service

voice and the lady's voice is vastly explana-

tory. She can and does enunciate clearly,

dramatically, effectively. She is an actress, a

portrayer of character, even a star. Thanks,

everybody, for enlightenment.

And to continue just a bit further, "The
Barker" explains the reason for producing stage

plays instead of originals during these early

stages of vocal exploration. "The Barker"

was a good play; it had what the footlight

critics call form and what anybody calls dra-

matic contour, point, purpose, plot—go as far

as you like. It is reproduced practically in-

tact and so of course retains all these virtues.

It is, therefore, excellent. There is no risk

on the point of intrinsic value, as there would

be in the case of an original, and there is con-

siderable assurance. I estimate that ten audiens

as good as "The Barker" will put an end to

all doubt as to the future of the new medium.

"THE LAST WARNING"
< i

f~T^
1 HE LAST WARNING" is another mys-

tery story, partially vocal, altogether melodra-

matic. It is of more ambitious construction

than most, of wider scope than almost all,

and it achieves an illusion but slightly less

complete than any.

Usually, the writer of a mystery or spook

picture is satisfied to imagine a rambling old

domicile located in an out of the way place

and proceed to people it with all sorts of gob-

lins and what not. "The Last Warning" is

an elaboration of this scheme. An old theatre

is imagined instead, and the old theatre is

peopled with more real and imaginary char-

acters than could be crowded into the usual

isolated domicile with a shoe horn. There is

the stage, the auditorium, the dressing rooms,

offices, the fly loft, the orchestra pit—the writer

was a resourceful individual to concoct spooks

enough to populate them all. And there is, of

course, the always present feeling of unreality

which pervades even an honest theatre before

and after show time. Out of all this material it

was inevitable that a convincingly spooky at-

mosphere should be manufactured. Particularly

when Mr. Paul Leni was assigned the job of

manufacturing it and Mr. Carl Laemmle, Jr.,

to assist.

If "The Last Warning" meanders, if it

stretches the long arm of coincidence as that

member probably never has been stretched be-

fore without breaking, still it does these things

for cause. I can honestly object to nothing in

the picture except some very bad comedy by

a couple of very bad comedians who, happily,

are given minimum chance to damage the

whole. (And there may be justification for

these in their contribution to credulity.) I

heartily applaud the denouement as a clean

piece of craftsmanship cleverly contrived.

T,
"CHILDREN OF THE RITZ"

HE case of Miss Dorothy Mackaill having

been covered at some length above, I need

say of "Children of the Ritz" only that it is

better than any of the preceding pictures Jack

Mulhall and the lady have paraded in. Lived

I eleswhere than in Chicago I might be able

tr> add that Miss Mackaill's dancing is partially

accountable for the zip, pep, etc.. distinguish-

ing the narrative, but the gentleman and ladies

who cut and slash our pictures for us seem

not to have cared for her steps.

The story's the one about the young mil-

lionaire who wasn't a young millionaire, and

so forth, but this is the best telling of it I've

seen. (And, baby, I've seen plenty.)

I

"THE BROADWAY MELODY"

N "The Broadway Melody" the industry has

a revolutionary picture far more important

than the hallowed "Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,"

to which the so-called art theatres invariably

turn when they run out of all other ideas. Un-

like the cabinet, however, the melody is neither

weird nor fantastic nor mystic nor dull; it is

the contrary of all these.

It is my firm belief, and for once I seem to

be supported by the critics of pictures, that

"The Broadway Melody" is the finest picture

yet made employing all we know about the

presentation of films. It has dialogue, music,

color, a good story, magnificent acting by Bessie

Love, superb direction by Harry Beaumont.

"The Broadway Melody" is an exciting yarn

about two sisters who come from the tank

towns to capture Broadway with a singing-and-

dancing act. One is in love with a Broadway

hoofer and song writer and through him they

get into the envied "Follies." As it happens,

the hoofer is simply bowled over by the beauty

of the younger of the two sisters, whom he had

not seen in childhood, and I'm not the sort of

guy who spoils your fun by telling more.

The story is strong, intelligent, and it is

played so magnificently, in such perfect rhythm,

that the result is as grand an evening as I want

to spend in the theatre.
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THE THEATRE

UENTNOD
theatreII

TOPICS

GOSSIP of the SCREEN

ISSUED EVERY WEEK

FEBRUARY 16. 1929

A SIMPLE front page, but a striking

one, and therefore a good one. This

is from the third issue of Wayne W. Ley-
rer's "Ventnor Theatre Topics," at Vent-

nor City, N. J. It's a four-page publica-

tion. The headings across the inside

pages are: "On the Screen This Week,"
the editorial masthead, "Gossip of the

Stars" and "Netvs of the Studios." The
overall size of the page is 5Vi by 8
inches. The back page is all ads.

We like the editorial suggestions: "A
scrapulously clean theatre, perfect venti-

lation, even temperature, courteous at-

tendants, excellent music and the best of
screen offerings should make a strong bid

for your patronage. Come at often as

you can and bring the kiddies."

Italic type is used to advantage in the

headings. In the minor heads we suggest
the use of capital letters, with dashes
ahead of them, to set off the stories.

Radio Show Fits into

Indiana "Bubbles" Drive
The Indiana theatre at Indianapolis took a

novel method of advertising "Bubbles on the

Air," shown at the theatre when a radio

show was held in connection. The latest mod-
els of radio receivers of several of the leading

manufacturers were on display on the mez-
zanine floor of the theatre during the entire

week. Radio was the predominant note
throughout the show, and a part of the pro-

gram was reproduced through loudspeakers
which were placed at advantageous points over
the theatre.

The theatre management found the manu-
facturers and jobbers more than willing to

co-operate, not only with the new models but

also in some clever advertising.

Try These Ten Commandments
Of Fred Meyer for Your House

Fred S. Meyer, managing director of the Milwaukee Theatre Circuit, Mil-

waukee. Wis., has issued Ten Commandments for the chain theatre manager to

use in operating a house. The "Commandments" contain many excellent pro-

motion and management tips, adaptable to practically any theatre.

These commandments are now in opera- est in his work, accomplishes but little, is

paid but little and lasts but a little while.

10. Before you go to sleep tonight ask
yourself if the firm you are with, and the

world in general, is any better off because
of your having lived another day.

tion in the Milwaukee circuit and already

are building up business in the various the-

atres of the organization. They read as

follows:

1. The voice with the smile wins! You
are not dressed for work until you put on a

smile.

2. No chain is stronger than its weakest
link. Do what you have to do and do it

now. Spell "NOW" backwards and you
have the answer.

3. "He profits most who serves best"

—

says Rotary. Increased profits mean an
increase In salary.

4. Be on your toes! The fire depart-

ment looks just as much like business when
answering a false alarm as it does when
going to a real conflagration.

5. Take a firm interest in your firm's in-

terest. Work will win when wishing won't!

6. Never mind the business outlook. Be
on the lookout for business.

7. The fellow who sits on top Monday
morning usually is out of the red at the

end of the week.
8. Confidence is the backbone of all

business. Do or say nothing which might
tend to destroy. When your work becomes
a task, quit it!

9. "It's the little things in life that

count!" The fellow who takes little inter-

Kindness—But It Is to Be
Great Publicity, Too

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Feb. 26.—Not all

the stories by which a theatre gains

publicity are made—some of 'em
really happen, in which case the

"publicity" is not sought but is in-

evitable. So it was with L. J. Finske,

manager of Publix' Newman here.

An usher came running up to his

office to tell him that a boy, George
Miner, had dropped his glass eye on
the lobby floor. It was shattered.

And the lad was poor—indeed, he
sold newspapers to help support his

family. Finske went down to the
lobby, where Frank was not getting

much practical help from the sym-
pathy of the crowd. Finske asked how
much a new eye would cost. Twelve
dollars. He drew the amount from
his pocket and gave it to the boy—
then invited him in to see the show
with his one good eye. The story
proved to be widely admired by the

city's editors.

Extra Letter with

Words inAds Gives

Punch to Contest
The hidden word contest is used to ad-

vantage in the monthly house organ just

launched by L. E. Knowles of the Knowles
Advertising Service at Newcomerstown,
Ohio. "Newark This Month" is its title and
while we gather from its contents that it

is not strictly a theatre house organ but

rather a community house organ, there are

good "hunches"' for the exhibitor in it.

Hidden Word Contest

The first issue (January) was the Mid-
land Theatre Opening Number; the Febru-

ary issue was called the Merchants' Edi-

tion.

One idea used to advantage is the hid-

den word contest. In this instance a letter

is added to a word in each of several ad-

vertisements. These letters are to be pieced

together into a slogan.

"I have been reading your 'Theatre' sec-

tion and note that you have articles on
house organs or theatre program," Knowles
writes.

Plans Weekly Magazine

"I am enclosing herewith two issues of

my first attempt on a program or house
organ; the first issue of course was some-
what 'balled up' by the printer in leaving

out the headings to some feature articles.

"A weekly magazine is now on the press

and as soon as can get time I'll send you
copies."
We are awaiting copies of the weekly

magazines.

George Knowles Leaves

National at Chico, Cal.

George Knowles, whose campaigns on a

number of pictures are well known to readers

of "The Theatre," is no longer with the Na-

tional theatre at Chico, Cal., where he was

manager. One of the dodgers gotten out by

Knowles was reproduced in this department

last week.
We haven't heard of Knowles' new affilia-

tion as yet, but we know that whatever it is

he's hitting the ball.
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Here's a group of ivideawake, enterprising theatre managers in Wisconsin. They are mem-
bers of the Milwaukee Theatre Circuit, Inc. This picture was taken right after one of their
'pep" meetings and you can tell from the smile on their faces that they got lots of good
exploitation tips and management hints from the conference. According to Fred S. Meyer,
managing director, these meetings have helped make the entire force more alert, better
"picture merchandisers" and better volume-getters for the circuit. Front row (I. to r.)': Frank
Cook, Otto Lang, Arthur Wertheimer, Frank Ponton, Mrs. Ann McDonough, Fred S. Meyer,
Eugene Arnstein and Louis Sewnig. Rear row: Stanley Gross, Harry Wren, Eugene Van

Norman, Emil Franke, Don Smith, Morgan Ames and Reinhold Wallach.

3,000 Girls' Streetcar Fare Paid
By Riviera in "Thank You Month"
"Your fare has been paid, miss," greeted the girls of Omaha when they

boarded streetcars the morning of February 1. The conductors went on to
explain that the fare was remitted with the compliments of the Riviera theatre.

"This is Thank You Month at the Riv-
iera," said a greeting card handed them,
signed by Jay Mills, stagemaster, and
Herbie Koch, organist, of the Riviera. The
conductors also wore ribbons announcing
"Thank You Month."
The streetcar tieup—limited to the first

3,000 girl passengers—was one of scores of
stunts arranged by Raymond Jones, man-
ager of the Riviera, in putting on "Thank
You Month" at the theatre, a plan which
he evolved while manager at Fort Worth,
Texas. The idea behind the words is that
in appreciation of past patronage, the the-
atre is putting on a specially good series
of bills for the month.

The plan has worked out so success-
fully that not only does Jones have the
whole town talking about it, but several
stores of the city have put on "Thank
You Sales" in imitation of the theatre ex-
ploitation. The wording "Thank You
Month" leaves just enough unexplained
to invite questions, and questions there
have been by the thousands.
All methods of publicity have been em-

ploy by Jcnes. Banners and bright lights
on the theatre tell of the Month, ad-
vertisements and billboards carry the news,
all employees wear "Thank You Month"
ribbons, the screen tells the message, Jay

Mills and Herbie Koch let the audiences
know about it. For five blocks approach-
ing the theatre, streamers stretch across
the street, all waiters in cafes wear "Thank
You Month" ribbons, 25,000 blotters in
schools and offices are daily reminders, dis-
plays in merchants' windows have fallen in
line and announcers over WOW broadcast
the message.
As a feature of the month, Boy Scouts

ran the theatre for a day in connection with
a Boy Scout day at the theatre.
The film features listed for the month

are the "Shopworn Angel," "Wolf of Wall
Street," "Redskin" and "Canary Murder
Case." The public has responded with real
heartiness.

Airplane Drops Tickets

For "Wings" Exploitation
Exploitation opportunities aplenty were of-

fered when the Lindbergh theatre, Kansas
City suburban house, showed "Wings." Sun-
day afternoon airplanes flew over the theatre
and dropped tickets. The picture was adver-
tised as being "correctly synchronized on our
$25,000 organ." "Wings" is a sound picture,

but the theatre does not have sound equip-
ment, it being shown as a silent picture.

Add These To Your

List, House Organ

Exchange Members
We're happy this week to add the following

to the Loyal Order of the House Organ Ex-
change :

Irving Harris, 20 West Hill, Highgate,
London, N. 6.

Wayne W. Leyrer, Venlnor Theatre
Topics, Ventnor City, New Jersey.

C. Elmer Nolte, Jr., Grand theatre,
511-17 S. Conkling St., Baltimore, Md.
Our new London member writes to "The

Theatre" as follows:
"I would indeed be grateful if you would be

good enough to enroll me in your House Or-
gan Exchange List. At the moment I am
editing house organs for several theatres in

London and my list is steadily growing. Per-
haps my matter may interest some of your
readers, and in turn would welcome the oppor-
tunity of picking up hints from my American
confreres.

"The Exchange idea is splendid and I hasten
to avail myself of its practical aid. I will
gladly exchange house organs with any of
your members—and the more the merrier!"
And the more the merrier say we also, Mr.

Harris.
* * *

From New Jersey comes this from Manager
Leyrer (the front page of "Topics" is repro-
duced on Page 49) :

"Enclosed please find copy of our third issue
of our house organ. Would be happy to have
your comment on it.

"Would like to be in your House Organ
Exchange. I read your magazine every week
and think it's fine."

And it's fine of you, Leyrer, to join us in

the Exchange

!

Two Managers Win
First Leg in RK O

Contest on "Wings"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Feb. 26.—Chris Egan of
the Fordham theatre was winner for Man-
hattan, the Bronx and Westchester, and
James Fotheringham of the Madison the-
atre for the Brooklyn and Long Island
groups, in the first leg of the Master Show-
manship contest of the R K O Greater New
York managers, during presentation of
Paramount's "Wings."

The prize, a plaque, must be won three
times by the same manager for permanent
possession.

The contest was exceedingly close in

both districts and but a few percentage
points divided the first four in each of these
groups. Of the 100 per cent possible, the
results were based on these percentages:
exploitation 40; divided 2 in advance, 15

current and 5 for original stunts; gross
receipts 20; net 20; best run stage 10 and
best run front of the house 10 per cent.

While many of the theatre managers were
given equal credits for exploitation, the
winners were determined by the increased
gross and excess in profit over the average
normal weeks.

The committee in charge of the contest
is made up of Major L. E. Thompson,
Mark A. Luescher, Charles MacDonald,
Floyd B. Scott, Mr. Newman, Mr. J. R.
Allen and Harry Mandel.

The next managers' contest for the sec-

ond leg of the contest of the championship
trophies will be during the engagement of
"Interference" in Radio-Keith-Orpheum's
Greater New York Theatres.
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meserole

Next Wednesday, Thursday ud Friday

January 23. 24 and 25

IN

cKcoma
TAIMADGE

JrtjlVOMAN

Disputed

i^ rpHE THEATRE'' is pleased to pre-
J- sent herewith the suggestion of an-

other of its contributors for rearrange-

ment of the Larschun ad. We only regret

that lie haven't the space to reproduce
the original ad and the tuo other rear-

rangements, all of which you uill find in

your February 16 issue. Refer to that

issue, pages 46 and 47, and then deter-

mine whether you like the above rear-

rangement better than those.

This contributor prefers not to be
named, for very legitimate reasons, so

we'll pass his idea on to you with the one
bit of comment that the names of the

star and picture are brought out decid-

edly. In the place marked "A" would
run the descriptive matter starting "A
passionate war of life." In "B" would be
the box announcement of "Lilac Time"
to come.

St Patrick's Day
Is Readymade for

Special Exploiting
Five methods to make the most of the ex-
oitation possibilities of St. Patrick's Day

—

"arch 17—are pointed out by Joe Weil of
niversal, and not the least of them is the

atter of decorations, with inexpensive nov-
ties, green lobby lighting, green spotlight on

orchestra, head usherette in attractive "Irish"

costume, lobby easel board in shamrock cut-

out, and so on.
Invitations to Irish societies to hold theatre

parties during St. Patrick's Week are sug-
gested, with the taking of motion pictures of
their leaders if the size of the party will war-
rant the expense. Slides and trailer announce-
ments should be made in any case.

Let the newspaper share with you an invi-

tation affair for all having birthdays on March
17, the birth certificate to be shown at the

I

door, says Weil.

$10,000 Aircraft Beacon Blazes

From Roof of Keswick Theatre
Exploitation that IS exploitation is reflected in the installation of the largest

aircraft beacon on the Atlantic seaboard by the Keswick theatre of Greater

Glenside, Pa. "It has been erected on the roof of the theatre and is the only

aeronautical beacon erected on a theatre in the United States,'' writes F. \V.

Xorcross to this department. Edwin X. Johnson is the owner of the Keswick,

which opened at Christmas time. The huge Xeon light can be seen almost 75

miles distant on clear nights.

A sensational night-flying stunt featured the

dedication of the beacon. Many aviation ex-

perts and hundreds of citizens of Lower
Montgomery county witnessed the ceremony.
"Follow the Keswick Beacon" will be the

theatre's slogan, for airmail planes as well as

passenger craft.

The Keswick Beacon cost $10,000 and
dwarfs the great beacons which the United
States has placed every ten miles along its

airways. It is much larger than the big bea-

cons at League Island and the Philadelphia
Airport, and the beacon on Roosevelt Flying
Field, Long Island.

As a publicity feature, it compares with
the enterprise of Citroen, the automobile
manufacturer of Paris, who uses the Eiffel

Tower as an electric sign for his business.

The Keswick Beacon can be seen from all

parts of the Philadelphia area, and for nearly

50 miles beyond the city's limits. It will be
seen by motorists approaching the Quaker
City from the west, north and south for
nearly two hours before any other indication

of Penn's City comes into view.

Two Aeronautical Lights
The orange-red Xeon light emanates from

six U-shaped tubes, six feet in height, and
is of great fog-penetrating power. Above the

Xeon beacon are two aeronautical lights, one
a directional which remains stationary and
points to Pitcairn Flying Field, and the other
a revolving searchlight which rotates every 30
seconds.

The aeronautical lights are of 8,000.000

candlepower each. The Philadelphia Sign
Company, a branch of Claude Xeon Lights,

Inc., of Xew York, installed the beacon.
When he planned the Keswick theatre,

Johnson decided to give his playhouse two
superb publicity features. One is the Kes-
wick Beacon; the other the large tract of
several acres in the rear of the theatre for
the free parking of several hundred cars. The
Keswick Beacon will burn from sunset to sun-
rise.

There's a Reason
When Press Boosts

Exhibitor This Way
"Some age—eighteen years in pictures."

write T. & T. of Plattsburg. Mo., to "The
Theatre," in sending us a clipping about them
from the Plattsburg Leader. But more in-

teresting to us is the fact that T. 8c T.—and
that means C. H. Thompson and M. J. Trim-
ble—have so conducted their theatre and main-
tained such excellent contacts in their city

that the newspaper article includes the follow-
ing: "Our people can greatly appreciate the
high class entertainment that this firm has
so long furnished the people of this section."

That's real, 100 per cent proof—no, this

reference is not to the kind of "100 per cent
proof" that you might think—that the ex-
hibitors stand solidly with their community,
and the community- isn't in the habit of boost-
ing the theatre man unless he has merited it.

'

The article states:

"On the night of February 8. 1904, the
Plattsburg Opera House, under the manage-
ment of Messrs. C. H. Thompson and M. J.

Trimble, was formally opened with the then

most popular stage play, 'The Bohemian Girl.'

For the opening of the theatre, the Beggar
and Prince Opera Co., of Des Moines, one
of the finest dramatic troupes then in this part

of the country were employed at a cost of

S350 for the evening's entertainment.

"For a number of years the Opera House
was used purely for theatrical purposes, and
was visited by many of the better known com-
panies then on the road. Of later years, how-
ever, the house has been used for a motion
picture theatre, with intermittent visits by the-

atrical companies."

Lighted 24-Sheet Stand

Helps Missouri Exhibitor
An illuminated 24-sheet stand has been

erected by Hugh Gardner, Xeosho, Mo.,
exhibitor, on the concrete highway leading
to his town, advertising his theatre. Re-
cently bookers, salesmen and exchange
managers of Kansas City decided to "sell"

exhibitors one idea each month which might
aid in obtaining greater attendance at thea-
tres. The first idea was "more advertising"
and Mr. Gardner's 24-sheet stand was in

response to the idea.

COMING
To Shake the

World With
Laughter

COHENS KELLYS

ATLANTIC CITY

Ask UNIVERSAL
Two negatives: 1 silent; I with dialog
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NEW PICTURES
In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS

HERALD-WORLD presents in concise
form information on current and forthcom-
ing attractions.

The facts as presented will serve exhib-

itors in booking and in the preparation of

their advertising campaign.

APACHE, THE: Columbia drama, from a 6tory by

Ramon Romero, with Margaret Livingston, Warner
Richmond, Don Alvardo and Philo McCullough.

Directed by Phil Rosen. Released November 17.

1928. Length 5,818.

TYPE AND THEME: Sonya and Gaston, part-
ners in a knife-throwing act, are arrested by Chau-
tard, private police officer. Gaston is sent to jaU,

and Chautard gives Sonya enough money to get

to Paris. In Paris, Sonya's purse is stolen, and
when she finds the thief, he confesses that he stole

the money to get aid for his sick mother. Sonya
believes Pierre and gives him half the money. In
return, Pierre gets her lodging next to his. The
two become good friends, and when Pierre's
dancing partner quits, Sonya accepts the position.

They create a dance hit in Paris. Chautard re-

turns to Paris and threatens to reveal Sonya's life

unless she consents to be his mistress. She tells

Pierre, and he threatens Chautard. In the mean-
time Sonya warns the police and when they ar-

rive, they find Chautard, Pierre is accused and
sent to prison. Gaston, out of prison, discovers
Sonya. Frightened, Sonya feigns love. Gaston
gives Sonya jewelry, and among it is a charm
Chautard wore. Convinced that Gaston is the
murderer of Chautard. Sonya arranges a> knife-
throwing act and makes Gaston confess. Pierre
is freed, and Sonya goes with him to another
country.

* • *

FOUR FEATHERS, THE: Paramount drama, with
Richard Arlen, Fay Wray, Clive Brook, William
Powell, Theador von Eltz, Noah Berry, Zach Wil-
liams, Noble Johnson, Harold Hightower, Phillippe
de Lacy, Edward J. Ratcliffe. George Fawcett and
Augustin Symonds. Directed by Earnest B. Schoed-
eack and Merian C. Cooper. Released _

Length

TYPE AND THEME: Harry Faversham, a sen-
sitive youth, has no desire to follotv the military
career of his father but docs become an officer.

Harry receives notice that his regiment is to be
sent on active duty in Sudan, and terrified that
he might show cowardice, resigns from the service.

He tells his brother officers, Durrance, Trebch and
Castlcton, that he is resigning because Ethne has
consented to marry him. Durrance, however,
learns the truth, and the three officers send Harry
white feathers, brand of cowardice. When Ethne
hears this, she sends Harry the fourth feather.
His uniform is taken away and his father dies

from the shock. Determined to prove he is not
afraid, Harry sets out to return the feathers of
cowardice. After many hardships and battles,

saving the lives of his pals, Harry proves he is a
hero. When Harry returns, Ethne realizes her
love for him. The four white feathers are burned.

* * *

WILD ORCHIDS: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer drama with
Greta Garbo, Lewis Stone and Nils Asther. Di-
rected by Sidney Franklin. Released
Length _ .

TYPE AND THEME: Greta Garbo and love.
LAllie Sterling, young, beautiful and very much in
love with her husband, John, leaves with him on a
trip to Java. To LAllie the trip is like a second
honeymoon, but to John it is only a business trip.
On board ship they meet Prince De Gace, who
uses Sterling's acquaintance to make love to Lillie.

Influenced by the romantic environment of the sea,
Lillie softens under De Gace's ardent wooing. She
rushes to John, to admit her false, but he falls
asleep without hearing. So De Gace's advances
grow more ardent. When they arrive in Java, De
Gace invites the Sterlings to remain at his palace.
Sterling returns one night and from the outside,
sees his wife and De Gace in each others' arms.
When he enters the house, however, De Gace is

making love to another woman. But Sterling's
suspicions are not quieted, and he endeavors to
keep close watch over his wife and De Gace. Lillie
again tries to admit her false conduct, but John
refuses to listen to her. The three go on a hunting
trip and John watches his wife and De Gace very
closely. A tiger nears the hunters' camp, and John
and De Gace attempt to kill it. De Gace is at-
tacked by the tiger, and John refuses to help him.

A scene from First National's mystery
thriller, "Seven Footprints to Satan,"
which features Creighton Hale and

Thclma McNeill.

Lillie screams for her husband to kill the animal
and save De Gace's life. Seeing her great concern.
John succeeds in killing the tiger. After De Gace
recovers, John, heartbroken, starts away in his
auto, to leave his wife with the one she loves.
But when as drives away, Lillie appears in the car.
She admits she loves him best.

GREYHOUND LIMITED, THE: Warner Brothers
drama, from a story by Albert Howson, with Monte
Blue, Edna Murphy, Grant Withers, Lucy Beau-
mont, Lew Harvey and Ernie Shields. Directed
by Howard Bretherton. Released ,

Length

TYPE AND THEME: A railroad story. Monte,
a railroad engineer, lives with Mrs. Williams and
her son, Bill, wlio is fireman on Monte's engine.
Bill is girl-crazy and squanders all his money on
Edna, a waitress, who cares nothing for him. Bill
invites Edna to s ball, but urged by Bill's mother
Monte takes her. Bill finally loses his job. He
gets into a mix-up and is accused of murdering a
proprietor, but Monte gets a view of the real
"killer." Unable to convince the police that Bill
is innocent, Monte sets out to find the killer, called
Limpy. The "Rat," member of Limpy's gang, is

seen by Monte, and arrested, makes a confession.
Knowing that the "Rat" is to be taken to another
city on a train, a friend of the "Rat" wires Limpy
to get the "Rat" out of prison or he will squeal
he killed the proprietor. Edna hears the plot to

wreck the train on which Monte is to carry the
"Rat" and warns Monte. The train passes the
last switch and collides with box cars placed by
the crooks. The "Rat," in a rage, reveals that
Limpy was the real killer, and Bill is saved from
the gallows.

• * *

HIS CAPTIVE WOMAN: First National drama,
adapted from "Changeling," by Donn Byrne, with
Milton Sills, Dorothy Mackaill. Gladden James, Jed
Prouty, Sidney Bracey, Gertrude Howard, Marion
Byron, George Fawcett, William Holden, Frank
Reicher and August Tollaire. Directed by George
Fitzmaurice. Released Length

TYPE AND THEME: Anna Jasscn, cabaret
dancer, kills her millionaire friend when he
shows signs of yielding to the vamping of an-
other dancer. She escapes to the South Seas.

Officer Thomas McCarthy is sent to bring Anna
back to New York. He succeeds in getting her,

but the ship on which they are returning is

wrecked. The two live on a lonely island where
they fall in love with each other. Thinking that
they will never be rescued, they prepare a mar-
riage ceremony for themselves. They live happy
until a steamer picks them up. Ann is taken to

the police in New York. The judge instructs the

jury to return a verdict of guilty, then sentences
both McCarthy and Anna to life on the island.

JUST OFF BROADWAY: Chesterfield melodrama,
with Donald Keith, Ann Christy. Larry Steers, De
Sacia Mooers, Jack Tanner, Syd Saylor, Beryl
Roberts and Albert Dresden. Directed by Frank
O'Connor. Released . Length

TYPE AND THEME: A gangster story. Just
off Broadway, Eddie Fowler, known as a "broker,"
is a bootlegger. He plans to get revenge on Kirk-
land, who had hi-jacked one of Fowler's trucks.
That night Fowler tells his young brother, Tom,
who believes his brother Eddie is making money
on the square, he will be late in getting home.
Fowler leaves for the Club Reno. Rena is be-
lieved to own the cafe, but the real owner is Kirk-
land. Violet, a dancer in the cafe, innocent of
the plans of Rena, takes Fowler to Rena's apart-
ment, where a party is to be staged for him.
Here Fowler is trapped by Kirkland's men and
killed. Before dying, Eddie reveals the truth about
himself to his brother Tom. Weeks pass and Tom
waits patiently to get revenge on his brother's
killers. Kirkland, wise to Tom's plans, gives an-
other party to get rid of the boy. Violet is again
told to take Tom to Rena's apartment, but this
time Violet takes Tom to her apartment and ex-
plains what's up. Tom learns that Violet was the
one who took her brother to his death house and
is about to leave when Kirkland's men enter ami
take Tom. Detective Grady and men, who are
wise to Kirkland's tricks, are down stairs and
rescue Tom. The truth is revealed that Kirkland
is the guilty one, and Tom and Violet confess
their love.

* * *

RUNAWAY GIRLS: Columbia drama, from a story
by Lillie Hayward, with Shirley Mason, Arthur
Rankin, Hedda Hopper, Alice Lake, George Irving
and Edward Earle. Directed by Mark Sandrich.
Released August 28, 1928. Length 5,725.

TYPE AND THEME: Sue Hartley returns
from college and finds her parents separated. She
leaves home disgusted and seeks a job. Agnes, a
manicurist, helps Sue get a position in her shop,
but when Sue mutilates the nails of her first cus-
tomer, Varden, both her and Agnes are fired.

Varden apologizes for their losing their jobs and
offers them positions as models in a clothing houseK

They accept, and Varden invites them to dinner.
Sue meets Jim Grey, an old friend, and they renew
acquaintance. Jim finds out that Varden is a
crook, but Sue is gone and he is too late to nam
her. Sue is sent to be a model in a house, which
turns out to be Varden's apartment. She phones
Agnes of her danger and Agnes tells Jim. He
rescues Sue, Varden is killed and Jim is accused.
But the police capture the killer, and Jim is free

to go to Sue.
« • «

SYNTHETIC SIN: First National Comedy-drama,
with Colleen Moore, Antonio Moreno, Kathryn Mc-
Guire, Edythe Chapman, Montagu Love, Gertrude
Astor, Gertrude Howard, Ben Hendricks, Jr., and

Raymond Turner. Directed by William A. Seiter.

Released Length 6,852.

TYPE AND THEME: Betty, an innocent
stage-struck girl, leaves her home when she fails

as leading woman in her fiance's play. She goes

to New York to become a great actress. When
her fiance arrives in New York, he finds Betty in

an apartment drinking with a wild bunch of gang-
sters. Donald arranges with the landlord to scare

Betty from her apartment, but she overhears the

conversation. A rival gang arrives, and Betty,

thinking they are the bunch hired to scare her,

treats the situation as comedy until she finds two
or three of her new friends dead. Only the ex-

planations of the landlord prevents Betty and Don-
ald from being charged with murder. Then Don-
ald tells Betty that he has a theme for a play for

her, but she replies she wants no other career but

that of his wife.
* * •

STREET OF ILLUSION: Columbia drama, with

Virginia Valli, Ian Keith, Harry Myers and Ken-
neth Thomson. Directed by Erie C. Kenton. Re-

leased September 3, 1928. Length 5,988.

TYPE AND THEME: Through the suggestion

of Edwin Booth Benton, an actor, Sylvia Thurston
is given a leading part in a play. A love affair

between Sylvia and Curtis Drake, an actor, piques

Benton and he plans to do away with Drake. He
substitutes real bullets for blanks to be used when
the star is shot in the last scene. Drake is the

star. The last scene comes, but Drake sprains his

ankle, and Benton is told to take the part. Through
the mistake of the property man, the loaded gun
is used and Benton takes a natural fall. The pro-

ducer feels he has a find in Benton and gives a
banquet for him. There Benton gives a speech—
and falls dead.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept.

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St, Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Managers' Schools

THEATRE EMPLOYEES—Learn modern theatre

management, advertising, service. Approved and
•pecialized training for theatre employees while at

the theatre. Catalog H. Address Moving Picture

Theatre Managers Institute, Elmira, X. Y.

Position Wanted

ORGANIST—Four years, Victor Theatre, McKees-
port. Pa. at over $100 weekly. Large library, pic-

ture synchronization, solos, song slides, vaudeville

or any show on road. Consider small-town engage-

ment, half present compensation. In event sound
installation, willing to double second man in booth.

Non-synchronous amplification experience. Will
learn projection. Married, 32, good mixer. Go any-

where. At liberty February 17, reason: house going
all sound. References. Address Ferdinand Ueltzen,

Walnut St., McKeesport, Pa.

YOUNG MAN, experienced house manager for

large Eastern circuit, desires connection as manager
or assistant. Six years of thorough experience in

several types of theatres, including de luxe, straight

picture, vaudeville, and musical and burlesque stock.

Position must offer exceptional opportunities for ad-

vancement as future possibilities will be considered
more important than present status. Eastern territory

preferred but not essential. All offers will be con-

sidered; in reply give FULL particulars. Now em-
ployed; at liberty March 15. Address Box 367, Ex-
hibitors Herald-World, 407 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago.

ORGANIST. Fifteen years' experience—pictures,

vaudeville, novelty slides. Play piano with orchestra.

Address Elizabeth Nusly, P. O. Box 315, Canton,
Ohio.

THEATRE MANAGER—Young man, married, ex-

perienced managing Vitaphone and Movietone houses.

Buying, booking. Exploitation that shows in box
office. Will connect with reliable theatre. Address
Box 368, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
St, Chicago.

EXPERIENCED POWERS SIMPLEX OPERATOR
wants steady position. Go anywhere. Address Anthony
Biel, 3580 28th St., Detroit, Mich.

EXPERIEXCED OPERATOR on Power's Sim-
plex. Will go anywhere and married- Address M. C.

Kirkpatrick, 1737 Rosedale Avenue, Youngstown,
Ohio.

EXPERIENCED PROJECTIONIST desires
steady employment. Good references, steady and
reliable. Will go anywhere. Will start for reason-

able salary in order to prove worth. Address Box
363, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St.,

Chicago.

FEMALE ORGANIST at liberty because of Vita-

phone. Large library, cue pictures accurately, solo

work, familiar all makes of organ, A-l references,
advertising. Go anywhere. Salary reasonable. Ad-
dress Box 354, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dear-
born St., Chicago.

ORGANIST Fifteen Years Experience—First-class

Chicago Organist. (Male.) Reason for leaving due
to Vitaphone. Expert Synchronization of music to

the picture. Novelty and straight solo work. Large

Library. Union, married, will go anywhere. Best of

references. Address Box 338. Exhibitors Herald-

World. 407 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago, 111.

POSITION WANTED AS THEATRE MANAGER
—20 years' experience in the movie field, advertising,

exploitation, administration and service. Married.

Am also an organist. Very good references. Address
Box 346, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago.

ORGANIST—Experts thoroughly trained in show-

manship available at all times for first-class positions-

Men and women. No service charge. Write full in-

formation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Ad-
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

FEMALE ORGANIST is looking for a position,

will be free February 1st. Am well recommended,
reason for leaving due to Vitaphone. Can play on
all makes. Single, will go anywhere, can cue pictures

correctly and accurately. Will start for reasonable

salary in order to prove worth. Address Box 289,

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago, 111.

Equipment for Sale

TWO MORELITE REFLECTOR ARC LAMPS
complete. Perfect condition and operation. Almost
new. Manufacturers guarantee still running. Won-
derful illumination. Very cheap. Address Box 369,

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago.

FOR SALE—Two Baird projectors complete with
double 25 ampere generator and cinephor lenses, one
12x16 Raven screen and one Fulco unit. Sacrifice,

terms to suit. Address Equipment Clearance Cor-

poration, 39 Broadway, New York.

INVENTORY SALE of $30,000 used theatre equip-

ment. Our warehouse is crowded with this merchan-
dise and must be disposed of quickly at reasonable

prices. Merchandise consists of about 7,000 5 and 7

ply veneered theatre chairs, different styles and de-

signs—all in excellent condition, price ranging from
$1.25 and up. Also about 6.000 upholstered chairs.

Some of these chairs are of the highest grade spring

constructed seats on the market today and many other

styles of upholstered chairs, prices from $1.75 and
up. Large stock of parts for all makes of chairs. Re-
built Simplex, Powers and Motiograph machines, gen-

erators, compensarcs, spotlights, etc., as well as musi-

cal instruments. In fact everything for the theatre.

Write for particulars. We assure you great savings
and will send you literature on our merchandise.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 East
Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re

fleeting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalogue. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,

also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-

plex Heads. Best Prices. Write Joseph Spratler,

12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

Chairs for Sale

SEVERAL THOUSAND BRAND NEW SPRING
CUSHION CHAIRS at the most sensational bargains
ever offered in the opera chair line. Beautiful

specimens of the Seating Craft. Best of upholster-

ing material. Any amount sold. Don't hesitate to

write for exact photographs and details. Are you in

the market for a veneer chair. Then write us today

on way below cost prices on 3000 all new veneer

chairs. Address C G. Demel, 845 South State St.,

Chicago.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera chairs, 600 uphol-

stered, 800 Veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,

844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravuremboso" plate-

less embossing) processes. Special Neargravure 2s0
envelopes, 500 8J4x7»4" letterheads $3.33, or 8*4x11*

$4.44, postpaid. Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox. Indiana.

For Sale

FOR SALE in Connecticut town of 10,500 popula-

tion, theatre block, requires around $30,000 cash.

Details. Address Box 365, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

FOR SALE—The King of all State-right road-show
attractions, "The Younger Brothers," in 5 reels, and
"Younger Historical Events," in one reel. Only
once in every 10 vears a money maker like this is

offered for sale. The safest and surest buy of them
all. Free with each sale, new laboratory prints ; 3

wax figures, standing life size and true to life, dressed

complete in cowboy style big hats, boots, etc.; ban-

ners, photo display boards, one sheets, slides, carrying

cases for films and wax figures. Everything
_
new.

If vou haven't several thousand dollars, don't an-

swer. Address E. L. Humphrey, Miami, Okla.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply. at prices that save you half. New and used
Opera chairs. Address J. P. Redington & Co., Scran-

ton, Pa.

REFERENCE BOOKS—Motion Picture Trade Di-

rector, $10; Anatomy of Motion Picture Art, $2.50.

Films of the Year, $2.50; Close Up, annual subscrip-

tion $3.50. These books may be ordered through us.

Send check or money order with your request. Ad-

dress Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St,,

Chicago, 111.

Theatres for Sale

Circuit of three small towns in western Washing-
ton. Population 800—1200—2500. Buildings new
and up to-date. Will sell equipment and business

and lease, or sell buildings and everything complete.

$20,000 down and easy payments on balance. Address
Manager of Liberty Theatre, Enumclaw, Washington.

FOR SALE—Theatre, well equipped. Three hun-

dred seats. Town two thousand, north central

Illinois. Selling to dissolve a partnership. Address

Box 356, Exhibitors World-Herald, 407 S. Dearborn

St., Chicago.

FOR SALE—Lyric Theatre, Salem, Mo. Good buy.

Making money.

THEATRE seating 1,400 in city of fifty-five thou-

sand. Stage 30x60. Fully equipped for road shows,

{Continued on next page)

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald-World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising

department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in

solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount

if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this

week. The cost is small, the results are great.
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(Continued from preceding page)

dramatic stock, vaudeville and pictures. Pipe organ.
Lease expires soon. Owners active in other lines.

Will make attractive proposition for quick sale. Ad-
dress Box 366, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dear-
born St., Chicago.

Organs for Sale

FOR SALE—Seeburg Automatic electric player
piano at a bargain. Silver gray finish, like new
throughout. Address Star Music Co., 4837 Cottage
Grove Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ, used or new. Reproduco Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, 111.

Gift Night Souvenirs

GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine

novelties in our large free catalog at genuine whole-
sale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st. St., New York.

Projector Repairing

FOLLOW THE CROWDS—They Know Best. For
Superior Craftsmanship—Dependable Service and
Moderate Prices, send your Repair Work to our
Peerless Shop. Every Job Guaranteed. Relief
Equipment Loaned FREE. Established Over 20
years. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 395 South
Second Street, Memphis, Tenn.
BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.

Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co.. 844 Wabash. Chicago.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, ana
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer yoo
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and servini
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-
nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

Equipment Wanted
WANTED—2 Peerless or Powers Projectors, alss

Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition

and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-
third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago, 111.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,

projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply C*.,

844 Wabash, Chicago.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Theatre for Lease

THEATRE for lease in college city 30,000. 900
seats. Address Clerence Myers, 147 E. Market St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Theatre Wanted

WILL RENT THEATRE in city 1500 to 4000
population. Address Box 508, Janesville, Wis.

LETTE RS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor is

invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.

Suggests "Echofilm"

EL PASO, TEX.—To the Editor: In

regard to your contest for finding a suitable

name with which to designate the "talkies."

We would suggest the compound word
ECHOFILM, which comes from the Latin

echo—sound, noise, and means also a repetition

of a sound caused by the reflecting of the

sound waves, which in our opinion is the
phenomenon in question ; and film, the estab-

lished English name for movies.
We would also suggest this same word in-

versed like this—FILMECHO. However, the

first name seems to us more catchy and as a
consequence more commercial.

.
How would you like PARLAFILM or

PARLACINE for the talking pictures only?
We like the word ECHOFILM because

ECHO covers all kinds of sounds.—R. Cal-
deron, International Amusement Co, El Paso,
Tex.

Music in Small Theatres

UNION CITY, IND.—To the Editor: I

read the Herald-World every week and think

a lot and wonder a lot. Music has always
been small town problem. Now we have the

music problem solved and along come the
talkies.

Anyone that is using cheap orchestra, organ,
piano, photoplay, or electric propelled music
instrument and wants to know how to put on
good music at a cheap price—just drop a
line to the undersigned and we will put you
on the right track. This is hardly an adver-
tisement, tut almost sounds like one.
Anyhow, we will save you some money and

you can name it after you get it, but it does
the work.
So that his boss will know he is on the job,

I will mention that J. C. J. stopped in a while
back for a few minutes, then on his way. I

should not have mentioned this as he never
referred to our town in his write up, but as
he is getting old, will overlook it this time.

Would like to go T. O. Service a soda that
"The Patriot" and "The Case of Lena Smith"
get a lot of knocks and flops from small
towns, and "Show Girl," "Manhattan Cock-
tail" and "Naughty Baby" go good in major-
ity of reports. Just a prediction, as he says
no one can predict a picture's future. How-
ever, I think T. O.'s page is one of the best
in the whole magazine. Only objection is

there is not enough of it. Should be about
three whole pages. Guess this will hold me
for a while.—R. S. Wencer, Miami theatre,
Union City, Ind.

Following the Leader

RIDGEWAY, IA.—To the Editor: Have
read Jenkins and have read Tragsdorf on
poor business. These men know their stuff

as well as hundreds of exhibitors who are
less fortunate in their way of expression on
paper, but who have seen a steady decline in

business since the advent of rubbered trans-
portation, tinned alcohol and wave-length
music until a point is reached where continua-
tion under present conditions means 5,000 the-

atres closed by 1931.

It seems to me that producers have no idea
that the number of pictures in a season deter-
mines the range of variety to satisfy the pub-
lic. With around 800 features a year by IS

companies, yet we only have a variety of one
fifteenth of the number produced because
fourteen sheep follow one billy goat. The
public is darned tired of seeing fifteen UN-
DERWORLD pictures to find out which was
the best and so the same with AVIATION,
SOUTH SEA and NIGHT CLUB brands.

For us who are not big enough to show both
sound and "talkie," something must be done,
and it's fifty-fifty that we join the 5,000 club.

Writing under difficulties, fur cap over my
ears and mittens. This is the twenty-eighth
day of below zero weather.—O. A. Fosse,
Community theatre, Ridgeway, la.

A Boost for Roger Ferri

BOSTON, MASS.—To the Editor: Be-
cause I am advertising and publicity director

of Netoco theatres, a healthy and fast-grow-
ing chain of movie houses, I am, naturally,

much interested in anything pertaining to

every phase of the game relating to adver-
tising.

In one continuous flow the pictures for

which we have contracted, have their more or
less brief showing on the screens of our
houses, and are then transferred to the second
run theatres. Some are excellent photoplays,

some are just good pictures and others not
so entertaining.

But whatever their calibre they must each
one be criven undivided attention in the pub-
licity field. They must be exploited, adver-
tised, ballyhooed or what have you, with
every ounce of purpose we possess, that the
public may be made aware of our offering.

All this, of course, with an effort to conserve
the dollars and secure a maximum of gratis

publicity wherever and whenever possible.

Now the point of my communication is this.

Occasionaly it happens that we have a picture

upon which the producer is concentrating an
extra amount of effort; some super-film to
which he gives an added amount of atten-

tion. And so the producing officials send a
special representative to my office to work

with my department, and give aid in every
possible way to assure the success of the pro-

duction.

I have no quarrel with the fine and able

publicity men who have cooperated with me
from time to time in the past. They have
been honest and conscientious in striving to

accomplish our aim—that of putting the pic-

ture across. But it remained with the Pox
Films, in the person of Roger Ferri, direct

from Jimmie Grainger's office, to show what
may be done with 100 per cent plus enthusi-

asm, dynamic energy and glowing personality.

In five minutes Roger knew all the "gang;"
in ten minutes he had learned all that had
been done up to that time, and what our
future plans were regarding "In Old Arizona"

—the picture he was interested in—and in fif-

teen minutes his hat and coat were off and he

was hard at work at a desk on some construc-

tive ideas. For three days he oozed energy

and ideas, made calls at dramatic departments
of the newspapers with me, and ingratiated

himself in the good graces of all the frater-

nity. And he asked nothing of them. He
didn't have to. He got plenty.

Believing as I do the advertising and pub-
licity profession is the finest game in the

world, and having my whole heart centered

upon doing my humble best to make it an
even more attractive field of endeavor, I can-

not too strongly register a hope that the great

producers will pay even closer attention in se-

lecting the men to represent their organiza-
tions where their product is being exploited.

I would impress upon them that while dollars

will buy a certain amount of publicity, in this

particular game it is personality and enthusi-

asm that makes for the needed extra lineage.—Rupert B. Ripley, Netoco theatres, Boston,

Mass.

Star Radio Programs

NORTH KANSAS CITY, MO.—To the
Editor : I have noticed in the past few issues

a few remarks from our old friend J. C. about
how bad business is and unless something is

done soon why there will be 5,000 of us out

of the business before long. Well, I will sure

say that he is telling the truth and the article

by Wm. E. Tragsdorf from Neillsville, Wis.,

in the issue of January 26 sure helps hit the

nail on the head as to what is wrong. I have
been in the business since 1910 and this is the

first time that I ever saw the big circuits like

the Keith-Albee firm absolutely trying to keep

the people home listening to the radio as they

have been doing for the past few weeks with

their weekly radio program of big stars that

us little fellows have always called their big

money stars. I know in my neighborhood that

on these nights there are lots of my customers
that stay home and listen because it is a big-

ger show than we could ever put on our stage

in a year. Now, I ask my fellow exhibitors,

is this kind of competition fair? I certainly

don't think so and I would like to hear from
(Continued on page 65)
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Columbia
THE FAKER: Special cast—January 29-30. This

picture was only fair. Not enough action and only

a little spooky. Scared a few of the children. Six

reels.—P. N. Wilson, Parkview theatre, Collierville,

Tenn.—Small town patronage.

LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER : Bert Lytell—Febru-
ary 5-6. A real good picture with fine acting by
Lytell. Another good feature from Columbia. Com-
ments very good. Didn't understand how Lytell

played a girl's part from the title. Play it boys,

it's O. K. Seven reels.—P. N. Wilson. Parkview
theatre, Collierville, Tenn.—Small town patronage.

DRIFTWOOD: Special cast—January 15-16. A
fairly good program picture. Pleased about 50 per

cent of patrons. Seven reels.—P. N. Wilson. Park-
view theatre, Collierville, Tenn.—Small town pat-

ronage.

COURT MARTIAL: Special cast—I can only
add to what many other exhibitors have re-

ported—it's good and it pleased. Seven reels

—

E. C. Arehart, Auditorium theatre, Laurel, Neb.

—General patronage.

POWER OF THE PRESS: Special cast—January
1-2. Another real good feature from Columbia that

gave satisfaction. Very true of today's politics.

Seven reels.—P. N. Wilson, Parkview theatre, Collier-

ville, Tenn.—Small town patronage.

POWER OF THE PRESS: Special cast—85%. Jan-

uary 29. A good program picture. Gave satisfac-

tion.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville.

Mich.—General patronage.

Copyright, 1929

STREET OF ILLUSION: Special cast— (Silent.)

Slow and draggy. No light moments. The director

and actors did their best with this punk story but

the result was not pleasing to the very few who
came out to see it. Not up to the usual Columbia
standard. Folks from the theatrical boarding house
may eat this up, as it concerns people of their pro-

fession. People in the country don't care for such
guff. Seven reels.—H. H. Heoberg, Amuse-U theatre.

Melville, La.--General patronage.

First National

THE HAUNTED HOUSE: Chester Conklin—
Amusingly displaying his talent, Conklin scores

a hit. Another ghost story, but we can't pan
this one. Six reels.—H. H. Barrett, Colonial

and Ritz theatres, Kansas City, Mo.—General
patronage.

ADORATION: Billie Dove—February 4-5-6. The
first Dove picture I have been disappointed with.
Billie did not look or act herself in this one. Moreno
as a love-sick Russian officer seemed miscast. He
can do better. It is not a poor picture, but not as

good as usual from this star. Seven reels.—S. B.

Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.—General
patronage.

WATERFRONT: Mackaill-Mulhall— (Silent) This
popular team in the best picture they have put out
in many a moon. Here's one that is full of pep, has
plenty of comedy, is perfectly directed, splendidly
acted, and is entertaining from start to finish, with
good clean comedy. Patrons loud in their praise.

—

H. H. Heoberg, Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.

—

General patronage.

SHOW GIRL: Alice White—35%. December 30-31.

Not so good. This is no public pleaser. Acting
poor. A different star would have made a different

picture of this one. Seven reels.—H. H. Barrett,

Colonial and Ritz theatres, Kansas City, Mo.—Gen-
eral patronage.

SHOW GIRL: Alice White— (Silent). One of those

pictures that depends on the wise-cracking sub-title

writer to bring out the laughs. Plotless. Jimmie
Finlayson and Kate Price are the real stars of this

production, and had it not been for their splendid

performances the pictorial portion of this production

would have been pretty dull. Alice shows her shape
a few times, and the wise-cracks do the rest. She
deserves better stories. Seven reels.—H. H. Heo-
berg, Amuse-U theatre. Melville, La.—General pat-

ronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—30%. December 9-

10-11. The weather stopped this one. We're having
the worst weather in many years. People stay

at home rather than plow through snow and ice.

Picture fine but did not draw.—William E. Lees.

Jr., Dreamland theatre, Ontario, Ore.—General pat-

ronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore— (Silent). Colleen

Moore's greatest picture! A production that is

worthy of being called a special. It has everything

in it to make an audience fully satisfied—comedy,
tragedy, romance so cleverly interwoven as to make
a perfectly balanced screen treat. Here's a number
that will back up all the advertising you can give

it, and your patrons will not complain if the price

ONE WEEK MORE
(\NLY one week remains for those who

have not yet voted in the "My Favorite

Players" contest to get in their ballots. All

votes received up to March 1 will be counted,

but none after that. The final standings
will be made out on that date and pub-
lished in the issue of March 9.

The representation of theatres in the con-

test is splendid, embracing houses of each
type of patronage, in every section of the

United States, in hamlets and large cities,

in Canada and Mexico. There is always
room for more, of course, and exhibitors

who have not yet registered their preferences

are urged to send in their votes and those

of the members of their immediate families

at once.

That every vote is going to count a lot

in determining the final standings may be
seen from the results this week. Clara Bow
doubtless is "in" as the winner of the femi-

nine players' race—but just look at the fight

for second position! Who'll be runner-up

—

Colleen Moore or Joan Crawford? And a

neck-and-neck race is being run by Lon
Chaney and Richard Dix for victory on the

male players' track, Chaney having come
within two votes of Dix this week, after

having been chased out of first place last

week. So get in your votes—they may be
the deciding ones!

The standings thus far are as follows:

FEMIMHE
Clara Bow _ 80
Joan Crawford 41
Colleen Moore 40
Billie Dove 24
Laura La Plante 20

Norma Shearer 18
Dolores Del Rio 13
Mary Brian 12
Janet Gaynor 12
Bebe Daniels 9
Sue Carol _ 9
Patsy Ruth Miller 8
Shirley Mason 8
Greta Garbo 8
Mary Pirkford 8
Gloria Swanson 7
Anita Page 7
Nancy Carroll 6
Dolores Costello 5
Marion Davies 5
Alice White 5
Louise Lovely 4
Virginia Bradford 4
Fay Wray 3
Josephine Dunn 3
Marie Prevost 3
Dorothy Mackaill 2
Vikna Banky 2
Esther Ralston 2
Norma Talmadge 2
Mary Astor 2
Marian Nixon 2
Lillian Gish 1

Florence Vidor - 1

Alice Joyce 1
Margaret Livingston 1

Helen Foster - 1

Jane La Verne 1

Louise Lorraine - 1

Louis« Fazenda 1

Evelyn Brent - 1

Marceline Day 1

Viola Dana 1

Borden 1

Bronson - 1

Sally O'Neil 1

Mary Philbin - 1

Flora Finch 1

Helene Costello 1

Lois Wilson 1

Corinne Griffith - 1

Lois Moran 1

Ruth Taylor 1

Pola Negri 1

MALE
Richard Dix 46
Lon Chaney 44

Oli
Betty

William Haines -
Richard Barthelmess
Charles Rogers
John Gilbert
William Farnum
Gary Cooper
Hoot Gibson
Conrad Nagel
Ramon Novarro
John Mack Brown
William Powell
Ronald Colman
Tom Tyler
Reginald Denny
Tom Mix
Barry Norton
Harold Lloyd
Richard Arlen
Clive Brook
Charles Murray
Jack Holt
Lloyd Hughes
Milton Sills

Edward Everett Uorlon-
Witliam S. Hart
William Boyd
Glenn Tryon
Tom Meighan
Frankie Darro
John Barrymore
Charles Farrell ...

Warner Baxter
Ken Maynard
Norman Kerry
Walter Pidgeon
Percy Marmont
Charles Delaney
Victor McLaglen
Al Jolson
Nils Asther
Karl Dane
Edmund Lowe
Monte Blue
George Lewis
Malcolm MacGregor
Baldy Belmont
Joe E. Brown
Bert Lytell

Dustin Farnum
George Bancroft
Tim McCoy
George Sidney

.29

..27
...26

..23
.22
..19
...18

...14

...12

... 9

... 6

... 6

... 6

... S

... 5

... 4

... 4
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is raised, which should be done. More like this.

Colleen, and you'll remain forever popular. Eleven
reels.—H. H. Heoberg, AmuseU theatre, Melville,

La.—General patronage.

GUN GOSPEL: Ken Maynard—A good picture.

Ken is a good bet for us small town boys.—Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patron-

age.

THE NOOSE: Richard Barthelmess—A dandy pic-

ture that failed to draw. They killed off Dick with

a lot of poor stuff. All producers do that very

thing to nearly all their good stars. A few higher

types of brain are needed in our producing offices.

A good picture is an accident nowadays.—Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patron-

age.

THE HEART OF A FOLLIES GIRL: Billie Dove
—February 3-4. A pretty good program picture,

which would have been improved if it had been one
or two reels shorter. Seemed to drag terribly.

Billie as beautiful as ever. Seven reels.—William E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

HAROLD TEEN: Special cast—Some liked it, some
didn't. No draw at all. I didn't see it.—Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General pat-
ronage.

VALLEY OF THE GIANTS: Milton Sills—This is

said to be good. I had a rotten crowd. People don't
like Sills.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
—General patronage.

THE SEA TIGER: Milton Sills—No draw. Did
not please. Sills a dud here.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

SMILE, BROTHER, SMILE: Jack Mulhall—Took
fairly well. People like Jack Mulhall.—Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

Fox
PLASTERED IN PARIS, THE RIVER PIRATE,

ME GANGSTER, ROMANCE OF THE UNDER-
WORLD, BLINDFOLD, RILEY THE COP, FUGI-
TIVES, CAPTAIN LASH: Special casts—A fine

bunch of lemons. Underworld smut, filth, sporting
house scenes, drinking, heroes seducing girls,

murders and everything else that a normal man
or woman would rebel at. The whole lot are a
sweet type of pictures for an exhibitor to play. I

am asking Fox if he expects any exhibitor to buy
next year's product after he has had this filth dished
out to him. And it is not only Fox product, the
whole industry has gone underworld mad. The pro-
ducers seem to think that that is all the public
wants. Fox must think that "Romance of the
Underworld" is what the public wants or he would
never have made it. And what is it ? The first

half is taken in a sporting house, and I imagine
must have made a fine all-talking picture. We would
like to be able to stay in business, but we can't do
it on this kind of trash.—H. M. Face & Sons,
Theatre of Nashville, Nashville, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

WILD WEST ROMANCE: Rex Bell—A Western
with a new star. Six reels.—Victory theatre, Ros-
siter. Pa.—General patronage.

GIRL-SHY COWBOY: Rex Bell—A Western with
lots of girls and comedy. It pleased.—J. L. Seiter,
Selma theatre, Selma, Cat.—General patronage.

BLINDFOLD: Special cast—70%. February 9. This
picture will hold the attention for the entire length.
Six reels.—E. B. Conant, Charkarohen-Hall theatre,
Lincoln, Neb.—Small town patronage.

DAREDEVIL'S REWARD: Tom Mix—Drew well
and pleased.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.—General patronage.

SOFT LIVING: Special cast—January 22. Fair
program picture. Johnny Mack Brown and Madge
Bellamy are real clever. Some people in my com-
munity were once associates of Brown. Six reels.

—

Sammie Jackson's Jacksons theatre, Flomaton, Ala.
—General patronage.

WIN THAT GIRL: Special cast—Failed to draw
or please.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General patronage.

HORSEMAN OF THE PLAINS: Tom Mix—60%.
February 9. A very pleasing Western, good enter-
tainment. Well liked by our Saturday crowd. The
two darkies made a good bit of comedy. Five reels.

—

R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.

—

Central patronage.

HONOR FIRST: John Gilbert—February 5. An old
reissue which was very satisfactory. Five reels.

—

Sammie Jackson, Jackson's theatre, Flomaton, Ala.

—

General patronage.

SILVER VALLEY: Tom Mix—51%. February 9.

If they like the quick action Western, this will please.

Just film, like the old style shoot 'em up Westerns.
Tom plays the part of the man who takes over

NAMELESS REPORTS
And still come a few reports without

the signatures of the exliibitor and name
of the theatre! This week "nameless re-

ports" have come from Covington, Ky.,
which cannot be published until the

proper identification is received. The.

reports are on "Two Arabian Knights,"
"Manhattan Cocktail," "Footlight Fanny"
and "Chicken." One report has the state-

ment, "Nancy Carroll is one of the com-
ing stars." Will the exhibitor who sent

in these reports please forward his name
and that of his theatre?

the job of cleaning up the town—and does it. Five
reels.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE WIZARD: Special cast—A good crook story

which showed to a very small attendance on account

of other attractions. If you are after mystery, get

it and show it. Six reels.—Victory theatre, Rossiter,

Pa.—General patronage.

STREET ANGEL: Farrell-Gaynor—If any exhibitor

is contemplating buying this with expectations that

it is another "Seventh Heaven," he had better forget

it. Fox uses this as a bait for your pocket-book

and that'6 what. The play will please the majority

but will not begin to please as much as loads of

other specials. The men won't care for it particu-

larly and will tell you it's draggy. The story is

none too good. Sort of a female "Les Miserables"

affair. Gaynor and Farrell are fine, but ueserve

a better type of play. It has a foreign circus

atmosphere so overdone, and the circus part is a

joke. Rather heavy and sad. Don't look for a
knockout in this. It pulled better than average,

but Fox took all the money, which is a way Mr. Fox
has.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

General patronage.

ROAD HOUSE: Special cast—January 29. A fair

program picture which did no business. Stars new
here. Six reels.—Sammie Jackson, Jackson's theatre,

Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE: William Haines—
25%. February 7-8-9. Splendid entertainment. Taken
from the old stage play and packed with drama
and humor. It'6 a natural, and anyone who does

not play it, is passing up money. All the cast

do great work. Eight reels.—S. B. Kennedy, Central

theatre, Selkirk, Man.—General patronage.

A SINGLE MAN: Cody-Pringle—40%. February
10. Better than the usual Cody-Pringle vehicle. Has
more of a collegiate and less of their usual sophis-

ticated atmosphere. However, our people have learned

to stay away when we post this team, so business

was light. Not a bad little picture, and better

photography than usual from Metro. Seven reels.

—

O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small
town patronage.

A SINGLE MAN: Cody-Pringle—February 8-9. In

any town where Cody and Pringle are liked, and they

are prime favorites here, this will go over with a

bang. A fast moving comedy-drama packed with
clever situations and laughs. The moral it points to

all us fellows over forty is, "Be your age." Seven
reels.—E. N. Biddle, Strand theatre. Paoli, Ind.

—

General patronage.

THE WIND: Lillian Gish—This comes the nearest

to being no picture, of any picture we have ever
played. The picture was well named, as it was
mostly all "wind." Played as a special, with a

three day wind outside which put it over "big" to

a box office flop.—Joe N. Wagner, Lyric theatre,

Grangeville, Idaho.—Small town patronage.

THE WIND: Lillian Gish—January 30-31. Gish
doesn't draw for me, but was the most interest-

ing story I have ever seen from her, and it should
please your people if they like plain, simple, homely
drama.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie,

Texas.—Small town patronage.

THE WIND: Lillian Gish—January 4-5. Would
say this is a fair picture that pleased about 50-50.

The wrong kind to star Miss Gish in. Showed it

on a cold windy day. Eight reels.—P. N. Wilson,
Parkview theatre, Collierville, Tenn.—Small town
patronage.

THE WIND: Lillian Gish—February 1-2. The star

pulled pretty well, and she played her part. M G M
should sell such pictures by the dozen instead of one
at a time. Seven reels.—E. P. Hosack, Strand
theatre, Pella, la.—General patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Joan Crawford
January 18-19. This proved to be an extra good
feature, and will say hats off to Miss Crawford.
Keep it up, Joan, as you are getting popular
here. Nine reels.—P. N. Wilson, Parkview the-
atre, Collierville, Tenn.—Small town patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Joan Crawford—January 25-26. This is a wow! Has everything
that is needed for entertainment. Believe me, brother,
this new generation of Hollywood girlies are actresses,
and how! Nine reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand the-
atre, Paoli, Ind.—General patronage.

DREAM OF LOVE: Special cast—February
11-12. A story of kings, princes, princesses,
dukes, etc., but it is a corking good picture and
one that should please 100 per cent. Tell your
women that they can see some good-looking
clothes if they will see this picture.—J. S.
Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Texas.
—Small town patronage.

THE BABY CYCLONE: Cody-Pringle—February
11-12. Here is another lemon. First night small
with about two giggles, the second night not enough
here to make a noise. It's called a comedy. Sure
light and all about a little dog. Seven reels.—
E. P. Hosack, Strand theatre, Pella la.—General
patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special cast—February 12. A
pleasing comedy drama. Showed several Hollywood
celebrities. Bill Hart was shown in full Western
regalia. Wish he'd make some more of those money
getters like "Tumbleweeds.' If I showed up at the
bank with that kind of jack these days, they'd
swear I'd turned bandit. Eight reels.—E. M. Bid-
dle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.—General patronage.

MASKS OF THE DEVIL: John Gilbert—February
2. Very good picture which is a change from so
many underworld pictures. Every other picture that
is made is of the underworld I think. They are good,
but we don't want to see them all the time. This
picture drew a good crowd on a bad night. Good
print. Seven reels.—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny the-
atre, Mansfield, Mo.—General patronage.

MASKS OF THE DEVIL: John Gilbert—A good
picture. People really appreciate this kind. Eight
reels.—H. H. Barrett, Colonial and Ritz theatres,
Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

HONEYMOON: Flash—January 25-26. No good.
Six reels of bunk. Did not please. Won't pass for
a two-reel comedy. Six reek?.—P. N. Wilson, Park-
view theatre, Collierville, Tenn.—Small town patron-
age.

BEYOND THE SIERRAS: Tim McCoy—February
1-2. An extra good McCoy picture with fine action.

Would call it a Western drama of a higher type.
Favorable comments. Seven reels.—P. N. Wilson.
Parkview theatre, Collierville, Tenn.—Small town
patronage.

MORGAN'S LAST RAID: Tim McCoy—February
9. Good entertaining picture. It had more comedy
and pleased better than "Partners in Crime" which
we ran the first of the week. Good print and
photography. Six reels.—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny
theatre, Mansfield, Mo.—General patronage.

ROSE MARIE: Joan Crawford—25%. January
30-31. This is a fine entertainment. Stars and cast
fine, and story interesting. Good satisfaction.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

WICKEDNESS PREFERRED: Cody-Pringle—
Didn't see it. Reports good. Poor draw.—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

CIRCUS ROOKIES: Dane-Arthur—Did not draw
as well as usual Saturday night. Went over without
comment.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

—General patronage.

BRINGING UP FATHER : Special cast—More than
pleased. Thought this was going to be a lemon but
it proved to be a peach. People laughed their

heads off. Fine for Saturday. Drew extra well.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General pat-
ronage.

ACROSS TO SINGAPORE: Ramon Novarro—

A

fine program picture and the best of that type. Cast
is excellent. Lost money, but not through fault of

the picture. The exchange did not send advertising
in time. Seven reels.—Victory theatre, Rossiter,
Pa.—General patronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—Feb-
ruary 4-5. The most interesting of all underworld
pictures. Chaney has a lovable role.—J. S. Walker,
Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Texas.—Small town
patronage.

THE BUSHRANGER: Tim McCoy—February 9.

I have never seen a bad McCoy picture, and I sin-

cerely regret that Metro is dropping him. Metro and
McCoy have given me the highest grade outdoor
pictures I have ever played.—J. S. Walker, Texas
theatre. Grand Prairie, Texas.—Small town patron-
age.
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THE FLYING FLEET: Ramon Novarro—Febru-

ary 4-5. One of the outstanding features, 6hould

please all. Didn't gross what we should have, due to

extremely cold weather and bad roads. Eleven reels.

—Lyric theatre, Ellendale, N. Dak.—General pat-

ronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—Very
interesting picture. If you like detective stuff, this is

good.^Joe N. Wagner, Lyric theatre, Grangeville,

Ida.—Small town patronage.

BROTHERLY LOVE: Dane-Arthur—January 6-7.

Pleased most every one. Good comedy from start to

finish. No mistake in playing it.—Joe N. Wagner,

Lyric theatre. Grangeville, Ida.—Small town patron-

age.

EXCESS BAGGAGE: William Haines—50%. Feb-

ruary 6-7. One of the most satisfactory pictures we

have played for a long time. Everyone satisfied.

—

Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—General patronage.

EXCESS BAGGAGE: William Haines—Another of

Haines' which pleased as an average program. It

is better than some of his other pictures.—Joe N.

Wagner, Lyric theatre, Grangeville, Ida.—Small town

patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special cast—January 10-12.

The poorest Haines picture we have ever played.

Played as a special at raised prices. What a dis-

appointment to the patrons this was, cannot be ex-

pressed. Of course it was not Haines" fault, as his

acting was good.—Joe N. Wagner, Lyric theatre,

Grangeville. Ida.—Small town patronage.

THE COSSACKS: Special cast—Foreign picture.

The type that doesn't draw here. However, I think

that it is quite a wonderful picture. Acting is very

i fine. Scenes are intensely interesting. Cossack life

absorbing. Something different. If you're looking

! for a clean up, forget it, but if you like high class

acting, book it.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,

Ida.—General patronage.

FOUR WALLS: Special cast—Not the usual Gil-

I bert picture. Fair program, nothing to make it a

special.—Joe N. Wagner, Lyric theatre, Grangeville,

• Ida.—Small town patronage.

FOUR WALLS: Special cast—Gilbert and Joan

Crawford pulled them in. and people said they en-

joyed it.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

—

General patronage.

MR. WU: Lon Chaney—Lon Chaney draws well

l here, and though this was sad, it was well received.

Very artistic, different and worth playing.—Philip

Rand, Rex theatre. Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

LAUGH. CLOWN, LAUGH: Lon Chaney—Good
Chaney picture. Drew well and was enjoyed.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General

patronage.

LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH: Lon Chaney—
20%. January 28-29-30. Splendid picture, with

Chaney and Miss Young giving a great per-

formance. This Young girl will bear watching.

She has a style all her own. Forty below

weather kept the crowd away. Eight reels.

—

S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.,

Canada.—General patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—30%. Octo-

ber 28-29-30. This is a dandy picture but failed to

draw. Keaton has not shown in this town for so

long that people had forgotten about him.—William

Lees, Jr., Dreamland theatre, Ontario, Ore.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—February
8-9. A very good comedy feature and pleased those

who came to see it. Some came the second night.

Plenty of laughs. Don't side track it. Only fair

business on account of cold rainy weather. Eight

reels.—P. N. Wilson. Parkview theatre, Collierville,

Tenn.—Small town patronage.

Paramount
THE FLEET'S IN: Clara Bow—60%. January

27-28. Good draw as usual, fast moving comedy-

drama. Very pleasing to the public and also B. O.

Eight reels.—H. H. Barrett. Colonial & Ritz the-

atres, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE FLEET'S IN: Clara Bow—December 27-29.

Very good program. One of her best pictures this

year. Clara Bow usually pleases here.—Joe N.
Wagner, Lyric theatre, Grangeville, Ida.—Small town
patronage.

TAKE ME HOME: Bebe Daniels—56%. February

10. A very fine program offering. One of those

types of pictures that I wish we could get more of.

Good, clean 6tories. Just common, every day life.

It certainly did please and Bebe certainly didn't

lose anything in this one. Six reels.—Paul B.

Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small
town patronage.

THE PIONEER SCOUT: Fred Thompson—Janu-

ary 31. A good Thompson Western. We will miss

Fred. Seven reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags

theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THREE WEEK ENDS: Clara Bow—Good comedy-

drama, pleased her fans.—J. L. Seiter, Selma the-

atre, Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

VARSITY: Buddy Rogers—40%. January 30-31.

Rogers' playing well, but the picture is no thriving

success. Public not so well pleased. Seven reels.

—

H. H. Barrett, Colonial and Ritz theatres, Kansas

City, Mo.—General patronage.

JUST MARRIED: Special cast—A comedy drama

of the silly order. Absolutely no pulling power.

—

J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.—General

patronage.

FOOTLOOSE WOMEN: Bobby Vernon—Good.
Bobby sends proposals to five women and they all

accept after he 6ees the one he wants—a merry

mixup. Two reels.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,

Selkirk, Man.—General patronage.

PARTNERS IN CRIME: Beery-Hatton—February
4-5. Just a good program comedy, no reason on

earth why we should pay double program price for

these stars. Good print and photography. Six reels.

—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.

—General patronage.

UNDER THE TONTO RIM: Lane Chandler-
January" 29. Good Western and a Zane Grey which
always draws a good crowd with us. If you want
your business to pick up, install a Kolster Movie-

fone or some other similar device and cue your pic-

tures and watch your theatre fill up. Good print

and photography. Six reels.—Robert K. Yancey,

Bonny theatre, Mansfield. Mo.—General patronage.

HALF A BRIDE: Esther Ralston—20%. January
31-February 1-2. Good entertaining little program
picture. Gary Cooper is getting popular, though
cannot see why Miss Ralston is a star. She has
real looks but her acting is too forced. Seven
reels.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk,

Man.—General patronage.

ADVENTURE MAD: Special cast—February 1.

I hearkened to the reports of the exhibitors and
let this stay in the can with its bands all tied so

nicely—and screened "Golf Widows" from Colum-
bia, which was a laughable little picture.—J. W.
Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Texas.—Small
town patronage.

THE WOMAN FROM MOSCOW: Pola Negri—
February 6-7. The Negri fans shouldn't object to

this heavy drama.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre,

Grand Prairie, Texas.—Small town patronage.

WINGS: Special cast
—"Wings," no doubt, is a

wonderful picture. It will please every one that sees

it, although there i6 room for criticism in this pic-

ture. Play it if you don't have to split with Para-
mount on it.—Joe N. Wagner, Lyric theatre, Grange-
ville, Ida.—Small town patronage.

SPEEDY: Harold Lloyd—65%. December 15.

Something similar to his other comedies. Would
say suited about 75 per cent of my patrons. Seven
reels.—A. K. Haynes, Community theatre. Razor,
Tex.—General patronage.

UNDER THE TONTO RIM: Richard Arlen—60%.

The name Zane Grey drew them in. Just a fair

picture. Did not follow the book.—W. Fahrenkrog,

Lincoln theatre, Bunker Hill. 111.—General patronage.

THE MAGNIFICENT FLIRT: Florence Vidor—
October 21-22. A very good little Sunday picture

enjoyed by most of my patrons. Print and photog-

raphy good. Seven reels.—P. G. Held, Strand the-

atre, Griswold, la.—General patronage.

TWO FLAMING YOUTHS: Special cast—65%.
February 11. A sure-fire comedy that will please.

Some great juggling by Fields, and the race for the

widow's hand by Fields and Conklin with a surprise

ending, are the high-lights. Six reels.—H. B. Grice.

Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.—Small town patron-

age.

THE SHOWDOWN: George Bancroft—70%. Feb-

ruary 4. A very good picture, reminiscent of the

stage play, "White Cargo." Eight reels.—H. B.

Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C—Small town
patronage.

THE CITY GONE WILD: Thomas Meighan—
66%. January 21. All to the mustard. This pic-

ture pleased like a million dollars. Six reels.—H.

B. Grice. Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C—Small

town patronage.

SPORTING GOODS: Richard Dix^Ianuary 3-4.

Pleased as an average Dix picture. Enough comedy

to make it good.—Joe N. Wagner, Lyric theatre,

Grangeville, Ida.—Small town patronage.

THE BIG KILLING: Beery-Hatton—75%. Janu-

ary 28. A laugh riot. Seven reels.—H. B. Grice.

Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Make this

practical test

Substitute a Dayton Safety Ladder

for one of the ladders your men are

now using in cleaning, repair, or

maintenance work. Immediately,

the good workman will become a

better workman. He will lose all

fear of falling, will use both hands

freely, will waste no time running

up and down for supplies and tools.

With its widespread, steel-braced

legs, the Dayton Safety Ladder can-

not tip, wabble, or collapse. Plenty

of room on the broad platform for

two men with their tools. Has fold-

ing auxiliary step for extra height.

Made of strong, light weight aero-

plane spruce in sizes 3 to 16 feet.

We also make Type "B" Dayton

Ladder, a smaller popular priced

safety ladder.

Write Dept. EH-3

for complete information

The Dayton Safety Ladder Co.

121-123 West Third Street

Cincinnati, O.

DAYTON
SafetyLadder

(Patented)

Stock carried by Pacific Coast Representative, E.

D. Bullard Co., Los Angeles and San Francisco,

and by 160 other distributors from Coast to Coast
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THE GAY DEFENDER: Richard Dix—The fellow

who made up Dix must have been sampling Los
Angeles gin. Our hero looked like an old time
stage melo-villain and spoiled the romance of it. This
is a Doug Fairbanks "Mark of Zorro" affair, but

not as good. This just got by with our folks. No
one raved over it.—Philip Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon,
Ida.—General patronage.

UNDERWORLD: Special cast—A good crook melo-

drama. Bancroft's acting fine. Whether good enough
for a special is rather doubtful, though I ran it as

one.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—Gen-
eral patronage.

UNDER THE TONTO RIM: Special cast—Feb-
ruary 7-8. A good Zane Grey picture which seemed
to please. Seven reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

HOT NEWS: Bebe Daniels—Three rousing

cheers for Bebe! This is great. One peach of

a fast action play. Everyone tickled pink.

House in a continual uproar. What a story!

What action! Oh, boy, I feel like a million

dollars! For Pete's sake, book it instanter.

We ran it on our best nights at raised prices

with two-reel comedy and Oddity and saw some
real money.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Ida.—General patronage.

GET YOUR MAN: Clara Bow—Went over with a
bang New Years. People like Clara. This is one
of her good ones. Book it.—Philip Rand. Rex
theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

THE DRAGNET: George Bancroft—45%. Febru-
ary 9. Rotten print of a pretty good picture. Pen-
alty for playing them old. Have had too much
underworld here, so business is light. Eight reels.

—O. B. Wolfe. Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small
town patronage.

SERVICE FOR LADIES: Adolphe Menjou—Does
Menjou draw ? No ? Then do not book it ; but as a
play this is mighty fine. Will please all who like

sophisticated drama. Scenes beautiful. Kathryn
Carver a beauty. Menjou's acting splendid. Noth-
ing off color. A good picture.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

UNDER THE TONTO RIM: Special cast—Good
Western—better than program, but not, however, a
real special. As people find the Zane Grey plays
are never like the book, they draw less and less. This
being the case, we exhibitors should pay less and
less for them accordingly. Paramount never had a
good thing but they promptly killed it.—Philip
Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

PARTNERS IN CRIME: Beery-Hatton—Not as
good as "Wife Savers," but pleased the men.—Philip
Rand, Rex theare, Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

NEVADA: Gary Cooper—February 8-9. Good, a
little old. but I got it right and did a little biz
even though the weather was cold and bad. Seven
reels.—E. P. Hosack, Strand theatre, Pella, la.—
General patronage.

BEAU SABREUR: Special cast—Not as good as
"Beau Geste," no, not by a long way, nor is it in
any way an answer to "Beau Geste," as Paramount
advertises it. However, it is pretty good. The ladies
liked it. Not much on the draw.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

EASY COME, EASY GO: Richard Dix—Febru-
ary 10-11. Dandy program picture. Good entertain-
ment. Moves right along all the time. This is

the sort of stuff in which they like to see Dix.
Six reels.—William E. Tragsdorf. Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

WIFE SAVERS: Beery-Hatton—There is a cer-
tain crowd who flocks to see Beery and Hatton,
but ladies don't care for them. Good for a change,
though. Parts of it are a scream ! It's a war bur-
lesque.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—
General patronage.

THE MATING CALL: Thomas Meighan—Febru-
ary 8-9. Another story butchered, but if they haven't
read the story, the picture will please them all.
Seven reels.—D. A. Rhyner. Rialto theatre, Hebron,
N. Dak.—Small town patronage.

THE BIG KILLING: Beery-Hatton—February
1-2. Best from them in some time, but they don't
draw for me as they did at first, so their bust-up
is OK with me.—D. A. Rhyner. Rialto theatre,
Hebron, N. Dak.—Small town patronage.

Pathe-P D C
RUSH HOUR : Special cast—February 8. While

this is an old one. it's good entertainment. Drew
a nice crowd and pleased. A likeable comedy-ro-
mance. Seven reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,
theatre, Ontario. Ore.—General patronage.

KING OF KINGS: Special cast—100%. October

21-22-23-24-25. This picture brought people to my
theatre that had never seen the inside of a show
house before. Has failed to draw well in several
nearby towns.—William E. Lees, Jr., Dreamland
theatre, Ontario, Ore.—General patronage.

KING OF KINGS: Special cast—100%. Jan-
uary 28-29. Wonderful—best Bible picture ever
made. Every player in it did his very best.
A most sacred and reverend picture. Every the-
atre should exhibit it, and it is one that every
man, woman and child should see. Bound to
draw and please. Twelve reels.—R. D. Carter,
Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General pat-
ronage.

MAN MADE WOMAN : Leatrice Joy—Good so-
ciety drama, but no drawing power.—J. L. Seiter,
Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

BURNING BRIDGES: Harry Carey—February 2.

A good Carey picture with a sensible ending, which
is more than you can say for 99 per cent of the
Westerns. Five reels.—William E. Tragsdorf. Trags
theatre. Neillsville. Wis.—Small town patronage.

FANGS OF FATE: Klondike—February 9. A
good dog picture. Better than his last two. Five
reels.—William E. Tragsdorf. Trags theatre, Neills-
ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

Rayart

BOY OF THE STREETS: Johnnie Walker—An-
other good one from Rayart. What we have run of
Rayart pictures have come up to most any big com-
pany's stuff. Six reels.—H. C. Mauler, Liberty the-

atre, Pleasanton, Neb.—Small town patronage.

RKO (FBO)
GANG WAR: Special cast—Special ! ! ! Gold

Bond! ! ! ! Yes. the joke's on us. While this is

a very entertaining picture, it can hardly be classed

so far out of the ordinary as to justify the appella-

tion of "SPECIAL." The stars have no following
here, and the few who decided to see what another
underworld picture was about, commented on the fact

that while this picture was entertaining it was no
better than some of our program features. A good
program attraction. Seven reels.—H. H. Heoberg,
Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.—General patronage.

KING COWBOY: Tom Mix—Pleased 100 per
cent. This is the best Mix picture we have
shown for a long, long time. A typical Mix
plot with an African locale; heaps of comedy,
lots o' fancy' riding and roping and some ex-
ceedingly fast action all the way. This is the
sort of production that the Mix fans have been
praying for, and our prayer is that FBO gives
Mix some more stories just as good. Mix, do
this again and get back your strong following.
Seven reels.—H. H. Heoberg, Amuse-U theatre,
Melville, La.—General patronage.

LIGHTNIN' SPEED: Bob Steele— (Silent). One
of those fast, zippy pictures that has a climax
that will make any audience gasp for breath.
A program attraction that pleased Western fans,
who had kicked because Steele was appearing in

other than Western pictures. However, we per-
sonally believe that Steele is the perfect type for
good Western pictures, even though he seems to
be successful in pleasing them with fast action
stuff. Six reels.—H. H. Heoberg, Amuse-U the-
atre, Melville, La.—General patronage.

ORPHANS OF THE STAGE: Buzz Barton^Jan-
uary 26. Can't say much for this, just another West-
ern with Buzz. Six reels.—Sammie Jackson, Jack-
son's theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

TYRANT OF RED GULCH: Tom Tyler—January
19. Very good Western which was different from
the regular ranch house stuff. Tom Tyler always
pleases my patrons. Six reels.—Sammie Jackson,
Jackson's theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patron-
age.

DANGER STREET: Warner Baxter—February 6-7.

Poor. Just another crook picture, unpleasant and
too many night scenes. Too dark. Six reels.—R.
D. Carter. Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—Gen-
eral patronage.

TROPIC MADNESS: Leatrice Joy—I would class
this as a big special. It is a clean South Sea Island
picture, just what you want for winter. Seven reels.—Garrick theatre. Milan, Mich.—General patronage.

TROPIC MADNESS: Leatrice Joy—50%. Janu-
ary 17. An uninteresting picture of an ocean island,
with its outcast doctor and his native woman, the
owner of the island, and Leatrice Joy in 6earch of
her son, mixed together with practically no comedy
relief. Disappointed so far with FBO pictures this
year. Seven reels.—H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills the-
atre, Bath. S. C.—Small town patronage.

HEADIN' FOR DANGER: Bob Steele—50%. Feb-
ruary 9. A good action picture. Steele as good
as the best of them and better than most of them
making this type of pictures. He does all that the
rest do. and then some.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville. Mich.—General patronage.

HEADIN' FOR DANGER: Bob Steele—Best
Steele picture yet. This is the fastest little pic-
ture I ever saw. It pleased everyone. Six reelB.—Garrick theatre. Milan, Mich.—General patronage.

HEADIN' FOR DANGER: Bob Steele—64%. Feb-
ruary 7. Here's a dainty morsel for you small town
guys—lap it up. This picture is veritably an en-
cyclopedia of action. All the stunts by Doug Fair-
banks, Richard Talmadge, Ken Maynard, et al are
packed into this picture, with a few others by Steele
to show he can be original. Steele has a beautiful
leading lady, too, but the poor boob didn't kiss her
once. I don't see how he resisted the temptation,
though. Six reels.—H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre,

-Small town patronage.Bath. S. C.

TRAIL OF HORSE THIEVES: Tom Tyler—70%.
January 31. A fast moving Western that entertains
all the way through. Six reels.—H. B. Grice, Aiken
Mills theatre. Bath, S. C.—Small town patronage.

DOG LAW: Ranger—February 2. A good dog
picture. Six reels.—Sammie Jackson, Jackson's the-
atre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

LIGHTNING SPEED: Bobby Steele—February 9.
Very fine Steele picture. Business poor, but this
was no fault of the picture. Bob Steele and Perry
Murdock good. Six reels.—Sammie Jackson, Jack-
son's theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

HIS LAST HAUL: Tom Moore—February 6-7.

A very nice, clean picture. Seven reels.—Lyric the-
atre, Ellendale, N. Dak.—General patronage.

THE JAZZ AGE: Special cast—25%. According
to producer's heralds, they tried to cash in on popu-
larity of "Our Dancing Daughters" (Metro), but
the story or actors aren't there for this type. Paper
very misleading. As one lady customer said,
"Young Doug hasn't any 'Bing.' " Presume she
meant "It." Hope Doug draws his pay Saturday
night and gets a hair cut. Seven reels.—E. C.
Arehart, Auditorium theatre. Laurel, Neb.—General
patronage.

CAPTAIN CARELESS: Bob Steele—Our first Bob
Steele picture and we like him.—E. C. Arehart,
Auditorium theatre, Laurel, Neb.—General patronage.

CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS: Special cast—
100%. Played this on Sunday night. Had more
good reports on this one than I have on any one
picture. Star is Francis X. Bushman. Six reels.—
Garrick theatre, Milan. Mich.—General patronage.

CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS: Special cast—Just
another big mistake, just one interesting title in
the picture, that was the one saying, "the end."

—

H. H. Barrett, Colonial and Ritz theatres, Kansas
City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE AIR LEGION: Ben Lyon—Fair picture, will

be good in time—maybe. Seven reels.—H. H. Bar-
rett, Colonial and Ritz theatres, Kansas City, Mo.—
General patronage.

ORPHANS OF THE SAGE: Buzz Barton—51%.
January 24. A very good picture of the fifties,

when men were men and Indians were Indians, with
the love interest centered on Buzz and a winsome
little lass of 12 years. Six reel6.—H. B. Grice,
Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.—Small town patron-
age.

ALEX THE GREAT: Skeets Gallagher—Jan-
uary 30-31. This H. C. Witwer story of a small
town smart alec who grabbed New York by the
ears, certainly makes one dandy picture. Drew
well and kept them laughing throughout its en-
tire length. Six reels.—E. M. Biddle, Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.—General patronage,

THE VAGABOND CUB: Buzz Barton—40%.
February 6. Buzz always draws the kids. This is

a good offering. Five reels.—E. B. Conant, Char-
karohen Hall, Lincoln, N. H.—Small town patronage.

THE AVENGING RIDER: Tom Tyler—February
5-6. Just another Tyler Western. Six reels.—D. A.
Rhyner. Rialto theatre, Hebron, N. Dak.—Small town
patronage.

SALLY'S SHOULDERS: Lois Wilson—40% Feb-
ruary 6. A pretty good program picture. Six reels.

—E. B. Conant, Charkarohen Hall theatre, Lincoln,
N. H.—Small town patronage.

SALLY'S SHOULDERS: Lois Wilson—Someone
made a worse picture but I do not know who it was.
Seven reels.—H. H. Barrett, Colonial and Ritz the-
atres, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE PINTO KID: Buzz Barton—60%. December
29. Regular Tom Mix picture with the 13-year-old
wonder. Buzz is a great rider and is supported by

I
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a wonderful cast. Six reels.—A. K. Haynes. Com-

munity theatre. Razor, Tex.—General patronage.

SON OF THE GOLDEN WEST: Tom Mix—Janu-
ary 25-26. This started out so nice I patted my-

self on the back and sez. "Here at last is a good

Western." Good photography, pretty scenery, moun-

tains in the background. Mix doing good riding,

changing horses fast in the pony express—and then.

O Gee gosh, the whole bottom fell out. Mix, with

the help of the army, had the bandit gang all cooped

up in a large house, two stories, at least 40 feet

wide and 90 or a 100 feet long, built so solid they

could not pound the door in with a chair, for they

tried it. How to set them out. They were burn-

ing lots of power and someone might get hurt. So

Tom says. "There is a nice long rope lying there

by the corner of the house." He rides Tony past

the door, and no one even shot at him. He picks up

the nice long rope, rides clear around the house,

hands one end to the commander of the soldiers and

then Tom gets the other end of the rope and brings

it up with the first end. Then not over 20 horses

with the rope over the saddle horn proceed to pull

this nice large solid house down over the bandit's

ears without a shot being fired. The kids even

than that when they came out. No wonder they are

going to quit Westerns. If the other five I paid a

big price for are as weak in directing as this one. I

want to quit also. Sure am anxious to see Giacoma

Brothers or Phil Rand report on this. Seven reels.

—John Cosner. Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb.—General

patronage.

Tiffany-Stahl

STORMY WATERS: Special cast—10%. February

1 This picture gave poorest satisfaction of any of

my pictures here in some time. The star too strange.

People didn't like it.—Bert Silver. Silver Family

theatre. Greenville. Mich.—General patronage.

Universal

THE MAN WHO LAUGHS: Special cast—78%.

February 5-6. In point of box office and audience

satisfaction, this is the biggest flop we have ever

played. Considering the way we fell for his wild

ballyhoo. Uncle Carl is the man who laughs, all right,

all right. There was neither prestige nor profit in

this for us. as we lost nearly half the amount of

the film rental and took a lot of kicks from patrons

besides. We tied up with the local high school and

thought for awhile we might be able to put the

picture across in a small way. but could see that all

was lost at the end of the first exhibition. Had

this booked for three days, but lost extra money by

running it the second day. so pulled it off. The

picture is simply not there, especially for small towns.

Our chief clientele likes its emotions raw. its story

plain and its action unrestrained. Most of this is

simply puerile. One hot scene in it. and. of course,

that was too hot for the narrow minds among our

audience. Mostly the spirit of Victor Hugo was very

much diluted. The two stars mean less than nothing

here, and to our minds the only outstanding per-

formance was that of Baclanova—O. exotic, beaute-

ous Baclanova ! Second day to lack of entertain-

ment satisfaction was the fact that we were held

to a minimum admission of 50 cents by greedy Uni-

versal. What few boobs dug this up. howled and

gnashed their teeth. Print not very good. Some

of it very badly scratched. Another cause for that

sour taste in our mouths today—was a call from a

spy of the Society of Composers and Authors, fol-

lowed by a demand for $100. alleged damages for

playing copyrighted phonograph records without per-

mission. Any of you birds who are not already pay-

ing graft to this bunch of legalized pirates, had

better start, for they'll get you sooner or later. No
victim is too insignificant for their greed. This great

American democracy ! It's free as air—except for

sundry taxes, grafts and holdups. Ten reels.—O. B.

Wolfe. Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town
patronage.

THE MAN WHO LAUGHS: Special cast—The

salesman who 6old me this picture no doubt laughed.

I cried when I counted the cash I took in on it.

B. O. thermometer showed 10 below what I paid for

this picture.—W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lem-

mon, S. D.—General patronage.

THE MAN WHO LAUGHS: Special cast—25%.

February 3-4. A big picture that did not hit in this

town. The acting great, the vamping overdone,

story ancient history. Good direction and all that,

but not a small town picture. Possibly over our

heads, but did not give satisfaction.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville. Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

KING OF THE RODEO: Hoot Gibson—70%.
February 9. Well, well, here's a Western with-

out any shooting, smut or sex appeal stuff and

what's the result—bang-up good entertainment.

They ought to present Hoot with a medal for

making such an entertaining picture for the the-

atre of any size. Many good comments. Six

reels.—E. B. Conant. Charkarohen Hall theatre,

Lincoln, N. H.—Small town patronage.

BURNING THE WIND: Hoot Gibson—50%. Feb-

ruary 2. Another good one by about the best West-

ern actor in the game. He has gone forward where

some of the big boys have slipped. Some one told

them they were good, and they quit acting. Not

the kind about whom people say, "What is the mat-

ter with so and so? He is no good nowadays?"

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.

—General patronage.

FANGS OF DESTINY: Special cast—Fair little

picture, but had many kicks on it. People tire of

cheap Westerns. Crowd drops down every time I

run one.—Philip Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

—

General patronage.

CLEARING THE TRAIL: Hoot Gibson—Drew well

and pleased.—Philip Rand. Rex theatre. Salmon, Ida.

—General patronage.

TWO OUTLAWS: Rex-Perrin—February 2. A
very weak sister.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Texas.—Small town patronage.

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS: Lewis Stone—Feb-

ruary 8. Good picture.—J. S. Walker. Texas thea-

tre, Grand Prairie, Texas.—Small town patronage.

THE MICHIGAN KID: Special cast—Good Jewel,

not a real special. Uncle Carl loves to soak us when
he can. This drew slightly above average.—Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

GRIP OF THE YUKON: Special cast—Pretty fair.

Not big. It got by with no kicks.—Philip Rand,
Rex theatre. Salmon. Ida.—General patronage.

THANKS FOR THE BUGGY RIDE: Special cast

—Said to be pretty good. Lost $23. Laura does
not pull at all.—Philip Rand. Rex theatre. Salmon,
Ida.—General patronage.

THAT'S MY DADDY: Reginald Denny—Women
and girls said it was Denny's best. High school

boys didn't care for it. Would class it as a good
picture.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon. Ida.—
General patronage.

STRAIGHT SHOOTING: Ted Wells—Fair.—Philip
Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

WILD WEST: Hoot Gibson—Drew and pleased.
—Philip Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General
patronage.

ALIAS THE DEACON: Drew and pleased.—
Philip Rand, Rex theatre. Salmon. Ida.—General pat-
ronage.

THE FLYIN' COWBOY:
O. K.—Philip Rand, Rex
General patronage.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN:
one of the finest audience pictures I ever played and
made real money on same.—W. E. Dickson. Aristo
theatre, Lemmon, S. D.—General patronage.

ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY?: Special cast
—Better than a lot of the so-called specials. A
made to order picture for the small towns.—W. E.
Dickson, Aristo theatre, Lemmon, S. D.—General
patronage.

HOW TO HANDLE WOMEN: Glenn Tryon—Poor
program picture. Wasted a good title and star on
a mediocre picture.—M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre,

Arma, Kan.—General patronage.

HOW TO HANDLE WOMEN: Glenn Tryon—

A

flop here. A few like this and I will forget how to

handle the crowd.—W. E. Dickson, Aristo theatre.

Lemmon, S. D.—General patronage.

HERO OF THE CIRCUS: Macisti—85%. Jan-

uary 17. One of the best animal and circus pro-

ductions we have ever shown. It was simply

fine and held a fair patronage spellbound. We
think it all a foreign production and cast, but

why Universal did not put it out as a super

special can't understand. We will recommend
it for our Chautauqua next summer. Those who
like animals and want a thrill, book it. Six

reels.—C. H. Thompson. Opera House. Platts-

burg, Mo.—Small town patronage.

HONEYMOON FLATS: Special cast—How Uncle

Carl can really put out such stuff and openly ad-

vertise it! Same old stuff with different faces,

neither one 60 good. Photography and print were

poor, showing off Miss Gulliver at a terrible dis-

advantage. Stick to "Collegians" George Lewis, un-

less a rare story comes your way.—R. J. Speck.

Kenwood theatre. Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

Hoot Gibson—Went over
theatre, Salmon, Ida.

—

Special cast—This was

CAMILLE: Norma Tailmadge—A wonderful pro-

gram picture for ladies. Many good comments.

—

Joe N. Wagner. Lyric theatre. Grangeville. Ida.—

Small town patronage.

THE CIRCUS: Charles Chaplin—45%. January

29-30. Great for the kids. Never saw so many in

the place at one time before. Failed to satisfy the

older folks, although it drew fairly well. About

one picture every six months is about right for

Charlie. Seven reels.—D. A. Rhyner. Rialto theatre,

Hebron, N. Dak.—Small town patronage.

RAMONA: Dolores Del Rio—80%. November 20-

21-22-23. This picture is a "natural." Will help

take some of the zero off the figures on other United

Artists products that will not take in enough to pay

for the electricity. No money can be made with

United Artists.—William E. Lees. Jr.. Dreamland
theatre, Ontario, Ore.—General patronage.

THE GAUCHO: Douglas Fairbanks—Lost heavy

on this, but it was not the fault of the picture. Was
badly disappointed. Ten reels.—Victory theatre, Ros-

siter, Pa.—General patronage.

Warner Brothers

THE SINGING FOOL: Al Jolson—75%. Jan-

uary 23-24. Very good. No Vitaphone, cued

with Phototone, results perfect. Jolson at his

best. We need more like this one.—H. H. Bar-

rett. Colonial and Ritz theatres, Kansas City,

Mo.—General patronage.

ON TRIAL: Bert Lytell—Another good picture,

either talking or silent. Seven reels.—H. H. Bar-

rett. Colonial and Ritz theatres, Kansas City, Mo.

—

General patronage.

WOMEN THEY TALK ABOUT: Irene Rich—
Not so good! Not so good! Six reels.—H. H. Bar-

rett, Colonial and Ritz theatres, Kansas City, Mo.

—

General patronage.

GOOD TIME CHARLEY: Special cast—10%. Feb-

ruary 5. A good program picture. Story better than

average. Acting fine.—Bert Silver, Silver Family

theatre. Greenville. Mich.—General patronage.

PAY AS YOU ENTER: Special cast—10%. Feb-

ruary 8. Just a picture and not satisfactory at that.

—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.

—General patronage.

FIVE AND TEN CENT ANNIE: Special cast—
10%. February 12. Just a movie. Played off the

contract. Ten years ago we could get away with

COMING
To Make Your

Box-Office Happy

United Artists

REVENGE: Dolores Del Rio—40%. February 10-

11. A big picture. A wild story. Well produced.

Star is great. The picture did not draw here

—

about 50 per cent satisfaction.—Bert Silver. Silver

Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.—General patron-

age.

COHENS KELLYS

ATLANTIC CITY

Ask UNIVERSAL
Two negatives: 1 silent; 1 with dialog
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NELIGH, NEB., February 12, 1929.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
This being the anniversary of Lincoln's birthday, it naturally calls to our mind three very

important dates in this month, February 12, February 22, and February 28. The first two
dates have become to be universally observed, while the last one seems to attract no par-

ticular attention outside of insurance and police court inquiry-

Since this is a semi-holiday and a young blizzard is forming outside, we can think of

nothing better to do to serve a suffering public than to comment on a couple of reviews

we have before us on Paramount** picture, "THE CASE OF LENA SMITH."
The current issue of Liberty carries a review of this picture by Frederick James Smith,

in which review he gives this picture a three star rating. Three stars with this reviewer

stand for "excellent," and the only time he gives a picture a four star rating is when the

picture is an epic. Taking Mr. Smith's view of the matter this picture must be far above

the average.

We have in front of us the January 26 issue of the HERALD-WORLD, in which T. O.

Service seems to take an altogether different view of the matter. Here we find a conflict

of opinion between two eminent reviewers, which leaves the common herd to wander over

the range not knowing whether they will find pastures green or a helluva blizzard sweeping

the valleys.

Mr. Smith lists this picture as excellent entertainment and stamps it as Esther Ralston's

best work up to date, while T. O. claims it lacks everything it should have to make it worthy

of the name. In his comment he makes use of the following language: "But under no
circumstances can it be called entertainment, any more than can the highly interesting

information you gain while awaiting and recovering from an appendectomy." (Just a

moment please while we refer to Webster.)

Noah seems to have been silent as to this word "appendectomy," and this lexicographer

leaves us flat on our stomach ex vi termini, therefore we will have to conclude that T. O.

had reference to appendicitis, and Noah says that appendicitis is inflammation of the

vermiform appendix of the caecum. This being true—and we would hardly care to question

T. 0. or Noah—it certainly makes it look darn tough for Lena.

Our only object in referring to these two reviews is to substantiate the HERALD-
WORLD'S contention that no person is qualified to review a picture and give other than

an individual opinion as to how the picture will he received by the public. There are
j

many who claim to be able to forecast a picture's drawing and pleasing power, and there

are many who have been misled by these claims. Too frequently a review of a picture

is governed by what's in sight on the table.

Not wishing to jeopardize our local reputation for being bull-headed and contrary, we
are going to jump right in between these two eminent reviewers with the hope that we
won't muddy up the water.

We would hardly expect that wedding anniversaries will be figured from so many days

before or so many days after the date of the showing of "THE CASE OF LENA SMITH,"
but it is our judgment that this picture will pass muster as worthwhile entertainment by
the folks out on the school section, and we wouldn't expect that the cornsheller boys would
carve their initials on the back of the seats while this picture was on the screen.

Just what this picture will do in localities where the cops pay more attention to hosiery

and left turns than to bootleggers, we would not venture to guess, but the folks from the

thickets and tall grass will go home from the show with the belief that pictures are made
for entertainment, and this will be a great help to the industry. That's how Lena stands

with us, but how about "THE MAN WHO LAUGHS"?
Some of our best informed people will no doubt give this picture a four star rating. It

might be because of the picture or it might be because Victor Hugo wrote the story, and
his works grace the spotlight position in all well appointed libraries (ours was taken over

by the insurance company a year ago), and we wouldn't like to expose our ignorance by
making an adverse comment on his works. But stories are one thing, and pictures are

another, and this leads us to remark that we saw a cook once who lost an opportunity to

make a helluva good huckleberry pie by following his own recipe instead of the one laid

down in the book.

This picture will no doubt be classed by the best informed people as a classic, but from
an entertainment standpoint, we personally list classic pictures in our catalog alongside of

|

Grand Opera, and since we don't care what you think of our opinion of Grand Opera, it

gives us license to say that the soothing strains from Grand Opera are about as pleasing

to us as a hallelujah chorus by a bunch of Poland Chinas that haven't had their swill for

three days. We never could see very much difference, and while this will again expose
our ignorance, it ought to at least prove our honesty.

Don't get the impression that we are trying to tell you that "THE MAN WHO LAUGHS"
isn't a good picture. We are trying to do nothing of the sort. What we are really trying

to prove to you is that we are not overly crazy for Grand Opera. We presume high priced

critics will say that this is one of the classics of the year, and they should know much better

than one who has put in the best part of his life roaming over the range with the scrubs

and common herd. Our experience with thoroughbreds has been limited. Our father had
a thoroughbred cow once that he always kept right out in the front pasture so she could

show off her shape. She was 12 years old and never raised a calf, but she was an awfully

{Continued on next page)

this kind of programs, but now it can't be done. No
more small town rubes. They have all moved to the
city, and the few left are hard to please.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—
General patronage.

State Rights
THE ROAD TO RUIN: Special cast—This pic-

ture is OK as a sex picture. You can show it with-

out hurting your prestige.—Joe N. Wagner. Lyric

theatre, Grangeville, Ida.—Small town patronage.

Serials
THE CRIMSON FLASH: (Pathe) Cullin Landis—

A good serial that held the interest all the time.

Serials are a help to the country exhibitor.—R. D.
Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General
patronage.

THE YELLOW CAMEO: (Pathe) Allene Ray-
Fair serial that held interest all the way.—H. H.
Heoberg, Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.—General
patronage.

TARZAN THE MIGHTY: (Universal) Special
cast—The secret is out! Now I know why this

serial pulls. As one customer said, "Some night
that little shoulder strap on that gal's leopard
skin dress is going to break, and Oh, boy! when
it does— ? ? ? ?—E. C. Arehart, Auditorium
theatre, Laurel, Neb.—General patronage.

THE MYSTERY RIDER (Universal) : William Des-
mond—A silly thing, but the kids are excited about
it now. Two episodes played.—Clarke Green, Lake
theatre. Upper Lake, Cal.—General patronage.

TARZAN, THE MIGHTY (Universal) : Frank Mer-
rill—On of the sixth chapter now and it is holding
up very well. It increased my Saturday business
about 30 per cent.—Ben Rives, Jr., Liberty theatre,

Roanoke, Ala.—General patronage.

Short Features

EDUCATIONAL

AIN'T NATURE GRAND: Not bad. not good. One
reel.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.
—General patronage.

BE MY KING: Lupino Lane—Another great com-
edy by a fine performer. Two reels.—Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

THE GLOOM CHASER: A good comedy. Two
reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

OH, WHAT A MAN: Good comedy. Good paper.—E. P. Hosack, Strand theatre, Pella, la.—General
patronage.

PLUMB DUMB: Plenty good, I guess, as the house
seemed to enjoy it.—E. P. Hosack, Strand theatre,
Pella, la.—General patronage.

QUIET WORKERS: A fair comedy.—Bert Silver.
Silver Family theatre, Greenville. Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

ROAMIN' ROMEOS: Lupino Lane—Fine comedy.—H. H. Heoberg, Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.

—

General patronage.

UP IN ARMS: Dorothy Devore—Dorothy sure can
p«p 'em up, and how they screamed again and again.
We thank you, Dorothy. Give us more like it. Two
reels-—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre. Kimball, S. D.

—

General patronage.

SWITCHES HITCHES: Felix—Just an ordinary
eartoon. Single reels.—S. B. Kennedy, Central the-
atre, Selkirk, Man., Can.—General patronage.

SWORD POINTS: Lupino Lane—Not good enough
for Lane, so they all will make poor ones once in a
while. Two reels.—Rudolf Duba. Royal theatre. Kim-
hall, S. D.—General patronage.

FISTCUFFS: Lupino Lane—A very funny com-
edy. Two reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

GIRLIES, BEHAVE: Nothing to it but a bunch of
near-naked women. I say rotten. Two reels.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

HIGH STRUNG Jerry Drew—Here is a fine piece

of work. More thrills than Harold Lloyd'6 pictures.

Jerry sure can stick to the wall. Two reels.—Rudolf
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General pat-

ronage.

LOCO-MOTIVE: Felix the Cat—Good. These are

the best cartoons in the market and please our people
best. One reel.—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre,

Mansfield, Mo.—General patronage.

POLAR PARADE:—A chilly comedy. Two reels.—
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
—General patronage.

OH MUMMY: Jimmie Adams—First Jimmie
Adams we have had that was worth a wboop. This

was pretty good and drew a lot of laughs. Fair

photography. Poor print. Two reels.—Wolfe & Wil-

liams, Screenland theatre, Nevada, Ohio.—Small town
patronage.

FOLLOW TEACHER: Big Boy—Good kid com-
edy. Two reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

GREEN EYED LOVE: Just fair. One reel.—G. O.

Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General

patronage.

HOT OR COLD: Al St. John—Very sood. Two
reels.—G. O. Tunstall. Midway theatre, Martinsville,

Va.—General patronage.

HOLD THAT MONKEY: Good comedy. Two reels.

—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City. Mo.—
General patronage.
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pretty cow just the same. Gosh, we were all proud of that cow, but we got our milk from
i the scrubs.

Perhaps we have wandered far afield from the subject (you no doubt have surmised
that), but if you were trying to collect your thoughts with a three year old granddaughter

I on one side of you pounding the keys on the piano and singing "I FAW DOWN AND GO
BOOM," and a four year old grandson on the other with a hammer trying to smash the

radio set to see where the noise came from, you would most likely wander off the reserva-

tion, too. But what worries us most at this time is that we are marooned here with the

I highways blockaded with snow in every direction and Nancy down in the garage just

rarin to go. Poor Nancv, she gets so nervous, it worries us.
* * *

What we said last week abont the necessity for Western pictures still goes as far as we
are concerned. We would like to emphasize this necessity more strongly if we could, and
if we could divert for a time the attention of New York and Hollywood from short skirts,

or no skirts at all, to sombreros and chaps, we would feel that we had done the industry
a real service. In ten thousand theatres in this country, Saturday nights are not show
nights without a Western picture, and Westerns have kept these ten thousand theatres on
the payroll. Some day the water will stop flowing over these theatrical turbines, and the
mills will cease to grind, and when that time comes New York and Hollywood will have a
shortage of flour. They may not believe it, but some day they will—when it is ex post facto

(as our friend T. O. wonld say). If they are from Missouri that's all right with us, too.

We like the old state ourself, outside of those Ozark hills.
* * *

Outside of the evidence to the contrary, furnished by the mirror in front of us, we
never expect to see a homelier guy than the chap who played the lead in "HIT OF THE
SHOW," one of R K 0"s recent pictures, and for fear this chap might read this comment,
and to forestall any murderous resolutions he might make, we want also to say that we
never expect to see anyone who could play the part better. We can't recall what the
story was about, but whatever it was. the picture followed it very closely and we followed
the picture clear to the end, we were so interested, when we could have gone down to the
Owl Club and engaged ourself in some heated political discussions, and if you want any
further evidence that "HIT OF THE SHOW," is a good picture, you are asking too much.
As we recall it, this guy's name is Brown, and Brown is not an Irish name, but if this

bird isn't Irish, then Charlie Murray is a Swede, and George Sidney eats pork instead of carp.
In the interest of self protection, we are strongly in favor of forming a brotherhood of

homely guys, and we would like to see Bull Montana made president; Ben Turpin, secretary
and treasurer; Will Rogers, general manager; and leave Brown and us to look after the ice,

I etc., and to receive and introduce new members. We homely guys have simply GOT to
stand together or we will have no standing at all.

This Brown we are talking about is no relation to Crocket Brown of Nashwauk Minn.,
although Crocket is eligible to join this fraternity, and when Brown is in town, it is likely

there will be no waiting list at the beauty parlors, but the line will form on the left at the
box offices if "HIT OF THE SHOW" i- on the screen. We had a girl once who married a

I
fellow by the name of Brown. Maybe this Brown is a grandson of hers. There is quite a

family resemblance. But she was a Hoosier. Anyhow, you better see ''HIT OF THE
SHOW" in order to prove that we know a fairlv good picture when we see one.

* * *

About the most encouraging news we have read lately is a report which states that young
Carl Laemmle has grabbed the ax and has started to trim out the deadwood in the Laemmle
organization. From this report, it seems he did not spare the Laemmle tree either, for

a number of branches seem to have been trimmed from that sturdy old oak, and it seems
that young Carl didn't care where the chips fell nor how much he cluttered up the ground
with the deadwood.

It may be that the virus of economy has begun to work in the production arteries of

the house of Laemmle, and it is to be hoped that this disease will be "catching" and other
like organizations will adopt the pruning-knife system to the useless branches that have
been sapping the industry altogether too long.

We have said before, and we say again, that good pictures can be made and circulated

at 50 per cent less cost than they have been up to date. We say this, too. without any
knowledge of production and distribution. We don't claim any, but any student of
mathematics can prove that if you hire two men to do one man's job, and pay those two
men double the salary one could be hired for, it must necessarily increase the cost of the
product in proportion.

We congratulate young Laemmle for the stand he has taken in the interest of economy.
It is the most forward step that has been taken in the industry in recent years and it most
certainly gives a hopeful outlook for the future of Universal service. Go to it. Carl, we're '

for you, and you will find that the exhibitors will be too.

When Carl took the ax and went out to the tree

To trim out the useless deadwood,
It no doubt caused a ruction, but take it from me,
He did the whole industrv good.

J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD WORLD Man.

P. S.—The HERALD-WODLD covers THE FIELD like an APRIL SHOWER.

IN THE MOANING: Just fair. One reel.—S. B.

Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Can.—Gen-
eral patronage.

POLAR PERILS: George Davis—While this la

off the beaten path of comedy plots it didn't seem to

get many laughs. Two reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—Genera! patronage.

PIRATES BEWARE: Lupino Lane—Very good.

Two reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.—General patronage.

QUEER DUCK: Jack Duffy—Too silly for the

kids even. I can't understand why so many of the

two reel comedies are fillers only. Why not pro-

duce comedies that have laughs in them. Two reels.

—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General

patronage.

SHOOTING WILD: Fair. One reel.—S. B. Ken-
nedy. Central theatre. Selkirk, Man., Can.—General

patronage.

WEDDING BLISTERS: Walace Lupino—Very
funny comedy. Two reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

WEDDING BLISTERS: Wallace Lupino—This is

a real funny comedy. Two reels.—Bert Silver, Sil-

ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

WEDDING YELLS: Fair. Two reels.—P. G. Held.

Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General patronage.

FOX

DUMB WAITER: Fair—just not so very good or

not 60 very bad.—R. D. Carter. Fairfax theatre,

Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

CAPTAIN KID'S KITTENS: Pretty Good.—
Sammie Jackson, Jackson's theatre, Flomaton, Ala.

—General patronage.

HOLD YOUR HAT: Extra good comedy. Plenty

of action and fun.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre.

Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

JACK AND JILTED: Fair.—Sammie Jackson,
Jackson's theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patron-

age.

M-G-M

THE BOOSTER : Charlie Chase—The best Chase
Two reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE BOOSTER: Charlie Chase—The best Chase
comedy we have had. Lots of laughs, but still we
don't consider Chase a drawing card in the comedy
class. Fair print and photography.—O. B. Wolfe.
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patron-

age.

CRAZY HOUSE: Our Gang—Not as good as the

usual Gang comedies. Two reels.—P. N. Wilson.
Parkview theatre. Collierville, Tenn.—Small town
patronage.

CAME THE DAWN: Max Davidson—Extra good.
As good as any one would want to see. Be sure

to play it. Two reels.—P. N. Wilson, Parkview the-

atre, Collierville, Tenn.—Small town patronage.

DUMB DADDIES: Max Davidson—A good many
laughs, but not up to his standard. Two reels.—

-

P. N. Wilson, Parkview theatre, Collierville, Tenn.
—Small town patronage.

ELECTION DAY: Our Gang—Below average. Our
Gang is slipping fast for me.—E. P. Hosack, Strand
theatre, Pella, la.—General patronage.

EARLY TO BED: Laurel-Hardy—This is a very
fine comedy by two of the funniest guys ever on
the screen.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

FAIR AND MUDDY: Our Gang—Not so good as
some Gang comedies, but seemed to please. My pa-
trons like the "Gang." Two reels.—William E. Lees.
Jr., Dreamland theatre, Ontario, Ore.—General pat-
ronage.

HATS OFF: Funny and good comedy. Metro's
comedies best on market. If any exhibitor has not
tried Metro, do so at once. They will please.—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre. Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

LIBERTY: This comedy is a classic. Two reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE OLD GRAY HORSE: Our Gang—The poor-
est Gang I have ever run. Hardly a laugh. Two
reels.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.—General patronage.

PUTTING PANTS ON PHILIP: Very funny for
three-fourths of the way, but a little draggy in
spots.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

—

General patronage.

THEIR PURPLE MOMENTS: Laurel-Hardy—

A

good one from a good team. These boys know how

to make them laugh.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre.
Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

SHOULD WOMEN DRIVE: Max Davidson-
Funny, but not up to Max Davidson's best.—Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

SOUP TO NUTS: A real comedy.—Lyric theatre.
Ellendale, N. Dak.—General patronage.

SOUP TO NUTS: Laurel-Hardy—This comedy is

the best of the year. Laurel and Hardy are al-

ways good. Two reels.—William E. Lees, Jr., Dream-
land theatre, Ontario, Ore.—General patronage.

SOUP TO NUTS: Laurel-Hardy—Another top
notcher from Hardy and Laurel. A real comedy.

—

R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock. Va.

—

General patronage.

TWO TARS: Laurel-Hardy—Extra good—E. P.
Hosack. Strand theatre. Pella, la.—General patron-
age.
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How They Voted
Following is the list of voters in the "My Favorite Players" contest, with their respective choices for male and
feminine players (in parentheses) and arranged by theatres. The first voter's name is that of th exhibitor, the
next that of his wife (except when conditions are otherwise), and the rest those of other members of the family.

Broadway, Brooklyn, la.—M. A. Fau*er (Laura La Plante, Lob Chancy); Mr*. M. A. Fauver (Joan Crawford, Loo Chancy); Suzanne Fauver (Joan Crawford,
Lon Chancy) ; Jack Fauver (Laura LaPlanie, Lon Chancy) .

Richards, Fayette, Ala.—B. J. Loftis (Dolores Costello, William Haines).
Grand, Angelica, N. V.—P. J. Lonsberry (Marian Nixon, Lon Chancy); Mr*. P. Lonsberry (Lillian Gish, John Gilbert).
Cozy, Winchester, Ind.—Will H. Brenner (Dolores Costello, Conrad Napel).
Regent, Wayland, Mich.—N. E. Frank (Joan Crawford, William Haines); Mrs. N. E. Frank (Joan Crawford, Richard Dix).

Lansdale, Lansdale, Pa.—John L. Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum) ; James Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum) ; Mary Comfort (Louise Lovely,
William Farnum); Cyril Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum).

Sun, Farwell Neb.—G. A. Ditla (Clara Bow, Reginald Denny); Mrs. G. A. DUIa (Clara Bow, Clive Brook); Gilbert Dilla (Glenn Tryon, Patsy Ruth Miller); George
Dilla, Jr. (Laura LaPlante, Richard Dix).

Aiken Mills, Bath, S. C.— (II. B. Grice, owner, says he has too many favorites to vote. His family's votes follow): Mildred Grleo ( Billie Dove, Barry Norton); Doris
Grice (Dolores Costello, Richard Dix); Carolyn Grice (Greta Garbo, John Gilbert); Mabelle Grice (Clara Bow, Conrad Nagel).

Gem, Greenriver, Utah—Hulda J. Green (Bebe Daniels. Richard Dix) ; Geneve Green (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Matte Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper); Joese
Green (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson) ; George Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper) ; Lewis Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper).

Globe, Buena Vista, Va.—Glen Jennings (Margaret Livingston, Percy Marmont) ; Mrs. Glen Jennings (Helen Foster, Warner Baxter); Gary Jennings (Jane LaVerme,
Frankie Darro)

.

Kootenai, Libby, Mont.—Mr. Kienitz (Colleen Moore. Conrad Nagel) ; Mrs. Kienitz (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess) ; Isabel Kienltz (Clara Bow, Charles Rof.
ers) ; Jean Kienitz (no feminine choice, Gary Cooper).

Capitol, Duncan, B. C—G. G. Baiss (Florence Vidor, Ronald Oilman) ; Mrs. G. G. Baiss (Alice Joyce, Ronald Colman) ; Daughter (Dolores Costello, Walter
Pigeon); Son (Dorothy Mackaill, Ronald Colman).

Star, Hay Springs, Neb.—P. C. Morgan (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
Star, Hay Springs, Neb.— C. S. Horn (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
Ward, Pismo Beach, Cal.^—Ivan William Rowley (Joan Crawford, Lon Chancy).
Opera House, Victor, Mont.—Mrs. Hornung ( Colleen Moore, Richard Dix) ; Grace Hornung (Marion Davies, Norman Kerry) ; Robert Hornung (Colleen Moore,

Hoot Gibson); Edward Hornung (Laura LaPlante, Hoot Gibson)

.

Victory, Bala, Ont.—W. D. Jackson (Clara Bow, William Haines); Mrs. W. D. Jackson (Marion Davies, Richard Barthelmess); Shirley Jackson (Norma Shearer,
Ramon Navarro); Gregory Jackson (Colleen Moore, William Boyd).

Columbia, Baton Rouge, La.—W. H. Hall (Joan Crawford. Conrad Nagel)

.

Alamo, Plainfield, 111.—Jay W. Could (Gloria Swanson, Charles Murray); Geraldine Gould (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chancy); Joyce Gould (Billie Dove, Richard
Barthelmess) ; Junior Gould (Colleen Moore. Tom Mix).

Adair, Adair, la.—W. T. Biggs (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. W. T. Biggs (Joan Crawford, Lon Chancy) ; Marie Biggs (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney).
Harvard, Harvard, Neb.—J. V. Frank (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney); Mrs. J. V. Frank (Bebe Daniels, Gary Cooper); Genevieve Frank (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).
Whiteway, Peach Orchard, Ark.—W. G. Baker (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert); Mrs. W. G. Baker (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert); Winona Baker (Sue Carol, John

Gilbert); Gray Baker (Marion Davies, Tom Tyler).

Princess, Chilton, Wis.—R. Pfeiffer (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert); Mrs. R. Pfeiffer (Greta Garbo, John Gilbert).
Worman Circuit, Ogden, I Itah— William Wurman (Clara Bow, Al Jolson) ; Mrs. William Worman (Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess); Clyde Worman (Clara Bow,

Hoot Gibson); Earl Worman (Clara Bow, John Barrymore); Orra Worman (Clara Bow, John Barrymore).
Palace, Golden City, Mo.—H. B. Wilson (Janet Gaynor, Richard Barthelmess) ; Mrs. H. B. Wilson (Janet Gaynor, Charles Delaney) ; Teresa Wilson (Billie Dove,

Barry Norton); Woodrow Wilson (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney); Theodore Wilson (Billie Dove, Victor McLaglen) ; Julia Ellen Wilson (Joan Crawford, John
Mack Brown); George Wilson (Anita Page, Charles Farrell) ; Roy Wilson (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney).

Strand, Griswold, la.—P. G. Held (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson); Mrs. P. G. Held (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney); Gordon Held (Clara Bow, no mall choice) | Mar-
jorie Held (Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess).

Dayton, Dayton, O.—John McManus (Anita Page, John Gilbert).

Merino Community, Merino, Colo.—John I. Cochran (Mary Ptckford. Richard Barthelmess).
Majestic, Weiner, Ark.—G. D. Dinsmore (Louise Lorraine, Lloyd Hughes); L. M. Dinsmore (Louise Fazenda, Jack Holt).
Temple, Federalsburg, Md.—D. E. Jefferson (Evelyn Brent, Harold Lloyd); Mrs. D. E. Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold Lloyd); Evelyn Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold

Lloyd); Roberta Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold Lloyd).

Star, Alabama City, Ala.—W. J. Dunn (Joan Crawford, John Mack Brown); Mrs. W. J. Dunn (Clara Bow, John Mack Brown); Woody Dunn (BUlle Dove,

Richard Barthelmess); Dick Dunn (Alice White, William Haines).

Colonial, Montpelier. O.—John C. Rundell (Clara Bow, Barry Norton); Mrs. Edna Rundell (Mary Brian, Charles Rogers); Leota Rundell (Mary Brian, Richer*

Arlen) ; Viola Rundell (Joan Crawford, Barry Norton).

Marion. Marion Va.—Mrs. J. O. Stephenson (Janet Gaynor, Richard Arlen); Virginia Stephenson (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Ola Stephenson (Marceline Day, Gary
Cooper) ; Clarence Stephenson (Norma Shearer, Nils Asther)

.

New York Mills, New York Mills, Minn.-—L. J. Shearer (Norma Shearer, Lon Chaney); Mrs. L. J. Shearer (Norma Shearer, Charles Murray); Norma Shearer (Noma
Shearer, Lon Chaney); Virginia Shearer (Lon Chaney); Grover Shearer (Norma Shearer, Tom Mix), Joyce Shearer (Norma Shearer, Karl Dane).

Opera House, Coalville, Utah.—T. E. Beard (Colleen Moore, Lloyd Hughes); Mrs. T. E. Beard (Norma Talmadge, Lloyd Hughes); Russell Beard (Lanra La Plante,

Hoot Gibson); Marjorie Beard (Billie Dove, Reginald Denny).
Opera House, Denison, la.—Peter Krauth (Colleen Moore, John Gilbert).

Opera House, Denison, la.—John P. Krauth (Colleen Moore, John Gilbert).

Bonny, Mansfield, Mo.—H. C. Yancey (Billie Dove, William Haines); Mrs. Yancey (Colleen Moore, William Haines); Robert Yancey (Billie Dove, William Haines).

Lyric, Norristown,, Pa.—James P. Comfort (Shirley Mason, William Farnum); Mrs. James P. Comfort (Mary Brian, William Farnum); Margaret Comfort (Shirley

Mason, William Farnum); Katherine Comfort (Shirley Mason. William Farnum); Robert Comfort (Clara Bow, William Farnum); Charles J. Comfort (Shirley

Mason, William Farnum); James Comfort, Jr. (Mary Brian. William Farnum) ; Madeline Comfort (Shirley Mason, William Farnum); Kate Comfort (Shirley

Mason, William Farnum); Alice Comfort (Vilma Banky, William Farnum); Frank B. Comfort (Viola Dana, William S. Hart); Albert Comfort (Shirley Mason,
William S. Hart).

Strand, New Haven. Conn.—A. Johnson (Joan Crawford, William Haines).
Grand, Big Sandy, Mont.—R. S. Tingley (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. R. S. Tingley (Josephine Dunn, William Haines) ; O. M. Tingley (Josephine Dunn, William

Haines); L. M. Tingley (Josephine Dunn, Conrad Nagel).
Castleman, Waterproof, La.—Thomas Castleman (Sally O'Nell, Richard Dix); Mrs. Thomas Castleman (Greta Garbo, Conrad Nagel).
Sun, Walthill, Neb. Wendell R. Boughn (Colleen Moore, Gary Cooper); Tommy Boughn (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Kent Boughn (Mary Brian, Richard Arlen);

Rosemary Boughn (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess).
Globe, Buena Vista, Va.—E. C. Bays (Gloria Swanson, Jack Holt).
Trio, Farmville, N. C.—H. C. Cooke (Billie Dove, Conrad Nagel).

Princess, Mocksville, N. C.—J. A. Daniel (Bebe Daniels, Ken Maynard) ; Mrs. J. A. Daniel (Betty Bronson, Richard Dix); Lois Daniel (Bebe Daniels, Richard
Dix); Ruth Daniel (Billie Dove, John Gilbert).

Lincoln, Bunker Hill, III.—W. Fahrenkrog (Norma Shearer, Lon Chaney); Mrs. W. Fahrenkrog (Colleen Moore, Ramon Novarro) ; Mrs. Leona F. Day (Clara Bow,
Charles Rogers); Helen Fahrenkrog (Clara Bow. Charles Rogers).

Lyric, Grangeville, Ida.—Al J. Wagner (Clara Bow, William Haines); Mrs. Al J. Wagner (Clara Bow, William Haines).
Clermont, Winchester, la.—Joe N. Wagner (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
Rex, Kemp, Tex.—Albert E. Krutilek (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Mrs. Albert E. Krutilek (Esther Ralston, Charles Rogers); Albert Krutilek, Jr. (Mary Brian, Gary

Cooper)

.

Palace, Rankin, Tex.—Barnes E. Perdue (Clara Bow. Richard Barthelmess).
Hollywood, East Orange, N. J.—H. M. Berry (Billie Dove. Richard Dix).
Mecca, Glendale, Cal.—William Blake (Gloria Swanson, Richard Barthelmess); Mrs. William Blake (Olive Borden, Ramon Navarro).
New, Springfield, S. C.—G. Frank Lundy (Mary Astor, Gary Cooper); Mrs. G. Frank Lundy (Billie Dove, Clive Brook); Betty Jean Lnndy (Vilma Banky, Ronald

Colman)

.

Endert, Crescent City, Cal.—J. B. Endert (Clara Bow. Reginald Denny).
Odeon, Cottonwood Falls, Kan.—Earl Harmon (Anita Page, William Farnum).
Jennings, Cleveland, O.—Thomas Urbansky (Janet Gaynor, William Powell) ; James Urbansky (Janet Gaynor, William Powell) ; Helen Urbansky (Janet Gaynor,

William Powell); John Urbansky (Janet Gaynor, William Powell).

Broadway, Centerville, S. D.—E. E. Holmquist, Sr. (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Mrs. E. E. Holmqulst, Sr. (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper); E. E. Holmqulst, Jr. (Clara

Bow, Gary Cooper)

.

Crescent, Hatton, N. D.^—Joe Anderson (Greta Garbo, Ramon Navarro).
Opera House, West Point, la.—Ben Brinck (Mary Philbin, Thomas Meighan) ; Mrs. Ben Brinck (Joan Crawford, Ramon Navarro); Virginia Brlnck (Mary Brian,

William Haines); Ruth Brinck (Norma Shearer, Ramon Navarro).

Dixie, Fulton, Miss.—J. M. Brown (Sue Carol, John Gilbert); Mrs. J, M. Brown (Patsy Ruth Miller, Malcolm MacCregor) ; Doyle Brown (Norma Shearer, John
Gilbert); Jimmy Brown (Laura La Plante, John Gilbert).

Rlalto, Mangum, Okla.—Pat Duffy (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Mrs. Pat Duffy (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Mary Duffy (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Ruby
Duffy (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).

(Continued on next page)
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Pastime, Crenola, Kan.—E. R. Moreland (Clara Bow. William Powell); Mrs. E. R. Moreland (Esther Ralston, Gary Cooper); L. E. Moreland (Marv Brian, William
Powell).

Pastime, Franklin, N. H.—Ray E. Salisbury (Sue Carol, Gary Cooper).
Fairfax, Kilmarnock, Va.—R. D. Carter (Billie Dove, Milton Sills); Mrs. R. D. Carter (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess)

.

Ritz, Alabama City, Ala.—R. W. Smith (Sue Carol, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. R. W. Smith (Joan Crawford, William Haines); R. W. Smith, Jr. (Joan Crawford, John
Mack Brown); James Smith (Joan Crawford, John Mack Brown),

Capitol, Monson, Mass.—M. Bodnck (Joan Crawford, Charles Rogers); R. Bodurk (Clara Bow, William Boyd) ; Blanche Boduck (Dolores Costello, Qiarles Rogers) ;

Kathryn Boduck (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).
Liberty, Weeping Water, Neb.—II. E. Brookings (Clara Bow, Richard Dix) ; Mrs. II. E. Brookings (Mary Brian, Cltve Brook).
Star, Lawton, Mich.—Harry Desenberg (Billie Dove, Richard Barthelmess) ; Mrs. Harry Desenberg (Colleen Moore, Ramon Navarro) ; Owen Desenberg (Laura

La Plante, George Lewis).
Tivoli, Norwalk, Cal.—Frank Chessman (Marie Prcvost, Edmund Lowe) ; Mrs. Frank Chessman (Gloria Sanson, Monte Blue) ; Gertrude Chessman (Gloria Swanson,

Ronald Colman).
Braca, Sea Isle City, N. J.—L. Braca (Norma Shearer, William Haines); Mrs. L. Braca (Greta Garbo, Richard Dix); Louis Braca, Jr. (Clara Bow, Ramon

Navarro); Filomeno Braca (Bebe Daniels, Charles Rogers).
Columbia, La Belle, Fla.— I. G. Attanasio (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney); Mrs. I. G. Attanasio (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney); Carolina Attanaslo (Clara Bow,

William Haines); Charles Attanasio (Clara Bow, John Gilbert); Leonilda Attanasio (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Dolores Attanasio (Dolores Del Rio, Richard
Dix).

Eagle Hall, Carlin, Nev.—Carmen M. Roberts (Colleen Moore, Thomas Melghan).
Bijou, Russell, Man., Can.—A. O'Neil (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. A. O'Neil (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney) ; Russell O'Neil (Dolores Del Rio, Lon

Chaney); Laurence O'Neil (Dorothy Mackaill, William Boyd).
Gem, Pontotoc, Miss.—J. A. D. Herrington (Flora Finch, Baldy Belmont) ; Mrs. J. A. D. Herrington (Virginia Bradford, John Gilbert) ; Dorothv Herrington

(Billie Dove, John Gilbert).
New Galen, Marysville, Pa.—H. H. Fisher (Joan Crawford, William Haines) ; Minnie M. Fisher (Joan Crawford, William Haines) ; Austin Fisher (Joan Crawford,

William Haines); Van Fisher (Anita Page, Lon Chaney).
Carlton, Los Angeles, Cal.—C. E. Pearcy (Helene Costello, Joe E. Brown); Mrs. C V. Pearcy (Lois Wilson, Bert Lytell).
Auditorium, Lynn, Mass.—Stanley Rothenberg (Clara Bow, Richard Dix) ; Mrs. Rothenberg (Corinne Griffith, Richard Dix) ; Frances Rothenberg (Clara Bow, Charles

Rogers)

.

Roxy. Skellytown, Tex.—C. P. Washmon (Billie Dove, Lon Chaney); Mrs. C. P. Washmon (Billie Dove, Richard Dix); Wllma Washmon (Clara Bow, Richard Dix);
Dean Washmon (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).

Delta. Delta, Utah.—R. L. Wicker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess); D. A. Bunker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess); Mrs. R. L. Wicker (Colleen Moore,
Richard Barthelmess); Mrs. D. A. Bunker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess); Cleo Whicker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess); Wallace Whicker
(Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess) ; Ellis Whicker (Colleen M oore, Richard Barthelmess) ; Fern W hlcker i Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelitie*** ) ; Pearl
Whicker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess); Hellen Banker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess); Dan Bunker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthel-
mess)

.

Globe, Buena Vista, Va.—Guy Bays (Gloria Swanson. Jack Holt).
Majestic, lona, Minn. C. J. McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson) ; Mrs. C. J. McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson) ; Ed McKenny (Laura La Plant*.

Hoot Gibson) ; Grace McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson) ; Charlas McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson) ; Laura McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot
Gibson); Frank McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson); Loretta McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson); Muriel McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot
Gibson); Patricia McKenny (Laura Le Plante, Hoot Gibson).

Clud, Viborg, S. Dak. A. E. Lund (Marian Nixon, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. A. E. Lund (Clara Bow, Ronald Colman) ; E. Lund (Laura La Plante, Lon Chaney).
Strand, Oxford, Kan. J. N. Swabb (Bebe Daniels. Richard Dix); Mrs. J. N. Swabb (Bebe Daniels. Richard Dix).
Grand. Tulia, Tex. A. W. PhillUs (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Eva Philllss-Goodall (Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess); Mae Lawson-Goodall (Clara Bow,

Charles Rogers) ; Alpha Lawler-Goodall (Clara Bow, Richard Dix.)
Crvstal, Fulda, Minn. George Rauenhorst (Clara Bow, Richard Dix) ; Mr,. George Rauenhorst (Clara Bow, Richard Dix) ; Duane Rauenhorst (Clara Bow, Richard

Dix).

Palace, Malta, Mont. Carl Veselh (Clara Bow, Charles Murray) ; Mrs. Carl Veseth (Colleen Moore, Richard Arlen).
Virginia, Hazard, Ky. L. O. Davis (Greta Garbo, William Haines).
Elite, Selling, Okla.—Gene Summers (Mary Brian. Hoot Gibson); Richard Summer. (Patsy Ruth Miller, Reginald Denny); Myrtle Summers (Laura La Plante,

Richard Dix); Midge Summers (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
167th Street, New York, N. Y. Dan Blanston (Colleen Moore, Richard Dix) ; Nat Blanston ( Clara Bow, Lon Chaney) ; Doris Blanston (Clara Bow, Charles Rog-

ers) ; Irma Blanston (Joan Crawford, William Haines).
Plaza, Leoti, Kan. O. W. Bonner (Marion Davies, Lon Chaney); Janice Bonner (Nancy Carroll, Charles Rogers); Veda Bonner, (Shirley Mason, William Boyd);

Marlon Bonner (Joan Crawford, William Haines).
Rex, Henning, Minn.—Arthur Markuson (Norma Shearer, Richard Barthelmess) ; Mrs. Arthur Markuson (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney).
Oasis, Marion, N. C.—E. J. House (Bebe Daniels, Tom Meighan) ; Mrs. E. J. House (Billie Dove, Tom Melghan) ; Elsie House (Norma Talmadge, Tom Melghaa) ;

E. J. House, Jr. (Colleen Moore, Frankle Darro).

Cottage, Orange City, la. H. Van Baxtel (Mary Astor, Richard Barthelmess).
Dixie. Celina. Tenn. W. C. Mayfield (Sue Carol, Richard Dix); Mrs. W. C. Mi« field (Sue Carol, Richard Dix); Edward Mayfield (Sue Carol, Richard Dix); Ban-

lah B. Mayfield (Sue Carol, Richard Dix).
Manchester, Manchester, Wis.—George J. Rhein (Norma Shearer, Hoot Clbson) ; Mrs. George J. Rhein (Norma Shearer, Conrad Nagel) ; Marion Rhein (Norma Shearer,

William Haines); Lorraine Rhein (Norma Shearer, John Gilbert).

Hoo-Hoo, Daneette, Tex. T. A. Nicholson (Mary Pickford. Tom Tyler); Mrs. T. A. Nicholson (Mary Pickford, Tom Tyler); Marvin Nicholson (Mary Pickford
Tom Tyler); J. C. Nicholson (Mary Pickford, Tom Tyler).

Capitol, Cadsden, Ala.—Carl Cook (Clara Bow, John Mack Brown) ; Mrs. Carl Couk (Joan Crawford, John Mack Brown) ; Grady Cook (Clara Bow, John Maek
Brown); Mae Cook (Joan Crawford, John Maek Brown).

Dixie, Mt. Pleasant, Tenn.—Henry T. Posey (Joan Crawford, Gary Cooper); Fiancee (Joan Crawford, Clive Brook). [Editor's Note: Some question arose as to
the eligibility to vote of a "prospective" wife. Still, perhaps no one will object if in this case the rules of the contest are stretched a bit Into the future.]

Moon, Neligh, Neb. Walt Bradley (Nancy Carroll, Richard Dix); Billie Bradley (Nancy Carroll, Tom Mix); John Bradley (Nancy Carroll, Gary Cooper); Marjori.
Bradley (Nancy Carroll, Richard Dix).

Regent, Brea, Cal. Ray Welch (Marie Prevost, Reginald Denny); Mrs. Ray Welch (Gloria Swanson, William Haines).
Gates, Lohata, W. Va.—R. E. West (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Mrs. R. E. West (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Margaret West (Janet Gaynor, Richard Dix); Eleanor

West (Janet Gaynor, Richard Dix).

Bijou. Norristown, Pa. R. J. Gear (Billie Dove, William Farnum) ; Mrs. R. J. Gear (Lois Moran, William S. Hart); R. J. Gear, Jr. (Mary Brian, William Farnum);
Anna Gear (Anita Page, Dustin Farnum); Hugh Gear (Anita Page. William Farnum); David Gear (Bebe Daniels, William Farnum); Leo P. Gear (Mary
Pickford, William Farnum); John E. Gear (Joan Crawford. William Farnum).

Rex, Salmon, Ida.—Philip Rand (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. Phillip Rand (Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell) ; John Rand (Billie Dova, John Gilbert) t

Phyllis Rand (Ruth Taylor, Charles Rogers).
Wuskanut Community House, Farnumsville, Mass. J. E. Cunningham (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper); Mrs. J. E. Cunningham (Billie Dove, Gary Cooper),
Palace, Gallatin, Tenn. W. F. Roth, Jr. (Clara Bow, Glenn Tryon) ; Mrs. W. F. Roth. Jr., (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney): W. F. Roth, Sr. (Clara Bow, Jack Holt).
Victoria, Winnfield, La. Clayton Buchanan (Patsy Ruth Miller, Conrad Nagel). Irma Buchanan (Patsy Ruth Miller, Conrad Nagel) ; Nellie Buchanan (Patsy Ruth

Miller, Conrad Nagel); Fred Buchanan (Patsy Ruth Miller, Conrad Nagel).
Noriega, Hermosillo, Sonora, Mex.—Felizardo Torres (Dolores Del Rio, Charles Murray).
Granada. Brea. Cal. P. H. Leary (Janet Gaynor, Warner Baxter).
Temple. Standish, Mich. W. A. Forsyth (Mary Pickford. William Farnum); Iva C. Forsyth (Mary Pickford. Ceorge Sidney); Jean Forsyth (Nancy Carroll

Charles Rogers); Robert Forsyth (Colleen Moore, Tom Mix).
Berrien. Berrien Springs, Mich. F. G. Pennell (Billie Dove, John Cilbert) ; Mrs. F. G. Pennell (Colleen Moore, John Gilbert).
National, Graham, Tex. M. W. Larmour (Colleen Moore, Milton Sills) ; Mrs. M. W. Larmour (Colleen Moore, Milton Sills) ; Susanna Larmour (Colleen Moore,

Lloyd Hughes).
Royal, Thayer, Mo. John J. Kershner (Joan Crawford, William Haines); Mrs. John J. Krrshner (Joan Crawford. John Gilbert).
Opera House, Bruno. Neb. L. J. Knakel (Dolores Del Rio. Lon Chaney); A. J. Cuhel (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney); Mrs. A. J. Cuhel (Dolores Del Rio Lon

Chaney); Archie Cuhel, Joan Crawford, Frankie Darro).
Perry. Hazard. Ky. W. B. Davis (Alice White, Edward Everett Horton) : Mrs. W. B. Davis (Alice While. Edward Everett Horton) : E. O. Davis (Alice White

Edward Everett Horton): Virginia Davis (Dolores Del Rio, Edward Everett Horton).
Crand. Lebanon. O. J. C. Patterson (Joan Crawford, Ramon Navarro) ; Marie Patterson (Pola Negri. Ramon Navarro) ; W. Patterson, Alice White, Ramon

Navarro): 11. Patterson (Marie Prevost. Ramon Navarro).
Rex. Wascom, Tex. W. A. Lee (Sue Carol, Gary Cooper).
Legion. Holyrnod. Kan.—Paul B. Hoffman (Mary Brian, Richard Dix) ; Mrs. Paul B. Hoffman (Joan Crawford. Richard Dix) ; John Hoffman (Joan Crawford

Richard Dix); Helen Hoffman (Billie Dove, Charles Rogers).
Orplieum. Cottonwood, Ida. Stanlev R. Pearson (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).
Central. Selkirk, Man. S. B. Kennedy (Janet Gaynor, Milton Sills).
Rainbow. Wilsonville, Neb. J. B. Goreley (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney); Jennie Goreley (Colleen Moore, Tim McCoy): Glenn Gorelev (Laura La Plante. Lon Chaney).
Strand. Lancaster, Mo. H. E. Mitchell (Joan Crawford, William Haines); Mrs. H. E. Mitchell (Greta Garbo, William Haines): Harold Mitchell (Anita Paire

WilUam Haines); Margaret Mitchell (Joan Crawford, Charles Rogers). * K^
Auditorium, Laurel. Neb.—E. C. Arehart (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney); Mrs. E. C. Arehart (Clara Bow, Richard BartKelmess)

.

Rex, Watertown, Minn. C. C. Teas (Marion Davies, Lon Chaney); Mrs. C. C. Teas (Greta Garbo, John Gilbert); Lorna Teas (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney);
Earle Teas (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney).

Alamo. Pembine, Wis. W. J. Luth (Billie Dove, Lon Chaney): Mrs. W. J. Luth (Norma Shearer, Conrad Nagel); Marion Luth (Colleen Moore. William Hainee).
Gem, Pontotoc, Miss. J. A. D. Harrington (Flora Finch, Baldy Belmont) ; Mrs. J. A. D. Herrington (Virginia Bradford, John Gilbert) ; Dorothv Herrington (Billie

Dove. John Gilbert); J. A. D. Herrington, Jr. (Virginia Bradford, Ken Maynard) ; Clarence Herrington (Virginia Bradford, Tom Mix) ; Hermie Herrington
(Virginia Bradford, Tom Tyler).
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WHEN MONEY COMES: Just fair, too much
sameness. Two reels.—S. B. Kennedy, Central thea-
tre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.—General patronage.

WE FAW DOWN: Laurel-Hardy—So does the
comedy.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Texas.—Small town patronage.

THE WICKED KASIMER: UFA Oddity—Very
interesting. The cats did their work well and
were a credit to the cat family and the trainer.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

WAY OF ALL PANTS: An underwear comedy
which the rough necks hugely enjoy.—Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

ALL PARTS: Charley Chase—Charley Chase puts
this weak one over. Young girl takes good shots
when they are wise enough to keep her out of
shadows. Charley is falling off a little lately.

—

R. J. Speck, Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.—General
patronage.

WE FAW DOWN: Laurel-Hardy—Another knock-
out from this pair. They are always good. Two
reels.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.,
Canada.—General patronage.

YALE VS. HARVARD: Our Gang—This was
better than average Gang comedies are and all right
for kiddies, but the elders do not care for these
Gang comedies. Two reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

ELECTION DAY: Our Gang—This is a scream.
Two reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

EARLY TO BED: Laurel-Hardy—These boys are
there with the comedies, every one of them have been
very good. Two reels.—Ben Rives, Jr., Liberty the-
atre, Roanoke, Ala.—General patronage.

FEED 'EM AND WEEP: Max Davidson—A small
skit successfully worked into a two reeler. Every-
body did a good job, but the first part of it is

awful trash.—R. J. Speck, Kenwood theatre, Chi-
cago, 111.—General patronage.

FEED 'EM AND WEEP: Max Davidson—Fair.
Not so good as former comedies by this boy. Two
reels.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., H. & S. theatre.
Chandler, Okla.—Small town patronage.

HABEAS CORPUS: Laurel-Hardy—Not their best,
but you wouldn't believe it when you hear the laughs.
Our public is 6old on Laurel and Hardy.—Joseph
Conway, Egyptian theatre, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.—Gen-
eral patronage.

LIGHTER THAT FAILED: Special cast^A little

better than the average.—Dwight Grist, Theatorium,
Columbia Falls, Mont.—Small town patronage.

MGM NEWS: Watch this concern, for they are
trying to tie up their feature stars into the previ-
ously unadulterated day's news. Marion Davies re-
ceived a substantial plug in the last one. Excessive
puffing is distasteful and unethical.—R. J. Speck.
Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

CZARINA'S SECRET: Special cast—Colored pho-
tographic adds to this subject, but not much of
entertainment. Two reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

RUBY LIPS: Charley Chase—Charley helps a
despairing husband out of trouble and gets into
plenty himself. Good.—Two reels.—S. B. Kennedy,
Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Can.—General pat-
ronage.

SCHOOL BEGINS: "Our Gang"—I played this
one on Saturday, and the kids nearly took the roof
off. It's pretty good. Two reels.—Ben Rives, Jr.,
Liberty theatre, Roanoke, Ala.—General patronage.

SPANKING AGE: A very funny comedy. Two
reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich.—General patronage.

SOUP TO NUTS: Laurel-Hardy—This is one of
Metro's best comedies, as 6ure have been getting
some bum ones. The fellow that does not get this

comedy sure faw down on purpose, as they will laugh
from start to finish, and the following week. Two
reels.—E. G. Jackson, Flaxville theatre, Flaxville,

Mont.—Small town patronage.

PARAMOUNT

KOKO KICKS: Inkwell Imps—Pretty good for
this cartoon series. Drew a good many laughs.
Good photography.—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre,
Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

LAY ON McDUFF: An extra good comedy.—
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

PAPA SPANKS: Jack Duffy—Fair.—J. W.
Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Texas.—Small
town patronage.

WHY GORILLAS LEAVE HOME: Bobby Vernon

—Got the laughs.—J. W. Walker, Texas theatre.
Grand Prairie, Texas.—Small town patronage.

A SHE-GOING SAILOR: Billy Dooley—Very
good.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville.
Va.—Small town patronage.

HORSE SHY: Edward E. Horton—Better than'
most Hortons. Two reels.—Clarke Green, Lake the-
atre, Upper Lake, Cal.—General patronage.

NIFTY NAGS: Jack Duffy—This one brought
plenty of laughs. Two reels.—Clarke Green, Lake
theatre. Upper Lake, Cal.—General patronage.

ORIENTAL HUGS: A very funny comedy. Two
reek.—Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

PARAMOUNT NEWS: Good news reel, but so old
it is ancient history when I show it. One reel.

—

H. G. Stettmund. Jr., H. & S. theatre, Chandler,
Okla.—Small town patronage.

SKATING HOME: Frances Lee—First of "Con-
fessions of a Chorus Girl" series and hope they Im-
prove some. Two reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway
theatre, Martinsville, Va.—Small town patronage.

SKATING HOME: A very good comedy. Two
reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE SOCK EXCHANGE: A good comedy. Two
reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

PATHE

CAUGHT IN THE KITCHEN: A good comedy.—
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—General patronage.

THE CHICKEN: Funny comedy. Two reels.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
—General patronage.

DUMB WAITERS: A very good comedy.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE NIGHT BRIDE: Marie Prevost—Marie Pre-
vost has a few followers who liked it. Poor draw.
I didn't 6ee it.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Ida.—General patronage.

RUBBER TIRES: Special cast—Funny kind of a
slow moving affair, not a racing car comedy at all.

However, it took pretty well and no one kicked.—
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General
patronage.

SHOULDER ARMS: Charles Chaplin—(Reissue)
No Good. It might have been good ten years ago.
The gags in this one have been used so much that
the people know them by heart.—Sammie Jackson,
Jackson'6 theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patron-
age.

SMITH'S CATALINA BOAT RACE: Good "Smith"
comedy. Mary Ann Jackson is a tramp.—R. D.
Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General
patronage.

WHEN A MAN'S A PRINCE: Ben Turpin—This
is the only comedy that my patrons ever commented
on. It must be good. Two reels.—J. D. Howard, Jr.,
Institute theatre. Oak Ridge, N. C.—Small town
patronage.

ONCE OVER: Snub Pollard—A good average
comedy. Two reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-
atre, Greenville, Mich.—Small town patronage

PUTTING PANTS ON PHILLIP: Stan Laurel-
Fine comedy. Lots of laughs, so it mu6t have pleased.
Two reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S.

D.—General patronage.

TAXI BEAUTIES: Special cast—Silly. A good
cartoon is worth more than one of these things.

—

Dwight Grist, Theatorium, Columbia Falls, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

SMITTY AND PALS: Lloyd Hamilton—Lloyd
Hamilton shows up for five minutes and gives this

comedy a needed boost. Lloyd ranks with the beet.

—R. J. Speck, Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

SMITH'S ARMY LIFE: Very funny comedy. Two
reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.—General patronage.

RKO

CURIOSITIES: Pretty fair one-reeler.—Sammie
Jackson, Jackson's theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General
patronage.

THE FAMILY MEAL TICKET: Toots and Casper
—Just a comedy. Nothing extra.—Sammie Jackson,
Jackson's theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patron-
age.

HOOK AND LADDER NO. 9: Cornelius Keefe—Fine picture of its kind. Six reels.—Sammie Jack-
son, Jackson's theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General pat-
ronage.

McGUIRE AND BARNEY GOOGLE COMEDIES:
Absolutely nothing to them. Not a grin in a con-
tainer or a laugh in a carload.—E. C. Arehart, Audi-
torium theatre, Laurel, Neb.—General patronage.

MICKEY'S CIRCUS: Mickey McGuire—Good kid
comedy.—Sammie Jackson, Jackson's theatre, Floma-
ton, Ala.—General patronage.

MONEY BALKS: Barney Google—Not what I call
a comedy. Would have been better in one-half reel
or probably none at all.—Sammie Jackson. Jackson's
theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

HOW HIGH IS UP: Three Fat Men—Good, but as
a whole don't care for them. Two reels.—Mrs. Hulda
J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.—General
patronage.

HAPPY TRIO: Three Fat Men—Plenty of fun in
this one. Two reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

SILK SOCK HAL: Al Cooke—Pretty fair, as I
think most of Cooke's comedies are, although this
is by far not the best. Two reels.—D. A. Rhyner,
Rialto theatre, Hebron, N. D.—General patronage.

WAGES OF SYNTHETIC: Al Cooke—Not much
to it, as we got it too dear. Two reels.—-Rudolf
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.—General pat-
ronage.

UNIVERSAL

OSWALD CARTOONS: Oswald—Good cartoon
that pleased the kids. That's what they are for, so
why should I worry?—Sammie Jackson, Jackson's
theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

TWENTY-THREE WASHINGTON SQUARE: Spe-
cial cast—This took fairly well.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

WHOSE BABY: Arthur Lake—Slipping. These
started out with a bang, and now we merely have
the fumes of the explosion. Getting to be the same
old bunk they all grind out. Couple of scenes in
this that could be objected to by narrow-minded pa-
trons. Good print.—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland the-
atre, Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

THE YANKEE CLIPPER: Oswald—Average for
this cartoon series, which have all been good so far.
Good print.—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre,
Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

OSWALD SERIES: Krazy Cal^So far these car-
toons seem to be taking fairly well. One reel.—
Clarke Green, Lake theatre. Upper Lake, Cal.—
General patronage.

TAKING THE COUNT: Mike and Ike—Just a fair
comedy. Two reels.—Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D.—General patronage.

WHEN GEORGE HOPS: Very good, as are most
of his comedies. Print not so good.—Carl L. Brown.
Crystal theatre, Many, La.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL COMEDIES: —Average about the
worst in the big time field. No originality, though
Sid "Somebody" has promise.—R. J. Speck, Kenwood
theatre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

NEWLYWEDS' HARD LUCK: Sunny McKeen—
Pretty good Newlyweds comedy. We give the in-

fant the place of honor, as he is really the whole
6how. Print good, but photography and lighting in
this one very difficult for us. Mostly rather dark.
Two reels.—Wolfe & Williams, Screenland theatre,
Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

ON DECK: "Let George Do It" series—Good.
Two reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Green-
river, Utah.—General patronage.

STATE RIGHTS

JERRY COMEDIES: George Ovey—Good comedies.
Plenty of action. Print too old and dark.—Sammie
Jackson, Jackson's theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General
patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS COMEDIES—Can't make any
report on short features as they never do anything
here. The best here are: "Our Gang," "Charlie
Chase," "Max Davidson" of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

;

Billy Dooley, Bobby Vernon, etc., of Paramount ; and
Pathe Review and Paramount News.—Charles
Chicazola, New Lincoln theatre, Pleasanton, Cal.

ALL WET: Snub Pollard—Old but pretty good.

Two reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martins-
ville, Va.—General patronage.
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Perhaps The City Had
2 Tales; Who Can Tell?

ALBANY, Feb. 26.— Under the
direction of the Parent-Teachers as-

sociation of Troy the Troy theatre
entertained over 1,000 boys and girls

on February 22. at a special showing
of "A Tale of Two Cities." A boy
appeared at the box ofSce and in-

quired if the theatre was where "City
With Two Tails" was being shown.

LETTE RS
From Readers

(Continued from page 54)

some more of the exhibitors on this subject.

While I am wound up I might as well say that

Warner Bros, sure are not treating you right

when they sell you their pictures and on the

same night that _you are going to play them
why you read -a great big half page ad which
is covering up the theatre ads that on Monday
night of each week if you stay home why you
will hear absolutely free a program of big

stars over your radio. You can't blame the

public for wanting to hear these world famous
stars for the average movie show patrons
have read about them, but never paid the big

price to go and see them on the stage at the

big vaudeville theatres. Are we going to sit

back and let this go on for ever or are we
going to try to stop it? If every time the

Warner Bros, salesman or the salesmen for

RKO Film Corp. call on you and you tell

them that when they stop holding the people

at home and let them come out to your show,
why you might buy some of their films, maybe
that would help a little. Let's try it.—G. W.
Habttmajtx, Armour theatre, North Kansas
City, Mo.

Conditions in Florida

ARCHER, FLA.—To the Editor: This is

my first letter—have been so busy trying to

keep my head out of the water, have had no
time for anything else.

As you know, Florida has been and is ter-

ribly hard hit. I have four theatres with an
investment of between $75,000 to $85,000 in

them. Fifteen months ago I was using five

pictures each week. Today, business is so

bad, I can hardly use two pictures each week.
Like many other exhibitors, some sixteen

months ago I signed contracts for five pic-

tures per week at prices far more than I've

been able to pay in the past ten months.
Not one distributor would reduce the prices

for me or cancel my contracts. This meant
playing at a terrible loss and having to cut to

two pictures per week, which naturally threw
me behind on my contracts. I hope to be able

to survive and get through with them now by
June.
What we exhibitors need is an organization

here in the South for the independent theatre
owners. We need new contracts with cancel-

lation clauses in same, and many changes
that would favor the exhibitor. As it is, once
you sign a contract you are lost—the only way
to get rid of same is to sell, lease or go out
of business. We have to take pictures that

aren't suitable for our towns, we have to play
the rotten ones to get the good ones.

I've been in the business ten years and have
paid and am paying dear for my experience,

so I say, God belp the poor little fellow who
opens a theatre and knows nothing about
same.

I've just come from Atlanta where I was a
victim and sat through a Film Board meeting.
What a farce. It reminds me of animals go-
ing to slaughter. I saw nothing in favor of
the exhibitor. They go by the contract It

doesn't matter whether you've had storms, flu,

deaths, mortgages or anything beyond your
power to control, once your name goes on
the dotted line the Film Board sticks it to
you.
We small exhibitors remind me of rats in

a trap. We need the advice of a competent
attorney, we need an organization and to fight

for our rights. How many of you here in the
South agree with me? I'd like to hear your
troubles. I've taken this matter uo with Mr.
W. E. Dunn, Jr., of Atlanta, Ga.. who is a
very prominent organizer and business man,
and he sat with me through a Film Board

meeting in Atlanta. It's possible you have
received a letter from him regarding our or-

ganizing an Association of Southern Exhibi-
tors. If you have, let him hear from you.

—

Mrs. P. G. Maddox, Valerie theatre, Inver-
ness, Fla.

Answers T. O. Service

WENDELL, N. C.—To the Editor: I read
Mrs. Dismore's letter with much interest and
did not expect the same thing to happen to

me so soon but it has. I have just played
Erich Von Stroheim's "The Wedding March"
by Paramount. Fourteen reels and about
thirteen of them wasted. About the only thing

in the picture that tallied with the wonderful
amount of advertising for this production was
"In its entirety an Erich Von Stroheim Pro-
duction." It certainly was and I lost plenty
on it too. The salesman played it up highly to

me and in turn all the press copy was the
same. I was badly oversold and put out quite

a bit of extra advertising.

My crowd the first night was pretty good,
their knocks brought my second night's house
down to far below par, the third and last

night I ran it was almost an entire failure. By
the way this is the one that Mr. Service likes

so welL I surely wish he had "looked-it-up"
so it never could have got to Wendell. I have
a few more specials booked and if they turn
out like this one, I never expect to run another
Paramount special again. I played the "Har-
vester," an F B O picture, two days last week
as a regular program picture and grossed more
than I did on "The Wedding March." I notice

that Mr. Service does not have one good word
for "Abie's Irish Rose." Owing to that fact I

expect it to be one of the best I have shown in

a long while.

I understand that Stroheim has only pro-
duced one for Paramount and if they will take
my advice it will be his last. If any salesman
ever calls his name to me again I think I will

run him out of my office. Man, I'm hot and
you would be too if you had been oversold
as much as I was.

I am enclosing my check for the continuance
of the Herald-World. I could no more run
my show without it than I could without my
advertising matter.—G. H. Wright, Jr., Star
Theatre, Wendell, N. C.

Hang On. T. O. Service!

SALMON, IDAHO.—To the Editor:
Whoopee ! What's this ragging my old part-

ner in Crime, T. O. Service, all about anyhow ?

Hold on tight, T. O. I'm bucking on my chaps
and filling my spurs preparatory to a whirl-
wind gallop east to your rescue if these darned
dumb exhibitors don't stop pestering you. Ill

pick up O'Hara the mighty. Trags the whirl-
wind, and a few more of the old hard ridin'

bunch and collectively we'll put up a rattling

good old fight in your behalf. So hang on

!

Any chump of an exhibitor ought to know
by this time that you're the best darned re-

porter on plays in the whole star spangled
banner of states barring none, them's the facts.

You tell us the truth—plain, unvarnished, and
to the point. If the play is good you say so

—

if poor you tell it, and that's all we exhibitors
want to know anyway. We have to decide
for ourselves whether the type is good for our
particular little old burg or not. For instance,

you wrote that "Cossacks" was a gosh all

mighty good play. So it was, so it was. I

booked it, not because I thought it would pay.
because that type of play never pays here, but
I wanted my select patrons to see it and I

wanted to see it too, you bet. When you
said it was A. 1. I ordered it up, well knowing
I would lose oat
That any exhibitor would buy it because you

said it was good and run regardless of
whether that type of play suited his crowd
must be crazy.

I'm rarin' to go, T. O., and if any more
guys start throwing bricks wire me collect

pronto and I'll round up the bunch and we'll
come flying!

—

Philip Raxp, Rex theatre, Sal-
mon, Idaho.

Proper Exploitation

ASHLAND, ALA.—To the Editor: There
has been some complaint from exhibitors
throughout the country that some stars were
losing their drawing power in their theatres.

Of course, it is true that all stars make some
pictures that do not measure up to their usual
standard, but in many cases the fault was the
exhibitor's, for not exploiting the picture
properly.

Some of the best stars in pictures today
have been severely criticized by exhibitors,
although some of the pictures mentioned in
their criticisms have gone over big for others.
Naturally, the question arises as to why the
decline in drawing power of any particular
star.

My answer in a number of cases would be
this. When a star rises to the top many exhib-
itors cut their advertising far below the
amount used in placing the star in top posi-
tion, and expect his or her pictures to continue
to break records just because he or she may
be popular. Nothing could be more foolish
than this. Manufacturers of nationally adver-
tised merchandise, instead of curtailing their
advertising, are constantly increasing it al-

though sales of the article in particular are
increasing daily.

If any business in the world thrives on ad-
vertising, the movie business does. Then, in-
stead of panning a star because business drops
off on his or her pictures, check up on your-
self and see if your advertising on this par-
ticular star is what it should be, if not, then
make it so. and I believe most cause for
complaint will be removed
And, I would like also to say a word about

talking and synchronized pictures for small
town exhibitors. Instead of worrying about
what we should and could do about "Audiens,"
forget them at present and work like the devil

with what we have, and within a little while
the big houses will be all fitted up, and then
they will have to get up an outfit that we can
buy right. The difference in first cost of
equipment and increased rentals, etc, will
make up any money we will lose in the mean-
time. Wake up, fellows, let's go after busi-

ness, and not wait for it to drop in on us.

—

E. F. Ingram, Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.

What of Television?

MECHANICSBURG, OHIO—To the Edi-
tor: Is it not evident that television circuits

will be of as much importance as stock market
ticker service?

Western L'nion. Postal, or Bell will have
such service to offer every theatre in the

country?
Should such service be looked for if the

''leaks" from the experimental rooms are any
way correct, before long?
Machines leased to pick up from the air the

broadcasted events should be expected instead

of copper circuit service?

Is this of the most importance to your read-
ers and advertisers, or is there no real basis to

cause it to be given consideration?

"Automotive Industries" is a trade paper
that does not hesitate to print information and
you note this polio.- has the effect that every

industry wishes was working on it?—M. R.

Tully, Television Theatre, Mechanicsbnrg,
Ohio.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By ]. F.

THE State-Lake theatre is to make a new variation in its policy in an effort

to find just the right arrangement to attract to the hox office the tinkling

discs, which have been a bit elusive since the rise of pictures made vaude-
ville less sizzling as a draw. Tentative plans call for Pathe's "The Godless Girl"
to go into the house March 17, with Photophone, and because of the footage,

several acts of vaudeville will be pulled. And thereafter, the length of the stage

bill will be determined by the length of the picture, for awhile, at least. Other-
wise, according to Mort Singer, Chicago R K () circuit manager, the policy will be
as usual.

Marshall Neilan, the director, was in

Chicago last Friday, enroute to New York.
His next picture is "Deep Waters," in

which Mary Brian, James Kirkwood and
Lloyd Hamilton are chief members of the
cast.

* * *

Lupe Velez, the Mexican beauty who
plays in United Artists' "Lady of the Pave-
ments," made a personal appearance at the
United Artists theatre on Washington's
Birthday, in connection with the showing of
the picture. Miss Velez sang, danced and
talked a bit to the audience. D. W. Griffith,

who directed, was in town for the opening.
*

Brooke Johns is gone from the Oriental,
after a successful sojourn there. Jack
Osterman has replaced Johns. The new
M. C. flew from Detroit to Chicago with a
few of Chicago newspaper picture "critics."

Mrs. Tom North and her mother, Mrs. Eva
Bemiss, are in Columbus Memorial hospital

suffering from severe injuries received last

Thursday, when the automobile in which they
were riding on the outer drive, was struck
by another machine.

* * *

A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Halper at the Michael Reese hos-
pital, January 28. Halper is the owner of

the Irving theatre on Chicago avenue.

Clyde Eckhardt is back at his office after

making a trip to key cities.

Louis Abramson, brother of Joe, genial

secretary of the Chicago Film Board of

Trade shows signs of becoming a great film

salesman. Louis had his first chance at sell-

ing Fox pictures last week.
* * *

Tom Gilliam, assistant manager of First

National, returned to Chicago last week,
after spending two weeks in New Orleans.
He was accompanied by his wife,

* * *

Barney Balaban, secretary of Balaban &
Katz, procured a license in Miami Beach
last week to wed Mrs. Tillie Urkov, of

Chicago.
* * *

The Elston theatre is now operated by
Louis Breckan. The Elston is a 700-seat

house formerly owned by Gus Stathis of

the Cosiner theatres.

PHOTOTONE TALKIES
Disc—Sound-on Film
Non-synchronous

The Phototone Sales Co.
845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

FOR ILL., WIS., IOWA, IND., MICH., OHIO
Telephone Harrison 0737

Tom North, Harry Lorch, Dan Roche
and Gene Cour all celebrated Washington's
Birthday last week, so that's the reason we

Brumberg Named
World Wide Manager

William "Bill" Brumberg, who has
been connected with Columbia for
over a year, has been appointed man-
ager of the Chicago office of World
Wide Pictures. Bill will take over
the new office on March 4, the very
day another great inauguration takes
place. Brumberg was film salesman
for Columbia and recently was ap-
pointed country sales manager. Be-
fore that he was with Universal.

have no
week.

news from the Pathe office this

George Wilson is back on the job. The
Universal salesman sprained several ribs in

a fall.
* * *

Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Hansen of the Jef-

ferson theatre, Goshen, Ind., left last Mon-
day on a six weeks' vacation in Miami.

* * •*

The Apollo theatre in Princeton, 111., was
sold by Myles Fox to Carl Pearson,
operator of theatres in Rushville, 111. The
Orpheum theatre in Princeton, which was
formerly operated by B. Jaffries, also has
been taken over by Pearson.

* * *

Among the exhibitors that visited Film
Row last week, were Carl Pearson, Myles
Fox, Louis Cocherety of the Strand theatre

in South Bend, Oscar Lambiatte of the

Mishawaka theatre in Mishawaka, and John
Miller of Woodstock.

* * *

Frank A. Kennedy, from the home office

of RKO, was at the local exchange last

week. The RKO exchange is having a

new sign, reading "Radio Pictures." Ain't

that something?
* * *

C. McDonough, formerly connected with

the Auditorium theatre in Libertyville, 111.,

is now selling DeForest Phonofilms in the

Indianapolis and Indiana territory.

* * *

Returning from New York, after having
a conference with Dr. Lee DeForest, Harold
Seigel reports that offices will be opened in

St. Louis and Kansas City.
* * *

Another salesman has been added to the

DeForest staff. G. R. Jernaine, formerly

Smiling and why shouldn't he? L. V.
Kuttnauer. distributor of Phototone in

Illinois. W isconsin, Iowa, Michigun and
Ohio, reports that with the end of Febru-
ary. Phototone will have closed its ban-

ner month. (Herald-World Photo.)

with Tiffany-Stahl and Fox, is now cover-
ing the Iowa territory for Phonofilm.

* * *

Saul Goldman, use-to-be booker for
Gotham pictures, is now operating the New
Lyceum theatre at 39th Street and Cottage
Grove Avenue.

* * *

"Weary River," First National Richard
Barthelmess picture, was given its Chicago
premiere at the Roosevelt theatre on Feb-
ruary 22. "Weary River" is the picture in

which Barthelmess is heard singing, talking
and playing the piano.

* * *

The versatile Tom North, who in his

spare time sells great quantities of Pathe-
Van Beuren shorts to the Middle West,
and who in such time as remains, writes
pieces for The Morning Mail, had a notable
literary contribution in that little known but
interesting journal last week. To read it

was to understand at once why Tom is a
great film salesman.

Fire at St. Paul Garrick
House, Damages $4,000

(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. PAUL, MINN., Feb. 26.—Fire dam-
aged the Garrick theatre to the extent of

$4,000 and because the theatre was empty
at that time, the flames, which are believed
to have started under the stairway leading
to the balcony, made considerable headway
before the alarm was sent in. The Grand
theatre, Faribault, Minn., which was de-
stroyed by fire a short time ago, will be
replaced by a $150,000 structure, according
to Finkelstein and Ruben. The new the-

atre is to be an atmospheric house, Moorish
in design.

Haynes Quits Loew's
(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEVELAND, Feb. 26. — William
Haynes, assistant general manager of

Loew's Ohio theatres in Cleveland, has re-

signed to enter production. W. A. Finney
will be Loew district manager here until a

successor to Haynes is named.

MILTON M. STERN
The Row's Insurance Han.

Life, Accident, Auto, Fire &
Casualty Lines

1180 E. 63rd St. Phone Fairfax 7200



Announcing

EASTMAN

Reprotone
NEGATIVE

_LLABORATORY measurement of its sound fidelity

—actual use in the studios

—

Reprotone Negative

has undergone these two tests and has emerged as

the pre-eminent medium for the recording of sound

with motion pictures. Developed through the joint

efforts of the industry and the Eastman organiza-

tion, it makes possible a hitherto unapproached

standard of realistic, pleasing sound reproduction.

the proved sound film

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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A/OW PLAYING
zTY THEATRE,
for Extended Run at $2
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GAIETY THEATRE, N. Y.,
~M

THE first authentic audible screen record of Dixieland. A sing-

ing, dancing comedy with music, with all the actors speaking

their parts.

Negro spirituals are sung by a magnificent chorus — stevedores

and roust-abouts croon thrilling melodies as the "Nellie Bly"

pulls into wharf— cake-walks, folk dances, native jazz orches-

tras, the birth of the blues ... in a breathlessly, beautiful and

realistic panorama of life along the levees and in the cotton fields

with a cast of

NATIVE ENTERTAINERS
augmented by Billbrew Chorus of 60 voices

CROON A BOX-OFFICE TUNE
,dth this ^BIG-BUSINESS ''BOON hrom rax.



William Fox Buys Control of Loew's-MGM

EXHIBITORS

H E RALDWORLD
Established in 1907

EXTRA!
HOLLYWOOD, CAL. - PREVIEWS HELD HERE ON

WILLARD MACK'S "THE VOICE OF THE CITY" AND

"THE TRIAL OF MARY DUGAN" PUT M-G-M

IN THE FOREFRONT OF ENTIRE TALKING

FIELD. "THE BROADWAY MELODY" IS ONLY

THE BEGINNING! WATCH!



RobertMortal
j£oeu)'$ Midland

Kansas City.

ether itbe in the magnifi-
cent TieWCoeWs State in Providence,

or in CentralAmerica's theatre beauti-

ful - Ihe Cecilia"inPanama City, or in

the luxurious' Vantages Jfieatres'in
California - in fact, u)herever enterpris-

ing shou)men demand the hest, you
u)ill hear enthusiastic endorsement
ofthe Robert Mwton Unit Organ as a
musical attraction.

No other organ approaches
Robert Marion in quality,volume,
distinctiveness of tone , orchestral

resources or variety of effects. Ex-
clusive process ofmanufacture

,

structural improvements, and -

patented features found inno other

organ,make it distinctly differ-

ent from all others.

rt Norton 0r^
Co-
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SEE
HEAR
QffiarnertBroj.

present
WARNER BROS.

MILLION
DOLLAR

KID
HEAR HIM TALK!
HEAR HIM SING!

A Sensation

as the

INITIAL

FEATURE
for the

OPENING
FEBRUARY 27th

of the Magnificent

MASTBAUM
THEATRE

Philadelphia

OPENS

March 8

Warner Bros.

Theatre, N. Y. C.

TWO-A-DAY
AT $2.50
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EDWARD
EVERETT
HORTON

BETTY BRONSON
SCENARIO BV C. GRAHAM BAKER.

Directed by ARCHIE MAYO
Davey Lee in a great Warner Bros.

Vitaphone extended run production
"Sonny Boy"! A talking and singing
picture that is proving a box office won-
der at the Mastbaum Theatre in Phila-
delphia. Nail it at once !



JOSEPH H.
ICHENCK

D.W.GRlFFIT
Madycfthe
Pauem&its*

WILLIAM BOYD
JETTA GOUDAL
LUPE VELEZ
GEORGE FAWCETT
ALBERT COMTI > ART
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The Tribune said: " 'Lady of the Pavements' should fill

the U. A. Theatre from opening time till closing."

And that's just what this United Artists Picture is

doing. They're "Scooping the Loop with Lupe" and

"Lady of the Pavements" out there in Chicago, just as

they did in Detroit and Los Angeles.

Wait until you hear Lupe Valez sing Irving Berlin's

theme song. "Where Is the Song of Songs for Me?"
It's a Wow!

A great Box-Oflice, Boys! Set your date with "Lady

of the Pavements" now.

TURES



BIG CITY SUPREMACY
Of the 12,865 paid subscribers to

Exhibitors Herald-World

3,558
Are located in the 31 film centers of the

United States as follows:

New York City 713
Chicago 417
Philadelphia 165
Detroit 132
Cleveland 104
Boston 158
St. Louis 89
Pittsburgh 93
Los Angeles 426
Buffalo 53
San Francisco 114
Milwaukee 95
Washington, D. C 70
Cincinnati 66
New Orleans 68
Minneapolis 81

Kansas City 87

Seattle 80
Indianapolis 56
Portland 61
Denver 52
Atlanta 47

Omaha 60
New Haven 31

Memphis 26
Dallas 63

Des Moines 33

Salt Lake City 35

Albany 21

Oklahoma City 31

Charlotte 31

This, without question, is the largest paid big city circu-

lation in the history of the motion picture trade papers.

These 3,558 paid subscribers represent the greatest buy-

ing power unit ever placed on the subscription list of any
paper in the field.

The Exhibitors Herald-World leads— not just in grand
total circulation. It leads in the East, West, Central States,

and South. It leads abroad. It leads in the small towns
and cities— and in the big metropolitan centers.

i
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RCA Photophone

NOW with SOUND
Just read these Reviews

From Motion Picture Xe-u-s, Feb. 23 From Daily Review, Feb. 23

Moulin Rouge
Splendid Picture, Well Done

1 Reviewed by Chester J. Smiths

IF this first release of World Wide Pictures is

a fair sample of what may be expected in the

way of British importations by the J. D. Williams
concern American producers are going to find

some real competition from abroad.

"Moulin Rouge" has just about everything from
a box-office standpoint. It is not so foreign as

most of these imported pictures and it is produced
on a lavish scale in all the natural surroundings
called for in the story. It is the work of E. A.

Dupont.

The synchronization by RCA Photophone is

done by both the film and disc process and is as

good as the picture. The score is by Joseph
Littau of Roxy's and the recording by the RCA
Photophone Orchestra. The picture serves to in-

troduce Olga Chekova, European star, and she
is a real artist, good to look at and with an
abundance of screen talent.

The story has the background of Paris the-

atrical life. It shows the famous Paris-New York
Revue, popular with all visitors to Paris. It is

gorgeously mounted, with costumes that will have
a tremendous appeal to the feminine movie goers,
and a bevy of beauties that will have as great
an appeal to the masculine fans. In addition it

has thrills, suspense, heart interest and just about
everything else that is necessary.

The romance may be a bit far-fetched, but it

is not unnatural for a youth to become enamoured
with a famed stage beauty even if she is his
prospective mother-in-law. That is the story.

Here is the scion of one of the wealthiest families
in Paris who is to marry the daughter of this

darling of the theatre. The girl is just back from
school and brings her sweetheart with her to

the theatre to see the mother perform. The
mother is the toast of Paris. The youth seated
in a stage box becomes infatuated with her. His
infatuation becomes desperate lore. The father
of the youth objects to his marriage to the daugh-
ter of the star, so the latter makes a personal
appeal to the father and he capitulates. Then
the devoted mother finds out the true circum-
stances, that she is the one the youth loves. Here
is a powerful situation with the doting mother
caring only for the happiness of her daughter,
the daughter desperately in love with the youth
and the latter thinking all his love is for the
mother. It is all logically and satisfactorily
worked out in a splendid portrayal of Paris night
life.

Drawina: Power: It is a picture that should
appeal to all classes. The story is good, lavishly
produced and has all the necessary elements to

click at any box-oflice. It lends itself readily to

exploitation.

Prodnced by British International Pictures.
Distributed by World Wide Pictures. Length, 9

reels. Story and direction by E. A. Dupont.

THE CAST

Parysia, Star of Moulin Rouge Revue Mile. Olga Cnekova

Margaret, her daughter Eve Gray-

Andre, her daughter's fiance Jean Bradin

"MOULIN ROUGE"
NOW TREMENDOUS
"Moulin Rouge," starring

Chekova, the sensational Eu-
ropean beauty, has been syn-

chronized and World Wide
showed it during the week at

the RCA intimate theatre to

the critics. The offering, as

before set forth in these col-

umns when the picture was
reviewed as a silent offering,

is a tremendous box-office at-

traction, but with the sound
accompaniment, it is one of

the most tremendously sensa-

tional box-office pictures that

ever we saw.
The scenes from the "Mou-

lin Rouge" of which there

are many, are so realistic

that the spectator is practi-

cally taken into that famous
theatre and led in on the

back stage as well, with its

beautiful women and ex-

quisite costuming which is

unparalleled anywhere else

in the world.
The greatest thrill in the

picture is an automobile se-

quence where the hero res-

cues the heroine from anoth-

er motor car just as the two
motors crash and the value

of sound in developing this

situation is nothing short of

terrific!

World Wide has a tre-

mendous attraction in "Mou-
lin Rouge" and undoubtedly
it will play for runs in the

big theatres of the country.

ARTHUR JAMES

A real Novelty,
The box-office pull of a picture is as much in its

exploitation value as in its entertainment value

A vivid visit to Paris
most famous night resort

Physical Distribution thru

EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGES

Exhibitors Choice Selling
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by these leading producers:

Paramount First National
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Vitaphone
Warner Bros. United Artists

All over the map !

DOTS indicate installa-

tion already made 01

will be made shortly.

STARS indicate cities

where six or more
Pacent Systems are in-

stalled or are on order

for delivery soon.

In large anasmallhouses
The list below shows some of the theatres ordering Pacent Reproducer Systems up to

February 15th. Many are actually installed and giving daily service.

COLONIAL. Detroit. Mich.
LIBERTY, Peru. Ind.
REGENT. Cleveland. Ohio
BAYLES. New Bedford. Mass.
NORDLAND-PLAZA, Cincinnati. Ohio
PLAZA. Linden, N. J.

UNION. Union. N. J.
OPERA HOUSE, New Brunswick, N. J.

ROXY, Perth Amboy. N. J.

STRAND. Union. N. J.

WASHINGTON, Chester. Pa.
STATE. Erie. Pa.
ORPHEUM, Livingston. Mont.
REX. Idaho Falls. Idaho
WELLBAY, Edwardsville, Ind.
PARK. Lehighton. Pa.
CINEMA. Cleveland, Ohio
NEW SUN, York, Nebr.
BIJOU, Harvey. N. D.
RIALTO. Cushing, Okla.
CAPITOL, Ashboro, N. C.
PRINCESS. St. James, Mir.n.
SAVOY, Newark, N. J.

WALDORF, Lynn, Mass.
OLYMPIA. Cleveland. Ohio
COMPQUE, Lynn. Mass.
ALHAMBRA. Quincy, Mass.
PARK. Barberton. Ohio
QUINCY, Quincy. Mass.
STRAND. Ridgeway. Pa.
TELLE SQUARE, Somerville. Mass.
ROWLAND, Wilkensburg. Pa.
GRAND. Camden. N. J.

RIALTO, Scollay Square. Boston, Mass.
RIALTO, Woodbury. N. J.

CHEVY CHASE, Washington. D. C.

GUTHRIE. Grove City. Pa.
AVENUE GRAND. Washington, D. C.
GRAND OPERA HOUSE, Westchester, Pa.
ORPHEUM. Menominee. Wis.
ARIS. Erie. Pa.
PEARL, Philadelphia, Pa.
PERRY. Erie. Pa.
ELITE. Philadelphia. Pa.
COLONIAL, Pompton Lakes. N. J.
CENTRAL. Washington. D. C.
RIALTO. Westchester. Pa.
TOWERS, Camden, N. J.
GRAND, Titusville. Pa.
GLOBE. Atlantic City. N. J.

MONTCLAIR. Montclair, N. J.
LINCOLN, Union City. N. J.

GARDEN, Charleston. S. C.
LEXINGTON. Lexington, N. C.
CONCORD, Concord, N. C.
CAPITOL. Lowell, Mass.
PARAMOUNT, Chicago, III.

DIXWELL, New Haven, Conn.
ASTOR, Minneapolis, Minn.
SCHENLEY. Pittsburgh. Pa.
GOODWIN, Newark. N. J.

UNITED STATES. Hoboken. N. J.

CENTRAL, Jersey City. N. J.

SANFORD, Irvington, N. J.

OLYMPIC, Pittsburgh, Pa.
LIBERTY. Sharon, Pa.
AMBASSADOR. Philadelphia. Pa.
VILLA. Philadelphia, Pa.
GLOBE, Philadelphia. Pa.
LAWNSDALE, Philadelphia, Pa.
EMBASSY, Jenkinstown, Pa.

HOME. Washington, D. C.
ALHAMBRA. Philadelphia, Pa.
GARDEN, Paterson. 1ST. J.
ORPHEUM. Titusville. Pa.
COLUMBIA. Brookville, Pa.
JEFFERSON, Punxsutuaway, Pa.
MANOR, Philadelphia. Pa.
IMPERIAL. Philadelphia. Pa.
GARDEN, Princeton, N. J.
TIVOLIA. Newark. N. J.
STRAND. Winstead, Conn.
EMPRESS. Danbury. Conn.
PARKER, Darby. Pa.
MANOR. Pittsburgh. Pa.
PLAYHOUSE. Ridgewood. N. J.
APOLLO, Martinsburg. W. Va.
RIALTO. Westfield, N. J.
BUTLER, Butler. N. J.

BAKER. Dover. N. J.

STANLEY, Newark, N. J.

BELMAR, Pittsburgh, Pa.
ARSEN AL. Pittsburgh. Pa.
CAPITOL. Newark. N. J.
BRADDOCK. Braddock, Pa.
REGENT, Beaver Falls. Pa.
BROAD. Penns Grove. Pa.
COLONIAL. Atlantic City, N. J.

RITZ. Newark, N. J.

REGENT. Newark. N. J.

HAWTHORNE. Newark. N. J.

SHERWOOD. Philadelphia, Pa.
STRAND. Pittsburgh. Pa.
CAPITOL. Belleville. N. J.

CLUSTER. Johnson City. 111.

CAPITOL, Chamhersburg. Pa.
STRAND, Pottstown. Pa.

ROYAL. Bloomfield, N. J.

CRANFORD. Cranford, N. J.

HOLLYWOOD. East Orange. N. J.

HAMILTON. Lancaster. Pa.
MILLBURN. Millburn. N. J.

ROOSEVELT. Union City. N. J.

EUREKA. Hackensack. N. J.
BELLEVIEW, Upper Montclair. N. J.

COLONIAL. Wilkensburg, Pa.
LINCOLN, Troy, N. Y.
STATE. Dallas. Tex.
PALACE. Bryan, Tex.
COLONIAL, Florence. S. C.
GLEN. Glen Cove. L. I.

CAYUAGA, Philadelphia, Pa.
HERMANS, San Francisco. Calif.

AMBASSADOR. Washington. D. C.
APOLLO, Washington. D. C.
ROXY. Rocky Mount, N. C.
HARROWGATE. Philadelphia. Pa.
RUBY, Philadelphia, Pa.
PLAZA. Pittsburgh, Pa.
LIBERTY, Pittsburgh. Pa.
DUNKIN. Cushing. Okla.
YORK. Washington. D. C.
COLONY. Washington. D. C.
CAPITOL, Allentown, Pa.
HUDSON. Kearny, N. J.

ROOSEV ELT. Newark. N. J.

19th ST. THEATRE. Allentown. Pa.
RITZ. Jersey City. N. J.

SUN. Holdrege. Nebr.
GRAND, Kinston. N. C.
FOREST. Cincinnati. Ohio
COMET. St. Louis. Mo.
BROADWAY. Buffalo. N. Y.

$2,500 for Complete, Synchronous, Double-Channel Equipment for House up to

2,000 Seats— Larger Houses $3,500— Outright Sale — No Weekly Service Charges

PACENT REPRODUCER CORP. 250 west 39th street, new york, n. y.

LOUIS GERARD PACENT, President Telephone, Wisconsin 1029, 1030
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What are the Four
Big Bets for 1929?

(No. 625—Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle, President

of the Universal Pictures Corporation)

THERE ARE FOUR GREAT BIG OUTSTANDING BOX-OFFICE BETS FOR
the year of 1929 and Universal has all four of them!

NO. 1 IS"SHOW BOAT," THIS IS SO PACKED WITH BOX-OFFICE NAMES
and values that it staggers the imagination! Edna Ferber's best-selling novel, plus the

cream of the cream of Ziegfeld's hugely successful stage version of "Show Boat," plus

Jerome Kern's music, plus Oscar Hammerstein's lyrics, plus Helen Morgan's singing,

plus Jules Bledsoe's singing, plus the Plantation Singers, plus Harry Pollard's direction,

plus 'Laura La Plante, plus Joseph Schildkraut and so on and on and on. No such piece

of property has ever been owned by any producer in the moving picture business. No
such box-office values have ever been dreamed of before.

NO. 2 IS "BROADWAY." THIS PLAY ESTABLISHED NEW RECORDS FOR
dramatic successes in New York. Universal was the successful bidder for the motion
picture rights in competition with practically all other producers. So great was the envy
of some of the unsuccessful bidders that they have attempted to cash in on the fame of

"Broadway" by appropriating bits of its business or its atmosphere or even its title. But,

like all imitations, they will fall to the ground, deceiving neither you nor your patrons.

There is only one "Broadway" and Universal has it. Paul Fejos, supervised by Carl

Laemmle Jr., has wrought another masterpiece and it will be one of the mainstays of

your business this year.

NO. 3 IS "THE KING OF JAZZ." THIS MEANS THE INCOMPARABLE PAUL
Whiteman, himself, and his incomparable orchestra of symphonic jazzers. Universal was

the only company which could lure this famous man and his organization into the movies.

With a story so gripping that even the silent version will be a tremendous sensation.

Imagine howmuch punch is added by the fact that Mr. Whiteman and his entire orchestra

will appear in the synchronized version. The millions who have heard of Whiteman or

have listened to his phonograph records, can now see and hear him in a great picture.

NO. 4 IS "THE MINSTREL SHOW." THIS PICTURE IS BUILT AROUND
the famous Eddie Leonard and other Minstrel men whose names are a household word.
It is modern,, snappy and jammed full of the kind of up-to-date material which the

present-day movie audience demands. It will set a new pace for all other producers to

follow. When I am ready to give you the rest of the details regarding this production,

you will be delighted.

THESE, I REPEAT, ARE THE FOUR OUTSTANDING PICTURES FOR THE
year of 1929 and they are all under the banner of one company—the Universal. Four such

pictures from the whole industry during one season would be a good record, but coming
from one company alone they will establish a new era in showmanship. If you cannot

book all of them because your competitor has beaten you to it, at least get what you can!
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'When a Writer Goes Movie"

MR. GEORGE JEAN NATHAN weeps a few well-

chosen tears for "the writer gone movie" in the cur-

rent issue of the American Mercury. He sheds precious

salt over the contention that when a writer writes in one
way or another for the films, then he is ruined as an artist.

"Almost without exception," writes Mr. Nathan, "such
men and women, whatever their previous eminence or

capabilities, are found to have gone down the chute. One
speculates as to the cause.

"There seems to be no sound or even theoretical reason

why a competent writer should not get easy money for him-
self by turning out a piece of scenario junk, nor does there

seem to be any good reason why a man should not be able

to mingle for a spell with the morons and idiots of Holly-

wood and yet remain uncontaminated. There are morons
and idiots outside of Hollywood that even the best writer
is occasionally forced to mingle with and they make no
impression upon him and do him no noticeable harm.

"But the fact remains that a writer who undertakes to

lend his talents to the films, however briefly, presently finds

himself with his artistic pants down.

"The eely reason, I believe, is not so difficult to catch by
the tail as it appears to be. No genuinely first-rate writer

can imagine himself writing for the movies; the apparently

reputable writers who go in for movie work have a trace of

shoddy under their flashing surfaces and the movies bring

that shoddy out, encourage it and develop it. This bring-

ing out, encouragement and development may be unfelt,

even unobserved, by such writers, but it is not long be-

fore it contrives to make the shoddy permanently triumph-

ant over the writer's better attributes and qualities."

Mr. Nathan may be ignored. It would be easy to deal

sarcastically with him, laugh at him, and leave him in a

position quite as inelegant as that in which he so impishly

portrays his friends, the writers. One might even con-

sider being angry at him, but that seems rather a noble

sentiment for this tiny affront; one shouldn't go hunting
gnats with grenades.

Let us see, instead, if there is any truth in the contention

which he has rewritten here for the thousandth time to fill

the last column and a half of his clinical notes in the Mer-
cury. Let us be open-minded, as he has declined to be, and
see if there isn't the germ of an idea here that might be
helpful to pictures.

Let's go out and hire a great writer for motion pictures.

Let's get Tolstoy, or shall we say a Thomas Hardy, or an
Anatole France. Because these men have written great

books is that by any means assurance that they will write

great motion pictures? When Tolstoy's best manuscript

was finished he had written a great book, even before it

went to the printer and the binder and the book-seller.

Furthermore, a great book by Tolstoy is by no means a

great motion picture; I am divulging no secret when I say

that many scripts are made difficult to render into pictures

because they represent psychological problems. Books of

deep philosophical content, such as any by France, cannot
be made into great motion pictures. Conversely, a great

motion picture would quite conceivably make a very bad
book, very bad writing.

Writers of books and motion pictures are working in

different media and there is no good reason why a writer of

great books should automatically be a writer of great mo-
tion pictures. The one deals in deep rounded thought, its

style expressed in words. The other deals in sharp edged
action, its style made manifest in pictures.

Motion pictures, my dear young George (and I see no
reason why you shouldn't hitch up your artistic panties by
this time) are not created by writers. Motion pictures re-

quire a certain amount of cooperation. Writer, actors,

technicians, and above all directors, must cooperate to

make a great motion picture. The script of a great pic-

ture is by no means a great picture, as the manuscript of

a great book is in itself, without further aid and ado, a

great book.

Here's a tip to critics who want their work made easy

for them: lay off writers and fill your columns on directors.

After all, they are the boys to be held responsible.

* • *

One Bold Stroke

BY his spectacular acquisition of Loew's and Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer, Mr. William Fox has by one bold

stroke made himself a master figure of the industry.

Always the possessor of a great producing organization

and an extraordinary string of theatres, Mr. Fox has made
his position of eminence doubly sure. He has added some
of the finest stars and directorial genius in the industry to

his legions. He has added some of the strongest theatres

in the country to his string. That he has added to his

power as a master of motion pictures goes without saying.

Mr. Fox is to be congratulated for the vision, the energy,

the consummate courage which have enabled him to make
his path to the top. The industry is to be congratulated

that this leader, for all his personal power, all his wealth,

all his aggrandizement, has the future of motion pictures

close at heart. He knows that his own extraordinary

progress is inevitably bound up with the extraordinary

progress and the amazing success of the motion picture

itself.

'If He Is An EXHIBITOR He Is
A Reader Of The H ERA LD-WO RLD *
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Fox Buys Loew 's-MGM;
Assets Now 230 Million;

Industry's Largest Deal
Business Shows
Large Increase

Business done by amusements
in the year 1928 was 32.7 per

cent greater than during 1927,

and 52.9 per cent higher than in

the period of 1926 and 27, accord-

ing to a table computed by the

National City Bank of New York.

Business, the survey showed, is

in a very prosperous condition,

with the current year to date evi-

dencing a favorable record in

both volume of manufacturing
and trade.

Inauguration of

Hoover Recorded
By Fox Movietone

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—Arrangements
were made for a special edition of Fox Movie-
tone News which will reveal an inauguration

of a President of the United States for the

first time in sight and sound. As soon as

they were filmed scenes of Herbert Hoover
becoming the thirty-first President were
shipped throughout the country for imme-
diate exhibition.

Shots showing President Coolidge escorting

his successor to the Capitol, Chief Justice

Taft administering the oath of office which

he once took himself as President, President

Hoover delivering his address audibly, and

the imposing inaugural parade were also made.

Fox and Warner Officials

Spike Rumor of Fight for

Control of Shubert Chain
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK. March 5.—Sam Morris, vice

president and general manager of Warner
Brothers, today told the Herald-World that,

as far as he knew, there was nothing to the

report in newspaper dispatches that Fox and

Warners are fighting for the Shubert theatre

chain. "I've heard nothing about it," Morris

said.

Officials at the offices of the Shubert Cor-

poration were equally in the dark. Shubert

and Lescher are in Florida and cannot be

reached.

James R Grainger, general sales manager
of Fox, said: "All statements must come
from Mr. Fox's office." Mr. Fox's office de-

clined to make any statement. Grainger left

for the coast Saturdav afternoon.

By PETER YISCHER

NEW YORK, March 5.—William Fox successfully closed the biggest

deal in the history of the motion picture industry here last week when he

purchased the controlling interest in Loew's, Inc.. including the owner-

ship of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

The deal was concluded with such a brilliant show of power and such dramatic

suddenness that it left the industry amazed. Indeed, negotiations were concluded

with such startling success that news of Fox's achievement leaked out before either

he or any of the Loew officials was ready to admit the deal was on.

Schenck Remains Loew's Head

A formal statement given out by Fox at the Roxy theatre yesterday, said:

"Fox Theatres Corporation has purchased a substantial block of the common
stock of Loew's Inc. The transaction was concluded by Mr. Fox on behalf of Fox

Theatres Corporation, acquiring the shares held by the widow and family of the

late Marcus Loew and those of a group intimately associated with the manage-

ment of Loew's, which now gives Fox Theatres Corporation a definite position in

Loew's Inc., which owns also the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Corporation.

"It is the intention that Loeics, Inc., shall operate as a separate unit in

the amusement field, Nicholas M. Schenrk will remain president and David

Bernstein vice president and treasurer. The officials and executives of Metro-

Golduvn-Mayer theatres, studios, branch offices, etc., in foreign countries as

well as in America ivill continue to operate separately. .\o change in man-

agement, policv of operation or production at the California studios is con-

templated.

"The distinguished production achievements and the splendid business conduct

of Loew's. Inc., is acknowledged in the amusement world, and its policies and per-

sonnel in the domestic and foreign fields will be continued by Fox Theatres Cor-

poration.

Improved Pictures Seen

"Fox Theatres Corporation's present associations, augmented by its new affilia-

tion. will be productive of a vastly improved quality of screen entertainment,

bringing to audiences throughout the world, operatic, musical, dramatic, audible

news reels and a variety of entertainment in the educations, industrial and theatri-

cal fields, through the medium of Movietone, the sound on film method devel-

oped bv the Fox Case Corporation, an associated company of Fox Theatres Cor-

poration."

Representing Fox interests were William Fox. Winfield Sheehan and John

Fox Theatres Reach Big Total of 794

With Addition of 175 in Loew Circuit
Theatres owned outright or controlled by the William Fox Organization now

have reached the stupendous total of 794 by the addition of 175 Loew houses in 21

states through the deal just closed. These Loew holdings are in Alabama, Cali-

fornia, Canada, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Georgia, Indiana. Kentucky,

Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey, New York,

Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia and Wash-
ington.

As noted in the March 2 issue of the Herald-World. Fox theatres totaled

619 before the merger with Loew's and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Successive steps

which raised the holdings to this figure were the acquisition of the Wesco and
Widwesco circuits, the Poli chain, expansion in Philadelphia, a number of deluxe

building projects and the deal for more than 200 theatres in the New York
area.
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Zanft. Loews was represented by Nicholas Schenck and David Bernstein.

Schenck said he expected to continue as president of Loew's, Inc., for many years.

Price Reported $125 a Share

The exact terms of the sale did not become known with the news of its con-
summation. In the open market Fox purchased large blocks of Loew common
stock, of which there are 1,400,000 shares outstanding. In a private deal he ob-
tained the stock held by Mrs. Carrie Loew, widow of the great Marcus Loew who
founded the company; Nicholas M. Schenck, president of the company; Arthur
M. Loew, vice president; David M. Loew, a director; David Bernstein, vice presi-

dent and treasurer; and Louis B. Mayer, vice president of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
in charge of production. The price is understood to have been $125 a share.

William Fox thus obtained—on the 25th anniversary of his entrance into

the motion picture industry—control of one of the pillars of the film, worth
at least $110,000,000. His Fox Film Corporation is easily worth $60,000,000.
His Fox Theatres Corporation lists another $60,000,000 in assets.

Fox now has assets, in round numbers, amounting to $230,000,000. This
gives him the eminence of a master in the industry, for the vast Paramount
organization listed a lesser sum, $156,926,967, as its assets in a balance sheet
dated Dec. 31, 1927.

Why William Fox, already the possessor of a powerful and successful produc-
ing organization, already the owner of the extraordinary total of 619 theatres,

should want to add to his holdings makes a neat question. The answer seems
threefold.

Pre-eminent in Industry

By the acquisition of Loew's and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Fox first makes him-
self pre-eminent in the industry. In the second place he eliminates a strong com-
petitor. In the third place he enlists under his own vigorous banner some of the
greatest stars and the finest directorial talent in the industry.

Furthermore, by his purchase of Loew's and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Fox won
a stiff fight, and the history of this man in the motion picture industry makes it

obvious that he loves the fire and the excitement of battle, loves the smell of

powder. Fox defeated the Warner Brothers and their powerful bankers, Gold-
man, Sachs and Company, who were in the thick of the struggle for control of

Loew's until the last moment.

Just what Fox will do now that he is in control of Loew's is a matter for the
future to determine. He must make some disposition of the following:

175 Loew houses, in 21 states, ivhich brings Fox's total up to 794 theatres.

A producing organization with such directors as Harry Beaumont, James
Cruze, Cecil B. DeMille, King Vidor and others, and such outstanding stars

as John Gilbert and Greta Garbo, Renee Adoree, Marion Davies, William
Haines, Buster Keaton, Aileen Pringle, Norma Shearer.

Plants of great value and importance in New York and in Hollywood.

At present there is no indication of just what William Fox plans to do. It

may be assumed, however, that in time he will merge his own organization with
the Loew, thereby effecting economies that may run as high as 10 per cent.

What of Those 200 Independent Houses?

One other factor assumes importance, and that concerns the purchase of 200-

odd independent theatres in Greater New York. When Fox first plunged into

negotiations for Loew he sidetracked the independent deal, as he did every-

thing else. It was reported that auditors were going over the books of the in-

dependent houses with extreme care, but as a matter of fact Fox was too busy
to do anything but keep after the Loew purchase.

Now, there is a possibility that the deal for the independents will not go
through, though both sides claim that everything is all set except for the last

few details. Fox has acquired extraordinary strength in New York, including

the great Capitol theatre, rival of his own Roxy, and 68 others.

All in all, Fox's deal is probably the biggest yet seen in the motion picture

industry. It invites further mergers and purchases and it is not unlikely that

1929 will go down in the history of the motion picture industry, as in many
others, as the golden year of the era of mergers.

ft
E. A. Schiller

Director of Fox theatre Director of Loetc's thre-

operations tre operation*

Fox Studio Heads,

Directors, Players

And Writers

EXECUTIVES
Vice-president, Winfield Sheehan; gen-

eral superintendent, Sol M. Wurtzel; studio

manager, Edward Butcher; supervisor,

Kenneth Hawks; assistant general super-

intendent, James Ryan; supervisors, Philip

Klein, Jeff Lazarus, Michael Farley, J. K.
McGuinness.

DIRECTORS
John Blystone, Frank Borzage, David

Butler, Irving Cummings, Raymond Can-
non, John Ford, Howard Hawks, W. K.
Howard, Charles Klein, Henry Lehrman,
F. W. Murnau, Lou Seiler, Benjamin
Stoloff, James Tinling, Raoul Walsh, Nor-
man Taurog, Norman McLeod, Marcel
Silver, William Beaudine, Robert J.

Flaherty, Harry Sweet, James Parrott,
Eugene Walter, Paul Sloane and Al
Werker.

CONTRACT PLAYERS
Janet Gaynor, Mary Duncan, Mary Astor,

Lois Moran, June Collyer, Helen Twelve-
trees, Marguerite Churchill, Louise Dresser,
Maria Alba, Lola Salvi, Lia Tora, Lupita
Tovar, Delia Magana, Florence Lake, Betty
Collins, Lola Lane, Sally Phipps, Sharon
Lynn, Ada Williams, Sylvia Field, Mar-
jorie Beebe, Dorothy Jordan, Charles Far-
rell, George O'Brien, Edmund Lowe,
Charles Morton, Earle Fox, Don Terry,
Warner Baxter, Barry Norton, Paul Muni,
Victor McLaglen, Farrell MacDonald, Paul
McCullough, Ivan Linow, Charles Eaton,
Rex Bell, Robert Clark, Antonio Cumellas,
Gino Conti, Juan Sedillo, Arthur Stone,
Nick Stuart, Paul Vingenti, Arnold Lucy,
Lumsden Hare, Frederick Graham, Paul
Page, Warren Hymer, Clifford Dempsey,
George Bickel, David Percy, Stepin Fetchit,
Frank Albertson, Olympio Guilherme, Da-
vid Rollins and Harry Albers.

WRITERS
Harry Brand, Charles Condon, Beulah

Marie Dix, Nicholas Fodor, Maude Fulton,
Robert Horwood, Seton I. Miller, Marion
Orth, Marion Spitzer, John Stone, Tristram
Tupper, Berthold Viertel, Arthur Caesar,
Tom Barry, Edwin Burke, Harlam Thomp-
son, Walter Weems, Sidney Lanfield, Paul
G. Smith, Andrew Bennison, Sonya Levien
and Charles Kenyon.

Nils Asther Signs New
Long Contract with M G M

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—Nils Asther,
Swedish actor who has made a rise in pic-

tures in the last two years, has signed a new
long-term contract with Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. Asther has appeared in "Sorrell and
Son," "The Cossacks."
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Called a "Nut"When He Bought
FirstHouse,FoxShows'EmHow

When Brooklyn Theatre Was Full, B. 0. Registered S7.50—
Fought General Film Company Down to Defeat

—

Pioneered in Many Ways
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—William Fox has consummated a deal which

makes him the biggest theatre owner in the world. His name is on the tongue

of every person connected with the motion picture industry.

"When I first announced that I was going to show motion pictures in a

little Brooklyn theatre I was put down as the craziest man in the city. I was
called a nut who thought he could delude people into thinking pictures would

move," William Fox said not long ago.

"But after a few adventurers had risked five cents apiece to see a few feet

of film which showed the leaves of a tree trembling in the breeze I had to

call the police reserves to keep the crowds in line."

film trust, an organization bent on
driving out individual competition.

When he started providing pictures

to exhibitors under the name of the

Greater New York Film Rental Com-
pany, he was told by the General
Film Company to fall in line. The
pugnacious jaw set in a firmer line

and the film trust was fought and ex-

posed so ruthlessly that the Govern-
ment stepped in and dissolved it.

It is now hardly a memory even with those

in the film field, and motion pictures leaped

forward amazingly when freed of its throttling

influence. That is just one phase of Fox's

pioneering, prompted by his vision and his

valor.

Other Pioneering Deeds
Here are other pioneering deeds:

Taking over large legitimate theatres at an

early stage for the pictures, and scoring a

coup by acquiring the Dewey, the Gotham and

the old Academy of Music.

Introducing scientific methods of book-

keeping and management into the casual

amusement business.

Developing his own production forces to

supply his own theatres, resulting in the two
mammoth studios in New York and Holly-

wood, including Movietone City, with the

first sound proof stages specially designed

for the talkers.

Fostering the foreign market with ex-

changes in Europe, South America and else-

where.
Getting control of Movietone.

Humanitarian Sense

Amid his affluence Fox has retained a keen

humanitarian sense derived from his own early

vicissitudes. This has been shown in numer-
ous charitable donations, vast but never re-

vealed, and by his chairmanship during the

war of theatrical committees for Red Cross

and relief drives. Another aspect of his

philanthropic spirit was revealed in "Over the

Hill" and "The Honor System," two of his

earlier successes which, he is proud to recall,

relieved the distress of the aged and the im-

prisoned, as shown in actual statistics of

Ma ,,UB I* Will R*» poorhouses and penitentaries.mayDe it vviii oe
ft ^ thig same spirit

_
according t0 hij

rOX-Loew S OOme Day friends, which inspired him to produce "Four
The good will of the Loew organi- Sons'" to promote international amity, and

zation is considered so valuable that "Mother Machree" to bring sympathy tor

it may be used in conjunction with the downtrodden.

Maybe. Maybe not. At any rate the little

house at 700 Broadway, Brooklyn, which did

not even have a name and seated only 146

people, where the price of admission was one
nickel, was the first step along the path where
now stand the Roxy and some 619 other

motion picture houses not including the Loew
interests just acquired.

That was twenty-five years ago.

Born in Hungary in 1879
William Fox was born in Tulchva, Hungary',

in 1879, of poor but hardworking parents

who, a few months after his birth, scraped

together sufficient funds to come to Amer-
ica, even then the land of opportunity for

the down trodden of Europe.
The child's musing eyes and militant jaw

were at once at home and incongruous among
the raucous school children of the lower East

Side of New York. His dreamy side pro-

voked them to aggravation and his fighting

spirit sent them squalling to their parents.

East Side life was then much as it is now,
lots of squalor and very little fun. How the

Fox family got along is not a matter of rec-

ord. As soon as he was old enough to leave

the public school, young William got a job

as a cloth shrinker at $5 a week. A few
years later he was a lining cutter in a cloth-

ing establishment at $17 a week. In those

days that was a lot of money. Fox got

married and asked for a raise. His be s said

that he was getting two dollars too much
as it was.

Bought Brooklyn Theatre
"He may have been right," Fox will tell

you. "But his appraisal of me made me de-

cide to quit my job. I had lived modestly
and had managed to save about $1,600. I

pooled it with the resources of a couple of

other fellows and together we bought the

Brooklyn theatre. We charged five cents ad-

mission and when the theatre was full we had
$7.30 in the box office."

From that day until he bought the
Wesco chain William Fox fought the

M GM Studio Heads,

Directors, Players

and Writers

EXECUTIVES
Vice-president in charge of production,

Louis B. Mayer; vice-president, Irving G.
Thalberg; production executives, Harry
Rapf, Hunt Stromberg, E. J. Mannix, Ber-
nard Hyman, Laurence Weingarten; busi-

ness manager, M. E. Greenwood; produc-
tion manager, J. J. Cohn; publicity director,

Pete Smith; story department, Albert
Lewin.

DIRECTORS
Harry Beaumont, Charles Brabin, Clar-

ence Brown, Tod Browning, Jack Conway,
Cecil B. DeMille, William C. DeMille,
Jacques Feyder, Nick Grinde, George Hill,

Lucien Hubbard, Rupert Julian, Robert Z.

Leonard, Willard Mack, Fred Niblo, William
Nigh, John S. Robertson, Victor Seastrom,
Edward Sedgwick, W. S. Van Dyke, King
Vidor and San Wood.

STARS
Lon Chaney, Joan Crawford, Marion

Davies, Greta Garbo, John Gilbert, William
Haines, Buster Keaton, Ramon Novarro
and Norma Shearer.

FEATURED PLAYERS
Renee Adoree, George K. Arthur, Nils

Asther, Lionel Barrymore, John Mack
Brown, Karl Dane, Mary Doran, Josephine
Dunn, Julia Faye, Raymond Hackett,
Phyllis Haver, Leila Hyams, Charles King,

Scott Kolk, Gwen Lee, Bessie Love, Joel

MacRae, Robert Montgomery, Polly Moran,
James Murray, Joyce Blanche Murray,
Conrad Nagel, Edward Nugent, Anita Page,
Aileen Pringle, Dorothy Sebastian, Lewis
Stope, Raquel Torres and Ernest Torrence.

WRITERS
Clara Beranger, M. Blumenstock, Endre

Bohem, Frank Butler, Lenore Coffee, Del-

mar Daves, M. Dudley, Dorothy Farnum,
Becky Gardiner, Brown Holmes, Robert
Hopkins, Norman Houston, Bradley King,

John M. Lawson, Josephine Lovett, Mrs.

Willard Mack, Edwin J. Mayer, Frances
Marion, Sarah Y. Mason, Alice D. F. Mil-

ler, Byron Morgan, Bess Meredyth, Jack
Neville, Fred Niblo, Jr., Ruth M. Oliver,

Dorothy Parker, Harriet Parsons, Stuart

Paton, Ransom Riedout, Madelein Ruth-
ven, Richard Schayer, Wanda Tuchock,
Sylvia Thalberg. Dale Van Every, Lieut.

Comm. Wead, "Dorothy Yost and A. P.

Younger.

New Fox Theatre at

St. Louis Shaves Price

On Balcony 15 Cents
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, March 5.—The announce-
ment out of New York that William Fox
had purchased a controlling interest in

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Loew's was fol-

lowed quickly in St. Louis with a reduction
in the balcony seats at the new 5,200-seat

Fox theatre at Grand and Washington
boulevards.

Under the new schedule balcony seats will

cost but 50 cents instead of 65 cents.

The Fox opened with a top 10 cents un-
der the charge made by the Skouras-War-
ner Ambassador and Missouri theatres, and
with the Loew's State also charging but 65

cents for its best seats at any time the op-
position has something to worry about in-

deed. It is now rumored that a new policy-

is planned for the State which will include

some hieh class vaudeville as part of the

bill.

the Fox name. Possibly the new or-

ganization may some day be known
as Fox-Loew's, though no decision as
to such a detail has been reached as

yet. It is taken for granted that
Arthur Loew and David Loew, sons
of Marcus Loew, founder of Loew's,
will be given positions of importance
in the new Fox organization.

Irene Rich Signs for

"The Exalted Flapper"
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 5.—Irene Rich
has been signed by Fox to play the role of

Queen Charlotte in "The Exalted Flapper."

Sue Carol's new vehicle which James
Tinling will direct. Work began this week.
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The Studios of Fox and MGM

View taken
from an air-

pi an e of the

Fox silent pic-

ture plant in

Los Angeles.

The new $10.-

0 0 0,000 Fox
M ovi e t o n e

sound studio lo-

cated i n West-
wood, C a I ., as

seen from a n
airplane.

Left: View of
one of the most
pic turesque
buildings among
the many struc-

tures comprising
M G M's huge
picture plant at

Culver City.

Right: The ap-

proach to the
main entrance of

the Fox Hills
Movietone stu-
dio. Mission ar-

chitec ture, a

boulevard front-

ing the plant,

and landscape
gardening add
beauty to per-

fect efficiency.
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The Builders of Fox and MGM

MARCUS LOEW ARTHUR LOEW DAVID LOEW LOUIS B. MAYER
(Deceased) Vice President Assistant Treasurer Vice President

Founder of Loew's, Inc. MGM MGM MGM

JACK LEO SAUL E. ROGERS JAMES R. GRAINGER FELIX FEIST
Vice President General Counsel General Sales Manager General Sales Manager

FOX FOX FOX MGM
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Map of Industry Shows New Names
By Rapid Changes Since 1922

Identities of Some Companies Vanish while Others Become Part of
Hyphenated Designations with Many Mergers

(Special to the Herald-World)

WILLIAM FOX'S purchase of a controlling interest in Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer and Loew's, Inc., is the latest chapter in an amazing story of
mergers, consolidations and other changes in identity of production and

distribution companies, as well as theatre chains.

\17ITHIN the last seven years alone, shifts
V*and maneuvers have practically redrawn
the map of the industry. Some of the com-
pany names of, say, the year 1922, now do
not appear at all in the news of the trade.
Others now are linked together. It is indeed
a period in which the hyphen rules supreme
in nomenclature of the motion picture busi-
ness. And the end apparently is not yet

A Flashback to 1922

Here was the list of leading company names
in 1922: Arrow, Associated Exhibitors, Cos-
mopolitan, Educational, Famous Players, First
National, Fox, Goldwyn, Hodkinson, Metro,
Pathe, Robertson-Cole, Selznick, United Art-
ists, Universal, Vitagraph, Wid Gunning.

What is the status now? Arrow no
longer is in existence, nor is Asso-
ciated Exhibitors. Cosmopolitan is

a part of M G M. Famous Players is

now Paramount Famous Lasky. Gold-
wyn and Metro have lost their sepa-
rate identities, and instead we have
a three-cornered title, Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, which in turn now is

under control of Fox Film Corpora-
tion. R-C, Vitagraph and Wid Gun-
ning as distributing company names
have vanished.

Vitagraph has been absorbed by Warner
Brothers, and that tells only the beginning
of the story of Warner consolidations. In-
deed, Warner Brothers in 1922 were listed

among the so-called independent companies.
And now, when you mention Warner Broth-
ers you also mean not only Vitagraph but
also the huge chain of theatres of the Stanley
Company of America—and First National
Pictures Corporation, while maintaining its

company identity, is under control of the
Warner Brothers' organization.
And among the independents of 1922, how

many of the following company names do
you now recognize? Alexander, American
Releasing, Clark-Cornelius, Exceptional, Ex-
clusive Features, Equity, Kineto, Palmer
Photoplay, Preferred Pictures, Pyramid,
Golden Poppy, Second National, Truart. The
last named became a part of Tiffany-Truart,
which now in turn is Tiffany-Stahl Produc-
tions.

F B O's Interesting History
In 1923 appears the name Film Booking

Offices, which became F B O Pictures Cor-
poration, then F B O, and now is R K O Pro-
ductions, Inc., a part of the vast R K O or-

Loew String 175—And
Greater in Importance

The size of the Loew string of
theatres surprised many students of
the industry when inquiry divulged
the actual figures. It was generally
supposed that the Loew string ran up
to at least 350, and possibly as high
as 400. The actual figure comes forth
as 175, located in 21 different states.
The size of the Loew chain does not
affect its importance, however, as the
Loew circuit has long been known as
one of the most valuable and the
most successful in the country.

ganization, which includes, among others,
Radio Corporation of America and Keith-Al-
bee-Orpheum Circuit (the latter in itself at
one time three separate identities). In the
term Radio Pictures, the trade name of pro-
duct of R K O Productions, is suggested the
fact of the entrance of an entirely new factor
in the motion picture industry—the radio
interests, while the name RKO also signi-
fies the taking over of a part of the vaude-
ville theatre field by the motion picture busi-
ness.

Among the independents of 1923, are listed

also Affiliated Distributors, B. B. Productions,
Distinctive, Garson-Murray, Independent Pic-
tures, Lee-Bradford, Mingo Pictures, Norca
Pictures, Principal Pictures, Ritz-Carleton, J.
S. Robertson, Eugene H. Roth, William Stein-
er Productions, Tri-Stone, and others. Many
of these names have dropped from the dis-
tribution and production map. C. B. C.
later becomes Columbia Pictures Corporation.

The figures for 1924 reveal several
other interesting developments. We
find C. C. Burr Productions, out of
which came Burr and Hines produc-
tions. There was Banner Produc-
tions, now out of existence. And B.
P. Schulberg Productions? Schulberg
dropped independent production and
distribution and now is associate pro-
ducer for Paramount.
Among the oldline companies,

greater events than these transpired.
Outstanding was the consolidation of
Metro and Goldwyn and Louis B.
Mayer.

Pathe Exchange, Inc., already had started

the consolidation ball rolling with absorption
of American Releasing in 1923. Then in 1924
the W. W. Hodkinson organization became
a part of Producers Distributing Corpora-
tion, and this in turn in 1927 went under the

Pathe banner. Associated Exhibitors had be-

come identified with the Pathe Company in

1926. Thus four organizations are a part of

the story of Pathe since 1922.

Vitagraph Absorbed by Warner
The year 1925 saw the taking over of Vita-

graph by Warner Brothers as the first of the

successive steps which have brought that com-
pany into the inner circle of the largest or-

ganizations in the industry. The year also

shows the names of several independent com-
panies, some of which since have lost their

identity. The list included such names as

Anchor Films, Astor Pictures, Aywon Pic-
tures, Banner Productions, Davis Distribu-
tors, Ginsberg Productions, the Goldstone-
Truart combination.

There also appeared Tiffany-Truart, men-
tioned in a foregoing paragraph as later

changed to Tiffany-Stahl. There also came
the Lumas Corporation releasing Gotham Pro-
ductions. Here also the past year has wit-
nessed a change which accompanied the rapid
rise of sound and synchronization as a part
of film entertainment, with the formation of
Gotham Bristolphone, which in the last few
days has completed a consolidation with the
Warner-Lesser interests.

In 1926 the name Columbia Pictures Cor-
poration goes into the books, and we find

also such identities as Artclass, formerly
called Weiss Brothers, and Macfadden Pro-
ductions, and Rayart. This was the vear in

Hollywood Hears
Sheehan Will Take
MGM Studio Rule

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 5.—The produc-
tion center has been stunned more by the
news of the Fox-Loew stock deal than any
announcements, mergers or shakeups in its

history. Employes of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer are preparing for a general reorgani-
zation which they anticipate but which may
never materialize.
Likewise while the MGM people are pre-

paring for the ax to fall, numerous optimis-
tic Fox people are preparing for advance-
ments and promotions.
Of the 40 "agents" in the business 24

were counted in a casual stroll through the
Culver City lot Saturday morning. They
had been called, it is presumed, by nervous
clients whose contracts are expiring soon.

Report Sheehan to Take Charge
Reports of expected changes have kept

Hollywood tongues wagging busily for the
past several days. Winfield Sheehan, it is

gossiped, will take entire charge of the
studios at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lot and
will continue to attend to his present execu-
tive duties.

It has been rumored about that Keith
Weeks, newly assigned head of Movietone
production, will assume an added like re-
sponsibility at Culver City. But it is also
the report that the studios will preserve
their own individuality and that the pub-
licity staffs will be kept intact.

The subject is under debate in all res-
taurants, theatre foyers, hotel lobbies and
offices here.

Higherups in East

Many of the higherups of Fox, Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer and Warner Brothers are
reported absent from their desks and are
either in New York or between there and
here.

which Associated Exhibitors was taken over
by Pathe.

Number of Companies Merged
By 1927 the total number of oldline com-

panies had been reduced by combinations to

the following: Educational, First National,
F B O, Fox, MGM, Paramount, Pathe, Unit-
ed Artists, Universal and Warner Brothers.
First Division was a newcomer in the field

of the independents. But in 1926 had ap-
peared the Vitaphone, followed in 1927 by
Fox-Case Movietone, and the beginning of a

complete change in the complexion of pro-
duction had begun. The motion picture had
found its voice.

The year 1928 was to see a tremendous in-

crease in the use of sound, with a great num-
ber of affiliations with the Western Electric
and its subsidiary, Electrical Research Products
in the way of equipment for the making of
"sound" pictures, as well as development of
new devices by other organizations. And
RCA Photophone entered the field.

Contrast This with 1922!

And now, with 1929 scarcely under way,
we find, for contrast with the foregoing list

of so-called oldline companies in 1922, the
following names

:

Columbia, Educational, First National (under
Warner Brothers control), Fox (including
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Loew's), Para-
mount, Pathe, RKO (including the former
FBO and Radio-Keith-Orpheum), Tiffany-
Stahl, United Artists, Universal, World Wide
Pictures, and Warner Brothers (including
First National, the Stanley Company of
America, the Vitaphone Corporation, and, to

hearken back to the not-so-long-ago old days,

Vitagraph).
And the question is :

Next?
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Foreign Producers Aim Blows
At U.S. Films to Get in Market

Many Overseas Make Poor Pictures to Satisfy Quotas and Obtain

Permits for American Product—Yet 200 Fine Imported

Productions Were Shown in U. S. in Past Year

By DOUGLAS FOX
NEW YORK, March 5.—Almost all the attacks on the American film indus-

try from abroad are inaugurated by foreign producers who want to get their

product into the American market but cannot make the grade because what they

have to offer simply lacks the proper entertainment value, the Herald-World
learned today after a survey of the foreign situation.

It is an established fact that the American market is wide open for any film

of value. Witness the popularity of "Variety," "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari"

and other fine imported pictures. More than 200 foreign films were exhibited

here last year, the proof of the pudding. The only qualification for imported
pictures is that they must have the proper entertainment value. Most of them
have not because of the policy of many of the foreign producer-exhibitors of

making cheap films in order to obtain permits to show American pictures in

their theatres.

The Situation

In a Nutshell
New York, March 5

—

United Kingdom: Until Sept. 30,

1929, exhibitors must display 5 per
cent British films. This scale in-

creases by 2y2 per cent until it

reaches 20 per cent for exhibitor and
distributor in 1938. For first six

months of 1928 an average of 78 per
cent of films shown were American.
Germany: Kontingent system of

one German for one foreign film

shown abandoned Jan. 1, 1928. Now
straight import permit system based
on 1927 distribution of foreign films

is in force; 179 of 291 features in

first half of 1928 were American.
France: American films admitted

free of restrictions up to 60 per cent
of 1927 releases (381). For films in

excess of that number one French
picture must be released for every
seven importations.

Italy: Quota law provides that one
Italian film must be shown for every
ten importations. Seventy per cent
of pictures shown American.
Sweden: No quota. Competition

68 per cent American. Germany sec-

ond.
Russia: Industry under state mon-

opoly, censorship very strict. Ameri-
can films imported have to compete
with European productions, especial-
ly German. Imports from U. S. A. in

1928 were 4,300 feet valued at $250.

Richardson 's Sound
Text Book Will Be
Ready Very Shortly

It will interest the entire industry, but
particularly the exhibitor and projectionist, to

know that F. H. Richardson, Projection Edi-
tor of "Better Theatres," has been working
for a year past upon a sound supplement to

the "Bluebook of Projection," to be published
by the Chalmers Publishing Company, New
York City.

There have been demands that this work be
hurried, but Richardson has always refused
to rush publication at the expense of either

completeness or excellence. The work is now,
however, nearing completion. He expects to

have it ready for release very soon.

In this work Richardson has had the active

cooperation of the engineering departments of
Electrical Research Products Company, Fox
Case Movietone, RCA Phototone, DeForest
Phonofilm, Powers Cinephone and others, be-

sides the vast available fund of exact infor-

mation he gathered while he was for almost
a year editor of Movietone Bulletin.

The sound articles, which have already ap-
peared in his department in "Better Theatres."
are ample proof that Richardson has a wide
grasp of the whole subject of sound projec-
tion, and the equipment by means of which it

is accomplished.
This supplement will be in the form of a

third volume to the "Bluebook of Projection."
It will be bound the same as the Bluebook, in

semi-limp leather. The books will be avail-

able from the book department of Exhibitors
Herald-World. There will undoubtedly be a
considerable rush for this edition, so it may
be well for those interested to send in their

names at once. They will then be notified as

to the time of release and the price in time to

get their orders as soon as the book is off

the press.

Medal Film Company Moves
NEW YORK—The Medal Film Company, Inc.,

haye moTed their quarters to 551 Fifth Arenue.
F. H. Knocke is the president of the company.

There is no doubt that distributors here
would rather buy an established foreign
product which they can see is good than put
their money into an uncertain production of
their own. Hence the criticism of the
American industry by foreign producers
simply amounts to the squall of the fox
who could not get his grapes and so pro-
nounced them sour.

Status in England Changes
This condition is somewhat changed in

England. Last year, as all know, the Brit-
ish trade was reviling the American prod-
uct. This year it has come to life and is

turning its criticism on its own industry,
saying all the things that we could have
said a year ago but didn't.

England has overproduced, in the
opinion of close observers. England
has gone at it wholesale in an effort

to beat out foreign competition. Eng-
land has not even been able to sell

her stuff at home and the Colonies
have been unwilling to buy it She
has not made a true "international
picture." American films, generally
speaking, have an appeal in every
country, are shown in almost every
country. British films are more or
less limited to the British Isles sim-
ply by virtue of their content.
There is lots of money in the British

film industry. Most of the companies have
had their issues oversubscribed. If Eng-
land makes pictures, and she undoubtedly
will, that appeal to the entire English
speaking race, she will be well on the road
to prosperity.

Must Find Out for Herself

When England makes pictures that are
adapted to colonial use she probably will
make them equally well adapted for inter-
national use. Bit by bit she has got to
find it out for herself. There is no
earthly reason why British audiens should
not be just as good as ours. With the silent
film England always had the excuse that
she was handicapped because of the war
when her industry was at a standstill and
the Americans went on learning to make
better pictures.

Sound New Everywhere
This plea will avail nothing with sound.

It is new everywhere. Representatives of
American concerns are in England; Eng-
land can get all the best sound equipment
immediately if she wants to. England has
her own inventions along the same line.

Everyone is starting at scratch. It is up

to the most enterprising to come out on
top.

Only a few British theatres have been
wired for sound and, so far as could be
learned, they have mainly shown Ameri-
can sound pictures. What England does in

this medium in the next few months will

be a matter of great interest to all Ameri-
can distributors.

German B. O. Drops 20 Per Cent
German box office receipts fell 20 per

cent in 1928. That was largely because the
German films fell down in their own
market in accordance with the policy pre-
viously described. Fifteen British films
crept in as against two in 1927. Mean-
while 215 of the 520 pictures shown in
Germany during 1928 were of American
make.
German producers found that if they

made a very cheap film of their own they
could get a permit to show an American
picture on which they could make money.
The public got tired of German produc-
tions and preferred to patronize those of
other countries.
And American distributors have quite

enough poor stuff at home to contend with
without bringing in mediocrities from
abroad. Which partly explains the sour
grapes pose.

Much the same situation exists in
France. The Frenchman must first

obtain a permit for a French produc-
tion from the Cinema Commission
before he can show a foreign picture.
And to show how little he is willing
to spend on his own pork, all but
eight of the first 22 home productions
submitted for permits were turned
down by the Commission.

Italy has a 10 per cent quota law which
has never been enforced because Italian

production is too negligible to warrant en-
forcement. If American pictures were cut
down, there would be very little film en-
tertainment in Italy.

No Quota in Scandinavia

Scandinavia has no quota law and on an
average 400 American films are shown
there every year as against half a dozen
Scandinavian ones. One company, the
Svenska, has a monopoly and owns almost
all the theatres worth mentioning there.

It produces a few pictures every year. The
most notable one of recent times was
"Charles XII," a heavy, glittering, his-

torical pageant in fourteen reels which was
great for the Swedish people but too cum-

(Contintied on next page)
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800 Pupils Become"Walking,Talking
Ads" for Sound by Campaign

Woodin at Wellsboro Puts Over Herald-World Drive Suggestion and Does
It Pay? Read What Happened!

GET the schools hunting for a word for talking pictures "and they will

send out every boy and girl as a walking, talking advertisement for

your theatre," says Larry A. Woodin, manager of the Arcadia theatre at

Wellsboro, Pa. Woodin knows, because he adopted the campaign detailed by
the Herald-World in the issue of December 22, and eight hundred pupils took
an active part in Woodin's application of that campaign.
'''"PALK about publicity," writes Woodin. part. "The public has already given them

-- 'Every school kid in this town knows
more about synchronized pictures than
most exhibitors do. They've dug into all

the facts obtainable on sound pictures and
they're the talk of the town.
"Again I want to say, exhibitors: get the

schools hunting for a word and they will

send out every boy and girl as a walking,
talking advertisement for your theatre."

In sending in the list of names sug-
gested by the pupils, as well as the
winning essay, Woodin calls attention
to the fact that he as yet does not
have sound equipment and the major-
ity of the words were coined by
students who never had seen a sound
picture.

"It was the opinion of the judges of the
contest held here," he writes, "that Sound
Picture (suggested by Sara Sears, a senior
in the high school) was the name to
designate any kind of synchronized picture,

the term to be preceded by what type of
sound picture that it might be, namely a
Vitaphone Sound Picture, a Movietone
Sound Picture, or a Photophone Sound
Picture.

Leave It to Public

"The judges decided that as the 'movies'
were named 'motion pictures' and branded
'movies' by the public, let the public brand
the sound pictures what they may. But it is

their opinion that the name Sound Picture
would stick because it is easy to say and
strictly American language.
"More power to you in your hunt for a

word. Eight hundred students here did
their best, and when it was all over, the

simple, easy-to-say, self-explaining term,
Sound Picture, won."
Here is the list of names suggested by

the pupils:

Sound Picture, Photo Phone, Cine-
phone, Movietone, Musical Photo-
voice, Vivavox, Senatone, Repitone,
Talking Movies, Canmovox, Talkie,
Speakie, Auditone, Motox, Audimovie,
Singaphone, Voicescop, Mimic Movie,
Sound Movie, Viewtone, Moviesound,
Teleactors, Phonologos, Radiographa-
tone, Cameraphone, Seeandhear, Joly-
tone, Mutex, Phonophoto, Audiphone,
Aumopic, Audofilm, Soundaphone.
Not only did the campaign bring home

a close interest in the motion picture the-

atre to the pupils participating, but it also

attracted the attention of the entire popula-
tion of Wellsboro. The newspapers kept
everyone posted on the contest—and so
kept the theatre interests before them. A
full newspaper column was devoted to the
contest on the day the judges awarded the
prize—a six months season pass—to Miss
Sears. Certainly the Arcadia's increased
patronage will meet the cost of that ticket

many times.

Newspaper Details Contest

"The Exhibitors' Herald and Motion Pic-

ture World, the leading trade journal of the

motion picture industry, has been and still is

conducting a campaign to try and find a

suitable blanket term or word for the new
synchronized pictures," the article stated in

various names, all of which are misleading
and incorrect to a certain extent.

"Such names as Vitaphone and Movietone
are trade names which apply to only one
certain company's product. None of the
names such as these should be used to
designate any type of synchronized picture,

which is a picture with sounds of all kind
reproduced when the picture is shown at

the exact moment that the sound is seen to

be taking place in the picture and so well
done that the audience is unaware of the

fact that the sound and picture are two
separate things. These sounds may be
talking, singing, laughter, noises, effects, or
any kind of sound.

"The essay will be forwarded to the
Exhibitors' Herald and Motion Picture
World to be entered in the national con-
test seeking a new word for the synchro-
nized pictures. However, until a suitable

term is found, Wellsboro fans will see and
hear sound pictures."

$23,661,990 RCA
1928 Net Profits;

Gross 100 Million
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—Radio Corporation
of America earned a net income of $23,661,990

in 1928, according to a report of the directors

to the stockholders last Saturday. The gross

income was $101,851,603; as compared with a

1927 gross of $65,418,620. The net income
for 1928 is revealed as approximately twice as

much as that for 1927, and three times greater

than the 1926 amount. The amount accredited

to surplus for 1928 is $19,834,799.

In submitting the report, General James G.

Harbord, president, described the growth in

the use of radio throughout the year, pointing

out its wide application during the presidential

campaign as an example of the increased scope

of the medium.
The report gives total current assets at the

end of 1928 of $55,577,250, and total current

liabilities of $16,073,916. The corporation, ac-

cording to the report, has not bonded debts
or notes outstanding.

P. L. Thomson Addresses
1,500 at Whitehall Club
On the Talking Picture

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—P. L. Thomson,
director of public relations for Western Elec-

tric and president of the Audit Bureau of

Circulations, spoke today before 1,500 mem-
bers and guests of the Whitehall Club on
"Talking Pictures the Talk of the Country."
He followed his address with a showing of

the latest Fox Movietone short features. The
Whitehall Club is a social organization of
downtown business men and meets for
luncheon on the roof of the Whitehall Build-

ing.

The Sound Picture

[Winning essay in contest at Wells-
boro, Pa.]

"The word which I have selected
to enter into this contest is the sound
picture. This new invention which
enables us to hear a movie or parts
of a movie does not just give us talk-

ing as "Talkies" might suggest; it

gives us sounds of all kinds, mu-
sic, laughter, a beat of drum, or the
whir of an engine. Every sound
which we seem to see taking place in

the picture is heard. So why not call

it a sound picture since that is what
it includes?
"Of course "Sound Picture" may

not sound just right at first but we
would become used to it, as we have
to "Moving Picture."—Sara Sears.

Foreign Producers Aim
Blows at U. S. Films to

Get Into the Market
(Continued from preceding page)

bersome for the more sophisticated Ameri-
ican public.

Russia is potentially one of the great

film powers although at the present time
her contribution to the world of motion
pictures does not amount to a great deal,

simply because of propaganda. The Rus-
sians, backed by their government, are
practically giving their pictures away in

the United States. Almost all of them are

saturated with propaganda, which kills

whatever entertainment value they may
have.

Lack Entertainment Value

Pictures must be entertaining to get
across. Russian films are often beauti-
fully photographed, have striking- sequences
but they lack the entertainment value.

This is bad for both countries. It hurts
the Russian film as an article of commerce
and it spreads a doctrine which we regard
as commercially unsound and socially
vicious in the commercial center of the
world, New York, where propaganda has
its greatest scope.

In certain circles here it has become a
fad to attend a wearisome performance at
a little theatre in the belief that it is high-
brow, that the pictures are far too culti-

vated to hit the vulgar mark of Broadway.
As a matter of fact, the pictures are so
lacking in entertainment value that they
could not possibly be shown on Broadway.

Anything May Happen
The Russians will not make good films

till their country lets them, till it settles
down and permits the finest artists in the
world (which she undoubtedly has) to make
real pictures with the splendid equipment
at their disposal.

Things are by no means settled in the
foreign field. Anything may happen over-
night. Every country is seething with pro-
duction ideas and each is trying to reach
the American market. And the first to get
the proper perspective of what constitutes
entertainment here will be the winner.
We have more than enough to get along
on as it is.

And meanwhile shortsighted men try to
pinch us abroad so that they can get an
entrance here. The old story of the fox
and the grapes. What they need is enter-
tainment plus!

M. A. Shauer Sails for Brazil
NEW YORK.—Melville A. Shauer, special repre

sentative of the foreign department of Paramount Fa-
mous Lasky Corporation, accompanied by Mrs Shauer,
has sailed for Brazil.
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w
Film News
in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera

At Miami Beach for a wintertime vacation—John
McGuirk, former president of Stanley; James R.
Grainger, general sales manager of Fox; Harry War-
ner of Warner Brothers; E. B. Hatrick, head of the
Hearst film interests; H. M. Goetz of Paramount.

IR£S

STUDIO!

At the opening of Warner Brothers' ""The Redeem-
ing Sin" in New York—Baroness von fQenner, AtlL-

bassador Pizet of Spain. Haskell Coffin. Mme. Alma
Claybaugh. Countess Castelli, Beatrice Fairfax, James
Wolf. Mary Chapin. Gustave Maryani. Irma Kraft.

INC.
A new portrait of Aileen
Pringle, perennially popular
player who with Lew Cody in

M G M comedy-dramas made
co-starring an institution.

Welcome home! William Le Baron, vice president
in charge of production for Radio Pictures, is

shown being presented with a floral piece by W.
T. Deal and E. J. Donnelly, veteran studio gate-
men, upon Le Baron's return from New York.

Olive Borden, star of several

RKO 1928-29 productions,

who has signed for two 1929-

30 Radio Pictures, with two
more optional.

Bag and baggage, guitar and smile. Bessie Love is

shown back in Los Angeles after a vacation in

New York, which was nicely timed with the open-
ing of M G M's "The Broadway Melody," in

which she has a leading role.
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Lois Wilson, contributor of screen enter-

tainment through the media of various

companies, in a new portrait. Miss Wil-

son's latest role is opposite Conrad Nagel
in Warner Brothers' "Kid Gloves."

The brothers Carewe—or the brothers Fox? No matter, they're Edwin Carewe and

Finis Fox, with Dolores Del Rio, Carewe's protegee, snapped at the Tec-Art studios,

where Carewe is making "Evangeline" for United Artists, with Miss Del Rio as the

faithful maid of Arcady. Fox numbers among his screen scripts that for his brother's

"Ramona," which also starred Miss Del Rio.

Slrippy hints at scandal—and seems to have the evidence. This is an episode in First

National's new starring vehicle for Billie Dove, "The Man and the Moment," whicn

production employs such up-to-date equipment as airplanes and speedy yachts to

weave and unravel its complications. In this scene are shown Robert Schable, Billie

Dove and Gwen Lee.

A morning frock, as worn by Leila

Hyams, M G M featured player. It is of

green and white percale, and the blouse

shows bindings of plain green, as does the

guimpe and pockets.
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As Exhibit A in History's case against the
Bourbons, William Blakewell is shown in
his impersonation of Louis XTV for
Douglas Fairbanks' new United Artists

production, "The Iron Mask."

Like the men, the women are taking to
galluses. Barbara Kent, Universal featured
player, is shown displaying a new bobby
skirt creation, with striped suspenders and

a white blouse.
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Musical Sense Declared Big Asset to

Manager Showing Sound Films
Must Decide How to Regulate Music During Picture, Kenoshan Advises—

Tieups with Musical Organizations Urged
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

[What changes in operation of a theatre have been brought about by sound pictures?
Following is the second of «i series of articles on this important subject to appear in the
Herald-World.}

MILWAUKEE, March 5.—Requisites of a successful theatre manager
were raised considerably when sound pictures became the vogue, ac-

cording to Frank Ponton, manager of the Kenosha theatre at Kenosha,
In the first place, Ponton declared, the manager must be musical or atWis.

least must have a musical sense.

<<nPHE successful theatre manager today
must have a sense of music," de-

clared Ponton. "He must arrange for pri-

vate screenings for his sound pictures so
that he can determine for himself how to

regulate the music during the play. He
must determine for himself how extensively
* ' —"- 3—

'
~" A when. All these

Association that sound is an expensive
thing for the small theatre. (This state-
ment appeared in the February 2 issue of
the Herald-World.
Fred S. Meyer of the Milwaukee Theatre

Circuit, Inc., and also secretary of the Mil-
waukee MPTO, declared that although
sound seems to attract many people, still it

was too high priced a proposition for a
house.

^"atre owner declared that the
' — sound as estimated by

5 a true estimate,
- some opera-
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"Hearts in Dixie" Proves
Novel Type of Audien at

Its Broadway Premiere
New Fox Production Revealed

as Interesting Tragi-Comedy

of Negro Life
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—Something en-
tirely new in the way of motion picture enter-
tainment came to Broadway this week in

"Hearts in Dixie," the new Fox picture
which had its premiere at the Gaiety
theatre.

Nothing like "Hearts in Dixie" has ever
been offered motion picture exhibitors, for
this is a story of Negroes in the South, their

joys and sorrows, their charm, their tragedy.
There isn't much of a story. None of the
actors are famous. But the picture won the
hearts of all who saw* it, at first sight.

An audience of well-known New Yorkers
came to the Gaiety expecting something un-
usual, probably willing to forgive any little

discrepancies if the novelty should turn out
to be fresh. But this picture needed no apolo-
gies. Instead, it won universal praise from
the critics and drew applause from a cynical
and sophisticated first-night audience.
"Hearts in Dixie" is the story of an old

Negro and his grandson, the son of his dying
daughter. They live happily in the South-
land, as testimony of which there are many
amusing and delightful incidents, but the
death of the boy's mother makes the old man
realize that the boy must have his chance.
Paul Sloan directed the picture with the

finest taste. His actors were excellent, natu-
ral; their voices were strong and clear. The
singing was charming. Altogether this is a
novelty that ought to enjoy real prosperity.

—

P. V.

Warner Sales Force
Honor Sam E. Morris

With Drive in May
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—The sales force of
Warner Brothers have designated May as the

Sam E. Morris month, as a way of paying a
personal tribute to the vice president of the

company. The purpose of Morris Month
is to amass playdates so that the selling force

can offer a large volume of business as a
sign of their appreciation to Morris, for his

able leadership.

This year it is hoped to top all previous
figures aand dates will be taken on more than
thirty Vitaphone pictures, with such stars as

Al Jolson, Dolores Costello, Fannie Brice,

Davey Lee, Monte Blue, May McAvoy, Con-
rad Nagel, Pauline Frederick, H. B. Warner,
Everett Horton, Betty Bronson, William
Collier, Jr., and a host of other well known
players.

2
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ast week.

Arthur B. Poole Begins
Duties As Comptroller
Of Pathe Exchange, Inc.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—Arthur B. Poole
has been appointed corgpLToller of Pathe ex-

change, Inc., and has already assumed his

duties at the home office.

Poole resigned as comptroller*. v A O to

join Pathe. Previously, he hi!
'

. ./ith

FBO and while there did speenH ' statistical

work for Pathe, under the direction of Joseph
P. Kennedy. Poole is 35 years old and was
born in St. Paul.

Olmstead,
l, Florence

jtt and Ruth
National di-

Morrows Hostesses to Barthelmess
MEXICO CITY.—Mrs. Dwielit W. Morrow and

daughter Anne, Col. Charles Lindbergh's fiancee, gave
a tea for Richard Barthelmess, First National star,

and Mrs. Barthelmess at the Embassy here.
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These original sketch-

es by E. H. Benson,
special representative

in charge o f United
Artists' Far Eastern
headquarters at Tokyo,
are offered by Benson
to show the adapt-

ability of his suggested
term, "Photox," for

talking pictures, to the

fronts of theatres. And
neatly done they are,

too.

Suggests "Photox" and Supports

His Word with Own Sketches

INTERESTING and beautifully presented, as the sketches on this page

prove, is the suggestion of "Photox" as the name for talking pictures, as

presented by E. H. Benson, special representative in charge of the Far

Eastern headquarters of United Artists, in a letter to the Herald-World.

IN offering his contribution to the campaign
of the Herald-World for a proper name

for talking pictures to supplant the objection-

able word "talkie," Benson explains that his

suggestion is a condensation of "phototalk,"

which a leading Japanese exhibitor employed
in designating productions having synchron-
ized dialogue. Benson writes as follows

:

"The writer has followed with interest your
endeavors to secure through the medium of
the industry at large a word which will in ef-

fect convey to the public '.nd the trade in

general an actual term winch is both euphoni-
ous and expressive ; :« its meaning, and which
if adopted universally would become a useful

term in motion picture sound parlance.

"In conversation with a leading Japanese
exhibitor the other day, during which the sub-

ject of our cc iversation turned to sound
pictures, this exhibitor continually used the

word 'Phototalk.'

"

On thinking over this term in connection

with "talkies" and Mr. Vischer's article, Ex-
hibitors Herald and Moving Picture World
issue of December 29th, it occurred to me that

after all this exhibitor had expressed in his

own way a term which, if boiled down, might
effectively serve as a universal name for the

product in question, and I am therefore send-

ing you the condensed word in the form of

"Photox" for your consideration.

"From the producer, distributor and exhibi-

tor's point of view, and as a name which is

brief, expressive and synonymous with that

which it is desired to convey to the public

mind, as well as its use throughout the indus-

try, 'Photox' might prove a welcome aid, inas-

much as it can easily be coupled with any and
all forms of advertising attendant to the

production, sale and exhibition of sound pic-

tures."

1
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Study of Neighborhood's Likes Held
First Need in Chain Bookings

Certain Kind of Pictures Draws Best on Certain Days, Says Arnstein, and
Exploitation Must Keep Pace

[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

MILWAUKEE, WIS., March 5.—The booking problems of a chain thea-

tre concern have been overlooked to a great extent, according to Eu-
gene Arnstein, assistant manager of the Milwaukee Theatre Circuit,

Inc., Milwaukee.

At the New York

Theatres

A RNSTEIN believes that the average
chain theatre manager is inclined to

book pictures without giving a great deal
of thought as to how suitable a particular

picture is to the house or the day of the
week on which it is going to run. This is

particularly true in a chain where a man-
ager has a voice in the booking of pictures.

What the Public Likes
In booking pictures there are three things

to keep in mind, declared Arnstein. The
first is to book the right sort of a picture
for certain days. By that he means that in

some neighborhoods a hot, love picture

draws exceptionally well on Mondays and
Tuesdays. In this same neighborhood, an
action picture may go well on Wednesday
and Thursday. Friday may be a good day
to run a light comedy picture. And so on.

Each neighborhood has its peculiarities in

this respect.

If chain theatre managers would study
and analyze their neighborhoods more
carefully, they would be able to book pic-

tures for the respective days during the
week which would enable them to get the
highest possible receipts. However, in order
to get the highest possible range of receipts
over every day in the week, there must also
be the right kind of exploitation along
with it.

Many chain theatre managers who won-
der why their bookings don't pull can trace
the failure to a lack of study of neighbor-
hoods, Arnstein believes.

Warns of Cost Responsibility
The second thing for a chain theatre

manager to keep in mind is: "Regard the
theatre as your own theatre. Buy and spend
for it, as though it were your own. Ex-
ercise the same rigid cost principles that
you would exercise in your own business."
This is very important, declared Arnstein.
There is a certain lack of responsibility in

all chains due to failure to realize su-
ficiently what operative costs actually are.

The third thing to keep in mind when
booking, Arnstein said, is to schedule men-
tally the coming weeks and try to arrange
a program that will be attractive to your
patrons. Do not arrange a program which
you think will appeal to them; arrange a
program which you, from experience, know
that they will desire, he said. Managers
too often, through lack of study of neigh-
borhoods, book pictures that they think
should attract people, but which, in actu-
ality, do not appeal in that particular neigh-
borhood.

First National to Wage
$100,000 Ad Campaign on

Corinne Griffith Picture
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—First National
is prepared to spend $100,000 on the adver-
tising campaign which it is putting behind
"The Divine Lady," Ned E. Depinet, gen-
eral sales manager, told the Herald-World
today.

"The leading cities of the country will

be covered with a series of 'Divine Lady'
advertisements that will tie in with local

first-runs of this First National-Vitaphone

special, which stars Corinne Griffith,

Depinet said.

Included in the campaign are 84 cities,

with 141 newspapers. These newspapers
have a total circulation of 15,553,306, reach-
ing a population of 37,401,000. The entire

series will be available to exhibitors during
the weeks from April 1 to May 1, when
"The Divine Lady" will have many of its

most important first-run bookings. The
picture is having an extended run at the
Carthay Circle, Los Angeles. Following are
the 84 cities on the advertising list:

New York—Albany, Utica, Schenectady, Buffalo,

Rochester, Syracuse and New York City; Massachu-
setts—Boston, Worcester, Springfield and Fall River;
Rhode Island—Providence; Maine—Portland; New
Jersey—Newark and Trenton; Florida—Jacksonville;

North Carolina—Charlotte; South Carolina—Charles-

ton.

Ohio—Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton, Cleveland,
Toledo, Akron and Youngstown; Maryland—Balti-

more; Delaware— Wilmington; Virginia— Richmond
and Norfolk; Georgia—Atlanta; Alabama—Birmingham
and Mobile; Connecticut—New Haven, Bridgeport and
Hartford.

Pennsylvania — Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Scranton,
Reading, Harrisburg and Erie; Washington, D. C ;

Texas—Dallas, San Antonio, Fort Worth and Hous
ton; Indiana—Indianapolis, Fort Wayne and Terre
Haute.

Missouri—Kansas City and St. Louis; Kansas

—

Wichita; Tennessee—Nashville and Memphis; Ken-
tucky—Louisville; Arkansas—Little Rock; Louisiana

—

New Orleans; Oklahoma—Oklahoma City and Tulsa.

Illinois—Chicago, Peoria and Springfield; Colorado
—Denver and Pueblo; Iowa—Des Moines and Daven-
port; Michigan—Detroit and Grand Rapids; California
—Los Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco and Oak-
land; Wisconsin—-Milwaukee and Madison.

Minnesota — Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth:
Nebraska— Omaha; Oregon— Portland; Utah— Salt

Lake City; Montana—Butte; Washington—Seattle,

Spokane and Tacoma.

Varges, M G M's World
Cameraman, Makes First

Visit to N. Y. in 5 Years
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—Ariel L. Varges,
world cameraman of M G M News, arrived
in New York last week for his first visit

since 1924. Varges
first went abroad for

M G M 14 years ago
and has visited nearly
every country, mak-
ing important news-
reels.

He was the first

man to fly over the
pyramids and photo-
graph them from the

air. He was also the

hrst man to make a

picture of a pope,

havir.<? secured per-

mission to photo-
graph ti.° late Bene-
dict XV. Varges
spent two years in China photographing spec-

tacular battle scenes during the revolution.

He traveled from Canton to Peking and was
with the armies of both the North and the

South. His pictures of the sitge and fall of

Chochow was considered a big achievement.
Varges will remain in New Y >rk for several

years before starting out agai" on his wander-
ings in quest of new material for M G M
News.

Ariel L. Varges

NEW FILMS
HIPPODROME—"Strange Cargo," a Pathe picture.

PARAMOUNT—"The Dummy," a Paramount all-talk-

ing picture with Ruth Chatterton, Frederic March,
John Cromwell, Mickey Bennett and Za Su Pitts,

directed by Robert Milton.
ROXY—"The Lone Wolf's Daughter," a Columbia

picture with Bert Lytell, Gertrude Olmstead and
Lilyan Tashman, directed by Albert Rogell.

COLONY—"Geraldine," a Pathe Picture with Marian
Nixon, Eddie Quillan, Albert Gran and Gaston
Glass, directed by Melville Brown.

FIFTY-FIFTH ST. PLAYHOUSE—"Spies," UFA
production with Rudolph Klein-Rogge and Willy
Fritsch.

CRITERION—"The Letter," a Paramount picture

with Jeanne Eagles, O. P. Heggie, Reginald Owen
and Herbert Marshall, directed by Jean de Limur
and Fred A. Fleck.

WARNER—"Sonny Boy," a Warner picture with
Davey Lee, Betty Bronson, Gertrude Olmstead and
Edward Everett Horton, directed by Archie Mayo.

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
WINTER GARDEN—"The Singing Fool," Warner

Bros., opened September 19.

CENTRAL—"Weary River" First National, opened
January 24th.

RIALTO—"The Wolf of Wall Street," Paramount,
opened January 26th.

ASTOR—"The Broadway Melody," Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, opened February 1st.

LITTLE CARNEGIE PLAYHOUSE—"Marie Antoin-
ette," European production, opened February 23.

GAIETY—"Hearts in Dixie," Fox, opened February
27.

EMBASSY—"The Wolf Song," Paramount, opened
February 28.

LYRIC—"At the South Pole," Amkino, opened Feb-

ruary 20.

RIVOLI—"The Iron Mask," United Artists, opened
February 21.

CAPITOL—"Alias Jimmy Valentine," Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, revived for another week.

STRAND—"My Man," Warner Bros., revived for

another week.
CAMEO—"Ten Days that Shook the World," and

"Ivan the Terrible," revived for another week.
FIFTH AVENUE PLAYHOUSE—"Underground,"

held over for another week.
FILM GUILD CINEMA—"Krassin," Amkino, opened

February 20.

Film Industry Gives
Ontario Large Income
By Amusement Taxes
(Special to the Herald-World)

ONTARIO, March 5.—In a report of public

accounts regarding theatres and films the

figures show that, in the aggregate, the

province of Ontario gained a total revenue of

$1,337,148.68 in amusement tax, licenses, cen-

sorship fees, etc., and expended $106,098.23

in salaries and film studio costs, leaving a

balance of $1,231,050.45 in the treasury.

Youngclaus Injured in

Auto Crash; May Lose Eye
(Special to the Herald-World)

PERRY, IOWA, March 5.—William Young-
claus, owner of the Grand theatre, was ser-

iously injured in Omaha when his car skidded

into a street car and then crashed into an

embankment. Physicians say he may lose the

sight of one eye.

Youngclaus and C. J. Latta operated the

Foxy and the Grand before selling their inter-

ests to L. Stanley and Macy of Adel. Latta

will be remembered as the "honest advertiser"

who warned his patrons against a picture

which he believed was not up to the standard
he liked to maintain.

Safe Crackers Save
His Insurance Policy
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, March 5.—Safe crackers at

the Liberty theatre, Olympia, placed the

burglary insurance policy on the ruined

strong box before leaving, according to the

manager, Al Raleigh.
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SOUND PICTURES
W

Audien Will Eliminate the Stage

Except in Big Cities, Says Mayer
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS. March 5.—The talking picture eventually will eliminate the

legitimate stage except in the largest cities, and even there unless stage producers

ahandon the use of filth and sensationalism as box office attractions, said Louis

B. Mayer. M G M vice president in charge of production, in New Orleans Thurs-

day on his way to Washington for yesterday's inaugural ceremonies for Presi-

dent-elect Herbert Hoover.

The silent picture never will be abandoned,
Mayer said, and in fact will be improved
as a result of audiens. Fewer silent pictures

will mean better silent pictures, he declared.

"Dialogue broadens the scope of the mov-
ing picture, makes it possible to film many
stories hitherto impractical," Mayer said.

"But it will not do to get hysterical about
this new thing. Our organization has been
experimenting on it for years. We have
thrown away hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars worth of stuff. We will continue to

make silent films. For one thing we can't

afford to throw away all our foreign mar-
kets, bringing 40 per cent of our profits.

"I look to see, eventually, about a half

and half schedule for silent and talking

films. The big advantage of the talking pic-

ture over the legitimate stage, as I see it,

is that, through the closeup, every seat in

the theatre is a front seat."

In the party, in addition to Mayer and
Mark Requa, were Mrs. Mayer, Mrs. Requa,
Mayer's daughters, Edith and Irene, Mrs.
Ida Koverman of the Central Republican
committee of California and a secretary-

Bombay, India, Launches

Second W. E. Sound House
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—A cable to E. S.

Gregg, foreign sales manager of Electrical

Research Products, Inc., has announced

the opening of the second house in India

equipped with Western Electric Sound
System. The new house is known as the

Excelsior.

Plunkett Baptizes

Photophone's First

Minneapolis Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. March 5.—

Claude Saunders.representing Joseph Plun-

kett, R KO general manager, assisted at

the formal presentation of the first Photo-

phone pictures in the Twin City R K O
houses. Both the theatres enjoyed excellent

business. The Hennepin-Orpheum showed
"Strange Cargo," and the Palace Orpheum
presented "Geraldine."

An intensive advertising campaign pro-

ceeded the openings. It included special

previews for the newspapers, tieups with

three radio stations as well as the usual

billboard and show card advertising. There

has been no raise in admission prices.

Bristolphone and
Lesser Interests 9

New Wax Paper
Aids Radio Photo

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March S.—A new
heat-sensitive wax-coated paper
which increases the working speed of
photoradio operation and gives a

clearer definition of the transmitted
image was shown last week by Rich-
ard H. Ranger, of the Radio Corpora-
tion of America. The paper opens a
new field of possibilities for the
transmission of pictures by radio in
colors, according to Ranger.

Cabin Plane and
Radio AidAudien

At Dallas Palace
Bob Armstrong, Publicity director of the

Greater Palace, Dallas Publix de luxe house,
contrived a dandy on "The Canary Murder
Case," resulting in thousands of dollars
worth of publicity at no cost to the theatre.
Bob promoted a cabin plane from the Texas
Air Transport from Ft. Worth, and radio
equipment from station WFAA in Dallas,
and hooked his transmitter up in the ship.
He took the plane up in the air for two

hours on Friday before the all talking pic-
ture opened at the Greater Palace on Satur-
day, and made announcements on it and
Publix coast to coast Celebration Week.
Thousands heard the mysterious talking
from the clouds, and investigated the cause.
Dallas papers ran cuts on the idea, and the
radio station called attention to it during
its regular announcement periods, explain-
ing that it was devised by the theatre for
Publix Celebration Week.

Scoredisc Starts
Active Production;

March Distribution
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—Scoredisc Com-
pany has started active production at its

factory, 701 Eight Avenue. Each feature
released after Aug. 1, 1928, will be Score-
disc treated for perfect synchronization for
exhibitor with a non-synchronous sound
device, his feature program.

It is estimated that distribution will be
started late in March, when a full score for
each picture released in the period men-
tioned will be ready for the market.
The company is headed by Arthur J.

Abrams, inventor of Scoredisc.

Gates, Portsmouth, Wired
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTSMOUTH, VA, March 5. — The
Gates theatre is installing both Movietone
and Yitaphone equipment and will be in a
position to present a complete sound pro-
gram after March 1.

Discs Solve Anthem
Problem of Canadians

(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA, March 5.—One prob-
lem chalked up to the sound film pro-
grams in Canadian theatres is a

patriotic one. A time-worn require-

ment calls for the playing of the na-
tional anthem either in opening or
closing a performance. With sound
picture projection, the show comes to

an end, of course, when the 61m "runs
out." Then it suddenly occurs to the
manager that there is no orchestra or
organist to play the national anthem.
The difficulty has been solved,

however, by obtaining phonograph
discs of "Cod Save the King." The
projectionist has to switch to the
non-synchronous system of Vita-

phone equipment if necessary for the

presentation of the official hymn.

Alliance Completed
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK March 5.—Charles R Rog-
ers, president of Gotham-Bristolphone an-

nounces that the final details of the merger
of Gotham-Bristolphone and the Warner-
Lesser interests have been completed. The
company will carry on under the name of

Consolidated Bristolphone Corporation.

English Players to

Finish Audien in U.S.
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—A company of

English players are coming to the United
States to complete the important dialogue

sequences in a production made on the

other side. The picture in production is

"Kitty," featuring Estelle Brody, and will

be released here in May by World Wide
Pictures.
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The Good-All Reproducer
HUNDREDS OF EXHIBITORS

Read My Last Week's Letter

AND RESPONDED WITH INQUIRIES

Again I Say
The Goodall Reproducer willgive you increased profits AND

$1100

I. Electrical Correctness

II. Mechanical Exactness

III. Dependable, Flawless Performance
IV. Tonal Quality Unsurpassed

V. Will Attach to Any Machine
VI. A High Class Reproducer at LOW COST

Complete

$1350

^ MAIL TODAY

Cood-AII Electric Mfg. Co.

Manufacturers FINE ELECTRICAL Devices

R. A. GOODALL, Pres.

Deliveries in 30 days

(INCLUDES NON-SYNCHRONOUS ATTACHMENT)

GOOD-ALL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Ogallala, Nebr.

Send additional literature, without obligation

on Goodall Reproducer.

Name

Address

City -

State .".

13 Christie Films in Paramount 's Scoredisc Names

Current Releases; Work Rushed
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 5.—The Christie organization is speeding up produc-
tion of its sound pictures and taking up options with several stars for additional
productions with the announcement that thirteen of the new series of Christie
Talking Plays are to be released by Paramount in its current group.

Christie has completed the filming of nine of Quite a list of supporting players have ap-
the Talking Plays, mcluding the first three of peared so far, including Dot Farley, Tom
the Octayus Roy Cohen stories, and has de-
livered six of the pictures to Paramount for
immediate distribution. Now filmed are "The
Melancholy Dame," "Music Hath Harms" and
"The Framing of the Shrew," by Octavus
Roy Cohen, with all-negro casts; and the star
pictures, "A Bird in the Hand" with Lois
Wilson, Jason Robards, and Roy D'Arcy;
"Post Mortems," Raymond Griffith ; "Meet the
Missus," James Gleason and Lucille Webster
Gleason; "When Caesar Ran a Newspaper,"
Raymond Hatton and Sam Hardy; "Jed's
Vacation," Charlie Grapewin and Anna
Chance; and "Dear Vivian," Raymond Hatton
and Sam Hardy.

Star Picture Plans Made
James Gleason, Raymond Griffith and Lois

Wilson will each be presented in at least one
more of the talking plays; Louise Fazenda
has been signed for two, and plans are being
made to include some of the Christie Comedy
stars, such as Billy Dooley, Bobby Vernon,
Jack Duffy and Frances Lee.

Paramount is releasing two of the Christie
Talking Plays this month, three in March,
several in April, and a steady flow of pictures
in succeeding months. Releases have been
arranged so that there will be one of the
Octavus Roy Cohen colored stories in approx-
imately each three pictures issued.

Kennedy, Mabel Forrest, Robert Emmett
O'Connor, Helen Mehrman, Eddie Waller,
Doris Brownlae, Bill Irving, Lorraine Eddy,
Betty Lorraine, Maude Truax and Carl Stock-
dale, casts being about equally divided between
well known stage and screen players.

Lafayette Players Appear
In the Octavus Roy Cohen stories the best

known of the colored actors' so far appearing
have been the stars of the Lafayette Players,

a colored company producing stage plays in

Los Angeles. Evelyn Preer, leading woman,
and Edward Thompson, leading man, and
Charles Olden, of the Lafayette group, appear
in several of the Cohen stories Others fea-

tured are Roberta Ryson, Spencer Williams,

Harry Tracy, and the members of Mosby's
Blue Blowers orchestra.

Four directors, Arvid Gillstrom, A. Leslie

Pearce, Walter Graham, and Raymond Kane,
are working on the new talking plays, while

Alfred A. Cohn, is in charge of the editorial

staff selecting material for these pictures. The
force of Christie recording technicians has

been increased to include three full operating

crews of seven men each, in addition to the

engineers in charge of the Western Electric

cq uipment.

G. I. Matthews as

Manager of Sales
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—George I.

Matthews, for many years a sales executive
in the motion picture industry, has been
appointed sales manager of the Scoredisc

Corporation.
Matthews, who is also vice president of

Scoredisc, will tour the principal cities and
establish sales centers in key cities and plan
demonstrations where exhibitors can wit-

ness actual projection of pictures and
Scoredisc sound accompaniment.
A perfect synchronized sound score is

assured by the company and for any fea-

ture employing the Scoredisc, which is an
appliance for use in conjunction with non-
synchronized sound machines. Scoredisc
is not a cue sheet service.

Eddie Dowling

Adopts New
PortableEquipment

(Special to the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, March 5.—During the

filming and recording of "The Rainbow-
Man" for Sono-Art Productions, Eddie
Dowling was the first to use portable re-

cording equipment, made by the Western
Electric Company.
The use of this new equipment opens up

a wide range of possibilities in outdoor
filming and recording that heretofore has
been impossible because of limitations of

the apparatus now in use.
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Exhibitors Buying Sound Equipment
Sight Unseen Deserve to Be "Gypped

"

Exhibitors May Avoid Lots of Grief, Loss of Time and

Save a Lot of Expense by Remembering That

—

HIGH, powered salesmanship may and probably will sell you an equip-

ment, but it takes more than eloquence to make it perform properly, de-

pendably, without interruption—at the most crucial time.

IF you invest in sound, be sure your equipment will work—not only

today but three years from today, by your operator in your theatre—not

in a screening room under the supervision of an '"expert."

BT.JY sound equipment as you would an automobile. Find out some-

thing about the organization back of the product: if its past accomplish-

ments, integrity, financial stability and ability to ''make good" are such as

to warrant your confidence.

TO build the right kind of sound equipment requires, (l) vast plant

facilities; (2) large financial resources: (3) a highly trained technical or-

ganization—the kind it takes years to buiid and develop. It is this three-

fold combination of factors that created

—

THREE MODELS

GN 200

GN 202

For All

Classes

CYNCHROMZERC
GN 203) of Theatres Q^YS T E M/O

NOW BEING
SERVED

By
First National

Warner Bros.

Vitaphone
Columbia
M-G-M

And other leading talking pic-

ture producers.

"P/^\"D the first time, basic economic and merchandis-

ing principles have been applied to the manu-
facture of sound equipment. "The greatest possible value

at the lowest possible cost," has been the objective sought

to be attained in creating this equipment.

TTJTC has been accomplished after long research

ajjj experiment to such a degree that for

quality, performance and value per dollar invested com-
pared with any other equipment GENNETT Synchro-
jiizer Systems will prove a revelation to the industry.

T'XJTC has been made possible only by the tre-

mendous facilities, financial resources and a

technical organization that has been built up over a period

of more than sixty years, at the command of the spon-

sors of this equipment.

"C"^"VrFT"T Synchronizer Systems are now in
V^XiX^IA^IU A- A production on a large scale and
are guaranteed for delivery within 15 to 30 days from
date of acceptance of your order. Deliveries are now
being made.

f~T"F"^rM P' I I
Synchronizer Systems are pro-

VJl^rN-LN J-/ A J- duced in three different models,
designed to meet the needs of every size theatre—from
400 to 4,000. Differing only in price, not in quality, per-

formance, or durability.

WATCH THESE COLUMNS
For our next announcement which will contain 1) a detailed description of each model
equipment; 2) a complete announcement of sales and service branches in all exchange
centers; 3) a deferred payment plan available at a nominal cost to all responsible

exhibitors in the United States.

W rite or Wire

GENERAL SOUND EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
1650 Broadway NEW YORK CITY or Factory RICHMOND, IND.
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"MYMAN" MERIDEN <=— FIRST
"MY MAN"

Certainly Looks Like a

Million Dollar*

Harry Israel

Overcoat

Get One for "Your Man"

There.isl.il a Urge II

varied assortment (rc

which to chow.

Low prices for high qu:

WE'LL BE CLAD TO SHOW YOU

,.HAR.RY LSRAFL

SEE and HEAR 4 [)ays Starling Today
He Buvs His Jewelry at

ICLEMENTS
I

Jewelry Shoppe
Thai s Why He is

"MY MAN"

35 v f** ^

IF YOU HAD LOST YOUR MAN?

See and Heap Fannie Brice aa

the girl »' ^" !,ljn" wno wo"

the hearts of miBioro after the
*'

lost the love of hei

m—

DIAMONDS
WATCHES

CLOCKS and JEWELRY

"I think you will agree with me," writes Al W. Gillis of the FoxPoli Palace at Meriden,

Conn., to this department, "that this full page spread makes an ideal tieup for the merchants

as well as the theatre. I figure the title 'My Man' is a natural and I sold it with that thought

in mind. Also hit all the menus in Meriden as well as my old standbys, the music stores.

Picture opened to a tremendous business notwithstanding the cold weather. More later.

Sorry we haven't space to reproduce the entire ad, because it was a nice bit of exploitation.

Freedman Heads Qualitone Co.;

Sound-on-Film to be Added Soon
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 5.—Samuel Freedman, wellknown Hollywood motion

picture producer and former owner of Fine Arts Studios, heads the new com-

pany which is sponsoring "Qualitone," a device for the projection of sound pic-

tures. With thousands of dollars worth of orders already in hand, the Quali-

tone Corporation immediately will begin quantity production and distribution

and anticipates completing more than 200 installations within the next six months.

The initial Qualitone equipment to be the statement that it is to be sold at a price

46 More Theatres

Get Sound and Disc

W. E. Wiring in Week
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—Forty-six more
theatres were equipped with Western Elec-
tric film and disc sound installations in the

week ending Saturday, February 23. They
are:

Theatre Seatj

State, Raleigh, N. C 1434
Rivoli, Indianapolis, Ind. 1322
Sanders, Brooklyn, N. Y _ 1517
Strand, Niagara Falls, N. Y. _ _ 1860
Empress, Owensboro, Ky _ _ 78S
Bards, 8th and Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal 518
Queens, Queens Village, L. I _ 2262
Princess, Mayfield, Ky 858
Leland, Albany, N. Y 1418
Carlton, Brooklyn, N. Y - - 1390
Century, Jackson, Miss 1110
Strand, Pittsburgh, N. Y _ 1306
Rivoli, Hastings, Neb. .„ _ 1031
Coliseum, San Francisco, Cal _ 2130
Vernon, Vernon, Texas _ 965
Isis, Houston, Texas _ 1114
Capitol, Worcester, Mass „ _ 1867
Strand, Endicott, N. Y _ _ 821
Beacon, Port Washington, L. I. „ 1765
Windsor, Chicago, 111 _ _.. 1256
National, Mexia, Texas 432
Alhambra, Alhambra, Cal 950
Capitol, Binghamton, N. Y _ 2461

installed in a theatre is now in operation

at the Marcal Theatre in Hollywood where

a preview of the device was recently held

for the edification of a large group of ex-

hibitors, newspaper folk and others. The
reproduction of the various sounds of the

film shown, including tap dancing, instru-

mental and vocal music and voices was de-

clared to be perfect and as a result several

orders were placed for the machines at that

time.

Sound-on-Film to be Added
The inventors of the Qualitone, which

in its present form employs the disc system

of reproduction but which will shortly

add equipment to handle sound on film, are

Fred H. Harrington and E. R. Harris, both

of whom are now members of the Qualitone

Corporation and executive heads of the

company's engineering department. The
former is a nationally known electrical and

radio engineer and a prominent member of

the Institute of Radio Engineers. He is the

inventor of the sound propection device

used in the Qualitone.

Harris is responsible for the recording

equipment of the new device as well as the

inventor of the Qualitone dynamic micro-

phone and dynamic electrical head. He was

formerly recording engineer for the Victor

Talking Company and later consulting en-

gineer for the Columbia Phonograph Com-
pany-
According to President Freedman, Los

Angeles will be the chief distribution depot

as well as the manufacturing site of his

company, while branch offices will be es-

tablished in New York, Chicago Phila-

delphia, Kansas City, Detroit, and other key

cities. The concern's main office is now at

5360 Melrose avenue, Hollywood.

Among the claims made for Qualitoneis

that will permit of its use in even

Redondo, Redondo, Cal.

Paramount, Provo, Utah _

Broadway Palace, Los Angeles, Cal. _ _
Idaho, Twin Falls, Idaho
Capitol, New Bedford, Mass
Granada, Buffalo, N. Y
Victoria, Philadelphia, Pa _
Empire, Atlanta, Ga _
Aggie, Stillwater, Okla
Mission Court, Fullerton, Cal
Hippodrome, New York, N. Y.
Alhambra, San Francisco, Cal. _
Orpheum, Ottawa, 111 _
Marboro, Brooklyn, N. Y
Floral, Floral Park, L. I

Ritz, Macon, Ga. _
Majestic, Detroit, Mich
Gravois, St. Louis, Mo
Seville, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Logan (formerly Colonial), Logansport, Ind..
Palace, McAllen, Texas _

the

smallest theatres. It is further asserted

by Qualitone officials that the Los Angeles-

made device is the simplest one on the mar-

ket in the matter of installation and up-

keep.
The Qualitone Corporation is prepared

with its own recording equipment and stage

for the use of outside picture companies

and has inaugurated a greatly reduced

schedule of fees permitting independent pro-

ducers to take advantage of the nation-

wide demand for audiens.

A distinct feature of the Qualitone, ac-

cording to Freedman, is that the machine

is interchangeable and can accommodate
any picture presentation employing records.

Warner Brooklyn

Studio Working On
24 Hour Schedule
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5—All departments

of the Warner Brothers Vitaphone studio

in Brooklyn are being taxed to their capa-

city; the plant is being operated on a 24

hour schedule.
Filming of some of the short numbers

goes into the early morning hours and

never has there been as much activity in

the plant as there is now.
Some of the numbers just finished are

three with Eleanor Painter, and others with

Julia Sanderson, Frank Crumit and J. C.

Nugent. .

Vitaphone talking pictures are now being

seen and heard in all the English speaking

countries of the world. Vitaphone is

shortly to invade Germany and is producing

pictures adapted for that country.

Quality Equal to

Best Guaranteed

Phonofilm Users
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—General Talk-
ing Pictures Corporation has taken a
decisive step toward clearing up any un-
certainty among exhibitors about the ad-

visability of putting in sound equipment,
by inserting a clause in contracts for the

installation of the DeForest Phonofilm re-

producing devices, guaranteeing that the

quality of sound in the installed theatre

"shall be equal, if not superior, to the

quality of sound reproduction of any repro-

ducing device regardless of price."

The guarantee is chiefly of interest to

those exhibitors who cannot spare the time

to fully investigate the service which is

being rendered by DeForest Phonofilm in

theatres which have been wired.

The corporation states it has never re-

ceived a request for the inclusion of the

clause from exhibitors who have had the

opportunity of hearing a demonstration

before buying, nor has this clause ever

been invoked by exhibitors holding con-

tracts in which it has been included.

Twin Cities Like Audiens
(Special to the Herald-World)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., March 5—All

the downtown houses in the Twin Cities are

now equipped with one form or another of

sound.
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THE DRAMAPHONE DISC
SYNCHRONOUS DEVICE

is successfully playing

Paramount, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Warner Brothers,

First National, United Artists, etc.

THE DRAMAPHONE FILM PICK-UP
is interchangeable with all film recording methods

THE DRAMAPHONE NON-SYNCHRONOUS
attachment plays any standard phonograph records

The Dramaphone "triple" amplification system assures continuous performance. It can, also,

be used as a public address system in announcing election returns, prize fights, etc.

You can see and hear the Dramaphone under actual working conditions in theatres in the

following cities

:

Omaha, Nebraska Cincinnati, Ohio
Beatrice, Nebraska Hollywood, Calif.

Chicago, Illinois Ft. Dodge, Iowa
Taylorville, Illinois Mishawaka, Indiana

Be sure your sound equipment will stand long wear and tear and give perfect tonal qualities

under the entire audible range. Also, be sure that it will accommodate phonograph records,

standard disc talkies and film systems, also enable you to plug in your radio so that important

broadcasts can be heard over your speaker system without costly changes to your basic equip-

ment. The Dramaphone does all these things.

Dramaphone is using ball and roller bearings, chrome vanadium worm gears, all running in

a bath of oil, which assure long life.

PRICES
$2500.00 for a complete synchronous up to 2200 seats.

$1000.00 for complete film pick-up.

$ 500.00 for non-synchronous attachment.

No service charge—Unconditional five year guarantee on machine parts

—Two weeks delivery date.

In inquiring for purchases of equipment, please state the number of seats in theatre in

first letter.

In inquiring for distributor's rights, give reference in first letter.

Address all communications to:

DRAMAPHONE CORPORATION
422 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

All Phones: Wabash 8473
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tures. The 'talkies' can't convey the personal-
ity of the actors, nor subtleties of character-
ization. They will fall of their own weight,
and the stage will regain the financial support
of those who have gone to movies because
there was nowhere else to go."
Which represents another interesting opin-

ion at a time when comments on the new pic-
tures are as divergent as the interests of the
individuals making the comments.

Two thousand Postal Telegraph offices are helping to exploit Colleen Moore's "Lilac Time"
by arrangement with Walter Lindlar of First National. All the offices in New York tre
carrying a "Lilac Time" window card, and offices in other cities will follow suit as the
picture plays there. Here is the Fifth avenue and 46th street side of the Postal corner in

New York with a card in each window.

Audiens Benefit Speaking Stage,

Says Head of Repertory Shows
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, Feb. 26.—The "legit" speaking stage is on the eve of one of
the brightest epochs in all its centuries-long history, thanks to its supposedly-
deadly enemy, the talking pictures. This double-edged tribute to audiens voiced
by Edward Ewald, head of his own repertory company at the St. Charles theatre,
doesn't mean exactly what it seems to mean.

It doesn't mean, for example, that Ewald
believes the talkies are contributing anything
to a great art. Quite the contrary. The
audiens are aiding the legitimate stage, he be-
lieves, because they are supplanting the silent

pictures.

Says Films Never Hurt Stage
Ewald, a passionate believer in the artistic

traditions of the spoken drama, had been
asked about the oft-made claim that the talk-
ing pictures are to take the place of both the
spoken stage and the silent pictures. With
the quick response of a man whose greatest
enthusiasm has been touched off, he made a
gesture of disdain and said "bosh

!"

"The talkies," he said, "can never replace the
spoken stage, any more than the movies could
replace it, nor displace it in the affections of
real lovers of the drama.
"The 'movie fans' may not have realized it,

but the movies have never hurt the art of
the spoken stage. Speaking purely in a finan-
cial sense, they have taken support from the
spoken stage, and lured many good actors to
their own ruin. But they have never touched
the real art of the theatre. They have touched
only the pocket-book of the theatre.

Supplanting Silent Pictures

"Now come the talkies, and we hear the
claim that they will drive the legitimate the-
atre out of business. That's perfect nonsense.
"The talkies have shown already what ef-

fect they are having. They are supplanting
the silent pictures. They had a field to them-
selves so long as they remained silent. Then
they were a photographic art—not an art of
the theatre.

"The talkies are showing the movie-goers
the importance of lines and the spoken voice
in any play, and now the movie-goers won't
return to the silent films. In their place are
the 'talkies,' no longer a photographic art
alone but an attempt at the art of the theatre.

Says Stage Will Benefit

"The talkies won't satisfy the public, not
even the public which attended the silent pic-

Ohio Movie-Phone Rights

Placed; Gusdanovic Buys
Pacent for Two Houses

(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEVELAND, March 5.—Edward Casa-
nave has obtained the sales rights in Ohio
for the Movie-Phone sound-on-film de-
vice. He has opened offices at 419 Film
Building. He also is handling a non-syn-
chronized device with 50 sound effect rec-
ords, and equipped with three turn tables.
Pacent reproducing devices have been

purchased by Paul Gusdanovic, Cleveland,
for the Regent and LaSalle theatres.

Direction By Remote
Control Near: DeMille

(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, March 5.— The

audiens have created the necessity of
directing by remote control, says
Cecil B. DeMille, making "Dyna-
mite" for M G M. Yesterday the di-
rectors did their stuff close to the
cameras but today they sit in a glass
booth 30 feet above the stage and
transmit their instructions by a
loud-speaker. Now scenes are photo-
graphed in Hollywood and synchro-
nized via telephone wires in New
York.

Grace LaRue and
Nugent Signed for

Vitaphone Shorts
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—Vitaphone contin-
ues to set a fast pace in the signing of acts
and sketches for its short product.

J. C. Nugent, Broadway star, will appear in

his own sketch, on which Bryan Foy, in

charge of short talking picture direction, now
is at work.
Grace LaRue, musical comedy star, will sing

some original songs written for her, in an-
other act.

Whiting and Burt, vaudeville team, have
just completed a playlet in which they sing
several songs written by George Whiting. Isa
Kremer, dramatic contralto, renders folk
songs and ballads in twelve languages in a
number she has just finished.

LeBaron Announces RCA
Construction Program

For Audien Production
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—Bringing the total

expenditure to $500,000 another quarter of a
million dollars has been appropriated for the
construction program in progress at the RKO
Studios in Hollywood, it was announced to-

day by William LeBaron, vice-president in

charge of production of Radio Pictures.
Included in the new structures to rise at

the studio are new buildings for the recently
created music department as well as for the

wardrobe and property units.

Constituting an innovation within the con-
fines of a motion picture studio, the music
building will be devoted to orchestral and
composing activities incident to synchronizing
forthcoming Radio Pictures.
The schedule calls for a complete music

library, audition rooms and a full-sized re-

hearsal hall which will be used to drill the

chorus and ensemble numbers in such pro-

ductions as "Rio Rita" and "Hit the Deck,"
which RKO will make as all sound and dia-

logue Radio Pictures.

The complete building program will make
the RKO Studios one of the largest and most
modern in the West. Existing stages are al-

ready sound-proofed and new sound stages
are to be built.

The RCA Photophone system of talking

pictures apparatus has been installed in the

sound stages. Projection rooms, especially

adapted for sound reproduction are among
the new units to be constructed.

Tobis Apparatus Will

Interchange with All

American Sound Machines
(Special to the Herald-World)

BERLIN, March 5.—Tonbild Syndicat
states that it is possible to show on Tobis
apparatus all sound films of normal 35mm
width bearing the sound track inside the

sprocket holes. In the same way Tobis
reels as corresponding with the above men-
tioned measures can be shown on apparatus
of foreign origin such as Movietone, Photo-
phone, Phonofilm, Cinephone and etc.

Paramount Signs King
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—Claude King,

wellknown actor of the London and Broad-
way stage, has been signed for an im-

portant role in Paramount's "The Insidious

Dr. Fu Manchu." The cast also includes

Warner Oland, Jean Arthur, William Austin

and is being directed by Rowland V. Lee.
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THE STUDIO
Way Make Delay of Sales Season Is Felt

V?°.! In Production; OnlyTwo Begun
34 in Work ; Sound Stages to Be Built by Tec Art Studios for Use

of Independent Field ; Former Norma Talmadge Story

Given to Fitzmaurice at U. A.
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 5.—The announced postponement of the sales cam-
paign has shown its influence on the production center. Only two pictures

were started this week and only three were finished.

A De Mille picture, "Dynamite," a Dorothy Arzner picture and an Irving

Cummings picture were completed, giving M G M, Paramount and Fox an

even break.

The delay may be caused by the sales organizations or it may be caused by
the production departments ; it's like the chicken and the egg—it's hard telling

which came first.

Audiens i

English
Tongue,

(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, March 5.—English
may become the universal language of the
world through widespread distribution of
talking pictures in foreign countries de-
clared Louis B. Mayer, vice president and
general manager of the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Studios, in an address March 2, be-
fore members of the National Press Club.

In a comprehensive survey of the motion
picture and the revolutionizing influence of
sound, delivered at the invitation of the
famous newspapermen's organization, the
producer said he did not agree with those
who feel that the talking picture will elimi-
nate the American product from foreign
markets.

"Just as the silent American pictures have
popularized American habits, customs,
goods and ideals abroad, so will the Ameri-
can talking picture popularize the English
language in foreign countries," said Mayer.

"For the immediate future I believe that
foreign rights to American motion pictures
will be sold much as are the rights to the
spoken play. In other words, the Amer-
ican producer will make a picture with
English dialogue. The rights to produce
this picture in a foreign language will then
be sold to the foreign producers who will

make the picture with their own players
and organization specifically for their own
home market."

Harry Beall Named
Wampas President

By Unanimous Vote
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 5.—Harry Ham-
mond Beall was elected president of the
Wampas Monday night by a unanimous
vote. He succeeds Barrett Kiesling who
has held the office a part of one term. The
honor to Beall comes after several years of
loyal work for the organization which he
helped to found.

Other officers are Joseph Sherman and
Pat Dowling, first and second vice presi-
dents, Hank Arnold, secretary, Ed Perkins,
treasurer and George Brown, sergeant-at-
arms. Board of Directors are Sam Cohn,
George Landy, Arch Rewe, Pete Smith,
Ivan St. Johns, Charles West and Harry
Wilson.

Mervyn LeRoy Gets New
5-Year Contract with F N

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 5.—Mervyn Le-
Roy has been given a new five-year contract
with First National Pictures. His first as-
signment under the new arrangement will
be "Little Johnny Jones."

But with all the handicaps of a treacherous
market and of mental hazards out here it is

surprising to note that there are actually 34
feature pictures in production. A few of
them are merely rehearsing ; but with them all

the casts have convened and the director is

megaphoning his instructions.

The red head, Clara Bow, is in the Dorothy
Arzner picture,. "The Wild Party" which has
just been completed.

Tec-Art to Build Sound Stages

To provide facilities for the independent
producer, Alfred T. Mannon, president of the
Tec-Art studios, announced today plans for
the immediate construction of two sound
stages.

Under the supervision of H. Kirk Kellog,
the engineer responsible for the sound units

at United Artists and at R K O, work on the
stages will be started early next week.

Two projection rooms, a scoring room and
three unit recording rooms will be built in

conjunction with the stages. Both sound on
film and the disc method of recording will

be available. It is understood, however, that
several of the most popular systems of record-
ing will be made available to all producers.

The tremendous overhead now involved in

the making of sound pictures will be reduced

Catholic Guild Will Be
Six Years Old March 21

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 5. — The
Catholic Motion Picture Guild, which
numbers in its membership the lead-
ing Catholics of the executive, pro-
fessional and business branches of
motion picturedom in Hollywood,
will celebrate the sixth anniversary
of its formation on March 21.

Censorship of motion pictures is

not the object of the Guild. Instead,
it serves as an advisor to give pro-
ducers and directors all necessary in-

formation pertaining to the Catholic
church.

as the cost will be distributed over a number
of producing companies instead of being

shouldered by one unit.

Kellog expects to complete his plans by the

end of the week and construction will start

at once. The stages will be made available

to many of the biggest independents in the

movie field including : The Edwin Carewe
Productions, Inspiration Pictures, Inc., Tech-
nicolor Motion Picture Corp., Gotham Pro-
ductions , Burr-Hines Enterprises, Qualitone
Corp., Chesterfield Pictures, Quality Produc-
tions, Smitty Comedies and many others.

Pollock Story to Fitz

After United Artists had purchased Chan-
ning Pollock's stage success, "The Sign on
the Door," for Norma Talmadge as her first

all talking picture, and Miss Talmadge later

felt that she should make a different type of

story as her initial dialogue feature, filmdom
speculated over what would become of the

Pollock opus.

Now comes definite announcement by John
W. Considine, Jr., that George Fitzmaurice
will direct the Pollock story without the star,

while Norma will appear in another story in

all-dialogue form.

"The Locked Door" is to be the new title

of the screen version of Pollock's play, and
Fitzmaurice is busy preparing.

Credit for the adaptation of "The Locked
Door" goes to C. Gardner Sullivan, while the
dialogue is in the hands of George Scar-
borough, well-known New York playwright.

According to Considine, a notable cast of
players will be assembled for the Fitzmaurice
production, among these a woman stage star

of national reputation. Many of the players
will be brought to Hollywood from New
York, it is announced.

Production on the picture should start

within a few weeks and those in the studio
predict for "The Locked Door" one of the
best all-talking pictures on the United Artists

schedule for the coming season.

Just what Miss Talmadge will make as her
first all-talking offering has not as yet been
determined, according to Considine, but sev-
eral stories are being considered and a deci-

(Continued on next page)
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Another Epic Western to Be Shot;

Maynard Independent Producer
Max Ree Returning from East—Beall in Baine Block—Hamilton and

His New Figger—All About Norman Houston

By DOUGLAS HOGDES
HOLLYWOOD, March 5.—With Will Hays' precaution about "silent

epic pictures" probably in mind one of the big companies is planning
to make a gigantic picture. Public announcement has been withheld;

but the Herald-World has been informed it is to be a Western production.

"In Old Arizona" has done much to change this fickle town's mind about
the dearth of the Western.

UNIVERSAL has never joined the cry for

a "no Western" policy. Instead, by sign-
ing Ken Maynard that company has attached
the handsome males.
According to my friend, Ivan St. Johns,

Ken has the same arrangement with Univer-
sal as Hoot Gibson. He will produce his

own pictures with his own unit for the
Laemmle release.

As for the other erstwhile Western stars

they are hard to find. Tom Mix has made
himself scarce around here since the holidays
when he abruptly left William LeBaron's Mel-
rose Avenue lot. They say Tom took a little

vacation in the woods and is now East of the
Rockies with Tony and a vaudeville contract.
Buck Jones came driving past the imposing

Marion Building (home of the Herald-
World) in his custom built roadster today.
Buck is no longer a broncho buster but plays
dress suit roles and smokes cigarettes.

Tim McCoy (I believe that's his name) is

in Paris and other educational centers with
his family. He has revealed no plans.
Rex Bell is unhorsed. He was doing so-

ciety stuff the other day when I saw him in

the cast of a Lois Moran picture. He would
have made a good Western star but for the
sudden shift in production programs.
And Fred Thomson has left.

* * *

There is the story about Norman
Houston who is the co-author of "The
Broadway Melody." He went from
one job to another until he had been
in every end of the show-business. He
already had had a few rounds experi-
ence as a reporter and copy reader.
By some stroke of fortune or fore-

thought he saw the possibility of au-
dien pictures and persuaded Louis B.
Mayer to take him off the stage and
put him in the studio. That was two
years ago.
His schooling has ended and he gets

his first directorial assignment next
week. The picture will be "Copy."

* * *

Harry Hammond Beall's offices have been
moved to the Baine Studio Building, accord-
ing to a very simple announcement received
today. With the move from the Paramount
Theatre Building also comes word of re-
organization of the staff. Robert Finch
bears the responsibilities of general man-
ager, Oliver Garver of associate executive,
and E. Steinberg of executive secretary.
He has advertised Sid Grauman's enter-

prises, Jack Ford's King Vidor's, Farrell
MacDonald's, Lloyd Bacon's, Annette Kel-
lerman's, Harry Beaumont's, Sam Gold-
wyn's, Thomas H. Ince's, Sol Lesser's,
Fanchon and Marco's, and many of the big-
gest commercial establishments in Los An-
geles.

As the saying in Hollywood goes: "If
Beall hasn't advertised you then you haven't
been advertised."

* * *

Lloyd Hamilton and Harry D. Edwards
have formed a company known as the Lloyd
Hamilton Talking Comedies and will produce
two reel pictures starring Hamilton. Gilbert

Pratt lias been signed to write stories and to

assist in editorial supervision.
Hamilton's departure from Educational a

year ago preceded a long period when Hamil-
ton was rarely heard of. It finally became
knoivn that he had taken a much needed rest

and was returning to the screen to attempt
audien roles.

He appeared in "Black Waters" two months
ago, which was made by the British Domin-
ion Productions.
He has acquired a bundle of new energy and

is boasting quite a new figger that makes him
almost unrecognisable.

* * *

Max Ree will return to the Coast by way
of New Orleans, according to a very reli-

able informant. He has recently been
signed by R K O Studios as art supervisor.

Imposing Array of
Talent Signed by
Le Baron forRKO

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 5.—An imposing
lineup of talent was announced today for
the 1929-30 schedule of Radio Pictures by
William Le Baron, vice president in charge
of production at the RKO Studios, Holly-
wood. The list includes players, writers,
directors, musical composers, technical ex-
perts and others.

Sally Blane, Olive Borden and Betty
Compson compose the first trio of feminine
stars to be signed. Miss Borden has been
signed for two pictures, and Miss Compson
for four. Probably the first to go into pro-
duction will be "Help Yourself to Happi-
ness," from the novel by Frank R. Adams,
now appearing serially in the Red Book.
Le Baron, while on a recent trip east,

signed Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur,
co-authors of the stage success, "The Front
Page," to write for Radio Pictures. He re-

turned with Mr. Hecht's first manuscript in

his pocket, and was assured that the first of

MacArthur's stories was being written.

John Russell, author of South Seas fiction,

and John Brownell have been signed for the

writing staff.

Le Baron also brought back to Holly-
wood Samuel Raphaelson's story, "My
Boy," which will be produced as a Radio
Picture. Raphaelson was the author of

"The Jazz Singer."
William Cowen and Bert Glennon head

the list of directors.

A complete musical and orchestral depart-

ment will be established at the RKO
Studios, where the synchronization of all

Radio Pictures will be handled, as well as

all other musical and sound effects. Con-
tributors of musical numbers already signed

include Vincent Youmans, Dorothy Fields

and James McHugh.
Max Ree has been engaged as art su-

pervisor.

Delay of Sales Season
Is Felt in Production;
Only Two Are Started
(Continued from preceding page)

sion should be reached on one of these days
in the very near future.

Gilbert Roland will be the leading man.

Niblo Starts Audien Career

Fred Niblo enters upon his talking picture

career with "Redemption," Tolstoy's famous
novel of Russian tragedy, the screen and talk-

ing rights of which were obtained by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer from Arthur Hopkins, who
produced it on the New York stage.

Niblo will have a chance to work out some
of his ideas for the talking version during
the filming of the silent film version of the

story, which went into production yesterday
at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios. John
Gilbert is the star, supported by an unusually
strong cast, including Eleanor Boardman,
Conrad Nagel, Renee Adoree and Claire Mc-
Dowell.
As a director of audiens Niblo has a long

New York stage experience to call upon. He
scored his greatest triumph "Hit the Trail

Holliday" and "The Fortune Hunter."
John Gilbert also will make his talking pic-

ture debut as "Fedya," the central figure of

the Tolstoy play.

Eugene Walter Joins RKO
Another celebrity, in the person of Eugene

Walter, eminent playwright, has been added
to the array of theatrical talent which William
Le Baron is gathering to film the 1929-30 pro-

gram of Radio Pictures.

Walter will write dialogue for "Help Your-
self to Happiness," which, based on the Red
Book serial story by Frank R. Adams, will be
made as a Radio Picture with Henry Hobart
in charge as associate producer.

Brown Starts "Wonder of Women"
With a moving train as his first setting,

Clarence Brown yesterday consumed some
two hundred miles, back and forth on a rail-

road track, while filming the opening scenes

in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's new European
drama "Wonder of Women."
The new production started yesterday is a

filmization of Herman Sudermann's, "The
Wife of Stephen Tremholt," a vivid romance
of modern European life. It will be made in

both silent and talking versions according to

present plans, the silent scenes to be filmed

first.

Peggy Wood, famous in "The Clinging
Vine," "Buddies" and other stage hits, is mak-
ing her screen debut in the picture. Lewis
Stone, recently in "The Trial of Mary Du-
gan" and "Madame X" plays the hero, Trom-
holt, and a notable cast has been assembled.

It is Brown's first production since "A
Woman of Affairs," in which he directed John
Gilbert and Greta Garbo from a Michael
Arlen story.

Christie Lines Up Big Stars

Al Christie has lined up a high powered
cast for the Douglas MacLean all talking fea-

ture production, "Divorce Made Easy," which
is to go into recording within a very short

time. In addition to Marie Prevost, who has

been announced as playing opposite MacLean,
some well known featured players have been

signed on the dotted line this week.
Johnny Arthur, Jack Duffy, Frances Lee,

and Dot Farley will all have prominent roles

in the picture, which is being adapted by Al-

fred A. Cohn from the farce comedy which
was bought by Christie from Wilson Collison.

Either Walter Graham or Raymond Kane
of the Christie directing staff will be chosen

this week to handle the production. Both have

directed previous Christie talking pictures,

Graham directing the Octavus Roy Cohen
story, "Music Hath Harms" and Kane direct-

ing Charlie Grapewin and Anna Chance in

"Jed's Vacation."
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Herald-World's Production Directory

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF BRAND STARTING
PLAYERS NAME DATE

Christie Studios

NO PRODUCTION

Columbia Studios

"Father and Earle C. Kenton Jack Holt Part Andien
Son" Dorothy Revier

Helene Chadwick

First National Studios

"Careers"

"Broadway
Babies"

John Francis
Dillon

Billie Dove

Mervyn LeRoy Alice White

"The Girl In theRalph Dawson Loretta Young
Glass Cage" All-star Cast

Fox Studios

"Through Dif-
ferent Eyes"

"Joy Street"

"Empty Arras"

John Blystone Mary Duncan
Warner Baxter

Raymond Cannon Lola Moran
Nick Stuart
Rex Bell

Irving CummingiPaul Page
Louise Dresser

"The Lucky Star' Frank Borzage

"The Lady from
Hell"

"King of the
Khyber Rifles"

E. S. Erickson

John Ford

"The Valiant"

"The Far Call"

W. K. Howard

Allan Dwan

June Collyer

Charles Farrell
Janet Gaynor
"Big Boy" Williams

Mary Astor
Robert Armstrong

Victor McLaglen
Myrna Loy
Roy D'Arcy
David Rollins

Paul Muni
Marguerite Churchill

Charles Morton
Lelia Hyams

Metropolitan Studios

"T-N-T"

Feb. 25

Feb. 11

Feb. 11

Feb. 15

Jan. 4

June 12

Jan. 4

Jan. 22

Jan. 28

Feb. 5

Jan. 31

Feb. 16

"The Rainbow Fred Newmeyer Eddie Dowling Sono-Art Corp. Feb. 1
Man"

Mai St. Clair Harold Lloyd. H. Lloyd Prods. Sept. 17

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

Untitled Edward Sedgwick William Haines Feb. 4

"Hallelujah" King Vidor Daniel Haynea
Honey Brown
All-colored Cast Oct. 15

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

STARTING
DATE

"China Bound" Charles Reisner Karl Dane
George K. Arthur
Josephine Dunn

"The Last of Sydney Franklin Norma Shearer
Mrs. Cheyney"

'Redemption" Fred Niblo John Gilbert

Paramount Studios

"The Man I Love'William Wellman Mary Brian
Richard Arlen

"The Studio Mur-Frank Tuttle
der Mystery"

All-star Cast

Tec-Art Studios

"Evangeline" Edwin Carewe Dolores Del Rio

Tiffany-Stahl Studios

"The Midway" Albert Ray Joe E. Brown

United Artists Studio

"Queen Kelly"

"Bulldog
Drummond"

Erich von
Stroheim

F. Richard
Jones

Gloria Swanson
Walter Byron
Seena Owen

Ronald Colman
Joan Bennett
Lilyan Tashman
Montagu Love

Gloria
Productions
Inc.

Goldwyn Prods.

Universal Studios

'Broadway" Paul Fejos

"The Collegians" Nat Rose

'Show Boat" Harry Pollard

Glenn Tryon
Myrna Kennedy
Paul Parcasi
Evelyn Brent

George Lewis
Dorothy Gulliver

Laura La Plante
Joseph Schildkraut

Warner Brothers Studio

"The Sap"

"Skin Deep"

"Head Line"

'Broadway or
Bust"

Archie Mayo

Ray Enright

John Adolfi

Allan Crosland

Edward Everett Horton
Patsy Ruth Miller-

Monte Blue
Betty Compson

Grant Withers
Marion Nixon

Louise Fazenda
Betty Compson
Sally O'Neil
Arthur Lake

Feb. 15

Feb. 25

Feb. 25

Feb. 1

Feb. 11

Dec. 23

Feb. 7

Nov. 1

Feb. 1

Dee. 1

Jan. 6

Feb. 4

Feb. 4

Feb. 11

March 1
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Lloyd Hamilton Signs to Make

Two-Reel Audiens forNew Firm
Lloyd Hamilton is the latest of short feature stars to go into audien production.

The former star of Educational, who played an important speaking role in "Black
Waters," British production made in Hollywood by Herbert Wilcox, has signed
with Harry Donald Edwards, former production manager, to make all-talking

comedies in two reels for a new company to be known as Lloyd Hamilton Talking
Comedies. Production is to start at once.

The company already has signed William
Watson, who was for many years an out-
standing comedy director and editor with
Mack Sennett, to direct the first of Ham-
ilton's audiens; and Edwards also has
signed Gilbert Pratt, former Paramount
writer, to write the stories and assist in

editorial supervision for Hamilton.

Edwards, who heads the new Lloyd Ham-
ilton producing organization, is a well-
known production manager, and recently
signed the Marquis Henry de La Falaise
for pictures, the Marquis' pictures being
postponed, however, on account of the lat-

ter's having to make another trip abroad.
Lloyd Hamilton was rated as one of Edu-

cational's drawing cards for several years
while he was starring in Educational's silent

two-reel comedies. He registered an im-
mediate hit in the British production which
recently was made in Hollywood, and was
signed by Edwards several weeks ago, fol-

lowing his completion of that picture.

While in New York, Disney also made the
sound synchronization of the first of a new
series of novelty pen and ink comedies, on
the Powers Cinephone system of sound-on-
film.

Grays Harbor Sees

Itself in Pictures
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOQUIAM, WASH., March 5.—For the
first time in the history of Grays Harbor
moving pictures, made "in this section were
shown in the local theatre. The Fox news
reel showing young women employees of
the Gray Harbor Veneer Company, making
and wearing dresses fashioned from spruce
veneer was filmed in the Seventh Street
theatre and later shown.

"Opry House" Completed,

Disney Goes to Hollywood
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—Walt Disney, cre-

ator of the "Micky House" sound cartoons,
returned to Hollywood on February 18, after

completing the sound synchronization of "The
Opry House."

Newspictures

PATHE NEWS NO. 20—Marcel experts in Philadel-
phia demonstrate newest device for permanent
youth—Sport fans use ash can cover for old fash-

ioned toboggan at Yosemite—Mrs. Coolidge and
wife of Secretary Davis enjoy sleigh ride in Wash-
ington.

PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 62—Elk Relief Commis-
sion feed herd of starving animals driven from
mountains in Wyoming—Dirigible T-C5 exchanges
mail bags with moving steamer in successful Army
test—Dog team breaks derby mark in 120-mile in-

ternational classic at Canada.
FOX NEWS NO. 45—Helen Hicks, 18-year-old Long

Island girl beats Virginia Van Wie in golf meet
at Long Beach—Old-timers of 80 years or more
assemble at a Lake Worth, Florida, party—Snow
drives 10,000 elks from Rocky mountains.

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO. 17—Annapolis
Navy academy trains for spring sport season

—

Spain's queen mother borne to grave amid scenes
of great pomp—Mrs. Calvin Coolidge takes sleigh
ride in Washington.

M G M NEWS NO. 57—Major John Coolidge and
fiance Florence Trumbell attend ball in Bridgeport,
Conn.—Stribling-Sharkey fight for chance at Tun-
ney crown—600 athletics race in relay carnival at
Los Angeles, Calif.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5478—Florida Speed boats try out
for new records—Club in Lake Worth, Florida,
does not admit members who are under 80 years
old—Sweden's crown prince and princess witness
ski jump championship at Stockholm.

Educational and Hohner
Stage Big Campaigns

In Harmonica Contests
Two more Juvenile Comedies-Hohner

Harmonica Playing contests have gone over
with a bang. The contest held at Oneonta,
New York, proved so successful that it was
followed with a second. These contests
were announced with trailers, window dis-

plays in a tie up with the Bell Music Com-
pany and with hand bills.

The Capitol theatre in Jacksonville, Flor-
ida, also obtained a large amount of pub-
licity on its first contest and the manager
indicated that another may be held.

Theatre managers more and more are
taking advantage of these contests, ar-

ranged the co-operation of Educational
Film Exchanges and M. Hohner Inc.

Houston Films War Play
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—"Two Amer-
icans" is the title of the two-reel drama
which is Walter Huston's latest vehicle at

the Paramount studio in Astoria. This
playlet is based upon Civil War material
and was written and directed by John
Meehan.

Barton s Sound Audien
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5.—"It Happened
to Him" is the second short talking picture
starring James Barton. It includes two of
Barton's most popular vaudeville songs and
comedy skits, "The Spell of the Blues" and
"Annabelle Lee."

Releases

WEEK OF MARCH 10
EDUCATIONAL—"Whirls and Girls," Mack Sen-

nett Comedy, two; "Her Big Ben," Gene Stone,
Cameo, one.

M G M—"Untitled," Great Event; "The Holy Ter-
ror," Our Gang, two.

PATHE—"Smitty," comedy, release No. 6.

UNIVERSAL—"Just Monkeys," Enappy comedy,
one; "She's a Pippin," Stern, Mike and Ike, two;
"Kidnaped," Curwood western, two.

WEEK OF MARCH 17
EDUCATIONAL—"Summer Saps," Lupino Lane,
two.

M G M—"Allah 'L Allah," oddity; "Untitled," Chase,
two.

PATHE—"Foolish Husbands," Sennett, No. 9125.
UNIVERSAL—"Suicide Sheiks," Oswald Rabbit,

one; "Newlyweds' Holiday," Snookums, two; "Be-
yond the Smoke," Western, Cobb, two.

WEEK OF MARCH 24
EDUCATIONAL—"Untitled," Our World Today,

one; "Parlor Pests," Collins Dent, Mermaid, two;
"Ginger Snaps," Big Boy, two; "Time to Expire,"
Stone, Cameo, one.

M G M—"Untitled" Laurel-Hardy, two; "Jungle
Orphans," Oddity.

PATHE—"Rodeo," Sennett de Luxe, No. 9085; "The
Fire Detective," serial No. 4; "The Big Town,"
fable, one; "The Great Ice Age of North America,"
Science serial, one.

UNIVERSAL—"Love and Sand," Arthur Lake, Hor-
ace series, one; "At the Night Club," Movietone
act, 3 Brox Sisters, one; "Seeing Sights," Stern,
two; "Fair Fighting," Art Accord, two.

WEEK OF MARCH 31
EDUCATIONAL—"Wise Wimmin," Jerry Drew,

Ideal, two; "A Moving Movie Show," Hodge-Podge,
one.

PATHE—"The Fire Detective," serial, No. 5, two;
"Matchmaking Mama," Mack Sennett, two; "Bridle
Byways, sportlight, one; "Pathe Review" No. 14,

one.
UNIVERSAL—"Alpine Antics," Oswald (also with

sound) one; "The Diamond Master," serial, No. 9,

two; "Tige's Girl Friend," Buster Brown comedy,
two; "Riding for Love," Tenderfoot series, two.

Yale Students Set

OffAlarm Clocks

But Worm Turns!
Wallace R. Allen, publicity director of the

Olympia Theatre in New Haven, turned a
prank played by some Yale students into good
publicity. One night the students planted six

alarm clocks under seats in various parts of

the theatre and they rang out during the

stageshow. The morning paper ran a story

about this on the front page.
Allen went to the afternoon papers and

made sure they ran the story and inserted

an ad as near to the story as he could, read-

ing: FOR SALE: ALARM CLOCKS. AP-
PLY OLYMPIA THEATRE. This caused

lots of comment and Will B. Wyse, columnist

in the morning paper, devoted almost all his

column to the incident and said that was the

first time a press agent was called a student.

Then one of the afternoon papers was in-

duced to run a story of how the clocks were
sold an hour after the ad was inserted and

many people came to the theatre disappointed.

The story also went over both the A.P. and
U.P. wires.

Meara Goes with Brown Theatres
MILWAUKEE.—John Meara, publicity manager

for the Alhambra theatre for the past year, has ac-

cepted a position as publicity and advertising man-
ager for the Sherman Brown theatres, Milwaukee, a

firm which operates the Davidson and Pabst legitimate

drama theatres.
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w
PRESENTATION ACTS

Stageshows Play Important Part

STAGE SHOWS
Chicago Oriental

Week Ending March 1

This week Balaban & Katz introduced a new master

of ceremonies in the person of Jack Osterman. Jack

is well known for hi.- musical comedy work and also

for his smart alecness. However in this particular

show it looks like Jack has knuckled down to busi-

ness and even if we do say so, when Jack wants to

be clean he is a clever boy.

Lewis McDermott produced the show in his honor

by calling it "Jackie's Here" and everything was put

on in a sort of a musical comedy manner. The
Merry Mad Gang, the stagehand boys, who have made
this policy history by now through their former
leader. Paul Ash. were directed by Victor Young, well

known arranger for the firm.

The show opened with the ballet girls in abbreviated

costumes, all lined up on the runway, singing a

special song about "Jackie's Here." Of course, no
stageshow would be complete without an introductory

song, especially when a new member is being intro-

duced to the theatre. This gag is about as old a;

the hills, and in spite of its age, still goes over, prob-

ably on account of the singing chorus, who had beau-

tiful
- limbs.

At the appropriate time. Osterman came out in

light suit with felt hat and cane to match, and told

the crowd he was glad to be back in the town that

he was born in. In this particular case, it happened
to be the truth, but how many artist6 have used this

line, simply to get themselves in the good graces of

the audience. Well, so far the crowd was waiting
for Osterman to do his stuff and prove the truth of

what the Balaban & Katz publicity department said

about him. At our surprise as well as theirs he
did prove it, and we don't mind saying that if

Osterman is given the proper shows and surrounding
talent, he will continue to be a drawing card at this

theatre. Osterman has a novel way of dispersing

humor and when it's clean it is entertaining. His
smart chatter about flying to Chicago and his meet-
ing Lindy and Levine was very cleverly woven and
got the audience from the start.

Right after this number, Victor Young was in-

troduced as the band leader and then a little boy of

about ten opened the proceedings with a tap routine

and surprised the audience by playing a trap drum
like a trouper. His "Stars and Stripes" brought
the house down. Clever little fellow, this chap, and
a wonderful future ahead of him if he is given the

proper training.

This was followed by a special arrangement of

"She's Funny That Way" played by the Merry Mad
Gang and admirably directed by Victor Young. This
was a sort of a syncopated symphony arrangement
with a vocal chorus by one of the band boys. It

was one of the best pieces ever played by this group
of musicians and got a wonderful hand for its

original rendition.

The next artist on the bill introduced by the new-

master, was Harry Downing, who offered a mixed
comedy singing routine with double trick voice.

Downing has been doing this sort of performing in

vaudeville, and in spite of the fact that he is clever

in some w-ays, he nevertheless lacked the necessary
punch in this show. Some way or other, impersona-
tors, whether in fun or in seriousness, do not click as

they used to.

After several minutes of comedy antics between
Osterman and himself, a drop lowered to separate the
orchestra background, as the ballet dressed in silk

hats and swallow tails, went through a comedy rou-
tine of intoxication. Jack Osterman sang "Goodbye,
Broadway, Hello, Montreal" as the band played the
same tune, while the girls held on to movable lamp
posts, each one lighted and effective in dim setting.

(Continued on page 45)

L. Carlos Meier

After touring vaudeville theatres for a few sea-

sons, L. Carlos Meier decided that he'd rather play

an organ instead of a piano and began his musical

training for theatre work in Des Moines. If one
were to ask Carlos for his life history he probably
would be very modest in saying that he was born in

Florida and raised in Iowa and in between his organ
playing enjoys playing golf, swim and play over the

radio. These are the three favorite hobbies of Meier
and he is quite an expert at each one of them. Car-
los is now completing his second year as featured
organist at the Terminal theatre, Chicago, for-

merly an Ascher Brothers house.

Sam Kaufman Heads
Stagehand Unit

Sam J. Kaufman, formerly of presentation work,

is now touring Fox and Loew theatres in a stage-

band unit, produced by Corgill and Sanders. Kauf-

man formerly led the stagehand show at the

Lawndale theatre, Chicago, and was also at one time

master of ceremonies at the Piccadilly theatre.

In this unit Kaufman not only directs his twelve-

piece band but is also the ceremonial master for

Tommy Wonder and his sister Betty, Morton and
Mayo, the Janet sisters, the Rio brothers, AfTie

Martin, and Mertt Boyd, who are all doing special-

ties in the show.

He'll Clean You
George Voelk, formerly of Lang & Voelk, is now a

business man. Voelk recently took over the Becker

cleaning and dyeing etablishment, located at 165 N.

Dearborn St., Chicago, and has turned it into a

valet shop for the theatrical profession. The new-

place is now being operated under the name of Spic

and Span with barber service as well as tailor

service.

Marks Brothers
Lead Chicago
In Novelties

Good Shows and Original Set-

tings Help Independent

Chain Keep Ahead
of Competition

By A. RAYMOND GALLO
Stage entertainment is still an im-

portant feature of deluxe theatre

programs. At one time these offer-

ings were considered merely an extra

trimming thrown in with the picture

for good measure, and for a while ex-

hibitors allowed themselves to think

that any form of show would do. This

situation might not have been so un-

satisfactory were it not for the keen

competition facing the motion picture

theatre industry.

Take for instance, Marks Brothers of

Chicago, who own and operate the Granada
and Marbro theatres, one located on the

north side and the other on the west, and
both confronted with pretty stiff competi-

tion. In spite of the fact that on the north

side there are at least four large motion
picture theatres, two of which may be

classed as deluxe houses, the Granada
manages to play to capacity crowds on
nearly every occasion.

For awhile Marks Brothers had some
pretty tough sliding when they first en-

tered into the exhibiting business for the

simple reason that they were not able at

that time to secure good motion picture

attractions and stage talent, not because
they were not financially able to book them,
but because they were prevented from
booking them. This condition has been
adjusted since then by a recent lawsuit

which has been settled in favor of Marks
Brothers, and today they mean almost as

much to Chicago in the way of entertain-

ment as any other well established theatre

enterprise.

In the short space of less than three

years' time Marks Brothers have con-
tinually given to the Chicago theatregoing
people, unusual stage and screen attractions.

They set the pace with the greater show
season last year in presenting something
like a dozen or so world wide famous stage

and screen stars and are again entering the

theatre with another greater show season
program that is expected to surpass the

first one. For a young organization start-

ing with such a handicap as they did. Marks
Brothers not only merit the support of
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their patrons but the respect and coopera-
tion of the entire show business for the
admirable progress and wise showmanship
that they have injected in their few years
in the business.

Marks Bros. Mean Something Now
They have been unusually successful in

surrounding themselves with a wonderful
staff and have proven themselves wise
showmen by always doing something
original before the other fellow has had a
chance to think about it. They were the
first Chicago circuit to present scrim organ
solos and scrimophone solos, both con-
ceived and perfected by Albert F. Brown
who is in their employ. They also staged
the first genuine film prologues in Chicago
when they offered "Mother Machree,"
"The Singing Fool" and "The Spieler" to
their patrons.
The latest Marks Brothers innovation is

a semi prologue-presentation stage attrac-
tion produced on a lavish scale with no
announcing of acts from the beginning to
the end. To prove the success of any stage
or screen attraction in Marks Brothers
theatres one has only to attend one of
their performances and be convinced for
himself. The writer has never been able
to secure a seat yet, no matter what time
he chose to enter either one of their
theatres.

Balaban & Katz also saw the value of
good stage entertainment and decided about
a month ago to change the policy of their
Chicago theatre. Since that change has
been made the loop house is again enjoying
the full houses that it was accustomed to
in previous days. These examples and the
reinstatement of stageshows in many Pub-
hx theatres further prove that the day has
passed when a motion picture theatre may
expect to entertain its audience with just
one good feature on its program. From
now on deluxe houses must offer good
screen attractions irrespective of their be-
ing dialogue or sound pictures, and in con-
junction with the film part, a good stage-
show carefully produced with good talent
and pleasing settings.

Misrepresentation Is Bad Business
Amusement seekers are wise enough to

know the difference between a good show
and a bad one and whenever they desire
to be entertained they usually shop' around
to find the most and the best for their
money. That is one of the reasons why it
is also very important that your news-
paper advertising should not misrepresent
and should always carry across a message
which will establish your institution and its
policies in the minds of the people attend-
ing your theatres.

THEME SONGS
De Sylva,, Brown and Henderson. Inc., have pub-

lished another theme song that looks like a big
winner. The title of it is "I Found Happiness When
I Found You" end is the theme of "The River,"
the latent William Fox production. This song was
written and composed by Erno Rapee and Lew
Pollack.

"Where Is the Song of Songs for Me" is the theme
song of "Lady of the Pavements," featuring Lupe
Velez. Irving Berlin is the composer and publisher
and D. W. Griffith is the producer of the film.

Milton Ager and Jack Yellen, two of the best
known song writers in the country who also compose
part of the Ager, Young & Bornstein music pub-
lishing company have written a song called "The
Glad Ragdoll," which will also be the theme for a
motion picture by the same name to be produced
by Warntr Bros. Dolores Costello will be starred.

LOSAYS
Semeihind

about
Everyone

The Sam Fox publishing company have already
begun the preparatory work for the musical score
of "The Betrayal." This setting will be arranged
under the personal direction of J. S. Zamecnik.
William Frederick Peters, another important member
of this fiim, will soon start the score for "The
Four Feathers."

GREETINGS! . . . We now have a new President
and Herbert Clark Hoover is his full name. . . .

It was a great moment for him on March 4. and
those who tuned in on the radio got as big a thrill

out of it as Hoover did. . . . S. L. Rothafel, better
known as Roxy acted as master of ceremonies for the
Inaugural Committee at the Ball. . . . Paul Specht
and his orchestra furnished the music and Louii
Galabrese, associate director of the New York Capitol
theatre stagehand played solos on several instruments.
. . . While on the subject of Roxy let us say that
the expert showman is celebrating the second anni-
versary of his Roxy theatre this week. . . . Almost
right after Hoover was made President, Mexico had
one of those rebel revolutions that often takes place
in that country. . . . Former president Calles has
been made War Secretary and is directing the move-
ments of the federal troops. . . . America is worried
only because Lindy and his girl friend are still in

Mexico. . . . Somehow, Lindy can find his way out,

without much trouble to himself or his country. . . ,

Well, now that the war is over let us speak about our
own little doings. . . . Paul Ash is taking a two
weeks' vacation to be spent in Cuba and while away
Paul Small will pineh-hit for him at the Brooklyn
Paramount. . . . Here is something worthy of men-
tion, Cirilo Veigara, Paul Ash's valet, has been
made a member of the Publix art department in
New York. . . . Paul has footed all the bills for this

chaps training and has put him through Columbia
University of New York, with great honors. . . .

Lester Santley, formerly in charge of the slide branch
of Leo Feist, is going in the music business with
his two brothers Joe H. and Henry W. . . . Good
luck, boys, we're with you. don't forget that. . . .

The Chicago office of Donaldson Douglas & Gumble.
has been enlarged to three rooms instead of one and
Willie Horowitz its manager is being assisted by two
fine fellows, Charlie Lenzen and Harry Reinhold.

. . . Lew Butler formerly of Shapiro-Bernstein's,
Chicago office, is now representing Green & Stept, of
New York, a music firm. . . . As long as we are on
the subject of music let us also say a word about
Sherman Clay & Co., who have moved their Chicago
office from the Capitol Building to the Woods. . . .

Harold Lee is still in charge and Harry Fink is sales

manager while Lois Kenna tickles the typewriter as

BUI Powderly warbles a few firm tunes. . . . George
Voelk formerly of Lang & Voelk, a well known
singing team, is now the owner of the Spick &
Span valet shop around the corner from the Chi-

cago Oriental theatre. . . . Balaban & Katz have dis-

covered 32 amateur acts in their recent talent con-

test which ran in the Chicago American. . . . Dave
Balaban is supervising all try-outs at the McVickers
theatre. . . . Marks Bros., are presenting something
new in the way of stageshows lately by offering huge
productions with over 100 in the cast and no master

of ceremonies announcing. . . . It's novel for awhile.

Sam Kaufman, who directed the stagehand at the

Lawndale and Piccadilly theatres in Chicago, is now
touring Fox theatres in a unit stagehand show that

features him. . . . Alberta Buck is the solo organist
at Pantages. Kansas City theatre. . . . Brooke Johns
took office at the Granada theatre in San Francisco
this week as master of ceremonies and will soon have
Arthur Nealy with him. . . . Jeannie Lang is already

there to do duets with the elongated banjoists. . . .

Joe Hiller is no longer with Irving Berlin as New
York manager of the presentation department. . . .

Ben Bloom has replaced him. ... It is rumored
that Fanchcm & Marco units will soon grace the

Sheridan theatre, Chicago, formerly an Ascher house.

. . . Fay Lamphier, "Miss America of 1925," is sueing
Sidney Spiegel, Jr., her young husband for cruel

treatments. . . . Mary Hay, formerly Mrs. Richard
Baithelmess. is now headlining at the Chicago Palace
with her new partner Cliffton Webb. . . . Gilda Grey
is going to tour the R K O circuit for six months, at

the biggest salary ever paid any star. ... So the

pres6 department of that firm states. . . .Bigson

Herbert, formerly of Ziegfeld's Follies, has taken

Billy House's place on the vaudeville stage and is now
under contract with Harry Rogers who is featuring

him in a large act. . . . Bob Hope is getting more
popular at the Chicago Stratford, as master of cere-

monies, with Cookie and his Gingersnaps. . . .

OF COURSE
YOU KNOW—
A PRECIOUS LITTLE
THING CALLED LOVE

Is the HIT of the day.

WHERE THE SHY
LITTLE VIOLETS GROW

Is everybody's favorite.

THE SUN IS AT MY
WINDOW

(Throwing kisses at me)
Is a real novelty.

THERE IS A HAPPY LAND
( Far, Far Away)

Theme of "She Goes to War."

NOW GET
ACQUAINTED WITH

SOME SWEET DAY
Theme of "Children of the Rite."

No doubt about this one.

I'LL TELL THE WORLD
(You're All the World to me.)

Something snappy about this one.

PARADISE LOST
With a recitation that makes it the most
sensational ballad in years.

BUILDING A NEST FOR
MARY
This nest is silver lined.

WARNING! Be on the look out for the
greatest song in years.

WHAT DID'JA WANNA
MAKE ME LOVEYOU FOR

Slides on all of the above.

Slides synchronize with records.

Do you know about our commu-
nity set, "ISN'T NATURE

GRAND"?

Write for information

on the above to

Cliff Hess, Mgr., Special Service

Department

REMICK MUSIC CORP.
219 W. 46th St.

New YorK City
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ORGAN
PRESENTATIONS OF
GREAT SONGS
SMALL SLIDE SETS
THE SONG I LOVE
I'LL NEVER ASK

FOR MORE
MY INSPIRATION

IS YOU
WHEN THE WORLD IS

AT REST
SWEET SUZANNE
TRUE HEAVEN

(Theme of "True Heaven")

SALLY OF MY DREAMS
(Theme of "Mother Knows Best")

MY TONIA
(Theme of "In Old Arizona")

HEARTS IN DIXIE
(Theme of "Hearts in Dixie")

JUDY
(Theme of "Romance of the Under-
world")

We Also Have Small Sets of
Slides for All Songs Listed Under

Specials

SPECIALS
"ROMANCE AND MELODY"

Introducing

THE SONG I LOVE
(A Presentation That Is a Classic)

"OPEN SECRETS"
Introducing

THAT'S HOW I FEEL
ABOUT YOU

(Perfect for Community)

"A MEDLEY OF GREAT
PICTURE THEME SONGS"

Containing

SONNY BOY
(Theme of "The Singing Fool")

SOME DAY
SOMEWHERE

(Theme of "The Red Dance")

ANGELA MIA
(Theme of "Street Angel")

NOTE: The Theme Song Medley Can
Be Presented with Marvelous Results in
Conjunction with the Al Jolson Bruns-
wick Record. Ask for Particulars.

Write for All Slides and
Information to

SAM LERNER, Mgr. of Publicity

DE SYLVA. BROWN &
HENDERSON. INC.

745 7th Ave., New York City

STAGE SHOWS
{Continued from Page 43)

The finish of this number whereby the girls literally

dragged the lamp posts, was very novel and received

quite a hand.
This was followed by the Meykos, three Japanese

artists, two of them being pretty girls, who offered

an Americanized song and dance routine, which was
novel from the standpoint that very few people from
the Orient, can do £uch things. The man's splendid

English diction and the girls' fine acrobatic dancing
won a very nice hand.
By this time Jack cooked up some unexpected fun

backstage and came on introducing Florence Moore,
who was on her way to California and had just

dropped in to say "hello." At first the writer

thought it was merely one of Jack's pranks, but
then it turned out to be a fact and Florence herself

came out to say "hello" to everybody. It's a good
thing Florence had to catch a train for the crowd
insisted that she join the fun, and in order to ap-
pease them. Jack sang "That Precious Little Thing
Called Love." Jack has a certain way in which he
sings his songs that distinguishes him from the rest.

He has not a wonderful singing voice but the manner
in which he injects his incidental words and tune
and the showmanship that he puts behind each song,
makes you like him. In fact, when Jack sings a
song he just sings it for his own pleasure and the
natural tone does the trick. He was compelled to

take an encore and scored again with "How About
Me?"
Right after his first encore Osterman was sitting

pretty with this audience, as they then had accepted
him as a true and clever entertainer. The finale was
another one of those things with plenty of action
and six colored steppers who furnished the necessary
pep to bring the curtain down at the climax.
Judging from the applause and the laughs. Jack

Osterman. filled his predecessor's shoes by leaps and
bounds, and as stated above, if Jack keeps his hea<l

above water and his shirt on, he is going to be a
tremendous hit as a master of ceremonies, not only in
this theatre, but in any other house he should choose
to preside.

Brooklyn Fox
Week Ending February 22

Two distinct presentations and an overture were
this week's offering.

1—"Excerpts from Faust." played by Rickardson.
the organist and the orchestra, under the direction
of Joseph Jordon. came in for a goodly share of
applause.

1 2—"A Silhouette in Rythm" <Roxy Speciality).
' Two girls and one man dancing in full stage sil-

houette picture, was plea£ing.
3—"Gaieties of 1929." a Fox musical comedy pres-

entation, featuring the well known Ted Leary as
master of ceremonies, opened in a full stage "Fan"
set, in which the sixteen Leonidoff Girls did noth-
ing but pose as a pretty picture. Ted Leary. after
telling a few gags, introduced Al Norman, who
pleased with some good eccentric dancing. Nagel and
Omar, dressed as cast, offered an unique skit that
'stopped the show and earned them two encores.
I Aariole Craven, personality singer, dancer and
.violinist, earned an encore for her pleasing manner
of delivery. Elton Rich. Ruth Hamilton, Delores
Cardora and the Dean Brothers, each offering their
own specialties, rounded out the bill. Ted Leary
'used Auriole Craven for hits foil for some of his
Btories. later they sang a duet cf "Everyone Loves
'You," and ending with a pleasing dance, to a good
hand.

' A flash ending and a short drill by the ballet,

cosed this show.

Atlanta Howard
Week Ending February 23

Decidedly colorful and thoroughly entertaining -Is

the Howard's current stage show, "Blossoms," the
third in the series produced by Emmett Rogers.
With a gorgeous stage setting of floral design.
"Blossoms" boasts a background that fully justifies its

name.
Opening with a tuneful band number, "Milen-

oerg Joys." through which Bandmaster Lou Lowry
leads his Merry Musical Men in swinging style, the
show gets off to a fast start and then gains momen-
tum with the appearance of Horton Spurr, the rub-
ber heel of Broadway, who makes a tremendous hit.
Atlanta has seen many clever eccentric dancers in
her time, but few who rank with this remarkable
chap. At every performance he gets an ovation and
the newspapers are giving him a wonderful break.
Before the applause for Horton Spurr subsides the

band goes into "Blossoms That Bloom in the Moon-

light," a pleasing lyric written especially for this

production. Lou Lowry scores a triumph of his

own when he concludes the number by playing a
guitar accompaniment for himself and sings the re-

frain.

Lett Sisters & Louise come on for charming bits of

song and get a cordial response from the audience
with their harmony singing. They have a pleasing

stage presence and dress perfectly for their back-
ground. In his usual make-up, which is so funny
that he gets a laugh before he turns a hand. Charles
Brugge puts over mirthful nonsense combining clown-
ing, banjo playing and trick stuff of the English
music hall variety. He is almost as big a hit as
Horton Spurr. Altogether "Blossoms" rates high for

entertainment.

Boston Metropolitan
Week Ending March 1

The Publix production "Bubbling Over" is colorful

and well costumed. The program was well mounted
and. except for the leading lady and leading man,
who failed to harmonize while singing, won great
favor with the patrons. A little surprise was in

store for the audience when, at the conclusion of

his usual organ solo. Arthur Maxtel took over the
position of master of ceremonies. He proved the
best yet. better than the imported masters of cere-

monies, and received a fine ovation from the patrons
at all times.
Boyd Senter carried off the major portion of

honors with his marvelous saxaphone playing, the
best heard in Boston since the visit of Ted Lewis.
He was called back for encores time and time again
by the hearty handclapping of the patrons.
The feature picture was "The Dummy" starring

Ruth Chatterton. John Cromwell and Mickey Bennett,
a 12 year old wonder.
Following the feature picture "Way Down South."

an attractively staged Southern musical melange, with
all the favorite Southern melodies, was well put on.
Ten singers and two banjoists took part.

"Bubblins Over" opened with 11 chorus girls stag-
ing a dance dressed with feet to represent hands and
vice-versa, giving the appearance cf walking on their
hands. The Met Syncopators, led by Arthur Martel
came in for its share of applause when they delivered
two stirring jazz numbers cleverly arranged. Dur-
ing a storm scene, music, scenery and lighting effects

were realistic. Beronyre came in for a share of the
patron's delight, especially when the acrobatic danc-
ing and amusing antics took place. The bill closed
with the orchestra led by Boyd Senter, recording
artist, and the chorus breaking through a field of cot-

ton in back stage.

San Francisco Warfield
Week Ending February 28

This week's stage show at the Warfield Theatre
features the "Objects D'Art Idea" of Fanchon and
Marco, and serves to present Benny Rubin, former
Orpheum star, as master of ceremonies. Benny re-

tains his delicious Jewish accent and offers a choice
assortment of stories as only he can tell them.
The show opens with Horace Heidt's Califomians

in the pit. offering a medley of airs having to do
with roses, under the name of a "Bouquet of Roses."
with both vocal and instrumental solos by members
of the band. These include "Roses of Picardy" and
"My Belgian Rose."
Benny Rubin comes on and offers a few jokes, after

which the curtain goes up on a studio scene, with
statuary and paintings, which gradually come to life

as Elmer Herling, radio star, sings a modern ballad.
A statue steps down and poses and a bewitching
dancer comes out of a huge vase to go through
classical steps. The Sunkist Beauties, attired in fan-
ciful court costumes of a by-gone day. come down the
stairs and go through an old-time dance with white-
wigged courtiers. The scene was a feast for the eye
and was intended as such. Benny Rabin gives his
impressions of a football game, ending by saying
that there are no Jewish football players as the ball
is made of pigskin. A dainty Chinese miss steps
out of a box and sings "If You Want the Rain-
bow," getting a good hand.
While Elmer Herling sings "Marcheta" the Sun-

kist Beauties do a lively Mexican dance in marked
contrast to the former offering. Robert Stickney,
an old favorite, makes his appearance on enormously
long stilts and goes through a lively dance. As he
concludes this, a girl makes her appearance dressed
in exactly the same fashion to emphasize the differ-
ence in height.

Benny Rubin presents the history of Columbus
•with musical interspersions by the band and then
presents some novel dance steps to display his ver-
satility.

The Sunkist Beauties offer a novel dance and
fencing exhibition with foils that proves one of the
most attractive features of the program. A girl steps
out of one of the large paintings and goes through a
whirlwind apache dance with a partner who enters
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the studio in the guise of a burglar. The act comes
to an end with the rising of the curtain at the
rear showing the girls posed high in the air as
enormous chandeliers.

One of the features of the show was the spontan-
eous wit of Benny Rubin. Evidently he has a new
story for every performance and makes a hit by
poking fun at contemporary events.

St. Louis Fox
Week Ending February 23

The stage attractions for the week included "The
Moth and the Flame." a dance unit in beautiful
settings which featured Adagio Supreme with the
Butterfly Ballet. "My Tonia," a gigantic atmos-
pheric prologue built around the theme song of "In
Old Arizona." the audien screen offering.

The overture production directed by Adolphe Kohn-
span was "King for a Day" and was aided by the
Fox choral ensemble.

Jamaica Valencia
Week Ending March 1

This theatre. Loew's newest and finest, has proven
a success from every standpoint. This is their only
house using the presentation policy but after the
completion of the six or seven houses under con-
struction they will undoubtedly feature stage-band
shows in some of these also. The residents of Ja-
maica do not have to go to New York to see a
"Broadway" show. The stageshows here are brought
direct from the Capitol theatre, N. Y., each week.
Walt Roesner, former M. C. at the Capitol, is fea-
tured M. of C. here and some of the credit for the
success of this house is due him. The show caught
was reported last week under the Capitol theatre
heading in these columns.

This was the Arthur Knorr "Miami Nights" pro-
duction.

A modernistic winter scene, in which Walt Roesner
and the Chester Hale Girls in fur costumes sing the
introductory song. This scene changed to an ideal
summer 6cene in which Roesner led the orchestra
while the girls do a cute "bathing" routine.

"I Can't Give You Anything But Love Baby"
played by the orchestra, with special versions wa6
leceived well. Evelyn Wilson, popular comedienne,
entered to a very fine hand, and sang a pleasing
number called, "Everything I Do." Evelyn hasn't
much of a voice, but her inimitable way of putting
a song over is hard to beat and invariably she earns
encores. The Chester Hale Girls, are well received
for their pleasing "Bellhop" routine. The Runaway
Four pleased with their tumbling but their comedy
and dances got little response. The small fellow,
saved the act from flopping entirely. With a little

more of their good tumbling and their comedy cut
in half this would be a very fine act.

Evelyn Wilson, stopped the show with her "Drunk"
song. She was forced to beg off. Stone and Vernon
adagio quartette received an extremely fine hand
for their daring dancing. The finale forced a
curtain call.

Chicago United Artists
Week Ending March 2

In conjunction with D. W. Griffith's screen pro-
duction, "Lady of the Pavements," the management
also presented Lupe Velez, one of its stars, in per-
son. Velez is a fiery type of Latin charms, who
has no particular set routine to offer but makes her-
self very much at home on the newly constructed
stage with her songs and a few steps. Frank
Yaconelli, an accordion player, who also plays a
similar part in the film, assists her.

It seems that the idea of having a screen star

Rooney, III, Scores Hit
In a New Role
At Grauman

Frolic
Distinction in acting as master of cere-

monies as well as a guest artist with the

members of his famous vaudeville head-

liner family went to Pat Ronney at the third

special Saturday midnight matinees of *'The

Broadway Melody/* on February 23, at Grau-
man's Chinese theatre.

Having already delegated the honors of guest

artists to the Rooney family, including Pat
II, Marion Bent, his wife, and Pat III, the

theatre magnate drafted the former as the

head of the group to conduct the extempora-
neous festivities of the late-hour show as

ceremonial master.

The celebrated footlight trio for years have
been idols of patrons of high class vaudeville

for their clever headline acts, including sing-

ing, dancing and clean comedy. Their pres-

ence here to make a series of movietone pro-

ductions for Universal made it possible for

Grauman to present them at the midnight
show.

The Rooney family presented some of their

famous novelties from the stage at the Chinese
with other well known stars of stage and
screen taking part in the impromptu frolic.

Grauman staged special ceremonies for the

occasion.

"The Broadway Melody," rated by critics

here and in New York as the finest talking
picture yet to come out of filmland, presents
Charles King, musical comedy favorite, with
Anita Page and Bessie Love. Starred in Sid
Grauman's prologue are such famous Broad-
way celebrities as Buster and John West, the

Albert ina Rasch dancers, Alfred Latell, the

Pasquali Brothers, Jerry Coe and others.

mingle with the audience is quite a success at this

house. At least Lupe knew how to win the admira-
tion of this crowd without making herself ridiculous.

Her intimate singing and flirtation bits seemed to

fill a new spot in the art of motion picture theatre
entertainment. To say that her personal appearance
was a tremendous success is merely putting it mildly
for the simple reason that both her and the photoplay
are being held over for another week.

If all screen stars were as graceful and as eaey
mannered in front of an audience as this "madcap
of Mexico," then personal appearances would pack
any theatre. The tremendoufi reception and ovation
accorded her little offering proves that the public

is always hungry for hobnobbing with the celeb-

rities.

It would not be a bad idea for United Artists to

rotate the Griffith attraction with Velez as its chief

drawing card, for this young lady can probably hold
her own in any theatre when it comes to entertain-
ing an audience in her own original manner.
Her songs were sung in Spanish and English, espe-

cially the theme number of the film called "Where Is

the Song of Songs for Me." Her partner joined in a
vocal duet of "Happy Days and Lonely Nights."
as well as "That Precious Little Thing Called Love."
They wanted more from Lupe but then the rest of
the show had to go on. So she closed after several
encores.

Chicago Granada
Week Ending March 8

Something new in the way of stage entertain-

ment was presented by Marks Brothers this week,
"Montmartre Madness" was the given name in which
the lavish offering unfolded itself. The entire stage

performance took place without the usual cut and
dry announcements of a master of ceremonies.

However, in this particular case the stage band
which was presided over by Benny Meroff was still

on the stage as part of the atmosphere, but with

the exception of one announcement made by this

leader, the rest of the program got along without
his aid. It was quite a relief for the audience to

sit through a stageshow and not be compelled to

applaud when not in the mood, merely to ba polite

to the one officiating over the talent. Then too it gave
the performers a chance to present their wares fast

and furious, and went over merely on the strength
of their own merits, and not by the assistance of

someone who would milk the audience for some un-
necessary applause.
The idea is nothing new as far as motion picture

theatre entertainment is concerned for several shows
have been presented without the customary announce-
ments. However, it is the colossal manner in which
the producers conceived the idea and presented it to

the audience that struck a novel chord.
In this particular show the entire action took place

in one setting, that of a Bohemian section of Paris,
or what is more generally known as the Artists'

Colony. The little attic studios, with their cutout
effect to enable the audience to keep its eye on all

the action, were not merely scrim paintings but actual
sets, constructed to represent such homes. Truly it

was one of the most original settings ever built for
a popular priced performance stage.

An ensemble of twenty voices decorated the set

from various angles such as posing out of balcony
windows and other such familiar poses among a
group of artists. The costumes worn by the ballet as
well as the rest of the cast were in keeping with the
production and worthy of a musical comedy produc-
tion. In fact the producers tried to convey the idea
of a huge carnival gathering, and everything that
was presented was sort of a combination of fantasy
and jazz revel. It had sufficient dignity to please the
high class element and enough popular strain to
satisfy the more restless, and yet with enough re-

serve in both to entertain each kind and offend no
one.

The three outstanding specialty numbers were
headed by Kirby and DeGage, a team of apache
dancers who presented their characterization in a
more thrilling and original style than the average
dancers of this sort. Gertrude Fisher in a series

of acrobatic poses and contortionistic stunts, sur-

prised the audience with some of her unconceivable
twists and turns. This young lady's outlook on
life is mostly upside down as that seems to be her
favorite trick when she bends herself almost in two
and walks with her head and hands close to her feet.

The Nine Alisons, consisting of eight young men and
one girl, offer one of the best athletic routines ever
seen in a picture house. They offer something similar

to the Lucky Boys and almost go over as big.

However, they have not the polished finish and
comedy ability that the Lucky Boys possess, and
which still make them the peer of all acrobatic

routines.

Margaret Merle, as the prima donna of the show,
had a good deal to do with the line formation of the

ballet, and Sally and Sonny contributed a great deal

with their eccentric dancing and musical comedy
taps. Many favorite songs of favorite musical
comedies were staged with beautiful scenic and cos-

tume effects in which Margaret Merle and Foster
Yarhekl offered vocal duets. Not a dull moment
was passed and something was going on at all times.
No one was allowed to encore which made the show
go on at its schedule time and the final curtain told

the story when the entire audience burst out with
applause in appreciation for what had taken place.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending February 24

Those who attended the Stanley theatre this week
noted many changes for the theatre has been re-

modeled, equipped with new lighting effects, a new
curtain and an enlarged stage, while a new policy

in presentations is also inaugurated, with Charlie
Melson as master of ceremonies. And a popular
master of ceremonies he proves to be, for his intro-

ductions of the various entertainers are snappy and
to the point, his remarks are witty and his singing
is above the average. The stage program consists

of a miniature revue in which a well trained chorus
and a stagehand assist such well known artists as

Dorothy Seegar, prima donna, Lewis and Body, who
supply plenty of mirth. Layman and Kling, ball-

room dancers, and last but not least, a trio of adept
and daring adagio dancers. Howell, Nargi and Naldi,
who are the hit of the show.

THE DEMURE

WALLACE SISTERS
Tivo Little "Turnovers"

This Week at the PUBLIX "COOLING OFF" UNIT Next Week
PALACE Thonks to MAX TURNER and NAT KALCHEIIS CENTURY

WASHINGTON Wm. Morris Agency BALTIMORE

PAUL DAVIS
Featured Organist

EMBASSY THEATRE
CHICAGO
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Minneapolis Minnesota
Week Ending March 1

Publix lives up to every one of its promises fe-

lts birthday celebration in "Crinoline vs. Jazz," the

current offering at the Minnesota theatre, Minne-

apolis. The numbers with one exception are all

above the average and the settings verge on to the

magnificent. The first curtain shows a huge crino-

line maid with billowy skirts. The orchestra is

barely visible through the mass of lace and ribbons.

John Quinlan. tenor, presents the case of crinoline.

He is assisted by Nell Jewel and the Felicia Sorel

girls who do the minuet. The costumes carry out

the note set by the crinoline lady on the curtain.

Miss Jewel's is a green taffeta creation with bouf-

fant skirt. The chorus is garbed in pink. Miss Jewel
and Quinlan conclude with a duet composed of the

two songs "Do You Love Me, Dear?" and "I Love
You Because You're You." Both have excellent

voices.

"Bustles of Long Ago," adds a comical touch

to the presentation. The Felicia Sorel girls, one as

a girl and the other as a bustle, do some stepping

in the course of w-hich. the bustles and the girls

become separated, with the bustles doing some aimless

meandering before finding their owners again.

Patsy Chapman and Gene Snyder are on next with
"An Old Fashioned Wedding." About the only thing

old in the number is the costumes of the wedding
attendants. The pair take the house by storm with
the "Wedding Chain" number. In this dance, the

ankles are chained together while the team does

some fast stepping about the stage.

Al Mitchell and the Serenaders offer as their solo

"Sweethearts on Parade." Enough said. Something
ought to be done to remove these numbers from
the units before they get so stale they crack with
dryness. Even the excellent arrangement of the
number, with special attention to the woodwinds and
strings, did not save its face. As an anti-climax,
John Quinlan as the very incarnation of abject
misery, sang the song.
"Jazz" is the Felicia Sorel girls' next number. It

is as peppy as the first was languid and beautiful.

High green hats and short green tights compose
the costumes. Patsy Chapman and Gene Snyder
are on again. They continue the "jazzy" atmos-
phere with "Hot Rhythm." a number that gets the
audience right.

Al Mitchell and the Serenaders present "Fan" in

an excellent arrangement for their second offering.

John Quinlan follows with "Song of Songs," which
carries out the classical end of the program. Bayes
and .Speck revert to the modern world with "A Bit

of Nonsense." The number turns out to be a whole
lot of nonsense, mixed up in a medley of song, dance
and gags, which the team presents.

The finale consists of the mingling again of the
exponents of jazz and crinoline amidst scenery that
barely misses being magnificent.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending March 1

"Kabaret Knights" is the stage offering at the Wis-
consin this week. The scene opens up with a night
club scene with the orchestra sitting below the en-
trance to a club. Stairways lead down on both sides

of the orchestra, and tables are placed under soft

lights. The Torney dancers come down the stairs

dressed as cigarette girls. They have miniature
xylophones hidden in the cigarette trays and they all

strike up a tune when they get down on the stage.

Next on the scene is Montana who knows how to

strum a guitar and banjo. This lad is all dressed
in white, including hat, chaps, boots, bandana, etc.

And, boys, look out, there's also a brace of two
guns hangin' in them thar holsters on his hips, so

don't get funny. He shows the crowd he can play
two tunes at the same time, and they like the
performance. He gets quite a hand. Doris Roach, a

cute little singer, comes out and sings a few num-
bers which go over good. "Don't Hold Everything"
seems to go over best.

Fuzzy Knight is a lad who likes to show how fool-

ish a guy can get with a piano and when he can't

think of anything original. You know there are some
chaps who get too silly on the stage, and this lad is

one of them. He clutches the piano in about every
conceivable position. He ought to hire somebody
to help him think up something with a little logic

to it at least.

The orchestra then plays a selection from Schubert
to show that they still are classical. And it is

pretty good, too. The Torney girls come out in a
toe dance and a fan dance. They cluster together

to resemble a rose and its petals. It's easily the

most distinctive and unique act they've ever put over.

Caite Bros., those lads who sure can dance and jig.

are excellent. The crowd likes them plenty and
they get a big hand.

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending February 22

"Ed Lowry's Birthday Party" was the big stage

attraction with Rath Petty, St. Louis' own person-

ality girl as the feature attraction. Gene Sheldon,
funny man, was also prominent in the entertain-
ment.
Da\e Silverman and his orchestra and Stuart

Barrie at the organ presented "The 'S' in Music."

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending March 7

This week Balaban & Katz offer to the patrons of
the Chicago "The Modern Mikado." a stage presen-

tation taken from that well known opera. Specialty

numbers were furnished by Doris Morell. Dave Rice.

Arch Cannon, the Kimiwa Japs and the Anatole
Bourman ballet ; augmented by the Chicago orchestra
under the personal direction of H. Leopold Spitalny.

The setting was artistic, well lighted and the cast
cleverly costumed.
The orchestra offered "Tannhauser" especially ar-

ranged and directed by Spitalny, featuring George
Nelidoff, baritone, with the Chicago singing en-
semble, all seated in the orchestra pit. At the end
of the overture they were given an enthusiastic
applause.

New Haven Olympia
Week Ending February 20

Niggemeyer's Publix revue "Bubbling Over" is the
main -tage show at the Olympia this week. "Last
Warning" is the feature. Boyd Senter, well known
recording star is the best in the unit. The Gamby
Hale girls do three novel routines the best being
an upside down dance, with the costumes giving
one the impression of the girls dancing upside down.
Market & Faun and Byal & Pring are also in the
show. The finale has real bubbles as a background
with the girls stepping through for a great finish.

This effect was seen in Frank Tinney's show "Tickle
Me" over seven years ago.

New Orleans Saenger
Week Ending March 1

Tradition has it that while King Solomon was
erecting the Temple he amused his workmen with a
band of wandering minstrels who interspersed their

vocal and musical programs with jokes and wise-
cracks, which were aeons old even in those early

days ; that a~ the completion of his labors the royal
court scribe was called upon to record them for poster-
ity. For centuries they were lost to the world. But
now all who have the price of a Publix show ad-
mission may listen—for Earl La Vere headliner with
"Teeing-Off" tells them and adds one or two that
others were grey-haired when Mother Eve passed
the apple sauce to Father Adam.
Owen and Anderson in vocal specialities furnish a

new act which was well received : their voices are
fresh and they know how to use them. Duffin and
Draper with an original and unique rag doll dance
offered novel caperings and proved that sometimes
humans are born without bones, or apparently so.

as an ordinary rag doll would not submit to such
twistings without disaster.

Alice Wellman. toy soprano, scores with a melodi-
ous voice and was extra well received. Twelve
Gamby-Hale dancing girls composed the chorus and
introduced a novel and interesting golf dance to the
edification of the golf fiends, and golf widows who
eyed them resentfully.

This being the farewell week of Ben Black per-

sonality leader he introduces a Punch and Judy
composition, a rollicking refrain which he composed
after viewing the Mardi Gras festivities in New
Orleans which is very suitable for the orchestra,

Ben Black will be succeeded the coming week by
Ray Teal who is highly recommended.
Don Philipini scores again with "The Desert Song"

assisted by the Saenger Grand orchestra.

Salt Lake City Capitol
Week Ending February 15

"Saxophobia" was the title of the Fanchon and
Marco presentation offered at the Capitol theatre this

week, with Ruddy Wiedoent, noted saxophonist, be-

ing: starred. Wiedoent plays several late selections

which are introduced for the first time.

Joe and Willie Hale, famed stage comedians, pre-

sent some intricate tricks and a good deal of fun.

Muriel StrykJand. of "Follies" fame, offers several

dance selections as do June Knight ar.d Rahda and
Natalie Harrison. The saxophone beauties, all talented

musicians, furnish a rich background for Ruddy's
numbers, accompanying him in the ensemble.
Eugenia Reynolds offers some winsome vocal selec-

tions, and the program is completed by the three

popular Capitol artists, Phil Kalar. character singer

;

Oliver Alterti, master of ceremonies, and Alexander
Schreiner at the organ.
The picture presentation this week is "The Barker,"

a First National talking production, and capacity

houses were had throughout the entire week.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending February 24

The Fox Grand orchestra played the overture

"Echoes of the Past," accompanied by a most ef-

fective patriotic stage presentation representing three

American soldiers bearing an American flag. The
red light thrown on the scene, the waving flag, with
the noise and flash of bursting shells make quite a
realistic picture.

Coletta Ryan, beautifully gowned in white chiffon

and rhinestones. sings well, but the audience prefers

a joke to a beautiful song and the applause was
jt-\ Patti Moore and Sammy Lewis are the type

of entertainers that bring applause. They are viva-

cious, bubbling with witty remarks and generally
ready at any minute to make "whoopee." They come
back a second time dressed as a bell hop and maid.
This time they tap dance up and down the steps
on the stage, turning at exactly the same time at top
and bottom.
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Willie Solar is a master of peculiar noises. Such
a variety of sounds made without moving a muscle
of a perfectly wooden looking: face were never heard
outside of the bird house at the zoo. He is dressed

in a brown checked suit, with brown derby and red

socks, and moves like a cigar store Indian, and gets

a good laugh from the house.

The Royal Welsh Gleemen are an exceptionally
fine male chorus. They are dressed as miners, the
stage represents the entrance to a mine and the
singers wear small electric bulbs on the front of

their hate. Their voices blend well and their selec-

tions, ranging from opera to modern popular songs,
are sufficiently varied to suit the taste of every one
in the audience. Their allotted time on the stage is

all too short.

Kansas City Pantages
Week Ending March 1

"The Three World's Wonders" were given a
prominent place on the stage program at the Pan-
tages. The act consists of "It," half man and half
woman ; the "Gorilla Man" and the Pin-Head Twins.
Each afternoon "It" held a reception for men and
women after the regular matinee. "It" appears
dressed in a costume that is half woman's dress
and half man's, the masculine half being on the
order of a gymnastic outfit. Songs in both femin-
ine and masculine voices also are sung. The "Pin-
Head" twins merely come out and stand on the stage,
saying only a few words, while the "Gorilla" man
goes through the same actions that could be ex-
pected of a gorilla.

Florence Micarcme & Co., have an act of songs
and dances entitled "A Classic Caprice Revue," while
Hoy LaPearl and Lillian Gortne have a comic dia-

logue sketch titled "Don't Call Me Annie."
Marty and Nancy have a dance number titled

"Talking Feet," which includes an actual foot in-

terpretation of words.
Billy Small—"A Fool and His Fiddle"—offers a bit

of everything from music to comedy. Louie Charnin-
sky and his Pantages offered popular selections a =

the overture.

Des Moines Capitol
Week Ending March 1

"Bag of Tricks." the Publix stage show, wins the
approbation of fans this week with its unexpectedness
and novelty. Lolita Amiet. booked as a personality
singer, displays a pleasing voice and entertains the
audience with encores. Jue Fong, is a surprisingly
first class actor, bringing with his well trained
tenor, a decidedly interesting individuality. His songs
ranged from selections from "Martha" to "Irish Eyes
Are Smiling."

Earl Capps and his two blonde sisters put over
some snappy steps to a willing clientele. Cowan and
Gray, eccentric dancers and acrobats, keep a steady
interest during their difficult stunt of doing "un-
successful" acrobatic performances successfully. Don
Galvan and his band contribute musical trick6 galore
and the Abbott dangers present the ballet. Carroll
Wallace and Don Galvan at the organ and banjo re-

spectively, divide the audience into two parts, each
acting as leader for his side. Songs are sung by-

each side and then they join forces for the finale.

"Redskin" is the feature picture and there is a
fashion reel in color and the Paramount News
reel.

Birmingham Alabama
Week Ending February 23

Producer Emmett Rogers comes through with his

fourth consecutive success in "Oh Pshah," the cur-

rent stage show at the Alabama. Again he provides
pleasing numbers against a most effective scenic

background.

Art Dickerson is featured in several popular bal-

lads and the patrons give the boy a big hand. The
eight Gould girls go through some intricate and pretty

dance routines that add much to the show. Well
drilled, well costumed and withal, a good-looking line,

they add a pleasing note of color and movement. The
Francis Trio, knock-about comedians, enliven the
performance with their antics, but they are nothing
out of the ordinary.

The biggest individual hit of "Oh Pshah" is the
special band number. "Tiger Rag." which stops the
show. Under the baton of Bandmaster Eddie Guest
the boys are forced to repeat this number at every
performance, and they seem to enjoy it no less than
the audience.

Presentation

LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in presen-

tation may discuss important matters bearing
apon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.

PRESENTATION ACTS—To the Editor: Please
pardon my bothering you, but your interest in my
last attempt of using organ and sound prompts me
to tell you of something new and different that we're
experimenting with—in fact, it seems such a success,

that it's no longer an experiment.

Because the public liked the organ with the Tif-

fany color classic
—"In a Persian Market," I tried

something on a larger scale this week with our
showing of Universale "Melody of Love." We are
showing the movietone print, and I am sitting in

and playing with the orchestra in the picture, and
also many spots where there is no music otherwise.

The picture, being all-talking, has spots in a talking
sequence that are silent, because the characters just

haven't anything to say, I guess, and as there is no
synchronized music to fill in there. I cue the scenes
an if I were playing the silent drama again. Then,
as the talking is resumed, I fade down and play
softly during some of the speeches, as is done on
many other sound pictures. There are several long
scenes that the organ seems to help quite a bit

—

for instance, the main battle scene, that has nothing
synchronized except gun and battle effects—so the
organ plays appropriate battle music, and "My
Buddy" themes as one wounded comrade is assisting

the other—etc. I have it timed, so that as the music
is resumed the organ carries on with the orchestra,

or fades down as seems best. The picture opens and
closes with the theme "My Sweetheart," and there
is another place for the organ to co-operate with the
unseen orchestra and to carry out the chaser where
they leave off. Another place or two that worked
well, was where a talking sequence was followed by a

singing one—and during the silence, or talking, the

EMIL
SOLO

ORGANIST

AT THE

ROXY

VELAZCO

organ played the same song that was to follow,

synchronized and the audiences were ready and ex-

acting it to follow.

It was a lot of work preparing all this, and mem-
orizing the score— (I had to play in the dark to keep
the people's attention undisturbed) but I think it

was worth it, if comments from the patrons mean
anything.

Incidentally, Mr. Gallo. wc had another novel ex-

perience the second night's run of this picture. Dur-
ing the feature, we were delayed for a short while
due to part of the power circuit to the booth giving
tiouble, and being at the organ, I commenced play-

ing to keep the audience quiet. As they gave evi-

dence that they would like to sing— I began on "We
Won't Be Home Until Morning," and got them
started—then for the rest of the short delay, they
called out from all over the auditorium for numbers,
which I played and they sang. We had a REAL
time, and I believe they sang better than they ever
did before! Respectfully.—Kenneth T. Wright,
Lloyd's theatre, Menominee, Mich.

Booked by Young
Cogert and Motto, better known as the Human

Jazz Band, have been booked by Leo Young as *
feature attraction in the new Publix unit called

"Vanity Fair." The team has just completed a two-
reel talking picture for the Hanaphone company.
Both of these engagements were booked under the
direction of Lew Young, their representative.

Blue Laws Rapped
By Church Paper

Science and not religion should concede the
right to dictate society's conduct in observing
the Sunday holiday, states an editorial of the
Christian Century, published in Chicago. The
position taken by the paper is that there is no
question as to the need of weekly rest day
for workers and that the canon law should not
be inforced by police powers.
The conditions which should surround this

day should be determined by scientific re-

search rather than by any appeal to religious

dogma.

R K O Radio Hour Proving
Popular with Radio Fans

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 5 —With only a few
weeks' experiment, the weekly Radio-
Keith-Orpheum Radio Hour seems to have
proved a growing success. More than 5,000
letters of approval have already come to

the headquarters from radio fans. The pro-
gram is broadcast every Tuesday at 11

o'clock.

Lita Gray Returns to

Hollywood for Operation
(Special to the Herald-World)

CINCINNATI,, March 5—Mrs. Lita Gray
Chaplin, erstwhile screen star, booked for per-

sonal appearance at B. F. Keith theatre, Day-
ton, Ohio, arrived from an engagement at

Youngstown, Ohio, with a temperature of 104

due to an affection of the throat, and has left

for Hollywood for an operation.

John Giachetto Married
(Special to the Herald-World)

SPRTNGFIELD, ILL., March 5.—Tohn
Giachetto, manager of the Lincoln and Vaud-
ette theatres here, was married on February

4, to Miss Maude Irene Grundy, of Morrison-
ville, Illinois.

Anita Stewart to Wed
(Special to the Herald-World)

OMAHA, NEB., March 5.—Anita Stewart

set her wedding date to George Peabody
Converse of Boston, for June 23. Arrange-
ments are also being made to hold the cere-

mony in Hollywood.

UNIFORMS ™?™ COSTUMES 5LSSS»» BROOKS ires
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LEW WHITE
Lew White, one of America's premier organists

and head of the White Institute of Organ at 1680

Broadway, New York City, and exclusive Brunswick

recording artist, had the distinction and honor of

presiding at the console of the Roxy Theatre. New
York, when that movie cathedral opened its doors

to the general public for the first time on March

15th. 1927.
• * •

It would be amiss not to mention the fact that

Lew White secured his musical training from his

father. Herman White, who at that time was one

of Philadelphia's outstanding music masters. For

eight years, until White reached the age of 14. his

father tutored him almost to the point of concert

pianist. He then went abroad to continue his

studies.
• a *

Upon his return to America after three years.

Lew came to the realization that he preferred being

organist by far than a pianist, and under the able

guidance of Dr. Alexander H. Matthews of the

University of Pennsylvania, he was soon considered

a past master and an outstanding figure at the

organ.
• *

It would take too many paragraphs to go into

detail as regards the many little details involved in

the rapid rise of Lew White. Suffice to say he

started his career as a theatre organist in 1918

which culminated in the post of premier organist

for the Stanley Company of America, after being

with them for eight seasons.

• * a

He was engaged by Roxy to open the world's

largest moving picture theatre at that time. After

that, his rise was rapid. He continued at the Roxy

Theatre for one year after its opening, at which

time he left his post to devote more of his time to

his school which he had opened a few months prior

and which was making such rapid strides that he

thought it advisable to give more time to his insti-

tute of organ, rather than continue at the Roxy
Theatre.

• • •

His broadcasting as a sole and exclusive National

Broadcasting Company artist ; his work as an Aeolian

Duo-Art artist and his composing kept Lew pretty

much in the limelight, which increased his popular-

ity week by week.
• * *

On Saturday. March 9th. Lew White once more
returns to the Roxy Theatre after an absence of al-

most a year. Now with his school running along

in a great manner. White feels that he can once

more devote considerable time to his theatre work
and has accepted Roxy's offer to return to his old

post as chief organist of the Roxy Theatre.

9 9 *

Aa soloist on the Red Network of W E A F on
Saturday evenings and on the Blue Network of

W J Z on Monday evenings. Lew White has been

receiving mail from all corners of the globe, even
so far as from British Guiana, stating that they
have heard and enjoyed his programs.

e « *

Being a Brunswick recording artist has also added
to White's popularity. He is still a bachelor, good
looking and considered a "catch." Single girls please

note

!

e * * •

The Columbia system, whose key station in New
York is WABC. is giving the National Broadcasting
company quite a run these days. Both companies
have a coast to coast hookup of stations, and they

are vieing with each other constantly for the pub-
lic's favor. My suggestion would be that they merge
with each other and settle these controversies. It

is merging days anyway.
« * e

My idea of a great job is general production man-
ager for Paramount. This position is held by one of

the sweetest boys I ever had the pleasure of meeting
—John Fingcrlin. Just a regular fellow. More power
to him !

« « s

P. S. : Next week's column will contain the auto-

biography of FRED KINSLEY, managing director of

the organists in ail Radio-Keith-Orpheum Theatres.

LARRY SPIER.

ORGAN SOLOS
Jesse Crawford (New York Paramount) played

three fine selections for his organ concert this week.

His first number, "Blossoms." the theme song of

"The Carnation Kid." had a pleasing melody. "My
Angeline" and "I'm Sorry Sally" were the other

two numbers. Crawford always uses slides, but very

seldom does anyone 6ing. perhaps the reason is that

everyone is giving their undivided attention to his

fine playing.

J. Virgil Huffman (Roanoke, New American) used

as his solo a special arrangement of "You Tell Me
Your Dream." Projecting the slides on a special

drop instead of the screen gave opportunity for some

unusual lighting effects. On the final chorus of the

presentation Huffman used the unique combination

of steel guitar and singer, accompanied by the

organ, with the guitarist and singer working through

the sound equipment amplifiers. In this way, the

guitar, which by itself is not capable of much

volume, was balanced nicely with the organ and

voice, producing a very pleasing effect with the

ensemble.

Henry B. Murtagh (Brooklyn Paramount) offered

an original song-fest. which he called "Let's Be

Sentimental." The songs he played were "Blos-

soms," "Sweetheart of All My Dreams." "I'll Get

By," "How About Me," and he finished with another

chorus of "I'll Get By." Henry always has every-

one singing and enjoving themselves to the utmost.

Eddie Meikel (Chicago Harding). Snuggled in

among birthday greetings, announcements of wedding

anniversaries, advice to the lovelorn, and parodies

of popular tunes of the day, Eddie played two par-

ticularly catchy numbers. "Caressing You" and "My
Dream Train." A rather lazy audience didn't feel

much like singing at this performance, but Eddie

was generously applauded, as usual.

Edna Merle Bain (Nebraska City. Paramount) pre-

sented an Irving Berlin special called "Closeups

and Snapshots." featuring his songs, "I'll Get By,"

"Marie," "How About Me" and "I'd Rather Be Blue

Over You." This organist reports that the novelty-

was very entertaining and the audience displayed

considerable interest by singing and whistling the

tunes, which continued long after the feature film

began to appear on the screen.

Jean Anthony (Chicago, Granada) offered an

organ and orchestra novelty conceived by Albert F.

Brown, called "Dixie Bound." Floating waves ap-

peared on the scrim as the lyrics of "Mississippi Here
I Come" were superimi>osed on them. Special lyrics

in story form told the audience that they were taking

a trip to the famous southland. A man and woman
on either end of the -tage sang "True Blue." Later

the organist accompanied the cornet player with a

chorus of "Carolina Moon" and the finish con-

sisted of a film trailer showing a railroad track,

apparently photographed from the observation car.

as the orchestra and organ struck up the tune of

"Dream Train" as the audience joined the chorus.

Preston Sellers (Chicago. Oriental) played a com-

munity stunt called "Audience Psychology" in which

he tried to find out what each one was fitted for

through the use of songs. The program consisted of

"True Blue." "Sweetheart of All My Dreams," "I'll

Never Ask for More." "Marie" and "Dream Train."

The last three were the most sung ones.

"The Man Who Put Community
Singing on the Map"

SIP S4'

songs
BEST SELLERS

Week Ending March 2

No. I

"Precious Little Thing Called Love"
—(Remick).

"Carolina Moon"—(J. Morris).

No. 2

"Dream Train—(Milton Weil).

No. 3
"Marie"—(Irving Berlin).

No. 4
"Sweetheart of All My Dreams"—

(Shapiro).
"Sweethearts on Parade"—(Milton

Weil).
No. 5

"Avalon Town"—(Sherman Clay).

No. 6

"Glad Rag Doll"—(Ager, Yellen).

"Where the Shy Little Violets Grow"
—(Remick).

No. ?
"Happy Days and Lonely Nights"—

(Ager, Yellen).

"I Paw Down an' Go Boom"—(Don-

aldson).
No. 8

"I'll Get By"—(Berlin).

"Love Tale of Alsace Lorraine"—
(Spier & Coslow).
"Sonny Boy"—(DeSylva, Brown).

WHEN THE WORLD IS AT REST— (De Sylva

Brown & Henderson ) —These two boys have written

themselves a real song. It has everything that goes

to make a hit. An act song, an orchestra tune,

commercial. What more is there to say? Words

by Lou Davis, music by Sammy Fain.

SOME SWEET DAY—(Remick Music Corp.)—
Two writers who have been very successful with

theme songs have written this for the picture called
• * •

CHILDREN OF THE RITZ. It's a well written

song and if the picture develops into a hit it will

help the song. By Nat Shilkret and Lew Pollack.
s c •

THAT'S MY IDEA OF HEAVEN— (George Whit-

ing)—The lyric writer of BLUE HEAVEN has gone

into the music business for himself. This is his first

song and it's on the order of his former big hit.

These songs are always sure to sell and as for its

being a big number that of course depends on the

plug. Words by George Whiting, music by Herbert

Steiner and Mac Lieb.
e e *

WANDERING HOME— (Leo Feist, Inc.)—A beau-

tiful thought by the one and only Gus Kahn. The
melody by a local boy and these two have certainly

written a real number. Words by Gus Kahn, music

by Jules K. Stein.
• • *

THAT'S THE GOOD OLD SUNNY SOUTH—
(Ager Yelen & Bornstein)—An excellent Southern

song. In fact about the best we've had in a long

while. Perfect lyrics to a suitable melody. Words
by Jack Yellen, music by Milton Ager.

• » *

I'M MARCHING HOME TO YOU— (Step by Step

—Mile by Milei— (Shapiro Bernstein)—A great stage

song. Should be a cinch to stop any show. As to

its commercial value we can only guess. If it sells

as well as it will bring applause, it's over. By
Ahner Silver, Al Sherman and Al Lewis.

SOMEBODY NOBODY LOVES— (M. Witmark &
Sons)—A trick title with a fox trot melody. More
on the popular type than this firm has been in the

habit of working on. It looks like a real good song.

Lyric and music by Gus Kahn and Spike Hamilton.
• « «

TEAR DROPS— (DeSylva. Brown & Henderson)—
A beautiful fox trot ballad. One of the writers is

the well known orchestra leader Arnold Johnson.
Is getting quite a play and should sell. By Lou
Davis and Arnold Johnson.
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, in-

formation and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

the Box Office Window"

"LADY OF THE PAVEMENTS"

I SUPPOSE one should always be a gentle-

man. It would be a gentlemanly thing to

applaud this or any of Mr. Griffith's latter-day-

productions. It would be a gentlemanly thing to

join the chorus of applause for Miss I or is it

Senorita?) Lupe Velez, for surely the lady's ap-

peal is to the male gallantry. But it is not

gentlemanly to misrepresent and hence this re-

verse approach to the statement that I don't

tlnnk a great deal of "Lady of the Pavements"

and I'm not enthralled by Lupe Velez a- she

appears, cavorts and carols in it. (Which is a

bit strange because I did think she was excellent

in "The Gaucho.")

The picture is one of those courtly things

(Napoleonic if I'm not mistaken) wherein the

embittered lady trains a girl of inferior station

to entrap and wed the noble gentleman who has

scorned her. Jetta Goudal is the lady, and prop-

erly wicked; William Boyd is the gentleman

and properly upright; Lupe Velez is the girl

of inferior station and I suppose, since there

were giggles aplenty during her Gish-ey pyro-

technics in the early footage and her Walska-

esque melodies later on, she isn't bad either.

But the lady was present in the flesh on the

occasion of my visit to the United Artists cin-

ema and she overflowed into the aisles, into

impersonations, into jazz songs and even into

the bestowing of osculatory favors upon the

very young ladies in the audience. This—

I

leave it to you—is too much.

As to the picture, for of course the lady can-

not be everywhere with it, it isn't bad save in

one particular. The noble young man's choice

of wife must be approved by his emperor and

yet he somehow marries the set-up. A minor

fault perhaps, but annoying. Staging, directing,

etc., are admirable. My other complaint is that

it all seems more like a song-plugging enter-

prise, for which reason I'll not name the ditty,

.

than a motion picture. (Maybe I'm old-

fashioned. )

By T. O. Service

disappointing. But I suspect it is not. And so

let us consider that I have said nothing pro or

con in the matter.

"ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE"

I STAYED away from "Alias Jimmy Valen-

tine" as long as I could. Everyone told me it

was excellent. I had seen it, man and boy, stage

and screen, too many times. It had William

Haines in it. But I had to go, finally, and so

now I have to report that it is excellent, that

William Haines is excellent in it, that Lionel

Barrymore is too, and that the others, of whom
there are many, are of like ability. ( Now please

don't make this story again, Hollywood, at least

until my offspring is old enough to cover it

for me.

)

Im genuinely delighted to find that young Mr.

Haines speaks fluently, brightly, much as he

acts. I think he'll be a lot better vocal than he

ever was mute. Sure enough to promise, here

and now, that I'll look at his next picture what-

ever it may be. (Barring "East Lynne.")

"THE RED DANCE"

If I were not, as I have confessed, the laziest

individual in these parts (and probably there's

no really good reason for restricting the state-

ment that way > I should delve into the files and

unearth the name of the bulky gentleman who
plays the "cub bear of the Volga" in "The Red
Dance." This guy is good. Maybe it's his size,

though I'm sure that's only a contributory fac-

tor, and max be it's ability. I think it's the

latter. Anyway, he's the outstanding figure in a

picture that makes the other Russian-revolution

things look pale, wan and vague by comparison.

Of course Dolores Del Rio is the star, and

"TIDE OF EMPIRE"wERE I not the laziest individual in these

parts, and were I not of the opinion that this

page should convey reactions of one who simply

sits in the cinema and reports what he sees, I

should ascertain whether "Tide of Empire"
were shortened for the Oriental theatre run. It

begins as a super-production, continue? in slow,

increasing tempo, builds interest and suspense

steadily, then clicks to a close that conies all

too soon. If this is all the picture, it is keenly

Musicians and Stage Hands
Out in Chico Theatre

(Special to the Herald-World)

CHICO, Calif., March 5.—Union
musicians and stage hands were dis-

missed recently in a wage contro-
versy, in a local theatre, between the
musicians and the management. Now
the barbers' union has voted to boy-
cott the house. Possibly the chin
music of the tonsorial artists forms a

fellowship between the two organiza-
tions.

superb a> such, but a story of this character

throws emphasis upon the male participants.

•In this case, upon the anonymous gentleman

mentioned above. (Anybody know his name?)

Not that Miss Del Rio is other than colorful,

fiery, intense in her role, but that he is more so.

You know, of course, the story. You know,

too, the high favor bestowed upon the picture

by those who have attended it in great droves

where it has been exhibited. I can do no more

than to confirm the good judgment of those

more fortunate persons who saw it before it

passed before these eyes. ( The world, I venture

to hazard, is becoming more intelligent.)

"THE SPIELER"

J\. ND NOW, on the echoes of - The Barker,"

comes "The Spieler." Alan Hale scores a dis-

tinct hit in it as an amusing, hardboiled grifter

who is softened by love and turned honest.

Renee Adoree has some of the appeal which

she exercised in "The Big Parade." She is

always attractive except in profile. Her voice

does not help her a great deal. "The Spieler"

is synchronized, with occasional talking se-

quences. These are especially effective in the

mob >cenes which emphasize the denouement

and the climax of the picture. Tay Garnett

works these scenes up in a fine crescendo.

The story deals with Flash (Hale) and his

partner, Luke (Clyde Cook', grifters, who join

Cleo's (Adoree's) show, which she is trying to

keep on the level, in the capacity of spieler and

tight rope artist.

Red Moon (Fred Kohler I runs the midway

gang, as tough a crowd of villain? as ever shot

a racketeer.

Flash and Luke work in with Red Moon till

they are caught in the act of lifting the wallets

of unsuspecting patrons by Cleo, with whom
Flash has fallen in love. A couple of these

peccadillos and Flash .turns straight and has a

rumpus with Moon. There is the usual mis-

understanding when Cleo thinks that Flash, who

is now aiding her again?t the grifters, is still

crooked.

Luke overhears Moon plan a plant on Flash

and is shot as he walks the wire high abov e the

crowd. A very effective scene. Flash finds out

who did it and goes Berseker. A really swell

fight ensues. It ends in the death of Moon,

the mutilation of his cronies and the inevitable

fade-out of the blood stained hero embracing

the pale but voluptuous Cleo.

Good entertainment with lots of local color

which does not slow the movement for a second.
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THE THEATRE
Give the Glad Hand
To John Fenyvessey

Mates, meet the latest member o) the

House Organ Exchange. He's

John Fenyvessey
Lindy Theatre

Rochester, N. Y.

And that means that Fenyvessey u
anxiously trailing for the arrival of house
organs from you folks and that he is all

set to send vou his own.

Keep One Admission
Price and Friends
Emil Franke Finds

There are many theatre owners and man-
agers throughout the country who arc-

wondering how high or how low they
should maintain their admission prices.
Whatever they do in this respect, it is im-
portant that they maintain a constant ad-
mission price, according to Emil Franke,
manager of the State Theatre, Milwaukee.

Franke believes that the public loses con-
fidence in a theatre when the prices for
admission are constantly being changed.
"They cannot see the reason why a theatre
should raise prices for one picture and
lower them for another," he stated. "And
I believe that in line with this feeling on
the part of the public, the theatre manager
and the theatre owner should set a general
admission price which will meet all condi-
tions. It is rather aggravating to some
people to come to a theatre expecting to
pay a certain price to get in, only to find

that the price has been raised for this

special production."

It is Franke*s belief that the maintaining
of a general admission price in a theatre
will create confidence on the part of the
public. People, when deciding which show
they want to go to see, will usually patron-
ize the one where the general price ad-
mission remains the same, he holds.

Bridge Tables Help

Exploit The Seattle
Bob Blair, manager of the Seattle Publix

has managed to swing a nifty after a lot of
trouble with the city and other drawbacks.
On the third mezzanine floor he installed

a bridge playing room with forty tables. Pa-
trons while waiting for shows can play
without charge as the cards and score cards
are provided gratis. A local bridge club
has booked the place for every Friday until

next April. All this means extra ad-
missions to the theatre.

Old Ideas Go Over if You Make
Them Look New, Spencer Finds

Juvenile amateur acts—a children's contest—an illustrated song with commu-
nity singing. Nothing very complicated about that, is there? Indeed, it's a

combination of three old exploitation ideas. Yet it brought the ^ alkerville

theatre to the top at Walkerville. Ont. All of which shows that anything is new
if it is presented in a fresh way.

C. T. Spencer

Xow the Walkerville theatre is a neigh-
borhood house of 1,250 seats, situated on
the dividing line between the two cities of

Windsor and \\ alker-

ville, across the river

from Detroit. Man-
ager C. T. Spencer
had all the worries
that every manager
has, if his house is

similar to this one,

and that is building
matinee business,
especially Saturday,
againt very stiff com-
petition.

The Saturday
Problem

Up to a few months
ago Spencer was play-

ing to only 300 and
-NX) children each Saturday, depending entirely

on the picture for their attendance. He found
it practically impossible to have the long feature

attraction appeal to both the adults and
children equally on the last half of each
week, and when one of these occasions
would come, that is, a picture which would
appeal to the adults more so than the chil-

dren, he would without exception have a
very poor matinee.

He saw that what he needed was some-
thing outside the pictures and vaudeville

to attract the youngsters, something that

would please them specially and guarantee
continually good matinee business.

For the past few years he had been using
Amateur Xights, or Opportunity or Local
Talent Xights, as an extra feature on Mon-
day evenings and had always had the

pleasure of good business on this night.

He could see no reason why a special ama-
teur show along with a contest and com-
munity singing would not do the trick for

Saturday. This he did, but in a very much
smaller way than on Mondays, and it has

Disabled Soldiers Feted

As New Theatre Service
(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA. March 5. — Manager
Ambrose Nolan did his first bit of
community service at the new Avalon
theatre when he entertained the dis-

abled soldiers of the Civic Hospital
to a party in the theatre, transporta-
tion also being provided. Arrange-
ments were in the hands of Miss J.

Mcintosh, convener of the Soldiers
Concert Club.

made a big difference to this house, not
only on Saturday but the rest of the week
as well, for the children are the biggest
boosters in the world for anything which
they like, and they have created a lot good
will for this house.

For

Juveniles, Contests. Songs

this special entertainment for the
children Spencer engages two juvenile ama-
teur acts, singing and dancing mostly, pre-
senting these first. Immediately after this

he puts on a contest in which perhaps as
many as twelve or fifteen of the children
compete. All this is held on the stage. It

makes the ones in the competition a part

of the show and also makes great fun for
the audience. Following this comes the
old, old. illustrated song played by the en-
tire orchestra, in which the entire house
joins and sings.

That summarizes Spencer's special enter-

tainment, and there is nothing marvelous
about it. It is just a combination of three
of the oldest stunts in show business. But
what it has done for this house is remark-
able. At the first Saturday matinee at
which this was presented, there was the
regular number of paid admissions, that is,

300. The following week he played to

over 900 and since that time the theatre has
been averaging over 1,200. For two weeks
he had the house filled to capacity with
over 1.500 in at 1:30 p.m. and a line a
block and a half long still waiting to buy
tickets and not a chance for a seat for two
hours. Spencer ran an extra performance
and over 300 remained the two hours,
bought tickets and were admitted. When
they do this it certainly proves that they
must like this extra bit.

That is the story of pulling a house to
the top, at last for one day a week, and
the way things are going now, the condi-
tion will continue for some time.

* 9

American Ballyhoo

Used in Bombay To

Exploit "Blood Ship
For the first time American methods were

used to exploit a picture in Xear East.

Columbia's "The Blood Ship" was advertised

by the use of floats made to simulate ships.

All carrying banners, using biz block letters

to advertise the name of the picture.

These floats were driven through the city

before and during the run of the picture and
created a sensation not only in Bombay but
also in Burma and Ceylon.
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TUESDAY Only WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

Thrill streaked highway of

mad youth! See

—

So Easy

\ ^BAXTER.w
In a drama of Seventh Hea-

ven found in New York's Mad

RICHARD ^Hf\4

Mi"ions of laughs, a bagful

of fun. Here's Richard Dix

again in a new humor master-

Metropolis of Crime!

Directed by

Ralph Ince

piece and he has all the laughs

in the world sewed up in this

picture. He's a cocky, lovable

lad af] mixed up in a bank rob-

ery and in gelling out of it.

3 Days Starting Thursday
Paramount'; Mighty Epic of the Air

WINGS-
>ulh, fighting, loving, laughing i

singing its »') Ij> glory on fmgilc wings.

Planes! Planes* Battling at Ilie cios.sro.iils of heavan
ug. diving, falling in naming nrrs Qnllant \outh Young
(. The slirmig .1, ..,„., of "Wings ."

'"THESE two ads are from Los Fine, manager, and represent the houses which are part of
-*- the Inland Theatres Circuit, operated by Frederick Mercy, Sr., and Frederick Mercy, Jr.,
and located at Kennewick and Pasco, Wash.
Manager Fine ulso sends to "The Theatre" a clipping of a story in the Kennewick

Courier-Reporter. The article which takes almost an entire column, under the heading,
"Fine shows booked for the Liberty." gives a listing of pictures coming to the theatre, and
Manager Fine's announcement of expecting to have sound equipment this year. The story
is a splendid proof of the cooperation the theatre has from the local newspapers. That, of
course, traces back to some astute management.
As for criticism, as requested, we like the white space, which makes the type all the

more effective, also the slogan: "If it is entertainment you want, there is only one place to
go." There is this suggestion: I sually it is best to use cuts on the outside of the page.
For example, the Clara Bow cut in connection with "Three Week Ends" would hold the ad
together were it on the oustide. Perhaps you would have difficulty, locally, in accomplish-
in this in the case of a mat. On the ad where the slogan, "Where Happiness Awaits You,"
it might be better to alter the wording in one of the two places, as, "Entertainment of the
Bent.'"

Kiddie Club Creates

Goodwill and Pulls

Crowds to Shows
Every theatre manager in the country

who hasn't started a Kiddie Club wants to,
because he has heard of the success that
theatre owners are having with it, in prac-
tically all sections of the United States.
However, there are certain fundamental
operating rules which must be observed if

a Kiddie Club is to be a success, according
to Don Smith, manager of the Lake The-
atre, Milwaukee, who has built up some of
the largest and most successful Kiddie
Clubs in the north and middle west.

"The first requisite for a successful Kid-
die Club is to inject a personal note into
the show," declares Smith. "Boys and
girls are usually a happy, active lot and
they want to be entertained, and occasion-
ally get a little boisterous. They like to
cheer the hero and things of that sort,
which, of course the adult does not indulge
in. If you encourage the children in ap-
plauding the commendable points of a play,
then you will have gone a long way toward
winning their interest as well as friendship."

According to Smith, another important
thing is to get certain boys and girls to
appear on the stage occasionally and "do
their stuff." This always creates a great
deal of interest. Boys and girls are very
enthusiastic in their support of someone
they know, he said. The encouraging of
local talent and the staging of a few acts
at the Kiddie Shows will ofttimes pack
the house.

If you schedule interesting pictures and
book good local talent acts, then you will
have created a "personal" interest in the
Kiddie Shows which will make them a suc-
cess. And when a manager has built up a
good Kiddie Club, the children will go to
their homes and boost the theatre to their

friends and parents, according to Smith.
In this way the theatre is benefited in still

another manner.

Addison Made
Mayor for Day as

Parting Tribute
(Special to the Herald-World)

BUFFALO, March 5.—Two year
M. Addison, whose

ago,
H. M. Addison, whose contributions to
"The Theatre" are familiar to the readers
of this department went to Buffalo from
Binghamton, to open the Great Lakes
theatre.

Last week he left town to become as-

sistant to M. E. Comerford and as a final

honor he was made mayor of the city for

one day. In his short stay in the town he
made more friends than any other man, in

so short a time.

As a present, Addison received a ward-
robe trunk. Early in March he sails for

Europe and on his return will take over his

new duties.

Theatre And Newspaper

Put Over Garbo-Gilbert
The Austin Minn. Daily Herald and the

State theatre went into a huddle on the

showing of the latest Garbo-Gilbert picture,

"A Woman of Affairs." The two offered

$5.00, $3.00 and $2.00 prizes to the residents

of Austin who sent in the cleverest piece of

conversation supposedly taking place be-

tween Greta Garbo and John Gilbert whose
pictures appeared daily in the paper.
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Philadelphia was blanketed with signs for

Mastbaum Day, feting the opening of the

Mastbaum Memorial theatre. February

27. The entire city uas decorated with

flag* and a large parade uas the climax

to the celebration, that is. the celebration

preceding the opening, which of course

was the real climax.

Looks Like Season

Pass but It's Just

Boostfor "Spieler"
Al Fournet, new manager of the Publix

Empire, San Antonio, devised a clever card

for the exploitation of "The Spieler," when
he played this attraction. He had printed

5,000 cards, which at first glance looked like

a season pass, but further persusal showed the

elated recipient that it was only a cleverly

worded stunt for "The Spieler." The word-
ing starts, "Don't let the SEASON PASS
without seeing," etc. The cards got the at-

tention quick, and created talk. They were
passed out on the streets, at hotels, and to

luncheon clubs.

Firemen Help Theatre

Manager Light Sign
(Special to the Herald-World)

MERIDEN, CONN. March 5.—A. W.
Gillis, manager of the Palace theatre called

the firemen to help his sign. A thirty foot

sign was recently put up and at that time
bulbs were not available. Yesterday Gillis

received the bulbs but could not find a

steeplejack to put them in; Gillis called the

fire department and fire chief- John F.

Donovan gave him aid. He sent a ladder
truck and fireman Frank Sarrazin climbed
skyward and screwed in the bulbs.

"Theatrical Town Talk" Is

San Antonio Aztec "Tab"
Joe M. Estes, director of publicity for the

Aztec theatre in San Antonio, is publi shine;

a weekly tabloid of four pages, called "Theat-

rical Town Talk," in which he devotes space

publicizing the Aztec, together with lively

news from the film colony

"The W edding March'' front used at the Strand theatre. Minneapolis. The idea of music

was carried out by the use of black notes on a white and gray background which, through

the rippling lines, sat e the impression of the movement of a musical composition. Large

reproduction of Erich ion Stroheim's head completed the metaphor between the theatre

front and the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture.

Neighborhood Manager's Job to

Make Friends, Exhibitor Urges
The theatre manager who operates a neighborhood theatre has a foremost

dutv in making as many friends as possible, according to Frank Cook, manager

of the Juneau theatre. Milwaukee. And it's not so easy at that.

ager in a neighborhood house to make the

acquaintance of school teachers, ministers,

and leaders of civic organizations, believes

Cook. In this way the theatre manager
will be able to get more co-operation from

"The successful managing of a neighbor-

hood theatre requires an ability to make
friends with people," declared Mr. Cook.

"It means that a manager must spend a

little time visiting the various business

places and winning the friendship of the

business men. It also means that the man-
ager must stand in the lobby of the the-

atre and greet people when they come to

see the picture he is showing. The latter

is very important if you want to make your
house an individual one.

"A theatre is not a mere automaton where
people shove the admission price through a

window, get a ticket and then march into

the theatre. A theatre is managed by peo-

ple who can be human and who can service

a patron after the admission price has been
paid."
The manager of a large theatre has a

bigger job in this respect than the man-
ager of a small house, Cook says. The
large theatre plays to a large number of

people, and therefore has more goodwill

to create and more to maintain than the

small theatre.

It also is important for a theatre man-

them whenever he wants to exploit a pic-

ture.

Many times these classes of people make
suggestions for pictures that the manager
actually can obtain and play. Then these

folk will lend an active hand in exploiting

them. This is particularly true of reli-

gious and educational pictures.

Politics Via Vitaphone

Beats the Old Soapbox
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, March 5.—Conducting
a mayoralty campaign via the Vita-

phone is the modern mode introduced

by former Mayor Henry W. Kiel,

who is seeking the republican nom-
ination for the chief executive post at

the city hall. A Bve-minute Vitaphone
subject featuring Kiel is now doing

the rounds of the wired houses, hav-

ing its premier showing at the Am-
bassador. At the close of this run

a Vitaphone performance bv Mayor
Victor J. Miller, who is Kiel's op-

ponent, will be given at the Skouras
houses.

Gets Business Club

To Install Officers

At Theatre Party
We have known instances of actual refusal

of exhibitors to open their theatres for the

use of civic organizations for meetings. In

view of the increasing recognition by theatre

men of the invaluable good work done for

them by public goodwill, such instances seem
unexplainable. But they still occur.

One of those enterprising folk who realize

the value of cooperation with the community
and put a new twist to the obtaining of it is

A. M. Dunlop of the Granada theatre at

Seattle, who writes to Joe Weil, director of

advertising and exploitation of Universal, as

follows

:

"Induced this business association to hold

their installation of 1929 club officers in the

Granada theatre. The members of the club

were given free tickets for which the club

covered charges of $35. The public was in-

vited at regular admission prices and as

prominent business men spoke, each of them

brought hosts of friends to hear them. The
club put on their male quartet and furnished

additional entertainment. We will try to make
this an annual feature at the theatre."
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QUICK REFERENCE PICTURE CHART
Key to abbreviations used in denoting type of sound
AT—Al' Talking J—Talking SequencesM Musical Score £ Sound Effects

If the picture contains both Talking Sequences and Musical
Score, or other combinations, it is so denoted by a combination
abbreviations such as TM, ME, etc.

Key to abbreviation^ used in denoting the type of picture
C—Comedy f—Farce
D Drama M Melodrama
R—Romance W—Western

My—Mystery

Comedy-drama, Romantic comedy, etc., are denoted by a com-
bination of abbreviations.

t

Dates printed in the column, "Comment," are those on which
Service Talks" were published on pictures. Dates in the column,New Pictures," are those on which casts and synopses were

published in the "New Pictures" department.

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Pictures Comment

Sound Length Title and Players Released
New

Pictures

1928

1928

5459
5S18
5649

6537
6014

5928
6267
5592
5471

5925
5540
5544
5701

6266
6465
6085
5725
6401

6443

6616
6440

6464

6792
5988
8193

6047
6048
5350
5472

1929

TME 6214

1928

6860

5974

5904
5280
6600

5355

5100

6000
6400

4700

6536
6600

1928

5500
5700
6300

6200

Chesterfield
6400
6450
6500
5300
5300

6000
6500

Adorable Cheat. The. LUa Lee-Mcintosh.
Below the Deadline
Campus Knights
Circumstantial Evidence
House of Shame. The. Hale
Just Off Broadway (D). Ki
Roaring Forties. The
South of Panama

-Aug. 15
-Feb. 28
-Aug. 15
-Jan. 1

Oct 1 Oct 13
th-Christy Mar. 2

Apr. 15

Columbia
After the Storm, Gilbert-Bosworth— Apr. 17
Apache. The (D), Livingston-Alvarado Nov. 19
Beware of Blondes (MD), Revier-Matt-Moore— ..July 1
Broadway Daddies, Jacqueline Logan Apr. 7
Court-Martial (D), Holt-Compson _.——..Aug. 12
Desert Bride. The (MD), Betty Compson. Mar. 26
Driftwood (D). Alvarado-Day Oct 15
Golf Widows (CD). Reynolds-Ford. Mav 1
Lady Raffles, Taylor-Drew jan . 25
Matinee Idol, The (MD), Love-Walker Mar. 14
Modern Mothers (CD), Helene Chadwiek. June 9
Name the Woman (D). Stewart-Gordon. May 25
Nothing to Wear (CD), Logan-Von Eltz Nor. 5
Object Alimony (D), Lois Wilson Dec 22
Power of the Press (D). Fairbanks. Jr. -Ralston. ..Oct. 31
Restless Youth (D). Day-Forbes Nov. 30
Runaway Girls (D), Mason-Rankin. _ Aug. 23
Say It With Sables (D). Bushman-Chadwick. July 13
Scarlet Lady. The (D). Lya De Putti Aug. 1
Sideshow, The (D). Prevost-Graves Dec. 11
Sinners Parade (MD). Varconi-Revier Sept. 14
So This Is Love. Mason-Collier Feb. 6
Sporting Age, The, Bennett-Herbert Mar. 2
Stool Pigeon, Borden-Delaney.... Oct. 25
Street of Illusion (D). Valli-Keitb Sept 3
Submarine (D), Holt-Revier Nov. 12
That Certain Thing. Dana-Graves Jan. 1
Virgin Lips (D), Olive Borden Aug. 18
Wife's Relations. The. Mason-Glass. Jan. 13
Woman's Way, A. Baiter- Livingston. _ Feb. 18

Faker. The (D), Logan-Delaney Jan. 2
Lone Wolf's Daughter. Lytell-Olmstead Jan. 13
Quitter, The, Lyon-Revier
Trial Marriage. Kerry-Eilers
Younger Generation, The, Hersholt-Basquette Jan. 24

1927

6333
6222
8730
6386

7133
6118
6524
6720
7388
5542
6520
6431

6897
5606

5000

5774
7833
6409

1928

M
TME 7137

7402
6500
6457
5800

5744

6365
5600

M 6225

TME 10101

6027

6172
ME 6344

ME 7989
5886
7100

ME 5755
7541
7426
6070
5400

5957
7695
6592
6608

ME 8967

_: 7700

6625
M
ME

Nov. 17

Mar. 2

Jan. 28
Feb. 9

Feb. 11

Mar. 31

Excellent
A Bit of Heaven (D). Washburn-Lee
Broken Barriers. Helene Costello....-

Daughters of Desire, Irene Rich
Inspiration (D), George Walsh...
Into No Man's Land, Tom Santschi-J. Norman.
Life's Crossroads, IluJette Hamilton
Montmartre Rose -

Passion Song, The, Noah Beery-Olmstead
Manhattan Knights, Barbara Bedford
Satan and the Woman (D), Windsor-Keefe
Speed Classic, The, Rei Lease-Mildred Harris-
Stronger Will. The (W). Mannont-Carewe
Women Who Dare (D). Chadwick-Delaney

...May 15

...Nov. 1

-Nov. 25

...May 10

..July 15

..Oct 20

. Dec. 16

- Oct. 20

-Aug. 27

-Jan. 20
-July 31

-Feb. 20

Mar. 30

Feb. 25

Feb."25

First Division
Fagasa. Raymond Wells
Free Lips (MD). June Marlowe-
Masked Angel, Betty Compson
Souls Aflame. Raymond Wells

. - Apr. 1

- - Aug. 4

...Mar. 1

--Mar. 15

July 14

Apr. 7

Apt. 21

6612
7129
6100

6100
6622
5887

5485
6237

8188
6133

7534
5834

6212
6142

6895
6058

5087
6300

7187

1929

M
TME
ME

6852

TME 7190

1927

4665

4300

8154

4545

5515

6162

6898

10726

5446

6203

5629

First National
American Beauty (CD), Dove-Hughes Oct. 9 Nov. 19

Breakfast at Sunrise (CD), C. Talmadge Oct. 23 Nov. 12

Camille (D>, N. Talmadge-Roland Sept. 4

Crystal Cup, The (D), Mackaill-MulhalL .Oct. 16 Nov. 12

Gorilla. The (My), Murray -Kelsey Nov. 13

Her Wild Oat (C). Moore-Kent Dec. 25 Dec. 3

Home Made (C). Hines-Daw _. Nov. 20 Nov. 26

Life of Riley. The (C), Murray-Sidney Sept. 18

Love Mart. The (D), Dove-Roland.... Deo. 18

Man Crazy (CD). Mackaill-Mulhall Nov. 27 Nov. 26

Naughty But Nice (C), Moore-Reed. _ ..June 26

No Place to Go (C), Hughes-Astor —Oct. 30 Nov. 12

Poor Nut, The (C). Murray-Mulhall -Aug. 7

Sea Tiger, The (D). SUls-Astor Oct. 2 Nov. 19

Sunset Derby (D). Astor-Collier _ _ Aug. 14

Three Hours (D). Griffith-Bowers.— Dec. 4 Dec. 3

Twinkletoes. Moore-Harlan - Aug. 28

White Pants Willie (C), Hines-Hyams July 24

Oct 22
Nov. M
-May J
Oct a

-Jan. T

bet n
..Oct 1

_reb. 11

May U
.Jan. 23

Oct 8

-Sept 3

Apr. 1«

Dec. 3

-Apr. II

Adoratu
Barker,

n (D), Dove-Moreno
The (D). Sills-MackaiU _ Dec. 80

-Feb. 2

Mar. 2

Big Noise. The (CD). Conklin-White ... , Mar. 25

Burning Daylight (M). SUls-Kenyon. Feb. 26

Butter and Egg Man, The. Jack Mulhali Sept. 2

Canyon of Adventure (W). Maynard Apr. 29

Chaser, The (C). Lansdon Feb. 12

Cheyenne (W). Ken Maynard -

Chinatown Charlie (C), Hines-Lorraine Apr. 15

Code of the Scarlet (W). Ken Maynard July 1

Crash. The (D), SiUs-Todd. - - -.Oct. 7

Dancing Vienna (D), Mara-Lyon
Divine Lady. The (D), Grifflth-Varconi Mar. 31

Do Your Duty (CD), Charlie Murray Oct. 14

Flying Romeos (C), Murray-Sidney _ Feb. 26

French Dressing (CD). Warner-Wilson- Jan. 15

Goodbye Kiss. The, Johnny Burke-Sally EUers. July 8

Glorious Trail. The (W). Ken Maynard. Oct 28

Happiness Ahead (D), Colleen Moore-Lowe —June 30

Haunted House, The (MD). Conklin-Kent „ ...Nov. 4

Harold Teen (CD). Lake-Brian.... —Apr. 29

Hawk's Nest. The (M). Milton Sills... May 6

Heart to Heart. Lloyd Hughes-Todd. July 22

Heart Trouble (CD). Harry Langdon —.Aug. 12

Heart of a Follies Girl (D), Dove-Kent-Sherman.Mar. 18

Helen of Troy (CD), Stone-Corda-Cortez... —Jan. 8

Ladies Night (CD). Mackaill-Mulhall Apr. 1

Lady Be Good (CD). Mulhall-MackailL May 12

Lilac Time (D), Moore-Cooper .Nov. 18

Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (D), Bar-
thelmess-O'Day _ Apr. 8

Mad Hour (D), O'Neill-Kent-Sherman.... Mar. 4

Naughty Baby (CD). Alice White Dec. 16

Night Watch. The (O), Billie Dove Sept. "9

Noose, The (D), Barthelmess-Joyce _ Jan. 29
Oh, Kay (CD). Colleen Moore-Hale. Aug. 26

Out of the Ruins. Richard Barthelmess Aug. 19

Outcast (D). Griffith-Lowe _ Nov. 11

Phantom City. The (W), Ken Maynard _ Dec. 23

Sailors' Wives (CD). Hughes-Astor...- - — Jan. 22
Scarlet Seas (D). Richard Barthelmess Dec. 9

Shepherd of the Hills (D). Francis-O'Day Jan. 1

Show Girl (CD). White-Reed-Moran Sept 23

Strange Case of Captain Ramper, The (D) July 29

Three Ring Marriage (M), Hughes-Astor May 27

Wagon Show. The (W). Maynard. Mar. 11

Waterfront (CD). MackalU-MulhalL Sept. 16

Wheel of Chance. The (D), Richard Barthelmess. .June 17

Whip, The (D), Forbes-Mackaill Sept. 30

Whip Woman, The (D). Taylor-Moreno ..Feb. 5

Wright Idea, The (CD), Johnny Hines. - Aug. 5

Yellow Lily, The (D), Dove-Brooks...- May 20

Children of the Ritz (CD). Mulhall-Mackaill Feb. 17

His Captive Woman, Sills-Mackaill Mar. i

Saturday's Children (D), Corinne Griffith Mar. 17

7 Footprints of Satan. Hale-Todd Feb. 17

Synthetic Sin (CD). Colleen Moore Mar. 2

Weary River, R. Barthelmess

Apr. 7

July 28

Feb. 11

.. Dec. 29

Feb. 18
June 23

Sept. 29

_Feb. 2

Oct 27

Oct. 13

Apr. 7

Dec. 10
July 7

Sept. 29

May 26

Oct 27

Apr. 21

May 26

July 7

July 21

Mar. 10

Dec. 24

Sept 1

Apr. 7

Mar. 17

Dec. 8

Oct 13

Dec. 10

Sept 8

Sept. 15

Oct. 27

Nov. 17

Dec. 24

Dec. 1

Dec. 8
Sept. 15

July 21

Apr. 28

Mar. 17

Sept. 22

June 2

July 14

Feb. 11

July 7

Apr. 28

June 16

Aug. 4

Aug. It

May 12

Sept. t

Sept 1

Dec 1

Feb. 2
Jan. 21

Dec. 16

Oct 6

July 21

Fox
Arizona Wildcat. The (W). Tom Mix__ -

Come to My House (CD). Olive Borden. _

East Side. West Side (D). O'Brien-Talli...

Good as Gold (W), Jones

High School Hero (C). Phipps-Stuart _
Joy Girl. The (CD). Olive Borden. _

Paid to Love (D). O'Brien-Valli _
7th Heaven. The (R). Farrell-Gaynor...-

Silk Legs (CD). Madge Bellamy _.

2 Girls Wanted (CD), Janet Gaynor. ..

Wizard, The (MyD). Lowe-Hyams -

Nov. 20

Dec. 25

Oct. 9

June 12

Oct 16

-.Sept. 18

Aug. 14

Oct. 30

Dec. 18

Sept. 11

Dec. 11

—Nov. 19

Jan. 7 Oct 22

_ June 11

Oct. 29

Sept. 24

Aug. 6

May 28

Dec. 31

Jan. 14 Dec. 3
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Sound Length Title and Players

New
Pictures

1098
THE 7702

^qo
Si

6418

JQR7

t-nsi

—
71/ b— 5109

—
7217
4939
8962
5033

5882
4404
6560
6430

— 4G18
5153
6188
4399
5782

M 6042

M 6807

TME 10116
6079

5071
5034
4952
5260

M 5640

M 6086

jj 9250

H 6194

M 6132

M 6937
4990

ii 6162
5380
5629
5355

SUB 9222

M 8393
4S7C
5937
5030
4921

if 5337

6480

Air Circus. The, Dresser-Rollins-Lake.

Blindfold. The. O'Brien-Moran-Foxe
Branded Sombrero. The (W). Buck Jones

Chicken a la King (CD). Carroll-Lee.

Cowboy Kid. The. Rex BelL
Daredevil's Reward (W). Tom Mix.
Don't Marry. Moran-Hamilton
Dressed to Kill, Lowe-Astor — _

Dry Martini. Astor-Moore-Gran
Escape. The D . Russell-Valli. -

Farmer's Daughter, The (CD), Beebe-Stone.

—

Fazil. FarreJJ-Xissen

Fleetwing. Norton-Janis-Bard
Four Sons. Mann-Collyer-Hali— -

Gateway of the Moon, The (D). Del Rio
Girl in Every Port. A (CD), Victor McLaglen..

Girl-Shy Cowboy, The, Rex BeU-O'Leary
Great White North, Special Cast

Hangman's House, McLaglen-Collyer
Hello Cheyenne. Tom Mix
Homesick. Cohen-Beebe —
Honor Bound, O'Brien-Taylor
Horseman of the Plains (W), Tom Mix
Love Hungry (CD), Moran-Gray
Me. Gangster (D), Collyer-Terry

Mother Machree, Bennett-McLaglen
Mother Knows Best Bellamy-DresseT-Norton...

News Parade. Stuart-Phipps
No Other Woman <D). Dolores Del Rio
None But the Brave, Norton-Phipps
Painted Post (W). Tom Mix.
Play Girl, The, Madge Bellamy
Plastered in Paris, Cohen-Pennick-Linow
Prep and Pep. Rollins-Drexel-Darrow
Red Dancer (D), Del Rio-Farrell

Red Wine. Coliyer-Nagel

Riley the Cop (CD), Farrell-MacDonald
River Pirate, The, McLaglen-Moran
Road House (MD), Barrymore-Burke
Romance of the Underworld (D), Astor-Bole....

Sharp Shooters (CD), O'Brien-Moran
Soft Living (CD). Bellamy-Brown
Square Crooks. Brown-Dwan
Street Angel, Gaynor-FarreU.
Sunrise <D). George O'Brien-Gaynor.
Taking a Chance, Rex Bell...-

Thief in the Dark. A, Meeker-Hill-Beebe
Why Sailors Go Wrong, Phipps-McNamara..
Wild West Romance (W). Rex King
Win That Girl, Rollinss-CaroL _

Woman Wise (C), Bussell-Collyer

... Sept. 30

_..Dec. 9

_.Jan. 8

June 17

—July 15

...Jan. 15
June 3

— Mar. 18

— Oct. 7

....Apr. 29
-.July 8

_. Sept. 9

_.June 24

... Sept. 2

..Jan. 1

...Feb. 26

—Aug. 12

_Dec. 30

—May 13

—May 13

...Dec. 16

—May 6

—Mar. 11

... Apr. 8

—Oct. 14

.. Oct. 21

—Oct. 28
....June 10

—June 10

Aug. 5

— July 1

...Apr. 22

— Sept. 23

—Nov. 18
...Dec. 2

... Dec. 23

— Nov. 25
—Aug. 26

...July 15

_ Nov. 11

Jan. 15
...Feb. 5

...Mar. 4

—Aug. 19
....Nov 4

....Not. 18

... May 20

...Mar. 25
June 10

...Sept 16

Jan. 8

1929

M
M
TME
TME
M .

II
M
M
M
M

Captain Lash (D), Victor McLaglen _

Fugitives, Bellamy-Terry Jan. 27

Girls Gone Wild. Caxol-Stuart _ ...Feb. 24

Hearts in Dixie, Reed-Howe .Feb. 24

In Old Arizona, Baxter-Lowe. Jan. 20

Making the Grade, Lowe-Moran Feb. 10

New Year's Eve, Astor-Foxe Feb. 17

Nobody's Children, All Star — Mar. 10

Sin Sister, The, Nancy Carroll-Gray ...Feb. 3

Strong Boy, McLaglen-Joy— Mar. 3

True Heaven. O'Brien-Moran — Jan. 20

1928 Gotham
52*8 Bare Knees. Virginia Lee Corbin— —June
6987 Blondes by Choice, Claire Windsor March
5800 Cheer Leader, The, Graves-Olmstead. April

6009 Chorus Kid, The. Faire-Washbum June
5050 Girl from Rio, The. Meyers-Pigeon .. Feb.
6250 Head of the Family, The. Virginia Lee Corbin Oct.

6432 Hellship Bronson, Beery-Reid May
6200 Midnight Life. Francis X. Bushman. .. Aug.
6700 Rom of Kildare, The, Chadwick-0*Malley Jan.

6200 San Francisco Nights, Percy Marmont — May
6756 Satin Woman. The, Sirs. Wallace Reid Jan.
6420 Through the Breakers, Livingston-Herbert Sept.

5900 Turn Back the Hours, Myma Loy July
6000 United States Smith, Gribbon-Lee July

1929
.AT Father and Son, Noah Beery-Noah Beery. Jr

Knee High, Virginia Lee Corbin Oct.

T Modern Sappho, A, Betty Bronson Sept.

TJ River Woman, The. Logan-L. Barrymore Aug.
T Times Square, Alice Day-Lubin Sept.

1927

6751
6306

8730
10652

11375

5836
6068

6126
6396

8235
6591

6683

6017
5291
6266
5966

7599
6561
6781

6705
6289
5252
7899

8517

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Adam and Evil (CD). Cody-Pringle...

After Midnight (D), Shearer-Gray
Annie Laurie (D), Lillian Gisl

Ben Hur (M), Ramon Novarro.

Big Parade, The (M), Gllbert-Adoree...

Bugle Call. The (D). Jackie Coogan
Buttons (CD). Jackie Coogan...

Callahans and Murphys (CD). DressleT-Moran..
Fair Co-ed. The (CD), Marion Daries
Garden of Allah, The (D), Terry-Petrovitch

In Old Kentucky (D), H. CosteUo..

London After Midnight (D), Lon Chaney
Lovelorn, The. Sally O'Neil

Lovers (D), Novarro-Terry
Man, Woman and Sin (D), John Gilbert

Mockery (M). Lon Chaney
Quality Street, Davies-Nage]
Road to Romance, The (D). Novarro-Day
Spoilers of the West (W), McCoy-Daw
Spring Fever (C), William Haines. ..

Tea tor Three (C), Cody-Pringle.
Thirteenth Hour, The (D), Lionel Barrymore

—

Twelve Miles Out (M). Gilbert

Unknown, The (M). Chaney

Aug. 27

Aug. 20
Sept 17

Oct. 8

..Sept. 10

.Aug. 6

.Dec. 24

.June 18

.Oct. 15

..Nov. 5

.Oct 29

.Dec. 3

..Dec. 17

.Apr. 9

Nov. 19

.Aug. 13

Dec. 31

.Sept. 24

Dec. 10

Oct. 22
-Dec 10
-Nov. 26

.July 9

.June 4

1928
Across to Singapore (MD), Novarro- Crawford Apr. 7

Actress, The. Norma Shearer-Forbes Apr. 28

Oct 20

Dec. 8

Jan. 21

June 30

Jan. 5

June 23

Feb. 11

June 9

Apr. 14

Apr. 14

Sept. 15

Apr. 14

.JJec. 1

Jan. 21

Nov. 10

..Dec. 1

. Jan. 12

Sept. 1

May 12

...May 26

Apr. 21

Apr. 7

Mar. 10

Nov. 3

Nov. 17

May 26

June 23

July 7

Nov. 3

Sept 22

May 19

Feb. 4

Dec. 8

Nov. 3

..June 24

..Jan. 26

Sept 29 Oct. 20

Aug. 4
...Jan. 19

Feb. 4 Feb. 18

Feb. 18

...July 7

...July 21

May 19 June 2

Aug. 18

Oct. 20

Jan. 28

—Aug. 13
Aug. 17

. -May 21

Not. 12

Dec. 31

Not. 10

Not. 10

Not. 26

Dec. 17

Dec. 31

Dec. 3

Jan. 7

Not. 19

.July 16

Oct 29
Sept. 10

Dec. 3

Dec. 17

May 2

Dec. 17

...Sept. 10

Not. 12

Dec. 24

Dec 3

-Dec. 24

Dec. 10

Not. 12

Dec. 3

-July 30
-June 13

Apr.

.May 26

Sound Length Title and Players Released
New

Pictures

5332
5896

6838
6344

TE 6053
7108
5679
5653
8601
8686
6995

M 7G52
5S38
6070

7358
7987
8436

ME 7180
4987
6620
4823

M 7126

7743
7045
5695
7352
5441

M

ME
TME

6575
7650

6S93
7289

5028
7732
7453
6487

5801
9560

5931

6150
8090
7448

7965

5011

ME 6721

M 8319
4447

1929
M
TME 8000

TME 7524

M
ME

9044

6179
5264

5596
7999

8799

1927

1928

6199
6951

9879
6536
6662
5408
7447

6296
5393
6376

6017

5880
6368
6634

5209
6170
5515
6015
5179
6838
4934
6200

6124
6006

6497
4926
7643
8486

5935
12267

5960

5897

6099
6536
7805
5930
7202
5665
7866
5364

5889
6402
6134

6918
5852
7640
6871
6263
5038
6528
6039
7464

Baby Mine. Arthur-Dane. Jan. 21

Beyond the Sierras (W). Tim McCoy.. Sent. 15

Big City. The, Chaney-Compson-Day — Feb. 18

Bringing Up Father, Farrell-Moran-OImstead Mar. 17

Brotherly Love (C). Dane-Arthur ..Oct. 13

Cardboard Lover. The, Marion Daries. Aug. 25

Certain Young Man. A. Novarro-Day May 19

Circus Rookies (CD). Dane-Arthur... _ ...Mar. 31

Cossacks. The, Adoree-Gilbert-Torrence June 23

Crowd, The. Boardman-Murray-Roach Mar. 3

Cameraman, The (CD). Buster Keaton. _ Sept. 15

Dancing Daughters. Joan Crawford— _ Sept. 1

Detectives, Dane-Arthur ... June 9

Diamond Handcuffs. Boardman-NageL _ May 5

Divine Woman, Garbo-Hanson-Sherman ...Tan. 14

Dream of Love. Joan Crawford JJec. 1

Enemy. The. Gish-Dane-Forbes Feb. 18

Excess Baggage (D). William Haines Sept 8

Forbidden Hours (D). Novarro-Adoree.— „. June 16

Four Walls (MD). Gilbert-Crawford Aug. 11

Honeymoon. Moran-Flash-Gribbon JJec. 29

Lady of Chance (D), Shearer-Sherman... _ JJec. 22

Latest from Paris, The. Shearer-Forbes. .. Feb. 4

Laugh, Clown, Laugh, Chaney-Murphy-Hisle Apr. 14

Law of the Range. McCoy- Crawford. Jan. 21

Love. Garbo-Gilbert _ Jan. 2

Mademoiselle from Armentieres. Estelle-Brody-

John Stuart _ June 2

Masks of the Devil. John Gilbert. — Nov. 17

Mysterious Lady. The, Greta Garbo-NageL ..Aug. 4

Napoleon (D), Wildimlr-Dleudonne. _ .Oct 27

Patsy, The. Daviee-Caldwell-Gray Mar. 10

Riders of the Dark _ Apr. 21

Rose Marie. Crawford-Murray...- Feb. 11

Show People (CD). Davies-Haines. Oct. 20

Smart Set, Haines-Day-Holt-Bosworth. .Jeb. 25

Skirts. Syd Chaplin May 12

Student Prince, The (R), Novarro-Shearer.— Jan. 30

Under the Black Eagle, Forbes-Dog Flash...- Mar. 24

West of Zanzibar (D), Lon Chaney Not. 24

West Point (CD). Haines-Crawford Jan. 7

While the City Sleeps (MD), Lon Chaney. Sept. 29

White Shadows in the South Seas (MD), Monte
Blue Not. 10

Wickedness Preferred (CD), Cody-Pringle... Jan. 28

Wind. The (D). Lillian Gish Oct 27

Woman of Affairs (D), Garbo-Gilbert Dec. 15

Wyoming, McCoy-Sebastian _ - ...Mar. 24

Jan. 28 Feb. 11

Feb. 25

Mar. 31

Oct. 13

Apr. 7

June 2 June 23

July 7

Mar. 10 Apr. 28

Sept. 15

—...Sept 22

June 9

Jan. 21

Dec. 22

Mar. 10

June 23

Mar. 17

Sept. 8

Feb. 18

Apr. 21

Feb. 4

Jan. 7

Sept 1

Not. 17

May 26

Oct. 27

Apr. 7

May 5

Feb. 18
Sept 29

Mar. 10

June 2

Feb. 25

Dec 8
Jan. 21

July 7

Feb. 11

Not. 3

Apr. 14

..June 2
Jan. 21

Dec. 8

May 5

Sept. 8

July 28

Mar. 10

May 12

A Man's Man, Haines-Dunne
Alias Jimmy Valentine (D). William Haines Jan. 26

All at Sea. Dane-Arthur - Feb. 9

Bellamy Trial (D). Joy-Bronson Mar. 2

Broadway Melody, The (D), All Star -

Homecoming (D), Hanson-Parlo - ————

.

Flying Fleet (D), Novarro-Page. Jan. 19

Loves of Casahova, Foreign Cast - ....Feb. 16

Morgan's Last Raid (W), McCoy-Sebastian. .. Jan. 5

Single Man (CD), Cody-Pringle. — Jan. 12

Spies (MD), Foreign Cast Dec. 8

Tide of the Empire, Adoree-Duiyea ...Feb. 2

Trail of '98 (D). Forbes-Del Rio Jan. 5

Wild Orchids. Greta Garbo -

Sept. 29

_ ...Mar. 2

-Feb. 9

Feb. 2 Jan. 19

..Mar. 2 Feb. 23

Paramount
Afraid to Love (C). Vidor

Barbed Wire (D), Negri-Brook. -

Beau Geste (M), Colman-N. Beery... -.

Chang (D). Special cast -

Children of Divorce (D), Bow... —
City Gone Wild. The (M). Meighan-Millner...

•Covered Wagon. The (M), Kerrigan-Wilson.

Fashions for Women (CD), Ralston.

Firemen Save My Child (C). Beery-Hatton

Gay Defender. The (CD). Richard Dix.

Gentleman of Paris. A (CD). Menjou-O'Hara.
Get Your Man (CD). Clara Bow
Running Wild (C). Fields-Brian... -

Senorita (F). Daniels

Serenade (D). Menjou-Wray
Service for Ladies (C). Menjou-Carver
Shanghai Bound (D), Dix-Brian -

She's a Sheik (C), Bene Daniels -.

Shootin' Irons (W), Luden-Blane
Soft Cushions (C), MacLean-CaroL _

Spotlight. The (CD), Ralston-Hamilton
Stark Love (D), Special cast

Swim, Girl, Swim (CM), Daniels-Hall

Tell It to Sweeney (C), Conklin-Bancxoft

Ten Modern Commandments (CD). Ralston

Time to Love (FC). Raymond Griffith

Underworld (M), Bancroft-Brent

Way of All Flesh. The (D). Jannings-Bennett
We're All Gamblers (D). Meighan-Millner

—

Wings (M). Charles Rogers.

Woman on Trial (D), Pola Negri -. ...

Adventure Mad (M). Hall -

Avalanche (W), Jack Holt

... Apr. 9

...Sept 10

...Aug. 1

Sept. 3

...Apr. 2

— Nor. 12

... Aug. 6

... Mar. 26

—Aug. 1

Dec. 10

...Oct. 15

Dec. 10

... Aug. 20

Aug. 30

Dec. 24

..Aug. 6

...Oct. 15

.....Not. 12

...Oct 8

Aug. 27

Not. 19

Sept. 17

Sept. 17

Sept 24

._July 2

....June 18

.. .Oct. 23
Oct. 1

Sept. 3

—.Oct. 29

.— Oct. 29

...Mar. 31

Apr. 23

Aug. 3

May 2

May J

Apr. 9

Dec. 10

Not. 11
Oct 8

-May 14

SepL 3

Dec. 31 Not. 12
Jan. 21 Not. 26

Aug. 17

Dec 3

Mar. 19

Sept 17

Oct. 22

-July 23

-July 9

-Sept. 3

July S

s-Og. 20

Dec. 24 Oct 1

Beau Sabreur (M), Cooper-Brent Jan. 7

Beggars of Life (MB), W. Berry-Brooks-Arleo Sept. 15

Big Killing (CD). Beery-Hatton _May 19

Docks of New York, The (D), Bancroft-Compson_Sept. 20

Doomsday. Vldor-Cooper Feb. 18

Drag Net. The (MD). Bancroft-Brent-Powell May 26

Easy Come. Easy Go, Richard Dix Apr. 21

Feel My Pulse, Danlels-Arlen Feb. 25
Fifty- Fifty Girl, The, Daniels-Hall May 12
First Kiss, The (D), Wray-Cooper Sept 25
Fleet's In. The (CD). Bow-Hall Oct. 13

Fools for Luck (CD), Fields-Conklin May 7

Forgotten Faces (MD), Brook-Brian Sept. 11

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (C). Taylor-White. Jan. 28

Half a Bride (D), Ralston-Cooper June 16

His Tiger Lady, Menjou-Brent June 9

Hot News, Bebe Daniels. Aug. 14

Just Married (CD), Hall-Taylor-Ford Aug. 18

Kit Carson (MD), Fred Thomson. _ -Aug. 21

Jan. 14

..Dec 1

Jan. 7

July 7 Oct 20

Jan. 21
May 26

May 19

Feb. 25
Mar. 31

Aug. 4

Sept 22

Apr. 7

Aug. 4

Dec. 10

Mar. 31
June 9

-Oct 27

Oct. 17
June 18

Mar. 10

Mar. 19
Sept 1

Sept. 15

Mar. 19

Aug, 4

Feb. 13

Sept 1
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Sound Length Title and Players
New

Pictures Comment Sound Length Title and Players
New

Released Pictures Comment

6792
8234

„ 7415
5837

M 7434
ME 6051

6411
_ 5941

5444
5741
7910
6600

M 10172
« 5582

6070

7828
- 6331

MB 6165
7175

M 7761
7616

_ 6323
4792
7960

5951
6218
6763
7141
5962

5991
5834

TME 6349
6319

ME 6509
ME 10400

5378
5435

ME 6938

1929
TME 10471
AT

TM 5943

AT 7156

ME
TME 6043
AT
AT
ME
TME 7112

AT
AT
ME 6396

1928
3996

T 7008
6755
4293
4805
5927

5722
6589
4833
4598
5408
4550
4846

ME 6312
6145

7996
7054
4526
6670
4480

6398
4476

6787
7056

TME 13500
4155
4683
6650

5888
7530

ME 6506
6762
4600
5659

ME 6070

5954
5494

5626
6092
7935
4520

T 6804

T 6581
6902
7040

T 5816
8423
6370
4520

6035
4000

5937

1929
T 6898

192?

1928

Ladies of the Mob, Clara Bow
Last Command. The (D), Emil Jannings
Legion of the Condemned. Wray-Cooper
Love and Learn, Ralston-Chandler.... „
Loves of an Actress (D), Pola Negri
Manhattan Cocktail, Carroll.
Mating Call. The (D), Thomas Meighan.
Model From Montmartre (D). Nita Naldi
Moran of the Marines (D), Dix-Elder
Night of Mystery (D). Menjou
Old Ironsides (D), Beery-Bancroft
Partners in Crime (C). Beery-Hatton.
Patriot, The (O), Emil Jannings _
Peaks of Destiny . „

Pioneer Scout. The (W). Fred Thomson. .. _
Racket. The (D). Thomas Meighan
Red Hair (CD). Bow-Chandler
Sawdust Paradise, The. Esther Ralston.
Secret Hour, The (D). Negri-Hersholt
Sins of the Fathers (D). Emil Jannings
Showdown, The, Bancroft
Someone to Love (CD). Brian-Rogers
Something Always Happens, Ralston-Hamilton
Speedy (C), Harold Lloyd
Sporting Goods, Dix-Olmstead.
Street of Sin (D). Jannings-Wray
Sunset Legion (W). Fred Thomson.
Three Sinners (D), Negri-Barter
Three Week Ends. Clara Bow
Tillie's Punctured Romance. Fields-Conklin.
Under the Tonto Rim. Arlen-Brian
Vanishing Pioneer, The (W), Jack Holt....
Varsity (D), Rogers-Brian
Water Hole, The (W), Jack Holt „..

Warming Up. Richard Dir.... _
Wedding March, The (D), Erich Von Stroheim
What a Night (CD). Bebe Daniels
Wife Savers (C). Beery-Hatton.
Woman From Moscow, The (D), Negri-Kerry

.Jan. 1

..Feb. 23

Abie's Irish Rose (CD). Rogers-Hersholt—
A Bird in the Hand, I,ols Wilson...
Case of Lena Smith (D), Ralston-HalL
Canary Murder Case. William Powell. Jan. 19
Carnation Kid, The.... jan> 26
Doctor's Secret, The (D), Chatterton-Warner........
Four Feathers. The (D). Arlen-Wray

~
. Unr. 1

Interference, Brook-Kenyon Jan. 5
Melancholy Dame, Cohen All-colored _. Mar. 9
Post Mortems. Raymond-Griffith. Mar. 23 I .....

Redskin, Richard Dix Feb" 16
Shopworn Angel. The. Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12 Feb 2
Sunset Pass (W). Holt-Lane pCD '

23
Tong War (MD) WtUaoe Beery ......
When Caesar Ran a Newspaper, Hatton-Hardy Feb. 9 _______
Wolf of Wall Street. George Bancroft _ ...Jan. 20

Pathe
Alice Through a Looking Glass _ _

Annapolis. Allan-Brown-Loft
Apache Raider, The. Leo Maloney _

Avenging Shadow (D). Klondike (Dog). _
Ballyhoo Buster (W). Buffalo Bill, Jr.

Blonde for a Night, Prevost.

Black Ace, The (W), Don Coleman.... _
Blue Danube. Leatrice Joy
Boss of Rustlers Roost, The, Don Coleman
Border Patrol (W), Harry Carey _
Bronc' Stomper, The. Don Coleman
Bullet Mark. The, Jack Donovan
Burning Bridges, Harry Carey
Captain Swagger, Rod La Rocque
Celebrity, Armstrong (D)
Chicago (M), Phyllis Haver
Cop, The (D), William Boyd
Cowboy Cavalier (W), Buddy Roosevelt _

Craig's Wire (D), Irene Rich
Crashing Through, Jack Padjan
Desperate Courage (W), Wales
Fangs of Fate (D). Klondike (D)
Forbidden Love (D), Lili Damila _

Hold 'Em Yale, Rod La RocQue
King of Kings. Special Cast _

Laddie Be Good (W), Bill Cody
Law's Lash. The (D). Klondike (Dog) _.

Leopard Lady. The (W). Logan....

Let 'Er Go, Gallagher! (M). Junior Coghlau..
Love Over Night (CD), Rod La Rocaue
Marked Money (D), Coghlau _ _
Man-Made-Women, Leatrice Joy
Marlie. the Killer, Klondike
Midnight Madness, Jacqueline Logan..
Ned McCobb's Daughter, Irene Rich...

Night Flyer, The, Wm. Boyd....

On to Reno (D). Prevost... _ _

Perfect Gentleman, A (C), Monty Banks...
Power (CD), Boyd-Hale _
Red Mark, The (D), Special Cast. _
Saddle Mates (D), Wally Wales
Sal of Singapore. Phyllis Haver
Show Folks. Eddie Quillan
Ship Comes In, A. Rudolph Schlldkraut
Skyscraper, Boyd .

Spieler, The. Hale-Adoree.
Stand and Deliver, Rod La Rocque
Tenth Avenue, Haver- Varconi..- „
Valley of the Hunted Men, Buffalo. Jr..
Walking Back. Sue Carrol...
What Price Beauty, Nita Naldi. ..

Yellow Contraband. Leo Maloney (W)

Leatherneck, The, William Boyd.

Feb. 12

Nov. 18

Feb. 12

... Apr. 29

Jan. 8

_Feb. 27

Sept. 2

Mar. 12
....Jan. 22

... Dec. 23

... Feb. 26

... Mar. 25

Sept. 30
...Oct. 14

...Oct. 7

Mar. 5

Aug. 19

Jan. 29

...Sept. 16

.... Feb. 5

..Jan. 15

,
...June 24

... Oct. 28

...May 13

...Sept. 30
...Jan. 1

...May 20

... Jan. 23

...Jan. 16

....Nov. 25

...Nov. 4

.. .Sept. 9

Mar. 4

..JMar. 25

..Dec. 2

.. Feb. 5

.. Ian. 2

...Jan. 15

.. Sept. 23

...Aug. 26

- Aug. 5

...Nov. 11

..Oct. 21

...June 4

- Apr. 9

..Dec. 30

. Feb. 20

Aug. 5

...Feb. 19

...May 20

..Jan. 22
..Oct. 28

..Feb. 24

May 12

Feb. 18

May 12

Mar. 17

May 19

Feb. 4

Sept. 22

May 19 May 26

_Mar. 10

Jan. 28
Jan. 28

Oct. 13

July 14

June 16

June 2

May 12

July 14

Rayart

Black Pearl. The (D). Lila Lee-Ilallor Dec.
Branded Man. The (D), Chas. Delaney-Marlowe_May

6673
5937

6076
4533

5976
5853

5800
4797
5262
4548
5608
4571
5906

5940
TME 6525

5675
5900
4627
5490

5260

1929

1928

5872
4808

5583

4869
4913
5548

6267

6085
6375
6320

5621
5511
5984
5063
4802
4804

4758
6148

6365
5265
5144

6290
5797
6476
6269

4769
5771

4647
4801
6424

4785
4923
6331
4781

4884
6419
4729
4714
6059
6279

6812
6310
5967
6037

5493
6223
5760
4884

4957
6217

4823
6320

4898
4805
4764

1929

6409
5260

4823

4741

Casey Jones (CD). Price-Lewis _ ja_
City of Purple Dreams. The. Bedford-Frazer. Sept.
Danger Patrol, The (D), Russell-Fair j_
Devil's Tower, The (W), Buddy Roosevelt June
Divine Sinner, The (D). Vera Reynolds-Hilliard-July
Gypsy of the North (D), Gordon-Hale Apr
Heart of Broadway, The (D). Garon-Agnew Mar.
Isle of Lost Men (D), Santschi-Connor Oct
Lightning Shot. The (W). Buddy Roosevelt....r--May
Midnight Adventure. A (D). Landis-E. Murphy . May
Mystery Valley (W). Buddy Roosevelt July
My Home Town (D). Brockwell-Glass Jan.
Painted Trail, The (W), Buddy Roosevelt Mar.
Phantom of the Turf. The (D). Costello-Lease Feb.
Ships of the Night (D). Logan-Rankin. Dec.
Should a Girl Marry? (D). Foster-Keith. _ Nov.
Sisters of Eve (D). Mac Busch Sept.
Sweet Sixteen (D). Helen Foster-Olmstead. Aug.
Trail Riders (W). Buddy Roosevelt April
Wild Born (W). Tex Maynard ,.M»r.
You Can't Beat the Law. Lee Keefe Jan.

Black Pearl. The (MD). Lila Lee-Hallor _ Jan. 1
Brothers (D), Bedford-Keefe. Feb. 1
Shanghai Rose, Irene Rich Mar. 1
Ships of the Night. Logan -Sojiti (Rayart)
Some Mother's Boy (D), Mary Carr-Robards Feb.15
When Dreams Come True, Iiex Lease-Costello Jan. 15

RKO (FB O)

Alex the Great (M), Skeets Gallagher May 13
Avenging Rider, The. Tom Tyler. Oct. 7
Beyond London's Lights (M), Lee Shumway Mar. 18
Blockade. Anna Q. Nilason. _ pjec. 16
Breed of the Sunsets (W), Bob Steele™!!

"

Captain Careless, Bob Steele
Charge of the Gauchos (MD), Francis X.
Bushn an _ _

Chrcagc After Midnight (M) In< 3 Mendez
Circus Kid. The (MD), Frankie Darro-Brown
Coney Island (D). Lois Wilson

. _
Crooks Can't Win (D), Ralph Lewis. _ May 11
Danger Street. Barter- Sleeper _ Aug. 26
Dead Man's Curve (D), Fairbanks. Jr Jan. 15
Devil's Trademark. The (D), Belle Bennett... . Apr. 7
Dog Justice (M), Ranger June 10
Dog Law, Ranger Sept. 2
Fangs of the Wild (D), Ranger Feb. 5
Fightin' Redhead (W). Buzz Barton July 1
Freckles (D). Stratton-Fox. Jr...

Gang War (MD), Pickford-Borden.
Mar. 21_ - Sept. 2

Headin' for Danger (MD). Bob Steele Dec. 16
Her Summer Hero (CD). Blane-Trevor... Feb. 12
Hey Rube (D). Trevor-Olmstead Dec. 23
His Last Haul (D), Tom Moore Nov. 11
Hit of the Show. The (C), Joe Brown Sept. 23
King Cowboy (W), Tom Mir Nov. 26
Law of Fear (D), Ranger Apr. 8
Legionnaires in Paris (C), Cooke-Guard Jan. 31
Lightning Speed. Bob Steele Oct. 21
Little Buckaroo. The (W), Buzz Barton. Oct. 21
Little Yellow House. The (CD), Orville CaldwelL.May 28
Man in the Rough (W). Bob Steele May 20
Orphan of the Sage (W). Buzz Barton.
Perfect Crime, The, Clive Brook-Irene Rich
Phantom of the Range (W), Tom Tyler
Pinto Kid, The (W). Buzz Barton.
Red Riders of Canada (M), Miller
Riding Renegade (W). Bob Steele.

Dec. 23
..Aug. 19
..Apr. 22

. Apr. 29

..Apr. 15

..Feb. 19
Rough Ridin' Red (W). Buzz Barton. Nor. 4
Sally of the Scandals (M). Bessie Love. July 15
Sally's Shoulders (MD). Lois Wilson Oct. 7
Singapore Mutiny. Ince-Taylor Oct 14
Sinners in Love (MD). Olive Borden ..Nov. 4
Skinner's Big Idea (M). Bryant Washburn Nov. 4
Son of the Golden West. Tom Mix Oct. 1
Stocks and Blondes (CD). Logan-Gallagher Sept 9
Stolen Love (D). Day-Lease
Taxi 13 (C). Conklin-Sleeper Nov. 18
Terror Mountain, Tom Tyler Aug. 19
Tracked (MD). Ranger _. Nor. 4
Tropic Madness (D). Leatrice Joy Dec. 29
Tyrant of Red Gulch (W). Tyler-Darro Nov. 26
Wallflowers (D). Trevor-Scott. Feb. 16
When the Law Rides (W). Tom Tyler. June 24
Wizard of the Saddle (W), Buzz Barton... ... Jan. 22
Young Whirlwind, The (W), Buzz Barton... Sept. 16

Air Legion. Ben Lyon-Martha Sleeper.
Amazing Vagabond. The, Bob Steele...

Blockade. Nilsson-McDonald
Come and Get It. Bob Steele
Drifter, The, Tom Mir _

Fifth Tom Mix, Tom Mix...
Freckled Rascal, The, Buzz Barton...
Fury of the Wild, Ranger.. _

Gun Law. Tom Tyler.
Hardboiled, Sally O'Neil-Ralph Ince.
Idaho Red. Tom Tyler
Jazz Age, The. Marceline Day-D. Fairbanks. Jr.

Laughing at Danger, Bob Steele
Little Savage, Buzz Barton. _
Love in the Desert. Olive Borden-Noah Beery
Mac Fadden True Story „

One Man Dog. The, Ranger
Outlawed, Tom Mix „
Pals of the Prairie. Buzz Barton
Pride of Pawnee. Tom Tyler
Red Sword. The. Allan Roscoe
Trail of Horse Thieves, Tom Tyler
Vagabond Cub, The, Buzz Barton
Voice of the Storm
Yellowback, The, Tom Moore-Seena Owen....

..Jan. 6

-Apt. 7

Jan. 30
Feb. 3
.Mar. 18
..May 13

.Mar. 31
..Jan. 6

Mar. 3

_Feb. 3

..Apr. 21

Feb. 10
..June 2

.May 19
•Mar. 17
May 26
-Mar. 3

Jan. 21
July 7

-June 9

Feb. 17
Jan. 13
Feb. 10
Jan. 13

Jan. 20

Feb. 11

Feb. 11

Apr. 1

Aug. 26

Sept. 16

Mar. 4

Oct. 7

Jan. 13

Feb. 11

Sept 15
Jan. 21
Oct. 13
Deo. 17
Feb. 1

Dec. 17

Mar. 3

June 16

Feb. 18

Mar. i7~

Jan. 21
Feb. 11

Feb. 4

Sept 29
June 19
Jan. 21

Dec. 8

July 21
Nov. 17
Feb. 11
Dec. 10

Jan. 14

June 2
Feb. 11

Sept 1 Nov. IS
Jan. 21 _____
Feb. 4
Jan. 21 _

Dec. 1

Apr. 28
Oct. 20
Oct. 27
Nov. 3
Nov. 3
Feb. 2
July 14

..Dec. 22
Sept. 22

Dec. 1
Jan. 12
Dec. 8
Feb. 4

Feb. 23

Deo. 24
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ind Length Title and Players
New

Rdeajed Pictures Con

192?

6754

5669
7300

48*7
•483

5233
4751

H
«3S
5829

6183
6376

6448
6614

1928

MX 6775

6308

6610
5363
6477

6126
6334

6297

6563
6676

7785

6708

192?

1928
ME
ME

T
AT

HI I

6101

6738
7256m
5361

6183

6000
7600

7311

8S50
8130
8000

7456
8380
•

7973
8350
6400

7000
•368

9100

8350
73

I
ME
I
T
AT
T

ME
ME

AT
I

ME
MB
ME
ME

6400
8300

8300

8350

1928
6343

4178

5311
4322
4301

6357
5109

7838
6474

4184

6599
4888
6307

6591
6833

10185

Tiffanv-Stahl
Backstage (CD). Bedford
Beauty Shoppe (CD). Bused
College Days (CD). M. Day
Enchanted Island (D)
Fools of Fashion (CD). Buscn
Girl fre_ Gay Paree. The (F). Sherman Sept. 15
Haunted Ship, The (M). Sebastian-M. Lore Dec. 1

Jaselya's Wife (D), Frederic*
Lightning (W). J. Ralston Sept. l

Night Life (CO). Day -Himm Nov. 1

Once and Forever (0). Patsy Ruth Miller Oct. 15

Snowbound (FC). Blythe

Streets of Shanghai (RD). Starke-Harlan Dec. 15

Tired Business Han (C) ,

Wild Geese (D). BeUe Bennett.

July 9

July 15

-Hot. 5

June 35

-Oct. 9

Women's Wares (D). Brent-Lytell-

..Nov. 15

-Oct. 1

Dec 24 Dec. M

Bachelor's Paradise (R). Sally O'Nei]

Big Ton. The (CD). Sally O'Neil

Broadway Fever (D). Sally O'Nei]

Cavalier, The (O). Talmadge-Bedford—

_

Clothes Makes the Woman (R). Soutnem-
Pldgeon

-Oct. SO

-.Sept. 30

-Nov. 1

May 1

Devil's Angle Tree. The (D). Dorothy Sebastian. Sept. 30

Devil's Stunner. The. Bennett Feb. 1

Domestic Meddler* (CD). CUire Windsor Aug. 15

Floating College. The. O'Neil-Hale Nov. 10

George Washington Cohen (CD). Jessel-Palmer—Dec. 20

Girt Who Cane Back. The. Patsy Ruth Miller Mar. 10

Grain of Dust The (0). Cortes-Windsor July 10

Green Grass Widows (CO). Walter Bueo June 10

Gun Runner. The (O). Cortez-Lane Not. 20

House of Scandal (D). Sebastian O'Malley Apr. 1

Ladies of the Night Club (CO). Cortez-Morsn May 15

Lingerie (CO). White-McGregor July 1

Lucky Boy (O). George Jessel

Man in the Hobbles. The. Harrou-Utile—eld Jan. 10

Sound Length Title and rtsuwaa Released Pictures Comoseert

6030
6703
5907
4230

4472
5424

4616

10600

Michigan Kid. The. Adoree-NageL-
Night Bird. The. Reginald Denny-
Phyllis of the Follies. Alice Day-M. M-ore-
Price of Fear. Bill Cody
Quick Triggers, Fred Homes
Riding for Fame. Hoot Gibson
Two Outlaws. The. Jack Perrin -Rex_
Uncle Tom's Cabin. All Star

Wolves of the City. BUI Cody

-Oct 21

-Sect. 16

-Nov. 05

-Oct. 19

-July 15

-Aog. 19

-Nov. 18
-Sept. 2

-Dec. 2

1929

ME
T

Blow for Blow, Hoct Gibson-

Marnage by Contract Miller-Gray-
Nameless Men. Moreno
Naughty Duchess. The (D). EL B. Warner-
New Orleans. Corter-Co—ler. Jr

Power of Silence. The (D). Belle Bennett-
Prowlers of the Sea (D). Cort-z-Myer—_

Rainbow. The. Gray-Hardy
Renutation (O), BeUe Bennett

Snirit of Youth. The. Kent Sebastian

Scarlet Dove. The (D). Margaret Lirmgstoa
Squads Right (CO). Grrbbon-Stone
Stormy Waters (D). Southern-McGregor-
Toilers. The. Fairbanks. Jr.-Ralston-

Their Hoar (D). Sebastian-Han
Tragedy of Youth. Miller-Collier

Tropical Nights. Patsy Ruth Miller-

Woman Against the World. A

_Dec- 1

—Feb. 15 Mar. 31

-Oct. 10

-Mar. 1

-Oct. 30

- June 30
-Jan. 1

-Nov. 10

--Feb. 30

-Apr. 15

-Feb. 1

—June 1

-Oct. 1

-Mar. 1

-Jan. 15

-Dec. 10 Feb. 16

-Jan. 1

United Artists
College (C). Kenton-Cornwall
General, The (C). Keatoo
Loves of Sonya (O), Swanson
Magic Flame. The (M). Colman-Bankj-
Resurrection (M). La Rocque
Sorrell and Son (D). Wamer-Nilsson

—

Topsy and Eva (C). Duncan Slaters

-Sept. 10

_SepL 24

.Nov.

Two Arabian Knights (CO). Boyd-Wolhej
Winning of Barbara Worth (O), Ban_y-Col__n_

. Bept. 12

- Feb. 12

_ -Mar. 19

— Sept. 24

Apr. 16

— -Nov. IS

ist 13

_ Oct. 29

—-Dec. 4

Awakening, The. Vilma Bank?.
Battle of the Sexes. The, Hersnolt-Harer.
Circus, The (C). Charlie Chaplin
City Lights. Charlie Chaplin
Coquette. Maty Pickford
Devil Dancer, The, Gilda Gray

-Nov. 17

-Oct. 13

Douglas Fairbanks as the 6aueho (M)
Dove, The (M), Norma TalmadVe
Drums of Love (O). Mary Philbin

Garden of Eden. The (O). C. Gnmth-Ray_
Hell's Angels. Ben Lyon-Nissen
Iron Mask. The, Douglas Fairbanks

. —June 1

Jan. 7

-July 21

King of the Mountains. John Barry-more-

Lady of the Pavements. Boyd-Goudal
Lummox _.

Nightstick. 0*Maa?y-Busch...
Queen Kelley, Gloria Swaoson—
Ramona (D). Del Bio
Rescue, The. Ronald Colman
Revenge, Dolores Del Rio
Sadie Thomnson (O), Gloria Swansea
Say It With Music. Harry Richman-
She Goes to War, Iiroadman- Holland-
Steam boat Bill, Jr., Buster _eaum
Tempest (M), John Barrytnore
Three Passions. Terry -Petrontt—,

-Aug.
..Jan. 13

-Nov. 3

..Feb. 1

T

T
MT

4596

4719

_

X
5792
5501

ME
T 6785
MB 6674

X

T
4380

i
6T53
5232

4497

4160

T

1927
5803

M 6330

640S
M 6003

M 6767

M 6978
M 6302
M 6303

5397

M 5569

M 6493

M 56S5
5685
6413

M 6413

6813

Border Wildcat. The. Ted Wefls
Bom to the Saddle. Ted Wells
Burning the Wind (Wl. Hoot Gibson. .

Charlatan. The. Livingston-Herbert

Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City (CO)
George Sidney
Come Across. All Star
Dangerous Dimples. Laura LaPIante—

-May 19
—Aug. 18

- -Feb. 11

Apr. 14

Eyes of the Underworld. Bill Cody
Girl on the Barge. The o -

N"e_l-Hersholt_

Grit Wins (W). Ted Wells
Harvest of Hate. The. Bex-Jack Perrin-
Hero of the Circus. Maciste

His Lucky Oay. Reginald Denny-

Mar. 17

May 5

.June 16

-Apr. 28

—Feb. 14

..Jan. 27

—Apr. 14

Hoofbeats of Vengeance. Rex-Perr___
It Can't Be Done. Tryon-Sue Carol

—

Kid's Clever, The, Tryon
.-_sy 5

-Feb. 17

King of the Rodeo. Hoot Gibson-
Lariat Kid. The. Hoot Gibson
Last Warning. The. LaPlan:e-Bol—

-

Lonesome (CD). Glenn Tryon—

Jan. 6

June 23

Jan. 6

Jan. 10

Man. Women and Wife (CD), Kerry-Starke-
One Rainy Night (D). Laura I—Planti

Play Goes On. The. AO Star-
Plunging Hoofs. Rex-Perrin—
Red Hot Speed. Reginald Denny-
Ridin' Demon. The. Ted Wells
Silks and Saddles (D). Marian Nixon-
Shakedown. The <D). Murray-Ken—.
Slim Fingers. Bill Cody .Mar. 24

Smilin' Terror. The. Ted Wells June 30

Smilin' Guns. Hoot r:<h-"" 8 W. 7

Stool Pigeon. The, Bill Cody June 3

Wild Blood (W). Rex-Perrin. Feb. It

Wolves of the City (O). Bill Cody Feb. 25

You Can't Buy Love. All Star May 15

Warner Brothers
Black Diamond Express (M>. Blue
Brass Knuckles (O). BIue-Bronson
Desired Woman. The (M). Irene Rich

Dog of the Regiment. A (M). Rin-Tin-Tinl

First Auto. The. Oldfleld-Miller

._> 23

Girl from Chicago. The (M). Nagel-Loy
Good Time Charley (O). Oland -H. Costello-

If I Were Single. McAvoy-Nagel
Irish Hearts (CO). Mc—Toy

Jaws of Steel (D). Rin-Tin-Tin
Reno Divorce. A (CO). May McAvoy

—Dec 3

_Aog. 27

__Oct_ 30

— Sept. 19

— Nov. 5

—Nov. 13

-Dec. r

Dec. 31

Dec. 31

-July 9

Nov. 38

-Apr. 18

-Sept. 17

-Oct. 22

-June 11

-Oct- 1

Sailor Izzy Murphy (F). George Jessel Oct. 8
Sailor's Sweetheart. A (C). Faxenda-C. Cook Sept. 14

Simple Sis (M), Faze—da
Slightly Used. MeAvoy-Nagel Sept. 3

—Oct. 19

. .Dec. 10

_Oct. 15
—June 11

6813 Tracked by the Police (M), B_-Tin-Tin_

Note: All Warner pictures are released in two versions, with and without
Vitaphone. A. T. means All-Taking. Other releases hate synchronized

scores plus sound effects and dialogue sequences.

..Jan. 7

-Aug. 11 -July 7

Two Lovers. Ban_y-Colman
Woman Disputed, The, Norma Talmadge.

..Sept. 7

Oct. 20
Sept. 1

Universal
Anybody Here Seen Kelly. Bessie Love-Moore Sept. 9

Beauty and Bullets. Ted Wells Dec. 16
Clearing the Trail, Hoot Gibson Oct. 7

Cloud Dodger. The. Al Wilson Sept. 30
Crimson Canyon. The. Ted Wells Oct. 14
Danger Rider. The. Hoot Gibson Nov. 18
Flyin' Cowboy. The. Hoot Gibson July 1

Foreign Legion. The, Lewis Stone-Kerry Sept. 33
Freedom of the Press. Lewis Stone Oct. 38
Gate Crasher. The (CD) Dec. 9
Give and Take. Sidney-Hersholt Dec. 33
Greased Lightning. Ted Wells July 39
Grip of the Yukon. The. Marlowe-Businmam—— 8eoL 30
Guardians of the Wild. Rex-Pemn Sept. 16
Home James. Laura LaPIante Sept. 3
How to Handle Women. Tryon-N__n Oct. 14
Jazz Mad. Heraholt-Nlxon Nov. 11
Man Who Laughs. The. Philbin-Veidt Nov. 4

Sept- 23

Sert- •

Oct 13

53S0
5778
6370
5164

7441

8693
7077
5267

6352
5331
8290
6185

4777
4830

7169
7340
7654

5527

1928
M
M
M
TME
M
TME
AT
TUB
AT
TME
M
AT
M
M
M
TME
TME
AT
TME
1929
AT
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME 5179

TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TMB
TME
TME 5993
AT
TMB

1928

Across the Atlantic. Blue-Murphy
Beware of Married Men. Irene Rich-
Beware of Bachelors. Ferns-Reran ger
Caught in the Fog. Nagel-McAvoy
Domestic Trouble (CD). CocK-Fazeno— ..

Glorious Betsy. D. Costello

Home Towners. Kenyon-E—enon
Jazz Singer. The. Al Jolson_
Lights of New York, All Star
Lion and the Moose, The, L. Barry more-
Littte Snob. The. May McAvoy
0a Tnal. Bert Lrtell

— Feb. 25

Jan. 14

Dec. 1— SepL 23

Mar. 24

— — June 9—Dec. 15

Feb. 4

July 21
Ang. 3

Feb. 11
Dec. 29

Nov. 10

Oct. 8

Apr. 14

Powder My Back (C). Ri;h- Ferris-

Race for Life. Rin-Tin-Tin
-Mar. 10

-Jan. 2S

Rinty of the Desert. Rin-Tin-Tin

u

State Street Sadie. Nagel-Loy

—

Tenderloin, Dolores Coste—o
Terror. The. McAvoy-Hortoo—.

—

-Apr. 31
Al—l -!

Feb. IS

May 19

-Der.l
-May lil

Women They Talk About. Rich-Fen—

_

-Apr. 38

-Oct 30

-Sept. S

Conquest. Monte B'.ue-

-Apr. 18
-Feb. 2

Desert Song. The. John Boles-
Fancy Baggage, Audrey Ferns
From Headquarters. Monte Blue

Frozen River. Rin-Tin-Tin
Greyhound Limited. The. Monte-Blue-
Hardboiled Rose. Myt—s Loy_
Kid Gloves. Conrad Nagel-Lois Wilson

—

Land of the Silver Fox. Rin-T— -Tin

Little Wildcat. The. Audrey Ferris

Madonna of Ave. A. Dolores Costello

Million Dollar Collar, The. Rin-T-n-Tin-

My Man. Fannie Brice

No Defense, Monte Blue
One Storen Night. B. Branson -Wm- Collier. Jr

Redeeming Sin. The. Dolor— Costello

Singing Fool. The, Al Jolson Jan

-

Stark Mad. H. B. Wnrner-I_ Fazenda
Stolen Kisses. May Mc»voy

Zakoro
Just Off Broadway (D). Keith-Christy-

Last Moment. The. Matiesen-Ha
Mother of Mine-
Olympic Hen, Charley Paddock-
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NEW PICTURES
In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS

HERALD-WORLD presents in concise
form information on current and forthcom-
ing attractions.

The facts as presented will serve exhib-

itors in booking and in the preparation of

their advertising campaign.

SOUTH OF PANAMA: Chesterfield drama, with
Carmelita Geraghty, Edouardo Raquello, Lewis
Sargent. Philo McCullough, Marie Messinger, Henry
Arras, Carlton King, Jeo Burke and Fred Walton.
Directed by Charles J. Hunt. Released November
15, 1928. Length 6,500.

TYPE AND THEME: In a little town South
of Panama, Dick Lewis is having a hard time try-

ing to get out of town without a -passport. He
succeeds, however, by overpowering the guards.
Farther on in his journey, Dick finds Emilio, of
the International Export Company, in trouble with
his machine. Dick introduces himself as repre-

sentative of an American newspaper and the two
fellows go along together. In El Tovar, the two
boys meet the president and his daughter, Car-
melita, and her girl friend. Patsy. Back in the

United States', Carney, also working for the In-

ternational Export Company, wires Emilio to find

out if he ha.s salted away enough gold between
El Tovar and Caracon. The purpose of this is to

cause a quarrel between the two towns, thus cre-

ating a market for the contraband ammunition
sold by Carney. Emilio, who has fallen in lore

with Carmelita. decides to make a clean breast of

the whole affair. Carney agrees to the plans of

Emilio but tdls him he must first get the gold

placed in the rir< r. Their plans are foiled, and
Emilio is shot and Carney is taken captive. Dick,

who had helped to save Emilio's life, marries Patsy,

and Emiho marries Carmelita.

TONG WAR: Paramount melodrama, from a story

by Samuel Ornitz, with Wallace Berry, Florence
Vidor, Warner Oland. Jack McHugh, Jack Okie,

Tetsu Komai, Frank Chew, Mre. Wing, Peter Mor-
rison and Freeman Wood. Directed by William
Wellman. Released Length

TYPE AND THEME: Joan Fry, a beautiful

society woman, ends a night of merrymaking with
a trip to Chinatown with her friends. A tong
war takes place, and Joan is left behind. Chuck
Riley, leader of a Chinese gang, takes her to his

apartment. Next day Jack, a reporter seeking a

big story, arranges to have Riley and Boston
Charley, another Chinese gang leader, meet. Joan
again goes to Chinatown and begins to like Riley.

Another tong wa-r starts, and Riley rescues Joan..

She consents to marry him. The tong war reaches
a bloody climax, and Riley has no time to pay
attention to his wife, who wants companionship.
Sb- '-.Is acquainted with other members of Riley's

.. . tg and gets drunk. The police bring Boston
Charley to Riley with an offer of peace. But Joan,
under the influence of liquor, reveals Riley's pro-

tection of the tongmen with forged immigration
papers. RiUy, seeing the condition of his wife
and disgusted with Chinatown, breaks up his hold-

out and Joan and he go out for a new start.

WARE CASE. THE: First National melodrama, with
Stewart Rome. Betty Rome, Ian Fleming, Welling-
ton Briggs, Cynthia Murtagh, Patrick Stewart.
Cameron Carr, Syd Ellery and Patrick Ludlow.
Directed by Manning Haynes. Released
Length

TYPE AND THEME: A murder mystery.
Eustace Ede. young brother of Lady Ware and
heir to his father's wealth, is murdered while a
Iwuse party is on. Lady Ware is suspected be-

cause she would benefit from his death. Sir Hu-
bert Ware, husband of Lady Ware, is also sus-
pected. Sir Hubert is charged for the murder but
when tried, he is found not guilty. Later, under
the influence of champagne, Hubert makes a slip

and lets the identity of the murderer be known.
* * #

WEARY RIVER: First National drama, with Rich-
ard Barthelmtfrs. Betty Compson, George Stone.
William Holden. Louis Natheaux. Raymond Turner
and Robert O'Connor. Directed by Frank Lloyd.
Released Length

TYPE AND THEME: In which Barthclmess
sings and even plays the piano. Jerry Larrabee.
young, handsonu bootlegger, who has a crooning
voice and piano-wise fingers, is fronted by Spa-
doni, rival gangster, and sent up the river. Jerry
vows to get m n with Spadoni as soon as he gets
out of prison. The warden tells him that the
"weariest river must find its way to sea." A
prison band is formed and plays over the radio.

Blotvin' 'em out—a test in lung power
conducted in a scene from Tiffany-Stahl's

"The Spirit of Youth." The players

shown are Larry Kent and Dorothy
Sebastian.

Jerry realizes that he must forget his past life.

He composes a song called
41 Weary River." Spa~

doni and Alice listen to Jerry sing the song over
the radio and Sjiadoni laughs, but Alice feels love

in her heart for Jerry. Good behavior gives Jerry
an early parole. Alice fights to keep Jerry front

the gang. Spadoni forces a fight and the police

back Jerry to go straight. He does—at least he
becomes a radio star.

WOLF OF WALL STREET: Paramount drama,
from a story by Doris Anderson, with George
Bancroft. Baclanova, Paul Lukas, Nancy Carroll.

Lane Chandler. Brandon Hurst. Paul Guertsman
and Ciaufurd Kent. Directed by Rowland C. Lee.

Released January 20. Length 6.396.

TYPE AND THEME: George Bancroft as "The
Wolf." Out to corner Utah Copper stock, he is

faced with disaster unless he can secure a loan

from Sturgess, his bitter enemy. The Wolf suc-

ceeds where his business associate, Graham, fails.

Graham plans revenge. Olga, wife of the Wolf,
loves her husband, but when she meets Sturgess.

she has a change of heart. A boy friend of a
maid in the Wolf's house invests his small earn-

ings in Utah Copper and wins. He then plays

over his head. The market goes short and Frank
is wiped out. The Wolf was the cause, and the

maid tells him that he, not Frank, is the sucker,

for leaving his wife alone with Sturgess. The
Wolf plans revenge and buys out all members of the

pool except Sturgess. The market drops and Stur-

gess and the Wolf are penniless. This is the

Wolf's revenge. He leaves his wife with Sturgess.
* * *

MOTHER MACHREE: Fox drama from the story by
Rida Johnson Young with Belle Bennett. Phillinne

De Lacy, Pat Somerset, Victor McLaglen. Ted Mc-
Namara. Eulalie Jensen. Constance Howard, Rodit y
Hildebrand, Neil Hamilton. William Piatt. Ethel

Clayton, Jacque Rollens and Joyce Wirard. Directed

by John Ford. Released October 21. 1928. Length.
6.8(17. (Also with sound score.)

TYPE AND THEME: Eilen McHugh. widow, is

confronted with the problem of rearing her child

alone. She leaves for America and meets Boze, a
giant who is seen later in America also. In New
York Eilen gets a job and sends her son, Brian, to

a de luxe boarding school. The pupils are taken
to a circus. There the instructor sees Eilen and
tells her that Brian disgraced the school because his

mother is a cheap circus employe. Eilen consents
to never sec Brian again. Only in later years is

Eilen revealed to him as his mother. Then Brian
in a daze says, "My Mother."

* * *

SPORTING AGE, THE: Columbia drama with Belle

Bennett. Holmes Herbert, Carroll Nye. Josephine
Kenton. Length 6.464 feet. Released March 2.

TYPE AND THEME: James Driscoll, who has
Borio and Edward Davis. Directed by Erie C.

been giving more attention to his horses than his

wife, is blinded in a railroad acrident. His wife
carries on a clandestine love affair with Phillip

Kingston, many years her junior. Driscoll regains
his sight. His physician advises he test Phillip's

love. Driscoll's unfe soon learns that Phillip is in

love with Nancy, Driscoll's niece. She givts the

children her best wishes, learns James still loves

her, and humbly returns to him.

FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN: First National mystery
thriller with Creighton Hale. Thelma McNeill,
Thelma Todd, Sheldon Lewis, William V. Mong,
Sojin, Laska Winters. Ivan Christy, DeWitt Jen-
nings, Nora Cecil, Kala Pasha. Harry Fitzgerald,

Alonzo Rositto and Harry Tenbrooke. Directed by
Benjamin Christensen. Released Length

TYPE AND THEME: Jim Kirkham, young man
of wealth and collector of antiques, is invited to

the home of Eve, his love. A valuable pearl U
stolen. Eve and Jim are dragged away to a strange
mansion. Many things happen in the mysterious
house and Jim finds out what the seven steps ty

Satan are.

NOTHING TO WEAR: Columbia comedy drama from
the story by Peter Milne, with Jacqueline Logan,
Theodor von Eltz, Bryant Washburn. Jane Winton.
William Irving and Edythe Flynn. Directed by Erie
C. Kenton. Released November 5, 1928. Leng
5,701.

TYPE AND THEME: Jackie, peeved at her hus-
band, Phil, because she can't get the fur coat she

wants, goes to an old friend. Tommy. The next
day a fur coat comes and a note saying, "your old

sweetheart." Phil sent it but Jackie thinks Tommy
did and sends it to the latter. Meantime Tommy's
girl is at his house and when the coat comes,
Tommy says he bought it for her. Phil susp cts

Jackie of being in love with Tommy, but it's all

cleared up when Jackie arranges the wedding of
Tommy and Irene at Jackie's house.

* • *

POWER OF THE PRESS, THE: Columbia drama
from the story by Frederick A. Thompson with
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. Jobyna Ralston. Mildred
Harris. Philo McCullough. Wheeler Oakman. Robert
Edeson, Edward Davis. Del Henderson and Charles
Clary. Directed by Frank Capra. Released Octo-
ber 31, 1928. Length 6.465.

TYPE AND THEME: Cub reporter makes good.

Clem Rogers, of the Times, gets assignment because
no other reporter is around. At the murder scene
he is thrown out because he has no press card. He
sees Jane, daughter of the mayoralty candidate,

escape and trails her. Jane is arrested and con-

fesses to Clem she is innocent. Clem believes her

and by real strategy captures the victims. Jane is

freed, her father is sarved from disgrace and is

made mayor. Clem wins Jane.
* * *

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN: First National drama
with Corinne Griffith. Grant Withers, Albert Conti.

Alma Tell. Lueien Littlefield, Charles Lane. Ann
Schaeffer and Marcia Harris. Directed by Gregoiy
La Cava. Released Length _.

TYPE AND THEME: Bobby Halvey wanted a
sweetheart and. jealous of her married sister, asks

Jim O'Neill to marry her. The knot is tied but
they find that love cannot pay the bills. Bobby
leaves Jim, not because she does not love him but

because she thinks he'll do better without her. Jim
returns to her. She refuses him. saying she wants
a lover, not a quarreler. Bill returns again, this

time as a lover. So Bobby accepts him, determined
to make life worth while.

* * *

LAWLESS LEGION, THE: First National Western,
from the story by Bennett Cohen, with Ken May-
nard. Nora Lane, Paul Hurst, J. P. McGowan.
Frank Rice. Howard Truesdell and Tarzan. Directed

by Harry J. Brown. Released _ Length

I

I
*
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I
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TYPE AND THEME: Cattle rustling. Settlers

in a great cattle country, about to leave their land

because of the ravages of drouths, are afraid to

take their cattle with them, fearing Matson, an

outlaw, trill steal them. Cal Stanley is chosen to

take out the cattle but is tricked by Matson and
doped. The settlers think Cal became drunk and
deserted them. Cal arranges a trick disguise that

fools Matson, but he is detected and tied to a run-

away horse. Tarzan saves him, Cal rounds up the

stolen cattle and returns them to the settlers.
• »- •

LADY OF CHANCE, A: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
drama from the story by LeRoy S~ott. with Norma
Shearer, Lowell Sherman. Gwen Lee. John Mack
Brown. Eugenia Besserer and Buddy Messinger.

Directed by Robert Z. Leonard. Released December

1
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* 22. 1928. Length 7.126. (Also with synchronized

score.) ... . .

TYPE AND THEME: A gold digger, but she

falls in love. Dolly, telephone operator, plans to

put over a small deal on a hotel guest, but Bradley

and Gwen force themselves in. threatening to tell

the police that Dolly is an escaped convict. Dolly,

in spite of doublecrossing. gets the entire loot. She
escapes and goes to Atlantic City, meets Steve

CrandaU and becomes married, planning to leave

him flat after getting his money. Then she falls

in love with him but Bradley and Gwen reveal her

past to Steve. Dolly saves Steve's money from
Bradley and goes to jail for it. Steve promises to

wait, forgetting her past.
9 * *

VLIAS JIMMY VALENTINE: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
crook melodrama from the story by Paul Armstrong,
with William Haines. Lionel Barrymore. L«ila

Hyams. Karl Dane, Tully Marshall. Howard Hick-

man. Billy Butts and Evelyn Mills. Directed by
Jack Conway. Released January 26. 1929. Length
8.000. (Also with synchronized score.)

TYPE AND THEME: A crook story. Jimmy
i Valentine, notorious safecracker, with the help of

I Avery, taxi driver, and Swede, succeeds in eluding

the police. Detective Doyle is wise to Valentine but

can't get anything on him. In Springford, Jimmy
plans to rob the Springford bank, but goes straight

when he meets Rose Lane, daughter of the bank
president. He is given a position in the bank.

Doyle, who now has enough evidence against Jimmy,
goes after him. Rose's sister gets locked in a safe

and Jimmy rescues her. Doyle sees Jimmy is living

right.
o * •

3LITTER, THE: Columbia drama, with Ben Lyon,
Dorothy Revier. Fred Kohler. Charles McHugh.
Sherry Hall. Jane Daly, Henry Otto, and Clarie

McDowell. Directed by Joseph Henaberry. Re-
leased Length

TYPE AND THEME: Neal Abbott, young sur-

geon, is in an auto accident with his mother.
Neat's injuries are slight but he finds his mother
in a critical condition. He sees that he must oper-

ate to save her life but realizes he lacks the essen-

tial coolness. At the critical moment Neal faint*.

His mother dies. Neal leaves his friends, disgraced
and heartbroken. He becomes a derelict. After a
series of unusual events Neal again is called upon
to demonstrate his skill as a surgeon, saves the

patient and wins the girl he loves.

SUBMARINE: Columbia submarine drama with
much of the action filmed under water ; with Jack
Holt, Dorothy Revier, Ralph Graves. Clarence Bur-
ton and Arthur Rankin. Directed by Frank Capra.
Length 8.193 feet. Released Nov. 12.

TYPE AND THEME: Jack Dorgan and Bob
Mason, pals, are stationed in a foreign harbor,
dredging. Jack, a diver, is saved by Bob Mason.
Jack returns to the States, meets Bessie and mar-
ries. Later Bob returns and visits Jack and Bessie.

Jack learns that Bessie is flirting with Bob. After
a fight Bob goes back to his submarine. The sub-
marine is rammed and sinks. No diver available

except Jack can stand the water pressure. Jack
fights between duty and hatred, but after getting

a confession from Bessie, he dons his suit and takes
an air line down to the trapped men.

FOLF SONG: Paramount drama from the story bv
Harvey Fergusson. with Lupe Velez. Gary Cooper.
Louis Wolheim. Constantine Romanoff. Michael
Vavitch. Russell Colombo. Augustina Lopez and
George Rigas. Directed by Victor Fleming. Re-
leased Length 6,070. (Also in sound.)

TYPE AND THEME : Sam Lash leaves Kentucky
because he does not want to be tied down and two
years later we find him traveling into a Mexican
town where he meets Lola, who loves him. At a

dance the two prove their love for each other and
plan to elope. The lure of the trail is too much
and Sam leaves Lola, saying married life is too
fame. Love brings him back to her.

FOUR SONS : Fox drama from the story by I. A. R.
Wylie. with Margaret Mann. James Hall. Francis
X. Bushman, Jr.. Charles Morton. George Meeker.
June Collyer. Wendell Franklin. Earle Foxe, Albert
Gran, August Tollaire. Frank Reicher. Jack Pen-
nick. Hughie Mack. Ruth Mix. Directed by James

I Ford. Released September 2, 1928. Length 8,962.

I (Also in sound.)
TYPE AND THEME: Grandmother Bernle.

proud mother of four sons, Joseph. Franz. Johann
\ and Andreas, finds her first trouble coming when

Joseph leaves for America. War is declared and
1 two more of her sons are taken from her. A letter

|
comes, saying both sons are dead. The third is

taken, and he, too. is killed. Heartbroken, she leaves

for America to visit her son, Joseph, who has estab-
lished a large restaurant chain. Here she finds
happiness with him and his wife and young son.

I
* c *

I CAPTAIN LASH : Fox drama from the story by
Daniel Tomlinson and Laura Hasse. with Victor
McLagen, Claire Windsor. Arthur Stone. Albert
Conti, Clyde Cook. Jean Laverty. Frank Hagney.
Boris Charsky and Jane Winton. Directed by John
Blystone. Released Length
TYPE AND THEME: Captain Lash rtdes over

his stokers with a whip. As the ship pulls out. he
meets Cora, a striking blonde, and falls for her.
Back to the stokerroom. Lash goes. Cora enters
the stokerroom and finds Lash taking the shovel
from a Malay and helping him. The half-crazed
Malay opens a steam pipe. Lash grabs Cora and
saves her, but is severely burned. Lash later finds
that Cora is just another blonde, and his attentions
go back to his pat, Cocky.

Censorship Defeats

Own Aim, Says Pastor
(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON, March 5.—Censorship of

motion pictures as well as censorship
of books defeats its own ends, accord-
ing to an opinion given by Rev. Hor-
ace Westwood, D.D., from the pulpit

of the Arlington Street Church.
"My inclination is all against cen-

sorship. It defeats the very ends it

has in view," said Rev. Dr. West-
wood. "The argument might be ad-

vanced, since we prohibit the sale of

harmful drugs, why should we not
regulate the indiscriminate spreading
of poisonous and unhealthy ideas?
This, I am persuaded, is a valid prin-

ciple. But I also see such possibili-

ties of abuse and such dangers to

freedom that I wonder if the remedy
of censorship may not be even more
dangerous than the evils it seeks to

prevent.
"I would raise the question, who

is wise enough to do the censoring?
Possibly those of us engaged in any
form of moral teaching ought to see
in the problem a challenge to make
'whatsoever things are pure and
lovely' sufficiently attractive in them-
selves the antidote to what is per-

nicious. I am inclined to think that

here, perhaps, is the only valid an-
swer."

RED WINE: Fox comedy drama from the story by
Raymond Cannon, with June Collyer. Conrad Nagel.
Arthur Stone. Sharon Lynn. E. Alyn Warren. Ernest
Hilliard. Ernest Wood, Marshal "Babe" Ruth. Dixie
Gay. Margaret La Marr. Directed by Raymond
Cannon. Released December 23, 1928. Length, 6,194.

TYPE AND THEME: Charlie Cook, successful

business man, nearing middle age, loves his wife,

but thinks he is missing fun, so he goes to a night

club with his friend. Jack Brown, and "makes
whoopee" with his stenographer and friends. The
next night his wife insists he take her to a cafe.

It happens to be the one Charlie attended the night
before. When Charlie enters, everyone greets him.
He confesses, and goes home resolving to forget
night life.

* « *

RAINBOW. THE: Tiffany drama from the story

and continuity by L. G. Rigby. with Dorothy
Sebastian. Lawrence Gray, Sam Hardy, Harvey
Clark, Paul Hurst. Gino Corrado and King Zany.
Directed by Reginald Barker. Released Jan. 1. 1929.

Length _

TYPE AND THEME: Derby, Slug and Dummy
and their gang, marooned in a ghost city, plan a
fake gold strike. Among the adventurous are Jim.
Baldy and Pat. Lola, Derby's ward, is helped to

town by Jim, which Derby resents. When Lola
finds out the strike is a fraud, she tries to persuade
Jim to go back home. Dummy reveals the fake to

disgruntled gold seekers. Slug shoots Dummy and
the gang makes its getaway, kidnapping Lo'a. Slug
tries to force his attentions upon Lola. Slug is shot
and Lola clings to Derby. Jim misunderstands and
warns that the mob is bent on lynching. Derby,
shot, falls upon the sand where his hand touches
gold. He dies. Jim and Lola find happiness in each
other.

e s *

HONEYMOON: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. with Polly
Moran. Eddie Gribbon. Bert Roach and Flash.
Directed by Robert A. Golden. Released Dec. 29.

1928. Length 4.823.

TYPE AND THEME: Comedy drama. Bert loses

to Harry in the game of love irith Polly and gives
them his dearest possession, his dog. Flash. Flash
refuses to make up with Harry and by a series of
funny happenings is able to keep the newlyweds
apart. Harry and Polly are caught by bootleggers,

fight with the police. Flash arrives and Harry
and Polly are rescued. Flash, at his favorite pastime
of chasing cats, leaves them alone long enough for
their first kiss.

MORGAN'S LAST RAID: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
with Tim McCoy, Dorothy Sebastian. Wheeler Oak-
man, Allan Garcia, Hank Mann and Montague
Shaw. Directed by Nick Grinde. Released January
5. Length 5.264.

TYPE AND THEME: Civil war romance. Judith
Rogers and Dan Claiborne are about to be married
when Dan receives word that Tennessee has seceded
from the union. Dan joins Morgan's Raiders. After
a series of exciting battles Dan meets Bland, a
rejected suitor of Judith, who turns out to_be a
federal spy. Bi cause of jealousy Bland tries to dis-

grace Dan and involves Judith. Judith learns that
Bland is false and saves Dan.

TRLVL MARRIAGE: Columbia drama, with Nor-
man Kerry, Sally Eilers, Jason Robards. Thelma
Todd. Charles Clary, Naomi Childers. Rosemary
Theby and Gertrude Short. Directed by Erie C.
Kenton. Released . Length _______
TYPE AND THEME: Constance Bannister steals

the siceetheart of her half sister, Grace, and enter*
into a trial marriage with him white engaged to

Oliver. Six months later they separate because of
a quarrel over a dance. Constance becomes a
mother and while touring Europe learns her former
husband has married Grace. Constance is wed
to Oliver. An accident to the baby causes father
and mother, sweetheart and lover to awaken to
their love for each other.

« # *

YOUNGER GENERATION. THE: Columbia drama
with Jean Hersholt. Lina Basquette, Rosa Rosanova,
Ricardo Cortez, Rex Lease, Martha Franklin,
Julanne Johnston, Jack Raymond, Sydney Crossley,
Otto Fries. Julia Swayne Dordon, Donald Hall and
Bernard Siegel.

TYPE AND THEME: Pa and Ma Goldfish rear
their two children, Morris and Birdie, on the
slender earnings from a push cart. The children
mature, Morris is established as an exclusive dealer
in art. Birdie prefers to carry on with Eddie, her
East Side sweetheart, rather than with the man
Morris has picked. Eddie is the "goat" in a jewel
robbery, and before he is taken to prison, he and
Birdie arc married. Birdie becomes an outcast.
The baby comes. Pa Goldfish is a grandpa, Eddie
is released and a grand celebration is staged.

* • *

LOVES OF CASANOVA: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
with Ivan Mosjoukine, Diana Kerenne, Suzanne
Bianchetti. Jenny Jugo. Rina de Liguoro, Nina
Kochitz, Olga Day. Paul Guide, Decoeur, Bouam-
erane, and Rudolf Klein-Rogge. Directed by Alex-
ander Volkoff. Released February 16. Length 6,179.

TYPE AND THEME: Casanova, surrounded by
his beautiful girl servants—and his debts—gives a
farewell dinner for a dancer. He and a Russian
nobleman engage in a duel, and Casanova rushes to

Baron Stanhope for help. He falls in love with
Stanhope's wife and flees to Russia, where he meets
a lovely duchess. During the carnival he plans to

elope with the duchess but is arrested. The duchess
saves his life on condition he leave the country
forever.

* * •

VIKING. THE: Metro-Goldyn-Mayer drama, all in
Technicolor, from the story by Ottilie A. Liljen-
crantz. with Donald Crisp, Pauline Starke, LeRoy
Mason, Anders Randolph, Richard Alexander. Harry
Lewis Woods. Albert MacQuarrie, Roy Stewart,
Torben Meyer. Claire MacDowell and Julia Swayne
Gordon. Directed by R. William Neill. Released

Length

TYPE AND THEME: Tenth century, with
pirates bold. Alwin. young earl, is taken prisoner
by pirates and sold to Helga, a Viking maid. Egil.

a warrior, resents this. Alicin is taken with Lief
Ericson on a voyage, and is named bowerman.
through Helga's efforts. Alwin and Helga fall in
love. Lief wants Helga as his wife, but Liefs
father finds he is a Christian and a fight begins.
Egil rebels, becomes master, and plans to kill Lief,
but Alicin saves him. Lief kills Egil, only to see he
is not the one Helga wants. Meanwhile the ship
discovers the Western Hemisphere and Lief is the
first white man to go ashore. Alwin and Helga are
married.

* • 9

WHY BE GOOD: First National comedy drama
from a story by Carey Wilson, with Colleen Moore,
Neil Hamilton. Bodil Rosing. John Sainpolis. Ed.
Martindel. Eddie Clayton, Lincoln Stedman, Louis
Natheaux. Collette Merton and Dixie Gay. Directed
by William A. Seiter. Released March 17, 1929.

Length —
TYPE AND THEME: Pert, a salesgirl, enjoyed

the reputation of being the hottest dancer at a
well known dance hall. Jimmy, sheik, takes her
to a wild roadhouse tchere Pert meets Peabody, Jr.
Peabody takes Pert home. Her father appears and
Peabody runs. Pert is late for u'orfc next day and
is told to report to the new manager, who hap-
pens to be young Peabody. His father enters and
discharges Pert. Pert blames young Peabodu. He
explains. His father finds Pert and his son dancing
in their pajamas. Young Peabody explains they're
married and everything is hotsy totsy.

« • •

SUNRISE: Fox drama, with George O'Brien, Janet
Gaynor. Bodil Rosing. Margaret Livingston. Far-
rell MacDonald. Ralph Sipperly. Jane Winton.
Arthur Housman and Eddie Boland. Directed by
Fred W. Murnau. Released Nov. 4, 1928. Length
S.393 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Human interest drama.
The Man plans hone he may sell his farm and
droirn his wife in order to carry on a clandestine
affair with the City Woman. After completing
part of his plans his conscience reasserts itseif.

Believing his wife dead, he plans to kin the City
Woman in revenge. But his wife is found safe and
the siren leaves for the city.

* * *

GIRL IN EVERY PORT, A : Fox comedy drama, with
Victor McLaglen, Robert Armstrong. Maria Casa-
: nana. Natalie Joyce, Dorothy Mathews. Elena
Jurado, Louise Brooks. Francis MacDonald.
Phalba Morgan. Felix Valle, Gretel Yoltz and Leila

Hyams. Directed by Howard Hawks. Released.
February 26. Length 5.882 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Sea story. Spike is the
hardboiled mate of a tramp schooner and at each
port he is unlucky enough to pick the one girl who
gets him into troubles galore. But in Franee he se-
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PRODUCERS MEET WITH WILL H. HAYS on the tatter's visit to the West
Coast. Front row: M. C. Levee, seated on arm of chair of Jesse L. Lasky; Jack
L. Warner, seated on chair of Hays, and Louis B. Mayer. Standing: (second from
left) Sam Goldwyn, Sol Wurtzel, William R. Frazer, Fred Beetson, (skip one),
J. Boyce Smith, Jack Gains, Irving G. Thalberg, Col. Jason Joy, Robert E. Welsh.
Al Kaufmann, Jack White, C. H. Allen and George Cohn.

lects a dainty circus star and thinks himself deeply
in love, but soon finds that just friendship is much
better than love. Besides the romances of Spike,
there are many scenes of action, comedy and
pathos.

* * *

SQUARE CROOKS: Fox melodrama, with Robert
Armstrong. John Mack Brown, Dorothy Dawn,
Dorothy Apleby, Eddie Sturgis, Clarence Burton,
Lydia Dickson and Jackie Combs. Directed by
Lew Seiler. Released March 4. Length 5,355 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Eddie Ellison and Larry
Scott, crooks, are trying to go straight. Through
Eddie and his wife, Larry meets Jane Brown, con-
fesses his past and also his love for her. Jane ac-
cepts Larry, but in helping him to go straight an
old friend is accused by the police of stealing from
a former employer. But when the things look the
blackest everything clears up and Larry is free to
do his life term with Jane.

* » •

FAZIL: Fox romantic drama, with Charles Farrell,
Greta Nissen, Mae Busch, Vadim Uraneff, Tyler
Brooke, Eddie Sturgis, Josephine Borio, John
Boles, John T. Murray, Erville Alderson, Dale
Fuller and Hank Mann. Directed by Howard
Hawks. Released Sept. 9, 1928. Length 7,217 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Prince Fazil visiting in
Venice meets Fabienne, an unconventional girl of
Paris. They marry but soon separate because of
Fazil's jealousy and interference in her social
pleasures. Fazil returns to his native country.
Later, Fabienne humbles herself and seeks Fazil,
who disbands his harem in order that he may re-
tain Fabienne as his only wife.

* * *

COWBOY KID, THE: Fox western, with Rex Bell,
Mary Jane Temple, Brooks Benedict, Alice Belcher,
Joe De Grasse, Sid Crossley and Billy Bletcher. Di-
rected by Clyde Carruth. Released July 15, 1928.
Length 4,293 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Jim Barrett, on his way
to the city, saves Janet Grover from some bad men.
In return she gets him a job as guard at her
father's bank. During a festival the bank is robbed.
A run starts on the bank and a gang plans to
hold up an armored car bringing money to the
bank. By clever maneuvering Barrett outwits the
gang.

« • •

HANGMAN'S HOUSE: Fox melodrama, with Victor
McLaglen, June Collyer, Larry Kent, Earle Foxe.
Hobart Bosworth, Belle Stoddard, Joseph Burke and

Eric Mayne. Directed by John Ford. Released
May 13. Length 6,430 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: In fulfillment of her
father's wishes, Connaught O'Brien is wed to John
Darcy. only to learn he is a drunkard and gambler.
Connaught and her disappear the day of the Glen-
malure Steeplechase, leaving her horse without a
rider. Dermott McDermott, a former lover of Con-
naught, rides her horse to victory, only to have
Darcy shoot the horse because he bet on another.
The people voiv to hang him. Dermott saves
Darcy. Darcy returns and tries to steal his wife's
jewels, but is killed in a fall.

• * •

BROADWAY DADDIES: Columbia comedy drama,
with Jacqueline Logan. Alec B. Francis. Rex Lease,
Phillips Smalley, DeSacia Mooers, Clarissa, Sel-
wynne and Betty Francisco. Directed by Fred
Windermere. Released April 7. Length 5,537 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Eve Delmas, dancer,
spurns the attention of the Broadway Daddies for
Ricliard Kennedy; who gets her to believe he is a
poor young man with ambitions. In an auto acci-
dent. Eve learns of Richard's wealth and turns to
James Leech. Leech is repulsive and Eve sends
her colored maid, in disguise, to a party to do a
dance. Kennedy finds Eve and convinces his father
that her character has been misjudged.

• « *

SIN SISTER, THE: Fox comedy drama, with Nancy
Carroll, Lawrence Gray, Josephine Dunn, Myrtle
Stedman, Anders Randolf, Richard Alexander,
Frederick H. Graham, George Davis, David Callis.

Directed by Charles Klein. Released March 3.

Length

TYPE AND THEME: Ethclyn Horn, her father,
her fiance and a vaudeville team are aboard a
small steamer caught in the ice off Alaska. A dog
team is chartered to take them to a settlement but
in the first night everything is stolen and the party
find refuge in a deserted cabin. The vaudeville
team try to keep up the spirits of the crou'd until
a native demands a white girl as his price to save
them. After a fight, the dogs and sleds are re-
covered.

• • *

MAKING THE GRADE: Fox comedy drama, with
Edmund Lowe, Lois Moran, Albert Hart, Lucien
Littlefield, James Ford, Sherman Ross, John Alden,
Gino Conti. Rolfe Sedan, Lia Tora and Mary Ash-
ley. Directed by Alfred E. Green. Written- by
George Ade. Released February 10. Length

TYPE AND THEME: Because of the death of
his father, Herbert Dodsworth is supposed to carry
on the duties of a prominent citizen in a small
town, but apparently comfines all his efforts to
malcing a success of a tea room, run by LettU
Ewing. The citizens become enraged. Herbert an-
nounces a reduction in streetcar fare and names
many public improvements, wins political popu-
larity and Lettie.

• « «

HOMESICK: Fox farce comedy, with Sammy Cohen,
Harry Sweet, Marjorie Beebe, Henry Armetta and
Pat Harmon. Directed by Henry Lehrman. Re-
leased Dec. 16, 1928. Length 5,153 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Sammy and Ambrose
enter a transcontinental bicycle race as a means of
getting free transportation to California, so that
each may seek the heart of Babe, who has adver-
tised for a husband. Each tries to delay the other
and after an exciting time in the desert Sammy
thinks he has lost Ambrose. Sammy pedals on to
victory. Getting a wedding, suit, Sammy calls at
Babe's home, only to find Ambrose ahead of him.
Then follows a hilarious climax.

• • *

PLAY GIRL, THE: Fox comedy drama, with Madge
Bellamy. Johnny Mack Brown, Walter McGradl,
Lionel Belmore, Thelma Hill, Anita Garvin and
Harry Timbrooke. Directed by Arthur Rosson. Re-
leased April 22. Length 5,260 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Madge Norton, errand
girl for a florist, meets Bradley Ijine while deliver-
ing flowers to a wealthy Mr. Courtney. Bradley
has Courtney invite her to a party and Madge is

the life of the party. When the butler spills a tray
over her dress Madge is forced to accept a gift

from Courtney. Bradley becomes jealous. After a
series of complications Bradley learns from Court-
ney that Madge is still the good girl that he had
thought her to be.

• » *

GREAT WHITE NORTH, THE: Fox travel drama,
H. A. and Sidney Snow Arctic Expedition. Re-
leased December 30, 1928. Length 5,560 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: A dramatic record of the
H. A. and Sidney Snow Arctic Expedition, which
resulted in the discovery of the fate that befell the
party of eight split from the Stefansson expedi-
tion in 1918. The action is aboard the ship Her-
man, beating its way into the Arctic circle, amid
ice floes and the great white stretches of desola-
tion from Nome to Herald Island.

Speedometer for

Careful Autoists

Puts OverPicture
Fred Meyer and Harry Wren certainly

pulled a good exploit at the Alhambra, Mil-
waukee, on Reginald Denny's, "Red Hot
Speed." They rigged up a huge speedometer
in front of the box office with a lot of word-
ing on it advertising the picture.

Twenty license numbers of careful drivers

were posted on this board every day. If one
of these drivers would come out to the box
office and present his license registration blank,

then he would be a guest of the theatre. This
stunt made the drivers interested in the pic-

ture.

The numbers were changed each day. Harry
Wren stood in front of the theatre with a

paper and pencil and got the license num-
bers of careful drivers, but said it was worth
all the trouble.

This Week's Press Sheet

CHILDREN OF THE RITZ: (First National Drama):
Prepare bookmarks and distribute them to your patrons a week
before the showing of "Children of the Ritz." On the book-
mark print, "Have you read Cornell Woolrich's $10,000 prize
novel, 'Children of the Ritz'?" Now it is a First National
Vitaphone picture with Jack Mulhall and Dorothy Mackaill.
Read the book and then see the picture—two thrills you'll
never forget." On the back of the bookmarks you might put
some copy from the ad illustrations, as well as your supporting
program.

Tie up with the newspapers to feature stories and pictures of
a local girl to be called "One of the Children of the Ritz."
Have the paper announce where she will be and at what time.
Have the girl appear in department stores and in the business
places in town. Also announce that a gift will be given to the
persons vrho tap the girl on the shoulder with the newspaper
that is conducting the campaign and say, "You are one of the

Children of the Ritz." The newspaper can keep the interest up
for several days with stories of the girl's experiences.
Arrange with your druggist to supply samples of perfume or

lipstick or some other feminine cosmetic. Announce the "per-

fume matinee" in your program, newspaper and on the screen.

You might also tie up with a beauty parlor. Have them fur-

nish a demonstrator to show on the stage just how the "Chil-
dren of the Ritz" would apply the perfume or other cosmetic.
Have a sign in your lobby reading, "There's an art to make-up!
Learn how it is applied by the 'Children of the Ritz' at the

'perfume matinee' on (date) at this theatre."

Have a young man dressed in a tuxedo and silk hat walk
through the busy streets with a trick suit case in his hand.
While he is crossing the street, he presses a button and the

case opens, revealing some attractive copy and spilling a lot

of heralds all over the street. The copy on the heralds can
read, "I married one of the 'Children of the Ritz' and now
I'm broke. See my story at the theatre, (date)."

J
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Managers' Schools

THEATRE EMPLOYEES—Learn modern theatre
management, advertising, service. Approved and
specialized training for theatre employees while at

the theatre. Catalog H. Address Moving Picture
Theatre Managers Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

Position Wanted

EXPERIENCED POWERS SIMPLEX OPERATOR
wants steady position. Go anywhere. Address Anthony
Biel, 3580 28th St., Detroit, Mich.

ORGANIST—Experts thoroughly trained in show-
manship available at all times for first-class positions.

Men and women. No service charge. Write full in-

formation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Ad-
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

FEMALE ORGANIST is looking for a position,
will be free February 1st. Am well recommended,
reason for leaving due to Vitaphone. Can play on
all makes. Single, will go anywhere, can cue pictures
correctly and accurately. Will start for reasonable
salary in order to prove worth. Address Box 289,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago, 111.

PROJECTIONIST, IS years' experience. Paint
banners, lobby boards, etc. Married. Go anywhere.
Address Projectionist, 321 North 12th Street, Bis-
marck, N. Dak.

EXPERIENCED PROJECTIONIST and poster
artist. Will go anywhere. References. Married,
Photos of work. Address Box 370, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

MANAGER at liberty because theatre is sold. Ex-
perienced buying films, booking pictures and vaude-
ville. Advertising exploitation, service, etc. Married.
Wife and one child. Small town and city references.
Wire or write Box 374, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407
S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Equipment for Sale

TWO MORELITE REFLECTOR ARC LAMPS
complete. Perfect condition and operation. Almost
new. Manufacturers guarantee still running. Won-
derful illumination. Very cheap. Address Box 369,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago.

INVENTORY SALE of $30,000 used theatre equip-
ment. Our warehouse is crowded with this merchan-
dise and must be disposed of quickly at reasonable
prices. Merchandise consists of about 7,000 5 and 7

ply veneered theatre chairs, different styles and de-
signs—all in excellent condition, price ranging from
$1.25 and up. Also about 6,000 upholstered chairs.
Some of these chairs are of the highest grade spring
constructed seats on the market today and many other
styles of upholstered chairs, prices from $1.75 and
up. Large stock of parts for all makes of chairs. Re-
built Simplex, Powers and Motiograph machines, gen-

erators, compensarcs, spotlights, etc., as well as musi-
cal instruments. In fact everything for the theatre.

Write for particulars. We assure you great savings
and will send you literature on our merchandise.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 East
Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE—Two Baird projectors complete with
double 25 ampere generator and cinephor lenses, one
12x16 Raven screen and one Fulco unit. Sacrifice,

terms to suit. Address Equipment Clearance Cor-
poration, 39 Broadway, New York.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-

flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalogue. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,

also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best Prices. Write Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE—Two Powers A machines at a bargain.
Also one Butterkist electric popcorn machine, A-l
shape. Address H. E. Ruh, Berryville, Ark.

Chairs for Sale

SEVERAL THOUSAND BRAND NEW SPRING
CUSHION CHAIRS at the most sensational bargains
ever offered in the opera chair line. Beautiful
specimens of the Seating Craft. Best of upholster-
ing material. Any amount sold. Don't hesitate to

write for exact photographs and details. Are you in

the market for a veneer chair. Then write us today
on way below cost prices on 3000 all new veneer
chairs. Address C. G. Demel, 845 South State St.,

Chicago.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera chairs, 600 uphol
stered, 800 Veneer. Address Movie Supply Co..

844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravuremboso" plate-

less embossing) processes. Special Neargravure 250
envelopes, 500 8^x754" letterheads $3.33, or 8j4xll"
$4.44, postpaid. Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox, Indiana.

For Sale

FOR SALE—The King of all State-right road-show
attractions, "The Younger Brothers," in 5 reels, and
"Younger Historical Events," in one reel. Only
once in every 10 years a money maker like this is

offered for sale. The safest and surest buy of them
all. Free with each sale, new laboratory prints; 3

wax figures, standing life size and true to life, dressed
complete in cowboy style big hats, boots, etc.; ban-
ners, photo display boards, one sheets, slides, carrying
cases for films and wax figures. Everything new.
If you haven't several thousand dollars, don't an-
swer. Address E. L. Humphrey, Miami, Okla.

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you half. New and used
Opera chairs. Address J. P. Redington & Co., Scran-
ton. Pa.

REFERENCE BOOKS—Motion Picture Trade Di-
rector, $10; Anatomy of Motion Picture Art, $2.50.
Films of the Year, $2.50; Close Up, annual subscrip-
tion $3.50. These books may be ordered through us.
Send check or money order with your request. Ad-
dress Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St,
Chicago. 111.

FIREPROOF BUILDING, containing stores, offices,

fully equipped 674-seat theatre and large ballroom.
Only theatre in town. Population 8,000. Price low.
Terms easy. Address E. H. Rolston, Seymour, Conn.

Theatres for Sale

FOR SALE—Lyric Theatre, Salem, Mo. Good buy.
Making money.

FOR SALE in Connecticut town of 10,500 popula-
tion, theatre block, requires around $30,000 cash.

Details. Address Box 365, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Organs for Sale

FOR SALE—Seeburg Automatic electric player
piano at a bargain. Silver gray finish, like new
throughout. Address Star Music Co., 4837 Cottage
Grove Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ, used or new. Reproduco Pipe Organs.
Address S B. McFadden, Havana. I1L

FOR SALE—Two Rebuilt Wurlitzer Unit Organs,
as good as new, 6 stops, percussion, drums, traps,

etc., new console. Price $3,800.00 each. Bargain.
Address Box 373. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago.

Gift Night Souvenirs

GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine

novelties in our large free catalog at genuine whole-
sale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st. St., New York.

Projector Repairing

FOLLOW THE CROWDS—They Know Best. For
Superior Craftsmanship—Dependable Service and
Moderate Prices, send your Repair Work to our
Peerless Shop. Every Job Guaranteed. Relief
Equipment Loaned FREE. Established Over 20
years. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 395 South
Second Street, Memphis, Tenn.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-

nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago. 111.

{Continued on next page)

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald-World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising

department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in

solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount

if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this

week. The cost is small, the results are great.
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Equipment Wanted

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

WANTED—2 Peerless or Powers Projectors, alsa

Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-

third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337,

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago, 111.

WANTED—Two Simplex Projectors, in good con-

dition. Address Rialto Theatre, Stanton, Nebr.
In Market for used theatre equipment. Address

M. Etrick, Globe, Arizona.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
orojection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply C».,
844 Wabash, Chicago.

Wanted to Lease

WANTED TO LEASE—Theatre any capacity. Ad-
dress Box 663, Taylor, Texas.

WANTED AT ONCE TO LEASE—Motion picture
theatre, preferably in North Carolina, Central States,
or good tourist town. Not over fifteen hundred seats.

Address Box 372, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago.

Theatre Wanted

THEATRE WANTED—To buy. lease or rent in

Southern Missouri, or Colorado. Looking for a 400-
seat house, population 10,000. Address Box 375,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago, 111.

Manager Wanted

MANAGER WANTED—Business getter. Steady
position, good opportunity for right man. Penna.
town, 5,000. Don't answer unless you have a good
record and can make good. State all first letter.

Address Box 371, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago.

LETTE RS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor is

invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity-

adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.

How About "Vision Tone"
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—To the Editor :

After spending the past three weeks in read-

ing the comments and the different names
suggested for the Talking Pictures, I have
finally decided to submit the name "Vision
Tone." Why, you ask?
Let us go back to the Road Show days of

the "Birth of a Nation" with its vast travel-

ing orchestra who played and toned the pic-

ture perfectly, the stage hands who worked
the sound effects so that some of the parts

had life-tone and it was these things that

helped put the picture over with the public.

Likewise the cracking of the ice in "Way
Down East" the cannon fire in "The Big Pa-
rade" and "What Price Glory." And others

—

all were Vision Toned to inject life into them
to thrill and make the audience live the

scenes before them. We also had "Over the
Hill," "Broken Blossoms," and "The Miracle
Man" which could make you feel the tears

coming and you almost lived the pictures with
only a piano as music, and then with the

toning injected by a large orchestra; what a

difference even in those three great pictures

* * *

Then we come to August 5-6, 1926, at the

premiere of Vitaphone at the Warner Broth-
ers theatre in New York, as it opened with the

address of Will Hays, the vision of Mr. Hays
was on the screen and his voice came forth

naturally. I ask you was not it a vision, toned
with life. Mischa Elman played "Humor-
esque." What did the audience vision? The
violin, of course, and the sound that came
forth was the tone of the violin or the vision.

The eyes were on the violin and the bow and
surely the ear would not expect to hear voices

or talk from a violin but the ear did expect
to hear tone and it did hear it. However,
it was only the picture of, or vision of, a

man playing a violin but the illusion was per-

fect.

Then came Roy Smeck who played banjo,

ukulele and guitar ; all a vision of a man play-

ing but the ear expected different tones as the

eye visioned the different instruments. Finally

came the feature picture "Don Juan" and the
music score was played on the Vitaphone by
the "New York Philharmonic." Ah ! I can
read your mind here, you say Vision Tone
will not answer. Granted in part but not
wholly. As one of an audience absorbed in

looking at a great feature picture, how many
times have you ever looked at the orchestra

as they played the music score? Not many
times have you, and these few times were
when they played the overture and not when
the pictures were being shown.
Therefore "Vision Tone" will answer for

the orchestra accompaniment as the audience

does not expect to vision the orchestra be-

cause the fact is set upon the mind of the

people that music is played in accompaniment
to the showing of pictures and the ear is alert

to register the sound of the music. When that

is heard it satisfies our desires in that direc-

tion and we hardly notice that the pit is empty,

but it looked empty before to most of us with
the exception of overtures, when the spots

were turned on the orchestra and the music-

stand lights peeping here and there in the

semi-darkness.

Summing it all up, no matter whether it be

the cheers of a football crowd, the voice of a

president speaking, the roar of an aeroplane
motor, the guns of a battleship, the rumble of

a volcano, the cry of a person, the bark of a

dog, the rumble of a train, the crack of the

gangsters' gun, the tap-tap of a stage dancer,

the playing of a musician, or the spoken voices

of the actors themselves, it is only the tone of

the vision you see. The Vision Tone.
* * *

Take "On Trial' for example. You are al-

most moved to tears by the pleading of the

various stars who have witness parts; and
then as the Court Clerk (Fred Kelsey) swears
in the next one, you have to laugh by the

manner in which he does it, and then as Bert
Lytell is caught with Pauline Frederick and
Holmes Herbert our excitement is keyed up
and then, as the revolver shot rings out, it

almost makes our heart jump to our throat.

Then as the pleas of little Vondell Varr
rang forth, how we. had to fight to keep
back the tears, but Fred Kelsey saved us in

swearing in the next witness. The stern voice

of the judge, the court crier, the arguments
of the defense attorney and the prosecution,

the argument of the jury, all we heard were
tones of the various pictures or visions we
saw.

Looking at Vision Tone from the point of

injection into the advertising of the pictures

themselves.

"On Trial" "Interference"

100 per cent Full Vi-Fully Vision Toned
"The Patriot"
Partly "Vision Tone"

Then looking into the future when pic-

tures will be in technicolor why it will be
very easy to say Color Vision Tone.

Then way down in the future when some
thoughtful company uses drops to go along
with their canned acts to harmonize with the

set used with act and with a system of light-

ing make it as near a human act as possible,

why Vision Tone will still fit in.

I, like everyone else, started at first to

coin an elaborate word and after search in the

local library I had one coined, but after search

among the trade papers and other sources I

decided that the talking pictures could not

be anything else but "Vision Tones."

Your choice of "Audien" is very good and
if the public as a whole would understand it

as readily as you do it could not be improved
but take audience cut off the "ce" and you
have audien. Don't you think some people
would think that it had something to do with
audience?

Ending up I still maintain that Vitaphone,

Movietone, Phototone are all tones of the vi-

sion the screen places before the eyes, in

short
"Vision Tone"

My position in the show world is so small

that I do not think my opinion in such a

great matter will carry much weight but it

may start some of you powers in the show
world to more deep thought on the subject

of a suitable name for the sound pictures.

As John Grierson said, "To make a 'special'

you must have 'theme' and give it treatment."

Treatment, that's it, the voices and tones in-

jected into the sound pictures sure help to

make the audience derive utmost entertain-

ment from the pictures—helping them live the

parts with the characters in the "Vision

Tones."—J. A. Gephart, 401 Mass. Ave., In-

dianapolis, Ind.

Wants Clean Pictures

WEINER, ARK.—To the Editor: J. C.

calls for other opinions as to what is the mat-

ter with the industry and, if we can judge

other small towns by our own, we should say

it is the class of pictures we have to show.

We have never played a clean, wholesome,
interesting picture without getting compliments

on it and often as large a crowd on the sec-

ond night as on the first, owing to word of

mouth advertising. Exactly vice versa on the

other type, of which there is a large majority.

CLEAN fun is funny, but how many comedies

can we get that are not burdened with smut

in more or less degree? Directors must have

a depraved sense of humor or else think the

general public has. Theatres are for family

recreation, in most cases and the average fam-

ily desires nothing so much as wholesome
pictures that deal with ordinary people in

an interesting, but cleanly way.
We have been in this business nearly six

years and a careful study of our records

shows that the receipts on the clean pictures

were invariably greater than on the "cheese-

factory" type, as J. C. aptly expresses it.

Ours is a distinctly family theatre and we are

ashamed to show many of the pictures that we
do show, but we do not know what to use

—

less filth is in them until they are screened

and we cannot take the time to screen them

before showing them to our audience—and be-

sides it would be necessary to cut out half

the picture sometimes. "Out of the Ruins"

ruined Barthelmess here forever.

War or no war, the sickening love affair,

glossed over as "sanctified by our suffering,"

should not have been crammed down the

throats of our younger generation. There

were thousands of good, honest love affairs

during that war, girls who waited until their

boys came home and boys who had the good

sense and nerve to wait, so why not use

some of that sort as examples instead of the

other type of which we have had an over

abundance.
As to the future of the small theatre, is it

not possible to have regular vaudeville instead

of pictures? The talking pictures will un-

doubtedly throw a lot of the vaudeville people

out of their city jobs and although the small

towns cannot pay city salaries, a circuit could

(Continued on page 73)
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Copyright, 1929

RICHARD DIX— inners - CLARA BOW

f

Richard Dix—Paramount

Columbia
STREET OF ILLUSION : Special cast—January

29-30. Ian Keith does some wonderful character

acting here. It starts off a little slow but ends with
a bang. A mighty good picture. Seven reels.—C.
V. Hunerberg, Parkersburg, la.—General patronage.

THE APACHE: Margaret Livingston—80%. Feb-
ruary 2. A very pleasing picture. Makes a good
Saturday picture. Six reels.—Kriegbaum Bros., Char-
Bell theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General patronage.

GOLF WIDOWS: Vera Reynolds—20%. February "
Good comedy, but did not draw. Good titles. Print
and photography good. Six reek.—G. O. Tunstall,

Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General patron-

age.

OBJECT, ALIMONY: Lois Wilson—10%.
February 10-13. It was a fine program feature.

I did not have much of a crowd on it, due to

the weather being so cold. Will some kind
brother tell me where I can purchase one of

those fur-lined features the Herald-World sug-

gested for my use? Six reels—S. A. Hayman,
Lyda theatre, Grand Island, Neb.—General
patronage.

THE LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER: Bert Lytell—
Very fine picture that failed at the box office.

Pleased all that saw it. Lytell good.—J. W. Bascom,
Shastona theatre, Mount Shasta, Cal.—General
patronage.

THE LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER: Bert Lytell—
50°/o. February 7-8. Do you know, boys, Columbia
puts out tome mighty good stuff, and they were rea-

'THE race is run—and the "My Fa-

vorite Players" contest, first to

represent the vote of the exhibitor's

immediate family as well as that of

the exhibitor himself, has resulted in

victory for two Paramount players, the

vivacious Clara Bow, and the stalwart

Richard Dix. Miss Bow, winner
among the feminine players, had her

lead narrowed at the finish, but she

came out with a total of 91 votes, 26

to the good. Dix. after starting and
staying in second for the greater part

of the race, gradually overtook his

nearest rival to win with a total of 59

votes 7 to the clear. 'Twas a great

campaign, mates. The ballots came
from more than 100 theatres, located

ail over North America, in hamlet and
metropolis.

Joan Crawford, of M G M, finally

beat out Colleen Moore for second
place, getting 65 votes, while the First

National star captured third position

with 44 votes. Two M G M players

followed Dix among the men, Lon
Chaney taking second place with 52

votes; and William Haines, third with
44 votes. The complete final standings

are given on the next page.

sonable till they sent the Columbia exchange out

in Nebraska two new managers. One had worked
for United Artists and the other for M G M. Oh

!

do I have to tell you? Well, here it is: They only
wanted to raise my film rental 500 per cent, so I

don't know how long I will use their product. Six

reels.—S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre, Grand Island.

Neb.—General patronage.

SUBMARINE: Jack Holt—60%. Despite weak
direction, this picture is really a special. Book it

and boost it—you can get all sorts of extra business.

There are few silent pictures on the market as good
as this. Nine reels.—F. H. Kershaw, Tivoli theatre,

Winnipeg, Man.—General patronage.

THE TIGRESS: Special cast—February 12-13.

Everybody said punk, and I agreed. It would have
been fair if they had not turned it into a Western
in the last reel.—D. A. Rhyner, Rialto theatre,

Hebron, N. D.—Small town patronage.

THE WIFE'S RELATIONS: Shirley Mason—Feb-
ruary 14-15. At my place Shirley will outdraw 99

per cent over the alleged Big Stars who get their

names in the lights of Broadway. A good program
picture with a good story and supporting cast. Will
please most of them. Six reels.—William E. Trags-
dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town
patronage.

BEWARE OF BLONDES: Special cast—February
5-6. Good program picture with a good title. Six
reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

ville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE SCARLET LADY: Special cast—January
15-16. One of the best program pictures played

Clara Bow

—

Paramount

here this winter. Have played many specials that

did not please as did this one. Don't let the big
fellows tell you Columbia is weak in product. This
pleased everyone and drew well.—C. V. Hunerberg,
Parkersburg, la.—General patronage.

OBJECT, ALIMONY: Lois Wilson—February
5-6. Lots of comments on this one. All good.

Columbia seems to have the pictures this year.

Have played five of the new ones and find them
excellent. Seven reels.—C. V. Hunerberg, Par-
kersburg, la.—General patronage.

First National
SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Special cast-

February 2-3. One of the pictures you only gee

once in a long time- Good, clean, human, and
with a lot of heart interest. Brings people out

who seldom go to a show. So many have read
the book, it is sure to draw and please. Had
cold weather and bad roads here, so didn't go
over as it should have. Fine is what we say.

Eight reels.—F. O. Litsch, Royal theatre, Hop-
kins, Mo.—General patronage.

BURNING DAYLIGHT: Milton Sills—Good pro-
gram picture. Story of the Alaskan gold rush days.

When the map of North America flashes on the
screen, and the chain begins to revolve around it,

you may know you are going to see a good program.
First National pictures are O. K. for us.—F. O.
Litsch, Royal theatre, Hopkins, Mo.—General patron-
age.

HAROLD TEEN: Special cast—January 5. Good
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Final Standings in "My Favorite Player" Contest
FEMININE

Clara Bow - 91
Joan Crawford - 65
Colleen Moore - 44
Billie Dove 36
Laura La Plante - 33
Janet Gaynor 28
Norma Shearer 20
Dolores Del Rio - — 14
Nancy Carroll 13
Mary Brian - — 13
Bebe Daniels 13

Greta Garbo - 10
Gloria Swanson - - - 9
Alice Joyce 9
Patsy Ruth Miller _ 8
Shirley Mason 8
Mary Pickford - 8
Anita Page — . 7
Marion Davies — 7
Alice White _ 7
Dolores Costello — 6
Louise Lovely — „ _ „ 4
Virginia Bradford 4
Fay Wray 4
Josephine Dunn - 4
Norma Talmadge -- - 4
Alice Terry _ 4
Marie Prevost —— ... 3
Esther Ralston —
Dorothy Mackaill
Vllma Banky .

Mary Astor
Marian Nixon
Lillian Glsh
Louise Fazenda
Viola Dana — —
Florence Vidor
Margaret Livingston ...

Helen Foster

Jane La 'Verne - —

-

Louise Lorraine —
Evelyn Brent -. .

Marcellne Day — ~ _

Olive Borden ———

—

Betty Bronson ——
SaUy O'Neil _
Mary Philbin -
Flora Finch
Helene Costello
Lois Wilson -

Corinne Griffith

Lois Moran
Ruth Taylor _ -
Pola Negri : - - 1
Lya Mara — —

Iiar 1 .ino va

Louise Brooks — —

MALE
Richard Dix 59
Lon Chaney 52
William Haines 44
William Powell _ 35
Richard Barthelmess - 33
Charles Rogers 32
John Gilbert 31
Hoot Gibson
William Farnum
Gary Cooper —
Conrad Nagel .- ...

Ramon Novarro
John Mack Brown — ...

Ronald Colman
Jack Holt _ _
Tom Tyler _
Reginald Denny - -
Tom Mix
Mihon Sills

1 Clive Brook
1 Charles Murray
1 Buck Jones
1 Richard Arlen
1 Barry Norton
1 Harold Lloyd
1 Lloyd Hughes -
1 Charles Farrell
1 Edward Everett Horton .

1 William S. Hart
1 William Boyd
1 Glenn Tryon
1 Tom Meighan
1 Frankie Darro

Al Jolson —
1 John Barryniore
1 Warner Baxter -
1 Ken Maynard
1 Ben Lyon --

1 Norman Kerry
Walter Pldgeon
Percy Marmon t —
Charles Delaney
Victor McLaglen
Nils Asther
Kiirl Dane
Edmund Lowe
Monte Blue „
George Lewis

25 Malcolm MacCregor ....

22 Baldy Belmont _
21 Joe E. Brown
14 Bert Lytell _ „
14 Dustin Farnum
13 George Bancroft
9 Tim McCoy „
9 George Sidney - —
6 Will Rogers
6 Jack Mulhall _
6 Hobart Bosworth
6 Emil Jannings —

comedy, took well with my patrons.—F. O. Litsch,

Royal theatre, Hopkins, Mo.—General patronage.

VENUS OF VENICE: Constance Talmadge—65%.
February 13-14. This is an old picture that I had
neglected to run on one of my first contracts, and
it went by the wayside, so I decided it would be

good for a change, and it sure was. More like the

old type, sure was a change. Some very pretty

settings. Hope Miss Talmadge makes some of the

old timers now that she is back again. Seven reels.

—W. R. Boughn, Jr., Sun theatre, Walthill, Neb.—
General patronage.

THE UPLAND RIDER: Ken Maynard—80%.
February 15-16. Ken always brings them in, and
this is the best one of his I have ever run. Would
make a fair program picture, as there is a very

good race in the story that makes up a couple of

reels. Don't lay off making them. Ken, on account

of the talkies. Make them give you a contract.

—

Six reels.—W. R. Boughn, Jr., Sun theatre, Walthill,

Neb.—General patronage.

ADORATION: Billie Dove—50%. Acting of

Moreno and Dove very good, but nothing to the

picture—very light in fact. I believe if they would
give Miss Dove a real heavy part in a big picture,

she would be a big star. As it is, she never will get

any place. I have played most of her pictures, but

they are all too light. Seven reels.—W. R. Boughn,
Jr., Sun theatre, Walthill, Neb.—General patronage.

HAPPINESS AHEAD: Colleen Moore—October
18-19. This is a good picture. Did good business

for me. Eight reels.—Theodore Stallings, Imperial

theatre, Warrenton, N. C.—Small town patronage.

HEART TO HEART: Special cast—25%. Febru-

ary 15. Very good program picture. Clean comedy
and entertaining. Pleased them all.—Bert Silver, Sil-

ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patron-

age.

THE STRANGE CASE OF CAPTAIN HAMPER:
Special cast—10%. February 19. This picture gave
satisfaction but did not draw.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

MAN CRAZY: Mulhall-Mackaill—February 12-13.

A good program picture with an intriguing title.

Tossed this one in at two for a quarter, and they

ate it up. Seven reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

FRENCH DRESSING: Special cast—February
20-21. No good. Seven reels.—Mrs. S. J. Brown &
Son, Phoenix theatre, Neola, la.—Small town patron-

age.

THE WAGON SHOW: Ken Maynard—February
16-17. A regular circus with a Western atmosphere
which went over good with our patrons. Maynard
and Tarzan are the whole show. Would be better if

Maynard would repeat his riding stunts at the last

of the picture, as everybody is expecting him to.

Seven reels.—F. O. Litsch, Royal theatre, Hopkins,

Mo.—General patronage.

THE WAGON SHOW: Ken Maynard—January

18-19. Maynard does about all the stunts known in

horsemanship in this. Ranks as one of his best.

Seven reels.—C. V. Hunerberg, Parkersburg, la.

—

General patronage.

SCARLET SEAS: Richard Barthelmess—70%.
February 11. Barthelmess always goes, and every-

one liked this. Seven reels.—M. W. Hughes, Colonial

theatre, Astoria, 111.—Small town patronage.

SYNTHETIC SIN: Colleen Moore—50%. Febru-

ary 18. Cannot get a big turnout on Colleen. Have
run all of hers, but "Lilac Time" will play here

soon. Seven reels.—M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre,

Astoria, 111.—Small town patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—100%. Decem-
ber 3-4-5. For some reason I failed to report on
this picture when I played it. I am glad I can
say that it broke all house records for admission

charged and pleased more people than any pic-

ture we ever played. Why? Because it is by
far the best picture of this type the screen has

seen, including "Wings," and because we ex-

ploited it as we should. In addition, we syn-

chronized the picture with our sound outfit and
obtained wonderful results. A few of our patrons

had seen the picture in Atlanta and Birmingham,
but came to see it here again. They told me
that our presentation was equal to that in the

big houses. Wake up, fellows, and get behind

your pictures and quit kicking about the stars

losing their drawing power. If you don't show
the interest you should in your programs, how
can you expect your patrons to show any? Con-

gratulations, Colleen, on "Lilac Time," which will

go down as one of the outstanding pictures of

all time. Nine reels.—E. F. Ingram, Ingram's
theatre, Ashland, Ala.—Small town patronage.

NAUGHTY BABY: Alice White—£5%. January
21-22. Not a world beater but drew unusual busi-

ness. Alice has quite a following now, but they had
better cut Doris Dawson from the cast from now on,

because she overshadows Alice White in every way.

They have a real bet in Doris if they will only give

her a break. Seven reels.—E. F. Ingram, Ingram's

theatre, Ashland, Ala.—Small town patronage.

OUT OF THE RUINS: Richard Barthelmess—
January 22-23. Not as good as some of his former

ones, although no adverse comments. Drew fair.

Seven reels. C. V. Hunerberg, Parkersburg, la.

—

General patronage.

THE CRASH: Milton Sills—February 14-15. Just

a fair picture. Slow in action.—M. W. Mattechek,

Lark theatre, McMinnville, Ore.—General patronage.

OH KAY: Colleen Moore—February 1-2. Well.

Colleen has a number of admirers here and they

braved the elements to see her in "Oh Kay," which

was very well liked. Good show, everybody pleased.

Seven reels.—Arch E. McCord, Rex theatre, Mays-
ville. Mo.—Small town patronage.

OH KAY: Colleen Moore—85%. January 17-18.

Several exhibitors have complained that Colleen is

slipping, and I have been thinking that perhaps

they are to blame for it. Instead of slipping here

she is gaining popularity with every picture, but

get this : We still exploit her pictures as Colleen

Moore should be exploited. Recently an exhibitor in-

formed me that he did not make money on her pic-

tures as he once did. I inquired as to the advertising

he was using on her pictures and found that he

thought it useless to advertise any star that the

public knew as well as it knows Colleen Moore.

There was the answer to why he was not doing the

business he should have done. "Oh Kay" is a good

subject for Colleen, and if you don't make money

with it, it is your fault, not Colleen's. Get behind

her pictures as you should and you'll have no com-

plaint to make. Seven reels.—E. F. Ingram, Ingram's

theatre, Ashland, Ala.—Small town patronage.

Fox
FOUR SONS: Special cast—58%. February

13-14. I think this is the best Fox special

so far this year. Eleven reels.—Stanley Goodwin,

Pioneer theatre, Robesonia, Pa.—General patron-

age.

FOUR SONS: Special cast—January 12-13. Very

good program, but too long and overestimated

by exchanges. Fox aims to get most of the receipts.

Did not make any money for us, as we paid too much
for it. Good war story, and acting is excellent.

Good clean story. Eleven reels.—F. O. Litsch, Royal

theatre, Hopkins, Mo.—General patronage.

FLEETWING: Fleetwing—42%. February 1-2.

This is a very good picture. I think the horse

is wonderful, and the desert scenes are wonderful

also. Print and photography good. Six reels.—P. G.

Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General patron-

age.

PAINTED POST: Tom Mix—22%. February 7.

Good Mix, enjoyed by all. Five reels.—Stanley Good-

win, Pioneer theatre, Robesonia, Pa.—General patron-

age.

MOTHER KNOWS BEST, STREET ANGEL:
Special caste—60%. Both very good. "Mother

Knows Best" is no special, however. Business here

is mediocre, due to tremendous business done first-

run with 60und, and extreme cold weather.—F. H.

Kershaw, Tivoli theatre, Winnipeg, Man.—General

patronage.

PREP AND PEP: Special cast—Don't be

afraid to play this one. Did a good business. Nancy

Carroll is very pretty and clever.—D. R. McCollum,

Cozy theatre, Chico, Calif.—General patronage.

PREP AND PEP: Fox Junior Stars—80%.
Boy, what a picture! Just as good as "West
Point." A smash program release from

Fox that will outgross all their so-called specials.

No exhibitor can go wrong on this one. Good

for family patronage especially. Six reels.—F.
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The Runners-Up

Both M G Af stars. Lon Chaney (left)

was filially nosed out of the lead in the

"My Favorite Players" contest, to take

second place with 52 votes. His studio-

mate, William Haines, landed in third

position tcith 44 votes.

H. Kershaw, Tivoli theatre, Winnipeg, Man.

—

General patronage.

A GIRL IN EVERY PORT: Victor McLag-

len—February 13-14. Not much to this. Ladies did

not care for it.—M. W. Mattechek, Lark theatre,

McMinnville. Ore.—General patronage.

SQUARE CROOKS: Johnny Mack Brown

—

February 12. Good picture. Brown was very good.

Six reels.—Sammie Jackson, Jackson theatre, Floma-

ton, Ala.—General patronage.

HORSEMAN OF THE PLAINS: Tom Mix
—February 21-22. Short but a dandy Mix action

picture. I can remember 'way back when a Mix pic-

ture would pack 'em to the roof. I say I can

REMEMBER 'way back when ! Five reels.—William

E. Tragsdorf. Trags theatre. Neillsville, Wis.—Small
town patronage.

DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—February i.

first -time we have had Tom Mix and he drew
very well for this time of the year. In fact, he holds

the box office record for this year. Seven reels.

—

Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.

—General patronage.

HOMESICK: Sammy Cohen—January 26. Ex-
cellent comedy. Pleased a fair-sized house. Wheath-
er and roads bad, so kept many from seeing a good

program.—F. O. Litsch, Royal theatre, Hopkins, Mo.

—General patronage.

HOMESICK: Sammy Cohen—February 1-2.

We played this too new. Did not know
how good it was. Here is a rib-tickling comedy
that is much better than "Plastered In Paris"

and equally as good as "The Gay Retreat." If

you have it bought, be sure to step on the adver-

tising. The house was in an uproar almost con-

tinuously. Have played comedy specials not

equal to this. Six reels.—C. V. Hunerberg, Park-
ersburg, la.—General patronage.

THE RIVER PIRATE: Victor McLaglen—Feb-
ruary 9. A good picture. Our first of the Fox
product. Have cut down from three a week to one
a week and this is the first one this way. Seven
reek.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Green-
river, Utah.—General patronage.

BRANDED SOMBRERO: Buck Jones—January
25-26. A good Western. Five reels.—C. V. Huner-
berg, Parkersburg, la.—General patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS:

Monte Blue—-Fine picture and the best draw-
ing card of the year.—J. W. Bascom, Shastona
theatre. Mount Shasta, Cal.—General patronage.

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS:
Monte Blue—February 17-18. A splendid picture.

Delightful for a change.—M. W. Mattechek, Lark
theatre, McMinnville, Ore.—General patronage.

THE SMART SET: William Haines—February 4.

This is old but a good one. Metro keeps
its prints in excellent condition. Played this on my
ten cent night and it pleased. Seven reels.—G. V.
Hunerberg, Parkersburg, la.—General patronage.

UNDER THE BLACK EAGLE: Special cast
—Guess we are the last remaining exhibitor in
the United States to play this. But any
time we play a dog picture it brings them in.

The more dogs and horses the better. All a guy
needs here is 300 two-dollar "Hoss" pictures and
about 400 two-bit dog pictures, and throw the
rest away. Come on, you dog and horse sellers.

we'll bite. What do we care about audiens? All

we need is more mongrel pictures. We should

vote for Flash or Rin-Tin-Tin, but then Ranger
or Napoleon might get sore,—E. C Arehart,—
Auditorium theatre, ' Laurel, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

THE CROWD: Special cast—February 17-18.

Very good show. Nine reels.—Mrs. S. J. Brown
& Son, Phoenix theatre, Neola, la.—Small town pat-

ronage.

FORBIDDEN HOURS: Ramon Navarro—Feb-

ruary 20-21. Ran this double-featured with "French
Dressing." This is a fair show. Five reels.—Mrs.

S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix theatre, Neola, la.

—

Small town patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Special cast

—75%. February 4-5-6. Our first M G M picture,

and if they are all as good as this, we will be more
than satisfied. Print good, photography dark. Nine
reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville,

Va.—General patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Special cast

—75%, Big box-office smash, in spite of

censors pruning it badly. Would have equaled

house record, only this picture played first-run

with sound without any cuts. This version was
recalled and the silent picture was cut. Very
bad for subsequent runs. This censor problem
is one which merits a little more thought. Eight
reels.—F. H. Kershaw, Tivoli theatre, Winnipeg,
Man.—General patronage.

BEAU BROADWAY: Cody-Pringle—30V Feb-

ruary 13. A very pleasing program picture, which

pleased the few who saw it. Lew Cody and Aileen

Pringle are not very popular in this town. Seven

reels.—A. B. Kreiser, Majestic theatre, Myerstown,
Pa.—General patronage.

THE ADVENTURER: Tim McCoy—February
22-23. Can't say much for this one, in fact this

fellow McCoy doesn't pull at all with our pa-

trons. Too much of the impossible stuff in his pic-

tures. He should be cast in parlor dramas where
he could show his pretty teeth to better advantage.

Five reels.—Joseph Diener, Capitol theatre, Dubuque,

la.—General patronage.

DETECTIVES: Dane-Arthur—February 5-6. These

boys have delivered another very good comedy. The
snow and bad roads keep some away, yet a num-
ber came to see this pair perform. Many favorable

comments. Seven reels.—Arch E. McCord, Rex
theatre, Maysville, Mo.—Small town patronage.

RIDERS OF THE DARK: Tim McCoy—January
25-26. The usual Tim McCoy picture. In this one
he shows a little more activity as a rider. There

were no kicks, most everybody pleased. The
average Western.—Arch E. McCord, Rex theatre,

Maysville, Mo.—Small town patronage.

MAN WOMAN AND SIN: John Gilbert—10%.
February 10-11. Rotten. No story, poor acting. This

is the type of picture that puts stars in the junk
heap and theatre business on the bum. Six reels.

—

Krieghbaum Bros., Char-Bell theatre, Rochester, Ind.

—General patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special cast—40%. February
17. The work of Miss Davies and Haines was
fair. Good acting but no story. The picture was
over the heads of country audience. Satisfaction

50-50. Box office flop.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE WIND: Lillian Gish—February 1.—Too
long and draggy. Did fair business. Lillian Gish

not so popular here any more.—D. R. McCol-
lum. Cozy theatre, Chico, Cal.—General patronage.

THE BUSH RANGER: Tim McCoy—50%.
February 16. A very fine action picture. Better than

the average.—Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre.

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE BUSH RANGER: Tun McCoy—A total

of 40 adults and ten kids attended this on a Fri-

day and Saturday run. Smallest business on those

nights that we have had in six years. Some liked

it, some did not. If business does not pick up in

the next month, we are going to close entirely.

—

Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.

—

Small town patronage.

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT: Special cast-
Good underworld type of picture. Flu, and bad
roads did not let us take in film rental.—Dinsmore
& Son, Majestic theatre. Weiner, Ark.—Small town
patronage.

MORGAN'S LAST RAID: Tim McCoy—50%.
February 9. Poorest McCoy we have yet run.

Six reels.-—Krieghbaum Bros., Char-Bell theatre,

Rochester, Ir.d.—General patronage.

SKIRTS: Sid Chaplin—10%. February 20. This

picture did not draw and did not satisfy. Ver-
dict by those that were here was, "Rotten," and I

did not argue with them. Why do they waste talent

and celluloid?—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE ADVENTURER : Tim McCoy—34%. Febru-

ary 15-16. A fair Western that did not draw.

The Runners-Up

Joan Crawford. M G M star (left), took
second place in the "My Favorite Play-
ers" contest, with 65 votes. Colleen
Moore, First Rational star, won third

position with 44 votes.

Print and photography good. Five reels.—P. G. Held,
Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General patronage.

LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT: Lon Chaney—58%. January 29-30. A good Chaney picture.

Print and photography good. Seven reels.—P. G.
Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General patro-
nage.

WYOMING: Tim McCoy—60%. McCoy always
puts out historical pictures of the early pio-

neer days, so they are always good and always have
enough action for the farmers, although my town
crowd enjoy them once in a while. Seven reels.

—

W. R. Boughn, Jr., Sun theatre. Walthill, Neb.—
General patronage.

Paramount
HONEYMOON HATE: Florence Vidor— Janu-

ary 29-30. Not very much to this one, very light, no
comments for or against. I thought it but fair. Six

reels.—Arch E. McCord, Rex theatre, Maysville, Mo.
—Small town patronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE: Wallace Beery—Not
the type of story for Beery. Failed to please. Started

out with a murder and ended same.—J. W. Bascom,
Shastona theatre, Mount Shasta, Cal.—General pat-

ronage.

PARTNERS IN CRIME: Beery-Hatton—January
22-23. The best from this pair, many favor-

able comments. Weather, snow and ice against

people leaving their fireside to attend pictures, no
matter how good. Well, Paramount are sure of

theirs, no matter what the hindrances. Wallace
Beery has several kin folk in this town. Six reeU.

—Arch E. McCord, Rex theatre, Maysville, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

TAKE ME HOME: Bebe Daniels—75%.
—February 12. I usually run Bebe on family

night and she always pleases although this did

not come up to her general run of stories. Never-
theless, Bebe put it across. Sorry to hear yon
are not making any more, Miss Daniels. Six

reels.—W. R. Boughn, Jr., Sun theatre, Walt-
hill, Neb.—General patronage.

TAKE ME HOME: Bebe Daniels—20%. February
14. A good program picture but not up to

Miss Daniels' standard. General satisfaction.—Bert

Silver, Silver Family Theatre, Greenville, Mica.

—

General patronage.

THE GAY DEFENDER: Richard Dix—80%.
February 16. Good clean show of the "Robin Hood"
type. Tried out the Cinemaphone with it, and it

seemed to go good.—-H. B. Osborn, Community thea-

tre. Mount Hope, Kan.—Small town patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—75%. January 21-23.

No Losses in the Box Office
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DEAR HERALD-WORLD :
NELIGH, NEBRASKA, February 22, 1929.

"As clings to sire the trusting son
"We'll nestle to our Washington."

That was the battle hymn at Valley Forge as sung by that little patriotic army of that
great liberator, the anniversary of whose birth we celebrate today. All honor to the "Father
of his Country." We lift our hats and salute the name of Washington.
As we think of the trials and tribulations through which that little army of patriots had to

pass that there might be builded an empire where Freedom and Justice would reign
supreme, and as we note conditions as they are in this country today, we are wondering if
after all we have come to enjoy that Freedom and Liberty for which our forefathers fought.
Down in Chicago a few days ago, a self-appointed committee stood seven citizens up

against a wall and shot them down in cold blood, then they loaded their arsenal into a car
and drove away as unconcerned and unmolested as though they were returning from a
Sunday school picnic, and that same day there were probably no less than 50 law1 abiding
respectable citizens arrested for making left turns and parking over the limit, and that night
Chicago dozed off into peaceful slumbers and dreamed that the Stars and Stripes still floated
over the City Hall and that she was still a part of the good old U. S. A. [Editors Note:
Why not? Doesn't Bill Thompson say, "America First?"]
Every day there are liners leaving our shores for foreign countries with plenty of room

for people who never heard of George Washington and who don't know what the Stars and
Stripes stand for. It would be too bad to cut down the population of our large cities before
the next census was taken, but that wasted space on those liners should be occupied.
The growing disrespect for law and the rights of peaceful citizens is often attributed to

the 18th ammendment, and we are not going to discuss that question, but quite frequently
those who shout the loudest for the observance of this law are those whose cellars have
been hijacked. That famous old Eagle has been soaring around this country for a long time
trying to find a safe place to light, while our courts and law enforcement officers have
been as quiet and peaceful as a summer sunset.

The bootlegger who sells the stuff is entitled to occupy the same pew with the guy who
buys it. If there is any difference, legally or morally, we'd like someone to point it out.
The only request we have a right to make of the hijacker who lifts the flask out of our hip
pocket while we are at our morning devotions, is that he save us a drink until after the
benediction. We are guilty and we are going to be honest about it—how about you?
The time was when whiskey was as free as water and nobody paid any attention to it.

Then our law makers outlawed it for the purpose of loading it down with revenue and
license, and unless we are crazy in the head, it is as sensible to outlaw murder and then
issue licenses to kill. Wouldn't Betsy Ross be surprised if she were marching down Broad-
way or Wabash Avenue today, carrying her flag, to note how many people would ask her
what she was carrying? If business keeps up in our cities as it has been, they will have to
enumerate their grave yards if they want to keep their population up to standard. We are
in favor of loading those liners down or else enlarging the grave yards.
Our only reason for mentioning the matter at all is to call your attention to the prin-

ciples our forefathers fought for in 1776, and to the principles we are fighting for in 1929.
In 1776 they wore 'em down to their shoetops and dusted the decanters off on the side-
boards and never thought of the contents. In 1929 they cut 'em off above the knees, drink
anything they can get their hands on and don't even dust off the cushions on the back seats.
In 1776 the bell in the old North Church tolled the hour for devotions. In 1929 the radio
brings to every family in the land the music from the jazz and booze parties. Have we
advanced in our civilization or gone backward? Let someone answer who doesn't stutter,
we don't speak very good English.

* * *

Every once in awhile we read something that makes us sore. For all these years we have
told our children and grandchildren about Mrs. O'Leary's cow kicking the lamp over and
starting the great Chicago fire in 1871, and they have believed it, and now we read a
dispatch in one of the dailies from a guy in South Dakota saying Mrs. O'Leary never had
a cow. He says he was visiting with the widow at the time of this fire and that she lived
in a one-room shanty with a chicken roost in one corner and that there wasn't a cow on the
premises.

Just see how that statement will place us before our progeny? But fortunately we are
able to prove that this South Dakota bird don't know what he is talking about, for we
were working in a feed store at 407 South Dearborn Street at the time and we remember
that the widow O'Leary called the store up the day before the fire and ordered a bale of
hay. We never saw the cow but we have seen pictures of her, and we did see the fire, and
if she didn't have a cow, what would she want with a bale of hay? that's the question.
The chickens couldn't eat it, but maybe that South Dakota chap could—he might be an ex-
hibitor from up there. If it had been Estee of Parker, we might believe that the hay was
for him, but Mrs. O'Leary had a Berkshire cow just the same, and we are going to stick to
it even though South Dakota declares war on Nebraska. By gosh, we're ready to fight, let
'em come on!

* * *

If we are ever fortunate enough to visit Hollywood, we hope that Polly Moran and Marie
Dressier will invite us over to their house for tea (yes, that's what we said, TEA), and if

{Continued on next page)

A wonderful picture, but it is too expensive. Came
out all right, due to the fact that the weather was
good. Fifteen reels.—Theodore Stallings, Imperial
theatre, Warrenton, N. C.—Small town patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—90%. February 3-4-5.

Very good picture. Pleased everyone. Did good busi-
ness. Played it silent. Fifteen reels.—Krieghbaum
Bros., Char-Bell theatre, Rochester, Ind.—General
patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—14%. Feb-

ruary 14-15. Not so good for a special. Failed to
do business for me. Twelve reels.—Theodore Stall-

ings, Imperial theatre, Warrenton, N. C.—Small town
patronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Wray-Cooper—January 28.

A fine program picture, patrons seemed to like

this one very much. Ran it one day. Should have
run it two days. Seven reels.—Theodore Stallings,

Imperial theatre, Warrenton, N. C.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Cooper-Wray—46%. Febru-
ary 10-11. A very fine program picture, not a bit
mushy, clean and entertaining from start to finish.
A fine picture for Sunday. Print and photography
good. Seven reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre,
Griswold, la.—General patronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Cooper-Wray—55%. Janu-
ary 7-8. Any title in the world would have been
more suitable than the one they gave it. A fine
picture that pleased all who 6aw it. but the rotten
title kept many away. The title of the story from
which it was adapted would have been ideal—
"The Four Brothers." Seven reels.—E. F. Ingram,
Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.

THREE WEEK ENDS: Clara Bow—75%. Like
most of Miss Bow's pictures, but not as good as
most of them. But anyway it is a pleasing pro-
gram. Very cold here, and it did not draw a very
large crowd. Six reels.—W. R. Boughn, Jr., Sun
theatre, Walthill, Neb.—General patronage.

WOMAN FROM MOSCOW: Pola Negri—50%
I give my people Pola's pictures on 10 cent nights,
as she won't go over Sunday here, and don't dare to
put her on any other night. Too bad, as Pola is a
real actress in her line. Six reels.—W. R. Boughn,
Jr., Sun theatre, Walthill, Neb.—General patronage.

WIFE SAVERS: Beery-Hatton—32%. February
6-6. Fair comedy. Print and photography fair. Six
reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—
General patronage.

THE PIONEER SCOUT: Fred Thomson—Our
patrons said very good. Thomson and Silver King
always please. Too bad he had to leave us. Seven
reels.—F. O. Litsch, Royal theatre. Hopkins, Mo.—
General patronage.

WHAT A NIGHT: Bebe Daniels—Entertaining
comedy-drama.—J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma,
Cal.—General patronage.

INTERFERENCE: Special cast—A slow moving,
heavy society drama. We had quite a few men walk
out. Not that it is a poor picture—it just takes too
long to get anywhere.—J. L. Seiter. Selma theatre.

Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

SOMEONE TO LOVE: Buddy Rogers—One sweet
little picture, and here was one Paramount picture

I didn't have to place the second plaster on our
Powers to get out of hock. How come? Seven
reels.—E. C. Arehart, Auditorium theatre, Laurel,
Neb.—General patronage,

SOMEONE TO LOVE: Buddy Rogers—70%.
January 24-25. One of those refreshing pictures
that come so far apart. Had more favorable
comments on this than ten others. The cast is

almost perfect and the love making of Buddy
and Mary Brian was delightful to watch. They'll

like this one. Seven reels.—E. F. Ingram,
Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.—Small town
patronage.

MANHATTAN COCKTAIL: Special cast—70%.
February 17-18. I bought this as a special and
paid a special price, but it really could not be

classed as a good program picture. People were dis-

appointed in it. Too bad, too, as this is Nancy
Carroll's first starring picture for me. Paul Lucas
is a very good actor and helped put the picture

over. The same for Richard Arlen. Eight reels.

—

W. R. Boughn, Jr., Sun theatre, Walthill, Neb.—
General patronage.

MANHATTAN COCKTAIL: Special cast—65%.
February 4-5. A fine picture. Much better than

many specials we were forced to buy in order to

get it. Nancy Carroll, as usual, very good. Paul

Lukas is also in the cast and he is a wonderful

actor. This picture will please all classes. The title

is against small town exhibitors, but you can promise

them a good show. Seven reels.—E. F. Ingram,

Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.—Small town patron-

age.

SOMETHING ALWAYS HAPPENS: Esther Rals-

ton—January 18-19. We like Esther fine, but was

disappointed in this one. Part was so dark you

could not tell what it was about. We were all perked

up for some real comedy, but there were very few

laughs, and those in the last reel. We would call

this fair. Six reels.—Arch E. McCord, Rex theatre,

Maysville, Mo.—Small town patronage.

DOCKS OF NEW YORK: George Bancroft—40%
February 6-7. Nothing to rave over. Entirely too

long and not enough action. More film wasted here.

Bancroft as a drawing card here is like the popu-

larity of Gene Tunney—-"there ain't no such thing."

Eight reels.—E. F. Ingram, Ingram's theatre, Ash-

land, Ala.—Small town patronage.

THE MATING CALL: Thomas Meighan—95%
January 14-15. A good program picture. Consider

it his best picture in some time. Evelyn Brent per-

fect in support of Meighan. Seven reels.—E. F.

Ingram, Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.—Small town

patronage.

THE SUNSET LEGION: Fred Thomson—Febru-

ary 22-23. Beat the best night's attendance at "King

of Kings" the first night and held up pretty good
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we wanted a couple of goodfellows to show us the town by moonlight, we can think of none

who could do the job better. (.Now girls, please make a note of this and as soon as we get

in town, call us up.)

Last night we saw Polly, Marie and J. Farrell MacDonald in "BRINGING UP FATHER"
and if we can't get the crimps out of our sides pretty soon we are going to sue M G M for

damages. As a social climber, Polly showed off her Shanty Irish to perfection, and every

time she bounced a rollingpin or sledgehammer off of Jiggs" gourd, she made us wonder why
Ireland hadn't got her independence long ago.

Whenever the Irish get together in a picture, you can look for anything to happen. And if

Polly and Marie are in it, you can expect an earthquake always. Of course, it is better

to have a sprinkling of Yiddish in it, for they need somebody to gargle the soup and ex-

amine the jewelry, and that's why they had Ginsburg in this one.

They may have made better comedies than this one. probably have, but when they did.

Polly and Marie were in 'em. If you like the comic strip, you will eat this picture up with-

out salt, pepper or vinegar. It was built for laughing purposes, and if you don't laugh, then

vou should consult either a horse doctor or an undertaker.
* * *

Let's take this case. Suppose you were walking down the street with your little boy and

girl, looking for entertainment at some of the theatres, and you came to one that had this

kind of billing out front. "Fevered youth, speeding down the highway of thrills. Bring the

kiddies"; or, "Pleasure crazed children chasing jazz and gin"'; "A riot of gin and jazz

parties"; "The naked truth about your daughter"; "A pleasure mad carnival of jazz and gin

parties"; "She forfeited the love of father, mother and home for the mad whirl of the night

life of jazz and gin." What would you do? Would you take your children to see the show?
If not, why not ?

This is a sample of the billing we sometimes see in front of theatres, the managers of

which would recent the implication that thy were not running places of respectability.

And yet are they? Does this type of entertainment teach morality? Some claim it does.

If so, why not go the limit and show vice and immorality in all its hideous forms.

We sometimes wonder to what extent some producers would go were it not for the fear

of condemnation by respectable people and the threat of censorship. There are no wings

sprouting on our anatomy that we can discover, but we'll strike a blow at indecency and
immorality so long as our fingers are able to push the keys down on this typewriter. We
are going to speak the truth as we see it, no matter if it takes every inch of hide off of our

own carcass. What's that? Did we hear some of you boys in the back pews say '"AMEN?"
* * *

The other evening we saw "REDSKIN." and after we got home we suggested to our

daughter, Marjorie Bradley, that she write Richard Dix an invitation to attend that gathering

of the Great Unwashed at Detroit Lakes, Minn., and that he make the HERALD-WORLD
cabin his headquarters, and Walt said, '"Tell him to bring his golf clubs and get ready to

take the greatest trimming of his entire existence, and if he doesn't come, the Moon the-

atre will be off of him for life."

We are not going to advise you to play this picture or to leave it alone. We were cured

of giving advice some years ago when a girl asked us our advice about marrying a chap that

we were pretty well acquainted with. We tried to dodge the issue but she insisted and said

she would be governed by our advice, so we told her that since she insisted we were free

to say that outside of his being a good-for-nothing-low-dow-n-seurvy-pusillanimous-chicken-

livered-half-breed-hound-pup, we thought he would make a fairly good husband for a

woman who wasn't overly particular. She married him, just as we told her she would, and
since that time we are not offering advice.

But speaking of "REDSKIN," about the best we could do to express our opinion of this

picture would be to employ Eagle Eye Joe's favorite expression when speaking of his "cherry

pie girl" and say that it is a "rip-snortin, heart-renderin, hum-dinger" of a picture with one

exception: the Technicolor is too much Technicolor. But possibly we are too technical

We don't mind a tint, but a fire red is too much red for us, since we don't like red. But
don't let our depraved judgment influence you. Grandma will like it, and so will little

Willie. The cornsheller boys will eat it up, and the flappers, like Ella Cinders, will catch

their breath and say, "OGEEGOSH !"' when Dick comes on the screen. The reason why it

is a good picture is because it has a good story, is well directed, is free from slush and
damnonsense, and has Richard Dix. Tully Marshall, Gladys Belmont and Jane Novak in

it. and if you want any more than that, you are asking too much—don't do it, there hain't

no such animule.
* * *

We are getting pretty sore—the foregoing will prove it. Night before last the mercury
went down to 24 below. It would have gone lower but it was a short thermometer. The
roads are blockaded with snow, and the boys in Northern Iowa and Illinois are wondering
why we don't get over there and call on 'em. Sit tight, boys, and don't rock the boat.

Remember that "All good things come to those who wait." and we are cominz prettv soon.

J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD-WORLD Man.

P. S.—The HERALD-WORLD covers THE field LIKE an April SHOWER.

the other. Seven reels.—D. A. Rhyner, Rialto the-

atre. Hebron, N. D.—Small town patronage.

SUNSET PASS: Jack Holt—90%. February 9.

This picture drew extra business for us. as all Zane

Grey stories do, but there was the usual kick from

the patrons that it did not follow the story. It is

too bad Paramount should import English and Rus-

sian stars and then cast them in Westerns. John
Loder does not fit in this picture. A few more
slaughters of Zane Grey's stories and the public will

be fed up and will stay away. Six reels.—E. F.

Ingram. Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.—Small town
patronage.

FORGOTTEN" FACES: Clive Brook—35" : . Feb-

ruary 11-12. Good acting and direction lifts this

above the average program picture. Very good, but

very poor drawing power. Print and photography

fair. Eight reels.—G. O. Tunstall. Midway theatre.

Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

FORGOTTEN" FACES: Clive Brook—60%. Feb-

ruary 16. A good small town picture. It will keep

them interested all the way through. Seven reels.

—

M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria, 111.—Small

town patronage.

EASY" COME EASY GO: Richard Dix—February
15-16. Good enough to get by. but Dix doesn't draw
*em in any more.—D. A. Rhyner. Rialto theatre.

Hebron, N. D.—Small town patronage.

GET YOUR MAN": Clara Bow—February 17-18.

One of her best ones. Seemed to please all who
came. Seven reels.—William E. Tragsdorf. Trags

theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

FIGURES DON'T LIE: Esther Ralston—February

17-18. A neat program picture. Ford Sterling sup-

plies the comedy. Seven reels.—William E. Tragsdorf.

Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patron-

age.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—Good picture.

Played to extra attendance.—J. W. Bascom. Shas-

tona theatre. Mount Shasta, Cal.—General patronage.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—February
8-9. Not so big. but nice entertainment, and

just you keep your eyes on Nancy CarrolL With
the proper handling, she's going to be one of

our best feminine stars. If you happen to

hare a stray photo of yourself, Nancy, would
appreciate it, and you too. Jack. Seven reels.

—

Joseph Diener, Capitol theatre, Dubuque, la,

—General patronage.

THE FLEET'S IN": Clara Bow—95%. February

8-9. Clara Bow is the house favorite, and as a result

business was excellent, despite bad weather the sec-

ond night. Patrons' comments were very favorable.

James Hall and Jack Oakie give excellent support.

Eight reels.—A. B. Kreiser, Majestic theatre. Myere-

town. Pa.—General patronage.

THE FLEET'S IN: Clara Bow—February 3.

Clara Bow failed to draw this time, which was a

surprise to me. Personally I can't see her charm,

but this town has always turned out for it. I just

made poor money on this.—D. R. McCollum, Cozy-

theatre, Chico, Cal.—General patronage.

HIS TIGER LADY: Adolphe Menjou—10%. Janu-

ary 31-February 1. Menjou does not draw for us

and this, like his previous pictures, flopped at the

box office. Print and Photography fair. Six reels.

—G. O. Tunstall. Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.

—

General patronage.

Pathe-P D C
ANNAPOLIS: Special cast—Outside of "King of

Kings," consider this the best picture Pathe has pro-

duced this year. Grossed $32 for the two-nights'

showing. Classified financially, this picture is a
lemon.—J. W. Bascom, Shastona theatre, Mount
Shasta, Cal.—General patronage.

GERALDINE: Marion Nixon—February 12. A
very good picture.—M. W. Mattechek, Lark theatre.

McMinnville. Ore.—General patronage.

THE APACHE RAIDER: Special cast—90%.
February 2. Good Western that pleased very good
Saturday crowds. Print good, photography very dark.

Six reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martins-
ville, Va.—General patronage.

MAN MADE WOMAN: Leatrice Joy—One of the

poor ones that no one cares for. Story of the Eternal

Triangle.—J. W. Bascom. Shastona theatre. Mount
Shasta, Cal.—General patronage.

THE RED MARK: Special cast—25%. Terrible!

Really nothing to it. People don't care for this

type of pictures. I have yet to run a pleasing Pathe
picture on the 1928-1929 contract and am through
with the biggest part of the contract. Lost money
on it but I have no one to blame, as I got stung
on my contract. Eight reels.—W. R. Boughn. Jr.,

Sun theatre, Walthill, Neb.—General patronage.

CRAIG'S WIFE: Irene RSch—One of Pathe's best

of the year. Pleased about 20 per cent. Attendance
25 per cent below normal. Fair program picture.

—J. W. Bascom, Shastona theatre. Mount Shasta,

Cal.—General patronage.

CYCLONE COWBOY: Wally Wales—February 16.

A fair little Western with enough comedy thrown in

to make everybody happy. Five reels.—-William E.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre. Neillsville, Wis.—Small

town patronage.

KING OF KINGS: Special cast—February 19-21.

A wonderful picture, no doubt, and I gave it more
publicity than anything I ever ran, but owing to all

roads being closed from snowdrifts, it failed at the

box office. "Wings" did more the first night than

this one in three. Twelve reels.—D. A. Rhyner.
Rialto theatre, Hebron. N. D.—Small town patronage.

WALKING BACK: Sue Carol—January 31. A good

picture. However, it did not draw. Six reels.

—

Mr; Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver. Utah.

—General patronage.

TENTH AVENUE: Phyllis Haver—60%. Febru-

ary 6. All seemed to like this one. Seven reels.

—

M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre, Astoria. 111.—Small

town patronage.

CELEBRITY: Special cast—January 28-29. This

is the prize lemon of all time, and I could write a
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How They Voted
Following is the list of voters in the "My Favorite Players" contest, with their respective choices for male and
feminine players (in parentheses) and arranged by theatres. The first voter's name is that of the exhibitor, the

next that of his wife (except when conditions are otherwise), and the rest those of other members of the family.

Broadway, Brooklyn, la.—M. A. Fauver (Laura La Plante, Loo Chaney) ; Mrs. M. A. Fauver (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney) ; Suzanne Fauver (Joan Crawford,

Lon Chaney); Jack Fauver (Laura La Planle, Lon Chaney).
Richards, Fayette, Ala.—B. J. Loftis (Dolores Costello, William Haines).

Crand, Angelica, N. Y.—P. J. Lonsberry (Marian Nixon, Lon Chaney); Mrs. P. Lonsberry (Lillian Cish, John Gilbert).

Cozy, Winchester, lnd. Will H. Brenner (Dolores Costello, Conrad Nagel).

Regent, Wayland, Mich. W. E. Frank (Joan Crawford, William Haines); Mrs. N. E. Frank (Joan Crawford, Richard Dix).
Lansdale, Lansdale, Pa.—John L. Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum) ; James Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Faroum) ; Mary Comfort (Louise Lovely,

William Farnum); Cyril Comfort (Louise Lovely, William Farnum).

Sun Farwell Neb.— C. A. Dilla (Clara Bow, Reginald Denny); Mrs. G. A. Dilla (Clara Bow, Clive Brook); Gilbert Dilla (Clenn Tryon, Patsy Ruth Miller); George

Dilla, Jr. (Lanra LaPlante, Richard Dix).

Aiken Mills, Bath, S. C— (H. B. Grice, owner, says he has too many favorites to vote. His family's votes follow) ; Mildred Grice (Billle Dove, Barry Norton) ;

Doris Grice (Dolores Costello, Richard Dii) ; Caralyn Grice (Greta Garbo, John Gilbert); Mabelle Grice (Clara Bow, Conrad Nagel).

Gem, Creenriver, Utah Hulda J. Green (Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix) ; Geneve Green (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers) ; Matie Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper) ; Jesse

Green (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson); George Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper); Lewis Green (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper).
Globe, Buena Vista, Va. Glen Jennings (Margaret Livingston, Percy Marmont) ; Mrs. Glen Jennings (Helen Foster, Warner Baxter) ; Gary Jennings (Jane LaVerne,

Frankie Darro).
Kootenai Libby, Mont.—Mr. Kienitz (Colleen Moore, Conrad Nagel) ; Mrs. Kienitz (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess) ; Isabel Klenitz (Clara Bow, Charles Rog-

ers) ; Jean Kienitz (no feminine choice, Gary Cooper).

Capital, Duncan, B. C. G. G. Baiss (Florence Vidor, Ronald Colman) ; Mrs. G. G. Baiss (Alice Joyce, Ronald Colman) ; Daughter (Dolores Costello, Walter

Pigeon); Son (Dorothy Mar kail I. Ronald Colman).
Star, Hay Springs, Neb. P. C. Morgan (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).

Star, Hay Springs, Neb. C S. Horn (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).

Ward, Plsmo Beach, Cal.—Ivan WiUiam Rowley (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney).

Opera House, Victor, Mont. Mrs. Hornung (Colleen Moore, Richard Dix); Grace Hornung (Marion Davies, Norman Kerry); Robert Hornung I Colleen Moore,

Hoot Gibson); Edward Hornung (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson).

Victory, Bala, Ont. W. D. Jackson (Clara Bow, William Haines); Mrs. W. D. Jackson (Marion Davies, Richard Barthelmess); Shirley Jackson (Norma Shearer,

Ramon Navarro); Gregory Jackson (Colleen Moore, William Boyd).

Columbia, Baton Rouge, La. W. H. Hall (Joan Crawford, Conrad Nagel).

Alamo, Plainfield, 111 Jay W. Gould (Gloria Swanson, Charles Murray) ; Geraldine Gould (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney) ; Joyce Gould (Billie Dove, Richard

Barthelmess); Junior Gould (Colleen Moore, Tom Mix).

Adair, Adair, la.—W. T. Biggs (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney); Mrs. W. T. Biggs (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney); Marie Biggs (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney).

Harvard, Harvard, Neb. J. V. Frank (Joan Crawford. Lon Chaney); Mrs. J.V.Frank (Bebe Daniels, Gary Cooper); Genevieve Frank (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).

Whiteway, Peach Orchard, Ark.—W. G. Baker (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert) ; Mrs. W. G. Baker (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert) ; Winona Baker (Sue Carol, John
Gilbert); Gray Baker (Marion Davies, Tom Tyler).

Princess, Chilton, Wis.—R. Pfeiffer (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert); Mrs. R. Pfeifer (Greta Garbo, Jihn Gilbert).

Worman Circuit, Ogden, Utah—William Worman (Clara Bow, Al Jolson) ; Mrs. William Worman {Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess); Clyde Worman (Clara Bow,
Hoot Gibson); Earl Worman (Clara Bow, John Barrymore); Orra Worman (Clara Bow, John Barrymore).

Palace, Golden City, Mo.—H. B. Wilson (Janet Gaynor, Richard Barthelmess) ; Mrs. H. B. Wilson (Janet Gaynor, Charles Delaney) ; Teresa Wilson (Billie Dove,

Barry Norton); Woodrow Wilson (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney); Theodore Wilson (Billie Dove, Victor McLaglen) ; Julia Ellen Wilson (Joan Crawford, John
Mack Brown); George Wilson (Anita Page, Charles Farrell) ; Roy Wilson (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney).

Strand, Criswold, la. P. G. Held (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson); Mrs. P. G. Held (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney); Cordon Held (Clara Bow, no male choice); Mar-
jorie Held (Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess).

Dayton, Dayton, O.—John McManus (Anita Page, John Gilbert).

Merino Community, Merino, Colo.—John I. Cochran (Mary Pickford, Richard Barthelmess)

.

Majestic, Weiner, Ark. G. D. Dinsmore (Louise Lorraine, Lloyd Hughes); L. M. Dinsmore (Louise Fazenda, Jack Holt).

Temple, Federalsburg, Md.—D. E. Jefferson (Evelyn Brent, Harold Lloyd); Mrs. D. E. Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold Lloyd); Evelyn Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold

Lloyd); Roberta Jefferson (Fay Wray, Harold Lloyd).

Star Alabama City, Ala. W. J. Dunn (Joan Crawford. John Mack Brown); Mrs. W. J. Dunn (Clara Bow, John Mack Brown); Woody Dunn (Billie Dove,

'Richard Barthelmess); Dick Dunn (Alice White, William Haines). _
Colonial, Montpelier, O. John C. Rundell (Clara Bow, Barry Norton); Mrs. Edna Rundell (Mary Brian, Charles Rogers); Leota Rundell (Mary Brian, Richard

Arlen); Viola Rundell (Joan Crawford, Barry Norton).

Marion, Marion, Va. Mrs. J. O. Stephenson (Janet Gaynor, Richard Arlen); Virginia Stephenson (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Ola Stephenson (Mareellne Day, Gary

Cooper); Clarence Stephenson (Norma Shearer, Nils Asther).

New York Mills New York Mills, Minn.—L. J. Shearer (Norma Shearer, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. L. J. Shearer (Norma Shearer, Charles Murray) ; Norma Shearer (Nor-

ma Shearer Lon Chaney); Virginia Shearer (Lon Chaney); Grover Shearer (Norma Shearer, Tom Mix); Joyce Shearer (Norma Shearer, Karl Dane).

Opera House, Coalville, Utah.—T. E. Beard (Colleen Moore, Lloyd Hughes) ; Mrs. T. F_ Beard (Norma Talmadge, Lloyd Hughes) ; Russell Beard (Laura La Plante,

Hoot Gibson); Marjorie Beard (Billie Dove, Reginald Denny).

Opera House, Denison, la.—Peter Krauth (Colleen Moore, John Gilbert).

Opera House, Denison, la.—John P. Krauth (Colleen Moore, John Gilbert).

Bonny Mans6eld, Mo. H. C. Yancey (Billie Dove, WiUiam Haines); Mrs. Yancey (Colleen Moore, WiUiam Haines); Robert Yancey (Billie Dove, William Haines).

Lyric Norristown, Pa. James P. Comfort (Shirley Mason, WiUiam Farnum) ; Mrs. James P. Comfort (Mary Brian, William Farnum) ; Margaret Comfort (Shirley

Mason, WilUam Farnum); Katherine Comfort (Shirley Mason, WiUiam Farnum); Robert Comfort (Clara Bow, WilUam Farnum) ; Charles J. Comfort (Shirley

Mason". William Farnum); James Comfort, Jr. (Mary Brian, WiUiam Farnum); Madeline Comfort (Shirley Mason, WilUam Farnum); Kate Comfort (Shirley

Mason WiUiam Farnum); AUco Comfort (Vilma Banky, William Farnum); Frink B. Comfort (Viola Dana, William S. Hart); Albert Comfort (Shirley Mason,

William S. Hart). „,«.,•«
Strand, New Haven, Conn.—A. Johnson (Joan Crawford, WilUam Haines).

Grand, Big Sandy, Mont. R. S. Tingley (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. R. S. Tingley (Josephine Dunn, WilUam Haines) ; O. M. Tingley (Josephine Dunn, WilUam
Haines); L. M. Tingley (Josephine Dunn, Conrad Nagel).

Castleman, Waterproof, La.—Thomas Castleman (Sally O'Neil, Richard Dix); Mrs. Thomas Castleman (Greta Garbo, Conrad Nagel).

Sun, WalthiU, Neb. Wendell R. Boughn (CoUeen Moore, Gary Cooper); TommyBoughn (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Kent Boughn (Mary Brian, Richard Arlen);

Rosemary Boughn (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess).

Globe, Buena Vista, Va. E. C. Bays (Gloria Swanson, Jack Holt).

Trio, FarmviUe, N. C.—H. C. Cooke (BiUie Dove, Conrad Nagel).

Princess, MocksviUe, N. C.—J. A. Daniel (Bebe Daniels, Ken Maynard) ; Mrs. J. A. Daniel (Betty Bronson, Richard Dix) ; Lois Daniel (Bebe Daniels, Richard

Dix); Ruth Daniel (Billie Dove, John Gilbert).

Lincoln, Bunker HiU, IU. W. Fahrenkrog (Norma Shearer, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. W. Fahrenkrog (Colleen Moore, Ramon Navarro) ; Mrs. Leona F. Day (Clara Bow,

Charles Rogers); Helen Fahrenkrog (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).
I, uric. CrangeviUe, Ida.—Al. J. Wagner (Clara Bow, WilUam Haines); Mrs. Al. J. Wagner (Clara Bow, WiUiam Haines).

Clermont, Winchester, la. Joe N. Wagner (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).

Rex, Kemp, Tex.—Albert E. Krntilek (Clara Bow, Richard Dix) ; Mrs. Albert E. Krutilek (Esther Ralston, Charles Rogers) ; Albert Krntilek, Jr. (Mary Brian, Gary
Cooper)

.

Palace, Rankin, Tex.—Barnes E. Perdue (Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess).

Hollywood, East Orange, N. J. H. M. Berry i Billie Dove, Richard Dix).

Mecca, Glendale, Cal.—WilUam Blake (Gloria Swanson, Richard Barthelmess); Mrs. WiUiam Blake (Olive Borden, Ramon Navarro).

New, Springfield, S. C. G. Frank Lundy (Mary Astor, Gary Cooper); Mrs G. Frank Lundy (Billie Dove, Clive Brook); Betty Jean Lundy (Vilma Banky, Ronald

Colman)

.

Endert, Crescent City, Cal.—J. B. Endert (Clara Bow, Reginald Denny).
Odeon, Cottonwood Fall". Kan. Earl Harmon (Anita Page, William Farnum).
Jennings, Cleveland. O.—Thomas Urbansky (Janet Gaynor, William Powell) ; Jame, Urbansky (Janet Gaynor, WiUiam PoweU) ; Helen Urbansky (Janet Gaynor,

William Powell); John Urbansky (Janet Gaynor, William PoweU).
Broadway, Centerville, S. D.—E. E. Holmquist, Sr. (Clara Bow, Richard Dix) ; Mrs. E. E. Holmquist, Sr. (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper) ; E. E. Holmquist, Jr. (Clara

Bow, Gary Cooper).
Crescent, Hatton, N. D.—Joe Anderson (Greta Garbo, Ramon Navarro).

Opera House, West Point, la.—Ben Brinek (Mary Philbin, Thomas Meighan) ; Mrs. Ben Brinck (Joan Crawford, Ramon Navarro); Virginia Brinck (Mary Brian,

William Haines); Ruth Brinck (Norma Shearer, Ramon Navarro).

Dixie, Fulton, Miss.—J. M. Brown (Sue Carol, John Gilbert) ; Mrs. J. M. Brown (Patsy Ruth MiUer, Malcolm MacGregor) ; Doyle Brown (Norma Shearer, John
Gilbert); Jimmy Brown (Laura La Plante, John Gilbert).

Rlalto, Mangum, Okla.—Pat Duffy (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers) ; Mrs. Pat Duffy(CIara Bow, Charles Rogers) ; Mary Duffy (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers) ; Ruby
Duffy (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers). ........... „ ..

Pastime, Grenola, Kan.—E. R. Moreland (Clara Bow, WilUam Powell); Mrs. E. R. Moreland (Esther Ralston, Gary Cooper); L. E. Moreland (Mary Brian, WilUam
PoweU).

Pastime, Franklin, N. H. Ray E. Salisbury (Sue Carol, Gary Cooper).
Fairfax, Kilmarnock, Va.—R. D. Carter (BilUe Dove, Milton Sills); Mrs. R. D.Carter (CoUeen Moore, Richard Barthelmess).

Rltz, Alabama City, Ala.—R. W. Smith (Sue Carol. Lon Chaney); Mrs. R. W. Smith (Joan Crawford, WiUiam Haines); R. W. Smith, Jr. (Joan Crawford, John
Mack Brown); James Smith (Joan Crawford, John Mack Brown).

Capitol, Monson, Mass.—M. Boduck (Joan Crawford, Charles Rogers) ; R. Boduck (Clara Bow, WiUiam Boyd) ; Blanche Boduck (Dolores Costello. Charles Rogers) ;

Kathryn Boduck (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).

(Continued on next page)
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Liberty, Weeping Water, Neb. H. E. Brookings (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Mrs. H. E. Brookings (Mary Brian. Clive Brook).

Star Lawton, Mich. Harry Desenberg ( BiUie Dove, Richard Barthelmess) ; Mrs. Harry Deseaberg (Colleen Moore, Ramon Navarro); Owen Desenberg (Laura

La PLante. Georse Lewis). _ i _ #

Tivoli Norwalk, Cal.~ Frank Chessman (Marie Prevost, Edmund Lowe); Mrs. Frank Chessman (Gloria Swanson, Monte Blue); Gertrude Chessman ( Gloria swanson

Ronald Colman ) .

Braca, Sea Isle Oty, N. J. L. Braca (Norma Shearer, William Haines) ; Mrs. L. Braca (Creta Garbo, Richard Dix) ; Louis Braca, Jr. (Clara Bow, Ramon
Novarro) ; Filomeno Braca (Bebe Daniels, Charles Rogers).

Columbia, La Belle, Fla. I. G. Annanasio ( Delores Del Rio, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. I. G. Attanasio (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney) ; Carolina Attanasio (Clara Bow,

William Haines); Charles Attanasio (Clara Bow, John Gilbert); Leonilda Attanasio (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Dolores Attanasio (Dolores Del Rio, Richard

Dix).
Eagle Hall, Carlin, Nev. Carmen M. Roberts (Colleen Moore, Thomas Meighan).

Bijou, RusseU, Man., Can. A. O'Neil (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney); Mrs. A. O'Neil (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney); Russell O'Neil (Dolores Del Rio, Lon
Chaney); Laurence O'Neil (Dorothy Maekaill, William Boyd).

New Galen, MarysviUe, Pa. H. H. Fisher (Joan Crawford, William Haines) ; Minnie M. Fisher (Joan Crawford, William Haines) ; Austin Fisher (Joan Crawford,

William Haines); Van Fisher (Anita Page, Lon Chaney).
Carlton, Los Angeles, Cal. C. E. Pearcy ( Helene Costello, Joe E. Brown); Mrs. C. V. Pearey (Lois Wilson, Bert Lytell).

Auditorium, Lynn, Mass. Stanley Rothenberg (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Mrs. Rothenberg (Corinne Griffith, Richard Dix); Frances Rolhenberg (Clara Bow, Charles

Rogers).
Roxy, Skellytown, Tex.—C. P. Washmon (BiUie Dove, Lon Chaney); Mrs. C. P. Wasnm0n (Billie Dove, Richard Dix); Wilma Washmon (Clara Bow, Richard Dix);

Dean Washmon (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
Delta, Delta, Utah. R. L. Wicker (Colleen Moore. Richard Barthelmess); D. A. Bunker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess); Mrs. R. L. Wicker (Colleen Moore,

Richard Barthelmess); Mrs. D. A. Bunker (Colleen Moore. Richard Barthelmess); Cleo Whicker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess); Wallace Whicker
(Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess); Ellis Whicker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess); Fern Whicker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess); Pearl

Whicker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess); Hellen Bunker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess); Dan Bunker (Colleen Moore, Richard Barthelmess).

Globe, Bnena Vista, Va. Guy Bays (Gloria Swanson, Jack Holt).
Majestic, Iona, Minn. C. J. MeKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson); Mrs. C. J. MeKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson); Ed McKenny (Laura La Plante,

Hoot Gibson) ; Grace MeKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson) ; Charles McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson) ; Laura McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot
Gibson); Frank McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson); Loretta McKenny I Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson); Muriel McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot
Gibson); Patricia McKenny (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson).

Clud, Viborg, S. Dak. A. E. Lund (Marian Nixon, Lon Chaney); Mrs. O. E. Lund (Clara Bow, Ronald Colman) ; E. Lund (Laura La Plante, Lon Chaney).
Strand, Oxford. Kan. J. N. Swabb (Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix); Mrs. J. N. Sw abb (Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix).
Grand, Tulia, Tex. A. W. Philliss (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers); Eva Philliss-Co odall (Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess); Mae Lawson-Goodall (Clara Bow, Charles

Rogers); Alpha Lawler-Goodall (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
Crvstal, Fulda, Minn. George Rauenhorst (Clara Bow, Richard Dix) ; Mrs. George Rauenhorst (Clara Bow, Richard Dix) ; Duane Rauenhorst (Clara Bow, Richard

Dix)

.

Palace, Malta, Mont. Carl Vcseth (Clara Bow, Charles MurTay) ; Mrs. Carl Veseth (Colleen Moore, Richard Arlen).
Virginia, Haxard. Ky. L. O. Davis (Greta Garbo, William Haines).
Elite, Selling, Okla. Gene Summers (Mary Brian, Hoot Gibson); Richard Summers (Patsy Ruth Miller, Reginald Denny); Myrtle Summers (Laura La Plante,

Richard Dix); Midge Summers (Clara Bow, Richard Dix).
lr>7lh Street, New York, N. Y. Dan Blanston (Colleen Moore, Richard Dix); Nat Blanston (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney); Doris Blanston (Clara Bow, Charles Rog-

ers); Irma Blanston (Joan Crawford, William Haines).
Plaza, Leoti, Kan. O. W. Bonner (Marion Davies, Lon Chaney); Janice Bonner (Nancy Carroll. Charles Rogers); Veda Bonner (Shirley Mason, William Boyd);

Marion Bonner (Joan Crawford, Williams Hainee).
Rex, Henning, Minn.—Arthur Markuson (Norma Shearer, Richard Barthelmess) ; Mrs. Arthur Markuson (Clara Bow. Lon Chaney).
Oasis, Marion, N. C—E. J. House (Bebe Daniels, Tom Meighan); Mrs. E. J. House (Billie Dove, Tom Meighan); Elsie House (Norma Talmadge, Tom Meighan);

E. J. House, Jr. (Colleen Moore, Frankie Darro).
Cottage, Orange Citv, la. H. Van Baxtel (Mar-v Astor, Richard Barthelmess).
Dixie, Celina. Tenn. W. C. Mayfield (Sue Carol, Richard Dix); Mrs. W. C. Mayfield (Sue Carol, Richard Dix); Edward Mayfield (Sue CaroL Richard Dix) ; Benlah

B. Mayfield (Sue Carol, Richard Dix).

j

Manchester, Manchester. Wis.—George J. Rhein (Norma Shearer, Hoot Gibson) ; Mrs. George J. Rhein (Norma Shearer, Conrad Nagel) ; Marion Rhein (Norma
Shearer, William Haines); Lorraine Rhein (Norma Shearer, John Gilbert).

Hoo-Hoo, Dancette, Tex. T. A. Nicholson (Mary Pickford, Tom Tyler); Mrs. T. A. Nicholson (Mary Pickford, Tom Tyler); Marvin Nicholson (Mary Pickford,
Tom Tyler); J. C. Nicholson (Mary Pickford, Tom Tyler).

I Capitol, Gadsden, Ala. Carl Cook (Clara Bow, John Mack Brown) ; Mrs. Carl Cook (Joan Crawford, John Mack Brown) ; Grady Cook (Clara Bow, John Mack
Brown); Mae Cook (Joan Crawford, John Mack Brown).

Dixie, Mt. Pleasant, Tenn. Henry T. Posey (Joan Crawford, Gary Cooper); Fiancee (Joan Crawford, dive Brook); [Editor's Note: Some question arose as to

the eligibility to vole of a "prospective'' wife. Still, perhaps no one will object if in this case the rules of the contest are stretched a bit into the future.]

Moon, Neligh, Neb. Wall Bradley (Nancy Carroll, Richard Dix); Billie Bradley (Nancy CarroU, Tom Mix); John Bradley (Nancy Carroll, Gary Cooper);
Marjorie Bradley (Nancy CarroU. Richard Dix).

Regent, Brea, Cal. Ray Welch (Marie Prevost, Reginald Denny); Mrs. Ray Welch (Gloria Swanson, William Haines).
Gales, Lobata, W. Va. R. E. West (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Mrs. R. E. West (Clara Bow, Richard Dix); Margaret West (Janet Gaynor, Richard Dix) ; Eleanor

West (Janet Gaynor, Richard Dix).
Bijou, Norristown, Pa. R. J. Gear (Billie Dove, William Farnum) ; Mrs. R. J. Gear (Lois Moran, William S. Hart) ; R. J. Gear, Jr. (Mary Brian, William Farnum) ;

Anna Gear (Anita Page, Dustin Farnum); Hugh Gear (Anita Page, William Farnum); David Gear (Bebe Daniels, William Farnum); Leo P. Gear (Mary
Pickford, William Farnum); John E. Gear (Joan Crawford, William Farnum).

Rex, Salmon, Ida. Philip Rand (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney); Mrs. Phillip Rand (Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell) ; John Rand (Billie Dove, John Gilbert);
Phyllis Rand (Ruth Taylor. Charles Rogers).

Wnskanut Community House. Farnumsville. Mass. J. E. Cunningham (Clara Bow, Gary Cooper); Mrs. J. E. Cunningham (Billie Dove, Gary Cooper).
Palace, Gallatin, Tenn. W. F. Roth, Jr. (Clara Bow, Glenn Tryon) ; Mrs. W. F. Roth.' Jr. (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney); W. F. Roth, Sr. (Clara Bow, Jack Holt).
Victoria, Winnfield, La.—Clayton Buchanan (Palsy Ruth Miller, Conrad Nagel); Irma Buchanan (Patsy Ruth Miller, Conrad Nagel); Nellie Buchanan (Patsy Ruth

Miller, Conrad Nagel); Fred Buchanan (Patsy Ruth Miller, Conrad Nagel).
Noriega, Hermosillo, Sonora, Mex. Felizardo Torres (Dolores Del Rio, Charles Murray).
Granada, Brea, Cal..—P. H. Leary (Janet Gaynor, Warner Baxter).
Temple, Slandish, Mich. W. A. Forsyth (Mary Pickford, William Farnum) ; Iva C, Forsyth (Mary Pickford, George Sidney) ; Jean Forsyth (Nancy Carroll,

Charles Rogers); Robert Forsyth (Colleen Moore, Tom Mix).
Berrien, Berrien Springs, Mieh.—F. G. Pennell (Billie Dove. John Gilbert); Mrs. F. G. Pennell (Colleen Moore, John Gilbert).
National. Graham, Tex.—M. W. Larmour (Colleen Moore, Milton Sills); Mrs. M. W. Larmour (Colleen Moore, Milton Sills); Susanna Larm our (Colleen Moore,

Lloyd Hughes).
Royal, Thayer Mo. John J. Kershner (Joan Crawford, William Haines); Mrs. John J. Kershner (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert).
Opera House, Bruno, Neb. L. J. Knakel (Dolores Del Rio. Lon Chaney) ; A. J. Cuhel (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. A. J. Cuhel (Dolores Del Rio, Lon

Chaney); Archie Cuhel (Joan Crawford, Frankie Darro).
Perry, Haxard, Ky.—W. B. Davis (Alice White, Edward Everett Morton): Mrs. W. B. Davis (Alice White, Edward Everett Horton) ; E. O. Davis (Alice White,

Edward Everett Horton); Virginia Davis (Dolores Del Rio. Edward Everett Horton).
Grand, Lebanon, O.—J. C Patterson (Joan Crawford, Ramon Navarro) ; Marie Palerson (Pola Negri, Ramon Navarro) ; W. Patterson (Alice White, Ramon

Navarro); H. Patterson (Marie Prevost, Ramon Navarro).
;

Rex, Wascom, Tex.—W. A. Lee (Sue CaroL Gary Cooper).
Legion, Holyrood, Kan. Paul B. Hoffman (Mary Brian, Richard Dix) ; Mrs. Paul B. Hoffman (Joan Crawford, Richard Dix) ; John Hoffman (Joan Crawford,

Richard Dix); Helen Hoffman (BiUie Dove, Charles Rogers).
Orpheum, Cottonwood, Ida.—Stanley R. Pearson (Clara Bow, Charles Rogers).
Central, Selkirk, Man.—S. B. Kennedy (Janet Gaynor, Milton Sills).

Rainbow, WilsonviUe. Neb. J. B. Goreley (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney); Jennie Goreley ( Colleen Moore, Tim McCoy): Glenn Coreley (Laura La Plante, Lon Chaney).
Strand, Lancaster, Mo. H. E. MiteheU (Joan Crawford, WiUiam Haines); Mrs.H. E. MitcheU (Greta Garbo, William Haines); Harold MitcheU (Anita Page,

William Haines); Margaret Mitchell (Joan Crawford, Charles Rogers).
Auditorium, Laurel, Neb. E. C. Arehart (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. E. C. Arehart (Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess).
Rex. Watertown, Minn.—C. C. Teas (Marion Davies, Lon Chaney); Mrs. C. C Teas (Greta Garbo, John Gilbert) ; Lorna Teas (Dolores Del Rio, Lon Chaney))

Earle Teas (Dolores Del Rio. Lon Chaney).
Alamo. Pembine. Wis.—W. J. Luth (BiUie Dove, Lon Chaney); Mrs. W. J. Luth (Norma Shearer, Conrad Nagel); Marion Luth (Colleen Moore. WilUam Haines).
Gem, Pontotoc, Miss. J. A. D. Herrington (Flora Finch, Baldy Belmont) ; Mrs. J. A. D. Herrington (Virginia Bradford, John Gilbert) : Dorothy Harrington

(BiUie Dove, John Gilbert I ; J. A. D. Herrington, Jr. (Virginia Bradford, Ken Maynard) ; Clarence Herrington (Virginia Bradford, Tom Mix) ; Hermie Herring-
ton (Virginia Bradford, Tom Tyler).

Rnik, Barton, Md.—A. Cross (Laura La Plante, Bnck Jones); E. Cross (Laura La Plante, Buck Jones): F. L. Cross (Laura La Plante, Buck Jones); J. Cross
(Laura La Plante, Buck Jones); M. Cross (Laura La Plante, Buck Jones).

Roosevelt, Puente, Cal.—J. M. Baldwin (Joan Crawford, Reginald Denny) ; Mary Baldwin (Laura La Plante, Ronald Colman) ; Chester P. Baldwin (Gloria Swan-
son, Charles Rogers).

|

Valley, Midland, Md. Ed Clark (Lanra La Plante, Hoot Gibson) ; Mrs. Ed Clark (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson) ; Earl Clark (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gib-
son) ; Lionel Clark (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson) : Lola Clark (Laura La Plante, Hoot Gibson).

Pastime, Cass City, Mieh. F. A. Bliss (Dolores CosteUo, Richard Barthelmess) ; Mrs. F. A. BUss (Marion Davies, John Gilbert) ; Doris Bliss (Joan Crawford,
Ronald Colman); Audree Bliss (Joan Crawford, Charles Rogers).

Liberty, HumansviUe, Mo.—James L. Sears (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney) ; Mrs. James L. Sears (Janet Gaynor, WiUiam Haines) ; Effie Sears (Sue Carol, Lon
Chaney); James L. Sears, Jr. (Joan Crawford. WiUiam Haines).

Truxton, Washington, D. C. Lloyd P. Coblentz (Viola Dana, Charles Murray).

(Continued on next page)
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Gem, Frederick, S. D. Mrs. J. Wooman (Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell); Robert Woodman (Marion Davies, Charles Farrell).
Strand, Pre6ton, Minn. C. H. Britton (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert): Mrs. C. H. Britton (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert).
Strand, Maltby, Pa. Joseph P. Machutas (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson).
Liberty, Walworth, Wis. Charles McCabe (Laura La Plante, Richard Dix) ; Mrs. Charles McCabe (Colleen Moore, Richard Dix) ; Bernice McCabe (Norma

Shearer, Richard Barthelmess)

.

Capitol, Dubuque, la. Joseph Diener (Nancy Carroll, Jack Holt); Mrs. Joseph Diener (Nancy Carroll, Jack Holt); Esther Diener (Nancy Carroll, Jack Holt);
Lee Diener (Nancy Carroll, Jack Holt); Arnold Diener (Nancy Carroll, Jack Holt).

Miami, Union City, Ind. R. S. Wenger (Janet Gaynor, William Powell); Mrs. R. S. Wenger (Janet Gaynor, William Powell); Gladys Wenger (Janet Gaynor,
William Powell) ; Irma Wenger (Janet Gaynor, William Powell) ; Fred Wenger (Janet Gaynor, William Powell) ; Marjorie Wenger (Janet Gaynor, William
Powell); Betty Wenger (Janet Gaynor, William Powell); Edna Wenger (Janet Gaynor, William Powell); Ralph Wenger (Janet Gaynor, William Powell);
Jean Wenger (Janet Gaynor, William Powell; Kent Wenger (Janet Gaynor, William Powell); Albert Wenger (Janet Gaynor, William Powell); Junior Wenger
(Janet Gaynor, William Powell); Dolores Wenger (Janet Gaynor, William Powell).

Strand, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—Frank P. Kalpha (Clara Bow, Hoot Gibson).
Allen, Martin, S. D. Charles S. Allen (Clara Bow, Richard Barthelmess); Theodore Allen (Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix).
Lincoln, Stockton, Cal. H. Muraki (Norma Talmadge, Milton Sills); George Muraki (May McAvoy, AI Jolson) ; Florence Muraki (Nancy Carroll, Charles

Rogers); Harry Staya (Norma Shearer, Al Jolson).
Grand. Breese, 111. Julius W. Schmidt (Louise Fazenda, Will Rogers).
Arcadia, Herrville, Tex. E. H. Patton (Joan Crawford, William Haines) ; Mrs. E. H. Patton (Joan Crawford, William Haines) ; Laura Patton (Joan Crawford,

William Haines); E. H. Patton, Jr. (Clara Bow, William Haines).
Baby Grand, Winter Park, Fla. H. M. Jalmar (Nancy Carroll, William Powell) ; Mrs. H. M. Jalmar (Clara Bow, John CiUiert).
Strand, Cleveland, O. E. R. Biard (Alice Joyce, William Powell); Mrs. E. R. Biard (Alice Joyce, William Powell); Ed Biard (Alice Joyce, William Powell);

Grace Biard (Alice Joyce, William Powell); Edna Biard (Alice Joyce, William Powell); Peter Biard (Alice Joyce, William Powell); Minnie Biard (Alice
Joyce, William Powell); Junior Biard (Esther Ralston. Clive Brook).

Majestic, Huntington, Ark.—H. W. Jeffries (Alice White, Jack Mulhall) ; Mrs. H. W. Jeffries (Colleen Moore, Ben Lyon) ; Marguerite Jeffries (Dolores Costello,
Ramon Novarro).

Massies Mill, Massies Mill, Va. W. F. Smith (Laura La Plante, Richard Dix); Mrs. W. F. Smith (Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix); Violet Smith (Joan Crawford,
Richard Dix); Maxine Smith (Billie Dove).

Globe, Meade, Kan. Neva Criggs (Billie Dove. Richard Dix); Morton Griggs (Billie Dove, Richard Dix).
Victoria, Mt. Olive, N. C. W. L. Kornegay (Clara Bow, William Haines); Mrs. M. E. Kornegay (Billie Dove, John Gilbert I.

Crystal, Broken Arrow, Okla. W. T. Brooks (Fay Wray, Charles Rogers); Mrs. W. T. Brook (Joan Crawford, Charles Rogers); Ina B. Rogers (Mary Brian,
Richard Dix); Cuy Brooks (Joan Crawford, Charles Rogers); Roscoe Brooks (Joan Crawford, Richard Dix); Alice Brooks (Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix).

La Sirena, Providence, R. I. William Bosse, Jr. (Billie Dove, Hobart Bosworth) ; Mrs. William Bosse, Jr. (Colleen Moore, Milton Sills).
R iviera, Los Angeles, Cal.—William Powell (Gloria Swanson, Ronald Colman) ; Leona Powell (Joan Crawford, Lon Chaney).
Nujoy, Ashton, S. D. W. E. Cole (Clara Bow, Emil Jannings).
Standard, Cleveland, O. J. E. Moore (Alice Terry. William Powell) ; Mrs. J. E. Moore (Alice Terry, William Powell) ; Roy Moore (Alice Terry, William

(Powell) ; Julia Moore (Alice Terry, William Powell) ; Shirley Moore (Lillian Gish, William Powell) ; Austin Moore (Alice Joyce, William Powell) ; Faye Moore
(Baclanova, William Powell).

Lyric, Atkinson, Neb.—A. G. Miller (Lupe Velez, Lon Chaney).
Peter Pan, Toronto, Ont.—Joe Stern (Clara Bow, Lon Chaney); Max Stern (Colleen Moore, Lon Chaney); Mildred Stern (Clara Bow); Irving Stern (Clara

Bow, Richard Dix).
Yeo's Montague, Prince Edward Isle, Can.—B. H. Yeo (Joan Crawford, William Haines) ; Mrs. B. H. Yeo (Joan Crawford, John Gilbert) ; Arlene Yeo (Joan Craw-

ford, William Haines); Ruth Yeo (Joan Crawford, John Cilbert).
Playhouse, Clyde, N. Y. William G. Croucher (Louise Brooks, William Haines).
35 Cambridge Street, Winchester. Mass. Willard E. Robinson, Jr. (Josephine Dunn, John Gilbert).
Princess, Gadsden, Ala. L. L. Castleberry (Sue Carol, John Mack Brown) ; Mrs- L. L. Castleberry (Joan Crawford, John Mack Brown) ; James Castleberry

(Alice White, John Mack Brown); Rosie Castleberry (Joan Crawford. John Mack Brown).
De Luxe, St. John. Kan. R. H. Benford (Greta Garbo, Lon Chaney); Mrs. R. H- Benford (Greta Garbo, William Haines); Konrad Benford (Bebe Daniels, Tom

Mix); Mary Benford (Billie Dove, William Haines).
Grand, Independence, la. George Marion Beetle, Jr. (Clara Bow, Richard Arlen).
Strang, McGregor, la. W. H. Hagensick (Billie Dove, Lon Chaney); Mrs. W. H. Hagensick (Lya Mara, Ben Lyon); Clara Hagensick (Norma Talmadge, Cary

Cooper); H .M. Hagensick (Billie Dove. Gary Cooper).
St. Clair, St. Clair, Mich. J. Christensen (Billie Dove, William Haines); Mrs. J. Christensen (Billie Dove, William Haines); Harry Chrstensen (Billie Dove,

William Haines).
Ritz, Freeport, Pa. J. H. Wiseman (Joan Crawford, Richard Barthelmess) ; Mrs. J. H. Wiseman (Joan Crawford, Richard Barthelmess) ; Nancy Wiseman (Joan

Crawford, Richard Barthelmess).

whole page telling how rotten it is. Why under the
eun any company would produce a thing like this,

is more than I can say. Yet it is not much worse
than the other Pathe releasee. We have had one good
picture out of eight from Pathe, and that was
"Geraldine," thanks to Eddie Quillan. Seven reels.

—

E. F. Ingram, Ingram's theatre, Ashland, Ala.
—Small town patronage.

RKO(FBO)
THE AIR LEGION: Lyon-Moreno—70%. Pleas-

ing little program picture of the government air
mail ports. Not much of a crowd on it, but our
weather is too cold here. Six reels.—W. R. Boughn
Jr., Sun theatre, Walthill, Neb.—General patronage.

HIT OF THE SHOW: Special cast—40%. A light

program picture that didn't make me put out the
S.R.O. sign. In fact most of them lately have not
made me do it. Seven reels.—W. R. Boughn, Jr.,

Sun theatre, Walthill, Neb.—General patronage.

SINGAPORE MUTINY: Special cast—February
15-16. Seven reels of nothing. No 6tory. Seven
reels.—Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix theatre,
Neola, la.—Small town patronage.

BREED OF COURAGE: Ranger—Just another
dog picture. Six reels.—Sammie Jackson, Jackson
theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

SOUTH SEA LOVE: Patsy Ruth Miller—Febru-
ary 14. Pretty fair picture. Miss Miller not so

good in this one. Seven reels.—Sammie Jackson,
Jackson theatre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

DANGER STREET: Warner Baxter—I had eleven

children and nine adults to see it. No comments.

—

Victory theatre, Rossiter, Pa.—General patronage.

HEY, RUBE: Special cast—February 31. A good
circus story, and patrons were pleased. Seven reels.

—

G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General
patronage.

BLOCKADE: Anna Q. Nielsson—Dark-dark-dark-
almost black. It didn't click any better than the

other R K O so-called specials. According to the

one-sheets, our patrons expected a mlghtly drama of

the sea. Instead they saw a very ordinary program
offering and hollered: "Turn on the light." Seven

reels.—E. C. Arehart, Auditorium theatre. Laurel,

Neb.—General patronage.

Tiffany-Stahl
HOUSE OF SCANDAL: Special cast—February 19.

A very nice program offering.—M. W. Mattechek,
Lark theatre, McMinnville, Ore.—General patronage.

BRIDE OF PENNACOOK: A beautiful Techni-
color feature of an interesting Indian legend.
These Color Classics, although a high priced

dish for the thickets, are in a class by them-
selves and should be run once in a while if you
can afford it.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags the-

atre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

THE DEVIL'S APPLE TREE: Dorothy Sebastian

60%. February 14-16. Everyone seemed to enjoy this

one. It is clean. Six reels.—S. A. Hayman, Lyda
theatre. Grand Island, Neb.—General patronage.

THE RAINBOW: Special cast—60%. February
17-20. It was enjoyed by my patrons. It is based
on a story told about finding gold out West. Seven
reels.—S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre, Grand Island,

Neb.—General patronage.

STORMY WATERS: Special cast—35%. Febru-
ary 8. Not as good as some of the other Jack Lon-
don sea stories, but gave fair satisfaction. Six reels.

—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.

—

General patronage.

Universal
LONESOME: Special cast—40%. Here is a pic-

ture that is good, artistic, and worth while, but
wasn't worth a dime at the box office. In Chicago,
Universal pictures lack big first-run houses, and
consequently these pictures when they are good,
which is rare, never get the needed publicity. "Lone-
some" is a production that the photographer, director

and stars should bask in for a long while. Glenn
Tryon shows what he can do if given material, and
Barbara Kent is exceptional. The story is simple
and not crudely gagged. What did the picture lack

to make it a success other than by adding super-

fluous hokum? In the first place, the scenes were
all too long, the effect in nearly every case being
drawn out to the extent of being tedious. This is

the only objecticJn any customer could offer to this

otherwise well cut film. Barbara Kent has a beau-
tiful smile and laugh, but that too was a trifle over-

done. More body should have been put into the
story to lengthen the footage, rather than the stretch-

ing of the 6cenes. However, don't get me wrong. It

was a rare picture, and this deserved criticism stands
out in comparison of the reams that could be written
about Universal's usual garbage. After all, what
does this prove? We hope that it all doesn't show
that artistic pictures don't pay. They do in the long

run. Keep is up, leave out the hokum. Uncle Carl,

if even for only once a year.—Stacy W. Osgood,
Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

BUCK PRIVATES: Special cast—34%. February
8-9. A pretty good comedy but not near as good as

"The Gay Retreat." Six reels.—P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griswold, la.—General patronage.

ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY: Special cast-
January 27. This one was good, and patrons were
well pleased. Plenty of interest all the way through.

Seven reels.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.

—General patronage.

GUARDIAN OF THE WILD: Rex—January 31.

A really good Western, but I got a bum print. Five

reels.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.—Gen-

eral patronage.

MADE TO ORDER HERO: Ted Wells—One more
Western of Universal and Ted Wells. Did not get

the film rental. Six reels.—Victory theatre, Rossiter,

Pa.—General patronage.

THE MAN WHO LAUGHS: Special cast—Booked
this three days, showed it two days at a loss. If

this is one of Univer6al's best pictures, I feel sorry

for the sucker that gets the balance.—J. W. Bas-

com, Shastona theatre, Mount Shasta, Cal.—General

patronage.

HONEYMOON FLATS: Special cast—20%. Feb-

ruary 13. A splendid clean, entertaining program

picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-

ville, Mich.—General patronage.

GIVE AND TAKE: Special cast—February 10.

Very good. Lots of comedy.—M. W. Mattechek,

Lark theatre, McMinnville, Ore.—General patronage.

THE CHEERFUL FRAUD: Reginald Denny—Feb-
ruary 2. A good comedy-drama but did not draw.

Six reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Green-

river, Utah.—General patronage.

RIDING FOR FAME: Hoot Gibson—25%. Feb-

ruary 1-2. Business way down. Nevertheless, a goodi
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one from Hoot, with comedy from Slim Summerville.

Six reels.—O. Lane, Star theatre, Trumansburg. N. Y.

—Small town patronage.

United Artists

GARDEN OF EDEN: Conine Griffith—35%. Feb-

ruary 4. Good. Seven reels.—Stanley Goodwin, Pio-

neer theatre, Robesonia, Pa.—General patronage.

TWO LOVERS: Colman-Banky—58%. February 9.

A very good production, but paid too much for it,

60 I did not make any money on this one. Nine
reels.—Stanley Goodwin, Pioneer theatre, Robesonia,

Pa.—General patronage.

RAMONA: Dolores Del Rio—68%. February
12-13-14. Very good, a picture that will draw well

in any theatre. Print and photography good. Eight

reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—
General patronage.

TOPSY AND EVA: Duncan Sisters—February 17.

This was a real good slavery day picture and patrons
were pleased. Print was bad in spots. Don't think

that any U A pictures are worth the extra money
that they charge the small town exhibitor. Eight
reels.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.

—

General patronage.

SADIE THOMPSON: Gloria Swanson — A
splendid picture. Gloria does her best acting to

date and gives one of the best performances of

the year of 1928. They all turned out for this

picture, and I received many a favorable com-
ment on this picture. This is a great comeback
for Gloria. This one pulled in more people for

mie than any picture I have played in three
months.—D. R. McCollum, Cozy theatre, Chico,

Cal.—General patronage.

BATTLE OF THE SEXES: Special cast—90%.
February 14-16. A very unusual D. W. Griffith pic-

ture, but very entertaining and pleased almost 100

per cent. Comments on this were very favorrable.

Business was good. Although United Artists pic-

tures are expensive, they all do very good business

in this town. Cast of "Battle of the Sexes" is ex-

ceptional. Jean Hersholt, Phyllis Haver. Belle Ben-
nett, Sally O'Neil and Don Alvarado do some real

acting. Ten reels.—A. B. Kreiser, Majestic theatre,

Myerstown, Pa.—General patronage.

THE CIRCUS: Charlie Chaplin—Well liked, but

did not make the expected business. Not Charlie's

fault. — Victory theatre, Rossiter, Pa. — General
patronage.

THE CIRCUS: Charlie Chaplin—75%. January 31.

We thought Charlie's day was gone before we played
"The Circus," and now we know it. Lost money on
account of being held up by United Artists. If you
can buy it for $7.50, regardless of your population,

it might be a good buy. Decide for yourself. Seven
reels.—E. F. Ingram, Ingram's theatre, Ashland.
Ala.—Small town patronage.

Warner Brothers
THE SINGING FOOL: Al Jolson—58%. Janu-

ary 8-9. Very good picture. Had them weeping,
a thing they hardly ever do in this town. Busi-
ness not very good first night. Second night
nearly a full house. Warner Brothers were very
good as to price. Had special music on the

"Tinaphone," invented and put in use by myself,
and the picture was operated and cued by my-
self and others. Some thought the music very
good, others were on the fence, and a few did

not like it. Eight reels.—O. Lane, Star theatre,

Trumansburg, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

WOMEN THEY TALK ABOUT: Irene Rich—38%.
February 3-4. Pretty good program picture. Not
much of a drawing card at the box office. Print
and photography good. Six reels.—P. G. Held,
Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General patronage.

THE SINGING FOOL: Al Jolson—90%. Jamu-
ayr 11-12. (Silent.) Truly a wonderful picture.

Nothing but praise from patrons. David Lee,

Josephine Dunn and Betty Bronson made a big
hit with our clientele. Played this when the flu

epidemic was at its peak, and as a result the
picture did not gross what it deserved. Eight
reels.—A. B. Kreiser, Majestic theatre, Myers-
town, Pa.—General patronage.

MIDNIGHT TAXI : Special cast—15%. February 5.

Nice crook picture that will please 'em, maybe. Six
reels.—L. Lane, Star theatre, Trumansburg, N. Y.

—

Small town patronage.

BEWARE OF BACHELORS: Special cast—A slow-
ly acted picture that has been labeled as comedy.
Collier okay, but no star. Miss Ferris, well, some-
thing should be done about her. In the last few
pictures she'6 either been taking it out on Warners
or they've got it in for her. Andre Beranger drew
the only laughs. By the way, take a look at the
maid in one of the bed room scenes—she's good!

—

R. J. Speck, Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.—General
patronage.

Theatre Campaign
Pays Church Debt
Oregon exhibitors for several

years past, especially in the smaller
cities and communities, have en-
deavored to co-operate with the
churches in an endeavor to provide
wholesome amusement, but it re-

mained for ' the Venetian theatre at

Hillsboro to put it over the best of
all.

Hearing that the local Methodist
Episcopal church desired to raise

money to pay off the church debt, the

theatre manager got in touch with
Rev. E. B. Lockhart, pastor, who in

turn obtained the help of Chief of
Police Jenkins of Portland and
Tommy Luke, community song lead-
er. These two, with the police quar-
tet and firemen's band, staged a

program at the Venetian theatre, fol-

lowing a spectacular parade. As a

result of their activities their unusual
program, enhanced with a couple of
lively screen comedies, filled the
house for several performances and
paid off the church debt in short
order. There is no question in this

live rural community about whether
there shall hereafter be Sunday
shows.

WOMEN THEY TALK ABOUT : Irene Rich—

A

mighty nice comedy-drama, with Claude Gillingwater

stealing the picture. It's good for a lot of laughs.

Six reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City,

Mo.—General patronage.

SLIGHTLY USED: Special cast—25%. Janu-
ary 8. This was one of the best comedy-dramas
we have ever shown at this theatre. It pleased

them all, and we heard a good many comments
on this one. This is a picture they will talk

about for days afterwards. Due to bad weather
and to many things going on, we did not have
the attendance we should have had, but this is

not the fault of the picture. Book this one and
step on it. Seven reels.—J. P. Johnson, S. of N.
theatre, Ambrose, N. D.—General patronage.

ACROSS THE ATLANTIC: Special cast^50%.
December 9. This picture will please if you can

get them in. Good story and plot, well acted. Eight
reels.—J. P. Johnson, S. of N. theatre, Ambrose,
N. D.—General patronage.

TRACKED BY THE POLICE: Special cast—Just
a dog picture.—Roy Culley, Pastime theatre. Medi-
cine Lodge, Kan.—Small town patronage.

STATE STREET SADIE: Conrad Nagel^8%.
January 6-7. Very good underworld picture. Clean

and entertaining. Print and photography good. Seven
reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre. Griswold, la.—
General patronage.

THE PORT OF MISSING GIRLS: Barbara Bed-

ford—It is time that some one reports the truth about

this picture. The only thing that is what they ex-

pect in this picture is the title. While the leads are

handled by film 6tars of experience, they do not

register. The picture itself is so many feet of film.

It is past censoring, there is nothing to . censor, but

do not show this offering to the better class of pat-

ronage, for it is just another mediocre picture.

Eight reel6.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Win-
chester, Ind.—General patronage.

MISSING LINK: Sid Chaplin—This was a joke

for us. A few funny scenes, but the good picture

was missing.—Community theatre, Athol, Kan.—Gen-

eral patronage.

IF I WERE SINGLE: Special cast—January
7-8. Excellent. The "talkies" have made
Nagel an attraction.—Joseph Conway, Egyptian

theatre, Bala-Cynwyd, Pa.—General patronage.

State Rights

THEN CAME THE WOMAN: Cullen Landis—Good
picture.—Sammie Jackson, Jack6on theatre, Flomaton,

Ala.—General patronage.

ARIZONA DAYS: Bob Custer—February 9. Drew
and pleased above the average Saturday crowds.

Print and photography good. Five reels.—G. O.

Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—-General

patronage.

ROMANCE OF THE ROGUE: Special cast—10%.

February 21. This is a good clean picture. The star

fine. The story started from the middle and worked
both ways. I called it good, but some said "No." It

did not draw.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

WOLVES OF THE AIR: Johnnie Walker—11%.
January 29. Pretty good air film. But they do not
seem to like airplane pictures here. Six reels.

—

O. Lane, Star theatre, Trumansburg, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

ROARING FIRES: Special cast—35%. January 30.

Fair picture for your Western night. Print and
photography good. Six reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Mid.

way theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

Short Features
COLUMBIA

CHAPLIN REISSUES : These are the bunk. Too
ancient. A few laughs in some of them. Will be

glad when they are used up.—C. V. Hunerberg,
Parkersburg, la.—General patronage.

EDUCATIONAL
ALL IN FUN: Cameo—Good. One reel.—P. G.

Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General patron-

age.

ATTA BABY: A good comedy.—Theodore Stall-

ings, Imperial theatre, Warrenton, N. C.—Small town
patronage.

BREAK AWAY: A good comedy that brought
but a few laughs.—Theodore Stallings, Imperial the-

atre, Warrenton, N. C.—Small town patronage.

CROWN ME: Wallace Lupino—Rotten. One reel.

—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.

—

General patronage.

BREEZING ALONG: Neil Hamilton—Not much
of a comedy.—Theodore Stallings, Imperial theatre,

Warrenton, N. C.—Small town patronage.

DON'T FIRE: Bobby Vernon—Not so funny.

—

Theodore Stallings, Imperial theatre, Warrenton,
N. C.—Small town patronage.

DUCKS OUT: Bobby Vernon—Very funny.—Theo-
dore Stallings, Imperial theatre, Warrenton, N. C.

—

Small town patronage.

GOOFY BIRDS: A good comedy.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General

patronage. ,

HUSBANDS MUST PLAY: Wallace Lupino—Two
reels of laughs.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre,

Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

HOT OR COLD: Mermain—Good comedy. Two
reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—
General patronage.

HAY WIRE: Cameo—Good one reel comedy.—
P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General

patronage.

ONE SUNDAY MORN: Neil Hamilton—Good com-

edy.—Theodore Stallings, Imperial theatre, Warren-
ton, N. C.—Small town patronage.

PEP UP: Cameo—Fair comedy. One reel.—P. G.

Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General patron-

age.

PEACEFUL OSCAR: Neil Hamilton—A very good

comedy.—Theodore Stallings, Imperial theatre, War-
renton, N. C.—Small town patronage.

SERVED HOT: Cameo—Better than a good many
two-reel comedies. This one sure got the laughs.

One reel.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.

-—General patronage.

SOCIAL PRESTIGE: Monty Collins—Monty Col-

lins is a good comedian, and this two-reeler is enough
proof.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martins-

ville, Va.—General patronage.

FOX

JACK AND JILTED: Very good comedy with

plenty of laughs. Two reels.—P. G. Held, Strand

theatre, Griswold, la.—General patronage.

M G M
ACHING YOUTH: Charley Chase—Not Chase's best

comedy, but still a very good comedy.—A. B. Kreiser,

Majestic theatre, Myerstown, Pa. General patronage.

ALL PARTS: Charley Chase—Sorry, but this is

one Chase that never registered. Two reels.—Dins-

more & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—Small

town patronage.

THE BOOSTER: Charley Chase—All Charley Chase
comedies are excellent.—F. H. Kershaw, Tivoli the-

atre, Winnipeg, Man.—General patronage.

THE BOOSTER: Charley Chase—Very good Chase

comedy. Two reels.—Stanley Goodwin, Pioneer the-

atre, Robesonia, Pa.—General patronage.

CLEOPATRA: Dorothy Revier—Wonderful two-

reel subject enjoyed by all. Technicolor is gor-

geous. Cast is exceptional, headed by Dorothy Revier

and Robert Ellis.—A. B. Kreiser, Majestic theatre,

Myerstown, Pa.—General patronage.
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Projectors Purchased
For Harvard Courses

(Special to the Herald-World)

CAMBRIDGE, MASS., March 5.—
The lecture room in Baker Library
of Harvard University becomes the
£rst motion picture theatre in the
university. Two projection machines
have been installed, and Professor
H. H. Thurlby will illustrate his ad-
dresses dealing with technical sub-
jects connected with the Harvard
School of Business Administration.
The university likewise is conduct-

ing research work for the motion pic-
ture industry. There are some 300
co-operating concerns participating
in the courses planned which have
loaned £lms to the university.
The Elms are to be used for four

purposes: propaganda, straight sell-
ing, to teach salesmen the high points
in their products, and strictly educa-
tional subjects, popularizing techni-
cal details of manufacture.

EARLY TO BED, WE FAW DOWN", TWO TARS:
Laurel-Hardy—All three knockout comedies. Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy are big draws and the
greatest comedians on the screen today.—F. H.
Kershaw, Tivoli theatre, Winnipeg, Man.—General
patronage.

FEED 'EM AND WEEP: Max Davidson—Mr.
Roach, please cut down on the pie-throwing in your
comedies. Too much is too much. Also our public
is tiring of Max Davidson. The roles are much too
similar.—F. H. Kershaw, Tivoli theatre, Winnipeg,
Man.—General patronage.

HABEAS CORPUS: Laurel-Hardy—Very funny.
These two guys are a riot.—Bert Silver, Silver Fam-
ily theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

MGM NEWS: We have played Kinograms, Pathe
News, Fox News, Paramount News and now MGM
News, and in our opinion, MGM News heads them
all.—A. B. Kreiser. Majestic theatre, Myerstown, Pa.—General patronage.

METRO COMEDIES: All very good.—C. V. Himer-
berg, Parkersburg, la.—General patronage.

NOISY NOISES: Our Gang—Good Gang comedy.
These Gang comedies need a few new ideas. Get
busy, Mr. Roach, change the locale of the stories,
too. How about a travel series?—F. H. Kershaw,
Tivoli theatre, Winnipeg, Man.—General patronage.

SOUP TO NUTS: Laurel-Hardy—Best comedy we
have played for some time. Laurel-Hardy sure know
how to put the laughs across.—A. B. Kreiser, Majes-
tic theatre, Myerstown, Pa.—General patronage.

STRANGE PRAYERS: Very interesting one-reel
subject. Our patrons like these Oddities.—A. B.
Kreiser, Majestic theatre, Myerstown, Pa.—General
patronage.

TWO TARS: Laurel-Hardy—Metro's comedies are
good at present. They have a capital staff of gag
men that is proceeding on a system or theory that
gets every possible laugh, but the lack of variety
is going to kill their comedies slow but sure. This
comedy was good, but others have been cheapened,
especially the Gang comedies, which are losing their
appeal. Chase hasn't been getting good material,
either. Good looking girls and photography make
them class A. But what are they going to do when
the folks get as tired of their constructions as they
did of the old Mack Sennett's and Our Gangs?—
Stacy Osgood, Kenwood theatre, Chicago, 111.—Gen-
eral patronage.

PARAMOUNT

CAMPUS CUTIES: Billy Dooley—A good comedy.
Two reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre,
Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

FOOTLIGHT FANNY: Chorus Girl—Only fair.
Two reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martins-
ville, Va.—General patronage.

GOOFY GOB: Fair, nothing to rave about. "Goofy
Ghosts," his previous comedy we ran, was a cracker
jack, bHt this could not reach their funny spot. Two
reels.—Arch E. McCord, Rex theatre, Maysville, Mo.—Small town patronage.

GOBS OF LOVE: Billy Dooley—Crazy comedy.—
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

HOT SPARKS: Good comedy.—Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

NOISE ANNOYS KOKO: Inkwell Imps-
Clever cartoon. Enjoyed immensely by the
kiddies. A few adults have told us that these
cartoons bore them. However, the majority of
adults seem to enjoy them.—A. B. Kreiser, Ma-
jestic theatre, Myerstown, Pa.—General patron-
age.

SHE GOING SAILOR: Funny comedy.—Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

SOCK EXCHANGE: Bobby Vernon—Fair slap-
stick comedy. Vernon is not popular here.—A. B.
Kreiser, Majestic theatre, Myerstown, Pa.—General
patronage.

WHY GORILLAS LEAVE HOME: Bobby Vernon—Bobby Vernon has slipped a little and his comedies
are not as good as they were about six months ago.
Two reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martins-
ville, Va.—General patronage.

ORIENTAL HUGS: Billy Dooley—Here is a knock-
out comedy with Dooley all mixed up in a harem.
Two reels.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk,
Man.—General patronage.

PARAMOUNT COMEDIES:—As a general run they
are neat and clever but far from funny. Billy
Dooley the only laugh.—R. J. Speck, Kenwood the-
atre, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

TOPSY TURVY: KRAZY KAT—The best of
Paramount's short stuff, to our notion, are thue
Krazy Kat Kartoons, and that isn't saying a whol«
Filler class only. Good print, for a distinctly novel
change. One-half reel.—Wolfe & Williams, Screen-
land theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

PATHE
CAMPUS VAMP: The only good comedies Mack

Sennett made for Pathe are the Girl Comedies. Book
every one—they're great.—F. H. Kershaw, Tivoli
theatre, Winnipeg, Man.—General patronage.

COLLEGE KIDDO: O.K. It sure brought the
laughs. Two reels.—Arch E. McCord. Rex theatre,
Maysville, Mo.—Small town patronage.

PRUDENCE: Max Davidson—A dandy comedy.
Two reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre,
Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

PATHE NEWS: Always a good and diversified
entertainment. Maybe some of the other outfits have
as good or better news reels, but if so I haven't seen
them.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neilb-
vills, Wis.—Small town patronage.

PATHE REVIEW: With its new dress, the Pathe
Review is a good addition to anyone's screen. Always
clean and entertaining.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

NO PICNIC: Smitty—Very un-funny.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

TAXI FOR TWO: Very funny.—Bert Silver, Sil-

ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

"Not a Sound Picture,"

Wired House Advertises
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, March 5.—There
is one theatre in Kansas City, at
least, which is not forgetting the
silent picture. It is the new $1,000,-
000 Plaza theatre, second run subur-
ban house, which had its formal
opening not long ago. The theatre
is equipped with Vitaphone and Mov-
ietone, but so convinced is H. A.
Jones, manager, that his patrons like
good silent pictures that he recently
has billed several features with this
line inserted in his advertising

:

"This is not a sound picture!"
"I have nothing in particular

against sound pictures," Jones said,
"but many of my patrons have told
me that they preferred a good silent
picture to the scratching and mum-
bling of a talking or sound picture.
The truth of the matter is, I think,
that the silent picture leaves more
to the imagination of the audience.
We have no thought of discontinuing
sound and talking pictures, but it will
be our policy to mix them up a bit
and try to please all types of people
in our audiences. After all, that is

all any theatre manager can hope to
accomplish, isn't it?"

Theatre Closed in "Flu";
Protests Bring Reopening

(Special to the Herald-World)

SANFORD, ME., March 5.—Fol-
lowing a hearing at which protest
was voiced by many citizens, James
Greeley of this town has been
granted permission to reopen his
theatre, closed by the health authori-
ties as a means of combatting an
epidemic of grippe and influenza.
The theatre was closed but one
week.

THEIR SECOND HONEYMOON: Not much com-
edy to this one. Disappointed as a rule. Pathe
comedies have hit the mark. Two reels.—Arch E.
McCord, Rex theatre, Maysville, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

R K O

MICKEY'S PALS: Mickey McGuire—Pretty fair
kid comedy.—Sammie Jackson, Jackson theatre,
Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

MICKEY'S BIG GAME HUNT: Mickey McGuire—
Good comedy.—Sammie Jackson, Jackson theatre,
Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

MICKEY'S ANTICS: Mickey McGuire—Good for
the kids. Two reels.—Sammie Jackson, Jackson the-
atre, Flomaton, Ala.—General patronage.

NOTHIN' DOING: Charley Bowers—Good. Two
reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah.—General patronage.

RACING BLOOD: Have run several of these and
patrons seem to like them.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre,
Farwell, Neb.—General patronage.

RACING BLOOD: These are liked very much.
They are as good as the "Collegians" and do not
cost as much. Two reels each.—Stanley Goodwin,
Pioneer theatre, Robesonia, Pa.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL

HOLLYWOOD OR BUST: Arthur Lake^Iust fair.

—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General
patronage.

HOT DOG: Oswald Cartoon—Very good cartoon.
One reel.—O. Lane, Star theatre, Trumansburg,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

NEWLYWEDS UNWELCOME: Snookums— The
public seems to be getting tired of this line of

comedies. Two reels.—Stanley Goodwin, Pioneer
theatre, Robesonia, Pa.—General patronage.

PANICKY PANCAKES: Oswald the Rabbit—Well,
here is a comedy that is a scream. If they keep up
as good as they have been, we will still be looking

at them ten years from now. One reel.—Stanley
Goodwin, Pioneer theatre, Robesonia, Pa.—General

patronage.

RUBBER NECKS: Sid Saylor—A few laughs in

this, but have had lots of better Sid Saylor comedies.

—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General

patronage.

WINNING GOAL: The Collegians—Pretty good,

although my people know nothing of hockey.

—

Sammie Jackson, Jackson theatre, Flomaton, Ala.

—

General patronage.

Bluechel & Lannan Buy
Two Theatres in Iowa
(Special to the Herald-World)

CLARINDA, IA., March 5.—Two motion
picture theatres, the Armory and Rialto, have
been purchased by Bluechel and Lannan,
former Omaha theatre promoters. The Ar-
mory will be equipped with Vitaphone.

Utah Exhibitors Attack
Bill to Tax Amusements

(Special to the Herald-World)

SALT LAKE CITY, March 5.—Prac-
tically every theatre in this section is issu-

ing slips, addressed to the governor, for

their patrons to sign; protesting the bill, to

place an additional tax upon places of

amusement. This bill is to be voted upon
in a few days.
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LETTERS
From Readers

(Continued from page 62)

be established and one night stands played to

the advantage of all. It would be a godsend
to the little fellows whose patrons have tired

of pictures. W hen a crude home talent play

will crowd a house to the doors, it would be
possible to probably even make some money
once again, if we can get some good vaude-
ville that was funny and CLEAN. We will

be glad to try it ourselves, when the picture

game plays out, as it is rapidly doing here,

but we will close our doors permanently before

we will sponsor any smut organizations that

may be on the road.

—

Dinsmore & Son", Ma-
jestic Theatre, Weiner. Ark.

Confer With Herald-World

OXFORD, KAN.—To the Editor : We have
taken the Herald-World for the past two
years and also have it paid up for the next
three years. So you can see how we don't like

it In fact my husband and I have a little

conference with that little book each night

after the show—think it just the "berries" and
how I do like to read J. C.'s writing. He
seems to speak right from his very soul. In
fact it's all good, but what I would like to

write about now is, what are they trying to

do with us little show people? Get rid of

us, I guess ! I never saw the treatment they

are trying to give us.

I saw in one Herald-World where one man
went after the school for putting on admis-
sion shows at school and he won out. But
here in Kansas they are planning on letting

the schools run their shows the same as us,

only they won't have to pay licenses and of

course, no music license, and they sell the pic-

tures so much cheaper to schools than they

do to shows.

A year ago we ran "3 Bad Men" and we paid

$25 ; and that fall they offered it with a list

of other pictures to the school for $10. So
where they have a live wire school like they
they have here, it really doesn't pay a show
man's rentals, as they start in the fall with
football, plays, and parties till basketball ; then
it's plays, shows, parties and basketball till

one has about one night a week for profit and
very probably it rains or snows on that night.

They are now trying to tax us poor little

fellows extra. Well, it is more than the most
of us can stand, so I guess I'll be looking up
a hamburger stand, and start in there. That
will be about all the money one will have left

after they pay their taxes and licenses for
show, music, etc. ; so maybe while they pass
by I can sell them a 5 cent hamburger, unless
they tax the ham that goes in the burger.

Just got through reading J. C.'s letter in the
Herald-World of February 9 and he sure
knows what he is saying when he tells us
what is wrong with the picture business.

If we could get good clean pictures we
wouldn't have to leave the box office when our
best customers come out of the show. Now, I

believe they can be made not suggestive and
still be good, lively pictures. That is what us
little country towns want, in fact we don't

understand half they are trying to suggest in

some of the smutty pictures they are making
now ; and to tell you if I wasn't in the busi-

ness and had children, they never would be
allowed to go and see the underworld things

they are putting out. Where are all these

censors when they let these kind of pictures

by I would like to know?
I will not forget, some time ago while in

the box office, and we had one of these under-
world things on, a little "thuggish" looking
boy about 13 or 14 years came to the window

and asked if we had a robber picture on to-

night. I laughed and said I guessed that was
what it was, as the advertisement sure looked
like it; and he threw his money down so quick

and was in the show before I had time to

think. As he was a stranger to me I after-

wards thought; what Mother some place is

advertising for that same litde boy that thinks

he can go out and do what he sees in these,

what he called Robber Pictures. Well, I guess
I have surely gone my limit, but don't suppose
I'll ever bother you again as 1 only take a

spell like this once in 8 or 10 years. Thanking
you for your patience if you have read this

far, as I had some "What the Picture Did for

Me" to send in.

—

Mrs. J. D. Swabb, Strand
Theatre, Oxford, Kan.

On Producer-Theatres

SAFETY HARBOR, FLA.—To the Edi-

tor: Stettmund's letter was an eye-opener.

His ideas have existed in the minds of a lot

of us. Guess we thought we were out of step

and kept shut. Personal friendship acquired

through years of personal and social contact

will stand for a lot—But there's a limit. The
result—closed theatres because the picture is

not as represented by the local theatre man's
advertising. The advance ad matter of the

producers lies about the picture. A very re-

cent instance is F B O's "Shanghaied."

But, Stettmund, the producers have gone
into exhibiting and control all key cities and
thousands that are not, and as you know the

methods used have only been lawful by greased

palms. Pete Harrison can tell you. Yes, we
have been forced to take rotten pictures. The
producer has, through us, forced them on our
friend and patrons. In cities where a pro-
ducer-distributor controls all the theatres, the

public has had to take anything and be satis-

fied. If you think we've had rotten ones, wait
till the produce^distributors control the ex-

hibiting. The sea-bottom will be high, com-
pared to quality then.

And Stettmund—How about all this bunch
of riff-raff foreign actors they're importing at

beggar's pay to whip our own American actors

with? And how about this bunch of foreign
produced junk that is forced on us in this

blanket block booking gyp? With the produ-
cer-distributor-exhibitor control, that vertical

trust that the government is allowing to

develop, the actors, the public and everybody
will be told where to step off. The indepen-
dent theatre operator, through his house and
screen, helps the producer to create a star, but
after that star is made they take it away from
you because the price asked is out of your
reach. Milton Sills and numerous others,

after they are developed into stars so that
their name draws, are put into cheap rotten
pictures that kill them and the local theatre
too. By restraint of service any independent
try ing to open in a town where the producers
control is in the red all the time until forced
to close.

Will Hays has brought more people of a
single group into want and poverty than any
man in this country. The United States Steel
Corporation combine has made itself a bless-

ing to our country, so has a number of other
combines. But the men at the head of the
Moving Picture (dis) trust have been a curse.

Hays has been aided and abetted by the heads
of all the producers. The opinions of S. W.
Dodds, Campbell, California, are also the ideas
of hundreds of other small exhibitors.

Advertised brands of hose, shoes, clothing,

etc., are made to a standard sold at a standard
price. Those manufacturers who are making
an effort to establish and build a reputation
replace and adjust defective or inferior prod-
ucts. Their articles are inspected carefully
before being distributed for public sale. Not
so with the film business or what have you.
They want a decent trade name for "Talkies"
(Squawkies, I call them). When the industry
becomes decent, then decent trade names and
trade marks can be established. Even the pro-
ducers, realizing their product was so rotten,

had to add prologues, presentations, band
shows and what-nots until the feature bore

the same relation to the show as the short

comedy did in the past

I guess I am a bum showman ; the talkies,

or whatever you want to call them, create no
interest for them in me. I hope that the small

town house stays off them and saves the gyp
that goes with 'em. Stick to good silent films,

if you can find them, and save a foreclosure.

Pete Harrison has told you the facts of the

methods used by the big 3 producers and their

exhibiting companies in forcing a house to

shut and get out of the way from them, so

why not decide to quit patronizing theatres

controlled by those groups. They would treat

you just as dirty if they decided to come into

your town. And these wonderful film boards

of trade and their arbitration committees

(Bunkum-Hokum). Pettijohn says they are

the height of fairness and justice. (Shhoshh

—

his idea of justice.) They are a burlesque on
justice and a travesty on fairness. The na-

tional flag of the film game is the dollar bill

and their loyalty knows no code of morality or

integrity. A letter from a secretary" of a film

board plainly indicates that the boards have
no authority to help the exhibitor but only to

force any and all demands of the distributor,

whether just or not, on the exhibitor.

Personally, when I went into this business

I thought it would be a respectable business

and in my local houses I have been blocked

in an effort to keep it such by the producers

themselves.—R. G. Hudson, Alden theatre,

Safety Harbor, Florida,

His Public Wants Sound

MANILA, ARK—To the Editor : I am the

owner of three picture shows located in small

towns of around 1,500 population each. Up
until about one year ago I thought there was
no other business like it, and I had a desire

to own even more houses in small towns, but

today I do not think very much of it.

It seems to me that the people are losing

interest in picture shows, and it makes very

little difference about what pictures one shows.

I have always tried to play the very best pic-

tures that I could get, and am still using the

best that I can buy. I have been asked time

and again when I was going to install talking

pictures. Of course it would be nice to run
talking pictures but I cannot see how houses
in small towns can afford it. We would have
to be out a big expense to install talkies, and
then if I understand it, our real expense would
just begin. We would have to pay higher

film rental, and would have to have the very-

latest equipment, and more experienced oper-

ators. Then when our neighbor theatres in-

stalled talkies I do not think that we would
have any more people attend our show than

we would have if we were all using silent

pictures.

As I see it, we would have been a lot better

off had the first talking picture never been
released. I am speaking of the producer as

well as the exhibitor. Large theatres as well

as the small. I cannot see where they will

gain anything by going to all the expense they

are going to. 1 had a film salesman tell me
that the exchange was trying to put the small

man out of business, and have theatres in large

towns only, and get more money for their

films than they were getting now, and get it

quicker. I do not know if he really knew
this to be a fact or not, but I do know that if

it keeps on going like it is now, the small

houses will go out of business.

Another thing that is going to ruin the

small theatres is the fact that they cannot
exist without good Western pictures, and they

are getting hard to find.

The best picture that I have run lately was
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," from a box office stand-

point as well as a picture.

I have been taking the Herald-World since

I started in the show business in 1921 and I

think it is the best of its kind.— C. W. Tipton,

New Theatre, Manila, Ark.
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Takes Over Reins

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By J. F.

THE present status of the Ascher circuit comes in for consideration as a re-

sult of the Fox-Loew merger. In lists of theatres now controlled and op-

erated by Fox, appearing in various publications, including the daily press,

the Ascher string has been named. This chain is operated by the Chicago Title

and Trust Company, as receiver. The efforts of creditors and Fox, which holds
the preferred stock, to reorganize the circuit, reported some time ago in the
Herald-World, are being continued, but according to Chester R. Davis, assistant

trust officer for the receiver, the status of the properties is so far unchanged.

publicity manager, passed through Chicago
on the way from Hollywood to New York.

* * *

We had an enjoyable chat with Walter
Babitz, manager of the Grant theatre in

Cicero last week. Babitz house seats 400. Be-
sides being a good exhibitor, Babitz is an ac-
complished musician. He studied on the vio-
lin for over 15 years, and for many years
music was his profession.

* * *

Oscar Florene, who is selling cue service
records for Victor, now has headquarters in

the Exhibitors Association offices.

Lupe Velez, the famous Mexican star of
United Artists, has been causing the traffic

cops around the United Artists theatre a lot

of grief during her engagement there. The
entire corner was jammed with people come
to get a glimpse of the beautiful star as she
left the theatre. "I'm a Mex," declares Lupe
in her act, and we must admit, "a darned
pretty one, too." Frank Yoconelli, who ap-
pears with her in the picture, "Lady of the
Pavements," is with her in the act.

* * *

The Regent theatre at 6746 Sheridan
Road, has changed hands. The Regent was
formerly owned by John Semedalos. The
new owner is Eddie Roth.

* * *

J. K. Burger, head of the United Artists
poster department, was visiting the local ex-
change last week. C. E. Smith, assistant to
the general manager, was another visitor from
the home office. They remained for a week
in Chicago.

' $ $

Harry Goldson, owner of the Plaza the-
atre is in California, going out to join Mrs.
Goldson.

The inauguration of sound pictures with
RCA Photophone at the Belmont theatre
Sunday brought out the crowds as crowds
are not always wont to be brought out. All
house records were broken the first two
days of the Photophone showings. The
screen attraction was Warner Brothers'
"The Singing Fool."

* • •

The new Montclare theatre, at Grand and
Harlem Avenues, opened March 1. Basil
Charuhas is manager of the new house.

* * *

A. J. Balaban, manager of productions for
B & K, has returned to Chicago after a vaca-
tion of five weeks in Hollywood.

The Diversey theatre will open with sound
in the near future.

* * *

The Laporte theatre in Laporte, Ind., opened
March 2 with DeForest Phonofilm.

Felix F. Feist, general sales manager of
M G M ; and Howard Dietz, advertising and

Catherine Sullivan, one of Tess Heraty's
charming friends, has taken a position at the
Warner Brothers exchange.'

ft * ft

The Crawford theatre, a B & K house, is

now being equipped with DeForest Phono-
film.

* * *

Nat Wolf, owner of the Biltmore theatre,
has returned from a vacation in Hot Springs.

* * *

George McKean, home office representative
for Fox News, stopped off for a visit with
Clyde Eckhart last week.

* * *

The Willard theatre, formerly operated by
the Turklein Amusement Company, has been
taken over by the Fifty-First Street Company.

PHOTOTONE TALKIES
Disc—Sound-on Film
Non-synchronous

The Phototone Sales Co.
845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

FOR ILL., WIS., IOWA, IND., MICH.. OHIO
Telephone Harrison 0737

Lupe Velez, United Artists star made per-

sonal with her picture "Lady of the Pave-
ments" while playing in Chicago. Shown
here are: Helene Ruppert, her secretary;

W. H. Rudolph, District manager for

United Artists theatre, Lupe, and Frank
Yoconelli, stage partner.

WILLIAM (BILL) BRUMBERG

'\^7'ORLD Wide's Chicago branch was placed
*^ in charge of William Brumberg on March

4, and thereby Bill staged a little inaugura-

tion of his own.

Bill Brumberg is a Chicago boy. If you

must have the secret, he was born 'way back

in 1896, and in those days Chicago was pretty

tame, so he quit high school in Chicago and

went out to Wyoming. Later on he went to

Santa Barbara, Cal., where he became assist-

ant circulation manager of the Morning Press.

Bill entered the motion picture business as

usher in a 300-seat house called the La Petite

in Santa Barbara. About this time the Ameri-
can Film Company moved its studio from
San Diego to Santa Barbara and Bill became
an extra. Later in Los Angeles, he played a

part in J. Warren Kerrigan's "Samson and
Delilah."

He was employed in the Broadway theatre

as projectionist and next leaving this post to

join Bill Clune's road show of "The Birth

of a Nation." When the war broke out,

Brumberg joined the navy. After the war,

he tried out several jobs, finally ending

up in coming to Chicago as a publicity man.

In 1922 R. C. Seery employed him as a sales-

man for First National, later appointing him
country sales manager. In 1923 he became
country sales manager of Universal, and a

year ago he joined Columbia in the same
capacity, in which position he remained until

his appointment as World Wide branch man-
ager last week.

The Plaisance theatre on West 63rd Street

has closed, having gone into bankruptcy.
* ft ft

Benny Abrams, brother of Jerry Abrams
of the Gotham pictures exchange, was visit-

ing his brother last week. Benny was han-

dling "Road to Ruin" in Washington until

recently, when he was hit by a machine and
suffered an injured thigh.

* * *

R. L. Helving of the Liberty theatre, Marys-
ville, Kan., has signed up for DeForest Phono-
film. Helving was in the Chicago last week
and heard a demonstration of the device.

* * *

A Kansas City exchange for DeForest
Phonofilm has been opened, and W. L. Sheri-

dan, well known figure along the Row, was
named manager.

Doug Hodges, former Row reporter for

the Herald-World, and now in Los Angeles

as manager of the Herald-World's West
Coast office, is the father of a baby girl, born

to Mr. and Mrs. Hodges last week.
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NEGATIVE

JLJABORATORY measurement of its sound fidelity

—actual use in the studios

—

Reprotone Negative

has undergone these two tests and has emerged as

the pre-eminent medium for the recording ofsound

with motion pictures. Developed through the joint

efforts of the industry and the Eastman organiza-

tion, it makes possible a hitherto unapproached

standard of realistic, pleasing sound reproduction.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

the proved sound film

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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CENE: Office of a leading first run exhibitor. Enter Mr. Exhibi-

tor, beaming and chuckling. He has just uitnessed , a trade

Lowing of Douglas MacLean's talking comedy-thriller, "The

amotion Kid." Mr. E. has the picture booked and he's tickled to

?ath. He lights up a Corona-Corona and summons his secretary:

letter to Hon
"Take a

MacLean"
(Dear Doug: I just saw your talking picture, The Carnation Kid' and it's sure a knockout from

-cry conceivable box-office angle. It's by far your best since "The Hottentot' and it sweeps you

ight up in the front rank of the talking stars. The way "The Carnation Kid' mixes the thrills with

lie laughs and the talk with the music is great. The story speeds along like a breeze. Every voice

a the picture is A-l. Frances Lee is the cutest little trick I've seen in some time. And the scene

here that big, beautiful blonde, Lorraine Eddy, tries to vamp you because she likes her men

rough will start any audience roaring. Congratulations,

Doug. A bow to Al Christie for giving you such a

swell show. And another to Al Cohn for writing the

storv. What a break for vou bovs and Paramount

!

And for us smart fellows who have these great

Paramount talking pictures coming week after week."

AL CHRISTIE presents

ouglas Maclean
in "The

ARNATION KlD"
A Paramount Picture
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"Paramount has three short subjects now run-
ning at the Criterion, N. Y., that far surpass any
sound shorts yet made. They are 'TWO LITTLE
CHINESE MAIDS', 'HIGHLOWBROW' and THE
FALSE ALARM FIRE COMPANY'. The three of
them will relieve any exhibitor of a lot of worry,
for after seeing them he will be in a position to
say to himself—'if a company can make them so
good in such a variety as I have seen, I need not
have any worry where I am going to get the short
reels I want in sound.' "

—Exhibitors Daily Review

CHRISTIE TALKING PLAYS— "The Christies
seem to have beaten all other producers to the
screen with their talking comedies of colored
bTe. ' —Motion Picture News

"THE CARNIVAL MAN"—"This two reel talking
act, with Walter Huston, is a knockout."

—Earl Hall Payne, Kentucky Theatre,
Lexington, Ky.

PARAMOUNT SONG CARTOONS-" 'Sidewalks
of New York' is the cleverest novelty in sound we
have ever seen. Howard Theatre audiences
applauded. It is recommended for every theatre,
regardless of size."

—Weekly Film Review (Atlanta)

"THE MELANCHOLY DAME" — "This talking
comedy, taken from Octavus Roy Cohen's Satur-
day Evening Post story, is great. Let's have more
of them." (Temple Theatre, Toledo, O.). "A riot
of stomach laughs" (Los Angeles Herald). "A
pride for the Christies" (Exhibitors Herald).
"Sprightly dialogue tells a bright story in excellent
voicing. Christie seems to be 'in' " (Zit's). "The
good news on 'Melancholy Dame' has spread like
wildfire and any number of exhibitors have called
up for a booking." (R. B. Wilbanks, Branch
Manager, Charlotte, N. C.)

A TIP
SHORTS

I^RAMOUNT has captured the

sound short feature business. No question

about that. This company's entrance into

1
the field has turned sound shorts from a

headache to a box office joy. Real quality

and popular appeal of the subjects has

done it. The difference between Para-

mount's class one- and two-reelers and
1

1

the rest of the product in the field is a

matter of comment throughout the trade.

Exhibitors by the thousands have been

quick to appreciate Paramount quality i

in the whole show in sound.

P A R A M O U NT
Alt K THE GREATEST BUY
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ON THE
MARKET
Proven Ho.v Office Merit!

15 PARAMOUNT SOUND
kCTS Produced with the same class as

aramount sound features. One- and two-reels,

'alking, singing, dancing. With such stars as

Iddie Cantor, Ruth Etting, Eddie Peabody, Walter

luston, Borrah Minnevitch and others.

13 CHRISTIE TALKING
PLAYS Including the famous Octavus Roy

-ohen Saturday Evening Post stories. First one,

The Melancholy Dame", now cleaning up every-

where like an ace feature picture. Other talkers

eaturing famous stars.

5 FAMOUS COMPOSERS
MUSICAL GEMS Produced by

ames Fitzpatrick. Already a favorite with first-

un theatres. Twice as good in sound.

I SONG CARTOONS Presented by

Jfred Weiss. Sparkling musical novelties that

et the audience singing.

EDDIE CANTOR—"'That Party in Person', Para-
mount talking short, ran 16 weeks on Broadway
to continuous applause." Criterion, Rialto, Para-
mount Theatres, Hippodrome.

"JUST ONE WORD"—"Interesting and amusing
for its novelty." —Billboard

"THE MELANCHOLY DAME"—"You can't go
wrong with this one. Christies have set a tough
pace for themselves. If the others live up to this

standard, the whole group is worth buying."
—Motion Picture News

"We are booking Paramount Sound Shorts as fast

as they are received by the exchange. Already
played Eddie Cantor, Ruth Etting. Playing 'Just

One Word' and Borrah Minnevitch this week.
Have booked 'Sidewalks of New York', The Mel-
ancholy Dame' and Two Little Chinese Maids'.
This is indication of what leading first run
theatres think of them."—Royal and Newman Theatres, Kansas City

"Paramount Sound Shorts, TCisses', TVlelancholy
Dame' wonderful. Exceptionally good."—Jacob Lourie, New England Theatres

"The Octavus Roy Cohen stories being made by
the Christies for Paramount release are examples
of what is liked best in sound shorts."—Inside Facts (California)

"IF MEN PLAY CARDS AS WOMEN DO"—"Will
amuse the women muchly. Well played."—Variety

"A BIRD IN THE HAND"—"Made by Christie.

Good entertainment with robust giggles. Audi-
ence found it very humorous." —Variety

"THE MELANCHOLY DAME"—"A very good and
well recorded comedy subject, playable in any
house on any bill." —Variety

RUTH ETTING—"Miss Etting has good appear-
ance on the screen and expert disc voice. Her
shorts are important. She stands a good chance of
becoming a decided favorite in them." — Variety

SHORTSSOUND
IN S I U II I If K S II u If



CHARLES MOSKOWITZ

H. M. MESSITER

JOE VOGEL FRED A. FLADER

SAM DEMBOW, JR.

CHARLES MOSKOWITZ JOE VOGEL

Dear Charlie and Joe:

Last week at the Chinese

Theatre in Los Angeles,

I fought my way through

crowds to see BROADWAY

MELODY, and how I enjoyed

it and how I envied you.

But listen, Charlie and

Joe. Since I returned

from the Coast we screened

a picture, MOTHERS BOY, an

all talking, all singing

Melody Drama with Morton

Downey that makes me hon-

estly feel that we have a

better picture than "Broad

way Melody. 1

1

I feel certain that you
are just as happy about

this as we are, because
being in the theatre busi-
ess you want good pic-
tures, and whether they
bear the roaring lion or
the crowing rooster is

secondary. It's the re-

sults at the box-office
that count.

Sincerely

,

FRED A FLADER H M MESSITER

Dear Fred and H. M.

You men are extremely for-

tunate in having as your

guiding genius, Mr. Carl

Laemmle, whose methods of

conveying ideas, not only

to the trade but to the

public, have been an in-

spiration to all of us.

"Straight from the shoul-

er!

"

But here's another one

straight from my shoulder.

We have an ALL TALKING,

ALL SINGING, PATHE Melody

Drama titled MOTHER'S BOY,

with Morton Downey, that

will make more money for

the Universal Theatres than

either "Show Boat" or

"Broadway" and - we make

this statement with the

full realization that

"Broadway" and "Show Boat"

are two of the outstand-

ing pictures produced dur-

ing the current season.

Sincerely,

SAM DEM BOW, JR. BILL SAAL

Dear Sam and Bill:

I am sure that you took an

intense pride in the fact

that Paramount produced

and released such a mar-

velous picture as THE CAN-

ARY MURDER CASE. I saw

the picture and thought

it was great, and I know

that it is doing a trem-

endous business in all of

your theatres.

But let me tell you some-

thing, Sam and Bill. You

haven't seen anything yet.

MOTHER'S BOY the All-

Talking and Singing PATHE

picture, from a box-office

standpoint starts where

"The Canary Murder Case"

leaves off, and I am sure

you will share my enthus-

iasm when you see it.

Sincerely,

OzQ—*^ OzQL^^ 0&Z$L^^

These letters are very personal, indeed



BILL SAAL SPYROS SKOURAS ED. ALPERSON

CHARLES S. LEVIN JACK SULLIVAN

SPYROS SKOURAS ED. ALPERSON

Dear Spyros and Ed:

Because of the perseverance and

foresight of Warner Brothers, we

have a new medium of expression

in this business of ours; that is

Talking Pictures. Two of the

greatest talking pictures, THE

JAZZ SINGER and THE SINGING FOOL

were produced by your company, and

when I say great I mean great

—

both from an artistic and box-

office standpoint.

These two pictures had a very re-

juvenating effect on all of the

theatres. They have been rejuven-

ated just in time to appreciate a

better picture than either one of

them. It is MOTHER'S BOY, an All-

Talking and Singing PATHE Melody

Drama that will establish new mo-

tion picture history.

It looks like it's another pic-

ture for the Hall of Fame.

Sincerely,

CHARLES S. LEVIN JACK SULLIVAN

Dear Jack and Charlie:

Mr. William Fox and Mr. Winnie

Sheehan again demonstrated what a

new idea was worth in the picture

business by giving the public "IN

OLD ARIZONA." And then to prove

that it wasn't an accident, they

repeated with HEARTS IN DIXIE."

Both Mr. Fox and Mr. Sheehan un-

doubtedly feel very gratified be-

cause the results at the box-office

substantiated their judgement. I

sat spellbound through both of them.

But let me tell you something.

This business moves fast. Your

company makes a big picture and

then makes a bigger one—and now

we make one that surpasses either

of them.

That picture is MOTHER'S BOY, a

Singing, Talking Pathe Melody

Drama with the golden voiced tenor

Morton Downey, playing the lead-

ing role.

Sincerely,

But as a special favor you may read them





MOTHER'S BOY

PATHE ALL TALKING
ALL SINGING PICTURE

with

Broadway's Golden Voiced Tenor

MORTON DOWNEY
HELEN CHANDLER, BERYL MERCER
BARBARA BENNETT, OSGOOD PERKINS
From Story by Gene Markey
Directed by Bradley Barker
Super vised by Robert T. Kane

A Story of Romance and Sentiment Tunefully Told
Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.—Will H. Hays, President
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The wheels

are humming
WITH the introduction of the RCA

Photophone the statement was
made that "Superior facilities and su-

perior resources automatically attract

superior public support."

Although but ten months have elapsed

since the initial announcement of RCA
Photophone, the correctness of this

statement is attested today by a demand
that is taxing the production resources

of the world's largest electrical organ-

izations.

In this brief period, the RCA Photo-

phone has become the standard by which
the tonal quality and efficiency of sound
reproduction are measured. Sound pic-

tures made by the RCA Photophone sys-

tem of recording are receiving universal

public acclaim.

The facilities of the plants of RCA,
General Electric Company and Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing
Company are constantly being expanded

CHICAGO
10O W. Monroe St.

Room 1810

DENVER
R17-17lh St.

V. S. Nail. Bank BIdg.

SAN FRANCISCO
235 Montgomery St.

Russ BIdg.

Address all Inquiries to Commercial Department

to bridge the gap between date of order

and date of installation.

On the present basis, theatre owners

may confidently anticipate a calibre of

delivery service in keeping with the

resources and production scope of these

organizations.

And they may confidently look forward

also to an equipment that embodies all

the advances of today, plus the assur-

ance of such improvements as may de-

velop tomorrow.

RCA PIIOTOPIIOMu INC.
411 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

Subsidiary of the Radio Corporation of America

1



MISS
PROSPERITY

HE KNEW
IVHAT SHE
VAN TED!



His greatest success since
"Ben-Hur" is "The Flying
Fleet." Thrilling packed
houses everywhere. And
now comes "The Pagan" di-

rected by W.S.Van Dyke who
made "White Shadows."

"A Woman of Affairs"
continues to sweep Amer-
ica like wildfire. John
Gilbert follows with "Des-
ert Nights." What a star.'

They all wanted him!
The Big Ones stay with
M-G-M

!



1 e most talked of star in
P tures! "A Woman of
/ airs" built her fame big-
g than ever. Next: "Wild
Cirhids" and it's a throb-
b g Garbo gold-getter!

One happy hit after another!
"The Duke Steps Out" is

his new winner after "Ex-
cess Baggage" and "Show
People." He's popular!

Your public has made her a

brilliant star! "Our Dancing
Daughters" is just the be-
ginning of Joan Crawford's
glorious box-office career!
M-G-M is the star maker
supreme!

HAL ROACH COMEDIES

"OUR GANG"- LAUREL-HARDY—CHARLIE
CHASE—ALL STARS—they're the Class of Short

Subjects! They draw like Features! And Hal
Roach's tie-up with Victor means you get them
now with Sound effects, funnier than ever!

M-G-M NEWS; M-G-M GREAT EVENTS in

M-G-M UFA ODDITIES; METRO
MOVIETONE ACTS are the Quality Short* of

the Industry I



GET HOT!
THE JOY of being a Metro-Goidwyn -Mayer exhibitor is that you're linked

up with the Young Bloods of this great industry. There are no conditions

that can be conceived of which could ever dislodge this great company from its

topmost position in the picture business. We're on our toes! We got hot early and

we're staying hot! Show business means constant vigilance of public taste, con-

stant dishing up-new delights, new thrills, new personalities for the public palate.

GET HOT with Leo, the irrepressible M-G-M Lion! What a succession of

hits have come from the miracle studios of M-G-M. It's a pleasure to think

of "Our Dancing Daughters," "A Woman of Affairs," "White Shadows," "Alias

Jimmy Valentine" and all the rest of those M-G-M house fillers ! Big stars in

Big Pictures is what gets the coin. It keeps showmen enthusiastic to work with

such a product. It keeps you young and happy and glad to be in this business

of golden opportunity.

This year especially, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has shown that it pays to be with

the dependable, proven producing .source. Come what may, and there could

never be a more revolutionary year, it's practical theatre insurance to be linked

with M-G-M and its stars.

AND now the arrival of "The Broadway Melody"—playing extended runs at

i

top prices on the East and West Coasts of America—at Grauman's Chinese

Theatre, Los Angeles, and the Astor Theatre, New York— revolutionizing the

whole field of talking pictures! How true to Young Blood form that M-G-M
should step to the top of Talking Pictures, as it has in the silent field. Get hot!

Stay hot ! Wear smiles and diamonds with

METRO-GOLDWYN-
FIRM AND FOREMOST



«EARTS

LL-TALKING ALL-SINGING ALL-LAUGHINGL Musical Drama
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outhland's greatest

entertainers in an
All-Talking, All-Singing

All-Dancing Musical Drama
of Dixieland

STRIKES AN ENTERTAIN-
ING NOTE.—" Hearts in

Dixie* strikes an entertaining

note with characteristic presen-

tations of dusky social life in

the Cotton Belt."— Beity Col-

fax, Graphic.

THE MOST DELIGHTFUL
ENTERTAINMENT IN ALL
NEW YORK.-"Without delay

you must set aside an afternoon

or evening and go to the Gaiety

Theatre for here is to be found

one of the most delightful enter-

tainments in all New York. 1

thought it a joy throughout."

—

Quinn Martin, N. Y. World.

A

WILLIAM FOX
presents

HEARTS
in DIXIE

with

Cast of 200 including BILL-

BREW CHORUS of 60 VOICES

and STEPIN FETCHIT —
"comedy find of the year."

Paul Sloane

Production
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Now drawing, lining and packing

them in at the

"SIMPLY PRICELESS."-Reg/na Cannon,

American.

"COMEDY PERFORMANCE STANDS
OUT . . . real humor."— Bland Johaneson,

Daily Mirror.

A GENUINE KNOCKOUT.
—"Our hat is off to Fox films

for one of the most delightful

screen entertainments that has

come to Broadway ... A gen-

uine knockout.' ' — H. David

Straus, Morning Telegraph.

THE FUNNI-
EST THING
IMAGINABLE.
— "Stepin Fetchit

— this boy is

great. He is the

funniest thing
imaginable, his

dialect recording

perfectly via
movietone."—
George Qerhard,

Eve. World.

GAIETY
Theatre, N. Y.

at *2 top
IMMENSELY AFFECTING AND
HONESTLY AMUSING.— Done en-

tirely in talk and song, the film manages
to capture a touching picture of simple
humanity that is immensely affecting and
honestly amusing."

—

Richard Watts, Jr.,

Herald Tribune.

ENTERTAINMENT THAT KEEPS
ONE'S EYES WIDE OPEN.- Delight-

ful movietone production. Going to see

it after hearing the spiked melodies of

modern times is an hour of peace, but at

the same time it is an entertainment that

keeps one's eyes wide open through every

scene."

—

Mordaunt Hall, N. Y. Times.

BRILLIANT . . . "Different^ from any
movie you have ever seen." — Martin

Dickstein, Brooklyn Eagle.

IT HAS EVERYTHING—" Hearts in

Dixie' presents the simplest and most

poignant view of Southern negroes loose

in their native haunts, that I have seen

in the movies, or, for that matter, the

theatre. It has everything." — John S.

Cohen, Jr., Sun.
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Aladdin's
Magic ^

The Aladdin Theatre, Denver,

may think so—but we know it 's the crowd-

pulling, dough- pulling box-office smash

9 FOX MOVIETONE'S

In Old Arizona
World's First 100% outdoor talker with

EDMUND LOWE WARNER BAXTER
DOROTHY BURGESS

Raoul Walsh— Irving Cummings
Production

ARIZONA ALADDIN THEATRE
DENVER COMPLETE STANDOUT FROM

OPENING TO CLOSING LINES WAITING
TO GET IN THEATRE TWO BLOCKS LONG
AGAINST STIFFEST OPPOSITION ON BOTH
STAGE AND SCREEN REGARDS

R J MORRISON

CONGRATULATIONS ARIZONA DOING
THE BUSINESS OF DENVER IN FACE
OF TOUGHEST COMPETITION FROM ALL
OTHER THEATRES GROSS EXCEED-
ING SEVENTH HEAVEN AND GLORY
STOP ARIZONA IS ALADDI N'S MAGIC
THIS WEEK DRAWING ALL DENVER TO
ITS DOORS STOP TELL MR SHEEHAN
TO DO IT AGAIN KINDEST REGARDS

HARRY HUFFMAN

/
OLD ARIZONA BROKE ALL HOUSE RECORDS
LELAND THEATRE ALBANY RECEIPTS BUILT
EVERY DAY HAD TO RUN MIDNIGHT SHOW
TO ACCOMMODATE TRADE MANY THANKS
FOR SELLING ME SUCH WONDERFUL PRO-
DUCTION KINDEST REGARDS C H BUCKLEY

and cast your optics on this . . .

"IN OLD ARIZONA," now in its 1 Oth week at the Criterion, Los

Angeles. First and ninth week's receipts did not vary more than

$300! Criterion did more business in 9 weeks of "In Old Arizona"

than in previous 8 months

!
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CASH
REGISTERS
are playing
Sweet Music
Wherever

'OLD TUNES
FOR NEW"

plays
JE.LIEVE IT OR NOT. .

.

Richard Wagner composed "Yes.

He Have No Bananas."

Dr. SlGMUND SPAETH
Celebrated Musician and Critic

traces its musical origin in

this talking pianologue, comedy riot

FOX MOVIETONE
ENTERTAINMENT

Scored instantaneous hit at Gaiety Theatre, N.Y.
with "HE.ARTS in DIXIE."—All-TalKing', Singing,
Dancing—Music Drama of the Southland.

one of the most entertaining „ = „l, =1_,„ =r„,, = -„^
hort vocal subjects to date " RemarKable

. . . amusing. "Interesting and amusing."

-N. Y. Journal -N. Y Telegram —S. Y. Times

I We have no Bananas or Lemons

rvMI \7 PROFIT -TAKING
U1NL, I TALKERS from

PACE
MAKER
FOR THE
INDUS
TRY



ziEGFELn sr. i its s i.vai.va zm Fni.n emit
Helen Morgan singing "Bill," and "Can't Help Ixtving That Man;" Jules Bledsoe (ringing "Old Man River;" Aunt Jemima and the 1

Plantation singers rendering "Hey, Feller," and "Coma On, Folks"; Jerome Kern's music; Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd 8.,I



7\
before the elite of the

country atMiami andPalm
Beachi*) on March 17th at

Top

HE grandest show ever put on! Three great forms

of expression merged by master showmen into

the one giant entertainment that will establish new high

grosses for theatres throughout the land. As a novel

SHOW BOAT topped all others in sales ... as a Ziegfeld

Musical Comedy it is the big-money show of a decade

. . . and now ... as Carl Laemmle's talking and singing

triumph, it is positively the biggest of them all!

"Capitol Theatre, Miami

Paramount Theatre, Palm Beach

UN]TVER8AE'S new era
IN ENTERTAINMENT!

mm*

W.MItRY fOl.JL.tim M*ROnZTCTMO*%* OJF FERBM1MVX
i ndoua novel. With a brilliant Universal cast ... in action and dialogue . . . headed by Laura La Plante, Joseph Schildkraut, Otis

aim, Alma Rubens, Emily Fitzroy, Jane La Verne and hundreds of others. Directed, Silent and Movietone, by Harry Pollard.
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Lupe
Velez—
Whoopee Lupe"
is due to give Broadway
a great thrill with her

acting and singing in

"Lady of the Pavements"
opening MARCH 9th at

Rialto Thea., New York

Musical
Synchronization
by Hugo Riesenfeld

Theme Song: "Where is

the Song of Songs for Me'
by Irving Berlin

LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO fell

under their spell

and flocked to

see them in

D.W. GRIFFITH'S
wonderful entertainmenil

Lady of thd
Pavements!

WILLIAM JETTA
BOYD GOUDAL

LUPE VELEZ

Get Prepared
NEW YORK!
there's another
UNITED ARTISTS
PICTURE about tl

upset a few more hous

records*





James Kirkwood as "Rev. Kelly"

"I'm just a poor servant of the Lord—come to

save souls."

"Damn you all! I'm giving a party in Hell, and
you're all coming with me, NOW/"

Robert Ames as Jimmy

"I'm a reporter on the press. We'd been tipped

to watch "Tiger" Laraby—and I managed to get

aboard—but they got me and tied me up."

Ben Hendricks as the watchman

"That drummin' you hear? That's Laraby's

blackbird—a cannibal 'e is, a Voodoo cannibal

that does Laraby's dirty work. You better not go

aboard that ship, young lady."

Hallam Cooley as "Chester"

"Hang on to me, Charlie, something's got me by

the legs. Oh, damn it, pull! Help! Help!

Bits of dialogue from "Black Waters" t



'Noble Johnson as the Cannibal

His bare feet were as silent as his voiceless lips,

his black face matched the darkness, only his

eyes gleamed green as he fixed a poison dart in

his infernal blow pipe

—

Frank Reicher as "Randall"

"Mr. Laraby wasn't expecting me tonight. He
always preferred my wife—until he got her!"

msational melodrama in evening dress*

Lloyd Hamilton as the Valet

"M-m-m-m-m

—

(whistle'' My G-God! Uh-uh-uh
—Oh! th-th

—

(whistle) d-devil.

John Loder as "Charlie"

"Get behind me, Eunice. I've got the axe, I'll

smash through that door to the deck."

Mary Brian as Eunice

"Oh my dear! I couldn't tell you why I came to

this awful ship— but now, take me away, don't
ever leave me."





SUPREMACY ABROAD
Of the 12,865 paid subscribers to

Exhibitors Herald-World

1,042
Are located outside the borders of the United States and
include all of the leading purchasers of American motion
pictures and theatre equipment in the entire world.

Especially strong is the paid circulation in the three great

English speaking countries:

CANADA 414
ENGLAND 122
AUSTRALIA 104

ther countries in which there are paid subscribers to theHerald-World are
Alaska Denmark Hungary Portugal
Albania Dominican Republic Iceland Port. East Africa
Argentina Dutch East Indies India Roumania
Austria Dutch Guiana Ireland Russia (U.S.S.R.)
Belgium Egypt Italy Scotland
Bermuda Estonia Japan Siam
Brazil F. Malay States Latvia Spain
British Guiana Finland Mexico

Strait Settlements
British Honduras France New Foundland

South Af
'

British West Indies Germany New Zealand ^ ,

rica

Canal Zone Greece Nicaragua o
W
f

ei
\ *

Chile Guam Norway Switzerland

China Guatemala Peru ^yna

Columbia Hawaii Philippines Turkey

Cuba Holland Poland Venezuela

Czechoslovakia Honduras Porto Rico Virgin Islands

(Countries set in bold type contain ten or more paid subscribers to the Herald-World)

This without question is the largest paid foreign circulation in the history of the

American motion picture trade papers. These 1,042 paid subscribers represent the

greatest foreign buying power unit ever placed on the subscription list of an
American motion picture trade paper.

The Exhibitors Herald-World leads,—not just in grand total circulation. It leads

in every section of the United States ; it leads in the first run centers and in the
smaller cities and towns—and it leads in the foreign field.
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Sales
2\

and
mmatP

Service
throughout the country!

THE sales and service branches of Pacent

Reproducer Corporation extend from coast

to coast, from the Gulf of Mexico to the Great

Lakes, and into Canada !

26 Sales and Service offices ready and eager to

serve you. Every man in the Pacent organiza-

tion knows that the idea behind each Pacent

Reproducer installation is service, satisfaction

and profit to the exhibitor.

Type 2MDA Type 4MDA
Pacent Reproducer System Pacent Reproducer System

$2,500 $3,500
Synchronous—Double Channel

Throughout

Complete equipment for houses

vt ith seating capacity up to 2,000.

All electric operation. No batteries

of any kind.

For disc method of reproduction,

but reproduces by sound-on-lilm

method with Pacent Film Attach-
ment, released soon.

Synchronous—Double Channel
Throughout

Complete equipment for houses
with seating capacity up to 4,000.

All electric operation. No batteries

of any kind.

For disc method of reproduction,

but reproduces by sound-on-film
method with Pacent Film attach-

ment, released soon.

Pacent Reproducer Corporation
Louis Gerard Pacent, President

250 West 39th St., New York, N. Y.
Telephones, Wisconsin 1030, 1029

Pacent Reproducer Systems Bring Most Return on Each Dollar Spent

26 Sales

and Service

Branches
ATLANTA. GA.

BANGOR. MAINE

BOSTON. MASS.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

CHICAGO, ILL.

CHARLOTTE. N. C.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

CLEVELAND, OHIO

DALLAS, TEXAS

DETROIT, MICH.

DE3 MOINES, IOWA

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

LOS ANGELES. CAL.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

MEMPHIS, TENN.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN

NEW HAVEN. CONN.

NEW ORLEANS, LA

OMAHA, NEB.

OKLAHOMA C'Y. OKLA.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

PORTLAND, ORE.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SALT LAKE C'Y. UTAH

SEATTLE. WASH.

W. L. Brandenburg.
375 North Ave.. N. E.

H. C. Jewell,
38 Division St.

Edward Connolly.
44 Church St.

Harold E. Hughes.
311 Grant St.

.1. J. Day,
208 N. Wells St.

C. L. Kenry.
1602 South Boulevard

William McCabe.
3616 Morris Place

Ray Morris,
2108 Payne Ave.

F. R. Hansen,
304 S. Harwood St.

Chas. Clark.
c/o Majestic Hotel

K. W. Bond,
Hotel Chamberlan

M.J. Doody,
436 N. Illinois St.

J. Mitchell.
3010 Harrison

David Bledermann.
1819 So. Vermont St.

E. W. Gavin,
1335 Wisconsin Ave.

J. N. Talley,
1 199 Vance St.

P. F Talcott.
1909 Emerson Ave.

Louis R. Tlerney.
134 Meadow St.

A. P. Dessommes.
4723 Carondelet St

( 'arl R. Malm,
1511 Chicago St.

Al Bartlett,
515 W. 20th St.

Jesse Levlne.
1237 Vine St.

H. A. Lande.
1023 Forbes St.

W. C. Wheeler.
Federal Hotel.
Market St.

C. J. Hamal.
1185 S. State St.

L. V. Lamb.
2319 Second Ave.

In Canada
TORONTO. ONT. M. S. Stein.

124 Glenvlew Road
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Pacent Reproducer

Systems

ARE BEING

SERVED
By These Leading Producers:

PARAMOUNT

FIRST NATIONAL

WARNER BROTHERS

M-G-M
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

VITAPHONE

UNITED ARTISTS

and others

Endorsed and Praised
By Scores of Exhibitors!

EXHIBITORS install sound equipment to make money. And
they are making it with Pacent Reproducer Systems. Scores

of telegrams from theatres, large and small, tell of the won-

derful success of Pacent Reproducer installations.

Xot in one theatre, not in half a dozen, but in dozens of houses

Pacent Reproducer Systems are giving the highest degree of per-

formance and satisfaction.

^ e take this opportunity to thank exhibitors throughout the

country for their hearty words of praise and endorsement. The

Pacent Reproducer Corp. is dedicated to the one idea of supply-

ing better sound equipment at lower prices. Constant cooperation

with the exhibitor after equipment is installed is an outstanding

feature of Pacent Reproducer Corporation's service.

Pacent Reproducer Corp.
Louis Gerard Pacent. President

250 West 39th Street New York, N. Y.

Telephones: Wisconsin 1029, 1030 »

SALES AND SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA. WRITE FOR LIST
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An Epic of the Screen

THE struggle for supremacy between Paramount and
William Fox promises to be the greatest epic of the

motion picture industry. Exhibitors throughout the coun-
try have perfect seats for a more thrilling and more fas-

cinating drama than they have ever seen enacted upon
their own screens.

Paramount has been the undisputed leader of the mo-
tion picture industry for so long that the challenge offered
by William Fox, as a result of his spectacular purchase of
Loew's and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, cannot go unanswered.
It would be too much to expect Paramount to move over,
just because William Fox started to shove.

This does not mean, necessarily, that blood will be shed
as a result of the extraordinary quickening of the rivalry
between these powerful organizations. It is quite within
the realm of possibility that the struggle between these
two will be a peaceful one; there is so much at stake that
neither side would willingly jeopardize its holdings just

for the pure love of battle.

If the vast Paramount organization had been unduly
disturbed at the prospect of a deal between Fox and
Loew's, then it may be taken for granted that some move
would have been made to counteract it. Adolph Zukor
knew that Fox was negotiating for the purchase of Loew's
and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; nearly everybody in on the
"wise money" knew what was going on.

If Paramount was content, then, to see the Loew string

of theatres and the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer organization

purchased by William Fox, it is more than likely that

Paramount feels well protected. It is to be expected,

therefore, that the battle between these two powerful

forces will be amicably conducted, not belligerently.

That it will be fascinating cannot be doubted. Para-

mount, at this moment, has a perfectly rounded organiza-

tion. Paramount has a producing organization going full

blast, making sixty pictures a year that have the stamp of

public support. Paramount has a string of 500 Publix

theatres, a strong string, needless to say, for the weaker
links of the chain have been quietly dropped during the

past few years. Paramount has available all necessary

financial resources.

William Fox, on his side, has extraordinary strength.

He has the greatest string of theatres the world has yet

seen, a total of nearly 800. He has two producing organ-
izations, his own units which have attained such prom-
inence and success under Winfield Sheehan, and the bril-

liant Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer organization. He has fighting

sales forces and indomitable spirit. He has plenty of
money.

Competition, fair and honorable, is the life of trade.

Paramount and William Fox striving to outdo each other
can help only to advance the motion picture industry. As
Adolph Zukor himself stated, in a recent interview, the
basis of the industry is the picture and competition means
better pictures.

« * *

An Age of Mergers

THE acquisition of Loew's and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
by William Fox has revived talk of further mergers

within the industry.

Students of motion pictures who have seen the Para-

mount organization in a position of leadership for so long

anticipate some move to step out in front once more with

a giant stride. That will-of-the-wisp known as Wall Street

talks of a merger between Paramount and Radio as though
it had already been accomplished.

The philosophy underlying mergers is at once simple

and complex. Naturally, a merger is made with the mo-
tive of strengthening two positions into a better one; that

much is simple. Which two positions can be fairly

merged to make a better one is another matter, a problem
of peculiar complexity.

So many intricate problems are involved that one may
place considerable confidence in the statements of Adolph
Zukor on behalf of Paramount and David Sarnoff on
behalf of Radio that a merger between these two power-

ful, but rather dissimilar, units is not in contemplation.

That may be said even in the face of the recent experience

at Loew's, where responsible officials of the company in

caucus assembled announced flatly and without reserva-

tion that a sale was not in contemplation.

The matter of mergers between great units is of the

utmost importance to the industry, therefore important to

individual exhibitors. The wisest course, however, is to

keep both feet comfortably on the ground until actual

announcements of fact are made.

News Reels in Sound

THE success of the various sound news reels in reporting:

the inauguration of Herbert Hoover as President of

the United States makes the importance of these films

more evident than ever before. News events in sound are

a development of which the industry may be particularly

proud.

The interest manifest in these films is so self-evident as

to make comment unnecessary. The public takes the

keenest satisfaction in them, and even those critics who
decline to be anything but caustic about sound pictures

are loud and sincere in their praise of the news reels.

There is something deeper than mere entertainment in

this, however. The news reels in sound make history as it

has never been made before. Not only do they bring the

public in virtual personal contact with the great happen-

ings of the world, but they preserve them for posterity

in a manner that could hardly be improved upon.

News reels in sound is as close as mere man has yet

come to immortality.
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Hoover to Study Enforcement
Of Laws Affecting Film Trade

Commission to Sift Activity

On Measures Against Trusts
Hoover Sees Audien
As Spur to Foreign

Trade, Says Mayer
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, March 12.— President

Hoover is considering the possibilities of the

audien as a medium for increasing foreign

trade, Louis B. Mayer, vice president of

M G M, declared tonight after having been a

dinner guest of the President and Mrs.

Hoover at the White House.
"The President seemed to be very much in-

terested in exploring the effects of the talking

pictures on our foreign trade," Mayer said.

I "President Hoover asked me about the pos-

. sibilities of using them in the schools and

colleges. Children get tired of textbooks.

With the talking pictures, their teacher can

give her lesson and they will learn by being

entertained.

"I am confident that business is going to be

wonderful under President Hoover's admin-
istration. I reported to him that the theatre

business is prosperous."

Censoring Films Is

Blow to Freedom,

James Beck Says
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, March 12.—Freedom of

expression is as essential to the motion pic-

ture and the radio as to the press, it was de-

clared here tonight by Representative Tames
M. Beck of Pennsylvania, addressing the

Washington chapter of the Sons of the Revo-

,

lution, of which he is president.

Efforts to impose censorship upon films and
radio were characterized by Beck as a sub-

terranean and insidious impairment of lib-

erty. Existing law is ample to protect the

public against abuse of the privilege of free-

dom of expression, he declared, warning that

the power to punish for the abuse of the right

of free expression presents a very different

question from that previous restraint which
forbids anyone to exercise the right without
having acquired a license from the government.

3 Michigan University
Students Suspended for

$1,200 Theatre Damages
(Special to the Herald-World)

ANN ARBOR, Mar. 12.—Three students
from the University of Michigan were sus-
pended until the end of the school period for
part in rushing a local theatre and causing
51,200 damages. The school was celebrating
their basketball victory over the Wisconsin
University. Those suspended were Henry
Gute, Bernard Cain, and Byron S. Wells.
Probation for the rest of the year was im-
posed upon John A. Kelsey, Royal V. Hirst
and George L. Morse.

$100,000 Theatre Opens
(Special to the Herald-World)

BOGALUSA, LA. March 12.—The new
S100.000 State theatre was opened March 8
by the Berenson Brothers. The new house
will play first run pictures and vaudeville.

President Favors Greater Freedom in Industry—Board
Will Not Upset Procedure

By FRANCIS L. BURT
WASHINGTON", March 12.—A thorough study of the enforcement of the

laws against trusts and monopolies, trade restraints and other commercial
practices in which the motion picture industry of the country is interested,

will be made by the President's commission on law enforcement, proposed by
President Hoover during his campaign and referred to in his inaugural address.

The greatly increased scope of the commission's activities came as a surprise

to the country, which had anticipated that it would be restricted to considera-

tion of the situation arising under the prohibition laws.

Enforcement of and respect for law is not

confined to the Eighteenth Amendment, how-
ever, it has been pointed out by President
Hoover. That is but one—although the out-

standing—of the laws which are not being
implicitly obeyed. This does not mean, how-
ever, that the film industry, or any other, is

intentionally violating the laws of the country,

but that there is need for a thorough survey

of the whole situation with a view to bringing

about reforms which have long been agitated.

President Hoover is by no means
opposed to the concentration of in-

dustry, such as is now going on in

the motion picture world, so long as

that concentration is not so unres-
strained as to eliminate or lessen due
competition. It is largely due to his

policy of greater freedom in industry,

adopted for the purpose of reducing
waste, that the Department of Justice

has been within the last few years
more helpful to business.

For a number of years, the department held

to the attitude that it was a law-enforcement
body, and business men who proposed mergers

and who asked department officials whether
their intended plans would be violative of

law, were told to go ahead and they would
soon find out

Business Saves Huge Sums
In the past few years, this practice has

been dropped, and the department now, as a

matter of routine, investigates every proposed

merger which is of sufficient importance to

have an influence upon an industry. If, as

has been the case with respect to at least one

merger in the film industry, it appears that

the proposed amalgamation will lessen or

eliminate competition, that fact is made known

to the parties at interest. They can proceed
with their merger or not, as their desires
impel, but if the plan is carried through -it is

with full knowledge that they later may run
afoul of the law. As a matter of fact, there

is no record of a merger having been carried
out after the department has indicated its

disapproval.

Under this policy, business men in many
industries have been saved large sums of
money in litigation costs.

Will Not Upset Procedure

With this plan. President Hoover is heart-
ily in sympathy. His proposed commission
will not do anything that will upset the pro-
cedure. On the contrary', it is indicated, im-
provements may even be made, for. he ex-
plained last week in response to inquiries

from newspaper men, "the purpose and scope
of the law enforcement commission is to
critically consider the entire federal machinery
of justice, the redistribution of its functions,

the simplification of its procedure, the pro-
vision of additional special tribunals, the bet-

ter selection of juries, and the more effective

organization of our agencies of investigation

and prosecution.

"It is intended to cover the entire ques-
tion of law enforcement and organization of
justice," Hoover continued. "It will natu-
rally include consideration of the method of

enforcement of the Eighteenth Amendment
and abuses which have grown up. together
with the enforcement of the laws in respect

to narcotics, to immigration, tc trade restraint

and every' other branch of federal govern-
ment law enforcement. The whole constitutes

one problem of better and more effective or-

?anization and enforcement."

Sound Plays Part in Western Electric's

Sales Record; Net Also Makes Big Gain
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK. March 12.—Sound equipment played a large part in "the most
remarkable year in the history of the Western Electric Company," says President

Edgar S. Bloom in reporting on the fact that the company's sales for 1928 set a

new record, and net earnings surpassed those of 1927 despite important price reduc-

tions. Sales totaled $287 231,000. an increase of 13.5 per cent, or $34,000,000 over

1927, while the business volume gained 22 per cent. Net profits were $22,023,282.

The payroll had gone up to 56,324 employes.
President Bloom declared there was "successfully established in the motion

picture field the Western Electric system of recording and reproducing sound with

motion pictures, which bids fair to revolutionize the motion picture industry and

will undoubtedly have an important inSuence on the future development of the

entire entertainment 6eld."

The report calls attention to the progress made by Electrical Research Products.

Inc., which makes the sound apparatus, and states it is expected that 3.000 installa-

tions in 1929 will be added to the 1.000 previously made.
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Dramatic Is Strong in "The Letter";

Davey Lee Wins Broadway
Paramount Film Called Particularly Suited to Larger Cities—"Sonny-

Boy" Captures First-Nighters

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—Two new pictures came to Broadway last

week when the Paramount organization gave the premiere of "The
Letter," starring Jeanne Eagels, at the Criterion on Thursday, and

Warner Brothers presented Davey Lee, first brought into prominence by
"The Singing Fool," of Al Jolson, in "Sonny Boy" at their theatre the next
night.

Pathe's Ace Cameramen
Shoot Inaugural Sound

(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, March 12.—All
of the Pathe eastern ace cameramen
and their assistants were at the
Hoover inaugural and made unusual
shots for both the silent and sound
newsreels. The cameramen were aid-
ed by engineers who supervised the
sound recording and had charge of
the recording trucks.
In an all night task, the both reels

were assembled, edited and ready for
public showing the next day.

"'"PHE Letter" is an all-dialogue picturization
J- of Somerset Maugham's play of the same

name. It is a picture with a strong dramatic
theme and the comment was heard that it

was particularly suited to audiences in the
larger cities. Miss Eagels' acting gives ample
reason for Paramount's renewal of her con-
tract to do "Jealousy," another of her star-

ring vehicles on the legitimate stage, which
is now being filmed at the Long Island studios.

"The Letter" brought forth a keenly inter-

ested audience, for the picture had been mag-
nificently ballyhooed by word of mouth be-
fore its premiere. That it satisfied most in

the audience cannot be doubted. That it fell

rather short of the expectations of some
others, not contented with mere technical

perfection, is also true. In addition, there
were many who objected that the story was
inconsistently worked out, that the picture was
quite short, and that it included all too much
of a German short called "Killing the Killer,"

showing an exciting fight between a cobra
and a mongoose.

Davey Lee Wins Broadway
Police held back the curious under the

canopy of Warner Brothers' theatre while
blase, dinner-jacketed first nighters strolled in

expecting another evening of theme songs and
wondering audibly if the show would have a
real kick to it.

When they poured out on to the sidewalk
again, some time later, there was a noticeable

change in their attitude. Gone was the bored
nonchalance. Old chaps with opera hats

roared with ingenuous laughter. Animation
and fun showed in their faces and the name
of Davey Lee was on the lips of every one
of them. The hard gleam had gone out of

the eyes of the older women. There was
something tenderly reminiscent in their ex-
pressions, thinking of Sonny Boy as they
waited for taxicabs in the cold night glare of
Broadway.
"Sonny Boy" was taken to the heart of his

audience. Just the naive, solemnity of Davey
Lee alone made it worth seeing. He was a
riot. Edward Everett Horton, who has
rocked a good many audiences of late in the

Coronet talking comedies, outdid himself in

this picture, and Betty Bronson, who has a
pretty good speaking voice and a very attrac-

tive giggle, supplied the feminine appeal.

There was no singing outside of Davey
Lee's matchless rendition of "Sonny Boy."

—

D. F.

Church Adopts Films;
Pastor Says Pictures

May Supplant Pulpits
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, March 12.—One of the largest

churches in Albany, which has been suffering

for several months from small congregations
at its Sunday night services, is now trying out
a program of motion pictures as a means of
increasing the Sunday night congregation.
According to Rev. Harry J. Swan, of the
Fourth Presbyterian Church, the pictures are
proving a tremendous drawing card. Rev. Mr.

Swan even goes so far as to say that there
may come a time when motion pictures will

supplement the minister in practically every
pulpit in the land.

"I think," said Rev. Mr. Swan, "that the
motion picture can put across a theme far
better than the ordinary man occupying the
pulpit. People can learn more from the eye
than from the ear. Although we are merely
conducting these 'movie' sermons as an experi-
ment, the increased Sunday night congrega-
tion just about settles the question as to their

permanence. Before we started this sort of
a program, our auditorium which is one of the
largest in the city, was only about one-quarter
filled each Sunday night."

Last Sunday night Rev. Mr. Swan pre-
sented a double feature, and the theatre was
packed to its doors. Albany is one of the
few cities in New York state which does not
enjoy Sunday shows. Therefore Rev. Mr.
Swan is not competing with the theatres.

Italy Is Using Screen
To Educate and Build

Moral of Its Colonies
(Special to the Herald-World)

NAPLES, March 2—(By Mail)—Lucien
DeFoo, general manager of the Inter-
national Institute for Educative Cinema has
recently sailed for New York. He is due
back soon and nothing could be known con-
cerning this voyage. It is clear, however,
that he is going to make a contract with the
United States Government, in view of
America's adherence to the above men-
tioned institute.

The Italian government in order to ob-
tain, by appropriate propaganda, a stronger
hold on the moral factor of its colonies'
populace, that is Tripoli and Cirenaica, has
established a special activity for moving
pictures; so that properly appointed oper-
ators undertake a monthly tour in every
principal town, projecting the "Luce" with
admittance free. The films of the institute

are educative and serve splendidly in the
aim of the propaganda.

New York Village Votes
On Sunday Show Mar. 19

(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, March 12.—The village of Mas-
sena will decide for itself on March 19 whether
there will be Sunday shows. The village fath-

ers passed a resolution to the effect that a
special election be held March 19 to decide

the question.

Flames Raze Theatres
In Two Cities of Texas

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN SABAM, TEXAS, March 12.—The
Palace theatre was destroyed by fire with a
loss of $20,000. The Happy Hour theatre
at Daingerfield also was burned to the
ground.

Missouri Tax Measure
And Kansas Censor Bill

Still Worry Exhibitors
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, March 12.—The worries
of Kansas and Missouri exhibitors have dwin-
dled down to two bills remaining in the legis-

latures of those states. In the Missouri leg-

islature there is a 10 per cent amusement bill

which causes a knitting of the forehead mus-
cles in the ranks of showmen, while the bill

which would provide local censorship for each
town of Kansas, in addition to the usual state

censorship, still is alive, having been favor-

ably reported in committee.
Many tax measures not affecting the thea-

tres have been killed already in Missouri and
the principal fear of Missouri theatre owners
is that, through a process of elimination, the

amusement tax might be dragged out as a

"last chance" measure for state revenue this

session, although politicians who are supposed
to have their erstwhile ears to the ground be-

lieve the measure has small chance for pass-

age. It now is in committee.
In view of the fact that opposition from

women of Missouri had a bearing on the de-

feat of the proposed Missouri censorship bill

it is believed the proposed Kansas bill has lit-

tle chance for passage as it is very unpopular.

Pathe's New Productions
Draw Significant Praise,

Declares Phil Reisman
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—"One picture suc-

cess after another, with laudatory reviews

from the critics, has a significance which has

impressed everyone in the business," says Phil

Reisman, general sales manager of Pathe.

"The number of our pictures to play Broad-

way, with two in one week, has created a lot

of comment. "The Spieler" and "Ned Mc-

Cobb's Daughter" have been called by review-

ers the best pictures of the week.
"When the new Pathe production plans are

announced," he continued, "I am certain they

will be a sensation of the industry, and as a

sales executive I want to say that I am tre-

mendously impressed with the magnitude and

the saleability of the program."
During his western tour he placed Pathe

Sound News in 74 additional theatres, and

reports that "Strange Cargo" is doing big

business wherever it has been played.

Texas Guinan to Give
Broadcast of Fight Bout

(Special to Better Theatres)

NEW YORK, March 12.—Texas Guinan,

the night club queen, will broadcast the Al

Singer-Bud Taylor fight from the Madison

Square Garden over station WMSG on March

16. The same evening she will appear at the

Mark Strand theatre for the midnight pre-

view of her Warner Brothers picture, "Queen

of the Night Club."
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Theatres Hold Key to Coming
Moves of Fox and Paramount

Wesco Regarded Barometer
To "War" If It Is to ComePortland Theatres

Hit Union Demands;
"Hip "Is Reclassified

(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, March 12.—Portland exhib-

itors have banded together to fight the local

operators' union, whose demands with refer-

ence to sound equipment are keeping many of
the suburban houses from wiring. Two men
at S75 a week is an impossibility for many of
the small houses, but the union will not re-

tract one step from the arbitrary stand they

have taken.

Another conference is being held. If it fails,

there probably will be brought about a dead-
lock between the two factions.

The Hippodrome has been on the open shop
basis for the past 45 days, but it will be
given a new classification, under which it will

be required to employ four stagehands in the

place of six and five musicians instead of
eight. The status of other union employees
will remain the same.

Wingate Denies Officials

Favor Repeal of Censor
Law of New York State

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—James W ingate,

director of the Motion Picture Division of
the State Education Department, today denied
the reported feeling

among departmental
officials that they fa-

vored the repeal of
the censorship law
and would rather see

enforcement, it nec-
essary, under any de-
partment other than
their own.

"I advise you that

it is my personal
opinion," Wingate
told the Herald-
World, "that state

review and licensing

of motion pictures is

very well located in ,am"™w
the State Education Department. The gen-

eral experience of states which provide for

review and licensing of motion pictures seems

to support this opinion, as at least four, if

not five, of the six states which do that work
have it under their State Department of Edu-
cation.

"So far as I know, the board of regents

have made no expression upon the matter."

Wingate likes his job. He thinks that cen-

sorship is necessary.

Lent Cuts Little into

Upstate N. Y. Receipts
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, March 12.—While some theatres

are reporting business as being rather slack

these days and laying it to the effects of the

Lenten season, other houses in central and

northern New York, declare that business is

fully up to normal, and that Lent is not cut-

ting as much of a swath in receipts as in years

past. Exchanges along Albany's Film Row
report business as being under normal for

this time of the year.

Zukor Knew of Intended Purchase of Loew's and M G M
and Made No Move to Thwart Deal

By PETER VISCHER
NEW YORK, March 12.—Exhibitors throughout the country are watch-

ing with the keenest interest for the next moves on the part of William Fox,

following his purchase of Loew's and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and by the

powerful Paramount organization.

These two are placed in sharp juxtaposition to each other; that they will

rub elbows in conflict cannot be doubted. Whether their conflict will bring

friendly rivalry and an amicable working out of the struggle they face, or

warfare, remains to be determined.

Paramount is apparently content to face

the issue as it stands. Despite rumors that

Paramount will widen its holdings and

Adolph Zukor William Foi

solidify its position, particularly as the
result of a merger with Radio, every indi-

cation is in the opposite direction. Adolpii
Zukor, head of Paramount, and David Sar-
noff, director of Radio, both denied that
these two are to merge. Indeed, there seems
to be no unanswerable reason why they
should.

Paramount is apparently willing to
meet any and all competition with its

present lineup ; a producing organiza-
tion going night and day on a pro-
gram of 60-odd pictures, many of

which are already inviting the broad-
est confidence; a chain of 500-odd
Publix houses; an established sales

organization; plenty of money with

"Noah's Ark" As Roadshow
To Open in Five Cities

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Mar. 12.—Warner
Brothers' decision to open "Noah's
Ark" as a roadshow attraction was
announced this week by Sam E. Mor-
ris, vice-president.

This picture, which had its world
premiere some weeks ago in Holly-
wood at Grauman's Chinese theatre

and which opened for its Brst Broad-
way showing last week at the Winter
Garden, will go on view in five other
large cities in the near future.

The picture will open at the Majes-
tic theatre in Boston, April 15, and
the Woods theatre in Chicago, April 7.

which to meet competition, should it

become necessary.
It develops that Zukor knew all about

the intended purchase of Loew's and
M G M by Fox. He made no move to

thwart it, apparently content that it would
not harm Paramount's interests. Zukor
drew up plans some years ago to meet
Loew opposition in New York, should it

become necessary", and instead entered into

a working agreement whereby M G M pic-

tures would be available for Publix houses.

Fox Amalgamating Units

Meanwhile Fox is working at top speed
to perfect the amalgamation of his new-

units with the old. Winfield Sheehan, his

general manager, has established himself

in a suite in the Savoy-Plaza hotel, where
an extraordinary amount of business is be-

ing transacted.

One of the first moves made by
Fox was to bring Irving Thalberg to .

New York from Hollywood, where
he has been established as production
chief for Metro-Goldwyn-Ma"er. Im-
mediately upon his arrival he went
into conference with Fox. Sheehan,
Nicholas Schenck and Louis B.

Mayer.
For the present, at least, the Loew and

Metro organizations are remaining intact.

It was definitely stated last week that a

shakeup of Loew and Metro forces is not
contemplated, though students of the in-

dustry take it for granted that certain dup-
lications will be eliminated in time, to

effect wise economies.

Wesco Seems Barometer

Some curiositv is evident regarding Fox's

plans for Loew's and M G M. An earning

statement made public last week show^s

that for the twelve weeks ending Nov. 18.

1928. Loew's had an operating profit of

$2,997,276 and a net profit of $2,102,033.

This is money, even in American dollars.

Apparently, if there is to be war, it will

be a theatre war and not a war of product.

Paramount is at the moment in a particu-

larly strong position, with most of the weak
sisters weeded out of the Publix string.

Fox has an immense number of houses on
his hands, nearly 800, and that they would
profit from several years of intensive con-

centration cannot be doubted.
The feeling here in New York is that if

there is to be a war between these two
great factors in the industry, then it will

ifirst be noted in the western end of the

country. Wesco seems to be a barometer
of this situation.
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A Good Show

TO return briefly to the subject of Mr. Wil-
liam Fox, which seems to be the thing

to do these days in motion picture circles, it

might be said that he puts on a deal with
real 100-proof prewar showmanship.

First, a few rumors and prompt denials.

Then argument, and ballyhoo. Then more
denials, made so earnestly and with a shocking
show of sincerity. Then finally the deal is

closed, definitely closed, with more denials.

All this is not putting over the deal, not
presenting the big act. This is merely prep-
aration, merely a prologue, a bit of presenta-
tion to precede the big picture.

* * *

Then comes the old dawn.

Invitations go out to a chosen few that Mr.
Fox will entertain at the Roxy theatre during
the quiet of Sunday afternoon. The cat is

out of the bag, but there is nothing more than
a hint that Mr. Fox has something to an-
nounce. Apparently there is just a little party
on tap.

The afternoon moves on and they begin to

gather in the Roxy, high up in one of the cor-

ners of the building, not far from Mr. Fox's
own office. A pleasant room is fitted out
with chairs, not too conspicuously placed in

rows. A table holds light refreshments; serv-

ants pass noiselessly around. A piano keeps
the rows of chairs from looking like a school-

room, but it is smothered under hats and
coats, wrappings of a press pretending to be
blase.

There is an air of suppressed excitement.
Finally Mr. Fox enters, quickly, flanked by
high priests of his organization, Mr. Winfield
Sheehan and John Zanft. With them are
Nicholas Schenck (smiling at the men he'd

told that Loew's was not for sale, certainly

not to Fox) and David Bernstein, officials

of the Loew-Metro organization.

Everybody knows exactly what was going
to happen. Exerybody knows just exactly what
is in the typewritten sheets that are to flutter

around the room. And yet they all sit hushed
and interested in what is going to happen.
They want to see the show.

* * * •

Mr. Fox will say a few words. The an-
nouncement will give all the details. Please
do not ask Mr. Fox for further information.
There will be nothing more to say. It is all

in the little press bulletins.

Mr. Fox starts to talk. He is modest, com-
mendably so, but very proud. It is apparent
that he knows he has accomplished something.
He thinks of the great purchase he has made,
binding Loew's and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to

his own triumphant organization. His mind
rests on them, but not for long. It quickly
shifts to other scenes; he thinks of his early

days in the picture business, his early days
in this country, an eager, strange and gaunt
little kid brought to America from Hungary
to work out his own salvation.

"When I first wanted to go into motion
pictures," is the theme of Mr. Fox's song,
"people thought I was crazy. ... I was
working in a clothing factory. ... $5 a week.
. . . $17 . . . when I wanted more I couldn't
get it

;
they told me I was $2 overpaid as

it was ... so I quit . . . my savings of $1,666
. . . and with that I bought my first theatre,

a house in Brooklyn, with seats at 5 cents each
and a box-office of $7.50 when the house was
full. . .

."

PETER VISCHER.

Sweet, Smart—and Sizzling

hear 'em
it every-

you
say

where — hot stuff!

It means something
to the youngsters of

this age. They
don't mean Alice
White, but they
mean a very defi-

nite phenomenon,
just the same—and
Alice White as the

feminine embodi-
ment of that phe-
nomenon, fills the
bill — and how!
Here she is in her
new picture —
called "Hot Stuff."

Buddy Messinger, Alice White and W illiam Bakewell.
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"Hearts in Dixie." Fox audien of Segro

life, had an auspicious opening last u-eek

at the Gaiety theatre in Netc i ork. It is

a tragi-comedy and a novel type of pro-

duction.

Frank O'Hara Dies

At Elgin, Neb.; Was
Veteran Exhibitor

(Special to the Herald-World)

XELIGH, NEB., March 12.—After many
weeks of suffering, Frank O'Hara of the

. Community theatre at Elgin, Nebraska,

passed away Saturday night at his home
in Elgin.

O'Hara was probably the best known the-

atre man throughout the middle west, and in

passing the industry sustains a severe loss,

the exhibitors a valuable friend and the com-
munity an honest and upright citizen loved

and - respected by all.

He leaves to mourn his passing, two
daughters, one married and one single, both

of whom have been in constant attendance at

his bedside during his long weeks of sickness.

The Herald-World, and it speaks for the

midwest exhibitors and exchange men as well,

desires to express to the bereaved family and
friends its heartfelt sympathy and the sym-
pathy of the entire industry.—J. C. J.

Sound of Five Companies
On CinePhone at Olympian

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12—The first

metropolitan installation of the Powers
CinePhone has been made at the Olympian
theatre, where Warner Brothers' "The Jazz

Singer" is now playing. Shorts and sound
features of Pathe, M G M, First National

and Universal also have been screened at

the Olympian to demonstrate the inter-

changeabilitv of CinePhone.

Myers and Woodhull to

Attend MPTO Convention
In Philadelphia on Sound

(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, March 12.—Members
of the MPTO of Eastern Pennsylvania.

Southern New Jersey and Delaware will hold

a convention at the Elks Club Friday at which
they will discuss the problems caused by the

growing popularity of sound pictures, with

the increased cost of production. Many na-

tionally known members of the industry are

expected to be present, including R. F. Wood-
hull, president of the M P T O A and Abram
Myers, president of the Allied States Exhibi-

tor Association.

U. S. Launches Suit Against
Hays Body and Film Boards

Government Charges Conspiracy for Restraint of Trade by Opera-

tion of Credit Committee—Defense Declares Nine Millions

Lost in Theatre Transfers Last \ear

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK. March 12.—Trial of the first of the Department of Justice's

two suits in equity against the Hays organization—the MPPD A—and Film

Boards of Trade, under the Sherman Antitrust Act, began here yesterday in

federal district court No. 3, Federal Judge Thatcher presiding.

It is the contention of the Government that the defendant distributors and

Film Boards of Trade are engaged in a conspiracy for the restraint of trade by-

operation of credit committees throughout the country.

The keynote of the defense is that no
power is given to anyone by the rules and
regulations of credit committees by which
injury can be done to any exhibitor. It is

also the contention of the defense that the

Government must prove that concerted ac-

tion, alleged conspiracy, is harmful to the

individual. There is no charge of monopoly
and it is admitted by the Government that

competition is free.

Intimidation Plot Charged
Edwin P. Grosvenor. of Cadwallader,

Wickersham and Taft, is head of the de-

fense council which also includes Gabriel

Hess and Charles Pettijohn of the Hays or-

ganization and Arthur Fisk of the law firm.

C. Stanley Thompson and Ralstone R. Ir-

vine, special assistants to the attorney gen-
eral, are handling the case for the Govern-
ment.
To expedite matters the case has been

brought against First National, codefend-
ants being Paramount, M G M, United Ar-
tists, Fox, Pathe, Universal, RKO, Vita-

graph and Educational.
Thompson says that the Government will

show a conspiracy to coerce and intimidate

purchasers of theatres to assume the con-
tracts of the former owners which is, al-

legedly, done by shutting off the service of

the owner until he has assumed the obliga-

tions of his predecessor. The Government
asks an injunction against this alleged con-
spiracy of distributors and Film Boards of

Trade, contending that the credit agree-
ment is a restraint of interstate trade and
commerce.

Big Loss in Theatre Changes
The defense states that 4,600 houses

changed hands last year, that $9,000,000 was
lost when the new purchasers failed to as-

sume old obligations, and that only 30 ex-

hibitors were called upon for security

against new contracts.
The Government is understood to have

30.000 exhibits garnered from the files of

the defendants to which it has had free

Poses As Fan Writers'

Pal But Gets the Air
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD. March 12.—Fur-
ther steps were taken by the Fox
Studios yesterday to bar visitors and
outsiders from the lot when more
stringent clauses were added to the

ruling governing freelance press

agents. It was discovered that James
Fidler. a Coast press representative,

was gaining secret entrance to the lot

by posing as a companion of fan

writers and screen chatterers. Fidler

was not only given the air by uni-

formed police escort yesterday but

police were posted on each stage to

prevent further similar occurrences.

access in the four years in which the in-

vestigation has been conducted.
All the Government's evidence will be

documentary, while the defense will call a
number of exhibitors to the stand. The case
was adjourned at 5:30 p. m. for continuance
today.
As soon as it is over the second of the

two suits, which concerns the operation of
Arbitration Boards and methods of enforc-

ing decisions, will be argued in the same
court. Leaders of the Allied States Asso-
ciation will testify in this suit, in which
Paramount et al will be defendants.

"Rainbow Man" Songs
Will All Be Published
Before Film's Released

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 12.—The principal

songs of the coming production of "The Rain-

bow Man" starring Eddie Dowling, Sono-
Art's all-talking and musical picture now being

filmed in Hollywood, will all be published

prior to release of the production, as deals

for the new song material are now under way.

with several publishing firms bidding for the

material.

All the music has been written as original

numbers by James Hanley, who was with

Dowling in the song writing for Dowling's

musical comedies such as "Honeymoon Lane,"

"Sally, Irene and Mary," and "Sidewalks of

Xew York."
The principal song numbers of "The Rain-

bow Man" are "Sleepy Valley," "Smile Little

Pal" and "The Rainbow Man." Louis F.

Gottschalk is arranging the music and con-

ducting the orchestra.

Fox First to Broadway
With Mexican Revolt Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—Fox News
scored a beat yesterday with the first pic-

tures of the latest Mexican revolution to

reach Broadway, while Pathe News has

cameramen with both the federal and the

rebel forces in Mexico. Fox pictures show-
ing the capture of Juarez and Nogales
reached New York by airplane early yes-

terday morning and got to the Broadway
houses in time for the afternoon shows.

Brown Denies Publix Pact
To Supervise RKO Houses

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—"There is abso-
lutely nothing to it," Hiram S. Brown,
president of RKO, said today in denying
the report that Publix has agreed to super-

vise the operation of R K O theatres.

"We are operating our circuit ourselves

and will continue to do so to the best of

our ability," Brown said.
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My Ten Years Before the Screen''
By ROBERT E. SHERWOOD

in which a famous critic who has roasted and toasted motion pictures for a decade or

more to the amusement, profit and detriment of the industry, prints the manuscript of

the address he would have delivered at a banquet if the producers and distributors had
tendered it.

This is just one of

Fifty or More Features

of the 1929

Motion Picture Almanac

which will be in the mail next week to the hun'

dreds who have ordered their copies in advance.

This is the first deluxe reference book on who is who and *1

what is what in motion pictures. The first edition is limited.

To assure yourself a copy fill in the blank immediately. J

Quigley Pub. Co.
407 So. Dearborn St.

Chicago, Illinois.

Gentlemen:

Enclosed is a check or money order for the sum of $2 for which please send a copy of the
1929 Motion Picture Almanac to the following address:

NAME _

ADDRESS

CITY STATE.

Print or Write \ame and Address Carefully to Avo\d Error
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Sound BringsNewYork Back to

Limelight as Production Center
Nine Companies Have Acoustically Constructed Stages in Empire

City—Several Closed for Years Are Reopened and
Rebuilt, Others Being Erected

By DOUGLAS FOX
NEW YORK, March 12.—Sound has brought about the return of New

York as a production center. Studios which had been shut down for years
are being reopened and rebuilt while new ones, especially designed for the
new medium which promises to be the mainstay of future entertainment in

America, are under course of construction.

Paramount, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Warner Brothers, Fox, Pathe, RCA
Photophone, The Victor Talking Machine Company, American Sound Films
and Biophone all have acoustically constructed stages in and around New
York. Most of them have been working full blast, concentrating on shorts
which in some studios, have been turned out at the rate of two a dav.

Odd Picture Theatre
Does No Advertising;

Hasn't Any Box Office

House Operates as a Club to Get by

British Laic; Bar ISatives

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—Distant parts of

the world, China, India, Africa, boast odd
motion picture houses. But one of the strang-

est is the "Carib Club," in Nassau, Bahamas,
only a couple of hours by air distant from
Miami. The Carib Club does no general ad-

vertising, sells no tickets to the public, has no

billboards, and admits no strangers. It is run

as a private club and is supported by mem-
bers who pay monthly dues. Yet it is the only

movie palace for Nassau's white residents.

The club occupies part of a long building on

the waterfront. The other half of the struc-

ture is a liquor warehouse, where, it is ru-

mored, great quantities of whiskey were
"cut" during the heyday of Nassau liquor

smuggling.
Each of the three weekly performances

opens with the ringing of a gong, signal for

the audience to rise and sing "God Save the

King." The great majority of the guests at-

tend in formal evening dress.

The reason for the Carib Club's exclusive-

ness is not far to seek. Four fifths of Nas-
sau's population are negro spongers, fishermen,

stevedores, and farm laborers
;
yet they can-

not, under British law, be barred from public

places, such as Nassau's other cinema. So
Bahamian, English, and American business

men of the little city organized the club,

which extends membership privileges to the

white residents and to American and Canadian
winter tourists. But there are no bright lights

or placards inviting the casual passerby to

leave his shilling at the box office.

Fox Movietone News
Tells Inaugural Story

In Distinct Recording
That Fox Movietone News got some very

fine shots of the Hoover inaugural was evi-

denced last week when the newsreel ap-
peared at the Uptown, Chicago. The first

scenes showed President Coolidge escorting
Hoover to the stand to receive the oath of

office. Coolidge stepped to the microphones
and said a few words and Taft proceed to

administer oath of office.

Hoover then made his inaugural speech
and while his speech was being recorded
the camera roved over the vast crowd sur-

rounding the grounds. The camera next
followed Coolidge to the train and recorded
his farewells to everyone.
The closeup shots were exceptionally

good and the recording clear and distinct.

Sydney Cohen Purchases
Lovell Farm at Somers

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK March 12—Sydney S. Cohen,
president of the Board of Trade and Com-
merce of the Motion Pictures Industry and
former president of the M P T O A, has
purchased Lovell farm, comprising about 41

acres on the east side of Lovell street, in the

town of Somers, near Lincolndale, New York.

Wenger Signs for Grand;
Is Now Operating Two

(Special to the Herald-World)

UNION CITY, INDIANA, March 12.—R. S.

Wenger of the Miami Theatre has signed a
contract to take over the management of the

Grand. He has closed the Victory and is

operating the Strand two days a week at 5

and 10 cents.

The men in charge of production at all

these studios are convinced that New York is

the logical center for sound pictures. They
cite the propinquity of the headliners of the

legitimate stage, the immediate wealth of
mechanical equipment; the nearness of Wall
Street and the center of distribution as clinch-

ing arguments. As for the weather, most
sound shooting is done indoors. For snow
scenes it is not far to Lake Placid and there

is plenty of country' of every kind within 25
to 50 miles of the metropolis.

Of the studios, the Paramount-Fa-
mous-Lasky building in Astoria is the
most imposing. Its marble facade
with the deeply indented porte-
cochere is reminiscent of a great rail-

road terminal rather than a motion
picture studio. The main stage. 150
by almost 300 feet, is easily the larg-

est in the east. It is an open stage,

but the monk cloth hangings make it

available for sound, and two com-
panies, if they are careful, can shoot
at once. In the basement are two
more thoroughly sound-proofed, spe-
cially constructed stages. A new
building 200 by 50 feet, is being added
to the studio. This will house the
heating and lighting plants, property
rooms, carpenters' shops, et cetera,

and leave more room for shooting as
well as reduce the noise hazard.

The studio was reopened last August when
equipment was installed and a certain amount
of time was given over to experimentation.
All the work was done in the downstairs
stages until it was found that the big stage

could be used for sound. The stuff was
pretty poor at first. But advance was rapid

and pretty soon shooting began in earnest.

The first talking feature began in October
with Jeanne Eagels in "The Letter," which
is now playing to Broadway. It was made
under the direction of Jean De Limur, w ho
wrote the "Legion of the Condemned."

The Marx Brothers were gamboling through
the motions of "The Cocoanut" when this

reporter strolled on the stage and came near
to being ejected after a valient struggle with
an incipient sneeze.

Robert Florey and Joseph Santley, direct-

ing, heaved sighs of relief when the tension
was over.

Monta Bell is in charge of things at the
studio. His title is production executive.

John W. Butler, executive manager, handles
the business end and also posts large "No
Smoking" signs about the place.

Larry Kent is general manager of short
features productions which are being di-

rected by S. Jay Kaufman, former newspaper
man. He has done "High-Low Brow,"
"Moonshine" and "The Instalment Collector."

Among the comedians doing shorts are

Eddie Cantor, Fred Allen, James Barton and
Donald Ogden Stuart.

Among the features which have been made
in the past few months (all are dialogue pic-

tures) are "The Hole in the Wall" with
Edward Robinson, "Gentlemen of the Press"
with Walter Houston, and "Nothing But the

Truth" with Dix. Jeanne Eagels is now doing
"Jealousy" and will probably get to work on
another feature soon.

The building is completely equipped. That
means dressing rooms, restaurant, everything

in the way of mechanical equipment, labora-

tories and a honeycomb of offices as well as

the usual run of projection rooms and so on.

M G M Studio Elaborate
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's Eastern Sound

Studio at 127th street and Second avenue is

also an elaborate establishment. So much so

that a list of the various rooms with their

purposes covers three closely typewritten

pages. Let it suffice that it is completely

equipped from recording rooms and cylinder

laboratories to the "ptomaine joint" on the

second of the four floors and basement.

Production is generally limited to Metro-
{Continucd or. page 38)

Columbia Places First Public Stock Issue

On N. Y. Curb Exchange in Expansion Move
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—Columbia placed its first public issue of stock on the

New York Curb Exchange Friday, the issue being for expansion in both sound

and silent production. Joe Brandt, Harry and Jack Cohn retain control of the

company and there will be no change in the policy which has brought increasing

prosperity to the organization.

The common stock, it is stated, will be on the market at $31 a share and the

convertible preference share will open at $42.50. There will be 25,000 shares of

no par preference and 300,000 shares of no par common, of which 100,000 will be

outstanding.
The issue is being handled by Goddard & Co., Inc., Jackson, Storer & Schwab

and Goddard, Kneesie Co., Inc., of New York.
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Effects Tieups with

New Productions

First National

Kick for All
Newspaper Drive for "Divine Lady' and Old Gold Campaign for "Barker"

and "Weary River" Set the Pace
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—Producer exploitation tieups for the benefit of
the exhibitor have taken on a new importance, both in variety and com-
pleteness of tieups, through the policy adopted by First National on its

latest product, Ned E. Depinet, general salesmanager, declared today.

jyjAXY promises have been^made in the in June. True Story Magazine has a circula-

Ned E. Depinet

name of co-operation, Depinet said,

but the proof of the pudding with First
National is a layout
of campaigns of
which the one for
"The Divine Ladv,"
a $100,000 newspaper
drive, is pointed out
only because it is

the latest. Depinet
recalled a long train

of tieups.

"Another recent
newspaper break of
great value in the
marketing of 'The
Barker' and 'Weary
River' was obtained
through the tieup
with Old Gold cig-

arets," he said. "Two thousand newspapers
carried advertising on these two pictures in

connection with the Old Gold display. This
is the sort of co-operation that really means
money to an exhibitor.

"We have prepared special campaigns on
all our big productions. The exploitation
records on 'The Barker' and 'Weary River'
have proved of great value. Then there has
been wide publicity for 'Weary River'
through the popular song, a Victor record
and radio favorite.

"The Victor Company is just releasing
two 'Divine Lady' records that promise to
be equally popular. They are taken from a
song published by H. Witmark & Sons.
One is an arrangement by Nathaniel Shil-

kret, played by his orchestra; the other a
'Lady Divine' song sung by Paul Oliver,
Victor artist.

Effective Use of Radio

"First National is making effective use of
the radio through the Vitaphone Jubilee
Hour and other features on the air. Mil-
lions of people were reached by Colleen
Moore and the other stars, March 4.

"A tieup for Alice White in 'Broadway
Babies' has just been negotiated with the
Jantzen Bathing Suit Company, whereby
10,000 stores will feature Alice White in a

Jantzen bathing suit in window displays as
well as newspaper and magazine advertising.

"Millions will be reached by the True
Story Magazines of March, April, May and
June, all of which carry First National play-
ers on the cover—Billie Dove in March,
Doris Dawson in April, Billie Dove and
Antonio Moreno in May and Colleen Moore

tion of over two million.
"Theatre Magazine, with a class circula-

tion of great influence, will use Corinne
Griffith on the April cover and Irene Bor-
doni in May.

Land Newspaper Stories
"Motion Picture Magazine, Screenland,

Picture Play and Screen Secrets are all

giving cover displays to First National
players.

"A story that landed in practically every
important newspaper at the time 'Weary
River' opened in New York, was based on
Florenz Ziegfeld's offer to make Barthel-
mess a star in musical comedy. Another
was the announcement of Irene Bordoni to
appear in the first international talking pic-

ture. Then there were two Alice White
stories used practically everywhere, one
telling of the Conscience Clause in her con-
tract, the other based on Miss White's
changing from a brunette to a blonde."

Italian Executive on
Visit to U. S. in Interests

Of World Film Institute
(By Special Correspondent to the Herald-World)

NAPLES, March 2.—(By Mail.) Lucien De
Feo, general manager of the International
Institute for Educative Cinema, has sailed

for New York to make contact with the United
States and settle important questions in view
of America's adherence to the Institute.

The Italian government, in order to get,

through appropriate propaganda, a stronger
hold on the moral factor of its colonies, that

is, Tripoli and Cirenaica has established a

special activity for moving pictures so that

properly appointed operators undertake a
monthly tour in every principal town pro-
jecting the "Luce" films, any one being ad-

mitted free. The films of the institute are

very educative and instructive, thus serving

splendidly the aim of the propaganda. The
natives prove to be very enthusiastic for such
a discovery as moving pictures were absolutely

unknown. By this wise system Italy obtains

great advantages because it helps to give the

natives a positive manifestation of Italy's

grandeur and beauty.

Sugarman With Columbia
NEW YORK.—Columbia has appointed Benjamin

Sugarman salesman to work out of the Pittsburgh
office. He comes to Columbia from Paramount, with
which company he was affiliated for 5 years as
salesman in Denver, Milwaukee and Pittsburgh.

Indiana Senate Repeals Daylight Saving;

Chicago Faces Early Time Start April 6
Indiana exhibitors are beaming today, more than usual. The reason is that the

senate voted abolition of daylight saving throughout the state last Friday. The
measure, which fixes Central Standard time as official, now is before Governor
Harry G. Leslie for his signature. The vote was 24 to 9.

Chicago exhibitors were not so jubilant. They are facing the prospect not only
of another summer of the early time, but in addition there is now a proposal before
the city council calling for starting daylight saving at midnight of April 6.

At Albany the legislators decided not to report out the bill to repeal daylight
saving in New York state. The censorship repeal bill also is expected to die in

committee. In California financial interests are backing a daylight saving measure.

At the New York

Theatres

NEW FILMS
CAMEO—"That Murder in Berlin," a German pro-

duction with Magda Sonja.
COLONY—"The Younger Generation," a Columbia

picture with Jean Hersholt, from Fannie Hurst's
stage play of the East Side, "It Is to Laugh."

PARAMOUNT—"The Canary Murder Case," Para-
mount picture with William Powell, Louise Brooks,
James Hall and Jean Arthur from S. S. Van Dine's
mystery of the same name.

RIALTO—"Lady of the Pavements," United Artists

picture with Lupe Velez, Jetta Goudal, William
Bovd and George Fawcett, directed by David
Griffith.

ROXY—"Speakeasy," Fox all-dialogue picture from
the stage play of the same name with Paul Page,

Lola Lane, Henry Walthall and Helen Ware.
FIFTH AVENUE PLAYHOUSE—"Daughter of

Two Fathers," Japanese film.

55TH STREET—German film starring Fritz Kortner
and tracing life of the composer from childhood

till death.
LITTLE CARNEGIE—"A Woman in the Night," a

British production with Maria Corda and Jameson
Thomas.

WINTER GARDEN—"Noah's Ark," Warners, with

Dolores Costello, George O'Brien. Louise Fazenda,
Paul McAllister and many others. Directed by
Michael Curtiz.

FILM GUILD CINEMA—"Home Coming," U F A
with Lars Hansen. Joe May directed.

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
SAM HARRIS THEATRE—"The Singing Fool,"

Warner Bros., opened September 19.

HIPPODROME—"Strange Cargo," a Pathe picture.

CRITERION—"The Letter," a Paramount picture

with Teanne Eagles, O. P. Heggie, Reginald Owen
and Herbert Marshall, directed by Jean de Limur
and Fred A. Fleck.

WARNER—"Sonny Boy," a Warner picture with

Davev Lee, Betty Bronson, Gertrude Olmstead and

Edward Everett Horton, directed by Archie Mayo.

CENTRAL—"Weary River," First National, opened

January 24th.
RIALTO—"The Wolf of Wall Street," Paramount,

opened January 26th.

ASTOR—"The Broadway Melody," Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, opened February 1st.

GAIETY—"Hearts in Dixie," Fox, opened February
07

EMBASSY—"The Wolf Song," Paramount, opened
February 28.

LYRIC—"At the South Pole," Amkino, opened Feb-

ruary 20.

RIVOLI—"The Iron Mask," United Artists, opened

February 21.
CAPITOL—"Alias Jimmy Valentine," Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, revived for another week.

STRAND—"Mv Man," Warner Bros., revived for

another week.
FILM GUILD CINEMA—"Krassin." Amkino. opened

February 20.

Charles Gould Named
Manager of Sales for

Affiliated Producers
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—Michael J. Gour-

land, president of the Affiliated European

Producers, Inc. announced last week that

Charles Gould, for the last five years with

Tiffany-Stahl and previously with other pro-

ducers and distributors, also known for many
years in the exhibiting and show business, has

joined his organization as sales manager. He
is now actively engaged in the release of four

new productions : "Russia," "Escaped from

Hell," "Behind the Altar," and "Man Who
Cheated Life."

Test Thirty Devices for

Sound and Then Decide
Phonofilm Meets Needs

(Special to the Herald-World)

DENVER, March 12—The Consolidated

Theatres, Inc., notified the General Talking

Picture Corporation that De Forest Phono-

film was awarded first approval in a test con-

ducted by the theatre company. Last Janu-

ary the theatre company appointed a com-

mittee headed by Rick Ricketson to investigate

and test various devices. After 30 different

equipments were tested they decided upon

Phonofilm, it was stated. The first house

wired was the Curran, at Boulder.
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Film News

in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera

Harry Pollard, who is to direct two

more productions for Universal to

complete a trilogy' of super-audiens.

the first of which is "Show Boat."

"The Minstrel Show" and "The
Barnstormer" will follow.

Sally Blane. RKO player, pays tribute to

St. Patrick—and 'tis of no importance if she

be Irish or not. Neither are most of us who
wear the green on March 17.

In lieu of a snapshot showing him
under the Cuban sun. we present

this studv of Major Albert Warner,
vice president of V arner Brothers,

to mark his wintertime sojourn in

Havana.

L

Host to distinguished British visitors William J. Cowen. RKO
director (right), shown with Lady Reid and W J. Benson on
the latter s visit to the studio during their stay in Hollywood. Ben-

son suffixes his name with the initials C. B. E.. a tide given him
bv his countrv for his war services.

Twenty-three—and admits it. Yes. Joan Crawford is three-and-

twenty. and the M G M star is shown with her big birthday cake

on the "Modern Maidens" set at the studio, and with her director.

Jack Conway: Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. and Rod LaRocque. mascu

line leads, waiting for a handout.
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The dean of our two (2) ex-Presi-

dents breaks into the audiens. William
Howard Taft, chief justice of the U. S.

supreme court, with his granddaughter
in Pathe Sound News No. 11.

Left: Gold and bronze statuette recently
given to 15 companies and individuals for
outstanding productions during 1927, by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
sciences. The awards were announced in

the Herald-World a few weeks ago.

Astrology at M G M. Cecil B. DeMille.
the noted director, being told by
Belle Bart, astrologist, that he is going
to make a great picture during 1929,

which everybody knew anyway.

Louder, please—and heaven help those tuning in! Lupino
Lane, the Educational comedian who is to make an audien
soon, seems to be trying out the mysterious "mike" on
his brother, Wallace Lupino. Lane has been appearing in

a legitimate production in San Francisco.

A family affair, demonstrating how Mr. and Mrs. Pat

Rooney, the famous vandevillians, settle those little matri-

monial disputes. Pat the Third is the referee, impartially

enforcing the rules, which may be Marquis of Queensbury
or not. The Rooneys are making Universal audiens.
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Below: Betty Compson about to re-

tire—for the night. Her next produc-

tion is Warner Brothers' "The Time,

the Place and the Girl," a once-famous
LaSalle theatre operetta.

Below: William DeMille taking his "White
Collars" company through the dialogue, as-

sisted by Joe Boyle, while Edythe Chapman.
Kenneth Gibson. Bessie Love, Conrad Nagel.

Leila Hyams, Robert Ober, James Neill and
Paul Kruger read their parts. Lester Smith

is at the camera.

The charming daughters of William Beau-

dine, the director, on the set for "Two
Weeks Off," with Jack Mulhail and Dorothy
Mackaill and dad. who is directing this First

National picture.

William Bloecher, director of studio

publicity for Warner Brothers.

The love interest turned into an ex-

quisite portrait of Lily Damita and
Don Alvarado, who have the romantic

roles in M G M's production of "The
Bridge of San Luis Rey."
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Showmen with Common Sense 13 Million Patrons

Solve Sound Problems: Lasky
No Need for Excitement, Declares Paramount Vice President—In-

terviews Himself and Learns That Picture Is the Thing,

Not Whether Audien or Silent
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—Good showmanship and common sense will solve

all the problems that have been raised by audiens and sound pictures, and while

"the film industry faces a situation unparalleled since its start, there is no need
for excitement or hysteria," according to Jesse L. Lasky, Paramount vice presi-

dent in charge of production.

Lasky declared that the future of audiens is the future of the industry itself,

that the talking picture is here to stay, but that the public will ask only whether
a picture is good, not whether it is talking or silent. Audiens, however, will

make for better entertainment, he said, with the possibilities of the new field

scarcelv scratched as vet.

Jesse L. Lasky

Applying his own formula, asking him-
self questions and then answering them,
Lasky said:

Q. Will all pic-

tures be talking?

A. No. It all de-

pends on good en-

tertainment. The
ratio of talking and
silent pictures de-

pends upon the way
strong dramatic sub-

jects shape up, and
upon the public's re-

actions to the two
types of pictures.

Q. Will the silent

pictures of the fu-

ture be synchronized
with musical scores?

A. Yes. We have found that synchroniza-
tion adds tremendously to the dramatic and
romantic appeal of productions. Subjects
that lend themselves to beautiful musical
expression will be chosen in preference to

those that do not. The same applies to sound
effects.

Q. Will stage stars supplant the present
screen stars in dialogue pictures?

A. Both will have to add other
qualities to those that brought them
success in the past. The stage player
will find his or her trained voice a
great asset. The established film

player has demonstrated screen per-

sonality. If there is any advantage,
it probably goes to the present film

players.

Q. Is beauty still important in pictures?

A. More so than ever. The voice ex-

presses so much of personality that beauty
takes on a new meaning in talking pictures.

A melodious voice will never take the place

of physical beauty, but it can add to it.

Youth Still Preferred

Q. Will talking pictures affect the pref-

erence for youth on the screen?

A. I see no reason why they should. If

the public wants to see youth, why will it

not want to hear it?

Q. Do talking pictures offer more oppor-
tunities for talent than silent films?

A. Unquestionably. The singers, the

dancers, whistlers, and any others with any
special talents can now turn to the screen.

Q. Will talking pictures have any effect

on the general speech of the nation?

A. I am sure they will, and a beneficial

one. Clearer diction and better English
will result from them. Just as the films set

styles in clothing, they will bring a new
fashion in improved speech.

Q. Do you recommend elocution lessons

for players or novices who aspire to film

fame?
A. Elocution went out of style for

the stage some time ago. It is not
wanted for talking pictures. Lessons
to improve diction are excellent. The
declamatory style of elocution is

harmful. Singing lessons are helpful.

None of our players has been in-

structed to take lessons of any sort.

The players are using their own good
judgment in what voice training they
are doing. I want them to be natural.

Q. What of accents?
A. Sometimes they are an asset. I have

requested Maurice Chevalier to take care
that he does not lose his French accent.

Hollywood Musical Center

Q. What effect will synchronized pic-

tures have on music?
A. They will make Hollywood a great

musical center. They will bring, too, a
greater popular appreciation of good music.

Q. What of the future or musical shows
in pictures?

A. Tremendous. Musical plays, such as
"Close Harmony" or "Burlesque" will be
very popular. There will be screen musical
comedies and operettas. I do not think
grand opera will come to the screen, be-
cause it is not popular enough generally.

Q. How about Shakespearean plays?
A. The public demand for them is not

great enough.
Q. What is the next technical develop-

ment?
A. A wide angle lens, giving a bjpader

screen. The screen of the future will be
as big as the present theatre stage. The
new development will make every seat in a

theatre a front row vantage point.

M G M Official Shelters

Homeless During Blizzard
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Mar. 12.—An account
in a Paris paper of relief work during
the recent intense cold disclosed an
example of relief work on the part of
the Gaumont Palace.
Joe Freeman, director of M G M

Continental theatres, and supervisor
of this Loew-Metro-Goldwyn house,
sponsored this plan to take care of
many of the homeless in the French
capital. The cellars of the Palace
were opened up for "business" within
24 hours. In cooperation with a

prominent restaurant owner, Free-
man arranged to provide food at

night and in the morning for those
who came to the improvised hotel.

In Two Years; Roxy
And Gang Celebrate

(Special to the Herald-World)

t

NEW YORK, March 12.—Roxy and his
"gang" are still celebrating the anniversary
of the ten million dollar theatre on Seventh
avenue which was two years old yesterday.
In those two years thirteen million people
have seen what Roxy has had to offer and
more than eleven million dollars has been
taken in at the box office.

"I feel that I have justified the faith that
my friends have had in me," Rothafel said,

"but still I want to go on. There are greater
things to come and those people expect them.
My only hope is that I may live up to their

faith."

Roxy said he had big plans for this year
but did not want to discuss them. He was too
much excited with the present to go far into

the future.

RKO Managers Co-operate
In Syncopation Festival;

Many Tieups Effected
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—Mark A. Lues-
cher, press representative of Radio Keith Or-
pheum, and Hyatt Dabb, advertising manager
of Radio Pictures, got
the fullest co-opera-
tion of all the RKO
managers in putting

over "Syncopation
Festival Week." Af-
ter the picture had
been booked solid

for their chain of
theatres a national

tieup campaign was
launched through the

Victor Talking Ma-
chine Company and
its thousands of deal-

ers, Stept and Green
and Harms, music
publishers, the Na- Mark A

-
Lue9<*"-

tional Broadcasting Company and the 150

RKO theatres.

The publishing firm of Doubleday Dorn
lined up book shops throughout the country

and exploited "Stepping High," the book

from which "Syncopation" was filmed. Resi-

dent managers won local co-operation of

broadcasting stations, dancing schools and

dancing contests, and special attention was
paid to lobby displays in each of the theatres.

Carl Steam, Warners'
Seattle Manager, Dies

(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, March 12.—Carl Stearn, 45,

northwest manager for Warner Brothers ex-

change, died at the Swedish hospital here fol-

lowing a heart attack. Stearn was connected

with the film industry for more than 25

years. He was formerly Seattle manager of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Stearn is survived by

his widow and two sisters.

Tiffany Appoints Morrow
District Sales Manager

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12—Oscar Hanson,

general sales manager of Tiffany-Stahl, has

appointed Ralph Morrow as southern district

manager, in charge of exchanges in the entire

South.

U. S. Film on Mexican Oil
WASHINGTON.—"Through the Oil Fields of Mex-

ico" is the title of a new educational motion picture

film prepared by the department of commerce, through

the United States Bureau of mines.
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Wood Urges Ohio
Exhibitors Attend
Blue Law Hearing

(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, March 12.—In a letter to the

theatre owners of Ohio, P. J. Wood, business

manager urged all the exhibitors, especially

those operating in towns that are now closed

on Sunday, to attend the first hearing of the

Marshall Sunday Local Option Bill, to be

read before the judiciary committee in the

Senate Chamber, March 13, at 7 P. M.
He urges that as many as possible be there

in order to make a strong showing and the

larger the attendance the more impression will

be made upon the members of the committee.

Pennsylvania Censors
Reappointed to Board
With $1,200 Added Pay

(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, March 12.—All of the

members of the Pennsylvania State Board of

Motion Picture Censors have been reappointed

for a period of two years by Governor Fisher

and their appointment confirmed by the Sen-
ate. The Board consists of Harry L. Knapp,
chairman; Henry Starr Richardson, secretary;

and Mrs. A. B. Patton, vice-chairman. Gov-
ernor Fisher has also signed a bill, to be ef-

fective July 1, 1929, providing for a $1,200 in-

crease in the salary of each member of the

Board. Biophone and Phonofilm equipment
have just been installed in the headquarters
of the board.

Tiffany-Stahl Opens
Six Branches in France

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12—Grant L. Cook,
secretary and treasurer of Tiffany-Stahl, an-
nounces that plans have been completed for

the opening of distributing offices in France,
with J. Frank Brockliss as director general.

The French company adds another link to the

Tiffany-Stahl expansion program as they re-

cently opened offices in Great Britain with C.

F. Bernhard, as managing director.

The French main offices will be located at

Paris, 26 avenue de Tokio, with branches in

Marseilles, Lyons, Bordeaux, Lille and Straus-
bourg.

Five Companies' Product
Shown with Phonofilm
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—A Fox Movie-
tone, Pathe Sound News, a British Sound
Film, a Tiffany-Stahl number and a Walter
Disney synchronized cartoon were among the

sound and dialogue films shown to exhibitors

and the press at a demonstration of the De
Forest Phonofilm at the Grand Opera House
last Wednesday.
The show was given mainly to demonstrate

the interchangeability of the De Forest device
which its makers claim will project any sound
on film picture produced.

Central States Theatres
Buys Burlington Palace

(Special to the Herald-World)

|

BURLINGTON, IA. Mar. 12.—The Central
States Theatre corporation purchased the

Palace theatre interests here March 9. The
corporation has been operating the Rialto

theatre for some time. The money considera-
tion is estimated at about $150,000 and the deal

became effective March 10.

Palace interests included the Palace theatre,

the Palace theatre building and the lease on
the Grand theatre.

Show Your Sound Equipment
To Patrons, Manager Advises

Take Mystery Out of Synchronization and Customers Will Appre-

ciate Its Wonders, Declares Ponton—Calls Ear for

Music Big Asset to Exhibitor
[Invitations to patrons to visit the projection booth and see the synchronization apparatus in

operation, and greater appreciation of music by the theatre manager, are two suggestions of
Frank Ponton, manager of the Kenosha at Kenosha, W is. This is the third of a special series

of articles in the Herald-World on the changes in conduct of a theatre necessitated by sound
pictures. This article constitutes an address given by Ponton before a monthly meeting of
managers of the Milwaukee Theatre Circuit.]

By FRANK PONTON
Managing Director, Kenoslia (IVis.) Theatre

SYNCHRONIZATION is no longer a mysterious secret. When theatre

I

managers realize this they will take another step toward socializing

their patronage to the point of making them interested as well as en-

thusiastic supporters of synchronized programs. The day is just about here

when wired-house monopolies will cease to exist, and every theatre in any
good-sized town that is anxious and desirous of giving the best type of enter-

tainment to its patrons will be wired for sound and talking pictures.

JUST as the organ took the place of the

oldtime piano and drummer, and just

as the orchestra has succeeded the nickel-

odeon, so synchronization is the coming
feature of every up-to-date theatre presen-
tation.

But with competition so keen, and every-
thing else being equal—superior pictures,

good stage presentations, good shorts, nov-
elties, etc.—the modern exhibitor need to

do one more thing to make his exploita-

tion perfect.

Here's where he can dispel the mvstery in

synchronization. Too many theatre patrons
now think that sound effects and talking
pictures are run off of records backstage
with an amplifier up in the drops some
place.

The writer knows from experience
that an invitation into the booth dur-
ing some dull hours by the manager
brings his guests wide-eyed with
wonder. It is one of the wonders of an
age full of wonders. No question about
that, they'll say. The invitation is a
courtesy that makes friends. Theatre
patrons are often ignorant of the fact

that there is ten or fifteen thousand
dollars' worth of equipment tied up
in the synchronizing apparatus in the
projection room and on the stage.

But that isn't all. A manager may have
the type of apparatus available in a market
full of it, and may still be getting only a
minimum of satisfaction from it. It is one
thing to have good equipment and still

another to make the greatest use of it.

Ear for Music Big Advantage
A tremendous advantage in adjusting-

such apparatus satisfactorily is an ear for

music on the part of the exhibitor. Volume,
intensity, when properly adjusted, will

"make" a good program better, but when

Knotted Vocal Chords
To Soften Sound Next?

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 12.— Now
comes the acoustic rain pipe, and it's

all the fault— or credit— of talking
pictures. Dropping rain, it seems,
started a vibration communicated to
the walls of the sound stages, so now
the rain pipes are cast in wavy de-
signs and of iron treated with acoustic
paint.

Next?

neglected will "break" a good program.
Too many managers leave the supervision
over their sound producing apparatus en-
tirely to their projectionists and electri-

cians. It's a matter of far greater interest
and importance to his theatre than his

newspaper advertising.

Efficient regulation of volume control in

synchronization requires a knowledge of
the purpose and use of what is known as

the "fader." Proper adjustment of the
fader spells the difference between a loud,

raucous broadcasting and a smooth-flowing
sound distribution that makes it just as

easy for the patron to enjoy the show
from the last row in the balcony as from
the front row downstairs.

Come to See Picture

Modern musical scores are becoming
more and more significant and symbolical
in theatre presentations. With more money
being spent for these scores exhibitors will

have more to talk about. But they must
understand and appreciate that, however
wonderful is the score, it is still secondary
as far as the picture itself is concerned.
People come to the theatre to see a pic-

ture, not to hear the music primarily.

Intense music and sound will drive pat-

rons out of a theatre just like a radio,

given full tube volume, will drive the listen-

er out of the living room. There is always
a line beyond which the fader should not
be set. If the manager is handicapped in

determining where it should be placed, he
always has his electrical research engineer
to help him, his town's music leaders, band
directors, orchestra leaders, etc.

If there is any drawback to synchroniza-
tion in these days it lies in a point that
must soon be taken care of. That is the
tremendous cost of purchasing and install-

ing synchronizing apparatus. The inde-

pendent exhibitors find themselves lost in

the mirage when they look over the prices.

Eventually the monopoly will be eliminated
and the distribution will be more wide-
spread and less costly, especially score
charge, cost of acts, and the like.

RKO Palace "Vaude"
Sets $7,344 Day Record

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—RKO ace house,

the Keith's Palace, last week Sunday pulled

the largest gross for a single day since the

house opened, according to Mark A. Leuscher.

The matinee was $2,529.75 and the evening

$4,815.00, a total of $7,344.75 on the day. The
weekly gross was $32,067.75.
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SOUND PICTURES
New York Back in Limelight

As Sound Production Center
[Pictures of Eastern Sound Studios on Page 41]

(Continued from page 31)

Movietone Acts which include miniature
dramas, comedies, revues, sketches, playlets,
monologues and dialogues ad infinitum. In-
dividual talent abounds. Miller and Lyles,
Vincent Lopez, George Dewey Washington,
The Happiness Boys, the Gilbert and Sulli-
van ensembles and "the Capitol Theatre crowd
can be seen kicking their heels and singing
their songs all over the several stages. Major
Edward Bowes and Louis K. Sidney are in
charge, with Nick Grinde directing.

The lower stage, 30 by 73, is used by the
music department for scoring films. The
main stage on the second floor is 114 by 58.

One of the main uses of the studio is for pur-
poses of synchronization. Musicians simply
clutter up the place.

Radio to Make No More in East

Pathe used to share Sound Studios, Inc.,

with Radio Pictures, which recently com-
pleted "Syncopation" there. Radio, however,
will make no more pictures in the East, ac-
cording to Lee Marcus, vice president in

charge of sales. So Pathe reigns supreme.

It is concentrating on the production of an
extensive schedule of musical features ' and
short subjects under the direction of Robert
T. Kane. For the past few months the old
building at 134th street and Park avenue,
which was once a dance hall, then a skating
rink, where Pearl White made her early serial

thrillers, has been rocked with the musical

synchronization of "The Leatherneck," "Noisy
Neighbors," "The Shady Lady," "Geraldine,"
"Sal of Singapore" and "The Spieler," which
made such a hit at the Roxy.

Pathe Forces Busy

Morton Downey's first Pathe talking and
musical feature, "Mother's Boy," has just been
completed, the production of Gilbert & Sul-
livan's most popular operetta is under way,
and George Lemaire is making a series of
Pathe talking comedies.

Josiah Zuro is in charge of all musical
synchronizations. Formerly the director of
presentations for Famous Players' theatres,
he now conducts a 34-piece orchestra in what
Pathe claims is the largest synchronization
room in the world.

The main stage at Sound Studios is 100x125
and will accommodate one large or two small
sets.

Fox Expansion Predicted

Production in New York for the Fox or-
ganization is centered around Fox Movie-
tone News, the workings of which were de-
scribed in a recent Herald-World article.

Occasionally they shoot a few shorts over at

the buildings on Tenth avenue and it is be-

lieved that they are planning to go in rather
heavily for this sort of thing in the near
future. Cortlandt Smith, in charge of pro-

duction, is uncommunicative.

150 Vitaphone Shorts

Warner Brothers reopened the old Vita-
phone Studios on Avenue M, Brooklyn, in the
middle of December. Since that time they
have turned out more than 150 shorts, or

something like two a day. The main stage,

just large enough for two sets, measures
50x100. A large one adjoining it is in con-
struction. The place is completely equipped
for turning out sound pictures. They can be

produced there, developed, cut, edited and
sent out on the market.

The only outside work is the processing of

the discs, which is done in New York. The
personnel in steady employment, including the

clerical staff, numbers around 250. Morris
Levison is the manager in charge of the

studio. Bryan Foy, son of the famous Eddie,

is in charge of production and also takes care

of most of the directing.

Foy claims to be the first man to do a full

length all talking picture, "The Lights of
New York," which, by the way, was made on
the Coast.

Every studio has a director who did the

first all dialogue feature. Which is an indica-

tion, at any rate, that they, are not exactly

new.

No Synchronizing of Silents

Plans are underway for the production of

a number of two reelers as well as the pro-

gram novelty shorts. Murray Roth is writ-

ing the scenarios and Edmund Joseph is doing
the dialogue. Sessue Hayakawa, the Japanese
who was the talk of the town some years

ago, is making two reelers in sound. J. C.

Nugent is writing a two reeler in which he

will take the lead. Raymond Hitchcock is

another who will be starred in two reelers.

There is no synchronization of silent pic-

tures, as in many of the other studios.

Quite an elaborate system, however, is

used to insure perfect synchronization be-

tween the camera and the machinery in the

recording room. Because of the changes that

have to be made with the discs, takes can be

only seven minutes long—which is pretty long

for any kind of a take these days.

Scenes Rehearsed in Sound

Scenes are rehearsed in sound without the

camera and then played back without the

disc. Recording is done on three discs simul-

taneously. One is destroyed and the other

two are processed. Playing back will ruin

any disc. The great wax plates come an

inch and a half thick, weigh eighteen and a

half pounds and can be shaved down and

re-ifsed until they are half their original thick-

ness.

Harold Levey, by the way, is the musical

director there.

Universal, at the present moment, is not

using its studios across the river at Fort Lee,

N. J. It is believed, however, that they will

be utilized with the inauguration of the Uni-

versal Sound Newsreel in the fall. The dia-

logue sequences of "Show Boat" were made
in the Ziegfeld theatre.

[This survey will be concluded next
week in this department and will include
Eastern sound production of RCA
Photophone, Columbia, American Sound
Film Productions, General Talking Pic-

tures Corporation and Biophone.]

JOSIAH ZURO, director general of music for Pathe, is shoum with the orchestra wliich he employs in making musical synchronization of
Pathe Pictures. In Chicago last week, on his way to the West Coast, Zuro declared tiwt the music department of Pathe was grotcing by the

familiar leaps and bounds.
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New Sound-on-Film

Device for $1,000
From Movie-Phone

A sound-on-film device which will sell for

$1,000 has just been announced by L. E. Goetz,

national distributor for the Movie-Phone Cor-
poration, with offices at 724 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago. The Movie-Phone disc

equipment has already been installed in more
than 200 theatres.

The new sound-on-film device is sold in con-

nection with the company's disc equipment,

which also sells for $1,000, making complete

sound on film and disc equipment for $2,000.

This new Movie-Phone equipment will place

complete talking picture devices within the

reach of hundreds of exhibitors who have held

up their orders for this kind of equipment

because of the higher prices heretofore, Goetz

said.

The Movie-Phone Corporation already has

installations of its disc equipment in prac-

tically every large city in the country and to

these will be added the sound on the film at-

tachments which are ready for immediate
delivery. The Movie-Phone Corporation prom-
ises the same quick delivery and service on

the sound-on-film device as on disc equipment.

Goetz announced that exhibitors may pur-

chase the sound-on-disc device to determine

how the audience responds to sound pictures,

and later, if desired, can add the sound-on-

film attachment.

Powers Cinephone

Gets George Craff
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—George Lewis
Craff, formerly engineer with the Victor com-
pany at Camden, New Jersey, has joined

Powers Cinephone and will serve in an ad-

visory capacity on all sound productions, using

the Powers system.

With the Victor company he was identified

with the scoring of "Wings," "Lilac Time,"
"Redskin" and "Abie's Irish Rose."

Maxivell Sails for U. S.

For World Wide Session

On "Made to Order" Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—John Maxwell,
chairman of British International Pictures

sails from London tomorrow for America
to confer with the executives of World
Wide Pictures on a talking program for

fall releases. Maxwell heads the largest

British producing company and is planning
on spending millions of dollars on all

dialogue productions, to be released in the

United States and Canada by World Wide
Pictures.

I It is the intention of the company to
make "made to order pictures" for the
American exhibitors and J. D. Williams
:ays "the finest line of product ever sent
Dut of Europe will soon be on its way."

Dowling's "Rainbow Man"
Uses Sound-on-Film Plan
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 12.—"The Rainbow
Man," the talking picture which Sono-Art
Productions is filming with Eddie Dowling,
ivill be released' with the sound on film. It is

•jeing taken with Western Electric apparatus
it the Metropolitan sound studios. Engineers
H. W. Bergman, Robert Harper and Dodge
Dunning are in charge of the recording.
Fred Newmeyer is directing and George

Trone is film director and editor.

EMBARRASSING MOMENTS

If your dancing partner chooses to fix her

garter . . be nonchalant. . LIGHT A MURAD.

e P. Lorillard Co.. Est. 1760

They taste just like they did 20 years ago.

Audiens Boost Silent Pictures'

Standard Declares Floyd Bacon
[By Special Correspondent to the Herald-World]

SAN FRANCISCO, March 12.—While making a short trip to the studios a
correspondent of the Herald-World was greatly impressed by the unshaking
faith of the producers in the future of audiens. With a source of wonder, even
to those connected with the studios they watch millions of dollars go into the
erection of sound-proof stages and electrical equipment. The confidence of the
producers increases one's respect for this new off-spring of the moving picture
industry.

My friend talked to Floyd Bacon, at the

Warner studio and got some ideas worth
passing on. My friend was asked "How do
they like the talkies in San Francisco ?" and
answered that he had heard them called

"shouties."

"That's the trouble," replied Bacon, showing
some irritation, "but not all the fault lies in

the making of sound pictures. The shouting
element is often the fault of the amplifiers in

the theatres. It is as necessary for the oper-
ator in the theatres to learn the technique of
projecting as it is for the studio operator to

register the picture."

"Aren't they specially trained?"

"Yes. But it is the same as in oil. Dis-
cover oil and everybody is an oil operator
overnight. We should not judge the talkies

too harshly."

While Floyd Bacon is an enthusiastic be-

liever in the future of audien pictures he be-

lieves there will always be a place for the

silent pictures. He believes that the audiens
has more than justified itself in demanding
more of actors than silent pictures do. He
believes that it will bring about a higher

standard of screen play values and that these

will be felt in both the sound and silent pro-

ductions.
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Now Guaranteed Equipment
for

TALKING PICTURES
BOTH SOUND ON FILM AND DISC.

GOEXZ
MOVIE-PHONE

The Sensation of the Industry

Sound On Film $1000-Disc $1000
BOTH FOR $2000

Immediate Deliveries

We guarantee our equipment to meet the

approval of all producers. Guaranteed

against patent infringements, licensed

and protected by our own patents. Get

your order in quick! Get the money

while it's coming with Movie-Phone

—

The Perfect Equipment—at a price you

can afford to pay.

New Movie-Phone Sound on Film Device
Attached to Disc Equipment

GOEXZ
MOVIE-PHONE CORP.

724 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

WRITE WIRE PHONE

Phones

HARRISON

8251

8252
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Film Cutters Read
Lips of Players as

First Aid in Editing
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 12.—Methods of

editing audiens have changed as much as the

pictures themselves. According to B. W. Bur-

ton, who is editing the synchronized prologue

of Universal's "Show Boat," it is not only

where to cut, but how to cut.

The sound is printed on a separate piece of

film and when edited and transferred to the

film which has the picture. To find the place to

cut, the film editor must and will read the lip

action of the characters. He must memorize
the lines while watching the picture and then

edit by lip reading.

8 Christie Shorts

And "Carnation Kid"
Released by PFL

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 12.—This month is

the largest in the history of the Christie Film
Company. Headed by the "Carnation Kid"
with Douglas MacLean, a talking feature pro-
duction, the release schedule calls for three
Talking Plays and five silent two-reel com-
edies.

The "Carnation Kid" already has opened at

the Paramount theatre, New York. It was
filmed in 43 sets and locations.

Paramount also is releasing this month
"Post Mortems," "Music Hath Harms" and
"Meet the Missus."

Exhibitor to Represent

Photo Talker in Oklahoma
(Special to the Herald-World)

OKLAHOMA CITY, March 12.—Tol
Teeters, who operates the Palace of this

city, the Rex at Maud and the Gaiety and
Palace at Tulsa, has acquired a franchise
to market the Photo Talker in Oklahoma
He will install Photo Talker in four of his

houses at once.
The Griffith Amusement company has in-

stalled sound equipment in the Rig theatre
at Berger, Texas.

Bristolphone Installed

In Small Wisconsin Toivn
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW LONDON, WIS., March 12.—
Bristolphone has been installed in the Grand
theatre in this city. New London is said to
be the smallest city in the country to have
sound producing motion pictures.

Kaukauna House Equipped
(Special to the Herald-World)

KAUKAUNA, WIS., March 12.—The
Vaudette theatre has installed Vitaphone
and Movietone equipment. William van
Dyke is the manager.

Ashland Gets Vitaphone
(Special to the Herald- World)

ASHLAND, WIS., March 12. — The
Royal theatre will install Vitaphone equip-
ment by April 1, according to A. Latts,
proprietor.

Rice Lake House Wired
(Special to the Herald-World)

RICE LAKE, WIS., March 12.—Vita-
phone equipment was installed this week in
the Majestic theatre of this city. It is owned

"
! »y George Minier.

New York a Capital of Sound

The Long Island Studio of Paramount Famous Laskv.

DeForest Phonofilm Studios Palhe Sound Studio

The Brooklyn Studio of Vitaphone and ff'arner Brothers.
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HEAR, SEE and COMPARE

5S

Now Being

Served by

Warner Brothers

First National

§YNCHRONIZERC M t G ;f
°

e

Mk-— r^ —• X2 X A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

[ I O 1 tZl Wl/Cy Columbia and Other

Leading Producers

MORE
VALUE

PER DOLLAR
INVESTED

THAN IN ANY
OTHER EQUIPMENT
YOU CAN BUY

MR. EXHIBITOR! If you are investing in Sound Equipment, would you rather have the finest

equipment that money can buy NOW—or do you prefer to put out your good money
for a lot of glowing promises for the FUTURE? Exhibitors will profit

by analyzing the FACTS cited below, concerning Gennett

Synchronizer Systems.

SYNCHRONIZATION

—

Vibrationless. The GENNETT SYNCHRONIZER SYSTEMS
utmost finesse and precision combined with a sturdiness that will are so designed that by a simple lever movement you can detach the

outlast your theatre. Gears and bearings are of the finest material synchronous equipment from your projectors. Thus: 1) You can
which insures you against the trouble and expense of frequent gear switch from -taIkie" to ^lent and run your projector on its own
replacement, caused by excessive vibration. . r . , . . _v vpower at any speed to conform to time schedules; 1) Keeps current

A H/fr»T Tnr1 A T't/'yn.t bill down; 3) Saves overtime payrolls.AMPLIFICATION. The finest that money plus the best

engineering brains in that field can create. FULL DOUBLE rCMWCTT CVMrHDHMT7CD CVQTTCA/TQ
CHANNEL amplification system (2 complete units) is the standard

VjKlMINE 1 1 31 nV,nKUl>l/,CK ^131 ElVIO

equipment of all Gennett models. All built into a compact rack are all A C 110 volt operated and are adaptable to any and all

and panel combination—a feature typical of ONLY the highest standard makes of projection machines,
price equipments, size 69x19x15 inches.

T,™„~r. TT™ T^ T ~. . FILM ATTACHMENT. We expect to be ready in aRLPRODUCI ION Without Distortion. verv short rime to offer exhibitors a nIm attachment which will con-
GIANT DYNAMICS—cone type or enclosed type for air column form both ;„ rice and alit to the standards of our present prod-
horns—specially designed for and so perfectly matched with entire ..... . . , . ,

system as to reproduce naturally and with fidelity the entire range of
uct"

Wlth thlS m V,eW preSent amPllficat
|

on ls 80 designed as to

frequencies^—from the highest soprano to the lowest bass notes with- handle such film attachment with but slight additions whenever

out distortion. such attachment is added to your equipment.

PRICES DELIVERY
MODEL GN 200 undV^o^Its $1,750 With one of the largest modern PIants now at iop sPeed we can

guarantee delivery as follows:

MODEL GN 202 u/%;S5S
1
SSn $2,500 MODEL GN 202 15 to 30 Days

MODEL GN 301 SEA
F
TiNc

T
mx™2

E
ooo $3,500 MODEL GN 301 15 to 30 Days

NOTE: MODEL GN 301 has power output equal to highest A . £
priced equipments—sufficient to cover the Roxy Theatre. MUUtL GIN 200 Alter May 1st

WATCH THESE COLUMNS
In our next advertisement we will announce 1) a complete organization covering all exchange

centers in the United States and Canada; 2) A deferred payment plan available at a nominal

cost to all responsible exhibitors, by arrangement with one of the largest financial institutions

in the country. Meantime address your inquiries to

GENERAL SOUND EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
1650 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
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W orld Wide Pictures

Appoints S. N. Berg to

Direct Music Bureau
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12—World Wide
Pictures announces the creation of a mu-
sical department headed by S. N. Berg.

This means that there

will he established a

complete bureau to

musically interpret

future World Wide
releases, with music
arrangers, copyists

and a musical direc-

tor for recording on
both film and disc

Berg resigns from
Sam Fox sound de-

partment and is

claimed to have
scored the first mo-
tion picture and also

the inventor of the

cue sheet. At one
time he was musicau director of the Motion
Picture World and the Exhibitors Trade Re-

view. Previous to going with Sam Fox he

had been abroad and associated with Koith
Prowse, the largest music publisher in Eng-
land.

Berg is working out a new development
in sound synchronization whereby sound
will not be confined merely to effects bu:
work up the psychological and dramatic
situations. His department will be located

at the World Wide office. New York.

S. It Bers

Simplicity Claimed for

Theatre Cue Service
The Synchronized Music Company has

developed a new cueing service that simplifies,

it is claimed, the work of the individual han-
dling non-synchronous sound devices of every

kind. These cue sheets give every necessary

detail for cueing the music and sound effects

to the picture. This service has been put on
a large production basis that permits a sharp

price reduction also.

Arrangements have also been made to

handle the Duotone machine. The company
now is organized to meet the requirements of

theatre owners for everything in the reproduc-

tion of sound in their theatres.

"Cohens and Kellys" to

Be Released March 17
(Special to the Herald-World)

XEW YORK, March 12—The latest Cohen
and Kelly picture, called "The Cohens and
Kellys in* Atlantic City.'* will be released on

St. Patricks day, March 17, according to an-

nouncement by Carl Laemmle. This is the

third of the series of "Cohens and Kellys."

and next year, on March 17, will be seen the

fourth of its kind. The picture has George
Sidney. Kate Price, Mack Swain, Vera Gordon
and others in it.

Orphheum in Des Moines

Opens with Photophone
(Special to the Herald-World)

DES MOIXES, March 12.—Photophone
equipment has been installed in the Orpheum
theatre in Des Moines. "In Old Arizona" was
the first picture and opened Sunday, March 3.

Elaborate changes were made in the house

to accommodate the new apparatus and to put

over audiens with the vaudeville audiences.

Seattle Bagdad Wired
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE. March 12.—The Bagdad theatre,

in the Ballard district, owned by Jensen-Yon
Herberg. has been equipped with Yitaphone

and Movietone. Leroy Johnston is manager.

SCWflESE

»«»••••••»•» <*^« »«
>

Striking use of billboards is exemplified in the above paper for fTarner Brothers I ita-

phoned "Soah's Ark." shoicn at Grauman's Chinese theatre in Hollyicood.

Audiens will Be Potent Medium
For Propaganda, Griffith Says

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK. March 12.—Talking picture? will entirely supplant the silent

film, television may become an adjunct of the press, and national fiiiires will

soon appear in dialogue films for purposes of propaganda. David "ft ark Griffith.

United Artists director, told the Herald-World today.

Griffith, whose directorial activity will soon the legitimate theatre in the smaller commoni-

Picon, of the Yiddish

to town for the

D. W. Griffith

be centered on Molly
Art theatre, came
opening of "Lady
of the Pavements."
starring Lupe Yelez.

at the Rialto last Sat-

urday.

I think that the

President and other

national figures will

soon have to give

their statements to

the sound newsreels
as well as to the

press if they want
their communications
to have the ring of
authenticity," Griffith

said. "People take

more stock in what
can be seen to move and heard to speak than

they do in the cold vision of the printed

word. The sound newsreel is the natural

complement to the newspaper. And I also

think that the time will come when tele-

vision will flash the news of the day before

our eyes as we ride in to work on the morn-
ing train. It will be many years before this

medium is at all practicable but the time will

come when it will probably supplant the more
ephemeral portions of the press.

"Talking pictures," Griffith continued, "will

probably be perfected within a year. In two
years or so the production of silent pictures

will be practically negligible because, although

audiens have had their limitations so far. there

is not a thing that can be done silently that

cannot be done in sound.

"Dialogue pictures will mean the end of

ties and in a great many cases musical come-

dies will be done directly in this medium.

The legitimate theatre, however, will never

die It is a medium of expression which

can be approached but never duplicated on

the screen. Motion pictures, no matter how
vital, how gripping they are. are essentially

remote when compared with the living drama.

The theatre is a place of illusion—that illusion

is more perceptible in pictures, you are con-

scious that vour characters are shadows, not

real. Thev'are not real in the theatre but

thev do live and breathe before you, they

have color and a vitality which you can sense

as well as see.

Predicts More Screen Propaganda

"During the war I devoted considerable

time to propaganda. I was making a picture

in England called 'Hearts of the World.' I

persuaded the Dowager Queen Alexandra to

plav in it She managed her entrances and

exits remarkably well and showed quite a

natural flair for acting. And there is no doubt

that her appearance in the picture helped tre-

mendously in war-torn England.

"Nations are constantly using propaganda

for which motion pictures and especially

sound pictures are a splendid medium. When
this is more generally recognized it will not

be at all uncommon to see and hear your

national and world figures on the screen.

"There is no such thing," Griffith went on.

"as a third dimensional film. Trick lighting

will give you certain effects in relief. Re-

volving lenses will not do it for the simple

reason that photography is the imprint of

light on film and no matter what kind of

lenses you have the basic results will re-

main the same."
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THE STUDIO
W

West's "Alibi" Called Best Audien
Ever Produced; Qang Theme

Gilstrom Directs Tivo Good Dialogue Short Features—Hollywood Overrun
ivith Poor Relations and Parasites

By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD, March 12.—If Roland West never makes another pic-

ture it doesn't matter. He has made one that has burned the ears oft"

a couple of producing companies that had set a fast pace in making
audiens.

He has called it "Alibi." Whether that's a name or an excuse fur one doesn't

matter, the picture starts with in pretty lively fashion and has boom-booming
all through it with stuff in the latter part that betters any melodramatic ac-

tion in the best five reel Western.

^TOT that "Alibi" is a Western or a cheap
quality picture: it is an expensive piece

of work built from the ground up.

The only people in the cast I recognize
are Pat O'Malley and Mae Busch. The
others are new friends from New York who
have spent their lives behind the footlights.

The picture proves numerous things to

the trade. It isn't pretentious nor uncom-
monly experimental. It comes from the

United Artists studio as that company's
first big debut into dialogue.

It isn't experimental in using musical
comedy songs throughout the action. That
has been done successfully chiefly by M G M
in "The Broadway Melody."

It proves that the most fashionable kind
of dramatic theme, namely the underworld,
can be applied to audien production. Guns
popping men off in dark alleys while bands
play 100 feet away is novel in a Hollywood
product.

It proves that in a good audien charac-
ters in the story achieve a much more dis-

tinct individuality than on the silent screen.

The characters portrayed by O'Malley,
Chester Morris, and Regis Toomey are
separated by chasms. The rather obstinate
appearing Elinor Griffith holds nothing in

common with Irma Harrison in her role.

Each character stands out as indelibly as in

a Dickens novel.
Sequences are permitted in the action that

would have been thrown out completely
had the picture not been enhanced by audien
equipment. It would have been impossible
to tell the onlookers the story of the epi-

sode in the night club or in the roof bunga-
low if the lens alone had been depended on.
The action would have been too complicated
and would have been deleted.

With these things in mind the picture
seems to be the be>t dialogue picture ever
made. It has the elements of entertainment
so thoroughly packed into it that it is easy
to say it's a fine picture. But, I believe it

is more than that.
* * *

The two reel field is probably the most
feasible place to expect the greatest
progress in audiens. Arvid Gilstrom has
given several months of conscientious study
to the new device and has begun success-

fully to put many of his ideas into produc-
tion.

Alongside of him is Al Cohn who is writ-

ing and editing the Christie output. Their
stuff is getting itself heard about. "The
Melancholy Dame" (which you've already
heard about) and "The Framing of the
Shrew" are negro stories by Octavus Roy
Cohen. They are as funny as the original
Cohen stories and are (if I'm not confusing
you) more entertaining than the originals.

They tell a funny story by the way of drama
rather than narrative. In this case drama
is (perhaps always is) more entertaining
than narrative.

In "Framing of the Shrew" Florian Slap-
pey straightens out the domestic difficul-

ties of his pal by strategy. After six con-
sultations with Florian h p. finds there is

no reason for a smart house-husband to
work or worry. The wife does all the work
and pays the pal to lie in bed for breakfast
and take things easy.

Gilstrom's work is further proven in

"Meet the Missus," a Gleason starring pic-

ture of two reels. It is funnier than the
Cohen picture.

* . #

Quite noticeable here are the idle guests
of the town. The Packards and Cadillacs
that many of them are driving belong to
hard working girls that haven't time to
cruise along the boulevard. The afternoon
is the time for this sport.

The girls who own them are working be-
fore uncomfortable kleig lights. They arise
at <ix in the morning and return home about
eight for dinner and a few hours rest.

Their pay checks are reputedly large and
therefore Uncle John and Aunt Emma de-
cide to move the family from Ironton,
Michigan, to Hollywood, where Cousin
Mary "is in the movies." Maybe Mary
can get Uncle John a job as a janitor or
something. But jobs are scarce and Uncle
John soon finds he has been living at Mary's
beautiful little home for a year without
having paid any rent. He falls easily into
the habit and Mary is too much of a sap
to kick him out.

* * *

Stepfathers and stepmothers are as bad
or worse than the distant relatives. Sally
Phipps filed a petition with the court last

week here asking that her stepfather be
kicked out bodily and that he be restrained
from annoying her.

She claimed he had taken her money and
had never accounted for it.

Fox-Loew Deal Has
No Effect on Plans

of U, Says Laemmle
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 12.—That he now
feels the need all the greater for him to pro-
duce pictures as an independent was voiced
Sunday by Carl Laemmle upon his arrival

here. He contradicted all statements submit-
ted to him pointing to a merger of Universal
with another company and said the Fox-Loew
deal will have no effect in any way upon his

own motion picture plans.

"The many new alignments," he said, "en-
tered into by motion picture producers only
strengthen Universal."

He was met by Carl Laemmle, Jr., asso-
ciate producer. Laemmle has been vacation-
ing at Hot Springs, Ark.

Production of Audiens in

Four Tongues to Be Made
By Boasberg and Brock

(Special to the Herald-World)

BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF., March 12.-
Production of talking and musical short reel

novelties and vaudeville sketches in English,
French, German and Spanish will be launched
by Al Boasberg and Louis Brock April 1.

Brock signed contracts in New York March 8
with Radio Corporation of America whereby
the films will have worldwide distribution

through R K O.

Al Boasberg, writer of original vaudeville
material for Eddie Cantor, Phil Baker and
other stage and screen comedians, will write

the original sketches and take entire charge of
production. Louis Brock has had wide ex-
perience in foreign distribution of films, and
is thoroughly conversant with market require-

ments abroad.

In making pictures, each set or sketch will

be produced in English ; and then actors will

be engaged for the German, Spanish and
French versions, with each of the latter shot

in rotation. In some instances, it will be
possible to engage players who will be able

to take the same part in two or more versions.

The producers expect to use both vaudeville

and stage players in the pictures. Brock is

now en route to Hollywood. It is expected
that the first series of six pictures will be

produced in the East, pending completion of

installation of electrical apparatus at the local

studios.

Lehrman, Arthur Caesar
Resign from Director

And Writer Staff of Fox
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 12.—Henry Lehr-

man and Arthur Caesar resigned their posi-

tions at the Fox lot la*t week. Lehrman has

been on the director', roster about one year.

Caesar has come recently from New York
and has written several two-reel comedies and

also did the dialogue for Jack Ford's "Napo-
leon's Barber."
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$300,000 Spent by
Pathe To Improve
Culver City Studio

(Special to the Herald-World)

CULVER CITY, CALIF., March 12—Im-
provements totaling $300,000 have been launch-

ed at the Pathe Studio in Culver City, ac-

cording to an announcement today by W illiam

Sistrom, general manager of the company.
Chief among these is the building of a large

sound studio which will be one of the largest

in the world. It will house three separate
soundproof stages, or chambers, where three

companies could work simultaneously to ad-
vantage.

The very latest methods of soundproofing
will be utilized. The building will be 252 feet

in length by seventy six feet in width and will

have a 42 foot ceiling.

The new sound theatre is rapidly nearing
completion. The interior is more than 60 feet

long and 30 feet wide, and will seat almost
100 comfortably. It will be equipped with
three complete sound projectors, are illumi-

nated. For sound and voice reproduction eight

huge dynamic speakers will be used.

Samuel Goldwyn and Son
Leave Hollywood Hospital

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 12.—Samuel Gold-
wyn and his son, Samuel Goldwyn Jr., re-

turned home this week from the hospital and
are convalescing nicely, according to Dr.
Chester Bowers.
Goldwyn does not expect to return to the

studio until after several days of recupera-
tion. The father and son had their tonsils

removed at the Good Samaritan. Hospital last

Mondav.

Mrs. DeMille and Sister

To Tour Europe and Africa
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 12.—Mrs. Cecil B.
DeMille, wife of the eminent motion picture

producer has left Los Angeles for a three
months tour of Africa and Europe. She was
accompanied by her sister, Miss Rebecca
Adams, and Miss Jessica Bruce.
Mr. and Mrs. DeMille have been planning a

joint European trip for several years. How-
ever, DeMille's production activities forced a

series of postponements and the noted director

induced his wife to make the trip alone. The
party will motor through -Northern Africa,

Spain, France and England.

Qualitone Planning New
Factory Branch in N. Y.

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 12.—Samuel Freed-
man, president of the Qualitone Corporation
who recently disposed of his interests in the

Fine Arts Studios here for a reputed consid-
eration of a half million dollars and who is

widely known as a producer throughout the

film world, will shortly leave for Xew York
to arrange for eastern distribution of his

device and to make a survey with the thought
of establishing a factory branch in that city.

Phyllis Haver to Wed
(Special to the Herald-World)

GREEN BAY, WIS., March 12.—Phyllis
Haver announced that she will marry- William
Seeman, a New York wholesale erocer, the

wedding taking place in about six wtvks.

Fox Expected on Coast
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 12.—William Fox
is expected here the end of this week.

Many Film Actors Give Way
To Stage Folk; Voice Demand

Stars However Are Able to Buv Their ^ av Into Audiens : Fannie
J ml 7

Hurst Bound Westward; Swanson Signs Paul Stein:

Jolson and Meighan Start Work on Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 12.—Whether erstwhile motion picture stars will

enjoy a comeback after their present competitors have been tried out is doubt-

ful from appearances. In practically all studios every cast bears a strong Xew
York stage influence.

The actors brought from the New York stage are fitting into jobs heretofore

held by beautiful but inaudible film people. People like Charles King may
lack the beauty but they make up for it in voice.

In "Alibi" it is difficult to relate the names in the cast because so few of

them are familiar Hollywood faces. Pat O'Malley is there to be sure but he is

with strange company.
Very few actors who lay no claim to stage experience somewhere along the

line are in demand. But, men like John Miljan, who have proven voices as

well as faces, are going to the top by leaps and bounds because of increased

demand.

Ready made stars are in the delightful

position of being able to pay their way.
They are making their own pictures' and
you cannot keep them from talking.

Swanson Signs Stein for Audien

Gloria Swanson has signed Paul L. Stein

as director for dialogue on "Queen Kelly"

and camera work is scheduled to begin im-

mediately.
The audible version of "Queen Kelly"

has been in preparation ever since the com-
pletion of camera work on the silent pic-

ture more than a month ago. As finally

approved, the script of the talking opus
calls for the recording of Miss Swanson's
voice not only in dialogue, but in a number
of songs as well.

Stein, an Austrian, is regarded as being
particularly fitted to direct the story, which
has its setting in Germany. Schooled as

an actor of the dramatic stage with the Max
Reinhardt company in Berlin, he also has
written plays and novels and directed a
number of highly successful motion pictures

in both Europe and America.
The new picture, Miss Swanson's third

independently produced offering under the

United Artists banner, is scheduled to be
completed for late summer release.

Fannie Hurst Coming West

Herbert Brenon will soon start produc-
tion on Fannie Hurst's famous story,

"Lummox," and Joseph M. Schenck has
prevailed upon the noted writer to pack her
bags. Brenon w-as in constant script con-
sultation with Miss Hurst and Elizabeth
Meehan, his scenario writer, in Xew York,
and on her arrival in Hollywood Miss Hurst
will immediately affiliate herself with the

Brenon production, particularly with the

dialogue, it being an all-talking production.

To date no woman has been selected for

the title role. The situation is parallel to

Brenon's experience in "Peter Pan," when it

was so difficult to select a girl for the role

which later made Betty Bronson famous.
"Lummox" will be started within a few-

weeks, according to John W. Considine,

Jr. Miss Hurt is expected to leave New
York within a month.

Johon and Meighan Start

Production at 'Warner Brothers was aug-
mented this week by the addition of three

new companies to the shooting schedule.

The new production under way are "On
With the Show," "Little Pal" and "The
Argyle Case." Also in production are "In
the Headlines," "Skin Deep" and "The Sap,"

all of which are nearing completion.
"On With the Show" is an elaborate

musical show with an all-star cast includ-

ing Sally O'Xeil, Betty Compson, Louise
Fazenda, Joe E. Brown, Arthur Lake, Wil-
liam Bakewell, Sam Hardy, the Fairbanks
Twins, and others. Alan Crosland is

directing.

Al Jolson is starred in "Little Pal" with
David Lee, Marian Nixon, Holmes Herbert
and Kenneth Thompson in the supporting
case. Lloyd Bacon is directing.

"The Argyle Case" is Thomas Meighan's
first Yitaphone starring vehicle. Warner
Brothers have signed Lila Lee as his lead-

ing lady. H. B. Warner, Gladys Brockwell
and others are prominent in the cast and
Howard Bretherton is directing.

"Skin Deep" is Monte Blue's latest star-

ring vehicle. In the cast are Betty Comp-
son, Alice Day, John Davidson and others
and it is being directed by Ray Enright.
Archie Mayo is directing "The Sap" with
Edward Everett Horton. Alan Hale, Patsy
Ruth Miller, Edna Murphy and Franklyn
Pangborn.
Grant Withers is portraying the leading

role in "In the Headlines" which John
Adolfi is directing. Marian Nixon has the
leading feminine role and Edmund Breese,
Clyde Cook, Pauline Garmon, Hallam Coo-
ley and Vivian Oakland are included in the
all-star cast.

LeRoy Gets Better Job
Mervyn LeRoy saw his First Xational-

Yitaphone contract torn up this week—and
a new one substituted at a chunky advance
in salary.

LeRoy has been directing less than two
years. His first picture was "No Place To
Go," and since then he has such successes
to his credit as "Harold Teen," "Oh! Kay,"
and "Naughty Baby."
LeRoy is directing his first singing, talk-

ing and dancing offering, "Broadway
Babies," which stars Alice White. The first

picture under the new contract will be,

"Little Johnnie Jones," a screen version of
the George M. Cohan success, which will be
presented with an all-star cast as a com-
plete Yitaphone picture.

LeBaron Again to East
William LeBaron, vice president in

charge of production of Radio Pictures at

the RKO Studios, left last night on his

third trip to New York City since the
Christmas holidays.
LeBaron's present jaunt to Manhattan

(Continued on next page)
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Universal s 'Hearts in Dixie" Wins;
Character Study of Negroes

Picture Is Found Splendidly Constructed and Excellently Executed—
Verbose Prologue by White Actor Is Called Unnecessary

By WILBUR MORSE, JR.

HOLLYWOOD, March 12.—Half the Hollywood folk who put on their

dinner clothes last Wednesday night to attend the opening of "Hearts
in Dixie" at the Los Angeles United Artists theatre, came away prais-

ing the unique merits of a splendidly constructed and exceptionally well ex-

ecuted bit of entertainment.

THE other half went home with another
thought. It was that William Fox and his

assistants are not letting anyone get a head-
start down any lane of the show business this

year, whether it be in consummating mergers
or being the first onto the screen with a new
subject.

A Film of Character Studies

Until "Hearts in Dixie" was booked here,

this previewer, for one, had thought King
Vidor's "Hallelujah" would be the first ven-
ture into the debatable field of an all-Negro
film. But Vidor will have to turn over an
unusual picture to an ambitious salesforce to

outdistance the success promised Paul Sloane's
first vivid glimpse of Negro life, with its

colorful trimmings of the Negro's music and
gayety and superstitions and search for en-
lightenment. For this particular field won't
stand crowding

!

The picture's theme is a slender one, serv-

ing chiefly as a homely thread on which are
strung splendid character studies. Stepin
Fetchit's comedy as a worthless, lackadaisical

loafer, and the sonorous voice of Clarence
Huse, the "Pappy" of the film, are the out-

standing offerings of the capable Negro cast,

a cast brightened by the sweetness and na-
turalness of two little pickaninnies.

Sympathy Inherent Quality

Not quite as tense in its story, not quite

as vibrant in its setting as "Porgy," which the

New York Theatre Guild staged so beauti-

fully two seasons ago, "Hearts in Dixie" is

none the less a worthy screen successor to the
Heyward play.

Like "Porgy," it lacks any trace of offense

to either white or black and its inherent quali-

ties of sympathy made unnecessary the ver-
bose prologue, in which the one white actor

of the piece explains its purpose. Indeed, one
feels the prologue may have a tendency to

increase rather than lessen any feeling of an-
tagonism brought to the theatre by any small
group at which it is obviously aimed.

The premiere of the picture here attracted

an unusually representative audience and the

spotlights, the cameras, the radio announcers
and other trappings of exploited openings

drew downtown crowds who usually do their

star gazing outside the long run houses of
Hollywood.

Two Movietone Comedies
"Hearts in Dixie" was presented to Los

Angeles with a surrounding show which might
supply exhibitors with still another experi-
ment in presentation to study. For, instead

of a lengthy overture, or stageshow, and a
comedy, there were two movietone comedies
and no other prologue, except a prolonged
effort of an organist with illustrated slides

that might well have been spared.

The first comedy, presenting Robert Ben-
chley in "The Spellbinder," was as hilarious

as his other offerings. Clark and McCullough
in "Waltzing Around" were funny but not as

funny as in some of their previous film fool-

eries.

Many Film Actors Give
Way to Stage Folk to

Meet Audien Voice Need
(Continued from Preceding Page)

calls for the perfection of details incident

to the 1929-30 program of Radio Pictures,

the first of which are to go into production
at the RKO Studios shortly.

During his last stay in the metropolis,
he signed a host of film, theatrical and
musical talent to contribute to the 1929-30

program of Radio Pictures, as well as ob-
taining an imposing list of story and musi-
cal material.

LeBaron will return to Hollywood by the
middle of March.
Maude Fulton, who deserted the stage

and playwriting to write directly for the
screen, has joined the staff engaged in

writing scenarios and dialogue for Radio
Pictures, it was announced today.

Most of Miss Fulton's career has been
associated with the stage. She wrote and
played in "The Humming Bird," which
later was picturized with Gloria Swanson.
She wrote and played in "Sonny," which
ran for some IS weeks on the Pacific Coast.
But her greatest stage success, of the seven
plays she has written was "The Brat."

Davies' Audien Debut
Marion Davies will march to the rank of

audien stars this week when she begins
shooting on "Marianne," a French war
comedy, written especiallv for her sound
picture debut by Dale Van Every.
In the 100 per cent talking, singing and

dancing feature, Miss Davies will play the
part of a French peasant girl who "does
her bit" by trying to see that all the Yan-
kee doughboys are happy and comfortable.
Robert Z. Leonard will direct both silent

and dialogue versions of the picture which
will introduce three new song hits via the
sound screen. Laurence Stallings is respon-
sible for the dialogue in the talking version
which includes numerous French passages.

Caldivell-Hilliker Return to Fox
Capt. H. H. Caldwell and Katharine Hilli-

ker, the ace film editors of Hollywood, have

just completed editing and titling "Chris-
tina" for Fox Films. This is Janet Gay-
nor's latest starring vehicle directed by Wil-
liam K. Howard and with Charles Morton
and Rudolph Schildkraut in the leading
supporting roles.

Mr. and Mrs. Caldwell have just returned
to the Fox lot after having completed the
editing job on John Barrymore's new pic-

ture, "Eternal Love," for United Artists.

Kenneth Thomson and Jolson

Only recently returned to Hollywood
from a vacation jaunt to Atlanta, Ga., and
other Atlantic seaboard cities, Kenneth
Thomson has just signed for the second
male in the forthcoming Al Jolson picture

for Warner Brothers.

He returned to find local critics praising

him for two performances in productions
playing simultaneously here, "The Broad-
way Melody" at Grauman's Chinese Thea-
tre, and "The Bellamy Trial" at Loew's
State. Hailing from the New York stage,

which he deserted two years ago, Thom-
son's first notable film performance was in

the lead of "White Gold," the William K.

Howard production which won so much fa-

vorable comment. He was seen on the

stage here several months ago at the

Belasco Theatre in "The Devil's Plum
Tree," with Ruth Chatterton.

Higgin and Boyd Again

Howard Higgin and William Boyd are

now at work on their fourth picture to-

gether at the Pathe Studio.

"High Voltage," written for the screen
by Elliott Clawson, is their current pro-
duction, while those that have gone before
are "Skyscraper," "Power," and "The
Leathernecks," two of which received men-
tion by a leading motion picture publica-

tion as "one of the six best of the month."
Owen Moore, Carol Lombard, Diane Ellis

and Philip Smalley are playing conspicuous
supporting roles in "High Voltage."

Moorhead and Miljan in "Ghost"

Natalie Moorhead, stage actress, is the
latest celebrity to be lured from the foot-

lights to the microphone. Miss Moorhead
has been signed to play the role of "Lady
Vi" in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's all talking
filmization of Ben Hecht's, "The Green
Ghost," featuring John Miljan.

Her role is that of sister of the hero, a
part played by Roland Young, also a new-
comer from the stage. She played also the
fiancee of Ernest Torrence, who enacts
"Dr. Ballou" in the new picture.

Rogell Directs His Own Story

While other producers are pursuing the
"watchful waiting" policy regarding au-
diens, Harry Cohn, representing Colum-
bia, is acceding to the demands of the
public. Albert S. Rogell, whose "The Shep-
herd of the Hills," which he directed for

First National last year, ranked as one of
the Herald-World's biggest box-office suc-
cesses, has affixed his signature to a con-
tract to direct his own original story, "The
Flying Marine."
The acquisition of Rogell by the Colum-

bia organization is considered fortunate as
it was he who directed "The Lone Wolf's
Daughter," their first talking picture which
opens at the Roxy in New York next week.
"The Flying Marine" is to be directed

by Rogell with both dialogue and sound
throughout and an extensive exploitation
campaign is to be inaugurated, upon or-

ders from Cohn, immediately following the

selection of the all-star cast.

Rogell l.as given a promise to Carl

Laemiule, Jr., associate producer with Uni-

versal, that immediately following his com-
pletion of the talking picture for Colum-
bia, he would direct a series of productions

for Universal based on industrial life; these

also to be audiens.

Alexander Claims Audiens
Open Entirely New World

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 12. — J.
Grubb Alexander, playwright and
scenarist, now under contract with
Warner Brothers, declares the meas-
ure of importance to the world of en-
tertainment has not been properly
gauged, and a new mode of screen
impression will be developed. Talk-
ing pictures have opened an entirely
new world, he said, where previously
we had a world without sound, there-
by limiting creative ability.

Actors will develop a more im-
pressive style of action, a more
sincere pantomimic mode of gesture,
Alexander declared.
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Releases

WFFK OF MARCH IT
EDUCATIONAL—"Summer Saps," Lupino Lane,

two.

M G XI—"Allah 'L Allah," oddity: "Untitled," Chase,
two.

PATHE—"Foolish Husbands," Sennett. No. 9125.
UNIVERSAL—"Suicide Sheiks," Oswald Rabbit,
one; "Newly-weds' Holiday," Snookums, two; "Be-
yond the Smoke," Western, Cobb, two.

week of march 24
EDUCATIONAL—"Untitled," Our World Today,

one; "Parlor Pests," Collins Dent, Mermaid, two;
"Ginger Snaps," Big Boy, two; "Time to Expire,"
Stone, Cameo, one,

M G M—"Untitled" Laurel-Hardy, two; "Jungle
Orphans," Oddity.

PATHE—"Rodeo," Sennett de Luxe. No. 9085; "The
Fire Detective," serial No. 4; "The Big Town,"
fable, one; "The Great Ice Age of North America,"
Science serial, one.

UNIVERSAL—"Love and Sand," Arthur Lake, Hor-
ace series, one; "At the Night Club," Movietone
act, 3 Brox Sisters, one; "Seeing Sights," Stern,
two; "Fair Fighting," Art Acord, two.

WEEK OF MARCH 31
EDUCATIONAL—"Wise Wimmin," Jerry Drew,

Ideal, two; "A Moving Movie Show," Hodge-Podge,
one.
MGM—"Jungle Orphans," Oddity, one; "Why Is a
Plumber," All Star, two.

PATHE— 'The Fire Detective," serial. No. 5. two;
"Matchmaking Mama,'" Mack Sennett, two; "Bridle
Byways, sportlight, one; "Pathe Review" No. 14,

one.
UNIVERSAL— Alpine Antics," Oswald (also with

sound) one; "The Diamond Master," serial. No. 9.

two; "Tige's Girl Friend." Buster Brown comedy,
two; "Riding for Love." Tenderfoot series, two.

WEEK OF APRIL 7
CHRISTIE—"Reckless Rosie," Chorus Girl series,

Frances Lee, two; "Snappy Sen-ice." Bobby Ver-
non, two; "Jed's Vacation," Charlie Grapewin, two.

EDUCATIONAL—"The Bees Buzz." Mack Sennett.
Talking, two; "Four Wheel Brakes," Jerry Mandy,
Cameo, one.

M G M—"Persian Wedding, Oddity, one; "Thin
Twins," Charley Chase, two.

PATHE—"Smitty Series'' No. 9017. one.
UNIVERSAL—"Prodigal Pups."' Snappy Comedy.

one; "This Way Please," Mike and Ike, Stern, two;
"Days of Daring," Bob Curwood, two.

Newspictures

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO. 19—Hoover is

inaugurated 31st president of the United States

—

Captain George Fried, rescuer of Florida crew,
receives medal from treasury department—President
Portes Gil of Mexico, in office only short time,
threatened with widespread revolt.

PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 64—President Hoover
inaugurated as rain pours down—Lindbergh and
Anne Morrow escaped injuries when plane crashes
—Crowd of 30,000 attend opening of gigantic Grand
Central airport at Glendale, California.

FOX NEWS NO. 46—Minister Kaufman, U. S. envoy
to the Latin republic comes to the United States—
Inventor designs an alpine motor sled that goes 25
miles an hour—Secretary Davis awards flying cross
to Orville Wright for his pioneer air trip at Kitty
Hawk in 1903.

PATHE NEWS NO. 22—President Hoover inaugu-
rated. President Coolidge and Mrs. Coolidge escort
him to capitol as Chief Justice Taft administers
oath.MGM NEWS NO. 60—President Hoover takes up
duties as host of visitors storm white house—M G M
Newsreel shows pictures of Mexico revolution

—

Navy eagles test canal defenses in Majestic forma-
tion.

Duffy to Make Audiens
Jack Duffy is added to the growing list of

comedy stars who are getting into audiens.
He has been starring in the Sandy MacDuff
silent comedies for Paramount-Christie, but
next -.veek he will join the cast with Douglas
MacLean and Marie Prevost in all audien
feature, "Divorce Made Easy."

Sound Brings

New Era for
Short Films

GRASPIXG of the opportunities presented

by the introduction of sound into pictures

of one to three reels has produced a new era

for the short feature. One of the best evi-

dences of that is the special exploitation that

has been accorded the talking comedies of

Mack Sennett, which Educational is distrib-

uting.

Four different methods of playing up the

talking short comedy are presented in the illus-

trations on this page.
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PRESENTATION ACTS
William Fox Has Largest Circuit

GreaterChance
For Musicians

And Artists

STAGE SHOWS
Chicago Granada

Week Ending March 15

In keeping with the recent new policy inaugurated

by this management, the Granada presented another

huge stapreshow this week called "In 1933." It \va^

modernistic as well ae futuristic and was sort of a

prophecy in extravagant style. The stageshow was
preceded by a message on the screen from Stuyvesant
Peabody, chairman of the World's Fair enrollment

committee. It was an exclusive message and was
quite appropriate for this particular presentation.

Charles Kaley was featured with his band boys

and was surrounded by a cast of capable artists.

Jack Laughlin, who produced last week's stageshow,

also staged this one and did a good job of it again.

The show opened in musical style with six boys and
six girls in modernistic costumes as a male singer

headed the line with a song called "In 1933." This

is a published number of which the stage producer

is one of the writers and has a snappy swing that

may lead it into one of the best sellers. The setting

for this opening is quite novel as it represented

Chicago's skyscrapers with six posters each bearing

the trademark of some nationally known product,

such as Wrigley's chewing gum. etc., with cutout

effects displaying girls' heads from behind. These

same girls and boys also offered a novel dance routine

intermingled with specialties and acrobatic features,

and received a fine hand.

After this number Charles Kaley came on to an-

nounce the opening band arrangement of "Sweetheart

of All My Dreams" and as he did the skyscraper set

was raised and full stage setting displayed a beauti-

ful reception room with fancy staircase winding up
around it and the stagehand snuggled in the center

of it. A feature that proved to be one of the high-

lights of this setting was the gilt statue that dec-

orated the first step and later turned out to be a

human being. Kaley obliged by singing a chorus of

the band number through his megaphone and after

the band had played it with plenty of pep he turned

the baton over to Clarence Wheeler, who led the pro-

ceedings for the balance of the show. The twelve

Granada girls next came down the winding staircase

dressed as roses with the head piece representing a

red bloom while the lower extremities were trimmed

in green bodice to represent the stems and they en-

gaged in a novel series of Tiller steps as the male
singer sang "I'm Bringing a Red Red Rose." This is

one of the hit songs of the "Whoopee" show and it

is about the first time that a popular theatre has

staged a scene around it.

After this number, which proved quite a novelty,

the gilt statue came to life and offered a fast series

of specialty steps in conjunction with his spear

spinning. This routine stopped the show cold and
brought the interpreter of the number out for a

speech in which he gave the producer of the show-

credit for the originality of his number.
A young lady of pleasing personality followed him

with a medley of Victor Herbert melodies with which

she also injected a few strings of violin music. This

young lady's routine was probably arranged for

vaudeville and in spite of the fact that it was con-

siderably hightone it went over on the merits of her

voice and personality. She was followed by another

dance routine by the Granada boys and girls, this

time as gypsies with tambourines.

The comedy element of this program was supplied

by a man dressed as a policeman and his little fox

terrier, whose antics as a drunk and other unique

tricks, not only received the enthusiastic applause of

the audience but also kept them in a happy mood.

The next specialty on the bill was offered by three

young men and a girl in what turned out to be a

{Continued on next page)

Henri A. Keates

It is quite unusual for a man to make a huge
success in one town after having been away from
it for a long while. This is true almost in any line

of business but it is the exception with Henri A.
Keates, who, a good many years ago, started out at

the DeLuxe Theatre, Chicago, as the first Chicago
organist to feature solos and community singing.

Now Keates is the most talked of organist in Chi-

cago and known from coast to coast as "The Man
Who Put Community Singing on the Map.'* Balaban

& Katz, who employ Keates, find him a box office

stimulant and rotate him over their Chicago circuit

from v «ek to week. Keates has proved that his

novelties are not only a success in one theatre but

in any theatre, and the reason for this continued suc-

cess is that he has made it his business to present

only original novelties.

ANNOUNCE
The New Ballad Hit

"DON'T REMIND ME"
(I'm Trying to Forget)

and a New Hot Tune

"KANSAS CITY KITTY"

P. S. Don't forget these other two hitt:

"I FAW DOWN AND GO BOOM"
'ME AND THE MAN IN THE MCON*

WILLIE HOROWITZ
908 Woods Theatre Bldg., Chicago, III.

Recent M-G-M Purchase En-

larges Presentation

Prospects

By A. RAYMOND GALLO
The biggest motion picture deal was

put over last week when William Fox
bought M G M, of which Loew's, Inc.

were the owners. The deal, which
caused considerable excitement and
interest to the motion picture indus-

try, is bound to have a great deal of

influence on the future progress of the

presentation field. Fox already owned
and controlled over 600 theatres be-

fore the M G M deal was consum-
mated, and the new assets now make
him the most outstanding figure in the

motion picture business.
Nearly 800 theatres will now be serviced

and booked under the Fox banner, of which
175 of them are Marcus Loew houses, while
the balance include West Coast Theatres,
Midwesco and the Poli circuit. The new
buy includes deluxe theatres in twenty-one
states and with the plan now in preparation,
Fox will have 200 more deluxe theatres in

the remaining states.

Fox Now Leads the Field

Until a few months ago the Publix Cir-

cuit, a subsidiary of Paramount, was the

biggest theatre chain in the country with

Keith-Orpheum a pretty close second. Since

W illiam Fox has taken control of Wesco
and the other circuits, including the latest

M G M deal, the Fox organization has the

most powerful production and distribution

organization in the motion picture business,

since the M G M theatres were the Loew
houses and the Loew circuit was considered
one of the largest before the merging
season came on.

The Warner Brothers' deal with First

National, which also includes the Stanley

Circuit, is a nice outlet for their product

but not as powerful as the last two organi-

zations. Unless Radio-Keith-Orpheum
merges with Publix, or makes some ar-

rangement whereby both circuits will be

operated under one head, William Fox will

have the largest presentation circuit in the

country.
This development should be of consider-

able interest to people actively engaged in

the business of stageshows. Although no

new plans have been made as to the future

policy of Fox and its newly acquired or-
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ganizations, it is understood that they will

all more or less specialize in pictures and
stage talent. It is safe to state that under
the new ownership the present policy of
vaudeville will be revamped to meet the
general public demand in motion picture
theatres. If this happens and there is a

very good possibility that it will, there will

be no such a thing as vaudeville any more,
as all stage entertainment in picture thea-
tres from then on will be referred to as
presentation.
When this happens, Radio-Keith-Or-

pheum will have to inaugurate a new stage
policy in order to stand an equal chance
with the other theatres, and when that time
comes the well known brand of Orpheuni
and Keith Vaudeville will pass out and
make room for the more popular demand,
and its new trademark will be Presentation.
When all these things come to pass, and

they are bound to in the course of a few
more months, there will be only one other
major circuit presenting vaudeville, and that

is Pantages. There is no telling, but that

even he may consider making this move
and if Pantages joins the ranks, there will

just be the independent theatres that will

still class themselves as picture and vaude-
ville houses.

It Means More Work for All

All this means more work for acts, longer
routes for units, bigger and better theatres

for amusement and better conditions for the

public. It also means a demand for more
musical directors and organists, for the

William Fox organization is a firm believer

of class programs, and in spite of the fact

that it may have considerable talent on the

screen in sound and dialogue, it will not
jeopardize the future of its theatres by rob-

bing them of the human element.

Presentation

LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in presen-

tation may discuss important matters bearing
upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.

PRESENTATION ACTS—To the Editor: This is

the first time I've written you, however. I read the
Herald-World each week, as it is sent to me.
and enjoy especially the notes of different organist*,

what they are using for their "specials."

I used as my solo this week. Irving Berlin's spe-

cial, called "Closeup and Snapshots." featuring songs.
"I'll Get By." "Marie." "How About Me." "I'd Rather
Be Blue Over You."

This is a very entertaining novelty, which was
well demonstrated by the audience in their splendid
singing, their generous applause which was still being
heard after feature had started.

You may print any part of this in your organ
column if you choose. I think it would be fine if

more organists would let us know what they are
using for specials, and how they click. Very sin-

cerely—Edna Merle Bain. Parmont theatre, Nebraska
City. Neb.

Playing Return Dates
for Balaban & Katz

After proving that comedy dancers can be as en-
tertaining on a high class program as well as the
popular type, the Lassiter Brothers are now making
their fourth tour of Balaban & Katz houses in a
new Chicago unit.

The boys recently scored a hit at the Chicago Thea-
tre in the new stage policy and previously completed
their third tour of Publix as a featured attraction.

The type of dancing that the Lassiter Brothers do is

a combination of eccentric and athletic routine in-

termingled with much clean comedy.
Before enterting stage work the boys were members

of a theatre staff.

Chicago's Favorite
Entertainers

Centuries ago every king had his favorite clown
and the jester found himself as important in the

king's court as any member of hLs kingdom. It

seems that that same tradition has passed from one
generation to another and even in our present day
amusements we select our favorites and almost wor-
ship them as in the days of old.

Helene Heller and .George Riley who scored their

first hit in a picture house about five years ago
are probably the most liked presentation team in the
entire field. This capable couple of funsters has
played several engagements over the Publix circuit

and have appeared in Chicago deluxe houses so many-
times that we have lost track of the engagements.
Chicago has practically adopted them as her fav-

orite entertainers and this week they are featured

in "A Melody Menu" now playing the Paradise thea-

tre with Mark Fisher.

Roy Detrich Makes
"Whoopee" While
Wife Is Away

Mrs. Roy Detrich, wife of the popular southside

singing bandleader is enjoying an extended vacation

with her mother and brother. Dr. Harry Griff of

New York City. Three nephews, one who is also a

doctor, has joined the family in the reunion, and.

according to Roy. Jr.. Mrs. Detrich's son, a good

time is being had by all.

Roy Detrich, who is now entering his second year

as master of ceremonies for the National Playhouses,

rotates with his band between the Capitol and Avalon
theatres.

•This week his stageshow is called "Whoopee" and

features the Rodeo boys with Born and Lawrence.

STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from preceding page)

daring and novel adagio team, intermingled with many
acrobatic twists and turns. At first the black uni-

forms of the men with wing sleeves caused snickers

but as the routine progressed the act soon had the

audience in their control and they were given a

tremendous ovation for their splendid efforts.

The finale showed the male singer introducing the

best things in life such as pleasure, joy. etc.. while

one of the ballet girls portrayed each part in novel

attire. To keep the continuity of the show. Clem
Dacy. as Dad Dearborn, sang another chorus of "In

1933" as the rest of the cast assembled around the

beautiful setting while the orchestra and organ struck

up the tune of "Sweet Mysteries of Life" as the

curtain slowly descended.

A point worthy of mention is the original lighting

effect and coloring that were played on the staircase

set during the ballet routine.

Atlanta Howard
Week Ending March 2

With Arabiac atmosphere enveloping them Louie

Lowry and his Merry Musical Men offer the Emmett
Roger's production. "Oh. Pshah." at the Howard this

week. Lowry and his Men went over in good style,

saving the show from an absolute flop.

The show opens with the Gould Girls offering a

routine, slow, draggy and unquestionably amateurish.

They seemed to possess only fair dancing ability.

Following was a distinctly novel band number, which
drew a good hand. Art Dickson, baritone, sang.

"Me and the Man in the Moon" and "My Blackbirds

Are Blue Birds Now," to fair approval.

Next in line three tumblers, a la Francis Trio, held

the stage. They brought some laughs, but failed to

be the high class act Howard audiences require.

The Gould Girls returned to present a fast stepping

number and went over better than on first appear-
ance.

Detroit Fisher
Week Ending March 1

The Publix' spectacle "Zig-Zag Follies" was on the
stage at the Fisher this week, and a very nice little

stageshow it turned out to be, too. Paul Leash is

the master of ceremonies at the Fisher now. He is

a good looking young man. has a nice way with
him and the audiences seem to like him.
With a title like "Zig-Zag Follies." the setting for

the piece, of course, couldn't be anything else but
in the futuristic manner. And that's just what it

was, with jagged streaks of color, like streaks of
lightning, shooting across the drops.
A group of ten little girls in vivid blue costumes,

ornamented all over with silver spangles, were doing
a routine dance as the curtain went up to the tune
of "Don't Be Like That." Assisting them were four
young men, who later were introduced as the Edge-
comb Four. This quartet, while they opened as sing-
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ers, later showed themselves to be versatile and agile
hoofers.

During the dance number, two of the members of
the ensemble stepped forward to do some high kick-
ing and acrobatic specialties. The young ladies
were good, and undoubtedly will be starring as a
team before long.

Then the Edgecomb Four went into an adagio,
working like one man, and turning out some of the
fastest stepping seen in these parts in some time.

Just as Paul Leash was about to introduce the
next number, a colored young man—or rather a
young, colored man—tripped lightly across the stage,
throwing imaginary flowers to the audience. After
this interruption, the Field Sisters warbled sweetly.
Their numbers were "Down Among the Sugar Cane"
and "Doing that Old, Old Stuff." These two very
personable young ladies have very nice voices and
dress themselves extremely well. They wore what,
according to the Young Woman Who Goes to the
Theatre with Me. said were skirts of tomato colored
georgette and sleeveless bodices of sequins. Their
arms were bare, except for cuffs of the georgette
fastened around the wrists. Very nifty, indeed.

Once again the colored boy paraded across the
stage, this time carrying a rose, and then the Edge-
comb Four came on in red trousers and jackets, eton
collars and flowing Windsor ties. They did some more
of their rapid fire hoofing which got them a big hand.

Grace Johnson was a sweet voiced singer who
pleased with "I'd Rather Be Blue" and "Glad Rag
Doll."

And then the mystery of the colored boy was solved.
He turned out to be Hope Black—brother, what a
nom de stage—who danced in that effortless fashion
in which only the negro can ; a perfect symphony
of motion.

The piece de resistance of the 6how was Senator
Murphy. You have heard the Senator? No? Well,
he delivers a burlesque on political speeches, be-
ginning with the announcement that "My subject
tonight is booze and I am full of my subject." The
Senator is an exceedingly droll zany, and in the
course of your reporter's nine or ten years in gath-
ering pieces for the paper, we might say that his
speech was no more ridiculous than many of those
emitted by honest to goodness candidates.
The finale was based upon "Who Wouldn't Be

Jealous of You." sung by Grace Johnson, while the
rest of the cast grouped themselves in front of a
back drop composed of weird, geometric designs.

Chicago Tivoli
Week Ending March 9

Frankie Masters returned to the Tivoli this week
and put over a fine stage presentation. He was
assisted by a clever bunch of artists and the show
received a very fine hand. Frankie's singing of
"My Mother's Eyes" was the outstanding hit and
no doubt one of his best numbers in some time. He
put the song over well and more of this order should
be used by him.

The program opened with the first artist known
as Gene Sheldon. Gene was a corking success with
the Tivoli patrons and took an encore. He plays
the banjo well and has a clever line of jokes.
And not to forget the Abbott Girls that so pleas-

ingly pleased. No foolin' the girls are clever and
the people are always looking for something different
and the girls give it to them.
Moss and Evans, a couple of comedians, sang,

danced, joked and whatnot. The boys got an encore

and deserved it. A couple of Apache dancers called
Anulo and Amedia offered a dance which is becom-
ing the fad with the patrons. They like the he-man
stuff and this couple gave it too. Nice hand.
An umbrella dance by the ballet girls with the

entire cast coming out ended the performance and
a pleasing one at that. All acts got a hand and a
good one. Masters' number stood out but he refused
above the loud applause to give an encore. He could
have taken one very easily.

Indianapolis Indiana
Week Ending March 8

The stage presentation, in which Charlie Davis
and his band are featured, bears the title "Magic
Rug." Davis and his band play "I Faw Down and
Go Boom," and "My Apache Man." an original com-
position. Davis also introduced several new members
of his organization by having them do specialty num-
bers. Burns and Kissen sing parodies of popular
songs. Dancing was provided by Star and Rollo and
Einile and Romaine.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending March 9

The surrounding bill at the Fox this week was
second to none in Philadelphia.

Healy and Cross, recalled by iwpular request, are
back this week crooning and harmonizing in their
own inimitable style. The Widow Clancy skit wifh
the laughing duet almost becomes a laughing chorus
with the audience as chief performers. In reviving
the memory of the "harmonizing quartet" of their
boyhood days, Healy and Cross strike a chord in the
memories of many in the audience and the applause
is generous.

Philadelphia's own stars, El Brendel and Flo Burt,
in their hilarious comedy "Yohnny Yohnston and
the Duchess." reach a side-splitting climax when
Yohnny borrows a dress suit from the Duchess' father,
but with every move something rips and a regular
nightmare follows for Yohnny. But the audience
gets a big kick out of Yohnny's nightmare.

King, King and King followed and maybe those
three fast boys don't keep moving and tapping.
When they aren't buck and wing dancing, one takes
the center of the stage and does a 60I0 dance, and
the variety of stunts in their repertoire is amazing.
Sanami and Geniya put on an act that is unique,

exotic and colorful. The curtains are drawn aside
revealing a golden four-armed statue of Buddha. Tho
arms of the statue slowly begin to move in time to the
music. As the music quickens the statue rises and be-
gins a most unusual oriental temple dance. A female
figure directly in back of the statue also rises and
together they dance and assume various poses in
keeping with the spirit of the dance. As the music
subsides, they return to their original positions and
the curtain falls.

By way of contrast the 1 nana Sisters, in yellow
and orange costumes, with * fringe skirts and long
scarfs fastened to the wrists present a dance of
Spain, with the beat of castanets, and the music
of tiny bells fastened to the dancers' fingers keeping
time to the movement of their feet.

The fourteen Foster Girls contribute no small part
to the evening's entertainment. They first appear in

blue tights against a sparkling silver drop. Four

(Continued on next page)
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"COOLING OFF"

PUBLIX UNIT
Now on Tour

LOSAYS
Someihind

about
Everyone

GREETINGS! . . . Spring is here or at least there
is a sign of it. . . . Al Beilin of Berlin'* Chicago
office is speaking slower than usual and Willie
Horowitz, another Chicago music representative, has
lost his pep, so it must be the fever that gets them
all each year at this time. . . . gosh darn it! it has
about struck me, too . . . maybe next week I'll take
a trip to Milwaukee and say hello to Al Belasco or
tell him he is stealing some other guy's line, what
do I care what I say when I feel this way ... they
say that when spring comes a young man's fancy
turns to love. ... I used to talk dippy once but
now I feel worse . . . give me the great open spaces
and the world is mine. Well, we might as well spill
a bit of scandal ... so here it goes. . . . George
Givot is being featured in a Publix unit for the
first time in two years and will soon make his debut
in concert. . . . George is set on becoming an opera
star. . . . Heller & Riley are back in Chicago in a
new act . . . the last one had moth holes in it. . . .

Ray Teal is now the stagehand leader at the New
Saenger theatre in New Orleans ... he replaced
Ben Black who returned to the Publix production
department. . . . Mrs. Roy Detrich, wife of the
popular Chicago southside band leader, is visiting her
folks in New York City. . . . Ben Ross, well liked
master of ceremonies in Newark and Jersey City,
has been ill. . . . Ben at one time was m. c. of the
Kit Kat Club. Chicago. . . . Sam Silver, his gag
writer, has been selected by Warner Bros, officials
to write material for all their masters of ceremony on
the Stanley Circuit. . . . Milton Slosser, organist for
seven years at the Missouri theatre in St. Louis,
has been made master of ceremonies of that house
again, until someone replaces Eddie Peabody. . . .

Brooke Johns, who was there before him, is now
at the Granada theatre in San Francisco . . . reports
have it that he is making good, too. . . . Sam Herman
is conducting one of his popular discovery contests
at the Adelphi theatre. Chicago, every Sunday after-
noon. ... by the way, Rose Swearingen is the fea-
tured organist there. . . . Arthur Nealy has changed
his plans and is now at the new Mastbaum theatre
in Philadelphia. . . . Jack Stanley is the new m. c.

. . . Lou Goldberg, Publix p. a., arranged to have
Clara Bow appear on the stage of the Brooklyn
Paramount last week. . . . Clara hails from Brooklyn.
. . . Ace Berry, now managing director for the
Circle and Indiana theatres in Indianapolis was at
one time a great press agent for film producers. . . .

More than ten million people heard Ruth Etting sing
Leo Feist's theme song, "My Mother's Eyes," over
the radio a few weeks ago. . . . H. Manning Welles
is the featured organist at the Merrick theatre in
Jamaica, L. I. . . . Frank P. Brand is solo organist
and Leslie Chandish is the associate of the Forest
Hills theatre at Forest Hills, Long Island, New York.
. . . Frankie Masters, the master of events at the Tivoli
in Chicago, is back from Hot Springs and is ready to
word hard now. ... The Fox all-talking outdoor
special, "In Old Arizona." is now playing in Chi-
cago and "My Tonia," the theme song will thrill
you. . . . It's one of the best that DeSylva, Brown
& Henderson have composed together. . . . The new
Fox theatre in St. Louis is doing fine and is giving
the other houses some tough competition. . . . Cecil
Davidson is soon to celebrate his third year at the
North Center theatre in Chicago, as master of cere-
monies and musical conductor. . . . Cecil also enjoys
the honor of being the youngest musical director in
Chicago. . . . Edwin Morris will soon open 36 branch
offices for Witmark & Sons as the first move in a
series of big steps since joining Warner Bros. . . .

The Jewish Theatrical Guild of America tendered
a dinner for Eddie Cantor, its vice president, on
March 10, at the Hotel Commodore, New York. . . .

Willie Collier will act as toastmaster and Fannie
Brice will be the only woman present.

UNIFORMS FOR HOUSI
ATTACHES COSTUMES FOR STAGE

PRESENTATIONS BROOKS 1437 B'wai
N. Y. City
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STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from preceding page)

girls are suspended in mid air in hoops, four others

climb half way up the ropes and the others stand

below as they do difficult acrobatic stunts in unison.

When they appear again they are dressed in white
with sailor caps and red and blue trimmings. Each
carries two red and white flags which appear to be
the sleeves of the costume but soon prove to be
flags with which they wig wag the message "Join

the Navy and see the Dancers of the World." Their

act is well received.

The Fox Grand Orchestra tops off the program
with a medley of Tschaikowsky airs.

Jersey City Stanley
Week Ending March 1

"Blue Devil Blues," featuring Jereey City's most
popular young man. Ben Ross, opened to a beautiful

scene representing the well known Hades. Instead of

being in the usual color, red. this was in blue with
a grotesque blue devil in the background emitting
fire. Ross enters to a good reception. (Ben has
been ill for the past week, and the audience were
glad to have him back.) He sang an introductory

song, with the Kaufman Boys and Girls following
with a song called "We're Blue Devils Now," and
a jazz routine.

Ida May Chadwick. assisted by George Geiger,

offers a song and dance. Darling and Pat, two
girls, harmonized "High on a Hilltop." Pat followed

with an extremely novel and pleasing whistling num-
ber that was received very well. Joey Ray, former
star of Earl Carroll's "Vanities." sang a few num-
bers. The audience then requested him to sing "Poor
Punchinello." This received a much better hand.
Ray then led the band as Ben Ross played a good
violin solo and the chorus danced a novel routine.

Ross received a fine hand. After another snappy
routine by the chorus Ray sang "Blue Shadows."
Ross proved his versatility by playing "Gypsy Sweet-
heart" and "The 12th Street Rag" on an accordian,
the only fault being that the solo was too short.

Ida May Chadwick and Greiger did another song
and dance with the tap dancing of Miss Chadwick
the outstanding hit. Ross proved himself a good
M. C. when he sold Helen Lynd, without her being
known to this audience. Helen offered good impres-
sions of Leonore Ulric and Fanny Brice and was
very well received. The Kaufman Boys and Girls

ballet, in blue devil costumes, jumped out of the fire

fire and closed the show with a snappy routine, as
sparklers flashed in background. Three curtain calls

were necessary.

Detroit Michigan
Week Ending March 9

Helen MacFadden, daughter of Bernarr Macfadden,
who made himself famous as a physical culture ex-
ponent, was the central figure in "Perfect Girl," the
Publix presentation at the Michigan this week. The
revue is built ingeniously to exploit Helen, her figure
and the "daily dozen" she goes through to keep in

top-notch health. And of course there was one of
those special beauty matinees for women only during
the week, at which Edna Moore delivered a talk on
health and Helen MacFadden went through her ex-
ercises.

In the regular stage bill. MacFadden is assisted
by twelve Foster Girls, who go through a program
of dances which are labelled as good for reducing.

LOUIS ADRIAN
Conducting

Orchestral

Features

at the

Balaban & Katz

NORSHORE
Theatre

CHICAGOAffiliated with
PUBLIX

George Givot, a Pupil

of the Old Master

—

Paul Ash
When Paul Ash is old and gray and can-

not direct his stagehand any longer he will at

least have one consolation in life and that is

that he has been responsible for the origina-

tion of the bandshow policy and also the dis-

coverer of many stage stars.

Among those whom Paul Ash is responsible

of finding during his Chicago reign at Mc-
Vickers and the Oriental theatres, are Milton

Watson, Peggy Bernier, Johnny Perkins and

George Givot. Each one of these artists are

now successful in their own chosen line and

if you were to compliment them they would all

say "we owe it to Paul Ash."
Milton Watson is now on Broadway in a

musical show called "Cocoanuts," while Peggy
Bernier is traveling with "Good News."
Johnny Perkins is still sticking to picture

houses, but George Givot has discovered that

he really possesses a fine tenor voice. About

a year ago this fact became known to Givot

at a benefit and since then he has been train-

ing his voice under the direction of Henry
Halperin, formerly an associate of Caruso.

Givot now has a repertoire of several operas

in the original languages and will soon make
his debut in concert after completing his pres-

ent tour of Publix.

The revue idea is different than most, and it was
well received during the week. The women flocked

to it, of course, to get beauty hints and as for the

men—

.

As for the rest of the stageshow, it was well

above the average. Luella Lee was a cute little

"blues" vocalist and the Four Cheer Leaders har-

monized nicely. And then, of course, there was
Joe Penner, one time Detroiter, and his familiar

sketch and eaten line "Wanta Buy a Duck?" That

query was well known during the palmy days of

vaudeville, and Joe still is getting laughs with it

now that he has changed over to the motion picture

house cricuit.

Al Evans and his Michiganders, of course, provided

the musical background for the show. Eduard Werner
conducted the Michigan Symphony Orchestra through

some stirring American aire and Arthur Gutow at

the organ, assisted by Arno Segall, violinist, and

Carl Pavese, harpist, played the lovely "Meditation"

from "Thais."

San Francisco Granada
Week Ending March 7

This week's stageshow at the Granada introduces

Brooke Johns as the new master of ceremonies and
if his initial performance is an index of what may
be expected during the coming weeks he may as

well hang up his hat and consider himself hired, as

far as the public is concerned. Not that he's great,

or anything like that, but that he is a great big.

good natured human, with a lot of personality and

a real Westerner in spite of that Southern drawl.

He's the kind of a fellow who makes you feel at

home, even in a theatre, and whose easy manner is

reassuring.

The stageshow opens with a special musical pro-

duction featuring the famous prison scene from the

opera "Faust," with Gino Severi conducting the

Granada Concert Orchestra. This is a musical treat

of the first water and well above the average stage

act of the kind. The artists, Elsa Behlow Trautner,

Gwynfi Jones and Albert Gillette, are local radio

stars.

The curtain next goes up on "The Blue Revue."

with the Gamby-Hale Girls coming on singing "This

Is My Happy Day." Johns makes his appearance

and introduces the Small Brothers who get a good

hand with some rapid fire dance steps that are quite

out of the ordinary. He next presents Jeanie Lang,

a diminutive song bird whom he brought West with

him. and the two 6ing "My Suppressed Desire," be-

sides doing some steps which emphasize the differ-

ence in size.

While the Gamby-Hale Girls do another dance

Johns passes through the audience, chatting with

new-found friends. Bob La Salle tells a couple of

good stories and sings a parody on a popular song

and is followed by Irene Taylor who adds a blue

song. Pelle and Costa, two clean-cut athletic chaps

do some difficult balancing stunts and feats of

strength and get a fine hand.

Although afflicted by larangytis, Johns sings "Who
Wouldn't Be, Jealous of You" and plays the banjo

in true Southern style. The show comes to an end in

regulation fashion, with the entire company on the

stage and the back curtain going up on a scene of

beauty.

The good nature and sincerity of the new master

of ceremonies contributes a lot to the show, which

is one of the best in months. Johns does not try to

oversell the acts he introduces, being content to let

the audience be the judge. He refrains from ap-

plauding them himself and that seems to please the

house patrons.

New Haven Olympia
Week Ending February 27

Bobby Agnew, who formerly was in pictures, heads

the Publix unit "Happy Go Lucky" at the Olympia,

produced by Charles Niggemeyer. He sings and

dances and while not so hot, his personality and
marvelous smile put him over. He gets a nice hand

when he made his appearance also. Aubrey Sisters,

Three Swifts, and Gus Mulcay, harmonica player, are

the specialty acts in the show. The Foster girls use

six live ponies in a fast novel number. Ken Whitmer

and band are featured also.

Chicago Diversey
Week Ending March 8

This stageshow consisted of four acts, opening with

the Versatile Steppers in several fast athletic dances

followed by Villani Brothers in comedy songs and

dialogue ending with their version of "When My
Ship Comes In," which got a hig hand. Next was a

trio of harps featuring the Three Hanson Sisters.

This act was well dressed, well lighted and got a

big applause from the audience. Welton and Jayce

followed with popular songs and got a big hand with

their specialty number "Carolina Moon." Sam Her-

man, with his usual Monday night "Kiddies Revue,"

ended the show.

Philadelphia Stanley
Week Ending March 2

Seldom has Philadelphia been offered such an

elaborate program at popular prices as the bill this

week at the Stanley.

Charlie Melson in his second week as master of

ceremonies of a varied stage show, "Step on It," was

perhaps a greater success than last week. Standing

J. VIRGIL HLfFFMAN
Featured Organist

NEW AMERICAN THEATRE, ROANOKE, VA.
Broadcasting Daily from Station WDBJ

44DOC" WEBB
Original Organ Novelties

at the

MARSHALL Square Theatre, CHICAGO
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in front of a production set with the band on the

stage, he conducts, sings, introduces the various en-

tertainers and ie generally the life of the party.

That boy has personality plus.

The twelve Beebe Barrie Girls, in tuxedos and black

derbies, start the ball rolling with a snappy tap dance.

Then the stage band strike*; up a popular tune,

"Tapioca," with Charlie energetically conducting.

Jim Green, creator of the song, "Casey Jones," is

reminiscent of the old type of vaudeville entertainers.

He puts over fome wise cracks as he and Charlie

Mellon engage in a dialogue and he sings "Casey
Jones" with a great deal of animation. The ballet

in black and yellow, with castanets, appear in a

charming "Spanish Interlude," grouping themselves

in graceful postures at the back of the stage as

Nita and Arditi give an exhibition of tango dancing

that is characterized by perfection of technique and
restrained gracefulness.

Jerome Mann makes a tremendous hit with his

impersonations of Ted Lewis, Eddie Leonard and
others. As an encore he imitates Pat Rooney. He
is not only clever in his impersonations but has a

fund of original stunts that make him an extremely
popular entertainer.

The Beebe Barrie Girls appear in a unique char-

acter dance entitled "Golliwogs." Attired in yellow

^ilk and blue woolen wigs they give a perfectly syn-
chronized dance that goes over big, especially with
the male part of the audience. Charlie Melson's sing-

ing of Irving Berlin's "How About Me" wins the

house. Perhaps the most delightful offering on the

program is White and Manning's "Everything Is

Spanish Now," an extremely clever acrobatic bur-

lesque dance in which comedy is introduced with

startling realism in a manner that must be seen to

be appreciated. The expression of naive surprise on
the face of the feminine member of the duo after

some of their apparently unexpected collisions and
falls is too ludicrous for words.

In the splendidly staged finale the entire company
appears on the stage with the band playing, the

ballet dancing and in the background on an elevated

platform several girls holding revolving electric pin-

wheels forming a colorful and animated picture and
concluding one of the most outstanding presentations

that ever graced the Stanley stage.

St. Louis Fox
Week Ending March 1

The stage features of the week included: The
Invisible Master of Ceremonies. Ballet number
"Dance of the Hours," with the Fox Coriw de ballet.

Prologue "Behind the Front with Sally." Overture
"Cavalleria Rusticana."

Brooklyn Paramount
Week Ending March 8

Each week the stapeshow that comes from the New
York Paramount theatre is re-produced by Paul Ash.
"Rustic Revels." formerly the "Harvest Time" unit

was the ^tageshow this week. It opened in a farm
set with the orchestra garbed in overalls as they
played a typical tune while the Gould Girls, as

farmettes. sang an introductory song as they danced
a snappy routine.

Paul Ash. as the returned city fellow, entered with
Fautleroy and Van, old farmer and hick. Fauntleroy
and Van offer a typical hick act that was very well
done and earned them an encore.

The Stanley Twins follow with some very good
teamwork in their high-kicking and acrobatic routine,
which was very well received. Ash then led the
orchestra in a fine arrangement of "Daisy Days," in
which Paul Small sang a chorus, pleasingly, as the
ballet promenaded in cute costume. The orchestra,

Paul Small and the ballet received a fine hand. An
effective arrangement of "Daisy Days" was played as

the ballet entered with illuminated baskets of flowers,

that played musical notes. This won a very fine

hand.
Eleanor Charier, a personality girl, earned an en-

core for her singing and cute manner. Another very
good arrangement of "Blossoms," led by Paul Ash,
was next played by the orchestra. Paul Small sang
a chorus and received a good hand. Arkansas
Charley, noted record star, followed with singing,
guitar and harmonica playing. The scene then
changed to a good old-fashioned barn set in which
the entire comj>any did a barn dance, as an enormous
ligthed pumpkin descended from the fly gallery.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending March 9

The "Our Gang Kids" were given a prominent place
on the Mainstreet's stage program, as well as being
given a much longer period of time in which to

present their act. but the patrons approved of such
an arrangement. The "gang," Mary Kronman,
"Scooter" Lowry and Johnny Downs, presented a
number titled, "In and Out of the Movies." The act

opens with the kids in the midst of making a pic-

ture, but breaks off into supposedly impromptu dia-

logue which proves highly entertaining to children,

as well as most of the adults, of the audiences.

A last minute decision was made to hold Derick-
son and Brown, singer and pianist, respectively, over

for an additional week, so numerous were their en-
cores the previous week. The act consists solely of

singing, aside from one piano selection by Mr. Brown,
but Derickson sings as few others do.

Wyeth and Wynne have a song and dance number,
including some harmonica selections which pleased

the audiences.

The Louisville Loons, under the direction of Walter
Davidson, rendered some popular selections as the

overture, while Harlan Christie again came in for his

share of honors as master of ceremonies.

Birmingham Alabama
Week Ending March 2

Enthusiastic audiences greeted Eddie Guest and his

Joy Boys offering the Emmett Robers' production,

"Pleasure Pirates." Set on board a ship at sea,

with Guest as captain of the performers, the number
clicked every minute. Grace DuFay, acclaimed sen-

sational acrobat, proved her right to that title.

Next in line came the Paragon Quartet, four rec-

ord making male voices, rendering three numbers
which hit the mark. Assisting these were twenty
girls on "dress parade," displaying the spring crea-

tions for milady. This fashion show assisted mate-
rially the band unit.

Guest and his boys offered a novelty number, "I

Can't Give You Anything but Love." Twenty Gould
Girls, hailed rythmic beauty chorus, enjoyed their

share of applause.

"Pleasure Pirates" proved the most liked stage

offering since the resuming of the band policy at the

Alabama.

Detroit Fox
Week Ending March 9

A strikingly effective innovation was offered in

one of the stage bills at the Fox this week in the
synchronizing of the Fox Grand Orchestra, Louis
Gress conducting, with the Fox Movietone in selec-

tions from the musical show "Rio Rita." The stunt

was used with J. Harold Murray's Fox-Movietone
presentation of "The Ranger's Song." The synchron-
ization was well done, and the audiences liked the

CARME ROMANO
(Realtor to the Theatrical Profession)

These Well Known Theatrical People Bought from Me
HELLER & RILEY— AL KVALE— FRANKIE MASTERS

And Many Others HOW ABOUT YOU?
10 So. La Salle Street, CHICAGO Tel. Randolph 0407

L. CARLOS MEIER
Featured Organist

TERMINAL THEATRE, CHICAGO
Going on Second Year

novelty of an audien and an orchestra playing to-

gether.

Besides this presentation, there were two other

stageshows. A medley of dancing and music fea-

tured the one "Masquerade," which was really the

prologue for the feature picture "New Year's Eve."
Baby Dorothy Johnson, billed as the world's young-
est saxophonist and a former star of Earl Carroll's

Vanities, won the favor of the audience with her
charming songs and her specialities on the saxophone.
Other solo artists were Pauline AJpert, pianist;

Nancy Decker; Stone and Burns; Gerardo and Adair
and the Six Bedfords. The Fox Tillerettes and the

choral ensemble added a colorful background of move-
ment and song.

The other stage presentation was titled "The En-
chanted Lake," a colorful bit symbolizing the spirit

of spring and employing the talents of Patsy Ruth
Flam and Alexander Kotshetovsky, the choral en-

semble and the Fox Ballet.

Clark and McCullough, the inimitable cut-ups, en-

listed the aid of Lois Moran in an all-talking, singing

and dancing screen musical comedy, "The Belle of

Samoa," which laid 'em out in the aisles.

Oh, yes indeedy, when the Fox management sets

out to put on a program they give you full measure
of entertainment value for your money.

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending March 1

Eddie Peabody directed "Country Club Blues" in

which Clemens and Macy, dancers ; El Cleve, come-

dian, and Barnett and Clark were featured.

Leonid Leonardi directed the orchestral overture.

"Aida." Milton Slosser was at the organ with a

clever solo.

Chicago Uptown
Week Ending March 8

Verne Buck opens with hie band and the Gluck-

Sorel Boys and Girls doing a dance that carries them

back stage were they surround Joe Griffin, who sings

"Gamble with Me." Verne next introduced Tracy and

Duncan, who get a big hand with "That's Her Now,"
"Making Whoopee" and "Precious Little Thing Called

Love." Tracy presided at the piano. Following this

was Kellogg and Lewis in a novelty dance. Verne
then introduced Joe Griffin who sang the "Song I

Love." With a change of drops and lights Mario and

Rosita gave an apache tango followed by the Gluck-

Sorel Boys and Girls in the "Royal Flush" dance.

This dance was very unique as the costumes were

representing cards that make up a royal flush. Then
Verne and his gang moved up to the footlights and

accompanied Frank Wilson as he sang "My Mother's

Eyes"—got a big hand and came back with more.

Just before introducing Harry Rose, Kellogg and

Lewis returned and gave the dance of the "Gendarme."
Harry Rose carried the honors of the show and re-

ceived big hands on "Broadway Jester," "Hungry
Women" a dramatic sketch and ending with the "Glad

Rag Dolls."

The finale included the entire cast headed by Joe

Griffin.

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending March 1

Ed Lowry*s stage show was entitled "In Monte
Carlo" with the Broadway jester, Harry Rose, a fea-

tured headliner. Harry sang some new songs and

told several funny stories.

The orchestra presented a medley of moon num-
bers including "Carolina Moon," with Buddy Heitz.

drummer, singing. Joseph Griffin, Mario and Rosita,

the Apache dancers, were also on the stage.

VALE & STEWART

Direction
Lyons & Lyons

Featured Over

All Large

Circuits
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FRED KINSLEY
Fred Kinsley was born in New Haven, Conn. Con-

trary to most theatre organists in America today, he
studied to become a concert organist from the very
beginning.

* » *

Kinsley came from a very musical family, his

mother being a fine musician and gave him his early
education at the piano. This began when Fred was
about six years of age. On his mother's side he is

related to Franz Abt who needs no further introduc-

tion. On his father's side he also inherited a natural
inclination for music, hence the talent in Fred
Kinsley.

* » •

He studied with his mother for six years and at

the age of twelve appeared in concerts throughout
New England as a boy prodigy. At the age of

eighteen, he was undecided whether to further con-
sider the piano or go ahead with organ work, which
somehow or other appealed to him more.

* « *

He finally decided at that time to study organ
thoroughly. In order to do this he worked his way
through college and earned money to pay for his

lessons at the organ by playing in orchestras (in

almost the same manner as did Jesse Crawford).
* * •

At one time he controlled almost eighty-one or-

chestras in Asbury Park, played piano in a vaudeville

pit and got a very excellent idea of vaudeville and
theatre amusements through this medium.

* * *

After his work in college was finished he was
associated for a number of years with church work,
acting as organist and choir master in St. Paul's

Church in New Haven.
» « *

When the World War came, like many others.

Kinsley was in France for eighteen months, and upon
his return found somebody else occupying his posi-

tion. Feeling quite hurt at the time, Kinsley may
attribute this factor to his success today, for this

led him to New York where he started to play in

one of the Fox theatres. He rapidly worked himself
up from the smaller theatre to some of the largest

theatres in New York ; the Strand, Rialto, Cameo
and other well-known houses.

* * •

In 1921, Kinsley was appointed by the Keith people
to act as an orchestral organist in conjunction with
the orchestra for the picture shows at the New York
Hippodrome, the world's largest theatre. When vaude-
ville was introduced by the Keith-AIbee people in

1923. he remained at the Hippodrome as feature solo-

ist at the tremendous organ installed therein.
* * •

During this time he made over sixty records for

the Edison Company, which were released before the
organ was used by any other phonograph company
up until that time.

* « *

Fred Kinsley's ardent devotion to his work and
his talent not only as an organist, but as an execu-
tive soon rewarded him. for in June. 1928. he as-

sumed the position of chief organist for the entire

Radio-Keith-Orpheum Circuit, which is acknowledged
to be one of great responsibility.

s * •

Today, finds Kinsley in this important position with
his executive offices at 1 560 B roadway. New York
City, where he has working under him about fifty

organists in various theatres throughout the United
States. In his office he keeps three stenographers
continually busy, also an assistant to relieve him of
the greater part of the detail work.

* * *

Those of you who have never met Fred Kinsley
personally will find him to be a prince of a chap
and a regular fellow at all times. He is justly de-
serving of his success and I doubt whether he has
a single enemy amidst his profession. More power
to him

!

* * *

I want to thank all of the out of town organists
for complying with my request by sending their

biographies early. Keep up the good work, the more,
the better.

LARRY SPIER.
* * *

P. S. : Next week this column will contain the
life of another well known organist.

ORGAN SOLOS
Don Williams' (New York Gardens) fine playing

and perfect picture synchronization. Is one of the
good features of this house's program. Incidentally.
Don is William Fox' personal organist at his private
theatre, in Long Island, during the summer months.
This week at the Gardens. Williams' fine selection of
numbers, which he cued to the motion pictures. "Be-
ware of Bachelors." and "Power of the Press" was
one of the highlights of this program.

Walter Wild iNew York Hippodrome) presents n
good "Fred Kinsley Organ Presentation" called "Sum-
mer and Moonlight." Wild played a fine number
called "When Summer Is Gone." His other number
was "All by Yourself in the Moonlight." Inter-
mingled with these numbers, he used clever slide*
with special lyrics that aroused much enthusiasm.
The reception accorded him was big.

Carlyle Beadeao (Marinette. W~s., Rialto) syn-
chronized the photoplay "Wings" with several sound
stops and played with perfect effects of aeroplanes,
machine guns. etc. This chap also scored "Mother
Machree" so well that people on leaving the theatre,
commented on his work. He is also popular for his
comedy effects on comical pictures and is noted for
dramatizing motion pictures in an original way.
as he never takes his eyes off of the screen. At
least that is the opinion of several patrons who
enjoy hi3 work.

Bernie Cowham (Flushing, L. I.. R-K-O) played an
organ solo called "Isn't Nature Grand.'* Bernie used
special slides that explained why nature was grand
and a request for the audience to sing. Everyone
complied with Cowham's request and sang "The Sun
la at My Window." "Where the Shy Little Violets
Grow." "A Precious Little Thing Called Love."
Jimmy Flynn, of Remick's. sang a chorus alone and
one with the audience that was received very well.
Bernie, through his pleasing manner and fine playing,
has become very popular at this house and also at
the Madison theatre. Brooklyn, with which he alter-
nates each week.

Henry Mortagh (Brooklyn Paramount) offered an
original solo called "Follow the Leader." His num-
bers were. "My Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now."
"Once in a Lifetime." "I Faw Down an' Go Boom."
"Let Me Call You Sweetheart." Intermingled with
the numbers Murtagh used some clever slides that
told the story. As usual his reception was also big.

Francis Kromar (Chicago, Diversey) used as his solo
a special arrangement of popular numbers, called a
"Continuity in Love." The numbers used were,
"Avalon Town." "Cozy Little Dream House," "Don't
Be Like That." "Lonely Nights and Happy Days."
"Marie" and "As Long as I Have You." The audi-
ence responded very well to each of the numbers but
showed preference to "Avalon Town" and "Marie."

THEME SONGS
The theme song for First National's production of

"Children of the Ritz" featuring Dorothy Mackaill
and Jack Mulhall. is called "Some Sweet Day." The
number was composed by Nathaniel Shilkret and it

is published by the Remick Music Corporation.

The new Pathe all-dialogue production "Mother's
Boy" will have a theme song by the same name
which will be sung by Morton Downey, who will
also be featured in the picture. Several other songs
will be sung in this production such as "I'm Funny
That Way." "Good Little. Bad Little You." "There'll
Be You and I." and "The World Is Yours and Mine."

The new United Artists' film. "Evangeline." star-
ring Delores Del Rio. has a theme song also called
"Evangeline" which was composed by Al Jolson.
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Week Ending March g
No. i

''Carolina Moon"—(Joe Morris).

No. 2
"Precious Little Thing Called Love"

—(Remick).
No. 3

'Dream Train"—(Milton Weil).

No. 4
"Marie"—(Irving Berlin).

No. 5
"Sweethearts on Parade—(Milton

Weil).

No. 6
''Avalon Town"—(Sherman Clay).

No. 7
"I'll Get By"—(Irving Berlin).
"Sweetheart of All My Dreams"—

(Shapiro-Bernstein).

No. 8
"Glad Rag Doir'—(Ager, Yellen &

Bornstein).
"I Faw Down an' Go Boom—(Don-

aldson. Douglas & Gumble).
"Where the Shy Little Violets Grow"

—(Remick).
"Sonny Boy"—(DeSyiva, Brown &

Henderson).
"M\ Mother's Eyes,"—(Leo Feist,

Inc.).

MY CASTLE IN SPAIN IS A SHACK IN THE
LANE— (Leo Feist, Inc.)—A very good tune that is

already being played all around town. It's an ex-
cellent fox trot and should develop into a big orches-
tra tune and seller. Words by Irving Caesar, music
by Cliff Friend.

YOU BELONG TO ME. I BELONG TO YOU—
(Milton Weil Music Co.)—The writers of Sweethearts
on Parade collaborated on this one. It's a fax trot
and has commercial value. It's ace is the Lombardo
plug and that's plenty. Words by Charles Newman,
music by Carmen Lombardo.

* * »

PLEASE LET ME DREAM IN YOUR ARMS

—

(Leo Feist, Inc.)—One of the best of the dream songs
out now. In fact with the plug the Lombardo band
is giving it is already selling well. The melody
writer is the prolific Carmen Lombardo. Words and
music by Al Sherman. Al Lewis and Carmen Lom-
bardo.

* * *

I WISH I HAD DIED IN MY CRADLE (Before I
Grew Up to Love Youi— (Shapiro Bernstein)—An old
song that is being revived. It's a sad song and has
a powerful lyric. There have been calls for this song
and that's the main reason for its revival. Words
by Lew Brown, music by Max Friedman.

• * •

STAIRWAY OF DREAMS— (Villa Moret, Inc.)—

A

dream song. There are quite a few dream songs
on the market right now. This is a very good song
and if the competition on that kind of a song is

not too stiff it should make some money. Words
by Gene Stone, music by Adrian Mack.

• • •

WAKE UP! CHILL'UN WAKE UP .'—
< Donaldson.

Douglas & Gamble)—A song on the spiritual order
that is really a classic. The lyrics make one think.
The tune is perfect. Ought to go a long way.
Lyric by Jo Trent, music by Willard Robinson.

* * *

MY HEART IS BLUER THAN YOUR EYES—(Joe
Hiller Music Corp.)—Another new publisher mrtw
his bow with a very good song. After all that's all

that counts. One is as big as their song is, an old
saying in the music business. This new publisher
has a very big following and should click. This song
is the type that will make money as it is a novelty
song and yet commercial. Words by Alfred Bryan,
music by Monte Wilhite.
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THE THEATRE
Big Music Tieup Opens New Sound Theatre

By W. M. GLADISH
OTTAWA, March 12.—Something

quite out of the ordinary in the
way of an introduction of sound pro-
grams in a theatre was seen here on
March 4, when Manager Ambrose
Nolan secured a tieup with local music
houses for the presentation of the first

sound bill in the new Avalon theatre.

This house, which is a picturesque at-

mospheric theatre, was completed and
opened last December and it was built

with a view to sound projection, but
the equipment could not be procured
and installed until March.
Manager Nolan made a direct tieup with

the music stores not only on the theme
song of the opening sound picture, "Four
Sons," but also on a
musical angle in-

volving the name of
the theatre. A full-

page combination
display appearing in

the Ottawa Journal,
contained announce-
ments in the indi-

v i d u a 1 advertise-
ments that a free

ticket to the Avalon
would be presented
to each person pur-
chasing "Avalon
Town" in either a
phonograph record
or sheet music form.
These were available in the Victor, Bruns-
wick and Apex recordings in practically all

of the stores.

A typical dealer announcement appearing
on that page read as follows:

"Special Free Offer."
"One complimentary admission ticket to

Holds Cooking School
And Draws Big Crowds

(Special to the Herald-World)

MANITOWOC, WIS., Mar. 12.—
The Capitol Theatre recently packed
t e house three afternoons by offer-

ing the use of the theatre for a cook-
ing school. Many farmers came to
attend the school and many stayed
over for the evening show. This was
a good idea that worked out very
successfully for the theatre.

Ambrose Nolan

the Avalon Theatre will be given with every
purchase of 'Avalon Town,' the new Bruns-
wick Record No. 4189, featuring the
Colonial Club Orchestra with a vocal
chorus by Scrappy Lambert."
The Victor and Brunswick dealers also

made advertising reference to the theme
song of the screen feature, namely "Little
Mother," in their respective advertisements.

Sound Boosts Music
The special page also served to emphasize

the increasing relationship between the art
of music and synchronized pictures, the
music dealers of Ottawa declaring that
sound films already have resulted in a big
boost for music enthusiasm and interest.
The advertisers on the page included
some of the largest music houses in the
Dominion and those comprised the John
Raper Piano Company, C. W. Lindsay &
Company, Robertson, - Pingle and Tilley,
McKechnie Music Company, the Charles
Kirke Music Company, Limited, and other
advertisers.

The Avalon theatre is of the Spanish
mission type with both atmospheric exterior
and interior, being the first of its kind in

Canada. Although the house seats only 990
persons, the equipment is complete in every

respect, including two of the very latest
Simplex projection machines, a Brenkert
color projector, a double stage, Wurlitzer
organ, grand piano, a moving cloud sky
effect on the arched sky ceiling, complete
stage equipment and a suite of projection
rooms that were part of the original con-
struction of the theatre.

One of the projection rooms ac-
commodates the film projection and
Brenkert machines, a second is fitted
with the non-synchronous equipment
of Western Electric make, while the
third room has the necessary adjuncts
for the presentation of Movietone and
Vitaphone pictures, the installation
being Western Electric throughout.
The three projection rooms have
solid concrete walls and are integral
with the building, not being an addi-
tion or after-thought.
Manager Ambrose Nolan often makes

good use of the statement that the Avalon
is the "first theatre in Canada to be scien-
tifically constructed for the showing of
sound pictures." Incidentally, P. J. Nolan,
father of the manager of the Avalon, is the
owner of three theatres in Ottawa, the
Avalon, the Rex and Columbia. The
Avalon is the second theatre of this group
to be wired, sound equipment having been
installed in the Rex several weeks pre-
viously.

Fox Gives Daily Paper
To Milwaukee Patrons
One of the finest exploitation and service

stunts ever pulled in Milwaukee, is being car-

ried out right now by the Midwesco Theatres,

Inc. Each evening all the patrons of the

Merrill and the Strand theatres (Fox houses),
are given a copy of the "Bulldog" edition of

the Milwaukee Sentinel, a morning newspaper,
with the compliments of the Fox Enterprises

in Milwaukee.
On the newspaper is a sticker which says

that the copy of the paper is complimentary
and that a certain picture is showing at the

Wisconsin theatre this week. This has proved
to be an excellent way of advertising for the

Midwesco circuit for its largest theatre in

Milwaukee, and the stunt, of course, has been

received very favorably by the Sentinel. Cliff

Gill and his lads in the publicity and advertis-

ing department of the Midwesco Theatres,

Inc., thought up the idea, and it no doubt
will be continued for some time.

The new Avalon theatre, at Ottawa. Ontario, where Ambrose Nolan, manager, gave sound
pictures a deluxe introduction

No One Is Seated During

Last 15 Minutes of Audien
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, March 12.—Legitimate
theatre methods are being used by several

motion picture theatres here. The Newman,
first run downtown house, and the Isis theatre,

suburban house, advertised last week that no

one would be seated during the last fifteen

minutes of a talking picture.
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The PLAYHOUSE
IN 5ANDGATE.

THE BIG SHOW.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY,

THIS WEEK.

UNUSUALLY GOOD

ENTERTAINMENT.

MIGHTY

ELMO LINCOLN
the brilliant actor -3 Tarzan Series ir

"THE KING OE
THE JINGLE."

THE NEW SERIAL
EXTRAORDINARY.

NEVER BEFORE
has there been such a Serial. Introducing 500 wild
beasts of every known species of African Wild Life.

EVERY MAN, WOMAN
and CHILD should see this

Powerful Serial,
IN ADDITION :

"RIDING FOR FAME,"
HOOT GIBSON.

And " THE COLLEGIANS."

ON THE STAGE.

LESLIE ST. CLAIR,
Illusionist.

On Saturday Afternoon,
CHARLIE CHAPLIN.

NIGHTLY FROM 6 O'CLOCK.
AT 2 SATURDAY AFTERNOON.

Sit and see the whole Ions
programme through.

SMOKING IN ALL PARTS OF
THE PLAYHOUSE IN SANDGATE.

The entire story of the bill at the Play-
house is given in this paper from J.

Stuart, managing director. The Play-
house is at Berwick upon Ticeed. England.

Pittsburgh Puts Over

"Give and Take" Ballyhoo
A. J. Sharick, exploiter at the Grand thea-

tre, Pittsburgh, created a lot of interest
with his ballyhoo, Universal's, "Give and
Take." He costumed several girls and had
them pass out envelopes that bore a legend
that they contained a game of chance but
you took no change giving "Give and Take"
at the Grand. Inside these envelopes -was a
small pair of dice. Over 15,000 envelopes
were passed out on the streets.

Music in Audiens Opens Up Aew
Tieups, Says Victor Executive

(Special to the Herald-World)

XEW YORK. March 12.—The close parallel between the talking picture and
the subsequent popularization of the song and musical numbers from the screen

has opened up new avenues of exploitation for motion pictures houses, says

H. S. Maraniss. head of the Victor Record Exploitation Department of the

Victor Talking Machine Company.

Maraniss is responsible tor the exploitation chore of the islands—at luncheon clubs, in

tieup between his company and RKO on the hotel dances, and in the music stores,

first Radio Picture, "Syncopation," one of the A man dressed up as a savage appeared on
most thorough that has yet been made. In the streets on roller skates, with breech cloth,

an interview with the Herald-World today, beads, top hat, and white cuffs, together with a

Maraniss stressed the value of such tieups to high brown makeup. Around his waist was
exhibitors and handed out his own particular a big cow rope, attached to a new auto which

line of advice to the managers of wired pulled him. The International Newsreel

houses. cameraman was set up in the rear seat of the

"When you have set your date for a show- touring car, supposedly making a picture of

mz of a talking picture incorporating a Victor this wildman. The anti-ballyhoo law has no

song hit." he said, "be sure to establish con- clauses prohibiting the making of a picture in

tact with your local Victor dealers at once. the streets. On the car was a banner with a

Arrange for vour mutual tieup campaigns sign reading, "You May Be Amazed at This,

sufficients in 'advance to be assured of a but You Will Be More Amazed at 'White

smooth running campaign. Shadows in the South Seas,' Now Playing

"For instance, we have effected a tieup with at the Texas Theatre." Newspapers came

RKO Productions on 'Syncopation.' Liter- through with unsolicited stones and cuts,

ally hundreds of thousand's of car cards are Raquel Torres, by virtue of the great Span-

being used in this campaign. Manv sugges- >»h population or San Antonio, was given a

tions for cooperation with theatre 'manasers big newspaper, screen and billing campaign,

have been sent to our dealers. Special win- La Prensa, the Spanish paper, carried front

dow cards, inserts for records and suggestions stones every day on the new star, during

for window displavs have been forwarded to ^e showing. The Hearst ads helped build up

them. 'Syncopation Festival Week,' is to be patronage on the picture,

celebrated. And R K O's elaborate, twelve
page press book of this picture has incorpo-

rated the major details of these cooperative
tieups.

"The thing for the theatre manager to do,"

Maraniss concluded, "is to get in immedi-
ate touch with these Victor dealers and
arrange for a smooth and successful con-
tinuity on this and other Victor campaigns. 1 '

"Broadway Babies in

National Tieup with

Jansen Sun-Suit Co.
A national tieup of Alice White in "Broad-

way Babies" and the Jansen Sun-Suit Com-
pany has been arranged and will be carried

by the retail dealers in all parts of the coun-
try. Window displays, free newspaper adver-

tising, photographs in the fashion sections and
national magazine advertising will be given,

at the time "Broadway Babies" is having its

first run showings.
The Jansen Company assures the fullest

co-operation of more than 10,000 dealers and
the heaviest advertising will be launched to

coincide with the run of the picture.

Because of her physical qualifications, Alice

White is the ideal star for this picture.

Hula Maid, Savage

On Roller Skates

Do Trick at Texas
In the exploitation of "White Shadows in

the South Seas," M G M's drama of the ocean
isles, the Texas theatre, San Antonio, pulled

two ballyhoo stunts resultant of good box
office effects. One week in advance of the

showing, a thatched hut was erected in the

patio of the theatre. A local girl was rigged

out as a hula maid. A parrot, a monkey,
some cocoanuts and other articles associated

with life on the islands, were obtained. The
girl was used to portray the shaking terpsi-

RUDY WTEDOEFT, M w„w, ci..-,— w^*^ '

m Put*.. * M«r~'. "SAXOPBOBIA" IHNOVATION

Are you taking full advantage of the

many changes in ad appearance that can

be effected with just an unusual twist to

the border? The above is from a West
Coast theatres ad in the Vancouver
Province. The West Coast houses in

Vancouver get better prices, by the way
—30 cents bargain matinee and 65 cents

top at nieht.
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D. W. Griffith's "Battle of the Sexes" was fought out in the clouds at Portland. Ore., through
cooperation of National Theatre Supply Company's branch there with Irving Waterstrcet
of L'nited Artists. A portable screen of miniature size was used and a series of storage
batteries provided the power. A trimotor plane of the West Coast Air Transportation

Company was used, and the showing was made at 1.500 feet altitude.

WANTED
a couple to be

MARRIED
bv the

JUDGE LINDSEY
COMPANIONATE
MARRIAGE
CEREMONY

Apply NOW to manager

ORIENTAL THEATRE
Grand Ave. at E. Morrison

Phone EAst 7136

Home Furnishings by
Portland Merchants

6

'Last Warning"Gets
Big Teaser Play for
New Haven Olympia

Wallace Allen, publicity director for the
Olympia, New Haven gave unusual exploi-
tation to the Universal picture, "The Last
Warning," with the assistance of Lee
Balsley, Universal exploiter. George Laby
is manager of the Publix house.

Starting one week in advance of the pic-
ture teaser ads were run, the same ad being
used on five different pages of the same
paper, all papers being used. Here were
the ads.

Thursday: "This Is The First Warning."
See Wednesday's paper.

Friday: "This Is The Second Warning."
See Wednesday's paper.

Saturday: "Doctors This Is The Last
Warning." See Wednesday's paper.
Sunday: "Bootleggers This Is The Last

Warning." See Wednesday's paper.
Monday: "Pedestrians This Is the Last

Warning." See Wednesday's paper.
Tuesday: "Speeders This Is The Last

Warning." See Wednesday's paper.
Wednesday: "See The Last Warning Ad

on page 4."

The house has a Thursday opening. The
Register ran a dress designing contest using
Laura La Plante's figure with over 1500
answers being received and the window
where the winning drawings were displayed
blocked traffic all day. The theatre called
up various people using the following
message OLYMPIA THEATRE CALL-
ING THIS IS THE LAST WARNING
and the caller hung up. During the run
of the picture the message was changed.
200 hangers were used in the lobby a full

week in advance. A radio program also
helped to pull the picture. 5000 ballot
heralds were used door to door in advance.
10,000 programs used in the theatre herald-
ed the coming of the picture two weeks in

advance. The result was a large opening
day in spite of bad weather.

Pathe Signs Gromon
NEW YORK.—Dr. Francis Gromon has been

signed to assist Josiah Zuro, director general of
music for Pathe. For the past two years Gromon
has been musical director of Paramount Publix the-

atres. He formerly conducted a number of musical
operatic productions for the Shuberts.

Pep Up the Managers

By Exchanging Ideas

In Weekly Chain Sheet

There is nothing like a good weekly "pep"
sheet to stimulate interest among theatre
managers in a chain theatre system. It is

the weekly meeting place and exchange
shop for ideas, news and items of interest
to everyone in the chain.

Eugene Arnstein of the Milwaukee The-
atre Circuit, Inc. has one of these weekly
sheets called the "M T C Squeeks" which is

terse, to the point, and full of many help-
ful suggestions to the boys working for the
firm. As an editor, Gene sums down ex-
ploits, services, etc. very well, and in a

way that makes very interesting reading.
He has succeeded in working up a lot of

pep by this little weekly sheet.

"Women Take Over Honors at Palace"
was the heading with which E. F. Rog-
ers, resident manager of B. F. Keith's
Palace theatre in New York, featured this

board in which he played up the news-
paper writeups on a bill at the Palace.

When "Companionate Marriage," First

National release, was booked into the
Tebbetts Oriental at Portland, Ore., the
advertising was launched with the above.

Van Norman Calls

Premiums N. G., Says

They Cheapen Show
It is not a good policy for a theatre to

give premiums in order to attract attend-

ance, according to Eugene Van Norman,
manager of the Venetian theatre, Mil-

waukee. He believes that the giving of

premiums in order to gain attendance is an

admission on the part of the theatre

manager that the picture is not good
enough to attract attention, and that he

must give premiums to get people to at-

tend the show.
"When you are managing a theatre you

are, of course, interested in filling the

house," declared Van Norman. "However,
you do not want to give people the idea

that your theatre is a raffle box, where each

can expect to get something. You are in

the theatre field to give people amusement
for a certain price, but why cheapen it by
the constant giving of premiums?"

It is Van Norman's opinion that theatres

of the country constantly are trying to out-

do one another by giving the public in-

ducements of various kinds to attend the

shows. Legitimate promotion and exploi-

tation of a picture on its merits as a pic-

ture should be relied upon, he believes.

People should be given the impression that

a picture is a picture, that the payment of

an admission price will give a person much
recreation in the way of viewing a picture.

Elaborate stage shows, premiums and
things of that sort tend to educate the

public to constantly expect more for its

money, he says.

In viewing a picture of proven merit the

theatre patron is getting his money's
worth, Van Norman believes.

Fans Write Dialogue for

Six Silent Scenes of Film
When the "Last Warning" played the

Stanley theatre at Pittsburgh, A. J. Sharick

devised the gag of having the fans write

the dialogue for six silent scenes in the pic-

ture. Pictures of these silent scenes were

run in the Press and prizes were offered

for the best conversations.
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SERVICE TALKS

Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, in-

formation and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

the Box Office Window"

"THE W OLF OF WALL STREET'

I ASK you, could a picture with Nancy

Carroll, George Bancroft and Baclanova in it

be bad? You answer, it could. Whereupon I

reply, not if the picture is "The Wolf of Wall

Street." Then, if you ask me, or for that mat-

ter if you don't, I go on to declare that it is

just about as good a picture as I care to look

at and listen to. In plain words, a wow.

This is the first I've heard of Bancroft's voice.

And, Baby there's a voice. This, too, is the

first I've heard of Baclanova's and there's an-

other; say what you will of her accent, to fit

which the character is built, but give ear to

her singing. This gal has what they used to call

—and may yet for all I know

—

pipes. (And I

know I needn't devote comment to Nancy

Carroll, whom I've already declared the prin-

cipal reason for going to the picture show in

1929, but I will toss in the good news that she's

even better in this, although not so busy, than

in "Shopworn Angel." Whoops!)

The story you probably know. About the

big boy who ran the market up and down at

will but wasn't so hot at home. Well, if you

think Bancroft would make a funny looking

wolf of Wall street that just shows how much
you can tell about guys like him. He's classic.

'THE DUMMY'

I 'VE been told the fault was in the machin-

ery, but machinery can be repaired, and for

at least two performances the apparatus at the

cinema where this was thrown wasn't. Where-

fore I gather that something important and ter-

rible must be wrong with the picture. It sput-

tered, squeaked, squawked, jumped sidewise

and gurgled. Surely no mechanism, particu-

larly one that does quite okay by a short feature

immediately following the feature, can accom-

plish all that deviltry.

Besides, I don't think "The Dummy" would

be a great deal better anyway. Even if pro-

jected in kindly silence. It is a disjointed tale

about a kid detective who mixes into a lot of

cardboard kidnapping and of course wins the

reward and the badge and so forth. It isn't a

credible story, and its incredibility makes the

acting of good performers like Ruth Chatterton

ridiculous. I consider that a real loss.

But, as I say, part of the fault may have be-

longed to the projector. I doubt it, but that's

the circumstance and far be it from me to pro-

nounce sentence.

By T. O. Service

'DESERT NIGHTS"

NOR, if I may hark back from this dis-

tance to the initial paragraph, can a picture be

really bad if it has Ernest Torrence, John

Gilbert and Mary Nolan as principals. (I hasten

to add that I think it was Mary Nolan and have

not looked up the files to make sure.) But it

can be pointless. And that is the only thing

wrong with "Desert Nights." It tells interest-

ing events interestingly and works up to a

finish which suddenly reveals that there isn't

any story after all. Too bad, but just one of

those things. Maybe I'm wrong.

The titanic Torrence (neat, eh?) is in this the

bold bad guy he's been before with John

Gilbert across from him. This time the big

fellow's all for stealing diamonds from the little

guy's mine in Africa somewhere. And the gal,

blonde but by no means dumb, is in on the

deal. So they steal the diamonds and the guard

and romp off across the desert headed for

somewhere or other and freedom.

There is the usual thirst stuff of course, and

if these folks can't look thirsty nobody can, but

nobody dies. Maybe that's one of the things

wrong with the yarn, although death in moderate

measures is thrown about the background and

helps but little. And eventually everybody gets

back to where they started and the big fellow

is given the works for being a crook but the

gal gets by because the boss has fallen for her.

I guess this is the break in the thing. It really

isn't done in Kimberley.

D,
A CHRISTIE COMEDY

UE to the cock-eyed custom of drawing

red drapes across the screen at the close of a

feature picture and forgetting to draw them

aside until the title of the next picture has run

through, I don't know the title of an all-colored,

all-talking and all-right Christie comedy I

bumped into unexpectedly at a loop theatre last

evening. But I do know that if this type of

comedy is available in any substantial quantity

somebody might just as well launch that long-

contemplated short-feature cinema right now
and get ready to pick up the million.

The folks in this thing are all colored and if

I'm not mistaken the thing was written by

Octavus Roy Cohen. The action begins and

continues quite some time in a colored cabaret.

And if vou ain't neber seen no colored cabaret

this is where you discover a great gap in your

tonal experience. The very upholstered cinema

where they shot the picture was plain black-

and-tan ten seconds after the big boy at the

ivories bore down. (Including your earnest

and this morning, for some obseure reason,

illiterate reporter.)

Then they go into the lines. Seems the boy

what owns the joint's been married to the blues

singer, whose never matrimonial risk is the

rotund gent at the piano forte. But the boss'

new and heavier mamma don't know about this.

Wherefore jealousy, bickering—as the genteel

lady who didn't care for Weber and Fields

designated their routine, and a series of gags

I'd call blackouts if that wouldn't be a wheeze.

(If it isn't, I will. All right, I do.)

But this feeble mechanical invention of the

devil that makes deadline writing speedier but

dumber is no match for the leisurely colloquial-

isms of Mr. Cohen or the equally leisurely

humor of his characters. This, if I may fall

back upon my old familiar crutch, is one of

those pictures you've got to witness (the word

to use, by the way, in spots where "see" used

to suffice) to learn about. I humbly and sin-

cerely suggest that you get a load of it.

I

TELEGRAPHIC TIDINGS

HAVE firsthand and eminently reliable re-

ports at hand concerning two pictures recently

bared to Broadway's more or less eager gaze.

They are "Sonny Boy," the inevitable Jolson

companion piece, and "Hearts in Dixie," which

seems to be another Fox innovation and to con-

tain a heavily if not completely negroid cast.

Frankly, I'd tell you all that my good friend

has to say about these pictures were they not

two that I feel certain I'm going to paragraph

at great and groggy length when they eventually

crash Balaban & Katz. (I struggle through

unimportant paragraphs on so many unim-

portant pictures that I'm selfish about things

like this.) However, I may mention that the

first named production is reported excellent

and the second one not so good. The first one

is reported lacking in the sloppy sentimentality

that breaks up so many kid pictures and the

second one is said to lack a plot. And I think

you may take these pronouncements at their

face value. (And, for a final and, I hope my
earnest associate will condone this treatment at

the hands of a veteran whose declining years

—Gag: Declining what?—contain all too few

occasions for really unlimbering the adjectival

artillery.)
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NEW PICTURES
In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS

HERALD-WORLD presents in concise

form information on current and forthcom-
ing attractions.

The facts as presented will serve exhib-

itors in booking and in the preparation of

their advertising campaign.

DOG LAW: FBO North Wood drama with Ranger.
Robert Sweeney, Jules Cowles, Walter Maly and
Mary Mabery. Directed by Jerome Storm. Re-
leased Sept. 2, 1928. Length 4.802 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Jim Benson just beaten
by a card shark, McAlister, and thrown into the
river, escapes with the aid of his dog Ranger.
Hawkins learns of this, robs and murders Mc-
Alister and accuses Benson. Jim is caught and
Jen Lason, his sweetheart, takes Ranger and goes
to Hawkins' cabin to get evidence of Jim's in-

nocence. While there she is caught by Hawkins.
Ranger goes for help. He aids his master to es-

cape and they both go to the rescue of Jen. After
a terrible fight, in which Hawkins is killed, Jim
proves that Hawkins was the guilty man.

* # *

FANCY BAGGAGE: Warner Brothers comedy drama
with Audrey Ferris. Myrna Loy. George Fawcett,
Hallman Cooley. Wallace MacDonald. Edmund
Breese. Eddie Gribbon. Burr Mcintosh and Virginia
Sales. Directed by John Adolfi. Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Naomi Iverson, a high

stepping flapper, finds by accident that her ex-
travagances have plunged her father into a busi-

ness cmnplication which threatens him with a
term in prison. He has signed a false confes-
sion and is to receive a million dollars when re-
leased. Naomi sets out to get this confession held
by Austin, who is living aboard his yacht. Austin's
son falls in love with her. Federal officers take the
yacht crew as bootleggers. Austin is jailed with
Naomi's father. The children find the confession.
Everything is adjusted and Austin gives the chil-

dren tlie million dollar check as a wedding pres-
ent.

DOCKS OF NEW YORK, THE: Paramount drama of
waterfront life with George Bancroft. Betty Comp-
son, Baclanova, Clyde Cook, Mitchell Lewis, Gustav
von Seyffertitz, Guy Oliver, May Foster and Lillian
worth. Released September 20. Length 7,202 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Bill Roberts rescues
Sadie, a dancehall girl, who is trying to drown her-
self. Bill takes her to his room and after giving
her dry clothes, proposes marriage. They are mar-
ried by a fictitious parson and the following morn-
ing Bill sneaks back to his ship. Sadie walces up
and finds herself deserted and again tries to drown
herself, but again Bill sees her, dives off his ship
and saves her, this time to really marry her.

FLOATING COLLEGE. THE: A Tiffany-Stahl
comedy with Sally O'Neil. William Collier, Jr..
Georgia Hale, Harvey Clark, Georgie Harris. E. J.
Ratcliffe and Virginia Sale. Directed by George
Crone. Released Nov. 10, 1928. Length 5.477
feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Pat and her sister,
Frances, arc both scheming to land George Dewey.
Their mother interferes and the girls are sent away
on the floating college cruise with instructions is-

sued to the matron to keep them from George,
who is a member of the faculty. After many com-
plications and compromises George realizes that
Pat is the better of the two sisters and wants to
marry her. Frances succeeds in getting Pat ma-
rooned in a Chinese hotel and causes her to miss
the boat. George returns for her.

* • *

NIGHT CLUB: Paramount all-talking comedy drama
with Lester Allen. Estelle Taylor. Raymond Hitch-
cock, Carroll McComas and Lillian Walker. Di-
rected by Released Length

TYPE AND THEME: Story is laid in the
maid's room at a Broadiray cabaret. Mrs. Grady,
maid, studies the patrons as they take off their
masks. Some are happy, some sad, some drug
fiends, some drunk and one bent on murder.
Through the open door can be seen the steady
parade of entertainment, presenting the famous
nams on Broadway.

LETTER, THE: Paramount all talking drama with
Jeanne Eagels, O. H. Heggie. Reginald Owen.
Herbert Marshall. Irene Brown. Lady Tsen Mei.
and Tamaki Yoshiwara. Directed by Jean de
Limur. Released Length 5.868 feet.

Seeking the reason—Dorothy Revier and
Ben Lyon in a scene from Columbia's
"The Quitter," directed by Fred Hena-

bcry.

TYPE AND THEME: Leslie Crosgie and her
husband live on a rubber plantation near Singa-
pore. Her husband leaves for a trip and Leslie
invites Geoffrey Hammond to visit her. Her let-

ter to Hammond interrupts a love scene between
Hammond and a Chinse woman, Li-Ti. Hammond
goes to Leslie and is shot by her. Li-Ti has the
letter Leslie wrote and can send her to prison,
hut Leslie's husband mortgages his home to buy the
letter and save his wife.

* # •

TRUE HEAVEN: Fox war drama with George
O'Brien. Lois Moran. Phillip Smalley. Oscar Apfel,
Duke Martin. Andre Cheron, Donald MacKenzie.
Hedwig Reicher and Will Stanton. Directed by
James Tinling. Released January 20. Length

TYPE AND THEME: Lieutenant Gresson, carry-
ing important information to his colonel, meets
Judith, who is in reality a German spy. Judith
gets him drunk and gets an important paper out
of his pocket. Judith disappears. Gresson is sent
on an important errand within the German lines.

He is caught and sentenced to be shot. Judith
helps him to escape.

* • *

GATE CRASHER. THE: Universal comedy drama
with Glenn Tryon. Patsy Ruth Miller. T. Roy
Barnes. Beth Harol, Fred Malatesta. Tiny Sand-
ford, Claude Payton, Russell Powell and Al Smith.
Directed by William James Craft. Released Dec.
9, 1928. Length 5.597 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Dick Henshaw. amateur
detective, meets Mara Di Leon, stage star and acci-
dentally saves her jewels from being stolen. Her
maid and press agent plot to get the jewels and
outwit Henshaw. Henshaw is successful in frustrat-
ing their plans hut is trapped. Mara learns of
his fate and with the aid of the police he is

rescued.

MILLION DOLLAR COLLAR, THE: Warner
Brothers melodrama with Rin-Tin-Tin. Matty
Kemp. Evelyn French. Tommy Dugan, Allen Cavin
and Grover Liggon. Directed by Ross Lederman.
Released Length

TYPE AND THEME: Ed Mack steals a neck-
lace and hides it in the collar of Rinty. They
become separated and Rinty makes friends with
Bill Holmes. He is taken to Bill's sweetheart.
Mark and his gang find Rintii, but also discover
that the collar is missing. They capture Bill and
threaten to shoot him unless he gives up the col-
lar. He is rescued by his sweetheart and Rinty,
and the crooks are captured.

BLACK PEARL. THE: Rayart mystery melodrama
with Lila Lee. Ray Hallor. Carlton Stockdale.
Thomas Cuiran. George French. Howard Lorenz,

Sybil Grove, Baldy Belmont, Adele Watson, Lew
Short and Art Rowlands. Directed by Scott Pem-
broke. Released January 1. Length 5,261 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Eugenie Bromley and her
father are visiting Silas Lathrop. He is killed

by Hindus, who in vain are seeking a valuable
pearl in his possession. Silas takes Eugenia and
raises her to womanhood. He thinks the Hindus
have forgotten the pearl but knaivs that should
they return he will die. Silas prepares his will.

He leaves the pearl to Claude, a nephew who is in
love with Eugenia. After the will has been read,
Silas is mysteriously stabbed to death. The Hindus
liave returned, taken their pearl and made the
way clear for Claude and Eugenia to marry.

CLOUD DODGER, THE: Universal melodrama with
Al Wilson. Gloria Grey, Joe O'Brien, Julia Griffith

and Pee Wee Holmes. Directed by Bruce Mitchell.
Released September 30. 1928. Length 4.322 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Al Williams and his

sweetheart, about to be arrested for speeding,
elude the motorcycle cop by going to the flying
field where Al has his plane in readiness. The
police call out their aerial forces and after an ex-

citing chase capture Al. Sylvia, his sweetheart,
refuses to marry him and accepts Stanton Stevens.
On the day of the wedding Al interferes and
Stevens kidnaps Sylvia in his plane. After a
terrific battle in the air Al takes Sylvia into his

plane by means of a rope ladder. An aerial

wedding follows.

NIGHT BIRD, THE: Universal melodrama with

Reginald Denny, Betsy Lee, Sam Hardy, Harvey
Clark, Michael Visaroff, Alphone Martel, Corliss

Palmer, Jocelyn Lee and George Bookasta. Di-

rected by Fred Newmeyer. Released Sept. 16, 1928.

Length 6.702 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Kid Davis is training

for a coming championship bout when he meets
Madelena. The Kid's manager tells Madelena that

she can never hope to marry him so she leaves,

thinking she is a liability to his career. Davis, dis-

couraged, is losing the fight when he learns why
Madelena has left. In frenzied hurry he knocks
out his opponent and goes to Madelena.

# * #

CLEARING THE TRAIL: Universal Western with

Hoot Gibson. Dorothy Gulliver, Fred Gilman, Cap
Anderson. Philo McCullough, Andy Waldron and
Duke Lee. Directed by Reaves Eason. Released
Oct. 7. 1928. Length 5.311 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: In the role of a tender-

foot, Pete Watson goes to his brother's ranch to

keep the foreman and his gang from robbing the

kid. He is not recognized by his brother and is

put to icork helping the cook. At night he slips

out and spies upon the foreman. After a series of

exciting events the gang is caught, Pete becomes
known to his brother and wins the love of Ellen, a

niece of the bandit foreman.

FUGITIVES: Fox melodrama with Madge Bellamy,

Don Terry, Arthur Stone, Earle Foxe, Matthew
Betz. Lumsden Hare. Hap Ward. Edith Yorke and
Jean Laverty. Directed by William Beaudine. Re-

leased January 27. Length

TYPE AND THEME: In cleaning up the under-

world gang. Attorney Dick Starr is successful in

sending Alice Carroll to prison for murder. With
the help of yeggmen Alice escapes and goes to

Africa. During the trial Starr had fallen in love

with Alice and goes to every effort to get a

pardon and prove Alice innocent. The crooks fall

out and fight and Starr finally induces Alice to

return and marry him.

LOOPING THE LOOP: Paramount drama with

Werner Kraus. Jenny Jugo, Warwick Ward and
Gina Manes. Released Length 6,769

feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Botto, a clown, has no

faith in women, while Andre, an acrobat, will cast

off old loves for new in quick order. Andre loves

Jenny Jugo but loses her when she finds him in

another woman's arms. Her parents force her to

leave home; Botto finds her and gives her shelter.

Slowly he falls in love with his netv friend but

quarrels with her because she has accepted a part

in Andre's act. An accident occurs and Andre is

hurt, Botto saves Jenny from a fall and she realizes

that Botto really loves her.

CARNATION KID, THE: Paramount talking comedy
drama, with Douglas MacLean. Frances Lee. Wil-

liam B. Davidson. Lorraine Eddy, Charles Hill

Mailes, Francis McDonald. Maurice Black. Bert

Swor. Jr., and Carl Stockdale. Directed by
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Mason Hopper. Released January 26. Length
7.156.

TYPE AND THEME: Blythe, underworld
leader, has sworn to wipe out the district attorney,
Crawford Whitely. He sends for The Carnation
Kid to do the job. On the train the Kid learns
detectives are after him so he forces Clarence, a
typewriter salesman, to change clothes with him.
Clarence meets Whitely's daughter and falls in love.

Through Clarence, Whitely catches the gangsters.
• * •

DOCTOR'S SECRET, THE: Paramount all talking
society drama with Ruth Chatterton, H. B. War-
ner, John Loder, Robert Edeson, Wilfred Noy.
Ethel Wales, Nanci Price and Frank Finch-
Smiles. Directed by William C. DeMille. Released

Length 5.832 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Lillian Garson quarrels
with her husband, calls her lover, Hugh Paton, and
plans to leave for Egypt. Hugh is killed by an
auto. She meets Doctor Brodie, who helps her to
escape being held for the inquest. She returns to
her home, finds that guests have been invited for
dinner, and is horrified when Dr. Brodie appears.
Her husband becomes suspicious of what his wife
has done and in a clever way the Doctor tells the
story and yet keeps Lillian's secret.

• • *

MARQUIS PREFERRED: Paramount comedy with
Adolphe Menjou, Nora Lane. Chester Conklin. Dot
Farley, Mischa Auer, Alex Melesh and Michael
Visaroff. Directed by Frank Tuttle. Released_ Length 5,506 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: To clear up his debts
the Marquis, his valet, chef and tailor form a
corporation to get him married into wealth. They
finally arrange for his marriage to the daughter of
a wealthy American tourist, but the Marquis really
falls in love with their social secretary. After the
marriage and his debts have been paid the Marquis
leaves for New York and his wife gets a divorce
on the grounds of desertion. Later Peggy, the
secretary, finds him employed in a New York
bookstore and happiness comes to them all.

• * *

DESERT NIGHTS: MGM drama with John Gil-
bert, Ernest Torrence and Mary Nolan. Directed
by William Nigh. Released Length

TYPE AND THEME: Hugh Rand, owner of a
diamond mine, is tricked by two crooks, Steve and
Diana, who pose as a count and daughter. They
take Hugh with them through the desert so he
can't squeal. The slaves and the rest of the party,
tired from traveling, desert Steve and Diana, leav-
ing Hugh with them. Water runs low and Hugh is
let free to direct them to a water hole. After a
hard struggle they reach water and Steve steals
the diamonds from Diana and escapes. Hugh teds
Diana, who has learned to love him, not to worry
for he has the diamonds in his canteen and Steve
took only stones. Back in Hugh's mine, Steve is
captured and put in prison. Diana loves Hugh.

* • •

TAKE ME HOME: Paramount comedy drama, with
Bebe Daniels, Neil Hamilton, Lilyan Tashman,
Doris Hill, Joe E. Brown, Ernie Wood, Marcia
Hariss, Yvonne Howell, Janet MacLeod and John
W. Johnstone. Directed by Marshall Neilan. Re-
leased Length 5,614 feet.
TYPE AND THEME: Peggy Lane, chorus girl,

befriends David North, a juggler, and get him a
job with the show she is playing. David meets
Derelys, star, who takes an interest in him. Peggy
is discharged but has to do her last act and it

takes the house down. David congratulates her,
but she scorns him. David leaves the show
dmvnhearted. Peggy's friend, Marks, reveals that
David loves her, and Peggy starts after him. Five
years later David and Peggy are seen spanking
their tivo children for doing stage tricks.

* * *

STRONG BOY: Fox drama with Victor McLaghlen.

As the trial ends—A scene from First

National's "Stranded in Paradise," show-
ing Dorothy Mackaill and Milton Sills.

Leatrice Joy, Farrell MacDonald, Slim Summer-
ville, Kent Sanders, Eulalie Jensen, Clyde Cook,
Douglas Scott, Tom Wilson, Jack Pennick. Robert
Ryan. David Torrence and Dolores Johnson.
Directed by John Ford. Released
Length .

TYPE AND THEME: BUI Bloss, known as
"Strong Boy," has a brain that works sloicer than
running molasses. The only big things in his life

are the eyes of Mary McGregor. "Strong Boy"
saves the life of the superintendent's daughter and
is given a promotion. He gets the job in the lost

and found department where he saves a set of
valuable pearls. Another promotion brings him
to engineer on a train. Here he saves the life of
a queen and Mary consents to be his own.

• * *

NEW YEAR'S EVE: Fox drama with Mary Astor.
Charles Morton. Arthur Stone, Helen Ware, Fred-
die Frederick, Florence Lake, Sumner Getchell,
Virginia Vance and Stuart Erwin. Directed by
Henry Lehrman. Released Length

TYPES AND THEME: Marjorie. dotcnhearted
because she has no job and her family is sick and
hungry, seeks shelter. She meets Edward, a mil-
lionaire, by returning a lost pocketbook. Ed gives
her a $100 bill u-ith Happy Neiv Year marked
across it. Meanwhile Steve, a crook, returns to a
gambling house, where he flashes the $100 bUl.

Ed gets suspicious. Marjorie decides to go to
Harmon, a gambler, to borrow' some money. Steve
also goes to Harmon to get revenge for a quarrel.
Harmon is killed by Steve and Ed. who followed,
is held for the murder. Marjorie finds Steve, who
confesses he killed Harmon. Ed is freed and he
goes to Marjorie.

CASE OF LENA SMITH, THE: Paramount drama
with Esther Ralston, James Hall Gustav von
Seyffertiz, Emily Fitzroy, Fred Kohler, Betty Aho,
Lawrence Grant, Leone Lane, Kay DesLys, Alex
Woloshin, Ann Brody, Wally Albright. Jr., and
Warner Klinger. Written by Samuel Ornitz and
directed by Josef von Sternberg. Released Janu-
ary 19. Length 7,229.

TYPE AND THEME: Lena Smith leaves for
Vienna and meets Franz Hofrat, Austrian army
officer. She falls in love with him and after he
leaves for the war she gets employment in the
home of his father, Herr Hofrat. Hiding her love
for Franz, she gives birth to a son and arouses the
suspicions of Herr Hofrat. Lena is discharged
and the police take her baby. Franz returns, re-
fuses to give her the money necessary to get her
son back, so she returns to her lover in her home
city and gets the money. Franz learns that she
has the money, robs her and loses it gambling,
shoots himself. His father learns of their mar-
riage. Lena is sent to a prison farm, but escapes
and goes to safety with Stefan, her first lover.

* * *

WOLF OF WALL STREET, THE: Paramount all

talking drama of the stock market. With George
Bancroft, Baclanova, Paul Lukas, Nancy Carroll,
Arthur Rankin, Brandon Hurst, Paul Guertzman
and Crauford Kent. Directed by Rowland V. Lee.
Released January 20. Length 6,396 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: The Wolf, out to corner
copper, is forced to seek a loan from his worst
enemy, Sturgess. The partner of the Wolf, Tyler,
is jealous and in love with the Wolfs wife. The
Wolf baits them to invest and then cleans them
out. In doing this he also ruins Frank, a friend
of his housemaid, Gert. Frank steals from his
firm, is jailed and Gert, getting the Wolf to help
her, is released from jail. The Wolf makes good
his debt to the company.

• * *

GIVE AND TAKE: Universal all talking comedy
drama with Jean Hereholt, George Sidney, George
Lewis, Sharon Lynn, Sam Hardy, Rhoda M. Cross
and Charles Hill Mailes. Directed by William
Beaudine. Released December 23, 1928. Length

TYPE AND THEME: Jack Bauer returns from
college and tries to put young ideas into his
father's canning plant. He wins over his father's
closest friend, Kruger, who organizes a union and
forces Bauer to accept the plans. The company
goes broke and Bauer is led into a scheme to make
a lot of money and save his plant. After ex-
citing experiences with one whom they think a
maniac, Jack proves he is right and everyone is

happy.
* * •

LONESOME: Universal comedy drama with Glenn
Tryon. Barbara Kent, Fay Holderness, Gustave
Partos and Eddie Phillips. Directed by Paul
Fejos. Released January 20. Length 6,785 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Mary and Jim, two lonely
tvorkers, meet at the beach. After a riot of fun
they become separated. That night Jim starts a
phonograph and plays the song to which he and
Mary danced that afternoon. Mary, who lives
across the hall, hears the song and cries. Jim
hears her and their lonesomeness is ended.

• * *

SHAKEDOWN, THE: Universal drama with James
Murray, Barbara Kent, George Koteonaros, Wheeler
Oakman, Jack Hanlon and Harry Gribbon. Directed
by William Wyler. Released March 10. Length
6.753.
TYPE AND THEME: Dave Roberts, working

for a bunch of crooks, is sent to a town to get
acquainted and to get the townspeople to bet on
him in a fight with Battling Rofj, another member
of the gang. The citizens believe in Dave but a
frameup fight costs them their money. The gang
moves to another town and Dave gets in solid tcith
the citizens. Dave meets Marjorie and loves her.
The fight is set and Dave is supposed to "throic"

This Week'

THE RED SWORD : (R K O drama) : Arrange with a local
carpenter to construct a float somewhat in the general shape
of a Russian sleigh. If there is snow available you may use
regular runners. If not, conceal the wheels of the vehicle
behind some kind of framework. Have it drawn by two well-
matched horses driven by a driver in rough Russian peasant
costume. This will consist of rough regular clothing and
furs. A hood of fur over the man's face will get over the idea.

Have the layout bannered to sell your show and use the vehicle
to bring anyone to your theatre who cares for the ride. Have
signs posted around town that the "Red Sword" wagon will

arrive at this spot at a certain time and will pick up anyone
bound for the theatre. The ride will be free of charge. . . .

Hire a conventional Cossack costume from a local costume
house and a skilled rider to wear it. If possible tie-up with
livery stable for the use of a striking looking horse, either a
pure white or a groomed black one. Use the best harness
available and give your rider a lance with a banner on top
carrying the copy selling your show. Have copy somewhat as
follows on the banner: "The Red Sword" romance of the
Cossacks of the Czar is now at the theatre." Pass

Press Sheet

pay a couple of boys to distribute cards with the following
copy throughout the neighborhood of your theatre. Have the
sheets or cards about six by six in size. Copy: "See Your
Favorite at the theatre, Marian Nixon. Carmel
Myers, William Collier, appearing in 'The Red Sword'." Send
the following letter to the patrons on your mailing list:

Dear Friend and Patron:
It is rarely indeed that I am able to offer you the distinctly

different film fare that "The Red Sword" will afford at the
theatre beginning on

"The Red Sword" is a flaming romance laid against the col-

orful background of the falling Russian Empire. All the color
of the Romanoffs and their Cossack cohorts is shown vividly
on the screen.

A great cast including Marian Nixon, William Collier Jr.,

leading "talkie" star, and Carmel Myers, act as they have never
done before and seem to actually live the thrilling story.

All in all, it is a picture to remember, one crowded with
interest from start to finish. Also one that you will thank me
for begging you to see.

1
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When the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures met in New York, one of the ac-
tivities was a visit to the Warner Brothers Vitaphone studios, where the members saw how
talking pictures are made. President H. M. Warner, of Warner Brothers, was one of the

speakers.

it. He wins for the love of Marjorie and leaves
the crooks.

KID'S CLEVER, THE: Universal comedy drama
from the story by Vin Moore, with Glenn Tryon,
Kathryn Crawford. Russell Simpson, Lloyd Whit-
lock, George Chandler, Joan Standing, Florence
Turner, Virginia Sale. Max Asher and Stepin
Fechit. Directed by William James Craft. Released
February 17, 1929. Length 5.792.

TYPE AND THEME: Glenn Tyron's Stunts.
Bugs Raymond invents a speedboat. Ruth, Bugs'
friend, hears of the inventions and reveals the
stunts of Bugs at a party. Ruth's father is asked
to see a demonstration of the machine but, when
the time comes, the auto shows no sign of what
it is capable of doing. Ruth's father is disgusted
and signs a contract with a fake concern. Bugs
goes after the contract with his speed boat, that
breaks all records. Ha gets the contract and wins
Ruth.

* * *

NOISY NEIGHBORS: Pathe comedy drama with
Eddie Quillan, Alberta Vaughn, Quillan Family,
Theodore Roberts, Ray Hallor, Russell Simpson,
Robert Perry. Mike Donlin and Billv Gilbert.
Directed by Charles Reisner. Released
Length

TYPE AND THEME: A film with Eddie Quillan
and family doing vaudeville stunts. The Carstair
and Van Revel families are bitter against each
other. After many years the Marvelous Monarchs
are billed to- play on a stage performance which is
canceled. The Van Revel fortune is at stake.
The Monarchs are given the keys to the Van Revel
mansion and once more a neighbor quarrel starts.
Eddie meets Mary, a Carstair, and they fall for
each other. Dave Carstair, jealous, calls a gang to
chase the Monarchs away but, through the niagic
stunts they did on the stage, the Monarchs scare
the gang away and Eddie goes to Mary.

* * =s

DRY MARTINI: Fox drama from the novel by
John Thomas, with Mary Astor. Matt Moore,
Jocelyn Lee. Sally Eilers, Albert Gran. Albert
Conti. Tom Ricketts, Hugh Trevor, John T. Dillon
and Marcelle Corday. Directed by Harry D'Arrast.
Released October 7, 1928. Length 7,176.

TYPE AND THEME: WUloughby Quimby
having a hot tune in Paris is visited by his former
wife's daughter. Elizabeth wants to have a good
time but does not want her father to know it.
She meets Bobbie Gordon. Elizabeth also meets
Conway Cross. Bobbie hears Elizabeth is at Cross's
apartment and arrives in time to save her from
him. She sees tliat Bobbie is her right mate and
marries him.

* * *

OVERLAND TELEGRAPH, THE: MGM Western
with Tim McCoy, Dorothy Janis, Frank Rice. Law-
ford Davidson. Clarence Geldert and Chief Big
Tree. Directed by John Waters. Released _
Length

TYPE AND THEME: Civil war time and the
goyernienl is doubtful whether Utah and California
will be loyal. The president depends on the tele-
graph to bring the news. The Indians, incited by
the Whites, are trying to prevent construction of
the telegraph line. Allen is sent to make friends
with them. Major Hammond and his daughter
are also in the territory: Hammond is a secret
member of the confederate army. He plans an
attack on the Union army but Allen turns defeat
into victory. He also wins the Major's daughter.

» * *

.45 CALIBRE WAR: Pathe Western with Don Cole-
man. Ben Corbett. Al Hart, Edward Jones, Duke
R. Lee, Floyd Ames, Jeanette Loff, Murdock Mac-
Quarrie and Orrin Jackson. Directed by Leo
Maloney. Released Length
TYPE AND THEME: Ruth Walling, childhood

sweetheart of Reed Lathrop, calls upon him to help
clean out the, crooks that are robbing the settlers
of their homes. Reed answers Ruth's call and
suceeds in capturing the bandits, and that wins
him Ruth's love.

CAPTAIN SWAGGER: Pathe drama with Rod La
Rocque. Sue Carol, Richard Tucker, Victor Potel
and Ulrich Haupt. Directed by Edward H. Grif-
fith. Released Cctober 14. 1928. Length 6.312.
TYPE AND THEME: Hugh Drummond ("Cap-

tain Swagger") shoots down a German plane and
then rescues the pilot. Von Stahl, who, in return
gives Drummond a Mauser gun. After the war
Drummond, penniless, holds up an auto in which
Phil Poole and Sue Arnold are riding. Sue is glad
of the holdup, however, to escape the violent love
of Poole. Drummond returns the loot and goes
to Sue, who tells him she is without a cent. Poole
lets her sleep in hisi apartment and he sleeps in an
old automobile. Sue thinks Drummond a bandit.
A cafe is held up and the thief looks like Drum-
mond. Drummond captures the thief. Von Stahl.

* * *

COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE: First National
drama with Betty Bronson, Alec B. Francis, William
J. Welsh, Edward Martindel, Sarah Padden, Hedda
Hopper, Richard Walling, Arthur Rankin and June
Nash. Directed by Erie C. Kenton. Released

Length
TYPE AND THEME: Sally Williams puts off

marrying her employee's son, Donald Moore, when
she sees the discouraging things in married life
through the troubles in her family. Sally goes to
a cafe with Donald's sister Ruth and a boy friend.
There Ruth marries her boy friend. Later, Ruth
is to have a child; her husband leaves her. She
goes away in a car. Don follows her, but in vain.
She is killed in a. wreck. Don rages against mar-
riage as a fallacious institution. Sally goes to her
friend. Judge Meredith, who draws up a pact that
calls for Sally and Don to live together peaceably—
or the marriage will not be legal. At the end of
several years we find the couple happy and con-
tented with their first chUd.

* * *

BEHIND THE GERMAN LINES: Paramount. Re-
leased Length
TYPE AND THEME: Pictures taken by German

official that give an unbiased account of what took
place behind their lines. Probably the closest ap-
proach to authenticity in any war picture has been
achieved. Every battle is covered and details given
in the preparations for the big drives. The use of
animated maps gives a clear idea of the advance
and retreat of opposing forces. Many notables
figures in war history, including The Kaiser. Hin-
denburg. President Wilson and Pershing appear.

* * *

INTERFERENCE: Paramount all talking drama
with William Powell, Evelyn Brent, Clive Brook.
Doris Kenyon. Tom Ricketts. Brandon Hurst. Louis
Payne. Wilford Noy. Donald Stuart and Raymond
Lawrence. Directed by Lothar Mendes. Released
January 5. Length 6-643 feet.
TYPE AND THEME: Voaze, once in love with

Deborah Kane married Faith By dissolute habits
he kills his wife's love so he goes away and later
is reported dead. Faith marries John Marley and
Deborah discovers that Philip has returned and is
living in London under an assumed name. Marley
is jealous of his wife and is not told of the return
of Philip and Deborah forces Faith to pay her to
keep still. Philip learns of this and murders De-
borah and the police suspect Marley. Philip hives
himself over to the police for the sake of Faith's
happiness.

* « •

COME AND GET IT: FBO comedy drama with
Bob Steele. Jimmy Quinn. Betty Walsh, Jay Morley,
James B. Leong and Harry O'Connor. Directed
by Wallace Fox. Released February 3. Length
5 260 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Breezy Smith, just of the
navy is waylaid by crooks who wmild like to get a
valuable Buddha, that Breezy has in his possession.
As a light weight champion in the navy he decides
that he will fight for a living but he must choose
between Janet and his profession. The erooks find
their way to Breezy*8 home and in trying to get the
Buddlia murder hi.? father Circumstances point to
Janet's father as being guilty of the crime. Breezy
fights to prove the innocence of Janet's father and
wins.

POWER OF SILENCE. THE: Tiffany-Stahl drama
with Belle Bennett. John Westwood. Marian Doug,
las, Anders Randolf, John St. Polis, Virginia
Pearson, Raymond Keane and Jack Singleton.
Directed by Wallace Worsley. Released October 20.
1928. Length _
TYPE AND THEME: Mamie Stone is being tried

jor the murder of Jim Wright. During the trial
she is identified being the maid in the home of
Wright's parents, twenty three years ago. Mamie
refuses to speak for her own defense nor confide
in her son Don, and his wife Gloria. She is acquit-
ted and in Don's home she reveals that what she
has done was to protect Gloria from Wright.

* * *
DEVIL'S APPLE TREE, THE: Tiffany-Stahl melo-
drama with Dorothy Sebastian, Larry Kent, Edward
Martindel, KMth Clifford, George Cooper and Cosmo
Kryle Bellew. Directed by Elmer Clifton. Re-
leased September 20. 1928. Length .

TYPE AND THEME: Dorothy Ryan arrives' in
Penango to marry a man she became engaged to
through a matrimonial agency. She finds that he
is an uncouth bum and escapes him by taking the
name of a smallpox victim. As the other girl,
Dorothy is accepted at the home of Col. Rice and
finally becomes engaged to his son. She learnt
that the smallpox did not kUl the other girl, Jane
Norris and that she is coming to denounce her.
Dorothy leaves and hides in the jungle, is taken
by the natives and about to be offered as a sacrcfice
when she is rescued by John Rice. After a battle
John takes her home and marries her, despite the
deception.

* * *

WOMAN WHO NEEDED KILLING, THE: Para-
mount all talking melodrama with Baclanova. Clive
Brook, Neil Hamilton, Clyde Cook, Leslie Fenton
and Snitz Edwards. Directed by Rowland V. Lee.
Released Length .

TYPE AND THEME: Frank Gregory loves his
wife, Tania, in spite of her infidelity. But when his
business partner shoots himself because of an affair
with her, Frank moves and lives alone. His brother
is due to arrive so for the sake of appearances
Frank returns to his wife. Bobby, the brother ar-
rives and sees his wife deliberately try to ensnare
him. Bobby falls for Tania and as the tropics work
their insidious effect upon him he breaks down all
his code of morals. In desperation Frank attempts
to save his brother by poisoning his wife but he
is spared the deed by a poisonous snake.

* * *

TERROR MOUNTAIN: FBO mystery Western,
with Tom Tyler, Jane Reed, Al Ferguson, Jules
Cowles and Frankie Darro. Directed by Wyndham
Bitten. Released August 19, 1928. Length 4,884.
TYPE AND THEME: Tom is spending a vaca-

tion on the Roberts ranch and meets Lucille and
Buddy, daughter and son of Roberts. Roberts has
died and it is rumored that a fortune has been
hidden in the cabin. This rumor iias caused a
bandit gang to bother Lucille and Buddy and Tom
lakes up sides with Lucille, whips the bandit
Thome, saves Lucille and finds the money.

* * *

DUMMY, THE: Paramount all talking melodrama
with Ruth Chatterton. Frederic March, John Crom-
well. Fred Kohler. Mickey Bennett, Vondell Darr,
Jack Oakie, Zasu Pitts, Richard Tucker and Eugene
Pallette. Directed by Robert Milton. Released

Length
TYPE AND THEME: Peggy Meredith is kid-

naped and her mother suspects her estranged hus-
band, but the police think that blackmailers are
behind the plot. By using a quick witted office boy
the detective learns the hang out of the blackmail-
ers. After a battle, Peggy is rescued and Mrs.
Meredith and her husband are united and happy in
the welfare of their daughter.

KING OF THE RODEO: Universal Western with
Hoot Gibson, Kathryn Crawford, Charles K. French,
Bodil Rosing, Joseph W. Girad. Slim Summerville,
Jack Knapp and Monte Montague. Directed by
Henry MacRae. Released January 6. Length 5,501.
TYPE AND THEME: Montana Kid breaks relay

ponies rather than go to college. He leaves home
and goes to the rodeo in Chicago. There he meets
Dulcic, fall in love but before he can marry her
has to prove thai he did not commit a theft. The
Kid runs down the thief and wins Dulcie.

* * *

AVENGING RIDER, THE: FBO Western drama
with Tom Tyler, Florence Allen, Frankie Darro,
Al Ferguson, Bob Fleming and Arthur Thalasso.
Directed by Wallace Fox. Released October 7, 1928.
Length 4,808 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: By a wiU Tom Larkin,
the ranch foreman and Sally Sheridan are left a
ranch. Sally lives in the city and comes to visit her
new ranch. Tom fails to meet her and she is driven
by Gordon, a neighbor. Gordon, who is jealous of
Tom's good fortune fixes evidence to throw suspi-
cion on Tom as a murderer. Tom escapes the sheriff,

gets evidence as to the real killer and goes to the

sheriff but the sheriff proves false and Tom is put
in jail. Tom, with the help of his friends escapes,
has terrible fight with Gordon and wins Sally.

* * *

YOUNG WHIRLWIND, THE: FBO Western with
Buzz Barton. Frank Rice, Alma Crawford, Edmind
Cobb and Tom Lingham. Directed by Louis King.
Released September 16, 1928. Length 4,764 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Red and Hank see a mail
plane in trouble and find that the plane has been
tampered with so that bandits may steal a $50,000
payroll. Jack the pilot and Hank hold the bandits
till Red rides with the payroll. As revenge the ban-
dits kidnap Red and hold him for ransom so Hank
takes the rescued payroll to get Red back safe. The
ttvo of them gather clues and capture the bandits
and also their secret leader.
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Managers'' Schools

THEATRE EMPLOYEES—Learn modern theatre
management, advertising, service. Approved and
•pecialized training for theatre employees while at
the theatre. Catalog H. Address Moving Picture
Theatre Managers Institute, Elmira, X. Y.

Position Wanted
ORGANIST—Experts thoroughly trained in show-

manship available at all times for first-class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full in-
formation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Ad-
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing. 210 X. 7th St.. Allentown. Pa.

FEMALE ORGANIST is looking for a position,
will be free February 1st. Am well recommended,
reason for leaving due to Vitaphone. Can play on
all makes. Single, will go anywhere, can cue pictures
correctly and accurately. Will start for reasonable
salary in order to prove worth. Address Box 289,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago. 111.

PROJECTIONIST, 15 years' experience. Paint
banners, lobby boards, etc. Married. Go anywhere.
Address Projectionist, 321 North 12th Street, Bis-
marck, N. Dak.

EXPERIENCED OPERATOR wants steady posi-
tion. Married and reliable. Can furnish best of
references. Address J. N. Gates, 1305 W. Main St.,
Honey Grove. Tex.

PROJECTIONIST— Ten years' experience aTl
makes. Best references. Married, reliable. Address
Williams. 1612 Sixth. Beloit, Wis.

SINGING ORGANIST (Female). Can sing song
slides or ballads. Experienced, fine library, cues cor-
rectly, union. Will go anywhere. Located 4 years
in one theatre. A-l references. State salary, hours,
and make of organ when writing. Address Box 378,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago.

FEMALE ORGANIST at liberty because of Vita-
phone. Will start at moderate salary in order to
prove worth. Go anywhere. Large library, cue pic-
tures accurately, solo work, familiar all makes of
organ. A-l references. Advertising. Address Box
354, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street.
Chicago.

Equipment for Sale

TWO MORELITE REFLECTOR ARC LAMPS
complete. Perfect condition and operation. Almost
new. Manufacturers guarantee still running. Won-
derful illumination. Very cheap. Address Box 369,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago.

INVEXTORY SALE of $30,000 used theatre equip-
ment. Our warehouse is crowded with this merchan-
dise and must be disposed of quickly at reasonable
prices. Merchandise consist* of about 7,000 5 and 7

ply veneered theatre chairs, different styles and de-
signs—all in excellent condition, price ranging from
$1.25 and up. Also about 6,000 upholstered chairs.
Some of these chairs are of the highest grade spring
constructed seats on the market today and many other
styles of upholstered chairs, prices from $1.73 and
up. Large stock of parts for all makes of chairs. Re-
built Simplex, Powers and Monograph machines, gen-
erators, compensarcs, spotlights, etc., as well as musi-
cal instruments. In fact everything for the theatre.
Write for particulars. We assure you great savings
and w.ll send you literature on our merchandise.

|

Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 East
Xinth St., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE EQUIPMEXT. new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-

flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalogue. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,

also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best Prices. Write Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Xinth St.. Chicago. Ill

FOR SALE—Two Powers A machines at a bargain.
Also one Butterkist electric popcorn machine, A-l
shape. Address H. E. Ruh, Berryville. Ark.

Chairs for Sale

SEVERAL THOUSAXD BRAXD NEW SPRING
CUSHION CHAIRS at the most sensational bargains
ever offered in the opera chair line. Beautiful
specimens of the Seating Craft. Best of upholster-
ing material. Any amount sold. Don't hesitate to
write for exact photographs and details. Are you in
the market for a veneer chair. Then write us today
on way below cost prices on 3000 all new veneer
chairs. Address C. G. Demel, 845 South State St.,

Chicago.

BIG BARGAIN in used upera cbairs, ouy upaui
stered, 800 Veneer. Address Movie Supply Co..
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

on building. Must go at once. Address Fred Glass,
McCook. Nebraska.

THEATRE FOR SALE—A bargain. Must sell.

For particulars write C. A. Warren, Circleville,
W. Va.

Organs for Sale

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravuremboso" plate-
less embossing) processes. Special Xeargravure 250
envelopes, 500 8J4x7!4" letterheads $3.33, or 854x11"
$4.44, postpaid. Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox. Indiana.

For Sale

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply. at prices that save you half. New and used
Opera chairs. Address J. P. Redington & Co., Scran-
ton. Pa
REFERENCE BOUKS^.Nhnion~P: crure ~fr adTUT

rector, $10; Anatomy of Motion Picture Art, $2.50
Films of the Year, $2.50; Close Up, annual subscrip-
tion $3.50. These books may be ordered through us
Send check or money order with your request. Ad
dress Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Theatres for Sale

FOR SALE in Connecticut town of 10,500 popula-
tion, theatre block, requires around $30,000 cash.
Details. Address Box 365, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

FOR SALE—Liberty theatre. Billings, Montana.
Good buy. Making money.

SALE—LEASE—TRADE 400-Seat Theatre. Best
location in city 45,000. Paved roads from eight direc-
tions giving drawing power of 50,000 more. Address
I. C. Davidson, Danville. 111.

NEIGHBORHOOD THEATRE AND CAFE, doing
fair business. Will sell lease—half down. Have other
interest—good city. Want quick sale. Address Box
377, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago.

FOR SALE—One of the best small town shows in

Nebraska. All new equipment, new building. Equip-
ment priced right for quick sale. Satisfactory lease

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ, used or new. Reproduco Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden. Havana. HL
FOR SALE—Two Rebuilt Wurlitzer Unit Organs,

as good as new, 6 stops, percussion, drums, traps,
etc.. new console. Price $3,800.00 each. Bargain.
Address Box 373. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago.

Gift Night Souvenirs
GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine

novelties in our large free catalog at genuine whole-
sale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st. St., New York.

Projector Repairing
FOLLOW THE CROWDS—They Know Best. For

Superior Craftsmanship—Dependable Service and
Moderate Prices, send your Repair Work to our
Peerless Shop. Every Job Guaranteed. Relief
Equipment Loaned FREE. Established Over 20
years. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 395 South
Second Street, Memphis, Tenn.

SKILLED MECHAX1CS, specialized tools, ana .

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer yon
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and servint
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-

nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E Xinth St.. Chicago. Ill

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

Equipment Wanted
WANTED—2 Peerless or Powers Projectors, als»

Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-
third down and balance COD. Address Box 337,

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi
cago. 111.

In Market for used theatre equipment. Address
M.„ Etrick. Globe. Arizona.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey.
i8S GnMfTi fUre Ave ;an Francisco. Cal

HIGHEST PRICEs paid for used opera chain
Drojection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply C«
844 Wabash, Chicago.

Theatre Wanted
THEATRE WAXTED—To buy. lease or rent in

Southern Missouri, or Colorado. Looking for a 400-

seat house, population 10,000. Address Box 375,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago. 111.

"WANTED TO LEASE OR BUY, THEATRE in

town of 2,000 or over. Give full particulars. Address
Box 376. Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn
Street, Chicago.

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald-World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising

department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in

solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount

if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this

week. The cost is small, the results are great.
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Argentine Exhibitor

Wires Five Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.— Max
Glucksman, the largest exhibitor in
the Argentine, has decided to wire his
houses with Western Electric sound
equipment. His initial order calls for
an immediate wiring of five houses.
Work will start at once and the £rst
house is the Grandsplendid.

LETTE RS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor is

invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.

A Champion of Westerns

LINCOLN, N. H.—To the Editor: We
were interested in Mr. Jenkins' Colyum in a
recent issue, in that his statement that the

small town must have Western pictures is 100

per cent true. No doubt he will be tickled

pink to know we agree with him.

We show about all of the big pictures for
the reason that they are highly advertised and
we think it gives the theatre a certain standing
to exhibit the socalled big productions even
though we make no money. But let us put
out a Ken Maynard poster on a Saturday and
every seat is taken and the people go home
with the feeling that they have had their

money's worth. Take these Westerns away
and substitute the flapper type with the usual
amount of dirt thrown in, and it wouldn't be
long before the small town theatre would have
to close.

Especially is the small town having a
struggle at this time with the talkies and
sounds (yes, too many of them) and various
equipments the smooth talking salesmen are
trying to unload, so that if our good clean
silent pictures are needed, it is right NOW.

Personally, we think the small theatre with
a seating capacity of from three to five hun-
dred seats is playing with fire to install any
kind of a sound device until some of the junk
on the market is weeded out and an instru-

ment can be purchased at a reasonable figure.

A salesman a few days ago wanted to install

a device the cost of which was more than
our gross receipts for a year, and we have no
floating population, to increase our receipts.

—

L. B. Conant, Charkarohen Hall, Lincoln,
N. H.

Dollar Mark Publicity

MASON, MICH—To the Editor : Concern-
ing Mr. Von Stroheim and his million dollar
pictures. Mr. T. O. Service says: "The mil-
lions of dollars expended on Mr. Von Stro-
heim's follies have brought the industry news-
paper publicity worth many times the amount."
We've had lots of that kind of publicity, and
here's one result of that blatant million dollar
blah : Speaker Ming of the Michigan House
of Representatives is trying to put a bill

through the Legislature that will close just
about all the small town theatres in the state.

It provides, not a five per cent tax, as all the
trade papers are incorrectly stating, but a five

cent tax on every ticket from ten cents to a
dollar. Get that, please. My fifteen cent
tickets must pay a 33% per cent tax, my twenty
five cent admissions a 20 per cent tax. Can
any legitimate business in the world stand a
drain like that, or pass it on to the consumer?
Mr. Ming and his supporters have it figured

out very nicely. Mr. Von Stroheim gets mil-
lions from the picture industry to spend on a
single picture—let's grab off a few of those
easy millions. So many theatre seats in
Michigan so many nickels so many times a
week, so many million dollars a year—simplest
thing you know—just like that!

That's the big trouble with all this silly

dollar mark publicity. Ignorant and prejudiced
outsiders really take it seriously and look on
our branch of public service as a gigantic
and over-ripe Christmas tree. Coming down
to the poor little hick who is running a small
town shooting gallery, they gaze on the grey
hairs his troubles have brought him and mis-
take him for Santa Claus.

—

Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.

Digging Out of Snow
MINNEOTA, MINN.—To the Editor:

Am sending you herewith a few reports. It

is so long since I've sent any in that I presume
you think we are all snowed under out here.

You notice I've not reported any percentage
as I do not think it would be fair to the pic-

tures. These last few weeks have been
terrible for business out here. Country roads
have been almost wholly blocked and the

severe weather keeps people at home, but we
are hoping for better times soon.

I see T. O. Service has been getting panned
again recently. Well, if it will help any, tell

him I always read Service Talks first, Jenkins,

letters next, when the Herald-World comes,
and so far I've not had to disagree with his

opinions on pictures. So, of course, I think

he's a pretty clever reviewer.
Also liked Mrs. Record's letter in the Feb-

ruary 16th issue. What she says about "price

fixing" for small towns is just the way we feel

about it here after five years of more or less

strenuous experience.
With much praise for your splendid paper

and best wishes for its success.

—

George Ben-
son, The Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.

Silent Drama Will Stay

NAPOLEONVILLE, LA.—To the Editor :

SOUND AND OTHERWISE
**A wise old owl sat in the oak
The more he heard, the less he spoke;
The less he spoke, the more he heard
Been trying to emulate that wise old bird.

So much has been written on the subject

of sound pictures, and silent drama by men of

vision, experience and intellect, that the aver-

age exhibitor in the small town, with a cor-

responding small theatre, ditto attendance,

hesitates to attempt to contribute anything in

the way of enlightment.

We have, however, our own opinion on the

subject as far as the small theatres in small

towns are concerned, opinion or opinions ar-

rived at, in the case of this writer, after eight

years of more or less valuable experience.

And our conclusion is : we are not sound
crazy, although this may "sound crazy."

We mean to say that we are not like some
fellows who are so sold on sound, that they

can't even eat their soup silently.

We have been something of a "Sound
Sleeper," we must confess, but, of course, not
conscious at the time.

"Bold is the task, when subjects, grown too

wise,

Instruct a monarch where his error lies."

But I most certainly take issue with any
of the big boys who try to make us believe

that the silent drama will soon be a thing

of the past.

The said "Big Boys" are trying to cover too

much territory when they say that, at least,

the great majority of them are hardly quali-

fied to solve the many problems that confront
the small theatre owner or manager.

I agree most heartily with J. B. Wilson,
Palace theatre, Golden City, Mo., that the

small theatre could not accept the installation

for sound as a gift.

Let's see what would probably happen right

here, and I venture to say, would happen in

any town of 2,000 or less population.

Let's eliminate the original cost entirely and
take up the question of operating after in-

stallation is made.
Say five changes per week. The additional

man you would need, if he's at all competent
to handle the sound part, could hardly be
gotten for dess than $40 per week. Cue serv-

ice $2 per record or $14 for this service alone
on a seven reel picture. Then the uncertainty

of uninterrupted service; this item alone

might cause a loss of an amount equal to the

gross intake for a month.

These three items alone would be sufficient

to increase operating expenses at least 100 per

cent.

This would mean an advance on all admis-
sion prices ;

this, in turn, would mean striking

at least two days from the weekly program,
probably three. Then our overhead would

still be "overheader," because we would have
to retain our extra man just the same.
The net result of all this would mean a loss

to all concerned.
The exhibitor would be lucky indeed if he

did not use up a couple of bottles of red ink
when writing his weekly balances.
The movie fans would miss much of the

entertainment they had been accustomed to,

and last but not least, the producer would
be a top-heavy loser, as the demand for pic-

tures would probably shrink one-third.

We all have our preplexing problems; the
"Big Boys" are face to face with merge or
submerge, the "Little Boys" with sound or
unsound.

Science can and most assuredly does ac-

complish wonders, and wonders yet un-
dreamed of will find their birth through that

same channel and their success will be firmly

established by their practical and universal
application.

Yet, science, however profound and far

reaching, must pay tribute to human psychol-
ogy, and especially is this true when applied
to anything in the form of entertainment.

I do not profess to be the "Loud Speaker"
of this or any other industry, so I won't be
presumptuous enough to advise any exhibitor

what to do or not to do, but will utter this

caution.

Before committing yourself or your theatre

to any step where so much is involved as is

the case with sound question, make a most
thorough analysis of your business as it at

present is being conducted, then have every
(I say EVERY, don't overlook this) angle

of sound installation presented to you, cost of
installing, extra cost of operating, probable

effect on your admission prices as well as the

effect of the absolutely inevitable decrease of

playing time. Take all of this into considera-

tion and then, to make doubly sure, add 25

per cent to the bad side of this proposition to

cover any contingency you may have over-

looked, and you will be in a fair way to judge

for yourself.

The foregoing is not to be construed as an

attack on the sound or talkie picture. The
writer personally enjoys them and loses no
opportunity to "hear and see" when in New
Orleans.

I only say: don't try to be metropolitan in

a "hick town" I believe that's what or how
we are designated.

Remember, in this picture game,

Broadway and Main street are not the same.

The big guy may spend dollars on plans

immense
Where the little guy had better use common

cents.

In conclusion, any invention that is of a

labor saving nature, or contributes to creature

comforts and convenience, like the telegraph,

telephone and others too numerous to mention,

has little need of champions or sponsors.

Their demonstrated value has become so ap-

parent that discussion as to their merits

would be superfluous. But can the sound or

talkie picture be classed as such? The writer

thinks not. Yours truly

—

Peter Bylsma,
Lessee Victory theatre, Napoleonville, La.

Suggests "Taukamot"
LLANO, TEXAS.—To the Editor: Con-

cerning your broadcast for a name to suit

(Continued on page 73)
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Columbia
OBJECT ALIMONY: LoU Wilson—Pleasing pic-

ture, many good comments. I have yet to play a

bad one from Columbia.—A. C. Spinks. Rivoli thea-

tre, Thomasville, Ala.—General patronage.

POWER OF THE PRESS: Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr.—About as good a little program attrac-

tion as we've shown this year. There were cer-

tain slips in the direction bat they were hardly
noticeable, and the general consensus of opinion

was that the picture was good. The wind-up
was full of action. Also strong suspense through
the entire picture. Seven reels.—H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U-theatre, Melville, La.—General patron-

age-

SUBMARINE: Jack Holt—65%. January 20-21-22.

If you've been looking for a real picture that will

please everyone, here it is. Our patrons say it ie the

best we have shown in three years, and we haven't

been playing any junk. A good story that is full

of action and suspense. If some of the "big outfits"

had this one they would soak us plenty for it. Don't

be afraid of it. It will live up to anything you say

about it. Business below normal, but not the fault

of the picture. Nine reels.—John E. Wallan, Orpheus
theatre, Klamath Falls, Ore.—General patronage.

MODERN MOTHERS: Helene Chadwick—25%.
January 16-17. Just an average program picture

that seemed to please the few who came to see it-

Cold weather kept 50 per cent of our usual business

away ; a basketball game, a dance and a prize fight

took another 48 per cent : and the title of the pic-

ture scared away one of the remaining two per cent.

So figure it for yourself. Six reels.—John E. Wallan,

Orpheus theatre, Klamath Falls, Ore.—Genera] pat-

ronage.

THE WIFE'S RELATION'S: Shirley Mason—27%.
December 30-31. Nice little comedy.—Roy W. Adams.
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

SINNER'S PARADE: Special cast—Very good pro-

gram picture.—H. H. Hedberg, ft illWW i V theatre. Mel-

ville, La.—General patronage.

RANSOM: Lois Wilson—22%. February 17-18.

Sensational melodrama with some illogical moments,
but it seemed to pass muster with my fans.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE SIREN: Special cast—22%. December 21-22.

Thrilling melodrama, well played.—Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

COLLEGE HERO: Entertaining college story with

plenty of comedy.—J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma,

Cal.—General patronage.

THE SPORTING AGE: Belle Bennett—20%.
January 27-28. Lively melodrama ; all right if your
fans are not too particular.—Roy W. Adams, Pas-
time theatre, Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

AFTER THE STORM: Hobart Bosworth—37%.
December 14-15. Regular he-man stuff.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General
patronage.

First National
OUT OF THE RUINS: Richard Barthelmess—

February 19. They liked this one—even when I got

my effects mixed and gave them the auto horn on
the airplane raid.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.

Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

OUT OF THE RUINS: Richard Barthelmess—Very
good.—D. A. Border, Mystic theatre. Warren, Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

OUT OF THE RUINS: Richard Barthelmess.
40%. January 19. This" star is good, but why hand
him such a poor story? Poorest Saturday crowd for

a long time. Pleased some of the ladies, but the rest

of the customers just said, "Blah!" Seven reels.

—

B. Hollenbeck, Rose theatre, Sumas, Wash.—Small
town patronage.

Copyright, 1929

DO YOUR PLANNING
EARLY

!

\
'"THE first intimations of the 1929 gath-

ering of the Herald-World Family,

have been given. A few weeks ago J. C.

Jenkins had a word or two to say about

it, and a sly little picture was slipped into

this department to whet your appetite for

the summer delights of Minnesota, beau-

tiful land o' lakes.

Brother Andy Anderson of the State

theatre in Detroit Lakes. Minn., has been

generous enough to act as the 1929 host,

and he is as anxious as the Herald-World
is—as anxious, doubtless, as you are

—

that the second annual gathering, to be

held probably in July, is a perfect suc-

I cess. Let us henceforth call it the "Exhib-

itors Own Convention,"
1
and what is more,

make it one. Those who will attend are

absolutely assured of much excellent en-

tertainment, in surroundings that only

summertime day-dreaming can make
imagine.
The Businessmen's Association of De-

troit Lakes has promised Brother Ander-

son and the Herald-World that it will

cooperate to every extent possible to pro-
1 vide comfortable quarters and barrels of

|

fun for Mr. and Mrs. Exhibitor and the

i
youngsters. A letter to H. C. Correll of

the association will bring you informa-

tion regarding lodging accomodations

—

or write direct to this department. There
are 412 lakes within 25 miles of Detroit

Lakes—believe it or not!—and one of the

finest golf courses in the state of Minne-
|

sota.

But more of that anon. Just now we
only want to remind you of the 1929 Ex-

hibitors' Own Convention, suggesting, to

paraphrase the Christmas slogan, that you
' "Do your planning early."

THE BARKER: Milton Sills—35V February
20-21. Milton Sills well liked here, but judging from
comments, this was the weakest Sills picture we ever

played. Seven reels.—Beany & Johnston, Crescent
theatre. Red Deer, Alberta.—Small town patronage.

DO YOUR DUTY: Charles Murray—50°',,. Janu-
ary 9-10. This is a good clean comedy, full of laughs,

and it pleased. Six reels.—Beatty & Johnston. Cres-

cent theatre, Red Deer, Alta.—Small town patronage.

DO YOUR DUTY: Charlie Murray—It's too bad
First National went "haywire," like all the pro-

ducers, over sound and discontinued starring the man,
Charlie Murray. He never fails to please my cus-

tomers, and this picture was extra good. Seven reels.

—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

—

General patronage.

WATERFRONT : Mulhall-Mackaill—January 29.

A dandy little picture. Dorothy Mackaill and Jack
Mulhall always please.—F. W. Carroll, Liberty thea-

tre, Chapman, Kan.—Small town patronage.

SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN: Special cast-
No draft at the box office. Too many of these

mystery things. Seven reels.—Leslie Hables. Reel

Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

HIS CAPTIVE WOMAN: Milton Sills—A court-

room scene with witnesses telling their stories, but
it is so well done that the audience remained rooted
to their seats until the end. There's some good act-

ing by Milton and Do; Mackaill in fhfc number, and
the direction is all there. Not very much action for

a Sills picture, but it proved very entertaining. Eight
reels.—H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre, Melville. La.

—General patronage.

NAUGHTY BABY: Alice White—This one pleased
a nice Sunday gathering. Not a big picture but the
kind that gets over nicely. Seven reels.—Leslie

Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.—Small
town patronage.

THE GLORIOUS TRAIL: Ken Maynard—February
5. A very good Western.—F. W. Carroll, Liberty
theatre. Chapman, Kan.—Small town patronage.

SCARLET SEAS: Richard Barthelmess—A knock-
out! Here's Dick in the sort of role that made him
famous. There's every element of entertainment in

this production to make it go over 100 per cent in

any theatre in the country. Fine direction, splendid
acting, fast moving tempo, beautiful photography, all

contributed in sending the patrons out with pleased
countenances. Here's hoping FN keeps Dick in
vigorous roles and will not let him slip back to

slushy love stories such as they put him in a couple
of years ago. Seven reels.—H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-L"
theatre, Melville, La.—General patronage.

THE NIGHT WATCH: Billie Dove-January 29-30.
A mystery story dealing with the beginning of the
Great war. The leading characters are a French
warship commander and his wife. Very good. Seven
reels.—George Benson, Community theatre, Min-
neota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

FLYING ROMEOS: Special cast—An excellent
comedy, more laughs than the usual comedy. Some
said the best they had seen in years. Six reels.

—

Boom & Du Rand, Lyric theatre, Ellendale, N. D.

—

General patronage.

FLYING ROMEOS: Special cast—January 22.

Fair comedy.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Ma-
son, Mich.—General patronage.

THE PHANTOM CITY: Ken Maynard—Good
mystery western that held their interest throughout.
Six reels—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City.

Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE PHANTOM CITY: Ken Maynard—A Western
that turned out to be a mystery thriller that makes
F N's "Haunted House" look like a wide open space.
Patrons raved over this and gave us the first compli-
ments we have heard on a Western feature in a long,

long time. There is a plentiful supply of comedy
furnished by e Negro actor who knows his spuds.
Ken Maynard surely hit the bull's eye with this num-
ber. Six reels.—H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre,

Melville, La.—General patronage.

SHOW GIRL: Alice White—January 30. This
picture caused a lot of favorable talk, although the
titles were considered somewhat misleading and hot.

But as it turned out at the end, they all pleased.

—G. L. Salisbury, I. O. O. F. theatre, Wickford.
R. I.—General patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—January 19.

Pleased 100%. It is truly a wonderful picture.

Well, Miss Colleen, you should have a lot of new
fans from this picture. Finely acted, wonder-
fully directed. S. R. 0. out before showing
started. It was the puller, and they came. The
star's followers all returned home happy.—G. L.

Salisbury, L O. 0. F. theatre, Wickford, R. L

—

—General patronage.

THE HAWK'S NEST: Milton Sills—A very good
picture that went over big. Seven reels.—Giacoma
Brothers, Crystal theatre. Tombstone. Ariz.—General
patronage.

THE HAWK'S NEST: Milton Sills—January S.

Good he-man role for Sills.—Roy W. Adams. Pas-

time theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

HAROLD TEEN: Special cast—February 13-16.

This picture gave very good satisfaction to our
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Saturday night crowd. A number of favorable com-
ments from the younger element. Nice clean comedy.
—Arch E. McCord, Rex theatre. Maysville. Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

VALLEY OF THE GIANTS: Milton Sills—Will
please the Sills fans. Seven reels.—Boom & Du Rand,
Lyric theatre, Ellendale, N. D.—General patronage.

OH KAY: Colleen Moore—February 19-20. One
of the best Colleen Moore pictures since "Sally."

Has a lot of comedy and good story. Ford Sterling

and Alan Hale both very good. Seven reels.—George
Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small

town patronage.

LADIES NIGHT IN A TURKISH BATH: Dorothy
Mackaill—70%. February 16. Good comedy. Lot
more than the usual number of laughs. Seven reels.

—B. Hollenbeck, Rose theatre, Sumas, Wash.—Small
town patronage.

SOMEWHERE IN SONORA: Ken Maynard—
63%. February 23. Old but very good. Plenty of

action, print fair. Tarzan is some horse, all right,

and knows his tricks, and Ken Maynard is the best

of riders. Six reels.—-R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,

Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

THE MAD HOUR: Sally O'Neil—February 5.

The press book said this was from Glyn's "The Man
and the Moment," and oh, how he lied! It bears no
more relation to that Glyn opus than it does to

"Frankie and Johnnie"—not eo much, in fact. It is

a sad and tragic tale of a pathetic little brainless

flapper who got drunk and married and got a dirty

deal all around, and finally drove her car off one
of those convenient California cliffs.—Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

GUN GOSPEL: Ken Maynard—Good. Maynard is

a 50-50 bet with Gibson and Thompson. Six reels.

—M. B. Quire, Star theatre, Kanawha, la.—Small
town patronage.

HAPPINESS AHEAD: Colleen Moore—De-
cember 25. Drew well and pleased. Very good
work by our little Michigan star, but I believe

my people like Colleen better in more cheerful
roles.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,
Mich.—General patronage.

THE YELLOW LILY: Billie Dove—50%. February
2. Good picture. Did much better than I expected.

It's got to be good to get a crowd in this arctic

weather. Eight reels.—B. Hollenbeck, Rose theatre,

Sumas, Wash.—Small town patronage.

SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS: Richard Barthel-
mess—December 21-25. Very good.—M. B. Quire,

Star theatre, Kanawha, la.—Small town patronage.

THE LITTLE SHEPHERD OF KINGDOM COME:
Richard Barthelmess—32%. December 23-24. This
did pretty well on the two toughest days in the whole
year.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.
—General patronage.

SMILE, BROTHER, SMILE: Mackaill-Mulhall—
Just so-so. Six reels.—Giacoma Brothers, Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

THE UPLAND RIDER: Ken Maynard—32%-
December 28-29. Some goshawful reckless riding in

this. I wouldn't do the stunts that man Maynard
does for five dollars.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime thea-
tre, Mason, Mich.—General patronage. (Editor's

Note: Neither would Ken!)

HEART TO HEART: Special cast—February' 13-14.

Some want to know what the exhibitor wants. Here
is the answer for my size and kind of a town at

least. This was one of the cleanest, best acted and
directed pictures I have shown. No booze, villainy,

robbery or even a cigarette in the entire picture. Just
a fine family picture they will all enjoy. Full of
comedy. People are still talking about it. Seven
reels.—John Cosner, Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb.

—

General patronage.

SAILORS' WIVES: Mary Astor—Considered a very
fine picture, caused a lot of very favorable com-
ment, therefore no regrets.—G. L. Salisbury, I. O.
O. F. theatre, Wickford, R. I.—General patronage.

THE SEA TIGER: Milton Sills—February 15.

Good picture for any night in the week. Plenty of
action, pleasant scenes, some comedy, interesting all

the way through. While not up to the standard of
Sills pictures, this will please. Six reels.—R. D.
Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General
patronage.

PRINCE OF HEADWAITERS: Lewis Stone—De-
cember 11. A good story, well played.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.—General pat-
ronage.

Fox
THE AIR CIRCUS: Special cast—Splendid pro-

gram picture, but Fox sold it as a special. The
entertainment value is there, but patrons kick when
prices are raised, as they are unable to figure out
why the tax is increased. Some good air stuff in

this is probably what gave the producers the en-
couragement in making the exhibitor pay more. Give

this number good advertising, as it will please if

you can get them in. Eight reels.—H. H. Hedberg,
Amuse-U theatre, Melville, la.—General patronage.

HOMESICK: Sammy Cohen—40%. February 20.

Sammy tries hard, but the picture isn't much.
There are a few laughs, but two reels would have
been enough. Six reels.—L. B. Conant, Charkarohen
Hall, Lincoln, N. H.—Small town patronage.

HOMESICK: Sammy Cohen—19%. January 20-21.

Very, very punk.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre,

Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

MOTHER MACHREE: Belle Bennett—40%. Good
program picture but not a special by any means.
I lost money on it in spite of heavy advertising and
raise in admission.—A. C. Spinks, Rivoli theatre,

Thomasville, Ala.—General patronage.

MOTHER MACHREE: Belle Bennett—Something
different and very beautifully done. A good draw-
ing card if you have an Irish community. Play it

up big. It will stand up.—Marion F. Bodwell, Para-
mount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

CAPTAIN LASH: Victor McLaglen—February
21-23. Just fair. Not nearly as good as "The River
Pirate." The story is very weak and will not help
this star. McLaglen and Clyde Cook try hard to put
it over, but it is a hopeless task. Give McLaglen a
good story and he is immense. Seven reels.—S. B.

Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.—General
patronage.

FOUR SONS: Special cast—The best picture of

the year, barring none. They just don't make 'em
any better than this one. If you can only let your
patrons know it in time. We didn't 6et the world
on fire with it, but everyone that saw it was a

booster. Many stopped to say how well they en-
joyed it. We need more good ones like this.—Marion
F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.

—

General patronage.

FOUR SONS: Special cast—January 31, Feb-
ruary 1. Very good picture, pleased 100 per
cent. A picture every theatre should show.
Worth the price they ask. I think this picture

will stand a raise in admission. Exhibitors, give

this picture extra advertising and clean up. Ten
reels.—M. Goldberg, Opera House, Oakfield, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

FOUR SONS: Special cast—100%. February 16.

A very fine picture. We hung the S. R. O. sign
out for the first time in many moons. Ten reels.

—

E. B. Conant, Charkarohen-Hall theatre, Lincoln,
N. H.—Small town patronage.

FOUR SONS: Special cast—January 21-22. Good
sweet picture, but not what they sold it for. The
serious acting was good and fine, but why put in

so many real silly, silly, parts in it? I was raised

in a German settlement, so never saw the old men
act so silly. But then that doesn't condemn the
picture or acting. Ten reels.—Mrs. J. D. Swabb,
Strand theatre, Oxford, Kan.—General patronage.

FOUR SONS: Special cast—35%. Good picture
but failed to draw. I am waking up to the fact

that I paid Fox more for their socalled specials than
their whole 1928-29 product .is worth. Oh, for some
good old M G M and F N box office builders ! Never
again, Mr. Fox.—A. C. Spinks, Rivoli theatre,

Thomasville, Ala.—General patronage.

FOUR SONS: Special cast—50%. February 10-11.

Cold weather and bad roads. Pleased them, but pic-

ture a bit too long. Price on Fox specials a trifle

too high for small town theatres, but they are good
pictures. Eleven reels.—Simpson & Asmussen, Palace
theatre, Clearwater, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE RIVER PIRATE: Victor McLaglen—30%.
February 8-9. Good stuff.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre, Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

THE GREAT WHITE NORTH: Special cast—
55%. February 13. A good educational picture.

Some walked out, but there are always a few who
do not want to know anything, so why worry ? Six
reels.—E. B. Conant, Charkarohen-Hall" theatre,

Lincoln, N. H.—Small town patronage.

TRUE HEAVEN: Special cast—Just a good or-
dinary picture. Will satisfy.—Paul E. Anderson,
Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont.—General patronage.

THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER: Special cast—Here
is another good comedy feature. A picture like this

for a change is good, as life is too dramatic as it is,

so why show too much of it ? This little girl is

going to be good, if she has good directors, as she
has "IT." I hope to 6ee more of her in deeper
stuff.—Mrs. J. D. Swabb, Strand theatre, Oxford,
Kan.—General patronage.

BLINDFOLD: Lois Moran—30%. February 3-4.

Lost money due from being forced to accept "Blind-
fold" instead of "Romance of the Underworld" at
last minute. Good program picture. Seven reels.

—

Simpson & Asmussen, Palace theatre, Clearwater,
Neb.—Small town patronage.

MOTHER KNOWS BEST: Special cast—Another
fine Fox production, but by being held up on our
booking, didn't know we were to run it till just the

Saturday before. We had to run it on Monday, 80
therefore didn't have time to advertise it as it should
have been. But it's a wonderful picture.—Mrs. J. D.
Swabb, Strand theatre, Oxford, Kan.—General pat-
ronage.

RED WINE : Special cast—Good snappy show.
Might be too risque in some towns.—Paul E. Ander-
son, Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont.—General pat-
ronage.

ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD: Mary Astor—At last here's one underworld picture which is

worth playing. There's no machine guns and all

that rot that we've had a hundred times or more,
but there is a really good interesting story with good
comedy and heart interest, and this Robert Elliot

is the whole picture in his role of detective. Seven
reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre. Kansas City, Mo.
•—General patronage.

ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD: Mary Astor—Excellent program attraction that pleased 100 per
cent. While the story is nothing unusual, the pic-

ture was so skillfully directed and the roles so cleverly
enacted that the audience remained spellbound from
the opening title to the final fade-out. Splendid en-
tertainment.—H. H. Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La.

—

General patronage.

DRY MARTINI: Mary Astor—February 4-5. Do
not think much of this. Now, I always did like

Mary, but can't say I did in this one. Too cocksure
of her acting, and smoked cigarettes as if she was
the first woman that ever did or could smoke them.
All right for a "thug" picture, but as it was, didn't

like it. So, Mary, cut the rough stuff. Won't suit

you. Seven reels.—Mrs. J. D. Swabb, Strand thea-

tre, Oxford, Kan.—General patronage.

DRY MARTINI: Mary Astor—Only fair. Mary
Astor isn't convincing as a flapper, she looks too
innocent. Go back to the roles that suit you, Mary,
like the ones you used to play with Lloyd Hughes.

—

A. C. Spinks, Rivoli theatre, Thomasville, Ala.—Gen-
eral patronage.

WIN THAT GIRL: Sue Carol—Pleasing comedy.
—A. C. Spinks, Rivoli theatre, Thomasville, Ala.

—

General patronage.

WIN THAT GIRL: Sue Carol—Very good little col-

lege picture, but doesn't take among the working class

of people. I find they like something with mystery
excitement. Better than most other kinds. Six reels.

—Mrs. J. D. Swabb, Strand theatre, Oxford, Kan.

—

General patronage.

WIN THAT GIRL: Sue Carol—A good many have
panned this one. Personally, I don't blame them.
Used this on my 10 cent bargain night and it pleased
100 per cent. Can't complain.—Marion F. Bodwell,
Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

WIN THAT GIRL: Sue Carol—22%. Very poor
stuff. Rollins has a simp role, and Sue Carol's part
is punk.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich.—General patronage.

PREP AND PEP: Special cast—Another good
college picture that didn't go over. Too long for

what it was, and last reel not called for at all.

For my part, that spoiled the good part of picture.

Acting good by all. Six reels.—Mrs. J. D. Swabb,
Strand theatre, Oxford, Kan.—General patronage.

PREP AND PEP: Special cast—Amusing little

comedy woven around the Culver City Military

Academy. Personally don't see so much to this

David Rollins. This is a good family night show,
perfectly clean. Six reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun thea-

tre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

ME, GANGSTER: Special cast—About the nearest

to nothing that we have had for some time. Pho-
tography very poor. Could hardly see the picture at

times. Several walk-outs.—Marion F. Bodwell, Para-
mount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

NONE BUT THE BRAVE: Special cast—Fine pic-

ture, don't be afraid to push it. On account of high

water and no electricity, it didn't help us. The ones
that did see it, liked it.—Mrs. J. D. Swabb, Strand
theatre, Oxford, Kan.—General patronage.

WHY SAILORS GO WRONG: Special cast—Feb-
ruary 18-19. Light comedy-romance. Just a lot of

fun and foolishness that most every one liked and
enjoyed. Drew better second night. Five reels.

—

R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.

—

General patronage.

THE AVENGING RIDER: Tom Tyler—25%. Feb-

ruary 16-17. A good little Western. Pleased most
of them. Six reels.—Simpson & Asmussen, Palace

theatre, Clearwater, Neb.—Small town patronage.

LOVE HUNGRY: Special cast—Very good picture,

pleased our patrons. Six reel6.—Giacoma Brothers,

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

BLOOD WILL TELL: Buck Jones—Boys, if you
operators like to patch film, just buy some of Fox'

product. Usual Jones picture which satisfied. Fox
has been getting away with murder, but no more.

Best remedy is the Film Board of Trade. Five

reels.—Frank Orban, Savoy theatre, Hooversville, Pa.

—Small town patronage.
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EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE: Special cast—February
11-12. Good picture, interesting entertainment. Will

appeal to the men on account of the prize fight.

All parts well played. A picture that pleased. Nine
reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock,
Va.—General patronage.

EAST SIDE. WEST SIDE: Special cast-
February 9. Never cared for O'Brien's acting

till I saw this picture. It's splendid entertain-

ment and sure to please. My hat's off to George.

—F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.

—

Smal town patronage.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—20V
January 23-24. This old reissue is a fair Western,
but it shows its age.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime thea-

tre. Mason. Mich.—General patronage.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—Reissue.

45%. January 18-19. Very, very good Mix picture.

More action in this one than any two of his new
ones. Seven reels.—O. L2ne, Star theatre, Trumans-
burg. N. Y.—Small town patronage.

THE WIZARD: Edmund Lowe—35%. January 4-5.

Weird mystery story, with a lot of good humor to

put it over. Six reels.—O. Lane, Star theatre, Tni-
mansburg, N. Y.—Smal town patronage.

PLASTERED IN PARIS: Sammy Cohen—Good
comedy, the best thing Fox has given me so far.

—

A. C. Spinks, Rivoli theatre, Thomasville, Ala.

—

General patronage.
THE ARIZONA WILDCAT: Tom Mix—Very poor.

Didn't even please the Mix fans.—Marion F. Bod-
well, Paramount theatre, WTyoming, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

STARTED SOMETHING
The criticism of T. O. Service some time ago by Mrs. Grace Dinsmore of the Majestic

theatre in ff einer. Ark., seems to have been intended for something less than it turned out
to be. according to a letter from Mrs. Dinsmore. There was a bit of a furore for a while,
but inasmuch as Phil Rand, the ivell known Salmon. Ida., exhibitor, came to T. O.'s rescue
rather vigorously last week, the incident is doubtless closed—for a while at any rate.

"IF e seem to have started something." Mrs. Dinsmore writes, "when we mentioned that
T. O. Service's opinion never coincided uith ours or our patrons', but it was unintentional.
That letter was not meant for publication, and we were surprised when tie found it in print.
However, we hasten to say tliat AT LAST we have had a feature that he praised highly that
met the hearty approval of practically all our audience and mast certainly did please the
personnel staff, and that was First National's "Heart to Heart." The title is a dud. as it

sounds like it might be a mush love story, but it is one of the finest of the home type of
comedy we ever played.

"We had played '17 est of Zanzibar' on the previous night, and of all the sordid things we
have ever seen, it lakes first prize. Fortunately, we had read the criticism of E. H. House
on this picture, so we hunted up the press sheet and promptly sent a hurried call to FN to
send one of the pictures we had under contract with them, for us to use on Saturday night,
and posted notices that no children would be admitted on Friday night. That one issue of
the Herald-ff orld was worth a year's subscription to us!

"The folks who did come on Friday night complimented us on our not allowing the chil-
dren to see such useless horrors. We'll admit that it is the first MG M picture we have had
to condemn, but hope we never have another like it. On the other hand. 'Heart to Heart' is
one we could have profitably played two nights. As one patron remarked. 'Everyone got a
kick out of that picture.' Just another reason why we voted for Lloxd Hughes! Mary Astor
was excellent also, as was Louise Fazenda."

Gotham
THE RIVER WOMAN: Special cast^-Still another

underworld picture, only this time the story is laid

down on the Mississippi river front somewhere. A
little different and not a bad picture. Seven reels.

—

P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—Gen-
eral patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE: William Haines—

February 20-21. Good.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre,
Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE FLYING FLEET: Ramon Novarro—90%.
February 10. Very good picture. Story holds inter-

est throughout, and sound effects are very realistic.

This is better than many super-productions. Ten
reels.—W. Chilton. Colonial theatre. Sault Ste. Marie.
Mich.—General patronage.

WILD ORCHIDS: Greta Garbo—40%. Febru-
ary 18-19. Garbo. with Nils Asther and Lewis
Stone, in a superbly directed drama of the trials

of a sentimental wife with an all-business hus-
band, lured by the wiles of a Javanese prince in

the tropics. Miss Garbo is excellent, though not
reaching the heights of "A Woman of Affairs."
Nils Asther gathers unto himself new laurels in

his portrayal of the prince—he has, indeed, an
evil eye." Lewis Stone, against such competi-
tion, holds his own remarkably well. "Wild
Orchids" will please the great majority of theatre
patrons. Eleven reels.—C. Wallace Smith,
Rabun theatre, Clayton, Ga.—Small town patron-
age.

HONEYMOON: Special cast—February 22. Cheap
slapstick, instead of the dog picture it was sold for.

Six reels.—J. S. Walker. Texas theatre. Grand Prairie,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

DREAM OF LOVE: Crawford-Asther—A mythical
kingdom story. No good for us. Well produced and
acted.—J. L. Seiter. Selma theatre, Selma, Cal.

—

General patronage.

A WOMAN OF AFFAIRS: Gilbert-Garbo—20%.
February 11-13. An excellent picture for the big
cities but not for the small towns. These stars don't
get me a dime. The small town audiences just laugh
at their hot love scenes. Ten reels.—S. B. Kennedy,
Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.—General patronage.

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS:
Monte Blue—22%. January 13-14. A very good pic-
ture with a sad ending.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre. Mason. Mich.—General patronage.

TRAIL OF '98: Special cast—50%. February 18-20.
This is a special in every sense of the word. Even
the theme is big. and how it was photographed with-
out a big loss of life is a miracle. For thrills, the
snowslide, the White Horse Rapids and the burning
of Dawson City, are equal to the parting of the Red
Sea in "The Ten Commandments." It will stand
raised prices. Play it. Ten reels.—S. B. Kennedy,
Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.—General pat-
ronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special cast—February 24-25.
This is much better than I expected, judging from
other reports on it. To me it was interesting.

mostly because of the way it shows how the wheels
go round in the making of pictures in Hollywood.
Stars both very good. Eight reels.—George Benson.
Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town
patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special cast—This one sure did
a flop for me. Did not draw at all but is a fair
picture, but not the special cast that they said it was.
Eight reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special cast—20%. February
17-18. Showed this to a poor house. No comments
at all. So I consider it just a picture. Not much of
a story. Nine reels.—R. D. Young, Rex theatre.
Montezuma, Ind.—General patronage.

WEST OF ZANZIBAR: Lon Chaney—A mighty
good picture, Pete Harrison to the contrary. We
came near refusing to run it because of Harrison's
bad report, but having been entirely fooled by him
on several occasions, we concluded to take a chance
and were glad that we did, as it made us some
money, and we had many complimentary remarks on
it and NO kicks. By the way, how many of you
exhibitors read Harrison's praise for "AT THE
COUNT OF TEN" and boosted the picture accord-
ingly? Well, we did, and never got such a razzing
on any picture. We cannot estimate the harm that
it did to our house. Seven reels.—H. M. Face &
Sons. Elmac theatre. Maple Rapids. Mich.—Small
town patronage.

THE MYSTERIOUS LADY: Greta Garbo—A cork-
ing good story with Garbo at her best, is our patrons'
verdict. In connection with this, had 2,000 feet of
talkies which created no interest other than curiosity.

Eight reels.—Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre.

Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

BROTHERLY LOVE: Dane-Arthur—February 24.

A fairly good comedy by this pair that seemed to

go over pretty good. Seven reels.—Paul B. Hoffman,
Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patron-
age.

BROTHERLY LOVE: Dane-Arthur—Good average
comedy that pleased a Saturday night crowd. Seven
reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City.

Cal.—Small town patronage.

BROTHERLY LOVE: Dane-Arthur—50%. Feb-
ruary 3. This is a good little picture, but don't

exploit it above a good program picture. Seven reels.

W. Chilton, Colonial theatre, Sault Ste. Marie. Mich.
—General patronage.

BEYOND THE SIERRAS: Tim McCoy—February
16. Played in opposition to Tom Mix, rain, snow,
and sleet to very good Saturday crowds. Print and
photography good. Six reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Mid-
way theatre, Martinsvile, Va.—General patronage.

BEYOND THE SIERRAS: Tim McCoy—February
22-23. Story of the days of gold discovery in Cali-

fornia with McCoy as the masked bandit. Six reels.

—George Benson. Community theatre, Minneota,
Minn.—Small town patronage.

A LADY OF CHANCE: Norma Shearer—21%.
February 10-11. Good picture and fine role for

Norma.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,
Mich.—General patronage.

MORGAN'S LAST RAID: Tim McCoy—38%. Feb-
ruary 16. If you like Tim McCoy, you'll probably

like this. He belongs in a military role, instead of
in Westerns or as a gentleman adventurer, so he
went over better than usual in this one. The presence
of Dorothy Sebastian also helps. However, our peo-
ple seem to stay away when we advertise a McCoy
picture. Good print and fair photography. Average
satisfaction to a less than average Saturday attend-
ance. Six reels—O. B. Wolfe. Screenland theatre,
Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

MORGAN'S LAST RAID: Tim McCoy—Weather
cold. A good Western picture for Saturday night.
Had good business. Picture pleased all. We need
some good Western pictures for our Saturday shows,
with thrills and not so much crime. Six reels.

—

W. E. Hahn, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.

—

General patronage.

MASKS OF THE DEVIL: John Gilbert—This pic-
ture did not draw, and I heard more unfavorable
comments than I've heard on a picture for months.
No one semed to like it. Talked to two other man-
agers here who ran it day and date with me, and
they both said the same thing. It's not entertain-
ment for the masses. Seven reels.—P. G. Vaughan.
Sun theatre. Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

MASKS OF THE DEVIL : John Gilbert—Without
Theodore Roberts it would have been nothing at all.

People didn't know what it was all about. Another
good actor gone wrong. If you give Gilbert the
stuff he can make a good picture. Story very poor
in this one. A 100 per cent flop.—Marion F. Bod-
well, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General
patronage.

BRINGING UP FATHER: Special cast—25%.
January 6-7. A silly lot of trash, but it seemed to

tickle the few who came to see it.—Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

MADEMOISELLE FROM ARMENTIERES: Spe-
cial cast—This got by, but was no real hit with our
patrons. Five reels.—Giacoma Brothers. Crystal

theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

EXCESS BAGGAGE: WT
illiam Haines—February

21-22. Had a larger crowd the second night than
the first, so it must have been good. Les, this is

the third time you've graced our silversheet, and so

far, so good. Eight reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway
theatre, Martinsvile, Va.—General patronage.

EXCESS BAGGAGE: William Haines—January

THEATRE MANAGERS
Make Your Own Features !

"V\ T ITH the Baby Standard Movie
1 » Camera you can make features
of neighborhood events and hap-
penings around your own theatre.

Takes 25 ft. of standard film. F3
----- universal lens, loads in daylight.

$^ <^ SO Films developed free. Can be shown
M mm fob from any standard projector.

Ptaiia.

1226 N. 44th St.

Philadelphia. Pa.VICAM PHOTO CO.
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25-26. This was rather a disappointment for the

Haines fans, as they look for more comedy in his

pictures. However, they liked it pretty well. Seven

reels.—George Benson, Community theatre, Minneota,

Minn.—Small town patronage.

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT: Flash—52%. Feb-

ruary 16. An underworld picture with a dog that

is excellent. He is the best we have had. The story

is also very good and it made a good Saturday night

picture.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood,

Kan.—Small town patronage.

FOUR WALLS: John Gilbert—December 16-17.

Story of a gangster's imprisonment and regeneration

and how it worked out after his release. Good.

Seven reels.—George Benson, Community theatre,

Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Special cast-
January 19. Did biggest Saturday business in

weeks, with usual advertising. Buy it right and

boost it. Nine reels.—Frank Orban, Savoy thea-

tre, Hooversville, Pa.—Small town patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Special cast-
January 20-21. This picture received praise and

knocks in about equal quantities from my patrons.

Personally, I liked it and think it's influence, if any,

good rather than bad. Nine reels.—George Benson,

Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town
patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Special cast-
February 18-19. Would call this a very good attrac-

tion, pleasing the majority. Nine reels.—Boom &
Du Rand, Lyric theatre, Ellendale, N. D.—General

patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Special cast-
February 15-16. Good picture, but had basketball

tournament for opposition and didn't get a very good

crowd, but the picture is fine. Some of the close-ups

were blurred, but the rest was clear and plain.

Nine reels.—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mans-

field, Mo.—General patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Special cast—

A

very good picture, which pleased them all. This

was the best we had from M G M.—A. J. Cuhel,

Opera House, Bruno, Neb.—General patronage.

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Special cast-
Weather fair and cold. Good business and a good

picture, a picture that will please 80 per cent of the

people. Give us pictures with some life to them.

Pictures with a good story is what we need.—W. E.

Hahn, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.—General pat-

ronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—Feb-
ruary 10-11. Did not see this myself because of the

flu, but everyone praised it highly. Eight reels.

—

George Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.

—Small town patronage.

THE COSSACKS: John Gilbert—February 8-9.

So many reports have been very flattering on this

picture, but we were disappointed in it's entertaining

value for our clients. Too rough and gruesome.

—

Arch E. McCord, Rex theatre, Maysville, Mo.—Small

town patronage.

THE COSSACKS: John Gilbert—February 5-6.

As usual, dark M G M picture. Picture has plenty

of action. Play it. Ten reels.—Frank Orban, Savoy

theatre, Hooversville, Pa.—Small town patronage.

THE COSSACKS: John Gilbert—Here's a real

picture. Plenty of action, thrills, wonderful riding

and a love plot that satisfied the women. Step on it.

—George E. Fuller, The Playhouse, Fairhope, Ala.

—

General patronage.

BEAU BROADWAY: Cody-Pringle—February 23.

Very good comedy, but not much of a drawing card.

Not very good photography—rather dim. Seven reels.

—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.

—

General patronage.

DETECTIVES: Dane-Arthur—Very ordinary.—
D. A. Border, Mystic theatre. Warren, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

TELLING THE WORLD: Wiliam Haines—Febru-
ary 19-20. A very good Haines picture, not his best.

But the few who saw it liked it. My patrons like

Bill in his smart alec antics, but roads and weather
have shut off many of our regular attendants. Seven
reels.—Arch E. McCord, Rex theatre, Mayaville, Mo.
—Small town patronage.

THE ACTRESS: Norma Shearer—20%. February
3. A good picture, but it did not please here. We
are for Norma, but she can't make a hit in a small
town. We always lose money on her. Eight reels.

—

M. Goldberg, Opera House, Oakfield, N. Y.—Small
town patronage.

THE SMART SET: William Haines—65%. Feb-
ruary 23. While some thought it was a little silly

in spots, it went across good, but it is not in the

same class with "West Point." Haines is popular
here, and I can depend on a good turn-out when I

show one of hi3 pictures. Seven reels.—Hardy Carl-

son, Opera House, Volin, S. D.—Small town patron-

age.

THE PATSY: Marion Davies—Good.—D. A.
Border, Mystic theatre. Warren, Ind.—Small town pat-

ronage.

UNDER THE BLACK EAGLE: Flash—70%. Feb-

ruary 2. Was agreeably surprised with this picture.

It drew better than I expected, and business was fair

in spite of the sub-zero temperature. The dog is a

wonder, and the audience was pleased. Six reels.

—

Hardy Carlson, Opera House, Volin, S. D.—Small

town patronage.

WEST POINT: William Haines—75%. A
mighty good picture. We had just installed an
instrument for cueing pictures and it sure did go
over fine with this picture.—Walter C. Schultz,

Walt's theatre, Kenesaw, Neb.—General patron-

age.

BUTTONS: Jackie Coogan—February 13. You
can't miss on this one. Excellent drawing power
and pleased patrons.—F^ E. Sabin, Majestic theatre,

Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—18%. Janu-
ary 11-12. Fair Keaton comedy ; terrible business.

Blame the weather.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.

Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—A good
comedy. Weather fair, only cold and ice. Picture

pleased all. We need pictures with some life in them.

Business was good. Eight reels.—W. E. Hahn, Cen-

tennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.—General patronage.

THE STUDENT PRINCE: Special cast—37%. De-
cember 12-13. Fine cast in a good story, with a sad

ending.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,
Mich.—General patronage.

VALENCIA: Mae Murray—25%. January 18-19.

You've all heard Metro say. "The Lion roars." Well,

old Leo must have just made a tiny little grunt on
this one. One word describes it—terrible! We were
glad business was way off, for we have a reputation

for showing good pictures, and this one wou.d have
been hard to explain. Might please in some places,

but was a washout here. Six reels.—John E. Wallan,
Orpheus theatre, Klamath Falls, Ore.—General pat-

ronage.

Paramount
THE RACKET: Thomas Meighan—Personally, I

enjoyed this one real well. Did not appeal to the

women at all. Acting was very good by the entire

cast. A 100 per cent underworld picture.—Marion F.

Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General

patronage.

HIS PRIVATE LIFE: Adolphe Menjou—February
18-19. A delightful French comedy. If your people

like comedy, this should please.—J. S. Walker, Texas
theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

HIS PRIVATE LIFE: Adolphe Menjou—February
14-15. A short and snappy Menjou comedy that

pleased fair crowd. Print and photography very

good. Five reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre.

Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

ABIE'S IRISH ROSE: Special cast—100%. Feb-

ruary 12-13. Pleased everyone and many came to

see it. Hersholt's acting was wonderful. This has
everything. Twelve reels.—Clarke Green, Lake thea-

tre, Honey Lake, Cal.—Small town patronage.

VARSITY: Special cast—33%. January 14. On
seeing this picture and before having seen any ad-

verse reports it impressed me this way : This is a

good picture for a college or a high school town or

for that matter any town of a cultivated community.
It brought out the young, roistering crowd in good
numbers, and while the percentage is low, it is better

than the average as the theatre business is now.
You can depend on it for many laughs and perhaps

some tears. Here is a play of such healthy moral
tone that I am led to ask, why we cannot have enter-

tainment such as this with human appeal instead of

the rotten sex stuff which has flooded the theatres

in our times? But I am told that this rotten sex

stuff is what THEY want. Who are THEY? Yes!
That is what THEY wanted in all ages, but that is

not what THEY got in such abundance as THEY
are getting it now, if you will make allowance for

the progress in ethics as well as science in our times.

The moral tones as well as the entertaining value of

this play ought to commend it to every exhibitor who
is interested in improving the atmosphere of his

theatre. And there are others like this—Colleen

Moore subjects, for instance, in which one can meet
the minister and his family coming out of the lobby

without any qualms of conscience as to the character

of the play one is responsible for putting on his

screen that evening. But what hope is there for

reform if the judgment of the exhibitor gives no
weight to any quality but dollars in the box office.

The producer cannot be expected to do everything.

—

A. J. Gibbons, Illinois theatre, Metropolis, HI.—Gen-
eral patronage.

WHAT A NIGHT: Bebe Daniels—65%. January
14-15. Bebe Daniels is our best bet in a lady star,

and this picture went over big. Seven reels.—Beatty

& Johnston, Crescent theatre. Red Deer, Alta.—Small
town patronage.

THE FLEET'S IN: Clara Bow—Clara pleases 100
per cent in this one. Just the type of a picture to

please both - young and old. The public wants to

see new young faces and Clara can't be beat. She
makes them all sit up and take notice. Her best
picture since "It." Eight reels.—Marion F. Bodwell,
Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

THE CASE OF LENA SMITH: Esther Ralston—
February 28-29. Just a waste of film. With a good
player of her type, it is a shame to put her in stuff

like this. Why can't they pick out good, clean stories

of the present age so that our patrons will be satis-

fied? Eight reels.—Paul Hoffman, Legion theatre,

Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

INTERFERENCE: Special cast—February 25-26.

Paramount's great "all noisy," but we didn't hear
our patrons raise any noise over it, and business
was darn quiet. Print and photography good. Seven
reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville,

Va.—General patronage.

LOOPING THE LOOP: Special cast—35%. Feb-
ruary 18-19. We will have to admit that we were
greatly fooled with this picture. Paramount set this

in on us with such a quick playing date that we
did not have time to set it out. They did not furnish
us any press sheet or other information about the

picture. The posters and photos did not give the
names of the stars. Therefore we were very cautious

in our advertising and I advised all who were inter-

ested in our show to be careful not to tell anyone
that it was a good picture. We were stuck so hard
with the "Wedding March" that we have decided to

go easy. Everyone who saw "Looping the Loop"
was well pleased. Had several stop me on the street

and tell me how much they enjoyed it. To sum
the whole thing up, we looked for a LEMON and got

a nice sweet orange. Don't be afraid of this. It

will bear a little boost. Some good circus scenes,

and it portrays a good love story. Eight reels.

—

G. H. Wright, Jr., Star theatre, Wendell, N. C—
Small town patronage.

THE SHOPWORN ANGEL: Carroll-Cooper—Very
entertaining picture, business fair.—J. L. Seiter,

Selma theatre. Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

THE SHOPWORN ANGEL: Carroll-Cooper—Feb-
ruary 18-19. Good picture spoiled by a talking end-

ing. May have been good in a talking version, but

the silent version was another Paramount lemon.

But what do they care about the small theatres that

are not wired for talkies as long as they make talkies

suitable for their own theatres in the big burg?
Print and photography good. Eight reels.—G. 0.

Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General
patronage.

MANHATTAN COCKTAIL: Nancy Carroll—Feb-
ruary 17-18. The name of this is misleading. It's

the same old stuff about a boy and girl who have
stage ambitions, with the big producers as villians

and the wife of one as the vamp. Not much good.

Seven reels.—George Benson, Community theatre,

Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Wray-Cooper—When your
folks leave and say, "Boy, that sure was some
swell play!" that's what makes you feel glad

you're in the game, and they will tell you. It's

100 per cent.—Grand theatre, Dunkirk, O.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Wray-Cooper—February 3-4.

This picturization of the Saturday Evening Post story,

"Four Brothers," is one of the best I have seen as

far as following the story is concerned. I enjoyed
the story and enjoyed the picture still more. Cooper
and Wray do very well in this. Seven reels.—George
Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small
town patronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Wray-Cooper—February 6.

This is only a fair program picture that did not
click at the box office. No draught at all. Seven
reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City,

Cal.—Small town patronage.

SAWDUST PARADISE: Esther Ralston—Febru
12-13. Just a fair program picture. Story of

carnival girl who becomes a ward of an evangelist.

Six reels.—George Benson, Community theatre, Min-
neota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE DRAG NET: George Bancroft—February
26-27. Well, I wish to register a kick against such bunk
as is put out under the above title. I advertise good
clean pictures, and this is the "lemon" handed me.
I felt like boxing this thing up and sending it back
after the first showing. I was glad people had better

sense than to come out, as they 6tayed home, so we
were 6pared a cussing. Better leave this bird in the

box. I cannot 6ay one good word for this hunk of

cheese. No wonder business falls off when you have

to show such stuff to children and ladies. Under-
world, underworld stuff. We have enough under-

world, without parading this stuff before decent folks.

—Arch E. McCord, Rex theatre, Maysville, Mo.

—

Small town patronage.
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Remember 'Way Back When ?

Here are reports on recent pictures from Giacoma Brothers in Tombstone, Ariz. But look
at the report blank! How long ago were blanks of this type used? Even the editors cannot
remember accurately, but it must be around eight years ago. And Giacoma BroUiers still

have them. Yes, they were among the very first to get "What the Picture Did for Me"
blanks—and they've been reporting ever since. That their experiences with pictures has

been a great help to hundreds of exhibitors for many years, goes without saying.

"THE ONLY POSITIVF GUIDE TO BOX OFFICE VALUES'

Exhibitors Herald's

"WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME"
You are especially invited to correspond regularly with our department, "What the Picture Did

For Me." It is a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.

TELL US WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD every week what the
picture did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only positive guide to box office values.

USE THESE BLANKS:

SfilUJL &
Star _
Produce

transient or

Neighborhood Patronage

Rema

Title

Star

Producer _

Tranii<*nt

Nrjghhnrhnnd Piitrnnnr- e'

Remarks

9

sf TheatreName

Exhi_„

city ^SaaJ^ajft^
State

fie ot Ihfca'..-

ibitor .Jy^jL *r\ uiJ? *^
Name of Theatre_

Exhibitor

City Xf^M^t^r^fS^
State ...

Kindly use especial care In writing name and name of theatre.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—February 13-14.

This is a snappy, delightful comedy throughout, ex-

cept for the desert scene, where the characters are

suffering from thirst, and in this scene John Biles

is superb. The prologue is in colors.—J» S. Walker,

Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—January 27-28.

Historical drama splendidly done. Jannings' char-

acterization of the crazy Paul I, Czar of Russia, is

a masterpiece. Ten reels.—George Benson, Commun-
ity theatre, Minneota. Minn.—Small town patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—February 7-8.

One of the biggest flops of the season for me. Not
the type of picture that goes over in this town.

Twelve reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

JUST MARRIED: Special cast—February 15. A
comedy-drama that they are yet talking about.

Plenty good.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand
Prairie. Tex.—Small town patronage.

FIFTY-FIFTY GIRL: Bebe Daniels—February
22-23. Bebe i6 one of our favorites and draws fairly

well. This was a very good picture, but the bad

roads cut in on our attendance, hence not so many
out to see Bebe and James Hall operate the mine.

William Austin is good. Seven reels.—Arch E. Mc-
Cord. Rex theatre, Maysville, Mo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

HUNTINGTOWER: Harry Lauder—Most terrible

picture we have ever shown. Don't run it as a gift,

and Scotchmen don't give anything away.—Paul E.

Anderson, Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont.—General

patronage.

THE MATING CALL: Thomas Meighan—Feb-
ruary 19. Good picture. Tom's pictures are bet-

ter lately, and any picture that has Renee Adoree
and Evelyn Brent in it, is bound to be good.

Seven reels.—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre,

Mansfield, Mo.—General patronage.

SINS OF THE FATHERS: Emil Jannings—50%.
February 17. This is an excellent picture, more on
the same order of "The Way of All Flesh." It is the

best Jannings has made 6ince that picture but it

did not draw. Jannings spoiled himself here with

"The Street of Sin" and "The Patriot." Ten reels.

—W. Chilton, Colonial theatre, Sault Ste. Marie.

Mich.—General patronage.

TAKE ME HOME: Bebe Daniels—Nothing to rave

over. Just a fair program picture. Business only

fair. Basketball tournament for opposition, and sub-

zero weather to buck up against. Pretty tough
•winter for the theatre man.—Marion F. Bodwell,

Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patron-

age.

MORAN OF THE MARINES: Richard Dix—Janu-
ary 13-14. Fairly good story, well done but not up
"to what they expect of Dix. Seven reels.—George
Benson. Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small
"town patronage.

MORAN OF THE MARINES: Richard Dix—

A

fair picture that was well received by my regular

Saturday night crowd. Seven reels.—Leslie Hables,

Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town pat-

ronage.

MORAN OF THE MARINES: Richard Dix—55%.
February 17. As usual, Dix makes a hit, and this

is no exception. Many favorable comments. Too
bad the roads and weather have been so bad. It

"takes all the profit.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion thea-

tre. Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—A 15-reel war picture with
•Clara Bow, Charles Rogers and Richard Arlen and
other big stars, and most every man and women
in this big world must have had kin folks in this

"big picture, because it looked as though half of the

population of every country under the sun was in this

production. We call it a big picture but out of date

—

now the war is over. Fifteen reels.—Walter Odom &
Sons, Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss.—General patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—Very good aviation story

and draws extra business.—J. L. Seiter, Selma thea-
"tre, Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—February 11-12-13-14. One
hundred per cent picture. Weather very cold and

:ice on walks and roads, but played to good business
each night. Everybody liked the picture. One show
each night. We need more good pictures like

"Wings." Twelve reels.—W. E. Hahn, Centennial
theatre, Warsaw, Ind.—General patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—Played this one three days.

Business only fair. Picture seemed to please. Played
at 40 cente admission and am positive that we played
to more people than we would have if we had raised
the price to 50 cents. The picture is worth it all

right. But if the people haven't got it, you can't

get it. Fifteen reels.—Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount
theatre, Wyoming, 111.—General patronage.

STREET OF SIN: Emil Jannings—February 12-13.

The poorest Jannings to date. No good for the small
town. Jannings is a wonderful actor, but he does

not pull any with my patrons.—Arch E. McCord,
Rex theatre, Maysville, Mo.—Small town patronage.

SHE'S A SHEIK: Bebe Daniels—February 12.

Good action-comedy that pleased our crowd. Bebe
always delivers the goods. Good print and photog-
raphy. Seven reels.—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny thea-
tre, Mansfield, Mo.—General patronage.

GET YOUR MAN: Clara Bow—December 5-6.

Terrible busin«ss on this. Not a bad little comedy,
nothing against it except a too liberal display of Bow
legs.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.
—General patronage.

KIT CARSON: Fred Thomson—February 21. A
good Western, but poor photography in spots. Too
bad that Thomson is gone as he was popular here.
Eight reels.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.
—General patronage.

FORGOTTEN FACES: Clive Brook—January 18-19.

Crook drama but very .interesting. One of the best
pictures I've seen in a long time. Eight reels.

—

George Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.
—Small town patronage.

UNDER THE TONTO RIM: Richard Arlen—Any
Zane Grey will please here, and they draw regardless.

—Arno G. Weigang, Community theatre, Kenedy,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE WAY OF ALL FLESH: Emil Jannings—
February 6-7. One of the finest pictures ever made.

to the poorest business ever recorded.—Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

THE VANISHING PIONEER: Jack Holt—Jack
Holt-Zane Grey combination still goes good and this
one especially pleased. A little more action in this
one.—Arno G. Weigang, Community theatre, Kenedy,
Tex.—Small town patronage.

WARMING UP: Richard Dix—February 19. This
one was a good baseball story, and patrons
were pleased. What got my "nanny" was, why send
a film out on a good picture like this that is full

of splices ? Had patrons that saw this about two
months ago and they 6aid that two or three good
scenes were cut out. Paramount has given me sev-
eral pictures like this but it won't happen very
many more times. Eight reels.—G. A. Dilla, Sun
theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General patronage.

WARMING UP: Richard Dix—35%. February 11-

12. This is a good picture. Everybody who saw it

enjoyed it. Dix doesn't have the drawing power
here that he seems to have elsewhere. Don't be
afraid of this one. Eight reels.—G. H. Wright, Jr.,

Star theatre, Wendell, N. C.—Small town patronage.

WARMING UP: Richard Dix—75%. We used
one of the new cueing devices on the market in

connection with this subject and it sure did please
my patrons. By all means use a cueing device
when showing this program, because your patrons
will boost for you to beat the band.—Walter C.
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum
NELIGH, NEB., March 1, 1929.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
The most popular indoor sport today is writing theories as to what constitutes the "reason"'

for what some call an "indifference of the public toward motion pictures." Tom, Dick

and Harry keep the electric and gas meters working overtime trying to convince the public

that they have solved the question. Tom says one thing, Dick says another and Harry says

they are both all wet.

Tom has a desk on Broadway and every time he crosses the Harlem river he takes a

bodyguard with him to protect him from the Indians. Dick has an office across the street

from Tom and he thinks that Ohio is a country occupied by a race of people called

Buckeyes, while Harry writes jazz and other discordant sounds, drinks cocktails down at

the "Blue Moon" and says that prohibition is a failure.

We have before us an editorial in one of the magazines supposed to be published in the

interest of theatremen. It is an exhaustive treatise on the ailments of the industry, and the

writer attempts to prove that unless something is done, and done quickly, the small theatres

will be a thing of the past, because little or no thought is being paid to the>-e theatres by
the producers, and he winds up by saying that the silent houses of today will be the sound

houses of tomorrow and that the wise producer will recognize that fact. In one sentence

he says that the small theatres are doomed, and in the next he says they will be the market
for sound tomorrow. There's logic for you. In other words, you singe the hair all off a

tomcat, then show him the picture of a woolly airedale, and Mr. Thomas will feel all right

about it.

We are not an editorial writer. We never were, we never expect to be—we are just one

of those goofy hicks out in the short grass country where people try 'em by law before they

shoot "em, and where "Sunday" means something besides an ice cream dish, and where it

doesn't matter whether a man's clothes were made in Paris or Oi-hkosh-b'gosh, Wis., so

long as he behaves himself. But we want to say just a few words to you small town
theatremen, and that includes towns from 25,000 down. Don't have night sweats and get

cross with the baby over this "sound" stuff. Pick out good pictures, do your best to put

them over, then if you can't argue the sheriff out of it, write your mother-in-law you will

start back as soon as the roads are in condition.

There are more people becoming bald-headed today trying to find out what "sound" is

going to do to the business than there are fiddlers in Hell-ena, Mont., and that's quite a

musical town, and these Toms, Dicks and Harrys who claim to have it all figured out to a

certainty, had a sunstroke when they were little, so don't you pay any attention to 'em.

It is said that there are two sides to every question. We knew a girl once who had four

sides, and when we looked at her we couldn't tell which side we were on. But this picture

business is an octagon. It has eight sides. You look at it from one side and it looks

terrible; but as you go around it, it begins to change, and gets a damsite worse. Today
the producers won't talk about anything but "sound" and the product they are offering the

people is making them hard of hearing. There is so much "sound" at the production head
today that they are not only becoming deaf, but dumb as well, for nothing matters now but

"sound," and the picture is of secondary importance—if, indeed, it is of any importance at all.

Some of these editorial writers whose feet have never been off the pavement, and who
think that e pluribus unum is a new kind of breakfast food, remind us of the boy when the

teacher asked him if his father helped him work the problem, and he replied, "Nope, I got

it wrong myself."
* * *

Well, that's that about editorials and "sound," but there is another question that confronts

the industry. Every time Congress and state legislatures meet, the question of censorship
comes up for consideration. Well informed folks contend that the people are the proper
ones to act as censors, and well informed people are correct, but do the people in reality-

censor motion pictun«?
The producers produce whatever they please—good, bad, indifferent, sexy, cheesy and

putrid, and under the block booking system and the uniform contract, the exhibitor is

forced to accept the whole work« and is expected to look pleasant. That's what block
booking and the uniform contract was intended for and it works like a charm. The exhibitor

must play and pay, or pay and not play, as suits his fancy, and the public censors the picture

by staying away from the show and the exhibitor is the gazabo who gets the harpoon.
The exhibitor in turn puts up a squawk to the producer about the public's reaction to their

pictures, and the closest this squawk gets to the head desk is the boy on the front door.
That kid on the front door is of more importance to the industry than he is given credit

for being. He's the guy who censors the stuff intended for the head desk. How could men
drawing $100,000 a year be bothered by squawks from goofy exhibitors? They just couldn't,

that's all, and it's nonsense to expect it.

Now, now, tut, tut, isn't it just terrible to talk that way? But do you know that when
we were a boy, we were called upon to recite "Darius Green and His Flying Machine" at

every literary society and school entertainment given in the community, and we sometimes
wonder if possibly that old poem might not have been the inspiration to the Wright Brothers
to start making flying machines. And without flying machines, where would "Lindy" be
today? Just ruminate on that awhile, will you?
This isn't an editorial. It's just a luke-warm expression by one who has got flat feet from

(Continued on next page)

Schultz, Walt's theatre, Kenesaw, Neb.—General
patronage.

PARTNERS IN CRIME: Beery-Hatton—Poorest
yet. Poor print. Have one more to run. Will be

triad to finish with Paramount. Seven reels.—M. B.

Quire, Star theatre, Kanawha, la.—Small town pat-

ronage.

PARTNERS IN CRIME: Beery-Hatton—Weather
snowing and cold. Business not very Rood. Played
two days, with better business the second day. A
pood comedy-drama. The story was good and the

stars did their work with such ease you could not
help but like them. Seven reels.—W. E. Hahn,
Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.—General patronage.

DOCKS OF NEW YORK: George Bancroft—Feb-
ruary 16-17. A little rough. Pleased about 85 per
cent. Ladies did not like it as well as the men.
Bancroft, Betty Compeon and Baclonova took their
parts very well. Eight reels.—J. M. Blanchard, Com-
munity theatre, Lone Rock, la.—General patronage.

NEVADA: Gary Cooper—Good picture, nothing to
rave about, but it pleased.—Arno G. Weigang, Com-

munity theatre, Kenedy, Tex.—Small town patronage.

NEVADA: Gary Cooper—Very good Western.

—

D. A. Border, Mystic theatre, Warren, Ind.—Small
town patronage.

LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED: Wray-Cooper—
25%. February 14-16. Excellent. This is rather old
but good and if you haven't played it, get it. Will
make you plenty dough and that's what we all need
right now. Chockful of thrills and action that hold
the interest, with good acting and story. Eight reels.

—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.

—

General patronage.

LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED: Wray-Cooper—
February 13-14. A very fine production. A war
story that is not quite as good as "Wings," but it

ought to give satisfaction. We have played both pic-

tures this month and both were well received. Eight
reels.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

AVALANCHE: Jack Holt—75%. February 1-2.

It sure is a good picture and will get the business

if you tell them it's a Zane Grey story.—Walter C.

Schultz. Walt's theatre, Kenesaw, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

SPORTING GOODS: Richard Dix—February 8-9.

Good little picture, nothing to rave over and nothing
to cuss about, so I guess it was all right. Hope the
weather clears up so we can get people in to see the
pictures we are running. Seven reels.—Mrs. J. D.
Swabb, Strand theatre, Oxford, Kan.—General patron-

age.

SHOOTIN' IRONS: Special cast—December 19-20.

Nothing to rave about.—M. B. Quire, Star theatre,

Kanawha, la.—Small town patronage.

Pathe-P D C
SAL OF SINGAPORE: Phyllis Haver—Febru-

ary 15-16. Interesting story of sea captain who
shanghais a girl to care for a foundling left on
his ship. Seven reels.—George Benson, Commu-
nity theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town pat-

ronage.

SAL OF SINGAPORE: Phyllis Haver—55%. Feb-

ruary 9. Just a fair picture. Story weak. Photog-
raphy good. No kicks, so can't complain. Seven

reels.—Hardy Carlson, Opera House, Volin, S. D.

—

Small town patronage.

CAPTAIN SWAGGER: Rod La Rocque—40%. Feb-

ruary 20-21. A good program picture, clean and
wholesome. Everybody will like it. Sue Carol is

delectable, even as a homeless waif ; LaRocque is

likeable as a gallant but terribly "broke" ex-warbird.

The comedy is easy and non-pressed ; the thrill comes

in the cabaret hold-up scene, and the love element

is like a breath of fresh air. Advertise it for the

whole family. Seven reels.—C. Wallace Smith,

Rabun theatre, Clayton, Ga.—Small town patronage.

CAPTAIN SWAGGER: Rod La Rocque—A good

picture that pleased the greater number. We had

many tell us that they liked it, and had no kicks.

This is another good picture that Harrison panned.

He says that it is an insult to the German people

and indecent. What is wrong, anyway? We had

plenty of German people and decent people in to

see it and they were not insulted or shocked. Seven

reels.—H. M. Face & Sons, Elmac theatre, Maple

Rapids, Mich.—Small town patronage.

FORBIDDEN LOVE: Lily Damita—20%. Febru-

ary 25. Pure bunk, if you've got this one bought,

leave it in the can—you won't regret it. My patrons

walked out on it.—A. C. Spinks, Rivoli theatre,

Thomasville, Ala.—General patronage.

THE RED MARK: Special cast—February 5-6. A
rather gruesome story of a French penal colony

dominated by a cruel governor. The happy ending

helps a little, but it is not the special they call it.

Eight reels.—George Benson, Community theatre,

Minneota, Minn. Small town patronage.

WALKING BACK : Sue Carol—February 4-5. This

is a nice little program picture. Nothing outstand-

ing but will please. Six reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel

Joy theatre, King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

WALKING BACK: Sue Carol—20%. February 8-9.

Cold weather kept them away. Pleased everyone.

They like Sue Carol. Six reels.—Simpson & Asmus-

sen, Palace theatre, Clearwater, Neb.—Small town

patronage.

KING OF KINGS: Special cast—35%. Good pic-

ture but failed to draw, partly on account of rain

and flu.—A. C. Spinks, Rivoli theatre, Thomasville,

Ala.—General patronage.

KING OF KINGS: Special cast—Be sure and use

a "Q" phone when showing this production. We
are using one of these low priced instruments and the

sound effects that we get from it are wonderful. By

using the "Q" phone with "King of Kings" you are

giving your patrons the greatest entertainment that

they have ever seen. The weather was 1" below zero

and our business was shot all to pieces.—Walter C.
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum
{Continued from preceding page)

wandering around in the sage brash and cactus "Out Where the West Begins." Some day

we mav get all het up. then well say something. But speaking of Arthur Chapman's famous

poem, we are reminded to say that:

Out where the sun and moon shine brighter.

Out where the trials of life are lighter.

That's where the West begins.

Out where the world is full of laughter,

Out where they never tolerate the grafter.

Where they try 'em first and shoot 'em after.

That's where the Vest begins.
* » *

Don t it beat ail how ur.appreciative some people are? When we were out to Salmon. Ida,

a year ago and called on "Fishy"" Phil Rand, we were as considerate of his cellar as we

could be under the circumstances, and now he breaks forth in our favorite magazine and

savs that we are getting "giddy"" and are at "the dancing grandpop stage when we want to

appear young." It is awfully discouraging to have folks talk that way about us. especially

when we can run farther, kick higher and squawk louder than any exhibitor in Idaho

outside of the Mormon church. Nancy Carroll and Polly Moran never would say that about

i us—no. sir. not on your life! And one more crack like that from Phil and he will be a

ripe cucumber so far as the girls in Hollywood are concerned. We expect to go to the

West Coast next fall and had intended to have included Salmon in our itinerary, but now
we won't do it. unless we get a special invitation from Mrs. Rand.

Phil will try to discourage this, of course, because he is jealous of us and has heard that

we are goinz out to Hollywood and is afraid we will meet his Colleen and he wants to

throw cold water on us. But if Nancy and Polly are there, he need have no fears about his

Colleen, for we will be plenty busy around other homesteads.

Somehow, every time we think of Polly Moran there are some verses that come up in our

mind that we've just got to get out of our sy-tem. so be considerate, brother, be considerate.

Remember that Phil says we are getting old and childish. But anyhow, be that as it may.

here we go:
When they go out to hunt up a comedy gal

Who can burn up the film in the can,

They should soon forget all about Mary and Sal

And take no instructions from Sennett or Hal,

But take the advice of a goofy old pal.

And grab onto Polly Moran.
* * *

Every time we hear a jazz orchestra it increases our sympathy for the feelings of Mozart

and Beethoven. If those two boys have a radio, how they must suffer. They shoot bootleg

ganzs in this country, but they are shooting at the wrong target.

* * *

We don't believe it is conducive to good morals to show a picture of a man going into

a woman's bedroom, especially before the reverend of justice of the peace has performed
his official duties. And if there is anything that we are a crank on—and there is no doubt

but what there are lots of "em—it Ls morals. Outside of this particular and a few raw
spots at a gin party, we would say that "CHILDREN OF THE RITZ

-
is a picture well

worth your while to see. Jack Mulhall is listed in our catalogue along side of what we
consider the best actors on the screen, and in this one he is not disappointing. And when
vou see Dorothy Mackaill. if you are a married man. be sure that vour wife is not familiar

with the map of Nevada and the location of Reno, because you will talk about her in your

sleep, and your wife won't like that.

Had we been Jack, and had to drive a taxi of nights to keep the wolf from scratching

the varnish off the front door, when she brought in that coat that cost 54.000, we'd have

taken her over our knee whether there was any arnica in the house or not. Dorothy needed
a darn good spanking, that's what she did. and we will never like Jack quite so well for

not giving it to her. But contrary to the rule with most women, she learned her lesson and

finally got down to brass tacks, and from then on everything was lovely, and not a word
was mentioned about grandpa and grandma, although that was understood. We like the

picture, and when we like "em you can consider that they are good, as we see pictures

—

but sometimes we are a little mooneved.
* * *

Iowa ought to be annexed to Alaska. From what we hear from over there, the snowdrifts

resemble the Sawtooth range and they won't know where their roads are until July 8, jnst

in time to start for that HERALD-WORLD family convention at Detroit Lakes. Of course

we don't want to mention any names, but we know a bunch of exhibitors over there who
are regular Eskimos. Some of them are pretty good fellows, nevertheless, and we hope to

see them before long. As Bill Weaver used to say, "Well be in to see you soon"

J. C. Jenkins.

The HERALD-WORLD Man.
P.S.—THE HERALD-WORLD COVERS THE FIELD LIKE AN APRIL SHOWER.

^faiHr Watt's theatre. Kenesaw, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

KING OF KINGS: Special cast—I exploited this

picture to the limit, bat it was a sad disappoint-

Best. Regular fans stayed away, commenting that

jx was too "heavy"—sad. Some of the church peo-

ple came themselves bat did not allow their children

to come. The superintendent of schools discouraged

attendance by announcing that it was not a suitable

picture for small children.—George E. Fuller, The
Playhouse theatre. Fairhope, Ala.—General patronage.

TENTH AVENUE : Special cast—February 20-21.

A drab, unpleasant crook melodrama. From all such

may we be delivered. Why do they continue to make
such unattractive pictures ? Seven reels.—R. D.

Garter, Fairfax theatre. Kilmarnock, Va.—General

patronage.

HOLD 'EM YALE: Rod LaRocque—January 17-19.

This was sold to me as a big special. Ifs just a

fair program.—Roy W. Adams. Pastime theatre,

Maeon. Mich.—General patronage.

LOVE OVER NIGHT: Rod LaRocque—Rod
always a good bet, and this was no exception.

There is one scene which, although a little sug-

gestive, will bring down the house.—A. C. Spinks.

Rivoli theatre, Thomasville, Ala.—General patron-

age.

THE GIRL IN THE PULLMAN: Marie Prevost—
Jaaaary 15. Light farce comedy, fairly entertaining.

Roy W. Adams. Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE COP: William Boyd—Don't know whether
thU was good or not. Picture was so dark nobody

could tell what it was all about. I am still wonder-

ing.—A C. Spinks, Rivoli theatre, Thomasville, Ala.

—General patronage.

AVENGING FANGS: Special cast—20" o- February

2. Everybody loves a good dog picture, bat extreme

cold weather kept many away, especially those from
rural district. This one was good and held interest.

—T. W. Cannon. Majestic theatre, Greenfield. Term.

—Small town patronage.

SKYSCRAPER: William Boyd—Too much horse

play between the two leading players, stretched into

eight reels.—J. L. Seiter, Selma theatre, Selma. Cal.

—General patronage.

SKYSCRAPER: William Boyd—January t, This

is a good robust story, and these bozos. Boyd and
Alan Hale, really acted like a pair of roughneck steel

workers instead of movie actors.—Roy W. Adams.
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

WEST OF SANTA FE: Bob Custer—February 23.

Nothing. Five reels.—J. S. Walker. Texas theatre.

Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE WRECK OF THE HESPERUS: Special cast—
February 23. Very good picture that drew well for

this time of the year. Seven reels.—H. Green. Gem
theatre. Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

ANGEL OF BROADWAY: Leatrice Joy—December
19. A fair picture.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.

Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

PHANTOM BUSTER: Buddy Roosevelt—February
2*. A Western that did not please our Wednesday
audiences. Print and photography fair. Five reels.

—G. O. Tunstall. Midway theatre, Martinsville. Va.

—

General patronage.

STAND AND DELIVER : Rod La Rocque—
January 29. Entertaining action drama.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—General
patronage.

STAND AND DELIVER: Rod La Rocque—Another
good one from Rod. Consider it good program pic-

ture.—A. C. Spinks, Rivoli theatre, Thomasville, Ala.

—General patronage.

ANNAPOLIS: Special cast—February 1-2. Just
what the title indicates. Life at West Point. Good,
clean, well acted picture which pleased oar patrons.

—

John Cosner. Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb.—General
patronage.

ANNAPOLIS : Special cast—Myself and patrons
were somewhat disappointed in this one. Did not

prove to be the picture the press book would lead

you to believe it was. Photography was very dull

and dark. Story nothing much, just a program pic-

ture, in my estimation. Eight reels.—P. G. Vaughan.
San theatre. Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE RUSH HOUR: Marie Prevost—February 12.

Not so hot.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason.
Mich.—General patronage.

ALMOST HUMAN: Vera Reynolds—Just fair.—
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich-

—

General patronage.

RKO (FBO)
THE LITTLE YELLOW HOUSE: Special cast

—

Went over big on my 10 cent bargain booster night.

Just a good program picture. Nothing outstanding.
—Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming,
in.—General patronage.

THE LITTLE YELLOW HOUSE: Special cast—
40" o- January SO. There is nothing about this pic-

ture to remember. Very weak. Seven reels.—W.
Chilton, Colonial theatre, Sault Ste. Marie. Mich.—
General patronage.

THE LITTLE YELLOW HOUSE: Special cast-
February 9. Net much to it. Fair business. M G M
comedy saved the day. Seven reels.—Frank Orban,

Savoy theatre, Hooversville, Pa.—Small town pat-

ronage.

SINNERS IN LOVE: Olive Borden—50%.

February 1. Rather good for program offering,

but still not a special. Borden has a following
here, so business was a little better than usual.

—T. W. Cannon. Majestic theatre, Greenfield,

Tenn.—Small town patronage.

SINNERS IN LOVE: Olive Borden—Febrmary IT.

Not much to this one. Seven reels.—A. J. Cuhel,
Opera House. Bruno, Neb.—General patronage.

SINGAPORE MUTINY: Estelle Taylor—3»V
February 22-23. Not so good. Miss Taylor, as a
"low woman." a fallen soul, impresses the fact upon
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you so that even the children squirm in their seats.

Ralph Ince does good work as the stowaway who has

to work his passage out in the stoke hole of an
ill-fated ship. The mutiny is a one-man affair and
is not exceedingly thrilling. Play it to your blood-

thirsty Saturday nighters, if at all. Seven reels.

—

C. Wallace Smith, Rabun theatre, Clayton, Ga.

—

Small town patronage.

YOURS TO COMMAND: George O'Hara—40%.
February 16. Just five reels of film. F B O slipped

me this one on an old contract, but film was in good

shape. Five reels.—Hardy Carlson, Opera House,

Volin, S. D.—Small town patronage.

HEY, RL'BE: Special cast—February 5-6. This

is the best F B O to date this year. Good action

picture which will work nice on Saturday. Seven

reels.—John Cosner, Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb.

—

General patronage.

HIT OF THE SHOW: Special cast—38%.

February 9. Joe E. Brown ran away with a

good production. That boy is going to make

Chaney step, because he is there in every way

but beauty, and he can act.—T. W. Cannon, Ma-
jestic theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.—Small town

patronage.

CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS: Special cast—

€0%. February 20. This, in my opinion, is not

so bad as some of the exhibitors report. A fair-to-

good picture, although F B O could have made a hum-
dinger out of it with a little more money and better

direction. Six reels.—B. Hollenbeck, Rose theatre,

Sumas, Wash.—Small town patronage.

STOCKS AND BLONDES: Special cast—February

2. A fair Saturday night picture. Nothing about

the title to draw the usual Saturday night crowd,

but it seemed to please the majority who saw it.

Six reels.—F. H. Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton,

Mo.—Small town patronage.

GANG WAR: Special cast—Another that's just

one of those underworld pictures. Did no business,

and the only comment I heard was by one lady, who
complained to me that she hated to have her children

see so many underworld pictures—said it seemed

that's about all we ran. Seven reels.—P. G. Vaughan,
Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

OUTLAWED: Tom Mix—February 9. A very

good picture. Above the average Western pictures,

yet have seen Mix in better productions by far. It

will please the Saturday night crowd, which likes

action pictures.—F. H. Babbs, Stockton theatre,

Stockton, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE PERFECT CRIME: Clive Brook—Didn't
think very much of this one. Never could quite

figure out what the perfect crime was. Did Clive

Brook dream his perfect crime, or just meditate it?

It seems no one quite understood which it was, though
the acting was good all through the picture.—Mrs.

J. D. Swabb, Strand theatre, Oxford, Kan.—General

patronage.

HIS LAST HAUL: Tom Moore—8%. February 6.

Slow and draggy. Most of the customers went to

sleep on this one. The low percentage, however,

was due more to the bad weather than the picture.

Seven reels.—B. Hollenbeck, Rose theatre, Sumas,
Wash.—Small town patronage.

DOG LAW: Ranger—30%. February 23. We ran
this in the afternoon for the kiddies, but we also

had quite a few grown-ups, and this picture pleased

100 per cent. It was clean and exciting, and I

notice that all the kids in town are trying to teach

their dogs new tricks. I am afraid we do not realize

enough the effect of the motion picture on a child,

so let's keep the dirt out of the pictures and the dirt

off the kids, and we will have a good combination.
Six reels.—L. B. Conant, Charkarohen Hall, Lincoln,

N. H.—Small town patronage.

SLINGSHOT KID: Buzz Barton—50%. February
15-16. Excellent picture. Buzz is good and takes

well with the kids. Here is a stunt that will give

you some publicity and help you at the box office:

We admitted the local troop of Boy Scouts free to

see this picture on condition that they would bring

along some adult at regular prices. They did for

me and expressed their appreciation. This was done
on the first night, the second night took care of

itself after this. We scored a good average, al-

though it rained both days and nights. Five reels.

—G. H. Wright, Jr., Star theatre, Wendell, N. C—
Small town patronage.

LIGHTENING SPEED: Bob Steele—Surely a

great little picture. Plenty of action that makes
'em like it. Has "It," too. Will stand all the boost-

ing you can give it.—Grand theatre, Dunkirk, O.

—

General patronage.

THE GREAT MAIL ROBBERY: Special cast—
75%. February 9. A very good picture. It's a
pleasure to report on a picture like this. Seven
reels.—B. Hollenbeck, Rose theatre, Sumas, Wash.

—

Small town patronage.

SON OF THE GOLDEN WEST: Tom Mix—Good.
Tom always good here. Seven reels.—Mrs. J. D.

Swabb, Strand theatre, Oxford, Kan.—General pat-

ronage.

SON OF THE GOLDEN WEST: Tom Mix—10%.
January 26. Poor percentage due to blizzard. Rather
a poor Western. Expected better than this from
Mix. Seven reels.—B. Hollenbeck, Rose theatre, Su-
mas, Wash.—Small town patronage.

THE HARVESTER: Special cast—Not a very
strong picture. Ran it as a benefit for church, and
it pleased that element. Regulars disappointed.

Seven reels.—Leslie Hablee, Reel Joy theatre, King
City, Cai.—Small town patronage.

MOON OF ISRAEL: Special casl^February 23.

Good but too old. Most of our patrons had seen it

before, and business was way off. Eight reels.—B.

Hollenbeck, Rose theatre, Sumas, Wash.—Small town
patronage.

KEEPER OF THE BEES: Clara Bow—February
6-7. A good picture. Drew well here in spite of a
snowstorm and very cold weather.—F. W. Carroll,

Liberty theatre. Chapman, Kan.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Tiffany-Stahl

THE DEVIL'S SKIPPER: Special cast—December
17- 18. Very good, but rough.—M. B. Quire, Star
theatre, Kanawha, la.—Small town patronage.

WILD GEESE: Belle Bennett—70%. January
18- 19. This picture, owing to publicity given it by
the book, should be a good bet in any theatre. Was
well liked here. Nine reels.—Beatty & Johnston,
Crescent theatre, Red Deer, Alberta, Canada.—Small
town patronage.

United Artists

STEAMBOAT BILL, Jr.: Buster Keatnn—40%.
February 15-16. A good comedy made more enjoyable
for me by the fact that the box office is slowly pull-

ing out of the red.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre,

Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

SORRELL AND SON: Special cast—35%.
February 13-14. One of the best pictures ever

made—clean, beautiful. H. B. Warner excelled

himself in this one. Every one praised it to the

highest and some said it was the finest picture

they had ever seen. The percentage on this

picture was low due to very bad weather con-

ditions. The heaviest snow for the last five

years was falling. This kept many away. Ten
reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax, Kilmarnock, Va.
—General patronage.

SORRELL AND SON: Special cast—27%. Jan-
uary 4-5. A splendid story, beautifully handled by
everybody concerned. But basketball, the flu and
the impossible travelling put me in the red on it.

—

Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.

—

General patronage.

SORRELL AND SON: Special cast—January 30-31.

One of the best pictures we have played this season.

—F. W. Carroll, Liberty theatre, Chapman, Kan.

—

Small town patronages.

RAMONA: Dolores Del Rio—60%. December 7-8.

A fine picture and good business for the season.

—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.

—

General patronage.

COLLEGE: Buster Keaton—30%. February 2-3-4.

Failed to draw, but I think it was as good as any
of his late ones. Not much of a story. Some good
gags that get the laughs. Might make some money
if you don't have to mortgage your dump to buy it.

Six reels.—John E. Wallan, Orpheus theatre, Klamath
Falls, Ore.—General patronage.

Universal
THE GATE CRASHER: Glenn Tryon—24%. Feb-

ruary 3-4. This boy is good, but I can't get them
out to see him in satisfactory numbers. This is a
good comedy.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Ma-
son, Mich.—General patronage.

THE GATE CRASHER: Glenn Tryon—This is the

weakest picture Tryon has made to date and did not
pull or satisfy a Sunday-Monday audience.—George
E. Fuller, The Playhouse theatre, Fairhope, Ala.

—

General patronage.

JAZZ MAD: Jean Hersholt—February 24. A
really good feature, and patrons were all pleased.

Bad weather prevented a good attendance on
this one. Have run several Hersholt features, and
they were all good. Seven reels.—G. A. Dilla,

Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General patronage.

JAZZ MAD: Jean HershoIt^22%. December 16-17.

A good cast in a touching story. All the jazz is in

the title.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich.—General patronage.

GIVE AND TAKE: Special cast—60%. February
17. Just grossed expenses with this, which, how-
ever, is by far the best we have done with any of

the five Universal specials played so far this year.
Film rental too high, as the picture does not rate
classification as a special except perhaps as regards
the stars, Sidney, Hersholt and Lewis. It is a very
good program picture and seemed to give general
satisfaction, even though it did not do as well as
expected. Fair print and good photography. Seven
reels.—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, 0.
—Small town patronage.

GIVE AND TAKE: Special cast—Very good. Good
print. Seven reels.—M. B. Quire, Star theatre,

Kanawha, la.—Small town patronage.

RED HOT SPEED: Reginald Denny—Not a good
title but satisfied an average Sunday house
George E. Fuller, The Playhouse theatre, Fairhope,
Ala.—General patronage.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: Special east—February
9-10. Very good. Pleased 95 per cent. Had a full

house. Universal is a fair company to deal with.

Eleven reels.—J. M. Blanchard, Community theatre,

Lone Rock, la.—General patronage.

HOME JAMES: Laura La Plante—26%. Decem-
ber 9-10. This marked the beginning of the worst
business I have ever had. Not the fault of the pic-

ture.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich,

—General patronage.

HOME JAMES: Laura La Plante—22%. February
20. A short story, quickly told. Punk print of a
good picture. Played to rotten business on bargain
night account of Farmers Institute. The poorhouse
doors are yawning for us ! Seven reels.—O. B.

Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town
patronage.

THE MAN WHO LAUGHS: Special cast—Not a
small town picture. Good for towns of 5,000 and up.

Ten reels.—M. B. Quire, Star theatre, Kanawha, la,

—Small town patronage.

THE MAN WHO LAUGHS: Special cast—80%.
February 23. Yes, we ran it. Now you laugh.

But by using what few brains we've got, mixed with

a whale of a lot of advertising, we made a little

money, by gosh, at that! Ten reels.—L. B. Conant,
Charkarohen Hall, Lincoln, N. H.—Small town pat-

ronage.

RED LIPS: Special cast—10%. February 13. Not
a great deal to this one—just fodder for the pro-

jectors, and nothing much to say one way or the

other. Ran this on bargain night and a pretty fair

crowd looked at it and went out without comment
Prefer Miss Nixon in this role to any I have seen

her in recently. Fair print and photography. Seven
reels.—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, 0.

—Small town patronage.

MADE TO ORDER HERO: Ted Wells—Fair.
Print good. Five reels.—M. B. Quire, Star theatre,

Kanawha, la.—Small town patronage.

THE FOREIGN LEGION: Special cast—Good
show. Pleased majority of those that saw it. How-
ever, no great special.—Paul E. Anderson, Liberty

theatre, Kalispell, Mont.—General patronage.

THE FOREIGN LEGION: Special casV-Very good.

New print. Eight reels.—M. B. Quire, Star theatre,

Kanawha, la.—Small town patronage.

KING OF THE RODEO: Hoot Gibson—Extra good
western. Rodeo scenes fine.—J. L. Seiter, Selma
theatre, Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY: Tom Moore-
Good comedy-drama. Seven reels.—M. B. Quire, Star

theatre, Kanawha, la.—Small town patronage.

ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY: Special cast-
80%. February 2. Just a fair picture. Not much
to it. Six reels.—Clarke Green, Lake theatre. Upper
Lake, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THAT'S MY DADDY: Reginald Denny—February
16. Sure it's good. Denny seldom fails us. Buy
it and clean up.—F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre.

Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

HOW TO HANDLE WOMEN: Glenn Tryon—
80%. February 8-9. Delightful and funny. Six

reels.—Clarke Green, Lake theatre, Upper Lake, Cal.

—Small town patronage.

THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN PARIS: Special

cast. February 6. Good drawing card and well liked.

Laughs are plentiful.—F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre,

Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

THE CLEAN UP MAN: Ted Wells—December
21-22. Fair Western. Five reels.—M. B. Quire, Star

theatre, Kanawha, la.—Small town patronage.

CLEARING THE TRAIL: Hoot Gibson—February
16. As satisfactory a Gibson as we ever had.—J. S.

Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small

town patronage.

CLEARING THE TRAIL: Hoot Gibson—70%.
February 16. Pretty scenery. Action fair. Very
greasy print. Six reels.—Clarke Green, Lake theatre.

Upper Lake, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE DANGER RIDER: Hoot Gibson—February
28. A good Western. In fact, Hoot always draws
well here. Six reels.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre. Far-

well. Neb.—General patronage.
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THE DANGER RIDER: Hoot Gibson—About 30

feet missing near the end, which caused a noticeable

gap between the climax and the kiss fade-out. The

picture, otherwise, was fair only. Not as good as

some of Hoot's previous efforts. Six reels.—H. H.

Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre. Melville, La.—General

patronage.

THE DANGER RIDER: Hoot Gibson—37%. Feb-

ruary 1-2. Fair Hoot Gibson picture and it pepped

the old box office up a little.—Roy W. Adams. Pas-

time theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

ON YOUR TOES: Reginald Denny—42%. January

11-12. Usual Denny picture with Denny wiggling

his ears when he gets mad. Film dirty as usual from

Universal. Six reels.—O. Lane. Star theatre, Tru-

mansburg, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

GUARDIANS OF THE WILD: Rex—February 23.

Oh. Universal, the atrocities that are committed in

they name! Five reels.—J. S. Walker. Texas theatre.

Grand Prairie. Tex.—Small town patronage.

ALIAS THE DEACON: Jean Hersholt—February

16. A very good picture, but practically everyone

went to a basketball game or stayed home. Seven

reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Green-

river, Utah.—General patronage.

BEAUTY AND BULLETS: Ted Wells—Just one

of those only fair Westerns.—J. L. Seiter, Selma

theatre, Selma, Cal.—General patronage.

THE FOUR FLUSHER: George Lewis—The kids

ate this up. Six reels.—Giacoma Brothers, Crystal

theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

Warner Bros.

THE TERROR: May McAvoy—76%. February 2.

A very good picture. Miss McAvoy very pleasing in

this one. No regrets heard.—G. L. Salisbury, I. O.

0. F. theatre, Wickford. R. I.—General patronage.

THE HOME TOWNERS: Special cast—A terrible

picture. One of the kind that the customers like to

walk out on. and they do it—and you don't blame

them. To put it low down, it is "cheese, cheese,

cheese," and say it louder each time you say it.

Warner Brothers are getting away with downright

murder to sell a silent theatre their sound prints

and call them silent.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre.

Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

LAND OF THE SILVER FOX: Rin-Tin-Tin.—44%.
January 25-26. Our first Rin-Tin-Tin picture and in

fact our first of the Warner product. Pleased all.

Played in our first amount of snow here, which made
the picture seem right at home. Six reels.—O. Lane,

Star theatre, Trumansburg, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE FIRST AUTO: Special cast—February 6.

Bought this for a special. I consider it a very poor

picture to be sold as a special, as there is nothing

to it.—F. H. Babbs, Stockton theatre. Stockton. Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

SLIGHTLY USED: Special cast—35%. Feb-

ruary 22. A delightful little picture—snappy,

fine humor, well played. Pleased 100 per cent.

If we could only have more such pictures, our

patronage would surely increase. Sir reels.

—

R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.

—General patronage.

THE BUSH LEAGUER: Monte Blue—February 16.

A good sensible story, one that was interesting

enough to keep the patrons interested from beginning

to end. Nothing absurd about it. Just a good, clean,

appealing picture. Everyone had favorable comment
on it.—F. H. Babbs. Stockton theatre. Stockton. Mo.
—Small town patronage.

SAILORS' SWEETHEARTS: Special cast—Fair
picture but lost money on it. A silly and pointless

picture. Five reels.—M. Goldberg, Opera, Oakfield.

N. Y.—Small town patronage.

JAWS OF STEEL: Rin-Tin-Tin—81%. February
16. A good picture. Rin-Tin-Tin is always a sure

bet for us. Everybody loves Rinty. Rain and bad
roads did not keep them away. A very interesting

and pleasing picture. The film sent us was so rot-

ten in one reel we could hardly run it. Six reels.

—

R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.

—

General patronage.

State Rights
THE BIG HOP: Buck Jones—Started out like a

good Western and in about five minutes turned out

to be another airplane picture, and one which wouldn't

make Lindbergh lose any sleep. Why the heck can't

these Western stars make Westerns any more? Peo-

ple are not sick of Western. Don't let the producers

kid you, Buck. Seven reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

BLACK CARGO: Special cast—This picture was
with sound effects and was not much. Seven reels.—

Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

—General patronage.

MIDNIGHT LIFE: Special cast—35%. February

Kids Bring 'Em In

A box office stunt worth special men-
tion is reported by G. H. Wright, Jr., of

the Star theatre in Wendell, N. C, so

although it is included in his report on a

picture, it is lifted out so that no one will

chance to skip over it. Says Brother

Wright:

"Here is a stunt that will give you some
publicity and help you at the box office:

We admitted the local troop of Boy Scouts

free to see this picture on condition that

they would bring along some adult at

regular prices. They did for me and ex-

pressed their appreciation. This was done
on the first night, the second night took

care of itself after this. We scored a good
average, although it rained both days and
nights."

16. A pretty good picture for a double bill. Six

reels.—E. B. Conant, Charkarohen-Hall theatre,

Lincoln, N. H.—Small town patronage.

NINE AND THREE FIFTHS SECONDS: Charlie

Paddock—14%. January 22. Good print and a pretty

good picture. Six reels.—O. Lane, Star theatre,

Trumansburg, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

ONE OF THE BRAVEST: Ralph Lewis—29%.
January 1. Good picture even if a little old. Played
this and several cartoons to special matinee and did

better than "Stella Dallas" did last year. Why?
Six reels.—O. Lane, Star theatre, Trumansburg.
N. Y.—Small town patronage. [Editor's Note: We'll

bite—why ?]

THE PORT OF MISSING GIRLS: Barbara Bed-

ford—December 26-27. Just so-so as a picture, and
didn't do any business.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre. Mason, Mich.—General patronage.

RED SIGNALS: Special cast—21%. January 8.

Action, and how ! Why, it kept moving every minute.

Nice little railroad story. Six reels.—O. Lane. Star

theatre, Trumansburg, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

ROAD TO RUIN: Helen Foster—100% February
11-12. Good for adults only. A lesson to parents and
younger generation. Play it by all means, and no
one with sense will censure you at all. Six reels.

—

T. W. Cannon, Majestic theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.

—

Small town patronage.

SITTING BULL AT SPIRIT LAKE MASSACRE:
Bryant Washburn—15% February 13. Very poor,

and we had plenty walk outs. Print and photog-

raphy fair. Six reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway thea-

tre. Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

THREE KEYS: Special cast—13%. January 15.

Good little comedy-mystery-drama which pleased most
everyone. Business way off. Six reels.—O. Lane,

Star theatre, Trunmansburg, N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

Serials

THE EAGLE OF THE NIGHT (Pathe) : Have just

finished Chapter 5. A good air picture. Some thrill-

ing flying stunts. Interesting and getting more so

with each chapter. A story of smugglers on Mexican
border.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock,
Va.—General patronage.

THE HAUNTED ISLAND (Universal): Jack
Daugherty—This is a pretty good serial, nothing to

brag about and you need not break your neck trying

to book it. My folks all say that it is good but

there is not much drawing power to it.—G. H. Wright,

Jr., Star theatre, Wendell, N. C.—Small town pat-

ronage.

THE MYSTERY RIDER (Universal) : William
Desmond—People told me who the Claw was after

the first chapter. Sign your own death warrant.

—

Frank Orban, Savoy theatre. Hooversville, Pa.—Small

town patronage.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

THE CLOUD PATROL: Reed Howes—Prob-
ably more action packed into this little gem
than in any other two-reel subject on the market.
It carries thrills galore, and the way the fans

ate it up proved that action is what they want.

They got it in this one. Play it, the air stuff

in this puts the big company specials in the rear.

Two reels.—H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre,

Melville, La.—General patronage.

GOING PLACES: George Davis—Good two-reeler

that pleased. All prints on two-reels we receive from

Educational are brand new and the photography is

very good. Two reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway thea-

tre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

THE LAST LAUGH: Cameo—Good.—Frank Or-

ban. Savoy theatre, Hooversville, Pa.—Small town
patronage.

LIVE NEWS: Punk. This is the first poor one
from Educational, and believe me, it's plenty poor.

Not one good laugh in the whole two reels.—B. Hol-

lenbeck. Rose theatre. Sumas, Wash.—Small town
patronage.

MONKEY SHINES: Just silly. Not a laugh.—
S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.—Gen-
eral patronage.

NEVER TOO LATE: Wallace Lupino—Good single

reeler with a few laughs. One reel.—G. O. Tunstall,

Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

NO FARE: Big Boy—Very good comedy. Two
reels.—Boom & Du Rand, Lyric theatre, Ellendale,

N. D.—General patronage.

ONLY ME: Lupino Lane—A little different from
the usual run of two-reelers but very good. Lane
plays about 25 parts in this one. Two reels.—G. O.

Tunstall. Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General

patronage.

SAILOR BOY: Monty Collins—Pretty good. One
reel.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville,

Va.—General patronage.

SPRING HAS CAME: Good. A moving day story

that keeps 'em laughing.—S. B. Kennedy, Central

theatre, Selkirk, Man.—General patronage.

STAGE FRIGHTS: Mermaid—Very funny. Two
reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City,

Mo.—General patronage.

FOX

FOX NEWS: This is a good news—cost only $1.50

and is only one week old. This same print goes to

a town ten times the size of mine the next day.

One reel.—O. Lane. Star theatre, Trumansburg,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

' LADY LION : Animal—Hardly fair. The kiddies

like these animal comedies. But they are very poor

for grown-ups. Two reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax

theatre. Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

LOW NECKER: Imperial—Pleased. Two reels.—

Simpson & Asmussen, Palace theatre. Clearwater,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

A T-BONE FOR TWO: Good comedy, plenty of

action. Will please.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,

Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

BIG BUSINESS : Laurel-Hardy—Good. The boys try

selling Christmas trees in Hollywood and meet an
obstinate customer.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre.

Selkirk, Man.—General patronage.

CHASING HUSBANDS: Charley Chase—Best
Chase comedy we have had. They are getting better,

and Our Gang is getting worse, so the average stays

about the same. Good print and also pretty good

photography for a change.—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland

theatre. Nevada, Ohio.—Small town patronage.

CRAZY HOUSE: Our Gang—Not much. Real

comedies are becoming quite rare. The gang seems

to be fading out. Two reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax

theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

DO GENTLEMEN SNORE: Not a snore in it.

but it was very good.—Frank Orban, Savoy theatre,

Hooversville, Pa.—Small town patronage.

ELECTION DAY: Our Gang—By golly, we don't

want another one like this for a long, long time!

Rather poor for the Gang, and the print we had must
have been some kind of freak, as the screen result

looked like someone had painted our projection lenses

with axle grease. Titles as clear and sharp as any
we ever projected, but the picture was terrible. And
the print seemed to be very brittle and lifeless. Too
much trickery, both kid and camera, in these Gang
pictures, we think. Anyhow, they seem to have

dropped from first to last place with our average

patron. Too bad.—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre.

Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

GOLDEN FLEECES, MGM ODDITY: Very inter-

esting ; about sheep raising. Some beautiful scenes.

—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock. Va.

—

General patronage.

GROWING PAINS: Our Gang—First "Our Gang"
comedy I have played, and they liked it.—Frank Or-

ban, Savoy theatre, Hooversville, Pa.—Small town
patronage.

HEART OF GENERAL ROBERT E. LEE: Very
fine, interesting subject. Two reels.—P. G. Vaughan.

Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

HEEBEE JEEBEES: One of the best "Our Gang"
comedies shown in my house. Two reels.—Hardy

Carlson, Opera House, Volin, S. D.—Small town pat-

ronage.

LEAVE 'EM LAUGHING: Laurel-Hardy—Great!

Did they laugh ? Well. I guess. (Played with the
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"Cameraman.") Two reels.—O. Lane. Star theatre.

Trumansburg, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

PASS THE GRAVY: Max Davidson—Very good
comedy. Plenty of slapstick action that makes them
laugh. Two reels.—E. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,

Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

SCREEN FORECAST: Good for us small towners.

M G M's promise. Two reels.—O. Lane, Star theatre,

Trumansburg, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

SHOULD WOMEN DRIVE: Max Davidson—Extra
good comedy. The two drunks were great. This

brought the laughs.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,

Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

THAT NIGHT: Very good.—Frank Orban, Savoy
theatre, Hooversville, Pa.—Small town patronage.

TOKENS OF MANHOOD: Oddity—A lot of naked
savages having a good time after their own liking.

Very unpleasant. One reel.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax

theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

TWO TARS: Laurel-Hardy—What a roar! Play
it. Two reels.—Frank Orban, Savoy theatre, Hoovers-

ville, Pa.—Small town patronage.

TWO TARS: Laurel-Hardy—This is one of M G M's
long three-reel comedies, but if you U6e 2,000-foot

reels, you can put it all on one and not crowd it

either. Dandy, good one, full of laughs. They would
make a good bunch to put in an automobile wrecking
yard, the way they tore up the cars. Laurel and
Hardy are hard to beat. Three reels.—John Cosner,

Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb.—General patronage.

THE CZARINA'S SECRET: A great event. The
poorest of the series so far. The others have been

good. Two reels.—H. S. Boyd, Community theatre,

Woodbury, Conn.—General patronage.

EDISON, MARCONI & COMPANY "Our Gang"—
An auto comedy that was a riot. Wheezer takes

them for an unexpected ride in a home-made flivver

in the second reel that made the kids yell. Business

is 60 dull that we let in a lot of kids free to see

this comedy. Two reels. Dinsmore & Son, Majestic

theatre. Weiner, Ark.—Small town patronage.

LIMOUSINE LOVE: Charlie Chase—Good—yes.
very good. Made them laugh, and that's what we
like to hear. Charlie is a hard worker, and most

of his comedies are good. Two reels.—R. D. Carter,

Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

NAPOLEON'S HOMELAND: Oddity—Very inter-

esting one reel subject. Exceptional photography in

this subject. One reel.—A. B. Kreiser, Majestic

theatre, Myrestown, Pa.—General patronage.

MGM NEWS REEL: Good. One reel.—P. G.

Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, Neb.—General pat-

ronage.

MGM NEWS REEL: Good. One reel.—P. G.

Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General pat-

ronage.

SOUP TO NUTS: Laurel-Hardy—A riot. Just

hear the crowd roar when Laurel serves the salad

—

undressed ! You can feature this comedy. Two reels

—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.

—

General patronage.

TWO TARS: Laurel-Hardy—Two of the best co-

medians on the screen in their funniest comedy.
Three reels.—Orris F. Collins, Palace theatre, Rector,

Ark.—Small town patronage.

YOUR DARN TOOTIN': Laurel-Hardy—Uproarious
comedy. Two reels.—-A. B. Kreiser, Majestic theatre.

Myerstown, Pa.—General patronage.

YOUR DARN TOOTIN': Laurel-Hardy—A real

comedy, a tip-topper, everybody laughed, and some
talk about this one yet, although we played it over
a month ago. Two reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax
theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

WHEN KISSES COME HIGH: Oddity—This oddity

is somewhat different from the usual run in that it

presents a slight plot with amusing situations. One
reel.—A. B. Kreiser, Majestic theatre, Myerstown,
Pa.—General patronage.

THEIR PURPLE MOMENT: Laurel-Hardy—
Laurel-Hardy comedies are the best on the market.
They are very popular in this town and are be-

ginning to 6how box office value. Although "Their
Purple Moment" is not one of their best, it gave
very good satisfaction and had the house in uproars.
Two reels.—A. B. Kreiser, Majestic theatre, Myers-
town, Pa.—General patronage.

SMITH'S PICNIC: Very good. All of the Smith
comedies are real entertainment. Some are better

than others, but we never had a poor one. Two
reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock,
Va.—General patronage.

WISE GUV'S PREFER BRUNETTES: This comedy
brought out many laughs. Good. Two reels.—H. S.

Boyd. Community theatre. Woodbury, Conn.—General
patronage.

RACING BLOODS: Going over nicely. Race track
background with chorus girls worked in. Two reels.

—M| D. Frazier, Empress theatre, Arma, Kan.—Gen-
eral patronage.

PARAMOUNT
CRAZY TO FLY: Jimmie Adams—A real good

comedy. Can't understand the reason for so many
reports against this group. They please here.-—Arno
G. Weigang. Community theatre, Kenedy, Tex.—Small
town patronage.

DIZZY SIGHTS: Billy Dooley—Plenty action and
laughs in this. Have liked all of the Dooley comedies
so far. Two reels.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell,
Neb.—General patronage.

FIGHTING FANNY: ..Anne Cornwall—Good com-
edy and well received. Jack Duffy helps here. Good
print.—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.
—Small town patronage.

THE HOME GIRL: Here's where Paramount
should star Jannings, von Stroheim and Menjou, as

far as drawing power for us is concerned. Two reels.

—C. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.

—

General patronage.

HOT SCOTCH: Fairly Good.—Grand theatre, Dun-
kirk, O.—General patronage.

KOKO ACT: Fair—Mrs. Hulda J. Green. Gem
theatre, Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

NIFTY NAGS: Jack Duffy—Pretty fair comedy.
Duffy always seems to get the laughs here.—O. B.

Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town
patronage.

ORIENTAL HUGS: Billy Dooley—Punk comedy.
Billy Dooley is a pain in the neck to our patrons.

Two reels.—A. B. Kreiser. Majestic theatre. Myers-
town. Pa.—General patronage.

SKATING HOME: Nothing to it.—M. D. Frazier,

Empress theatre. Arma. Kan.—General patronage.

SWISS MOVEMENTS: Jimmie Adams—Another of

the few good Christie comedies. Rough and tumble
stuff, nothing subtle about it. but it drew the laughs.

Poor print. Two reels.—O. B. Wolfe. Screenland
theatre, Nevada, O.—-Small town patronage.

VACATION WAVES: Edward Everett Horton—
Horton comedies are very good, and this is no excep-
tion. Two reels.—A. B. Kreiser, Majestic theatre,

Myerstown, Pa.—General patronage.

NIGHT HOWLS: Krazy Kat—These cartoons are
good.—H. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.

—

General patronage.

SWISS MOVEMENTS: Jimmy Adams—This one
just fair, not overly crowded with laughs. Two
reels.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

WATER BUGS: Billy Dooley—The usual Billy

Dooley gags, but a little more action in this one
than usual.—Arno G. Weigang, Community theatre,

Kenedy, Tex.—Small town patronage.

PATHE
BICYCLE FLIRT: Billy Bevan—Funny. Yes,

it's good. If you don't like it, your're a grouch

—

see a doctor. Two reels.—T. W. Cannon, Ma-
jestic theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.—Small town pat-

ronage.

BIGGER AND BETTER BLONDES: Charley
Chase—Good.—H. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,

Utah.—General patronage.

GOLD DIGGER OF WEEPAH : Pleased. Two
reels.—Simpson & Asmussen, Palace theatre, Clear-

water, Neb.—Small town patronage.

GOLD DIGGER OF WEEPAH: A good comedy.
Two reels.—Hardy Carlson, Opera House, Volin, S. D.
—Small town patronage.

NO PICNIC: Tries to be funny and isn't. Some
action but it just isn't funny. Two reels.—R. D.

Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General
patronage.

NO PICNIC: Smitty—Not much—a throwback to

the custard pie days.—F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre.

Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

NOW I'LL TELL ONE: Very good comedy. Two
reels.—Arch E. McCord, Rex theatre, Maysville. Mo.
—Small town patronage.

PATHE REVIEWS: Pleased.—Simpson & Asmus-
sen, Palace theatre, Clearwater, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

THE SMILE WINS: Our Gang—Extra good Gang,
very clever. Two reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

SMITH'S COOK: Fans like the Smith's comedies.

This sure tickled them. Two reels.—Arch E. McCord,
Rex theatre, Maysville, Mo.—Small town patronage.

SMITH'S COUSINS: Smith Family. Our first of

this series and pleased immensely. Two reels.

—

Boom & Du Rand, Lyric theatre, Ellendale, N. D.

—

General pationage.

SUNNY SIDE: Charles Chaplin—The usual com-
edy, pleased the children. Three reels.—Giacoma
Brothers, Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General
patronage.

SWIM, PRINCESS. SWIM: Ladies-^ill good look-

ing and funny, too. Two reels.—T. W. Cannon.

Majestic theatre, Greenfield. Tenn.—Small town pat-
ronage.

TAXI SCANDAL: Just a comedy. Not much to
it.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.
—General patronage.

TAXI SCANDAL: Just another poor comedy.

—

F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mon.—Small
town patronage.

RKO
BROADWAY LADIES: The last, and we are sorry

that it is so. We have had so many good comments
on these that we fear for what is to follow.—T. W.
Cannon, Majestic theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.—Small
town patronage.

CASPER'S WEEK-END: The first Casper-Toots
comedy I've shown. Hope the others are better.—
F. H. Babbs, Stockton theatre. Stockton, Mo.—Small
town patronage.

FATAL FOOTSTEPS: Just fair. Two reels.—
Hardy Carlson, Opera House, Volin, S. D.—Small
town patronage.

FOOLING CASPER: This one fooled us. They
liked it and said come on with some more. Two reels.

-—T. W. Cannon, Majestic theatre, Greenfield, Tenn.
—Small town patronage.

UNIVERSAL

ARTHUR LAKE COMEDIES: Don't amount to

much.—Clarke Green, Lake theatre, Upper Lake, Cal.

—Small town patronage.

THE BIG SURPRISE: Quite a few laughs in this

one. Two reels.—Hardy Carlson, Opera House, Volin,

S. D.-—Small town patronage.

JESSIE JAMES: "Racing Blood Series"—Seemed
to please everybody present, and if they are pleased,

why should I kick ? All comments were favorable.

—F. H. Babbs. Stockton theatre. Stockton, Mo.—
Small town patronage.

MICKEY'S ATHLETES: Good little comedy. Kids
all liked it, and most "grownups." Have seen better

kid comedies and some much worse.—F. H. Babbs,
Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo.—Small town pat-

ronage.

MICKEY'S BIG GAME HUNT: O. K. for kids.

not so good for the grownups. Two reels.—Simpson
& Asmussen, Palace theatre, Clearwater, Neb.—Small
town patronage.

MICKEY'S ELEVEN: Fair, nothing to yell about

except the kids like them. The ones that help you
please them and be one of them makes you a patron

for years.—Grand theatre, Dunkirk, O.—General pat-

ronage.

OKMNX : A fair comedy. Some things were im-

possible and seemed foolish, but people pay to see

funny things and they want to laugh, not cry, so I

say, show "OKMNX." They'll laugh.—F. H. Babbs,

Stockton theatre, Stockton. Mo.—Small town pat-

ronage.
TIFFANY-STAHL

BRIDAL OF PENNACOOK: A little gem in color

classic series. Beautifully colored, delightful little

Indian folk story. Have played six of these—all

good. Two reels.—Mrs. H. S. Record, Palace theatre,

Cambridge, 111.—General patronage.

THE COLLEGIANS: More favorable comment on

these than any short feature we have ever used. If

the rest of the series holds up as well as it has

started, it will be fine. Two reels.—John Cosner, Sun

theatre, Sargent, Neb.—General patronage.

HER HAUNTED HERITAGE: Very good. Best

of Highbrow series so far.—S. B. Kennedy, Central

theatre, Selkirk, Man.—General patronage.

HOLLYWOOD OR BUST: Arthur Lake—Very
good. This one was about two short reels, as it

came an inch above the rim of the reel. One.—O.

Lane, Star theatre, Trumansburg, N. Y.—Small town

patronage.

JUST WAIT: Mike and Ike—Just fair. Two reels.

—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General

patronage.

MISSISSIPPI MUD: Oswald the rabbit-^Iust fair

as a cartoon comedy. One reel.—G. A. Dilla, Sun
theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General patronage.

SERVICE SAVERS: Mutt and Jeff—pretty good.

Got this one locally. One-half reel.—O. Lane. Star

theatre. Trumansburg. N. Y.—Small town pat-

ronage.

SLEIGH BELLS: Oswald the Rabbit—Great—right

in season. Excellent prints on these Oswald cartoons

so far. One reel.—O. Lane, Star theatre. Trumans-

burg. N. Y.—Small town patronage.

START SOMETHING: Good.—Mrs. Hulda J.

Green. Gem theatre, Greenriver. Utah.—General pat-

ronage.

TALL TIMBER: Oswald the Rabbit—These
Oswalds are knockouts, all of them so far. One reel.

—O. Lane. Star theatre, Trumansburg, N. Y.—Small

town patronage.
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LETTE RS
From Readers

(Continued from page 62)

the new talking motion picture, I submit
"Taukamot."

"Taukamot" is not so dignified as some
other name, say "Superdrama," but it would
be popular. It is easily said, and readily un-
derstood. It suits the language of the aver-

age American, and after all, that is what you
want. It is the only name, in my opinion,

that would root out the popular but vulgar

term, "Talkie."

If "Taukamot" should be generally ap-

proved, I shall feel honored to have served

such a popular, worthy, and necessary insti-

tution as the motion picture industry. It is

certainly due a popular, worth}-, and neces-

sary name.—A. M. Risemax, Llano, Texas.

Pictures for Working Class

PIPER, ALA—To the Editor: I very

seldom ever express my opinion regarding

pictures I use. However, I will say just a

few words on pictures for the working class

of people, including myself.

I am very glad to state that at the present

time we are enjoying our programs very much
and at times our theatre will not accommodate
the crowds. It is true, the writer has had his

ups and downs, caused from not knowing
what the people wanted, but now I think I

know their wants, and have given them pic-

tures according to my judgment as to what
they would enjoy, and the box office is all

right.

Now for the benefit of small towns ranging
around 1,000 to 2,000 people. The question

may be asked how I found out what they
wanted. I will answer this by saying that you
cannot get this information by asking each one
just what kind of picture they like, because
they don't know until they have seen it on the

screen. This information must come from
close observation of the attendance at each
show. If I find one class or type of picture

does not take, I am very careful not to book
anything like it again. In other words, know
your people, and buy what they want. The
moving picture salesmen are nearly all nice

boys, but they do not know what you need,

and if you don't happen to know, then you are

liable to get some pictures that will be a loss.

Some of my best friends are moving picture

salesmen and they would do their best to

help me select plays that would box office,

but they can't do it.

"King of Kings" and other big specials are
all right for many towns but I don't think

they would suit for mining towns, cotton mills

and other factory towns.
We pay the regular price to exchanges and

charge 10 cents and 25 cents and find the pic-

ture business all right.—C. E. Parxell, Audi-
torium theatre, Piper, Ala.

"A Daniel Come to Judgment"
SALMON, IDAHO.—To the Editor: "A

Daniel has come to judgment." Two corking
fine letters on one page (see Letters from
Readers January 19), one from Dodds of Cali-

fornia and one from our old, old, old friend
Stettmund, of Oklahoma. Every exhibitor

must read these letters, pause, then think—

-

and would to heaven Fox, Lasky and Uncle
Carl would read them also, then pause, and
think ! Xo, alas they don't think or can't

think. They have not the intelligence to think.

If they had they would have listened long,

long ago to what such fellows as Dodds and
Stettmund have been telling them, but the

producers, blind in their itch for money, would
listen to no small town exhibitor on any
subject.

The small town boy was the sucker—he

must put up and shut up, and do as the lords

of film creation ordered.
We exhibitors beseeched them to cut out

the sex stuff, they, made the plays "hotter"

;

we implored them to cut out the smut in

comedy teams and they made them smuttier;

we begged them to keep a popular co-star

team, for hero and heroine, together, and they

separated them and gave each an unknown
player for opposite lead ; we told them people

wanted popular book stories reproduced as

the authors wrote them, and they rewrote the

entire plot and left only the title. We sug-

gested they poll the exhibitors to see what
types of plays the people enjoyed, and they

deluged us with underworld city- crime stuff,

and in short everything we asked for was
repudiated, at least until diminishing returns

caused them to call off the old only to plunge

into the worse—"New."
These producers in fact did anything and

everything but listen to reason and think.

I have every reason in the world to believe

that the subscribers of this magazine could

get together with their feet under the same
taKe and iron out most of the trade difficulties.

But will these subscribers be asked to do any
such thing? Not until a new set of brains

is substituted for the producers now in power.

Yea, verily we need a tremendous house-

cleaning. Perhaps if we continually pound
them on the "lack of brain," the money in-

terests behind these producer-overlords may
throw the present crowd out and make a fresh

start, and nothing less than a fresh start in

producing and selling methods will save us.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Attack of "Blueysitis"

CARBERRY, MAX.—To the Editor : Holy
mackerel ! Hattie Mizelle, Alcazar theatre,

sure had a bad attack of "Blueysitis" when
he wrote that letter in your issue of February

23, and, what's worse, I figure he has infected

his public with the same disease. A very bad
complaint and very hard to cure.

How can he expect a producer to make pic-

tures to suit the public when the public don't

know themselves. One picture will go strong

with some people and flop with others. The
kind of stuff that does ruin a good picture

is that crazy, rotten closeups of two kissing.

If I ever kissed a girl with that half-baked,

google-eyed look on my face that the actors

have, may I be toad-stooled, and if I had

the power, I would fire every director that

put it on the screen. That's the stuff that

makes the people sick of pictures.

Hattie, why book the big pictures? You
may say "for prestige," but what is the use

of prestige if you don't get the dough? I

turned down "Wings" because I knew^ it would

not make me any money for the price I was
asked to pay. "Ben Hur" went over big and

MGM did not get it all. I got my share

and also prestige. Lloyd Taylor, salesman for

MGM out of Winnipeg, has helped me turn

a lemon into an orange not any too ripe yet,

but it's turning. My experience with the

exchanges at Winnipeg is that if you show

them how you are situated they will do their

best to help you along. Why not try the ten

and twenty-five cent admissions if you can

make an extra forty cents on getting the

He's Exploitation Man,
Manager, Director, Etc.

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, Mar. 12.—Usually
when an exhibitor wants some ex-

ploiting done in costumes he employs
some one to do it. Not so with Louie
Charninsky, manager of the Pantages
theatre. Last week the theatre played

"The Side Show" and Louis dressed

himself up as a barker. This week the

house showed "In Old Arizona" and
Louie appeared like a Mexican. He
not only is manager, but director of

the orchestra.

Coolidge Poses for

Camera But—Won't Talk
(Special to the Herald-World)

NORTHAMPTON, MASS., March
12.—Calvin Coolidge, who is now en-

joying the privilege of a private life,

posed for motion picture cameramen
on the back porch of his home. He
refused, however, to speak over one
of the newsreels.

family in? You mention good, clean pictures.

Well, speaking for Manitoba, I venture to say

that I am not scared to put on any picture

that our censor board passes. I'm in favor

of our board. You must have a hard bunch
to please in your town if you cannot pick out

enough pictures to suit them out of the hun-
dreds that are made. The following are a few
that my crowd liked: "Ladies Night in a
Turkish Bath," "Code of Scarlet," "Little

Shepherd of Kingdom Come," "Life of Riley,"

"Flying Romeos," "Seventh Heaven," "Adam
and Evil," "Ben Hur," "Button," "The Fair

Co-Ed," "The Thirteenth Hour," "Bringing

Up Father," "Across to Singapore," "Rose
Marie," "Under the Black Eagle," 'West
Point," "Ramona," "Sparrows," "Sorrel and

Son," "The Bugle Call," "The Big Parade."

For short comedies, Max Davidson, Laurel

and Hardy, Lupino Lane, Big Boy and Our
Gang all go good.
Maybe I have a good bunch, but that is not

what my operator told me when I took the

house over. He had a pitying contempt for

a guy who would buy such a place, in such a

place. He has changed an awful lot since, and

instead of contempt he has respect, and be-

lieve me, he is an operator now, and that is

more than he was at the time of purchase.

We have the school principal and teachers

with us. How did we do it? Easy. Gave

a couple of passes to each grade for the best

scholars (conduct in school counting for the

highest points) judged by the teachers. These

passes are good for a month. We have got

the teachers and the kids and, what's better

still, we have the parents. Now that they

know we take interest in the children, they

take an interest in our business.

Here is another one. We have a basketball

court marked on the floor. The girls play

every Saturday afternoon. Don't cost them

anything, but—prestige for us? 1*11 say so,

better than anv "Big Picture."

Cheer up, Hattie, use the old bean. Leave

the big pictures alone, smile, d m it, smile,

and things will look a whole lot brighter. Gee.

that sickness "Blueysitis" is a son of a gun.

I've had it, but keep the old face smiling.

"What the Picture Did for Me" helps to pick

your pictures.—A. C. Digxey, \ ictoria the-

atre, Carberry, Can.

Page Grandpa Jenkins!

GOSHEX, X. Y.—To the Editor: Many
thanks for calling our attention to our over-

sight in sending you two money orders for

$3.00. . , , . . .

If business continues as it has tor the last

three months we will not have any use tor

your valuable paper, as we and a great many

may be out of business in two years. This is

the" limit that Grandpa Jenkins gives us. Then

Grandpa Jenkins* is right when he says F. b.

—'The Herald-World covers the field like an

April shower'."—Robert J. Hock, Central

theatre, Goshen, X. Y.

Suggests Three Sound Names

SYDXEY, X. S., CAN—To the Editor:

•\s advertising man for Khattars theatre ot

Svdney, X. S., I would like to send in three

names for the new sound pictures.

The names are (1) Radiofilm, (2) Movie-

talk, (3) Hear-see pictures.

Hoping one of these names will meet with

approval. I am, yours truly.—A. Roberts, S j-

way P. O., Sydney, X. S., Canada.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By J. F.

SOUND has brought a large number of rapidly shifting changes in the industry,
and not the least is the development of the musical director of productions.

It's a he-man's job, and one of those who already has learned that is Josiah Zuro,
newly appointed director-general of music for Pathe, who dropped into Harry
Lorch's office at the Pathe exchange last week enroute to the West Coast, where
he will seek suitable locations for the outdoor scenes of several grand operas
which he is to supervise as two-reel "Film Operas." Among them will be
"Niebelungen Ring," "Carmen," "Faust" and "Aida." Zuro said the radio and the
theme songs of audiens make a wonderful combination for exploitation, but if

the radio artist is not so good, the exploitation is worse. So say we all. It is

safe to add that no "alleged" singers will exploit Pathe theme songs over the
bounding waves of ether. They'll have to be real warblers.

The Twentieth Century, a small house at Louis and Indianapolis territories. Wolfa
3530 Roosevelt road, played the "Singing
Fool" for a week's run. It's quite a showing
when a picture plays seven days at a theatre
of this size.

* * :jc %

"Captain Lash," Fox picture starring Victor
McLaglen, was shown at the Monroe theatre
last week. McLaglen was once a professional
boxer, and if he really is pulling his punches,
he's an artist at fooling the camera. We
rather suspect his opposition didn't consider
them pulled.

* * *

Vitaphone and Movietone has been installed
in the Chatham theatre on Broadway near
Grace. "Lights of New York," Warner
Brothers picture, will be the first to be shown
with the new equipment, following with
"White Shadows of the South Seas" and
"Lion and the Mouse." Edward Trinz is the
enterprising manager of the Chatham.

* * *

The new Mont Clare theatre building was
dedicated last week and film folk of the Grand
avenue district are enjoying the realization of
a dream they've cherished a long time. The
1,500 seat house was dedicated with real cere-
monies. State's Attorney John A. Swanson
made the chief address and Bennett Dolan
acted as master of ceremonies. In addition to
the theatre, the new building contains seven
stores, five offices and 24 apartments.

* * *

Buck Jones, the cowboy from the wide open
spaces, arrived in Chicago last week minus
his horse. With the help of one of Chicago's
traffic cops, Buck obtained a steed, however,
and posed for the many photographers that
gathered to snap him. Buck is in Chicago
to arrange for a wild west show.

* * *

William F. Swift, handling theatre supplies,
was seen rambling along the row with a
brand new Ford. Business must be rambling
along too for Swift. He is permanently lo-
cated in Springfield, Illinois, but was in Chi-
cago buying some equipment.

* * *

Joe Wolf, special representative for Pathe,
has returned to his headquarters in the Chi-
cago exchange after making rounds in the St.

PHOTOTONE TALKIES —
Sound on Film—Disc Absolute Interchangeability

—

Quick Installations

Wlr» — Write — Call

Phototone Sales Company
845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

I'bone Harrison 0737

handling "Godless Girl" and "Strange Cargo"
at present.

* * *

Mrs. Nat Wolf, wife of the film booker at

Radio-Keith-Orpheum, and Mrs. Joe Wolf,
wife of the special representative for Pathe,
left for San Antonio, Texas, recently for
visits with their mothers. They plan on re-
turning to Chicago in the early spring.

* * *

Joseph Kennedy passed through Chicago
last week enroute to the Coast.

* * *

The boys on Film Row will have their joke,
and now Eddie Rosecan, salesman for R K O,
has much to think about. Eddie is country
salesman and comes into the Chicago office

once a week, on Saturday. Arriving at the
usual time last week end, Eddie found a
galaxy of letters that were at least surpris-
ing. After opening the mail he found that
someone has been clipping coupons out of
magazines and papers and signing Eddie's
name and address to them. The harvest was
hundredfold, or something like that, with
samples of powder, cold cream, books on
"How to Grow Hair," and only Eddie knows
what else.

* * *

Harry Lorch and Tom North of Pathe
went to Pontiac, 111., last week to attend the
opening of "Godless Girl" in sound. The house
is owned by Eddie Zorn.

* * *

RCA Photophone will open at the State-
Lake theatre on March 17 with Pathe's "God-
less Girl." Vaudeville will also be shown at
this house.

* * *

Nat Wolf, of Radio-Keith-Orpheum, re-
turned to Chicago last week after making his
regular monthly trip to New York. Wolf
now has offices in both cities.

* * *

The Exhibitors Association, Midwest Ticket
Supply Company and Phototone will make
new headquarters in the Standard Oil building
in the near future. The offices will be on
the third floor and Tess Heraty says they're
going to be so polished up that no mirrors
will be required.

* * *

One more oldtimer has entered the "Oldest
in the Industry" Club, and he's none other
than Joe Lyon, who is now with DeForest
Phonofilm as salesman. Joe began his film
career in 1907 as owner of the Broadway
theatre on Clark street near School. The
house seated 110 and played one-reel pic-
tures with a change of vaudeville four times
a week. Joe says that Senator Murphy, who

"We Stroll the Lane Together," a popu-
lar song fitted for the friendship of two
of Fox's star salesmen presented above.
You know them but, we'll give you their
names—Harold Loeb (left) and Ernie

Grohe (Herald-World photo).

is now touring the United States appearing
in legitimate houses played at the Broadway
in 1907. On Sundays Joe ran as high as 18
to 20 performances. Each show lasted about
20 minutes. In 1908 Lyon went to Evanston
and opened the first picture house there for
Charles S. Franklin, who is now a judge.
The theatre was called the Beaudette and
seated 370. Bodkert and Kearn took over the
house together with several other theatres and
Joe was retained to run a few of them. In
1913 Joe went to Fox Film Corporation, where
he was employed as salesman for ten years.
He also was employed at various times with
other film distributors until recently, when he
joined the DeForest Phonofilm organization.

* * *

Ludwig Seigel entertained the entire force
of the Exhibitors Association at his home
last week. The guests were taken to the
Prairie theatre, where they witnessed the per-
formance of a new colored stock company.
The house has a five-piece colored orchestra.

* * *

Neil D. Thompson, who has been connected
with the Phototone Company for a long time,
is now making his headquarters in Chicago
as partner with L. V. Kuttnauer. All pro-
ducing organizations have approved the Photo-
tone equipment, Kuttnauer says.

* * *

Another "Film Row" special by Joe Lyon:
Joe says that all exhibitors should get wise
and invest in a sound device because he
was passing a bank last week and on the
window was printed an immense sign read-
ing "Sound Investments." There you are.

* * *

Dr. Lee DeForest was in Chicago last

week, and attended a convention at the Stev-
ens hotel. Dr. DeForest made a speech—yes,

on sound—and then returned to New York.
* * *

Mrs. Joe Lyon is another who would like

to join the "Film Industry Club" of the Her-
ald-World, so, Frank Ishmael, rise and duly
administer the oath. Mrs. Lyon is now con-
sidered a member, if she resolves to read
"Chicago Personalities" every week for one
year. Mrs. Lyon operated a theatre on 47th
and Ashland in 1908. She also managed the

Verdi on West 35th street the same year. In
1913 she took over the Archer theatre and
some time later she met her husband Joe.
Thereupon she gave up the theatre business.
Fair enough.

Clare Opens Own Offices
(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT, MICH., Mar. 12.—Bernard G.
Clare, publicity man with various Detroit the-

atres for the last four years, has opened his

;

own publicity and advertising office. Clare's,

last position was with the Grand Riviera
theatre.

L



Announcing

EASTMAN

Reprotone
NEGATIVE

-LiABORATORY measuremen t of its sound fidelity

—actual use in the studios

—

Reprotone Negative

has undergone these two tests and has emerged as

the pre-eminent medium for the recording ofsound

with motion pictures. Developed through the joint

efforts of the industry and the Eastman organiza-

tion, it makes possible a hitherto unapproached

standard of realistic, pleasing sound reproduction.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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HEAR its laughter, quarrels, songs and

revelry .,

f03

and Grand
Central

roar of sub-
ways, traffic

the hustle an
bustle of Ti im»

Square

racing at
Belmont Park

bloodthirsty
clamor of

20.000 fight
fans at
Madison

Square Garden

You Hear and See
this living spectacle of

the world's greatest

metropolis in

dazzling night
life— a real
speakeasy in

operation

SPEAKEASY
FOX MOVIETONE 100% DIALOG FEATURE

with

PAUL PAGE _ LOLA LANE — HENRY B. WALTHALL
Helen Ware — Sharon Lynn

Benjamin Stoloff Production

PACKED WITH THE THRILL-

ING, TEEMING GLAMOR OF

A GREAT CITY — ACTUALLY
PHOTOGRAPHED IN NEW

JL
Selected to

Celebrate
2nd

Anniversary

ROXY,
New York

YORK, THE CITY'S REAL
SIGHTS AND SOUNDS ARE

REPRODUCED FOR THE
FIRST TIME ON THE SCREEN

REST EASY— The dough will

roll in with this pushover from 3^
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ANNOUNCING
the First Annual

AMERICAN THEATRE
EQUIPMENT EXPOSITION
AND EXHIBITORS INSTITUTE
to be held in

THE COLISEUM, CHICAGO
JUNE 1 to 9, 1929

The leading manufacturers of theatre equipment—including the latest

developments in the art of sound reproduction, both synchronized and

non-synchronized—will show their products to thousands of motion pic-

ture theatre exhibitors from all parts of the country.

This project is soundly conceived and amply financed by a group of

responsible Chicago business men experienced in the successful manage-

ment of similar enterprises.

The general public is cordially invited to attend and many interesting

exhibition features will be arranged exclusively for its benefit.

Complete information regarding exhibition spaces, rates, terms, res-

ervations, and seneral information mav be secured bv writina

American Theatre Exposition

Corporation

W. G. Newbould. Manager

Headquarters Fourth Floor Hotel Stevens

Chicago

American Theatre Exposition Corporation

Fourth Floor. Hotel Stevens

Chicago

Please send us complete information including chart of ex-

hibition spaces.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
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That Makes
Successful Showmen
Exclusive Users of

"A. S. C." Chairs

Quccessful showmen . . . shrewd
^ buyers . . . keen judges of value

and merit specify "American"
chairs because the price they pay

includes more than the specifica-

tions set forth. With a nation-

wide distributing and installation

system . . . every "American"
purchase includes a service that

never has failed in an emergency

... a service that guarantees to

meet advertised opening dates . . .

an organization big enough to

solve unforeseen problems as they

may arise. That large-scale oper-

ators look to the service as well as

the chair is attested to by their

long years of loyalty to and

patronage of this company.

American Seating
Company

12 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois

121 W. 40th St., New York City 121 1-H Chestnut St., Phila.

65-D Canal St., Boston

Theatre Chair Builders to toe American Publicfor Over 50 years
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MEN WHO THIN
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1929 1929

COOLING AND VENTILATING SYSTEM
HAS GREATER EARNING POWER THAN ANY OTHER SYSTEM BECAUSE

IT HAS MORE FEATURES THAT MAKE FOR EXTRA VAUUE

IT TAKES more than a single

breath to tell of all the profit-

making features of the 1929 Arctic

Nu-Air. The matter of proper cool-

ing and ventilating, so vitally im-
portant because of its far reaching
effects on box office sales, on in-

creased earning and increased profits

requires your careful consideration.

Arctic Nu-Air offers today the
greatest value in the cooling and
ventilating field — offers more fea-

tures that make for extra profit
— lower operating costs and practi-

cally no upkeep or maintenance
expense. It offers a range of useful-
ness that gives it value every day and
with every change of temperature.

The 1929 Improvements
Place it Far Ahead of its Field.

Quiet, unbelievably quiet, is the
1929 Arctic Nu-Air. Built for 1929
conditions of picture presentation.

19 2 9
FEATURES
1 Tremendous Slow-

Speed Air Volume
Capacity.

2 Remote Hydraulic
Air Volume Control.

3-Timken" Bearing
Equipped.

4 Positive Directional
Control of Air De-

livery.

5 Multi-Belts on
V-Grooved Pulleys.

6 Warm Air Ventilator
and Fuel Saver.

Insuring year-round
cooling, ventilating and
heating service at lower
power and fuel costs.

it goes hand in hand with Talkie
Movie installation. Mechanically it

has been refined, improved, and rep-
resents a greater value because of
its new features. Its quietness in-

sures the success of your talkie

presentation.

Get tlie Facts on the

1929 Arctic Nu-Air.

Because the complete story of
Arctic Nu-Air can't be told in a
single breath — because it rates
careful consideration— we have pre-
pared an easily understood explana-
tion of these new features that make
for extra value and bigger earnings,
and lower operating costs. Before
you do anything about 1929 ventila-
tion you should have this informa-
tion of the 1929 Arctic Nu-Air on
your desk. It will be sent free of all

obligation. \» rite us or mail the
blank below.

Arctic Nu-Air is guaranteed bv its makers to be quiet in operation, to go
hand-in-hand with the presentation of Talkie Programs. Our Three
Year Guaranty Protects You. Investigate Our Partial Payment Plan.

ARCTIC NU-AIR CORPORATION, NORTHWESTERN TERMINAL, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Sales Offices in Principal Cities

REMOTE HYDRAULIC AIR
VOLUME CONTROL

Because of the patented,
remote hydraulic air volume
control you can obtain de-
grees of air volume, and
degrees of coolness never
possible before. "You can
positively adjust inside con-
ditions to outside temper-
atures. It also guarantees
power savings that mean
new net profits.

ARCTIC NU-AIR CORPORATION
2101 Kennedy St. N. E.
.Minneapolis. Minnesota.

Gentlemen:
Without obligation on my part, please gi\e

me detailed information covering the new
features of the 1929 ARCTIC NL -AIR COOL-
ING and VENTILATING SYSTEM.

A ame

Street and dumber

Ci t v State-

\arne of Theater-
Seating
.Capacity
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Today s Theatre

deserves today s

floor fabrics

JUST as in the equipping of your

theatre you select only the latest,

most approved projection machinery

so, in its decoration, you accept only

trie newest, most up* to -date fur-

nishings.

Bigelow-Hartford carpets either

designed to your order or chosen from

the vast assortment of stock patterns,

arc your assurance of up-to-date-

ness in floor coverings. They are styled

to your needs, carrying out com-

pletely . . . perfectly . . . the pleasing

interior effect of your theatre.

Their reputation for durability is

unquestioned. Daily they are being

tested on the floors of America's

finest hotels and clubs, great steam-

ships, Pullman cars and world-

famous theatres . . . and in thousands

of homes.

A nearby Bigelow-Hartford mer-

chant, whose name will be supplied

upon request, will be glad to offer

his experienced advice in the solution

of your rug and carpet problems. Let

him show you how Bigelow-Hartford

floor fabrics can help to make your

theatre a "Theatre of Today/'

BIGELOW
HARTFORD

RUGS
AND CARPETS

BIGELOW-HARTFORD CARPET COMPANY
Established 1825 Mills at Thompsonville, Conn., and Clinton, Mass.

NEW YORK • PHILADELPHIA • DETROIT • PITTSBURGH • BOSTON • SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES • ST. LOUIS • ATLANTA • CHICAGO • DALLAS • SEATTLE • MINNEAPOLIS



Novelty in Theatre Design

CHARLES B. O'NEILL
Advertising ilanoger

A supplement of Exhibitors Herald-World, published every fourth week for

information and guidance of all theatre owners in matters of theatre con-

struction, operation and equipment and to promote the ideal of finer theatres

BETTER THEATRES
EDITORIAL AND

ADVERTISING OFx-ICES

CHICAGO
407 So. Dearborn St. Telephone

Harrison 0036. Cable Address:
Quigpubco.

Edwin S. Clifford, General Manager
Jay M. Shreck, Managing Editor

Charles B. O'Neill, Advertising
Manager

George Clifford, Business Manager

NEW YORK
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The successful theatre today is the

one that pays strict attention to

its physical features. Cinema pa-

trons demand more than pictures.

They must be given every degree of

comfort, convenience and atmos-

phere.

To the enterprising exhibitor Better

Theatres each issue presents numer-

ous ideas and suggestions for in-

creasing profit through better pub-

lic service and management.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
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By Eddie Dunstedter
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THE ELEVATOR SYSTEM FOR THE MOUNTING OF SOUND
HORNS

A Development by Earl B. Hough

MOTOR CONTROL BOX OF WESTERN ELECTRIC

By F. H. Riehardson

THE WARWICK, new though remodeled

A THEATRE REPRODUCER

—

light, no thicker than your hand

By George Schutz

WHEN YOU BUY A THEATRE CAN YOU RESTRAIN THE SEL-
LER FROM COMPETING WITH YOU?

By Leo T. Parker

THE SE\ ILLE. named and modeled after the Spanish

PROJECTION COMES FIRST

—

Mr. Theatre Builder, tell that to Mr.
Architect

By Harry Holquist
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he New

ODEL
ooling/y/tw

Blower Bill says: "Don't sign up for any \ind of a cooling system until you get the facts on this new
1929 Supreme Cooling System."

Consider these exclusive Supreme Features

A full six foot cooling blower of correct design and sturdy construction that is

tested for quietness at all speeds.

An all-steel, electrically welded integral unit blower wheel 45 inches in diameter,

guaranteed to be perfectly balanced. Heavy ten arm semi-steel spiders give it strength

to last a lifetime.

Timken Tapered Roller Bearings reduce power consumption, and insure smooth
running and quiet operation.

A new type Belt, an exclusive feature in the Supreme System that eliminates all

belt trouble. It is positively stretch-proof, needs no tightener, and has been found
to be better than leather and strand belts.

A new all-steel construction adjustable air diffuser directs the cooling breezes from
the blower wherever you want them.

An all enclosed ballbearing three-speed motor assures perfect operation of the unit.

An electric speed regulator that adjusts the speed of the blower and the volume
of air handled to suit weather conditions that is a real contribution to the cooling
of theatres.

Supreme Heater 8C Ventilating Corp.

Saint Louis, Mo.

Send catalog and full details on your New 1929 Supreme Cooling Syster

Name of Theatre

City ii State
;

Owner or Mgr

Size of auditorium and seat capacity .'

Positively Cools

The popularity of Supreme Cooling Systems
among theatre owners everywhere indicates positive

cooling ability. The comfortable conditions it

creates in the theatre is shown by the increase in

box receipts wherever installed.

Dependable
Hundreds of Supreme Cooling Systems in every

part of the country are proving their dependabil.ty

by responding immediately to the call for comfort

by patrons. A Supreme Cooling System changes

the entire volume of air in the theatre 20 to 40

times per hour, and develops a refreshing breeze on

the hottest night. Simple in construction, rugged

in structure, positive in action.

Positive Speed Control

The 1929 Supreme Cooling System is regulated

to meet weather conditions by a mere turn of an

electric switch. No variable speed pulleys or com-

plicated oil switches to reckon with. This is by far

the greatest step forward in speed control for cool-

ing systems.

Quiet in Operation

The 1929 Supreme Cooling System has been

tested with Talking Pictures, and has been found not

to interfere with sound. It is almost silent in opera-

tion even when running at its highest speed.

This latest Supreme Cooling System meets every

requirement for Summer Cooling and Ventilation,

and gives 100% cooling results. Hundreds of

Supreme Systems are in daily use, and this 1929

Model with added refinements and improvements is

the greatest Supreme System ever built. It is just

as unsurpassed in performance as in dollar for dollar

value.

Send for catalog and complete information about

it Don't buy your cooling system until you get

the facts about this new improved Supreme Cooling

System, and the moderate cost and easy monthly

payment plan.

Use the coupon right now. No obligation, of
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Is your theatre

in the Nickelodeon class?

Poor Reproduction ofSound Films marks any House as Behind the Times

YOU cannot offer sound films with any

hope of success unless the acoustics of

your theatre are suitable. You might just as

well go back to the "one-minute-to-change-

reels" days. The public enjoys sound films

that are well reproduced but no such film

can be well reproduced if the sound bounds

and reverberates around the auditorium as

it does in many cases.

-Your audiences may have been partly

unaware of poor acoustics when they heard

only an orchestra or an organ. But now
it is different. Unless you offer sound films

properly your audiences will not be as

large as you would like. Often they do not

know what is wrong themselves. But they

stay away.

Everywhere theatre owners are finding

that poor acoustics are reflected in the box

Johns-Manville
ACOUSTICAL AND SOUND
CONTROL TREATMENT

office, that sound films must be perfectly

reproduced. This good reproduction is

possible only when acoustics are good.

Authorities on Auditorium Design

Johns-Manville Acoustical Engineers as a

result of years of success in this field, are

the world authorities on acoustics for every

type of auditorium. The Johns-Manville

Method of Sound Control does not require

any changes in your plans for decorations,

or any revision of the architectural scheme.

It is equally applicable and successful in

new or old auditoriums. And by its use in

many theatres the J-M system has con-

clusively been proved an entire success.

Without any obligation you can discuss

your acoustical problems with a J-M Acous-

tical Engineer.

JOHNS-MANVILLE CORPORATION
New York, Chicago, Cleveland, San Francisco

Branches in all large cities

1 am ^te~ested in acoustical correction of my theatre.

Same

Address.

City
AC-25-3

Seating Capacity of Theatre
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Better Theatres The Industry 's Merchandising Magazine

THE SPRING BUYERS NUMBER
of

Better Theatres
Will be issued APRIL 13th, 1929

This will be another DeLuxe Edition of Better Theatres

It is, however, one of the thirteen regularly scheduled issues, to which will be added
a number of special and important features.

Among special editorial features for this

number are the following:

Names and addresses of active theatre

architects, with pictures and details of
their handiwork.

A complete list of dealers and distribu-

tors of theatre supplies and equipment.

Personnel of firms supplying theatre

products and services.

Up-to-date and authoritative stories

covering the development, installation

and operation of modern sound equip-

ment.

Informative stories on theatre products,

with alphabetical list of manufacturers.

Other constructive features conducive

to judicious buying.

The Spring and Fall Buyers Numbers of

Better Theatres will contain a wealth of

reference and informative material that is

invaluable to the theatre architect, contrac-

tor, engineer, electrician, manager, projec-

tionist, purchasing agent and the owner.

The Buyers Numbers of Better Theatres

are the most complete, most up-to-date and

most valuable aid available for the selection

and purchase of all products for the theatre.

The importance and unusual value of the

Spring Buyers Number warrants the care-

ful consideration of all manufacturers and

distributors of theatre products.

April 13th is the Publication Date

April 3rd is the Closing Date
for

THE SPRING BUYERS NUMBER

Quigley Publishing Company
407 South Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

The Industry's MerchandisingMagazine Better Theatres
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Why
they play to

Full Houses

They put on good attractions r

. . . yes, we grant that.

But continuing to draw large

houses is more of a matter than

just reputation for good shows.

The public must be constantly

reminded of that fact by domi-

nating display of the theatre's

name and location. This, for

these theatres, is accomplished

quite as vividly by day as well

as by night—for Flexlume thea-

tre electrics are designed and erected to be as outstandingly promi-

nent and clearly legible against a background of daylight as of

darkness.

Union ~ displays either in the flaming red of electric-tubes

"acular exposed lamp, colorful glass letter designs or

combinations of these illuminations

:an be planned for you by Flexlume,

the largest and most widely experi-

enced electric sign organization in

he world. Write us to send one of

>ur specialists (offices in all princi-

>al cities) to confer and submit,

vithout obligation, color sketch of

m electric to strongly identify your

heatre. Flexlume Corporation.

2036 Military Road, Buffalo, N. V.

Sales and Service

Offices in Chief Cities

of U. S. and Can.

p-LEXLUME
Factories at

Buffalo, N. Y., and
Toronto, Can.

FLEXLUME
EL.ECTRIC DISPLAYS

GLASS LETTER . . . EXPOSED LAMP . COMBINATIONS
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Select Dimmers Like
You Choose Pictures

UPTOWN
«c.v.vWv.-.-.-.v. • - • -

'*

"''WeTcOME-T o'

%

BA I A BAN ,
;
r IJ™™"™*.

ONE OF THE r.RtAT ART BUI DgO

The beautiful VptownTheater

,

Chicago, Illinois, like so many
fine theaters operated by experi-

enced showmen, is equipped
with C-H Simplicity Lighting

Dimmers. Balaban & Katz are

the owners and C. W. & Geo.

L. Rapp were the architects.

WHEN you select a picture you rely upon the

box-office pulling power of its "star"

—

based upon your own past experience and that

of other showmen with pictures in which the

same actor appeared.

In choosing Dimmers you have the same re-

liable guide—the experience of leading show-

men everywhere. For C-H Simplicity Dimmers
have been preferred by experienced showmen
since the beginning of motion pictures . . . pre-

ferred because of the velvet-smooth control of

lighting effects assured . . . because of electrical

and mechanical excellence which guarantee low
maintenance . . . and because C-H Simplicity

Dimmers are easily adaptable to future needs.

Any theater, regardless of seating capacity or

decorative scheme, can have these and the other

advantages by installing C-H Simplicity Dim-

mers. Ask your electrical contractor or archi-

tect how easily this improvement can be made.

And also be sure to get complete details by

writing for the C-H booklet

"Illumination Control for the

Modern Theater".

C-H "Si, J

mer Plate

by leadi. ^

manufac
board t!

ical boa
C-H Drj«

shown
Dimmci

J

chang
adapted jf

ing plai

CUTLER-HAMMER, Inc.
Pioneer Manufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus

1254 St. Paul Avenue
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

CUTLERHAMMER
tPerfect Illumination Control for the Modern Theate

•J Jf (8762-
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NO STOPPED SHOW HERE—Pro-

jector and lightsprotected tcith Exide

Emergency Batteries thatfurnish cur-

rent in case of normal powerfailure.
Picture shows beautiful foyer of
Stanley Theatre, Jersey City, N. J.

THE
Show
oes On

in spite ofpower failure
No sudden darkness . . . confusion

. . . refunds in the theatre protected

with reliable Exide Emergency

Lighting Batteries

THE show mus t go on . . . always!
Sudden darkness . . . stopping the

show . . . could cost money or result in

confusion and ioss of good will. And
the theatre lives on good will.

This does not happen when Exide
Emergency Lighting Batteries guard
the house. Should normal power fail,

current for lights and projector is fur-

nished by the Exide Battery . . . in-

stantly and automatically. The show
goes on for two hours if necessary.

These batteries are available in sizes

to suit your needs and budget. Your
present staff can readily care for them.

A letter will bring an Exide repre-

sentative, promptly, from one of our 17

branches. This entails no obligation,

but you will be completely posted on
lighting protection. Write today.

£xt6e
EMERGENCY LIGHTING

BATTERIES
THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY, Philadelphia

Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited, Toronto
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H^TIVOlk/

SALES
OFFICES

Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.

Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.

Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Minneapolis, Minn.
New York, N. Y.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Portland, Oregon
San Francisco,Calif

.

Seattle, Wash.

ROOSEVELT

THE Tivoli and Roosevelt, two of Chicago's most popular

theatres, will be completely reseated with Heywood-Wakefield

chairs. In line with the Balaban and Katz policy of giving the

utmost in comfort and entertainment, this progressive theatre

organization chose Heywood-Wakefield chairs for reseating because

of their unusual beauty and luxurious comfort.

Let Heywood-Wakefield help you meet competition and bring

your house up to date in 1929 with a seat designed from a box

office angle— one that will keep patrons coming back to your

theatre, Pantages, Publix, Balaban and Katz, and many prominent

showmen are using Heywood-Wakefield chairs in reseating for a

good, money-making reason. Let us tell you and show you why.

A line to the nearest H-W sales office will bring detailed information

on the advantages of reseating.

HEYWOOD^WAKEFIELD
Theatre Seating Division
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THE FILM GUILD CINEMA
An Experiment in Theatre Design

Important among the features of the Film Art Guild's neu theatre

in ISeic Y ork is the "screenoscope," designed by Frederick Kiesler

of Vienna. In 1918 Kiesler began his plans for an "ideal motion

picture theatre." It aas Kiesler who designed the Film Art Cinema

WS the oldest section of New York, a sec-

I tion which for almost 50 years has been
^untouched by time, far from the lights of
Broadway's palaces, there now stands a most
riodern motion picture theatre, the Film Guild
Cinema.

This theatre, which was opened February 1.

eats only 485 persons. Yet it incorporates
nuch that is new in both vision and acoustics

ind combines the greatest projection economy
vith the utmost in projection scope.

The auditorium has many surfaces of pro-
ection and is the main feature of the house.
ITie medium of this new projection is called

i "screenoscope." The screen proper is circled

vith a giant wooden ring, from proscenium
irch to floor, a fixture said to correct the

ingle of vision for a person seated in any part

»{ the house. Behind the ring is a curtain

vhich opens in four directions and which can
>e manipulated so that a screen of any size

>r shape is mechanically obtainable.

Picture yourself a dwarf inside a giant

amera. for that is what the auditorium of
his theatre most resembles. The floor, is 38
eet wide, with a pitch of one inch in ten

lopes down for 91 feet to the bottom of the

ing framing the screen. By means of two
liding silver shutters, this ring, or lens of the

amera, closes between the presentations.

The ceiling, which has a silvery surface, is

lat for ten feet from the projection booths,

hen it too slopes down to the "lens." The
ower side wall, lined with blue leather, also

ippears to diminish as it approaches the focal

wint. It goes up for about ten feet, then pro-

ects slightly over the edge of the audience,

md then is continued,
his time in black satin,

p the ceiling. The
mder side of the over-
lang is cream colored,

rhe projection booths
lave six sides, and all

he wall and ceiling sur-

aces can be flooded with
•olor, given some special

lesign, or can be used
ts a screen for supple-
nentary motion pictures,

hus lending atmosphere
o the piece that is bein,'

)layed on the regular
icreen. For example,
f a religious film were
>eing shown, the house
ould be transformed

By DOUGLAS FOX
into a cathedral by means of this side wall

lighting. If "Jeanne D'Arc*' were being played,

the whole auditorium could be bathed in flames

during the scene in which the heroine is

burned at the stake by her British captors.

There are 38 projection holes to facilitate

this process, which is said to be uniquely

adapted to imbue the audience with the mood
of the picture.

The theatre, including the screenoscope, was
designed by Frederick Kiesler, the Austrian
architect, and was constructed at a cost of

$450,000. The mechanics of the screenoscope,

in conjuction with those of the ring, are held

in secret by Kiesler, who had to create many
inventions in order to properly present his

idea of what a cinema should be. Among

A modernistic
study of the
designer of
the Film Guild
Cinema, Fred-
erick Kiesler.
whose concep-
tion of the
ideal motion
picture thea-
tre is embodied
in this rather
startling Xew
York house.

these is a process which overcomes the problem
of projecting on black. The projectors which
do this work—they were designed by the
architect—were made by the National Theatre
Supply Company.

It is the aim of the theatre, which is under
the direction of Symon Gould, to bring before
a public not otherwise attracted to motion
pictures, what is best in cinema art. Thus it

is pointed out, patronage is not taken from the
socalled popular theatres.

In the main booth are three Peerless pro-
jectors and a big Brinkert. They were fur-
nished by the National Theatre Supply
Company, and together with the side wall
machines, cost $9,000. There is a 12-lever
dimmer system, and all mechanical processes
are controlled from the main booth. Not all

the wiring has yet been installed, so the
mechanism of the screenoscope lens, which
was made by Peter Clark, is now worked by
hand.
The W. W. Kimball Orchestral Organ was

specially made and toned for the Film Guild
Cinema. It is hidden from the audience by
a fan near the proscenium on the right of the
auditorium. Opposite it, the orchestra, at

present a quintet, is concealed in a similar
manner. The orchestra is played only through
the main feature, and there is no newsreel.
The organ furnishes other accompaniments.
There are light pauses, growing from blue to

red to green to amber and then reversing,
between presentations, so that the audience
shall not be taken too abruptly from the mood
of one picture to that of another.
The seats, also designed by Kiesler, are in

blue and silver leather, low-slung, comfortably
upholstered and they have wooden arm rests.

They were made by the Heywood-\\ akefield

Company. A black carpet which covers the
entire auditorium floor, was specially woven
by the Mohawk Mills and cost $5,000. It was
laid by the Aetna Carpet Company.

All woodwork was done by the Architectural
Woodcraft Company, and Monel Metal was

used on all fixtures,

doors and lighting, by
the Metal Craftsmen
Company under the di-

rection of Theodore
Shapiro.
The modernistic chairs

and tables of the lounge
and mezzanine lounge
(where coffee, tea and
cigarettes are served to
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patrons) were designed by Miss Ilinka Kavasz
of Vienna, and executed by S. Karpen &
Brothers of New York and Chicago. These
rooms are done in orange, silver, grey and
black. There is an orange traffic stripe on the
black carpet from the lobby entrance to the
auditorium door, and also down the center
of the lounge. The latter measures only 16
by 25 feet, but because of its design, seems
roomy and spacious. Part of this is due to the
cream colored ceiling, as opposed to the black
floor.

The lobby and vestibule are 32 feet long,
and silver doors of the latter have great
sunken brass handles. They appear like the
doors of safes—it is with surprise that patrons
find that they swing open easily.

In the lobby there is a traffic stripe leading
up to the ticket seller's booth, where from a
circle in the center of a silver disc on a red
wall, the vender deals with the patrons through
a semicircular office directly below the opening
for his face.

A narrow stairway on the left of the lounge
as one enters from the lobby, leads to the
mezzanine lounge, rest rooms and projection
booths. The make-up room, as the retiring
place for women is called, is done in mauve
and silver. Shelves around the walls accomo-
date lipstick, powder and other feminine
accessories. The lighting as throughout the
theatre, is indirect. There is not a bulb to be
seen in the whole building.
The typhoon heating and cooling plant is

located on the roof of the three-story building.
The basement, which is 38 feet wide and 140
feet long, is being turned into a dance floor
and restaurant, and plans are under way to
sell patrons two dollar combination tickets
which will entitle them to a meal and dancing
and then to a cinema performance later, so
that they can spend the whole evening, from
7 o'clock until midnight, in the building.
The building belongs to the 52 West Eighth

Street Corporation and has been leased by the
Film Art Guild for 21 years. The front of it

not taken up by the vestibule, is leased for
shops, and above them, offices. The roof of
the auditorium, externally, is peaked and slop-
ing. But from the building line to the connect-
ing wall between lounge and auditorium, the
structure rises for three stories to a flat roof.
A few words about Frederick Kiesler, the

architect, will not be out of place. Kiesler, an
Austrian about 40 years old, began his re-
search on an ideal film theatre in 1918. In
four years he realized his conception for the
screenoscope in the Kurfurstendamm theatre

in Berlin. The next year, in the European
staging of "Emperor Jones," he took the first

step toward creating the funnel-shaped audi-
torium. In 1924, for the Music Festival of
Vienna, he achieved transformable walls
through light and mechanics. Since then his
progress has been rapid. One of his minor
accomplishments, which brought him consi-
derable notice, was his design and execution
of the Saks Fifth Avenue windows in New
York.
The three functional parts of his cinema, as

he explains them, are the projectoscope, the
screenoscope and the seating plan. The pro-
jectoscope he calls "a gallery of light stations
encircling the auditorium and sending rays in
all directions." The screenoscope, which em-
braces the auditorium, he calls "a device for
the main screen with three auxiliary screens
spanning the auditorium."

In the office of his organization, The Decithe
Company, he explained for Better Theatres
some of his ideas on projection and acoustics.
"The whole idea," he said, "is to get the

utmost out of projection, to increase the
effects with the minimum of expense. We
want to better the presentation and to interest

the audience as much as possible. It is n.
just a modernistic scheme, but from the higl
est point of view, it is both practical ar
functionary. It is practical not only finai
cially but also psychologically, from the poii'
of view of the audience.
"Flying and lighting are the greatest inver

tions of our century. Until today there hi

A
e
n
n

i_

n° house esPecially built for projectioi
All theatres in design have been old theatre
with new lighting. It is only reasonable th;
in architecture we keep pace with what w
have achieved in light mechanics.
"And the same thing applies to acoustic

All your sound theatres are not made fo
mechanical sound. They may be good for a
actual orchestra, but they do not often func
tion properly for the sharper quality of me
chanical sound.
"What may be good for natural music i

often unfit for that of the mechanical variet)
but what is smooth and controlled for mechan
ical music must needs be perfect for th
acoustics of nature.
"So the Film Guild Cinema has been spe

cially constructed with acoustics in mind a
much as projection. And although mechan
ical sound has not yet been installed, it doubt
less will in the future. In this, the arrangemen
of the seats, the selection of materials, thi
placing of the projection holes and space be
hind the walls, and the three linings of th<
w alls themselves, have played a very importan
part. But the acoustics in that building wen
almost perfect before the carpet had beer
laid or the seats put in. Now you can speak
in a natural voice at the proscenium and be
perfectly heard in the rear row."

Kiesler has plans along a similar line for
25 theatres and motion picture houses ranging
in size from a seating capacity of 200 to one
of 10,000. In these, arrangements have been
made for the production of Vaudeville and
regular musical shows. He expects to manu-
facture the screenoscope and sell it to theatres
all over the country.
Now let us go back to Symon Gould, under

whose direction the Film Guild Cinema is

run. The founder of the Little Film Theatre
movement in America, he was born on the
lower East Side of New York in 1895. In
the course of his existince he has been a
newspaperman, an editor, a "hobohemian," a
government clerk, a hotel manager, a lecturer,
a debate promoter, exponent of the Coue
craze and a dabbler in the art of the motion
picture. In Berlin he saw the film "Three

(Continued on page 70)

k**^* ^ V - .\

Drawings by the ieHwr indf^theresMs * * Sieved by projecti appropiate decoraiive effecU Qn ^^ ^upper sketch is Italian Renaissance in motif; the lower left sketch, Gothic; and the other, modernistic.
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The auditorium
looking toward the

rear, showing the

arrangement of the

indirect lighting

and deeply uphol-

stered, chair-like,

blue and silver

seating.

A section of the lounge, a
chamber of modern comfort
and modernistic appointments
—in both respects, candid to u.

'

the point of bluntness. the aCSthetlC

side of the film

guild cinema design
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The "camera eye,"

half shut. This
feature, called by
the inventor the

"Screenoscope," is

well shown in this

photograph of the

auditorium.

he scientific

actors foremost

n the kiesler idea

The left side of the auditor-

ium, showing the black wall
strip used as a secondary
screen. The ceiling flares up-

ward toward the rear.
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Architecture and the

Motion Picture

IN
Mr. Louis Magaziner's article on the new Stanley

house in Philadelphia, the Uptown, a statement ap-

pears that is very familiar. Mr. Magaziner. who is one

of the designers of the Uptown, was entirely original in his

thought, we assume—and it is of no importance whether

he was. The statement interests us because it comes from

one of the nation's most eminent architects, and because

it has been in the pages of Better Theatres before.

"The motion picture theatre." states Mr. Magaziner.

"from its very nature, should be the most modern of all

buildings. . .

.'"

He means by the phrase, "from its very nature." that the

motion picture itself is one of the most modern of all

phenomena. It is as modern as the airplane—as modern

as radio, of which it is now a part. The motion picture i-

as exclusively of our revolutionary present as we are our-

selves. As we think and play and work and live differently

from all the people who preceded us on this planet, so

does the motion picture function among the arts as no pre-

vious art could. This is a machine age, and the motion

picture is a machine art. Our thoughts, our culture and

the motion picture spring from the same tremendous

changes in all life which this industrio-scientific age has

wrought. Mr. Magaziner explains this clearly.

"We have at our command." he states, "materials for

construction and tools that were unknown in earlier

periods. Why not use them to the fullest of their possi-

bilities? We have steel and machines to fashion it. This

must enter vitally into our thoughts."

This does not mean, however, that architecture should

be expected to develop a standard manner, a fixed style of

design to interpret this modern life. There is always a

tendency to strive toward a formula as soon as a new con-

ception arrives in any field of thought. In the arts at

present has arisen a manner quite appropriately called

modernism. Growth and betterment are only threatened

in those circles which would capitalize the word—or make
a dogma of it under some such fetichistic name as Art

Moderne.

In this issue alone are represented three motion picture

theatres the design of which is definitely modernistic. But

one is vastly different from the other two—and there can

be many more designs just as different from each of these

three. The artist in architecture will not decide of a sud-

den that such-and-such a school of design is the correct one

and thereupon become a blind disciple to its creed. With

respect to the motion picture theatre, he wrill contemplate

its meaning in life, and feeling sure that he understands it,

he will plan the structure, both economically and aesthetic-

ally, in interpretation of that meaning.

The Spring Buyers Number
Of "Better Theatres"

IN
April, Better Theatres will issue its Spring Buyers

Number, an encyclopedia of important information

for all concerned with the theatre.

Theatre architects of the country, and their achieve-

ments, will be indexed.

One of the highlights of this special issue will be the

informative and concise descriptions of all products used

in theatre construction, decoration, maintenance, operation

and ecpiipment. Appended to each description will be a

list of the important factors in that specific field of manu-
facture and distribution.

There will be published also a comprehensive cross-in-

dex of Better Theatres for the last six months. This will

be a valuable reference, especially to the exhibitor and
architect.

In this issue, too. will be some exceedingly worthwhile
articles on sound. These are being prepared by experts,

and will be authentic in their portrayal of this important
feature of the motion picture.

These are but a few of the subjects to be discussed in

the Spring Buyers Number, which will be published un-

der date of April 13. It will be a reference book dealing

with your theatre problems.

« * * *

"Better Theatres" Welcomes
These New Advertisers

American Theatre Equipment Corporation, 4th Floor,

Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
An organization founded for the purpose of hold-

ing a theatre equipment exposition at the Coli-

seum. Chicago, June 1 to 9. 1929.

The Audak Company. 9 East 46th Street, New York City.

The above specializes in high grade electrical and
acoustical apparatus. Now promoting their Elec-

tra-Chromatic Pickup.

Chrest Sound Equipment Company. Dover, Ohio.
Manufacturers of the Chrest talking device for

motion picture theatres.

Eastman Bros., 36 West 46th Street. New York City.

This firm designs and executes fine interior

decorations.

Earl B. Hough, 5820 Kenmore Ave., Chicago. Illinois.

An up-to-date model of horn and organ lifts is

announced by the above.

Maxcv-Barton Organ Co., 314 Mailers Building. Chicago,

HI.

A new name for makers of the Barton Organ.

Miles Mfg. Company, 560 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

Manufacturers of horns for use in sound reproduc-

tion for theatres.

Lester L. Nichols, Peterboro, N. H.

A new improved record cabinet is the product of

this firm.

Wright-DeCoster, Inc., St. Paul, Minn.

Manufacturers of dynamic reproducers, which

they designate "The speaker of the year."
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A
NEW THEATRE

IN THE MODERN MOTIF

Facade The Uptown, recently opened in Philadelphia, presents an

UPTOWN THEATRE interesting adaptation of modernistic design to the theatre.

Philadelphia This motif, horn of life today, has sometimes been called too

severe—too harsh. Of that the Uptown is a complete refuta-

tion. The architects were Magaziner, Eberhard & Harris of

Philadelphia
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Machine Ace Beauty
Beauty is plastic, taking cast from the living age in which it is

reared. In the new Uptown theatre in Philadelphia our age—But

let one of the architects tell the story

By LOUIS MAGAZINER
Member of Magaziner, Eberhard & Harris

'0 serious discussion of
the trend in modern de-
sign may be had without

first accepting generally the

forces that, singly and united,

influence the thoughts of the

creative arts consciously and
subconsciously. We see our-
selves emerging from the mist
and confusion, from the lack

of comprehension and inter-

pretation of its own meritori-

ous accomplishments and the

prevailing false notions which
attended the closing years of
the 19th Century.

Political and social changes,
the recognition of industrial-

ism, the results of inventive
genius, scientific discoveries,

the broadening of views
through increased travel, all

have given impetus to new life

and have become articulate in

our arts. The wealth of our
country has permitted the
erection of costly buildings
for the service of our com-
munities. Tacitly we recognize
that the old order has changed,
that the palace of autocracy is

the playhouse of democracy.
Where royalty deemed it as
its own particularly ordained
right to revel in the created
beauty of its artists and crafts-

men, democracy is now privil-

eged to enjoy such creations
for its hours of leisure.

The motion picture theatre,

from its very nature, should
be the most modern of all

buildings, supplying a daily
need to hundreds of thousands,
keeping in touch with all cur-
rent happenings, sensitive and
alive to all new developments

;

it in itself should be conceived
and executed in the best man-
ner and taste of today.

It is a truism that archi-
tecture reflects the history of
its times and in its best phases
is a development speaking in

definite form of the thoughts,
dreams, aspirations and ac-
complishment of its genera-
tion. Sensing this the owners
and architects naturally tended
toward the style of the 20th
century as answering in the
most suitable manner the ar-

chitectural expression of the
modern theatre; a conviction
the old order has changed.
The present mode speaks to

A stair well, showing
niche lighting and panels
in Gesso. Note the ceil-

ing treatment.

us of seething restless move
ment. Through many genera
tions we were lazily satisfiec

to jog safely along in the ere

ated styles of the past, to dc

this in the Italian Renaissance
that in the Spanish; again U
call the art of the grea

French periods to our aid, t(

seek refuge in the Tudor, tht

Georgian, the Colonial, etc.

Independent thinkers dis

satisfied with clothing the ven
turesome spirit of the presen

in the trite gaib of the past

rebelled. They have been stead

ily hewing a new way, and at

trading increasing numbers o

disciples as their following un'

til the movement has taken 01

an irresistible force, surgin;

forward with growing momen
turn and with an appeal a;

convincing as it is enchanting

This we know must undeni

ably be so, because of honest;

of purpose of the new styk

and the directness of it:

method.
We have at our commanc

materials for construction am
tools that were unknown it

earlier periods. Why not usi

them to the fullest of theii

possibilities? We have stee

and machines to fashion it

This must enter vitally intc

our thoughts. We have new

methods of using concrete, anc

wood, and glass, and many o!

the plastic materials ; machin
ery for molding all these tc

our designs to create new

forms—no longer to apologize

for the powers and potentiali

ties of the machine, bu

frankly to accept and recog

nize and develop the beaut)

of its products. Devices foi

heating, cooling, lighting anc

sound distribution are all a'

our service and these mus
take their proper place and in-

fluence our design.

Above all we are in an ag''

and atmosphere of space an-

nihilating movement. We dart

along our smooth highway:

and through our waterways
We fly across land and sea

Sound and light waves are di-

dected bv us to where we will

And so in myriad ways we arc

approaching an elusive, ever

beckoning fourth dimensior

and infinity.

And fittingly then a build-

ing devised for the display ot

the marvelous inventions oi

our recent years, should be

conceived in the spirit that will
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express the dynamics of the

time. The lines of the struc-

ture must be lithe, direct and
swift, color reserved and me-
tallic, craftsmanship sure and
unblurred, detail graceful and
exquisite, mechanicallv com-
plete and all coherent and
functioning in rhythmic ca-

dence.

To bring this into being we
must gather together the best

talent, artist craftsmen of all

trades — masons, cementers,

workers in steel and iron, in

marbles and bronzes, molders

of plaster and glass, frescoers

and painters, makers of furni-

ture, weavers of rugs and tap-

estries. All these it is neces-

sary to guide, inspire and di-

rect, to impress with the one

ill absorbing thought, light

airy movement and direction.

To swing them into unison,

their labors inspirited with the

visions of harmonious crea-

tion, working expressively and
,in sympathy, united in build-

ing a symphony of form,

;
rhythm and color.

Added to all this there is the

charm of the enchanting and
elusive magic of modern light-

ing. No longer satisfied with

the empyric formulae for

lighting, the art of the present

has busied itself with making
light to flow where subtle and
beautiful effects will be called

forth in shaded and reflecting

surfaces. New glass with deli-

• cate facets fashioned by cut-

tine and carving, etching and
sanding, give a mysterious ap-

peal to the rays which they

guide and direct.

With such seriousness of
purpose, the arts and crafts

which are now being nurtured
and developed on a new guise,

envelop the workers and must
make a deep and holy impress
on all who are fortunate
enough to have part in their

fresh unfolding.
There has been much earn-

est thought given to the design
and detail of the Uptown. In
describing it we will show
points of interest peculiar to

the new mode and design and
the new methods of using ma-
terials representative of this

modern trend.

On entering the lobby, our
first interest is the iron work
designed and detailed by the
architects and also inspired
by the beautiful work of
Brand of Paris. It was ex-
ecuted by d'Ancona.
In the foyer a fresco suggested by the

recent work of Gaetan Jeannin and composed
by the architects forms the interesting decora-
tion of this entresol. The foyer and lobby
ceiling lights are modern German in treatment.

Entering the first promenade the points of
interest are many. The open well is outlined
in Brecciated black gold Rosso marble, the
colors well brought out by the introduction of
Belgian black and softened by bands of the
Escalette Breche. In marble frames are deli-
cate modern wrought iron panels, also ex-
ecuted by the d'Ancona in the spirit of Ray-
mond Subes. The brilliant color given to this

well space is in the mural by Paul Domville,
which has a romantic subject done in the mod-
ern manner. The light fixture was designed
by Valma Clarke and made under the direc-

tion of Mr. Flood of Voigt Company. The
lustre of the glass used gives the feeling of
freshness in conception and design.

Ascending the stairways which flank either

side of the promenade to the mezzanine prom-
enade, we find at the landings panels of Jesso
work designed and beautifully executed by
Eastman Brothers of New York. Lighting of

the stairway is by means of mirrored recesses

in the angles of landings. Black and silver

pedestals support modern bronzes.

Giving off the promenade are the various
retiring rooms. The reading room in the cen-

ter is done in lemon yellow, silver and black.

A modern fireplace forms the center feature,

with carving by Schaffer, a panel in Jesso, by
Nat Eastman, and all intensified by the glazed

black leather divans and easy chairs. The
table is in Macassar. The triangular mirrors

at each side give the reflecting surfaces.

The women's rest room is in soft greens

and silver. The top of the dressing table is

carved glass illuminated from below, and the

side brackets are mounted on a mirrored wall

Stained glass windozvs
in the auditorium. The
left allegory depicts this

industrial age.

with stenciled border. The
men's smoking room is done
in warm tangerine red and
soft browns.
The promenade decoration

by Cahan, of New York, is

in soft shades of silver and
gold, with ceiling panels in

green outlined in purple.

The recessed vitrines display-

ing objets d'art lend brilliancy

to the main wall.

Leading from the promen-
ade by broad, generous stairs,

one reaches the balcony, and
is afforded a striking view of
the auditorium. On its lateral

walls are three bays formed
by columns in black and gold.

The general scheme of decora-
tion is in metallic lustre of
silver, gold and bronze, offset

by black. Reeded columns in

black and gold, crowned by
floriated capitols, the cornice

and proscenium decoration, in

the modern spirit, extend full

height of auditorium.
Panels of glass beautifully

conceived and painted by the

Eastman Studios, enclose re-

cesses in side walls. The ceil-

ing and light chandelier repre-

sents a central orb radiating in

myriad rays of silver and gold
delicately tinted by the varied

hued lighting. The proscenium
arch, mainly featured by the

two fountain organ grilles

with ceiling mural by East-

man, is garnished by a val-

ance and tormentors in

wrought iron and glass, with
hidden lighting in color.

A theme of interest forms
the inspiring thought of the

glass panels and the mural, to

quote the author—-"The four
wall windows will depict the

travels of a human being (man
and woman) through the ages

of civilization. Beginning with

the Garden of Eden through
the Babylonian period, into

the Middle Ages, and into the

earlv French Renaissance, and
finally their arrival into the

age of the New World of

modern skyscrapers, aero-

planes, etc. From the orimi-

tive forests of the Garden of

Eden, to the highly decorative

and practically religious Ori-

ent ;
through the over decor-

ated, pampered and romantic

France of early Renaissance,

to our machine age of speed

and skyscrapers, automobiles and aeroplanes,

radios and big business, elimination of time

and space, romance has survived.

"For the proscenium mural, the subject is

'Lo! The New Day Has Come.' The heroic

figure of woman is the symbol of the new
progress of our dynamic civilization. She is

being worshiped by artisans and craftsmen,

who have at last found the true course for

the expression of their art. On the right

—

the old traditions in a form of the royal kings

and queens, against the glittering fountains

and gardens of Versailles; grimly retiring

into the shadow of the past, giving the way
on the left to the new youth, personifying

the new tendencies, traditions and thoughts

in the modern arts, literature and architecture,

coming in a joyful movement to bring their

contributions to our modern civilization. The
background is the future world dynamically

(Continued on page 54)
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Right:

THE CASHIER
Left:

THE PORTER

THE UNIFORM
STYLE NETOCO
HAS ADOPTED
Theyre part of a new service system

in over 40 theatres

THE
DOORMAN

A SEMI-MILITARY uniform, plus a semi-military

carriage in the wearer, is the basis of the

service plan which Samuel Pinanski, president of

the New England Theatres Operating Corporation,

has now put into effect in the more than forty

motion picture houses which comprise the Netoco

chain.

The 400 members of the uniformed staff, from

chief usher to girl cashier and man stationed on

the sidewalk, are picked with care and are taken,

if possible, from High school students living in

the immediate neighborhood of the vsrioui

theatres.

This, according to Pinanski, who even designed

the uniforms, gives a personal touch to the serv-

ice. As new theatres have been taken over the

system has been installed under the supervision of

William Savitz, one of the heme office executives.

Each week the chief ushers are called to a

meeting where particular problems are discussed.

On return to their theatres these ushers pad
along to the rank and file whatever information

they may have gleaned.
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PROJECTION COMES FIRST!

Mr. Theatre Builder, Tell That to Mr. Architect

The newly organized Projection Advisory Council declares that the

motion picture industry is paying for its projection room blunders.

W hy and hoic the council is striving to correct this is told bv M. D.

O'Brien and—

By HARRY E. HOLQUIST

"PHE wide influence which the Projec-

± tion Advisory Council is destined to
wield in the promotion of a better un-

ierstanding and appreciation of the art and
•cience of projection is clearly indicated in

he progressive work of this new organiza-
ion during the first few weeks of its exist-

:nce. Projection abuses and misuses,
amented throughout the industry for many
/ears, will, under the plans of the Projec-
ion Advisory Council, be met and dealt
.vith by men noted throughout the country
is leaders in their profession. The Coun-
:il's slogan, "Progress Through Under-
standing," fits aptly its purpose and mission.
The movement has already developed mo-
nentum in all sections of the country-

That an organized effort such as the Pro-
ection Advisory Council is putting forth
vill be productive of much good, seems a
oregone conclusion. An example of the
vork which the Council has undertaken is

ndicated in a report of M. D. O'Brien,
:hairman of the committee on projection
oom planning, in which he attacks meth-
)ds widely current in the planning and op-
:ration of theatres as regards projection.
Declares O'Brien:

"The motion picture industry is paying
ind will continue to pay for many years
or the failure of architects, owners and
>uilders to realize that
the time to consider
projection room de-
signing is when the
blans are on paper and
lot when the building
|s almost finished. It

s far easier to con-
sider projection room
requirements on the
blans than to have
tnistakes made which
cannot be rectified, or
;o correct errors by ex-
Densive alterations. The
listory of errors of
>mission and commis-
:ion in the planning of
projection rooms is a
ong and interesting
>ne and many specific
nstances could be
jfven of the serious
plunders that have been
nade. The blunders
•ange from the failure

0 build any projection
oom at all, so that the
ppening of the theatre
tad to be held up for
1 considerable period,
lown through the thou-
sands of more or less

erious errors which
landicap projection.

"Yet this condition exists through the
country today. Projection rooms are put
in as more or less an afterthought. They
are placed in a part of the house most
agreeable to other considerations whether
it be the general style of interior archi-
tecture which cannot be marred under any
conditions or what not.

"But patrons do not come to a theatre
to feast their eyes exclusively on the beauty
of a house's interior. They come to see a
picture—a good picture. And they cannot
see such with imperfect projection. And
there cannot be perfect projection, if the
projectors must do all but walk around
corners to get the images on the screen.
"Motion picture theatre architects have a

duty that is greater than the mere design-
ing of edifices that are pleasing to the eye.

Their task is to design a structure in

which motion pictures may be seen to the
greatest advantage—which means nothing
more than that it must be possible to pro-
ject films at the greatest advantage.

"If it is not a part of the equipment of
such architects to know where and how to
place such projection rooms, then it should
behoove them to consult some competent
projection engineer who is fortified with
the necessary knowledge. In a word, the
cinema house should be built around the pro-

Projection room of Warner Brothers' theatre in Los Angeles

jection appointments, rather than the latter's

being built into the theatre.

"Those who erect theatres are in the key
position. It is they who may insist not only
that their houses have the best projection
equipment obtainable, but that, in addition, this

best equipment be provided at that place in

the house most suited to maximum results.

Mr. Theatre Builder, tell that to Mr. Archi-
tect .

"Do not lose sight of the fact that the
whole show in many instances emanates from
the projection room. The orchestra and or-

gan are mere adjuncts and the mural decora-
tions, the wonderful lighting effects, the gold
and blue lobby, etc., are only the frames to

set off the picture to better advantage.

"The theatre owner is a retailer of a high-

ly popular form of public entertainment which
must go through various chemical processes

before it becomes the merchandise for which

the public pays. The raw stock is made in

Rochester, finished in Hollywood and, by
means of the projection, carbons and lens is

manufactured into the product which the pub-

lic consumes. Up to this point the money
spent is frozen capital, the material valueless.

The theatre is the building in which the prod-

uct is sold and nothing should be overlooked

to get the customer into the store and make
him as comfortable as possible. But the own-

er must fully realize the

vital importance of that

little 'factory"' he is op-

erating away up in the

back of his theatre.

"If the equipment, if

the man in charge, if

the facilities or the ma-
terials used are lacking

the quality of the prod-

uct will suffer. No good
merchant need be told

that it is his duty and
to his lasting benefit to

do everything to main-

tain the quality of the

merchandise he sells to

the public. Upon success

of the theatre owner
every department of this

industry depends.

"Not so long ago, the

projection room in the

motion picture theatre

consisted of the housing

around the projectors,

sufficiently large for two
'machines,' and a man to

'operate' them. Its sole

purpose apparently was
to conceal the machines

or machine which was
merely tolerated as a

necessary evil. We all

(Continued on page 75)
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J he foyer of the Seville. Indirect lighting emanates from cones.

THE SEVILLE, BOSTON'S FIRST
ATMOSPHERIC SCREEN THEATRE
WHILE the atmospheric theatre has

become fairly familiar to the Ameri-
can theatregoing public, especially in

the larger cities, Boston up to the present
time has lacked a theatre of this design. Now
it has the Seville in East Boston, erected
by the New England Theatres Operating
Corporation, commonly referred to as

Netoco. The new Seville theatre at Cen-
tral Square in East Boston, which opened
its doors to the public February 17, is the
first atmospheric theatre in Greater Boston.
As its name denotes, the Seville is Spanish
in architecture and appointments. Erected
at an approximate cost of $1,000,000, the

Netoco Seville possesses dignity skilfully

blended with striking originality in every
line and shadow.
An exhaustive search of books on Span-

ish architecture was conducted by Samuel
Pinanski, Netoco's president aided by his

staff of technical experts, before the plans

for the Seville were drawn up. Every line,

and every detail of decoration is therefore
authentic. Personal visitations to atmos-
pheric theatres all over the country were
also conducted to note all modern improve-
ments that could be incorporated into the
Seville plans.

A marquee 34 feet long overhanging the
sidewalk, announces in electric lights the
current attractions. The outside lobby is

spacious, with a large ticket booth and also

an advance ticket sales parlor. A small
\estibule stands between the lobby and the
Grand Foyer, which is 88 feet long and 24
feet wide. The foyer, which is of almost
severe simplicity, is relieved by char-
acteristic decorative touches. The floor is

of tiles, and the walls of stucco, done ac-
cording to the predominating Spanish note.

Wall lights are spaced so as to give soft,

clear illumination and have as their bases,
copies of Spanish family shields.

Three loggias, equipped with antique
Spanish benches, open off the foyer. One

of these loggias contains a fireplace. Three

large vomitories lead from the foyer to the

stadium, as well as an emergency exit to

Border Street.

The auditorium is 134 feet long and 88

feet wide. Boxes, loges and balcony were

omitted. The Seville is of the stadium type.

The seats number 1,725 and are upholstered

in red jacquard velour. The floor gradually

elevates toward the back of the house into

the stadium.

The walls represent various types of

Spanish homes, tastefully juxtaposed so

that they blend into another to form a con-

tinuous panorama. In this respect, the

architect made judicious use of pillars,

wrought iron balconies and various types

of Spanish lanterns. On the walls are

painted coats of arms of the Spanish

nobility. This interior is a pleasing har-

mony of architecture, color, luxurious

hangings and furnishings, intended not so

much to impress the patron as to prepare

him for the pleasure of the show.

Six exits, leading from the auditorium,

three to Border Street, and three to Me-

ridian Street, assure quick evacuation of the

house without confusion.
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The left (upper view) and right nails of the auditorium.

NAMED AND MODELED AFTER THE SPANISH
The Seville is a new \etoco theatre, designed bv Krokvn. Browne & Rosentein of Boston
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Above: The left wall (reversed). Below: The right wall

THE VARIATION IN THE SEVILLE WALL DESIGNS

Above are sketches indicating the basic lines of the atmospheric
designs of the auditorium in Netoco's Seville theatre, showing
the difference between the left and right walls, as is usual in

atmospheric theatres. The right wall has been traced in its

proper direction, but the left wall has been reversed to make
comparison of proportion and contrast of treatment simpler
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When
CAN YOU REST
From Competing

'

Generally speaking, a contract

a competing business, is valid

are exceptions—lots of them.

practical article 01

TUST a day or so ago, I received a letter

I from the owner of a theatre, which reads
<9 as follows

:

"About three years ago I purchased a the-

atre. The seller agreed in writing not to

establish a competing business in this city for

ten years.

"Recently he organized a corporation which
opened a theatre three blocks from my the-

atre. When I complained, he informed me
that he had personally agreed not to open a

theatre, but had not agreed not to organize

a theatre corporation. Have I any legal re-

course against him or the corporation of
which he is president?"

Generally speaking, an agreement in which
the seller of a theatre agrees not to enter

into a competing business, or engage himself
with a competing firm, is valid and enforce-

able, provided the restrictions in the contract

are .reasonable.

On the other hand, in many instances the

higher courts have held contracts of this na-
ture invalid unenforceable, when the terms,

such as the duration of the obligation, extent

of the territory, or the like, are unnecessary
to give reasonable protection to the purchaser
in consideration of the purchase price, kind
of business, location of the theatre and many
other reasons.

However, since the higher courts in many
different states have rendered recent decisions

on the validity of contracts containing varied
stipulations regarding the duration of the res-

triction, area of restricted territory, and the

like, by which a clear line of distinction is

marked between valid and invalid contracts
of this nature, I shall review the important
leading cases which illustrate various phases
of the law on this subject.

What Contracts

Are Always Valid

It is well established that contracts of this

character always are valid in which the seller

agrees not to establish a competing business
in the immediate vicinity for a period of from
five to ten years. Conversely, contracts are
void by which the seller of an ordinary theatre
obligates himself not to engage in competing
business over a large territory, as several

states, or for an unreasonable period, as 20 or
more years.

Frequently, the nature of the business may
be such that the new owner expects to draw
a large patronage from persons located out-
side the town or city in which the theatre is

located. In other instances, a seller of two
or more theatres located in adjacent towns
may contract not to establish a theatre in the
two tow-ns and the intermediate territory.

Under these latter circumstances a contract
stipulating a large restricted territory may be

By LEO.

valid, whereas a
of a single theatr

tory, may be held

However, irresp

extent of the bu

I

the seller never to,

ness in a relative
because obligation)

public policy.

In other words,
upholding the var
compels a person
particularly since it ^

in order to give rea\

good will of the busif.

For illustration, in » iuu.i.6 ^t^v. (.u .wicii

370) a court refused to uphold the validity

of a contract restricting the seller of a busi-

ness from engaging in a similar business "for
any and all time." in the state of Massachu-
setts.

In this instance, the higher court explained
that a contract containing a restrictive clause

of this nature, not only is a direct restraint

of trade, but also the effect of its validity

would be to drive out of the state the seller

of stable business. The court said:

"Whatever may be the extent of the state,

the monopoly restricts the citizen from pur-

suing his business, unless he transfers his

residence and his allegiance to some other

state or country- Its tendency is to drive

business and citizens who are skilled in busi-

ness from this to other states. If one is not

at liberty to carry on his business here, but

is at liberty to do so elsewhere, he will likely

Mezzanine lounge in Smalley's New
Johnstown theatre, Johnstown, N. Y.

~ »~vti—oner—m. nvaiu ill) I til any
time enter into the kind of business being
conducted or carried on by said purchaser in
Hamilton county, state of Ohio, or at any
place within such distance of said county as
will interfere with said business, whether
carried on by said seller, directly or indirectly;
said seller agrees that he will not at any time
with 35 years from the date of this agreement
enter into nor be concerned directly or in-

directly in the kind of business which has
heretofore or now being conducted or carried
on by the said firm, or any branch thereof,
within the state of Ohio "

In this case the part of the contract relating
to Hamilton county was held valid, whereas
the restriction including the state of Ohio was
held void.

Therefore, it is quite apparent that although
an unreasonable portion of a contract may be
invalid, a clause in the same contract may be
valid if the restrictions referring to the dura-
tion of time or the area of the territory are
reasonable.

Moreover, when a contract is formulated so
that the restrictions are reasonable and there-
fore valid, the courts will not permit the
seller of a theatre to avoid liability on more
technicality or obscurity.

The higher court thoroughly reviewed an
unusual phase of this question in the very
recent case of Clay v. Richardson (290 S. W.
235). The facts are that W. T. Clay and B.
T. Sanders owned and operated a local theatre
and sold the same to John Richardson for
$10,500. Clay and Sanders agreed in writing
not to enter into a competing business in the
same town. The contracts of sale provided

:

"We further agree, in consideration of the
premises, that we, nor either of us, will never
again enter into or engage in the theatre or
moving picture business in Olney, Texas."
However, at the time the business w-as sold,

Clay owned a lot in Olney, Tex. upon which
he later built a building and fully equipped
it with theatre equipment. He rented the

building and its equipment to a man named
L. K. Bray, who thereafter operated a com-

(Continued on page 79)
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The exhibit in the gymnasium of the Western
Electric plant. To go observingly frcm one end
to the other was to get a glimpse of the fathom-
less genius which has made motion pictures until

sound and voice possible.

A BIG PARADE OF
SOUND EQUIPMENT
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One of the most interesting items in the dis-

play—a set of portable sound apparattis for
use on location.

Looking into a truck equipped for use in making sound
pictures away from the studio. It carries all the power

units necessary for field work.

Here are vieivs of a recent exposition of the de-

vices used in making sound pictures. The ex-

hibit ivas conducted for invited guests by West-
ern Electric at its huge Chicago plant

The truck from the outside, with the view en-

hanced by frolicsome girls employed by Western
Electric. The truck is a regular piece of studio

paraphernalia now, freeing the producers from
the limitations of the set.
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f
RAG O IM

L KINO OF SOUNP Horns
Will Draw Delighted Audiences

and Lift Your Theatre Mortgage
Debts and mortgages vanish when Racon

Horns are installed. A growing surplus be-

gins to pile up.

Delightful musical comedies— inspiring

melodies of Grand Opera—famous orchestras

and celebrated musicians—humanized voices.

Life-like reproductions that have the heart-

gripping appeal and keep the picture plays

crowded with enthusiastic patrons.

Patented non-vibratory material, one-piece
construction, 75 cycles up without distortion

or unnatural tones are

Racon achievements su-

preme.

Racon Dynamic Units on

Racon Exponential Horns
give perfect reproduction

for all frequencies without

distortion, will operate on any make power amplifier

without rattling and add naturalness to mechanical re-

production.

Racon Horn Baffles for Dynamic Cones add brilliance

and depth to reproduction, in addition to giving greater

volume and projection power. Made in all sizes to fit any
make dynamic cone.

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers

FACTORIES

18 to 24 Washington Place, New York
Slough, Bucks, England, and 105 Sherbourne St., Toronto, Canada

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Giant Dynamic Horn
Unit

Bell 36" x
36". Depth

25"
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SOUND IN THE THEATRE
A THEATRE REPRODUCER

Light, No Thicker Than Your Hand
About five years ago a young school teacher had the idea you could

make a loud speaker employing the condenser principle. He icas

right. And the result is of interest to the sound picture theatre

By GEORGE SCHUTZ

TF you had a reproducer for your sound
pictures which was only as thick as, your

* hand, you wouldn't spend much time in

guring out where to place it. You'd put it

ight on to the screen, so that you could pull

our sound screen up into the grid as easily

s you could a silent one. And if you had no
tage, you wouldn't need any more room be-

ind your sound screen than you had for

our silent one.

It wasn't sound pictures that Conlin Kyle
,-as thinking about, however. Kyle, a 34-

ear-old California school teacher, was think-

ig about radio in the home when he began
working on a new type of reproducer. There
lad originally been the air-column reproducer.
Then the dynamic type came into prominence.
Cyle's was to employ the static principle. For
ive years he worked on his idea. The idea

s a reality now. I heard his static reproducer
he other day.

The Kyle condenser-type reproducer is still

n the laboratory. There may yet be consid-

:rable work to be done on it, I don't know.
The Xewcombe-Hawley Company of St.

Zharles, 111., with which Kyle became associ-

ited tor the development of his invention, is

Jose-mouthed about the present models. No
natter how I heard this reproducer. I did

—

ind immediately it was apparent that here

was a speaker eminently adapted to the re-

quirements of a theatre.

A complete explanation of the condenser-
type reproducer leads one into technicalities

intended only for the consumption of radio
engineers. For the information of the ex-
hibitor, it may be said that the Kyle repro-

ducer employs the electrical principle of the

condenser—two plates which become charged,
repelling or attracting each other as the

charge is respectively positive or negative.

Between these two plates is the diaphragm
which vibrates, according to the charge on the

plates, thus causing the sound-waves. This
diaphragm, acting as a dielectric, is the basic

Kyle invention—it is made of a rubberized
substance called Kylite.

As thick as your hand, made in small sec-

tions which can be placed together to accom-
modate any amount of volume, weighing but
little, the Kyle reproducer has a wide and
constant range of tone and is capable of re-

producing both music and the voice with re-

markable clarity. Particularly well adapted
to the reproduction of the speaking voice does
this new type of speaker seem.

To describe it physically, the Kyle repro-
ducer appears as an aluminum tray, measur-
ing about 8 by 12 inches, and being made
of an aluminum alloy, it is very light. This

tray has many rows of narrow rectangular
slits, forming a sort of gridiron, and as one
of the illustrations shows, the inner surface
of this tray is uneven, forming regular de-
pressions and elevations. The slits are for
the passage of air, so that the diaphragm is

not impeded in its free movement. It is on
the elevations that the Kylite diaphragm
rests. The tray, as I've called it for descrip-

tive purposes, acts as one plate of the con-
denser ; the other plate is formed by a tissue-

thin layer of gold leaf "glued" on to the
Kylite. A glance at the illustrations will

make the appearance of this condenser more
clear.

The condenser is given a charge of low-
current, high-voltage electricity, which orig-
inally (and to some extent constantly) is pro-
vided by a polarizer. The latter consists of a
small transformer capable of 450 volts, a
blocking condenser and a rectifier tube such
as is used in an ordinary radio set. The polar-
izer is intended to make the unit adaptable
to any standard radio receiver, and conse-
quently, to any type of theatre amplification.

In adapting the Kyle reproducer to the
theatre, one could mount enough of these
grids to make a reproducing area of, say, four
by eight feet. This area is great enough for
a' theatre having 1,000 to 2,000 seats—perhaps

The "grid," sound medium of the Kyle condenser-type reproducer.^ At left is shown the forward side, on which gold leaf forms a plate.

The other plate is the aluminum alloy gridiron shown in the photograph of the rear side.
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more. The whole arrangement, including the

mounting, need be no more than 16 inches

thick, and this thickness would take care of

the curvature of the juxtaposed grids, and also

allow the speakers on each side of the screen

to face the sides of the auditorium, permitting

a direct throw to the side seats as well as to

the middle portions of the house.

The grids, thus mounted, could then be at-

tached to the rear side of the sound screen

—

Silence for Sound
Decorations do not render dramatic charm and impression during

presentation, but drapes do,—if Vallen operated!

Only Vallen can guarantee effective, noiseless, safe operation,

—

embodied only in Vallen Syncontrol, High Speed Control, and

Noiseless All'Steel Safety Track.

VALLEN ELECTRICAL COMPANY, INC.
Akron, Ohio, U.S.A.

ALL STEEi
A VALLCN PROOUCT

Write for complete

TRACK

detailed information

and the screen be handled in the same manner
as a silent screen.

One might also imagine the Kyle reproducer
being built into the decorations of the theatre—an idea inspired by the adaptation of the

speaker to the home, as shown with the in-

ventor in an accompanying photograph. In
placing the grids in the walls, with decorative
grille work over them, it would not be neces-
sary to have a mounting requiring greater

thickness than the grids themselves, which,
with their curvature, need a depth of only

three-fourths of an inch.

It is not appropriate in these pages to go
into the theory of the condenser type of re-

producer, but for those who are interested in

more than the adaptability of this speaker to

the theatre, a deeper consideration of the Kyle
invention may not be amiss.
The present back plate is the result of ex-

periments which showed that to reproduce low
frequency sounds successfully it is necessary

to have a large portion of the diaphragm mov-

Colin Kyle, inventor of the con-

denser-type reproducer, with a home
model.

ing with a considerable amplitude. On the

other hand, the force on the diaphragm de-

pends on the length of the wedge-shaped air

spaces, which increase with the number of

points of contact. The present design is a com-

promise in which the greatest linear contact

length is used which will permit a satisfactory

frequency response. For certain special pur-

poses, such as for announcing systems, where

it is possible to sacrifice some of the extremely

low frequencies, the dimensions can be modified

to give greater efficiency over the more limited

range.

The design of these plates depends also to

some extent on the biasing voltage to be used.

The present plate has been designed to use

from 500 to 600 volts, as it has been found

that voltages of this order are necessary to

secure satisfactory efficiency and tone purity.

There is no danger of shock as this circuit

carries practically :io current.

In order to secure freedom of the dia-

phragm, it is necessary that the back plate be

perforated to permit free passage of the air

in and out of the space between it and the

diaphragm. Hence the slits referred to. The

curvature is to insure that the diaphragm
remains in close contact with the crests of

the corrugations. It is necessary that the

plate be fairly stiff. If the stiffness is low

enough so that the plate may resonate at a

low frequency it may develop sufficient ampli-

tude to throw the diaphragm away from the
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^AUDAK PICKrUP

In the fields of projection, booking and operation,

exhibitors can rely upon their own hard-earned know-

ledge to guide the theatre policy successfully. It is

in this new realm of "talkies" . . . involving

acoustical problems with which showmen have had

no previous contact . . . that doubt looms large.

Here AUDAK creators of the world's foremost chro-

matic sound instruments, can help you materially. If

you want to make the most of this national surge

toward a splendid new medium of entertainment,

insist that your reproducing apparatus be equipped

with the best . . . the standard by which others

are judged and valued . . . AUDAK.

The AUDAK COMPANY, 9 E. 46th Street, New York
Creators of High Grade Electrical and Acoustical Apparatus Since 1915
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'KERSTEN'S" SUPREME
FOR

EVERY PURPOSE

No. 5101—For the medium sized theatre. An EXPONENTIAL DYNAMIC HORN that brings

the voice of the speaker or the music to every ear with vivid naturalness. Height, 42 In.

;

Depth, 33 in.; Width, 41 in.; 1G foot air column. Without dynamics, price $55.00. (Fitted

especially for Kersten Dynamic Exponential Unit No. K85.)

The skill, genius and research of Kersten Radio Engineers has resulted in the development of the
world's finest and most effective reproducers of voice and music. Regardless of the size of house, you
will find nothing to compare with Kersten equipment. It offers everything that you have sought in

the way of perfect reception and reproduction. More than this, Kersten equipment is built for long
and satisfactory service. It is the ultimate in theatrical satisfaction.

Two other Kersten models very popular for theatre use are described below

No. D220—Kersten Dynamic built to handle even
the greatest capacity. Brings out the most minute
detail of tonal quality. So real that it rivals the
original production.

No. K85—Kersten Unit especially built for large
theatres and public address systems. Positively
marvelous in power and reality of tonal repro-
duction.

We will gladly help you selectWrite for complete descriptive circular covering our entire line of more than 50 types,

the right horns or we will build them to order for you, for special requirements.

KERSTEN RADIO EQUIPMENT, INC.
1415 Fulford Avenue

KALAMAZOO MICHIGAN

K I N O T O N E
The most complete synchronizer on the market.

Two volume controls—two push buttons—mas-
ter switches—nationally known parts. Kinotone
has ample record space, allows full vision

ahead, simple to operate. Installation is easy
—only eight well marked connections to make.

The tone quality of Kinotone is unsurpassed,
say those who have heard it. We offer most
for your money—our price is only $324.50.

Send us dimensions of your theatre. Our en'
gineers will do the rest. Write or wire for
complete details.

LE PILOTE RADIO LABORATORIES, UNION CITY, IND.

crests of the corrugations and so produce
rattle or buzz.

In order to get a large force it is necessar
that the dielectric be thin as possible. It mus
also have a high dielectric strength. Th'
diaphragm of Kylite is about .005 of an incl

thick and has a flexibility approximately equa
to that of rubber dam. Its dielectric strengtl

is over 2,000 volts, so it gives a good margit
of safety.

The performance of any loudspeaker is im
proved by use of an appropriate baffle. Th-

Kyle reproducer requires less additional baffli

than a small cone because its own area act!

as a partial baffle. But to reproduce satisfac

torily the lowest frequencies of which thi

speaker is capable, it is desirable to have
baffle which adds a margin of at least 1(

inches around the edge of the reproducing

unit.

It is necessary that considerable freedom
be left behind the Kyle reproducer sections

for movement of the air. The rear of th<

reproducer should not approach closer than (i

inches to a solid wall. For the speaker sec

tions to be used most effectively they should

all be in approximately the same plane, th<

plane facing the normal position of th<

listener.

It remains to be seen, of course, how well

the Kyle reproducer works out under th(

actual conditions of the show. Certainly th(

manufacturers of the speaker cannot overlool

the special fitness of this thin, light repro-

ducer to the motion picture theatre, so then

can be no question that ultimately it will be

installed in a number of homes of differeni

sizes and thus practically tested as to whethei

it is the most suitable type of theatre re-

producer.

A CABINET THAT
HELPS OPERATOR
A CABINET which has the earmarks o

being very handy for use with non-syn-

chronous devices has been conceived by Lestei

L. Nichols of Peterboro, N. H. Nichols op-

erates a theatre there and having bought s

non-synchronous machine, set out to devise|

some means of keeping his records so that

the operator could most conveniently select

them while the picture was going on.

In this respect, Nichols states that the cab-

inet works out very well, he having found

that when he played pictures requiring the use

of the same record many times, his cabinet

made certainty of selection easy.

In this theatre, he has the cabinet placed

above the device—not against it, but with an

aperture between it and the device for the

operator to look through at the screen. The

records, however, are only two or three inches

above the head of the operator and can there-

fore be easily reached.

United Electric Company
Appointed Distributor of

Electrograph Equipment
(Special to the Herald-World)

QUINCY, ILL., March 12.—The United

Electric Company of Vancouver, British!

Columbia, has been appointed Electrograph

|

distributor for Southwestern Canada.

The United Electric company will handle

the full line of Electrograph Sound Equip-

ment and are ready to take care of all

Sound problems for Canadian exhibitors in

that territory.
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Available for

Your Picture House!
A Metropolitan type ofsight-sound

program never before available to

the average moving picture theatre

THREE great institutions interested in solving

the cuing problems of the theater possessing

non-synchronizing sound equipment join in and are

responsible for a great new service which is giving

the smallest outlying theater the same intelligent

cuing and the same masterly thematic programs
heretofore restricted to the greatest picture palaces.

The service includes a special cue sheet for every

production and a record library containing all of the

records listed in the cue sheets. These include many
accompaniment-records especially written for this

service and recorded by one of America's greatest

symphony orchestras. Also available at slight extra

cost, special sound records—shrieks, groans, toots,

whistles, bells, crashes, etc.—made by a new process

which makes it easier to cue the sound to the action.

The service was inaugurated and is endorsed by
Cameo Music Service Corporation ; makers of The-
matic Music Cue Sheets; The Phototone Co. and the

Gennett Record Division of the Starr Piano Co.

A whole year's cuing—complete with thematic
records—only $228.00. Less than year service,

if desired. Mail the coupon for full details.

UNITED
CUE SERVICE

FOR NON-SYNCHRONOCS MACHINES
AND NON-SYNCHRONIZED PICTURES

UNITED CUE SERVICE,
NORTH VERNON, INDIANA

Give me full details of your record cue
service. lam interested in getting this

service, including cue sheets and records,

for

Name of Theater.

tths.

Address.

City and State_

Send reply to Mr._
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SOUND SERVICE

In this column published regularly as a feature of the Sound De-
partment of "Better Theatres," are presented answers prepared by
electrical and synchronization engineers, to problems in the installa-

tion, operation and maintenance of sound equipment in theatres.

0.—What are the principal differences, ad-

vantages and disadvantages of the large and
small cone dynamic speakers?

A.—In design and construction the two are

very similar. The large cone type has a cone

which is made of heavier material anchored
more securely to the moving coil. In general

the large ones are more "sensitive" or effi-

cient, due to the use of more power in the

field coils.

The advantage of the large type lies in

its ability to carry large powers continu-

ously. The greatest movement of the cone

takes place on low frequency notes. When
the bass reproduction is heavy, the cone move-
ment or "excursion" is limited by the cone
supporting material, resulting in deterioration

of the cone and supporting material. The
cone movement varies inversely with the cone
area; that is, the large cone moves about half

the distance of the small one to produce the

same sound energy. The large cone, there-

fore, permits heavy bass reproduction without
cone "fatigue."

The advantage of the small cone type lies

in its lower unit cost and in its better high
frequency reproduction, which is important
for good speech articulation. (This results

from the lighter coil and cone unit.) In the

case of theatres, its limited carrying capacity

is usually not important, because experiments
show that after a sufficient number of cones
are used to provide uniform sound intensity

distribution and uniform reproduction of all

frequencies, in the music range, throughout
* the house, a sufficient number of speakers

have been used to keep the input down to the

values that a small cone will handle. In the

case of amusement parks or dance floors in

which the sound intensity per speaker may
be much higher, the large type is preferable.

Even at low inputs the life of the large type

is somewhat better, due to the cone construc-
tion, so that where longevity is important this

type is also preferable.

Q.-

—

How high should one or more speakers
which are intended to cover the orchestra seats

be placed above the stage?

A.—In houses that were designed for the
drama or for vaudeville use the orchestra
seats are usually so arranged that those in

the rear seats can hear very satisfactorily any
sound source which is about five feet above
the stage or corresponding to the sound
source from an individual on the stage. In
houses that were designed solely for the silent

drama a higher source may be necessary or
one corresponding roughly to the average
height of the screen. The speakers are fre-

quently set directly on the stage as a matter
of convenience, and this is undesirable, since
the rear seats in the house either receive too
little sound energy or the high frequencies are
largely lost. As the sound wave moves over
the audience in the front seats there is not
only a dispersion of the sound, but rapid

absorption or attenuation of the high fre-

quencies, resulting in a muffled sound of the

speech in the rear seats. The speakers should
be pointed so that they provide best coverage
of the seats about half or two-thirds of the

way to the rear of the house.

Q.—/ notice a very common tendency
among those who monitor sound programs to

increase the intensity of the voice in places
where the speech is usually indistinct. This
does not seem to make the speech any more

understandable. Is there any theoretical basis

for it?

A.—The naturalness of probably 75 per cent

of the sound installations is spoiled by the

high intensity at which the managers insist on
running both the musical score and speech.

The sensitivity of the ear at different fre-

quencies or notes varies with the intensity

so that if a voice is to be natural the intensity

must correspond as closely as possible to the

original. If either a musical score or a voice

were perfectly amplified and operated at sev-

eral times its normal intensity, the reproduc-
tion would seem distorted.

The effect of reverberation in an auditorium
or theatre is much more apparent at high
intensities, due to the fact that the sound
source, which is of higher intensity, persists

for a longer time. This results in successive
syllables overlapping and in correspondingly
poor articulation.

,
The effect is closely analog-

ous to that secured in a piano when the sus-

tained pedal is held down continuously. It

is, therefore, very important to use normal
and not excessive volume.

Q.—Does the location of the ventilating

ducts and the direction of the air stream in

a theatre have any effect on the sound repro-
duction?

A.—The idea is prevalent that the sound
will carry very much better if the direction

of the air movement is from the screen
toward the audience. This fallacy probably
arose from the fact that sound may be car-
ried quite a distance by a wind in a large

field. This effect is not due to the wind
velocity itself, however, but to other effects

which are not present in a theatre. The aver-
age air velocity in a theatre is so small com-
pared with the velocity of the sound wave
that negligible difference in its arrival time
exists whether the air moves toward or away
from the screen.

»

Q.—The record amplifier in my theatre

echoes at times, and in addition there is a
severe hiss. This effect is absent when the
theatre is full. .

A.—Your trouble is probably not in the
amplifier. We suspect that a small orchestra
playing at the times you have mentioned
would likewise produce unsatisfactory results.

The remedy is to add sufficient sound-absorb-
ing materials to dampen the echo in your thea-
tre, as the higher frequencies (hiss) are
resonated in an empty house. Of course, a
scratch filter should be used with all theatre
amplifiers. A Silver-Marshall 278 Needle
Scratch Filter is excellent for the purpose.
One terminal of this filter is connected to a
.0075 mfd. condenser; the other terminal of
the condenser is connected to the pick-up lead,

as is the remaining terminal of the filter choke.

Columbia Audiens Get

New Important Bookings
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—The first all-

talking pictures of Columbia had their world
premieres at the Roxy and Colony theatres
within one week. The pictures to play these
houses were "The Lone Wolf's Daughter"
and "The Younger Generation."

Baltimore's Rivoli also has contracted to

run these specials as well as Stanley's, Pitts-
burgh ; the Grand, Columbus, and the Lafav-
ette, Buffalo.

CUEING DEVICE
PRICED AT $275

NON-SYNCHRONOUS device, de
signed for small theatres and pricec

as low as $275, has been developed by th(

Gates Radio & Supply Company of Quincy
111. It consists of a single electric-driven

turntable, pick-up, volume control, and the.

Gates "True-Q" device, and practically the

same accessories that are on the Gates

"Versatile" model. The amplifying unit is

the same on both. In announcing the new
model, the company states:

"The turntable equipment is so con-

structed that quick changes can be made in

records, in which the music and 'sound'

will practically be uninterrupted. At any
time that the exhibitor desires to add addi-

tional turntable equipment, we can furnish

him the duplicate of this particular table

with its equipment, less the power plant,

for $125. They can therefore have as many
turntables as they desire, operated from the

same power plant.

"We are also making up what we call the

Xtra Table,' which we are announcing this

month.

"We also have the same class of table

equipped with a 33 1/3 RPM turntable, on

which we have made a number of tests, and

it is very easy for the theatre to run any

sound records on them of a musical score,

and cynchronize with the picture."
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THE CHREST IS BEST BY TEST

43

HERE'S ONE
YOU CAN AFFORD

You've been wanting—QUICKLY—a low-priced synchronizing machine that

will produce disc sound and talking pictures with perfect results.

We have the machine you 're after! It is the

I Chrest Sound System
Here is a machine that places your theatre on a par

with any in the country. Designed last September by

a veteran exhibitor and operator, perfected by skilled

engineers after months of experiment, backed by a

large Ohio corporation, the equipment has won the

hearty approval of every exhibitor who has heard it

demonstrated.

The Chrest synchronizer is strong, simple, guaran-

teed for years, no parts to wear out, no parts to break,

NO "service" charge to the exhibitor.

It is small and compact. IT CAN BE ATTACHED
TO ANY PROJECTOR. You won't have to rebuild

your booth for this device.

It is SUPERB IN TONAL QUALITY. It repro-

duces the voice naturally, perfectly. It adds genuine

human warmth to your "all talkie." It gives the

audience the full strength, range, of all synchronized

music and sound effects.

It can be installed in YOUR THEATRE BEFORE
APRIL 15. We guarantee you a perfect installation,

ready for public showing SEVERAL HOURS after

installation is started. You won't miss a single per-

formance.

AND BEST OF ALL—THE PRICE IS RIGHT.
The entire system—everything required—is priced at

SI 500 f. o. b. Dover, Ohio. Terms easy and fair to

the smallest exhibitor.

THE CHREST EQUIPMENT IS BEING
MANUFACTURED RAPIDLY. Installations have

been started. Orders are being received daily. Pro-

duction in our own factory is growing regularly.

We recognize that numerous devices are being

promised, but we are delivering as well as promising.

We have not rushed into this clamoring market. We
have voluntarily passed up dozens of installations by

being cautious and careful. On the other hand, we
have devoted months and thousands of dollars to make
our machine right.

You will not be dissatisfied. Our first installation

has been in constant operation in a local theatre for

weeks. The public, the distributors and the producers

have approved it.

REMEMBER! A Perfect Installation in a Few Days

A telegram from you will give you preference

\ FILM ATTACHMENT WILL BE AVAILABLE IN NEAR FUTURE

ChrestSound Equipment Co.,Dover,Ohio
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"From Little Theatre to Big Theatre"
The Story is the Same

\

ELECTROGRAPH "Sound" Equipped Houses are paying.

Because: ELECTROGRAPH reproduction is the standard of quality and reliability

at a low cost of installation and upkeep.

The Profits gained in increased Patronage goes to YOU and not to someone else.

There is an ELECTROGRAPH Model for every theatre from the smallest hamlet
to the largest city.

NOW! The GAFONIC Model—
For those 5,000 smaller Theatres whose future exis-

tence, seemingly, depends upon their immediate action

in installing reliable "Sound" equipment.

Only $27522
complete with 11 -Foot Air

Column Reproducer

An individual electric motor driven unit for standard records equipped

with a power plant with the same natural reproducing features as our

VERSATILE Model, arranged for quick changes to afford practically un-

interrupted music or sound arrangements. The TRUE Q DEVICE makes

cueing of your pictures a simple matter.

Size: Height with cover, 36 inches; Top 22 inches square.

You can add additional turntable equipment as you desire, as we furnish

extra equipped tables for $125.00.

WHEN THEY THINK OF SOUND — THEY THINK ELECTROGRAPH

The XTRA Table

For Special Sound Effects

while the theme is playing.

Same as shown above. Fits on
to any equipment. Complete
with Cover Less Power
Plant

—

78 R.P.M.-T.T.

$125.00

33 1/3 R.P.M.-T.T.

$150.00

VERSATILE MODEL
WONDER

ELECTROGRAPH
For the Average Theatre

"Known the World
Over"

$45022
Complete, Two Disc Unit,

Record Compartments, Q
Device, Microphone and Two
1 1 -foot Air Column Repro-
ducers.

The M0TI0-T0NE
For larger theatres. The very
last word in Sound Repro-
duction

$75022
Complete with Two Disc
Unit, MOTIO-TONE Power
Plant, TRUE Q DEVICE.
Microphone and MOTIO-
TONE Theatre Dynamic
Speaker.

GATES RADIO & SUPPLY COMPANY
QUINCY, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.

Manufacturing Engineers Sound Instruments—Public Address Systems & Broadcast Station Amplifiers
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r

HOW CAN YOU
AFFORD

TO BE WITHOUT

A

SoundAccompaniment!

When t/Srimmrick^ Offers-

Complete Record Cueing Service

as low as $1252per week

500 RECORDS— 500 SELECTIONS

Double Faced—Insures Long Wear

Special Hurries Sound Effects Furiosos Mysteriosos, Etc.

An appropriate record for every sort of motion picture scene

A cue sheet for all feature pictures— regardless of release date

Cabinet ^^V/Oi
Capacity, 800 records ^J/. .

$35.00 31 <f>

Cue Box
Furnished with Library

IANATROPES RADIO • RECORDS • PANATROPE - RADIOLAS

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE -COLLENDER CO.
CHICAGO • NEW YORK " TORONTO

Distributed through National Theatre Supply Co. and all .V. T. S. Co.

Box R-51, Record Department.

THE BRUXSYVICK-BALKE-COLLEXDER CO.,

623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Please send detailed information regarding Brunswick Mood
Accompaniment Library and Cue Service.

Your Xame _

Theater Address _

City State.
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There Is No Substitute

for a Miles Dynamic

Reproducer

CLEAR-
POWERFUL

—

REAL NATURAL TONE-
LASTING—

USED AND ENDORSED BY LEADING
ESTABLISHMENTS FOR TALKING
PICTURES and non-synchronous devices.

Wire, write, cull today telling us

your requirements

Type MlO
Air Column 10 ft., Bell 40x41, Depth 34 in.

THIS NEW MILES DYNAMIC UNIT

EMBODIES a combination of NEW FEA-

TURES HERETOFORE UNOBTAIN-

ABLE IN ANY UNIT Type Ml00
Drnamic Unit
5y2xsy2

MILES MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
BUILDERS OF ACOUSTICAL REPRODUCERS SINCE 1923

31 WEST 21st ST., NEW YORK
PHONE GRAMERCY 5081

C olson ball-bearing
casters with ball-bearing
swivel are standard equip-
ment for the Littleford
Horn Tower. Easy move-
ment about the stage is

assured. Rubber or iron
tire at your option.

What Sort of SOUND
INSTALLATION
Will You Have?

The Littleford Horn Tower is 5 ft.

8 in. front, 5 ft. side and has an
adjustable height from 12 to 18 feet.

The angle iron and gusset construc-
tion results in a strong, perfectly
rigid tower. Horns can be easily

installed from any side because this

tower is entirely free from interfer-

ing cross braces. Ask your installa-

tion engineer about the Littleford
Horn Tower or write direct to us
for complete information.

LITTLEFORD BROS.
502 E. Pearl St., Cincinnati, Ohio

Showing vertical ar-
rangement of West-
ern Electric Horns.
Any Horns used in
connection with
sound equipment can
be installed in the

Littleford Tower.

Ladder at rear of
tower aids greatly in
adjusting and flaring
upper horn. All West-
ern Electric Horns,
whether 12-A, ISA
or the latest 15-A and
15-B, can be perfectly
installed in this

tower.

CUEING PICTURES
WITH SCOREDISC
THE Scoredisc Service Corporation state:

that it has had exhibitors inquiries con
cerning the properties of Scoredisc ii

the art of talking picture reproduction whici
show that the majority of the exhibitor;

seems to have an idea that Scoredisc is a cue

sheet service.

"I would like to make clear the intent anc
purpose of our Scoredisc service so that there

may be no doubt in the minds of producei
or exhibitor concerning the properties of this

service," Arthur J. Abrams, inventor of thf

Scoredisc and president of the company, writes

to Better Theatres.
"Scoredisc is not a cue sheet service. Score-

disc is a mechanical appliance invented tc

provide an absolutely perfect synchronized
sound accompaniment for any feature picture

released after August 1, 1928. Scoredisc is

made for any type of non-synchronous ma-
chine using the record or disc system of

sound reproduction.
"An analysis of the word Scoredisc will

explain its true meaning; the word 'Score,'

in its grammatical definition, means, 'to mark
with significant lines or notches any object

intended as a record or an account.' That,
precisely, is the first half of our service.

"The word 'disc,' according to its definition,

'is a flat round object.' Therefore we have
Score, the marking with significant lines or
notches, on Discs, flat round objects. In the

case of our service, we take a print of a fea-

ture picture, project and re-project, it working
out a musical and sound effect score during
the screening of the action.

"Next, having determined those musical ex-

cerpts and sound effects which will form a

proper sound accompaniment for the picture,

we select from the thousands of standard
records at our disposal, those bearing the

precise selections and effects which will be
incorporated in the score.

"The following step in the evolution of the

Scoredisc is to discover what portion of the

records bear the precise music and effects to

be used. Again the process of projection is

followed, though, this time it is music and
sound effects from the records that is broad-

cast. In this manner we select the exact num-
ber of bars of music and the amount of

effects to be used.
* * *

"Thus far we have screened the picture

often enough to know just what music and

sound effects will prove appropriate accom-
paniment and have selected these records bear-

ing the precise melodies and sound which we
will need. Half the work is finished.

"Now we take our disc, a flat round object

made of heavy cardboard, place it over the

individual records previously selected and score

our disc by cutting through to the grooves

of the record containing the predetermined

melodies and rounds. The 'slots' thus formed
in our SCOREDISC represent the portions ol

the records which will be reproduced.
"Scorediscs come in pairs, marked A and B,

one for each turntable of the non-synchronous
sound reproducer. On each pair of Score-

discs is contained the automatic score for an

entire feature picture sound accompaniment.
"The slots on the Scoredisc which, when

placed over the records to be used, permit only

the playing of certain portions of the records,

are numbered consecutively, 1—2—3—4, etc.,

corresponding to the consecutive scenes in the

picture, starting with the title of the produc-

tion. Records to be used also are numbered
and indicated on the scoredisc.

"So much for the process of manufacture.

The method of operation of the Scoredisc is

so simple and so fool-proof that any person,

without any mechanical knowledge whatever,

can work the device perfectly after a half-

hour's instruction ; and that is placing the

time of instruction at the maximum, for it has
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National Service
means

oNE source for every supply and
equipment unit that can be used in

a theatre.

A watertight "money back" guarantee of

utmost quality and full satisfaction cover-
ing every purchase.

A purchasing source conveniently near
every American theatre owner.

Better merchandise at consistently reason-
able prices.

One financing plan for complete theatre

equipment or for one single equipment
order.

Expert installation counsel on every phase
of theatre equipment.

Maintenance service following installation

and a non-profit repair service using fac-

tory methods and genuine guaranteed
repair parts.

Constant promotion of new and improved
equipment to further the possibilities of

the motion picture theatre.

and
Greater Economy

Ask Your Nearest Branch
(4269)

^0

3§8

m

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
Offices in all Principal Cities ^



The
Arc La»"P Automatic

HIGH INTENSITY
REFLECTOR ARC LAMP

A Necessity for the Perfect

PROJECTION OF "SOUND" PICTURES
Distinctive Peerless Features

Automatic instantaneous arc striker.

Heat resisting optical glass reflector.

Single cranks control of all carbon adjustments.

Large roomy well ventilated lamphouse.
9" negative and 20" positive carbons accommo-

dated.

Only three moving parts in positive and negative

heads.

Ball thrust bearings used throughout.

Instant accessibility of reflector for cleaning.

Both positive and negative carbon holding units

can be instantly removed.

Large hardened steel gears throughout.

Arc control entirely mechanical and removable

as a complete unit even while lamp is in use.

Positive carbon continuously rotated and fed.

NOW USED BY HUNDREDS OF THE NATION'S
GREATEST THEATRES

M'f'd by

The J. E. McAuley Manufacturing Co.
552-554 West Adams Street Chicago, III.



SIMPLEX SUPERIORITY
WINS

SIMPLEX SUPREMACY

MORE
SIMPLEX

PROJECTORS
ARE NOW BEING SOLD
THAN AT ANY TIME
IN THE HISTORY
OF THE COMPANY

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTOR CORPORATION
NEW YORK

SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
ARE USED BY A GREATER NUMBER

OF THE WORLD'S LEADING THEATRES
THAN ALL OTHER MAKES COMBINED



£Best tKilgen Advertisements^

Kansas City, Mo.

Oct. 30, 1928.
Mr. A. G. Smith
Mgr. Nat'l. Theatre Supply Co.

City.

Dear Mr. Smith:

During this era of "Canned Music", Jazz
Stage Bands, three-piece so-called Orchestras, etc.,

it is indeed a pleasure to view a picture accompanied
by the beautiful, pure tones of a Kilgen Organ. The
Organ is unquestionably the "Soul of the modern Motion
Picture Theatre".

The Kilgen Organ has, unquestionably, the
purest, fullest tone of any Organ the writer has ever
heard, and it lends a distinct individuality to any
theatre. Ours has ably served the public the past
two seasons, without any mechanical attention whatsoever,
and no one, in our estimation, can embody the qualities
it possesses, in a two-manual Organ at a comparable price.

We wish to thank you and your employees for
the many courtesies shown, and wish you only the best
of success.

Yours truly,

Aladdin Theatre

(Johnson & Parsons)

Geo. Kilgen dc Son, Inc.
PIPE ORGAN BUILDERS FOR 2 89 TEARS

4020 N. Union Boulevard 1 * / St. Louis, Mo.

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Distributors

^3 ITDOMINION THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
^^TLToronto - - - - Vancouver - * - - Canadian DistributorsJ® prama
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been the experience of those who have learned

Scoredisc operation that it takes but ten min-

utes for the average person.

"In using Scoredisc in the theatre, there are

but few steps in the process of application.

All that is necessary is that the person operat-

ing the non-synchronous machine select from
the records furnished, those bearing the num-
bers indicated on the Scoredisc, and run them
through on the machine.

"In picking out the records to be used, the

person should first find the highest "slot"

lumbers on both A and B Scorediscs which
Dear, in addition, the numbers of the records

to be used with those "slots." The next step

is to set them, the record to be used last with

Scoredisc A on that side of the turntable,

:hat for Scoredisc B, beside that turntable.

The last records to be used should be first

picked out so that they will be at the bottom
}f the stacks when operation of the sound
ievice is started.

"Selecting records in this manner brings

:he first records to be used at the top of the

;tacks within reach of the person operating

the machine.

"The person operating then takes the first

record off the stack on the A side and places

it on one of the turntables, placing the A
Scorediscs over it. The needle is inserted in

;lot number one, penetrating to the record
grooves which are to be played, the motor op-
erating the machine is started, and the music
:omes forth.

"While the needle is traversing the length

di 'slot* 1 on Scoredisc A, the first record to

}e played with Scoredisc B is placed on the

jther turntable, and Scoredisc B is placed

Dver it. The person operating the machine
,vill find that A and B Scoredisc 'slot' num-
bers are numbered alternately. For exam-

ple, Xo. 1 will be on A, Xo. 2 on B, Xo. 3

on A, and Xo. 4 on B.

"With the first record to be played with

Scoredisc B on the turntable and the proper

Scoredisc placed over it, the needle of that

turntable is placed in 'slot' Xo. 2. However,
the motor of that turntable is not yet started.

Having completed that part of the operation,

attention again is turned to the needle in

Scoredisc A, 'slot' Xo. 1. By this time, the

needle has about traversed the length of that

'slot' and the music for the particular scene

has about run its course.

"The motor of the turntable bearing Score-

disc B now is started, and by the time it has
the turntable running at the proper speed, slot

Xo. 1 of Scoredisc A is finished. The sound
volume indicator is turned slowly from the

turntable bearing Scoredisc A, to that bearing
B, bringing about a fade-out of music from
the record under Scoredisc A, and a fade-in

for the music which will be played under
'slot' Xo. 2 on B. There is no jump or sharp
contact if the volume is properly turned from
A to B. The motor on the turntable bearing
Scoredisc A then is turned off.

"With the proper slot in B being traversed

by the needle, Scoredisc A is lifted from its

first record, the record is removed and the

next to be played picked from the stack and
placed on the turntable. Scoredisc A is placed

over the new record, the needle is inserted in

'slot' Xo. 3 in preparation for the close of the

music being played under 'slot' Xo. 2 of Score-

disc B.

"This operation is repeated working one
turntable and then the other, picking the next

record and placing the needle in the consecu-

tively numbered 'slots' until the highest 'slot'

numbers on A and B Scoredisc have been
used."

NEW RELAY FOR
ALARM CIRCUITS
' if

1 HE General Electric Company has a
new relay, called CR-2810-1245, for use
on various types of alarm circuits. This

device is of the normally-closed type and
functions to actuate a warning signal on
the failure of power. The new relay is

strongly built, of simple construction and
operates very quietly, it is said. The con-
tact construction is of the silver-to-silver

type, and is double-break. It is made in

standard ratings.

Applications of the relay are expected to
be many and various, ranging from simple
failure of power where no more serious
consequences result, to more involved cir-

cumstances where power failure would re-

sult in serious consequences. The warning
signal controlled by the relay may be a
bell, a horn, a whistle, a light or any other
common device, and would probably be
energized by batteries.

Changes in Cutler-Hammer
Organization Announced

The following changes in the Cutler or-
ganization took place on March 1. P. S.

Tones became manager of the Xew York
District office of the company. He was
formerly in the company's Pittsburgh office.

T. S. Towle, formerly a sales engineer be-
comes manager at Pittsburgh. G. E. Hunt
has been placed in charge of distributors'

sales for Cutler-Hammer. He was formerly
located in the Philadelphia office, for the
past 10 years. Cutler-Hammer are manu-
facturers of electric motor control and al-

lied apparatus.

New DuttonO PHONE Amazes Picture Crowds!
Supplies Perfect Cued Music for Pictures! Unlimited Selection! low Cost!

MAIL for Full Details!

Its Vocal and Instrumental Reproductions LIVE! Permits Wide
Range Sound Effects; Barest Whisper to a Deafening Roar, in a
Second! Packs in the Crowds; Repays Its Cost in Only a
Few Months!

t

Thrill your screen audiences as never before with a
**Q-PHONE" accompaniment that makes every shadow
character 1-1-v-e ! Install one on 30 days 1

trial and watch
your receipts double and treble as delighted patrons spread
the news of Its wonderful performance! Wonml. most
remarkable instrument for phonographic musical repro-
duction yet introduced ! Operates electrically. Ample
volume for any 2,000 capacity house!

New, Exclusive "Q-Phone" Features

Simplest to Install and control. A eheap inexperienced
operator can handle it perfectly with 2 days* practice.
Saves you the salary of a high-priced musician. Patented
sound filter does away with all needle noises. No pause
or embarrassing "breaks** in your program. A'etc type
lexer control alternates records or permits both to sound
at once. Thus, a gun-shot, R. R. trains, aeroplane motor
and any other sounds you desire can be used *hile regular
music continues ! Nothing tin-panny or artificial. Clearest
tones throughout.

Guaranteed—Easy Terms

Every Dutton "Q-PHONE" is absolutely guaranteed.
Try It out for 30 days. Money back if dissatisfied.
Extended payments if you want them.

Send Today for Complete Information!

Don't let competing houses walk away with the

crowds. Pep up your attendance with a "Q-PHONE."
At least, give it a 30-day trial FREE, if you don't

like it ! Gives your pictures all the pull of the

"t alkies." No film contracts required. Send the

coupon, or a card, NOW !

Dutton building at
Hasting—wtiere the
"Q-PHONX" U

W. M. Dutton & Sons Co.
Manufacturers

Bastings, Omaha. 5th Floor M. E. Smith B.'dj.

Nebraska Nebraska 10th & Douglas St
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For Tonal

PCWEE
engineered by experts

who understand

your needs . . . .

POWERIZER
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Licensed by Radio Corporation of America and Associated Companies

MAKE/ II MM f IN THEAUDIENCE"
THERE'S a risky factor to this new problem of tonal repro-

duction. The public not only demands sound reproduction

but expects that it shall be loud, clear and mechanically

perfect. Better to give them no "sound" at all, than to experi-

ment with unscientific amplifying systems which cannot begin

to cope with your ever-present job of satisfying your audience.

For the exhibitor bent upon giving his patrons acoustical pre-

cision, there's only one amplifying system, and that system is

POWERIZER.

66

Power Amplifica-

tion has been our

life study. Put
your acoustical

problems up to

men who KNOW.

Power amplification is an art, a science and a business. With

years of valuable experience to our credit, we pioneered in the

task of adapting power amplification to the needs of the the-

atre. The studied construction of our powerful, life-like ampli-

fiers need never concern you. It is their PERFORMANCE you

will hail with delight, realizing after you have let our skilled

engineers install POWERIZER in your house that your acoustical

troubles are over.

Our Booklet B-T 1026 Will Interest You

RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY, Inc.
106 Seventh Avenue

NEW YORK, N. Y.

307 N. Michigan Blvd.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE CROWDS KEEP COMING
"Your cueing service is something to be proud of 9 '—

That's what one theatre manager says about our service. His ex-

perience is no exception. We can bring the same results for you.

Kenwood Theatre
1 225 East Forty-Seven

CHICAGO

Feb. 27, 1929

Messrs. Jaffo and Oohener,
Synchronized Music Co.,
608 8. Dearborn St.,
Ohloago, 111.

Dear Sirs:

Although we have only had your "Duotone Sound Device"
installed for three weeks, we feel sure that Its individuali-
ty of tone and wide range is admirably suited for the type of
music we require. Everything about this "Sound Device", from
its adaptability for comedy cueing to the solo worlc, which we
now employ extensively, seems to us and to our patrons to be
the 'last word' In sound entertainment.

The accouetlcs of the Kenwood Theatre have proved tnem-
selvee not to be easily adapted to all sound devloes - especially
In the louder and deeper tones. However, the "Duotone" has oer-
tainly adaoted Itself freely to this house.

On top of this, we were benefited at the box ofi'loo,
and that's what counts. It was not Just for a few nights either.,
because every evening finds the money coming in a great deal bet-
ter than usual as a direct result of our new sound Instrument.

Your cueing service Is something to be proud of, and I

hope that other brother exhibitors will take advantage of this
wonderful service for so small a fee as $1.00 a week. It has
been a great help in putting our pictures over In a big way.

I want to thank you both, llr. Ochsner and Mr. Jaffe
for the co-operation you have given me In putting this instru-
ment over In the style that It deserves.

Very truly yours,

KENWOOD THEATRE

RJS:V

Motion pictures from the beginning have

held the public interest. Theatre goers

everywhere have been captivated by
"sound" pictures. Your audiences, how-
ever, must continue to be well pleased.

Today it is highly important that your

music be properly cued to your pictures.

Our musical cue sheets are the answer to

every cueing problem for all theatre own-
ers using any kind of non-synchronous

machine.

Our service is not only the best that

money can buy, but it is also the lowest

priced. This unprecedented service costs

ONLY $1.00 A WEEK
Ask us for one of our sample cue sheets.

Or, better still, send us your picture sched-

ule for a week, but two weeks in advance,

with $1.00, and we shall send you com-
plete cue sheets with each picture. A trial

will convince you.

We also offer you a complete reproducing

service with Duotone Sound Device, com-
plete with speakers, cabinets, etc. Also

200 Victor records (400 selections),

together with free cueing service for one

year—all for $700.00. Terms if desired.

If you now have a supply of Victor rec-

ords, we shall arrange to complete your

library with those which you do not have.

Send us the numbers of your present

records.

You need this helfiful service.

It is worth, many times what it

costs. Tell us just what you

need. Use the coupon below.

SYNCHRONIZED MUSIC COMPANY
608 SOUTH DEARBORN ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

Synchronized Music Company
608 South Dearborn Street

Chicago, Illinois

Please send price and complete description of your

Duotone Reproducing Device, or price including rec-

ords, cueing service and all necessary equipment.

Please send us a free sample cue sheet.

Please send details on completing my library of Victor

records. Attached is my present list.

Please prepare sample cue sheets for us. Attached is

$1.00 covering your introductory offer. We will play

the following

Name of theatre..

Manager

Address _

City ..State..
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Accurate

control of
talking films and

all picture shows

rpHE AC Film Speed Indicator

gives you the film speed in feet

per minute. Its team-mate is the

Film Speed Calculator at no extra

cost. Using the two in combination,

you control the speed of your film

and know instantly the time re-

quired to run a picture.

Feature film and musical score step

along in unison. Stage and screen

performance are coordinated. Talk-

ing films are accurately controlled.

The AC Film Speed Indicator is

designed for quick and easy instal-

lation on all projecting machines.

Price complete, with special sup-

port bracket, universaljointmount-

ing bracket, drive shaft, and all

attachments, $30. Order through

your supply house, being sure to

specify by Package Number the

model you require, "clockwise" or

"counter-clockwise."

Package No. 860.070, clockwise;

Package No. 860,071, counter-clockwise.

AC SPARK PLUG CO., Flint, Michigan

The Elevator System for

the Mounting of Sound Horns
What to do with the horns is a problem to exhibitors who need all

the available space. Earl B. Hough, a Chicago engineer, has devel-

oped an elevator as at least one solution

W!'HILE great advancements are being

made by engineers of various con-

cerns manufacturing sound devices

for theatres, there is always present the prob-

lem which confronts the exhibitor in installing

and handling his new sound equipment.

Theatres featuring varied programs, which

include vaudeville and sound pictures, are

usually located on valuable property, and floor

space is always at a premium. Every stage

manager knows what it means to have a clear

stage in order to put over his show.

Sound horns must necessarily be large in

order to send out a volume of tone to fill the

theatre. What to do with the horns when a

stage act is being put on has been a problem.

In addition to his established line of electro-

hydraulic console lifts, Earl B. Hough of

Chicago, an engineer experienced in building

elevators and lifts for theatres, has developed

and placed on the market a new automatic

horn lift, which has been designed for the

purpose of relieving the congestion on the

stage.
*- * *

These horn lifts take up the least space

possible, and their cost of installation has

been reduced to a minimum. It requires but

45 seconds for a complete operation, and they

are made to handle one, two and three horns.

The accompanying illustration shows just

how the lifts are installed, and the operating

sequence is as follows

:

Starting from the down position when the

horns are below the stage floor, the lift is

put into motion by means of a push button

station located in the projection booth, or on
the stage switchboard. As the lift goes up
the trap doors in the stage floor are auto-

matically opened, and when the horns have
reached a predetermined height back of the

screen the lift stops the same as any electric

elevator.

A special hinge is provided for the trap

doors, so that when closed the smoothness of

the stage flooring is maintained, there being

no noticeable space around the edge of the

doors when down.

The power unit operated by a one-horse
power motor can be located in any convenient
space under the stage. Anti-freeze oil is used
as a hydraulic fluid, and the remote controlled

magnetic valve device is the same as used by
Hough in his organ lifts.

* *
' *

Compactness in design is an outstanding
feature, no guides or side rails being needed,
owing to the rigidness of the steel elevating

tubes, which range from six to ten inches in

diameter, and telescope one within the other.

The bottom and largest tube is firmly ce-

mented in the concrete floor beneath the stage.

A full upward travel of 15 feet is obtained,

yet the lowest point of installation does not
project more than eight feet below the level

of the basement floor.

In the illustration the relation of the horn
to the screen is shown. The travel of the
horns up and down varies, and for this reason
these lifts are built in two sizes—a 12-foot
stroke and a 15-foot stroke.

The average minimum head room below
most stages is eight feet, and with a horn
having a bell four feet in diameter the entire

arrangement, including the lift, when in a
down position under the stage can be confined
within a height of eight feet.

Owing to their flexible control, these lifts

help in determining just the right position in

which to locate the horns, and the special car-

c

rier frame permits the swinging of the horns

in any desired position in order to secure the

best sound results, so as to make the entire

sound installation an integral part of the thea-

tre, with full appreciation of its individual

acoustical properties.

In order to adapt his lift to all types and

sizes of horns, the manufacturer has designed

a special carrier frame subject to an almost

universal adjustment. All parts of the lift are

made of metal, and all electrical equipment

conforms with the fire underwriters' code. !
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$1100 $1100

Result? Count

Why Pav More

\on-Synchronous

Attachment S350

Additional
TALKING PICTURES

Facts You Want to Know
| (
GUARANTEE—Every Reproducer and Talkie is guaran-
teed to produce perfect synchronization, perfect tone qual-
ities and to be free from mechanical defects and imperfec-
tions for one year. What more could you ask for?

2. INTERCHANGEABILITY—Good-All Reproducers and
Talkies are being served by all leading producers, with
sound on disc.

3 (
IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES—Deliveries will be made
within fifteen days after receipt of bona-fide order with
40^ cash deposit.

4. EQUIPMENT—Complete equipment, including two units
as illustrated, amplifier, tubes, fader, booth and stage wir-
ing, suitable speaker equipment, automatic gates, and all
other parts necessary for a complete installation, are fur-
nished with each machine.

^ INSTALLATION—Under ordinary circumstances, com-
* plete installation will be made by our factory representa-
tive in one or two days, at an additional cost of $20.00 per
day plus railroad fare from nearest service point. No
interruption of your shows or change in booth is required.

h HOW IT OPERATES—Each Good-All Reproducer or
Talkie is operated by individual synchronous motors, the
power not being derived from the projector. The pro-
jector, operating as an electric governor, holds the unit in

perfect synchronization at all times.

PRICES

JUNIOR Good-All Talkie .... SLI00.00
This wonderful instrument is designed up to 350 seats, but will
handle nicely any theatre having twice that number. Strictly
quality product.

SENIOR Good-All Reproducer, SL400.00
Designed for theatres up to 750 seats. Similar in all respects
to the Junior but including larger and more powerful ampli-
fication and additional horn equipment.

MASTER Good-All Reproducer, SL800.00
Results equal to the finest of any machine made are secured.
This instrument uses an entirely different speaker than any
other machine now on the American market, which is the New
Good-All Condenser Speaker. It is the only speaker made
which is non-directional, and which will reproduce with per-
fect fidelity any sound or cycle from 8 to 8,800 cycles. We
claim the reproduction of this instrument to be better than any
instrument made, regardless of price. The Master Model will
give perfect reproduction in any theatre up to 3,000 seats.
Includes double channel amplification and many other won-
derful features.

Good-All Electric Mfg. Co.
Ogallala. Neb.. U. S. A.

For nine years, makers of precision electric equip-
ment.

R. A. Goodall. Pre-ident

7 QUALITY AT A LOW PRICE—Exceeding simplicity of
' ' construction and operation and the use of standard inter-

changeable parts, give you an instrument of the highest
quality at a price you can afford to pay.

ACOUSTICS—For good results you must eliminate the
* "echo" in your theatre. All theatres installing Good-All
instruments will be given the engineering advice of the
Johns-Manville Corporation without cost. Send them com-
plete information on your theatre at 18th and Michigan
Avenue. Chicago. Illinois.

TERMS
40% cash with order. Balance payable in twelve equal install-

ments with 10% added zor carrying charge.

Sound on Film—Immediate delivery of the finest sound on film

equipment will be furnished at a net cash price of $2,500.00

additional. Good-All Equipment is suitable for any make of

projection machine.

In the last issue of
Exhibitors Herald-
World, the Good - All
Talkie was quoted at

S650.00 instead of

$950.00. prices being
reversed. Subsequent
improvements have in-

creased the price to
$1,100.00. We reserve
the right to increase
the price at any time.

Mail Todav

0&

GOOD-ALL ELECTRIC MFG. CO..

OGALLALA, NEBRASKA.

Mail literature on :

—

Goodall Talkies and Reproducers
Goodall Orchestrola

Number of seats in theatre-

Current available.

Name of projectors used-

Name

Address

City State..
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HOUGH
THEATRE
LIFTS

not only lift your organ console and sound
horns in the most efficient manner

Hough Lifts Are An INDISPENS-
ABLE EQUIPMENT IN EVERY
MODERN THEATRE.

A PIPE ORGAN IS

A COMMUNITY
INSTITUTION

featuring it with a HOUGH LIFT pleases your
patrons and enables you to CASH IN on your
organ investment.

CONGESTION ON THE
STAGE

is done away with by installing your sound
horns on a HOUGH LIFT.

My enginering department is at your service.

The complete cost of installation is

surprisingly low

Write for special
detailed information

Earl B* Hough
Sales Office

5820 Kenmore Ave., Chicago
Phone Sunnyside 4354

Wright-DeCoster

Dynamic Reproducer

The Speaker of the

Year

Your sound equipment can only

be as good as its speaker.

Wright-DeCoster, Inc.

St. Paul, Minn.

RCA OUTLINES
GROWTH DURING
1928 IN REPORT
ATOTAL gross income of $101,851,603,

and net income of $23,661,990, for the
Radio Corporation of America, during

the year ended December 31, 1928, was re-

ported to the stockholders by Owen D.
Young, chairman of the board, and General
James G. Harbord, president of the cor-
poration. After reserves for amortization
of patents, Federal income tax, foreign in-

vestments and the employees' pension fund,
the net sum of $19,834,799 remains to be
transferred to surplus. The comparative
figures for 1926, 1927 and 1928, are sum-
marized in the report as follows:
Gross 1928 1927 1926

Income..$101,851,603.18 $65,418,620.62 $61,157,286.64
Net income 23,661,989.72 11,799,650.28 7,396,487.18
To surplus 19,834,798.85 8,478,319.87 4,661,397.35

Total current assets at the end of 1928
were $55,577,250, and total current liabilities

were $16,073,015, a ratio of nearly three and
one-half to one. In 1927 total current assets
were $33,379,916, and total current liabilities

were $10,910,619. The corporation has no
bonded debt or notes outstanding.

Patents and patent, rights, carried in the
1927 assets at $5,515,543, have been written
down in the 1928 report to one dollar.

General Harbord, in submitting the 1928
report to stockholders for the board of
directors analyzes the company's activities
as follows:

* * *

"This period has been significant in the
history of your corporation. It has sold
more radio apparatus and handled more
radiograms than in any previous year. The
earnings of its communications business for
the first time has been sufficient to meet
the dividends on its preferred stock. Its
facilities have been increased to meet the
demands of its business. It has taken
the last preliminary steps for entering the
domestic telegraph field. It has definitely
become a factor in the amusement world.
For this enlargement of its usefulness in
different directions it has created such sub-
sidiary companies and contracted such alli-

ances as were necessary."

Radio Broadcasting created for itself a
new and important role in the presidential
campaign, General Harbord stated. "It car-
ried to the American people the proceedings
of the national conventions of the two great
political parties, the campaign speches of
candidates of all political parties and other
forms of publicity and closed an exciting
four months with the election returns. So
clearly and completely were the issues of
the campaign laid before the electorate, that
the possibility is visualized of future presi-

dential campaigns being shortened to perhaps
a month, thus minimizing the demoralization
and interruption to business hitherto charac-
teristic of the quadrennial campaigns."
The report refers to the unification of

Radio Corporation and Victor Talking Ma-
chine facilities as follows:
"After several months of negotiation, the

board of directors, subject to the approval
of the stockholders, authorized the acquisi-
tion of common stock of the. Victor Talk-
ing Machine Company for the purpose of
coordinating the activities of that company
with those of the Radio Corporation. This
coordination is a logical development of the
radio and phonograph industries and will

be of substantial benefit to the companies
themselves and to the public."
The Radio Corporation's activities in the

amusement field are summarized as follows:
* * *

"In the early part of the year, in associa-
tion with the General Electric Company and
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing Company, your corporation or-
ganized a subsidiary company, RCa
Photophone, Inc., for the development and
distribution of sound-motion picture projec-
tion equipment and the recording of sound
on films. Contracts have been made with
the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation for

the furnishing of Photophone equipment to
theatres owned or controlled by that com-
pany. Contracts have also been executed
for the installation of Photophone equip-
ment in approximately one hundred other
theatres.

"Under a contract made between the
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation and the
Radio Corporation of America providing
for use of patents, exchange of services and
co-operation in research in the amusement
field, the Radio Corporation of America
acquired a substantial interest in the Radio-
Keith-Orpheum Corporation. Stock owned
by Radio Corporation of America in F B O
Productions, was also exchanged for stock
of Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation."

Further commenting on developments in

this field, the report states:

"Through the arrangements above out-

lined, the Radio Corporation of America
acquires an important position in the

amusement field. It has a substantial in-

terest in the production, distribution and
exhibition of sound-motion pictures, with

increased facilities for furnishing entertain-

ment on records, on films and through the

air, in the theatre and in the home."

"The operations for the year," the report

states, "resulted in a net income of $23,661,-

990, of which $3,627,191 has been set aside

as reserve for federal income taxes and
amortization of patents, and $200,000 as re-

serve against foreign investments and for

the employe's pension fund, leaving a net

sum of $19,834,799, which has been trans-

ferred to surplus account."

EVERY THEATRE NEEDS THIS MODERN

RECORD CABINET
Enables Quick and Ac-

curate Good Cueing.

Eliminates False Moves

and Mistakes

Slides in Top So Either

10 or 12 inch Records

Can Be Used Making

Them Even in Front

This modern record cabinet is a real aid to every theatre using non-synchronous equipment. Holds
50 records and is numbered up to 100 so both sides of the record can be numbered to correspond
to number of pieces on the cue sheet. By listing pieces and numbering them and placing numbers
on cue sheet, this cabinet can be used to great advantage. Is 30 inches long, and lined with felt

to avoid scratching. $19.50 FOB Peterboro, N. H.

LESTER L. NICHOLS PETERBORO, N. H.
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Horns and Speakers
A continuation of the directory of reproducers and manufactur-

ers of interest to exhibitors contemplating installation of sound

equipment, begun the last issue, is presented here

A MOXG companies which are manutactur-
£A ing horns and speakers designed for
-JL use in motion picture theatres, several

lore are added here to those presented in

ie last issue of Better Theatres. Only fun-

amental information is given as to type of

orn or speaker so that exhibitors may select

Tlie Rola Model D-110

ie kind they are most interested in and get

l touch with the manufacturer.

Miles Mfg. Corp.,

il West 21st St.,

Sew York, N. Y.

Model M9.—Coiled air column horn adapt-

ble to both music and talking, declared by

ie manufacturer to have exceptional clarity

nd range.

rhe Rola Co.,

Oakland, Cal.

Model D-110.—Dynamic speaker, equipped

•ith rectifier element for operation directly

n 110-volt AC current. Sells for $50.

Wright-DeCoster Dynamic

Racon Electric Co., Inc.,

18 W ashington Place,

Neiv York, N. Y.

Model 4320.—Horn. Bell measures 40x40
inches, with a depth of 34 J/2 inches. It meas-
ures ten feet along the center line, and has a

cut-off of 75 cycles on the lower end, and up
to 8,000 on the upper. Constructed to project

forward and distribute in all directions

equally. Used with a dynamic unit, one horn
will fill a 1,200-seat theatre equally, according

to the manufacturer. Constructed of fabric,

impregnated and hardened.

Giant Dynamic Horn Unit.—Designed for

only long air column horns. Is of the electro-

dynamic moving coil type, and will handle

the output of a 15-watt amplifier. Has a con-

sumption of 1.1 amperes from a six-volt bat-

Macy Exponential Horn

tery. Has an input capacity of 30 watts, and
the dynamic cone unit will carry from two
to five watts with a frequency cut-off of

about 4,000 cycles.

Bryden Products, Inc.,

2559 Bellevue Ave.,

Detroit, Mich.

Dvnamic Speaker.—Planned primarily for

110-volt AC current, 90-volt DC, and 6-volt

storage batten-

. All parts drilled and tapped

for perfect assembly. Rectifier is of the 16-

plate Elkon type. Power units are by Don-
gan. Armature or bobbin is of moisture-proof

material. Speaker is finished in black lac-

quer. Diaphragm is of non-crystallizing

aluminum. Cone frame of cast iron. Prices

from $25 to $35.

Miles Model M9

Macy Mfg. Corp.,

1451 39th St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Air Column Exponential Horn—Designed
especially for use in theatres. Now available

in Hew light-weight construction. Built on

same plan as other Macy exponential horns

but lighter in weight and planned for needs

of the theatre.

Wright-DeCoster, Inc.,

St. Paul, Minn.

Model No. 108.—Dynamic reproducer which

has had considerable success in large auditor-

iums. Specially capable of reproducing the

lower frequencies. Has 2,700 ampere turns.

Magnetic lines in air gap number 90,000 per

square inch. Cone eight inches. Will handle

the output of a push-pull 250 amplifier with-

out distortion or cracking, it is claimed.

SUPERTONE
Latest and Greatest of Them All!

Embodies all the salient features of

$500.00 Sound Devices—Quantity out-

put enables us to sell to exhibitors at

the unprecedented price of $275.00.

Write for specifications and literature

before ordering any other device.

ALL PARTS Pays for Itself

Guaranteed before you pay for it

ADSWIN CORP.
The House of Quality

727 7th Ave. New York City

TALKINGNEEDLES
Especially treated for

TALKING PICTURE
RECORDS

EACH NEEDLE GUARANTEED

Attractive special proposition

for distributors.

Wall-Kane Needle Mfg. Co., Inc.

3922 14th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Stage Equipment
Orchestra - Console - Stage Lifts

Counterweight Systems - Fire Curtains

PETER CLARK
INC.

544 West 30th Street, New York, N. Y.

Installed Counterweight System, Steel and

Asbestos Fire Curtain, Organ Console Lift

and Stage Lift in UPTOWN THEATRE,
Philadelphia, Pa. Magaziner, Eberhard &
Harris, Architects.

All the painted glass, painted tapestries, mural and
"Metalique" decorations in the "Uptown Theatre" were
designed and executed by

EASTMAN BROS. STUDIOS, Inc.
36 West 46th Street

New York City

OUR NEW CATALOGUES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

THE UPTOWN
{Continued from page 27)

rotating in continuous motion."

After having viewed the theatre from this

point and returning to the main auditorium
floor, wc find niches decorated by cutouts in
metal of silver, gold, brass and copper, in the
manner of Reiss, of Budapest. These are
floodlighted and spotlighted in color from re-

cesses in the bases and heads of the niches.

The seats, luxurious and generous, covered
in modern fabrics, and the woodwork in silver,

were furnished by the American Seating com-
pany. Carpets are by Wanamaker.
The Uptown is further interesting as the

first picture theatre to employ the new prin-

ciple of acoustics invented by Emile Berliner

of Washington, D. C, widely known as the
inventor of the telephone transmitter, the
radio microphone, the helicopter and the con-
tinuous current transformer.

The Berliner invention consists of a series

of vibrating diaphragms which are set in ce-

ment panels. The auditorium walls, in be-

tween art glass panels and other decorative

effects, are built of these vibratory cellular

panels.

Before applying the top coat of plaster,

Berliner specifies that discs of galvanized wire
netting be nailed in rows over the wall. These
discs are really microphone diaphragms. Be-
tween the wall base and cell surface there is

a space of about half an inch. Just as faint

vibrations pulsing through a telephone wire

vibrate the diaphragm of a telephone receiver,

so sound waves striking a "diaphragmed"
cement wall vibrate the surface of each acou-

stic cell and not only soften words and music,

but amplify them.

The panels are of fireproof material and

present a smooth surface susceptible to being

painted or finished in harmony with any

decorative motif. It has been Berliner's aim,

through these vibrating cells, to achieve an

auditorium wall which would act as a resona-

tor and enlarge sound just as a violin case,

for example, magnifies the vibration of the

violin strings. Thus he has taken a vibrating

diaphragm, set it in a cement wall and cov-

ered the diaphragm with acoustic cement.

The diaphragms reflect some of the sound

in diffused sprays, it is explained, while some

of the sound energy is transmuted into me-

chanical vibratory motion, which actually

originates new sound, having the identical

pitch. This alteration of sound wave energy

into beneficial form, is called the vital point

in the Berliner invention.

A few words as to other qualities afforded:

For heating, ventilating and cooling, a com-

plete system for both summer and winter de-

signed by Leopold and built by the American

Heating and Ventilating company and the

Carrier Engineering corporation are provided.

Purified air is brought into the theatre

through outlets covered by ceiling plaques

and circulated through floor mushrooms. The

electric lighting and diming was designed by

Davy, and installed by Nusbaum.

Stage equipment and elevators, all designed

by Peter Clark of New York, are the last

word in modern stage architecture.

The Uptown is owned by Samuel Shapiro,

who has other theatres in Philadelphia and

who operates the Uptown in association with

the Stanley Company of America.
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BETTER PROJECTION
Motor Control Box of Western Electric

By F. H. RICHARDSON

rHE above named subject has been selected

for consideration this month because of

the many letters asking how the projector

flpotor speed is controlled in the Western
electric sound equipment. It really is a most
l.lteresting subject.

When engineers tackled the problem of

f
vnchronizing sound with motion in motion

Bictures, it was quickly discovered that not

inly must the sound be in practically perfect

•Vnchronism with the motion, but also there

Bust be very duplication of picture taking

Aid sound recording speed when reproduction

ft undertaken.

[I While it is possible to project silent pictures

lit materially higher or lower speed than the

peed at which they were taken, without very

Herious injury, this most emphatically is not

•rue where the picture is synchronized with

Brand. With sound, any difference between
ke recording and reproduction speed is in-

( tantly and objectionably noticeable. If the

f peed of reproduction (projection) be higher

Kan that of recording, then all voices will be

Inore shrill, and all music will have a higher

itch. There will be distortion. If the speed

I f reproduction be less than that of taking,

hen the voices will be lower—more hoarse

—

I nd the anusic will have a lower pitch. In

i ^either case will the voices or music be the

ame • thing the microphone "heard." In
• either case will results be good,

i The speed at which the pictures are taken
{ '.nd the sound recorded is always the same.

1 t is ninety (90) feet of film per minute, or

i 8 inches per second. With Movietone and
i he disc record system, and with others which
' nake the picture and sound record simul-

taneously, and on the same film if a film be
lsed for both records, this of course cannot

possibly be otherwise. With those systems
i vhich employ two separate films for making
I he sound and picture record, combining them
r fterward, there might, theoretically, be a dif-

I erence, but in practice there never is. The
I ob of the motor control box then is to so

ontrol the speed of the motor driving the mo-
ion picture projector and the disc turntable

j hat exactly 90 feet of film will pass the pro-

i ector aperture per minute, regardless of vari-

ations in either load or power voltage.

I The motor control has three duties to per-

1 orm. First, the gearing is such that a motor
I peed of 1,200 r.p.m. is required to project 90
I.eet of film per minute. It is the duty of the

notor control box to compel the motor to per-

I
orm at exactly that speed, not sometimes, but

.lways, regardless of voltage or load varia-

ions. The second point I have inadvertently

ncluded in my first. It is the maintenance of

.egular speed under varying conditions of
oltage and load. Thirdly, it must enable the

projectionist to instantly alter the motor speed
o accommodate silent picture projection. Let
is now examine the gizzard of this clever
ittle doodad and see what makes it go

!

; Doubtless some of the Wise Ones will be

«mpted to ask why it would not be possible

o use a compound wound d. c. motor or a

ynchronous a. c. motor, both of which are

ated as constant speed machines. They are
tiat, too, for all ordinary commercial work,
ut they would not regulate closely enough
o meet the very exact requirements of this

work, especially when we consider the possible
changes of load and line voltage, particularly
the latter. Another serious objection to the
synchronous motor is its relatively low start-

ing torque. Moreover, if those motors were
used how would we handle silent picture pro-
jection, which calls for a much lower projec-
tion speed than does sound.

The motor control box depends for its oper-
ation upon what is known as a "tuned" or
"resonant" circuit, which means a circuit

which will let a. c. of a certain, pre-determined
frequency pass with slight resistance, but
which offers high resistance to alternating
currents of all other frequencies.

The current frequency which such a circuit

is designed to pass is called the "critical," the
"tuned" or the "resonant" frequency. The

phenomenon is rather difficult to explain to
the layman, but fortunately it is possible to

cite a fairly close mechanical analogy.

Cut into two an ordinary rubber band such
as you put around papers. Fasten some suit-

able weight of sufficient weight to stretch it

a bit, to one end, and, holding it by the other
end, if you give it a bit of a jerk you will

find the weight will bob up and down at a
certain speed, that speed depending upon the
length and strength of the band and the
weight of the weight. The rate of bobbing
will be perfectly regular ; a mere touch will

keep it going at that rate.

However, it you attempt to make the move-
ment either faster or slower you will find the

band will give you very' little assistance. It

will in fact be more of a hindrance than a

iNOucron
GENERATOR

Figure I
Diagrammatic exposition of action of d.

motor and control box.

TO 110 j gi
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Figure 2
Diagrammatic exposition of action of a. c.

motor control box.
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help, so that in this we have a mechanical
arrangement permitting an up and down move-
ment of a certain, fixed frequency, but offering

resistance to movements of any other fre-

quency.

Any combination of mass and elasticity will

act in exactly the same manner. The well-

known tuning fork is another example. If

the tines of the fork be of a certain length,

a certain material and a certain cross section,

they will vibrate at a certain, fixed rate of
speed, and at no other rate.

In electrics a choke coil or inductance has
the same effect upon an a. c. circuit that the

weight has upon the rubber band, or more
properly speaking, a mass, such as a flywheel,

has upon a mechanical device, and an elec-

trical condenser plays exactly the same part

that the rubber band, a spring or any other
elastic member plays in a mechanical arrange-
ment.

An alternating current is, as you all know,
nothing more or less than a back and forth
movement of electric current, hence by con-
necting a choke coil and a condenser into an
a c circuit it is possible to produce resonance
effects. When a circuit is thus "tuned" to a
certain current frequency, that circuit will

permit that frequency to pass freely, but slap

any and all other frequencies on the wrist
and tell them to turn right back and go home
to mother. That, fundamentally, is all there
is to a "tuned" circuit.

In making provision for motor speed con-
trol, the first necessary thing is to provide
some means by which the regulating device
can at all times "know" at what speed the
motor is running. In this case this is done by
building into the motor a small a c generator.
This generator is on the motor shaft, and
within the motor housing. It will of course
produce a c current whenever the motor is

running; also of course the frequency of this

current will be exactly proportional to the
speed of the motor. And thus the little gen-
erator acts as a speed indicator to the motor
control box.

When the motor is running at exactly the
required 1,200 r.p.m., the small generator is

producing 720 cycle current. Of course if the
speed is either above or below 1,200 r.p.m.,

then the current frequency produced will be
over or under 720.

The tuned frequency of the circuit in the
motor control box is 720 cycles per second.
That is to say, it will pass current at that
frequency, but at no other, hence at starting,

the motor takes full power and speeds up
until it reaches 1,200 r.p.m., whereupon, the
small generator having reached 720 cycles, the
tuned circuit comes into action in such man-
ner that any further increase in speed is pre-
vented.

Treated more in detail, the motor used on
d c supply is an ordinary compound wound
motor, except for the fact that in addition to
the regular windings it is provided with a
special speed regulating winding, for which

THE STANDARD
NEW INTERMITTENT SPROCKET AND

PIN PRESS

Patented November 16, 1926

A very practical and Indispensable tool to replace Inter-
mittent sprockets efficiently or to tighten up sprocket -

holding taper-pins which may become loose during the
projection of pictures.

CAN BE USED ON ALL PROJECTORS
PRICE $8.50

See your nearest Supply-Dealer or write for free
illustrated pamphlet to

Projection Improvement Co.
DRIFTON, PA.

current is supplied by the motor control box.

We all know that the speed of a d c motor
is increased as the field current is weakened,
and increased when the field current is in-

creased. It is this feature which is utilized

to control the motor speed in this case.

The field winding of the small generator,
called the "pilot" generator, is supplied with
current directly from the power mains. In
the d c motor control box are three vacuum
tubes (figure 2) two of which act as rectifiers,

changing the pilot generator current from a c
to d c. This rectified current supplies the
regulating field of the motor, which is the
special field before described.

The amount of current these tubes will pass
is, however, dependent upon their grid bias,

which is controlled by a third tube operated
as a current amplifier by the tuned circuit.

Now follow me closely : When the speed
drops below 1,200 r.p.m. the grids of the recti-

fier tubes are negatively biased, hence the
rectified current passing through the motor
regulating field is small. The action of this

is to permit the motor to speed up, whereupon
the negative bias is decreased, causing the
strengthening of the regulating field, which
slows up the motor.

From the above, one might presume that
this permits variation in motor speed, and so
it does; but the variation is very slight in-

deed. The action is such that the speed is

to all intents and purposes constant. In other
words the action is so delicate that even the
most slight deviation from 1,200 r.p.m. causes
the tuned circuit to act and rectify it.

Important—When the regulating switch is

at "Reg," the motor control box functions as
before described. When it is at "Var," the
tuned circuit is cut out, and does not function
at all. The regulating field is then supplied
with current (d. c.) from the power mains,
through a rheostat connected with the control
knob. By the use of this knob the motor speed
may be hand-controlled at will.

The motor used on a c supply is of the
repulsion type, which has two windings, viz.,

the stator winding, which is fixed and takes
current directly from the mains, and the rotor
winding, which is on the rotating part of the
motor, and is not connected to the power
supply at all.

This latter winding is connected to the
motor commutator through its two opposite
brushes, therefore the speed of the motor will

be directly dependent upon the strength of
the current supplied to it through this circuit.

We therefore can regulate the speed of the

motor by regulating the current strength of
this circuit.

The a. c. motor control box contains four
vacuum tubes connected as per figure 2. One
of these is used to supply rectified current for
the field of the pilot generator. Two of them
act as rectifiers, supplying current to one
winding of a special choke coil which has a
second winding placed in the circuit which
connects with the motor commutator brushes.
The fourth is used as an amplifier.

When the current flow through the first

winding of the choke coil is heavy, its action

is not very pronounced, therefore a relatively

heavy rotor (driving) current can pass and
the motor speed is increased. Conversely, as

the current flowing through the first winding
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is decreased, the choking action of the coil is

increased and the motor speed is reduced.

It then follows that the motor speed may
be controlled by regulating the output of the
rectifier tubes, and since their output depends
upon the bias supplied to their grids, and this

is in its turn controlled by the fourth vacuum
tube (which is operated as an amplifying tube
by the tuned circuit), the action is fairly

obvious.

At speeds below 1,200 r.p.m. the grids of the

two rectifier tubes have very little negative
bias, hence these tubes pass a relatively strong
current through the first winding of the choke
coil. This of course permits a strong current
to flow through the motor rotor, which of
course speeds up. But when 1,200 r.p.m. is

reached, the tuned circuit functions, causing
the negative bias of the rectifier tubes to be
increased, which of course decreases their out-

put and causes the choke coil to reduce the
rotor current, and thus the speed is main-
tained at 1,200 r.p.m., with only a very narrow
tolerance.

As with the d. c. motor control box, the

a. c. box functions thus when the switch is at

"Reg," but when it is at "Var" the tuned
circuit is cut out and the regulation of pro-

jection speed is accomplished by means of the

hand regulating knob provided.

Of course it must be understood that figures

1 and 2 show only a simplified form of dia-

gram. There are further refinements, not

shown, which tend to make the speed regula-

tion very close indeed. You will see by study-

ing this device and its circuits that any ordi-

nary supply voltage variation would not affect

the speed of the motor, nor would any reason-

able change in load. It is a very, very cleverly

designed device and we should all remove our
chapeaus to the one or ones who doped all

that out. Don't you think so?

Volume Three of

Bluebook Due Soon
For a year past your editor has been work-

ing hard on Volume 3 of the Bluebook, which

will deal entirely with sound projection and

sound apparatus. It has been a very large

task—that is, if I desired to give you some-

thing really worthwhile. It is easy to get

together a bunch of stuff, some of which will

really have some value, produce a showy book

and call it a sound handbook or "authoritative

book on sound."

But when it comes to compiling a real

honest-to-gosh book on such a subject—well

it's some job, believe you me, even if one has

the best possible aid and facilities, which I

really think I have had.

In this book I am giving full, detailed de-

scription of the five systems which promise

to be the leading ones. I am giving you a

basic understanding of fundamentals. I am
giving you some practical suggestions in prac-

tical work, but am not giving operating direc-

tions, because if given they would very soon

have voorse than no value, due to the still

rapid improvements and changes in equipment.

I shall not include wiring diagrams for the

same reasons. Each system will supply you

with a wiring diagram of your installation,

and hookups will, of necessity, change with

improvements in apparatus, which are going

forward rapidly even now. They, too, then

would soon be misleading and worse than

useless.

I am giving you all that it seems possible

to give with safety. No use includine a lot

For the Most Beautiful Stages—
It is the stage and its settings which goes to

make a beautiful theatre. Since 1869 VoUands
decorations and sets have been considered

masterpieces.

Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.

St. Louis, Missouri
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if stuff which in a few months, weeks or even
lays may be all wrong and therefore worse
han useless. That won't do, and I don't care

o get your money on for a bunch of stuff

hat, while it looks real nice, and may be
[uite all right just at this present moment,
•ery likely won't be soon, and which anyhow
eally has small value, because you get it or
an get it for the asking from the various
nanufacturers.

The Bluebook Volume 3 will contain, as

tearly as possible, solid worth on its every
age. That which it does not give should not
•e given. It will have all its technical parts
arefully examined by the engineering depart-

aents of the various manufacturers concerned,
nd will have their OK or it won't appear.
However, I am writing the book myself

—

11 of it. It will not be the conglomerate work

of the various manufacturers, though it will

have, as I have said, their approval as to
technical correctness.

In closing this announcement, I will say
that Volume 3 will be published by the Chal-
mers Publishing Company and handled and
sold by the Book Department of Exhibitors
Herald-World. The Chalmers Publishing
Company is and always has been the publish-
er of my handbooks. I would suggest that
the first printing will in all human probability
be quickly exhausted ; I would therefore sug-
gest that if you have found solid value
in my Bluebooks and you want Volume 3,

send your name at once to one of the above
named firms and you will be notified of release
date and price (which will be as low as it can
be made) in ample time to obtain a copy of
the first printing.

Now, gentlemen, I would suggest that you
be careful about investing in "sound books."
By that I most emphatically do not mean you
should buy nothing but my own. I do mean,
however, that you will do well to buy only
after careful examination, unless you know
the author and have full confidence in his
integrity and ability. I would suggest that
you wait a bit if you are members of a union.
I believe there will be three books, including
my own, offered soon. Let the union purchase
one copy of each, and have a competent com-
mittee make honest comparison as to their

relative worth, recommending to the body the
one they consider as best. That is of course
merely a suggestion, but to me it seems a
really good one. I don't want your money
unless Volume 3 is honest and best value.

Vords Fail

Me Utterly

In this latter day the improvement in knowl-
dge on the part of motion picture projection-
sts and the ability of theatre managers has
astly improved as against what it was even
o little as ten years ago. In a now high per-
entage of theatres, what might be properly
ermed outrages upon the film and upon the
notion picture industry and upon the public
re rarely found, except in relatively minor
orm. The fact, however, remains that we
.re still, taken as a whole, very far from
erfection. The fact also remains that even
oday there remains with us Mr. Solido Bone-
leddo, both in the projection room and in the
lanager's office. Of this last statement I

hall, in the course of this article, proceed to

ffer what we may, I believe, term proof abso-

ute, in photographic form.

Figure I

I shall start off by displaying to your
admiring" gaze an intermittent star removed
rom a projector returned to a certain factory
or repairs. Looking at the star, we perhaps
vonder what gave the manager and "pro-
ectionist" (??????) the idea that the pro-
ector really needed a bit of attention ! And
hat thing actually projected, before audiences
-paying audiences—that purported to be a
notion picture. Personally I think I w^ould
ecommend it to the attention of some of our
crobatic "dancers." What with the stunts
hey could themselves supply, plus what acro-
atics this thing would add to the tout

nsemble, the results ought to be distinctly

;ood.

What is your idea as to the sanity of the
heatre "manager" and the "projectionist" who
:ept this in use until—see figure 1. In ex-
ressing your views, please be as moderate as

you can. Swearing is strictly taboo, whatever
you may feel like.

Figure 2

And now you who hold to the idea that the
motion picture industry, as a business enter-
prise, is so perfectly perfect, take a good rub-
ber at Figure 2, in which I permit you to gaze
upon another true classic.

What is it? you ask.

Why, Willie, that's a has-been intermittent
sprocket which was removed from a Powers
projector by some guy who got real reckless
one day and sent in to have some few rather
minor repairs made on. I believe he told them
they might even put in a new intermittent
sprocket, provided they thought one was really

needed ! The picture gives you the top and
side view. By looking closely you may see
nearly all the teeth, which is more than you
can do in the one shown in Figure 3 (below),
still another beautiful example of what an
intermittent sprocket should not be.

Figure 3
What's that? Xo, it is positively not a

buffing wheel. It is an intermittent sprocket,
removed from a projector sent in for repairs!
Look closely and I guess you may see the
"teeth." Anyhow, I can in the photograph

—

some of them.

Figure 4
Figure 4 proudly displays to your vision an

intermittent sprocket with a lot of teeth, though
they've been on a film diet so long they've be-
come a bit thin and are drooping, round shoul-
dered or what have you. Those that have
slumped clear down were not that w-ay when
the sprocket was taken off the projector. Some
one carelessly laid the sprocket down on the
bench, and the "teeth" w-ere unable to bear
the weight. Anyhow I guess that's how they
got squashed.
And I've some more, too, but maybe you've

seen sufficient to convince you that really some
"projectionists" and some theatre "managers"
still are with us who should have their brains
(I compliment them) examined.

Figure 5

And now I'll give you a slant at something
else, just to show you the poor sprocket is not
the only goat we have. What you see in
figure 5 is an aperture film track which some
real livewire theatre manager consented to
have replaced, even though there still was a
lotta metal left. What did he care for ex-
penses ! Keep the projection equipment in

perfect condition regardless, was his slogan

!

Evidently he lived up to it too ! Observe the
"graceful" curve the film made as it passed
the aperture. Nearly a perfect rainbow, what

!

And now, gentlemen, that you have exam-
ined these few pretty terrible examples, kindly
remember that you do not have to wait until

your projector gets into such utterly disgrace-

ful condition as is here shown to 'work great
injury to the thing you are selling to the public,

and thus to deal your box office a solar plexus
wallop!!!!!
The sprockets shown have, beyond the ques-
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Figure 5

An aperture film

track in damaged
condition. Mr.
Richardson states

that the illus-
trations in con-
nection with this

article show how
faulty condition

of equipment
works great in-

jury to the film
and so to the

box office itself

through the ef-

fect upon the

patron who sees
a poorly projec-
ted picture.

tion of a doubt, worked damage to films in

excess of hundreds of times the cost of their

replacement. The man who used that junk,

perpetrated an outrage upon every exhibitor

and projectionist who was obliged to use the

films after he got through imth them. You
know that and I know it

!

But are you certain, Mr. Exhibitor, that in

lesser degree outrage is not being committed
upon the films in your theatre???? Have you
examined your intermittent sprockets with a
magnifying glass for undercut recently, Mr.
Projectionist? Have you tested your aperture
tension lately? Do you know it is no more
than it should be. See General Instruction

No. 9, page 636, Volume 2, of your Bluebook
of Projection.

Do you realize, Mr. Exhibitor, that when
you pay rentals for productions, and then have
them projected before your audiences by pro-
jectors in anything less than perfect mechan-
ical and optical condition you are saving at

the spigot by "saving" a few dollars in needed
replacements, and turning the barrel upside
down, with the bunghole wide open, by reduc-
ing the entertainment value of those same
productions you have paid heavily for? Man,
it's as plain as the nose on your face!

"But," you might say, "they can't know how
good or how poor it is until they are inside,

and their admissions paid!"
Lord, yes, that's very true ! Uh huh ! But

has it never occurred to you that they find out
whether or not the show was highly pleasing
in all its aspects or not after they are in. And
when next the question comes up of visiting

your theatre and leaving their hard earned
coin on the ledge of your box office, that will
count heavily.

Think that Over, Mr. Manager. If you are
not guilty, then you'll not feel hurt. If you
are guilty—well, I'm really glad you get your
toes trod upon and I sincerely hope it will

hurt enough to send you to your projection
room at a gallop, with orders to put those
projectors in first class shape, and keep them
that way! It will prove to be one of the
wisest things you ever did.

Any undercutting at all of intermittent
sprocket teeth automatically condemns them
as due for replacement. Don't depend upon
your nude eye. Use a good magnifying glass.

Any visible wear upon aperture film tracks

condemns them. They should be replaced im-
mediately.

Any wear in the projector gear train suffi-

cient to permit of rocking the rotating shutter

as much as three-quarters of an inch at its

rim demands that the gear train have imme-
diate expert attention. Any excess aperture
tension is just plain outrage upon the films,

and upon the intermittent movement as well.

There are other things, but that will do for
a starter.

Sound Cue
Schedule
Mr. Harry F. Storin, manager, Leroy The-

atre Company, Pawtucket, R. I., sends the

editor a sound schedule intended primarily to

be used in the Movietone Bulletin. I am using
it there, but since it seems to be such a really

helpful stunt I have decided to rewrite it and
give it the very wide circulation enjoyed by
this department. I am sure you will all be
glad to have it, and to show it to your man-
ager when Movietone reaches your theatre,

as it surely will in due time, if it has not
already.

Examining the schedule, column one is, of
course, devoted to the name of the subject or
production. The next column carries "M"
for Movietone and "V" for Vitaphone. The
"Time" column gives the number of minutes
required for the projection of the subject.

In the "Rehearsal" column "F" indicates the

fader and "H" the horn setting. "Official

Change" columns are for the purpose of mak-
ing note of any desired change from the set-

tings marked "Rehearsal." Manager Storin
hands us the following explanatory letter:

"Dear Mr. Richardson : This sheet, which
is my own idea, is not designed to deal with
such details as change-over cues, etc., but only
to supply definite information with regard to

sound projection. The projection staff make
their own cue sheet for change-overs, etc.

This sheet is designed as a concise, simple,

easily understood reference chart for use in

sound projection. I am gratified to know that

since we have been using it the show has been
running very much more smoothly. The pro-
jection staff has advised me that they find it

of real value. It has eliminated arguments,
made unnecessary the constant interruptions

caused by the use of the telephone, stopped
disputes among the men concerning proper
pre-arranged settings, and has made mistakes
a thing of the past. "We may therefore fairly

say that it has helped to provide better sound
projection.

"The preparation of the schedule is simple.

Before rehearsal I send to the projection room
a form somewhat similar to the attached

schedule, but containing only the names of ti

subjects to be run, in the order of their pr
jection. On this schedule I mark the setting

in pencil, which I believe the subject shou
be started at. Each subject is started at th

setting, and then, as the rehearsal progress
I telephone such changes which seem be:

These they mark on the paper in the prop>

place.

"Immediately after rehearsal this schedu
is returned to me and from it I make up tl

regular schedule, reference chart on mime<
graph forms, for use in projection. The marl
ings in the "Rehearsal" column are those di

termined upon at rehearsal. Should it seei

advisable to change any of them, they ai

noted in the "Official Change" column, tr

same automatically canceling that setting i

the rehearsal column. Such changes are ofte

necessary because of changing house cond
tions. Special cues, such as a change frot

the regular 'A,' 'B' or 'C hour settings, ar

detailed in the 'Special Cues' column."

This is what I call helpful suggestion,

might be very helpful, even though it wer
not agreed with or found useful, because it

publication would set others thinking alon

similar lines, and that always is helpful. Don
get the idea, however, that because I sail

that I doubt the value of this chart, for

don't! It looks very good indeed to m
Moreover I think it will be welcomed by pro

jectionists and managers everywhere. W
thank Manager Storin most cordially for hav
ing submitted it. May I suggest that a grea

many of you might submit such helpful thing

as this, dealing both with silent picture pro

jection and with sound projection. It doesn'

help you to keep to yourself the "stunt" yoi

have found useful. And if you can help youi

brother projectionist, help projection and thu

help the motion picture industry, why not bt-

generous and do it????? Let me hear frorr

you.

For Consumption by

Theatre Managers
Near my winter home is a motion picture

theatre to which I often repair when the nee

for relaxation is felt. I attend that theatre

because of the fact that in it I am morally

certain projection faults will not occur to

annoy and mar my enjoyment of the show.

This latter is due to two important reasons

which I shall set forth for your consideration.

First, the projection staff is composed of men
who are real motion picture projectionists.

They attend strictly to business and take in-

terest in their work and pride in its perfection.

I have attended this theatre during winter

months for several years; usually at least once
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;vveek. In all that time, until my last visit,

ide from having to direct attention to very

ght travel ghost (which is inexcusable, even

ough slight) I have nothing but commenda-
'•n for the professional work of these men.

However, I believe—in fact, I know—that
1 some degree this state of affairs is due to

h Y "secondly," which is the fact that the man-
I jer of this theatre is a real manager. He

'.ows his business and attends strictly to it.

nee his is a strictly motion picture theatre,

th a six-piece orchestra, he realizes that the

>ck-in-trade of that theatre, aside from the

jsic, consists entirely of what the audiences

* upon its screen, which may be well dis-

jyed (projected) before them, or poorly

splayed before them, according to the excel-

ice of the work of projection.

* * *

He also realizes that as a motion picture

eatre manager it is imperatively necessary

at he be able to intelligently criticize projec-

in, that he must know- the difference between

gh grade and low- grade display of the goods
r theatre is selling to the public, that he

ust knoiv what projection faults are and the

ojectionists must know that he knows. He
tows that improper display of the picture he-

re audiences will lower the enjoyment of

ogrammes and make patrons less keen to

•me again, and thus the box office is affected

its injury. He realizes that it is up to him
demand from the men perfection in the

ork of projection, but before he can make
at demand effective he must himself demon-
-ate to the projection staff the fact that he is

mself able to and will detect projection

ults.

Gentlemen, it would be idle to say that pro-

ctionists, no matter how good they may be,

ill not do better work for such a manager,
an they will for one who would remain
itirely undisturbed with a six-inch travel

lost on the screen, an unevenness in screen
umination which this manager would not for
le moment tolerate, or some other projection

ult perhaps equally bad.

Such a manager would not appreciate high
ade work, and that is in itself a decidedly
scouraging factor. The projection staff

ould soon know that high grade work meant
:tle or nothing to him, and it requires no
retch of imagination to understand the fact

at they will therefore not go to much trouble

, produce it
* * *

But with such a manager as this one, the

en are kept "on their toes." First, they know
: appreciates good work. They also know
at whereas he will speak an occasional word

: praise and appreciation for good work, he
ill literally raise the roof if he doesn't get it.

hey can't put anything over on him, and
lowing that fact they don't try- It is good
>r them, as well as good for the manager
id the theatre box office. It compels them
> attend to their "knitting" when on duty,

id after all may we not all agree that pro-
ctionists are not employed merely as orna-
ents. The projectionist is employed with
ie idea that he will give to the theatre every
t of knowledge, skill, painstaking care and
lergy he is possessed of during the hours he
on duty. That is the general idea, though

i occasional man seems not yet to have dis-

)vered that fact.

We still have with us men who feel no real

rge to give the best in them, but rather try to

*et by" with the least possible effort. They
ill do it if they can, too, but with managers
ich as I have described, the "least possible

Tort" they can get by with is the best that

in be produced upon the theatre screen, and
ley soon learn that fact or—involuntarily

jit.

Theatre managers cannot be expected to

now the mechanical and optical details of

rojection. It is not necessary, or even desir-

)le, that they should. They should, however,
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EXHIBITORS WILL SAVE THOUSANDS
For the first time, DA-LITE SCREENS are now available to the individual theatre owner direct from
the manufacturer. This includes all types of metallic and white surfaces listed in our 1928 catalog. The
quality is identically the same, Tear-proof and Seamless, up to 24' x 32'.

FIFTY GENTS PER SQUARE FOOT
50 cents per square foot NOW, will buy exactly the same screen you have paid $1.50 for heretofore. What
your screen shows makes your theatre what it is. At these prices there is absolutely no reason for dirty,

cloudy, inferior screens. This tremendous saving takes the screen out of the luxury class. It no longer pays
to recoat a screen. Get a new one that will permit you to cash in on your film rentals by showing them to

best advantage.

Measure that old screen and tell us whether you are using, High intensity, Hi-Low, Reflector type,

Straight arc, or Mazda, and we will furnish a surface to fit your requirements. Our catalog is yours for

the asking.

THE DA-LITE SCREEN CO.
922 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO, ILLINIOS

Note—The Da-Lite Da-Tone X (Sound) Screens are sold exclusively through the Electrical Research Products,
Incorporated.
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id for maximum results often must know
LOUgh to offer expert criticism concerning

e picture upon the results on their own the-

re screen.

Inion Educational

ection

From a middle west city of considerable

ze comes this letter: This letter should be

:aded "information wanted." That's the

se with most letters, is it not?

"Have read 'our' department in the Exhibitors
SKALD-World for several years. It has always been
teresting and helpful. I have the Bluebook of

ojection and it was a wise investment for me. Has
Iped me in more ways than one.

"Well, here is what I want : Just recently it was
ggested that we have an educational committee in

it local and a School of Projection. I know we
; late in getting started, but better late than never.

"I believe the success of such a venture depends
gely upon getting started right. Knowing, as you
, the methods pursued by other locals in such
ters, and having ideas of your own, I presume,
't you tell us how the thing ought to be started
conducted?"

That, brother, would be quite a large order,

roadly the ultimate success of such a venture
>ends very largely upon two things, namely

:

•t how much are your members really in-

rested and, secondly, just how hard is some-
e willing to work to make the thing really

teresting? However, there is a great, big

ef sticking up out of the waters such a
ft must sail, and that is the reef of envy
d jealousy. Sorry, brother, but facts are

icts, and that reef has wrecked many such
;ntures.

You see, in almost every local there are
iembers who just plain don't believe in edu-
ition in projection. They are straight, strict

radical" men. Book knowledge is to them
lot of hooey. Don't need books. Projection
partments they declare are not a help, but
ore in the nature of a curse. Such men
n't want to move ahead or up and they

sent anyone else trying to do so. They react

~nst such movements as you propose in a

1 because they realize that if the movement
started and they refuse to participate—well,

won't perhaps look so very good. They are
e aw-it's-good-enough type of man. They
erefore do one of two possible things. They
y away, but with their li'l hammer very'

~y, or they ostensibly join, but with that

mer up their sleeve all ready to use on
ery possible occasion. Either way they dis-

urage the movement, and usually succeed
wrecking it, though it would be very hard
pin that fact on them.

* * *

Personally I would suggest that if you have
ough members who are really in earnest

ut this matter, you would do better to

ve the union entirely out of it, call together
e men you know, or believe to be willing

3 go into such a matter, elect a chairman and
ecretary and arrange to hold .etings regu-
irly, say once a week. One suJi educational
rganization I know of cinched things by re-

uiring each man to deposit $25. They ar-

anged for a course of 25 meetings, one each
/eek. Every time a man was absent from a

leeting he was charged one dollar. At the
nd of the series every man received back all

is money except one dollar for each missed
leeting. The remainder was to be and was
sed to supply a dinner for all "members."
"here were sixteen "members" and only a
otal of eleven dollars available for the dinner.

)on't know about the dinner, but the course
/as a distinct success.

What's that? Oh yes. Certainly $25 is a
Dt of money to part with, but if your men
re really in earnest they can and will dig it

p, knowing they will get it all back if they
tick. There was an arrangement so that if

aeetings were missed for a really good and
ufficient reason, such as illness or unavoid-
ble absence from the city, there was no for-

eit, but the absentee must present answers
iter to the questions propounded.

In general the plan pursued was to ask a

certain number of questions each week, se-

lected in this case, from the Bluebook of

Projection index, the answers to all to be read

and discussed at the next meeting.

And now I'll make this tentative offer: In

the late spring I expect, in company with

friend daughter, to head my Go-Devil in the

direction of Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, ex-

plore its depths and then travel on out to

Centerville, Iowa. On this trip, if it is made,

I shall pass through the city whence this let-

ter came. If the local wishes it and is willing

to share the expense of the stop by paying

the hotel bill and garage expense, I will stop

one night there and give them an illustrated

lecture upon sound projection and sound pro-

jection equipment.

I am now, with the aid of two engineering

departments, preparing such a lecture. It will

be pretty complete and fully illustrated by
stereopticon slides. When completed it will

have the approval and official sanction of the

Powers That Be in sound projection.

On the trip in question I could drive

straight through. Each stop means loss of

time and garage and hotel expense. However,
the trip could be made to include certain cities

on the way out and I think I would be willing

to include them, provided the men of each

city, through the local union, would be willing

to arrange for such a meeting and help with

the expense to the extent of paying the hotel

and garage bill. I would. I think, be willing

to give the time and stand the not inconsider-

able added strain, but feel that if the men
don't want such a thing enough to be willing

to stand some proportion of the added ex-

pense, then they don't want it enough to

justify my doing it.

The following cities could be included and
I will be glad to hear from the union in each

one as to whether or no the proposal strikes

them favorably.
* * *

Philadelphia, Allentown, Reading, Harris-

burg, Pittsburgh, all in Pennsylvania ; Wheel-
ing, W. Va. ; Columbus, Springfield, Dayton
and Cincinnati, Ohio; Louisville and Lexing-
ton Kentucky; Knoxville, Chattanooga and
Nashville, Tennessee; Evansville, Indiana; St.

Louis and Moberly, Missouri, possibly also

Kansas City, St. Joseph and Omaha.

P. S. The chief virtue of the $25 deposit

plan lies in the fact that while some men
will enter such an undertaking readily enough,

only to weary of it soon and drop out if there

be no collectable penalty for quitting, they will

give some thought to taking the matter up if

they must pungle up a substantial sum of

coin, and will think a good many times before

deciding to drop out if the loss of that coin

is involved by quitting.

And it is only fair, because such a thing

is not put on its feet without a lot of work,
which must be done by someone. And if after

they have done the work, a lot of men quit,

and thus discourage others and wreck the

whole thing, those who have done the work
must hold the bag.

Of course, the requirement of a substantial

deposit such as I have described might pre-

vent the starting of the thing all right, but

don't you think if it did, that the chances

are at least even that if men did not take

enough interest—did not care enough about

the matter to be willing to put up some money
as a forfeit, all of which would come back to

them if they went through with the undertak-

ing—the thing would be pretty well fore-

doomed to failure anyhow? Think that over,

brother.

From Canal Zone

By First Air Mail
Carried on that epoch-making flight when

Colonel Lindbergh brought from the Canal

Zone the first air mail, the following letter

has reached me. It is from Motion Picture

Projectionist Ray Simmons, France Field, C.

Z., who says

:

"As the Pan-American Airways Mail Route is to be

inaugurated Sunday, February 10th, with "Our
Lindy" acting as pilot, carrying the first air mail

from the Canal Zone to the States, it has occurred
to me that you might appreciate a letter traveling on
what will undoubtedly be a historic flight.

"1 have been a constant and devoted reader of

your department ever isnce my first day in a projec-

tion room, 'way back in 1914. It is no exaggeration

to say that the department and your handbooks have
been a great help to me.

"I have not been a contributor for the simple reason

that there never seemed anything of sufficient impor-

tance to justify writing. The handbook, now the

Bluebook of Projection, explained about every pos-

sible thing that could happen to a projector, or to

the film while in one, so as I studied the books I

bought there was nothing to ask questions about.

"However, I now have something which may be of

value to some other projectionist. I have never seen
anything like it in the department, so here goes:

The 12th Photo Section of the U. S. Army is sta-

tioned at this post (I had a dear friend there for

several years, a flier and expert photographer, Evere
Abbey by name. Maybe you knew him. Ed.) and
very frequently takes motion pictures which, before

forwarding the negatives to Washington, I project so

that they may detect any over or under-exposure.

"Before attempting to project these valuable nega-

tives I first run a 75 foot length of white stock film.

If it goes through without scratching, it then is safe

to project the negatives. I also project a similar test

strip after making any adjustments of the projector

mechanism or the takeup. If it goes through I then
know the positive films won't be scratched either.

"Projection has improved considerable since the old

Edison days. We have better and larger theatres,

improved projectors, better films, etc., but there still

are the same bum splices and film faults. Just why
a projectionist will work his fool head off making
splices and making them with a poor cement is be-

yond me. I have found a cement made in Los An-
geles to be the best of them all. If it will stand

up down here it ought to be a corker in the States

all right.

"As to the 'Audiens.' For silent pictures we use

combination United States—Spanish titles and until

our Spanish speaking people can understand English,

there is small hope for the Canal Zone using talkies.

"In closing I wish to thank you for your kindness

in the past in devoting your time to the betterment

of the industry and projection. I hope you will

continue to write and preach Better Projection. I

am in the U. S. Air Service, stationed at France

Field. I have had the thrill and experiences of

flying, yet I am still grinding out the movies every

night."

It was indeed thoughtful on the part of

friend Simmons to send the letter by the first

Pan-American air mail. His action is appre-

ciated. I don't quite know, though, where
Simmons connects into projection, unless the

Army has a theatre there, of which he is pro-

jectionist. Presume that is the fact.

I hardly believe the test described will be

adopted by many. Too expensive for the

stock and too much trouble to examine 75 feet

of length minutely, as it would have to be ex-

amined to make the test effective. It is all

right where highly valuable negatives are to be

used, though even so I really believe, friend

Simmons, that a careful examination of the

projector film trap, beginning at the upper

magazine fire trap and its chute and rollers,

following down to and through the same thing

on the lower magazine, would be quite suffi-

cient, and maybe in some ways considerably

better. Please don't think I do not appreciate

your kindness in describing what you think is

an excellent and effective test, however.

If the film track and everything pertaining

to it is in good condition there will be no
scratching of the film as it passes through a

projector, but with old-type takeup tension

adjustment discs there may be damage done in

the lower magazine, because of the fact that

those discs did not and could not be made to

distribute the tension evenly throughout the

run. The net result was that there was more
or less slippage during the first hundred feet

of takeup operation, with consequent scratch-

ing of the emulsion. That is more or less

true with many takeups still in use.

In the matter of improvements, I take it

friend Simmons talks of the Canal Zone. Tak-
ing the motion picture industry as a whole, in

order to realize the hugeness of improvement

through the years of its existence, one must
actually have seen the first "Nickelodions,"

with a plain, unbordered sheet of muslin

stretched upon the wall for a screen; the

cheap seats, often no more than plain wooden
kitchen chairs; the almost complete lack of

decoration, and the little wooden or cloth cubby
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You'll find me where "Movie" crowds are

IransVerteJbt
is a necessity when it comes to accurate current control.

It tunes out line fluctuations. It guards against outside interference

so frequent in crowded down-town circuits.

It maintains within 3% the rated voltage of its generator—regard-

less of the load.

That means—uniformly constant current, with the Projectionist at

his best because he KNOWS his attention may be devoted exclu-

sively to skillfully putting on the program.

There is a Transverter especially designed to meet every Projection

need.

State your problem and we will help you overcome it.

Sold in the U. S. A. by
The National Theatre Supply Co.

Canadian Distributor
Perkins Electric Ltd.

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY
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12700 Elmwood Avenue Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.
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"Better Projection Pays"
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hole often less than six feet square whi
served as what was then very properly call

the "booth," with its one spindle-legged, ti

projector taking current through a crude rh(

stat—admission a whole, great big five cen

Magazines? Huh. There weren't any
those days! Steady picture? Be yourse
man! A jump of less than six inches was
most unnoticed. Raise the price of admissi
to ten cents. Out ! The public would nev
stand for it and he who tried it would fa

ruin. Build a regular theatre for motion p
tures ! Have your head examined ! Pictur

would soon die out, and, anyhow, what's t

matter with the storeroom?

Yea, verily I say unto you, those were t

hectically interesting days—to look back
now

!

The Young Man
And Projection

The editor occasionally receives letters fn
young men, usually just leaving school, as!

his advice as to whether or not motion
ture projection offers a field of sufficient

traction to justify them entering it.

This is a question it is impossible to reply

personally, for the reason that success in ar

field of human endeavor depends so vi

much upon the individual himself or hen
The man who might make a pronounced si

cess in one field, might make a pronounce
failure in another. Some men and women ai

not capable of pronounced success in anythir
requiring any considerable amount of ment;
ability or activity. Other men could not sui

ceed in anything requiring any large amount c

physical exertion. Some are mentally lar

Some are physically lazy. Some are both.

Assuming a young man to have a reasonabl
amount of mental ability and a willingness t

exert himself physically and mentally, to

reasonable extent, there is no reason why h
should not find motion picture and sound pro

jection an attractive field, remembering tha

it offers few opportunities for advancemen
to executive position, or in fact to any posi

tion other than that of motion picture pro

jectionist, chief projectionist or supervisor o

projection.

* * *

However, nowadays the rate of remunera
tion for motion picture projection compare 1

favorably with that of other work which i<

paid by the day; also it is steady work th<

year around. The indication is at present thai

the pay will advance rather than decrease

since sound has brought to the projectionisl

added responsibilities, as well as the need foi

far greater ability than heretofore has beer

demanded.

Of course the work has its drawbacks, one

of which is that just when other men are out

with their families, their best girls or some

other chap's best girl, the projectionist must be

working. Holidays and Sundays are usually

the theatre's big days ; also theatres do their

heaviest business in the evening, which usually

is the playtime for other men. Those who
decide to enter motion picture projection must

make up their minds to put up with those

things. It is a "part of the game."

Then, too, projectionists are about the only

men in the entire motion picture industry

who occupy a strategically important position

who receive almost no credit at all from any

one for excellence in their work, though they

may expect a "cussing out" real promptly if

anything goes wrong—often entirely regard-

less of whether it is through any fault of

theirs or not.

I remember once, when along about 190:.

I was projecting pictures in Chicago, and had

for some while been protesting concerning the

wretched conditions of films received from the

exchange—one of "Billy" Swanson's ex-

changes, by the way. Chicago oldtimers will

remember it. One day the films were received
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o late to give them even the most hasty ex-

nination before opening time. Incidentally

e "operators" of those days were obliged to

j to the exchange and get the films—also to

turn them after the show—often being com-
Jled to loaf around the place an hour or

,o or maybe even three of them.

This particular "show" broke three times

the first reel. In those days we "cranked"
!

e projector by hand, so a break meant a

op. There was no possible escape from it.

t the third break the manager came up and
arted bawling poor me out in language not

all pleasant. What he said was surely

plenty, and I listened until he was through.

His abuse was all directed at my 'umble self,

who was in nowise responsible for the trouble.

Then he went down from there, omitting the

ladder, I believe. He. got a new "operator"

that evening; also he retired to the privacy

of his own home to nurse a beautiful black

eye, acquired in some mysterious fashion.

"Ran into something," the cashier told me,
with which I agreed. He surely did

!

Those conditions have been somewhat
remedied with the passing years, but we still

have theatre managers who cannot be quite

classed as altogether reasonable. Also theatre

managers, taken as a whole, offer small in-

ducement to projectionists to excel in their

work, but just the same, men who enter the

profession of motion picture projection, who
treat it as a profession and are willing to

work hard and long for success, will in the

end achieve such success as it can supply.

The work is extremely interesting to men of

brains and some vision. It has many draw-
backs and many advantages. Young men
might do a whole lot worse. Whether or no
projection is the field for you to enter, young
man, depends wholly and entirely upon you
yourself.

American Projection Society Dines

SATURDAY night, February second, the

J witching (it is presumed to be witching,
anyhow) hour of midnight, found one of

le beautiful, stately ballrooms of the Hotel
i.stor at Times Square in New York City,

l the very heart of the Great White Way
nd in what may perhaps be termed the
leatrical heart of the world, filled with
lembers of the American Projection So-
iety, their wives, sweethearts, daughters
nd friends. The occasion was the 15th an-
iversary dinner and dance of the above
amed organization, which now has
ranches in New York City, Washington,
'orfolk, Va.; Pittsburgh, Wichita, Kans.;
larrisburg, Pa.; Toronto, Providence, Van-
Duver, B. C, and one state branch in Cali-
>rnia, located at Los Angeles. There are
ow several charter applications pending.
For the information of those who may
ot know, the American Projection Society

,
wholly social and educational. It has

eathered the storm and stress of 15 years,
ad during the past five years, it has been
eadily growing. Its formation was orig-
ially

t of my own knowledge, very largely
rought about through the efforts of Joseph
asson, a Broadway projectionist, past
resident of the New York City motion
icture projectionists' local union, No. 306,
A. T. S. E. and M. P. M. O., but its con-
nuance through the past few years has
een due to the efforts of men who have
iven freely of their time, energy and even
loney. George Edwards, president of the
merican Projection Society, is one of
tern. Lawrence Jones is another. Sam Ru-
in, present treasurer, is another. A. P.
ishop is now general secretary, and Ben
tern, vice president.

The organization has accomplished much
good work in the projection educational
fields. It is composed entirely of I. A. men.
To come back to the dinner, however,

there were 20 tables, each seating twelve
persons, so you see the affair, which was at

seven dollars per plate, was well attended.
This really means something in this case,

because there was no reason on earth why
any one need attend unless he wished.
President Edwards did what little presid-

ing was done, the affair being entirely in-

formal. A really excellent orchestra pro-
vided music, and that it was good, is proven
by the fact that it was 6 a. m. before I was
able to pry friend daughter off that dance
floor and out into broad daylight for the
twelve mile shin homeward.
A very few brief talks were made, con-

suming in their entirety not more than 15

minutes. President Edwards welcomed the
guests and told of the progress the organi-
zation is making. Joseph Basson was in-

troduced as one of its founders. He spoke
very briefly. Lester Isaacs was introduced
as president of the Projection Advisory
Council, and he spoke of that innovation.
He said the Council did not propose to

recognize anyone as an authority upon pro-
jection, which is a perfectly correct pro-
cedure for that body, though presumably
some outside its august ranks may be as-

sumed still to know a few things and to

offer advice, through the Council, of course,

upon projection matters. I hope so, any-
how.
Otto Kafka, past president, spoke briefly,

as did Lew Hammond. I was introduced
as the "grandfather of projection," and
spoke briefly upon the many differences be-

tween the early days and now, and of the

battle I waged for many years, almost alone,

to secure or force some sort of recognition
for projection in the days before it became
respectable to be in any way connected with
it. Those, said I, were the days when to

insist that projection really was of any im-
portance, was to be derided, scoffed at and
even laughed at by the men themselves. It

it different now. The battle has been won
and there are now many who, having dis-

covered that projection really is something
more than "operating a machine," are will-

ing to assume the projection toga and lead

the procession.

The affair was a pronounced success. All

the women guests were given a charming
souvenir in the form of a powder compact,
whereupon a wonderful activity was in-

stantly apparent and cheeks soon vied with
the blushing rose.

The Society publishes the American Pro-
jectionist, which I strongly advise all progres-

sive projectionists to subscribe for, in addi-

tion to this paper. You may send your sub-
scriptions ($1.50 per year) to me if you
wish, and I will see they reach the "right

spot."

Strange

Ideas
From a correspondent, no matter where, as

I have no desire to embarrass him, comes this

letter

:

"I have been advised to write you to secure in-

formation about Vitaphone and Movietone machines
and their operation. Have worked in the electrical

trade since I graduated from school in 1926. Would
like to learn to be an operator. I ran the projector
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The new model Cutawl is entirely portable. It is not at-

tached in any way except by electric cord, and can be
operated in any plane horizontal, vertical or oblique.

It is POWERFUL having a two-speed motor, allowing the
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It has a variable cutting stroke up to 34 i°ch and is convert-
ible for sawing by substituting saw-blade for the chisel.

Thus it is possible to cut several thicknesses of cardboard
or wallboard at one cutting. Note example in soldiers

shown to the left.

Display designed and executed for the Keith-Albee Palace Theatre
of Akron, Ohio, by the Art Guild of New York. All soldiers as well

as the sign were made with the Cutawl
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tations. Motion Picture Studios are creating setting that

would be practically impossible to create without the Cutawl.

There is practically no limit to the range of its usefulness,
other than the ingenuity and ability of its user.

Send for detailed information about our FREE 10 day
Trial Offer, also list of Theatre and Studio users and com-
plete catalog describing the new and improved Cutawl.

THE INTERNATIONAL REGISTER CO.
27 So. Throop St. Chicago, IU., U. S. A.

Established 1891

for a short while at the school and am fairly handy
as a machinist and electrician.

"What is the best way to get a start in this line,

and are any tests given before you can become an
operator? Is an apprenticeship necessary in this

line? Have already served an apprenticeship in an
electrical shop. Would like to get started as soon
as possible. Any information about the machines or
the chance of employment will be welcome."

I was inclined to smile as I read the fore-

going, but did not, since the fantastic ideas

therein contained concerning motion picture

and sound projection have been deliberately

encouraged to persist through the years by the
very men who should have done everything
possible to overthrow them.

This man wants to be an "operator," but
does not mention which one of the hundred
and more varieties of "operator" he seeks to

be. Of course I know he really wants to be-
come a motion picture and sound projectionist,

which he visualizes as being a very simple
matter, merely involving the operation of a
machine or machines. He doubtless has the

idea, entertained by many and fostered by a
still large percentage of the projectionists of
today, that his duties will consist merely in

trimming an arc lamp, oiling a mechanism,
attending upon a generator and motor or two,
threading in a film occasionally and a few
things like that. Sound projection he very
evidently has not even the most nebulous idea
about.

And He Calmly Asks Me If An Appren-
iceship Is Necessary, at the same time admit-
ting that he served one in the "electrical

business."

To him I would say that we already have
altogether too many "machine operators,"
though their number is, thanks be, steadily

decreasing. You are proposing to enter a
Profession, or what amounts to that, because
it involves mechanics, electrics, optics and
ability to judge of naturalness of both action

and sound. You are proposing to take charge
of the reproduction, before paying audiences,

of productions the preparation of which in

many instances cost up to a million of dollars,

the success of which, insofar as has to do

with the audiences dependent upon your skill,

knowledge and careful care for their enjoy-
ment, will be directly dependent upon what I

have just named—your skill, knowledge and
careful care.

You Have No More Right To Enter Motion
Picture Projection Without A Thorough Prepar-
ation, Which Should Include At Least One Year
Of Practical Work As An Apprentice, Than You
Have To Try To Run A Locomotive, Practice
Medicine Or Do Any Other Thing The Success

Of Which Is Dependent Upon Knowledge And
Skill. The only difference is that in the two
things I have named you would certainly kill

people, whereas in motion picture projection
the results would not be so serious. The
principle involved is however the same.

As a starter I would advise you to get the
Bluebook of Projection, which may be ob-
tained by sending $6.20 to the Chalmers Pub-
lishing Company, 516 Fifth Avenue, New York
City. It is a 2-volume textbook on motion
picture projection. It will give you some idea
of what is involved in such work, to which
now has been added the complicated and dif-

ficult matter of sound reproduction and pro-
jection.

Your mechanical and electrical knowledge
will help you a lot in projection, but, after all,

projection is chiefly an optical operation, and
optics certainly are complicated and difficult.

Remember that the one who aspires to be-
come a locomotive fireman, an electrician, a
plumber or a bricklayer also wishes to "get
started" quickly just as much as you do, but
he is not permitted to. He must serve a
competent apprenticeship and that's that.

As to "tests," there are some more or less

competent examinations in some cities and
states, though none, so far as I know, which
are anything like what they should be. In
Canada there are some excellent "tests" in the
form of an examination. If you hope to pro-
ject motion pictures in Vancouver, in Alberta,
in Saskatchewan or, I believe, in Winnipeg,
you will have to show an examiner that you

are a really competent projectionist or els

stand aside, which is exactly as it should be.

Most unions conduct an examination befor

admitting applicants, but I am sorry to sa;

that such examinations are almost invariabl;

rather sketchy. Recently I was present at sucl

an examination. When it was finished and th

applicant had departed, I asked the "board
1

to tell me what a 6}4 inch focal length plan<

convex lens was and exactly why it was a 6 1
/.

inch lens. Not one of them could give a com
petent answer to that very simple question

also not one of those men owned any motior

picture textbook of any sort—yet they wen
examining men as to their competence in pro-

jection. Please don't ask me not to smile!

The Right

Course
Milliard T. Howell, projectionist, Pasadena

Cal., has the following to say—and says it:

"Dear Friend Richardson: Nineteen years in th<

past I started out to and did learn the then 'tradt'

of motion picture machine operating followed it foi

six years, during which time your first and second

handbook editions were my councillors and guides.j

Then I drifted away from the theatre and for years

was engaged in the electrical field.

"But the call of the call of the theatre and the pro-

jection room—the land of amusement and make-be-

lieve made itself felt. In 1927 it drew me back,

and you, friend of old days, were my first thought,

because I well knew I must have the best means

for getting up-to-date in what is now the art of

motion picture projection.

"So at a technical book store I found and obtained

your brand new Fifth Edition Bluebook of Projec-

tion and got busy catching up. Finally I obtained

a position in a first class theatre, where I've been

shooting the screen for the last eighteen months. I

want to bring myself right uptodate in all matters,

including sound projection."

Friend Howell goes on at some length.

Wants to know where certain books, SMPE
papers, etc., can be had. Sends check for three

dollars for American Projectionist and one

for two dollars for SMPE papers. Send

them back, of course, because the American
Projectionist is only $1.50 a year and the

papers desired must be obtained by purchasing
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whole proceeding or maybe two or three

them. Asked SMPE secretary to send

ii the correct dope on that. He also wants
join the SMPE and American Projection

•ciety.

Now my reason for printing all this is that

re is a man who has absolutely the right

^as. He don't just come back into what
W amounts to a profession, suceed in getting

nself a job and then setting right smack
wn with an emphatic "That's that." Not so !

; first studies the changes which have oc-

rred. Spends a few dollars in securing in-

nnation and knowledge in the form of

ctbooks. Wants everything he can get which
11 help him to become a throughly compe-
lt motion picture projectionist, and is will-

y to spend a bit of money to get it Wise
m!
However, this is by no manner of means
the story. The really important thing in

this is the fact that The Man Who Does
tese Things, Or Does Things In This Way,
ay Be Depended Upon To Haze The Energy
id Go-Aheadatneness Necessary To Apply
le Knowledge After He Has Obtained It!

lat is really the BIG item.

There are many, many men who really have
goodly fund of knowledge of the technique
motion picture projection, but who are

are or less lacking in the necessary energy
put that knowledge to practical use. They

11 read what comes their way though many
them make little or no effort to get printed

formation. They have the intelligence to

similate much of it or all of it, but when
ergy which may be avoided by not apply-

g it
—

"oh, well, I guess it's good enough,"
id they yawn and it is not done.
This man tells me he has not yet, due to

ness in his family, felt able to make appli-

tion to the projectionists' organization,

A. T S E & MPMO, but that he proposes
on to do so. When that application comes

I, in my opinion it should be received and
ted upon favorably and pronto. The pro-

ssion of motion picture projection and the

AT S E & MPMO Needs such men, and
don't mean maybe either. This department
id its editor cordially welcomes friend

owell back into the new profession. May
s tribe increase.

In closing permit me to suggest that appli-

.tion to the projectionists' organization

A T S E & MPMO should be made as soon
. possible.

Wilbur Hall Robert Iver

of your department and tie best of it is that it has
been a very big help to me.
"Here is change-over signal I regard as being ex-

cellent. Cut a strip of sheet metal of light gauge,
say about 22, the width of the film and long enough
to extend about one-fourth of the way around the
reel hub, and curved to fit it after a few feet of film
have been wound upon it. In rewinding, just slip

it into the film roll at the proper place. When the
film releases it in course of projection it drops with
a tinkling sound, which is your change-over signal.

"And now, Brother Richardson, would you kindly
explain just how the constant speed is maintained
in Western Electric sound equipment? What prin-
ciple is involved and just how does it work? Have
you any information concerning tie present sound
reproducing equipment?"
As to the latter, you just keep your shirt

on, brother Sparling. I am preparing, with
the assistance of the various engineering de-

partments, as complete a work on sound pro-

jection and equipment as it is possible to

produce at this time. However, such a task

has almost insuperable difficulties and requires

a lot of time, plus oceans of what is commonly
termed just plain hard work.
However, progress is being made, and we'll

These are two members of Motion Picture
rojectionists local Union 335, I A T S E & M
M O., Bradford, Pennsylvania, who are
looting light rays at the screen of Shea's
ieatre of that city, and sound waves into
ie air of its auditorium. The one with the
riped tie and the come hither chicken look
Robert Iver. The lad with crosswise tie

id innocent look is Wilbur Hall, assistant
•ojectionist. I'll bet 57 varieties that projec-
on at Shea's theatre, Bradford, Pa., is good

!

)W But

efficient

Chas A. Sparling, North East, Pennsylvania,
ters the following:
Dear Brother Richardson: Am a regular reader

get there in due time. You will be advised

when it is ready to appear. Meanwhile you
will get the best there is to be had by follow-

ing the Projection Department of the Better
Theatres Section of the Exhibitors Herald-
World and the American Projectionist.

I will see what I can do about preparing
what you want for the next issue of the afore-
said Projection Department. Thanks for the

change-over signal. It is pretty old, all right,

having been described in this department as

far back as probably fifteen years. But just

the same thousands of our readers who have
come in during the past few years may never
have heard of it In using it, it will be well,

using a china marking pencil, to make a red

mark on the edge of the film at the proper
place to insert the metal. Do this as soon as

the change-over place is selected at the first

projection, and thereafter inserting the signal

piece will involve slight trouble. The signal

it gives is infallible and quite audible.

End Dampness In Your
Organ!

The Prometheus Organ Heater protects the delicate mechanism of the organ by

heating the lower part of the chamber in a scientific way. Unlike other devices

which send]heat upward, thus neglecting the equally important base, Prometheus

deflects the warm air downward. The heat naturally rises throughout the organ

chamber giving a constant, unvarying degree of temperature. Proper heating

avoids expensive repairs and maintenance costs due to destructive cold, moisture

and climatic changes. It also keeps pitch accurate.

Automatic Thermostat regulates heat to the proper degree required. Fur-

nished in Aluminum. Occupies only 14 1
± x 4 inches. Sturdy. Durable.

Send Coupon for Complete Details

PROMETHEUS ELECTRIC CORP, 358 W". 13th St, New York City

Please send details about your organ heater.

NAME ADDRESS
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HUB PRODUCTS FROM SERVICE TO SOCKET

Complete Lighting Systems
Designed as Harmonious Units

HPHAT'S the big job that this company is doing for the

enterprising motion picture theatre operators.

The rapidly growing vogue for stage presentations has
brought many new lighting problems in its wake. No
longer does the stage and auditorium remain uniformly

dark throughout the entire program. Now several differ-

ent lighting combinations are required in the course of a

single program.

The installation of lighting systems and stage switch-

boards is no longer a mail order catalogue proposition. It

is now a matter of scientific design and careful study by
experience in stage and auditorium lighting.

That's the reason why Hub Systems are being installed in

the newest and finest theatres! The up-to-the-minute the-

atre operators know that this company is the best

equipped of all to design and build systems on the most

scientific and highly artistic basis.

We can help you with your lighting. A Hub Switch-

board is a necessity in up-to-date theatres.

Spot Lights

Service Boards

Panel Boards

Usher Signals

Directional Signs

Flood Lights

Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment
Factory and General Offices

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue
Telephone Seelej 6440-1-2

Down Town Chicago Sales Ofllcei

Suite 323— 155 N. Clark St.

Phone State 7966

New York City
1457 Broadway

Phone Wisconsin 4843

Toledo. Ohio
1220 Madison Ave.
Phone Adams 5518

Milwaukee. Wis.
123 Second St.

Phone Grand 1533

Footlights

Border Lights

Stage Pockets

Cove Lighting

Exit Signs

SAMUELS

bTABlLARC
MOTOR GENERATOR

AUTOMATIC DEVICES COMPANY
Also Manufacturers of A. 0. C. Automatic Curtain Control and Silent Steel Curtain Track

The American
Projection Society
From Chicago comes this brief letter:
"Dear Brother Richardson: I think it would

well that you advise us concerning the Americ
Projection Society. Just what is it and what are
aims? Does it or does it not conflict with or infrin
upon the field of the I. A. T. S. E. & M. P. M. C
Any information will he appreciated, for we, or an
how some of us, have heard different yarns co
cerning it.

"I might add, Brother Richardson, that you ha
many warm friends in this city who follow yo
work closely. True we may have thought you we
pretty harsh when you roasted several varieties
tar out of some things here, but after all I thii

most of us really knew it was deserved—-though th
fact maybe made it hurt just a little bit worse th;
it otherwise would. I know I myself said wor
no printer would use much less print, when I re
what you once said about us ,or at least some
us, but after all I guess that in the end it did <

us good."

I have never regretted what I said abot

affairs in your city, brother. I said them b<

cause it seemed my plain duty to say then

even though I knew it would make me bittc

enemies in that great city. I spoke only plai

truth, confident that in due time the men c

your city would come to realize that fact, an
that even if I was not exactly complimentar
I was their true friend just the same. Ch
cago has many high grade men. It had thet

at the time you speak of. I gave their wor
unstinted praise, but because I also told th

"other side," that fact was overlooked.
* * *

And now as to the American Projectio

Society: This is not at all a new society. I

has functioned continuously for 15 years. Dur
ing that time three international president

of the I. A. T. S. E. have held office, am
never yet has there been the slightest frictioi

between the two organizations. The member
ship consists of projectionists and individual

of allied industrial interests, but if you are ;

projectionist you had better see that you
card is paid up in the local union, otherwise

the ballot box will look like a coal pile.

The society does not interest itself in an;

matters which are the work of the local union

The bylaws state : "As this society and it:

chapters are strictly an educational and socia

organization, it is strictly forbidden to dis-

cuss matters, formally or informally during

the meetings, pertaining to trade unions."

There was published in the American Pro-

jectionist last summer a letter from Brothei

Canavan which ought to be sufficient answei

to those who may tell you the society conflicts

with the I. A. or in any manner infringe;

upon its field of endeavors.
The American Projection Society is a social

and educational club, and that is all it is. A
union is a strictly business organization. It

is an organization formed for the one pur-

pose of improving working conditions and

wages. It is not a social organization in any

sense of the word. It is not an educational

organization, though it is quite true it would
be possible to incorporate social and educa-

tional features into its local unions.
* * *

However, such efforts, though often made,

have up to this time never met with any con-

siderable degree of success. Mostly they have

failed for the reason that some of the general

membership do not care to take part in such

activities, and may even actively oppose any

attempt to maintain either ourelv social or

educational features as a part of the union,

especially objecting to the use of union funds

for such purposes.
Many attempts have been made by locals to

carry on such work through an auxiliary

to the union, but so far as I know they have

all failed. The fact remains, however, that

a goodly percentage of the union members do

believe in carrying forward educational work

and having something in the nature of a

purelv educational and social organization, and

the American Projection Society, which has

endured now for many years, is the direct

outgrowth of that desire.

The society now has several "chapters," and

can have twice as many just as soon as it is

able to take care of the work involved.
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HUJ1C IN THE THEATRE
It's the Personal Touch That the

Audience Always Demands
Has the advent of sound jeopardized the security of the organist in

the hearts of music-loving patrons? Perhaps that depends on the

organist. Anyway, here's what a leading console artist thinks about it

By EDDIE DUNSTEDTER
Organist. Minnesota Theatre, Minneapolis

RGAX music is still an integral part
of every theatre program. The ad-
vent of synchronized music was a

ovelty and still is, to a certain extent,
'owever, the first effects, at least in the
arger metropolitan theatres, have already
>egun to wear off. Synchronized music is

oo dead. As an accompaniment to a film,

vhere it plays only a secondary role, it has
ts proper place. However, when people
vant music for the sake of music, they want
omething that is real, that is tangible.
~ ily a musician or musicians on the stage

in the orchestra pit can satisfy that de-
re for the human touch.

in excellent example of this is the en-
isiasm with which an audience receives
act on the screen of some famous stage

In most of these shorts, the music
.lays, an important part, yet it is not the

nusic but the person that makes or breaks
he act. It's the personal touch again that

he audience, whether it is conscious of the
act or not, always demands.
When it comes to getting up the week's

>rganlogue, there are a number of factors

o be considered. The most important one
5 that the organ solo must not infringe

•n any of the other features of the pro-
;ram. This includes the symphony orches-
ra, the stage unit, the feature picture, and
o a certain extent, the shorts.

• Looking at this list of "dont's", one might
i ie inclined to throw up his hands and ask
What's the use?" The safest way out of

! he dilemma is to be contrary. Try and get
rar away from the type of thing which
he other units present—that is, with the
xception of the feature picture. Of course,
here are some times other exceptions. It

? a safe venture, however, always to pres-

ent something entirely different from the
umber which the orchestra presents.

I' If the orchestra bursts forth into "Caval-
eria Rusticana," it is up to the organist to

love the jazz-loving flappers or the senti-
! nental elderly women something that is

i nore to their liking and understanding, in

I >rder to offset the effects of the orchestra
hn these people. This is where the fea-
ure picture comes into importance. If it

I lappens to be a Clara Bow or a Colleen
I .loore picture, jazz it will be for the organ
I olo. If it's a Jannings opus, there is al-

Inost sure to be something rather senti-

raental about the organ solo that hits the
Inore mature audience in the right spot.

I' Of course, none of these rules is hard and
last. Every week presents new possibili-

lies and new problems that must be solved.
IVhen theme songs were more of a rarity
lhan they are at the present stage of the
l.ame, it was always an excellent policy
I'o bring them into prominence the week

preceding the showing of the picture. They
helped to advertise the picture immensely,
and furthermore, most of the songs were
absolutely new as far as the audience's

knowledge of them went. We still do use
theme songs for the organ solo, particu-

larly when they happen to meet the re-

New Pep for the Organ

N UNUSUAL touch has been added
to the program at the B. F. Keith Me-
morial theatre in Boston by the redecor-

ation of the ron-ole of the giant Wurlit-

zer organ, presided over by Earl Weid-
ner. The console has been done in ivory

inlaid with gold leaf, and as the organ
rises from its pit to the auditorium
height, colored spodights are played up-

on it, giving a distinctive and brilliant

effect "Tod" Browning, managing di-

rector of the big vaudeville house, who
conceived the idea for this unique
scheme of decoration, says that it has at-

tracted a great deal of attention from
patrons and has served to fix the atten-

tion of audiences on organ specialties.

quirements—that is when they do not in-

fringe on any of the other numbers on
the program, and when they fit in with the
feature picture, of the current week.

In addition to following these general
rules, I also believe in novelty programs
for the sake of variety. Thus one week I

gave "The Clock Store," an extremely ef-

fective number that pleased everyone. The
range of the modern organ is so great that

it is possible for a skillful organist to do
imitations of this sort. In my number,
every sort of a clock and bell, from cathe-
dral chimes to the common alarm clock,

was represented in the grand medley. A
more recent success was the "Broadway
Theatre Party." I took the audience on an
imaginary trip up Broadway to the various
theatrical successes.

One novelty which I do not advocate is

the policy of having a singer accompany
the organist. One experience was enough.
The young woman who did the singing was
not at fault. She was an experienced public

performer with an excellent voice, but the

organ-soprano solo just did not work out.

I ascribed the difficulty to that fact that the

singer and the organ were too far apart, with

the consequent difficulty of uncertainty of

pitch and time.

As I happen to be a pianist as well as

an organist, I sometimes replace my organ
numbers with piano solos and orchestral

numbers. Shortly before Christmas, I

transposed "Flapperette" and gave that as

a piano solo in connection with the stage

band show. At other times I have made
special orchestral arrangements of popular
numbers and assumed the baton. It's all

for the sake of variety and to satisfy the

numerous demands which come into the

theatre.

Quite recently, I have been givine after-

noon piano concerts on the mezzanine, be-

tween the two afternoon appearances in

the theatre. The stunt has proved very suc-

cessful. Knowing that I am to appear, an
ever growing number of fans make up the-

atre parties for the Minnesota. They either

go into the show first and then come out to

listen to the mezzanine concert or else

come for the concert and then see the show.
At the present time, most of these after-

noon concerts are made up of request num-
bers, which proves their popularity and is

a sure sign that the number of requests

that come in usually means just that many-
more patrons.

These afternoon concerts are somewhat
of a barometer of public desire. They- are

one way of deciding just what sort of or-

gan solos to put on and in what propor-
tion to divide the weekly solos between
jazzy, sentimental and classical numbers.
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MAXCY-BARTON ORGAN CO.

After this date—Makers of

the company \nown for years as the

Bartola Musical Instrument Company
will he \nown as above.

To the many friends of the Barton

Organ we assure that this ' ma\es no

other change in personnel or manufac-

ture and wish for their continued good-

will and patronage.

THE MAXCY-BARTON ORGAN CO.

314 Mailers Bldg., Chicago

^the Same Golden^Voiced Organ

Jj^oRGAN Same Company

—

New Name

CURE THE "SPRING FEVER"
OF YOUR PIPE ORGAN

with EVENHEETERS
Flat, off-pitch tones and "sticky" stops are the

rule if cold and dampness are not kept out of

your pipe organ chambers. EVENHEETERS
are thermostatically controlled electric heating

units made expressly for overcoming these

troubles. Talk it over with your organist and

then write for details to

TIME-O-STAT CONTROLS COMPANY
Evenheeter Division

ELKHART INDIANA

A FEW SPECIAL BARGAINS
IN USED AND

REBUILT ORGANS
First Come, First Served
Factory Guaranteed

OR 0 GA NS

Binghamton, N. Y.
New York Office—148 W. 46th Street

Love's First Kiss

*L^LLL 1

rrr- r v
.

Part of the chorus of one of the newest
theme songs, "Love's First Kiss," pub-
lished by the Robbins Music Corpora-
tion for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "A
Woman of Affairs," starring Greta
Garbo and John Gilbert. The song is

by Raymond Klages, William Axt and
David Mendosa.

AN ORGAN WITH
32,0 00 PIPES!
ATLANTIC CITY has let preliminary

„ contracts for what will be the largest

pipe organ in existence, to be installed in

its $15,000,000 municipal auditorium. There

is, of course a well defined limit to the pos-

sible physical size of the pipes that go into

a musical instrument of this kind. The
largest practical, for the bourdons and

dispasons, is 32 feet in length, and the

largest conceivable would be the necessary

double of that, 64 feet, which would give

the deepest note perceptible, as such, to

the human ear. But even that note can

scarcely be called such, as its vibration is

so slow as to be rather a series of pulsa-

tions than a true tone. For this reason the

dimension of the pipes is limited, but not

•so the variations in tone quality produced

by different kinds of pipes and pipe ma-

terials and their attachments.

So when it is said that the Atlantic City

organ will be the largest, it is meant that

the instrument will possess no less than

30,000 pipes, three times more than in the

instrument now under construction for the

Liverpool, England, Cathedral. The largest

in America is but one-fourth the size. An-

other indication of the dimensions of the

Atlantic City creation is that it will require

175-horsepower to blow it. In olden days,

pipe organs of the largest size were oper-

ated by bellows run by tread-mills driven

by human power. Imagine if you can the

long rows of men, behind the scenes in the

great pedals in constant rhythm to supply

the air for the big instrument.

Elsie Janis Reported

Gaining, Faces Operation
(Special to Better Theatres)

PARIS, Mar. 12.—Elsie Janis is reported

to be feeling better and an operation for ap-

pendicitis has been delayed to allow the lung

condition to clear up.
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Novelties Are the Vogue
Yes, sir—they like novelties, these theatregoing people. And they always

tvill. Not even such an astounding modern instrument as the organ is ex-

cepted in the demand for something new. Nor novelists. Nor symphony

orchestras. When you deal with the public, you've got to have what is"

technically—or otherwise—known as ideas

By A. RAYMOND GALLO

FEW issues ago the writer tried to

impress upon the readers of this pub-

lication that the one and only thing

-hich will cause the organist to survive in

eighborhood houses, is novelty. The word
novelty" covers a great deal of territory

nd may be used with almost any idea

jitable to entertain a theatre audience and
old its interest from week to week.

There is no need of repeating things that

ave been said before relative to the con-

ition existing in the motion picture thea-

-e field and the temporary hardship that

le theatre organist has been put through
n account of mechanical means of sup-

lying music. The present status of this

ew invention has little, if anything, to do
ith the situation.

Suppose we take it for granted that in

ae next year or so the dialogue motion
icture will be improved to such an extent
aat it will be in general public demand,
aid, suppose that at the same time means
f mechanical sound and musical accom-
animent will be entirely replaced by or-
hestras and organists. Were that to happen
uddenly, there would be such a tremendous
emand for versatile organists, that the in-

ustry would not be prepared to fulfill it.

There are thousands of organists all over
le country, but how many of them are
quipped to cue motion pictures and pre-
are a high type of musical score in keep-
lg with the theme of the photoplay. Or-
anists with vision and talent did not ac-

ept the sound motion picture as a
lechanical substitute for music, and while
ie others were letting out cries of alarm,
ley spent their spare time creating novel
olos and original stunts that have made
lem more popular than ever.

It is safe to say that a theatre manager
'ould never eliminate any good feature of
is program if that feature were a box
ffice attraction. Whether or not his thea-
e offered sound or silent pictures, if his

rganist had such a following that his dis-

lissal would react at the admission gate,

e would not jeopardize the support of his

atrons by trying to cut down his over-
ead. Of course no theatre would ever
ream of keeping an organist on its pay-
all merely for a few minutes of chords,
nless that particular theatre was compelled
y the local union to carry a man.
In the present run of things, almost any
leatre of consequence is equipped for

Volland Furnishes Complete Stages

—

We supply and install everything needed to
make complete and beautiful stages, including
painted scenery, fabric curtains, and rigging

—

also auditorium and window draperies.

Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.

St. Louis, Missouri

dialogue or sound pictures. Those which
are not able to have synchronous devices,

find the non-synchronous machines a fine

substitute in their particular purposes. It is

almost impossible with this existing condi-

tion to expect a theatre, unless it is in a

special classification, to carry an organist on
its payroll without having him do any worth-
while work.

The deluxe theatres do not mind paying
a good solo organist a large salary, whether
he works every week or not, because as a

rule they are covered on additional over-

head by the amount of business that they

do on a weekly gross. Theatre managers
are not trying to do without organists or

orchestras, but merely want to give their

audience exactly what they like the best,

and if a number of them find that a policy

of sound pictures goes over well, then you
cannot blame the manager for trying to

keep up the policy, for after all, he is in

business, and in order to survive, must meet
public demand.

This situation does not necessarily exist

in every theatre neighborhood, and it is

taken for granted that within a reasonable

space of time, mechanical music will be re-

placed by the human element, but until

that time comes, an organist must keep
himself constantly in the public eye and
always in the favor of his manager by pre-

senting different novelties to fit different

screen subjects. We could almost count on
our two hands the featured organists who
have continually given their theatres and
their particular public meritable entertain-

ment. These organists have never had to

fear the sound picture situation and in fact

have a terrible time in even trying to get

awav for a week or so.

Some of the organists whom we have in

mind and who have made a name for them-
selves in the motion picture field are: Henri
A. Keates, known as the "man who has put
community singing on the map"; Albert F.

Brown, creator of the Scrimophone; Eddie
Meikel, originator of the Harding Organ
Club, and several others.

In order to give you a better idea why
it pays to be on the alert, we will publish
with this article a few letters written by
popular organists from various sections of

the country, who have found organ novel-
ties to be as much in demand as any other
feature of a motion picture theatre pro-
gram. For instance, Roy E. Churchill, fea-

tured organist of the Burns theatre in Colo-
rado Springs, Colo., writes the following
letter:

"I have a very unique stunt for the kiddies

each Saturday, one hour before the regular

show. We have a regular broadcast hour
from twelve to one each day, and on Satur-

days we invite the kiddies and the parents

down for a big song fest, and what a wow
it is!

"We have buttons and membership cards
and novelties, such as candy for one week,
through the courtesy of some candy shop;
and the next week some cookies from some
enterprising bakery company. And with the
singing over the radio and all the tieups we
can get, we are able to get a real nice bunch
of kiddies.

"This next Saturday we will have the
local Pathe News man take pictures of the
song festival, and it looks very much like

we will have the SRO sign up long before
the time to start.

"If you can get some ideas from this

letter, I will be very glad to let any or-

ganist know the entire particulars by writ-
ing to me. Also I am looking forward to

seeing your Organists Column in the
Herald-World."

* * *

J. Virgil Huffman, featured organist of

the new American theatre in Roanoke, Va.,

writes this letter:

"I am enclosing a description of a novelty
which I recently worked and which you
might care to use in the Herald-World.
The stunt went over fine, and I might men-
tion that using the P. A. "mike," in plain

view of the audience, seemed to create a
very favorable impression, as the audience
seemed to like the way they were allowed
to see the 'working' of the amplifying sys-

tem."
Billy Muth, featured organist of the

Greater Palace theatre in Dallas, Texas,
writes this letter:

"In order to plug the theme song of

'Wolf of WT

all Street' a week in advance at

the Greater Palace theatre in Dallas, I ob-
tained the services of a popular singer of

the city, Miss Virginia Anderson, winner of

the district Atwater-Kent radio contest.

The singer was presented at the regular
organ solo with appropriate announcement
slide, singing 'Love Take My Heart.'

Copies of the number were sold in the

lobby and plugged by a Panatrope loud
speaker arrangement to standees and on the

breaks. An announcement was run on the
screen to the effect that the song could be
obtained in the lobby. On the big breaks
ushers sold copies, and at other times dur-
ing the day they were obtained from the
information girl."

No, there's nothing the matter with the

organ. But the one who operates it must
have more than musicianship. He must
have ideas.

ILLUSTRATED sho cards

STAT e
5918
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Weighs
Much Less
Made of aeroplane spruce, and sci'

entifically designed for strength,

the Dayton Safety Ladder is many
pounds lighter in weight than any
other safety ladder.

With its strongly braced wide leg'

spread, it stands solidly secure

when in use, yet folds easily and
compactly for carrying or storage.

Has a folding auxiliary step for

extra height; its straight back per
mits close work against walls.

There is no other ladder like the

Dayton; yet it is not high priced.

Made in sizes 3 to 16 feet.

We also make Type "B" Dayton
Ladder, a smaller popular priced

safety ladder.

Write Dept. BT-3 for complete

information

The Dayton Safety Ladder Co.
121123 West Third Street

Cincinnati, Ohio

DAYTON
SafetyLadder

(Patented)

Stoc\ carried by Pacific Coast Representative, E. D.
BULLARD CO., Los Angeles and San Francisco, and

by 160 other distributors from coast to coast

The Guild Theatre
(Continued from page 16)

Wax Figures" and that, he says set him think-
ing.

So in 1925 he started the Little Theatre
movement in New York. As director of the
Cameo on 42nd Street, he made this theatre
widely known for its motion pictures and
motion pictures revivals.

For the opening of the Film Guild Cinema,
he arranged a program not particular de-

TEN COMMANDMENTS
Only Ten—But Theatre Mana-

gers, Do You Keep Them?

By RAY LESTRAWGE
(1) Thou must be sure that lettering is well

placed on marquise and that no "dead" lights
appear thereon.

(2) Thou must be careful of thy lobby and
see to it that cutouts, shadow boxes, signs
and accessories are well placed, and neatly

—

thou must always remember that the first im-
pression of a theatre is gained upon entering
the lobby.

(3) Thou must likewise remember that a
manager's place is not sitting down in the
office resting but on the main floor of the
theatre, meeting and greeting patrons, enter-
ing or leaving.

(4) Honor thy patrons, and see that they get
courtesy and attention at all times; also watch
broken seats, keeping same in repair, for there
is nothing so irritating as to have clothing
torn on broken seats.

(5) Thou shalt not maintain a stuffy thea-
tre; watch ventilating system closely; see that
exhaust fans are opened at least once every
performance, preferably during picture pro-
gram.

(6) Thou must be particularly cautious con-
cerning thy music ; see that said music con-
forms to the picture; also be sure that thy
organ is kept tuned and in good repair; music
can make or break a picture.

(7) Thou must never lose sight of the fact
that projection is vitally important; see that
proper light is thrown on picture; also, that
picture is focused properly; and that projec-
tion room is kept clean.

(8) Thou must be cautious about advertis-
ing, remembering that words cost money; care-
fully plan publicity and exploitation, working
with a definite objective in mind.

(9) Thou must not neglect to get around
the locality, check up on the opposition, and
be active in civic organizations; that means
business.

(10) Thou must also see that all attaches
of theatre are neatly and cleanly dressed;
that doorman upon tearing ticket thanks pa-
tron ; remember that a polite "Good evening.
Sir," places patron in a receptive mood for
the entertainment and costs nothing.

signed for either the acoustic or projectior
properties of the house.

It was treated rather roughly by some of tht

better critics and got a better reception onlj
from the "arty" ones.
The inaugural piece was entitled "Life an

Love—Ballet of Hands," a far-fetched, grisly
thing in which sinuous, treacherous digit;

demonstrated all the sordid activities of whicr
humanity is capable. Also on the prograrr
was "The Frog Princess," a delightful pic-

turization in color of an old Russian folk tale

which captivated a fairly sophisticated aud-
ience.

"The Fall of the House of Usher" was a

gruesome, futuristic piece, slightly reminisceni
of the "Cabinet of Dr. Caligarri," but lacking
in the subjectivity of that presentation. It

wound through endless sequences of cubes and
whorls, exueuting arabesques of mental chaos.
William Bolitho, in the New York World,
wrote of the opening night as follows:
"The Film Art Guild's new theatre in Eighth

Street, is interesting. The architect, a short
Austrian named Frederick Kiesler, showed
me with his pasteboard models that his ide

was new, simple and the definite prototype of
the small cinema hall; he is quite likely to be
right, I felt.

"None of its special features were used by
Symon Gould, who ran the show; neither the
saucer-shaped screen, nor its diaphragm con-
trivance, for the camera was not well focused.
Nor the black wall and roof screens, which
were to allow of the 'spectators' being sud-
denly and literally immersed in the drama,"
for the films shown had no use for them.
"The peculiar screen is to correct the angle

of vision for spectators in any part of the

house. My own allotted seat was two feet

away from it but I did not test this improve-
ment, because I object to a crick in the neck
even if I am guarranteed against a squint.

Nor did any one else so far as I could see.

The front seats were empty, just as they are in

any other cinema.
"Lastly, Kiesler has solved the acoustics of

a hall by the funnel shape, and special wall

lining. But, again, all this was too much in

advance of what Symon Gould knew how to

use. The overture from "Cavalleria Rustic-

ana" and other strictly worn-out favorites on
a sentimental organ don't need acoustics, but

woolen stockings in the pipes.

"This exasperating and saddening lapse be-

tween the instrument and the use made of it

ached still more when they came to the pro-

gram. The Keisler-model cinema is destined,

I hope, to spring up all over the city in odd
corners and allow of amusing, good film shows
with a minimum of inconvenience and fabric

overhead, and to help good films to show their

best, a potent, snugly mysterious form, full of

the right sort of illusion and force. All this

was wasted on its opening night.

"The program was, in fact, Mr. Symon
Gould's idea of what is good, and it is not

mine. I am forced therefore into that foggy
world, art criticism, which I dislike as much
as garden suburbs, or as a fox-hunting parson

held up on a bright frosty morning with a

belated funeral."

Symon Gould himself calls this theatre a

"function in architecture as opposed to decora-

tion."

How far the screenoscope will go, it is im-

possible to say. Kiesler, counting on the

acoustic properties it incorporates, predicts

the day when its use will be nation-wide. In

the meantime, the Film Guild Cinema is

affording a chance to experiment with it.

Rents Another House to

Fulfill Warner Contract
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, March 12.—W illiam B.

Wagnon, lessee and operator of the Embassy
theatre, has found it necessary to add another

house in order to fulfill his contract with

Warner Brothers and has leased the Cameo
theatre from Carl Laemmle.
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The Palace Or-
pfaenm, Mil-
waukee, the
brightest spot on
"The White Way."

Signs That

SELL!

THE brilliantly
lighted Milne

Made Electric Signs
are the signs that

sell. They shout
your show message
to the crowds that

fill your theatre.

The best Theatres
in the country are
using MILNE Signs
because they are
convinced that this

"showmanship " is

built right in.

Send us the name of
your theatre and let

us submit a colored
sketch to you— no
obligation on your
part.

MILNE ELECTRIC
SIGN COMPANY
614-618 Cherry St.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Long Distance Phone

Grand 7666

Chicago Branch:
4352 Broadway
Graceland 4289

MILNE
SIGNS

Changeable Letter
Itarquise or Canopies

leserred Seat Tickets: for Theatres and all amuse-

nent euterprises. Folded Machine Tickets: for all

nachines. Roll and Book Strip Tickets: for every

inrpose. We supplv the leading theatres and ainuse-

nent enterprises all over the country. Write for

ample* and prices.

WELDON,
WILLIAMS& LICK.
FORT SMITH, ARK.

Specialists in \ttmbered Printing Since 1898

PROJECTION
COMES FIRST

(Continued from page 29)

remember the familiar old slide, 'One Minute
Please to Change Reels,' due to the fact that

one machine was considered enough. Today
the projection room is the 'heart of the house,'

upon which the theatre depends for its exist-

ence and successful operation.

"There are still a few exhibitors and quite
a few architects, who are of the opinion
that after the theatre is practically com-
pleted, some out-of-the-way place can be
found to install two projectors and a spot
light.

"This, however, is a great error, as there
are so many facts to be taken into con-
sideration, that no one man is capable of
properly locating the projectors and other
equipment without hours of careful study
of the individual characteristics of each
theatre.

"For instance: How many seats will the
theatre contain? How wide will it be?
How long? How high? How large will

the Proscenium opening be? How deep
will the stage be? How high above datum?
At what angle would a patron in the front
row be compelled to look at the picture?
The back row? The most extreme right

and left seats? Will people walking back
and forth, obstruct the light rays of the
projection room? Are there any mechani-
cal obstructions to the light rays such as

chandeliers and decorations? Will the

decorations be of a character to pick up
and reflect light rays to the screen or the

patrons?
* * *

"Will the location of orchestra lights,

chandeliers or bracket lights reflect light

to the screen? Will there be any possi-

bility of daylight reaching the screen"
Will the size of the screen be commen-
surate with the dimensions of the house?

"What type of equipment will give the

best results, Incandescent Lamp, Mirror
Arc Lamp, Ordinary Arc Lamp, or H. I.

Arc Lamp? What type generator will

give the best results with a minimum cost

of maintenance? What type lens will be
best suited to the particular theatre'

"The kind of performance to be put on
will raise the question of placing the screen
or screens, also the necessary equipment in

the projection room for the projection of

lighting and scenic effects to the stage.

Will stage lighting be controlled from
~tage or projection room? Will curtains

be controlled from stage or projection
room? Will house lights be controlled
from stage or projection room?

* * *

"With the advent of sound in motion pic-

ture theatres, of course there are many
more problems which will enter into the
correct design of the projection room.
Heretofore, we have not had to worry-
about the projection room being actually-

sound proof. But now we may have to
materially change the design of projection
ports in order to eliminate the undesirable
feature of having the audience hear the
monitor horns blasting through the ports.
Again with the advent of sound, it became
necessary to install the conduit system for
the sound equipment in such a manner that
it would be a permanent installation and
not look like an afterthought.
"This necessitated close cooperation with

the organizations who were furnishing the
talking equipment. New projection room
standards were necessary in order to in-

crease the space between the projectors
and accommodate room for the sound
equipment.
"In view of the fact that this sound equip-

The Spot

You Should Give

"The Spot"
f <T"\ELIGHTING POWER" as well as

JL-/ lighting power makes the Bel-

Sun-Lite Spot popular. Managers like it

for its low first cost and maintenance. Per-

formers get their business over to a big
hand in the sunlight brightness from its

chromium-plated reflector. Electricians

cheer for its trouble-free simplicity. Op-
erators enjoy its smooth handling.

Use It in the

Drops

or in the wings, or on the

tower. The quick-acting

clamp fastens rigidly to

any pipe support. The
exclusive knuckle swings

smoothly to any position,

then locks immovably. The
focal range gives instant

adjustment from a thirty-

foot flood to a baby pin

spot. Universally movable
socket places the filament

always in the focus of the

condenser.

Working together, these

features give you perfect

spotlighting—a great aid in

the effective production that

brings and holds patronage.

\Ve Also Supply
Olivettes, baby spots,
footlights, border

-

lights, stripllghts.
cOTelights. illuminated
signs, exit markers,
lourrelights. flood-
lights, and all fix-

tures and attachments
for them.

Belson Manufacturing Co.
802 Sibley St., Chicago, 111.

Estimates and advice gladly given free of ebarge and
obligation. Consult with oar representative whose ad-
dress is in the phone directory of the nearest city

Atlanta, Ga.
Boston, Mass.
Delaware, O.
Ft. Worth, Tex.
Gary, Ind.

Los Angeles. Calif.

Louisville, Ky.
Miami. Fla.

Minneapolis, Minn.
New Orleans. La.

Indianapolis, Ind. Omaha, Neb.
Kansas City, Mo.

Philadelphia. Pa.

St. Louis, Mo.
San Antonio, Tex.
San Francisco, Calif.

Seattle, Wash.
Tampa. Fla.

Tulsa. Okla.
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MASTERPIECES

SDVERSHEEl

SOUND SCREENS

Sound pictures !—sound pictures !

!

Everywhere in the industry all you

can hear is "sound pictures"—in

line with the modern trend Silver

sheet now manufactures

—

All types of sound screens

Write for Further Details

AMERICAN SlLVERSHEEl COMPANY
SAINT LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE, ROY CHANDLER, 505 5th AVE., NEW YORK CITY

"Lights Up yy
"Lights Downyy

Two Shaft Dimmer
Control

While some lights are gradually com'

ing up to full strength others may be
dimmed down to any point or out,

with one opera-

tion with the
Two Shaft Con-
trol of the @
Major System of

Lighting Control.

Since the @ Major System com-
pares very favorably in price

with other types why experi-

ment? Why not specify the
known value?

This feature is entirely exclusive with

@ and is only indicative of the many
superiorities of the @ Major System.

No other system

can equal it

either in design,

effectiveness or

number of instal-

lations.

Send for estimates and details.

Experienced men in over thirty

cities are ready to advise you on

theater lighting control.

Sfankjidam
ELECTRIC COMPANY

ST. LOUIS

OFFICES IN THIRTY CITIES

ment is so very new and changes ar
occurring rapidly in the installations ani

design of same, it is necessary to kee:

in constant touch with the manufacturer
and their engineers.

"Only after considering- a vast number o
important details, is it possible to intelli

gently plan and design a projection roon
and recommend the proper projection equip
ment to be installed therein.

"Equipment distributors should hav
facilities to handle all installation work t'

the most minute detail, including their staf

men who are thorough theoretical and prac
tical electricians. Draftsmen who are thor
oughly familiar with projection room equip
ment and requirements. Men versed in th

study of reflection and refraction, and wh<
are familiar with every type of screen an>

its characteristics. Expert projector an'

repair and maintenance men, equipped wit!

the most up-to-date tools to give quickes
and most efficient projector repairs. I

corps of competent service men who ca:

be reached at any hour of the day or nighi

Men who specialize in theatre illuminatior
interior and exterior, stage drapery, an*

generator installation.

"Repair men, electric wire men, both ligh

and power, electrical instrument worker'
experts on optics, as applied to motion pic

ture projection. Illumination experts fa

miliar with every known type of motioi
picture projector or arc or incandescen
lamps. Men familiar with requirements o
projection port shutter design and construe
tion, as well as projection room ventilation

Men familiar with every type of motioi
picture projector from the professiona
model to the smallest toy projector.

* * *

"The above serves to merely indicate th<-

variety of work which must be taken intc

consideration before it is possible to plai

the projection room and to illustrate t<

what extent equipment distributors can b<

of service to the exhibitor, architect an<

contractor, as well as to the projectionist

"At the earliest possible moment the ar

chitect should confer with the engineers o

the equipment distributors, the supervisoi

of a circuit, the chief projectionist or ;

local projectionist of some standing. Ir

some instances it would be advisable tc

consult the secretary of the Local of the

I. A. T. S. E. of the territory in which the

theatre is being erected. The plans of the

theatre should always be submitted to i

practical projectionist and after consulta-

tion with the owners the architect must re-

ceive directions which will enable him tc

properly prepare the floor plan of the

projection room. The right time to dc

this is in the early stages of preparing the

plans in order that the full requirements
of the projection room may be considered
before construction makes it difficult or

costly to give the projection room the proper

size, location, etc.
* * *

"After a decision has been arrived at, as

to the type of equipment most suitable for

use in the theatre, the engineer should get

in touch with the architect who designed

the theatre. He should acquire copies of

the orchestra floor plan, projection room
floor plan, and longitudinal cross section

through center line of theatre. These
plans should be studied from each of the

above mentioned angles, the distance of

projection determined, the correct size

screen decided upon, and the angle of pro-

jection worked out.

"This necessitates quite a little bit of

mathematical calculation and geometric
drawing, and should not be left to mere
guesswork or to someone relying on a

keen eye to determine the proper angle.

"A case is known in which a man work-
ing in a projection room for twelve years

was under the impression that his pro-

jectors were setting at an angle of approxi-

1
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lately thirty-six degrees. This was an
nor, as a protractor measurement showed
xactly eighteen degrees.

"A very careful and thorough study

bould be made of the cross section plan to

etermine whether there is any likelihood

f the iron construction, or the decorations

iterfering with the sight lines from the

rojection room to the stage.

"The seating arrangement should then be

arefully studied, to ascertain positively

rhether there is any possibility of the

eated or moving patrons interfering with

le projection ray. The placing and size

f the screen are also to a considerable de-

Tee dependent upon the seating arrange-

lent. For instance, a large screen placed

lose to the first row of seats would subject

le eyes of patrons to serious optical gym-
astics in order to take in the entire pic-

are. This is one of the causes of eye
train. Again, placing of the screen rela-

ve to seating arrangement may determine
ie type of illumination to be used on the

rojectors, as too great a screen brilliancy

•ill cause eye strain from the front seats

r from certain angles.

"The next problem in planning the pro-
ction room is to determine the height of

projection ports, which is governed
!nly by the angle of the projector light

The actual layout is now ready to

incorporated in a drawing. The lens

rts are laid out so that the center line

each projector will be equi-distant from
e center line of the theatre. In case of

Tee projectors the center one will be
irectly on the center line, and the other
o on either side of the center line. The

lacing of the projectors should be so
a minimum distance between them

'11 permit comfortable working space,

d a maximum distance which will not
reate too great a keystone effect in the
icture. •

* * *

"We are now ready to lay out the ob-
ition spot light and dissolver ports,

be projection angle will also determine
ie height of these ports, in the same
mer that the angle determines the

eight of the lens ports. However, care
list be taken in laying out ports which
st necessarily be as large as a spot
it or dissolver port, not to have them
high that the ceiling will interfere with

it successful operation of the port shut-
STS.

At this point in the construction of the
rawing the supply dealer should confer
.ith the electrical contractors, relative to
ie correct electrical equipment and the
lacing of same in the projection room.
"The following should then be incor-
3rated into the drawing: Correct size

location of all conduit for projectors.
>t, and dissolvers, motor leads, trouble

itlets, projection room outlets, instru-
tent panels, etc.

"The motor generator starter, switches,
nd instrument panels are then located on
it projection room plan, together with
ie A. C. service and D. C. service panel.
"This practically completes the projection
oom plan drawing providing of course,
here are no radical changes in the iron
onstruction of the theatre after this draw-
ig has been finished. That, of course,
lay necessitate a complete revision of the
'rojection room plan. Then a drawing
hould be made showing every necessary
'nre with its size and approximate loca-
fton. This, of course, is subject to the
pproval of the National Board of Fire
"nderwriters and local and electrical in-

pectors.

. * * *
"In dealing with safety councils, local
re insurance boards and commissioners

is quite necessary to have practical

nowledge of projection, installation and
"anning but in addition it is just as
ssential to exercise proper patience and

; 5?

INCANDESCENT

for Sound Photography
THESE new Kliegs, in which high-candle-power

incandescent lamps are used for the light source,

furnish brilliant evenlv diffused light high in actinic

qualities, permitting photography with clearness of

detail, full color values, sharp definition, and freedom
from sound interference. Thev are absolutely noise*

less in operation and cause no disturbance in the re-

cording of sound photographv; are efficient in light

control and utili-ation; afford complete command
over the direction, diffusion, and divergence of the

li°ht beam; are light in weight; can be easilv and
quicklv handled; operate on the service line, whether

a.c. or d.c. Thev are modern in everv respect, and
adapted to present-dav studio conditions.

Write for Bulletin .\o. 101. uhich fully describes and illustrates

these new Kliegl studio lights—and explains hou they are used

in motion picture and sound photography.

Klitg-Sun: for high-intensity

floodlighting, one of several

difcTcnt units available.

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., inc

32t West 50th Street
NEW YORr^N.Xi

f (HE Fisher Theatre. Detroit. Graven &
1 Mayger. Architects, was built by the
JL Fisher & Company who spared no expense

in getting the finest equipment procurable.

It is significant that ROTH actodectors—two
of them to be exact—were chosen to furnish

direct current for the projection arcs.

Just as this theatre exemplifies all that is fine

in design, equipment and construction, so does
"ACTODECTOR" on a motor generator mean
clear, intense, flickerless projection even dur-

ing changeorers-

4Uo manufacturers of electric light and
power paints

ACTODECTORS
ROTH brothers & CO.

"The leader cf the wcrld"

1400 West Adams St-, Chicago. 111.

New York OSte
52 Vese» *t.

Export Dept.
Sri MTiitehall St.

New York. N. Y.
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CLOSED

The New

EASY
ELECTRIC
HEATER

Automatic Temperature
Controlled

Designed especially for
Theatre Organ Chambers,
Box Offices, etc., but will

prove useful in many
other places.

Write for particulars

Made in 500, 1000, 1500

and 2000 watt capacity

KAUSALITE
MFG. CO.

8129 Rhodes Ave., Chicago, 111.

SHOWING INTERIOR

Patentei

The New

FLUSH WALL
AISLE LIGHT

for

Ramps, Stairways and
Corridors in Theatres,

Hotels and Hospitals

Made in two sijaj— standard,

and junior for use over tablet

in hospital patients' rooms.

mm
OUR STANDARD CHAIR TYPE

YOUR DEAR PUBLIC
won't break down your doors on any picture

unless it is properly projected

!

STRONG
Automatic

Reflector

Arc Lamps

Assure full

screen

illumination

For Sale by Trustworthy Independent Supply Dealers Everywhere

diplomacy. Confidence in old and arb
trary regulations is not easily lost bi
friendly discussion and mutual unde;
standing will almost invariably straighte
matters out.

"To illustrate how such situations ca
be handled the writer will describe an ir

cident that occurred recently in a larg

Southern city. The fire commissioner ab

solutely forbade the use of spot and stere

ports unless they were cut down to 12-inc
square. He also insisted that the projec
tion room should be provided with opening
covered with wire located in all four wail

close to the floor. Permission was re

quested to see a copy of the local cod
and to our surprise we found that it wa
his purpose to compel us to adhere t

specifications laid down for asbesto
'booths' of twenty years ago.

"The theatre in question was a large an<

modern one being built for a great circui

with a well organized construction an<

projection department. We were able t

point out to him that the theatres in hi

own city were violating the code ani

that our precautions were quite a little i

advance of those laid down for the asbesto
booth. The fire commissioner prove'
quite open-minded and it was a satisfac

tion to us to have him state that there

after our requirements would be adopte<
as standard for his locality.

"This incident indicates to what exten
local authorities may be in error and hov
practical experience combined with goo<
judgment may be used to correct mistakes

* * *

"Another diagram must be made to shov
the actual connection of every wire, switch
fuse and every piece of projection roorr

equipment as well as the panel. Two othe

wiring diagrams should then be furnishe(

showing complete electrical connection o

speed indicators, voltmeters, ammeters anc
'.

any other instrument which may be use< ^
in the projection room. The architect

—

construction engineers, builder and su i

pervising projectionist of the circui \

should then be supplied with blue prin

drawings of these five drawings. Afte

a conference with these, if there are n<

changes to be made, the plans are read}

to be taken to the theatre under construe

tion.
* * *

"Several weeks prior to the opening oi

the theatre, one of the engineers visits ii

and together with the projectionist, build

ing constructor, and electrical engineers

makes a complete check-up of the work a:

far as it has progressed. From this timt

on, a constant check should be kept on the

theatre until it is time to install the pro-

jection equipment.

"The distributor's representatives then

proceed with the actual installation of the

equipment. After this in conjunction with

the projectionist has been completed, test

and retest every piece of apparatus, run

in the projectors, calibrate the instru-

ments, focus the lens, and set the screen c

until the theatre actually opens its doors

for the first performance.

"One or more of the engineers should

then remain in the projection room until

the closing of the theatre on its premier

night.
* * *

"The foregoing is an excellent method

of planning and designing a projection

room where a circuit or theatre is not

capable of having a competent projection

engineer on its staff. Of course, where

there is such a man, it would be the duty

of the chief projectionist and his staff to

supervise the designing and the layout of

the projection room completely from the

very date of the filing of the plans with the I

building department." *

j

Strong Electric c
<>

2501 Lagrange St. Toledo,O.
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Guaranteed (^)

All Over the Country
Several thousand theatres, big and little, de-
end on ARCUS for all their tickets. So well
leased are they that managers everywhere de-
ight in telling the good news of a faultless
ervice wherever they go. That's why our list

f satisfied customers is growing so rapidly.

Every Kind of Ticket
Reserved seat—to diagram
Roll—stock or special-printed
Strip—furnished to specifications
Folded—for every make of machine
Coupon books—all sizes and styles
Hard tickets—rain checks, etc.
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Let us figure on all
your requirements

Send samples, state quantities and get our
quotations.
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National Mazda
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Economically Improve
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A better, more distinct picture on the
screen, or a brighter, more powerful spot
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rent costs.

Write for further information today
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LEGAL PHASES
OF THEATRE

(Continued front fege 33)

peting business in the town of Olney.
Richardson filed suit to enjoin Clay and

Bray from operating the business, and alleged

that these two men had conspired together to

avoid the agreement made with Clay and San-
ders. Both Clay and Bray denied the con-
spiracy, and testified that Bray was operating
the business in the new building under a lease,

and that Clay was not interested in the new
business.

* * *

Court Explains
Legal Interpretations

After thoroughly considering all of the

evidence in the case, the lower court issued

an order preventing Bray from operating the

theatre and preventing Clay from leasing it.

The higher court sustained the verdict, and
in explaining the law on the subject in part

said

:

"While Bray was not a party to the con-
tract between Clay and Richardson, he has in-

jected himself into the subject-matter in such
a manner and way as to render himself liable

to the restriction. That a seller of property
may, by a restrictive promise, reasonably
limited, agree to refrain from himself en-

gaging in a business or from disposing of
his property in such a way that others engaged
in a business which would impair the value of

the property to the buyer for the purpose for

which he intended to use it, is not to be
questioned."

Also, it is important to know that a seller

of a theatre cannot avoid legal liability by
organizing a corporation in an attempt to

avoid a contract of this nature.

For illustration, in the leadins case of
Kaliopulus v. Lumm (141 AtL 440), decided
during the past few weeks, it was disclosed
that the owner of a local business sold it

for $30,000. The contract of sale contained
the following clause

:

"And it is hereby agreed and understood
by and between the parties hereto, and a part

of the consideration of the purchase price

aforesaid, that the said party of the first part

("seller) is not to enter into, conduct, or fin-

ance any competing business within the cor-

porate limits of Hagerstown, Md., for a
period of ten years from June I, 1921. . .

."

About one year later the purchaser sued
the seller, contending that the latter had fi-

nanced a corporation which conducted a

competing business. Some of the stock was pur-
chased by the employees of the new corpora-
tion, at the instance and with the cooperation
and the financial and other support of the

seller, as a mere cover or blind to conceal
his interest.

The seller of the business attempted to

avoid liability on the contention that since

the business was being operated by a cor-
poration, he was not personally liable. How-
ever, the court held the purchaser entitled to

relief, explaining the law, as follows

:

"The corporation was the convenantor's
(seller's"! conscious tool, and bound by its

notice of the original contract to refrain from
a breach. . . . The corporation is therefore the

fraudulent instrumentality behind which the

defendant (seller) masks and carries on a
competitive business for his personal gain. . . .

Under the circumstances set forth, the cor-
poration is in no accurate sense a third party,

but is, in effect, the convenantor in disguise,

and hence a person whose substantial rights

are shown by the allegations to be necessar-
ily involved and must be passed on."

* * *

I iolator of Contract
Cannot Sell Equipment
The true intent of the courts to protect the

parties to a valid contract is illustrated in

thieves

know
and
avoid
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The Proper Control of Light

On Your Screen

Picture films vary as well as current conditions.

Your projectionist can adjust his arc current to

always give you a clear, bright picture if you

equip with PERFECTION. Current saving also is

a result of PERFECTION equipment, for he need

not use full current till the actual projection is

started.

PERFECTION
REMOTE CONTROL RHEOSTATS
An Ever Growing List of Satisfied Users:

Mastbaum Theatre—Phila-
delphia

Uptown Theatre—Philadel-
phia

Eoiy Theatre—New Tort
City

Paramount Theatre — New
York City

Rialto Theatre—New York
City

Rivoli Theatre—New York
City

Loew's State Theatre—New
York City

Fox Theatre—Brooklyn
Fox Theatre—Detroit
Fox Theatre—St. Louis
Paramount Theatre—Brook-

lyn
LoeWs State Theatre

—

Newark, N. J.

Loew's Theatre. Washing-
ton. D. C.

Loew's Texas Theatre —
Houston. Texas

Loew's 86th St.—Brooklyn.
N. Y.

Loew's State—Columbus. 0.
Astor Theatre—New York

City

Proctor's 86th St. — New
York City

Cohan Theatre—New York
City

Publix Theatre — Buffalo.
N. Y.

Xew Capitol—Binghamton.
N. Y.

Keith's Theatre—Philadel-
phia—and many others

Sold by Theatre Supply Dealers

HOFFMAN & SOONS
Mfg. Division

387 First Avenue New York Clly

Contracting Electrical Engineers—Moving Pic-
ture Theatre Electrical Specialists

Motion Picture Patents My Specialty

PATENTS
William N. Moore

Patent Attorney

Loan and Trust Building
Washington, D. C.

The first important step is to learn
whether you can obtain a patent. Please
send sketch of your invention with
$5.00, and 1 will examine the pertinent
U. S. patents and inform you whether
you are entitled to a patent, the cost
and manner of procedure. Personal at-
tention. Established 35 years.

Copyright your play $5.00
Trade-Mark your goods or titles $30.00

"IB \

"BEST"

The leading Mazda
adapter for the

small theatre,
school or lodge.

"Best" Mazda Adapter

$13.50

BEST DEVICES CO.
200 Film Bldg. Cleveland, 0.

Lainc v. Aarino (164 N. E. 238). Here the

seller of a business established a competing
business in violation to a valid contract. The
lower court held him liable in damages and
refused to permit him to sell or operate the

new business.
He apppealed to the higher court requesting

modification of the judgment so that he might
dispose of the fixtures and equipment that he
had purchased for utilization in the new busi-

ness. However, the higher court refused to

permit him to dispose of the equipment to

any one likely to conduct a competing busi-

ness, saying:

"He cannot complain if he is forbidden to

work in a new business established, though
indirectly, by him ; nor if, having created a
new business there, he is hampered to some
extent in disposing of what he has wrong-
fully put into it, and thus prevented from
inflicting injury upon the plaintiff which he
had contracted not to inflict."

On the other hand, although the courts
will compel the seller of a theatre to fulfill

the terms of a reasonable agreement not to

enter into a competing business, yet the seller

is privileged to establish a theatre in a locality

not specified in contract, and he may accept
any business from persons living in the town
in which he operated his original business.

For example, in McCarty v. Constable (223
N. Y. S. 484), decided recently, it was shown
that a man named Constable sold a business,

conducted in Sidney, N. Y., to a man named
McCarty. In addition, he sold to McCarty the

good will of the business for the sum of $500
and agreed not to engage in the same business
or to be interested directly or indirectly for
himself or any one else in such business in

the village of Sidney.
Three years later Constable became engaged

in a competing business in the village of Una-
dilla, about five miles from Sidney. In the

same year many persons who lived in Sidney
patronized the new business in Unadilla. How-
ever, the seller did not solicit the business
from the Sidney patrons.

McCarty filed suit asking the court to issue

an order restraining Constable from accept-

ing patronage from patrons who lived in Sid-
ney. However, the court held that Constable
may without liability accept business from per-

sons living in Sidney, provided such persons
come to his new business unsolicited.

Therefore, it is quite apparent that a per-

son who sells a theatre and agrees not to

enter into a competing business for a reason-
able period, may not be prevented from oper-
ating a theatre in a territory not specified in

the contract, nor is he liable for selling

tickets to persons who live in the town speci-

fied in the contract.

On the other hand, if the seller makes spe-

cial effort to solicit business from persons liv-

ing in the town or locality in which he was
formerly located, he may be liable because the

legal effect of soliciting such patronage is en-

gaging in competing business in violation of
the contract.

* * *

Liable for
Creating Competition

Still another important phase of the law is

discussed in the recent case of Bolt v. Ligon
(142 S. E. 504). Here a man named Ligon
sold his business to a purchaser named Bolt
and contracted not to engage in a competing
business in the same city for a period of five

years.

Soon thereafter Ligon opened a different

business and began advertising this business
in the local papers. He attempted to avoid
liability on the contract by advertising his

business to be of a different character from
that which he sold to Bolt. However, he
would occasionally perform acts in the con-
duction of the new business which he had
performed in his original business.

The purchaser sued Ligon and asked the

court for an injunction to prevent the latter

from doing any thing in the conduction of his

new business that he had previously done in

Type
H.I.R.
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he business purchased by Bolt. It is impor-
ant to know that the higher court rendered

1 1 verdict in favor of Bolt, saying

:

i "Generally stated, the cardinal rule, in the

nterpretation of contracts, is to ascertain the

atention of the parties and to give effect to

hat intention if it can be done consistently

vith legal principles. . . . The parties should
e bound for what they intended to be bound
or and no more. ... In other words, the

•bject to be obtained in construing a contraci:

s to ascertain the meaning and intent of the

arties as expressed in the language used."

On the other hand, it is interesting to ob-
erve that an oral contract is invalid by the

erms of which the seller of a theatre agrees
iOt to enter into a competing business.

For example, in Diller v. Schindler (263
'ac. 277), it was disclosed that a proprietor

old his business and verbally promised that

le would not at any time conduct or operate
competing business in the neighborhood of

he old business.

Notwithstanding this agreement, about six

aonths later, the seller opened a competing
usiness which was situated two doors away
rom his former place of business. The pur-
haser thereupon brought suit to recover dam-
.ges and asked for an injunction restraining

he seller from conducting the competitive
>usiness, on the grounds that he had vio-

ated a valid verbal agreement not to engage
n a competing business.

The lower court held the purchaser entitled

o a permanent injunction and damages in

he sum of $1,000, but the higher court re-

•ersed this verdict, and in holding the verbal
.greement invalid, said:

"Schindler (seller) did orally agree not to

eengage in said business, but so long as this

tipulation was not incorporated in the written
.greement which was subsequently made. . . .

>laintiff (buyer) has failed to show a case
hat entitled him to relief. . . . We conclude
herefore that the trial court erred in receiv-

ng parol evidence to establish the limitation

n question and in grafting it on the bill of
;ale, as it is inconsistent with the written in-

trum'ent. In the absence of such an agree-
nent, the seller of a business has a right to

eengage in the same line of business. This
s a valuable right, and to prevent him from
o doing in the manner indicated is in effect

naking a new contract between the parties

md one which contains more onerous terms
han those agreed upon under the written
:ontract."

Moreover, any agreement is invalid and un-
enforceable by which a seller of a theatre
agrees not to compete with the purchaser in

iny business or branch thereof in which the
idler is not engaged when the sale is made,
mt which the purchaser may at a later date
lecide to establish.

For illustration, in the leading case of
Thomas v. Miles (30. S. 274), it was dis-

posed that a proprietor entered into a con-
ract, the important paragraph of which is as

:

ollows

:

"The party (seller) accepting such offer,

.hall not at any time within five years from
he date hereof, enter into nor be concerned
n the kind of business which has heretofore
>een conducted or carried on by the said
seller, or any branch thereof, within the city

ind shall not in any way interfere with any
igency that has been established. ... or that
nay hereafter be established. . .

."

In this instance, the court held the part of
:he contract relating to the restriction of the
dty valid and enforceable. On the other
land, the contract was held invalid regarding
:he business that was established after the
:ontract was signed.

* * *

When Damages
Are Collectable
Another important phase of the law on this

subject is that frequently it is difficult for
he purchaser of a business to collect money
vhich the seller agrees to pay should he es-
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tablish a competing business. It is well es-

tablished that where the restrictions in a con-

tract of this nature are reasonable and en-

forceable, the amount specified as liquidated

damages is collectable, provided the courts

may determine with reasonable assurance that

the damages sustained by the purchaser of the

business equal the amount of liquidated

damages specified in the contract.

For instance, in the very recently decided

leading case of Robbins v. Plant (297 S. W.
1027) it was disclosed that the seller of a

business agreed to pay the purchaser $10,000

as liquidated damages if within 25 years the

seller should establish a competing business in

the same county.

After the contract was signed, the seller of

the business leased a lot to another person

who constructed a building and established a

competing business, in close proximity to the

location of the business which previously had
been sold.

In this case the court promptly held the

purchaser of the business entitled to recover

$10,000 damages, because the testimony proved
that the seller, although not directly interested

in the competing business, was the instigator

of it and authorized the use of his land in its

conduction, as a result of which the purchaser

actually sustained damages amounting to

$10,000. This court explained the presently

established law on this subject in the follow-

ing language

:

"There is no hard and fast rule as to what

contracts are void as being in restraint of

trade, and each case must be judged accord-

ing to its own facts and circumstances. It is

also well settled that a person may legally

purchase the business of another for the pur-

pose of removing competition with an agree-

ment on the part of the seller not to carry

on the same business in the same place for a

limited period of time."

On the other hand, frequently contracts

restricting the seller of a theatre from
engaging in a competing business provide that

the seller shall be required to pay the pur-

chaser a stipulated amount of money, without

regard to the actual damages which may be

sustained by the buyer, should the seller fail

to fulfill the terms- of the contract.

Contract Void if It

Contains a Penalty

Generally speaking, a contract is void which
contains a penalty for failure of the seller of

a business to fulfill the terms of the contract.

This is true because a penalty in a contract,

which is disproportionate to the actual dam-
ages that are resultant from breach of the

contract, is unreasonable and therefore void.

Liquidated damages, on the other hand, is

a sum fixed as an estimate made by the buyer
and seller, at the time the contract is signed,

of the extent of the injury which a breach of

the contract will cause. A provision for a

penalty is, therefore, necessarily invali<

whether the parties call it a penalty or dan-

ages, whereas liquidated damages are collec:

able.

A provision for a forfeiture instead of
penalty or liquidated damages, though nc

favored by the law, is not necessarily invalic

unless the amount is so large that it may b

termed a penalty. Even though the amoun
forfeited by the person who breaks a contrac

is slightly disproportionate to the actual dam
age suffered by the other party, in many in

stances the courts may declare the contrac

valid to avoid future litigation. Howevei
this is not true when the amount to be for

feited greatly exceeds the actual damage
sustained by the other party.

For instance, if the seller of a busines

agrees to pay liquidated damages amountin;

to $10,000 and the actual damages sustainei

by the purchaser of the business does no

exceed $5,000, the contract is likely to be heli

void because payment of $10,000 is deemed ;

penalty and not permissible in law, becausi

the amount is too great to be construed as ;

forfeiture.

Therefore, the amount of liquidated dam
ages which the seller of a theatre agrees tt

pay, in the event he establishes a competim
business, should be a reasonable amount ir

consideration of the damages likely to be sus

tained by the purchaser if the seller breache:

the contract.

I

NEW PROJECTS
FOLLOWING is a list of new projects

in motion picture theatre construction,

compiled from reports available on March
1. The list also includes theatres opened,

changes in policy, sound installations, prop-

erty transfers and managerial appointments.

An asterisk before the item indicates that

additional information has been received

since a previous report.

Improving Theatres

California
PASADENA.—About $4,000 has been expended to

remodel the Garfield theatre, a small picture house.

Indiana
BLUFFTON.—Peter Mailers, of Fort Wayne, Ind.,

has taken over lease and purchased equipment of the

Grand Theatre and Opera House. Understood that

houses will be closed for remodeling.

Iowa
NASHUA.—O. R. Laird, who recently leased the

Grand theatre, plans to make extensive improvements
before reopening house.

Maryland
BALTIMORE.—Dunbar Amusement Company, W.

Carr, secretary, 619 North Central avenue, has plans
by J. F. Dusman, 213 North Calvert street, for
one-story brick addition to Dunbar theatre.

Missouri
MOBERLY.—The Fourth Street Theatre, a Mid-

west house, has been remodeled.

MODERN PROJECTION REQUIRES
GOOD FILM CEMENT
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Oshkosh, Wis.
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Montana
GREAT FALLS.—Approximately $30,000 is to be

expended to thoroughly renovate the Liberty theatre
and install new equipment.

Ohio
GRAND RAPIDS.—The Photoplay theatre has been

improved, interior redecorated, attractive front con-
structed and an electric sign installed.

SPRINGFIELD.—The Liberty theatre, operated by
John Gregory, has been remodeled.

Texas
EL PASO.—Crawford Theatres, L. M. Crawford,

manager, is reported will remodel and erect an addi-
tion to theatre and install new mechanical equipment.
Estimated cost, $125,000.
FLATONIA.—W. E. Miller, who recently acquired

the Happy Hour theatre from A. G. Bolton, plans
to make extensive improvements before reopening the
house with pictures.

West Virginia
CLARKSBURG—The Orpheum theatre is to be

improved.
WELCH.—Contract has been awarded for improve-

ments to the old Welch theatre.

Wisconsin
MARINETTE.—Extensive improvements have been

made to the Marinette theatre and new equipment
installed.

Contracts Awarded
New York

NEW YORK—Ehrenberg & Fried Company, 21

East 40th street, has been awarded general contract
for ten-story Mansion theatre and office building to

be erected at East Fifty eighth street and Lexington
avenue for the Fox Film Corporation, 850 Tenth
avenue. Estimated cost, $3,000,000.

Oklahoma
LAWTON.—Taylor Construction Company, Wichita

Falls, Texas, has contract to erect theatre, 50 by 150
feet, for the Lawton Theatre Corporation. Estimated
cost, $100,000.

Texas
BURKBURNETT—R. H. McFarlane will soon

start excavating for Liberty theatre. To be con-
structed of brick, tile and concrete.
FLOYDADA.—E. E. Boothe and W. U. White will

soon let contract for new theatre, with seating ca-

pacity of 950. Lessee Simpson & Nelson. Estimated
cost, $40,000.
HENDERSON.—East Texas Theatres, Inc., R. H.

Clemmons, district manager, Lufkin, Texas, has
awarded contract for erection of new theatre. Esti-

mated cost, $75,000.
HOUSTON.—Charles Wygant, 219 West Twentieth

street, has started work on one-story brick and re-

inforced concrete mezzanine and balcony theatre in

the 300 block West Nineteenth Heights. Estimated
cost, $14,000.

Picture Theatres Planned
Arkansas

OLA.—W. F. Thompson plans to erect theatre
on Main street, 40 by 80 feet.

California
LOS ANGELES.—Bartlett Syndicate Building Cor-

poration, Rives-Strong building, has plans by B. M.

Priteca, 913 l'antages Theatre building, for 12-stOr)

tile theatre and office building to be located ai

Argyle street and Hollywood boulevard. Estimated
cost, $2,000,000.
MODESTO.—West Coast Theatres, Inc., Film Ex

change building, Los Angeles, plans to erect fireproof,

theatre. Estimated cost, $250,000.
Connecticut

MANCHESTER.—State Theatres, Inc., has plans

by Hutching & French, 11 Beacon street, Boston,
for two-story brick and stone-trim theatre and store

building. Estimated cost, $350,000.
Illinois

MT. VERNON.—Reed, Yemm & Hayes Circuit,

Duquoin, 111., plans to erect two-story brick, stone,

terra-cotta and reinforced concrete theatre, 79 by 227
feet, on city square. Theatre will have seating

capacity of 1,600. Architect not selected. Estimated
cost, $200,000.

Indiana
MUNCIE.—G. Challis has plans by A. M. Strauss,

415 Cal-Wayne building, Fort Wayne, Ind., for five-

story brick and reinforced concrete theatre and hotel

building, 125 by 195 feet. Estimated cost, $500,000.
Maryland

BALTIMORE.—William Fox Theatres, 850 Tenth
avenue, New York, plans to erect brick theatre and
office building. Theatre is to have over 5,000 seat-

ing capacity. Structure estimated to cost in excess

of $6,000,000.
LAUREL—Sidney B. Lust, Mather Building.

Washington, D. C., will erect Spanish type picture

theatre and store building. Theatre will have seat-

ing capacity of 1,000. Estimated cost, $70,000.
Massachusetts

HAVERHILL—J. M. Bloomfield, 103 Merrimack

Color Lighting

Equipment
for Back Stage, Front of

the House, Outside, etc.

A full line of Reco and

Laco Color Hoods.

WRITE FOR
•PROFITS FROM COLOR"

as
2651 W. Congress St. Chicago, 111.
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treet, plans to erect brick theatre and hall building

n Merrimack street. Architect not selected. Esti

nated cost, $150,000.

LAWRENCE.—H. A. Horgan, 85 St. Paul street,

(rookline, Mass., plans to erect brick theatre, with

eating capacity of 5,000, to be located at Amesbury.
: ssex and Lawrence streets. Architect not selected,

estimated cost, $500,000.

Michigan

ANN ARBOR.—S. A. Moran, 415 Walnut street,

,ontemplates rebuilding burned theatre at northwest

orner Thayer and University avenues. Archito.1

lot selected.
Mississippi

COLUMBUS.—James W. Carr and H. M. Owens
Ian to convert the McCaney building into modern
heatre.

Missouri

FAYETTE.—Dozier Stone. Columbia. Mo., has

•lans by Boiler Brothers, 111 West Tenth street,

Cansas City, for one-story brick and stucco theatre.

KANSAS CITY.—Strand theatre. Emporia, Kan .

as plans by Boiler Brothers, 114 West Tenth street,

his city, for two-story theatre. Estimated cost,

225,000.
New Jersey

CAMDEN'.—Variety Amusement Corporation, I.

lazer, president, 153 Wildwood street, and L. Tarter.

250 Kaighn avenue, have plans by H. E. Hall, 213
Voodlawn avenue, Merchantville, X. J., for two story

tone theatre, store and office building to be located

t Seventh street and Kaighn avenue. Estimated cost.

250,000.

GRAXTWOOD.—P. Frankel Thau, 2526 Bronx
'ark, contemplates erecting brick theatre, store ami
ffice building on Anderson avenue, between Lafayette

nd Knox avenues. Architect not selected. Estimated
ost, $150,000.

NEWARK.—Economy Construction & Realty Corn-

any. 28 Williams street, plans to erect two-story

rick theatre, 100 by 150 feet, at 310-16 Lyon-
venue. Estimated cost, $250,000.

PATERSOX —Owner, care J. De Rose. 119 Ellison

treet, plans to erect two-story brick theatre and
tore building on Sixth avenue. Estimated cost

150,000.
Ohio

CLEVELAND.—William Fox Theatres. S50 Tenth
venue, Xew York, plans to erect brick theatre and
ffice building. Theatre will have seating capacity of

,000. Structure estimated to cost in excess of

6,000,000.

CLEVELAND.—Shaker Theatre Company, care J.

I. Arnold, Terminal Tower building, has plans by
•mall & Rowles, Terminal Tower building, for one-
tori' brick theatre to be located on Moreland Circle.

•Istimated cost, $500,000.

CLEVELAND HEIGHTS —B. D. Roseman. 14628
South Woodland road, Shaker Heights, O., plans to

rect one and two-story brick and concrete theatre

n Taylor road. Estimated cost, $500,000.
HAMILTON.—Jewell Photoplay Corporation. J. A.

ichwalm, president. Rialto Theatre building. Front
nd High streets, has plans by F. G. Mueller and
V. R. Hare, Rentschler building, for contemplated
ebuilding burned theatre on Second street, between
;ourt and Ludlow. Estimated cost, $200,000.

Oklahoma
OKLAHOMA CITY.—Mid-West Enterprises, Inc.,

20'A West Grand street, plans to erect three-story
rick and reinforced concrete theatre. 75 by 160 feet,

0 be located at 14 XTorth Harvey street. Estimated
ost, $300,000.

Pennsylvania
ERIE.—Columbia Amusement Company, O. A.

.'otter, manager, 17 West Eighth street, contemplates
• recting moving pitcure theatre on Tenth street.

\rchitect not selected.

PHILADELPHIA—L. B. Hoffman, care H. I.

. Crassen, 5927 Girard avenue, contemplates erecting
• .heatre at 1300-02 South Second street. Architect

lot selected.
PHILADELPHIA— F. D. Felt. 1518 Walnut street,

las plans by William H. Lee. 1505 Race street, for
wo and three story Barrymore theatre, bank, store

t nd apartment building to be located at northeast
• orner Broad street and 66th avenue. Estimated cost,

1^1,500.000. I

PHILADELPHIA—C. Sepal, 1237 Xorth 52nd
. treet. has plans by W. H. Lee. 1505 Race street,

. ( or two-story theatre, 78 by 100 by 250 feet, to be
ocated at 52nd and Stiles streets.

| PITTSBURGH —William Fox Theatres. 350 Tenth
venue, Xew York, plans to erect brick theatre and

' >ffice building. Theatre will have seating capacity of
B.000. Structure to cost in excess of $6,000,000.

South Dakota
MADISON —A. H. Brown, Mobridge. S. D.. has

>lans by G. F. Fossum, Aberdeen. S. D.. for three-

torv brick and reinforced concrete theatre, 100 by
1:36 feet. Estimated cost. $200,000.

Texas
MEXIA.—Dent Theatres, Inc., 2009H Jackson

|
.treet, Dallas, Texas, plans to erect theatre at Pales-

I ine and Sherman streets.

Virginia
CHARLOTTESVILLE.—Enterprise Theatre Cor-

t ,oration, Sol Rosenberg, president, has plans by Mil-

1 Jurn Heister & Company, Hill building, Washington,
I 3. C. for two-story Moorish design theatre to be
i ocated at 15th and Main streets, with seating capacity
1 if 1,590. Estimated cost, $300,000.

Wisconsin
1 GREEN BAY—Owner, care lessee Brin Theatre
i corporation, L. K. Brin, president, 230 West Wis-
f onsin avenue, Milwaukee, contemplates erecting the-

lire at Adams and Main streets. Architect not
1. elected. Estimated cost. $500,000.

South end of promenade of Uptown
theatre, Philadelphia.

Featuring Sound Pictures

Arkansas

LITTLE ROCK.—The Majestic theatre will fea-

ture Movietone.
California

BURLINGAME.—The Peninsula theatre has in-

stalled Vitaphone.
Colorado

DENVER—The State theatre will be wired for

Photophone.
Connecticut

HARTFORD.—The Majestic theatre will feature

sound pictures.
MANCHESTER.—The State theatre has installed

Vitaphone. .

NORWALK.—The Regent theatre has installed

Vitaphone.
WINSTED.—The Strand theatre will be wired for

sound pictures.
Indiana

ELKHART.—The Lerner theatre will feature sound
pictures.

Iowa
DES MOINES —The Orpheum theatre is to feature

Photophone.
Massach usetts

BOSTON.—The Globe theatre has been reopened by

Samuel Piananski. Will feature Vitaphone and
Movietone.

Michigan
STURGIS—The Strand theatre will feature Vita-

phone and Movietone.

Minnesota
BEMIDTI—The Elko and Grand theatres, operated

by Bergers Amusement, Inc., are to feature Vita-

phone and Movietone.
WHITE BEAR LAKE.—The Avaon theatre, cost-

ing $45,000, has been opened. House will feature

Vitaphone.
Mississippi

COLUMBUS.—The Princess theatre has been wired

for sound pictures.
S'ew York

PAWLING.—The Palace theatre has been wired
for sound pictures.
POUGHKEEPSIE.—The Rialto theatre will be

wired for sound pictures.

POL'GHKEEPSIE—The Bardavon theatre will fea-

ture sound pictures.
ROCHESTER.—The Keith-Albee Palace theatre has

installed Photophone.
SCHENECTADY.—The Lincoln theatre will fea-

ture sound pictures.

TROY.—The Rose and Griswold theatres are to be

wired for sound pictures.

Ohio
CLEVELAND—The Astor theatre has been

equipped with DeForest Phonofilm.
CLEVELAND—The Garden theatre, located at

Forty fifth street and Clark avenue, is featuring

sound pictures.
CLEVELAXD.—The Variety theatre, operated by

the Variety Amusement Company, has been wired
for sound pictures.
SPRIXGFIELD.—The Regent theatre will feature

Movietone.
Oklahoma

BLACKWELL.—The Rivoli theatre, nearing com-
pletion, will feature sound pictures.

X'ORMAN.—The Sooner theatre, under construc-

tion, will feature sound pictures.

Pennsxlvania
CLARION".—The Orpheum theatre, operated by the

Hepinger Amusement Company, is to be wired for

sound pictures.
PITTSBURGH—The William Penn theatre, on

erated by the Harriss Amusement Company, will

feature sound pictures.

Rhode Island
PAWTUCKET—The Capitol and Imperial the-

atres have been wired for sound pictures.

PROVIDENCE.—The Rialto theatre has been
equipped for sound pictures.

South Dakota
SIOUX FALLS.—The Jewell theatre will feature

sound pictures.
Texas

LAREDO.—The Rand theatre has installed Vita-

phone.
Washington

PORT TOWXSEXD—The Rose theatre will fea-

ture Orchestraphone.
SEATTLE.—The old Goodluck theatre has been

renamed the Mount Baker, and reopened by S. Z.

Williams. Will feature sound pictures.

WALLA WALLA.—The Liberty theatre will fea-

ture Vitaphone.
Wisconsin

KAUKAUXA.—The Vaudette theatre has installed

Synchrotone equipment.
MADISON.—The Xew Orpheum theatre will fea-

ture Photophone.
MILWAUKEE —The Xew Embassy theatre re-

cently opened with sound pictures.

MUSCODA.—The Muscoda theatre has installed

Synchrotone equipment.
RACIXE.—The Capitol theatre will feature sound

pictures.

Theatres Changed Hands
Arizona

TUCSON.—The Temple theatre has been leased

by A. H. Golman.
California

ALAMEDA.—The Palace theatre has been acquired

bv Lawrence Borg and John Peters.

SAN FRANCISCO.—The Victoria theatre has been

sold by Nasser Brothers to George Xaiffy.

Connecticut
MIDDLETOWN.—Alfred Gotteman has purchased

the Capitol theatre. Edward Laighton remains as

house manager.
WATERBURY.—The new Moriarty theatre, now

nearing completion, has been leased by the Water-
bury Theatre Corporation.

Florida
WAUCHULA.—George Stonaria has taken over the

Royal theatre from X. W. Remond.
Illinois

DAXVILLE.—The Lincoln theatre, formerly op-

erated by C. C. Pyle and Harry McKevin. and
closed for the past five months, has been leased

to the Anita Amusement Corporation of Chicago, for

ten years. Will be operated- as a picture house.

Max Gumbiner is president of the operating concern.
Indiana

ANDERSON.—Harry Van Noy, formerly manager
of the Riviera and Starland theatres, has taken over

the Kay-Bee theatre.
FAIRMOUNT.—C. E. Gucker has purchased tne

Royal theatre from L. B. Johnson.

Massachusetts
SOMERVILLE.—Arthur F. Vianno has acquired

the Broadway theatre.
WEYMOUTH.—W. T. McLaughlin has acquired

the Weymouth theatre.
Montana

MISSOULA.—The Simons & Taylor Company has

acquired the Bluebird theatre from Henry Turner.
Xevada

RENO —M. C. McMillan and C. F. Thomas have

sold the State theatre to R. Thomas.
Xew Hampshire

MANCHESTER—J. Cloutie.r has sold the Notre
Dame theatre to Mrs. J. Temple.

Xew Jersex
ENGLEWOOD—The Fox interests reported ac-

quiring the Plaza theatre under foreclosure sale.

New York
SYRACUSE.—Reported that Fox interests have

acquired holdings of Frederick Ellman of Buffalo,

in the Brighton theatre. House is wired for Photo-

phone. M. W. Korack is manager.
Ohio

AKRON".—Feiber & Shea have sold the Colonial

theatre to the Schine enterprises.

DEFIAXCE.—Edgar F. Stanley has sold the Rivoli

theatre to C. Lynn and F. W. Miller.

LAKEVIEW.—The Indianola theatre has been pur-

chased by F. A. Stubbs.
LIBERTY CEXTER.—Charles Tindolph has leased

the Majestic theatre from Mrs. J. O. Eagle.

TOLEDO.—W. L. Beckham has sold the Artcraft

theatre to E. Pennell and A. R. Scott.

WILLOL'GHBY.—George Stevens, formerly man-
ager of Reade's Hippodrome at Cleveland, has ac-

quired the McTodd theatre from McMahan & Todd.
Oklahoma

BEGGS.—H. H. Hopkins has purchased the

Empress theatre.

FAIRFAX.—The Tallchief theatre has been leased

by the Griffith Amusement Company.
'KIXGFISHER.—The Rialto and Temple theatres

have been taken over by John Thomas.
Oregon

HOOD RIVER.—The Rialto theatre has been taken

over by M. W. Mattecheck from Art Kolstad.
Pennsylvania

ELIZABETH —The Grand theatre has been sold

by Mrs. F. C. McGinley to John Gorris, of the

T. L. Gorris Amusement Company, which operate

houses in McKeesport, Glassport, Wilson and Clair-

ton.
PHILADELPHIA.—Warner Brothers has purchased

the Xew Boyd theatre, located on Chestnut street,

west of Nineteenth. Alexander R. Boyd, builder,

has been retained as manager.
SHARON".—Charles J. Smith has acquired the

Alpha theatre.
Texas

ARANSAS.—The Acme theatre has been acquired

by the Hall Industries Theatres, of Beeville, Texas,
which has theatres at Kenedy. Sinton. Taft and Three
Rivers, Texas.
LAMESA.—Roscoe Holton has sold the Palace the-

atre to Audrey Cox.
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AS AN ARCHITECT
SEES CONDITIONS
IN SMALL TOWNS

By R. L. SIMMONS
THE theatre owner is facing much the

same problem today as the independent
merchant. The merchants are holding

conventions, meetings and conferences de-

bating the chain store situation—likewise

the theatre owners, although they may not
have the solace of company to talk to.

The large corporations must have an in-

vestment outlet and naturally look to make
these investments double acting as an in-

vestment and as a definite market for

products, without sales cost or resistance.

This action is good business and may not
harm the theatre business to the public, but
what of the independent owner, and to some
extent, the material and supply houses? Re-
duce the number of purchasing agents and
increase their purchasing power and you
have a problem for the salesmen of supply
houses—an advantage to some, a disadvan-
tage to many. But if this does not pro-
duce better "products" or reduce prices,

just what is the benefit to the public, and
what to the independent exhibitors?

* * *

The independent exhibitor has a very
vital interest in the box office. It is that
single box office that he depends on, and
it has no equalizing factor. Then, too, the
conscientious owner feels his position in

the community a responsibility and a pride.

He feels a responsibility to himself and
family as well as to the public; he has
lived in and studied the local likes and
dislikes, tendencies and wishes, and he se-

lects his pictures accordingly. If he is

judicious, he refuses contracts that he
knows will not be well received in his par-
ticular case, or for certain nights for a
certain class of attendance, although using
a varied program. Some smaller towns
have distinctive class fans, and the private
owner can cater to this class preference.
Surprising indeed how positive is commu-
nity preference for pictures and how un-
looked for at times, and occasionally how
unrecognized by the exhibitor. This is not
often the case, but where such a case exists
the owner usually has a complaint about
lack of attendance, or that the people pre-
fer going out of town.

Take the silk stocking statistics. The
lower wage girls spend proportionally more
for silk stockings and underwear than do
the high salaried girls, and this has a
parallel in theatre patronage,—but high grade
silk hose must be carried in stock by the
merchant for the minority trade. In the
larger centers, exclusive shops can and do
exist; so too with pictures. In some com-
munities, the desire for the best may pre-
dominate, and then the reverse of the above
program should be adapted.
Now, let us consider the appeal of the

theatre building on much the same basis as
the pictures. All like a beautiful building.
One class expects it, the other wants it.

Many a small theatre owner, having an old
or incorrectly designed building, is fully
conscious of the need of a new building.
Although holding most of the patronage, he
knows that they come in spite of the build-
ing, so he debates with himself the question
of a new theatre and meeting the public de-
mand, or retaining the old.

All phases of the undertaking should be
considered carefully and then if there is an
urgent need, proper steps should be taken
to secure the desired results. Carefully
work out the seating estimate. There are
ways of calculating this, and a house a little

too small is preferable to one too large.

Western Electric sound picture en-

gineers say farewell in New York as

they sail to assume new ditties in foreign
lands. R. M. Hatfield (right) becomes
W. E. manager in Australia, and E. D.
Hurlburt is assigned to London.

People go where the crowd goes, or to a
show that seems to be popular. Then cost
of site, building and furnishings must be
considered, in relationship to seating ca-
pacity and patronage. The design and
decorations must be in keeping with the
taste of patrons rather. This seems to be
an age of color, but care should be used,
for cheapness often is the result.

Then there is the question of financing
and locating the new building, and this,

needless to say, is uppermost to the owner.
If some outside interests plan to build a

new house, the local exhibitor faces a grave
problem. Only one theatre can be support-
ed, and he must drop out or rush proceed-
ings. Bluffing on his part will have to be
of a high quality, for the foreign interests
expect a good bluff and may beat him at the
game, for the outside capital is no doubt
sincere in building and will proceed with
remarkable rapidity, but the one making
the most progress and showing determina-
tion will win, for both know the result of
two theatres in a one theatre town. Usu-
ally money is lost in a race of this nature,
but I know one case where the second best
was not as serious .as is the average case.

An owner selected an architect, and to-
gether they selected a site. An opinion on
it was taken—and that very day news
reached him that the adjoining site was sold
to an out-of-town theatre corporation.
Plans for excavating were hastily made, and
work was begun the next morning. But
work also started on the adjoining lot! Both
jobs were being pushed, and in the mean-
time the architect was putting forth every
effort on the plans.

The other project was going ahead with-
out plans. Another building was being
copied. Not even a contractor was in

charge. There wras a lot of work hurriedly
done, but little accomplished. At this stage,
the chain operator began to make offers.

The owner was in a quandary, for he
wanted to build and he felt the other party
was more or less at sea as to building and
gave an unfavorable impression as to their
sincerity, and with this in mind, asked for
enough to clear all expense he had been to
and the old theatre business, and his terms
were accepted.

Dropping out of the contest, he watched
the new theatre progress to more than half
completion, when work stopped, and for
some time nothing was heard of the
proposition. Then the chain offered to sell

to the local man, he to make the offer. The
truth leaked out that they could not finance
the building. They had "saved" the cost of
an architect and contractor and endeavored
to copy another building they had acquired

and had spent all the appropriation for

building without completing it. Not oft

will this situation repeat itself, for mo
than likely the circuit is well financed a
can and will carry the work through, at

the local man should consider the outsid>

a "sound risk."
* * *

In another case the local man saw tl

necessity of having a new theatre, and wil
foresight, contracted to buy a double li

on the ideal corner of the little city, ar
in due time had a survey made, and wit

these findings, realized he would need fit

ancing. But he made the very commc
mistake of ordering complete plans ar
specifications made on a rush order, befoi
completing the financing. He intended o
ganizing a stock company and using bon<
and was proceeding on the right principl

but not the right sequence, unless he w;
sure of his subsequent status, for he ha
laid himself liable to cost of property an
plans and specifications. Fortunately, tl

company as finally organized accepted li

actions, but ordered new plans, as they ha
their own ideas regarding shops and office

in connection. Then the bonds had to I

issued, and there was found an old agrei

ment attached to property rights. The
came suggestions from all manner c

sources, so that the owner who was totall

unfamiliar with such proceedings and r<

sponsibilities, got delirious. Finally, a
outside man came in and established a nv
theatre.

Another case is of an owner with a ver
poor building who found himself lookin
across the street at some excavating th
inquiry revealed was a chain theatre pro
ect. He hustled over to the bank and wa
agreeably surprised to find he could bor'

row the needed money to put up a ne\

building. Then he wired the writer to mak
plans and followed it by a letter, and w
immediately sent footing and wall plan
and work was started on his site. As part

of the plans were completed, in the orde
of construction, they were sent to th'

owner, who kept work progressing at feve

heat, and as walls started up and steel ant

other material was delivered on the site

the foreign owner investigated and fount

the town behind the local man and that hi

seemed determined to build. They sold th<

site and dropped from the picture. Com
plete plans were then secured and the build

ing completed for a fall opening.
* * *

This man went heavily in debt. He saw

that his building must meet expectation;

and that high class shows were a necessity

and he carried these ideas through. But

he found he could pay off one-fifth of hi;

debt and interest each year, and has main-

tained that ratio now for four years. His

building, equipment and shows have met

with wholehearted approval.

A case of over-building, although prob-

ably good for the future, is often a hardship

at first, when interest is heaviest, and

usually when patronage is the least. One
case of this kind has resulted in the owner
using coupons, by both newspaper and

house distribution. This method kept the

house filled sufficiently to give the effect of

popularity. The result was the cheapening
of both pictures and vaudeville. The cou-

pons or reduced price method gradually was

lessened, but habits had been formed so

that the revenue was about the same. In-

come was figured on percentage of seating,

and the results, built up as they were, made
for a slowing up in debt retirement.

In spite of this situation, the management
has installed the "talkies," all of which goes

to show that a good theatre in a good lo-

cation with reasonable management will at

least make some money. But how much
better the investment and security if all

phases of the proposition were correctly

analyzed before building started.
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AMERICA LIGHTS
PANISH FAIR IN

4AZ E OF COLOR
rHE largest and most elaborate mobile

color lighting equipment ever built, costing

$250,000, will be shipped from America to

ircelona, Spain, for use there in lighting

e World's Fair there from May to Decem-
\r. Those who visit the Barcelona exhibi-

jn will see a spectacle of outdoor color

jhting never before approached, according

illuminating engineers who inspected the

iparatus prior to crating.

The main avenue of the exposition, leading

> a gently sloping hillside, will be made the

nter of attraction and interest. The effect

ill be that of a mammoth staircase a half-

ile long, illuminated with slowly moving
aves of color. Blues will start first in the

•lor cycle from the National Palace on top

the hill, and move slowly down. When
e blue has gone 100 metres, it will slowly

,end with red, the next color in the cycle,

reen follows, blending part way down with

hite light, the last color in the moving color

ittern, which requires twelve minutes to pro-

ice. Each wave of color travels down the

jllside from the National Palace to the en-

ar.ce to the exhibition, a distance of 600

etres.

* * *

The color panorama also takes in five cas-

des and three fountains, which are illum-

ated in a fascinating, ever changing cloak

color, the effects running through the en-

re spectrum. Three other outdoor exhibits,

:signated as "elements E, J, and G," will be

eluded in the motion color effect.

One hundred twenty specially built lighting

andards are employed on the Avenue de

merica, the main avenue of the exhibit,

umerous color screens, or "blenders," also

me into play to complete the moving light

fects.

The color in motion lighting spectacle, run-

ng through an automatic cycle of 12 min-
es, is secured by means of a huge motor
iven Vitrohm dimmer bank, designed and
lilt by the Ward Leonard Electric Company,
ount Vernon, N. Y., for the World's Fair,

his equipment, the largest of its kind ever

ade, is the heart of the mobile color lighting

stallation. All the beautiful color in mo-
rn effects are automatically produced, con-

)lled and repeated.

In addition to this automatic equipment,
: ere is a Westinghouse, 20-scene, pre-set,

anually operated board, the largest of its

pe ever constructed. It uses 118 Vitrohm
mmer plates and Westinghouse reactors. The
md-operated equipment will be used to pro-

ice additional color effects. When the color

motion cycle has run its course down the

11 and avenue, entirely new effects can be

id by means of the manually operated

ruipment.
* * *

The color lighting apparatus handles a tre-

endous lamp load. The average electric

mp used to read by is the 50-watt size. The
lor lighting equipment for the World's Fair

t s a lamp load of 5,232,000 watts. With but

le person for each '50 watt lamp, 104,000 in-

viduals could read a newspaper from the

ectric power which will be handled to color-

rht the Fair.

In the automatic, motor driven equipment
• motors are employed to drive 84 Vitrohm
mmer plates through their cycles. Con-
Dlling the starting and stopping of the

otors is the "flasher," an intricate piece of
echanism. The "flasher" controls 28 sepa-

te lighting circuits. One hundred twenty-
?ht spiders, or rachets, on the shafts of the
lasher," rotate slowly with cogs engaging
ring contact points. The "flasher" may be
rmed the nerve center, the almost human
iment, in the automatic color lighting system.

Repairs in Time
Saves Many a Dime

By CLELL JAY

PROJECTION experts have for some time

advanced the theory that equipment in

anything but the best of repair is expen-
sive for the exhibitor. Today, with the steady

advance of the synchronized picture and its

necessary equipment, this should be apparent

to the most skeptical. The man that is hardest

to reach is the one that never reads such

articles in his trade paper and doesn't try to

keep abreast of projection advance. The man-
agers never read anything pertaining to pro-

jection, as they claim it is merely a bunch of

"stuff" for "operators" to read. Such appeals

mean as much to the manager or exhibitor as

they do to the projectionist—or ought to.

Most of you have met the type of exhibitor

that sees nothing in the slogan "Better Pro-
jection Pays." This exhibitor believes that

all he owes to the public is enough equipment
in the projection room to present the produc-

tion advertised, and a man in charge to tend

the projectors. He sits down in his show oc-

casionally to view the presentation. A flaw

in projection greets his eyes; perhaps to such

an extent that he cannot sit through the entire

performance. Instead of furnishing his pro-

jectionist with enough repairs to eliminate

the flaw, he merely grumbles that the audience

won't notice it as he did.

I believe it a fair question to ask how much
an exhibitor spends on tires and repairs for his

car in a year. Quite a sum, of course. He
prides himself on having his car repaired at

the proper time and on selecting good tires.

His car is run a short time every day and
makes him very little. He depends on his

projectors for a living and they have a long

hard grind each day. He never allows his

car to knock loud enough to attract attention,

yet for lack of a few repair parts, what noises

are sometimes omitted from the ports of the

projection room.
#

Projection room expense and conditions

also depend a great deal on the man in charge.

Every projectionist should have a convenient

workbench equipped with proper tools. With
this convenience he can save the exhibitor

much expense.

Having the projectionist tackle a rebuild

job is usually false economy. The exhibitor

would hardly want him to order a lot of re-

pairs not needed, and it must be remembered

that it is impossible to tell just what a pro-

jector mechanism will need in the way of re-

pairs until it is taken apart and the parts

carefully examined. Parts that may look all

right may be found otherwise under close

examination with proper instruments. The
price of such instruments (measuring to one

ten thousandth of an inch) are not within the

reach of the average projectionist. Then, too,

the projectionist has not a complete stock of

repair parts to select from ; some of them

must be carefully selected from oversize stock.

The new equipment for synchronized pro-

ductions brings up another problem in projec-

tion upkeep. In the larger houses its added

drawing power will more than offset the

added expense. An extra projectionist will

be needed to properly handle the equipment.

There is no doubt that the synchronized

product has come to stay, and projectionists

should acquaint themselves with the equip-

ment at the first possible opportunity.

The upkeep, as I stated before, will be a

little added expense to the exhibitor and a

little more trouble to the projectionist, but

both will receive ample compensation for this

added service to the public.

DEVELOPS NEW
TYPE OF MOTION
PICTURE CAMERA
AMOVING SNAPSHOT" machine, a

nameless device for the checking of

moving picture films and a series of 1

to indicate the station on his radio, are

among the interesting recent inventions by
Franklin H. Avers, projectionist at the Brin
theatre in Portage, Wis. The "animated
movie camera" he hopes to sell soon, and
the checking machine, which has been
patented for some time, will no doubt soon
go the way of all good inventions. But the

contrivances on his radio, he says, were put
there simply for his own amusement.
In construction, the moving picture ma-

chine, whereby Avers hopes to put the tak-

ing of moving pictures on such an inex-

pensive basis that all can afford to have
"movies" of their friends, is similar to other
moving picture cameras, except that the

cartridge or film is smaller and that it can

be used as a projection machine as well.

* * *

Also, in exposing the film, but half of it

is exposed at a time, and when the end is

reached, the machine automatically reverses

it, exposing the other half. Similarly in

projecting the developed film, half is shown
and then the other half, the camera auto-

matically reversing the cartridge with no
apparent break, says the inventor, in the

continuity of the picture. This eliminates

the necessity of rewinding.
The cartridges for this camera are made

from regular moving picture films which
come 200 feet long, but Avers cuts these up
and makes them to suit the needs of his

camera. When developed they can be pro-

jected either in a small album-like box in

an undarkened room or upon a screen in a

dark room. Avers' projection box has the

word "memories" in gilt letters on its lid,

which carries out the idea of the "snapshot
album."
"People think several times before they

invest in a moving picture camera now,"
he explains, "because every time they buy a

film it costs $6. But these little cartridges,

I hope, can be made cheap enough for

everyone. Everyone, I know, would enjoy
having moving pictures of their friends, and
there is no reason why such a machine can-

not be put on the market."

A device for the checking of films with

the continuity sheets in laboratories and for

checking up scenes without the slow method
of screening, has also been invented by
Avers. It looks simple enough—made from
a block of wood, a cleverly concealed elec-

tric light bulb and a few spools. Yet with

its moving shutter and sprocket, arranged
for screening the film on the rewind, is dif-

ferent from anything on the market, ac-

cording to Avers.
* * *

It will be particularly useful in sound pic-

tures and for measuring the length of the

film, for due to the arrangement, the pic-

ture can be run off, as fast as desired with

no ill effects to the film.

Avers' radio is another object which dis-

plays his mechanical ability. He has worked
The "dashboard" of his radio looks as

complicated as a mariner's chart, but when
one begins to analyze it, it isn't so hard to

understand, at that. Aside from the two
dials, the meters for volts, amperes and
milliammeters, there are two tiny red

bulbs, so synchronized that when the dials

are perfectly tuned, thev indicate a station

by light.

Seven smaller dials with the names of

the larger stations also light up automati-
cally when a certain station is tuned in,

and a series of three lights—red, yellow and
green—indicate whether the radio or the

victrola i> turned on.
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Above: The auditorium, looking toward the stage. Below: The foyer.

THE WARWICK- NEW THOUGH REMODELED
Over $100,000 was spent to rebuild this Kansas City theatre—and well spent, apparently
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Left: The front, with new shops and equipment. Right: New ticket booth and lobby.

A NOTABLE achievement in remodeling is that of the Warwick
theatre in Kansas City, in which the owner, E. W. Werner, spent

$108,000 for new decorations and furnishings and other changes. That
is a prodigious sum for remodeling, but as these views of the new
theatre indicate, it was worthwhile. The Warwick is truly a new thea-

tre—one that could not be duplicated, when considered as an entire

building, for anywhere near the amount Werner spent.

The whole remodeling task was carefully planned and covered almost
every department of the enterprise. A new front of terra cotta was

built at a cost of $17,000. Store space on the street was installed at a

cost of another $10,000. The new lobby and foyer cost $20,000, while

the auditorium was remodeled at a cost of $29,000. New upholstered

Heywood-Wakefield seats cost $12,000, while an addition to the Wur-
litzer cost $10,000. The total price of new draperies and carpets, furni-

ture and fixtures ran to $10,000.

The result is a modern theatre in the place of one that could hardly

be expected to compete with the fine new theatres in Kansas City. In

brief, Werner elected to spend money to make money.
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U. S. PROJECTOR
EXPORT DOUBLED
PRELIMINARY figures submitted by

the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, of American motion picture

projector exports of standard 35-millimeter
and 16-millimeter home projectors for the
year 1928, show an increase of 2,911 pro-
jectors over the corresponding period of
1927. During 1928, 5,953 American projec-
tors, with a declared value of $950,202, were
exported to 71 different countries through-
out the world, as compared with 3,042 pro-
jectors valued at $641,461 exported in 1927.
As mentioned above, these figures include
both 35 and 16-millimeter projectors and
probably do not give as true a picture of
our standard projector exports as might be
desired. However, this condition will no
longer exist as a distinction between the
different size projectors is being made at
the port of exportation in the new table
of classifications, which became operative
January 1, 1929.

Europe, our best market for motion- pic-
tures, is likewise our leading market for
the instrument required to show motion
pictures. During 1928 there were exported
to this region 2,092 American projectors of
both types valued at $348,910, as compared
with 991 projectors valued at $241,859, in

1927. Closely following Europe is the Far
East, which imported 1,918 of our projectors
with a value of $330,732 during 1928, as
against 1,193 projectors valued at $214,801
in 1927. Next comes Canada, which import-
ed 1,257 projectors with a value of $137,442
in 1928, as compared with 483 projectors
valued at $91,059 in 1927. Following Can-
ada comes Latin America, which imported
during 1928, 1,598 projectors with a declared
value of $111,465, as against 300 projectors
valued at $76,463 in 1927.

Africa and the Near East imported the
remaining 88 American projectors with a
value of $21,653 during 1928, as against 75
projectors valued at $17,279 in 1927.

American projector exports have in-
creased to all but two of the ten leading
countries. Canada has supplanted Japan as
our leading purchaser of American pro-
jectors. The former imported during 1928,
1,257 projectors, as against 483 in 1927,
while the latter imported 1,216 projectors
in 1928, as compared with 641 imported
during 1927. United Kinedom, remains our
third leadine market, increasing its 1927
imports of 391 American projectors to 952
projectors during 1928. Australia comes
next with a slight increase over the preced-
ing year. During 1928, 295 American pro-
jectors were imported as against 243 in
1927. France, has jumped from seventh
position in 1927, to fifth for the year 1928,
importing during the year just closed 267
projectors, as compared with the 102 im-
ported in 1927. Spain, as a purchaser of
American projectors, has for the first time
come into the list of the ten leading coun-
tries. During 1928 Spain imported 184 pro-
jectors, as against 30 in 1927. Belgium, has
also secured a place as one of the ten lead-
ing countries by importing 180 projectors,
as compared with the five projectors im-
ported during 1927. Our eighth leading
market is Germany, which shows a decrease,
importing 131 American projectors as
against the 188 imported in 1927. Switzer-
land, likewise shows a slight decrease for
the 1928 period, as compared with the 1927
period. For the year just closed, 122 pro-
jectors were imported from the United
States as against 136 projectors in 1927.
Argentina shows a remarkable increase over
the previous year, importing 111 American
projectors, as against 26 projectors in 1927,
and thus becoming our tenth market of im-
portance. Close following the above mar-

Tile Projector

By Frank Dudi'ak

Whereupon The Projector comes to life

with a wallop for the misfit who covers
its eyes with oil and dirt, but with a kind
word for the one who helps it to do

its stuff.

I am the projector!
I shoot light rays and
Cowboys and
Buildings and tin lizzies
And rivers and female vamps and
Even worse things at the screen.
I am made df wheels and cogs and
Shafts and bearings and
Glass lenses and
A white hot great big
Electric arc

!

* * •

They feed fillums into me and
I treat 'em nice if they're
Nice fillums.
But if they're fulla cracks and
Busted sprocket holes and
Bum patches I get myself all mad
And chew 'em up.
Yea verily.

Often they treat me mean.
They stick me 'way
Up an' way back
An' stand me on my
Respectable head
Nearly !

And then they gimme an
Oil bath an'
I smear the fillums
with it.

Dawn !

* » »

And some poor fish who
Calls himself a
Projectionist
Lets my eyes get all covered
with oil and dirt so
I can hardly see the
Screen and then he
Knocks me because the
picture is bum.
R-r-r-r-r-r ! He's a bum
Himself!

* • •

But after all they're
Not all that way. Some of 'em are
Very nice to me. They put me where I
Ought to be. They gimme good oil to
Drink
And not too
Much of it. They keep me clean and
gimme good fillums and
Gosh, but I do my stuff
Just grand.

* • •

I am the projector! My gizzard is steel
My eyes are glass.
I drink oil and eat fillums. I am the
Projector.

kets are those of Sweden, Netherlands,
Mexico, Italy and Cuba, each importing well
over 55 American motion picture projectors
during the year 1928.

American exports of stereopticons, magic
lanterns and other projection apparatus dur-
ing 1928 has shown a slight decrease from
the 1927 period. Exports during 1928 were
valued at $308,030, as compared with $473,-
082 during 1927.

SAFETY DRIVE ON
SOUND MACHINE
QUALITONE has made its appearance

among the sound devices, and it is

pointed out that Qualitone has many-
exclusive features which make for simplicity
of installation by the special Qualitone drive,
thus eliminating, it is said possibility of
stripped gears or other damage to the pro-
jection machine. Specially devised motor
generators furnish the current to the repro-
ducer system, eliminating the necessity of
batteries of any description and making the
source of supply constant.
Qualitone sells outright at $2,500 to theatres

of 2,000 seating capacity or less. The device
can be secured on a down payment of $1,000,
and weekly payments of $29.70. The price
includes shipping and installation.

A THEATRE WITH
A GREAT HISTORY
FOREVER CLOSEC
AFAMOUS theatre closed its doors for

ever when Keith-Albee's Broadway a
41st Street and Broadway, New York

was discontinued the first of the year. I

was the scene of classic and modern drama
the favored playhouse of the great trage
dians and singers, headliners of vaudevill
and first-run motion pictures. Upon its stagi

the great Edwin Booth made his last appear
ance. Lawrence Barrett, while playing there
was seized in the middle of the play with th<

illness which proved fatal. Sir Henry Irvin;

played his last New York engagement in thi:

house in 1903.

The Broadway theatre opened on March 3

1888, with Sardou's "La Tosca," the firs

American presentation of that play. Then
were over 100 people in the cast. Then fol-

lowed in classical plays, operettas anc
operas, such artistes as Camille dArville
Lillian Russell, F. F. Makaye, Elsie Leslie
Kathryn Kidder, Francis Wilson, Mari<
Jansen, Helen Modjeska, Otis Skinner
Tomasso Salvini, Madame Rhea, Digby Bell

DeWolf Hopper, Delia Fox, Tom Seabrooke
Mrs. Leslie Carter, E. H. Sothern, Williair
Faversham, Fanny Davenport, Maurice Bar-
rymore, Nat Goodwin, Wilton Lackaye, Bot
Hilliard and others. For 20 years it was
the foremost house of production for th(

light operas of Victor Herbert, John Philip

Sousa, Reginald de Koven and modern com-
posers of both America and Europe.

It housed the premier presentation of "Ben
Hur" and became the chosen producing
house of Klaw & Erlanger before that firm'

completed the New Amsterdam. Elsie Janis

made her first New York hit there in 1906.

Sothern and Marlowe played in Shakespear-
ean repertoire there.

In 1908, B. S. Moss acquired the Broadway
for vaudeville and pictures. In 1927, when the

Keith-Albee-Orpheum merger was made, the

theatre was taken over by Keitht-Albee, to-

gether with other B. S. Moss theatres in

Greater New York.
But the Broadway no longer fulfils the

needs and expectations of the Twentieth
Century public. It gives way to a new sky-

scraper business structure. Let us give it an
epitaph

:

"So fleet the works of men, back to the earth

again
Ancient and holy things fade like a dream."

National Theatre Supply

Distributing Brunswick

Library and Cue Service

The Brunswick Mood Accompaniment
Record Library and Motion Picture Cue
Service is ready for owners of non-syn-
chronized equipment and is being distrib-

uted by Brunswick and also by National
Theatre Supply Company.
The Brunswick Mood Accompaniment

Library contains 500 records and costs

$425.00, less 5 per cent, $403.75. Each record

has the same selection on both sides.

Terms mentioned above are cash. Other
payments on time can also be arranged.

The Brunswick Company will furnish a cue

sheet, cued with the records contained in

the original library of 500 records, for all

feature pictures.

California
RIVERSIDE.—West Coast Theatres recently

opened a new $500,000 house, under the manage-
ment of Albert D. Stetson.
SAN RAFAEL.—Harry Albert has opened the El

Camino theatre. House lias seating capacity of 1,400.

Florida
PALM BEACH.—The Garden theatre, a Publix

house, has opened under the management of A. M.
Weiss.
PANAMA CITY.—The Panama theatre has opened

with pictures.
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BETTER THEATRES
Information and

Catalog Bureau

"Better Theatres*' offers on this page an individual service to

its readers. Detailed information and catalogs concerning any

product listed herewith will be sent to any theatre owner, man-

ager, architect or projectionist. Just fill in the coupon below

and mail to "Better Theatres" Division of Exhibitors Herald-

\Torld. Readers will find many of the products listed by

this Bureau are advertised in this issue of "Better Theatres."

See Advertisers Index.

1 Accounting systems.

2 Acoustical installations.

3 Adapters, carbon.
4 Adding, calculating machines.
5 Admission signs.

6 Addressing machines.
7 Advertising novelties, materials.

8 Advertising projects.

9 Air conditioning equipment.
10 Air dome tents.

> I Aisle lights.

12 Aisle rope.

13 Alarm signals.
14 Amplifiers.

15 Arc lamps, reflecting.

16 Architectural service.

17 Arc regulators.
IS Artificial ptants. flowers.

19 Art titles.

20 Automatic curtain control.

21 Automatic projection cutouts.

22 Automatic spr.nk.lers.

B

23 Balloons, advertising.
24 Banners.
25 Baskets, decorative.

26 Batteries.

27 Bell-buzzer signal systems.

28 Blocks, pulleys, stage-rigging.

29 Blowers, hand.
SO Booking agencies for musicians.
31 Booking agencies (state kind;.
32 Boilers.

33 Bolts. Chair anchor.
34 Booths, projection.

35 Booths, ticket.

36 Box. loge chairs.
37 Brass grills.

38 Brass rails.

39 Brokers-Theatre promotion.
40 Bulletin boards, changeable.

41 Cable.
42 Cabinets.
43 Calcium lights.

44 Cameras.
45 Canopies for fronts.
46 Carbons.
47 Carbon sharpeners.
48 Carbon wrenches.
49 Carpets.
50 Carpet cushion.
51 Carpet cleaning compound.
52 Carpet covering.

53 Cases, film shipping.
54 Cement, film.

55 Chair covers.
56 Chairs, wicker.
57 Chairs, theatre.

58 Change makers.
59 Changeable letters.

60 Changer overs.

61 Color hoods.
62 Color wheels.
63 Condensers.
64 Cueing Devices.
65 Cueing service.

66 Cue sheets.

67 Cutout machines, display

68 D2te strips.

69 Decorations (state kind).
70 Decorators, theatre.

71 Dimmers.
72 Disinfectants—perfumed.
73 Display cutout machines.
74 Doors, fireproof.

75 Oraperies.
76 Drinking fountains.
77 Duplicating machines.
78 Dynamic speakers.

79 Electric circuit testing instru-
ments.

80 Electric fans.
81 Electrical flowers.

82 Electric pickups.
83 Electric power generating

plants.

84 Electrical recording.
85 Electric signs.

86 Electric signal and control sys-
tems.

87 Emergency lighting plants.
88 Exit light signs.

Film cleaners.
Filmsplicing machine.
Film tools (state kind).
Film waxing machine.
Fire alarms.
Fire escapes.
Fire extinguishers.
Fire hose.
Fire hose reels, carts.

Fireproof curtains.
Fireproof doors.
Fi reproofing materials.
Fixtures, lighting.

Flashlights.
Flashers. Electric sign.

Flood lighting.

Floorlights.
Floor covering.
Floor runners.
Flowers, artificial.

Footlights.
Fountains, decorative.

Fountains, drinking.
Frames- poster, looby display.
Fronts, metal theatre.

Furnaces, coal burning.
Furnaces, oil burning.
Furniture, theatre.

Fuses.

G
Generators.
Grilles, brass.

Gummed labels.

Gypsum products.
H

Hardware, stage.

Heating system, coal.

Heating system, oil.

Horns.
Horn lifts.

Horn towers.

• I

128 Ink. pencils for slides.

129 Insurance. Fire.

130 Insurance. Rain.
131 Interior decorating service.

132 Interior illuminated signs.

J

133 Janitors' supplies.

134 Labels, film caution.
135 Ladders, safety.
136 Lamps, decorative.
137 Lamp dip coloring.
138 Lamps, general lighting.

139 Lamps, incandescent projection.
140 Lamps, high intensity.
I4| Lamps, reflecting arc.
142 Lavatory equipment, furnish-

ings.

143 Lavatory fixtures.

144 Ledgers, theatre.
145 Lenses.
(46 Letters, changeable.
147 Lights, exit.

148 Lights, spot
149 Lighting fixtures.
150 Lighting installations.
151 Lighting systems, complete.
152 Linoleum.
153 Liquid soap.
154 Liquid soap containers.
155 Lithographers.
156 Lobby display frames.
157 Lobby gazing balls.

158 Lobby furniture.
159 Lobby decorations.
160 Lubricants (state kind).
161 Luminous numbers.
162 Luminous signs, interior,

exterior.

163 Machines, display cutout.
164 Machines, ticket.

165 Machines, pop corn.
166 Machines, sanitary vending.
167 Make up, boxes, theatrical.
168 Marble.
169 Marquise.
170 Mats, leather.

171 Mats and runners.
172 Mazda projection adapters.
173 Mazda regulators.
174 Metal lath.

175 Metal polish.
176 Mirror, shades.
177 Motor generators.
178 Motors, phonograph.
179 Motion picture cable.
ISO Musical instruments (state

kind).
181 Music and sound reproducing

devices.
182 Music publishers.

183 Music rolls.

184 Music stands.

N
185 Napkins.
186 Needles, phonograph.
187 Non-synchronous sound devices.

188 Novelties, advertising.

189 Nursery furnishings and
equipment.

190 Oil burners.
191 Orchestral pieces.

192 Orchestra pit fittings, furnish-
ings,

193 Organs.
194 Organ novelty slides.

195 Organ lifts.

196 Organ chamber heaters.

197 Ornamental fountains.

198 Ornamental metal work.

USE THIS COUPON

199 Ornamental metal theatre
fronts.

P
200 Paint, screen.
201 Paper drinking cups.
202 Paper towels.
203 Perfumers.
204 Phonograph motors.
205 Phonograph needles.
206 Phonograph turntables.
207 Photo frames.
208 Pianos.
209 Picture sets.

210 Player pianos.
211 Plastic fixtures and decoration}
212 Plumbing fixtures.

213 Positive film.

214 Posters.
215 Poster frames.
216 Poster lights.

217 Poster paste.
218 Portable projectors.
219 Pottery decorative.
220 Power generating plants.
221 Printing, theatre.
222 Programs.
223 Program covers.

224 Program signs, illuminated.
225 Projection lamps.
226 Projection machines.
227 Projection machine parts.

228 Projection room equipment.

229 Radiators.
230 Radiator covers.

231 Rails, brass.

232 Rails, rope.

233 Rain insurance.
234 Rectifiers.

235 Reconstruction service.

236 Records.
237 Record cabinets.
238 Recording, electrical.

239 Redecorating service.

240 Reflectors (state kind).
24 1 Refurnishing service.

242 Regulators. Mazda.
243 Reels.
244 Reel end signals.

245 Reel packing, carrying cases.

246 Reasonant orchestra platfjnu.
247 Reseating service.

248 Rewinding film.

249 Rheostats.
250 Rigging, stage.

251 Roofing materials.

252 Safes, film.

253 Safety ladders.
254 Scenery, stage.

255 Scenic artists" service.

256 Screers.
257 Screen paint.

258 Screens for sound pictures.

259 Seat covers.

260 Seat indicators, vacant.
261 Seats, theatre.

262 Signs (state kind).
263 Signs, parking.
264 Signals, reel end.
265 Sign flashers.

266 Sign-cloth.
267 Sign lettering service

268 Sidewalk machines, corn pop-
pers.

269 Slides.

270 Slide ink. pencils.
271 Slide lanterns.
272 Slide making outfits.

273 Slide mats.
274 Shutters, metal fire.

275 Soap containers, liquid.
276 Sound and music reproducing

devices.
277 Sound-proof installations.
278 Speakers, dynaaic.
279 Speed indicators.
280 Spotlights.
281 Stage doors-valances, etc
282 Stage lighting equipment.
283 Stage lighting systems.
284 Stage rigging-blocks, pulleys.
285 Stage scenery.
286 Stair treads.
287 Statuary.
288 Steel lockers.
289 Stereopticons.
290 Sweeping compounds.
291 Switchboards.
292 Switches, automatic.
293 Synchronous sound devices.

294 Talley counters.
295 Tapestries.
296 Tax free music.
297 Telephones, inter-communicat-

ing.

298 Temperature regulation system.
299 Terra Cotta.
300 Terminals.
301 Theatre accounting systems.
302 Theatre dimmers.
303 Theatre seats.

304 Tickets.

305 Ticket booths.
306 Ticket choppers.
307 Ticket holders.
308 Ticket racks.

309 Ticket selling machines.
310 Tile.

31 1 Tile stands.
312 Tone arms.
313 Tool cases, operators'.
314 Towels, paper.

315 Towels, cloth.

316 Trailers.

317 Transformers.
318 Tripods.
319 Turnstiles, registering.

320 Turntables, phonograph.

321 Uniforms.

322 Valances, for boxes.
323 Vases, stone.

324 Vacuum cleaners.

325 Ventilating fans.

326 Ventilating, cooling systems.

327 Ventilating systems, complete.

328 Vending machines, soap, tow-
els, napkins, etc.

329 Vitrolite.

330 Volume controls.

W
331 Wall burlap.
332 Wall leather.

333 Watchman's clocks.

334 Water coolers.

335 Wheels, color.

•BETTER THEATRES" DIVISION
Exhibitors Herald-World

407 South Dearborn Street. Chicago

Gentlemen: I should like to receive reliable information on the following items

:

(Refer to Items by Xtimber)

3169

Remark? :

Name _ Theatre _ City

State. - - - — Seating Capacity
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Advertised in This

BETTER THEATRES SECTION
(If you desire something not listed here, Exhibitors Information and Catalog

Bureau published in this issue will get it for you.)

Page
AISLE LIGHTS
Kausalite Mfg. Co 78

AMPLIFIERS
Radio Receptor Company. Inc 48

ANCHOR EXPANSION BOLTS
The Paine Co 81

AUTOMATIC CURTAIN CONTROL
Automatic Devices Co 66

Valien Electrical Company 38

BANNERS, SIGNS
H. Dryflwut Company 80

BATTERIES
Electric Storage Rattery Co 13

CARBON ADAPTERS
Rest Devices Co 80

CHANGEABLE LETTERS
Crystalite Products Corp 59

CUEING SERVICE
Synchronized Music Company 49

United Cue Service 43

DIMMERS
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Company 12

DISPLAY CUTOUT MACHINES
International Register Corporation .... 64

ELECTRIC FLASHERS, COLOR HOODS
Reynolds Electric Co 82

ELECTRIC PICKUPS
The Audak Company 39

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES
Movie Supply Company 56

National Theatre Supply Co Insert

EXPOSITIONS
American Theatre Equipment Exposi-

tion 3

FILM CEMENT
F. B. Griffin 82

FIRE PREVENTION DEVICES
Sentry Safety Control Corp 60

FLOOR COVERINGS
Bigelow-Hartford Carpet Company. ... 6

GENERATORS
Automatic Devices Co 66

Hertner Electric Co 62

Roth Brothers & Co 77

HORN AND ORGAN LIFTS
Earl B. Hough 52

HORNS AND SPEAKERS
Kersten Radio Equipment Co 40

Miles Mfg. Company 46

Racon Electric Company, Inc 36

Wright-DeCoster Inc 52

Pa we

HORN TOWERS
Littleford Brothers 46

INTERIOR DECORATION
Eastman Brothers 54

LAMPS, HIGH INTENSITY
Hall & Connolly, Inc 80

LAMPS, REFLECTING ARC
McAuley Manufacturing Co Insert

Strong Electric Co 78

MAZDA REGULATORS
Garver Electric Co 79

NEEDLES FOR SOUND DEVICES

Wall-Kane Needle Mfg. Co 53

ORGANS
George Kilgen & Son. Inc Insert

The Link Company. Inc 68

Maxcy-Barton Organ Co 68

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co Second Cover

ORGAN HEATERS
Kausalite Mfg. Co 78

The Prometheus Electric Corp 65

Time-O-Stat Controls Corp 68

PATENT ATTORNEYS
William N. Moore 80

PROJECTION TOOLS
Projection Improvement Co 56

PROJECTORS

Enterprise Optical Co Fourth Cover

International Prof. Corp Insert

RAILINGS, GRILLES
Zero Valve & Rrass Corporation 81

RECORDS FOR SOUND DEVICES
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co 45

RECORD CABINETS
Lester L. Nichols 52

RHEOSTATS
Hoffman & Soons 80

SAFES, THEATRE
York Safe and Lock Company 79

SCREENS
American Silversheet Co 76

Da-Lite Screen Co 60

Raven Screen Co 62

SAFETY LADDERS
Dayton Safety Ladder Co 70

SEATS
American Seating Co 4

Heytvood-Wakefield Co 14

Page
SIGNS—ELECTRIC
Flexlume Corporation 11

Milne Elec. Co 75

SLIDES

J. F. Ransley 69

Quality Slide Company 68

SOUND PROOF INSTALLATIONS
Johns-Manville Corporation 9

SPEED INDICATORS
A C Spark Plug Co 50

SOUND AND MUSIC
REPRODUCING DEVICES
Adswin Corporation 53
Chrest Sound Equipment Co 41

W. M. Dutton & Sons Co 47

Gates Radio & Supply Co 44

Good-All Electric Manufacturing Co... 51

Le Pilote Radio Laboratories 40

Synchronized Music Company 49

STAGE AND ORCHESTRA LIFTS
Peter Clark, Inc 54
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SUPREME N THE EAST

3,783 copies of the December 31, 1928,

issue of the HERALD-WORLD were

delivered to paid subscribers in east-

ern states. These were divided* as

follows

:

NEW ENGLAND - - 881
Including Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachu-

setts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.

MIDDLE ATLANTIC 1988
Including New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania.

SOUTH ATLANTIC - 914
Including Delaware, Maryland, Dist. of Columbia, Vir-

ginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia, Florida.

It is the largest audited eastern circulation of any

motion picture trade paper on record.

The HERALD- WORLD leads—not just in grand total

of circulation. But it leads in the West, the Central

West, the South—and in the East .

Geographical divisions established by A. B. C.

%eivisnosubstitutefirQra/htion/



Motiograph De Luxe
Model "H" equipped
with Movietone-Vita-

phone Sound Unit.

Motiograph De Luxe
Model "H" equipped

with Cinephone Sound
Unit.

Motiograph De Luxe
Model "H" equipped

with Dramaphone
Sound Unit.

BETTER
FOR ANY
SOUND
SYSTEM

Motiograph DeLuxe
Model "H" equipped

with DeForest's
Phonohlm Sound Unit.

Motiograph De Luxe
Model "H' equipped

with Movie - Phone
Sound Unit.

THE MOTIOGRAPH DELUXE
MODEL'H'WITH THE NEW
CYLINDRICAL SHUTTER

©1% i-ESS HEAT ON THE FILIVI

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.

564 W. RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.



Voodhull UrgesImmediate SoundInstallation

EXH IBITORS

RALD

Ii is their

t( bring to

bggest film

honor to be first

their public the

sensation of history!

"THE BROADWAY MELODY"
Simultaneous with its $2 runs in Neiv York, Los
Angeles and Cleveland wiU open at top prices

for extended runs at the following theatres:

30:~ON, MASS State

PRWIDENCE, R. I State

BYRCUSE, N. Y State

[WHINGTON, D. C. . . Columbia

8ATIMORE, MD Stanley-

MOFOLK, VA Noma
RKIMOND. VA Colonial

RLDING, PA Colonial

HARISBURG. PA Regent

PUSBURGH, PA Aldine

CATON.O. loew's

TO EDO, O Valentine

DATON, O Loeu's

GOUMBUS.O. . . Broad

HATFORD. CT. . . . Strand

VE BRITAIN. CT Capitol

WAERBURY, CT. ..... Strand

ROCHESTER. N.Y.

BUFFALO, N.Y. .

INDIANAPOLIS, IND
LOUISVILLE, KY. .

ST. LOUIS, MO. .

KANSAS CITY, MO.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
ATLANTA, GA. .

NASHVILLE. TENN.
TORONTO, CAN.
MONTREAL, CAN.
WINNIPEG, CAN.
JAMESTOWN, N.Y.

DETROIT, MICH. .

E. LIVERPOOL. O.

STEUBENVILLE, O.

HOUSTON, TEX. .

IlNNATI.O. .... .Capitol EVANSVILLE, IND.

. Piccadilly-

Century

. . Palace

United Artists

. . State

Midland

. . Palace

Capitol

Vendome

Tkoli

. Palace

Metropolitan

Winter Garden

. Adams
American

Olympia

State

PORTLAND, ORE United Artists

CHICAGO. ILL McVicker's

MIAMI, FLA Fairfax

PALM BEACH, FLA Paramount

W. PALM BEACH, FLA Arcade

MIAMI BEACH, FLA Community

MILWAUKEE. WIS Strand

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH Paramount-Empress

PROVO, UTAH Paramount

TWIN FALLS, IDAHO Idaho

OGDEN, UTAH Paramount

UTICA, N. Y Stanley

TROY, N.Y Troy

ALBANY, N.Y Leland

NEW BEDFORD, CT State

POCATELLO, IDAHO .... Orpheum

New Grand PHILADELPHIA, PA Boyd

METRO GOLDWYN - MAYER
f*A \1 Entered as second-class matter, August 20. 1917. .it the Past Office at Chicago. 111., under the act of March 5, 1879. Published Uarrh Q "\ IQ

weekly by Quiglcy Publishing Co., at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicap Subscription $3.06 a year. Single copies, 25 cents. '
KHUM .



Wherever progressive showmen demand tl

best- y©u will find

the
Recent

Installations—
T
—

H: Loews Fairmount
NewYorkCity

+ Loew's Valencia
New York.City

rKLoew's State
Providence,R.I.

HiLoowis^United Artist
Colu.Tnbus,OHio.

rK Loew's Oriental
BrooKlyn,N.Y.

rK Loew'sMidland
Kansas City,Mo.

H-! A.H.Schu;avtx-Avaloii
BrooKlnnrNY.

rH Capitol
New Britain , Conn.

rH SS^St.PlavHouse
NowYorh City

!-H Liberty
zanesville;o.

Hi New Gates
Brooklyn,N.Y.

rH Conant
Detroit, Mich.

* Vista
Kansas city ,Mo.

Saender's Centuri)
TacRson,Miss.

rH Waldo
Kansas City,Mo.

rH Saender'sMajeshc
Shre*veport, La.

HrSaender 's Marion
Clarksdale,Miss.

rK Saenrfer's Columbia
Baton Rouge,L«i.

rfi Jefferson
Beaumont,Tex.

ff* Capitol
Winchester,Va

.

if. Loew's Grand
New York City

rH New-Kirk
Brooklyn,N.Y.

rf- Dumont
Dumont,N.J.

rH Plymouth.
Worces ter.Mass.

rH Publix-Saenger
National

GreensborcNC./^

installations

rH Saender
New Orleans,La

rK Pantages
San Franc isco,Cili

rH Pantades
Fresno, v Calif.

rH Cecilia
Panama City,Pan

Hoffman's Strand
Hartford,Conn

rri Berkeley
Denver, Colo.

rH Publix-Saender
Hope,AvkP

•fi Plaza
MilfoP<a,Del.

rH Rialto
Leominster,Mis

-H Paramount-

Latrot>e,Pa.

rH TUt3
lncLiafra,Pa.

rH Harvey
Aliquippa,Pa.

rfc Pla^a „
Brownsville,?*.

rH Universal'sRivoli
Indianapolis ,Ind

.

rH Universal's Capito
Atlanta,Ga.

rH AlhambraGaiden
Sacramento,Calil

rH Up-Town
Kansas City,Md

rH Arcade
Crisfield,Md.

rH Strand
Emporia ,RansJ

rH Mayfail*
NewarK,N.X

H Capitol .

Steunonville,0.

rH Egyptian
DeKa;coio.

rH Capitol
Mavshalitou>n,Iou)a

rfi Palace
Berdenfield,UJ.

HiLoews United
Artist's Penn.

^Pittsbuv#k,Pa.
ft

New York.
1560 Broadway

Rata* UsstmOrgan €»>
Chi c a. g-o

624 So.Michifcarv
Los Angeles
1914 SoVertnont

SanFrancisco
168 Golden Gate

GENUINE OE&GAN PERCUSSUIONS USED
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eanne Eagels in 'THE LETTER' gives one of the most
geous portrayals ever caught upon the silver sheet. A

•g picture triumph." —Neiv York American

ntelligently produced and most competently acted. True
sages of life-like drama. Compellingly performed."

—New York Times

"'THE LETTER' accomplishes still another step forward

in the eye-opening development of the talking film. Miss

Eagels gives a performance that holds the spectator from

first to last with compelling intensity. Reginald Owen as

the husband and O. P. Heggie are admirable. ' Herbert

Marshall is his own engaging self." —Neic York Telegram
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"THE LETTER' i8 the heat oil toll •is me nest all-talking picture we have • "'TTTF TrrrrD) i , ,een so far. Paramount seems to have the way to m k
LETTER' proves that hoth the legitimate stage and

alking pictures sound as well as they appear » ° *
*he Sllent drama have « "*al menace close upon their heels.

-Neu> York Journal of Commerce '^ eP°Ch *"^ SCreeD "
—New York Morning Telegrpph
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«">e Eagels does a magnificent pieee of work Th.

—New York Daily News

of tho •

CCtl0n m the audlWe photodrama. None

Is l;::::;^- that marked ^—
ness thar ^ Progresses with all the smooth-ness that one would expect of a workmanlike stage plav."

—Brooklyn Daily Easle
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Now playing at $2
Criterion Theatre, N.Y.

Jeanne Eagels
in

the letter
With O. P. HEGGIE. From the play by W. SOMERSET
MAUGHAM. Directed by JEAN de LIMUR. Another

all-talking hit from PARAMOUNT.

>uwres<
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In One
Release of

frOX MOVIETOXi:
MEWS

The following' Countries and Cities

,-are HEARD and SEEN
CHINA
ENGLAND
HOLLAND
MEXICO
PALESTINE

Northampton, Mass.

Washington, D. C.

Miami, Fla.

New York City, N.Y.

Philadelphia, Pa.

FOX MOVIETONEWS is the Only World
Wide Newsreel Service That Presents
Accurately, Interestingly and Convincingly—

Current Events in Sound.

4

THE LAST WORD

4/# Speaks for Itself"
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FOX MOVIETONE
100% Dialog Feature with
PAUL PAGE LOLA LANE
HENRY B. WALTHALL
Helen Ware Sharon Lynn
Benjamin Stoloff Production

HEAR its laughter, quarrels, songs and revelry— roar of

subways, traffic and Grand Central Terminal—hustle and bustle

of Times Square—Empire City Race Track—Madison Square

Garden—dazzling night life—a real speakeasy in operation.

PACKED with the Thrilling Glamor of a

Great City—'Actually Photographed in New
York. The City's Real Sights and

Sounds are Reproduced for

the First Time on

the Screen.



ROXY
BROKE Every Existing

1 -DayRECORD First Sunday

It Played

GROSSING $27,635
A one day record for the theatre which
means the history of exhibition."

—Film Daily

"a bet is hereby offered that Roxy will

top theatre receipts for all time this

week and next."

—N. Y. Evening World

"standing room was at a premium and

a long line stood awaiting admission

. . . one of the most pleasing pictures

offered at the Roxy in the past few

months." _N y Morning Telegraph

"Entertainment? Plenty! A yarn that

never lags—sport, youth, comedy . . .

and a zip that gets you from the begin-

ning. It's a swell picture." _Film Daily

"
it contains everything—

thrills, action, suspense aplenty, the

slickest entertainment in town."

—N. Y. American

F4CE
fur the

INDUSTRY,
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H.^tt^lE COMPANY BY CRITICRITICISM AND SUGGESTION CONCERNINGBWg IMS

This is a full-rate

Telegram or Cable-

gram unless Its de-

ferred character is In-

dicated by a suitable

sign above or preced-

ing the address.

m Pf,v,« THE CUMfw °* —

WESTERN
UNION

-. c WIU-XW. rmr

SIGNS
DL =» Day Letter

NM - NightMow=
NL - Night Letter

LCO = Deferred Cable

KLT — Cable Letter

WLT ~ Week-Ead Letter

5 v*: *f
f.'

-

MB CARLTOH, P»MIP«MT

and dayWm^mH LhTtarflTof reoeil* at deatination a* ahown on ail i
l is STANDARD TIME.

1

in n

NB2 78 6 0 DL= ALBANY NY 12 51 OP

JAMES R GRAINGER=

FOX FILM CORP 850 TENTH AVE =

THOUGHT YOU WOULD BE INTERESTED TO KNOW THAT HEARTS IN DIXIE

BROKE ALL HOUSE RECORDS INCLUDING OLD ARIZONA AT MY LELAND

THEATRE ON OPENING DAY MY PATRONS PRAISING PICTURE VERY HIGHLY

HAD TO TURN AWAY THOUSANDS TUESDAYS MATINEE FAR EXCEEDS ANY

RECORDS YOU AND YOUR COMPANY ARE TO BE CONGRATULATED FOR

TURNING OUT SUCH WONDERFUL TALKING PICTURES KINDEST PERSONAL

mm

W

REG ARDS =

C H BUCKLY

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE

WILLIAM FOX Presents

HEARTS '» DIXIE
ALL-TALKING, ALL-SINGING, ALL-DANCING

Musical Drama of the Southland

SMASHING RECORDS
EVERYWHERE
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Announcing

EASTMAN

Reprotone
NEGATIVE

JLJABORATORY measurement of its sound fidelity

—actual use in the studios

—

Reprotone Negative

has undergone these two tests and has emerged as

the pre-eminent medium for the recording ofsound

with motion pictures. Developed through the joint

efforts of the industry and the Eastman organiza-

tion, it makes possible a hitherto unapproached

standard of realistic, pleasing sound reproduction.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



Can
it be

possible-
I

FOUR suchp

COMPANY i

You said it, Mr. Exhibitor. But we don't blame you for getting

excited. No producing company in the history of the indus-

try has ever released before, such an array of big money

MARCH
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS
in the greatest box-office picture

he has ever made. Broke house

record for first and second week at

the Rivoli-United Artists, N. Y. Now

in third record week, in

The Iron Mask
Doug's voice is heard on screen

for the first time.

An Allan Dwan

Production.

D. W.
GRIFFITH'S
latest picture, a singing and sound

production did big business in

Chicago and opened at the RIALTO,

NEW YORK to record crowds, Lupe

Velez, singing Irving Berlin's theme

hit, proving sensation of

LADY of the
PAVEMENTS
with William Boyd,

Jetta Goudal,

Lupe Velez.



pictures from ONE
in Two Months?"
making pictures as are coming from UNITED ARTISTS. You

have a right to be amazed— the whole industry is amazed

at what we are releasing for MARCH and APRIL

APRIL
MARY
PICKFORD
in the supreme achievement of her

entire career. A new Mary, a mod-

ern, grown-up, bobbed hair Mary.

Sparkling, magnetic, marvelous, in a

screen adaption of a great stage hit,

a 100% Talking Picture

COQUETTE
A

SAM

TAYLOR

Production

ROLAND
WEST'S
Thrilling, gripping picture— a tense,

dramatic melodrama. Hailed by

1 500 at recent preview in Hollywood

as "greatest ever made— silent or

talking." Adapted from the play

"NIGHTSTICK." \00%
TALKIE

ALIBI
by John Wray,

J. C. Nugent

and

Elaine Sterne

Carrington

NOT JUST ONE
BIG ONE

Once in a while

BUT ALL BIG ONES,
all of the while.

That's

UNITED
ARTISTS
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Greatest Scree

"BOUND TO GLEAN UP"
A PICTURE THAT IS BOUND TO
clean up. Easy to forecast a box office sen-

sation comparable to Jackie Coogan's early

features. The youngster sings "Sonny Boy,"
after which the returns are all in and there's

nothing to it. Will make 'em rave. Nothing
could be sweeter on the box office side.

—Variety.

"SUCCESS ASSURED'
THE MILLIONS WHO HEARD DAVEY
Lee sing over the radio, right then and there

made the success of "Sonny Boy" assured.

Davey Lee is blessed with the faculty of

creeping into your heart and cuddling there,

talking some of his lines and singing. That's

more than enough for the mob.

—Film Daily.

"DAVEY CLICKS"
DAVEY LEE CLICKS. HE IS A MOVIE
find.

—Evening Graphic.

"SONNY BOY" WILL BE A FAVOR-
ite with all movie lovers. The action is

fast, the story interesting and the play-
ing excellent. —Morning Telegraph.

"PACKED
HOUSE"

DAVEY LEE AN
infant prodigy that

can keep a packed
house hugging itself in

glee. —Telegram.

NOW!
Warner Bros.
Theatre SEE?
TW/CE DA/LY

At $2-S0 Top
andturning 'emamy
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Find of Years!

"GALES OF
LAUGHTER

A MERRY FARCE COMEDY. SEL-
dom have such gales of laughter greet-

ed a talking picture.

"SWELL BOY"
DAVEY LEE IS A SWELL LIT-
tle boy. Hundreds and thousands of

people will like to see the little fellow.

—New York
Evening Post.

"BOX OFFICE
DOLLARS"

THE BOX OFFICE
may burst with dollar

bills at the Warner The-
atre where Davey Lee
made his starring debut.

—Daily News.

WARNER BROS.
have a star of the first

magnitude in Davey Lee.

His performance is posi-

tively amazing. He brings

the house down.

—Evening World.

HEMGSt/fTALKS-H£CHARMS

EDWARD EVERETT
HORTON

BETTY BRONSON
directed 6y ARCHIE L. MAYO

Sonny
Boy

NOAHS
ARK

Mew l/or *c s
WhatWarner Bros. Promise Warner Bros. Deliver

DESERT
SONG

A Com irnj 4 lor?
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Established 10 Years in 1938

Home Office

130 W. 46th St.

New York, N. Y.

INCORPORATED

Physical Distribution

Through Educational

Exchanges

Some Exhibitor's letters that Exhibitors should Read
From Andrew Battiston,

Manager of Rilz Theatre, Irwin, Pa.

"We have finished a two-day engagement of your
first subject, 'Moulin Rouge,' and want to tell you
how well pleased we were with the results obtained
on this picture. The picture did as well for us, in

fact, better, than some of the specials which we have
played. On the opening day we came within a few
dollars of equalling our box office record for one
of the biggest specials of the year. On the second
day of the showing we exceeded the record on the
special by more than thirty per cent."

From C. C. Dunsmoor,
Capitol Theatre, Marshalltown, Iowa.

"I thought 'Moulin Rouge' might have been an ac-
cident, but when I played 'Tommy Atkins' I knew
you have some real productions. Story and direc-
tion smooth, appeal positively what we Americans
want-—real locations, no sham. More power to you
fellows, you have got something and will reach the
top with such productions. Advise availability of
other four. They will make me money."

From H. G. Steely,

Siluria, Ala.

"We were more than well pleased with 'Tommy
Atkins' and 'Honeymoon Abroad.' The players
were good and the directing excellent, and every-
thing about them were real. We are glad we have
several more of World Wide pictures."

From Henry I. Mader,
Clifton Theatre, Circleville, Ohio.

"I was very much pleased with the 'Tommy
Atkins' picture which I screened Saturday. The
picture was above my expectations."

From Lee A. Ochs,
New York Independent Theatre Operator.

"I booked the picture 'Woman in the Night' for

my theatres, and I wish every independent exhibitor

in the United States believed in the World Wide
proposition as much as I do. I am also looking for-

ward to equally good results from both 'Honey-
moon Abroad' and 'Tommy Atkins.' If you do one-
half the things you claim you are going to do, you
will be a Godsend to the independent exhibitors.

Good luck to you !"

From Fred J. Greene,
Rialto Theatre, Woonsocket, R. I.

"I have just received the approved contracts on
World Wide Pictures for my town. As an independ-
ent exhibitor, I feel that I should like to take this

opportunity to wish Mr. Williams and yourself the
greatest success in your new venture. It is concerns
such as yours that give the Independent exhibitor a
ray of hope, and I'm sure that every Independent
exhibitor in this great country of ours will give you
full co-operation."

From S. P. Briggs,
State Theatre, Denver, Col.

"I fully expect my patrons at the State Theatre
to back up my judgment that 'Tommy Atkins' and
'Honeymoon Abroad' are two well worth while
productions. I am convinced that a hearty welcome
awaits the entrance of World Wide Pictures in the
distribution field. I have always been an advocate
of 'the internationalization of the screen' (with
apologies to 'Jaydee Williams'). Our people like

variety—in fact, it is the life of the entertainment
business—and they like the truth. I believe World
Wide will give them both. There is nothing too
good for the State Theatre, and therefore, I expect
to do a lot of business with you."

Thank you, Qentlemen-

But we're barely started* Better and Better

Pictures and "Exhibitor's Choice Selling" must win*

"Exhibitor's Choice Selling means —You can see before you buy; you can buy one or all.



Published for purposes of record only

This picture has already been sold

P ATHE

P A T H E

In Dialogue
and Sound
or SILENT

WILLIAM BOYD
in

The LEATHERXECR
with Alan Hale, Robert Armstrong,

Fred Kohler. Supervised by Ralph

Block. Directed by Howard Higgin

There are no regrets for the Smart Ex-

hibitor who booked Pathe solid for

1928-29. It has been hit after hit—
consistent sure-fire box-office product.

And now— what a break for these

thousands of wise showmen. Here's

William Boyd in the greatest picture of

his career *'The Leatherneck". In Dia-

logue and Sound or Silent one of the

season's biggest.

*
PATHE

One of the outstanding pictures of the year
(.State merits contained herein, wh ile not guaranteed by us, are based upon in for mat ion and advice which we~consider accurate and reliable)
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Out NOW!
Compiled and Published by

Exhibitors Herald-World
407 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

Price $2.00
For those associated with the motion picture industr

postage.
Ti SI.00, plus a small charge for
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Healthy Competition
rT^ HE industry is assured that William Fox has no in-

tention, certainly not at the present time, of making a

single producing unit out of Fox Films and Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer. Mr. Fox has let it he known that he believes

in the keenest competition between these two producing

units now linked under his banner.

This is a decision that deserves commendation. Metro-

Goldwvn-Mayer has earned its spurs in the motion picture

industry and it would be a pity to see this strong organiza-

tion completely wTiped out by merger with another. Metro-

Goldwyn-May er has made some unique contributions to the

American theatre and it is gratifying to know that oppor-

tunity to make more will not be lacking.

Information from New York, where a series of confer-

ences were concluded last week between Louis B. Mayer

and Irving Thalberg of the Metro organization and the

dominant Fox officials, indicates that Fox will permit the

new member of his family as much freedom as possible.

Metro is to be permitted to make pictures in its own par-

ticular way.

This is a matter of some importance to the exhibitor.

With great mergers making the industry smaller, in a sense,

rather than larger, the exhibitor can find renewed confi-

dence in the assurance that plenty of product will always

be available—pictures he needs for his personal success and

pictures the industry needs for general prosperity.

Keen competition' makes good pictures. There is no

reason why two units of the William Fox organization

should not be aided just as much by rivalry and competi-

tion with each other ;i- with organizations on the outside.

* * *

In Place of a Five Cent Cigar

AN eminent critic of the arts has said that what this

L country needs is not a good five cent cigar but a good

Orman tenor. I venture that this is a requirement of

small significance; what this country needs is a gnat

comedienne.

This is not a responsibility for the motion picture indus-

try alone. It is a matter for creators of any creed or color,

for the stage and the bookshops have been equally unsuc-

cessful with the screen in the search for this rare creature.

And the screen has contributed at least one comic genius

far overshadowing any in the history of the stage or any-

other art, Charlie Chaplin.

The motion picture has given the public some exceeding-

ly deft comediennes. Constance Talmadge has done some

admirable work with a delicious comic touch. Marion

Davies, particularly in her later pictures, has a superb

touch. Colleen Moore has a w ide circle of admirers. Mary

Pickford, in the old days, was a neat comedienne, while

Mabel Normand was a real contributor to the difficult art

of slapstick. And there are others worthy of mention,

Louise Fazenda and this promising newcomer from Mexico.

Lupe Velez.

I tip my hat to these ladies and bowr from the waist

What I say here is in no way in disparagement of them,

because it is obvious that they cannot all be great. Great

is a word reserved for one apart, a word to be wrapped in

cotton batting and placed gently on the furthermost corner

of the shelf, for very special dusting on some particular

occasion. Great is a word that should be saved for one who

has dominated his field quite as extraordinarily as Chaplin

has.

Therefore, I repeat, the world could use a great comedi-

enne. Frankly, I have never heard of one. I have heard

of many to whom the term has been applied, in later years

most particularly to Beatrice Lillie, but I have never seen

one who might stand side by side with Chaplin.

Here is an ambitious task for motion pictures that would

make a real contribution to the world's gaiety. I don't pre-

tend that something should be done about it this moment,

that the corners of the lots should be searched for this rare

Phoenix bird, or that her name will be found somewhere

in the lists of extras. I don't imagine she will arrive next

week, hat in hand, and apply for the job.

I do think, though, that there will be such a person

some day and that the w ise director will not be forcing her

to turn on glycerine tears opposite some sleek-haired sheik

when she ought to be doing something uproariously funny.

Charles R. Traub

IT was all in the line of his regular work, this filming of

speed on Daytona Beach. He knew the chances he was

taking even as he had known them a few weeks before

when he went down into the depths of the sea to film the

escapes from the submarine S4. And because he knew

these things it is an everlasting credit to him and his fel-

lows that he ground away at his camera until the skidding

juggernaut, headed towards him, was less than three sec-

onds away. Charles Traub will go down into motion pic-

ture history as a symbol of the quiet courage, the unques-

tioning devotion to duty which has made possible the

progress of mankind.
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Buy Sound Equipment Now,
Woodhull Advises Exhibitors

Belief Audien Here to Stay
Strongly Voiced at MeetingUnion Men Quit in

Protest to Sound
Picture Only Policy

(Special to the Herald-World)

CAMBRIDGE. O, March 19.—Union em-

ployees have walked out of the Strand and

Colonial theatres here, operated by the C & M
Amusement Companv, in protest to the dismis-

sal of stage hands at the Strand when sound

equipment was installed and stage shows dis-

pensed at the Strand to prevent competition.

The projectionists at the Colonial were

given a boost in wages and an assistant when
RCA Photophone was installed, but the

Strand had no further use for stage hands. In

svmpathy with the Colonial employees, the

musicians' union called out the organist at

the Strand.

The walkout is said by the theatre owners

to have had no effect on business, however.

The Colonial continued to do good business

with Warner Brothers' "The Singing Fool."

Tex Guinans Film

Wins Approval At
Midnight Preview

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Warner Broth-

ers' "Queen of the Night Clubs," starring

Texas Guinan. was given a preview at mid-

night, March 12, to a crowded house at the

Strand, and it is a matter of fact that the

little girl "got a great hand."

This picture shows the famous night club

hostess in a perfectly familiar and, for her, a

very natural role. Perhaps that is why it was

so well applauded. The preview was given to

press agents, in connection with the annual

press agents' show next week.

Measure Would Change
Present Law Concerning

Admission of Children
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, March 19.—A bill of interest to

the motion picture theatre owners in New
York state was introduced in the New York
legislature last week by Senator Freiberg of

Buffalo. The bill, which amends the general

municipal law relative to the care of children

in motion picture theatres, would permit the

governing body of any city with a population

of more than 500,000 and less than one mil-

lion, to adopt an ordinance enabling the city

to issue a license to a motion picture theatre

that will permit the admission of children

between the ages of 10 and 16 years, between

2 p. m. and 6 p. m., on Saturday and legal

holidays, with Sunday excepted.

Films shown, however, would have to bear

the words "for family use." Unaccompanied

children, under the provisions of the bill, must

be segregated in a special section of the

theatre on the street level, with a matron in

charge of each unit of 200 children.

Owing to the fact that the legislature is

scheduled to adjourn on March 29, there is

little likelihood of the bill's getting far.

250 Owners Attend Great M P T O A Convention; New
Jersey Joins Allied States

[By a Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

PHILADELPHIA, March 19.
—"Buy sound equipment now!" was the key-

note of the advice given by R. F. W oodhull, president of the M PTO A, in his

address before the Sound convention conducted at the Elks Club here last

Friday, under the auspices of the M PTO of Eastern Pennsylvania. Southern

Xew Jersey and Delaware.

Woodhull voiced his conviction that sound pictures are here to stay and
that the prosperity of the exhibitor lay in his immediate action in procuring

equipment with which to satisfy the demand of his patrons for them.

Lew Pizor, president of the M P T O, pre-

sided.

Besides sound, another major matter oc-

cupying the attention of the Eastern exhibi-

tors is the Sunday show situation in Baltimore.

The city council has voted 18 to 1 to ask the

state legislature for the right to regulate the

exhibition of pictures on Sunday, provided
that any ordinance on the subject be submit-
ted to the voters.

Sound Stirs Censor Issue

In Pennsylvania, another newly aggravated
issue is censorship, the advent of sound having
caused Senator Max Aron of this city to in-

troduce a bill to exempt audiens from the

jurisdiction of the state board of censorship.

The bill has aroused women's clubs, churches
and other social reform organizations to bitter

opposition, it being argued that by adding a
little dialogue to a picture, the producers
could eliminate any chance that the production
would be censored.
The Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Delaware or-

ganization re-elected Charles H. Goodwin
chairman of the board of managers.
The M P T O of New Jersey has voted to

join the Allied States Exhibitor Association.

The entire meeting, which was attended by
about 250 exhibitors, displayed an enthusiastic

belief in sound as a permanent part of the

motion picture theatre business, and although

there were, as might be expected, a number of

exhibitors who feared that sound pictures

were only a novelty which would eventually

lose its appeal, they were in a small minority.

The tenor of the gathering was emphatically

expressive of faith in the permanence of sound
and had an unequivocal supporter in Wood-
hull.

Other speakers were Dr. Lee DeForest of

De Forest Phonofilm, who spoke on the de-

velopment of his various amplifying and
sound inventions ; and Pete Harrison, pub-
lisher, who predicted that within the next
three or four years the disc method of record-

ing would be abandoned.

Meeting of National Scope

The meeting, which was of far greater

dimensions than any previous convention of

the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Delaware or-

ganization, took on national significance with

the presence of representatives of sound equip-

ment manufacturers and distributors from all

over the countrv.

Sound to Help Musicians, Says Union
Head; DeForest Disc Device Coming

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—"Sound pictures will benefit musicians just as much
as the phonograph and the radio have done," Edward Canavan, chairman of local

802, of The American Federation of Musicians, told the HERALD-WORLD to-

day in denying that local musicians would stage a demonstration protesting against

sound pictures, which have put some of them out of work. The parade was re-

ported scheduled for Broadway in the theatre district, but union officials frowned
on this gesture.

"You cannot use strong arm methods in America," Canavan said. "If musicians

only have patience, they will find sound pictures a help to them instead of a

menace. Like the radio, the sound picture will educate people to better music
and create a demand for such music. And that is where we shall come in."

Sound equipment is being installed in the Allyn theatre in Hartford, on which
Publix has closed a long term lease, the transfer to take place on March 23. Fox-
Poli operate the Capitol and Palace in Hartford.

De Forest Phonofilm is to bring out its own sound-on-disc device to fit in with

present market conditions, Max Schlesinger, president of General Talking Cor-
poration, told the HERALD-WORLD today. The instrument, according to Dr.

Lee DeForest, is mechanically synchronized and will probably be cheaper than

most of the others in the Geld. Schlesinger claims, however, that exhibitors who
are buying sound-on-disc devices are wasting their money and that in a year sound-
on-film will be the only medium.

Schlesinger, DeForest, Professor William Bristol and Charles Rogers of Gotham
Pictures, would make no statement concerning the impending deal between Phono-
film and Sonora Bristolphone except to say that to date no contracts had been
signed by either party. . »
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Lupe

LUPE Velez, quietly billed as the Mexican
> cyclone, has been packing them into the

Rialto Theatre. Four and five deep they stand

to see this fascinating newcomer in the film

world.

Lupe is a robust comedienne, a gal with a lot

of zip and uh-huh, who provides something

new for the film fanatics to talk about. She

appears in person, rants and tumbles and

teases and is far more amusing than that

sounds. In fact, she is a corking comic, which

is something you couldn't possibly imagine

from seeing her moon away in a picture like

"Wolf Song."

In "Lady of the Pavements" she gets sev-

eral chances to be somebody and she grasps

them with characteristic pep. Lupe will do.

Lupe has them eating out of her hand at the

Rialto. Says she: "I will now sing you my
Violetera song." . . .Well, Kaquel Meller

should hear that

!

* * *

Guinan

La Guinan from Texas has suddenly be-

come a figure in the motion picture industry.

She appeared with her night club, her father

and mother, her friends and a houseful of

suckers at a special showing of her new War-
ner picture, "Queen of the Night Clubs," at

a gala midnight event at the Strand last week.

She was given an uproarious reception.

Texas Guinan has made a name for herself

that should prove a great box office attraction

wherever her new picture is shown. Con-

stantly on the front pages, for one reason or

another, she is a public figure, and there will

be plenty to go and take a look at her—that

is, if you can see her for the price of one

admission, that certain part of a dollar, in-

stead of leaving your shirt and your top hat

with the boy at the door.

Texas Guinan had quite a party with Charlie

Winninger, Will Rogers, Dorothy Stone, Ruby
Keeler, Bryan Foy, Zelma O'Neal, Walter

Winchell and a thousand or more others, in-

cluding Harry Warner, president of the House
of Warner, who made a graceful little speech

about how it all happened.

Major A. P. Waxman, resplendent in silk

hat and stick, was the impressario of this

pretty swanky evening.
* * *

Broachvay Abroad
Broadway sent an unofficial ambassador

plenipotentiary (well, he wouldn't know how
it's spelled) to Baltimore last week in the

person of Mike Simmons.
Mike went into the Southland to introduce

"Times Square" to the palpitating public. He
got himself an airplane, boys, and went up
over the big city for his first experience in

the clouds. Mike gazed out over the side,

looked things over carefully, and dropped a

few well-chosen words and well-salted tears

over the home of Mencken and Nathan.

Then Mike got out a band and a parade. I

didn't see it, as I can't travel as Mike does,
but I assume there were elephants and giraffes

and banners and everything that belongs in a
Simmons parade. (Sounds like a society ad,

"I use the Simmons parade.")

"Times Square" was quite a hit in Balti-

more. The picture is coming to home plate
pretty soon, and there will be a lot of eager
watchers peeking at it. A great deal is ex-
pected of "Times Square."

PETER VISCHER

She Who Goes on Forever

WOMAN— despite new ideas that each age thinks revolutionary, eternally

woman! A story about her is inevitably of love, and sometimes of re-

venge. And Columbia's. "The Eternal Woman" contains both, with the

setting in the Argentine. It is a hot-tempered tale of mental processes and
attendant customs near the Equator, where love and revenge are partners.
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Th alberg Declares

Fox and MGM to

Operate Separately
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES. March 19.—The following

statement was issued by Irving Thalberg,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production executive

on his arrival here

:

"1929-1930 will be our greatest picture sea-

son. After a conference with my associates

Mr. Louis B. Mayer and Mr. J. Robert Rubin,

in New York, we have completed our plans

for 50 talking pictures with complete silent

versions. Our plan of production in assem-
bling our pictures is to have the greatest cast,

directors and stories that can be acquired.

"Mr. Mayer. Mr. Rubin and I wish to give

assurance to the people in our studio that we
are to continue to be a progressive, separate
organization.

"We state unreservedly that the confidenced
that the theatregoing public of the world has
shown in our product during the last five

years will be more than justified in the coming
season. We point with pride to 'The Broad-
way Melody.' now being viewed by the public,

and promise that 'The Trial of Mary Dugan,'
'Madame X.' and other talking pictures already
completed and in the making, will show to

the amusement world more progress in the

production of talking pictures than we
achieved in silent pictures."

E. V. Richards Named
President of Saengers;
Julian Saenger, Chairman

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEAXS, March 19.—E. V. Rich-

ards, Jr., has been elected president of Saenger
Theatres, Inc., succeeding Julian H. Saenger,
who has been made
chairman of the board
of directors. The pro-
motion of Richards
was made February
25, but no formal an-
nouncement of the

election w a s made
public until March 14.

With Julian H.
Saenger, A. D. Saen-
ger, vice - president,

.and L. M. Ash, treas-

urer, Richards found-
ed the Saenger Thea-
tres, Inc.. serving af-

ter the organization
was incorporated as

vice-president and general manager. It is un-
derstood that as president he will continue in

charge of the general management of the busi-

ness.

Xo changes in the corporation's policies are
expected with Richards as president. All other
officers, including A. D. Saenger, Ash and
E. M. Clarke as secretary, were reelected.

/

E. V. Richards

White Shadows" Rated
Most Popular Picture
Now Playing in London

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—"White Shadows
in the South Seas." M G M picture made on
location in Tahiti, which had a long run at the

Astor theatre in Xew York, is proving a big
hit in London, according to reports from the
British capital.

F. L. ilinnigerode. British correspondent
for the Xew York Times on cinema affairs

abroad, said in a signed article in the Times

:

"At the moment 'White Shadows in the
South Seas' is proving a successor to the
record-breaking box-office takings of 'The
Singing Fool,' and is rated the most popular
film of the dav."

Action in Film Cases Delayed
Pending Federal Appointment

Trade Matters Before Government Expected to Be at a Standstill

Until Donovan's Successor Becomes Familiar With Office—Paramount Suit Holds Up Trade Commission

By FRANCIS L. BURT
WASHIXGTOX. March 19.—Resignation of William J. Donovan as assist-

ant to the Attorney General in charge of the antitrust work of the Department
of Justice will serve, it is anticipated, to delay any proceedings which may
be instituted against the motion picture industry as a result of cases now
pending.

Until a successor is appointed and he familiarizes himself with the work
of the division, it is not expected that any new important suits will be started.

The department has before it at the present time a number of matters affect-

ing the film industry, the most important of which is Allied States' complaint
regarding interchangeability, of which a thorough investigation is being made.

The work of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion in having the motion picture industry
"clean house" is also being held up, not be-

cause of changes in personnel, but as a result

of the Paramount suit, which is marking time
in federal court in Xew York. Officials of
the commission do not believe that anything
further should be done about the trade prac-
tice conference held in New York in October,
1927, until this suit has been settled, as it

revolves about matters which were the subject

of resolutions adopted at the conference.

Matters at a Standstill

The present time, theretore. finds motion
picture matters in the prosecuting branches
of the federal government almost at a stand-
still, but it is anticipated that this situation

will not continue long, as a successor to

Colonel Donovan is expected to be named in

the near future.

The coming special session of Congress is

not expected to take up any matters affecting

the industry, but it is understood that at-

tempts will be made to have the measures on
block booking and Sunday closing for the

District of Columbia introduced immediately,
with a view to having the committees in

charge of that legislation hold more hearings.

Even- effort will be made to push these bills

so that they may be brought out for consid-

eration at the regular session^in December.
The strongest argument against censorship

that has been voiced for a considerable time
was that delivered a week ago by Repre-
sentative James M. Beck of Pennsylvania,
former Assistant Attorney General.

Sees Tax Reduction

A possible further reduction in taxes, prob-
ably confined to those on corporations and
large incomes, is seen by Secretary of the
Treasury Mellon as a result of the prosperous

Fox to Let M G M
Retain Autonomy

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer is to be kept intact
as a separate producing unit, despite
the purchase of the company by Fox.
No announcement has been made to

that effect, but it is known that Irving
Thalberg, production executive who
has been here, went back to Califor-
nia after a series of conferences with
Fox, Winheld R. Sheehan and others
with the assurance that MGM
would not be interfered with in its

work. How long autonomy will be
granted to Metro is a matter for the
future to decide.

level at which the business of the country
has been maintained for some months past.

The story will be told when the tax re-

turns for 1928. now being filed, have been
analyzed and the department is able to esti-

mate how much revenue will be derived from
income, corporation and miscellaneous taxes
during the remainder of the calendar year.

Any reduction in taxes, however, is con-
tingent upon the refusal of Congress to make
heavy appropriations for farm relief or other
purposes. If a big fund is provided for farm
relief, even though it may be a revolving fund,

large sums will be required to handle it and
the chance of a tax reduction will be nullified.

Houses in Albany and
Troy Do Biggest Lenten

Business in Careers
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, March 19.—Motion picture thea-

tres in Albany and Troy are doing the biggest

business during the present Lenten season in

their history.

One new house record was established last

week in Troy, when the Lincoln theatre, using

M G M's "Alias Jimmy Valentine." went over
the top. Crowds of such proportions flocked

to the Leland in Albany, to witness Fox's

"Hearts in Dixie." that midnight shows were
given three nights during the week.
At the Mark Strand in Albany, First Na-

tional's "Weary River" came within a few
hundred dollars of beating the best week in

the historv of the house.

Warners Rename House
(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLAXTIC CITY, March 19.—The name
of Atlantic City's largest theatre, now under
construction, has been changed from Embassy
to Warner. The house is owned by Warner
Brothers and plans are made to make this the

showplace of the chain, with a seating capacity

of 4,500.

Roach Visits New York
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK. March 19.—Hal Roach, pro-

ducer of comedies for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
arrived in New York last Friday to confer

with M G M executives and arrange details of

the forthcoming production schedule at the

Roach studio.

Roxy Speaks at Concert
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK. March 19.—S. L. Rothafel

("Roxy") gave an address at the Victor Her-
bert Memorial concert at the Waldorf-Astoria
last Friday evening.
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"Noah's Ark" Scores Big as Huge
Procession of Spectacles

Even the Ballyhoo Holds Throngs Fascinated at Premiere of Warner
Brothers' Lavish Production in New York

By DOUGLAS FOX

NEW YORK, March 19.—The spectacular ballyhoo preceding the open-

ing of the equally spectacular "Noah's Ark" and continuing into the

small hours helped to make the Warner Brothers' affair one of the big

premieres of the season.

Eight sunlight arcs, embracing most of the colors of the spectrum, mounted

on the roof of the building on the northwest corner of 51st Street, played a

convincing rainbow over an already colorful Broadway and took turns in con-

centrating on a captive blimp high over the Winter Garden. The lighter-

than-air craft, which appeared to be about 40 feet long, traveled horizontally.,

then dipped and swayed as it was manipulated by wires from the roof of the

theatre.

BROADWAY, always leisurely in the eve-

ning, took time off to watch. Celebrities

under the marquise crossed the street to get

a better view. From the other side they

could get the full effect of the immense sign

over the canopy, where a great ark was
flooded with electric rain and clouds of steam,
giving form to the allegory of the deluge, were
shot with chjfciging colors.

Effect Inside Brilliant, Too
Inside the theatre, after the preliminary

Yitaphone shorts, which always seem to take

the edge off a major production, similar para-
phernalia was used to emphasize the impres-

sion of the flood.

A drop across full stage was lowered and
effect projectors in the wings played clouds
and rain across it, sound machines produced
rumbling thunder, lightning flashed across the

proscenium arch and other contraptions gave
birth to sounds calculated to awe the least

timid. Clouds of steam rolled upwards to

complete the impression as the deep opening
strains of the overture throbbed through the
house.

The applause was spontaneous. People said
it was well deserved. As spectacle after spec-
tacle of this truly spectacular picture rolled

across the screen, "ohs" and "ahs" could be
heard from the well groomed audience. Here
a casual financier was obviously impressed by
the mass expenditure of wealth, there a cyni-
cal producer marveled at the mass destruction.

Scenes Bring Gasps
There was the hiss of indrawn breath at

the train wreck in the earlier part of the
picture, and an audible gasp of horror as the
wicked men of Jaghut burned out the eyes of
lapheth, son of Noah.
Yes, it was a big affair. , People came out

marveling at what they had seen. They stayed
in the vicinity and talked about it, watching
intently the steam-surrounded ark and the

rays of the lights on the galloping blimp over
Broadway. The Warner Brothers, they said,

had outdone themselves.
And it was a real crowd. With tickets at

eleven dollars each, the house was sold oul,

packed solid. In spite of a public calloused to

the glitter of premieres, Warner Brothers, in

"Noah's Ark," the big Biblical allegory, has
left its mark on the Main Stem.

Sound Doubles Canadian
Famous Stock Valuation

(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, March 19.—A sensational rise

in the stock of Famous Players Canadian
Corporation, is directly attributed to the in-

troduction of sound film programs in theatres

of the Famous Players chain in important

cities of the Dominion. Having a nominal

value of $25, the Canadian shares have jumped
to more than double their face value, a recent

quotation on the Toronto and Montreal ex-

changes being $52.25.

Wiring schedules call for the installation of

sound equipment in 40 Famous Players houses.

"Iron Mask" Goes Into

4th Week on Broadway
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—"The Iron Mask,"
Douglas Fairbanks' new United Artists pic-

ture, continues its successful run at the Rivoli,

opening its fourth week Saturday. The pic-

ture is being billed as "the further adventures
of the Three Musketeers."

At the New York

Theatres

PARAMOUNT—"The Canary Murder Case," Para-

mount picture with William Powell, I-ouise Brooks,
lames Hall and Jean Arthur from S. S. Van Dine's
mystery of the same name.

K IALTO—"Lady of the Pavements," United Artists

picture with Lupe Velez, Jetta Goudal, William
Boyd and George Fawcett, directed by David
Griffith.

ROW—"Speakeasy," Fox all-dialogue picture from
the stage play of the same name with Paul Page,
Lola Lane, Henry Walthall and Helen Ware.

FIFTH AVENUE PLAYHOUSE—"Daughter of

Two Fathers," Japanese film.

LITTLE CARNEGIE—"A Woman in the Night," a
British production with Maria Corda and Jameson
Thomas.

W INTER GARDEN—"Noah's Ark," Warners, with
Dolores Costello, George O'Brien, Louise Fazenda,
Paul McAllister and many others. Directed by
Michael Curtiz.

FILM GUILD CINEMA—"Home Coming," UFA
with Lars Hansen. Joe May directed.

SAM HARRIS THEATRE—"The Singing Fool,"

Warner Bros., opened September 19.

CRITERION—"The Letter," a Paramount picture

with Jeanne Eagles, O. P. Heggie, Reginald Owen
and Herbert Marshall, directed by Jean de Limur
and Fred A. Fleck.

WARNER—"Sonny Boy," a Warner picture with

Davey Lee, Betty Bronson, Gertrude Olmstead and
Edward Everett Horton, directed by Archie Mayo.

CENTRAL—"Weary River," First National, openei
Tanuary 24th.

RIALTO—"The Wolf of Wall Street," Paramount,
opened January 26th.

ASTOR—"The Broadway Melody," Metro-Goldwyu-
Mayer, opened February 1st.

GAIETY—"Hearts in Dixie," Fox, opened February

27.

EMBASSY—"The Wolf Song," Paramount, opened
February 28.

LYRIC—"At the South Pole," Amkino, opened Feb
ruary 20.

RIVOLI—"The Iron Mask," United Artists, opened
February 21.

NEW FILMS
STRAND—"Queen of the Night Clubs," Warners all

talking with Texas Guinan, Lila Lee and Eddie
Foy, Jr. Directed by Bryan Foy.

COLONY—"The Cohens and the Kelleys in Atlantic

City," Universal part talking with George Sidney,

Vera Gordon, Mack Swain and Nora Lane, directed

by William Craft.

CAMEO—"The Battle of Mons," a British war pic-

ture.

FIFTY-FIFTH STREET—"Shiraz,' a British film

produced in India centering around the Taj Mahal.

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
CAPITOL—"The Bellamy Trial," M G M, opened
January 23.

FILM GUILD CINEMA—"Looping the Loop." re-

vival of the German circus picture.

HIPPODROME—"The Dummy," a Paramount pic-

ture.

William LeBaron Denies
"Rio Rita" Will Be Timed

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—William LeBar-

on, vice president in charge of production for

R K O productions, denies statements that

"Rio Rita" will be confined to a screen adapta-

tion running 85 minutes.

"Rio Rita," said LeBaron, "will not be made
with an eye to the clock, but will be made a

big, gorgeous production."

250-Seat House Installs

Pacent Sound Reproducer
(Special to the Herald-World)

CASEY, ILL., March 19.—What is be-

lieved to be the smallest house to install a

talking device is the Lyric theatre here. Work
for installation of a Pacent reproducer has

already been started and the theatre will open

soon with its first attraction, "The Singing

Fool."

William Garity Weds
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—William Garity,

chief engineer for the P. A. Powers Cine-

phone recording systems, and Miss Madeline

Miller of Brooklyn were married here today.

Film Celebrities Petition California

Senators to Oppose Daylight Saving
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19.—A petition based on "fairness to wage earners" went
to state senators yesterday, asking for opposition to the daylight saving bill which
is up for vote in Sacramento this week. The petition bore signatures of almost a

score of the best known figures in the production field. It reads:

"We understand a public hearing on the daylight saving bill is being held at the
state capitol by the judiciary committee. We ask you to consider the ill effect of
such a law if passed. It will affect seriously employment of thousands in the indus-
try. Theatre losses of revenue will mean curtailment of production, with a result-

ant decrease of employes in every branch of the studios. Those affected most
ser .usly will be people of small earning capacity. California today is prosperous
and happy, and unemployment is at a minimum. Why disturb this splendid
situation?"

It was signed by Norma Talmadge, Ernst Lubitsch, Henry King, Mary Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks, Al Santell, ''ilma Banky, Herbert Brenon, D. W. Griffith, Lewis
Milestone, Gloria Swanson, Lupe Velez, Camilla Horn, Dolores Del Rio, Edwin
Carewe, Roland West, George Fitzmaurice and Sam Taylor, Charles Chaplin, Lillian

Gish, Louis Wolheim and Ronald Colman.
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"Piccadilly,"Soon
World Wide Film,

Big European Hit
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—A cable dispatch

to World Wide Pictures following the open-

ing of "Piccadilly," starring Gilda Grey, in

Vienna, says : "Overwhelming success. Gen-
eral opinion of 'Piccadilly' excellent." This
Dupont production will be imported by World
Wide in May.
Anna May Wong, Chinese star in "Picca-

dilly," has made quite a hit in this picture,

according to London reviewers. Another Chi-

nese player to prove his worth in "Piccadilly"

is King Ho-Chang.

Sale of "Mickey Mouse"
Cartoons to Be Handled
From New York Office

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK. March 19—The sale and
physical handling of the Walt Disney "Mickey
Mouse" sound cartoons in the Greater New
York and Northern New Jersey territory, wilt

hereafter be handled direct by the producer>
through a private exchange to be known as

Disney Cartoons, with offices at 723 Seventh
Avenue.

The Di'snev Cartoons New York exchange
will be the first of a chain of "direct-to-the-

exhibitor" booking offices to handle all of the

product to be made at the Disney studios,

according to a statement made by Charles J.

Giegerich, Eastern representative for Walt
Disney.

Manny Meyers, formerlv with Pathe, will

be in charge of the New York office.

Qualitone's Beginning
Promises Firm Future

For New Corporation
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19.—The Qualitone
Corporation promises to be one of Los An-
geles' lustiest infant industries, the corpora-
tion, which is headed by Samuel Freedman.
who has sold his interests in the Fine Arts
Studios, being taxed to capacity.

From a survey recently made it was found
that there is a ready market in all classes of

theatres for a practical and inexpensive sound
projection device. Because of its simplicity

and its fidelity of sound reproduction, Quali-

tone is finding a ready market in the large

theatres as well as the small, says Freedman.
A night force has been put on at the com-

pany's plant in order to make good the prom-
ise of early installations.

Max Reinhardt Returns
To Salzburg, Austria
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19.—Professor Max
Reinhardt, who came to Hollywood for the

purpose of filming a story with Lillian Gish,

has returned to Salzburg, Austria. Reinhardt
was very much impressed with the talking

picture and stated he might return to the

United States later to make a production.

Selling Films Outright
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, March 19. -George
Chamberlain, a pioneer handler of independent
film announces that he no longer rents films
but sells them outright. His business is with
the Orient and with Hawaii* He is also
engaged in the manufacture of sound syn-
chronization devices for theatres.

Educational Launches Third
Series of All-Audien Comedies

Jack White Group Goes Out to Exchanges to Follow Sennett and
Coronet Productions—Dialogue and Sound Furnish

Fun of Circus in First Picture

(Special to the

NEW YORK, March 19.—A brand
launched this week by Educational as

iine-up of two-reel dialogue comedies,

comedy have already been received by
will be ready for preview within a few

This is the third series of all-talking com-
edies introduced by Educational, following the

inauguration of the Mack Sennett and Coronet
series, which have al-

ready played first-

runs in practically

(.very key center in

the country.

Production activity

cm the three sound
stages at the Educa-
tional Studios has
been going at full

blast both day and
night, to keep abreast
of the extensive talk-

ing program that

Educational has out-
lined.

lack White's initial

all-talking effort is

titled "Zip! Boom! Bang!", a circus comedy
in which the characteristic lack White fast

action is given added impetus by the employ-
ment of dialogue and sound. White person-
ally directed the first of this new talking
series and he has undoubtedly got off to a
flying start with his first effort.

In this he has ingenuously added the natural
sounds of the "big top" to the photographic
atmosphere of the circus, and the effect is

called remarkably realistic. Through an amus-
ing story about the t.b.m, who is forced to
take his family to the circus, are interspersed
with the cry of the barker, the laugh of the
hyena, the roar of the lions, the snarl of the
tigers, the chatter of the monkeys, the in-

describable sounds of the seals, elephants,
llamas, and other menagerie inhabitants.

Raymond McKee essays the leading role in

"Zip ! Boom ! Bang !", receiving support from
the widely famed vaudeville team, Conlin and
Glass.

Herald-World)

new all-talking comedy series is being

the latest addition to this company's
Prints of the first Jack White talking-

most of Educational's exchanges, and
more days in every exchange.

editorial rooms of "Topics of the Day," and
here a detailed description of how the jokes
are selected by the editorial staff for the
weekly release was given. The young men
also evidenced interest in the library contain-
ing over 10,000 jokes.

A short talk on Grantland Rice's "Sport-
lisrht" was the next item on the program. The
visit came to a close following a short talk

by Amedee J. Van Beuren, president of the

Van Bueren Corporation.

Jack While

Montreal Council Votes
Daylight Savings fime

April 28 to Sept. 29
(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTREAL, March 19—The city of
Montreal has adopted daylight saving time,

the council having fixed the period of April

28 to September 29 for advanced time. No
objection was raised at the time of passing

the bylaw, as the people had approved the

measure in a referendum last summer.

Publix Student Manager
Class Pays Van Beuren
Studio Its Yearly Visit

(Special to the Herald- World)

NEW YORK, March 19—The second an-
nual visit of the Publix Theatres Managers
School to the studios and editorial offices of
the Van Beuren Corporation, was made last

Thursday. The class was turned over to Paul
Terry, who explained the intricate methods
of making "Aesop's Film Fables."
Leaving the studios of "Aesop's Film

Fables," the class was directed through the

"The Flying Fleet" Is

Praised by Leaders
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW' YORK, March 19.—Mrs. Thos. A.
McGoldrick, chairman of the motion picture

committee of the International Federation of

Catholic Alumnae, highly praised "The Fly-

ing Fleet" in her semi-monthly speech over
radio station W'LW'L. In her speech she said

that it was a fine piece of entertainment that

was being recommended for Catholic high

schools and colleges.

Rear Admiral People, general inspector of

the supply corps on the W'est Coast for the

I'nited States Navy, wrote a letter of praise

on "The Flying Fleet" to D. McLean, man-
ager of the Grand Lake theatre in Oakland.
He went out of his way in commending the

producers on their portrayal of Navy life.

"Canary Murder Case" Is

Held Over at Paramount
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—For the first time
in the history of the Paramount theatre, a-:

picture is to be held over for the second week.
This honor goes to the all-talking Paramount
picture, "The Canary Murder Case." Because
of the enormous crowds it was considered
wise to go beyond the usual one-wee-k policy

and extend the run.

What Exhibitors Are Saying
About Exhibitors Herald-Woi fd

¥*
'"We want you to know that your paper is the most valuable theatre new -

in the field. Always well presented and entertainingly told. Keep up the
good work."

—

F. H. Kershaw, Osborne Theatres Ltd.. VJ innipeg. Man..
Canada.
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Court Awards Qoudal $31,000 and
Hollywood Scans Star System

"Artist" and "Temperament" Play Important Roles in Suit Against De-
Mille Brought to Recover Losses Due to Unemployment

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19.—Jetta Goudal's victory in court over De-
Mille Pictures, Inc., yesterday was pointed out by producers and legal

representatives of studios as the approach of a distinct change in the
star system in pictures.

Goudal was given $31,000 in the verdict. She had asked damages amount-
ing to $90,000. The court ruled, however, that her delay in bringing suit and
the fact that she did not try diligently to obtain employment following her
break with DeMille prevented him from ordering the full amount paid.

Audiens Will Be Used
To Diagnose Diseases

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, March 19.—
"Throat diseases which have baffled
physicians for centuries are on the
threshold of being solved, thanks to
talking pictures," declares Dr. Lang-
ley Porter, dean of the school of
medicine of the University of Cali-
fornia. He claims that audiens will
permit a microscopic diagnosis and
that we can now see "visually and vo-
cally" at the same time. Dr. Porter
is now in Los Angeles investigating
the audiens with reference to their
uses in medical practice. He also
states that the time will come when
the heart can be studied and its beats
be synchronized with X-ray pictures.

I-TE completely upheld her contentions that

she was an artist whose wishes should
have been regarded by her employers. Her
value, the court ruled, lay "not in her ability

to obey slavishly, for the humblest extra can
do that, but in her ability to inject the force
of her personality experience and intelligence

in her acting."

All of Goudal's difficulties with her em-
ployers had grown out of her temperamental
outbursts over the manner in which scenes
should be made. The judge declared that she

was with her rights in objecting to scenes
which did n«t give her full scope in her artis-

tic abilities. And the decision started produc-
tion people on a new line of thought.

It has been the tendency, especially of late

months, to check all forms of socalled tem-
perament with players. Players have become
extremely cautious about their behavior and
have, in fact, submitted to arguments that

courts would uphold producers. Fox has made
a rule prohibiting directors from enacting roles
in their own productions. It has been a rather
old Hollywood gag among all directors to
step into a minor part during the making of
the picture.

Farewell Luncheon Given
Paula Gould, Publicist

(Special to the Herald-WorlH)

NEW YORK, March 19.—A farewell lunch-
eon was tendered Paula Gould by New York
journalists at Sardi's previous to Miss Gould's
departure for the Coast.
Radie Harris of the Cosmos Syndicate and

Virginia Morris of Warners acted as host-
esses. Representatives of the Daily News,
Mirror, Graphic

,
Sun, Herald-Tribune, Screen-

land, Moving Picture Stories and Screen Book
were present.

Tiffany-Stahl Features
Will Be Available for

Houses Wired or Not
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Tiffany-Stahl
announces that all features in dialogue and
sound will be available to all classes of ex-

hibitors. Pictures are being made with the
RCA Photophone sound track on the film.

Recordings are also being made on disc for
such theatres that have only disc wiring, and
silent prints for theatres having no wiring at

all.

The first discs to be completed are on
"Lucky Boy" and will be followed by the
other dialogue and sound pictures, including
"Molly and Me," "Midstream," "Whispering
W inds," "New Orleans," "My Lady's Past,"
and "Two Men and a Maid."

Joseph Schenck Signs
Fannie Brice to Be

Star of All-Audien
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Fannie Brice has
been signed to make an all-talking film for
I'nited Artists, according to President Joseph
Schenck. Billy Rose, the song writer to whom
Miss Brice was recently married, is writing
the story and is also composing the music.
Miss Brice will arrive in Hollywood about

June 1 and will be greeted by half of Times
Square, as Harry Richman, Barabara Stan-
wyck, Chester Morris, Regis Toomey, Eleanor
Griffith, Joan Bennett and other Broadway
players will be there.

Rumors had been circulated to the effect

that Miss Brice would make a United Artists
picture, but these were not confirmed until

Schenck announced the. signing of contracts.

First National Busy
With Big Productions
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19.—Preliminary
preparations are now under way at the First

National studio for the production of three

important productions, which will probably
face the cameras next month.
They are "The Great Divide," which Regi-

nald Barker will direct, probably featuring an
all-star cast; "Little Johnny Jones," to be pro-

duced under the direction of Mervyn LeRoy,
and "A Most Immoral Lady," Corinne Griffith

vehicle which William \ S:iter will direct

Statistics Show Film
Deaths and Injuries on

Coast Relatively Few
(Special to the Herald-World)

SACRAMENTO, March 19.—During the

four and a half years ending June 30, 1928,

24 deaths were reported in the California mo-
tion picture industry, according to statistics

compiled by the state industrial accident com-
mission. During that period, 50 persons were
permanently injured, and 3,443 were tempor-
arily injured.

The commission's record shows that com-
paratively speaking, motion picture production
is one of the least hazardous of the occupa-
tions, and its place is far down on the list of

accident factors.

"Younger Generation" Is

Booked by Fox Circuit;

"Object Alimony" OK'd
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—After a success-

ful showing at Fox' new theatre in Brooklyn,
"The Younger Generation" was booked for

immediate presentation over the entire Fox
circuit. The picture stars Jean Hersholt,

Ricardo Cortez and Lina Basquette.

Columbia's "Object — Alimony" has been
approved by the Board of Review and is en-

dorsed as suitable for family audience, includ-

ing children. Lois Wilson and Hugh Allna

are in the cast.

India Company Opens
New House in Rangoon

(Special to the Herald-World)

RANGOON, India. March 9.—The Globe
Theatres, Ltd. announces the opening of its

new Globe theatre in Rangoon. This house
is of the latest type and design with modern
equipment throughout.
The opening feature was M G M's "Skirts,"

featuring Syd Chaplin and Betty Balfour.

Griffith Story Bought,
Colleen Making Audien

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—"Back Pay," a

novel by Fannie Hurst, has been purchased
by First National-Vitaphone as a starring pic-

ture for Corinne Griffith. William Seiter will

direct the film.

Colleen Moore will have as her first audien,

"When Irish Eyes Are Smiling." Seiter will

also direct this picture.

Fox Signs Sol Wurtzel
HOLLYWOOD, March 19.—A new "Sol

Wurtzel" is now employed on the Fox lot. He
is a relative of Superintendent Wurtzel.

License Fee for Traveling Shows Raised
In Measure Instigated by Theatre Man

(Special to the Herald-World)

KLAMATH FALLS, ORE., March 19.— The tent show bill introduced by Senator
Upton for H. W. Poole, theatre owner here, was passed without a dissenting vote
by both houses. The measure provides that tent shows operating just outside the
city limits, and therefore under the jurisdiction of the county clerk, pay a license
fee ranging from $10 to $65. according to seating capacity. Heretofore dramatic
stock and other tent shows could operate for six months for a fee of $10.

The real benefit from the adoption of the bill, which is technically an amendment
to the old measure passed in 1882, will naturally go to the larger towns out in the
state, whose theatre interests have been preyed upon every summer by these non-
taxpaying traveling shows and carnivals.
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Film News
in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera

A bite to eat for the folks making Paramount's, "The
Cocoanuts," in New York. Shown are Joseph Sant-
ley and Robert Corey, co-directors; Irving Berlin,

Cyril Ring, Oscar Shaw and Mary Eaton and three of
the Marx Brothers, stars.

Taking a chance on the set for Tiffany-StahPs, "The
Midway." These "gamblers" are M. H. Hoffman,
who recently severed his connection with T-S; Mrs.
Hoffman, Mrs. Grant L. Cook, Mr. Cook, secretary
and treasurer; and George Archainbaud, director.

Frank J. O'Hara, veteran ex-

hibitor of Elgin, Neb., who
died recently at his home.
He operated the Community

theatre for many years.

New York next stop. Lupe Velez, the fiery Mexi-
can lass featured by United Artists, boarding the
train for New York, where in connection with
showings of D. W. Griffith's "Lady of the Pave-

ments," she has won many friends.

George Abbott, director and
collaborator with Hy Daab
and Ted Paramore in the
stage production of "Ring-

side."

The Girl in "The Time, the Place and the Girl,"
Gertrude Olmstead. This production is a Vita-
phone adaptation of one of the musical plays of
the LaSalle theatre in Chicago, famous stage

shows of days gone by.
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Among recent appointments to
positions of importance in the
motion picture industry was
that which named Arthur B.

Poole comptroller of Pathe.

A strictly modern spectacle. Here are 44 airplanes, their pilots and mechanics, lined
up on parade just prior to the filming of one scene for Howard Hughes' Caddo pro-
duction. "Hell's Angels." The single scene, taken at the Oakland airport, is said to
have cost Si 60,000, while the production, which has been in the making for, lo, this

long while, is expected to cost three million.

A scene from a new First National production starring Corinne Griffith. It is
Saturday's Children," story of the common or garden variety of American folks

written by Laurence Stallings for the stage, on which it had a prosperous run
In this scene are shown Miss Griffith, her leading man, Grant Withers; and

Charles Lane, who plays the part of the father.

Sennett beauty. Thelma Hill, comely
comedienne of silent pictures, who is now
playing feminine leads in Educational's
Sennett audiens. She recently has ap-

peared opposite Johnny Burke.
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Laemmle Reports
Rapid Strides 'in

Short Audien Field
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Universal, ac-
cording to reports from the studio, is making
rapid strides in the sound short subjects field.

Since full sound recording equipment was
installed at Universal City last fall, the
Laemmle forces have worked on a day and
night schedule to gain precedence in the talk-

ing picture business. Carrying out Univer-
sale long established policy, a goodly portion
of this time and effort has gone into the
making of shorts.

Three all-talking series of shorts and one
synchronized series already are well under
way, with some of the pictures now on the
market and showing.

Five Pictures on M G M's
April Release Schedule;
2 Are All-Talking Films

(Special to the Herald-World)

XEW YORK, March 19.—Five pictures are
scheduled on Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's April
release, two of them being all-talking films.

The five pictures are "The Voice of the
City," Willard Mack's first assignment under
a contract whereby he agreed to both write
and direct dialogue pictures ; "The Great
Power," a talking film with the original Broad-
way cast; "The Pagan," the first picture
Ramon Novarro speaks in

; "Spite Marriage."
starring Buster Keaton, and Tim McCoy's
"Sioux Blood."

Weary River" Clicks Big
In Kansas City and
San Francisco Runs

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—"Weary River,"
First National's special starring Richard Bar-
thelmess, packed 'em in during runs in San
Francisco and Kansas City. The picture
played to full houses throughout the run at

the California theatre in the former and broke
house records at the Main Street theatre in

Kansas City.

The picture has entered its ninth week run
at the Central in New York.

Postpone Reading of
Ohio Local Option Bill

COLUMBUS, March 19.—Hearing on the
Sunday local option bill has been postponed
upon request of P. J. Wood, business manager
of the Ohio M. P. T. O. It is expected that
there will be quite a lobby of exhibitors in

Columbus to favor the measure, and every
effort is being made to get as many as possible
to attend this hearing, when the bill has its

first reading.

Fire Causes Big Loss;
Theatre Will Be Rebuilt

(Special to the Herald-World)

_
SEATTLE, March 19.—The Kent theatre at

Kent, Wash., suffered a heavy loss by fire.

The whole interior was burned, including a
new $20,000 organ. Roy Zerne, manager, says
that the house will be rebuilt.

I'

V

Paramount Signs Bushell
(Special to the Herald-World)

XEW YORK, March 19.—Anthony Bushell,
who has been selected as leading man opposite
Jeanne Eagels in "Jealousy," has received a
long-term contract t* continue in Paramount
pictures.

Elite of Palm Beach Applaud
U's. "Show Boat" at Premiere

Fashionables Boost Gross to $7,000 for Single Performance

—

Similar Reception at Miami All Set When Projectionists

Are Kidnapped and Show Is Called Off

(Special to the Herald-World)

PALM BEACH, March 19.
—"Show Boat" opened Saturday night at the

Paramount theatre here to a smart and important audience. National fig-

ures of social and industrial importance were present to increase the notability

of the occasion. Financially, gross receipts of one show amounted to $7,000,

as compared to previous house record of one day, amounting to SI,200.

The audience applauded almost every sequence. Helen Morgan and Florenz

Ziegfeld made personal appearances and were greeted enthusiastically. Many
of the elite attending gave dinner and theatre parties. Although the seats

sold at S3 and S10, several hundred were turned away.

The picture made a great hit with the audience, with special plaudits going
to Laura La Plante, Joseph Schildkraut and Kenneth Harlan. Helen Morgan
and Jules Bledsoe clicked in the Movietone prologue.

The Palm Beach performance Saturday
night came as a gay climax to the Florida

showings of "Show Boat," which had a rather

sorry beginning at Miami the night before,

when the picture was to have its premiere at

the Capitol theatre there. With a capacity

house at $5 a seat, consisting of everyone who
was anyone in the famous resort assembled

in gala dress ; with three blocks of the street

roped off by the police; with Helen Morgan
especially imported from New York for a

personal appearance ; and with $6,500 in the

box-office, the projectionists were kidnapped
and sound equipment smashed. The reason

is not known.

Citizens Up in Arms

Civic and social Miami is up in arms over
the outrage. Both the theatre and the city

are offering rewards for the conviction of the

perpetrators. In the audience were Eugene
Zukor and Abe Warner, both of whom made
every effort to obtain a suitable theatre for

the presentation of the premiere that night,

but without success. The money had to be

refunded and the audience went home, after

a few songs by Helen Morgan and a few-

remarks by Harry Reichenbach.

Among the box holders at the Palm Beach
showing were J. J. Raskob, Mrs. Graham Fair
Vanderbilt, E. T. Stotesburv, T. Replogle,

Drexel Biddle, J. T. King, H. C. Phipps, J. S.

Phipps, Florenz Ziegfeld, E. T. Satterthwaite,

E. R. Bradley, Jules Bache, E. F. Hutton,
Frank Hutton and Gerald Dahl. All the loges

and seats in the Paramount theatre had been
sold out three days before the opening.

Give Special Parties

The Colony Club, the smartest club in Palm
Beach, revamped all of its rooms to represent

scenes in "Show Boat," while the Patio
Lamaze held a special "Show Boat" dance on
Saturday night. Mr. and Mrs. Florenz Zieg-
feld had a "Show Boat" tea for 200 guests

at their ocean front home; the E. F. Huttons

had a "Show Boat" dinner on Saturday night
for 100 guests, while Jerome Kern, who has
been wintering in Palm Beach in his yacht
named "Show Boat," entertained there for 90
guests, to meet Helen Morgan.

Inasmuch as no print of the "Show Boat"
production had been seen in New York and all

available prints were sent to Florida, a pre-
view of the picture was held in the Capitol
theatre in Miami Friday afternoon for the
theatre officials. At six o'clock they called
Lou B. Metzger, general manager of Univer-
sal, on long distance to say that "Show Boat"
would be a "sensation."

Pathe Will Supply
Silent Version of

All Sound Features
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Pathe, while pre-
senting talking and sound features of high
entertainment value to meet the popular
vogue, is likewise offering these same attrac-

tions in silent edition to meet the demands
of the houses that are unwired, according to

an announcement from the home office.

Among the features available both silent

and with sound are "Captain Swagger,"
"Show Folks," "Sal of Singapore," "Marked
Money," "Annapolis," "The Speiler," "The
Shady Lady," "Geraldine," "Noisy Neighbors."
and the "Office Scandal."

H. M. Warner and Quigley
Sail on European Trip

(Special to the Herald-World)

XEW YORK. March 19.—H. M. Warner,
president of Warner Brothers, and George
E. Quigley, vice president of the Vitaphone
Corporation, will sail for Europe tomorrow.
Mrs. Warner and Mrs. Quigley will accom-
pany them.

Floridians Want Sunday Amusements, Is

Proven by Big Majorities at Clearwater
(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEARWATER. FLA., March 19.—Clearwater went to the polls March 14 to

decide the question of Sunday shows, Sunday dancing and "other Sunday amuse-
ments." The three propositions were listed separately on the ballot and all carried
by substantial majorities.
Dancing was favored by a majority of exactly SO votes, or 436 to 386.
The theatre proposal was endorsed in the referendum by 595 to 301, and "other

amusements" carried 557 to 278.
The "other amusements" pertained principally to concessions which shall be re-

tained on Sundays at Clearwater Beach, it was stated.
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Sound Leads First National
To Realign 1928-29 Releases

New Marketing Conditions Due to Synchronization Given as Reason

for Change in Line-up—Product Grouped for

Houses Wired and Non-Wired
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—The new marketing conditions brought about by

talking pictures have led Ned E. Depinet, general sales manager of First Na-
tional-Vitaphone, to make a new line-up of First National product to be sold

during the remaining season. The managers of the 38 First National branches

have been advised of the new release schedule, which includes four roadshows,

18 dialogue pictures, 15 with music and effects, and 13 silent pictures.

Paramount Sells Big
Block of Canadian Stock

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Adolph
Zukor, president of Paramount, has
announced that his company has dis-

posed of a substantial block of stock
in the Famous Players Canadian
Corporation. Zukor, who is also
president of the Canadian company,
stated there will be no change in the
management or the officers of that
company.

The new line-up makes a clear division of

the First National product. Houses wired for

sound will find material in the 18 all-talking

pictures and in those with music and effects.

The roadshows form another class, and the

silent pictures still another, for theatres not
equipped with sound mechanism.

The Four Roadshows

The four roadshows announced by First

National are "Lilac Time," starring Colleen
Moore, with Gary Cooper; "The Barker,"
with Milton Sills, Dorothy Mackaill, Betty
Compson and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. ; "Wean,'
River," starring Richard Barthelmess, with
Betty Compson; and "The Divine Lady,"
starring Corinne Griffith, with Victor Yar-
coni and H. B. Warner.
The IS all-talking dialogue pictures, most of

which are already completed or nearly com-
pleted, are as follows

:

"Saturday's Children," "Prisoners" and
"Lilies of the Field," all starring Corinne
driffith; "The Man and the Moment" and
"Careers," starring Billie Dove; "When Irish

Eyes Are Smiling," starring Colleen Moore

;

"Dark Streets" and "Vow," starring Milton
Sills, and "His Captive Woman" starring Sills

and Dorothy Mackaill ; two Richard Barthel-
mess pictures as yet untitled; "Hot Stuff" and
"Broadway Babies," starring Alice White

;

"Two Weeks Off," starring Dorothy Mackaill
and Jack Mulhall; "The Squall," with Alice
Joyce and Myrna Loy; "The House of
Horror," with Louise Fazenda, Thelma Todd
and Chester Conklin ; and "The Girl in the
Glass Cage," with an all-star cast.

With Music and Effects

The following pictures have music and
effects

:

"Synthetic Sin" and "Why Be Good," star-
ring Colleen Moore; "Outcast," starring
Corinne Griffith; "Scarlet Seas," starring Bar-
thelmess, with Betty Compson; "The Night
Watch" and "Adoration," starring Billie Dove;
"Love and the Devil," starring Sills; "Show
Girl," starring Alice White, and "Naughty
Baby," starring Miss White with Jack Mulhall";
"Waterfront" and "Children of the Ritz,"
starring Dorothy Mackaill and Mulhall, and
"The Whip," with Miss Mackaill and Lowell
Sherman

; "The Haunted House," with Ches-

ter Conklin and Thelma Todd ; "Seven Foot-
prints to Satan," with Miss Todd and Creigh-
ton Hale ; and "The Goodbye Kiss," a Mack
Sennett production.
The silent subjects are "The Crash," starring

Sills ; "The Butter and Egg Man," featuring
Mulhall; "Do Your Duty," with Charlie Mur-
ray; "Companionate Marriage," "Dancing
Vienna," "The Ware Case" and "Captain
Ramper" ; "The Glorious Trail," "The Phan-
tom City," "The Royal Rider," "Lawless
Legion," "Cheyenne" and "Wells Fargo Ex-
press," all starring Ken Maynard.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin,"
"The Iron Mask" Break

Seattle House Records
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, March 19.—"Uncle Tom's
Cabin," Universal production playing with
sound and in conjunction with two vaudeville
acts, broke all house records at the Pantages
theatre, according to manager Earl Cook.
"The Iron Mask," now in its third week at

the Music Box theatre, has broken all house
records and the United Artists picture will be
held over for another week, says Manager
John Ham rick.

"The Iron Mask" is getting two extra per-
formances at the United Artists in Portland
and has exceeded the house record by at least

50 per cent.

"Coquette" to Follow
"Iron Mask" at Rivoli
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Mary Pickford's
first all-talking picture, "Coquette," will have
its world premiere at the Rivoli theatre here
when "The Iron Mask" has completed its run.

Miss Pickford, minus her curls and plus her
voice, will play her first grown-up, dramatic
role. The pigtails and alley fights are already
past history, so far as her new picture is

concerned.

Louis Golden Appointed
Manager Seattle House

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, March 19.—Louis Gol-
den, for the past eight years with West Coast
Theatres, Inc., has been named manager of the
Fox Mayflower theatre to be opened in Seattle
in May. He will leave at once for the North-
west to plan the opening. He will be suc-
ceeded at the Warfield by Richard Spier, for
years located here.

Milton Harris Named
Fox Touring Publicist

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Milton Harris,
director of publicity for Fox theatres, has been
appointed traveling publicity director, stopping
a month or two in each city.

RKO New York Houses
Book Entire Van Beuren

"Curiosities" Releases
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Walter Futter's

sound "Curiosities," the Van Beuren featur-

ettes released by RKO, have been booked
by the Radio Keith-Orpheum theatres as
first-runs for all of their New York theatres.

The shorts are all in sound and are syn-

chronized on the RCA Photophone.

Well Known Film Man
With Banking Company

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Samuel E. Mish-
kind, prominent in film circles as one of the

pioneers, has entered upon a new career as a

customer man with C. B. Richard & Company.
This is one of the oldest banking firms in the

United States and a member of the New York
Stock Exchange.

Mishkind was formerly with Universal and
Warner Brothers, and more recently was pres-

ident of the Arrow Display Company. With
the C. B. Richard & Company he will give spe-

cial attention to film and theatrical securities.

Ottawa Manager Again
Humane Group Director

(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA, ONT, March 19.—J. M. Frank-
lin, well known manager of B. F. Keith's

theatre, was re-elected a director of the

Ottawa Humane Society at the annual meeting
nn March 14 and received the personal con-
gratulations of Her Excellency, Viscountess
Willingdon, wife of the Governor-General of

Canada, because of his work in behalf of the

society.

Greta Garbo Returning
To U. S. After Vacation

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Word was re-

ceived here that Greta Garbo, M G M star, is

returning to United States from Gothemberg.
She was scheduled to arrive in New York
today. Miss Garbo's latest film was "Wild
Orchids."

Pomeroy in England
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Roy J. Pomeroy,
former director of sound at the Lasky studio,

is now vacationing in London and visiting his

mother and brother. His brother, Arthur W.
Pomeroy, is an etymologist and biologist for

the English government in Africa.

Louise DuPre to Marry
NEW YORK.—Louise DuPre, who understudied

Mary Pickford in "Pollyanna" and other pictures,

will be married tomorrow to Major A. B. Goodwin,
an engineer employed by the city of New York.

Aerial "Tourists" Hazard
Audien Productions

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19.—
Balked by the "no visitors" rule of
the studios, hundreds are hiring air-

planes and flying over their favorite
lots. Pilots are now making schedule
trips over the film capital. Before
the advent of sound this was okay
with the producers, but now the dron-
ing of the motors sets up a disturb-
ance in the "mikes" and has caused
many scenes to be re-shot.
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Major Edward Bowes and Louis K. Sid-

ney with Titta Ruffo (center). Metropoli-
tan Opera baritone, who is in costume for
the Credo song from the third act of
"Othello," which he sings in the M G M

Movietone short.

"Light of India" in

M G M's "Great Event"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—The title of the
third picture in M G M's Great Event series

will be "Light of India," according to Dr.
Herbert T. Kalmus of the Technicolor com-
pany. The Great Event series consists in a
group of six two-reel Technicolor subjects
based on great moments of history.

"Light of India" is a swiftly moving, ro-

mantic story of the upper class in India and
was made under the personal direction of
Dr. Kalmus.

Heavy Pathe Production
Plans Bring New Faces

(Special to the Herald-World)

CULVER CITY, March 19.—New faces are
being seen daily at the Pathe studio in Holly-
wood, as writers, playwrights, stage directors

and actors who are being signed, arrive to

take up their new duties in anticipation of a
heavy schedule.

Kenyon Nicholson, celebrated dramatist and
author of the stage success, "The Barker,"
and other hits, is now at work here, as is

Francis Faragoh, youthful Hungarian play-

wright.

"Eternal Woman" Last
Columbia March Release

(Special to the Herald-World)

XEW YORK, March 19.—The last release

on Columbia's March schedule will be "The
Eternal Woman," featuring Olive Borden,
Ralph Graves and John Miljan. The picture

was adapted from "The Wildcat." John Mc-
Carthy is the director.

Ottawa Radio Station
Stages Theatre Night
(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA, OXT., March 19.—A "Theatre
Xight" was conducted by Station CXRO on
March 14 when the artists on the air were
H. Xorton Payne, organist of the Palace the-

atre, Montreal, and Orville Johnston's Or-
chestra from the Regent and Imperial theatres,

Ottawa. Payne, who formerly presided at

the console in the Centre theatre here was
given a lively reception at an after-radio
party.

Manager Changed
(Special to the Herald-World)

YAXCOUYER, March 19.—James B. Mc-
Kowen, for the past three months manager of
the new Orpheum, has been succeeded by Roy
A. McLeod. He will leave for Los Angeles
and later will be associated with R K O.

M GM to Start Release of

New Movietone Acts April 6
Third Group of 26 Short Audiens to Be Distributed at Rate of

Two a Week—From 3 to 6 Subjects Being Produced
Weekly at New York Studio

NEW \ORK, March 19.—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has announced its release
schedule for the third series of 26 Movietone acts. These will be released at
the rate of two weekly, beginning April 6. Featured among the group are Gus
Edwards' International Revue, the Metro Movietone Revue, Emil Boreo, Titta
Ruffo, The Happiness Boys, Van & Schenck, and The Revellers.
Rapid progress is reported from the MG M Eastern sound studio, located at

127th Street and Second Avenue, where most of these Movietone acts were
filmed. From three to six Metro Movietone features are being produced here
weeklv, under the supervision of Major Edward Bowes and Louis K Sydnev
Xick Grinde is guest director at this studio, and Larrv W illiams chief camera-
man.

The latest addition to the up-to-date talk-

ing picture equipment installed at the New
York studio is an automotive recording ap-
paratus, placed on a truck which can be
used for atmospheric scenes around Xew
York City, as well as for inside work.

Fifty-two Metro Movietone acts had been
released prior to the new series. Among
the most popular artists are Van & Schenck,
who have made five recordings ; George Dewey
Washington, the negro baritone ; Marion
Harris and Vincent Lopez.

The Third Series

List of the third series of the Metro-
Movietone acts is given below

April 6.—Al Wholman, fa) "What You
Gonna Do Do Xow," (b) "Pullman Porter
Parade," "The Spell of the Blues"; Bernard
& Henrie, (a) "Blackbirds Are Bluebirds
Xow," (b) "He's Wonderful,"' "Happy Go
Lucky Lane."
April 13.—The Revellers, (a) "Comin'

Home," (b) "Evenin'," (c) "I Know That
You Know."
April 20.—Carl Emmy's Pets; Ph"Tl Spi-

talny Band Revue; "Ship Ahoy," featuring
Al Wholman as master of ceremonies.
Chester Hale Girls, Ponce Sisters and
Peggy O'Xeil.

April 27.—Van & Schenck, (a) "Broad-
way's Xot a Bad Place After All," (b)
"Real Estate Papa," (c) "Chloe"; Metro
Movietone Revue No. 4, featuring George
Dewey Washington, Ponce Sisters, Ella
Shields, Joseph Regan, and Jack Pepper as
master of ceremonies.
May 4—Ukelele Ike, (a) "Half Way to

Heaven," (b) "Good Little Bad Little You"

;

Bernardo De Pace, (a) "Caprice Viennois,"
(b) "It Goes Like This," (c) "Bridal Rose
Overture."

May 11.
—"The Man Higher Up"; Jan

Garber's Band; (a) "Washington and Lee
Swings," (b) "Oh Baby," (c) "That's My
Weakness Xow."

Opera Star Presented

May 18.—Eight Victor Artists; "At the
Club"; Titta Ruffo in "Figaro" from "The
Barber of Seville." •

May 25.—Robert Chisholm, (a) "When
the Sergeant Major's on Parade," (b)
"When Summer Is Gone," (c) "The Two
Grenadiers"; Happiness Bovs, (a) "How
D'ya Do," (b) "Who's That' Pretty Baby,"
(c) "I Love to Dunk a Hunk of Sponge
Cake," (d) "I'm Wild About Horns on
Automobiles That Go Ta Ta Ta Ta."
June 1.—Craig Campbell, (a) "There'll

Xever Be Another One Like You," (b)
"Iris," (c) "You, Just You Dear and I";
Irving Aaronson's Commanders, (a) "Oh,
You Sweet Old Whatchama Call It," (b)
"Low Down," (c) "Woba-ly Walk."
June 8.—Fuzzy Knight, (a) "My Cincin-

nati Ohio Home," (b) "Buckwheat Cakes";
Raymond Hitchcock, "Sardines a La Carte."
June 15.—Yvette Rugel, (a) "Gianinna

Mia" from "Firefly," (b) "Way Down Upon
the Swanee River," (c) "Roses of Yester-
day"; Biltmore Trio, "Taking the Air."
June 22.—Gilbert and Sullivan Male En-

semble; Emil Boreo, (a) "Sur les Baum,
Sur les Bee," (b) "Parade of the Wooden
Soldiers," (c) "Xapoleon's Big Parade."
June 29.—Ed and Lou Miller, (a) "Auf

Weidersehen," (b) "Rigoletto," (c) "High
Up on the Hilltop"; Bob Xelson, (a)
"That's a Drop in the Bucket Compared to
My Love for You," (b) "Just When I

Thought I Found the Sunshine the Rain
Came Pouring Down," (c) "Canna Boola
Boola."

Coolidge" Featurette
Timely Pathe Review
(Special to the Herald-World)

XEW YORK, March 19—Pathe Review
number four offers a timely featurette titled
"Coolidge." This reveals the lighter moments
in our latest ex-president and will be released
on the short program feature for the week of
March 31.

This offers the following attractions

:

"Matchmaking Mamas," "Bridle Byways," "a
Grantland Rice Sportlight," "The Under Dog,"
and Aesop Film Fable, Topics of the Day.
"The Fire Detective." Pathe sound news and
two issues of Pathe news.

Les Jordan, RKO Sales
Promotion Head, Dies

(Special to the Herald-World)

XEW YORK, March 19.—Les Jordan, edi-
tor of the Master Showman, RKO house
organ, and sales promotion manager, died last

\\ ednesday at his home in Xewark. Jordan
had been with the company for seven years.

Movietone Shows Mistake
In Inauguration Oath
Movietone has proved that the

inauguration oath given by Chief Jus-
tice Taft was a bit wet. The mistake
was noticed by Helen Tervilliger, 13,

of Walden, N. Y'., who listened in over
the radio and heard Justice Taft say,

"preserve, maintain and protect," in-

stead of "preserve, protect and de-
fend." Chief Justice Taft wrote the
girl admitting his mistake. And
Movietone News is "rubbing it in."
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Greater Friendship Than
This No Man Hath

(Special to the Herald-World)

CORNWALL, ONTARIO, March
19.—A £ne of $5 and costs was im-
posed by Magistrate Milligan in

police court on Douglas Coleman
when he was found guilty of disorder-

ly conduct in the Capitol theatre.
Coleman wanted to find a friend in

the audience and, despite the efforts

of Manager Markell, paged him in a

loud voice, disturbing everybody in

the house. The arrest followed.

106 Features Produced
In England During 1928;
Doubles Figures of 1927
(Washington Bureau of the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, March 19.—Production
of feature pictures in England has more
than doubled since the passing of the quota
law early in 1928, according to a report to

the Department of Commerce. Features
made during 1928 numbered 106, as com-
pared with 45 during 1927, and 30 in 1926.

The number of film renters licensed under
the act is now more than 80, while licenses
have been issued to 4,100 exhibitors.

During the past eighteen months, 13 pro-
ducing companies with an aggregate issued
capital of nearly £6,000,000 have obtained
new capital for the production of British
pictures. Three entirely new studios have
been built, one at Elstree, one at Welwyn
and one at Wembley. Existing studios have
been enlarged, and studios which were only
in occasional use are now fully occupied.

Betty Boyd Opposite
Horton in All-Audien

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Bettv Boyd.
Wampas star this year, has been selected to
play the leading feminine role with Edward
Everett Horton in his new all-talking film,

"The Right Bed."
Adriene Dore and Tania Akron will play

in "Delicious and Refreshing," and Educa-
tional two-reel comedy.

Now Called Fox-Oakland
OAKLAND, CAE, March 19.—The West

Coast Oakland theatre, conducted under the
management of Frank Newman, has changed
its name to Fox Oakland. This is one of the
first individual theatres on the Pacific Coast
to add "Fox" to its name.

Harry Chamas and
A. P. Waxman Head
Warner Film Tours

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Harry Charnas
and A. P. Waxman will head the newly or-
ganized road show department of Warner
Brothers. Charnas, with Waxman working
as his right-hand man, will be in charge of
the road engagements of "Noah's Ark."

One of the first assignments to be taken by
the two will be the opening of Al Jolsem in

"The Singing Fool" at Shubcrt's Majestic
theatre in Brooklyn April 7.

In addition to their new work, both Char-
nas and Waxman will continue filling the
posts they held previously, Charnas as man-
aging director of Warner houses on Broad-
way, and Waxman as director of advertising
and publicity for the company.

Killing Indiana Censor Bill

Brings Editorial Approval
(Special to the Herald-Wcrld)

FORT WAYNE, March 19.—"Among bad
lulls which have been made good bills by the
Indiana legislature is that for creating state

censorship of the movies," says the Journal
Gazette. "The bill has been smothered ef-

fectually. That was the thing to do with it

and the process would have been even more
salutary if applied sooner.

"If the public taste cannot be trusted for
keeping the movies in order, censorship by a
commission of tea-tabbies will likely result in

little beyond destroying the movie theatre
business."

$150,000 Theatre Estate
Granted to B. Mulligan

(Special to the Herald-World)

RAYMOND, WASH., March 19.—Final
settlement of the estate of George H. Reizner,
Willapa Harbor theatre magnate, has been
effected, and makes Bernard Mulligan, the
sole beneficiary.

Mulligan, youthful manager of the theatre
properties here, proved a contract of adoption
and was granted the $150,000 estate, and has
been made manager of the theatre properties.
He immediately organized the Willapa Har-
bor Theatres, Inc. which also operates the
PeEll Theatre at PeEll, Washington.

Morgan Returns to Coast
NEW YORK.—Having completed his task of or-

ganizing the MGM Eastern studio camera staff
Ira Morgan departed Thursday for the Hollywood
studios. Tony Williams was left as chief cinemato-
grapher at the 127th Street plant.

Van Dyke Takes a
Young Store to Africa

(Special to the Herald-World)

HEW YORK, March 19. — Harry
Carey, Duncan Renaldo and Edwin
Booth have been given roles in
M GM's "Trader Horn," directed by
W. S. Van Dyke, and the company
will go to the coast of Africa to
shoot exteriors. The properties for
which Van Dyke made out manifold
sheets before shipping from Califor-
nia, include everything from a 10-ton
truck to a package of safety pins.
The list includes such items as razor
blades, 100 cases of cigarets, Eve
cases of smoking tobacco, automatic
lighter filler, tooth paste, sewing kits,

shoe repairing equipment, medical
supplies, guns, carpenter and plumber
tools, thermos bottles, fly swatters,
and what have you.

Toronto Independents and
Famous "Fight It Out"

(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, March 19.—An interesting bit

of rivalry is to be seen here as a result of the
competition between independent exhibitors
and the numerous suburban theatres of the
Famous Players Canadian Corporation. The
corporation operates and controls 20 theatres
throughout Toronto, apart from its big houses
in the main business section of the city. On
the other hand, there are 20 independent
houses which are owned by exhibitors who
are members of the MPTO.

Both interests publish a tabulated list of
their respective houses, in advertising form,
in the local evening newspapers, details of
current attractions being shown opposite each
theatre name. Those of the MPTO mem-
bers are headed, "Community Theatres To-
day," with the underline, "Members Motion
Picture Theatre Owners Association." A
number of the houses specialize in double-
feature programs.

"You Can't Buy Love"
Goes Into Production
(Special to the Herald-World)

UNIVERSAL CITY, March 19.—"You
Can't Buy Love," Universal's drama of mod-
ern youth, has gone into production here with

Ernest Laemmle directing. Jean Hersholt and
Charlie Chase are those chosen for the cast

so far.

Mackane to Distribute

Columbia Films Abroad
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, March 19.—Clarence
MacKane, New York representative of Colum-
bia, has sailed for Australia to arrange for the

distribution of Columbia pictures there.

Will Vacation Abroad
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Corinne Griffith,

here to attend the opening of her First Na-
tional-Vitaphone picture, "The Divine Lady,"
which opens the last of this month, will sail

for Europe for a brief vacation in the various

capitols on the Continent, following the

premiere.

Fetchit in Movietone Follies

NEW YORK.—Stephin Fetchit, who leaped into

tame overnight with his darlcy comedy in "Hearis
in Dixie," has been shifted from one Fox produc-
tion to another in which his services are considered
more advantageous. He will be replaced in "Cape
Smoke" by Blue Washington, and will appear in-

stead in story sequences, which are being introduced

into "Fox Movietone Follies."

Washington Exhibitors Wage Long Battle
With Stench Bomb Flingers and Vandals

(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, March 19.—Western Washington exhibitors have been having a con-
tinual battle with high operating costs on the one side and arbitrary actions on the
part of the unions.

Starting with the Victory theatre in Tacoma, there was trouble with the opera-
tors, and later the theatre was broken open at night and the organ screen and ma-
chine damaged. The Gem theatre here had almost identical trouble the following
week. The Madison Street theatre here did not enforce the fine imposed on an
organist by the union, and later the house was stench bombed by unknown persons.
The Roycrpft, operating as a union house connected with the John Danz circuit,

was broken into at night and much damage done. Other theatres have similarly
suffered.

Then on the night of March 1, 1929, the Mt. Baker theatre here was broken into
at night, stench-bomb crystals were spread over the floor, the machines were dis-
mantled and smashed, the talking equipment ruined beyond repair, the rectifier
smashed and muriatic acid was liberally poured over the entire mess. Manager
Williams blames the union with which he had a dispute.
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SOUND PICTURES

DeForest Depicts Growth of Film Method
D

Dr. Lee DeForest

R. LEE DEFOREST, who has just
been awarded by the board of trustees

of city trusts of the City of Philadelphia,

certificate and pre-

the John Scott Medal,
mium of $1,000, for
audion used in radio,

discloses that it is

this same invention
tures a possibility for
theatres. The audion
is used for the ampli-
the invention of the

that made talking pic-

fication to give the

pictures the volume
necessary for a thea-

tre.

Dr. DeForest was
the principal speaker
at a special meeting

of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Eastern Pennsylvania for the purpose of dis-

cussing sound and talking pictures, and he

declared that the invention which gained him
this distinguished award was first applied to

telephony and made long distance communica-
tion a possibility, and was then applied to

radio when he turned his attention to talking

pictures in 1918. In 1919 he applied for his

first patents on the DeForest Phonofilm.

"Perhaps the one consideration which
prompted me more than any other to enter

the talking picture field," said Dr. DeForest,
"was a desire to personally develop a new
and useful application of my Audion amplifier.

One which I could expect to develop largely

through my own efforts as distinguished from
its application to long distance telephony,

where obviously intensive efforts of a large

corps of engineers, backed by a gigantic busi-

ness organization, were indispensable. An-
other motive was my desire to possess a phono-
graphic device which would be free of many
of the inherent shortcomings of the disc ma-
chine, notably the short length of record, the

necessity for the frequent change of needles,

and the belief that by means of a pencil of
light instead of a hard substance needle it

might be possible to escape from the needle
scratch which has always been inseparable
from the existing types of phonographs.

Sought Inert Apparatus

"To understand the underlying differences
in the three general methods which now exist
for recording sound-on-film it is necessary to

discuss one of the technical limitations I had
set for myself, and the reasons for it. I felt

absolutely that the best results could only be

obtained from apparatus which was inertion-

less. To make this clear, I felt that the fluctu-

ating mirror on Bell's was not the best mean?
of procuring a fluctuating light, just as I felt

that a fluctuating gate or shutter such as was
the basis of the experiments of Rankine in

England, put a handicap on recording that

could be done away with. I did not succeed
in developing an absolutelv inertionless method
of recording and reproducing, for the
diaphragms on the microphones in the sti dio
and in the loud speakers in the theatres re

not inert. But I did succeed in doing away
with a mirror or a shutter in getting my light

fluctuations by developing the photion light.

This is a gas-filled tube which fluctuates in

exact degrees to the amount of electrical cur-

rent which flows in from the microphone. A
light of this nature was simple, but to give it

the intensity required to impress its fluctua-

tions upon a photographic emulsion, was a
matter of long experimentation.

"Of the three general methods of recording
sound-on-film in use at the present, the oldest

is the RCA Photophone. This system employs
the vibrating mirror, whose vibrations follow
the sound waves to be recorded. It is a
development of the Fritts method mentioned
at the beginning of this article, and incident-

ally Photophone is the name which Bell and
Taintor gave to their beam of light telephone.

Employs "Photion Light"

"The Phonofilm method employs the
"photion light." which gives off a brilliant

actinic light when an electric current is passed
through it. The intensity of the light is pro-
portional to the electric current passing at an
instant. Therefore, when the electric current
from the recording amplifier pass through the

photion, its light fluctuates in intensity hun-
dreds of thousands of times a second. This
"gas-electric light" is therefore a visual trans-

lation of the telephonic currents which
originate in the microphone. They are there-
fore luminous translations of sound waves.
This fluctuating light is photonous translations
of sound waves. This fluctuating light is

photographed through a tiny slit upon a film

traveling at standard speed behind this small
slit. This is also the method that is known
as Movietone.

"The third method of sound photography
utilizes, instead of a vibrating mirror or a gas
discharge tube, some type of light valve, where-
by the rays from a constant source of light

are more or less cut off by the action of a

shutter operated by the telephonic currents
from the microphone. The Western Electric

system employs this method.

Largest Audien Set

For DeMille Picture
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD. March 19.— The
largest set ever photographed for
talking pictures, it was said, was shot
at M G M by Cecil B. DeMille. The
setting is an exterior of a country
club in "Dynamite." DeMille's £rst
production for MGM. The central
activity of the setting is a race in

which ten pretty girls, suspended in

huge "aero wheels," race, head over
heels, along a hundred-yard course.
DeMille placed cameras and micro-
phones in the big wheels of Kay
Johnson and Julia Faye, as they
turned over and over in their way
down the course.

"Of the three methods I have described, the
results thus far obtained from the photion,
or gas discharge lamp, are at least equal and
frequently superior to, those from the other
two, while from the standpoint of simplicity,

reliability and ease of practical manipulation
in the sound studio and especially out-of-
doors, the photion method is much to be
preferred.

"The system of reproduction in the theatre,
no matter what method of recording, is prac-
tically identical in design. The variation in

performance comes from mechanical accom-
plishment. A small lamp, called the exciting
light, throws its beams through lenses to focus
its rays upon the sound track as it passes over
a photoelectric cell. Thus a fluctuating light
is caused to fall on the photoelectric cell. The
function of the cell is to translate these rapid
fluctuations of light into corresponding fluctua-

tions of electric current. These currents there-
upon become a duplication of the original tele-

phonic currents from the microphone when the
sound was recorded. The next step in the
process of reproduction is to amplify these
exceedingly weak electric currents from the
photoelectric cell some hundred million times,
without distortion, until they are sufficiently

powerful to actuate the loud speakers located
behind the motion picture screen.

"Show Must Go On"

"Naturally, the thing which is of most inter-
est to the theatre owner is the performance
of the reproducing apparatus in his theatre.
A realization of this caused me to withdraw
Phonofilm from the market more than a year
ago to make in the reproducing apparatus cer-
tain simplifications, refinements and improve-
ments which had been suggested by the four
years of actual experience with Phonofilm.
The task I set for myself then was to make a
reproducer that would be so simple that it

required nothing more than ordinary intelli-

gence to keep it at the top of its performance
all the time.

"The numerous changes made were a double
exciting lamp to guard against any stoppage
in case one doesn't function, a sound box so
simple that a novice can thread it properly
without instruction, every' amplification tube in

plain sight and others. Each was made with
the old show rule in mind that no matter what
the conditions, 'the show must go on.'

The first Phonofilm installation was at

Canton, O., in December, 1928.

"The last decade has seen talking pictures

developed to a point where they are capable
of recording and producing in a manner above
any demands that have yet been made on
them. The next decade must look to the pro-

ducers for the developments."

Chandler Installs Pacent
(Sfecial to the Herald-World)

OPELOUSAS. LA., March 19—Manager
H. C. Chandler of the Princess theatre, an-
nounces that a contract has been closed for

the installation of a Pacent sound device.
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The Western Electric Sound Picture

advertising will appear during 1929
in the following publications,
the first advertisement to be in:

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST, April 6
LIBERTY, April 6
COLLIER'S, April 6
LIFE, April 5

THE NEW YORKER , April 6
TIME, April 8
PHOTOPLAY, May
MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE, Mi;
MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC, May
COLLEGE HUMOR. May
AMERICAN BOY, May

ELLING
' QCIENCE, art and business, working shoulder to shoulder

have accomplished it." This statement is made in the

first of a series of advertisements on Sound Pictures, to

be published this year by Western Electric.

These advertisements will set the publicstraight on three

important facts—First, thatWestern Electric made the first

successful Sound Picture system—a development of the

Bell Telephone Laboratories. Second, that leading pro-

ducers have faced the cliff ^ulties of the new studio tech-
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dream is

today's fact

MOVING picture* with sound are

lure! This new, popular enter-

tainment nude possible by ^ estem
Electric U less than three year, old.

but already it has taken such stri.le-

as to make certain of continuing de-

velopment and wide application.

Hear leading stars of motion pic-

tures, opera, concert and stage iu life-

like renderings when yon see them

on the screen.

Hear and see the world's greatest |>er-

sonahties as they talk from the screen.

1 r * *

Hear intelligent orchestral accum-

panirornt t.. f. iiure pictures— played

from the screen.

H j: the actual roar of the air-

plane, tlie thunder of galloping

h.of-, the - ream of the locomotive's

whistle.

\\ !iat »as yesterday's dream is to-

day'- fact. Aud tomorrow? Here U
an art now in the earls stages of its

development which is revolutioniz-

ing the field oT motion pieture enter-

tainment.

Western
SOUND

Ccasn iw th* thetUr* prot€*non both. Sound Pu3tt'*»fcai c tw.

Electric
SYSTEM

..hi

Reprint

of magazine
advertisement

A national cam-
paign will show
how Sound Pic-

turesweremade
possible by
Western Elec-

tric with the co-

operation of
progressive
producers and
exhibitor?.

YOUR PUBLIC
nique and, with the help of Western Electric equipment,

are making better and better Sound Pictures. Third, that

exhibitors in more than two thousand theatres have

shown characteristic eagerness to serve their patrons by

equipping with the Western Electric Sound System.

This is your advertising, sellingyour customers in millions

of homes, month after month. It will give the nation a

better understanding and a greater appreciation of what

Sound Pictures are and where they are going. Here is an

authoritative interpretation of a great new art in which

the moving picture industry is making a tremendous

investment.
Thus to its recognized services as manufacturing

pioneer and technical sponsor of Sound Pictures,Western

Electric now adds the important role of interpreter.

Electrical Research Products Inc.

250 wTST S7«h STREET, NEW YORK
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Big Sound Films Start Coming
Into New York Production Field

[This is the second and lust of a series of articles on the return of New York to ranking
as a production center, a result of sound. In this article, the Eastern work of the following
companies is discussed: RCA Photophone, Columbia. American Sound Films Produc-
tions, Talking Pictures Corporation, and Biophone.]

Shows Sound Pictures

In Home of Sick Actress
(Special to the Herald-Worli)

NEW YORK, March 19.—What is

believed to be the first time sound
motion pictures have been shown in a
home, other than probably the pro-
jection room of a film producer's
home, was given the other night at
the home of Dorothea Antel, actress
of other days, now bed-ridden. At her
home Louis J. Simon, inventor of the
Simotone, projected four short acts,
independently made, and synchro-
nized them on his Simotone, a disc
device.

RCA Photophone completed its first

sound film in its newly constructed Gramercy
Studios on East 24th street last week when
Godfrey Ludlow, concert violinist, played a
couple of concertos in the first of a series of
sound pictures which will be released by
R K O. He was accompanied by a 75-piece
symphony orchestra which should be enough
for any man. The piece was filmed in a giant
replica of a Greek amphitheatre constructed
in the studio on the main stage which meas-
ures 160 by 70 feet.

In the center of this stage there is a large

swimming tank which, under ordinary circum-
stances, is floored over. With the flooring
lifted and the water drained off, the pit be-
comes a stage within a stage, allowing un-
usual photographic and sound effects. There
is a third stage, 80 by 35 feet, for other pro-
duction work. Instead of the usual projection
room a little theatre has been fitted out in

the style of a motion picture auditorium. The
studio is completely equipped.

Soundproofing Deluxe

As far as soundproofing is concerned, RCA
Photophone has gone the whole hog. Every
inch of the walls and ceiling is lined with a
carpet of felt, three inches thick. E. E.
Bucher, executive vice-president, was correct

when he said the place was going to cost a
lot of money. It has.

Among other things a synchronizing labo-

ratory for applying sound effects to silent pic-

tures is included.
Richard Currier is production director.

The production schedule, so far as full length

dialogue features are concerned, is still tenta-

tive at the time of writing. R K O is expected
to absorb a major portion of what is turned
out, however.

Columbia Uses Victor Studios

Columbia has synchronized "Trial Marriage"
at the Victor Talking Machine Studios in

Camden, N. J. The talking sequences of "The
Lone Wolf's Daughter" were also done at

the Camden Studios (once an old church
with perfect acoustic properties), which have
been working on sound stuff ever since the
snake hissed at Eve (that was the first sur-
face noise).

The Columbia organization plans to make

24 all-talking shorts which will be released

as soon as they are produced—they will prob-
ably start to appear within a month or so.

There has been no announcement of the per-

sonnel as yet. In all, about 40 talking shorts
will be made by Columbia this year (in the

Victor studios using Victor equipment) and
something like 20 to 26 major talking pro-
ductions.

Sound Films Plans Twelve

The American Sound Films Productions, at

318 West 48th street, have their own De For-
est Phonofilm system with the General Talk-
ing Pictures Corporation (which has absorbed
the De Forest part of it) and license produc-
ing companies to use it. There are two large,

all soundproof stages (allegedly the first to

be built in America) which were made by
Dr. De Forest in 1921. They measure 50 by 80
feet.

The building was formerly known as the

Talmadge Studios and then as the Tech Art
Studios. About 250 shorts were made there

soon after the stages were built. Some of
them were shown at the Rivoli and Rialto in

1923, which, at that time, were the only New7

York theatres to have phonofilm equipment.
The pictures, if we remember correctly,

flopped. Sound Films is planning to make
12 dialogue feature productions this year.

But since the General Talking Pictures Cor-
poration has a number of synchronization con-
tracts, the former organization may have to

rent space elsewhere. At the present moment
the studio is rented to three independent com-
panies which will occupy it to the middle of

this month. The people think they have
something new and are tight mouthed about
their productions.

Biophone Active

Biophone's Metropolitan studios at Fort Lee
are working night and day on talking shorts
and also on synchronization. Among the pic-

tures to which they have given sound effects

on their single 60 by 80-foot soundproofed
stage are "Simha" and a number of the Mrs.
Wallace Reid Production's pictures for which
Irving Berlin has written the scores. George
Orth is directing. The picture under way at

the present moment is "Do Husbands Flirt?"

Three days are taken for rehearsals and one

for shooting. Among other things 52 song
cartODns have been turned out in the past
few months, and when not otherwise occupied,
the studios are rented to outside companies
making features with the Biophone equip-
ment.

The pictures, of course, are Metropolitan
pictures. The soundproofing was done by
the Johns-Man vi lie Company. And the orch-

estration is supplied by the "Metropolitan Sal-

oon Orchestra."

From the foregoing it is easy to see that

New York is not exactly out on its feet as a
production center. As a matter of fact things

have just started to move. Shorts have mo-
nopolized, with one or two exceptions, the

program. They are largely experimental.

Soon major productions in sound wiil come
from Newr York. Some of them have already.

The prospect is bright.

M G M Making Audien

Of Little Theatre Play
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19—"Casualties," a

one-act play which has had a marked success

in the Little Theatre movement and one of

three purchased recently by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer from Martin Flavin, is being produced
as an all-talking film.

Robert Ober, who had the principal role

when this piece was presented by the Writers

Club in Hollywood, has the same part in the

picture, which he is directing. Mary Doran,
who had the role of the hard-boiled chorus
girl in "The Broadway Melody," has the chief

feminine part in "Casualties."

Prize Beauties Are Cast

In Pathe Audien Roles
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19—Lilian Bond and
Nitza Andre, who were selected by George
LeMaire at the Hollywood Masque Ball as

the most eligible talent for his Pathe talking

comedies, will make their first appearances

before the cameras and "mikes" next week at

Sound Studios in New York.

Miss Bond, who won first prize, is the

British beauty who came to America for the

Galveston Beauty Pageant and is now in Earl

Carroll's "Fioretta." Miss Andre is a New
Jersey girl whose looks and dancing ability

brought her to the attention of Carroll who
cast her in his "Vanities."

Installs Photophone
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, March 19—Installa-

tion of RCA Photophone has been started

at the R K O theatre and the opening at-

traction will be "Syncopation," featuring

Waring's Pennsylvanians. The opening
date has not been announced.

In the March 16 issue

of Better Theatres this

picture of Western
Electric portable

^ril ^b^. sound picture equip-

sfcfy menl was published,
with a caption stating

I . that the apparatus is

for use "on location.''

QKEnf That was incorrect.

The apparatus pic-

tured was recently de-
veloped by Western
Electric for the pro-
jection of sound mo-
tion pictures. It is

thus portable projec-
tion equipment, not
portable production

equipment.
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Columbia Building Sound Plant
Based on Latest Discoveries

Several sound stages are now in the course of construction, under the super-

vision of Harry Cohn. vice president in charge of production, at the Columbia
studios in Hollywood. A crew of over 200 men. builders, carpenters, electri-

cians, plumbers, painters and bricklayers, is working at top speed to complete
these structures for use as early as possible, and the plan is to incorporate the
latest discoveries in the science of sound production. Cohn declares:

Qualitone is the latest and newest sound
device to appear on the market. It is

neat in design and has several features

that are said to be found only on the

most expensive machines of this nature.

Qualilone can be installed in a feu- min-

utes time and is ready for immediate
use. It is uired for the use of a public-

announcing microphone.

Audiens Now Admitted

Force to Reckon ivith,

Says New Orleans Paper
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS. March 19.—"The recep-

tion received by the first talking pictures

was one of suspended judgment," says an

editorial in the Morning Tribune. "Some
critics thought the 'talkies' would never

to."
"Recent productions, such as 'On Trial

and 'Interference,' have forced a revision of

opinion. The 'talkies' are now admittedly

a force to be reckoned with.

"The voices in some of the first talkies

were monotonous, especially those of the

women, all of which sounded much alike.

Experiment has found ways to reproduce
the exact intonations of the different voices.

As a consequence, every individuality is re-

tained and the able players are much the

same 'on the screen* as on the speaking
stage."

Columbia Casts Logan in

Her Initial Audien Part
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19—Jacqueline
Logan's first Columbia production under
her newly signed contract is "The Bachelor
Girl," a Columbia audien scheduled for im-
mediate production. In the role of the up-
to-the-minute modern who prefers a career

to marriage, Miss Logan will make her
first appearance as a talking star. Her
career includes several years on the stage.

William Collier, Jr., and Edward Hearn
are the only other featured members of the

cast selected so far. Both Collier and
Hearn are veterans of the stage and screen.

Powers Cinephone Opens

Washington, D. C, Branch
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, March 19.—Powers Cine-

phone has established representation here in

the Mather Building, 916 G. Street. This
office will be under the supervision of Mike
Levinson, who is representing Powers in

Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey

territory.

"We did not build sound studios until the

experimental stages had been passed, an in

consequence, we now find ourselves able to

profit greatly by the errors that have been com-
mitted. The time that we have devoted to the

study of these problems will, we believe, enable

us to eliminate these mistakes of faulty con-

struction and to overcome obstacles that were
considered unsurmountable only a few months
ago. The Western Electric recording system

will be used."

The main stage of the new Columbia sound
studio measures 92x140 feet, all in one spread,

the roof towering 37 feet above the floor. The
latest developments in sound deadening have
been applied to the construction of the main
stage as well as the minor stages. Several

companies will be able to shoot at the same
time without interfering with each other.

The monitor room, measuring 55x47 feet,

Eminent Musician Signs

In Dual Role for DeMille
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Jack King is the

latest eminent musician to hear the call of

the audiens. He has been signed by DeMille

in the dual role of composer and actor. His
first composition is "How am I to know," the

theme song of "Dynamite," DeMille's first pro-

duction for M G M.
For many years King was one of the leading

concert pianists. As a "jazz king" he toured

the Orpheum and Keith circuit and just re-

cently closed in the London production of

"Clowns in Clover."

represents the last word in design and arrange-
ment. The projection booth, 14x16 feet, is

built of concrete and brick construction

throughout. The recording building. 51x72
feet, is of reinforced concrete and steel frame.

Scientifically and specially constructed air

ducts between the studding of these buildings

provides ventilation. A complete change of air

from every nook and corner every' 15 minutes
will allow production to continue without any
interruption and without discomfort to actors,

director and crew, according to the plan. The
Byrd Ventilating Company is responsible for

the construction and installation of this system.

The entire building contract is being handled

by the Austin Company of California.

[Z"Ai> article will be continued pictorially in the next

hiue, in which photograph* of the Columbia Sound

Studio as so far constructed will be presented.]

Altschuler Directs Music

For United Artist Picture
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19—A symphony
orchestra under the direction of Doctor
Altschuler rendered the synchronized mu-
sical score for "She Goes to War," United
Artists picture just completed.
More than 130 musical selections were

used in this picture, ranging from Grand
Opera to ultra-modern military melodies.

One effect achieved at the end of the film

is this: As fade out of the picture occurs,

the sound of the orchestra also fades out,

then the music fades into a stirrina: march.

A REAL TALKIE
made from your NoirSynchronous sound device. Simply attach

the two turn tables (33 1/3 r.p.m.) which we furnish, to

your Powers or Simplex Projectors. Use your own Amplifier

and Speakers. Machine uses the Standard Disk System (16

inch records).

Finest bronze and hardened steel gears, high grade ball bear-

ings used throughout. All gears submerged in oil, requiring no

attention and giving absolute quiet operation. Will outlast

the projector.

$500.00 per pair complete. Speakers and Amplifiers fur-

nished at additional cost.

MELLAPHONE CORP.
P.O. Box 485, Rochester. N. Y.

Factory. 33 Water St.

Territory Open for Live Dealers
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THE STUDIO
"Iron Mask" Seats Qo for $25

Per Copy at Carthay
First Jack White Talking Comedy Preview Panics Figueroa—Lily Damita

and Her Hollyivood English—Paging Mark Sandrich!

By DOUGLAS HODGES

HOLLYWOOD, March 19.—Seats for the opening of "The Iron Mask"
here this week brought $5.50, $10, $15 and in some cases as much a^

$25. The studio ordered twice as many as it received. Speculators got
hold of blocks and held on for dear life. But speculators were not the cause
for the arrogant prices; it was miscalculation.

A X opening night always means a extra

price. But it doesn't follow that the prices

are inflated. These Hollywood-Iowans know
what they want and if they decide to pay $25

to see Billie Dove step gracefully down the

aisle at the Carthay Circle it is ten to one
that it's worth the $25.

Billie was there. So was Mary Pickford;

Sid Grauman ; Norma Shearer ; Conrad
Nagel ; Fred Niblo and a lot of silk hatted

producers.

The show was a great success, as was ex-

pected following its Eastern premiere. Fair-

banks' contemporaries voted it one of his

finest productions.

It is one of the most concise stories he has
ever filmed. Although it is a sequel to "Three
Musketeers" it is a different theme and is told

in a different way. The older picture is a

vivid romance that does not live out the sequel.

The "Iron Mask" is a story of Louis XIV of
France and D'Artagnan who managed to keep
him on his throne. It contains more of melo-
drama and less of both romance and comedy
than its predecessor. It also contains less

(and here is the hurt) of the real Fairbanks.

Fairbanks has been one of our favorites

because he ran, jumped and fought like a
tiger. His fencing and riding, even clowning
and eating, made him famous. He did only
three jumps that I recall in "The Iron Mask."
He fenced a little. He rode a little. And
loved a little. But he remained out of the
picture too much. That was the way the story

was written.

William Bakewell was the young Louis XIV
who was the central part of the plot and who
might have been the star if it were not for a
Fairbanks picture. Bakewell's work is extra-
ordinarily good. He doesn't miss a trick.

Marguerite De La Motte is the heroine who
dies in the first half of the picture. Her
acting is careful and complete.

First Jack White
Talking Comedy

Educational's first Jack White talking com-
edy previewed at the Figueroa theatre set a
fast pace for the company to keep. It is

called "Zip Boom Bah!" and—you've guessed
it—it is a circus picture.

Raymond McKee's personality is well suited

to audien work. I've seen him before in

dialogue film but never saw him work to such
good advantage as in this.

White who personally directed the picture

has courageously thrown himself into a pio-

neering task. He undertook situations with

his movietone equipment which other studios

have not attempted. There is nothing in his

story which he left untold because of produc-
tion handicaps.

I had expected to be confronted with a pre-

viewer's orthodox duty of opining the quality

of the picture. The audience saved me the

trouble. It wasn't one to be "clocked" either.

The laughs began when McKee stepped into

the circus tent and ended when he started

home. There was no letup in the laugh

throughout 2,000 feet of film. My job was
simple.

* * *

There's nothing very funny about an income tax.

A revenue department collector was interviewing
George O'Brien not long ago. A "sweat shirt" used
in a picture had been listed among exemptions. The
collector looked at George and asked, "What is a
sweat shirt?"

* * *

Authorities are trying to stamp out nu-
merous "Income Tax Experts." They point

out that one of the biggest stars in town
employs an "expert" to make up his tax
return. They have investigated the star's

boasts that he holds degrees in college mathe-
matics, calculus and analytical geometry and
chemistry. Yet, the report is too complex
for his brain.

It seems to me it only proves the experts'

point.
* * *

Sam Goldwyn signed Lily Damita to a

player's contract four months ago and
provided that the option would be renewed
at the end of six months if Lily had learned

to speak perfect English at that time. The
six months isn't up but S. G. has taken up the

option. He admits she still speaks with an
accent but he likes the accent. "In fact,"

says Mr. Goldwyn, "I have asked her to dis-

continue her English lessons for the present
as I hope to have her play at least one role

where her accent can be heard."

* * *

Here while I am wondering what has be-
come of Mark Sandrich comes word from
him in the East. The word fails to en-
lighten me on a lot of things. It is simply
that he is in New York. My informants tell

me he is directing a series of pictures. My
reason tells me he is making a success of them.
But what I want is more information about
the pictures he is making.

True Bill Voted Against
Income Tax Advisor to

Many Picture Celebrities
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19.—Edward H.
Hayden, income tax advisor for film folk
was indicted Friday by the federal grand jury
on a charge of perpetrating a fraud against
the United States treasury department. Hay-
den has represented many such people as Fred
Xiblo, Ramon Navarro, Alfred E. Green, and
numerous stars in internal revenue returns.
The treasury department is making no case
against clients who have employed Hayden to

advise them.

Hayden took up the work eight years ago
after having spent a long term as secretary
to William G. McAdoo, secretary of the
treasury under President Wilson. In the past

two years he has given the major part of his

time to his duties as business manager for
one of Hollywood's best known directors.

Overwork during the past few years is

claimed to have strained his nervous system
.ureatly and his clients believe it is the nervous
strain that has brought about any lack of
competence that the government may be able
to show.

Bebe Daniels Signs with
Radio Pictures for Four
1929 Dialogue Pictures

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19.—Bebe Daniels
is soon to return to the screen after a six

months vacation which cost her $75,000, hav-
ing signed a contract this week with Radio
Pictures. She will star in four audiens dur-
ing 1929, according to the agreement.

Miss Daniels left Paramount in September,
when her contract had nine months yet to

run, because, she stated, Paramount would
not use her in talking roles. At that time
it was believed she was negotiating with
Joseph Schenck.

O'Brien Recovers from
Injury; Back at Studio

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19.—George
O'Brien has completely recovered from in-

juries to his foot and returned to work at

the Fox lot today. His injury at Monterey,
Cal., a month ago, happened while shooting
"The Son of Anak." Work on the picture

was immediately discontinued and was re-

sumed today.

David Butler who directed the first part of
the story, has been assigned to another unit

and has been replaced by Howard Hawks.

Columbia Loans Revier
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Dorothy Revier,

Columbia star, has been loaned to Paramount
to play an important role in that company's

"Burlesque." She is now completing a pic-

ture for Columbia.
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Annual Film Slump Ends; 40
In Work;MGM to Do 'Revues'

Most Are Synchronized: Nearly Half Are Dialogues: Metro's Song

Picture to Follow "Follies" Idea: Colleen Moore

Starts First Audien at F X
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19.—Production, at a low ebb for two months, is

on its feet again with 40 feature pictures shooting. Most of them are syn-

chronized. Almost half of them will have audien versions.

New Sets Made Portable;

It's Another Effect of Audien
(Special to the Herald-World)

CULVER CITY, March 19.—All
new sets are being built in portable

sections so that they may be erected

or dismantled with speed on sound
stages. Old settings gradually are

being torn down. M G M is main-
taining a special set warehouse in

which sets already used are kept in-

tact until the picture is released.

Directorial Triumph
To Lionel Barrymore

In His First Audien
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—"Madame X"
marks Lionel Barrymore's debut as a fea-

ture director, and critics present at a preview

declare it will establish him as one of the top-

notch directors of audien pictures.

Barrymore had built up a reputation as an

adroit character actor, but it was only after he

had turned out the all-talking short subject,

"Confession," that the M G M executives gave

him a chance to fulfill his directorial ambi-

tions.

"Madame X" is starring Ruth Chatterton

and is supported by Raymond Hackett and
Lewis Stone.

Maynard Begins First

Picture of His Own Unit
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19—Ken Maynard.
heading his own production unit, began his

first picture for Universal release this week.

Harry (Joe) Brown is at the megaphone.

Frank Keenan Estate

Listed as Over $10,000
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19.—The will of

the late Frank Keenan was admitted to pro-

bate court here this week. Lea May Keenan.

the widow, is executrix of the will without

bond. She was bequeathed the bulk of the

estate, which was listed as "more than

$10,000."

Patsy Ruth Miller Signed
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—First Nationai-

Yitaphone has just announced that Patsy

Ruth Miller has been signed to play oppo-

site Jack Mulhall in his next picture, "Twin
Beds." Alfred Santell will be the director

in charge and production will start within a

week at the- Burbank studios.

Paul Hosier to Wed
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD. March 19—Paul Ho-
sier, who is managing publicity for the

Mack Sennett comedy star. Jack Cooper, as

well as a number of other well known
screen players, has just announced he will

marry Blanche Nelson, actress and dancer.

Oscar Shaw in "Marianne"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Marion Davies'

first all-talking picture, "Marianne," will have

Oscar Shaw the masculine lead. Shaw has

been making M G M Movietone acts and has

just finished "The Cocoanuts." "Marianne"
is described as a French war comedy and will

contain a good deal of singing and dancing.

Shooting starts next week on "The M G M
Revue of Revues." staged after the manner
of the Ziegfeld "Follies" or George White's

"Scandals."
Christy Cabanne will direct the production

in singing, dancing and staging.

Music for "The M G M Revue of Revues"
is being written by Gus Edwards, who will

also do at least one original number in the

production. Toe Goodwin, one of the best

known writers in the music field, will do the

lyrics.

Sammy Lee, who recently arrived from New
York where he has produced some of Broad-
way's most successful musical revues, will be

the stage director and producer of ensembles.

Norman Houston, whom M G M executives

have just elevated to a directorship by assign-

ing him the newspaper story "Copy," will di-

rect the skits of the production. Al Boas-
berg is writing the dialogue of the revue and
Arthur Lang is to supervise all musical ar-

rangements.

U. A. Installs Movietone Truck

United Artists first portable Movietone
truck arrived at the studio yesterday and was
immediately placed in production, filming a

sequence for "Bulldog Drummond" starring

Ronald Colman. The truck cost $40,000 and
is equipped with the latest improvements for

sound recording. It will supplement the port-

able monitor system now being installed on the

lot whereby the regular 'recording system has

been extended to all the silent stages and the

back lot by means of underground cables.

W. E. Apparatus at Christies

With plans in preparation for the re-condi-

tioning of the Christie studios for talking

pictures, the Christie Company will be oper-

ating this studio with full Western Electric

film recording for their current talking plays

for Paramount. During a temporary lull in

production at the Christie plant while some
alterations are done on the stages, produc-

tion is going forward at the Metropolitan

sound studios on the Douglas MacLean fea-

ture picture, "Divorce Made Easy," and one of

the_Octavus Roy Cohen stories.

Ten of the new Christie Talking Plays for

Paramount have already been completed with

the finishing this week of "Hot Lemonade,"
featuring Louise Fazenda. with Johnny
Arthur and Walter Heirs.

Horton's Two Reelers for Hummons
Edward Everett Horton is back at the

Metropolitan Studios making a two-reel

audien for Educational. The name is "The
Wrong Bed," and the leading woman is Betty

Boyd.
This is the third of a series of eight Mr.

Horton will make for Educational. The first

is "The Eligible Mr. Bangs."

Colleen Starts Irish Audien

An Irish melody, "A Wee Bit o' Love,"

has been composed for Colleen Moore's first

singing and talking picture. "When Irish Eyes

Are Smiling." It was written by Herman Ruby
and Norman Spencer, song writers attached

to the First National-Yitaphone staff.

In addition to this song, "When Irish Eyes

Are Smiling," Ernest Ball's famous ballad

from which the picture derives its name, wilt

also be featured in the picture, as will another

well-loved Irish song, "Come Back To Erin."

"When Irish Eyes Are Smiling" will be di-

rected by William A. Seiter, who held the

megaphone on Miss Moore's latest picture,

"Why Be Good?" The scenario was written
by Tom J. Geraghty, and the picture will be
produced by John McCormick.

Billie Dove has completed her first dialogue
picture, "Careers." It was directed by John
Francis Dillon, and the cast includes Antonio
Moreno, Noah Been,-, Carmel Myers, Holmes
Herbert, Robert Frazer and many others.

Jack Mulhall's new starring vehicle for
First National-Yitaphone Pictures, "Twin
Beds," was started this week under the direc-

tion of Al Santell.

Stern Out of "U" Coast
Office; Joins Paratone

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19—With the an-
nouncement that Walter Stern is no longer

at Universal comes word that a long line of
officials and executives will soon be removed
from their positions at Universal City.

Stern's position as business manager is ex-
pected to be filled this week. He has joined
the Paratone Company.

Earl Wingart to Handle
Allvine's Duties in N. Y

.

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19.—Earl Wingart
left Sunday for New York where he will han-
dle the duties of Glendon Allvine, director of
publicity for Fox, while the latter is on the

Coast.
Wingart's duties as publicity director of the

studio are to be taken up by Yictor Shapiro
this week. Allvine is slated to leave New-
York next Saturday.

Mabel Normand Fails in

Struggle with Illness
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19.—It is reported
that Mabel Normand is rapidly losing in her
fight for recovers- of her health. Announce-
ment of her serious condition has been sup-
pressed lately due to the critical condition of
her husband. Lew Cody, who is convalescing
at Palm Springs, Cal. Cody has not been
told of Miss Normand's illness.

It is said that her lungs have been affected

by an infection.

Opposite Maynard
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Edith Roberts
will return to the screen after many years of

absence in the leading feminine role in Ken
Maynard's first production for Universal,

"The Wagon Master." Production will com-
mence in two weeks.

Barthelmess Sculptor's Model
HOLLYWOOD.—Richard Barthelmess is the sub-

ject of a sculpture mask which has won the position

of honor at the exhibition of sculpture an«l_ paint-

ing being held at the Hollywood Chamber of Com-
merce. The mask is by Ricardo, said to be the

youngest sculptor in Hollywood.
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Traub, Pathe Cameraman, Gets

His Story at Price of His Life

C HARLES R. TRAUB, veteran Pathe News cameraman, was instantly killed

at Daytona Beach, Fla., March 13, when the high-powered racing car.

driven by Lee Bible in an attempt to break the world's speed record,

swerved from its course while going at a 200-mile-an-hour clip and hurtled into

him. Bible was also killed.

Releases

WEEK OF MARCH 24
EDUCATIONAL—"Untitled," Our World Today,
one; "Parlor Pests," Collins Dent, Mermaid, two,
"Ginger Snaps," Kig Boy, two; "Time to Expire,"
Stone, Cameo, one.MGM—"Untitled" Laurel-Hardy, two; "Jungle
Orphans, ' Oddity.

PATHE—" Rodeo, " Sennett de Luxe, No. 9085; "The
Fire Detective," serial No. 4; "The Big Town,"
fable, one; "The Great Ice Age of North America,"
Science serial, one.

UNIVERSAL—"Love and Sand," Arthur Lake, Hor-
ace series, one; "At the Night Club," Movietone
act, 3 Brox Sisters, one; "Seeing Sights," Stern,
two; "Fair Fighting," Art Acord, two.

WEEK OF MARCH 31
EDUCATIONAL—"Wise Wimmin," Jerry Drew,

Ideal, two; "A Moving Movie Show," Hodge-Podge,
one.

M G M—"Jungle Orphans," Oddity, one; "Why Is a
Plumber," All Star, two.

PATHE—"'The Fire Detective," serial, No. 5, two;
"Matchmaking Mama," Mack Sennett, two; "Bridle
Byways, sportlight, one; "Pathe Review" No. 14,

one.
UNIVERSAL—"Alpine Antics," Oswald (also with

sound) one; "The Diamond Master," serial. No. 9,

two; "Tige's Girl Friend," Buster Brown comedy,
two; "Riding for Love." Tenderfoot series, two.

WEEK OF APRIL 7

CHRISTIE—"Reckless Rosie," Chorus Girl series,

Frances Lee, two; "Snappy Service," Bobby Ver-
non, two; "Jed's Vacation," Charlie Grapewin, two.

EDUCATIONAL—"The Bees Buzz," Mack Sennett,
Talking, two; "Four Wheel Brakes," Jerry Mandy,
Cameo, one.MGM—"Persian Wedding, Oddity, one; "Thin
Twins," Charley Chase, two.

PATHE—"Smitty Series" No. 9017. one.
UNIVERSAL—"Prodigal Pups," Snappy Comedy,

one; "This Way Please," Mike and Ike, Stern, two;
"Days of Daring." Bob Curwood. two.

WEEK OF APRIL 14,

CHRISTIE—"Rough Dried," Billey Dooley, two.

EDUCATIONAL—"The Right Bed," Coronet Talk-
ing Comedy, two.
MGM—"Big Business," Laurel Hardy, two; "Un-

titled," All Star.

I 'ATHE—"Taxi Dolls," Taxi, series No. 9035.
UNIVERSAL—"Lumberjack." Oswald, one; "Newly-
weds In Society," Snookums, two; 'Man from
Wyoming," Jack Hoxie, Re-issue, two.

Newspictures

M G M NEWS NO. 61—Segrave drives auto 231. 3i>

miles per hour, new world speed mark—U. S. liner

PRESIDENT HARDING battles Atlantic gale-
Mexican rebels rush troops toward border, federals
lose Juarez.

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO. 21—Hoover s

cabinet poses for first pictures—Juarez taken by
rebels as federal troops cross into U. S. territory

—

New sport for thrill-hunting flappers, 16-year-old

Eleanor Link wrestles alligator.

KINOGRAMS NO. 5481—New secretary of war on
inspection trip, troops ride for inspection at Fort
Meyer, Va.—Segrave breaks world speed record

—

Smash ice barrier to prevent floods at Bangor, Me.
NO. 5482—Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Coolidge, home
again after long term as nation's chief—Former
secretary of war, Baker, is guest at impressive
review of great artillery display at Honolulu—
Georgeous flower brings forth Hoover rose.

PATHE NO. 24—Mr. Hoover starts his administra-
tion—Rockefellers oust Standard Oil head in battle

of proxies. Col. R. W. Stewart, former chairman
of directors—Hungry deer in Yosemite relish tit-

bits of tourists.

PARAMOUNT NO. 66—Dutch skaters frolic in

Volendam, Holland—Test prowess of U. S. Pacific

Fleet in maneuvers off Panama coast—Ousting of

Standard Oil head—Mexican armies clash.

FOX NEWS NO. 49—President Hoover calls the
first meeting of his new cabinet—Wealthy turf fans

see first Florida derby, "Upset Lad" wins in a

driving finish—Actual scenes of the Mexican war
showing the capture of Juarez.

M G M NEWS NO. 62—Lee Bible killed in trying

to break Segrave's auto speed record—Army of

oxen hauls biggest monolith towards Rome, to be

used in the Capital to honor Mussolini—Army offi

cers' wives can now rejoice, husbands undergo
training in baking and cooking school.

Traub was grinding away at his camera
from a sand dune along the boundary of

the course when the racer, rocketing along
at more than 200 miles an hour, overturned
and crashed into him, burying him beneath
its wreckage. The accident occurred about
two miles away from the grand stand jtart-

ing point where Traub, with his usual noted
daring, had set up his camera to film the

racer at his top speed. Another Pathe
News cameraman, Larry O'Reilly, was
filming the speed test from the grand stand.

Closes Brilliant Career

The unfortunate and fateful accident
brought to a close a career studded with
heroic and death-defying exploits and bril-

liant achievements as a newsreel photog-
rapher for Pathe. Just a month ago, Traub
was the only newsreel comeraman to dare
going down in the submerged submarine,
S-4, during the Navy escape tests in the

waters off the Florida coast. He filmed

rare and thrilling scenes for Pathe News
while in the water-filled chamber of the

sunken sub and also from a glass diving
bell on the ocean bottom. He always got
his "story," no matter what the risk or

difficulty in doing so.

For the better part of eighteen years he
has been a newsreel and newspaper camera-
man. It was Ray L. Hall, present editor

of Pathe News and Traub's directing chief

at the time of his death, who started him on
his newsreel career back in 1914, for the

Hearst-Selig Pictorial. Previously he had
been a cameraman on newspapers and
studio photographer for the old Selig Com-
pany in Chicago.

36 and Married

He was about 36 years of age and mar-
ried. In recent years he lived at Miami
Beach. Immediately upon confirmation of

his death, Ray Hall despatched a Pathe
News representative, Ross Whytock, to

Florida to represent the company and news
staff and take care of the funeral arrange-
ments. In a booklet on the tragic news-
reel, Hall writes of his intrepid aid as
follows

:

"Devotion to duty, fearlessness, willing-

ness to go without question to the scene of
adventure wherever it might be is the mark
of the men who gather for you the news
of the world in motion pictures.

"Charles R. Traub was true to his tra-
ditions. No calling that he might have
chosen requires more of those qualities that
measure the stature of a man. To his
friends he was endeared by a sunny dis-
position and an upright sturdiness of char-
acter. He died a member of the great
anonymous army that serves the public. He
was a soldier of peace."

As a result, Pathe's "Race To Death,'* part

of the newsreel shown this week, is one of

the most gripping news sequences that the

screen has seen.

Speed raced with time on Daytona Beach,
and death in this case was the goal for

cameraman as well as driver. One of the

scenes, showing the wreck with Bible's wife
in a bathing suit and white duck trousers,

shaking her head above the ruins, an empty
shoe beside the twisted car, is the ultimate in

silent tragedy.

The picture shows Seagrave make his mark
in the Golden Arrow, Bible make his trial

run, and Lockhart going to his death a year
ago. Then the huge Triplex comes tearing
down the sands—500 yards away it swerves

—

skids towards the camera. Less than three
seconds later, Charles R. Traub, the camera-
man who filmed it, and Lee Bible, the driver,
were dead under the tangled mass of wreck-
age. A final shot gives another close up of
the debris.

Producers Have Feast

Of Great Men in Great

Events for News Films
Important men in nationally interesting

events vouchsafed the producers unusual
"stories" for the current releases. The de-
parture of Calvin Coolidge from the White
House inspired Pathe to put out a Review en-
titled "Coolidge," which presents the Ex-
president in lighter moments in his career.

An informal talk by Andrew Mellon,
secretary of the treasury, is offered by Fox
in the current Movietone News. Secretary
Mellon discusses good government.
The Wilkins-Hearst Antarctic expedition

affords thrilling "shots" in MGM News,
the pictures having been taken by Sir
George Hubert, commander of the expedi-
tion, in this remote region, some parts of
which had never before been seen by man.

Army Officials View
Fox's Mexican Picture

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.—Fox News of the
revolt in Mexico were viewed by the general
staff of the United States Army in Washing-
ton last Thursday. The purpose of the show-
ing was to study the situation in Mexico.

Film Story of Combustion Engine
NEW YORK.—The story of the construction, op-

eration and care of the internal combustion engine
and the power-absorbing units that constitute the
modern motor car, is pictured in a new three-reel pic-

ture, "The Power Within," made by the Department
of Commerce.
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PRESENTATION ACTS

STAGE SHOWS
Chicago Oriental

Week Ending March 15
Jack Osterman is entering his third week as the

new master of ceremonies here and from all ap-

pearances he will be here for many more weeks to

come. In this show Lou McDermott produces an

idea called **A Dude Ranch" with everybody in the

band dressed in cowboy regalia, including Osterman—
at least for the first part of the show.

Nat Spector in black face was the cook of the

ranch house and started things humming with a

good selection of "If You Want the Rainbow You
Must Have the Rain." This chap possess a melan-

choly voice on the type of AI Jolson, and certainly

knows how to put a number across. He doesn't

seem to care whether he is acting or not, but by

being natural and having good pipes he goes over

big. He favored with an encore of "Golden Gate,"

which brought him more applause.

Right after this number Jack Osterman, who, in

the meantime, went into the orchestra pit and directed

an imaginary orchestra during the singing number,
worked up enough interest for the audience to hear

him sing "Whoopee." The number, which is the

comedy hit of the Eddie Cantor show, just fitted

great in this type of stageshow, in spite of the fact

that Jack sort of sing-talked it. But then Jack
might have had a cold and people don't usually judge

him for his voice anyway.
Ned Miller followed with a vocal selection of "My

Angeline" in which some pretty serenading could

have been staged, but comedy prevailed in this scene

with Jack the chief merry maker. It's a shame that

they had to resort to hokum in this scene, for with

the beautiful ranch setting the song could have
gone over better and impressed the value of its

melody. Of course no one could have put over the

presentation in the tame style that Osterman did,

for he is one of the best ad libbers on the stage

today. Hie profound flow of humorous situations

and knack of indifference, which always presents

him in a sort of happy-go-lucky nature, are the

chief reasons for his success.

Ashley Page, a, xylophonist, followed him with a
fine selection of popular tunes played with six ham-
mers. In spite of Jack'ts clowning throughout the
number he received the applause he deserved for

his efforts.

Alice Roy did some cavorting with Jack with a

number called "Everything I Do I Do for You."
Alice is a cute type and okay for this sort of work.
The house ballet next presented a very clever routine
dance in cowgirl outfits.

This was followed by the Caites Brothers—one
handsome and the other otherwise, who offered a
tap routine in unison that was good and showy but
nothing sensational. These boys were in a produc-
tion recently and probably on the strength of that
get the unusual applause that is given to them.
They were a hit here, but then any clever show
salesman can make a hit at this house.

All this time Jack Osterman was changing into

neat street clothes and made his appearance again
right after this number by starting with the song
called "My Mother's Eyes." The unusual recitation

and the unusual feeling injected into the song brought
Osterman a thunderstorm of applause. The finale

came on immediately after with one of the best
routines ever staged in this house, utilizing the
ballet, who made their entrance one by one, each
carrying a portion of a house while the band played
a special tune on the order of the "love nest."
When the house was completed Jack and Alice Roy
entered its small door just as the curtain came
down. This same idea was used in a musical comedy
not so long ago and though not original is very

(Continued on next page)

Florence Brady

B & K Starts Stage Talent Contest
Deluxe Theatres
Searching for
Future Stars

Eleanor Masquelet and Sammy
Arco Win the First

Two Series

By A. RAYMOND GALLO
For the last few weeks Balaban &

Katz have conducted a search for new
talent in the form of a contest spon-
sored in co-operation with the Chi-
cago Evening American. The contest
gives an oportunity to Chicagoans
who have stage ambitions. It is not
a new idea by any means, but one that
always encourages local patronage
and usually brings out a few new
faces. Until recently, Sam Herman,
one of Chicago's most popular nov-
elty contest men, was the sponsor of
this sort of contest. In fact Herman
originated the discovery idea several
years ago, and conducted similar con-
tests in practically every worthwhile
motion picture and vaudeville theatre
in Chicago, including the Balaban &
Katz circuit and their subsidiaries.
This year the Chicago branch of Publix

decided to handle its own discovery contest
and, although it is yet too early to decide the
results, it is expected that the idea will go
over successfully in each theatre. Auditions
have been held at the McVickers theatre un-
der the supervision of Dave Balaban and a
group of judges who selected a number of
people from these tryouts.

Thirty-two acts were chosen from these
tryouts and classified into four different

groups of eight in each group, who appeared
at one of the designated Balaban & Katz
theatres for the selecting of a winner of each
group. These winners were then brought on
the stage of the Oriental theatre last Sunday
and there the finals took place.

The winners of the finals are Eleanor Mas-
quelat, a blues singer and Sammy Arco who
both received the grand prize, and a five week-
contract to play in Balaban & Katz Chicago
theatres.

The opportunity contest was open to all

amateur Chicagoans between the ages of 16
and 25, and every type of entertainment was
represented. Each neighborhood theatre was
given an opportunity to pass on each group
presented during the elimination process so
that by the time the semi-finalists reappeared
at these theatres, the theatre circuit had a
fairly good idea which one of the group met
with public favor.

{Continued top next page)

Many is the lime that this pert damsel has been
mistaken for the charming: young screen star, Renee
Adoree—especially whenever she poses in the above
likeness. However, Florence Brady is not afraid that
John Gilbert v ill select her for his next leading lady

as she is still continuing with her singing act in

combination theatres. Florence is now completing one
of her many tours on the Radio-Keith-Orpheum cir-

cuit. She has also appeared in several Vitaphone
shorts.

Leo Wood Fills Post
Vacated by Santly

Leo Wood, for a number of years on the staff of

Lto Feist. Inc., as a version and song writer, is

replacing Lester Santly, as manager of the Special

Service department. Mr. Wood is well known in

the music profession as a successful song writer and
hi:- talent along these lines will be very valuable for

his contact and association with presentation bands
and organists.

Lester Santly, his predecessor, has formed a music
publishing company of his own with his two brothers,

after being with the firm for a number of years.

Meet Mr. Crafts
A new master of ceremonies makes his debut this

week in Chicago when the National Playhouses, Inc.,

present Charlie Crafts as the band leader in place of

Dell Lampe. Crafts is a recording artist and has

appeared in a number of New York night clubs as

master of ceremonies.

Before coming to Chicago he was the band leader

at the Stanley theatre, Philadelphia. A new type

of stageshow will be introduced by the National

Playhouses management which will feature Crafts

and Roy Detrich, their other band leader, who will

rotate with him between the Avalon and Capitol

theatres.
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ORGAN
PRESENTATIONS OF
GREAT SONGS
SMALL SLIDE SETS
THE SONG I LOVE
I'LL NEVER ASK

FOR MORE
MY INSPIRATION

IS YOU
WHEN THE WORLD IS

AT REST
SWEET SUZANNE
TRUE HEAVEN

(Theme of "True Heaven")

SALLY OF MY DREAMS
(Theme of "Mother Knows Best")

MY TONIA
(Theme of "In Old Arizona")

HEARTS IN DIXIE
(Theme of "Hearts in Dixie")

JUDY
(Theme of "Romance of the Under-
world")

We Also Have Small Sets of

Slides for All Songs Listed Under
Specials

SPECIALS
"ROMANCE AND MELODY"

Introducing

THE SONG I LOVE
(A Presentation That Is a Classic)

"OPEN SECRETS"
Introducing

THAT'S HOW I FEEL
ABOUT YOU

(Perfect for Community)

"A MEDLEY OF GREAT
PICTURE THEME SONGS"

Containing

SONNY BOY
(Theme of "The Singing Fool")

SOME DAY
SOMEWHERE

(Theme of "The Red Dance")

ANGELA MIA
(Theme of "Street Angel")

NOTE: The Theme Song Medley Can
Be Presented with Marvelous Results in
Conjunction with the Al Jolson Bruns-
wick Record. Ask for Particulars.

Write for All Slides and
Information to

SAM LERNER, Mgr. of Publicity

DE SYLVA. BROWN &

HENDERSON, INC.
745 7th Ave., New York City

These contests, if properly staged and well
exploited through a representative newspaper,
can do a great deal in building matinee busi-

ness as well as off-night performances in the

neighborhood theatres. Unless your theatre

belongs to a chain organization that is

equipped to furnish the necessary staff, it is

our suggestion that you employ some contest

expert or novelty exploiter such as Sam Her-
man, who has made this part of the amuse-
ment business his specialty.

In doing this you will always eliminate the

possibility of antagonizing any of your patrons
who might receive the impression that favor-
itism is being shown, and you will also run
a lesser risk of fizzeling the contest which
might prove a great drawback to future nov-
elties. This is a specialized branch and those
who are equipped with sufficient knowledge
along these lines should be given the re-

sponsibility to conduct them properly.

War in the Loop
The State-Lake theatre, Chicago, celebrated its

tenth anniversary on St. Patrick's day with the

premiere of the new RCA Photophone. This ifi an
improved eound equipment perfected by the Radio
Corporation of America.

It will also mark the change of policy for the house
by presenting- a weekly program of audien features

and high class vaudeville acts. The house is right

across the street from Balaban & Katz' Chicago thea-

tre and it is expected to give its rival some pretty

stiff competition.

Drop Sam a Line
Sam Lerner, the well known and liked director

of publicity and advertising for De Sylva, Brown &
Henderson, Inc., sends word that he is also in charge
of all material and service for masters of ceremony
and will be glad to give his personal attention to any
requests.

Any of you baton slingers who desire some par-

ticular service should get in touch with Sam. He's
a great fellow and won't try to make you write a

song with him. By the way, Sam's address is the

home office of the firm, 745 Seventh Ave., New York
City.

Hoxie Here
Jack Hoxie, the well known cowboy motion picture

star, is in Chicago this week making his personal
appearance at the Pershing ballroom. While in town
Hoxie is also preparing plans for the production of

a series of western films that will star him.
Lon Chaney with his staff are also in Chicago

shooting scenes for one of his new film productions.

Presentation

LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in presen-

tation may discuss important matters bearing
pon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.

PRESENTATION ACTS—To the Editor: I read
your article in Exhibitors Herald-World under the
department of stage presentations concerning a port-
able console as designed and used by Francis Farney.
That is a novel and unique stunt, and I certainly

would appreciate the instructions on making the
same, which you so kindly offer. Thanking you in
advance and hoping to hear from you in the very
near future, I remain, Very truly yours.—Herschel
Luecke, Orpheum theatre, Cincinnati, O.

STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from preceding page")

cute for picture houses, and was very well executed
here by the girls.

It is quite evident that Jack Osterman has won
the approval of the first-row gals, who unfortunately
rule the destiny of this theatre. As stated before
in a previous report, Osterman is the life saver of
this theatre and its future box office receipts if he
remains clean with his material and gags.

LOSAYS
Semeibind

about
Everyon©

GREETINGS! . . . Easter will soon be here and
then we will be able to wear our new Easter bonnets
... of course those who live in Texas may wear
helmets instead but they will surely wear something
new . . . speaking of helmets those Mexican rebels

are still sticking to their guns even though Calles
has made it pretty hot for them . . . well, if people
are not fighting they get drowned by a flood or fall

out of an airplane ... so what's the use of worrying
. . . something has got to happen every day so to

make room for the new lives that are born . . . say
before we forget let us all get together and send in

our petitions for cutting our income tax next year
and for all years to come ... as one famous editor

said, "if shops and factories are allowed to deduct
for wear and tear on their machines, why not for

the wear and tear of human machines" . . . now
is the time to remedy this unfair rule . . . sound
you vox humana, boys . . . while on the subject of

human voice, let us say a word about the new organ
device called "Amplivox" which Henri A. Keates is

going to introduce to Chicago for the first time next
week . . . this amplifier is the nearest to a human
voice than any other device of this sort . . . and
believe me we've heard plenty . . . every personality
organist should own an "Amplivox" ... it will be
a life-saver, boys, as well as your job-saver. . . .

Eleanor Masquelet and Sammy Arco are the winners
of the Balaban & Katz stage contest recently held
through the Chicago American. . . . Charles Kaley
will soon leave for Hollywood to play in a talking
film. . . . Kaley won his chance through one of his

Columbia records. . . . Charlie Crafts has replaced
Dell Lampe as master of ceremonies at the Avalon
theatre in Chicago. . . . Crafts will rotate with Roy
Detrich between this house and the Capitol ... we
wonder if Gilbert & Sullivan got their idea for "The
Mikado" from the Chicago office of the William Morris
Agency. . . . Max Turner is in charge and he is

a funny "Koko" while Nat Kalcheim is an excellent
wandering minstrel. . . . Max Halperin makes a
likable Mikado while Harry Santly, Sam Bramson and
Will Biggie make up his cabinet . . . not forgetting
the "Three Little Maids from School." who ate
Nettie Lozweick, Fay Silverman and Nonie Sullivan
. . . the State-Lake theatre, Chicago made its bow
this week with ROA Photophone and from now on
there will be a lot of sound and effect in the loop.

. . . Flora LeBreton. is touring the Radio-Keith-
Orpheum Circuit as the "Photophone Girl" just to

get the public familiar with the new sound device.

. . . Flora is not the only star touring theatres now,
Harry Langdon is back to his first love after a long
rest in the films. . . . Tom Mix and his horse Tony
made their debut in picture houses last week. . . .

Mae Murray will come to Chicago on April 5 for a
two weeks engagement as a Marks Bros, star in

person. . . . Jack Hoxie and Lon Chaney are in town
this week, both filming scenes for a new picture

. . . speaking of films a good friend of mine by the

name of L. B. Lincoln, at one time very well known
on Chicago's film row, was the first American to

produce an American film with Conrad Veidt. . . .

Lincoln was one of the few Chicagoans to call on
Hoover at his inauguration. . . . Bob Blair is manag-
ing the Publix theatre in Seattle. . . . Arthur Clausen
is the musical director and Ron & Don are at the
organ. . . . Ray Jones has been made manager of

the Riviera theatre in Omaha. . . . Al Lyons of

California is now the master of ceremonies at the

Wisconsin theatre in Milwaukee. . . . Marty May is

the new m. c. at the Stanly in Jersey City. . . .

Charlie Melson who was there before him is now at

the Stanly in Philadelphia . . . word comes from
the east that Ted Claire is becoming very popular at

the Paramount theatre in New York City. . . . Ted
is the new m. c. and will open the new Paramount
in Los Angeles in a few weeks and then return to

New York. . . . Charles Previn is conducting the

overtures at the new Mastbaum theatre in Phila-

delphia while Stuart Barrie is the solo organist.

. . . Arthur Nealy is the staff tenor. . . . Gene
Morgan has returned to the Warfield theatre in San
Francisco after a long tour of other Publix theatres.
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MEET
THE BEST
SONGS OF
THE DAY

BUILDING A NEST FOR
MARY

(Rhythm novelty song.)

SOME SWEET DAY
(Theme of "Children of the Ritz.")

I USED TO LOVE HER IN
THE MOONLIGHT

< But She's in the Lime-light Now.)

A natural presentation idea.

I'LL TELL THE WORLD
(You're All the World to Me.)

Will add "life" to your show.

WHAT DID'JA WANNA
MAKE ME LOVEYOU FOR
(What a song for the Ingenue to sing

to the M.C.)

PARADISE LOST
(A sensational Ballad with a recitation

that "gools" 'em.)

THERE IS A HAPPY LAND
(Far, Far Away.)

Theme of "She Goes to War" now being
released.

WHERE THE SHY
LITTLE VIOLETS GROW
(One of the big HITS of the day.)

THE SUN IS AT MY
WINDOW

I Throwing Kisses at Me.)
Will brighten up your program.

AND
A PRECIOUS LITTLE
THING CALLED LOVE
The reigning HIT.

Write for the new community
sets on the above

"IN A MUSIC STORE"

"SPRING HAS CAME"
"ISNT NATURE GRAND"

Small sets on all of the above.
Sets to synchronize with records.

Write Cliff Hess, Mgr. Special

Service Dept.

REMICK MUSIC CORP.
219 W. 46th St.

New York City

Santly Brothers Latest
To Go in Music

Business
The last twelve months has brought more

surprises and progress to the music .world
than it has ever known in the history of the

music business. Not only have the large pub-
lishers profited by affiliating themselves with
motion picture producers but it seems that

the new improvements have brought to the

surface better business ability and better song
material.

For instance, there have been a number of

new music enterprises started in the last few
months, one of which has already gained a
stronghold. The latest to join the forces are
the three Santly Brothers—Joseph H., Henry
W., and Lester. Lester has been an execu-
tive manager in charge of exploitation and
several other departments of Leo Feist for

many years. Joseph has been associated with
the Irving Berlin firm for several years as

professional manager, while his brother Henry
held a similar position with Remick.

The new firm will function under the name
of Santly Brothers, Inc.. with headquarters
at 755 Seventh Avenue. New York City. The
formal opening will be held about April 2.

Joseph will be president, Henry' vice president,

and Lester, genera] manager and treasurer.

With a full knowledge of every phase of

the music business that these three brothers
possess from their many years of association

in it, there is no doubt in the minds of every-
one in the business that the new firm is

headed for a huge success. They have already
surrounded themselves with a capable profes-

sional staff and a list of successful song
writers, among whom are such well known
names as Gus Kahn. Billy Rose, Turk &
Ahlert, Tobias, Lewis & Sherman, and many
others.

The first two songs published by the new
firm are of light type in keeping with the
public appeal of today, and are titled "On
A Summery Night," and "I've Got a Code In
My Doze." We are confident that the
Santly boys are going to put these numbers
over big and that their new enterprise will

soon become an institution.

Chicago Paradise
Week Ending March 15

"A Melody Menu" was the stage presentation here
thic week and the producers cooked up some spicy

novelties. It opened with the ten Peterson Girls as

cheferettes in front of a scrim curtain bearing the
outline of a serving pot as they sang special lyrics

all about the bill-of-fare. Right after this number
the scrim was raised and the background displayed a
beautiful setting of a large dining room with beauti-

ful chandelier hanging and the serving pot hiding
most of the band. Immediately after this set was
raised Mark Fisher entered in tuxedo, which made
quite a contrast to the band boys' costumes as chefs,

and introduced his first band arrangement "Chicago
Rhythm" which was played in real hot style by the
Merry Music Masters.

All the acts on the program were introduced in

typical style and the first ones to start the proceed-
ings were the Lassiter Brothers who were called the
"navy beans." These boys have been reported many
times before and as usual gave a fine interpretation

of comedy and eccentric steps that place them in a
style all their own. Their clever comedy poses not
only brought them an encore but stopped the show.
They were followed by the Peterson Girls in spring
costumes and a novel routine of Tiller steps. Mark
Fisher next introduced the Chicago favorites. Heller

and Riley and to prove how popular these entertain-

ers are, their introduction received a very fine recep-

tion after which Helene Heller came on to sing in

that beautiful voice of hers. "Where Is the Song of

Songs For Me." In this number she interpolated

several Berlin hit tunes and put the number over in

great style. Right after this, her partner. George
Kiley, made his entrance in his usual happy-go-lucky
way and from then on the audience ate heartily of

this portion of the menu. The team brought along
some new gags and comedy situations but made a
mistake in selecting such a song as "Why Can't We"
for their closing duet number. Having seen and
reported this team many times before, it is our
opinion that the song is too weak for their ability

and not strong enough for their closing. Judging
from the applause and laughter throughout their

routine, the outfronters were still hungry for them
and in spite of the fact that they took an encore
and stopped the show they probably could have done
more if they had wanted to.

Robbin & Hood follow them in a comedy routine
of balancing on ladders. Robin, the male portion of

the team, attired as Robinhood the well known book
character, but stressing more on the comedy element,
caused laughter from his very entrance. His partner,
a -

girl and dressed as such, proved a very good
worker, and both offered some unusual stunts on a
Ir cider. George Riley assisted in the latter part of

this routine when he and Robin chased Hood across
the stage on hobby-horses. It is quite a relief to see
a novelty act of this sort and served as good dessert

on this bill-of-fare.

Mark Fisher next sang a ballad called "He. She
and Me" with a recitation embodying a few lines of

"Broken Hearted." This is just the type of song
that Fisher knows how to put his best into and ex-
plains why Chicago is so fond of him. He went right

intc the finale number without taking an encore and
as he sang "My Champagne Lady" the Peterson Girls

stepped out again, thic time in a jazzy routine, as
Mark sat down at a small table and poured himself
some of the supposed champagne. During this num-
ber the background drop was raised to show several

girls sitting in large champagne glasses, all of which
was pretty effective and made quite a flashy finale.

This was one of the best stage presentations ever
reported at this house, and each one on the menu
contributed considerable effort to make it so.

Philadelphia Mastbaum
Week Ending March 16

Nothing to equal the spectacular stage presenta-
tions offered at the Mastbaum has ever before been
offered to Philadelphia motion picture audiences and
the second great stage show, with 125 people on the
stage, has been surpassed only by the inaugural
presentation. Music, song and dance in greatest
profusion are shown with such magnificence of set-

tings, costumes and lighting as to resemble a veri-

table Arabian Nights' entertainment.
A wealth of melody and tone color is found in the

overture "Coronation." with the Mastbaum Symphony
Orchestra of 75 under the direction of Charles Previn.
During this number an elaborate and colorful French
Court scene is given with the ballet in pastel shades
and white wigs in various beautiful dances and for-

mations. A solo toe dancer, probably Katherine Lit-

tlefiHd, in pink and silver, adds to the beauty of the
scene.

Stuart Barrie, one of the leading organists of the
country, formerly at the Chicago, Chicago, and the
Ambassador, St. Louis, at the console of the mag-
nificent organ was well received. His "Melodies on
Trial" in which he first played classical compositions
and then the popular songs based on them as the

words were thrown on the screen illustrated in colors
was a popular number.
He was followed by the stage presentation "Sunny

Skies," with Jack Stanley as master of ceremonies.
The stage setting designed by Clark Robinson, repre-
sented a stately Moorish palace with the singing
ensemble of fifty grouped on the steps. The ballet

of 32 in beautiful Spanish costumes with tambourines
and the stage band garbed as Spanish dons formed
a glorious1 picture with the varied lights flashing on
their brilliant costumes. A solo dancer dressed as a
toreador, with a black cape lined with yellow gave a
dashing cape dance.

Miss Bobby Folsom, demurely dressed as Priscilla,

made a hit with her song "Why Don't You Speak
for Yourself, John ?" but she won still greater ap-
plause when she cast aside her Puritan garb and
appeared as a modern flapper. Her impersonation of
an ultra-modern girl bent on making "whoopee" in

spite of the protests of an elderly husband filled the
house with peals of laughter. Then the ballet in

vivid scarlet with headdresses to match presented a
most striking and spectacular dance.

But by far the most sensational number on the
program was the remarkable adagio dancing of Doro-
\hy Medrano. Marley and Dana. To the strains of
the "Blue Danube" waltz these three in blue costumes
put over a startling dance in which the seemingly
impossible and dangerous stunts are breathtaking, as
the girl, who apparently weighs not more than 90
pounds is passed from one to another pf her partners
with a skill that is marvelous. The three dancers
were given a tremendous hand and were recalled
again and again.
Another act announced by Jack Stanley as "The

Whistler and His Dog," kept the house in an uproar
as the two men went through their daring and ridicu-

lous stunts and falls. Stone and Vernon did a clever

burlesque ballet number. The finale was an impres-
sive pageant in which the entire company of 125
appeared on the stage in gorgeous costumes grouped
about the entrance to the Moorish palace in a be-
wildering riot of color.

Minneapolis Minnesota
Week Ending March 15

Singer's Midgets offer a pleasing break in the
usual run of Publix theatrical reviews. Fortunately,
the bill is one which pleases not only the little kids
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but the big onee, as well. The presentation is in

the form of a review, following very closely that

offered by the regular shows, even to the chorines.

"Sweethearts of the World" provides an opportunity

to introduce the company to the audience. The scene

is an ocean pier, with liners docked on either side.

From these liners come the galaxy of foreign sweet-

hearts to meet their sailor sweethearts at the pier.

The refit of the show is taken up with a presenta-

tion of the trained elephants and ponies who perform
before the throne.

Omaha Riviera
Week Ending March 14

With the haunting melody of "All for One and One
for All" remaining with the theatregoers for day*

after seeing Doug Fairbanks in "The Iron Mask"
at the Riviera, the show would have been a big suc-

cess without a stageshow at all. But on top of

Doug Fairbanks, Manager Raymond Jones presents

what is probably the best presentation program of the

season, Frank Cambria's "Beaux Arts Frolic."

Stagehand is dressed in artists' smocks. Above
them hangs a huge picture, out of which step eight

Gamby-Hale Girls, exquisitely garbed in fluffy white.

The picture frame tableaux effect is used several times

with much success. Sharing popularity with the

ballet-like dance of the first number, is the blue law

song and dance of the chorus. With grotesque long

noses butting into everybody's business, they form the

outstanding feature of the program, particularly

when they slip their feet into clamps on the floor

and point out, blue law accusingly, while they them-
selves break all the laws of gravity.

Dancing can be mere steps or it can be the embodi-
ment of grace and beauty, and the latter holds true

fo: Bryant, Rains and Young, dancer, strong man
and supple assistants. There is grace in their move-
ments and their costumes. Handers and Mil lis add
much to the entertainment with their somber faces,

talk, dancing and singing.

Angelo Soto sings grand opera pleasingly and
Alberta Haynes does blue songs teasingly. The Wilke
Sisters, Omaha products, made a good team ami
promise well for the Publix circuit. And Jay Mills

and Herbie Koch, stagemaster and organist, do more
than their bit. as usual.

in the City Which Was Once Famous Because of a

Certain Beer. He then signals a curtain to come
down and out in front of the curtain is one. Senator
Murphy. Murphy is quite an orator. He has lots

of funny cracks about Hoover, prohibition, Italy and
girls in general that makes a hit with the crowd.
They encore the gent, but he can't come back as
time is short.

Ruth Gillette, a portly blond girl, but good looking,

and dressed in a light green dre^-s that enhances her

blond beauty, comes out and sings a little. One of

her numbers is "The Song I Love." The crowd
seems to like it and she gets plenty of applause.
Next on the scene is Buddy Howe who sure can

dance a lot for a small fellow. He starts out kind

of slow but winds up with a whirlwind finish that

has the crowd agasping. Yes, Buddy is O. K. and
will get a warm reception his next trip out this way.
The Gatanos pull off next what is known as the

Bowery stuff and the apache dance combined. They
are kind of hard boiled and the gent socks the lady

plenty with that big hand of his. However, that

outfit does its stuff all right and the crowd comes
through with plenty of applause.

Ross and Edwards make a hit because they have a

lot of wise cracks that are subtle and keep the crowd
laughing. There ought to be more of these fellows

on the Wisconsin program instead of clog dancers.

The boys are dressed in duck outfits with a pale blue

and light brown coat, so you can imagine the near
sighted people getting their glasses farther up on
their nose to see right.

The Torney Girls come on for a dance that is real

srappy. They have red and white plumy costumes
and snap through a dance that is plenty difficult.

The program was snappy all the way through and
the crowd liked it.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending March 16

At the Wisconsin this week we greet a new master
of ceremonies, genial Al Lyons who hails from the

sunny clime of California. In order to greet him
properly the stage of the Wisconsin is all decked out

to resemble a villa in California, white walls, clinging
vines, etc., and in the distance the long rows of

orange bushes stretching far hack to the high moun-
tains in the rear, and above the mountains shows the
clear, blue sky for which California is famous. It's

a darn good setting and goes over big with the audi-

ence.

Lyons, a likely chap, who knows his stuff, comes
forth and gives a little speech, saying he's glad to be

Chicago Tower
Week Ending March 15

This week's stageshow is called "Tulip Time" and
is the same unit that played Chicago Oriental several

weeks ago. With the exception of a band number
and one act the show remains the same. The or-

chestra for the first part of the show remained in

the pit and Eddie Perry conducted the music while

Lou Kosloff was the master of ceremonies and kept

up the interest of the show by his smart remarks.

We wish to state here that since Kosloff has been

given more cooperation he is one of the most peppy
bandleaders in town and has surrounded himself with

a bunch of good musicians who know how to procure
music from their instruments. The band played a

medley of tunes with solos offered by Sonny Allen.

Lou Storey and Jack Laurie. Kosloff also favored

with a violin solo of "Lover Come Back to Me."
theme song of "The New Moon." It is appropriate

at this time to mention that Kosloff plays the violin

with considerable feeling and splendid technique and
is probably one of the best soloists on the presenta-

tion stage today.

The acts on the bill were Grace Doro, the pianist

entertainer, Nick Lang and a comic who was very

good. In the finale Nick Lang was given more
leeway in displaying his acting ability and put over

BERNARDCOWHAM
Making: Wnrlitzer "Whoopee" All Over

LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK.
Now Alternating: Between the New

RADIO-KEITH-ORPHEUM THEATRE,
FLUSHING, L. I., and the

MADISON THEATRE, BROOKLYN

JULIA DAWN
The Golden Voiced Organist

Now Featured

at

SHEA'S BUFFALO
THEATRE

BUFFALO, N. Y.

lewWhite
Chief Organist

£1
Back with the "ROXY GANG'

Exclusive Brunswick Artist

the theme of the show with considerable zest. Who-
ever wrote the song called "It Happened In Holland"
had a cute idea and surrounded it with appropriate
costumes and scenery. Although this show was
reported at the last performance during the week
when few were in the audience it nevertheless got
quite a representative hand and also proved that
Kosloff is the box office favorite here each week. Henri
A. Keates at the organ helped put a climax at the
finale when the orchestra and organ played the
special tune.

Seattle Seattle
Week Ending March 8

"Bars and Stripes" stage presentation was far in
advance of former Publix stage productions. Gould
Girls had good routine dancing that scored. Followed
by Roy Chaney superior tenor voice which landed.
Two boys with much good dancing were Reed and

Duthers, can make spot anytime. Phil Lampkin's
"Glad Rag Doll," helped by his trumpet were especi-

ally good. The Dennis Girls, three ferns know their

harmony and two numbers clicked. Lamberti with
xylophone also. Number led into finale with pretty
picture effect.

Proceeding presentation overture staged by Manager
Bob Blair. Seattle grand orchestra under Arthur
Clausen played "Robespierre" during which picture
made on stage with twenty people. Scored heavily.
Ron and Don at organ with "Sun Is at My Window"
given heavy hand.

Kansas City Pontages
Week Ending March 15

Merit and variety were plentiful in the stage pro-
gram at the Pantages theatre, the program openers
being Heller and Lorraine, who are two of the pret-
tiest girls, to use the words of one critic, that have
been seen on the Pantages stage in some time. They
sing and dance well, playing the violin as well as
whistling, which should be variety enough for one act.

The Six Amxellos are a youthful group of tumblers
who do not allow one second of time to go to waste
during their act. Jack Russell & Company present
an elaborate headline act, "The Dixie Stompers,"
dancing in blackface. Russell is a handsome young
fellow who got his 6tart with Eddie Leonard.
Mack and Stanton, the jailor and the hobo, offer

a bit of comic dialogue, then a song, then some more
dialogue. Louie Charninsky and his Pantages orches-
tra render popular selections as the overture.

Detroit Capitol
Week Ending March 15

Del Delbridge, that most popular master of cere-
monies at the Capitol, opened the golf season this
week with a country club frolic entitled "Fore."
El Cleve, who calls himself a "Xylly-xylophonist,"
sliced away right merrily at his instrument, extract-
ing much harmony from his tunes and much applause
from his audiences.
Clemons and Marcy, legomaniacs if there ever was

such a word, went dancing on the green to the
pccompaniment of more salvos of applause and Bar-
nett and Clark who, to continue in keeping1 with the
golf setting, called themselves "birdies," warbled and
danced in an oh so pleasing manner.
The attractive Capitol Girls, dressed of course as

caddy-ettes, had some nice dance routines and Del
and his merry troupe of musicians were right there
with tuneful music. Del, in whom we detected some-
thing of a slump not long ago. has recovered his
old time pep and is pleasing as ever on the stage.
Emil Hollander conducted the Capitol Symphony

Orchestra in a rendition of "La Giaconda."

«V0 Wi»
SOLO ORGANIST <J

Being Featured at the

R-K-O
KENMORE THEATRE

BROOKLYN
New York
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New York Paramount
Week Ending March 15

The Paramount pit orchestra led by one of the most

popular leaders in the country. David Rubinoff, offered

a "Collection of Beloved Songs of Sunny Italy," as

this week's overture. Rubinoff played a violin solo of

"il Solo Mio" that was very touching. He was
accorded a very fine hand, as were the orchestra.

The C. A. Niggemeyer stageshow. "Happy-go
Lucky" followed. Ted Claire (billed as the Joy Boy
of Broadway) first introduced Bobby Agnew (well

known motion picture actor) who sang "Look For a

Horseshoe" as the Twelve Ballet Girls offered a

snappy routine. The two Aubrey Sisters, in doll

dresses sang, danced and finished with a doll dance,

in which they used two small dolls. They were very

well received.

Al Norman, announced a song, but instead of sing-

ing, he did one of the most eccentric dances ever

witnessed in a presentation house. He worked ; n

perfect ease and gracefulness and it earned him an

encore in which he did a "Subway Dance" and his

impression of a colored cabaret dancer.

Bobby Agnew, and Aubrey Sisters, sang and
danced, with the ballet and six white ponies as a

background. This received a good hand. The Three

Swifts, comedy club jugglers, offered an act that is

unique in presentation houses. Their work was
smooth, humorous and well liked by this audience.

A horseshoe that .•urrounded the orchestra, rose dis-

closing a set of stairs, down which the ballet entered

the stage to do a neat routine.

The Aubrey Sisters followed with a high-kicking

and acrobatic routine that was well done and received

a good hand. This fine show closed with a song and
dance by Bobby Agnew and the Aubrey Sisters, as

the ballet entered with the ponies and formed a pretty

picture.

New Orleans Saenger
Week Ending March 9

A wow of a show, is the opinion of the thousands

who elbowed their way into the Florentine palace of

splendors to welcome Ray Teal, the new personality

let.der. Castro Carazo, leader of the Saenger grand
orchestra just returned from a three months' visit to

South and Central America, and the Publix unit.

"High Hat" with Art Frank a "sugar daddy," one
of the few really good comedians seen and heard in

this city for many a month.
Art Frank impersonates a 71-year young codger

who visits a night club and shows the girls how to

shake a wicked hoof after seeing sights he never

dared dream of at home.
Margie Barton, a comely lass, sings and dances her

way into the hearts of the audience and made a hit.

To use the language of the drug store hanger-on
"Margie is & peach," as is Barbara Vernon, of an
entirely different type—not the peach, but the char-

acter—and both should be on the so-called "big time."

Tom Ross and Victor Henry have good voices and
know how to use them to advantage. The eight

• tarn by Girls, who compose the chorus—fifty-fifty

blondes and brunettes—know how to wear their

clothes, that is the few they have, can dance like

blazes and wear shoes on their feet and hands. They
have the revival of the chorus of the "Black Crook"
staged this week in New York beat four ways from
the ace—the writer has witnessed the original.

Ray Teal, the new personality leader is a regular

he-man. has good clothes, makes his announcements
distinctly, handles the stage band as it should be.

sings well, and up to date has not attempted to mur-
der the saxophone, but is suffering from a severe

attack of jumperittes. Ray is from Texas where
they don't stand still ; some part of his body is wig-

gling all the time—too much pep or jazz. Too bad.

and he's so young.
Castro Carazo conducts "La Rosita" a medley of

Spanish airs which is soothing and restful. A feature

this week is Los Morenos, Spanish dancers direct

from Havana, who do some wonderful steps. The film

i = Douglas Fairbanks in "The Iron Mask." a sound
picture which w-a* well received.

Jersey City Stanley
Week Ending March 15

As a special added attraction, this week. Lee Dun-
can and his world famous dog. Rin-Tin-Tin in person

offered "Fifteen Minutes in Hollywood." This was
in the form of a short motion picture taken from
many pictures this wonderful dog has played in.

Duncan, appears on the stage and tells of Rin-Tin-

Tin's life history, incidently part of his own, also.

The dog then makes his bow and fulfills the wish of

all the youngsters in the audience. Rin is ten years

old and has been starred in pictures for eight years.

A novel film short subject showing Marty May, the

Stanley's new master of merriment, in the act of

winging his way to Jersey City in an airplane,

aroused the enthusiasm of the audience to a high

pitch, so much so that when he did make his per-

sonal appearance in the Harry W. Crull production

"The Northwest Mounted." he was accepted as an

old time favorite.

This stage show opened in a fine forest scene, as

the orchestra boys in mounted police uniforms played

an introductory chorus and the Adda Kaufman Girls,

as squaws sang. Marty May made a fine appearance

in his uniform as he entered to a nice reception

while singing the band tune.

Then in a clear and distinct voice, announced a

"Totem Pole Dance" by the Kaufman Girls. The

girls, in vivid colored costumes, representing totem

poles offered a unique and novel dance. May next

conducted his orchestra through a fine arrangement

of "Blossoms" with a vocal chorus sung by Ethal

Pyne. He then played a violin solo of "Souvenir"

as the musicians inject comedy into it by playing a

"hot" tune. June Korle sang, pleasingly. "I'll Never

Ask For More" and "If I Had You." She offered her

second choruses in a trick voice, but only received a

fair hand.
Two young fellows. The DeCarlos Brothers, re-

ceived a good hand for their "drunk" interpretations

and tumbling stunts. The next act introduced by

Marty May, as the backwoodsmen lacked the neces-

sary costume but offered a novel musical specialty

that received a fair hand. They were Moore and

Evans. The new band leader then announced "A
Song Story." next, as a band arrangement, a scrim

curtain on which cloud effects appeared, was then

lowered and Ethal Pyne, in beautiful Indian costume,

sang "The Indian Love Call." The DeCarlos Brothers

and the Ballet, all in Indian costumes were on for a

specialty pose.

Dixon and Morelli, two Italian Indians, followed

with Italian character 60ngs. which won them a fine

hand. The finale was effectively done, with a forest

fire scene in which the ballet were featured as wood

sprites. A very fine show, but a little too long.

Marty May, from all appearances has already made
himself a favorite here in his new role.

New Haven Olympia
Week Ending March 13

"Fore" a Boris Petroff Publix revue was the fea-

tured stage attraction for the week. Alex Morrison,

well known trick golf shot headed the stage cast with

his specialty. The revue had a slight plot with

Brian MacDonald, tenor and Olive Faye, ingenue

playing the leads. Cliff Crane was comic relief and

all were fine each doing a specialty as well as singing

the special 6ongs and dances. Wilton Crawley, col-

ored performer from "Blackbirds" stopped the show

cold with his clarinet playing while doing a dance

with contortions. Ken Whitmer and the stagehand

did their usual band number this week it being "A
Precious Little Thing Called Love."

Chicago Stratford
Week Ending March 20

Cookie and Gingersnaps continue to click here and
this week's show presented the following artists

:

Bob Hope as master of ceremonies. Madeline, a girl

with a voice that was trained as well as a pet dog,

Phil and Fred Villian, outstanding number on the

program. The pair were imitators of Italian imi-

grants. Their singing of "A Ship That Never Comes
In" won them fine applause. Flo and Ellien Waters,

another laugh cracking couple. They took an encore.

Rice and Shirley, comedians and clever dancers,
were next and the i>air offered some fine entertain-

ment. Dave Rice, the male part of the act, played
a hot mouth organ and received a nice hand for

his offering. Shirley, his partner, was quite

versatile herself. She kept right up with her partner
in a fast dance and also played a mandolin. The
pair took an encore.

Cookie and his band played "Some of These Days"
and these fellows sure can play like nobody's busi-

ness. The orchestra consists of ten members and
is one of the hottest in the city for its size. The
drummer (the Stratford should feel proud of him)
is about the most popular member of the band and
always gets a hand when he sings. The funny part
about it, the Stratford is wise and lets him sing
only once in a while. At least it seems that way.
Don't over do these things and he'll hit.

Cookie, the new band leader, is proving his popu-
larity and no doubt won himself a steady directing
job there. Bob Hope is all right but lacks the stuff

they want here. They still miss Ted Leary, the fel-

low who was born in the hearts of the Stratford
patrons.

Even without the main attraction of long ago, the
Stratford is hanging on and pulling them in. They
always have a few good acts of vaudeville and this

helps.

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending March 8

Ed Lowry presented "Topsy Turvy" on the stage.
The cast included Ferrey Corwey, musical clown

:

Phelps Twins, dancing team, and Maceo Thomas, who
introduced a new kind of hurdle dance. Dave Silver-

man and his orchestra surprised with a double quartet

recruited from the ranks of the Ambassador staff.

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending March 8

Eddie Peabody presented "Spice of 1929" as his

stage offering. Leonid Leonardo's orchestral presen-

tation was woven around Victor Herbert's melodies.

He called it "Herbertania." Carl McCullough fur-

nished most of the Spice for Peabody's stage show.

Maureen and Sonny, dancers, and Caffery and Miller

with their acrobatic clowning were also very spicy.

Community Organ Novelties

LEONARD M. SALVO
Featured Organist

GATEWAY THEATRE, KENOSHA, WISCONSIN

THE DEMURE

WALLACE SISTERS
Two Litrfe "Turnovers"

TOURING PUBLIX IX "COOLING OFF" UNIT
NOW AT THE PENX THEATRE, PITTSBURGH, PA.
THANKS TO MAX TURNER AND NAT KALCHEIM

William Morris Agency

Jim Thomas
Featured Organist

Now at

Proctor's 86th St. Theatre, New York City

UNIFORMS SSiSST COSTUMES S2£SS»» BROOKS ta?.sr
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WILLIAM (BILLY) WRIGHT
Billy Wright was born in Liverpool. England, in

July 1906. When he was seven years of age, his

father decided to move his family to "The Land

of Promise" America, where the chances for educa-

tion and success were much better than in England,

especially for the poorer classes.

* * «

So in the year 1913 little Billy found himself liv-

ing in St. Louis. Mo. He has two brothers, one his

twin and the other four years his senior. His father

decided at that time that one of hie sons should be

a musician so he bought a piano and Billy, who

seemed to be more musically inclined than his broth-

ers, was selected to be the artist of the family.

• * *

After studying piano for four years the family moved

to Kansas City where Billy's inclination and desire

to play the pipe organ asserted itself. He studied

the organ for two years and at the age of 14 he was

playing at St. Ann's Church in Kansas City. Al-

though playing at the church. Billy was still going

to school, but found it necessary to leave school to

go to work because of financial circumstances at

home. Still playing the organ at St. Ann's Church

at night and on Sundays. Billy got a job in a print-

ing establishment as delivery boy and stayed there

fcur years, during which time he had learned the

trade. Ali this time, however, he still studied organ

and piano, paying his own tuition and helping to

support his family.
* * *

At 18 years of age he decided to Quit the printing

business and go into the music game in earnest.

He got his first chance as legitimate piano player

and organist at the Strand theatre at Chillicothe,

Mo. The salary was $25 a week, which was con-

sidered fairly good in those days, and better than

that—it was a start! He managed to live on $15.00

each week, depriving himself of even food at times

so that he could send the remainder of his salary

home to his mother.
* « «

After four months at the Strand theatre, the

manager quit on short notice and the owner asked

Billy if he could handle the managerial duties along

with his organ playing. He said he would do his

best, so he was given the opportunity. Another
year of hard work and long hours followed but the

answer was that Billy Wright had made good!
* • *

From the Strand theatre in Chillicothe, Billy went
to the Newman theatre in Kansas City where he was
assistant organist up until the summer of 1926. He
then made a tour of the Midland Circuit of Theatre
as guest organist for Mr. M. B. Shandberg. In

October, 1927, the new Loew's Midland theatre opened

in Kansas City and Billy was given the position as

assistant organist there. It wasn't long before he

was promoted to solo organiEt at that house and is

now in his second year in this berth.

William (Billy) Wright is one of the youngest
sclo organists in America today, and has the reputa-

tion for being a very clever showman and an
efficient organist. He has made thousands of friends

for himself at the Midland and is slated to remain
there as solo organist for a long time.

LARRY SPIER.

ORGAN SOLOS
Fred Kinsley (New York Proctor's 58th St.) Kins-

ley, director of organists for Radio-Keith-Orpheum
was guest organist at this hou£e, and offered one of

the most novel organ solos yet witnessed by this

reporter. A trailer announced the "Due-Unique," an
original organ novelty by Fred Kinsley. Then Fred
and Alan Moran, a well known pianist, with a

Steinway Duo-Art piano comprised the duo. Kinsley,

at the organ opened with "Rhapsody in Blue" fol-

lowed by Moran, who was seen through a scrim,

playing a cadenza of "Rhapsody in Blue." They both
played "Blue Shadows" together. The curtain parted,

disclosing the Duo-Art reproducing piano which
played a cadenza of "Rhapsody in Blue." Kinsley and
the Duo-Art then played the popular 2nd movement of

"Rhapsody in Blue." Moran followed with an intro-

ductory of "St. Louis Blues." The Duo Art, playing a
roll made by Moran, joined in, as did Kinsley at the
organ. Kinsley's dialogue, about the audience enjoying
their experiment, was interrupted by the Duo-Art, play-

ing "How About Me." Kinsley answered it and it fol-

lowed with "I'll Get By," which it played wrong.
Kinsley then shot at it with a cap pistol and it

played "I Faw Down an' Go Boom" and finished

with a funeral dirge. The comedy over, Kinsley and
Moran finished with a fine rendition of the "Doll
Dance."

Lew White (New York Roxy) has returned to this

house as its chief organist after an absence of nearly

a year. During this year, he had devoted most of

his time to teaching organ music and also broad-
casting and recording. White's first solo, after get-

ting back in the fold, was offered as a straight spot

stunt, and featured "Theme Songs of the Photoplay."
As the console rose, White played an introductory

number of the "Fan Fare." following this with a
modulation into "Lover, Come Back." Two other
famous theme songs, "Marie" and "Precious Little

Thing, Called Love" followed by "Lover, Come Back"
and played with full organ as the final punch closed

this fine arrangement.

Arlo Hults (Brooklyn Kenmore) offered a pleasing

solo that consisted of a fine variety of fox trot,

ballad and dance numbers. He called his solo,

"Gypsy Melodies." Arlo used six title slides, opening
with "The Second Hungarian Rhapsody." The bal-

ance of the numbers were "Gypsy," "Gypsy Sweet-
heart" and "Play, Gypsy, Dance Gypsy." Hults
closed with a pedal cadenza with the spotlight on
his feet. This was very well done and received the

wholehearted response of the audience.

Jack Taylor {Newark Branford) offered a clever

community stunt called "A Singing Rodeo." Special

slides with very clever lyrics helped everyone to sing.

The program consisted of the following numbers,
"The Sun Is at My Window," -"Carolina Moon," "Me
And the Man In the Moon," "Lonely Nights" and
"Where the 9hy Little Violets Grow." During the
playing of each comedy slide. Jack played "Pony
Boy." He got a nice reception.

Harold Reider (Jersey City Stanley) played an
original musical novelty, which he calls, "My Ad-
ventures Wr

ith a Tune." In this clever stunt, Reider
conveys the idea that the melody of "Yes. We Have
No Bananas" has been so impressed on his mind,
that he has difficulty in playing a number without
inserting bits of the "Banana" song. "Spring Song,"
"Minuet in G," "Blue Danube Waltz," "Funeral
March," "Tannhouser," "Sousa's March," each have
bits of "Yes, We Have No. Bananas" interpolated.

"The Man Who Put Community
Singing on the Map"

BEST SELLERS
Week Ending March 16

No. I
"Carolina Moon"—(Joe Morris).

No. 2
"Precious Little Thing Called Love"—

fRemick).
No. 3

"Dream Train"—(Milton Weil).
No. 4

"Where Is the Song of Songs for Me"
—(Berlin).

No. 5
"Weary River"—(Berlin).

"Song I Love"—(De Sylva, Brown
& Henderson).
"Marie"— (Berlin).

"Sweethearts on Parade"—(Milton
Weil).
"Sweetheart of All My Dreams"—

(Shapiro-Bernstein ).

No. 6
"Lover Come Back to Me"—(Rob-

bins).

"Glad Rag Doll"—(Ager, Yellen &
Bornstein).
"Avalon Town"—(Sherman Clay).

No. 7
"My Mother's Eyes"—(Leo Feist).

"Where the Shy Little Violets Grow"—(Remick).
"If I Had You"—(Robbins).

No. 8
" M akin' Whoopee"—(Donaldson,

Douglas & Gumble).
"Button Up Your Overcoat"—(De

Sylva Brown & Henderson).
"I Faw Down an Go Boom"—(Don-

aldson, Douglas & Gumble).
* * #

EVERYTHING I DO I DO FOR YOU—(Shapiro-

Bernstein & Co.)—All the little girls in the picture

houses have hopped on this song. Perfect for doing
about ten choruses with the master of ceremonies.
By Al Sherman, Abner Silver and Al Lewis.

* * *

SUNBONNET DAYS—(Grossman & Lewis)—An old

fashioned type of song pretty and well written. By
Bernie Grossman, E. Clinton Keithley and Guy
Lombardo.

* * *

I'M KA-RAZY FOR YOU— (Irving Berlin, Inc.)—
This song was started when one of the writers, the

famous Al Jolson, sang it on the radio. Is clever

and should sell. By Al Jolson, Billy Rose and Dave
Dreyer.

* * *

A SMILE, A KISS— (Chappell-Harms, Inc.)—

A

waltz song of the better class which is very appro-
priate for this type of publisher to work on. Words
by Ricardo Durmo, music by Joseph Nussbaum.

* * *

MAMMY'S LULLABY— (Milton Weil Music Co.)—
A beautiful waltz number by new writers and by the

way, five of them. Is a big radio number and al-

ready selling. Words by Al Carmeron and Julis

Seidor, music by Pete Bontsema, Julius Peto and
Marty Jacobi.

* * *

IN 1933—(Remick Music Corp.)—The first song on
the market about the Chicago World's Fair. Written
by three local boys. Having the jump on every one
else, this song should sell to those who are always
looking for novelty songs. By Ward Perry, Jack
Laughlin and Walter Hirsch.

* * *

LADY DIVINE— (M. Witmark & Sons)—The theme
song of the new First National picture Lady Divine.

One writer is the famous orchestra leader and Victor

artist, Nat Shilkret. Co-writer Richard Kountz.
* * »

GOODNESS GRACIOUS GRACIE— (Bibo Lang,
Inc.)—A cute idea about a bashful boy and his

sweetheart. Very clever with a suitable tune. By
Charles Abbott, Dave Casern and Dale Wimbrow.

Have You Sent Yours?
Larry Spier is exceptionally pleased with the

results of the search for organists' biographies.

In fact Larry writes us that biographies are

coming in in large lots and wants us to assure

each and every one that they will appear in

his column "Up and Down the Alley" as soon

as possible and in the order in which they are

received.

I would appreciate the cooperation of each

and every reader of this publication by send-

ing in their biographies as early as they pos-

sibly can. In doing so sufficient time will be

given to each one for editing and the neces-

sary revision before they appear in print.

I know this is a fine service and that every

reader, in addition to the organists, will enjoy

this information that may be a valuable refer-

ence for future use.
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Making the Novel Make the Film Succeed
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An ad of the Lincoln theatre in Trenton,

N. J. There is a wealth of attractive

material here—but too much. The eye

is overburdened and does not read. But
what do you think?

Unusual Tie-up Chance

In Lois W ilsons Election

Theatre owners in towns where there are

women's colleges will find a chance for

profitable exploitation in the recent election

of Lois Wilson to Beta Sigma Omnicron. A
special college night sponsored by the so-
rority in these towns will be easily arranged
in connection with Warner Brothers' "On
Trial," "Conquest," "Kid Gloves," "Stark
Mad" and other pictures in which Miss
Wilson appears.

Colleges where there are chapters are in

Greenville, S. C, Jackson, Miss., Madison,
Wis., Bloomington, Ind., Lexington, Ky.,
Bloomington, 111., Los Angeles, Cal., Jack-
son, Miss., Albuquerque, N. M., Oxford.
Miss., Evanston, 111., Champaign, 111., Bates-
ville. Ark., Oxford, O., and Indianola, la.

DO tie-ups with book shops pay the

I exhibitor? Is it worth a show-

man's time and effort to take

advantage of window and advertising

tie-ups offered on motion picture pro-

ductions from published works? Frank

Rinehart. sales promotion manager for

Doubleday Doran. is convinced from ex-

perience that they do.

"This is an age of high-pressure sales-

manship. And more so, perhaps, in the mo-
tion picture business than in any other. The
time element in picture exhibition makes this

so.

"In the marketing of other products, time

is not so essential a factor. Even the style

market lacks the pace of the picture indus-

try. It has at least three months to run its

course. But in pictures the show is here to-

day and gone tomorrow. Therefore, sale^

pressure must be applied at its highest, most

intense peak. You must hit hard, fast and

comprehensively. You must cover every

avenue of sales approach with lightning

speed and reach every potential theatre goer

within the radius of your theatre. And you
must reach them convincingly.

Key Novel Releases

"It is for these very reasons that the book
tie-up appeals with such force to exhibitors.

In the first place, we key the release of our

novels to the release dates of pictures. We
see that the book shop is supplied with suffi-

cient copies of the book from which the film

is made sufficiently in advance of the showing
of the picture to arrange a striking window
display. The bookseller is supplied also with

advertising material, window cards, ideas for

novel displays which tie up with the picture,

sell the book and stop the passerby. He is,

in other words, all set to give the theatre

management lightning service, the high-pres-

sure cooperation which he desires.

"The fact that the story has been thought
worthy of publication is an added sales force

for the picture. It carries conviction to the
potential seatbuyer, always a clinching ele-

ment in sales. And the large sales that

Doubleday Doran have had from many of
the novels which we have published in con-

Hypnotist Creates Local
Interest and Draws Crowd

(Special to the Herald-WorXd)

MILWAUKEE, March 19.—Frank
Cook, manager of the Juneau theatre,

recently got a hypnotist to put a per-
son to sleep on the stage of the thea-
tre and also put another to sleep in a

local store window. The result was a

lot of increased interest in that par-
ticular section of the city and the
house was crowded for two nights.

THIS WEEK

, Oecr^e
Bancroft

AD-Talkin?

Picture

WITH BAC1A50VA
HA5CY CAEEOLL

Talking '
" - j - !

'

Another theatre ad from Trenton. N. ]..

this one being a display of the Stacy,

which shows a clean-cut arrangement.

junction with their filming, have undoubtedly
had a profitable effect on box offices.

"Book shop tie-ups lend an element of dis-

tinction to the exploitation of any picture

which cannot be overlooked by any theatre

showing worthy product. And remember that

the salesmen of these book shops are in-

structed to advise their patrons to see the pic-

ture as well as buy the book.

"Syncopation" Tie-Up Cited

"As an example of what we do to promote
the sales of both books and pictures, let me
cite just a few of our activities on "Syn-
copation," R K O's all-talking, all-singing mo-
tion picture, filmed from Gene Markey's
novel, "Stepping High." We issued a large

press sheetsize promotion sheet to all our

book dealers, thousands of them throughout

the country, which contained sales matter on
both the book and picture. We reproduced

on this sheet newspaper advertisements run-

ning from three-inch single column space to

quarter-page size. In the ads we played up
both the title of the book and the picture.

This press-sheet also went forward to mo-
tion picture theatre managers who are ad-

vised to work with their local bookseller.

Ideas for window displays, forceful slogans,

cuts, mats, etc, are liberally supplied our

dealers.

"We have found that it pays the bookseller

to tie up with the exhibitor. And we have had
numberless assurances from theatres that

bookstore tie-ups have paid them.
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"Weary River"Exploition Shows
The Great Value of Thoroughness

Because of its thoroughness and effectiveness, the Pittsburgh exploitation cam-

paign on "Weary River." the First National-Vitaphone special starring Richard

Barthelmess, deserves particular attention. The picture opened at the Grand

theatre February 21, and is now in its fourth week of record-breaking business.

The phenomenal success being scored by "Weary River" in this engagement is

attributed in no small degree to the campaign devised and executed by Harold

B. Dygert and his assistant. Larry Jacobs, of the Stanley-Davis-Clark organization.

The scale of prices for the Grand during the engagement of "Weary River"'

was 25 cents higher than that of any other picture house in town.

The Pittsburgh Press conducted a review-

contest during the seven days preceding and
following the opening of the picture. This

meant a story with art every day and hundreds
of contributions from the readers of the Press.

Five prizes were awarded, $50. $25, $15, $10

and $5. The winning reviews were selected

by a committee of judges comprising well-

known Pittsburgh citizens.

Bread Firm Ties Up

Through a tie-up with Burry's Bread, 500

window cards were distributed throughout
the city and sixty full-sheet cards were car-

ried on 30 trucks of the Burry Company
Fourteen thousand inserts were wrapped in

packages of the bread and an amount of free

tickets.

The Standard Talking Machine Company,
Victor distributors, which reports "Weary
River" as the best-selling record of the season,

arranged 60 window displays in the shops of
dealers. Streamers announcing the engage-
ment of the picture at the Grand were used
in all windows.
The Majestic Radio contributed eight full

windows in the downtown district, using five-

foot cut-outs of Barthelmess standing in front

of a "mike." Forty Majestic dealers in

Allegheny County cooperated in a full-page

Sunday ad featuring "Weary River" in news-
papers.

Before the opening and during the weeks
following, radio stations WCAE, KQY,
KOKA and WJS gave the "Weary River"
song a big play. Also it is being sung in the

night clubs of Pittsburgh.

Other Houses Help

The Gulf Refining Company distributed 50,-

000 throwaways and placed 200 cards at the

stations of the company. The Postal Tele-

graph Company placed a branch office in the

lobby of the theatre displaying wires con-
gratulating Barthelmess on the success of his

performance and suggesting that patrons wire
their friends to be sure to see "Weary River."

The "Weary River" talking trailer was used
at the Stanley, whereas an organlogue with

scenes from the nroduction attracted much at-

tention at the Enright theatre. Loud speak-

ers carrying trie "Wearv River" melody were
used in front of the Grand.
Ten thousand "Weary River" cards were

distributed in the Pittsburgh hotels, and at

Kramer's restaurant, one. of the most popular

eating places in Pittsburgh, the "Weary River"
announcement was carried on the back of the

menus. Old Virginia restaurant put out
"Weary River" chocolates in a special box.

The coming of the picture to the Grand was
announced by means of trailers in the ten

suburban houses under the Stanley manage-
ment.

The billing for the picture covered the city

and suburban towns with 100 block 24-sheets

and 49 lithograph 24-sheets. One thousand
one-sheets and one thousand two-sheets, spe-

cially prepared for the engagement, were
posted at advantageous points.

Charity Wins Good Will

For Milwaukee Manager
(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, March 19.—Emil Frank,
manager of the State theatre, is admitting free

of charge 25 orphan boys and girls from the

Jewish orphanage, each Friday night. This
charitable act is one of the type which has

been creating much good will for the Mil-
waukee Theatre circuit, owners of the State

theatre.

NoAdult Without Child

Peps "SonnyBoy"Run
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19—A new angle to
the Saturday morning matinee idea has been
applied at the Warner Brothers theatre to

the Vitaphone special starring Davey Lee,
"Sonny Boy." "No adult admitted without a
child" is the slogan for the series of extra
performances which Warner Brothers is put-
ting on to cater to juvenile customers.
A special price scale is in effect at these

times, every seat in the house selling for one
dollar. An autographed photograph of Davey
is presented to each child who attends the
morning matinee. The innovation of such a

performance for "Sonny Boy" is resulting in

a big extra revenue in week-end business, in-

asmuch as this Vitaphone attraction has an
unusual appeal to youngsters on account of its

four-year-old-star.

Public Highways Used

To Aid "Trail ofW
(Special to the Herald-World)

OKLAHOMA CITY, March 19.—Two
hundred highway markers on the four
arterial highways leading into Oklahoma
City, were part of an exploitation campaign
waged by Pat McGee, manager of the
Capitol theatre, on "The Trail of '98."

The markers consisted of half-sheet cards
attached to stakes, with an arrow pointing
in the direction of the city. Five days in

advance of the showing, a question and
answer contest was started, assisted by spe-
cial stories and layouts in the two daily
papers. Three thousand book marks, 2,000
coat hangers and heralds were passed out
in the various office buildings. Coopera-
tive music tie-ups were arranged along with
store window displays. During the play-
date, a sound trailer was run at the Cri-
terion, the other Publix house.

Effective Campaign On
"The Canary Murder Case"

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILW AUKEE, March 19—Cliff Gill of the

publicity department of Fox Theatres, and
manager Wallace James of the Wisconsin
theatre, recently put over a very' effective

campaign on "The Canary Murder Case."
Advertising in both English and foreign

language newspapers got the home play to

many people, as well as book tie-ups with a
large chain drug company and stationery-

stores. Trailers run in each of the local Fox
theatres, and broadcasting over the local radio

station, resulted in some very nice business.

Unique Novelty Used for

Exploiting "Wild Orchids"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19—A unique
novelty which is proving a big seller in

connection w ith the campaign in M G M s

"Wild Orchids" is a cardboard orchid to

be pinned in a coat lapel. "Wild Orchids"
is starring Greta Garbo and was directed by
Sidney Franklin.

These cardboard orchids are five-leaved,

light lavender in color and have the billing,

"Greta Garbo in 'Wild Orchids,' a Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Picture," with one blank
leaf left for the theatre billing.

Joins Visugraphic
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 19.^John Gardiner

has been appointed director of publicity for

Visugraphic Pictures, Inc. He was formerly

a resident of Ottawa, Ont., and Montreal. In

Quebec he w as prominent in newspaper circles.

A girls' basketball tram ictts an exploitation of Colleen Moore's "Lilac Time" when it

showed at the Central theatre in Neiv York. Philadelphia Jack O'Brien tells the usherettes
hoic to score.
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, in-

formation and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through
the Box Office Window"

GENTLEMEN. BE SEATED

Ail MONC the breaks I have enjoyed for a

good many years I have counted high the good

fortune which has exempted me, until now.

from the death-dealing urbanity of Mr. Roy W.
Adams* typewriter. If you have read Mr.

Adams" letter on page 62 of last week's issue

—

and if you haven't, you've missed something

—

you undoubtedly could see me squirm. For

Mr. Adams is past master of the attack dilatory,

of adjectival precision and—most important

—

of weighty logic lightly laid down. I have been

his constant and somewhat envious reader for

all these years.

But I do not believe that Mr. Adams" dis-

approval of my remarks pertaining to Herr Von
Stroheim's costly picture is so deeply grounded

as he makes it sound. Specifically, Mr. Adams
attributes to what he terms "dollar mark pub-

licity" a proposal pending in the Michigan

legislature to tax his and other cinema admis-

sion tickets exhorbitantly. The rate of tax is

33 1/3 per cent on fifteen-cent tickets and 20

per cent tax on twenty-five-cent ticket*. 1 I

shudder to think how much the designer of the

bill would consider a fair rake-off on a Ziegfeld

Follies admission.)

I think Mr. Adams has been hasty in con-

cluding that the proposal in question ha- origin

in dollar mark publicity. It is too extreme, too

"nutty" if I may use the vernacular, to have

emanated from any source so relatively civil-

ized. I should rather suspect the legislator

sponsoring the bill, whose name I know not, of

wishing to be paid off • as we hear it phrased

in Chicago) or of simply having lost that more
or less prevalent blessing known everywhere as

reason. What I mean is. I don't think a guv

who could frame a racket like that bill is the

kind of a guy who needs dollar mark publicity

or any other sort of foundation to base it on.

On the other hand. I think even Mr. Adams
will admit that a great deal of the success of

show business in general is dependent upon the

glamor thrown about it. And that, whether we
like it or not, idle braggery about great plenti-

tude of money has been the most reliable pro-

ducer of glamor ever since show business was

a kid. And that not even a Michigan legislature

—which is putting it strongly, if all we hear

of its life-for-a-pint law is true—can be shown
the hole in the doughnut of dollar mark pub-

licity, if indeed the majority of its constituents

do not already know that all expense-sheets

unfurled from Hollywood are not pure gold.

But I am not disheartened by Mr. Adams'
letter. For immediately following it on the

By T, O. Service

page is another from the likewise literate Mr.

George Benson. And Mr. Benson says I'm not

so bad. I echo, "Thanks." and call the week
a draw.

"IN OLD ARIZONA"

P AN you imagine a man of my years, ex-

perience and resultant impatience making
four trips to a theatre to see a picture? Well.

I couldn't either. But that'- what happened.

The theatre being McYicker-. which hasn't

done such bu-iness since 1925. and the picture

being "In Old Arizona." But here's the real

kick: I finally went to -ee it at eleven o'clock

in the morning. And, even then. I had to stand

in line for fifteen minutes!

Now if you're not in the habit of going to

picture show.- at that unreasonable hour in the

morning, and I -incerely hope you're not. you

can imagine my surprise at finding the picture

not merely interesting but great. Great? Mag-

nificent is a better word. And even that one

isn't good enough. I Wh> bother w ith inventing

words to name the talking picture, when there

aren't even words to describe it?)

I suppose you've read good news about the

picture before this. Possibly in this magazine.

But you've really very little information about

it until you've witnessed it. The job of telling

how good a silent picture sometime- is had

become pretty tough, but over a period of years

certain phrases had gained certain significances

that helped. The job of telling how good a

really good talking picture is is something else

again, in fact the job of describing a silent one

pins the job of describing a good stage play

plus the practically impossible job of telling

how good is the sum of these two. Frankly. I

give it up.

But I don't give up the idea of convincing

you that you ought to go somewhere and see

"In Old Arizona" if you haven't. Whether or

not you buy it for your theatre is none of my
business. Whether you see it. is. Because I

want you to know what I'm talking about as

you read this department from now on and I'm

afraid you won't if you haven't seen "In Old
Arizona." \ou won t know what I mean when
I say some actress is almost as good as Dorothy
Burgess. And you won't know why my remarks

about Warner Baxter, who until now has meant
almo>t nothing in my young paragraphs, swing

suddenly to high fervor. In fact you won't know
what I'm talking about, at all. and if that news

were to filter back somehow to the office of

publication I'd probably lose my job. i Now.
now—no fair taking advantage of that.'

"THE TRAIL OF '98"

AXJlND here, dear ones, i- where the old

master breaks down and tells all. All this time

I've been pretending to be a very old and cor-

respondingly knowing and crabbed individual.

I've even considered myself a- such, not without

the testimony of white hair on the one hand

and a broken arch on the other | w hat a mess

I made of that crack I, but I find it Un't true.

For I had no idea that the Klondike stampede

of "98 w as am thing more exciting than a lot

of prospectors going somewhere to try their

luck. What a break for me, then, to see ""The

Trail of '98." Whoops!

It seems there was a good many aspects of

the rush that didn"t get into the school books,

or the kind of histories they gave me to read,

and I -u-pect that the news was still a little

fresh for inclusion when I was at the so-called

acquisitive age. History's funny that way, isn't

it? Probably my grandson will learn more

about the world war out of a book than I did

out of a dishpan. Oh well

—

This picture called "The Trail of "98" was my
second great picture of the week under discus-

-ion and I ask you who could demand more of

a job than that? Imagine getting paid— not

much, of course, but regularly—for going of a

morning to see "In Old Arizona" and then

going the same evening to see ""The Trail of

"98"? Next to filing with J. C. Jenkins and

Phil Rand I can imagine no more satisfactory

way of spending a day. But where was I?

Oh yes, I was saying that "The Trail of "98"

is a great picture. Well, let it go double.

That is, it's a great melodrama and it's also a

great historical document. Doesn't that make

it doubly great? If it doesn't, add that it's a

great entertainment and surely that will begin

to give you an idea of it. I fear I can"t do so

otherwise.

I wonder if any of \ou folks are having this

trouble with your noun? and verbs. I suspect

so. What I mean is. are any of you finding it

difficult to rave coherently about the really

good pictures? (No trouble, of course, to rave

incoherently about the bad ones. I Well, the

-hortage of good practical descriptive sentences

has been bothering me for quite a spell now.

And yet I seem to have learned quite a num-

ber of bright, new words and phrases, too. I

trace the trouble, rather, to a lack of youthful

patience with mob resistance to idea.
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QUICK REFERENCE PICTURE CHART
Key to abbreviations used in denoting type of sound

AT—All Talking T—Talking Sequences
M—Musical Score E—Sound Effects

If the picture contains both Talking Sequences and Musical
Score, or other combinations, it is so denoted by a combination
abbreviations such as TM, ME, etc.

Key to abbreviations used in denoting the type of picture

C—Comedy F—Farce

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Released Pictures

D—Drama
R—Romance

M Melodrama
W—Western

'Mystery

Comedy-drama, Romantic comedy, etc., are denoted by a com-
bination of abbreviations.

Dates printed in the column, "Comment," are those on which
"Service Talks" were published on pictures. Dates in the column,
"New Pictures," are those on which casts and synopses were
published in the "New Pictures" department.

Sound Length Title and Players

New
Pictures

1928
5400
5300
6500

1929

6200
6200
5300

1928

5459
5818
5G49

5537
6014
5928
6267
5592
5471

592S
5540
5544

6701

6266
6465

6085
5725

6401

6443

5999
6616
5440

6464
5792

5988
ME 8193

6047
6048

5350
5472

1929

5897

5651
TME 6214

6639
TME 7394

1928

6860

5974
S904
6600

5355
5100
6000
6400

4700
6536
6600

1928
5500
5700

8300
6200

Chesterfield
Adorable Cheat (0). Lila Lee-Keefe Aug. 15

House of Shame (D), Brown-Hale Sept. 15

South of Panama (D), Gcraghty-Raquello Nov. 15

Below the Deadline. Worth-Leieh
Campus Knights. Special Cast
Circumstantial Evidence. Foster-Keefe

.

Just Off Broadway. Christy-Keith
Peacock Fan. The, Preval-Dwan

Apr. IS

Apr. 15

. Jan. 15

Feb. 15
..Mar. 15

Columbia
After the Storm (M), Gilbert-Bosworth Apr. 17

Apache, The (D), Llvlncston-Alvarado— - Nov. 19

Beware of Blondes (MD), Itevier-Matt-Moore July 1

Broadway Daddies (M). Jacqueline Logan Apr. 7

Court- Martial (D), Holt-Compson. Aug. 12
Desert Bride. The (MD), Betty Compson — Mar. 26
Driftwood (D). Alvarado-Day _ Oct. 15
Golf Widows (CD), Reynolds-Ford...- May 1

Lady Raffles (M), Taylor-Drew Jan. 25
Matinee Idol. The (MD). Love-Wallier Mar. 14
Modern Mothers (CD). Helene Chadwick June 9
Name the Woman (D). Stewart-Gordon. May 25
Nothing to Wear (CD), Logan-Von Eltz Nov. 5
Object Alimony (D), Lois Wilson-Allan Dec. 22
Power of the Press (D). Fairbanks. Jr.-RalatotL...OcL 31
Restless Youth (D), Day-Forbes Nov. 30
Runaway Girls (D), Mason-Rankin Aug. 23
Say It With Sables (D), Bushman-Chadwick July 13
Scarlet Lady, The (D), Lya De Putti Aug. 1
Sideshow. The (D). Prevost-Graves Dec. 11
Sinners Parade (MD). Varconl-Revier Sept. 14
So This Is Love (M), Mason-Collier Feb. 6
Sporting Age, The, Bennett-Herbert Mar. 2
Stool Pigeon (D). Borden-Delaney Oct. 25
Street of Illusion (D). Valli-Keith ....Sept. 3
Submarine (D). Holt-Revier Nov. 12
That Certain Thing (RD), Dana-Graves Jan. 1
Virgin Lips (D), Olive Borden...- „... Aug. 18
Wife's Relations. The (CD), Mason-Glass Jan. 13
Woman's Way. A (D). Baxter-Livingston Feb. 18

Behind Close Doors (D). Valli-Glass Feb. 24
Eternal Woman, The (D). Kordvn-Grare* Mar IS
Faker, The (D), Logan-Delaney Jan. 2
Lone Wolf's Daughter, Lytell-Olmstead Jan. 13
Quitter. The (D). Lyon-Revier ..Apr. 1

Trial Marriage. Kerry-Ellen Mar. 10
Younger Generation, The, Hersholt-Basquette Jan. 24

Excellent
A Bit of Heaven (D), Washburn-Lee -...May 15
Broken Barriers, Helene Costello Nov. 1
Daughters of Desire, Irene Rich Nov. 25
Into No Man's Land, Tom Santschl-J. Norman. ..July 15
Life's Crossroads, Hulette Hamilton Oct 20
Passion Song, The, Noah Beery-Olmstead Oct 20
Manhattan Knights, Barbara Bedford Aug. 27
Satan and the Woman (D). Windsor-Keefe. Jan. 10
Speed Classic, The, Rex Lease-Mildred Harris July 31
Stronger Will, The (W), Marmont-Carewe Feb. 20
Women Who Dare (D), Chadwlck-Delaney Mar. SO

First Division
Fagasa, Raymond Wells
Free Lips (MD). June Marlowe.
Masked Angel, Betty Compson
Souls Aflame, Raymond Wells

..Apr. 1

. Aug. 4

-Mar. 1

-Mar. 15

June 5

Oct. 13

Mar. 2

July 21

Mar. 9

Apr. 14

Nov. 17

May 26

Feb. 25

Apr. 7

June 19

Mar. n

Jan. 12
Mar. 9

Dec. 22

Mar. 2
Aug. 4

Sept. 8

Feb. 16

Oct. 20
Feb. 25

Mar. 9

Nov. 17

Mar. 2

Mar. 9

Jan. 28

Feb. 9

Feb. 11

Mar. 31

Dec. 1

Mar. 9

Star. 9

Mar. 9

Feb. 25

July 14

Apr. 7

Apt. 21

1927

6333
6222
8730
6386
7133

6118
6524
6720
7388
5542
6520
6431
6897

5606
5000
5774
7833
6409

1928

M
TME 7137

7402
6500

6457
5800
5744

6365
5600

M 6225

TME 10101

6027
6172

MB 6344
ME 7989

5886
7100

ME 5755
7541
7426
6070
5400
5957
7695
6592
6608

ME 8967
7700

6625
M
ME 6612

7129
6100
6100

ME 6622
5887
5485

MB 6237

8188
ME 6133

7534
5834

6212
ME 6142

6895
ME G058

5087
6300

7187

1929

M

TME
ME

6852

TME 7196

First National

American Beauty (CD), Dove-Hughes Oct. 9

Breakfast at Sunrise (CD), C. Talmadge Oct. 23
Camille (D), N. Talmadge-Roland Sept. 4

Crystal Cup, The (D), Mackatll-MulhalL Oct. 16

Gorilla, The (My), Murray-Kelsey Nov. 13

Her Wild Oat (C), Moore-Kent _ Dec. 25
Home Made (C), Hines-Daw _ _. .Nov. 20

Life of Riley, The (C). Murray-Sidney.— -...Sept. 18

Love Mart. The (D), Dove-Roland. Deo. 18

Man Crazy (CD). Mackalll-Mulhall Nov. 27

Naughty But Nice (C), Moore-Reed June 26

No Place to Go (C), Hughes-Astor _ Oct. 30
Poor Nut, The (C), Murray-Mulhall Aug. 7

Sea Tiger, The (D). Sills-Astor _.Oct. 2

Sunset Derby (D), Astor-Collier Aug. 14

Three Hours (D), Griffith-Bowers. Dec. 4

Twinkletoes, Moore-Harlan Aug. 28

White Pants Willie (C), ffinas-Hyams July 24

1927

4665
4545
6162

10726

6293

Nov. 19

Nov. 12

Oct. 23

Nor. 16—May I
Oct 2*—Jan. T

Oct St
_...Oet. 1

Dec. 3

Adoration (D), Dove-Moreno . —
Barker, The (D). Sllls-MackaiU...- - _

Big Noise, The (CD). Conklin-White...- -

Burning Daylight (M), SUls-Kenyon.
Butter and Egg Man, The, Jack Mulhal]
Canyon of Adventure (W), Maynard
Chaser, The (C), Langdon
Cheyenne (W). Ken Maynard - -

Chinatown Charlie (C). Hlnea-Lorraine.

Code of the Scarlet (W). Ken Maynard
Crash. The (D). Sllls-Todd.

Dancing Vienna (D), Mara- Lyon
Divine Lady. The (D), Grimth-VarconL -

Dec. 30
Mar. 25

.Feb. 26

Sept. 2

.Apr. 29

Feb. 12

Apr. 15
July 1

Oct. 7

-Feb. 2

Mar. 2

Mar. 10

-Feb. IS

May 14

-Jan. SS

Oct. S
-8ept S

Apr. II

-Dec. S
-Apr. U

Apr. 7

July 28

Do Your Duty (CD). Charlie Murray
Flying Romeos (C), Murray- Sidney.— — -

French Dressing (CD), Warner-Wilson
Goodbye Kiss, The. Johnny Burke-Sally Ellers

Glorious Trail, The (W), Ken Maynard.
Happiness Ahead (O), Colleen Moore-Lowe
Haunted House, The (MD), ConMin-Kent
Harold Teen (CD), Lake-Brian...-

Hawk's Nest, The (M). Milton Sills

Heart to Heart, Lloyd Hughes-Todd.
Heart Trouble (CD), Harry Langdon
Heart of a Follies Girl (D), Dove-Kent-Sherman.
Helen of Troy (CD), Stone-Corda-Cortez
Ladies Night (CD). Mackalll-Mulhall.
Lady Be Good (CO). Mulhall-MackailL
Lilao Time (D), Moore-Cooper
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (D), Bar-
thelmess-O'Day „

Mad Hour (D), O'Nelll-Kent-Sherman
Naughty Baby (CD), Alice White
Night Watch, The (D). Blllie Dove.
Noose, The (D), Barthelmeas-Joyce
Oh. Kay (CD), Colleen Moore-Hale.
Out of the Ruins, Richard Barthelmess.
Outcast (D), Griffith-Lowe
Phantom City, The (W), Ken Maynard.
Sailors' Wives (CD), Hughes-Astor
Scarlet Seas (D), Richard Barthelmess
Shepherd of the Hills (D), Francis-O'Day
Show Girl (CD), Whito-Reed-Moran.
Strange Case of Captain Ramper. The (D)_.
Three Ring Marriage (M), Hughes-Astor.
Wagon Show, The (W), Maynard.
Waterfront (CD), MackaUl-MulhalL
Wheel of Chance, The (D), Richard Barthelmesi
Whip. The (D), Forbes-MackaUl _
Whip Woman, The (D), Taylor-Moreno
Wright Idea, The (CD). Johnny Hlnes..._

Yellow Lily, The (D), Dove-Brooks

Mar. 31

Oct. 14

Feb. 26

.Jan. 15

July 8
Oct. 28

June 30
Nov. 4

Apr. 29

May 6

July 22

Aug. 12

Mar. 18

Jan. 8

..Apr. 1

..May 12

-Nov. 18

..Apr. 8

-Mar. 4

Dec. 16

..Sept. 9

..Jan. 29

.Aug. 26

..Aug. 19

.Nov. 11

..Dec. 23

..Jan. 22

Dec. 9

-Jan. 1

..Sept 2S

.July 29

..May 27

..Mar. 11

-Sept. 16
.June 17

Sept. 30

Feb. 5

..Aug. 5

.May 20

Feb. U
-Dec. 29

Feb. 18

June 23

Sept. 29

-Feb. 2

Oct. 27

Oct. 13

Apr. 7

Dec. 10
July 7

Sept. 29

May 26

Oct. 27

Apr. 21
May 26

July 7

July 21

Mar. 10

Dec. 24

Jane 16

Aug. 4

Companionate Marriage (D), Betty Bronson-
Children of the Ritz (CD), Mulhall-Mackaill Feb. 17

His Captive Woman, Sllls-Mackaill Mar. 2

Lawless Legion, The (W), Ken Maynard
Saturday's Children (D), Corinne Griffith - Mar. 17

7 Footprints of Satan, Hale-Todd. - Feb. 17

Synthetic Sin (CD), Colleen Moore Mar. 2

Ware Case. The (MD), Special Cast -

Weary River, R. Barthelmess
Why Be Good (CD). Colleen Moore

Sept. 1

APT. 7

Mar. 17

Dec. 8
Oct. 13

Dec. 10

Sept 8

Sept 15

Oct 27

Nor. 17

Dec. 24

Dec 1

Dec. 8

Sept. 15

July 21

Apr. 28

Mar. 17

Sept. 22
June 3
July 14

Feb. 11

July 7

Apr. 28

.Mar. 16

A Of. IS

Kay IS

Stout. S
Sept 1

Dee. 1

Feb. S

Jan. SI

Dee. 15

Oct •

July 21

Mar. 2

. Mar. 9

Mar. 9

Mar. 9

. Mar. 9

Mar. 9

Mar. 9

Fox

Arizona Wildcat. The (W), Tom Mix. _ Nov. 20

Good as Gold (W), Jones June 12

Joy Girl, The (CD). Olive Borden. Sept. 18

7th Heaven. The (R). Farrell-Gaynor - Oct. 30

2 Girls Wanted (CD). Janet Gaynor— — .Sept. 11

-May »
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Sound Length Title and Players Released
New

Pictures

1928
TME 7702
M 5598

461J
6418
4293
4987
5708
6566

M 7176
5109
5148

M 7217
4939

ME 8962
5038

5882
4404

U 5560
6430

4618
5153
6188
4399
5782

M 6042

M 6807
TME 10116

6079
5071
5034
4952
5260

M 6640
M 6088

M 9250
M 6194
M 6132
M 6937

4990
M 6162

5380
5629
5355

TMB 9222
M 8393

4876
5937

5030
4921

M 6337

6480

1929
M 5232
M 5453
If 5356

M
TME 0444
TME 8724

M
M '

M
M
MT
M 6072

AT 6775
M 5567

AT
M 5531
M
AT

1928

5268
6987

5800
6000
5050
6250
6432
6200
6700
6200
6758
6420
5900
6009

1929
AT

T
T
T

1927

6306

10652
5836
6068
6396

6591

6017
6266
5966

6561
6705
5252
7899

1928
6749
6908

5332
5896
6838
6344

Air Circus, The, Dresser-Rollins-Lake..

Blindfold, The, O'Brien-Moran-Foxe..
..Sept. 30

..Dec. 9

..Jul 8

.June 17

..July 15

Jan. 15
..June 3

..Mar. 18
-Oct. 7

Branded Sombrero, The (W), Buck Jones-
Chicken a la Kino (CD), Carroll-Lee
Cowboy Kid. The, Bex Bell

Daredevil's Reward (W), Tom
Don't Marry, Moran-Hamilton
Dressed to Kill, Lowe-Astor
Dry Martini, Aitor-Moore-Gran
Escape, The (D), Russell-Valli Apr. 29
Farmer's Daughter, Tho (CD), Beebe-Stone July 8

Fazil, Farrell-Nissen Sept. 9

Fleetwing, Norton-Janis-Bard June 24

Four Sons. Mann-Collyer-Hall Sept. 2

Gateway o( the Moon. The (D), Del Rio Jan. 1

Girl in Every Port, A (CD), Victor McLaglen Feb. 26

Girl-Shy Cowboy. The, Rex Bell-O'Leary Aug. 12

Great White North, Special Cast Dec. 30

Hangman's House, McLaglen-Collyer.-
Hello Cheyenne, Tom Mix
Homesick, Cohen-Beebe
Honor Bound, O'Brien-Taylor

_May 13

..May 13

Horseman of the Plains (W), Tom mit
Love Hungry (CD), Moran-Gray
Me, Gangster (D), Collyer-Terry

- Dec. 16

_May 6

-Mar. 11

...Apr. 8

_Oct. 14
Mother Machree. Bennett-McLaglen Oct 21
Mother Knows Best. Bellamy-Dresser-Norton. OcL 28
News Parade. Stuart-Phipps June 10

No Other Woman (D), Dolores Del Rio June 10

None But the Brave, Norton-Phipps Aug. 6
Painted Post (W), Tom Mix. July 1

Play Girl. The. Madge Bellamy Apr. 22
Plastered in Paris. Cohen-Pennick-Linow Sept. 23
Prep and Pep, Rolllns-Drexel-Darrow Nov. 18
Red Dance (D), Del Rio-Farrell Dec. 2
Red Wine, Collyer-Nagel _ Dec. 23
Riley the Cop (CD), Farrell-MacDonald Nov. 25
River Pirate, The, McLaglen-Moran Aug. 26
Road House (MD). Barrymore-Burke July 15

Romance of the Underworld (D). Astor-Bole Nov. 11
Sharp Shooters (CO). O'Brien-Moran Jan. 15
Soft Living (CD). Bellamy-Brown Feb. 6
Square Crooks. Brown-Dwan Mar. 4

Street Angel, Gaynor-Farrell Aug. 19
Sunrise (D). George O'Brien-Gaynor Nov. 4
Taking a Chance, Rex Bell Nov. 18
Thief in the Dark. A. Meeker-Hill-Beebe May 20
Why Sailors Go Wrong, Phipps-McNamara Mar. 25
Wild West Romance (W), Rex King June 10
Win That Girl. Rollinss-CaroL _ Sept 16
Woman Wise (C), Russell-Collyer Jan. 8

Blue Skies (CD). Twelvetrees-Albertson _ Mar. 17
Captain Lash (D), Victor McLaglen _ Jan. 6

Fugitives, Bellamy-Terry _ Jan. 27
Girls Gone Wild. Carol-Stuart _ Feb. 24
Hearts in Dixie, Reed-Howe. Feb. 24
In Old Arizona, Baxter-Lowe Jan. 20
Joy Street (CD), Moran-Stuart _ Apr. 7

Making the Grade, Lowe-Moran. - Feb. 10

New Year's Eve, Astor-Foxe _._ Feb. 24
Nobody's Children. All Star Mar. 10

Not Quite Decent (D), Collyer-Dresser Mar. 24
Sin Sister, The, Nancy Carroll-Gray Feb. 3

Speakeasy (CD), Paul Page-Lola Lane Mar. 24

Strong Boy, McLaglen-Joy Mar. 3

Thru Different Eyes (D), Baxter-Duncan-Lowe Apr. 7

True Heaven, O'Brien-Moran. -Jan. 20
Trent's Last Case (D), Grifflth-Hatton Mar. 31

Valiant. The (D), Paul Muni- Churchill... ..Apr. 21

Gotham

Thirteenth Hour, The (D), Lionel Barrymore. Nov. 26

Twelve Miles Out (M), Gilbert _ July 9

Across to Singapore (MD), Novarro- Crawford Apr. 7

Actress, The, Norma Shearer-Forbes Apr. 28
Baby Mine. Arthur-Dane.— Jan. 21

Beyond the Sierras (W). Tim McCoy Sept. 16

Big City, The. Chaney-Compson-Day _ ... Feb. 18

Bringing Up Father, Farrell-Moran-Olmstead Mar. 17

Oct 20

Dec. 8

Jan. 21

June 30
Mar. 9

Feb. 11

June 9

Apr. 14

Mar. 16

Apr. 14

Sept. 15
Mar. 9

Mar. 9

Jan. 28
Mar. 9

Sept. 1

Mar. 9

Mar. 9

May 12
Mar. 9

Apr. 21

Apr. 7

Mar. 10

Nov. 3

Mar. 9

Nov. 17

May 26

June 23

July 7

Mar. 9

Nov. i

Sept. 22

Mar. 9

Sept 23

Aug. 4

Feb. 4

Feb. 18

Mar. 9

Apr. 14

Dec. 1

Jan. 21

Nov. 10

Dec. 1

Jan. 12

May :

May 19

Feb. 4

Dec. 8

Nov. 3

.June 24

Mar. 9

Jan. 26

...Jan. 19

Feb. 18

Mar. 9

May 19

Aug. 18

Oct. 20

Jan. 28

..July 7

July 21

Mar. 9

Mar. 16

Mar. 9

Mar. 16

Mar. 9

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Bare Knees. Virginia Lee Corbin— June
Blondes by Choice, Claire Windsor _ March
Cheer Leader. The, Graves-Olmstead April
Chorus Kid. The. Faire-Washbum June
Girl from Rio, The, Meyers-Pigeon Feb.
Head of the Family. The, Virginia Lee Corbin. Oct
Hellship Bronson. Beery-Reid May
Midnight Life, Francis X. Bushman Aug.
Rose of Kildare. The. Chadwick-CMalley Jan.
San Francisco Nights. Percy Marmont May
Satin Woman. The. Mrs. Wallace Reid Jan.
Through the Breakers, Livingston- Herbert Sept.

Turn Back the Hours. Myma Loy July
United States Smith, Gribbon-Lee July

Father and Son, Noah Beery-Noah Beery. Jr.

Knee High. Virginia Lee Corbin Oct.

Modern Sappho. A. Betty Bronson...- _ Sept.

River Woman. The, Logan-L Barrymore Aug.
Times Square, Alice Day-Lubin _ _ -.Sept.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
After Midnight (D), Shearer-Gray Aug. 20
Ben Hur (M). Ramon Novarro.— Oct. 8

Bugle Call. The (D). Jackie Coogan. Aug. 6

Buttons (CD), Jackie Coogan.— _ Dec. 24
Fair Co-ed, The (CD), Marion Davies _ Oct. 15

In Old Kentucky (D). H. Costello _ Oct. 29

Lovelorn. The, Sally O'NeU. Dec. 17

Man. Woman and Sin (D), John Gilbert Nov. 19
Mockery (M). Lon Chaney Aug. 13

Road to Romance, The (D), Novarro-Day Sept. 24

Spring Fever (C), William Haines Oct. 22

Dec. 31

Nov. 10

Nov. 26

Dec. 31

Dec. 3

Nov. 19

Nov. 12
Dec. 3

Apr. 28

Feb. 25
Mar. 31

..Aug. 17

.Not. 12

Oct 29
Dec. 3

Dec. 17

..Sept. 10

Dec. 10

Dec. 3

-July 30

..May 26

Feb. 11

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Pictures

TE 6053
7108
5679
5653
8601

8686
6995

M 7652
5838
6070
7358
7987
8436

ME 7180
4987
6620
4823

M 7126
7743
7045
5695

7352
5441

M 6575
7650

6893
7289
5628
7732

TE 7453

6487

5801
9560

5931
M 6150

8090
ME 7448
TME 7965

5011
ME 6721
M 8319

4447

1929
M
TME 8000

TME 7524

M 9044

6179
5264

5596
7999

M
ME 8799

ME

1927
6199
6951
9879
6536
6662
5408
7447

6296
5393
6376

6017

5880
6368
6634

5209
6170
5515
6015
5179
6838
4934
6200

6124
6006
6497

4926
7643
8486
5935

ME 12267

5960

1928
5897
6099
6536

ME 7805
5930
7202
5665
7866
5364

6402
6134

6918
5852
7640
6871
6203

5038
6528
6039
7464

Brotherly Love (C), Dane-Arthur
Cardboard Lover, The, Marion Davies.
Certain Young Man, A, Novarro-Day
Circus Rookies (CD), Dane-Arthur
Cossacks, The, Adoree-Gilbert-Torrence

..— Oct. 13
Aug. 25
May 19

—...Mar. 31

June 23
Crowd, The, Boardman-Murray-Roach .Mar. 3
Cameraman, The (CD), Buster Keaton —.Sept. 15
Dancing Daughters, Joan Crawford Sent. 1

Detectives, Dane-Arthur June 9

Diamond Handcuffs, Boardman-Nage] May 5
Divine Woman, Garbo-Hanson-Shermao Jan. 14
Dream of Love, Joan Crawford -Dec. 1

Enemy, The, Gish-Dane-Forbes Feb. 18
Excess Baggage (D), William Haines Sept 8
Forbidden Hours (D), Novarro-Adoree. -..June 16
Four Walls (MD), Gilbert- Crawford. Aug. 11
Honeymoon, Moran-Flash-Gribbon Dec. 29
Lady of Chance (D). Shearer-Sherman J>ec. 22
Latest from Paris, The, Shearer-Forbes.— Feb. 4

Laugh, Clown, Laugh, Chaney-Murphy-Hiale— Apr. 14

Law of the Range, McCoy-Crawford Jan. 21

Love, Garbo-Gilbert „ Jan. 2

Mademoiselle from Armentieres, Estelle-Brody-
John Stuart _. June 2
Masks of the Devil, John Gilbert Nov. 17
Mysterious Lady. The, Greta Garbo-Nagel Aug. 4
Napoleon (D), Wildimir-Dieudonne Oct 27

Patsy, The. Davie»-Caldwell-Gray„ _ - Mar. 10

Riders of the Dark _ Apr. 21
Rose Marie, Crawford-Murray Feb. 11

Show People (CD), Davies-Haines. - -Oct. 20
Smart Set. Haines-Day-Holt-Bosworth .Feb. 25

Skirts, Syd Chaplin May 12
Student Prince, The (R), Novarro-Shearer Jan. 30
Under the Black Eagle, Forbes-Dog Flash— —Mar. 24
West of Zanzibar (D), Lon Chaney ...Nov. 24
West Point (CD), Haines-Crawford Jan. 7

While the City Sleeps (MD), Lon Chaney Sept. 29
White Shadows in the South Seas (MD), Monte
Blue Nov. 10
Wickedness Preferred (CD), Cody-Pringle.— Jan. 28
Wind. The (D), Lillian Gish Oct 27
Woman of Affairs (D), Garbo-Gilbert _ Dec. 15
Wyoming. McCoy-Sebastian _ - Mar. 24

A Man's Man, Hainea-Dunne
Alias Jimmy Valentine (D), William Haines Jan. 26

All at Sea, Dane-Arthur Feb. 9

Bellamy Trial (D), Joy-Bronson. Mar. 2

Broadway Melody. The (D), All Star.

Desert Nights (D), Gilbert-Nolan.
Homecoming (D), Hanson-Parlo
Flying Fleet (D), Novarro-Page _ _ -Jan. 19
Loves of Casahova, Foreign Cast -...Feb. 16

Morgan's Last Raid (W), McCoy-Sebastian Jan. 5

..Jan. 12

Overland Telegraph, The, Tim McCoy-
Single Man (CD), Cody-Pringle.
Spies (MD), Foreign Cast— Dec. 8

Tide of the Empire, Adoree-Duryea Feb. 2

Trail of '98 (D). Forbes-Del Rio.— — Jan. 5

Viking, The (D), Special Cast _

Wild Orchids, Greta Garbo— - -

Mar. 10

Sept. 15

June 9

Jan. 21

Dec. 22
Mar. 10

June 23

Mar. 17

Sept. 8

Mar. 9

Mar. 9

Feb. 18
Apr. 21

Feb. 4

Jan. 7

Sept 1

Not. 17

May 26

Oct. 27

Apr. 7

May 5

Feb. 18

Sept 29

Mar. 10

June 2

Feb. 25

Dec. 8

Jan. 21

July 7

Feb. 11

Nov. 3

Apr. 14

Mar. 9

Feb. 23

Sept. 29

..Mar. 10

.Feb. 9

Feb. 2
Mar. 9

Mar. 9

..Mar. 16

Feb. 9

.. July 7

Apr. 28

- Sept 22

..June 2
Jan. 21

Dec. 8

May 5

Sept. 8

July 28

Mar. 10

May 12

Apr. 14

Jan. 14

-Mar. 2
Mar. 16

Dec. 29
. Mar. 9 ...

-Mar. 2 Feb. 23

Paramount
Afraid to Love (C), Vidor
Barbed Wire (D), Negri-Brook.
Beau Geste (M), Colman-N. Beery-

Chang (D), Special cast - -.

Children of Divorce (D), Bow-
City Gone Wild, The (M), Meighan-MUlner—

.

•Covered Wagon, The (M), Kerrigan-Wilson
Fashions for Women (CD), Ralston ,

Firemen Save My Child (C), Beery-Hatton
Gay Defender. The (CD). Richard Dix.

Gentleman of Paris, A (CD), Menjou-O'Hara—
Get Your Man (CD), Clara Bow
Running Wild (C), Fields-Brian
Senorita (F), Daniels.—
Serenade (D), Menjou-Wray
Service for Ladies (C), Menjou-Carver
Shanghai Bound (D). Dix-Brian
She's a Sheik (C). Bebe Daniels

Shootin' Irons (W). Luden-Blane
Soft Cushions (C). MacLean-Carol
Spotlight, The (CD), Ralston-Hamilton—
Stark Love (D), Special cast

Swim. Girl, Swim (OM), Daniels-Hall-.

Tell It to Sweeney (C), Conklin-Bancroft

Ten Modern Commandments (CD), Ralston
Time to Love (FC), Raymond Griffith

Underworld (M). Bancroft-Brent
Way of All Flesh. The (D), Jannings-Bennett-
We're All Gamblers (O), Meighan-Millner
Wings (M), Charles Rogers.

Woman on Trial (D), Pola Negri.

...Apr. 9

...Sept 10

...Aug. 1

... Sept. 3

...Apr. 2

..Not. 12

...Aug. 6

...Mar. 26

-.Aug. 1

...Dec. 10

...Oct. 15

...Dec. 10

-.Aug. 20

...Aug. 30

...Dec. 24
..Aug. 6

...Oct. 15

.-Not. 12

..Oct. 8

...Aug. 27

...Not. 19

..Sept. 17

..Sept. 17

...Sept 24

..July 2

...June 18

.-Oct. 29

...Oct. 1

...Sept. 3

..Oct. 29

-Oct. 29

-Mar. 31

apr. 23
Aug. 3

May 2

May 2

Sept 3

Dec. 31 Not. 12

Jan. 21 Not. 26

- Aug. 27

—Deo. 3

—Mar. 19
—Sept 17

Jan. 7 Oct. 22

July 23

July 9

Sept. 3

July 2

Aug. 2(

Oct. 1

Adventure Mad (M), Hall — __

Avalanche (W), Jack Holt
Beau Sabreur (M), Cooper-Brent Jan. 7

Beggars of Life (MB), W. Berry-Brooks-Arlen Sept 15

Big Killing (CD). Beery-Hatton May 19

Docks of New York, The (D), Bancroft-Compson_Sept. 20

Doomsday, Vldor-Cooper _ Feb. 18

Drag Net, The (MD). Bancroft-Brent-Powell May 26
Easy Come, Easy Go, Richard Dix Apr. 21

Feel My Pulse, Daniels-Allen Feb. 25
Fifty- Fifty Girl, The, Daniels-Hall May 12
First Kiss, The (D). Wray-Cooper Sept 25
Fleet's In, The (CD), Bow-Hall Oct. 13
Fools for Luck (CD), Fields-Conklin.

Forgotten Faces (MD), Brook-Brian. „
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (C), Taylor-White...

Halt a Bride (D), Ralston-Cooper
His Tiger Lady, Menjou-Brent
Hot News, Bebe Daniels— -

Just Married (CD), Hall-Taylor-Ford
Kit Carson (MD), Fred Thomson _ _

— May 7

Sept 11

Jan. 28

.—June 16

.-..June 9

Aug. 14

Aug. 18
Aug. 21 June 23

Jan. 14

-Dec. 1

Jan. 7

July 7

Mar. 16

Jan. 21

May 26

May 19

Feb. 25

Mar. 31
Aug. 4

Sept. 22

Apr. 7

Aug. 4

Dec. 10

Mar. 31

June 9

Oct. 27

Oct 17

June 16

Mar. 10
Mar. 19
Sept. 1

Sept. 15

Mar. 19

Aug. 4

Feb. 13

. June 16

Sept. 1
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Sound Length Title and Players
New

Picture*

6792

8234
7415

5837
M 7434

MB 6051

6411
5941
5444
5741

7910
6600

M 10172
5582
6070
7828
6331

IIS 6165

7175
H 7761

7616
6323
4792
79C0
5951

6218
6763

7141
5962
5733
5991
5834

THE 6349
6319

ME 6509

ME 10400
5378
5435

ME 6938

1929
TME 10471

AT

TM 5943

AT 7156

ME
TME 6643

5868
6769
5506

AT

AT
ME
TME

AT
AT
ME

1928

T 7008

6722
5927

6589
4833
4598
4846

MB 6312

6145
7054
6787

TME 13500
7530

ME 5506
5762

ME 6070

5494

5626
6092
7935
4520

T 6804

T 6581
T 5816

4520

5937

1929
AT

TME 5587
TME 9019

4840
AT
T 6898
TME 5737
Tire 6511

TME 6132
4554

TME 5477

AT

1928

6089
6673
5937

Ladiei of the Mob. Clara Bow
Last Command. The (0). Emil Ja LULgS-

..June 30

..Jan. 21

May 26

Jan. 23

Legion of the Condemned, Wray-Cooper-
Love and Learn, Ralston-Chandler
Loves of an Actress (0), Pola Negri

Manhattan Cocktail, Carroll.... —
Mating Call. The (D), Thomas Meighan
Model From Montmartre (D). Nita Naldi-
Moran of the Marines (D). Dix-EIder
Night of Mystery (D), Menjou
Old Ironsides (0), Beery-Bancroft
Partners in Crime (C), Beery-Hatton
Patriot. The (D), Emil Jannings

Peaks of Destiny..

-Mar. 10

—Jan. 14

Sept. 18

Nov. 24

July 21

Sept 22

Oct. 27

_ ..Apr. 7

Mar. 3

Jan. 21

June 23

Dec 1

Sept. 8
Sept. 15

July 7

Feb. 4

-Apr. 21

Feb. 25

Pioneer Scout, The (W), Fred Thomson
Racket, The (D), Thomas Meignan
Red Hair (CO). Bow- Chandler.

Mar. 17

Sept. 1

Jan. 23

Jan. 21

June 30

Mar. 10

Feb. 18

Feb. 25

Sept. 8

Jan. 7

Dec 10

Sawdust Paradise, The, Esther Ralston Aug. 25

Secret Hour, The (D), Negrt-Hersholt Feb. 4

Sins of the Fathers (0). Emil Jannings. Dec. 29

Showdown. The, Bancroft Feb. 2J

Someone to Love (CD), Brian-Rogers..

Mar. 3

June 9

Something Always Happens, Ralston-Hamilton Mar. 24

Speedy (C), Harold Lloyd Apr. 7

Sporting Goods, Dix-Olmstead Feb. 11

Street of Sin (D), Jannings-Wray May 26

Sunset Legion (W), Fred Thomson Apr. 21

Three Sinners (D), Negri-Baxter Apr. 14

Three Week Ends. Clara Bow

Oct. 20

Feb. 18

Dec 29
Mar. 3

Apr. 28
Feb. 18

Apr. 28

Tiilie's Punctured Romance. Fields-Conklin..

Under the Tonto Rim, Arlen-Brian
Vanishing Pioneer, The (W), Jack Holt.

Varsity (D), Rogers-Brian.—
Water Hole. The (W). Jack Holt
Warming Up. Richard Dix Aug. 11
Wedding March. The (D), Erich Von Stroheim Oct. 6

What a Night (CD), Bebe Daniels Oct 6

Wife Savers (C). Beery-Hatton Jan. 7
Woman From Moscow, The (D), Negri-Kerry Nor. 3

..Feb. 18

..Feb. 4

..June 23

..Oct. 27

-Aug. 25

Apr. 7

-Dec. 22

Feb. 25

Pathe

Annapolis. Allan-Brown-Loff
Black Ace. The (W). Don Coleman..
Blonde for a Night. Prevost

Blue Danube. Leatrice Joy
Boss of Rustlers Roost The, Don Coleman.

.

Border Patrol (W), Harry Carey
Burning Bridges. Harry Carey
Captain Swagger. Rod La Rocque
Celebrity, Armstrong fD)

,

Cop. The (D), William Boyd.
Forbidden Love (D), Lili Damita
King of Kings. Special Cast
Love Over Night (CD), Rod La Rocque..

Marked Money (D), Coghlan

—

Man- Made-Women, Leatrice Joy..

Ned McCobb's Daughter, Irene Rich
On to Reno (D). Prevost

Perfect Gentleman. A (C), Monty Baoks_
Power (CD), Boyd-Hale.
Red Mark, The (D). Special Cast
Saddle Mates (D). WaJiy Wales
Sal of Singapore. Phyllis Haver
Show Folks. Eddie Quillan

Spieler, The, Hale-Adoree.-

_.Nov. 18

—Sept 2

_Feb. 27

Mar. 12

Jan. 22

„ Dec 23

_ Sept. 30

Oct. 14

Oct. 7

_ Aug. 19

_.Oct. 28

_SepL 30

...Nov. 25

_Nor. 4

.Sept 9

..Dec 2

..Ian. 2

Mar. 3

Feb. 18

May 12

Valley of the Hunted Men. Buffalo. Jr..

Yellow Contraband, Leo Maloney (W)

Ian. 15

Sept 23

Aug. 26

Aug. 5

Nov. 11

Oct 21

...Dec. 30

Feb. 19

..-.Oct. 28

Oct 13

July 14

Flying Fool. The. William Boyd
45 Calibre War. Don Coleman
Geraldine. Quillan Nunn
Godless Girl. The. All Star.
Hawk of the Hills, Ray Miller
Hiqh Voltage, William Boyd
Leathernecks. The, William Boyd
Noisey Neighbors, (juillan Family
Offlce Scandal, Phyllis Haver
Shady Lady. Phyllis Hater
Sin Town. Fair-Allan
Square Shoulders. Junior Coghlan
Strange Cargo. All .Star

Feb. 17

.Jan. 20
Mar. 31

Mar. 17

Feb. 24

Jan. 27

Mar. 3

. Jan. 20

Jan. 20

Mar. 31

Mar. 31

-Oct 20

Feb. 18

Sept 22

-Not. 17

Mar. 17

Feb. 18

Dec. 22

Dec 15

Apr. 21
Feb. 18

May 26

May 5

Aug. 4

July 21

May 26

Oct. 27

Jan. 12

June 19

Abie's Irish Rose (CD). Rogers-Hersholt Jan. 1 Nov. 3
A Bird in the Hand, Lois Wilson Feb. 23
Behind the German Lines. Foreign Cast Mar. 15
Case of Lena Smith (D), Ralston-Hall Mar. 10
Canary Murder Case, William Powell Jan. 19
Carnation Kid, The Jan. 26 Mar. 16
Doctor's Secret, The (D), Chatterton-Warner Mar 1

Dummy, The, Ruth Chatterton - Mar. 16
Four Feathers. The (D), Arlen-Wray Mar. 2
Interference, Brook-Kenyon Jan. 5 Mar. 1C
Letter. The (D), Jeanne Easels -Mar. 16
Looping the Loop, Foreign Cast Mar. 1G
Marquis Preferred, Adolphe Menjou _ -Mar. 16
Melancholy Dame, Cohen All-colored Mar. 9
Night Club (CD). Allen-Taylor Mar. 1G

Post Mortems. Raymond-Griffith Mar. 23
Redskin. Richard Dix. Feb. 16
Shopworn Angel. The, Cooper-Carroll Jan. 12 Feb. 2
Sunset Pass (W), Holt-Lane Feb. 23
Tong War (MD), Wallace Beery Mar. 9

When Caesar Ran a Newspaper, Hatton-Hardy Feb. 9

Wolf of Wall Street. George Bancroft Jan. 20 Mar. 16

Wolf Song (D). Velez-Cooper. — Mar. 9

Woman Who Needed Killing. Baclanora Mar. 1G

Feb. 16

Mar. C

Feb. 2

Jan. 19

Rayart
Black Pearl. The (D). Ltls Lee-Haltor Dec
Branded Man. The (D). (.'has D el aney-Marlowe-May
Casey Jones (CD). Price-Lewis Jan.
City of Purple Dreams. The. Bedford-Fraiex.—..Sept

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Released Pictures

6076
4533
5683
5976
5853
6800
4797
6262
4548
5608
4571
5906
5940
6525

5675
5900
4627

5490
5260

1929

1928

5872
4808

5583

4869
4913

5548

6267
6085
6375
6320
5621

5611
5984
5063
4802
4804
4758
6148

6365
6265
5144

6290

5797
6476
6269

4769
5771
4647

4801
6424

4785
4923
6331

4781
4884
6419

4729
4714
6059
6279
6812
6310
5967

6037

5493
6223
5760
4884

4957
6217

4823

6320
4898
4805
4764

1929

6409

5260

4823
4741

Danger Patrol. The (D), Russell-Fair
Devil's Tower. The (W). Buddy Roosevelt..

-Jan.
-June

Divine Sinner, The (D), Vera Reynolds-Hilliard-July
Gypsy of the North (D), Gordon-Hale Apr.
Heart of Broadway. The (D), Garon-Agnew Mar.
Isle of Lost Men (D), Santschi-Connor-
Lightning Shot. The (W). Buddy Roosevelt...

...Oct.

-May
Midnight Adventure. A (D), Landis-E. Murphy ...May
Mystery Valley (W), Buddy Roosevelt July
My Home Town (D). Brockwell-Glass Jan.
Painted Trail. The (W), Buddy Roosevelt Mar.
Phantom of the Turf, The (D), Costello-Lease—..Feb.

Ships of the Night (D), Logan-Rankin. Dec.
Should a Girl Marry? (D). Foster-Keith Nov.
Sisters of Eve (D). Mae Busch Sept
Sweet Sixteen (D), Helen Foster-Olmstead Ang.
Trail Riders (W). Buddy Roosevelt April
Wild Born (W). Tet Maynard. Mar.
You Can't Beat the Law. Lee Keefe. Jan.

Black Pearl. The (MD). LUa Lee-Hallor Jan. 1

Brothers (D), Bed/ord-Keefe Feb. 1

Shanghai Rose, Irene Rich— Mar. 1

Ships of the Night, Logan-Sojin (Rayart)
Some Mother's Boy (O). Mary Carr-Robards Feb.15
When Dreams Come True, Rex Lease-Costello Jan. 15

RKO (F B O)

Alex the Great (M), Skeets Gallagher-
Avenging Rider. The, Tom Tyler._

_..May 13

Oct 7
Beyond London's Lights (M), Lee Shumway Mar. 18
Blockade. Anna Q. Nilsson Dec. 16
Breed of the Sunsets (W), Bob Steele Apr. 1
Captain Careless. Bob Steele. Aug. 26
Charge of the Gauchos (MD), Francis X.
Bushman Sept 16
Chicago After Midnight (M). Ince-Mendez Mar. 4

Circus Kid, The (MD). FranMe Darro-Brown Oct. 7

Coney Itland (D), Lois Wilson Jan. 13
Crooks Can't Win (D). Ralph Lewis- May 11
Danger Street. Baxter-Sleeper.. ..Aug. 26

Dead Man's Curve (D). Fairbanks. Jr Jan. 15
Devil's Trademark, The (D). Belle Bennett - Apr. 7
Dog Justice (M). Ranger June 10

Dog Law, Ranger Sept. 2
Fangs of the Wild (D), Ranger Feb. 5

Fightin' Redhead (W). Buzz Barton July 1

Freckles (D). Stratton-Fox. Jr Mar. 21
Gang War (MD). Pickford-Borden Sept. 2
Headin' for Danger (MD). Bob Steele. Dec 16
Her Summer Hero (CD). Blane-Trevor Feb. 12
Hey Rube (D), Trevor-Olmstead Dec. 23
His Last Haul (D), Tom Moore
Hit of the Show, The (C), Joe Brown-
King Cowboy (W). Tom Mix
Law of Fear (D), Ranger-
Legionnaires in Paris (C), Cooke-Guar
Lightning Speed, Bob Steele..

—Nov. 11

_. Sept 23

—Nov. 2«

- Apr. 8

_ Jan. 31

—Oct 21

Little Buckaroo. The (W). Buzz Barton Oct 21

Little Yellow House. The (CD). Oirille CaldwelL May 28

Man in the Rough (W). Bob Steele May 20

Orphan of the Sage (W), Buzz Barton Dec. 23

Perfect Crime, The, Clive Brook-Irene Rich Aug. 19

Phantom of the Range (W), Tom Tyler Apr. 22

Pinto Kid, The (W), Buzz Barton Apr. 23

Red Riders of Canada (M), Miller Apr. 16

Riding Renegade (W). Bob Steele Feb. 19

Rough Ridin' Red (W), Buxz Barton Mot. 4

Sally of the Scandals (M), Bessie Love. July 15

Sally's Shoulders (MD), Lois Wilson Oct. 7

Singapore Mutiny. Ince-Taylor OcL 14

Sinners in Love (MD). Olive Borden .Nov. 4

Skinner's Big Idea (M), Bryant Washburn Nov. 4

Son of the Golden West Tom Mix- Oct. 1

Stocks and Blondes (CD). Logan-Gallagher Sept 9

Stolen Love (D), Day-Lease—
Taxi 13 (C), Conklin-Sleepex
Terror Mountain, Tom Tyler

Tracked (MD). Ranger
Tropic Madness (D), Leatrice Joy

Tyrant of Red Gulch (W), Tyler-Darro..

Wallflowers (0), Trevor-Scott-.

-Nov. 18
-Aug. 19
-Not. 4

-Dec 29

-Nov. 25
-Feb. 16

—June 24

—.Jan. 22

Young Whirlwind. The (W), Buzz Barton. Sept 16

When the Law Rides (W). Tom Tyler
Wizard of the Saddle (W), Buzz Barton-

Air Legion, Ben Lyon-Martha Sleeper-

Amazing Vagabond, The, Bob Steele

—

Blockade, Nilsson-McDonald

..Jan. 6

-Apr. 7

Jan. 30

Feb. 3

..Mar. 18
-May 13

-Mar. 31

Jan. 6

Mar. 3

Feb. 3

Come and Get It, Bob Steele

Drifter, The, Tom Mix
Fifth Tom Mix, Tom Mix
Freckled Rascal, The, Buzz Barton
Fury of the Wild. Ranger
Gun Law, Tom Tyler

Hardboiled, Sally O'NeU-Ralph luce

Idaho Red. Tom Tyler Apr. 21

Jazz Age. The. Marceline Day-D. Fairbanks. Jr. Feb. 10

Laughing at Danger, Bob Steele June 2

Little Savage, Buzz Barton May 19

Love in the Desert, Olive Borden-Noah Beery Mar. 17
Mac Fadden True Story May 26
One Man Dog, The, Ranger Mar. 3

Outlawed, Tom Mix ——Jan. 21

Pals of the Prairie. Buzz Barton
Pride of Pawnee, Tom Tyler

Red Sword. The. Allan Roscoe
Trail of Horse Thieves, Tom Tyler-

Vagabond Cub. The, Buzz Barton

—

Voice of the Stora
Yellowback. The, Tom Moore-Seena Owen

(Continued on page 65)

-July 7

-June 9

-Feb. 17

-Jan. 13

-Feb. 10
-Jan. 13

...Jan. 20

Feb. 11

Mar. 1G

Feb. 11

Sept 15

Jan. 21

Oct 13

Deo. 17

Feb. 1

Dec. 17

Mar. 3

June 16

Mar. 1C

Jan. 21

Feb. 11

Feb. 4

Sept 29

June 19

Jan. 21

Dec 8

July 21

Nov. 17

Feb. 11

Dec 10

Jan. 14

June 2

Feb. 11

Sept 1

Jan. 21

Feb. 4

Jan. 21

Mar. 10

Dec. 1

Apr. 28
Oct 20
Oct 27
Nov. 3

Nov. 3
Feb. 2

July 14

-Dec. 22
Sept 22

Mar. 16

Dec. 1

Jan. 12

Dec 8

Feb. 4

Feb. 23

Nov. 10

Mar. 1G
-Dec 24
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept.

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium

Managers' Schools
THEATRE EMPLOYEES—Learn modem theatre

management, advertising, service. Approred and
•pecialized training for theatre employees while at

the theatre. Catalog H. Address Moving Picture
Theatre Managers Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

Position Wanted
ORGANIST—Experts thoroughly trained in show-

manship available at all times for first-class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full in-

formation concerning salary, organ, hoars, etc. Ad-
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing. 210 N. 7th St.. Allentown, Pa.

FEMALE ORGANIST is looking for a position,
will be free February 1st. Am well recommended,
reason for leaving due to Vitaphone. Can play on
all makes. Single, will go anywhere, can cue pictures
correctly and accurately. Will start for reasonable
salary in order to prove worth. Address Box 289,
Exhibitors Herald- World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago. 111.

SINGING ORGANIST (Female). Can sing song
slides or ballads. Experienced, fine library, cues cor-
rectly, union. Will go anywhere. Located 4 years
in one theatre. A-l references. State salary, hours,
and make of organ when writing. Address Box 378,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago.

FEMALE ORGANIST at liberty because of Via-
phone. Will start at moderate salary in order to
prove worth. Go anywhere. Large library, cue pic-

tures accurately, solo work, familiar all makes of
organ. A-l references. Advertising. Address Box
354, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago.

M. P. OPERATOR. Available at once. Go any-
where, 28, married and reliable. Do own repairing.
Non-union but no objection. State salary, etc. Write
or wire. Emil Schoerner, 27 Spring St., Lewiston,
Me.
PROJECTIONIST at liberty. Steady, reliable, go

anywhere. Want permanent position. Write or wire.
Wm. B. Herrick, 4217 Booth. Rosedale, Kan.

THEATRE MANAGER. Young married man. ex
perienced, good references. Prefer picture house-
Will go anywhere. Address Box 381, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Equipment for Sale
INVENTORY SALE of $30,000 used theatre equip-

ment. Our warehouse is crowded with this merchan-
dise and must be disposed of quickly at reasonable
prices. Merchandise consists of about 7,000 5 and 7

ply veneered theatre chairs, different styles and de-

signs—all in excellent condition, price ranging from
$1.25 and up. Also about 6,000 upholstered chairs.

Some of these chairs are of the highest grade spring
constructed seats on the market today and many other
styles of upholstered chairs, prices from $1 73 and
up. Large stock of parts for all makes of chairs. Re-
built Simplex, Powers and Motiograph machines, gen-
erators, compensarcs, spotlights, etc., as well as musi-
cal instruments. In fact everything for the theatre.

Write for particulars. We assure you great savings
and will send you literature on our merchandise.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 East
Ninth St.. Chicago, PI.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-

fecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalogue. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,
also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best Prices. Write Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago. 111.

FOR SALE—Two Powers A machines at a bargain.
Also one Butterkist electric popcorn machine, A-l
shape. Address H. E Ruh. Berry-ville, Ark.

FOR SALE—Complete Equipment for starting pic-

ture show. 500 cushioned seats. 2 Powers Machines,
Screen, Cooling System, Iron Booth, etc. Everything
in A-l condition. Located in Nebraska. Will sell

all or any part. Priced to sell. Address Box 380,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago. 111.

FOR SALE—Used 3 k.w.—32 V. Generator. Six
16-inch 32 V. AC. fans. Address Box 176, Potosi.
Mo.

opposition. 700 and 400 seats. Making big money.
Leases and equipment $16,000. Don't answer unless
you can do business. Address Box 379. Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, DL

Organs for Sale

Chairs for Sale
SEVERAL THOUSAND BRAND NEW SPRING

CUSHION CHAIRS at the most sensational bargains
ever offered in the opera chair line. Beautiful
specimens of the Seating Craft. Best of upholster-
ing material. Any amount sold. Don't hesitate to

write for exact photographs and details. Are you in

the market for a veneer chair. Then write us today
on way below cost prices on 3000 all new veneer
chairs. Address C. G. Demel, 845 South State St.,

Chicago.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera chairs, 600 uphol-

stered, 800 Veneer. Address Movie Supply Co
«44 Wabash Ave.. Chicago. HI

.

2.000 USED 5-ply veneer theatre chairs. Guaran-
teed condition. Different styles and designs, $1.00
each, for quick sale. For particulars write Illinois

Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 East 9th street, Chi-

cago, 111.

Stationery
"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravuremboso" plate-

less embossing) processes. Special Neargravure 250
envelopes, 500 8^x754* letterheads $3.33, or 8*4x11*
$4.44, postpaid. Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox. Indiana.

For Sale
OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,

five ply, at prices that save you half. New and used
Opera chairs. Address J. P. Redington & Co., Scran-
ton. Pa.

REFERENCE BOOKS—Morion Picture Trade Di-
rector, $10; Anatomy of Motion Picture Art, $2.50
Films of the Year, $2.50; Dose Up, annual subscrip-
tion $3.50. These books may be ordered through at
Send check or money order with your request. Ad
dress Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago. Ill

AL JENNINGS in "Beating Back." Also good
comedy complete lobby. Both prints A-l shape. Ad-
dress W. C. Stark. Gainesville. Tex.

BETTER PAPER BANNERS, weatherproof colors.

Airbrushed 3x10 or smaller—50 cents. Address Carl
Rettig, Boston theatre. Gallon, Ohio.

Theatres for Sale
NEIGHBORHOOD THEATRE AND CAFE, doing

fair business. Will sell lease—half down. Have other
interest—^good city. Want quick sale. Address Box
377, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago.

'

TWO THEATRES. Good Kansas County seat
town, 4,000 population. Big drawing territory. No

rOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Dioe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ, used or new. Reproduco Pipe Organ*.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, IlL

Gift [Sight Souvenirs
GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine

novelties in our large free catalog at genuine whole-
sale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co.. Inc., 140 W. 21st. St.. New York

Projector Repairing
FOLLOW THE CROWDS—They Know Best. For

Superior Craftsmanship—Dependable Service and
Moderate Prices, send your Repair Work to our
Peerless Shop. Every Job Guaranteed. Relief
Equipment Loaned FREE. Established Over 20
years. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 395 South
Second Street, Memphis, Tenn.

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-

nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12 14 E. North St.. Chicago. 111.

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

Equipment Wanted
WANTED—2 Peerless or Powers Projectors, ails*

Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-

third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337,

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago. PL
In Market for used theatre equipment. Address

M, Etrick. Globe. Arizona-

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,
r«S Golden Gate Ave.. San Francisco. Cal

HIGHEST PRICE:; paid for used opera caairs,

orojection machines, etc Adores* Movie Supply C* .

844 Wabash. Chicago.
.

2 PEERLESS low --.tensity lamps and mercury arc

rectifier. Address Palace theatre. Royalton. 111.

WANTED—Second hand 3 h.p. motor 110-60C.
Address Delco theatre. Potosi. Mo.

Theatre Wanted
THEATRE WANTED—To buy. lease or rent in

Southern Missouri, or Colorado. Looking for a 400-

seat house, population 10,000. Address Box 375,

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S Dearborn St., Chi-
cago, 111.

Help W anted
Theatre Manager who knows every angle of show-

manship and especially familiar with small town situ-

ations to connect with chain organization. Write par-

ticulars reference to Community Theatres, Inc., 603
Carpenter Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald-World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising

department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in

solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount

if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this

week. The cost is small, the results are great.
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Sound Air Newsreel
Made by Fox Movietone

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, March 19.—

A

sound air newsreel is the latest. Fox
Movietone made it at the suggestion
of Oscar Darling, San Francisco man-
ager, who made a test flight in one
of the tri-motored Fokkers operated
by the Western Air Express. Several
attractive girls were passengers. A
complete auditory as well as visual
record of the flight between Los An-
geles and San Francisco was made
and part of the 1,000-foot release was
ordered used for the airplane film.

LETTE RS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor is

invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.
Unsigned letters will not be printed.

Yes, It's Duty to Report
GOLDEN CITY, MO.—To the Editor :—

I

have never reported on shorts, in fact, very
little on features but I really believe it is

one's duty to do so. Personally I feel that
I get lots of good out of your reports and
it is not fair to receive and never return at
least an effort to repay the debt.

The big reason I have refrained from re-
porting on shorts is because most of them
are so poor that the reports would make me
seem a crank or a knocker. I have run about
thirty Educationals and sincerely believe that
not one out of ten of them provoked much
laughter, that they were not worthwhile and
just time-takers. These Educationals were of
the vintage of 1927, and I didn't rebuy.

I ran some Metro-Goldwyn-Mayers of 1927
last spring and they were but little better than
those of Educationals.

I have run the "Gumps," one out of five
are fair. Snookums, of the "Newlyweds," be-
cause people will laugh at a kid no matter
what he does, proved to bring out a few laughs
occasionally. Stern Brothers "Keeping Up
With the Jones" are very poor as laugh
getters.

"Beauty Parlor" series of 27-28 I consider
good. Not so many laughs but were well made
and good acting from all.

Mickey Mc Guire absolutely no good because
people didn't like to see him with that cigar
in his mouth and he could not provoke any
mirth with that feeling of hatred toward the
cigar.

* * *

Oswald the Rabbit, my best bet. Rebought
and will rebuy for this reason. I had been
running Educational, M-G-M's and Stern
Brothers for four or five months and want-
ing a one-reel short I get an Oswald. Mr.
Marshall whom I bought out had, in the past,
run a few Oswalds. When I threw Oswald
on the screen this time there was the biggest
commotion I have ever heard in a theatre. I
was in the booth projecting and upon looking
out saw upon the screen just the title and
didn't realize what was the matter. In fact
I thought I had the film reversed or some-
thing. But the patrons knew and I found
out afterward that I was showing the best
short that I can show my people and the best
that money can buy for this town. I have
never seen a bad one. I have never failed
to hear hearty laughs from the audience and
I have had people tell me that they certainly
were crazy cartoons but they sure liked them.
Newsreels I get too old to think much of

and am going to cut them out when my time
is up.

* * *

Have run as serials, "Blake of Scotland
Yard," rotten, for this reason guns are
carried to be used by desperadoes. Horses
cannot run as fast as autos can travel and
people cannot fall out of them going at top
speed without being killed and one man can-
not whip four or five. "Vanishing Rider"
another rotten one, if anything, a little more
so. Just for kids, no one of intelligence.
"Trail of the Tiger" could have been a dandy
but there was too much inconsistency in it.

None of the three made me a penny. In
fact, I believe they drove away business and
I swore I would never run another one. But
I am now running "Tarzan the Mighty."
Started it off by trailer and a free showing
of the first chapter, just like I did the others
and used no other advertising on it at all,

while I did show ones and photos on the

others. And the result is that I showed the
second chapter of "Tarzan" to 253 last Satur-
day matinee, boys and ladies, I see a few
reports from them. "Tarzan the Mighty" is

a real gold mine, will make up for the loss of
the other three I ran, I'm sure. Everybody,
not just the children, likes this.

* * *

I was down to Carthage and noticed a bunch
standing in front of the theatre. I went over
and interviewed several. They were looking at
the photos of "Tarzan" and upon asking them
how they liked it one small boy spoke up and
said, "Tarzan" is the best picture we have ever
had here—it and "Wings." I believe he was
about right at that. I have seen many a serial
Make them like "Tarzan" and I want them, or
like the old "Million Dollar Mystery." I

wouldn't give ten cents a dozen for "Vanishing
Riders." Reports said it was good—good for
what? To drive people away.—H. B. Wilson,
Palace theatre, Golden City, Mo.

What'll She Be Next?
SALMON, IDAHO.—To the Editor: I

want to congratulate Trags on his New York
City writeup. That was a dandy and he hits
the facts square on the nose. Keep hammer-
ing away, Trags, we're all for you.
Then I found in the February 9th issue

that wonderful and laughable letter of another
stalwart champion, J. C. Jenkins. Some folk
say that you can't be funny and earnest at
the same time—well, J. C, confounds such
critics—for J. C, can do it and does do it. I

certainly hope every producer will read his
"Colyum."
The only thing I didn't like in his letter

was his statement that after seeing "Shopworn
Angel" he pronto rechristened his Rolls Royce
"Nancy" after one Nancy Carroll. That
darned old Mormon! Each springtime his
thoughts surely do turn to love—and for
months after we read his love sonnets and
wonder if he is gong to start a harem or
become editor of the "Lover's Dream Book."
That darned ol' cuss ! There was "Viola,"

then "Clara," then some cutie I have forgot-
ten, then another pretty face, and now "Sue"—no, I beg your pardon, it's "Nancy." Well,
maybe it will be "Sue" soon. Who it was,
when J. C. was rattling around in his model
T. days, I don't know, but, of course, there
was one, or two, and I'll bet a carload of
cigarettes with or without the cough, on that
too. J. C. lives so far away that I can't pos-
sibly give him such adyice as he needs but
T. O. Service sees him now and then and
ought to take him outside the city limits where
he'll be perfectly safe from the bandit boys
or down to the city jail where it is slow,
sleepy and quiet and safe, and tell this gay old
buck to quit eyeing the young females and
to write his wife more often.

Well, he can have his "Nancy" but I for one
am going to stand by my old love "Colleen."

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

A "Newcomer" Speaks
OMAK, WASH.—To the Editor: When

I was a kid I was raised in a nice quiet
Irish community and one of the things that
made it nice and quiet was that everyone,
especially "kids" and newcomers, were very
careful not to speak out of turn. Now I

sure am a newcomer in this picture business
and wouldn't for the world speak out of turn,
but it seems that whatever it Was that put
the Ire in Irish, also put the urge in me to
write you. You know a fellow feels kind of
guilty when he gets all the benefits of the
Herald and gets a chance to cash in on the
ideas of men who write for it, and then does
nothing to let them know that he is getting
it.

"What the Picture Did for Me" is the
department that I should be writing to but,
so far, if I would tell the truth in answer
to that caption, it would only tend to lower
an already deflated morale. In truth it hasn't
done very much to me because when I went
in I put a couple years experience gained on
a carnival lot, when I was a sapling, up

against a service station owner's cash, and
with the promise of the local Commercial
Club that our town would reach a point where
San Francisco would be watching us, and right
away too, we built the "Joint."
As soon as the distributors heard about

the thousands of people that intended to move
in next day, they got busy and rearranged
the rates or rentals on films up to a point
that would be in keeping with good business
(for them). Of course they knew that the
local boosters lied a little, but they wanted
to be sure to be getting enough in case 25
more people did move in before they got back
next year, which all means What the Pictures
Did to My Partner; Plenty—Brother—Plenty
But he is a good sport and we are sort of
getting through the winter.

If it is worth anything to you, let me tell

you that man J. C. Jenkins is there ; and that
bird Trags "Ain't So Rotten."
But to get serious, and by the way the only

other time in my life that I got serious, I

made a lot of promises that she still insists

on my keeping, but J. C. is absolutely right
about the five grand showmen going back to
the soil, if something like the "Resurrection"
doesn't happen in this game out in the tall,

uncut.

I suppose the older and more initiated pur-
veyors of cinema entertainment can appreciate
the difference in films, but to a novice like

me, it seems that anything with over three
thrills in 8 reels or six laughs in a week's run
is called a Special, and as soon as the distrib-
utor finds out that we are using phonograph
records to make the train whistle right out
loud on the screen, we will be asked to pay
Vitaphone rental. Now this is not so very
interesting, I know, but it will give you an
insight into the mind workings of a small
towner away up here near the B. C. line and
if the boys will just clip the name off the
bottom, and if ever they are up this way, they
may find that we know a lot of things besides
"movable pitchers." We do know where the
big ones bite, and we know where the birds
are, and we know a fellow that makes good
cider. He'll be out in twenty days more.

Just as soon as we get over these blizzards
and the apple money comes back we expect
to be able to tell you

:

"What the Picture Did for Me"
Until then accept this as our apology for

appearing to ignore your valuable periodical
and its really worthwhile contributors.—A. H.
McDermont, Omak Amusement Company,
Omak, Wash.

How It's Done
BATH, S. CAR.—To the Editor : We en-

close postal money order for $3 to cover re-

newal for two years, from March, 1929, to

-March, 1931.

Here's a special report on "What the pic-

ture did for me," too long to condense on
your regular forms.
Something is wrong, sure as thunder, when

an outsider can come in and pack your theatre
at 10 cents and 25 cents with a picture sev-
eral years old, in which the women wear

(Continued on page 64)
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Coprrtghl, 1929

Columbia
ALIMONY ONLY: Lois Wilson—February 5-6.

One sweet picture. Lois Wilson is excellent. All

of Columbia pictures have been very, very good

so far. Six reels.—C. V. Hunerberg, Parkersburg,

la.—General patronage.

DRIFTWOOD, STOOL PIGEON: Special cast.

March 1-2.—Both extra good pictures of their kind,

.and where South Seas pictures or underworld pictures

are liked, these are bound to please.—C. V. Huner-
berg, Princess theatre, Parkersburg, la.—General

patronage.

SAY IT WITH SABLES: Special cast.—30%. Feb-

ruary 24-25. A good little picture. Bad snow storm

kept many away but those there liked picture fine.

Seven reels.—Simpson & Ansmussen, Palace theatre.

Clearwater, Neb.—Small town patronage.

THAT CERTAIN THING: Viola Dana—February
26-27. A nice little probram picture which pleased

Viola's fans. Six reels.—William E. Tragsdorf,

Trags theatre, Neillsville. Wis.—Small town patron-

age.

DRIFTWOOD: Special cast—54%. February 24-25.

Good little program picture. I have played seven

Columbia pictures and every one of them was a good
program picture. You exhibitors that are not using

Columbia pictures are missing a good bet. Seven
reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.

—

General patronage.

STREET OF ILLUSION: Special cast—15%. March
8. A good clean entertainment. Story good and
acting fine, better than average program picture.

—

Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

General patronage.

THE APACHE: Margaret Livingston—68%. March
3-4. Good picture and drew a good house when the

roads were almost impassable. Columbia pictures

O. K. Print and photography very good. Seven
reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.

—

General patronage.

First National
SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN: Special cast.—

One of the best mystery comedies offered this year,

and I am quite sure every one will proclaim it good
entertainment. We showed it in silent film, but it

would be even better in sound. Well produced, with
good account made by entire cast. Six reels.—W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.—General
patronage.

CODE OF THE SCARLET: Ken Maynard.—64%.
March 2. One of the best Northwesterns I have had
the pleasure of watching in a long time. A wonder-
ful picture. Book and push it and you will please

them. Six reels.—G. Salisbury, I. O. O. F. theatre,

Wickford, R. I.—General patronage.

OUTCAST: Corinne Griffith.—70%. February 20.

Excellent, a very good program picture that went over
fine. Miss Griffith was fine in this one. A lobby

photo would be highly appreciated. Seven reels.

—

G. L. Salisbury. I. O. O. F. theatre, Wickford, R. I.

—General patronage.

HEART TO HEART: Special cast.—February
27-28. This is just as nice a picture as any one
could wish to show. Bright and clean. Comedy
running all the way through. Well acted by
good cast. Wish we could get more like this one,

for it surely did please. Seven reels.—R. D. Car-
ter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General
patronage.

TRAIL OF THE HORSE THIEVES: Tom Tyler.—
'63%. March 2. Good Western; well liked. Some
very pretty scenes. The kid. Frankie Darro, just gets
them. Six reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,
Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

HEART TO HEART: Astor-Hughes—February 25-

.26. Have seen some good reports on this one but

SPRING'S COMW
"\/ES—spring is coming—believe it or

not! The first bit of warmth has
crept into the air in at least some parts

of the Northland, and though the annual
testimony we've heard about the robins
is probably, as usual, a darned lie, there
has been of late a contrite gleam from
the sun, while the earth grows softer to

swallow up the snow which, implacable
to the last, still comes to prolong the
orgy. And then, of course, we have the
calendar's official word for it—spring is

here on March 21.

But there is better evidence than all

of this. There is what a lot of us—most
of us, no doubt—are beginning to feel in

our—shall we say, breasts?—or hearts?
Heads, maybe! For the first few touches
of warmth and the first honest sunshine
were unmistakeable as signs of spring in

their effect on the head of at least him
who signs his name below. Made it

lighter (if possible). A little dizzy (as

these lines may indicate). But dizzy we'll

gladly be, if it means that spring has

come. It's been a tough winter, mates!

Spring, spring, tra-la—But we're not go-

ing to start that. Almost any kind of

poetry is good except spring poetry. We
learned that long ago, so have no fear of

reading on. (Besides, there's J. C. to

supply all of that kind of rot!) No,
we'll stick to prose in our reference to

spring as well as other matters—and es-

pecially in reference to the spring of 1929.

It is no fit subject for poetry. Poetry

should only concern the impractical, and
if there ever was anything practical in

this world, it is this spring that we all

are at present praying for.

It is something we need lest we perish.

It is plain food and water to languishing

people. How we'll feast upon it,

strengthen and gladden! If we can only

hang on a little longer. And we can

—

we must. For it won't be long now!

—GEORGE SCHUTZ.

personally I thought it just fair. Of course, it's only

a program picture and one expects very little from
program stuff these days. If a picture is good it's

special, and that means special prices. Seven reels.

—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.

—

General patronage.

OH KAY: Colleen Moore—February 19-20. A very

entertaining picture. Didn't do any extra business

but seemed to satisfy, so why worry? Seven reels.

—C. V. Hunerberg. Princess theatre, Parkersburg.

Ia.—General patronage.

HEART TO HEART: Special cast—One of the

comedy dramas that almost everyone likes. Starts

with Mary Astor as an Italian princess, but imme-
diately transplants her to her native American soil,

where the comedy starts. Louise Fazenda contributes

her full share toward entertainment.—Dinsmore &
Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—General pat-

ronage.

LADY BE GOOD: Mulliall-Mackail—61%. Feb-
ruary 23. A very good comedy-drama that was well

received without any regrets, well worth its rental.

Stars and cast all that could be asked for. Seven
reel6.—G. L. Salisbury, I. O. O. F. theatre, Wick-
ford, R. I.—General patronage.

ROSE OF THE GOLDEN WEST: Mary Astor—
Here is another picture that pleased our patrons.
Seven reels.—Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre,
Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

THE WHEEL OF CHANCE: Richard Barthelmess
—March 3. A very good picture. Eight reels.—Mrs.
C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111.—General
patronage.

THE CHASER: Harry Langdon—March 2. Too
silly to be entertaining. Six reels.—Mrs. C. Knox,
Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111.—General patronage.

THE WRIGHT IDEA: Johnny Hines—15%. March
5. A good crazy comedy program. Mostly hokum
but pleased.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE UPLAND RIDER: Ken Maynard—65%. Feb-
ruary 27. Ken Maynard's Westerns are consistently
good. This was no exception. Roads are in very
bad condition at present, and many people were
unable to come. Six reels.—E. B. Conant, Charka-
rohen Hall, Lincoln, N. H.—Small town patronage.

THE PHANTOM CITY: Ken Maynard—A little

different kind of Western and has more comedy and
spook element in it than the "Haunted House." It
seemed to please, and Tarzan the horse is simply a
knockout in this picture. He sure does his stuff.
Six reels.—P. G. Vaughn, Sun theatre, Kansas City.
Mo.—General patronage.

OH KAY: Colleen Moore—26%. February 24-25.
Amusing farce-comedy, but the weather was against
me.—Roy W. Adams. Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.
—General patronage.

THREE HOURS: Corinne Griffith—Very good.
Many favorable comments. Corinne draws well here.
—Rose theatre, Byron, 111.—General patronage.

SMILE BROTHER SMILE: Mulhall-Mackail—This
picture was a pleasant surprise. Many favorable
reports.—Rose theatre, Byron, 111.—General patron-
age.

THE LITTLE SHEPHERD OF KINGDOM COME:
Richard Barthelmess—Played to increased business
against bad weather. Picture good, print poor. Eight
reels.—Rose theatre, Byron, 111.—General patronage.

ADORATION: Billie Dove—A good picture that
pleased the majority.—Carl Veseth, Palace theatre,
Malta Mont.—General patronage.

Fox
ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD: Mary Astor—41%. February 22-23. Dandy little crook picture

that is a treat from the rest. The detective in this is

great. Nothing big but good. Seven reels.—O. Lane.
Star theatre, Trumansburg, N. Y.—Small town pat-
ronage.

WILD WEST ROMANCE: Rex Bell—48%. March
8-9. Pretty good Western, the star is no drawing
card. Print and photography good. Five reels.

—

P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, Ia.—General
patronage.

DON'T MARRY: Lois Moran—46%. February
26-27. Good program picture. Print and photography
good. Seven reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre,

Griswold, Ia.—General patronage.

THE LONE EAGLE: Special cast—This drew
better at 25-10 cents than "Air Circus" at 40-20

cents run as a special. People spoke favorably of it.

—Philip Rand, Rex theatre. Salmon, Idaho.—General

patronage.

PREP AND PEP: Special cast—Good picture, but

could not get them in, big loss. Some against it.

—

Philip Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General

patronage.

HORSEMAN OF THE PLAINS: Tom Mix—Jan-
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uary 29-30. As a Mix picture it is good, but that is

not saying much. A good theme of comedy runs

through the picture, which puts the picture across.

As good a Mix as we have run yet. Five reels.

—

E. H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

HELLO CHEYENNE: Tom Mix—February 26-27.

Very good for a Mix. Good comedy by some one else

except Mix. He does let some one else act besides

himself in this one. Five reels.—H. B. Keyes,

Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich.—Small town patron-

age.

TAKING A CHANCE: Bell—30%. March 2. Too

much hokum and not much of a story. Five reels.

—

Simpson & Asmussen, Palace theatre. Clearwater,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

THE NEWS PARADE: Special cast—Personally

thought it clever entertainment but did not gross

expenses. Seven reels.—George H. Koch, Gem theatre.

Lyndon. Kan.—General patronage.

THE RIVER PIRATE: Victor McLaglen—20%.
February 17-18. A better-than-average program pic-

ture. Patrons seemed to like it. Still have tough

weather, sickness and bad roads.—Simpson & Asmus-

sen. Palace theatre, Clearwater, Neb.—Small town

patronage.

PLASTERED IN PARIS: Special cast—30%. March
22-23. A wee bit suggestive in places—otherwise a

good featured comedy. Well liked. Six reels.

—

Simpson & Asmussen. Palace theatre. Clearwater,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

MAKING THE GRADE: Special cast^February

26-27. This is a weak sister. If you U6e National

Screen Service and 11x14 photos, you'll have a lot

to explain to your patrons about this one. Only two

scenes on the photos appear in the picture. The

trailer on it showed the hero (Edmund Lowe) as

having a terrible tussel with a huge bear somewhere

out in the mountains. Nothing of the kind appeared

in the picture. We had to laugh that one off. Six

reels.—C. V. Hunerberg, Princess theatre, Parkers-

burg, la.—General patronage.

THE RIVER PIRATE: Victor McLaglen—Feb-
ruary 8-9. with a double-header basketball game and

sub-zero weather, we did the poorest business of the

season on this. Many of our regulars failed to attend.

I think the National Screen Trailer on this showed

too much of the knock'em-down-drag'em-out stuff to

suit our patrons. The picture ia good and McLaglen

is great, but as a Special, it is NOT. Seven reels.

—

C. V. Hunerberg, Parkersburg, Ia.—General patron-

age.

HOMESICK: Special cast—March 1. See him in

"Gay Retreat" or "Why Sailore Go Wrong" and you

certainly will be disgusted with this one.—H. B.

Wilson, Palace theatre. Golden City, Mo.—Small town
patronage.

HOMESICK: Sammy Cohen—February 1-2.

Here is a riot. Played it too new and did not

know the value of it. Equal to "Gay Retreat"

and way ahead of "Plastered in Paris." Bel sure

your seats are well bolted down when you play

this one. Seven reels.—C. V. Hunerberg, Park-

ersburg, Ia.—General patronage.

THE RED DANCE: Dolores Del Rio—February 22.

This is a good one but did not draw for me. How-
ever, I get film rental back. Think this the best

one of several of Del Rio'e.—H. B. Wilson, Palace

theatre. Golden City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

FUGITIVES: Madge Bellamy—February 18. Just

fair. Nothing to go wild over. Played this on our

10 cent night with satisfactory results. Six reels.

—

C. V. Hunerberg, Parkersburg, Ia.—General patron-

age.

ME GANGSTER: Special cast—February 15. I

liked this and the novel way of telling the 6tory by

the way of a dairy.—H. B. Wilson, Palace theatre.

Golden City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE AIR CIRCUS: Sue Carol—75%. February

25-26. Very clever little picture and one with which

practically everyone was satisfied. My first picture

with this star. She certainly went over big with the

audience. Eight reels.—W. C. Pullin, Linden the-

atre, Columbus, O.—General patronage.

ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD: Special cast

- -Photoplay magazine listed this as one of six best

for the month, so I stepped on it. My people knew
I was a liar and stayed at home. We did not make
overhead on a two-day run. I didn't see it, and
some said it was a good picture, two told me it was
fine, but no one said it was any "six be6t." People

are tired of underworld stuff. Four a year would

be enough for our theatre, but one a minute hurts

business. I suppose the "movie" game is being run

for the semi-slum or city working class youths who
like this stuff and will blow their last dollar to take

their cutie to a Sunday two dollar top palace just

to show their gals how liberal and sporty they can

be. If that be so, the industry is pondering to the

lower elemental passions of the mob, which may
make the city exhibitors rich, but it makes the coun-

THE GIACOMAS OF
BROADWAY

The Crystal theatre on Broadway—
operated by the well known motion pic-

\

ture theatre men, Giacoma Brothers. How
does it sound? And the Herald-World
congratidates the brothers Giacoma on
their attainment—especially since their

Tombstone, Ariz., theatre has become a

Broadway house without the removal of
j

a stick or a stone. It seems—indeed, it is

a fact!—that a broad motor highway

runs from New York to San Diego. Both
towns have a street called Broadway.

Hence, the highway is the "Broadway of

America"—youve heard of it, of course.

Well, then, this highway runs right

through Tombstone—we have received a

map from Giacoma Brothers to prove it.

And that's how the Crystal got on

Broadway. Simple, isnt it?

try exhibitors poor, and can the industry survive

without city and country exhibitors all being suc-

cessful? I doubt it. The velvet is in the rural trade.

Give us pictures that will take, in any theatre at any

time. We do have a few .••uch pictures but we need

more. Underworld pictures are not going to make
the small town theatres much money, yet a fine big

murder court room play does draw, I'll admit.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General

patronage.

LAND OF THE SILVER FOX: Rin-Tin-Tin—This

is nothing more than a rehash of two or three pre-

vious Rinty pictures. In fact, they have reissued a

part of an old Rinty picture ("Clash of the Wolves"

I think it was) and cut it into this picture. I

remember it well, and the photography shows it

very plainly. Six reels.—P. G. Vaughn. Sun theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER: Margery Beebe—
10%. March 1. Would have been a good slap stick

two-reel comedy. As a feature it was tiresome.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville. Mich.

—General patronage.

HELLO CHEYENNE: Tom Mix—Tom Mix drew
them in as usual. Didn't see the play but the boys

who contributed for the box office record for 1928

said this was a good Western, so my comments
would be superfluous, anyway. What would we do

without this record ? It's a life saver sure enough !

—

Philip Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—General

patronage.

TRUE HEAVEN: Special cast—29%. February 22-

23. Couldn't get them out to see this thing, thank

Heaven ! Neither my people, nor myself care to see

thi6 sweet little girl in the role of a cheap courtesan,

smoking and drinking. The trite dramatic climax

and sentimental ending of the story cannot atone

for the offensively frank sporting house atmosphere

of the earlier scenes. This is a fine thing to show
the young people .of your community—if you want
to start a crusade against motion pictures.—Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason. Mich.—General

patronage.

THE AIR CIRCUS: Special cast—This pleased gen-

erally but did not draw as we expected it would.

Priced too high.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,

Idaho.—General patronage.

FOUR SONS: Special cast—A wonderful pic-

ture. Everyone cried and enjoyed it. I boosted

this in my newspaper advertising and it drew
better than usual. It brought out people whom
we have not seen all winter. Step on it, you

can't praise it too highly. One of the best.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.—Gen-

eral patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—One of the

few Keaton pictures that pleased our people. Not a

special by any means, but a good comedy for pro-

gram night.—Carl Veseth, Palace theatre. Malta,

Mont.—General patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—43%. Feb-

ruary 15-16. Had Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy and
news with this one, and what could they do but

laugh and enjoy themselves ? Our first Keaton and.

incidently, our first M G M. Keaton great! Eight
reels.—O. Lane. Star theatre, Trumansburg, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—March 2. A
riot of laughter from beginning to end. Best comedy

we have played for months. Full of action and
pleased 100 per cent.—George Lodge, Green Lantern
theatre, Claymont, Dela.—General patronage.

THE TRAIL OF '98: Special cast—88%. February
28-March L Play this one up big. A stupendous
production and one they will all enjoy. It filled the
house for me. Ten reels.—W. C. Pullin, Linden
theatre, Columbus. O.—General patronage.

THE TRAIL OF '98: Special cast—Can be

classed in every way as an epic on a par with
"Covered Wagon," "Big Parade" and the other
specials of the year—and cam be bought at
program prices. Buy it and get the wife her
spring outfit^-or go fishing with Phil Rand.

—

Carl Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.—Gen-
eral patronage.

WEST OF ZANZIBAR: Lon Chaney—79%. Feb-
ruary 24. Despite disparaging reports of various re-

viewers, exhibitors, etc., we got into the money
better with this than any other program picture

since "While the City Sleeps." Personally did not
care so much for the story, but our patrons ate it

up because it was Chaney. Lon is the best bet we
have, and they flock in to see him regardless of his

vehicle. Had no knocks. Making a few shekels is

certainly a novelty these days, and is getting rarer,

alas! Seven reels.—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre,

Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

WEST OF ZANZIBAR: Lon Chaney—March 6. A
good Chaney picture. Seven reels.—Mrs. C. Knox,
Star theatre, Villa Grove, 111.—General patronage.

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT: Flash—February 12.

This is the best dog story we have had in some
time. Very satisfactory to patrons.—Mre. Faye Corpe,
Colonial theatre, Colfax, 111.—Small town patronage.

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT: Flash—January 23.

A good underworld story, fair dog picture. Several
far fetched scenes in it and not many comments.
Seven reels.—E. H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT: Flash—March 1-2.

The dog is the whole show. Seven reels.—S. B.

Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.—General
patronage.

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT: Special cast—An ex-

tra good picture of the underworld type.—Dinsmore &
Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—General pat-
ronage.

THE BUSH RANGER: Tim McCoy—February 20.

Nothing to this one at all that I could see, and I

used to like Tim.—H. B. Wilson, Palace theatre,

Golden City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE BUSH RANGER: Tim McCoy—Not so much.
—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.

—

General patronage

SKIRTS: Syd Chaplin—February 16. Full of

comedy and action. Our patrons very enthusias-
tic in their praise of the film. Many good com-
ments as they passed out. Close to the edge of

propriety, but very funny at all times.—George
Lodge, Green Lantern theatre, Claymont, Dela.

—General patronage.

BROTHERLY LOVE: Dane-Arthur—February 20.

This team is always good, given something to work
on. This one is a peach. Pleased everyone. We
are enjoying rotten business—no fault of pictures.

Seven reels.—Mrs. H. S. Record, Palace theatre,
Cambridge, 111.—General patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special cast—February 26. One
of the high priced features. Neither Davies or
Haines up to standard. A rather disappointing
picture. We expected more than we got.—George
Lodge, Green Lantern theatre, Claymont, Dela.—
General patronage.

HER CARDBOARD LOVER: Marion Davies—Feb-
ruary 12. A very funny comedy. Acting good by

both stars. Kept our patrons in a continuous stream

of laughter. Good for any house, large or small.—
George Lodge, Green Lantern theatre, Claymont,

Dela.—General patronage.

THE FLYING FLEET: Special cast—February 8-9.

Very good—bill it as "not a war picture." Our patrons

are rather fed up on war stories—fight shy if they

see a uniform on the advertising. This has clever

story, good cast, thrills. Aeroplane stuff excellent.

Pleased all who saw it. but ice and bad roads are

hard to combat. Eleven reels.—Mrs. H. S. Record,

Palace theatre, Cambridge, 111.—General patronage.

TRAIL OF '98: Dolores Del Rio—75%. March
3-4. This is a wonderful picture, it has every-

thing to satisfy an audience. The star great,

and balance of cast fine. 100 per cent satisfac-

tion.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-

ville, Mich.—General patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special cast—March 1-2. Plenty

of good comedy. Haines doing some of his smart

alec stuff, thank goodness—we felt like he had come

home. Marion Davies also is a favorite among our

patrons. Nine reels.—Mre. H. S. Record, Palace

theatre, Cambridge, 111.—General patronage.
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FOUR WALLS: John Gilbert—February 27. Was
disappointed in this one, although it was fair as a

program. Reports upon this led me to believe it

was something better.—H. B. Wilson, Palace theatre.

Golden City. Mo.—Small town patronage.

TIDE OF EMPIRE: Renee Adoree—40%. March
4-3. This is not another "Co%ered Wagon." It is

not an "Epic of The Golden West." but the small-

townere will like it. It is really a great deal better

than the average Western. Renee Adoree is cap-

tivating as a Spanish beauty and gives as good a
performance as the story allows. Some of the

scenic shots are marvelous. The picture has humor,
pathos, a good horse race, a fair hanging scene and,

withal, moves along at a fairly good pace. Eight

reels.—C. Wallace Smith. The Rabun theatre. Clayton.

Georgia.—Small town patronage.

THE BABY" CYCLONE: Cody-Pringle—February
13. Not much to this one. Just one of those kind

that helps to make business worse. Seven reels.

—

H. B. Wilson. Palace theatre. Golden City. Mo.

—

Small town patronage.

A SINGLE MAN: Pringle-Cody—March 4-3. Good
but the two preceeding pictures from these two stars

were such lemons that they do not draw now. The
title also is poor. The picture itself is well produced.

Lavish settings and full of pep. Seven reels.—S. B.

Kennedy. Central theatre. Selkirk, Man.—General
patronage.

RIDERS AT THE DARK: Tim McCoy^Just an-

other one added to what has gone before. Six reels.

—Giacoma Brothers. Crystal theatre. Tombstone. Ariz.

—General patronage.

EXCESS BAGGAGE: William Haines—February
23-24. A different picture from Haines. Title is a

little misleading, but the picture will satisfy if you
get them in. It was a good story but will need

strong advertising. Eight reels.—H. B. Keyes. Ma-
jestic theatre. Homer, Mich.—Small town patronage.

FOUR WALLS: John Gilbert—Here was a very

good picture. It pleased our patrons very much.
Eight reels.—Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre.

Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE: William Haines—
20%. March 4-5. A dandy good picture but failed

to draw. Karl Dane as usual gets the house in an
uproar. Step on this hard and will make you some
jack. Eight reels.—Orris F. Collins. Palace theatre.

Rector, Ark.—Small town patronage.

HER CARDBOARD LOVER: Marion Davies—My
patrons all enjoyed this Immensely, perhaps not so

much as some of Miss Davies former comedies, but
more people came out on Tuesday and Wednesday
than usual, and we lost less than we generally do
on mid-week plays. Marion is popular here.—Philip

Rand, Rex theatre. Salmon, Idaho.—General patron-

age.

THE WHITE SISTER: Lillian Gish—70%. March
10. Another surprise package from Metro. Bought
right and did nice business. Gish isn't extra popular
here, but Colman is, and the book is fairly well

known. While the entire setting is foreign (Italy),

yet the picture does not have the usual foreign effect.

Get it and boost it. Will stand a slight advance in

admission and give entire satisfaction, especially if

you have considerable Catholic patronage. Excellent
print and mostly good photography. Eleven reels.—

O. B. Wolfe. Screenland theatre. Nevada. O.—Small

town patronage.

SKIRTS: Syd Chaplin—24%. February 22-23. A
pretty good comedy but no drawing card. Print and
photography good. Seven reels.—P. G. Held. Strand

theatre. Griswold. Ia.—General patronage.

BEYOND THE SIERRAS: Tim McCoy—9%. Feb-

ruary 19. Best Western we have had in some time.

Played to the smallest crowd we ever had. Can only

do business on Friday and Saturday in this town.

Six reels.—D. Lane, Star theatre. Tmmansburg. N.

Y.—Small town patronage.

DREAM OF LOVE: Joan Crawford—82%. Feb-

ruary 27. Certainly has the program pictures. Have
yet to see one a total flop. This was a wonderful
production. Nine reels.—W. C. Pullin, Linden the-

atre. Columbus, O.—General patronage.

THE BABY CYCLONE: Cody-Pringle—It seemed
the "brainy" men of Hollywood have smut complex
these days. It's virtually impossible to get a picture

anymore that hasn't vulgar scenes. Outside of that,

it's a 6illy comedy that they may like. Seven reels.

—P. G. Vaughn, Sun theatre, Kansas City. Mo.

—

General patronage.

WEST OF ZANZIBAR: Lon Chaney—Well, its

different from the usual collection of underworld
sex pictures we've been getting, anyway. Poor old

Lon meets his fate suddenly, when the powers that
be decide it's time to end the picture. Spooky and
gruesome, but they fall for it. I rather liked it.

so did my patrons. Seven reels.—P. G. Vaughan.
Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE CROWD: James Murray—Very poor drawing

Where the Convention Will Be Held

power. Fell down terribly second night.—Rose the-
atre. Byron. 111.—General patronage.

DIAMOND HANDCUFFS: Special cast—20%. Feb-
ruary 27-28. A mediocre picture which played to

poor business. Personally did not care for it. but a
few told me they liked it. The excellent cast employed
in this picture deserves better stories. Seven reels.

—

A. B. Kreiser. Majestic theatre. Myerstown. Pa.

—

General patronage.

TELLING THE WORLD: Wm. Haines—We ran
this on our best nights. Sunday and Monday, at
advanced prices, with a Metro comedy. "Leave 'em
Laughing." and Paramount News. This made a
dandy program, which all seemed to enjoy. I am
running comedy and news with my Sunday raised-
price shows, unless I have a ten or more reel special
on. when I leave comedy out. Metro :s the only
producer whose comedies I dare to show on my
best nights. Their comedies are certainly fine. Metro
has also some splendid comedy-dramas of the Haines
and Davies trademark, and they are always a pleas-
ure to show.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.—General patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: Special cast—March 3. This
didn't quite come up to the expectations of our
patrons. Not much of a story to it and it is rather
draggy in spots.—Paul B. Hoffman. Legion theatre.
Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE BABY CYCLONE: Cody and Pringle—An-
other one that tried to keep the patron's mind on a
level with the dogs. Many director's minds could
stand a lot of uplifting to make them satisfying to
the ordinary theatregoer.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic
theatre, Weiner, Ark.—General patronage.

CIRCUS ROOKIES: Special cast—Just a fair pic-
ture. A little above program schedule. Not much of
a box office attraction.—Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite
theatre. Placerville, Calif.—Small town patronage.

Paramount
HUNTING TOWER: Harry Lauder—February 28.

Should have been left on the other side of the pond.
Six reels.—G. O. Tunstall, The Midway theatre, Mar-
tinsville, Va.—General patronage.

FIGURES DON'T UE : Esther Ralston—First night
fair, second night rotten. I can't make a cent on
Menjou. Ralston and Vidor. The so-called society

type appeals to a small group of the ladies but not
to the general public. However. I think we should
run a few of this type, but the trouble is, too many
occur on a contract to make it desirable. My wife
says she liked it pretty well but doesn't like negligee
plays where husband and wife run around in scanty
clothes and intimate bathroom scenes.—Phillip Rand.
Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

THREE WEEK ENDS: Clara Bow—48%. Feb-
ruary 27. A very good picture, pleased fairly

well. Miss Bow must have fallen into the hands
of a new director. Consider it her best one we
have seen. Heretofore her pictures have been

too much the same. Same on her part, same
acting, same eye movements, same expression.

Did not adhere to the story. If she would show
in her acting the four forms of emphasis, and
support them by living and feeling the part, she

would please her supporters beyond measure.

Six reels.—G. Salisbury, I- O. O. F. theatre.

Wickford. R. I.—General patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—February 25-26.

I played this picture two days and did not make
film rental. Jannings no good here. Twelve reels.

—Mrs. C. Knox. Star theatre. Villa Grove, m.

—

General patronage.

MORAN OF THE MARINES : Richard Dix—
March 2. This is a very good picture and a

pleasing change from crook stories and red hot

love melodramas. One the whole family can
enjoy. Ruth Elder is good, regardless of critics'

knocks.—Mrs. Faye Corpe, Colonial theatre, Col-

fax, 111.—Small town patronage.

MORAN OF THE MARINES: Richard Dix—Feb-
ruary 12-13. A good Dix picture which will please

everyone. Just the kind that you like to see. Clean
and wholesome. Tied up with Eastern Star Benefit

and it gave 100 per cent satisfaction. Book it.

Seven reels.—H. B. Keyes, Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

RED HAIR : Clara Bow—Good picture to best busi-
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DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
If anyone thinks it's a snap to write a column when he is cooped up in a little town where

the only thing of importance that has transpired within the week was when a truck driver
ran over Mrs. Smith's skyoodle and broke one of his hind legs, just let him try it.

We know how George and Joe will feel about it if we don't fill so much space, and we
know how you will feel about it if we do, so that makes it one continual nightmare all the
while, with nothing to look forward to except the next mudhole around the bend.

A number of letters have come to use of late from exhibitors from all over the country
wanting our advice on this, that and the other thing, and it seems as though they think we
are qualified to advise on any subject from how much talcum to use on the baby to the best
recipe for making home brew.

An exhibitor down in New Mexico writes us and says, "You have traveled around a lot
and have seen a lot of pictures, and I would like to know if you would advise me to play
"THE WEDDING MARCH"?

Boy, all we know about "THE WEDDING MARCH" is what we have learned from the
reports on the picture. T. O. Service says it is the best picture he has ever seen under the
von Stroheim banner, and this might be saying a lot or it might not be saying adamthing.
All the reports we have seen from exhibitors inclines us to believe that it is not a small town
picture. If von Stroheim ever made a good, clean picture, we were absent when it was
shown. We have never seen "THE WEDDING MARCH," therefore are not competent to
say what it is, but if it is a typical von Stroheim production, we wouldn't worry about their
leaving it out of the contract.

* * »

From Texas comes this inquiry. "Dear Grandpa: I have wanted to sign up for X
service for next season, but my wife insists that I buy Z instead and says if I don't
she is going to pack up and go back to her mother. She says I haven't got sense enough to
run a theatre, anyhow. What would you advise me to do?"

Brother, this looks like the commencement of a family row—maybe it's the termination
of one. But this puts us in the nine hole. We have got a lump on the side of our gourd
us big as a walnut caused from interfering in a family row once, since which time we have
been a little leary of mixing in family affairs. But our advice would be that if you are
going to let your wife run your business, you had better sew some rufHes on the bottom of
your pants and familiarize yourself in the use of safety pins.

Here's a stunner. It comes from an exhibitor down in Arkansaw and he says, "Dear
Sir: I have been following your column for a number of years and if you have ever yet
said a sensible thing it has escaped my attention, and I am one of Darwin's star aborigines.
I will admit, however, that my wife does not concur in my opinion, for she grabs the maga-
zine as soon as it comes to see where you are and what you have said, but if you will advise
wherein your column is of any benefit to the public, it might remove a doubt in my mind
as to your sanity."

Had this letter come from Wisconsin instead of Arkansaw, we could have accounted for
it, for there is a fella up at Neillsville who would be apt to use just such language, but
since the post mark is Arkansaw, it is an alibi for Neillsville. In answer to this Razorback,
we want first to compliment him for having married a lady with exceptional judgment. We
want also to commend him for his honesty and frankness. It is so seldom we meet up
with such frankness and truthfulness that it is refreshing when we do, but we wish to sug-
gest to this brother that since his parents and teachers were unable to break through the
crust, we will not be held in any way responsible for his mental deficiencies. Where there
is nothing to build on. there is nothing to be hoped for.

* * *

xtA™ £°W 3 b°y d°W" at Golden City> Mo '
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We W'sh l° assure our °ood f»end, J. B. Wilson, that could we call on all

the exhibitors in this country we'd be the happiest man on earth, and we are offering as
an alibi for not calling on him, that the bridge had been washed out on the road and Nanrv
was unable to swim the creek. Should our good friend come back and prove that there
was no bridge nor creek, on the road, it will make it look awfullv bad for us. We hope
he doesn't do it. Should Missouri continue to go Republican, it might be necessarv for us
to make another trip down there, in which case we will surely call on our good friend, but
in the meantime we hope to meet him at Detroit Lakes next summer, at which time we
will smoke the pipe of peace and take an invoice of his hip pocket.
From Spokane, Wash., comes a letter from George Larkum Scott which grieves us very

much. George Larkum says, "I note by one of your letters in the HERALD-WORLD that
you seem to be unappreciative of jazz music. Knowing you as I do. having tusseled long
and earnestly with choice cuts of beefsteak from the neck on your table on manv occasions!
I am surprised that you are not keeping pace with the march of progress being made in
modern music. Let me ask you a simple question. Where would our flappers and colored
stevedores be today were it not for jazz music?' Unless George and Eagle Eve Joe ordain
otherwise, we expect to be in Spokane about next October, and it will be a pleasure to us
to see our old friend directing his symphony orchestra and church choirs in the latest and
most popular jazz selections. Having raised George Larkum from a pup, we are looking
forward to a pleasant visil with him.

* * *

"THE WOLF OF WALL STREET" is one of the hopeful signs for the industrv, hopeful
because it shows that good pictures can be made if they will employ good directors, a good

(Continued on next page)

ness in two months. Seven reels.—George H. Koch,
Gem theatre, Lyndon, Kan.—General patronage.

RED HAIR: Clara Bow—March 2-3. We played
this one late but it was well received. A good Sun-
day night picture. We would recommend it to any-

one. They all had a smile on their face when they
came out, and that is a good sign. Seven reels.
H. B. Keyes, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

LOVES OF AN ACTRESS: Pola Negri—February

28. Not much of a picture. Seven reels.—Mrs. C.
Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111.—General patron-
age.

LOVE AND LEARN: Esther Ralston—February
5-6. A fine comedy feature which pleased everyone.
Played it on an off night, so didn't do very much.
Poor title, but will please if you get them in. Six
reels.—H. B. Keyes, Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich.
—Small town patronage.

LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED: Special cast>-
February 2-3. A very good picture with a real story.

Please most all patrons. Some 6adness mixed through
it but had a good ending. It did good business for
us and is worth extra admission. Eight reels.

—

E. H- Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

SOMEONE TO LOVE: Special cast—March 2. A
very pleasing picture. About the best that we have
had from "Buddy." It certainly did please. Busi-
ness was very poor due to the almost impassible con-
dition of the roads.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre,

Holyrood, Kan.—Small town patronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Special cast—February 27.

As good a picture as you will find, but the dumb
title killed it. There should be a law passed
against such sloppy titles. You can't make any
but the morons come in on it.—Mrs. H. S. Rec-
ord, Palace theatre, Cambridge, 111.—General
patronage.

THE FIRST KISS: Special cast—January 26. Title

has poor drawing power. If you can get them in it

will be sure to please. A very good story and the
stars do good work. This is not a mushy love pic-

ture. Good photography. Several good comments
from patrons. Six reels.—E. H. Vetter, Majestic
theatre, Homer, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE SHOW DOWN: George Bancroft—March 1-2.

Dare not give my honest opinion on this one. Just
a bunch of mush and filth. Nobody there the second
night except a few flappers who wanted to see how
hot it really was. A couple of them said they liked

it. Eight reels.—D. A. Rhymer, Rialto theatre,

Hebron, N. D.—Small town patronage.

THE MATING CALL: Thomas Meighan—March 5.

A good picture. Six reels.—Mrs. C. Knox, Star
theatre, Villa Grove, HI.—General patronage.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—February 22. A
very good Zane Grey. Print and photography good.
This is the type my patrons like. Jack Holt has lots

of fans here. Seven reels.—Mrs. H. S. Record.
Palace theatre, Cambridge, 111.—General patronage.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—February 16-17.

A good picture, with good comedy mixed in. Just
a little better than the regular Western. Colored
film part has no bearing on story and not much of

it any interest. Not worth any extra film rental

over the program price. Our patrons were pleased.

Seven reels.—H. B. Keyes, Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—February 27-28.

This is the all-color special we bought last fall at a
special price. It does have a little color sequence
in it but is far from a special. It is all right if you
can buy it right but don't pay the price of a special

for it.—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood,
Kan.—Small town patronage.

BARBED WIRE: Special cast—Comments all to

the good, no kicks. A first class picture. Pola
Negri drew better in this than usual.—Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

ONE WOMAN TO ANOTHER: Special cast^-Rita
compromises herself in order to win Florence Vidor's
beau, then Florence compromises herself to win the
beau back. Negligee bath robe love, also has some
indelicate wiEe cracks. Hot stuff for the Lasky
palace, no good for Idaho.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,

Salmon, Ida.—General patronage.

THE VANISHING PIONEER: Jack Holt—50%.
March 9. Nothing extra for a Zane Grey. In fact,

somewhat disappointing. Poor print and photog-
raphy, night scenes very dark. Sometime when we
have a load of this defective stuff, the fire demon
will pay us a call. Whereafter the Arbitration Board
will probably go through the solemn mummery of

decfaring this exhibitor guilty of negligence, arson

and whatnot. All to the detriment of someone's
hope of heaven. Ho-hum ! Six reels.—O. B. Wolfe,
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patron-

age.

EASY COME EASY GO : Richard Dix—20%. March
6. A fair, but somewhat Glentryonesque little com-
edy-drama. Did no business With it on our bargain

night, chiefly due to the fact that the March lion

came to town with a 40 degree temperature drop

and chased the March lamb back into the fold. Fair

print. Good photography. Six reels.—O. B. Wolfe,

Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patron-

age.
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story and a good cast, and forget that drunken brawls in road houses where women pre-
dominate are essential to good entertainment.

We can think of no one who could play the part of the Wolf better than George Ban-
croft, nor you can't either. We don't want to think of anyone better, for when anything
is good enough, it is good enough. We may be a little partial to George, but that's George's
fault, for we have never yet seen him in a character—when it was played less than 100
per cent plus.

As you will surmise from the title, "THE WOLF OF WALL STREET" is a story of the
stock exchange in New York, where they tickle 'em under the chin in the morning and
then slap their ears down before the gong sounds at 3 p. m., and where the suckers run as
well in December as they do in March, or better, and where they stand about as much show-
as a Republican would in a Democratic caucus in Shreveport, La.

George had a wife, which was probably necessary in carrying out the story and which may
be common to stock gamblers, and this wife sidestepped certain of her marriage obligations,
as some wives do, but just why Paul Lucas should have made love to her instead of picking
out some of the other Hollywood stars we could name, the camera failed to disclose. Any-
how, Paul made love to her and he did the job in 1929 fashion, which ought to meet with
the approval of the Hollywood experts, and he laid the foundation for a helluva good
fight when George showed up at the wrong time and failed to take advantage of an op-
portunity to ring up the ambulance and add another name to the roll at the City hospital.
We would have thought more of George had he done this, but the director thought it

better that he be a good boy and not get sore at Paul for such trivial and common oc-
currences, and the director undoubtedly knew his business, and didn't want to throw cold
water on such indoor sports.

Baclanova was the wife who caused all the rumpus. We don't know who Baclanova is

and we are not overly anxious to find out, since she played the part of the faithless wife
so well that we don't care if we never see her again (except in another faithless wife part),
so little do we think of faithless wives, but when we get out to Hollywood, (if we ever do,
which will be up to George and Eagle Eye Joe) we are going to try and get George Ban-
croft and Paul Lucas together in some canyon on Hollywood boulevard and bring this mat-
ter up and tell the boys to go to it and settle the matter as it should be settled when there
was no camera around to record results. By gosh, somebody has got to be licked over this

matter before we will be satisfied, that's all there is to it, and if George can"t do it, he can
turn the job over to us.

* * *

Last night we saw "INTERFERENCE" with William Powell, Evelyn Brent, Clive Brook
and Doris Kenyon, and tonight we are going to see it again, when we could go down to the
Owl Club and set in with the boys in "The Old Haymow- Game," and if you want any better
evidence that we think it a good picture you are wanting too much.

William Powell, Evelyn Brent, Clive Brook and Doris Kenyon are responsible, more than
the author of the story, for making "INTERFERENCE" the picture that it is. As a story,

we would say that it was weak, but with this cast to portray it, we would say that it is

unusually strong.

In portraying "heavy" roles, William Powell, is a great favorite with us, and it is our
opinion that the screen has never shown his equal. We don't know what critics have said
about this picture, we are only offering our personal opinion, but to us the picture is out-

standing, if for no other reason than the exceptional work of William Powell.

As a portrayer of heavy characters, Powell is about the most ornery, low-down pup we
ever hope to see, and if it will be of any satisfaction to him to know, we will further state

that any-time he is appearing in a picture, we will mortgage Nancy, if that should become
necessary, to get the required change to see it. He has got a stronger drawing power with
us than a span of mules and a mustard plaster, because some day we hope to see him get

what's coming to him. Some day that freight train may be late—we are praying that it

will be—and when we get to Hollywood we hope to meet him face to face, with a cork-

screw in one hand and a shaker in the other, when we will try to convince him, that he is

about the best heavy character the screen has yet recorded. Our permanent address is 407
South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and he can choose his own w'eepins. We prefer sawed
off shot-guns loaded with buck-shot. We will delegate Polly Moran as our second to make
all arrangements and handle all correspondence.

* * *

From press reports we learn that the Maryland legi-lature has passed a resolution calling

upon Congress to amend the music copyright law by Mriking out the clause prohibiting

playing of copyright music for profit. It is said that other legislatures are contemplating
the same action. We will take off our hat—and our B. V. D.'s, if necessary—to Maryland.

* * *

These warm south winds will melt the snow,
The robins have come back to stay.

And Nancy says, "Come on, let's go
To see those boys in Ioway."
So cheer up, bovs. and don't feel sad.

For the HERALD-WORLD will make you glad.

J. C. JENKINS,
The HERALD-WORLD man.

P. S.—The HERALD-WORLD COVERS THE FIELD like an April shower.

WINGS: Special cast—48%. March 3. A repeat

booking which didn't do so well. Strong competi-

tion on all sides of us must have been the chief

reason. Well, we can't always guess right. Glad

we ran it, anyway, and we want to tell the rest

of you fellows that Cleveland Paramount treated

us right. Fifteen reels.—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland

theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

WINGS: Special cast—100%. December 6-7-8. The
greatest picture we have ever played. Broke all

records. A picture that will gross more than "Ben
Hur," "Covered Wagon," "Big Parade" or any of

the other big ones produced. Certainly deserves a

gold medal. Too much cannot be said of it. Pleased

100 per cent. Clara Bow. Charles Rogers, Richard

Arlen—in fact, the entire cast is marvelous. A pic-

ture like this should be produced at least once a

year for the benefit of exhibitors. Fourteen reels.

—A. B. Kreiser, Majestic theatre, Myeretown, Pa.

—

General patronage.

WHAT A NIGHT: Bebe Daniels—15%. March 7.

A good crook story, star and cast fine, gave general

satisfaction. This star always good.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.—General

patronage.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—18%. February

19-20-21. Only a common ordinary Zane Grey West-

ern sold at a special price. I have played much
better Zane Grey pictures at half the price that this

cost. I did less business on this than I do on an
ordinary Western, the result was I lost money. No
more of these so called specials for me. Print and
photography good. Seven reels.—P. G. Held, Strand

theatre, Griswold, la.—General patronage.

THE SUNSET LEGION: Fred Thomson—37%.
March 2. Good fast Western picture which was
washed out by final night of big medicine show here.

Pleased the few who came our way, except for the

numerous breaks due to worn-out print. Some dandy
photography in this. Seven reels.—O. B. Wolfe,

Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patron-

age.

HALF A BRIDE : Esther Ralston—15%. February

20-21. A wonderful little program picture which
pleased 100 per cent. Business was very poor.

Esther Ralston is not popular here, but Gary Cooper,

her leading man in this, helped to bring in 6ome
patrons who otherwise would not have come. Cannot
understand why Esther does not draw. She is beau-

tiful, can act and has a pleasing personality. Seven

reels.—A. B. Kreiser, Majestic theatre, Myeretown,

Pa.—General patronage.

TAKE ME HOME: Bebe Daniels—February 6. A
very clean little comedy-drama. Well enjoyed. We
all like Bebe Daniels. Six reels.—Mrs. H. S. Record,

Palace theatre, Cambridge, HI.—General patronage.

TAKE ME HOME: Bebe Daniels—February 16.

Bebe Daniels certainly pulls in the crowd. Made
more honest-to-goodness dollars on this one for my-
self than on one of the best specials shown recently.

A good picture and will please your audience. Mrs.

Faye Corpe, Colonial theatre. Colfax, 111.—Small town
patronage.

DOCKS OF NEW YORK: George Bancroft—Febru-
ary 24. For those that like underworld pictures, this

will do. Just an ordinary program picture. Eight

reels.—Mrs. C. Knox, Star theatre. Villa Grove, 111.

—General patronage.

THE SUNSET LEGION: Fred Thomson—February
28-March 1. A good Western with plenty of comedy
in it. Seven reels.—William E. Trag6dorf. Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

AVALANCHE: Jack Holt—A Zane Grey picture

rushed through relying on Zane Grey for pulling

power. A very poor box office attraction, not
enough attention paid to details in the making. Also
Paramount asked too much rental—left a small mar-
gin only for exhibitor.—Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite

theatre, Placerville, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE WAY OF ALL FLESH: Emil Jannings—Feb-
ruary 24-25. A very good picture of its kind which
will appeal to the better element of your patronage.
One of the kind that brings out the handkerchief.
Would have pleased better if it had been a reel or
two shorter, as in nine reels it goes into too much
detail, which has a tendency to make a picture drag.
Nine reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trag6 theatre,
Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

WIFE SAVERS: Beery-Hatton—February 27-28.
Thank the Lord this is the last from this pair. Six
reels.—S. B. Kennedy. Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.
—General patronage.

Pathe
LET 'ER GO GALLAGHER: Junior Coghlan—

February 26. Lively melodrama, and they seemed to
like it.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,
Mich.—General patronage.

THE DEVIL'S TWIN: Leo Maloney—February 23.

Pretty good Maloney picture. Considerable comedy
in it. Six reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags the-

atre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

CELEBRITY: Special cast—50%. March 6-7. A

prize fight comedy. Just a program, but there is

nothing wrong with it. A good many laughs for

the patrons and a few moments good scrapping in

the last reel. Most of my crowd left the theatre

in a good humor. Seven reels.—C. Wallace Smith.
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The Rabun theatre, Clayton, Ga.—Small town patron-

age.

ANNAPOLIS: Special cast—50%. February 22-23.

A fair picture. Won't hurt to run it. It will not

do a great business.—C. C. Kaufman, Gem theatre.

Colusa, Cal.—General patronage.

NED McCOBB'S DAUGHTER: Special cast—40%.
March 1-2. The bookers in the exchanges should tell

exhibitors that this is not a picture for children to

see. Made a mistake and ran it on Friday and
Saturday.—C. C. Kaufman, Gem theatre, Colusa, Cal.

—General patronage.

SAL OF SINGAPORE: Phyllis Haver—March
5-6. An unusually good sea story, with Miss

Haver doing some of the best acting seen on

the screen for some time. It should do well and
satisfy any day of the week. Eight reels.—C. V.
Hunerberg, Princess theatre, Parkersburg, la.

—

General patronage.

THE BLUE DANUBE: Leatrice Joy—30%. March
1-2. A good cast and good acting wasted on a life-

less story.—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,

Mich.—General patronage.

RKO (FBO)
SON OF THE GOLDEN WEST: Tom Mix—60%.

March 1-2. Not up to Mix's standard. Will please

the Saturday trade. Six reels.—Orris F. Collins,

Palace theatre. Rector, Ark.—Small town patronage.

SILVER COMES THRU: Fred Thomson—95%.
March 2. Very good business and we played it sec-

ond-run in competition to Tom Mix in "Son of the

Golden West." Business very good and gave good

satisfaction. Print rotten. Photography fair. Six

reels.—G. O. Tunstall, The Midway theatre, Martins-

ville, Va.—General patronage.

THE MOJAVE KID: Bob Steele.—Good picture to

just fair business. Five reels.—George H. Koch,

Gem theatre, Lyndon, Kan.—General patronage.

LADIES BEWARE: George O'Hara—Good picture,

holds interest throughout the entire length. Five

reels.—George H. Koch, Gem theatre, Lyndon, Kan.

—

General patronage.

SINGAPORE MUTINY: Estelle Taylor—I ran this

along with R K O's comedy, "Mickey the Detective,"

and had one terrible 6how. Neither feature nor

comedy has entertainment value. Seven reels.—W.
Chilton, Colonial theatre, Sault St. Marie, Mich.

—

General patronage.

CHARGE OF THE GAUCHO: Francis X. Bush-
man, Jr.—15%. March 6. A good big program pic-

ture. Slow and tiresome until last reel, then some
action. General satisfaction.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

WALL FLOWERS: Special cast—32%. March 5-6.

Fair program picture with no drawing power. Print
and photography good. Seven reels.—P. G. Held,

Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General patronage.

THE TEXAS TORNADO: Tom Tyler—34%. March
1-2. A pretty good Western, one of Tyler's best.

Print and photography fair. Five reels.—P. G. Held,
Strand theatre, Griswold, la.—General patronage.

SINNERS IN LOVE: Olive Borden—Taken from a
McFadden True Story, and therefore you know what
to expect—a lot of bunk, huey, filth, or what have
you. The half baked flappers will probably enjoy
it. Seven reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kan-
sas City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE BOY RIDER: Buzz Barton—Very pleasing
picture, with plenty of good, clean comedy. Five
reels.—Rose theatre, Byron, 111.—General patronage.

OUTLAWED: Tom Mix—February 26-27. Better

than the first one but still far from being the star or
drawing card for me that either Ken Maynard or
Fred Thomson proved to be. Seven reels.—D. A.
Rhymer, Rialto theatre. Hebron, N. D.—Small town
patronage.

OUTLAWED: Tom Mix—50%. February 23. An
extra-good Mix picture.—Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

Tiffany-Stahl
THE TOILERS: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.—20%. Feb-

ruary 27-28. A very good entertainment. Gave good
satisfaction.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre.

Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

THE DEVIL'S TRADE-MARK: Belle Bennett-
February 24. Just a fair program picture. Will get

by for one night. Seven reels.—Mrs. C. Knox, Star

theatre. Villa Grove, 111.—General patronage.

LUCKY BOY: George Jessel—80%. March 2-8.

Nice picture. Misses being big in this locality

through character being unknown here. Jessel's

singing very good. Eight reels.—John McManus,
Loews Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.—General pa-
tronoge.

Universal
UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: Special cast—80%.

February 27-28. By all means, brother exhibitors,

play this picture. Done the best business on it

in four or five months in percentage.—C. C.

Kaufman, Gem theatre, Colusa, Cal.—General
patronage.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: Special cast—February 21.

Wonderful drawing power. A real special, and a

picture that will hold the attention of anyone.

—

George Lodge, Green Lantern theatre, Claymont, Del.

—General patronage.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: Special cast—Very good

picture think this would make good anywhere. Well

pleased with box office receipts. Would advise small

towns to play it.—Mrs. J. B. Travelle, Elite theatre,

Placerville, Cal.—Small town patronage.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: Special cast—85%. Feb-

ruary 22-23. Business was not up to expectations.

Bad weather and a play sponsored by the American
Legion held down the percentage. Pleased about

90 per cent. Eleven reels.—A. B. Kreiser. Majestic

theatre, Myerstown, Pa.—General patronage.

HONEYMOON FLATS: Special cast—February 27.

Well, we showed this against a medicine show. Took
in $7 against our rival's 560 paid admissions, so

name your own poison ! At that, thought we did

pretty good—considering the way the local boobs
always fall for that hooey. The picture? Oh, it isn't

anything much. You'll never miss it if it misses

you. Lewis and Gulliver'6 success in "Collegians"

is supposed to put it over, but won't do it here.

Six reels.—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada,
O.—Small town patronage.

WILD WEST SHOW: Hoot Gibson—February 23.

A rather poor picture for Gibson. He is not making
pictures up to the old standard. Only a fair offering.

—George Lodge, Green Lantern theatre, Claymont,
Del.—General patronage.

TRICK OF HEARTS: Hoot Gibson—February 9.

A comedy Western. Hardly up to Gibson's average
but would pass fairly well in small town. Just a
country town picture.—George Lodge. Green Lantern
theatre, Claymount, Del.—General patronage.

THE KID'S CLEVER: Glenn Tryon—March 6. A
dandy comedy. It certainly pleased my patrons,

judging by their laughter. Received many favorable
comments.—Mrs. Faye Corpe, Colonial theatre. Col-

fax, 111.—Small town patronage.

THE MAN WHO LAUGHS: Conrad Veidt—A classic

with a fine cast, good acting. But not a small town
picture. Paid 40 per cent too much for it. A com-
plete flop at the box office. Had I paid 40 per cent

less, I might have had a small profit. Just ran it

to give Universal the rental.—Mrs. J. B. Travelle,

Elite theatre, Placerville, Cal.—Small town patron-
age.

WE AMERICANS: Special cast—February 13.

Splendid type of Americanization picture. Good for

patriotic occasions. Eight reels.—Mrs. H. S. Record,
Palace theatre, Cambridge. III.—General patronage.

RED HOT SPEED: Reginald Denny—February
25. A fairly good Denny, and I wouldn't hesi-

tate to run it again.—H. B. Wildon, Palace the-

atre, Golden City, Mo.—Small town patronage.

THE MICHIGAN KID: Special cast—February 9-10.

Very good story. Good acting and good photography.
Action a little slow in places but ends up with very
fast action, great forest fire scene and a thrilling

ride in a canoe. Would recommend it to anyone.
Seven reels.—H. B. Keyes, Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE COUNT OF TEN: Charles Ray—Not much
to this old one. Seven reels.—Giacoma Brothers,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

KING OF THE RODEO: Hoot Gibson^44%. Feb-
ruary 23. Dandy picture. Best from Hoot in a long
time. Not strictly Western as most of the action
takes place in Chicago. Fine shots of the Chicago
Rodeo. Plenty of action and humor. Kathryn Craw-
ford has some "it" of her own, although her part
isn't large. Good judgment, Hoot! Photography was
mostly excellent, only one or two dark sequences.
Good print. Business off due to county basketball
tournament and Farmer's Institute. Six reels.—O. B.
Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town
patronage.

THE GATE CRASHER: Glenn Tryon—80%. March
2. It was rather interesting to note the comments
on this picture. That part of the audience whose
mouths always droop at the corners said it was 6illy,

but the greater part said it was a great comedy and

went away feeling that they had 6een a good show
and had had their money's worth. If you live in a
locality where they like good clean comedy, this
picture will satisfy. Six reels.—E. B. Conant, Char-
karhoen Hall, Lincoln. N. H.—Small town patronage.

COUNT OF TEN : Charles Ray—11%. February 12.

Splendid little fight picture shown to empty seats
mostly. Seven reels.—O. Lane, Star theatre, Tru-
mansburg, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

MAN, WOMAN AND WIFE: Special cast—Fair
program picture, another underworld story. Seven
reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City,
Mo.—General patronage.

KING OF THE RODEO: Hoot Gibson—A good
Gibson, with a lot of very good rodeo stuff worked
in. Hoot apparently doe6 his own tricks in this
one. Most of the picture was photographed at Sol-
dier's Field, Chicago. Six reels.—P. G. Vaughan.
Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE CAT AND CANARY: Laura La Plante—This
got old before we could use it. but print was in good
shape and pleased the majority.—Rose theatre, Byron,
111.—General patronage.

THE DANGER RIDER: Hoot Gibson—50%. March
2. Another good Hoot Gibson picture that pleased
them all.—Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

HERO OF THE CIRCUS: Maciste—March 5. If
I run another Universal picture for another six
weeks after making my patrons pay for seeing this,
they'll mob me. If Universal ships you this thing
to run, better stick a match to it. Uncle Carl
wouldn't have the heart to make you pay for the
print. No wonder Carl, Jr., is cleaning up Universal
City. I'll bet he saw one reel of this. No one could
sit through more. It's terrible.—Cal Veseth, Palace
theatre, Malta, Mont.—General patronage.

BURNING THE WIND: Special cast—Hoot and
Tarzan and news made a fine combination and drew
well.—Philip Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.—Gen-
eral patronage.

United Artists
TWO LOVERS: Colman-Banky—98%. October 11-

12-13. Played this quite some time ago. but feel it

is so good that it should be reported on. It did very
good business and pleased 100 per cent. Colman and
Banky are very popular here. This, we believe, is

the best picture they have produced. Certainly am
sorry to see them separated, for as a team they cer-
tainly click. Intend bringing it back for return
engagement soon. Many patrons have requested it.

A real special and will stand a raise in admission
prices. Ten reels.—A. B. Kreiser. Majestic theatre,
Myerstown, Pa.—General patronage.

THE ONLY WAY: Martin Harvey—February 25-26.
We would like to know where U A got this old
wreck, and what the salesman said to make us buy
such a lemon. Eight reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax
theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

THE AWAKENING: Vilma Banky—50%. Febru-
ary 24-25. This is a splendid picture. Story fine.

The star excellent. 100 per cent satisfaction.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

STEAMBOAT BILL JR. : Special cast—50%. March
10-11. Buster and Torrence make a good laughing
show of this, but as a special I call it a good pro-
gram picture. Satisfaction fifty-fifty.—Bert Silver,

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—General
patronage.

RAMONA: Dolores Del Rio—March 5-6. Many
said they liked it, a few said they didn't but as
I played it at regular admission there were no
kicks. Boy, it did pack them in. Biggest night
since "Wings" and second night was fair, with
roads too bad for country people to get in. I

have yet to lose money on any U A picture.

Eight reels.—D. A. Rhymer, Rialto theatre,

Hebron, N. D.—Small town patronage.

THE GARDEN OF EDEN: Corinne Griffith—80%.

March 1-2. The first Corinne Griffith picture we
have played for sometime. Was a little afraid of it,

but it played to fairly good business and seemed to

please our patrons. It is a very good comedy-drama.

6omewhat unusual. Cast, setting, direction are all

above par, and the picture may be classed as a

special. United Artist's pictures all please and do

good business. Eight reels.—A. B. Kreiser, Majestic

theatre, Myerstown, Pa.—General patronage.

SORRELL AND SON: H. B. Warner—February 17.

No question about this one, it is one of the best

and will please 100 per cent, and I would advise

anyone that has not run it, to do so by all means.

Ten reels.—H. B. Wilson, Palace theatre. Golden

City, Mo.—Small town patronage.
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Warner Brothers
THE SINGING FOOL: Al Jolson—94%. Feb-

ruary 16. Pleased all who saw it. S. R. O. oat
before show started. Drew the second largest

house ever sold here. "Peerless Dave" Griffith's

"Birth of a Nation*' is the holder of the largest

sale record. Seven reels.—G. L. Salisbnry,

I. O. 0. F. theatre, Wiekford, R. L—General
patronage.

CAUGHT EN THE FOG: Special cast—March 7.

Ordinary program picture. Seven reels.—Orris F.

Collins, Palace theatre, Rector, Ark.—Small town
patronage.

THE GIRL FROM CHICAGO: Conrad Nagel—
February 19-20. Better than some underworld pic-

tures. We received several comments from our
patrons on their way out and that is a good sign

of satisfaction. Seven reek.—H. B. Keyes. Majestic
theatre. Homer, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE LITTLE WILDCAT : Audrey Ferris—64%.
March 2. A very good, very pleasing picture that
went over without any regrets. Fine cast, but the

lady playing with Mies Ferris stole the honors from
her by some very fine acting. Five reels.—G. Salis-

bury, I. O. O. F. theatre, Wiekford. R. I.—General
patronage.

THE LITTLE WILDCAT: Audrey Ferris—10%.
March 6. Cute little comedy that will please. Six
reek.—Orris F. Collins, Palace theatre. Rector. Ark.
—Small town patronage.

BENTS OF THE DESERT: Rin Tin Tin—50%.
March 9. A good dog picture. General satisfaction.

—Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre. Greenville.

Mich.—General patronage.

BEWARE OF BACHELORS: Special cast—Not a
bad comedy-drama. Well acted and well produced
as to photography, settings, etc. Got quite a number
of laughs. Six reels.—P. G. Vaughan. Sun theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE JAZZ SINGER: Al Jolson—75%. February
18-19. A very good picture which drew very well.

Jolson ifi a great favorite here since we played "The
Singing Fool." Pleased practically 100 per cent.

May McAvoy heads supporting cast. Eight reels.

—

A. B. Kreiser, Majestic theatre, Myerstown. Pa.

—

General patronage.

POWDER MY BACK: Irene Rich—60%. March
S-4. A very pleasing picture that will satisfy most
any audience. Not a special.—C. C. Kaufman, Gem
theatre. Colusa. Cal.—General patronage.

POWDER MY BACK: Irene Rich—20%. February
26. A good entertaining picture.—Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

TENDERLOIN: Dolores Costello—50%. February
25-26. One of the best underworld pictures produced.
Did fair business. Pleased 100 per cent. Warner
Brothers pictures are very good throughout. Costello
and Nagel are great favorites here. Nine reels.

—

A. B. Kreiser, Majestic theatre, Myerstown, Pa.

—

General patronage.

STATE STREET SADIE: Special east—57°'»- Feb-
ruary 6. Very pleasing n general. An able cast
with the stars out in front. Seven reels.—G. L.
Salisbury, I. O. O. F. theatre, Wiekford. R. L—Gen-
eral patronage.

LAND OF SILVER FOX: Rin Tin Tin—February
li Good. Pleased all that came.—Mrs. H. S. Record,
Palace theatre, Cambridge. 111.—General patronage.

State Rights
UNITED STATES SMITH : Special cast—25%. Feb-

ruary 22. A very satisfactory program picture.
Pleased them all.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

DEVIL'S TOWER: Buddy Roosevelt—February 23.
Not much of a Western and played to only fair
business. Print and photography good. Five reels.

—G. O. Tunstall, The Midway theatre. Martinsville,
Va.—General patronage.

COMING AND GOING: Buffalo Bill. Jr.—February
27. More of a feature comedy than a Western fea-
ture but gave good satisfaction. Print and photog-
raphy good. Five reels.—G. O. Tunstall, The Mid-
way theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

Serials

TARZAN THE MIGHTY: Special cast—Pulls like

a special feature. It's great for young and old and
should mean a few weeks of extra business.—Carl
Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.—General patron-
age.

TARZAN THE MIGHTY: Special cast—Have just
finished this serial, and after analyzing the receipts

No Foolin'

Yes. sir! They come big up at Detroit
Lakes, Minn. You can't fool the camera,
so you've got to believe this fish story.

Beauties, eh? They were caught in Ice

Crackin Lake, one of the 412 big blue
basins full of these walleyed pike that

glaciers dug around Andv Anderson's
town, where HERALD-WORLD readers

will hold their second annual gathering
next July, with Andy Anderson of the

State theatre as host. These pike were
caught last summer by Bill Johnson, who
is pictured proudly with them. One
weighed ten pounds and 13 ounces; the

other, eight pounds and two ounces.

Anyway, they're awfully big.

for its fifteen-week run. unfortunately find we cannot

join in the bouquet throwing. Cannot honestly say

that it brought us any extra business. However, to

continue with this painful honesty, must admit that

we did not give it circus advertising at the jump-off,

which it should have had. There '6 no doubt it's a
dandy serial—if you like serials. Personally, they

all give us a pain. Fifteen chapters.—O. B. Wolfe,
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patron-

age.

TARZAN THE MIGHTY: Frank Merrill—Very
good so far. It certainly increased our business on
our poor nights. Kids go wild over it. Adults
enjoy it. The animal part is very good. We are
well pleased with it. Our third night was a land-

slide. If it keeps up we will have trouble seating

them. Give it a good start and it will do the rest.

—

H. B. Keyes, Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich.—Small
town patronage.

HAWK OF THE HILLS: Special cast—This one is

terrible but it has bought my Wednesday and Thurs-
day receipts up 15 per cent, so I can't kick. The
story, if any, is put together for the average 12-

year-old's intelligence. Ten episodes.—C. Wallace
Smith, The Rabun theatre, Clayton, Ga.—Small town
patronage.

TARZAN THE MIGHTY: Very good, although

with bad roads, I'm not getting them in so fast.

—

Mrs. H. S. Record, Palace theatre, Cambridge, HI.

—

Genera] patronage.

Short Features
COLUMBIA

STRICTLY KOSHER: Looked like an old one. Lot

of stalling in spots. Two reels.—Simpson & Asmus-
sen, Palace theatre, Clearwater, Neb.—Small town
patronage.

EDUCATIONAL

BEAUTIES BEWARE: Jerry Drew—Very good
and pleased all. Two reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway
theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

CAMEO COMEDIES: Best on the market. More
action in these one-reelers than most companies'
two-reelers. One reel.—George H. Koch. Gem thea-
tre, Lyndon, Kan.—General patronage.

CALL YOUR SHOTS: Mermaid—Very good, plenty
of laughs in this one. Print and photography good.
Two reels.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold. Ia.

—General patronage.

FISTICUFFS: Lupino Lane—Good. Two reels.—
S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FOLLOW TEACHER: Big Boy—One of the best

juveniles I've run. In fact on a par with "Our
Gang" comedies. Two reels.—P. G. Vaughan. Sun
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

HOT OR COLD: Al St. John—A good slapstick

comedy. Two reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-

atre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

KID HAYSEED: Funny kid comedy. Two reels.—
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
—General patronage.

MISPLACED HUSBANDS: Good and funny. Two
reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

MAKING WHOOPEE: Just a wrinkle. Two reels.

—Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
—General patronage.

MAKING WHOOPEE: Pretty good. Two reels.—

P. G. Held. Strand theatre. Griswold, Ia.—General
patronage.

OH MAMA: Jack Miller—The best out of the last

ten Cameos. One reel.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway
theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General patronage.

PEP UP: Cameo—Fair. Print and photography
good. One reel.—P. G. Held, Strand theatre. Gris-

wold, Ia.—General patronage.

SERVED HOT: Cameo—Better than a lot of two-

reel comedies. Educational comedies much better

than they used to be. Print and photography good.

One reel.—P. G. Held. Strand theatre, Griswold, Ia.

—General patronage.

FOX

A FOOL AND HIS MONEY: Van Bibber—Print
so bad we could hardly show this one. Two reels.

—

Simpson & Asmussen. Palace theatre, Clearwater,

Neb.—Small town patronage.

A FOOL AND HIS MONEY: Van Bibber—Not
much to this one. Two reels.—P. G. Held, Strand
theatre. Griswold, Ia.—General patronage.

CHICKEN A LA KING: Special cast—10%. March
1. Light and sprightly entertainment that all en-

joyed. Six reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre.

Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

COW'S HUSBAND: They got a lot of laughs from
this one. Two reels.—Simpson & Asmussen. Palace
theatre, Clearwater, Neb.—Small town patronage.

DAISIES WON'T YELL: Good. Two reels.—Simp-
son & Asmussen. Palace theatre, Clearwater, Neb.—
Small town patronage.

LOVE IS BLONDE: Average comedy or a little

better perhaps. Two reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax
theatre, Kilmarnock. Va.—General patronage.

FOX NEWS: Good newsreel, and we get it early.

One reel.—O. Lane. Star theatre, Trumansburg.
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
THE BOY FRIEND: Max Davidson—Good comedy,

very good print out of Buffalo. Two reels.—O. Lane.
Star theatre, Trumansburg, N. Y.—Small town pat-
ronage.

CHASING HUSBANDS: Charley Chase—Very
laughable and better than his last few. Two reels.

—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City. Mo.

—

General patronage.

EARLY TO BED: The first Laurel-Hardy that
failed to click. They tried to make a comedy using
no one but these two guys in the whole two reels,

and it could not be done. Two reels.—Dinsmore &
Sons, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—General pat-
ronage.

ELECTION DAYS: Our Gang—A very good
comedy. Will keep them laughing. Two reels.—
Orris F. Collins, Palace theatre. Rector, Ark.—Small
town patronage.

FEED 'EM AND WEEP Max Davidson—Not so
good. The female Hardy-Laurel combination fall
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Doctor Hired to Look
After Netooo Employes

(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON, March 19.—The New
England Theatres Operating Corpo-
ration here has made arrangements
to learn the physical status of its sev-
eral hundred employees. A promi-
nent Boston physician has been
named medical and surgical advisor
to the corporation, and appointments
are now being made for complete
physical examination at the corpora-
tion's expense of each one of the
Netoco personnel.

This will not only acquaint Netoco
with the state of health of its em-
ployees, but will prove a boon to the
workers themselves.

Sound Film Too Real

For This Canine
(Special to the Herald-World)

KINGSTON, ONTARIO, March
19.—The story about the monkey and
the parrot was enacted in real and
reel life when Manager E. O. Smith-

ies introduced sound pictures at the

Capitol theatre. A lady patron hap-

pened to bring a dog with her into

the theatre. Presently a Movietone
topical "shot" depicting the hooting^

of an own was screened. The effect'

upon the canine was immediate, the

dog raising a big rumpus much to the

amusement and fright of patrons.

'

Manager Smithies immediately placed

a ban on the admission of all animals

into the Capitol.

down bad in this. Two reels.—S. B. Kennedy. Cen-

tral theatre, Selkirk, Man.—General patronage.

HABEAS CORPUS: Laurel-Hardy—These two
monkeys click again. It's a 6cream. Two reels.

—

P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City. Mo.

—

General patronage. .

'

IMAGINE MV EMBARRASSMENT: Charley Chase
7

—Sound print minus the sound, plus the black spots

where some was missing. Two reels.—O. Lane, Star-

theatre, Trumansburg, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

IMAGINE MY EMBARRASSMENT: Charley Chase

—This is very funny. A real comedy. Two reels.—r.

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mlchj-^-

General patronage.

LEAVE *EM LAUGHING : Laurel-Hardy—And it

did too. Two reels.—O. Lane, Star theatre, Tru-

mansburg, N. Y.—Small town patronage.

LIBERTY: Laurel-Hardy— Usual Laurel-Hardy

laugh riot. These boys don't need to do anything but

appear on our screen to set off the uproar. By far

the best all-around comedy subjects we are using,

and their photography is usually better than other

Metro shorts, for some reason. Two reels.—O. B.

Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town
patronage.

MADAME DU BARRY: Priscilla Dean—Techni-
color special with story similar to "Passion." Has
some of the most beautiful color photography I've

ever seen. Two reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.—General patronage.

M G M NEWS: Now using two issues weekly, which
is a great improvement over our former schedule of

one M G M and one other news weekly. Gets away
from the duplication which we had. M G M's set-up

may not be quite so classy as the news we dis-

continued, and the footage seems to average a trifle

less, but aside from that we find it a very excellent

news service.—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Ne-
vada, O.—Small town patronage.

OFF TO BUFFALO: Charlie Chase—Fair enough
for Charlie Chase—nothing extra for Hal Roach.
Two reels.—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada,
O.—Small town patronage.

OFF TO BUFFALO: Charley Chase—Good. Two
reels.—S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.
—General patronage.

OLD GRAY HOSS: Our Gang—A very funny kid
comedy. Two reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-

atre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

PAIR OF TIGHTS: An all-star comedy in which
Max Davidson did not appear. However, he wasn't
missed, as the rest of the gang was so good that
patrons didn't take time off from laughing to worry
about him. Good comedy, good print, good photog-
raphy. Goody! Two reels.—O. B. Wolfe, Screen-
land theatre, Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

SCHOOL BEGINS: Our Gang—A very funny Gang
comedy. Two reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-
atre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

RAINY DAYS: Our Gang—Good Gang comedy.
Two reels.—O. Lane, Star theatre, Trumansburg,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

RUBY LIPS: Charlie Chase—A little better than
the average Chase comedy, but nothing to broadcast
about. Photography not so good. Whyinell are the
primary titles of these Metro comedies so dark?
Don't they want to let people know what it's all

about? Two reels.—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre,
Nevada, O.—Small town patronage.

WE FAW DOWN: Laurel-Hardy—This is a rib-
tickler by two funny comedians. Two reels.—Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—Gen-
eral patronage.

PATHE
AESOPS FABLES: Good entertainment for the

children. We run them once a week. Most of these

fables are very good. One reel.—R. D. Carter,

Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General patron-

age.

CAMPUS VAMPS: An extra good two reeler.

—

Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—
General patronage.

MOTOR BOAT MAMAS: A good rough and ready

comedy. Two reels.—R. D. Carter, Fairfax, theatre,

Kilmarnock, Va.—General patronage.

PATHE NEWS: Having come to the end of our

contract period and finding our name on the dotted

line for another news service ,we needs must leave

Pathe for a while. Glad to report that our chief

emotion is regret, vjaife consider Pathe News one of

(jhe best, and like *fcje service from Cleveland Ex-
change.—O. B. Wolfe.'Sereenland theatre, Nevada, O.
-I—Small town patronage.

RKO
.BEEFSTEAKS: Barney Google— Good comedy.

Plenty of action and laughs. Two reels.—R. D. Car-

eer, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—General pat-

jonage.

J MICKEY'S MOVIES : Mickey McGuire—Very weak
tfomedy. Two reels.—Orris F. Collins, Palace the-

4tre, Rector. Ark^-Small town patronage.

PARAMOUNT
DANCING TOWN: This is a classy two-reeler.

Very good. Two reels.—Beit Silver, Silver Family
(iheatre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

' FOOTLOOSE WOMEN: A good comedy. Two
reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-
ville, Mich.—General patronage.

PICTURE MY ASTONISHMENT: An extra good
comedy. Two reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-

atre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

SEND THE KING: Edward Everett Horton—Sec-
ond-rate hooey, but drew a few laughs. Poor print.

Two reels.—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Ne-
vada, O.—Small town patronage.

SHOULD SCOTCHMEN MARRY: Jack Duffy—And
they call this a comedy 1 Two reels.—S. B. Kennedy,
Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.—General patronage.

TWO MASTERS: High class comedy, a smile and
a grin. Two reels.—Bert Silver, Silver Family the-

atre, Greenville, Mich.—General patronage.

UNIVERSAL
HOLLYWOOD OR BUST: Arthur Lake—This was

supposed to be a single-reeler but it was as big as
some two-reelers. Great little reel. Hoot's in it.

tool One reel.—O. Lane, Star theatre, Trumansburg,
N. Y.—Small town patronage.

FARMYARD FOLLIES: Only used one of these,

so do not know what to report. This one did not
seem as good as the old Krazy Kat comedies or
Felix.—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner,
Ark.—General patronage.

ROMEO OF THE RANGE: Bob Curwood—Usual
dumb Western featurette, in which even the kids
manifest no particular interest. Exceptionally clear
photography, but somebody had badly hooked teeth
on their sprockets. Two reels.—O. B. Wolfe. Screen-
land theatre, Nevada, O.-—Small town patronage.

STOP THAT MAN: Arthur Lake—March 5. A
most amusing picture. Plenty of action and plenty
of comedy. Pleased all our patrons. Almost, if not
quite, as good as a Harold Lloyd feature.—George
Lodge, Green Lantern theatre. Claymont, Del.—Gen-
eral patronage.

New Orleans Cinema Club
To Produce Own Pictures

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, March 19.—

A

minature Hollywood in New Orleans
with actors and actresses composed
of local talent and the production
from the scenarios to the filming,
planned and produced by Orleanians
will soon be a reality, according to
Albert C. Leitch, chairman of the
publicity committee of the Orleans
Cinema Motion Picture Club, re-
cently organized in this city.

The organization will be formed
along the lines of the Little Theatre
with the active membership partici-
pating in all phases of the produc-
tion. Active members will be as-
signed to posts as directors, camera-
men, electricians, scenic artists,
technicians, in fact all positions that
are required by professional pro-
ducers.

20 Theatres in Canada
Showing Sound Films,

Majority Wired by W. E.
(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA, March 19—Twenty theatres of

Canada are now presenting sound programs
on a permanent basis and practically all have
a Western Electric installation. There are

two Canadian cities already boasting three

wired theatres, these being Ottawa and Win-
nipeg. At Ottawa, the Regent, Avalon and
Rex theatres are no longer silent and a fourth,

the Imperial, is opening with sound pictures

on March 16. Winnipeg has the Metropolitan,
Capitol and Garrick theatres with synchronized
screens.

The Capitol theatre at Kingston, Ontario,
opened with Western Electric equipment on
March 4. The Capitol theatre at St. Cathar-
ines, Ontario, closed early this month for

renovation and for the installing of sound
equipment.
The smallest town in Canada to have a

sound-film theatre is Sherbrooke, Quebec, this

being the Granada theatre, recently opened by
United Amusements, Limited, Montreal. The
Prince Rupert theatre, a new house in Prince
Rupert, a more or less isolated town of Brit-

ish Columbia, is also being wired.

Meeks Resigns Post
As Milwaukee Manager

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, March 19.—Wm. T. Meeks,
at the Shorewood theatre for the past eighteen

months, has tendered his resignation, to take

effect March 14. Meeks was with the J. H.
Silliman theatres for nine years and later with

the Milwaukee Theatre Circuit, from which
he resigned to accept the management of the

Shorewood, a twelve hundred seat community
house.

Kansas Projectionists

Elect McLain President
(Special to the Herald-World)

WICHITA, KAN, March 19.—Local 414,

projectionists, recently elected the following
officers for the current year: President, A.

McLain; Vice-President, C. E. McBride;
Secretary, Alden Fidler, and Business Man-
ager, Arthur Lee.
Frank Welsh, chief projectionist of the

Miller theatre, is installing Bristolphone equip-

ment.

Indiana Firm Dissolved
(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS, March 19.—Officials of

the M. C. B. Theatre Company of Frankfort,

Ind, have filed papers with the secretary of

state here evidencing the final dissolution of

the corporation.
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NEW PICTURES
In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS

HERALD-WORLD presents in concise
form information on current and forthcom-
ing attractions.

The facts as presented will serve exhib-
itors in booking and in the preparation of

their advertising campaign.

WILD BLOOD: Universal Western with Rex, Jack
Crosby, Mary Ellis, Luke Connor, John Ellis and
Starlight. Directed by Henry MacRae. Released

Length 4.497 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Luke Connor, boss of the
rustlers, is intent on capturing Rex, leader of a
band of urild horses, and his white mate, Starlight.

Luke catches Starlight and goes to visit Mary Ellis

and proposes marriage. She refuses and is kid-

napped. Her father and lover take up the trail,

and, with the help of Rex, succeed in getting Con-
nor killed and save Mary. Rex also gets Starlight
back into his band.

WOLVES OF THE CITY: Universal melodrama
with William Cody, Sally Blaine, Al Ferguson,
Monte Montague, Louise Carver and Charles Clary.
Directed by Leigh Jason. Released February 25.

Length 4,160 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Jack Flynn rescues a
beautiful girl from a runaway horse but docs not
learn her name. Later he answers an ad and gets
a position with Frank Marsh, a wealthy art col-

lector. Here he learns that Marsh's daughter is the
girl he rescued, and again he is given the chance
to save her, after a series of exciting events and
fights. Jack catches some blackmailers and wins
Helen.

DANGER STREET : F B O melodrama with Warner
Baxter, Martha Sleeper, Duke Martin, Frank Mills,
Harry Tenbrook, Harry Allen Grant, Ole M. Ness
and "Spec" O'Donnell. Written by Harold Mac-
Grath. Directed by Ralph Ince. Released Aug. 26,

1928. Length 5.621 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Sigsby is left waiting at

the altar by his fiancee and becomes the laughing
stock of his set. He plans revenge, marries the
girl of a gangster leader, wills her his money and
then does everything he can to arouse the gang to

kill him. He starts trouble between the rival gangs
and finally double crosses both of them in such a
way that they both go after him. Kitty, his wife,
finds out that he is to be "put on the spot" and
saves him. They reveal their love for each other.

* * *

HOT STUFF: First National comedy drama, all

talking with Alice White, Louise Fazenda, William
Bakewell, Doris Dawson, Ben Hall, Charles Sellon,

Buddy Messinger, Andy Devine and Larry Banthim.
Directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Released
Length
TYPE AND THEME: Babs Allen is attending

college and living with her Aunt Kate, near fra-
ternity row. By bluffing that she is wUd and likes

to attend hot parties, drink and smoke, she finds
that the college sheiks and popular boys of the
campus are easy conquest. She really cares for
Mack Moran and by a series of flirtations with the
other boys, arouses his jealousy. He tries to hurt
her by pretending she's merely a passing fancy.
After several gay parties they each confess their

bluffing and settle down to understand each other.
* * *

MAN AND THE MOMENT, THE: First National-
Vitaphone with Billie Dove, Rod LaRocque, Gwen
Lee, Robert Schable, Charles Sellon and George
Bunny. Written by Elinor Glyn. Directed by
George Fitzmaurice. Released Length

TYPE AND THEME: Circumstances have forced
Joan to marry Michel Towne, but they separate.
Michel does not live up to his part of the contract
and takes by force the rights he has agreed not
to demand. Joan leaves, with Micliel following
begging forgiveness. She tries to forget and leads
a life of gaiety, attending parties to cause Michel
to become disgusted. Finally Michel breaks up a
party, carries her off to his yacht and convinces
Joan of his love.

* * *

WILD PARTY, THE: Paramount all talking comedy
drama with Clara Bow, Frederic March, Marceline
Day, Shirley O'Hara, Jack Lucien, Jack Oakie,
Arthur Rankin, Lincoln Stedman, Joyce Compton,
Ben Henfricks, Jr., Jack Redmond, Adrienne Dore,
Jean Lorraine, Virginia Thomas, Kay Bryant,
Alice Adair, Amo Ingram, Renee Whitney and
Marguerite Cramer. Directed by Dorothy Arzner.
Released Length
TYPE AND THEME: Stella Ames and her group

of eight girls, students at an exclusive girls school,

get all excited over the new, handsome professor,

Dorothy Revier and Ben Lyon, wlio have
the romantic leads in "The Quitter,"

shown as they appear in a scene from
that Columbia production.

Gilmore. They find that he is serious and will not
tolerate foolishness. Soon afterwards they are ex-
cluded from a costume party because of their scanty
costumes, so they go to a roadhouse. Here a fight
starts and Gilmore, passing by, rescues Stella. This
causes a lot of gossip. After a series of events
that forces Gilmore to resign and Stella to leave
school, they decide on no more wild parties, but a
life party for two.

* * *

SPIRIT OF YOUTH, THE: Tiffany-Stahl melodrama
with Dorothy Sebastian, Larry Kent, Betty Fran-
cisco, Maurice Murphy, Anita Fremault, Donald
Hall, Douglas Gilmore, Charles Sullivan and Sid-
ney D'Albrook. Directed by Walter Lang. Re-
leased Feb. 20. Length
TYPE AND THEME: Betty Grant, a librarian,

falls in love with the champion boxer of the navy,
Jim Kenney. Before the fleet leaves, Jim asks Betty
to wait for him. After his enlistment expires.

She learns through the newspapers that he is a pro-
fessional fighter. Jim has risen to fame and meets
Claire Ewing, a wealthy society girl, who induces
him to box at a charity ball. On his way he meets
Betty and pretends that he has forgotten her. Jim
fights and loses and is snubbed by Claire. He then
turns to Bettey for encouragement and love.

RIDING RENEGADE, THE: FBO Western with
Bob Steele, Dorothy Kitchen, Lafe McKee, Bob
Fleming, Ethan Laidlaw, Nick Thompson and
Pedro Riga. Directed by Wallace Fox. Released
Feb. 19. Length 4.729 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Bob Taylor, son of the
sheriff, and his Indian friends save Janet Reynolds
in a stage holdup. Later Bob is taken for the
bandit and jailed. Because of his friendship with
the Indians, his father refuses to help him so his

mother and Janet aid him to escape. His father
admits his mistake and goes to aid Bob but is cap-
tured by the bandits. Bob and his Indians go to his
rescue and capture the bandits. Bob and Janet go
back home.

* * •

WIZARD OF THE SADDLE : FBO Western with
Buzz Barton, Milburn Moranti, Jimmy Ford, Duane
Thompson, James Welch and Bart Apling. Di-
rected by Frank Howard. Released January 22.

Lentrth 4.805 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Red and Hank are search-
ing for Red's missing father when they find gold
and file a claim. They save an old man and his

daughter from the outlaws and later are captured,
so the bandits can return to the old man's cabin
and hunt for his hidden gold. Red escapes and
with the help of Hank and a secret service man
rounds up the bandits, who prove to be counter-
feiters.

* * 4

SHIPS OF THE NIGHT: Rayart melodrama with
Jacequeline Logan, Sojin, Jack Mower, Andy Clyde,
Arthur Rankin, Glen Cavender, Thomas A. Curran,
Frank Lanning, J. P. McGowan and Frank Moran.
Directed by Duke Worne. Released
Length 5,940 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Donald Hearne and his

sister, Johanna, live on a south sea island and are
dealers in copra. Donald spends his time gambling
and in a card table fight thinks he has killed Bo-
hanan. He leaves the isle and goes to Derelict
Island. His sister learns that Bohanan is alive, and
starts search for Donald. Meanwhile Donald is

taken captive by a Chinese bandit. After Johanna
has been taken captive by Bohanna and his gang
and an island civU war, Donald is rescued from the
Chinese and returns.

GIRLS GONE WILD: Fox comedy drama with Sue
Carol, Nick Stuart, William Russell, Roy D'Arcy,
Leslie Fenton, Hedda Hopper, John Darrow, Mat-
thew Betz, Edmund Breeze, Minna Ferry, Louis
Natheaux and Lumsden Hare. Directed by Lew
Seiler. Released Feb. 24. Length
TYPE AND THEME: Babs Holworthy, wealthy,

gay and carefree, does as she pleases and when she
pleases, knowing that her father's political influence
will keep her away from the law. She flirts with a
bootlegger and starts a round of trouble for herself
and father. The bootlegger and his pals take her
seriously and soon she finds herself in a position
where her father cannot help. After a series of
exciting gang fights, Buck, the son of a traffic cop,
rescues her.

* * *

VEILED WOMAN, THE : Fox drama with Lia Tora.
Paul Vincenti, Walter McGrail, Josef Swickard,
Kenneth Thompson, Andre Cheron, Ivan Lebedeff
and Maude George. Directed by Emmett Flynn.
Released Length
TYPE AND THEME: Nanon's father is id. must

be taken to southern France, and Nanon, unknown
to him, becomes a gambling house lure to provide
the money. To defend herself she shoots a patron.
Pierre, gambling house gigolo, sends her to her dy-
ing father and goes to prison for the shooting.
Nanon weds the doctor who attended her father.
Years later the doctor finds out her past and they
separate. Nanon goes to Paris and meets Pierre,
who is driving a cab. They renew their former
romance and find happiness.

* * #

PEACOCK FAN, THE: Chesterfield melodrama
with Lucien Prival, Dorothy Dwan, Tom O'Brien,
Rosemary Theby, Carlton King, Gladden James,
David Findlay, James Wilcox, Fred Malatesta, Alice
True, Spencer Bell and John Fowler. Directed by
Arthur Hoerl. Released Length

TYPE AND THEME: John Rossmore buys a
Chinese fan that is connected with a legend of
death. His wife takes the fan to a theatre party
and the next morning Rossmore is found dead. The
local detectives can make nothing of the murder
until Dr. Chang Dorfman solves the mystery. He
proves that Rossmore has been killed by poison put
on the sharp quills of the fan and accuses Ross-
more's wife and lawyer. During the investigation
Elton, secretary of Rossmore, kills himself so that
he will not have to face a charge of theft.

GRIT WINS: Universal Western with Ted Wells.
Kathleen Collins, Al Ferguson, Buck Connor, Nel-
son McDowell and Edwin Moulton. Directed by
Josef Levigard. Released Length

TYPE AND THEME: Unknown to Pickens, oil

is found on his ranch. Logan* oroner of a road-
house, takes advantage of a 25 year quarrel be-
tween Pickens and Deering to force Pickens to sell

to him. During the more or less friendly argument
between Pickens and Deering, Logan has Deering
shot and accuses Pickens but offers to free him for
a title to his ranch. Jim Deering and Nan Pickens
take a hand in the fight and soon bring the mur-
derers to justice.

» » #

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE : Chesterfield drama
with Helen Foster, Cornelius Keefe, Alice Lake,
Charles Gerrard and Ray Hallor. Directed by
Wilfred Noy. Released Jan. 1. Length 5,300 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: Arthur Rowland, engi-
neer, and Jean Benton, secretary, are in the em-
ploy of Henry Lord. Arthur is in love with Jean.
Lord succeeds in getting Jean to his country home,
and tries to force her to spend the night there.
Arthur comes to her rescue.

# * •

MOULIN ROUGE: World Wide drama with Mile.
Olga Chekova, Eve Gray, Jean Bradin. Directed
by E. A. Dupont. Released Length

TYPE AND THEME: Parysia, star of the
Moulin Rouge is successful in making it possible for
her daughter to marry Andre, the son of a wealthy
aristocrat. Before the wedding Andre goes to
Parysia and tells her that it is her that he loves
and not her daughter. Parysia is forced to resort
to extreme methods to make Andre see that she is

merely the dancer and that the real love is with
her daughter, Margaret.
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From Readers

walked out on me. So beware, unless you
have a written contract, then refuse to pay
until the last night.—R. S. Wenger, Miami
theatre, Union City, Ind.

What To Call Them
ALBION, N. Y.—To the Editor: I have

been reading some of your articles on a
name for the talkies. The following is in

my opinion a common sense idea. Now then,
the word Vitaphone has been accepted by the
public as a talking picture, but will be fast

dying out, as there are so many other disc
machines on the market, and the exhibitors,

not wishing to confuse the public too much,
advertise a talkie or part talkie. The public
in turn hear a poor 'talkie or a Vitaphone
record in which it jumped and the girl talkie

on the screen and the man talkie on the
Vitaphone come out and say that talkie turned
out to be a squawkie, which is a rotten ad
for Vitaphone or any other talkie. They go
home and say they heard a squawkie.

All of us exhibitors who are putting in

talkies and not Vitaphone tell our patrons
that Vitaphone is a trade name only for a
certain disc machine and then perhaps we
go on and tell them that the film machine we
are installing is much better. Now, I believe
Warner Brothers would not have anything to

lose if they gave the word away for anybody
to use. Then they could advertise a Warner
Brothers Vitaphone and Fox could say Fox
Vitaphone picture, and so on with Paramount
and others. We exhibitors would then adver-
tise we had a Vitaphone picture, no matter
whether it was on a disc or film. And as I

say, the public has already accepted it. But
if Warner Brothers hang on to it for theirs,

in a year or so it won't amount to anything
for them or anybody else, as they will all be
calling them talkies or squawkies, depending
on the mood of the person talking. If this

appeals to your good judgment you might
suggest it to Warner Brothers in the light

that I suggested it to you, and see what they
think. They could still advertise the original

Vitaphone for their trouble, and we would alJ

have a name.

—

Wilfred H. Robson, Rialto
theatre, Albion, New York

"Echoie" Is Proposed

MUNICH, N. D.—To the Editor: I am
submitting a name for talking pictures at this

time and I hope I am not too late. I would
suggest "Echoie" a good name for talkie. This
name is an easy one and .a good one for chil-

dren. Hoping that it will have your considera-
tion.—W. B. Tabert, Munich, N. D.

"The Vocals"

SIOUX CITY, IA.—To the Editors I

would suggest that the new synchronized
sound pictures be named "The Vocals." This
means all that "the talkies" does and more,
and has a dignity the pictures deserve but
that most of the suggested names lack. It is

understandable, easy to speak, to write and
to remember and, I believe, it would be pop-
ular. — Carrie Atherton Haywood, 2314
Doughs Street, Sioux City, la.

Screen Stars Gambol
Tickets Going Fast

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 19.—Sales
of tickets for the Screen Stars Gam-
bol, the show to be staged in the
Shrine Auditorium April 1, are selling
fast according to Lou Anger, execu-
tive chairman of the Gambol commit-
tee. During the past five weeks
broadcasts have been given for the

Son of Owner Will Run
Theatre; Former Lessor
Plans to Start Next Door

(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, MO., March 19.—Robert 0.
Robison, son of Lester M. Robison, owner
of the Rigney theatre, is taking over the
house, with the expiration of the lease of
Lloyd E. Maple. The latter has bought a
building adjoining the theatre and plans
to put in his own theatre there. Robison
will make several additions to the Rigney.

Plenty of $2,000 Men
But Few Worth $10,000,
Declares Chain Manager

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, March 19. — There are
plenty of $2,000 men, but few worth $10,000,
in managerial positions, declared Henry
Goldenberg of the Embassy theatre in

addressing the Milwaukee Circuit Managers.
"In the theatre field right now, as I see

it, there is needed a large number of men
who are able to foresee executive problems
and prepare to meet them," Goldenberg
said. "In a chain organization the right
sort of supervision means a great deal.

Other fields have such supervision to a
greater extent than the theatre field."

Summerville Elected to

Civic Board at Toronto
(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, March 19.—That it is impos-
sible to keep a good man down is indi-

cated in the case of former Alderman W. A.
Summerville, owner of two theatres, who has
been elected to a seat on the civic board
of control. Summerville, owner of the Prince
of Wales and Gerrard theatres, was elected

January 1, but resigned his seat when a

technicality w-as raised. A second election

was required and he was returned by a big
vote. He previously had served the city for
eight years as alderman.

Ames Theatre Gives Up
Fight for Sunday Shows

(Special to the Herald-World)

AMES, IOWA, March 19.—Joe Gerbracht,
manager of the Ames Theatre Company, an-
nounces the discontinuance of Sunday shows
in the theatre close to campus of the state

college. This is the culmination of years
of Sunday show wars. A referendum sev-
eral years ago stopped the Sunday shows but
the city council passed an ordinance permit-
ting the house to open. Business men and
the students urged Sunday shows.

Alexander Frank, York
Theatre Manager, Dead

(Special to the Herald-World)

WATERLOO, IOWA, March 19.—Alex-
ander Frank, who up and until recently was
the manager of one of the new theatres at

York, Nebraska, was found dead in his car
here on the evening of February 25. The
cause of his death was not given in the dis-

patch, presumably he died from heart failure,

since it was not known that he had been in

poor health. Frank was well known through-
out Iowa, having been connected with a num-
ber of the houses of that state and recently
had taken the active management of the house
at York.—J. C. J.

(Continued from page 54)

skirts long, and night scenes were taken in
"twilight blue" (if you know what I mean),
and you only have a small regular attendance
at 10 cents and 15 cents. We usually have
about 35 children and 100 adults at our regular
Mondav and Thursday shows, but Saturday,
March 9, Mr. E. C. Baldwin of Charlotte,
N. C, showed "One Minute After Death" for
the benefit of the local School Improvement
Association, and packed 179 children and 212
adults in our theatre, more people than have
been in it since we showed "The Birth of a
Nation." If the exhibitors could learn how-
Mr. Baldwin does it, it would prevent many, if

not all of the 5,000 theatres closing, as pre-
dicted by "Pa" Jenkins.
Mr. Baldwin had an electric chair outside

the theatre, some photos of the picture, and
some Herald-Worlds for advertising, and
packed the house. On our regular shows we
put up a three-sheet and a one-sheet for our
advertising. And it is certain that the pic-
tures we show regularly are as good, and
many of them better than "ONE MINUTE
AFTER DEATH." So if you fellows get an
opportunity to line up with Mr. Baldwin on
this picture, do so, and talk with him about
how you can improve the attendance at your
regular shows. Maybe he can help you. I

would have talked with him myself, but these
theatres are operated purely for the amuse-
ment of our operatives and they can come
or stay away as they like. But if I was in
the business for a living, I would find out
how Mr. Baldwin does it.—H. B. Grtce, The
Aiken Mills Theatre, Bath, S. Car.

You Tell 'Em!
REPUBLIC, KANSAS.—To the Editor:

Sure ! Here's my check for another two years.
Have taken the Herald-World since its first

year and will always take it. You may tell

the world that we read the letters from other
exhibitors ; also from J. C. J.
The exchanges are certainly doing all they

can at present to put the small towns out.
They are not producing enough of the cor-
rect kind of features. Too many "sex" pic-
tures—not enough good home stories and
comedy-dramas.
Would install "see and hear" equipment, but

film rental for sound pictures is prohibitive
in a little town. Heard the McAlpin equip-
ment that sells for $1,250 and it is great—
Grafton Nutter, Nutter's Royal Theatre,
Republic, Kas.

Paging Hattie Mizelle

UNION CITY, IND.—To the Editor-:
After reading Hattie Mizelle, Alkazar theatre,
Dothan, Ala., of the February 25th Herald-
World, it makes me wonder why Hattie
doesn't sell out and get into some other busi-
ness. I don't believe anyone could sell an
audience the idea to see a picture or sell an
automobile or a can of talcum powder, if

they held such priggishness against the thing
they are doing. A lot of this kind of stuff
is what is hurting the business. I sometimes
hand my magazines to doctors, barbers, or
beauty parlors, to lay on their desks for their
patrons to read, if I don't find anything in
them I think the public should not see, and
derive some benefits from them. Believe me
I won't lay this number of Hattie's around
where any one will see it.

Use this for an ad to anyone wanting to
buy a theatre, as I think Hattie wants to sell

out. And a warning to anyone that might
hook Chief Pontiac and Princess White
Beaver and Pontiac Garage, to beware. I

booked them for three days, then got liberal
and paid my share first night, then they

show, and the results from the first
broadcast resulted in the sales of
$2,000 worth of tickets. Many stars
have appeared on the radio in the
broadcasts in an effort to sell more
tickets.

Netoco Adds Another
(Special to the Herald-World)

WALTHAM, MASS., March 19.—Netoco
is taking over the Embassy, a 2200-seat
house. The operating policy will remain
the same.
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Sound Length Title and Players
New

Released Pictures

1927
5754

5669
7300
4887

648!

E233
4752
5800
8049
6235

5629
5182
5276

6448

E614

1928

6775
5209

5510
5362
6477

6126
5334

5297
6563
5676

7785
6708

5102

6735
7256
6662
6361

6283

1927

1928
ce

T
AT

6000

7500
7311
8650
9120
9000
7456

8260

8000

1972
8250
6400

T000
9368
9100

8350
7300

&OI
T
ME
T
T
AT
T

7650
ME
HE

8600
AT
I

6400
ICE 9300
MB
ME 8500
ME 8360

1928
6243

4179
5311
4322
4201

5357
5109

7828
6474

4194

6599
4868
6307

5591
6832

10186

(Continued from page 52)

Tiffany-Stahl
Backstage (CD), Bedford
Beauty Shoppe (CD). Busch
College Days (CD), M. Day
Enchanted Island (D)
Fools of Fashion (CD), Busch..

-.July 9

-Jnly 16
...Not. 6

.. June 25

...Oct. 9

Girl from Gay Paree, The (F). Sherman Sept. 15

Haunted Ship, The (M), Sebastian-M. Love Dec. 1

Joselyn's Wife (D). Frederick

Lightning (W). J. Ralston. Sept. 1

Night Life (CD). Day-Harron Nov. 1

Once and Forever (D), Patsy Buth Miller Oct, 15

Snowbound (FC), Blythe.-

-Not. 27

Streets of Shanghai (RD), Starke-Harl:

Tired Business Man (O-
Wild Geese (D), BeUe Bennett-.

Women's Wares (D), Brent-Lytell

Bachelor's Paradise (R), Sally O'NeiL.
Big Top. The (CD). Sally CNeil
Broadway Fever (D), Sally O'NeiL.

._Dec. 15 Mar. 10

-July 30

-Not. 15
-Oct. 1

Dec 24 Dec 10

..Oct 30
-Sept. 30

Cavalier, The (D), Talmadge-Bedford
Clothes Makes the Woman (R). Southern-
Pidgeon May 1

Devil's Apple Tree. The (D), Dorothy 8eba*tlan_Sept. 20

Devil's Skipper, The. Bennett Feb. 1

Domestic Meddlers (CD), Claire Windsor Aug. 16

Floating College. The. O'Neil-Hale Not. 10

George Washington Cohen (CD), Jeasel-Palmer Dec. 20

Girl Who Cams Back. The, Patsy Ruth Miller Mar. 10

Grain of Dust, The (D), Cortex-Windsor July 10

Green Grass Widows (CD), Walter Hagen June 10

Gun Runner, The (D), Cortez-Lane Not. 20

House of Scandal (D), Sebastian-O'Malley Apr. 1

Ladies of the Night Club (CD). Cortez-Moran May It
Lingerie (CD). White-McGregor July 1

Lucky Boy (D), George JesseL.

Oct. 20

Mar. 1C

Dec 1

.Feb. 2 Feb. !

Man in the Hobbles. The, Harron-Llttlefleld Jan. 10

Marriage by Contract. Miller-Gray Dec 1

Nameless Men, Moreno —.Feb. 15
Naughty Duchess, The (D), H. B. Warner-
New Orleans, Corlez- Collier. Jr

Power of Silence, The (D), Belle Bennett-
Prowlers of the Sea (D), Cortez-Myers
Rainbow, The, Gray-Hardy
Reputation (D). Belle Bennett

-Oct. 10

-Mar. 1

-Oct. 20
..June 20

-Jan. 1

Spirit of Youth. The. Kent Sebastian..

Nor. 10
Feb. 20

Soarlet Dove, The (D), Margaret Livingston Apr. 16
Squads Right (CD), Grrbbon-Stone Feb. 1

Stormy Waters (D), Southern-McGregor June 1

Tollers, The, Fairbanks. Jr.-Ralston

Their Hour (D). Sebastian-Hamm
Tragedy of Youth. Miller-Collier

Tropical Nights. Patsy Ruth Miller-

Woman Against the World. A

-Oct. 1

-Mar. 1

-Jan. 15

-Dec 10

United Artists
College (C), Keaton-CornwalL.
General, The (C), Keaton
Loves of Sonya (D), Swansea..

-Sept. 10

Magio Flame, The (M). Colman-Banky..
Resurrection (M). La Rocque..

..Sept. 24

-Sept. 17

. Feb. 12

Mar 19
...Sept. 24

Sorrell and Son (D), Warner-NUsson
Topsy and Eva (C), Duncan Sisters..

Two Arabian Knights (CD), Boyd-Wolhelm
Winning of Barbara Worth (D), Banky-Colman..

-Apr. 16

.Hot. 19

-Aa§7i3
...Oct. 29

-Dec. 4

Awakening, The. Vilma Banky
Battle of the Sexes, The, Hersholt-Harer-
Cireus, The (C), Charlie Chaplin
City Lights, Charlie Chaplin
Coquette, Mary Pickford

Devil Dancer, The. GUda Gray..

-Not. 17

..Oct. 12

Douglas Fairbanks aa the Gaucho (M)
Dove. The (M). Norma Talmadge
Drums of Love (D). Mary Philbin

Garden of Eden. The (D), C. Griffith-Ray..

Hell's Angels. Ben Lyon-Nissen
Iron Mask, The. Douglas Fairbanks
King of the Mountains. John Barrymore
Lady of the Pavements, Boyd-Goudal
Lummox
Nightstick. CMalley-Buach-

..June 1

-Jan. 7
...Mar. 31
-Feb. 4

-Nor. 26

-Jan. 7

-July 21

Queen Kelley. Gloria Swanson..

Ramona (D), Del Rio
Rescue, The. Ronald Colman
Revenge, Dolores Del Rio....

Sadie Thompson (D), Gloria Swanson..

Say It With Music, Harry Rich-nan
She Goes to War, Broadman-HoUand*
Steamboat Bill. Jr.. Buster Keaton
Tempest (M). John Barrymore.
Three Passions, Terry-Petrovitch ,

Two Lovers, Banky-Colman

—

Woman Disputed, The, Norma Talmadge.—

-Aug.
-Jan. 11
-Not. 3
..Feb. 1

-Jan. 19

-Not. 10

Jane 16

—Jan. 7

—Aug. 11

-May 26

-July 7

—Sept 7— Oct. 20

Universal
Anybody Here Seen Kelly, Bessie Love-Moore Sept. 9

Beauty and Bullets, Ted Wells Dec. 16

Clearing the Trail, Hoot Gibson Oct 7

Cloud Dodger, The, Al Wilson Sept. 30

-.Oct 14

..Not. 18

..July 1

-Sept. 23

-Oct. 28

..Dec 9

-Dec. 23

Sept 1

Sept 8

Mar. 10

Mar. 10

Crimson Canyon. The, Ted Wells-
Danger Rider, The, Hoot Gibson—
Flyin' Cowboy, The, Hoot Gibson-
Foreign Legion, The, Lewis Stone-Kerry-
Freedom of the Press. Lewis Stone
Gate Crasher, The (CO)
Give and Take. Sldney-Hersholt
Greased Lightning, Ted Wells July 19

Grip of the Yukon, The, Marlowe-Bushman Sept 30
Guardians of the Wild, Rex-Perrin Sept 16

Home James. Laura LaPlante Sept. 1

How to Handle Women, Tryon-Nlxon Oct. 14

Jazz Mad. Heraholt-Nlxon

Sept. 22

Mar. 16 Jan. 12
Mar. 1G

Apr. 28

Sept 8

Man Who Laughs. The. Philbin-VeidL.

-Nov. 11

-Not. 4 Oct 13

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Pictures

6030
6701
5907
4230

4472
5424
4616

10600

Michigan Kid. The, Adoree-NageL.
Night Bird, The, Reginald Denny
Phyllis of the Follies. Alice Day-M. Moor
Price of Fear, Bill Cody
Quick Triggers, Fred Humes
Riding for Fame, Hoot Gibson
Two Outlaws, The, Jack Perrin-Rex-
Uncle Tom's Cabin, All Star
Wolves of the City, Bill Cody

- Oct 21

-Sept. 16

..Nov. 25

..Oct. 29
-July 15

..Aug. 19

..Nov. 18

-Sept. 2

-Dec 2

1929

ME
T

T
T
T
MT

ME
T
MB
T

1928
M
M
M
TME
M
TME
AT
TMB
AT
TME
M
AT
M
M
M
TME
TMB
AT
TMB
1929
AT
TME
TMB
TME
TMB
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TME
TMB
TME
TME
AT
TMB

1928

Blow for Blow, Hoot Gibson-
Border Wildcat. The. Ted Wells-

Born to the Saddle, Ted Wells

Burning the Wind (W). Hoot Gibson
Charlatan, The. Livingston-Herbert

Cohens and Kellys in Atlantis City (CD)
George Sidney
Come Across. All Star..

4595

4719

5792
5501

6785
6674

675S
5232

Dangerous Dimples, Laura LaPlante.

Eyes of the Underworld, Bill Cody
Girl on the Barge, The. O'Neil-Hersholt.
Grit Wins (W). Ted Wells _.

Harvest of Hate. The. Rex-Jack Perrin..

Hero of the Circus, Maeiste

His Luoky Day, Reginald Denny...

Hoofbeats of Vengeance, Rex-Perrin..

It Can't Be Done, Tryon-Sue Carol

—

Kid's Clever, The, Tryon
King of the Rodeo, Hoot Gibson
Lariat Kid, The. Hoot Gibson.

...May 19

...Aug. 18

-Mar. 10

. .Feb. 11

...Apr. 14

Mar. 17

...May 5

. June 16

-Apr. 28

_ Feb. 24

..Jan. 27

-Apr. 14

Jeb. 24

June 2

.June 16

Last Warning, The, LaPlante-Boles

Lonesome (CD), Glenn Tryon
Man, Women and Wife (CD), Kerry-Starke

One Rainy Night (D), Laura LaPlante
Play Goes On, The, All Star

Plunging Hoofs, Rex-Perrin
Red Hot Speed, Reginald Denny
Ridin' Demon, The. Ted Wells

—May 5

-Feb. 17

-Jan. 6

—June 23

-.Jan. 6

...Jan. 20

-Jan. 13

-Mar. 3

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

4497

4160

Silks and Saddles (D). Marian Nixon-
Shakedown. The (D), Murray-Kent
Slim Fingers, Bill Cody
Smilin' Terror, The, Ted Wells

Smilin' Guns, Hoot Gibson
Stool Pigeon, The, Bill Cody
Wild Blood (W). Rex-Perrin-..

Wolves of the City (D), Bill Cody-
You Can't Buy Love. All Star

Mar. 10

Aug. 4

Jan. 27

.-—May 19
Jan. 19

Feb. 25
Mar. 24

June 30

Apr. 7

June 2

..Feb. 10

..Feb. 25

..May 25

Dec. 22

Mar. 1G

1927 Warner Brothers
6803
6330

6408
5003
6767

6978
6302
6203

6397
5569
6492
5685
6685
6412
6412

6813

Black Diamond Express (M). Blue.. -July 23

Brass Knuckles (D). Blue-Bronson—
Desired Woman. The (M). Irene Rich

Dog of the Regiment, A (M), Rin-Tin-Ti]

First Auto, The, Oldneld-Miller-

Girl from Chicago, The (M), Nagel-Loy
Good Time Charley (D), Oland-H. CosteUo..

II I Were Single, McAvoy-Nagel
Irish Hearts (CD), McAvoy

-Dec 3

Aug. 27

Oct 10

—Sept. 19

Not. 5

. —Nor. 11

_ .Dec. 17

-July 9

Dec 31

Dec. 31 Nor. 26

..Apr. 18

Jaws of Steel (D). Rln-Tin-Tin 1 Sept 17

Reno Divorce. A (CD), May McAvoy Oct. 22

Sailor Izzy Murphy (F). George Jessel Oct 8

Sailor's Sweetheart. A (C), Fazend»-C. Cook— Sept. 24

Simple Sis (M), Fazenda
Slightly Used. McAvoy-Nagel
Tracked by the Police (M), BJn-Tin-Tln-

June 11

—Oct 1

—Oct »
-.Dec. 10

—Oct. 16
—June 11

Sept. 3
May 21

Note: All Warner pictures are released in two versions, with and without

Vitaphone. A. T. means All-Taking. Other releases have synchronized

scores plus sound effects and dialogue sequeneea.

6052
5380
5778
6270
5164

7441
8693
7077

6267
6352
5331
8290
6185
4777
4820

7169
7340

7654

6527

Across the Atlantit. Blue-Murphy
Beware of Married Men, Irene Rich-.

Beware of Bachelors, Ferris-Beranger

Caught In the Fog, Nagel-McAvoy
Domestic Trouble (CD), Cook-Fazenda..

Glorious Betsy. D. Costello

Home Towners. Kenyon-Eileaon

Jazz Singer, The, Al Jolson-

.Feb. 25

-Jan. 14

-Dec 1

-Sept. 22

..Mar. 24

Nov. 10

Oct 6

—Apr. 14

Lights of New York, All Star.

Lion and the Mouse, The, L. Barrymore
Little Snob. The. May McAvoy
On Trial. Bert LytelL.

Powder My Back (C). Rich-Ferris-

Race for Life. Rln-Tin-Tin

--June 9—Dec 15

Feb. 4

July 21
Aag. 3

—Feb. 11

Dec 29
.-..Mar. 10

-Hot. 1

-Jan.

Rinty of the Desert Rin-Tin-Tin_.

State Street Sadie. Nagel-Loy..

Tenderloin, Dolores Costello

Terror. The, McAvoy-Horton
Women They Talk About, Rich-Ferrla_

-Apr. 11
-Aug. 25

-Apr. 18

..Oct 20

-Sept 8

Feb. 18

May 19

-Dee.l

May 10

..Apr. 18

..Feb. 2

-Oct 11

Conquest, Monte Blue
Desert Song, The, John Boles

Fancy Baggage, Audrey Ferris

From Headquarters, Monte Blue-
Frozen River, Rln-Tin-Tln_
Greyhound Limited. The, Monte-Blue-
Hard boiled Rose, Myma Loy_
Kid Gloves, Conrad Nagel-Lota Wilson

—

Land of the Silver Fox, Rln-Tin-Tin

—

Little Wildcat, The. Audrey Ferris

Madonna of Ave. A, Dolores Costello

—

Million Dollar Collar, The, Rin-Tin-Tin-

My Man, Fannie Briee..

No Defense, Monte Blue
One Stolen Night. B. Bronson-Wm. Collier. Jr.

Redeeming Sin. The, Dolores Costello

6992 Singing Fool. The, Al Jolson Jan. 1

Start Mad, H. B. Warner- L. Fazenda
Stolen Kisses. May McAvoy

-Jan. 16

-Oct 11

Zakoro
Just Off Broadway (D), Keith-Christy ..

Last Moment The, Matleaen-HaJe.

Mother of Mine
Olympls Hero, Charley Paddock-

-Mar. 11

.Dec

.Jane 28
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By J. F.

THE move to step up the period of daylight saving in Chicago caused some-

thing like a tornado of protest to sweep down around the ears of Alderman
John Toman, who, not knowing the fury with which Chicago exhibitors can

express themselves, had innocently sponsored the ordinance to advance the

period from April 28 to April 7. The ordinance has accordingly been set aside.

Such leaders in the local theatre field as Jack Miller, M. S. Marks of Marks
Brothers, Sam Gerson of the Shuberts, Ralph Kettering of the Woods interests,

and representatives of B & K, beat the proposal with arguments which centered

around the main contention that more sunshine hording would take just about
that much sunshine out of the vaults, if any, in Chicago theatres. Said Jack
Miller in writing to Toman:

"If the amendment should pass you will find the average small picture house
ready to throw up the sponge. The extra three weeks would bring bankruptcy
in numerous cases."

World Wide reports a release of two pic-

tures, according to Bill Brumberg, manager of
the iocal exchange. The two pictures are
"Tommy Atkins" and "A Honeymoon Abroad."
"A Honeymoon Abroad' stars Monty Banks
and Gillian Dean. The first World Wire pic-

ture to open in the loop was "Tommy Atkins,"
which played at the Rose theatre last week.
Other World Wide pictures that will be re-

leased in the future are "The Bondman," with
Norman Kerry and Frances Cuyler ; "A
Woman in the Night," with Maria Corda;
"Pawns of Passion," with Olga Chekova ; "The
Woman in White," starring Blanche Sweet,
and an all-talking picture, "Black Waters,"
with Mary Brian and Jack Loder.

* * *

Corrine Griffith, First National star, passed
through Chicago last Sunday on her way to
New York, where she will attend the opening
of her picture "Divine Lady."

* * *

Movie-Phone has been installed in the
Chateau theatre, 3810 Broadway.

* * *

^
Nils Fry, general manager of the Homes

Theatre Corporation, Danville, 111., was visit-
ing the row last week.

* * *

Bull Montana, the sheik of Hollywood,
passed through Chicago last Thursday.

* * *

Leatrice Joy, star of many pictures, is tour-
ing the Orpheum circuit making personal ap-
pearances. She was present at the placing of
the last stone on the new Palmolive building
at Michigan and Walton Place last Thursday.

* * *

The Linden theatre located at 63rd and Hal-
sted Street, having Movietone and Vitaphone,
played "The Singing Fool" last week and
packed the house till it nearly bursted. The
picture is playing to capacity all through Chi-
cago, and one wonders if there is some one
who has not seen "The Singing Fool."

* * *

Lew Cody, M G M star and husband of
Mabel Normand, passed through Chicago last
Friday. Cody is suffering from complications

You are invited to inspect Phototone
Synchronized Equipment at the Lindo
theatre, Freeport, Illinois Now.

Phototone Sales Company
845 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.

Harrison 0737

which followed an attack of influenza. He
stayed at the Sherman hotel and was in charge
of a nurse.

* * *

Lon Chaney, the man of a million faces, was
in Chicago last Friday making scenes for his

next picture to be called "Thunder." The
scenes were taken at the Union station, and
countless numbers of bystanders witnessed the
shooting, one of the most unusual ever wit-
nessed in Chicago. In this picture Chaney,
supported by Phyllis Haver, Laddie Bigs, and
George Duryea, is a railroad engineer. A spe-
cial train was made-up with cotton and other
material that made it look as though it was
covered with snow. The make-up of the train
looked so real that many buttoned their coats.

Chaney was clothed in overalls and posed for
the many cameramen of Chicago newspapers.
William Nigh, the director, was busy arrang-
ing the necessary things to be done. The
cameraman was Harry .Sharpe, who photo-
graphed two Douglas Fairbanks pictures, "The
Iron Mask" and "Black Pirate."

The picture deals with railroad life. Chaney
is the father of Laddie Bigs and George
Duryea. Chaney retires from the railroad, but
returns when a flood breaks out in some val-
ley. He succeeds in rescuing the lives of many
who are trapped in the flood. The company
remained in Chicago four or five days to get
pictures of different railway yards and sur-
roundings. Scenes were also taken in Wiscon-
sin. The picture will be ready some time this
spring.

* * *

Steve Bennis of the Lincoln theatre in Lin-
coln, 111., visited Tom Gilliam last week.

* * *
' Saul Bragin, head booker for Educational,

reports that Educational's "Whirls and Girls,"
starring Andy Clyde and Harry Gribbon, and
"The Old Barn," with Johnny Burke, was
booked by the entire B & K circuit.

* * *

Ray Frisz is no longer connected with the
Coston Booking Circuit, having signed with
the Lynch Theatre Corporation. He is now at
the York theatre in Elmhurst.

* * *

Jack Miller won his first dollar from Grad
Sears at the Golf Show at the Sherman hotel
last week. Jack outshone Sears in putting, and
took the prize. According to Miller, the dollar
will be put in a gold frame in remembrance of
the big victory.

* * *

Marie Pearson has discontinued her Exhibi-

When Lon Chaney stopped at the Union sta-

tion to make a few scenes for his next MGM
picture, "Thunder," hundreds of people gath-
ered around expecting to see him in one of his

mysterious roles. But Lon fooled them as you
can see here. (Herald-World Photo).

tors Cueing Service to accept a position with,

Brunswick.

Edward Grossman, formerly of the United
Artists exchange, has returned to Chicago once
more to take over the position of district sales

manager for Vitaphone, with headquarters at

the Warner Brothers exchange. Grossman left

United Artists last July to engage in theme
song writing and has a number of popular
songs on the market now. However, since

Warner Brothers recently took an interest in

the music publishing firm of M. Witmark and
Sons, he will continue to contribute theme
songs for Vitaphone pictures.

* * *

Jack Hoxie, popular Western star is in the
city, making a few personal appearances. He
will do several weeks over R K O before going
to Texas, where he has a large ranch. He
says a story for a real Western is being pre-

pared for him but the rest of the story is a

secret.
* * *

According to reports the State and Lake
theatre was packing them in last Sunday.
From early Sunday night till about 9 o'clock
the theatre was standing them in line. The
new policy of the State and Lake is a sound
picture and vaudeville. Pathe's "Godless Girl"

was the opening film of the new policy.
* * *

Tommy Greenwood showed what an ac-
complished automobile driver he was last

Monday. Picking up the Herald-World
fellow at Clark and Archer, Tommy showed
all signs from there on as being a second
Segrave. No fooling it was a very enjoyable
ride, Tommy, and we appreciate it.

Pathe Installs Sound
In $50,000 Exchange
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, March 19—Pathe has fitted

with sound projection equipment its new $50,-

000 exchange here.

In addition to the sound equipment, the

exchange will have a dark room for Pathe
cameramen, and throughout it will be one of

the most modern equipped film centers in the

country, according to Les Weir, Western divi-

sion manager.

Saenger Manager Donates Paintings
NEW ORLEANS.—Maurice Barr, managing direc-

tor of the Saenger Theatres, on behalf of the Saeng-
ers presented recently seven oil paintings, portraits

of leading statesmen and military figures of the allied

nations during the World war to the American Legion
which will be hung in the Legion Home.



There Is No
Substitute for

Circulation!

Numbers count. In a compact trade field like the motion picture

industry they tell the whole story.

Fancv analyses of "buying power"' are not a substitute : coverage of the field from

the Roxy in New York to the smallest theatre in the STiiallest town in the country

is what the advertisers in this field require. Quality circulation is important, but

when a publication covers its entire field it has all of the quality, as well as

all of anv other kind of circulation there is.

TP HE greatest circulation means, at the same time, the be>t. As the

whole trade knows. EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD and BETTER THEATRES

have the greatest circulation which has ever existed, now or previously, in the

motion picture industry.

And every subscription making up the grand total of 12.865 is paid for—which

fact is eloquent proof of the standing, prestige and reader-interest of the

HERALD-WORLD and BETTER THEATRES.

And—most satisfactorily to advertisers—every circulation claim of the HERALD-

WORLD and BETTER THEATRES is backed up by the unchallengeable proof

of the Audit Bureau of Circulations."

—Martin J. Quigley

'The HERALDWORLD u the only motion picture trade publi
ration which it a member nf the Audit Bureau of Circulation*

Statements for the year ending December 31, 192S. nou mail





he Decides to Produce Only Sound Pictures

E X H I B I TO RS

RALD
Lftublished in 1907

M-G-M f AGAIN!
The producers of "The Broadway Melody" bring you

for immediate booking this great ALL-TALKING
picture that unquestionably places Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer at the forefront of the entire TALKING field!

THE

Tfce Wllh *d*SrH b ******

Member ofMcion Picture Producers andDwnbutorsofAmerica. Ictc

Another BIG
M-G-M All
TALKING
PICTURE!
(More to Come)

IF YOU'RE
WIRED-
Wire.'

matter. August 20, 1917. at the Pott OOce at Chicago, III., under the act of March 3 *S79 FaituktJ KA » ,_L —C\ lO"
ishma Co.. at 407 South Dearborn S:.. I • Subtcrietion t'.Ofl * *,<ir Z^:. *. I*I«TV II JU, IZJ*



^* GOETZ

^° MOVIE-PHONE
HAS PROVEN ITSELF IN CHICAGO!
Chicago exhibitors did not believe it was possible for us to sell equipment for $1 ,000.00 that would

give them $1 5,000.00 worth of results! The Chateau Theatre was the first to take the lead—that

was three weeks ago—now, last week's orders out of the Chicago territory included the following

theatres: Ascher Brothers' Diversey, Beck's Castle, Sussman's Adelphi, Leventhal's Calo, Abra-

ham's Strand and Great States' Theatres at Harvey, Blue Island, Peoria and Rockford; also the

Hoosier in Whiting and Palace in Crown Point.

The above installations, together with the 58 others made throughout the country last week alone,

furnishes conclusive proof that MOVIE-PHONE is recognized as high grade equipment with per-

fect tonal quality, synchronization, absolute interchangeability with any product and covered by

patents that are backed up by a responsible company and a real organization which spreads from

coast to coast and from Canada to the gulf!

GOEXZ
MOVIE-PHONE

PERFECT DISC TALKING DEVICES AT $ 1000
Film Track Attachment Now Ready $1000.00 Additional

AND SEVEN DAY DELIVERY

For Two
Machines

WHEN THE BIG BOYS LIKE B. & K., L. & T., GREAT STATES AND

BECK OKAY AND INSTALL OUR EQUIPMENT IT MUST BE RIGHT!

Simple in Design—no service charge—no film rentals—and NO BUNK
Over Four Hundred Complete Movie-Phones in Operation. AH Sold—Delivered—and Installed Within the

Last Four Months. Get That Order in Quick!

GOEXZ
MOVIE-PHONE CORP.

724 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

WRITE WIRE PHONE

Phones

HARRISON

8251

8252
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THIS MEANS l'OU
" 'The Letter 9 should cause everyone in the business to stop,

look and, above all things, listen. This picture, now visible

and audible at the Criterion Theatre, New York, is more than
a milestone in motion picture history. It is the herald of

of a new order. It is as far removed from the standard con-
ception of a sweet, sloppy, sentimental movie as 'The Wild
Duck' is from 'Pollyanna.' And it will make considerable

sums of money."
—Robert E. Sherwood (Bell Syndicate) in

N. Y. Evening Post and other leading newspapers

i

Why does a keen and experienced motion picture writer

like Mr. Sherwood make a statement about "The Letter"

like the above? Why do the five leading New York news-
paper critics call "The Letter" the greatest talking picture

yet made? Why is all New York discussing this picture?

Why is the Criterion Theatre sold out weeks in advance
at $2 admission? Why is every film man of any importance
pulling every wire to get a look at "The Letter" as soon as

possible?

Because "The Letter" is a history maker. Because it

tosses overboard 25 years of motion picture tradition and
leaps to something far greater than anyone has ever seen and
heard before! Because with "The Letter" the talking pic-

ture officially comes of age and proves itself the world's

greatest entertainment on stage or screen.

Because Jeanne Eagels, with her soaring talent, magnifi-

cent voice, gives a performance of such gripping power and
savage intensity as the screen as never hitherto known.
Because the fame of "The Letter" is already sweeping the

country and will sweep theatre grosses to new high figures.

Because now more than ever PARAMOUNT'S supremacy
in the talking picture field is proved beyond question.

JEANNE EAGELS
in "THE LETTER
With 0. P. Heggie; Play by W. Somerset Maugham

Directed by Jean de Limur
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lc>il MOSTDAZZLE
NIGHT SHOW
The show all New York flocks

to. Now your patrons ean en-

joy it in two dazzling, dancing,

singing, talking reels. Pro-

ceed with all the glamonr

and class of the original.

Beantifnl girls, the newest

songs and dances.

EDDIE CANTOR
in "ZIEGFEEDMIDNIGHT
FROEIC" •

A Paramount Sound

Short Feature
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ANYBODY
GOT A NICE BIG
HOUSE RECORD
HE WOULD ENJOY
SEEING "GO BOOM"?
Trot it out! And then sic one of these B. O. Champions

on it. You'll get a new record and a real one at that.

MARY PICKFORD
in her first

100% TALKIE

"COQUETTE'
As sweet a B.O. natural as has ever

been produced.

Sam Taylor Production

D. W. GRIFFITH'S

"Lady of the Pavements"
with William Boyd, Jetta Goudal and

the screen's new sensation, Lupe Velez.

Now packing them in at Rialto. N.Y

Has singing and sound.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
in his greatest picture

"The IRON MASK"
In five starts, it created five new
records. New York, Seattle, Detroit,

Indianapolis, Los Angeles. Directed

by Allan Dwan. Doug talks for first

time on screen.

ROLAND WEST'S
thrilling masterpiece

'ALIBI
the greatest 100^ talking thrill melo-

drama ever made. From the stage

play "Nightstick."

UNITED ARTISTS
PICTURES

Where they breed Record-Busting Champions
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All Exhibitors are Cordially Invited to Come
to Chicago Early in June

to attend the first annual

AMERICAN THEATRE
EQUIPMENT EXPOSITION

to be held in

The Coliseum, Chicago

June 1 to 9, 1929

This exposition—the greatest event of its kind in the history of the

industry—will be staged for the sole benefit of motion picture theatre

owners and managers. All of the leading manufacturers of theatre equip-

ment will exhibit their products.

This exposition will also mark the first time that exhibitors have been

offered the opportunity to hear—under a single roof—and to compare

the latest and the most improved sound reproducing devices produced by
different companies.

One of the large halls of the Coliseum will be set aside for these demon-

strations which will be held under actual theatre conditions. Schedules

governing these demonstrations will be announced well in advance so that

exhibitors can arrange to be present at those in which they are most

interested.

And Chicago in June presents ideal vacation conditions. It is a real sum-

mer resort. The weather is delightful. The city offers a wide range of

diversion and entertainment, including some of the finest motion picture

theatres in the world.

Write us immediately for further details, hotel reservations, and tell us

in what way we can serve you to the best advantage.

American Theatre Exposition Corporation
W . G. Newbould, Manager

Fourth Floor, Hotel Stevens, Chicago

COME TO CHICAGO IN JUNE



Carl L*aemmle

/^QHE man who made SHOW BOAT—the
^ I picture which mark- a new era in en-

tertainment.

The man who, for the first time in show busi-

ness history, combines a best-selling novel

wilh a tremendous musical comedy success

and blends the two into the most gigantic

screen entertainment ever dreamed of

—

The man who gives every theatre in the land

the opportunity of presenting, at popular
prices, the cream of a S7.70-per-seat stage

production plus a romantic drama that has

swayed the nation's millions.

~ uly— Carl ows the Way

'

-^CCSSHOWDO^'
BOAT
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which the

at of livingShr h one
authors. Every hook she writes is

a heat -filer. For months and
montha SHOW BOAT headed the

liat of heat aellera and still i* away
up on top of the Hat. The rovah

tiea from it atill

Ferber.

r

X

ml J\Few Era ii

/-^OHREE great forms of <

I. pression merged by mas ;i

showmen into the o<

giant entertainment that will I

tablish new high grosses for th I

tres throughout the land. Thik

of it! As a novel SHOW BOA
topped all others in sales ... a a

Ziegfeld Musical Comedy it \ i

a sensation . . . now— as Cj ]

Laemmle's talking and singio

Triumph, Universal gives you I e

biggest thing that ever happen 1

in motion pictures.

SHOW
The piciurt



/

Entertainment!

OU will HEAR as well as

SEE the famous Ziegfeld0
1

-
"^ stars ... HELEN MORGAN^ singing "Bill," and "Can*t
ielp Loving That Man". . .JULES
3LEDSOE singing "Old Man
liver"...AUNTJEMIMA and the

elebrated ZIEGFELD PLANTA-
TION SINGERS singing "Hey
'eller"and"ComeOn Folks."The
•rilliant Universal cast of screen
tars including Laura La Plante,
roseph Schildkraut, Otis Harlan,
ilma Rubens, Emily Fitzroy,

ane La Verne and hundreds of
•thers.

BOAT
na&nhficeni!

f'/oiv n - Xicgirtti

ov*n fur an*

a.-* £25 per »eal to *e«

ti().4T% and now forll

the rrram of »•!• -'

moduet



The
Grandest

Shon

!SHOW
—with the greatest array of stage and scree

celebrities ever identified with one pictun

Names, names, names — BOX-OFFIC!
NAMES! Carl Laemmle, for 20 years th

industry's leader; Florenz ZiegJ'eld, work
known producer of stage hits; Edn
Ferber,one of the greatest living writerf

Think of it!— the exquisite music o

Jerome Kern, the most successfu

composer of music for musica

comedies; the heart-touchin,

lyrics of Oscar Hammerstein
2nd, one of the mos

illustrious names U
show business; th>

A



I Put
On!

BOAT
diruion of Harry Pollard, whose every
picire fattens your bank account: the
bri ant Universal cast headed bv Laura
La'lante, Joseph Schildkraut , Otis
Ha an. Alma Rubens. Emily Fitzroy,

lot Laverne and hundreds of others;

thesinging of Helen Morgan, who
hae'it" and puts it into her work;
h« singing of Jules Bledsoe,
.irttest living singer of negro
pituals: the singing of Aunt
Jetima and the Ziegfeld
situation Singers. ALL

NE PICTURE! ALL
I.N >HO w boat:
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Glittering, Gon^eous, GlamorousI

S a novel it was the TA]

f/\^ As a stage production

country over! As a SINGING,

the TALK of the industry whj

gorgeous, glamorous SHOW B\

a story; what a picture; what

ters to the life— singing, d:

eyes on the screen. Livii

dously compelling drams

the country hy storm

as deep, as sweewii

Scenes to plutnb'

heigl

"ALKI1N

irever s

>AT— t

cing, t

for y<

icTepis

ja pove

a

of tl : reading public of the nation!

was thj| TALK of the show world the

motion picture it is already

owmen foregather. Glittering,

e romance of the ages!—what

< ction! Edna Ferber's charac-

lking, LIVING before your

with you— the tremen-

les of ft | novel that took

cope as broad,

as life itself!

reach the
i

sounds

with a

esistlesi

and

nation In

SHOW
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jr. isThe
Biggest

of Them *AU
BECAUSE—
—it is the greatest entertainment

everoffered in a motion picture.

—it includes the most bridiant
array of stage and screen celeb-

rities ever identified with one
picture.

—its box-office values fairly
stagger the imagination.

—no such piece of show property
has ever before been held within
the gift of a motion picture
producer.

—no such attraction has ever
before been offered to exhibi-

tors.

—you HEAR it on every tongue
—in the streets—in the thea-
tres— in the clubs

—

SHOW
BOAT will be the greatest
money-maker of all time.

—it marks a new era in enter-

tainment.

Glittering, Gorgeous, Glamour
ous SHOW BOAT.

»ftffr

SHOW BOAT

J
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ERLANGER'S
CHAIN OF

THEATRES BUILT
FOR SOUND

Available for all Licensees of Western Electric

To EXHIBITORS and PRODUCERS
Who have Feature Sound Pic tures which they desire to

book in First Class Theatres in the Principal Cities of

the United States:

Many of the Erlanger chain of theatres

are now wired and ready for the presenta-

tion of sound pictures. Work on the others

will be completed on August 1st, 1929.

Many houses will be added to the chain

in 1930

ADDRESS

A* L* Erlanger — New Amsterdam Theatre

NEW YORK. N. Y.



Bitf Theatres Rave com*

OMEDIES:

Royal Theatre sets precedent

for Kansas City with display

The Bride's Relations".on

"The Lion's Roar" (at Loew's
Warfield Theatre) ... is a
continuous laugh from be-

ginning toend.—SAN FRAN-
CISCO BULLETIN.

Since

Educationals

Talking Comedies
Took the Industry by Storm

BEGINNING with the very first release Educa-
tionaVs talking comedies have commanded

a leading place on the programs—and in the

exploitation—of the biggest and finest theatres

in the land. And the box-office is showing why.

Read what the Editor of

Exhibitors Herald-World says:

"Big theatres in the larger cities were dropping the

short features to make room for presentation acts . . .

motion picture theatres were drawing further and
further away from motion pictures . . .

"With the advent of sound, the short features came
promptly back into their own . . . Educational promptly
took the cue and today there is a livelier demand than

ever for this type of entertainment.

:f«
ffBig theatres which dropped the short comedies for

acrobats and singers, orchestras and masters of cere-

monies, have come back to short features. Comedies
are back in style."

If such a sketch as that at the Carthay Circle (the Coronet

Comedy "The Eligible Mr. Bangs") does not meet with favor,

none will. -FILM SPECTATOR (Los Angeles)



back to Short Features

ARE a

At the Paramount on Broadway this week the audience

is howling its head off at a Mack Sennett Talking

Comedy entitled "The Bride's Relation*'* ... As a

matter of fact, this comedy is the outstanding feature

of the show . . . had the audiences screaming with

laughs. —M. P. NEWS

IN STYLE
The Theatres that Set the Fashions

in Entertainment Proclaim that

EDUCATIONAL^ TALKING
COMEDIES Are in Style:

PARAMOUNT . . . —JVeie York

PARAMOUNT .... -Brooklyn
CHICAGO .... McMCKER S .... UPTOWN

TIVOUI .... PARADISE .... -Chicago
METROPOLITAN -Boston
OLYMPIA.. ROGER SHERMAN . —New> Haven
METROPOUITAN . . EARUE . . -Washington
RIVOUI NEW -Baltimore

LOEWS STATE . . . CARTHAY CIRCUE . . .

HIUUSTREET -Los Angeles

LOEWS WARFIELD PANTAGES . . .

GOLDEN GATE —San Francisco

FIFTH AVENUE .... -Seattle

BROADWAY -Portland

RIALTO — Tacoma
BUFFALO -Buffalo
STRAND —Cincinnati

HIPPODROME . . . -Cleveland

CIRCLE —Indianapolis

STATE ADAMS
UNITED ARTISTS . . -Detroit

MINNESOTA STATE . .

— Minneapolis

CAPITOL -St. Paul

MERRILL -Milwaukee

ROYAL NEWMAN
MAIN STREET. . -Kansas City

AMERICAN -Denver

RIVIERA .... ORPHEUM . .

— Omaha
MELBA —Dallas

DES MOINES . . . —Des Moines

HOWARD —Atlanta

CAROLINA —Charlotte

MARY ANDERSON -Louisville

SAENGER .... —.Ye* Orleans

CRITERION . -Oklahoma City

VICTORY . . . —Salt Lake City

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

E. W. HAMMOJSS, President

Member. Motkm Picture Producer* and Oielnouton of America., lac Will H Hi,). Preaioeot

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
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The Chrest is Best bv Test

March jO, 1929

Nine Installations of

Chrest Sound System
In Fifteen Days

After the First Announcement

Exhibitors are marveling at the Chrest. They have found, at last, a REAL
synchronizer manufactured and backed by a concern which is in the field to

give them, true service.

Strong. . . Vibrationless. . .Su-perb Tonal CKiality. . .Prompt De-

livery. . .Efficient, Quick Installation. . .Approved by Producers

ONLY $1500
No Extra Operator Required. . .No Service Charges

Attaches to Any Projector

Positively the last word in

synchronous disc equipment.

The talking picture machine

marvel of 1929.

SOUND ON FILM ATTACHMENT
READY IN NEAR FUTURE

Get in Early — Wire — Write — Phone

CHREST SOUND EQUIPMENT
DOVER, OHIO

The Chrest is Best by Test

ImmediateShipmentAfter

April 1st to Any City.

EASY TERMS



PATHE Audio REVIEW
Edited by TERRY RAMSAYE

The world's most famous magazine reel now in

TALK and SOUND—MUSICAL and MERKY



LOUDER &- FUNNIER.

Now in its eleventh year of unwavering suc-

cess, Pathe Review brings forth a talk-and-

sound edition.

Pathe Audio Review is produced, not merely

assembled. It is daring, saucy and alert. It

ventures to kid the great and plays with the

foibles of a frivolous world.

Pathe Audio Review knows its own where it

finds it— New York, London, Paris, San

Francisco, Timbuktu or the South Seas.

Every issue different, utterly— pretty girls,

joyous places, bright thoughts and knowing

smiles.

Sound recording by the incomparable

RCA PHOTOPHONE SYSTEM.

PATHE -Audio REVIEW
There Is No Substitute
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JUNE COLLYER
LOUISE DRESSER

and Allan Lane

fill Talking Their Paris

In This Smashing

FOX MOVIETONE HIT
Irving Cummmqs production

CHE never heard the story of the^ moth and the flame until too
late — then in the most poig'nant
and dramatic characterization
that has yet come to the screen

—

a mother sing'ed her own wing's
to save her moth-g'irl's name.

You HEAR Louise Dresser sing
the blues, in this, her latest
talKing picture and HEAR June
Collyer speah from the screen
for the first time.

SILENT PRINTS
MOVIETONED

Hit the Box-Off
Bull s Eye with

5 OR ONLY FOX
KNOWS HOW.
Profit-taking

Talker from
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TRENT'S LAST CASE"

-N absorbing mystery thriller of an aged cripple who plotted against his lovely young

wife— causing his own murder and involving six people with six different motives in a

ghastly and intricate crime.

A picture without an extra—without a solution until the final flicker
and a box-office natural that spells

M-O-N-E-Y !

V PACEMAKER
for the

INDUSTRY

presents a strong ease for

reeord-smasliing features
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It 'Tm a Wild, Wild Woman'
In the dizzy, whizzy whirl of rampant youth! Youth has its

fling and what it flings! A gilded flapper tries every-

thing— once, but pays the price of her _

folly in the wildest party of all.

WILLIAM FOX presents

GIRLS
GONE
with SUE CAROL-NICK STUART
William Russell—Hedda Hopper

Roy D'Arcy-Lew Seiler Production

Watch -

Sue Carol

Webster
says

"Wild" means:

"impatient of restraint or

regulation; eager, as with

desire or anticipation.'

Webster would

turn in his grave

if he saw this

picture —

and Nick Stuart
in a Series of Pictures that will

make Box -Office History

You'll go wild, simply wild over this

B0X WHOOPEE *
m

OFFICE

PACEMAKER
for the

INDUSTRY



There's something
funny about this!

Pathe has produced some all

talk comedies with George

LeMaire,of Broadwayfunfame.

When we screened them Harry

Scott said they were good.

John Flinn took them out to

a tryout house nearby and

practically wrecked the place

with mirth—so he reports.

Phil Reisman heard about it

and suggested that we release

them to the trade lor current

consumption. He's commercial.

However, we have decided to

limit the distribution of these

comedies to only 250 prints

of each subject.

Strictly reserved for
the exclusive use of
the customers of Pathe,

f& At d£
PATHF PATHE PATHE PATHE

WHAT Film DAILY SAYS

"At the Dentists"—Pathe

J Hit
Type of production ... 2 reel comedy all-talker.

Chalk this down of the ones you can't afford

to miss. It's sure fire anywhere as a laugh-

getter, and George Le Maire as the dentist piles

up the laughs, ably seconded by Louis Simon as

the first victim, George Gould as a prize fighter,

Helen Knapp as the latter's wife, and Susan
Conroy as the nurse. Le Maire has set a high

standard in this, his initial production. The skit

is cleverly gagged, and expertly directed by
Basil Smith. The laughs are beautifully timed,

and to us it looks like a model in this respect

for all the rest of the sound slingers to shoot at.

The first victim, Louis Simon, registers his au-

dible terror, thinking the dentist is murdering a

patient in the chair. But the highlight is the

climax, with the prizefighter in the chair, and
the first victim aiding the dentist in pulling out

all his good teeth at the wife's orde rs. The
lines are all spoken, and they are natural laugh-

getters. You can't go wrong on this.



GEORGE LeMAIRE

GEORGE LeMAIRE
Broadway' s foremost
comedy creator ....

Pathe presents a New Sensation in Talking Comedies
A Series of 12 Original All Talking Comedies featuring

the leading funsters of the Broadway Theatrical World.

Now Completed

'AT THE DENTIST"
with

George LeMaire Louis Simon

"DANCING AROUND'
with

George LeMaire Joe Phillips

'HER NEW CHAUFFEUR"
with

Louis Simon Verree Teasdale

"W HAT A DAY'
with

Louis Simon Kay Mallory

PATHE — LeMAIRE

ALL TALKING COMEDIES

4l d£ j£
?S
PATHE PATHE PATHE PATHL
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cto Help You
Get The

,Crowds Now/

A Few Of The Users Of
7he Best Sound In Town*

Consolidated Theatres Co., Cleveland,

Ohio: Hough Improvement Co., Cleveland,

Ohio; Center Wood'and Amusement Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio; Thurston Amusement
Corp.. Rochester, N. Y.; Louis Perlman,

Philadelphia, Pa., Forum Construction

Co.. New York, N. Y.; Shore Road Thea-

tre Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.; Geo. A.

Manos, Toronto, Ohio; Tivoli Vaudeville.

Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.; Harrison Amuse-
ment Corp., New York, N. Y.; Brooklyn

United Theatre, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.;

United Theatres Corp., Chicago. 111.;

Arkansas Amusement Enterprises, El Do-

rado, Ark.: Lewis VVisper & H. G. Clark,

Detroit, Mich.: La Porte Theatre Co/, La
Porte, Ind.; Inter-City Amusement Co.,

Painesville, Ohio; John Palfi, Kent, Ohio;

lohn E. Niebes, Detroit, Mich.: John

Prise. Charleroi. Pa.: Laura L. Temple,

Manchester, N. H.: Consolidated Theatres.

Inc.; Denver. Colo.: Indiana Federated

Theatres, Inc.. Mishawaka. Ind.: L. & D.

Amusement Corp.. Tompkinsvile, S. I.,

N. Y.; Ba'aban & Katz Corp., Chicago,

III.; State Theatres, Inc., Jonesboro, Ark.;

Colonial Amusement Co., Harrisbur?. III.;

Albert W Anders. Sorin?ficld. Mass.;

Thos A Brown, Iowa CUy, Iowa: Rosncw

Corp., Brooklyn. N. Y : Allyn Theatre

Corp.. Hartford. Conn : Michigan Theatre

Co., Flint. Mich.; A Hanauer Enterprises,

Beaver Fal's, Pa.: Fitzer Amusement Co.,

Syracuse. N Y.; Fitzer-Kenmore Co.. Ken-

more, N. Y.: Capitol Amusement Co.,

Lynn, Mass.; Valley Amusement Co., Mc-

Gehee, Ark.; Plaza Theatre. Cleveland,

Ohio; Astor Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio;

Haltnorth Theatre. Cleveland, Ohio:

Thurston Thea're. Rochester. N Y.; Le-

high Theatre. Phi'adelnh ; a. Pa.: West Al-

legheny Theatre. Philadelphia, Pa.; Forum
Theatre, New York. N. Y.; Dyker Theatre,

Brooklyn. N Y.; W?shin"ton Theatre, To-

ronto. Ohio: Tivo'i Theatre, Brooklyn, N.

Y.. Grand Opera House, New York, N. Y.;

New United Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y ;

New Symphony Theatre, Chicago, III.;

Majestic Theatre, El Dorado, Ark.; Home
Theatre. Detroit, Mich.; La Porte Thea-

tre La Porte, Ind ; Utopia Theatre,

Pai'nesvil'e, Ohio; Kent Opera Hoir-e.

Kent Ohio: Dawn Theatre, Detroit, Mich.;

Majestic Theatre, Charleroi, Pa.; Notre

Dame Theatre. Manchester, N. H.; Ori-

ental Theatre. Denver. Colo.; Tivoli Thea-

tre. Mishawaka. Ind.; Victory Theatre

Tompkinsvi'le. S. I. N. Y.; Crawford

Theatre, Chicago. Ill ; Strand Theatre,

loncsboro. Ark.: Ozark Theatre. Fayette-

uille, Ark.: Ornheum Theatre. Harrisburg,

|i| Biiou Theatre, Snringfield, Mass.;

Strand Theatre. Inwa City. Iowa; Wind-

er Theatre. Brooklyn, N. Y.: Allyn Thea-

Hartford. Conn ; Michigan Theatre,

General Talking
^Announce -~

PHONODISC
(SOUND ON DISC)

PHONODISC .... A Sound-on-Disc attachment
worthy of association with PHONOFILM . . . that

delivers the same purity of tone and reliability of per-

formance . . . that has PHONOFILM sturdiness of

construction and simplicity of operation . . a devel-

opment of the engineering staffs of General Talking
Pictures Corporation . . . the same brains that de-

veloped PHONOFILM to its unrivalled standard have
developed the PHONODISC ... a device that had
to prove itself better than any disc reproducer in the

world ... it has been tested against all of them . .

. . and has won its place as companion to PHONO-
FILM on merit alone . . . many other disc devices

were offered us as an attachment with PHONOFILM
... they did not measure up to the PHONOFILM
standard ... so PHONODISC is offered you now
to enable you to get the best out of the talking pictures

that have been made with a sound-on-disc method.

GENERAL TALKING PICTURES CORP.
218 West 42nd Street

New York, N. Y.

Oeneral Talking Pictures Corporation owns and controls both Phonodisc and
Phonofilm. It deals only through authorized distributors who have been
granted exclusive distribution licen=es. Write or Wire General Talking Pic-

tures Corporation. 218 West 42nd Street, New York City, if you do not

know the name of the authorized distributor in your territory. Delay in

ordering means delay in getting increased profits.
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9y> Keep
"The Crowds
Coming/

Pictures Corporation
New And Improved-

PHONOFILM
(SOUND ON FILM)

DEFOREST PHONOFILM has achieved a place in

the talking pictures field that makes it the standard by
which every other device is judged ... to the ex-

hibitor who has it it is the best sound in town . . .

in the industry at large it is the best sound in the world
. . . yet Dr. Lee DeForest and the engineers of Gen-
eral Talking Pictures Corporation have succeeded in

improving the device which has already been recog-

nized as the best . . . improved it by adding safe-

guards and additions that make more certain a con-

tinuous efficient performance . . . improved by re-

designing it so that it is now the most compact as well
as the most efficient sound projector . . . these are

the opinions of actual theatre owners who have seen
and heard the New and Improved DEFOREST PHO-
NOFILM ... It is the supreme achievement from
every angle ... so good in tonal quality, so efficient

in volume and so consistent in continuous perform-
ance that it is beyond comparison with any other re-

producing device regardless of price.

GENERAL TALKING PICTURES CORP.
218 West 42nd Street

New York, N. Y.

We have been informed that persons not connected with General Talk-
ing Pictures Corporation have undertaken to deliver Ue 1* orest Phono-
film equipment or equipment employing the De forest patents to theatres in

Jlie United States.

Any theatre or person operating or using De Forest Phonofilm equip-
ment or granting any such licenses without express written license from
General Ialkinc 1'ictures Corporation, will be proceeded against to the
full extent of the law.

„AFew Of The Users Of
The Best Sound InTown''

Cinderella Theatre Co., Inc., Detroit,
Michigan.; Frank F. Latta & J. P. Han-
son, Long Beach, California; Roxian
Amusement Co., McKees Rocks, Pa.; P. J.
Demas, Brownsville, Pa.; William Blumen-
bcrg, Stroudsburg, Pa.; West Frankfort
Amusement Co., West Frankfort, 111.;

Reid, Yemm . & Hayes Theatre Corp.,
Marion, III.; Grand-Illinois, Inc., Reid,
Yemm & Hayes Circuit, Centralia, sill.;

Association Acadienne DTmrheuble, Rum-
ford, Maine; Colonial & Strand Theatre
Co., Farrell, Pa.; Baker Amusement Co.,
Keokuk, Iowa; Varieties Corporation of
America. Chicago, 111.; G B Theatre Corp.,
Cicero, III.; Pierce Theatres Co., Kewanee,
111.; Elmwood Theatre Co., Ilk:., Buffalo,

N. Y. ;
Hollywood Amusement Co., Dor-

mont, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Strand Theatre Co.,
Allentown, Pa. ; South Bend Theatre Corp.,
South Bend, Ind.; Hurley B. Gould Thea-
tres, Lawrenceville, 111.; Rumford Oper-
ating Co., Rumford, Maine; Allied Thea-
tres Co., Portsmouth, N. H.; Concord Op-
erating Co., Concord, N. H.; Victoria

Theatre Co., Wheeling, W. Va.; Ritz

Amusement Corp., Baltimore. Md. : The
Miller Theatre, Woodstock, 111.; O'Melay
Amusement Co., Jackson, Mich.; C. L.

Beede, Lebanon, N. H.; Frank Tragia,

Leominster, Mass.; Hoosier Theatres Co.,

Inc., Kokomo, Ind.; Stillwell Theatre, Inc.,

Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Linwood Amusement
Corp., Rochester, N. Y.; Turner Theatre
Co., Inc., Marysville, Kan.; Consolidated

Theatres, Inc.; Sterling, Colo.; Frank
Good, Red Oak, Iowa; P. H. Heyde, 01-

ney. 111.; E. G. Harrison, Melrose Park,

III.; W. F. Hammond & Fletcher Ham-
mon, Webb City, Mo.; Lotus Theatre &
Amufement Co., Sheridan, Wyoming;
Strand Theatre. Long Beach, Calif.; Penn
State Amusement Co., Uniontown, Pa.;

Dellora A. Norris, St. Charles, III.; Union
Theatre Co., Auburn, Maine; Majestic

Theatres, Inc.; Burlington, Va.; Jacob
Conn, Providence^ R. I.; Fred P. Sharby,

Keene, N. H.; Biggio Bros., Steubenville,

Ohio; Carl Ellis, Perryton, Texas; John
A.' Perriizzi, NTTes, Ohio; Criterion Amuse-
ment Co., Fort Worth, Texas, S. E. Brady,

Cape Girardeau, Mo.; Begdad Theatre Co.,

Kansas City, Mo.; Cinderella Theatre, De-

troit, Michigan; Ebell Theatre, Long
Beach, California; Roxian Theatre, Mc-
Kees Rocks, Pennsylvania; Strand Tea-

tre, Brownsvile, Pennsylvania; Stroud

Theatre, Stroudsburg, Pa.; Strand Theatre,

West Franfort, 111.; Orpheum Theatre,

Marion, III.; Illinois Theatre, Centralia,

III., Acadia Theatre, Rumford, Maine;

Colonial Theatre, Farrell, Pa.; Grand

Theatre, Keokuk, Iowa; Star & Garter

Chicago, 111.. Palace Theatre,

11., Peerless Theatr
Theatre, Buff

Theatre, Dorm
Theatre, .



There Is No
Substitute for

Circulation!

UMBERS count. In a compact trade field like the motion picture

industry they tell the whole story.

Fancy analyses of "buying power" are not a substitute, coverage of the field from

the Roxy in New York to the smallest theatre in the smallest town in the country

is what the advertisers in this field require. Quality circulation is important, but

when a publication covers its entire field it has all of the quality, as well as

all of any other kind of circulation there is.

T^HE greatest circulation means, at the same time, the best. As the

whole trade knows, EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD and BETTER THEATRES
have the greatest circulation which has ever existed, now or previously, in the

motion picture industry.

And every subscription making up the grand total of 12,865 is paid for—which

fact is eloquent proof of the standing, prestige and reader-interest of the

HERALD-WORLD and BETTER THEATRES.

And—most satisfactorily to advertisers—every circulation claim of the HERALD-
WORLD and BETTER THEATRES is backed up by the unchallengeable proof

of the Audit Bureau of Circulations.*

—Martin J. Quigley

'The HERALD-WORLD is the only motion picture trade publi-
cation which is a member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations.

Statements for the year ending December 31. 1928. now avail-

able.



THE INDUSTRY
IS ALL EARS!

Quess who's going to

TALK
for your audience Now-



QUICK
OUR GANG in

SMALL TALK

and 2 more

HURRY!
LAUREL-HARDY in

THEIR LAST WORD
and 2 more

FAST!
CHARLIE CHASE in

THE BIG SQUAWK
and 2 more

RQACH ALL-STARS in

NOISY NEIGHBORS
and 2 more

HAL ROACH'S
ALL-TALKING

(Victor Recording)

Get out the pen

!

OUR GANG
All'Talking

Comedies

Grab 'em!

LAUREL-
HARDY
AlUTdiking
Comedies

Act now!

CHARLIE
CHASE
AlUTdiking
Comedies

Another milestone in the history

of Talking Pictures. Imagine the

thrill of hearing Farina, Fatty Joe

Cobb and the rest of the Gang!
Think how your patrons will flock

to hear the screamingly funny
Laurel-Hardy and Charlie Chase.

Celebrated figures! And now they

talk! Here are the funniest, cleverest,

ALL-DIALOGUE pictures that can

be had. Don't lose a minute.

Book them nowl

Start ing Ma y 4th

ONE A WEEK -G -
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The word of a gentleman and a scholar

concerning "Piccadilly"

WILTON A. BARRETT, executive secretary

Sty* National iBoari. of Kwtrto

of ffintimi flirlurps

ESTABLISHED BY THE PEOPLE'S INSTITUTE

7 O FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK. N. Y.

Telephone Algonquin 8344

ISarch 21, 1929

Mr. J. D. Williams
World Wide Pictures, Inc.

1.50 West 46th Street
New Yoric City

My dear Mr. Williams.

This is to acquaint you with the fact that the

World Wide production "Piccadilly", reviewed "by our Committee
on Exceptional Photoplays on March 20th, was selected "by that

group for major mention in the National Board's exceptional
photoplays list.

It was the consensus of opinion of the Committee
that this film is the finest picture yet imported from England
and one of the finest pictures, for that matter, to reach this
country from anywhere else. They considered its production
quality all that American standards and American picture taste
demand and particularly commented on the consistency of its
story, the truthfulness of its characters, the very high level
of acting on the part of the entire cast and, last hut not
least, the great distinctioxi of kr. Dupont's direction which
holds the plot at a point of continuous interest.

film,
Vdth "best wishes for the success of this very fine

S inc er ely your s

,

,.

-

AB:HAC Executive Secretary

Physical distribution ^^^^kg^^^ thru Educational
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Announcing

EASTMAN

Reprotone
NEGATIVE

JLiABORATORY measurement of its sound fidelity

—actual use in the studios

—

Reprotone Negative

has undergone these two tests and has emerged as

the pre-eminent medium for the recording ofsound

with motion pictures. Developed through the joint

efforts of the industry and the Eastman organiza-

tion, it makes possible a hitherto unapproached

standard of realistic, pleasing sound reproduction.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

the proved

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Type 2MDA
$2,500

SYNCHRONOUS
Full Double Channel—for
houses up to 2000 seats

mm
SYSTEMSft^lJ

Type 4MDA
$3,500

SYNCHRONOUS
Full Double Channel—for
houses 2000 to 4000 seats

Greatest Values
IN SYNCHRONOUS SOUND EQUIPMENT

Bear This

in Mind
when buying

Sound Equipment!

The Installation of

PACENT REPRODUCER
SYSTEMS

Assures you of

SERVICE
by these leading producers:

PARAMOUNT

FIRST NATIONAL

WARNER BROTHERS

M-G-M
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

VITAPHONE

UNITED ARTISTS

THE high standard of performance established by

Pacent Reproducer Systems in actual service has been

the final proof for exhibitors that Pacent Systems rep-

resent the greatest value in synchronized sound apparatus

today!

Quality—consistently high performance—low price

—

no service charge; these factors have made Pacent Repro-

ducer Systems the outstanding success of the industry. The

nearest Pacent representative will gladly explain the merits

and advantages of our equipment in your theatre. His

name will be supplied on request.

Film Attachment Available

The Pacent Film Attachment,

which is equally a9 efficient as

Pacent Systems themselves, is the

result of exhaustive research and

will be available for installation

on June 1st. It fits right on the

present disc reproducer equip-

ment, and gives the exhibitor

both disc and sound-on-film re-

production in compact, trouble

free form.

Price $500 per attachment.

Two required with each com-

plete Pacent Reproducer System.

Pacent Reproducer Corporation
Louis Gerard Pacent, President

Now in FILM CENTER BUILDING

9th Avenue and 44th Street New York, N. Y.

Sales and Service Representatives Throughout U, S. and in Canada



TALKER
FROM NAT IOHAL
If it were only

j

HALF as good as

the FIRST TWO,
it would be GOOD
ENOUGH ... So picture

the profit possibilities

when they find it's even

BETTER than "Weary
River

r
or "The Barker

Sills and Mackaill Talking for all they're worth

—and "The Barker" proved they're WORTH

the biggest money you ever paid for a talking

attraction! All-Talking courtroom scenes....

New York night life a "love nest" mur-

der enacted before your eyes then to

the seductive South Seas, w ith Dorothy

in dazzling desert island decollete.

Even kind of appeal that draws

human beings to box-offices.

—

DOUBLE YOUR PLAYING

TIME

!

llEThe lAfT WORD in Talking Picture/!
Member if Motion Picture Producers mi Distribute-™ of America Inc.—Will Il.Ho.ys PwlAmt
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New Era Dawns

DAY by day unquestionable evidence accumulates as to

the vast and fundamental changes that have been
brought about in the motion picture industry through the
addition of sound and dialogue.

But even today, outside of a few persons in high places

who have all of the evidence before them, there is still

little recognition of just what has happened.

The exact story of what has been done can hardly be
told in moderate and conservative language. The new
fields that have been opened are so vast, and the state of

the industry is so much changed, that only by the generous
use of superlatives can the immediate future of the indus-

try be depicted in anything like an accurate manner.

It has long since ceased to be a secret to well-informed
persons that for the past five years the industry as a

business has not made the progress that was expected of

it and the progress that was necessary were it to continue
as a prosperous, healthy and developing industry. Despite
heroic efforts of producers the best grade of general prod-
uct it was possible to make fell short of developing a

wider popular support. It may be said that the industry

was virtually kept going by the occasional great attractions

that the studios were able to turn out. The general run of

product was not building greater patronage.

It might be imagined that even without a growing public

for motion picture theatres the industry could continue
almost indefinitely as a profitable business. But this is

not correct, due to the tremendously larger amounts of

capital that were put into the industry. This created the

necessity for greater earnings. Investments, particularly

in theatres, were mounting more rapidly than it was pos-

sible for the theatres to make correspondingly larger earn-

ings. There are experts who believe that the industry,

prior to the introduction of sound and dialogue, was
rapidly reaching a state of no profit on operations.

And then came the virtually perfected sound and dia-

logue picture. At first the novelty of these pictures im-

mediately increased theatre revenues. Gloomy and skep-

tical persons predicted that the novelty would soon wear
off and then attendance would promptly drop back to the

old figures. But these persons did not understand the

basic appeal of the new developments and, also, they were
not making due allowances for the crudities which neces-
sarily were the result of early experiments.

The fact of the situation today is that the box office has
never in the history of the amusement business received
such a stimulus as it has from the audiens. Everywhere
throughout the country theatres running the acceptable
audien pictures that are now available are doing a volume
of business which they hardly dared dream of with the
silent picture. The average talking picture is now pulling
the public in as has never been done previously except by
the occasional great silent picture. And such a tremendous
rate of improvement is being made in the audiens that it

would be looking for trouble to imagine that the public's
interest in these pictures is only a passing fancy.

The public's present interest in audiens is only the start

of a vastly greater popularity for motion pictures. Attend-
ance records everywhere are going to be revised upwards
at surprisingly rapid rates. The industry has already
passed the threshold of an era of prosperity that will make
the old days look small and insignificant.

Skeptics who have been unable to see the entertainment
advance represented by sound pictures and the tremen-
dously greater box office significance of these subjects are

going to be in for a bad time.

» • ' *

Mechanical Argument

COMPETING exhibitors may be warned that just about

the worst thing they can do to their own business

under existing conditions is to engage in popular debate

with their opposition over the relative merits of their

sound reproduction devices.

The opportunity and the responsibility for the theatre

man at this time is to build, promote and stimulate interest

in sound pictures; any effort he may make which may
create a question in the public's mind about any type of

reproducing equipment is plainly and distinctly bad

business.

Because of the newness of the medium and because

being new and still somewhat in an experimental stage, the

public will automatically have plenty of questions of

its own about sound and dialogue pictures. Consequently,

it becomes a matter of bad policy for an exhibitor, for the

sake of a little immediate gain for himself and a little

embarrassment for this opposition, to do anything or say

anything that reflects adversely upon any kind or type of

equipment anywhere in use.

All of the above applies with redoubled emphasis in

the case of the producer. And in the case of the producer,

who is presumed to have more information on the general

situation, criticism of the other man's system of recording

and reproduction is decidedly less excusable.

For any producer to disparage the system in use by

another company and to insist that his system is the only

good system is a foolhardy and ridiculous course. As a

matter of fact, virtually perfect recording and reproduc-

tion is possible, under favorable circumstances, with

several of the systems. On the basis of experience and con-

tinued use some one or more systems may be centered upon
and may be proven to be the best. But this is not a matter

for public argument and is certainly not a matter which

should be permitted to interfere with the industry's main
job at this time which is selling talking pictures to the

public.

Let these arguments be kept within the inner councils

of the industry.

Meanwhile let the industry present a solid front on the

matter of promoting interest and appreciation for sound

and talking pictures, regardless of the mechanics employed.
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Fox to Make Only Sound Films;
More Stars of Stage Signed

Theatres Not Yet Equipped
"Taken Care Of," Says Sheehan

Warners and U A
Confer on Plans

For an Alliance
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—In-
formal conferences between
Warner Brothers and United
Artists have been held during
the past week or so, with a view
toward allying the two organiza-

tions in some manner. Beyond
the admission of Joseph Schenck
that there have been talks and
plans nothing could be learned
for publication prior to his de-

parture for California.

Dismissal of Suit

Against Companies
And Hays Body Seen

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—The Govern-
ment's case against Paramount, nine other
distributors, ten film boards of trade and the

Hays organization was adjourned yesterday
until April 22.

In his adjournment Federal Judge That-
cher indicated that the case will meet with a

dismissal, remarking that the Government had
introduced no evidence in support of its

charge that the defendants conspired to com-
pel theatre owners to settle disputes within
the industry in violation of the Sherman act.

Citizens of Corinth, N. Y.,

Defeat Sunday Showings
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, March 26.—Corinth voted down
the Sunday show proposition by 66 votes at

an election held last week. It was the only
proposition to be submitted along with the

general election and created a lot of interest.

As a direct result of this election, Glen
Falls, Saratoga and Schenectady will profit on
the business that will naturally come from
Cornith, which is a paper making town and
where the people seek Sunday amusements.

7'alley, Clayton Sheehan
Are Sailing for Europe

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Truman H.
Talley, assistant to William Fox, is sailing

Friday to spend two or three months in pri-

vate negotiations in London and Paris on be-

half of Fox and the Fox Film Corporation.
Clayton Sheehan, brother of general manager
Winfield Sheehan, is sailing on the same boat.

Colvin Brown Home from
Tour of Branches Abroad

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK March 26.—Colvin W.
Brown, executive vice president of Pathe, re-

turns to New York on the Berengaria today.

He has been abroad for a month visiting the

Pathe branches in London, Paris and Berlin.

Foreign Market Provided For for Another Year and a
Half—Will Rogers Acquired

By PETER VISCHER
NEW YORK, March 26.—From now on, the William Fox organization will

produce sound pictures exclusively, abandoning the silent film of motion pic-

ture tradition.

In a conference here on Sunday, prior to his departure for California, Win-
field Sheehan announced that only dialogue and musical pictures would be

made at the four Fox studios in Xew York and California. Sheehan made it

plain that he spoke for the Fox Film Corporation, of which he is vice president

and general manager in charge of production, and not for any other Fox unit,

such as the newly acquired Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer organization.

000 the past year in preparation for this an-

nouncement. As a result, he predicted that

Hollywood will now become the international

Together with the announcement of this

change in policy, of the greatest significance

to motion picture exhibitors throughout the

world, Sheehan announced the signing of an-
other group of stage celebrities : Will Rogers,
Willie Collier, Clark and McCullough, J. Har-
old Murray, Edward Royce, Seymour Felix,

Lester Lonergan, and DeSylva, Henderson and
Brown, composers of musical comedies with
successful Broadway runs.

Outstandingly Important Move
Sheehan made it clear by his manner that

he considered the change in policy of out-

standing importance. He said he "would not
make any speeches" about the future of the

silent film but did say that he considered the

step taken by Fox to be as important as the

change from horse-drawn vehicles to automo-
biles.

The new Fox policy was. not decided upon
yesterday, or the day before, said Sheehan.
It was first considered last June at a series

of conferences in the Hotel Warwick here
in New York and events since then have
justified the stand taken by those who favored
the new mode of eye and ear entertainment.
When "Street Angel's" records were beaten
time and again by sound pictures, mainly be-

cause they had dialogue, that clinched the

decision. The decision for this step was made
at the box office.

Two interesting points were
cleared up by Sheehan. First, he said

that the exhibitor not equipped for

sound reproduction would be "taken
care of." Second, the foreign mar-
ket is provided for for another year
and a half, at which time some deci-
sion as to what is to be done for
the showing of pictures abroad will .

have been reached, possibly auto-
matically.
Sheehan said that Fox has spent $15,000,-

capital for stage producers, dialogue writers,

singers, actors, dancers, comedians and mono-
logists.

"Old Guard" Fearful

The statement issued by the Fox office con-

tained this interesting material:

"This revolutionary change has been fear-

fully anticipated, according to reports from
Hollywood, where the old guard in film

studios had hoped that the requirements of

the foreign market would stave off so radical

a decision in production policies. Many
screen favorites, unable to measure up to the

new vocal requirements will probably lose out

as a result of the new production policies

prevailing at these studios beginning today.

"Not only will thousands of actors be af-

fected, but also scenario writers, title writers,

directors and supervisors. While this ill

wind is blowing no good for them, it means
new importance will accrue to speaking actors,

singers, stage experts, song and dance direc-

tors, lyricists, composers of popular music
and operettas, dialogue writers, electrical en-

gineers and accoustical experts.

Silent Studios Soundproofed
'The new regime prevailing at the studios

today is not as sudden as this announcement
might suggest, since William Fox and Winfield

Sheehan have built at a cost of $10,000,000

an entire new studio at Fox Hills, California,

known as Fox Movietone City. Twenty-five
complete recording units are now in operation

on the soundproof stages at this new plant,

which covers 180 acres.

"The silent studios at Sunset Boulevard
on both sides of Western Avenue have been
soundproofed and electrified to meet the new
production requirements with the addition of

(Continued on next page)

Move to Extend Midnight Show Time
In San Francisco Dropped on Protests

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, March 26.—A proposal to prohibit theatrical performances

only between the hours of 3 a. m. and 6 a. m., has been withdrawn by Supervisor

Andriano, chairman of the Police Committee. The chairman advised the super-

visors that so many objections have been made to changing the law, which now
prohibits performances between 1 and 6 a. m., that it had been deemed best to

amend the present law, making such performances unlawful, except when special

permission had been obtained from the Police commission. Opposition to any

change was voiced by Supervisor Roncovieri, who declared that after-midnight

shows too often develop into orgies that are a disgrace to the city and to the

theatres participating.
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Fox Signs Stars for Sound Policy
15 Million Outlay

Paves Way to New
Production Plans

(Continued from preceding page)

a $500,000 Movietone laboratory and new
sound reproduction rooms.

"Present plans call for the filming

of one complete feature length talk-

ing or musical production every
week, including comedies, musical
comedies, operettas, dramas, melo-
dramas and spectacular dramas.

"Many new personalities will be heard by

motion picture audiences as a result of this

radical departure in production. Negotiations

which Mr. Sheehan was unwilling to discuss

are now being conducted with many impor-

tant stage, musical and literary personalities.

Of those with whom contracts have already

been signed the following were announced:

"Will Rogers, America's best known comedy
talker and home-spun philosopher, has signed

a two-year contract to be heard and seen ex-

clusively in talking films to be produced by

Fox Film Corporation at Movietone City.

Owen Davis, well-known dramatist, has com-
pleted the dramatization of Rogers' first screen

talker.

Strauss Completes Play

"Oscar Strauss, distinguished Viennese com-
poser, has completed the score and book for

a musical play which Strauss has titled 'Mar-
ried in Hollywood.'

"Leo Fall's operetta 'The Dollar Princess'

will be produced as a singing musical Movie-
tone feature.

"Four original musical comedies will be pro-

duced with words and music by DeSylva,
Brown and Henderson, now at work at the

Fox Studios. This trio is responsible for the

current Broadway successes, 'Follow Through,'
'Good News' and 'Queen High.'

"Dave Stamper, former composer of Zieg-

feld musical shows, has completed a musical
comedy for film production.

" 'Fox Movietone Follies,' now in the edit-

ing stage, has been produced as the first of
an annual series of musical revues. Words
and music are by Con Conrad, Archie Got-
tler and Sidney Mitchell, with the book by
Billy K. Wells and the direction by David
Butler and Edward Royce.

Jessel Starts in Month

"George Jessel, musical comedy and vaude-
ville favorite, leaves for California next
month to begin production of a musical play
with an Italian background as his first pic-

ture on a 3 year contract.
" 'The Passing of the Third Floor Back,'

dramatic classic from the pen of Jerome K.
Jerome will be produced as a talking film.

" 'Cameo Kirby,' by Booth Tarkington and
Harry Leon Wilson, is to go into production
as a dialogue feature with Warner Baxter
in the title role.

"Earl Derr Biggers' mystery story, 'Behind
That Curtain,' is also scheduled for immediate
production with Irving Cummings directing.

" 'The Cock-Eyed World,' will be directed
by Raoul Walsh, as a vocal successor to
'What Price Glory,' with dialogue by Billy

K. Wells, based on the original story by
Laurence Stallings and Maxwell Anderson.

Ford Making First Audien

'"King of the Khyber Rifles' by Talbot
Mundy is now being produced by John Ford
as his first feature length all-talking film with
Victor McLaglen, Myrna Loy, David Rollins,

Lumsdcn Hare, Roy D'Arcy, Mitchell Lewis,
David Torrence, Pat Somerset, Gregory Gay,

Hollywood to Celebrate

21 Years as Film Capital
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Mach 26.—Holly-
wood, probably the most famous
small town in the world, will cele-

brate this summer the twenty-first

anniversary of its era of fame as the

capital of motion pictures. It was in

1908 that the first crank was turned.

In the 1900's New York and Chi-

cago were the dominant centers of

picture making, but because of the
weather conditions neither city could
provide constant employment for the
players. Consequently some of the

more venturous began hunting for an
all year climate.

Today Hollywood throughout the

world is as famous as the city of

Los Angeles, of which it is a legal

and geographical part.

Claude King, taking their parts in a colorful

story laid in the mountains of Afghanistan.
" 'The Man Who Came Back,' dramatized

by Jules Eckert Goodman from the short story

by John Fleming Wilson, is scheduled for pro-

duction beginning next month.
"Other dialogue plays for which immediate

production plans have been made include

'Conquistador,' 'The Mad Song' and 'Frozen

Justice.'

Stars Pass Movietone Tests

"Among the film favorites whose Movie-
tone tests have been successful and who will

be heard in Fox Movietone features will be

Janet Gaynor, Mary Duncan, Lois Moran, Sue
Carol, Mary Astor, June Collyer, Louise
Dresser, Sharon Lynn, Charles Farrell, Warner
Baxter, Victor McLaglen, Edmund Lowe,
Nick Stuart, David Rollins and Paul Muni.

"Directors who during the past six months
have been learning the new technique will now
direct exclusively talking and musical films.

These include Frank Borzage, Raoul Walsh,
John Ford, F. W. Murnau, Irving Cummings,
Allan Dwan, Benjamin Stoloff, David Butler,

William K. Howard, Tohn Blystone, James
Tinling, Alfred Werker, Berthold Viertel,

Howard Hawks, George Seitz, Marcel Silver

and Norman Taurog.

Playwrights Listed

"Additional directorial talent, recruited from
the stage, includes A. H. Van Buren, Clark
Silvernail, Edward Royce, Frank Merlin,
Lester Lonergan, Frank Tasselt, Campbell
Gullen, Seymour Felix and Bobby Connolly.
"Broadway playwrights who are writing

Touted Civic Theatre
Closed; Lacked Support

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, March 26.—
There is an ironical significance in

the closing of the Kansas City thea-
tre, a civic dramatic organization,
which was forced to close because
of the lack of public support. The
organization was formed in 1922 and
has received at least triple the
amount of free publicity of any the-
atrical or motion picture enterprise
in town. Civic leaders who howled
about the greatness of the theatre
attractions did not support its box
office to the extent that it could sur-
vive. Meanwhile other first run pic-
ture houses are doing the best busi-
ness experienced in many months.

dialogue at the Fox studios in Hollywood
include Paul Gerard Smith, Harlan Thomp-
son, Walter Weems, Billy K. Wells, Edwin
Burke and Tom Barry.

"Dialogue writers who are now in Holly-

wood working on Movietone features include

George S. Brooks, S. K. Lauren, Zoe Akins,

John Hunter Booth, Gilbert Emery, Clare

Kummer, George Middleton and Elliott

Lester.

"Owen Davis and Willie Collier are still in

New York but will soon desert Broadway to

work at Fox Movietone City.

"Indications are that further inroads will

be made on Broadway's stage talent as produc-

tion is expanded to meet requirements of ad-

ditional theatres being equipped to show
Movietone film in response to public demand
for this new type of entertainment."

All Directors Ordered to

Learn to Make Audiens
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—The Fox Cor-

porations announcement yesterday that all

pictures will be made with dialogue had ex-

treme effects upon thousands of the personnel.

The actors who have not trained speaking

voices found themselves potentially jobless but

an order from Sol Wurtzel's office declared

that all directors under contract must report

at once to learn to make dialogue pictures. A
director who has made no dialogue pictures

will sit in with members of an audien unit

in order to study the new technique.

Six silent pictures are in production. An-
other, "Chasing Through Europe," goes into

production this week under Al Werker's direc-

tion. It is the last silent motion picture ever

to be produced by Fox.
The Fox actors who are jobless with this

announcement are people who have had steady

employment on the lot merely by picture to

picture contracts. Others who are thrown
out of work similarly are scenarists and
titlers.

Corinne Griffith

Makes Most of
"Divine Lady"Role

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Under the blue-

white glare of the Klieg lights a first nigh;

crowd filed into Warners theatre to see Cor-
inne Griffith give a sympathetic portrayal of

one of the most romantic characters in Brit-

ish history, the simple Emma Hart who be-

came the divine Lady Hamilton, last Friday,

in "The Divine Lady."

They also came, these first nighters, to see

the screening of one of the greatest naval

engagements of all time, the battle of Trafal-

gar. The theatre was packed to overflowing

with the well-dressed crowd that makes a

habit of attending the premieres of the better-

known producers. That they were not dis-

appointed in this picture was obvious from the

applause they gave it.

Miss Griffith was charming. Ian Keith as

Greville, H. B. Warner as Lord Hamilton,

and Victor Varconi as Lord Nelson, her lover,

were excellent. And for a period picture,

"The Divine Lady" was remarkable for the

perfection of its detail in the pageantry of its

scenes ashore and in the commission and com-

plement of the ships of the line which battled

at Trafalgar.

A thoroughly entertaining picture, the aud-

ience decided, with lots of color, lots of

human interest and plenty of dash and thun-

der in the battle scenes.
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A. H. Blank Sells 20 Theatres
To Paramount; Still Owns 24

All Except Four of Houses in

Deal Are Equipped forAudiens
Tired of Being Held Up,
Says Wehrenberg in Ad

(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, March 26. — Fred
Wehrenberg, owner and operator of

the Cinderella, Melba, Michigan and
Virginia theatres and president of
the M P T 0 of Eastern Missouri
and Southern Illinois, in advertise-

ments inserted in St. Louis daily

newspapers has requested highway-
men to leave him alone, as he is tired

of being robbed.
The ads read as follows: "High-

waymen—holdup men, please note:
This is to notify you that I do not
carry on my person the receipts of

my various theatres. They are locked
in time lock safes and taken to the

bank in an armored car. I am tired

of being held up. Signed Fred
Wehrenberg."

Fox Buys JesseVs

Tiffany Contract;
To Make 4 Audiens

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26—George Jessel's

contract with Tiffany-Stahl has been bought
by Fox. He will make four audiens.

Tiffany-Stahl had planned a new picture

for Jessel and engaged a director and cast,

but the Fox offer was so flattering that the

Jessel contract with Tiffany was abrogated.

Saengers Declare New
Quarterly Dividend of

50 Cents on Common
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS. March 26.—At a meeting
of the board of directors of the Saengers The-
atres, Inc., held on March 18, a quarterly

dividend of 50 cents a share on both the class

A and B common stock was declared out of

the profits of the company, payable on April

I, stockholders of record March 22.

Kilgen Organ Earnings
For 1928 Is $107,237;
Doubles 1927 Earnings

(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS. March 26.—George Kilgen &
Son, Inc., organ builders, report net earnings
for 1928 of $107,237.12 compared with $52,-

966.83 in 1927. The company has outstanding

$500,000 preferred stock and 22,500 shares of
no par value common stock.

Council Exempts House
Tax, Managers Stirred Up

(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA. March 26.—Theatre managers
are quite riled because the city council ob-

tained special legislation from the Ontario
Government to exempt the Little theatre from
civic taxation on the ground that it is a
community enterprise. As a matter of fact,

the Little theatre has booked a considerable

number of road attractions.

Says Sale Is Prompted by Desire for Much Needed Rest—Started in 1911
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

DES MOIXES. March 26.—Sale of the A. H. Blank Theatre corporation to

Paramount Famous Lasky was announced Friday from New York by Blank
to local newspapers. The amount involved, however, was not mentioned. The
deal includes twenty Blank theatres in Iowa, Nebraska and Illinois, the Iowa
building and the Capitol theatre building in Des Moines.

The Des Moines houses purchased in the deal are the Capitol, Des Moines,
Garden. Palace and Strand. The others include: Riviera. Rialto and Strand,

Omaha
;
Broadway. Council Bluffs

;
Capitol and Princess, Sioux City ; Capitol

and Rialto, Newton; Capitol, Cedar Rapids; New Riviera, Waterloo; Columbia.
Garden and Family. Davenport; Fort Armstrong and Spencer, Rock Island, 111.

Blank's announcement made in New York
and issued by Publix, read:

"I have today sold my entire interest in

the Blank Circuit, operated by the A. H.
Blank Theatre Corporation and its subsi-

diaries, to Paramount Famous Lasky Cor-
poration, who have been associated with me
in the ownership and operation of the circuit.

The sale is prompted by my desire to take a

much needed rest after many years of constant
theatre activity. I have no immediate plans
for the future."

Still Retains 24 Theatres
Although Blank relinquishes his major

holdings in this deal, he still owns 24 houses
in the smaller cities and towns of Iowa.

Plans are already under way for the im-
provement of the Iowa building in Des
Moines. This will enlarge the Des Moines
theatre from its present capacity of 1,759
to 2,800 and will involve the expenditure
of $500,000, according to the announcement.
This house will be made into an ultra-
modern cinema palace.

A. S. Graven and Company of Chicago
are preparing the architectural drawings
and specifications calling for reinforced con-
crete construction with an exterior finish of
brick and terra cotta similar to the present
finish of the building.

Started in 1911
It is reported also that the Rialto theatre

at Omaha also will undergo a remodeling
and enlarging program.

According to Blank, all but four of the
theatres sold to Paramount are equipped
for audiens. •

"Admission five cents," and a new reel
every day, was the policy of the Star the-

atre, the little film theatre in which A. H.
Blank started on the road to fame and for-

tune. From that humble beginning in 1911

he advanced rapidly until, in the deal with
Paramount March 22, he relinquished his

hold on twenty theatres in three states. The
Riviera in Omaha, built at a cost of $2,000,-

000 and said to be one of the elaborate
theatres in the Middle West, is a startling
contrast to the little house where he began
the motion picture business eighteen years
ago.
On the second birthday of his son, Ray-

mond, Blank opened his second theatre, the
Casino, Dec. 5, 1911. He invested $7,000,
practically all the money he could get, in

that venture. In four months he sold out
for $25,000. With $15,000 of this amount
he bought a lease on the Garden, then the
leading Des Moines theatre. After re-

modeling it he opened with a new sign,

"Admission ten cents."
Theatre patrons were inclined to believe

that this was an exorbitant price for a film

show and they tried to tell Blank that the
people would never pay such a price.

Among First to Introduce Music
As the years passed, however. Blank

showed his good judgment in the purchase
and operation of half a dozen houses. His
theatres were among the first to introduce
music and to switch from a different show
each day to a three-a-week change. Fans
predicted failure then. They said the public
must have a new show every day.
Blank became one of the founders of

First National Pictures, recently sold to the
Warners. He was on the executive board
of First National for vears.

Bill for Local Option on Sunday Shows
Brings Fight; Ohio Censor Measures Die

(Special to the Herald-World)
COLUMBUS. March 26.—Fireworks were touched off at the public hearing be-

fore the senate judiciary committee of the Ohio Legislature, March 20. when
a bill to permit municipalities to vote on the question of Sunday motion picture
exhibitions came up for hearing. Opponents were principally ministers and offi-

cials of religious organizations. Proponents consisted of P. J. Wood, business
manager of the MP T O.. George W. Erdman. manager of the Cleveland Theatre
Owners Association, and others. The committee recommended passage. .

The Women's Civic Club of Cleveland Heights has organized against Sunday
shows.

All bills to change Ohio censor laws were killed in committee. On motion of
Senator Bender, author, the bill to abolish censorship was indefinitely postponed.
The two bills of Senator Johnson to include audiens in censorship and to raise the
fees were likewise killed.
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Spring Is Here

SPRING is doing something to the motion
picture industry. There is more in the air

now than there has been for months past.

More mergers are coming. Heavy conver-
sations are going on in every corner of the
business ; one business deal of outstanding im-
portance stretches all the way across the ocean.

An extraordinary number of fine pictures
are showing or on tap. "The Divine Lady,"
just brought into the Warner theatre, is a
lovely piece of work. "The Iron Mask" is

breaking records, at the Rivoli. "The Broad-
way Melody" is an institution at the Astor.
"Speakeasy," which has its points, was held
over for a third week at the Roxy. "The Let-
ter" is a distinct hit.

And look what's on tap ! "Show Boat" and
"The Cocoanuts" are racing here; the Edna
Ferber novel is reported to have been made
into an extraordinarily beautiful picture by
Universal and the Marx Brothers all but made
a wreck out of the Paramount establishment
with their hilarious musical comedy. "Co-
quette" promises to be a sensation. "Broad-
way" will be worth waiting for.

These are only the outstanding smashes.
General business is just as good. Just con-
sider that the Capitol held over "Alias Jimmy
Valentine," that the Paramount kept "The
Canary Murder Case" a second week, that
Lupe Velez is still packing the Rialto for five
shows a day with "Lady of the Pavements,"
and the Strand kept "My Man" over a second
time. This ought to be some kind of a record.

* * *
This is the perfect answer to the old ques-

tion as to why business is punk. When busi-
ness is bad bring in a few good pictures and
the whole scale of living jumps up. Pictures
are the answer to every important question in
the industry and always will be.

Incidentally, this might be a lesson to the
producers of legitimate drama. They are in
the doldrums, with business worse than it has
been m years and years. What they need is
tewer tears and more good plays.

* * *

A Long Run House
'"THE plan of the Erlanger theatres, wherebyA sound equipment is to be installed, is an-
other bit of evidence of the importance of this
new mode of entertainment. Erlanger's name is

famous in American entertainment and his
foresight in preparing for the future is some-
thing not to be overlooked. His huge string
of theatres will be available for long runs.

Incidentally, the Cameo, which has played
an interesting role in New York pictures, is

to be made into a long run house beginning
March 30.

* * *

"Piccadilly"

'"PHE World Wide organization is riding the
-1

- heights of enthusiasm as the result of along
look at "Piccadilly." This picture, which I

have not seen as yet, is proclaimed as the best
yet brought out of England and such a smash-
ing hit that it will give World Wide a new
ranking.
The National Board of Review all but burst

into song over "Piccadilly," calling it one of
the finest pictures to reach this country from
anywhere, a production that is all American
standards and American picture taste demand.
It was directed by DuPont of "Variety" fame.
Of course, J. D. Williams let this informa-

tion out quite reluctantly.

PETER VISCHER.

Preparing RKO for 1929-30
C OME of the nation's most talented authors have been engaged by R K O Productions toO write the stories for the 1929-30 program of Radio Pictures. Of the writers pictured here,
Eugene Walter is the author of "The Easiest Way" and other stage successes; Charles
MacArthur collaborated with Ben Hecht in writing the recent legitimate hit, "The Front
Page"; Samson Raphaelson is the author of "The Jazz Singer," and John Brownell is a
Waff writer.

Upper left

Joseph I. Schnitzer
President

RKO Productions

Upper right:

William LeBaron
Vice President

Production Director

Below:
Lee Marcus

Vice President
Distribution Director

1

Eugene Walter

If
\

John Brownell

Samson Raphaelson
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Wedding Bells

MISS BETTY COCHRANE

Daughter of Universal
Vice-President Will Be
Married to J. H. Laeri

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Mr. and Mrs.

R. H. Cochrane of New Rochelle, N. Y.

(Saturday) announced the engagement of

their daughter, Miss Betty Cochrane, to John
Howard Laeri, at a luncheon and bridge at

their home, No. 10 Hanford Place. The wed-
ding date has not yet been set.

Miss Cochrane will be graduated this June
from Smith College. R. H. Cochrane has been

vice-president of Universal Pictures Corpora-
tion for 12 years.

Laeri is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Anton S.

Laeri of Youngstown, Ohio. He is a graduate

of Williams College in the year 1928, where
he was a member of the Psi Upsilon Fratern-

ity, and is now connected with the National

City Bank of New York City.

Government Grants New
Delay to Defendants in

Chicago Antitrust Case
The 12 Chicago exchanges and Publix inter-

ests in Chicago named as defendants in the

suit brought several months ago by the gov-
ernment under the antitrust laws, have been

given until sometime in April to file their

replies. The defendants had been granted a

previous postponement until March 20.

The exact date is to be set later, according
to department of justice offices in Chicago.

Film Theatre Destroyed
By Mysterious Flames

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, March 26.—The Venus
picture house, owned by Peter Ferrara, was
destroyed by fire of undertermined origin.

The building had a valuation of about $10,000
and the contents represents an additional $5,-

000 or more.

Erlanger Equipping Entire
Legitimate Chain for Sound

Many Now Ready and Remainder to Be Wired by August 1

—

Plans to Give Patrons Audiens as Well as Pro-

ductions of Dramatic Stage
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW" YORK, March 26.—A chain of theatres devoted to the dramatic stage

is being prepared for the presentation of sound motion pictures.

A. L. Erlanger, reputed the largest individual owner of stage theatrical

properties in the world, is having his long chain of theatres wired and equipped

with all the other accessories necessary for the proper presentation of sound
pictures. Many of the houses are now ready and the work in the others will be

completed by August 1. The Erlanger chain has always been recognized as

one of the leading strings of legitimate theatres in the United States.

It has always been Erlanger's policy to Erlanger has shown most of the big fea-

keep his theatres up-to-date, equipped with ture pictures of the past, such as "The Birth
of a Nation," "Ben Hur," "The King of

Kings" and "Wings," in his theatres, and
he is ready now to book audiens, by what-
ever process they may be made.

all the latest appliances and inventions, both
on the stage and in the auditorium. It is

in pursuance of this policy that he is now
spending the enormous sum of money
needed to prepare his houses for the show-
ing of sound pictures.

Not for Audiens Only
He has no intention of devoting his the-

atres exclusively to this kind of entertain-

ment, but he realizes that the sound pictures

have come to stay and, as a purveyor of

theatrical amusements, he wishes to be able

to give his patrons the very best that is

offered in drama, musical comedy or pic-

tures.

Among the theatres of the Erlanger chain
that have been or are about to be wired are

the Liberty in New York city, the Colonial
and Tremont theatres in Boston, the Er-
langer and Garrick theatres in Philadelphia,

the Erlanger in Chicago, the Erlanger in

Buffalo, the Nixon in Pittsburgh, the new
Wilson in Detroit, the Erlanger's Grand
Opera House in Cincinnati, the American
in St. Louis, the National in Washington,
Ford's in Baltimore,the Erlanger in Atlanta,
the Erlanger in Birmingham, the Tulane in

New Orleans, the Biltmore and Mason in

Los Angeles, the Erlanger and Columbia
in San Francisco and the Metropolitan in

Seattle.

"Built for Sound"
Each of these is a leading first class the-

atre in its community. Each of them was
"built for sound." That is to say, they were
intended for the presentation of the spoken
drama and for that reason every attention
was paid to the acoustics, so that spectator
sitting in any seat in the auditorium would
be able to hear as well as to see everything
that went on on the stage.

Trendle Is Appointed
Detroit Commissioner

;

Opens Big Easter Week
(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT, March 26.—Detroit theatres are

anticipating one of the biggest weeks of their

history during Easter Week. Through the

efforts of George W. Trendle, general man-
ager of the Kunsky Theatres Corporation, the

public schools will have their Easter vaca-

tion the week folowing Easter instead of the

usual Holy week. No doubt that the theatres

will play to many thousands of children and
special shows are being arranged for them.

Mayor John Lodge reappointed Trendle to

membership on the Detroit city fire commis-
sion. He was originally appointed by Mayor
Smith and his reappointment came despite the

keenest rivalry for the job. Trendle was also

recently elected to the board of directors of

the Union Trust Company, one of the lead-

ing financial institutions of the middle west.

Columbia's Sales Staff

Adds 2 More Field Men
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Samuel E. Fried

and David W. Hunt have been added to the

sales force of Columbia. Fried, a veteran in

the distribution field, has been appointed sales-

man out of Washington exchange and David
W. Hunt has been appointed salesman out of

the Columbia's Memphis office.

Columbia Names Hal Hodes Advertising

Manager to SucceedAlex Moss, Resigned
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Hal Hodes, who has been in pictures since he was a

youngster and is wellknown in most branches of the industry, is the new advertis-

ing manager for Columbia Pictures Corporation. He takes the place of Alex Moss
who resigned this week.

"I'm coming back to the work that I left many years ago," Hodes told the

HERALD-WORLD today," for I had plenty of advertising experience before I

turned to selling."

Hodes made his debut in the industry in 1905 as an operator, a protege of old

Pop Ross with Vitagraph. Then he joined up with the Navy and, between 1907

and 1911, sort of took Admiral Evans around the world. He claims to have been
the youngest petty officer in the service. In 1912 he was advertising manager of

the Kalem Company. At Universal he became sales promotion manager and even-
tually assistant general manager of exchanges. He carried on in that capacity for

about seven years and went to Hearst as general sales manager of Cosmopolitan.
After two years he became branch manager of the New York office for Educa-
tional. A couple of years later he returned to Universal as sales director of

the short product and complete service. Now you can £nd him on the eleventh

Boor of 729 Seventh avenue almost any day of the week.
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the desire to have a motion picture forum
once a year at least, with noted individuals

in the industry as speakers ; a motion picture

course has already been launched in the Uni-
versity of Southern California. This is a
cultural course, and motion pictures, includ-

ing talking films, are covered."

Industry Is Facing Most Successful

Era of History, Says Hays
Weekly Audience of 250 Millions Is Rapidly Being Increased by Sound,

M P P D A Is Told in Annual Report
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—The most successful era of its history faces the

motion picture industry, in the opinion of Will H. Hays, president of the

M P P D A, who made his seventh annual report to the directors of his

organization here yesterday.

The meeting of the Hays organization was a particularly important one

and his report on the state of the industry was heard with close attention.

On the other hand, it was interesting to note that William Fox was not

present at the meeting, visiting Atlantic City. And the Fox organization

was not represented.

THE motion picture's weekly audience of

200,<XX),0(X) is rapidly being increased

through introduction of sound, Hays declared.

New audiences are being attracted, and these

audiences, he predicted, will be held as techni-

cal and directorial improvements are made.
Sound has served to open a wealth of ma-

terial, formerly unusable because it lacked

action for the silent screen, Hays declared.

The ease with which sound has been adopted
by the industry is indicative of its ability to

expand naturally and normally, and instead

of slowing up the industry's progress, injec-

tion of sound has "quickened the pulse of the

industry and shot new blood through its ar-

teries," he added.
"The one obstacle in the way of

the greatest progress of sound or
silent pictures is the attempt which
persists in some places to censor,"
Hays continued. "This tendency to

regulate has in the past year ex-
tended to the effort to censor speech,
in contravention to the letter and
spirit of the first amendment to the
Constitution, which guarantees to all

the right of free speech and free
assembly."
"The arbitration system in our industry

reached its maximum usefulness in 1928. Dur-
ing the year 23,869 controversies involving
$6,503,474.75 arose between exhibitors and dis-

tributors. Fifty-two per cent of these claims
were settled between the time of filing and
actual hearing by the arbitration boards. Only
28 claims of this vast number required a
seventh arbiter and not a single claim was
litigated before arbitration. In the five years
since the institution of this arbitration sys-
tem, 73,652 controversies involving $17,724,-
380.82 have been disposed of. This achieve-
ment is unprecedented, Hays reported.
"The increasing recognition of universities

and art institutes of motion pictures as a dis-

tinctive art-form is gratifying," he declared.
"Harvard has appointed a motion picture ar-
chives committee which soon is to make its

awards of merit for the best photoplays of the
past two years, after which such awards will

be made each year. Columbia has expressed

Q R S and DeVry Firms
Merge Projector and
Camera Manufactures

Merger of two of the strongest concerns
in the amateur motion picture field—Q R S
and the DeVry Corporation—is just an-
nounced.

Q R S has only lately entered into the

motion picture industry, while the DeVry
Corporation in the last 15 years has occupied
a high position in the manufacture of port-

able motion picture cameras and projectors,

both in this country and abroad. The DeVry
Corporation was organized and developed by
H. A. DeVry.
The amalgamation will enable Q R S to

transfer all its motion picture activities to the

DeVry factory. The new company's apparatus
will range from the least expensive camera re-

tailing at $39.50 to the highest priced combina-
tion talking picture outfits for home and
business.

Warner-F N-Stanley Club
Gets Set for Real Frolic
April 6; All Tickets Sold

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, .March 26.—The first annual
banquet and ball of the newly consolidated
Warner—First National—Stanley Club will be-

held Saturday, April 6, at the Hotel Commo-
dore. Ben Bernie will officiate as master of
ceremonies. Many celebrities of the stage and
screen will attend.

All tickets have already been sold and de-
mands for additional tickets- have unwillingly
been turned down.

Radio Stimulates Interest in Every
Amusement Field, Declares Editorial

"When radio's first feeble squeaks sounded, many musicians scoffed," said an edi-
torial last week in the Chicago Herald-Examiner. "Others asserted that it should
be fought as a mechanical rival to concerts and recitals. The phonograph industry
felt itself threatened and producers of motion pictures wondered if the new mar-
vel would not depreciate their incomes seriously.

"Latest figures compiled by the National Broadcasting Company show that
America spends more money on music than ever before and that the amount is
growing steadily. More than $30,000,000 annually is the total, and this is $10,-
000,000 more than was spent before radio was perfected.
"The phonograph industry leaps forward to greater prosperity. Motion pic-

tures increase to unprecedented popularity. Radio has done more than vindicate
its own claims to entertainment value. It has stimulated public interest in every
amusement province it has touched."

"Showboat"Praised;
"Cohens andKellys"

In Atlantic City
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Florenz Zieg-
feld rates Universal's "Showboat" as the
greatest picture ever made. High-lights
of the Universal's production were in-

corporated into the picture by Movietone
and the music written by Jerome D. Kern.

Atlantic City, where most of the "Cohens
and Kellys" was filmed got the first chance
to see the complete picture last week at

the world premiere of the picture.

R K O Favorite Signs
To Make Three Audiens

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Belle Baker,
vaudeville star and leading in R K O's popu-
larity contest announces that she will make
three audien pictures for Eph Asher and Ed-
ward Small. Production will start about May
first.

As the balloting stands now, Miss Baker is

first ; Happiness Boys, second ; Van and
Schenck, third ; Fannie Brice, fourth

;
Sophie

Tucker, fifth and Ben Bernie, sixth.

Bowman Heads Publicity

Of Fox Portland Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., March 26.—Marc K.
Bowman, well known theatrical manager, for-

merly in charge of Dufwin theatre here, but
recently with publicity department of RKO
pictures has been named director of publicity

for Fox Broadway and Fox Hollywood the-

atre here. He will succeed Bart Wheeler,
who has been transferred to San Francisco
to direct publicity for Fox interests there.

Theatres Advertise
Services for Easter

(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS, March 26.—Acting on
the suggestion of the Associated Theatre Own-
ers of Indiana, virtually every theatre in the

state co-operated with the churches in screen
announcements of services of Good Friday and
Easter.

New 2500 Seat Theatre
Opens in Richmond Hills

(Special to the Herald-World)

RICHMOND HILL, L. I., March 26.—The
new B. F. Keith's theatre at Richmond Hill

opened last Friday, with a large audience in

attendance. The theatre, latest local play-

house to open with flying the RKO banner,
seats 2,500 persons.

Morris Appoints New
Exchange Managers

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Sam E. Morris,
vice president of Warner Brothers, has ap-

pointed A. H. Huot in charge of the Seattle

branch and R. C. Hill as head of the office

in Portland.

Dowling Back in N. Y'.;

Completes "Rainbow Man"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Eddie Dowling,
famous stage star, has completed the Sono-
Art picture, "The Rainbow Man," and re-

turned to New York. He will begin work on
his next picture immediately.
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Newsreels Are Shown
At Church Services

(Special to the Herald-World)

WABASH, IND., March 26.—
Rather than take up a lot of court
time and making a lot of enemies in

an attempt to stop Sunday shows,
the Rev. L. P. Burcker, pastor of the

Christian church, figures on a little

competition. He has announced that

for the next thirteen weeks motion
picture news reels will be shown at

Sunday church services. Decision
to use pictures was reached only
after several months of deliberation.

The matter first was discussed by
the pastoral committee and the
church board last July.

Burbank Studios

Rushed With Six

Audien Stories
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—First National-
Vitaphone studios at Burbank arc busy on
productions scheduled for release during
the coming months. Several pictures have
just been finished and are now being titled.

Those now in production are "Smiling
Irish Eyes," with Colleen Moore; "The Man
and the Moment," with Rillie Dove; "Drag,"
with Richard Harthelmess; "Broadway
Rabies," with Alice White; "The Girl in the

Glass Cage," "The Squall," and "Careers,"
with Billie Dove.

Managerial Changes
In Universal Chain
Announced by Flader
(Special to- the Herald-World)

X FAY YORK, March 26.—Edward Yost, re-

cently manager of the Yost Broadway theatre,

Sanla Ana, Cal., has been appointed division

manager of the Universal California Circuit,

according to an announcement by Fred A.

Flader, general manager of the Universal

Chain.
The Universal houses in California include

two in Santa Ana, two in Fullerton and two
in \\ hittier. all equipped with sound apparatus.

L. G. Sewnig of the Milwaukee Theatre
Circuit has been appointed to the managership
of Universal's Riviera at Milwaukee.

"Wild Heart of Africa"
Will Be Distributed by
Parthenon Pictures, Inc.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—The Walker-
Arbuthnot Hunting expedition has com-
pleted negotiations with the Parthenon Pic-

tures, Inc., to distribute the motion picture

of the trip in Central Africa, titled "The
Wild Heart of Africa."

The expedition was composed of the fam-
ous scientist and wild game hunter, Dr.

Thomas S. Arbuthnot, co-founder and dean
of the Pittsburgh Medical College and
Fletcher Jr., and Kenneth R. Walker.
The party have succeeded in shorting over

40,000 feet of the jungle thrills.

Joan of Arc" OK'd
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—The New York
State Board of censors have passed "The
Passion of Joan of Arc," a film which was
barred in England. It will be shown shortly

at the Little Carnegie.

Publix-Fox Battle Royal for

New England Control Awaited
Publix Completes Negotiations for Theatres Under Construction in

Three Cities—-Fox Goes Ahead with Plans

—

K A O Gets Sites, But Bides Time
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

BOSTON, March 26.—Publix and Fox are apparently actively at work in

the principal cities of the New England territory for theatres to add to their

chains and a battle royal between the two organizations is expected.

In spite of this activity for control of leading houses, Publix theatres in

Boston, for the first time in years, were all playing films from other exchanges

than Paramount last week. The Metropolitan is playing a Warner Brothers

film while the Washington Street Olympia and Fenway were playing Fox
features and the Scollay Square Olympia a Pathe feature

Publix, following closely upon the an-

nouncement of Fox taking over the Poli cir-

cuit, has completed negotiations for theatres

under construction in Salem, Mass., New-
port, R. I., and Manchester, N. H., besides

the theatres recently added.
Meanwhile plans are going forward to

give Fox its first theatre in Boston on the

site of the Hotel Touraine and adjoining
properties.
Announced plans of K A O interests to

obtain theatres of their own in the Fox-
Poli cities appear to have taken a lull, for

outside the announcement that sites for

theatres had been obtained in all of the

Fox-Poli cities, nothing further in the way
of starting work on such theatres has trans-

pired. Whether K A O is watching the

progress of the Publix-Fox expansions with
a view to stepping into the scene at the

opportune moment remains to be seen.

the fireproof doors. Two projectors and 3,000

feet of film were destroyed. The house could

nol be reopened until the booth had been re-

wired and new projection machines installed.

Sunday Amusements Are
Being Bitterly Fought
In Two Florida Towns

(Special to the Hcrald-World)
FORT PIERCE, FLA., March 26.—Peti-

tions requesting the city commission to call

an election on the question of Sunday motion
pictures are being circulated.

A counter move has been started by some
of the churches, which recently went on rec-

ord as opposing this form of amusement on
Sunday.
On March 14 Clearwater proved they wanted

Sunday amusements by endorsing the referen-

dum 595 to 301. They also passed Sunday
dancing.

Local Cinema Club to

Start First Production
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, March 26.—Plans for

filming the first story of the New Orleans

Cinema Club are now under way. This club

is patterned along the lines of the little the-

atres guild and other clubs now operating in

parts of the United States.

The plans call for the production of a play,

using local talent in the picturesque settings

of the city and surrounding territory. The
club has all the equipment necessary such as

cameras, projectors, sun reflectors and every

detail of the production will be handled by
club members.

Circle Manager Goes
To Acme Film Company

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Max Hersch-
mann, manager of Loew's Circle and formerly

a member of the home office, has tendered his

resignation effective March 24th.

He will affiliate with the Acme Film com-
pany, creators of trailers of every description.

Herschmann says, that the firm will expand
and cover ever)- phase of screen advertising.

The Acme company is located at 1540 Broad-
way.

"Hula" with Clara Bow
"Starts" Theatre Fire
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

OAKLAND, March 26.—Clara Bow's work
in "Hula" is hot stuff, as the management of

the Century theatre, on Broadway, can attest.

Yesterday, just as she was getting in some
of her most effective work, the film burst into

flame and Kenneth Back, the operator, barely

had time to get out of the booth and close

Kingsmore Appointed
Loew's Cleveland Head

(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEVELAND, March 26.—Howard Kings-

more, present manager of Loew's Baltimore
theatres has been appointed general manager,
in charge of operation of Loew's Cleveland

theatres. This is considered quite a promo-
tion.

The Cleveland chain consist of fourteen

houses and Kingsmore will arrive about the

first of April to take up his new duties.

Officials Deny Columbia Will Release

Sennett, Roach and Christie Comedies
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Rumors to the effect that Mack Sennett. Hal Roach
and Charlie Christie comedies were to be released by Columbia were received

with denials and rebuffs. Hal Hodes, new advertising manager of Columbia, said

it was news to his organization, and Hal Roach said "there is not a damn bit of

truth in it."

Gordon S. White of Educational pointed out that Sennett audien comedies are

to be released through Educational for at least a year. George Weeks, eastern

representative of Christie, said he had heard the rumor, but that Christie told him
there was nothing to it.
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Pathe Audio Review Makes Its Bow
With Terry Ramsay]e Editor

Score of Technicians Puts Over First Series Noiv in Exchanges—Photo-

phone Used—Silent Version, Too
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Introducing Pathe Audio Review! This syn-

chronized, talk and sound edition of Pathe Review comes to the the-

atre built upon eleven years of growth and development of the Review,

and with Terry Ramsaye as editor, it reflects the whimsical point of view

and expression as well that has been Ramsaye's in his writings.

O this new sound short, Pathe is giving the in the matter of feminine foibles and fashions,

will contribute. Clelia Corte will give it the

Latin paprika. Donn McElwaine, from Holly-

wood, will keep it in touch with the West
Coast and cinema happenings. T. J. Ryan-
Hogan will be its director of dialogue ; Her-
bert Cleaves, B.S., is the staff ornithologist;

Arthur Pillsbury, Ph.D., its microphotographic
expert; Joseph O'Brien, one of the pioneers

in sound film technique, will supervise its

assembly. John McCarron will create its

typographical effects and Giacomo Pozzi is

the specially appointed photo-chemist in

charge of its development.

Wide Range of Subjects

Outstanding of the subjects in the first issues

of the talk and sound edition is the presenta-

tion of a troupe of boy cowpunchers in rope
tricks and merry chatter a la Will Rogers ; a

five minute trip through Europe ; Nathalia
Crane, child poetess, reciting one of her
poems; the gay scenes to sound and music of

the world-famous Bal Tabarin in Paris

;

Pepita, the dancer, and other hand-picked sub-

jects, with synchronization and sound.
"I've let D. W. Griffiths, Von Stroheim, Her-

bert Brenon and the other big shots strut their

stuff long enough," Ramsaye said. "My for-

bearance is at an end, I'm going to produce
Pathe Audio Review to provide ear and eye
entertainment for the theatres and audiences
of true discrimination. It is to be seen on
the screens where superior pictures play. It

will be smart and modern. It will tell who's
who and what is what. It will brook no com-
petition nor acknowledge any."

same attention per foot as its long features

and a score of technicians and assistants have

helped make the first series now in the ex-

changes. RCA Photophone has been used,

as in other sound product of Pathe.

Silent Edition, Too
At the same time, the silent edition of the

screen magazine will continue to be produced.

Numbered as a new series, Pathe Audio

It's an Audio!
It's an audien, and the new Pathe

Audio Review comes so close, in

name itself, to the word proposed by
the Herald-World to designate the
talking picture that it practically be-

comes an adoption of the term.

It's going to be easy for the exhib-
itor to say "Audio Review" and at

the same time lend the dignity to the
talking short feature that it deserves.

It's an Audio!

Review will be released concurrently with
Pathe Review to meet the demand and the

need of the many sounded theatres. With the

exception of its talk and sound effects, and its

musical synchronization, it will differ little in

its scenic subject matter.

Big Staff Aids Ramsaye
A daring, saucy, impish humor is promised

as the keynote of its appeal. It will pick its

subjects where it finds them—in New York,
London, Paris, San Francisco, Timbuktu, the
North Pole or the South Seas. An already
high-geared staff will make sure of that.

Beverly Jones will assist Terry Ramsaye in
the editing of the new unit. P. Fortier Jones,
one of the most artistic and skillful cameramen
in France, will skim the Continent for its

pretty girls, joyous places and novel happen-
ings. Vyvyan Donner, artist and connoisseur

Publix Makes Changes
In Managerial Forces
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, March 26.—E. S. C. Cop-
pock, formerly manager of the Publix Metro-
politan, Houston, Texas, has taken up his new-
duties as manager of the Royal theatre of this

city, also a Publix house. He is succeeding
Claire Woods, who has been transferred to

Pathe Signs Marshall Neilan, Long Film
Celebrity, as Sound Picture Director

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—Pathe has signed Marshall Neilan, veteran author
and director. Neilan will be associated with the production staff at the Culver
City studio.

Neilan is one of the best known directors in the business, and has been respon-
sible for some of the most outstanding successes.
He was born in San Bernardino, Cal., in 1891, and started as an actor on the

legitimate stage, appearing in stock in San Francisco and Los Angeles, and sub-
sequently was on the road with Barney Bernard and other stars. His first associa-
tion with motion pictures was as an actor, and he figured as leading man with
Mary Pickford and Marguerite Clark.
His name was later identified as director with such outstanding successes as

"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," "Little Princess" and "Daddy Longlegs."
As one of the first producers to become connected with First National he di-

rected a series of hits, among them "The River's End," "In Old Kentucky" and
"Don't Ever Marry." More recently he directed "Sporting Venus," "The Sky-
rocket," "Mike," "Wild Oats Lane," "Diplomacy," "Venus of Venice," "Her Wild
Oat," "Three Ring Marriage," "Take Me Home," "His Last Haul" and "Taxi 13."
His long experience on the stage is expected to make him exceptionally well

fitted for the handling of talking pictures.

At the New York

Theatres

NEW FILMS
WARNERS—"The Divine Lady," First National,

with Corinne Griffith and Victor Varconi.
LITTLE CARNEGIE—"The Whirl of Life," British

International with German cast and German direc-
tion.

CAPITOL—"The Great Power," Franklyn Warner,
with original stage cast.

FIFTH AVENUE PLAYHOUSE—"With Livingstone
in Africa," a British picture about the great ex-
plorer.

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
PARAMOUNT—"Redskin," Paramount, with Richard

Dix and technicolor.
STRAND—"Sonny Boy," Warners, with Davey Lee,
opened March 8.

COLONY—"The Shady Lady," Pathe, with Phyllis
Haver.

FILM GUILD CINEMA—"Potemkin," "The Last
Laugh," "Ielika," Russian pictures.

RIALTO—"Lady of the Pavements," United Artists
picture with Lupe Velez, Jetta Goudal, William
Boyd and George Fawcett, directed by David
Griffith.

ROXY—"Speakeasy," Fox all-dialogue picture from
the stage play of the same name with Paul Page,
Lola Lane, Henry Walthall and Helen Ware.

WINTER GARDEN—"Noah's Ark," Warners, with
Dolores Costello, George O'Brien, Louise Fazenda,
Paul McAllister and many others. Directed by
Michael Curtiz.

SAM HARRIS THEATRE—"The Singing Fool,"
Warner Bros., opened September 19.

CRITERION—"The Letter," a Paramount picture
with Jeanne Eagels, O. P. Heggie, Reginald Owen
and Herbert Marshall, directed by Jean de Limur
and Fred A. Fleck.

CENTRAL—"Weary River," First National, opened
January 24th.

ASTOR—"The Broadway Melody," Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, opened February 1st.

GAIETY—"Hearts in Dixie," Fox, opened February
27.

RIVOLI—"The Iron Mask," United Artists, opened
February 21.

CAMEO—"The Battle of Mons," a British war pic-

ture.
FIFTY-FIFTH STREET—"Shiraz," a British film
produced in India centering around the Taj Mahal.

HIPPODROME—"The Dummy," a Paramount pic-

ture.

April 15 Named as

Publishing Date of
Richardson Book

Many letters of inquiry have been received

by the Herald-World Book Shop regarding

the date of publication of Volume Three to

F. H. Richardson's Bluebook on projection,

and it is now expected that the work will be
ready by April 15.

Inasmuch as the price of the book is not

definitely known, reservations will be accepted

without the money, and such orders will be

filled from the first copies and delivered

C. O. D.

Powers Cinephone Given
Special Screening and
Demonstration March 22

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—A special screen-

ing and demonstration of Powers Cinephone,

which is installed at Brecher's Olympia the-

atre on Broadway, was held on March 22 for

exhibitors.

The program consisted of subjects produced
by the leading film companies recording

sound-on-film and on the disc. Some of the

subjects shown at the demonstration were:
Fox and Pathe sound news ; an Educational
sound comedy; a Warner Brother vaudeville

short ; trailers of "On Trial" and "Abie's Irish

Rose."

Roxy Hears 7,000 Singers
NEW YORK.—During the past two years Roxy

has given over 7,000 auditions to singers, in his

search for new material. Out of this number only
six were found to have a voice suitable for stage
and radio work and twenty accepted for chorus
work.
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Film News
in Pictures PICTORIAL SECTION Stories Told

by the Camera

As the Jewish Theatrical Guild of New York feted Eddie Cantor,
famous comedian, at a dinner March 10 at the Commodore. Seated
are Grover A. Whalen, New York police commissioner; Cantor;
Mayor James Walker; and George Jesse!, stage and screen star.

Standing are Judge Max A. Levine; Dr. Burnstein, chaplain of the

guild; Major Edward Bowes of the Capitol thea-

tre; William Fox and Bugs Baer, columnist.

Leo, M G M's trade mark, helped celebrate the Mardi Gras in New
Orleans and was greeted by thousands as he joined the big parade.

He seemed to be getting a real thrill out of his Canal Street admirers
and roared a welcome. Leo stopped in the Southern city, while on
his world tour, which has been confined to the South this winter.

With the Trackless Train in Asia M G M has two
World Tour crews on exploitation service.

A party on Universal's "Broadway" set for

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ellis, who recently

announced their marriage. Holding the

cake are Merna Kennedy (left) and Evelyn
Brent. Thomas Jackson is the spectator.

Sally Blane, R K O player, greets

Hollywood in the guise of a bunny in

honor of the Eastertide.

Colleen Moore, First National star, and
John McCormick, her producer (and hus-

band) on their yacht, "Aimee," during a

recent cruise of three weeks along the coast

of sunny California. Nautical and nice, eh?
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A big job is that of directing the
vast press relations of the R K O
circuit. Mark A. Luescher han-
dles it according to those

dimensions.

One of the scenes of striking beauty in First National's "The Divine Lady," a new
starring vehicle for Corinne Griffith. This shot was taken from the deck of a battle-

ship and shows the enemy ship preparing for an attack in the rather innocuous-looking

manner of long ago. Victor Varconi plays the male lead and with Miss Griffith will

be heard for the first time in talking sequences.

Gillian Dean greeting Easter morn with a big rabbit. Miss Dean is coming to

America in a World Wide picture starring our own Monte Banks. It was made
in England and is titled "A Honeymoon Abroad." The production is one of
several foreign pictures which World Wide has scheduled for release this spring.

April 21 is the date.

H. B. Warner won much praise for his won-
derful work with Monte Blue in "Conquest,"

a Warner Brothers all talking picture. He
will soon be seen again in another Vitaphone

feature entitled "Stark Mad."
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Laura La Plante Voice
Insured for $200,000

(Special to the Herald-World)

UNIVERSAL CITY, March 26.—
Universal has contracted for a

$200,000 insurance policy covering
the voice of Laura La Plante against
injury or loss. A movietone test was
made of her voice in order to pre-
serve the evidence of its present
quality. In case of injury the test

would show to what degree her voice
had changed.
Miss La Plante is now working on

the singing and dialogue sequences
of "Show Boat" under the direction

of Harry Pollard.

"Mary Dugan" Into

Embassy; Follows
"BroadwayMelody"

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—"The Trial of
Mary Dugan," all talking picturization of the

stage success of the same name will begin an
extended run at the Embassy theatre, March
28th. "Mary Dugan" ran on the stage for

more than one year on Broadway and is now-

being presented by eighteen road companies in

this country and in Europe.
The picture has an all star cast headed by

Norma Shearer, Lewis Stone, H. B. Warner
and Raymond Hackett. The voice of Miss
Shearer is reported to be one of the best

among screen players, despite the fact that

she has had no stage experience.

"Noah's Ark"Given
British Premiere At
Piccadilly Theatre

(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON, March 26.—Warner Brother's
"Noah's Ark" was given its British pre-
miere at the Piccadilly recently. This is

the second Warner Brothers to play at this

house since Warner's took it over. Dolores
Costello is starred in the picture.

"Tenderloin," another production starring
Dolores Costello, was given a general re-

lease this month throughout Great Britain

and has proved a big hit in many houses.
"Tenderloin" has bettered the record of
Warner's "Home Towners" which was a big
success here.

National Campaign
To Teach Public of

W. E. Sound System
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—To familiarize

the motion picture public with the facts con-
cerning the recording and reproduction of

sound and dialogue motion pictures by West-
ern Electric Sound System, Western Electric

is instituting a huge national advertising cam-
paign to be printed during the remainder of

the year.

A circulation of more than 8,000,000 will be

reached by the Saturday Evening Post, Lib-

erty, Colliers, Photoplay, Motion Picture Clas-

sic, Time, College Humor, The New Yorker,

and The American Boy. The first advertise-

ment will appear May 6 in the Saturday Eve-
ning Post.

Lobby displays are being prepared for the

use of theatres that are using Western Elec-

tric Systems.

Fox's Stock Company Circuit

To SolveNeed of AudienTalent
New Players and New Plays Will Be Developed Through Theatrical

Stock Units in Dozen Theatres—Movietone

Contracts for Leaders
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK. March 26.—A school of the speaking screen, already started

by Fox Film Corporation in the form of a theatrical stock company at the

Fox Palace theatre in Hartford, is to be expanded into nationwide branches

in a dozen theatres with the use of the stage as an ally for the development

of audiens.

With the ambition to stimulate new talent in acting, writing, and produc-

ing, it is hoped by the Fox executives that the plan will produce both new
players and new plays as a constantly growing source of talent for Fox
Movietone. Of course, current Broadways hits also will be presented.

William Fox made no announcement of his proves promising, he will receive a Movietone

plans until they had been tried out for two
weeks at the Fox Palace, following upon a
campaign by Fox to acquire talent for talking

pictures. It had obtained such outstanding
players from the footlights as Mary Duncan,
Sylvia Sidney, Sylvia Field, Helen Twelve-
trees, Lumsden Hare, Helen Ware, Dorothy
Jordan and Charles Eaton.

Broadway Sapped of Talent

But it also was found that Broadway was
being sapped of desirable talent. Many stars

were magnetized into the field of other talk-

ing pictures. Also many of the old line of

seasoned talent, the veterans of the stage, were
either passing on or retiring, due to the un-
favorable conditions on Broadway this season.

Youthful faces were likewise difficult to find.

Winfield Sheehan, vice president and gen-
eral manager, encountered some very striking

experiences along this line. To get the right

players for the leads in "Speakeasy," the all-

talking picture of New York now at the Roxy,
the director, Benjamin Stoloff, literally hunted
high and low all over the city for several

months. Besides frequenting vaudeville and
Broadway productions, he studied faces on
the street, at athletic meets and atop busses.

He finally hit upon Paul Page from variety

and Lola Lane from "The War Song."

Similar difficulties had been encountered for

"In Old Arizona." When every possibility had
been canvassed for the leading woman in Hol-
lywood and New York, it was only the chance
discovery of Dorothy Burgess by Raoul Walsh
in a Los Angeles production of "The Squall"

that gave Fox officials the girl they wanted.
Likewise, when Walsh was prevented from
playing the bandit role by an injury to his

eye, the Fox company was reduced to a still

more deperate condition in a hurried quest
for his successor. This problem was solved

by Sheehan's bold determination to take a

chance with Warner Baxter, with gratifying

results already known to the world.

Stock Units to Stop Uncertainty

Similar drawbacks were met in the way of
plays and playwrights.

It was decided that the founding of stock

companies would eliminate this uncertainity.

The Fox company, already dedicated to

youth in the roster of its screen stars, will

foster young players suitable for the talkers.

The stock troupes throughout the country' will

provide a big casting directory for Albert
Lewis, producer now with Fox. As any player

contract from Winfield Sheehan. One such

player with the Hartford company has al-

ready been thus rewarded.
With many players within the Fox fold in

the stock companies, there is far less likeli-

hood that a desirable actor, deemed essential

for a certain part in a talker, will be tied up
with another film organization.

New plays, besides metropolitan hits, will

be presented. The new plays can be thor-

oughly groomed and worked over, before a

pcssibile presentation on Broadway with their

embodiment in celluloid to follow.

Gives Small Town Chance

Furthermore, cities outside Nev York
which have felt a lack of touring t'icatrical

companies but have indicated a still strong

appetite for stage offerings, by supporting

Little Theatre movements, will now have their

wishes fulfilled. Their favorite standby, the

stock company, long missing in many cases,

will be restored to their midst.

The Fox Palace fittingly commenced its new
policy on Inaugural Day, March 4, pr- sen'ing

"This Thing Called Love." This was followed

by the mystery thriller, "The Spider," Broad-
way leader of recent date, which likewise

played to capacity. Next comes the enter-

taining vehicles of the Gleasons, "The Shan-
nons of Broadway," followed by "The Big
Pond" and "The Command to Love."
The house, which is managed by Charles

Nelson, was declared on a recent visit by
Herschel Stuart, head of the Fox circuit in

New England, to have the best stock produc-
tions he has ever seen. Featured in the com-
pany most of whom have had Broadway parts

—are Jean May, who has had five years of
stock in Buffalo, and Edward Lieter, who has

played in Cleveland and Kansas City, as well

as on the Pacific Coast. Others in the unit

are Lorraine Bernard, Maude Richmond, Fred-
erick Zozere, Joseph Eihan, Gertrude Moran
and Carleton Hilliard.

Saunders Named New
Supervisor R K O Houses

(Special to the Herald-World)

MINNEAPOLIS. March 26.— Claude
Saunders of New York will succeed Frank
N. Phelps, resigned, as supervisor of R K O
theatres in the Denver, Omaha, Minneapolis,
St. Paul and Winnipeg territories with head-
quarters at the Hennepin-Orpheum theatre.

What Exhibitors Are Saying
About Exhibitors Herald-World

"I sure get lots of pointers out of the Herald-World and wouldn't think

of running a theatre without it."

—

Sun theatre, Plaintvell, Michigan.
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Open Breach of Circuit with
Unions Follows Sound Wiring

Walkout Laves T & D's Vitaphone Theatre at Oakland Dark and

Silent—Two Other Houses Discharge Musicians

—

Projectionists Quit in Sympathy
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

SAN FRANCISCO, March 26.—An open breach between T & D Junior

Enterprises, Inc., operating a chain of motion picture houses in Northern Cali-

fornia, and organized musicians and projectionists, has been brought about as

a result of the installation of Vitaphone equipment in the Strand theatre,

Alameda, and the refusal to accede to the demand of the projectionists.

Projectionists in this theatre went on strike and two days later workers in

the Vitaphone theatre, Oakland, another East Bay suburb, quit in sympathy,

leaving during the showing of the feature picture in the middle of the after-

noon. Five operators, seven musicians, an organist and two stagehands were

affected here. The walkout left the house dark and silent, and Manager Jack

Hunter was obliged to announce that no performance could be given for at

least two hours. When a non-union force arrived it was found that the pro-

jection machines were out of order.

The Vitaphone theatre has been carrying a

full orchestra and an organist at full salary

ever since Vitaphone equipment was installed

last June, and since- this time they have aver-

aged but six minutes work a day, according

to Manager Hunter, receiving $18,000 for this.

Two Discharge Musicians

Later in the week the Castro theatre in San
Francisco closed its doors to its orchestra of

eight musicians, and the Alhambra, also a

T. & D. house, discharged its orchestra of

seven. Vitaphone was installed in the Castro

theatre early in Fberuary and since then the

musicians have had nothing to do, but their

retention has meant an expenditure of $500 a

week.
"There are rumors that by discharging the

musicians we have violated an agreement with

the Musicians Union," said James Nasser of

the T. & D. Jr. Enterprises. "These rumors
are baseless.

Have Gentlemen's Agreement

"As members of the Allied Amusement In-

dustries we have a gentlemen's agreement with

the union to pay a certain wage scale. That
agreement has one year to run, but it pertains

to wages only, and there is nothing in it to

compel a theatre to hire men whose services

are not required. We met the executive com-
mittee of the union and asked for relief in

some form, but the only suggestion was to

keep the men for another year."

Union Difficulties at

Birmingham Settled
(Special to the Herald-World)

BIRMINGHAM, ALA, March 26.—Difficul-
ties between the Operators Union and the

Rialto and Princess theatres were settled with

the signing of a contract by those two theatres

here. The basis on which the union returns

to the theatres is not definitely known, but it

is said that the demands of the musicians,

which brought on the strike, have been with-

drawn. It is also said that the union takes

into its membership one of the projectionists

employed at the Rialto during the strike.

Some eight or ten cases against persons
with throwing "stink bombs" are

as are two for assault. What dis-

position will be made of these cases is not

known.

charged
pending,

Tyler to Make Audiens;
Buck Jones Will Tour
With Wild West Circus

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—Two West-
ern stars came into the limelight again this

week after a few months' retirement. Tom
Tyler signed a contract with Trem Carr
for a series of eight talking films with the
probability that they will be Westerns. Buck
Jones is organizing a large company to

stage a wild west circus that will tour the
country and will make its debut in Los
Angeles in about six weeks. Jones will be
the star attraction.

$100,000 Damages Done
By Exploding Gas Fire

(Special to the Herald-World)
OKLAHOMA CITY, March 26.—Explod-

ing gas started a fire in the Mid-West
Film Exchange here which resulted in a
loss of about $100,000. Over a thousand
reels of film were burned. The Mid-West
is an independent film exchange owned by
P. R. Isley who also owns several theatres
in Oklahoma.

Bill to Censor All Advertising Posters

Offered in Kansas; Passage Is Doubted
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, March 26.—Having apparently foreseen the probable defeat
of a 10 per cent amusement tax bill in the Missouri legislature, political bosses and
alleged reformers last week introduced a bill in the house of the Missouri legisla-

ture at Jefferson City which would require all advertising posters to be used in

conjunction with the showing of pictures to be passed upon by an official in each
county of the state. The "joker" in the bill is this: For each poster or advertis-

ing medium inspected that official would receive 25 cents each. Although the bill

would have a damaging effect should it become a law, it is not generally believed
that it has a chance to be passed.

In the Kansas legislature at Topeka a bill to create local censorship boards in

towns, in addition to the regular state censor board, was left to die in the hopper
when the Kansas legislature adjourned. Thus ended the worries of Kansas
exhibitors.

New Story Material
Expected to Change

Style of U's Pictures
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—A new style in

Universal pictures is predicted as the outcome
of a new line up of story material, now being
taken to the coast by Mrs. Strauss, eastern
scenario editor for the Laemmle organization.

Upon arriving at Universal City with nearly
a million dollars of stories she will submit
to the studios executives and selections will

be made depending upon stars available. Op-
tions on the stories, now held by Universal
will be taken up and production started as

soon as possible.

It is understood that the home office is

highly pleased with the selections made by
Mrs. Strauss. She is regarded as a valuable
addition to the executive staff; she was re-

sponsible for bringing such successes as the

"Black Oxen" and "Flaming Youth" to the

screen.

Frank Bates Buys
Foreign Rights on
Dick Talmadge Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—General Pictures

Corporation announces that Frank Bates,

Paris, France, has purchased the rights for

Germany, Scandinavia and Belgium to "The
Bachelor's Club." This is the first of four
comedies starring Richard Talmadge, pro-

duced at the Universal studios by Oscar A.
Price.

The first of the series was synchronized on
the Fox Movietone with a special score by
Erno Rapee and his Roxy orchestra.

Fraser Signs Craven;
He'll Write Dialogue

For Lloyd's Picture
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—William Fraser,

general manager for Harold Lloyd, signed

Frank Craven to write titles and dialogue for

the comedian's new picture, which will be

Lloyd's initial venture into audiens.
Craven has been touring the country with

his own show "The Nineteenth Hole." Among
other plays he has written are "The First

Year," "Spite Corner." "Money From Home,"
and "This Way Out."

Artclass Closes Big
Deal for Distribution

In Foreign Territory
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Hoffberg-
Cornfeld Co, Inc., has taken over the dis-

tribution of the entire product of Artclass

Pictures Corporation, for Central Europe.
Artclass officials announce that the deal

comprises about 140 subjects, features, com-
edies and shorts and is said to be one of

the largest deals to be negotiated in the

foreign market by an indpenedent producer.

Road Show for Amkino's
Ice Thriller, "Krassin"

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26—Ankino Corpora-

tion announces that "Krassin," portraying the

rescue by the ice-breaker Krassin of the

stranded members of the Nobile expedition

in the Arctic, will be roadshown throughout

the United States.

The first road-show will be at Symphony
Hall, Boston, on March 22 to be followed by

showings in Philadelphia, Washington, Balti-

more, Detroit, Chicago and other cities.
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Private Showing Of
"Piccadilly"Held In

World Wide Office
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—"Piccadilly,"
the Arnold Bennett story directed by E. A.
Dupont, has just been screened for the World
Wide officials.

World Wide intends to get behind this

picture which presents Gilda Gray in the
star role with Anna May Wong and Jame-
son Thomas as featured players. Another
artist is discovered in "Piccadilly" in the
person of King Ho-Chan, an Oriental night
club dancer. Jameson Thomas plays the
part of a night club proprietor.

World Wide will synchronize the produc-
tion, introduce songs, dances and effects

through the RCA film and disc method,
and it will be given a Broadway premiere at

the same time it is released over the coun-
try. Cutting and synchronization are now
under way, and it will be ready for release

in one month.

A company of players, etc., arrived in

United States from England to complete
sequences for "Kitty," Warwick Deeping's
novel, which was started at Henley, Eng-
land's boating center.

Arriving were Victor Saville, the director;

John Stuart, leading man; Dorothy Cum-
mings, who plays the mother; Charles
O'Shaugnessy, character player and James
Campbell, musical director.

British Firm Brings

Out Portable Sound
Device atScala Show

(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON, March 16.— [By MailJ—Demon-
stration of a portable sound device is an-

nounced here for March 19, at the Scala the-

atre. The device is being brought out by
New Era National Pictures, Ltd., which an-

nounces that it is presenting the apparatus by
arrangement with Portable Talking Pictures,

Ltd.

The device is the product of British en-

gineers and it is represented as being not only

a competent sound machine for all types of
productions, but is being heralded as a way to

profits for the small exhibitor. Within a few-

weeks, it is said, production is to be at the

rate of 100 per month. The device will be
marketed upon sharing terms, including full

maintenance.

The special showing at the Scala is to pres-

ent the device playing a program consisting of

an overture, several shorts, a feature picture

(described as eight reels of speech, effects

and complete musical accompaniment), and
an exit march.

Famous Players Canadian
Control of 153 Theatres
Transferred to Canada

(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO, March 26.—Stirring develop-
ments have taken place in connection with the
financial structure of Famous Players Cana-
dian Corporation, operating 153 theatres in

Canada. N. L. Nathanson, managing director,

announced on March 20 that the control of
the corporation had now been transferred
to Canada through the purchase of a block
of the company's stock which had previously
been held by interests in New York. Follow-
ing this announcement the Canadian company
made an issue of 165,375 common shares, the
value of which was $992,930.

John Maxwell (right), chairman of

British International Pictures, is in

America to confer with officials of WorlA
Wide Pictures on a program of talking

productions. Above, is shown the English

company in New York to make talking

sequences at the RCA Studios for

"Kitty," which World Wide will release

in April. Warwick Deeping, author, is

seated in the center. Standing behind
him is Victor Saville, the director. .

UNow Making Six,

3 in Preparation,

One in Final Stage
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—There is plenty

of activity on the Universal lot these days

with six pictures in production, three pre-

paring and one in the cutting rooms. Another
option has been taken on the contract of

Dr. Paul Fejos, director of "Broadway,"
whose work as an amateur had brought him
to the attention of Carl Laemmle's scouts. A
six months renewal has also been taken on
George Lewis who is making an offshot of

"The Collegians," called "The College Spirit,"

with Pomona College as a background and
the glee club of the southern branch of the

University of California to supply much of the

harmony.
Charlie Chase has been borrowed from the

Hal Roach Studios to take the lead in the

dialogue picture, "Fifty-Fifty Marriage," Lina
Basquette will be starred in "Come Across,"
adapted from William Joseph Tulley's novel.

"Stolen Lady," by Peter Milne and directed

by Ray Taylor. Others who play in this pic-

ture, now in production for release this spring,

are Crauford Kent, Clarissa Selwynne, Flora
Finch and Reed Howes. It's part dialogue.

"Companionate Troubles," the next Reginald
Denny vehicle, will go into production on
April 2 under the eagle eye of W'illiam James
Craft. Laura LaPlante, who has been re-

cuperating since, she stopped being Magnolia
in "Showboat" will be starred in "Evidence"
which is scheduled to start within the next
two weeks.
Eddie Leonard will be featured in "Har-

mony Lane," which goes into production on
April 8. Leonard has been under contract
for some time and has been helping in the
production of "The Minstrel Show." Pat
Rooney has just completed his series.

Atlantic City House
Opens Sound Policy

With Pacent Device
(Special to the Herald W ji\d) <4£

ATLANTIC CITY, March %.—The Globe
theatre had its sound opening Sunday with
W arner Brother's "Noah's Ark." The house
was filled at a $2 top price. The 1,9(X) seats in

that house were taken.

Installations of a type 4MDA Pacent repro-

ducer system was completed the middle of

last week. This installation a; the Globe was
the third made by the Pacen'. company last

week.

New Company Formed
To Make Audiens and
Operate Own Theatres

(Special to the Herald- World)

NEW YORK, March 26.— ,\rne rican Sound
Pictures has been formed with E. B. Kohlen-
beck, New Jersey real estate magnate as presi-

dent. The corporation controls the American
Sound Studios and will enter the exhibition

field as the American Sound Theatres Syndi-
cate.

Jack Noble, formerly wirh M G M will

supervise and direct. Within a few days pro-

duction will start on a series <A 12 short sub-
jects, with dialogue and sound effects.
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SOUND PICTURES
Huge Sound Studio Chief of

$300,000 Pathe Improvements
IMPROVEMENTS totaling approximately $300,000 have been launched at the

Pathe studios in Culver City. Chief among these, according to William Lis-
trom, general manager, is the building of a tremendous sound studio which

will be one of the largest in the world. It will house three separate sound-proof
stages, or chambers, where three different companies can work simultaneously.
The very latest methods of sound proofing ment department, which will be devoted to the

will be utilized, with much attention being paid
to the practical side of making dialogue at-

tractions. The building will be 252 feet in
length by 76 feet in width and will have a
42-foot ceiling.

Each separate stage, or chamber, will be
entirely sound proof so that companies work-
ing on the adjoining stages cannot possibly
interfere with each other. The building will

be constructed with double walls, with air
chambers between to aid in making them ab-
solutely sound proof.

The new sound theatre, which is a miniature
picture palace, is rapidly nearing completion.
Few big theatres will be better equipped than
this one for the screening of audible produc-
tions. The interior of the theatre is more than
60 feet in length by 30 in width and will

seat nearly 100 persons.

It will be equipped with three complete
sound projectors, arc illuminated. For sound
and voice reproduction eight huge dynamic
speakers will be used.

Another interesting development at the
Pathe studios resulting directly from the sud-
den success of talking pictures will be the
construction of a sound research and equip-

lmprovement of sound recording equipment.
A new miniature and effects department also
is being planned.

Photophone Opens
Kansas City Office;

To Cover 7 States
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, March 26.—C. F. Barn-
man of the home office of R C A Photophone,
Inc., has opened an office in this city. This
office will cover the states of Missouri, Arkan-
sas, Iowa, Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana and
Mississippi. Samuel E. Murry, III, formerly
survey engineer of the Chicago territory, has
been assigned to the office, located at Seven-
teenth and Main, in the Davidson building.

RCA held its first convention for Western
representatives March 20-21, at Kansas City.

Those attending were J. O. Smith, M. O.
Smith, G. B. Cummings and W. I. Brown,
with Bamman in charge.

CaneOWHERE SOUND

FRiDAYjEBir SOUNDS BEST Sunday.Feb.24
t

THE VOICE OF

\ S\ X 4, Ik

This is how the

J. Real Neth Thea-
tres, Columbus, O.,

took advantage of
national advertis-

ing. Instead of
using the column
reserved for the
purpose, Neth ar-

ranged with the
paper to use the
reading space at

the top of the page
for his ad, thereby
making it count for
the houses running
the picture instead

of merely acces-

sory to Vitaphone
in general. . The
Grand is Nelh's

first-run downtown
house ; and the
Cameo, a 600-seat

suburban house re-

cently remodeled.

Farrar Sees Audien Opera
At Picture Show Prices

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS, March 26.—
Grand opera at motion picture prices
is a possibility is the opinion of Ger-
aldine Farrar. Miss Farrar, the noted
opera singer is resting at the St.
Charles hotel after a concert jaunt
of 21,000 miles. She says:
"At the present time voice repro-

duction has not arrived at a sufficient

degree of perfection to justify put-
ting opera into the movies," "close-
ups now shown in talking pictures
are accompanied by the voice, but
the amount of volume is not in keep-
ing with the size of the close-up."

Western Electric

Issues First Press

Sheet to Exhibitors
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—In line with its

national advertising campaign to boost sound
pictures and to aid the exhibitor in his local

exploitation, Western Electric has just put out

the first number of a press sheet called "The
Voice of Action." This sheet goes to every
exhibitor using their equipment and is also

sent to the executives of all theatre chains.

"We are doing more than advertising

'Western Electric,'" an official of that organ-
ization told the Herald World today, "we are

trying to make the public sound conscious,

something which will help almost every branch
of the motion picture industry."

The press sheet emphasizes advertisements
appearing in the leading weeklies and urges
the exhibitor to let these books work for him.
Copies of Western Electric advertisements
appearing in magazines like the Saturday Eve-
ning Post are reproduced and exhibitors may
send for the mats if they want them. There
are also the usual canned stories for local

newspaper insertion.

Warners Sign Stage

Stars and Orchestra

For New Sound Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Minnie DuPree
will play opposite J. C. Nugent in her first

audien under the direction of Byron Foy in a

sketch entitled "The Veteran." Miss DuPree
will be remembered as the original Katy in

"Heidelberg." She also appeared with David
Warfield in the "Music Master."

Tosie Heather, the famous Scotch com-
edienne has just finished a short audien for

Warners.
Leo Reisman and his Hotel Brunswick Or-

chestra recently completed a short Vitaphone
act. For eleven years he was at the Bruns-
wick hotel in Boston and for two years at the

Ritz-Carlton and Waldorf-Astoria Roof in

New York.
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Western Electric

Installations Up to

March 16 Total 1SOS
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—The following
film and disc installations of Western Electric

Sound Systems, bringing the total to 1,505,

were completed during the week covered by
the installation report up to March 16:

Seats
Capitol theatre, Yakima, Wash 1,696
Oriental, Portland, Ore 2,040
Key, Wewoka, Okla 803
Genesee, Buffalo, N. Y 1,649
Brockton, Brockton, Mass 1,866
Manchester, Los Angeles, Cal 1,712
Capitol, Butler, Pa 834
Majestic, Rochester, Pa 990
Lyric, Oil City, Pa 772
Colonial, Bluefield, W. Va 1,247
Majestic, Little Rock, Ark 1,100
Roosevelt, Buffalo, N. Y 1,739
Hippodrome, Pittsburgh, Pa 978
Grand, Holdenville, Okla 806
Grand, Louisville, Ky 660
Palace, Columbus, Ohio 3,016
State, Martinez, Cal 1,125
Indiana, Terre Haute, Ind 1,843
State, Pawhuska, Okla 482
B. F. Keith's, Grand Rapids, Mich 1,824
T. & D., Lodi, Cal 940
Harris, Donora, Pa 543
Egyptian, Long Beach, Cal 1,030
Strand, Ithaca, N. Y..._ _ 1,630
Palace, Haverhill, Mass 1,738
Terminal, Brooklyn, N. Y 1,627
Strand, Parkersburg, W. Va 870
Sixth St., Coshocton, Ohio 909
Premier, Newburyport, Mass 825
State, New Brunswick, N. J 2,268
Schenley, Pittsburgh, Pa 1,736
Palace, McAllester, Okla
Midland, Hutchinson, Kan 1,072
Strand, Ogdensburg, N. Y 1,092
Sam H. Harris, New York, N. Y 1.091
Hippodrome, Gloversville, N. Y l"200
Ritz, Tiffin, Ohio 1,363
Rig, Wink, Tex 1,050
State, Waterbury, Conn _ 2,000
Capitol, Riverhead, L. 1 1,000
Congress, St. Louis, Mo 1,150
Majestic, Wichita Falls, Tex 1,222
Palace, Rocky Mount, N. C 700
Empress, South Norwalk, Conn
State, Havre de Grace, Md
Oxford, Plainfield, N. J 1,732
Adelphi, New York, N. Y _ 1,100
State, Springfield, Ohio
Oakland, Pontiac, Mich

Installations as of March 9, included the
following theatres, bringing the total up to
1,456:

Broadway theatre, Nyack, N. Y 1^26
Queens, Houston, Tex 924
Arcadia. Dallas, Tex 1,054
Rialto, Birmingham, Ala 451
Famous, Birmingham, Ala 936
Arcade, Lake Charles, La 956
Folly, Algiers, La "!!."l,800
Capitol, Bellaire, Ohio '682
Oriental, Indianapolis, Ind 1,464
Symphony, Binghamton. N. Y '736
Tilyou, Coney Island, N. Y 2,392
Ohio, Lima. Ohio L762
Irving, Wilkes-Barre, Pa __„l)si9
Royal, Kansas City. Mo .. gs]
Newman, Kansas City, Mo 1,896
Howard, Atlanta, Ga ...2,478
Imperial, Augusta, Ga ~ZL.....!!l!200
St. Francis, San Francisco, Cal 1*435
Rialto, Little Falls, N. Y 1182
Pageant, St. Louis, Mo 1 036
Empress. Oklahoma City, Okla *935
Gem, Willimantic, Conn '

787
Riverside. Buffalo. N. Y 1 287
Family, Detroit, Mich 930
Shaw. St. Louis, Mo 1 140
American, Salt Lake City. Utah !!IZ!...""^606
St. George, Framingham, Mass 1299
£
a,a
i
e

' x9
a
,

ry
' &d

J

'

2.'507
Ready, Niles, Mich 1 152
Mastbaum, Philadelphia Fa 4
Capitol, Jackson, Mich 1086
Garden, Pittsburgh, Pa 1004
Grove, Freeport, L. I

'

1 938
Globe, Brooklyn, N. Y 901
Capitol, Pittsburgh, Pa I!!™"""™ 715
Strand, Alameda, Cal \ 315
Eldorado, Eldorado Kan 954
Cathaum, State College, Pa 903
Charlotte, Charlotte, N. C _ 499
Arcade, Pittsburgh, Pa 726
Rivoli, Blackwell, Okla .*....]......... 752
Egyptian, Marshfield, Ore 225
Avalon, Brooklyn, N. Y 2 038
Manor, Prospect Park, Pa ....ZZ!

" 1^249
Liberty, Sharon, Pa

| 1240
Strand, Greensburg, Pa 1200
Metropolitan, Boston, Mass 4330
Mastbaum, Philadelphia, Pa ~Z "..'.'~.l4 717
California, San Francisco, Cal !!2349

EMBARRASSING MOMENTS

When you trail rice in the hotel lobby

be nonchalant . . . LIGHT A MURAD.

Rialto, Roslindale, Mass 1,340
Capitol, Bellaire, Ohio 682
Fox Washington, Washington, D. C 3,442
Gorden, Greenfield, Mass 1,883
Ohio, Sidney, Ohio 1^350
Blaine, Henryetta, Okla 980
Strand, Massena, N. Y 1,104
Gates, Portsmouth, Va 730
Palace, Cisco, Tex 564
Linden, Chicago, 111 788
State, Nashua, N. H 994
Metropolitan, Morgantown, W. Va 1.254
Pontiac, Saranac Lake, N. Y 1,208
Renaissance, New York, N. V 882
Andrews, Salamanca, N. Y 811
B. F. Keith, Dayton, Ohio 2,600
Gem, Sherman, Tex 453
Tall Chief, Fairfax, Okla 920
Ritz (Queen), Palestine, Tex 717
Cove, Glen Cove, L. 1 1,700
Palace, Marion, Ohio 1,645
Lafayette, St. Louis, Mo 843
Maffitt, St. Louis, Mo 1,114
Miners, Collinsville, 111 - 1,208
America, Ft. Collins, Colo _ 900
Empire, New York, N. Y 1,775
Willis, Bronx, N. Y 2,208
Fountain Square, Indianapolis, Ind 1,396

©P. Lorillard Co., Cat. 1760

W . E. System in Christie

Studios; Preparing for

Feature Length Audiens
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—Christie is re-

vamping his studios for talking pictures.

Western Electric system of recording is being

installed for the releases for Paramount.
These alterations have been held up until the

Christie silent comedies were completed but

arrangements have been made to make full

recording by remote control from the record-

ing plant at Metropolitan.

To Install Vitaphone
(Special to the Herald-World)

FITZGERALD, GA., March 26.—The Grand
theatre here will be equipped with Vitaphone
at an early date, according to G. E. Ricker,
manager of the house. The house is now
being renovated and has a seating capacity
of 1,200.

Strand at Chillicothe

Gets New Dress for Sound
(Special to the Herald-World)

CHILLICOTHE, MO., March 26.—Con-
struction is under way on the general remodel-

ling of the Strand theatre which will open

with sound. Movie-Phone is being installed

in the Orpheum at Parsons, Kansas, owned
by the Glen Dickinson Enterprises.

The Broadmour, a suburban house in

Kansas City, has been indefinitely closed.
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Above: View of
the sound studio

from Gou-^r Street,

as jo \ar built.

Left: Birdseye vieu

of the project on
which 200 builders

are now employed.

Harry Colin, vice-president; Dorothy Revier and Jack Holt, stars, watching construction.

Where Columbia Audiens Will Be Made
HERE are views of the new sound studio now being constructed by Columbia at that

company's plant in Hollywood. The stages have been planned according to the latest

discoveries in acoustical science and engineering and with a main stage 92x140 feet, facilities

are expected to meet future as well as present demands. The new sound plant was described

in this department last week. Western Electric equipment will be used.

Power Faults Start

Move to Enlist Aid

Of Electrical Firms
(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON, March 26.—Following the blow-
ing of fuses and even more serious troubles

in some of the suburban and outlying theatres

which have installed sound equipment, repre-

sentatives of sound equipment companies are

paying special attention here to this feature

and are endeavoring to secure the cooperation

of the companies supplying current to the

theatres.

The greatly increased load requires sufficient

current which in some instances means addi-

tional power wiring. One Lynn theatre was
unable to complete its Saturday night pro-

gram last week and estimates a loss of $750
as a result of the failure of the current to

operate.

Patents Acquired for

Making Industrial and

Ad Films with Sound
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, March 26.—E. F. Howe, presi-

dent and general manager of the National

Film Publicity Corporation of this city, has

announced the acquisition by that concern of

patent rights and recording equipment of the

Warner Recording Company of Kansas City,

for use in making industrial and educational

short subjects for the sound screen.

J. F. Warner, inventor and electrical engi-

neer who developed the Kansas City com-
pany's method for sound reproduction and
synchronization with motion pictures, has been

retained as a consulting engineer for National

Film Publicity Corporation. Heretofore the

company has produced only silent advertising

and industrial films.

The company also plans to produce un-

breakable phonograph records and novelty

greeting records and is now negotiating for

larger factory space in the vicinity of their

present plant. ,

Qualitone Plans National

Distribution from Coast
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, March 26.—Los Angeles-

made talking picture projection devices will

shortly be installed in theatres in practically

every state of the Union, according to Samuel
Freedman, president of the Qualitone Corpor-

ation, in addressing a group of electrical and

projection engineers.

"We are now catching up on our production

and within two weeks we expect to be turning

out the machines at the rate of two a day.

At the present time we have 22 installations

under way in various sections of the country,

and it won't be long before the Qualitone

attachments will be used in every state."

The Qualitone Corporation is the first Cali-

fornia concern manufacturing sound devices

to invade the national field.

Pacent Devices Put in

Houses on Both Coasts
A. West Johnson, Oregon representative for

Pacent Reproducer Corporation, reports in-

stallation of the equipment at the Granada

theatre, Portland, and the Granada in Camas,

Wash., of the Type 2MDA, $2,500 machines.

The Venetian theatre at Hillsboro, Ore., will

be equipped with a Type 4MDA, $3,500 set.

Playing "The Home Towners," as the open-

ing production in sound on a Pacent device,

the Walker theatre in Brooklyn had a highly

successful opening on St. Patrick's Day. The

installation at the Walker is the large Pacent

machine, Type 4MDA.
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International Photo Play

Distributors, Inc.
Announce

"THE BEST SOUND IN TOWN" PICTURES

[DE FOREST PHONOFILM SYSTEM]
LICENSED BY GENERAL TALKING PICTURES CORPORATION

One and Two Reel Available Immediately

100% Talking and Sound Pictures to Responsible Territorial Buyers

" THE MARIONETTES" No. 1
Greatest 1 Reel lOO^o Talking and Singing Novelty Produced. A Sure
Fire First Run.

"WHEN THE CLOCK STRUCK TWELVE"
All Dialogue—2 Reels of Comedy-Drama With Niles Welch and Maude
Malcomb.

"CLUR ALARAM"—New York's Great Colored
Revue

The Complete Show of a Night Club. 2 Reels. With Abbie Mitchell
and Her Crowd.

"THE MARIONETTES" No. 2
One Reel Novelty—A Treat for Any Audience.

"THE MEAL HOUND"
All Dialogue—2 Reel Comedy, With Broadway's Favorites "The
Nugents."

"CLYDE DOERR AND HIS SAXOPHONE
SEXTETTE"

In 1 Reel—And How They Can Play!

"HOAK"
All Dialogue— 1 Reel Comedy Novelty, With Frawley and Smith.

"RADIO FRANKS" and "THE FOUR
BACHELORS"

Songs in Harmony and Wise Cracks—1 Reel.

"THE MISER"
AU Dialogue. 1 Reel from Charles Dickens "Bleak House" With
Bransby Williams.

"A TRIP TO THE ZOO"
I Reel. A more realistic animal picture than you have ever seen.

AND OTHERS NOW BEING CUT AND EDITED

International Photo Play Distributors, Inc.

Head Offices and 218 West 42nd Street

NEW YORK EXCHANGE New York
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Audiens WillDraw More Patrons,

Manager of U Chain Believes
(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE, March 26.—Sound pictures have come to stay, according to
Fred Flader, general manager of the Universal chain theatres throughout the
country, who was in Milwaukee last week inspecting the Milwaukee Theatre
Circuit, Inc., which is owned by Universal.

Lure of Audiens Makes
Ruffo Desert Opera

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Titta
Ruffo, basso for the Metropolitan
Opera company, announced that he
will devote most of his time to
audien pictures. He has signed con-
tracts for ten short subjects that will
bring him about $350,000. He sailed

last week for Italy on the Augustus
and before sailing told the press that
all his connections with the opera
company were broken.

"The public is sold on sound, although there
may be a few people who object to it just for
the sake of uttering protests," stated Flader.
"We have wired over 60 houses and in every

instance have found that the public has pat-

ronized the houses better. It seems to me
that the sound comedy and short subjects in

sound are sometimes taking glory away from
the main feature sound productions. There
is no doubt but what a good comedy sound
picture will make a hit with almost every
audience. The sound pictures have boosted
comedy from the slapstick kind to the witty
kind and people are looking upon comedy
shorts as the chief attractions at many
houses."
According to Flader, sound will develop a

great deal in the future. It has a certain
harmonizing influence as well as "humanizing"
influence that the black and white pictures

lacked. He believes that sound will draw a
larger number of people to the theatres than
silent pictures ever did.

In the operation of chain theatres, Flader
said that it was very important to permit the
managers to use much of their own initiative

in managing. In this way better results will

be obtained all the way around. In too many
chains in all fields the tendency has been to

have a manager who took all his orders from
a main office. In successful chain theatre
operation a high class manager must be main-
tained in every house, one who can act right

IRVING HAMLIN
Mtmufmmtmrmrt

2406 Jackson Ave., Evanston, III.

when the call for emergencies comes, and who
can contact with people and make them realize

that the chain theatre is doing everything pos-
sible to give them the best possible type of
entertainment.

"If a chain theatre manager will fraternal-

ize with people in his locality, he is a valua-
ble asset to the organization," declared Flader.

LeBaron Buys Two New
Stories as R K O Specials

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—William Le-
Baron announces the purchase of two stories

for audiens, "High River" an unproduced
play by Gwendolyn Ranger Wormser and
"Tanned Legs" by George Hull.

"High River" is planned to be one of the

really big, important pictures of R K O and
is a melodrama dealing with the life of river

folks who come in conflict with the new ideas

of this jazzy generation. "Tanned Legs"
deals with our hectic youth and the troubles

that follow too free love making among the
children of the rich.

House Records Broken
When Sound Policy Opens

CSpecial to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND, ORE., March 26.—Walter
Tebbetts, manager of the Oriental theatre,

states that the opening of sound with "The
Speiler," all house records were broken for

the week of March 14. This is the last of
the big first-run houses to be sound equipped
here. Western Electric apparatus was in-

stalled.

The Ritz theatre in Spokane has been
equipped with Phototone, opening to good
business with "The House of Shame."

Bristolphone Engineer

On Big Service Tour
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—M. Millen,

supervising engineer of the consolidated
Bristolphone corporation, has been sent on a
service inspection tour which will cover every
city in which Bristolphone equipment has been
installed. This inspection tour is part of
Bristolphone' s service plan.

Chatterton Plays with

Jannings in "Concert"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Ruth Chatterton
has been awarded the feminine lead in Emil
Jannings' next Paramount picture, to be called
"The Concert." The picture will be an all-

talking picture.

Plays Sound with Vaude
(Special to the Herald-World)

SOUTH BEND, IND., March 26.—The In-
diana theatre here has announced a change of
policy effective March 13. The new policy
will include sound pictures and three big time
vaudeville acts. Vitaphone equipment has
been installed.

First Talmadge Audien
Directed by Milestone

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Lewis Milestone
will direct Norma Talmadge in her first all-

talking picture. Gilbert Roland will appear in

this picture but not as the hero but heavy.

This will also be Rolands first audien and he
and Miss Talmadge are under voice training

of Laura Hope Crews, stage actress.

No title or story details will be announced
until Milestone and Furthman have completed
their script. The story is modern in back-
ground and theme.

Sound Begun, Orchestra

Discontinued as Feature
(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA, ONT., March 26.—The Imperial
theatre got under way as the fourth wired
house in Ottawa with the presentation of

"The Wolf of Wall Street" during the week
of March 18. Ray Tubman is the manager.
Adult prices were raised 10 and 15 cents,

while Orville Johnston's concert orchestra was
discontinued as a house feature.

Marcel DeSano Signs to

Direct Paramount Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Marcel De Sano,
world war aviator, was signed recently to a

contract as a Paramount director. His first

assignment will be to direct Maurice Cheva-
lier's next picture.

Harry Green to Appear

In Moron and Mack Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK March 26.—Harry Green,

vaudeville and stage star who came to Holly-

wood for a vacation, has been signed by
Paramount to appear in the next Moran and
Mack picture.

Chevalier and Wallace

Return to West Coast
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—Maurice Chev-
alier, famous entertainer, and Richard Wal-
lace, director, returned to Hollywood last

week. Wallace directed Chevalier in his first

talking film for Paramount called, "Innocents
of Paris." The picture will be released next

month.

Photophone in Topeka
(Special to the Herald-World)

TOPEKA, KAN, March 26.—About 1,500

persons attended the preview of an RCA
Photophone program at the Novelty theatre

last week. The installation is said to be the

first between Chicago and the Rocky Moun-
tains.

SOUND PROOF
PARTITIONS and DOORS

For Movie-Talkies,

Studios and Thea-
tres.

HAMLIN'S sound
tight doors and
folding partitions

have proved their

efficiency in hun-

dreds of installa-

tions in Broadcast-

ing Stations, Hos-
pitals, Schools of

Music, Libraries
and Office Build-

ings. Also such

companies as

Metro - Goldwyn,
Radiophone,
Famous Players,

have been
equipped.
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THE STUDIO

Burr Returns to

2-Reel Comedy Field

With Audien Series
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—C. C. Burr re-

turned to the two reel comedy field today
when he announced plans to make a series of
audiens. He has
headed the Burr &
H i n e s Productions
which have been re-

leased by First Na-
tional.

Burr has always set

and maintained a
standard for his pic-

tures, many of which
have been comedies.
According to some of
the leading independ-
ent distributors, Burr
"has never made a
bad picture."

It is understood
that the entire West
Coast is already sold.

Burr has enjoyed an enviable reputation in

the independent market, having produced and
distributed pictures—most of them of feature
length—in this market for some years.

Burr's first comedies will include a cast of
wellknown names from both stage and screen
and will be reproduced by both the film and
record method. They will be 100 per cent
talking and will include all incidental sound
effects.

C. C. Burr

Montagne Ends 3-Year
Contract with Universal

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—Eddie Mon-
tagne ended his three year contract with Uni-
versal this week. He is leaving the company
today and expects to announce a new affilia-

tion tomorrow. Montagne has supervised
preparation of the scenario of "Broadway"
and recently completed work on "Show Boat."

Alice White "Figures" in

Suit Mae Murray Loses
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—Mae Murray
lost a suit brought against her for $2,125 Fri-
day. Her masseuse had filed a petition saying
Miss Murray owed her that amount. Alice
White's legs were introduced as evidence in

the case to show the masseuse's skill in beau-
tifying the body.

Fox Raises Figures in

Rex Bell's New Contract
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—Rex Bell signed
a new contract with Fox Film Corporation
today with quite a raise in the paycheck. He
is a former cowboy actor who lately played
opposite Lois Moran in "Joy Street."

Cruze, Inc., Buys Chadwick
Studios in $100,000 Deal

Enters Audien Production—Colleen Moore Starts "Irish Eyes"

—

Ruggles Signed by R K O—Talmadge Changes Leading

Man—Christies Announce New Lap Dissolve
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—James Cruze, Inc., this week bought Chadwick
Studios to be used in making talking pictures. It is said the company paid

more than $100,000 for the real estate and equipment. The transaction marks
further retirement of I. E. Chadwick and the crystallization of Cruze's plans

to go headlong into audien production ; he has completed a half dozen two reel

dialogue films.

In addition to the purchase the deal in-

cludes use of the building in the adjacent
lot at Sunset and Gower streets.

Cruze said: "You can credit talking pic-

tures with our embracing a real estate

proposition when so many others in the
industry on the West Coast are wondering
what their next step will be. We believe
that talking pictures will raise real estate
values, not lower them. We needed elbow
room and I think with the new buildings
and other improvements now under con-
struction we will have one of the finest

equipped and most modern and technically
correct plants of its kind."

Cruze announced production on his first

feature dialogue picture begins April 15. Ben
Hecht wrote the story. No sound stages are

necessary with Cruze's pictures, it is reported,

because the synchronization is put in the pic-

ture after the film has been shot. The system
requires careful watching of voice and action.

Colleen Starts "Irish Eyes"

Colleen Moore has started work in her
first talking picture, "When Irish Eyes Are
Smiling." The leading male role opposite
Miss Moore is played by lames Hall, whose
stage experience and excellent singing voice
qualify him particularly well for this im-
portant part. Both Miss Moore and Hall
are called upon to sing, as well as talk,
several melodies having been written espe-
cially for it.

Claude Gillingwater and Robert Homans,
two talented character actors, have been

"Doug and Mary" View
Mexican War Via Air

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—Mary
Pickford and Doug Fairbanks left
Saturday night in a Maddux plane
for a week's tour over Mexico say-
ing they wanted an aerial view of the
war. Four others were in the party.
They will meet Joe Schenck and
Irving Berlin in Albuquerque in a

few days and bring the two gentle-
men home via air. Berlin and
Schenck are returning from the East.

signed by Producer John McCormick to
enact a duo of comedy roles. Tom O'Brien
has been signed for an important char-
acterization.

Ruggles at RKO
Wesley Ruggles, good director, has

signed with RKO, and will direct "The
Viennese Charmer" as his first production
under the new affiliation. This important
assignment with the revitalized RKO or-
ganization comes to Ruggles following two
and one-half years with Universal. His
most recent work there has been the direc-
tion of Laura LaPlante in "Scandal," and
the collaboration with Paul Schofield on
the original story and dialogue of Paul
Whiteman's Universal vehicle, production of
which has been postponed until June.

During his time with Universal, Ruggles
directed most of the pictures which brought
LaPlante to her present eminence. On the
other hand, he directed a number of all-
star dramatic specials, and his latest picture
presents her in a highly dramatic role. Pre-
viously, he had made pictures for Paramount,
First National, and most of the other lead-
ing companies, and his picture experience
is well based on stage training and musical
knowledge which fits him for the new re-
gime of the vocal screen.

Immediately upon completion of the dia-
logue version of "Scandal," upon which
Ruggles is now engaged, he will move his
megaphone and campchair to RKO and
begin preparatory work for "The Viennese
Charmer," on which he expects to begin
"shooting" about the middle of April.

Roland to Have
Heavy, Not Hero, Role

Norma Talmadge's next for United Art-
ists will be directed by Lewis Milestone.
Milestone was originally slated to direct

Lupe Velez' first all-starring production on
the return of the little Mexican tornado
from the east.

A unique situation is revealed in the fact
that Gilbert Roland will not play opposite
Miss Talmadge as her leading man. Roland
will play the heavy with another leading
man for the warmer episodes.

Just what the United Artists executives
have up their sleeves in making this dras-

(Ccntinued on next page)
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Pickford Makes Sharp Change in

Style with "Coquette" Role
Preferable in Modern Kind of Characterization, Declares Hodges—

"Syncopation" a Hot Footed Extravaganza in Synchrony

By DOUGLAS HODGES
HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—The new Mary Pickford in the new Pickford

picture leaves you rather smacked. Her transition is almost amazing.

The picture, being more or less suggested from the stage play, is

"Coquette." It is a story about a Dixie flapper who gets herself and her kin

into a good amount of woe.

I prefer her in her newly chosen characterization. I shall not be surprised

if others prefer the old one. She has greater opportunity to act in this kind of

role and therefore I think it the kind of role she should continue.

gUT the story breaks so many olc

and goes contrawise to so many old fash-

ioned production theories that it takes 12

hours of reflection to come out from the ef-

fects of the picture.

A remarkable item is the fact that the pic-

ture possesses one element that is outstanding

in Fairbanks' latest opus. The main character

of the plot survives all the important and

sympathetic members of the cast. In Fair-

banks' story all the three musketeers are shot

out of the picture as well as the heroine. In

the Pickford the lover and the father are shot

out effectively and the heroine trods on alone.

In order to picturize the story the stage play

was thoroughly deloused of sin and illegite-

macy. It has been done in such a careful

manner that none of the values is lost.

It isn't easy to watch Mary Pickford with

a permanently broken heart because her father

has killed her sweetheart and because her

father has killed himself. There are no reme-

dies, even in scenario writing, for a broken

heart. In the scenario she comes no closer to

declaring her solution for the tragedy than

her words : "I have to hurry home and help

my brother with his algebra."

Her voice is remarkably good throughout

the picture. John Mack Brown held up his

role as the lover from the hill country ex-

cellently. The entire cast displayed admirable

ability in working under the handicap of dia-

logue richly flavored with the dialect of the

South.
Sam Taylor is the director.

* * *

ADDICTS of the determined hope and trust

that audien films have a short life are

getting a slug in the ear with the introduction

of each one with musical settings. Musical
comedies on the screen appear to be the most
successful manner of issuing sound, voice and
cinema simultaneously. One of them is "Syn-
copation," featuring Waring's Pennsylvanians.

Simple enough story as it is, it wouldn't

stand a Chinaman's chance as a cinema ; but

it is a roaring, moving, hot footed extrava-

ganza in synchronization and syncopation.

The old stories, you see, can be made anew.

They need not tell so much narrative because
entertainment also depends greatly on emotion.

The silent screen was handicapped by its

ability to portray emotions. The singing, talk-

ing screen breaks down barriers even felt by
the stage.

"Syncopation" makes these things clear. It

is enacted by a cast of Eastern stage people

and is directed by a man who has given many
years to fine photography, Bert Glennon. It

was for him to merge his camera knowledge
with the craftsmanship of his camera-shy
actors. Because he knew that principle so

well he succeeded in getting the best results

that can be gotten.

It is a fine show. It is certainly not more
than a second cousin of the motion picture.

It is as closely related to the stage play.
* * *

AHALF dozen press agents in Hollywood
rank high in their professions. There are

two or three who probably have no equals in

proficient have begun to complain of "a hard

winter." Many of them have been practically

forced out of the trade. There is a report on
foot that there is an organized movement to

rid the colony of all the cheaper freelancers.
* * *

ONE of these who found the hardship grow-
ing great attempted to pick up some easy

money last week on an old fashioned racket.

He joined a tin horn sport from the race track

who was on the in with a telegraph operator.

The press agent stationed himself near a win-
dow in a poolroom operated by a bookmaker.
One hundred and fifty yards away was sta-

tioned his colleague in a window near the

telegrapher's station. The telegrapher flashed

the schedule number of each winning horse

to the racketeer. The racketeer flashed it to

the p. a. The p.a. stepped up to the bookmaker
and offered to wager $100 on "Number Six."

Half the money had been provided by the

racketeer. The other half by the p.a. After
the money was placed the report came in that

"Number Six" (of the racing card) had lost.

The p.a. stormed at the racketeer. The racke-

teer stormed back : "I didn't flash a six. I

flashed a nine!"
* * *

Another press agent sends me word that I

did him in when I wrote a terrible story about
him in this paper and that I am an awful
journalist and I don't know what. I don't care
so much whether he reads what I write in

the first place and I don't care what he thinks
of me. He can call me whatever he likes I

suppose. I'll stand for him to call me a poor
egg or even an old meanie ;—but darned if he
can use that word "journalist" and get away
with it.

Cruze Starts First Long
Talking Picture April 15

(Continued from preceding page)

tic change of roles for Gilbert Roland, is

not known. It should be interesting to see
the motive when the picture is released.
According to John Considine, Jules

Furthman and Milestone are now rushing
the Talmadge script to a conclusion and
production should start in the very near
future. The voice tests made by Miss Tal-
madge and Roland have proven far superior
to the fondest expectations of all concerned.
It is generally known that Laura Hope
Crews, the well known stage star, has been
in Hollywood for the past few months
coaching the star in diction.

Caldwell-Hilliker Editing

Captain H. H. Caldwell and Katherine
Hilliker, ace writers, will edit "Lucky Star"
the new Gaynor-Farrell vehicle.
"Lucky Star" is a dramatic story of

after-thc-war New England. Lew Borzage
is assistant to his brother, Frank. It will

be a silent picture and is in the fifth week
of its production schedule.
Miss Hilliker is at present enjoying a va-

Clara Bow Returns
But Doffs That Wig

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—Clara
Bow is back and has removed the
wig that she wore to New York. The
wig successfully fooled the Eastern
chatterers and shopping throngs. Her
trip was chiefly to shop and to visit

a few old friends in Brooklyn. She
did very little shopping.

cation in New York but will return shortly
to join her husband and start work on this

Borzage picture.

R K O Engineers
Hugh McDowell, Jr., and John Tribby,

recording engineers, arrived today at the
R K O studios in Hollywood from the RCA
Photophone headquarters in New York City
to join the staff of experts at work on
talking Radio Pictures.
The sound staff at R K O studios will be

further augmented with the arrival shortly
of Gilbert Brown and James Maresca, like-

wise from the RCA Photophone company
in New York.

Christie's Audien Lap Dissolves

Marking another step in the technical ad-
vancement of the talking pictures, sound
engineer Lodge Cunningham of the Christie
staff, has worked out what is believed to

be the first perfected lap dissolves done with
voice and picture, in the current Douglas
MacLean feature, "Divorce Made Easy."
Scenes which dissolve back and forth be-
tween various characters in which the voices
as well as the picture merge perfectly on
one picture and sound track with no dupings
of scenes, required much careful manipula-
tion, and the results are said to be strikingly
novel and developed to the same state of
perfection which the simpler lap dissolves
had attained in the former silent pictures.

Even more of an achievement has just

been accomplished by Cunningham in com-
pleting a process for double exposures in

picture and sound, whereby a talking char-
acter can play a dual role, conversing with
himself on the screen and using two differ-

ent voices. First use of this will be made
in a new Christie talking play to be started
this week.

Carey in "Trader Horn"
Harry Carey will play the part of "Trader

Horn" in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's picturi-

zation.

He was signed this week for the title role

by Irving Thalberg in New York where
Carey has been making his home since his

ranch at Saugus was swept away in the

St. Francis Dam disaster.

Carey, retiring from the Western field,

made his last screen appearance in "The
Trail of '98." Since that time he has been
playing in a vaudeville sketch.

Jim Watson's Boy Among Us
Traveling by air, Captain E. G. Watson,

son of the noted Indiana senator, left Los
Angeles for Chicago recently following his

election to the board of directors of the

Qualitone Corporation, a local manufactur-
ing concern sponsoring a new talking pic-

ture projection device.
Captain Watson will visit his father, Sen-

ator James E. Watson, who is floor leader

of the senate, while in the East and will

also pay his respects to President Hoover,
whom he met when he graduated from col-

lege as a young mining engineer.
Watson, besides being a board member of

the local manufacturing concern, is personal
representative of the company's president,

Samuel Freedman, and his mission in Chi-

cago has to do with the enterprise with
which he is now identified.
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James Hall (left) and Ben Lyon had
many narrcnv escapes in their flights for

Howard Hughes' "Hell's Angels."

Radio Pictures Unites
Several Departments in

Max Ree's Jurisdiction

Art, Property, Drapery and Costume

Offices Merged for Color

Harmony
(Special to the Herald-Wortd)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—A new depar-
ture in studio activity has been established by
Radio Pictures. It is a union of related de-

partments under the

central jurisdiction of

Max Ree, noted art

director.

Departments in-
volved in the merger
are the art depart-

ment, where all sets

are designed, and the

property, drapery and
costume departments,
all of which are en-

gaged in the dressing
of completed sets. The
organization of each
of these departments

Max rm remains undisturbed
by the innovation

;

Ree simply has become the centralized
authority supervising the work of the various
units.

Ree's work will consist of establishing har-
mony between color, line, costuming and what
may be called relation of surroundings to

character.
"In the past,'* said Ree, "the main ohstacle to com-

bining the work of these departments has been lack
of time. Through this union we shall strive to avoid
clash, since everything in the picture, sets, costumes
and story, should belong one to the other.
"We expect to attain more striking effects in scenic

investiture and in costuming. We will give the star,
whose characterization is so very important, added
support in his or her surroundings.

"It is our aim to establish harmony of line and
color in expressing the plot and character of the story.
But it is not harmony of beauty alone with which
we will be engaged. It includes as well harmony be-
tween the basic theme of the story and its physical
surroundings.

"Naturally, the designer must know his limitations.
In drama, for instance, his work must be subservient
to story and star; in musical comedy and such ex-
travaganzas as 'Rio Rita' and 'Hit the Deck.' On
the other hand, he may thrust himself forward in
creating striking costuming or scenic effects."

In Europe he created sets and costumes for
Max Reinhart's productions for four years. In
1921 he came to the United States and for
three years served as art director for some of
the largest revues and extravaganzas in New
York.

This German Gotha plane was the one being used in "HelCs Angels" when the tragic crash
came that took the life of Phil Jones, mechanic for Al Wilson, stunt flier, Wilson narrowly

escaped death.

Al Wilson Hurt in Plane Crash
7,500 Feet Up; Mechanic Killed

Stunt Flier's Ankles Sprained When Goggles and Gloves Prevent
Opening of Parachute Until 1,500 Feet From Ground—Making Scene for "Hell's Angels"

(Special to the Herald-World)

VAN NUYS, CAL.. March 26.—Al Wilson, stunt flier, narrowly escaped
death and his mechanic, Phil Jones, was killed in an airplane crash here
Friday. The two were preparing to enact a dangerous scene 7,500 feet in the
air for "Hell's Angels."

Wilson remained with the plane after its left wing had collapsed. He tried

to bring the machine under control but found it impossible. When it had fallen

3,000 feet he shouted to Jones to jump, and left the controls.

His heavy gloves and goggles prevented will become one of the most impressive film
him from opening his parachute readily,
and he dropped another 3,000 like a plum-
met. He finally threw off the impediment
and reached the string that controls the
parachute. It opened at once but in his re-
maining 1,500 feet drop it failed to retard
his descent sufficiently. Both his ankles
were sprained.

Mechanic Crushed to Death
When he was rushed to the hospital he

learned that his companion had been un-
able to liberate himself from the cabin of
the giant Gotha plane. Jones' body was
crushed.
The plane was the one which has been

used in nearly all the air scenes of "Hell's
Angels" and had served throughout the
World War in the Prussian service.

Planned 7,000 Foot Tailspin
Howard Hughes of the Caddo company

had planned to photograph a 7,000 foot tail

spin and an air fight with the plane this
week. The stunt was dangerous and he
enlisted 25 expert airmen to handle the big
craft in the stunt; but all refused, saying
the thing would mean sudden death.
Hughes finally succeeded in a transaction
with Wilson to do it alone. Jones was
advised not to try the trip but insisted
that he wanted to make it.

ceremonies of the year. The Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, a non-
profit organization is working for higher
artistic qualities and greater social usefulness
in motion pictures.

Academy Will Present
1928 Awards of Merit
At Banquet About May 1

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—Formal presen-
tation of Academy Awards of Merit to the
winners for 1928 will be made at the Annual
Awards banquet, to be held at the Roosevelt
Hotel, on or about May 1. This decision was
reached by unanimous vote at the last meeting
of the board of directors of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
The award is a bronze and gold statuette,

distinctive and striking in appearance, and is

given in recognition of achievement in film

work. Presentations will be made by Douglas
Fairbanks, president of the Academy.
The Annual Awards Banquet, it is hoped.

Darmour Acquires
Cal-Art Plant for

Sound Production
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—Larry Dar-
mour has taken over the entire Cal-Art plant
at Santa Monica and Van Ness, and it will be
known hereafter as
the Darmour Studios.
There has been a com-
plete reorganization
of the studio operat-
ing crew in prepara-
tion for the greatest

volume of production
in the company's his-

tory.

The new Darmour
Studios will be com-
pletely equipped with
RCA Photophone
and outfitted with
every device neces-
sary to the production
of sound and dialogue
pictures. The RCA engineers have been busy

on installation for the last several weeks and
have pronounced for the plant as being ideal.

For the current season Larry Darmour has

contracted to produce 26 two-reel subjects for

the R K O program. These will include the

Mickey McGuire comedies based on Fontaine

Fox's famous Toonerville cartoon and a series

based on stories by H. C. Witwer.
Studio space at the Darmour plant will be

made available to a limited number of pro-

ducers of recognized standing. Several appli-

cations have already been made and announce-
ments with regard to them will be shortly

forthcoming.

Larry Darmour
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Herald-World's Production Directory

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

Christie Studios

"Divorce Made Walter Graham Douglas MacLean
Easy" Marie Prevost

Johnny Arthur
Frances Lee

Columbia Studios

First National Studios

"The Girl in the Ralph Dawson Loretta Young
Glass Cage" All-star Cast

"Twin Beds" Al Santell Jack Mulhall
Patsy Ruth Miller

"When Irish EyesWilliam A. Seiter Colleen Moore
Are Smiling" James Hall

'Hard to Get" William
Beaudine

"Drag" Frank Lloyd

Dorothy Mackaill
Charles Delaney

Richard Barthelmess
Alice Day
Lila Lee

Fox Studios

"The Lucky Star' Frank Borzage

"The Lady from E. S. Erickson
Hell"

"King of the John Ford
Khyber Rifles"

"The Far Call" Allan Dwan

"The Exhalted James Tinling
Flapper"

"Cape Smoke"

"Protection"

George B. Seitz

Ben Stoloff

Charles Farrell
Janet Gaynor
"Big Boy" Williams

Mary Astor
Robert Armstrong

Victor McLaglen
Myrna Loy
Roy D'Arcy
David Rollins

Charles Morton
Lelia Hyams

Sue Carol
Barry Norton

Josephine Dunn
John Holland
Henry B. Walthall

Dorothy Burgess
Paul Page
Robert Elliot

Metropolitan Studios

STARTING
DATE

Feb. 28

"The Bachelor Richard Thorpe Jacqueline Logan
Girl" William Collier, Jr. March 12

Feb. 15

March 12

March 14

March 18

March 20

Jan. 22

Jan. 28

Feb. 5

Feb. 16

March 5

March 11

•T-N-T"

Untitled

Mai St. Clair Harold Lloyd. H. Lloyd Prods. Sept. 17

William Watson

'Hell's Angels" Howard Hughes

Lloyd Hamilton
Gladys McConnell
Ivan Christy
Fred Peters

Ben Lyon
Greta Nissen
James Hall

(Talking Comedy)

Caddo Prods.

March 'J

Nov. 1927

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

Untitled

"Hallelujah"

'The Last of
Mrs. Cheyncy"

"Redemption"

"Wonder of
Women"

Edward Sedgwick William Haines

King Vidor Daniel Haynes
Honey Brown
All-colored Cast

Sydney Franklin Norma Shearer

Fred Niblo

Clarence Brown

John Gilbert

Lewis Stone
Peggy Wood

Feb. 4

Oct. 15

Feb. 25

Feb. 25

Feb. 26

STORY DIRECTOR CHIEF
PLAYERS

BRAND
NAME

Rupert Julian All-star Cast

Robert Z. Marion Davies
Leonard

M G M Revue of Christy Cabanne All-star Cast
Revues

'The Green
Ghost"

"Marianne"

"Thunder" William Nigh Lon Chaney
Phyllis Haver

Paramount Studios

'The Insidious Rowland V. Lee All-star Cast
Dr. Fu Manchu

'Burlesque"

•Thunderbolt"

John Cromwell All-star Cast
Edward

Sutherland

Josef von
Sternberg

George Bancroft

"The Marriage Robert Milton All-star Cast
Holiday"

Pathe Studios

"High Voltage" Howard Higgin William Boyd
Owen Moore
Carol Lombard
Phillip Smalley

Tec-Art Studios

"Evangeline" Edwin Carewe Dolores Del Rio
Roland Drew
Ronald Reed

Tiffany-Stahl Studios

"The Rise and Reginald Baker Virginia Valli
Fall of A
Woman"

United Artists Studio

NO PRODUCTION

Universal Studios

"The Collegians"Nat Ross George Lewis
Dorothy Gulliver

Warner Brothers Studio

"On With the
Show"

'The Argyle
Case"

'i.ittle Pal"

'Hearts in

Exile"

Allan Crosland

Howard
Bretherton

Lloyd Bacon

Louise Fazenda
Betty Compson
Sally O'Neil
Arthur Lake

Thomas Meighan
Lila Lee
H. B. Warner
Gladys Brockwell

Al Jolson
Davey Lee
Marian Nixon

Michael Curtiz Dolores Costello

STARTING
DATE

March 1

March 9

March 11

March 9

March 1

March 1

March 9

March 9

Feb. 11

Jan. 29

March 14

Jan. 16

March 1

March 4

March 4

March 20
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Releases

WEEK OF MARCH 31
EDUCATIONAL—"Wise Wimmin," Jerry Drew,

Ideal, two; "A Moving Movie Show," Hodge-Podge,
one.

M G M—"Jungle Orphans," Oddity, one; "Why Is a

Plumber," All Star, two.
PATHE—"The Fire Detective," serial. No. 5, two;
"Matchmaking Mama," Mack Sennett, two; "Bridle
Byways," sportlight, one; "Pathe Review" No. 14,

one.
UNIVERSAL—"Alpine Antics," Oswald (also with

sound) one; "The Diamond Master," serial, No. 9,

two; "Tige's Girl Friend," Buster Brown comedy,
two; "Riding for Love," Tenderfoot series, two.

WEEK OF APRIL 7
CHRISTIE—"Reckless Rosie," Chorus Girl series,

Frances Lee, two; "Snappy Service," Bobby Ver-
non, two; "Jed's Vacation," Charlie Grapewin, two.

EDUCATIONAL—"The Bees Buzz," Mack Sennett,

Talking, two; "Four Wheel Brakes," Jerry Mandy,
Cameo, one.MGM—"Persian Wedding," Oddity, one; "Thin
Twins," Charley Chase, two.

PATHE—"Smitty Series" No. 9017, one.

UNIVERSAL—"Prodigal Pups," Snappy Comedy,
one; "This Way Please," Mike and Ike, Stern, two;

"Days of Daring," Bob Curwood, two.

WEEK OF APRIL 14
CHRISTIE—"Rough Dried," Billy Dooley, two.

EDUCATIONAL—"The Right Bed," Coronet Talk-

ing Comedy, two.
MGM—"Big Business," Laurel Hardy, two; "Un-

titled," All Star.
PATHE—"Taxi Dolls," Taxi, series No. 9033.

UNIVERSAL—"Lumberjack," Oswald, one; "Newly-
weds in Society," Snookums, two; "Man from
Wyoming," Jack Hoxie, Re-issue, two.

WEEK ENDING APRIL 21

CHRISTIE—"Rough Dried," Billy Dooley, two.

EDUCATIONAL—"Untitled," Our World Today,
one; "Howling Hollywood," Davis-Dent, Mermaid
Comedy, two; "Delicious and Refreshing," Dore,

Cameo, one.
, ,MGM—"The Leader," Oddity, one; "Untitled," All

Star.
PATHE—"The Fire Detective," Serial No. 9, Allan;

"Night Watchman's Mistake," Handy Andy series,

two; "Young Hopefuls," Sportlight.

UNIVERSAL—"The Knight Watch," Arthur Lake,

one; "The Man Trap," House, series, one; "Pri-

vate Business," Let George Do It series, two.

Newspictures

FOX NEWS NO. 50—2 die in crash of car racing 3

miles a minute at Daytona Beach—United States

airplane fleet practice in Pacific waters—Secretary

Good awards Newton D. Baker for work at war-
time of all U. S. land forces.

MGM NEWS NO. 63—Loyal Mexican throng, at

great outpouring, cheers federal chiefs—China in-

augurates its air mail service at Canton with two
women—Washington varsity crew train with saws
on big logs.

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL No. 23—Spring
floods in South inundate vast area, many families

cut off in submerged homes—Mexican capital in

big loyalty demonstration—Edward Payson Weston,
first famous long distance walker celebrates 90th

birthday.
PATHE NEWS NO. 26—Pathe News show pictures

of Mexican revolt—Raging floods sweep through
South—Navy rebuilts old U. S. A. Oklahoma at

cost of $4,000,000.
KINOGRAMS No. 5484—Louise McPhetridge, girl

flier, stays in air 22 hours—5,000 police attend
services at St. Patrick's church on the Saints
namesake day at New York—Old time guest of

Lincoln's celebrates 100th birthday in Denver.
PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 68—20,000 imperilled
from flood in South—50,000 see world's greatest

skii meet at Oslo, Norway—Presidential campaign
begins despite revolutionary disturbances in Mexico
City.

Harry Tate Starred
NEW YORK—Harry Tate, the English comedian,

has made another Vitaphone act for Warner Broth-
ers, entitled "Harry Tate in His Office." He just

recently completed one of his most famous sketches
under the direction of Bryon Foy.

New Fox Newsreel Issues Tell

Story of Modern Reporting
IT'S

a tough story indeed that the newsreel cameraman of today doesn't get

—

and then he probably gets it. The newspaper reporter who crawls in the

window and "borrows" the photograph that the owner does not want pub-

lished, thinks himself quite the journalistic berries—at least, he used to. Such is

child's play for the knights of the newsreel cameras, and modern conveniences

have made him more certain of his story than ever.

Getting shots of Col. Charles Lindbergh has ary. The Rev. E. H. Kistler, pastor of the

been a bit difficult at all times, because of the

reticence of the famous young man, but when
he and his fiancee, Miss Anne Morrow, are

together, it becomes nigh impossible to picture

the colonel.

But following refusals to pose together, Al-

fonso Manrique, Fox cameraman, finally got

pictures of them as they drove up to visit the

Qiernavaca hacienda of Ambassador Morrow.
The Southern floods have afforded the

cameramen unusual opportunities to show their

resourcefulness and courage. Fox had five

cameramen covering the inundation, three

from the air and two from the ground.

Lawrence Kennedy flew from Tampa to Pensa-

ccla and was forced down twice, the second

time into a swamp. He then tramped 14 miles

to repairs, then continued his flight to the

striken area to get his story. Frank Lamb,
also of Fox, had similar experiences in a plane.

Even the sacred rites of a Mohammedan
temple, kept secure from infidel eyes by cen-

turies of vigilance, have succumbed to the de-

termination of the newsreel cameraman, who,
aided by sound, has brought through a new
Fox Movietone News the ceremonies of the

Juma Masjid mosque at Bombay to the non-
Mohammedan world.

Fairview Presbyterian church, officiated.

Pathe news reel cameramen who were pall-

bearers, included—Gene Cour, Floyd Trayman
and Ralph Biddy, Chicago; Ralph Lembeck,
Cincinnati; and Jack Flanagan, Cleveland.

A number of Pathe officials and cameramen
were present. The parents and a brother sur-

vive. A telegram of condolence was received

from Will H. Hays.

Charles Traub Laid to

Rest by Fellow Pathe

Newsreel Cameramen
(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS, March 26.—Funeral rites

for Charles R. Traub, Pathe cameraman and

former local resident who was killed while

filming the speed trial of Lee Bible at Day-
tona Beach, Fla., were held at a local mortu-

MGM News Brings

Scenes ofAntarctic

To World's Screens
The Wilkins-Hearst expedition to the South

polar regions is contained in the current issue

of M-G-M News now being shown at leading

theatres throughout the country. The pictures

were made personally by Sir George Hubert
Wilkins, commander of the expedition of dis-

covery and research.

Many of the scenes were seen for the first

time by human eyes when Wilkins and his

valiant pilot, Carl B. Eielson, flew over them.

Another eye, almost human too, also saw the

weird, strange sights—the eye of the motion
picture camera.

Captain Wilkins established his base of op-

erations at Deception Island, 700 miles south

of Cape Horn. There are interesting scenes

at the barren, forbidding land as Captain

Wilkins and his little band of associates made
ready for the great flight of discovery through
the air.

* * *

Below is shown the big plane used by Captain
Wilkins to fly over the uncharted regions of the

Soutli Pole. The machine has been fitted with
pontoons. Note the ubiquitous newsreel cam-

era and this waste of snow and ice.
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PRESENTATION ACTS
More Theatres Launch Stage Policy

STAGE SHOWS
Detroit Fox

Week Ending March 22
Manager S. J. Stebbins had another one of those

triple-barreled stage presentations at the Fox this

week, headlined by that Victor recording artist

Johnny Marvin, he of steel guitar and ukulele fame.

Johnny, a personable young chap, did his stuff before

a drop resembling a stained glass window. It was

a beautiful setting, the lighting being arranged so

effectively that the curtain apparently was stained

glass with the sun shining through the multi-colored

panes.

"Where the Shy Little Violets Grow," was Johnny's

first number. He played it and he sang it, and then

dropped into sort of a pseudo yodel for the third

verse of the number and he got a big hand when it

was over. Next came "Sweethearts on Parade,"

Johnny dropping his ukulele in the middle of it to

finish up the verse with a musical saw.

For the remainder of the act, Johnny worked with

a partner whom he introduced as his brother Frank.

The latter was attired in one of those trick suits

which Johnny aptly described as a "seersucker suit."

"Every time they see a sucker they sell one," said he.

Arthur had a trick yodeling song, and they closed

with a duet of steel guitar and ukulele in "I Love
You, Sweetheart of My Dreams."

St. Patrick's Day falling this week, the second

barrel, of course, was an Irish scene. There was a

thatched cottage in the background and a jaunting

cart with a real donkey attached to it off to one side

of the stage.

Thirty-two Tillerette colleens were ranged taste-

fully in the foreground and they presented some nice

little dances, ending of course, with an Irish jig.

Harold Van Duzee, that sweet voiced tenor, proved to

be the occupant of the jaunting cart, and he pleased

with the old time favorite "Mother Machree." Patsy
Ruth Flaum, premier danseuse, was much in evidence

during the ballet numbers and the three O'Connor
Sisters warbled Irish airs sweetly.

The third presentation was way over on the other

side of the earth. In India, to be exact, for it was
entitled "Dream of Buddha." This was a weirdly
exotic presentation, for it was the interior of a
Buddhist temple with the idols being members of the

ballet troupe. The most striking part of this act

was a dance by Mariono and Mona who, during most
of the act, sat posed as the god Buddha in the cen-

tral niche of the temple. They sat one behind the
other so that, to the audience, only one person occu-

pied the niche.

But at the start of the dance, the one in the rear

began waving his, or her arms, in conjunction with
the one in the front until it looked like one person
with four arms. The effect was novel, to say the

least. And ae dancers, the team turned out to be
supple and sinuous and their steps were weird and
exotic.

New York Paramount
Week Ending March 22

David Gould's third production. "Rainbow Trail."

is the beBt Gould has done and about the best of the

Publix 6tageshows witnessed for a long time. This
stageshow open's in a beautiful western mountain
set, with the entire ensemble, in cowboy and Indian
costume, singing the introductory song as an Indian
maiden, paddles a canoe, in the background. Ted
Claire, in cowboy suit, enters and leads the orchestra

in a fast and peppy number called "Stampede," with
Paul Small following with a fine vocal chorus.

Ted next introduces Marie White, who offers a

good and snappy toe routine. Bud Carlell, a real

(Continued on page 52)

Ben Ross

Ben Ross has become the most popular young man
about town in Newark and Jersey City, where he

appears every other week as the singing master of

ceremonies at the Branford and. Stanley Theatres

—

In fact Ben is so popular that the Stanley manage-
ment have signed him to a new long term contract

to rotate at these two deluxe houses. Before he be-

came interested in Presentation work, Ben was well

known in musical comedy circles and received his

first band directing and master of ceremonies train-

ing at the Kit Kat Club, Chicago.

Store Aids Theatre
Thirty living models presenting every phase of the

fashion trends for the season were an attraction at

the Capitol theatre in Des Moines during the week
ending March 22. The tie-up was made with

Younker Bros., leading merchants in women's
clothing.

DANCE NUMBERS

"ON WITH THE DANCE"
"KANSAS CITY KITTY"

Write for information regarding
the above to

JIM DURKIN
Manager Band and Orchestra Dept.
1595 Broadway, New York City

TwoAtlantaFilm
Houses Offering

Bandshows
Charlie White Selected as the

Master of Ceremonies for

Metropolitan
(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA, GA„ March 26.—After
operating for more than a year under
a straight sound picture policy, the

Metropolitan theatre has launched a

stage bandshow policy that com-
menced March 25. The new policy

was inaugurated at a midnight show
—starting one minute after midnight
—Sunday night. The stagehand will

be Charlie White's Jolly Jazzers,

with Mr. White serving as leader and
master of ceremonies. The initial

program will feature the Melody
Maids Revue, a snappy aggregation

of fifteen talented dancers and sing-

ers.

The feature picture selected for the occasion

was Columbia's "Restless Youth," co-starring

Ralph Forbes and Marceline Day.
The Metropolitan is ushering in the new

policy with a highpowered publicity campaign,
including newspaper display ads, billboards,

banners, lobby displays and a special trailer

on the screen.

Manager Carter Barron is thoroughly sold

on the stage bandshow idea and has sought
consistently for many weeks to presuade the

operating triumvirate to launch that policy.

Tickets for the opening show—the midnight
performance Sunday—have been on sale at

the box-office since the first announcement
broke on Monday, and the fact that those

tickets sold in advance adds strength to Man-
ager Barron's conviction that Atlanta wants
something more than a straight sound picture

policy.

Special Stunt Increases

Saturday Matinee
MILWAUKEE, WIS., March 26.—The Mil-

waukee Theatre Circuit's Kosciuszko and
Lake theatres here are featuring Lew Fine, a

veteran vaudeville trouper, in connection with

special matinee programs Saturday afternoons

for the kiddies. Mr. Fine appears at the two
houses every Saturday afternoon in addition

to the feature photoplay and has created a

large following for himself among the chil-

dren of the neighborhood.
The two theatres have increased their Sat-

urday matinee business considerable by means

of this method.
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LOSAYS
Sorneihind

about
Everyone

HAPPY EASTER! ... be carefull not to eat too
many egges or elee you will get a bun on . . . well,

by the time that you eat that bunny the gals will

have worn their new Easter bonnetfi. . . . and some
poor guy will have paid for it. . . . 'taint right I tell

yu' .... they say that a woman always pays. . . .

yep, she does with a man's check book. ... oh well,
we should care, spring is here now and the circus is

in town so we can get even with the women folks
by going down to feed the elephants. . . . here's the
weekly dirt gathered from all corners of the room.
. . . rumor has it that William Fox has taken over
the Marks Bros : and the National Playhouses of
Chicago and that the Brothers Marks have been
selected to manage and direct the operations of these
theatres as well as the Mid-Wesco Circuit. . . . and
maybe later the Great States Circuit. ... if the
deal on goes through Fox will also own them. . . .

it looks like a fox is running away from the hunters,
don't ya' think?. . . . Ruth Roland the former film
star and her new husband is headlining at the
Palace in Chicago this week. . . . Ben Bard is the
brave groom. . . . Theodore Kosloff is now staging
ballet numbers for Marks Bros., stageshows. . . .

Paul Ash is back at the Brooklyn Paramount after
a nice trip to Cuba. . . . Wilton Crawley has been
signed up as featured comedian of the new Publix
unit called "Fore". . . . Arthur W. Walker, for the
past four years solo organist at the Manor theatre.
Chicago, finds himself out of a job for the first

time in ten years through the Vitaphone. . . . Char-
lie White is now the band leader and master of
ceremonies for the Metropolitan theatre in Atlanta.
Ga ; which recently installed a bandshow policy. . . .

by the way Al Short is now back at the Howard
theatre also of Atlanta. . . . Lester Stepner former-
ly with Ez Keough is now the associate of Tommy
Burchill. . . . Charlie Xeggemeyer, the Publix pro-
ducer was married last week to Dolly Nutter, sister-

in-law of Allan Foster of the Foster girte. . . .

speaking of wedding bells, that well known orchestra
leader. Vincent Lopez has gone and done it too. . . .

Camille Renault is the lucky girl. ... I called on
Willie Horowitz of Donaldson. Douglas & Gumble, and
while there I heard Charlie Lenzen play "Wake up.
Chill'un. Wake up," and believe me fellers that song
is going to be one of the best cheer up numbers ever
published. ... if not Mose Gumble is throwing the
bull and Mose knows how too, for he just came back
from Havana where they stab you first and then
ask you where you came from and why. . . . speak-
ing of songs do you know that Walter Donaldson
has completed the new Ziegfeld Follies and that it

will soon go into rehearsals. . . . those who saw
Walter's last Ziegfeld show say that his new one will

be a whoopie of a melody. . . . Verne Buck is break-
ing in as circulation manager of the Chicago Amer-
ican. . . . that is when the King Bee Junior Carriers
have an affair Verne manages them. ... its wise to
have a side line Verne. . . . the Kelo Bros, are a big
hit in the Schubert show "Gay Paree." Dezso Retter
who has been featured in several musical productions
and a headline act over every theatre circuit of the
world is soon to be starred in a series of new sport
and western comedies. . . . Harry Hosford is the
new professional manager of the Henry Waterson's
Chicago office. . . . Tommy Leahy is the western gen-
eral manager. . . . Charles Daniels, head of the Villa
Moret music house will be in Chicago about the first

of April. . . . Dave Rice is now doing a double with
his wife Shirley. . . . Cliff Hess has two new organ
novelties ready for soloists. . . . turn to page 43 of
last issue and read the complete dope from the Rem-
ick ad. . . . Miriam F. Branden is now representing
artists and has headquarters at 1472 Broadway, New-
York. . . . Leo Feist, Inc., have published "The
Song of the Bayou." a second prize winner in the

recent Victor record contest. ... It was staged as

a special stage presentation at the Roxy recently.

. . . Sunshine Sammy, formerly of "Our Gang," and
his two brothers, Charlie and Joe are now touring
R K O theatres. . . . Here's a clever stunt. . . .

George Adams, drum major of the University of
Illinois band, gave free music lessons to all who
applied at the stage door, in a recent theatre en-
gagement. . . . Try it.

Harry Rose Takes Over
New Capacity

Harry Rose has been made master of ceremonies at

the Missouri Theatre. Grand boulevard and Lucas
avenue, vice Eddie Peabody, the Banjo King, who
moved on to the Pacific Coast. He will move into

the Warfield Theatre in San Francisco. St. Louisians

have had two recent glimpses of Harry as he was
featured in some of Ed Lowry's stage shows at the

Ambassador Theatre, Seventh and Locust streets,

which is also under the Skouras-Warner manage-
ment.
Rose is scheduled to open at the Missouri on

March 30 for an indefinite stay. The acceleration of

of the box office receipts will largely govern the

length of hie sojourn. However, he should remain
long in our midst as he has had plenty of experience

as an entertainer. He was with George White's

Scandals ; in vaudeville on the Orpheum circuit, and
also served in presentations over both the Public and
Fox chains.

He also has the distinction of being the first master
of ceremonies on the sound-screen, acting in that

capacity for two Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer revues.

Blind Organist Does
His Own Scoring

Frank Voelker, blind organist at Humboldt, Iowa.

han been unable to see since he was six years of

age. In spite of the handicap he is said to be one

of the most successful motion picture organists in

the middle west. Voelker reads the cues and plans

the music. An assistant reads the lines aloud to

him so that he knows when and how to change his

line-up.

When he was ten years old he went to the state

school for blind and studied there for thirteen yeare,

taking a general course first and then specializing

in music. He studied after that in Minneapolis. All

of his music is first transcribed into raised notes

which he reads in the usual way with his fingers.

Once read he plays the score from memory.

Meyn Brings Steady Flow
At Loew's Park

Ted Meyn. popular organist at Loews Park
Cleveland, has attracted much attention by his

organ programs. Most of his programs are ar-

rangements which permit the playing of various

popular tunes. Sometimes old-fashioned songs are

played. Usually the program fits the feature picture

in some way. His music is augmented by colored

slides flashed on the screen, with words to fit the

music, and accompanying illustrations.

Mr. Meyn would like to have the audience sing

well-known songs, but the audience rarely co-operates

to such an extent. His programs vary to keep up
the interest of the theatre-goer and are musical

enough to gain many steady customers for the Park.

Presentation

LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in presen-

tation may discuss important matters bearing

npon this phase of theatre entertainment. Onlv
signed letters will be published*

PRESENTATION ACTS^To the Editor: I would
like for you to find out the booking address of The
Royal Radio Hawaiians Orchestra, Kenneth Haekley
is their representative. But don't know where he is

located. Please advise as soon as possible, and oblige.

—Wm. O. Znber, Princess theatre, Seymour, Indiana.

THEME SONGS
"She Goes to War" is the theme songr fcr "Joan."

the new photoplay starring Eleanor Boardman, pro-

duced by United Artists. The song was composed by
the writers of "Laugh, Clown, Laugh" and pub-
lished by the Remick Music Corporation.

"My Madonna" is the title given to the theme
melody for Dolores Costello's next Warner Bros.

Vitaphone production, "Madonna of Avenue A." A
trio of popular song experts combined their talents

in the preparation of this piece which is being- pub-
lished by Irving Berlin, Inc. The words are by Billy

Rose and the music is the work of Fred Fisher and
Louis Silver*-.

You Can't Co Wrono
With Any'Feist' Song
I
MY MOTHERS EYES'

MY ANGELING
MY CASTCE IN SPAIN,,
IS A SHACK IN THE LANE

-XT

NOBODVS FAULT.
but voua own/
HONEY'

XMV MAN*
PBLUE HAWAII
'CRADLE OF LOVE4

I WANDERING HOME'
V SMS A.

TM A DING DONG DADDY

AFTER THINKING IT OVER'

AN EYEFULOF YOU'

rOLAF"(veo°AF H
Lftc"^/°j|

WHAT A NIGHT/*

PLEASE LET ME DREAM
IN YOUR. ARMS

"GIVE YOUR LITTLE BABY
LOTS OF LOV/IN"

SONG of the BAVOO
Winner Oflhe^S.OOO SecondPrize

Offered ly Victov TalkingMachimeCc
7*

IN THE LAND
OF MAKE-BELIEVE
cykeme Song OP xMolly &-Me'

[PRETTY LITTLE THING

I'M SORRY SALLY

ROSE ofMANDALAY

GUESS WHO?*

LEO. FEIST, inc

231 w. 40 "ST..
NEW YORK CITV
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STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from page 50)

westerner does a rope-twirling act, with the high-

light being the twirling of five ropes at once as he
dances and talks. He was forced to beg off.

The Gluck-Sorel Girls, in pretty cowboy costumes
then do a smart singing and dancing routine, in

which they keep time by firing cap pistols. Seven
totem poles with a number of "bullseye" targets on
them, lower and the girls, using rifles, fire at the
targets and as each scores a hit, target lights and
different toned bells ring. In this manner they play
a tune. This is extremely novel and it evokes good
applause.

Claire next announces two romantic, banjoplaying
cowboys, Ossman and Schepp, who please with their

fine playing. Jean Boydell, comedienne, then offers a

bit of nonsensical songs and eccentric 6teps that
earn her an encore. Claire then leads the orchestra
in a fine rendition of "Yo Te Amo" theme 6ong of
"The Wolf Song.' Ted's fine band directing with
his announcements and his unobtrusiveness, when
the acts are working, has gained him a greater
popularity than practically all the masters of cere-

monies heretofore. Paul Small obliges with a fine

vocal chorus.

The Bachelor Four, dressed as Indians sing "The
Sunset Trail" as the ballet in gorgeous Indian garb
ascend and an enormous Indian head, with girls as
feathers, lowers in the background. This is the
finale of this fine stageshow.

Ted Claire is leaving shortly to open the Publix
theatre, in Los Angeles, but will return after a
few weeks.

Atlanta Howard
Week Ending March 16

Louie Lowry and his Merry Musical Men swooped
down with the entertaining Emmett Rogers' produc-
tion "Wild and Whoopee" as the Howard's attrac-
tion this week.
Opening the show with the wild west yell, a gun

shot, they got off in good style with a band number.
Earl LaVere, with his accordion and wise cracks,
headed the bill, winning encores.
The Janton Sisters proved high and talented step-

pers and were liked in their dance routine, while
Owen and Anderson went over well with their songs.
The whole show clicked.

Chicago Norshore
Week Ending March 15

Al Kvale opened his show with the Norshore's
ballet doing an athletic dance number accompanied
by his band working behind a drop. At the end of
this number the curtains part and introduce Al and
his gang.
He received a big hand and introduces the Meyakos

Sisters, who give a tumbling dance and at the same
time execute several difficult feats of strength. At
the end of this their brother came out, played a
uke and 6ang "Don't Be Like That" ; they received a
good hand and then the girls gave a novelty dance
entitled "Picking Cotton" and offered a modern ver-
sion of the "Buck and Wing."

Next, Al Kvale and the band gave several short
numbers with Andy Goes singing and Abe Gott play-

Toronto Theatre Aids
Audiens with Color

Foot Lights
A feature of film presentations at the Up-

town theatre, Toronto, key theatre of the
Famous Players chain in Canada, is that the
topical portion of the program is screened in

silent form with house orchestra accompani-
ment. This is partly due to the fact that it is

the policy of the house to select scenes from
various current weeklies, such as Paramount,
Fox and Pathe. Special orchestration is ar-

ranged for every shot by Jack Arthur, di-

rector of music

Another interesting fact is that Fox Movie-
tone vaudeville reels are presented with the
screens flooded with colors from footlight

lamps, the latter being placed on the stage
directly in front of the screen. With the
screen framed in black, the rays do not show
outside of the picture. The solid colors of red,

green and amber are changed with each suc-

ceeding vaudeville act, thus giving variety to

the screening. The colors are not strong
enough to detract from the picture sharpness
and, in one sense, they give the effect of

color photography.

A synchronized picture of the Capitolians at

the Capitol theatre. New York, at the Toronto
Uptown fades out with the Uptown house
orchestra taking up the screen music from the

pit in perfect rhythm under the baton of the
orchestra conductor for the remainder of the
selection.

ing a trombone solo. The house called for more and
the boys gave it to them.

Harry Downey opened by singing "Sunshine of
Your Smile" off 6tage came on and clowned with Al
and got a big hand after singing "Grieving For
You." He came back with an impersonation of an
opera prima donna. Al then introduced him as a
Vitaphone star. He was followed by Al Kvale, giving
a drunken impersonation and singing "Goodby
Broadway, Hello Montreal," and then, assisted by the
ballet, costumed in tuxedos, wrestling with lighted

lamp posts, got a big hand and was followed by
Buddy (Traps) Rich who did a fast stepping tap
dance and finished with a demonstration of showing
his ability as a drummer. The finale consisted of
the entire cast with the ballet arranged on lighted
blocks, stepping upwards.

San Francisco Warfield
Week Ending March 14

Gene Morgan, the funny fellow with the green hat,

returns to the Warfield this week with the famous
hat and acts as master of ceremonies in the Fanchon
and Marco creation, "Green Hatters' Idea." Gene
makes his first appearance in the audience, near the
stage, and asks if E. O. Taylor is in the house. Mr.
Taylor responds and is told to hurry to a certain
number on Market Street as a customer is waiting
for a bottle of Scotch.

Gene then mounts the stage, dons the famous green

skypiece, and reviews what he says is to be the act
that is to follow. It has much to do with father
Knob and his daughter, Dora Knob, and a lost will
that is swallowed by a hungry hen. There is much
travail, but all are made happy by the recovery of
the will in an egg ordered at a restaurant to remind
the daughter of her father.

The Horace Heidt musical aggregation swings into
action at this point with a number termed an ex-
travaganza. Anyway, it is a lively orchestration and
features two pianists, each on the same bench, but
playing different pianos. They change, each playing
with either hand on different pianos, and are joined
by two other musicians, the four going through some
lively antics, but making harmony all the time.
Gene next introduces the Eight Torpedoes, diminu-

tive chorines, who do a spritely dance. They are
graceful and good to look at in pink and blue cos-

tumes. Gene next calls his shadow, Chuck Callahan,
comedian, and they engage in some lively chatter and
read headlines from the daily papers. Chuck reads:
"French Girl Has Prize Legs," and Gene follows
with: "See America First." Chuck finds another:
"Lady Eighty-five, Mother of Twins," and Gene
reads: "Senator Johnson Blames Henry Ford." Gene
then does a dance of the South that is roundly
applauded.

Heidt's Californians offer another selection in

which one after another of the players are featured.
This is followed by a trumpet solo and then the
orchestra '6 conception of the circus calliope, the
musical interlude being concluded by a selection by
a male quartette.

The Paige Sisters, late stars of the Gus Edwards
Revue, harmonize in several vocal selections that go
over well. Gene and Chuck resume their chatter and
are joined by a girl carrying a traveling bag. Gene
asks her if she has ever heard the story of the travel-

ing salesman and the girl replies, "Why I'm the
farmer's daughter."
The last number is a transformation scene and

brings the stage act to a climax that is both unusual
and delightful. The Eight Torpedoes swing into

view high above the orchestra on the stage by the

reversing of panels in the stage set. They dance and
sing and discard part of their costume, which swings
up into the flies. They trip down to the stage and
arrange themselves before their dressing tables, don-
ning costumes of spangled black and white. A
dance follows, they return to their dressing tables

for makeup and old-fashioned costumes. The lights

change as they begin their dance and they become
negro mammies, with a background of cotton fields.

Another change of the lights and they are in their

original characterization.

St. Louis Missouri
Week Ending March 15

Eddie Peabody presented "The Grab-Bag" as his

semi-final stage offering to St. Louis theatregoers.

Ward and Van, eccentric clown comedians ; Pauline
Gaskin, blues singers, and Frankie Masters, tap

dancer, were prominent in the entertaining.

Leonid Leonardo's grand orchestra production was
"Old Heidelberg" based on the music of "The Prince
of Pilsen," "The Student Prince," and Johann
Strauss' waltzes. The Missouri Voices and the ballet

assisted in this presentation'.

Birmingham Alabama
Week Ending March 16

Especially popular did the Alabama'6 stage offer-

ing "Crazy Quilt" prove this week. The 6et was
very colorful and pleasing to the eye, lending an
ideal background for Eddie Guest and his Joy Boys.

Headlining the bill is Ginger Rogers, the person-

ality plus miss who drew wide applause with her

clever 6ongs. The Novelle Brothers proved sensa-

tions in their musical clown role, playing their in-

struments with contortionists' movements. Likewise

as whistlers they clicked well.

Added to these were a group of singers from a

local college who, naturally, were of local interest.

Detroit Michigan
Week Ending March 15

"London, by jove, right heah in deah old Detroit."

That's the line the Kunsky publicity department used

in advertising the Publix' revue "Cheerio" at the

Michigan this week. "Clevah, eh what!" The piece

was produced by Paul Oscard.

Among the performers was Dorothy Neville, that

sweet voiced singer of musical comedy, vaudeville and

concert stage fame, who might be termed a real

blueblood in the field of music. Her grandmother,
Jacqueline Neville, was at one time the foremost star

in the Royal Opera House in Madrid. Miss Neville

ALBERT R BROWN
Solo Organist

PRODUCER OF ORGAN SCRIM SOLOS
CREATOR OF THE ORGAN-PHONE*

Presents
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was born in Seville, where her father, George de

l'Horne was a noted artist. She, so the press sheets

say, sang before royalty at Buckingham Palace at

the age of 9. Miss Neville attracted the attention of

Broadway producers while on a concert tour, and
her present role is in appreciation of her recent

success while touring the Publix circuit.

WalJy Jackson proved to be a clever dancer, and
Grace and Marie Eline turned out to be those bur-

lesque clowns with some new, clever stuff. Have you
heard that feminine wizard of the xylophone? Well,

you should. Her name is Helen MacFarland and,
outside of banging away on the instrument which
made Signor Friscoe famous, she is a grand little

hoofer.

The Gamby-Hale Girls disported in pretty costumes
and Al Evans and his Michiganders played the music
for the show.
Eduard Werner directed the Michigan Symphony

Orchestra in grand opera excerpts, ending with the
trio from "Faust," sung by three soloists, Ruth
Lyon, soprano : Charles Jolley, tenor, and William
Phillips, basso. "Cheerio, pip-pip and all that rot."

Chicago Avalon
Week Ending March 16

Roy Detrich and his orchestra made whoopee this

week and the people liked it, no fooling. Whoever
arranged the scenery together with the producer,
made a fine job of it and it looks exactly like a
western bar-room. Detrich went over fine this week
and he sang a song that his people like him to. A
jazzy, hot number and that sort of 6ong is not Roy's
kind and when he 6ings those kind he won't go over.

Roy needs more like he sang this week and watch
his smoke. Sob stuff gets over if it's rendered by
the right person and Roy is the right fellow to do it.

The stage artists were good and some fine sing-

ing, dancing and playing was heard and seen. The
Rodeo Boys, five of them, sang, danced and played
some mean looking instruments. They went over
but not like they should have. A couple of apache
dancers did their stuff and went over. Bom and
Lawrence were to appear at this 6how but, somehow
or other they were absent and the pair that took

their place really were good. In fact that act was
the best number on the program.
Roy Detrich sang "High Up in The Hill Top." A

fine song and put over in neat shape. There might
have been others on the program but no names were
mentioned. It was a good program and people like
making whoopee.

St. Louis Fox
Week Ending March 8

The stage bill for the week included "Syncopation
Carnival" a jazz revue, and a ballet offering. "The
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers" was featured. The
Robespierre overture was played by the orchestra.

Portland Portland
Week Ending March 21

Another outstanding stage presentation in typical

Publix style brought exceptionally good business for

the week with the new master of ceremonies. Henry
Basse, who has been officially adopted by Portland.
Eddie Magill, "the crooning megaphone king"

brought "em to their feet in the "Volcano" show.
Frank Melino & Co. in their sea tornadoes, Ted and
Jack Dale, collegiate dough boys, accompanied by
local U. of O. Symphony Orchestra. The famous
Foster girls exhibited in novel totem pole dance, and
the high notes were hit by Gil Wray, a veritable

caruso of the revue stage. On screen "Tide of Em-
pire" only fair.

Boston Metropolitan
Week Ending March 15

Two famous movie stars. Tom Mix and his horse,

Tony, were the leading attraction in the Publix Re-
vue "Rainbow Trail." Tom Mix was the leader of

a company of seven cowboys from the Mix ranch,
who exhibited lariat twirling and other Western
6tunts for the edification of the Eastern "tender-

feet." The Publix Revue proved in its entirety to

be a musical comedy, with Joe Rines, new master of

ceremonies at the theatre, heading the act.

A short film showing Tom and Tony doing their

"keeping fit" stunts, preceded their personal appear-
ances on the stage. Tom rides in on Tony, and
after some comedy patter, does some trick shooting,

following which two cowboys from the Hollywood
ranch do marvelous things with ropes. Tony, his

red coat sleek and gleaming appears again at the

end of the act, much to the delight of the hundreds
of boys and girls, but greatly to the disappointment
of the majority of adults, who went to the "Met,"
not to see Tom Mix alone, but his wonder pony

Public Demand Brings
Al Short Back

to Atlanta
ATLANTA, GA.. March 26.—Al Short re-

turned to the Howard Theatre on March 25 to

wield the baton over the stagehand and serve

as master of ceremonies. During the many
months that he officiated in a similar capacity

at the Howard nearly two years ago, Mr. Short
built up a large and loyal following and his

return to the post is the subject for congratu-
lations and felicitations.

Al Short is, first of all, a thorough musi-
cian. He is equally able in the interpretation

of classical and popular numbers. Next, he
is a showman, and as such he qualifies with
high honors for the appellation, "personality
leader." And finally, he knows how to get
results when he has good talent in a stage-

band. Such being the case, much is expected
when he takes the baton.

Lou Lowry, who has won many friends dur-

ing his stay as guest bandmaster at the How-
ard, is leaving to accept a similar assignment
with Publix at the Indiana Theatre, Indian-
apolis, Indiana. Sir. Lowry came to the How-
ard early this year when the theatre re-in-

stated the stagehand show policy after several

months of "straight sound pictures."

perform. Tony however failed to do even one single

trick.

The revue opened with gypsies, a chorus of eleven

girls, singing, along with a cowboy quartet. The
chorus did an eccentric dance, followed by the en-
trance of Joe Rines. He introduced Marie White,
singer and dancer, who received as fine a hand
as did Mix, only she was recalled three times.

Ossman and Scheppe, banjo artists, were the next
feature. They were snappy and preceded a dance by
the chorus. Jean Boydell received the finest ovation

of the show with her clever singing and dancing
impersonations. She was extremely clever in her
presentations and found an extremely appreciative

audience in the "Met" patrons.

Hank Grinnell proved to be the 6tar of the Tom
Mix cowboys with his clever, trick rope swinging.
The revue closed with an ensemble entrance and a
back stage scene depicting the great West. The fea-

ture picture was "Stark Mad." starring Louis Fa-
zenda and H. B. Warner.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending March 23

The overture. "Morning. Noon and Night." by the

Fox orchestra is received with enthusiasm.
The Four Aristocrats of Melody, Victor recording

artists, compose a quartet of marked ability. They

WILTON
CRAWLEY

Trick Clarinetist

and
Versatile Comedian

Featuring a Pantomime
of

SONNY BOY

Publix "Fore" Unit
This Week New York, Paramount

Personal Direction of NAT KALCHEIM
William Morris Agency

present a varied program consisting of solos and
both vocal and instrumental quartets. One of the
boys sings "Sweetheart of My Dreams" with plenty

of pathos. "Rainbow Round My Shoulders" is one
of their popular instrumental numbers, played with
a swing that gets you.

Charles Brugge in burlesque costume gives the im-
pression of being the type of entertainer who does

nothing but look funny. However, he proves to be
a pleasant surprise, for he plays the mandolin well

and climaxes his act by standing on his head and
playing at the same time. Despite his rather clumsy
appearance, he turns somersaults, stands on his head
and revolves on hands and head with surprising

agility.

Mabel Albertson has a delightful stage personality.

Her cleverest stunt is an imitation of Fannie Brice

singing "I'm an Indian." It is well done and she

deserves all the applause she receives.

The Adler and Bradford Four from the Roxy
Theatre, New York, are the outstanding feature on
the program. Their adagio dancing leaves the

audience gasping. The girl is a very small blonde

who is tossed about by the three male members of

the quartet in a most astonishing manner and keeps

the audience on edge wondering what would happen
If one should miss. She wears blue satin tights while

the men are dressed entirely in white. Two of the

men hold her hands and feet and swing her in a

complete circle while the third jumps rope over her

body. Then each holds an arm and ankle as they

swing her in complete revolutions until at the end

she is left sitting comfortably on the upraised hands

of the third. They swing her in circles, one man
holding her ankle and wrist and without interrupting

the revolution he passes over her on to the next

man. who catches the other ankle and wrist and

without a pause the third man does the same.

Yvonne DaVees is a contortionistic dancer and is

good in her line. She apparently disregards all the

laws of anatomy and might be thought to have

substituted an india rubber skeleton for the bones of

the average human being.

New York Colony
Week Ending March 15

Sammy Kahn and His Colony Melodists, with the

well known Walter O'Keefe as master of ceremonies

are the featured attractions at this house at present.

This week's stageshow opened to a song called

"Your Imagination" played by the ten piece orches-

tra. Kahn played a violin solo and also sang a few

clever verses. Kahn appears to be the best bet

this house has ever had. He sings, plays and dances.

Walter O'Keefe, also a songwriter, introduced the

acts and offered comedy songs and about 10 minutes

of extremely clever dialogue.

Dreana Beach, did a good high-kicking and acro-

batic routine. Emily Earle, personality singer, of-

fered a number that did not get much response, but

made up for it with a good interpretation of French

character song. Sammy Kahn's singing and dialogue

as a motion picture of soldiers marching, was

flashed on the screen was the best bit on the bill.
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Des Moines Capitol
Week Ending March 22

"Beaux Arts Frolic" is the Publix stage show,

planned by Frank Cambria and put over with the

help of its arty setting. Living pictures and 60me
novelty ballet numbers agreeably done by the Gamby-
Hale Girls.

Angelo Soto is most popular in the two Italian

operatic arias. Handers and Mills give a new slant

to comedy in their novel act. Bryant, Rain and
Young, a two girl, one man act, present some diffi-

cult acrobatic and pseudo Latin quarter artistic

numbers. Alberta Haynes, Iowa blues singer, cornea

back after an absence of several weeks to receive a

welcome she deserves. She has made improvement

in several lines,

Don Galvan, banjo playing stage leader, does two
novelties. One of these he does with two girl danc-

ers, who also play banjos and the other he puts

over with the aid of some amusing antics by the

first violinist and the drummer.

The orchestral overture plays Irish melodies in-

troducing the voice of John McCormack. The organ

number is, "Taking Chances" with Carroll Wallace

at the keyboard. The feature picture is "The Bel-

lamy Trial." There is the news reel to complete

the program.

St. Louis Ambassador
Week Ending March 15

Ed Lowry's stage offering was "Make Laffing" in

which Burns and Kissen, joshers ; Grace Johnson,
personality girl ; Emilie and Romaine, dancers ; Starr

and Rollo, boy entertainers, and Harry Johnson, a
singer, were featured. Dave Silverman and his or-

chestra played for the overture, "The Song I Love."

Salt Lake City Pantages
Week Ending March 16

The Pantages vaudeville this week is headed by
two exceptional acts. Trout and Heff, blackface

comedians, who keep the audiences in a constant

uproar with their new patter and songs, and a

dance novelty, consisting of five girls and two boys,

presenting a score of new ideas and novelties, make
up a distinct presentation.

Ed Lavine opens the program with a new array
of juggling feats and comedy numbers. "Bright
Bits of Musical Hits," presented by Bonner and
Power, is fairly well received.

The picture presentation at the Pantages of this

city this week is Lon Chaney in "West of Zanzibar."
and also "Across the Atlantic, via Zeppelin." Good
sized audiences were enjoyed.

Salt Lake City Capitol
Week Ending March 16

The "Good News" idea, presented by Fanchon' and
Marco constitutes the stage offering here this week.
The "Good News" chorus consists of twenty girls

and eight boys, who established a record in theatrical

circles, in that, although the show disbanded, the
chorus continues indefinitely as a unit. This chorus
is under the leadership of Babe Kane, and is famous
for its snappy "Varsity Drag" number, and the
various routines done in perfect unison.

Attebury and Gillam, billed as two "college slick-

ers," supply comedy 6ongs and piano playing.
Ronaly Tomlinson, tenor, with Bo Peep Karlin, sings
a refreshing duet. Gray and Grace, tap dancers,
feature in specialties with the chorus.

Alberti and his band have a symphonic arrange-

Feature Attraction at

for Balaban & Katz

Boston Theatre Organ-
ists Believe in Get-

ting Together
BOSTON, MASS., March 26.—Boston's very

active Theatre Organists' Club, which meets

every month at one of the Boston theatres,

enjoys a dinner and program of its own and
then presents some unusual stunt in return

for the courtesy of the theatre, provided a new
stunt at the Publix Metropolitan Theatre this

week at the conclusion of its meeting.

As the console slowly arose to view of the

audience, it revealed R. G. Del Castillo of the

Castillo Organ School and former theatre

organist, lying on top of the console playing
the upper manuals; Arthur J. Martell, or-

ganist of the Metropolitan, standing and play-

ing the other manuals while Chet Brigham.
assistant organist at the Metropolitan, was on
his knees, playing the pedals with his hands.

The stunt received well merited applause.

At the meeting and dinner at which 150

members and guests were present, Bobby
Agnew, who was playing at one of the Bos-

ton theatres in person, entertained with sev-

eral monologues. Fred Kingsley, chief or-

ganist of the Radio-Keith-Orpheum organiza-

tion, was a guest and speaker.

The program committee consists of R. G.

Del Castillo, Arthur J. Martell, Francis Cro-

nin, organist of the Capitol Theatre; Mrs.
Sally Frise, organist at the Lancaster Theatre;
Malcolm B. Seaver, chief organist for the

Netoco chain and Chet Brigham.

ment of some melodies from "Madame Butterfly."

Phil Kaler returns to blackface with his baritone

selection this week and Alexander Schreiner at the

organ completes the stage presentation.

The picture shown this week is "The Canary Mur-
der Case" and good houses have been the rule

throughout the week.

New Haven Olympia
Week Ending March 20

John Murray Anderson's first revue on his return
with Publix is without a doubt the best he has
ever done taking the show from all angles. The
title is "Laces and Graces" with a finale that takes
the audience by surprise. It is a wedding with every-
one costumed in glittering lace and rhinestones and
the bridal veil taking up the entire stage covering
the band.

Tommy Atkins Sextette with" Nell O'Day top the
6how on entertainment. Fortunello and Cirillini

standard act also do well as does Llora Hoffman
with her clear, strong voice. The Gamby-Hale Girls

do well as usual, the troupe this week being the
one that worked with the Four Marx Brothers in

their talkie at the Paramount Long Island studios.

Give them more like this and one need not worry
over poor pictures.

Indianapolis Indiana
Week Ending March 22

The stageshow this week is called "Just Kids." It

features, in addition to the stage band. Ad Carter,
cartoonist. His various characters are impersonated
by members of the cast. The act has some good
dancing, some clever chorus stunts and a blues song
or two.

Charlie Davis and his band play "Love Tale of
Alsace, Lorraine." The Indiana Stock Company like-

wise presents one of its famous skits, with Charlie
Davis and Phil Davis, a vocal trio and a young
woman as the dramatis personae.

Desa Byrd has gone from the organ of the Circle
theatre to the Indiana, where she again persuades
the audience to sing and whistle.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending March 23

Al Herman, who admits Kansas City is his home
town, wae given a prominent place on the stage

program at the Mainstreet. Herman's act, as psnoli

consists of blackface comedy. He drafts Harlan
Christie, master of ceremonies, into hi6 act for a
short period, and the combination worked well.

Bernado DePace, who makes a mandolin "howl
and talk," offered a wide variety of mandolin selec-

tions. He was assisted by Celine Lescar and Thaisa
Gotkova, a pair of dancing girls who are not a bit

hard to let the eyes rest upon.

Mi t han and Newman have a comic skit entitled,

"Vaudivertissment." The act consists of humorou*
dialogue and a series of jokes. The Louisville Loon*.,

the theatre's orchestral stage attraction, played

"Dream Train" as an' overture, Walter Davison
directing.

Chicago Capitol
Week Ending March 29

The National Playhouse, Inc., is sure making some
big strides to help put over their stage presentations.

Among the latest was the appointment of Cookie to

the Stratford and still later the singing of Charlie

Crafts at this house. Charlie will undoubtly be a
big attraction here and can settle down to a long

stay. Hie opening 6how at the Capitol—thi6 week
proved that Charlie was a hum-dinger of a singer

and a fellow with a pleasing personality. Together
with Roy Detrich and Charlie, the weekly routine of

the Capitol and Avalon ought to be a big hit.

The show opened with a song by the entire or-

chestra called "Clap Your Hands Here Comes Char-

lie" to which Crafts makes his entrance receiving

a flattering applause. He made a little 6peech telling

the folks he was glad to be at the Capitol and
hoped to fill all their wants Every new m. c. makes
these kind of speeches but, somehow Charlie's seemed
a bit sincere.

The "Texas Redheads" were the opening artists

and let us say the happy couple sure put over a

classy dance. This sort of dance is the kind the

public likes and the applause awarded them proved

it.

Charlie Agnie, the well known member of the

orchestra, came down on the 6tage and played the

bells. Charlie played several numbers and walked
off with a nice hand. Not bursting but, enough to

be proud of.

The hit of the show, outside of Crafts, were Ford

and Whitney. The latter being a mere fox terrier.

This pair proved one of the biggest novelties seen

here in 6ome time. The dog was the whole act but.

credit must be given his trainer. Smart, clever and

sensational can be said of them. Encore, why yes.

Then Crafts sang and how ! Two numbers and a

few choruses were not enough, so Charlie had to sing

and sing until he begged off. Hope he don't have

to take this many encores at every show or he'll

kill himself. The people like him so good luck

Charlie.

Terry with Fox
Tommy Terry who formerly was the organist at

Loew's State Theatre in St. Louis is playing the

organ for the new Fox Theatre here at Grand and

Washington boulevards. Terry has more than 7000

pieces of music classified under 68 headings, play-

ing each for a certain psychological effect. He is

one of the outstanding theatre organists of this

country.

Publix Theatres Leases
Allyn Theatre Property

(Special to the Herald-World)

HARTFORD, CONN., March 26.—Publix
Theatres has taken a lease on the Allyn the-

atre at 200 Asylum street. The Allyn theatre

property is owned by Robert J. Allyn and

Dorothy Bell Allyn Seymour.

AT LIBERTY— Reason?— VITAPHONE

ARTHUR W. WALKER
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Communities Novelties Overtures And How!

Address Manor Theatre. 5609 W. North Ave.. Chicago, 111.
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UP and '

E3L

MILTON SLOSSER
There are times when a man is too successful in

his own particular field of work. For example, take
Hilton Slosser who organs so successfully for the
Skouras Brothers at the Missouri theatre in St.

Louis. Were Milt less of an organ virtuoso, the
chances are that Skouras Brothers would give him
an opportunity to do the master of ceremonies thing.

Bat. because Slosser has been organing so success-

fully during these last 6even years to the St. Louis

public, he is an organist, and an organist he will

remain until the end of his time, or maybe a month
or two less.

When Slosser came to St. Louis in September. 1922.

he was the youngest one of the twenty-five or thirty

men claiming the billing of "the world's youngest

organist." Slosser. then barely twenty-two years old

oame to St. Louis from the west coast, via Kansas
City. On the Pacific Slope he had been a theatre

organist in Pasadena and Hollywood and also at

Sid Grauman's Rialto theatre. Los Angeles. Frank
Newman had brought him to Kansas City to open
the Newman theatre. From this theatre. Herechel
Stuart lured him to the Missouri, where Tom Terry
was organist.

* • •

When Terry left Famous Players, who then
operated the Missouri. Stuart elevated Slosser into

the chief organist's post, which he has held down
for the last seven years.

* • •

That Slosser has a rare aptitude for the master

of ceremonies "racket" was proved when he acted

as master of ceremonies during the interim between

the departure of Frank Fay and the debut of Eddie

Peabody.
* * •

He is quick witted. annoys a piano in clever style

—

has been in concert work in Carnegie Hall. New
York ; and is not displeasing to the feminine eye.

being constructed facially along the Ben Lyon type.
* * •

His stage presence comes to him honestly, through

long years at the organ console and through a year

and a half of Pantages vaudeville, doing a piano act.
* • *

Slosser is one of those unfortunate young men
who is too obviously a "home guard." The folks

in St. Louis know him too well, but if the Skouras

Brothers wish, they can take Slosser into one of

the Eastern theatres they are operating for Warner
Brothers and through some active press-agent fire-

works, introduce a new and clever figure into the

world of masters of ceremonies.
* • •

I believe that being 6even years at the Missouri

theatre. St. Louis, is a record of some sort for

an organist to stay in one theatre. Slosser has a

keen sense of humor and this is radiant in his per-

sonality at all times.
» « •

Just at the present time Slosser is not only play-

ing the organ as feature soloist but is also acting

as master of ceremonies during "the strange inter-

lude" existing between the departure of Eddie Pea-

body and the induction into office of the Missouri's

new permanent master of ceremonies whoever he

will be.
* • •

Being so versatile as to hold down both these

jobs at the same time is certainly a valuable asset

and one to be commended on.

Having thousands of friends in St. Louis. I feel

confident in predicting that Slosser will remain at

the Missouri theatre for a good many years to come.

LARRY SPIER.

P. S. Next week this column will contain the

life of another well known organist.

Panrlen.
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ORGAN SOLOS
Preston Sellers (Chicago Oriental) after ma kin,

many changes of organists at the Oriental. Presto1

Sellers seems to be the one to strike the lucky bertl

and he is proving his worth. Sellers' name cai

be seen in big electric lights on the theatres' canop;
which again proves he is making some progress. HL
solo this week was called "It Pays to Advertise" an<

he clicked once more.

Alberta Buck (Kansas City. Pantages). The pipe
organ came in for a feature, when the organist and
Harry Kessell offered a singing novelty. Miss Buck
playing and singing during the progress of the num-
ber which was billed as "An Organ Surprise."

Leo Weber (Jersey City State) featured a Remick
community stunt that met with instant success. This
was called "Isn't Nature Grand." The numbers he
played were. "A Precious Little Thing. Called Love."
"The Sun Is a- My Window." "Where the Shy Little

Violets Grow," and "If You Want the Rainbow."
He closed this solo with the first named tune.

Sammy Williams 1 Chicago Regal) offered as the
first of a new series of illustrated song numbers.
"Love Makes the World Go Round." "Dream Train."
"The Sun Is at My Window," a parody on "Little

Brown Jug." "I Faw Down An' Go Boom." "Let Me
Call You Sweetheart" and ended with "Glad Bag
Doll." Much credit should be given to Sammy.
Because of his clever arrangements and showmanship
he can always get a willing response from the audi-
ence.

McNeil Smith > Chicago Marquette) had the bsst
community singing stunt this week ever witnessed
by this reporter before. He used clever gag slides

and fine songs which is a big part of the solo.

McNeil is a very popular organist and people like

him as much here as the Stratford theatre liked
Ted Leary. He could have taken an encore.

Al Mitchell 'Minneapolis, Minnesota) erstwhile
stage band leader, is ushered into Eddie Dunstedter's
place at the console, while Dunstedter is busy making
records of his organ successes. We take it that
Mitchell was not entirely agreed to the coup d'etat.

He doesn't seem very enthusiastic about it. How-
ever, he does entertain the audience with a wide,
and rather too long, medley of recent successes.

Leonard Smith (Chicago Avalon) is about as
popular at the Avalon as Paul Ash was at the
Oriental. Smith received a big hand for his solo

this week. In fact one would wonder where all the
revelry was coming from, as the show was almost
empty at this performance.

John Gart (Jamaica. L. L, Valencia) offered a

pleasing solo called. "Continuity in Love." As he
played. "Loves Old Sweet Song" and other old timers
slides with comic drawings and special lyrics which
told the "love story" were used. His straight num-
bers were, "Marie," "How About Me" and "111 Get
By." During each chorus, slides were projected on
the screen, but no one sang. Judging from the
tremendous response by the audience, at the end of

the solo, everyone was satisfied to listen to Gart's

fine playing.

Don Miller (Detroit Capitol) had a unique Hall
of Fame to offer hi3 customers recently. Dan
played "You're the Cream in My Coffee" throughout
the number while slides of Albert J. Static, inventor
of the loud speaker horn, John Filbert, the eminent
Scotch philanthropist, and other celebrities were
flashed on the screen. Among them was Mabel J.

Whittlebrain. Two guesses who that was meant for

!

It was good for a lot of laughs.

Arthur Guthow (Detroit Michigan) had one of the
cleverest organ solos seen around here in some time
in a new version of "East Side, West Side." It

started out with a cartoon comedy of a dog searching
through old song books for the tune. Then the
words were flashed on the screen with one of those
illuminated dots leaping from word to word to mark
the time. On the last chorus a monkey did the
jumping, pulling the words into all sorts of shapes
as he marked the rythym. A very, very clever idea.

Harold Rieder 'Jersey City Stanley) offered "Evo-
lution of the Moon Song." which was a very fine

solo. Each of the numbers Rieder played were bits

from "Moon" songs, popular between 1900 and the

present day hits. "Pale Moon." "Silvery Moon."
"Harvest Moon," "Red Moon." "Me and the Man in

the Moon" and "All by Yourself in the Moonlight"
were the number to which the audience sang. The
entire solo was played as a mental test. He put it

over in great style and got a fine reception.

songs
BEST SELLERS

No. 1
"Carolina Moon"—(Joe Morris).

No. 2
''Precious Little Thing Called Love"—(Remick Music Corp.).

No. 3
"Dream Train"— (Milton Weil).

No. 4
''Where Is the Song of Songs for Me"'

(Berlin.)

No. 5
"Wearv River"— (Berlin).

No. 6
"Sweetheart of All My Dreams"—

(Shapiro, Bernstein).
"Lover Come Back to Me"—(Harms).

No. 7
"Avalon Town"—(Sherman, Clay).
"Glad Rag DoW—(Ager, Yellen &

Bornstein)

.

"If I Had You"—(Robbins).
"Sweethearts on Parade"— (Milton

Weil).
"Marie"—(Berlin).

No. 8
"Some Sweet Dax"—(Remick).
"Where the Shx Little Violets Grow"

—(Remick).
"My Mother's Eyes"—(Leo Feist).

"Button Up Your Overcoat"—(De
Sylva, Brown & Henderson).

No. g
"Deep Night"— (Ager, Yellen &

Bornstein)

.

"Kansas City Kitty"— (Donaldson,
Douglas & Gumble).
"Wedding Bells"—(Waterson).
"My Castle in Spain"—(Leo Feist).

AM I A PASSING FANCY (Or Am I The One In
Your Dreams)— lArthur Behim & Co.)—Another new
publisher makes his bow with a real song. It's a
beautiful idea both as to lyric and music. By Abner
Silver, Al Sherman and Al Lewis.

I KISS YOUR HAND MADAME— ( Harms, Inc.)—
A foreign sensation that is now being exploited over
here and should be tremendous. Has everything that
goes to make a hit. Lyrics by Fritz Rotter, music
by Ralph Erwin, American words by Lewis and
Sonne

* * •

DAYS— (Donaldson Douglas & Gamble)—This
song written for the Ziegfeld Roof and featured by
Helen Morgan is already selling in the East and
should develop into a seller all over the country.
Words by Nathan C. Caress, music by Martin Freed
and Milton S. Rosen.

s « »

MY CO-ED— (Sherman, Clay & Co.)—A college

number that is different inasmuch as it's written as

a waltz. Very pretty and looks commercial. Music
by La Verna E. Kimbrough, words by Agnes Friel.

OUT OF A CLEAR SKY— (Harold Rossiter)—

A

great title that is written excellently. Two local

boys, one a radio band name and the other a well-

known announcer. Their plug alone should create

demand. Words and music by Charlie Garland and
Art Kassel.

* * c

TAKES YOU— (De Sylva, Brown & Henderson)—
Two well known writers have turned out a real good
song. This number is already getting a big air

plug and with the merit it has it should develop

into a big seller. By Benny Davis and Carmen
Lombardo.

s • •

IT ALVT NO FAULT OF MINE—(Triangle Music
Pub. Co. )—A comedy song with a lot of extra chor-

uses that are really funny. Should make a novelty

singing number for orchestras. By Joe Davis and
Spencer Williams.
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of Exhibitors Herald, which is a department containing news, in-

formation and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

the Box Office Window."

"THE IRON MASK"

I WISH I were so sure of tomorrow's mood
and next month's rent as I always am of a Fair-

banks picture. He doesn't miss. So sure have

I become of him that, last week, I broke an

ancestral tradition on his account. It happened
thus:

I write, you see, under another name, for an-

other magazine. I had planned to write of

"The Iron Mask" in the issue that went to press

the morning after Mr. Fairbanks' picture was
to be shown at an exclusive preview in Chicago.

I went to the preview, the host had carelessly

sold tickets to it and his gaily uniformed and
uninformed doormen told me to line up with

the mere payees and await my turn, whereat I

returned blithely to the office and wrote of

the picture just as though I'd seen it—inci-

dentally saving myself two hours' sleep on the

night. And, of course, I said just about the

same things I'd have said had I been writing,

as I am now, after seeing the picture. Per-

haps I lacked something in knowledge of what

it was all about, and certainly my typewriter

imparted little of the enthusiasm I would have

felt had I seen the picture a few minutes be-

fore writing, but the point is that I was quite

secure in my praise of the picture and knew
that I was. No one but Fairsbanks is like that.

I should dare the adventure with no other

man's picture.

"The Iron Mask" is a story based on two

other stories and it takes liberties with both.

And Fairbanks takes liberties as usual with

everything and everybody in sight. He re-

assembles the three musketeers, makes history

turn flipflops, duels more people than there are

duelists in the civilized world and adds his

inevitable personal touch at the finish by call-

ing the end "The Beginning." If he had not

already made a great picture, this touch would

have been worth the admission price. But the

picture is great, and the touch is a crowning

gesture.

I suppose you'll want to know how much
Doug talks in the picture. Well, if no one has

told you before, he appears on a stage set in

a couple of spots and recites briefly. I know,

personally, that he can speak a great deal better

than he does in these bits. But he speaks well

enough. He has made no attempt to represent

the picture as a talkie. I think he'll make one

of those, and if he doesn't I'll take back all

the good things I've ever said about him and

t-ay a few of the other kind, hut for the present

there is no need of it. "The Iron Mask" is

approximately perfect as it is.

By T. O. Service

"THE GHOST TALKS"

A
JT\ NUMBER of young people employed by
Fox have a lot of good fun with and in "The
Ghost Talks." The title, incidentally, is not

particularly important in connection with the

picture. The story is one about a boy detec-

tive who dips into a bond robbery and has a

great deal of somewhat humorous adventure

before it's all over.

The picture is the third or fourth of those

utilizing the mystery racket as a means to the

accomplishment of humor. The instrument is

not always wieldy but Fox directors seem to

have the hang of it. There is good fun in the

thing, therefore, and the plot doesn't become
suddenly serious at untimely junctures.

The picture is, too, the third or fourth I've

seen lately that employs colored actors intel-

ligently. I think there's a future for this sort

of thing. The big boy in "The Ghost Talks"

has all it takes to be a star in his field.

"ON TRIAL"

I REMEMBER, a good many years ago, the

sensation that went abroad when "On Trial" ap-

peared as a stage play. Here was something

new, novel, swift, dramatic, snappy. The
scenes were cunningly shifted to give the il-

lusion of cutback. The stage play ran a long

time and became a sort of mile post. Lots of

people tried to make something like it. Some
even succeeded.

In audien form, "On Trial" shows a little

more clearly than any other picture I've seen the

advantages of the new medium. The sequence

of the thing is about as it was in the original,

if my memory's any good, but the effectiveness

of the scheme is far greater. There is no

creaking mechanical device to go askew at the

wrong moment. There is no waiting for this or

that. There is swift realism, smooth shifting

of time, consumate matching of incident.

In case you don't remember the original plan

of the play, this is it. A murder trial is in

progress. Witnesses called to the stand tell

their stories. As each speaks, the scene changes

to the place of their testimony and action de-

scribed is shown. Thus the related incidents

are woven together in a constantly clarified

pattern until the whole is complete with a sud-

denness that startles. It is a great little scheme.

It works out in film much better than it did

on the stage.

Bert Lytell, Pauline Frederick, Lois Wilson
and a little girl whose name got away from
me are the principals. Holmes Herbert, if I

haven't confused the name, is the fourth im-

portant member of the cast, and Richard Tucker
is the prosecuting attorney. There are a good
many others who speak—in fact, everybody
speaks more or less—and the clerk of the court,

who swears in the witnesses, should have his

name more prominently placed in the cast.

'WHY BE GOOD?"

I SHOULD like to take Colleen Moore and

John McCormick to an exhibition of "Why Be
Good?" in Chicago. I should like to see Miss

Moore's eyes snap as she beheld the liberties

the local censors have taken with her nice lit-

tle picture. I should like to record Mr. Mc-

Cormick's illuminating references to censors in

general and these in particular. For the girls

and boys of the censor department in this grave,

upright community have sheared not wisely

but with devasting effect.

A thing like this always makes me mad.

Here was a nice little picture with the nicest

little star of them all in it and lots and lots

of snappy subtitles for the boys and girls who
like that sort of thing. It was a swift, clever

little yarn about a girl who tried to hide a

virtue for which the market value seemed to

be down. It was merrily told, with many a

gay commentary on the sophistications of to-

day's young impossible, and it unquestionably

carried more soul-saving power than all the

censors in all the world. But the censors, of

course, are beyond salvation. And so they

looked long and blindly upon the tinseled sin

of the dance hall depicted and put their scissors

into play.

Of course things like this have happened be-

fore, to Miss Moore's pictures as well as others,

but this time the censors were handicapped by

a well cued musical score which, naturally

enough, didn't go so well with the print after

the clipping process. And so what, I ask you,

was done to correct the break in accompani-

ment? I doubt if you'd guess. Nobody but

a censor would.

Well, if ten feet were clipped from a given

scene, throwing the accompaniment ten feet out

of gear, then ten feet of action was repeated,

bringing back the synchronization if that's the

word. Isn't that a nice hot idea? You should

see the picture.

Yet not even a board of censors can wreck a

Colleen Moore picture completely.
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THE THEATRE

Notice/
You Read of Chicago

Gang War
Where 7 were slain

Now Come and See the GANG WAR
Picture.

Sunday & Mon. Only

See them act, Hear them talk. Police

reserves called out. Machine Guns
Wreck Buildings—every action of

Real Gang War.

SOUND-MUSIC — Talking every-

thing that takes place at

The Capitol Theatre

SUNDAY and MONDAY

This is how the Capitol at Manitowoc,
Wis., which booked R K O's "Gang
War" directly after the shooting of seven

gunmen in Chicago, took advantage of

the "event."

Our Gang Ice Cream
Tieup Gets 70,000

Window Displays
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer recently effected

a tieup with The Wolf Company, manu-
factureres of lithographed displays, whereby
Hal Roach's Our Gang is assured a mini-
mum of 70,000 store window displays.

The Our Gang ice cream display con-
sists of a set of three cutouts. The center

depicts the entire gang and all the rascals

enjoying ice cream cones. The other two
pieces consist of the single figure cutout

of Joe Cobb and one of Harry Spear, both
in similiar poses of the center cutout.

Contest, LobbyAlbum
Exploit "Cameraman "

Stunts that included limerick contest and a

giant camera album in the theatre lobby,

were used by W. J. Slattery, manager of the

Majestic theatre in Kankakee, 111., to put over

his showing of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "The
Cameraman," starring Buster Keaton. Slat-

tery was assisted by an M G M exploiter in

working out the details of his promotion work.

A large "Camera Album" was built with stills

and captions to fit them. This was mounted
on compo board, one still to a page, 30 by 40

inches. These were bound into a large volume
and were put on display in the lobby of the

theatre one week in advance, and also in a

prominent drug store during the engagement.

Tie-Up for "Flying Fleet" Links

Theatre, AirLine and ISewspapers
(Special to the Heraid-World)

MINNEAPOLIS, March 26.—Frank Burke, manager of the Hennepin-Orpheum.
put over a real publicity stunt when he tied up with L niversal Air lines and the
Minneapolis Star to put over M G M s "The Flying Fleet."

Burke contracted with the air line com
pany to drop 5,000 handbills from its planes
flying over the city. These handbills con-
tained 16 aeronautical terms that were to be

defined. The person to send in the com-
plete correct list to the Universal Air Lines
office received free tickets to the theatre.

The second phase of the stunt to put over
the picture concerned the newspaper also.

A contest was conducted to secure the

largest number of aviation terms, fully de-

fined. The prizes were two round-trip
tickets to Chicago, eight rides in Universal
planes over the Twin Cities, and thirty pairs

of tickets to the Hennepin-Orpheum. The
prize was won by a 16 year old boy, James
Henion, who defined 1.107 terms.
The handbill dropped from the planes car-

ried an ad for the picture on the left side,

while at the bottom of the sheet was a

coupon for the name of the contestant and

a picture of one of the air line planes. The
aeronautical terms to be defined were car-
ried on the right side of the bill. The ques-
tions were as follows

:

1. What is meant by contact?
2. What is a ground pilot?

3. What is an "Immelman turn"?
4. What is "zooming"?
5. What is the difference between a bi-

plane and a monoplane?
6. What is meant by going "solo"?
7. What is "Hedge-hopping"?
8. What is a "hangar"?
9. What is "taxiing"?
10. What is a "washout"?
11. What is a "gadget"?
12. What is meant by a three-place plane?
13. What is a "dog-fight"?
14. What is a "stick"?
15. What is "dual control"?
16. What is the naval flying insignia?

Sections of the cover and inside page from a highly interesting example of house organ

makeup. "Filmdom" is the publication of the Roxian theatre in McKees Rocks, Pa., and is

edited by Henry Shulgold, publicity director of the Imperial chain. The paper has eight

pages and is liberally patronized by advertisers. On a rear page a coupon is carried for

the mailing list.
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William Fox 'Presents

HEARTS DIXIE
HEARTS DIXlE

Two exceptionally attractive ad layouts which recently won special commendation from
Fox-West Coast are these by Frank Whitbeck, director of advertising. They were used on

the opening day and day following which Fox' "Hearts in Dixie" played the United Artists

in Los Angeles.

Note to Principals

And Essay Contest

Aid "Uncle Tom "Film
One week before the showing of "Uncle

Tom's Cabin" at Keith's Central theatre,

manager J. R. Le Strange communicated
by letter with the principals of the 20 near-
est grammar and high schools, laying stress

on the fact that the picture was built around
the "History of the Civil War," would en-
hance children's history problems and
would fully explain Harriet Beecher Stowe's
novel.
Le Strange also enclosed passes for,

teachers so that they could accompany their

classes and offered prizes for the leading
essays on the picture.

Matinees were crowded with school child-

ren who went home and "sold" the picture
to the grown folks. The general result was
—capacity business matinees and evenings.
Numerous requests by patrons are daily

reaching the Central theatre and another
showing is planned to accommodate those
not at the first showing.

Uses Small Flasks to

Put Over "Night Club"
Small flasks, containing coffee, were dis-

tributed to patrons of all the prominent
restaurants by the Lyric theatre Minnea-
polis, to advertise "Night Club." Each
carried a card which advertised the picture.

ToRetain Good Will

Give Good Service,

Harry Wren Urges
The theatre in a metropolitan city has a

very important service to render patrons,

provided it desires to retain a great deal of

good will, according to Harry Wren, house
manager of the Alhambra theatre. This
service is "personal service."

"Personal service means a great deal
nowadays," declared Wren. "We here at

the Alhambra have been working for years
to make the theatre just as pleasant a place

as possible for patrons to attend. I think
our reputation along those lines right now
is the best in this section of the country.
For instance our ushers are instructed to

lend every possible assistance to patrons.
In our theatre it is not infrequent to see

our ushers helping people on with their

coats, etc. Yet, I notice that this practice

is not followed in many large theatres."

Letters to Hotel Guests

Push "Doctors Secret"

Jack Chalman, publicity director of the
Metropolitan, Houston's Publix de luxe

house, used press sheet idea to a good ad-
vantage on "The Doctor's Secret." Letters

were mimeographed, signed by Emil Bern-
stecker the manager, to be placed in the

boxes of all hotels.

Nearly Every Idea Is

Combined in One Big

Drive for This Film
Exploitation that smacks of energy and

thoroughness, not to mention ideas, was that

of Carroll Langue, manager of Warner's
Metropolitan theatre in Baltimore, for Goth-
am's "Times Square." A tie-up was effected

with one of the leading newspapers and that

started a long list of tie-ups and stunts which
—well, let Langue tell you all about it himself.
He writes to this department:

"First, I got in touch with the Baltimore
Post and suggested that I would run a special

showing for the newsboys, who numbered
about 1,200. The Post liked the idea and
arranged a party for the boys, which was fol-

lowed by a jjarade through the town, accom-
panied by a brass band and banners describing
the event, playing it up big—and with plenty
of advance notices. I was host to the assem-
blage—and was successful in lining up several
of the candy shops, all of whom contributed
enough merchandise to the house to make each
kiddie a present of a box of candy.

"In conjunction with this, I made a hook-up
with the local flying field, which furnished a
plane and took up the Gotham exploiteer,
Mike Simmons, who—from a spot 3,000 feet

in the air—deluged the town with heralds,

announcing that 'Times Square' had come to

Baltimore. I then got several 5 and 10 cent
stores and a few radio and victrola shops to

give full window displays. Also got the local

radio station, in connection with the Post
idea, to broadcast four times. This line of
action, together with a poster campaign con-
sisting of 22 twenty-four sheets, 65 three-

sheets, 100 one-sheet, 40,000 heralds and 350
window cards, resulted in the expected reward
of a smashing box office at the opening.
"Oh! yes! not to forget that at the most

popular night club in town we succeeded in

prevailing upon the management to run a
celebrity night, in which the idea was to bring
'Times Square' to Baltimore, and this em-
bodied inviting all the actors of the different

shows that played the town that week, and
who were ostensibly from New York, meet-
ing in a body as a sort of 'Times Square'
get-together.

"This gives you a slight idea of the excite-

ment occasioned in town and of the show-
manship which gilded the scene."

Tie-Up with Yellow Cab
Puts Over "Two Lovers"
(Special to the Herald-World)

RACINE, WIS., March 26.—Robert C.

Wood, manager of the Venetian theatre of

this city, recently staged a clever tie-up in

connection with the showing of "Two
Lovers," starring Ronald Colman and Vilma
Banky. The tie-up was made with the
Yellow Cab Company of this city, and each
taxi carried a tire cover on its spare with
the words, " 'Two Lovers' Use a Yellow,"
and notifying the public where they could
see the picture. This stunt made a big hit

and pulled in considerable extra business
for the house.

Frank Dau, who was connected with sev-

eral of Fox' downtown houses in Milwaukee
for several years, has been named assistant

to Wood at the Venetian, which is operated
by the Milwaukee Theatre Circuit, Inc.

Ties Up with Navy
G. R. O'Neill of the Pathe advertising

and publicity department put over a most
effective tieup with the navy, when "Anna-
polis" played the Hippodrome, New York
City.

A navy night was arranged and many
ranking officers were guests of honor and
escorted to the theatre with a band.
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QUICK REFERENCE PICTURE CHART
Key to abbreviations mtod in denoting type of eound

AT All Talking T Talking Sequence,
M Musical Score E Sound Effectt

If the picture contains both Talking Sequences and Musical
Score, or other combinations, it is so denoted by a combination
of abbreviations such as TM, ME, etc.

Key to abbreviation, mned in denoting the type of picture

C—-Comedy f Farce
/>

—

Drama M

—

Melodrama
R—Romance B7

—

Western
M) Myttmry

Comedy-drama, Romantic comedy, etc., are denoted by a com-
bination of abbreviations.

Dates printed in the column. "Comment," are those on which
"Service Talks" were published on pictures. Dates in the column,
"flew Pictures," are those on which casts and synopses were
published in the "New Pictures" department.

New
Soundi Length Title and Players Released Pictures Comment

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Pictures

1928

1929

1928

MOO
5300
6500

6200

6200
5300

1928
5459

5818
5649
5537
6014
5928
6267

5592
5471

5925
5540

5544
5701
6266
6465

6085
5725
6401
6443
5999
5616
5440
6464

5792
5988

ME 8193
6047
6048
5350
5472

1929
5897

5051

TME 6214

6639

7394

1928
6860

5974
.1904

6600

5355
5100
6000

6400
4700
6536
6600

55fl0

5700
6300
6200

Chesterfield

Adorable Cheat (D). Llla Lee-Keefe Aug. 15 June 5

House of Shame (D), Brown-Hale Sept. 15 Oct. 13

South of Panama (D). Geraghty-Raquello -...Nov. 15

Below the Deadline, Worth-Leigh
Campus Knights. Special Cut -

Circumstantial Evldense. Foster-Keefe....

Just Off Broadway. Christy-Keith. Feb. 15

Peacock Fan, The, Preval-Dwan Mar 15

Apr. 15

Apr. 15

—Jan. 15

Columbia

..Apr. 7

-Aug. 12
..Mar. 26

..Oct. 15

After the Storm (M), Gilbert-Bosworth Apr. 17

Apache, The (D), Livlngston-Alvarado. Not. 19

Beware of Blondes (MD), Revier-Matt-Moore. July 1

Broadway Daddies (M). Jacqueline Logan
Court. Martial (D), Holt-Compson _

Desert Bride, The (MO), Betty Compaon
Driftwood (D). Alvarado-Day... -

Golf Widows (CO). Reynolda-Ford May 1

Lady Raffles (M), Taylor-Drew. _ _ Jan. 25

Matinee Idol, The (MD), Lore-Walker Mar. 14

Modern Mothers (CD). Helene Chadwick. June 9

Name the Woman (D), Stewart-Gordon May 25

Nothing to Wear (CD). Logan-Von Eltz... Nor. 5

Object Alimony (D), Lois Wilson-Allan._ Dec. 22

Power of the Press (0), Fairbanks. Jr.-Ralston....Oct. 31
Restless Youth (O). Day-Forbes. Nor. 30

Runaway Girls (D), Mason-Rankin Aug. 23

Say It With Sables (D). Bushman-Chadwick July 13

Scarlet Lady, The (D), Lya De Puttl —Aug. 1

Sideshow, The (D). Prevost- Graves. - Dec. 11

Sinners Parade (MD), Varconi-Revier Sept. 14

So This Is Love (M). Mason-Collier _ Feb. 6

Sporting Age. The, Bennett-Herbert Mar. 2
Stool Pigeon (D), Borden-Delaney Oct. 25

Street of Illusion (D). Valli-Keith Sept. 3

Submarine (D), Holt-Revier Nov. 12

That Certain Thing (RD). Dana-Graves. _ Jan. 1

Virgin Lips (D). Olive Borden Aug. 18

Wife's Relations, The (CD). Mason-Glass Jan. 13

Woman's Way, A (D), Baxter-Livingston . _ Feb. 18

Behind Close Doors (D). Valli-Glass. Feb. 24

Eternal Woman, The (D), Borden-Graves Mar. 18
Faker, The (D), Logan-Delaney Jan. 2
Lone Wolf's Daughter, Lytell-Olmstead Jan. 13
Quitter, The (D), LyoD-Revier Apr. 1

Trial Marriage. Kerry-Eilers Mar. 10

Younger Generation. The. Hersholt-Basquette Jan. 24

Excellent

A Bit of Heaven (D), Washburn-Lee May 15

Broken Barriers, Helene Costello _ Nov. 1

Daughters of Desire, Irene Rich Nov. 25
Into No Man's Land, Tom Santschi-J. Norman .. July 15
Life's Crossroads, Hulette Hamilton ... Oct. 20

Passion Song. The. Noah Beery- Olmstead Oct. 20
Manhattan Knights. Barbara Bedford Aug. 27
Satan and the Woman (D). Wlndsor-Keefe Jan. 20

Speed Classic. The. Ret Lease-Mildred Harris. July 31
Stronger Will, The (W), Marmont-Carewe Feb. 20
Women Who Dare (D). Chadwiok-Delaney Mar. 30

First Division

Fagasa. Raymond Wells.... - Apr. 1

Free Lips (MD). June Marlowe. Aug. 4
Masked Angel, Betty Compson _ ... Mar. 1

Souls Aflame, Raymond Wells Mar. 15

Mar. 23
Mar. 2

Mar. 23

Mar. 2

July 21
Mar 9

Apr. 14

Nor. 17

May 26

Feb. 25

Apr. 7

June 19

Mar. 9

Jan. 12

Mar. 9

Deo. 22

Mar. 2

Aug. 4

Sept. 8

Feb. 16

Oct. 20

Feb. 25

Mar. 9

Nov. 17

Mar. 2
Mar. 9 Deo. 1

Jan. 28

Feb. 9

Feb. 11

Mar. 31

Feb. 9

Mar. 9 _J".Z
Mar. 9

Mar. 9

Feb. 25

Feb. 25

July 14

Apr. 7

Apr. 21

1927
6333
6222
8730

6386
7133

6118
6524

6720
7388
5542
6520
6431
6897
5606

5000
5774

7833
6409

1928

M
TME 7137

7402
6500

6457
5800
5744

63C5
5600

M 6225

TME 10101

6027
6172

ME 6344
ME 7989

5886
7100

ME 5755
7541

7426

6070
5400

5957
7695
6592
6608

ME 8967

7700

6625

M
ME 6612

7129
6100

6100

ME 6622
5887

5485

ME 6237

8188
ME 6133

7534
5834

6212
ME 6142

6895
ME 6058

5087
6300

7187

1929

M

AT
ME
TME
ME

6852

TME 7196

1927

4665
4545

6162
10726

6293

First National

American Beauty (CD). Dove-Hughes. Oct. 9

Breakfast at Sunrise (CD), C. Talmadge Oct. 23
Camille (D), N. Talmadge-Roland. Sept. 4

Crystal Cup. The (D). Mackalll-MulhaU Oct. 16
Gorilla. The (My), Murray-Kelsey Nov. 13
Her Wild Oat (C), Moore-Kent. Dec. 25
Home Made (C), Hines-Daw. _ Nor. 20
Life of Riley, The (C). Murray-Sidney Sept. 18
Love Mart, The (D). Dove-Roland Deo. 18
Man Crazy (CD), Mackalll-MulhaU Nov. 27

Naughty But Nice (C), Moore-Reed June 26
No Place to Go (C). Hughes-Astor Oct. 30
Poor Nut. The (C), Murray-MulhaU Aug. 7

Sea Tiger, The (D), SUls-Astor Oct. 2

Sunset Derby (D), Astor-Collier Aug. 14

Three Hours (D), Griffith-Bowers Dec. 4

Twlnkletoes, Moore-Harlan. Aug. 28

White Pants Willie (C), Hines-Hyams July 24

Adoration (D). Dora-Moreno
Barker. The (D). Slils-MackatlL Dec. 30

Big Noise. The (CD), Conklln-White. .. Mar. 25

Burning Daylight (M), SUls-Kenyon Feb. 26

Butter and Egg Man, The, Jack MulhaU... Sept. 2

Canyon of Adventure (W). Maynard. Apr. 29

Chaser, The (C), Langdon — Feb. 12

Cheyenne (W). Ken Maynard
Chinatown Charlie (C), Hlnes-Lorraine Apr. 15

Code of the Scarlet (W). Ken Maynard... July 1

Crash. The (D), Sllls-Todd. Oct. 7

Dancing Vienna (D), Mara-Lyon
Divine Lady. The (D), Griffith-Varconl Mar. 31

Do Your Duty (CD). Charlie Murray . . Oct. 14

Flying Romeos (C). Murray-Sidney Feb. 26

French Dressing (CD), Warner-Wilson. Jan. 15

Goodbye Kiss, The. Johnny Burke-Sally Ellera. July 8

Glorious Trail, The (W). Ken Maynard Oct. 28

Happiness Ahead (0), Colleen Moore-Lowe June 30

Haunted House. The (MD). ConkUn-Kent JJov. 4

Harold Teen (CD). Lake-Brian Apr. 29

Hawk's Nest. The (M). Milton SUli May 6

Heart to Heart. Lloyd Hughes-Todd July 22

Heart Trouble (CD). Harry Langdon. Aug. 12

Heart of a Follies Girl (D). Dove-Kent-Sherman. Mar. 18

Helen of Troy (CO). Stone-Corda-Cortez. Jan. 8

Ladles Night (CD). MackalU-MulhaU Apr. 1

Lady Be Good (CD), MulhaU-MackaUl May 12

Lilao Time (D). Moore-Cooper - Nov. 18

Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come (D). Bar
thelmess-O'Day - - - Apr. 8

Mad Hour (D). O'NetU-Kent-Sherman. Mar. 4

Naughty Baby (CD), Alice White Dec. 16

Night Watch. The (D). Blllle Dove Sept 9

Noose, The (D), Barthelmess-Joyce Jan. 29

Oh. Kay (CD), Colleen Moore-Hale Aug. 26

Out of the Ruins, Richard Barthelmess Aug. 19

Outcast (D). Griffith-Lowe Nov. 11

Phantom City. The (W). Ken Maynard Dec. 23

Sailors' Wives (CD), Hughes-Astor. Jan. 22

Scarlet Seas (D). Richard Barthelmess Dec. 9

Shepherd of the Hills (D), Francls-CDay Jan. 1

Show Girl (CD). Whlte-Reed-Moran. Sept. 23

Strange Case of Captain Ramper, The (D) July 29

Throe Ring Marriage (M). Hughes-Astor May. 27

Wagon Show. The (W). Maynard Mar. 11

Waterfront (CD). MackaiU-Mulhall Sept. 16

Wheel of Chance, The (D). Richard Barthelmess June 17

Whip. The (D). Forbes-Mackaill Sept. 30

Whip Woman. The (D). Taylor-Moreno. Feb. 5

Wright Idea. The (CD). Johnny Hines Aug. 5

Yellow Lily. The (0). Dove-Brooks May 20

Feb. 2

Mar. 2

Apr. 7

Mar. 17

Dec. 8

Oct 13

Dec. 10

Sept. 8
Sept. 15

Oct. 27

Nov. 17

Dec 24

Dec. 1

Dec. 8

Sept. 15

July 21

Apr. 28

Mar. 17

Sept. 22

June 2

July 14

Feb. 11

July 7

Apr. 28

Companionate Marriage (D). Betty Bronson Mar. 16

Children of the Rite (CD). Mulhall-Mackaill Feb. 17

His Captive Woman. SiUs-Mackaill Mar. 2 Mar. 2

Lawless Legion. The (W). Ken Maynard. - Mar. 9

Hot Stuff (CD), Alice White.... - - Mar. 23

Man and the Moment The (D), Billie Dove Mar. 9

Saturday's Children (D), Corlnne Griffith... Mar. 17 Mar. 23

7 Footprints of Satan, Hale-Todd _ Feb. 17 Mar. 9

Synthetic Sin (CD), Collen Moore. Mar. 2

Ware Case. The (MD), Special Cast - Mar. 9

Weary River. R. Barthelmess ... _ - Mar. 9

Why Be Good (CD). Colleen Moore. Mar 9

Nov. 19 Oct. 23

Nov. 12 Nov. 26

- May 2

Nov. 12 Oct. 29

Jan. 7

Dec. 3

Nov. 26 Oct. 29

Oct 1

Nov. 26

Feb. 12

Nov. 12 May 14

Jan. 22
Not. 19 Oct 8

Sept. 3

Dec. 3 Apr. 16

Deo. 3

- Apr. 16

Dec. 15

Apr. 7

July 28

Feb. 11

Deo. 29

Feb. 18

June 23

Sept. 29 Nov. 24

Feb. 2

Oct 27

Oct. 13

Apr. 7

Dec. 10 Dec. 17

July 7

Sept 29

May 26

Oct. 27

Apr. 21

May 26 Tune 16

July 7 Aug. 4

July 21

Mar. 10

Dec. 24 Feb. 4

Sept. 1 Aug. 18

May 12

Sept 8

Sept. 1

Dec. 1

Feb. 2

Jan. 21

Dec. 15

Oct. 6

July 21

Fox

Arizona Wildcat The (W). Tom Mil Nov. 20

Good as Gold (W). Jones.- _ June 12

Joy Girl, The (CD), Olive Borden Sept 18

7th Heaven, The (R). FarreU-Gaynor Oct 30

2 Girls Wanted (CD). Janet Gaynor Sept. 11

Nov. 19

June 11

Sept. 24

May 28
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Sound Length Title and Players

New
Pictures

1928
TME 7702

M 5598
4612
6418
4293
4987

5708
6566

M 7176
5109

5148
M 7217

4939

ME 8962
5038
5882
4404

M 5560
6430

4618
5153
6188
4399

5782

M 6042

M 6807

TME 10116

6079
5071
5034
4952
5260

M 5640

M 6086

M 9250

M 6194

M 6132
M 6937

4990
M 6162

5380
5629
5355

TME 9222
M 8393

4876
5937
5030
4921

M 5337
5480

1929
M 5232
M 5453

M 5356
M
TME 6444
TME 8724

M
M
M
M
MT
M 6072
AT 5775
II 5567
AT
M 5531
M
AT

1928

5268
6987

5800
6009
5050
6250
6432

= 6200
6700
6200

6750
6420
5900

6000

1929
AT

T
ME
T

1927

6306
10652
6008
6396
6691
6017
6266

5966
6561

6705

5262

098

6740

6908
5332

Air Circus, The, Dresser-Rollins-Lake... .. Sept. 30
Blindfold, The, O'Brien-Moran-Foxe Dec. 9

Branded Sombrero, The (W), Buck Jones Jan. 8

Chicken a la King (CD), Carroll-Lee. June 17

Cowboy Kid, The, Rex Bell _ July 15

Daredevil's Reward (W), Tom Mix Jan. 15

Don't Marry, Moran-Hamilton. June 3

Dressed to Kill, Lowe-Astor_ Mar. 18

Dry Martini, Astor-Moore-Qran Oct. 7

Escape, The (D), Russell-Valli Apr. 29

Farmer's Daughter, The (CD). Beebe-Stone July 8

Fazil. Farrell-Nissen _ Sept. 9

Fleetwing, Norton-Janis-Bard _ June 24

Four Sons, Mann-Collyer-Hall Sept. 2

Gateway of the Moon, The (D), Del Rio Jan. 1

Girl in Every Port, A (CD), Victor McLaglen Feb. 26

Girl-Shy Cowboy, The. Rex Bell-O'Leary Aug. 12

Great White North, Special Cast _ Dec. 30

Hangman's House, McLaglen-Collyer May 13

Hello Cheyenne, Tom Mix May 13

Homesick, Cohcn-Beebe Dec. 16

Honor Bound, O'Brien-Taylor May 6

Horseman of the Plains (W), Tom Mix Mar. 11

Love Hungry (CD), Moran-Gray Apr. 8

Me, Gangster (D), Collyer-Terry Oct. 14

Mother Machree, Bennett-McLaglen Oct. 21

Mother Knows Best, Bellamy-Dresser-Nnrton Oct. 28

News Parade, Stuart-Phipps June 10

No Other Woman (D), Dolores Del Rio June 10

None But the Brave, Norton-Phipps —Aug. 5

Painted Post (W), Tom Mix -July 1

Play Girl, The, Madge Bellamy Apr. 22

Plastered in Paris, Cohen-Pennick-Linow Sept. 23

Prep and Pep, Rollins-Drexel-Darrow Nov. 18

Red Dance (D). Del Rio-Farrtll Dec. 2

Red Wine. Collyer-Nagel _ Dec. 23

Riley the Cop (CD), Farrell-MacDonald. Nov 25

River Pirate, The, MrLaglen-Moran Aug. 26

Road House (MD). Barrvuiore-Burke July 15

Romance of the Underworld (D). Astor-Bole Nov. 11

Sharp Shooters (CD), O'Brien-Moran Jan. 15

Soft Living (CD), Bellamy-Brown Feb. 5

Square Crooks, Brown-Dwan -.Mar. 4

Street Angel, Gaynor-Farrell -..Aug. 19

Sunrise (D). George O'Brien-Gaynor _ _.Nov. 4

Taking a Chance. Rex Bell -.Nov. 18

Thief in the Dark, A, Meeker-Hill-Beebe May 20

Why Sailors Go Wrong, Phipps-McNamara Mar. 25

Wild West Romance (W). Rex King June 10

Win That Girl. Rollins-Carol Sept. 16

Woman Wise (C). Russell-Collyer _ Jan. 8

Blue Skies (CD). Twelvetrees-Albertson Mar. 17

Captain Lash (D). Victor McLaglen Jan. 6

Fugitives, Bellamy-Terry Jan. 27

Girls Gone Wild. Carol-Stuart Feb. 24

Hearts in Dixie, Reed-Howe - Feb. 24

In Old Arizona, Baxter-Lowe -.Jan. 20

Joy Street (CD), Moran-Stuarl Apr. 7

Making the Grade, Lowe-Moran Feb. 10

New Year's Eve, Astor-Foxe Feb. 24
Nobody's Children, All Star Mar. 10

Not Quite Decent (D), Collyer-Dresser Mar. 24

Sin Sister, The, Nancy Carroll-Gray Feb. 3

Speakeasy (CD). Paul Page-Lola Lane Mar. 24

Strong Boy, McLaglen-Joy Mar. 3

Thru Different Eyes (D), Baxter-Duncan-Lowe.. ..Apr. 7

True Heaven, O'Brien-Moran Jan. 20

Trent's Last Case (D). Grifflth-Hatton Mar. 31
Valiant. The (D). Paul Muni -Churchill Apr. 21

Veiled Woman. The (D), Lis Tore

Oct. 20 Jan. 5

Dec. 8

Jan. 21

June 30 June 23

Mar. 9

Feb. 11

June 9

Apr. 14 Apr 14

Mar. 16 Dec. 1

Apr. 14 Jan. 21

Sept. 15 Nov. 10

Mar. 9 Dec. 1

Mar. 9 Jan. 12

Jan. 28

Mar. 9

Sept. 1

Mar. 9

Mar. 9 May 26

May 12

Mar. 9

Apr. 21 May 19

Apr. 7

Mar. 10 Feb. 4

Nov. 3 Dec. 8

Mar. 9
Nov. 17 Nov. 3

May 26

June 23

_ June 24

July 7

Mar. 9

Nov. 3

Sept. 22 Mar. 9

Mar. 9 Jan. 26

Sept. 29 Oct. 20

Aug. 4

.._ Jan. 19

Feb. 4 Feb. 18

Feb. 18

Mar. 9

July 7

Mar. 9 July 21

May 19 June 2

Aug. 18

Oct. 20 Oct. i;

Jan. 28

Mar. 9

Mar. 16

Mar. 23

Mar. 23

Mar. 9

Mar. 16

Mar. 9

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. 23 _ _

Gotham

Bare Knees. Virginia Lee Corbin June
Blondes by Choice, Claire Windsor .March
Cheer Leader, The, Graves -Olmstead -April
Chorus Kid, The, Faire-Washburn -June
Girl from Rio, The, Meyers-Pigeon Feb.
Head of the Family, The, Virginia Lee Corbin....Oct
Hellship Bronson, Beery-Reid* May
Midnight Life, Francis X Bushman. Aug.
Rose of Kildare, The, Chadwick-O'Malley Jan.
San Francisco Nights. Percy Marmont May
Satin Woman, The, Mrs. Wallace Reid Jan.
Through the Breakers, Livingston-Herbert -Sept.
Turn Back the Hours, Myrna Loy -July
United States Smith, Gribbon-Lee —July

Father and Son, Noah Beery-Noah Beery. Jr
Knee High, Virginia Lee Corbin. Oct.
Modern Sappho. A, Betty Bronson -.Sept.
River Woman. The. Logan-L. Barrymoro. April
Times Square, Alice Day-I.ubln March

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
After Midnight (D), Shearer-Gray Aug. 20
Ben Hur (M), Ramon Novarro Oct. 8
Buttons (CD). Jackie Coogan _JDec. 24
Fair-Co-ed (CD), The, Marion Daries Oct. 15
In Old Kentucky (D), H. Costello Oct. 29
Lovelorn, The, Sally O'Nell Dec 17
Man, Woman and Sin (D), John Gilbert Nov. 19
Mockery (M), Lon Chancy Aug. 13
Road to Romance, The (D), Novarro-Day Sept. 24
Spring Fever (C), William Haines _ Oct. 22
Thirteenth Hour, The (D), Lionel Barrymore....Nov. 26

Aug. 17

Nov. 12

Dec. SI

Not. 10

Not. 26

Dec. 31

Dec. 3

Not. 19

Not. 12
Dec. 3

Oct. 29

Dec. 3

Dec. 17

Sept. 10

Dec. 10

Dec. 3

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Released Pictures

Across to Singapore (MD). Novarro-Crawford . .. Apr. 7 Apr. 28
Actress, The, Norma Shearer-Forbes Apr. 28
Baby Mine. Arthur-Dane Jan. 21 Jan. 28

May 20

Feb. 11

5896
6838
6344

TE 6053

7108
5679
5653
8601
8686
6995

M 7652

5838
6070

7358
7987

8436

ME 7180

4987
6020

4823
M 7126

7743
7045
5095
7352
5441

M 6575
7650
0893

7289
5028

7732
TE 7453

0487
5801
9560

5931
M 6150

8090
ME 7448
TME 7965

5011
ME 0721
M 8319

4447

1929
M
TME 8000

TME 7524

M 9044

0179
5264

5590

7999

M
ME 8799
ME

1927
' 6199

6951

6536
6662

5408
6296

5393
6376
6017
6368
6634
6170
5515
0015
6838
4934
6200

0124
C006

6497
4926
7643
8480

ME 12267

5960

1928
5897
6099
6536

ME 7805
5930
7202
5665
7866
5364
58S9
6402

6134
0918
5852
7040

0871
0203
0538
0528
0039
7464

Beyond the Sierras (W). Tim McCoy
Big City, The, Chaney-Compson-Day
Bringing Up Father, Farrell-Moran-Olmstead
Brotherly Love (C), Dane-Arthur
Cardboard Lover, The. Marion Davies
Certain Young Man, A, Novarro-Day
Circus Rookies (CD), Dane-Arthur.
Cossacks, The, Adoree-Gilbert-Torrence _
Crowd, The, Boardman-Murray-Roach.
Cameraman, The (CD), Buster Keaton
Dancing Daughters, Joan Crawford
Detectives, Dane-Arthur
Diamond Handcuffs, Boardman-Nagel
Divine Woman, Garbo-Hanson-Sherman.
Dream of Love, Joan Crawford
Enemy, The, Glsh-Dane-Forbes
Excess Baggage (D), William Haines
Forbidden Hours (D), Novarro-Adoree
Four Walls (MD), Gilbert-Crawford
Honeymoon, Moran-Flash-Gribbon
Lady of Chance (D), Shearer-Sherman
Latest from Paris, The, Shearer-Forbes
Laugh, Clown, Laugh. Chaney-Murphy
Law of the Range, McCoy-Crawford
Love. Garbo-Gilbert _
Mademoiselle from Armentieres. Estelle-Brodj
John Stuart
Masks of the Devil, John Gilbert

Mysterious Lady, The. Greta Garbo-Nagel
Napoleon (D). Wildimir-Dieudonne-
Patsy, The, Davics-Caldwell-Gray
Riders of the Dark
Rose Marie, Crawford-Murray —
Show People (CD), DaTies-Haines _
Smart Set, Haines-Day-Holt-Bosworth.
Skirts, Syd Chaplin.
Student Prince. The (R), Novarro-Shearer
Under the Black Eagle. Forbes-Dog Flash
West of Zanzibar (D). Lon Chancy
West Point (CD), Haines-Crawford
While the City Sleeps (MD), Lon Chaney...
White Shadows in the South Seas (MD), Men'
Blue .'.

Wickedness Preferred (CD). Cody-Pringle
Wind. The (D). Lillian Gish
Woman of Affairs (D), Garbo-Gilbert
Wyoming. McCoy-Sebastian

Sept. 15

Feb. 18

Mar. 17

Oct. 13

Aug. 25

May 19

Mar. 31
June 23
Mar. 3

Sept. 15

Sept. 1

June 9

May 5

Jan. It

Dec. 1

Feb. 18

Sept. 8

June 10

Aug. 11

Dec. 20

Dec. 22

Feb. 4

Apr. 14

Jan 21

Jan. 2

June 2

Nov. 17

Aug. 4

Oct. 27

Mar. in

Apr. 21

Feb. 11

Oct. 20

Feb. 25

May 12

Jan. 30

Mar. 24

Nov 24

Jan. 7

Sept. 29

* II I

Nov 10

Jan. 28

Oct. 27

Dec. 15

Mar. 24

Feb. 25 Apr. 7

Mar. 31

Oct. 13

Mar. in

Sept. 15

June 9

Jan. 21

Dec. 22

Mar. in

June 23

Mar. 17

Sept. 8

Mar. II

Mar. 9

Feb. 18
Apr. 21

Feb. 4

Jan. 7

Sept. 1

Nov. 17

May 20

Oct. 27

Apr. 7

May 5

Feb. IS

Sept. 2!)

Mar. 10

June 2

Feb. 25

Dec. 8

Jan. 21

July 7

Apr. 28

Sept. 22

June 2

Jan. 21

Deo. 8

May 5

Sept. 8

July 28

Mar. 10

May 12

Apr. 14

Feb. 18

Oct. 27

Apr. 21

Mar. 3

July 7

Feb. 11

Not. 3

Apr. 14

Jan. 5

Oct. 20

9
Dee. 1

Feb. 16

A Man's Man, Haines-Dunne
Alias Jimmy Valentine (D), William Haines Jan. 20 Mar. 9

All at Sea, Dane-Arthur Feb. 9 Feb. 23
Bellamy Trial (D), Joy-Branson. Mar 2 Sept. 29
Broadway Melody, The (D), All Stai

Desert Nights (D), Gilbert-Nolan Mar. 1G
Homecoming (D), Hanson-Parlo Feb. 9

Flying Fleet (D), Novarro-Page Jan. 19 Feb. 2

Loves of Casanova, Foreign Cast Feb. 16 Mar. 9

Morgan's Last Raid (W), McCoy-Sebastian Jan. 5 Mar. 9

Overland Telegraph, The, Tim McCoy Mar. 10

Single Man (CD), Cody-Pringle Jan. 12 Feb. 9

Spies (MD), Foreign Cast _ Dec. 8

Tide of the Empire, Adoree-Duryea Feb. 2
Trail of '98 (D), Forbes-Del Rio Jan. 5 Dec. 29
Viking, The (D). Special Cast Mar. 9

Wild Orchids. Greta Garbo Mar. 2

Mar. 2

Mar. 16

Mar. 23

Feb. 23

Paramount

Afraid to Love (C), Vidor Apr. 9

Barbed Wire (D), Negri -Brook Sept. 10

Chang (D), Special cast _ Sept. 3

Children of Divorce (D). Bow Apr. 2

City Gone Wild. The (M), Meighan-Millner Not. 12

Fashions for Women (CD), Ralston Mar. 26
Firemen Save My Child (C), Beery-Hatton Aug. 1

Gay Defender, The (CD), Richard Dix Deo. 10

Gentleman of Paris, A (CD), Menjou-O'Hara Oct. 15
Running Wild (C), Fields-Brian Aug. 20

Senorita (F), Daniels Aug. 30

Service for Ladies (C), Menjou-Carrer Aug. 6

Shanghai Bound (D), Dix-Brian Oct. 15

She's a Sheik (C), Bebe Daniels Nov. 12

Soft Cushions (C), MacLean-Carol Aug. 27

Spotlight. The (CD), Ralston-Hamilton.. Not. 19

Stark Love (D), Special cast Sept. 17

Swim, Girl. Swim (CM), Daniels-HalL Sept. 17

Tell It to Sweeney (C), Conltlin-Bancroft Sept. 24

Ten Modern Commandments (CD), Ralston July 2

Time to Love (FC), Raymond Griffith. Juno 18

Underworld (M), Bancroft-Brent Oct. 29

Way of All Flesh, The (D), Jannings-B-nnett... Oct. 1

Wings (M), Charles Rogers Oct. 29

Woman on Trial (D), Pola Negri Oct. 29

Adventure Mad (M), Hall Mar. 31

Avalanche (W), Jaok Holt
Beau Sabreur (M). Cooper-Brent Jan. 7

Beggars of Life (MB), W. Berry-Brooks-Arlen ... Sept. 15

Big Killing (CD), Beery-Hatton May 19

Docks of New York, The (D), Bancroft-Compson Sept. 20

Doomsday, Vidor-Cooper Feb. IS

Drag Net. The (MD). Bancroft-Brent-Po\vtll....May 26
Easy Come, Easy Go, Richard Dix. Apr. 21

Feel My Pulse. Daniels-Arlen Feb. 25

Fifty- Fifty Girl. The, Daniels-Hall May 12

First Kiss, The (D), Wray-Cooper Sept. 25
Fleet's In, The (CD). Bow-Hall Oct. 13

Fools for Luck (CD), Fields-Conklln. May 7

Forgotten Faces (MD), Brook-Brian. Sept. 11

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (C), Taylor-White Jan. 28

Half a Bride (D), Ralston-Cooper June 16

His Tiger Lady, Mcniou-Brent. _ _ June 9

Hot News, Bebe Daniels - Aug. 14

Just Married (CD), Hall-Taylor-Ford Aug. 18
Kit Carson (MD), Fred Thomson Aug. 21

Jan. 7

Apr. 23

Aug. 3

M»y 2

May 2

Dec. 10

Apr. 9

Dec. in

Not. 12

Oct 8

June 18

May 14

Sept. 3

Dec. 31 Nov. 12

Jan. 21 Not. 20

Aug. 27

Dec. 3

_ Mar. 19

- Sept. 17

Oct. 22

July 23

July 9

. Sept. 3

July 2

Aug. 20

Oct. 1

Jan. 14

Dec. I

Jan. 7

July 7

Mar. 10

Jan. 21

May 26

May 19

Feb. 25

Mar. 31

Aug. 4

Sept. 22

Apr. 7

Aug. 4

Dec. 10

Oct. 27

Oct. 17

June 16

Mar. 31

June 9

Mar. 10

Mar. 19

Sept. 1

Sept. 15

Mar. 19

Aug. 4

Feb. 13

June 16

Sept. 1
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Sound Length Title and Players
New

Pictures

6792
S234
7415
5837

M 7434

ME 6051
6411

5941
5444

5741
7910
6600

M 10172
5582
6070
7828
6331

ICE 6165

7175
M 7761

7616
6323
4792
7960
5951

6218
6763
7141

5962
5733

5991

5834
TME 6349

6319
ME 6509

ME 10400

5378
5435

ME 6938

1929
TME 10471

AT

TM
AT
AT
AT
ME
TME

5943

7156

6643
5868
6769
5506

AT
ME
TME

AT
AT
AT
ME
TME

Ladies of the Mob. Clara Bow June 30
Last Command. The (D). Emil Jennings. Jan. 21
Legion of the Condemned. Wray Cooper. .Mar. 10
Love and Learn, Ralston-Chandler -Jan. 14

Loves of an Actress (D). Pol* Negri Sept- 18
Manhattan Cocktail. Carroll Nor. 24
Mating Call. The (D), Thomas Meighan. July 21
Model From Montmartre (0). Nita Naldi -Sept 22
Moran of the Marine* (0). Dix-Elder. Oct. 27
Might of Mystery (D). Menjoo Apr. 7

Old Ironsides (0). Beery- Banrroft .Mar. 3

Partners in Crime (C). Beery-Hatton .Mar. 17
Patriot The (0). Emil Jannings Sept. 1
Peaks of Destiny Jan. 23
Pieneer Scout The (W), Fred Thomson. Jan. 21
Racket The (0). Thomas Meighan June 30
Red Hair (CO). Bow-Chandler .Mar. 10

Sawdust Paradise. The. Esther Ralston Aug. 25
Secret Hour, The <D). Negri-Hersholt Feb. 4
Sins of the Fathers (D). Emil Jannings .Dec 29
Showdown. The. Bancroft Feb. 25
Someone to Love (CD). Brian-Rogers.
Something Always Happens, Ralston-Hemilton Mar. 24

Speedy (C). Harold Lloyd. , Apr. 7

Sporting Goods. Dix-Olmstead Feb. 11
Street of Sin (D). Jannings-Wray ilay 26

Sunset Legion (W). Fred Thomson. Apr. 21
Three Sinners (D). Negri-Baxter Apr. 14

Three Week Ends. Clara Bow _ ,

Tillie's Punctured Romance. Fields-Conklin.... Feb. 18
Under the Tonto Rim. Arlen-Brian Feb. 4

Vanishing Pioneer. The (W). Jack Holt. Tune 23
Varsity (D). Rogers-Brian Oct. 27

Water Hole, The (W). Jack Holt Aug. IB
Warming Up. Richard Dlx Aug. 11

Wedding March, The (D), Erich Von Stroheim....OcL 6

What a Night (CD). Bene Daniels Oct. 6

Wife Savers (C). Beery-Hatton Jan. 7

Woman From Moscow, The (O), Negri Kerr?. ... Nor. 3

Abie's Irish Rose (CD). Rogers -Hersholt
A Bird in the Hand. Lois Wilson
Behind the German Lines. Foreign Cast

Case of Lena Smith (D), Ralston-Hall
Canary Murder Case. William Powell Jan. 19
Carnation Kid. The Jan. 26
Doctor's Secret The (D). Chatterton-Warner.
Dummy, The, Ruth Chatterton

Four Feathers. The (D). Arlen-Wray
Interference. Brook-Kenyon T»" 5
Letter. The (D), Jeanne Eagels

Looping the Loop. Foreign Cast
Marquis Preferred. Adolphe Menjou

—

Melancholy Dame. Cohen All-colored.

Night Club (CD). Allen-Taylor
Post Modems. Raymond-Griffith

Redskin. Richard l)ix

Shopworn Angel. The, Cooper-Carroll

—

Sunset Pass (W). Holt-Lane
Tong War (MO). Wallace Beery
When Caesar Ran a Newspaper. Hattou-Hardy. Feb. 9

Wild Party. The (O). Clara Bow..

Wolf of Wall Street. George Bancroft ...

Wolf Song (0). Velez-Cooper
Woman Who Needed Killing. Baclancva.

1928

May 26 July 7

Jan. 23 Feb. 4

Apr. 21

Jan. 21 Feb. 25

Juno 23

Dec. 1

Sept. 8

Sept. 15

Feb. 18

Feb. 25

Sept. 8
Jan. 7

Dec 10

Mar. 3

June 9

Feb. 18

Sept. 22

Nov. 17

Mar 17

Oct. 20

Feb. 18

Dec. 29

Mar. 3

Apr. 23

Feb. 13

Apr. 28

Feb. IS

Dec. 22

Dec. 1"

Apr. 21

Feb. IS

May 20

Apr. 7

Dec. 22

Feb. 25

Aug. 4

July 21

May 26

Oct. 27

Jan. 12

June 19

May 5

Nov 3

Sept. 15

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Mar. U
Mar. 2

Mar. 16

.Mar. 16

-Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Feb. 16

Mar. S

Mar. 16

Mar. 23

Jan. 12

Feb. 18

Feb. 2

.. Jeb. 23

-Mar. 9

Feb. 2

Jan. 19

Mar. 23

Mar. 16

JMar. 9

Mar. II

Patht
1928
T 7008

5722
5927

6589

4833
4598
4846

ME 6312

6145
7054

6787
TME 13500

7530

ME 5506

5762
ME 6070

5494

5626
6092
7935
4520

T 6804

T 6581

T 5816

4520
5937

1929
AT

TME 5587
TME 9019

4840

AT
T 6893
TME 5737

TME 6511
TME 6132

4554

TME 5477

AT

Annapolis. Allan-Brown -Loff . Nov. IS

Black Ace. The (W). Don Coleman Sept. 2

Blonde for a Night. Prevost. J?eb. 27

Blue Danube. Leatrice Joy. Mar. 12

Boss of Rustlers' Roost. The, Don Coleman Jan. 22

Border Patrol (W). Harry Carey Dec. 23

Burning Bridges, Harry Carey —Sept. 30

Captain Swagger, Rod La Rocquc Oct. 14

Celebrity. Armstrong (D).._ Oct. 7

Cop. The (D). William Boyd. Aug 19

Forbidden Love (D). Llii Damita Oct. 23

King of Kings. Special Cast Sept. 30

Love Over Night (CD), Rod La Rooque Nov. 25

Marked Money (D). Coghlan— Nov 4
'

Man-Made Women. Leatrice Joy Sept. 9

Ned McCobb's Daughter, Irene Rich Dec. 2

Oa to Reaa (D). Prevost Ian. 2

Perfect Gentleman, A (C). Monty Banks. -Jan. 15

Power (CO). Boyd-Hale - Sept. 23

Red Mark. The (D). Special Cast Aug. 26

Saddle Mates (D). Wally Wales Aug. 5

Sal of Singapore, Phyllis Haver. - Nov 11

Show Folks. Eddie Quillan. -Oct. 21

Spieler, The. Hale-Adoree De?. 30

Valley of the Hunted Mm. Buffalo. Jr. Feb. 19

Yellow Contraband. Leo Maloney IW) - Oct. 28

Mar. i

Feb. 13

May 12

Oct. 13

July 14

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Pictures

6076
4533

5683
5976
5853
5800
4797

5262
4548
5608
4571

5906

5940
TME 6525

5675
5900
1627
5490

._ 5260

1929

5261
6092

K539

5901

6242

1928
5872
4808
5583
4869
5548

6267
TME 6085

6375
6320
5621

5511
5984
5063

4802
4804

4758
6148

TME 6365
5265

5144

6290

5797
TME 6476

6269
4769
5771
4647

4801
6424

4785
4923

TME 6331
4781
4SS4

6419
4729
4714
6059
6279
6812
6310
5967

6037
5493

6223
5760

4834

4957
6217

4823
6320
4S93
4805
4764

1929

Flying Fool, The, William Boyd
45 Calibre War, Don Coleman.
Geraldine, Quillan-Nixon

Godless Girl. The. All Star

Hawk of the Hills, Ray Miller

High Voltage. William Boyd—
Leathernecks. The, William Boyd ...

Noisey Neighbors. Quillan Family
Office Scandal, Phyllis Haver—
Shady Lady, Phyllis Haver.

Sin Town. Fair-Alian

..Feb. 17

,_.Jan. 20

Mar. 31

.-Mar. 17

Square Shoulders, Junior Coghlan
Strange Cargo, All Star

Feb. 24

Jan. 27

Mar. 3

. Jan. 20

... Jan. 20

-Mar. 31

6089
6673

5937

Rayart

Branded Man. The (0). Chas Delaney-Marlowe.May
Casey Jones (CO), Price-Lewis Jan.

City of Purple Dreams. The. Bedford-Frazer Sept.

Danger Patrol. The (0). Russell-Fair Jan.
Devil's Tower, The (W), Buddy Roosevelt June
Divine Sinner. The (D). Vera Reynolds-Hilliard July
Gypsy of the North (D). Gordon-Hale Apr.
Heart of Broadway. The (D). Garon-Agnew Mar.
Isle of Lost Men (D), Santschi-Connor Oct.
Lightning Shot The (W). Buddy Roosevelt. May
Midnight Adventure. A (D). Landis-E. Murphy May-
Mystery Valley (W). Buddy Roosevelt July

My Home Town (D). :
- - Glass Jan.

Painted Trail. The (W). Buddy Roosevelt Mar.
Phantom of the Turf. The (D). Costello-Lease. Feb.
Ships of the Night (D). Logan-Rankin Dec.
Should a Girt Harry? (B), Foster-Keith Nov.
Sisters of Eve (D), Mae Busch Sept.

Sweet Sixteen (D), Helen Foster-Olmstead Aug.
Trail Riders (W). Buddy Roosevelt : April
Wild Born (W). Tex Maynard Mar.
Yea Cant Beat the Law, Lee Keefe Jan.

Black Pearl. The (MD). Lila Lee-Hallor Jan. 1

Brothers (D). Bedfbrd-Keefe Feb. 15
Devil's Chaplain, The (D). C. Keefe- Virginia
B. Faire Mar. 15

Shanghai Rose, Irene Rich Mar. 1

Some Mother's Boy (D). Mary Carr-Robards .._ Feb. 15

Two Sisters. The (D). Viola Dana-Rex Lease Apr. i

When Dreams Come True, Rex Lease -Costello— Jan. 15

4899

5986

M~ 6245

6396

6057

4S23
4741

RKO (FBO)

Alex the Great (M). Skeets Gallagher May 1"

Avenging Rider. The, Tom Tyler Oct 7

Beyond London's Lights (M). Lee Shumway Mar IS

Breed of the Sunsets (W). Bob Steele Apr. 1

Charge of the Gauchos (MD). Francis X.
Bushman Sept. 16

Chicago After Midnight (M), Ince-Mendez Mar 4

C'rcus Kid, The (MD). FTankie Darro-Brown Oct. 7

Coney island (D). Lois Wilson Jan 13

Crooks Can't Win (D). Ralph Lewis May 11

Danger Street Baxter-Sleeper Aug. 26

Dead Man's Curve (O). Fairbanks. Jr. Jan. 15

Devil's Trademark. The (D). Belle Bennett. Apr. 7

Dog Justice (M), Ranger June 10

Dog Law. Ranger Sept. 2

Fangs of the Wild (D). Ranger Feb. 5

Fightin' Redhead (W), Bun Barton Jury 1

Freckles (D). Stratton-Fox. Jr. Mar. 21

Gang War (MO). Pickford-Borden Sept. 2

Headin' for Danger (MD). Bob Steele Dec. 16

Her Summer Hero (CD). Blane-Trevor. Feb. 12

Hey Rube (O). Trevor-Olmstead Dec. 23

His Last Haul (O). Tom Moore. Nov. 11

Hit of the Show. The (C). Joe Brown Sent. S3
King Cowboy (W), Tom Mix Nov. V,

Law of Fear (0). Ranger Apr. 8

Legionnaires in Paris (C), Cooke-Guard Jan. 31

Lightning Speed, Bob Steele. Oct 21

Little Buckaroo. The (W). Buzx Barton Oct 21

Little Yellow House, The (CD). Orville Caldwe.l May 28

Man in the Rough (W). Bob Steele _ May 20

Orphan of the Sage (W). Buzz Barton Dec. 23

Perfect Crime. The. Clive Brook-Irene Rich Aug. 19

Phantom of the Range (W). Tom Tyler Apr. 22

Pinto Kid. The (W). Buzz Barton Apr. 29

Red Riders of Canada (M). Miller Apr. 15
Riding Renegade (W). Bob Steele Feb. 19

Rough Ridin' Red (W). Buzz Barton. Nov. 4

Sally of the Scandals (M). Bessie Love. July 15

Sally's Shoulders (MD). Lois Wilson Oct. 7

Singapore Mutiny. Ince-Taylor — Oct. 14

Sinners in Love (MD). Olive Borden Nov. 4

Skinner's Big Idea (M). Bryant Washburn Nov 4

Son of the Golden West. Tom Mix Oct. 1

Stocks and Blondes (CD). Lo;an-Gallagher— Sept. 9

Stolen Love (D), Day-Lease
Taxi 13 (C). Conklin- Sleeper. Nov. IS

Terror Mountain. Tom Tyler _ —
. Aug. 19

Tracked (MD). Ranger. Nov. 4

Tropic Madness (0). Leatrice Joy Dec. 29

Tyrant of Red Gulch (W). Tyler-Darro Nov. 25

Wallflowers (D). Trevor-Scott Feb. 16

When the Law Rides (W). Tom Tyler June 24

Wizard of the Saddle (W). Buzz Barton Jan. 12

Young Whirlwind. The (W). Buzz Barton Sept. 16

Air Legion. Ben Lyon-Martha Sleeper. Jan. 6

Amazing Vagabond. The. Bob Steele Apr 7

Blockade. Nilsson-McDonald Jan. 30

Come and Get It Bob Steele Feb. 3

Drifter. The. Tom Mix Mar. 18

Fifth Toss Mix, Tom Mix May 13

Freckled Rcscal. The. Buzz Barton. Mar. 31

Fury of the Wild. Ranger Jan. S

Gun Law. Torn Tyler Mar. 3

Hard boiled. Sally O'Neil-Ralph Ince. Feb. 3

Idaho Red. Tom Tyler Apr. 21

Jazz Age. The. Marceline Day-D. Fairbanks. Jr Feb. 1"

Laughing at Danger. Bob Steele June 2

Little Savage. Buzz Barton May 1?

Love in the Desert. Olive Borden-Noah Beery Mar 17

Mae Faddea True Story . May 36

Oaa Man Dog. The, Banger Mar. 3

Outlawed. Tom Mix Jan. 21

Pals of the Prairie. Buzz Barton _ July 7

Pride of Pawnee. Tom Tyler June 9

Red Sword. The. Allan Roseoe Feb 17

Trail of Horse Thieves. Tom Tyler -Jan. 13

Vagabond Cub. The. Buzz Barton Jeb. 10

Voice of the Storm Jan. 13

Yellowback. The, Tom Moore-Secna Owen Jan. 20

{Continued on page 73)

Nov. 10

Dec.

Dec. 24
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w
NEW PICTURES

In "New Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
HERALD-WORLD presents in concise
form information on current and forthcom-
ing attractions.

The facts as presented will serve exhib-

itors in booking and in the preparation of

their advertising campaign.

BORDER WILDCAT, THE: Universal Western, with
Ted Wells, Kathryn McGuire, Tom London and
William Malon. Directed by Ray Taylor. Released
August 18, 1928. Length
TYPE AND THEME: Sheriff Bob Shaw is

determined to close a saloon and gambling joint
operated by Joe Kern. He raids the place and
captures Kern but cannot hold him, for lack of
evidence. In revenge Kern forces the father of
Bob's sweetheart to run liquor and arranges for
his capture. Bob saves him. and later when the
old man is accused of killing Kern, prows his
innocence.

* * *

BROADWAY MELODY, THE: MGM comedy, with
Anita Page, Bessie Love. Charles King, Jed
Prouty, Kenneth Thomson, Edward Dillon, Mary
Doran, Eddie Kane, J. Emmett Beck, Marshall
Ruth and Drew Demarest. Directed by Harry
Beaumont. Released Length
All-talking, with singing and dancing.
TYPE AND THEME: Eddie Kling, song writer,

writes the music for "Broadway Melody" and gets
a place in the show for Hank, his sweetheart, and
her sister Queenie. During the rehearsals the sis-
ters' act is cut. but Queenie is given another part
and scores a big hit. She attracts the attention of
one of the backers, Jock Warriner. Eddie comes
to realize that it is Queenie he, loves and not
Hank. After a cafe fight with Jock, he takes'
Queenie away and later gets a contract for the
sisters over big time.

* * *

CLOSE HARMONY: Paramount comedy drama with
Charles (Buddy) Rogers. Nancy Carroll. Harry
Green, Jack Oakie, Richard (Skeets) Gallagher,
Matty Roubert, Ricca Allen, Wade Boteler, Baby
Mack. Oscar Smith, Greta Granstedt and Gus
Partos. Directed by John Cromwell. Released

Length
TYPE AND THEME: Nancy Carroll, dancer at

the Babylon theatre, is in love with Buddy Rogers
who is doing a master of ceremonies. The man-
ager, Green, is rather jealous of Nancy so he fires
Buddy and engages a singing team, Oakie and
Gallagher. Nancy plots to play up to both the
singers and in the end split them up, get them
fired so that Buddy will have a chance to return.
Her plan works and finally she and Buddy are
united and get a contract together over big time.

* * *

BONDMAN, THE: World Wide melodrama with
Norman Kerry, Dora Barton. Edward O'Neil,
Donald MaeArdle, Frances Cuyler, Florence Vie,
Judd Green. Henry Vibart, H. Saxon-Snell and C.
Emerald. Directed by Herbert Wilcox. Released

Length
TYPE AND THEME: Jason promises his dying

mother that he will kill his father and older brother,
because they have deserted her S5 years before.
While searching he meets Greeba who is engaged
to the brother he has never seen. Meanwhile his
brother Michael has risen to political power and
discovers Jason's plot to kill him. Not knowing
Jason is his brother he sentences him to the sulphur
mines. Later Michael is overthrown and is sent to
the mines. Here he is to be shot but is saved by
Jason.

* * *

WOMAN IN WHITE, THE: World Wide melodrama
with Blanche Sweet, Haddon Mason, Louise Prus-
sing. Jerrold Robert Shaw, Cecil Humphries, Frank
Pefitt, Mina Grey and Irene Rooke. Directed by
Herbert Wilcox. Released Length

TYPE AND THEME: So great is the likeness
between Lady Clyde and Anne Catherick that when
the latter dies in the grounds of Blackwatcr House,
the sinister Count Fosco sees a fine opportunity
to get rid of the former who stands between him
and a fortune which is to come to Sir Percy Glydc,
whom he has in his pmver. So Anne, who has
escaped from an asylum, is buried an Lady Clyde
and the latter put in the asylum. Sir Percy per-
ishes in a church fire. Lady Clyde escapes in the
arms of a former sweetheart and when the plot is

discovered. Count Fcsco leaves a confession and
commits suicide.

• • •

PAWNS OF PASSION: World Wide melodrama with
Olga Chekova. Sidney Suberly, Henry Baudin. Hans
Stever and Lola Josane. Directed by Carmine Gal-
lone. Released Length

Norma Shearer, the star, and Lewis Stone
in a scene from '''The Trial of Mary Du-
gan," Melro-Goldwyn-Mayers audien
adapted from die stage play of the same
title which enjoyed unusual prosperity in

New York and Chicago as a high type of
melodrama.

TYPE AND THEME: Anne and her son Paul
are leaving Russia and to escape a revolt and
half-crazed admirer. The sleigh overturns, Paul
is lost in the snow and Anne is carried on uncon-
scious. She spends the next several years looking
for her son and finally she is saved by a young
artist froyn commiting suicide. In the meantime
her mad sweetheart has found Paul and raises him
to manhood. One night he finds Anne dancing in

a ball room and agrees to return her son if she will

marry him, she refuses and ivith the help of the
artist, who saved her life, succeeds in finding Paul.

« • *

CLEAR THE DECKS: Universal comedy-drama, with
Reginald Denny. Olive Hasbrouck, Otis Harlan,

Colette Merton, Lucien Littlefield, Brooks Benedict,
Robert Anderson and Elinor Leslie. Directed by
Joseph P. Henabery. Released Length
5,792 feet. With dialogue and sound.

TYPE AND THEME: Jack Armitage, just re-

turned from Africa, falls in love with the first girl

that he sees. He trails her to the ship she is

taking for a trip. Unable to get passage for him-
self he persuades a friend to sell him his ticket.

On board ship he discovers that some jewel thieves
are planning to rob the girl. By a series of funny
situations and happenings he outwits the thieves
and meets the girl.

* * *

DUKE STEPS OUT, THE: MGM comedy-drama,
with William Haines, Joan Crawford, Karl Dane,
Tenen Holtz, Eddie Nugent. Jack Roper, Delmer
Davis, Luke Cosgrove and Herbert Prior. Directed
by James Cruze. Released. Length
With dialogue.

TYPE AND THEME: James Van Blaroom. of
an aristocratic family, takes to prize fighting under
the name of Duke Wellington. He becomes middle-
weight champion, and while on his way to train
for a bout, he meets Susie Corbin, a college stu-
dent. To be near Susie, he enrolls in the same
college and by his persistence to alivays be near
her, arouses the dislike of the college champ. Then
follow parties and scraps and by the night of his
big bout he has lost Susie because of his rough-
neck ways. The fight is being broadcast over the
radio and the announcer uses Duke's real name
and Susie and the Duke's father learn about it.

Susie rushes to the fight, and the Duke ivins in a
whirlwind finish.

* * *

FRECKLED RASCAL THE: FBO melodrama, with
Buzz Barton. Milburn Morante, Tom Lingham,
Lotus Thompson. Pat O'Brien and Bill Patton.
Directed by Louis King. Released March 31.
Length

TYPE AND THEME: Follansbee, owner of the
water supply of Bitter Creek, has cut off the town's
water supply, to force the citizens to sign an
unfair contract. Red and Hank volunteer to haul
the water from another source. Follansbee sends
his gang to stop the boys, and through the care-
lessness of Follansbee's men, Red is able to outwit
them and get back the water supply for the town.

HAWK OF THE HILLS: Pathe Western, with Al-
lene Ray, Robert Chandler, Jack Ganzhorn, Frank
Lackteen, Paul Panzer, Wally Oettel, Harry Sem-
els, Walter Miller, Jack Pratt, Parks Jones, Fred-

erick Dana, John T. Prince, Chief White Horse.
George Magrill, Evangeline Russell and Chief
Yowlache. Directed by Spencer Bennet. Released
March 17. Length 4,840 feet.

TYPE AND THEME: The Hawk and his band
prey on the prospectors and rob them of their

gold. Laramie, a secret service officer, playing the

role of a bandit, gets in the Hawk's band. Here
he meets Mary, who is being held a captive and
is to be sold to the Indians. After several des-

perate fights and several attempts of the Indians
in break up the Hawk's stronghold, Laramie is

successful in bringing the Hawk to justice.
* * *

ONE STOLEN NIGHT: Warner Brothers drama,
with Betty Bronson, William Collier, Jr.. Mitchell
Lewis, Nina Quartero, Rose Dione, Harry Todd,
Otto Lederer, Angelo Rossitto. Jack Santora, Harry
Shultz and Charles Hill Mailes. Directed by R.
Dunlap. Leleased Length With
dialogue and sound.
TYPE AND THEME: Bob deserts the army

so that it will appear that he is a thief instead of
his brother. Hp gets a job with a vaudeville
troupe that is appearing in an Algerian cafe.

Here he meets Jeanne, harem entertainer, and aids

her to escape. After a general free-for-all fight
Bob and Jeanne make their getaway and Bob learns

that he has been cleared of the theft committed by
his brother.

* • *

QUEEN OF THE NIGHT CLUB : Warner Brothers
drama with Texas Guinan, Eddie Foy, Jr., Lila Lee.

Jack Norworth, John Davidson, John Miljan, Ar-
thur Housman, William Davidson, Charlotte Mer-
riam, Jimmie Phillips, Lee Shumway, James T.

Mack, Agnes Franey and Joe Depew. Directed by
Bryan Foy. Released Length
With dialogue and sound.

TYPE AND THEME: Texas Malone. night club

entertainer, quits her position with Nick and Quin-
tan and with the help of Don Holland opens a
club of her own. Years before, her husband left

her, taking her baby boy, and Tex has resolved to

make the world pay for her ill treatment. For
her new club she engages the team of Bob Walters
and Phil Parr and thus unknowingly has hired her
own son. Quintan and Nick resort to gang methods
to force her out of business so that they may con-
tinue to operate at a profit. Phil is framed and
accused of murder, and Tex learns that he is her
son. She fights for his freedom and proves his

innocence.
» * *

RIVER WOMAN, THE: Gotham drama, with Lionel
Barrymore, Jacqueline Logan, Charles Delaney,
Harry Todd, Mary Doran and Sheldon Lewis.
Directed by Joseph Henabery. Released
Length 8 reels. Synchronized score.

TYPE AND THEME: A girl of the underworld
falls in love with a young, clean-cut stoker. He
fights with the owner of the dive where the
woman is hostess. A flood carries the owner to his

death and the stoker and woman start life anew
and in a place that has been washed clean by the
flood.

* * *

SQUARE SHOULDERS: Pathe melodrama, with
Louis Wolheim, Junior Coghlan. Philippe De Lacy,

Anita Louise, Montague Shaw, Johnny Morris.
Kewpie Morris and Clarence Geldert. Directed by
E. Mason Hopper. Released March 31. Length
5,477 feet. With dialogue and sound.
TYPE AND THEME: Tad is being sent to a

military school on funds stolen by his father, who
he believes, died a military hero. Slag, a tramp,
crook and Tad's father, is employed at the stables

of the school and can watch his son and as a
friend helps him whenever possible. Tad becomes
the chief bugler, and one night while returning
from a party he discovers thieves in the office.

Slag's friends have found him and forced him
to help rob the office under the threat of revealing
to his son his identity. Tad attacks the thieves
and Slag is killed in stopping a bullet meant for
Tad.

* * *

TIMES SQUARE: Gotham comedy-drama, with Alice
Day. Eddie Kane. Emile Chautard. John Miljan,
Natalie Joyce and Joseph Swickard. Directed by
Joseph C. Boyle. Released September, 1928.
length 10.500 feet. With dialogue and sound
TYPE AND THEME: Russ Glover, son of a

famous composer, breaks away from family tradi-

ditions by seeking fame through jazz music. He
tfoes to New York and suffers the beginner's fail-

ures but finds a girl who helps him to success.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance. Minimum charge,

$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed Classified Ad Dept.

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

The Recognized N ational Classified Advertising Medium

Films—For Rent or Sale

Films rented and sold cheap. Address Clouse
Film Exchange, Maumee, Ohio.

Theatres for Sale

FOR SALE—theatre in town of 1,600 population.
Owner has other business. No competition. 340 seat
house. Best located town in Illinois. Cheap if taken
at once. Address Box 382, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE—3 good paying theatres in Akron, O.
Will sell equipment and give five or ten year lease.
Party interested must have $25,000 cash. Those not
having cash don't waste stamps. Address The R. C.
R. Theatre Company, Akron, O.

FOR SALE—two theatres, 300 seats each. Both
located in same town. 12,000 population. Good
equipment, long leases. $6,000 for both—$2,000 cash.
Address Box 384, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

NEIGHBORHOOD THEATRE AND CAFE, doing
fair business. Will sell lease—half down. Have other
interest—good city. Want quick sale. Address Box
377, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago.

Position Wanted

At liberty June 1. Experienced A-l projectionist.
Unmarried. Address William Andrus, Pawhuska,
Okla.

AT LIBERTY, theatre manager or operator or
will accept both together. Have been through the
mill for over twenty years. Not afraid of work. Will
go anywhere if position is steady. Married. Ad-
dress H. B. Frank, Macomb, 111.

YOUNG MAN who has been working at and study-
ing theatres for six years desires connection as man-
ager or assistant. I will run the risk and the results
must satisfy you. Salary, percentage or possibly in-

vestment. Will go anywhere. Address Aubrey N.
Dunn, 350 W. Crawford St., Elkhart, Ind.

ORGANIST—Experts thoroughly trained in show-
manship available at all times for first-class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full in-

formation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc. Ad-
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

AT LIBERTY—Theatrical sign and poster artist.

Chicago shop experience, non-union but will join.
Will go anywhere. Address Box 386, Exhibitors Her-
ald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

SINGING ORGANIST (Female). Can sing song
slides or ballads. Experienced, fine library, cues cor-
rectly, union. Will go anywhere. Located 4 years
in one theatre. A-l references. State salary, hours,

and make of organ when writing. Address Box 378,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago.

FEMALE ORGANIST at liberty because of Vita-
phone. Will start at moderate salary in order to

prove worth. Go anywhere. Large library, cue pic-

tures accurately, solo work, familiar all makes of
organ. A-l references. Advertising. Address Box
354, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn Street.

Chicago.

M. P. OPERATOR. Available at once. Go any-
where, 28, married and reliable. Do own repairing.

Non-union but no objection. State salary, etc. Write
or wire. Emil Schoerner, 27 Spring St., Lewiston,
Me.

THEATRE MANAGER. Young married man, ex-

perienced, good references. Prefer picture house.
Will go anywhere. Address Box 381, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Theatre Wanted

WANT TO LEASE THEATRE with purchase
privilege. Town 3,000 or more or will operate theatre
on salary and per cent. 20 years experience in towns
20,000 and under. Give full particulars and amount
competition. If there is chance, can make theatre pay.
Address Box 383, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE WANTED—To buy, lease or rent in

Southern Missouri, or Colorado. Looking for a 400-

seat house, population 10,000. Address Box 375,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago, 111.

Help Wanted

EXPERT TITLE BOARD CAMERAMAN AND
ANIMATOR WANTED—A leading Industrial Mo-
tion Picture Corporation wants a title-board man,
experienced in all types of title work and anima-
tion, one who can originate unusual and novel ef-

fects for advertising films. Complete straight title-

board and animated equipment on hand. In answer-
ing give age, nationality, experience and when avail-

able. Address Box 385, Exhibitors Herald- World, 407
S. Dearborn St., Chicago, HI.

Managers' Schools

THEATRE EMPLOYEES—Learn modern theatre
management, advertising, service. Approved and
specialized training for theatre employees while at
the theatre. Catalog H. Address Moving Picture
Theatre Managers Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

Equipment for Sale

INVENTORY SALE of $30,000 used theatre equip-
ment. Our warehouse is crowded with this merchan-
dise and must be disposed of quickly at reasonable
prices. Merchandise consists of about 7,000 5 and 7
ply veneered theatre chairs, different styles and de-

signs—all in excellent condition, price ranging from
$1.25 and up. Also about 6,000 upholstered chairs.
Some of these chairs are of the highest grade spring
constructed seats on the market today and many other
styles of upholstered chairs, prices from $1.75 and
up. Large stock of parts for all makes of chairs. Re-
built Simplex, Powers and Motiograph machines, gen-
erators, compensarcs, spotlights, etc., as well as musi-
cal instruments. In fact everything for the theatre.
Write for particulars. We assure you great savings
and will send you literature on our merchandise.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 East
Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera
chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, re-
flecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalogue. Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,
Chicago.

FOR SALE—Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,
also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-
plex Heads. Best Prices. Write Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, HI.

FOR SALE—Complete Equipment for starting pic-
ture show. 500 cushioned seats, 2 Powers Machines,
Screen, Cooling System, Iron Booth, etc. Everything
in A-l condition. Located in Nebraska. Will sell

all or any part. Priced to sell. Address Box 380,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago, 111.

Chairs for Sale

SEVERAL THOUSAND BRAND NEW SPRING
CUSHION CHAIRS at the most sensational bargains
ever offered in the opera chair line. Beautiful
specimens of the Seating Craft. Best of upholster-
ing material. Any amount sold. Don't hesitate to
write for exact photographs and details. Are you in

the market for a veneer chair. Then write us today
on way below cost prices on 3000 all new veneer
chairs. Address C. G. Demel, 845 South State St.,

Chicago.

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera chairs, 600 uphol
stered, 800 Veneer. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 YVabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

2,000 USED 5-ply veneer theatre chairs. Guaran-
teed condition. Different styles and designs, $1.00
each, for quick sale. For particulars write Illinois

Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 East 9th street, Chi-
cago, 111.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravuremboso" plate-

less embossing) processes. Special Neargravure 250
envelopes, 500 S]/in7%" letterheads $3.33, or &y2 xll"
$4.44, postpaid. Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox, Indiana.

For Sale

OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,
five ply, at prices that save you half . New and used
Opera chairs. Address J. P. Redington & Co., Scran-

ton, Pa.

(Continued on next page)

Your Classified Ad Will Do the Work
Exhibitors Herald-World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising

department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in

solving many another problem that seemed difficult. The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount

if run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this

week. The cost is small, the results are great.
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(Continued from preceding page)

REFERENCE BOOKS—Motion Picture Trade Di

rector, $10; Anatomy of Motion Picture Art, $2.50

Films of the Year, $2.50; Gose Up, annual subscrip

tion $3.50. These books may be ordered through ui

Send check or money order with your request. Ad-
dress Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111

BETTER PAPER BANNERS, weatherproof colors.

Airbrushed 3x10 or smaller—50 cents. Address Carl

Rettig, Boston theatre, Galion, Ohio.

Organs for Sale

FOR SALE: Bartola Pipe Organ. Used Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ, model U, very reasonable. Cremona
Pipe Organ, used or new. Reproduco Pipe Organs.
Address S. B. McFadden, Havana, 111.

Gift Night Souvenirs

GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE: Over 300 fine

novelties in our large free catalog at genuine whole-
sale prices. Write today. No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co., Inc., 140 W. 21st St., New York.

Projector Repairing

SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I

have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment. One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment fur-
nished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 12 14 E. North St., Chicago, 111.

BEST SHOP for repairing projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices. Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

Equipment Wanted

WANTED—2 Peerless or Powers Projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps. State price, condition
and number of machines. Will pay cash, or one-
third down and balance C.O.D. Address Box 337,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-
cago, 111.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bar or incomplete, cheap. Address Preddey,
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash, Chicago.

LETTE RS
From Readers

A forum at which the exhibitor is

invited to express his opinion on
matters of current interest. Brevity
adds forcefulness to any statement.

Unsigned letters will not be printed.

"Vision Tone" Registered

NEW YORK CITY—To the Editor: We
have read your article on "Vision Tone" on
page 62 of the Exhibitors Herald-World and
wish to inform you that "Vision Tone" is a

registered corporation title and, therefore, not

permitted to be used except by us.

Trusting you will give this matter your im-

mediate attention, we remain—A. Opoliner,
Vision Tone Corporation, New York City,

N. Y.

Come Again!

OMAK, WASH.—To the Editor: When I

was a kid I was raised in a nice quiet Irish

community and one of the things that made it

nice and quiet was that, everyone, especially

"kids" and newcomers were very careful not

to speak out of turn. Now, I sure am a new-
comer in this picture business and wouldn't

for the world speak out of turn, but it seems
that whatever it was that put the Ire in Irish

also put the urge in me to write you. You
know a fellow feels kind of guilty when he
gets all the benefits of the Herald and gets a

chance to cash in on the ideas of men who
write for it, and then does nothing to let

them know that he is getting it

"What the Picture Did for Me" is the de-

partment I should be writing to, but so far, if

I would tell the truth in answer to that cap-

tion, it would only tend to lower an already

deflated morale. In truth, it hasn't done very
much to me, because when I went in I put a

couple years' experience gained on a carnival

lot when I was a sapling up against a service

station owner's cash, and with the promise of

the local Commercial Club that our town
would reach a point where San Francisco
would be watching us, and right away too, we
built the "joint."

As soon as the distributors heard about the

thousands of people that intended to move in

next day, they got busy and rearranged the

rates or rentals on films up to a point that

would be in keeping with good business (for
THEM). Of course, they knew that the local

boosters lied a little, but they wanted to be
sure to be getting enough in case twenty-five

more people did move in before they got back
next year, which means What the Pictures

Did to My Partner; plenty, brother, plenty.

But he is a good sport and we are sort of
getting through the Winter.

If it is worth anything to you, let me tell

you that man J. C. Jenkins is there, and that

bird Trags "ain't so rotten."

But to get serious, and by the way the

only other time in my life that I got serious
I made a lot of promises that she still insists

on my keeping, but J. C. is absolutely right

about the 5-grand showmen going back to the
soil, if something like the "resurrection"
doesn't happen in this game out in the tall

uncut.

I suppose the older and more initiated pur-
veyors of cinema entertainment can appreciate
the difference in films, but to a novice like me,
it seems that anything with over three thrills

in 8 reels or six laughs in a week's run is

called a "Special," and as soon as the distribu-

tor finds out that we are using phonograph
records to make the train whistle right out
loud on the screen we will be asked to pay
Vitaphone rental. Now, this is not so very
interesting, I know, but it will give you an
insight into the mind workings of a small
towner away up here near the B. C. line and
if the boys will just clip the name off the bot-
tom and if ever they are up this way, they
may find that we know a lot of things be-
sides "movable pitchers." We do know where
the big ones bite, and we know where the
birds are, and we know a fellow that makes
good cider. He'll be out in twenty days more.

Just as soon as we get over these blizzards
and the apple money comes back we expect to

be able to tell you "What the Picture Did for
Me."

Until then accept this as our apology for ap-
pearing to ignore your valuable periodical and
its really worth while contributors.—A. H.
McDermott, Omak Amusement Co., Omak,
Wash.

And See Us, Too
COLLBRAN, COLO.—To the Editor: I

consider your magazine O. K. and tried to get
Mrs. Helen Young to subscribe for it She
has had the Auditorium rented for the past
two years and will likely continue. I expect
to leave for a trip through the South about
May 1.—Durango, Mesa Vorde, Cortez, Ship-
rock, Gallup, Santa Fe, Roswell, Coilsbad
Caverns, Albuquerque, Eliphant Butte Dam,
Silver City, El Paso, Pecos, Del Rio, Uvalde,
Rock Springs, San Antonio, Talfurious,
Brounsville, Houston, Galveston, Dallas, Fort
Worth, Wichita Falls, Enid, Tulsa, Muskogee,
Fort Smith, Little Rock, Hot Springs, Texar-
kana, Shreveport, New Orleans, Vickburg,
Memphis, Muscle Shoals, Mount Lookout,
Chatanooga, Birmingham, Florida, etc.

I expect to be gone the best part of the
summer. Her rental runs out November 16
and if I have to run it, I will want to sub-
scribe again. Until then I am afraid I won't
have any use for it. I am a subscriber to four
medical magazines, besides the Digest, Coun-
try Gentleman, and others and expect to stop
all of them besides several newspapers.

I was born and raised in Chicago at what
was then 482 W. Chicago Avenue, between
Ashland Avenue, and Runsey Street. I used
to deliver newspapers both morning and eve-
ning, from Chicago over to Division and be-
tween Milwaukee and Western Avenues.

I saw where Melville Stone died. About the
time he started the Daily News, I was about
nine years old and bought two papers for a

penny and sold them. It was my first business
\ enture.

I may come back that way and if I do, I

want to see the new building, besides the new
commercial building and possibly a nephew or
two. One lives on Halsted Street—Frank
Hazelder by name; another [first name
is illegible] Kernwein on 3429 Woodlawn
Avenue. But I don't know where the others
are.

I would also like to see the new (at least

to me) dancing pavilion on the lake pier, and
possibly one or two of Balaban & Katz
theatres.

Well, this does not interest you, so will dry
up.

—

Mr. Zinke, Collbran Auditorium, Coll-
bran, Colo.

What About the Future?

MANILA, ARK., To the Editor: I have
just finished reading Better Theatres. I

enjoy reading this almost as well as I do the

Herald-World.

I get a lot of kick out of reading the differ-

ent advertisements on sound equipment.
Twelve months ago you never saw anything
like this, and I am just wondering what will

take place in the next 12 months. A year
or two ago we would go to the theatre and
enjoy looking at a moving picture and won-
der how they ever made a picture that would
move so naturally. Now we not only see

them move, but we hear them talk. If they
ever get it to where we can walk up to the

screen and shake hands with the star, then
we can do some real advertising. We can
say, "See, feel and hear Richard Dix," or
any other star that we happen to be show-
ing.

Well, anyhow I am sure that I am not the

only man who is wondering what the future

has in store for the exhibitors who are not

in shape to install talking pictures.—C. N.
Pipt, New theatre, Manila, Ark.

For States Rights Films

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA.—To th
Editor: Would you be kind as to spare a

exhibitor without sound a few lines in you
Herald-World ?

I have just finished a week of the greates

business my theatre, the Trianon, has eve

done with a states right picture, "The Pa<

That Kills," without Movietone or Vitaphon
—just a plain silent print with organ music

played by a human artist. My record was
broken by over one thousand dollars.

The reason I am writing this letter is be-

cause I did business with the heaviest rainfall

recorded in 20 years—ten inches of rain in

three days. Yet I stood them up! So I am
for states right pictures of the right type here-

after. Wishing you and your splendid maga-
zine continued success.

—

Georoe Steele, Tria-

non theatre, Birmingham, Ala.

Expedition Pictures Shown
NEW ORLEANS.—The first showing of the motion

pictures taken of the John Geddings Gray Memorial
Expedition into Central America was held in the

Athenaeum. Frans Blom, head of the department
at Tulane, explained the pictures.
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WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Copyright, 1929

Columbia
THE SIDESHOW: Special cast—Good story o£ a

circus that pleased.—J. W. Bascom, Shastona theatre,

Mount Shasta, Cal.—Small town patronage.

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS: Virginia Valli—
40%. March 13. Not much to it, will get by as a
program feature. Six reels.—S. A. Hayman. Lyda
theatre, Grand Island, Neb.—General patronage.

THE SIDE SHOW: Marie Prevost—40%.
March 9. I would call it a pretty good feature.

By the way, Herald-World, it has warmed up out
here in Nebraska and things look a little

brighter. Won't need those fur lined pictures.

Six reels.—S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre, Grand
Island, Neb.—General patronage.

SUBMARINE: Jack Holt—72%. March 7-8.

My first Columbia and a good one. This should
please any type of audience as it is a clean cut.

deep 6ea picture. Nine reels.—W. C. Pullin, New
Linden theatre, Columbus, O.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

THE TIGRESS: Special cast—March 5-6. I see

where one of the boys said this was punk. It was
different here, as everyone thought it was a good
program picture. The tale of a Spanish gypsy and
her infatuation for an Englishman. Why is it that
the other film hounds spend most of their time pan-
ning this Columbia stuff? The program pictures I

bought from Columbia were all good, and I didn't

have to give them my back teether for 'em either.

Six reels.—William E. Tragsdorf. Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

First National
ADORATION: Billie Dove—Quite wonderful, from

every angle. I believe it brings out Billie Dove in

her best performance. I would rank this picture as
one of the best productions so far this year. It is

interesting in story, it is well cast, and a perfect
production. Business for three days better than aver-

age. Seven reels.—W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,

Winchester, Ind.—General patronage.

THE CRASH: Milton Sills—50%. Good action

picture and went over good. Did not do much busi-

ness on account of basket ball game. Seven reels.

—E. D. Luma, Cozy theatre. Wagoner, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

SCARLET SEAS: Richard Barthelmess—59%.
March 11-12. Good picture but not as good as some
of the 6tar's former productions. Seven reels.

—

E. D. Luma, Cozy theatre. Wagoner, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

SHOW GIRL: Alice White—February 27-28.

Pleasing, light affair. This girl is as good as Bow
if they will give her the vehicle.—J. S. Walker.
Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town pat-

ronage.

DANCING VIENNA: Ben Lyon—Only ran this

one day but would have stood another day. Very
good picture. Was afraid it was no good. Seven
reels.—E. D. Luma, Cozy theatre. Wagoner, Okla.

—Small town patronage.

HEART TO HEART: Special cast—March
14-15. Due to all the good reports I had read
in the Herald-World, and as one of the churches
wanted a benefit, I gave this to them to a full

house with a full 100 per cent reaction. I do
not recall any picture which gave better satis-

faction than this little program picture. Clean,

wholesome, small town comedy. Let's give the

director a hand. I've got to look and see who it

was—oh, yes! William Beaudine. Boys, you can
run this picture on any night in the calendar

and you won't offend one single soul in your
town or audience. Seven reels.—William E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.

SYNTHETIC SIN: Colleen Moore—February 25.

SEVERAL MATTERS OF
IMPORTANCE

GRATIFYING, indeed, are the letters

we've been receiving testifying as to

the value of this department. It must be
as pleasing to you icho contribute the re-

ports as to us who handle them edi-

torially, for it is the reports that make
this department the great service institu-

tion it is. And that reminds us of

several things.

One of them is the value in a report of

giving the circumstances in which the

picture was played. A picture may be I

"good" under one set of conditions, and
"bad" under another. Also, a few words

of explanation why the picture is thought

worth while or to the contrary is usually

just what the exhibitor who has not

played it wants to know.
Another matter is the keeping of re-

ports free from mere expressions of

prejudice—a condition of mind or soul to

which all of us, being human, are heir.

The picture is the thing, and though those

who made it are to blame if it is not

suitable, the picture itself remains the

thing to be criticized.

A matter which may not be so im-

portant from the point of view of strict

practicability, but one which is never-

theless worth consideration is the com-
ment the exhibitor can often make on
various conditions in the industry, in just

a few words, in the report itself. Such
comment need not be serious. Indeed,

one of the most effective ways of speaking

seriously, we've found, is by giving a

thought a humorous twist. As we said,

these bits of chat in a report, about the

picture business in the world at large

and right in each exhibitor's own home
town—about his theatre and himself—
these little observations and quips may
not be of the highest importance in mak-

ing reports more valuable, but they add
a sparkle and human interest to serious

business which is good for all of us.

(And they make our job much more
interesting!)-

—GEORGE SCHUTZ.

This is a good program picture. This star fails to

draw for me any more. Too many poor ones.

Seven reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

OH, KAY: Colleen Moore—March 3-4. Good
program picture. As the second night of this

fell on inaugural night, I was all set for some
of this prosperity we have been hearing about

for a long time. Say, Herb, if we don't have

any more prosperity during the next four years

time than we did on the night of March 4, we
will get to be as bad as T. O. Service—that is.

vote as we drink. Ho! Hum! Five reels.

—

William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

LOVE AND THE DEVIL: Special cast—60%.
February 22-23. A very good picture. A little differ-

ent type than Sills is usually in and that is why
it was good. Not the he-man type like most of his.

Miss Corda made a very good comeback in this one,
as I was not so het up over the last one she was
in last summer. Seven reels.—W. R. Boughn, Jr.,

Sun theatre, Walthill, Neb.—General patronage.

THE LOVE MART: Billie Dove—This went over
satisfactorily as a special. Eight reels.—J. C. Mac-
Kenzie. Princess theatre, Seaforth, Ont., Canada.

—

Small town patronage.

THE WHEEL OF CHANCE : Richard Barthelmess—50%. December 20-22. Real good picture and the
kind of story Dick can put over. His acting just
swell.—A. C. Digney, Victoria theatre, Carberry,
Man., Canada.—General patronage.

THE YELLOW LILY: Billie Dove—March 10-11.

Another of those foreign affairs. A fine picture of
its kind, but nobody with good sense cares a tinker's

dam for that foreign stuff. I don't wish anyone any
hard luck, but I hope they take all those foreign
directors (as well as the local talent with a foreign
complex) and send 'em all back to Russia or Bulgaria
or whereinell they come from. A good picture,

but you can't get anybody in to see this stuff.

That's that. Eight reels.—William E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patron-
age.

OUT OF THE RUINS: Richard Barthelmess—
25%. January 31-February 2. This is the poorest

picture of Dick's I have ever shown. Why do pro-

ducers put those darn fool close-ups of kissing in a
picture for, anyhow ? You can go to any dance hall

and see two pinheads doing the same thing. Why
ask good sensible patrons to pay good money to see

such trash ? Dick is one of the greatest actors on
the screen in my estimation—why 6poil him?—A. C.

Digney, Victoria theatre, Carberry, Man., Canada.

—

General patronage.

THE PATENT LEATHER KID: Richard Barthel-

mess—March 6-7. "Very good show," said what few
came. Played it for Legion benefit. Worst roads
we have had this winter, only six or seven cars on
street. Twelve reels.—Mrs, S. J. Brown & Son,

Phoenix theatre, Neolo, la.—General patronage.

THE PHANTOM CITY: Ken Maynard—Best
Maynard in a long time, at least it pleased my
patrons the best.—Harold H. Kortes, Sun theatre,

Plainwell, Mich.—General patronage.

ADORATION: Billie Dove—February 24-25.

Nothing big but Billie is a very good actress. This

is not her best. The people here seem to like her.

Seven reels.—Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix
theatre, Neolo, la.—General patronage.

THE HAUNTED HOUSE: Special cast—February
22-23. Thought this was very satisfactory show. Lots

of exhibitors panned this but it was not bad for a

change. Six reels.—Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix
theatre, Neolo, la.—General patronage.

THE WHIP: Dorothy Mackail—February 28.

Dandy program picture. No special, but pleased most
everyone. Seven reels.—Harold H. Kortes, Sun the-

atre, Plainwell, Mich.—General patronage.

SEE YOU IN JAIL: Jack Mulhall—Very good

entertainment.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

SUNSET DERBY: Special cast—Just a fair race

love 6tory.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre.

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

HER WILD OAT: Colleen Moore—Not much to

this Colleen.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE LIFE OF REILLY: Special cast—This went
over big and everyone seemed to enjoy it immensely.

Seven reels.—Giacoma Brothers. Crystal theatre.

Tombstone, Ariz.—General patronage.

WEARY RIVER: Richard Barthelmess—This is

another good one from this star. I certainly am
pleased at the way he i6 pleasing my patrons. Seven

reels.—Leslie Hables. Reel Joy theatre. King City.

Cal.—Small town patronage.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore—77%. March 4.

This picture is as good as all the other exhibitors
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said it was, but "Legion of the Condemned" (Para-
mount) is juet about as good, and bought at a much
lower rental. Increased prices from 10 and 15

cents to 15 and 25 cents for "Lilac Time," but
percentage figured on 10 and 15 cents basis. Eleven
reels.—H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills, Bath, S. C—Small
town patronage.

Fox
MAKING THE GRADE: Edmund Lowe—March 7.

This one is rotten. It was withdrawn from me after

having it booked and a trailer running on it just

seven days from play date. Was led to believe it

a dandy and release date cancelled to make a "talky"

of it. I tied up with a Civic League and asked Fox
for the best one they had, giving them the circum-
stances, and then get this. Informed all that it was
sure to be a dandy and it was the biggest frost I

ever have seen. Everyone knocked it, and I got the

displeasure of the best patrons in the community.
Many who bought tickets from the League did not

even come the second night. Fox will 6ure hear

from this one.—H. B. Wilson, Golden City, Mo.

—

General patronage.

THE LONE STAR RANGER: Special cast—Oh,
for a fountain of youth wherein Tom Mix could

bathe and gain eternal youth ! He is one star of

whom people never seem to tire, providing he is

cast properly. "Lone Star Ranger" is one of his

finest Westerns and drew like in days of old. Five

reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City,

Mo.—General patronage.

PUBLICITY MADNESS: Edmund Lowe—Febru-
ary 16. Fair comedy. Not much plot. Some ex-

citing airplane shots. Six reels.—G. R. Robinson,

Arcadia Public Schools, Arcadia, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

ST. ELMO: John Gilbert—March 8. A good
clean picture. The first real clean one we have re-

ceived from Fox. The print was in a poor condition,

but we had a record house and favorable comments.
Five reels.—G. R'. Robinson, Arcadia Public Schools,

Arcadia, Mich.—General patronage.

SHARPSHOOTERS: O'Brien—March 2. Good ac-

tion picture and drew fairly well. "East Side West
Side" was better.—Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre.

Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

BLINDFOLD: George O'Brien—Neat picture and
a little different. With the aid of Tarzan we have
kept up our mid-week business very well. Six reels.

—E. C. Arehart, Auditorium theatre, Laurel, Neb.

—General patronage.

HANGMAN'S HOUSE: Victor McLaglen—

A

good program type of picture, pretty settings, nothing
sensational, just program. Six reels.-—J. C. Mac-
Kenzie. Princess theatre, Seaforth, Ont.. Canada.

—

Small town patronage.

THE GAY RETREAT: Special cast—The feminine
half of my crowd didn't like this. Business poor.

Six reels.—J. C. MacKenzie, Princess theatre, Sea-

forth, Ont., Canada.—Small town patronage.

SILK LEGS: Madge Bellamy—February 27-28.

A little old, but got pretty good print and that is

saying a lot for most Fox prints. We doubled fea-

tured this with "Danger Street" and this was the

best of the two. Six reels.—Mr6. S. J. Brown &
Son, Phoenix theatre. Neolo, la.—General patron-

age.

ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD: Special

cast—65%. March 6. I suppose we have got to have
these underworld pictures, however, this was better

than the average and gave good satisfaction. Seven
reel6.—E. B. Conant, Charkarohen Hall, Lincoln,

N. H.—Small town patronage.

Quiet Electric Ventilator

is desired equipment in all theatres. Does not
disturb talking movie or vaudeville performances.

Write for complete information.

Lakeside Company 223 Main St.

Hermansville, Mich.

Ten 'thousand La\es

Are Calling

By C. J. Byrne

Lay aside your cares and worries,

Close your desk and pack your grip,

For you owe yourself an outing,

A vacation and a trip;

Come and rest your weary body,
Where the laughing waters steal,

Through the shady nooks that lure you,
Come with trusty rod and reel.

Come and learn real joys of fishing

Sporty bass or gamey pike;—

-

Take a train that leaves your home town,
You can motor if you like.

Come and hear the wild birds singing,

Joining in the welcome, too;

For ten thousand lakes are calling,

They are calling,—calling you.

Come and bring the family with you,
Where the cooling breezes creep

Through the pine trees of the forests,

Gently singing you to sleep;

Where the sky-blue waters crimson,

As the sun sets in the west;

Come, partake of nature's tonic

In the land of peace and rest.

Come and breathe the fragrant ozone
Of the piney-wooded land,

In the playground made to order

By good Mother Nature's hand;
Come on up to Minnesota
With your pack-sack and canoe,

For ten thousand lakes are calling,

—

They are calling,—calling you.

[Editor's Note: And you is each mem-
ber of the Herald-World family, and the
particular bit of Minnesota referred to is

Detroit Lakes. There it is, as you know,
that Andy Anderson of the State theatre,

is to hold forth as host to the second
annual "Exhibitors Own Convention"
next July. So do your planning early,

you can leave home your canoe; just

take yourself and family where those
lakes are calling you.]

ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD: Mary
Astor—March 2. A good little picture. Seven reels.

—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver,
Utah.—General patronage.

JUST TONY: Tom Mix—March 9. Just a fair

Western, but sure did draw the crowds. We were
satisfied, and so were most of our patrons. New
print. Photography old but pretty good. Five reels.

—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.
—General patronage.

JUST TONY: Tom Mix—Reissue. Tom is a
consistent money maker for us. Sorry to see him
leave. If we exhibitors only had enough guts we
would demand producers to make us Westerns and
they would do it. Instead we cuss them and do
nothing about it. These husky boys out here want
horse pictures. Six reels.—E. C. Arehart, Audi-
torium theatre, Laurel, Neb.—General patronage.

HORSEMEN OF THE PLAINS: Tom Mix—March
1-2. Good Mix picture. We used train effect record
in first reel and sure had them guessing how it was
done. No business. Bad roads and cold. Five
reels.—Mr6. S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix theatre,

Neolo, la.—General patronage.

BLOOD WILL TELL: Buck Jones—Me-oh my.
and still they cornel Just another picture. Five
reels.—Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre. Tomb-
stone, Ariz.—General patronage.

THE BRANDED SOMBRERO: Buck Jones—

A

good Buck Jones.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand the-

atre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

A GIRL IN EVERY PORT: Victor McLaglen—
Will get by as a program picture. Nobody raved
over this.—J. C. MacKenzie, Princess theatre, Sea-
forth. Ont., Canada.—Small town patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE FLYING FLEET: Ramon Novarro—Febru-

ary 25-26. Excellent.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre.
Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

THE FLYING FLEET: Ramon Novarro—75%.
This is a good picture will stand a slight raise in

admission. Pleased 100 per cent. Ten reels.—E.
D. Luna, Cozy theatre, Wagoner, Okla.—Small town
patronage.

THE FLYING FLEET: Ramon Novarro—March
3-4. Very good aviation picture. Story of Navy
fliers and non-stop flights to Hawaii. Ten reels.

—

George Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.
—Small town patronage.

THE FLYING FLEET: Ramon Novarro—
February 16. This is a wonderful production.
You can push it to the limit and it will meet
the approval of all. The best Metro we have
played since "Ben Hur." Novarro is better in

this than in any other he has made except "Ben
Hur." Novarro does not draw here. Eleven
reels.—J. W. Engesather, Movies theatre,
Brocket, N. D.—Small town patronage.

HONEYMOON: Flash—March 2. No plot, but a
lot of foolishness that went over big with the kids
and a lot of the grown-ups. Six reels.—J. W.
Engesather, Movies theatre. Brocket, N. D.—Small
town patronage.

A LADY OF CHANCE: Norma Shearer—March
4- 5. Good.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

A LADY OF CHANCE: Norma Shearer—March
3-4. Good Shearer picture. Fair business. Seven
reels.—Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix theatre.
Neolo, la.—General patronage.

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS:
Monte Blue—Something very different. One of the
best attendance getters of the year. Fine production,
that pleased.—J. W. Baseom. Shastona theatre.
Mount Shasta, Cal.—Small town patronage.

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS:
Monte Blue—The best south sea island I have ever
run. Very entertaining and educational. I guess
there is a lot of truth about the educational fact.

—

Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—

General patronage.

WEST POINT: William Haines—February 23. A
100 per cent picture from both angles—box-office and
entertainment. Don't pass it up.—Frank Sabin,
Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.—Small town pat-
ronage.

THE MYSTERIOUS LADY: Greta Garbc—
March 9. This was one that pleased my people.
Metro allowed me to trade one I didn't want for
this one, of course, by paying a little more. The
ones you want to trade for are always spe-
cials, and while this wasn't a special, it was a
lot better than the one I traded it for, so I

guess everyone is happy.—H. B. Wilson, Golden
City, Mo.—General patronage.

BROTHERLY LOVE: Dane-Arthur—The best one
this team has turned out since "Rookies." In fact
the only one since that's been worthwhile. There
is a little smut in "Brotherly Love" which could
easily have been omitted, but as a whole it is very
funny. Seven reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre,

Kansas City, Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

THE TRAIL OF '98: Dolores Del Rio—February
25. I didn't drink a drop and yet I let them take
me for $50 (their absolute minimum). My neighbor
in a town of 2,500 (mine's 750) paid the minimum,
$50, too. He made a nice profit and I broke even.
Wasn't I lucky? It's a good show, but not worth
five times the price of program stuff. Never—never

!

—Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre.' Eureka, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

THE TRAIL OF '98: Dolores Del Rio—Great en-
tertainment, especially for small towns. Seemed to

please 100 per cent. Heavy storm hurt attendance.
A genuine special that should play at advanced ad-

mission. Ten reels.—J. W. Bascom, Shastona the-

atre. Mount Shasta, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE TRAIL OF *98: Dolores Del Rio—March
4-5. Some said good, others said not much of a
picture. Played to pretty good business in bad
weather. Print and photography very good. Ten
reels.—G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martins-
ville, Va.—General patronage.

FOUR WALLS: John Gilbert—60%. Good pic-

ture pleased 100 up. Gilbert well liked here.

—

E. D. Luma, Cozy theatre, Wagoner, Okla.—Small
town patronage.

THE COSSACKS: John Gilbert—Ran this as spe-

cial. Fair, too barbaric for some. Eight reels.

—

J. C. MacKenzie, Princess theatre, Seaforth, Ont.,

Canada.—Small town patronage.

WEST OF ZANZIBAR: Lon Chaney—70%. Not
so good. Please about 50 per cent. Straight roles

—like "While the City Sleeps." Seven reels.—E. D.

Luma, Cozy theatre, Wagoner, Okla.—Small town
patronage.

WEST OF ZANZIBAR: Lon Chaney—March 9. Just

like all the Chaney pictures, a horrible story but

good acting. Didn't draw as well as "London After
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The difference

in projection lenses

may be measured in the

box office till

COMPARE the Cinephor with

any other lens on the basis of

these four characteristics : definition,

flatness of field, illumination, and

maximum contrast between black and

white. Every Cinephor is highly

corrected—and can be brought to a

clear, sharp focus with ease.

Hundreds of tests before oper-

ators and trained critics have proved

the superiority of Cinephors on

even- count. As a theatre owner
you cannot neglect this opportun-

ity for better results—better pic-

tures and better business.

A note from you will bring full

information about Cinephor lenses.

Bausch & Lomb experts will be

glad to co-operate on your specific

projection problem.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,

65Z St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.

Bausch & Lomb

CINEPHOR
Projection Lenses for Motion Pictures

Midnight." Photography dark. Eight reels.

—

Robert K. Yancey. Bonny theatre. Mansfield, Mo.

—

General patronage. .

ROSE MARIE: Joan Crawford—A good picture,

although it had a lot of rough outdoor the women
seemed to like it. Eight reels.—J. C. MacKenzie,
Princess theatre. Seaforth, Ont., Canada.—Small
town patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE: William Haines—March 2. Have
6een lots of adverse reports on this, but we liked it.

Anything that has Bill Haines in it is bound to be
good. Marion is good too but we liked her better

in "The Patsy." Good print and photography. Nine
reels.—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield.

Mo.—General patronage.

IN OLD KENTUCKY: March 9. Nothing but
praise for this one. Drew well both nights.

Step on it. Seven reels.—Frank Sabin, Majestic

theatre. Eureka, Mont,—Small town patronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—Feb-
ruary 9. This Chaney did not get the favorable ac-

ceptance with our audience that "London After
Midnight" did. Sight reels.—J. W. Engesather
Movies theatre. Brocket, N. D.—Small town patron-

age.

IN OLD KENTUCKY: James Murray—30V
March 7-9. A picture that gave full satisfaction.

It shows that the people like the picture when
they make an effort to tell you so. The negroes
were very good. And, say, didn't that race get

them excited?—A. C. Digney, Victoria theatre,

Carberry, Man., Canada.—General patronage.

SPIES: Special cast—March 9. Slow moving.
good acting, very mysterious. Our patrons like it.

Nine reels.—J. W. Engesather, Movies theatre.

Brocket, N. D.—Small town patronage.

CIRCUS ROOKIES: Dane-Arthur—December 22.

All who saw it said, "Rotten," and they put "De-
tectives" in the same class. Many of our patrons

said, "Lay off these Dane-and-Arthurs. Give us

something else." Seven reels.—J. W. Engesather.
Movies theatre. Brocket. N. D.—Small town patron-

age.

MASK OF THE DEVIL: John Gilbert^Iannary
19. Can not say much for this feature for use in a

small town. Eight reels.—J. W. Engesather, Movies
theatre. Brocket. N. D.—Small town patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN : Buster Keaton—December
28. No plot but a lot of nonsense that made their,

all walk out laughing. Give us another like it.

Five reels.—J. W. Engesather. Movies theatre.

Brocket, N. D.—Small town patronage.

EXCESS BAGGAGE: William Haines—January
26. This feature did not do the business nor get

the comments that "Spring Fever" did. Eight reels.

—J. W. Engesather, Movies' theatre, Brocket. N. D.
—Small town patronage .

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Joan Crawford-
February 2. Though the title did not help us draw
in the older people, still it pleased all who came in.

Nine reels.—J. W. Engesather. Movies theatre.

Brocket, N. D.—Small town patronage.

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT: Flash—January 12.

A very good mystery underworld story. Sure made a

hit here, only to have the dog star slip when we
played "Honeymoon" and they found no dog star.

Seven reels.—J. W. Engesather. Movies theatre.

Brocket, N. D.—Small town patronage.

THE SMART SET: William Haines—About the

best smart aleck picture Bill has made, and he
should stay in these roles, but I guess he will go the

way Charles Ray went.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

THE ADVENTURER: Tim McCoy—December 15.

McCoy has lost what little drawing power he had
with our patrons. This was rotten, and we had to

promise our patrons that we would play no more of

his productions. Five reels.—J. W. Engesather,
Movies theatre. Brocket, N. D.—Small town patron-

age.

SKIRTS: Syd Chaplin—»5%. December 27-29.

This had them laughing all the way. Syd Chaplin
is a good drawing star for me.—A. C. Digney.
Victoria theatre, Carberry, Man.. Canada.—General
patronage.

SKIRTS: Syd Chaplin—November 17. A slap

stick two-reel comedy extended to 6ix reels, but it

went over big for us. We did not make any money
on it, but the patrons laughed, enjoyed it, and asked
for more. Six reels.—J. W. Engesather. Movies
theatre. Brocket, N. D.—Small town patronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS: Lon Chaney—80%.
March 11-12. Just mention Chaney and my audience

goes wild. He is a sure cure for box-office blues.

Nine reels.—W. C. Pullin, New Linden theatre.

Columbus, O.—Neighborhood patronage.

DETECTIVES : Dane-Arthur—November 24. Lay
off this. Not that it is so rotten, but it will fall

very much short of pleasing the usual percentage of

patrons. Seven reels.—J. W. Engesather. Movies
theatre, Brocket, N. D.—Small town patronage.

TELLING THE WORLD: William Haines—De-
cember 1. The usual Haines, drew a small crowd
but I pleased only the usual 60 per cent. Perhaps
the patrons expect too much. Eight reels.—J. W.
Engesather, Movies theatre. Brocket, N. D.—Small
town patronage.

A WOMAN OF AFFAIRS: Gilbert-Garbo—This
one pleased them and they told me so when they
left. Made a lot of Garbo fans with this. Nine
reels.—Leslie Hables. Reel Joy theatre. King City.

Ca).—Small town patronage.

THE ACTRESS: Norma Shearer—47%. March 10.

Costume pictures are a flop for me and this one is

exceptionally poor. Eight reels.—W. C. Pullin, New
Linden theatre, Columbus, O.—Neighborhood pat-
ronage.

THE ACTRESS: Norma Shearer—November 10.

A dandy little feature. Eight reels.—J. W.
Engsather. Movies theatre. Brocket, N. D.—Small
town patronage.

LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH : Lon Chaney—I call

this a dandy, but Chaney does not pull for me.

—

Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre. Breese, 111.

—

General patronage.

LAUGH. CLOWN, LAUGH: Lon Chaney—Octo-
ber 20. This one was not up to the usual Chaney class.

Eight reels.—J. W. Engesather, Movies theatre.

Brocket, N. D.—Small town patronage.

Paramount
AVALANCHE: Jack Holt—Good Zane Grey pro-

duction that especially pleased the ladies.—J. W.
Bascom. Shastona theatre, Mount Shasta, Cal.—Small
town patronage.

AVALANCHE: Jack Holt—February 24. A very
good Zane Grey-Jack Holt. This combination is a
good one. Seven reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy the-

atre. King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE PATRIOT: Emil Jannings—March 6-7.

Personally I thought this intensely interesting and
that Jannings' acting was marvelous. But it failed

to draw and failed to please. Twelve reels.—J. S.

Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie. Tex.—Small
town patronage.

MORAN OF THE MARINES: Richard Dix—

Drew well and pleased.—J. W. Bascom, Shastona
theatre. Mount Shasta, Cal.—General patronage.

THE WEDDING MARCH: Eric Von Stroheim—
People do not care for this type of picture.—J. W.
Bascom, Shastona theatre. Mount Shasta, Cal.

—

General patronage.

MANHATTAN COCKTAIL: Nancy Carroll-
March 11-12. This is what is the matter with the
"movies !" Eight reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas the-

atre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

DOCKS OF NEW YORK: George Bancroft—Guess
there are still many ways to make money on a pic-

ture. We advertised this one, "Adults only should
attend," and boy, what a fat little gross we had

!

Eight reels.—E. C. Arehart, Auditorium theatre.

Laurel. Neb.—General patronage.

LADIES OF THE MOB: Clara Bow—February
25-26. Clara is good in this, but we like her better

in the flapper type. We are getting tired of under-

world pictures, anyway. This didn't draw. Print

rotten and in bad shape. Photography fair. Six

reels.—Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield,

Mo.—General patronage.

FEEL MY PULSE: Bebe Daniels—March 12-13.

A ruff-'n-tumble affair which got a lot of laughs.

Your serial element will think it is hot stuff. No-

body but Bebe could get away with anything like

this and live to tell about it. Six reels.—William

E. Tragsdorf. Trags theatre. Neillsville, Wis.—Small

town patronage.

NEVEDA: Gary Cooper—A good Zane Grey pic-

ture. Seemed to please, as it had a lot of fine

scenery in it even if it didn't follow the book. They

have butchered so many of Zane Grey's stories that

his name is getting to mean less and less at the box-

office. Seven reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags

theatre, Neillsville. Wis.—Small town patronage.

NEVADA: Gary Cooper—70%. March UL Here's

a pippin of a picture ; it's big. it's comical, it's great.

As an added attraction, we showed the Lewis-Son-

nenberg wrestling match, and some of the children

thought it was a comedy. Well, some of their ac-

tions were comical, to say the least. At times they

flopped around like a chicken with his head cut off.

Wrestling pictures will never be the drawing card

that boxing pictures are. Seven reels.—H. B.
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Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath. S. C.—Small town
patronage.

PARTNERS IN CRIME: Beery-Hatton—Satisfied
well as a program picture. Seven reels.—J. C.
MacKenzie, Princess theatre, Seaforth, Ont., Canada.—Small town patronage.

SOMETHING ALWAYS HAPPENS: Esther Ral-
ston—A good, snappy, haunted house type of pic-

ture. Holds interest and gets laughs. A knifing
scene toward the last should be cut out. Five reels.

—J. C. MacKenzie, Princess theatre, Seaforth, Ont.,
Canada.—Small town patronage.

FIGURES DON'T LIE: Esther Ralston—
March 5. One of the best comedies we have
ever run. We threw pictures of Mansfield people
on the screen and advertised it good, and had a
big crowd. Everyone was pleased. Had lots of
compliments on the picture. Six reels.—Robert
K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.

—

General patronage.

SPORTING GOODS: Richard Dix—58%. Febru-
ary 25. Richard Dix got into 60 many embarrassing
predicaments when he was mistaken for a millionaire
that I was downright sorry for him and forgot to
laugh. I took the picture so seriously, but there
was laughter all around me. This is an excellent
picture. Six reels.—H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills the-
atre, Bath, S. C.—Small town patronage.

THE WATER HOLE: Jack Holt—March 8-9. One
of the poorest Zane Grey's we ever had. Has a few
color scenes, but the story is poor, very little to it.

This is not as good as many program pictures we
have had. Seven reels.—George Benson, Community
theatre, Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

SINS OF THE FATHERS: Emil Jannings—75%.
March 24-25. Another "Way of All Flesh," but
ends O. K. Acting of Jannings always pleases my
crowd, and he has a very good cast playing with
him, thanks to sound pictures. Eight reels.—W.
R. Boughn, Jr., Sun theatre, Walthill, Neb.—Gen-
eral patronage.

THE FLEET'S IN: Clara Bow—March 10-11. An
amusing and entertaining picture but not a special.
Worth about half of what we had to pay for it.

Seven reels.—George Benson, Community theatre,
Minneota, Minn.—Small town patronage.

HOT NEWS: Bebe Daniels—A typical Daniels
picture and went over fine. Neil Hamilton also good.
A well made film that your crowd will enjoy. Seven
reels.—J. C. MacKenzie, Princess theatre, Seaforth.
Ont., Canada.—Small town patronage.

HOT SPARKS: Plenty of laughs in this one.—
Harold H. Kortes, Sun theatre, Plainwell, Mich.—
General patronage.

THE LAST COMMAND: Emil Jannings—A very
fine picture from every angle. Superb acting. Good
story—went over big. Nine reels.—Giacoma Brothers,
Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.—General patron-
age.

RED HAIR: Clara Bow—77%. February 18,
1929. Judging from the rousing reception given
the little "Red Head" last night, this should be a
fertile field for gold diggers. The only trouble
is we haven't any money. Clara owes a lot to
the uncle and two guardians and grandma for
the exceptional entertainment in this picture.
"Red Hair" well deserves eighth place in the
money making pictures for 1928. Seven reels.—H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.—Small town patronage.

THE WAY OF ALL FLESH: Emil Jannings—
40%. March 14-15. Been better off to pay for Jan-
nings and throw them away. Had lots of compli-
ments on it but he will not draw at the box-office.
Nine reels.—W. C. Pullin, New Linden theatre,
Columbus, O.—Neighborhood patronage.

SOMEONE TO LOVE: "Buddy" Rogers—A nice
little program feature. This boy is a comer. Seven
reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City,
Cal.—Small town patronage.

THE REBEL RIDER: Fred Thomson—This one
got by nicely. About the calibre of the Zane Grey's.

THEATRE MANAGERS
Make Your Own Features !

WITH the Baby Standard Movie
Camera you can make features

of neighborhood events and hap-
penings around your own theatre.
Takes 25 ft. of standard film, FS
universal lens, loads in daylight.

5>1 •J 5 O Films developed free. Can be shown
1 m > i.- < i n from any standard projector.

1226 N. 44th St.
Philadelphia, Pa.VICAM PHOTO CO.

NAMELESS REPORTS
Reports have been received from a

theatre in Indiana which are not identi-

fied. The reports are on "Shadows of the
Night," "Marked Money," "Shady Lady,"
"The Air Legion," "The Cop," "King of
Kings" and "While the City Sleeps."
Comment on "King of Kings" said in

part, "This is not so new now, but I

ivant to say that it is a real production.
We had people in to see this who were
never in our theatre before." From the

above, the exhibitor should be able to

identify his reports, and he is asked to

send in his name so that the reports may
be published.

Seven reels.—J. C. MacKenzie, Princess theatre.

Seaforth. Ont.. Canada.—Small town patronage.

WARMING UP: Richard Dix—This is ripe now.
A good picture. Eight reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel
Joy theatre. King City. Cal.—Small town patronage.

Pathe
ANNAPOLIS: Very good picture that failed at

the box-office.—-J. W. Bascom. Shastona theatre.

Mount Shasta, Cal.—Small town patronage.

LAW'S LASH: Klondike—March 2. Good dog
picture. However, the trouble with these dog pic-

tures is that about the time you get your public

acquainted with the name of the new dog, the
producers don't make any more with that dog, but
step out and get another one with a new name. If

they would make more dog pictures and not so much
bedroom stuff we would have more cash customers.
Five reels.—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

Neillsville, Wis.—Small town patronage.

SIN TOWN: Special cast—February 23. This
pleased my Saturday crowd and is a good Western
with lots of comedy. Five reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel
Joy theatre. King City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

SKYSCRAPER: William Boyd—March 7. One
of the best feature comedies we've ever played.

Not much drawing power, but if you can get
them it will sure please 90 per cent. Photog-
raphy good. Print not so good. Eight reels.

—

G. O. Tunstall, Midway theatre, Martinsville,
Va.—General patronage.

MAN MADE WOMAN: Leatrice Joy—Failed to

satisfy. Poor program picture.—J. W. Bascom,
Shastona theatre, Mount Shasta, Cal.—General pat-
ronage.

CRAIG'S WIFE: Special cast—Fair program pic-

ture.—J. W. Bascom, Shastona theatre, Mount
Shasta, Cal.—General patronage.

A BLONDE FOR A NIGHT: Marie Prevost—
March 5-6. Good comedy-drama. Silly story but
very well done, with lots of laughs. Six reels.

—

George Benson, Community theatre, Minneota, Minn.
—Small town patronage.

MEDDLIN' STRANGER: Wally Wales—March 9.

A fair little Western which pleased the Saturday
nighters. That's what we buy 'em for. Five reels.

—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Wis.—Small town patronage.

TENTH AVENUE: Phyllis Haver—Just another
crook story. The public is certainly getting fed up
on this stuff. Seven reels.—N. E. Frank, Regent
theatre, Wayland, Mich.—Small town patronage.

DON DESPERADO: Leo Maloney—February 23.
Lots of action and a fair Western.—J. W.
Engesather, Movies theatre, Brocket, N. D.—Small
town patronage.

CYCLONE COWBOY: Wally Wales—January 4.

A fair Western. Nothing new and nothing to get.
Five reels.—J. W. Engesather, Movies theatre,
Brocket, N. D.—Small town patronage.

SADDLE MATES: Wally Wales—30%. March 2.

It's a rip roaring Western, my people 6eem to want
a little of thi3 rough stuff. Guess they like variety.
Six reels.—S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre. Grand
Island, Neb.—General patronage.

HOLD 'EM YALE: Rod La Rocque—November 3.
Here is one of the few good Pathe's. Perhaps one
reason was that we played it right in football season.
Eight reels.—J. W. Engesather, Movies theatre,
Brocket, N. D.—Small town patronage.

THE NIGHT FLYER: William Boyd—90%.
March 13. Another good Boyd. Tiresome in places
but a swell ending makes up for it. High percentage
owing to this being "Gift night." Seven reels.

W. C. Pullin. New Linden theatre, Columbus, O.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

LET 'ER GO GALLAGHER: Special cast—De-
cember 8. A very good feature. Step on it but do
not raise the price. Six reels.—J. W. Engesather,
Movies theatre, Brocket, N. D.—Small town patron-
age.

SKYSCRAPER: William Boyd—60%. March 6.

Nice little program picture. However, I got a rot-
ten print and some parts of the picture were miss-
ing, leaving something to the imagination, which is

one thing still in favor of silent pictures. Eight
reels.—W. C. Pullin, New Linden theare, ColumbU3,
O.—Neighborhood patronage.

RKO (FBO)
THE PINTO KID: Buzz Barton—These Buzz

Bartons are fair to good, but he does not pull for
me. Not enough rough stuff.—Julius W. Schmidt.
Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

LOVE IN THE DESERT: Olive Borden—50%.
February 14. A lavish production that is very good.
It took a lot of money to make this picture, and
they 6pent it to good purpose. It should please in

any type theatre. High Trevor supports Olive
Borden, and, girls, isn't he the handsomest thing?
Seven reels.—H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre. Bath.
S. C.—Small town patronage.

THE JAZZ AGE: Marceline Day—54%. February
28, 1929. A most interesting picture of the con-
flict between parents and children in this "Jazz
Age." I don't know who got the decision in this

bout, but both took a lot of punishment. Six reels.

—H. B. Grice. Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.

—

Small town patronage.

GUN LAW: Tom Tyler—64%. March 7. A
Western without much plot, but enough fighting and
comedy to make it a successful Western. Six reels.

—H. B. Grice. Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C—
Small town patronage.

PHANTOM OF THE RANGE: Special cast—This
seems O. K.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,
Breese, 111.—General patronage.

TAXI 13: Chester Conklin—30%. February 20-21.
Terrible. I don't know why companies do it.

Conklin can't make them nowadays as people have
got over watching this kind of pictures. Six reels.

—W. R. Boughn, Jr., Sun theatre, Walthill, Neb.—
General patronage.

MARKED MONEY: Junior Coughlan—75%. Feb-
ruary 19. Very good picture for a mixed crowd.
Will please the kids. Lots of thrills and action.
Ran it on my 10 cent night, and I usually get a
good crowd, anyway. Seven reels.—W. R. Boughn,
Jr., Sun theatre, Walthill, Neb.—General patronage.

THE AIR LEGION: Special cast—March 8-9.

Best RKO picture that we have had in some time.
At that it is no special. Just a good program pic-

ture. Seven reels.—Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son,
Phoenix theatre, Neolo, la.—General patronage.

DOG LAW: Ranger—This is a good dog picture.

Ranger is the best dog in the business. Six reels.

—

N. E. Frank, Regent theatre, Wayland. Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

DANGER STREET: Special cast—This is a
nice program picture, not a special by any means.
Six reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

DANGER STREET: Special cast—February 27-28.

Not much. Six reels.—Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son,
Phoenix theatre, Neolo, la.—General patronage.

FURY OF THE WILD: Ranger—62%. February
21. Personally, I didn't get any kick out of this

picture, but it seemed to please our folks. I be-

lieve it will compare favorably with most dog pic-

tures. Five reels.—H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre,

Bath, S. C.—Small town patronage.

THE PERFECT CRIME: Clive Brook-
March 5. Very good picture of its kind. Holds
the crowd every second. Clive is my favorite
star anyway. Seven reels.—Harold H. Kortes,
Sun theatre, Plainwell, Mich.—General patron-
age.

SINNERS IN LOVE: Olive Borden^Just fair, no
drawing power here. This is not the type of story

for Olive Borden. Six reels.—N. E. Frank, Regent
theatre, Wayland, Mich.—Small town patronage.

THE AIR LEGION: Ben Lyon.—March 14. A
good story and good acting, but why so dark ? The
day scenes were dark and the night scenes very
black. Also why misrepresent on advertising mat-
ter ? Photos and one-sheets show scenes that are
not in the picture. Have had more or less of this on
all RKO stuff that I have run. Seven reels.

—

G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell. Neb.—General
patronage.
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Tiffany-Stahl

THE SPIRIT OF YOUTH: Larry Kent—60%.
March 6. I certainly enjoyed this one. It's a good

buy for anyone. One little smutty part, but out-

side of that it's real. Six reels.—S. A. Hayman.
Lyda theatre, Grand Island, Neb.—General patron-

age.

BEAUTIFUL BUT DUMB: Patsy Ruth Miller—

75%. February 2. The showing of this picture

clearly illustrates that the salesman didn't know his

goods. I buy on the salesman's word that the pic-

ture is a good and clean one. Violently passionate

love is the thing this salesman recommended for

school pupils. If my fellow exhibitors want real

"dirt," then they should show this one. Seven reels.

—G. K. Robinson, High Schools, Arcadia, Mich.

—

General patronage.

STORMY WATERS: Special cast—March I. Not
much satisfaction with this one. Jack London's
name drew a few who expressed disappointment. Six

reels.—G. R. Robinson, Arcadia Public Schools,

Arcadia, Mich.—General patronage.

WILD GEESE: Belle Bennett-March 10. This

is the first one I have run from Tiffany-Stahl, and
was well pleased with it as a picture and the price

as well. This is considered one of the best ten,

and as I have run all but three of the list, I wanted
this. The other three are "Legion of Condemned."
and "Way of All Flesh." Paramount asked me $100

for the first. $50 for the latter and Pathe $100 for

"King of Kings," providing I would buy their

other twenty-nine. That's three that will never be

played here as long as Fox, M G M, First Na-
tional, Universal, Tiffany and EKO produce.—H. B.

Wilson, Golden City, Mo.—General patronage.

NAMELESS MEN: Special cast—35%. January
5. Underworld picture. Don't know whether it wan
the flu, the weather, or the type of picture, but at-

tendance was very poor. Thought the picture was
fair. Good print. Six reels.—G. R. Robinson, Hi,7h

Schools, Arcadia, Mich.—General patronage.

United Artists

THE GARDEN OF EDEN: Corinne Griffith—Good
picture. High class comedy, that slightly increased

business and pleased.—J. W. Bascom, Shastona the-

atre, Mount Shasta, Cal.—Small town patronage.

COLLEGE: Buster Keaton—March 10. My first

Buster Keaton and must say it was good. A good
story and plenty good laughs and all patrons were
pleased. Six reels.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre. Far-

well, Neb.—General patronage.

THE GAUCHO: Douglas Fairbanks—March 3.

Another good one and my last of United Artists.

This did not draw at all but I think it one of the

best pictures I have ever run. Why they would
pack the house on "Ramona" and leave it empty on
"The Gaucho" is certainly a mystery to me, for

there is simply no comparison. Yet "Ramona" far

outdrew "Sorrell and Son," "My Best Girl," "Two
Arabian Nights" and "Revenge." Why didn't

"Revenge" repeat? It is better than "Ramona."

—

H. B. Wilson, Golden City, Mo.—General patronage.

THE WINNING OF BARBARA WORTH: Banky-
Colman—March 3. A good picture but too old and
too many reels, and last but not least, too much
money. After checking up B. O. receipts, I had to

use considerable red ink in my ledger. Nine reels.

—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre. Farwell, Neb.—General
patronage.

Universal
UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: Special cast—This pic-

ture probably comes as near pleasing 100 per cent

as any thing on the market. It also has remarkable
drawing power. The kids simply "eat it up." Ten
reels.—P. G. Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City,

Mo.—Neighborhood patronage.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: Special cast—I cer-

tainly was proud to be in the theatre business

after showing this one, as it pleased all the

people who came to see it in my house. Twelve
reels.—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King
City, Cal.—Small town patronage.

KING OF THE RODEO: Hoot Gibson—March 5.

The best Hoot Gibson that we have run. This one is

sure to please if Hoot is a favorite in your town.

Six reels.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.

—General patronage.

THE LAST WARNING: Special cast—I be-

lieve this is the best one of the mystery pic-

tures released to date. The identity of the ghost

absolutely cannot be guessed by the audience,

and he is not exposed until within five minutes

of the end of the picture. Eight reels.—P. G.

Vaughan, Sun theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—Gen-

eral patronage.

THE CAT AND THE CANARY: Laura LaPlante

BY THE WAY
(Being extracts from exhibitors' reports)

William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.:

"Say, Herb, if we don't have any more prosperity during the next four years time than

we did on the night of March 4, we will get to be as bad as T. O. Service—that is, vote

as we drink."—Well, it comes only once in four years.

H. B. Wilson, Golden City, Mo.:
"Why they would pack the house on 'Ramona' and leave it empty on 'The Gaucho' is

certainly a mystery to me, for there is simply no comparison. Yet 'Ramona' far outdrew
'Sorrell and Son,' 'My Best Girl,' 'Two Arabian Knights' and 'Revenge.' Why didn't

'Revenge' repeat?"—Ho-hum, the same old mysterious public taste.

H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.:

"As an added attraction we showed Lewis-Sonnenburg wrestling match, and some of the

children thought it was a comedy." But what are wrestling matches?

A. C. Digny, Victoria theatre, Carberry, Man.:

"I am very fortunate in picking comedies and it is 'What the Picture Did for Me' that

helps in picking 'em.'—The editor and your fellow exhibitors thank you.

E. C. Arehart, Auditorium theatre, Laurel, Neb.:

"Guess there are still many ways to make money on a picture. We advertised this one,

'Adults only should attend.' and, boy, what a fat little gross we had!"—And were they

disappointed—or offended?

—February 20. Good box-office picture. Pleased.

All the thrills one could assimilate at one sitting.

—Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.

—

Small town patronage.

THE MAN WHO LAUGHS: Special cast—A Uni-

versal special that no one seemed to care for. Un-
interesting story, a flop at the box office.—J. W.
Bascom, Shastona theatre. Mount Shasta, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

HOT HEELS: Glen Tryon—March 1. Entertain-

ing picture but not as good as "Painting the Town."

Still, that's quite a mark to shoot at. Tryon very

popular.—Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka.

,

Mont.—Small town patronage.

THE MICHIGAN KID: Special cast-50%. Good

program picture but no big special as it was sold

to me. Failed to draw for me. Six reels.—E. D.

Luna, Cozy theatre. Wagoner, Okla.—Small town

patronage.

THE GATE CRASHER: Glen Tryon—50%. Good

comedy-drama that pleased 100 per cent. Patsy

Ruth Miller deserves as much credit in this pic-

ture as Tryon.—E. D. Luma, Cozy theatre, Wagoner,

Okla.—Small town patronage.

ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY: Tom Moore-
March 1. Fair.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand

Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

CLOUD DODGER: Al Wilson—March 9. Worse
and worse!—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand

Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

GIVE AND TAKE: George Sidney—70%. March
9. George Sidney is a real actor. While there is

not much plot in this picture, the action is fast and

the comedy is good and clean. It gave good satis-

faction here. Seven reels.—E. B. Conant, Char-

karohen Hall, Lincoln, N. H.—Small town patronage.

SILK STOCKINGS: Laura LaPlante—Nice little

picture. Six reels—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand the-

atre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

PHYLLIS OF THE FOLLIES: Special cast-

March 15. Clever program comedy-drama of a mar-

tial mix-up. Pleasing cast. A brief shot of back-

stage dressing room all the "Follies" you get and

am glad to say the "hot" scenes merely turn out to

be amusing martial mix-ups. Good silent pictures

may get scarce, so it's up to us small towners to

bulletin the real good ones that can be bought right.

—Pat Sharkey, Nelson theatre. Nelson, Ga.—Small

town patronage.

RED HOT SPEED: Reginald Denny—March 3.

One swell little picture the best Denny in a Ions

time. Many comments. Seven reels.—Harold H.

Kortes, Sun theatre, Plainwell, Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THANKS FOR THE BUGGY RIDE : Laura La-

Plante—Nothing to get excited about.—Julius W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General pat-

ronage.

A HERO FOR A NIGHT: Glen Tryon—March 9.

A good little picture. Seven reels.—Mrs. Hulda J.

Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.—General pat-

ronage.

RIDING FOR FAME: Hoot Gibson—March 6. Fine

and dandy. Big improvement over "Wild West

Show," my previous Gibson.—Frank Sabin, Majes-

tic theatre. Eureka, Mont.—Small town patronage.

THE FEARLESS RIDER: Fred Humes—Just a

Western.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre. Breese,

III.—General patronage.

GOOD MORNING JUDGE: Reginald Denny—
48%. November 6. Just fair on election night. Good
comedy. Six reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem the-

atre, Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

Warner Bros.

THE BRUTE: Monte Blue—A good rough picture

for Saturday night.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand the-

atre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

DOG OF THE REGIMENT: Rin-Tin-Tin—Just fair

for Rin-Tin-Tin.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

Breese, 111.—General patronage.

WHAT EVERY GIRL SHOULD KNOW: Patsy

Ruth Miller—This is O. K.—Julius W. Schmidt,

Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

WOLF'S CLOTHING: Monte Blue—Not much to

this one. Seven reels.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

LAND OF SILVER FOX: Rin-Tin-Tin—February
21-22. Did not draw at all. Was a good picture for

my town too, but lots of them will not come in on
a Western or dog1 picture anymore. Six reels.

—

Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

THE THIRD DEGREE: Dolores Costello—Very
good.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese,

111.—General patronage.

State Rights
THE PORT OF MISSING GIRLS: Special cast-

Fair.—Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz.—General patronage.

THREE OUTCASTS: Yakima Canutt—March 6.

A horse and dog picture that was very good and
had good comments on it. Should have played it on
Saturday instead of Wednesday. Print new. Photog-

raphy very poor in places. Six reels.—G. O. Tun-
stall. Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General

patronage.

Serials

VULTURES OF THE SEA: THE VANISHING
WEST: (Rayart)—I have already completed these

serials at the Avaloe theatre, with an exceptionally

fine cast of Western performers. They are corking

good serials. Personally don't care for chapter plays,

but it 6eems that the "Vanishing West" is interest-

ing enough to have me take time to look at it, and

like it. Comments are satisfactory, and it seems

to have improved the Saturday matinee.—David M.
Brotman. Avaloe theatre, 2811 West Diversey

Avenue, Chicago, 111.—General patronage.

Mo Losses in the Box Office
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J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum
NELIGH. NEB, March 16, 1929.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
Send us six stenographers right away. We don't care whether they are blondes, brnnetts,

octoroons, fat or skinny, tall or short, lean or limpy, married, single or divorced, just so
they can work 24 hours a day with time out to powder their noses and eat a sandwich. We
are sunk unless you come to our relief.

We are getting letters from all over the United States asking our opinion of talking pic-
tures and wanting advice about talking picture devices, what to buy, where to get them,
how much they will cost, will they work, when, where, which, what, who, what for, etc,
etc, and we don't know any more about it than a sow pig knows about Kalamazoo, Mich.
New York has her emissaries out trying to find out how much Main Street has left, and
Main Street has padlocked the barn door and untied the bulldog and told the hired man to
guard the hen roost. The whole business is up in the air with only two cylinders working
and not a landing field in sight.

Writers who are conversant with some facts and a lot of fiction are telling us this, that
and the other thing, and the only point upon which they agree is that talking pictures are
here to stay. But what the exhibitors want to know is whether they are going to stay in the
can or on the screen. We haven't the entire list, but up to date we have heard of 1,644 differ-
ent devices for producing talking pictures and the returns are not all in—there are still a
few back districts to hear from.

Last Tuesday we inspected a new device for talking pictures at Creighton, Neb, made by
the company that makes the Blizzard Fan, and while we don't know much about mechanics
—in fact, we don't know anything—it is our opinion that this device is as good as any we
have yet seen and that the reproduction is as perfect as any we have yet heard, and we
have heard a lot of 'em.
There was an exchange manager there at the time to inspect the device, and he said it

was the best reproduction he had heard and said he would approve it for showing his com-
pany's service. There was an exhibitor there also who contracted for this device and wanted
the exchange manager to make him a price on his service to be used on this device, but the
manager declined to fix a price until after the device had been installed. In other words,
after you have gone to the expense of the installation, they will talk to you about service.

* * *

If we had some system whereby we could compel those doggone walleyed pike to bite
or hook, no matter what kind of bait we used, we'd start for Detroit Lakes, Minn, in the
morning, but when we were up there last summer we found those durn pike pretty foxy
babies, and we are wondering if there are any pike operating theatres.
A few mornings ago we had a conference with Bob Greenblatt. Bob is a film hound and

occasionaly he tells the truth, but not often enough to hurt any. Bob has been helping
pull a lot of exhibitors through the mudhole with Uncle Carl's service, and you know that
Uncle Carl has pulled a lot of 'em through when other producers were afraid of getting
their shoes muddy. Being a Swede, Bob should have been named Ole, but it being a
family affair, it happens to be none of our business, so we will pass that.
Bob is a pretty square shooter (when the gun isn't loaded) and when Bob tells you

anything it won't be necessary to use salt and pepper, unless you are fond of salt and pepper,
and Bob told us that his company was ready to contract service with any exhibitor who
had sound-on-film installation. It has been a lifelong habit of ours to ask questions. Our
parents neglected to break us of that habit early in life, and it has grown on us until it
has become chronic. So we asked Bob what price he could make to exhibitors for his
sound-on-film service, as compared to silent pictures. Bob lit a cigarette, scratched his left
shin and then said it looked like it might rain before night. We told him we didn't want
to embarrass him with any questions we would not care to answer ourself, so we would
answer it for him, and that was that the price he would fix after the installation was com-
pleted would be all the traffic would bear. Bob grinned a little and said. "You are a pretty
wise old pelican. How did you guess it ?"

* * *

The foregoing is only offered as a weather barometer. It may point to clearing skies or
it may indicate a blizzard, and if you are good at reading barometers you will know whether
to let the chickens out or get the cows in. In either case you are apt to be mistaken.
As we see it, the big question is not so much the' price of sound or talking service as it

is the question of infringment. Many makers of sound equipment will tell you that their
devices are not affected by any of the patents, but our advice to you would be that you be
guaranteed against any infringment litigation before you let loose of anv money which you
have mortgaged your future for. Don't go into anything on a guess-so or hope-so prop-
osition. Dont get stampeded into anything that will involve vou in litigation for this is
expensive.
We are not saying that any of these devices are an infringement on anybody's patent—don't

understand us that way. We are simply trying to warn you to be sure of your ground before
you make a serious mistake.
We've got no interest in anybody's patent, we have no interest in anybody's service and

we are not interested in what device you may buy, and vou exhibitors know, if you know
anything (and we will slap the ears down on anyone who savs vou don't) that we are work-
ing for your interest.

There are enough things about this industry that we don't know to make several large

{Continued on next page)

$1,000,000 Policy On
Corinne Griffith's Voice

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—One mil-
lion dollars is the sum of an insurance
policy written by the Commonwealth
Casualty Company to indemnify the
voice of Corinne Griffith. The policy,
one of the first of its kind, was writ-
ten by Henry L. Lang to First Na-
tional Pictures.

Unknown to the star her voice was
tested and registered in the labora-
tory and as a result she was awarded
a new £ve-year contract, which stipu-
lates that each of her productions
will be 100 per cent dialogue.

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL

THE FIXER: Big Boy—Very good and Big Boy
is working up a following here. Two reels.—G. O.
Tunstall, Midway theatre. Martinsville, Va.—Gen-
eral patronage.

FELIX THE CAT COMEDIES: Enjoyed by the
adult members and very much by the children. Al-
ways liked. One reel.—G. R. Robinson, Arcadia
Public Schools, Arcadia. Mich.—General patronage.

HECTIC DAYS: Lupino Lane—Not so good for
Lane. Two reels.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand the-
atre. Breese, III.—General patronage.

LEWIS VS. SONNENBERG: This went good here.

One reel.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breeee.

111.—General patronage.

LOST LAUGH: Wallace Lupino—The laugh sure
was lost in this Cameo comedy.—G. O. Tunstall.

Midway theatre, Martinsville, Va.—General patron-

age.

PAPA'S BOY: Lloyd Hamilton is slipping for

me. Not so good. Two reels.—Julius W. Schmidt,

Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

SEEING STARS: Good.—Juilus W. Schmidt.

Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

FOX

ANIMAL COMEDIES: One of the best comedies on
the market. Fox has a real laugh and talent in these

comedies. Very pleasing. Two reels.—G. R. Robin-

eon, Arcadia Public Schools, Arcadia, Mich.—General

patronage.

FOX NEWS: Fox News claims to have cameramen
all over the world, but I guess they are all dead
except the man in Italy, or maybe nothing ever

happens any place outside the U. S. A. except in

Italy. Every week the newsreels are a large per-

centage Italy. I wonder why?—N. E. Frank, Regent
theatre, Wayland, Mich.—Small town patronage.

HER MOTHER'S BACK: Good comedy. Pleased

both adults and children. Can't understand the name
as there is no connection to the picture. Two reels.

—G. R. Robinson, Arcadia Public Schools, Arcadia,

Mich.—General patronage.

KISS DOCTOR: Van Bibber.—Rather degrading

comedy. Ran one reel and refused to give the public

the second. Why can't Fox put out a clean comedy
or feature? Two reels.—G. R. Robinson, Arcadia

Public Schools, Arcadia, Mich.—General patronage.

OREGON TRAILS END: This is O. K. Shows some
of Columbia river highway which I have been over.

One reel.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre. Breese,

111.—General patronage.

ON A SOUTH SEA SHORE: I find these one reel

Fox outings good. One reel.—Julius W. Schmidt,

Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

SALMON RUN: This is very good educating and

entertaining. One reel.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand

theatre, Breese, 111.—General patronage.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

ACHING YOUTH: Charley Chase—Personally did

not care for it, but my crowd sure got lots to laugh

at and that's whom I want to satisfy. Two reels.

—

A. C. Digney, Victoria theatre, Carberry, Man, Can-

ada.—General patronage.

BRINGING UP FATHER: Special cast—Million

dollar title but the picture rather disappointing.

Marie Dressier was good but the tone of the picture

was to low. Seven reels.—J. C. MacKenzie, Princess

theatre, Seaforth, Ont. Canada.—Small town patron-

age.

CAME THE DAWN: Max Davidson—Very good.

Max sure brings the laughs. Film in good shape. Two
reels.—A. C. Digney, Victoria theatre, Carberry,

Man. Canada.—General patronage.

HABEAS CORPUS: Laurel-Hardy—This was a re-

turn engagement on this one and it pleased again.

Better to do this than play some so-called comedies.

Two reels.—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie. Tex.—Small town patronage.
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Real Life in Hollywood
Full of Human Interest

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—Dur-
ing the Blming of "So This Is
Heaven," with Lucien LittleEeld ap-
pearing in a prominent role, he was
called upon to speak Hungarian. He
placed himself under the tutelage of
Gustva Portos, eminent Hungarian
actor. A chance remark started a
conversation that revealed that at
one time each were hghting against
each other with human life at stake.
Portos, an officer in the King Fer-
dinand's forces on the Piave, was
leading his men against the forces of
King Emanuel, in which was Ser-
geant LittleEeld with a unit of Uncle
Sam's Ambulance Corps.

J. C. Jenkins

—

His Colyum
{Continued from preceding page)

sized volumns, but there is one thing we do know to an absolute certainty, and that is if

you don't look out for your own interest there isn't anybody who will look out for it for you.
* * *

Vox Pop is the most erratic guy in the world, and we won't except our old friend Thomas
O. Service, and you fellas remember when they built a skating rink in your town how Vox
Pop tore his underwear to get down there and get his skates on every night right after sup-
per, and you will also recall with what suddenness that craze flattened out, and since then
the only guys we know of who keep their skates on all the while are those citizens down in
Chicago, but then Chicago should not be held responsible for that, for Italy always did like
to live close to the water. But anyhow, what we are trying to get at is that if the balloon
wants to go up let 'er go up, but you keep both feet on the ground and your eye on the
hired girl and the ice man and don't get excited, for that balloon may have a puncture.
We remember when we went to call on a young lady once we were at peace with all the

world. We felt like a kitten full of warm milk. There wasn't a guy in the community that
had anything on us, and we could have spit in a Bengal tiger's face with one eye shut. But
when the bulldog met us at the front gate and tore the seat of our pants out and exposed
our enthusiasm, it gave us a very different outlook on life. All of which may not mean a
thing, but since it doesn't cost anybody anything, we ought all to be satisfied.

And now, while the orchestra is playing another jazz selection, let's look at it from a
another angle.

You exhibitors know about how much money your community will spend for amusements.
Your experience has no doubt taught you that you can't expect them to go beyond a certain
limit, and if after you have installed sound and talking equipment, you mav find that your
sound and talking service has been histed in price to double or treble the silent service.
Can you stand the gaff? We are not saying this will be done—-we don't know. New York
may, but Main Street don't, and it seems like Main Street can't find out. At least we have
been unable to nose out any information along that line and we are one of the homesteaders
on Main Street.

These are things for you to consider, as well as the cost of this extra installation. Our
advice ceases right here—you can order anything on the card that you like. That's fair

enough, isn't it?

Occasionally we meet up with an experience that makes us wonder whether we are a part
of the United States or a citizen of Neilsville, Wis. We had such an experience this past
week and were so overjoyed that last night we dreamed that Fishy Phil was recounting to

us his love affair with "Rawhide Rosy" at Salmon, Idaho. We saw three rattlin* good pic-

tures, right in succession at the Moon theatre. Yes, sir, that's what we said—three of 'em.
You may not believe it. but we did.

The first one was Colleen Moore and Tony Moreno in "SYNTHETIC SIN." in which
Colleen broke away from the herd and went down to New York to get a thrill. She got it.

and when Tony found that there was one short, he went down to a corral in N. Y. and found
her cavorting with a lot of mavericks that the police had been trying to brand ever since

Jake Volstead stepped out in front of the foot lights. We are not going to tell you any more
about the picture. It misht dampen vour enthusiasm to see it. and that would be just too

bad.
The next picture was Bebe Daniels and Neil Hamilton in '"WHAT A NIGHT,*' a news-

paper story wherein Bebe was a news reporter and came near gumming up the whole works.
She found Neil engaged in a little social game of draw poker with some of the boys around
the plant, and not being familiar with poker etiquette, she took the liberty of going around
the table and taking an invoice of each hand, an dafter she saw that Neil held four kings
she said, "OGEEGOSH," and then the balloon went up—and so did the celluloid chips when
she dropped a lighted match among them. But that's enough of the story. Go see it, or
somebody ought to hit you on the gourd with a ripe cucumber.
The third picture was "SHOW FOLKS" with Eddie Quillan and Lena Basquette. Eddie

was stuck on his shape, more so than he was on Lena, and he impersonated a lotta guys we
used to see on our stage back in the barnstorming days when they tried to impress us that

they were out in the "sticks" to get "atmosphere." when they should be back on Broadway
lighting up that cow trail across the mesa. Eddie did a real job and the producers ought to

recognize it with something more substantial than thanks, and the only criticism we would
have to offer would be that he didn't fall for Lena as soon as he should. Our weakness
would have been evident right from the start, and any man who couldn't get out in front

of the curtain and dance with Lena must have wooden legs. Eddie did, and boy. how he
could dance! And Lena wasn't slow herself, and they knocked 'em cold right in August
with all exits wide open. If you don't go and see "SHOW FOLKS" when you have the

opportunity, you can't play in our yard no longer. You can take your little red wagon and

!
go home, we're through with you.

Hello, Iowa, how's your mud over there? We'll be over to see you next week. Nancy-

sends her love, she's so kittenish that way.

J. C. Jenkins.

The HERALD-WORLD man.
P. S.—The HERALD WORLD covers the field LIKE AN APRIL SHOWER.

LIMOUSINE LOVE: Charley Chase—A good com-
edy. Charley sure makes 'em laugh. Two reels.—W.
C. Pullin. New Linden theatre. Columbus O.—Neigh-
borhood patronage.

MGM NEWS: These newsreels are fine and very
interesting. I figure they are business holders. Prints
always good.—A. C. Digney, Victoria theatre. Car-
berry. Man, Canada.—General patronage.

WE FAW DOWN: Laurel-Hardy—I think we ex-
pect too much from this great Laurel-Hardy team.
This one just so-so. Two reels E. C. Arehart.
Auditorium theatre, Laurel. Nebr.—General patron-
age.

WHAT EVERY ICEMAN KNOWS: Max Davidson
—Very good. Laughs all the way. Film in good
shape. Two reels.—A. C. Digney, Victoria theatre,

Carberry, Man, Canada.—General patronage.

PARAMOUNT

DIZZY RIVER: Billy Dooley—Good. Billy always
clicks here. Two reels.—E. C. Arehart, Auditorium
theatre. Laurel. Neb.—General patronage.

OFF THE DECK: Billy Dooley—Not as good as

Billy has been making. Two reels.—G. O. Tunstall.

Midway theatre. Martinsville, Va.—General patron-
age.

VACATION WAVES: Edward Everett Horton—
Nothing to rave about. Two reels.—E. C. Arehart.
Auditorium theatre. Laurel, Neb.—General patronage.

WATER BUGS: Billy Dooley—Just fair. Not as

good as previous Dooley 's. Two reels.—G. A. Dilla.

Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General patronage.

SOCK EXCHANGE: Bobby Vernon—Bobby is quite

a favorite here and he goes over good in this one.

Two reels.—E. C. Arehart. Auditorium theatre. Lau-
rel. Neb.—General patronage.

SWEETIES: Bobby Vernon—Good comedy. Two
reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Green-
river, Utah.—General patronage.

PATHE

ALL ABOARD: Smitty Comedy. This pleased

everybody.—A. C. Digney. Victoria theatre, Carberry.
Man. Canada.—General patronage.

CHICKEN: Here's a real comedy, wish we could

get more like it.—Harold H. Kortes. Sun theatre,

Plainwell, Mich.—General patronage.

SMILE WINS: Our Gang—Just fair.^Tulius W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.—General patron-

age.

SMITH'S CANDY SHOP: I tell you, they don't

make better comedies than these Smith's. Two
reels.—Frank Sabin. Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.
—Small town patronage.

R K O

MICKEY'S MOVIES: Mickey McGuire—Nothing to

these. Hardly a smile in the entire tworeels.—G. A.
Dilla. Sun theatre, Farwell, Neb.—General patronage.

TIFFANY-STAHL

COLOR CLASSICS: Some wonderful scenes in the

most attractive and beautiful colors. Real "Gems."

but they call for "gem" prices. One reel.—G. R.
Robinson. Arcadia Public Schools, Arcadia. Mich.—
General patronage.

UNIVERSAL

BUSTER STEPS OUT: Arthur Trimble—Very
good. Two reels.—Mrs. Hulda J. Green. Gem the-

atre, Greenriver, Utah.—General patronage.

BUSTER TRIMS UP: Good comedy—Harold H

Kortes. Sun theatre,. Plainwell. Mich.—General pat-

ronage.

THE COLLEGIANS: Second series—On number

five or half way. and they are not as good as first

series.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand theatre, Bree3e.

III.—General patronage.

JUST WAIT: Mike and Ike—And the company that

sold me these things now wants me to pay extra

because they dragged "Tarzan" out five chapters
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too long!—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Tex.—Small town patronage.

LOOK PLEASANT: Sid Saylor—Sid Saylor's come-
dies are always good. Patrons got plenty laughs on
this one. Two reels.—G. A. Dilla, Sun theatre,

Farwell, Neb.—General patronage.

NEWLYWEDS COURT TROUBLE: Fair—Harold
H. Kortes, Sun theatre, Plainwell, Mich.—General
patronage.

OUT AT HOME: Buster Brown—Just as bad as

they were last season. Two reels.—J. S. Walker.
Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small town pat-

ronage.

-WOODEN SOLDIER: Novelty—Why ? One reel.

—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.

—Small town patronage.

UNIVERSAL COMEDIES: With the exception of

the Oswald cartoons, we can't give Uncle Carl much
credit for his comedies. We'll see a feature one
week and the next see parts of the feature made
into a one- or two-reel comedy. The cartoons are

good—the Collegians fair, and the balance punk. One
and two reels.—Carl Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta,
Mont.—General patronage.

WOODEN SOLDIERS: These may do elsewhere,
but our patrons do not care for this type. Ab a
comedy it is a failure, and as anything else it

would please only the very small children.—Dinsmore
& Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—General pat-
ronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
PRESIDENT HOOVER'S INAUGURATION: Very

good. Timely.—John McManus, Loew'6 Dayton the-
atre, Dayton, O.—General patronage.

Fox Buys Mayflower,
Seattle's New Theatre

(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, March 26. — Through the
acquisition of what was to have been known
as the Mayflower theatre—but which now will

be called the Fox theatre—Fox-West Coast
Theatres has obtained what is called one of
the most beautiful houses in the Far North-
west.

Announcement of the purchase of this
million dollar theatre which has been a
year and a half in construction and now is

nearing completion, came today from
Harold B. Franklin, president of the
circuit.

Paramount Signs Santley;
Henley to Eastern Studio

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Monta Bell, pro-
duction executive of Paramount, announces
that Joseph Santley has been assigned as a
director. Santley, stage actor and producer,
has been co-directing with Robert Florey on
a talking film, "The Cocoanuts," starring the
Four Marx Brothers.

Hobart Henley, one of the most experienced
directors, has been engaged by Paramount to

direct a picture at the Long Island studio.
His last picture for Paramount was "His
Tiger Ladj'," starring Adolphe Menjou.

Mary Nolan Signed for
Paramount All-Audien

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Mary Nolan, the
beautiful blonde has been signed by Para-
mount to play opposite Ruth Chatterton in

"The Constant Wife." Clive Brook and Paul
Lukas will have the two principal male roles.

Miss Nolan's first successful appearance was
in "Sorrell and Son" and recently she was
seen in "West of Zanzibar," with Lon Chancy.

Fire Damages Studio
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN RAFAEL, CAE, March 26.—Fire yes-
terday destroyed one wing of the California
motion picture studio, causing a loss of
$10,000. The studio, famous for its scenic
setting, was active a few years ago.

ASSURING MR. ODOM
A puzzled inquiry and a bit of news

are included in the same short note from
Walter Odom, Sr., of the Dixie theatre

in Durant, Miss. It seems Brother Odom
has not seen some recent reports of his

in the department, and he asks. "Am I

scratched off of your list of friends?" In

the first place, our list of friends is

written in indelible ink. And in the

second place, our business is to add
friends to it. not to scratch any off. And
in the third place, all reports are pub-
lished, if not at once, as soon as space
permit*, and that is always ivithin an
issue or two after they are received.

Now for the news: A Pacent sound de-

vice has been installed in the Dixie thea-

tre, also two new Simplex projectors.

And Brother Odom has contracted for

Warner Brothers' all-talking pictures. It

is not necessary for us to say anything

further about the enterprise behind the

Dixie. Actions speak louder than words.

All that is left for us to say is, "Con-
gratulations and best wishes for your
continued success."

Fox-West Coast Makes
New Division of Montana

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, March 26.—A sixth divi-

ion, the Montana division, has been created by

Harold B. Franklin, president of Fox-West
Coast Theatres. The new division was made
necessary because of the increasing importance

of the Montana theatres.

Will Steege, who has been manager of the

houses in Great Falls has been appointed di-

vision manager with his headquarters in Great

Falls. This division means that Montana will

no longer be in the Seattle division.

RCA Photophone Opens
Special Trade School

(Special to the Herald World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—A new
kind of "trade school," organized to
train specialists for an entirely new
Held of work, is being operated by
RCA Photophone, Inc.

The art of sound-motion picture
recording and reproduction, it is

pointed out by Photophone officials,

has created a wide need for special
types of cameramen, recordists, pro-
jectionists, technicians and acoustical
experts. Since the sound-motion pic-

ture industry represents a virtually
new branch of the electro-theatrical
field, there is naturally a scarcity of
experts in the line.

Accordingly RCA Photophone has
established a special training school
at its Eastern Service Headquarters,
430 W. 37th street. Here recordists,
the photographers of the spoken
word, are being trained to operate
sound recording apparatus ; electri-
cians are familiarizing themselves
with the intricacies of theater wiring
for sound installations ; projection-
ists are learning the "whys and
wherefores" of the reproducing and
projection equipment, and acoustical
experts are studying the problems of
studio and theater sound conditions.
Special instruction is given in every
phase of sound-motion picture pro-
duction and exhibition.

"Barnstormer' 7 and "The
Minstrel Show" Follow
Pollard's "The Showboae'

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 12.—The release of
Carl Laemmle's "Show Boat" this month will

mark the first of a trilogy of the super talking
pictures dealing consecutively with three col-
orful and romantic phases of American stage
life, and all three directed by Harry Pollard.

In the order of their production and release,

the Harry Pollard trilogy will be "Show Boat,"
"The Minstrel Show," and "The Barnstormer."
"Showboat," the first of the three films had
its world premiere in two theatres, the

Capitol, Miami, and Paramount, Palm Beach.

Tobis Foreign Patents
Acquired by Combine
(Special to the Herald-World)

BERLIN, March 26.—The foreign patents
of the Tonbild Syndikat (Tobis) have been
acquired by an international combine to which
belong American, French and Dutch groups.
In order to guarantee successful working,

a continued exchange of experiences will be
encouraged, and with regard to decisions of
any importance it will be granted to Tobis an
essential influence. It is proposed to estab-
lish national subsidiary companies in the dif-

ferent countries. A mutual working will be
assured by delivery of apparatus and exchange
of programs.

Paul Stein Will Direct
"Queen Kelly" Dialogue

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, March 26.—Completing her
plans for the dialogue version of "Queen
Kelly," Gloria Swanson has signed Paul L.
Stein to direct, and camera work will be be-
gun in the immediate future.

Adopted from Erich von Stroheim's orig-

inal story, the audible version of "Queen
Kelly" has been in preparation ever since

completion of camera work on the silent pic-

ture more than a month ago.

Warner-F N-Stanley
Event Set for April 6
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—One of the big-

gest social affairs planned to top previous ones,

will be tendered by Warner-First National-
Stanley organizations at the Hotel Commo-
dore on April 6.

Ben Bernie will act as master of ceremonies.
Tickets will cost $15 a couple.

Lois Wilson Making Two
More Columbia Pictures

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Columbia Pic-

tures has renewed its option on the services of

Lois Wilson and will star her in two addi-

tional productions on this year's program.
Miss Wilson was featured in Columbia's
"Object Alimony," "Alias the Lone Wolf" and
"Ransom."

Sprunck with Paramount
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, March 26.—Paul G. Sprunck
has been signed by Paramount and will be in

charge of photographic effects at the Long
Island studio.

Mme. Marstini in "Redemption"
NEW YORK.—Mme. Rosita Marstini, Franco-Bel-

gian actress and player in "The Big Parade," has
been added to the cast of M G M's "Redemption,"
which will star John Gilbert.
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Sound Length Title and Playtrs
New

Pictures

(Continued from page 61)

Tiffany-Stahl

Backstage (CD). Bedford July 9

Beauty Shoppe (CD), Busch July 16
College Days (CD), M. Day Not. 6

Enchanted Island (D) _ June 25
Fools of Fashion (CD), Busch. Oct. 9

Girl from Gay Paree, The (F), Sherman. Sept. 15
Haunted Ship. The (M). Sebastian-M. Love. Dec. 1

Joselyn's Wife (D), Frederick. „ Nov. 27

Lightning (W). J. Ralston _ Sept. 1

Night Life (CD), Day-Harron -....Nov. 1

Once and Forever (D), Patsy Ruth Miller Oct. 15
Snowbound (FC), Blythe. _ July 3d

Streets of Shanghai (RD). Starke-Harlan J>ec. 15 Mar. 10

Tired Business Man (C)

Wild Geese (D), Belle Bennett -.Nov. 15 Dec. 24 Dec. 10

Women's Wares (D), Brent-Lytell Oct. 1 ,_

1927
5754
5669
7300
4887
6482
5233
4752
5800

6049
6235

5629
5182
5276

6448
5614

1928
6147

ME 6775
5209

5510
53C2
5477

6126

5334
5516

5297

6553
5676
5967

M 7785
6708
5271
5554
5160

5102
5735

TME 7256
5C52
5361
5449

528S

1929
6430

TME 8C53

T _
TM
T
T
ME 6114

6216

T
TME

1928
ME 7972
ME 8250

6400

7000
9358

9100

8350
7300
7650

ME
8600
6400

ME 9300

ME 8500

ME 8350

1929
AT
AT
T
AT
ME
ME
ME
T 8855

T 8329
AT
T
ME 7980

T
ME
T
ME

1928
6243

4179
5311
4322
4201

5357

7 828

6474

5597

Bachelor's Paradise (R), Sally O'Neil Mar. 15

Cavalier, The (D). Talmadge-Bedford .Nov. 1

Clothes Makes the Woman (R), Southem-
Pidgeon — May 1

Devil's Skipper. The, Bennett .Feb. 1

Domestic Meddlers (CD). Claire Windsor Aug. 15

Floating College, The, O'Neil-Hale -..Nov. 10

Grain of Dust, The (D), Cortez-Windsor -.July 10

Green Grass Widows (CD), Walter Hagen —..June in

Gun Runner. The (D). Cortez-Lane —Nov. 20

House of Scandal (D). Sebastian-CMalley —.Apr. 1

Ladies of the Night Club (CD). Cortez-Muran.„_May 15

Lingerie (CD). White-McGregor. July 1

Man in the Hobbles. The. Harron-Littlefield Jan. 10

Marriage by Contract. Miller-Gray Dec. 1

Nameless Men. Moreno Feb. 15

Naughty Duchess, The (D). H. B. Warner Oct. 10

Power of Silence, The (D). Belle Bennett Oct. 20

Prowlers of the Sea (D). Cortez-Myers June 20

Rainbow. The. Gray-Hardy Jan. 1

Spirit of Youth. The. Kent Sebastian „ Feb. 20

Scarlet Dove, The (D), Margaret Livingston Apr. 15

Stormy Waters (D), Southern-McGregor —June 1

Toilers, The, Fairbanks. Jr. -Ralston Oct. 1

Their Hour (D), Sebastian-Harron Mar. 1

Tragedy of Youth. Miller-Collier Jan. 15

Tropical Nights, Patsy Ruth Miller Dec. 10

Women Against the World, A Jan. 1

Devil's Apple Tree, The (D), Sebastian-Kent Feb. 20

Lucky Boy (CD), George Jessel Feb. 2
Midstream (D). Cortez-Windsor _ June 1

Molly and Me (D). Bennet-Brown Mar. 1

My Lady's Past (CD), Bennet-Brown .Apr. 1

New Orleans (CD), Cortez-Collier June 20

Rainbow, The (D), Sebastian-Gray Feb. 15

Spirit of Youth. The (D), Sebastian-Kent .Feb. 10

Two Men and a Maid (D). Collier-Bennett June 15

Whispering Winds (D), Soulhern-Miller May 1

United-Artists

Awakening. The. Vilma Banky
Battle of the Sexes. The, Hersholt- Haver
Circus. The (C), Charlie Chaplin
Devil Dancer, The, Gilda Gray
Douglas Fairbanks as the Gaueho (M)
Dove. The (M), Norma Talmadge
Drums of Love (D), Mary Philbin.

Garden of Eden, The (D), C. Griffith-Ray.
Ramona (D). Del Rio
Revenge. Dolores Del Rio
Sadie Thompson (D). Gloria Swanson
Steamboat Bill, Jr.. Buster Keaton
Tempest (M), John Barrymore.
Two Lovers, Banky-Colman
Woman Disputed. The. Norma Talmadge

Alibi (D). Tat O'Malley-Busrh
Bulldog Drummond, Ronald Colman-Bennett
City Lights (C). Charlie Chaplin
Coquette (D), Mary Pickford
Eternal Love (D). John Barrymore-
Evangeline (D). Delores Del Rio _

Hells Angels (D), Lyon-Nissen
Iron Mask. The (D), Douglas Fairbanks
Lady of the Pavements, The. Lupe Velez.
Lummox. Special Cast
Queen Kelly (CD). Gloria Swanson _..

Rescue. The (D), Ronald Colman
She Goes to War. Eleanor Boardman
Three Passions, Alice Terry
This Is Heaven, Vilma Banky
Venus. Constance Talmadge

Nov. 17

Oct. 12

.June 1

Jan. 7

Mar. 31

. Feb. 4

Aug.
...Nov. 3

...Feb. 1

Jan. 7

Aug. 11

Sept. 7

Oct. 20

..Apr.

-Feb. lb

Aug. 3

..July 13

Jan. 12

June 22

.June 1

Universal

Anybody Here Seen Kelly, Bessie Love-Moore .Sept. 9
Beauty and Bullets, Ted Wells JJec. 16
Clearing the Trail, Hoot Gibson. „ Oct. 7
Cloud Dodger. The. Al Wilson Sept. 30
Crimson Canyon. The. Ted Wells Oct. 14
Danger Rider, The. Hoot Gibson -.Nov. 18
Foreign Legion. The, Lewis Stone-Kerry Sept. 23
Freedom of the Press, Lewis Stone .Oct. 28
Gate Crasher. The (CO) Dec. 9

Oct. 2n

Mar. 1(1

Mar. 16

Feb. 2

Mar. 9

Mar. 2.1

Apr. 28

Nov. 26

Jan. 7

July 21

Nov. in

June 16

May 26

July 7

Mar. 9

Jan in

Sept. 8

Mar. 16

Mar. 16

Nov. 17

Sept. 22

Mar. 1G Jan. 12

Sound Length Title and Players
New

Released Pictures Comment

T
6599
4868
6307

5591
G832

M 10185
0030

6702
5907

4230
4616

T

1929

ME
T

T
T
T
MT

ME
T
ME
T

1928

M
U
M
TME
M
TME
AT
TME
AT
TME
M
AT
M
M
u
TME
TME
AT
TME

4259

4126

5202

4595
4719

5606

5792
5501

4344

T
4380

T 5809
6753

5232
4525
5270
8109

4497
4160

T

6052

5380

5778
6270
5164

7441

8693
7077

5267
6352

5331
8290

G185

4777

4820

7169
7340

7654

5527

1929

AT 6729
TME
TME 6447

TME
TME
TME 6114

TME
TME 6235
TME 5179
TME 5644

TME
r.Mi: 5561
TME 9247

TME
TME 5243

TME 6921
TME 5992

AT 6681

TME 6273

TME
TME
TME
TME

1928

Give and Take, Sidney-Hersholt Dec. 23
Grip of the Yukon, The. Marlowe-Bushman Sept. 30
Guardians of the Wild, Rex-Perrin. Sept. 16
Home James, Laura LaPlante _ Sept. 2
How to Handle Women, Tryon-Nixon. Oct. 14
Jazz Mad, Hersholt-Nixon Nov. 11
Man Who Laughs, The, Philbin-Veidt Nov. 4
Michigan Kid, The, Adoree-NageL Oct. 21
Night Bird, The, Reginald Denny Sept. 16
Phyllis of the Follies, Alice Day-M. Moore Nov. 26
Price of Fear, Bill Cody.™ _ Oct. 29
Two Outlaws, The, Jack Perrin-Rex. Nov. 18
Uncle Tom's Cabin, All Star. Sept. 2

Blow for Blow. Hoot Gibson. _ May 19
Border Wildcat, The, Ted Wells May if)

Born to the Saddle, Ted Wells. Mar. 16
Burning the Wind (W), Hoot Gibson Feb. 10
Charlatan, The, Livingston-Herbert ...Apr. 17

Cohens and Kellys in Atlantic City (CD). George
Sidney .._ _ Mar. 17
Come Across, All Star _ _ Apr. 28
Dangerous Dimples, Laura LaPlante June 16

Eyes of the Underworld, Bill Cody Apr. 28
Girl on the Barge. The, 0"Neil-Hersholt Feb. 3

Grit Wins (W), Ted Wells Jan. 27

Harvest of Hate, The, Rex-Jack Perrin Aug. 4

Hero of the Circus, Maciste
His Lucky Day, Reginald Denny June 2

Hoofbeats of Vengeance, Rex-Perrin .June 16

It Can Be Done, Tryon-Sue Carol Mar. 24

Kid's Clever, The, Tryon. Feb. 17

King of the Rodeo, Hoot Gibson Jan. 6

Lariat Kid, The, Hoot Gibson _ June 23

Last Warning. The, LaPlante-Boles Jan. 6

Lonesome (CD), Glenn Tryon ... Jan. 20

Man. Women and Wife (CD), Kerry-Starke Jan. 13

One Rainy Night (D), Laura LaPlante June 1G

Play Goes On. The, All Star Apr. 21

Mar. 16

Apr. 28

Sept. 8

Feb. 23

Mar. 23

Mar. 10

Mar. 16

Plunging Hoofs, Rex-Perrin — Apr. 14

Red Hot Speed, Reginald Denny Jan. 27

Ridin' Demon, The, Ted Wells Aug. 18

Silks and Saddles (D), Marian Nixon Mar. 10

Shakedown, The (D), Murray-Kent Feb. 25

Slim Fingers. Bill Cody Mar. 24

Smilin' Terror, The, Ted Wells June 30

Smilin' Guns, Hoot Gibson. Mar. 31

Tip-Off. The. Bill Cody _ June 2

Wild Blood (W), Rex-Perrin. —Feb. 10

Wolves of the City <D). Bill Cody Feb. 25

You Can't Buy Love. All Star May 25

Dec. 22

Mar. 16

Mar. 23

Mar. 2.".

Warner Brothers

Across the Atlantic, Bluc-Murphy Feb. 25

Beware of Married Men, Irene Rich - Jan. 14

Beware of Bachelors. Ferris-Beranger Dec. 1

Caught in the Fog, Nagel-McAvoy Sept. 22

Domestic Trouble (CD), Cook-Fazcnda Mar. 24

Glorious Betsy, D. Costello. June 9

Home Towners. Kenyon-Eileson - Dec. 15

Jazz Singer, The, Al Jolson Feb. 4

Lights of New York. All Star _ July 21

Lion and the Mouse, The, L. Barrymore —Aug. 3

Little Snob. The, May McAvoy. - Feb. 11

On Trial. Bert Lytell —Dec. 29

Powder My Back (C), Rich-Ferris -..Mar. 10

Race for Life, Rin-Tin-Tin Jan. 28

Rinty of the Desert, Rin-Tin-Tin Apr. 21

State Street Sadie, Nagel-Loy Aug. 25

Tenderloin, Dolores Costello — Apr. 28

Terror, The, McAvoy-Horton Oct. 20

Women They Talk About. Rich-Ferris Sept. 8

Conquest, Monte Blue — Jan. 19

Desert Song, The, John Boles. - _

Fancy Baggage, Audrey Ferris -- Feb. 23

From Headquarters. Monte Blue - -

Frozen River, Rin-Tin-Tin -.

Greyhound Limited, The, Monte Blue .Mar. 23

Fab. IS

Feb. 11
' Nov. 10

Oct. 6

_- Apr. 14

~Z™Z. Nov. 3

Feb. IS

May 19

Dec. 1

.. May 10

Apr. 28

Feb. 2

Oct. 13

Mar. 1C

Mar. 2

Hardboiled Rose, M.vrna Loy — May 4

Kid Gloves. Conrad Nagel-Lois Wilson. Apr. 27

Land of the Silver Fox, Rin-Tin-Tin. _

Little Wildcat, The, Audrey Ferris Jan. 12

Madonna of Ave. A. Dolores Costello -May 25

Million Dollar Collar. The. Rin-Tin-Tin Feb. 9

My Man, Fannie Brice _ — Jan. 12

No Defense, Monte Blue - —May 11

One Stolen Night, B. Bronson-Wm. Collier. Jr Apr. 20

Redeeming Sin, The, Dolores Costello. ™ Apr. 6

Singing Fool. The, Al Jolson..- —
Stark Mad. H. B. Warner-L. Fazenda - Mar. 2

Stolen Kisses, May McAvoy — Apr. 13

Sonny Boy, Davey Lee-

Jan. 20

Oct. 13

She Knew Men, Betty Bronson.

Glad Rag Doll, The, Delores Costello.

Time, Place and the Girl. All-Star

Zakoro

Just Off Broadway (D). Keith-Christy

Last Moment. The. Matiesen-Hale Mar. 11

Mother of Mine Dec.

O ympic Hero, Charley Paddock June 23
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

By J. F.

RK O's "Syncopation" had its Chicago preview last Thursday at the State-

Lake theatre, and despite a heavy rain, many were present. The entire

main floor of the theatre was packed, and the balcony held still more.

"Syncopation" is a story of a gal and her husband trying to get along in the

world by dancing in night clubs. The husband is a sort of a chap that loves

his wife and cares not for gold as long as his wife cares for him. But the wife,

on the other hand, is different. She likes her husband but wants to go higher

in her stage career and never is satisfied.

Like every picture, there has to be a fellow in it who makes things hard for

the husband of the beautiful wife.

During the showing of "Syncopation" a

character in the picture whispered, "Darling,

I love you," to which some exhibitor or re-

viewer replied out loud, "Oh Yah?" The
crack might not seem so funny but it caused
an outburst of laughter in the theatre. Lots
of funny things happen at these previews.
One chap took his shoes off, and another
insisted on someone going up on the stage and
asking the Waring band to play "Sweet Ade-
line."

* * *

Len Ullrick was seen running around the
theatre like a lost boy. To be sure, Len's
customers got good seats—and don't let any-
one kid you about that. Herb Washburn
took the tickets at the door and everyone was
greeted with a big smile. It was overheard
that the State and Lake wants to sign Herb
up now. He was such a big success last

Thursday.
* * *

"Syncopation" was recorded by RCA
Photophohe, and officials from RCA were
present at the showing. Walter Brown, once
a member of the R K O staff and now dis-
trict manager of RCA, was there with his
office force.

* * *

S. E. Brady of the New Broadway theatre
in Cape Girardeau, Mo., has contracted with
DeForest Phonofilm to install the Phonofilm
device. A new DeForest office is to open in
Milwaukee very shortly.

* * *

The State-Lake theatre is theught to have
broken all records with the opening of the
new policy of vaudeville and talking films
The house opened last week for the first time
with the

>

new policy, showing Pathe's "God-
less Girl," and a record crowd attended.

* * *

The latest fad of Chicago's bandits became
known last week. A bandit carrying what

PHOTOTONE
SOUND ON FILM

is Just as Definite as

Disc or Non-Sync

Phototone Sales Company
845 So. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO Harrison 0737
Wire Write Phone

looked to be a baby wrapped in blanket, en-

tered the Harvard theatre and held up the

cashier. He escaped with $125.

* * *

Harry Scott, home office executive of

Pathe, was visiting Harry Lorch at the local

exchange last week.

* * *

According to reports the "Iron Mask" is

pulling down all records held at the United
Artists theatre. The picture is drawing
capacity crowds each day. Douglas Fair-

banks gives another performance of his

clever tricks, and Chicago critics are giving it

nice write-ups. The picture that the "Iron
Mask" bettered at the B. O. was Charlie
Chaplin's "The Circus."

* * *

DeForest Phonofilm gave a demonstration
of the device for exhibitors in Milwaukee
and Wisconsin last week. The demonstration
was given at the Symphony theatre, where
a DeForest device has been installed for some
time.

* * *

Richard Bennett, famous legitimate stage
actor, was present at the showing of "Syn-
copation" last Friday to see his daughter, who
is appearing in the picture. Ashton Stevens,
well known critic for the Herald and Ex-
aminer, was also at the screening.

* *

Tess Heraty is once more an aunt and she
celebrated all last Wednesday in honor of the
new arrival. The baby is the daughter of
Tess's sister, Mrs. Clarence Sullivan. He will

be called Jack.
* * *

The Lindo theatre in Freeport, has installed
Phototone. John Dittner is the owner of the
Lindo.

* * *

Dave Dubin, manager of the Educational
exchange returned from New York last week.
Dave says that Educational shorts are being
made as fast as they can, but it's hard to
keep up with the sales, which keeps Percy
Barr, salesman for Educational, working day
and night.

* * *

A screening of Educational's "Zim Bom Ba,"
the first all-talking Jack White comedy, was
given at a Loop house last week. According
to reports, Max Balaban of B & K, witnessed
the screening.

* * *

A big Chicago theatre is seeking pictures
showing the Mexican, Hindu and Italian in
a favorable light. These films are to be used
for psychological purposes. A line to the
Herald-World regarding such pictures will be
appreciated.

Blames "Reformers" If

Shows Are Immoral
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, March 26.—The
Society for the Suppression of Com-
mercialized Vice got a humorous
panning when George Scoville, man-
ager of the Twelfth Street theatre,
a downtown house, had been fined
$500 in the municipal court for pre-
senting a stage program that in-

cluded chorus girls doing a Black
Bottom in turkish towels.
The reformers fought bitterly for

a verdict in their favor and got it

but the case was appealed to the cir-

cuit court and dismissed by Judge
Clarence A. Burney, who claimed
that the public not the manager, was
to blame if theatre performances
were immoral. The "Ace" of the
Kansas City Post-Journal with an
ironical story said that the reform-
ers had done more to advertise im-
moral performances than any other
medium.

Construction Company
And Promoters Indicted

On Charges of Fraud
(Special to the Herald-World)

ANDERSON, IND., March 26.—Two offi-

cials of the Krebay Construction Company of
Indianapolis and two alleged promoters of a
project to build the proposed Crystal-Capital
theatre here, have been indicted by the county
grand jury on charges of obtaining money
under false pretenses. Those indicted are
Floyd Kreis and G. H. Harries of the Krebay
Company and Harry Goldberg, Cleveland,
and Joseph Cosco, Detroit.

The indictments are the outgrowth of a
project to build a $172,000 theatre, which was
never completed. Harry Miller, local theatre
man, invested $25,000 in the undertaking and
alleges that Cosco and Goldberg made fraudu-
lent representations. An alleged false contract
between the theatre company and the con^
struction concern for the erection of a theatre

figured in the grand jury hearing and resulted

in the indictment of the construction officials.

Joseph H. Zeigler brought suit against the

Crystal-Capital Theatres Realty Corporation
on notes totaling $75,000 and for foreclosure
of a mortgage executed to secure payment of
the purchase price of real estate. Zeigler for-

merly owned the ground and sold it to Dick
M. Vesey and Edward H. Seelberg, together
with Cosco and Goldberg, taking ten notes of
$7,500 each. After the execution of the notes
Yesey and Seelberg conveyed their interests

to Cosco and Goldberg, who in turn trans-

ferred the property to the theatre company.

Senator Favors Censors;
Madelia Votes Blue Law

(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. PAUL, March 26—State Senator Wil-
liam C. Zamboni, who hails from Owatonna,
wants all motion pictures which show a mur-
der or robbery barred from the theatres.

The town of Madelia will have no more
Sunday shows. The residents (1,447) voted
overwhelmingly in favor of "The Blue Sun-
day" at the annual election.

MILTON M. STERN
The Row's Insurance Man.

Life, Accident, Auto, Fire &
Casualty Lines

1180 E. 63rd St. Phone Fairfax 7200
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The finest book of its

kind ever published!

That is uhat they are saying about

The MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC

11

Order NOW!

There is a reason!

A line department devoted to personalities in the

motion picture industry.

^tt A fine department devoted to pictures—future,

current and past.

gn A fine department devoted to the production of

^jj sound motion pictures.

^tt A fine department devoted to presentation enter-

al tainment in the theatres.

A fine department devoted to production costs,

casting and other matters of vital importance to the

studio

and other fine and worthwhile departments con-

taining information of value to industry and public.

To those associated with the industry.

To all others

SI
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and a couple of records
bit the dust

Let These Telegrams
Tell the Tale

From United ArtisrsTheatre, Los Angeles:

FIRST SUNDAY GROSS WAS SLIGHTLY IN

EXCESS OF SIX THOUSAND DOLLARS
WHICH WAS THE BIGGEST SUNDAY BUSI-

NESS IN HISTORY OF THIS THEATRE STOP
FIRST WEEKS BUSINESS EXCEEDED GROSS
AMOUNT ANY PICTURE EVER RECEIVED IN

THIS HOUSE SINCE ABOLISHMENT OF
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA AND STAGE
SHOW SO THAT PICTURE MUST BE THE

ONLY REASON FOR TERRIFIC BUSINESS

WILLIAM FOX presents

HEARTS in DIXIE
FOX MOVIETONE—ALL-TALKING, ALL-SINGING, ALL-DANCING

Musical Drama of the Southland

with Cast of 200 including

Billbrew Chorus
and

Stepin Fetchit
"comedy find of the year"

From Leland Theatre, Albany:

HEARTS IN DIXIE BROKE ALL HOUSE
RECORDS INCLUDING OLD ARIZONA AT

LELAND THEATRE ON OPENING DAY STOP
MY PATRONS PRAISING PICTURE VERY

HIGHLY STOP HAD TO TURN AWAY
THOUSANDS STOP fUESDAYS MATINEE

FAR EXCEEDS ANY RECORDS STOP YOUR
COMPANY TO BE CONGRATULATED FOR

TURNING OUT SUCH WONDERFUL
PICTURES

RINGS the BELL
every time with

RECORD-TOPPING TALKERS
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